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AUTHORS OF ARTICLES
Abf.lson (Joshua), M.A., D.Lit. (London).
Pi incipal of Aria College, Portsmoutli
author
of Immanence of God in Rabbinical Litemtiire, Jewish Mysticism, Maimonidcs on the
;

Jewi.ih Creed.

Arnold (Thomas Walker), CLE.,
;

;

Maimonides.
(Israel), M.A. (Lend, and Camb.),
D.D. (Heb. Union Coll., Cincin.).
Reader in Talmudic and Rabbinic Literature
in the University of Canibridy;e

;

formerly

Senior Tutor in the Jews' College, London;
editor of the Jewish Quarterly Review, 18881908.

Missions (Muhammadan),
ism (in India).

Marriage (Jewish).
of the Jewish Historical
Corresponding Member of tlie
Royal Academy of History of Spain and of
the Jewish Historical Society of America
author of Jlws in Many Lands, Auto-de-fi
and Jew.
Mendelssohn.
;

;

Alexander (Hartley Burr), Ph.D.
Professor of Philosophy in the University of

Nebraska.

Baikie (James).
Fellow of the
Royal Astronomical Society ;
Minister of the United Free Church at Edinburgh author of Lands and Peoples of the
;

Ball (James Dyer),

I.S.O.,

Of the

Hongkong

Civil

Service

(retired)

j

author of Things Chinese, The Chinese at
Home, and other works editor of Friend of
;

China.
Life and Death (Chinese), Light and Darkness (Chinese).

Barber (William Theodore Aquila),

B.A.

M.A. (Camb.), D.D. (Dublin).
Headmaster of the Leys School, Cambridge.
(Lond.),

Literature (American).

(John), M.A., M.R.A.S.
Assistant in the Department of Coins and
Medals in the British Museum
Assistant
to the Professor of Sanskrit at University
;

Lullists.

Barker (Henry), M.A.
Lecturer in Moral Philosophy in the University
of Edinburgh.

College, Loudon.

Locke.

Magadha, Maya.
Anesaki (Masaharu), M.A.,

Barns (Thomas), M.A.

;

sity of Harvard, 191.S-1.5.

Life and Death
(Buddhist).

(Japanese),

(Oxon.).

Vicar of Hilderstone, Staflbrdshire.

D.Litt.

Professor of the Science of Religion in the
Imperial Universit}' of Tokyo Professor of
Japanese Literature and Life in the Univer-

Missions

Michaelmas.

Barton (George Aaron), A.M.,

Edward), M.A. (Oxon.).
Late Professor of Welsh and Comparative
Philology, and Dean of the Faculty of Arts,

Languages
vania

Merlin.

;

Bryn Mawr

in

College, PennsylA Sketch of Semitic Origins,
in the International Critical

author of

Ecclesiastes

Commentary,
Origin and
Writing.

in the University College of Wales, Aberystwyth ; author of Celtic Religion.

Marriage

'

Commentary
Development

Milk

(Semitic),

;

;

Slember

of Council of the

Royal
Economics Society Lecturer on Economics
and Mental Science at Birkbeck College.
;

on Job, The
of Babylonian
(Civilized Re-

ligious).

Beazley (Charles Raymond),

Armitage-Smith (George), M.A., D.Lit.
forPrincipal of Birkbeck College, London
merly Dean of the Faculty of Economics in
the University of London Fellow of Statist-

Ph.D., LL.D.

Professor of Biblical Literature and Semitic

'

(Sir

Money.

M.R.A.S., M. Ch.

Br. R.A.S.

Allan

ical Society;

Muhammadan-

Bible (im).
Literature (Egyptian), Manetho.

Adlkr(E. N.), M.A.
Member of the Council

Anwyl

Litt.D.,

M.A.

Professor of Arabic, University of London,
University College author of Tlw Preaching
editor of The Encyclopedia of
of Islam
Islam.

Abrahams

Society
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D.Litt. (Oxford),

F.B.G.S.

Modern History in the Universitj'
Birmingham formerly Fellow of Merton

Professor of
of

;

Member of Council of the
College, Oxford
Royal Historical Society Member of the
Royal Asiatic Society author of Dawn of
;

;

;

Modern Geography, and other works.
Missions (Christian, Early and Mediaeval).

AUTHORS OP ARTICLES
Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge Lord
Almoner's licader in Arabic in the Univerautlior of A Short Comsity of Cambridjte
mtii/nnf on the Book of Dfinul {1892) editor
of 'J'hc III/ inn of the Soul in the Cuniliridfje
Texts anil Studies' (1897), and of theNal^aiti
of Jarir and al-FarazdaV (1905-12).
;

;

;

'

Manichxism.
Bezold (Carl), Ph.D., LL.D.
Geheimer Hofrat

;
Ordinary Professor of Oriental Philolopy and Director of the Oriental
Seminary in the University of Heidelberg ;

Ordinary Member of the Heidelberg Akadeniie der Wissenschaften ; editor of Zeitschriftfur Assyriotogic.
Literature (Babylonian).
(Dr.

VOLUME

Carpenter

Be VAN (Anthony Ashley), M.A.

Bezzenberoer
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(J. Estun), M.A., D.Litt., D.D.,
D.Theol.
Wilde Lecturer in Natural and Comparative
Religion in the University of Oxford ;
formerly Principal of Manchester College,
Oxford author of The Bible in the Nineteenth Century, and other works
jointeditor of The Hexateuch according to the
Version.
Revised
Martineau.
;

;

Carter (Jesse Benedict), Ph.D. (Halle).
Director of the American Academy in Rome.
Love (Roman).
Cobb (William Frederick), D.D.
Rector of the Cliurch of St. Ethelburga the
Virgin, London ; author of Mysticism and
the Creed (im).
Life and Death (Christian).

Adalbert).

Professor <ler Sanskrit und vergl. Sprachwis-senschaften an der Universitat Konigsberg.

CODRINGTON (ROBERT Henry), D.D.

(Oxon.).

Hon. F'ellow of Wadham College, Oxford ;
formerly MisPrebendary of Cliiehcster
author of The Melasionary in Melanesia
ncsiini Laniiudgca (lSt-5), The Melanesians:
their Anthrojwlugy and Folklore (1891).
Melanesians.
CoE (George Albert), Ph.D., LL.D.
Professor of Religious Education and Psychology in the Union Theological Seminary,
New York author of The Spiritual Life,
The Relic/ion of a Mature Mind, Education
;

Lithuanians and Letts.
Bloomfielu (Maurice), Ph.D., LL.D.

;

Professor of .Sanskrit and Comparative Pliilology in Jolins Hopkins University, Baltimore President of the American Oriental
;

Society.

Literature (Vedic and Classical Sanskrit).

BosANQUET (Roberto, M.A., F.S.A.

;

Professor of Classical Archaeology in the Uniformerly Director of
versity of Liverpool
the British School of Archaeology at Athens.

and Morals.

in Eeliijion

;

Minotaur.

Brandt

(Dr.

Wilhelm).

sity of

Amsterdam.

Late Professor of Old and New Testament
and the History of Religion in the Univer-

(Ale.xis Ir^niSe du Pont), M.A.
(Oxon.).
Assistant Professor of English Literature,
College of the City of New York.

Coleman

Miracle-Plays.

CoMPTON (Alfred Donaldson),

Mandxans, Masbothxans.
(Joseph), B.A., LL.D. (Cantab.), M.Sc
(Wales).
Lecturer on Logic at Bedford College, London
formerly Professor of Logic and Philosophy
in the University College of Wales, Aberyst-

Brouqh

;

author of The Study of Mental Science.
Logic, Method (Logical).

wyth

Morbidness.

;

Bryant

(Mrs. Sophie), D.Sc. (London), Litt.D.
(Dublin).
Headmistress of the North London Collegiate
School author of St iidies in Character, and
other works.
;

Loyalty.

BiTRNET (John), M.A. (Oxon.), LL.D. (Edin.),
Ph.D. (Prag).
Professor of Greek in the United College of
St. Salvator and St. Leonard, St. Andrews
Hon. Fellow of Merton (College, O.xford
author of Early Greek Philoxophy (1892);
editor of Platoiiis Opera (1899-1907), and
;

;

other works.

Megarics.

B.Sc.
Assistant Professor of English Literature,
College of the City of New York.
Miracle-Plays.

Conway

(R. Seymour), Litt.D.
Professor of Latin and Indo-European Philology in the University of Manchester sometime Fellow of Gonville and Caius College,
;

Cambridge

Corresponding Member

;

of the

German Imperial

Institute of Archaeology
editor of The Italic Dialects.

;

Ligurian Religion.
(Aberd.), Hon.
(Dublin), D.C.L. (Durham).
Professor of Ecclesiastical History

Cooper (James), D.D.

D.Litt.
in

the

University of Glasgow.

Mary.

Crawley (Alfred
Fellow of

tlie

Ernest), M.A. (Camb.).

Sociological Society

;

Examiner

author of
University of London
The Mystic Rose, The Tree of Life, The Idea
of the Soul, The Book of the Ball.
Life and Death (Primitive, American),
Locust, Love (Primitive, American),
to

tlie

;

Magical Circle, Mask, May, Metals
and Minerals, Mirror.
Crooke (William), B..\.

Cabrol (Ferxand).
Abbot of Fam borough, Hants.
Monasticism.

Ex-Sdiolar of Trinity College, Dublin F'ellow
of the Royal Anthropological Institute;
;

Caenoy (Albert

Joseph), Docteur en Pliilosophie

et Lettres (Louvain).
Professor of Zend and Pahlavi and Greek
Pala-ography in the University of Louvain
Research Professor in the University of

;

Pennsylvania (1915-10).

Magic

(Iranian).

President of the AnthroiHjlogical Section of
the British Association, 1910; President of
the FulUlore Society, 1911-12; late of the

Bengal

('i\il .Service.

Magh,

Mahaban,

Mai, Mishmis.

Mahar,

Majhwar,

AUTHORS OF ARTICLES

Entiioven (Reginald

Cruickshank (William), M.A., B.D.

E.), I.C.S.

Commissioner, 2nd Grade,

Minister of tlie riuiich of Scotland at Kinnelt,
Bervie autlior of The Bible in the Light of
Antiquity (\^VA).
Darkness (Semitic and
Light and
Egyptian).

Bombay

Presidency.

Lingayats.

;

Eucken (Rudolf Christoph),

Dr. theol. u. philos.
ordentlicher Profe."^sor der
I'hilosophie an der Universitat zn Jena
author of Hauptprobleme der Religionsder
Gegenwart, and other
philosophie

Rat

Geheinier

;

;

Davids (T. W. Rhys), LL.D., Ph.D., D.Sc, F.B.A.
Formerly Professor of Comparative Religion,
President of the Pali Text
Manchester
Society; author of Buddhism (1878), Questions of Kin f/ Milinda (1890-94), American
Lectures on Buddhism. (1896), Buddhist

works.

;

Monism.

Findlay (George Gillanders), B.A.

India (1902), Early Buddhism (1908).
Lumbini, Milinda, Moggallana.

Davids
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D.D.
Tutor

(St.

(Lond.),

Andrews).

in New Testament Literature
Classics in Headingley College, Leeds.

(Mrs. Rhys), M..Al.

Formerly Lecturer on Indian Philosophy in the
Fellow of UniUniversity of Manchester
versity College, London author of Buddhist
the
Psyrhologiral Ethics (1900), Psalms of
Earhf Buddhists (1909, 1913), Buddhism
(1912), Buddhist Psychology (1914).
Logic(Buddhist), Love(Buddhist),Moksa.
Davidson (William Leslie), M.A., LL.D.
Professor of Logic and Metaphysics in the
University of Aberdeen ; author of The
Logic of Definition. Theism as Grounded in
Human Nature, The Stoic Creed, Political
Thought in England : the Utilitarians from

Methodism

and

(Doctrine).

;

Foakes-Jackson (Frederick John), D.D.

;

Bentham to J. 'S. Mill.
Mill, James and John

Fellow of Jesus College, Cambridge, and Hon.
Canon of Peterborough Cathedral aiithor
of The History of the Christian Chvreh to
A.D. 461, A Bible History of the Hebrews,
and other works.
;

Meletianism.

Foley (William Malcolm), B.D.
Rector of Tralee, Co. Kerry Archdeacon of
Ardfert; Canon of St. Patrick's Cathedral,
Dublin ; Canon of St. Mary's Cathedral,
Limerick
Examining Chaplain to the
formerly Donnellan
Bishop of Limerick
Lecturer (1892-93) in the University of
Dublin.
;

;

Stuart.

;

Denney

(James), D.D.
Principal, and Professor of

New Testament
Language, Literature, and Theology, United
Free Church College, Glasgow author of
Studies in Theology, The Death of Christ,

Marriage

(Christian).

;

FoRKE (Alfred), LL.D.

Jesus and the Gospel.
Mediation.

Agassiz Professor of Oriental Languages and
Literature in the University of California,
Hon. Member of the Royal
Berkeley
Asiatic Society at Shanghai.
Materialism (Chinese).
;

DeUTSCH (Gotthard), Ph.D.
Professor
History
College, Cincinnati

Jewish History

Love

(Vienna).

in the

of

;

Hebrew Union

author of Philosophy of

Fowler (William Warde), M.A., Hon.

D.Litt.
(Manchester), Hon. LL.D. (Edin.).
Fellow and late Subrector of Lincoln College,
Gilford Lecturer in Edinburgh
Oxford

(1897).

(Jewish).

DoTTXN (Georges), Doeteur

es-Lettres.

;

Professeur de langue et litterature grecques
I'Universite de Rennes.

Marriage

h,

University (1909-10).

Marriage (Roman).

(Celtic).

Duckworth (W. Laurence

H.),

Frakcke (August Hermann), Ph.D.

M.A., M.D.,

Fellow of Jesus College, Cambridge University Lecturer in Physical Anthropology ;
Senior Demonstrator of Anatomy.
;

Monsters

(Biological).

Edgell (Beatrice), M.A.

(AVales),

Ph.D. (Wiirz-

Hon. Foreign Member
Foreign Bible Society

burg).

Memory.
Elbogen (Dr. I.).

the British and
Moravian Mission-

of
;

ary.

gLing Chos.
Franks (Robert Sleightholme), M.A.,
Principal of

Lecturer in Philosophy in Bedford College,
and University Reader in Psychology in the
University of London.

the

Western

New

College,

schaft des Jadentuuis, Berlin.
Literature (Jewish).

B.Litt.
Bristol

;

Testament Doctrines of
Man, Sin, and Salvation (1908).
Merit (Christian).

author of The

Frazer (Robert Watson), LL.B.,

Dozen t in tier Geschichte und Literatur der
Juden an der Leliranstalt fiir die Wissen-

Emmet

h. c. (Bres-

lau).

Sc.D.

C.E., I.C.S.

(retired).
Lecturer in

College,
brarian,

Tamil and Telugu, University
London
formerly Principal LiLondon Institution author of A
;

;

Literary History of India, Indian Thought

Past and

(Cyril William), M.A.

Vicar of \\'est Hendred, Berks
formerly
Scholar of Corpus Christi College, O.xford
of
The
author
Eschatological Question, in
the Gospels, TIte Epistle to the Galatians

Present.

Literature (Dra vidian).

;

;

(Readers' Commentary).

Messiah.

Garbe (Richard), Ph.D.
Professor des Sanskrit und der allgemeinen
Religionsgeschichte an der Uni\ersitat zn
Tiibingen.

Lokayata, Mimamsa.

AUTHORS OF ARTICLES
Gardinkr (Alan llENnEKSoN),
;

;

Hieroglypliic Dictionary of the
Academies at Berlin.

German

tlie

and

Life

Death

Magic

(Egyptian),

VOLUME

Cray

D.Litt. (Oxon.).

Formerly Reader in Egyptology at Maiicliester
University
LaycocK Student of Egyptsubology at Worcester College, Oxford
editor of
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(Eg.Vl'tian).

(Louis Herbert), Ph.D. (Cohnnbia).
Sometime Member of the Editorial Stafl'
t\ie

New International Encyctoimdla

ant editor of the [iresent work autlior of
Indo-Iranian Phonology (1902) translator
of Vasavadatta, a Sanskrit Romance by
;

;

Subandhu (igi.S).
Life and Death

(Iranian), Light and
Darkness( Iranian), Literature (I'ahlavi),

Gaster (Mosks), Ph.D.
Chief Eahbi, Spanish and Portuguese ConLondon; formerly President of
the Folklore Society, and of the Jewish
Historical Society
Vice-President of the
Royal Asiatic Society.

Marriage

(Iranian),

Grierson

George Abraham),

(Sir

;

Ph.D.,

(.Jewish).
S.),

M.A.

(Oxon.), D.T). (Aberd.).

Professor of Old Testament Languages and
Literature and of Comparative Religion in
the ^Ye.sleyan College, Richmond, Surrey

;

author of Sttidies in the Ecligioiis of the
East translator of Deussen's I'hilosojihy of
the Upanishach.

Monasticism

(Indian),

(Buddliist,

Hindu).
(Dr.

D.Litt.

K.C.I.E.,

LC.S.

(Dublin),

Honorary Member of the American Oriental
Society, Honorary Fellow of the Asiatic
Bengal
Foreign Associate
Society of
;

Member

of the Soci^t^ Asiatique de Paris ;
Superintendent of the Linguistic Society of
India.

Johannes).

Madhvas,

Literature (Indian Vernacular),
Maluk Dasis.

;

Geffckkn

(Halle),

(retired).

Gedkn (Alfued

Mercy

Mazandaran, Mean

Merit (IntroJiutory and
Non-Christian), Missions (Zoroastrian).
((Chinese),

gregations,

Magic

of

assist-

;

Grierson (Herbert John Clifford), M.A.,
LL.D.
Professor of Rhetoric and English Literature
editor of
in the University of Edinburgh
;

Ordentlicher Professor der Klas.s. Philologie
an der llniversitSt Rostock.

The Poems of John Donne

(1912).

Milton.

Manads.
Gerig (John Lawrence), M.A., Ph.D.

Romance Languages
Columbia University, New

Associate Professor of

and Celtic
York.

Love

in

Griffith (Francis Llewellyn), M.A., F.S.A.,
Hon. Ph.D. (Leipzig).
Reader in Egyptology in the University of
Oxford editor of the Archaeological Survey
Correof the Egypt Exploration Fund
sponding Member of the Royal Academy of
;

;

(Celtic).

Sciences at Berlin
Foreign Associate of
Member of the
the Soci6t(i Asiatique
Imperial Academy of Sciences of Vienna.
;

Gibson (William Ralph Boyce), M.A., D.Sc.
Professor of Mental and Moral Philosophy in
the University of Melbourne author of A

;

Marriage (Egyptian).

;

Philosophiral Introduction to Ethics (1904),
and other works.

Love (Psychological and

Ethical).

Magic

Professor fiir Ural-Altaische Sprachen an der
Universitat Konstantinopel
ehemals Professor fiir die TUrkische Sprache an der
Universitat Herlin.
;

Muhammadanism

(in

Turkey).

GoMME

(Sir Laurence), F.S.A.
Fellow of the Anthropological Institute; VicePresident of the Folklore Society
Hon.
;

of

Glasgow ArcliKological Society.

Milk (Primitive

B.A., D.D.

Professor of Christian Ethics in Union Theological

Seminary,

New

York.

Moral Obligation.
Hamilton-Grier-son (Sir Philip James,

Kt.),

B.A. (Oxon.).
Fellow of the Society of Scottish Antiquaries ;
Fellow of the Royal Anthropological Institute Solicitor for Scotland to the Board of
Inland Revenue.
;

Market.

Harrison (Jane Ellen), LL.D.

James).
Lecturer and Demonstrator for the Moral
Education League author ol Moral Instruction: its Theory and Practice.
;

Moral Education League.

Gkandidier (Guillaume Charles Auguste),

Docteur J>s-Sciences.
Corresjmndant chi Museum d'Histoire naturelle charge de missions
scientiliques par le
Gouverneiiii^nt franfais k Madagascar.

Madagascar.

Grass (Karl Konrad), Dr.Theol.

New Testament Exegesis in the
Imperatorskij Jurjevskij University, Dorpat,
Russia.

Men of God.

(Teutonic).

Religions).

Gould (Frederick

Professor of

(Dr. F.).
Leipzig.

Hall (Thomas Cuming),

GiBSE (Dr. Friedrich).

Member

Halsig

(Aberd.), D.Litt.

(Durham).
Staff Lecturer

and sometime Fellow

of

Newn-

ham

College, Cambridge ; author of Tlie
Religion of Ancient Greece (1905), Prolegomena to the Stvdy of Greek lieligion (1907),
Themis: a Studii of the Social Origins of

Greek Beligion

(i912).

Mountain-Mother.

Hartland

(Eijwin Sidney), F.S.A.
President of the Folklore Society, 1899;
President of the Antlnojiological Section of
the British Association, 1906 President of
Section I (Religions of the Lower Culture)
at the Oxford International Congress for
author of
the History of Religions, 1908
The Legend of Perseus, Primitive Paternity,
Ritual and Belief.
;

;

Life-Token.

AUTHORS OF ARTICLES
Hartmann

(Dr.
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Inge (William Ralph), D.D.

Martin).

Dean

Professor der Syri.sch-Arab. I.slamkuude an
der Universitiit Berlin.

Muhammadanism
Hassk (Evelyn

R.),

;

(R.

of St. Paul's
author of Christinn
Mysticism (1899), Studies of English Mystics
Persotml
Idealism
and Mysticism
(1906),
(1907), Faith and its Psychology (1908).

(in Cliina).

D.D.
Bishop of the Moravian Church President of
tlie Directory Board of the Moravian Church
in Great Britain and Ireland.
Moravians.

Herford

Dr. Williams Library,
author of Christianity in Talmud

Philadelphia.
Luther, Lutheranism.

London

the

of
;

and Midrash, Pharisaism:

its

Aim and

its

Method.

Johnston
of

(A. F.

Harry Hamilton), G.C.M.G.,

The Uganda Protectorate

Masai.

Johnston (Reginald Fleming), M.A.

(Oxon.),

F.R.G.S.

and Magistrate, Weihaiwei ;
formerly Private Secretary to the Governor
Hongkong Member of the Royal Asiatic
Society and of the Folklore Society author

District Officer

ALFRED), Ph.D. (Munich),

of

Ord. Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative
Philology in the University of Breslau
Corresponding Member of the Konigliche
Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Gottingen, and of the Royal Bavarian Academy of
Sciences Geheimer Regierungsrat.
Light and Darkness (Hindu).
;

I.C.S. (retired).

;

;

From Peking
and Dragon in
of

;

HoDSON (Thomas Callan),

author

;

(1902), Liberia

(1906).

of

Trinity College, Cambridge.
Lucretius.

HiLLEBRAN'DT
LL.D.

(Sir

K.C.B., D.Sc. (Camb.).
Vice-President of the African Society

Minim.

Hicks (Robert Drew), M.A.
Fellow and formerly Classical Lecturer

;

Logos.
Jacobs (Henry Eyster), S.T.D., LL.D.
Dean and Professor of Systematic Theology
in the Lutheran Theological Seminary at

Tkavers), B.A.

Librarian

VOLUME

Buddhist China

Magic

to

Mandcday

Northern

(1908),

China

Lion

(1910),

(1913).

(Chinese).

Jones

(H. Stuaet), M.A.
Fellow of Trinity College, Oxford Fellow of
the British Academy formerly Dii'ector of
;

;

Hon. Secretary of the Royal Anthropological
Institute
author of Tlie Meitheis (1908),
The Xaga Tribes of ilanipur (1911).
Lusbais, Manipuris.

the British School at Rome.

Mithraism.

;

Hope (John Maurice Vaizey), M.A.

(Cantab, et
Oxon.).
Clare College
sometime Scholar of Trinity
late Fellow of St.
College, Cambridge
Augustine's College, Canterbury.
;

;

Lying.

Jones

(J. P.),

M.A., D.D.

Professor of Indian Missions in the Kennedy
School of Missions, Hartford, Conn. editor
of The Year Book of Missions in India.
;

Madura.
Joseph (Morris).
Senior Minister of the AVest London Synagogue author of Judaism as Creed and
Life (1910).
Life and Death (Jewish), Meir.
;

Hopkins (Envi^ARD Washburn), Ph.D., LL.D.
Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative Philology in Yale University former President
of the American Oriental Society
author
of The Eeligions of India, The Great Epic of
India, India Old and New, Epic Mythologij.
;

;

Mahabharata, Manitu.

College, St. Asaph, N. Wales.

Mental Reservation.

Juynboll

HoRROCKS (Arthur James), M.A., D.D.
Minister of the

Joyce (George Hayward), S.J., M.A. (Oxon.).
Professor of Dogmatic Theology at St. Beuno's

Congregational

Church

at

Camden Town.
Meekness.

(Th. W.), Dr. juris et phil.
Legati Warneriani,'

Adjutor interpretis
Leyden.
Malik ibn Anas.

'

Kay

HURWITZ (SOLOMON THEODORE

HALfiVY), M.A.,

Ph.D. (Columbia).
Gustav Gottheil Lecturer in Semitic Languages in Columbia University formerly
;

Librarian of Jewish Literature in the NewYork Public Library author of Root-Dctcrminaticcs in Semitic Speech.
;

Midrash and Midrashic Literature.

Hyamson (Albert Montefiore),
Corresponding Member of

F.R.Hist.S.
the American

Historical
Member of
Society
Council of the Jewish Historical Society of
England author of A History of the Jews

Jewish

;

;

in England.

(D. Miller), B.Sc, D.D.
Regius Professor of Hebrew and Oriental
Languages in the University of St. Andrews.
Massebhah.

Keith (Arthur Berriedale), D.C.L.,

D.Litt.

Barristeratlaw Regius Professor of Sanskrit
and Comparative Philology in the University
of Edinburgh.
;

Marriage (Hindu).

Kennett (Robert Hatch), D.D.
Regius Professor of Hebrew in the University
of Cambridge ; Canon of Ely ; Fellow of
Queens' College, Cambridge
Examining
Chaplain to the Bishops of Ely and Man;

chester.

Messiahs (Pseudo-).

Hyslop (James Hervev), Ph.D., LL.D.
Secretary of the American Society for Psychical Research
formerly Professor of Logic
and Ethics in Columbia University.
;

Moral Argument.

Moab.

Kern (Johan Hendeik Caspar), LL.D.

(Leyden),

Hon. Dr. Phil. (Leipzig, Christiania).
Formerly Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative Philology in the University of

Malay Archipelago.

Leyden.
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Kixc (Leoxaki) William), M.A.,

Litt.D., F.S.A.
Assistant Kec]icr of Egyptian anil Assyrian
Professor of
Antiquities, Drilish Museum
Assyrian and Babylonian ArclKOology in the
Uni\ersity of London author of A History
;

;

of Babylonin and As<i/ria.

Magic

MXoHAL

(Jan), D.Ph.
Ord. Professor of Slavic Literatures in the
Bohemian University, Prague ord. Member
of till' Bohemian Academy
Member of the
Royal Bohemian Society of Sciences.
;

;

Marriage (Slavic).
(James Lewis),

Philologie an der Uni-

Momentary Gods.
IvRltGER (Pr. GUSTAV).
Professor der KirchenKescliirhte an der Universitiit Giessen.

Monophysitism, Monotheletism.
KiJHLKR (WlLnKLMUS JOHANNKS).
Professor of Theology in the University of
Amsterdam, and of the Seminary of the
Mennonites in Anisterdaui.
Mennonites.

Latte (Kurt).

Anderson Lecturer

Comparative Psychology
Aberdeen Lecturer in
and
Ethics to the AberPsychology, Logic,
deen Provincial Committee for the Training
of Teachers
formerly Examiner in Philosophy to the University of Edinburgh ;
author of Giordano Bruno (1903).
to the University of

Melancholy.

Mackenzie (John Stuart), LL.D.,

Litt.D.

Logic and Philo.sophy in University College of South \Vales and Monmouthshire author of An Introduction to Social
Philosophy, A Maniial of Ethics, Outlines
of Metaji/n/sics, Lectures on Humnnism.

Professor

o*'

;

(Edin.).
Professor of Systematic

D.I)., Litt.D.
;

Montanism.
of

Ludlow.

Ordentlicher Professor der Kirchengeschichte
an der UniversitSt zu Halle
Geheimer
Konsistoriahat
des
KonsisMitglied
toriums der Provinz Sachsen.
;

;

New

Mercy.

Mackintosh (Robert), M.A., D.D.

(Glas.),

B.D.

Professor of Ethics, Christian Sociology, and
Apologetics in the Lancashire Independent
College, and Lecturer in the University of

Monolatry and Henotheism.
Maclao.\n (P. J.), M.A., D.Phil.
Of the English Presbyterian Mission, Swatow.
Literature
Love (Chinese),
(Chinese),
Mencius, Micius.

Macedonianism.

Charles James),

CLE.,

K.C.S.I.,

Ph.D. (Strassburg),
D.Litt. (Oxford), F.B.A., LC.S. (retired).
Hon. Member of the Asiatic Society of Bengal
Hon. Member of tlie Deutsche Morgen(Edin.),

;

landische Gesellschaft Member of Council
of tlie Royal Asiatic Society
Judicial and
Public Secretary to the India Office (1898;

Maclean (Arthur

John), D.D. (Camb.), Hon.
D.D. (Glas.).
Bishop of Moray, Ross, and Caithness author
of Dictionary and Grammar of Vernacular
Syrinc editor of East Syrian Littirgies.
Light and Darkness (Christian), Ministry
;

;

(Early Christian).

;

1910).

Mikirs.

MacCulloch (John Arnott), Hon. D.D.
St. Saviour's,

Bridge of Allan

;

McLean (Norman), M.A.
Fellow and Senior Tutor of Christ's College ;
Lecturer in Aramaic in the University of
Cambridge
joint-editor of The Larger
Camhridijc Edition of th» Septuagint.
Marcionism.
;

(St.

Andrew.s).

Hon.

Canon of the Cathedral of the Holy Spirit,
Cumbrae Examiner in Comparative Re;

and Philosophy of Religion, Victoria
author of The
University, Manchester

ligion

Macphail (George
Minister

Light and Darkness (Primitive), Locks
and Keys, Lycanthropy, Mag^c (Celtic),
Metamorphosis, Miracles, Monsters
Mountains and Mountain(Ethnii
Gods, Mouth.
),

Macdonell (Arthur Anthony), M.A.

(Oxon.),

Pli.D. (Leipzig).
of Sanskrit in the University
of Oxford Fellow of lialliol College Fellow
of the British Acuileniy
Fellow of the

Boden Professor
;

of

R.),

M.A.

United

the

Free

Church

at

Dundee.

Men, The.

;

Beligion of the Ancient Celts.

Magnus (Leonaud
London

;

A.),

LL.B.

editor of Russian Folk-Tales (1916).

Magic (Slavic).
Mair (Alexander William), M.A.

(Aberd. and
Camb.), Litt.D. (Aberd.).
Sometime Fellow of Gonville and Caius Col-

Cambridge Professor of Greek in the
University of Kilinburgh editor of Jiesiod.
Life and Death (Greek and Roman).

lege,

;

;

;

;

Royal Danish Academy
IndiMn Institute, Oxford.
Literature

Magic

in

Manchester.

Lie. Theol., Dr.Phil. u. Theol.

Hon. LL.D.

Theology

College, Edinburgh ; author of Tlie Doctrine
of the Person of Jesus Christ (1912).

(Edin.).

LiLLEY (Alfred Leslie), M.A.
Canon of Hereford and Archdeacon
Modernism.

Looks (Friedrich),

Ross), M.A., D.Phil. (Edin.),

D.D.

Beresford Profe.ssor of Ecclesiastical History
in the University of Dublin
Canon and
Precentor of St. Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin ;
Sub-Dean of the Chapel Royal, Dublin.

Rector of

;

;

Mackintosh (Hugh

(Greeli).

Lawlor (Hdgh Jackson),

(Sir

and

(Edin.

in

Metaphysics.

Kcinigsberg.

Lyall

M.A.

Oxon.), D.Sc. (Edin.).

Kroli. (Wilhklm), Dr.Phil.

Love
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McIntyre

(IJabylouian).

Professor der Klass.
versitiit Miinster.
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(Buddhist),

(Vedic).

;

Kee|)er

of

the

Marett

(RoDEiiT Ranulph), M.A., F'.R.A.I.
of Exeter College, and Reader in
Anthroj)ology in the University of
Oxford author of yVic Threshold of Religion.

F'ellow

.Social

Lotus

(Indian),

;

Magic

(Introductory),

Mana.

AUTHORS OF ARTICLES
Samukt.), M.A., D.Litt.,
F.B.A.
Fellow of New College, and Laudian Professor
of Arabic in the University of Oxford author

Professor of Finno-Ugric Philology in the University of Helsingfors Vice-President of the
;

Finno-Ugric Society.
Mordvins.

;

and

the Rise of Islam,

Mo-

The Earhj Devclopincfit of

Parker (Edward Harper), M.A.

Mohammedanism.
Magic (Arabian and Muslim), Mahdi,

Mongols.

High Master, Manchester Grammar School

Manchester Baptist College
of
Lecturer in History of Christian Doctrine in

;

John's College, Cambridge Member of Consultative Committee
of the Board of Education.

Late Fellow of

;

Principal

St.

;

Mammon.

Mission (Inner).

Paton (Lewis Bayles),

Ph.D., D.D.
Nettleton Professor of Old 'Testament Exegesis
and Criticism, and Instructor in Assyrian,
in Hartford Theological Seminary ; formerly
Director of tlie American School of Archaeology in Jerusalem ; author of The Early
History of Syria and Palestine, Jerusalem.
in Bible Times, The Early Religion of Israel.
Love (Semitic and Egyptian).

(Joseph Hooper), M.A.
Late Fellow and
Rector of P\isey, Berks.

Maude

;

of Hertford College, Oxford.

Litany.
(S. H.), M.A. (Lond.), D.Sc. (Edin.).
Principal of the Unitarian Home Missionary
Lecturer in the HisCollege, Manchester
tory of Christian Doctrine in the University
author of Studies in Philof Manchester
osophical Criticism, Leaders of Religious
Thought in the Nineteenth Century.

Mellone

;

(A. C), M.A.
Sometime Scholar

;

Pearson

of Christ's College, Cambridge editor of Fragments of Zeno and
Cleanthes, Eurijiides' Helena, Heraclidce,
and Phomissce.
Love (Greek), Mother of the Gods (Greek
;

Mean.

Modi (Shamsul-Ulma

Jivanji

Jamshedji),

B.A., Hon. Ph.D. (Heidelberg).
Fellow of the University of Bombay Dipl.
Officier d'AcaLitteris et Artibus (Sweden)
deniie, France ; Officier de I'lnstruction
Publique, France; Secreta,ry of the Anthro-

and Roman).
Petrie (William Matthew Flinders), D.C.L.
(O.xon.), LL.D. (Edin. and Aberd.), Litt.D.
(Camb.), Ph.D. (Strassburg).
Fellow of the Royal Society and of the British
Academy Edwards Profes.sor of Egyptology

;

;

pological Society of
dent of the Bombay
Asiatic Society.

Bombay
Branch

;

Vice-Presi-

of the

Royal

;

in the University of

(Iranian).

O.P., S.T.M., D.S.S.
of
New Testament
S Professor
Exegesis in the Collegio Angelico, Rome.

Pope (Hugh),

(Cantab.), D.Lit.
(Lond.), D.D. (Edin., Berlin, andGroningen),

D.C.L. (Durham).
Late Fellow of King's College, Cambridge

Formerly

Monarchianism.

;

Greenwood Professor of Hellenistic Greek
and Indo-European Philology in the UniTutor in Didsbury
author of Grammar of
testament Greek (3rd ed. 1908), Religion

versity of Manchester

\Vesleyan College

London.

Lotus (Egyptian).

MouLTON (James Hope), M.A.

New

H.M. Consul

Paton (John Lewis), M.A.

Marshall (John Turnkr), M.A., D.D.

Marriage

the Victoria Uni-

versity, Manchester; formerly
at Iviungchow.

Africa, in Arabia).

Dean

Chinese in

Professor of

Mecca, Medina, Muhammad, Muhammadanism (in Central Africa, in North

Manchester University.
Life and Death (Hebrew),
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Paasonen (Henry), Ph.D.

Maegoliouth (David

of Mohammed
hn.miiiedaiu.sm.
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;

;

and

Religions (1913), Early Zo7-oastrianism
(Hibbert Lectures, 1914).

Magi.

Popper (William), Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Semitic Languages in
the University of California, Berkeley.

MuUa.
PoussiN (Louis de la VallSe), Docteur en

jihil-

osophie et lettres (Li6ge), en langues orientales (Louvain).
Professor de Sanscrit k I'universite de Gand
Membre de I'Acad^mie royale de Belgique

j

Nakajima (Tamakichi).
Professor of Civil Law

;

in the Imperial Uni-

Marriage (Japanese and Korean).
Litt.D.,

LL.D.
Lecturer in Persian in the University of Cambridge sometime Fellow of Trinity College
author of A Literary History of the Arabs
(1907), the Tarjuman al-AshiBaq of Ibn alArabi, with translation and commentary
(1911), The Mystics of Islam (1914).
Love (Muliamni.idan), Ma'arri, Mazdak,
;

;

Muhyi

al-din ibn al-Arabi.

Ottley (Robert Laurence), D.D.

of Pastoral Theology, and
of Christ Church, Oxford ; author of

Regius Professor

Canon

Doctrine of tlte Incarnation (1895),
The
Aspect.': of the Old Testament (1897),
Religion of Israel (1905), and other works.

The

Moderation.

;

Membre de

la

R.A.S. et de la Societe asiatique.
Lotus of the True Lavr, Madhyamaka,

versity, Kyoto.

Nicholson (Reynold Alleyne), M.A.,

Co-Directeur du Museon

Magic

(Buddhist), Mahavastu,

yana,

Manjusri,

Mara,

Maha-

MateriaUsm

(Indian).

Reid (James Smith), M.A., LL.D.,

Litt.D.

Fellow and late Tutor of GonvUle and Caius
College, Cambridge; Professor of Ancient
History in the University of Cambridge
editor of tlie Academiea and other works of
Cicero; author of Municipalities of the
Roman Empire.
Light and Darkness (Greek and Roman).
Kendall (Gerald Henry), B.D., Litt.D., LL.D.
;

Headmaster

of Charterhouse,
Cambridge
formerly Principal and Professor of Greek,
of
Liverpool ; Examining ChapUniversity
lain to the Lord Bishop of Chelmsford.
Marcus Aurelius Antoninus.

;

AUTHORS OF ARTICLES
Ukvov

Shaw (Chaules

LL.O., D.Ut.

(MiciiKi,),

Professor of History of the Civilization of the
Fax East in the University of Paris formerly Professor of Law in tlie Imperial University of Tokyo and Legal Adviser to the
Japanese Government author of Le Shinn;

;

tdifine.

VOLUME
Gray), Ph.D.

Professor of Philosopliy in the University of

New York author
Modem Culture, The

of

;

The Value and

Christianiti/

and

Precin<t of Iteligion,
Dignity of Human Life.

Moral Sense.

SHEDD (WlLHA.M

Magic

A.), M.A.
Of the Presbyterian Mission, Urumia,

(Japanese).

KlVKKS (W. H. R.), M.A., M.D.. F.R.S., F.K.C.P.
Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge
President of the Anthropological Section of
author of
the British Association in 1911
The Todns, History of Melanesinn Society,
Kinship and Social Organisation.

;

;

Marriage (Introductory and Primitive),
Mother Right.

Life and Death (Indian),
(J0.SIAH),

Muhammadanism

Persia.

(in Persia).

Simon (John Smith), D.D.
President of the Weslej' Historical Society ;
ex-President of the Wesleyan Methodist
Conference.

Methodism (History and

Polity).

Skeat (Walter W.), M.A.
Official

Lecturer

at

the

Museum

British

;

of Christ's College, Cambridge ; formerly of the Civil Service of the
Federated Malay States ; author of Malay
Magic (1900); joint-author of Pagan Races
of the Malay Peninsula (1906).

sometime Scholar

A.), I.C.S.
Panjab, India.

KosE(H.

RoYCE
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Magic

(Indian).

Ph.D., LL.D.

Alford Professor of Natural Religion, Moral
Philosophy, and Civil Polity in Harvard
Gifford Lecturer at the UniUniversity
;

versity of Aberdeen, 1898-1900.

Malay Peninsula.
Smith (Kirby Flower), Ph.D. (Johns Hopkins),
LL.D. (Vermont).
Professor of

Latin

in

Johns

the

Hopkins

University, Baltimore.

Mind, Monotheism.

Sayce (Akchibald Henry),

D.Litt.

LL.D. (Dublin), D.D. (Edin. and

(Oxon.),
Aberd.),

Magic (Greek and Roman).
Smith (Vincent Arthur), M.A.
Of the Indian Civil Service (retired) author
of Asoka in Rulers of India,' Early Histort/
of India, A History of Fine Art in India
;

D.Phil. (Christiania).

'

Fellow of Queen's College and Professor of
Assyriology in the University of Oxford
of
Biblical
President of
the
Society
;

Archaeology.

Median Religion.

ScHULHOF (John Maurice).
Maurice A'aizey).

Hope (John

See

and

Ceylon.

Mathura.
Spitz (Maternu.s), O.S.B.
Professor of Church History at St. Thomas'
Hon.
Abbey, Erdington, Birmingham
Member of the International Association of
;

Mission-Science.

Scott (William Robert), M.A., D.Phil.,

Litt.D.,

F.B.A.
Adam Smith Professor of Political Econonij'
President of
in the University of Glasgow
the Economics and Statistics Section of the
British Association, 1915 ; author of Francis
;

Hutcheson (1900), The Constitution and
Finance of English, Scottish, and Irish Stock
Companies to IHO (1910-12).
Luxury, Malthusianism.

Seaton (Maby Ethel).
Mediajval and Modern
Class

1909

I.,

and 1910; Lecturer at Girton

College, Cambridge.
Life and Death (Teutonic).

Seler (Eduard),

;

College,

Professor
in Univer-

sity College, Cork, National University of
Ireland.

Motive.
(James), M.A., D.D.
Professor of Hebrew and Biblical Criticism in

Stkahan

College, Londonderry ;
of Hebrew

author
Lecturer
Book of Job.
;

(Christian and

New

Cunningham
Ideals,

The

Testament).

Vicar of Watcrlooville, Hants.

Dr.Phil.

fiir

;

;

;

Mayans, Mexicans

Catholic).

(Trinity

Dublin).

Loye

Mitglied der Konigl. Preussischen
Akadeniie der Wissenschaften Abt. Direktor des Konigl. Museums fiir Volkerkunde
Professor onor. Mus.-Nac., Mexico.
Berlin

M.A.

SuFFRiN (Aaron Emmanuel), M.A. (Oxon.).

Amerikanische Sprache, Volkerund Altcrtumskunde an der Uuiversitat zu

Professor

J.),

Of Lincoln's Inn, Barrister-at-Law
of Philosophy and Jurisprudence

Magee
Languages Tripos,

Roman

Missions (Christian,

Stokes (George

Memra.
Symes (John Klliotson), M.A.

(Cantab.).

Formerly Principal of Universily College,
Nottingham ; author of Political Economy,
The Prelude to Modem History.
Maurice.

(.\ncient).

Tasker (John G), D.D.

Sell (Edward), B.D., D.D., M.K.A.S.
Hon.
Fellow of the University of Madra.s
Canon of St. George's Cathedral, Madra.-*
Secretary of the Church Missionary So<:iety,
Madr.ia author of The Faith of Islam, The
Historical Development of the Qur'&n, The
Life of Muliamnutd, The Religious Orders of
;

;

Principal, and Professor of Church History and
A pologetics, Wesleyan College, Handsworth,

Birmingham.
Longsuffering.

j

Islam.

Mercy

Tennant (Frederick Robert),

D.D., B.Sc.
Fellow and I.«cturer of Trinity College, Cambridge.

(Muslim).

Materialism, Matter.
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Thomas (Frederick William), M.A.

(Camb.),

Hon. Ph.D. (Munich).
Librarian

of

India

the

Office

;

Reader

in

Tibetan in the University of London
Lecturer in Comparative Philology in University College, London
formerly Fellow
of Trinity College, Cambridge.
Matrcheta.
;
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(J. Arthur), M.A., LL.D.
Regius Professor of Natural History in the
author of The
University of Aberdeen
Study of Animal Life, The Science of Life,
The
Bible
of Nature, Darwinism
Eereclitij,
and Human Life, Outlines of Zoology, The
;

Biology

of

the

Seasons,

Introduction

to

The Wonder of Life.
and Death (Biological).

Science,

Life

Thurston (Herbert),

B.A., S.J.

Joint-editor of the Westminster Library for
Priests and Students ; author of Life of St.
Hugh of Lincoln, The Holy Year of Jubilee,
The Stations of the Cross.

Liguori, Loreto, Lourdes, Loyola.

TozzER (Alfred Marston), Ph.D., F.R.G.S.
Assistant Professor of Anthropology in the
University of Harvard ; Curator of Middle
American Archaeology in Feabody Museum,

Harvard.

Mexicans (Modem).
VAMBfiEY (AEMINIUS).

B.D., M.R.A.S.
Lecturer in Arabic in the University of
Gla.sgow Examiner in Hebrew and Aramaic
in the University of London.
;

Muhammadanism

;

A sia.

Muhammadanism

Central Asia).

(L. AusTiNE), C.B., CLE., LL.D.,
F.L.S., F.R.A.L, M.R.A.S., M.S.B.A., Lt.-

Colonel I.M.S. (retired).

Formerly Professor of Tibetan in University
College, London author of The Buddhism
;

of Tibet, Tribes of the Brahmaputra Valley,
its

Syria, Egypt,

and

Weitbrecht (Herbert Udnv), Ph.D., D.D.
Superintendent and Warden of the Mildmay

Institutions, North London ; Hon. Fellow
of the Panjab University ; chief Reviser of

Urdu New Testament.
Missions (Christian, Protestant).

the

Wentscher

(Dr. Max).
Professor der Philosophie an der Universitat

Bonn.
Lotze.

Whitacre

(vElred), O.P., Sac. Theol. Lector.
Professor l,1 Dogmatic Theology at the Dominican House of Studies, Hawkesyard Priory,
Staffordshire.

Molinism.

Whitehead (Henry), D.D.

(Oxon.).

Bishop of Madras; formerly F'ellow of Trinity
College, Oxford.

Madras and Coorg.

Whitley (William Thomas), M.A., LL.D.,
F.R.Hist.S., F.T.S.
Secretary of the Baptist Historical Society
formerly Principal of the Baptist College of
Victoria, and Secretary of the Victorian
Baptist Foreign Mission.

Muggletonians.
(in

Waddell

Lhasa and

(in

Mesopotamia).

;

Late Professor of Oriental Languages in the
University of Budapesth author of Travels
in Central

ziu

Weir (Thomas Hunter),

;

Thomson
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Mysteries.
Lotus (Indian [in Buddhism]).

Wilde (Norman), Ph.D.
Professor of Philosophy and Psychology in the
University of Minnesota.
Moral Lav7.

Woodhouse (William
Professor

Sydney,

of

J.),

Greek

New

M.A.

in

the

Soutli Wales.

Marriage (Greek).
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In addition to the cross-i'eferences throughout the volume, the following
may be useful

of minor references
Topic.

:

list

LISTS OF ABBREVIATIONS
I.

A.H.sAnno Hijrae

General
Isr.

(A.D. 622).

= Israelite.

J = Jah wist.

Ak.= Akkadian.
Alex. = Alexandrian.

J" = Jehovah.
Jems. = Jerusalem.
Jos. = Josephus.
= Septuagint.
Min. = Min8ean.

= American.
Apoc. = Apocalypse, Apocalyptic.
Apocr. = Apocrypha.
Aq. = Aqulla.
Arab. = Arabic.
Aram. = Aramaic.
Arm. = Armenian.
Amer.

LXX

MSS = Manuscripts.

MT = Massoretic Text.
n.

= note.

Ary.= Aryan.

NT = New Testament.

As.

Onlj. =Onljelos.

= Asiatic.

0T = 01d

Assyr. = Assyrian.
AT = Alte3 Testament.
= Authorized Version.

AV
AVm = Authorized Version
A.Y.

Bab.

=Anno Yazdagird
= Babylonian.

margin.

(A.D. 639).

Phil.

= circa, about.
Can. = Canaanite.
cf. = compare.
ct. = contrast.
V
D = Deuteronomist.
E = Elohist.
edd. = editions or editors.

= Philistine.

Phoen.

c.

= Phoenician.
= Prayer Book.

Pr. Bk.

K = Redactor.

Rom. = Roman.

RV = Revised

Version.

RVra = Revised Version margin.
Sab.

= Sab;ean.

Sam. = Samaritan.
Sem. = Semitic.

Egyp.= Egyptian.
Eng.= English.
Eth.

Testament.

P = Priestly Narrative.
Pal. = Palestine, Palestinian.
Pent. = Pentateuch;
Pers. = Persian.

= Etbiopic.
= English

Sept. = Septuagint.
Sin. =Sinaitic.
Skr. = Sanskrit.

EW

Version, Versions.
following verse or page.
ff. =and
following iVerses or pages.
Fr. = French.

EV,
f. =and

Symm. = Symmaclius.

Germ.

Syr. = Syriac.
t. (following a

H = Law of Holiness.

Talm.= Talmud.
Targ. =Targum.

= German.
Gr.= Greek.

= Hebrew.
= Hellenistic.
Hex. = Hexateuch.
Himy. = Himyaritic.
Ir. = Irish.
Iran. = Iranian.

Theod. =Theodotiou.
TR=Textus Receptus, Received Text.

Heb.
Hel.

tr. = translated or
VSS = Versions.

Ca = Canticles.

1
1

K,

2K=1

Ch,

and 2 Kings.
2 Ch = l and 2

Chronicles.

Ezr = Ezva.
Neh = Nehemiah.
Est = Esther.
Job.

P8 = Psalms.
Pr = Proverbs.

= Isaiah.
Jer = Jeremiah.
La = Lamentations.
Ezk = Ezekiel.
Dn = Daniel.
Hos = Hosea.
Jl = Joel.
Am = Amos.
Ob = Obadiah.
Jon = Jonah.
Mic = Micah.
Nah = Nahum.
Hab = Habak ku k.
Zeph = Zephaniah.
Hag = Haggai.
Zec = Zecliariah.
Mal = Malachi.
Is

Ec = Ecclesiastes.
Apocrypfui.
1

Es, 2Es^l
Esdras.

and2

To = Tobit.
Jth= Judith.

,

=
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(Babylonian),
(Babylonian).
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LIFE AND DEATH

(Biological).— The charto plants, animals, and
man, which distinguishes them from all other
things, is what we call life.' It cannot be defined
in terms of anything else, but what the concept
implies may be illustrated and that is the aim of
this article.
The word life is often used to denote
the living creature's complete sequence of activities and experiences throughout the period during
which it is alive ; as when we say that an eagle
has a very long, busy, and free life. It is also used as
a short word for what is almost always going on in
connexion with living creatures their acting upon
their environment and reacting to it ; and it is, of
course, quite clear and useful to say that life consists of action and reaction between organism and
environment.
must, indeed, be careful never
to lose sight of the fact that life is a relation.
But
what we wish to discern is the characteristic quality
of organisms, one term in the relation.
It may
also be noted that life is a distinctively biological
concept, and that there is always a risk in transNo harm is done, perhaps,
ferring it to other fields.
in speaking of mental, moral, social, and spiritual
life
bvit one may beg important questions in speaking of the life of crystals. By death we mean here
the cessation of an organism's individual life, a
fatal disruption of the unity of the organism.
There is no confusion in using the same word for
the end of the individual as such, and for the apparently irreversible process which leads to the end.
I. General characteristics of living organisms.
Many biologists have sought to sum up the charVOL. VIII.
I
acteristic quality,

common
'

;

'

'

—

We

'

;

—

—

'

Egyptian (A. H. Gardiner), p. 19.
Greek and Roman (A. W. Mair), p.
Hebrew (J. T. Marshall), p. 31.
Indian (H. A. Rose), p. 34.
Iranian (L. H. Gray), p. 37.
Japanese (M. Anesaki), p. 37.
Jewrish (M. Joseph), p. 39.
Roman. See 'Greek and Roman.'
Slavic— See Aryan Religion,

25.

—

Disposal of the Dead
Teutonic (M. E. Seaton),

Death and

(Slavic).
p. 42.

acteristics of living organisms, but no formulation
has won general acceptance. 'This doubtless means
that the insignia of life have not yet been discerned
either wholly or in their proper perspective.
One
of the clearest statements is given by Roux ( VII

Internat. Zoological Congress Boston, Cambridge,
U.S.A., 1912, p. 436), who recognizes five element(1) self-dissimilation; (2) selfary frmctions
including
assimilation,
preservation,
growth,
movement, etc. ; (3) self -multiplication ; (4) selfdevelopment ; and (5) self-regulation in the exercise
of all functions, including self-difl'erentiation, selfadjustment, self-adaptation, and, in many organisms, distinctly recognizable psycliical functions.
The persistent use of the prefix self, on the part
of the founder of Entwicklungsmechanik, is very
'

'

:

Przibram (Experimentelle Zoologie,
arranges the criteria of life in three groupsmorphological, chemical, and physiological. The
morphological characteristic is some measure of
differentiation or heterogeneity of structure, which
distinguishes even the simplest organism from a
crystEU. The chemical characteristicis the invariable
presence of albuminoid substances in a colloid state.
The physiological characteristic is to be found in
growth and in the movement of parts. Another
way of stating the general characteristics of organisms will now be expounded under three heads.
(1) Persistence of complex specific metabolism
and of specific organization.— V7e place in the
forefront the fact that the organism is typically
in continual flux and yet retains its integrity.
Chemical change is the rule of the world, but the
interesting.
i V. )

'

'

—
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are (n) that
)>eculiaritie9 in the case of organit^nis
are very complex, having in
of the

many

changes
are specific
part to do with poteids (6) that they
and (<) that they are
for each kind ot creature
correlated in such a way that they continue and
;

;

the associated structure persists. Each of these
(«) Many
peculiarities requires some exjiosition.
chemical changes occur in the living organism, and
some of tliem are relatively simple, hut the essential changes appear to be concerned with prot€id
or albuminoid substances, which are always present.
These compounds are peculiarly intricate, with a
laree number of atoms or atom-groups in tlieir
molecules ; tliey diffuse very slowly and do not
readily pass through membranes ; they occur in a
colloid state, and, altliough some are crystallizable,
known in a crystale.ff. hjemoglobin, they are not
loid Stat* in the living organism they are relatively
stable bodies, yet they are continually breaking
down and being built up again in the living body,
partly under the direct inlluence of ferments or
enzymes. The constructive, synthetic, up-building,
windin"-up processes are summed up in the term
'anaboTism'; the disruptive, analytic, downbreaking, running-down processes are summed ujj
in the term katabolism,' both sets of processes
being included in the terra metabolism,' for which
we have, unfortunately, no English equivalent
like the fine German word Stoffwechsel, change of
;

'

'

'

stuff.'
(6) It is a noteworthy fact that each kind of
organism, so far as we know, has its speeilic metabolism, its own chemical individuality. Tliis is
often well illustrated by the ditl'eience in the analogous chemical products of related species. There
is chemical
in the milk of nearly related
specilicity
animals and in the grapes of nearly related vines.
It has become possible of recent years to make
absolutely sure, within given limits, of the kind
of animal to which a blood-stain is due e.g.,

—

whether horse or

The

familiar fact that there
are people who cannot eat certain kinds of food
without more or less
c.»7., eggs, milk, oysters, crabs
serious symptoms is an illustration of specilicity
which is actually individual. It looks as if a man
is individual not only to his linger-prints, but to
his chemical molecules.
come back to what
was said of old ' All flesh is not the same flesh
but there is one kind of flesh of men, another flesh
of beasts, another of lishes, and another of birds
ass.

—

—

We

:

:

'

(1

Co

15^).

(c) In the ordinary chemical changes of the inorganic world, as in the weathering of rocks into
The
soil, one substance changes into another.
same sort of thing goes on in the living body,
but the characteristic feature is a balancing of
accounts so that the specific activity continues.

We lay emphasis on this characteristic since it
seems fundamental the capacity of continuing in
."pite of change, of continuing, indeed, through
change. An organism was not worthy of the name
until it showed, for a short time at least, not merely
The organism is
activity, but persistent activity.
like a clock, inasmuch as it is always running down
and always being wound up but, unlike a clock,
it can wind itself up, if it gets food and re.st.
The

—

;

chemical

processes are so correlated that upbuilding makes further down-breaking possible;
the plu-ses balance the minuses ; and the creature
lives on.
are familiar with the self-preservative

We

but not less important
the continualmaintenance of the specific chemical
activity of each cell and of the correlated invisible
structure or organization. It is an extraordinary
fact that a particular functional activity in a nervous
cystem may be restored after the destruction of the
nerve-cells and fibres on which the activity previously depended a fact all the more remarkable
activities of higher animals,
is

—

(Biological)

is no regeneration of
But not less important is the manner
nerve-cells.
in which a unicellular organism can spend its sub-

since in higher animals there

stance and yet, as it were, have it, because of the
fundamental capacity for self-renewal.
To what has just been said several saving clauses
must be added to prevent misunderstand ing. (o)
Tlie organism is no exception to the law of the
conservation of energy. In doing work and even

mere living it expends energy and suffers wear
It cannot continue active unless it
and tear.
captures more energy and has time for rest and
But its chemical activities are so correrepairs.
lated that it remains for a considerable time a
Fatigue, senescence, and death
going concern.
show that its fundamental capacity for self-mainin

not perfect. (/3) A particular chemical
that takes place in an organism may
sometimes bt repeated in artificial isolation, and,
when this can be done, it is plain that there is
nothing characteristically vital alwut it. It is the
same in the eagle as in the test-tube. But in the
livin<' organism it is a link in a concatenated series
which makes for self-repair and continuance. The
'nee
riddle of life is that of the burning bush
taiiien eonsumebatur.'
(7) If a living organism
were to be minced up quickly, no change of chemical composition would necessarily occur for some
But what exhibition would there be
little time.
of the alleged fundamental characteristic of self
repair ? It may be answered that the miiicedup
organism would be dead, whereas we are dealing
Or it may be
at present with living organisms.
more shrewdly pointed out that the living units of
tlie body are adapted to chemical self-repair in
e.g., anenvironment of other
)iarticular conditions
cells, which have been abolished by the mincing.
But perhaps the most instructive answer is the
experimental one, that, if a sponge be minced up
and forced through a cloth filter, little drops of
the debris, jilaced in appropriate environment, will
at once proceed to build themselves up into new
It iias to be admitted that the
(0)
sponges.
criterion of life to which we are giving prominence

tenance

is

reaction

—

—

is relative.
Some organisms can keep going for
a hundred years, and some for only a hundred
days, and some for only a hundred hours— the
question rises as to the limit. Among the primeval organisms may there not have been some
which lived only for a hundred seconds? How
then would these hypothetical creatures have
differed from the pill of potassium which flares
itself out, rushing over the surface of the basin of
water on which it has been thrown ? The answer
must be that an organism did not begin to be until
alongside of disruptive i)rocesses associated with
proteid substances there were also correlated con-

structive processes,

maintenance.
(2) Growth,

making

for repair

and

self-

—

find development.
affected by an external
influence inducing cliemical cliange, the result is
apt to be destructive. It changes into .something
else
the bar of iron into rust, ami the barrel of
gunpowder mostly into gas. The organism's responses to stimuli in most cases a more accurate
phra-sing than 'reactions to external forces' also
involve disruptions, but these are not destructive.

When

reproduction,

an inorganic thing

is

—

—

—

As we have

seen, they are correlated with selfmaintaining processes. Now we can conceive of
an organism which balanced its accounts from hour
There are
to hour, but never had much margin.
such organisms which live, to use a homely expresThey are viable, going
sion, from hand to mouth.
concerns, but they are trading on a verj' restricted
It is plain that orgauiisiiis could
basis of capital.
not have gone very far on such dan^jerous lines.
"They could not have sur\-ived any crisis. There is
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ol>vious advantage, therefore, in storing energy in
potential form, and this accumulation of reserves
is fundamentally characteristic of organisms
especially of plants. As regards income and out-

—

put of energy, an organism is far and away more
efficient than any engine that man has yet invented. The organism can make its income go
farther.
It allows a smaller proportion of energy
to sink into unavailable form.
It can turn potential energy into useful form in a way that engines
cannot do without enormous waste. More than
this, however, there is a power of laying l>y what
can be used later on. J. Joly (' The Abundance of
Life,' Sclent. Proc. Boy. ,Soc. Diiblin, vii. [1891]
55-90) expressed the dynamic contrast long ago
when he said tliat, whereas the transfer of energy
into an inanimate material system was attended
with effects conducive to dissipation and retardative to further transfer, the transfer of energy into
an animate material system is attended with
eti'ects retardative of dissipation and conducive to
further transfer. This seems to lead on to the
criterion of growth.
A surplus of income over
expenditure is the primal condition of organic
growth, and in this respect plants are pre-eminent,
since they accumulate such rich reserves (potential
energy of chemical substances) and are so very
economical in the getting of them. It must not be
forgotten that it is the existence of the plant world
that has made it possible for animals to dispense,
relatively speaking, with intra-organismal stores.
In the art. Growth it has been pointed out that
the growth of living creatures, as contrasted with
that of crystals, is at the expense of materials
difl'erent from those wiiich compose the organism
;

that it implies active assimilation, not passive
accretion ; and that it is, in quite a new sense, a
An organism does not grow
regulated process.

like a snowball rolling down a hill.
To sum up,
the power of sustained metabolism of balancing
accounts with some margin to go on with makes

—

—

growth possible.
But growth naturally leads on to multiplication
or reproduction. As Haeekel clearly pointed out
in his Gcncrelle

Morphologic (Berlin, 1866), reproduction is discontinuous growth. It seems impossible to draw any hard-and-fast line between a
fragmentation which separates off overgrowths and
the more specialized modes of reproduction. We
seem to be looking back to near the beginning of
organic life when we see the breakage of a protoplasmic mass which has grown too large to be a
It was long ago pointed out by Herbert
unity.
Spencer and others that a living unit would tend
to divide when the increase of volume outran as
it soon must if it continues
the increase of surface.
In a sphere, for instance, the volume must
increase as the cube, and the surface only as the
square, of the radius.
Thus, if it grew beyond a
certain size, a spherical organism would get into
serious
functional difficulties, the volume of
material to be kept alive having increased out
of proportion to the surface by which it is kept
alive.
By division into two units, the disproportion is counteracted.
It has also been suggested
that there is a certain normal proportion between
the nucleus and the cell-substance or cytoplasm,
which is disturbed if the cytoplasm increases benon-nucleated piece of
yond a certain limit.
cytoplasm cut off from a large protozoon can move
about for a time, but it can neither feed nor grow.
There are facts which indicate that the nucleus is
a trophic and respiratory centre of the cell. It
may be then that tlie division of a cell is a means
of restoring the balance between volume and surface and between cytoplasm and nucleoplasm.
The balance may also be restored by the emission of processes from the surface of the cell.

—

A

—

(Biological)

as in

rhizopod protozoa (Amccbte, Koraminifera,
Radiolaria, etc.) or by a multiplication of nuclei,
as often happens. But what lias been suggested
is a theory of the advantage of cell-division, not
of the immediate physiological reason for its occurrence. As to this, it has been mooted that a period
of growth is followed automatically by a process
of
autolcatalysis,' but precise data are wanting.
It cannot be gainsaid that the division of a cell
remains one of the deep problems of biology. W.
Bateson writes
;

'

:

'

I

know nothing which

to a

man

well trained in ccientific

knowledge and method brings so \ivid a realisation of our
ignorance of the nature of

as the niysterj' of cell-division.
.
.
.
The greatest advance I can conceive in biology would be
the discovery of the nature of the instability which leads to
the continual division of the cell. When I look at a dividing
cell I feel aa an astronomer might do if he beheld the formation
of a double star that an original act of creation is taking place
'
before me {Prohkms of Genetics, p. 39).
life

:

In most cases a cell divides into two precisely
similar daughter cells ; this is associated with an
exceedingly complicated division of the nucleus,
which secures that each of the two daughter cells
gets a very accurate half of each part of the
But the difficulty of the problem
original nucleus.
is increased by the fact that a cell may also divide
into two dissimilar halves, one with and another
without one or more of the constituent parts of the
In some cases among higher
original nucleus.
animals and in many unicellular organisms the celldivision may be apparently less complicated than
in the usual ' indirect
method.
The cell constricts in a dumb-bell-like fashion, and the nucleus
In some unicellular organisms there is
likewise.
fragmentation of the unit. It is probable that the
complicated methods of cell-division which are now
the rvUe are the results of a long process of evolution, and that the fundamental characteristic is
simply division. In any case there is no doubt
that the power of spontaneous division is one of
the most distinctive features of living units.
consideration of effective activity led us to the
idea of self-repair and the accumulation of reserves ;
this led us to the fact of growth ; and this to niulti'

A

which takes place by division. It is
characteristic of organisms to multiply, and, since
what is separated off is in many cases a fragment,
a group of cells, or a single cell, we are brought
face to face with development the pow er that a
part has of growing and differentiating untU it has
jilication,

—

reproduced the whole. Development is
the expression of the latent possibilities of an imjierfect organism in an appropriate environment.
It is the making visible of the intrinsic nianifoldness of some primordium a bud, a fragment, a
sample, or a germ-cell and, as it appears to us, it
should be thought of as a continuation (under
special circumstances and with a special result,
namely, a new individual) of the restitution and
regrowth which goes on always to make good the
body's wear and tear. Every gradation between
the two may be illustrated by the phenomena of
regeneration, which is exhibited when a lost part is
It is a noteworthy fact that a starfish,
replaced.
which practises autotoniy or self-mutilation in the
literally

—

—

spasms of capture and

finds safety in its reflex
often escapes and can regrow at
leisure what it has lost), may also (e.g., Linckia
guildingii) habitually multiply in this rather ex-

device (for

it

pensive fashion.

A living
Bateson quotes Sir Michael Foster's definition
and molecular change,' and points
thing is a vortex of chemical
"
"
out that the living vortex differs from "all others in the fact
vortices," through
that it can divide and tiirow off other
which again matter continually swirls. We may perhaps take
the parallel a stage further. A simple vortex, like a smokering, if projected in a suitable way will twist and fonn two
If each loop as it is formed could grow and then twist
rings.
again to form more loops, we should have a model representing
several of the essential features of living things ifip. cit. p. 40).
'

:

'

'

It

has to be added, as

we have

seen, that the living
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is the sent of couinlex and siiecilic clieniichanges which are correlated in such a way that
the creature lasts. But more has to be added still.
'

vortex'

cal

(3)

ence,

Effective

and

grouping

bclini-ioiir,

variabilitif.

7Cijist ration

—The

is

of experi-

coiuinon idea in this
(«) Life is a kind of

self-exjuession.
activity, reaching a climax in l>eliavionr, i.e. in an
organically determined, correlated series of acts
which make towards a definite result. Behaviour
concerns the organism as a whole, as in locomotion, or a considerable part of an organism, and
dilFers from a reflex action in being a concatenation.
It has dift'erent modes (tropisms, taxisms, instinctive behaviour, intelligent behaviour), but there
is the common feature of coiTelation, of puvposive-

ness {not necessarily purposefulness), and, usually,
of
When an amoeba apjiears to go
individuality.
on the hunt, follows .another, catches it, loses it,
re-cajttures it, we must say either 'behaviour' or
need not suppose that the amoeba
'magic'
knows what it is about, but it is very difficult not
to say that its awareness is accompanied
by some
will.'
In the case of instinctive
an.ilo^ue of
behaviour there is often an extraordinary adherence to routine, and this may defeat itself, but in
ninety-nine cases out of a hundred what is done is
effective, and the individuality probably finds expression in ways that escape us. (6) The effectiveness which characterizes the behaviour of organisms
(i.e. of those that show behaviour enougli to be
studied) seems to depend on profiting by experience in the individual lifetime, or on the results of
successful ancestral experiments, or, usually, on
both.
It ap])ears to us to be one of the insignia
of life that the organism registers its experiments
or the results of its experiences.
must here
include under the term 'organism' the germ-cell,
which is an organism implicit or in potentia, and
may be said to make experiments in internal
organization just as much as, in reality far more
than, a protozoon which makes experiments in its
skeletal architecture or in its behaviour.
As

We

'

We

W. K. Clittbrd said,
It is the peculiarity of living things not merely that they
change under the influence of surrounding ciroumsitances, but
that any change which takes place in them is not lost, but
retained, and oa it were built into the organism to serve as the
foundation for future actions (Lec(wre« and Essays, London,
'

'

1879,

i.

83).

As Bergson
*

puts it,
Its past, in its entirety, is

prolonged into

its

present,

abides there, actual and acting {Creative Erolutimi, p.

and

'

As Jennings

16).

from the physiological point of
says,
view, in discussing the behaviour of the starfish,
*
The precise way each part shall act under the influence of
the stimulus must be determined by the past historj- of that
part by the stimuli that have acted upon it, by the reactions
which it has given, by the results which these reactions have
produced (as well as by the present relations of this part to
other parts, and by the immediate effects of its present action).
We know as solidly as we know anything in phj'siology
that the history of an organism does modify it and its actions—
in ways not yet thoroughly understood, doubtless, yet none the
less real
('Behavior of tiie .Starfish,' Unioersily of California
;

.

.

.

'

I'ui/licalions in Zoology, iv. [1907] 177).

those variations w Inch are plainly interpretable as
previously expressed ancestral
characters, there is no theoretical difficulty. What
is baflling, however, is the origin of something
definitely novel, especially when there is reason
to believe that it originates brusquely.
can
hardly do more at present than assume that the
organism is essentially creative. J ust as the intact

new arrangements of

We

organism, from amoeba to elephant, tries experiments, so the germ-cell, which is no ordinary cell
but an implicit organism, a condensed individuality,
may perhaps make experiments in self-expression,
which we call variations or mutations. This completes our stJitement of the general characteristics
of organisms.
2. Death.
It is convenient to distinguish, from
a biological point of view, three diflerent kinds of
death.
(1) There is violent death, when some
external linBuence shatters, or dissolves, or benumbs the organization.
wound, a sudden
change of temperature, or being swallowed by
another organism may involve tlie irrecoverable
For many animals in
ces.sation of bodily life.
open nature the end seems to be always violent.
(i) There is microbic death, when some intruding
micro-organism, establishing itself in the body,
multiplies exceedingly and produces fatal effects.
The intruders cause lesions, or destroy important
elements, or produce fatal toxins, and so on. In
wild nature there is little microbic death except
when man ettccts disarrangements in distribution,
so that organisms are exposed to the attack of
new microbes. (3) There is natural death, which
results from some breakdown in the correlation of
vital processes.
Hard-worked organs, such as the
heart, may suffer from the imperfect recuperation
of their wear and tear.
The highly specialized
cells of the nervous system tend to lose early in
life their power of dividing and therefore of replacement thus in higher animals there is not
after birth any increase in the number of nervecells.
In various ways there arises within the
body an accumulation of physiological arrears

—

A

;

which eventually implies physiological

ing some

We

insolvencj*.

Especially does the process of reproduction strain
the resources of the organism.
In spite of criticisms, Weismann's doctrine of the
immortality of the protozoa remains accejitable.
Not that these unicellular organisms li\e any
charmed life they are continually being killed
;

by accidents, vicissitudes, and enemies some of
them are occasionally consumed by microbes but
;

;

seems to be the case that in their normal conditions (when waste-products do not accumulate in
the surrounding medium and when there is opporit

tunity for conjugation) many of them at least are
not subject to natural death in the same degree as
higher animals are. Some of them, indeed, may
be exempt from natural death altogether. The
reasons for this immunity are to be found in the
relative

The organism's

or power of producvariability
distinctively new character must, in the
'
present state of science, be taken as given.' The
only capacity like it that we know of is our own
po>yer of mental experiment— the secret of the
artist, the musician, the thinker, or the inventor.
It may be noted that 'modifications'
wrought on
the body
by some peculiarity of nurture, environment, or habit are to be distinguished from
germinal variations.
They are important individually, but they are not known to afl'ect the
in
progeny
any representative fashion.
may
also distinguish those negative variations which
are due to the loss of an ancestral character, like
horns or a tail, for there are various
opportunities
in the history of the germ-cell.-i for the
dropping
out of an hereditary item. Similarly, in regard to
(c)

(Biological)

simplicitj-

of

for

structure,

unicellular

organisms can continuously and completelj' make
good their wear and tear, and in the relatively
simple modes of multiplication, which do not
involve the nemesis so frequent in higher organisms.
Though it is not improbable that very
simple multicellular organisms, such as the freshwater hydra, may enjoy some measure of immunity
from natural death, there is doubtless general truth
in the epigram that, in the course of evolution,
natural death was the price paid for a body. The
relative immunity of unicellular organisms strongly
suggests that natural death is not to be regarded
simply as an intrinsic necessity the fate of all

—

life.
'

Life was described by Bichfit as the sura of the
functions which resist death,' but this is a onesided emphasis.
For, while it is characteristic of
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organisms that they are continually at work in
securing the persistence of their specific organization, it is equally characteristic tnat they spend
themselves in securing the continuance of their
kind.
Instead of seeking to avoid death, to speak
metaphorically, they often rather invite it, sacrificing themselves in producing and providing for
the next generation. Their reproductive activities

put an end to their self-preservation. Natural
death is not to be thought of as like the running
down of a clock. It is more than an individual
physiological problem ; it is adjusted in reference
to the welfare of the species.
As has been noted
in art. Age, there is good reason for regarding the
occurrence of death at a particular time as adaptive.
Constitutions which lose their correlation at the
end of a year have been selected in certain condiconstitutions which lose their correlation at
the end of ten years have been selected in others.
'
It is certain, as Weismann says, that
worn-out
individuals are not only valueless to the species, but
they are even harmful {Essai/s upon Heredity, etc.
i. 24).
As Goethe put it, Death is Nature's expert
contrivance to get plenty of life' (' Aphorisms on
Nature,' tr. Huxley, in Nature, i. [1869] 1).
The task of me3. Organism and mechanism.
chanics, as G. Kirchhoir said, is to describe completely and in the simplest manner the motions
which take place in nature ( Vorlesungen iiber
tions

;

'

'

—
'

'

mathematische Physik, Leipzig, 1876,

i.

1).

A

me-

chanical description is satisfactoiy as such when
it enables us to formulate a process as a continu-

ous series of necessarily concatenated mechanical
operations like those of an automatic machine or
of a volcano.
We shall use the term mechanical
throughout as meaning a matter-and-motion description, and as equivalent to physico-chemical,
for chemical and physical descriptions are (ideally
at least) reducible to mechanical terms. The
question before us is how far mechanical description can be usefully employed in the study of
organisms. The question is twofold: (1) how far
we can describe characteristically vital events in
terras of those concepts and formulae which certainly serve us well when we study the tides or
eclipses, the fashioning of a dewdrop, or the
making of a star and (2) how far a mechanical
description answers the distinctly biological questions as to the correlation of an organism's activities, its behaviour, its growth and reproduction,
'

'

;

^Biological)

able in the inorganic domain

—

processes of diflTusion, capillarity, surface-tension, and so on.
And,
as
illustrates
conservation of
the living body
just
so
is
with
of
it
the
conservation
matter,
energy.

One mode may change into another mode, but no
energy ceases or is lost in the transformation.
Careful experiments with a calorimeter show that
it is possible to square accounts of the energyincome and energy-expenditure of an organism,
the slight discrepancy that is sometimes observed
being reasonably exjdained as due to the inevitable
imperfections of instruments and observations. It
should be noticed, however, that, according to
some physicists, the second Law of Tliermodynamics does not apply to living creatures. While
no fact securely established in regard to organisms
has been shown to be inconsistent with the generalizations of chemistry and physics, and while
many results of importance, both theoretically and
practically, have rewarded the application of

cheraico-physical methods to living creatures, we
believe it to be quite inaccurate to say that
mechanical concepts and formulce sufSce for more
than a partial and abstract description of the life
of organisms.
AVe shall proceed to test this.
As things stand at
(o) Everyday functions.
present, there is not forthcoming any physico-

—

chemical description of any total vital operation,
even of everyday functions such as the interchange
of gases in tne lungs, the passage of digested food
from the alimentary canal into the blood-vessels,
or the filtering processes that go on in the kidneys.
The co-ordination involved in the discharge of a
function and the correlation of one function with
another are characteristic physiological facts which
are not made clearer when the chemistry or physics
of an artificially isolated corner is worked out.
Even in such a familiar occurrence as a response to a stimulus
'there is in reahty no experimental evidence whatsoever that
the process can be understood as one of physical and chemical
In the case of physiological stimulus and recausation.
sponse no real quantitative relation can be traced between the
supposed physical or chemical cause, and its effect. When we
attempt to trace a connection we are lost in an indefinite maze
of complex conditions, out of which the response emerges (J. S.
Haldane, Mechanism, LiJ'e, and Personality, p. 34).
.

,

.

'

A

very familiar fact is that the same stimulus
applied to two apparently similar animals, or to
the same animal at difl'erent times, evokes ditierent answers.
can indeed give reasons for this,
but the reasons are not mechanical reasons.

We

(b)

Behaviour.

— When

we think

of a collie

dog

development and evolution.
There is no doubt that chemical and physical
laws apply to living creatures to what has been
called their inorganic aspect.
Chemically regarded, living involves a complex of reactions in or
associated with the material which we call ' protoplasm,' and some of these can be reproduced apart
from the organism altogether. Some vital processes illustrate J. H. van't Hotf's rule of chemical
reactions, for they increase in rapidity as the
This may serve as an
temperature increases.

controlling a flock of sheep according to instructions, or of a swallow returning from its winter in
the South to the place of its birth, or of the spider
spinning a typical web without experience or
model, or of the larval freshwater mussels fastening themselves to minnows, or of the larval liverfluke responding to the contact of the water-snail
by which alone it can successfully continue its life,
or of the amceba capturing its prey, losing it,
following it, re-capturing it, and so on, we are
face to face with animal behaviour which tran-

instance of the solidarity of the organism's chemiwith those that occur in things in
general, but it must be carefully noticed that we
cannot assert that the movements of molecules in
a living protoplasmic system are the same as those
in an inorganic system. In his posthumously
published Prinzipien der Mechanik (Leipzig, 1894)
H. Hertz emphasized the need of caution.

scends mechanical description.

its

—

cal processes

It is certaiDly a justified caution with which we confine the
realm of mechanics expressly to inanimate nature and leave the
question open how far its laws can be extended beyond. In
truth, the matter stands thus, that we can neither maintain
that the internal phenomena of animated being's obey the same
laws nor that they follow other laws (quoted by J. T. Merz,
Eistorii of European Thought, iii. [Edinburgh and London,
'

'

1912] 6S4).

It is

in the

plain that

many

physical processes occur

body whidi are comparable to those observ-

The behaviour is
a succession of acts which are correlated in a particular sequence. This is true even
in instances where we know nothing of the associated mentality. It goes without saying that the
behaviour implies chemical and physical events,
but the bond of union eludes the chemist and
There are elements of spontaneity,
physicist.
plasticity, adaptiveness, and purposiveness that
We can
are foreign to mechanical reasoning.
make nothing of beha\iour without new concepts,
notably that of the organism as an historical being
that trades with time.
The condensation of the in(c) Development.
heritance into microscopic germ-cells, the combina-

made up

of

—

tion of

two inheritances

in fertilization,

the subsein the

quent division of the inheritance involved
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sosmentation of the ovum, the process of difterentiation wherein from the npparentlj- simple the
obviously complex emerges, the etubryo's power of

itself when the building materials of its
rijiliting
in
eifitice are artilicially disarranged, the

way

which ditl'erent parts are correlated and, as it were,
conspire together towards some future result
these and many other facts lead towards a convincing impression that development far transcends

—

mechanism.

and Philosophy of

the

Organism

(1 90S), Driesch has with unexampled thoroughness
and subtlety tested the possibilities of mechanical
description with particular reference to the facts
of development, and reached a conclusion of the
first importance.
No kind of causality bMed upon the constellations of singrle
'

and chemical acta can account for organic individual
Shysical
evelopment this development is not to be explained by any
h^Twlhesis about confifjuration of physical and chemical agents.
:

morphogenesis, is not a specialised arrangeDient of inor^nic events
biolo'^y, therefore, is not applied
physics and chemistry ; life is something apart, and biology is
ftn independent science (i. 142).
.

.

Life, at least

;

'

But, if the description of development is beyond
mechanics, what, it may be asked, is the role of
the
young and vigorous science of developmental
mechanics' (EntwicMunfjsmechanik) so well represented by the work of Koux ? It may be answered
that the developing embryo, as a material system,
does of eour.?e exhibit chemical and physical processes which may lie analyzed apart and treated
that development shows a continuous
singly
action and reaction between an implicit organism
and the environing conditions and that developmental mechanics so-called is in great part concerned with discovering the correlation between
steps in development and their appropriate external
stimulation and nurture. But a further answer is
'
this, that the term mechanical or mechanistic
is often, unfortunately, applied to a systematic or
connected description which displays a series of
events in causal coherence without any intervention of mentality.
Given certain properties of
organisms in general and of nerve-cells in particular, we may give a more or less connected and
complete account of a reflex action without implyin" any psj-chical agency. But this should not l)e
called a mechanical or mechanistic descriiition
it
is simply what it pretends to be, a physiological or
biological description, and it implies various nonmechanical concepts. Similarly, given the organ'

;

;

'

'

'

;

ism's

power

acteristic of that

sublime adventure which we

call

organic evolution. The theory of organic evolution starts with the mj-stery of variability, which

more like experimenting in self-expression than
anything in the inorganic world, though it is not
without its analogies even there. In natural selection the organism is often anything but a passive
pawn. It does not simply .submit to the apparIt often evades its fate \>y a
ently inevitable.
change of habit or of environment it compromises,
it experiments, it is full of device and endeavour.
It not only adapts itself to its environment, it
adapts its environment. The evolving organism
is an historical being, a genuine agent which trades
with its talents. Such mechanical description as
is

;

In his Science

.

(Biological)

of registration

and

of persistently re-

producing its specific organization, given the cell's
mysterious power of dividing of dividing now into .similar and again into dissimilar halves given
the power of utilizing nurtural stimuli to educe
the inherent manifoldness, and so on, we can begin
to discover the connectedness of the successive
But this should not be
stages in development.
called mechanical description.
The adequacy of mechanical
(d) Evolution.
description may also be tested in reference to
There
is
evolution.
apt to be fallacy in speaking
of organic evolution as a continuation of 'evoluFor it is more
tion' in the inorganic domain.
accurate, probably, to speak of the development
than of the evolution of the solar sy.stcm, since it
is the difTerentiation of one mass into explicit
manifoldness. The originative nebula, if such it
was, is comparable to a great world-egg which
developed into several embryos, as eggs sometimes
do, bnt there wa.s no straggle between the various
planets, or between them and their environmental
limitations, no sifting process which eliminated
some and left others surviving. There werj no
There
alternatives, no trial and error methods.
was nothing compiuable to that staking of indi-

—

—

—

vidual lives and losing of

them which

is

so char-

possible leaves the essential features uiulescribed.
The uniqueness of life. The negative conclusion has been arrived at that mechanical or
physico-chemiial concepts do not suflice for answer-

is

—

4.

ing biological questions. This is because organisms
certain apartness or uniqueness, the various
theories of which may be roughl.v de.signated vitalBefore considering these, however, we must
istic.
refer, practically rather than philosophically, to
three preliminary points, (a) It is maintained by
some that mechanical formulation, legitimate and
useful for certain purposes, ajiparently adequate
for things as they are in certain cases, such as the
tides, is not the ideal formulation even within the
domain of the not-living. But, if it is not adequate
there, it will be still less adequate within the

show a

realm of organisms. Practically, however, it may
be answered that this is not a biologist's business.
All will admit that mechanical formula; work very
but the
usefully within the inorganic domain
biologist finds that they do not help him to answer
He therefore seeks for
his particular questions.
formula; of his own. {h) It is often pointed out
that, although we cannot at present translate vital
happenings, such as growth and division, into
terms of any known mechanics, we may be able to
;

do so

It may be, for instance,
in the course of time.
that the concepts of chemistry and physics will
undergo profound modification in centuries to
come, and no one can say that they have not
changed in the past. The i)ractical answer to this
question is that we can speak only of the chemistry
and physics that we know. (0) It is held by some
that it is consciousness, or mind, that gives organisms their apartness or uniqueness.
But, without
again
entering into a discussion of this, we may
'
give a practical answer, that the problem vitalism
or mechanism is the same for plants as for animals,
and that we do not know anything about the mind
or consciousness of plants.
There are three well-known positions in regard
to the apartness of living creatures, which may be
roughly described as the three grades of vit.alism.
(1) The first finds the differentia of organisms in
the greater complexity in the configurations of
'

elementary particles protoplasmic metabolism is
New concepts are not reextremely intricate.
quired, but the activities of organisms cannot I)e
predicted from a formulation of what occurs in the
Biology may be allowed a
inorganic domain.
laboratory of its own, but it should be called bioThe main objection to this view is
chemical.
simply a matter of fact— that no headway has been
made in giving mechanical answers to character(2) The second viewistically biological questions.
is that there is a peculiar kind of physical energy
;

operative in living creatures and nowhere else.
Organisms have a monopoly of some power in the

This theory is a
series as, say, electricity.
lineal descendant of one forn> of the old theory of
'
vital force,' but it has been brought up to date.
It has been suggested that there may be a specific
intra-organismal form of energy evolved by and

same
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peculiar to the complex nature of the molecule of
protoplasm or of protoplasms, which exhibits an
unceasing alternation of unipolar and bipolar
states, the latter resultinp- in cell-division.
'The attraction and re])ulsioii observed between cell and cell
are certain of the manifestations of this supposed form of
energy but probably not by any means all just as attraction
and repulsion are manifestations of electrical energy under
certain conditions, but are not by any means the only manifestations.
In nen'e impulses we may, for instance, really be
experiencing manifestations in another way of the same form of
energy which under other conditions produces the attractions
and repulsions and the figures of strain in the dividing cells,
and the .actual cell-division.
By this supposed form of
energy, I do not mean a mysterious metaphysical influence, but
a form of energy comparable to gravity, electricity, or magnetism in some respects similar to these but in otlier respects
differing from each, and a form which could be investigated bj"
the ordinary methods of mensuration and computation available to the mathematician' (Assheton, Archio fiir Entmck-

—

;

.

.

.

—

iniig^nechanik,

The

xxi."*:.

6Sf.).

third view

is thoroughgoing vitalism,
best represented by the work of Driesch.
Its
postulate is anon-perceptual vital agency or enteleehy, which does not occur in not-living things, but
is associated with organisms, where it operates in
certain cases, directing the chemico-physical processes so that their resiilts are different from what
they would have been apart from its intervention.
Tlie postulated entelechy is not the outcome of
more complex physical conditions, ' not a newelemental consequence of some constellation ; it
intervenes only at certain steps, introducing an
occasional indeterminism ; it is supposed to be a
'
genuine agent, counting for something, at work,'
as Driesch says. On this view, there is a deeplying distinction a difl'erence in principle between the flight of a bird and the movement of a

(3)

'

—

—

comet, and biology is by hypothesis autonomous.
cannot enter into a discussion of Driesch's
ingenious and consistently-worked-out theory of entelechy, or of the three proofs which he gives of the
autonomy of life. The first is based on a study of
morphogenesis, i.e. of the way in which an organism realizes in development its specific form and
structure the second is based on a study of inheritance the third is based on a study of the
movements of organisms. That they show the
impo.ssibility of a machine-theory of life will be
admitted by many who are not disposed to postulate an organismal entity.
According to Driesch,
entelechy is 'an autonomous agent,' 'of a non-

We

;

;

'

'

spatial nature,' without a seat or localization.

immaterial and

is

not energy

it is

;

it is

not

It
in-

consistent in its agency with the laws of energj' ;
its function is to suspend and to set free, in a
regulatory manner, pre-existing faculties of inorganic interaction.
"There is something in the organism's behaWour in the

—

widest sense of the word— which is opposed to an inorganic
resolution of the same, and which shows that the living organism is more than a sum or an aggregate of its parts. .
. This
something we call entelechy (op. cit. ii. 33S).
.

'

In illustration of the criticisms of Driesch's
position, reference may be made to three points,

(Biological)

Driesch has taken to state his doctrine so that it
does not violate the principle of the conservation

of energy.
He supposes entelechy to suspend reactions which are possible ' with such compounds
as are present, and which would happen without
entelechy. And entelechy may regulate this suspending of reactions now in one direction and now
in another, suspending and permitting
possible

becoming whenever required for its purposes {op.
ii.
180).
Entelechy stops a movement, and
the energy of the latter becomes potential. Later
on the movement may continue, the potential
energy being reconverted into kinetic. Thus no
violence is done to the principle.
(b) A recurrent argument in Driesch's exposition
of his doctrine of vitalism is that no machme-like
arrangement can possibly account for the facts
'

cit.

of

A
inheritance, or beha^'iour.
defined as 'a given specific combina-

development,

machine

is

tion of specific chemical and physical agents,'
Driesch seeks to reduce to absurdity the

and

theory

that any machine could do what is required. His
argument is very convincing, and of course we
can argue only about machines that we know and
imaginative combinations or improvements of
these, but it seems open to the critic to reply that
no one knows all possible machines, and to urge
tliat proving the untenability of a
machine-theory
does not prove the necessity of postulating an
entelechy. Concerning the ingenious machines
invented by man, it may not be needless to remind
ourselves that their introduction into the present
argument is apt to be fallacious. For they, like
the wonderful achievements of the synthetic
chemists, are the fruits of intelligence, not fair
samples of the inorganic world. An ingenious
machine, like a type-writing or a calculating
machine, is an elaborated tool, an extended hand,

and has

inside of it, so to speak, a human thought.
because of these qualities that it is a little
like an organism.
Practically, however, most of
those who have a near acquaintance with living
creatures will agree with Driesch that their beliaviour is not very like the working of macliines.
For certain purposes it is useful to think of the
organism as an engine, but we must recognize
that it is a self-stoking, self-repairing, self-preIt is

serving, self-adjusting, self-increasing, self-reproducing engine.
(c) Another objection is stated by J. S. Haldane :
'In order to "guide" effectually the excessively complex
physical and chemical phenomena occurring in living material,
and at many different parts of a complex organism, tlie vital
principle would apparently require to possess a superhuman
knowledge of these processes. Yet the vital principle is
assumed to act unconsciously. The very nature of the vitalistic

assumption

is

thus totally unintelligible

'

(op. cit. p. 2S).

Similarly Jennings urges the difliculty of understanding how entelechy gets its power of coordinating and individualizing
:

'To accept the Entelechy unanalysed and unexplained is
and. if we try to
merely to give up the problem as insoluble
work out a development of entelechies, 'then surely we "are
merely transferring our problem from the complex that we
actually find in time and space to a sort of manufactured copy
of this problem, presenting the same difficulties, with the
additional one that it is impalpiable and cannot be directly
dealt with at all. The entelechy simply adds to our difficulties
(' Behavior of the Starfish,' loc. cit. p. ISO).
'

:

(a) It is

argued that, if entelechy is effective, it
implies a breach in the fundamental law of the
conservation of energy. But it is like begging
the question to press this difficulty, and Poynting
has suggested, in discussing the analogous case of
the operation of our will, that a merely deflecting
force does no work, though it changes configuration.
The will may introduce a constraint which
guides molecules to glide past one another instead
of clashing a slight change of spin which may be
compensated for by a slight opposite spin put on
the rest of the body.
The will may act as a guiding power changing the direction
of motion of the atoms and molecules in the brain, and we can

—

'

imagine such a guiding power without having to modify our
ideas of the constancy of matter or the constancy of motion, or
even the constancy of energy (HJ L 745).
'

The same may apply

to the action of entelechy,
to the care that

and attention must be directed

"

also points out that, according to
Driesch, two li^ng systems absolutely identical
in every physico-chemical respect may Ijehave
differently under absolutely identical conditions,
this depending upon whether, and how, the entelechy takes part in the process. This leads to a
very serious admission of experimental indeterminism, which for some minds is enough to condemn the theory. It should be stated that Driesch
has replied vigorously to the criticisms brought
against his position, and that he never for a
moment pretended that we could understand

Jennings
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even in the slightest degree how entelechy is
able to discbarge its function as regulator and
guide.
Differing from Driesch's position, according to
which entelcchy is not identical with the psychical,
is the animism so
ably expimndcd by McDou^all
'

'

in his Boiiij

and Mind

The panpsychism

(1911).

and the very distinctive position of
Bergson should also be considered.
According to McDou^l, 'not only conscious thinking, but

of Paulsen

phogenesis, heredity, and evolution are psycbo-physical
processes. All alike are conditioned and governed by psychical
dispositions that have been built up in tbe course of the e.xperi'
ence of tbe race (p. 879).
'

—

Provisional conclusion. Looking backwards,
that the study of animal behaviour, for instance, is no more than the study of
very subtle problems in chemistry and physics
we do not iind evidence to justify the view that
organisms exhibit a new kind of physical energy
in a line with electricity and the like
and we do
not share the opinion of many recognized authorities that the facts cannot be met except by a
theory of entelcchy. What then is our position ?
It is that of
or
descriptive
methodological
5-

we cannot admit

;

;

'

'

'

'

vitalism.

Making no pronouncement whatsoever
to the essence of the difference between
and things in general, we hold to what
to be a fact, that mechanical formuloe

in regard
organisms

we

(Biological)

time counts. Instead of supposing the intervenof a non-material agency which controls
chemical and physical processes in organisms, we
suppose that a new aspect of reality is revealed in
organisms that capacity for correlation, persistence, and individuality, for growing, multiplying,
and develojiing, for behaviour, experience, and
experiment, which we call 'life,' which can nowise
be explained in terms of anything simpler than
tion

—

itself.

To the

biologist the actualities are organisms
their doings, and life is a generalized concept
denoting their peculiar quality. What life in
essence or principle is he does not know. Taking
life in the abstract, therefore, as
given,' we have
had to be content in this article with stating the
general characteristics of living creatures. It is
plain, however, that analytical and formal discussion falls far short of giving any adequate idea of
life in its conc-ste fullness.
For that requires a

and

'

and

synthesis,

without

that, again, is impossible

We

must use our everyday experience of livingness in ourselves and in other organisms, not for knowledge alone, but as a source of
sympathy wherewith to enliven the larger data
of biology
and we need not be afraid of exaggerating the wonder of life. Sympathetically and
sympathy.

;

believe
do not be-

imaginatively, therefore, as well as with precision,
we must seek to envisage the variety of life

gin to answer the distinctively biological questions.
Bio-chemistry and bio-physics added together do
not give us one biological answer.
need new
concepts, such as that of the organism as an historic
bein", a genuine agent, a concrete individuality,
which has traded with time and has enregistered
within itself past experiences and experiments,
and which has its conative bow ever bent towards
the future.
need new concepts because there
are new facts to describe, which we cannot analj'ze
into
away
simpler processes. In the present state
of knowledge we cannot teU in what the newness
or apartness essentially consists, and this appears
to us to be a quite legitimate, though provisional,
stopping-place, without pressing on to any positive
vitalistic theory, which must be, from the nature
of the case, metaphysical.
If we go beyond science in the endeavour to
form some connected reconstruction, we should
say that those constellations of 'matter' and

hundreds of thousands of distinct individualities
or species the abundance of life like a river always tending to overflow its banks ; the diffusion
of life exploring and exploiting every corner of
land and sea the insurgence of life self-asser-

We

We

'

'

called organisms afford opportunity for
the expression of aspects of reality which are not

energy

patent in the inorganic domain. We must not
think of matter and energy as the exclusive
stones and mortar of the ever-growing cosmic
edifice ; they are abstract concepts, defined by
certain methods, which serve well in the description of the physical universe.
They certainly represent reality, for we safely make prophecies and
our
on
risk
lives
the strength of tliis. But it is
ouite another thing to say that they are exhaustive.
An aspect of reality which may safely be neglected
in astronomy and navigation, in chemistry and
engineering, becomes patent in the realm of organisms, and we call it 'life.' It is neither a product
of 'matter' and 'energy' nor an outcome of the
increasing complexity of constellations it is an
expression of the reality of which atoms and their
movements are also but conceptual aspects. It
may be regarded as that aspect of reality which is
clearly manifested only in protoplasmic systems
and in normal conditions in all of them. May it
not be that the qualities which lender the postulation of entelcchy or vital impetus necessary to
"-ome minds have been in kind present throughout
the history of the Nature that we know? We say
in kind,' since it is plain that we share in a movement which is not the unrolling of something
originally given, but a creative evolution in which
'

'

'

'

;

—

'

—

—

;

—

—

;

continually achieving the
apparently impossible the cyclical development
of life ever passing from birth, through love, to
death the intricacy of life every cell a microcosm the subtlety of life— every drop of blood an
index of idiosyncrasies the inter-relatedness of
life
witli myriad threads woven into a patterned
web the drama of life plot within plot, age
after age, with every conceivable illustration of
the twin motives of hunger and love the flux of
life
even under our short-lived eyes the protive, persistent, defiant,

—

;

—

;

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

— slowly

;

gress of life

creeping upwards through
unthinkable time, expressing itself in ever nobler
forms the beauty of life— every finished organism an artistic harmony the morality of life
spending itself to the death for other than indisometimes
vidual ends ; the mentality of life
quietly dreaming, sometimes sleep-walking, sometimes wide awake and the victory of life subduing material things to its will and in its highest
reaches controlling itself towards an increasing

—

;

;

—

—

;

purpose.
See, further,

Abiogenesis, Age,
Development, Growth, Heredity.
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LIFE AND DEATH

(Primitive).— In primitive thought, so far as we can analyze it, life and
death are not tlie balanced opposite^ which civilTo early
ized contemplation has made them.
man life is the normal condition, death an abnormal catastrophe, unnatural, miraculous, and
terrible.
An exception is to be made when a man
kills his quarry or his foe
here the satisfaction
of an end achieved inhibits tlie feelings aroused by
the non-violent death of a tribesman. According
to Australian philosophy, men would live on indefinitely, except for the result of actual physical
violence or of sorcerj', a rehned form of it.' This
is the usual view of the savage, though it is hardly
a reasoned opinion. The savage, like the majorthis
ity of civilized men, lives in the present
fact involves a certain inertia of thought as to the
contrast between life and death, and it is true of
both stages of culture that the fear of death is as
nothing.'^ The primitive mind, when it exercised
itself on the subject of life, was concerned with
the acquisition of physical strength and moral influence rather than with the problem of the nature
of vitality
but the constant rage and terror which
characterized its attitude towards death involved
a permanent eoncetn with the supposed causes of
an event which, though inevitable, remained a
mystery and a violation of natur.al law.
The distinction between
I. The nature of life.
life and soul is in some cases confused, and in
drawn.
otiiers not
Again, the latter concept
includes several ideas.
have, however, to deal
with a 'life-jirinciple' whenever there is a clear
connexion between a concept and facts of life.
For the earliest stage of thought the chief datum
is the difference observed between the dead body
and the living and moving body. It is inferred
that something has departed from the body when
dead the something is a concrete object or substance, ideated vaguely at first, later with some
;

;

'

(Primitive)

that so vaguely ideated a content is concrete is
supported by the fact that any haphazard identification serves as 'life'; examples will be found
below. But the primal concept is, as the first
Australian instance shows, very near to a result
in which a man's life is himself in replica.
This perhaps is to be regarded as the second stage
of analysis.
The Hervey Islanders considered tliat
fat

men had

We

;

precision, as a special entity, or identified with one
or other part of the living organism.
Certain Australians speak of 'something,' a

not described, which never leaves the body
of the living man ; it grows as he grows, and
decays as he decays.^ This illustrates well the
primary stage. Put in another form, the inference
is that the
soul does not finally leave the body
until decomposition is well advanced.^ Such cases
indicate that the inference of life from observed
movement is not in itself primary. Many peoples
regard inanimate objects as 'alive,' but the meaning of this is clearly shown by the Tongan' and
West African notion that these objects die
when they are broken or destroyed.^ The view
yoivee,

'

'

'

1 W. E.
Roth, Ethnological Studies among the North- West
Central Queensland Aborigines, Brisbane, 1S97, p. 161 cf. art.
;

Deatu asd Disposal of the Dead
p. 412
-

Roth,

s

vol.

iv.

p. lei.

K. L. Parlicr, The Euahlayi Tribe, London, 1905, p. 35.
L. Fison,

=

(Introductorj*),

f.

JAI

X. [1880-81] 141.

W. Mariner, The Tonqa

H. Kingslev,

FL

viii.

Islands'^,
[1897] 145.

London, 1818,

ii.

130

;

M.

men

fat souls, thin

Ac-

thin souls.'

cording to the Karo Battak of Sumatra, a man's
tctidi disappears at death.
It is a 'copy' of the
owner, his 'other self.'" According to the Karens,
that which personates the varied phenomena of
life is the ketah or la, which is not the soul,' but
is distinct from the body and its alisenee from the
body is death.' It is also the individuality of the
'

'

'

'

animated being.'

'

It

merely gives

life,'

and

'

can-

not be distinguished from the person himself.''
The Iroquois conceived of an exceedingly subtle
and refined image,
possessing the form of the
body, with a head, teeth, arms, legs,' etc.^
is
The next stage
characteristic of Papuan and
'

.

Malayan
'

.

.

belief.

The Dayalt idea

of life is this, that in manlund there is a
living principle called sSmangat or scmungi ; that sickness is
caused by the temporary absence and death by the total departure of this pnnciple from the body.' ^
'

But this principle is a replica
and a miniature replica. This
'

of the individual,

the tanoana, or
of the Torajas of Celebes.'
The
of
the
wOd
scmangat
Malayan tribes is a shape,'
the
man
no
than
like
but
a
himself,
bigger
exactly
grain of maize.* The simavgat of the Malays is a
thumbling," and corresponds exactly in shape,
proportion, and complexion to its embodiment or
casing [sarong), i.e. the body. It is the cause of
life ; it is itself an individual person, as it were,
and is separable from the body in sleep, sickness,
and death.'
similar conception is found in
'

is

man,'

little

'

'

A

S.

America," and other localities spobut is general enough to be regarded as

Africa,'"

;

—

'

'

radically,
typical.

The problem of its origin is not clear. J. G.
Frazer thus describes the conception
'As the savage commonly explains the processes of inanimate
:

nature by supposing that they are produced by living beings
working in or behind the phenomena, so he explains the
phenomena of life itself. If an animal lives and moves, it can
only be, he thinks, because there is a little animal inside which
uioves it if a man Uves and moves, it can only be because he hai
a little man or animal inside who moves him.'':

The argument agrees with
ture replica
life,

but

is

it is

the fact that the miniausually supposed to be the cause of
difficult to understand how the idea

of an inner being, whether in inanimate things
or in living men, could have arisen in the first
instance.
Only the contrast between the dead and
the living body seems adequate to produce it ;
later, the idea could be applied to all natural
As for the miniature size of the replica,
objects.
this is probably a refinement of an earlier conception, in which such qualities were distinguished,
and it would be naturally deduced from the fact

that the man's body is still present, without any
that which has departed, therefore,
reduction
must be infinitesimaUy small. The same result is
1 W. W.
Gill, Myths and Son^s from the South Pacific, Lon;

don. 1876, p. 171.
2 J. H. Neumann, 3Iededeelingen van
wege het nederlandscA
Zendelinggcnootschap, xlvi. [1902] 127 f.

JAOSiv. [1854] 309 ff.
JASBe xxxiv. [1865] 195.
viii. [1896] 107.
B.IHcwitt,
John, Life in the Forests of the Far East^, London,
1863, i. 177 ft.
7 A. C.
Kruijt, Eet Animistne in den ind. Arckipel, The
3 E. B. Cross.

4 F.

Mason.

5 J. N.
6 S. St.

JAPL

Hague, 1906, p. 12.
8 «. W. Skeat and C. O.
Blagden, Pagan Races of the Malay
Peninsula, London. 19(J6, ii. 1. 194.
9 W. W. Skeat. Mahiu Marjic. London, 1900, p. 47 £f.
10 J. Macdonald. Religion and Myth, London. 1893. p. 33.
11 J. G.
Swan, Smithsonian ContribtUions, xvi. [1870] 84.
12
GB^, pt. ii.. Taboo and the Perils of the Soul, London, 1911,
p. 26.
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life must
by the idea that the
depnitme liy some one of the orifices of the
])ody, and it is possible also that certain character-

take

necessitated
its

istics of the nu'morj'-iniajze

may have

exercised an

influence.'

(Primitive)

when a copy of the face of a person is made and
taken away from him, a portion of his life goes
with the picture.'' The comparison of the life
essence with fire is the l)(;st known of many meta'

-

and occupies a iirominont jilace
phorical analogies,
myth e.g., the lire of life infused by I'roinetlieus
into the clay figures which became men and in

—

In these early stages the life-principle is, though
material; the conception of
'refined,' always

in

quite a late achievement of
But certain natural confusions occur.
tliouglit.-'
Thus, the sCinanfifitoi the wild Malays ditt'ers from
the conception lield bj' other races in the same
The
regions, f(U' that which gives lite is Vnejiwa.
Pataui Malays also believe in a 'life breath,'
ntjaxva the semangat, in their view, is not the vital
principle, but is possessed by every object in the

metaphysical theology.
Until modern times, speculation has concerned
itself with the source of life rather than with its
In early mythology conceptions like that
origin.
of the Hervey Islanders, wlio regard a point - aa
the beginning of existence, are rare.
Rare also
are such [iseudo-biological ideas as the Maori concept that the life of a man is contained in the
catamenia,' but the usual conclusion is that the
soul is the source of life or is itself life.
2. The life of nature.
Life in the vegetable
kingdom has prob.ably always been recognized, and
primitive thought doubtless distinguished it as
being dift'erent in character from that of animals.
The same may have been the case with its attitude
to inanimate things, unless it merely
personalized' them.
The view of Tylor, that in primitive animism
there is a belief in the animation of all nature,'
and that man recognizes in every detail of his
world the operation of personal life and will,''' can
be applied only to certain developments of the
higher barbaric stage.
It is not likely that at one stage man regarded everything as

is

insubstantiality

;

universe.'
In his study of the animism of the Moluccas and neighhoarin^?
districts, A. 0. Kruijt finds a permanent distinction between
the soul of a living man and the soul of a dead man. The
former he considers to be impersonal, though in many cases it
is certainly itself a person, and always is a miniature replica of
the owner ; it gives him life. Its material is fine, ethereal
substance ; it has various seats in the body where its action is
most conspicuous, such as the j>ulses. It dies when the man
dies. The other soul is a continuation of the individual after
life and does not appear till death.
In the latter conception we
8eem to have a combined result of the memory-image and the
hallucinational ghost.

later detail, which involves the idea that all
things in natme either are animate or possess
•
souls,' is also attached to the theory of the
semanfiat, though it is chiefly things concerning or

man

that possess the miniature replica.'*
of the Eastern Semang is red like
blood, or is in the blood.' Life is usually regarded
as being closely connected with the blood a natural
inference from observation of wounds or of death
by loss of blood. Life and blood are identified."
vaguer identification is frequently found with
various parts or states of the living organism. To
some, as the Iroqnois, life is the flesh' a concept
Avhicli probably originated from experience of
nutrition.
The heart is a seat of life ; in some
cases it, like blood, has a soul of its own.' The
Australians regard the kidney-fat as an important
seat of life," and the caul-fat and omentum are so
regarded.'"
The absence of breath in the case of the dead
is a fact naturally assisting a belief that the breath
is the life, or that the life is in the breath.
In the
Marquesas it was the cirstom to hold the nose and
lips of dying persons, in order to prevent death."
In primitive thought there is no explicit inconsistency in the identification of life with various
things the early books of the OT hold, now the
Primitive
breath,'^ now the blood, to be the life.'
biology, in its secondary stages, has a larger list.''
In this is to be included the .shadow of a man,
which is (like everything connected with person-

The senmngat

—

A

—

'

'

;

'

" and a man's reflexion is also
ality) a vital part,"
closely akin to, if not identified with, his life.
'

'

In Melanesia is a pool into which if any one looks he dies;
the malignant spirit takes hold upon his' life by means of his
reflection

on the water.'

15

The

lore of shadow, mirror-image, and portrait
becomes prominent, however, only in the third

—

stage of culture that of the higher barbarism.
place the djnng man's picture upon
his body, in the hope of saving his life." In Siam,

The Chinese
'

A. E. Crawle.v The /rf'o of the Soul, London, 1909, p. 200 ff.
lb. pp. 57, 209
the Kinjin Dayak term is in point, urip-ok
fine ethereal life (p. 110).
,

'-

;

=

'

5

'

Skeat-Blagden. ii. 191 N. Annandale, Slan, iii. [1903] 27.
»
Crawley, p. 132.
Skeat-Blagden, loc. oil.
On fti. Lv 17" 1* Crawley, p. 112 Frazer. p. 240.
8 Crawley,
Hewitt, loc. cit.
pp. 120, 130.
See references in Crawley, Mystio Hone. London, 1902 p.
;

*
6
7
9

101

;

13
1*
1'

I«

;

ff.

'0

"

W. R. Smith, RrUgion of the Hemitea", London,

On

Frazer, p. 31.

12

Crawley, Idea of the Soul,

p. 233.

Frazer, p. 77

'

'

'

'

—

'

'

A

interesting

—

IT.

R. H. Codrington, in JAl x. 313.
Crawley, lilea of the Soul, p. 22.';.

27.

1894,

p

379.

'

'

and at a later stage gratlually discriminated between
animate and inanimate. The fact is, that he began by regarding everything as neutl-al, merely as given. Yet though he
never thought about the matter at all, in his acts ... he dis5
tinguished as w-ell as we do between animate and inanimate.'
Whatever pou'er and importance he [primitive man] may have
he
drew
the
of
lines
ascribed to inanimate objects,
strongest
between such objects and what was endowed with life.' 6
alive,

'

An

excellent observer remarks of the Kafirs
Africa, in regard to the que.stion whether
they imagine everything in nature to be alive,'
that they very rarely tliink of the matter at all.

of

S.

'

When questioned on the subject of tlie animation
'
of stones, they laughed, and said, It would never
enter a Kafir's head to think stones felt in that
sort of way.''
Throughout the fluid and ill-defined psychology
of primitive man we may distinguish a tendency
to mark of!' the concept of things as living from
the concept of them as ideas, whether in life or
The latter aspect is ideational, the
after deatli.
former perceptual. An excellent illustration of
the distinction is the Indonesian view, expounded
by Kniijt, that the life-soul of creatures is never
confuseil or compounded with the after-death soul.
In later psychologies, on the other hand, Tylor's
hypothesis, that eventually the life of a thing
'

'

'

and its pliantom
are combined, holds good.
Language has probably had much to do with the
combination.
The view of Kruijt, however, that
'

'

'

is but a part of the
life-soul
the Indonesian
world-soul, applies only to the higher developments
of animism.* Here we have a parallel with the
pantheistic tlx^ories of the w<;rld.
Another parallel with these
3. Regard for life.
is the regard for life generally, a regard which
develops with culture but is more pronounced in
Oriental than in Western morality. At first this
feeling is a vague altruism, but later it is fused
E. Young, The Kingdom of the Yellow Robe, Ix>ndon, 1893,

—

'

p. 140.
-

Crawley, Idea of the Soul,

3 lb.
p. 90.
»

p. 93,
'•

quoting

PC->

i.

Gill.

'286 fl., 4'24fr.

Crawley, Idf.a 0! the .Soul, p. 20.
6 E. .J.
Payne, Ilistoni of the New World called A merica,
Oxford,
1892-99, ii. 26f..
"
D. Kidd, .Sarar/e Childhood. London, 190«. p. H.'if.
8 See
Crawley, idea cf the Soul, p. 262. In Semitic thought
living water is running water, livmg flesh raw flesh (W. R.
Smith, pp. 190, 339). Tliese phrases are probaMv metaphorical
on!'-.
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vith metaphysical estimates of the intrinsic value
of life, as sucij.
In Buddhism, Jainism, and Taonism the respect for animal
*A disciple of Buddha may not knowingly
life is extreme.' 1
deprive any creature of life, not e\en a worm or an ant. He
may not drink water in which animal life of any kind whatever
is contained, and must not even pour it out on ^rass or clay.' 2
'The Jain is stricter still in his regard for animal life. He
sweeps the ground before him as he goes, lest animate things
be destro,ved he walks veiled, lest he inhale a living organism
he considers that the evening and night are not times for
eating, since one might then swallow a live thing by mistake
and he rejects not only meat but even honey, together with
various fruits that are supposed to contain worms, not because
of his distaste for worms, but because of his regard for life.'^
Throughout Japan, the life of animals has always been held
more or less sacred.'** In China it is regarded as 'meritorious
to save animals from death even insects if the number mounts
to a hundred. ... to set at liberty animals intended to be
without great reason
slaughtered.' 'To kill ten insects
" to be
to kill
animals for food
foremost to encourage
"
'

;

;

11

(Primitive)

still frequent in Europe, and
life-trees,' as
Frazer styles them, have always been a prominent feature of
of
of Bulgaria,
folk-lore.
The
life
Simeon,
prince
European
was bound up with a certain column in Constantinople, so that
if the capital of the column were removed, Simeon would immediately die. The emperor took the hint and removed the
capital, and at the same hour . . . Simeon died of heart'

Similar customs are

'

disease in Bulgaria.*

1

The conclusion

of these ideas supplies a constant

motive in fairy-tales and the mythology which

is

their basis.

;

'

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the slaughter of animals
are regarded as errors of the same
magnitude as the crime of devising a person's death or of
drowning or murdering a child. '5 The Burmese laugh at the
suggestion niade by Europeans, that Buddhists abstain from
taking life because they believe in the transmigration of souls,
The same position may be
having never heard of it before.'
assumed with regard to the Brahman doctrine of ahiJhsd, wiiich
includes the sanctity of all life. On the other hand, no creed
in Christendom teaches kindness to animals as a dogma of
'The Manichteans prohibited all killing of animals,
religion.'
"
but Manichffism did not originate on Chrisiian ground.'
*

'

'

•>

'

—A

remarkable belief is that
4. The life deposit.
'
of the life-index or external soul,' which is found
witli some regularity in all the stages of the lower
civilizations.
early example is the sex totems
of Australia.
The Wotjobaluk tribe of South-E.istern Australia 'held that
"the life of Ngunupguniit (the Bat) is the life of a man and the
life of Yartatgtirk (the Nightjar) is the life of a woman," and
'

'

An

when either of these creatures is killed the Ufe of some
man or of some woman is shortened. In such a case everj- man
or every woman in the camp feared that he or she might be the
that

victim,

and from

this cause great fights arose in this tribe.' 8

In later folk-lore the idea is crystallized into the
talisman, but previously a host of objects are
regarded as eligible for the safe-deposit of the
individual life.
It is noteworthy that the subject
is more frequent in'mythology than in practical life.
The fact that, according to the common-sense view,
the more deposits of life a man has, the more is
he liable to deatli, may explain this natural difference.
remarkable aspect of the belief is connected with the growth of children and the growth
The inception of this idea can hardly be
of plants.
attributed to any other influence than the observation of the facts of growth. It is therefore probably not originated by the notion of life.
But the sympathetic relation soon develops into
'

'

A

a

life-interest.
In folk.t.ales the life of a person is sometimes so bound up
with the life of a plant that the withering of the plant will immediately follow or be followed by the death of the person.' 9
'Among the M'Bengas in Western Afrii^, about the Gaboon,
when two children are bom on the same day, the people plant
two trees of the same kind and dance round them. The life of
each of the children is believed to be bound up with the life of
one of the trees and if the tree dies or is thrown down, ihey
are sure that the cliild will soon die. In Sierra Leone also it is
customary at the birth of a child to plant a shoot of a laaleptree, and thej" think that the tree will grow with the child and
be its L'od. If a tree which has been thus planted withers away,
the people consult a sorcerer on the subject.
Some of tlie
Papuans unite the life of a new-born child sympathetically with
that of a tree by driving a pebble into the bark of the tree.
This is supposed to gi^"e them complete mastery over the child's
if the tree is cut down, the child will die. ... In Bali
life
a coco-palm is planted at the birth of a child. It is believed to
"
grow up equally with the child, and is called its life-plant." i"*
'

:

.

.

.

;

Thus, Koshchei the Deathless is killed by a blow from the egg
or the stone in which his life or death is secreted
the
magician dies when the stone in which his life or death is contained is put under his pillow and the Tartar hero is warned
that he may be killed by the golden arrow or golden sword in
which his soul h.as been stowed away.'
X remarkable instance
occurs in the myth of the god Balder. His life was bound up
in the mistletoe. The apparent inconsistency that he was slain
When a perby a blow from the plant is explained by Frazer
son's life is conceived as embodied in a particular object, with
the existence of which his own existence is inseparably l)OUnd
up, and the destruction of which involves his own. the object in
question may be regarded and spoken of indifferently as his
life or his death.
Hence if a man's death is in an object,
it is perfectly natural that he should be killed by a blow from
'

;

Westennarck, MI ii. 497.
2 Ih.
quoting H. Oldenberg, Buddha, Berlin, ISSl, pp. 290, 351.
8 lb,
p. 49&f., quoting E. W. Hopkins, Religions of India,
London, 1896. p. 2S8.
* E. J.
Eecd, Japan, London, 1880, i. 61.
5 Indo-Chinese
Gleaner, iii. [1821] 164, 205 f., quoted by Wester,
marck, loc. cit.
n H. F. Hall, The Soul of a
People, London, 1902, p. 232 f
.

^

MI

ii.

506.

.

'

:

.

it.'

.

.

3

The

idea that the mistletoe itself

is

the

life

of the

on which it gi'ows is of tlie same order as the
Malay and Chinese idea with regard to the knobs
and excrescences on tree trunks.'' Two converse
ideas may be noted. A person whose life is magically isolated has one weak spot, e.g. the heel of
Achilles.
Death, no less than life, may be 'deposited,' as in the stories where it is kept in a
bottle.
See, further, art. Life-token.
When the conception of life as
5. Life magic.
a magical essence is established, the formula is
applied all round the social and religious splieres.
The elementary facts of nutrition thus become the
basis of an elaborate vitalistic philosophy.
In it-s
more primitive forms this appears as a practical
science of life insurance.
Food
during
thousands of years occupied the largest space in
'
man's mental area of vision.'
This consideration
tree

—

'

.

.

.

helps to explain the existence of so large a body of
And into these
superstitions concerning food.
enter the magical and, later, the vitalistic theory.
Particular creatures are eaten because of their particular vital force.* The slayer eats part of his foe
in order to assimilate his life and strength (see,
further, art. Cannibalism, §§ 3-7). In order to procure longevity the Zulus ate the Hesh of long-lived
animals.' Medea injected into the veins of jlison
an infusion of the long-lived deer and crow." In
the lower culture special virtue is assigned to
human tlesh.' Besides the eating of flesh and the
drinking of blood, there are various methods of
acquiring the life essence.' The Caribs transfer
'

an animal to a boy by rubbing its juices
into his body.'" Anointing with amrta oil and with
gold-grease are methods of procuring life found in
Indian and Chinese folk-lore respectively." The
Tibetan Buddhist acquires life b3' drinking the
ambrosia from the Vase of Life '- (see, further,
artt. Food and Eating the God).
the

life of

'

'

'

'

'

'

Long life is often the subject of charms. The
Chinese wear a longevity garment on birthdays.'^
The Hindus ascribed long life to continence."
Most religions include prayers for long life. After
I

*

Frazer, Balder, ii. 156 f.
Skeat, Malay Magic, p. 191
quoting do Groot.

;

3 lb.

lb. p. 279.

Crawley, Idea of the Sout,

p.

164,
5
6

Pavne,

i.

279.

Frazer, GB^, pt. v.. Spirits of the Com and of the Wild,
London, 1912, ii. 13Sff.
^ H. Callaway. Nursery Tales of the Zulus, London, 1868, p.
175.
'

8 Ovid, Metam. vii. 271 ft.
!» J. G. Frazer, Totemism,

Parker, p. 38.

London, 1010, i. 42.
The Boiler MS, ed. A. F. B. Hoernle. Calcutta, 1893-97. ii.
The
Bel. System of China, Leydec.
107
J. J. M. de Groot,
11

;

A. W. Howitt, JA.I xiv. [1883-84] 145, xviii. [1SS7-SS] 58.
^ Frazer, Gly^,
pt. vii.. Balder the Beautiful, London, 1913,
8
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the snrvivois.'
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Ma<;icval persons,

employed
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to prolong the life of

and

later the sods, are regarded
richerstore of life and being able

as both possest-in;,' a
to impart it to others
the savage medicineman is
able to infuse life into an inanimate fetish. Breathing upon the object gives it the breath of life (as in
Ezekiel's apologue of the dead bones) ; smearing it
with blood gives it the life of the blood." According to the Tantras, a king may slay his enemy by
infusing life into his foe's efhgy and then destroying
it.^
IJivine persons naturally tend to become longlived or immortal.
;

But, though divine persons throughout bear a
less 'cliarmcd life,' absolute immortality
is a late conception.
The gods of the Homeric
pantheon maintained their life by eating ambrosia,
the food of deathlessness,' and by drinking nectar;* and similar ideas were connected with the
Persian lutonw and the Hindu soma.
In Scandinavian myth the apples of ISunn are eaten by the
gods in order to perpetuate their life.' The Egyptian gods were mortal." The teiulency to immortality, liowevcr, is carried out in the higher religions,
probably in connexion with the natural attribution
to the gods of a general power over life and a control of creation.
In the end the gods assume in
themselves the ultimate hopes and fears of men,
and they become lords and givers of life.'
6. Renewal of life.
A crude form of the ideas
connected with a renewed earthly life after death,
or resurrection, may be seen among the Australian
aborigines, who speak of the ghost returning at
times to the grave and contemplating its mortal
remains.' Similarly, on the W. Coast of Africa
'it is the man himself in a shadowy or ghostly
form that continues his existence after death.'*
The belief in the revivitication of a dead person
does not appear until the thaumaturgic stages of
barbarous religion, when it becomes a favourite
miracle, performed by a word of power or by the
life-giving touch or contact with the body of the
divine person.
But the belief in a second life, or,

more or
'

'

—

rather, a series of lives, is a remarkable and regular
feature of primitive thought.
It takes the form of
reincarnation ; the dead are born again in their
descendants, the idea being a natural inference
from the resemblance of children to their parents

and grandparents.' The Central Australians have
developed it into an elaborate theory of heredity,
in which the life' is a germ-plasm.'"
Other Australians evolved the notion that white men were
blackfellows returned to life
tumble down
blackfellow, jump up whitefellow' is a familiar
'

'

;

The whiteness

of the native corpse after
phrase.
cremation has been suggested as the basis of the

notion."
The idea of reincarnation refers also to living
Thus an old blackfellow of Australia
parents.
cries to his son,
There you stand with my body
The son is recognized as the actual reincarnation
'of the father.'
This frequent belief has been sug'

'

!

'

I

Rfijendral^la Mitra, Intlo-Artjans^ Calcutta, 388], ii. 145.
A. B. KlIiH, The Tski-sp'eakinfj Peoples, London, 1887,
p. 101 f. ; J. O. MuUer, Ijevch, der amer, Urretitjioileii, Basel,
18,15. p. C06; W. R. Smith, pp. 33H, 344.
a R. Mitra, ii. 110.
•>
/(. v. S39f., Od. v. 199.
*'J. Oriram, Teutonic Miilkvlogy, Eny. tr., London, 1882-88,
p. 318 f.
''A. Wiedemann, Religion of the Ancient E<jyptiani>, Eng. tr.,
London, 1897, p. 178; cf. Frazer, GB^, pt. iii., The Dying God,
do. 1911, p. Iff.
^ Cf.

Howitt, JAI xUi. [1883-84] 188.
Crawley, /dta nfihe Soul, p. 176, quoting A. B. Ellis.
»J. I'arkinson, ./AI xxxvi. |1908) 3l;iff. (Africa); Kniijt,
p. 176
Crawley, ]dca of the SotU, pp. 101, 110, 101 (S. America,
Melanesia, Indonesia).
1"
Crawley, Idea <-f the SoiiJ, p. 88.
" L. Fison and A. W. Howitt,
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;
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(Primitive)

gested as an explanation of certain customs of
which killing the first-born is a culminution tlie
child is supposed to have robbed the father of a
portion of his life (cf. A7i'A" vi. 33').
Primitive thought has
7. The nature of death.
no delinition of the nature of death, but the usual
attitude towards it, as may be inferred from mourning customs, is a mystic terror. Tlie catastrophic
nature of the event is perhaps the fundamental
reason for this attitude, hut various emotions and
ideas are superimposed. Grief and sj'mpatliy occur
among the lowest races, and they develop with culAnother emotion is fear of the corpse as a
ture.
mysterious personality a parallel fear is that of
the departed something,' ghost or spirit.
Like
otlier tabu states and social crises, death has not
only its rites de passage, such as mourning, but a

—

—

;

'

mysterious power of pollution. This is partly confear that the survivors nuiy also
nected with
become victims, a fear which develops into an avoidance of infection.' These ideas reach their climax
in the Zoroastrian conception of the absolute imimrity of deaiii, a type of all uncleanness.'' In
others of the higher religions, particularly Christianity, the material notions of the state of death
give way to spiritual. The departed soul has less
connexion with the body, although even here a
the
physiological fact has kept up the idea of
'

odour of sanctity.'
Fear of dying has no connexion with the primitive fear of death."

very

common among

Suicide for trivial reasons is
the lower races.
witli much inditTerencc, or re^rard

'Many savages meet death

it as no great evil, but merely as a change to a life very similar
to this.
But it is a (act often noticed among ourselves, that a
person on the verge of death may resign himself to his fate with
the greatest calmness, although he has been afraid to die
throughout his life. Moreover, the fear of death may be disguised by thoughtlessness, checked by excitement, or mitigated
by dying in company. There are peoples who are conspicuous
for their bravery, and yet have ft great dread of death.
Nobody
is entirely free from this feeling, though it varies greatly in
strength among different races and in different individuals. In
many savages it is so strongly developed that they cannot bear
to hear death mentioned." * The last objection, iiowever, may
often be due to mystical notions.

Christianity esteems death as the passage to a
better life, and the higher religions, generally,
mitigate the inevitable lot.
Speculation on the origin of death is considerable in early thought, and myths innumerable
it (cf. art. Death
AND Disposal of the Dead [Introductory], vol.
A common motive of these is a mis411 f.
understanding or a trick. At a higher stage death

have been invented to explain

iv. p.

).

attriliuted to the malevolence of demons, often
supposed to eat the life of men and so produce
death.' Otherwise, the separation of the life-giving
soul from the body as a fact, not as a theory of
origin, is usually explained as the result of sorceiy,
except in cases of obvious violence or accident.'
By various means the human sorcerer, like the
supernatural demon, destroys or abstracts the life.
In the higher b.arbarism death appears as a
punishment for breaking tabu or other supernatural
is

The greater religions connect its
injunctions.
origin M-ith sin, Christianity with the j)rimal sin
of disobedience.'
Throughout, humanity is instinctively agreed that death is unnatural and the
conception of a second life is a protest ai;ainst it.
and ethical applications.
8. Mythological
Ap.art from myths in ex))lanation of the orii;in of
fancies of a mystical or
death ami the less
,

—

fretjueiit

magical life-source, primitive thought makes little
use of the concepts of life and death as motives of
1

Crawley. Mi/slic Hose, p. 06 fl.
Ixxv t.
view see MI

;
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ii.

687.
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2
iv. [18115] p.
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ii. 636.
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535

f.
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The Hague, 1886. p. 271.

24, 29, il. 634, 061.
2 and 3 ; cf. Manu, v. 4.
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notably by Christianity. But there is no justification for connecting the origins of religion with
either this fear (long posterior to the inception of
religious ideas, and a late and special ethical development) or the worship of death or the dead.
The dead are more or less feared in early thought
the
the infection of death is carefully avoided
ghosts of the dead are intensely dreaded, and there-

Their deification is rarer stOl. In some
story.
stories one or more remarkable personages are
brought into close connexion with the facts of life

and death. Thus, the Maoris tell how men would
have been deathless if Maui, the culture-hero, had
succeeded in passing through the bodj- of Night.
In Scandinavian storj* Lif and Lifprasir ('life'
and 'desiring life') survive the destruction of the
world.' The usual result is that some great deity
possesses control over life, a,s in Hebraism, Christianity, and Islam. There is a tendency also to connect vitality with the sun-god the Kigveda speaks

;

;

Many ghosts, it is
carefully propitiated.
have been developed into gods, but there are
many keys which fit the doors of religion.
fore

true,

—

LrrERATCRE. This is cited in the article, but the whole of E.
B. Tylor's exposition of animism in his Primitive Culture'^,
London, 1891, applies to the subject.

;

of the sun in the character of Savitar, the Vivifier.^
In Hindu theology Yama, the first of mortal men,
became ' King of the Dead.'' In Christian theo-

LIFE AND DEATH

'

development ; but there are a few interesting
features of an individual character.
With regard to ideas of the life which informs

;

the organism, the Eskimos identify it or its action
with the life-warmth.' ' So the Navahos regarded
the warmth of the body as the living soul the
'shade' or 'double,' a distinct concept, was
supposed to wander away when a man was sick
or dying.^ The Sauk identified the soul with
'vitality,' and supposed it to exist after death.'
The Toitec explained that it was something with-

Let him hope for and, if possible, provide for proper burial.
... He will then, at least, not suffer the pangs of hunger in
'

the world of

spirits.'

'

*

;

The Scandinavian figures, Lff and Lifprasir, are
among the rare cases where life is personified.
Death is more frequently deified. Old Slavic
myth seems to have had a goddess Smrt,' and the
Baganda are said to have a god of death, Walumbe."
Tlie Etruscan figure of

Charun may be similar

'

which caused
them which made them live
death when it quitted them.'* Identifying breath
or air with the vital principle, the Acagchemems

to

in

the last, the conception being derived from human
executioners, and the god being a slayer rather
than a god of death. The Thanatos of Greek
poetry, the brother of Sleep, is hardly a religious
The Sheol of the OT and the
personification.
Hel of the Eddas are originally places which receive
the dead. As a rule, the figure later described as
Death is either a messenger of the gods or a god
whose oiiiee is indirectly connected with the death
So Yama has his messengers, and the
of men.

'

'

;

'

'

;

children

Haida

widely spread and firmly held. The
upon it by saying that after five

is

refine

such reincarnations the individual 'soul'

Baaanda, London.

Moikm

1911, p. 316.
Greek Folklore a7id Anc. Greek Re-

Union, Cambridac 1910, p. 98 ff.
Spencer-Gillen", p. S'2Sf. ; J. Maclean,
Kajir Laws and Cus^loms, lit. Coke, 1858, p. 79
(Introductory and Primitive), 4 (1), (2).
9 Pindar,
frag. 102 ; Cicero, Legg. ii. U.

Compendium
;

art.

of

Imtiation

anni-

A sjjecial

feature of

American

religious theory,

on which practically the whole ritual of the central
nations was founded, was developed from the usual
primitive idea that divine persons are subject to
Alone among the
senility, death, and decay.
Mexican gods Tezcatlipoca 'is credited with perpetual juvenility.''" The principle was developed
that the gods, in particular the sun, would die if
deprived of food. Hence the perpetual round of

human sacrifices offered on Maya and Nahua altars.

This daily feast of flowers,' as it was euphemistiA serious result
cally termed, kept the gods alive.
was the equally perpetual carrying on of warfare
for the sole purpose of obtaining captives to serve
as victims. The heart, as the symbol of life, was
the choicest portion."
1 E. W.
Nelson, IS RBEW, pt. i. [1899], p. 422.
'

2 A. 0. Morice, Proc. Can. Inst., vii. [Toronto, 1SSS-S9] 158 f.
3
H. Keating, Narrative of an Expedition to the Source of
St. Peter's Rimr, etc., Philadelphia, 1824, i. 229, 232, u. IM.
1 E. J.
World called Aineriai,
Payne, History of the

W

Xew

5

iv. 1560.

is

hilated.'

Oxford, 1892-99,

1898, p. 512.

"sCf.

means 'wind, air,
phrase attributed to an
The fire in your huts and the
Indian orator is
life in your bodies are one and the same thing.'
Spirits and human magicians, such as the shamans,
devour men's souls the result is death.' Death
a dead man's belongings decay
infectious
is
quickly. Such is the ancient opinion among the
Irish also, who hold that a dead man's clothes
wear out more quicldy than those of a living man.**
The belief in the reincarnation of the dead in

A

'

Hopkins, Religions of India, p. 12S.
M. Jastrowr Religions of Babylonia and Assyria, Boston,

6 ,1. Roscoe, T!ie
7 J. C. Lawson,

.

:

1897, p. 34.

Grimm,

.

ehecatl, e.g.,

shadow.'

soul,

life,

' p. D.
Ohantepie de la Saussaye, Religion of the Teutons,
Boston, 1902, p. 3o2.
- JI. Monier- Williams, Religimts Thought and Life in India,
London, 1SS3, p. 17 ; A. A. Macdonell, Ved. Myth., Strassburg,

6

.

many American languages the Great Spirit and the Great
are one and the sanie both in word and signification.' •>

The Aztec word

;

4

In

Wind

Tatars believe in ^n angel of deatli. 'The latter
The Greeks had
is the type of Christian ideas.
both Charon and Hermes Psychopompos, but in
has
become a figure
modem Greek folk-lore Charon
of terror, Death himself.'' Death with his scythe
seems to be a transference from a personification
of Time.
A certain control over life is assumed in primitive ritual drama, as in the pretended death and
revivification of youths at initiation, and of candiIdeas of a magical
dates for the priesthood.'
at the same
vitality grew up out of sacred meals
time there appears the connexion of sin and death,
and the consequent aspiration towards a purging
Out of
of sin accompanied by a renewal of life.
these elements arises the ethical view of the renewal, but still undivorced from a mystical idea of
Salvation
a spiritual prolongation of existence.
in the life after death was promised by the Greek
salvation
reterms
the
In
its
lowest
mysteries.'
sulting from belief in Christ was eternal life.
Faith and morality meet when eternal life is the
reward for a good life on earth. Life is identified
with goodness.
The fear of retribution in a future existence has
been impressed by several of the great religions,
'

:

are represented as crediting the atmosphere with
a mortiferous quality.'

'

'

3

A. E. Crawlev.

(American).— The

beliefs
of the aborigines of America agree in the main
with those of other peoples at the same stages of

logy a contrast is drawn between the old Adam, by
whom death entered the world, and the new, who
re-introduced life on a higher plane. A less refined moral is drawn in the Babylonian epic the
conclusion is that Gilgamesh must die and cannot
escape the universal lot.
'

13

(American)

KR

iii.

7 J. Jett«,
8

i.

468,

525.

F. Boas,

quoting Oviedo.

^ lb- iii. 117.
[1907] 161. 176.
vi. [1893] 40 ; ib. viii. [1895] 110.
The Haida Indians," in Geol.

JRAI xxxvii.

JAFL

'

9 G. M. Dawson,
Canada, Toronto, 1880,
10

Payne,

11 Ib.

London,

i.

p. 121

523 cf. L. Spence,
1913, pp. 74, 98.

i.

Survey of

£.

429.
;

The Myths of Mexico and Peru,
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(Chinese)

It is naliiiul lliat an old iliionicler sliouki say
'The Maya have an iliiiii(Kleral« (car ot death, and they seem
'In the
to have given it a figure peculiarly repulsive.' i
Dresden and other codu-cs trod A is represented as a figure with
exiosed vertebraj and skull-like countenance, with the marks
ol oiruption on his boily, and displaying; every sign ol mortality.
On his nead he wears a snail-symbol, the .\ztec sign of birth,
perhaps to typify the connevlion between birth and death. He
also wears a pair of cross-liones. The hieroglyph which accompanies his tlfifure represents a corpse's head with closed eyes, a
His symbol is that for the calendar
skull, and a sacrificial knife.
day Cimi, which means death. He presides over the west, the
home of the dead, the region towards which they invariably
depart with the setting sun. That he ifl a death-god there can
be no doubt, but of his name we are ignorant. He is probably
identical with the Aztec god of death and hell, Mictlaii, and is
j>erliaps one of those Lords of Death and Hell who invite the
heroes to the celebrated ^me of ball in the Kiche Pvpol I'ttJt^
and hold them prisoners in their gloomy realm,' 2

to them by their friends and relatives
of burning pajicr models and imitations.

Like Hel and Hades, Mictlan seems to have
developed from a place into a person. He is a
grisly monster with cajiaciotis mouth,' like the
medieval Knropean identitication of the whale and
hell.
Medi;eval Euroiie evolved also, but by
poetical rather than rcli^;ious imagination, a figiire
akin to that of the American god A. For similar
reasons the Sinaloa are said to have devoted most
of their worship to Coeohuame, who is Death.'
Another detail of the human sacrifice is this

stufi'ed into

:

'

:

'The idea that the god thus

slain in the

person of his repre-

comes to life again immediately, was graphically represented in the Mexican ritual by skinning the slain man-god
and clothing in his skin a livinic man, who thus became the newrepresentative of the godhead.'**
sentative

This principle, probable enough, is, however, a
secondary development; the revivification of the
god was the primary meaning of the sacrifice.
In Me.xican theology the supreme deity TloqueNahuaque (of Slolina) is he upon whom depends
'

the existence of all things.' As is the case elsewhere, the sun is connected with vitality, ani'

alive all creatures.'
An
interesting jioint is the coniie.xion of Mexican foodgoddesses with the idea of life and its bestowal.''
The aboriginal creation of a Great Spirit has
been discredited. Equally unreliable are such
forms as the blaster of Life (of Lafitau), and
iMaster of Breath, though such phra.ses may have

mating and

keeping

been applied sporadically by the Northern Indians
to some 'great medicine.'
A feature of the eschatology * is the other- world
paradise for the brave, comjiarable only with the
belief of Islam, although European chivalry shares
the aversion from dying in bed.
The 'happy hunting-grounds,' which have become a proverb,

are typified in the Comanche belief— here is the orthodox
.American paradise, in its full plory. In the direction of the
setting' sun lie the happy prairies, where the buffalo lead the
hunter in the glorious chase, and where the horse of the paleface aids those who have excelled in scalping and horse-stealing,
to attain supreme felicity.' 7
'

LiTKKATfRK.— In addition to the works cited in the text cf.
D. G. Brinton. Slj/ths of the y^ic n'i>rld. New York, ISGS; de
Nadaillac (J. F. A. du Pouget), Prehistoric America, do. l&SJ.

A. E. Crawley.
(Chinese).— i. Popular
ideas. Life and death are more intimately associated in the Chinese mind than in the SVestem.
The curtain separating life and death is thinner.
The future life to the average Chinese, tauglit as
he is by popular Buddhism and Taoism, is
largely
a replica of this life on a didcrent plane of existence, but death is no theme of beauty.
After
jia-^sing through the Judgment Halls of the Ten
•Judges of Hades (a hell with many furies), the
victims are supposed to require food, clothing,
houses, servants, means of travelling both on
land and on water, and money. All these are sent

LIFE AND DEATH

—

>

yk

2
• J.

i.

London,
«
'

On
XJt

;

1844, p.
o28.

Ortgm

'-'s4.

the ideas of a future
iii.

the mouths of the dead.*" No methods
of disposing of the dead were eraplo3-ed which
would qui(-kly destroy the boily, and coffins were
made of sucli 'Materials as pine and cyjiress, for
were intended to preserve human boilies
they
from putrefaction and to facilitate their resurrection by enveloping them thus air-tight in a material
which, being jiossessed of vita! energy, was consiilered capable of transmitting life once more into
'

the clay.''
The ancient Chinese were most scrupulous in
washing and dressing the dead, so that the body
might be readj' at any time for the soul to return
to its fleshly dwelling-place.^

The strong Chinese reprobation
tion of the

life

see A'/i

iii.

530 B.

Territory,

body had

of the mutila-

these ancient

its origin in

ideas, fo* mutilation prevents the body from being
in a fit state for the soul to return to it, or to

Hence criminals were
lieheaded .as a severe jiunishment, and strangling
was considered a lesser one.' The mode since the
revolution seems to be that of shooting.
In the belief of the Chinese life remains after
the soul has left the body.'* There is thus a belief
in a life in death itself, or, as de Groot graphically
describes it, a cohabitation of the soul and the
body after death.^ In accordance with this idea,
there is not a complete separation of soul and
In the popular ideas of the people, one
body.
of the three souls is in the grave.
Thus death
ajipcar in the next world.

'

life, and life lives in death and is not
extinguished by it. One of the otiier souls is believed to inhabit the ancestral tablet, while the
third pas-ses to the other world.'"
If we turn now to the
3. Classical ideas.
ancient classics, which throw a light on the early
life of the Chinese, we find, besides the views
already expressed, higher conceptions as well, or,
at all events, less gross ones.
Amidst all the
ceremonial and ritual, the belief in immortality is
seen."
Ancestor-worship alone is enough
clearly
to prove this.
Even before the days of Taoism
and Buddhism, the souls of the ancestors were
believed to be in heaven.'- Confucianism 'teaches
the existence of the soul after death,' but nothing
regarding the character of that existence." The
knowledge of a future life was hazy and indefinite
in the old religion of China."

dominates

—

Thus they looked up to heaven (whither the spirit was
15
for, it is added,
gone), and buried (the body) in the earth,'
the body and animal soul go downward ; the intelligent sj'irit
'

'

is

on
'

higii.'h'

Legge, Chinese Clansict, Hongkong, 1861-72

J.

[1SS5]
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'-.I.

J.

SBH

xxvii.
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p.

243ff.

' lb.
p. 293 ff.
e/«i. p. :i4SfT.
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« Ih.
p. 331
» ]b.

fl.

209

7 lb.
p. 342
I'/fc. IV. 74.

ff.
fl.

Religions 0/ China, London, ISSO, p. 13 f.
J. Dver Ball, The licligious Aspect in China, Hongkong,

10(10, p. 49.
13 lb.
50.

p.

>* C(.
15
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;

112, 1'29, 157, etc
M. de Groot, lifligioue Sj/item of China, Levden,
243 ft., 2!)f., J50ff.,4liff. Legge, SBE x\vi\. 368 f.

lS112tf., i.
3 De Groot,

1'-'

O. Fraier, GBi, London, 1900, iii. 136.
195, 423 J. Dunn, a«(. o/ (Ac

5 -Vii iii.

;

"

5 /j. p. i72f.

172, 97.
iu. 180.

Payne,

by means

—

Ancient beliefs. The ancient Cliine.se were
unable to distinguish between death, sleep, and a
swoon.
They therefore tried to resuscitate the
dead by caJling them by name to return,' etc., by
providing food for them, by keeping their bodies
in the dress that they wore, and, at first, Ijy tightly
covering the corpse.* Maiij' customs now in a ogue
in China are due to this belief.
Death was a prolonged sleep (or due to suspended animation) and,
as the sleeper will wake, so the corpse may do the
.same, should the soul return to its habitation.'
Articles which were believed to jiromote vitality,
such as jade, gold, silver, pearls, and cowries, were
2.

Legge, Retigiont of China, p. 117.
Legge, SBE xxvii. St4i see also p. 441
Legge, Religionit of China, p. 119.
;
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attitude of Confucius towards death was

The

an agnostic.

tliat of

He virtually avoided a direct answer to the question asked
him by one of his disciples about death, his reply being, 'While
we do not know life, how can we know about death? 'i The
older commenUtors say that the master gave no answer, be'

cause spirits and death are obscure and unprofitable subjects
to talk about.' Some of the modern Confucian writers agree
with this opuiion, but the majority say that the ans^^e^ was
which such inquiries
profound, and showed the proper order in
should be prosecuted, for death is only the natural termination
of life.'- 'To the ordinary reader, however, it would appear that
this reply was only an exemplification of a passage in the Doctrine of the Mean (xii. 2), 'There is that which even the Sage
does not know.' 3
'

The followers of Confucius have not risen above
the agnostic position which he took, and here it
was that Buddhism came to satisfy the longings
of the ignorant as to the future with its scheme
and punishments,

of rewards

its lirm beliefs

and

'

attained the age of 100.6

regarded by the
and longevity is

Chinese
one of tlie five blessings earnestly desired. Over
many a door is pasted a piece of red paper, renewed
at the New Year, bearing the wish, May the five
blessings descend on this door.'
Though what is stated above is the general
opinion, all have not subscribed to it.
The materialistic Wang Ch'ung (c. A.D. 9T) says, Worthies are
taken ill and die early, and wicked people may be strong and
robust and become very old.' 'Human diseases and death are
When a man expires, his fate
not a retribution for evil doing.'
'

'

'

Human
After his death he does not live again."
and death depend oh the length of the span [of life], not on
'

is fulfilled.

actions.' 7

The Chinese temperament is one which enjoys
The people are generally contented
life to the full.
and happy, and the deep hidden meanings

of life

—

claimed not a few noted men among
its adherents.
Later, Confucianism, with its love
of rites and ceremonies and its reverence for former
minds from
sages, had the effect of turning men's
the inquiries which a philosophical spirit delights
to make, and Taoism, under whose iegis such
to
inquiries had arisen, to a large extent changed
a ^stem of rites and idolatry."
Primitive Taoism that shown to us as developed
through the sayings and mind of its founder, LaotsQ (b. 604 B.C.), and its earlier writers knew
little more than Confucianism as to the great
'

—

—

subjects of

life

and death.

living and the
know nothing of each other's state.' 9 We all have
dead
10 Chuancius
is
unknown."
leads
us
the
end
an end, but whither
(Chuang-tza, 3rd and 4th cent. B.C.) asks: 'What should the
dead ? You
know
of
the
or
the
dead know of the hving
liring

Licius (Lieh.tzii, 4th cent. B.C.) says:

'The

'

.

.

.

xi. 11).
Legge, Chinese Classics, L 104 (Confucian Analects,
3 /(/. L 256.
2/6. i. 104 f., note.
lb. iii. 264 fl. {Shu Einq Book of Shang, xi. 11).
6 J. H. S. Lockhart, A Manual of Chinese Quotations, Hong-

1

•1

kong. 1S93, p. 160.
6
Legge, Chinese Classics,

i.

262

f.

and note {Doct. of Mean,

xvii. 1).
'
8

A. Forke, Lun Beng, pt. ii. (Berlin, Wll) p. 162.
See A. Forke, Yang Chu's Garden of Pleasure, London, 1912,

lutrod. p. 7
» L. Giles,

f.

Taoist Teachings, London, 1912, p. 32.

10 lb.
p. 2.S.

The prolongation of life and the cheating of
death of its due, or, rather, the raising of mortal
life above death by the transforming of life into a
higher existence,^ has been one of the aims of
Taoism, to be attained
by quietism and dispassionativism, by regulating one's breath and
using medicines.''
'

life and
is stated to have said that, to a perfect man,
are but as night and day, and cannot destroy his
of
almost
a
we
find
the
statement
one
In
Licius
(as
peace."
sage) that life and death were looked upon in the same light.
Licius says that 'the source of life is death." 6 'There is no
such thing as absolute life or death' ;7 i.e., 'from the standpoint of the .\bsolute, since there is no such principle as life in
'8
On the
itself, it follows there can be no such thing as death.
other hand, we have such statements as Great indeed is death
It gives rest to the noble-hearted and causes the base to
cower.' ^ The sage looks upon life and death merely as waking
'

LaO'tzii

death

.

.

.

5

'

!

.

.

.

and

sleeping.'

ly

idealistic and mystical writings of
Chuancius (Chuang-tzQ), one of the great 'Taoist
philosophers, who lived about two centuries after
the founder Lao-tzii, there are some striking

the

In

statements.
He says that

for the sa^e life means death to all that men
think life, the life of seeitiuig or reputation, of doing or action,
He who clearly apprehends
of being or ijidividual selfhood." n
the scheme of existence does not rejoice over life, nor repine at
death if he knows that terms are not final.' In other words,
12
Life ia
life and death are but links in an endless chain.'
It goes and
inevitable, for it 'comes and cannot be declined.
^3
exlife
is
thus
The quick passage of
cannot be stoiiped.'
'Man passes through this sublunary life as a white
pressed
^-^
'The
horse passes a crack. Here one moment, gone the next.'
15
'The living are
life of man is but as a stoppage at an inn."
men on a journey." !* Life is a loan." i'
'

;

:

'

Taoism borrowed largely from Buddhism, and
developed its scheme of life and death, amplifying
its descriptions of renewed lives, which are to
succeed death itself."
In the Epicurean Yang Chu"s philosophy (c. SOO
to be lived for the possessor"8 own self and to be an

B.C.) life is

expression

There is to be a disregard of life and
of his individuality.
death ; life is of importance only to him who lives it, and that
his
brief
The Chinese have not followed
existence.li*
solely during
this philosopher.

Wang Ch'ung, who holds a mid positio"n between
Confucianism and Taoism, was of the opinion that
the dead do not become ghosts, and are unconscious,*
and that sleep, a trance, and death are essentially
'

are largely wanting.
In the 3rd and 4th centuries B.C.
4. Taoism.
Chinese philosophy was in its golden period. It
its connotations, and
critically examined life and
evolved original conceptions of the nature, motives,
'
This
and mysteries of existence.
pursuit of truth

and wisdom

'

revealed. '-

'

of days, therefore, was
as the reward of virtue,

Length

good or bad

and I may be in a dream from which we have not yet awaked." 1
To him who can penetrate the mystery of life, all things are

'

of
precise statements, its apparent knowledge
and the
futurity, and its assurance of lives to come
influence of this life on them.
The duration of life ami its early or late ending
were believed by most of the Confucian school to
be dependent on man's proper use of life, and this
is a very general belief among the Cliinese.
Heaven does not cut short men's lives— they bring them to
an end in the midst themselves.'-* 'A man of great virtue is
A concrete example of this is the
sure to have long life.'^
Great Shun (c. 2300 B.C.), whose filial piety was so great that he

life

15

(Chinese)

the same.'^'

He also says that 'human death is like the extinction of fire.
... To assert that a person after death is still conscious is hke
The soul
saying that an extinguished light shines again.
of "a dead man cannot become a body again.' —
.

5.

.

.

Buddhism. — For the general attitude of Bud-

dhism as regards life and death see artt. Death .\ND
DlSPOS.^iL OF THE DEAD (Buddhist) and Kakma.
It is, however, more than questionable whether
esoteric Buddhism, with its metaphysical aspect
towards the world of senses, has much or any hold
on the mass of the people.'^ Accordingly, many of
1

H. A. Giles, Chuang Tzu, London, 1889,

p. 86.

2 lb.
p. 433.
3 L.

Wieger, Taoisme, Paris, 1911, i., Introd. p. 12 f. Legge,
Texts of Taoism (SSE xxxix. [1891], Introd. p. 23 f.).
4 See refutation of such ideas by Wang Ch'ung in A. Forke,
Lun Hfng, pt. i. (London, 1911) p. 346 If.
5 H. A. Giles, Chuang Tzii, p. 267
cf. Legge, SBE xxjdx. 22.
6 L. Giles, Taoist Teachings, p. 21.
;

;

s lb.
p. 23.

7 76.
p. 22.
9 lb.
p. 27.

'» lb.
p. 29.

p. xx.
13 lb.
203 ; see also p. 223 fl.
p. 229.
15 lb.
lb. p. 286.
p. 293.
16 L. Giles, Taoist Teachings, p. 28.
17 H. A. Giles, Chuang Tzii, p. 224; cf. Legge, SBi' x.vxix.,

11

H. A. Giles, Chuang Tza, Introd.

12 lb.
p.

"

Introd. p. 22,

SBE

xl.

[1891] 6.

See Legge, Religioyis of China, p. 1S9 fl.
A. Forke, Yang Chu's Garden of Pleasure,
pp. 26 f., 36, 39fl.
20 See A. Forke, Lun H(ng, pt. i. p. 191 ff., pt.
18
IS

21 lb.

i.

22

195.

/(,. i.

p. 25
ii.

;

see also

369 S.

196.

For Chinese Buddhism see art. Chixa (Buddhism in) and
the lit. there cited, to which may be added E. J. Eitel, Three
Lectures on Buddhism-, Hongkong, 1873; J. Edkins, Religion
J. Dyer Ball, Keligious Aspect in
in China", London, 1S7S
China.
23

;
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voturies in the Northern branch of that reliKion
believe in the glorious Paradise of the West,
to whieh tlie souls of the believers in Aniiiia
(Aniitiibha) liuddha can ascend and escape the
long catena of lives and deaths supposed to he tlie
lot of the aspirant to Nirvana on liis weary road
thither.
To vie with its sister religion, Taoism evolved

reference to the fact of physical death. Thus, out
of the 135 passages where 'life' (fu^) occurs, not
more than seven can be referred to physical life.

its

in its turn

King as

a nine-storeyed heaven with the Dragon

ruler to await the arrival of pious souls.
Thus, with the multiplicity

—

Conclusion.

6.

which Buddhism has accustomed the
Chinese mind, death looms largely in the purview
of lives to

life, not only to the Buddhist, but also to the
Taoist and even the Confucianist for Buddhism
has entered into the religions life of the whole
people and tinctured their ideas and thoughts.
The Chinese is practical in his outlook on life. He
finds himself in tlie midst of it, he has to accept it,
and his thoughts turn more naturally to what its
outcome is to be than to its source and origin.
More fantastic than his visions of his future are
those of his past. With no inkling, for the most
part, as to whence he came, he has given full play
to his fancy to conjure up the origin of the human
race.' One of the fairy-like tales of his mythology
is that the vermin on the
body of a colossal giant,
who brought order out of chaos, were the progenitors
of mankind ;- while in another account the mountains produced the lowest of the lower creation,
and these, in turn, developed higher forms, culminating in man, who was evolved from the ape.'
We find higher ideas in the ancient classics for,
though covering but limited ground, the rudimentary knowledge of the Supreme Being possessed by
the ancient Chinese embraced the idea that He
gave 'birth to the multitudes of the people,'* so
tiiat in the State worship by the Emperors He has
been addressed as the maker of heaven, earth, man,

of

;

;

and

animate beings.'

all

LrrKRATURB.

— Authorities are cited in the footnotes.
J.
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Dyer Ball.

(Christian).— In pa.ssing

'

'

;

'

;

'

LXX

'

phrase in Sir ST"*

number

In one (Lk 1") the text varies, and tlie life referred
to might be heavenly.
In Lk 16^ the life of Dives
is
sharply contrasted with the life of Lazarus.
Ac 8^' IS a quotation from the LXX Ac 17^ is
In lio S**, 1 Co 3*',
inspired by Stoic thouglit.
and Ph 1^', where life and death are conjoined an
correlative powers, tlie reference may be to earthly
life and death, but the probability is that in each
case the meaning is that spiritual life and spiritual
death face us. In the first passage it is invisible
powers personified that are declared incapable
of sundering the Christian from Christ
in the
second passage the words are equally patient of
either meaning and in the third, if Theophylact
may be followed,' the spiritual meaning prevails.
Besides these seven passages, the word life in
the NT does not seem to be used anywhere in the
;

;

;

'

'

lower sense.

The

is diU'erent with the term 'death'
for in .something less tlian a score of
passages in the (Jospels, and in eight pa.ssages of
Acts, the death of Jesus is referred to ; in nine
passages of Heb. physical death, especijilly that of
Jesus, is the subject ; and in Rev. death is personified in conjunction with Hades, or is described

case

{ffdvaro!),

'

'

as being followed by a second death, or is regarded
as the term of this life.
On the other hand, St.

Paul and

St.

when they

with hardly an exception,

.John,

refer to death at

all,

mean

spiritual

Our task is to examine the
death, not physical.
passages where the terms furi and fldvaros, or their
cognates, occur in the NT, in order to ascertain
their precise meaning.
Life.

I.
'

'

life

—(a) The

first

mode

of expression for the
to be found in the use
Examples of this are Mt

which Christ gives

is

of the definite article.
'
straitened is the way that leadeth unto the
7'*,
life'; IS"-,
9«-«, 'to enter into the life
maimed,' 'to enter into the life with one eye';
Mt 19'', thou wouldst enter into the life ' Jn 5-*
'
hath passed out of the death into the
(cf. Jn 3'*),
'
life
the bread of the life ; 8'-, ' shall have
6*8,
the light of the life': 11==
'I am the life';
Ac 3'*, ' the prince of the life ; Ko S-, the law of
the spirit of the life ; 2 Co 4'-, the life worketh
in you ; 5*, ' the mortal may be swallowed up by

Mk

'

from the OT view to that of the NT there is no
abrupt or startling gap, although a delicate tact is
conscious of a difference of atmosphere, and becomes
aware that the elements common to both are not
in the same proportion, and appear to have been
subjected to some organic change in the later form.
In the OT words denoting life occur in 166 passages, and in the Apocrypha in 24 words denoting
death occur in 354 passages, and in the Apocrypha in 33 on the other hand, in the NT words
denoting 'life' occur in 135 passages, and words
In tliis quantitative
denoting death in 128.
analysis the striking fact is that death occupied
the OT mind more predominantly than life. Qualitatively taken, however, a striking difference at
once appears. Life in tlie OT for the most part
refers to existence here in the fiesh, and comparatively rarely rises above it, being summed up in the
'

(Chriatian)

the life of man is in the
Instances occur, of course,
'

:

of his days.'
especially in the later Psalms and Wisdom literature, of life being regarded as independent of
bodily conditions, but these are to be treated lus
indications of a transition in thought to a higher

;

'

'

:

W,
'

'

'

'

'

'

the life'; 1 Ti 6'=, lay hold of the aeonian life';
1 Jn 1',
the word of the life
he that hath
5'-,
Rev 2'- '" 3= 1.3«, the tree,'
the Son hath the life
the crown,' the book of the life ; 21'', the water
of the life.'
In all these cases the article is used in what grammarians
'

'

'

;

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

the anaphoric sense, by which the substantive is pointed
to as referring to an object already definitely known. Thus,

call

in the instances ^riven

the implication

is

that the

life

mentioned

is that with which the readers were already familiar as the subject of Evangelic preaching, and an object of their own religious
It is also implicitly contrasted with another and
experience.
a fower kind of life that of the natural man, of the man of
this world (cf. F. W. Blass, Grammar qf
Greek', London,
1905, p. 146).

—

NT

(6)

unreal and fleeting is set aside in
which is reaX and abiding 1 Ti 4",
now and life which is to come' 6'",

Life which

favour of the

is

life

:

plane, as atprapmatio evangeliea.
The significant feature of the
allusions to
life (and death) is tlieir want of any real interest
in mere earthly living, and this feature is plain
even where tlie necessities of experience compel

that is
the life that really is.'
(f) It is assigned a heavenly nature by a predicative clause Ro 5'", we shall be saved by his
[the Son's] life'; 2 Co 4""-, 'the life of Jesus';
2 Ti 1', life that is in
Eph 4'8, the life of God
Christ Jesus' 1 Jn 5", 'the life in his Son.'
id) The characteristic
expression qualifying

For the philosophical theory see art. Cosmoooxt and
CosMOLOaT (Chinese).
2 Cf. J.
Dyer Itall, Scraps frwn Chinese Miithotogy, annotated
In China Reriew, Hongkong, 1872-1901, xi. 766f.
» A. M. Fieldc, A Corner
of Calhaij, New York, 1894, p. 158 ff.
«
Legge, Religiam qf Chirui, a. as.

'ever'
24 times, and eternal 42 times, but both
terms are misleading, as giving a quantitative in1 'A kind of new life I
live, and Christ is all things to me,
breath and life and light (see KL R. Vincent, Philippians and

NT

1

'lb.

p.

47 IT.

'life

;

'

'

;

'

'

'

;

;

life,

however,

NT

is

'aionian,' rendered in

'

'

lasting

'

Philemon.' ICC, 1S97, in

loco).

'

AV
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'

stead of a qualitative category.
yEonian as an
adjective ocoirs in all 71 times iu the NT, and in
43 of these it finalities 'life.' These passages (in
addition to 17 in the Fourth Gospel) are iMt W^- '^
'

25« Mk 10"- =", Lk lU'^ IS'*- 3«, Ac 13* « Ro 2' 5-'
2-» 3"
&^'; Gal &, 1 Ti li« 6^-, Tit P 3', 1 Jn
I''

13.

In all these passages it is not
20^ Jude -'.
the duration of the life that is in question, but its
nature and its source.
Hence, tliough the render'
'
ing eternal may be permissible, that of everis
and
even eternal can be
erroneous,
lasting
allowed only where eternity is understood as by
511.

'

'

'

'

Boethius

:

*

Whatsoever, therefore, coniprehendeth and possesseth the
whole plenitude of unlimited life at once, to which nought of
the future is wanting, and from which nought of the past hath
flowed away, this may rightly be deemed eternal (PhiL C'oiisol.,
V. prosa 6 [PL Ixiii. 859]
ct. Dante, Parad. x.\ii. 61-69).
'

;

prominence given to this view of life
are to find the superiority of tlie
teaching on it over that of the OT.
The transition from the sense of feonian in the
(where it [or its cognates] is used about 330
times) to its sense in the NT is of the nature of an
evolution. The NT sense of spiritual,' or divine,'
is not wanting in the OT,' yet the more usual
sense of the term is that of duration.
Out of this
lower sense there gradually unfolds, at lirst tentabut
at
length surely and fully, the ground
tively,
on which duration rests, viz. (he possession of an
essence which is superior to the category of time.
What endures is that of which time is but the
changing expression, and the great gift of Christ is
seen to consist in the power which He confers of
escaping from the jurisdiction of the prince of the
power of the air into the higher realm where the
'seon or the ajonian king rules.
The use of the terra ^on in the
is important for our present purpose for, in addition
to the passages in which the temporal meaning of
the term is requirftd, there are a number which
are ambiguous, and also a furtlier number where
aeon is certainly used in a personal sense. Different ages, or different regions of the universe, are
placed by God under the control of rulers to whom
the name of oeon
is
In Ac 15'* the
given.
rendering should in all probability be God maketli
these things known from a^on.' So in Ac 3^' and
Lk 1™ the prophets are said to receive their inspiration 'from aeon.' The sense of Jn 9'" is best
reached by paraphrasing it
From the realm of
the ajon the news has not been heard of anybody
opening the eyes of a man born blind.' In Eph 2*
no question can be raised, for the 'ceon of this
world there is clearly a personal being, since he is
given as a sub-title the priuce of tlie power of
the air.' In 1 Ti 1" God is distinguished as the
'King of the feons.' In Col 1-" the revelation
given to the saints is exalted .above that given to
the aeons. The latter knew uothing of the mystery
of the indwelling Christ, the hope of glory.
The
knowledge of this was the prerogative of the saints.
In 2 E 3'* the day of aeon can be notliing but
the day of the Lord,' and hence the reon here
is Jesus (cf. also He V, 1 Co 10", Gal I'', and the
in the F'reer-logion).
appendix to
When we remember that Christianity grew up iii a Gnostic
environment, that among the Gnostics the doctrine of personal
sons was universal, and that 1 Clem. 35, Origen (c. Celsxiiii, vi.
It is in the

NT

we

that

'

'

LXX

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

NT

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

:

'

'

'

'

'

Mk

31),

Ignatius (Eph.

19),

Clem. Alex. (Strom,

iv.

13),

Irensus

and Hippolytus (Re/, vi. 26) all refer to the
doctrine explicitly as worthy of note and demanding correction,
(Hmr.

i.

17),

we

shall not be surprised if echoes of it are found within the
Further, the same fluidity of meaning which attaches
to the use of the term outside the Canon attaches to it also
within the Canon.
Omitting temporal si^inificance ag too
genera] to 'need exemplification, it is enough to say that the
word 8Bon may stand for a superhuman being who is good or

Canon.

'

1

e.g., in

Ec

311

told that God has placed the BBon in
has given hira a seed of a higher order

we are

the heart of man,

i.e.,

of being.
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supreme or subordinate.

evil,

speculators

who

good powers to

'

Hippolytus (Kef.

iv. 2)

mentions

spealc of a sedition of aeons and of a revolt of
and of a concord of good and wicked ajons.'
1) relates that the Valentinians taught the

evil,

Irenasus (Hier. i.
existence of 'a certain perfect, pre-existent Kon whom they call
Proarche, I'ropator, and Bythos.' So Epictetus (ii. 6) says 'I
am not God (a'on) but man," and, therefore, mortal and pseudoDioTiysius (lie Div. A'om. v. 4) says: 'God is called Arche and
Measure of .'Ecus and Essence of Times and ^^on of things
that are . . . for He is the .-eon of xons, He that is before all
aions,'
The Valentinians further taught, according to Irensus,
:

;

that the supreme JEon emanated eight asons, the ogdoad, and
these ten others, after wliich twelve more were produced,
mailing tliirty in all they also saw in the visit of Jesus to the
Temple wlien He was twelve years old, and in His baptism
when He was thirty, a cryptic reference to the sjstem of ieons.
R. Reitzenstein (Foimandres, Leipzig, 1904, p. 270) quotes a
Hermetic hymn addressed to Isis as the moon-goddesa in which
it is said: 'Thou art tlie
beginning and the end, and thou
rulest over all, for of thee are all things and to (thee as) ceon
do they run as to their end.' So in the Hermetic tractate Mind
unto Hermes, 2, it is said: 'God makes icon, the :eon makes
the world, the world makes time, time makes generation.*
Here teon is the name of the ideal principle which ultimately
takes form in the world of becoming. Similarly, Plato (Tim. 37)
When the father and creator saw the creature which he
says
had made moving and living, the created image of the eternal
gods (tuh* aifiiwi' S^Cn), he rejoiced, and in his joy determined
to make the copy still more like the original and, aa this was
eternal (at&iov), he sought to make the universe eternal, so far
as might be.' In this passage, where Plato wants to express
the idea of everlastingness, he has the word at^tos ready to his
liand.
But, when he goes on to express a different idea, he
uses a different term (aiwctos)
Now the nature of the ideal
being was leonian (atoiftos), but to bestow this attribute in its
fullness on a creature was impossible. Wherefore he resolved to
make a mo\ing image of the aion (oiwvo^), and, setting in order
at the same time the heaven, he made this aeonian iin.age of the
aion abiding in unity (/xt'coi-ros aian'os) [an image that in itself
;

'

'

'

:

;

'

:

wag ajonian] to move in accordance with number and this
image we call time.' In the latter passage, as is obvious, Plato
;

dealing with the qxtalitti of the archetypal order, and, thereIn the former passage he was
fore, he uses the word aXCivios.
dealing with a cate<.iory of quantity, and, accordingly, he
employed the word ai5io9, 'everlasting.' J. AAa.n\ (Vitality of
Ptatonism, Cambridge, 1911, p. 35 f.) translates aiu>i'09 in Pindar
(fr. 131, ed. Bergk)asthe 'living man,' and says that it never
means eternity in Pindar. The
is i^t^ov 5" en AeiVerat
passage
aidji/o; et3(uAoi" rh yap etrrt /xoi'Oi' tK deHjv (cf. }i. xix. 27).
Plato's
antithesis of aiOn and time reappears in Philo (ed. T. Mangey,
London, 1742, i. 49G), who makes tlie three first days of creation,
before sun and moon were created, an image of son and the
last three of time, for He set the three days before the sun for
the aeon, and the three after the sun for time, which is a copv
of aeon.' Similarly, he says (i. 619) that the life of the intelligible world is called aeon, as that of the sensible is called time.'
is

'

'

'

'

'

'

The question whether

'

aeon

'

and

'

a'oniau

'

are

to be rendered qualitatively or quantitatively

is

not identical with the question whether a .Jewish
or Greek conception is the determinant, for the
Hellenizatiou of Christianity was active, even if
not in its acute form, from the earliest NT days.
Greek thought had penetrated Jewish before NT
times (W. Bousset, Die Relifjion des Judentnms im
neutest. Zeitcdier, Berlin, 1903, p. 493
cf.
aeonian
'

;

torment,' in 4

Mac 9'

'

;

'

aeonian

life

Enoch

in

10'°

;

'judgment of the aeon of icons,' 10'-; 'the King
of the aeon,' 27^), and is embedded in the
itself.
Moreover, the Kabbinical antithesis of this world
and that world lay on the border-line of Greek
thought, and might pass easily into it. The witness of Philo must be added to that of the Sj-uoptic
Gospels (with their many isolated sajings redolent
of Greek thought and their record of tlie teaching
of a mystery-religiou), the Fourth Gospel as a

NT

'

'

'

'

whole, Eph. and Col., and the constant tendency
of the Greek in St. Paul to burst its Jewish fetters.
conclude, therefore, that 'a'onian life' in the
NT is life that belongs to a higher order than
animal or ordinary human life it is from above,
and the recipient of it is lifted, by jio.ssessing it,
It is not this
into a higher state of consciousness.
present life indefinitely or intinitely prolonged, nor
is it life beyond the grave distinguished as such
from life on this side of the grave.
It is not pos.sible here to do more than allude to
the central jilace which the fact and truth of
regeneration (q.v.) occupy iu the religion of Jesus
All that is required is a reminder of the
Christ.
close connexion of regeneration with the jeonian

We
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forms the tlionie of
born from above {ivwdtv. .In 3^)

life whicJi

NT.

tlie

To be

to be turneil and
to come out
to become as little children (Mt IS'')
to put ou
life
of
into the resurrection
(.In 5'"')
Christ (Gal 3^) ; to bo quickened together with
Christ (Eph 2=^) to be in Christ (2 Co 5") ; to put
on the new man (Ei)h 4-'); to be a new creature
;

;

;

;

—

(Christian)

is clearly on the same plane of being as
love ; in 5'* the sin unto death (or not unto death)
is also clearly a sin which is followed by death

the death

of the same order, viz. in tlie world of free will,
for it is said in explanation that God will give life
for them that sin not unto death
a sentence

—

which

is

meaningless

if

life

physic^al

is

meant,

that is ex hypothesi there already.
In
Rev. the second death, which is spiritual, is distinguished from the first death, which is [ilij'sical

(Gal 6") these and many similar jjassages describe
that dynamic process of whicli the result Is ffionian
life, or salvation, or the
Kini,'dom of God, or

since

blesse<lness.

21").
(2" 20''In the ICpp. also many passages occur in which
death must be interpreted as spiritual. In Ro 1'St. I'nul, speaking not as a jurist but as a preacher
W. Sanday and A. C. lleadlam, Itomanifi,
(cf.
Edinburgh, 1903, ad loc), sets up an ideal standard
Those
with ideal consequences for violation of it.
who outrage the plainly expressed niiml of (Jod as
full
do
so
with
the
knowto what righteousness is

''

—

Death. Christian theology has been at once
oppressed a7id confused by its niilure to note that
in the NT it is not
physical life cleared of its
experienced ills that is called life, and that it is
not physical death as such that is connected with
sin.
(1) Reflexion would assure us that, when life
is used iu a super-physical sense, it is at least
probable that the death referred to is always sometliini; more than the death which dissolves the
connexion between the self and its physical vehicle.
If one be of the transcendental order, so must the
other be. (2) It has never been easj- to maintain
a causal nexus between sin as a wrong act of will
and deal h as an event of the natural order. Modern
science has convinced itself that death has reigned
not only since Adam's tran.sgression, but from the
first appearance of life.
Death indeed, apart from
sin, is a process of nature and not a super-natural
punishment for sin. (3) Christianity is admittedly
a religion whose home is in the spiritual order, and
its interest, therefore, in the phj'sical, though real,
is only indirect.
From its superior standpoint it
may have something to say as to the origin and
meaning of physical death, but, if it speaks of
death as intimately bound up with its own life,
that death will not be of the physical order. (4)
The law of analogy points in the same direction.
principle which is operative on one level reijeats
itself analogously at other levels.
Just as gravity
may be described without straining as love embryonic in matter, or, conversely, as love in the
spiritual world exercises an attraction which binds
spiritual beings as surely as gravity binds together
atoms, so death as physical is a reflexion of a
similar principle in the world where life is life
indeed.
(5) All philosophy assures us of the exihtence of an infinite principle or truth in the finite
event or fact, of the existence of a universal in the
But a physical death is a fact in the
particular.
world of space and time hence it conceals what
is more than a fad
a truth or idea, or a fragment
of reality presented under the guise of the actual.
If, tlierefore, a religion which proclaims itself us
having the real for its object speaks of death, or
attributes to death any place in its world, it cannot
be supposed to limit its reference to the death
which is merely physical.
It will be found on examination tliat the conclusion thus reached « priori is confirmed by a
careful scrutiny of the evidence,
{n) AVe niay
conveniently begin with passages in which death
is obviously treated as acting in the siiiritual
The following passages in the Fourth
sphere.
He hath passed out of the
Gospel may be cited
death into the life' (.5"; cf. 1 Jn 3'*); 'If a man
keep my word, he shall never see death (8'") in
eh. 11 the difficulty caused by the apparent indifi'erence of Jesus in the beginning, by the reference to sleep, and by the .'illirmation that the
believer should never die can be fairly met only by
the hypothesis that the story in form moves on the
physical plane, but that in substance it is the story
of the resurrection of the soul from spiritual death
the reference to the manner of death in 12^^ is contained in what is certainly a gloss. In 1 Jn we
have similar references to spiritual death
lie
that lovfcth not abiileth in the death' (S'''), where
2.

A

—

;

'

:

'

;

;

'

:

ledge that they deserve death fund meint damit
den ewigen Tod' [H. A. W. Meyer, Der Brief an

die Rdincr, ed. B. Weiss*, Gottingcn, 1809, ad loc.]).
In the striking i)assage lio 5''-'-', unless St. Paul
is guilty of inexcusable logical confusion, the death
which in vv."- '^ is obviously spiritual must be
The current exegesis
of the same kind in vv.'^- ".
which assumes such looseness of thought in St.
Paul is itself responsible for the confusion. The

meaning

is

simple, plain, and consistent through-

Adam was guilty

of a sin which was spiritual
in its character, being a misuse of free will ; therefore he brought on himself spiritual death, and this
death has aftlicted mankind ever since. But now
at last the Christ of God, by Himself entering into
vital union with a race self-deprived of the higher
life, that is, by sharing in some sense their loss,

out

:

has restored what they had lost He has, that is,
obeyed the law that only through death do we
enter into life. The death He has undone is that
which consists in the absence of spiritual life and
the death He has borne is that which consists in the
process of taming the lower nature, in the process
The one lost aeonian life
of the mystic crucifixion.
by self-will the other gained it by obedience, and
gave it through love.
Similarly, the linking of bapti.sm with C'hrist's
death and life in Ro U is explicable only if it is
a?onian life and a;onian death that are in question,
and the best proof of this view is to be fouml in
the difficulties into w'hich exegesis has long been
implicated through its ndstaken assumption that
the life and death referred to are physical. Hence
it has to say that St. Paul's
tliought glides
backwards and forwards from the dill'erent senses
of "life" and "death" almost imperceptibly'
(Sanday-Headhuu on 6"). But, from the facts
that Christ's death was transacted in the spiritual
order, that baptism in its genuine meaning was a
moment in a dynamic process, that the life which
Christ truly lived was an ajonian life, it follows
that, the life being the same both in the Lord and
in His disciples, they both were united in the mystic
Vine, since one and the same life was in it and in
its branches.
Tlierefore, St. Paul concludes, since
it is now ajonian life that rules in both Christ
and His members, death is automatically excluded.
While 'the seed abideth' in the believer, he not
only does not sin, hut lie cannot sin or, if he sins,
the sin is proof that the life is not yet dominant.
;

;

;

'

;

similar.
The argument in Ro 7
Using the
image of marriage being valid for life, St. Paul
law
for
a
man
has
husband
natural
says that the
and sin for his child, and sin in turn begets death,
This sjiiritual death is in
i.e. spiritual death (v.").
turn undone by the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus
is

We are given even an exact definition of
(8^).
death as being identical with the mind of the flesh,
and of life as oeing spiritual-mindedness (8').
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Even

famous [jassage iu 1 Co 15 is given
a coherent meaning only when the thought of
spiritual life and spiritual ileath is kept in the
foreground. It is true that here the thought is
less pure, and that the physical death of Christ and
His resurrection from physical death are made the
tl'.e

proofs of the reality of the heavenly order. But,
even so, it is not the physical resurrection that is
the vital point, but the spiritual, of which the
physical is but an expression. The argument is as
follows.
To be still in your sins is death faith,
however, when it comes, annuls this (spiritual)
death, for it is essentially life. This living faith
(the life of God in the soul) is what filled Christ,
and constituted His title to the higher state of
being, as is proved by the fact that He overcame
(spiritual) death ; the proof that He did so overcome spiritual death is to be seen in the fact that
He could not be holden by physical death. Hence
death in both senses is abolished, or is in the process of being abolished, but the death which is tJie
enemy is spiritual, and, if physical death comes
into question at all, it is incidental only or by way
of illustration. That this is the true interpretation
becomes clear when we observe that the remainder
of the chapter (vv.^-'*) is concerned only with
affirming that this higher spiritual, or risen, life
will require a cognate spiritual body, and that as
God gave the life so He will give the suitable
body.
;

There

however, unquestionably many
which seem, on the surface at
exclusively to a physical death.
They are those which in the Gospels (12 times) and
the Acts (8 times) deal with the death of Jesus
Christ.
But even here a sound exegesis wUl com(b)

are,

passages in the

NT

all events, to refer

pel us to distinguish

what

between what

What

is

said and

that Jesus
suffered physical death at the hands of the civil
and ecclesiastical aijithorities of His day. What is
signified is that His sufferings as witnessed had a
hidden counterpart and a universal validity because.
He being a heavenlj- subject, what He experienced
in strong crying and tears aft'ects all who are united
to Him as a transcendental subject by being made
sharers of His life, partakers of His divine nature.
What is signified is that His crucifixion is a mystic
process before it takes sliape in the moment of a
physical death, and that this process of crucifixion,
therefore, goes on necessarily in all those who are
made one with His life (Gal 5^ 6"). W^hat is
signified is that the physical death and burial of
Christ are a reflexion of a spiritual death and
burial which He underwent in order that He might
be a radiating centre of heavenly life to all men.
The real death and burial are to be found in the
ueonian world
the death and burial that fall under
history are shadows of the real.
The Epistle to the Hebrews also refers explicitly
to the physical death and sutl'erings, but here we
must allow for the exigencies of the line of argument adopted. This compelled the autlior to place
the physical death of the man Christ Jesus over
against the physical death of the animals slain in
OT sacrifices. Yet, even so, the force of the argument depends on tlie superior wortii of the former.
His sacrifice was all-compelling, partly because it
was voluntary (T" 9'"- 10"), still more because of
its transcendent v.orth, it
being the ottering of One
whose life was divine, and made in accordance
with the power of an indissoluble life (7'®) and
is

signified.

said

is

is

;

through an
say, that
spiritual,

ceoni.an spirit (9'^).

even here

and

is

is

The

dealt with

we may

life,
is essentially

physical only in a secondary and

subordinate sense.
(c)

A

third and small class of passages alone

remains where death
ance.

In

Kev

11^

0=

is
9''

of

an ambiguous appear-

SO'''-

Death

is

personified

(Egyptian)
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and joined with Hadet, and botli may attack man
on Ids physical or on his spiritual side. In Mt 4""
and Lk 1™ the shadow of death falls across the
heathen world, where spiritual death is surely
meant. In Mt 16=«, Mk 9', and Lk 9-'' contemporaries of Jesus, it

is said, should not taste of
they saw the Kingdom of God. It is
impossible to say what was the original context of
this triplicated passage, but it is improbable that
the passage itself is to be regarded as a falsified
prophecy of a historical fact. The Kingdom of
God and the 'Son of ilan are terms which ex-

deatii till

'

'

'

press inner realities, and

it is at least
likely, then,
that 'death' is also Ionian.
In this ca.se the
meaning of the passage is that there were some (a
remnant,' the few who were chosen ') who would
not taste the bitterness of sidritual death, because
to them would be vouchsafed the mj'stic vision of
the King in His beauty, of the land that to most
'

'

men remains

far

off.

from what has been said, that
and Christian antithesis is not that of the
OT and Judaism, between this world and the next,
but between two kinds of life botli here and there.
It is a qualitative and not a quantitative difference.
It will be clear,

the

NT

On one side is the life of sense, of intellect, of
static forms, of fixed perceptions and well-defined
conceptions the life, in short, whose boundaries
are set by the practical needs of the empirical Ego.
On the other side is the life which creates the very
power by which sense and intellect discharge their
limited functions, which is in itself defiant of

—

is only partially grasped by perceptions,
for the most part remains outside conceptions
the life, in short, which Jesus came to reveal and
to give, which is called ajonian, or spiritual, or

forms,

and

—

heavenly, or divine, and is that ever-flowing stream
from the life of God of which all expressions of life
are at all levels fragmentary flashes.
pass
from the fragment towards the complete and perfect in exact proportion to our surrender of our'
lower and separated self to the life of the whole,
which is God. It is this enhanced life and expanded consciousness that the religion of Jesus
Clirist and His Cliurch is primarily concerned
with. Its interest in eschatology, in theories about
resurrection, in hypotheses such as that of nniversalism, of conditional immortality, of the nature of
the ultimate union of soul and body, or of reIt
incarnation, though real, is subordinate only.
is concerned with a higher life experienced here
and now, and to grow hereafter more and more
towards the perfect day.
It is interested in
theories about that life, but its interest in them is
not vital.

We

LiTKRATCRE.— Boethius, PhilosophuB Consolatio Ausrustine,
Aquinas, Sum. i. qu. x.
immut., esp. § 6 (Mangey,
p. 277) ; D. Petavius, de Deo Dcique propr. iii. 3, 4, and esp.
;

Confessio'tia, esp. Ijks. x., xi., xiii.
artt. 4-6
Philo, <^tod Dens sit

;

;

notes to pp. 2oS-260, ed. L. Guirin, Bar-le-Duc, vol. i., 1864
Greg. Naz. Oral. 38; John Damascene, de Fide orthod., bk.
ii. ch. i. ; Alcuin, Ep. 162, in J'L, c. 419 ; F. D. E. Schleiermacher, Itedcn (1799), Gottingen, 1906 ; C. v. Orelli, Die heb.
Syn. der Zeit und Ewiftkeit, Leipzig. 1871 ; W.
Harvey,
5. Irentfi adv. Ht^r., Canibridtre, 1S57, esp. llis 'Preliminary
Observations' ; F. von Hiigel, EUrnai Life, Edinburgh, 1912*;
W. R. Alger, Crit. Hiit. of the Doctrine o/ a Future Li/e'">,
New York, 1S78, with copious bibliography.
;

W.

LIFE AND DEATH

W. F. Cobb.
(Egyptian).— The Egypand death seem at first

tian conceptions of life
sight to be full of inexplicable contradictions. No
wonder is felt when these states are found to be
alternately praised and execrated, for in such
praise and execration personal preferences are
But it is more
involved, and these may vary.

perplexing to find diametrically opposite views
expressed or implied witli regard to questions of
fact or belief, as when the ^ame being is described
almost in one breath both as alive and as dead, or
when men who fear the dead are ^een to have used

LIFE

so

AND DEATH

—

rooted partly in the passionate abhorrence
which death insjiires as an indignity inflioteil upon
the living,' ancl partly in the fact that death is
known to us only through observation of the
external world, and not by conscious inner exis

perience.
Life and death are facts, since they are ever
death is a falsebeing forced >i]>on our notice

hood, however, because we have never known it
to be true of ourselves, and, furthermore, because
we will not admit that it can be true of ourselves.
But. if after the physical death wc ;iru not dead,
then we must be alive.
The wonis 'life' and

FORMS OF THE HIEROGLYPHIC SIGN
FOR 'Ij (LIFE)

phrase -iht r i»i]h, 'to attain to bcalitude,' is
iiml)iguous, .sometimes referring to lioiionrcd old
age and sometimes to death. The dead are described as titiw im, 'tliose who are yonder," or as
the
ones.'
Theological is
b\ri]i nnyw, 'the weary
'
to go to one's ka, or double ; so,
])luiise 4- n k\-f,
too, are the wftrds I'J/i, 'glorified being,' s\h,
'
noble,' and /(.?!/, blessed,' applied to tlie illustri'

Two epithets that fnmi the early
dead.
Middle Kingdom onwards are appended to the
names of dead persons reflect, the one the identification of the dead with Osiris, and the other the
ous

THE OBJECT '"ft (SANDAL-STRINGS) AND SANDAL FROM
THE FOOT-END OF MIDDLE KINGDOM COFFINS

B.

SOME SANDALS AS SHOWN ON OLD KINQDOM MONUMENTS

C.

From an

'

'

;

A.

'

'

'

life and death witli the extremely ancient
ana almost universal belief in immortality a belief

that

ycont). to become,' como into existence.' Kor
death there are various euphemistic expressions,
such as hpyt or ,«i''rf,', 'passing away,' mini,
'reaching port'; 'my dying day' is once expressed by hriv nfr-ni im, tile day on which it.
went well with nie' {Sphinj; iv. [IflOl] 16): the
'

iiieaii«i to kill their enemies, thinking (lius
to he rid of them.
Such inconsistencies arise from
the blending of the simple distinction between

magical

physical

(Egyptian)

ivory tablet of Kinu

Den (W. M. F. Petrie, The Royal Tombs of the First Di/nasti/, London, 1900, i. pi. H).
Kingdom inscriptions (Margaret A. Murrav, Satjqara Mastabas, London, 1905,

Elaborate form of hieroglyph in Old

pi. 11,

flg. 86).

Simplified form of hierofjlyph (Petrie, Mediim, London, 1892, pi. 14).
4. J. Garstang, The Burial Customs oj Ancient JSgypt, London, 1907, pi. 6, opposite p. 168 ; over the sandal-string^s the original
has the superscription, the two 'n^ (sandal-strings) under his feet."
6. H. Schiifer, Priesterffrdber vom Totenteuipel des Ne-user-r^, Leipzig, 1908, p. 54.
6. From the slate-palette of Nar-nier, 1st dj n. (J. E. Quibell, nierakunpolis, i., liondon, 1900, pi. 29).
7. N. de G. Davies, Deir el Gehrdwi, London, 1902, i. pi. U, completed from il. pi. 6.
8. F. W. von Bissing, Die Mastaba iies Gem-ni-kai, Berlin, 1905. i. pi. 10.
9. Davies, The Itock Tombs o/ Sheikh Hatd, London, 1901, i. pi. 15.
3.

'

'

and
death thus both acquire a double
meaning,
a wide field for speculation opens out the achievements of the Egyptians within this field have here
'

;

to be considered.

—

I.
Philological. AVhercas the Egyptian word
for 'to die,' inwt, Coptic moy (infinitive), mooyt
(qualitative), is shared with all the Semitic lan'
guages, the verb for to live, "h/(, Coptic tONj, coNt>,
affinities.
is of doubtful
Several derivatives from
the same stem, such as 'nh, 'sandal-string,' 'nh,
'goat,' 'nh, 'ear,' fail to suggest any earlier or
more concrete meaning for it, while other words
having the same radical' letters, such as '«/), oath
(Coptic AN&y), or' nh, mirror,' clearly derive their
'
meaning from 'nh, to live.' Closely related in
sense are the verbs icnii, ' to exist,' and hpr (Coptic
1 See
particularly R. Ilcrtz, La Representation' collective de
la mort,' in ASoc x. (1905-0(51 124.
'

'

'

immortality; these are m','-l^rw, 'the
and ichm 'nh, 'who repeats life,' respectively. The deceased Pharaoh was called the
great God,' like his great prototype Osiris, while
the living king is the good god.'
belief in

justified,''

'

'

—

Writing and figured representation. {a) The
symbol of life, which is also the hieroglyph used
for writing the words 'life' and 'live,' is the
2.

so-called

crux ansata, "T, popularly known as

the 'ankh {'nh), or 'key of life.' Its origin has
been much discussed, most scholars agreeing that
the sign represents a tie or knot of some kind,
thougli in \ Loret's opinion {Sphinx, v. [1902] 138)
depicts a mirror. The true explanation, hinted
at but immediately rejected by G. Daressy {IITAP
1 Sec art. Ethics a.nd Moralitt
(Egyptian), § 7.
.

it

LIFE

AND DEATH

was first eiinnciated by Battisconibe Gunu, who proves the symbol to depict the
strings or straps of the sandal.
No demonstration of Gunn's discovery (acknowledged by
A. Erman in his Agyptische Gruinmatik'^, Berlin, 1911, p. viii)
has yet found its way into print the crucial evidence in the
following argumentation has been supplied by Gunn himself.
xxvi. [1904] 130),

upon
liead

21

(Egyptian)

;

his knees, and bleeding from a wound on the
later this sign is merged into another of

widerapplication and varying form

form

is

«=^

— which

— the commonest

accompanies various words

:

There is an object called 'Ji§, exactly resembling the e,\mbol
and hierojJTlyph for life,' which is often represented pair-wise
at the foot-end of Middle Kingdom coflins. These coffins are
'

covered with pictures of articles deemed necessary for the
happiness of the dead in the after-Ufe, and care is taken in
most cases to place each object in its appropriate position as
regards the body of the dead man within the cothu thus
necklaces are shown on the level of his neck, sceptres within
reach of his hand, and so forth. A prmrl, therefore, it is to
be concluded that the object was connected with the feet a
point cUnched by the fact that a pair of these objects is usually
shown next one or more pairs of sandals, while the other
articles dejiicted (anklets, bowls for washing, etc.) are more
'or less clearly connected with the feet (see J. Garstang, Bnrinl
Customs of Anc. Egypt, London, 1907, pi. 6, opposite p. lOS
P. Lacau, Sarcophages antiirieurs au nouvel empire, Paris, 1904,
no. 28034 [p. 90 f.]; H. Schafer, Priestagmhcr, Leipzig, 190S,
lu several instances the
fig. 73 [p. 64), S3 [p. 69], and pi. 11).
*
accompanying inscriptions describe the pair of objects as the
two '?i& on the ground under his feet' (cf. Garstang, loc. cit.;
be
the preposition 'under' must not
pressed
I*acau, ii. 16S
too closely, but it at least shows that the 'n$ was part of, or
belonged in some way to, the sandals). U now we compare the
;

—

;

;

wi
the representation of the sandals,
objecti "T" with

we

shall see

—

that the same elements enter into both the long loop that
passes round the ankle, the straps that serve to bind this loop
to the sides of the sandal, and possibly a kind of ribbed bow or
buckle. It is difficult to make the representations harmonize
in detail, but, remembering that the sign is a very old one,
that the modes of binding the sandal to the foot vary greatly,
and that possibly the sign depicts the straps not as actually
worn but laid out in such a way as to e.xliibit them to the best
advantage, we shall hardly doubt that the objects shown on
the Middle Kingdom coffins and called 'rlj are a spare p.iir of
sandal-strings for use in the event of those attached to the
sandals requiring to be replaced. The cut on the preceding
page depicts various examples of the sandal-strings both as an
article of use and as a hieroglyph, together with pictm-es of
sandals for comparison; the hieroglyph is normally painted
black.

There being no ol^vious connexion between the
idea of life and that of sandal-strings, it must be
supposed that the idea of

not being

life,

itself

susceptible of pictorial representation, was symbolized by an object the name of which fortuitously
coincided in sound with the word for 'life'; this
'
procedure is merely the procedure called phonetic
transference,'

extremely common

in hieroglyphic

of course, possible that 'Jift i^ankh ?), sandal-strings,' and
are
'nlj(^dnkh'l), 'life '(the vowel in both rases is hypotlietic),
'

is,

ultimately connected etymologically, but, as said above, the
It would ceroriginal meaning of the stem 'nb is unknown.
sandaltainly be wrong to advance the hypothesis that the
the
resembled
symbol tor
strings were called 'nft because they
as undislife, the origin of that symbol itself being regarded
The evidence of the earliest writing (the absence
L'overable.
of the stroke-determinative') shows that the 'a)ii/i-sign w.%s
regarded as a phonetic and not as a pictorial sign.

everywhere to be found
on the Egyptian monuments. Gods and goddesses

As a symbol

the 'anJch

is

it in their hands, or present it to the nose of
It appears with arms supportin;?
their favourites.
a standard (e.g., E. Naville, The Temple of Dcir dBahari, v., London, 1906, pi. 149) or as itself representing the legs of a human figure (Louvre,
C 15) ; such religious representations have still to
be collected and classified. As a mere ornamental
device the 'an/iA-sign is frequently found on furniture, jewellery, etc., often in association with other

hold

auspicious symbols,

e.g.,

¥"

'

IT

'ife,

]•

stability,

'

and prosperity.' As an aiiuilei- tiie cuikh is fairly
common, and is usually made of green or blue
faience.
(I)

'

[1914] 19).
3. Literal

views of

life

and death.

— How

life

was

envisaged may best be learned from the following
wishes on behalf of a dead man
May there be given to thee thy eyes to see, thy ears to hear
what is spoken thy mouth to speak, and thy feet to walk.
May thy hands and arms move, and thy flesh be firm. May thy
members be pleasant, and mayest thou have joy of all thj:

'

;

limbs. Mayest thou scan thy flesh (and find it) whole and sound,
v\ilhout any blemish upon thee; thy true heart being with
tliee, even the heart that thou didst have heretofore (K. Setbe,
Urkunden des itgyp. AUertums, Leipzig, 1904-09, iv. 114 f.).
'

Death

is

the negation of

life

in slaying their

;

to make them as though
Egyptians sought
'
they had never been Urkunden, iv. 7, a.nApassim),
and the custom of cutting otf their hands and phalli
indicates of what activities it was intended to
deprive them. Further light is thrown on these
materialistic conceptions of life and death in a
passage of the 175th chapter of the Book of the Dead,
where the state of death is described
'

foes, the

(

:

—

Of a truth it is without water, it is without air deep, dark,
and void, a place where one lives in quietude. Pleasure of love
is not there to be had, nay, but beatitude is given to me in
lieu of water and air and love, quietude in lieu of bread and
'

beer.'

Inertia is the chief characteristic of the dead,
wherefore they were called the weary,' the inert
(§ I) ; elsewhere we find death compared with sleep
(e.g., Pi/ramid Texts, ed. Sethe, Leipzig, 1908,
721).
Life, on the other hand, is full of activity,
and chief among its needs are air to breathe
('breath of life' is a common expression) and
food and drink for sustenance. Here, again, the
wishes for the dead are the best evidence of the
bread and
things deemed needful for the living
'

'

'

'

;

oxen and geese, cloth and linen, incense and
myrrh, and things good and pure whereon a god
so runs the common formula, which hardly
lives'
less often mentions the sweet breeze of the Northwind' as a necessity of life. The place of life was
all ye who live upon
pre-eminently the earth ;
earth,' begins a favourite invocation.
Various views were held as to the whereabouts
of the dead, but their habitation was normally not
those who are yonder is, as we have
the earth
seen, a common designation of the dead. That the
land of death is a land whence there is no returning was early said ; already in tlie Pyramid Texts
do not upon those
(2175) we find the warning,
western ways, for those who have gone yonder
come not back again'' (the same thought recurs
Reflexions as
later; cf. Harris 600, recto 7, 2).
to the duration of life and death are often encountered in the texts. The Egyptian prayed that,
like Joseph, he might attain to the age of 110 years

beer,

—

'

'

writing.
It

meaning piisoner' or enemy.' Very often, however, these hieroglyphs are mutilated or suppressed
because of their ill-omened associations (ZA li.
'

There

is

'

for death.'
'to die' are in early times
'determined,' to use the teclmical

no corresponding syiubul

The words 'death' and
followed (or
expression)
1

by a

sign representing a

Except where

'

the symbol

life' is

man

meai.u

fallen

'

'

;

'

RTAP xxxiv. [1912] 16-18). In comparison
with death, the endlessness of which was constantly
alluded to (cf. 'the city of eternity' for the
'
for the funerary
necropolis, the lords of eternity
is but
gods), the span of things done upon earth
as a dream' (PSBA xxxv. [1913] 169; cf. Pap.
Petersburg 1116 A, recto 55 [Les Papyrus hUratiques
it should be said
dc VErmitage, 1913]
of life with a
parenthetically that this comparison
dream refers only to the dreamlike fugitiveness of
its events, not to any speculations concerning its
With regard to the extension of the idea
reality).
of life, it seems to have included man and t!ie animal

(see

'

'

.

.

.

;

1 I'or this and oMier valuable references the writer
to Professor Sethe 01 Gbltiuijcu.

is

indebted

AND DEATH
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kingdom only (cf. tlie words quoted

fioiiia Meinpliile
doubtful wlietlier an lC;,'yptian
would have spoken of plants as living nor is there
neutral inany expression found to describe the
animate state of things not belonging to the animal
world.
The opening words of
4. The hatred of death.—
the gravestone-fiiriiiula, 'O ye who love life and
hate deatli,' strike tn the roo{ of tlie most profound
feelings of the Kgyjitians, whose intense love of life
and detestation of death made them devote more
time and thought to funerary things than has been
done l>y any other people before or since. The
best expression of these feelings is on a stele dating
only from the year 46 B.C., but wholly Egyptian
in feeling a w oman speaks from the tomb to the
husband who has survived her

text in §

II)"; it is

;

;

:

(Egyptian)

That land free of foes, all our kinsmen rest within it from the
The children of millions of millions come
earliest day of time.
For none may tarry in the land of Epyiit
thither, every one.
The sjmn of earllily
none there is that passes not yonder.
deeds is but as a dream hut a fair welcome awaits him who
has reached the West (PShA xxxv. lijU).
;

;

'

This pretty poem voices the opinions of those
who, holding a firm faith in immortality, rejected
the cold comfortless views of death already illusNo doubt that faith was born of a
trated.
revnlsion of feeling against the pitiless cruelty of
death; and, being the olVspring of the will rather
than of the reason, it did not supersede or drive
out the opiiosite belief. There is an argumentative,
controversial note in the asseveration of the old
funerary texts, Thou hast departed li^ ing, thou
bast not departed dead' [Pyramid Texts, 134; cf.
or we may quote the reiterated assurance,
8:J3)
Thou diest not,' in the same texts (657, 775, 781,
'

;

'

'O brother, husband,

friend, highpriest— thy heart shall not
of driiikiiip and eatinif, drunkenness and love.

IfTOW weary
follow thy heart l)y day and ntj,'ht ;
Celebrate a happy d-ay
put no care in thy heart. What are thy years upon the earthy
The West (i.e. the place of burial] is a land of slumber, dark and
heavj", the habit-ition of those who are yonder, who sleep in
their muuiniy-shapes, nor wake to see their brethren, nor rei^ard
their fathers and n-.others, and their hearts are reft of their
wives and children. The livinj; water of which all have a share,
for ine it is thirst, but it conies to him who is upon earth.
Thirst have I, though water is beside me, and 1 know not the
place where 1 am, since I came to this valley. . . . Turn my
face to the North wind on the bank of the water ; perchance so
my heart shall be relieved of its attliction. Nay but Death, his
name is "Come" ; every one to whom he hath called comes to
him straightway, their hearts afTi-ighted, through fear of him.
There is none can see him either of gods or of men ; great and
small alike rest with him, nor can any stay his finger. He
loveth all, and robbeth the son from his mother. The old man
moves to meet him, and all men fear and make petition before
him. Yet he turns not his face towards them, he comes not to
;

him who implores him, he hearkens not when he is worshipped,
he shows himself not, even though any manner of bribe is given
to him' (R. Lepsius, AMXwahl der wichtigslen Uricuiiden dee
dgyp. Aitertltuins, Leipzig, 1S42,

pi. 16).

perhaps the only passage in which death
is personified, though the
Egyptians were not
averse to a sort of fictitious deibcation of abstract
ideas; Life, e.g., is found beside Health in tlie
outward guise of a Nile-god (J. E. Gaulier and
G. Jequier, Memoire sur les fouilles de Licht,
The exhortation celebrate a
Paris, 1902, p. 25).
happy day recurs again and again in the songs of
the harpers at Egyptian banquets, together with
the reminder that life is short, deatli inevitable
and eternal. Herodotus tells ns (ii. 78) that at the
entertainments of the rich a wooden figure of a
dead body in a cotbn was borne around and shown
'
When thou lookest
to the guests, with the words
drink
and
be
this,
merry, for thou shalt be
upon
such as this when thou art dead.' No reference is
made to this custom in our texts, but it is thoroughly
Egyptian in spirit (see also Plut. de Is. et Osir.
The old songs collected by W. Max MUller,
xvii.).
Die Liebespoesie der alten Agi/pter, Leipzig, 1899
the
(pp. 29-37), recall the wretched fate of
dead:

This

is

'

'

:

'

The nobles and

burici in their p>Tamids,
glorified ones . .
built themselves chapels, their place is no more ; what is
of themV I have heard the words of Imhotpe and
Hardedef, told and told again ; where is their place ? Their
walls are destroyed, their place is no more, as though they had
never been. None cometh thence who can relate how they
fare. . . .' Then comes the inevitable moral; 'Be of good
Follow thy heart, so long as
cheer, forget and enjoy thyself.
thou livest; place myrrh on thy head, clothe thyself with fine
sorrow
and remember joy, until
anoint
linen,
thyself; forget
arrives that day of putting to shore in the land that loveth
.

who

become

silence.'

5.

The hope

of immortality.

— From

the

same

Theban tomb from which the last words are drawn
(tomb of the priest Neferhotpe [50], XlXlh dyn.)
comes a song expressing widely dill'erent sentiments:
have beard those songs that are in the ancient tombs, and
tell extolling life on earth, and belittling the region
of the dead. Yet wherefore do they thus as concerns the land
of Etcniity, the just and fair, where terrors are not? Wrangling
is ixs abborreDC«, nor does any gird himself against his fellow.
'I

what they

792, 810, 875,

1464, 1477, 1810, 1812, 2201).

The

multifarious funerary rites, tlie contracts made
with fo-priesls, and the petitions or threats to
all imjily that
)iassers-by ani' visitors to the tombs
the benefits of immortality were not to be obtained
except by elaborate forethought and deliberate
it is true that a discontinuance of the
elFort.
funerary cult might not entail complete annihilation the Egyptians dreaded, for instance, lest
the cessation of the offerings made to them might
compel tliem to devour their own excrements (ZA
xlvii. [1910] 100-111).
Nevertheless, there was
ever lurking in the background the fear that a man
might perish altogether, and that his corpse might
decay and fall to pieces {Book of the Lend, titles of
cbs. 45, 163), this fear giving rise to the strange
apprehension of a second death in the necropolis
;

'

'

{ib. cbs. 44, 175, 176).

Similar conclusions might perhaps be drawn
from the variety of the theories concerning the
fate of the departed, who were alternately (or even
simultaneously) believeil to be stars in tbe sky,
dwellers in the nether world, incarnations of Osiris,
oi spirits living in the tomb or revisiting their
earthly homes (see art. State of the
It is unthinkable that all these
[Egyptian]).

Dead

divergent views were accepted and believed with
rather they were conjectures
sincerity
sanctioned by ancient tradition, lialf- believed, halfdoubted, and expressed with a naive and credulous
thoughtlessness, which at the same time failed to
silence the haunting suspicion that absolute deatli,
after all, might be a reality.

a fervent

6.

;

Secondary views

of life

and death.-^Under

the influence of the conception of inimortality the
terms 'life' and 'death' became so iinjiregn.ated
each with the meaning of the other that they no
longer contradicted and excluded one another as
'

life
was not necesexistence upon earth,
and 'death' was perhaps but another mode of
Sometimes, of course, by the abstraction
living.

they had originally done
sarily the sliort term of

'

;

which language permits, the words were used in
their old strictly contr.osted senses, but often there
is left only a "shadow of the original nieanin>' ;
living may be any form of existence vaguely
'

'

analogous to jihysical, terrestrial existence, and
'death,' 'die,' '"dead,' are terms that might be
which some cliarapplied to various states from
A few
acteristic feature of living was absent.
examples, mainly of

philulogical

interest,

may

servo to illustrate this transition of meaning. Not
only was prolongation of life the reward of moral

conduct (see ETHICS and Morality [Egyptian],
life was the only
§ 6), but in a sense the moral
true life ; in the Teaching of Plahliotpe we
read
As for the fool who hearkens not, he achieves not anything,
he looks upon him \sho knows as one who is ignorant, wid
:

upon things

useful as things harmful,

... be htcs upon

tliai

LIFE

AND DEATH

In this classification
293, 298, 308, 366, 389, 477).
there is a kind of chronological hierarchical
arrangement; the dead of the most remote times
are liolier, and partake more of divinity, than

wherewith men die, ... his character is told(?) in the opinion
of the nobles in that he dies living every day" (Le Papyrus
Prisse, ed. G. .IiSquicr, Paris, 1911, 17. 4-8).

fear felt by him who was admitted
to the presence of Pharaoh that he Iciievv not
whether he was alive or dead (Sinuhc, 255 ; Koller
Texts of the New
[ed. A. H. Gardiner, Literary
'
Kingdom, Leipzig;, 1911], 5. 1). The verb to live'
was apidied to other things besides human beings

Such was the

'

;

'

is a collopassim). 'Living soul' (6; 'nhy)
cation of words which frequently occurs yet, from
soul is
its association with the dead, the word
often determined with the hieroglyph that implies
death.
Pictures, statues, and images of all kinds
were imbued with a sort of life,' by virtue of a
the
principle common to all early superstition
makes to live (snh)
sculptor was called he who
hieroglyphs representing animals and human beings
were sometimes mutilated or suppressed, obviously
because tliey were considered to have the same
power to injure as living things (ZA li. 1-64).
Could the gods be said
7. Death and the gods.—
to live? In a sense, no doubt, they were con-

t<i\t%

;

'

;

'

'

;

more fully, more truly, than human
solar deity in particular was full of
said to be gi-anted life
vitality ; the 'Pharaoh is
like Ite' ; Ke lives upon truth ; the solar hymns,
sol.ar god of the
especially those to the Aten (the
heretic king Akhenaten) represent all life as ema-

sidered to live
beings.

The

'

'

nating from

tlie

god

;

and

gods and goddesses

all

On a closer view, liowever,
disjiensers of lite.
we find that the kind of life that was predicated of
is more analogous to the life of the blessed
the
were

gods
dead than to the life of human beings; to the
virtuous dead it is promised, 'he who is yonder
shall be a living god' {Erman, Gesprdch eines
Lebcnsmiidcn wit seiner Seele, Berlin, 1896, p. 142
That the
cf. Pap. Petcrsbung, 1116A, recto 56).
with the dead is shown
gods dwell afar off together
stele
By the following sentence from a sepulchralto the
I have gone down
of the Middle Kingdom
the place where the gods are'
city of eternity, to
Various dead Pharaohs and celeb{Cairo, 20485).
rities were posthumously deified (see art. Heroes
;

'

:

AND Heko-Gods [Egyptian]), anditlie green or black

that they were
complexions of their images suggest
not regarded as wholly alive. Osiris, as King of
chief of the AVesterners, led but a shadowy

Eternity,
existence, and similar conclusions are implied by
the fact that certain deities had their living terThe Pharaoh ruled as
restrial representatives.
Horus 'on the throne-of-Horus of the living';
under another aspect he was the 'living sphinximage of Atnm' [sSp 'nh n 'I(iii). Alternately
identical with Ke,
regarded as son of Ke and as
flew to heaven and
the King did not die, but
the god becoming
joined the sun, the flesh of
merged in its creator {Sinuhe, R 7 f.). The Apis
and Mnevis bulls were respectively living emanations of Ptah and Atum, and other sacred animals
whose cult was celebrated in late times doubtless
stood in a similar relation to the gods whom they
from
Lastly, the historical aspect
represented.
'

'

'

'

'

'

which the gods were sometimes regarded represented them as rulers of a far-distant age, and, in
consequence, as beings long since dead.
In the Book
8. The dead as a class of beings.—
we liiid the followof the Dead and elsewhere

dead

(i;/(w,
men, gods, blessed
ing classification
E. A. W.
'bright' ones), and dead {mtw) (see
Budge, Book of the Dead, London, 1898, pp. 113,
:

those recently deceased. So, too, the Turin Canon
Kings conceived the earliest rulers of Egypt to
have been the gods of the first ennead ; then came
the lesser gods, and, lastly, the followers of Horus
and earliest historical kings. Manetho records a
similar sequence of 'gods' and semi-divine dead'
In the Book of the Dead and
(piKves oi T]ixl9i<ii).
elsewhere the dead' are spoken of in a way that
clearly assumes them to enjoy a kind of existence

of

and animals thus, whatever else in a man might
would continue
die, his name, if properly tended,
to live [Pyramid Texts, 764, 899, 1024, and in later
'

23

(Egyptian)

1 It has often been stated, especially by Q. Maspero, that
broken in
Objects found' in the tombs have been deliberately
'
of the
order to kill them, and so to send them into the realms
in
evidence
authentic
dead for the use of the deceased. No
favour of this atatemenl seems to be forthcoming.

;

'

they

'

see,'

hear,'

and

so forth.

dead.— Some

and the
9. Relations of the living
Egyptologists, influenced more by anthropological
the
tlieorists than by
unambiguous evidence of the
Egyptian texts, have asserted that the funerary
rites and practices of the Egyptians were in the
main precautionary measures serving to protect
the living against the dead (e.g., J. Capart, in
Third Congr. Hist. Bel., Oxford, 1908,
Nothing could be farther from the truth
it is of fundamental importance to realize that the
vast stores of wealth and thought expended by the
that
Egyptians on their tombs— that wealth and
thought which created not only the pyramids, but
a
also the practice of mummification and
very
extensive funerary literature— were due to the
with
the
community
anxiety of each member of
Trans.
i.

;

203).

and
regard to his own individual future welfare,
the feelings of respect, or fear, or duty felt
towards the other dead. We have only to read the
the horror felt
story of the exile Sinuhe to realize
by an Egyptian at the prospect of dying abroad,
and of being thus deprived of the usual funerary
honours it is a feeling akin to this that created
the whole system of funereal observances.
It does not vitiate the assertion here made that
the dead cannot bury themselves, and are to that
extent at the mercy of the living. Death does not
of filial
absolutely snap all relations ; and motives
that one's own funeral rites
piety, the calculation
in the
inducements
are dependent on others, liberal
form of legacies, previous contracts with the deceased, and also a certain modicum of fear and
hope— all these things atibrded a certain guarantee
to the dying man that his own wishes with regard
to burial and a post mortem cult would be carried
But there was no real ancestor-worship or
out.
The
in ancient Egypt.'
objective cult of the dead
the other-dead, if
feelings of the living towards

no"t to

;

they

may

be so called, constitute, therefore, a

of funerary rites
question apart from the question
(see art.

DEATH AND DISPOSAL OF THE Dead

wailed and mourned

[Egyptian]). The Egyptians
at the death of relatives, not merely out of grief,
but as a matter of propriety; under the New
colour were
Kingdom, mourning-clothes of a bluish
worn by women at the funeral (ZA xlvii. 162) ; we
have at least one possible allusion to fasting on the
occasion of a death (Pap. Petersburg, 1116B, recto
relatives attended the
42) ; friends as well as
It was thought that after death the
funeral.
deceased might return 'to afford protection to
earth' (Urkunden, iv. 491 ;
their children

upon
Nina de Garis Davies and A. H. Gardiner, Tomb
and we have
1914, pi. 27)
London,
Amenemhef,
of
a number of pathetic letters to departed relatives
craving their intervention and help (Cairo, 25,975,
;

hieratic text on linen. Old Kingdom Cairo, 25,375,
and Petrie collection, bowls with hieratic inscrip;

Pitt-Rivers collection, before Middle Kingdom
before XVIIIth
tion, cup with hieratic inscription,
In one of these
dyn. =PSBA xiv. [1892] 328).
see Masletters (Pap. Leyden 371, XXth dyn.
Studes (gyptie7ines, Paris, 1879-91, 1. 145-159)
;

;

pero,
1

See, further, art. Ethics

anb Morality (Egj

ptian), 9 13 (18).

LIFE

84

AND DEATH

(Egyptian)

bitter reproaches are udilresseU to a dead woman
by her widower, who has fallen ill, blaming her for
her necrlect of him after all his kindness towards

other words, the vital principle iuclf. This psychological aoalysis of human, or rather animal, activity is up to the present
unique, and perhaps represents the thought of sonic unusually
gifted individual rather Uian that of the priests and learned men

her while she was

generally.

alive.

The dead

as malignant beings.— In the
magical and medical papyri incantations are often
directed against
every enemy male or female,
every dead person male or female,' who shall come
The dead are conceived
to injure N, the son of M.
of as the cause of disease, though perhaps only those
dead are meant who still wandered homeless over
the earth. The evidence seems fairly clear that
10.

'

actual 'possession' by the dead, conceived of as
haunting spirits, is meant in such cases ; for the
demon is charged to flow forth,' and honey is said
to be a useful medicament which is sweet to men,
but bitter to the dead' (Erman, Zauberspruchc fibMutter und Kind, Berlin, lUUl, p. 12 f.). At the
same time, the duly-buried dead also had power to
take vengeance on those who injured their property or violated their tombs (H. Sottas, La Preservation de la propriiti funiraire, Paris, 1913).
EWdently in Egypt, as in other lands, there was a
danger inherent in death and in tlie dead, as also
in blood, the symbol of death
in a Leyden papyrus
it is lamented that
plague is throughout the
land, blood is everywhere, death is not lacking'
(Gardiner, The Admonitions of an Egyptian Sage,
Leipzig, 1909, p. 25) and, perhaps because of its
association with blood, red colour is in many papyri
avoided for writing the names of the gods, except
in the case of the evil god Seth.
XI. Origin and nature of life and death.— The
'

'

;

'

;

Pyramid Texts (1466) recall a time 'when heaven
was not, when earth was not, when mankind was
not, before the gods were bom, before death had
come into existence.' Many cosmogonic legends
were told by the Egyptians (see Erman, Agyptische
Jldigion^, Berlin, 1909, pp. 32-36, for best summary) ; most of these referred the origin of life to
some god, but there was a superstition whicli
attributed self-generative powers to various small
forms of animal life, such as mice, snakes, or Hies.
The frog was particularly prominent in this connexion, doubtless owing to the numbers in which
tadpoles appear, just as though they had come into
existence by themselves out of the wet mud. Hence
not onl3' did the fro" become a symbol of the resur-

rection {iohyn 'nh, 'living again'), but it was intimately associated with the beginning of things ;
in the Hermopolitan myth the eight primitive
creatures had the heads of frogs or snakes, and in
the Abydene tale the frog-headed goddess Heket
was associated with Khmim in the creation (see
W. Spiegelberg and A. Jacoby, in Sphinx, vii.
Life, once being started, ^yas
[1903] 215-22S).
continued by the physical methods of reproduction
(see esp. Song of Harper, 1. 1; Admonitions, 12,
2-4), but the gods, especially the sun-god, Re,
were none the less the cause and mainspring of life
(the birth-scenes in the temples of Luxor and Deir
el Bahri are very instructive in this connexion).

A daringly speculative attempt to follow up this train of
is found in an inscription from Mempiiis, a latQ copy of
a text of early date (J. H. Breasted, 'The Philosophy of a
XK\ix.{lQO^) ;<D),1 which seeks to explain
Memphite Priest,' in
how Ptah, havinjj primitively divided himself into ' Heart (the
seat of the iraapinative, judging faculty), as impersonated by
'
'
norufl, and Tongue (the organ of command, i.e. the executive,
willing faculty), as impersonated by Thoth, henceforward pervaded all that lives, 'all gods, all men, all cattle, and all
reptiles.' It is then shown how all actions and reactions to sense'
'
impressions presuppose the functions of heart" and tongue' :
when the eyes see, or the ears hear, or the nose smells, they
convey (this sensation) to the heart, and it is the heart that
causes every rec.^-tmition (jud^'ment) to go forth
it is the
tongue that iterates (in the form of a command or act of the will)
what the heart devises. In this way Ptah necessarily appears
to be the cause of all things done byllnng creatures he is, in
thought

ZA

'

;

;'

1 See also Erman,
by SeWie.

SBA

W, 1911,

p.

910

ff.

;

a new ed.

is

promised

The medical papyri show that a serious attempt
was early made to understand the workings of
the body, but no other elibrt to reconcile semiBcientific views with the current mythology has

yet come to

light.

—

Magico-medical views. A certain pre-natal
existence is assumed in many hyperbolical expres12.

'he ruled (already) in the egg' (Sinuhe,
normal view, of course, wa^ that life
began with birth a writer speaks of the children
who are broken in the egg, who have seen the face
of the crocodile before tliey ever lived' (LebensThe medical papyri contain prognostitttiide, 79).
cations for telling whether a cliilil will live or not
if it says ny [a sound like the word for
yes '], it
will live ; if it says embi [a sound like the word
for 'no'], it will die' {Pap. Ebcrs, ed. L. Stem,
Leipzig, 1875, 97. 13 f ). Spells were used to prevent
women from conceiving, and there are various
other ways in which birth is touched upon by the
sions, as

K 93). The

'

;

;

'

'

.

Amulets and charms
were employed to protect life and,
conversely, magic was secretly employed to bring
about an enemy's death (e.g., bj- means of waxen
images [Pep. Lee see P. E. Newberry, Tlie AmA Turin papyrus
herst Papyri, London, 1899]).
enumeratattempts to cover all contingencies by
ing all the possible kinds of death that mav happen
to a man (W. Pleyte and F. Kossi, Pap. (?c Turin,
Leyden, 1869-76, p. 120f.). Some kinds of death
were considered hapjjier than others death by
drowning, e.g., was a kind of apotheosis, doubtless
because Osiris had jierished in this way, and those
who died thus were called liasye, blessed [ZA
xlvi. [1909] 132).
Curses were considered efficient
magical means of afieeting life (for a good collecOaths are
tion of curses see Sottas, op. cit.).
conditional curses; it was usual to swear 'by
the life of l!e,' and so common was this style of
oath that the verb 'onA, 'to live,' was used transitively in the sense of 'to swear by," and the Coptic
word for an oath is anash. Most contracts and
judicial depositions during the New Kingdom
begin \vith the words, As Amun endures, and as
magico-medical literature.

of all sorts

;

;

;

'

'

'

In the law-courts witthe Sovereign endures.'
nesses often swore oaths afl'eeting their own life

and property (conditional

self-curses ; see Spiegelberg, Studien nnd Slaterialien ztim Jicchtswesen
des Pharaohenreiches, Hanover, 1892, pp. 71-81).
On this subject consult
13. Life and the law.
the art. Etiiics .\nd Morality (Egyptian), § 13
(1-3), from which it will be seen that the sanctity
of human life was strongly felt, as far at least as
few details may
Egyptians were concerned.

—

A

be added here. Abortion was considered a crime
(Pap. Turin, 55. 1), unless the charge made in the
passage here quoted was one of brutality leading
to a miscarriage.
Particularly abhorrent was
bloodshed between close relatives, as father and
son, or a man and his maternal brothers (see
Gardiner, Admonitions, p. 9).
Capital punishment was less favourably considered than punishand
the
bastinado
ment by imprisonment
(Pap.
Petersburg, 1116 A, recto 48 f.), and persons conto
death
were
allowed
make
to
demned
away with
themselves.
The Egyptians*
14. Life as a thing undesirable.
intense love of life and apmcciation of its value
are reflected in many of tlie passages that have
been quoted. There is, however, a limited pessi-

—

mistic literature (see art. Ethics and Moralitv
[Egyptian], § 6) in which life is regarded as unThis point of view may have been
desirable.
inspired originally by some such anarchical cou-

AND DEATH

LIFE
(Ij-nasties.

cliance

:

'

t

;

'

I

;

:

:

before me to-day like the recovery of a sick man,
like goinf? forth abroad after lying prostrate.
Death is before me to-day like the scent of mj'rrh, like sitting
beneath the sail on a windy day.
Death is before me to-day like the scent of lilies, like sitting
on the shore of the land of intoxication.
Death is before me to-day like a trodden road, like the return
of men from a campaign to their homes.
Death is before me to-day like the clearing of the sky, or as
when a man becomes enlightened concerning that which he did
is

and, if all these tilings come at last to be crowned by
a decent end, such a one is the man you seek, and may justly
be called happy (oAjSio?).
For untU that time we ought to
suspend our judgment, and not to pronounce him happy
Now because no man
(oA^ios), but only fortunate (evrvxris).
can possibly attain to this perfection of happiness as no one
region yields all good thing's, but produces some and wanta
others, that country being best which affords the greatest
plenty and, further, because no human body is in all respects
self-sufficient, but, possessing some advantages, is destitute of
others
he therefore who continues to enjoy the greatest
number of these and then ends his life graciously, in my judgment, O King, deserves the name of happy. We ought to consider in every matter how the end shall be
for many to whom
God has given a glimpse of happiness (vjrofie'fas oA^or), He has
afterwards utterly overthrown.'
(eujTot?);

;

not know.

Death is before me to-day as a man longs to see his home,
when he has spent manv years in captivity (Eraian, LebeTisiniide,
'

;

ISOff.).

In the sequel
highly praised

appears that the death here so
is not non-existence, but the untroubled existence 'yonder.'
And so it mostly
was the Egyptian remains true to his love of life
not perhaps the life on earth with its mingled joys
and sorrows, but the life of his dreams in the land
of Eternity, 'the just and fair, where terrors are
not,' and where 'none girds huuself against his
feUow.'
Liter ATURK. There is no published monograph on the subject
it

;

—

;

—

;

In reviewing these passages Ave may begin with
the last point: Consider the end of everything.'
This is a favourite sentiment in Greek writers,
and there seems to be a note of conscious pride
in the words with which Herodotus concludes the
*

;

such references as are needful have been given in the text. For
the sign 'ankh see a detailed discussion by G. J6quier, in Bull,
de I'institiit frangais d'archiologie orientate, xi. (Cairo, 1914)
121-136.

Alan H. Gardiner.

:

When he made this reply, he found no favour vrith Croesus,
who held him of no accouut and dismissed him, considering
*

man (af.ia$ris) who, overlooking present
men look to the end of ever>thing.'
Life is to be viewed as a whole. Aheady in
Homer we find it a mark of tlie wise man that he
looks before and after.' * It is a favourite notion
in Pindar
There hang around the minds of men UDnumbered errors,
blessings,

(Greek and Roman).—
The outlook on life of the average Greek of the
5th cent. B.C. niay be illustrated by the language
which Herodotus,**!. SOU'., puts into the mouth of
Solon of Athens in his interview with Croesus,
of Lydia.

foolish

bade

'

:

'

and

this

is

the hopeless thing to discover— what

is

best for a

man both now and in the end (01. vii. 24 ff.).
Hence the distinction here drawn between the
'

When Solon visit«d Sardis, after all the grandeur of the
royal palace had been exhibited for hia admiration, he was
asked by Crcesus whom he considered the happiest man (oAjStTo the surprise of CrtEsus, Sulon
wTOToy) he had ever seen.
*
answered, Tellus of Athens,' because, on the one hand, Telliis
lived in a
and
had sons handsome and good
prosperous city,
(icoAol Koi ayadoC), and saw children born to them all and all
on
the
other
after
a life afiQuent as we count
;
hand,
surviving
affluence in Uellas, he died a most glorious death. He fought
in a battle between the ALlieni.ins and their neighbours at
Eleusis, and, routing the enemy, died most nobly ; and the
Athenians gave him a public burial where he fell, and honoured
'

him

episode

him a very
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days of seventy years ... no one day brings ua at all anything
like another.
Thus, O Croesus, man "is altogether the sport of
You appear to me to be
(irai- toTcr ov^pwrros trv;u.(^opjJ).
master of immense treasures and king of many nations; but I
cannot say that of you which you demand, till'l hear you have
ended vour life happily. For the richest of men is not more
happy (oA;3tuJTepos) tlian he that has sutficient for the day, unless
good fortune attend him to the grave and he end his life in
Many men who abound in wealth are unhappy
happiness.
and many who have only a moderate competency
(drt5A)3(oO
are fortunate (citux^^s)- He that abounds in riches, and is yet
unhappy (afoA^ios), excels the other only in two things; but
the other surpasses him hi many things. The wealthy man,
indeed, ia better able to gratify his desires and to bear a great
blow of adversity.
But the other surpasses him in these
respects although he is not able to meet the blows of misfortune or the claims of his desires, yet his good fortune
(euTuxLij) wards off these tilings from him, and he enjoys the
full use of his limbs; he is free from diseases, unscathed by
evil, blessed with a fine form (ei»ei5»js), happy in his children

prevailed after the fall of the Memphite
By the befiiniung of the Middle Kingdom the pessimistic style of literature was a recognized genre. Sometimes the despondent attitude
towards life finds expression in the wish for a total
cessation of life
Would that there might be an eud of men, no conception,
no birth
O that the earth would cease from noise, and tumult
be no more
(Leyden Admonitions, 6. 14-6. 1).
Elsewhere the misery of life is eloquently contrasted
with the desirability of death in a composition
containing the dialogue between a misanthrope
and bis soul, death is described as follows
(iitions as

•Death

(Greek and Roman)

greatly.'

*

happy' man

(SX^ios* 6

did,

tov 6\ov ^iov fiaKapKxrds

[Hesychius]) and the merely fortunate (cvtvxos).
man may be prosperous, as Crcesus was. The
Asiatic straightway calls him happy, but the
foolish Greelc refuses that title till he has seen
the end of all

A

*

'

:

'

Behold, this is Oedipus ; this ia he who solved the famous
riddle and was a man most miglity . . . into what a sea of
dire calamity is he fallen
Therefore, while a mortal waits to
bee that final day, call no man happy (/xTjSeV' h^^i^eiv) till he
have passed the final bourne of life, having suffered no evil*
(Sophocles, CEd. Rex, 1524 ff. ; cf. Track. Iff. ; Eurip. Andiom
!

Croesus then asked whom he considered second in happiness.
Solon answered, 'ClcnMs and Biton.' These were natives of
Argos, possessed of sufficient fortune, and, moreover, endowed
mth such strength of body that both were prize-winners in
the games. It is further related of them that on one occasion,
when the Argives were celebrating a festival in honour of Ilera,
it was necessary that their mother, as priestess of Hera, should
be conveyed to the temple on an ox-waggon. The oxen not
arriving from the field in time, the young men harnessed theraselvea to tlie waggon and drew it to the temple, a distance of
After they had performed this feat in view
forty-five stades.
of the assembly, there came upon them a most excellent end of
life, wherein God clearly revealed that death is better for a man
than life. P^or the men of Argos standiiig round praised the
strength of the young men, and the women of Argos called their
mother blessed in that she had such sons. Then their niuther
rejoiced exceedinglr in her sous' deeds and in the speech of the
citizens, and, standing before the image of the goddess, besought
her to grant to her children, who had done her such honour,
the best thing that man can receive. After this prayer, when
her sons had sacrificed and feasted, they fell asleep in the temple
and awaked no more, but there ended "their days. The Argives,
in commemoration of their
piety, caused their statues to be
made and dedicated at Delphi.
CroDSUS was indignant that Solon should not assign to him
even the second place among happy men. Then Solon said
O Crcesus, you ask me regarding human affairs— me who
know that the deity (to O'eIov) is alw.xys je.alous and delights in
confounding mankind. For in the length of days men are constrained to see many things they would not willingly see, and
to suffer many tliini^s they would not willingly suffer. I
put
the term of a man's life at seventy years.
Now in all these
:

lOOff., etc.).2

Aristotle discusses the saying of Solon in Eth,
Nic. i. 10
:

n6Tepov ovv ovS' aXAoi' ovSiva avOftuntiav evSaifiovitrr^ov ewy
Kara SoAufa fi^ )(peu)t' tc'Aos opac;

at-

^fj,

He

begins by asking Mliat the saying means.
it mean that a man is happy {evdalfiwv) only
when he is dead, but not before? If so, then it is
absurd, especially if we liold that happiness {evSaifi-

Does

ovia)

is

an activity

that only

{if^fyyetd tis).
is dead is

when a man

Does

it

mean

one safe to

call

him happy, as being at last beyond the reach of
evil and misfortune? Even if this is the meaning
In
intended, the saying is open to dispute.
estimating a man's life, as liappy or unhappy, we
cannot confine our view to the individual. Man is
a social being {(Pvaei iroKiTLKbs dvOpojiros [Eth. Nic. i.
cf. Pol. i. 2]).
If happiness, then, as we have
7
;

'

.

.

.

1

o/xa wpcSa-ffw fcai oTTttro'w (//. ill. 109 ; cf. i. SiS, xviii. 250, Od.
xxiv. 452J.
2 Tlie sentiment is
not, of course, specifically Greek ; cf. Sir
ll-S; jTpb TcAturi}? ^^ fjuoxapi^e ^TjSeVa
Ovid, Slet, iii. 135:
'Ultima semper E\pectanda dies homini
dicique beatus
Ante obitum nemo supremaque funcra debet.'
;

I

;

|
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seen, is chaiiiiterizeil liy seliMillicieucy (aiTdp/tfio),
it is a self-suflicicncv wliich includes children and
other relatives and frii-nds— within certain limits,
of course otherwise it would have to inilude the
relatives of relatives, the friends of friends, and so
:

When we are
{Etii. Mc. i. 7).
we
estimating the happiness of a man's life, then,
raust include in the estimate a consideration of the
fortunes or misfortunes of relatives and friends
man may have
but, here again, within limits.
on indefinitely

;

A

lived happily until olil age and have died happily.
But after liis death (1) all sorts of things ni.ay
will
hapi)en U) his relatives, and (2) these relatives
be of all degrees of nearness and remoteness of

Now it is equally
relation to the dead man.
absurd either (1) to suppose that we must include
in our consideration all sorts of degrees of distant
relations, which would mean an indefinite postponement of our verdict, or (2) to refuse to take
into account any ]iosthuniou.s happenings at all.
The ground of our refusal to bestow tlie title of
on a living man is that we consider
hapiiy
wherehapiiiness as sometliing stable and abiding,
as life is subject to continual change. Conseat
quently, if we judge a man by his condition
any one given time, we shall have to call him
sometimes happy, sometimes unhappy. Is not our
true solution that we must neglect accidents in
onr estimate ? Most accidents are not determinaWhat determines happiness or
tive of €ii5oLi.fi.ovia.
the reverse is ifcpyfiai hot' apvrr)v or the reverse.
This view is supported by our present problem.
So long as we judge by accidents, we are no better
otl when the individual is dead than when he was
'

'

We are driven, then, to judge

by the stable
ivipyaai nar dpenov, and the
higher of these are the more abiding, as it is in
these chieUy that the happy live out their lives
Hence the.se are more stable and abid(/coTof^i').'
ing even than our knowledge of special science.s,
which we are not living in and are therefore liable
Thus the stability and permanence
to forget.
which we desire will belong to the evSaifimv, and he
His happiness may be
will be erSaiM"" all his life.
tarnished by untoward accidents, but it will not
be extinguished. He will never become dSXtos, or
truly unhappy, for he will never do things which
are ^oOXa Kal ij.i<rrp-6..
overwhelming misfortune,
such as overtook Priam Ti'^xai npia;iu/coi— should
come to him, he will cease to be /xaKapios, but he
will not become dflXios.
Happiness can be affected
whether for good or evil.
only by the greatest things,
tlie happy man {evdal/iwi')
ni.ay, then, define
as a man who energizes Kar dperriv and is adequately
equipped in externals, not for a moment, but for a
Or, since the future is uncertain,
Xp6vos tAcios.
alive.

things,

i.e.

by the

H

—

We

and

tAos and

eiSainofla is a

may add

the proviso

shall say that those

'if

it

reXciov,

perhaps we

continue.'

who have goods and

If so,

we

shall con-

have them
naKdpiot, but ^xaKdp^ol
AiiBpa-iroi
always liable to ruxat UpiafuKat. We
need not defer our judgment, but we may qualify
it by saying that they are happy, but with a
are

to

tinue

—

mortal h.ippiness.
To contine our view to the individual's life, and
take no account of what hapjiens after his death
to those near and dear to him, is to take too unOn the other hand, we must make
social a view.
some limitation. There are two further considerations (1) ixisthumous events must be regarded as
modifying our judgment of a man's life much less
than if the same things had happened while he still
:

lived ; he, at
of them ; (2)
alffOdvoirrai
1

rate, was spared the knowledge
we do not know whether the dead
they are aware of what goes

any

— whether

to read fr> Inr itara^i'tv in coniplctel\ mistaken.
the regular ttonl for describinj; a fixed m.-iiiner of

The proposal
16

KaraCnv
to l»e a jipili-ter
t-Nl^trnre
oA coulnutcd « ith ^toy»'.
*

:

'

is «aTttf*^^ ivuii'^09-

So

Kaiafiiovv

(Greek and Roman)
on here. If they are, the news tliat penetrates to
them must be supposed to be slight in itself or at
any rate of little moment to them. It follows,
then, that posthumous events have no determining
cllect on our estimate of the individual's life.
The doctrine of the jealousy of the gods appears
often in Greek
notice.

view

is

literature,

and deserves

special

mistake to suppose that the Oreek
that the deity acts in an arbitrary and, so
It is a

It is true that the confashion.
so baldly expressed as to

to

sa}', spiteful
ception 13 sometimes

lend colour to such an interpretation.
Thus in Herod. \ ii. 10 Artabanos, the uncle

of Xerxes, tries
'
Do you see how
to dissuade Xerxes from invading Greece :
God strikes with His li^'htning tliose auiraals which rise above
others, and suffers them not to vaunt themselves, while the
lowly do not at all excite His jealousy? Do you see how He
hurl's His bolts nirainst the most stately edifices and the most
loftv trees? For God is wont to cut down whatsoever is too
Thus a grreat army is often defeated by a biiiall
lii^'hlv exalted.
number of men; ..uen God in His jealousy (^donjcrM) strikes
or
with thunder, they often perish in a manner
with
fear
them
unworthy of themselves, because God suffers none to be proud

save Himself.'

But, while tltis may have been a popular conone.
ception, the underlying idea is a much deeper
It is, in fact, nothing more than the expression of
the Greek idea of justice, or Dike. The definition
of justice (SiKaioffwi)) which Plato gives in the
is implied in the
Republic'^ is nothing new, but
whole Greek attitude to life, as Plato says
:

Ta avTov wparTeiv leai ^ij iroKv-rrpayiUivftv iiKaioryint
rovTO aWuiv re iro\Xatv aKrfKOapifv «ai avToi TroAAdjtc«
f<rri,
elpiJKaiLev (435 A).
OTi 7« TO
Ka'i

Now, as applied to the relation of God and man,
the divine and
justice lies in the recognition that
the human destinies are utterly unlike. The gods
and men are alike the children of earth (mother)
and heaven (father): 'from one source spring
and Days,
gods and mortal men' (Hesiod, iror/.;s

lot of the gods is altogether diflerent
Pindar empha-sizes this
of mankind.
distinction in a beautiful passage
'One is the race of men, one the race of ^ods, and from one
mother do we both have breath. But separate altogether is
the power [facultv, iwjeninm, indoles] that sunders us lor one
unis naught, but the brazen heaven abides, an habitation
shaken for ever. Yet do we resemble somewhat, in mighty
we
know
not
mind or in bodilv form, the deathless gods, albeit
unto what line "sovereign Destiny hath appointed us to nm
cither by day or bv night' (.Vein. vi. Iff.).
Here we have the two characteristic distinctions

107)

but the

;

from

tliat

:

;

which the average Greek drew between the gods
and mankind tlie gods are deathless and ageless,
and untouched of evil the years of man are few
and full of sorrow, and the certain end is death
the gods have knowledge of the future for man
:

;

;

;

'

the river of prevision is set afar (Pind. A'ejn. xi.
Now it is implied in the very nature of
mortality that human life is a chequer-work of
'

46).

A life of unbroken success, even if
evil.
not attained by or attended with wickedness, is
an enalready a breach of nature, an injustice,
croachment on the attributes of divinity, and so
excites the jealousy of God, who allows none save
Himself to be proud.
A life of unbroken happiness is no portion for

good and

men

:

hath gi\ en a portion of
(oX^ios) is he to whom God
national games), and to
glory (icoAo, espciiallv success in the
and
in opulence ; for no
fortune
live all his life with enviable
mortal is happy in all things' (Bacchvlid. V. SOfr.).
Hence it is a condition of abiding prosperity that a
'

Happy

man's happiness should not be uniutcixupted only
conform to the law of
by being interrupted will it
;

nature, the demands of justice
In thv new success I rejoice, but

:

^ k
also I am gneved that
Uut
deeds.
jealousy '(here, human jealousy! requites glorious
only thus, they sav, w ill a man's happiness (tiSmiiOfia) prosper
and
abldin "Iv, if it wiiis bnth these things and those' (i.e. good
.

•

'

Not ojie is without lot in sorrow
nor shall be; vet the ancient prosperity (oA^os) of BalU»
and those (ifr. v. 64 1.).
m
theso
the
ittends them, giving
evil) (Piiid. Pi/th. vii. 14 a.).

'

'

1

oTi !ya !K<um<' fy

«»iTiji«iOTaT)j wt4>VKVia

*«'oi
<i»i

fnirriSntii/

(433 A).

,

.

.

tU h «vtov

Ii

^voit
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This

is

yEsch.

the

Agam.

Clytwmnestra's words in

point of
904 f.

So Nikias in Thucyd.

vii. 77.

3

:

'Our calamities are likely to abate for the enemy have had
enough success and if our expedition provoked the jealousy of
any of the gods, we have now been sufficiently punished.'
:

;

man

a

is

attended by an unbroken

felicity,

must restore the balance by a voluntary
of some i:)ortion of his hapinness.

he

'

:

:

;

—

and dissolve all obligations of hospitality between them, *lest,
if any great and dreadful calamitj^ should befall Polycrates, he
might himself be grieved for him, as for a friend.' So in ^sch.
Agam. 1005 ff. 'A man's destiny while sailing straight strikes
:

And, if betimes fear with well-measured {evjettison of a portion of his goods, the whole
house sinks not, overladen with woe, nor is the ship engulfed.'
The epithet well-measured suggests the restoration of the
The use of
balance, of the ^eVpov which justice demands.
a-(^ff66trj, which is here in its usual sense of 'sling' but elsewhere occurs with the meaning 'bezel of a ring,' may possibly
reef.

fidrpov) sling

makes

*

*

indicate that .^srhj lus had in

mind the

stoi-y of

Polycrates.

The crude popular conception of the jealousy of
the gods is refined by ^iLschylus in a remarkable
passage of tlie Agamemnon
Tliere is an ancient saying spoken of old among men, that a
man's prosperity (oA^o?), when it grows big. breeds and does
:

'

not die childless, but from great fortune (tvx^) there springs
for his race insatiable woe.
But apart from others I hold an
opinion of my own. It is the impious deed that breeds others
like to its own kind, but the lot of the house which observes
straight justice is blest in its children for ever. But old pride
(il^pis) is wont to breed a j'oung pride that wantons in the woes
of men, now or anon, whensoever the appointed day of birth
comes breeds, too, that spirit (6at/jLun') unconquerable, undefeatable, even unholy boldness (Ppao-os), dark curses {a-ai) for
the house, like unto their parents (750 ff.)The teaching of ^'Eschylus amounts to this. It
;

'

not mere prosperity that

is

evil

in

admit

its

train.

and brings
.i^schylus would, no doubt,
is

sinful

great prosperity has its temptations,
that hardly shall a rich man enter into the Kingdom
of Heaven, as Plato in the Gorgias tells us tliat the
incurable souls who are hung up in the prisonhouse of Hades as deterrent examples to evildoers
will mostly be the souls of tyrants and kings and
tliat

potentates and politicians: 'for these, owing to
the licence whicli they enjoy, commit the greatest
and most unholy crimes (525 D). That, in fact,
iEschylus had this idea in mind seems to be
proved by the immediately following words of the
'

ode (772 tf.):
'

But Justice (Aimj) shines

in smoky homes and honours the
while from gold-bespangled dwellrighteous (ei-aiVt/ioc)
ings of unclean hands she turns with averted eyes, and goes to
pious homes, regarding not the power of wealth stamped with
a false stamp of praise.'

man

We

find the

;

same thought

in Pindar,

Pyth.

xi.

50 fl":
'May I desire ^lory by the grace of Heaven, seeking things
possible at my time of life. For, finding that the middle estate
(Td fi€(ro) blooms witii the more B,biding prosperity (6A.j3os), I
dislike the lot of tlie tyrant and am zealous for the common
excellences. But the curses of jealousy are warded off, if one
the highest success and using it quietly avoids dread
So finds be the verge of death fairer, leaving to his dear
children the best of possessions, the grace of a good name."

attaining
pride.
If,

pride

however, continued prosperity leads a
{vp(iL^)j

man

to
tlieu pride leads to further pride or

by

27

repetition

and more daring deeds

come boldness

sin: 'then he
olianged to thouglits of utter daring ; for wretched
base-devising infatuation, fount of Avoes, makes
men bold {Bpaavpei) (^-Esch. Agam. 221 11'.). To the
(ireek mind the Persian invasion of Greece Mas a
typical example of pride and the effects of pride.
/Eschylus declares of the Persians who fell at
of

'

Salamis
'

sacriiioe

This is the point of the famous story of Polycrates of Sainos
(Herod, iii. 4(Jff.)- His continued prosperity (eiryxia) exnitcd
the anxiety of his friend .\masis, who wrote to him in these
terms
It is pleasant to hear of the good fortune of a friend
and ally. But the excess of thy prosperity does not please me,
because I kJiow how jealous tlie deity is. As for me, I would
choose that my affairs and those of my friends should sometimes be fortunate and sometimes stumble, rather than be fortunate in everything. For I cannot remember that I ever heard
of a man who was fortunate in everything;, who did not in the
end finish in utter ruin. Be advised, therefore, by me, and in
view of 3'our good fortune do this think what it is that you
value most and the loss of wliich would most grieve you, and
cast it away, so that it may never be seen again among men
and if after that your good fortune does not alternate with misfortune, repeat the remedy which yo\x have now from me.' It
is well known how Polycrates cast a valuable ring into the sea,
but, unfortunately, afterwards recovered it in the belly of a
fish
which so convinced Amasis that his friend's ruin was inevitable that he sent a herald to Samos to renounce his friendship

a hidden

acts of pride, and
{Opdao^)

:

'Let there be no jealousy: for many were the evils that we
endured afoietime.* That is, our present sood fortune should
not excite jealousy. It is but the ofiset to former adversity.

If

(Greek and Roman)

:

The heaps

of corpses shall

dumbly declare

to the ejes of

men

even to the third generation that a mortal should not think
thoughts too high for pride flowers, and its fruit is an ear of
doom (aTij), whence it reaps a harvest of tears {Pers, 818 ff.).
;

'

The jealousy

God

of

in the

OT is exactly parallel

Greek doctrine. It is not a capricious spite,
but merely the justice which ptinishes any invasion
of the prerogatives of the Deity by man: *I tlie
Lord thy God am a jealous God, visiting the
iniquity of tlie fathers upon the children, upon the
third and upon the fourth generation of them that
hate me; and shewing mercy unto thousands, of
them that love me and keep my commandments'
(Ex 20^^-). One form of the breach of justice is
that a man should desert the God to wiiom he
belongs and follow after strange gods. Just as the
civil law recognized the duty owing from a nietic
to his irpoa-Tarys, or p;itron, and provided for the
punishment of the neglect of these duties by a oIktj
dir Off Taalou (Dem. XXV. 65, xxxv. 48, etc.), so neglect
of a man's duty to his godsior the following after
strange gods was do-e'peia, or impiety {cf. Dt 32'^^-).
Tiie wise and good man is the man who recogto the

nizes the conditions of mortality.
The fool refuses
this recognition and kicks against the pricks.
'Not for happiness in everything did Atreus beget thee,
Agamemnon thou must have grief as well as joy. For thou
:

art mortal,' sajs the old man to Agamemnon (Eurip. Ipk. in
Avl. 28 fT.). 'If thou, Hiero, understandest a pithy saying,
tiiou hast heard from them who were of old and knowest that
for one good the deathless gods gi\ e to mortals two evils. This
fools cannot endure with decency, but only the good, turning
the fair aide out' (Find. Pyth. iii. 80 ff.).
*\Ve with mortal
minds should seek from the gods the things that are meet for
us, knowmg that which lies before our feet, to what destiny we
are born. Seek not, my soul, deatliless life, but exhaust thy
'
practicable means (ib. 59 f.).

Pindar illustrates the doctrine by the story of Aswhom Zeus slew with the thunderbolt because he tried to bring a man (Hippolytus) back
from the dead an attempt to overstep the limits
of mortality, and therefore demanding punishment.
clepius,

—

The same

story is referred to b}^ ^^sch. Agam.
984 fF., in a passage which excellently illustrates
the Greek doctrine
Excessive prosperity demands voluntary jettison, says
'Abundant bounty given of
^Eschylus. Tlien he proceeds
:

:

Zeus from the yearly' field destroys the plague of famine. But
the blood of death that has once fallen on the ground at a man's
feet who shall call that back by any incantation ? Did not
Zeus for safety's sake [i.e. repelling an invasion of his divine

—

prerogative of immortality ] stop him who was skilled to bring
back from the dead ? And were it not that one fate is appointed
by the gods to check another fate from 'Jroing too far, my

tongue would have outrun my heart,' etc. All life is based on
the principle of justice, compensation, balance, that each should
have his own.
Hence, too, it is tA 6.irb rvxv^t the gifts of good-

luck,

that excite jealousy, not the good things

which are won by

toil.

Tlie doctrine of the jealousy of the gods is repudiated as a poetic falsehood by Aristotle, Met.
'

'

1.

2,

983^

The things which make up human happiness are,
according to Solon, adequate endowment of worldly
goods, health, beauty of person, prosperous children, and a death in accord with these goods.
This enumeration of the elements of happiness
.Similar
is consonant with general Greek feeling.
Thus the distich
catalogues occur frequently.
inscribed in the temple of Leto at Delos{ Aristotle,
Ef/i. Euchm. P214* I tf., Eth. Nic. i. 8, 0)99'' 25)
:

'Fairest (koXXicttov) is justice, best (Au^toi-) is health, and
sweetest (ijSiaro*') of all is to attain what one desires.'

The same order

is

given iu Theognis, 255

f.

(cf.
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A

popular scoHov, or
Sophocles, frag. 328 f.).
'
drinking-sonf,', says
Health is best for a mortal man ; second, to be (air of body
fourth, to he
(4ivay icoAoi) third, to have wonllh without guile
young with one's friends.'
Philemon, fra^. 163, gives (1) health, (2) success
no man.
{fimpaila), (3) joy {xaipuv), and (4) to owo
Pindar {P;/th. i. 99 f.) says
:

'

;

;

:

'Success (tC iraetri', proctii-ally^prosiicrity or happiness) is
the first of prizes a fair fame (cv aKovtiv) is the second lot he
who hath chanced on both and taken them to be his hath
received the highest crown.' Ct. Islh. iv. 12, v. 13, A'cm. i. 33,
ix. 46, Piith. iii. 104
Aristoph. Ar. 60.1 ; Soph. Oid. Col. 144
I'hocylid. fras- IC Theocrit. wii. 110; Bacchylid. i. 27 £f.
;

;

;

According to Aristotle, happiness is an ivlpyua
koT ape-rqv.
But he admits, in Kth. Nic. 1. 8, that
nevertheless it does appear that happiness has
need also of the external goods as aforesaid. For
it is impossible or not easy for a man unprovided
with these to do noble thhi''s. For many things are
performed by friends, wealth, political power, the
'

Tlie lack of
of birth,
You could not well apjily the
children, beauty.
term "happy" to a man who was utterly ugly, or

instruments, as

it

were, of action.

some things mars happiness— the lack
lowborn, or solitary and

childless.

Again,

less

friends are altogetlier
good friends or children who are

his cliildren or

if

with him

liis

bad, or if he had
dead. As we have said, happiness seems to
need .'^uch outward prosperity. Hence some identify
good fortune (eiJTux'a) with happiness, other.s
In the
identify happiness witli virtue (iperi]).'
Rhetoric (i. 5), where happiness is defined more
popularly, sucli external goods as the above are
termed parts of happiness,' and the list is cvyivaa,

now

'

'

A man's honour

!

is

dejtarled

when he

friends, and few there be that are faithful in the
to share the travail" (76 fl.).

is

reft of bis

day of trouble

The false friend is the object of bitter scorn
yEsch. Agam. 798, etc.).
(Pind. Isth. ii. 11
liear, of course, of a more cynical view, that one
should alwaj's look upon a friend as a possible
enemy (Soph. Aj. 677(1. ; Kurip. Hippol. 253 ft'.).

We

;

(c) ttXoCtos,

;

;

still,

(Greek and Roman)

wealth.

and TroXirtKi'ia these may be predicated either of the community or of the individual.
In the ca.se of tlie community, they
mean the possession of a numerous body of .splendid
in stature,
youth, splendid physically
beauty,
and splendid
strength, and athletic prowess
in
a
moral
desirable
the
young
morally,
qualities
man being self-restraint and courage. In the case
of the individual, they imply that his children, male
and female, arp many and good. In a woman, the
the
physical excellences are beauty and stature
moral excellences are 'self-control and industry
(rf)

ciT€Kt>ia

:

—

—

;

without

'

illilierality

{(pi^epyia &i>ev iycXcvBepias).

*The high sUutlard of female e\'cellence is very important
for where the condition cf the women is vicious,
for the state
as at Laced^mon, there is no happiness in half the state.'
;

Tlie importance of having children lies partly
keeping property within the family, since the
bitterest thought of the childless man when dying
is that his wealth will go to an outsider
in

:

longed for by his father who
has reached the other side of youth, and greatly warms his
heart, since wealth that falls to an outside alien's keeping is
most hateful for a dying man (I'ind. Ot. .\. [xi.] 94 fl.)
'

Even as a

cliikl

by his wife

is

'

;

'

TToKvtptXiay
fiiyripla

;

fJLeye&os,

iVx^'J,

(VTiKvla, TToXi^rfKi'ia,

XPV<^'^^^^^^^J ttXoDtos,

the physical excellences, as vylua,
dCfa^t^

dyw^'itrru'ij

;

and

k6.\\os,

56^a,

Ttfirj,

(urvxio., dpcTt).

He

proceeds to explain what he means by the
several terms here employed.
(a) ei>v^>'eia, good birtli, may be predicated of a
nation or a State, or of an individual. As applied
to a nation or a State, it means that it is auto-

chthonous or at any rate ancient, and had as its
earliest leaders distinguished men, and has had
distinguished members in the course of its
As applied to an individual, it refers to
liistory.
descent on either the male or the female side it
implies legitimacy, i.e. both father and mother
must be citizens (0^x61, danj) in lawful wedlock
Pol. iii. 1. 4 f.
Deni. adv. Neccr. ;
(Arist.
Aristoph. Av. 1660 ft'.) it implies, further, that the
earliest ancestors of the family were famous for
virtue or wealth or some such distinction, and that
many members of the family, both men and
women, have in the course of its history distinguished themselves.
The high importance attached to heredity is
evident on every page of Greek literature (see art.

many

;

;

;

Pindar).
(b) vo\vipMa and xp'!'"'"^'^''', tbe possession of
many and good friends, a friend being deiined as
one who, if he consider anything to be {,'ood for
another, is ready to do it for the others sake'
(Arist. IChct., loc. cii.).
Friendship takes a prominent place in the (J reck ideal of life.
'

kinds are the uses of friends above .all in troulile, but
joy also seeks to behold its own assurance' (Pindar, yeiii. viii.
42 fl.).
To cast away a f;ood friend 1 count eveti as tliat a man
should cast away the life in his own bosom, which he loves
most' (Soph. aid'. Rex, «11 f.).
*

Of

all

;

'

We hear of many

celebrated fiiondHliii)s

— Achilles

I'atroclus, Orestes and I'ylades, Castor and
Pollux. The last is the theme of one of the most
beautiful of Pindar's i)oems, A'cm. x.
When Castor, the mortal one of the Twins, is slain, Pollux
asks to be allowed to die with him
Urant nic, O Lord, to die

and

*

:

>

fIL

Lec/rj. 631 C, 061 A ; c(. schol. Gorg., loc.
attributed by some to Simonides, by others

Plato, Gorn. 461 E.
'
:

tills i><:olwn is

to Epichatmuj.'

partly in that there will be no one to pay the
memorial offerings to the dead (ivaylff/iaTo.), These
motives find their conseriuence in the frequency of

adoption

(tt'crn-oiT/o-is).'

a good old age. This denotes an old
age which approaches gradually and without pain
if it comes rapidly, or slowly but accompanied with
This requires both
pain, it is not a good old age.
physical excellences and good fortune. It is inor
with
weakness
disease, and a man
compatible
must have good fortune to live long and remain
dXviros.
It is indeed true that some attain long
life without phj-sical excellences.'
(c)

ei'iynpla,

'

'

;

'

The

physical excellences: (1) vyleia, health,
full possession of bodily
faculties.
Such valetudinarianism as that of
Herodicus (Plato, Jhp. iii. 4U6) is not desirable, as
it means the denial of all, or nearly all, human
different kind of
(2) kdWos, be.'iuty.
lileasures.
licauty is aj^propriate to different jieriods of life the
.young man must be adaiitcd to exercises of speed
and strength, and pleasant and delightful to look
Hence pentatlilctes are most beautiful.
upon.
The man in the prime of life must be lit for military
exercises, combining grace with sternness in his
appearance. The old man must be equal to such
exertions as are inevitable, and his appearance
must not be repulsive, i.e. must be free from the dis(/)

i.e.

freedom from disease,

A

:

llgmcmeuts of age. (3) laxis, strenL'th.
stature— but not so as to be unwieldy.
athletic

excellence

—

(4) /iiytdos,
(5)

dwa/m

size,

strength,
speed good running, wrestling, and boxing.
1 C(.
'I have shown you that the laws give
ISBUS, ii. 45ft.

ayoividTiK-q,
;

:

It is clear, moreover,
childless men to odopt sons.
that 1 paid attention to him while he lived and buried him when
he died. Jly opponent ^vishcs to turn me out of my father's
estate, be it great or small ; wishes l« make the dead man
cllildle.ss and nameless, so that there shall be none to hono\ir in
his behalf the ancestral holies, none to make annual ofTeringa
ko-B' tKatrmv cunvrif), but to rob him of
to him

power to

(ti'ayi'^i)

awTip

Providing for this, Mcnecles, being master of his
Do
property, adopted a son, that he might get these things.
not, then, be jiersuaded bv these men to rob me of the title of
make my adoption by him
lieirship, which is all that is left, and
invalid.
Hut, since the matter has come to you and you have
and help him who is now in the
power to dispose of it, help us
house of Iladesand do noi. in the ii.uue of yods and daumnwi^,
allow liiiu to be insulted by them' (see, fuither art. ADoriloN
his honours.

iUreekJ).
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or

i.e.

ai-

desire.'

(A) 7-1,11^, or honour, i.e. honours paid for benefactions either great in themselves or great in
the circumstances {cf. Dem. adv. Lept. % 41). Such
lionours are sacrifices, memorials in verse and prose,
privileges, allotments in land, foremost seats on
public occasions, tombs, statues, maintenance at
the public charges, barbaric compliments e.ff.,
prostrations and giving place local compliments.
Ti;ua/, as being both honourable and valuable intrinsically, appeal equally to the 0iXoxp')m''"'<" and

—

—

the 0i\6Tt^os.
It is the gifts of
(t) (vrvxia-, or good fortune.
fortune that especially excite envy.
This is discussed in lihet. ch.
(/) dpfrfi, virtue.
ix.
Virtue is not merely desirable as gifts of rvxr]
but also ewaifeToi'. It ia 'a faculty of providing
and preserving good things and a faculty of conferring benefits,' and its elements are justice,

—

—

self-control,
(ij.eya\o'magnificence'
highmiudedness, liberality, gentleness,

bravery,
vpi-wda),

wisdom practical {^ipdyrjaLs) and speculative (iro^ia).
The virtues which go to make up virtue, the
fi^pri ape-rrji, are given by Aristotle in the Rhct.
9 as diKatoavvTi, dvSpia,

i.

Aei'^epi^r?;?,

/iryaXoi/'i'x^a,

Plato, Rep. 402 C, gives
irp^ireia,

73

iXevdepi&r-qSj

E - 74

A,

Kal

ffOJ^poffvvT},

TrpadrijSf

/jLeyaXoTrpiKeia^

4>p6v-qaL%j

ffoipLa.

McnOj

SiKaioffi^fT?,

courage, justice, temperance, and wisdom [Eep.
427 E) ; but the sovereign virtue, which involves
all these,' is justice, which, as we have seen, Plato
defines as t6 tA aurov irpaTT^iv Kal fiTi TroXvirpay^ovelv.'^
In the famous passage of Pindar {Nem. iii. 74 fl'.)
the first three virtues are that of youth, that of
men, and that of the old, while the fourth seems
to be nothing else than justice, which is the sovereign and governing principle of all the rest eXy
0^ Kcd T^atrapat dperas 6 Bvar^s aluiv^ tppovuv 5* iviim
:

= Tb to. axrrov TrpaTreiv.
this may be, justice includes all the
other virtues. And the moral conscience of man
demands in the name of justice that the just man
shall have his reward.
So Hesiod, Works and
Tra.pK€l/j.evov

However

Days, 270
Now may

fl".

:

neither I nop son of mine be Just among men
For
an ill thing to be just, if the unjust shall have the
greater justice. Howbeii these things I deem not that Zeus will
bring to pass.' Injustice may prevail for a time, but justice is
better in the end (ib. 217 f.). *0n that which ia pleasant but
contrary to justice a most bitter end awaits' (Find. Isth. vi.
47 f.). 'Too swift are the minds of men to accept a guileful
gain in preference to justice, albeit they travel to a harsh
reckoning' (Tpayeiav e-nC^Sav [Find. Pi/th. iv. 139 ff.]). On the
other hand, end and beginning are alike pleasant if God
speed.
*

I

it is

How, then, and where shall it be better for
the just man ? The tyj)ical answer of the Greek
moralist is 'Here and in this life.' Hesiod expresses the prevailing view of the Greek as of the
Hebrew wisdom when he says
But whoso to stranger and to townsman deal straight judg:

'

ments, and no whit depart from justice, their city fiourisheth,
and the people prosper therein. And in their land is peace, the
nurse of children, and Zeus doth never decree war for them.
Neither doth Famine ever consort with men who deal straight
judgments, nor Doom but with mirth they tend the works
that are their care. For them earth beareth much livelihood,
and on the hills the oak's top beareth acorns, the oaks midst
bees ; their fleecy sheep are heavy with wool their wives bear
children like unto their parents ; they flourish with good things
continually, neither go they on ships, but bounteous earth
beareth fruit for them (Works and Days, 226 £f.).
;

;

'

Even

so the

punishment of the wicked

is

in this

iyytvofievoti ye crwnjpi'av jrap^;^eii', ttuinrep av itq} (Rep. 433 B).
i
Rep. 433 A; of. Aristotle, Rhet. i. 9. 7, eVri iJ Jiitiiio<n;>'i)
fiiv dpsT^ fit' tfv Ta avruv exaorot exovvi Kal uf o v6iJtof.
_
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world, whether iu their own persona or in the
persons of their dn'-^endants
:

'

11, insolence, and froward works, tor them
far-seeing eye, the son of Cronus, decree
a whole city reapeth the recompense
oftentimes
Yea,

But whoso ensue

doth ZeuB

e^

of the

justice.
of the evil
ness. On

man, who etnneth and worketh the works of foolishthem doth the son of Cronus bring from heaven a
grievous visitation, even famine and plague together, and the
people perish. Their women bear not children their houses
decay by devising of Olympian Zeus or anon lie destroyeth a
great host of them, within a wall it may be, or the son of
Cronus taketh vengeance on their ships in the sea (ib. 238 ff.).
;

;

'

\n Republic, 363 A ff., Plato discusses this view
of justice and its rewards.
Goods are classified as
of three sorts
those desirable for their own
{ 1
sakes, (2) those desir.able for their own sakes and
for their consequences, and (3) those desirable for
their consequences alone. Whereas Socrates would
place justice in the second of these classes, the
many would place it in the third. Popvilar morality
says that justice is desirable because it leads to
reward in this life a position which is open to the
objection that seeming to be just is preferable to
being just.' Parents exhort their children to be
just for the sake of office and other advancement,
and because, according to Hesiod (lor. cit.) and
Homer (Od. xix. 109 ft'.), the gods prosper the just
in this life.
Then follows a striking passage
:

)

—

'

'

'

:

'Still grander are the gifts of heaven which Musseus and his
son (Eumolpus) offer to the just they take them down into
the world below, where they have the saints lying on couches
at a feast, everlastingly drunk, crowned \vith garlands their
idea seems to be that an immortality of drunkenness is the
highest reward of virtue. Some extend their rewards yet
further ; the posterity, as they say, of the faithful and just
This is the
shall survive to the third and fourth generation.
style in which they praise justice. But about the wicked there
in
a
in
is another strain
them
and
bury
Hades,
they
slough
make them carry water in a sieve also while they are yet living
to
and
inflict
them
the
them
thej' bring
infamy,
upon
punishments which Glaucon described as the portion of the just who
are reputed to be unjust; nothing else does their invention
:

;

<7o}(ppoavv7i, di'dpeia, fj.eya\0'
Bija tovtujv dSeXtpd,

dvdpeia, aucppoaijvri, ffofpia,
^eyaXoTpiireta Kal fiWai Trd^TroXXat.
The four cardinal virtues, according to Plato, are

t6

(Greek and Roman)

;

;

supply.'

According to Homeric eschatology, there remains
dead only a shadowy existence in a dim
under world, in dank places which even the gods
abhor. This life after death, if it can be called
life, holds nothing lovely or desuable
Speak not comfortably to me of Death, glorious Odysseus.
Rather would I be on earth a servant with a landless man of no
for the

:

'

great livelihood than king over all the dead
(Od. xi. 488 ff.).

which are perished

'

There seems to be no distinction of destiny
between the good and the wicked, except, indeed,
that perjury is said to be punished in the world
below 1,11. iii. 279, xix. 260). We have, it is true,
some traces of a brighter fancy.
The poets told of an Elysian plain at the ends of earth, where
Rhadamanthus is where life is most easy for men
neither snow nor great storm nor rain is there, but ever as the
shrill West wind blows, Ocean sends forth breezes to refresh
'

fair-haired

men

'

(Od.

;

;

iv.

563)

;

but

EJomer assigns this fate only to

whom it was decreed that he should not die nor
meet his fate in Argos, the pastureland of horses,' because he
had Helen to wife and was the son-in-law of Zeus.' Thej' told
of certain Islands of the Blest far in the Western Ocean where
the heroes of the Theban and Trojan Wars dwelt under the
happy (oA^toi) heroes, for whom the
kindly rule of Cronus
Menelaus, 'to
'

—

*

bounteous earth bears honeysweet fruit, blooming thrice a
cf. also art. Blbst,
year (Hesiod, Works and Days, 166 ff.
Abode of the [Greek and Roman]).
But such a lot was apparently reserved for the
'

;

heroes of old, who, without sufiering dissolution of
soul and body, were by the favour of the gods
transported to a terrestrial paradise.
The introduction to Greece of mystic and orgiastic worship, and the rise of the Orphic and
Pythagorean teaching towards the end of the 6th
cent., gave a new and heightened meaning to the
doctrine of the soul's survival after death. In the
mysteries, of which those at Eleusis were the most
celebrated, it would seem that a fairer prospect
was ofi'ered to the initiated— a reward for righteousness in a life of perpetual felicity beyond the
Hence we find in Pindar, alongside of the
grave.
language of orthodox Greek belief, glimpses of a
larger and brighter hope, expressed iu passages
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:

ia a conspicuous
.
Wealth odorned with dee'lsolprowfSS .
iiiosl. true liijht for a man, if he that hath it linoweth
that which is to come that the helpless minds of the dead pay
sins done in this kniBslraighllv here their penance, while the
doni of Zeus one judges under earth, pronoancing doom by
evermore
But
constraint.
by night and day
abhorred
equally
the good enjov the sun, receiving a life free from toil, vexinj;
waters of the sea
neither
the
of
with
earth
hand,
not the
might
in that ghostly life, but with the honoured of the gods they
that rejoiced in keeping their oaths live a tearless life, while
Uut whoso thrice
tiiose otiiers endure woe too dire to behold.
on either side have endured to refrain their souls utterly from
unrighteousness, travel by the Way of Zeus unto the tower of
Cronus, where round the Islands of the Blest the Ocean breezes
blow, and (lowers of gold are glowing, some on the land from
glorious trees, w hile others the water feedeth, with wreaths and
garlands whereof they entwine their hands by the true counsels
of Rhadamanlhus, whom the father Cronus hath as his ready
'

.

BUr, a

:

husband

assessor, Cronus,

Peleus and

of

Ithea,

throned hi'^hest of

all.

Cadmus are numbered among these, and thither his
Achilles, when she had with her prayers

mother brought

'

persuaded the heart of Zeus (OL

ii. IJSflF.).

teacliiug here appears to be that the
soul passes througli three successive int^arnations,

Pindar

".s

with a ilisembodied slate, and that
only after passing through all these blamelessly
Such souls, according to
is it lliially redeemed.
anotlier passage of I'indar (frag. 13.3), receive a
final embodiment as kings and wise men and
athletes, and after death become, not indeed gods,
but heroes
*From whom Persephone in the ninth year accepts the atonement of ancient woe, the souls of them she sends back into the
and men
upper 8unliL,'ht. From them spring glorious kings
ftlteruatiiig

:

and strong and mightiest in wisdom and for the future
they are called by men holy heroes.'
Again, iu frag. 137 Pindar says, in reference to

swift

;

the mj'steries
Happy is he who beholds these
the earth

;

he knows the end of

things before he goes beneath
life,

he knows

its

god-given

beginning.'

:

'

And a fragrance spreads above the lo\cly place,
blessc-aness.
while liiey evermore mingle all manner of incense in far-shuiing
altars
of the gods* (fnig. 1-U).
the
fire on
'

Strange, indeed,
happy dispensation'!
have sounded to the Homeric hero, and
would
seem, to the orthodox
hardly
Greek of the .jth century. It is not easy to climate how far the ideas to which Pindar here gives
expression li.ad ali'ected the general body of his
countrymen, but it would not appear that they
had done so very deeply. The general attitude to
death continues mutdi as in Homer. A state of
l!y

this

less .strange, it

bliss after death i.s not hehl out as an incentive
Nor is the hope
to righteousness in tliis world.
of a blessed immortality oll'ered to comfort the
dying or mitigate the grief of the bereaveil.
When death is spoken of as desirable, it is merely
as a Ko/cuiv Karaipvyii, a refuge from evil, a dream-

less sleep

:

'Would that some

fate

might come, speedy, not over-painful,

nor with lingering bed, bringing to us the everlasting, endless
sleep!" (<E3ch. J<;oin. lUSIf,).

does not seem proliable that the conception of
the state after deatli exercised any determining
influence on the average man's conduct of his life.
When one attempts to discuss Koman views of
life and death, there occurs at the outset the comparative paucity of genuinely Koman evidence.
The general attitude of the Koman towards life
and death presupposes the same general frameIt

;

;

;

dress.

Greek and Roman alike believed in gods who
had a very real regard for the sins and the virtues
of mankind, rewarding the good and ])unisliing

the evil, but in tliix life, in their own per.-^ons or in
those of their immediate descendants, (ireek and
Roman alike believed that the dead in some sense
survive and that it was the duty of the living to
make oll'erings to the dead. But for Roman as
for Greek, the after-world was but a dim shadow
of the i)reaent.
There was no lively conviction
that it wouUI fare worse in the after-world with
the bad than ^vith the good there was no lively
conviction that there was any true after-life at all,
certainly no such conviction of an immortal felicity
as could prompt to martyrdom or self-sacrifice, or
alleviate tlie hour of bereavement with the hope of
a blessed rmmion hereafter. When Cicero lost by
death his beloved daughter Tnllia, in the letter of
condolence written to him by his friend Servius
Sulpicius (ad Fain. iv. 5) the topics of consolation
are drawn from practical and secular considerations that she has been taken away from tlie evil
to come, and tliat she has but shared the common
lot, not of individuals only, btit of cities
;

:

Asia rediens, cum .ab ,-Egina Megarani versus navigarem,
post me erat /Egina,
CGBpi regloues circumcirca prospicere
ante rue .Megara, dextra Pirwus, sinistra Corinthus
qua*
oppida quodam tempore florentissima fuerunt, nunc prostr.ata
et diruUi .ante oculos iacent. CiEpi egomet mecuni sic cogitare
"hem nos homunculi indignamur, si quis nostrum intcriit ant
occisus est, quorum vita brevior esse debet, cum uno loco tot
opi)idum cadavera proiecta iacent? visne tu te, Servi, cohibere
*

Ex

;

;

According to this view, the soul lives on after
death, it alone being of divine origin :
'
By happy dispensation (oA3i» alaa) all travel to an end
which sets free from woe. And the body, indeed, of all goes
with mighty Death. But there remaineth alive a phantom of
Ufe ; for that alone cometh from the gods. It sleepeth when
the limbs are active, but to men asleep in many a dream it
reveals the coming judgment of pleasant things and hard.'
For the souls of the good there awaits a paradise
which is imagined in terms of human bliss
For them shines the strength of the sun below while here it
And in meadows of red roses their suburb is shady
is night.
with frankincense and hiden with golden fruits. And some in
in games, some in draughts, some in the lyre t.ike
some
horses,
their delight, and by them ftourisheth all the fair flower of

would

work a.i we have outlined in tlie cane of (jreece
the same conception of the goods which make up
the content of human hapinness the same conception of ilcath as tlio end and not the beginning
the same belief in the duty of paying solemn ollerWhen we adv.ince
ings (pitrcntnlin) to the dead.
beyond orthodox opinion to the region of poetic
fancy or philosophic speculation, we find that we
are merely encountering Greek ideas in a Koman

:

:

'

(Greek and Roman)

:

!

et meminisse

hominem

te esse

natum?'"

in Cicero's most touching reply is there
hint of other consolation.
Nothing, perhaps, in the consideration of

Nor

any
the

conception of life and death is more significant
than the attitude adopted in the question of
The general feeling both in tJreece and
suicide.
in Home seems to have been one of jiity for the
suicide rather than condemnation.
Thus, e.g.,
Piudar, who three times refers to the suicide of
Ajax, in no case hints at any moral wrong in the
act, nor does Sophocles in the case of Jocasta.
And the fact that .\ri.stotle, in his lloXtTela Gj;,3o(wi'
(1353'' 31 f.), and other writers noted that suicide
was condemned by the Thebans points clearly to a
ditferent attitude on the part of the Greeks in
the Orphic- Pythagorean school,
general. Naturally
insisting on the reality of a true existence conor
A\oe by the account of the
for
weal
ditioned
In the Phccdo,
present life, condemned suicide.
(il C 11., Plato says that the good man will desire to
be dead in order to free his soul from the cumbering
inlluence of the body, which hinders him in the
he will not clo
(lursuit of truth: 'only, perhaps,
violence to himself, for tliis, they say, is not lawand he proceeds to refer to a
ful
(oiJ eeuiTop)
'secret doctrine' {ey diropp-ijTOis Xcydiun/os \6yoi) that
man is here 'in a sort of prison' {(v rm <t>poiipf),
from which he has no right to free himself or run
away' (cf. Cicero, Cat. Mnj. '20; Plato, rhtidr.
250 C, C'ndiil. 400 C, Oorgias, 403 A). Macrobius
{Cumin, in Somn. Scip. i. 13) tells us that Plotinus
it implies
objected to suicide on two grounds (1)
a perturbed state of mind at the moment of dissolution; ('2) it is a step which, once taken, is
On the other hand, in the Laws,
irretrievable.
854 C, Plato recognizes that in certain circnm'

;

:
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(Hebrew)

found iu

much

Semitic languages, iu

the

stances suicide is a duty. Sacrilege, lie tells us, is
an inherited malady.
When man is tempted to commit such an offence, lie should

is

perform expiations, yo as a suppliant to the temples of
who avert evils, go to the society of those who are
hear them tell, and yourself try
called good men amongst you
to repeat after them, that every man should honour the noble

beliefs, not tauglit
perhaps even discouraged as
doctrines by the men who were organs of revelation, have survived in occasional metaphors or

.1

'

^Q

.and

the gods

;

—

tlie just.
Fly from the company of the wicked fly and
turn not back and if your disease is lightened by these
remedies, well and good but if not, then acknowledge death
to be nobler than life, and depart hence.'

and

;

;

.Similarly Cicero, de Offic. i. 31, holds that in the
same circumstances suicide is for one man a duty,
man must decide in confor another a crime.
sonance with his character. Thus Cato committed
suicide, as did Ajax ; Ulysses did not.
Tliis question, like the question of the life after
death, seems to have been in general considered
open. It is always to be remembered that relijfi-

A

ous formuke and religious practices lag behind the
true and genuine beliefs of those who practise tliem,
,and ritual is an unsafe index of the inner meaning
of tlie worshipper.
Thus we hear much of oracles
in Greek history, and undoubtedly they exercised
an enormous influence. Yet even so earlj- as
Homer we find it considered an open question
whether one should obey an oracle or not
:

were some other and a child of earth that bade me this,
whether some seer or of the priests that divine from sacrifice,
then would we declare it false and rather turn our backs upon
'

If it

if (/;. xxiv. 220fl.)In Hector's mouth

One omen

is

is

best

—

'

:

*

non cruciatum, esse earn cuncta mortalium mala dissolvere
ultra neque cur:e neque gaudio locum esse (Sail. Catil. li.).
So widely divorced, indeed, was outward practice
;

;

'

from inward belief that Cato wondered how,
when one soothsayer met another, he could help
laughing (Cicero*, dc Div. ii. 52). But the better
minds, persuaded as they were that death meant
either extinction or a true after-life in which tlie
good should fare better than the wicked, prepared
themselves for the great change much in the spirit
of the Platonic Socrates, by setting their house in
'

'

order.
'

Thus Cicero

Id spero

de perpetua

:

nobis fore. Quamquam tempus est noB
iam, lion de hac exigua vita cogitare* (ad Att.

vivis
ilia

1.8).

See, further, art. Happines.s (Greek and Roman).
LlTBR.\TURE. C. A. Lobeck, Aglaophamus, Konigsberii',
1829 E. Rohde, Psyche-^, Tubingen, 1907 E. Buchholz, Die
sittliche Wettanscfiaitung des Pindaros ttnd Aischi/lo^, Le'my.'y^
1869
John
J. A. Stewart, Mi/ths of Plato, London, l'JU6
Masson, Lucretius, Epicurean and Poet, do. 1907 G. L.
Dickinson, The Greek View of Life, do. 1896.

—

;

;

;

;

;

LIFE AND DEATH

A. W. Maie.
(Hebrew).— There are

two words which

in the English (_)T are very often
translated life
nephesh and haijijim. Ncphcsh
denotes the inner occult cause of life's activities.
A nephesh is a concrete entity, resident in the
body, which, if scarcely coming witliin the range
It is a
of man's senses, is at any rate thinkable.
'

'

:

something, endowed with many attributes, of which life is the chief, though it may

psj'chical

also

have others, physical and

psj-chical.

Hnyi/ini,

abstractly, as a state or condition
vitality, mental and moral activity.

represents

life

—

—

OT psychology has always been a
1. Nephesh.
crux for Biblical scholars, because they have too
often desired (as Franz Delitzsch) to form a
system of Biblical psychology. They have too
often expected to find everj'where the same grade
of civilization and the same type of ajiproach and
outlook. They have presupposed far more uniformity of thought than is actually present, and
have not (until recently) allowed for priiiiilivo,
The word nephcah
ethnic modes of conception.
'

'

;

—

—

modes of speech.
There were three ways in which the phenomena
of life were regarded by early man
(1) objectively,
by external ob.servation, noting the manifestations
of life in other men and in animals
(2) subjectively, by self-consciousness, through which man
became aware of many dittrreut emotions and
appetites, thoughts, and activities which were
taking place within him and (3) by the consciousness that he was being acted on by forces or
:

;

;

beings extraneous to himself. We can scarcely
point to a time when man did not fancy himself

an object of interest, often of assault, to spirits
good or evil, by whom he was surrounded. \^'hen

the external influence came gently, the Hebrew
when violently, he
called it n'shoiiiuh, breath
and that part of his nature
called it ruah, wind
which was accessible to these gentle or violent
invasions, by God or by spirits, he called respectively his n'shamCih and his nlah.
Life is the antithesis
(1) T/ic objective method.
of death
and from the beginning the thought.s of
man were directed to the phenomena of life by
There were
their startling contrast vnth death.
which death must have impressed
two ways
primeval man as the cessation of breathing, and
as being caused by the shedding of blood.
"

'

;

'

'

;

—

;

put the fannous declaration
to fight for one's country
So in Rome Cresar, while holding
{11. xii. 243).
the office of Pontifex Maximus, delivered himself
in the Senate of the doctrine that after death there
was no place eitiier for trouble or for joy
In luctu atque miseriis mortem an-umnarum requiem,
'

that

all

same senses as in Hebrew and therefore we
must not be surprised if some extremely primitive

m

-.

The

(a)

universal and inevitable accompaniment

and this, by
of death is cessation of breathing
the force of contrast, would certainly direct the
close attention of early man to the phenomena of
the rising and falling of the chest,
breathing
the varying rapidity of the inhalations, in rest
and exercise, and the vapour visible from the
mouth and nostrils at everj' exli.-dation. Howdid he account for this? Beyond all doubt, on
principles of animism, which a.scribed all internal
movement, energy, and activity to an indwelling,
the
JSephesh is often defined as
living entity.
inner principle of life.' The vague term princijile,'
;

:

'

'

much too modern. Early man
is
personalized all our abstractions. The cause of
breathing to him and thus the cause of life
was a living spirit or .sord, dwelling iu man's
chest, the breath-soul, which Semites called the
nephesh, i.e. a semi-physical, semi-spiritual something, a potent reality, not to be identified with
the breath, but the occult cause of the breathing
and, when it left the body for a considerable time,
death was the result. To die, or 'yield up the
ghost,' is to 'breathe out the nephesh' (.ler 15",

however,

—

—

;

Job

U-").

When

Rachel was dying and ga\e a

her nephesh was departWhen Elijah prayed for the
(Gn 33'*).
ing
recovery of the Shunammite's son, he stretched
himself on the child and the child's nephesh came
When the Psalmi.>t is
into him again (1
17"-).
sinking in a morass and in danger of drowning, he
Save me, for the waters are come in even
cries,

name

to her infant son,

'

'

K

'

unto mj'
(6)

.will'

(Ps

The second

69').

startling

of life

phenomenon

was

the pulse, and the beat of the heart, which ceased
when the blood was shed, in battle or in any other
The occult cause of the heart-beat was
way.
conceived to be another nephesh the blood-soul,
resident in the blood and, when the blood was
shed, the nejihesh was released. The shedding of
blood received much scrutiny and thought in
connexion with sacrifice, and the Hebrew priests
assigned tire efficacy of sacrifice to the blood-soul.

—

;

"This is

most accurately expressed

nephesh of the

flesh is ui

in

the blood.

.

Lv
.

.

17",

'The

The

blood
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maketli atunenicnt by reason of the )iiphesh,' mure
in Dt 12-'', 'The Wood is the n-phesh.'
This
laxly
The
eluoidated in Lv W*, where we read,
nephcs/i of all flesh is its blood, by reason of its
nep/ifsh' (so Kn., Kal. ), i.i". we may say that the
blood is the ncphf.sh of the tlesh, if we bear in
mind tliat there is a ncphesh resident iu tlie blood,
which is the cause of the vitality of the blood, and
Hence the repellent
therefore also of the flesh.
feature in eating the llesh of animals whose blood
had not bei-n shed before death was that, in eating
such flosli, from which the nephesh had not been
allowed to escape, one wonld eat the nephesh, and
this is strongly forbidden in the words
But flesh
with the nephesh
shall ye not eat' (Gn 9* cf.
'

is

'

:

.

.

Dl

.

;

12=5).

Human

nature was not at

unity, but attention

first

was directed

considered as a
to the centres of

activity, where a mysterious energy was at work
and, long before man used the word nephesh as we
use the word soul,' the several organs were considered separately, as so many independent centres
;

'

The

of vitality.

heart, the liver,

the kidneys,

and the eye were regarded as distinct potencies,'
endowed with life, not interrelated or unified one
with another. The word nephesh is not used in the

OT of the cause of the vitality resident in each of
these organs, but it would be quite analogous to
the ideas of other ancient peoples if they did
ascribe to each a nephesh.
It was a very general belief in old times that a
nephesh might go out from its abode without
causing death for some considerable time. What
is to us poetry and metaphor was in the hoary
past often accepted as solid fact, as, e.g., when we
read of Jacob in Gn 44™,
His life (nephesh) is
bound up with the lad's nephesh'; and of Jonathan in 1 S 18',
his nephesh was knit to the
nephesh of David.' In the statement that the soul
'

'

of

Shechem

clave to

Dinah (Gn

we have

34')

refer-

ence to the primitive belief that in love the (or a)
nephesh leaves the body- and enters into union
with the soul of its beloved and a similar belief
underlies the phrase which compares peril to
putting one's soul in one's hand (Job 13'^ Jg 12',
;

'

'

1

S

19" 28-',

Ps

119'"").

The consequences

of the temporary departure of
a soul were believed to be giddiness, mental derangement, sickness, or dotage (Tylor, PC'i. 435 f.).
There seems to be an allusion to this in the words
of Saul in 2 S P, if, with Graetz, we may alter the
difficult, if not impossible, words niy Sd into iiv '72.
Saul has been wounded and is bleeding to death,
and his words would then be: 'Giddiness hath
taken hold of me, for my nephesh is no longer in
me.'
have a similar underlj-ing belief in the

We

I have
phrase which we use metaphorically
poured out my soul,' as Hannah said to Eli
(1 S 1") ; as Job also says
My soul is poured
out upon me (30"') and as is said" of the rigliteo\is
servant
He poured out his soul unto death
In tlie first two cases the result is
(Is 53'*).
'

:

'

:

'

;

'

'

:

extreme prostration of mind and
third case death.

It is the

liody,

and

in the

voluntary surrender of

life.

The

blood-soul

may

be

'

smitten

'

when a wound

inflicted causes bloodshed ((in 37-', Dt 19") ; or
this nephesh may be 'slain' in unintentional homicide (Nu 31'» 35"), or in murder (2 S 4«) while in
;

Dt

ijronounced on one who should
accept a bribe to sla!/ a nephesh of innocent blood.'
The Hebrews were forbidden to make 'an incision
to the nepliesh,' i.e. to incur the loss of the nephesh
by the loss of blood (Lv ID-').
It is quite certain
(2) The subjeelive method.
that men practised observation long before they
When man habituated
practised introspection.
H. W. Robiiiaon, Chrintian Doctrine 0/ Afan, p. 22 f.
27'''°

a curse

is

'

—

1

(Hebrew)

himself to turn his thoughts within, he became
conscious of himself as a unitv the various organs
were his organs. He was no longer an assemblage
of vital organs, as observation led him to sui)pose
he was a unity, an organism and the mysterious
cause of his internal activities was his nephesh, his
soul, the cause of his energies ;ind emotions. Thus
the ncjjhesh in lliis sense is the seat of a])petites,
such as hunger (La 1") and thirst (Is 29"), and al.so
of the outgdings of life in desires, longings, and
wislics (1 S '2(1' 23=", 2 S 3-').
It is also the centre
of all sensibilities, as disgust (Nu 2P), we.ariness
(Jg 16'''), love ((in 442»), hatred (2 S 5«), anger (2 S
but in
17'), wrath (Jg 18=*), and sorrow (Jer 13")
all these and similar cases nephesh approaches
the meaning of our word 'soul (q.v.), and is so
rendered.
Most ancient peoples believed that the souls of
the departed lingered some days near the corpse ;
and, while some peoples had no dread of the departing spirit, others, including the Hebrews, had
a great terror as to the mischief it might eiiect
and their boisterous funeral practices were designed
to scare the spirit away.
have indications of
this belief in the lingering of a soul in the fact that
a Nazirite is forbidden during his vow to come near
the nephesh of a dead man (Nu 6'') a man rendered
unclean through a nephesh was not allowed to eat
the Passover at the statutory time, but might eat
it a month later (9'").
Indeed, any one, male or
female, who was unclean by a nephesh nmstgoand
remain outside the camp until purified (5-), and a
high priest was forbidden at any time to enter
a room where the nephesh of a dead person was at
large (Lv 21").
Eventually, after or before the funeral, the soul
was believed to pass into Sheol, and to be gathered
unto its fathers. Hebrew has a distinct word for
wraiths or ghosts, r'j)hcdm, but nephesh is also
used of the soul as a disembodied psychical entity.
Gather not niysoul with the wicked,' the Psalmist
prays (26*); 'Thou wilt not abandon my so^il to
He hath delivered my
bheol,' says another (16"*)
soul from Sheol,' says a third (86" so Job 33'^"^,
Is 38").
By this time the nephesh has become the
;

;

;

;

:

We

;

'

'

;

;

man's self, liis personality.
Man believed
(3) The ohjeetive-subjeetive method.
himself to be the object of attack or of benign influences from other spirits, or from the one great
When the influence was gentle, he
Spirit, God.
conceived of it as 'breath' (n's/ulmdh) and when
it was violent he spoke of it as a 'wind' (rtiah),
partly, no doubt, liecause it caused him to pant
with excitement. The stronger emotions of man
were traced to the ruah, or sjiirit of man, while
the gentler emotions and the inspirations from
the Divine were due to the action of the Divine
n'shdmah or the human n'shaindh. See SPIRIT.
2. Hayyira.
Hni/i/im is a plural form, for which
no singular is extant (the root is "n or n'n, 'to
live '). It is an intensive plural, denoting diversity
in unity.
As the plural form Elfihim seems to express the conception of one God with many mani-

—

;

—

festations, so linyyim expresses life in its many
manifestations .and modes. G. H. A. Ewald truly

says that the word life is most expressive and
crowded with meaning.'' Its various meanings it
is now our
purpose to deploy.
ff«i/t/im is used of physical
(I) Phi/sieal life.
existence (ri) in relation to time only, rejiresenting
of
the existence of God or man,
the continuance
thus we
in po.ssession of their varied activities
read of the days of one's life (Dt 4", 1 S 7"), the
years of one's life' (Gn 23', Ex 6'"), and the days
of the years of one's life (Gn 25' 47^) (')) in relation to its antithesis, physical death (Jos 2", Jer
21^ Pa 89*') and (c) in relation to the events
or and HT Tlieolog;/. Kng. tr., Edinburgh, 1888, p. 183.
'

'

'

—

;

'

'

'

'

'

;

;

1
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which occur in one's lifetime, or are the outcome
of one's energies or activities, as marriage (Lv 18'*),
deeds of valour (Jg Itj^"), singing God's praises
(Ps 104^), sensuous enjoyments (Ec 3'-).
'They
were lovely and beautiful in their lives' (2 S 1^)
'My soul is weary of my life' (Job 10') Preserve
my life from fear of the enemy (Ps 64').
The remarkable tiling as to the Hebrew usage
life
is
of hayyhii is the clear conviction that
;

'

;

'

'

'

something more than a continuance of physical
existence.
There is a clear recognition of the
dignity of man that man was not meant to live
the life of an animal or a life of sensuous gratification.
Such a life is unworthy of so dignified a
As man's sense of dignity
creature as man is.
developed, the word 'life' became filled with
Roughly speaking, man's
deeper connotation.
view of 'life' passed through the same three
stages as we have found in regard to the word
nephesh (a) man's life consists in what he has,
'tne abundance of the good things that he pos-

—

:

— the

man's life conwhat he is, his character— the subjective
regard and (c) man's life consists in his relation
to God, the influences which come to him from
communion with the Divine the objective-subIn passing through this developjective regard.
ment, Israel was subconsciously discussing the
problem of the surnmum bonum What is man's
highest good? Wherein does man's true life conAnd his three answers were (a) happiness,
sist ?
(6) goodness of character, and (c) fellowship with
God.
Life, to be worthy of the name,
(2) Joyous life.
must not be existence merely, but exuberant,
joyous life. Life is not the humdrum of physical
sesses'
sists in

objective regard

(6)

;

;

—

—

:

—

existence
it is the possession of goods, family,
and wealth, which can contribute to man's enjoyment. It is the exhilaration of the red-letter days,
life of joy
when life is sublimely worth living.
and felicity is alone worthy to be called life.'
This was always implied in the Oriental salutation
It is assoLet the king live' (1
l'^, 2 S 16'°).
ciated with largesses of the gold of Sheba (Ps 72'^),
with riches and honour (Pr 22*), with prosperity
and large possessions (Dt 5^ [Heb. v.^]). In Ec 9*
the Hebrew reads
See life with the wife whom
;

A

'

:

K

'

'

:

and RV both correctly interLive joyfully with the wife
and, when a
man is honoured witli an invitation to the court,
In the light of the king's
that is a day of days
countenance is life (Pr 16").
True life consists in what a
(3) FAhical life.
man is and not in what he has. The ideal life is a
In the way of
good life, a life of righteousness.
righteousness is life' (Pr 12^) 'Wisdom and discretion are life to the soul
(3-)
Keep her

thou

lovest,'

but

AV

'

'

pret

;

:

'

:

—

'

;

'

'

;

[wisdom] ; for she is thy life' (4'^) 'The words of
wisdom are life to those that find them (4--)
;

'

;

Whoso

'

There
findeth wisdom findeth life (8^).
are three things which tend to life : righteousness (11"), the labour of the righteous (10'*), and
the fear of the Lord (19^). In the same pregnant
sense of the word 'life 'we read of 'the way of
Torah is light; the reproofs of instruclife.'
'
'
He that heedeth
tion are the way of life (6'^)
instruction is in the way of life' (10").
Similarly,
'
'
The
fountain of life.'
the sages speak of a
of
life'
Torah of the wise is a fountain
(13'*) j so
'
and
is the
fear of the Lord (\i^)
understanding'
In Lv IS^ in the
disciplined by correction (16").
Code of Holiness there is a statement, quoted in
Ye
Neh 9=3 and developed at length by Ezk 18^
shall keep my statutes, and my judgments which
The statutes
if a man do, he shall live by them.'
and judgments are considered, not as the rule and
guide of life merely, but as providing the pabulum
of the moral life.
This appears more strikingly in
'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

:

:
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Dt & 'Man doth not live by bread only, but by
every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of the
Lord doth man live.' Revealed truth is the sustenance of character— of that moral life which is
acceptable to God.
Similarly, Hezekiah in his
Psalm, speaking of the promises of God, says
By
these things men live, and wholly therein is the
life of my spirit' (Is 38'"), and in 55' the Lord calls
men through His prophet, saying
Incline your
ear, and come unto me
hear, and your soul shall
:

'

:

'

:

:

live.'

—

The passages hitherto con(4) Eeligioits life.
sidered refer to the moral life nurtured by the
instruction of the wise and by obedience to tha
revealed will of God ; but the OT saints rose to a

—

higher conception of life than even this the life
which is nourished by fellowship with God, the life
concerning which the Psalmist could say: 'The
Lord is the strength of my life (27') ; 1 love thee,
O Lord, my strength' (18'); 'The Lord is mv
strength and my shield ('28')
My prayer shall
be unto the God of my life' (42").
'In God's
favour is life (30') ; the only life fully worthy
of the name is that spent in the consciousness of
His favour. Deuteronomy promises repeatedly a
long and prosperous life ou earth as the token of
God's approbation, but the mj'stics soar above and
The righteous hath
beyond this present sphere.
hope in his death,' says one of the sages (Pr 14°'-).
They rejoiced that God was their portion '(Ps
119"), 'in the land of the living' (Ps 142=), that
'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

God was

their 'guest-friend' (Ps 15'), and therefore there is an eternal covenant between Him and
them. The high-water mark of a sense of unend-

God is found in Ps 73
Whom
have I in heaven but thee? And there is none
and from
upon earth that I desire beside thee
'

ing frendship with

:

'

;

the inference

this

is

drawn

'
:

I

am

continually

with thee. Thou shalt guide me with thy counsel and afterward receive me to glory
(v.''^"^').
God's friendship is the only true abiding good.
This enables a man to triumph over death. ' Thou
wilt show me the path of life in thy presence is
fulness of joy in thy right hand there are pleaI shall behold thy face
sures for evermore' (16")
I shall be satisfied, when
in righteousness
I
awake, with thy likeness' (17").
'

:

;

'

;

:

these Psalms,' says Dillmann,! ' there is a full sense
atwi'ios already betjun in this life, which to their
authors gi\e9 the assurance that Sheoi cannot be the end of
But it is always
a
such
life, but only blessedness with God.
expressed as a personal conviction, not as a dogma, and we
wonder
that
such
need not
deep experiences are somewhat
'

In

of a

all

^(uTj

rare.'

In conclusion, we turn to the significance of the
'
'
The prophet looks forward
life in Ezekiel.
with great expectancy to the return from exile,
but it is under the glamour of vastly improved
The Kingdom of God is to
religious conditions.
be with men. The Lord's senant David shall be
the benign prince and ruler (37^- 34^'). Jahweh
will take people from among the nations and
sprinkle clean water upon them, give them a new

word

within them, and cause
and keep His judgments (SG^**"-). Ezekiel contemplates a new age
a Kingdom of God on earth. But, before that is
established, he sees intervening a period of terrible
conflict with the powers of evil, in which the
wicked who are unfit to form part of the new
Kingdom shall perish. Those who do wickedly
shall not live, they shall surely die (IS'""''). Those
who 'do that wliich is lawful and right,' being
endowed with the new heart and the new spirit,
heart and put a

them

to

walk

new

spirit

in His statutes

—

The Kingdom of God
'shall surely live' (IS'').
its great moral and religious privileges is ever
before the prophet's thoughts. To live is to pass
safely through the impending conflict with evil
with

'

1

ATThttiogit,^.

400.
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to outer on the new Kingdom, in wliicli God's
presence will he much more real and evident (48-''')
to die is to perish in tlie crisis and to be excluded
from the Kingdom.
LiTERATiRE.— H. Wheeler Robinson, The Chrixtinii I)oct,-liic

and

:

'

'

Edinburgh, mil, ch. i., /Icliflioiis Ideas of the OT,
E. B. Tylor, rc-\ do., 1891, che. xi.lOir., oh. iv.
T. K. Cheyne, Origin aiu! l!elii>iotiii Conlcnlii n,f the
R. H. Charles, Eschntnlncii/'',
viii.
Icct.
Ptaller, London, 1S91,
S. D. F. Salmond, Chri^ttian Dnctrine of
do., 191S, ch. i. t.
ch.
ii.
the works on (^(li Testa1901,
Immortality*, Edinburgh,
nunt rheotonv bv H. Schnltz (Kn^. tr., KdinbiirKh, 1802),
R. Smend (I'Veiburg, 1S99), H. Stade (Tiibin-en, \Wh),
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;

;
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J. T. M.\RSHALL.
(Indian).— The earliest
Aryans to enter India worshipped a vast number
of l)etty spirits, but they learned, rather later, to
revere a immber of the greater phenomena of
nature, and also laid much stress on the worship
of their ancestors.
This ritual formed the foundation im which all the institutions of the Aryan
family were built,' thout;h it may well be that the
in the
religious belief had its own ultimate origin
natural organiz.ation of the family. At all events,
the belief in the power of ancestors profoundly
The father was the
raodilied that organization.
family jjriest, and controlled the worship of the
ancestors of the family in all details. Centuries
after their entry into India, when the Aryans
were engaged in the imperial work of bringing
all the peoples of N. India under their ))olitical
and Intellectual domination, the great doctrine
'
of karma and re-birth took shape. With Farquhar
we may conjecture that
'among'the many animistic tribes the invaders met on the
broad plains of the North, there must have been some who
held the common primitive belief that the aouls of men may
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become incarnate in animals. There were probably toteniistic
who believed that at death a man became, lilte his totem,
a tiger, an ox, a frog, or a snake.'
clans

Whether the transmigration idea came from this
source or not it is impossible to say, and, indeed,
it is more probable that it was at lirst a deduction
from the physical resemblances which were observed
among kindred.
But, even if the idea that human souls might undergo animal
births came from the aborij,'ines, that is but one element in the
*

complex doctrine. That which gave the belief its power over
the mtellect, and .also its value for the moral life, was the connexion of this fairy-tale idea with the powerful etliical conception of retribution and we may be certain that tiiat was the
work of the Aryan mind.' ^
The doctrine first appears in the earliest Upanisads. Thus, while transmigration has been believed
in many lands, the Hindu doctrine of karma {q.i\)
is, as far as we can yet say, unique.''
;

Inextricably, though by no

means

consistently,
intertwined with this moral theory of retribution
far
and
more
more
is the
wide-spreail
primitive
belief that souls are somethini' almost material,
not
be
althougli they may
always palpable or

(Indian)

it with his heat and llamo, and,
a.ssuming his most auspicious form, to convey it to
the world of the righteous.' IJcfore this unborn
part can complete its course from earth to the third
lieaven, however, it has to traver.se a vast gulf of
darkness.
I,caving behind on earth all that is evil
and imperfect, and proceeding by the paths which
the fathers trod,- the spirit, invested with a lustre
like that of tlie gods, soars to the realms of eternal
li'dit in a car or on wings, on the undecaying pinions
wTierewith Agni slays the Kaksasas, wafted upwards by the Maruts, lecovers then its ancient
body in a complete and glorified form, meets with
the ancestors who are living in festivity with Yama,
obtains from him, when recognized as one of hia
own, a delectable abode, and enters upon a more

plicated to kindle

perfect

life.

'
In the Vedic era death was held to be the poing-forth from
the living of his breath, or of the thinking part, the mind, which
was held to reside in the heart. . .
Heaven, a happy here.
after, was all that was looked forward to by these Vedic Aryans.
Throughout the hymns there is no weariness of life, no pessi.

mism. '»

From death there is no awakening the shade,
the breath, soul, or spirit has gone forth and returns not.
;

'In the "Taittirii/a Brdhmana" the souls of the deceased
are said to dwell in the heavens above as stars, and again in the
stars are" the lights of those righteous men who go to the celestial
"
world." In the " Satapatha Urdhmana death is the sun whose
" Katha
their life breath, yet, as the
rays attach " to mortals "
mortal
lives
declares
:
No
by the breath that
Upanishad
goes up and the breath that goes down. We live by another in
whom these two repose." 'There was something which went
out of man in sleep and death ; something underlying the Ego,
"
the I, the vital breath, more subtle tlian life. In the
Hig
Veda," the sun, though it holds the life breath of mortals, is
all
of
that
moves
or
the
more.
It
is
the
Self,
Atman,
something
and moves not, of all that fills the heavens and the earth. So
" the
of man there is also the .\tman,
Self, smaller than small,
greater than great, hidden in the heart of that creature." A
man who is free from desires and free from grief sees the
majesty of the Self by the grace of the Creator. It is this
Atman, or" Self, more abstract in its conception than soul,
anima," that becomes also the Universal Self, the Self
Psyclie, or
of the World, "bhiimivah atman," of which the "Veda "speaks
*'
When that which had no bones bore him who has bones, when
that which was formless took shape and form." The Indian
sage . . . had first to sweep away all that which had been produced, even the gods themselves, and to his gaze there remained
but the neuter essence. Brahman, from which all things issued
'There reforth, and into which all things resojve themselves.
mained also the Self, the Soul, the Atman of man. Tliere was
Indian
be
reached
the
to
but one step further
mind, and
by
that was taken when all duality vanished, and the Hrahman
"
the
Universal
the
became the Oreat Self,
Paramatman,"
Self,
into which was merged the Atman, or Self, of man.'-*
:

In other w ords, the

Hindu conception

of the soul

approached that of the modern monists

(see, fur-

ATMAN).

ther, art.

—
Upanisads. In the pre-Buddhistic Upanisads

2.

the soul

supposed to exist inside each

is

human

body and to be the one sufficient explanation of
In the living body it dwells
life and motion.
ordinarily in a cavitj' in the heart, and is of the
In later speculabarley.
of a thumb and is, thereIn shape it is like a man.
appearance and as to its
composition. One passage says that it consists of
consciousness, mind, breath ; eye and ears ; earth,
water, tire, and ether ; heat and no heat ; desire
and no desire anger and no anger law and no
law in a word, of all things." Tlius the soul was
conceived as material, although it also possessed

a grain of rice or
tion it grows to the size
fore, called the dwarf.'
Beliefs varied as to its

size of

'

tangible.
I.

Vedas and Brahmanas. — In the Rigveda the

conceptions of death are not entirely consistent,
but the principal belief relating to the (ija bhCifjit,
or nnborn part,' was as follows. When the remains
of the deceased had been placed on the funeral i)ilo
and the process of cremation had begun, Agni, the
god of fire, was prayed not to scorch or consume
the departed, not to tear asunder his skin or limbs,
but, after the ilames had done their work, to convey to the fathers or ancestors the mortal who h.id
been presented to him iis an olfering. His eye was
bidden to go to the sun,'' his breath to the wind,
'

and so
1

cl.

on.

As

in

unborn

part, Agni
J. N. Farquhar, Crown oj Uiiuhiism, London,
KflBii. 2Sf.

p. 135.
< Cf. A. B. Keith's
-'

for his

Op.

JRA.^, 1909,
8 In

"•

cit.

Rigveda,

p.

paper on

1913, p.

61);

lb.

Pythagoras and Transmigration,'

r.89.

x. I\iii. 8,

go to the sun and

'

was sup-

to

U;^,

the souls of the departed are said to
ttie

dawn.

—

;

;

It could quit the Ijody
selected mental qualities.
in dream sleep, and certain diseases were sujiposed
-

lb. x. xiv.

>

Rigveda,

8

R. \V. Krazer, Literary llistory oJ India, London, 1S98,

pp.

:IC,

x. xvi. 1-5.

7.

38.

* Krazer,
op. cit. p. 106

f.

Bthaddraxtyaka (Tpan,, iv. iv. 6; see also m. vii. 14-22.
Speculation in the Upanisad times was very free and it veered
round even to the denial of the soul as a substance (R. G.
Bhandarkar, I'aiftinpi'sm, Haieiam and Minor Reiii]inu.i Systenu,
Strassburg, 1913, p. 2). Buddhism also practically denied the
existence of the hnnia[i soul as a substance, as Bhandarkar points
out (p. 2). But in the end it taught a very different doctrine
ti

(see l>elow).
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having escaped from tlie body, so
bad to be employed to bring it back.
In some passages the soul is supposed to have
existed before birtli iu some other body, and

due

to be

to its

tliat chariiis

opinions varied as

how

it

got into

its first

body.
also find a curious speculation, with three
variants,' on the transfer of ths soul by generation,
through the seed. One of these is the theory that
certain human souls, on going to the moon, become
the food of the gods as a consequence of their good
When the efficacy of those deeds is exdeeds.
hausted, they pass from the gods to tixe ether, from
the ether into the air, from that into the rain,
thence on to the earth, and from it into plants
which become food to males, whence they pass into
females. At an ordinary man's death the top part
of the heart is lighted up, and the soul, guided by
that light, departs from the heart into the eye,
and througli it into some other body, exalted or
not according to deeds done in the body wliich it
is leaving.
The soul of the man whose cravings
have ceased goes to Brahman. The Upanisads are
almost unanimous that the soul will not obtain
t-o

We

release

from re-birth either by

sacrifice

or by

penance.

It must be by a sort of theosophic or animistic insi^'ht, by
the perception, the absolute knowkilge and certainty, that
own soul is identical with the Great Soul, the only permanent reality, the ultimate basis and cause of all phenomena.' '

one's

In the Kaiisitaki Brahmana Upan. the belief
in transmigration is combined with a notion that
All who depart from
souls go first to the moon.
this world go to the moon. In the bright fortnight
it is gladdened by their spirits, but in the dark one
It is the door
it sends them forth into new births.
Him who rejects it it sends on beyond,
of heaven.
but whoso rejects it not, him it rains down ujion
this world and here he is born as a worm, a grasshopper, fish, bird, lion, boar, serpent, tiger, or a
man or some other creature, according to his deeds
or his knowledge.^,
;

Jainism.— The philosophyofJainism, probably

3.

the oldest living Indian creed, defines the universe
as not created and not controlled bj' any individual
As substance it is without beginning and
god.
without end, but it is not homogeneous, since it
consists of substance (di-ni-i/ii), which is either j7«(,
'alive,' or ajiva, which may be translated 'inorganic' There are five kinds of substance not
alive, viz. matter, space, the two ethers, anil
but living beings are com(figuratively) time
pounded of two kinds of substance, viz. soul and
body, and the Jain belief is that nearly every;

thing, even plants, particles of earth, lire, and
wind, is possessed of life. In other words, the Jain
is

philosophy
translated
it is

'

pure animism.
'

Jlva

is

and sometimes

sometimes
'

soul,' yet
not one individual universal world-soul, but a

living being

mutually exclusive, individual souls, and
every soul having attained its highest state {mok-sa)
is styled pant mCit7naii, or 'great soul,' a term only
very roughly translatable by the word 'god.'
Jainism thus fails to draw any definable distinction
between 'life' and the soul. Dravya may be
From tlie
defined from several points of view.
standpoint of its own unchanging nature it is tliat
soul now
the
which ever exists. For example,
embodied as a cat may in its next life be incarnated
as a dog, man, insect, or what not, yet remain, in

mass

of

spite of all these changes, the same individual soul
all the time
and thus, while the body is merely
a vast multitude of cells which come and go, the
soul is a homogeneous substance whose qualities
;

(gutia)
1

T.

do not come and go, and which

W. Rhvs Davids, Buddhist India,

is

always

lyondon, 1903, p. 254.

3 lb.
p. '255.
3 T. W.
Rhys Davids, Lectures on the Ongin and Growth of
Religion as ilhts!rated by some Points in the lii^tfiri/ of Buddhism, London, 1S91, p. 81 ; el. Appendix vu. for parallel beliefs
on souls ^oing- to the moon.
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never becoming or merging into another,

itself,

in their modifications {pari/di/n) l\\egiinas
are ceaselessly changing. The soul in its pure

though

state is invisible, but, when compounded
subtle way with visible, tangible matter,

rendered visible, and men,

angels, etc.

We

,

in

a

it

is

are examples

do not, however,
conceptions were formed by
cannot say that Jain philosophy

of it in this

impure

know when

state.

these

Jainism, and we
evolved them unaided, 'ihey wei-e apparently
borrowed from the common stock of ideas current in India and were modified by the Jains in
The earliest Indo-Aryan conceptheir own waj'.
tion of life as a series of re-births was far more
primitive, and was developed not on metaphysical
lines

but for ethical purposes.

Buddhism. — Buddhism, as an organized creed,
has disappeared from India, but the ideas which it
adopted or promulgated are still living and form
one of the sources from which the Indian beliefs
4.

For instance,
as to the origin of life are drawn.
the Buddhist teaching that all life is due to a
common source apjicars to find expression in the
legend that with Buddha himself was born his
horse, .^s well as liis wife, his companions, and
even the Mahabodhi tree and the four treasureThese are the seven that were born simulvases.
taneously, but to make up seven one must count
Another legend declares
tlie four vases as one.
that with the Bodhisattva were born 500 Sakya
500 horses, 500
princes, 500 maidens, 500 servants,
elephants, and as many treasures came to light.'
very simUar conception has survived in modern

A

India.

Thus in the letrend of Guga, his mother is destined never to
rubs some of the dirt out of his head
bear a son, but Eliaswan
~
and gives it to her. .She divides it among a Braliman woman,
another of the lowest caste, a gray mare, and herself and all
In another
tour females, liitherto barren, become fruitful.
cult-lesend a Brahman gives a Raja three grains of rice, and
each of his three queens swallows one and bears a son. A stock
incident in folk.tales is the gift by a j'aijir of a barleycorn to
a barren widow whereby she conceives. For the Buddhist
doctrines see art. Deatii axd Disposal op the Dead (Buddhist).
;

—

Three or four centuries before
5. Mediseval.
the Christian era a religion with VSsudeva as its
central figure and a school of his followers known
as Bhagavata was founded in India.
According
to the MahubhCtrata, the sun is the gate, and after
from
free
entrance those who are
sin, all their
material impurities being burnt, remain as atoms
in him (it)
then, released from him, they enter
the Aniruddha (self-consciousness) form and, becoming mind, they enter the Pradyumna (mind)
form. Leaving this, they enter thatof Saiiikarsana,
i.e. the form of the individual soul (jlva), and
afterwards, freed from the three gunas, they enter
the Supreme Soul, who is everywhere and who Ls
he who covers the whole world and
Vasudeva,
is
the resting-place (adhivasci) of all beings.'
;

'

Vasudeva next became identilietl with Krsna
and
and Visnu, and finally with Narayana
the Bliakti system or Ekantika Dharma (monotheism) was attached to the Vaisnava creeds. Its
;

earliest exposition in the Bhdgai-ad-G'ita teaches

that they who know the incarnations and the
deeds of Bhagavat are released from the body and
not born again. The discipline prescribed, however, for the attainment of the Brahma condition
is religious, not merely moral, and this difierentiates the Bhakti doctrine from that of the
Kittha and Brhadai-anijaka Upanisads. Mention
is made of two paths, and those who die while
the sun is in his northern course (Uttarayana)
he is
go to Brahma, while those who die while
in his southern course go to the orb of the moon,
whole
from which the soul returns.
Again, the
1

J.

P. Vogel, 'A Gr.ico-Buddhist Sculpture in the Lahore
in Journal 0/ the Punjab Uistorical Society, i. [19U-21

Museum,'
135.
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comparoil to a pipnltree,
hy the weapon of iiulitl'erence or
When a soul departs from a h(]dy it
takes away the im/rii/as (senses), of which mjrniis
when it
(mind) is the sixth, and brings them in
iussnmes another body. The soul itself is a part
of Bha^'avat and is eternal.
By hccominji sama
(hemp) Hhag.avat raises all herbs. By hec(miing
There are two sonls in tlie
lire he aids digestion.
world, one changeable, the other not, and besides
these there is another, the highest or Paramatnian,
who, as the unchangeable lord, suiiports all three
worlds after entering into them. Ilence it appears
that it is the animal soul that goes out of the bo(ly
with the six senses and enters new ones in

creation (Saiiisfna)

which i3 to he
detachment.

is

c\it

along

that comlition.

Modern Aryan.— The

6.

must be

confessed,

multiplicity and, it
of the older

inconsistencrics

doctrines current in India regarding life and death
are reflected in the countless beliefs now existing,
but through all the bewildering variations which
a few dominant conceptions can generally
prevail
be traced, and a remote and savage tribe will be
found professing a creed which is based on the
fundamentals of ortliodox llimluism. Even the
or
regular terminology will reap])ear in forms more
So numerous are these beliefs
less mutilated.

only a few of them can be given.
basic idea of life in all India is that it is
This leads to a readiness to take
indestructible.
life which to the Kuropean appears callous and
tliat

The

bmtal

indifference to

it.

Thus

in 1841 S. C.

Mac-

to
pherson was deputed to Ganjam in Madras
sacrifices
suppress female infanticide and human
among the Khonds, a tribe which believed that
souls return to h\iman form in the same family,
but that they do not do so if the naming ceremony
on the 7th day after birth has not been performed.
As the Khonds ardently desire sons, they saw in
this belief a perfect justification for female infanticide as a means of reducing the number of female
souls to be re-born in the family.' A very similar
belief prevails in the Panjah, where a girl child is
or was killed with rites and an incantation bidding
send a brother instead.' Exchange is not
her
murder.
How far this and similar beliefs account for the
reluctance to cremate young children does not
after infancy
appear. But the souls of those dying
or childhood are very widely believed to pass into
another world, at least for a term. Thus in the
Panjab the Kanets of the Kulu valley sometimes
after a crematicjn make a small foot-bridge over
running water in the neighbourhood to help the
'

the same
passing of the soul of the decea.sed.° Yet
which is very
people practise a form of divination,
after
widely spread, to ascertain, immediately
death, what animal the soul will enter or has
entered.

This belief is perfectly consistent with a belief
metempsychosis and yet compatible with the
•worshin or propitiation of the dead, who may be
benevolent or the reverse. Among the kindly dead
may Vie numbered the spirits of ancestors, of piire
ones {suhlhx), and saints, of dutiful widows who
have committed sritl, and so on. Biit the propitiation of the malevolent dead is nnich more necesFor example, in
sary, and therefore prevalent.
the Kumaon division of the United Provinces the
lowest class, the poms, and even the lower classes
in

Brahmans, the'Khas Brahmans and Rajputs—

of

in fact, the bulk of the population— believe in the
iwwers of the malevolent or vindictive dead. Thus,
if a man has two wives and drives one to suicide,
any disease atllicting the other wife's children is
1

2

K. A. Oait, C\-nsu» Rep. India, 1913, p. 210.
H. A. Rose, (llomarii nl Punjab Tribe) and Caatt'3, Lahore,

1911,

ii.

40:i,

(Indian)

ascribed to her ghost, which m\ist be propitiated,
and gradually comes to be treated as a god. If a
man is killedin a rinarrel, every misfortune befallis ascribed to the
ing his slayer or his children
gliost.

There is reason to believe that the emotion caused li.\ tlif
dread of the effect-i of krtrma is niudi stronger U\ the hills than
In particular dvinj in debt is dreaded as the
in the plains.
his
debtor will, it is believed, be re-born as the ox or pony of
was his
If a man's son die it is believed that ho
creditor.
exfather's creditor in a former life, and the debt beinK now
The latter
his further life.
tinjtnished there is no necessity of
death of
belief is said to provide a Rreat consolation, since the
matter.
serious
more
.111 ordinary son is a much
'

The certainty of the operation of karma is not
without considerable effect on practical morality.^
It is automatic, so that spccilic condemnation by
I'armeswar ((Jod) of any sin is hardly required.
.Similarly,

the idea of 'forgiveness

is

absolutely

be outweighed by meritorious deeds only so far as to ensure a better
existence in tlic future, hut it is not efi'aced, and
must be atoned for. As to the objection raised to
the theory of transmigration— that it does not follow
from it that the soul remembers previous existences such a consciousness is recognized in the case
and even a person born in a
of great ascetics
reason for this is
degradcil position knows that the
The
his wrongdoing in a previous existence.
nature of the next incarnation can also be divined,
when a man has died, by placing ashes from a
vessel and smoothing
potter's kiln in a shallow
them. Next morning they will be found marked
with hnman foot-prints, claws, wavy lines, and so
as a man,
on, according as the soul is to be re-born
To ensure that they shall be
a bird, a tree, etc.
married to each other in a future existence, a man
and his wife bathe together in the Ganges with

wanting

;

evil :',,Me

may

—

;

The imjiortant ditlertheir clothes tied together.
ence in the teachings of theoretical Hinduism and
to heaven and hell is
poptilar religion in regard
that the former declares that there are transitory
stages of existence in the chain of transmigration,
while in the latter there is generally an idea that
the soul, \\hen sufficiently purified, goes to dwell
for ever in heaven, whieii is regarded as a place
where the sonl will enjoy material comforts. In
is no idea of absorption in
liopular Hinduism there
or of recurring cycles of existence and
the
deity

nonexistence.The conception of life as something impalpable,
yet apparently material and certainly transferable,
is extremely common in India, and may, indeed,
be described as the most popular. Thus a woman
who has lost a child will batlie above its grave,
in order
a
pouring water over herself through sieve,
For the sarne reason
to ensure a fresh conception.
buried under
very young children are sometimes
the tlireshold, so that the life may come back
belief that
again. This idea leads to the popular
life may be stolen, and so on the night of the
occaDivali, or feast of lamps, male children are
a barren woman
sionally stolen and killed so that
and conceive a son of her
m;iy bathe over the body
own.» As in other ritual murders, it is desirable
to kill the child with as much pain as possible.
And during the iradtlliat), the ancestral fortnight
wlien the sun is in Virgo (Kany.a), occurs the
fighting in Kanyagat,' also
termed saflj/ii mnoan ('sharing with others'), m
which women of good Hindu caste, even Khatris and
Brahmans, of tlic Csntral Paniab, take ii.art. On
the first day of the iradd/uis, the goddess Laksmi's
with cowimage in tlie house or lane is painted
to it go out early
dung, and the women belonging
in the day to a bathing-place, reviling on the way

Kanagatan laran, or

a

'

1

Cmstta Rep. United rrovineen, 1901,

3

No one would

(fill's

soul

la

I.

77.

think a female soul worth
expected to return in a hoy.

stealing',

nlthou|{h
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known to have sons. This leads
which garments are often rent to
but men must not interfere. The belief is

Ijieces,

fights take place between large gangs
their way to the river, and the aB'air
as
a festival.
treated

day regular
of
is

women on

—This has been given in the footnotes.

Literature.

H. A. Rose.
(Iranian).— With their
marked tendency towards optimism, the Iranians
loved life {nrtqhu, gayn, j'jritu, jUi, uitdna) and
abhorred death {nwhrka, meveOyu) the one is the
creation of Ahura Mazda, the other of Angra
Mainyu {Ys. .\xx. 4), who have been at variance
since
the beginning of life
Ys. xlv. 2).
Not
only was life first created by Aliura Mazda (Ys.
xliii. 5, xlvi. 6, xlviii. 6), and not only did he give
life to the body (Fs. xxxi. 11), so that Zarathushtra
asks him how the 'first [i.e. the earthly] life' is to
be (F*. xxviii. 11; cf. xxxiii. 1), but he is 'the
lord of tlie deeds of life' {Ys. xxxi. S), and from
him come the joys of life {F«. xxxiii. 10; cf. xxxiv.
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'

'

(

The Amesha

Sjientas (q.v.) give aid to the
xxx. 7), so that Zarathushtra
life of his own body
as a
fittingly presents the
holy olVering (rata) to Ahura Mazda and Asha
On the other hand, the demon
(Ys. xxxiii. 14).
Wrath (Aeshma) injures the life of man, and the
wicked and unbelievers mar it (Ys. xxx. 6, xxxii.
14).
life

man

of

(Ys.

'

'

'

'

9, 11).

Life in this world is not all
indeed, though
Zoroastrianism tejiches that all good things are
to be enjoyed in full measure, life here below i.s
but a preparation for the richer life beyond. For
this reason Zarathushtra asks from Vohu Manah
and .\sha the words of life' (uxSd a»rjhiu.S), while
the 'right waj-s of weal' (erezui sai;a»if/iu pa$d)
are to be learned from the religious teacher in the
present life Ys. xliv. 8, xliii. 3).
If life on earth is the first life,' the .second life
is in heaven, and that life the dregi-ant (the 'man
of the Lie,' the perpetual term for those who take
the devil's side in human life' [J. H. Moulton,
Early Zoroastrianism, London, 1913, pp. 146, 131])
seeks to destroy (Ys. xlv. 1, xlvi. 11, liii. 6).
Heaven is the place of 'long life' (Ys. xliii. 2, 13).
Most significant of all is the presence, among
the Amesha Spentas, of the godling Immortfl,lily,
;

'

(

'

'

'

'

Ameretat (Ys. xliv.
for in heaven life is

When we

17, xlv. 5, 10, xlvii. 1, li.
to be for eternity (Ys. xlv.

?),

unchanged.
Long
a blessing and an object of jirayer
i. 18), while both Ahura
Afr'inakdn,
JIazda and the Gat has are honoured with life and
v.
Iv. 1
cf. Iviii. 3).
Life is twofold
(Ys.
3,
body
this' or the corporeal
the
(lit. 'osseous '), and
spiritual (nhmaica ahuye manahyaicd Ys. xl. 2,
xli. 6
akcca ang/ieuS
ucaci/jya
ahuhya
yO astvatO yasca asli manahyo, Ys. Ivii. 25), so
that prayer is made to Ahura Alazda to be life
and corporeality for both lives' (gayascd ustentduscd
uboyO anghro, Ys. xli. 3). The 'best
life' (vahiita ahn, Y.'<. ix. 19, and often) is actuallj'
a synonym for heaven,' as the worst life (acUtii
ahu, e.g. Vend. iii. 35) is for 'hell,' and this concept still survives in the ordinary Versian term for

mis world

:

;

'

'

'

'

,

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

'

.

.

.

'

'

'

The
Asha

'

the
heaven,'
and in the
( Vend, x viii. 6)
righteousness of
time of the final" Sao&hyant, Ast\at-ercta, men will
'

tlie Gatha.s death is seldom mentioned.
The
whole stress of Zarathushtra is on life, to be devoted
to overcoming the powers of evil and "aining the
eternal joys of heaven. Even the wiclced do not
die
they are damned to the everlasting torments
;

xlv. 7, xlvi. 11).
In the Younger
Avesta, on the contrary, death is an important
feature.
We need not detail tlie corruption
wrought by the 'corpse demon' (Nasu cf. Gr.
vf/ci's,
corpse '), which forms the main theme of
Vend, v.-xii. (see also art. Death and Disposal

of hell \Ys.

;

'

Dead

OF THE

[Parsi]),

and we need only mention

that a standing epithet of Haoma (q.v.) is dCiraoia
(' from whom destruction [especially death] remains
afar,' Ys. ix. 2,

19, x. 21, xi. 3, 10, xxxii. 14 [on
the latter pa.ssage see Moulton, 71 f., 358]). Death
is one of the worst of evils (Yt. iii. 7-12; cf. ix.
10), and the first to stay it was Thrita (Vend. xx.
2), wliile it is the Drui (the Lie, the negation of
the trutli of .-Vhura Mazda [?]) who destroys life
(Ys. Ivii. 15), 'life' here i^robably being meant in
the eschatological sense. As we have seen, in the
blessed future there will be no death, but in this
the
present world only the wicked forget death
man of pietj' prepares for it (Aogcmadaccd, 3211°.),
for it is inevitable (ib. 53 tt'.).
According to the Pahlavi Dind-l Mainog-l Xrat
(viii. '20), which is not strictly orthodox, being
markedl}- fatalistic in tone (cf. art. Fate [Iranian]),
the seven planets
pervert every creature and
creation, and deliver them up to death and every
evil.'
According to the Bundahiin (i. 7; cf. xxx.
'20ff. ), the creatures of Ahriman will perish at the
Last Day, when the heavens and the earth shall
be created anew and when the creation of Ahura
Mazda shall reign supreme, after wicked men shall
have been purified by the flood of molten metal
which at that time will cover the world.
Of mj'thological concepts of life and death there
is scant trace in Zoroastrianism, the sole allusion,
evidently borrowed from a Semitic source, being
to the tree Gokart (tlie Gaokereua of Yt. i. 30,
Vend. XX. 4, etc.), or white Horn, which is 'the
counteractor of decrejiitude, the reviver of the
dead, and the immortalizer of the living' (Selections of ZOI-Sparam, viii. 5), and from which, at
the diroKaTdffT-airis, is obtained one of the com(ponents of the food which will give undying life to
all (Bundahiin, xxx. 25; cf. ix. 6, xviii. 1, and see
V. Windischniann, Zor. Studien, Berlin, 1863, pp.
F. Spiegel, Er&n. Alterthumskunde,
169, '253;
Leipzig, 1871-78, i. 464 flf.).
LiTKRATLiRK. — The principal references are given hy C.
;

'

1904, s.w.
'
*
I'stana-,* 'Mahrka-,
Gaya-,'
JiUy-,' 'Jyatav-,'
.^nghav-,
No special study of the
'MereSyav-,' 'Pouruiuahrlca-,' etc.
subject has yet been written.
LOUIS H. GRAY.
'

is

(Ys. Ixviii. 11;

'

5).

In

'

find
life in

life

ii.

Bartholomae, Altiran. Worterbuctt, Strasshurg,

7).

we

turn to the Younger Avesta,

the outlook upon

'

live for ever, for there shall be no more death (Yt.
xix. 89), even as was the case in the ha]>py days
of Yinia's reign (Ys. ix. 5; Yt. xix. 33; Vend.

are

tussles in

that by cursing the sons of others the female
attracts the male souls to herself through the intervention of the goddess, whose image is worshipped
daily and thro\\-n into the river at the end of the
fortnight which is held sacred to the spouse of Siva
the destroj'er as well as to the dead. Married
Momen are also cursed to become widows, in order
to prolong one's own wedlock.
On the Amciwas
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(Iranian)

bihiit.

best of the best life'

'

;

is

LIFE AND DEATH

(Japanese).— As might be
Japanese conceived of life and
death as being entirely dependent on breathing.
The word for to live,' ilcii, is associated with iki,
and i-no-ehi, the e.xpression for life and
breath
vitality, is believed to mean iki-noiichi, 'during
exjiected, tlie early
'

'

'

;

breathing,' or iki-no-niic/ti, 'the way of respiration.'
Similarly, tlie word for 'to die,' sAinii,
seems to mean i/a'-i?n(, 'the wind goes' (a derivation of the word from siigi-inii, to pass away,' is
These very ancient words are still in
disputable).
common use, though the people think little of their
'

etymology.

The nijtliology opens with the primal power of
Three deities are said to have sprung
production.
out of the primeval chaos. One of these is the
Etemal-Buling (Ame-no-minaka-nushi), and the

LIFE
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other twoarc the Hi;,'lil'roducing(Taka-iiiimusubi)
mill the Divine- (ov Mysterious- rrodncinj; (KaiiiiThe hist two are iilenlilicd with the
niiniusubi).
Divinity-Male (Kan«i-ro-gi) and the Diviiiity-Female (Kami-ro-ini), the terminations (fi and mi
re|>rcsentin^' 'male' and 'female' resiiectively.
It has not unreasonably been susjieitcil that tliis
triad may have been borrowed from the Chinese
ideas of the primal entity and the two luinciples,
but the
positive and negative, llowing out of it
Divinity-Male and the Divinity-Female are conor
prayers, some of
stantly invoked in the ritual
whieh are of reniole origin. It is undeniable tliat
in the pristine faith of the Japanese the generative
powers played a great part, but these divinities
themselves were tliought to have been generated
spontaneously, and the first pair are followed by a
series of similar deities.
They were alij generated
independent!}- from one anotiier and in turn disappeared or hid tlieniselves.
The last of these pairs are the Male-Who-Invites
(Izana-gi) and the Female-Who-Invites (Izana-nii),
who arc doubtless counterparts of the first pair
Tliey were united in marriage, by order of tlie
celestial deities, aud brought forth the islands which
make up the Japanese archipelago, and nearly all
sorts of^ elements and objects (see, further, art.

Life is coeval with breathing, but ^ italily endures
longer and acts beyond bodily limitations. Soul,
the source of vitality, is considered to be a thing
It is
[irecious and mysterious like a jewel or ball.
But
called tama or tatna-skii, subtle aerial ball.'
it is not always a unity or a homogeneous whole,
for double manifestations of it, or double entities,
are spoken of. They are either nigi-ttuna and aratama or snlci-mitamn and kiishi-mitanui.
The
'mild,' 'quiet,' 'refined,' is contrasted with
)iigi,
the ara, which is 'wild,' 'raging,' 'raw.' Similarly, «"/'» means
llouri.shing,' while
liaii))y,'
/ciishi means 'wonderful,' 'hidden,' or 'hideous.'
The hitter set is believed to be the two aspects of
the aratnnut, the active side of the soul, but in
fact the relation between these two sets is not
clearly defined. The existence of these double souls
know only that
in ever}- man is also obscure.
in some cases
of them appears, even to the
astonishment of the pos.sessor. Whether or not
the double souls were borrowed from the Chinese
conception of souls, aerial and terrestrial, or of the
two principles, positive and negative, is uncertain.

Cosmogony and Cosmology

etc.

)

;

The
[Japanese]).
stories of these births show that many objects of
nature were believed to be animated, as was, in
fact, whatever manifested any power, good or evil,
on men. The female deity becomes ill from bearing fire as a child and eon.sequently dies. Tliis
death, however, is not to lie taken as a natural
death in our modern sense of the word. After her
death the goddess is found in Yomotsu-kuni, i.e.
'
the dark countrj',' which is thought to be iii a subterranean region. The male deity visits her there
and, against her will, looks on her body by torchlight.
Enraged at his importunity, she, accompanied by her attendants of the daikness, jiursues
him, in order to catch him and to make hiui a
member of the realm where death and darkness
rule.
Their dialogue on the boundary of the world
and the dark region tells of the life and death of
human beings. The female deity, now tlie genius
of death, threatens the male that she will take the
lives of one thousand men every day, while he
expresses his countei'-determination that he will
"ive birth to one thousand and live hundred men a
day. Thus we see how the pair of generative
powers were divided and metamorphosed into the

A

similar antithesis is
powers of life and death.
attributed to the Heaven-Shining (Amaterasu),
the goddess of light and culture, and the SwiftImpetuous (Susano-wo), the god of darkness and
outrage. Tliese two are said to have been born of
the Male-Who-Invites, either alone or in union with
hin consort.
These divisions, liowever, are not
thoroughgoing. Usuallj-, in ])Opnl:'.r belief, life is
ascribed to the ipower of the I'roducing deity or
deities, and death to the power of evil spirits, who
are indefinite in their personalities.
The stories told of the deities, of their generation
dealli, and of life and death in general, show
neither delinite sefiuence nor unitj' of conception.
They are coloured by ethnological incidents, and
are also possibly mingled witli foreign elements.
Still it is certain that the pristine beliefs contained
the ideas of spontaneous generation and generative
reproduction, on the one side, and the belief in
unnatural d(.>ath, caused by evil forces, on the other.
This idea of death as tlie violent ce.ssation of life
survived the belief in spontaneous generation,
and still remains in the observances of purity,
which are intended as a means of avoiding the coutagion of )>ollutioD or to prevent evil inlluences of
all kinds.

and

'

'

'

We

ce

The soul is sometimes personified as, e.g., Ugano-mitama, the spirit of vegetable production, or
In postas Iki-kuni-dama, the living-land-.soul.
Uuddhistic ages the souls of trees, rocks, springs,
are more in vogue. They appear in human
form, but they are distinguished from human souls,
being specially named the sci, or 'essence.' The
do\ible souls were almost forgotten, having been
overshadowed by Buddhistic ideas, and they were
reWved by theShintoistsof the 18tli cent., but with
little

influence

upon popular

teaches that there

is

belief.

Buddhism

only one soul to one living

being.

As to future conditions, there is a kind of
heavenly world, Takama-no-hara (' Plain of High
Heaven'), where celestial deities reign. Yoiuotsukuni, mentioned above, is the opposite pole.
Besides these, there are two worlds beyond
this,
Hi-no-waka-miya ('Solar Young Palace')
and Toko-yo ('Eternal World'). The former is
mentioned only as the abode of the Male-WhoInvites, and it is .sometimes explained as meaning
The latter
tlie shrine marking the place of burial.
meant any place beyond the sea. Moreover, we
hides
liimare not told whether a deity, when he
self,

or a

human

being,

when he

dies, is destined

to be born in one of the.se worlds beyond.
Nothing
definite or detailed is told of these conditions.
definite systematization of the eschatology, after
the models of Buddhist ideas, was made only by
the later Shiutoists.
The Japanese remained in rather primitive conditions as to the conceptions of life ami death, until
Buddhism introduced an elaborate system of ideas
in the 6th cent. A.D.
Contact with the civilization
of the Asiatic continent and the importation of

A

Confucianism w
Japanese ideas
above.

But

have intluenccd
ith its writings
in some respects, as pointed out
tliese influences did not materially

may

Confucianism was not
On the other hand, the
Buddhist influence upon the people of the East

change the
particular

in

ideas, because

such matters.

consisted chiefly in its elaborate escliatologica!
doctrines. It taught the compositenatureof human
life, made up of the five components (ikamlha), in
order to convince the iieople of its impernianency.
Life, thus made up, is only a knot in a long i^hain
of causation, of deeds and their fruits (karma),
which stretches out endlessly before and behind.
Along this chain our souls have passed through all
possible forms of existence, and will continue to
transmigrate further on. There are live or six
cour-ses (rj'tti) of transmigration, ranging from the
highest iieaven of pleasurable life to the nethermost inferno ; and these are again classilied accord-
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ing to the three conditions of existence (bhava),
which are subdivided into twenty-live.
Beyond
these courses and conditions there are the lands
of eternal bliss, prepared by various Buddhas to
receive believers.
Kvery one may be born in one

according to his faith and merit. The
Tusita heaven of ftlaitreya and the Sukhavati of
Amitabha were the most popular Buddha-lands
(ksetra) in the Buddhism brought to the East. There
the soul, no longer subject to causation and transmigration, will enjoy full communion with the
saints, and may come back to the earthly worlds in
order to save relatives and friends. We can imagine
how wonderful and attractive these teachings must
ha\e appeared to the people, simple and credulous
as they were.
Thus, an inscription dated A.D. 622
expresses a belief in karma and a devout wish to
be taken to the Land of Purity by the grace of
Buddha. It is questionable how much impression
these ideas left upon the mind of the people at
large a hundred years after their introduction
but the change and widening of thought are
undeniable.
Steadily progressive Buddhist influence, first
among the higher classes and then among the lower,
gi'adually suppressed the old national ideas as well
as the Confucianist conceptions of life and death.
The romances, stories, and lyrical poems of the
luth cent, and later abound in ideas of karmn,
transmigration, and birth in Buddha-lands. Those
ideas and beliefs became and remain to-day the
most important factors of popular beliefs, in spite
of hostile endeavours made by the Confucianists
to depose them, ever since the 17th century. They
can be detected in many songs sung by street
musicians, and the words alluding to tliem are
used in daily affairs, consciously or unconsciously.
Nevertheless, the native ideas have never died
out, but have remained rather as a kind of matrix
into which the adc^)ted conceptions have been laid.
The national beliefs, so to speak, look upon the
sun as the source of all vitality. But here the sun
is not exactlj' the goddess of light (Ama-terasu) of
the mythology. It is sexless and without any
other attributes than that of the life-giver. It is
invoked as the Great Divinity (Olio-mi-kami) or the
August Heavenly Way (U-teuto-sania), and is worshipped every morning by some, or on New Year's
morning and at sunset on the equino.xes by the
majority. They breathe deep breaths facing the
sun, meaning to inhale thereby the vital essence
At the same time
(i/oki) emanating from it.
prayers, either Shintoist or Buddhist, are uttered.
The power opposing life is darkness, w hich, however, means not merely absence of light, but an
evil power or pollution [kegarc or yinki), the cause
of these,

;

of ills

and death.

This belief in the sun as the life-giver is certainly
a survival of that in the Producing-Divinity, who
follows the Heaven-Shining goddess as her noumenon. The ideas and practices have been influenced by the Buddhist cult of Vairochana (the
Great Illuminator) and also by the Confucian
dualism of the yin and yanij, but we can see here
a tendencj to continue primitive beliefs.
These ideas have been systematized in recent
times into a cult by some Shinto reformers. One
section of Buddhists favours this cult, while the
other disregards it, though without opposing it.
To the former belong the Shingon sect, the most
Hinduistic form of Buddhism, which has tried to
amalgamate Shinto, and the Nichiren sect, the
most Japanized Buddhism. To the latter category
belong the Jodo and the Shin sects, the Buddhist
Pietists and Puritans, and the Zen sect, the school
of meditation and introspection.
On an average, the prevailing conceptions of the

modern Japanese are based on the Buddhistic
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Karma and fate are still believed in by
many, but transmigration is not strictly adhered to
Sliinio.

in the details of

The

majority, in
origin but evils
and diseases are, in many cases and by many
people, ascribed to spirits or devils indiscriminately.

think

fact,

Among the

its

teaching.

little of life

and of

its

;

educated classes and educational circles

agnosticism, so common to the Japanese mind and
to Confucianists in this connexion, is a recognized
principle.
Young Buddhists, w ho are now eagerly
engaged in reconstructing tlieir faith in Buddha,
are not strict in the doctrines of karjiia and trans-

migration.

—
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f., 282, 292 f.
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;
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1874, pp. 193-278.
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(.Jewish).

—Optimism

is

the keynote of post-Biblical Judaism.
Everything
that God does is for the best {Berakhoth, GOw), and
this life is essentially good, to be contemplated with
For every breath that a man
joy and gratitude.
draws,' say the Ua)jbis, 'let him praise God' {Midr.
Yet
life is not an end in itRab. to Gn 2').
self, for it must be lived under a sense of responsibilitj' to the Giver, and all its worth resides in
At death a man lo.ses the opporthis aspect of it.
tunity of obeying the Torali and the Commandments {Shab. 30rt).
Morality,' says M. Lazarus,
summing up the teaching of Judaism on this subject, 'is man's vocation' {Ethics of Judaism, § 116),
uTid the Rabbinical legend tells of God's saying at
If Israel accept not the Commandments, it
Sinai
is better that the earth revert to chaos (Shah. 88a).
The world,' say the Rabbis elsewhere, stands
upon three pillars the Torah, Worship, and Benevolence' (Aboth, i. 2); or, according to another
maxim, 'upon Justice, Truth, and Peace' (ih.
i. 18).
The Torah is the medicine of life ( Yoma,
in other words, life is made sane and etfi726)
lent by religion.
God, according to the Talmudic
doctors, says to Israel
My light, the Torah, is
in thy hands; thy light, the soul, is in Mine.
Tend My light, and I will tend thine' (Midr. Hah.
The supreme hope of the Jew is to
to Lv 24-).
behold the Kingdom of God established on earth,
and thus, in a notable passage of the Liturgy for
the New Year Festival, he prays
Put Thy fear, O Lord God, we beseech Tliee, upon all Thy
works, so that all mankind may bo-.v before Thee, and become
one hand united to do Thy will with a perfect heart for we
'

'

'

:

'

'

'

:

'

'

;

1

'

:

:

'

;

know, O Lord, that dominion

is Thine, and tliat strength is in
right hand. And so give glory, O Lord, to Thy people,
and
the opening of the mouth to
hope to those that fear Thee,
those that trust in Thee. For then the righteous shall see and
shut
its
mouth, and all wickedness
be glad, and iniquity shall
shall be wholly consumed hke smoke, for the proud rule of sin
Then every creature shall
eartli.
shall pass away from off the
ow n Thee as its Creator, and everything that hath breath shall

Thy

The Lord, the God of Israel, reigneth,
ruleth over all (cf. Sir 36iff).

cry,

and His dominion

'

But, though the true

life is

the

life of service, it

'

must be glad service, for the view of life taught
by Judaism is serious, but cheerful' (Lazarus,
The Shekinah (the Divine Presence), says
§ 253).
the Talmud, does not come in response eitlier to
of duty
grief or to levity, but to glad performance

(Shab. 306). This is the essence of Jewish doctrine
on the subject; neither asceticism nor hedonism,
l)ut joy springing from and tempered by the reJewish temper.
ligious idea, is the characteristic

There should be no unrestrained laughter in this
world' {Ber. 31rt). The history of Lsrael, with all
and
its tragedy, is sutticient to forbid such miith
the pious'Jew denies himself many a pleasure in
memory of desolate Jerusalem. Moreover, unlimited enjoyment is incompatible with a religious
the good man will conceive of
outlook on life
himself as living under a Divine law, with which
'

;

;
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On the
his pleasures must be made conformable.
other hand, the ascetic idea is alien to the true
Jewish spirit. The de.sire for happiness is no evil
under right conditions,
thin;,', and its indulgence,
Even the impulses that make
is commendable.
for ])liysical pleasure are the Di\'ine handiwork,
and to gratify them is a <luty ; without them life
If it were not for desire, tlie
would be impossible.
world could not stand a man would not take a
wife, nor build a hon.se, nor plant a vineyard'
'

j

Buljer, Wilna, 1891, to
of these lower instincts
must have as its motive, not the satisfaction which
it }'iclds, but the desire to promote the Divine purwere created. That indulgence
pose for which
(.l/irfr.

Ps

is

T'hillim,

ed.

S.

But indulgence

37').

they
a duty, but a religious duty.

Thus the Rabbinical

law, following the general rule laid

down

in Ber. 35a, prescribes a number of prayers to be recited b.v the
Jew on indulging in various pleasures more or less sensuous in
character on partaking, ctj.y of various kinds of food, on inhaling the scent of a flower, on looking upon the sea, on beholding a
rainbow, on taking possession of a new house, and on wearing new
clothes for the first time. By s\inh means physical gratification,
while sanctioned, is also sanctified. The tendency to self-in-

—

natural desire is
dulgence is not rebuked, but restrained
Material comfort
tempered, not extir^iated or suppressed.
and ajsthetical nlcasures are regarded as integral parts of an
It
is
a
Jewish
boast that
sound
life
(Lazarus, § !i45).
ethically
the Hebrew lan^age is particularly rich in words connoting
such
Rabbis
count
ten
The
synonyms
{Abolh d'" Rabbi
joy.
Xathan (ed. S. Schcchter, Vienna, "l8S7), 52a). The Feast of
Tabernacles is called the season of our gladness par excellence
(see AiUhoristd Prayer Book, ed. S. Singer, p. 22S); 'it would
seem as though the Festival was instituted for the specific
purpose of gladness, as though the religiousness of joy was to
be mdicated by ordaining a special celebration in its honour'
(M. Joseph, Judaism as Creed and Life"^, p. 18.5). Joy is itself
senice but it nuist be transmuted into service by being puriPleasure must be dignified by piety and self-restraint.
fied.
At meals, the Rabbis teach, words of Torah must be spoken,
otherwise it is as if the assembled company ate of the sacrifices
of the dead {Alioth, iii. 3).
A man should eat only when he is
hungry, and drink only when he is thirsty, and always in
moderation (Hullin, 84a, fc). The Talmud inveighs against
gluttony and luxury (Pesachiin, 114a). In fine, Judaism commends the golden mean between unbridled self-gratification
and extreme self-denial. Indulgence and renunciation must
be allies, not antagonists
something of both must go to
the making of the daily life; and each must find its justification in the higher utility.
Here,' says Moses Luzzatto (ISth
The worldly pleasures
cent.), is the true rule on this subject
w^hich a man needs not it is his duty to eschew
but those
which, for one reason or another, he does need he cannot
renounce without sin. This is the safe rule. But its application to the various circumstances of life must be left to the
intelligence and the conscience {Mesilath Yesharim, eh. 13).
A far older teacher, Jehudah Halevi (12th cent.), aptly says:
Our law, as a whole, is divided between fear, love, and joy, by
each of which one can approach God. Thy contrition on a fast
djy docs nothing to bring thee nearer to God than thy joy on
the Sabbath and holy days, if it [the latter] is the outcome of a
devout heart' (Kitab al-Khazari, tr. H. Hirschfeld, London,
;

*

'

'

'

;

;

'

'

:

—

;

'

*

1905, p. 113).

due partly

to the difficulty of defining the
moderation, and partly to the sorrowful experiences of the Jewish race, that occasionally temperance has overstepped the safe line, and
lost itself in austerity.
The Talmud tells of a
Eabbi (Ze'ra) who fasted a hundred days (Baba
meisia, 85a), and of another (Mar ben Kabina)
who fasted practically all the year round (Pes.
There have been Jewish sects, like the Es686).
senes and the l^ai'aites (qa.v.), which have been
marked more or less strongly by austere iiractices.
In Judaism, as in other religions, mysticism has
had contempt for the world .and its joys as its
'J'he disciples of Hilld and Shammai
corollary.
even formally discus.sed the question whether life
is worth living (Erubin, IZb).
This uncertainty
is often visible.
The devotee who gives himself
to fasting is called, now a saint, and now a sinner
(Tannilh, lln, 224) a man must die for the Torah,
and yet he must not (Baba kanin, Clff Erubin, 6i);
to sleep on the earth is commended in one place
{Baraitha of R. Meir), and discouraged in another
But these contradictions are either
(Ber. 626).
passing or incidental pha.ses of Jewish thought
a firmer note is the rule, and the ascetic and the
It is

via media

of^

;

;

;

(Jewish)

pessimist are only by-products of Judaism. It is
a bad sign, say tiie Kabbis, to despise life {Tana
and they account for the
d'be. Elii/ahu, cli. 14)
sin-oHenng brought by the Naziiite (Nu 6") by
contending that his very abstinence from strong
drink was a sin (Tn'aniih, \\a).
According to our view,' sa^'S Jehudah Halevi {op. eil. p. 135),
'a servant of God is not one who detaches himself from the
;

'

world, or hates life, which is one of God's bounties. On the
contrary, he loves the world and a long life because it affords
him the opportunity of deserving the world to come.'

According to a striking Talmudic utterance, in the
next world men will be called to account ifor the
lawful pleasures which they have refused in this

And the real Jew
(Jer. fii(ldit.ihi7>, cli. 4).
Judaism fixes the
speaks in these maxims.
its
adherents upon tlie future world,
thoughts of
It has
but not to the exclusion of tliis world.
revealed heaven to men, but earth as well' (M.
Giidenumn, Das Judcntkum, Vienna, 1902, ]>. 56).
It has no sympathy with self-niortification for its
own sake, no commendation for the temper that
life

'

voluntarily courts pain and abridges life for the
greater glory of God. Sullering has to be patiently
endured when it comes it has even to be welcomed
'
With thy very
as the seed of moral regeneration.
wounds I will heal tTiee,' God, according to the
Rabbis, cries to man (Midr. Bub. to Lv 15' [the
those whom God
reference is to Jer 30"]), and
afflicts bear his name' (il/irfc. T'hilUm to Ps94');
;

'

'

thou desirest life, hope for affliction (s6. to Ps
Such utterances betoken not a worship of
sorrow, but a recognition of its disciplinary power,
'

if

16").

of its value for the character, its significance for
the life. Judaism sees no merit in sufl'ering, but
only in the right bearing of it ; and between its
teachings and the ideas of the self-tormenting

Hindu there is an impassable gulf. Suicide is a
crime, and its per[ietrator is not to be mourned
(Midr. Rab. to Gn 9'; Maimonides, Hil. Roseach,
xi. 4)
but the slow suicide that conies of selfmortification or of the neglect of health is also
;

'

reprehensible.

my

judgments

:

Ye

shall

which

—

if

keep
a

man

statutes, and
do, he shall live

my

'live by them,' says the Rab
not die by them ( Yoma, 856).
the
Scattered among
motley content* of the Talmud are the

by tliem' (Lv
binical gloss,

18')

'

'

materials for an entire treatise on medicine and hygiene ; and
the fact is itself a proof of the importance attached to the
physical life by the old Jewish sages. Personal cleanliness is
exalted into a religious duty. HiUel (Ist cent. B.C.), on his way
to the bath-house, tells his disciples that he is about to perform
a sacred rite
it is a religious duty, he explains, to tend the
body, upon which God has stamped a di\ine beauty {Midr. Rab.
Personal cleanliness, the Talmud teaches, is the
to Lv 25^).
avenue to spiritual purity {Ahoda Zara, iQb). The duty of preserving life, it further declares, overrides the religious law
It is not only allowable, but a duty, to extin( Yoma, %hb).
guish a dangerous fire on tlie Sabbath day, and to ask permission of the religious authorities is to incur delay and to be guilty
of murder.
The heads of the community are to be foremost in
the humane task {ib. 84t). For the dead, even though he be King
David himself, the Sabbath must not be broken but it may bo
broken for the living, even for a child a day old. 'Put out,'
'
says the Tahnud, the light of a lamp on the Sabbath day rather
than extinguish God's light of \ilt\Skab. 30f'). In a well-known
passage in 1 Mac (2''P^') the Jewish patriots are described as
resolvmg to defend themselves on the Sabbath instead of passively sacrificing their lives, as their brethren had done hitherto.
Self-preservation is a duty. To slaj a fellow-creature at the
conunand of another is a crime (Pes. 25&); but to slay him in
If we are called upon to choose beself-defence is justifiable.
tween saving our own life and that of another, we must save our
own {Baba T/icft'a, 62(0. Self-torture is forbidden {Baba kama,
91(;), as is the courting of needless danirer to life— by sleeping, r./j.,
on the ground, or remaining in a dilapidated house
(ra'antfA,
*
unclean meats, usually
'206
Ber. 626).
In certain ailments
forbidden to Jews, may be given to the patient {Yoma, 83a).
;

;

'

;

There are

limits,

iihysical life.

however, to this regard for the
break every law to save

A man may

except those which forbid the three cardinal
incest, and murder (Sank. 74«).
Those who "sutler martvrdom for the faith are
But,
justly lauded by the Talmud (Gillin, 576).
with these reservations, the duty of preser\-ing life
is paramount.
Nothing must be done to abridge
'lis life

sins,

idolatry,
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the duration of

even in the case of

life

tlie

—

dying

(Shab. 1516).
The Talmud has the story of a sa^e who, suffering' martyrdom
at the stake, is adjured by his disciples to end his agony by

giving himself to the flames forthwith. He refuses. *God,' he
I may not (Ahoda Zara, 18a).
says, alone can take my life
'

'

Regard

The

God, life must be treated with the utmost
The Talraudic laws prescribing
consideration.
kindness to the lower animals are in part actuated
by this motive. God has created the various types
It
of animal life, and desires their perpetuation.
is man's duty to pay homage to the Divine >yill in
this as in every other respect, and to make himself
gift of

tlie

instrument for

545).
Life, then,

'

[13th cent.], §§ 284,

'

'

Jewish idea, is not
is not a burden to be

to the

according
but supremely good

evil,

;

fuUilment (see Aaron of

its

Hahimiukh

Barcelona, Scpher

it

;

shuffled off with a sigh of relief.
This w orld is not a vale of tears. It is a beautiful world, and
men must keep it beautiful by the inherent graciousness of their
own lives and by the joy they weave into the lives of others. On
'

the other handl the true Israelite does not think of this world
as his home. It is but a haltin^^-place on the journey from one
"
the ante-chamber to the palace
point in eternity to the other,
the port
{Al)Oth, iv. IG), "a wayside inn" (Mo'ed lca\on, 96),
on
our
fare
if
we
would
our
bark
where we nuist equip
safely
fateful voyage in the great Beyond' (Joseph, p. 287).
' '

not to be clung to unduly, or to be yielded
up grudgingly. When the Master's call comes, it
must be obeyed cheerfully ; for, since He docs
everything well, the decree that removes us is as
wise and good as is the ordinance that places us
Fear not,' says Een Sira, the sentence of
here.
death.
Why dost thou refii.se, when it is the
good pleasure of 'tlie Most High ? (Sir 4P'-). This
acceptance of death as the dispensation of Divine
justice is the keynote of the ancient Jewish burial
service, which takes the form of a theodicy, and,
Its distinctive name is sidduk
indeed, is so styled.
haddin, justilication of the Divine sentence,' and
its essence is e.\pres.sed in the following quotation
when Thou killest and
'Righteous art Thou, O Lord, both
when Thou makest alive. ... It is not for us to murmur at Thy
Life

is

'

'

.

.

.

'

'

:

method of judging.
Blessed, then, be the righteous Judge,
The Lord gave,
all Whose judgments are righteous and true.
and the Lord liath taken away blessed be the name of the
On
hearing of the
Lord'(^t(fAu/(NL'rf Prayer Book, p. 31Sf.).
death of one dear to him, the devout Jew utters the benedicbe
the
»inn
Blessed
righteous Judge {ib. p. 292)._
The Israelite, then, is taught not to desire death,
but also not to fear it. If in life he sees the opportunity for service, in death he discerns the signal
He is so to live as to be
for ceasing his labours.
.

.

.

.

.

.

;

'

'

:

'

his gartliat signal whenever it is given
ments are always to be white,' for who knowetli
when the King may come?' (Shah. 153''0. And, so
])repared, he can await the unknown hour calmly.

ready for

;

'

Dalman is not warranted in charging the Jew, as does
Miiller also in his Gifford hfiQ.\Mres\Anthropoh>gical Hedread of death.
Uijioil, London, lSi)2, p. 369), with an undue
'The celebration of the New Year and the Day of Atonement,'
to it by orthoto
the
notions
attached
says Dalman, according
dox Judaism, instead of mitigating or banishing the fear of
G. H.

Max

'

death, strengthens W,' (Christianity and Judaism, Eng. tr.,
Oxford, 1901, p. to). He is doubtless thinking of the passionate
prayers for life which fill so large a place in the liturgy for those
solemn days. But those days are essentially days of penitence ;
and, if the Jew supplicates for life, it is in order that by repentance and amendment he may put life to noble uses henceforth.
Death itself has no greater terrors for him than it has for any

does not encourage
Jew to contemplate death with a
such
tranquil mind as the end and the climax of the well-spent life.
Such a death, coming in its due season, is likened
to tlie gathering of fully - ripened fruit or the
quenching of the flame of a burnt-out lamp. The
death to be dreaded is the morally premature one,
which is compared to the gathering of the halfripened fruit or the untimely extinction of the
otl'iCr

had made, and behold it was very good' it is
death that is meant, says a Kabbi (Midi: Bab. to
Gn 1^'). 'The death of the righteous is like the act
of one who gently draws a hair from the surface
this is called 'death b_>- a kiss'
of milk (Ber. 8a)
(Baba bathra, 11a). The death of the wicked, on
the other hand, is like the painful disentangling
Death is the
of a thorn from wool {Ber. 8a).
it is like the entering into
liberator [S/iab. 30a)
port of a well-laden vessel {3Iidr. liab. to Ec 7');
hence it is that tlie Wise Man declares that the
day of death is better than the day of one's birth'
It is fulfilment as compared with mere
[ib.).
promise. Far from being the primeval curse, death
is a blessing.
The day that Adam died was made
The death
a holiday (Tana d'be Ellyahu, ch. 16).
of the righteous,' God says, is a grief to Me, and
never should they die if they did not them.selves
ask for death; for did not Abraham say, "I
would be dust and ashes," and Jacob, " I,et me die
now"?' (Midr. T'hillim to Ps 11G'=).
The idea, however, that life is desirable as the
opportunity for obedience persistently recurs in
the Rabbinical literature.
The thought of its
cessation, therefore, is not welcome.
;

;

for life is ex.alted into reverence.
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(Jewish)

Judaism,
religionist.
fears, but exhorts the

at

any

rate,

Death is a natural
{Midi-. Bub. to Gn 25").
ordinance ; his work finished, the worker must go
and make roosn for his successor Abraham for
Isaac, Moses for Joshua, David for Solomon (Midr.
T'hillim to Ps 116'').
'And God saw all that He

lamp

—

Even Abraham, who, as already indicated, prays for death,
represented (in the apocryphal Teatainent of Ahrahanx) as
being averse to it. He refuses to surrender his soul when the
and to win his compliance the
archangel Michael claims it
angel, at the Divine bidding, puts off his fierce aspect, and
appears to the patriarch clothed in light. In bke manner the
Angel of Death, finding David absorbed in religious study and,
therefore, invincible, has to divert his attention by a stratagem
before he can perform his mission (Shab. 30b),
is

;

The Angel of Death is a familiar figure in the
Rabbinical literature, and, as in the later Biblical
writings (e.g., 1 Ch ^l""), he is armed with a sword.
Its point is tipped with gall, and it is tliis bitter
drop that slays (Aboda Zara, 206). Sometimes the
weapon is described as a knife (Kctuboth, lib);
sometimes Death is pictured as strangling his
His presence in a town is
victim with a cord.
betokened by the howling of dogs (Baba hinia,
606).
According to some ideas. Death is a fallen
angel (Pirkc E. Eliczer, ch. 13), and identical with
the Serpent in Eden (Wis 2-''). His name, which
often occurs in Rabbinical literature, is Sammacl,
i.e. 'the drug of God,' a reference to the gall on
Liberal opinion, however, denied the
his s\\ord.
existence of an Angel of Death, jii.'^t as it scouted
the idea of a personal Devil.
Satan, the Angel
of Death, and Evil Desire are one and tlie same
(Baba bathra, 16n). In other words, it is ignoble
impulse alone that tempts and destroys. Death,
however, is the friend of men, e.-^pecially of the
Benevolence disarms him (Derekli eres
righteous.
and he instructs the learned in relizitta, ch. 8)
He respects the wishes of
gious lore (Bo: 51a).
the just as to when and where he delivers his
summons (Mu'cd katon, 'Ilia).
.\ Talmndic legend tells how a famous gage, Joshua ben Levi,
'

'

;

and permitted beforehand to see his place in
seizes the knife of the destroying
an^el, whereupon
'
a heavenly voice rings out the command, Give back the knife ;
the children of men have need of it' (Ketuboth, 77b). Longfellow has made good use of the story in his Legend uf Jiabbi

ai»pointed to die,
p.ir.'idise,

ben Levi.

The

necessity of death, however, applies only to
In the Golden Age
the existing worldlj' order.
Messiah Himself will slay
there will be no death
it (Pcsikta Rabbathi [ed. M. Friedniann, Vienna,
1880], 1616 [the Scripture jiroof cited is Is 25"]).
As to the origin of death, various opinions are
The familiar idea that death was
expressed.
brought into the world by Adam's sin has its place
in Rabbinical literature (see Shab. 556
E/ubin,
186; Tana d'be Elii/ahu, ch. 5); but we find it
much earlier in Sir 25"'. Closely connected with
(his idea is the legend, possibly of Persian origin,
that the Serpent, when tempting Eve, infected hei
and, through her, all mankind with his death-deal;

;
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ing poison (.sVnft. 556, UGk ; Abodn Zara, 226 ; cf.,
another view,
further, Wis 2=*).
According' lo
death was unlaiiied at creation, and the minieval sin merely hastened its ccmiinii {Tiutelinina
Certain sages held that sin is
to Gn 39').
the cause of dciith, and that there cannot be
death without it; but this opinion was controverted by the majority. There were saintly men,
it was objected, who had died without sin ; like

I.

tribulation, death is no proof of transgression
But the good
(Slutb. oba, b ; Babn bathrn, \la).
man, when he has finished his work, must make
way, as already stated, for his successor (ib. 30rt).
The saints of old, however, ilid not die in the same
way as did other men. Over Moses, r.q. the An;;el
of Death had no power ; God Himself t-ook his -soul
from him aiul the same blessed death was vouchsafed to the patriarchs and to other Scriptural
Some great Biblical
heroes (Baba bathrn, lla).
,

;

figures escaped death altogether, and went living
into paradise; Enoch, Elijah, and Hiram were
among them (Dcrckh eres zuta, ch. 1). Of Elijah
it was believed that he was still to be seen on
earth, and there are stories in the Talmud describing his apparitions {see, e.g., Ta'anith, 'lia). Death,

moreover, has no power o\er the pbosuix, which
renews its youth every thousand years, this being
its reward for refusing, alone among the creatures,
to eat of the forbidden fruit ollered it by Eve
(Midr. Bab. to Gn 3«).
'

Liter *TrBB.— Talmud and Midr-ishini A. P. Bender, tJeliefs, Ritts, and Customs of the Jew?, connected with E)eath,
Burial, and Mourning;,' JQR vi. (isy3-041 and vii. (ISIM-WJ
S. Suwalski, Chaiie Hayehudi, Wars.aw, 1S9S Hamburger "s
HE, art. 'Tod'; JK, art. 'Death'; M. Joseph, JudaUin as
Creed and Life-, liOndon, 1910; K. KohJer, Gnindrus einer
sitntematischeii Theolofjie de» Jt'denthums, Leipzig, 1910; M.
i^zx3,T\\s, Ethics of Judaism, Ens- ed., London. 1901; F.Weber,
Sijslem der altsimaijon. iHildstin. Theolofjie, Leipzig, ISSO, 2nd
ed. under title Jiid. Theot. auf Grand des Taiinud, etc., do.,
;

(Teutonic)

The

principle of

life

in

nature.

— The

four

elements are constantly rejuesentcd as imbued
with life, and as able to transmit or to produce it.
The strength of the belief in running water is
shown by the wide-spread Teutonic worship of
streams aiul springs (cf. Grimm, Tcut. Mythol., p.
101). and the practice of bathing in magic springs
testifies to tlie ]iower of water to give life and
health (cf. l''razer, GB^, pt. vii., Balder the
Beautiful, ii. 29). The personification of the
living element in water is generally feminine.
The belief in life inherent in fire is shown by
the general Teutonic myth of Wielaiid, originally
doulitle.ss a tire demon, and by the Norse personification of fire as Logi, later confused with, and
superseded by, Loki. The life-transmitting powers
of tire appear in the customs still practised throughout Teutonic Europe, at the ceremonial bonfires,
especially at Enster and Midsummer (ib. ch. iv. ;
note that Erazer admits the existence and significance of these customs, although he deviates
of fire[ch. v.] from Maunliardt's explanation
festivals).'

Akin

to

fire-beliefs

is

tlie

belief

in

the q\uckening power of the sun, shown in the
connexion between the summer solstice and the
Midsummer fires, and in the custom of rolling
A curious
fiery wheels or other sun-symbols.
example of belief in tlie generative power of
lightning occurs in the superstition that mistletoe

produced by a lightning-stroke. The connexion
between fire and human life appears in the reis

(Teutonic).— Our know-

presentation of souls as flames or will-o'-the-wisjjs.
Air has always had an important connexion
with the principle of life under two chief aspects
first, breath, the symbol of life (cf. Voluspd, 18);
Wind made known
secondly, wind or whirlwind.
the presence of mysterious beings, and in OMnn, as
god of the wind,' the slain, and the Wild Host,'
is the culmination of the connexion of wind with
the continuance of life in the soul.
The primitive conception of the earth as Mother

ledge of the conceptions of life and death among
]>rimitive Teutonic peoples can be gleaned from
three fields: (I) the fragmentary information on
Teutonic lieliefs and practices given by classical
and early Christian writers
(2) the organized
religious belief of the Norse peoples, particularly
the cult of the chief gods, which embodies beliefs
common to the general Teutonic stock, and reveals
and (3) the great ma.ss
traces of earlier ideas

of all appears widely in Teutonic belief (cf. art.
Earth, Earth-gods, § 6f.). Early personifications of her occur (Ncrthus, Erce), and her lifegiving and restoring power appears in charms in
which sods, turfs, or handfuls of earth figure ;
many of these, whether in Old English or in
modern survivals, are Christianized, but their
The earth's li\'ing power
origin is unmistakable.
is transferred even to inanimate objects

;

;

MoitRis Joseph.
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;

;

of Teutonic tradition, folklore, superstition, and
custom, both in e.'irly times and in modern survivals.
From a study of this material it would appear that
the proce.sses of thought on these subjects among
the early Teutons were very similar to those now
formulated for all primitive peoples. The early
Teuton, in dividing all that affected him into
animate and inanimate, proliably took for his
criterion the power of motion ; from the confusion
of this power with the faculty of volition animistic
ideas would arise in connexion with active natural

phenomena, and, later, even with inanimate objects,
Nvhile a still further development would appear
in personification, with inevitable sex-distinction,
and in symbolistic beliefs. The criteria for the
attribution of death would be the loss of the [lower
of motion and the phenomena arising from it ; from
the observation of sleej), dreams, trances, etc.,

would spring animistic beliefs. A further stage
would appear in the identification of the principle
of life with those intangible or t.angible manifestations, such as breath, warmtl], cohmr, pulsation,
or blood, with whose immanence in the bodj' life
hence the belief in a
is obviously connected ;
material form of the soul, leading to the idea of
the 'external soul.' Of tlie later forms of belief
Teutonic folklore and myth give ample evidence,
allowing one to presuppose the earlier stages.

:

'

restinjj

on or discovered within her, such as stones and
we find a life-stone that heals wounds
metals
Stones and metals, like
(Laxda-la Saga, oSf.).
credited with volition,
plants, fire, and water, were
as in the story of Balder, and the early idea of the
the sword that
conscious power of weapons (cf.
;

'

was long retained
fights of itself [Skiniimuil, 8 f.])
in poetry and folk-tales.
The clo.se connexion of trees with the principle
of life is proved by the well-attested Teutonic
worship of trees, and by the idea of the WorldTree, with its popular parallels in the identification of trees with the guardian-spirits of peoples,
'

Hamadkyads
tribes, families, or individuals (see
[Teutonic]). The use of plants and fruits to convey
life is frequent even in modern superstition, and
an early instance occurs in the Volsunga Saga
after
(ch. i.), where the (}ueen becomes pregnant
of the
eating one of Freyja's apples. The ashes

Yule and Midsummer logs were touched and kei)t for
the same purpose (cf. Buanche.s AND T«lt;.s. § 5).
Certain animals, particularly the boar, had a
with the power of life and its
special connexion
transmission: others had an intimate connexion
with individual human beings, and from this
arises the power of transference or of shape>

p.

W. Monntutrdt, BaumkuUttt dtr Gtrmatitn,

Ml a.

Berlin, l&li,
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Another form of this sympathetic
changing.
connexion appears in the 'external sonl'; hnt
totemistic ideas, the logical conclnsion of depositing the external soul in animals, seem never to
have developed among the Teutons (K. Helm,
In heroic
AUgerm. Selifjionsgcsrh., i. 23 fi'.).
saga the infant hero is sometimes suckled by an
animal, as were Wolfdietrich and Sigurb'r Sven.
The serpent, in other cults so important a symbol
of life, because of the renewal of its skin, has
little connexion with life-conceptions in Teutonic
mythology. The tenacity of the belief in individual
life in the natural world appears in
frequent
personilication, though it is sometimes difficult
to distinguish between nature-personilications and
those local deities which abound in Teutonic belief,
but which may be a later development.
It is a moot point whether the primitive Teuton
believed in a universal life-giving spirit; without
going so far as to assume a monotheistic origin for
Teutonic mythology, we can yet believe that the

principle of life was early personilied, though
whether as earth-spirit or as sky-spirit it is impossible to decide.
Animistic thought generally tends
to the latter, but the Nerthus evidence, the NerthusFreyr combination, and the Swedish worship of
Freyr as a fertility deity all point to the former.
All the chief gods had some connexion witli
productivity, and traces of phallic worship are not

lacking (ib. i. 214-225). The origin of world-life
has already been treated (see Cosmogony and
CO.S5IOL0GY [Teutonic]) the revival of world-life
and its different phases were celebrated at the
;

Midsummer, and Yule

Easter,

—

;

sworn brotherhood (cf.
The power
[ArtiUcial], i. 7).
for

art.

Brotherhood

of heredity consisted
in the transmission of racial qualities, especially
courage and hardihood, as in the case of yinfjotii
(Volsunga Suga, 8). The idea of re-birth, which
still persists, was deeply rooted in Norse belief, and
accounts for the constant pre-Christian custom of
naming children after dead ancestors ; the name
was of great efficacj' in the attraction of ancestral
qualities, and even imjilied the transmission of a
Tlie impossibility of re-birth was
personality.
considered a misfortune (cf. P. Herrmann, Nord.
Mythol., p. 35 fi'. ). Similarly, thehamingja, or genius
in female form, could transfer itself from the dead

to a beloved kinsman

{

Vlqa Gluins Saga,

The

9).

diH'erent stages of human life were little regarded ;
we know of no initiatory ceremonies at adolescence,

although Karl Venvson (Chances of Death, Jjondon,
1897, vol. ii. ch. ix.) considers that the licentious
character of mediaeval Walpurgisnacht revels proved
their origin as sexual festivities ;. otherwise we
hear only of military ceremonies (Tac. Germ. 13)
or of heirship feasts [Ynglinga Saga, 40).

The material representation

of the soul was
the observation of dreams and
similar phenomena, Mhere the soul appears to have
an independent existence, or by the location of the
soul in various organs of the body, as the li\'er,
An extension of this material
heart, or head.
representation appears in the doctrine, common to
all Teutonic peoples, of the
external soul
tiie
chief evidence is the story told by Paulus Diaconus
Gcst.
iii.
(dc
33)of King Gunthram,
Langobardorii III,

probably induced

bj'

'

'

;

whose soul was once observed to
reptiUs from bis- mouth during

issue 'in

'

sleep.

of this idea in fairy-tales show the control exercised
by the individual over his external soul, generally
by depositing the soul in a place of a])parent .safety,
in an object or plant, and thereby prolonging

indefinitely the body's existence (cf. Frazer, ii.
116ii'. ; Ci', ch. v.).
case of control exercised

A

by an external and malignant power is that of
Nornagestr, whose life was identilied with a burn-

The soul's
aj" Kornagesti, 11).
power to assume annual fonn and to go on journeys
the
(hani/arir), leaving
body sleeping, accounts for
hainramir, or shape-changers, and confusion of
ing candle {Saga

such ideas with the observation of states of supernormal activity appears in accounts of berserksgatigr and shape-changing (see Transmigration
[Teutonic] and Lycantheopy, § i).
An extensive power over the principle of life
was acquired by magic, chiefly sympathetic, prophylactic, or coercive, and it was possible to induce
animal and vegetable fecundity, as by the sympathetic magic of the Midsummer fires. Instances
of the sacritice of human life to ensure vegetable
fecundity occur in the immolation of the kings
Domaldi and Olafr [Ynglinga Saga, IS, 47); a
slightly different case is tliat of Auun, who gained
an added ten years of life for each son sacrificed
(ib. 29).
Magic use of plants, etc., and of charms
could induce prolihc human life, and facilitate the
soul's coming (Sigrdrifuiiiul, 9).
Life could be
]>rotected or prolonged by various practices, such
as passing the individual through a cleft tree or
hollow stone (cf. Crimm, p. 11G7
Frazer, ii.
168 ff.); the story of Balder exemplifies prophy;

magic to secure invulnerability. By spells
poison could be rendered innocuous (Egils Saga,
44, 75, 79), and sickness prevented or cured, while
the jierpetual battle of the HjaSninga exemplifies
the power to renew life indefinitely (Skdldslcalactic

festivals.

The

origin of individual life. The Teutonic
conception was prevented from becoming metaphysical by that material view of the soul which
is illustrated by tlie ceremonies followed at birth
and the lack of individual(see Birth [Teutonic])
ism in the life-conception is shown by the importance attached to bfood-kinship, lieredity, and rebirth.
Blood-kinship was the closest of ties, and
the mingling of blood was the sj'mbolic ceremonial
2.

43

(Teutonic)

modum

Survivals

Charms al.-io had power to suspend
paniidl, 47).
life (cf. the sleepthorn), and to harm or destroy it ;
metamorphoses were often compulsory, the result
of external magic.
The conception of death in nature. Tlie
3.
elements have all a death-dealing as well as a

—

ami water

life-giving power, esi)ecially fire

acquires a maleficent power on
and demands a human victim

;

;

water

Midsummer

Daj',

similarly,

many

vegetable and animal objects had death-dealing

powers, inherent or temporarily acquired.
This
4. The conception of individual death.
arose from the phenomena attending sleep, which
foreshadowed the soul's departure
the soul is
still materiallj' represented as issuing from the
mouth in the form of a bird or mouse, and its exit
is facilitated in every way.
In Norse mythology the dead made an actual journey, and needed
shoes to travel the Hel road. The idea of ces.sation of activity after death, if it ever existed, was
soon superseded, as is proved by tlie universal
custom of providing the dead Mith material implements the earliest tombs contain cups and vessels,
not armour and weapons a sign that at first feasting, not fighting, was to be the chief occupation.
Activity after death could be exercised still on
earth, but it was then frequently malignant, and
could be i)revented only by burning the corpse
(Laxdeehi Saga, YJ, 24). Spirits could return in
animal or in iiuman form (Erbyggja Saga, 51, 53),
and hauntiugs show the power of ghosts to afi'ect
the living fear was probablj' as great an incentive
to ancestor-worship as reverence.
Activity in
another world was materially conceived as a close
is
parallel to mortal life, as
juoved by the nature
of the implements provided, and such activity was
often localized in sepulchral howes (ib. 11). The
Valhalla belief is the final poetic development of
the conception of OSinn as god of the .slain in a
less warlike age a more peaceful preligurement

—

;

—

;

;

;
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later Gerinau jioets
victim — whether
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arises, the

he were merely
comimlsion or a willing and exalted

;
Rosengarten of tlic
(Jraiiunaticus's account {Gesta Danorum, i.
31) of Had(lin;;'s voyage to llic under world represents nn iiitcrinediate stage (cf. art. Blest, Auode
OF THK [Teutonic]). The power of death was iiie.vorable and inevitable, even tlie gods being
doomed to perish at the world-death. Death was
personified in many forms as a messenger, or as

Saxo

Uteratire.— J. G. Frazer, GD', pt.
fiU, 2 vols., London, 1913; J. Grimm,

:

LIFE,

;

secondly,

in

controlling and

summoning

Preventi\e magic
(Erhyggja Sagn, 55).
against death might include the wide range of
spirits

charm.s to preserve health, jjrevent barrenness,
heal sickness, or stanch blood.
Coercive magic
to compel death was apparentls' as
frequent as
It was
preventive, though naturally more secret.
possible to foresee the doom of death upon others,
and al.so to have the ]iremonition of it in one.self
to be fey.
The summoning of sjiirits (hclrmut),
performed by means of the valgaldr, became in

—

Korse mythology an important branch of magic

Magic [Teutonic]).
The ethical aspect of

art (see

life and death.— It is
deduce tlie ethical outlook of the average
Teuton on life and death because of the extremely
5.

ditticult to

objective character of the literature, but the nonmoral aspect of world-life and world-death is proved
by the fact that the end of the world comes 'automatically,' involving the gods also.
Respect for
the principle of life is presupposed by the imattached
to
and
all that proportance
fertility

motes it ; but this was instinctive, and originally
entirely non-moral.
Respect for individual life
rarely appears, except in kinship ; the slaughter
of km was abhorred as violating the blood-tie
(Saxo Urammaticus, Gesta Danorum, ii. 1 ; Beobut even this was probably due more
w«{/', 243611".
to tribal than to moral instinct.
Custom rather
than morality governed the sacrifice or the retention of life, as in the case of the Gothic widows
Chivalrous
(Procopius, dc Bcllo Goth. ii. 14).
)

sparing of

;

was

known, for .Saxo Gramto the contrary can hardly
substantiated from earlier literature (Gest'a
Danorum, v. 160). The fatalism so deeply ingrained in the Teutons coloured their whole
outlook, but it was untinged by remorse for an
ill-spent life or by fear of coming ])unisliment
and the lack of a moral division after deatli is
so general that it is
tempting to explain apparent
inconsistencies by the theory of Christian influence.
.Suicide was allowable when due to
grief
for a friend or kinsman, and was more honourable
than an ignoble death (cf. .Saxo (Iranimaticus, tr.
O. Elton, London, 1894, p. xxxvi). The
pr.actice
of human s.acrihce points to little
resjiect for
life

little

niaticus's assertion

be

;

human

life

in

the

abstract

(see

art.

Human

Sacimfick [Teutonic]) the fact that such sacrifices were prophylactic or
propitiatorj- was held
sufficient justilicatioii, if indeed
any were necessary. There certainly seems to have been a strong
idea of sa<rilicing (he life and welfare of the one
to that of the many.
It would add
greatly to our
knowledge and the intercKt of the subject if, in
the account of prophylactic sacrilices, the least
mood and temper of the

tr. J. S.

FUTURE.— See State OF THE Dead.

I

'Life-token' or 'life-index'
is the technical name given to an
object the condition of which is in jiopular belief Iwund up with
that of some person, and indicates his state of
health or sal.iy. The object may be an artifact,
such as a tool, a weapon, or an ornament or it
may be a tree or plant, an animal, or even a well,
or a vessel of water or some other liquid.
The
most familiar examples are found in the Arabian
The Two Sisters who
Nights. In the story of
envied their Cadette,' with which Galland concluded his version (cf. R. F. liurton, Siipjilemenlal
A'ights,hondon, 1S86-S8, iv. 4'Jltt'.), Prince Bahman,
on departing in search of the talking bird, Ihe
golden water, and the singing tree, leaves with his
sister a hunting-knife, the blade of which will
remain clean and bright so long as he continues
safe .and sound, but will be stained with blood if he
be slain. His brother, following him, leaves a string
of pearls, which will run loo.se upon the string
while he is alive, but after his death will be found
fixed and adhering together.
The incident is, in fact, common in folk-tales all
;

'

over the world where the hero goes on a jjerilous
adventure, and his friends require early information,
that they may in case of need sally forth to rescue
or avenge him.
It is necessary here to draw attention only to one wide-spread cycle that of the
modern variants of the ancient Greek story of
Perseus. In these tales Per.seus is often represented
by three sons, boru in consequence of their mother's
having partaken of a magical fish. Some portion
of the offal of the fish is buried in the garden
a
tree grows on the spot and becomes the life-token
of the children.
Sometimes a portion of the ti.sh's
blood is preserved, by its direction, in phials, one
for each of the children, to boil or become turbid
in case of misfortune.
In a story from Pisa the
fish-bone is fastened to a beam in the kitchen, and
sweats blood when anything untoward happens to
any of the boys.
There is thus an original organic connexion between the life-token and the person whose condition
it exhibits.
This connexion supplies the interpretation. The life-token is derived from the doctrine
of sympathetic magic, according to which
any
portion of a living being, though severed, remains
in mystic union with the bulk, and is affected by
w hatever may affect the bulk. .Sympathetic magic,
however, is not confined to folktales: it has a
It is applied in witchcraft and
(iractical bearing.
folk-medicine to the injury or to the benefit of
human beings and every object that conies into
relation with them. Accordingly, we fiiui the lifetoken not only in folk-tales, but also in everyday

—

;

custom and

;

clue were given to the

Mythol,

LIFE-TOKEN.—

767).

:

7'eul.

W.

an enemy. The Norse Hela was certainly at first
a Teutonic Proserpine, however shadowy subsequently, her personality was not distinguished
from her abode. I'opular and grotesque personifications of death jirevailed later, and gave rise to
the idea of weakening death's power by insulting
or beating a tangible representation (Grimm, ii.

death

sutlerer.
Baldrr the Beauli-

Slallybrass, do. 1882-88, ihs. xix.-xxix., xxxiv.-xxxviii.; P.
Herrmann, A'orii. ilythi]l.,\x\\iz\%, 1903, pp. 31-93, 63S-587;
K. Helm, Altmrm. tielujiomgesch., llpidelberg, 1913, i., sections vi.-xi.;
Golther, llandb. der yerm. Mi/thnl., Leipzig,
1895, pp. 72-116 ; P. D. Chantepie de la Saussaye, Rfl. 0/
the Teutons, Boston, 1903, clis. Hi., xi., xviii., xx., xxi.; E.
Mogk, 'Mythologie,' in 11. I'aul, Grundr. dcr nerm. I'hiloloriie^, iii. Strassburg, 1900, chs. v., xy. ; E. H. Meyer, Germ.
Mythol., Berlin, 1891, ch. iv.
JJ. }i. .SeaTON.

:

In spite of the undoubted fatalism of Teutonic
peoples (see art. Doom, Doom mvth.s [Teutonic]),
the l)elief, boru of instinct and desire,
prevailed
that magic enabled man to exerci.se a twofold
power over death lirst, in retarding or hastening

vii.,

under

]ia.ssive

.K

human
States.

sn]ierstition.

and pathetic example

of ft severed portion of a
being *nipln\ e.l as liis life-toi.*n is recorded in the Uniteil
in
Ihe
ladt
a
bov
in Gralton County, New
eentiirv
Early

fltriJting

Hampshire, was su

badl,\ s<-aldeu that a piece of liis slfin, fully

an inch In diameter, slout,'bed off, and was carefully ti'ea-sured
by his mother. When he grew up, he left home and was never
beard of after; but his mother used fn.ni time to time to examine
the fragment of skin, persuaded that, so long as it was sound,
her son was nli\ e and well, and that it would not i.egin to decay
UDtil his death.
For thirty years, until her death about the
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year 1843, she kept

it

to do so under the

;

and thenceforth her daughters continued
same belief (JAFL vi.

influence of the

11893] 69).

This convenient metlioil of proviiling a life-token
from the substiuue of one's own body is, however,
not always available. Fortunately, the doctrine of
sympathetic magic applies equally to ol>jects derived less directly from the person. Just as in the
tale the ofVal of the hsh buried in the garden grows
up into the tree and becomes the life-token of the
children who owe their birth to, or perhaps are a
transformation of, the fish, so trees are in actual
life planted for the purpose.
The na\ elstringr of a Maori child was buried in a sacred place,
and a young sapling planted over it expressly as the babe's sign
of life' or life-token (R. Taylor, Te Ika a Mani: Neic Zealand
and its Inhabitants'^, London, 1870, p. 1S4). Sometimes it was
*

the tree or bush afterwards * showed signs of decay or died, the results would be
similar to the child' {Joura. Ethnol. Soc. i. [1S69] 73). In the
latter case an already existing tree is appropriated as the lifetoken by uniting the child with it through the medium of the
cord.
In the same way, in Germany the afterbirth is thrown or
buried at the foot of a young tree, and the child is expected
to grow with the tree and thrive as it thrives (K. Eartsch, Sagen,
Marcken mid Gebrduche ans Meklenburg, Vienna, 1880, ii. 43
Urqiiell, v. [1894] 253). Though it is not now common thus
to unite the child with the tree, the practice of planting a tree
In Aargau
at the birth of a child is still frequent in Europe.
(Switzerland) an apple-tree is planted for a boy, a pear-lree for
a girl; and it is definitely believed that the babe will thrive or
die like the young tree'(\V, Mannhardt, Wald- und Fcldkultc,
Berlin, 1875, i. Baumkultus,' p. 50, citing Rochholz). Numerous
remains of this practice and belief are found in tradition all
over Europe.

buried at the foot of a tree or bush.

If

;

Am

'

The caul with which some children are born also
becomes an index of their health and prosperity.
For this purpose great care is taken of it.
Among the Letts of Russia to lose it betokens misfortune for

the child (R. \\ohii\% Eist. Stxidienausdem pharmakol. Inst, d^r
kais. Uuivcrsitat Dorpat, iv. [Halle, 1894] 229). In England and
Scotland its condition, whether soft and flabby or bard, dry,
and stiff, indicates coming misfortune or prosperity (S. O. Addy,
noiisehold Tales, London, 1895, p. 120 J. G. Dalyell, Darker
Superstitio7is o/ Scotland, Glasgow, 1S35, p. 32C).
;

But, as in the stories, the life-token is not always
determined at the^ birth of the person whose fate
is indicated by it.
When a child has been passed
through a young ash-tree split for the purpose, in
order to cure infantile hernia, the tree is bound
up and plastered, in the hope that it may growand according to the success of
together again
the treatment the child is exj^ected to recover or
not. More than this, so intimate has the connexion
between the tree and the child become by the
operation that, if the tree be aftei'wards felled, the
Thus the tree is not merely depenchild will die.
dent upon the fate of the child the child is also
dependent on the fate of the tree. This mutual
;

;

is sometimes expressly mentioned in
the stories also. It results from the close connexion established between the human being and
the object constituted as the life-token. In the
stories it is often forgotten
generally in practice
it is at least implicit.
On the Eastern peninsula of Maryland, opposite Baltimore,
when a member of a family leaves home, a bit of live-for-ever

dependence

;

stuck in the ground to indicate the fortune of the absent one.
if he prospers
othei-wise it will wither and die
iv. [1S91]
At Rome every Emperor solemnly
152).
planted on the Capitol a laurel, which was said to wither when
he was about to die. A successful general to whom a triumph
was accorded also planted on the occasion, in the shrubbery set
by Livia, a laurel, similarly believed to wither when he was
about to die. Two myrtle-trees grew l>efore the temple of
Quirinus, one called the Patrician tree, the other the Plebeian.
So long as the Senate maintained its power as the supreme
But it
authority of the State, the Patrician tree flourished.
began to fail at the time of the Social War, when the Plebs
successfully asserted their rights, and the Plebeian tree, hitherto
xv. 36).
sickly and shrivelled, gained the superiority (Phny,
is

It will flourish

;

(JAFL

HN

Borneo are accustomed on certain occasions to
palm, which is regarded, in the fullest sense of
the word, as a life-token. If it grows prosperously, they can
reckon on good fortune but, when it fades or dies, the person
concerned has to expect the reverse (Wilken. Versjyreide Geschriften, \\\. 562n.). In Germany, at Hochheim, Einzingen,
and other places near Gotha, two young trees are planted at a
wedding by the bridal pair, on the property of the eomnmne.
It either of the trees withers, one or the other of the spouses
will shortly die (Mannhardt, p. 48).

The Dayaks
plant a sort

of
of

;
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Turning now

may

to artificial objects

be given from a

— an illustration

somewhat unexpected quarter.

Father George K: :i, reporting in the Annales de la Propagation de la Foi (1898) a recent visit to Easter Island,
relates that the native converts persistently inquired after
another Roman Catholic missionary. Father Albert Montilon,
who had previously visited them. They said that he had causetl
the great s^toue cross in the cemetery of Hangaroa to be set up,

and told them
When you see this cross fall, you will say.
Father Albert has just died let us pray for him.' Father Eich
went to see the cross, and found that it had in fact fallen, but
had been set up again, and bore traces of its fall. On questioning them to ascertain the precise date of its tall, he found that
it coincided exactly with that of Father Albert's death in
Spain,
26th Feb. 1S94 (b'L xi. [1900] 436, quoting the Annales at
'

:

;

length).

This kind of life-token easily lends itself to
divination concerning the health or prosperity of
absent friends, or even the prospects of life of actual
members of the household.
In Thnringia, when it is desired to know whether absent
children or other kinsmen are still living, all that is necessary is
to stick a loaf of bread with ears of corn before putting it into
the oven. Eacli of the ears is designated by the name of one

the absent persons concerning whom inquiry is made
and, if any of them be scorched in the process of baking,
the person symbolized is assuredly dead (A. Witzschel, Sagen,
Sitten und Oehruvche aus Thiiringen, Vienna, 187S, ii. 261).
Zulu women, when their husbands go to war, hang the conSo long as it
jugal sleeping-mat on the wall of their hut.
casts a shadow on the wall, the husband is safe ; when it ceases
to do BO, he is believed to be dead (T. Arbousset and F. Dauraas,
Exploratory Tour, Cape Town, 1S46, p. 145 cf. H. Callaway,
Rel. System of the Amaznlu, Natal, 1870, p. 126).
Fire or a
candle is often employed. In Brittany a sailor's wife who has
been long without tidings of her husband makes a pilgrimage
to some shrine and lights a taper before the saint.
If her husband is yet alive and well, it bums well otherwise the flame
will be poor and intermittent, and will go out (A. Le Braz,
L^qende de la mort en Basse-Bretagnf, Paris, 1893, p. 6). The
Kei Islanders in the Moluccas perform a similar ceremony.
When men are absent on a voyage, rude lamps, consisting of
sea-shells tilled with oil and containing wicks, are lighted with
a sort of soleum ritual at the sacred fire. Each lamp represents
one of the absent men. A straight and steady flame indicates
that the man represented is well in body and soul but, if the
flame wavers or burns badly, an e\il augury is drawn {AnthroWhen the men go froui Yule Island, off the
poid, V. [1910] 354).
coast of New Guinea, to the Papuan Gulf for sago, a fire is lit
if it goes out,
there will be bad hi'-k for the voyagei-s, consequently care is taken to keep the fire alight during the whole
time the men are away' (A.
Haddoii, Head-hunters, London,
A Shawnee prophet tried to persuade Tanner,
lOu], p. 259).
when living among the Indians, that the fire in his lodge was
intimately, connected with his life. At ail seasons and in all
weathers it was to remain alight; for, if he suffered it to be
extinguished, his life would be at an end (J. Tanner, Captivity
and Adventures, New York, 1830, p. 155).
of

;

;

;

;

;

'

C

The

last two cases are interesting examples of
ambiguity already noticed in the relation
between tlie object and the person with whose life
it is bound up.
They naturally act and react
NVhatever aflects the one
upon one another.

the

The object thus conthe other also.
nected by a mystic bond with a human life has
sometimes been called the 'external soul,' It is
perfectly true that in the stories the life of ogre or
hero is frequently said to depend on an object
Widden safely away, and that this object is occasionally described as the owner's soul. Sometimes,
of 'The Two
as in the ancient
Egyptian story
Brothers,' it is called by the equivalent name of
his heart.
More commonly it is referred to simply
It is also true that in savage belief the
as his life.
soul is separable from the body it goes forth in
dreams ; sickness is caused by its absence a comCare is taken on imnortplete severance is death.
aut occasions, as at marriage or change of dwelling,
or at a funeral, to cage and retain the soul, and in
atlects

:

;

sickness to recall it from wandering and restore it
to the patient's body,
liut, as in the stories, so in
the practices and superstitions, the object in mystic
relation with a man is by no means always called
It seems,
his soul, or said to contain his soul.
therefore, to be going somewhat beyond the facts
to apply to it a word expressing a aefinite conception when it is not applied by the people holding
Ideas
the .superstition (»r exercising the custom.
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are often v.igne, nnd, wlieio they are so, to affix
terms to tlu'iu wliicli comioto to >is soinethini,'
(icfinite is to darken uounsel.
In Nk'crift ft crcat tree frcqiiontly stands in a villagre, and is
It is desirihed hy
liunpr nith niedicinc and votive ollerinifs.
the villaiTcrs as our Life,' and it is in some sense worshipped :us
'

a god (C. rartridRO. Cross Riivr Xativfs, London, 1006, pp. 194,
The Ibo. speaking Xej^roes of Awka declared that such a
205).
tree had the life or breath of the priest in it.' Not lon|i ajfo
the tree died and the priest died at thi same time because the
'

'

tree had died' (N. \V. Thomas, Jbo-sjicnhiiig PfopU-s, I^ondon,
The Montols of Northern Ni-jeria believe that at
1913, i. '29).
the birth of every individual of their rare, male or female,
a snake of a certain non-poisonous sj^ecies which haunts the
dwellings is also born. From the moment of birth the snake
and the man share a life of conunon duration, and the measure
Hence every care is
of the one is the measure of the other.
taken to protect these animals from injury ; and it is said that
thev are quite harmless to human beings (journ. A/r. Soc. x.
So at Honie every man was deemed to be accom[1910] 80).
panied throughout life by a genhis, to which he owed all his
and
gifts
good fortune. The genius was represented by, or
incorporated in, a snake, which was never killed, but encouraged in the house, and even in the sleeping-chamber. The
result was, according to Pliny, that snakes multiplied to such

an extent that, if they had not been kept down by frequent
fires, it would have been impossible to roaKe headway against
their fecundity (L. Preller, Rum. Math., Berlin, 1SS3, ii. 190-198
xxix. ii). Tiberius Gracchus once caught a pair o(
Pliny,
snakes upon his bed, and was advised by the soothsayers to
kill one of them, but warned that his life was bound up with
that of the one, and his wife's with that of the other. Kather
than put an end to his wife's life, he killed the male and himAt
self died in a short time (IMutarch, Tiberius Gracchus).
the monastery of Saint Slaurice, on the borders of Burgundy,
near the Rhone, was a fishpond stocked with as many flsh as
there were monks. When any of the monks fell sick, one of
the fish floated on the surface of the water, halt-dead and, it
the monk was soin'f to die, the flsh would die three days before
;

UN

;

(J. W. Wolf, Kiederl. Sa;ien, Leipzig, 1S43, p. 259, citing
Leonard Vair, Trois Livres ties channes, Paris, 15a3, p. oS7).
the island of Euru, one of the Moluccas, the same belief
seems to be attached to the cayman. No Burunese, we are
told, would dare kill a cayman, lest he should unwittingly
cause the death of one of his nearest kinsmen (Wilken, iii. s>2).
In fact, the belief that the lives of hnman beings are bound up
with those of certain of the loweranimals as well as of trees and
plants is very wide-spread; and the latter are not neccs-sarily
viewed as the guardians or incarnations of the souls of tl;^.'

him

On

former.

Lakes and streams

also serve as life-tokens, inde-

pendently of the animals that haunt or inlialiit
them.
On a mountain in Franconia a fountain issues near the
ancestral home of an ancient noble family- The clear stream
iiices.santly tlie whole year round; and it was
fail only wlien one of the lamilv was about to die
DevtSi-lle Kanen. Berlin, 1S16-13, i. 102). The waters
of the crater-lake of Tritriva in -Madagascar are of a deep green
colour, almost black. It is iielieved that, when a member of the

gushes forth
believed to

(J-

Grimm,

tribe, the Zanutsara, is taken ill, it the water is
troubled and becomes of a brown colour, his death is presaged
if it remains clear, he will have a chance of life {RTP vii. 11892J

neighbouring

;

700,

quoting

J. Sibrce).

The present writer has elsewhere [LP

ii.

[1895]

pointed out tliat the oustom of scrying or
crystal-gazing (7. r.) is intimately related to tliose
of looking into the <le[)ths of a well or a pool of
water or ink, and into a magical mirror, for tlie
purpose of gaining tidings of absent friends or
It will suffice to say hero that
di.stant events.
the hallucination on which it is founded is eqnally
capable of being produced by gazing intently on
any dark nnd polished surface like that of standing
water, a mirror, or a jnece of stone, and that tlie
superstition is practically world-wide.
The inarch between the life-token and the belief
in omens drawn from objects not specially connected with any individual is ill-delined. It is by
no means neces.sary to appoint one's own life-token
the health or prosperity of the absent ni.ay be
ilivined
by the condition of a life-token arbitrarily
friends at home.
.ippointetl by anxious relatives or
There is but a step between this and the drawing
of anguries from events and objects not ai>pointed
at all. The step is often taken both in tales and in
13ft'.)

:

real

life.

In an Icelandic tale three drops of blood appearing on the
knife wliilc eating are a token to one brother of another's peril
or death (J in C'luell, iii. 11S92I G, I'iting Arn.a.",on). The sudden
he iinsc i-J recorded in
/ulling of three drops of blood from
I

recent years in countries aswide apart as Scotland and Transylvania to be rcf^arded as an omen of the death of a near relative
(W. Ciregor, Foiklorc. nf X. Ii. 0/ Scollaml, London, 1881, p- '20.1 ;
H. von Wlislocki, V'olksijtanbe rtnd Valkuhrauch tier .SifhenAt Rauen, about 30
biirijer Sachsen, Berlin, 1S93, p. 190).
miles from Frankfort-on-the-Oder, a crack in a newly-baked
loaf portends the death of one of the family (A. Kuhn and W.
In
Schwartz, NorMetilsche Sagi'.n, Leipzig, 1843, p. 43(1).
Thuiiiigia, if an altar-light goes out, one of the clergy will die
In Brunswick, when a plant in the garden,
(Witzschel, ii- 254).
usnallv green, puts forth white leaves, it betokens the speedy
death o! some one in the house (R. Andrec, RrauMchw. VolkskuniU:, Brunswick, 1890, p. 224).
be continuerl indefinitely.

The

list

of such

omens might

life be united to any external
Further, if
object, whether physically (so to speak), as in the
case of an ailing child passed through a split .sapling, or by the arbitrary appointment of myself or

my

another,

it

is

obvicms that injuries intentionally

inflicted on the object in question will react upon
me. I'ho felUn!^ of the sapling causes the death of
In the classic story of Meleager the
the child.
hero's life came to an end with the burning and
extinction of the fateful brand. This belief is the
foundation of that dei)artment of magic which is

used for injuring others by damaging or destroying
things which have been closely attached to them,
or to whicli identity with them is imputed.
Fragments of the hair, nails, food, or clothing, portions
from
footearth
the
of the blood or saliva, and
prints of the victim are all impregnated with his
life, are still a portion of liimself, though detached
and he may be injured or even done to death by
the appropriate treatment of any of these objects.
So also to stick pins or d.aggers into, or to burn,
the efligy of a man is to wound or kill the person
These are all well-known magical
represented.
Parallel with tliem is the treatment of such
rites.
objects for the purpose of beneliting the person to
;

whom

they belong.

navel-string of an inlant, taken by a mother to church
her churching, and laid down behiml the altar or in some
other suitable place, is deemed in Mecklenburg and Thuringia
to be effectual :in surrounding the child with such holy influ.
ences that he will grow up Uod-fearingand pious (Witzschel, ii.
For some such reason Athenian women
249 Bartsch, ii. 45).
who became pregnant for the first time hung up their girdles in
the temple of Artemis.
Probably for a similar purpose fragments of clothing and other things are hung by votaries on a
sacred tree, and pins are deposited in sacred wells. To the
same order of thought belongs the sympathetic treatment of
This
wounds by means of the instrument inflicting them.
treatment, formerly accepted by physicians and pliilosophers, is
now left in Europe" to the peasantry. It originates in savagery.
Tlie Lkungen or Songish of Vancouver Island are very careful
to keep concealed the arrow that has wounded a friend, and
not to bring it near the fire tor he would become very ill if the
weapon, while still covered with his blood, were thrown into
the ttame (F. Boas, Rep. Brit. Assoc, London, 1890, p. 677).
Melanesians keep the arrow, when extracted, in a damp place
or in cool leaves, believing tliat the inflammation will then be
But, if the enemy who has shot
slight and will soon subside.
another can get back his arrow, he puts it into the fire, with
intent to irritate the wound and cause fatal results (R. II.
Codrington, The Melanesiitns, Oxford, 1891, p. 310). Similar
practices are very wide-si'rcad among the European peasantry,
and not least in our own island.

The

.at

;

;

Ey a very natural extension of the idea of tlie
life-token the cognate idea of the faith-token has
been evolved. It is not enough for one of a pair of
lovers to know that the other is living ; there must
be constant assurance of the absent one's tidclily.
The token of liilelity is, therefore, a common incident both in tales and in actual life.
well-known in India. In the Kalha-sarlt-sugara, or
of the .Streams of Story,' a famous collection of Iiulian
to tiuhasena and bis wife
tales, the goil Siva appears in a dreoiii
Devasinita when thev are about to part, and gives each of them
each
of
:
'Take
a red lotus, saying
you one of these lotuses in
your hand, -"ind, if either of you shall be unfaithful during your
of
theolherahall fade, but not
hand
in
the
lotus
separation, the
otherwise.* When they awoke, each beheld in the other's hand
It

'

is

Ocean

'

and it seemed if they had got one aHotber's hearts
Tawncv's tr., CalcutU, IS8II, i. 80). In Kuropean folkis by no means an
talcs, ball.adJ,' and romances the faith-token
unusual piece of machinery- It has found its way on to the
of
P.
the
Ma.ssingi-r's
other
iilay of
dramas,
plot
stage- Among
The Picture (1629) turns upon it. Nor is its vogue in practice
'riic Mech are .1 Moii;.'oloi(l tribe in Bengal.
less wide,
Kvery
Mech has in the court.) ard of his house a si; plant (Kvphurbia
a red lotus

<C.

II.

'

;
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abode

of Siva
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In all such cases the faith-token
1905) 262).
exactly
corresponds with the life-token.
iParis,

emblem of conjuga! fidelity. If its leaves wither, something: is
wrong with one of the women of the household (11. H. Rislev,

Literature. —Rene Basset, Houveanx Pontes berhfres, Paris,
1897, gives in a note (pp. o09-316) an e.xt^nsive list of stories in
which the incident occurs. Slany of these are abstracted and
discussed by F. J. Child, EnrjUfh and Scottish Popnlnr Ballads,

In Peru the husband knots a branch
jf'C Calcutta, 1892, ii. S9).
of Euphorbia before (roini; on a
journey. If on his return he
fiuHs the knot* w ithered up, his wife has been unfaithful ; if thev
are fresh and hving, she has been true (ZK X3c\vii. [1905] 439).
At Siena formerly a maiden who wished to know how her love
progressed kept and teuded a plant of rue. ^\^lile it flourished,
all went well
but. if it withered, it was a sign that the love
8be desired had failed her (An-hiein, x. [1891] 30).
Losiji;; a
garter in the street means, according to belief in some districts
of England and Germany, that the owner's lover is unfaithful

5 vols., Boston, 18.S'J-98, in the introductions to the ballads of

Hind Horn (i. 187), and Bonny Bee Horn
Clouston, ropH/nr Talts and Fictinns, 2

;

i.

timi

and in

W.

A.
317), and by
vols., Edinburgh, 1S87,

(ii.

John Lane's Continimappended
0/ Chaucer's 'Squire's Tale' (published by the Chaucer

169,

his dissertation

to

Society, London, 1888-90), 299, 334. Discussions will be found
on the incident and its relation to custom and superstition by

(Addv, p. 9S J. Grimm, TerU. Mvth., tr. J. S. Stallvbrass, London, 1S82-S8, pp. 1782, 1824). Elsewhere, on the contrary, he is
thinking of her (Andree, p. 215 cf. F. D. Bergen, Cutrent Superstitions, Boston, 1S96, p. 63). Certain sacred wells in France have
or had the property of certifying the loved one's fidehty to a
jealous lover. All that was necessary was to abstract a pin (which
was often nothing but a thorn) from herdress and lay it on the
surface of the water. If it floated, all wa-s well if it sank to the
bottom, she was unfaithful (P. S6billot, Folklore de France, ii.
;

G. A. Wilken in his monographs on Het Animisme bij de
volken van den Indischen Archipel,' *De betrekking tusschen
nienschen-, dieren- en plantenleven naar het volksgeloof," and
De Simsonsage,' collected in his Verspreide Geschrijten, 4 vols
The Hague, 1912, iii. and E. S. Hartland, The Leijeiui of
Perseus, 3 vols., London, 1894-96, ii. eh. viii. See also art. Lire
'

;

'

,

;
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E.

Sidney Hartland.
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(J. A. MacCulloch),
Chinese (J. Dyer Call), p. 51.

Primitive

Christian (A.

Maclean),
Greek and Roman (J. S. Reid),

Hindu

p. 47.
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p. 56.

—

A

creation ejiic describes the cosiiiogonic
day.
periods, the first of which is that of thought, the
second that of night or darkness

—
—

to exist.

:

'

The latter

being.

sees

how

and therefore he makes a

day. There is
little warmth in the morning, because it is not
fully kindled, and it is cold at night when tlie fire
The jackass rouses men to the light. If
dies out.
he did not, or if children imitated him, there would
be nothing but darkness. Or the sun is created as
the result of certain obscene rites performeil bjmen who complained of having no heat or light
or there is darkness until the magpie props up the
sky and so sets free the sun.- The last-mentioned
myth, that heaven and earth are close together,
and that, until they are separated, their ofispring
are in perpetual and universal night, prevails over
Oceania. The children, or gods, or a serpent, or
trees force them apart and so let in light and air.^
1

Hewitt, p. 426.
K. L. Parker, More Aust. Legendari/ Tales, London, 1898,
N. W. Thomas, Natives of Aust., do. 1906, p. 249 Howitt,
E. M. Curr, Aust. Race, Melbourne, 1886-87, ii. 48 T.
Waitz and G. Gerland, Anthrop. der Naturvijiker, vi. ILeipzig,
E. Lasch, ARW'm. (1900) 09.
187'2J 197
3 B.
Thomson, Savaae Island, London, 1902, p. Si G. Turner,
Samoa, do. 1884, p. 296 f. P.. Taylor, Te Ika a ilaur^, do. 1870,
G. tirev, Polynes. Mi/lh., do.,
p. 120; Waitz.Qerland, vi. 245
cf. Earth, § 3.
n.d., p. 1 ff.

follows the third period, that of light, and
the fourth, in which sun, moon, and stars are
created, thrown up as the eyes of Heaven, then
the heaven became light.'
This idea that iliaos
and darknes.s the state of Po, Hades, or night
precede all gods and all things is wide-spread in
Polynesia. Even a heaven-god like Taaroa, creator
of sun, moon, etc., .springs from it ;- or he sprang
out of an egg and .so brought light to the world.'
The Garos say that earth was at first a huge
watery plain, and darlcness lay over all. TataraRabuga created earth through a lesser spirit and,
at the latter's request, placed sun and moon in the
sky to give light.^
The myth of Heaven and Earth as a divine pair
is common in W. Africa, but its most significant
expression is found among the Yoruli.is, who say
that Obutala and Odudua, their chief goil and goddess, were shut up in darkness in a calabusli in the
beginning. .She blamed him for tliis, whereupon
he blinded her.°
Among the Eskimos, a people dwelling for a
great part of the year in darkne.ss, many myths
deal with this subject, .\ccording to one of these,
men came out of the earth, livid in perpetual
darkness, and knew no death. There came a flood
which destroyed all but two old women, one of
whom desired both light and death. Death came,
'

'

—

fire everj-

2

;

great night, the long night.
lowest night, the loftiest night,
thick night, to be felt,
night to be touched, the ni;^ht unseen,
night following on.
night ending in death.'

Then

i

I

j

;

p. 2S ;
p. 427

fruitful ;
tlie feeble glimmering

The
The
The
The
The
The

now is,

beautiful eartli

The word became

It dwL-lt with
It brought forth night.

—

Primordial darkness. A wide-spread idea
seems to he that night precedes or gives rise to day,
darkness precedes or gives rise to light. Light, the
light of day, appears to come gradually out of the
darkness of night, whereas darkness falls over the
light of day and extinguishes it, but does not come
from it. Man also, asleep and inert during darkA
ness, rises to fresh activity with the light.
pre-existing state of darkness, out of which light
and life have proceeded, is thus usually presupposed.
Many Australian tribes believe that long
ago darkness or semi-darkness prevailed, until the
sun was made or released. An emu's egg was
thrown up to the sky, and either itself gave a great
light or set fire to a wood-pile belonging to a skyI.

p. 60.

Maori mythology relates that the Atua o te po,
gods of Hades or darkness, existed before heaven
was lifted up, and were more ancient than the
Atua o te ra, gods of light, because darkness
precedes light. Their chief was Hine nui te po,
great mother night, or Hades. Light and life are
represented by Tama mir te ra, the great son of

(Primitive).—

the lower races the nature and origin of
light and darknes.s gave rise to many questions,
and the answers to these are found in a great
variety of myths. Frequently light and darkness
are assumed to be substances c./;., 'a hard d.arkor the sun, often
ness,' as in an Australian myth
regarded as the cause of light, is t liotight of as a hre
or fiery substance, larger or smaller. Among the
primitive peoples the dualism of light and darknc.=s
or of beings representing these so frequently found
at higher stages of civilization can hardly be said
'

Hillebrandt),

p. 62.

Among

—

(A.

Iranian (L. H. Gray), 11. 61.
Semitic and Egyptian {W. Cruickshank),

p. 52.

.1.

j

1

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Taylor, p. 100 £f.
W. Ellis, Pohines. Researches'!, London, 1832, i. 322 ; WaitzGerland, vi 240, 200 f
L. Frobenius, Die Weltansclinuune/ der Naturrulker, p. 10.
< A.
Plaj'fair, The Garos, London, 1909, p. 82 1.
5 A. B.
EUis, Yoruba-speakiivi Peoples, l>ondoQ, 1894, p. 42 ;
ABWx\. 11908) 402 f. ; Frobenius, pp. 350, 354, 359.
1

2

.
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and with

it sun, moon, anil stars.'
Anotlier widein the
spread myth is that of the hrotlicr who,
time when darkness covered the earth, ravished
Ills sister.
In her anger at his hrutal conduct,
she pursued him to the ."ky with a lirand. He
becAuie tlie moon and she the sun, ever pursuing
the moon, excoiit in winter, wlien she remains in
her hou.<e and there is darkness. The stars are
sparks from tlie brand.*
A well-known Chinese myth relates that in the
beginning all was darkness. From a great mundane egg, which divided in two, came Poon-Koo
Wong, who made the sky out of the upper and
earth out of the lower half. He also made sun and
moon.* Chinese philosophy speaks of T'ai-Kih, the
Most Ultimate,' which produced the cosmic souls
Yang and Yin. male and female, heaven and earth,
warmth and cold, light and darkness.' In Japan
an old myth in the Kojiki speaks of a time wlu-ii
Heaven and Earth were not separated and the In
and Yo (= Yin and Yang) not yet divided. All
was ehaos and presumably darkness.'
Finnish cosmogonic myth in the Kalevala
relates that from the upper and lower parts of an
egg which fell into the primeval waters were
foiTned heaven and earth, from the 3olk the sun,
from the white the moon, and from the darkness
in the egg the clouds."
Scandinavian mythology contains an elaborate
myth of beginnings. There was first a void world
of mist, ginniinga-gap.
On its southenx e.xtremity
was muspcll, tire, on its northern, nifl, fog; from
the one proceeded light and warmth, from the
other darkness and cold.
According to Grimm,
ginnunga-gap is the equivalent of the Gr. x^-o^i
meaning both 'abyss' and 'darkness.'* In the
Edda, Day personified is the son of Night, each
of them having a horse and car, in which they
journey round the earth. The primitive method
of counting time with Scandina\ians, Teutons,
and Celts was on the principle that night preceded
day, the moon, which 'governs the night,' being
the measurer of time. Tacitus says of the Teutons
that they count the number of nights, not of days,
for the night seems to precede the day.
Caesar
writes of the Celts that they define the divisions of
seasons not by days but by nights, and observe
times in such an order that day follows night.'
Celtic myth embodying these ideas has not
'

A

A

come down

to us.

Origin of light.— In some of the myths just
cited the origin of light from darkness, or from the
creation of sun and moon, is already found. As in
the Maori myth, light is sometimes prior to the
sun (cf. On i^ '*). Some other examples of such
myths may be cited. In Bushman belief the sun
wa.s a mortal on earth from whose body light
radiated for a short distance round his house.
Some children were sent to throw him up to the
sky as he slept, and now he lightens the earth.'"
2.

'

K.

Raamuswn, People of

p. 101.

the

Polar

Nortft,

London, 190S,

RBKW

'lb. p. 173; tt
[1894], pp. 260,481; H. Rink, TaUs
and Trad, of tlie Eskimo, London, 1S75, p. 237 c(. the idea of
the TicunuB that stars are emanations from the face of the
;

supreme God.
i Ct.

HAl, Waahinston.

1907-10,

i.

971

J. A. Farrer, Prim.
E. U. Emerson,
;

;

Manners and Cuetoins, Ix>ndon, 1S79, p. 544
/ndian .!/;((*.», do. 1884, p. 102; 2 /(B£ir(lSSll,
118S7), p. 540; Frobenius, p. 30.
4 J. U.
Gray, China, Ixjndon, 1878,

i.

1

Ui. p. S51>>.

» J. J.

•

M. de Oroot, Religion in China,

W. O. Aston,

t Eaievata,
8 J.

;

p. 25

RBKW

sec also China, vol.

New

1882-88, p. .'.58.
» /». p. 735 ; Tac.

The IJaronga think that the

p. 9.

'

'

—

;

from

I

Qong, Night.

tr. J.

S.

it,

he bade

After a time he cut it with a knife, and daylight
again shone out. In Lepers' Island this is told of
The Meitheis say that at first there
Tagaro.'
were two suns which rose and set alternately.
slave, tired of getting no rest, shot one of them.
There was now always darkness. The other sun
refused to come forth, but at last did so as a result
The savage Malays of
of certain ceremonies.*
Malacca have a myth of three suns, one of which
was always left in the sky. The female sun was
induced to swallow her husband and child, and
native Brazilian myth
now there was night."
tells that at first there was no night.
Night, or a
cobra who owned night, slept at the bottom of the
His daughter would not sleep with her
waters.
husband till he procured darkness from her father.
Servants were sent to bring a tiicuinan fruit fiom
him. In spite of all warnings, they opened it, and
The daughter now separated day
all grew dark.
from night.* In Santa Cruz sun and moon are
said to have travelled together, but by a trick the
sun caused the moon to fall into a marsh and went
on before her.
Night is the resalt of a part of
the moon becoming black through this trick.'
Finnish myth says that in the beginning there
an unusual
was nothing but water and light
version of the cosmogonic idea.'" In some instances
night is formed as the result of a dualism. The
Yezidis say that God made the world beautiful.
ThenMalik-Taus appeared before Him and said that
there could be no light without darkness, no day
without night, and accordingly He caused night to
follow day." In a Wallachian Marcher) God sends
a bee to inquire of the devil, the master of night,

A

A

A

—

1

A. Junod, Life of a S. African Tribe, Neuchatel, 1913,

p. 282.
2 D. Macdonald,
3 C. W. Iloblev,
4

Howitt,

5

p.

1S99,

i.

Africana, London, 18S2,

J At

428

;

124

i.

280.

xxxiii. [1903] 328, 331.

ct.

A. Lang, Myth, Ritual,

and Relljion^,

t.

R. H. Codrint'ton, The Melanrsiaus, Oxford, 1S91, pp. 166,

171.

I^ndon,

Stallybra-ss,

Oerm.
11 ; " C»sar, de "Uell. Gall.
"
xvi. 44, and aee Cilrxdar (Celtic) and
Pliny,
(Teutonic).
>» W. II. I.
Bleek, Biahmarx Folklort, London,
44-65.

Keturning with

his brothers prepare for night. The sun now moved
westwards ; he let go the night, and it was dark.

»T. C. Hodson, The
3liith.,

reflexion of light on

the sea after the sun's rising is a kind of source of
It is
cut
light whence the sun is renewed ilaily.
out from the provision of lire,' and dies in the
West nightly. Light is also called that which
makes to appear.'' An E. African myth tells
how two men came to a cave, looked in, and .-^aw
the sun.
One of them removed a stone, and was
Then the sun ascended on high to
burned up.
According to the Ja-Luo,
light the world.*
Apodtho, father of mankind, appeared from
heaven on earth together with the sun, moon, and
wind, which tied to the sky when he was angry,
and have remained there ever since. The heavenland has people as bright as fire, and men will go
there when they die.*
3. Succession of light and darkness, day and
In some instances liglit, not darkness, is
night.
01 after creation, while day exists,
primordial
is
still unknown.
Niunerous m5-th3 relate
night
how darkness is produced and the regular alternatiim of day and night follows. The Wiimbaio,
an Australian tribe, say that at one time the sun
never moved. Nurelli, tired of eternal day, bade
In Banks Island, Qat,
it go down by the west.*
after making all things, did not know how to make
He heard that
night, and it was always day.
there was night at Vava, and went there to get it

London.
York, 1912,

Shinto, lyondon, 1905, p. 85.

rune 1.
Orinim, Teut.

UN

5

;
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vi.

18

;

cf.

Calekdar
1911,

pp.

ileilheie,

London,

1908, p. 125

tr.

' W. W. Skeat and C. O. Blajfden, Pagan Races of the Malay
Peninsula, London, 1906. ii. 338.
8 F. J. de Santa-Anna Nery, Folklore IrisHien. Paris, 1888,
Couto de Magralh&es, Contet indient du Brisil, Rio de
p. 55
;

Janeiro, 1883, p. 1.
« W. OFcrrall, J A I xxxlv. (1904) 224.
10 O.
Dahnhardt, Ao(ursaa«n, i. 69.

"

ib. p. 27.
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whether there should be one sun or more.
bee rests on the devil's liead and liears
liis

The
cogi-

tations to the etiect tliat, if there are
several suns
will get so accustomed to heat
that there will
be no fear of hell
night will be as clear as day
and the works of darkness will be
brought to
an end.i
In Breton folk- belief God created the
day, and the devil made night as an ofl'set to it.=
Ihe same dualism is found in a Melanesian
story
;

llie

which all that Tagaro makes is
good.
Suqe,
makes evil things, wished to have six nights
to one day, but
Tagaro sent him underground to
rule
wlio

tells

An

how

sun also has a

chariot.''

In many of the
myths just cited sun and moon
are not always
regarded as causing light and darkor
rather day and night. These exist
ness,
apart
from them, though the two are associated
to'^ether
clear connexion between
them, however, is seen
in another
group of myths-those of the suncatcher.
In some of these the sun is tied
down
as in a Toda instance,
by a demigod. There is
at once darkness on the earth
and in the under
world
^ylllther the sun goes at night.
Tlie people
of both implore the
demi-godfor the sun's release.'
More usualljr the sun is captured because his
course
IS tar too
rapid and darkness comes too soon— found
in many Polynesian
myths-or too erratic, as in a
Ute myth.'' Sometimes,
however, he is captured
in order to
lengthen the ordinary day, and this

in
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as Day and Night
alternately embracing Earth
their joint ottspring
being sun and moon.'
In Isorse
mythology Night and Hay are mother
and son, set in the sky
by All-Father, who
each a horse and chariot to drive round the gives
earth,

men

the souls of the dead.'

(Primitive)

A

extremely naive

all creation,
grate-

the sun for his liglit and
warmth, proposed
to reward him witli a wife.
But the lion said that
several suns would be bom and all would be
burned
All agreed that it was better for the .sun
up.
not
^" disgust he hid himself in the
sea,
j"'^7T"
and
all became dark, to the
consternation of the
animals. But the hen,
persuading him that marnage was a disgrace, caused him to rise from the
sea every morning.-' This
myth obviously origi- group IS then connected with
nates from the apparent
magical rites which
disappearance of the sun have also this for their
into the sea at night, and his
purpose.^
Again, he is
apparent rising from captured by some persons who wisli to
it in the
amuse
morning. An Eskimo myth relates that themselves, but it becomes so
hot that the capsun and moon were once
removed, causing dark- tors run away.« The second
of myths is
ness which no shaman could
A boy is obviously suggested in answer group
dispel.
to such a question
sent by his aunt to
go south, where he will find as was raised by the Inca
prince Why cannot the
tlie light.
He arrives at a hut where light like a sun wander
freely about?
ball of fire is
Clearly because he
lying, but it is hidden by a man
obeys the will of a superior being.
This is an
shovelling snow, which causes obscurity. He steals idea found also in
the
mythologies of the higher
the light and is pursued.
°
He breaks oft pieces, culture.
each of which produces
day, which is then followed
^^^
Milusine, ii. [1884-S6] 666; Unir
by night.
iL,^?u
c !',"'''' /1?'?'P'^^
They are of unequal lengths because Myth,
Kit. and Rdi\. 121 r; E. B.
Tylor, Early Hist o/ Mansometimes he travels a longer time without throw- kind",
London, 1870, p. 346ff.'
ing out light, sometimes a shorter tinie.=
This
Light and darkness, day and night, sun, moon
myth exactly reproduces the phenomena of the and
stars are often
Arctic dark winter, and the
personified or worshipped as
phenomena of days gods, or tlie sun, moon, and
and nights of varying lengths.
stars, as sources of
light, are the dwellings of gods.
Thus the Ainus
4- Gods of light and darkness
sun and moon. believe in a
spirit of light who lives in the sun or
JJay and night or their rulers or representatives
animates
It (ERE i.
242").
sun and moon, are often
Many African tribes
personified as male and have a
high god, often the sky personified, and
female, or as husband and wife, as in the Eskimo
of
tliem
many
worship the heavenly bodies as
myths already cited (§ i). This is found in Ameri- sources
of light.
Loba, the high god of the Bakcan Indian
mythology and in Australian belief, wiri, has a name
signifying originally Heaven or
e.g. among tlie Arunta, the sun is
female, the bun, and so
moon male.6 It is also found
many other instances.' Shan"-o of
among the Andaman the Yoruba is the sun,
Islanders (the sun is the wife of the
dwelling in a flaming house
moon) the of brass one of his train is
Indians of Guatemala, in Central
Biri, the darkness.*
Celebes, in
1 he Kavirondo
worship the moon and the sun the
Cumana, among the Ewe and Yoruba, in Tahiti
latter regarded as
apathetic,
occasionally benefiamong the Piutes, among the Ainus, and amon<i cent but
usually malignant." Among the ancient
the peasants of Oberpfalz.' In another
American leutons and Celts sun and moon
were also divinimyth day and night are t«o wives who produce ties to whom a
cult was paid.'» Amon" the
Polylight and darkness by sitting alteniately at the
nesians
Ka-ne is the sunlight and
door of their tent.«
Tangaloa is
the lord of light, his brother
In New Britain sun and
of
being
Kongo,
god
moon, to whom belonn- dark and night." The Andaman
Islanders connect
respectively day and night, are children of Ilu and
their
Puluga,
high god, with the sky, where he set
Mamao, and, having gone up to the sky, have the
sun and moon, who give
light by his command
stayed there ever since."
and
have
their
meals near his house.'= Among the
In aTongan myth Vatea and
Tonga-iti quarrel Hottentots Tsuui-Goam, the red
about the parentage of the first-born of
dawn, is opposed
Papa, each to the dark sky personified as Gaunah.''
With the
claiming it as his own. The child is cut in two
Vatea throws one part
°'"' ^*"*' "'"* ^""i"' Z™"" "'^
^Y;
Padfio, London.
up to the sky, where it ,»i»^'
46.
IB/D,
p.
becomes the sun Tonga-iti throws the other to
Grimm, pp. 735, 737.
the dark sky, whence the moon. This is
W- H. R. Rivers, The Todas,
explained
London, 1906, p. 692.
I
ful to
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rijiaiis

Nilauthina

is

Rod

of liglit

and

lire,

whose

love of light in his infancy wan so great that his
mother hound lighted reeds to his head.'
and darkness.— As in the
5. Regions of light
or loftier gods are
higher religions the hencliccnt
connected with light or dwell in the sky (cf. 1 Ti
no man can ap6", 'dwelling in the light which
The
belief.
proach unto ), so it is also in savage

Australian high gods, Bfinjil, Mangiin-ngaur, and
Baiame, dwell in the sky or in Keladi, 'eternal
the Murray River
brightness,' and the Nurali of
The higher
tribes is an embodiment of light.^
Polynesian gods, Tangaroa, Tangaloa, Tii, etc.,
dwell in the Tiglit heavens, seven or ten in number.'
The Khonds reverence Bura Pennu, god of light,
or Bella Poona, the sun-god, whose dwellings are
the sun and the place where it rises. Puluga, the
Andaman high god, lives in the sky. This is true
also of many African gods; c.ff., the Zulus hold
that the creator lives in heaven, and Nzambi
Jlpungu of tlic Fiort dwells behind the firmament.* Similarly one of the names of the supreme
the
being of the Indians of Guiana signilies
Ancient One in Sky land.'" Many of the Teutonic
in the sky,
gods, some of them gods of light, dwelt
where Valhalla was situated.
From the skv the Kods descend to earth, along the sky they
make their JourneyB, and through the eky they survey unseen
'

'

the doings of

iiien.'S

also Elysium, the abode of the blest, whether
it is in the sky or on or below the earth, is a,lways
a region of liglit and brightness. In contradistinction to this, the abode of
spirits in all

So

unhappy

mythologies is dark and gloomy, in this resembling
the abode of the shades in religions where no distinction had yet been made between good and bad
the Heb. Sh«61, the Greek
spirits— the Bab. Arallu,
Hades {see the series of artt. on Blest, Abode ok
THE).
The suhterranean Pucliko or Tartarus ot the C'aroUne
Islanders is cold and dark.' In Polynesia, as Po, or darkness,
was the primal source ot light and of the gods of light, so it is
also comeived as the subterranean place of night whither
to a place of
departed spirits go.8 In Nanumea the wicked ga
mud and darkness.« The Japanese Yomi, or Hades, means
'
a
over
and
it
is
Susa-no-wo,
personilicaby
darkness,'
presided
lion of the rain-storm, and a moon god, ruling also the darkness

The Scandinavian Nitlliel is a place of darkness
tub
fogs and gloom (see Blkst, Abode of

of night.l"

surrounded by
[Teutonic]).

Evil powers and darkness.— Evil gods, gods

6.

of dcatli, etc., are often associated with darkness,
or divinities who are not evil have often acquired
a sinister aspect in so far as they are associated
with the night or even with the moon, the ruler of
the night. The Sakai believe that the lord of hell,
a cavern in the interior of the earth, is a friend of

darkness and cannot bear the light." In Polynesia
Kongo, brother of Tangaroa, is god of darkness
and night Iline-nui-te-po, the great mother night,
into which all must fall, is a pei.sonilication of night
and death." Some Australian divinities to whom
evil powers are ascribed are connected with darkness and night." TheJapane.se Susa-no-wo, already
referred to, is another instance. Much more generand the like
ally all evil si)irits, demons, ghosts,
are associated with darkness, which men's fears
jjeopled with them."
;

B.

1

Tlif Fijiaim, I,ondoii, 190S, p. 113.
11886)313, xiii. [1884] V,rS; R. Brough Smyth.

Thomson,

iJAl\\\.

of Victoria, Melbourne, 1878, i. 423.
'Oill, pp. 4, 13; Ellis, 1. 114, 320; Waitz-Oerland,

vi.

/l(;or.

240f.,

299.
4 H. Callawav, Re.L Sytlcm of llic Amazulu, Natal, 1870,
London, 19(10, p. 228.
p. 49 f. ; A. Lang, Making of Ilcliijion'i,
• E. F. ini Thurn,
the Indianu of Guiana, Lonilon,
1883, p. 305.
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"Orimm.p. 6(18.
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39(1

» Turner,
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Samua,

Skcat-Blagden,

12 Oill
13
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pp.

4,

Inlands, Ix>ndon, 1890, p. 76.
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p. 202.
ii. 286.
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Waitz-Oerland,

;

vi.

;

spirits

f.

Aston, pp. 63, 137

Tavlor, p. 100 ; Elh». i. 323 f.
" Sec Ellli iv. 028^.
8U0 t.

1.

have power.' 4

LTOANTIIROPV,

See

artt.

Demons asu Shrits, Fairt,

VA.'SirlRB.

savages, as also among higher races,
a wide-spread fear of the darkness. Many
huts or
savages will not travel or even leave their
camp at night; or, if they do so, they must be
armed with firebrands and the like to keej) evil
these fear the light.
spirits at a distance, since
Thus we find magical rites to overcome the
terror of darkness; e.(]., in New Caledonia the
tlie umbilical cord of a boy,
priest, when cutting
had a vessel cf water before him, dyed black as
he might
ink, in order that when the child grew up
not fear to go anywhere on a dark night." For
similar reasons an eclipse of the sun or the moon is
Generally a monster is supuniversally feared.
since they
posed to be destroying these bodies, and,
are so often regarded as the sources of light, it is
feared that their destruction would mean a return
Every precaution is
to the primordial darkness.
therefore taken to scare oft' the destroying monster
or to bring to an end whatever other mythical
cause is attributed to an eclipse." In connexion
with the belief that evil spirits have power in the
dark must be noted the widespread idea that their
if they are surprised
power ceases at dawn, or that,
to
by daylight, they are destroyed. This applies
See
all evil beings, demons, witches, fairies, etc.
art. Fairy.
and darkness.— The contrary
7. Dualism of light
nature of light and darkness, the qualities instinclife with light,' death
tively associated with each—
and terror with darkness— might easily suggest to
iirimitive minds a species of natural dualism. The
to
day seems to be swallowed up by night, again
at an eclipse sun or
appear and drive it away
moon is wholly or partially concealed by darkness,
but again emerges
ligured as a beast or demon,
Hence in some instances on the lower
victorious.
or
levels of culture light, or day, and darkness,
and regarded as in connight, may be personilied
That this was the case is obvious from such
flict.
a dualistic system as the Parsi, which is fundanatural dualism
mentally concerned with an older
of light and darkness, giving rise to a moral dualism of good and evil. The same dualism is found
and in faiths
siKjradically in other higher religions,
also
in which the inllucnce of Parsiism was felt,»
e.vists in the relijjion
perhaps in snch a dualism as

Among

there

is

;

On

the other liand, since
out of night, thev are
as produced by darkiierhaps more often regardetl
rather than hostile to it, as in Polynesian

of the Buriats (q.v.).
light, day, sun,

seem to

rise

ness,

U

is also nrobable
mytiiology and elsewhere (§ i).
too
that modern inquirers into savage myths have
readily assumed that mythical per.sonages represun, or dawn, and,
seiileil, on the one hand, light,
on the other, darkness and night, and that myths
a demoniac being
of a contest between a hero and
meant a contest between light and dark-

necessarily
1
'.i

8

367.
Brown, Mflancsians and Polynfsians, pp. 2.'!6,
Ling Koth, Ahor. of Tasmania, l/ondon, 1801), p. S3.
467
SpencerBrough Smyth, i.
Waitz-Oerland, vi. 801

A

;

;

Gillcnb, 400.
* Sir W. Scott,
f'

vi. 2(i7
'"

(Primitive)

In S.E. Guinea c\il spirits called ifcrahana inbabit_ dark
in New Britain Kaia, a
places and wander about at night and
lives in craters aurl dark
spirit causing disease, earthquake, etc.,
The Ta.smanians thought that lower spirits concealed
places.'
tliemselves in dark ravines by day and cAme forth at night to do
The Australians also peopled the darkness with a
harm.'.'
varietv of horrible beings ready to p .nnce upon men.-"' Innumerable other examples from savage iKliel might be cited.
Similarly, among the Celts and Teutons a variety of demoniac
and supernatural beings were associated with the darkness,
and in folk-superstition generally fairies, witches, demons, werwolves, vampires, and ghosts are most powerful in the hours of
darkness, espeiiallv 'at the lone midnight hour when bad

,„ , 1
Kve of St. John, verse
Turner. Samoa, p. 341.

« Ijisch,
7 VI.
P.
p. lis.

AJt

IF

iii.

Ciran,

BScc Diihuhardl,

24.

97-1.^ ; also art. Pbodioiks a.sd PoRTHsra
Ma<jic et rel. annumite, Pans, 191.;,

pp.

'27

n., 48.
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While it is possible that certain American
myths adumbrate such a contest, it is likely tliat,
ness.

on arbitrary philological grounds, such an interpretation lias been too easily applied to them.'
One aspect of such a mythic strife may be seen
in the beings associated with light and darkness
rather than in these themselves personified. Thus
the demoniac beings who have power in the darkness are generally powerless and are not feared by
day (§ 6), or those connected with gloom and
darkness are often regarded as opposite in nature
or opposed to divinities or spirits of light
In primitive
e.fj., gods residing in the heavens.
religion decisive examples of a conflict between
light and darkness are few in number, but the
mythic method is seen in the words of a Basuto
wiio described nature ns given up to perpetual
strife
the wind chasing the clouds, darkness pursuing night, winter summer, etc.- If, as has been
supposed, the Polynesian Maui is the sun (though,
as has been seen, Maui captures the sun), then the
of how he intended to pass through the body
story
of Hine-nui-te-po, but was unsuccessful and died,
and so brought deatli into the world, might be a
myth of the sun or light being swallowed up by

—

—

darkness.^ In Khond belief the supreme creator,
Bura I'ennu, the light- or sun-god, is opposed, not
by darkness, but by Tari Pennu, the earth-goddess,
the bringer of disease, death, and other evils.*
Japanese mythology preserves a story of the retirement of the sun-goddess to the rock cave of heaven,
leaving the world to darkness, because of the misconduct of her brother Susa-no-wo, the storm-god
and later ruler of Yomi (the dark Hades). The
gods dance in front of the cave, and she comes out

them and is prevented from re-entering.
This suggests
Jjightis thus restored to the world.
a myth of the strife between light and darkness.
to see

Later Shinto theologians allegorize the goddess's
retirement as emblematic of the darkness of sin,
and the renewal of light as signifying repentance.''
Grimm has suggested that many phrases in Teutonic languages used of light and darkness, day
and night, show the one as a hostile, evil power in
contrast to the kindly character of the other, and
that there is perennial strife between tha two."
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(Chinese)

world it is a land of shades and of the shadow of
death, for a twilight gloom prevails. The idea of
but
hells in Taoism was derived from Buddhism
the conception was developed on dill'erent lines.
Utter darkness reigns in eight hells out of the
millions of various abodes of punishment in the
future world of Chinese Buddhism.'
In the primitive religion of the ancient Chinese
;

;

nature worship was prominently apparent, and
reumants of this are still found in tiie erstwhile
Forbidden City, or Inner City, of Peking there is a
splendid altar to Light. The sun, according to the
Chinese, is the source of all brightness, and the masculine principle in nature is embodied in it, while the
moon is considered to be the essence of the female
The philosopher Chu Hsi said
principle.
-

:

:

In the beginning heaven and earth were just the light and
became heaven
air. . . . The subtle portion of the air
and the sun, moon, and stars. . . . Light and darkness have
no beginning.' 2
'
'

dark

.

.

.

The visible darkness that engulfs the sun and
moon at an eclipse is supposed popularly to be the
'

a monster swallowing them. Mandarins
under the old regime oil'ered worship as an olliiial
duty during an eclipse, soldiers tired muskets, and
]iriests clanged cymbals and chanted prayers to
the sun and moon. While all this was going on,
the populace tired crackers and clashed pots and
pans to frighten the monster away.''
There is an altar to the sun to the east ef the
Tatar City of Peking. That to the moon is outside
the west wall.*
In that ancient Chinese classic, the Yi Kinij, or
Book of Chavqcs, one of the trigrams is an emblem
of light or brightness.*
Light and brightness are
the symbols of, or attributes applied to, goodness
and virtue." The rising of the brightest object in
the sky is suggestive of advancing, and Hft Pingwiiu of the Yuan dynasty (A.D. 1280-1367) thus
ellbct of

applies
'

it

:

Of bright things there is none so bright as the sun, and
he [the superior man] makes himself briglit.' ^

after its pattern

These instances show that the Chinese early
seized on the striking symbolism of light and darkness to represent a mental or moral condition as
well as a physical one ; and this expressive language has continued in use. It appears now and
again in the Tdo Teh Chinr/
'We should attemper our brightness, and bring ourselves
into agreement with the obscurity of others.''* 'Use the light
that is within you to revert to your natural clearness of sight. 'i*
There is the goddess of lightning, worsliipped by
both Buddhists and Taoists, who, according to the
popular mythology, was appointed to accompany
the god of thunder on his expeditions to prevent
his making a mistake, for on one occa.sion, hnding
the white rind of a melon flung away, in the
darkness of a smoke-begrimed Chinese kitchen, he
mistook it for rice and killed with his chisel and
hammer the supposed waster of good food. To
luevent the recurrence of such an event the goddess
carries a mirror in each hand, or one in her two
hands, and Hashes light on objscts before the god
This is the explanation of ' the lightning's
strikes.
-.

LiTKRATURE.— O. Dahnhardt, Natunatjt^n, i. '.S.i^ron 7a\ui
.Mten Test.,' Leipzig and Berliu, 1907 L. Frobenius, Die WcftR. Lascii, L>ie
aturvolker, Weimar, 1S9S
aimchartung der
Finsteriiisae in der Mvth. und im rel. Branch der Volker,'
E. B.
iii. (19001 97-162
Mehtsine, ii. [Paris, 1881-85] 664 ff.
Tylor, PC^, London, 1891, passim.
J. A. MacCulloch.
;
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;
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(Chinese).— The
and attitude towards regive more prominence to light than to

Chinese outlook on
ligion

life

darkness.

The two

principles

which everything

to

which pervade
is

assigned

all

nature and

—the yin and ymg

principles, the dualistic elements

—

of

Chinese philo-

sophy are also the two headings into which light
and darkness are ditferentiateil. Yin, it may be
The latter
said, is darkness, and yatig light.
stands for the upper world of light the former for
the nether world of gloom ami semi-darkness.
It is dilhcult to classify as gods of darkness any
of the gods of the Chinese, unless Yama (Yen-ma,
;

Yen-lo), the ruler of Hades, with his entourage of
The
officials and demons, be considered as such.
light of the sun is wanting in the Chinese nether
1

For these mvtlw see D. G. Brinton, Myths nf the

New

World,

For
Philadelphia, 1890, p. 198 ff. ; Tylor, PC, ii. 290 ff
Boine ar<junients aijainst these views see A. Lang, Ainelet'nth
Cent. \i\. [1SS6J 50-65, and Cvstnni and Mi/lh-, London, 189J,
p. 197 tf. (atjainst Hahn's theory o£ a contest of liylit and darkness in Hottentot mythology).
2 E. Casalis, Lcs Bnssoutos, Paris, 1869,
p. 253.
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The god of fire is another of the gods connected
His name, Hwa Kwang, may be
with light.
rendered 'Beautiful Light.' Unlike the majority
of the popular gods, he was not originally a human
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beins, but a lamp, of which the snullings of the
wick were turneii into a man by the recital of a
charm. He is the form and soul of fire.' Both
Ruildliists and Taoists claim him.

The

liuililhists deify li;;lit by personification
the bodhisattva Marichi Oeva. The Chinese
In two of her
represent her with eisht arms.
hands she holds up emblems of the sun and moon.
She is the goddess of light, and protects nations
from war.
Among her other titles is that of
Queen of Heaven. The Taoists al.so claim her as
one of their deities, and fix her residence in a star
in the constellation of Sagittarius.'-'
Buddha after Buddha, commencing with Sakya,muni Buddlia, has light as one of his attributes,
or some manifestation of light appears in the
course of his life in connexion with him. Fivecoloured lights flashed at his birth, and flame burst

in

Every Buddha has, among

from his dead body.'

a circle of hairs between his
eyebrows by which he can illuminate the universes.''
'Light' and 'Brightness' often appear in the
names given to diH'erent Buddhas, as well as occahis characteristics,

sionally to others, and to different objects. Among
these names of Buddhas, present or to come, sup'
posed to .be real or fictitious, are such as Brightness of the Law,' One whose feet display myriads
of Luminous Fijjures,' 'The Bmldha of Fixed
'

Light,' 'Light and Briglit,' 'The Bright EfTuljience
of Sun and Moon,' The Clear and Bright Eilicacy
of Sun and Moon.'
The 930th Buddha of the
pre.sent kalpa is called 'The Buddha of Wonderful
Some twenty billions of Buddhas have
Light.'
the title of ' Cloud Sovereign Illuminating King.'
Five hundred arlmts will reappear as Buddhas
with the name of ' Wide-spreadmg Brightness.''
Some of the demons in which Buddhism believes
realm mentioned in
shed a glare of light."
Buddhism is The Realm of Great Light.' ' One of
'

A

'

the .sixteen (or eighteen in Northern Buddhism)
celestial worlds is that of Liglit and Sound,'" and
another is that of Unlimited Light.' ' Buddhism
fictitious dehas five ' Luminous Treatises.' '"
'
Pure Light and
gree of samcidhi is also called
'

'

A

Brightness,' and another Pure Light.'"
In Northern Buddhism the Buddha of Bound'

'

Amita (Amitfibha),
originated in the ideal of boundless liglit, and was
thought of at first as impersonal. lie is the most
popular of all the Euddlias among the Chinese
In his heaven, the wonderful and glorious
people.
Paradise of the West, two Buddhas radiate light
over three thousand great worlds.' '^ Amita Buddha
himself, in the words of the Chinese poem singing
less Light,' ditt'using great light,

'

his praises, has
'.

,

.

to those

.at

who

noondaj-

is less

^

See Dver Ball, 'Scraps from Chinese Mythology,' iu China

-

Hongkong, 1872-lSOl,

Eitel, Uaiidhnok, p. 97
3 lb.
pp. l;i6«, ISSb.
5 lb.

xii.

WSIt., 324 B., 403ff.

Gemmeous

jireparations for the birth of the Taoist

Sovereign, the Supreme Ruler, and in his later
incarnations a golden light or a glimmering light'
descends. Somewhat similar experiences occurred
when the Taoist Aged Sire united with light, and
Taoist
became dust and was born on earth.'
writer of the Yuan dynasty says that light broke
forth spontaneously in the primordial void, springing from itself in the heart of the void, and his
idea would appear to be that to attain illumination
one must empty oneself as the primordial void of

A

which he speaks was empty.''
The word Light is used as one of the Chinese clannames or surnames, as it is in English, but it also
appears sometimes as an individual name bestowed
on an infant, and occasionally in union with some
'

'

other character in a

—This

Literature.

is

name

selected later in

life.

sufficiently cited in the footnotes.

J.

LIGHT AND DARKNESS
.symbolical use of the words

Dyer

B.ill.

(Christian).— The
'

'

light

and

darkness

'

'

very common in

e.arly Christian literature, and in
the main was derived from the OT, as will be seen
by the references given below. As time went on,
the metaphor of light served as one method of expressing the theological conception of the Persons
of the Holy Trinity.
I. The symbolism in the NT.
may pass by
the obvious metaphor by which to speak or act
in the light is to do so openly,' and to speak or
act 'in the darkness' is to do so 'secretly,' as in
is

— We

'

'

'

iMt 10", Lk 12' (cf. Jn IS-^", and Eph 3»,
More to our purpose are the numerous

i

Co

'

'

ness,

ignorance in all its phases
latter simile
absence of
wilful,

becomes

knowledge,

and wickedness

—

spiritual

for blindness, if

;

The

opposition between light
expressed in Jn 3""- men had

sin.

is

holisin

being included in the

:

blindness, error,

4').

passages

where light' denotes knowledge, truth, and
and darkness denotes ignorance and
'

;

the opportunity, for light is come into the world,
but they loved the darkness rather than the light,
for their works were evil
'everyone that doeth
the light.' 'Darkness' expresses the
ill hatetli
state of the world before the Incarnation (.In l", Lk
the idea is taken from Is 9", >\'liere it is said
1™)
the people that walked in darkness have
that
seen a great light.' To be in a state of sin and
ii'noranee is to walk, or sit, or be in darkness
«
In
2'', Jn 8'=, 1 Th 5"-, Ro 2", Lk 1™).
(1 Jn PJn 8'- the 'light of life' is the light which both
;

'

'

f.

4 lb.
p.
ed., 55b,

ISSK

'

does not translate the
pp. 38'' (1st ed. ; the 2nd
Chinese), 48», 120', 60'', f>:<^. 173'' (the 1st ed. [1870J gives 'The
Bright Effulgence,' etc., as translation of the (jhinese ; the 2nd
ed. gives only the Chinese), p. 17:j'' (the same difference bet^vo^ll
the two editions). Also see pp. 12!)«, 140'', 116' (1st ed., 141* in 2nd
ed.), 165'' (here again the Chinese is not translated in the '.?nd ed.).
6 lb.
p. 17'21't. of 1st od., 200'' of 2nd (the Ist ed. is hen- fuller).
' Ih.
p. 170'' of Jst ed., 2U4'' of 2nd (here ag.ain the Chinese i-i
not translated in 2ik! ed.).
» lb.
II
lb. p. 16''.
p. 1».
1" lb.
p. 44'' of 1st ed., where the term is translated ; it
translated in the 2nd ed., p. 63''.
11 lb.
p. 200''.
>- J.
Edkins, Chinese Buddhism^, London, 18U3, p. 234.
14 lb.
lb. p. 178.

u

moral nature.
We find a brilliant light in connexion with the

—

glorious than he.'i^

enter that heaven,

'The material body of men while on earth
Is exchanjrt'd for another etliercal and bright,
That is seen from afar to be glowing with light.' 1*
This new mystical school makes use of the symRe.iHCW,

holism of light in its description of religious states
of its devotees.' In some cases light plays an important part in the advent to earth of a god on his
incarnation, and even one of the niythical emperors
of China, the Yellow Emperor ('269S B.C.), owed his
origin to this.
With the Taoist gods, a ray of light shoots
down arrow-like from heaven to the future mother
shortly to be delivered of a child, and thus the
divine is blended with the human in the infant,
who has sometimes to expiate some sin from which
his godlike nature has not saved him, or to cure
or to eradicate some infirmity stUl inherent in his

and darkness

a

halo of light that encircles his head,

The sun

As

(Christian)

Westcott,
springs from life and issues in life (B.
Gospel according to St. John, London, 190S, in loc).
in
common
the
Johannine
The metaphor is very
In
writings, hut it is fre<iuently found elsewliere.
full
of
the
Mt 6'''light' ((puireivov) denotes
'body
purity .and holiness, and the body full of darkness'
so Lk IF"- (cf. Pr 14'8).
(a^orfll'i..) denotes evil
'

;

'

is

not

F.

.SeeT. lliihards, The New Test, of Higher
imn, pp. .IS, 149, 151, etc.

linrt'h,
'-

I)\er Ball.

'

Buddhism, Edin-

Scraps from Chinese M vtholog}-,' in China lUvieip,

\i. 7ilT., '207, 213, '28'^, 287.
J lb.
85 t.

p.

8

See L. Wiener, Le Canmi tauitte, Paris, 1611,

i.

66, no. 246.

LIGHT AND DARKNESS
Ac

In
'JG'* tlie preaching of tlie
gospel is to turn
the people from darkness to light and from the
of
Satan
unlo
Gotl.
St.
I'aul uses the
[lower
metaphor freely. The works of darkness' are the
evil deeds of the present ' night,' and the armour
of light is to be put on in view of the approach of
the day (Ro 13'-; of. Eph 5"; for 'night' and
are
'day 'in this connexion see 1 Th 5"-').
partakers of tlie inheritance of the saints in light,
and have been delivered out of the power of darkness (Col V-<-). The fruit of the light is in all
goodness, righteousness, and truth (Eph 5' RV).
Light has no communion w ith darkness, and therefore Christians are not to be unequally yoked with
unbelievers (2 Co 6'*, quoted in Apost. Consl. viii.
So
34, to forbid Christians to pray with heretics).
St. Paul uses the verb
to darken
(o-icorifw or
'

'

'

We

'

'

Ko

and Eph

63

(Christian)

'rulers of the world of this darkness'
(meaning
of this dark world '), and their realm is the outer
darkness mentioned in Mt 8'^ (for Jewish parallels
see \y. C. Allen's note in loc, ICC [^191'2]) 22" 25=" ;
this is the place of punishment of sinners, and we
Jude*, where the fallen angels are
may compare
said to be ' kept in everlasting bonds under darkness i^aipov) unto the judgement of the great day,'
and 2 P 2", where the blackness of the darkness'
(6 s'li^oj ToO ffKorous) is said to have been kept for
evil men.
The same iilea of punishment is found
'

'

'

'

Eth. Enoch, Ixiii. 6, where the wicked say
Light has vanished from before us, and darkness is
our dwelling-place for ever and ever ; on the other
hand, God will for the elect 'transform the heaven
and make it an eternal blessing and light' (xlv. 4).
in

:

'

'

2.

The same symbolism

Fathers.— The

in the

metaphorically of
the hardening of the heart or the blinding of tlie
as
he
uses
'to enlighten'
eyes by ignorance, just
(tpari^u) in a metaphorical sense in Eph 1" (cf. .Jn
1'
see below, § 4).
St. Peter speaks of our being
called out of darkne.ss into God's marvellous light
The curious passage 2 V 1'", where pro(1 P 2').
phecy is as a lamp shining in a squalid {aixMlPV)
place,' may be compared with Mic 3', where darkness is used of want of spiritual perception in a
'

not so common
in Patristic writings as in the NT, but a few examples may be given from the first four or live

The name Light is given to God. Not only is
light a gift of God, but God is by nature 'light'
(1 Jn
0ii! anartlirous) ; therefore He caiT be
known by His creatures, and is all-holy, for in Him
is no darkness at all.
This goes much further than
Is 10", where God is called the light of Israel,' or
Ja 1", where He is called the 'Father of ligiits'

Cyril of Jerusalem says (Cat. vi. 9) thatthe Father
is
eternal light, beaming inexhaustibly.
The
metaphor is found in the Ancient Church Orders

aKordu) in

1-' 11'°

4'^

;

'

'

'

prophet.

'

'

P

'

= t\ie heavenly bodies [?]).
This divine attribute is claimed by or ascribed
to our Lord in Jn S"('Iam the li^iht of the world ')
gM*^-^ Lk 2'-, .Mt 4'" (from 'Is 9'). St. John
{tui/ <pJiTui'

says that in the Word was life, and the life was
the light of men, ginning in the. darkness ; He was
the true light which lighteth eveiy man, coming
into the world,' i.e. by His Incarnation (but see
Westcott's note), in contrast to the Baptist, who
was but a witness of the light (Jn l^"). Because
He is the light. He will shine {eimpaijffei) on the
awakened sleeper (Ejili 5'^). He is to be a light to
all men (Ac IS", quoting Is 49" [the reference is
to Jesus, not to St. Paul, though the Apostle
identities his mission with that of his Master]
cf.
Is 42*, where the Servant of Jahweh is to be a light
of the Gentiles a jihrase repeated of the Son of
Man in Ethiopic Enoch, xlviii. 4 [1st cent. B.C. ?]).
The phrase 'dwelling in light unapproachable'
(1 Ti 6'*) might be applied to the Son (so Chrysostom, Horn, xviii. in 1 Tim., in loc.) or to the
Father, but probably it refers to the Father (cf. Ps
104^ Dn 2-""-). See also § 3, below.
In an inferior sen.se the servants of the Incarnate
are 'lights.' The Baptist (see above) is 'a lamp
that burnetii and shineth,' in whose light the
disciples were willing to rejoice for a season (.Jn
All Christians are the light of the world (Mt
5*^).
51* 0(St, cf Ph 2"' (puarfipii), and are sons or children
of light (Lk 16^ Jn \-2^, 1 Th 5^ Eph 5' [' once
darkness
now light in the Lord ']).
The
angels are .angels of light (2 Co 11'^ we may compare the light which shone when the angel released St. Peter, Ac 12').
In contrast to this, the
devil and his angels are world-i-ulers of this darkness' (Eph 6'-), i.e., as the Peshitta paraphrases,
'

;

—

'

'

.

.

.

.

;

'

symbolism

of light

centuries.

At the

and darkness

is

close of the Apostolic period the

Bnrnabas (§§ 18-20) describes the two
light and darkness, i.e. of good and evil

Epistle of
of

ways,

Dt 30''') ; over the former are stationed the
light-giving (^orrayoiyol) angels of God, over the
latter the angels of Satan.
In the 3rd cent.
Origen calls Celsus's arguments darkness, the
truth light (c. C'cls. vj. 67).
Lecturing A.D. 348,
(cf.

—

e.g. in the Egyptian ( Coptic) Church Order (§ 62),
the Verona Fragments of the Didascalia, etc. (ed.
E. Hauler, Leipzig, 1900, p. 119), and the Testament
of our Lord, ii. 24: 'The Father hath sent Hia
Word [and Wisdom] to enlighten the saints.' In
the last-mentioned work (Eng. tr., J. Cooper and
A. J. Maclean, Edinburgh, 1902) the symbolism is
very common, both in the apocalj-ptic prologue
,

probably comes from an original apoperhaps of the 2nd cent. see JThSt xiv.
[1913] 601-604) and in the Church Order proper.
(where

it

caly|>se,

;

Christians are children of light (i. pref., 1, 3, 12,
In the liturgy of this work (i. 23) God is
37).
called
the Father of lights (Ja 1"), King of the
treasuries of light,'
Illuminator of the perfect,'
Giver of light eternal.' Elsewhere in the book He
'

'

'

'

'

'

.

Our Lord

'

is

Maker
Whose

'

of light (i. 26, 43), ' God
veil is the light' (ii. 7).
Guardian of
Begetter of light

called Giver or
of the lights
is

.

.

.

.

.

who has

'shed light on the darkness
within us' (i. 26). Jesus is the name of light (ii.
The illumination of the heart is frequently
'27).
light eternal,'

referred to

(i.

15,

21, 23, 31, 32,

38,

ii.

5,

7,

9).

Somewhat more

sparingly the simile is used in the
Apostolic Constitutions. Christians are 'children
of light' (i. 2, ii. 32, 46, 54), as in the parallel
passages of the Older Didascalia (see these, arranged
on opposite pages, in F. X. Funk, Didasc. et Const.

Apostolorum

,

Paderbom,

1905).

The Father

in-

habitslight inaccessible (.4/(o.s<. Const, vi. 11, viii. 15,
from 1 Ti 6"). Jesus is the true light (v. 16), and
the bishop must be a student, and enlighten himself with the light of knowledge (ii. 5
cf. viii. 37).
These phrases (except v. 16) are not in the Older
In Sarapion's Sacramentary God is
Didascalia.
called the Fount of light,' and is prayed to give us
the (or a) Spirit of light (§ 1; JThSt i. [1899] 105,
;

'

Funk

\_op. cit. ii. 172], numbered § 13).
Gregory
Nazianzus (Orat. xl. 5 f [A.D. 381]) calls angels
and men light in an inferior sense, though in

in
of

.

'

'

The metaphor from the contrast between the dimness of a
Hght and the clearness of an open vision, a metaphor
which was more obvious, no doubt, in the days of unscientific
reflectors than it is now, is used by St. Paul in 1 Co 1312, where
he describes our partial knowledge in the present world as
seeing: 'in a mirror* instead of 'face to face"; but the words
which we translate darkly (lit. 'in a riddle') do not carry on

the highest sense God alone is light.
In the Clementine Recognitions, now thought to
be of the 4tli cent., Simon Magus, denying that
God has a Son, says that there is a power of infinite
and inefiable light (i.e. God), of which power even
the Demiurge, Moses, and Jesus are ignorant

the simile.

(ii.

1

reflected

*

'

49).

LIGHT AND DARKNESS

84

Father
3. Light as describing- the relation of the
and the Son. We uuiy now investigate tlie use

—

(if

'

tlio

plirase

plieil to
(wul tlio

our

Lijrht of Li<;ht

In the

Lovil.

'

((put (k (t>uT6s)

NT the Father is

apLight,

but the .alKjve phrase is not
our Lord is the cHulgence
(dTor-y(i(7-^o) of the Father's plory and the very
the reference seems to be
substance
iniajie of His
to Wis 7*, wlicre Wisdom is an eti'«lf,'ence from
and an image of [(iod's]
everlastins light
(For various Patristic comments on
goodness.'

Son is I.i>;ht
though in Flo

used,

:

I'

;

'

.

He

1'

.

.

se« Westcott's note, Epistle to the Hebretus,

London, 1889, p. U.)
An early approximation to the phrase Light of
Light' is found in Origen (rfc Priii. i. 1), who says
that God is light, illuminating man, and inlerprets
thy light in i's 36» of the Son. In the ind cent.
Justin had used the illustration of fire kindled
from fire with reference to the Son and the Father
(Dial. II, 1'28) and Tatian (e. Grcrr. 5) re-echoes his
words. So also TertuUian (Apol. 21) says that a
ray of the sun is still jiart of the sun there is no
division of substance, Imt only an exten.sion thus
Christ is Spirit of Siarit, and God of God, as light
of light is kindled.
But Atliauasius sees a danger
'

'

'

;

;

;

metaphor of tire. He says (de DecretU, v.
23) that the Son is not as tire kindled from the
heat of the sun, which is commonly put out again,
in the

but

'efTulgence' (aTravyaana), signifying that

is

He

from the essence, proper and indivisible, of the
Father, and is one with Him (see A. Robertson's note
on the passage in Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers,
Arius in his letter to Alexander
iv. [1892] 165).
had quoted Hieracas as saying that the Son was
from the Father a.s a light from a light (\iixiiov dird
two (quoted by
Xi'/XKoi/), or a lamp divided into
is

Epiphanius, Rcer. Ixix.

In the small treatise

7).

In ilhid 'Omnia,' 3 (on Lk

Athanasius says
that Christ, the Li"ht, can never be separated
In Ornt. c. Arian. iv. 2 the
from the Father.
writer speaks of the Word as 'Light from Fire,'
and in iv. 10 compares the Father and the Son to
which are two in
tire and the eil'ulgence from it,
l>eing .and in appearance, but one in that its efl'ulgence is from it indivi.sibly
but it is uncertain if
this fourth Oration is by Athanasius.
Later in the 4th cent. (A.D. 381), Ambrose says
that the Father is Light, and the Son is Light,
and the Holy Ghost is Light, and the Holy Ghost
is both Light and Fire,' referring to Is 10" (d^i
The well-known hymn
Spir. Sanct. i. 14 [160 ff.]).
(put iXapii' (' ll.ail, gladdening Light'), sung at the
Lamp-lighting, calls the Son the gladdening Light
of the holy glory of the immortal, heavenly Father ';
it is older than Basil, who apparently quotes it (dc
Spir. SanH. xxix. [73], A.D. 374).
The phrase Liglit of Light is found in the creed
of Nica»a and in the enlarged creed (called the
creed
'of Constantinople') which came into
general use. It was derived by the former from
the creed of Eusebius of Ca>sarea, which, as
Eusebius told the Nicene Fathers, had been handed
down fiom preceding bishops of that see, and used
in the
baptismal cateche-sis this creed had God
of G<m1, Light of Light, Life of Life' (Socrates, JTE
i.
On the other hand, the phrase 'Light of
8).
Light is not in the creed of Gregory Thaumaturgus
Sole of Sole (liSvot 4k
(c. A.D. 2C.'5), which has only
n6i>ov), God of God' (it is given in Ante-Xicene
In Cyril of Jerusalem
Chr. Lib. xx. [1882] 5).
(Cat. iv. 7) the Son is called begotten Life of Life,
begotten Light of Light'; in xi. 4 Cyril repeats
10--),

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'
this
phrase and adds Tnith of Truth, and Wisdom
of ^^ isdom, and King of King, and God of God,
and I'ower of Power' (cf. xi. 18). The phra.se
'
Light of Light occurs in R. H. Connolly's reconstruction of Aphraates' creed (4th cent.; .JTliX ix.
[1908] 280), but not in the creeds of the various
'

(Christian)

riiurch Orders, though those of the Apr>.<tl. Const.
41) and of the Egyjitian (Coptic) and Ethiopic
Church Orders are of the Eastern type (those
of the
Testament of our Lord, the Canons
0/ {Jippobjtus, and the Verona, Frarjiiients are
or Roman creed).
It is instrucWestern
the
tive to note the ditVerent creeds of the Council of
Antioch in Knc;eniis, A.D. r?41. The second creed
has 'God of (iod. Whole of Whole, Sole of Sole,
Perfect of Perfect, King of King, Lord of Lord,
the living Word, the living Wisdom, [Life], the
The third creed has merely pertrue Light,' etc.
fect God of perfect (iod.' The fourth creed, drawn
up by a continuation of the .Synod, has 'God of
(vii.

'

(iod.

Light of Light

.

.

.

who

is

tlie

Word and

Wisdom and Power and

Life, and the true Light'
(the.se creeds are given in Athanasius, de Si/nodis,
23, 24, 25, and the second and fourtli in Socrates,
n. 10, IS; .See them also in Ilefele, Councils,
Eng. tr., Edinburgh, 1876, ii. 77-80). With reference to the phrase in question Basil, when dealing
with the relation of the Son to the Father, and
speaking of the phrase 'like in sulxstance' (S^ioiov
Kar' oiKriav), says that he will accept the phrase if

HE

the word dirapaWdKrat ('without any ditl'erence')
be added, as equivalent to the Homoousion
Beingr of this mind the Fathers at Nicapa spoke of the Only"
Light of Light," "Very God of Very Goii," and so
bej^olteii as
on, and then consistently wtded the Honioonsion. It is impossible
for any one to entertain the idea of \'ariableness of liffht in
:

'

iijrht, of tntth in relation to truth, or of the essence
of the Only-lw^otten in relation to that of the Father* (Kp. ix.

relation to
3,

to Maximus).

Passing to later times, we note the curious fact
that the phrase does not occur in the present
Nestorian Creed (F. E. Brightman, Lit. Ea-it. and
WeM., Oxford, 1896, p. 270), thoughit is in that of
the Nestorian Catholicos Ishuyaw (Ishoj-ahbh) I.,
A.D. 595, which is given by W. A. Wigram, The
Assyrian Church, London, 1910, p. 291.
Reviewing the evidence, we conclude that the
appearance of the phr.ase in a creed cannot be
athrmed before the 3rd cent., though perhaps (in
view of Eusebius's word bishops in the plural as
above) it was so used early in that century
Cresarea was perhaps its first home. But before
this there is earlier evidence (in the 2nd cent.) of
the use of the symbolism of Light of Light,' though
not of the phrase itself. Even after Nictea it was
not by any means universally adopted into creeds.
It will be remembered that the creed of Nica?a
was a test of orthodoxy, and was not at lirst used
it was not, apparently, for some time
liturgically
used at baptisms, and was not introduced into the
Eucharistic service till the end of the 5th century.
It is not surprising therefore that, in spite of the
great authorit.v of the Council of Nic«a, the phrase
in question did not at once spread very rapidly.
In the early Church the
4. Baptism and lig-ht.
symbolism of light was closely connected with the
sacrament of initiation. Baptism was, especially
by the Greeks, called 'illumination,' (puriaiidt or
(pilmaiia, as in Justin (Apul. i. 61), in Gregory of
Nazianzus (Orat. xl. 1 cf. ii. 36), once in the
Apost. Const, (ii. 32, where it expressly includes
in vi. I and viii. 12 the
the laying on of hands
word is used literally, of the pillar of tire, and in
ii. 5, v. 1
metnphorieally, of knowledge cf. 2 Co
4*-*), and in the Older Didascalia {Veruna Latin
frnr/ments, ed. Hauler, p. 87: postinluminatiimem
quod dicit Gra^cus fotisnia,' with reference to He
6* [not in the corresponding jiassage of Apost.
Const.]).
Similarly (ho selected candidates for
baptism were called (pwriiuiuvoi, 'those who are in
process of beiu"; illuminated (Lat. lonipctcntes),
and the baptized were called the illuminated' (0!
as in Justin (Apol. i. 61, 65, Dial.
(pioTiaBivTet)
i.
6), who
122), Clement of Alexandria (P(td.
quotes Eph 5^ of baptism, and wrongly derives (piis.
'

'

;

'

;

—

;

;

:

'

'

'

—

LIGHT AND DARKNESS
'uiau,' from 4>uis, light,' Cyril of Jerusalem {Cut.,
Introd. I. xi. 1, xiii. 21), and the Apost. Const.
Eusebius says that Constantine
(viii. 8 and 35)
was tilled with heavenly light
at his baptism
For this reason the baptistery
Vii. Const, iv. 62).
(
was often called in Greek <pioTL<rTriptov ; the Arabic
Didosadia (§ 35), which derives its account of the
church buildings from the Testament of our Lord,
i. 19, transliterates this name into Arabic (Funk,
Did. et Const. Ap. ii. 124 f.).
This symbolism is found also in the NT. In He
6* 10^- the aorist participle (punadivTis ('illuminated '), denoting a detinite act, clearly refers to
the Christian act of initiation, and the Syriac
versions, both the Peshitta and the I;Iarqleian, in
translating these jjassagea, explicitly refer them to
baptism. The metaphor has been thought to have
been derived from the Greek mysteries, though
the
fjLvtTTripia are quite unlike the heathen ones
in that in the former the revelation of the unknown
'

;

'

'

NT

is what is emphasized (cf. Mk 4", 1 Co 4> 13= 14^
and Col 1-^ where see Li";htfoot's note).
The custom of the candidates for baptism carrying torches probably came from the metaphor, not
the metaphor from the custom, which is perhaps
alluded to by Cyril of Jerusalem {Cat., Introd. and
i.
I) and certainly in pseudo-Ambrose {de Laps.

Virq. V. [19], A.D. 374 [?]).
Tliere is a 2nd cent, legend, mentioned by Justin
{Diid. 88), that, when Jesus was baptized, 'a tire

was kindled in Jordan.' It is mentioned in tlie
apocryphal Preaching of Paul, in the Ebionite
Gospel, and in the Old Latin codices 'a' 'g' (in
Mt 3'^ they read 'lumen ingens' or 'magnum';
see H. B. Swete, Holy Spirit in NT', London, 1910,
p. 43 n.), and is a commonplace of Syriac literature.
In the Diatessaron it was related that a light
flashed on Jordan and the river was girdled Avith
white cloud.s. This reading is attested by Barsalibi
and Isho'dadh (see F. C. Burkitt, Evangc'ion damepharreshe, CaiJibridge, 1904, p. 115).
From the baptismal metaphor, Epiphany was
called 'The Holy Lights' (cf. Greg. Naz. Oral.
xxxix. and xl. 1) our Lord's baptism is the event
;

principally commemorated at that festival in the
East (see, further, art. Epiphany).
There are many
5. Liture;ical use of lights.
traces of the symbolic use of lights in Christian
services, from the 4th cent, onwards.
Perhaps the
earliest is in connexion with funerals.
At the
Spanish Council of Elvira (c. A.D. 305, can. 34)
the custom of burning candles in the day-time in a
cemetery was forbidden, lest the spirits of the saints

—

—

should be disturbed a custom probably borrowed
from the heathen (see Hefele, op. cit. i. 150).
But in some form the custom continued. Lights
were carried, as in heathen, so in Christian, funeral
see Gregory of Nyssa, de Vita S.
processions
Macrinw (near the end, ed. Paris, 1638, ii. 201 A
e.
A.D. 380), and Funeral Oration on Meletius
Eusebius says {Vit.
(near the end; A.D. 381).
Const, iv. 66) that Constantine's body lay in state
surrounded by candles burning in candlesticks of
and
gold, presenting a marvellous spectacle
Gregory the Great {Ep. ix. 3, to Januarius, A.D.
598) speaks of relatives at a funeral oflering lights
for churches.
About the 4th cent, we find the symbolic use of
In the Testalights in other Christian services.
ment of onr Lord (i. 19) it is directed that all parts
of the church be lighted, both for a type, and also
for reading.' The derived Arabic Didascalia exLet them be lighted with
pands this phrase thus
many lights as a figure of heavenly things, especiin
the
of
the
ally
reading
pericopae of the sacred
books (§ 35 Funk, op. cit. ii. 125). It has been
suggested that lights had necessarily been in mse
in the catacombs and in the assemblies before dawn
;

;

'

'

;

'

'

:

'

;
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in times of persecution, and tliat, when churches
were built above ground in times of peace, the

usage \\'as continued and was given a symbolic
turn (W. E. Scudamore, in DCA ii. 993 f. ). This
may be partly true, though it does not explain all
the circum.stances of the case.
For we find lights
also used as a decoration at festivals, as when
Paulinus of Nola (c. A.D. 407 t A.D. 431) describes
the innumerable festal lights burning night and
day as a sign of rejoicing {Poem. xiv. [de S. Felicis
Natalit., carra. iii.] line 99 tt'.).
Etheria,' or
Silvia (whose Peregrinatio has usually been dated
at the very end of the 4th cent., though many
scholars think it is somewhat later), describes the
same thing as happening daily at Jerusalem (part
of this work is
given in App. 5 of L. Duchesne,
Christian Woi-ship, Eng. tr.^, London, 1912
see
This was also a heatlien custom
pp. 493, 498).
we
find
(Juvenal, Sat. xii. 92).
Again,
lights
carried processionally in front of a person, as in
;

'

'

'

;

the Ordo Romanus Primus (c. A.D. 770), where
seven candles are carried before the pope before
mass (ed. E. G. C. F. Atchley, Ordo Horn. Prim.
In the Ordo in the MS of St. Amand
§§ 7 f., 21).
(Duchesne, p. 457) two candles are lighted when
the pope says mass, and are placed behind the
altar in candlesticks, right and left.
A 5th
cent, ivory at Treves exhibits candles can'ied in
procession (W. C. Bishop, in the Prayer Book
Dictionary, p. 435). In tliese cases the Christian
custom comes straight from the heathen in the
case of the processional lights from the custom of
carrying lights before the emperor and we cannot trace them to the usage in the catacombs.
Three other symbolical usages in connexion with
(a) Gospel lights, i.e. lights
lights may be noticed,
used at the reading of the liturgical Gospel at the
Eucharist, are mentioned by Jerome (c Vigilant.
A.D. 378), and are said by him to have been
7
universal in the East, not so as to jmt darkness
to flight, but by way of showing our joy
(he also
attests the use of lighted tapers in honour of
martyrs). Later on these lights at the Gospel are
often mentioned e.g., in the Ordo Rom. Prim. § 11.
(6) The Paschal candle was blessed on Easter Even
(' benedictio cerei '), and is alluded to, perhaps by
Augustine (de Civ. Dei, xv. 22; A.D. 413-426: read
in laude
ctrei '), certainly by Gregory of
Nazianzus {Orat. xlv. 2) and Gregory the Great
said over the wax taper, and tlie exposition
the prayers

—

—

;

'

'

—

'

.

.

.

:

'

.

.

.

of the Gospels given

by priests about tne time

of the Paschal

'

solemnity

(.Ep. xi. 33).

The candle was

carried before the competentes to
the font (cf. § 4, above), and denoted the rising
of the Sun of righteousness.
The Liber Pontifcalis
says that Pope Zosimus (A.D. 417) extended the
custom of blessing the Paschal candle to the

parish churches of Rome, (c) The office of Teyiebrce
is found from the 7th or 8th cent, onwards— an
extremely symbolic service on the night which
ushers in Good F'riday. After each of the three
nocturns one-third of the lights were extinguished,
except that seven remained, which were gradually
put out during matins, the last w hen the Gospel

was read {DCA

ii.

994^).

We may ask what

is the meaning of this symbolism of lights when transferred to Christianity,
and used in its services. Putting aside the lights
carried before a ilignitary, we gather that the
general idea was that, on the one hand, Christ is
the Light of the world, and that, on the other,

Christianity is the religion of light and Christians
are children of light. Theirs is an open religion,
not confined to the few, like the Greek mysteries,
not hiding itself, as those cults which became so
common in the heathen world, and loved darkness
rather than light. Such seems to be the symbolism
of the liturgical use of lights.

LIGHT AND DARKNESS
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LiTERATrRE.—(1) For tlie STibject of lijjht as expresyint; the
tlie Father ami the Son see psjiecially the uork;* o(
Athaiiasius, and the edition of A. Robertson, SetcrA Wrifiw/s
and Lftters of Atfianasius^ tr. and notes, Oxforti, 1S92 (the
Index, ».!'. 'Lfjjht and 'Simile,' i^ivesa useful list of passajjec)
Bee also E. C. S. Gibson, Thg Tlirets Creeds, London, 1003, iii. 1.
(2) For the litur„^i'-'al use of lijfhts see W. E. Scudamore,
relftliori of

'

;

London, 1S7G, and art. 'Lights, ('ereDCA E. G. C. F. Atchley, Ordii Jtoinaniis
W. C. Bishop, art. 'Lights' in the
J*rijnii^, London, lOOo
Prayer Etiok Dictionarn do. 101'2 C. E. Hammond, art.
'Paschal Taper' in DCA.
(3) The symbolism of the NT is
treated hv F. H. Woods in lIDLatid J. MofTatt in DCG, artt.
Light.' On the whole subject see afto the works mentioned in
A'otilia Kttchariatica'^,
nionial Use of,' in

;

;

,

;

'

A.J. MACLEAN.

the course of the article.

—LIGHTANDDARKNESS(GieekandKoman).
In the
of
Hellenic anil the Italic civiliiolils

izations

we have

tlie

in

histmic times a divinity recog-

Zeus or Jupiter, who is a
personification of the sky and the daylight that
fills it.
He has counterparts in the religious
systems of kindred races.
Among Greeks and
liomans and peoples subjected to tlieir influence
tlieie are two groups of contrasted divinities, those
of the u]iper world {6eol ovpdyiot, di superi) and
those of the under world [deoi xBiy^oi, di inferi), the
former tlie authors of life and increase and prosperity, the latter of death and waning and misery to
mortal creatures.
I. Greek.
Certain v!irying waves of tendency,
changing the hehaviour of believers towards these
nized

.i.s

supreme,

—

two

classes,

may

be discerned in the history of the

There was a time when the chiet sacred
centres had mysterious connexion with the realms
of darkness, when the fear of obscurity had more
power over the religious consciousness than the
delight in heavenly radiance. The spots at which
there were reputed entrances to the domain of
Hades and darkness were numerous in early Greek
Greeks.

days.

In

many

instances, subterranean

pheno-

mena, eartliquakes, sulphurous or mephitic emanations, disappearing rivers, or medicinal waters had
much to do with the superstitions that gathered
round such places. Even in historic Greece practices of a primitive character were maintained in
such localities, for in religions the new never
there is always superentirely drives out the old
At Toenarum, a promontory of
position of .strata.
Laconia, there was a cleft througli which Herakles
and Orpheus had both passed when they visited the
infernal shades.
In the i^rop's (186), Aristophanes
puts an absurd speech in the mouth of Charon, the
ferryman of the Sty.\, ridiculing these (lopular ideas.
Most of the ancient oracles were connected with
sites where there was communication with the
nether darkness. This is illustrated by the story
of the visit of jEneas to the Cuma^an Sibyl, as
told by Virgil, and by the behaviour at Delphi
of tlie Pythian prieste.ss, the mouthpiece of the
oracular A|i(j1Io.
The secrets of the future have
been supposed in all ages to be in the keeping of
in Greek literature the sun
while
spirits below,
ha-s knowledge of all the secrets of the
present.
The name 'necromancer' indicates the persistence
of the belief about the dwellers in the regions of
darkness.
As time went on, many of the places which had
been principally associated with the powers of
darkness pa.ssed into tlie possession of divinities
who were mostly of the light. This was strikingly
the case with Delphi, where, as the later Greeks
said, the worship of the chthonian deity Karth ((Jc
or Gaia) w.-is succeeded by that of Apollo, god of
;

As civilization and culture strengthbrightness.
ened, the reverence paid to the gods beneath was
to
be
left
to the uninstructed, ami to pass into
apt
the b.ackwatcr of superstition. Some of the figures
of the dark were partially transformed into figures
of the light.
I'hns it was with Demeter and
I'er.sephone as they appeared in the historic age in

(Greek and Roman)

the myst'jries culrloaU'd at Klcusis.
Hades, the
consort of Persephone, un<lerwcnt a like change,
indicated by his later name Plouton (Pinto), i.e.
god of wealth or prosperity. The change of view

was sometimes ai<leil by euphemism, causing
dreaded deities to be propitiated by well-sounding
titles.
So the avenging spirits of gloom, the
benevoFuries, were venerated as Eumenides,'
lent ones'
artt.
(cf.
EuMF.NiUES, Ehinye.s;
'

'

Euphemism).

A

profound alteration was wrought in the
religious conceptions of the Greeks by the rein
given to their myth-making faiu^y and to their
artistic genius, working on tilings divine.
As
human traits were inwrought into the te.xture of

dimly appreliended superhuman existences, and
were enwrapped by the clouds of poetry and
the dreams of art, their original connexion with
natural objects ijecame veiled, and in some cases
was forgotten. The process had already been
carried far when the Homeric poetry arose in its

Some figures that did not \ery readily lend
themselves to transformation received little notice

glory.

in later worship.
Eos, the dawn-goddess, is prominent in Homer, but, as she is also too obviously
the dawn, she is present but little in later ritual.

Ovid remarked that her temples were the rarest
But the divine
in the world (Mctam. xiii. 588).
being who is wreathed in poetry and art does not
generally lose that particular contact with nature
which gave him his origin.
Zeus remained the
Where we say
actual source of events in the sky.
'it rains' or 'it snows,' the Greek said 'he rains,'
or he snows,' and sometimes mentioned the name
of Zeus.
Horace speaks of the hunter camping at
night 'under the chilling Jove' [Od. I. i. '25).
Apollo was always connected with the sunlight,
Artemis with the moon, and so with many others.
When the overgrowth of legend became abundant,
there was an impulse to return to the veneraThus the worship
tion of actual heavenly bodies.
of Helios, the sun, went on side by side with that
of Apollo.
Naturally, in historic times the development of mythology produced a mixture of attributes, and the interference of many divinities with
one and the same function. The appearance and
disappearance of the heavenly bodies suggested
that the realms of light and darkness had intercommunication. Hermes, in the main a god of
brightness, becomes a conductor of souls to region.s
below.
Moreover, light was sometimes really
baneful and at other times ^^as thought so.
Therefore Apollo, the sun-god, has a mission to
destroy life, as well as to preserve it by medicine
and to enhance its value by poetry and music.
Dionysos, whose connexion with the sun is clear,
also has to do with the shades and so with other
The bad effects of heat led to the idea
divinities.
that Pan, the god of the open country, is most to
be dreaded at noon-day, for then he can inflict
madness. The mild gleams of the moon and the
divinities who guide them were usually beneficent,
The
but .sometimes had the contrary activity.
waxing moon is of good intent, the waning moon
llekate, a moon-godbrings sickness and death,
dess, kindly and supernal in the earlier age of
Greece, became later a malignant |)Ower of darkness.
It may be remarked that the reverence paid,
with clear consciousness, to astral bodies as such
was never at any time .so marked in historic Hellaa
As a religious
as among ISabylonians and Semites.
motive it belongs rather to the late Hellenic age,
and the age of Gia'co-Komaii civilization, and even
then, .as we shall see, it allected the outer fringes
of (ireek civilization, where it was wrestling with
barbarism, rather than its heart and centre.
Besides the light of heavenly luminaries, great
and small, there is the irregular and alarming fire
'

;

LIGHT AND DARKNESS
The deities who rule
lioaveii, the liglitniuf;.
the re^uhir lit;ht also send lij;htniiiy, especially
Zeus, one of whose chief emblems is the thumlerIt is sometinies
bolt, and also Athene and AiioUo.
a sign of divine anger, as when Semele died by its
stroke, sometimes an indication that the god has
signified his will and given a presage of the future.
To interpret the sign is, of course, a matter for an
divinaexpert. Lightning was thus connected with
tion and prophecy, and spots struck by the sacred
bolt were revered.
Tlie lire which is of use to men on earth could
not )iut be regarded as in its origin divine, and as
The
venerable, being a symbol of tTie eternal.
apparent everlastingness of the fire of which sun,
moon, and stars are the manifestations doubtless
contributed to the importance of fire in the ritual
vein of thought which lies deep in
of worship.
the nature of men in the earlier stages of religion,
that the guds are envious of liuman beings and
grudge them the things of which they wish to
of
possess themselves, is illustrated by the legends
which Prometheus was the centre. The gift of
fire was one which the gods would fain have withfrom

A

held,

A

and they punished him who outwitted them.
of Greek divinities have relations with

number

the earthly fire.
Hephaistos, the great metalworker, uses the fierce subterranean flames which
find vent in the crests of -Ktna and the Lipari
In Homer and the poets generally he is the
Isles.
maker of all the weapons, emblems, and equiiiments of the Olympians, of the sceptre of Zeus, of
the arrows of Apollo and Artemis. Hestia, goddess of the family hearth, has an especial connexion
She is the only one of the
with earthly tire.
greater divine being's whose name has a transparent significance in life, equivalent to the hearth
of the house, alwaj'S regarded as in some sense an
As every house had this altar, so the great
altar.
State family had its central hearth-altar for all
the burgesses. ^Vllen a city sent out some of its
sons to found a colony afar, the central fire of the
new community was lighted from the central fire
When a city was untler a
of the old home.
monarch or despot, its common hearth was in his

dwelling; in a republican community it was in
the town-hall(?r()i/Tai'e?oi')(see, further, art. He.\rth,
Hearth-gods [Greek]). The conception of Hestia
remained one of the clearest and simplest in the
range of Greek religion. Where the name of a
divinity retains an obvious meaning, he does not
Anollier
lend himself to a covering of myth.
divinity in whose ritual fire was conspicuous was
The pine-tree and the
Diouysos or Bacchus.
torches that it provides figure in the Bacchic revels, as depicted, for instance, by Euripides in his
What we call the St. Elmo's fire was
Bnccfus.
connected with the great twin-gods, the Dioscuri,
Castor and Pollux.
The gods of light and darkness must have a potent
influence on life, and especially on the beginnings

The hearth-fire itself was treated as a
life.
symbol of the generation of the human being, and
a growth of legend and ritual was developed from
of

The

light-bringing divinities are very
naturally those who bring the child out of the prenatal darkness into the light of life, and many
deities were at dilierent times and in ditt'erent
places supposed to exercise this function (cf. art.
Birth [Greek and Roman]). Zeus himself to the
but the powers that
latest age was a god of birth
guide the milder radiance of the moon rather than
those that wield the fiercer splendour of the sun
had chiefly this duty, and the greatest among them
this idea.

;

was Artemis.
darkness beyond the grave,
in which departed souls were hidden, gave rise to

The mysteries

of the

multifarious practices and

beliefs.

There were

(Greek and Roman)
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many divine beings who either ruled the dead or
guarded souls against the perils of the passage from
There is no portion of the
this world to the next.
field of Greek religion in which the development of
ideas from Homer's age to the time of the latest
Greek philosophic speculation was more complex.
The notion of a possible deliverance from the bonds
of death prompted a .series of beautiful tales, such
as that of the restoration of Alcestis to Admetus,
the theme of the fine tragedy of Euripides, the
recovery of Eurydice by Orpheus, or of Persephone
by Demeter. In this connexion the most interesting evolution, from a religions and social point of
view, is to be found in the Greek mysteries. They
represent the striving of .souls on earth to be
assured of safety in the perilous passage from the
bed of death to a happy abiding-place in the world
Starting from gross forms, in which
beyond.
enchantment had a great part, the mysteries were
refined and moralized so as to satisfy the higher
yearnings of the spirit, and to instil that better
hope in death which, Cicero says, was given by
initiation at Eleusis

{cle

Lcijibus,

ii.

36).

During the great age of Greece there was among
the Hellenes no wide-spread conception of such a
mysterious influence of heavenly bodies on human
life as was systematized by the Chaldtean astroThis lore came from Eastern lands, especilogers.
ally Babylon, and Mas only in loose contact with
it was devotedly followed only in a later
religion
time, and then more in the sphere of Roman than
The same is true of
in that of Greek civilization.
the real religious veneration of sun, moon, and stars.
;

But mystic ideas concerning these entered into the
earliest Greek thought— that of the Orphic and
The express attribution,
Pythagorean schools.
however, of divinity to the heavenly bodies appears
comparatively late in the history of Greek philosophy. Plato, in his Timieus {p. 38 f.), describes
the fixed stars as divine existences brought into
Workman (Demiurgus) of the
being by the
universe at the bidding of the supreme god. In
other passages he assigns divine character to the
He was followed, with
sun, moon, and planets.
variations, by later thinkers Xenokrates, Hera'

'

—

Aristotle
kleides of Pontos, and many others.
described the celestial liodics as containing a great
divine element, and pointed out that this belief,
now explicitly declared by philosophers, was imin the popular mythology.
|>licit, in an obscure form,
Like doctrine was taught by the Stoics and particusun
larly by Cleanthes, who considered that in the
lay the guiding principle (;^7e/toi'i/cii)') of the universe.
It was common to call the heavenly bodies visible
gods as opposed to the unseen divine power.
These notions were prevalent among the NeoApollonius of Tyana {q.v.), the
Pyth.agoreans.
seer and wonder-worker of the late 1st cent. A.D.,
venerated the sun at dawn, like many an Oriental
That the practice was popular in Greece
of to-day.
is shown by the salute which Sokrates otters to the
rising luminary, at the end of his great drinkingThe Neobout, in the Symposium of Plato.
'

'

Platonists, who powerfully afl'ected the thought
and religion of the Roman imperial period, embraced
and developed beliefs like those that have been cited.
Philo, the great Alexandrian Jewish philosopher,
in this respect fully in accord with the Greeks.
idea that was wide-spread in the jibilosophic
schools, and especially favoured by the Stoics, was
that the contemplation of the heavenly bodies in
their purity and in the regularity of their operations
had an ethical value for the regulation of human
conduct.
2. Roman.
Among the Romans notions concerning the regions of light and darkness were clothed
The dread of evil that
in some distinctive forms.
might befall if the inhabitants of the nether world.

was

An

—
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SA

the depaittcl spirits of moitals, did not receive

tlieir

due from the liviiij; \v;is iiuuh more marlied than
In tlie historic time,
in Hellenic communities.
till Christianity prevailed, the bodies of the dead
of
the attendant cerewere cremated, but some
monies pointed to a remote age wlien inhumation
Dkath
.^nd 1)i.sim)Sai, ov
rule
art.
was the
(cf.
THE De.\d [Creek]). In primitive days tlie tumh
must have been re-^arded as the only place haunted
by the ghosts, and down to the latest age it was so
treated in many ceremonial practices. But quite
early a conception must have sprung up of a general
habitation for those who were colloquially called
the majority.'
The Romans, however, never
imagined for themselves a judgment beyond the
'

tomb, which should assign one dwelling-place for
the good, another for the bad. The great scheme
nictured by Virrril in ji^iuid vi., which has stimulated the imagination not only of poets but of

many religionists ever since, was drawn after lireek
The genuine Roman under world was a
patterns.
tract of gloom, and the spirits were minded to do
harm to the living unless their wants w ere supplied,
though to avoid otience they were called good
The ritual for the foundation of
people' (mnnes).
'

a new city required that somewhere near its centre
an tinderground chamber called mundus should be
provided, into which were cist frnits of the earth,
probably to satisfy the hunger of the dead, thougli
that may not have been the only purpose of the
This chamber w.as opened at stated
mundus.
times mentioned in the calendar,'.when fresh oH'erings were made to the departed, who were thus
kept in order and restricted to appearances on the
These gifts, presented by the
days set apart.
nation as a whole to the nation's dead, were parallel
to the private presentations at each of the family
tombs. Special days for the service of the dead
existed in Greece, but they were never so general
or so precisely ordered as among the Romans.
There was one imtndns on the Palatine Hill supposed
to have been the work of Romulus when he founded
Rome there was another in the Forum, and others
elsewhere.
Otl'erings at these places were made to
all the di inferi
a phrase in which dead mortals
are included, as being in some sort divine.
Every
Roman tombstone was inscribed Dis manibus,' to
the divine spirits.' The Lrtrvce and Lemures, to
whom propitiatory offerings were made, are merely
;

—

'

'

the ghosts regarded collectively, in their unsatisfied
and therefore terrifying aspect.
As to special divinities of the realms beneath,
the earliest worshipped at Rome Beeras to have
been Tellus, Mother Earth, 'the parent of all
things and their common tomb,' as Lucretius calls
her (v. 259). In the later age slie was le.ss and le.ss
regarded, in consequence of the attractiveness of
Greek invasions in the sphere of religion. Names
like Genita Mana, Lara, and others invoked in the

indigitamenta (j.c. ), appear to have been epithets
of Earth.
So, in Greece, Gaia was in some sense a
goddess of the dead, and the same attribute was,
of course, given to the divinized figure of Earth in
other mythologies

(cf.

art.

E.\RTH, EaRTH-god.s,

(Greek and Roman)

when Horace acted as laureate and supplied the
Carmen Hiixuhirr.
The idea of a communication with the realms of
darkness through an opening in the earth can he
traced in other ilirections. The ilccotio, whereby
a citizen could give himself up to the ]iowers of
gloom and thereby secure a favour for his country,
is an example.
Livy (vii. 6) and other ancient
writers have told how, in 362 B.C., Curtius, riding
in full armour, made his horse jump with him into
a chasm in the Fonim, which closed up after him.

The spot retained the name of the
'

Here

pool of Curtius.'
in the reign of Augtistus the populace cast

down

coins every year on the emperor's birthday,

to .secure his welfare (Suetonius, Auq. 57).
The
dcvolio of the Decii, who vowed themselves to

death by the enem}', thereby binding the powers
to favour the s.afety of the country, w as somewhat
dillerent.
Hut, ^hould the devoted man fail to
lind his death, the terms of his vow were satisfied
by burying a lay figure in the earth with due ceremony a curious example of the ease with which
the gods might be cheated in Roman ritual. The
walling up of the erring Vestal Virgin is an instance of the penal application of the dcvotio.
It is hard to discover in Roman religion the
worship of divinities clearly connected with
heavenly objects before the time when Greek and
Oriental iuHuences became powerful. Even the
relation of Jupiter to the light of the sun does not
come out with distinctness. The word Leucesie
addressed to him in the verj» primitive hymn that
survived in the ritual of the Arval Brothers' (q.r.)
refers to him as god of light, and a con'esponding
epithet Lucetia' was applied to Juno, indicating
a connexion between her and the moon. The
antiquarian scholars of the late Republic declared
that Titus Tatius, the Sabine king of Rome, had
introduced the worship of the sun and moon into
Rome from his own country, and that a temple of
the sun on the Aventine was founded by him.
This was the opinion of Varro (f/« Ling. Lat. v.
74), and Tacitus (Ann. xv. 41) attributed a temple
of the moon (Luna) on the Capitol to Servius
Tullius.
But the official Roman calendar of festivals, which is known to enshrine very ancient
usage, gives no sign of official reverence paid to
sun or moon, nor have we any sound evidence of
a public priesthood devoted to them either at
Rome or elsewhere among Italic peoples, though
Varro assigned such an office in old days to the
gens of the Aurelii. They were supposed to have
come from the country of the Sabiues, in whose
tongue ausel denoted the sun. The Aventine, as
is well known, was a home of cults introduced
from Greece. The existence of a deity called
Noctiluca (the night-shining one ') on the Palatine
is hard to explain. The situation implies high antiquit}', for no god realized as foreign was allowed to
take up an abode w ithin the ponnTium of the city
The
before the age of the Second Punic War.
name may have been an epithet of Juno, who was
In
a
connected
with
the
connected
ceremony
sky.
with the fixin" of the calendar she was addres.sed
as Juno CovelTa, Juno, goddess of the sky.' The
name Lucina (closely connected with lux) was
attached to her as the power which brought the

—

'

'

'

'

'

'

§8).

A curious place of communication with the

infer-

was a spot called Terentus' in the Campus Martius, where nrobably at one time mephitic
vapours escaped. 'Ihis became in 249 B.C. the
centre for a cult newly imported from Greece that
of Dis (whose name is a rendering of Pluto or Plo«ton)and Proserpina. The cult was probably grafted
on to more ancient and purely Roman ceremonial.
The blend gave rise to the characteristically Roman
secular games,' celebrated theoretically, but not
always in i)ractice, at intervals of a century, to
ensure the safety of the city. The most famous
'

nal regions

—

'

celebration

is

that ordered by Augustus in 17 B.C.,

and birth. When the ancient Italic
goddess Diana was equated with Artemis, the
function of the Greek goddess, a.s superintending
human birth, was transferred to Diana.
The veneration of ^'olcanu8 as god of lire belongs
to an old stratum in Roman religion
but, unlike
Hephaistos, he was worshipped, it seems excluto men from
sively, as |)rotector against d.anger
fire.
He was a popular divinity, and his cult was
survived
the introone of those which longest
duction of Christianity. The forms with which
child to light

;
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another divinity, Vesta, was venerated were
niarlvably

characteristic of

the

Koman

re-

people.

Her affinity with tire and tier kinsliip with the
Greek Hestia are obvinus but the worship of Vesta
among Romans is far more conspicuous tlian tliat
;

of Hestia among (ireeks, possibly because tlie structure of the Koman family resisted the assaults of
time more stoutly than that of the Greek family.
great feature of Roman religion is the parallelism in many respects of the religious ceremonial
of the family and that of the State.
And the
private and public worsldps of Vesta resemble
each oilier not a little. Every house had a cult of
Vesta, and the name was restricted to the divinity
it had no connotation like the name Hestia, which

A

;

'

meant hearth as «ell as goddess.
'

.So

thoroughly
Vesta a Latin deity that outside Latium hardly
her
found
of
existence
have
been
any signs
a surprising fact when the similarity between
In the home
Hestia and Vesta is remembered.
the cult of the goddess belonged to the matron
and the virgin daughters, whose duty it was to
is

—

see that the lire on the hearth was not extinguished.
The centre of worship for the great State family
was tlie ancient shrine of Vesta in the Forum,
and no other public temple or altar devoted to her
service existed before the end of the Republican
The temple of Vesta was of the antique
period.
round shape derived from that of the earliest
Roman house. Close by dwelt her priestesses, the
Vestals, of whose abode important remains have
come to light in recent daj-s. The temple never

contained an image, for Vesca was the one ancient
divinity in Rome who never succumbed to the
anthropomorphic impulses of her worshippers.
The only symbol of the goddess was the eternal
tire, whose extinction imported calamity to the
land.
Lapse of duty or impurity of life on the
part of a Vestal was an omen of disaster, only to
be averted by the sacrifice of the sinner. The
Vestals were the daughters of the community, regarded as one vast family. Augustus, who loved
to present himself as tlie restorer and maintainer
of the most ancient Roman rites, connected Vesta
with the dwelling-place of the imperial family
on the IVtlatine. The Pontifex Maximus had a
public residence close to the house of the Vestals.
Augustus made this office an appanage of the
emperor, and made over the official house to the
Vestals.
He then set aside with proper ceremony
a portion of his palace on the Palatine to replace
it and established there a second State temple of
the goddess (see, further, art. HEARTH, HearthGODS [Roman]).
We turn now to the later age of Rome. The
conscious worship of the sun marked distinctively
the dying days of Roman pag.anism. The oldest
shrine dedicated to the sun was on the Quirinal,
and seems to belong to the time of the Second
Punic War, and to be a result of the mighty tide
of religious influence which then invaded Rome
from Itlellas. A desire to venerate the sun was
manifested, however, earlier, when he appeared
with his attributes on the Roman coinage. Augustus placed in Rome two Egyptian obelisks before the temple of Caesar, and they were supposeil
to be devoted to the sun.
Vespasian transformed
into a representation of the sun a great colossal
erected
Nero
in
his
own honour. Several
figure
by
influences contributed to increase Roman reverence
for the luminary, to which inscriptions from
the end of the 1st cent. A.D. bear increasing evidence.
Some of the most po^\erful divine invaders
who came from the East to conquer the West
were solar divinities. Also, as mentioned above,
philosophers and mystics had preached the divine
nature of the sun and other celestial bodies.
Immigrants from the East, and Romans, especi-

(Greek and Roman)
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ally soldiers, who had resided there, brought the
The notable drift
religion of the .sun with them.
of sentiment towards monotheism aided the movement, for the one god was often, and not unnaturIt was not, howally, identified with the sun.
ever, till after Caracalla, by his universal gift of
Roman citizenship to the inhabitants of the cities
of the empire, had cut away the ground for fencing
off the civic gods of Rome from those of other

communities that public and formal recognition
was given to these Oriental beliefs. A remarkable

event in the history of Roman religion was the
accession to the throne of Elagabalus, who bore
the name of an eastern solar god, whose priest he
had been, like his ancestors before him. This was
the divinity of the Syrian city of Einesa. The

boy-emperor deposed Jupiter from his supremacy
and, placing his own god in
the vacant seat, brought to Rome the round black
stone which was the symbol (nVos) of the god.
In his array of titles the emperor made his office
as 'priest of the unconquerable sun Elagabalus'
(Sacerdos invicti solis Elagabali) take precedence
of the ancient designation of Pontifex Maximus.
This was done in spite of the fact that the divine
ruler of Eiiiesa was sometimes correlated with
Jupiter, probably because the eagle was an emblem
of both.
temple was built contiguous to the
Palatine residence of the emperor, and to it were
removed the fire of Vesta and other venerable
possessions, the Palladium that came from Troy,
the shields of the Salii, archaic priests of Mars,
and the stone which symbolized the Great Mother

among Roman deities,

A

(Magna Mater), whose

essentially Oriental divin-

ity had been, curiously, recognized four centuries
earlier than that of any other immigrant from the
To give completeness to his innovation,
East.
Elagabalus made the foundation-day of the temple
the same as the traditional foundation-day of
Rome itself, the twenty-tirst day of April. He

also ousted Vesta from the Palatine, where Augustus had planted her, and gave her place to the
god Elagabalus. The ritual of the usurping god
contained Oriental features revolting to the Roman

mind.

Among

the emperor's pranks was a mar-

riage between his divinity and the goddess of Carthage, sometimes iilentihed with Juno and called
'
the heavenly,' sometimes with Venus.
It was
about this time that 'Juno Crelestis' came to be
venerated
in
the
as
connected
«ith
West,
widely
the moon. The religious revolution of Elagabalus
found some favour in the army, always a nursery
of Orientalism.
But, when his memory was laid
under condemnation, the divinity of Emesa suffered
with him and was exiled from Rome.
The sun-god was to be glorified again, but in a
saner fashion, in a later part of the same century,
by Aurelian. He erected a fine temple in honour

unconquerable god of the sun.' His biographer (Hist. Aug. 25) narrates a miracle which
occurred when Aurelian defeated Zenobia and her
host under the walls of Emesa. At a critical
moment he was encouraged bj- a ilivine form, which
appeared again to him in the temple of Elagabalus
within the city and was identified with that
The writer supposed that the god esdivinity.
tablished at Rome by Aurelian was Elagabalus ;
but the condemnation that this divinity had underof 'the

gone makes the idea improbable. Some scholars
have thought that Aurelian's god ^^ as the god of
Palmyra, also connected with the sun. But it is
most likely that the emperor did not wish to correlate him with any particular Oriental manifestaThe only indication connected with the East
tion.
Aurelian
is the epithet unconquerable {in victus).
specially associated the god with old Roman
practice by denominating the new College of
Pontitices.'
The sun was selected by
priests as
'

'

'
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emperor as eml)odyiiig the monotheistic conand, in so tar as that is concerned, he may
An iiitcvsaid to have borrowed from the East.

tlie

ception
l>e

;

estin" inscription recently discovered in iMn>sia
records how Licinius the ehler and Licinius the
younger ordered tlie consecration of an image of
tlie sun and tlie estahlishinent of a ceremony in his
honour just before the great crowning victory of
Constantino, won near Adriano])le in 3'23 n.C.
Some years before, Constantine had ceased to place
the sun on his coins, a practice common since
Aurelian's time.
We come now to the most dominant of all the
reinosentatives of the sun in the Roman .sphere
Mithra, who is named Mithr.a the nnconqucrable
sun 'in many inscriptions. The Mitliraic system

—

'

was complex and many-sided, however, and this is
only one asjicct of the god. His cult embraced
elements derived from many sources, not only from
the Persian religion in which his origin is to be
found, but from Babylon an<l elsewhere. Sun,
moon, and stars were prominent in the ritual.
The extraordinary spread of Mithraism in the
Koiiian empire was mainlj' the result of tendencies
which we have noted in other directions. The
vogue of Mithra was especially notable on the
frontiers of the empire and in the camps situated
there.
Bnt many of his shrines have been found
in the inner lands, especially on the sites of seaAt Rome he was venerated on the Janiports.
culum, where M. Gauckler a few years ago discovered a remarkable shrine. Another lies under
the church of San Clemente, and memorials have
been found also where the Vatican now stands.
The popularity of the Mitliraic worship was specially due to the provision which it made for satisfying some yearnings which afterwards found a fuller
So many were the
gratitication in Christianity.
resemblances between the religion of Christ and
that of Mithra that Christians attributed them
to the subtle malevolence of evil demons.
The
religion spread rapidly among the freedmen and
soldiers, but also attracted the educated and the
Its closeoflicials, and found favour with princes.
knit organization, with its official priests and its
ascending grades of illumination, kept believers
together in the manner of the Christian rites. It
owed much of its hold over the West to the moral
element Avhich its mysteries embodied. It instilled
into its votaries a higher aim in life and a better
hope in death than any other form of pagan creed.
The conversion of Constantine, however, gave it
its deathblow. Like other heathen cults, it
lingered
on to the end of the 4tli cent., revived a little in
the intervening time through the restoration of the
forbidden gods by Julian, who himself entertained
a religious veneration for the sun. It may be observed that -Mithraism never took any great hold on
Greek lands where the Greek culture had been
It is found in contact with
long established.
Hellenism chielly on the outskirts of Greek civilization in the East and on the Danube (see, further,
art. MiTllKAiSM).
In conclusion, we may note that the evil associated with the darkness left its mark on some
usages connected with the administration of the
lloman State. The taking of augury, v.hich preceded the carrying out of many public all'aiv.s,
It was just as the
originally took place at dawn.
sun was rising that Komulus saw the flight of
No public
eagles which gave him the kingship.
business was valid vmless conducted between sunrise and sunset
neither meetings of assemblies
or of the Senate, nor the administration of
justice.
Cicero reproached Mark Antony for having carried
through decrees of the Senate after the sun h.ad
sunk ('Senatus consulta vespertina,' PhU. iii.
24).
Something of the same usage can be seen

—

in Greece,

(Hindu)
but the

rules

there were

never

so

rigid.
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Keid.

(Hindu).— The

great contr.ast between light and darkness with
their life-stirring and life-suppressing influence has
naturally in all ages taken deep root in the human
mind, which welcomed the reajipearanee of light
as the release from the night or the long darkness
of winter, and transformed the contrast of light
and dark into one of life and death, freedom and
bondage, good and evil, virtue and sin. The great
representative '.f light, life, freedom, and goodness
was to the mind of ancient India Usas, the goddess
of dawn, and her rival Katri, the night, or, in a
sense more averse to human life, tamas, the dark-

The imperishability of light found its expres.sion in the personilication of Aditi, which other
ness.

scholars explain merely as eternity (of. Hillebrandt,
Ved. Myth. iii. 105 ft'.).
Usas is not only a goddess of the dawn of every
in many songs that glorify her reappearance
the turn of the year is alluded to, and Usas means
the first dawn of the New Year (cf. A. Lndwig,
Dcr Hicjveda, Prague, 1876-88, iv. p. xi, vi. 173" ;
Usas is partly
Hillebrandt, Ved. Myth. ii. 25 tr.).
the Ostara of the Rigveda poems (F. Kluge, Zeitsrhrift fiir deutsche IVorffvr.whunij, ii. [1901] 42).
She brings back the sun, the tire, the sacrifice
which has been discontinued during the decaying
sometimes she is also called
period of the year
under the nan. ; iaravuX she
si'ii'i/d. or eknstril.ri, and
became the mother of the two heavenly dogs, the

day

;

;

sarameyas.
The Indians divide the year into two periods, the
Uttarayana, when the sun proceeds towards the
north, and the Daksinayana, when he goes towards
the south, the light half of the year being sacreil
to the gods, the dark half to the dead. Sometimes
(e.g., Sat'ijmtha Brdhnuina, li. i. 3. 1) it is said
that spring, summer, and the rains are the godseasons, while autumn, winter, aiMl the cold season
are the 7)(Vn/-«/t-se!isons, sacred to the manes. We
may begin the New Year with the winter solstice
or with Easter time, according as we lay greater
stress upon an astronomical or a practical point of
Indian writers also oscillated between the
view.
two possibilities, and faced the problem in the

same manner as their brothers did among Teutonic,
Slavic, and Italian tribes (cf., e.g., V. M. MUller,
Contributions to the Science of Mythology, London,
The Vedio authors speak of the
1897, ii. 715).
dark half of the year as teimas, and originally
meant thereby the winter, the personilication of
which was Vrtra, not the retainer of the heavenly
rain, as has generally been believed, bnt the demon
of winter, wlio was slain by Indra, and who regains
the light and sets free the streams bound by the
This idea was inherited
fetters of frost and ice.
from prehistoric times, and formed under the
climate than that of
more
northern
influences of a
the Indian plains. The farther the Aryan tribes
advanced towards the south, and the longer they
settled under a uiilder climate, the less that idea
harmonized with the surroundings and the actual
the notion of tamns was transferred to
climate
the really dark season of India the rains; and
the residue of the past and the "erm uf a new
time were thus equally precipitated in the ancient
;

—
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In later times the Holi festival seems
literature.
to have absorbed most of the customs connected

with the

New Year

festival, tliough

even now the
by no means

of the Saiiikranti is
forgotten in India and the splendid spectacle of
the bathing festival held about the 12tli of January on the banks of the Ganges in Uenares will
not be forgotten by any one who has happened to
witness it.

celebration

;

Literature.

— A.

Hillebrandt, VMische Mythologie, Breslau,

1891-1902, ii. 25 ff. 77a., iii. ISSff., 204 ff., Die Sonnwend/este in
AU-lndien, Erlanjen, 18S9 ( = Ro}namscfie Forschungen, v.),
H. H. Wilson, 'Religious Festivals of the Hindus'
p. 299 ff.
(Works, London, 1802-77, ii. 15811., on the Uttarajana 222 ff.,
on the Holi rites). On the Holi festival W. Crooke, PR",
Westminster, 1896, ii. 31311., Thimjs Indian, London, 1900,
p. 211; J. A. Dubois, Hindu Manners, .Customs, and Ceremonies'^, do. 1899, p. 575 ff.; Nate^a Ss.stt:\, Hindxc Feasts
and Ceremonies, with an Introduction by H. K. Beauchamp,
Madras, 1903, p. 115 fl. ('The Hindu New Year's Day'); F. S.
Growse, Mathurd^, Allahabad, 1SS3, passim.
,

;

;

:

A. Hillebrandt.
(Iranian).— The
antitliesis between light and darkness among the
Iranians was closely connected with the antagonism
between Ahura Mazda and Ahrinian. This feature
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(Iranian)

for an admirable discussion of the
;
latter word see E. Wilhelm, Hvareno,' in Jubilee
Vol. of the Sir Jainsctjce Jejcebhoy Zarthnshti

xvarenanfihaca

'

Mrtdrcssa,

Bombay,

Light was created by

1914).

Ahura Mazda (Ys. v. 1, xxxvii. 1), and is one of
his prerogatives (Ys. xii. 1)
lience prayer is made
to behold 'the creative light of the creative
Creator' (Ys. Iviii. 6), and the light of the sun
;

him (Ys. Ixiv. 6). Togetlier with Asha,
Ahura Mazda created 'the shining light and sunny
abodes (17. iii. If.), so that the abodes of Asha are
praises

'

In these abodes the souls of the
7).
righteous dead dwell (Ys. xvi. 7; cf. Ixviii. 11;
Vend. xix. 36), for paradise
Afrinakdn, i. 18
light (Ys. xvi.

;

(vahiila ahu see art. LiFE AND DEATH [Iranian])
is light (Ys. Ixii. 6, Ixviii. 11), and, as such, receives
worship ( Visprat, xxiii. 1 S'lh ror.ak, ii. 27). Indeed,
'light' (raocao) is a synonym for 'heaven' (Ys.
xix. 6), another synonym being 'the shining
house of praise' (raoxina qaro-nimlna \Yt. x. 124,
xix. 44]) to which worship is paid (Slh rocak, ii.
;

;

'

Still another .synonym is
the light without
beginning' (anayra raocao [Ys. l.xxi. 9; Yt. xxii.
15; Vend. xi. 1 f., 13, xix. 35; PursiSnihd, xxxviii.]),
attracted the attention of Plutarch, who says (dc which is likewise an object of veneration (Gah, iii.
Is. et Osir. xlvi.) that Ahura Mazda was born of
Accord6, S'lh rocak, ii. 30; cf. Spiegel, ii. 17 f.).
purest light and Angra Mainyu of darkness, so ingly, in the Patct Irani (ed. E. K. Antia, PAzand
that rbv fjL^tf ioiKivai (poiri [xaKiara. twv aiadijTiJLtPj Tov 5i Texts, Bombay, 1909, p. 145, tr. J. Darmesteter,
Zend-Avesta, Paris, 1892-93, iii. 178), the righteous
i/MiraXtv CKdrti) icai dyi'olq. (cf. Porphj'ry, Vit. Pythaff.,
man hopes to attain to 'the place of light' (roSnp. 41, ed. A. Nauck, Leipzig, 1860; Hippol. Refut.
xi.x. [1865] 48 f.).
i.
the place of darkness (tdrik-jdc).
2, iv. 43; A. Rapp,
.jde), not to
This view recurs not only in the late Ulamd-iThe good creation is given the epithet of
xxxvii. [1898] 41) and
Islam (tr. E. Blochet,
bright' Asha(Ky. v. 4), the Aniesha Spentas and
their paths (Yt. xiii. 8'2, 84, xix. 15, 17), Ashi (Yt.
in al-bhahrastani's Kitdb al-milal w'al-nihal (tr.
also
in
i.
but
xvii.
T. Haarbriicker, Halle, 1850-51,
275),
1, 6), Apftm Napat (Yt. xix. 52; Sih rocak,
the Armenian writers (e.g. Thomas Artsruni, i. 3), ii. 30), the 'glory' (xvarcnah [Yt. xix. 35]),
while Dio Chrysostom {Orat. xxxvi.) goes so far as •and especially Yima, whose conventional epithet
not thus far substantiated xSacta ('shining') is so completely blended with
to make the assertion
elsewhere^that, in order to create, Ahura Mazda his name that in modern Persian he is known only
as Jamshid.
had to surrender njuch of his light.
In the Gathas we find the striking statement
The suu, moon, and stars are bidden to give
that Ahura,
well-working, created both light(s) light (Vend. xxi. 5, 9, 13), and the light of the
and darkness(es) {Ys. xliv. 5). This at once re- moon is lauded (Nydyiin, iii. 7), whUe so great are
I [the Lord] form the
the blessings of the light of the sun that, if the
calls the passage in Is 45',
sun no longer rose, 'the demons would destroy
light, and create darkness,' liut it seems advisable to assume, with J. H. Moulton (Early Zoroas- e\erything that is in the seven regions [of the
trianism, London, 1913, p. 2fll), that the Iranian world], and the sjiiritual angels would find no
and the Hebrew developments are only [larallel tarrying place and no abiding place in this corporand not connected (cf., further, E. Stave, Evnfliiss eal existence' (Yt. vi. 3; Nydyiin, i. 13; cf. in
Yt. vi.-viii.).
des Pnrsi-smus auf das Judcntum, Haarlem, 1898,
Indeed,
general Kydyisn, i.-iii.
the fairest of the forms of Ahura Mazda arc the
pp. 46 fl'., 64 f}'., and the 'Semitic and Egyptian'
and
the
i.e.
the
fire
and
section below, p. 65', note 3).
earthly
heavenly liglit,
Be the origin of the two what it may and the the sun (Ks. xxxvi. 6, Iviii. 8); and in the palace
true explanation of the Gathic passage doubt- which Ahura Mazda built for Mitlira there is
neither night nor darkness (17. x. 50).
less is, as Moulton maintains, that it is the
Darkness is a .special attribute of hell (Vend. iii.
protest of Zarathushtra against Magian dualism
35
Aogemadaecd, xxviii.), for which 'darkness
light is, as is but natural, associated with Ahura
Mazda and his supporters, while darkness is con- without beginning' is a synonym (Yt. xxii. 33 cf.
The demons are 'spawn of
nected with Angra JNlainyu and his rabble. It was Spiegel, ii. ISf.).
Ahura Mazda who in the beginning filled the darkness (or, perhaps, possess the seed of davVblessed realms (xvciSra) with light Ys. xxxi. 7), and ne^f^,' feniasci6ra[Yt. vi. 4 Kydyisn,!. 14; Vend.
in the realms of light (raoccbU) beatitude will be
viii.
SO]), and seek refuge in darkness (Ys. Ivii.
beheld by him whose thought is right (Ys. xxx. 1), IS), or hide in the earth (;r?Ha>'C-7(7:: [F*. ix. 15;
while the light of the sun is one of the things Yt. xix. 81
Westergaard Frag. iv. 3]) or in caverns
that glorify Ahura Mazda (Ys. i. 11). Apart from (Vend. iii. 7, 10) a phrase which may possibly
the passage alread3' noted, darkness (tcmah) is point to survivals of an old chthonic cult (cf.
mentioned only once in the Gathas, in Ys. xxxi. 20, Moulton, pp. 57, 128 f., 132, 399). Properly enough,
where it refers to the blackness of hell (on the therefore, divine aid is sought to resist darkness,
blackness of hell see Moulton, p. 172 f. F. .Spiegel, woe, and sutt'ering' (Ks. Ixxi. 17; cf. Nydyiin, i.
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'
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;

—

—

;

;

'

'

;

(

;

—

'

;

Erilii.

Altcrthiimskiinde, Leipzig, 1871-78, ii. I'-'l).
In the Younger Avesta the dualism between
light and darkness appears in full vigour, so that
Spiegel is amply justified (ii. 20 11'.) in dividing his discussion of the Iranian theology and
deraonology into 'the liglit side' and 'the dark
side
A phrase which constantly
respectively.
recurs in beginning the laudation of all good deities
is
for his magliiticence and his glory {ahe raya
'

'

'

14).
'

Turning to the Pablavi texts, we are told that
the region of light is the place of Auharraazd,
"
'

which they call "endless light
(BimdnhiSn, i. 2),
and that the place of the Ame.'-ha Spentas is 'in

that best existence of light' (Ddlistdn-i-Dlnik,
Ixxiv. 2), while Art,a-I-Vir:if, when in the ju'esence
of

Ahura Mazda, perceived only brilliant light
Namak, ci.), and the radiance of

(Arta-i-Viraf
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Zarathiislitra williin his iiiotlicr, iluring the three
(lay:- liefoie his birth, wiu^i .--o {.'real as to iliuiiiine
liis father's wliole viUase {Dlnkar(, V. ii. 2, vil. ii.

(Semitic and Egyptian)

a numlier of creatures

ot bright,

divine nature, the
(Time), who,
after murmuring prayers for a son during 9999
rerchance this
years, entertained the thought
world is nothing.' From this evil doubt Angra
Mainyu was born, and from Zarvan's wisdom
sprang Ahura Mazda. There were a number of
minor speculations among this sect e.g., that
Angra Mainyu was originally in heaven, but
meditated upon treachery untrl, like Satan, he
fell.
The Mashites thought that a portion of light
had transformed itself into darkness.
The Zarathushtrians (Zoroastrians) entertained,
according to al-Shahrastitnt, the views of light and
darkness which we would naturally infer from the

most im|iortant

of

whom was Zarvan
'

56-58).

:

According to the same texts, hell is full of
darkness {Ddtiiluii-t-Din'ik, xxvii. 2, 6, xxxiii. 2, 4,
xxxvii. 2ti, 45), so intense that it 'is
with the hand' {BundahiSn, xxviii. 47
M(ii)td(j-i-A'rut, vii. SI).

to grasp

fit
;

c-f.

Dlndi-

This 'endlessly dark

'

is

{Bionhi/iiSii, i. 3), and
endea\our to destroy tlie
he emerged from hell, he
made the world at mid-day as dark as midnight,
returning, after his defeat, to the darkness, where
he formed many demons {ib. i. 10, iii. 14). In
the most steadfast quality of the demon
fact,
himself is darkness, the evil of which is so complete
that they shall call the demons also those of a
In
gloomy race' i,Da{Utan-i-Din\k, xxxvii. 85).
contrast, although sun, moon, and stars will con-

the aliode of

Angra Mainyu

in his fruitless
light of AJmra Mazda,

when,

'

tinue to exist after the renovation of the world,
they will no longer be necessary, for the world is
a dispenser of all light, and all creatures, too, are
The power of the
brilliant' {ib. xxxvii. 126).
demons during the darkness has already been noted.
Therefore, when in the dark it is not allowable to
eat food
for the demons and fiends seize ujiou
one-third of the wisdom and glory of him who eats
food in the dark {Sdyast-la-Sdynst ix. 8 twothirds arc taken if one also eats with unwashed
handsl
and the eighteenth section of the lost
Sdtkftr Nnsl: of the Avesta dealt, among other
'

'

;

'

.

;

;

'
the hussy who spills anj'thing after
topics, with
sunset, or who scatters a morsel of food to the
north, at night, without a recital of the Ahunavair
(Dhikart, IX. xix. 2). To the same category of
concepts belongs a short I'arsi poem contained in
the second volume of the collection of Kivayats
of Darab Hormazdyfir (ed. M. R. Unwall.i, 207.
19-208. 4 ; the edition is not yet published, but the
writer has a set of the proofs through the courtesy
of the editor and J. J. Modi).
According to this
'Rivayat on the Lighting of a Lamp,' the lamplight drives away all demons, and it adds
'

:

From that li^ht of the Fire the world is bright, since it is
hostile to the demons of Ahriman ; if there were not always the
li^ht of the Fire, there would not be a single man in the world.'
'

little poera is immediately followed, it may be remarked,
by another of nine dislirhs, recounting the miraculous cure of
a dying child by the lighting of a lamp on the roof of the house.

This

The pro'olem of the relation of light and darkness was even more vital than the e.xtant Iranian
texts would lead one to suppose for it gave rise
;

philosophical speculations which materially
helped to form the leading Zoroastrian sects.
to

'

Al-Shahrastani goes so far as to declare (i. 275) that all problems of the Magians turn upon two main points why the li-ht
mingled with darkness, and why the light cleansed itseif from
darkness they posit the mingling as the beginning, and the
;

;

cleansing as the aim.'

The Gayomartian

sect maintained, according to
al-Shahrastaiii, that light had no beginning, but
that darkness was created. Whence, was their

—

whether from light, which, however,
could nut produce anything even partially evil, or
from somctliing else, though there was nothing
which shared with light the properties of creation
and eternity. Their rather lame solution was that
problem

Ahura Mazda

tlioULiht to biniself

:

'If

I

had an

opponent, how would he he formed?' From this
thought, which did not harmonize with the goodness of light, Angra Mainyu was produced.
The
mingling of light and darkness was due to the fact
that the light gave men, l)efore they were embodied, the choice of degr.adation to the realms of
Angra Mainyu or battle with him. Tliey chose
corporeal existence and battle, on condition that
they were aided by the light to eventual victory and
to tlic final resiirrci lion at his defeat.
The /arranite sect held that the light produced

—

Avesta and Pahlavi texts. Both light and darkness had existed from the beginning. (lood and
evil, purity and impurity, etc., had arisen from the
mingling of light and darkness and, had there
been no such mingling, the world would not have
;

existed.
God was the source of both (cf. Ys. xliv.
5, cited above), and in His wisdom had mingled
them ; but light alone is real, darkness being, in
fact, only its nece.ssary antithesis ; and, since they
are antithetic, they must war against one another
until the light shall be victorious over darkness.
Thus in Zoroastrianism the problem of the relation between light and darkness becomes part of
the greater question of the origin of good and evil ;
and from this point of view the antithesis of light

and darkness

is

or derived

—in

1SS9, p. 39

ft'.)

found again

— whether independent

several Gnostic systems (cf. ERE,
vol. vi. p. 238 f.), as well as in Mandseanism
(.\. J. H. W. Brandt, l\[andais(he Religion, Leipzig,

PRE^

and Manicha-ism (K. Kessler,

art. MazandakaN.
Literature. In addition to the references given in the art.,
other citations from the Avesta may be gathered from C. Bar.
tholomae, j-i^'/cflii. irur^er&id-A, Strassburg, lOiU, s.vv. Raok-,'
Raoxsna-,' Raovah.,'and 'Taera-,' 'Teniah-.' etc. (coll. 1487Ko special treatise on the subject has as yet
1492, 64;i-650).
been written.
LOULS H. GRAY."
xii.

[1903] 205

—

ff.).
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'

'

'

LIGHT AND DARKNESS
Egyptian).

—

I.

(Semitic

Peoples and period.

and

— Babylonian

(Assyrian), Egyi'tian, and Hebrew beliefs on the
subject of light and darkness may all be taken
together. Although in course of time they became
widely divergent, at the outset and for a considerable period the}' showed many points of similarity
a fact to be ascribed to the contact and the
common origin, in part if not in whole, of the
peoples inhabiting the countries of the Near East.
For the Babylonians and the Hebiews this aftinity
is generally admitted, both being of the Semitic
'
stock.
Further, in the words of Clieyne, a primitive contact tetween the early Egy|itian race and
the Babylonians has been made extremely prob
able by Ilonmiel.
AViiifkler, too, remarks with
justice that the eultus of the Horus-child belongs
to the same religion as the Babylonian, and is in
this sense Semitic.'' S.ayce, while tracing many
analogies of the same kind between Babylonian
and Lgyjtian beliefs, takes a further step, and
sees in the triumpli of the gods of light and order
over the monsters of chaos not only tlie birth of
the present creation, but also the theological
victory of the Semite over the Sumerian.'^ Without going so far as this, other scholars admit that
the mythological compositions of the Babylonians
were derived from Sumerian sources.' The upper
limit of the period to be considered may therefore
l>e placed in Sumerian times, about the middle of the
1
T. K. ClK-.Mie, Bilil,' rrMem-t,
London, 1U«I, p. 200.
Linguistic aflinities are worked out by C. J. ];;dl m the
Uitprecht Annivtmary VtifuHf, l^ipzig, liHiil. For 'darkness'
see p. 34, and tor 'lieht,' pp. 37 f., 47 f., and r.l.
A. H. Savce, The lieiiiiwiis of Ancient Egypt and Bubj/lonia

—

'

'-

(OifTord Lectures), Edinburgh. llHi-2. p. 4()R.
a L. W. Kinc and II. H. Hall, Eimii! (uui irc..(,rll
Lij/ht oj Hcctnt Ditcomriet, LoadOD, 1IW7, p. 820.
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'

:

*

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

good in the sense that light and darkness, etc.,
can be regarded as complementary terms, conveythe whole— e.g'.,

the daily round, the
ing the idea of
sum-total of existence, and the ethical contents of
The exceptional view whereby both light
life.
and darkness are traced to the same creative
source (as in Is 45') may also be brought into this
connexion. In general, however, the relation between light and darkness continues to be regarded
in Semitic thought as adversative, slightly veiling

a dualism which perhaps has been inlierited from
which is not resolved
lire-historic times, and
(Jabwism excluded), even theoretically, into a
monism until the limit of our period lias been
We have throughout to reckon with
passed.^
'

Oriental resignation to the contrasts in life
all the peoples of tlie Ancient East.'
The theory that prevailed might at best be termed
reference to
'optimi-iliu dualism.'* With special
in
light and darkncs^ there was a contest present
the beginning (cosmology), and this is daily and
yearly renewed, with every day and night, every
and it
spring and autumn (or summer and winter),
may even extend through the course of the world
cycle.' While light and darkness have, therefore,
each a separate kingdom, the one being for day
and for life, the other for night and for death,
there is evidence in the development of religious
thought in Egjpt of an iuNasiou of each upon the
other's domain, resulting in a measure of fusion.
This is concisely summed uj) by saying that the
solar cult was osirianized and the Osiris myth wa.s
A subtle theory of a similar kind
ceiestializcd.**
has been formulated for Babylonia, as an instance
of which we may quote the representation of the
sun a.s under-worlil divinity, because in his light
the stars disappear and perish.'' There is much
less warrant for such crossing over of the ideas of
llelight and darkness in Babylonian thought,
the Astral Theory as a whole, it may be

that

'

which marked

'

'

'

garding

accepted, it would greatly
extend the possibilities of our subject. It requires,
however, more agreement than at present exists as
to the date of the origin of scientific astronomy
among the Babylonians before its findings can be
used with any mea.sure of confidence.
from present
3. No science of light.— Judging

remarked

1

were

that,

it

M. Jastrow, Atipects n/ Rrligiovs Belief and Practice in

Babylonia and Assyria, New York and London, 1011. p. 00 IT.
2 Cf. EKE, art. 'Dualism (Iranian)' and
Dualism (Jewish),'
'

vol. V. p. lllff.
3 J. H. Breasted,

Development of Religion and Thought in
Ancient Enypt, London, 1912. p. 357.
* A. Jeremias, Die Panbat'ijloni^ten : Der altc Orient und
die dgyptiiche Religion", Leipziy. 1907, p. 23.
'See ERE, art Ages of tiie World (Babylonian),' vol.
•

i.

p.

]S4>'.

6

cosmography

;

tion of their views about light and darkness can
be given.
2. Various relationships of light and darkness.
—While the words light and darkness appear
to stand in a co-ordinate relation, in reality they
are contrasted terms, to be compared with day
and night,' life and death,' good and evil.'
In all these cases the co-ordinate relation holds
'

—

a view of
of apipcarances '
They
resting at the empirical stage.
had no scientific theory of light darkness was not
merely the absence of light. Both were material
entities' The matter of light issues forth from it5 place and spreads
over the earlh at night it withdraws, and darkness comes
forth from its place, each in a hidden, mysterious w.ay.'^
The 'substantiality of darkness '* may be sped
'tlie

the world

We

'

63

data, the likelihood is tli;it the peoples of antiquity
were not conscious of the fact that the uni\ erse
Theirs was
is under the dominion of natural law.

fourth nullenniuui B.C., and tlie lower liuiit may with
the Hebrew
propriety be lixed about the time of
Exile, before the inlluente of I'ersia, followed by
Greece, cowld have been felt.' Throughout this
period of three millennia the predominant feature
of religion in Babylonia and Egypt is the cult of
should tlierefore expeet to find
the sun-god.
in the records that have survived much that is
cognate to at least the first member of our subject.
Owing to syncretistic tendencies always present,
and the ease -with which those ancient peoples
tolerated antinomies in belief, no uniform presenta-

'

(Semitic and Egyptian)

Ureasled, p. 149 £f.
' A. Jeremias, The Old Testament in the Light 0/ the Ancient
Boat, London, 1911,- i. SO.

A

higher concepally remarked in Ex 10-' 14-".
tion of the quality of light was indeed reached.
According to Helm, in the later paits of the
light is Used as a symbol of deity because it is thf

OT

most immaterial substance known, and
no danger of corporeal form being attached

finest anel

there

is

to it.
'The deity as light gives the transition to the deity as
spirit.''"'

Bearing in mind that the peoples of the Ancient
East were accustomed to concrete views of what
are accepted bj' us as abstract qualities, we shall
understand how they received the phenomena of
light and darkness mainly accordin;; to their
Light
phj'sical effects and their bearing upon life.
was of service to them darkness formed a hindto
the
realm
of
transferred
This
was
rance.
feeling:
darkness they dreaded.
light they rejoiced in
Love of the light and hatred of the darkness lie at
;

;

the root of many of the myths of antiquity, and
are evident in the metaphorical usage of the two
terms.

By an

inevitable transition light

is

associ-

ated with warmth, and darkness is linked with
This applies to the cycle of the year, which
cold.
is of more importance in ancient belief and practice,
as appears in the Tammuz-cult, than the cycle of the
day. From warmth a^ain there is an easy passage
to life and growth, and from cold to decay and death.
as associated with
4. Light and darkness
Like great natural forces, such as thunder
deities.
and
darkness
were seen to lie
and tempest, light
beyond human control, and thus they came to be
associated with deity or deities, and with beings
more than human. Light is the creation of good
gods, although it has also a hurtful side, when
found in conjunction with the scorching heat of
summer, and when bound up with lightning and
Darkness is viewed less as a creation of the
fire.
gods than as an environment for monsters and evil
their baneful power
spirits, who could not exer«ise
apart from darkness. Still there are gods specially
associated with darkness, both in Babylonia and
in Egypt.
Many deities bear names and attributes
compounded with words signifying light,' and
their temples are similarly termed {e.g. E-Babbara,
the shining house [sun-temple at Sipiiar]). In
addition to Sliamash, the sun-god (and other
deities who in their original function are merely
aspects of the sun), Nannar or Sin, the moon-god,
and Ishtar, the light of the heavens,' the foremost
place must here be given to Marduk or Merodach
(Amar-Ud, or Amar-Uduk), 'son of the sun,' or
child of the day,' as being the god of light by
He, too, is generally regarded as a
pre-eminence.
solar deity, althougli an attempt has been made to
of the sun, being
[irove that he is independent
Although appearing
simply the god of light.*
at the summit of the Babylonian pantheon, he

—

'

'

'

'

'

1 G.
Sohiaparelli, Astronomy in the Old I'eetameni, Oxford,
1905, p. '22.
2 T. K. Chevne, Traditiojis and Belit/s 0/ Anctent Israel,
London, 1907. p. 10.

3 S.

R. Driver, The

Bwk of

A'otesT, London, 1909, p. (i.
* JE, art. ' I>arkiies.s.'
6 J. Hehii, Die hihlische

Leipzig, 1913. p. 292.

Genesis with Introduction

und

and

die bahylonische Gotle:.i<tee,

H. Zinmiern and H. Wlnckler, Die Keilinschriften und das
Alle Testaments, Berlin, 190'2-OS, p. 370 n.
6
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certainly did not hold undisputed sway, either
at the bp;;inninK or afterwards, and the ficht
between li.^lit and darkness, typilied Ijy Marduk
(or Bel) and the Dragon, was continued down
How this should he is perhaps best
the ages.'
explained on tlie theory of IJadau,^ who contends that Marduk is the god of light considered
not as an iUuminative power, but as a life-giving
principle, «hieh appears in the warmth of the
His tight with Tiain.at is a tight of the
spring.
light, i.e. the warmth, against the darkness, i.e.
the cold.
By this line of argument Marduk
comes into relation to the Taniniuz - Adonis
(and Ishtar) cycle of mytlis, and is also to be
placed in opposition to Nabu, the god of the
darker half of the year.^ Viewed as a solar deity,
then, Marduk stands for the sun-god of spring,
who brings blessing and favours after the sorrows
and tribulations of the stormy season.'* Before
Marduk was exalted to the chief place, Ann,
Ninib, Enlil, and Ea fullilled a similar role in the
myths of creation,^ and in later times Ashur arose
to dispute the glory.
The nearest approach to a
god of darkness, energizing in the world of nature,
is Raniman, or Addu (Adad, in West Semitic),
the
thunderer.'^ The darkness which he causes {e.g.,
in the Flood Story, ii. 46 f ) is relieved by the lightning, in virtue of which he hasy oi'\e title to be
regarded as a god of light a.\si^)/nst, i'.X him may
be classed Girru ((!ibil) = NuskVts with un\\f fire,'
'

'

.

whose symbol, a lighted lamp,

of

i%ction

the

'-Ith

cent. B.C."
lealt, among o
Of the evil spirits that love trie uarkne.'?^, mention may be made of the seven evil demons who,
aided by certain of the great gods, were thought
to he responsible for the darkening of the moon by
eclipse or storm, and even for the disappearance of
the orb of night at the end of the month.
'

From

city to city darkness

A hurricane,

Ihe heavens, are they,
Thick clouds, that brin^^ durkncss in heaven, are they,
Gusts of wind rising, which cast gloom over the bright day,
are they. . . .'9
liuiits in

Egypt sun-worship was
Less is said about the moon,
'"
Within his own domain,
although it finds a place.
which is the upper world, Ra (Amon-Ra), the sun,
figures as a life-giving power, a set-ofi' to tlie
equally great power of death and darkness in the
under world, to which so much importance was
attached in Egypt. Here, it would seem, light
and darkness are concomitants of the fuller notions
of life and death.
We must include in this even
the apparent exception of the Aton cult of the
XVIIItli dynasty (in the reign of Ikhnaton). In
the 'Solar universalism of that period, which
finds expression in a series of magnificent hymns,"
while the whole activity and beneficence of the
sun are rehearsed, its life-giving power is still in
the forefront. In Egypt the part of Marduk is
An equivalent to
taken by Horns the eldei.'Ishtar is found in Hathor, who by some scholars is
In the

official cults of

all-important.

'

'

'

'
T. O. Pinches, The Old Testament in the Light o/ the
Historical Records a7id Legends of Asstiria and Babylonia^,
rx)ndon, 1908, p. 630 f.
* H.
Radau, Bel, the Christ of Ancisnt Times, Chicago, 1908,
p. 46 f. (with reference to the same writer's Creation Stort/, do.,

1902, p. 6

"

5 lb.
p. loi)

p. 39.

Jastrow,
L. W. King, Babylonian Religion and Slythologyi, London,

1903, p. 130.
' ER?^, art.
8 A. n.

f.

'

Babylonians and Assyrians,' \ol. ii. p. 313*.
Sayce, in Hilpreeht Anniversary ViUinne, p. 79 fT.
* R. W.
Rojjers. Cuneiform Parallels to the Old Testament,

New
10

1013.

II.

p.

London.

"

l!rl2, p. (H t. ; cf. Jastrow, pp. 21fi, 3,33 ff.
.Savce, The Religion of Ancient Egypt, Edinburgh,
i:Wff. ; O. Mnspero, The
of Civilization^,

York,
A.

See

metaphorical and poetical) drawn from the realm
of light (see Hehn, loc. cit.
cf. Ex 24'», Ps 104^
Is 10" 51* 60'-'-"=», Ezk l'»-^, Hos 6»).'>
But,
while light is readily emploj'ed as a symbol of
Jahweh, from first to last there is no idea of identifying Him with this manifestation of nature (as
in the case of Marduk).
While God is conceived
of as luminous above measure, He is at the same
time thought o' as hidden, and His ways are
reckoned to be mysterious. For this reason darkness, the 'natural antithesis' of light, also enters
into the imagery of the OT (Ex 20"-', Dt 4" 5=°,
;

K S'=,

1

Ps

18»-

'

97-,

Am 5'8,

Zeph

!'").«

though the Hebrews were
surrounded by races more or less allied to them,
who shared the Babylonian and Egj'ptian belief
in demons and evil spirits, hardly a trace of
snch powers of darkness is evident in the religious
It is surprising that,

literature of ancient Israel.'
Accord5. Light and darkness in cosmolog'y.
ing to the main version of the Babylonian Story of
Creation, Marduk, the god of light, prevails over
Tiamat, the personification of chaos, of which
ilarkness presumably forms part.* Sayce finds in
'
the flood,' or chaos, the
(tablet I. 4)
equivalent of 'the "darkness" which in Gn 1'^ is
said to have been "upon the face of the deep.'"'

—

Mummu

Hebrew and the Babylonian accounts

In both the

what was

in the beginning, darkness is reckoned
as primeval, i.e. before the cosmos.
It is an element not to be reckoned as good. While this may
he asserted of darkness as diffused through space,
it does not hold true of darkness as a division of
time, when darkness means no more than night
(Gn l*-*).'" According to Hebrew cosmology, one
function of the heavenly orbs was to divide the

from the darkness; 'and God saw that it
was good (Gn l'« cf. Ps 104™). In the Babylonian
account there is no mention of the creation of
light, perhaps to be explained by the fact that
M.arduk is himself the god of light and consequently its creator" a view which might well
have been entertained in spite of the contradiction,
light

'

;

—

as we see it, that the son of the sun is also made
the creator of the sun and all the other orbs of
In the Hebrew account light is given as
light.
the first act in the creation of the world, wrought
by the word of God. This, Cheyne thinks, formed
no part of the traditional Hebrew cosmogony, but
is due to the priestly writer's reflective turn of
mind.'' Be that as it may, this light, which is
diffused through space, wherever darkness is not
l)resent, is evidently to be distinguished from the
and stars in which light is,
'lights' sun, moon,
In Egypt there is
as it were, localized (Gn 1'*").
no detailed account of creation.'^ Sayce'* and
'

'

—

—

f.).

^ ERE, art.
'Babylonians and Assyrians,' vol. ii. p. 312*;
Jastrow regards him rather as a water-deitv {op. cit. p. 97 (.).
*

(ailed 'the goddess of light.''
Specific gods of
darkness appear in Set' (or Set-Apopi), and in one
member of the Herniopolitan ennead, Kek (fem.
(For the gods of the under world see
Keket).^
below, § 7. ) In Egypt the demons of darkness were,
like those of Babylonia, an awful power for evil to
the living, and conspicuously active in the realm
of the dead.*
The Hebrew conception of God is frequently
conveyed by means of langu.age (much of which is

of

work they.

which mightily

(Semitic and Egyptian)
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Jeremias remark on sectional parallels to the
Different conceptions
Babylonian main version.
of the origin of light appear. According to one,
primeval chaos is an ocean from which the sun-god
(Atum) arises, bringing his own light with him
according to another, light is laid np in the worldegg, waiting to be revealed.
The story of a second creation would seem to be
found in the narrative of Berossns, according to
whom the animals apparently were not able to
bear the light of the first creation, and a second
was rendered necessary of such a kind that they
could bear the light.^
Deutero-Isaiah's exalted conception (45'), whereby the creation of light and darkness is referred to
'

;

the same divine source,

is

the logical outcome of

monotheism.' It has an anthropomorphic parallel
in the words ascribed to Ra
When I open my
eyes, there is light ; when I close them, there is
'

:

This, of course, applies to the daily
its withdrawal every night.
reduction of earth to primeval conditions
would involve among other things the extinction
of light and by inference the return of the darkness of chaos (Jer 4^). An Egyptian myth, found
in the Book of the Dead, represents Atum (see
above) as defacing what he had made, bringing a
return of water, as it was at the beginning. Over
this Osiris (lord of darkness) is to rule."

darkness.'^

renewal of light and

A

—

human experience.
relating to w hat is first
in the order of things, is itself the product of reflexion upon the phenomena of the present.
The
processes of thought which give origin to the mvths
connected with the world's beginning, and to
mythology in general, may be placed in times
antecedent to the Semitic period. The myths,
6.

Light and darkness

in

The cosmology, although

having been invented and reduced to writing,
were now exercising a certain counter-influence on
current ideas. They were never absent from the
background of thought, and in a way they hindered
development. We maj' supjiose that light and
darkness, especially light, would in time have been
accepted as in the course of nature, and have ceased
to attract attention. But there came interruptions
of the usual order e.g., in the eclipse of moon or
of sun and on such occasions the mythology was
The cults also were of such a
speedily recalled.

—

—

kind that they kept the mythology

alive.

The

hymns to Shamash, Sin, Ishtar, etc. ; the
transcription and frequent recitation of funerary
literature in Egypt, much of which had been
handed do^vn from very early times ; the festivals
attending new moon, full moon, and the new year,
and every occasion of national or local assembly
all must have exercised much influence towards
the preservation of traditional beliefs. There was
thus but slight opportunity of escaping from the
great

—

legacy of the past. When the Egyptians looked
upon the fiery clouds that attended the rising sun,
their minds reverted to the pits of fire that were
supposed to mark the eleventh division of the
Tuat.* The multiform representations on cylinder
seals of the orbs of night and day, especially of the
figure of the sun-god rising between the mountains
of the East, depicted with streams of light flowing
from both sides, or with rays of light protruding
1 OT in
Light o/ the Anc. East, L IBSff., and, in more detail,
Die PanbabyUmisten, etc.
2 T. G.
Pinches, The Religion of Babylonia and Assyria,
London, 1906, p. 42.

3

ERE,

art.

'

Cosmogony and Cosmolo^ (Hebrew),'

vol. iv.

belitzsch, op. cit. p. 55, regards this vei-se as combatOld Persian dualism similarly Jeremias, OT in Light of
Anc. EaU, ii. 276. A different view is taken by H. Gunkel,
Schopfung und Chaos, Gbttingen, 1895, p. 136 n.
J
Quoted in ERE iv. 228 cf. Sayce, ReligiM uf Anc. Egypt,
p.

155.
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from his shoulders,' give a vi%'id conception of the
ideas constantly at work in the minds of the
Semites and their neighbours. In addition to
anthropomorphic representations of the deities of
light, their sjmbols, especially the sun's disk,
winged or unwinged, abounded both in Egypt and
in Babylonia.
More telling still were the obelisks
and pyramids of Egypt, which were symbols of
the sun in addition to their other uses. Temples
to these deities of light were also present to bear
their witness. Very impressive was the thought
current so long in Egypt that the sun died every
evening, and every morning was resurrected. In
the interval he moved with difficulty through the
realm of darkness, and, as a passive body, had to be
lighted through the under world by other creatures
of light. ^ In Babylonia the phases of the moon
seem to have attracted attention even more than
the daily course of the sun. As king of the night,
Sin (Nannar), 'the bright one,' may have had an
even older sovereignty than Shamash, who was
reckoned to be liis son. This sequence has been
explained in various ways,* but it would seem that
the rejoicing Mhich attended the moon's appearance
every month, and the lamentation which accompanied its disappearance, point to the belief that
and ascendancy of light, by night
no less than by day, the ancient Babylonians found
safety and happiness, whereas in darkness there
lurked danger and woe. In this connexion it is
curious to note that Saturn was regarded as a
second sun, to whom (apart from the moon) the
illumination of the night was due.*
In spite of these eti'orts to extend the sovereignty
of light, there remained a sufficiently terrifying
residuum of darkness. To overcome this, resort
was had to other agencies, viz. magical rites and
a due fulfilment of the duties owing to the dead.
Darkness both of earth and of the underground
being the milieu of demons and the spirits of tlie
deceased, contrariwise they could not have their
dwelling in the light. Inasmuch as natural light
was not always available, artificial means had to
be adopted to overcome the disabilities attaching
to darkness.
The energy of fire was here of great
It is noteworthy that a certain part
significance.
of the temple where purification was wrought was
termed the house of light (Assyr. btt nUri). The
light is associated with Girru or Nusku, the firegod, which may be taken to mean that the purifiin the presence

'

'

cation was by fire.' The subject of artificial lights
is closely related to this branch of our subject.
The peoples of antiquity being obsessed by the
terror of darkness, it was natural that they should
have safeguarded themselves, so far as they could,
by having lights in their dwellings and out-ofdoors.
From the number of lamps found during
excavation, notably in Palestine, many of them
belonging to the Semitic period, it has been inferred
that these were in general use. Out-of-doors
torches served the purpose. The torches of the
Anunnaki (gods of a lower order) are mentioned in
the Babylonian Flood Story (col. ii. 44).
graphic
description of the festival 'illumination' of New
Year's Eve and days following, given by Breasted,^
affords an excellent idea of the part played by
One of the
artificial lights in the ritual of Egypt.
duties of the priests and ministrauts in the temples
was to attend to the fires and lamps (cf. 1 S 3',

A

1

K 7^').

Thoughts of light and darkness were further kept in the
minds of these ancient peoples by the terms assigned to the

;

the

;

p. 218.
5 E.
Naville, 2'he Old Egyptian Faith, London, 1909, p. 220 ff.
6 E. A. \V.
Budge, The Egyptian Ueaven and Hell, London,

1»05,

(Semitic and Egyptian)

178

iii.

f.

VOL.

VIII.

—5

1

Jastrow, plates 6 and 7 (at p.

2

16).

Budge, iii. 107, 174, 187, 194. According to
conception, the sun seems to have entered on
night-fall, feasting and resting in the abode of
Bab. Religion and Mythology, p. a3).
> lb.
3 Jastrow,
p. 66.
p. 223.
6
6 lb.
Op. cit. p.
p. 313 ff
.

the Babylonian
a better fate at
the gods (King,

261

ff.
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day (Assyr. wrrn, Heb. Or, Might'); to the morning, or East
Assyr f If Samii, Heb. Tnizrtili, / the rieine of the sun ') to the
evenine, or West (A8S>*r. erfb Sainii, Heb. m<bd hash-sne^nfsh,
and by certain Bab.ylonian month
the setting of the sun ')
names (Aru, Ajjaru. the second or 'bright' month; Addiiru,
the i.leventh, the 'dark' or 'gloomy' month). One series of

(

;

*

;

—
gives north ( (rd/(>ji) as the ohs<;ure or
'dark' place, and south (^dar^nti) as the 'bright' or 'illnminaied place.i
7. Light and darkness in relation to the state

directions in

*

'

Hebrew

'

—

Tlie contrast between light and darkafter death.
ni'ss in tlie idea of the ancients is most strikingly
revealed in their views about the state of the living
Darkness without light is one
and of the dead.
of the curses invoked by Hammurabi on any one
who should venture to deface his stele. This is
synonymous with death. The grave to which the
'

'

waters of the abyss {apsu), themselves associated
with darkness.' Tliis was a region which the sun,
livin" or dead, could not pierce.
better fate for departed spirits, some if not
all, was also conceived of
symbolized, e.g., in the
recovery of Tammuz from the under world and in
tlie sun-bark with its occupants who returned to
the region of
here plays the principal
day. Light
part, althougli tlie obstacle of d.arkness has to be
surmounted before the goal of light can be reached.
One of the charms in the Book of the Dead is for
making the transformation into the god tliat giveth
light (in) the darkness, or light for darkness.'
The 'island of the blessed,' in the Gilgamesh Epic,

A

—

is cut oH' from mortals by many barriers, including
dead are consigned is 'the dark dwelling' (Sumerian twelve double-hours of travelling through thick
is
Uniigi), which in its extended meaning
applied darkness.
to the under world, tlie abode of the shades (cf. Ps
The Babylonian heaven was the reserve of the
'2jj8«The
soul
is
a
'creation
itself
In Egypt, at
'8).a
departed
gods, save in exceiUional cases.
of darkness' (Sumerian, gidhii, Semitic, edimmu).^ an early date, the king shared in the delights of
The darkness attending death was to some extent heaven, and was exalted to life with the "ods in
relieved in the practice of the living by the use of the sky.
Later this was qualilied by the Osirian
artiticial lights in tlie preliminaries to burial and
doctrine, whereby the realm of the blessed could
by occasional illuminations in proximity to the be attained only by redeniiition from the under
tomb. From Palestinian excavation it lias been world through faith in Osiris or Amon-Ka. This
ascertained that lamps are exceedingly common in other world is a realm of light for the most part.
graves, where their intention is evidently sym- The crested ibis, Avhose name is equivalent to
bolical.
Their purpose has been variously exlight,' is used as a symbol of the soul, including
plained, and one and the same interpretation will that of the sun-god.^ The kliu, or beatified spirits,
The readiest explanation feed upon the divine grain {i.e. the body of Osiris)
liardly suit every era.
would place them at least in the earlier period
in the land of the Light-god.''
the folLater,
on a level with food and drink vessels deposited lowers of the Sun-god, wlio travelled with him in
witli the dead.
Wliatever was of service to the the Boat of Millions of Years, eventually became
'°
living might also serve the dead.*
(cf. Is
beings consisting of nothing but light
Among the Babylonians the general idea was 60=").
that it was a misfortune for the dead again to be
Hebrew thought about the state of the dead in
brought to the light of day. Unless decent burial the under world shows close kinship to the Babywere given, their spirits would return to earth, lonian, and is less developed than that of Egypt.
but only to plague the living.' In the under world The utmost allowed, even in the later books of
the OT, falling within our period, is that the shades
(or preferably the other world) was tlieir home,
and there their spirits found rest. The cla.ssic may emerge from Sh*61 back to the light of the
description of this abode of the dead is found in upper world (Is 26'^).^
Literature. — This is sutiicientlv given in the footnotes.
the myth of Ishtar's Descent to Hades, to the land
William Cruickshank.
of no-return (cf. Gilgamesh Epic, ii. 4^''-)
LIGHTNING. See Prodigies and Por•To the house of darkness, Irlialla's dwelling-place,
'

—

—

'

—

:

house from which he who enters never returns.
road whose path turns not back,
house where he who enters is deprived of light.
dust is their sustenance, their food clay.
6
.'
Light they see not, in darkness do they sit.
Over this gloomy realm of the Babylonian dead
the god Nergal presides, with his consort Ereshki'
dark goddess. In Egypt Osiris was
gal, the
lord of the under world, and there held his court.
This also was a world lying in darkness, which
was relieved one hour in twenty- four, during the
of the sun-god and his train through each
Sassage
ivision of the fuat.' The entrance to this realm
of tlie dead lay, for both Babylonians and EgypOn
tians, in the west, where the sun goes down.
the otlier hand, the east, as the point of sunrise, is
the abode of life ; but this has an interest only for
the sun-god and the privileged few who shared his
daily recurring glory.
Although tlie point of de-

To the
To the
To the
Where

.

.

'

parture to the under world and the point of return
therefrom are clear, there is doubt as to the location, relatively to earth, of the region of the dead.
The Egyptians placed it beyond the circle of
mountains girding the earth, perhaps on the same
plane with earth, jjerliaps at a lower level. In
the Babylonian and Hebrew conception it seems
to have lain beneath earth, even lower than the
'
'^
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und Parodies
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den BabylonierH,

Leipzig, 1900, p. 14.
^ t:UE, art.
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LIGUORI.— Saint Alfonso Maria di Liguori
was born 27 Sept. 1696 at Marianella, near Naples.
He was the eldest son of a rather impoverished
noble family, and, according to his biographers,

was from earliest youth remarkable for his piety,
his charm of manner, and his precocious ability.
A strain of Spanish blood seems to have lent him a
greater seriousness of mind and tenacity of purpose
than are common among natives of Southern Italy.
He devoted himself to the law, and took the degree
of Doctor of Laws at the age of sixteen, being then
so small of stature that, to the amusement of the
spectators, his doctor's gown hid him almost comHe afterwards practised in the
pletely from view.
courts of Naples for nearlj' eight years with extraordinary success but it would seem that in 1723,
in a case in which large pecuniary interests were at
stake, Liguori, in the interpretation of an important
document, was guilty of an oversight which, when
brought home to him, covered him «ith confusion,
and disgusted him with his career and with all
He had always led a most
worldly ambition.
innocent life, and now, giving himself up to solitude and prayer, he had what he believed to be a
;

1 For different locations of Sh^'dl,
relatively to the .\byss, see
i. 503^ and Schiaparelli, p. 3S.
charts in
2 E. A. W. Budge, The Book of the Dead, London. 1901, ii.
201 f. Naville (p. 182) considers this an evident reference to the

UDB

moon.
3
Sayce, Religion of Anc. E'lppt, p.'"122'
4 Budge,
Ileaven and
ana Bell',
Bell, iii. 164.
Biidge, Egyp. Heaven
5 lb. iii. 166,
166.
art. 'Eschatology,' p. 2aC».
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afterwards with more ardour in securing the spiritual welfare
of his neighbour.
In their houses they consecrate a large part of each day to
silence, recollection, the choir, mortification, and to meditation,
which is practised three limes a day.
Tlieir houses are to contain but a small number of subjects.
As for their subsistence, they endeavour not to be a burden on
anybody they live on their family resources, which they have
handed" over to their superiors, and on such offerings as may t)e
made sjwntaneously for the love of Jesus Christ, by the piety
of the faithful' (Berthe, Saint Alphonse de Liguori, Eng. tr.,

snpernatural intimation to consecrate the rest of
He
his days to God in the ecclesiastical state.
wished to become an Oratorian, but his father,
who had already been much distressed on two
diiierent occasions by his son's unwillingness to
fall in

.

with an advantageous project of marriage

and

in

December

17'26

.

.

;

that had been suggested, obstinately opposed his
Yielding eventually to his father's endesign.
treaties, and acting on the advice of his confessor,
himself an Oratorian, the young lawyer gave up
his idea of leaving home, but began to study for an
ecclesiastical career,

67

i.

166).

Despite domestic anxieties and contradictions in
the government of the new Institute, Liguori,
down to about the year 1752, devoted himself
indefatigably to the actual work of preaching,
while leading at the same time a life of extreme
At that period his
abnegation and austerity.
health began somewhat to fail, and henceforward

was

In the first six years of his
ordained priest.
ministry Alfonso worked under the direction of an

association of missionary priests, and devoted himself at Naples to the care of the lazzaroni, among

He
his labours bore extraordinary fruit.
converted many hundreds from a life of sin, and
formed a sort of confraternity, the Association of
the Chapels,' for these poor outcasts, to ensure
In 1729 Liguori was
their perseverance in good.
brought into relation with a certain Father Thomas
Falcoia of the Pii Operarii,' wlio conceived a deep
respect for the young man, and, when he himself
was shortly afterwards made bishop of Castellamare, he was led to the conviction that Alfouso
was an instrument divinely sent him to carry out
a project which he had long secretly cherished of
founding a preaching Order to evangelize the goatherds and peasants of that part of Italj'. The
scheme eventually took shape in the little town of
Scala, near Amalfi, twenty miles from Naples.
There the Congregation of the Most Holy Redeemer,' from Mliich name the members are most
commonly called Redemptorists, was founded in
1732.
Bishop Falcoia was at first its nominal
superior, but he lived at a distance, while Alfonso
resided with the community.
Hence, on the
bishop's death in 1743, Alfonso was formally
In 1749
elected to preside "over his brethren.
the rule was authoritatively approved by Pope
Benedict xiv., and the rule of an Order of nuns,
which had been closely associated with the Redemptorist congregation from the beginning, was
approved in the following year. But this measure
of success was not achieved without numerous disappointments, and several of Liguoris lirst companions broke away from the Institute.
document drawn up in those very early days by
the hand of Alfonso himself in the vain hope of
obtaining the approbation of the king of Naples,
Don Carlos (afterwards Charles III. of Spain),
supplies a concise account of the special characteristics of the new Order.

whom

he devoted more time to literary activities, composing a number of books of piety and instruction,
as well as the comprehensive work on moral theology by which he is especially remembered. As
early as 1747 the king had wished to make Alfonso
archbishop of Palermo, but by earnest representations he had succeeded in evading the profl'ered
The Redemptorists, in point of fact,
honour.
take a special vow to accept no ecclesiastical
dignities, but in 1762 influence was used with the
Holy See to dispense the saint from his vow, and,
sorely against his will, he was compelled by the
pope to accept the bishopric of Sanf Agata dei
Goti, a tiny see to the north of Naples, among
a peasant population unpleasantly notorious for
Here he worked
their barbarism and irreligion.
wonders for the reform of morals, but after an
episcopate of more than thirteen years he persuadetl Pope Pius vi. in 1775 to allow him to resign
in order that he might end his days among a community of his own Order. Broken with years,
with apostolic labours, and with the incredible
austerities which he practised, he retired to Nocera
dei Pagani, but twelve years were still to pass
In the meanbefore he was called to his reward.
time he was destined to endure trials which probably cost him more severe mental sutteriug than
any of the difficulties which he had jireviously
encountered. For forty years and more, mainly
owing to the influence of the anticlerical but allpowerful minister Bernard Tanucci, who was the
\ irtual ruler of
Naples, the formal recognition of
the Redemptorists as a religious Order had been
withheld by the Government. This had always
been an obstacle in the way of its expansion,
reducing it, as it did, to the jjosition of an illegal
At the time of Tanucci's downfall in
association.
The principal aim of the priej^ts so associated is to imitate as 1776, the Order numbered only nine houses four
life
and
virtues
of
Our
Lord
Jesus
as
the
closely
po&^ible
in Naples, one in Sicily, and four in the States of
Christ. In this they set before themselves their own spiritual
the Church. In 1779, under a different administraadvantafre and that of the people of this kingdom — especially
the most forsaken of these, to whom they reader spiritual
tion, everything seemed to point to the adoption of
aid.
a more generous policy. Promises of favour were
In their houses thev lead a perfect community life, under
made on behalf of the Government, and in response
obedience to their superior, and perform the functions of the
the Redemptorist rule was formally submitted for
sacred ministry, such as instructions, confessions, the superintendence of schools, confraternities, and other devout gatherState approval. From the point of view of the
ings.
aged founder, the result was disastrous. The rule
about
the
dioceses
in
which
are
established,
They go
the,v
was approved, indeed, but in a fundamentally
giving missions, and, as a means of preserving the good results
which they have been enabled by the grace of God to effect,
modified form (known in the controversies which
they return from time to time to the districts which have been
followed as the
Regolamento'), which set at
to hear confessions and confirm the
in their
'

'

'

A

—

'

.

.

.

'

evangelized,

people

series of instructions and sermons
a€ well as by spiritual advice and so forth.
In the monastery as well as abroad they endeavour, with the
help of divine grace, to follow closel.v in the footsteps of the
Most Holy Redeemer, Jesus Cmcified, in order to instruct the

good resolutions by another

people by example as well as by precept.
As a means of attaining this end, there are twelve points of
rule set forth in their constitutions. The headings of these are
Faith, Hope, Love of God, Concord and Charity among themselves. Poverty, Purity of Heart, Obedience, Sleekness and
Humility of Heart, Mortification, Recollection, Prayer, Abnega:

tion of Self, and Love of tlie Cross.
Each of the associates passes one day every week [now one
day every month] in retreat, thus treating alone with God in
the interests of his soul, in order to be able to employ himself

nauglit many of the most essential features of the
constitutions as hitherto observed, and which
of a religious
practically reduced it from the status
Order to that of a mere pious association. I-iguori,
85, decrepit, deaf, and almost blind,
to sign the Regolamento, and it was
for the time adopted in the Neapolitan dominions,
but the Redemptorists belonging to the houses
founded within the States of the Church energetically protested against the acceptance of any such
caricature of their rule. The Holy See pronounced

who was now
was induced

in their favour,

and the unfortunate schism thus
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in the Order had not been healed when, on
Au". 1787, the saint died at Nocera dei Pagani.
His death, together with the outburst of popular
enthusiasm «-liich it evoked and the marvellous
events that followed, brought about a happier state

caused
1

The Government of Charles iii. in Oct.
1790 approved the original Redemptorist rule, and
in Aug. 1701, under papal sanction, the dift'ercnt
houses of the Order were once more reconciled with
each other. From this time forward, and especially
after the subsidence of the disturl>ances caused by
the French Revolution and the Xapoleonic wars,
the development of the Order was rapid. In 1786
the first Redemptorist house north of the Alps wa.s
founded at Warsaw by Clement Hofbauer, afterM-ards beatified.
From there the Congregation
of feeling.

and through Europe,
a beginning was made in the United States
in 1832 and in England in 1843.
The Redemptorists have since made foundations in Ireland (1851),
KinnouU, near Perth, in Scotland (1869), in Brazil,
Dutch Guiana, the Congo, Australia, New Zealand,
and many other distant countries. At present the
Order numbers rather over 4000 members, half of
whom are priests, the rest lay-brothers and students
preparing for ordination. The strict ultramontane
views distinctive of the followers of St. Alfonso di
Liguori have often brought them into disfavour
with State officials, and, like the Jesuits, they
have several times been banished from different
European countries. Still no serious attempt has
been made to connect them with any kind of
The Redemptorists have repolitical intrigue.
graduall3' spread to Austria

\\

hile

mained steadily faithful to their primary work of
giving missions and retreats, especiallj' among the
poor and uninstructed, and the severe rule of the
Order has suffered no relaxation.
Alfonso di Liguori was beatified in 1816, canonized in 1839, and declared Doctor of the Universal
Church' by Pius IX. in 1871. The terms of this
last pronouncement, though somewhat vague, may
'

be held to constitute a guarantee of orthodoxy for
the saint's writings, at least when taken as a
whole. Moreover, it may fairlj' be inferred from
the language used that he is commended for hold-

ing a golden mean in his moral teaching between a
Jansenistic rigorism on the one hand and dangerous laxity on the other.
full bibliography of
Liguori's writings may be found in Berthe, Eng.
Two works especially in this long
tr., ii. 766 ff.
catalogue have been subjected to much adverse
criticism.
Against the Le Glorie di Maria, first
published at Naples in 1750, and since translated
into every European language, many objections
have been raised on the ground of its alleged extravagant 'Mariolatry' (see, e.g., E. B. Pusey,
But it is to be
Eirenicon, Oxford, 1865, ^a**i»i).
remembered, as Newman points out, that St.
Alfonso wTote for Neapolitans, whom he knew,
and whom we do not know (see the whole context
in J. H. Newman, Letter to Pusey on the Eirenicon,
The character and traLondon, 1866, p. 103 ff.).
ditions of the people are very different from ours,
and he was writing to protest against what he
considered to be a veiled attack on that simple
and childlike devotion to the Blessed Virgin which
he shared, and which is a very important factor in
the religion of his countrymen. It is, however,
the Theiilogia Moralis that more than anything
else has been made the object of tierce invective.

A

'

'

Liguoii originally {i.e. in 1748) published his views
on moral questions in the forju of a commentary
on a well-known text -book for students, the
Medulla of the Jesuit Hermann Buscnbaum. But
the second edition in two volumes (Naples, 1753
and 1755) appeared as an original work, and the
author continued to revise and enlarge it as the
successive issues were exhausted.
The eighth edi-

which was printed in 1779, was the last to
receive his personal attention.
Seeing that not
only has Alfonso been declared a doctor of the
Church, but that earlier authoritative decrees in
1803 and 1831 pronounced that tliere was 'nothing
worth5' of censure' in his writings (on this ci!
Newman, History of iny Sclif/imis Opitnons, note
G, p. 353), .and that all his ojiinions might safely
be followed by confessors, it is fair to conclude
that by tlie theology of Liguori the moral teaching
of the Roman Church must stand or fall.
But,
^^hile we admit this, it must be said that few
indeed of the exoteric critics who have inveighed
against his teaching have taken the trouble to
understand it. It is easy to denounce the shocking laxity' of this or that isolated proposition set
out, often inaccurately, and always apart from the
context, as, e.g., in the notorious pamphlet of
tion,

'

Robert (jTa.»Am!inn(AusziigeausdcrMuraltheologie,
this is most commonly
), but the man who does
a publicist who knows nothing of ethical systems
and who has never considered the difficulties which
follow from the acceptance of a contrary principle.
Nothing can produce a better impression than to
lay down the rule that under no possible circumstances must the truth be departed from, but those
who most positively commit themselves to this are
also those who have never attempted to think out
the extremely difficult problems which arise in
practical life, and who have never attempted to
square their own conduct by any consistent prinetc.

ciple.

They believe, as Newman well says, that on a great or cruel
occasion a man cannot help telline a lie, and that he would not
be a man did he not tell it, but still it is wrong and he ought not
to do it, and he must trust that the sin will be forpiven him,
It is a frailty, and had
thouffh he goes about to commit it.
" it
better not be anticipated, and not thought of aerain after
is once over."
*

'

Now

Liguori, like all his fellow-bishops, believed
that for those whose duty it was to hear confessions and instruct their flock it was necessary
that these and other moral questions should be
thought out. Moreover, it must be said, in answer
to such criticisms as those of R. Grassmann and
those contained in art. Casuistky (vol. iii. p. 240),
that priests administer a code of law in the tribunal
penance and, like lawj-ers, doctors, and magistrates,

they have to acquaint themselves with technicalities which, in the case of certain offences, often
involve unsavoury details quite unfit for public
di.scussion.

One of the special grounds of reproach against
Liguori's moral system is his adoption or defence
of probabilism [q.v.). This charge is only partially

justified and would be repudiated by all his own
The principle which he eimnciated, at
disciples.
least in his later years, was that of 'equiprobaThe difference between this and
bilism' ty.i'.).

probabilism, rightly explained, is not very momentmany modern writers on tlie subject,
the theologians of the Jesuit .school,
have maintained that St. Alfonso's views diverged
but sliglitly from those of approved i)robabilLsts.
According to the probabilist system, starting with
the admitted axiom that a doubtful law does not
bind (lex dubia nun obligat), a man is not held in
conscience to obey as long as there is a sound
probability against the law as long as, e.g., in a
matter of extrinsic testimony, where doctors disagiee, one unexceptionable authority teaches that
The
a particular precept has no binding force.
probabiliorists, on the other hand, held tliat, unwho
maintained
the
authorities
less the
binding
force of the law or precept were notably less
ous, and
especially

—

weighty than

tho.se

who excused from

it,

stich

a

precept could not be set aside without sin. Between these rival ^•iews comes that of Liguori, who
held that, when the reasons or authorities were
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equally balanced for and against the law, then
a man without peril to his soul was free to use his
liberty.
A doubtful law does not bind.

But when two opposite
opinions are equally or nearly equally probable, you have a
Therefore the law,
strict doubt as to the existence of the law.
being only doubUully promulgated, has no binding force.
Therefore it is true that you can follow an equally probable
opinion in favour of liberty' (Berthe, Eng. tr., ii. 143).
'

A critical and definitive edition of the Theologia
Moralis, equipped with adequate notes, has only
Theologia
recently been brought to completion
Moralis S. Alphonsi MaricB de Liqorio, ed.
:

Leonardi Gaude, 4 vols., Rome, 1905-12. The
editor in his preface gives a satisfactory explanation of the inaccuracy of so many of the saint's
quotations as printed in the current editions.
Literature. The fullest life of St. Alfonso di Liguori is that

—

by A. Berthe, 2

vols., Paris, 1900,

Eng.

tr.,

H. Castle, 2

vols.,

Dublin, 1905 (the translation has been subjected to careful revision and is in many respects superior to the original).
Other
noteworthy biographies are those of A. Tannoia, Delia Vita
ed Utituto del' venerabile Alfomo Maria Liguori, 3 vols.,
Naples, 179S-1S0-2 (a valuable source written by a devoted
See also C. Villecourt, Vie et institnt
disciple of the saint).
dc S. Alphonse Marie de Liguori^ 4 vols., Toumai, 1863; K.
Leben
des
heil.
Biscko/s und Kirchenlehrers A l/oJisus
Dilgskron,
Maria de Liguori, Regensburg, 1887 A. Capecelatro, La Vita
di S, Alfonso Maria de Liguori, Rome, 1879. A good account
-of the Order with full bibliography will be found in M. Heimbucher, Die Orden und Kongregatianen der katkol. Eirche^,
Paderborn, 1908, iii. 31S-333.
On the Probabilist and Equiprobabilist controversy see the
anon^^nou9 VindicicB Alphonsiance'^, Brussels, 1874, and Vindicice BalleriniancB, Bruges, 1873 ; J. de Caigny, Apologetica
de AcqitiproboAilismo Alpkonsiano, do. 1S94, and De genuino
Probahilismo licito, do. 1904 J. Arendt, Crisis AequiprobaJ. Wouters, De Minusprobabilismo,
bilismi, Brussels, 1902
Paris, 1905 A. LehmkuU, Probabilisinus Vindicatus, Freiburg,
1906.
A severe indictment of the moral teaching of St. Alfonso
di Liguori will be found in A. Harnack, Lehrbuch der Dogmengeschichte'^, Freiburg, 1898, iii. 691, 044 fl. P. von Hoensbroech,
Die ultramontane Moral, Berlin, 1902 J. J. I, Dbllinger and
F. H. Reusch, Geschichte der Moralstreitigkeiten, Munich, 1889,
and the pamphlet of R. Grassmann, Ausziige aus der Moraltheologie des heil. Alphons v, Ligu&ri, Stettin, 1895, which has
been widely distributed as a controversial tract. In reply see,
inter alia, ']. H. Newman, History of my Religious Opinions,
London, 1866, pp. 273ff. and 34Sff. A. Keller, St. Alphons v.
Pilatus,'
Liguori Oder Robert Grassmann ?, Wiesbaden, 1901
Was ist Wahrheit!, do. 1902, and Qucs Ego-, do. 1903; F. ter
Haar, Das Decret des Papstes Innocenz XI. iiber den Probabilismxis, Paderborn, 1904; V. Cathrein, Moralphilosophie^,
H. Ryder, Catholic Controversy^",
Freiburg. 1899, i. 397 £t.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

;

London,

H. ThUESTON.

1890.

LIGURIAN RELIGION.— Solittleiscertainly
known

of the early history and geographical distribution of the Ligurians that any attempt to
give a general account of their religion is impossible.
Some of the deities that were worshipped
in Roman times in the Ligurian area strictly so
called may be mentioned.
The most noteworthy
are those closely attached to a particular spot,
such as Mars Cemenelus [OIL v. 7871), sometimes

worshipped without the first name, and clearly
connected with the town of Cemenelum and
Bormanus, who was probably, like his namesake
in the north of Gallia Transpadana, from whom
the modern town of Bormio takes its name, a god
of hot springs, and who gave the name to the
Lucus Bormani on the coast to the east of (Album)
Intimelium, the modem Ventimiglia. Not less
local was the worship of Mars Leucimalacus at
Pedo (ib. 7862), possibly an apple- ripening deity,
the dedication to whom was made on some festival
of waggoners or muleteers {plostralibus).
Local,
too, was the cult of the Matronse Vediantiie, where
at
the plural is interesting, also honoured
Cemenelum in the district of the Vediantii. The worship
of Matronos with some local epithet or epithets
was fairly common in N. Italy, sometimes combined with Genii, as in an inscription from Tremezzina on Lake Como [ib. 5277), generally with
a local epithet, as Deruonnse (ib. 5791, found at
Milan) or Vcellasicae Concanaunse (ib. 5584, found
;

at

Corbetta,

north of Milan).

They

are often
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joined with Jupiter Optimus Maximus, and sometimes themselves called lunones a plural form

—

which never appears in pure Latin inscriptions.
It would be exceedingly unsafe, without other evidence, to see in this a trace of any polygamous
strain in the Ligurian conception of Olympus a
;

nearer parallel is the (presumably) generalizing
plural in such animistic figures as Nyniphae, Fauni,
or the Clouds and Dawns of the Tabula Agnonensis (see Italy [Ancient]) ; or the Angitiae
of the Marsians not to speak of the Parcse of
Gr«>co-Roman fable or the 'Zep.val at Athens.
Other Ligurian examples of these
Great
Mothers' will be found in the Index to OIL (p.
The other deities of the locality are all of
1180).
common occurrence in Italian communities.
On the important question of the ethnic character and connexions of the Ligures, reference
must be made to EBr^^, art. Ligurians,' and the
authorities there cited. If, and in so far as, the
view of W. Ridgeway ('Who were the Romans?'
Brit. Acad. Trans, iii. [1907] 42, with the comments
of the present writer, ib. may be accepted as sound,
the early history of Ligurian religion would be the
same thing as that of the pre-Tuscan population
of AVestern Italy, in particular of the Aurunci and
other early dwellers on the soil of what afterwards
'

'

'

'

—

'

'

)

(see ITALY [Ancient], especially
the paragraph on the archaic cult of Aricia).
R. S. Conway.
LINGAYATS. The Lingayats are a religious
community in India, numbering nearly three
millions at the census of 1911, of whom more than
half are found in the southern districts of the
Bombay Presidency. In the Bombay districts of
Belgaum and Bijapur one-third of the population is
Lingayat, and in the adjacent district of Dharwar
they constitute nearly 50 per cent of the total.
Beyond the limits of the Bombay Presidency,
Lingayats are numerous in the Mysore and Hyderabad States. They also form an important
element in the population of the north-west comer
of the Madras Presidency.'
I.
Description. The Lingayats, who are also
known as Lingawants, Lingangis, Sivabhaktas,
and Virasaivas, derive their name from the Skr.
word liiiqa, the phallic emblem, with the affix
dyta, ani are 'the people who bear the liiiga'
Their name literally describes them ;
habitually.
for the true Lingayat wears on his body a small
silver box containing a stone phallus, which is
the symbol of his faith, and the loss of which is

was Latium

—

—

equivalent to spiritual death. The emblem is worn
by both sexes. The men carry the box on a red
silk scarf or a thread tied round the neck, whUe
the women wear it inside their costume, on a neckstring. When working, the male wearer sometimes
shifts it to his left arm.
The Lingayats are Dravidian, that is to say, they
belong to a stock that was establislied in India
before the arrival of the so-called Aryans. They
are dark in complexion, in common with the races
of Southern India, and speak Kanarese, a Dravidian
language. They have been not inaptly described
as a peaceable race of Hindu puritans, though it

may be

questioned

how

far their rejection of

many

Brahmanic tiinduism leaves
them the right to be styled Hindus at all. Of the
Brahmanic triad
Brahma, Visnji, and Siva
they acknowledge only the god Siva, whose emblem, the liiiga, they bear on their persons. They

of the chief

dogmas

of

—

—

reverence the Vedas, but disregard the
mentaries on which the Brahmans rely.
they seem to have been the product of
numerous reformations in India that

later

com-

Originally
one of the

have been

gives the following Ggurts for Lingayats Bombay Presidency, 729,431 ; Mysore, 1,339,248 Madras
Presidency, 134,592 ; total India, 2,976,293.
1

The census
:

of 1911

;
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aimed against the supremacy and doctrines

of tlie

Br&limans, wliose selfish exploitation of the lower
ra-^tes has frequently led to the rise of new sects

It seems
essentially anti-Bruhmanic in orijxiu.
clear that, in its incejition, Lingayatisui not only
rested larjiely on a denial of the Brahman claini to
Bupreniacv over all other cast-es, but attempted to
abolish afl i-aste distinctions. All wearers of the
of God. The
lhig<i were proclaimed equal in the eyes

traditional Lingayat t«acher, Basava, proclaimed
all men liols' in proportion iis they are temples of
the great spirit, and thus, in his view, all men are
torn equal. The denial of the supremacy of the
Brahmans, coupled with the assertion of the essential equality of all men, constituted a vital departure from the doctrines of orthodox Hinduism.

sacrament, should

l)e

understood

bj-

the reader.

commonly asserted nowadays by prominent
members of the Lingayat community that the true
It

is

test of a Lingayat is the right to receive the full
a^tavarna, and that the pos.session of a few of
these eight rites only does not entitle the possessor to be styled a member of the community.
The contention seems scarcely in harmony with
the popular usage of the term Lingaj'at.'
The astnvarna consists of eight rites known as
'

1.

Guru.

5.

Mantra.

2.

Lihga.

6.

Jahgaiu.

3.

VibTiiiti.

7.

Tirtli.

Kudraksa.
8. Prasad.
the birth of a Linea^-at the parents send for
the guru, or spiritual adviser, of the family, who is
the representative of one of the live licluiryiu, or
holy men, from . hom the father claims descent.
The guru binds the liiiga on the child, besmears it
with vibhuti (ashes), places a garland of rudrOksi
(seeds of the bastard cedar) round its neck, and
teaches it the mystic mantra, or prayer, known as
Kamah ^ivaya i.e. Obeisance to the god .Siva.'
The child being incapable of acquiring a knowledge
of the sacred text at this early stage of its existence, the prayer is merely recited in its ear by the
The child has then to be presented to the
gtiru.
god niva in the person of a. juhgam, or Lingayat
4.

On

Other imjjortant innovations were the prohibition
the removal of all restriction
of child-marriage
on widows remarrying the burial, instead of burnof the dead
and the alxjlition of the chief
ing,
Hindu rites for the removal of ceremonial impurity.
The founders of the religion could scarcely have
forged more pot«nt weapons for severing the tonds
between their proselyt^ and the followers of the
doctrines preached oy contemporary Bruhmanic
Hinduism.
The reader must not assume that this brief description of the fundamental doctrines of a religious
movement which dates from the 12th cent. A.D. priest, who is summoned for this ptirpose. On his
conveys an accurate picture of the prevalent arrival the parents wash his feet, and the water in
Lingayatism of the present day. In connexion which the feet are washed is described as the ththa
This water is next
with the attitude originally assumed towards caste or ckaranattrtha of Siva.
distinctions, there has been a very noticeable depoured over the lihgrt attached to the infant. The
parture from Basava's teaching. The origin of jiiiignm is fed, and a portion of the food from the
caste in India is as yet a subject requiring much dish is placed in the child's mouth. This final
elucidation.
In its development no mean influence ceremony is known as pmsad.
Occasionally the
must be allotted to function, religion, and political double characters of guru and jangam are comNor can difl'erences of race liave bined in one person. \\'hen the child attains the
bfjundaries.
failed materially to assist the formation of Indian age of eight or ten, the ceremony is repeated with
One of the most slight modifications.
society on its present basis.
It will be seen that this eightfold ceremony
interesting phenomena connected with the evolution of modern caste is the working of a religious forms a very concise test of a Lingayats religious
reformation in which caste finds no place on the status, and may be not unfitly compared to the
previously existing social structure of caste units. rites of baptism and confirmation which are outward and visible signs of admission to the Catholic
If caste is largely a manifestation of deep-rooted
But not all Christians are confirmed, and
prejudices tending to rai,se and preserve carriers Church.
between the social intercourse of different sections in the same way not all members of the Lingayat
it
would
not
of the human race,
seem
unnatural to community undergo the full ceremony of initiaexpect that it would tend to reassert itself within tion. It would probably be safer to apply the term
the fold of an essentially casteless religion so soon 'Lingaj"at' to all wearers of the liiiyo, whether
as the enthusiasm of the founders had spent itself
they are entitled to the full aslararna on birth
and it is not unlikelj- that the mere fact of con- or conversion, or to a few only of the eight sacraIn so doing, the lower orders, from a
verts having joined the movement at an e,irly ments.
stage in its history would generate a claim to social standpoint, of the Lingayat community will
social precedence over the later converts, and thus
not be excluded, as they would otherwise be, from
:

;

;

;

—

'

;

time reconstitute the old caste barrier that the
reformers sjwnt themselves in endeavouring to
One of the most interesting pages in the
destroy.
history of ca.ste evolution, therefore, must be that
which deals with the evolution of caste inside the
fold of a religious community originally formed on
a non-caste basis.
remarkable instance of such
evolution will Ije found in the historj- of LingaThe Lingayats of the present day are
yatism.
divide«I into three well-defined groups, including
numerous true castes, of which a description will
l>e found in the section dealing with their social
organization (see p. 72). With the rise of caste
distinctions, numerous other changes occurred in
the nature of the Lingayat religion. The iiyyns
OT jahgnms, the priests of the community, devised
in time a ritual and ceremonies in wliich the influence of the rival Brahman aristocracy can freely be
The more important of these ceremonies
traced.
»re described in § 4 iwlow. But it is essential
to a thorough understanding of the nature of
Lingayatism that the most important ceremony
in

A

of sul,

known

as the a^tavnriia, or the eightfold

the fold.
Lingayats are not permitted to touch meat or
to drink any kind of liquor.
The greater number
of them are either occupied in agriculture or are
traders.
Thej- are generally reputed to be peaceful and law-abiding; but at times they are capable
of dividing into violent factions with such rancour
and hostility that the dispute culminates in riots,
and occasionally in murder. Among the educated
members of the community there Ls a strong spirit
of rivalry with the Brahnians, wiio.se intellect and
capacity have secured them a preponderating share
of Government api>ointments.
Except for these
defects, the community may be ilescribed as steady
and industrious, devoted to honest toil, wiiether in
profe-ssional emjiloyment or occupied in trading or
the cultivation of the soil.
the recent publication of
2. History. -Until

which have been deciplierod and
Fleet, and throw an entirely
new light on the probable origin of the Lingayat

two

inscriptions,
by J. F.

edited

movement in favour of this si>ecial
form of Siva-worship wa.s commonly supposed to
religion, /.he
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have been set on foot by the great Lingayat

saint,

The
nephew

Basava, in the latter half of the 12th century.

and doctrines of Basava and of his
Channabasava are set forth in two purdnas, or
sacred books, named, after them, the Basavapurajia
(ed. Poona, 1905) and the Chonno.basavopurana
But these works were not
(ed. Mangalore, 1851).
written until some centuries had elapsed since the
death of the saints and it seems certain that the
substratum of fact which thej' contain had by that
time become so overlaid with tradition and miraculous occuiTences as to render them of little historical value. The Basavapurdna describes Basava
as the son of Brahman parents, Madiraja and
Madalambika, residents of Bagevadi, usually held
to be the town of that name in the Bijapur district
of the Bombay Presidency. Basava is, the Kanarese
name for bull,' an animal sacred to Siva, and thus
a connexion is traced between Basava and the god
At the age of eight, Basava refused to be
Siva.
acts

;

'

invested irith the sacred thread of the twice-born
caste, to which he belonged by birth, declaring
himself a worshipper of Siva, and stating that he
had come to destroy the distinctions of caste. By
his knowledge of the Saiva scriptures he attracted
the attention of his uncle Baladeva, then prime
minister to the king of Kalyan, Bij jala. Baladeia
in marriage.
gave him his daughter Gangadevi

Subsequently Bijjala, a Kalachurya by race, who
usurped the Chalukyan kingdom of Kalyana in the
middle of the I2th cent., installed Basava as his
prime minister, and gave him his younger sister
Nilalochana to wife. lL\ie purdnos further recount
the birth of Channabasava from IJasava's unmarried
sister Nagalambika, by the working of the spirit
of the god Siva.
The myth in connexion with
this miraculous conception is interesting. Basava,
while engaged in prayer, saw an ant emerge from
the ground with a small seed in its mouth. He
took the seed to Ivis home, where his sister swalThe issue of this
lowed it and became pregnant.
unique conception was Channabasava. Uncle and
nephew both preached the new doctrines, and in
so doing encountered the hostility of the Jains,
whom they ruthlessly persecuted. A revolution,
the outcome of these religious factions, led to
the assassination of king Bijjala and to the flight

Basava is said to
of Basava and his nephew.
have been finally absorbed into the lihga at Kudal
Sangameswar, and Channabasava to have lost his
life at Ulvi in North Kanara, a district in the
Bombay Presidency. An annual pilgrimage of
Lingayats to the shrine of the latter at Ulvi takes
place to this day.

Two important inscriptions bearing on these
traditions of the origin of the Lingayats deserve
consideration. The first was discovered at the
^•illage of Managoli, a few miles from Bagevadi,
the traditional birthplace of Basava. This record
(as also many others) shows that king Bijjala
gained the kingdom of Kalyan in A.D. 1156. It
also states that a certain Basava wa.s the builder
of the temple in which the inscription was first
put, and that Madiraja was mahaprabhii or head
of the village, when the grants in aid of the
temple were made. Basava is further described as
the grandson of Revadasa and son of Chandiraja,
and as a man of great sanctity and virtue. The
second inscription was found at Ablur in the
Dharwar district of the Bombay Presidency, and
belongs to about A.D. 1200. It relates the fortunes
of a certain Ekantadsi-Ramayya, an ardent worRamayja came into
shipper of the god Siva.
,

conflict ^rith the Jains, and defeated
in dispute and, the inscription says, by

them, both
performing
a miracle we may venture to say, by arranging
matters so that he seemed to perform it which
consisted in cutting ofi" his own head and having

—

—

n

it restored to him, safe and sound, bj- the grace
All this came to the
of Siva, seven days later.
notice of King Bijjala, who summoned Ramajrya
And Ramaj^a, making his
into his presence.

cause good before the king, won his support, and
was presented with gifts of lands for the temple
founded bj- him at Ablur in the new faith. The
incidents related of Ramayya are placed shortly
before A.D. 1162, so that he would have been a conNo mention, however, of
temporary of Basava.
the latter or of his nephew is found in this record.
If we accept the contemporary inscriptions as
more entitled to credit than the tradition overlaid
with myth recorded at a later date, it seems clear
that both Basava and Ekantada-Ramayya were
reformers who had much to do with the rise of
the Lingayat doctrine, and that the event is to be
placed in the 12th century. Lingayat scholars of
the present day, indeed, claim a far earlier date
But their contention
for the origin of their faith.
that its origin is contemporaneous with that of
Brahmanic Hinduism has yet to be established
by adequate evidence. The best opinion seems
to be that of Fleet, who considers that there Ls
no doubt that the present Lingayat sect is more
or less a development of the gild (mentioned in
many inscriptions) of the 500 Swamis of Aihole, a
^-illage in the Bijapur district, the protectors of
the Vira-Bananjn religion, who were alwa}"s more
or less strictly Saivas, but, with a free-mindedness which is not now common, patronized also
Buddliism.
The movement, however, in which
the 500 Swamis of Aihole joined seems certainly
to have originated with Ekantada-Ramayya at
Ablur. And probably the prevalent tradition of
the present day, that Basava was the originator of
it and the founder of the community, must onlj- be
attributed to his having quickly become acquainted
^^^th the new development of Saivism started by
Ramayya, and to hb ha^-ing taken a leading part
in encouraging and propagating it in circumstances
which rendered him more conspicuous than the
Basava happened to be a memljer
real founder.
of the body of ^-illage elders at Managoli, and so
to occupy a recognizable position in local matters,
administi-ative as well as religious. Consequently,
it seems likely that, when the first literary account
of the rise of Lingayatism came to be -ivritten,
which was unquestionably an appreciable time
after the event, his name had survived, to the
exclusion of Ramayya's. Accordingly, the \iTiter
of that account was unable to tell us anything
particular about Ramayya, beyond duly recording
the miracle performed l^' him, and attributed the
movement entirely to Basava, assigning to him

assistant, his nephew Channabasava, who is
But it must
perhaps only a mythical person.
be also admitted that the early history of the
movement may be capable of further elucidation,
and that the present-day claims of the leading
Lingayats for a very early origin for their religion,
though lacking the support of historical evidence,
have this much to rely on, that it is essentially
Dravidian races of Southern
probable that the
India, whose primitive deities were absorbed by
the ^jr^a.n invaders into the personality of their
god, Siva, always leant towards the special worsliip
of Siva to the exclusion of the other members
of the Bralmianic triad, and combined with this
Brahmanic ritual and
preference a dislike of
caste ascendancy which is the real substratum
of the movement ending in the recognition of

an

Lingayatism.
In dismissing the question of the origin of the
It seems desirable to give an
Instance of the claims advanced by leamed mem
bers of the community for a greater antiquity foi

Lingayat religion.

their religion than historical evidence

would

allbrd
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Mr. Karibasavashastri, Professor of Sanskrit
and Kanarese in Jlie State College of Mysore, contends that the Saiva sect of Hindus has alv.ays
been divided into two groups, the one comprising
the wearers of the liiiga, and the other those who do
not wear it. The former he designates ViraSaiva,
and declares that the Vira^aivas consist of Brahman,
Ksatriya, Vaisya, and Sudra, the fourfold caste
tlivision of Manu.
Quoting from the 17th chapter
of the Parameivnr dgcima, he declares tliat the
it.

Virasaiva Bniliiuans are also known as Suddha
Viraiaivas, Viraiaiva kings as Marga Virasaivas,
Virasaiva Vaisyas as Misra Virasaivas, and the
Sildras of the community as Anteve Vira-saivas.
In his opinion, the duties and penances imposed on
the first of these classes are (1) the astavarna (see
p. 70), (2) penances and bodily emaciation, (3) the

worship of Siva without sacrifice, (4) the recital
of the Vedas.
He further asserts tliat the Hindu
a^^ramas, or conditions of life of brahmachdri,

and sannyasi, i.e. student, householder,
and ascetic, are binding on Virasaivas, and quotes.
from various Sanskrit works, texts in support
grJiastlui,

of this view.
He furnishes a mythical account
of the
origin of Lingayats at the time of the
creation ol the world.
The importance of this
summary of his views lies in the fact that it is
of
the
claims that many memcompletely typical
bers of tlie Lingayat community have recently
commenced to advance to be included, in a sense,
within the fold of orthodox Hinduism, with the
mistaken notion of thereby improving their social
standing. They endeavoui' to divide themselves
into Manu's fourfold caste scheme of Brahman,
Ksatriya, Vaisya, and Sudra, regardless of the
fact that theiis is in origin a non-caste religion,

and that Manu's scheme, which can only with
great inaccuracy be applied to the more orthodox
Hindu castes, is totally unsuited to the Linga-

A sign of this movement towards Brahmanic
Hinduism among Lingayats is to be foimd in the
organized attempt made by certain Lingayats at
yats.

recent censuses to enter themselves as Virasaiva
Brahmans and it .seems probable that these claims
to a great antiquity for their religion and for a
caste scheme based on Manu's model are chielly
significant as signs of the social ambitions of the
;

educated memlwrs, who are jealous of tlie precedence of the Bralimans.
The results of investi3. Social organization.
gations undertaken in the Bombay Presidency in
1900 by committees of Lingayat gentlemen entrusted with the duty of preparing a classification of the numerous social subdivisions of the
Lingayat community tend to show that the relation of these various groups to each other is one of
some complexity. Broadly speaking, Lingayats
appear to consist of three groups of subdivisions.
1 ) The first, which for convenience
may be named
Panchamsalis with full astavarna rites (see p.
70 above), contains the priests of the community,
known as ayijas or jahgams, and the leading trader
It is probable that this group is
castes, or banjigs.
the nearest approximation to the original converts,
who, it will be remembered, could interdine and
intermarry without restriction. The seven subdivisions of this group may still dine together, but
for puri)03es of marriage the subdivisions rank one
above the other, and it is pemiissilile for a bridegroom of one subdivision to take a bride only
from the divisions below his. The reverse process,
namely, of a bride marrying a youth of a lower diviBion, is strictly forbidden.
Alembers of tlie lower
subdivisions of this group may rise to the liiwher

—

(

'

'

by perforiuing certain rites and ceremonies. The
marryin" of a boy to a girl beneath him in social
rank and of a girl to a boy above her is part of
a system of isogamy and hyjjergamy, and is not at

uncommon in many Indian castes. It is a
probable speculation that the early converts in
course of time came to rank themselves as superior
to tlie more recent converts of the community, and
the growth of this feeling would lead, in harmony
with the ideas that prevail in all societies, to tlie
early converts declining to wed their daughters to
the newcomers, though they would accept brides
from the latter as socially inferior, if only slightly
so.
The Panchamsalis, as they may be called for
lack of a better name, are all entitled to the aslavarnii. rites, and rank socially above the remaining
In BG xxiii. 218 they are described as
groups.
all

'

Pure Lingayats.'
(2) The next group

is that of the
non-Panchamwith astavarna rites.' This group contains
over 70 subdivisions, which are functional groups,
such as weavers, oil-pressers, bricklayers, dyers,
It seems
cultivators, shepherds, and the like.
probable that they represent converts of a much
later date than those whom we have styled Panchamsalis, and were never permitted to interdine or
intermarry with the latter. In this group each subdivision is self-contained in regard to marriage
that is to say, a.jddar, or weaver, may marry only
a,jadar girl, a bddig, or carpenter, may marry only
a bddig gill, and so on, resembling in tliis respect
the ordinary Hindu castes, which are usually endoilembers of one subdivision may not
gamous.
'

salis

;

pass to another. The names of the subdivisions
are commonly indicative of the calling of the
members, and it is of special interest to note here
how the barriers erected by specialization of
function have proved too strong for the original
communal theories of equality which the Lingayats of early days adopted.
It is interesting to observe that considerable diversity o(
practice exists in connexion with the relations of the subdivisions of this group to the parent Hindu castes from which
they separated to become Lingayats. In most cases it is found
that, when a portion of an original Hindu caste has been converted to Lingayatism, both intermarriage and interdining with
the unconverted members are finally abandoned, and the cast*
is broken into two divisions, of which one is to be recognized by
the members wearing the lihga, and the other by their wearing
the sacred thread of the twice-born. But in some instances
the Lingayat members
e.ij., the Jeers of the Belgaum district
continue to take brides from the non-Lingayat section, though
they will not marry their daughters to them ; it is usual to
invest the bride with the lihga at the marriage ceremony, thua
In other
formally receiving her into the Lingaj-at community.
cases the Lingayat and non-Lingayat sections live side by side
and dine together at caste functions, intermarriage being forbidden. In this case, however, the former call in a jaiigam to
perform their religious ceremonies, and the latter employ a
Brahman. The more tj-pical case seems to be that of a cf^te
subdivision given in the Indian Census Report {Bombay Census
Report, 1901, ch. viii. p. 182). In the last century a Lingayat
priest of Ujjini converted a number of weavers in the village of

—

—

Tuminkattl, Dbarwar district, Bombay. These converts abandoned all social intercourse with their former caste brethren,
and took their place as a new subdivision in the non-Panchamsali group under the name of Kurvinaras.

This second group of subdivisions, therefore, diUers
essentially from the Panchamsalis, though the members also have the astavarna rites. It is described
in
under the name of ' Affiliated Lingayats.'
'
(3) The third group of subdivisions is the nonPanchamsalis without astavarna rites.' It contains washermen, tanners, shoemakers, fishermen,
etc., which would rank as unclean castes among
Brahmanic Hindus. It is the practice among Lingayats of the present day to deny that the members
of this third group are entitled to bo classed as
Lingayats at all. They maintain that, since the
possession of the full astavarna rites is the mark
of a Lingayat, these lower divisions, who at mo.st
can claim three or four of the eight sacraments,
are only the followers or servants of Lingayats.

BG

is not unreasonable
yet it seems
that these lower orders would be styled Lingayats
by the other Hindus of the neighbourhood, and
would describe themselves as such. A classification of the Lingayat community would not there-

The contention

;

LINGAYATS
ioie be complete unless they were included.
this point the evidence of J. A. Dubois is
interest.

He

writes

On
of

:

even a Pariah joins the sect he ia considered in no way
inferior to a Brahmin.
Wherever the lingam is found, there,
they say, is the throne of the deity, \vithout distinction of class
or rank (Hiju/u Manners, Customs^ and Ceremonies'-^, p. 117).
*

If

'

Lingayats of this description marry only within
their subdivision.
They are described as 'HalfLingayats in BG.
Within the subdivisions just described smaller
groups are found, known as exogamous sections,
that is to say, groups of which the members are
held to be so closely connected tliat, like bloodrelations, they must marry outside their section.
Little accurate information is available regarding
the nature and origin of these sections ; but it appears that in the higher ranks they are named
alter five Lingayat sages, Neindi, Bhrngi, Vira,
Vrsa, and Skanda, and in this respect closely re'

semble the ordinary Brahmanic gotras (q.v.). The
Lingayats do not allow the children of brothers to
intermarry, nor may sisters' children marry toSlarriage with the children of a paternal
gether.
A
<incle or maternal aunt is similarly forbidden.
man may marry his sister's daughter ; but, if the
sister be a younger sister, such a marriage is looked
on with disfavour. Marriage is both infant and
adult.
Sexual licence is neither recognized nor
tolerated, but is punished, if need be, by excommunication. Polygamy is permitted, but is usual
only when the first wife fails to bear a son. The
disputes that arise on social or religious questions
are settled by the paiichayat, or committee of five
elders, an appeal lying to the head of the math, or
"These maths are found scattered
religious house.
over the tract of country in which Lingayats
predominate ; but there are five of special sanctity and importance, namely, at Ujjini, Srisaila,
Kollepaka, Balehalli, and Benares. From these,
decisions on vexed questions of doctrine and ritual
issue from time to time.
It has been seen that
4. Beliefs Jind customs,
the Lingayats are believers in the god Siva, the
third person of the Hindu triad, signifying the
creative and destructive forces in the universe.
Thence they derive the phallus, or lihga, emblematic of reproduction, and the sacred bull, Nandi or
Basava, found in all their temples, and in all proThe ceremonies
bability the emblem of strength.
in vogue at birth, betrothal, marriage, and death
have been accurately described by R. C. Carr in his
monograph on the Lingayat community (Madras
Government Press, 1906), and are given below.
One principal Lingayat ceremony kno^\•n as
the astavartia, or eightfold sacrament, has been
already referred to in some detail (p. 70 above).
The essentially Lingayat beliefs and ceremonies,
such as the wearing of the lihga, the worship of
the jahgam, and the administration of astavarna
rites, are, however, as is usual in India, constantly
mingled with many commonplace Hindu beliefs
and customs. It is a common practice in India for
Hindus to worship at the shrine of Musalman pirs,
or saints, and in the same way Lingayats will combine the worship of the special objects prescribed
by Basava with the worship of purely Hindu deities
such as Hanuman, Ganapati, Yellamma, Maruti,

—

and many others. The investigations hitherto conducted do not clearly show how far Lingayat and
Hindu ritual are liable to be combined but it can
;

be confidently predicted that the lower orders of the
community, who stUl keep in touch with the unconverted section of the caste to which, professionally speaking, they belong, \vill be found to adhere
in many instances to the beliefs and customs of
their unconverted fellow castemen, despite the
teaching and inflaence of the jahgams.

The

specially Lingayat ceremonies described

Carr are

by

Birth. — ft
:

is customary for the female rela(1)
tives attending a confinement to bathe both mother
and child. On the second or third day boiled turis applied to the mother, and a
ceremony known as viralu, or the worship of the

meric and water

The propitiation of the
afterbirth, is performed.
afterbirth by the ofi'ering of food, nim leaves, turmeric, and a coco-nut, is considered necessary for
the safe suckling of the child.
When the child
receives the tirth, or water in which the jahgam's
feet have been washed (see above, p. 70''), the mother
also partakes of it.

—

For a betrothal the bridegroom's
(2) Betrothal.
family come to the bride's house on an auspicious
day in company ^^th a jaiigam. They bring a
woman's cloth, a jacket, two coco-nuts, five pieces
of turmeric, five limes, and betel-leaf and areca-nut.
They also bring flowers for the susaka (a cap of
flowers made for the bride), gold and silver ornaments, and sugar and betel-nut for distribution to

The bride puts on the new clothes with
the ornaments and flowers, and sits on a folded
blanket on which fantastic devices have been made
with rice. Some married women fiU her lap with
coco-nuts and other things brought by the bridegroom's party. Music is played, and the women
sing. Five of them pick up the rice on the blanket
and gently drop it on to the oride's knees, shoulders,
and head. They do this three times \vith both
hands sugar and betel are then distributed, and
one of the bride's family proclaims the fact that
the bride has been given to the bridegroom. One
of the bridegroom's family then states that the
bride is accepted. That night the bride's family
feed the visitors on sweet tilings dishes made of
hot or pungent things are strictly prohibited.
The marriage ceremony occupies
(3) Marriage.
from one to four days, according to circumstances.
In the case of a four-day marriage, the first day is
spent in worshipping ancestors. On the second day
rice and oil are sent to the local math, or religious
house, and oil alone to the relatives. New pots are
brought with much shouting, and deposited in the
god's room.
marriage booth is erected, and the
bridegroom sits under it side by side with a married
female relative, and goes through a performance
An enclosure is made
which is called surige.
round them with cotton thread passed ten times
round four earthen pitchers placed at the four
comers. Five married women come with boiled
water and wash oil' the oil and turmeric with which
the bride and the bridegroom and his companions
have been anointed. The matrons then clothe them
with the new clothes ofl'ered to the ancestors on the
After some ceremonial the thread formfirst day.
ing the enclosure is removed and given to a, jahgam.
The surige being now over, the bridegroom and his
The
relative are taken back to the god's room.
bride and her relative are then taken to the pandal,
and another surige is gone through. When this is
over, the bride is taken to her room and is decorated
with flowers. At the same time the bridegroom is
decorated in the god's room, and, mounting on a
bullock, goes to the village temple, where he ofiers
a coco-nut.
chaplet of flowers called bdsiiiga is
tied to his forehead, and he returns to the house.
In the god's room a pahchkalai, consisting of five
metal vases with betel and ashes, has been arranged,
one vase being placed at each comer of a square
and one in the middle. By each kalai is a coconut, a date fruit, a betel-leaf, an areca-nut, and
one pice tied in a handkerchief. A cotton thread
is passed round the square, and round the centre
kalai another thread, one end of which is held by
the family gum and the other by the bridegroom,
who sits opposite to him. The guru wears a ring
guests.

;

;

—

A

A
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made of k>ii^ jrrass on the big toe of his
The briiie sits on the letthami side of

right foot.
the bride-

ties tlieir right and left hands
Tlie joined hands of
respectively witli kit-ia grass.
the bride and bridegroom are washed, and bilva
leaves
and
flowers
are ofl'ered. The
{^tjle marmelos)
officiating priest then consecrates the neck ornament and tlie thread, tie.s the latter on the wTists of
the joined hands, and gives the former to the bridegroom, who ties it round the bride's neck, repeatsome words after the priest.
ing^
The tying of the tali is the binding portion of
the ceremony.
Before the tali is given to the
bridegroom, it is passed round the assembly to be
touched by all and blessed. As soon as the liridegroom ties it on the bride, all those present throw

groom, and the (juni

over the pair a shower of rice. The bridegroom
places some cummin seed and jOgri, or unrelined
sugar, on the bride's head, and the bride does the
same to the bridegroom. Small quantities of these
articles are tied in a comer of tne cloth of each,
and the cloths are then knotted together. The
bride worships the bridegroom's feet, and he
throws rice on her head.
The newly married
couple offer fruits to live jaitganis, and present
them with five pice. The relatives worship the
bride and bridegroom, wash their feet, and ofl'er
presents, and the proceedings of the day terminate.
On the third day, friends and relatives are fed.
On the fourth day, bride and bridegroom ride in
procession tlirough the vUlage on the same bullock,
the bride in front. On returning to the house they
throw scented powder at each other, and the guests
Then foUows the wedding breakjoin in the fun.
fast, to which only the near relatives are admitted.
The married couple worship jniigams and the
elders, and take off the consecration thread from
their ^^"rists and tie it at the doorway.
The live
matrons who have assisted are given presents and
dismissed, and the marriage is now com])lete.
In a one-day marriage the alxpve ceremonies are
crowded into the short time allotted.
The remarriage of widows was one of the points
on which Basava insisted, and was probably one of
the biggest bones of contention with the Brahmans.
Widow remarriage is allowed at the present day,
but the authorities at Ujjini see fit to disregard it.
They say that among jahgams it is prohibited,
and that among the other classes of Lingayats it
is the growth of custom.
The dead are buried in a sitting
(4) Death.
posture facing towards the north but an exception
in
13 made
the case of unmarried people, who are
buried in a reclining position.
Before the sick man dies, the ceremony called
vibhiiti-velai is performed.
He is given a bath,
and is made to drink holy water in which the
He is made to
ja.hgarrCs feet have been washed.
give the jahgam a handkerchief M-ith vibhCiti
(ashes), rudrdksa (seeds of the bastard cedar),
daksina (coin), and tdmbida (betel-leaf).
This is
followed by a meal, of which all the jnhgams
present and the relatives and friends of the patient
It appears to be immaterial whether the
partake.
patient is still alive or not. It is stated that, if the
invalid survives this ceremony, he must take to the
jungles and disappear but in practice this is not
observed.
The death party resembles in some
wake,' though the latter does
respects an Irish
not commence until the deceased is well on his way
to the next world.
After death the corpse is placed in a sitting
posture, and the jakgnm, y\\\o has received the
offering before death, places hLs left hand on the
of the Ijody.
The ])eople present worrifjht thigh
ship the corpse, and the usual distribution of coins
and betel to jahgams follows. The body is then
carried in a viman, or bamboo chair, to the burial-

—

;

;

'

•'round.
The "jrave should be a cube of 9 feet
dimen.-ions, with a niche on one side in which the
corpse is to sit. The liitga is untied and placed in
the left hand, bilva leaves and vibhuti are placed
at the side, the body is wrapjied in an orange-

coloured cloth, and the grave is filled in.
A
jaiigam stands on the grave, and, after receiving
the usual duurcur, shouts out the name of the
deceased, and says that he has gone to Kailasa,
or heaven.

Memorial ceremonies are contrary to Lingayat
tenets
of the

;

but in

this, as in

Brahmans

other matters, the influence

apjiears,

and among some sections

performed. The performance
of irdddha, or the funeral ceremonies common to
Dubois tells us that a
other Hindus, is unknown.
Lingayat is no sooner buried than he is forgotten.

an annual ceremony

is

Tlie point in the creed of the Sivaites which appears to me to
be most remarkable ie ti.eir entire rejection of that fundamental
principle of the Hindureligion, Jmirtyonma, orraetemps>'cho8is'
'

(p. 116).

From

would follow that they do not believe
But there is a generally accepted idea

tliis it

in ghosts.

spirits sometimes take possession of
females. This may be a rude way of expressing
the fact that the gentle sex is uncertain, coy, and
hard to please.' Although the ceremony of h-dddha

that evil

'

unknown, once in a year on the new moon day
month Bhadrapada or in Aswina, the}' otter
clothes and food to (a) ancestors in general, (b)
childless ancestors, and (c) men who have died a
is

of the

violent death.

Among

Lingayats widow remarriage

and divorce is permissible.
Hindus is followed in regard

is

common,

The

ordinarj" law of
to inheritance. Linga-

yats regard t\\e\xjai\gnm.^, or priests, as incarnations
of Siva, and \vill bathe their lihgas in the water
in whicli the jaiigam has washed his feet and thus
rendered holy. They have numerous superstitions
regarding good and bad omens. Thus, it is lucky
to meet a deer or a dog going from right to left,
whereas the same animals passing from left to right
will bring ill luck (monograph on Lingayats by R.
C. Carr). They do not observe the pollution periods
of the Hindus, and their indifference to the ordinary Hindu purification ceremonies is notorious
(Dubois, pt. i. ch. ix.).
Members of other religious communities who
wish to become Lingayats are called on to undergo
a three days' ceremony of purification.
On the
first day tney allow their face and head to be
shaved, and oathe in the products of the cow,
which alone they may feed on and drink that day.
The second day they bathe in water in which the
feet of a jniigam have been washed, and which is
therefore holy water.
They eat suo;ar and drink
milk.
On the third day they take a bath descril)ed
as panchdmrt, i.e. they apply to the head and
body a paste made up of plantains, cow's milk,
clarified butter, curds, and honey, and wash it otf
with water they again drink the tirth, or water in
which the feet of a jaiigam have been washed, and
are then invested \vith the liiiga, after which they
are allowed to dine with Ling.ayats, and are considered members of the community. Women undergo the same ceremony, except the head-shaving.
It will be gathered from
5. General remarks.
the foregoing sketch of the origin and present-day
social organization and customs of the Lingayats
that the community is virtually an original casteless section in process of reversion to a congeries of
It has been
castes holding a common religion.
seen how, in the 1-th cent., a movement was set
on foot anil spread abroad by two Brahinans,
Ekantada Itaiiiayya and Ba,sava, devotees of .Siva,
to alx)lish the ceremonies and restrictions that
fettered the intercourse Ijetween the different ranks
of orthodox Hindu society of the period, and to
;

—

gLING CHOS
community on a basis of the equahty of
members, irrespective of sex, by; means of the
purifying worsliip of the one god Siva. It seems
clear that the movement found special favour in
establish a
its

the eyes of the Jain traders of the period, who
would have ranked, as Vaisyas, below both Brahman priest and Ksatriya warrior under the Hindu

scheme

of social precedence.

The community

en-

countered the hostility of the Jains, who remained
unconverted, but clung tenaciously to its simple
faith in the worsliip of Siva, and in his emblem,
the lihga. We must assume the probability that
the Brahman converts, of whose existence we
possess historical evidence, tended by degrees to
assert for themselves social precedence as ai/i/as or
of the community, for
jrihijanis, i.e. the priests
which position their knowledge and descent would
In time, indeed, they
give them special fitness.
came to be regarded as the very incarnations of the
god 6iva, and thus they were holy, imparting
holiness in a special degree to the water in which
they had bathed their feet, known as t'lrth, so that
it plays a prominent part to this dav in the Lingayat ceremonies. Once the ori^nal notion of universal equality of rank had yielded to the priests a
precedence incompatible with such equality, the
way was jirepared for the introduction of further
social gradations, and the older members of the
community commenced to claim over the later
converts a precedence modelled on that which the
In such a
priests had established against them.
manner the essential doctrine of equality Ijecame
in
end
the
gave place
completely undermined, and
to certain rites and ceremonies as the test of Linmore
recent
the
when
Thus,
gayat orthodoxy.
cases of caste conversion occurred, a section of a
Hindu caste became Lingayat, not, as the founders
of the religion would have -n-ished, by being admitted to a footing of equality on the common
gi'ound of the W9rship of Siva and of his emblem
the lihga, but by investiture through certain rites
and ceremonies with the lihga, retaining their distinctive social status as a functional caste, with
wliich other Lingayats would neither marry nor
dine. It must be admitted that in the case of most
of the Lingayat subdivisions the jahgam will take
food in the house of the members, but here all
trace of the original equality ceases and the Lingayats of to-day present the curious and interesting
of
spectacle of a religious sect broken in the course
;

centuries into social fragments, of which the older
sections remain essentially sectarian, and the more
recent in origin possess the typical attributes of
ordinary Hindu castes. As in the case of Christianity in some parts of India, the social barriers of
caste have proved too strong for the communal
basis of the orthodox religion.
Literature.— J. F. Fleet, Epigraphia Ittdica, v. (1899), also
art. in I A x\x. (1901); C. P. Brown, 'Essay on the Creed,
Customs, and Lit-erature of the Jangams,' in Math-as Journal
of Literature and Science, ser. i. vol. xi. (1840) J. A. Dubois,
Hindu Manners, Customs, and Ceremonies'-^, Oxford, 1906;
B. L. Rice, Manual of Mysore and Coorg, i. (1896); BG,
Bijapur and Dharwar," 18S0 Census of India, 1901, ix.,
'Bombay'; R. C. Carr, Lingayats, Madras, 1906; R. G.
Bhanda'rkar, G/.4P iii. 6 (1913), pp. 131-140.
R. E. ESTHOVEN.
The gLing chos (g Ling -myth;

;

gLING CHOS.—

is the mythology
contained in Tibetan folk-lore, and is perhaps the
most ancient religion of that country. It is distinguished from the nncient mytliology of countries
such as Finland and Russia by the fact that it
has not to be pieced together from fragmentary
allusions scattered through the whole range of
Tibetan folk-lore, but can be gathered from com-

ology),or gLiri'f gla {gLing-soag),'

1 The terra
gLinrj chos was first employed by the present
writer.
Among natives of Tibet the name gLing glu ('son;;s
In a hymnal discovered in
of <}Linq ') is in more general use.
Upper KauawSr the words Lha, chos and Bon chos are used for

this tj'pe of religion"

plete hymnals and catechisms, in which the gLing
chus has lieeu preserved for us almost untouched.
1. Is the gLing chos the ancient religion of
West Tibet only or of the whole of Tibet?
Although the present writer's materials were
collected exclusi\ely in West Tibet, it is probable
that the gLing chos was the ancient religion of
are informed by
the whole country.
(1)

—

We

a lama of Tashilhunpo (in Central Tibet) that
an endless variety of versions of the Kesar-saga
(not the Kesar-epic, which belongs to the subject
of Lamaism) are current, just as is the case
in Ladakh (Western Tibet), where each village
has one or even more versions of its own. (2) In
the legends of Milaraspa there are embodied
several gLing glu.^ Milaraspa seems to have been
extremely clever in building a bridge from the
He was a native of
gluing choa to Lamaism.
Eastern Tibet, Khang chen abyung Inga (or the
But,
Kanchanjanga) being his native country.
even if the gLing chos can be proved to be, territhe
a
real
Tibetan
religion,
question still
torially,
remains whether it is the original property of
the Tibetan (Indo-Chinese) race or belongs to the
Mon and Bedha population, who are the principal
preservers of it at the present day, and who are
not of Indo-Chinese, but possibly of Aryan and

Mundari, stock.

—

In all the
2. Cosmology of the gLing chos.
sources mentioned below, in the Literature, three
large realms are spoken of
:

heaven (literally, 'the upper
gods,' or 'the gods above').— A king reigns in
sTang lha called sKyer rdzong snyanjjo.^ He is
also called dBangpo rgjabzhin, and aBum khri
The name of his wife, the queen of
rgyalpo.
heaven, is bKur dman rgyalmo, Ane bkur dmanmo,
or iBum khri rgyalmo.
They have three sons,
Don yod, Don Idan, and Don grub. The youngest
is the most prominent figure.
Lightning flashes
from his sword out of the middle of black clouds.'
Don grub descends to the earth and becomes king
Kesar of gLing. According to one theory, thunder
seems to be caused by the walking of the gods,
and, according to another, it is the groaning of the
dragon-shaped abrug, dwelling in the dark clouds,
when it is assailed by Kesar with his sword of
Three daughters of the king of heaven
lightning.
(1)

sTnng

Urn,

'

are ahso mentioned.
The life of the gods is an idealized form of man's
life.
They constitute a State, with king, ministers,
servants, and subjects.
They aljide in perfect
happiness, and live, free from illness, to a good
old age.
They tend, apparently on the earth,
These they must
certain goats known as Ihri ret.
defend against the devil bDud. Kesar later on
discovers many of the lha ra in the latter's realm.
The king and the queen often change their shape.
The former becomes a wliite bird or a yak, and
the latter takes the shape of a woman, a dzo
(hybrid between a cow and a yak), a golden or
turquoise fly, or a dove.
the firm
(2) Bar btsan, the earth (literally,
Other names are mi yul,
place in the middle').
'land of men,' and gLing, 'the continent.' The
principal deity of this earth is mother Skyabs
bdun (or Skyabs mdun). It is probable that she
is identical with brTanma, the goddess of the
earth (H. A. Jaschke, Tibetan-English Dictionary!,
London, 1881). She rides a horse called bT.san
rta dmar chung.
Of her subjects, the human
The
race, we do not hear much in the saga.
'

—

1
Some of these gLing glu will be found in B. Laufer's Zwei
Legenden des Milaraspa,"' in ARW iv. [1901] 100-123, nga ni
iigar seng dkannoi bu, etc. ; 131-143, seng &gangsla agyinqba
194-211, dbus ribo mchog rab mchod
spar mi hkhyag, etc.
'

;

rtenla, etc.

Thb

the actual pronunciation. In literature the
spelt brgya sbyin (Satakratu or Indra).
-

is

name

ia
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eighteen

affiis (see

below) take

tlie

human

part of

beings.
Yofj klu,

the

—

—

—
—

;

—

;

live in the water.

According to the Lower Ladakhi version of the
Kesar-saga, the colour system is as follows sTang
Iha is white Bar btsan is red ; and Yog klu is
black.
still more advanced stage is
represented
in the Mongolian version (which is without doubt
based on that of Tibet). Here sTan.g Iha is white
Bar btsan is yellow and Yog klu is black. The
change from red to yellow has probably something
to do with Tsong-kha-pa and his reformation of
:

A

;

;

;

Lamaism.

—

4. The deTil bDud.
Occasionally, to the three
realms of the world a fourth is added, that of the
devil bDud, and then all the three realms become
united in opposition to this new realm. The colour
of the devil and of his realm is black (Sheh version)

or violet (Lower Ladakhi version). It is situated in
the north. The devil tries to carry away the goats
of the gods.
He is in possession of a beautiful

and a

who

kept in a
Near his castle is the well of milk and
cage.
nectar.
In size, appetite, and stupidity he closely
resembles the giants of European mythology and
folk-lore.
There seems to be a close connexion
between Yog klu and the de\-irs realm, as they
both appear to go back to similar ideas.
But
gradually the devil developed into a morally detestable character, while the khi did not.
Other
names of the devil bDud are aDre Iha btsan bog,
Curulugu, Srinpo (' ogre '), and sDigpa (' sinful ').
Of a very similar nature is agu Za. He is probably a mountain- or cloud-giant. He devours not
only Kesar, but also sun and moon.
Next to
5. The seven and the eighteen agus.
Kesar, the greatest heroes of the Kosar-saga are
the eighteen ngus.
Kesar is their leader, and
together with him they form a group of nineteen
bemgs, in whom the present writer is inclined to
see personifications of the twelve months plus the
seven days of the week.
Just as India had a
group of seven udityas before there were twelve,
we find ocoAsionally a group of seven agxis who act
by themselves, the others being forgotten. Tliere
is a female agu among the
group of seven, and
there is always a traitor among the agus. They
are described as having non-human heads on human
bodies, thus being similar in shape to the Chinese
representations of the zodiac. The list of the
castle, great treasures,

girl

is

—

eighteen
1.
2.
3.
1

is

as follows

:

Man

ru skyes, with a goat'9 head.
Anggiir rtsanRsiK), with a lizard's head.
Khrui mgo kbrai tbung, with a falcon's head.

Pasang

The woid dmarpo,

'

red," is also

tradiCioDal intcrpreution of the

'

used for brown.'

word 'Adam.'

Of. the

Kha

6.

sKya rgodpo. with a soup-spoon

6.

'

under world (literally, the
Like .sTang Iha, Yog klu is also
naifos below').
a State. There is a king called IJogspo (probably
ICogpo ia meant), with liis servants and his subjects, who are remarkable for the large number
of their children.
Tlie klumo, or nayini (female
nagas), are famous for their beauty, and Kesar ia
warned not to fall in love with them. For this
reason, at the present day, the Ladakhi women
still desire to look like klumo, and wear the
2>Braij
or berag, a leather strap set with turquoises. This
perag represents a snake growing out of the neck
of a human body, whicli, according to Indian
Buddhist art, is the characteristic mark of ndgas.
The most origi3. The colours of these realms.
nal system of colours seems to be contained in the
Sheh version of the Kesar-saga. According to it,
the colour of sTang Iha is white perhaps the
colour of light
Bar btsan is red perhaps on
account of the reddish colour of the ground ' and
Yog klu is blue this may be dun to the deep blue
colour of many Tibetan lakes. The klu generally
(3)

4.

7.

8.
9.

r>ran [d;gani,

with a white beard.
for a head.

zLaba bzangpo, with a moon for a head.
mDa dpon ^'onvrroa, with an arrow-blade for a head.
jVla jong gel, with the sole of a boot for a head.
aBu dmar lam bstan, with a worm's heatl.
Siielgyi buzhung, with a concave mirror for a head.

10.
11. [dJGani gongba, with a collar for a head.
12. Lag lag rings, with a hand for a head.
13. rKang rKang rings, with a foot for a head.
14. Bong nag Idumbu, with a donkey's head.
16. bKa blon Idanpa, with a man's head.
16.
17.

18.

dPalle rgodpo, with an old man's head.
rNa yyu rna dthsal, with a turquoise for a head.
zLaba dkarpo, with a white shell for a head.

The following is the list of the seven agus: (1)
dPalle, (2) [dJGani, (3) Gongma butlisa, (4) ITaba
miggi rab, (5) rNa yyu rna dthsal, (6) mDa dpon
gongma, (1) dPalmoi asta".
Both lists are from the Lower Ladakhi version.
Certain names will be found to ditVer in other
It looks as if there were not much
villages.
hope
of finding the clue to this ancient zodiac.
6. The Lokapalas.
There is some likelihood
that the gLing c/io; has always had deities for each
of the four cardinal points. It is quite possible that

—

the Indian Amoghasiddha, Vajrasattva, Ratnasambhava, and Amitabha were deities of the four
quarters before they became Dhyanibuddhas. In
close correspondence with them we find in the
gLing chos the following deities of the four
Don yod grubpa, North rDorje sems
quarters
dpa. East ; Rinchen byung Idan, South sNangba
mtha yas, West. It is not necessary to assume
that tliese deities were introduced from India
together with Buddhism. It is more likely that
the names represent an instance of mutual inlluence between pre-Buddhist Tibetan and Indian
The name Don grub, which corremythology.
:

;

;

sponds exactly to the Indian
not necessarily introduced with
dhartha was a common name in
Buddha's time, and may belong
to

Siddhartha,

was

Buddhism.

Sid-

India long before
to a deity similar

Don grub and Don yod grubpa of

are also four

There

Tibet.

'

'

of tlie four quarters, who
closely to their Indian equiva-

kings

correspond more

and may therefore have been received from
but even these have nothing to do with
Buddhism. Like the deities mentioned above,
they belong to the four quarters, and to nothing
else in the gLing chos.
7. The Tree of the World.— It is called the
lents,

India

;

'

'

king-willow,' or the far-spreading willow.' It has
Yog klu, its middle part in Bar btsan,
and its top in sTang Iha. It has six branches, and
on each branch a bird with a nest and an egg. On
the first branch there is the huge bird Khyung
with a golden egg ; on the second, the wild eagle
with a turquoise egg on the third, the bird whitehead' with a pearl-white egg; on the fourth, the
eagle white-kidney with a silver egg ; on the
fifth, a snow-pheasant with a coral egg ; and, on the
sixth, the white falcon with an iron e.i.'g.
8. Outline of the Kesar-saga.
—The fore(1) Prulo(jv£ to the saga : f/;e' creativn of the earth.
father and his wife sow some seed which grows into a lui^'e tree,
its roots in

'

;

'

'

—

*

'

the fruits of which are gathered into a barn. There the fruits
become ch.nnged into worms, which eat one another until one
huge worm is left. This worm becomes the child l.>ong ysum
mila.
The child kills an ogre with nine heads, and builds the
world (gLing) out of its body in seven days. Dong -ysum mila

is married to eighteen
to whom are born the eighteen rtf/(«.
girls,
"The agus, eager to gam riclies, start for the castle Pachi dpal
arrives
first of all, receives the riches,
dPalle
there
dong. Agu

and hears the prophecy about what

will happen in the course
Kesar story.
Birth of Kesar. Agu dPalle assists the ki ng of heaven in his
He
fight with the devil, in the shajie either of yaks or of birds.
is allowed to ask a boon, and asks that one of the three sons of
the king of heaven m.ay be sent to the earth as king, AU the
sons are asked, and Don grub, who is the ablest in spite of his
youth, decides to go. He dies in heaven, and is reborn on e.-irth
to Gog bzang Ihamo. (The name Kesar or Kyesar is spelt in
full skye ysar, and is said to have been given with reference to
thisstor>'; it means the 'reborn one*.) The conception arises
from Oog bzang Ihamo'e eating a hailstone, and the child is bora

of the
(2)

—

gLING CHOS
through the rib3. It is of a most ugly shape, but at pleasure
exchan^fes this for a beautiful shape, with sun and moon as attributes. The traitor among the agiis makes some unsuccessful
attempts to kill the child, and has to suffer himself. Together
with Kesar, sun and moon and all kinds of animals are honi.
Kesar meets aBruguma
(3) Kesar's marriaije to aBruftuma.
on a plain where she is gathering roots. There are a great
number of stories as to how he teases her. iBruguma is to be
married to the traitor among the a<jus, but Kesar wins her
through his skill in games. Her parents are disgusted when
they see him in his ugly shape, and treat him with contempt.
He runs away, and iBrugiima has to seek him. She is pleased
to find him in his beautiful shape, but at once he throws it off
and sends hail and rain. Her parents say that their daughter
will be given to him who brings the skin of the huge yak Riri
(this yak looks almost like a cloud), and who will bring a wing
of the bird Nyima khj-ung byung (this bird looks almost like
the sun). The agns tr3' ; but only Kesar succeeds. Now he is
(Here
accepted as son-m-law, and the wedding is celebrated.
Kesar is praised even as the inventor of firearms.)
After religious
(4) Kesar's victory over the giant of the north.
preparations Kesar decides to start for the north to kill the devil.
He finds it hard to have to leave iBruguma, and allows her to
accompany him, but the queen of heaven sends her back. In
the castle of the devil he finds a girl in an iron cage, whom
he delivers. They have an enjoyable time together until the
devil returns.
Before liis arrival Kesar is hidden in a pit which
is dug inside the room in a miraculous way.
Although the devil
smells the presence of a human being, and although his book of
him
assures
of
he
is
soon
it,
magic
persuaded of the contrary by
the girl, and goes to sleep. Then Kesar is dug out again and
kills the devil.
The girl gives Kesar the food and drink of forand in consequence of this he forgets dBniguma, the
^etfulness,
fend of gUng, and ever^-thing.
Because Kesar
(5) dBniguma abducted by the king of Hot.
does not return, the king of Hor starts to carry off aBniguma.
The traitor among the agus sits on the throne of gLiiuj, and
the other agiis offer only feeble resistance. The most plucky
among the agtis is the youngest, ABu dmar lam bstan. ABruguma herself goes to fight, but is sent back with ridicule. She
has to submit and become the wife of the king of Hor. Still
she refuses to leave the land of gLing unless the king of Hor
solves three difficult problems. Then aBruguma hides herself in
a stable, but she is discovered and carried away. She begins to
love the king of Hor. iBu dmar lam bstan makes a successful
attempt to retake her, but he is killed through the treacherv of
ABruguma and the traitor among the agus. (This is the Siegfried story.)
Agu dPalle sends two storks with a message towards the north to Kesar.
He leaves the north and soon
reaches the land of gLing. Tlie horse arrives there before him,
and together with thf horse's adventure spring sets in.
The road to Hor, with its many
(6) Defeat of the king of Hor.
First Kesar is led by a fox, then he
obstacles, is described.
the
a
dwarf.
service
of
There
is the door of rocks which
gains
opens and closes of its own accord there are the stones flying
about between heaven and eartli and the watchmen of Hor, who
are killed in the same manner as Samson killed the Philistines
in the hall.
Kesar arrives in the shape of a beggar, and pretends
to be the son of the smith of Hor. He is accepted after some
difficulties and learns the trade of the smith.
At a tournament
he shows his superior power, and gains the victory in every conHe is therefore sent with a force against the approaching
test.
agus of gLing. On this occasion he drowns all hia followers
from Hor, and sends the agits home again. He compels the
smith to assist him in the fabrication of an iron chain, which is
to be thrown on to the top of the castle of Hor. When it is finished,
Kesar climbs to the top of the castle by means of the chain,
kills the king
and regains aBruguma. On their way
of^ Hor,
back to gLing, aBruguma's children, whom she had home U>
the king of Hor, are offered to the door of rocks to induce it to
open. In gLing, aBiiiguma is first punished for her treachery,
then she is restored to her former position, and another wedding
is celebrated.
(7) Kesar's journey to China.
(The Tibetan word for China—
rgya nag means 'the black expanse.') Kesar practises sorcery until the castle of the king of China falls to pieces and the
king of China becomes ill. Kesar is entreated to go to China and
heal the king. He sends the traitor agii, Khrai thung, in his
Then he starts himself. The journey is one chain of obplace.

—

—

—

—

;

;

—

—

stacles (ice and snow, hills, lakes, an ogre and an ogress, etc.).
All are overcome, and on Kesar's approach the king of China
becomes better.
he refuses to keep his word, and give
Kesar his daughter (yYui dkon mchogmo). But the girl runs
away with Kesar. He is, however, induced to go back again.
Then the Chinese throw him into a pit with three dragons, which

Now

he does not mind much. He escapes in the shape of a fly, goes
back to gLing, and smites the land of China with leprosy (snow
apparently). The traitor among the agvs ha^ meanwhile gone
back to gLing, turned aBruguma out of the castle, and seized
the throne. He is punished, and Kesar lives in happiness with
his two wives.
The leprosy in China is stopped by another
journey made by Kesar to that country.

—

(8) Epilogue to the Kesar-saga: the story of Kesar's boy.
Kesar and aBruguma have a boy called ySerri buzhung (or Shelli
buzhung). He is married to Pimo (or Phyimo?) ySerralcan, but
the ogre dPallepa carries this girl off. ySsrri bu2h\mg starts to
seek her, and takes service at the ogre's castle. He is soon recognized, because the dogs, horses, and other domestic animals
increase in an extraordinary way under his care. Before the
ogres have succeeded in killing him, they are invited by Pimo
ySerralcan to a feast. On this occasion the girl places nine fry-

ing pans, in which the Uves (hearts) of the nine ogres dwell, out-ySerri buzhung shoots with his arrow through
and thus eight ogres are killed. Tlien he runs
awa}' with Pimo ySerralcan and all the other girls of the ogres.
dPallepa pursues him, but is destroyed with his army. Then the
wedding is celebrated.
side the door.
eight of them,

—

9. Is the Kesar-saga a myth of the seasons ?
This was tiie present writer's idea from the first.
As he was, however, assailed by several critics on
account of it, he did liis best to abandon it. But,
when editing the Lower Ladakhi version of the
Kesar-saga' for the BibUotheca Indica, he was driven
back to his former position. At any rate, he cannot
help believing that myths of the seasons (mixed up,
perhaps, with other materials) are contained in the
Kesar-saga.
Only a few instances may be noted
sun and moon are attributes of Kesar's beautiful
shape, rain and hail of his ugly shape he wields
the sword of lightning 'in the middle of black
clouds'
there is a full description of spring given
on the occasion of Kesar's return to gLing (see
above, § 8 (5)) the agus seem to point to an ancient
zodiac winter is apparently compared to leprosy
together witli Kesar sdeparture (probably in winter)
the male animals leave the female ones, but leave
them with the hope of new offspring Kesar's enemies are powers of darkness ; the giant of the
north the king of Hor, also in the north China is
'the black expanse.'
As has
10. Relationship to other mythologies.
become evident, there are great similarities between the gLing chos and the mythologies of various
Aryan nations. This, however, does not mean
much, for even the mythologies of Nortli American
Indian tribes have much in common with European
But we must call attention to
mythologies.
one particularly striking incident. The story of
the Tibetan hero with the vulnerable spot, d-Bu
*

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

dmar lam

bstan,

who

is

Kesar's representative,

very similar to the German story of Siegfried.
The similarities are the following both heroes
have the vulnerable spot on the shoulder both
wear invisible caps both are killed when drinking
water with both of them the vulnerable spot is
pointed out by a woman who belongs to the side of
the hero. All this is remarkable, because the corresponding Greek story, for instance, is greatly at
variance with both of them, although there is an
ethnic relationship between the Greeks and the
is

:

;

;

;

Teutons.

—

It is not at all
11. gLing chos and Lamaism.
impossible that the gLing chos should have exercised
an influence on Lamaism. The following are a few
instances.
(1) With regard to the colours, white,
red, and blue, there is a certain correspondence
between the realms of heaven, earth, and under

world on one side, and sPyan ras 7zigs, fi^Jara
dbyangs, and Phyag rdor on the other. But with
regard to their characters it is difficult to see a
The three Tnchod rten of three
closer agreement.
different colours, white, red, and blue, seem originally to represent the three realms of the gLing cfios^

but are at the present time explained as having
been erected in honour of the three Bodhisattvas.
If this explanation is really true, it remains a strange
fact that the mchod rteyi in the middle was always
painted red. and not yellow ; for yellow is the correct colour of ^am dbyangs. Thus the custom of
erecting three

mchod rten

of three diflerent colours

seems to have its roots in the gLing chos, and in
the Kesar-saga we often hear of the existence of
three Iha the of the same colours, the prototypes
of these mchod rten of the present day.
(2) The
story of Srong-btsan Gam-po with his two wives,
the green and the white sGrolma, may have been influenced by the story of Kesar with his two wives.
Thus dBruguma is addressed, Oh, thou milk-white
and Kesar's bride from China is called 7Yui
fairy
dkon mchogmo, the turquoise goddess. Ke^ar is
'

'

!
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even called,
sGrolnia.

works, a suitor to tin- white
There can be hardly any doubt that

in historical

(3)

the system of colours as we find it in the (/Liiif) clios
ha* influenced the pantheon of Laniaisin with its
wliit«, red, hlue, green, yellow, and f,'oIden-faced
Still, it cannot account for all tlie
occupants.
ditiereut shades of colours. Some of them were probably introduced from India. (4) Most of the deities
of the gLing chvs, dBan<;i)o rgyabzhin included,
have been incori>oratcd into the pantheon of Lamaism, where they have to be satisfied with an interior
rank.
The gLing chos
12. gLing chos and Bon chos.
was perhaps not such a pure religion of nature as
from
the preceding pages.
it appears to have been
It probably had its dark side of superstitions and

—

'I'his dark side seems to have had its development down to the present day in the garb of

sorcerj'.

the

Bon

rhos.

Sacred numbers in the gLing chos.— Holy
numbers in the gLing chos are 3, 7, 9, and 18. But
it is remarkable that, whilst the first three of these
numbers are quoted without a following number,
the 18 is often followed up by 19; e.g., 'They
liigged a pit of 18, 19 yards,' There appeared 18,
13.

'

19 priests.'
The 19 is favouied apparently as
of 124-7, the months of the year plus

sum

the
the

days of the week.

chos.-;-Here we may
mention the following personifications
sKycxer,
the wind
shiing char zilbu, the rain
senggc
(IJmrnio yyu ralcan, the glacier; bya Khyung dknmg
nijima, (apparently) the sun bi/anio d/caniw, the
moon bya so mig dinar, the morning-star yVan,
It is remarkspirits living in rocks and trees.
able that several of these personifications are mentioned together with the representatives of the
animal world. Some of such representatives are
nt/amo yscr mig, for fishes bya rgyal rgodpo, for
birds rKyang byung kha dicar, for horses ; aBrong

Animism

14.

in the

gLing

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

byiing rogpu, for yaks.
15. Festivals of the gLing chos.— ( 1 ) The Lo ysar,
or New Year's festival.
It is the festival of lamps
and lights. Pencil-cedars are used for the decoration of houses.
There are horse-races, and a goat
is offered before a white Iha tho (altar of the gLing
The heart is torn out of the living animal
chos).
and ollered to the Iha. In the monasteries maskdances are held, which were probably intended
originally to show the victory of the coming spring
over the demons of winter. Only at Hemis do the
mask-dances take place in June, perhaps as a last
remnant of a former festival to celebrate the
(2) Stonna
highest point reached by the sun.
This is the spring festival of driving
/ihangces.
out winter. At Klialatse a clay figure of human
sliape is carried outside the village and destroyed
At other places the spirits of winter and
there.
disease are banished into magic squares of sticks
and strings (dosmo) and destroyed outside the vilThe festival is
Kesar-festival.
(3) The
lage.
called 'Kesar-festival' only in Upper Kanawar.
In Lad.Tkh it is called mDu phangces,
arrowshooting.' It is celebrated in spring. The gLing g/u
'

played and sung and tlie boys amuse themselves
with arrow-shooting. There are piocessions round
the fields to bless them, the l/ui tho (altars) are
decorated with fresh twigs, and pencil-cedars are
is

;

burnt.

(4)

The Sruh

Iha, or harvest festival.

In

Skyurbuclian the boys dance with poles covered
with fragrant alpine flowers.
(Jfl'ernigs of grain
are carrieil to the monasteries.
The dates of all
these festivals are fixed by the lamas, and the
iTiinas

take

jiart in

The names

them.

—

of the gLing chos. In the
course of this article some of the names of the
gLing chos are given with their English translation.
The author has not venture<l to translate all these
16.

names, l>ecause scholars are at variance with regard
In the names
to the meanings of certain of them.
of the eighteen agii.i there is always contained the
distinguishing mark of the agu which forms his
in
head thus in no. 2, rtsang.ym means lizard
no. 4, kha rgan means 'old m(mth,' i.e. a mouth
surrounded by a white beard; in no. 1, ru skycs
means horn-producer,' or goat. As for the group
of .seven (/(/it.?, wliicli has mudi in common with the
heroes of such folk-lore as, <?.(/., Seclise kommen
durch die ganze Welt,' in the name of no. 4 the
'

'

;

;

'

'

ability to see clearly is indicated; in the name of
no. 5, the ability to ^lear clearly ; in no. 6, to shoot
well.
There are certain names occurrinj; in the
gLing chos which are not of Tibetan origin thus
in the word .lenggc in the name sengge dkarmo
vyu ralcan, white lioness with tlie turquoise locks,'
the personilicatiiui of the glacier lias something to
do with the Indian word simha. In the name of
:

'

smith Hemis, who teaches Kesar, the first part
seems to be the Indian word hima, snow.'
We find the word hem in the sense of 'snow' also
in the name Hembabs, which means '.snow-falling,'
and such Indian words as rdk.s-a.m, monster,' Sitalam, Sita and Rama, and Indra occur occasionally in the gLing cho.i which shows what an
important jiart India has plaj'ed in the shaping
tlie

'

Iie.m

'

—

of certain tales of this ancient religion.
LrrEliATURE.— It must be atiniitted that all the following pubone man'8 work. They have all passed through the

lications are

present author's hands.
in no case did he write
native

;

lie

cii--tation of

however, be pointetl out that
the texts to the dictation of a

It nia.v,

down

employed natives to record them from the
such other natives as were famous for their know-

alwa.vs

ledge of this ancient' literature.
Der Fruhlings- und VVintennythus der
(i.) Kesar-saga
Kesarsage,' in M^moires de la i<ocUU Jinno-oiigrienne, Helsing'The
fors, 19U2,
Spring-myth of theKesarsaga.' in I A xxxi.
'
A Lower Ladakhi Version of the Kesarsaga,' in Bihlilfl02],
vthfca Indica, ID'tsi.
(ii.) Hvmnals: 'A Ladakhi lionpo Hvmnal' (more correctly,
'The gLing glu of Ph.vang'), in lA xxx. [10011 3,i9ff. ; 'gLing
glu of Khalatse,' contained in Ladakhi Son;fs, Leh, Ka^iuir,
1899-11HI3, noB. xxi.-xxx. ; 'The Paladins of the Kesarsaga,' in
:

I

JRASBo

ii.

[190t)l

407-490,

iii.

[1907] 67-77.

Catechisms: 'The Ladakhi Pre-Buddhist Marriage Ritual'
xxx. (1901) 131 ff.; Vie Trinkliedcr i-u;i Klialatse (Tibetan
Das IlochzeiUtext only, ed. A. H. Francke, Leijizig, 1903)
ritual von Tagmaci{i (Tibetan text only, ed. A. H. Francke,
reprinted from an old MS discovered at Tagniacig, l'J04).
(iii.)

in

lA

;

A. H. Fkancke.

LION.— See Animals.

—

LITANY. .\ litany, according to the modern
use of the word, may be described as a devotion
consisting of a number of short petitions or invocations, to each of which a response is made by the
It may be either said or sung, it may be
people.
either processional or stationary, it may be liturgical, i.e. connected with the celebration of the Holy
Eucharist, or independent, and it may be for
regular use or used only on special occasions. Processional psalmody which is not of tl'.e responsive
form is not now usually called a litany, but at one
time the word was applied to anything sung in
The modern use of the term is the
procession.
result of a long and somewhat complicated liistoiy.
It is especially necessary to trace the growth of
two forms of devotion which were originally distinct, but which have coalesced to form the modern
These are the liturgical responsive praj-er
litany.
and the procession.
I. Earliest use of the word.— The word Xiravcla.
is not common in classical (jreek, and it seems to
lie used in the quite general sense of a sMpi>lication.
The earliest mention of the word in connexion with
Christian services ajipears to be by liasil (c A.D. 375;
[Opera, iii. 311 I)]).
E/). ccvii. 'ad Cler. Neocies.'
objections had been raised to some innovations which Basil
had ma(ie. "These things were not,' the objet-tor aa.vs, 'in the
days of the great Gregory (r.i;. Gregory Thaumaturgus, c. 251).
Neither,' replies Basil, were the litanies w hioh you now use.
And I do not say this by way of at^cusing you for I would
that you all should live in tears, and in continual repentance.'
'

'

'

;

LITANY
These litanies were, therefore, penitential devotions of some kind, but there is nothing to indicate
The word rogatio was
their precise character.
used in a similar general sense in the West.

—

The liturg^ical litany. The earliest description
Eucharistic worship is that contained in the
Here
Apologies of Justin Mart3T (A.D. 14S).
common prayers are spoken of for ourselves
and for all others in every place,' immediately
before the Kiss of Peace and t!ie Offertory, and
therefore after the lessons and homily (Apol. i. 65).
Whether these already took the form of the later
litany there is nothing to show, and the response
Kyrie Eleison is not yet mentioned. And there
is no further detailed information about the form
of service until the liturgies which date from about
the end of the 4th century. Here, however, the
liturgical litany is found in the form which it has
preserved in the Eastern Church ever since. It
consists of a number of short petitions offered by
the deacon, to each of which the people respond
'
Kyrie Eleison,' and the most usual place for it is
Some
after the Gospel, but this is not invariable.
litany of this kind appears to be almost universal
in the Eastern liturgies.
Many examples will be
found in Brightman (Liturgies Enstern and Western, esp. pp. 4, 471, 5'21 for the most ancient forms,
The usual name
all belonging to the 4th cent.).
for these devotions in the East is not Xira^eia, but
stretched out,' i.e. the earnest prayer),
iKTev-q (lit.
or amaiTTTi ('continuous'). There is nothing to
show w'lien Kyrie Eleison was first used in the
services of the Church, but as its use is almost
universal in the Eastern liturgies it must have
been very early, and the expression is so natural,
and would be so easUy suggested by passages of
tlie OT, that no explanation of its introduction is
It was also in use among the heathen,
necessary.
as was pointed out by Claude de Vert (Explication
simple, litterale ^t historique des cirimonies de
I'eglise, Paris, 1706-13, i. 94 ; cf. Epictetus, Diss,
ab Arriano diqestts, ii. 7).
The Peregrinatio
micio' (ed. G. F. Gamurrini, Rome, 1888, p. 47)
mentions the Kyrie as the response made at Jerusalem to the deacon's list of names, and it appears
in the litanies mentioned above as belonging to
the 4th century.
It is prob3. The liturgical litany in the West.
able that the Western liturgies originally contained
This
litanies closely similar to those of the East.
w as certainly the case, as far as can be judged from
their scanty remains, with the liturgies of the
Gallican (or non-Roman) type. The extant forms
bear the closest resemblance to the Eastern litanies,
and may in some cases be translations from the
2.

of

'

.

.

.

'

'

'

—

(see some examples in L. Duchesne, Christian Worship^, pp. 198-201 F. E. Warren, Liturgy
and Ritual of the Celtic Church, p. 229). There is
little doubt that there was originally a litany of
the same character in the Roman liturgy also, and
that the Kyries at the beginning of Mass are a relic
There is also another place in the service
of it.
which should be noted.
After the Gospel the
Oremus,' but no prayer or resjxmse
priest says
follows and this was so at least as long ago as the
8th cent., as appears from the Ordines Romani.
Some prayers had e\'idently fallen out of the serrice
even at that early date, and these were undoubtedly
the Prayers of the Faithful, which occur in this
place in the Eastern liturgies, and which are still
preserved in the Roman rite in the prayers used
on Good Friday. Probably these prayers dropped
out of use because they were transferred, in substance at least, to the litany which came at the
beginning of the service. St. Gregory the Great
(Ep. ix. 12), when si)eaking of the use of the Kyrie,
mentions other devotions that accompanied it, and
which were no 'doubt a litany. In the present

Greek

;

'

;
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service only the Kyrie remains,

and

this is curious

because the Kyrie was probably an addition made
to the original litany from the East, so that it
would seem that the original prayers have disappeared, V. hile the exotic response has remained.
There is nothing to show when the Kyrie was first
used in Rome. It was not used, as in the East,
as the regular response to the petitions, but at the
beginning and end of the service, and it was alternated with Christe Eleison, which was never used
in the East.
Gregory says
We have neither said nor do we say Kyrie Eleison as it is
said among the Greeks, because in Grecian countries all say it
:

'

together, but with us it is said by the clerks and the people
respond and Christe Eleison is said as many times, and this is
not said at all amontc the Greeks {loc. «'(.).
;

'

The Kyrie

w-as,

therefore, in use in

Rome

in

Gregory's time, but for how long before that we
do not know. The Council of Vaison (c. iii. [A.D.
519]), in ordering its use in the province of Aries,
implies that it had been introduced into Italy at a
not very distant date. The rest of the liturgical
litany disappeared, as has been said, from the
Roman service at some unknown date, but that
the Kyrie was still regarded as part of a litany is
shown by the fact that in the 8th cent, tiie Kyrie
was omitted when there was a processional litany
to the church.
The natural conclusion of the
introductory litany, whether processional or not,
was the prayer in wliich the Bishop collected the
petitions of the people, and which was therefore
called CoUectio or CoUecta.
But, as the Kyrie
was omitted when there was a procession, the
collect on these occasions was the hrst thing that
was said after the people reached the church, and
hence ritualists came to regard it as the prayer
when the people are
ad Collectam plebis
Thus there arose a double
gathered together.
derivation of the word collect (q.v.).
During the centu4, Processions in the East.
ries of persecution it was not likely that forms of
devotion so conspicuous as processions would be
used by Christians. The first historical mention
of them appears to be in A.D. 398, in connexion
with the Arian controversy. The Arians, not
being allowed to hold their assemblies in the city
of Constantinople, used to meet in the public
squares during the night, and to march out at dawn
to their places of worship, singing antiphonally.
Fearing lest the orthodox should be attracted by
this ceremonial, St. John Chrysostom instituted
counter-processions on a more magnificent scale,
in which silver crosses and lights given by the
'

'

'

'

'

—

'

—

empress Eudoxia were carried. These particular
processions were prohibited by the emperor in
consequence of the disorders which they caused,
but the custom of using processions, especially in
times of emergency, continued. Socrates mentions
a legend to the erfect that the antiphonal singing
used at such times had its origin in a vision of
Ignatius of Antioch, the third bishop from St.
l'et«r, in which he saw angels singing responsive

hymns

to the

Holy Trinity (HE

vi.

8; Soz.

HE

These occasional processions were, however,
quite distinct from the litany in the Eucharist.
Processions became
5. Processions in the West.
common in the Western Church at about the same
time as in the East, but their origin appears to
have been independent. They were probably at
The
first transformations of pagan
processions.
viii. 8).

—

Roman festival of the Robigalia, intended to secure
the crops from blight, was kept on the 25th of
April, and the procession called the Litania Major,
which took place on the same da3-, St. Marks Day,
seems to be a direct descendant of this. Even the
actual routes of the heathen and the Christian proThe institution of
cessions were nearly the same.
the Greater Litany of St. Mark's Day has been
generally ascribed to Gregory I., but it was prob-
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ably earlier, and perliaps dates from the pontifiTlie litany ordered by
cate of Liberius (352-366).
Gregory on St. Mark's Eve, a.d. 490, in order to
avert a pestilence, seems to have been distinct from
theLitania .Major. Another ancient Roman festival,
the Ambarvalia, was observed on three succepsi\e
days in the month of May, and also had the fertility
There is here a close
of "the fields as its object.
resemblance to the Rogation processions on the
three days before Ascension Day. These are said
to have been instituted by Mamertus, bishop of
Vienne (c. 470), on the occasion of various public
disasters (Sid. Apoll. Ep. v. 14, vii. 1
Gregory of
but sucli processions
Tours, Hist. Franc, ii. 34)
had probably been practised at an earlier date, and
were only revived on this occasion. These rogations
or litanies, called Litanise Minores to distinguish
them from those of St. Mark's Day, spread rapidly
through Gaul, and were adopted and reorganized
at Rome by Leo UI. (795-816).
Both the Greater
and the Lesser Litanies were ordered to be used
in England at the Council of Cloveshoe (A.D. 747
Haddan and W. Stubbs, Councils and
[A. ^^
Ecclesiastical Documents relatimr to Great Britain
and Ireland, Oxford, 1869-71, iii. 368]). It may
be noted that in the decree of this council, and
elsewhere, rogaiio and litania are regarded as
equivalent terms ('lietania?, id est, rogationes'),
and also that the terms seem to include all the
devotions connected with those days. There is no
allusion to responsive prayer, and the only reference
to processions is a mention of relics being carried
;

;

.

about.

The words

'

'

litany

and

'

'

rogation

were

used in quite a comprehensive sense.
Mediaeval litanies.
Hitherto the liturgical
litanies in the Mass and processions have been
regarded as distinct. But it is easy to see how
they would coalesce. Various kinds of singing
have always been used in processions, but that
particular form of responsorial singing in which
the people answer \vith an unvarying refrain was
so naturally adapted for processional use, o^ving to
the ease with which the refrain could be taken up
by a moving crowd, that litanies of the type of the
Eucharistic ectene came to be very commonly used
in processions not only in the Mass, but on aU sorts
of occasions.
And so the word litany came to
mean a form of prayer with a response, either prostill

—

6.

'

'

cessional or stationary, and either regular or
occasional.
As the processional use was the most

conspicuous and popular, the word
procession
came to be used as almost an equivalent term, and
the book which contained the mediteval litanies
'

'

was called the Processional. The litanies in most
use also assumed a regular structure.

common

consisted, as a rnle, of the following parts
the Kyrie Eleison, alternated with Christe
Eleison ; (2) a number of invocations of saints by
name, with the response Ora pro nobis ; (3) a
series of short prayers against various evils, called
Libera nos
Deprecations, with the response
Domine ; (4) prayers on behalf of various people
and for various objects, called the Supplications,
with the response
Audi nos Domine
(5) the
Agnus and the Kyrie, and a collect. Such litanies
became veiy popular, and Cardinal Baronius estimated in 1601 that there were then 80 dilTerent
forms in use. The invocations of the saints just
mentioned formed a conspicuous part of most of
these litanies.
It is not clear when these invocations were tirst introduced
it was certainly before
the 8th cent. ; they are to be found in the Stowe
Missal, and in a litany which probably belongs to
the 8th cent, printed in Warren, Lit. Celt. Ch. (p.
Some of the
179), but they may be much older.

They

:

(1)

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

;

later litanies became little more than a string of
invocations. It has been suggested that these lists
of saints originally grew out of a heathen formula

recited by the Pontifex Maximus, but there appears
to be little or no evidence for this.
It has been noted that litanies, in the sense of
responsive prayers, were often, though not necessarily, sung in procession, and so were commonly
On the other hand, devotions
called processions.
sung in procession were often called litanies even

though tney were not responsive prayers. Psalms
and anthems were also frequently used. For instance, Bede says (HE i. 25) that at the first meeting of St. Augustine with king Ethelbert the
missionaries approached the king in procession,
bearing the image of our Lord upon the Cross, and
singing litanies and then he specifies what they
sang, and it was clearly an anthem, and not a
litany in the usual modern sense. Again, the processions before High Mass on Sundays became,
during the Middl" Ages, a very popular and conspicuous devotion, but the psalmody was not usually
In the 8th cent, at Rome it was
in form a litany.
for, when there
so, or it was regarded as such
was a procession, as has been mentioned, the Kyrie
Later on
at the beginning of Mass was omitted.
the Kyries became a fixed part of the service, and
the processional psalmody took a difierent form.
From the 12th cent., however, there was a tendency
to use the term procession of whatever was sung
in procession, and to confine the term litany to
the Kyries, the Greater and Lesser Litanies of
St. Mark's Day and the Rogation Days, and other
similar forms.
As has been
7. Litanies in the Roman Church.
mentioned, a large number of litanies came into
use in the later Middle Ages. But by a decree of
the Holy Office, dated 6 Sept. 1601, Clement vill.
forbade the use of any litany except that usually
known as the Litany of the Saints, which had been
included in the liturgical books. The Litany of
Loreto had already been sanctioned in 1587. All
others weie forbidden to be used without the approbation of the Congregation of Rites. It is probable
that this decree was never verj- strictly enforced,
but it was renewed in 1727 and in 1821.
decree,
however, of the Congregation of Rites, dated
23 April 1860, allowed the private use of litanies
sanctioned by the Ordinary. The Litany of the
Blessed Virgin or of Loreto mentioned above was
probably used in some form at a very early date at
Loreto, but in its present form it perhaps dates
from the early 15th cent., and the earliest printed
copy known belongs to the year 1576. Another
popular litany was that of the Most Holy Name of
Jesus. This was perhaps also composed in the early
15th century. It was not included in the decree of
1601, but later on it received some sanction from
the Congregation of Rites, and it was finally allowed
by Pius IX. in 1852 for certain dioceses, and for
universal use by Leo XIII. in 1886. The Litany of
the Sacred Heart was sanctioned in 1899.
As the proees.sion was
8. The Anglican litany.
a popular form of devotion, it was natural that it
should be one of the first parts of the public services
to he translated into English. The Prymer.i oi the
15th cent., books of devotion for lay people, commonly contain a litany in English. The form now
used in the English Church appeared in 1544, and
it is no dou'Dt the work of Cranmer, and perhaps
the happiest example of his literary style. The
occasion of its production was given by public
In 1543 the harvest was bad, and
calamities.
Henry VIII. wrote to Cranmer to desire that rogaIn the
tions and processions should be made.
following year there was war with France and
Scotland, so that the English Litany was produced
in similar circumstances to those of the early litIt was, however, also
anies mentioned above.
intended for regular use, and was printed in the
Pnnncr of 1545 and in the first English Book of
;

;

'

'

'

'

—

A

—

'

'
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Common, Prayer of 1549. This litany was constructed with great care, and several sources were
used.
Tlie chief portion was taken from the Saruni
Rogationtide htany, and the main ttrueture of
this was adhered to, but the invocations of tlie
saints were greatly shortened, being reduced to
three clauses, which were themselves omitted in
the First Prayer Book. Passages were also introduced from a Sarum litany for the dying, called
Commendatio Animoe {also omitted in the First
Prayer Book), and a considerable part of tlie
Supplications was taken from a mediaeval German
litany which was revised by Luther in 1529, and
published in German and Latin. This litany was
included in the Consultatio of Archbishop Hermann
of Cologne, and so came to England, and it was
used for the litany in Marshall's Prymer of 1535.
It must be noted that the English litany falls into
two main sections the first ends with the collect
that follows the Lord's Prayer a collect being the
natural ending of a litany. What follows is a
translation of suffrages which were added to the
Sarum litany in time of war. The reason for
their insertion was no doubt that war was going
on in 1544, but they were appropriate for use at
other times, and were retained. These suffrages
are preceded by the antiphon and Psalm verse
which began the Sarum Procession on Rogation
Monday. Unfortunately, the accidental omission
of the Amen at the end of the collect has led to the
ridiculous custom of using the antiphon (' O Lord,
arise, help us') as a sort of response to the collect.
Until 1661 the conclusions of most of the collects
were not printed in the Book of Common Prayer
in the revision of that year the Aniens were printed,
but most of the endings were omitted by mistake.
Although in his adaptation of the old litanies
Cranmer added little or nothing of his own, lie
made a noticeable change in the rhythm the old
petitions were short and simple Cranmer, either
:

'

came the

usual, but not universal, practice. The
present rubric allows either the stationary or the
It was also related to the
processional use.
Rogationtide processions, being derived mainly
from them, and it took the place of the Eastern
ectene as a preparation for Mass. It was ordered
from the first to be said on Wednesdays and
Station
Fridays, the ancient
days, on which
especially Mass was anciently said, and, although
its use on Sundays was not
specified in the rubric

—

'

until 1552, this

:

From all evil — Deliver us, Lord.
From the crafts of tlie devil — Deliver us, Lord.
From thy wr.ilh—-Deliver ug, Lord.
From everlasting damnation — Deliver us, Lord.'
In the new version this becomes
:

—

and mischief; from sin, from the crafts and
from thy wrath, and from everlasting
damnation Good Lord, deliver us.'
At about the same time Cranmer intended to
translate other processional hymns, such as ' Salve
Festa Dies,' for he wrote to Henry vill. in 1545 to
all evil

;

say that he had done so. The attempt was probably relinquished because he became aware that he
did not write so skilfully in verse as he did in prose.
The English litany has remained substantially
unchanged since its first appearance in 1544. In
1549 the invocations of the saints were omitted,
and in 1559 a petition about the tyranny of the
Bishop of Rome.' 'The grace of our Lord' was
'

was probably taken

first.

—

with a view to compression or, more probablj',
because he preferred sonorous periods, grouped
several petitions together, and enriched them with
For instance, the Depreepithets and synonyms.
cations of the Sarum litany begin thus

—

'

for granted
Unfortunately, this special characteristic of the litany as a preparation for Mass
was obscured later on, partlj' by the placing of the
'Grace' at the end, and partly by the rubric of
1661, which directs it to be said 'after Morning
This made no practical ditt'erence so longPraj'er.'
as Matins, Litany, and Mass continued to be said
in their natural order, but in recent years it has
caused the litany to be regarded as a sort of appendage to Matins, and in many churches has led
to its being altogether separated from the Mass.
As has been mentioned
9. Lutheran litanies.
above, Luther published a revision of a mediaeval
in
German
and
Latin in 1529. The original
litany
edition does not appear to be extant, but the
litany was printed in the Psalm-books, and it was
used in both languages for some time. The use of
the Latin form seems to have died out in the 17th
cent., and the German form, although it continued
to be used on various occasions in North Germany,
never became a popular form of devotion. The
Calvinistic bodies objected to this form of service
altogether, and the litany was one of the parts of
the English Book of Common Prayer which were
most disliked by the Puritans.

from the

:

'From

'

'

;

assaults of the devil
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added at the end in the same year. In 1661 the
words 'and rebellion,' 'and schism,' were added,
and Bishops, Pastors, and Ministers of the Church
was changed to Bishops, Priests, and Deacons.'
The collection of collects at the end of the litany was
altered more than once, and most of them were removed to other places in the Bookof Comm o n Prayer.
This litany was intended to be used for all the
purposes for which the ancient litanies were emIt was issued for occasional use at a time
ployed.
of distress, and it was sung in
procession in the
usual manner. Later on royal injunctions ordered
it to be sung kneeling before Mass, and this be-

;

'

(American)

Literature. For E.istern litanies see F. E. Brightman,
Liturgies Eastern and Western^ Oxford, lfe96. For Western
litanies, F. E. Warren, Litiuyi/ and Ritual of the Celtic
Church, do. 1881 ; C. Wordsworth, Ceremonies and Processions of ,
Sa^iS&Hry, Cambridt,'e, 1901 ; Sarum Processional
(ed. W. G. Henderson), Leeds, ISS'^ ; York Processional, Surtees
E. Hoskins, Sarum and York Primers,
Society, London, 1375
London, 1901 ; H. Littlehales, The Prymer, do. 1805 ;
Ordines lioiaani, in Migne,
Ix.wiii. 937 ff.
For the Kyrie,
E. Bishop, ' Kyrie Eleison,'in Downside Beciew, Dee. 1899 and
March 1900 S. Baumer, Gesch. des Breviers, Freiburg im Br.,
For a history of the litany, F. Procter
1895, esp. pp. 128, l.')4.
and W. H. Frere, Sexv History oj the Book of Common Prayer,
London, 1901 ; L. PuUan, History 0/ the Book of Common
Prayer, do. 1900; J. H. Blunt, Annotated Book of Common
Prayer, rev. ed., do. 1S95 ; L Duchesne, Christian Worship'-^,
do. 1903.
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LITERATURE.
American (H. B. Alexander),

p. 81.

Babylonian (C. Bezold), p. 83.
Buddhist (A. A. Macdonell), p. 85.
Celtic— See Arthurian Cycle, Bards, Celts,
CdcHULAiNN Cycle.
Chinese (P. J. Maclagan), p. 89.
Christian.— See Bible, Bible in the Church,

Devotion and Devotional Literature.
Dravidian (R.

W.

Frazer),

p. 106.

p. 91.

LITERATURE (American).— The literature of
the aborigines of America may conveniently be
treated under two topics, viz. purely autochthonvol. viil 6

—

Egyptian (J. Baikie), p. 92.
Indian Vernacular (G. A. Grierson), p. 95.
Jewish (I. Elbogen), p. 97.
Muslim.- See Qur'an.
Pahlavi (L. H. Gray), p. 104.
Persian.— See Avesta.
Vedic and Classical Sanskrit (M. Bloomfield),

ous literally expression, and works produced under
Caucasian infiuence.
I. Autochthonous
literature.
This group in-

—
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eludes BOiics, orations,

storie-'*,

le{;ends

ami myllis,

Tlie
jiossibly dramas, and clironicle.s.
sources of this literature are mainly oral tradition,
though this tradition is fortilicd in many cases bj-

rituals

ana

mnemonic
thequipus

the most curious of which are

—records,
knotted and coloured cords— emploj-ed

by tlie Peruvians. I'etroglyphs and pictographs
were widespread, and reached a considerable development in the direction of abstract symbolism,
whileamong the Mayas, Aztecs, and other Mexican
tribes they clearly gained the stage of hieroglyphic
Little progress has been made, however,
writing.
towards the decipherment of the Mexican codices,
except perhai)s with respect to calendric computations, while the pictographic records of other Indian
peoples depend for their interpretation upon individual initiation into the meanings intended. Such

records as we have, therefore, are mainly transcriptions from oral expression.
American Indian songs are so intimately connected with American Indian music that they
will be treated under art. MtJSIC (American).
Similarly, American Indian rituals, which are
largely composed of cycles of songs and chants,
will be treated under Skcret Societies (American) and Pkayer (American). Oratory was an
art of prime importance among the many tribes
who conducted their internal all'airs by means of
councils where the spoken word decided hibal

Gravity of

policies.

mien

and

strict

decorum

characterized the orator, but his expression was
often intensely passionate, and there is abundant
testimony from white hearers to the power and

eloquence of American Indian oratory, of which
many fragments are preserved in scattered reports.
More systematic records have been made of myths

and legends, which are often documents of considerable length and no mean artistry.
Their
comparative stability of form under oral transmission may be studied in records of identical
myths taken from different tribes (c.jr., the three
versions of the
Iroquoian Cosmology,' recorded
by J. N. B. Hewitt, 21
["1S99-1900]).
Legends of a historical character (as, e.g., the
legend of Hiawatha) give place in some tribes to
conscious chronicles, or year-counts (see esp. G.
Mallery, 10 lil'.EW 11888-89], ch. x. J. Mooney,
17
rib9o-96], 'Calendar History of the
Kiowa'). Mooney (W TJi?^ If' [1897-98], 'Myths
of the Cherokee^) classifies Cherokee myths as
'

RBEW

;

RBEW

sacred myths, animal stories, local legends, and
historical traditions.
He traces many animal
stories that have passed as of Negro origin to
American Indian sources (notably the
Brer
Rabbit' stories of Joel Chandler Harris), and it
is certain that the American Indians
possessed
tales designed for entertainment, often of a humorous character, as well as others intended for
'

edification.

The artistic quality of which American Indian expression is
capable ma> be su^'^'ested by a few examples. A. C. Flet<'her(f7
[XWi-Ob], p. 431)reconU an Oniabasongof fourvetses
(or, with repetitions, seven), which she translates
No one ha-s found a way to avoid death, to pass around it
those old men who have met it, who have reached the place
where death 8tan<]s waitinc, have not pointed out a way to
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:

'

;

circumvent

it.

This Bonff

is

Death

is

dilhoult to face

'

!

moving native melody, which has been
harmonized by Harvey Worthington I^oni'is (' Lvrics of the
Red Man," Newton Center, Mass., 1903, vol. ii. no. 2).
An impressive example of Indian eloquence is the speech of
Smohalla recorded by Mooney (U RBEW [1892-93). p. "20 f),
set to a

uttered in reply to the white commissioner's request that the
Wanapum settle down to agriculture. The following is a fragof .Sniohalla's peroration
You ask me to plough the ground
Shall 1 take a knife and
tear my mother's bosom
Then when I die she will not take
me to her bosom to rest.
You ask me to dig for stone
Shall I dig under her skin for
her bonesl' Then when I die I cannot enter her body to be

ment

:

*

!

''.

!

born again.

Tou

ask

me

rich like white

to cut grass

men

'.

and make hav and

But how dare

I

cut

off

sell it,

and be

my mother's

hair

'

?

(American)

In (he Iroquoian creation nivlh, there is a somewhat subtle
humour in the account of the fall of Ataentsic, the deniiure'ic
Titancss, from the Sky-world to the chaos of nether waters :
'.So now, verily, her body continued to fall.
Her body was
falling some time before it emerged.
Now, she was surprised,
seemingly, that there was light below, of a blue color. She
looked, and there seemed to be a lake at the spot toward which
she was falling. There was nowhere any earth. "There she saw
many ducks on the lake, whereon they, being waterfowl of all
their kinds, floated severally about.
Without interruption the
body of the woman-being continued to fall.
Now, at that time the waterfowl called the Loon shouted, saying : "Do ye look, a woman-beiii? is coming in the depths of
the water, her body is floating up iiither." They said "\'erily,
it is even so."
Now, verily, in a short time the waterfowl called
Bittern said " It is true that ye believe that her body is floatfrom
the
depths of the water. Do ye, however, look
ing up
"
upward."" All looked upward, and all, moreover, said
Verily,
it is true
(;i
W. p. 179 f.).
Willi this luav be contrasted a
fragment of the Navaho mvth
of the creation of the sun (H
[IgS6-8"], pp. 275-277),
which is not without a touch of grandeur :
'
The people then saio, " Let us stretch the world " so the
twelve men at each point expanded the world. The sun continued to rise as the world
expanded, and began to shine with
less heat, but when it reachea the meridian the heat became
:

:

:

RUE

'
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;

great and the people sufored much. They crawled everywhere
to find shade. Then Ihe voice of Darkness went four times
around the world tcllini; the men at the cardinal points to go on
world. "I want all this trouble stopped," said
expanding the
Darkness " the people are suffering and all is burning you
;

must continue

;

'

gtretcliing."

The more

civilized Indian

peoples of Mexico,
Central America, and Peru show a corresponding
advance in formal literary composition.
The
Aztec rituals recorded by B. Sahagun (HUtoria
ch
las
de
cosas
Nueva
general
Espaiia, Mexico,
i8'29) are dignified and ornate, and often imbued
with a sonilire and haunting beautj'. The assembled lore of these more advanced peoples must
have comprised a considerable body of legends,
chronicles, oracles, spells, calendric computations,
laws, etc., judgin" from the fragments which are
preserved, while the existence of a secular artistic
literattire is probable.
Brinton is of the opinion
that tlie Central Americans possessed an autochthonous dramatic art (see Library of Aboriginal
American Literature, no. iii., 'The Giiegiience, a
Comedy Ballet in the Nahuatl-Spanish Dialect of

and Clements
Nicaragua,' Philadelphia, 1883)
Markham regards the 'Ollantay' as an example
of a pre-Spanish dramatic literature (see Markham,
The Inras of Perv, London, 1910, which contains
a translation of this drama). For this literature
of the semi-civilized nations see the artt. Andeans,
Chilan Balam, IlIiAMA (American), PoroL VUH.
2. Literature produced imder white influence.
This class consists of (1) works in the native
languages, and (2) works by American Indian
authors in European lan^iages.
(1) Works of
the first type include translations of the Bible and
other works by white missionaries and teachers,
and native records of native ideas made after a
Of the
system of writing had been acquired.
latter, perhaps the most notable instance is the
Cherokee literature in the native alphabet invented
;

—

—

by Sequoya. A large number of periodicals some
under native, some under missionary, editorship,
some in the native tonj^ues exclusively, some part
English, some wholly English have appeared or
are now appearing for the expression of .\merican
Indian ideas. For the growing body of aboriginal
records chiefly myths, rites, and chronicles apjiearing in the Reports of the American Bureau of
Ethnologij and elsewhere special modifications of
the Koman ali>babetic signs have been invented
and systematized for the expression of the native

—

—

—

tongues.
(2)

A

certain

number

of Indians or part-Indians

have distinguished themselves in their literary
mastery of European tongues. The names of
Garcila-sso de la Vega, Inca-Spanish in blood, and
of Fernando de Alva Ixtlilxochitl, descendant of
the caciques of Tezcuco, are notable as authorities
for the native customs and histories of Peru and
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Mexico respectively. To these might be added
the names of Tezozomac, Chiraalpahin Quauhtlehuanitziii, Nakuk Peeh, and Fernando Hernandez
Arana Xahila, Mexican and Central American
post-conquest chroniclers of native history (see
respectively E. K. Kin^'shorough, Antiquities of
Cronica Mexicana'; R. Simeon,
Mexico, ix.,
Annalcs de San Anton Uluiwn Chimalpahin
D. G. Brinton,
Quanhtlehuanitzin, Paris, 1889
Libraiy of Aboriginal American Literature, i.,
'The Slaya Chronicles,' vi. 'The Annals of the
Cakchiquels '). In N. America, George Copway
(Kagigegabo, 1818-63) was tlie author of several
books, dealing chiefly with his own people, the
Ojibwa, while Charles A. Eastman (Oliiyesa,
b. 1858) is the author of essays and stories portraying the native life and ideals of his Siouan
'

;

kinsfolk.

—

LiTBRATURB. Bibliographical details are given in the Handbook of American Indians, Bull. SO of the American Bure.au
of Ethnology, Washinyton, 1907-10, under 'Books in Indian
Languages^' Bible Translations,' Dictionaries,' Periodicals
see also 'Copwaj',' 'Eastman,' Sequoya.' Scattered through
the Reports and Bttiletins of the Bureau are many texts and
translations of myths, songs, and rites the files of the
are rich in similar material. Other collections of importance
include E. K. Kingsborough, Antiquities 0/ 3[exico,9 voU.,
London, 1830-48 D. G. Brinton, Library 0/ Aborifjinal Anurican Literature, 8 vols., Philadelphia, 1882-90; J. G. Icazbalceta, Nueva Coleccirrn de documentos para la Historia
de Mexico, 5 vols., Me.xico, 1S86-92
E. Seler, Gesammclte
Abhandlungen zur amcrikanischen Sprach- urid Altertuinskunde, 3 vols., Berlin, 1902-08. Yearly increasing material is
to be found in the Comptcs rendusdu Congres international des
the Memoirs and Papers of the
Americanistrs, Paris, etc.
the Memoirs of the
Peahody Museum, Cambridge, Mass.
American Museutn ofSaturat History, New York the Memoirs
of the American Folklore Society, New York the Publications
of the Field Columbian iluseum, Chicago of the University of
California. Berkeley, Cal.
of the Unimrsity of Penn-tyleania
Museum, PhiLadelphia; the Contributions of Columbia t'niOf the nature of bibliographical guides
versity, New York, etc.
are H. H. Bancroft, Native Races of the Pacific Coast, New
York, 1875, vol. i. p. xviiff., 'Authorities quoted (cf. also vol.
iii. 'Myths and Languages'); Justin Winsor, Nai-rative and
Critical History of America, Boston, 1886-89, vol. i. Biographical Appendix'
The Literature of American History, ed. J. N.
Lamed, Boston, 1902 L. Farrand, The Basis of American
History, loOO-l'MO, NewTork, 1904, pp. 272-289; H. Beuchat,
Manuel d'archeolofjie am^ricaine, Paris, 1912. See Literature
under artt. Andeans, CaiLAN Balam, Music (American), Pofol
*

'

'

'
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'
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;
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;

;

'

Vim.

'

H. B. Alexander.

LITERATURE (Babylonian).— Our loiowledge
of Babylonian-Assj'rian literature has been gained
chiefly by excavations.
Only a few monuments
are extant on rocks, among them the famous bilingual inscriptions of the Achseraenian kings, from
the studj' of which the decipherment of the Babylonian script and language started. The statues
of kings and deities, tlie colossi of bulls and lions,
slabs, prismoids, cylinders, and various smaller
objects of art inscribed with Babylonian legends
are, as far as hitherto disinterred, not very numerous in comparison with the thousands of clay
tablets which served the ancient Babylonian and
Assyrian priests to record the deeds of the rulers
of those Empires, to chronicle their historical
events, to lix the common praj'ers, incantations,
and religious rites, to place the outcomes of their
superstitious belief in certain sj-stems, and to transmit very ancient myths and legends to posterity.
As a matter of fact, these documents are not
throughout conceived in the Semitic tongue of
Babylonia. It is now well known that in the third
millennium before our era the fertile alluvial plain
of the twin rivers enclosing Mesopotamia, the
Euphrates and the Tigris, was inhabited by a nonSemitic race called the Sumerians, and to them
must be attributed the primitive culture of that
country, the building of its earliest cities, the iirst
works of art in Western Asia, and the invention
of the cuneiform script, the development of which

out of a picture writing can still be traced. At
what time Semitic, i.e.. Babylonian, tribes invaded
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Sumerian tenitory, and Iiow the process of amalgamation between the two races developed, cannot
as yet be ascertained.
It may be fairly assumed,
however, that at the time of the Babylonian kin^
fjararaurabi, who replaced the various feudal
governments of his predecessors by a vast Babylonian Empire under one sceptre (c. 2000 B.C.), that
process had come to a standstill, and subsequently
the Sumerian literature was gradually superseded
by that of the Babylonian-Assyrians. As, however, the religious h3'mns and psalms composed by
the Sumerian writers were adopted by the Semites,
forming part of their liturgy and subsequently
translated bj' the priests into their native tongue,
Sumerian was studied as a sacred language by tlie

Babylonians and As.syrians, and its literature was
carefully preserved and handed down to posterity,
just as in mediajval and modern times the Latm
language is treated and used as the language of
the Church.

Sumerian

literature is dealt with in this art. in
forms part of tlie Babylonian-Assyrian
incorporated therein.
Babylonian literature actually begins in the time of ^ammurabi, whose inone
scriptions (with
exception) and whose famous
collection of laws (.see Law [Babylonian and
Assyrian]) are conceived in pure .Semitic Baljylonian.
Before entering into a detailed enumeration of the various branches of that literature,
attention must also be called to the fact that the
difference between the Babylonian and the Assyrian
languages consists merely in dialectic varieties, so
that Babylonian and Assyrian literature, practically speaking, are to be considered as identical,
and are dillcreutiated only by the respective time
of their origin during one of the great monarchies
of Western Asia the Old Babylonian Empire, the
Assyrian Empire, and the Neo-Babylonian Empire.
The history of the ancient East can now be
authentically reconstructed from the historical inscriptions of the Babylonian-Assyrian literature.
To the great kings of those monarchies the gaining
of immortality Ijy means of a careful tradition of
their exploits, their succe.ssful campaigns, and
building operations appeared most desirable, and
so they caused the records of those deeds to be
inscribed on a number of clay prisms, on cylintlers
and tablets, and on the animal colossi at the entrances of tlieir palaces. The great extent of such
texts is illustrated by a recently discovered tablet,
on which the events of a single year (714 B.C.) are
recorded so minutely that an English translation
of the text would Mil five columns of the London

so far as

it

—

Times.
Long prayers suijplement the historical
contents of these inscriptions, interspersed with
the enumeration of the titles and abilities, virtues
and religiousness, of the royal personages therein
As a rule, the contents are arranged
glorified.
according to the years of reign or the campaigns,
in chronological order, followed by an account of
the building operations and, in some cases, of the
hunting matches of the respective kings, while, at
the end of the inscriptions, the blessing of the
great gods is invoked upon a successor preserving
the document, and their wrath upon its destroyer.
To the historical documents must also be assigned
the branch of the epistolary literature dealing with
public afi'airs. It is from an extended correspondence between Hammurabi and one of his highest
officials that an exact knowledge of the reign of
the first Semitic ruler in the united Babylonian
his personal care for the
kingdom is gained
welfare of his vast dominion, the building of cornhouses and dj'kes under his auspices, the regulation of the temple-taxes, and the use of intercalary
months by order of the crown. Of no less importance are the documents of a correspondence carried
on in the middle of the second millennium between

—
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then rulers of the wliolo
kings of Western Asia,
including Palestine, the Thienician ports, and the
have become gencriilly
island of
Cyprus, whicdi
known as the Tell elAniarna find. Ijctters, proclamations, petitions, accounts of building operations, and short notes accompanying requisites for
war were in constant use down to the end of the
Neo-Babylonian Empire, and are of a liistorif-al
vahie similar to that of the royal inscriptions
mentioned above and various so-called 'epigraphs'
which were added to the numerous bas-reliefs on
the walls of the palaces, illustrating the kings'
campaigns and other achievements.
Babylonian-Assyrian literature in the narrower
sense of the word has become known chielly from
the documents preserved in a great Royal I^ibrary
founded at Nineveh by Ashurbanipal, the last
great king of the Assyrian Empire, who reigned
from 668 to 626 B.C. and was called Sardanapalos
This Library, generally
by the Greek writers.
known as the Kouyunjik Collection, the various
jiortions of which have been secured since the
middle of last century for the Trustees of the
the Phftiaolis of Kgypt,
civilized world, and Iho

Museum by

Sir Henry Rawllnson and
other English scholars, consists of copies and translations of ancient Babylonian and Sumerian works,
and deals with every branch of wisdom aiid learning
then appreciated by the Assyrian priests, who, by
command of their royal patron, collected and catalogued, revised and re-copied, the various texts
which had been gathereil from the oldest cities
and temple arcliives of the whole land. Recent
excavations have in some instances also brought
to light a number of hymns and prayers, certain
British

omen-texts, and a few astrological inscriptions
which must be attributed to an earlier period than
that of Ashurbanipal, and apparently belonged
to the mass of original documents from which the
copies in the Library were made and the same
may be said of certain collections of the NeoBabylonian time, in which, again, copies from
the Kouyunjik Collection have been found.
An
exact idea of the literary achievements of the
Babylonian Assyrians, however, can be formed
only by a perusal of the contents of the Library
itself.
Such a perusal yields the following results.
literature, a few drafts
Apart from the
;

epistolary

for royal inscriptions, and numerous commercial
texts the last extending from early Babylonian
times down to the beginning of our own era

—

—

Assyrian literature was devoted chiefly to superstitious belief, to religious rites and ceremonies,
incantations and pra3'ers, and, in close connexion
with both branches, to medicine, astrology, and

philology.

A lar^e proportion of the documents here concerned deal with the appearance and actions of
various animals, and it has been justly remarked
that in these inscriptions survivals may be seen
of a very ancient animal-cult reminding one of
certain parallels in Egypt which in later times
seems to have been superseded by an exquisitely
astral religion.
Closely connected with these animal omens are the numerous and systematically
aiTanged texts bearing on monstrosities and other
unusual features of births, as well as the large
collections of documents dealing with the inspection of the liver of an immolated wether.
The
movements of various birds, the actions of dog.s
and pigs, the hissing of a snake, and the invasion
of locusts were especially observed for the comAnother means of
pilation of such omen-texts.
divination used by the Babylonians was pure
water, into which a small quantity of sesame-oil
was poured, so as to produce the well-known

—

—

interference-colours, re-tuscovered by Newton, and
certain structures of rings and bubbles, from which

(Babylonian)
tlie events of the future were predicted.
The
link between these forecasts anil the religious
texts must be sought in the mcdicil i>rescriptioiis,

which were

laid

down and

redacteil into

a kind

Various diseases, arranged
pharmacojiona.
according to the limbs and members attacked, are
enumerated in these collections, and the draughts,
decoctions, and other therapeutics are described
in detail.
Mental disorder was attributed to the
influence of evil spirits, and on this account the
medical texts are frequently interspersed with incantation formula; which otherwise constitute a
Three or four
class of literature by themselves.
of tablets containing such incantationseries
of

'

'

accompanied by directions for the respective
ceremonies, have become known to us. They are
texts,

chiefly directed against the pernicious actions of
witches and sorcerers, sirpposed to be neutralized
by destroying the images of these witches, mostly
by burning. In the majority of cases the text of
these incantations is in the interlinear bilingual
style, i.e. in Assyrian and Sumerian; and in
several instances it can be proved that the Su-

has been taken over from ancient
still exist.
On the
other hand, it can hardly be denied that the
Semitic Assyrian priests themselves also composed
such interlinear texts, using the Sumerian language, then long extinct, in much the same way as
medijBval monks used Latin. Moreover, even pure
Sumerian texts without an interlinear Assyrian
version are preserved in Ashurbanipal 's Library
a fact from which it may be concluded that such
incantations even at his time were recited in the
old sacred language.
And the same holds good
of the psalms, litanies, and other forms of prayers
which are written either in Sumerian only or accompanied, in Assyrian times, by a Semitic version.
Whilst the incantation-texts, however, are mostly
]ireserved as parts of certain literary compositions
or series,' the prayers and similar religious documents stand for the most part isolated, and only
by their style can they be recognized as belonging
to various classes.
Of such, the prayeis called
after 'the lifting of the hand,' the hymns exhibiting a parallelism of members, the litanies addressed
to certain deities, and the compositions showing
acrostics may be mentioned as specimens.

merian

sources,

origin.al

portions of which

—

'

Of

special interest

among

the religious texts are

of which a number of
A few of them, as,
series' have been di.scovered.
r.ff., the
Babylonian Creation Legend and the
Deluge Story, both of which have parallels in the
OT, can be proved to reach as far back as the Old
It cannot be ascertained at
Babylonian period.
present, however, at what time the account of the
Deluge was incorporated in a great national epic,
the so-called Gilgamesh Epic, which is founded on
astral religion and seems to refer to the life in
the nether world.
Similarly the Descent of the
goddess Ishtar to Hades,' an isolated poem pre-

the legends and myths,
'

'

served in Ashurb.inipal's Library only, appears to
depict nature's death in the autumn and its resuscitation in the spring, and the story of Nergal, the
lord of tombs, and his consort, the goddess ErishIdgal, likewise contains a description of the abode
of the dead.
Immortality was not granted to
mankind, as we learn from another myth, the
story of a pious man called Adapa, who, being
misled by chance, refused to partake of the food
of life and the water of life, which were oUered to
him in heaven.
As has already been remarked, it may be concluded from the Gilgamesh Epic and from other
mythological texts tliat in the Assyrian time at
least an astral religion was reigning in the valley
This appears to be
of the Euphrates and Tigris.

horne out by another branch of Baliy Ionian- Assyrian
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literature, viz. the astrological texts.
large
composition, comprisiug at least 70 tablets, is devoted to observations of the movements of the
celestial bodies, including

atmospheric phenomena,
such as thunder-storms, hurricanes, and earthquakes, and to the forecasts taken from such
observations and referring to the welfare of the
king, the devastation of temples and palaces, the

growth of vegetation, and the increase of cattle
and other animals. .\s early as in the 7th cent.
B.C. these astrological documents were paralleled
by purely astronomical texts, dealing with the
heliacal risings and the culminations of luminous
lixed stars and constellations, while of the NeoBabylonian time documents with astronomical observations and calculations have been found which
bear witness to the highly developed faculties of
the later Babylonians for determining the velocity
of the sun and moon, the length of the year, and
the revolution of the five planets then known.
An equally high standard was attained by tlie

Babylonian and Assyrian priests in grammar and
Those sacred Sumerian incantation-texts, hymns, and prayers must have early
prompted the protectors of religious traditions to
collect helps for studying the extinct .sacred tongue,
and in course of time such investigations necessariljinvolved a study of the Semitic native language of
those priests as well.
Paradigms of verb-forms,
lists of synonymous words, and, above all, large
collections of Sumerian ideographs explained according to their pronunciation and meaning have
thus been handed down. And the nnmerous lists
of names of animals, stones, plants, and wooden
objects, of stars, temples, and deities, allbrd a clear
insight into the wi.sdom and work of the philologists, by whom the oldest colleges on earth were
founded and literary tradition was first carried on.
Babylonian literature was deeply influenced, p>
has been showp, by its older Sumerian sister, and
the Assyrians, in developing it, seem to have
lexicography.

played a rule similar to that plaj'ed in later centuries by the Syrians who conveyed Greek learning to the nearer East. On the other hand, the
cuneiform Babylonian script spread all over Western
Asia, and the Hittite and Mitanni nations, the
Chaldic tribes, and the Canaanites appear to have
adopted it in one or other form, and certainly became familiar to some extent with the literary
documents of the Babylonian people. Babylonian
legends found their way to the ancestors of the
Lsraelite tribes, and similar Babylonian documents
were studied in the middle of the second millennium
by the learned priests of the Egyptian Pharaohs.
P'inally, the late Assyrian omen and astrological
texts wandered to the East as far as China, left
remarkable traces in the Indian literature, and
were transmitted to Greece, where actual translations of such texts have been found.
In this
way also Babylonian literature has in the last
instance influenced Christianity, and has left it^

niarks tliroughout mediaeval times
jnesent day.

down

to the

—
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LITERATURE (Buddhist).— The sacred canon
Buddhism has been handed down in two forms.
One, written- in Pali and preserved in Ceylon,
of
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Burma, and Siam, contains the doctrine of the
Hlnayana (' Little Vehicle' see
art. HlNAY.\NA), the chief aim of which is to attain
older school, the

;

ai-hat-ship or the release of the individual from
It is the canon of one sect only.
The
sufi'ering.
other, the Sanskrit canon, which is later, is not
extant in any complete example, but is known

only from fragments found during recent years in
Central Asia by M. A. Stein, A. Griinwedel, and
A. von le Coq, partly also from quotations in other
Buddhist Sanskrit texts, as well as from Chinese
and Tibetan translations. The chief texts of the
Sanski'it Mula-sarvastivadins, who belonged to the
older Buddhism, were translated from Sanskrit
into Chinese in the years a.d. 700-712. This canon
agrees largely with the Pali canon both in wording
and in arrangement. But there are also various
divergences. These are to be explained by the
descent of both from a common original in the
Magadh! dialect, from which the Pali canon was
derived in one part of the country, and the Sanskrit
canon, later, in another. While the other sects
had no complete canon, each regarded as specially
sacred one or more texts, which either incorporated
parts of or replaced a tlieoretically acknowledged
canon. The great bulk of these Sanskrit Buddhists
belonged to the new school of^ the Mahayana
('Great Vehicle'; see art. Mahayana), the chief
aim of which was the attainment of the condition
of a Bodhisattva, or future Buddha, who brings
nirvana within the reach of the entire human race.
The forms of Buddhism preserved in Pali and in Sanskrit have
commonly been called Southern and Northern respectively
because the former prevails in Ceylon, Burma, and Siam, and
the latter in Nepal, Tibet. China, and Japan. The distinction
thus made is misleading, since alt Buddhist canonical literature
arose in the North of India. The l'.ali canon contains no
'

'

'

'

'

reference to the South, and the term Northern confuses sects
by the erroneous implication that it excludes the older school
of the Hinayana.
It is, therefore, more appropriate to speak
of 'Pali Buddhism' and 'Sanskrit Buddhism.'
The languages in which the two canons were composed
require to be more precisely defined. Pali is the sacred language
common to the Buddhists of Ceylon, Burma, Siam, and
Cambodia, but Pali MSS are wTitten in the four different
alphabets of those countries, while it has become the regular
Ijractice to print European editions of P.ali texts in Roman
characters. The Pali language in which the tests have been
handed down cannot be identical with the dialect in which the
canon of the 3rd cent. B.C. was composed ; the latter could only
have been the language of Magadha (Bihar), in which Buddha
first preached and which must have been used by the monks of
Pataliputra who put together the canon. Traces of such a
In this
Magadhi canon may be found in the Pali texts.
connexion it is noteworthy that the titles of the canonical texts
enumerated in Anoka's Bairat inscription appear in a M.igadhi
form. But P.^li differs from the Magadhi which is known to ua
from inscriptions, literary works, and grammarians. Nor is it
identical with any other dialect.
It is, in fact, an exclusively
Buddhist literary language, which, like other literary languages,
is the result of a mixture of dialects.
Its basis is, however, in
all likelihood Magadhi
a conclusion supported by the tradition
that even identifies Magadhi and Pfdi. The language of the
other canon is either correct Sanskrit or a Middle Indian dialect
to Sanskrit, is best termed
mixed
which, approximating
'
'
Sanskrit (formerly as a rule called the Gatha dialect').
'

—

'

No work

of Buddhist literature goes back to
But much contained in the canon
may very well hand down the words spoken by
the Master, such as the famous sermon of Benares,
especially if we consider the tenacity of the verbal
memory in Indian oral tradition.
Almost the whole of the oldest Buddhist literature
consists of short collections containing speeches,
sayings, poems, tales, or rules of conduct, which
are combined into larger collections, ctd\ed jiitaka
or basket,' in a manner somewhat analogous to
the formation of the sathhitd of the Vedas (cf.

Buddha's time.

,

'

Hymns [Vedic]). Three such aggregate collections,
called the Tipitaka, form the Pali canon.
The canon as constituted in A.4uka's reign must
have undergone appreciable changes between then
and the time when it was fixed in the Istcent. B.C.
But thenceforward it has been handed
in Ceylon.

down with great care. Some

modifications, indeed,
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mnsl have taken

[ilace

even alter the

it

is

chief contents.
1.

The Pali CASoy.—i.

Vinaya-pitaka.— The

of the three main divisions is the Vinayajntalca, the Basket of Discipline,' which supplies
the regulations for the management of the Order
(sahriha), and for the conduct of the dailj' life of
monks and nuns. It includes rules for reception
into the Order, for the periodical confession of sins,
for life during the rainy season, for housing, clothing, medicinal remedies, and legal procedure in
cases of schism.
Here and there are also to be
found stories, some of which contain the oldest
fragments of the Buddha legend, while others are
valuable fur the light that they throw on the daily
life of anciint India.
2. Sutta-pitaka.
The second ' basket is the
Suttn-pitaka, our best source for the dlmmma, or
first

'

—

'

It
religion of Buddha and his earliest disciples.
contains, in prose and verse, the most important
products of Buddhist literature grouped in five
minor collections named nikriyaa. The lirst four
of these consist of suttas, or ' lectures,' being either
speeches of Buddha or dialogues in prose occasionThese four are
ally interspersed with verses.
cognate and homogeneous in character. For a
number of siitlas reappear in two or more of them
there is no diH'erence in the doctrines that they
and they all show a similar mode of
contain
discussion, probably preserving a reminiscence of
Buddha's actual mctliod as good as that which the
Platonic dialogues jireserve of Socrates' method.
One of the features of the method of argument in
these sutt(M is the ver3' extensive use of parables
and similes, which, though lacking in cogency, are
valuable as throwing much light on the daily life
of the artisans, cultivators, and merchants of the
Since ea«h of these }>ikC(i/as contains old
day.
along with more recent elements of a similar
character, there is no reason to doubt that all of
them were formed into collections about the same
time.
(a) The Dlgho-iiikni/n, or 'Collection of long
lectures,' consists of 34 .iiil/as, each of which deals
fully with one or more points of Buddhist doctrine.
The very fiist, entitled liruhmdjCda-siitta, or
'
Lecture on the Brahman net,' is of very great imfor the history not only of Buddhism,
portance
but of the whole religious life o\ ancient India.
The Buddha enumerates a large number of the
occupations of lirahmans and ascetics from whicli
the Buddhist monk should refrain. The second,
the iSdmniiiiophaln-siitta, or 'Lecture on the
reward of asceticism,' furnishes valuable informatiua about the views of a number of uouBuddhistic
;

;

teachers and founders of .sects. The Ainhntthasutta illustrates the history of caste and Buddha's
attitude to that system.
The Ki'dnrhDitn.sittta,

1st cent.,

otherwise diflicult to account for the
numerous contradictions appeaihiK in the canon.
Taken as a wliole, however, the Piili TipUnka may
be regarded as not very diU'orent from the Mfigaiihi
canon of the 3rd cent. B.C. For the ((notations
occurring in the Asoka inscriptions diverge only
eliglitly from the extant text, wliile the titles of
seven texts mentioned in one of these inscriptions
are partly identical witli, and partly similar to,
those which are found in the extant Siitfa-pitnlcn.
Moreover, the sculptures and insiriiitions of the
monumentB at Sanchi and IJharliut (c. 200 B.C.)
afford corroborative evidence of the existence of a
collection not unlike the extant Sntta-pihil<i. ]?ut
the earliest direct evidence that the ripihdca as a
whole had already assumeil its present form is
furnished by the Milinda-panha, which dates from
the 1st cent. A.D. The age and authenticity of the
Pali tradition are conlirmed by the Sanskrit canon,
which, as already stated, is so closely allied to it
as necessarily to be derived from the same original.
The texts which the sacred literature comprises
will now lie summarily described in regard to their

because

(Buddhist)

Lecture on the sharj) tooth (of the Brahmans),'
displays the relations between Brahmanism and
Buddhism, while the Tcvijjn-sutta, 'Lecture on
the followers of the three Vedas,' contrasts the
Brahman cult with Buddhist ideals. The fundamental doctrine of Buddhism is treated in the
Mahovidunn-svtta, or 'Great lecture on causation.'
One of the most noteworthy texts of the Pali
canon is the Sii/alovcidn-isKtta, or Admonition of
Sigala,' describing fully the duties of the Buddhist
layman. But the most important text in the
Dlij/in-nikdi/n is the Mahaparinihhdnn-siitta, or
Great lecture on the complete Nirvana,' a conIt is
tinuous account of the last days of Buddha.
one of the oldest parU of the Tipitakn, as supplying the earliest beginnings of a biography of
liuddha.
It does not, however, all date from the
'

'

'

same period, for in some passages Buddha appears
entirely as a human being, while in others he is
represented as a demi-god or magician. This text
resembles the Gospels more than anj' other in the
On the other hand, the very title of
Tipitaka.
the Mahapadilnn -sutta, or Great lecture on the
miracles (of Buddha),' indicates its lateness. It
already contains the dogma of six Buddhas as
jirecursors of Gautama, and presupposes the whole
Ihiddha legend.
(h) The
Mofjhima-nihli/a, or 'Collection of
(lectures of) middle (length),' consists of 152 sermons
and dialogues dealing with almost all points of
Buddhist religion. "Thus Buddha is represented
as admitting that a man may obtain nirrrina even
without being a monk, or may commit suicide if
he acts solely for the purpose of obtaining release
and as refuting the claim of Brahmans to be the
only pure caste and asserting the purity of all four
castes.
These snttas throw light not only on the
life of Buddhist monks, but on such matters as
Brahman sacrifices, various forms of asceticism,
an<l the relation of Buddha to the Jains, as well as
'

;

superstitious, social, and legal conditions prevailing
at the time.
The diiierence in age of tlie snttas is
indicated by the fact that here too Buddha sometimes appears as a purely human character and
sometimes as a miracle-worker.
(c) Of the 56 divisions into which the Smiiyntta'
Collection of combined lectures,' is
niMi/a, or
divided the last is most noteworthy, as treating
of the four truths {sKr/idia), and containing the
famous Dhainmn-chnkka-pprivattana -suttii, the
Lecture on .setting in motion the wheel of the
'
law,' usually described as the Sermon of Benares.'
Of the suttas in one of its sections some contain a
large admixture of stanzas, while others consist
entirely of verse forming short ballads of great
poetic merit.
The Aiiffuttara-iiikiii/a, or 'Collection of
(rf)
lectures arranged according to increasing number,'
consists of over 2300 suttas in 11 sections, so
arranged that in the first are treated objects of
which there is only one kind, in the second those
of which there are two kinds, and so on.
Thus,
the second deals with the two kinds of Buddhas.
In (his colh^ction are founil a large number of
sulfas and stanzas which occur in other texts of
the canon, and which here even sometimes appear
as iinotations. This alone points to a late date.
Hut internal evidence also sliows that it was comwas already regarded
|iosed at a time when Buddha
as an omniscient demi-god, if not an actual deity,
or Collection of small
(e) The Kkiidda-nikai/a,
.added after the
pieces,' is a late compilation
Us contents date
previous ones were complete.
from very dill'erent times for, while several of its
parts belong to the latest strulum of the Pali
'

'

;
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canon, some go back to the earliest period. It is
composed for the most part in verse, and, in fact,
contains all the most important works of Buddhist
Indian poetry. Of the works which it embraces
the following may be mentioned. The Khuddapdtha, or Short reader,' comprises nine brief texts
to be used by the novice or as prayers in the
Buddhist cult. The first is the Buddiiist creed
the second gives the ten commandments enjoined
on monks and the ninth is the fine Metta-sutta,
in which kindness towards all creatures is praised
as the true Buddhist cult. Tlie Dhamma-pnda, or
'
Words of religion,' the most familiar and longest
'

beginning of our era is supported by the
fact that it bears comparison with the very best
Books iv.-vii.,
dialogues in the !<itttn-i>iprlia.
besides diflering in character from the rest, are
wanting in the Chinese translation made between
These and the other spurious
A.D. 317 and 420.
parts are the work of learned monks in Ceylon.
the

II.

;

;

known work of Buddhist literature, is an anthology
of maxims chiefly expressing the ethical doctrines
of Buddliism. More than one-half of its 423 stanzas
are found in other texts of the Pali canon. The
Udana, or Solemn utterances,' consisting of old
verses and prose stories (probably later additions),
is a glorification of the Buddhist ideal of life and
The Itivuttaka, or
of the endless bliss of nirvana.
'Sayings of Buddha,' is composed in prose and
'

verse used in such a way that the same idea is
expressed in both. Very often the verse simjily
repeats the statement of the preceding prose. The
oldest parts of the work probably date from the
time of Buddha himself. The Sntta-iiijmta is a
collection of poetical sulfas, many of which, as
shown by internal evidence, miLst go back to the
beginnings of Buddhism, and have arisen at least
among the first disciples of Buddha. They are
important as supplying information about the
original doctrine of Buddha, besides repre.senting
an early, tliougb not the earliest, stage of the

Buddhalegend. The Thera-gdthd and Tlierl-gatha,
or Songs of monks and nuns,' are poems of great
literary merit exalting mental calm as the religious
ideal, and describing the value of Buddhist ethical
It is quite
doctrine from personal experience.
possible that h^ne may be included poems composed by some of the earliest disciples of Buddha,
but several are much later, since they represent a
'

The
cult like that of the Mahfiyana.
a book consisting of about 5-50 stories of
former births of Buddha in the character of a
Bodhisattva, or future Buddha. It consists partly
of poetry and partly of prose, but only the verse
For a discussion of
portions have canonical value.
the work see art. Jataka.

Buddha

Jdtaka

is

'

'

3.

Abhidhamma-pitaka.

— The

Ahhidhamina-

pitaka, or Basket of higher religion,' treats of
the same subject as the Sxdta-pitaka, diH'ering
from that collection only in being more scholastic.
It is composed chiefly in the form of question and
answer, like a catechism. The starting-point of
this collection appears to have been the Suttap'ttaka, one of the texts of which, the Ahguttaranikdya, may be regarded as its precursor. Its
'

beginnings seem to have been certain lists
mdtikAs, which are already mentioned in
the Vinaya-pitaka.
While the Pali canon (apart from additions)
was entirely com])osed in India., the non-canonical
literature was tlie work of monks in Ceylon.
There is only one important exception the Milijidapanha, which must have been written in the
It represents a dialogue
north-west of India.
supposed to have taken place between a Buddhist teacher and Menander (Milind:i), the Greek
king who from about l-2o to 95 B.C. ruled over the
Indus territory, Gujarat, and the valley of the
first

called

,

Ganges. The author, whose name is unknown,
must have lived at a time when tlie memory of
As the Greek dominathis king was still fresh.
tion came to an end soon afcer Menamier, he could
hardly have been remembered for more than a
That the original portion of the work,
centurj'.
books ii. and iii. with parts of i. is thus as old as
,
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(Buddhist)

Sanskrit Buddhist literature.—\\\n\e

one ancient sect created the Pali canon, various
later sects produced a Buddiiist literature in pure
or mixed Sanskrit, ol which many extensive works
have been jneserved, though others are known
only through Tibetan and Chinese translations.
The great bulk of this Buddhist Sanskrit literature belongs to, or has been greatly influenced by,
the later Mahaj'ana school. That school, though
acknowledging that the Thcravada, or Doctrine
of the Elders,' went back to Buddha, regarded it
as inadequate, because it made nirvana attainable
In
to the few onh' through the life of a monk.
order to bring salvation to all humanity, the
Mahayana taught that every man could aim at
being born as a Bodhisattva (q.v.)-, and any ordinary
man, even a Pariah, could attain salvation by the
practice of virtue and by devotion to Buddha. The
Buddhas are now regarded as divine beings from
the beginning, their earthly life and their nirvana,
The Buddhas
being nothing but an illusion.
preceding Gautama, instead of being six, are now
believed to be thousands or even thousands of
millions in number and an innumerable host of
Bodhisattvas is revered as having for the salvation
of mankind refrained from entering nirvdtia.
Under the influence of Hinduism a new mythology
grew up in which a number of Hindu deities were
added to the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, and a
much stronger devotion to Baddha, analogous to
that of the Brahman Bhagavad-Gitd (q.v.) to
Krsna. Brahman doctrine influenced the development of Mahayanism on the philosophical side
also.
For, while the old Buddhism denied the
existence of the ego onlj', the Mahayana doctrine
also denied the existence of everything (expressed
by the formula sarvam sunyarii, everything is
void '), either as complete nihilism or as ideal
nihilism (rijndna-vdda, or doctrine' that nothing
'

;

'

'

'

in consciousness').
Tlie large realist sect of the
I.
Hlnayana.
Sarvastivadins ('followers of the doctrine that

exists except

everything

—

besides having an extensive litera-

is'),

ture, possessed a Sanskrit canon, of which, however, only fragmentary parts of the Uddna-var^a,

D/iarmapada, and Ekottardgama (correspondmg
to the Pali Uddna, Dhammapada, and AiiguttaraThe Mafianilcdya) have as yet been discovered.
vastu, or

'

Book

Lokottaravadins

of great events,' is a text of the
that
(' followers of the doctrine
'

the Buddhas are 'supernatural beings'), a subdivision of the old schismatic sect, the Mahasahghikas, or 'adherents of the great community.'
its chief content is a miraculous biography of
Buddha, written in mixed Sanskrit. It is of great
importance as containing many old versions of
texts that also occur in the Pali canon, such as the
iSermon of Benares and a section of the Dhamma'

'

About

it consists of jotakas, many
pada.
of which do not occur in Pali.
Though belonging

half of

it contains much that is akin to
the Mahayana, as that the adoration of Buddha is
alone suthcient for the attainment of nirvana.
There is, however, only a slight admixture of
regular Mahayana doctrine, and nothing of Mahayana mythology. Some of the elements wliicli it
contauis point to the 4th cent. A.D., but the
nucleus of the book probably dates from the 2nd

to the Kinaj'ana,

cent. B.C. (see MahaVASTU).
The Lalita-vi-stara, or Detailed account of the
play (of Buddha),' though it seems to have origin'
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been n BuJillia biojrrapliy of the Sarvastihas been cxtcndcil in the sense of the

ally
vanins,

Mahayana,

of

which

it

bears

all

the characteristics.

continuous narrative in Sanskrit prose, with
mixed Sanskrit.' Conlong metrical pieces in
It is a

'

taining old ana new element.^ side by side, it is
vahiable for the development of the Buddha legend
from its earliest beginnings to the deification of
Bnddha as a god above all god.s.
The Buddhacharita, or Life of Buddha,' is an
It is the work of
epic composed in pure Sanskrit.
Asvaghosa (q.%\), a genuine poet, who, as one of
the pioneers of the Mahayana and a contemporary
of Kaniska, must have composed it about A.D. 100.
Originally a Brahman, he joined the Sarvastivadin
sect, but laid great stress on devotion to Buddha.
His epic, however, contains no pronounced Maha'

yana doctrine.
Another work

of the same school, dating probably from the 4th cent. A.D. is the Jataka-mald,
or 'Garland of birth stories,' by Aryasura.
It is
composed in a mixture of verse and prose, conforming to the style of classical Sanskrit literature. It
,

contains 34 jatakas, illustrating the paramitds, or
'perfections,' of a Bodhisattva, and nearly all
occurring in the Pali Jataka Book.
CoCTate with the preceding works are a number
of collections of avadanas, or
stories of great
deeds,' being •pra.cWca.Wy jatakas in which the hero
is a Bodhisattva (not Buddha).
The older ones
still belong to the Hinayana, though
attaching
special importance to the veneration of Buddha.
Such is the AvadSna-iataka, or Century of great
deeds,' which, dating probably from the 2nd cent.
A.D., contains pieces from the Sanskrit canon of
the Sarvastivadins, and nothing connected with
the cult of Bodhisattvas or with Mahayana mythDating from about a century later, but
ology.
including very old texts, is the Divi/dvaddna, or
Heavenly avadanas,' which often mentions the
Sanskrit canon and quotes individual canonical
texts, besides having several legends in common
with the Pali canon.
Most of the stories are
written in good simple Sanskrit with occasional
but
others
show
the
elaborate metres and
gdthas,
long compounds of the artificial c!a.ssical style.
2. Mahayana.
The Mahayana, not representing
a homogeneous sect, possesses no canon. But there
are nine dharmas, or
religious texts,' which,
composed at dift'erent times and belonging to
different sects, are also called Vaipnlya sfitras.
'

'

'

—

'

The most important and most characteristic work
of the Mahayana school is the Saddharma-puii
-

darlka, or 'Lotus of good religion.' It contains
matter of different date represented by Sanskrit
prose and by gdthds in 'mixed Sanskrit.' Its
original form dates perhaps from about A.D. 200.
Sakvamuni is here no longer a man, the mendicant
of t)ie Pali suttas, but a god above all gods, who
has lived for countless ages and will live for ever.

His doctrine is that every one can become a Buddha
has heard the preaching of Buddha, performed meritorious works, and led a moral life.
Even those who adore relics, erect stupas, or
make Buddha images obtain the highest enlightenment (see Lotus of the True Law).
A whole siiti-a, the Kdrandn-vyiihn, akin in
language and style to the later Hindu purdnas, is
devoted to the exaltation of Avalokitesvara, the
'
Lord who looks down with compassion on all
beings, here the typical Bodhisattva who, in the

who

'

exercise of infinite pity, refuses Buddhahood till
all beings are saved.
The yeaining for salvation has probably never been more
powerfully
expressed than in the figure of Avalokite^vara
The cult of this Bodhisattva is known to
(q.v.).
have been in existence before A.D. 400.
More
mythological is the Stikhdvathvyuhaic. A.D. 100),

(Buddhist)

or
is

Detailed account of the Land of iiliss," which
devoted to the praise of the Buddha Amitabha
'

unmeasured splendour'). The Ganda-vyuha
unpublished dharma) celebrates the Bodhisattva MafijuSrl iq.v.), who occupies a prominent
position in Slahayana cult and art.
Other Mahayana sCitras are of a philosophic and
The LahkdvatdrasfUra (a
dogmatic character.
('of

(a still

dhttrma) describes a visit paid to the demon
K.avana in Ceylon by Buddlia, who answers a
number of questions about religion according to
the doctrines of the Yogachara school (founded by
Asaiiga). The tenets of a number of philosophical
schools are also discussed here.
The Dasahhu(a dharma) represents a lecture liy Buddha
in Indra's heaven, about the ten stages by which
It dates from
Buddhahood is to be reached.

miivara

before A.D. 400, when it was translated into
Chinese. The Sanu'Jhi-raja (a dharma), or 'King
of meditations,' is a dialogue in which Buddha
shows how a Bodhisattva can attain the highest

enlightenment by v.arious stages of contemplation.
(a dharma), dating from
not later than the 6th cent. A.D., is partly philo-

The Suvarna-prabiidsa

sophical, partly legendary, and partly ritualistic
in its contents.
The Hindu goddesses Sarasvati

and Mahadevi are introduced, and magical formulae
and Tantra practices are dealt with. The Rdstrapdla-srdra (before A.D. 600), besides containing
Buddha's description of the qualities of a BodhiIts main
sattva, introduces a number of jatakas.
interest lies in its prophecy of the future decay of
for its realistic descriptions must largely
;
rellect the lax morality of the Buddhist monks of

religion

the 6th century. The most important of all the
Sutras of the Mahayana are the Prajiidpdramitds,
or sfitras on the 'perfection of wisdom.'
They
deal with the six perfections of a Bodhisattva, but
wisdom,' the
esjiecially with the highest, prajnd,
knowledge of the doctrine of nothingness, which
The
denies not only being, but also not-being.
doctrine of the Mahayana siitras was systematized
'

by Nagarjuna, originally a Brahman who flourished
about A.D. 200 and founded the Madhyamika school,
one of the main branches of the Mahayana. In
order to remove the otherwise insoluble contradictions of complete nihilism, he lays down in his

Madhyamika

sfitras that the doctrine of

Buddha

on two kinds of truth. The one is the conventional truth of everyday life (in which the
higher truth is latent), and the other is truth in
the highest sense. It is only through the lower
that the higher truth can be taught, and it is only
through the latter that nirvana can be attained.
This distinction resembles that between the higher
and the lower knowledge in the Vedanta system of
rests

theBrahmans(seeMADHYAMAKA,MADHYAMIKAS).
Nagarjuna cannot be regarded

a.'i the
originator
doctrine itself. There must have
been teachers and texts of that doctrine more than
a century before his time for Mahayana texts
were translated into Chinese in the 3rd cent. A.D.,
and the Gandhara type of Buddhist art, which
represents the Mahayana doctrine, came into being
about the beginning of our era.
Asaiiga {q.v.), the eldest of the three sons of a
Brahman from Peshawar, probably flourished in
the first half of the 4th century.
Originally an
adherent of the Sarvastiv.lda school, he became
tlie main exponent of the Mahayanist Yogachara
school, which recognizes existence in consciousness
(vijiidn^i) only, denying the reality of the phenomenal world. The only absolute entity is truth
(bodhi), wliich is manifested in the Buddhas, and
which is attainable solely by those who practise
Yoga (q.v.) was thus brought
ynrja in ten stages.
into systematic connexion with the Mahayana
doctrine.
Asaiiga expounds the tenets of this

of the

Mahayana

;
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school in his MahuySna-SutrCdainkdra, a work
consisting of memorial verses {kdrikas) in various
metres and a commentary written by himself.
Asahga's brother, Vasubandlm, one of the most
important figures in Buddhist literature, distin-

guished for profound learning and great powers of
independent philosophic thought, is remarkable as
having written authoritative works representing
both the great divisions of Buddhism. His most
important work, belonging to his earlier and

was

Abhidharma-koia, which
Hinayana pei'iod,
deals with ethics, psychology, and metaphysics,
but is known only through a Sanskrit commentary
and Chinese and Tibetan translations. In later
life he was converted by his brother Asanga to the
Mahayana doctrine, when he composed a number
of commentaries on various Mahayana sutras,
which have, however, been preserved in Chinese
The most imand Tibetan translations only.
\\\s

portant of the later Mahaj'anists w-as Santideva,
who probably lived in tlie 7th, cent, and was the
author of two works. The first, Siksa-samuchchaya,
or 'Summary of the Doctrine,' is a manual of the
teaching, consisting of memorial verses
The other is the
{karilcfis) and a commentary.
BodhkharydvatCn-a, or Entry into the practice of
enlightenment,' a religious jioem of great literary
merit, inculcating the pursuit of the highest moral
The aim in both works is the attainperfection.
ment of enlightenment as a Bodhisattva by means
of infinite compassion and the veneration of Buddhas,
the highest wisdom being the belief in nothingness

Mahayana

'

{iunyatd).
An indication of the decay of Buddhism in India
is the approximation of its later literature to that
Thus the Mahayana sutras show
of Hinduism.
striking resemblances to the Brahmanic piirdnas,
containing, like these, muhdtmyas, or glorifications
of particular localities, and stotras, or hymns addressed to various deities. There are also separate
stotras, like those 'addressed to Visnu and Siva;
many of them glorify the goddess Tara, the female
counterpart of the Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara.
further sign of degeneracy is the increasingly
important position which the dhdranls, or 'spells,'
begin to occupy in Mahayanist literature. They
appear to have existed from the 3rd cent. A.D.
They were probably in their earliest form intelligible sutras containing Buddhist doctrine, but
unintelligible 'mystic syllables gradually began to
Finally,
prevail as the kernel of magic powers.
under the influence of the Saivite tantras they
became pure gibberish and entered as essential
elements into the Buddhist tantras.

A

'

The Tantras (q.v.), which probably date from
the 9th to the 11th cent., and are composed in
barbarous Sanskrit, represent the final stage in
the degradation of Indian Buddhisui. They are
treatises partly concerned with ritual (kriydtantra) or rules of conduct (ckaryd-tantra), partly
with the esoteric doctrine of the Yogis (yoga
The former class is a revi\al of the oKI
tantra).
Brahman ritual of the Grhyasiitras, and the
mystical syllables contained in them are addressed
not only to Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, but also
to Saivite deities.
Most of the tantras, however,
are connected with yoga, starting from the mysticism of the Madhyamika and the Yogachara
The yogi here aims at the highest
schools.

knowledge of nothingness (iunyatd), not only by
asceticism and meditation, but by magical rites,
hypnotism, and other expedients. The teaching
ana practice of this yoga are a mixture of mysticism, sorcery, and erotics, accompanied by disgusting orgies.
Nothing of Buddhism remains
in them, for they differ in no respect, except in

being, described as promulgated by Buddha,' from
the Saivite tantras, inculcating as they do the
'
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(Chinese)

worship of the lihga and Saivite gods, and introducing numerous female deities into their cult.
LiTERATURB. — H. Kern. Manual of Indian Budiihism,StTa.BSburg, 1890, pp. 1-8; L. de la Vallee Poussin, IS uddhisme :
Etudes et matiriaux, Brussels, 1897; T. W. Rhys Davids,
Buddhism, London, 1904, Lect. ii., Buddhist India, do. 1903,

M. Winternitz, Gesch.der ind. Litteratur, vol. ii.
;
pt. i. 'Die buddh. Litteratur,' Leipzig, 1913 (contains very full
bibliographical notes on editions, translations, books, and
articles on qsestions of detail e.g., on the history and authenticity of the Pali canon, p. 1).
A. A.
chs. ix.-xi.

—
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(Chinese).— The vast mass of
Chinese literature is divided by Chinese scholars
into four classes classics, histories, writings of
philosophers, and belles lettres. The term king,
translated
classic,' means originally the warp of
a web, and by metaphorical extension conies to
mean what is invariable, a rule. The Chinese
classics are, therefore, those books which are regarded by the Chinese as canonical. Taoism and
Buddhism as well as Confucianism have their
classics
but in speaking of the Chinese classics

—

'

;

one has in view the books of the Confucian canon
If we speak of them as sacred,' we expose
only.
ourselves to misleading associations. We do, indeed, meet with the phrase Shcng King as designating the Confucian canon, where Skeng is the word
which is used in Christian literature to express the
idea of holiness.
Originally, however, it refers to
perfection of wisdom ('sage,' 'sagely'), and does
not of itself suggest any relation to the divine.
'

Of the perfect Sage
'

He

it is .said

:

and the people all reverence him he speaks, and
the people all believe him
he acts, and the people all are
him
with
i.Voct. of the Mean, xxxi. 3X
pleased
of
classics
The authority
the
is due not to any
special inspiration, but to their connexion with
or
who
men
sages
sagely
possessed this ideal
development of human nature. Degrees of authority are recognized; Mencius, e.g., in some of his
pronouncements is held to have fallen short of the
In so far as educaperfect balance of Confucius.
tion was founded on and almost confined to the
Less
classics, their influence has. been enormous.
legitimately their connexion with the sages has
is

seen,

;

;

'

given them a pre-eminent share in that reverence,
jiassing into superstition, with which all written
and printed paper is regarded by the Chinese.
Among the commentators on the classics, Chu Hsi
(A.D. 1130-1200) has long been conisidered to be the
The number of books
standard of orthodoxy.
embraced in the Confucian canon has varied. The
of
edition
the
T'ang dynasty included
Imperial
thirteen books. The present canon, taken in the
strictest sense, includes the Five Classics and the
Four Books.
I. The 'Five Classics.'— (1) //sTtHS', 'The Book
of Changes.' The germ of this is the Eight Trigrams, further elaborated into sixty-four, alleged
to have been copied by Fu Hsi, a legendary ruler
of early China, from the back of a mysterious
creature which appeared from the waters of the
Yellow River. The diagrams are combinations of

—

whole and broken lines, and are supposed to correspond to the powers of nature heaven, earth,
Wen Wang added to the diagrams
lire, water, etc.

—

Chou Kung supplemented
his Definitions'
with his Observations
and, hnally, Confucius
added Ten Chapters of Commentary,' and the
As being the joint work of
classic was complete.
these four sages, it enjoys a great reputation. It is
a compound of obscure and fanciful speculation and
But with regard to its
of a system of divination.
meaning and its origin, whether it is native to
China or may be connected with Babylonia or
elsewhere, various opinions have been held by
these

'

;

'

'

;

'

scholars.
(2)

Shu King,

ments.'

— We

'

The Book of Historical Docua canon of one hundred

read of
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doruments, ascribed on inadequate evidence to Confucius, with a preface the Confucian
What
autliorshi|) of wliich is even more doubtful.
now exists is this preface and lifty-eii^bt books of
documents, the tradition of which is traicd back to
two scholars, l''u Sheng and An Kuo. The twentyfive books which rest on the sole authority of the
The whole collection
latter arc gravely suspect.
of documents, which by no means forms a continuous history, falls into live divisions the books of
T'ang, of yu, of Hsia, of Sliang, and of Chon.
The earliest documents refer to a period about
2000 B.C., tlie latest to 627 or 624 B.C. Whatever
be the admixture of legendary matter, the documents are of much historical interest. As a record
of early moral and religious ideas their value is
also great.
The political ideal is a benevolent
liistorical

—

autocracy, and sovereignty is conferred or withdrawn according to the righteous judgment of God,
who raises up tlie instruments of His providence.
This comThe Book of 0(/m.
(3) Shi King,
prises three hundred and five odes, with the titles

—

'

only of six more, traditionally said to have been
selected by Confucius from the numerous pieces
extant in his time. This account greatly exaggerates his share in the making of the classic.
Confucius attached great educational value to the
odes.
He claims that their design is summed up
in this
Have no depraved thoughts' but, wliile
they are free from indecencies, a number of them
spring from irregular passion. The subject-matter
of the odes is various praise of virtuous kings and
ministers, and of chaste and submissive wives
longing for absent friends, and the joy of reunion
the griefs of neglected officers and forsaken wives
complaints of injustice, remonstrances with careless or wicked rulers celebration of State banquets
and sacrifices. The odes are not arranged in chronological order, but in four classes: (1) Le.ssons
from the States,' 15 books of odes from various
feudal States; (2) 'Minor Odes of the Kingdom,'
8 books ; (3)
Greater Odes of the Kingdom,' 3
books and (4) Odes of the Temple and the Altar,'
3 books.
The earliest odes date from the Shang
dynasty (1765-1122 B.C.), and the latest from the
ti'me of King Ting (605-585 B.C.) of the Chou
dynasty. Much can be gathered from the odes
illustrating early Chinese civilization.
Cullertion of Treatises on the Rules
(4) Li Ki,
Of the
of Projirirf)/ or Cereinoniul Usn(ir.<:.'
Three Rituals,' tlie / Li, the Chou Li, and the
Li Ki, tlie last only has a place among tlie Five
Classics.
It is a collection condensed from a larger
group of documents in the 1st cent. B.C., and
.augmented and linally fixed in the 2nd cent. a.d.
The various treatises, which are not arranged in
any logical order, cover a great variety of subjects
birth, capping, marriage, death, mourning, sacrifices, education, and intercourse between persons
of diflcrent grades and ages.
There is much
wearisome detail, but it is from this classic that
we learn the genius of the Chinese race as cmbodied in religious and social usages.
Ch'un Ch'iu, lit.
(5) Ch'un Ch'iu, 'Annals.'
'Spring and Autumn,' a common name for annals,
is the only one of the Five Classics ascribed to
Confucius himself
but it falls so far short of
Mencius's eulogy of the Ch'un Ch'iu which he
knew that doubt— not supported by other evidence
has been expressed as to whether our Ch'un Ch'iu
is indeed the Sage's work.
It seems to be founded
on, and may be merely transcribed from, the annals
of l,u, Confucius's native State. It is an
absolutely
bald record of such things as the beginnings of tlie
seasons, Statecovenants, wars, deaths of jjersons
in high estate, and extraordinary events.
The
notices of eclijises are important as alTording
data.
The
record runs from 721 B.C.
chronological
'

:

;

—

;

;

;

;

'

'

'

;

'

—

'

—

—

;

—

(Chinese)

to the 14th year of Duke Ai, when Confucius's
work ends, and is supplemented by his disciples
up to the time of his death, 16th year of Duke Ai

Even Chinese scholars admit that the
record is not impartial, and is guilty of concealing
the truth. An unfortunate cloud thus rests on the
character of its author. The best known commentary on the Ch'un Ch'iu is the Tso Chiinn, which supplements it in a lively style and carries the record to
467 B.C., with one entry of a slightly later date.
2. The 'Four Books.'
(1) Lun Yii, 'Analects.'
(478 B.C.).

—

—These were probably compiled by Confucian
scholars of the second generation.

Conversations
with Confucius and disconnected .sayings of his,
form the staple of the work ;
mostly quite brief,
but bk. 19 contains sayings of disciples only, and
these occur also in other books. The main themes
are ethics and go"?nimcnt. In spite of the general
failure even to seek after righteousness, it is maintained that human nature is made for virtue, which
is a life-long task.
For the attaining of virtue
there is sufiicient strength, if only it is exerted.
Hence the importance of moral culture, though

The ideal man
some may be incapable of it.
(Chun Tzi'i) is dejiicted, and such topics as filial
piety, friendship, and perfect virtue are discussed.
Reciprocity '—not to do to others what one would
'

not have done to oneself

—

is the highest moral
intentional reticence on e.xtramundane matters. In politics the moral ends of
government are emphasized, as is also the influence
Bk. 10 conof a virtuous ruler over his subjects.
tains many particulars as to Confucius's deportment and haliits. More imjiortant are the scattered
estimates of Confucius by himself.
The Great Learning,' is so called
(2) Ta Hsiieh,
with reference either to the importance of its
matter or to the raaturer age of its students.
The te.xt ajipears to be fragmentary. In one recension it forms a section of the Li Ki ; but as

There

rule.

is

'

usually printed it is arranged by Chu Ilsi, though
without authority, into text by Confucius and

The book professes to
Tzti.
trace the development of morality from investigation of things, through extension of knowledge,
.sincerity of the thoughts, and rectification of the
heart, up to cultivation of the person (which is the
central idea) ; and then on to regulation of the
family and tranquillizing of the empire. The work,
though not without some excellent moral ideas,
falls far short of its promise.
(3) Chung Yung, 'The Doctrine of the Mean'
(probably rather 'Equilibrium and Harmony'), is
ascribed to K'ung Chi, grandson of Confucius,
commonly known as Tztl Ssti. This treatise, like
the Ta Hsiieh, forms a section of the Li Ki.
Human nature, as given by heaven, is the source
of morality.
In its original state it is equilibrium ' as developed into right action it is ' harmony.' The beginnings of this development lie at
hand in ordinary duties and virtues, particularly

comment by Tseng

'

;

in 'reciprocity,'
(

which

= tlie Golden Rule;

is

When

it

is

so

ERE

vi.

311'').

Such

exhibited in the sages.
developed that fact and ideal

development of nature
coalesce,
sincerity

here developed positively

cf.

we have

is

Some have

'sincerity.'

by innate endowment

;

this

some attain to
sunnninn bonum,

by moralinstruction. It is tlie
and has a transforming inlluence on things and
men. Confucius is eulogized cxlravagantly, though
it

perhaps not precisely identified with the ideal man
is the equal of heaven.
books of his
(4) Mencius (371-288 B.C.).— Seven
teaching remain, which are credibly a.scrilii'd to
Mencius himself in collaboration with his disThe main topics are ethics and politics.
cijiles.
This
Ilmiian nature is made for riglitcousness.
which good
original constitution is the child-heart

who
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preserve. Mencius maintains the disinterested
nature of the affections, and asserts as according
to nature the subordination of the passions to
moral control. Nature in ordinary men and in the
sages is one and the same, but for its development
The passion nature
ceaseless effort is required.
If nature
is not to be suppressed but disciplined.
does not evince its goodness, it is only as a hill
constantly grazed on appears bare of verdure.
Untoward circumstances should be regarded as
divine discipline.
Repentance so purges a man
Mencius's views
that he may even worship God.
on politics are mostly developed in conversation
lie uses, on
with
whom
with contemporary ruiers,
the whole, an admirable frankness. Government
Such a
should be benevolent and righteous.
'

'

Its main congovernment inevitably prospers.
Above all,
cerns are agriculture and education.
the people, who are of the first importance in a
State, must have a stable livelihood. If a monarch
be utterly unworthy, it is not rebellion to depose
him but this must be done in accordance with the
decree of heaven revealing itself in the popular
mind.
Mencius acutely criticizes the heretical
In IV. ii. 26 he recommends
views of his time.
observation of phenomena as the source of knowHis style is lively, the illustrations abunledge.
dant and mostly apt, and the dialectic keen. He
has popularized and given a tone of his own to the
doctrines of Confucius, to which his work is tlie
most interesting approach.
;

Literature.— For the English student the most accessible
works are J. Legge's ed. of the Chinese Classics, Hongkoncj,
1861-73, and the volumes of his translations in SBE ill.'- [1899],
In W. A. P. Martin,
xvi. [1SS2], xxvii, [1885], xxviii. [ISSri].
Banliu i'apirs, 2nd ser., Sh.inghai, 1S94, there is a chapter on
Sacred Books." For
of
their
'Chinese Ideas on the Inspiration
a more general view of Chinese literature one may refer to
on
Chinese Literature, London, lSii7 H. A.
A.Wylie, iVo^-'.s
GUes, A Uislonj of Chinese Literature, do. 1901 W. Grube,
;

;

Gesch.

di'S

chines. Litteratui^, Leipzig, 1900.

P. J.

'
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LITERATURE (Dravidian).—Dravidian literature is the record of the best of the tliought of
those peoples of S. India >\ho speak languages
designated byKumarila Bhatta, in the 7tli cent.
The four principal
of our era, as Andhra Dravida.
literary Dravidian languages are now Telugu,

Tamil, Kanarese, and Malayalam. According to
the Cen.sus Report of 1911, Telugu is spoken by
23i millions of people, Tamil by a little over 19

Kanare.se by lOJ millions, and Malayalam by 6J millions. That the Sanskrit-speaking
Aryans were acquainted with S. India at an early
period is evident from the mention of the Andhras
by the grammarian Panini (probably c. 350 B.C.),
but Aryan immigration into the South came
at so late a period that the southern Dravidian
languages retained, with but few exceptions, their
own characteristic grammatical structure. Their
vocabulary was, however, enlarged by the inclusion of Sanskrit technical terms and words or their
corruptions. So widely did this Aryan influence
on the literature of the South spread in course of

millions,

time that
'

Is

.J.

Vinson says

:

Not one Telugu, Kanarese, or Tamil book now in existence
Writing was not applied to
independent of Sanskxit.
.

.

.

vernacular languajies before the 4th century. It was tlie Aryan
Bralimans or Jains or Buddhists who first having learned the
vernaculars vised them for literary purposes and then taught
The preliminary or
the natives to write and compose works.
Jain period must have lasted two or three centuries {Siddhanta
Dipika, August 1908).
'

The southern

inscriptions of AAoka show that
have been familiar to the people by

writing must
the 3rd cent. B.C. The present .soiithern scripts
are, however, all derived from the Andhra alphabets of about the 4th cent, of our era. Telugu
and Kanaiese alphabets date from the 5th cent.,
while the oldest Tamil cursive writing comes
Previous to any writing
from the 7th century.
or written records the folk-songs of the people.
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their moral aphorisms as well as their lyric outbursts of love and war, set as tliey were to music,
were handed down by memory from generation to
P. Sundaram Pillai states that more
generation.
than 19,000 lines of the hymns of the early poet
Sambandhar, not later in date than the 7th cent.,
are still e.xtant
Most of them appear to have been uttered impromptu, and
The original tunes
all of them being lyrical are set to music.
are now mostly forgotten.
They were lost in the later airs
introduced by Aryan musicians of the north' (Some Milestones
in the History of Tamil Literature, p. f>).
The intruding Aryan influence so blended with the
indigenous Dravidian element that the Aryan lute
:

'

(vind) completely ousted the primitive Dravidian
musical instrument (ydt), no reliable description
of which remains on record.
Similarly, the old
grammars and the grammars of the Paninian and
Andhra school of grammarians have been super-

seded by the now standard authority for all classic
compositions, the Nan Nul, composed by a southern
Jain grammarian, Pavanandi, about the beginning
The Nan Nul lays down the
of the 13th century.
rule that to reject the old and obsolete usage and
to adopt new and modern usage is not an error
but a yielding to the nece.ssities of time and circumstance (G. U. Pope, Third Tamil Graminar,
'

'

Madras, 1S59, Rule 462, 'Nan Nul'). Notwithstanding this salutary rule, Dravidian prose and
poetry are considered worthy of commendation by
the learned only when they are as dift'erent from
the spoken vernaculars as Anglo-Saxon is from

modern English.

The more they hold themselves

aloof from the colloquial lang-uagc of the time and
people, and the more they are swathed in archaisms, the more they merit the praise of pandits.
The earliest, and therefore the purest, Dravidian
literature, as freest from Aryan influences, lies
enshrined in works dating from about the 2nd
Collections known as the Ten
cent, of our era.
Classical Poems are assigned to a very early date ;
these were succeeded by Eight Compilations of
various authors. Eighteen shorter stanzas, includTiruvaling the moral aphorisms of the Kural of
luvar, followed, and the four hundred quatrains of
the Ndladiyar, said to have been composed by a
The latter
of about the 8th century.
.Jain

poet
quatrains show strong Aryan influences, dealing
as they do with the ordmary topics of Indian
metaphysics the pain of existence, transmigi'aSome of
tion of the soul, and release therefi-om.
the quatrains are mere translations from such
Sanskrit epics as the Mahdbhdrata.
Pope, who
translated and annotated the Ndladiyar in a
scholarly edition, described it as 'The Bible of the
Cultivators of the Soil.' Its style, however, is so
classical that no cultivator of the soil could understand the meaning of the verses unless explained
to him in the language that he is accustomed to
The moral epigrams of the Kural and
speak.
Ndladiyar, in couplets and quatrains, have been
acclaimed as the highest achievements of Dravidian
literature.
Pope {Kural, p. xiv) truly says of the
Kural (and the same applies to the Ndladiyar)
that a line 'is often little else than a string of
crude forms artfvilly fitted together.' Style such
on Sanskrit corrupt compounds,
as] this, framed
can hardly claim the title of literature, however
the underlying and hidden
moral
or
epigrammatic

—

The Ndladiyar

is, nevertheless,
present role as a literary
at the Madras University,
puzzle for Tamil students
or for Honours candidates at other Universities.
To the same period, from the 2nd cent, to the
10th cent., are ascribed the chief versified Tamil
romances the 3Iaiii Mekhalai, the Silapji'adhikaram, and the niost perfectly constructed and
the most untranslatable, on account of its open
erotic sentiment, of all Tamil romances, the

thought

may

be.

well suited to

—

fill

its
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These poems, amid a surrounding of love and romance, give n vivid view
of early Jain and IJuddliist life in S. India and
reliable accounts of the doctrines of the Jain and
Buddhist faitli^.
They still awiiil translation

Jivakachintnmaiii.

into English to make them available for historical
No translation could possibly convey
purposes.
the peculiar charm of the stately and leisured
style of the original, its melodiims and harmonic
sequences of sound, and tlie subtlety of its quaint
J. Vinson
and involved conceits of metaphor.
(Manuel de la Innguc tamoule, p. xlv) has given a

valuable and balanced judgment respecting the comparative value of the best of Dravidian literature.
Malgre tout, cependant, la litU'ratiire tamoule est secondaire.
part ^leul-etre Ics recueils de sentences morales, il n'est pas
poi'-ine de quelque importance dout uiie traduction comSes
plete puisse fttre lue sans fatigue par des Europeens.
descriptions y sont diffuses, monotones, pleines de mauvais
goiit et d'exaggt^rations choquantes, conformes d'ailleurs i un
type uniforine donn^. Ses pofemes d'aniour ne sont pas plus
varies, et les po^mes de guerre se ressemblent tous ce sont
'

A

un

;

proprement des jeux d'esprit, des amplifications de rh^toriquc
Bur une formule generate et sur un canevas minutieusemont
L'iuvention et I'imagination ne peuvent 5'\' exercer que
r6gl^.
Bur les details, sur les expressions, sur la raesure, sur la forme
exttrieure en

un mot.'

This Aryan influence on the religious literature
(see Dravidians [South India]) and even on the
indigenous folk-songs of the people has had the
result that without a previous knowledge of Sanskrit much is almost unintelligible.
According to
C. E. Gover (Folk-Songs of Southern India, p. 14),
who gathered together folk-songs from the varied
peoples of S. India,
*tbe foreign element progressed till almost the whole \^Titten
literature of the countr.v became Brahmanic.
Indigenous
poetry fell into undeserved contempt or, where that was not
possible, was edited so unscrupulously that the original was
hidden under a load of corruption.'

This Arv'an influence so permeated the whole spirit
and vitality of indigenous literature that Appakavi,
a grammarian of the 17th cent., contemptuously
declared that Telugu adaptations from the Sanskrit
were merely for the use of women and Sudras.
The distinguished Dravidian scholar, G. V. Ramamvrrti, who quotes the above in his Memorandum
on Modem Telugu (Madras, 1913, p. 3), further
states that, should a Brahman read the Bamayana
for religious merit, he reads the Sanskrit original
and not a Telugu adaptation. The same writer,
who is an ardent advocate for a reformed pure
Dravidian literature freed from Sanskrit corruj)tions, states only the truth when he says
:

'A Sanskrit
bharata,

is

oripin.al,

it is the Raniayaija or Mahastyle and language than a translation

whether

much simpler in

Wipp. cit. p. 6).
Nevertheless, the

of

simple peasant values these
Telugu, Tamil, Kanarese, or Malayalam imitations of, or adaptations from, the Sanskrit poems,
Bead as they are by proepics, and purdnas.
the
fessional reciters under the village tree
during
lon-r star-lit evenings, they hold the simple folk in
spell lx)und wonder and awe as they listen to a
running translation and commentary in the current
vernacular. They teach the village folk the simple
story of life, of the rewards and joys of those who
had faith in the gods and thereby gained salvation
through the grace of the deity, of the triumph of
good over evil, and, above all, the loved stories of
wifely devotion and patient suffering under unmerited calamities.
LiTBRATURK.— R. Caldwell, A Comparatipe Grammar o/ thf
C. E. Gover, Thf
V. Kanakasabhai,
Tlte Tamils Eitjhfffn Unndred Ytarg ano, Madras, IWU
G. U.
Pope, trr. of Rural, London, 1^<., .Vd/offrair, Oxford, 1893,
Tim Vdchakam, do. 1900 M. Seshagiii Sastri, Essay in

Dravidian Language^-,

J/ondon,

1876

Folk'Songi of Soulhfm India, do. 1872

;

;

;

;

Tamil Literature, Madras, 1897 P. Sundaram Pillai, Some
Milnlones in the Bistory oj Tamil Literature, do. 1895; S. C
Chitty, The Tamil Plutarch, Jaffna, 1859.
;
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(Egyptian).— The great bulk

Egyjitian

sacred

literature

may

be

(Egyptian)

in three divisions (1) the Pyramid Texts ;
the Book of the Dead, with its related group
of books, the Book of
Diiat (or of knowing that which is in the under world), the Book
and (3)
of Breathings, the Book of Gates, etc.
miscellaneous writings, embracing a number of
hymns to various gods, Ra, Osiris, Hapi, Amen,
such writings as the Lamentations, and the Festival
Songs of Isis and Kcphtht/s and the Litanies of
Seker, and a number of legends concerning the

grouped
(2)

:

Am

;

gods and their relations to mankind.
These constitute by
1. The Pyramid Texts.
far the most important body of Egyptian sacred
writings known to us, not only because they exhibit tlie religious beliefs of the nation at a very
early period in its history, but also because the
remains of primitive traditions embedded in them
enable some of the Egyptian beliefs to be traced
back even to pre-historic times, and because the
development manifest in the later versions of them
shows how gradual but important changes were
happening in Egyptian religious belief within a
dehuite period.
Tlie great pyramids of the IVth dyn. kings have
no interior inscriptions, and it was supposed that
this was true of all other pyramids also, until in
1880 Mariette's woi kmen at Saq(iarali managed to
efl'ect an entrance to the pyramid of I'opy I. of the
Vlth dyn., and later on to that of Merenra of the
.same line, and found that both contained lengthy

—

hieroglyphic inscriptions, hewn in the stone and
coloured gieen. Eientually inscriptions were found
in fixe pyramids, of which the oldest is that of
Unas of the Vth dyn., and the others are those of
Teta, Pepy I., Merenra, and Pepy li., all of the
Vlth dynasty. The inscriptions thus cover a period
of about 150 years, from 2625 to 2475 B.C., or, on
Petrie's Sinai dating, from about 4210 B.C. onwards.
Immediately after their discovery the
texts were edited by Maspero, and the attention
devoted to them has been steadily increasing. The
best edition at present available is that of Sethe
(Die

altdgyptisehen

Pyramidentexte,

Leipzig,

1008-10).

These texts are, then, the oldest body of religious
literature extant in the world, and a great deal of
the material embodied in them carries us back to
very much earlier times than their own sufficiently
early date, referring to primitive customs and conditions of life which had long been extinct by the
time of the Vth and Vlth dynasties. The later
versions show traces of editing, which has been
undertaken in order to meet the new developments
of religious thought arising in a period of 150 years.
Broadly speaking, the object of these writings is to
secure blessedness in the after life to the king on
the walls of whose tomb they are inscribed ; for
there is as yet no trace of any idea that the immortality postulated for the Pharaoh may be also
the property of the common people. The whole
contents of the texts are directed towards the one
of bliss
purpose of securing entrance to the abodes
for the dead king, and unilication with the gods
when his entrance is secured. These contents fall
under the following divisions: (1) funerary ritual
and ritual of mortuary oflerings, (2) magical charms,
ancient hymns,
(3) ancient ritual of worship, (4)
and (6) prayers on
(5) fragments of ancient myths,
behalf of the dead king.
The material is arranged in sections, each of
which is headed by the words Utter (or recite)
the words.' Of these sections the pyramid of Unas
contains 228, and the other pyramids make up the
number to 714. The amount of material is thus
considerable, as may be judged from the fact that
in Sethe's edition it fills two quarto volumes with
over 1000 pages of text. It is arranged in the
most haphazard manner possible, the scribes re'
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sponsible for the dift'erent versions having marie
(as usual in KyypHan relif,'ious writings) not the
slightest attempt to croup together the various
The hymns
types of matter enumerated above.
scattered through tlie collection already exliibit a
familiar poetical arrangement, in the form of couplets showing parallelism in the ordering of words
and thoughts and the texts are not devoid of a
certain wild and rude power of imagination which
entitles them to rank as literature.
Thus, when
the dead king rises to the vault of the heavens,
;

*

Clouds d.arken the sky,
The Stars rain down,

The Bows [a constellation] stagger,
The bones of the hell-hounds tremble,
The gatekeepers are silent
When they see king Unas
Dawning as a soul.
And there is some power of fancy in the passage
which pictures the king, after he has passed the
lily-lake and drawn near to the gates of heaven,
being challenged by voice after voice, out of the
world of the dead, Whence comest thou, son of
my father?' until, at last, when answer has been
duly made to all the challengers, they fall silent,
and the dead Pharaoh enters unopposed upon his
'

heavenly kingdom.

The life of blessedness which the Pyramid Texts
contemplate has already ceased to be that which
we may take to be the earliest form of the Egyptian
conception of the life after death that of sojourn
The deceased king's realm
at and about the tomb.
is in the skj', and, moreover, in the east of the sky

—

— this

in absolute contradiction

to

later belief,

which always placed the abode of the blessed dead
In the sky the king may develop
in the west.
he may become a star,
either of two destinies
or he may be associated with Ra, the sun-god,
These two
finally becoming identified with him.
destinies no doubt represent two different strata
of earlier belief, which have been slumped together according to the regular Egyptian custom
:

of associating incompatibles without attempting to
reconcile them.
The earliest form of belief represented in the
texts is solar ; the deceased is constantly identified
with Ra, and the Osirian belief is referred to in
terms which show that it was held to be incompatible with, or even hostile to, the solar form.
Certain prayers are designed to protect the pyramid
and its temple against the intrusion of Osiris and
other passages show that to the devotee of the
Solar faith, Osiris once represented the realm and
the dominion of death, to which the follower of
;

'

Re was not delivered up' (Breasted, Development
of Religion and Thought in Ancient Egypt, p. 140).
Gradually, however, and, as the texts show, even
within the Pyramid Age, the Osirian faith began

power and to appropriate part of the
place which the solar religion had formerly occuIn doing so the Osirian conception of the
fiied.
ife after death, originally one of an under world,
becomes more or less solarized, and the two faiths
interpenetrate to some extent ; but, on the whole,
the Pyramid Texts present us with the picture of
the gradual assertion of superiority on the part of
the Osirian faith over the earlier solar creed. It

to assert its

would appear that in this transformation we witness the triumph of popular over State religion, as
it is evident that, to start with, the solar faith was
the State theology, while the cult of Osiris was
always a popular form of religion.
On the whole, there is no more interesting body
of religious literature in the world than this, the
most ancient of all, and its interest is due, not to
its own intrinsic value alone, but also to the fact

that it takes us nearer than any other religious
writing to the primitive ideas of mankind as to the
modes of life in the world after death. Passages
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such as those which describe how tlie dead king in
the other world lassoes and disembowels tlie gods,
cooking tliem in his kettle, and eating them,
'

Their great ones for his morning meal,
Their middle-sized ones for his evening meal,
Their little ones for his night meal,'

so that

'

their

magic

is in

his belly,'

have their

own value

as literature for the wild power and
vigour of imagination which they reveal ; but they
are still more valuable as survivals of a period when
the Egyptian, whom we have never seen save in
the decent, ordered civilization of the dynastic
period,
beliefs

was actually an unregenerate savage, with
on the same intellectual level as those of

other uncivilized races.
2. The Book of the Dead.— Next in importance
to the Pyramid Texts comes the collection of sacred
writings which has for long been regarded as representative of Egyptian religious literature, and
is most widely known by the totally erroneous

The Book of the Dead. The only justification for the use of this title is that the texts more
or less regularly used in the collection were, like
title of

the Pyramid

Texts,

entirely designed

for

the

advantage of deceased persons in the other world.
The Egyptians themselves called the collection
The Chapters of Pert em ^ru,' or The Coming
Forth by Day' (or 'Ascending by Day'), a title
whose significance is somewhat obscure, though
'

'

the contents of the chapters suggest that

it

niay

have something to do with the powers which the
knowledge of them conferred upon the deceased to
go in and out from his tomb, and to live an unfettered life in the other world.
Concerning the
early history of the Book of the Dead we have no
certain information.
In fact, there is practically
no literature extant from the period between the
Vlth and the Xlth dyn. to show the development
In the middle kingdom,
of religious thought.
however, under the Xlth and Xllth dynasties,
there begins to appear a series of texts which are
regarded by some as an early recension of the Book
of the Dead. These texts are written no longer on
the walls of tombs, but on the inner surface of the
cedar coffins in which the well-to-do people of
the period are buried. They are generally written
in black ink, and are ornamented with coloured

borders representing the usual funerary oflTerings
About one-half of the material
thus preserved is taken from the Pyramid Texts,
the other half consisting of material which is met
with later in the genuine Book of the Dead so
that, really, the inscriptions of this period occupy
a middle position between the old texts, whose
object was the service of the king alone, and the
later book, which was a popular compilation intended for the use of all and sundry. It might
be useful, therefore, to distinguish these Middle
Kingdom texts by some such title as that of Coffin
Texts,' which Breasted employs to denote them.
The writing of these texts is marked by the same
carelessness and inaccuracy which characterize
the later versions of the Book of the Dead. The
scribe's sole object was to cover the prescribed
surfaces as rapidly as possible ; it was never expected that his work would be seen again, and
consequently he took the least possible trouble
with it. In one instance the same chapter is repeated five times over in a single coffin. Apparently
the thought that by his carelessness he might be
prejudicing the safety of his patron in the other
world did not worry the Egyptian scribe.
The Coflin Texts are intermediate in character,
as in time, between the Pyramid Texts o.nd the
The old solar ideas of the
Book of the Dead.
Pyramid Texts are still present but the Osirianizing process, already begun, has been carried a
stage further, and now we have indications of the

to the deceased.

;

'

;
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the esspntially Osirian idea of an
tlie old solar idea of a celestial
heaven. Breasteil epi^ramniatically sums up the
dip of the balance in the Coffin Texts towards
the Osirian side by the remark that in the Pyramid
Texts Osiris was lifted skyward, while in the
intrusion of

under world into

Coffin Texts Ra is dragged earthward (p. 277).
The idea of a Western Klysiuni, in contradistinction
to the solar idea of an Eastern one, iiegins to
appear, and the character of the Elysium begins
to approximate to that of the Sekhet Aaru, 'Field
of Bulrushes,' as found in the Book of ilie Dead.
Thus one of the chapters of the Coffin Texts is
concerned with ' Building a House for a Man in

the Nether World, digging a Pool, and planting
Fruit trees.'
Already the Coffin Texts exhibit
instances of the desire, which reaches full development later, of furnishing the deceased with words
of power to enable him to a.ssume various transformations. Various texts enable him to transform
himself into the blazing eye of Horus,' into an
the servant at the table of
c/:Ae<-bird,' or into
Hathor'; and along with this development comes
another which reaches an extraordinary pitch in
the Book of ific Dead that of charms to protect
the deceased against the dangers of the under
world.
Thus there are charms for preventing
the head of a man from being taken from him,'
for repulsing serpents and crocodiles, for preventing a man from being obliged to walk head do^vnwards, and so forth. This kind of rubbish, towards
which the Egyptian mind had an extraordinary
inclination, increases steadily in amount until the
really valuable morality of the Book of the Dead
is almost choked under its senseless bulk.
The Book of the Dead, properly so called, makes
its appearance with the New Empire in the 16th
and following centuries B.C., under the XVIIIth
'

'

'

—

'

and XlXth

dyna-sties.

The change from

inscrip-

tions on tomb-walls to inscriptions on the inner
surfaces of coffins is now followed by a further
change the texts which form the new compilation
for the use of the de.-id are now written on rolls
of papyrus, and placed in the coffin.
The various
versions extant from the XVIIIth to the XXIInd
:

have mainly been derived from tombs near
Thebes, and therefore the Book of the Dead of tliis
It
period is known as the Theban Recension.
cannot be too clearly understood that there never
was a standard text, or anything even remotely
approaching to such a thing. Probably no two
papyri agree as to the nmnber of chapters, or the
contents of them, and the divergencies are extraThe size and content of the
ordinarily great.
.so-called Book of the Dead (vhich was buried witli
any particular man ilepended entirely upon thf
power or the will of his friends to purchase a
satisfactory copy for him or the reverse. The poor
man has a miagje roll a few feet in length, containing a pitiful selection of a few of the more
important chapters the rich man may have a
sumptuous version from 60 to 100 ft. in length and
containing anything up to 120 or 130 chapters. In
the XVIIIth dyn. the scribes began to ornament the
text with designs in black outline, known as vignettes. Little by little the practice developed, and
in the XlXth dyn. the illustrated papyrus had bed.\Ti.

;

comethe

The illustrations are often

beautiful
pieces of illumination, and sometimes attention
has been given to them at the expense of the text.
In the most notable papyri of the XXIst dyn.
the development of the artistic work continues at
rule.

the expense of the text, which has become
very

corrupt, and also begins to contain passages which
are not found in the older versions. This tendency
is accentuated in the XXIInd dyn.
jjapyri, wliich
contain sections that, strictly speaking, have no
connexion with the Book of the Dead. And fi-om

(Egyptian)

this time

onwards there is a falling off in the
versions, until a time is reached when no copies
of the lK)ok seem to have been written.
This
period I'oincidcs with the decline of the power of
the priests of Amen-Ra.
In the XXVIth djTi., however, the book takes
a new lease of life. It now ajipears to have been
reduced to some sort of order, to have been, in
The result of this
fact, edited and systematized.
It contains four
editing is the Saite Recension.
chapters which have no counterparts in the earlier
versions.
is

In the Ptolemaic period we have a version which
best represented by the Turin Papyrus, from

which Lepsius prepared

his

well-known edition.

extant collection of texts, containing nominally 165 chapters some of them, however,
are really vignettes, and others duplicates, the
number of actual chapters being 153.
Meanwhile a zmmber of short religious works
had been compiled, containing what at this period
was deemed to be most essential in the old versions
of the book, and the.se are more commonly found
in the end of the Ptolemaic period than the full
These are known as the Shai-en-Seiisen
version.
('Book of Breathings'); they .contain no hymns,
no addresses to the gods nothing, in fact, which
does not directly refer to the life of the deceased in
the world beyond. They may be regarded as an
epitome of all that the Egyptian hoped to obtain
in the spirit world.
In the Roman period there are still found small
rolls of papyrus inscribed with statements referring
to the happiness of the deceased in the next world ;
and even in the early centuries of the Christian era
tlie knowledge and use of the book were not quite
extinct, for selections from it are found on coffins
as late as the 2nd centuiy.
If we take into consideration the fragmentary
versions in use as late as the 2nd cent. A.D., the
actually extant documents of Egyptian religion,
the Pyramid and Coflin Texts, and the Book of
the Dotd, cover a period of practically 3000 years
on the most limited sj-stem of dating and, allowing for the fact that even in the earliest texts
theological ideas are to a great extent developed
and stereotyped, we shall probably not exceed
reasonable limits in saying that these documents
represent the theological development of at least
5000 years. Petrie's system of dating would, of
course, considerably extend this period.
The object of the Book of the Dead was simply
and solely to secure for deceased persons eternal
life and all the advantages which the Egyptian
considered desirable in the world beyond the grave
It is the longest

—

—

;

De.\th and Disposal of the Dead
There are chapters the knowledge
of which was intended to preserve the body from
decay or the ravages of certain animals e.g., ch.
xxvi., 'Of driving away Apshait (the beetle or
cockroach), and ch. xlv., Of not suffering corniption in the under world
chapters providing
charms against the serpent Apepi, the serpent
Rerek, and the crocodile that comes to take away
the charm from the deceased; chapters 'Of not
letting a man be burnt or scalded in the under
world,' and Of not eating filth or drinking tiithy
water in the under world,' and so forth.
(cf.

art.

[Egyptian]).

—

'

'

'

;

'

Generally speaking, it may be said of these
chapters, and of many others of similar import,
that they are .somewhat melancholy reading.
Allowance has, of course, to be made for the fact
that they are full of allusions to a mytholofcy the

knowledge of which has almost absolutely perished,
and that these allusions may h.-ive been full of
.signification to the Egyptian, though they are
meaningless to

us.

early the sense of a

It seems,

number

however, that very

of the references

bad
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In addition there are certain books which do
not strictly come under the heading of sacred,' but
have yet a semi-religious character. Among them
may be mentioned the Precepts of Ptah-hctep, of
Gemnikai, of Ani, and of Khensu-hetep, writings
essentially of the same character as the book
of Proverbs, while the Lay of the Harper (or
Smig of King Antcf) may be compared with
Ecclesiastes, and a remarkable comment on the
social and moral condition of the land in the
Middle Kingdom is found in the Admonitions of
Ipuwer.
Literature.— PYRAMID TEXTS. — Versions G. Maspero,

already been lost, as there are several chapters
wliich contain glosses on the various allusions,
and these glosses do not ahvays agree. Very often
the chapters do not rise ahove the level of mere
vulgar incantation. Sometimes they cousist simply
of an endless series of names supposed to have
magical power sometimes they are merely ludicrous e.g., ch. xxxiii., 'Of repulsing serpents in
the under world

—

'

;

'

:

'

Hail, thou serjient Rerek,

advance not hither

Behold Seb

!
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and Shu. Stand still now, and thou shalt eat the rat which is
an abominable thing unto Ra, and thou shalt crunch the bones
ot a filthy cat.'

i.

The most important chapter

of

book

the

;

cxxv. which embodies the Egyptian conception ot
the judgment of the dead. It consists of three
the introduction, the famous
Neg.ttive
parts
Confe.'<sion,' and a concluding text, and is fully
in
artt.
Confes.sion
discussed
(Egyptian), and
Ethics and Morality (Egyptian).
The fundamental religious idea of the Egyptian
mind was that of immortality, and it is to the
Pyramid Texts and the Book of the Dead tliat wc
owe our knowledge of the extraordinary development which this idea had reached in Egypt at tlie
earliest historical period, of the wonderful persistency with wliich it was maintained and worked
out into almost endless detail, and, most of all, of
the strange resemblances which the Egyptian conception of resurrection and immortal life presents
to the Christian conception. The Book of the Dead
is not to be taken as in any sense a complete statement of Egyptian belief— a thing which as yet is
conspicuously lacking. The name sometimes given
to it, The Egyptian Bible,' is a total misnomer.
But in the working out of its central theme it
affords unquestionable evidence of the fact that the
conception of immortality and resurrection held by
the ancient Egyptian was such as no other religious system of antiqaity ever approached.
Little is told us of whether any intercourse was
expected in the other world with the souls of those
who had been known on earth, but chs. lii. ex.,
and clxxxix. at least indicate that the deceased
looked forward to recognizing and being protected
by the spirits of his father and mother.
The other sacred books related to the Book of
the Dead may be briefly dismissed.
The Book of the Overthrowing of Apcpi contains
fifteen chapters treating of the various methods of
this enemy of souls in the under world.
destroyin;^
Its material is largely borrowed from the Book of
the Dead (Papyrus of Nesi-Amsu, British Museum).
The Book of Knowing that which is in the Duat
contains a description of the twelve parts of the
under world through which the bark of the sun
journeyed during tbe hours of night. It tells tlie
names of these divisions, of the gates and gods belonging to each, and states the advantages to be
derived from a knowledge of these names.
The Book of Breathings is largely a compilation
from the Book of the Dead, and in the later periods
was buried with the dead, being placed under the
left arm, near the heart.
,

'

:

ii.

Miscellaneous writings.— Under this heading

;

;

;

D£.i;).— Versions; Collin Texts, P.

'

Todtcnbuchs, Berlin, 1867; S. Birch, Egyptian Texts of the
Earliest Period from the CoJJin of Antamu, London, 1SS6;
Budge, Facsimiles of Egyptian Hieratic Papyri in the British

Musetim, do. 1911.

—

Book of the Dead

fhoI'Eu. Versions: E. Naville, Das
Todtenbueh, Berlin, 1S80
Lepsius, Turin Papyrus,
Birch, tr. ot the Turin Papyrus in C. C. J.
Leipzig, 184-2
Place
in
Universal
History, Enj. tr., v.,
Bunsen, E^iypt'-^
London, IstiV Budge, The Book of the Dead, do. 1S98 (contains
•ilso a translation of the Book of Breathings)
Maspero, hierowitli Fr. tr. of abridged version of the Book
j,^I\ phic transcript
of the Dead, in Les Momies royales de DHr-et-Bahari, Paris,
dgijp.

;

;

;

;

1S86.
iii.

MisCELLANEors ITWrOTGS.— For hymns,

etc.. Of. Litera-

ture in art. Hvmns (Egj-ptian). A good popular rendering of
the Legends of the Gods is found in M. A. Murray, Ancient
E'lyptmn Legends, London, 1913. The Admonitions of Ipuwer
li.-ive been rendered by A. H. Gardiner, The Ad^nonitions of

an Egyptian
iv.

j

|

.Sage, Leipzig-, 1909.

General uefeuesces. — A. Erman, Handbook

of Egyp.

Religion, Rng. tr., London, 1907 ; A. Wiedemann, Rel. of
P. Le Page Renouf,
the Ane. Egyptians, Eiig. tr. do. 1S97
Origin and' Growth of Rel. of Ane. Kgupt^ {DL), do. 1897;
G. Steindorff, Rel. of the Ane. Egyptians, Eng. tr., do. 1905;
Naville, The Old Egyptian Faith, Eng. tr., do. 1909; G. A.
Reisner, The Egyptian Conception of Immortality, do. 1912 ;
,

;

A. H. Sayce, The Rel. of Ane. Egypt', Edinburgh, 1913.
J. Baikie.

,

are to be included numerous hymns of Rii, Osiris,
Hapi, Ptali, and other gods (cf. art. Hymns [Egypthe Festival Songs of Isis and NephtJn/s
tian])
the Lamentations of Isi,^
the Litanies of Seker
and Nep/i tliys, and other similar works.
The Festival Songs and Lamentations are poems
dealing with the Osu-ian myth, and supposed to
be recited by the two goddesses with a view to
The
effecting the resurrection of the dead 0.siris.
ancient Legends of the Gods and their relations to
tombs
mankind are found in inscriptions in several
(notably in the tomb of Seti I.) and in various
papyri, and have been frequently translated.

The Book of the

Textes religieux.' liTr xxvi. (19iw]-xxvii. [1906),
xxviii. [1906]-xxxiii. [1911] ; R. Lepsius, Aelteate Texte des

Lacau,

'

3.

:

Les Inscnptioiis des pyramides de Saqqarah. Paris, 1H94 K.
Setbe, Die altdgyptischen Pymmidenlexte, Leipzig-, iniJS-lO.
Examples of the texts are given by E. A. W. Budge, Eyi/pUan
Religion, London, 1908, and Literattire of the Eijyptian>', do.
1914.
The best summary of their contents and appreciation of
Iheir importance is found in j. H. Breasted, Development 0/
Religion and Thought in Alieient Eifjjpt, do. 1012.

is
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(Indian

Vernacular).

—The

modern vernaculars of India may
two main classes — that written
under Musalman, and that written under Hindu,
literature of the
be divided into

The former dates from the Mughul
conquest, and was composed mainly in the Urdii
form of Hindostani. Up to the introduction of
it was
pi-inting at the beginning of the 19tli cent,
nearly all in verse and was confessedly written on
Persian models and in Persian metres. The earliest
works date from the 16th cent. A.D., but the

influence.

composition was set by Wall of
the Deccan, who ttoniished at
tlie end of the 17th cent., and who is known as
the Father of Uehta,' Rehta being die technical
name for the form of Hindostani used by these
taste for this literature
poets. From the Deccan the
spread to Delhi, where Wall found numerous
The most
successors, and thence to Lucknow.
celebrated of the Delhi poets were Rafi' u's-Sauda,
best known for his satires, and Mir Taqi, famed
for the purity of the language in which his
Both
Ghazals and Mathnavis were expressed.
these flourished in the 18th century. Amonr; the
Lucknow poets the most celebrated was Mir IJasan
Hindostani prose Iiardly existed as
(18th cent.).
literature till the foundation of the College of Fort
William in Calcutta at the commencement of the
It began with the preparation of
19th century.
text-books for students at the College, and since
It has been
tlien has had a prosperous existence.

standard

of

Aurangabad

in

'

in the department of fiction.
specially successful
Tlie novels of such authors as Katan Nath Sarsliar
and'Abdu'l 5alim Sharar are -worthy of a wider
circle of readers than that to which they are
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condemned by the language

in

(Indian Vernacular)

which they are

written.

Althougli the above literature grew up under
Musahnfin auspices, its language has been successfully ailoiite<I by many educated Hindus, some of
whom me looked upon at the present day as
masters of an exceptionally pure style.
The lieginnings of Hindu literature in the modern
In the North, up to
vernaculars were religious.
about the 16th cent. A.D., the language of religion
was Sanskrit, but, in the South, vernaculars were
employed at a mu^h earlier period. There is a
great collection of Saivite te-Kts in Tamil, said to
go back to the '2nd or 3r<l century. The more
important of them are described in the art.
UUAVIDIANS (South India). To these can be added
a long list of Vaisnavite works in the same language
dating fi-om before the time of Kinianuja (12tli
The most noteworthy of these are referred
cent.).
to by A. Govindacharya in two papers in the JUAS
(1910, p. 565 if., and 19U, p. 935 Vi.). The Dravidian
doctors employed both Sanskrit and Tamil for
their writings.
As a rule, it may be said that the
Vadagalais, or Northern Tamils, wrote in Sanskrit,
while the Teiigalais, or Southerners, wrote in

Tamil (cf. Govindacharya, in JUAS, 1912, p. 714).
In Northern India vernacular religious literature
is of enormous extent and, considered merely as
It owes its origin to
literature, of great merit.
the spread of the Vaisnavite BhaktiMarjja under
Ramananda and his followers (see art. BhaktiAll the great
vol. ii. p. 53911'., esp. 546).
writers of this early period belonged to humble
ranks of life, and were not Sanskrit scholars.
Each therefore wrote in his own vernacular.

Marga,

•The

grreatest of all the moderns, Tulsi Das, although a
caste, was abandoned by his parents at birth, and
was picked up and educated by a wandering,' ascetic. Kabir
was a weaver, and Dildij a humble cotton-carder. Namdev,
the founder of Mar.a^ha poetry, was a tai)or, and his most

Brahman by

famous successor, Tultarani, a struggling Sudra shopkeeper.
Tiru\alluvar, the brightest star in the South Indian firmaiuent,
was a Pariah, the lowest of the low; and VC-mana, the most
admired of Telugu writers, was an untauf^ht peasant.' i
In Northern India this 6Art/iifi-literature falls

—

two groups that devoted to Ramachandra,
and that devoted to Krsna (Krishna). In both

into

cases it includes not only devotional works, but
all branches of literature ancillary thereto.
In the art. Bhakti-Marga (vol. ii. p. 543) it has
been pointed out that the foundation of the religion
This is
is the belief in the fatherhood of God.
more especially true as regards that literature in
which Ramachandra is regarded as the most perfect
presentation of the Deity, and on this idea is based
some of the most lofty poetry that India, ancient
In the Ganges valley,
or modern, has produced.
Kabir (15th cent.) preached the doctrine in wise
and pithy sayings that are still household words in
Hinctostan. An offshoot from his teaching was the
Sikh religion, whose sacred book, the Adi Granth,
is a collection of hymns by various aiithors formed
by degrees in thecourseof the I6th century (see artt.
Granth, Sikhs). Both Kabir and Nanak (the
founder of Sikhism) were more or less sectarian in
their teaching.
greater man than either, but
the founder of no sect, was the famous poet Tulsi

A

Das (I6th-17th

cent.), the author of the religious
epic entitled the Rama-charita-manasa, or Lake
of the Gestes of Rama,' and of at least eleven other
His influence down to the
important works.
present day over the people of Hindfistan cannot
be overrated. Tulsi Das was a native of Awadli
(Oudh), and this country was the scene of Rilmachandra's early life and of his latest years. The
poet, therefore, wrote in the Awadhi dialect of
Eastern Hindi, and this form of speech has ever
'

in the (iangea valley, been the only one
employed for celebrating the deeds of Kamasince,

'

O. a. Urlerson, in

lUI

ii.

416.

Chandra, and, indeed, for epic poetry of every
description.
In llindostan proper,

numerous followers and
Das have narrated the stor3' of
Uamachandra, and the same subject has also,

imitators of Tulsi

though to a less extent, attracted writers in other
In Bengali there is the 16th cent.
parts of India.
lidnmyanaoi Kirttibas Ojha, which is still recited
at village festivals.
In Marathi, the learned
Moropant wrote several poems dealing with Rama,
but the favourite deity of this language is Kr§na.
In the south of India we have a Tafnil Uiimdyana
written by Kamban in the Uth cent., a Malayalam
Rdma-charita of the 13th or 14th cent., and a

Kanarese RCimayana by Kumara Valmiki, said to
be one of the oldest works in that language.
The literature based on the i)resentation of
Krsna as the De'*^y difl'ers from the Rama-literature

one important particular. The love of God is
represented, not as that of a father to his child,
but as that of a man for a maid. The soul's
devotion to the Deity is pictured
by the selfabandonment to Krjna of his queen Radha, and all
the hot blood of Oriental passion is encouraged to
pour forth one mighty torrent of prayer and praise
to the divine Lover.
The whole idea is based on
sexual relations and, though the mystics who first
wrote of it did so in all purity of conscience, in
later years it developed into erotic poetry of a
character too gross for description.
It is natural that most of the literature of this
school should take a lyric form.
According to
tradition, Krsna's earlier exploits centred round
the town of JVlathura, and it was from this locality
that his worship in the Ganges valley spread to
other i)arts of Northern India. Hence, just as the
Rama-literature is couched in Awadhi, so the
Krsna-literature of Hindostan is mainly recorded
in the Braj Bhakha dialect spoken round Mathura.
in

;

Its

most famous

\yriter

was Sur D5s(16th

cent.),

the blind bard of Agra. His Sura-sagara, or 'The
Ocean (of songs) of Sur Das,' and the epic of Tulsi
Das are considered to have exhausted between
them all the possibilities of Indian poetry no
In spite
later poet could write anything original.
of this dictum, one later writer in Braj Bhakha,
Bihilrl Lai of Jaipur (17th cent.), composed the
Sat Sal, or Seven Centuries of verses, a collection
of seven hundred masterpieces in dainty miniature
painting of .scenes or incidents in the life of Krsna.
Numerous other writers connected with this phase
of religion followed Stir Das in the Ganges valley.
In Bihar, to the east, he was preceded by Vidya-

—

'

'

pati 'fliakur (15th cent.), who, however, wrote in
He was
his own language, an old form of Bihari.
the first of the old ma.ster-singers of Eastern India,

and was followed and imitated by Chaitanya and
other religious lyric poets in Bengali.
Assam,
further east, and, in tlie west, Rajputiina, Kashmir, Gujarat, and the Maratha country have all
been prolific in this style of composition, the most
famous writers being Mira Bai, the queen poetess
of Mewar (15th cent.), and Tnkaram (17th cent.)
the Maratha. In the south of India we have the
great Taniil hymnology, the Ndldyira-prabandham,
some of the contents of which are said to date from
tlie 12th cent., and, in Telugu, the Bhdgavata of
Bammera Potaraja, which ranks as a classic.
There are also several works in Kanarese.
Reference has already been made to the baivite
There is a considerable
literature of S. Indi.-j.
The best
literature devoted to siva in the north.
known is that of Bengal, where the worship of
Durga, the iakti, or energic power of Siva, is

There were numerous writers who
very popular.
The most
dealt with the worship of this goddess.

admired

is

probably

Mukundarama Chakravarti

(17th cent.), a\itlior of the

Srlmanta Saudagar,
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or 'Adventures of the Mercliant Srimanta,' and
the Chandt, a poem in praise of tlie goddess
Durga. Extracts from the latter have been translated into English verse by E. B. Cowell (JASBe
There is also a considerIxxi. [1902], extra no.)able Saivit? literature in Kashmir. This directly
deals with Siva, rather than with his iakti, and is
more in agreement with the Saivite writings of the
South described in the art. Dravidians (S. India).
A few lines must be devoted to the non-religious
vernacular literature of India. Of great importance
are the bardic chronicles of Kajputana, Gujarat,
and the Maratha country. The name of the earliest and most famous of these, the Prithlraj Rdsati
of Chand Bardai {12th cent.), is familiar to students
of J. Tod's Bajasthan (London, 1829-32, frequently
reprinted), in which the poem is freely quoted.
semi-historical work, the Padumdwati of Malik
Muhammad, is an epic poem in Awadhi of con-

A

siderable merit.
The technical study of poetics gave rise to a
large literatiue, to a certain extent ancillary to
the literature of religion. Its most famous writer
in Northern India was Kesav Das of Bundelkhand

who wrote

(16th cent.),

in Braj

Bhakha.

The introduction of printing into India has given
an immense impetus to the writing of Ixioks. It
impossible to deal with the results of this great
increase in the mass of reading matter, good and
bad it must suffice to say that, so far as Hindu
literature is concerned, it has tended more and
more to follow English models. The only writer
in the vernacular who has gained a high reputation in both Europe and Asia on the grounds of
originality and imagination is the modem Bengali

is

;

poet Kabindra Nath Tagore.
LiTERATURB. —The only work attempting

to deal with the

vernacular literature of" India as a whole is R. W. Frazer,
Literary History of India, London, 1S9S G. A. Grierson,
IGI, vol. ii. (Oxford. 190S), ch. xi., may also be consulted.
Brief and incomplete
of the literatures of most of the
at^'ounts
literary lan^ages of S. India have appeared in such periodicals
as I A and in prefaces to grammars and dictionaries. For
Marathi literature the Enghsh student can find tiie most accessible account in the preface to J. T. Molesworth, Marathi
Dictionary
Bombay, 1S57. For Bengali see Dinesh Chandra
Sen, Hi^torii oj Bemjali Lanftuage and Literature, Calcutta,
1011, the philological parts ot which should be used with
caution, and a valuable collection of selections from Bengali
literature entitled Wanga Sdhitya Parichaya, Calcutta, 19H.
For N. India generally cf. G. A. Grierson. The Modern Vernacular Literature of Hindustan, Calcutta, lSti9
the dates in
this are frequently taken from native sources, and are not
always to be relied upon. See also C. J. I'jall, art. Hindo-

A

;

in

'-i,

;

'

ii'Br
sjani Literature,'

11 xiii.
4.83

fl.

;

and Ganesa Vihari MiSra,

Syama Vihari Misra, and Sukadeva Vihari Misra, Miirabandhu-rinoda (Hindi), in coiu-se of publication, pt. i.. KiiapdWii
and Allahabad, 1913.
G. A. GRIERSOn'.
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(Jewish).— The term 'Jewish
used to cover those writings of the
Jewish people which were composed after the comof the Biblical (OT) canon, and which are
Sletion
evoted to the discussion or exposition of Judaism
'

literature

— its

is

teachings, its history, and its documentary
sources and designed primarily for Jewish readers.
This definition excludes all such works of Jewish
authorship as, though written in Hebrew and meant
for Jewish readers, deal with matters of general
learning or literature.
I.

—

The TRAXSiTioy from oral traditiox to

WRITTES RECORDS.— Betweea the completion of
Hebrew canon and the rise of Jewish literature
there is an interval of several hundred years, and
the reason why the literary activity of the Jews
was so long in abeyance is that they regarded it as
unlawful to commit their teachings to writing.
The Scripture, as the Book par excellenec, could
sutler no other book to approach it
all supplementary doctrine must be imparted orally (min
."IB
to set down the oral teaching in
'7j'ar)
Thus even the Biblical
writing is forbidden.'
Apocrypha were regarded as D'iis'n D'ied, exVOL. VIll.
7
the

;

'

:

'

—
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(Jewish)

The idea that the production
new works was unlawful must have been pre-

traneous books.'
of

valent by the time of the elder Sirach, and hence
his collection of proverbs could not be received into
the canon
an author who wished to reach the
public by a book had to publish it under some
ancient and venerable name, such as Daniel.
That the Alexandrian Jews were at that time
displaying a remarkable literary fertility ditl not
afiect the Jewish authorities in Palestine at all,
for the works of the former were written in Greek,
and could, therefore, make no claim to canonicity.
Thus all the creations of the Jewish mind in this
translations of the
epoch remained unwritten
Bible, prayers, academic and popular instruction,
the development of law and custom, of ethics and
;

;

—

religion all these were carried on by oral instruction only.
Apart from letters and fugitive notes
relating chiefly to ancient pedigrees,^ there is only
a single document that has come down from ancient
times in a written form, viz. the roll of festivals
(n'ij.;i3 n^JD), a list of joyous memorial days of the

—

Jewibh nation (Jtli S'', x^PMoo'i'fai oXkov 'IffparjX)
that remarkable Aramaic calendar which stands
as a monument of Jewish national pride, though
it is extant only in a revised foim with relatively
late scholia

{JE

427

viii.

f.).

would appear that as regards the Haggada
the interdict upon written communication was
It

somewhat relaxed soon

after the fall of the Je\vish
as regards the Halakha it was still
The first comrigidly observed (Bab. Gittin, 606).
plete literary product of post-Biblical Judaism is
the Mishna, which was redacted c. A.D. 200 by K.
Judah Nasi. Whether the Mishna was at once
State,

whUe

—

committed to writing is a question which is still
as it has been for a thousand years a subject of
controversy among scholars ; and, while there are
ostensible indications of its hav-ing been in written
form from the first, yet our reliable sources rather
support the hypothesis that at the time of its
redaction and even for centuries afterwards it was

—

transmitted in a purely oral form (JE viii.
By the time we reach the redaction of the
Babylonian Talmud, however (c. A.D. 500), the
ancient prohibition must at length liave been set
aside, the change being necessitated, indeed, by
the exigencies of the period the repeated interference of the State
forbidding the continuance
of the seminaries in their traditional ways and
also by the enormous growth of the material,
which had now become too great a load for the
human memoiy. In view of these facts, the last
of the Amoiaim and the Saboraim found it necessary to break with the past by committing the
Talmud to writing, and they thereby cleared the
ground for the growth of a Jewish literature.
Once the ban against writing had thus been lifted
from the Halakha that important domain where
tlie interdict had been observed most rigorously
Jewish scholars formed the resolution, hesitatingly at first, but with time ever the more confidently, to write down and make more generally
known the facts of their people's life and doctrine.
still

614).

—

m

—

—

II.

—

Literary periods. —Jewish

literature, in

the fifteen centuries of its development, has passed
To the period from
tlirough a variety of phases.
c. A.D. 500 to 1000 we must assign its initial stages,
in which the various branches of literature had to
be evolved and wTought into form. While formerly
knowledge of every kind was contained and indiscriminately massed together in the Talmud, special

departments were now gradually disengaged from
the mass, and \\ ere dealt with in monographs and
more or less .systematically. To the Gaon Sa'adya
b. Joseph (A.D. S92-942
see art. Sa'adya) belongs
;

Cf. Joel MiiUer, Briefe mid R-'^uonnen
ischen jiidischen LiteratxLr, Berlin, ISjO.
1

au8 dcr vorgaonii.
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the distinction of having been the tirst to treat of
the most widely varied branches of Jewisli theology in special works, and thus to have laboured
as a pioneer, so that he has been ri";htly named
•
the chief of the speakers in every place.' From
A.D. 1000 to 1200 Jewish literature passed through
its medi;cval period of fertility in two ramifications,

a Hispano-Arabic, which displays a powerful
tendency to scientific thoroughness and systematization, and a Franco-German, which in more
viz.

characteristic fashion further elaborated the tradiThe period from
tional materials of knowledge.
1200 to 1500 was one of decline, and from 1500 to
1750 one of profound decadence, during which the
literary activity of the Jews was mainlj' confined
to Poland and the East ; but, from the advent of

Moses Mendelssohn

([j.u.] 1729-86), Jewish literature, now in contact with the spirit of European
culture, experienced a fresh revival which, mainly
under the influence of Leopold Zuuz (1794-1886),
developed into a scientific treatment of Judaism,
I.e. a methodical and critical discussion of tlie
thought expressed in the Jewish teachings and
evolved from the Jewish mind, and has since found
expression in numerous works, uotonl3'in Hebrew,
but in all the languages of Europe.
cannot
here trace Jewish literature tliroughout its various
epochs and in all its pliases ; it must suffice to examine the chief departments in which it was specially
active, to indicate the tendencies that asserted
themselves in it, and to search for the reasons that
led to the success of this or that particular work.
characteristic feature of Jewisli literature, as
contrasted with the literatures of other
peoples, is
that it is not so much the work of individual
authors as the collective product of tlie spirit
of entire epochs.
In many crises, too, it is 01
preserved a result of the fact that it was not studied
the
but
learned only,
by
spread among all classes

We

A

—

;

it did not merely serve an intellectual interest, but also provided for a religious
need, and was in consequence often disseminated

and, further, that

and transmitted by untrained hands, in a form
very dirterent from what was originally intended.
III.

— Jewish

literature in

its

entire

be conveniently brought under the
following categories, with whicli we shall deal in
order: (1) Scripture study and investigation of
the Helirew language (2) works relating to the
Talmud (3) historical literature (-1) systematic
theology and (5) liturgical and secular poetry.
I.
Scripture study and investigation of the

may

;

;

;

;

Hebrewr language.—Jewish literature

is first of
originally, exegesis of Scripture
Biblical study in the broadest sense of the term.
Targum and Midrash constitute its earliest forms,
and perhaps the two were originally one, for the
Tarcrum was of the nature of jiaraphrase, and thus
involved a kind of exegesis. Traces of the old, nonliteral rendering of the Scriptures are found in the
so-called Palestinian Targums the Targiim of
all,

as

indeed, not having been completed till after A.D.
1000 (cf. JE xii. 57 H.).
Midrash {q.v.) denotes
exposition of Scripture, and was at first attached to
tlie particular passages explained ; but in the Bible
itself we find the word used in the sense of a reproduction of older narratives (2 Ch 24"; cf. 13").
The Midrash was of a twofold character from the
text of Scripture it evolved laws the Halakha
or else deduced moral and religious teachings,
adding stories and parables the Haggada. The
'

'

—

;

—

—

Halakhic Midrash was compiled chiefiy in the
schools of K. Ishmael ben Elisha (early 2nd cent.
AD.) and R. 'Aqiba (see art. Akiba BEN Joseph),
and the latter school continued to be regarded as
authoritative the work of both schools, however,
being in the mass subsequently lost, has come down
to us in mere fragments and it is only recently that
we have been able with the help of the Midrash
haqGadhOl, a compilation of the I3th cent., written
in Yemen, to piece the remains together, and obtain
an approximate idea of the form of the ancient
Midrashim.
The Haggadic Midrash is of vast
extent much of it is included in the Talmud, but
;

;

;

it is found also in special collections.
Leaving out
of account the immense number of smaller jlid-

we may distinguish the
viii. 572
),
following great compilations the Midrash Rabba
or Midrash Rabboth to the Pentateuch and the
Five M^gilloth, to Esther, Ruth, Song of Solomon,
Lamentations, and Ecclesiastes, the Tanhuma to
the Pentateuch, and the Midrash to the Psalms,
Proverbs, and Samuel but, while all these continuously follow the order of their respective texts,
the P'siqta collections deal only with selected portions of the Torah or of the Prophets, for use at
Mention should
festivals or on special Sabbaths.
also be made of the two great Midrashic compilations known respectively as the Yalqilt Skim 6nl,
which probably t«ok shape in Germany during the
12th cent. A.D., and embraces the entire Bible, and
the Midrash hag-GsdIi.61 of Yemen already referred
to, which is confined to the Pentateuch (w. 557 ff.).
rashlm {JE

tt'.

:

;

The Haggadic Midrash has been brought within
reach of

contemporary scholarship by the
works of Wilhelm Bacher, Die Agada
der babylotiischen Amoraer, Strassburg, 1878, Die
Agada der Tannaiten, do. 1890, 1902, and Die
Agada der paldstin. Amoraer, do. 1892-99.
The Midrash frequently gives simple explanations of the words and meaning of the Scripture
text, but this is by no means its primarj- interest
in the main it is concerned with religious and
devotional ends.
Jewish scholarship did not
evolve a rational exegesis of its own exegesis
till the time of Sa'adya,
in the scientific sense
who was a pioneer and wrote independent comas
also
a
translation of, the whole
mentaries upon,
the

The several departments of Jewish monumental
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(Jewish)

it

was

—

—

Jonathan and the Fragmentary Targum.

For the
Pentateuch, however, the rendering to which
Aquila first gave the name of the Targum of
Onqelos, and which a.ssumed its definitive form in
the Babylonian schools of the 3rd cent. A.Ti.,
became the standard of autliority it was recited
in the synagogue, and was generally regarded lij'
the Jews as the Targum. For the Prophets, again,
the acknowledged standard was the so-callecl
Targum of Jonathan— not much later in date
than that of Onqelos while here, too, the other
Palestinian Targums fell into tlie background.
For the Hagiographa there was in the period of the
Talmud no recognized Targum at all, and the
renderings which we now possess were separately
executed in the course of centuries, some of them,
;

;

;

—

—

In his excursuses he, too, writes >vith a
Imt, on the whole, his chief
concern is the rationalistic, grammatical, and
The movement
lexical exposition of Scripture.
which he initiated owes its further development
In Europe
in the main to European scholars.
there arose two great exegetical schools, one in
The Spanish
Sjiain, the other in Northern Fiance.
Bible.

religious purpose

;

by Arabic learnmost prominent representative was
Abraham ibn Ezra (1093-1 16S), whose works superschool
ing,

was

and

largely influenced

its

seded those of

all his

predecessors

(cf.

JE vi. 520

ff.,

and art, IBN Ezra, § i). His commentaries had
an extraordinary popularity
they have come
down to us in various MS copies, and were apeditions
of the Bible.
pended to the tiist printed
The Northern French .school, again, while it cer;

the scientific bent, tlie philological
tainly lacked

foundation, and the general culture of tlie Spanish,
of the Biblical text and
yet by its devoted study
its sympathy with the spirit of the written word
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amount

of liighly meritorious and
for the discovery of tlie verbal
It failed to gain recognition in its ripest

did a large

exemplary work
sense.

—

representatives, who particularly Samuel b. Meir
(c. 1085-f. 1174)
have, in fact, been re-discovered
but the favourite and
by modern scholarship
most widely circulated commentary of the Middle
Ages was the work of Solomon b. Isaac of Troyes,
called Rashi (1040-1105), who combined the old
method of the Midrash with the effort to ascertain
the plain meaning ; and consequently, though he
certainly gives the dry details of exegesis, we also
hnd in his work passages of an attractive and
His commentai-y eclipsed
edifying character.
all others in general esteem ; from the outset
to the present day it has been widely read, and
has formed a subject of study by itself ; while
in the cour.se of centuries it has drawn to itself

—

;

over a hundred special commentaries, and ranks in
the popular mind as the commentary nar i^oxw
A blending of the characteristic
(cf. JE X. 324
).
tendencies of the Spanish and Northern French
schools appears among the scholars of Provence,
from whose group sprang David Kimhi (1160-1235
cf. JE vii. 494 f.), whose exegetical works on the
Prophets and the Hagiographa were specially
The re-discovery of the predecessors and
prized.
successors of the exegetes named, as also the historical evaluation of the entire literature of the
period, has been the work of modern scholarship.
In Kimhi's commentaries we find a new type of
exegesis the philosophical, which soon passed into
the mystical. Of the works that favour this type,
those especially which were able to bring their more
stubborn materials into a popular and generally
These
accessible form attained a great vogue.
include the long-popular commentaries of Don
Isaac Abarbanel (1437-150S; cf. JE i. 126), and
also those of the so-called liiurists {JE iii. 232),
dating from the lage immediately after Moses
Mendelssohn. On the whole field of exegetical
'

'

ft'.

;

—

literature

cf.

JE

iii.

162-176.

Closely associated with the exegesis of Scripture
were the works dealing with Hebrew philology.
Linguistic study among the Jews was but rarely
regarded as an end in itself, but, as the science of
the language in which the Scripture was written,
was pursued mainly as an adjunct to Biblical
The literary treatment of Hebrew
investigation.
grammar and lexieographj' was systematically prosecuted by the Hispano-Arabic school, the masterly
works of which, however, were composed in Arabic,
and accordingly, even when translated into Hebrew,
attracted but little notice

;

the philological writings

Judah b. David Hayyuj (b. c. 950 JE vi. 277 f.)
and Abu al-Walid Marwan ibn Janah (early 11th
ib. vi. 534 ff.), important as they are, were
cent.
re-discovered only recently. The works of Abraham
ibn Ezra enjoyed an enormous vogue, as did also,
and even in a still greater degree, the grammar
and dictionary of David Kimhi, which have in
of

;

;

quarters retained their pre-eminence until
times.
From the 15th cent., however, a
marked decline in linguistic studies began in proportion as mysticism prevailed, interest in the
the
exact investigation of Hebrew fell away
works of Elijah Levita (1468-1549; cf. JE viii.
46) attracted much less notice in Jewish than in
Christian circles. Philology remained in a state
of neglect until it was restored to its rightful position by the Mendelssohnian group the manuals of
J. L. 'Ben-Ze'eb (1764-1811; JE ii. 6S1«'.) were
widely studied until they were superseded liy more
modern and more competent works. The revival

many

recent

;

;

;

Hebrew philology was due in a very special
degree to the pioneer work of S. D. Luzzatto

of

(1800-6,5

;

cf.

JE viii.

same time the

first

224

ll'. ).

Luzzatto was at the
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(Jewish)

who combined the study of the language with the
exegesis of Scripture, and may also be regarded as
the most eminent independent representative of
Biblical literature among the Jews of last century.
With the name of Luzzatto that of Abraham Geiger
(lSlO-74) de.serves to be specially associated. Speaking generally, we may say that the Biblical science
of tlie

Jews during

for centuries

century was profoundly

;

exposition of and a complement to the Scriptures.
It consists of two parts, the Mishnfi. and its elucidation, the latter being the Talmud in the narrower
sense ; the term G*mara, which is usually applied
to the second part, is of relatively late origin, and
was introduced into the text by the clerical censorOur use of the expression the Talmud
ship.
involves a presumption due to the facts of historical
development for, although there is but one Mishna,
there are two commentaries upon it one of PalesIn the
tinian, the other of Babylonian, origin.
process of historical development, however, the
seminaries of Palestine were early dissolved, while
those of Babylonia maintained their position, and
succeeded in establishing the regulative supremacy
of their views and decisions.
Tlie result was that,
although in the earlier jjeriod the Palestinian
scholars were held in great honour, and their
decisions sought in all important questions, eventually the scholars of Babylonia came to be the sole
recognized authorities. In the age of the G'onlm
(c. 600-1040) the Babylonian Talmud had secured
so high a place in general esteem that its Palestinian counterpart was virtually forgotten
and
when, about the year 1000, the latter was once
more brought to mind, consolation for its long
neglect was sought in the pretext that the decisions
of the Palestinian scholars had been known to the
Babylonians, and had been duly taken into consideration by them. In consequence, the Pales'

'

—

;

;

tinian

Talmud remained

in comparative obscurity
anything like the same extent
as the Babylonian, nor aid it find a single commentator during the entire medi;Eval period
moreover,
its text suffered such gross deterioration that we
can now scarcely hope to see it restored even to a
semblance of its original form. It should be noted,
however, that a few Halakhic collections from
Palestine, the so-called Minor Tractates, were
appended to the Babylonian Talmud, and were
studied in conjunction with it, thus becoming a
factor in the further development of religious
The two Talmuds are
practice and religious law.
it

was not studied

;

to

;

not related -to the Mishna in the same way ; in the
Palestinian Talmud we have the commentary to
forty Mishnaie Tractates, belonging to the first
in the Babylonian we have thirtyfour Orders
six only, principally from the second, third, fourth,
and fifth Orders, while of the first and sixth Orders
only one tractate in each is dealt with.
As the Talmud, until the dawn of the modern
epoch, occujjied the central place in Jewish learning, and formed the supreme standard of religious
thought and practice among the Jews, it became
tlie nucleus of an enormous literature, which, in
connexion with its more outstanding representatives, may be summarized in the following ill visions.
;

—

For so intricate a work as the
(a) Explanaforj/ workf.
Talmud, explanation was indispensable; its own expositions were
and
the
links of connexion could be snp.
frequently very brief,
plied only by those who had been initiated into the peculiar
mode of its dialectic moreover, the language of the Je"S, like
their general conditions of life, underwent in process of ttiuc
;

Jewish scholar

last

influenced by the contemporary critical works of
Christian scholars in the same field.
2. Works relating to the Talmud.— The Talmud
came to be the most important, the most comprehensive, and the most highly esteemed branch of
Jewish literature it is in a sense bound up with
Biblical study, as its germs are found in the Midrash, and as it purports to be nothing more than an
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and was no Innper the same us was prcsvipposod
The need of i-xplaiiation was (ell at an early
and soon, indeed, explanatory noten secni to have been
attached to the text and Iransniitted with it; thus we find
writers o( the lUth cent, quoting verbatim from comments
datine from the Cth.i On the other hand, what we may call an
expository lileniture was not evolved till a much later day, for
it woa the G'^imim of the 10th cent who first felt constrained to
rndical chanijes,
in the Talmud.

date,

supply written comments— first of all in the form of explanations "of words; and these, again, were the tfcrnis of the comprehensive dictionaries, of which the niost celebrated was the

Nathan b. Jetiiel of Rome (t liuij i:f. JE ix. 180ff.).
The first commentaries in the ordinary sense, however, were produced in N. Africa c. a.d. 1000 besides explainiufir words, they
gave short notes elucidating the context. The most important
of these N. African commentaries is that of It. l.lananel b.
tfushiel of Kairwau (990-1U5O cf. JE vi. 205). In Spain little
progress was made in the composition of connnentarics,
although it was in that country that the most influential
Misbna commentary of the Middle Ages was composed, viz.
that of Moses Maimonides Hq.v.] 1136-ko4 cf. JiT ix. 73 ff.),

irukh

of

;

;

;

;

written originally in Arabic, but afterwards translated into
Hebrew, and from the time that it was first printed (1492) to
the present day regularly embodied in editions of the Mishna
or the Talmud. The most notable contributions to the exposition of the Talmud were inodnced in Germany and France.
I'almudic learning, carrying with it the earliest commentaries,
bv way of Italy to Germany, R. Gershom b. Judah,
spread
*
v. 638 f.), who taught
the Light of "the Exile (t 1040 ; cf.
in Mainz, gave the impulse to a new method of Talmudic exposiHis school not only dealt in the nioat thorough nianmr
tion.
with details, but attached great importance to bringing oui.
the connexion of thought ; and from that school emanated the
most notable of all coniment-aries on the Talmud, that of Uashi
mentioned above. Its greatness lies in llie fact that il-s author,
with the self-restraint of genius, surrenders his mind wholly to
the text, suppressing his ow n opinions, and bent only upon discovering and exhibiting the thought of the original writer.
Rasbt never introduces sujjerfluous matter nor, again, does he
ever gloss over a difliculty ; he either gives a solution of it or
modestly confesses that he has none to suggest. The work
came to' be used as an indispensable auxiliary to the study of
the Talmud
it superseded all previous connnentaries, and
threw all the later into the shade. Wliile much of the exposiliterature
of that age was buried in oblivion until the
tory
modern period, Rashi's work was frequently conjoined with
the MSS of the Talnmd, and it has been bound up with the
printed editions from the first; even at the present day, indeed, it is regarded as an essential adjunct to the study of tlie
Talmud, and no less as a work on the whole unrivalled in its
method. The French schools sought to supplement Rashi they
occasionally felt the need of a more dialectical mode of exposition, and thought that the text of the Talmud should be
furnished with decisions of the questions proposed and with
references to practical life
and, finding none of these things
in Rashi's work, they wrote supplementary notes, t6mJ6th,
not
run
which, however, did
contmuously with tlie text, but
here and there supplied comments of the desiderated type upon
nuTuerous schools arose
Of
these
T6safists
particvdar passacres.
in Germany and France during the 12th and Kith centuries ;
were
much studied in the
the works which they produced
Middle Ages, and afterwards, from the time when the Talmud
in
its
was first printed
entirety (\'enice, 1520), a number of
them, selected for purposes of study, were issued in conJE
xii. 202 flf.).
A peculiar development
junction with it (cf.
of the expository literature appears in the so-called 'novels'
(hidditshim), which, takin;; their pattern from the works of
Naljmanides (n94-«. 1270) and .Solomon b. Adreth (1235-1810),
continued to be produced for hundreds of years from the 13th
cent. ; they were really connnentarics in the form of treatises on
entire sections of the Talmud. Talmudic commentaries finally

JE
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;

;

;

;

degenerated into mere empty dialectic, and this was siiecialiy
the rase in Germany and Poland from the 15tb century.
As regards the Palestinian Talmud, the Middle Ages scarcely
produrcd a single comnientator, and the modern period not
even one, who deals with it from beginning to end. The best
known and most widely circulated commentaries to it are the
Qdrbdn kn-'Edha of David Kriinkcl, the teacher of Moses
Mendelssohn, and the Pne M6she of Moses Margolioth (c. 1700).
For the literature of the commentaries see J E xii. 28 ff.
(b) Compcnilia.—WiiWe the Talmud was regarded as the
standard to which all religious institutions must conform and
by which all (juestions of law must be solved, it was, nevertheless, but ill adapted to facilitate consultation for the decisions that were often re(|uired in practical life.
Apart from
the fact that it was a work of vast compass, such as scjirrely
a single individual could completely master, it confined itself
almost wholly to the discussion of the questions which it raised,
and hardly ever gave a decision as to which of the opinions
which it preaotited should be regarded as authoritative. Furit
ther, its matter i« not always systematically arranged
frequently passes abruptly from one theme to another, so that
its discuB-Mions of a single question have often to be sought for
and examined in widely Hei>arate places. In order to remedy
;

these defect* Yehndai.GaMn in .Sura, had (<;. A.n. 7r)0) drawn up
a coni|>endium of hulnkh^ithy which was subsequently revised,
enlarged, and, as the IluldkhOlh G'dhdldth, given a plaice in the
religious literature by .Simon (^ayyara (c. 8jU), from whose time
,

»

Cf.

N.

(Frankfort,

r-r;dl,

Jahrbiicher /lir jnd. iicuch.

187tf) 43.

und

Litt.,

U.

it

(Jewish)

has been taken into account as a basis for all decisions (cf.
vii. 461 ff.).
The JInldkhCth G'dhdlnth often follows the

JE

Talmud's own order, and, while abridging its discussions, it
reproduces them with verbal accuracy, and in such a way as to

make

the final question quite clear.

The same met.hod was

b. Jacob Alfasi (1013-1103), whose work was
diligently studied, and was likewise used as a basis for decisions.
This type of s^ynoptical abridgment of the Talmud became the
work of a special school, mainly in Spain, where it was culti-

adopted by Isaac

vated by

Asher

b.

many

Jehiel

(t

scholars

— and

with outstanding success bjGermany, who took Alfasi's

1327), a native of

text as his groundwork, and added to it numerous notes from
the Tosafisls his compendium is generally given in the printed
editions of the Talmud.
Another mode of epitomizing the matter of the Talmud was
to arrange it under tlie 'Six hundred and thirteen commandments and prohibitions," ati arrangement which is first found as
an introdu(^tion to the lldldkhOth G^dhOldth, and was subsequently often reproduced in comprehensive forms. The most
;

important work of this class is the Si'fer ham-MifwOth of Moses
.Maimonides, which, originally written in Arabic, was several
times translated into Hebrew, and found many opponents and

many imitators (cf. JE i\. 181 ff.).
The most iuq>ortant and practically most

serviceable type of

compendium, however, was the 'Code' in the narrower sense
of the word. Here, too, Maimoiudes stands sui>reme his Misknc
Tdrdh, written in Hebrew c. a.d. IISO, is the most systematic
;

hook

Jewish

literatvire
with masterly skill be arranges
tlie entire material of the Tahnud
according' to subjects, groups
id in paragraphs, ajid succeeds in presenting it in such a way
Each section
that the reader can at once find his bearings.
of the work opens with a clear statement of its subject, and
then proceeds from the less to the more significant, from dein all

tails to essentials, all

;

being set forth so lucidly that the solution

any particular problem can be found without delay. The
hook met with the approbation which it so well merited
though it likewise encountered opposition, not only because of
the bold and iniprejudiced views advanced by the author in
the theological sections, but also what chiefly concerns us here
—because of its very structure. Codification was a process that
was never greatly favoured among the Jews, who were disposed
to fear that it might supersede the study of the sources and
with regard to the work in question, consisting as it did of
abstractly formulated paragraphs, and giving no references to
sources or to the learned champions of particular views, they
thought it well to guard upecially against that danger. Nevertheless, the admirable structure of the Muihiie. IWdh, and the
veneration in which its author was held, made it a standard
work and the writings designed to elucidate or criticize it
constitute a literary aggregate of vast proportions.
Maimonides, in importing the entire material of the Talmud
into his Code, took no account of the question whether it still
applied to the conditions of his age thus, e.g., he dealt also
with the laws regarding the Temple, the sacrifices, etc. About
the year 1340, however, Jacob b. Asher drew up a new code,
entitled Arbd'd 1'nr'an, in which he passed by such subjects as
were no longer of practical significance, and took cognizance of
views anil decisions that had mean« hile come to the front
moreover, unlike Maimonides, he dealt with the various themes
in treatises, not in separate paragraphs, and, in particular, he
ga^e expicfision to the views of scholars who had lived in the
centuries immediately preceding. The Arbd'd filrttn came to
be a work of the utmost significance in the following period.
Joseph Qaro (148S-1576 cf. JE iii. 685 IT., and art. Q.uio. Josei-ii)
wrote a voluminous commentary to it, the Beth Ymirf, from
which he afterwards compiled an abstract entitled Shhlhdn
'Ariikk. 1heSkull}(in'Arukh follows the arrangement of the
Arbd'd furlm, and, like that work, is divided into four parts.
It deals only with the laws that had been in force from the
fall of the Temple, but it departs from its model and reverts
of

—

—

•

;

;

;

;

method of Maimonides in giving rules only, short paragraphs, and in making no reference to its sources or to the
advocates of particular views. In systematizing power and
candour of thought, however, Joseph Qaro is signally inferior
he was strongly influenced by the mystical
to Maimonides
tendency in the theology of the period of decadence. The
Shulfydn 'Ariikh was at first slighted, being regarded as a mere
'book for the igttorant,' and iin eventual fame was due to its
critics, who ca\e expres.sion to their opposing views in com*
mentaries and supplements to it. To begin with, Moses Isserles
(1520-7.1; cf. JEvi. 678 fT.) published a series of supplements
to the Beth }ViKef under the title of Darkhi' Al"sJtr, ;»nd afterwards re-issued them .is glosses to the Sbulljnn 'A ntkh here,
on the basis of the Talmudic tradition then dominant in Ger
many, he frequently modified the decisions of tJiiro. It was in
this supplemented form that the Shuilfd7i 'Ariikh was thereafter
win full recognition
regularly given to the pubUc, but it did not
till about 1650. by which date each of its four juirts had already
formed the text" of celebrated commentaries these, however,
were not of the nature of expositions, but were rather supplements, and often, indeed, in direct opposition to their text.
Thus at length it gained an acknowledged i)08ition, yet never
without iMicomit^ring resistance and even in those circles of
Jewish lite where in principli- it served as a norm there were
On the
countless d(p;irlures from it in matters of detail.
literature of the compendia cf., further. JE vii. O-'iSff.
of the two forms of Talmudic
(c) ResjK'iiiieii.—A combination
literature dealt with in the foregoing is found in the .5/i'('WrA
u-T'nhtil>h"t/, ('Questions and Answers'), which contain explato the

;

;

;

;

The literary interuationfi, decisions of particular cases, etc.
change of views regarding Talmudic problems began very early,
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and an active correspondence by letter had been carried on
between the teachers of the Talmud in Palestine and those in
Bab3ionia. In pBoportion as the Jews became more and more
became more and more necessary
dispersed, correspondence
ana
from the time of the G'^onim there was a larze increase in
the number of responses from that period itself, indeed, no
fewer than fifteen more or less voluminous colle'-tions of re-

;

;

Nor, when the centre of Jewish
was transferred to Europe in the Middle Ages, did the
interchange of opinions diminish either in extent or in vigour.
Thousands of opinions and legal pronouncements by certain
eminent Rabbis of mediaeval times have been preserved, and
were in the mass consulted as an important source of information. The number of works embodying such responses is so
enormous that we must be content to mention only the most
extensi\'e and the most generally consulted from the Middle
Ages we have those of Meir b. Baruch of Rothenburg (1-22093), Nahmanides (1194-c. 1270), and .Solomon b. Adreth (12351310), and that of Isaac b. Sheshet (1320-140S), all belonging
to Spain from the dawn of the modern period, those of Israel
Isserlein (t 1460) and Joseph Kolon (c. 1450), as also that of
David ibn Abu yirara (t c. 1570) and from more recent times
those of Ezekiel Laudau (t 1793) and Moses Sofer(t 1839). On
the literature of the responses cf. also JE xi. 24011.
(d) St/stematic irorfcs.— Mention must be made, lastly, of that
branch of the literature which deals widi the problems of the
Talmud in a methodical and 8> stematic way a mode of treatment but little regarded in "the earlier period, and, indeed,
never strenuously applied till modern times. The earliest work
aiming at systematic treatment is the SMer Tanndltn 2Kthe next works of the
AttUtra'un, dating from the 9th cent.
kind to appear were the M<bh6 hat-Talmudh of 'Samuel ilm
in
one
Nagdila' (extant only
part, whicli, however, is printed in
all editions of the Talmud) and the Majtiah of Nissim b. Jacob,
both of the 11th century. Of great importance in a methodological respect, again, are the introductions which Maimonides
issued as prolegomena to his commentary on the Mishna and
several of its divisions.
Later works worthy of mention are
the iV/cr hak-Erithuth of Samson of Chiuon (c. 1300) and the
Sul'ikhuth 'Oidin of Joshua ha-Levi of TIemsen (c. 1450); the
latter has drawn around it numerous commentaries, and has

sponses have been preserved.
life

:

;

;

—

;

A new epoch in these aspects of Talmudic
study was ushered in by S. J. L. Rapoport (1790-1867 cLJE
X. 322 f.), who, in various Hebrew periodicals, as also in his
dictionary, the 'Erekh Mill'ui, dealt with the problems of the
Talmud in a scientific way, at once systematic and critical.
The course marked out by Rapoport'has been followed by
Z, Frankel (1801-75; ib. v. 482ff.) in his Darkhi ?iam-Miskml
and his M'bhu hu-Y'rushalml, Abraham Geigcr (1810-74 *. v.
584 flf.) in numerous treatises in his magazines, and I. H. Weiss
often been reprinted.

;

3.

;

ib. xii.

49^ff.)

iu the historical

Historical literature.

— The

work named below.

post-Biblical his-

toriography of the Jews took its rise as an element
in the systematic treatment of the Talmud.
The
majority of the earlier works in this field were
written cliiefly with the object of re-constructing
the chain of tradition and of determining as
accurately as possible the genealogies of eminent
families and the chronicle of learned men.
The
genus of Jewish historical literature are found in
the Talmud itself, and these furnished the pattern
for the earliest developments.
The chronology of
the course of history from the Creation to the
destruction of the Second Temple is given in the
Seder 'Oldm, the nucleus of which was tlie work of
Jose b. 5alafta (c. A.D. 160). An annalistic work,
though dealing only withthe family of the exilarchs,
is found in the Seder 'Oldm Ziitfi, a
genealogical
register, which cannot have been drawn up before
the 7th cent. A.D., and which assumes a disparaging
attitude towards the exilarchs of the day. The
biographical annals of scholarship, again, are represented by the Seder Tannatm w'-Am6raim (c.
880), and the Epistle of Sherira (987), the latter
being our principal source for the period between
A.D. 500 and 1000.
To the same class belongs also
theSeferhaq-Qabbald, composed in 1 161 by Abraham
b. David of Toledo, who is chiefly concerned to
exhibit the continuity of learned tradition down to
his own times; for, though he gives somewhat more
detailed information regarding the Jews in Spain
of the tw o preceding centuries, yet even there his
manifest purpose is to trace the development of
learning and recognized authority. The work of
Abraliam Zakuto, who was for a time a professor
of astronomy and chronology in Salamanca, but
after the expulsion of the Jews from Spain settled
in the East, w;is upon similar lines; his Scfer
Yilhclsiit (1504) contains a detailed
study of most
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Talmudic authorities, and also a chronology
brought down to his own day. For centuries this
work was known only in a form containing a series
of supplements, and was tirst made accessible in its
Jehiel Heilprin, of Minsk,
original .shape in 1857.
wrote his Seder had-Dordth (r. 1700) solely for the
purpose of supplementing the data of Zakuto and
of the

bringing the Raljbinical genealogies dov\n to his

own

times.

A further incentive

to the writing of history was
provided by the peculiar fortunes of the Jewish
people, and in particular by the suflerings and
persecutions which they had to endure almost
without intermission during the Jliddle Ages.
These oppressions are chronicled in a vast number
of fragmentaiy records, both in prose and in
poetry,
but there are very few connected and continuous
accounts.
shall enumerate here only the more
extensive compilations of this type still extant.
A naiTative of the persecutions which harassed the
Jews, chiefly in the Rhine country, in connexion
with the Crusades is given by A. Neubauer and M.
Stern in their Uebrdische Benchte iiber die Judenrerfolgunyen iKihrend der Kremziiefe, Berlin, 1892.
In those days of incessant persecution it was the
jiractice to read {comtnemorare) in the synagogues
the roll of those who had perished as martyrs;
so-called memorial books were drawn up in the
various communities, and were constantly added
to.
The most comprehensive of these books was
published by S. Salfeld under the title Das Jfarli/ro-

We

logitini des

The

;

(1815-1905

(Jewish)

V,

Nurnbcrger Memorbuchcs, Berlin,

1898.

earliest connected

account of the persecutions
as composed by the noted astronomer Judah ibn

\'erga (t e. 1485), whose Shebhet Y'kudkuh was
supplemented by a younger relative named Solomon
and another writer named Joseph, and published
in its enlarged form.
The best-known account of
the Jewish martyrdoms in the Middle Ages is from
the hand of the phj'sician Joseph hak-KOhen, who
lived in the 16th cent., and resided in various
Italian cities his 'Emeq hab-Bdkhd describes with
accuracy and graphic power the persecutions and
banishments sufTered by the Jews from the destruction of the Second Temple. A strange combination
of martyrology and the history of learning is found
in Gedaliah ibn Yahya's Shalsheleth hnq-Qabbdld,
(c. 1550), which, although much of it was shown at
an early date to be untrue and even incredible,
enjoyed an extraordinary popularity, and was again
and again issued in printed editions.
The Jewish scholars of the Middle Ages had
;

aptitude for intelligently grasping or portraying their people's history. The Book of Josippon,

little

a reproduction of the Latin Hegesippus (cf. ERE
vii. 578'') in fluent Hebrew, composed in Italy in
the 10th cent., stood long alone; by reason of its
vivid and interesting style it has always been held
in great esteem, and has been not
only frequently
edited in Hebrew, but also translated into many
other languages. Even more rarely, if possible,
do we find mediaeval Jewish writers attempting to
write profane histoiy in Hebrew.
work of later
date deserving of mention is Joseph hak-K6hen'8
Chronicle of the Kings of France and Turkey,
written in 1553, while, a few decades afterwards,
David Gans (t 1613, in Prague) published, in his
Scnuih Duwidh (Prague, 1592), records, first of
Jewish, and then of universal, history from their
respective beginnings to his own time ; this work
appeared also in a Latin translation. In general,
however, Jewish writers restricted themselves to
the composition of popular narratives of particular

A

episodes.

was not until comparatively recent times,
that Jewish history was treated in a
coherent and orderly maimer. In 1820 I. M. Jost
began the publication of a history of the Jews in
It

indeed,
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many volumes and

in various forms, in wliioli he
to recount tlio political

was primarily ooncoined

fortunes of his people, iliscnssing their sociolofjicnl

development in an iippendix. I^eopold /.unz, while
lie wrote nothing of the nature of a systematic
work on Jewisli history, furnished in his Zitr
Geschichte tnul f.itcrntiir (licrlin, 1845) copious
materials for all branches of tliat history, and
suggestions as to the method of treating them,
riie best-known and most widely circulated work
of this class, the Gcsrhichtc der Jiulen by U. Grnctz
{2nd e<l., Leipzig, 1853-70), aims chielly at exhibiting the development of the religion and literature
of the Jews in relation to their political position
and the martyrdoms suffered by them, while A.
Geiger's Dus Judentum und seine Geschiclite
(Breslau, 1871) deals solely with their religious

development.

I.

If.

Weiss, in his Heb.

D6r D6r

wDurshdw (Vienna, 1871-91), is likewise concerned
only with the development of .ludaism on

its

On

the historical literature cf. also
M. Steinschneider, Die Gesch.-Liferatitr der Juden,
i. (Frankfort, 1905),
and art. 'Historiography' in
JE vi. 423 ff.
An important source of information regarding
the history of the Jews in the Middle Ages is
found in the copious nanvitives of the numerous
Jewish travellers and waj'farers. The most important of such books of travel is the Massa 6th of
spiritual side.

Benjamin

of Tudela,

who

1165)

(c.

made a journey

the East and back, and noted down
in a racy style 'all that he had seen or heard.'
In the edition of the Manna 6th prepared by A.
Asher (Loudon, 1840), Zunz has given a detailed
account of the geographical literature of the Jews

from

ii.

.Sp.ain to

•_':!(•

ff).

—A

great part of the
devoted to tlie
the
religious and moral teachings of Judaism
Haggada in particular is concerned mainly with
the problems of theology with dogmatic and
ethical ideas.
No more than the Bible itself,
however, does the Talmudic literature give a
systematic presentation of theological doctrine.
It was, in fact, only under the influence of Muslim
theology that Jewish writers Krst essayed to deal
systematically with the doctrinal fabric of their
Their
religion, and to support it by arguments.
works were, to begin with, written in Arabic, but
were soon all translated into Hebrew^largely
through the etforts of the family of Ibn Tibbon.
in Lunel — and in this form given to the Jewish
world. The earliest speculative theologian among
the Jews was Sa'adj'a Gaon, who, in his Emfinuth
wDc6th, written in 933, sought to bring the
doctrinal teachings of Judaism into relation with
4.

Systematic theology.

Talmud and

the

Midrashim

is

;

—

contemporary philosophy.

JE

Bahya

b.

Joseph

(first

ii. 44t)tr. ) won an extrahalf of 11th cent.;
ordinary success with his HOhhoth hal-L'bhdhh6(li
which treats chielly of the moral teachings of
Judaism
the Ixiok was read far and wide, and
was in its day perhaps the most popular work of
idiilosopliieal literature among the Jews,
udali Halevi (JE vii. 346 Vi. ; see also art. Halevi),
5eneral
his
in
Knznri, renounced philosophy altogether,
and based theology exclusively upon the revealed
faith and the experience of the Jewish people ;
the work, by reason of its poetic mode of treatment
in the style of the Platonic Dialogues, enjoyed a
,

;

great vogue. By far the most eminent work in
this field, however, is the M6reh jXbhiikhim of
Moses Maimonides, which, like his Miahne T6rah
mentioned above, is distinguished at once for its
rigorously systematic structure and for the keenness and independence of its thought. Although
the book, with its free handling of Jewish doctrine,
aroused hostility on many sides, and was even
pnblicly burned at the instance of Jewish accusers,

(Jewish)

yet in iulluence it stands supreme all later study
of Jewish philosophy revolves around the M6reh,
and the most outstanding Jewish thinkers, such as
;

.Spiniiza,

Moses Mendelssohn

Nlaimon, found in

it

{qq.v.),

and Solomon

the incentive to the con-

struction of their own .systems. The Murch marks
the culminating
point of .Jewish |]hilo.sopliical
Of writers bcdongliterature in the Midille Ages.
ing to the time after Maimonides we mention only
Levi ben Gershon (['/.w.] c^ 1350; JE viii. 26ff.),
who, with his RlilluXiiwth Adh6ndi,\y:is the first to
make a stand against the authority of Aristotle;
Pasilai Crescas (c. 1400; ih. iv. 35011'.), whose Or
Adhihii'ii was drawn uiioii by Spinoza as an import-

ant.source; and Josepli Allio

(c.

1415;

ih.

i.

32411'.),

whose ikkdrtm was an enormously popular book.
The period after Maimonides was, however, on
the whole one of profound decadence in philosophical studies, which were, in fact, regarded as
'

The enlightened philosophy
positively unlawful.
of Maimonides brought forth a counterpoise in the
composition of the Qabbala (see 1^.\bb.\l.\), a
peculiar medley of speculative ideas and curious
fancies which was put forward as an esoteric
doctrine of ancient origin, and sought to attach
itself to the earliest authorities its representatives,
indeed, did not scruple even to disseminate writings
purporting to be the work of the most venerable
Moses and the Patriarchs.
jiersonages, including
The most notable book of such speculative secret
doctrine was the Zuhdr, which was put into circulation c. 1300 by Moses de Leon, and passed
off as the work of Simeon b. Yohai, a writer of the
2nd cent. A.D. It takes the form of a commentary
;

to the Pentateuch, but is interspersed with many
systematic dissertations, which bear .special names,
and are perhaps later insertions. The Zohdr was
it was deregarded with the utmost reverence
signated a divine book, and was ranked higher
than the Talmud or even the Bible itself; its real
origin was brought to light only in recent times.
The name of Isaac Luria (t 1572) marks a further
stage in the development of the mystical literature.
While Luria himself wrote nothing, his pupils promulgated his teachings in a vast number of biographies of their master, of commentaries to the
Bible and the book of prayer, and of legal and
Likewise ^asidism (cf. EltE vii.
ethical works.
eoe'), the last phase of Jewish mysticism, gave
birth to countless works of the kind indicated
above but, as all of them reproduce tlie ideas of
their respective schools in a most unsystematic
and incoherent way, it is very difficult to describe
them in terms of literary science.
It was not until comparatively recent times that
Jewish theology again assumed a rationalistic
The turning-point was marked by
(diaraeter.
Mendelssohn's JcrMsafcm (Berlin, 1783), and thereafter, under the influence of Kant, Hegel, and
Schelling, Jewish thought brought forth various
systems, not one of which, however, can be said to
;

;

The modern
have come into general favour.
Judaism of Western countries, in fact, has been
powerfully influenced by the prevailing philosophy
of the age.
Of the latest works ilealing with
Jewish theology we wouM mention only K.

Koliler, Grundriss ciner si/stcmntifirhcn Theologic
des Judentum.'!, Leipzig, iOlO, and S. Scliecliter,
Some Aspects of Rabbinic T/wolof/i/, London, 1909.
The iJeas embedded in the theological literature
were given to the wider Jewish public by means
of popular writings, including not only the many
widely circulated discourses (D'rash6th). but also
numerous books of morals, which, it is true, laid
more emphasis upon ethics than upon the specuThe most excellent
lative verification of the faith.
of the books of morals produced in the Middle
Ages is the Si}/er J^Osidhim of Judah b. Samuel of
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Kegensburg (t 1217 JE vii. 356 ff.), a work of
high ethical value, which, though not free from
the superstition of its time, is pervaded by an
admirable spirit of piety and an earnest desire to
foster the mutual love of men.
The books of
morals were in many cases translated into the
language of the country in which they arose, and
they form a large part of the Judoeo-German,
Judfpo-Spanish, and Judoeo-Arabio literatures.
From the time of their composition they have had
an enormous currency, and even at the present day
the most widely read and systematic work on
Judaism is the Ethik cles Judentums oi M. Lazarus
;

(Frankfort, 1898, 1911).
The theology of the Jews also involved the work
of pointing out the lines of demarcation between
their own religion and other creeds. The Jews, who

from an early period formed but a sparse minority
among the adherents of other faiths, had abundant
occasion for such procedure. As might he expected, all their writings which deal with theological matters are concerned also with apologetics
and polemics, but the systematic treatment of tlie
questions at issue was a relatively late development. The works in this field which were given
to the public and still survive are but few in
number from fear of the dominant religion, indeed, they were often suppressed, or at any rate
not issued in printed form.'
Jewish polemical
;

works consist either of explanations of Biblical
passages which had been interpreted in a Christo-

logical or Muhammadan sense, or of sy.stematic
treatises on the cardinal doctrines of Christianity

or Islam. Of writings directed against Christianity
vii. 552«)
the Tdl'dhOth Y'shu (on which see
was not used so much by Jews themselves as by
Christian controversialists.
Of Jewish polemical
works that created a considerable stir, mention
may be made of the NissCihdn of Lipman-Miihlhausen, a resident of Prague (c. 1400), who in that
work brought forward three hundred and forty-six
passages of the OT as telling against Christianity,
and the Hizziiq Smiina, in which Isaac Troki, tlie
Qaraite, made a systematic attack upon Christian
doctrine (c. 1580). Both of these works were translated into various languages, and many attempts
were made to refute them by Christian theologians.
On the polemical literature cf., further, JE x. 102 ff.
considerable amount of varied polemical
activity was likewise directed against the Qaraites
and other Jewish sects, but for the most part it

ERE

A

finds expression incidentally in more general writings, and we are unable to specify any monograph
of importance in this smaller field.
5.

of

Liturgical and secular poetry.

—The worship

God supplied the most

powerfiil impulse to the
post-Biblical development of Hebrew poetry, which,
now termed piyyut, was revived with a view to enriching the liturgy. All instruction in and laudation of Jewish history and religion, which in the
olden time had been the work of the preacher, fell,
from c. A.D. 600, to the function of the paitan. It
was under the influence of the Arabs that Jewish
religious poetry sprang into life, and it was from

them that it borrowed its artistic forms, but it
required first of all to mould the Hebrew language
to its designs a process which, after long-sustained
efforts, was at length brought to full realization in
Spain. The most distinguished paitan of the
Middle Ages was Eleazar n. Jacob naq-Qalir, who
lived probably c. \.T>. 750 in Palestine; he composed over two hundred well-known poems, which
have found a place in the Jewish prayer-books of

—

1
Writings connected with the long controversy between
Judaism and Christianity were collected by J. B. de Rossi in
his Bibliotheca JvAaica Antichristiana, Parma, 1800, while
Steinschneider has compiled a work entitled Potemische und
apotogetische Literatur in arcibischer Spracjte zwfschen Mvs-

limen, Christen

und

Jxtden, Leipzig, 1S77.
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(Jewish)

nearly all countries, though we must note the
exception of Spain, which had its own eminent
figures in

tliis

held,

and where niediccval Hebrew

highest level between 1040 and
1140.
The mo.st outstanding names here are those
of Solomon ibn Gabirol, Moses and Abraham ibn
Ezra, and Judah Halevi (qq.v.). Poems by these
writers are found in all prayer-books, but such compositions form only a small part of their poetic work;

poetry attained

its

they also wrote voluminous divans,' whicli, it is
true, soon fell into oblivion, and were rediscovered
only in recent times a number of them still await
'

;

On

publication.

the plyyfit

cf.

JE

x. 65

fl.

While liturgical poetry occu]iied the place of
supreme regard, other branches of the poetic art
were by no means neglected. Of these the most
widely cultivated was the didactic, which was
turned to account in every department of knowThe piyyut itself sometimes assumed a
ledge.
didactic form ; but, in addition, we find disquisitions in verse relating to the calendar, philology,
and Biblical studj', the Hillakha, the laws of

Talmudic jurisprudence, philosophy and
polemics, history, medicine, astronomy, etc., and
poems in all these branches of study are extant
in large numbers (cf. JE x. 98 f. ).
Of more importance, as being more closely in touch with the
religion,

The religious
poetic spirit, is Jewish lyric poetry.
poetry, once more, was to a great extent lyrical.
But the earliest development of the lyric in the
ordinary sense, i.e. the poetry that finds its themes
in love, wine, war, patriotism, etc., took place in
Spain, where the supreme master of this form was
Moses ibn Ezra, where Judah Halevi won renown
by his occasional poems and bis poetical descriptions of nature, and where Abraham ibn Ezra and
Judah al-yarizi (early 13th cent.) found recognition
as keen satirists. The greatest Jewish secular

Rome
Solomon,
poet, however,
—
the contemporary, perhaps a personal friend,
—
who combined Oriental fantasy with
of Dante
was Immanuel

b.

of

Italian erotics, and gave expression to them in
highly polished Hebrew verse, writing, indeed, with
such audacious abandon that the ShCithan'Arukh
forbade the reading of the poet's 3Iahl>cr6th on the
Sabbath, while even in our own time Graetz has
accused him of having profaned the Hebrew muse.
Another lyric writer worthy of mention is Israel
Nagara (c. 1570), who, while he sings of God and
of Israel, works upon a basis of love-songs and their
melodies, and writes with such intensity of passion
and such daring anthropomorphism that he too incurred the censure of the Rabbis. Moses 5ayyim
Luzzatto (1707-47) deserves mention as a writer of
great emotional power, and as the first who composed epic poetry in the Hebrew language.

Jewish poetry, like Jewish literature in general,
through a long period of barrenness, which
f)assed
asted, indeed, until it was vitalized by the modern
renascence of intellectual interests. The majority
of the more distinguished poets of the present age
are of Russian origin, tlie most eminent of all being

Judah Loeb Gordon (1831-92; cf. JE vi. 47 f.),
whose achievement, however, lies more in the field
of satire than in that of the
Of living poets
lyric.
special reference is due to H. N. Bialik, whose lyric
poetry has justly met with the highest appreciation, and whose compositions have ahead}' been
translated into nearly every European language.

The

last few decades have witnessed the rise of a
Hebrew literature of general interest.
LiTERATURB. J. W. Etheridge, Jerusalem ajid Tiberias
Sora and Cordova ReliqiouH and Scholastic Learning 0/ the
Jews, London, 1856 M. Steinschneider, Jeunsh Literature
from the Eighth to the Eighteenth Century, Eng. tr., do. 1867
D. Cassel, Lehrbuch der jiidischen Geschichleund Littcratttr,
Manual of Jewish History
Leipzig, 1879, ^Berlin, Ib9t3, Eng. tr..
and Literature, London, 1883 G. Karpeles, Geschichte dcr
jiidischen Literatur, Berlin, 1880, 21909, Ein Blick in die
jiidische Literatur, Prague, 1S95, Jewish Literature and other

copious

—

;

:

;

;

;
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Abrahams,

Basitiis, Philndelpliia and Lowton, 1895 ; I.
Uistori/o/ Jewish /,i(<!ra(iir«, London, lOOfl; S.

Levy,

.1

Short

'Is there

a Jewish Literature?' in JQIi xv. [1903] 6s;i-t)0.'i; J. Jacobs,
I. Davidson, art.
art. 'Bibliois'rapbv' in^Siii. (1002I lui>-'20I
Literature, Hobrcw," i*. viii. [1901) 108-112.
;

I.

LITERATURE

Elbogen.

— Palilayi

('Parheroic times'), or
Middle Persian, literature dates, so far as its contributions to religion are concerned, from tlie 8th
to the llth cent, of our era and its chief value in
this regard is the elucidation of Zoroastrianism
'

thian,'

I'.t-.

(I'alilavi).
lieroic, l)elon},'iiig to

;

(qn-v.), since it explains and
the data contained in the Avesta
(q.i:) and adds materially to the scanty documents
of Manicluvan literature, besides giving fragmentary renderings of Christian texts. The religious material in Middle Persian falls into three
categories translations of Avesta texts, original
compositions on Zoroastrian religions subjects, and
Manichse.m and Christian literature.
These transI. Translations of Avesta texts.
lations are combined with running commentaries,
sometimes of considerable length but they are
liandica|ipcd by failing to understand the original,
especially in its grammatical relations, since the

and ManichiEanism
suiipleuients

:

—

;

intiected tj'pe of tlie Avesta language had yielded,
long before the comjiosition of any Middle Persian
of which we have any indication, to the analytic
type present in Pahlavi, whose grammar differs
only in unimportant details from that of Modern
Persian and other modern Indo-Iranian dialects.
At the same time, the Middle Persian translations
of the Avesta possess a real value and must be
considered in any attempt to decipher the meaning
of the Avesta original, particularly in view of the
allusions, etc., preserved by Iranian tradition (see,
further, art. Interpretation [Vedic and Avesta]).
The principal Pahlavi translations are of tlie
Yasnu, Vlsparac/, and Fcnrffrfdc^ (most conveniently
ed. F. Spiegel, Avesta, Vienna, 1853-58; L. H.
Mills, The Ancient
of the Yasna, ivith its
Pahlari Tr. (A.D. 132S), generally quoted as JS,
Oxford, 1893, and Gathns', Leipzig, 1892-1913 [al.so
with Sanskrit and Modern Persian versions, and
Eng. tr,]; the Vendidad separately by D. P.
Sanjana, Bomljay, 1895, and H. Jamasp and M.
JI. Ganderia, ilo. 1907), NyOyiins (ed. [also with
S.anskrit, Persian, and Ciuiarati versions, and Eng.
tr.] M. N. Dh.alla, New York, 1908),' YaM i. (ed.
K. Salemanu, in Travnnx du 3' conqris des orientnlistes, Petrograd, 1879, ii. 493-592), vi., vii., xi.

MS

Diirmesteter, Etudes orient., Paris, 1883,
286-288, 292-294, 333-339; a complete ed. is
promised by Dhalla), Ntrcniqistait (ed. D. P.
Sanjana, Bombay, 1894 tr. of Avesta portion bj'
Darmesteter, Zend-Avesta, Paris, 1892-93, iii. 78148, and SBE \\.- [1895] 304-368), Aoqemadnecil
(ed. and tr. W. Geiger, Erlangen, 1878), and HCitoxt
Naslc (ed. .and tr. Hoshangji .Jamaspji Asa and M.
Haug, in their Ardtl V'lraf, Bombay, 1872-74,
also tr. Darmesteter, Zend-Aresta, ii. 648-658, and
SBE xxiii. [1883] 311-3-23). In addition, Pahlavi
versions of Yt. ii., xiv., and xxiv., and of the
Afriri'ikdns and Sih rocuks, are known to exist
in MS.(ed. J.

ii.

;

1
TranslatiOTis of the Pahlavi version of I's. xxx. and Ivii. have
been made by H. Hiibschuiann i^Ein zoroastr. Lied, Munich,
187'2, and SMA, phil.-hist. Classe, 1873, pp. 651-004), of xi. bv
W. Ban^ (Bull. Je I' Acad. roy. de Beljique, xviii. [1SS9J 247-200),
of xxviii.-xxxii. 1 by M. Hautr {KHaays on the Sacred Language,
Writings, and Religion of the I'arnis*, London, 1907, pp. :i.^s854), of ix. by M. Ii. Davar (Leipzig, 1904), and of l'e»irf. i. l)y
W. Geiger (Erlanifen, 1877), of i., xviii. -xx. bv Hauff (op. cii.
35.5-»>3), and of xvii. by P. Horn (XD.1IG xliii. (1889)32-41).

^The authenticity of the Vijirkari-i-D'atik (ed. Pesiiotan,
Bomliiy, 1848) is too dubious to be considered here. Tlie i)ook,
which the writer Itnow.n only two copies (in the Stantbitdio.
Ihek, Munich, and in the library of A. V. W. Jackson, Oolutnliia
University), has been suppressed by the Parsis as unautlientic
fcf. on it SVest, GJrl' ii. H9r.
0. Bartholomae, Indoijermau.
of

;

Fonchungtn,

xi. (lOtX))

119-131,

xii.

(luoi) O'2-lOl).

(Pahlavi)

—

2. Texts on Zoroastrian
religious subjects.
Of these the longest .and most important is the
of
the
Dlnkarl (' Acts
Eeligiou '), dating from the
9th cent., and forming a large collection of information regarding the doctrines, customs, traditions,
history, ami literature of the Mazda- worshipping
religion (E. W. West, GIrP ii. 91). The first two
books have been lost, and the ninth ends abruptly.
The Din/cart is the chief source for a knowledge
'

'

of Zoroastrian philosophy in the Sasanid

period,

contains much legendary material of
value, such as the traditions concerning Zoroaster
West, SBE xlvii. [1897] 3-130), while two
(tr.
books, viii.-ix. (tr. West, ib. xxxvii. [1892] 3-.397),
contain summaries of the Avesta, including aecountis
of those large portions which are no longer extant.

and

it al.so

text, which is of exceptional difliculty, has
been edited by D. M. Madan (Bombay, "l911),
and, with English and Gujarati paraphrases, by
Peshotan Behramji and Darab Peshotan Sanjana
vol. xiii. carries the work through
(do. 1874
Dink. vii. 2). The Bundnhiin treats of Zoroastrian
It is
cosmogony, cosmology, and eschatology.
found in two recensions a shorter (ed. and tr. V.
Justi, Leipzig, 1868 tr. West, SBE v. [18S0] 3the so-called Great, or Iranian,
151) and a longer
Bttndahiin (ed. T. D. Anklesaria, Bombay, 1908 ;
summary of contents in GIrP ii. 100-102; tr. of
portions by Darmesteter, Zend-Avesta, i. 267 f., ii.
305-322, 398-402 by J. J. Modi, Asiatic Papers,
Bombay, 1905, pp. 225-234 .and by E. Blochet,

The

tl'.

;

:

—

;

;

;

KHP xxxii.

[1895] 99

217 H.).
Esch.atology forms the general subject of the
if.,

Arta-i-Vlraf Namak, which sets forth, in describing the journey of Arta-i-Viraf through heaven and
hell, the future life of both righteous and wicked
(ed.

Hoshangji and Haug, Bombay, 1872-74).

Here

belong also the Bahman YaSt, which purports to
be Ahura Mazda's revelation to Zoroaster of the
future vicissitudes of the Iranian n.ation and
religion (ed. K. A. Noshervan, Poona, 1899 tr.
and the Matan-l-Sah
West, SBIC V. 191-235)
Vdhrdm-i-VarjCtvand ('Coniing of King Vahrami-Varjavaud '), on the expulsion of the Arabs from
Persia (ed. J.amasi)ji Minocheherji Jamasp-Asana,
Pahlavi Texts contained in the Codex UK, Bombay,
;

;

1897-1913, p. 160 f.).
The principal Pahlavi texts of a purely general
religious character are the following: Mdtlgdn-iHaft AmSaspand('Pa.ri\c\\\a,rsoi the seven Amesha
Spentas'); StaijiSn-i Slh-Rocak ('Praise of the
Thirty Days'), which 'praises and invokes Aiiharmazd as the creator of each of the thirty sacred
beings whose names are applied to the days of
the month, and whose attributes are detailed and
blessed in succession (West, GIrP ii. 108) ; Stdyifni-Dron, a laudation of the droti, or sacred cake ;
Haqlqat-1-Pojhd (' Statement of the Days '), stating
what actions are suitable on each of the days of
the month Mdtjqun-i MdhFrarartln Itoj Xiirddt,
enumerating the marvellous events that have
occurred on the sixth day of the lirst month from
the beginning to the end of the world (ed. Jamaspji,
tr. K. J. Jamasp Asdna, Catna
oil. cit., pp. 102-108
.Memorial Volume, Bombay, 1900, pp. 122-129);
material similar to
.Mdllqdn-i-Sih-IioJ, containing
tUeJfaqiqat, but in fuller detail (tr. D. P. Sanjana,
Xexi-oJ-kin Marriages in old Intn, London, 1888,
Itdrtik-l-Xilrsand'ih, giving the com]]p. 10.5-116)
'

;

;

;

ponents (contentment, perseverance, etc.) which
are to i)e pounded with tlie pestle of reverence, and
taken daily at dawn with the spoon of prayer (ed.
Jamaspji, op. fit., p. 154); Cim-i-Dron ('Meaning
of the Sacred Cake '), dealing with the symbolism
and cim.secratirin of the dron ; Patit-i-Xiit, a long
formula for the confession of one's sins a number
of Afrlns ('Benedictions'); the Ailrvdd, or marriage benediction ; Namaz-l-Aiiharmazd, a lauda'

'

;
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tion of Aliura

Mazda (ed. and

tr.

E. Sachau,

SIVA JV

[1S71] 8-28-833; also tr. Darraesteter, Uiic
Priere judeo-tjcrsune, Paris, 1891) ; aud SamstayiSn'th, a laudation of the name and attributes
of Aliura Mazda.
Second only to the Dlnkari as a source for
knowledge of the religious philosophy of the
Ixvii.

Sasanid Zoroastrians (and, lilce the larger work,
doubtless embodying a large amount of older
material) is what may be termed rcsponsa literature.
This treats of all sorts of matters on which
questions might arise. One of the most important
works of this type is the DatistCoi-'i-Din'ik, the
Religious Opinions of Manuscihar, high priest of
Pilrs and Kirman, in reply to the questions raised
by Mitro-Xurset and others (tr. West, SBE xviii.
[1882] 3-27G; the first 15 questions ed. D. I'.
with this is connected
Sanjana, Bombay, 1897)
a long and important Pahlavi Hivuyat (ed. iiamanji
NasarvanjiDliabhar, Bombay, 1913), wliile the same
Manuscihar wrote, in 881, three epistles on ritual
problems {ed. Dhabhar, Bombay, 1912, tr. West,
SBE xviii. 279-366), his brother, Zat-Sparam, also
being the author of a noteworthy religious treatise
'

'

;

(tr.

West,

401-405).

SBE

155-186, xlvii. 133-170, xxxvii.
Of equal importance with tlie DCitistdnv.

i-Diiuk is the Dind-i-Mainog-i-Xrrtt ('Opinions of
the Spirit of Wisdom'), of which only a portion
(ed. F. C. Andreas, Kiel, 1882) survives in Pahlavi,
though the complete work is found in Pazand ami
Sanskrit (ed. West, Stuttgart, 1871, tr. West, SBE
xxiv. [1885] 3-113). The Pursiiniha ('Questions ')
are chietly answered by quotations from Avesta
texts (the latter ed. and tr. Darmesteter, ZendAvesta, iii. 53-77, SBE iv? 276-299), and another
noteworthy collection of responsa (as yet unedited)
is contained in the Rivcltjat-l-Hemet-'i-ASavahiSta».
Here, too, belongs, roughly speaking, the tidyastId-Sayast (' Proppr and Improper *), wliose contents
are of a very varied character, but sins and good
works, precautions to avoid impurities, details of
ceremonies and customs, the mystic signification
of the Gathas, and praise of the sacred beings are
the principal subjects discussed (West, GIrP ii.
tr. West, SBE v. 239^06).
107
In this category
may also be ranked the Mdtigdn-i-Y6St-i-Frydno,
narrating how tJie righteous YOsht answered the
33 questions of the wizard Axt, \\\\o was thus
'

'

;

destroj-ed, whereas he had previously killed all
who had failed to solve his queries the Iranian
version of the story of the sphinx (ed. and tr,
Hoshangji and Hang, in their .4rrff( Viraf ; also tr.
A. Bartln^lemy, Une Lfgende iranicnne, Paris,
Controversial literature is represented by
1889).
the JMdi'iqdn-i gujastak AbdliS, recounting the
disputation between the heretic Abali.s and AtilrFarnbag (who began the compilation of the

—

khalif al-Ma'mun about 825

Dmkart) before the

and tr. Barthelemy, Paris, 1887).
Yet another important type of Pahlavi

(ed.

literature
this class be-

that of didactic admonitions. To
long the Pfind-mlmakl-ZaiatuSt (not the Prophet,
but probably the son of Atiirpat-iMaraspandan
ed. and tr. P. B. Sanjana, in his Ganje-Shuyogdu
Bombay, 1885); Aivlurj-i-Xrisro-i-Kavatdn, purporting to be the dying counsels of Chosroes to his
people (ed. ,and tr. Sanjana, o}}. cit. also tr. L. C.
is

;

,

Casartelli,

BOH

;

i.

[1887] 97-101,

and Salemann,

Melanges asiat. iiris du bull, de I'acad. iiiip. dcs
sciences de_ St. Peter.fboui-g, ix. [1887] 242-253) ;
Andarj-l-Aturpdt-i-Mdraspanddn, being the advice
of Aturpat to his son Zaratusht
(perhaps the person
mentioned just above ed. and tr. Sanjana, oju. cit.
also tr. C. de Harlez, Musion, vi. [1887] 66-78)
;

;

;

Pand-tidniak-i- Vajorg-Mitrd-l-Buxtrtkdn (ed. and
tr. Sanjana, op. cit.)
Five Dispositions for Priests
and Ten Admonitions for Laymen (ed. .Jamaspji,
op. cit. 129-131); Characteristics of a Hnjjjiy Man
;
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(Pahlavi)

Vdcak aecandJamaspji, op. cit. 162-167)
l-Aturpdt-l-Mdraspandfin, the dying counsel of
Atlirpat (ed. Jamaspji, op. cit. 144-153) Andarj-iAdSiutr-iddndk, hijumtions to Beh-dins, Admonitions to Mazday«snjans, and Sayings of AtiirFarnbag and Boxt-Afrit (these as yet unedited).
Until
3. Manichaean and Christian literature.
couij)aratively recently it was supjiosed that Pahlavi
literature was exclusively Zoroii.strian
but the
discoveries made in Central Asia by M. A. Stein,
A. (jriiuwedel, A. von Le Coq, and P. Pelliot have
revealed a new province of extreme interest and
The decipherment of the MSS found by
value.
these explorers lias only begun.
Here it must
suffice to say that we already possess Pahlavi
versions of
somewliat extensive portions of
Manichtean literature a fact the more important
since this religion had hitlierto been known only
from the writings of its enemies. The most important collection of these texts thus far is that
of F. W. K. Miiller (with German translation,
Handschriften-Reste in Estrangelo-Schrift aus
Turfan,' ABA^V, 1904; revised ed. C. Salemann,
Manichaeische Studien, i.,' Minn, dc Vacad. imp.
des sciences de St. Petersbourg, viii. 10 [1908] ;
Miiller, Doppelblatt aus einem manicli. Hymneuhiich,' ABA W, 1913). In the closely allied Soghdian
ilialect are numerous fragments of a version of the
NT, perhaps from the 9th or 10th cent. (Miiller,
NT Bruchstucke in sog. Sprache,' SBA W, 1907,
pp. 260-270; 'Sog. Texte, i.,' ABAW, 1913; of.
L. H, Gray, ExpTxxv. [1913] 59-61).
The special
4. Pazand and Sanskrit versions.
problems of the Pahlavi language cannot be discussed here (see F. Spiegel, Gram, der Huzvdresch
Sprache, Vienna, 1851 P. B. .Sanjana, Gram, of
the Pahlvi Lang., Bombay, 1871
C. de Harlez,
Manuel du Pehleri, Paris, 1880 Darmesteter,
Etudes iran., do. 1883; Salemann, Mittelpersisch,'
GIrP I. i. [1901] 249-332; E. Blocliet, Etudes de
(ed.

;

;

—

;

—

'

'

'

'

—

;

;

;

'

gram, pehlvie, Paris,

n.d. [1905]); it

must

suffice

say that, when the Semitic words (or logogi'ams)
Pahlavi are written in Iranian (e.g., Suhan Sdh,
king of kings,' instead of malkddn malka), the
language is termed Pazand (Spiegel, Gram, der
Parsisprarhe, Leipzig, 1851). Many Pahlavi texts
already listed are found in I'azand as well. The
great majority of the religious writings of this
type, except the important Sikand giimanig-Vijar
('Doubt-dispelling Explanation '), probably dating
from the latter part of the 9th cent. (ed. Hoshang
to
in
'

and West, Bombay, 1887 tr. West, SBE xxiv.
117-251), and the Jdmdsp-ndmak (ed. J. J. Modi,
Bombay, 1903), have been edited bj' E. K. Antia
{Pdzend Texts, Bombay, 1909). The Sikand gfimdnig- Vijdr defends the doctrine of dualism, and in
;

connexion polemizes in very interesting fashion
against Judaism, Christianity, Manicliaeanism,
and necessarily quite guardedly iluhammadanism (ef. artt. Jesus Christ in Zoro.\strianism,
Jews in Zoroastbianism) the Jdmdsp-ndmak
gives a summary of Iranian cosmology, history,
and future fortunes of the Iranian religion.
Among the texts edited by Antia are dods (benedictions recited on various occasions), nirangs
(charms, often of much ethnographical interest ;
for examples see Modi, Anthropological Papers,
Bombay, 1911, pp. 4S, 125-129; K. E. Kanga, in
Cama Mem. Vol., 142-145), patets (confessions);
and of texts not included in this collection mention
this

—

—

;

may

be made of

A

Father instructing his Son and

Andarj-ldandk Mart.
A number of Pahlavi (and Avesta)

treatises are

Pahlavi and Pazand
versions.
Many of these are given in editions of
Pahlavi texts enumerated above, but we must also
note the ed. of Neriosanghs version of the Ya-sna
by Spiegel (Leipzig, 1861) and the series of Collected

found in Sanskrit as well as

in

'
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(Vedic and Classical Sanskrit)

Sa}iskrU Writ iiK/s uf the I'arsis, od. S. D. UUarucha
"

(Bombay,

190611'.).

Parsi-Persian literature.— Apart from

5.

I'ersiaii

translations of Avesta and Palilavi texts, there is
larfjc amount of Zuroastrian literature in Persian,
Tlie
whiili, for tlie most part, still awaits study.
ZartitSt-ndmali, dating from the I'Jth cent., which
is now accessible in original and translation by

a

F. Roaenberj; (Petrograd, 1904), gives a

legendary
Another worli of imbiography of Zoroaster.
portance is tlic Sitd-dar (' Hundred Gates'), whicli
uiscu.sses a hundred subjects of note in Zoroastrianisni.
Two of its tliree recensions have been translated into English (West, SEE xxiv. 255-.S61) and
Latin (T. Hy<ie, Hist, reliqionis vctcrum Persantm,
A ditierent work,
Oxford, 1700, pp. 433-48S).
although along the same general lines, is the Saddarband-'i-HiiS (or Sad-dar Biindahiin ed. 1!. N.
Dhabhar, Bombay, 1909). Of worth for a study
of the methods of Zoroastrian polemic against
;

Muhammadanism

is

the

Ulamd-i-Islain, which

is

found in two recensions, the shorter of which has
been edited and translated (ed. J. Mold, Fragmens
tr.
relatifs d la religion dc Zoroastre, Paris, 1829
J. VuUers, Fragincnte iiber die Religion dcs Zoroxxxvii. [1898]
aster, Bonn, IS.-il
Blochet,
;

RHR

;

A particularly v.aluable collection of Parsi-

23-49).

Persian literature is contained in the MS Bu 29,
belonging to the University of Boniliay, the second
volume of which has been edited by M. N. Unvala
(not yet published) and analyzed by Rosenberg
It con(Notices de lift, parsie, Petrograd, 1909).

number of Rivayats (religious traditions) and letters on the most diver.se subjects
the longer
ritual, cosmogony, esehatology, etc.
tains a large

—

—

'

recension of the

Ulamd-i- Islam

Ahkdmi-Jamasp

(containing

(pp. 72-80), the
the horoscopes of
Zoroaster, Moses, Alexander the Great, (Jhrist,
Mazdak, etc., as well as cosmology and esehato-

logy,

111-130),

pp.

Vcuf-i-Aniidsfaiidan

(attri-

Amesha Spentas, pp. 164-192), AglulzMazdak va-Sdh NiiSlrvan 'Adil (on the

butes of the
i-ildstCtn

heresiarcli Mazdak, pp. 214-230), six parables connected with the Barlaam cycle (pp. 305-327 cf. art.
JOSAPHAT, Baelaam .VND), and questions asked of
Zoroa-ster by .Jfimasp (pp. 417-422).
Among other
Parsi-Persian texts, not yet edited, may be mentioned a Discussion on Dualism between a Zoroastrian priest and a Muharamadan, and the
Saugand-ndinah, or Book of Oaths.'
The interesting secular works in Pahlavi, Pazand,
and Parsi-Persian, such as geographical matter,
social rules, and tales, do not come within the
sphere of religion.
Finally, it may be mentioned that translations
of the Avesta have been made not onlj" into
Persian (for specimens see, in addition to works
cited above, Darmesteter, Eludes iraii. ii. 262 tt'.),
but also, from the 15th cent., into (iujarati, the
vernacular of the Indian Zoroastrians (see the
Prolegomena to K. Geldner's ed. of the Avesta,
Stuttgart, 1896, pp. vii-xi
Darmesteter, Zendand the modern religious
Avesta, i. p. xlii)
literature of the Parsis is chiefly written either in
Gujarati or in English.
;

'

;

;

LlTBRATi-RH.
ISChj

Vienna,

;

— F.
E.

TraditionfJle lAt. der Parsen

Spiegel,

W. West,

'

I'ahlavi Lit.,'

GlrP

ii.

(Straes-

buiv, 1904) 76-129; E. Wilhelm and K. B. Patel, Col. of
Bookson Irdniiin Lit. jmblifi/iM in Europe and India, Bombay,
1901, and ttie former scholar's annual report on 'Perser* iu
J ahresberichte der Oeschichtmvisgemcha/t.

Louis H. Gray.

—

LITERATURE (Vedic and Classical Sanskrit).
I.

The language.— The name
'

'Sanskrit' (saik-

'

skjia, adorned,' perfected,' perfect passive participle of the verb sath-sknr, 'to adorn,' from .mm,
'
together,' and kar, to make ') is ordinarily applieil
to tlie whole ancient and sacred language of India.
It belongs more properly to that dialect which
'

may

be dehned more exactly as Classical

San.--krit,

the

language which was trciited by the Hindu grammarians, Panini and his followers. For more than
2000 years, until the present day, this language
h;is led a more or less artilicial life.
Like the
Latin of the Middle Ages, it was, and is, even today, to a very marked extent, the means of communication and literary expression of the priestly,
The more popular
learned, ami cultivated classes.
speech upon which it was based is known as bhdsd
to
(' speech,' from bhus,
speak '), of which there is
no direct record. Sanskrit is distinguished more
obviously from the phonetically later, decayed
dialects, Prakrit and Pali, the second of the two
being the language of the canonical writings of the
Southern Buddhists. The relation of the Prakrit
and Pali dialects to Sanskrit is closely analogous
to the relation of the Romance languages to Latin.
On the other hand, Sanskrit is distinguished, although much less sharply, from the oldest forms of
Indian speech, preserved in the canonical and
religious literature of the Veda (Skr. veda,
wholly
'
knowledge,' from vid, to know,' connected with
Gr. Fdl5a
I know,' Lat. vidcre, Old Bulgarian
I know,' Gothic wait,
I know,' Old High
vSdl,
German wizzan. Germ, wissen, Eng. vjit, 'to know ').
These forms of speech are in their turn by no
means free from important dialectic, stylistic, and
chronological differences
yet they are comprised
under the name Vedic (or, less properly, Vedic Sanskrit), which is thus distinguished from the language
of Panini and its forerunner, the language of the
'

'

'

'

'

;

whose proper designation
Epics,
Classical Sanskrit.

is

Sanskrit,

or

Vedic ditlers from Sanskrit about as much as
the Greek of Homer does from Attic Greek. The
Vedic apparatus of grammatical forms is much
richer anil less delinitely fixed than that of SanThe latter has lost much of the wealth of
skrit.
form of the earlier language, without, as a rule,
supplying the proper substitutes for the lost
materials.
Many case-forms and verbal forms of
Vedic have disappeared in Sanskrit.
The subjunctive ig lost a single Sanskrit infiniti\ e takes
the place of about a dozen very interesting Vedic
infinitives.
Sanskrit also gave up the most important heirloom which tlie Hindu language has
handed down from pre-historic times, namely, the
Vedic system of accentuation. In the last forty
years the recorded Vedic accents have proved to
De of paramount importance in the history of the
Vedic. however, notIndo-European languages.
withstanding its somewhat unsettled wealth of
form and its archaic character, is not a strictly
popular dialect, but a more or less artificial hi'jii
speech,' handed down through generations by
families of priestly singers.
Thus ooth Vedic and
Sanskrit, as is indeed the case more or less wherever
a literature has sprung up, were in a sense caste
languages, built upon popular idioms. The grammatical regul.'ition of Sanskrit at the hands of
Panini and his followers, however, went beyond
any academic attempts to regulate speech recorded
;

'

elsewhere in the history of civilization.
Older forms lying behind the Vedic language are
of Comparative Philology.
reconstructed
by the aid
The Vedic people were immigrants to India; they
came from the great Iranian region on the other
The comparison
side of the Himalaya mountains.
of Vedic (and to a less extent Sanskrit) with the
the language of
oldest forms of Iranian
speech,
tlie Avesta and the cuneiform inscriptions of the
Ach.Tinenian Persian kings, yields the rather
startling result that these lanj^uaws are collectively mere dialects of one and the same older
This is known as the Indolranian or
idiom.
Aryan (in the narrower, and proper, sense) language. The reconstructed Aryan language difTers
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less from the language of the Veda than Classical
Sanskrit does from Prakrit and Pali. The language of the Iranian Avesta is so much like tliat
of the Veda that entire passages of either literature
may be converted into good specimens of the other
by merely eliminating the special sound changes
which each has evolved in the course of its separate
existence. And the literary style, the metres, and
above all the mythology of Veda and Avesta are
closely enough allied to make the study of either
to some extent directly dependent upon the other.
In fact, the spiritual monuments of the Avesta as
well as the stone monuments of the Achaemenian
kings became intelligible chiefly by the aid of the
Vedie language.
Since the rew'al of classical
learning there has been no event of such importance in the history of culture as the discovery of
Sanskrit in the latter part of the 18th century.
There is at present no domain of historical or
linguistic science untouched by the influence of
The study of this language
Sanskrit studies.
gave access to the primitive Indo-European period,
and originated the science of Comparative PhilLinguistic Science,
ology in all its bearings.
Comparative Mythology, Science of Religion,
Comparative Jurisprudence, and other important

and philosophical study either
existence to the discovery of
profoundly influenced by its

fields of liistorical

owe

their

Sanskrit

very

or

were

study.

—

The word 'Veda 'is
2. The Veda as a whole.
the collective designation of the ancient sacred
literature of India, or of indi™lual books belonging to that literature. At an unknown date, whicli
is at the present time conventionally averaged up
as 1500 B.C., but which may be considerably earlier,
Aryan tribes (clans, i-ii, from which is derived the
later name of the third, or agricultural, caste,
Vaisya) began to piigrate from the Iranian highlands on the north of the Hindu Kush mountains
into the north-west of India, the plains of the river
Tlie non-Aryan aboIndus and its tributaries.
called Dasyu, in distinction from Arya
(whence the word
Aryan '), the name of the
The conquest
conquerors, were easUy subdued.
was followed by gradual amalgamation of the
fairer-skinned conquerors with the dark aborigines.
rigines,

'

The result was a not altogether primitive, semipastoral civilization, in which cities, kings, and
priestly schools rivalled the interests connected with
From the start we
cattle-raising and agriculture.
are confi'onted with a poetical literature, primitive
on the whole, and more particularly exhibiting its
crudeness when compared with Classical Sanskrit
literature, yet lacking neither in refinement and
beauty of thouglit nor in skill in the handling of
language and metre. That this product was not
entirely originated on Indian soil follows from the
above-mentioned close connexion with the earliest
forms of Persian literature. Vedic literature in
It inits first intention is throughout religious.
cludes hymns, prayers, and sacerdotal formuhe
ottered by priests to the gods in behalf of lay
sacrificers
charms for ^vitehcraft and medicine,
;

manipulated by magicians and medicine-men

ex;
positions of the sacrifice, illustrated by legends,
in the manner of the Jewish Talmud ; higher
speculations, philosophic, psycho-physical, cosmic,

and theosophic, gradually growing up in connexion
^vith and out of the simpler beliefs; and, finally,
rules for conduct in everyday life, at home and
abroad. This is the Veda as a whole.
At the base of this entire literature of more than
100 books, not all of which have as yet been unearthed or published, lie four varieties of metrical
and formulaic compositions kno'mi as the four
Vedas in the narrower sense. These are the
Rigveda, the Yajurveda, the Samaveda, and the

Atharvaveda.
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These four names come from a

somewhat

later time ; they do not coincide exactly
with the earlier names, nor do they correspond
completely with the contents of the texts themselves.
The earlier names are ychali, 'stanzas of
praise,' yajfirnsi, 'liturgical stanzas and formula','
sdniitni, 'melodies,' and nt ha ridhgi in sah, 'blessings and curses.' The collection which goes by the

name

'

of Rig^-eda contains not only

stanzas of

praise,' but also 'blessings and cui'ses,' as well as
most of the stanzas which fonn the basis of the
sa?na)! -melodies of the Samaveda.
The Atharva-

veda contains rchah and yajuinsi, as well as blessings and curses. The Yajurveda also contains

many

main

blessings in addition to its

The Samaveda

topic, the

merely a collection of
a certain kind of stanzas of praise which are
derived with some variants and additions from the
Rigveda, but are here set to music which is
liturgy.

is

'

'

indicated by musical notations.

—

The Rigveda is on the whole
3. The Rigveda.
the most important as well as the oldest of the four
collections.
little over 1000 hymns, equalling in
bulk the survi^Tng poems of Homer, are arranged
in ten books, called mandalas, or
circles.'
Six
of them (ii.-vii.), the so-called 'family books,'
form the nucleus of the collection. Each of these
is the work of a difl'erent rsi,
seer,' or rather

A

'

'

a family of poets, traditionally descended from
such a fsi', as may be gathered from certain
statements in the hymns themselves. The eighth
book and the first fifty hymns of the first book, belonging to the family of Kanva, are often arranged
strophically in groups of two or three stanzas.
These form the bulk of those stanzas which are
sung to melodies in the Samaveda. The hymns
of the ninth book are addressed directly to the
deified plant sonuj, and the liquor pressed from
maj- be sacrificed to the gods.
book and the entire
tenth book ai'e more miscellaneous in character
and problematic as to arrangement. On the whole
they are of later origin and from a difl'erent sphere.
Their themes are partly foreign to the narrower
purpose of the rchah witchcraft hymns of a more
popular character and theosophic hymns appear
The poems of the former
in considerable numbers.
class reappear, usually with variants, in the
it,

in order that

The remainder

it

of the first

;

Atharvaveda.
On the whole the Rigveda

is

a collection

of

hymns addressed to the gods of the A'edic
jiantheon (see Vedic Religion) during sacrifice.

priestly

This sacrifice consisted of oblations of intoxicating
soma, pressed from the 'mountain-born' somaplant, which reappears in the Zoroastrian Avesta
under the name haoma {q.v.), and was therefore
the sacred sacrificial fluid of the Indo-Iranians, or
In addition, melted butter (ghrta, or
Aryans.
ghi) was poured into the fire, personified as the
god Agni (Lat. ignis), who performs the function
of messenger of the gods (Ahgiras).
The ritual of
the Veda is to a considerable extent pre-historic,
and advanced in character by no means as simple
as was once supposed.
But it is much less elaborate than that of the Yajurveda and the Brahmanas
The chief interest of the Rigveda
(see below).
lies in the gods themselves and in the myths and
legends narrated or alluded to in the course of
their invocation.
The mythology represents an
earlier, clearer sta^e of thought than is to be found
in any other parallel literature.
Above all, it is

—

sufficiently primitive in conception to show clearly
the processes of personification by which the
phenomena of nature developed into gods (anthropomorphosis). The original nature of the Vedic

gods, however, is not always cleai, not as clear as
was once confidently assumeil to be the case. The
analysis of their character is a chapter of Vedie
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In any
philology as difficult as it, is iiupoitaiil.
case enough is known to justify the statement that
the kcyuote of Kigveilio thouglit is tlie nature

myth.

—

Tlie Yajurvcda represents
4. The Yajurveda.
the exceeding growth of ritualism or .sacerdotalism.
Its yaiui'iisi, 'liturgical stanzas and formuhe,' arc
in the main, though not wholly, of a later time.
They are partly metrical and partly prose. The
materials of the Rigveda are freely adapted, with
secondary changes of expression, ami ^vitliout
regard to the original purpose and order of their
composition. The main object is no longer devotion to tlie gods themselves
the sacritice has
become the centre of thought its mystic power is
conceived to be a thing per sc, and its every detail
has swollen into all-importance.
crowd ot priests
(seventeen is the largest number) conduct a va-st,
complicated, and painstaking ceremonial, full of
symbolic meaning even in its smallest minutine.
iTom the moment when the priests seat themselves
on the sacrificial ground, strewn with sacred grass,
and proceed to mark out the altars (vcdi) on whiiOi
the sacred lires are buUt every aut has its stanza or
formula, and every utensil is blessed with its own
fitting blessing. Every flaw is elaborately expiated
These formuliie are conceived no longer as prayers
that may, or may not, succeed, but as inherently
If the priest chants a formula for
coercive magic.
rain while pouring some sacriticial lluid, rain shall
and must come if he makes an oblation accompanied by the curse of an enemy, that enemy is
surely destroyed. In fact, and in brief, the Yajurveda means the deification of the sacrifice in' its
every detail ^f act and word.
The Samrtveda is the least
5. The Saraaveda.
clear of all the A'^edas as regards its purpose and
Its stanzas, or rather groups of stanzas,
origin.
are known as sdmdni, 'melodies.' The sdmanstanzas are preserved in three forms: (1) in the
Rigveda, as ordinary poetiy, accented in the same
way as other Vedic poetry (2) in the Siimaveda
itself in a form called Ctrchilcj, a kind of libretto
composed of a special collection of stanzas, most of
which, though not all, occur also in the Rigveda
here also there is a system of ac(see above)
cents, peculiar in its notation, but apparently with
reference to the unsung samans
(3) in the thiid
saman -yexAon, the gdnas, or .song-books, we find
the real sung sCtinnns here not only the text Ijut
the musical notes are fjiven. Still tliis is not yet
a complete sdman. In the middle of the sung
stanzas exclamatory syllables are interspersed the
;

:

A

.

;

—

;

;

;

;

—

such as om, haii, hai, hoyi, or
of the stanzas certain concluding syllables the so-called nidhanas, such as
atha, d, im, and sat. The Saiiiaveda is devoted
chiefly to the worship of Indra, who is a blustering,
braggadocio god and who has to befuddle himself
with sottia in order to slay demons. It seems likely,
therefore, that the samans are the civilized version
of savage shamanLsm (the resemblance between
the two words, however, is accidental), an attempt
to influence the natural order of things by shouts
and exhortations. It is well understood that the
Brahmans were in the habit of blending their own
hieratic
practices and conceptions with the practices which they found among the people.
The
m;)i'^n-melodies and the exclamations interspersed
among the words of the text may therefore be
the substitute for the self-excitiug shouts of the
.so-called stubluis,

him

;

and at the end

—

shaman

priests of

an

earlier time.

The Atharvaveda. —The

oldest

name

of the
a compound
formed of the names of two semi-mythic families
of priests, the Atharvans and Aiigirases.
At a
very early time the former terra was regarded as
synonymous with holy charms,' or blessings,' the
6.

Athar\'aveda

is

ftt/fifrdiijifffs^/j,

'

'

l.Utii- with
witch; raft charms,' or 'curses.' In
addition to this n:ime, and the more conventional
name Atharvaveda, there are two other names,
practically restricted to the ritual texts of this
Veda
ohfqvniiqi rnsah, that is,
Bhrgus and
Aiigirases,' in wliich the Bhrgus, another ancient
family of fire priests, take tlie place of the
'

'

:

-

Atharvans; and lintkmuvcdn, prohaoly 'Veda of
the Brahma, or holy religion in general.' As regards the latter name, it must be remembered that
the Atharvaveda contains a large number of
theosophic hymns which deal with the hrahina in
the sense of the Neo-Platonic Xoyo!, as a kind of
pantheistic personification ot holy thought and
The Atharvaveda is a colits pious utterance.
lection of 730 hymns, containing some GOOO
StftUZ.OS.

—

The redactions or col7. The Vedic scnools.
lections of these lour Vcdas are known as Sai'nhitds ;
each of them is haniled down in various schools,
branches, or recensions, called charana, idkhd,
or bheda, the term idkhd, or branch,' being the
'
These branches
most familiar of the three.
represent a given A'eda in forms ditt'ering not a
The school ditt'erences
little from one another.
of the Rigveda are unimportant, except as thej'
extend also to the Brahmanas and Siitras of that
'

'

Veda (see below). There are two Samaveda
redactions, those of the schools of the Kauthumas
and the Ranayaniyas.
very persistent tradition
ascribes nine schools to the Atharvaveda ; the
.Saihhitfis of two of these, the Saunakiyas and
Paippaladas, are published, the latter in an interesting chromo-photographic reproduction of the
unique manuscript of that text preserved in
the library of the University of TUbingsn. The
Yajurveda, especially, is handed down in recensions that differ from one another very widelj'.
There is in the lirst place the broad division into

A

White Yajurveda and Black Yajurveda. The
most important difference between these two is
that

the

Black Yajmveda schools intermingle

their stanzas and formuhe with the prose exposition of tlie Erahmana (see below), whereas the

schools present tlieir Briihmana
separate works. The White Yajurveda belongs
to the school of the Vajasaneyins, and is subdivided into the Madhyaiudina and Kanva reThe important schools of the Black
censions.
Yajurveda are the Taittiriyas, MaitrSyaniyas,
Kathas, and Kapisthalas. Sometimes these schools

White Yajurveda
in

have definite geographical locations. For example,
the Kathas and Kapisthalas were located, at the
time when the Greeks became acquainted with
India, in the Panjab and in Kaslunir. The Maitrayaniyas appear at one time to have occupied the
region around the lower course of the river Narthe Taittiriyas, at least in modern times,
in the south of India, the Deccan.
The poetic stanzas and the
8. The Brahmanas.
ritualistic formulie of the Vedas collectively go by
the name of mantra, pious utterance,' or hymn.'
These were followed at a later period by a very
tlifferent literary type, namely, the theological
treatises called brdhmaiia, the Hindu aiialogon to
the Ilebrew Talmud. The Brahmana-s are exegetical and commentative, bulky expositions of the
sacrificial ceremonial, describing its minute details,
discussing its value or reason, speculating upon its
origin, and illuslratin" it-s potency by ancient
legends.
Apart from tlie light which these texts
throw upon the sacerdotalism of ancient India,
they are important because they are wTitten in
connected prose the earliest in the entire domain
of Indo-European speech.
They are especially im-

uiada

are at

;

home

—

'

'

—

portant for syntax in this respect they rejiresent
the oldest Indian stage even better than the Rigveda, owing to the restrictions imposed upon the
;
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two Srautas, those

The Brahmanas also
latter by its poetic form.
the
were composed in schools, or recensions
various Brahmana recensions of one and the same
Veda difl'er at times even more widely than the
Thus tlie liigveda has
Saiiihitas of the mantras.
two Brahmanas, the Aitareya and the Kaimtakin,
The Brahmana matter of the
or Sdhklw.yana.
Black Yajurvedas is given together with the
nmntras of that class (see above) on the other
hand, the White Yajurveda treats its Brahmana
matter separatel.y, and^ witli extraordinary fullness, in the famous Satapatha BrOhinana, the
Brahmana of a Hundred Paths,' so called because
Next to the
it consists of a hundred lectures.
Rigveda and Atharvaveda Sariiliitas this work
is the most important production in the whole
range of Vedic literature. Two Brahmanas belonging to independent recensions of tlie Samaveda
have been preserved entire, that of the Tandins,
usually designated as Paiichavi/ida Brahmana, and
that of the Talavakaras or Jaiminiyas. To the
Atharvaveda is attached the very late and secondary Gopatha, Brahmana its contents harmonize so
little with the spirit of the Atharvan liynms that
it seems likely to have been produced in imitation

of Latj'ayana and Urahyayana,
belonging respectively to its two schools of tlie
Kauthumas and the Hauayaniyas the Atharvaveda has the late and inferior Vaitdtia.
11. The Grhya Sutras, or
House Books.'
Of decidedly greater, indeed of universal, interest
is the second class of Sutras, the Grhya Sutras, or
House Books.' These arc treatises on home life,
which deal systematically and piously with the
events in the everyday existence of the individual
and his family. Though composed at a comparatively late Vedic period, they contain practices
and prayers of gi'eat antiquity, and supplement
most eiiectively the contents of the Atharvaveda.
From the moment of birth, indeed from the time
of conception, to the time when the body is consigned to the funeral pjTe, they exhibit the ordinary plain Hindu in the aspect of a devout and
virtuous adherent of the gods. All the important
events of life are sacramental, decked out in practices often of great charm ami usually full of symbolic meaning.
For ethnology and the history of
human ideas the House Books are of unexcelled

:

;

'

'

'

'

sclipol

importance. These manuals are also distributed
among the four A'edas and their schools, each of
which is theoretically entitled to one of them.
More than a dozen are now known to scholars.
The Rigveda has the Grhya Sutias of its two
the
schools, that of Asvalayana and Saiikhayana
White Yajurveda that of Paraskara the Black
Yajurveda a large number, as those of the

conditions in the other Vedas.

—A

later deUpanisads.
of the Brahmanas is the Aranyakas,
is inTheir
later
character
Forest Treatises.'

opment

?i.

or '
dicated both by the position which they occupy at
the end of the Brahmanas and by their partly tiieoThe name Forest Treatise
sophical character.
Either these works were
is not altogether clear.
recited by hermits living in the forest, or, owing
to the superior sanctity of their- contents, they
were taught by teacher to pupil in the solitude of
the forest rather than in the profaner atnjosphere of
the town or \allage. The two important Aranyakas
are the Aitareya and the Taittir'tya, belonging to
the two Vedic_s«hools of that name. The chief
interest of the Aranyakas is that they form in eontents and tone a transition to the Uijanisads, the
older of which are either embedded in tliem or form

;

;

'

'

their concluding portions (see artt.

Apastamba, Baudhayana, Hiranj'ake.sin, Manava,
and Katha schools the Samaveda has the GoTo the Atharvabhila, Khadii'a, and Jauniniya.
veda belongs the unique Kaviika Siitra, which,
;

domestic ritual, deals with the
magical and medicinal practices that specially
belong to that A"eda.
in addition to the

Law

Books.'—
The Dharma Sutras, or
thin! class of Sutras are the Dharnui yiiltras,
deal
to
or Law Books.' They also
some extent
with the customs of everyday life, but are engaged
for the most part with secular and religious law.
In one department of law, that of expiation, these
Siitras root in the Vedic hymns themselves.
considerable number of expiatory hymns and
stanzas, clearly of the same stock as the law of
expiation, are found in Vedic texts, especially the
'

12.

The
'

Aranyaka.s,

A

Upanisads).

The Srauta-Sutras,

or manuals of the Vedic
10.
Both mantra and brahmana are regarded
ritual.
as revealed (irnti, or revelation ')
the rest of
Vedic literature as tradition (smj-ti), derived from
holy men of old. This literature h:is a characteristic style of its own, being handei! down in the
fonn of brief rules, or sfitras, whence it is familiarly known as Sutra literature, or tlie Sutras.
They are, in the main, of three classes, each of
which is, again, associated with a particular Vedic
school, reaching back, as a rule, to the school distinctions of the Saiidiitas and ^he Bralmianas.
The first class of Sutras are the Srauta or Kalpa
Sutras of the
Sutras, which may be translated
Vedic Ritual.' They are brief nmemonic rulebooks conipiled, with the help of oral tradition,
from the Bralunanas. They are technical guides
to the Vedic sacrifice, distinguished from tlie
difiusive Brahmanas, where the ritual acts are in-

—

'

;

Atharvaveda and the Taittiriya Aranyaka.

The

Law

Sutras, in their turn al>-o, are either diiectly
attached to the body of canonical WTitings of a
certain Vedic school or are shown by inner criteria
The
to have originated within such a school.
oldest Law Siitras are those of the Apastamba and
Baudhayana, belonging to the Black Yajurveda
schools of that name ; the Gautama 'oelonging to
the Samaveda ; the Visnu belonging to the Katha
school of the ISlack Yajurveda and the Vasistha
The earliest metrical
of less certain associations.
law-books, the so-called Dharmaiastras, written
in Classical Sanskrit, seem also to be based on lost
Sutra collections of definite Vedic schools. The
most famous of these, the Mdnava Dharmaidstra,
or Law Book of Manu' (see Law [Hindu]), may be
founded upon a lost Dharma Siitra of the Manava
or Maitrayanlya school of the Black Yajurveda,
while the briefer Law Book of Yajiiavalkya is
unmistakably connected with some school of the
;

'

'

terrupted by explanation and illustrative legend.
To the Rigveda belong two Srauta Sutras, corresponding to its two Brahmana schools the Aivaldyana to the Aitareya Brdhnutna, and the Saiikhdyana or Kausltakin to the Brahmana of the same
To the White Yajurveda belongs the
ijame.

'

'

:

Srauta Sutra of Kiityayana, closely adhering to
the &atapatha Brahmana. There are no fewer
than six Srauta Sutras belonging to the Black
Yajurveda, but only three of them are published,
or in the course of ]niblication, those of Apastamlia
and Baudhayana, belonging to the schools of the
Taittiriyas, and the ^Ianava, belonging to the
school of the Maitrayaniyas. The Samaveda has

'

'

;

The Aranyakas and

—

'

;

of the
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White Yajurveda.
English readers may obtain ready insiglit into the contents
of Vedic literature in all iU important aspects throULdi the
series of translations edited by Max Miillcr in
(0.\ford,
Parts of the Ri<rveda are translated by Miiller himls79ff.).

SBE

self

(vol.

xxxii.)

and H. Uldenberff

(vol. xlvi.)

;

the Atharva-

the J^ntapntha Brdhmnrta by
;
xxvi. xli. xliii. and xliv.) ; seven of the
J. Kggelin^ (vols.
Gfhya Sutras by Oldenberj; (vols. .xxix. and xxx.) ; the older
Dharma Sutras by G. Biihler and J. Jolly (vols. ii. vii, and
and the Law Book of Mauu by Biihler (vol. xw.).
xiv.)

veda by M. Bloomfield

(vol. xlii.)

xii.

:

1

13.

Vedic and Sanskrit

literature

contrasted.—

LITERATURE

no

(Vedio and Classical Sanskrit)

The form and

style of Sanskrit literature diller
As regards
of the Vedas.
the l.uiguage, it is to be noted that prose in Vedic
times was "developed to a tolerably high pitch in
the Ynjurvedas, Brahnianas, and Upauisads ; in
Sanskrit, apart from the strained scientific language {sulra) of philosoiihy or grammar, or the
diffuse and inorganic style of the commentators,
It presents itself in genuine literaprose is rare.
ture only in fables, fairy tales, lomances, and
Nor has this prose improved
partly in the drama.
in literary and stylistic quality, as compared with
the earlier variety. On the contrary, it has become more ami more clumsy and hobbling, full of

a good deal from those

long awkward compounds, gerunds, constructions
in the passive voice where the active would do,
and other artificialities. As regards the poetic
medium of Classical Sanskrit, it also diflers from
the Veda, The bulk of Sanskrit poetry, especially
the Epic, is composed in the iloka metre, a development of the Vedic artiistubh metre of four
octosyllabic lines of essentially iambic cadence.
J5ut numerous other metres, usually built up
on Vedic prototypes, have become steadUy more
in
elaborate and strict than their old originals
the main they have also become more artistic and
;

moral and religious instruction.

of

A

Bharata and a Mahdhharata are mentioned as
House-Books (see above) of the later

early as the

'

'

literature, but all dates assigned to the
original simpler epic which jireceded the encyclop:oaic poems in its finished form are mere guesses,

\'edic

that it obtained its essentially present
the 4th or 5th cent, of our era.
Among the episodes of the Mnhdhhdrnta, the
BhagavadGltd, The Song of the l)i\ine One,' or

except

form

in

'

'

Song

Celestial,' is

preeminent.

It

is

in

respects the most interesting and important
in

some
book

post-Vedic literature.

the rival armies of the Kurus and the P.indus are drawn
up against eacn other, Arjuna, the leader of the Pandu^-. stoutest
Tlien Kr^na.
of heroes, hesitates to er'.^r upon the slaughter.
one of the incarnations of Visnu, acting as Arjuna's charioteer,
silences his scruples by poiriting out that action, which is the
IK'rformance of duty, is the obligation of man in the world,

When

although, 6nally, abstracted devotion to the Supreme Spirit
alone leads to salvation. The poem is conceited in the spint of
At the bottom is the
eclectic Ilindu theosophy or philosophy.
Sankhya doctrine of dual matter and spirit, but this is tinged
with monistic \ed.^nlist pantheism (see Buagavad-GitA).

It is not likely that the poem formed part of the
original Bharata Story,' but there is no informaThe Mahdtion as to its date and authorship.
hhdrata has been translated into English prose at
'

beautiful.

Notwithstanding

Tlic heroic story is not only interrupted b> episodes, but is in
general made the pivot around which philosophical (religious)
and fllii' al discussions of great length revolve. Thus the work
has a-ssumed the place in Ilindu literature of an encyclopedia

the

wonderfully

unbroken

Hindu writings, the spirit of Sanskrit literature also dilfers greatly from the Vedic.
The chief distinction between the two periods is
continuity o!

that the Veda is essentially a religious collection,
whereas Sanskrit literature is, with rare exceptions, such as the Bhagavad-GUd, or the metrical

Law Sastras, profane. In the Veda lyric poetry
us well as legendary and expository prose are in
the service of prayer and sacrifice ; in Sanskrit
epic, IjTic, didactic, and dramatic forms are all
for the purpose of literary delectation and aesthetic
or moral instruction.
In Sanskrit literature,
moreover, with the exception of the grand compilations of the Mahdhharata and the Puranas, the
authors are generally definite persons, more or
less well-known, whereas the Vedic writings go
back to families of poets oj schools of religious
learning, the individual authors being almost invariably submerged.
Sanskrit literature may
14. Epic literature.

—

be

divided into epic, lyric, dramatic, didactic,
In epic poetry there is
narrative, and scientific.
the important distinction between tlie freer, narrative epic called ifihnsa {q.i\), 'story,' or j>urd!i(!,
ancient legend,' and the artistic or artificial epic
'

called kilvi/a, 'poetic product.' The great epic,
the Ma/uibhdratrt, is by far the most important
Of somewhat
representative of the former kind.
similar free style are the eighteen Purdnas (see
below), of mudi later date than the Mahdhharata.
The beginnings of the artistic style are seen in

the other great Hindu epic, the Kdmdi/ana. But
the finished style of the kdvya is not evolved until
the time of Kalidasa about the 6th cent. A.D.
The Mahdhlmrata, or Great Bharata Story,' the
greatest of Hindu epics, is a huge authorless compilation for which tradition has devised the name
It is written for
Redaction,' as author.
V'^yasa,
the most part in the epic metre, the iloka, and
contains altogether about 11*0,000 stanzas of four
lines ca(th, about eight times the length of the
'

'

Homeric jmems.
The kernel story of the epic, which Is interrupted by many
episodes, or interwoven narratives, tells how the ancient and
wicked dynasty of the KuniK was overthrown by the pious
Parichiil.w and Pandilfl.
At a i,'r\inblinir-match depicted in the
most vivid language, Duryo<Uiana, the king of the Kurus,
cheats the i'fiiidu princes, robs them of their kingdom, and
exiles Iheni fur thirteen years.
But this is only the preparation
for the final war, or eighteen days' battle. t)etween the opposing
and
their
houses
n11ic>«.
In this the Kurus are finally
royal
overthrown and destroyed.

the expense of Pratapa Chandra Kay (Calcutta,
1895), and by M. N. Dutt (do. 1895).
The 7i'rt»m;/fninr, the second
15. The Ramayana.
of the great epics, is in the main the work of a
Though all jiarts are not
single author, Valmiki.
from the same hand, and though it is not entirely
free from digressions, it tells a connected story of
great interest in epic diction of the highest order.
It is to this day the favourite jioem of the Hindus.
The central figures are Rama and his devoted wife
Sita the main event the conquest of Laiika (pro-

—

;

bably Ceylon).
Daiaratha, the mighty king of Oudh (Ayoilhya), having
old, decides upon R;ima, his oldest .^on, as his successor,
but his intriguing second queen, Kaikeyi, succeeds in changing
liis inijid in favour of her son Bliarata.
llama, banished for
fourteen years, retires with Sita to the forest. Upon the death
of DaSaratha, his son Bharata refuses to usurp Rama's throne,
but seeks him out in the forest in order to conduct him back to
the throne in his capital city. Rama in turn refuses to cross
his father's decision
he ofTers his irold-embroidered shoes as a
token of his resignation of the throne. But Bharata, on returnshoes
upon the throne, and holds over them the
ing, places the
yellow parasol, ttie sign of royalty he himself stands by and
In the meantime Rama
as
the
acts
king's plenipotentiary.
makes it his business to fight the demons who molest the
in
of
the
forest
their
ascetics
holy practices. Uavana, the king
of the (k-nions, who lives in Lanka, revengefully kidnaps Sita.
alliance
with Hanuman and Sugriva, the
forms
an
Then R.ama
kings of tlie monkeys, who build for him a wonderful bridge
Rama slays Riivaria, is
Lai'ika.
from
the
mainland
to
across
reunited v.ith Sita, returns home, and, conjointly with Bharata,
so
that
the
rules his happy people,
golden age has come again
upon the earth.

grown

:

;

The

story, notwithstanding the fact that it pre-

outwardly as a heroic legend, lies
under the suspicion of containing one or more
Certainly in the \eda Sita is the
mythic roots.
personified furrow of the field, the beautiful wife
of Indra or Parjanya (see Vedic Religion).
sents

itself

Hence Rama certainly continues the qualities of
Indra, the slayer of demons. The story also seems

advance of Brahmanical
soutuward towards Ceylon.
to typify the

civilization

The RCimayana
books, in altout 24,fM10
It exists in three recensions, which differ one from the
stanzas.
of
the
order
stanzas, and in having
other in their readings, the
each more or less lengthy iMu*sages that arc wanting in the
consists of seven

others.

The best known

translateil

arid most popular recension has been
by the Anglo Indian scholar It. T, II. Cirillith in five

volumes (Renan-s,

1870-7.^').

The

Puranas. -SiiMiewhat related in character to the great epics are the Purdnas, eighteen
16.

number. They are later poetic works of mixed
The
cosmogonic, epic, and didactic character.
in

LITERATURE

(Vedic and Classical Sanskrit)

\yoid purdna occurs frequently in the
texts
jjrose
of the Veda as a designation of the Veda's own
cosmogonic and legendary lore ; the name is also
In its most distincapplied to the Mahahharatn.
tive sense the word refers to a class of
writings
wliicli certainly do not date before the (itli cent.
A.D.
The existing Pi^j-aiifts seem to be sectarian
religious manuals for the people, written in the
interest of either the worshippers of Visnu or tliose
of Siva.
Thougli tlie fundaqiental later Hindu

triad— Brahma, Visnu, and Siva

—

is

recognized,

nevertlieless the Vai^navite KHrma Parana does
not hesitate to say: 'Visnu is the divinity of the
gods, Siva of the deWls'.' To Brahma all alike
refer only in a perfunctory fashion.
According to
ancient tradition, the ideal Purana is divided into
(1) primary creation, or
gosmogony (2)
secondary creation, or the destruction and rebuilding of the worlds (3) genealogy of the gods and

five parts

:

;

;

patriarchs
of the

;

(4)

Manu

mammntaras, or periods

of reigns

the history of the dynasties of
is so divided, yet
kings.
their subject-matter roughly follows that order.
The entire type of composition is of secondary importance it boiTows its themes very largely from
the epic literature, and represents religious belief,
practices, and legends in an exaggerated, fantastic,
often disordered fashion (see Puranas).
The Hindus consider
17. The 'artistic epics.'
six kdvyas, or
artistic ejjics,' entitled to the
But their artistic,
epithet 'great' (mahd-kdi'ya).
or, better, artificial, character removes them in
reality from the sphere of genuine epic they are
interesting on account of their wealth of descriptive power and delicacy of illustration
they are
deficient in the portrayal of strong character or
action.
Moreover, they are commingled
stirring
;

(5)

Thougli no extant Purana

;

—

'

;

;

more and more with

lyric,

erotic,

and didactic

elements, as well as with bombast and play on
words. Nevertheless, no less a )ierson than Kalidasa, the universal poet and tlramatist, is the
author of the two best known artistic epics, the
Kumdrasambhava, or Birth of the War God,' and
the Eaghuvamia, or Kace of Ka<diu.' The former
consists of seventeen cantos, the first seven of
wldch are devoted to the courtship and wedding of
the deities Siva and P,ar\ati, tlie parents of the
youthful god of w^ar. The real theme of the poem
appears only towards the end, in the account of the
destruction of the demon Taraka, the object for
which the god of war was born. The Earjhuvaih^a,
in nineteen cantos, describes in the first nine the
life of Rama, together with that of his dyna.sty.
Then in the next six cantos comes the story of Rama
himself, the same theme as that of the Rdmdyana.
The remaining cantos deal with the twenty-four
kings who ruled as Rama's successors in Ayodhya.
The remaining ka vyas deal for the most part with
themes from the Ulahubhdrata and Rdmayana.
18. Lyric poetry. ^Everj' form of artistic Sanskrit literature, whether epic, dramatic, or conAt the
fessedly lyric, has a strong IjTic cast.
bottom these three kinds, in tlie Hindu poet's
hands, are but thematically difl'erentiated forms
of the same poetic endowment.
Ornate figures of
speech, luxuriant richness of colouring, carried
into literary composition from the gorgeous climate,
flora, and fauna of India, subtle detail-painting
of every sensation and emotion— these are the
'

'

common

characteristics of

Hindu

artistic poetry.

Lyric poetry can hardly do more than emphasize
or specialize these conditions, yet it has its mdividual traits, the mo.st important of which is the
refined elaboration of the single strophe, in distinction from continuous composition.
In form and
name these strophes are infinitely elaborated and
varied.
In no other literature have poets endeavoured so strongly to harmonize the sentiment of
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a stanza with its metrical expression. The most
elaborate continuous Ij'rics of India are the Mcghadata, or Cloud Messenger,' and the Rtusamhdra,
or 'Cycle of Seasons,' both by Kalidasa.
'

The theme of the former is a message sent by a yaksa. or
The messenger is a passing cloud
elf, exiled from heaven.
which shall report to the yaksa'i, wife, as>he tosses lovelorn upon
her couch through the watches of the iiijiht, the longing of her
exiled husband.

'

May the cloud, after dehvering his niessagQ,
return with reassuring news, and never himself be separated
from his lightning spouse. The 'Cycle of Seasons is famous
for its descriptions of India's tropical nature, matched all
along
with the corresponding human moods and emotions.
'

The bulk of lyrical poetry, however, is in single
miniatiue stanzas, which suggest
strongly the
didactic sententious proverb poetiy which the
Hindus also cultivated with great success.
In
fact the most famous collection of such stanzas,
that

of

consists

of lyric, didactic,
Bliartrhari, who lived in
the 7th cent. A.D., is perhaps the mo.st remarkable
Hindu poet next to Kalidasa.
Uie stanzas, 300 in number, are divided into three centuries—
the Century of Love,' the Century of Wisdom,' and the CenThere is no action in these stanzas
tury of Resignation.'
Ever and again, within the narrow frame of a single stanza, the
poet pictures the world of him for whom the wide imiverse is
summed up in woman, from whose glowing eyes there is no
escape. But, after singing woman's praise in every key, he
Youtii has
finally declares that he has become an altered man.
gone by his thoughts, freed from infatuation, are all for contemplation in the forest, and the whole world he accounts but

Bliartrhari,

and philosophic poems.

'

'

'

;

as a wisp of straw.

The second master
author

of

the

He

Amaru.'

of the erotic stanza is Amaru,
or 'Century of
a master at depicting all the

Amarusataka,

also is
love
bliss and dejection,

moods

of
devotion.

:

None

anger

and

of the Indian Ijrists treats love
from the romantic or ideal point of view it is
But a certain delicacy of
always sensuous love.
feeling and expression, as well as a sensitive
appreciation of those qualities of love which
attract irresistilily, only finally to repel, lifts their
stanzas above the coarse or
It is
commonplace.
;

Hindu minne-song,' flavoured with the universal,
though rather theoretical, Hindu pessimism.
'

—

Even in erotic lyrics the
19. Didactic poetry.
Hindu's deep-seated inclination towards speculation and reflexion is evident.
This has not
basis of that which is best and
only been the
highest in their religion and philosophy, but it has
assumed shape in another miportant product of
their literature, the gnomic, didactic, sententious
stanza, which may be called the Proverb.' O. von
Bbhtlingk {Ind. S2rruchc, Petrograd, 1870-73) collected from all Sanskrit literature some 8000 of
these stanzas. They begin with the Mahabharata,
and are particularly common in the moral
envoys
of the fabile literature.
Their keynote is again the
of
human
and
the
life,
vanity
superlati\e happiness
that awaits resignation. The mental calm of the
anchorite
who
lives
free
from all desires in
saintly
the stillness of the forest is the resohing chord
of human unrest.
But for him who remains in the
world there is also a kind of salvation, namely,
When a man dies and leaves all behind
virtue.
him, his good works alone accompany him on his
journey into the next life (nietenipsycho.sis).
Hence the practical value of virtue almost overrides the pessimistic view of the vanity of all
human action. These gnomic stanzas arc gathered
up into collections such as the Sdnti-sataka, or
'Century of Tranquillity,' or the 3Ioha-mndgara,
but the ethical saw is
or 'Hammer of Folly
really at home in the fables of the Panchafantra
and Hitopadeia. These works are paralleled by
Buddhist compositions (see below).
In fact, a
Buddhist collection of this sort, the Dhammapada, or Way of the Law,' contains perhaps the
most beautiful and profound words of wisdom in
'

;

'

all

Hindu

20.

literature.

The drama.— The drama

is

one of the latest

LITERATURE
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yet one of the most interesting products of SanWith all the uncertainty of literskrit literature.
ary dates in India there is no gooil reason to
assume for this class of works a date earlier than
Certain Vedic
the 5tli or 6th cent, of our era.
hymns in dialogue are all that the early periods of
Hindu litc-'rature suggest as a possible partial, j'et
The Sanskrit
verj' duuhtful, basis for the drama.
word for 'drama' is t^dtnka, from the root ncit,
'

nart,

word

to dauce
therefore

doubtful

tliat

'

(whence nantch
'

means

'

literally

girls,' etc.

).

forgotten. that certain general coincidences between
the drama and the theatre of diU'erent peoples are
due to common psychological traits hence genuine
historical connexion in such matters requires the
;

most exacting

The

The

It is not

ballet.'

epics, or they move in the sphere of actually exThe themes, at any rate, are
isting Hindu courts.
not dilt'erent from those of other Hindu literature.
They show no foreign admixtures. It must not be

dances contrilmted something to the

proof.
chief dramatic writer

Kalidasa, the

is

in-

comparable Hindu poet, master at the same time
Three dramas
of epic and lyri<' poetry (see iibove).
the Hdkiinlald, the Urvail,

of the drama.
In various religious
ceremonies of earlier times dajicing |)1aveil a ])art
at a later time the cult of Siva and Visnu, and
especially of Siva's incarnation Krsiia, was accom-

are ascribed to liim

panied by pantomimic dances. These pantomimes
reproduceif the heroic deeds of tliese gods, and
were accompanied by songs. Popular representa-

Cart,' said to

tions of this sort, tlie so-ealled yfifnts, lia\e survived to the present day in Bengal. They arc
not unlike the mystery-play of tlie Christian
Middle Ages, and their modern continuation, the
Tlie god Krsna and Kiidlia, his love,
passion-plaj'.
are the
characters, but there are also friends,
The yatras, a mixrivals, and enemies of Radha.
ture of music, dancing, song, and improvised dia-

cent.

logue, while unquestionably in some way connected
with the origin of the drama, are nevertheless
separated by a very wide gap from the finislied
product of tlie nrifaka as it appears in such works
as the SakimtalCt of Kalidasa, or the MrchchhahUikd, Clay Cart,' of Sudraka.
It is still a moot question whetlier Western
(Greek) influence, particularly the New Attic
Comedy of Menaiuler (as reflected in Plautus and
Terence), has not in some measure contributed
to the shaping of the Hindu drama.
It is known
that Greek actors followed Alexander the Great
through Asia, and thai tliey celebrated his victories
with dramatic performances. After the death of
Alexander Greek kings continued to rule in NorthWestern India. Brisk commerce was carried on
between the west coast of India and Alexandria,

compositions are the Mdlatlitiddhava, or Malati
and Madhava'; and the two dramas MtihdinracharUa and Uttararamacha ritn, both of which deal
with Rama, the hero of the Rdmdyana. Finally
may be mentioned Visakhadatta, the author of the
Uludrdrdksasa, the Seal of the Minister Raksasa,'
a drama of political intrigue, whose composition
also dates from the 8th century.
Action is the body of the drama' such is the
dictum of the Hindu tiieorists. Precisely what
we should call dramatic action is not the prominent quality of the greatest dramatist of them all,
His dramas are rather distinguished by
Kalidasa.
tenderness of feeling and delicacy of touch. They
The action is
are lyric rather than dramatic.
slow, the passions profound but not elemental.
The deepest feelings are portrayed in delicate
forms which never approach violence or coarseAt the
ness, but, on the contrary, are over-nice.
height of the situation, perhaps in profound misery,
the hero and the heroine still find time to institute
comparisons between their own feelings and the
phenomena of nature. There is indeed a plethora
in them all of mango-trees and iirlsa -blossoms,

development

;

mam

'

the later centre of Greek literary and artistic life.
art and Greek astronomy certainly exercised
strong influence upon Hindu art and science. The
chief points of resemblance between the Hindu
drama and the Greek comedy are as follows. The
Hindu drama is divided into acts (from one to ten),
the acts
separated by varying periods of time
proper are preceded by a prologue spoken by the

Greek

;

The stage was a

stage manager (siltrndhdrn).
simple rostrum, not shut oil' from the auditorium
by a curtain, but, on the contrary, the curtain was
in the background of the stage
it was called
The
>jnvanik'i--[\\ii.t is, 'Greek curtain (/uj'iktj).
characters of the Hindu drama resemble in some
There are
respects those of the Attic comedy.
courtesans and parasites, braggarts and cunning servants.
Especially the standard comic
figure of the Hindu drama, the vidu.snka, the
unrornantic friend of the hero, compares well with
the go-between, the scrcus currens, of the Gr;vco;

'

Roman comedy.

The

a

hunchbacked, bald tlwarf of halting gait, the clown
of the jiiece.
Thougli a Brilhman by birth,
with maliciously humorous intent, ho does not
but
the popular dialect, Prakrit,
-jieak Sanskrit,
virii'imka

is

the women .and the inferior jiersonages of
the drama.
He idays the unfeeling realist, intent
uj«m every form of bodily comfort, esiiecially a
good dinner, to tlic hero's .sentimental flowery
romanticism. Altlioiigh it is just possible that
one or the other feature of tlie Hindu drama
may be due to outside influence, the inner matter
is certainly national and Indie.
The themes are,
for the most part, those of the heroic legend in the
like

:

and MCdamkdgniiiiitra, or

'

Malavika and Agni-

From a time somewhat earlier than Kalidasa comes the drama Mjx'hchhakatikd, tl^e Clay
mitra.'

'

who

is

have been composed by king Sudraka,
praised ^jstatically as its author in the

.of the play.
Similarly, during the 7th
A.D., a king named Harsa is said to have
composed three existing dramas t\\e Ilatndvnt'i, or
String of Pearls' the Ndr/dnanda, whose hero is
a Buddhist, and whose prologue is in praise of

prologue

:

'

;

and the PriyadciriUcd. From the 8tli
dramas of Bhavabhuti, a South
Indian poet, the most distinguished dramatist next
His most celebrated
to Kalidasa and Sudraka.
Buddlia

;

cent. A.D. date the

'

'

—

'

and lotus, of bimba-Vips, of gazelles,
But we
flamingoes, and multi-coloured parrots.
must bear in mind the climate of India, and its
almost frenzied flora and fauna then this excess
Kalidasa's dramas
will .seem less extravagant.
are always artistic and hnished, and their beauty
The
the genius of Goethe.
strongly suggests
single Hindu drama which calls to mind a real
niodern drama is the 'Clay Cart,' ascribed to king
of creepers

;

Sudraka, whose persons, diction, and action, more
than those of any other Hindu [ilay, remind one
of Shakespeare (see DiiAM.v [Indian]).
No department of
21. Fables and stories.
Hindu literature is more interesting to the student
of comparative literature than tliat of the fables
and fairy tales. There is scarcely a single motive
that does
of the European fable collections
not appear in the Hindu collections. The study
of the migrations and relations of fables and
fairy tales was (irst elevated to the position of a
science by Thendor Benfey in his work on the

—

On the other li.and,
Vnuchatiintrii (Leipzig. 185t)).
the proverlis and instructions which are woven
into the fables ju-esent the best and most practical
The most important and
picture of Hindu ethics.
extensive cnllcction of fables and tales is BudThis c.dlection is
dhistic, being written in Pali.
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designated as the JCdakas, which seems to
'

Bii-th

Buddha

mean

made

to appear in
every one of them as the wise or successful person
or animal of_ the fable ; he himself points the

moral

Stories.'

(see

is

The two most important

Jataka).

Sanskrit collections are the Panchatantra and tlie
Hitopadeia. The Panchatantra, or Five Books,'
the most celebrated Sanskrit book of this sort,
existed at least as early as the first half of the
6th cent. A.D., since it was translated by order of
king Khusru Anusliirvan (531-579) into Palilavi,
the literary Persian language of that time. It
thence passed into Arabic, Greek, Persian, Turk'

Hebrew, Latin, and German and from
European languages. The name
Panchatantra is probably not original, but took
the place of Karataka and Damanaka,' or|some
similar title, derived from the names of the two
jackals prominent in the first book. This may be
ish, Syriac,

German

;

into other
'

'

'

surmised, because the title of the Syriac version is
KalUag and Damnag,' of the Arabic version
'
Kalllah and Dimnah.
Both the Panchatantra
and the Hitopadeia, or Salutary Instruction,' were
as
manuals
for the instruction
originally intended
of kings in domestic and foreign policy.
The
Hitopadeia, said to have been composed by Narayana, states that it is an excerpt from the Paiichatantra and other books.'
The most famous collection of fairy tales is the
Ocean of
very extensive Kathasaritsagara, or
Rivers of Stories,' composed by the Kashmirian
poet Somadeva, about A. D. 1070. This is in verse
three much shorter collections are in prose. The
^ukasaptati, or 'Seventy Stories of the Parrot,'
tells how a wife whose husband is away, and
who is inclined to solace herself with other men,
is for seventy nights cleverly entertained and
deterred by the story - telling parrot, until her
husband returns. The Vetala-pailchaviiiiiati, or
'
Twenty-five Tales of the Vampire,' is known to
English readers imder the name of Vikram and
the Vampire.' The fourth collection is the Simhclsana-dvatrirhUkd, or 'Thirty-two Stories of the
Lion-seat (throne), in whicli the throne of king
Viki'ama tells the stories. A noteworthy feature
of the Sanskrit collections of fairy tales, as well
as of the fables, is the insertion of a number of
different stories within the frame of a single narraThis style was boiTowed by other Oriental
tive.
peoples, the most familiar instance being the
'

'

'

'

'

;

,

'

'

A few prose romances of more
independent character may be mentioned in this
The Daiakumara • charita, or 'Adconnexion.
ventures of the Ten Princes,' a story of common
life and a very corrupt society, reminds one of the
Simplicissimus of Griiumelshausen. Its author is
Dandin, and it probably dates from the 6th cent.
The Vdsavadattd by Subandhu, and the
A.D.
Kadambari by Bana, are highly artificial romances
the latter narrates, in stUted language and long
compounds, the sentimental love-story of an ineffably noble prince and the equally ineffably
Arabian Nights.

;

Kadambari.
beautiful and virtuous
fairy princess
These works are known as charita, 'narrative' the
same name is also used for chronicles or quasihistorical literature of inferior grade. The nearest
approach to history, in our sense of the word, is
the Edjataraiigim, or the Chronicle of Kashmir,
by Kaiiiana, from the middle of the l'2th cent. A.D.
India abounds in all
22. Scientific literature.
forms of scientific literature, written in tolerably
good Sanskrit, even to the present day. One of the
characteristics of the Hindu mind is that it never
drew the line between literary creation and scientific presentation, so that it is not easy to mark off
;

—

and scientific literature.
The ancient legal books of the Veda (see
above) continue in the more modern poetical
from one another

belles lettres
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Dharnuiiastras and Smrti.i.
Of these the Law
Books of Manu and Yajiiavalkya (see above) are
the most famous examples Manu specially enjoys
great authority to this day. Rooted in the Upanisads are the sutras, or rules, of the six systems
;

of Hindu philosophy, and their abundant
expositions.
Grammar, etymology, lexicography, pro-

sody, rhetoric, miisic, and architecture all own a
technical literature of wide scope and importance,
and the treatment of most of these shows a
surprising tendency to assume metrical form. The earliest

works

of an etymological and phonetic character
the Vedic glosses of Yaska, the so-called
Naighantukas and the Nirukta, and the Prdtiidkhyas, or phonetic treatises pertaining to the
treatment of a Vedic text in a given school or
iakhd (see above). Later, but far more important,
is the Grammar of Pauini, one of the
greatest

are

grammarians of all times, and his commentators
Katyayana and Pataiijali. Mathematics and astronomy were cultivated from very early times ;
the so-called Arabic numerals came to the Arabs
from India, and were designated by them as Hindu
numerals.
Indian medical science must have
begun to develop before the beginning of the
Christian era, for one of its chief authors, Charaka,
was the head physician of king Kaniska in the
1st cent. A.D.
The germs of Hindu medical
science reach back to the Atharvaveda.
The

Bower Manuscript, one of the oldest of Sanskrit
manuscripts (probably 5th cent. A.D.), contains
passages which agree verbally with the works of
Susruta and Charaka, the leading authorities on
this subject.
LiTERATUBB.— The iiiost Convenient sketch for English readers
is A. A. Macdonell's thoroughly competent History of Sanskrit
Literature, one of the volumes of Short Histories of the Literatures of tiie World,' edited by Edmund Gosse (London, 1900).
The bibho^raphical notes at the end of the book are a safe guide
to more extensive study. Readable and popular in style is R. W.
Frazer's Literary History of India (London, 189S). Max Muller's History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature"^ (London, 1S60>
deals only with the Vedic period, and was important in its day,
but is now antiquated. A. Weber's History of Indian Literature (from the German by T. Zachariae, London, 1S7S) is a learned
and technical work, not at all adapted to the wants of the generaJ
reader it represents the state of knowledge of a quarter of a
century ago. The German work of L. v. Schroder, Indians
Literatur und Cultur (Leipzig, 1887), contains a fuller, very
instructive, and readable account of Hindu literature copious
translations and digests of the texts themselves render this work
very helpful. "The more recent treatises are H. Oldenberg, Die
Literatur des alten Indiens (Stuttgart, 1903), and V. Henry,
Les Littiratures de VInde (Paris, 1904), both excellent treatises,
having in view more particularly Eesthetic valuation of Hindu
Still more recently there have appeared three parts
literature.
'

;

;

M. Wintemitz's

Geschichte der indischen Litteratur (LeipThe
1908 ff.), a most satisfactory and instructive book.
the editorship of G. Biihler, and
F.
Kielhom
and
others (Strasscontinued after his death by
burg, 1896 ff.), covers the entire domain of Indo-Arj'an antiquity,
and contains authoritative information concerning many points
and problems of Sanskrit literature.
of

zig,
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Maurice Bloomfield.

LITHUANIANS AND LETTS.— i.

graphy. — The

Ethno-

Lithuanians and the Letts belong
to the Aryan family of peoples, and together with
the Borussians or Old Prussians, who became extinct in the 17th cent., form a distinct ethnological
This group, now generally called the
group.
Baltic,' had already ramified into its several
divisions in its pre-historic period, and its unity
is now seen only in certain common elements of
popular tradition and in the sphere of language
as regards which, however, the Lithuanians exhibit a much more arcliaic type than the Letts.
The original home of the Lithu-Lettish or Baltic
race was probably the basin of the lower Niemen,
and, as that district is virtually coterminous with
the Lithuania of to-day, while the Letts are found
'

—

Courland, the adjacent Prussian littoral, the
southern half of Livonia, and Polish Livonia in
the government of Vitebsk, it would appear that
the Lettisli branch liad readied its present location
in
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by niifrrating to the orijrinally Finnish districts of
Courland and Livonia, and that, on the otlier
hand, the Lithuanians remained fast upon their
ancestral

soil.

Numerically, neither member of the group is of
jrreat account, nor is it likely that either was ever
The Lithuanians number some one
important.
and a half million, about 120,000 of them being
in Prussia
the Letts less rather than more the
estimates varying from 1,200,000 to 2,000,000. In
a physical respect both branches are mixed, though
the mixture has been in no way detrimental to
them, since many individual Lithuanians and Letts
still exhibit all the distinctive marks of pure Aryan
descent, while the rest, men and women alike,
are generally self-reliant and sympathetic, wellformed, and often even handsome.

—

;

— The

historical fortunes of
the two peoples have run in quite distinct courses,
The histoiy of the Lithuanians
(a) Lithuanian.
opens in the 11th cent, with prolonged frontier
2.

Political history.

—

wars with Russia, from which, however, they
emerged so successfully, and witli their integrity
still so far complete, that one of tlieir princes,
Mendowg (recognized by Pope Innocent IV. as king
of Lithuania), actually contemplated the founding
of a united Lithu-Russian State.
This design,
however, was frustrated by Mendowg's death (1263)
and by internal embroilments.
Nevertheless, it
was at length brought to realization by the government of the Grand-duke Gedymin (tl341); and
tlien, under the leadership of his sons, Olgierd
(whom his brothers recognized as sovereign Grandduke) and Keistut, the young nation succeeded in
extending its sway from the Baltic to the Euxine,
and from the Polish Bug to the Ugra and the Oka,
though it did not include the western districts
(Nadrauen, Schalauen, and Sudauen), which the
Teutonic Knights had brought under their control
during the years 1274-83.
At the death of Olgierd, in 1377, his place was
taken by his favourite son, Jagiello, who, however,
soon quarrelled with Keistut (t 1382) and with his
son Witaut, the outcome of the dissension being
that the latter became the real lord of Lithuania,
although nominally the sovereignty of Jagiello
was not thereby infringed. Jagiello had shortly
before (1386) married Hedwig, queen of Polancl,
thus opening the way for a political alliance
between Lithuania arid Poland which seriously
threatened the independence of the former. M'itaut
strained every nerve and took all available measures to avert this danger.
Not only did he seek
to promote the independence of his country in a
political sense, but he also endeavoured, by working for a union between the Greek and Roman
comnmnions within its borders, to make it ecclesiWhile these endeavours
astically self-dependent.
proved to be in vain, they won him the confidence
of the Utraquist Hussites in such measure that
upon the death of King Wenceslaus they ofl'ered
him the Bohemian crown, and it was only the
unpropitious ix)litical conditions of the time that
prevented his acceptance of it. He was now all
the more ready to assume the crown of Lithuania,
which, indeed, the Emperor Sigismund, with a
view to the complete severance of that country
from Poland, had thrice oll'ered him already. Here,
again, however, Witaut was disappointed, as Poland intercepted the passage of the
which was
jiarty
conveying the crown to him, and he died shortly
afterwards (1430) four years before Jagiello, who,
as Queen Hed wig's consort, had at her death (1399)
become king of Poland.
In tlie succeeding period the Lithuanians repeatedly took occasion to a-ssert their independence
in relation to Poland, but this did nut jjrevent the
principality of Olgierd from gradually becoming a

—

Polish feudatory.
Witaut himself had been repeatedly compelled by the necessities of war and
external
troubles
to make concessions to Poland,
by
and his successors, under the increasing pressure
of the steadily growing power and rapacity of
Moscow, were forced in even larger measure to
purchase the help of Poland by ever closer fusion
with that State. These rulers, moreover, almost
without exception bore the name of Jagiello, and
united in their individual persons the Grand-dukedom of Lithuania and the crown of Poland. The
eventual result was the incorporation of the two
countries in a single political organism whose forThe
tunes were controlled by a coumion Diet.
incorporating union was eflected at the Diet of
Lublin in 1569.
At the very outset of Lettish history
(6) Lettish.
we find the merchants of Liibeck taking steps to
find an outlet for their commerce in the district
of the Lower Dvina, and they were followed by
German miss onaries, who there founded the
While these atearliest Christian settlements.
tempts at colonization were not at once greatly
successful, they had, nevertheless, the ellect of
making Livonia known to the West, and of directing against that heathen land the enthusiasm for
war against unbelievers which in that period of
the Crusades dominated the thought of Christendom. It was owing to this enthusiasm that Albert,
canon of Bremen (+ 1229), was able to secure a
permanent footing in Livonia (1200), and as its
bishop supported as he was by constant imniigiation from Germany and by the Livonian Order of
the Sword (founded in 1202) to establish there a
German colonial State, which was recognized in
Its
1207 as a frontier -district of the Empire.
suzerainty was shared by Albert and the Order in
such a way as to make the power of the bishop
preponderant but this position of matters was
fundamentally altered when, in 1237, the Livonian
Order was merged in the Order of the Teutonic
Knights, the latter thus adding the domain of the
former to its o^vn.
Taking as its model the
Prussian State, in which it alone held the reins
of sovereign authority
the bishops themselves
being subordinate to it the Teutonic Order sought
to curb the episcopal power among the Letts, and
it was all the more successful in this policy as it
managed to subjugate the hitherto unconquered
heathen districts. The process of subjugation, so
far as the Lettish provinces, Livonia and Courland,
were concerned, was virtually completed by 1290.
The Order, nevertheless, did not thereby win repose, but had constantly to take the field against
unfriendly neighbours, and, as the fortune of war
was on the whole unfavovirable to it, while its
powers were sapped by internal dissensions, and
the secularization of its Prussian territory in 1525
isolated its Livonian domain, its authority in the
latter also was at length completely shattered. In
1562 Livonia became a Polish province, while Courland, as a hereditary feudal duchy of Poland, came
into the power of the last Master of the Livonian
part of the Order, Gotthard Kettler. Finally, both
provinces became subject to Russia.
Ecclesiastical history.
Thus, while the
3.
Western Lithuanians and the Letts came under
German control in the I3th cent., the whole of
now Russian Lithuania was brought
Eastern
into close relations with Poland a century later,
and accordingly, as was to be expected, the two
divisions came to diverge widely from each other,
not only as regards their language, but also in the
moral, and most of all in the religious, sphere.
Eastern Lithuania, which at the time of Keistut's
death was almost entirely pagan, was thrown open
to Christianity by Jagiello, who himself had embraced that faith at his marriage with Hedwig,

—

—

—

;

—
—

—

—

—
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all the zeal of a new convert to
propagate it among his own people of Lithuania
they became more and more closely bound to
Poland, and the Church of the Polish Court and
the Polish State soon gained complete spiritual
authority among them. In this way Kussian
Lithuania became a Roman Catholic country, and
such, except to a very small extent, it has always
its non-catholic population consists
remained
only of a small number of Lutherans, who were
won to that communion through eflbrts directed
from Courland, and of some 40,000 adherents of
the Reformed Confession, whose forefathers were
induced to renounce Roman Catholicism under the
influence of Prince Nicholas Czamy Radziwill.

and strove with

;

;

ecclesiastical history of the Western LithuAs
anians and the Letts took a different course.
in the Prussian territory of the Teutonic Knights,
which under the Grand-Master Margrave Albert of
Brandenburg became a secular Protestant duchy
in 1525, so in Livonia and Courland the Lutheran
teaching was enthusiastically welcomed, and, in
fact, won universal acceptance in both provinces.
Most of the inhabitants remained faithful to it,
so that Protestantism is to-day almost uni\ersal
among the Letts. The only exceptions are found
in localities where Roman Catholicism was able to
gain a footing under the protection of Poland, or
where proselytes have been won by .the Russian
State Cliurch.

The

—

The religion which prevailed
Litliuanians and Letts prior to the
introduction of Christianity was a developed naturecult.
Besides the worship of woods and waters, of
4.

Early religion.

among the

stocks, and stones, of fire and household
we find a belief in the personality of the
heavenly bodies, especially the sun, as also in the
existence of divine beings who control all created
trees,

snakes,

Pre-emin^t among these divine l)eings
God,' designated by the primitive Aryan
name dcwas (Lat. detts). He was regarded generally
as the highest supramundane power, but sometimes, like tfeos in Homer, he was a distinct mythological figure, and as such probably identical with
Perkiinas (Lett. Perkohns), the thunder-god, who
presided over the heavenly bodies, and was regarded
as armed. An ancient folk-song tells that, when
the moon was unfaithful to his wife, the sun, and
became enamoured of the morning star, Perkiinas
cut him in pieces with a sword. According to
Litliuanian belief, Perkiinas's aunt washed the
wearied and dust-covered sun, who was once called
the daughter of God, and who herself had sons and
daughters ; in popular songs these play a great
part as mystic powers, but are always represented
hear frequently also
as human in all respects.
children of God,' and it would seem that
of the
the mythological imagination did not distinguish
between the latter and the 'children of the sun.'
The sun, nevertheless, was not regarded as the
wife of dewas (or of Perkiinas), as appears not only
from what has been said, but also from a Lettish
folk-song which tells how, when Perkiinas set out to
tind a wife beyond the sea, he was attended by the
sun, bearing a dowry-chest. The Letts, again,
believed that Perkiinas was a polygamist, and in
another of their folk-songs he is said to have as
many wives 'as the oak has leaves," tliough none
of them plays an independent part in the niythothings.

was

'

We

'

log'y-

We

need have no hesitation in assuming that
the ancient religion of the Lithuanians and of the
Letts alike recognized the existence of other divine
beings, and the way in which these are associated
shows that they originated in the observation of
nature and human life. But, with the exception
of Lainie, the goddess of fortune, none of them
comes down to us under a common Lithu-Lettish
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name, and we must be the more cautious in connecting such beings with the ancient religion

many of the divine names of the LithuLettish mythology rest upon the misconceptions or
There is adequate
fabrications of later times.
evidence, however, for an early belief in a number
of demonic beings, such as the laumes ('fairies')
.ind iMe pukis (' goblin,' flying dragon '), and it is
equally certain that the Lithu-Lettish religion was
dominated from primitive times by the conception
While
of a devil (Lith. Welnias
Lett. Welns).
that conception never became perfectly distini't, it
nevertheless formed so detinite an antithesis to the
idea of God that we cannot doubt the presence
of a dualistic element in the Baltic cult.
Corresponding to the belief in demonic beings,
because

'

;

'

'

superstition of a more general kind \\ as, and still
It manifests itself in a belief
is, very prevalent.
in witches (ragana,
seeress '), in the practice of
Lett, hurt), in notions
casting lots (Lith. bitrti
regarding countless occurrences of daily life, and
not least in the idea that the spirits of the dead
(Lith. weles ; Lett, wclji) continue to move about
'

—

among the living an idea that is undoubtedly very
ancient, as it is attested not only by distinct historical evidence, but also by certain features in folk(as, e.g., the notion that disembodied spirits
marry), and, above all, by graves dating from
heathen times, which often contain the remains of
both rider and horse, and are furnished with weapons and implements, thus pointing conclusively
to the belief that the dead continue to exist in a
As
life.
condition not unlike that of their
earthly
the majority of these graves contain skeletons, not
ashes, they likewise show that the Lithu-Lettish
peoples believed in the resurrection of the body.
As to the situation of the Lithu-Lettish abode of
the dead, there seems to have been no general
agreement, some data suggesting the sky, others a
nether world. In various localities we find traces
of a doctrine of metempsychosis.
Whether the cult had a special class of priests
cannot be made out. It had certainly no temples
in the proper sense, and the ajdes sacraj of which
we hear should probably be regarded as slight
erections in which fire was kept burning. Sacrifices
were common, and were oilered not only by way
of petition and thanksgiving, but also as propitiations; to judge from the Lettish designation, /ecrft
('blossoms'), the oii'erings would .seem to have

song

'

'

consisted originally of flowers and fruits, but we
have historical evidence that there were from the
first other kinds of sacrificial gifts, while, if not
among the Letts, yet among the Litliuanians and
Borussians, we find traces even of the practice of

human

immolation.
Sociological features.— Our data regarding
the political and social conditions, the prevailing
sentiments and morals, of the ancient Lithuanians
and Letts are not sufficient to enable us to give a
With
full and clear account of their civilization.
varying degrees of certainty, however, we may
make the following statements regarding their
mode of life they were efficient in war, and were
divided into numerous clans or cantons governed
5.

:

by chieftains they lived by tillage, cattle-rearing,
and hunting, and practised all manner of handicraft
and trading they lived in separate homesteads,
and their family life was of the patriarchal
marriage was based upon the purchase
type
and capture of brides, and, while the wife was
;

;

;

subject to the husband, she held a place of high
honour among her children ; finally, both peoples
had a remarkable liking for song, but did not
possess the art of writing.
One result of the
6. Literary development.
lack of writing is that the Lithuanians and Letts

—

have absolutely no literary remains from heathen

LOCKE
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It

was, in fact, onlj' wlien

Church began

make

tlie Cliristian

texts written in the
native lan^in^cs lonp; after the invention of
printing that literary documents were at length
produced. A Lithuanian and a Lettish translation
of the Ltitheran Catechism the former by Martin

—

to

—

<ise of

—

Mosvidius, subsequently a clergyman, and published in 1547, the latter by various clerfrymen
belonging to Courland, in 1586 a Lithuanian
version of a Roman Catholic catechism by a canon
named Michael Dauksa (1595), and a work trans-

—

lated by a protestant Lithuanian nobleman named
Pitkiewioz (1598), aie the earliest known writings
in the Lithu- Lettish languages.
Like most of this
earlier literary work, the further development of
Lithu-Lettish literature w.os long due to clergj-men, and thus, naturally enough, that literature,
even when it is not of a distinctively religious
I'haracter, is in its earlier stages largely

by Christian

feeling

pervaded

and moral earnestness.

Among

the Letts the most outstanding figure of the earlier
secular literature was Pas torG.F.Steniler(1714-96);
among the Lithuanians, Pas-torChristian Donalitius
(1714-80), the distinguished author of a poem entitled 'The Seasons.'
As contrasted with this
earlier stage, contemporarj' secular literature is
entirely modern in its point of view, as it not only
hears the impress of the social revolutions of last
century, but is informed by the spirit of a national
consciousness, and aims at the independence and
enlightenment of the Lithuanian and Lettish
This progressive movement, which propeoples.
ceeded at first but slowly, has within recent decades
become very vigorous, and alike in the field of
l)olitics and in that of letters has produced great,
if not
always good, results. Not a little of the
poetic production of Lithuanian and Lettish wTiters
is well worth the attention of foreign readers. Yet
even the best of it is not to be compared in poetic
quality with the lyrical survivals of the earlier
eras, falling far short of the beauty of many
Lithuanian folk-songs [dainos], and also of the
charm of the coontless Lettish lyrics in quatrains
{dfecsmas).

—

LlTBRAxrRE. Scriptores rcrum prtissicanxm
vols., I^eipzig,
1861-74 ; A. G'jagrnini, SarmatuB Europece dcacriptio, Speyer^
1681 : A. Bezzenberger, Litauische Forschungcn, Gottingen^
1882; A. Leskien and K. Brugmann, Lilauische VolksliaUr
und ildrchen, Strassburg, 1SS2 ; G. H. F. Nesselmann,
LUauUche Volkslieder, Berlin, 1353 ; A. Mierzynski, Zr/idlri
mytologii liUwskiej,\\!iTSo.n; 1S92-06; A. Bielenstein, Taitseml
Uttische Ratsel, Mitau, ISSl; K. Baron— H.Wissendorff,
tatuyu
dainas, Petrograd, 1894 fl. ; V. Andreyanov, LcttUche Volksliederund ilythen, Halle. 1S06 ; A., E., and H. Bielenstein. Stud,
auf dem Gefnete der lettischen Archdoloqie, EthTwtjraphie und
hlytholagie, Riga. 1896 W. Mannhardt, Die lettischen Sonnenmythen," in ZE vii. [IST-i]; M. Praetorius, Deliciaprussicw,
Oder prnismche Schaubiihne, ed. fin extracts) W. Pierson,
'
Berlin. 1S7I ; A. Bezzenberger,
Litauische Literatiir,' and
E. Welter, ' Lettische Literatur,* in Eultur der Gecjcnvart,
i. 9,
Leipzig, 1908 ; R. Trautmann, Die altpretm. Spr'achdenkmaler, Gottingen, 1910. A list ol Lithu-Lettish deities, with
reference to early literature, is given by F. Solmsen, in H.
,

."i

'

;

Usener, Gottemamen, Bonn,

1896.

A. Bezzenbkrgkr.

LITTLE VEHICLE.-See Hinayana.
LITURGIES.— See Wor.ship.
LOCKE.-

—

Chief dates in his life. John Locke was bom on 2»th
August 1632, St Wrington, Somersetshire.
Brought up at
home till the age o( fourteen, he was then sent to Westminster
school, from which he passed in 1652 to Christ Church, Oxford.
I.

He found little satisfaction in the scholastic kind of
training
then in vogue at Oxford, and, although, after his election to a
Senior Studentship at Christ Church in 1669, he held lectureships in Creek and Rhetoric, his interests eventually turned
more to scientific and medical studies. His connexion with
medical practice happened in 1666 to bring him into contact
with Lord Ashley, afterwards Earl of Shaftesbury, who
figured
Sij prominently in the
politics of Charles u.'s reign
and the
meeting had an important influence on Locke's life. In the
following year I-ocke went to I/ondon to act in the double
capacity of confidential adviser to Shaftesbury himself and
;

tutor to his son, while he was also enjjaged in political work
and held some appointments. Shaftesbury was dismissed from
and in 1676 Locke had to go to France for his
health, lie remained abroad for four years, staying chiefly at
Montpelller and Paris, but in 1679 returned to England to assist
Shaftesbury once more. The two years that interx ( ned befo.-e
the statesman's fall and flight were stormy, and, though Locke
had disapproved and probably ke]it clear of the linal plots, he
thought it prudent in 1683 to betake himself to Holland, nor
did he return until the Revolution had made it safe to do so in
l(i89.
The two years 1689-90 saw the jiublication of the great
E.-^say and two others of his princii>al works, and thus constitute a sort of literary epoch in his life. From 1691 onwards
he lived more in retirement, and chiefly in the family of Sir
Francis Masham, at Oates, in Essex. He was in great favour
with the new government, and for four years (1690-1700) held
the well-paid appointment of a Commissioner of Trade. Failing
health compelled his retirement front this oflice. His death
took place at Oates on 28th October 1704.
oITice in 1(»73,

2. Characteristics as a thinker and writer.—
Perha]>s no philosopher since Aristotle has represented the spirit and opinions of an age so completely as Locke represents philosophy and all
that depends upon jthilosophic thought, in the
18th cent.
especially in Britain and France (A.
C. Fraser, Locke, Preface).
Locke's claim to be
regarded as thus representative may be based alike
on the variety of the subjects on which he wrote
'

—

'

— philosophy, education,

politics, religion

— and on

the aims and qualities of his thinking. In all
directions he exhibits the merits and the defects
which are attributed to the period. He is imthe jargon of the
patient of authority and of
schools,' seeks to put aside preconceptions and see
the truth of things clearly for himself, believes
lirmly that reasonmustbeour last judge and guide
in everything,' and desires sincerely to pursue truth
only and for its own s.ake. On the other hand, he
has no adequate knowledge or appreciation of the
heritage of the past, accepts current assumptions,
distinctions, and doctrines without seeing any
need to test them, tends to bring ' reason do>\Ti
to the level of reflective common sense, and is quite
ready to acquiesce in a very humble estimate of
its reach as a human faculty.
Moreover, although
Locke was so eminently representative and exercised an immense influence on European thought,
he cannot be ranked very high as a philosophic
thinker.
His thinking, though patient, laborious,
and candid, is fatally deficient in the two qualities
of thoroughness and system.
The deficiency is
partly explained, no doubt, by his occupation with
practical affairs, which interfered with continuous
philosophical pursuits, and partly, too, by the
but
directly practical aims of much of Ids writing
'

'

'

;

this practicalness of his

aims is

itself characteristic.
'

'

Locke's discontinued way of writing goes also
to explain his great fault as a WTit«r the endless
In
repetitions with which he wearies his readers.
the
Epistle to the Reader with which he pre-

—

'

faced the Essnij, he admits frankly that he has not
been at great pains to correct the fault, and at

times he cert.ainly seems to let his pen run on
almost as it pleases. But his faults are not unconnected with real virtues
his intentness upon
expressing his whole thought fully and clearl}-, his
desire to drive home his point and to gain the full
assent of tlie reader.
When he writes with any
care, his plain style is as excellent as it is appropriate, and, when he is moved to earnestness, he
writes with force and real impressiveness. His
faults are seen at their worst in his controversial
Although he profes.ses his eagerness to
writings.
be shown his errors, he seems in point of fact to
have been rather impatient of criticism. He is too
much taken up with exposing the misunderstandings and misrepresentations of which his critics
have been guilty to try to penetrate to the real
motives of their criticisms. Hence his replies do
not carrj' us much further, while even as polemics
they have their defects. For, although Locke can
be very ell'ective both in direct retort and in irony,.

—

LOCKE
too apt to weaken his case, not merely by
over-elaboration, but also by an insistence on the

he

is

letter of his own and his critics' statements which
the reaJer feels to be petty and unprofitable.

The Essay concerning Human Understand'

3.

(1690).— In the prefatory 'Epistle to the
tells us liow he was started upon the
line of inquiry which resulted, after some twenty
years of interrupted labour, in the publication of
the Essay.
He was discoursing with a few friends
on a subject which he does not specify, but which
we know from another source to have been the
principles of morality and revealed religion' (see
Fraser's ed. i. p. xvii).
The baffling character of
the difficulties which arose in the course of the
discussion caused Locke to ask himself whether,
before entering upon such subjects, it was not
rather necessary to examine our own abilities,
and see what objects our understandings were, or
were not, fitted to deal with.' He took up the
task of this examination, and found it expand far
Tlie aim of his
beyond his first expectations.
whole inquiry, however, remained the same
throughout, viz. that determination of the certainty, extent, and degrees of human knowledge
which is the theme of bk. iv. of the Essay, and to
wiiich all the rest of the work is subservient.
But before this theme could be dealt with eflTectively certain preliminary matters had to be cleared
To know is to have ideas about things this
np.
at least, whatever more.
If,
then, we are to
arrive at right conclusions about the scope of
we
had
best
knowledge,
begin by examining this
medium in which alone it exists; i.e., we had
better try to take stock of our ideas," and see how
we come by them. To Locke it was plain that we
come by them only through experience. To convince the reader that our knowledge and our ideas
have no other source, Locke devotes bk. i. of the
innate
Esiay to showingt that there are no
principles or ideas, unless we understand the term
innate in some sense which makes the assertion
of such innate knowledge either insignificant or
misleading. If there are no such innate ideas,
then we must look to experience and experience
only for the origin of all our ideas, and must try
to trace them back, one and all, to their source
therein.
It is easy to underestimate the importance of Locke's teaching on this point, but it
really constitiites one of his claims to be regarded
as the founder of modern psychology.
Yet it was hardly as a psychologist that Locke
himself was interested in the source and origin of
our ideas it was rather because he thought that,
by seeing how, and at what point, our ideas
emerge or are formed in the course of experience,
we should be better able to measure the knowledge which we get by means of them. AVe should
know, in short, what the actual e.xperience is
from which the ideas are derived, and on which,
therefore, the knowledge which we have by means
of the ideas is based.
Tiie results of Locke's stocktaking of our ideas in bk. ii. can be here only

ing'

'

Reader Locke

'

'

—

'

'

'

'

;

summarized.

He

finds that all our ideas

two great sources

may

be traced back

sensation, whicli gives us
the ideas involved in our knowledge of the external
'
world, and reflexion,' which is the perception of

to

:

the operations of our own mind, and which gives
us ideas such as those of reasoning, believing,
The ideas derived from (one or both of)
willing.
these sources may be either simple such as the
ideas of yellow, thinking, pleasure, unity or comThe complex ideas are subdivided (ii. ch.
plex.

—

'

—

The term idea is used by Locke in a very wide sense
whatsoever is the object of the understanding when a
thinks.' The equivalent in modern psychology is a term
J. Ward's presentation.'
'

'

'

'

for

man
like
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xii.)

tions.

into ideas of modes, substances, and relaBy 'modes' are meant 'such complex

ideas which, however compounded, contain not ia
them the supposition of subsisting by themselves,
but are considered as dependences on, or affections
of substances
such as are the ideas signified by
the words triangle, gratitude, murder.' They may
be either simple ( = unmixed) or mixed, according
as they are merely variations or combinations of
one simple idea, or, on the other hand, involve
diflerent simple ideas ; e.g., the different numbers
are simple modes of number or unity, whereas
ideas like gratitude and murder are mixed modes.
Under the above heads Locke proceeds to survey
and examine the most important id<;.\g or classes
of ideas that enter into our
The
knowledge.
classification is open to criticism in various
ways,
:

but where it principally fails Locke is in dealing
ith the more abstract and general
categories,

%\

such as existence, power, unity, substance. The
first three of these are said in ch. vii. to be
simple
ideas derived both from sensation and from reflexion.
But it is obvious that they are not really
comparable with simple ideas like yellow or hot
Locke himself
they are not sensible qualities.
speaks of the ideas of existence and unity as suggested to' the understanding by objects, and in
ch. xxi. the idea of power seems to be reached
by
a process in which inference, as well as direct exThe general idea of subperience, plays a part.
stance seems in like manner to be a result of
inference, if we are to give that name to a process
and a result which Locke describes in terms so
halting and dubious that it is not surprising that
his critic Stillingfleet took oflence at them.
The
mind, we are told (ch. xxiii. § If.), takes notice
that its simple ideas go constantly together in
groups (the qualities that make up a single thing),
not imagining how these simple ideas can
and,
subsist by themselves, we accustom ourselves to
suppose some substratum wherein they do subsist,
and from vvhich they do result which therefore
we call substance. So that if any one will examine
himself concerning his notion of substance in
general, he ivill find he has no other idea of it at
all, but only a supposition of he knows not what
support of such qualities, which are capable of
producing simple ideas in us.'
;

'

'

;

It was the ambiguous position of ideas like power
and substance that gave an opening for Hume's
sceptical criticism.
Throughout the long analysis
of ideas which occupies bk. ii. the modern reader,
accustomed to a more precise demarcation of the
pro-vinces of logic, psychology, and metaphysics, is
perplexed by the difficulty of giving any one con-

sistent interpretation of Locke's procedure.
The
analysis is not simply a logical dissection of ideas
into their simplest constituents.
Yet it is too
much influenced by the point of view of logical
analysis to be a trulj' genetic or psychological
account of the growth of our ideas. Finally, both
interests are crossed by the further interest in
the knowledge-value of our ideas, though the last
point of view takes us over to the theme of bk. iv.
Thus the discussion of primary and second.ary
qualities in ch. viii., and the discussions of power,
substance, and identity in the chapters so named,

are as definitely concerned with the knowledgevalue of our ideas, and with the nature of the
realities known by means of them, as any part of
bk. iv.
In bk. iii. (' Of Words ') Locke applies his analysis of ideas to
the interpretation of the words by which we express them. The
most striking feature of the book is the way in which the distinction of real and nominal essence is applied to the names
which signify mixed modes i'.g., moral ideas) and substances
When we define man as a rational animal, we lay
respectively.
do^vn a certain abstract ide.-i. or combination of abstract ideas,
by reference to which our application of the term 'man' is
determined. This abstract idea is the nominal essence of
'

'

>
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The nominal f?scncc, then, is for Locke nothin£r more
than the statement ol the meaning in which wc intend to use
the jfdner.il name, whereaa the real essence of a thing is tlie

mtiu.

'

'

Now in
real beini or inner constitution of the thing itself.
Locke's view the ideas of mixed modes are ideas which we ouraelres frame or put together at our own discretion. Therefore,
so far aa they are concerned, nominal and real essence coincide,
and there is nothing, unless the complexity or vagueness of the
Ideas in question, to prevent ns from stating their essence

exactly and completely. But in the case of substances we are
dealing with things which have a real essence, and, since in
Loi'ke's view their real essence is not known to us, we have in
their case no guarantee that the distinctions which we draw by
means of our abstract ideas or nominal essences will truly
represent the real lines of division among the things themselves.
In fact, by introducing the notion of essence at all we are
assuming that there is a real division of things into species, and
tbi^ assumption is liable at any point to turn out untrue. The
lines of division which we suppose to exist may be found to
break down. Hence Locke concludes that in the ta.se of substances our general names express merel3' the nominal essence.
'
The boundaries of speciesare made by men,' though, of course,
we are guided in making them by those superficial resemblances
among things which nature presents to our view.

In bk. ix-. we come at last to those conclusions
regarding the nature and extent of knowledge or,
%vhere knowledge fails, of probability or probable
judgment to which the rest of the work had been

—

—

Knowledge is defined by Locke as
the perception of the connexion of and agreement,
or disagreement and repugnancy of any of our
ideas.'
And of such agreement and disagreement
he distinguishes four sorts (1) identity or diver.sity
{e.g., 'blue is different from yellow'), (2) relation
{e.g., geometrical equality), (3) co-exi.stence (of
attributes in a subject or substance), and (4) real
existence 'agreeing to any idea' {e.g., 'God is').
Further, our knowledge of the agreement and disagreement of our ideas has diH'erent degrees of
It may be (a) immediate or intuitive
evidence.
and all certainty goes back to such intuition or
(6) demonstrative, i.e. reached by a series of steps,
and therefore in Locke's view not quite so clear as
immediate intuition, even though each step has, or
oitglit to have, intuitive evidence.
Lastly (c),
there is 'sensitive knowledge,' our knowledge of
the particular existence of external things when
The last
they are actually aii'ecting our senses.
degree of knowledge Locke regards as inferior to
the other two, though not open to serious doubt.
"Whatever falls short of these degrees of evidence
is matter, not of knowledge, but at the most of
From these preliminarj- determinaprobability.
tions Locke proceeds to a series of discussions in
which three problems are intertwined in a way
that is rather confusing to the reader: (1) the
problem how far we can have knowledge which is
real in the sense of being authentic or valid, and
not a mere imagination, (2) the problem how far
this real knowledge is also general or universal,
(3) the problem how far knowledge which is real in
the first sense is also real in the further sense of
l)eing a knowledge of real existence, i.e. a knowledge of things wliich have a substantive existence
or reality.
The clue to Locke's answer to all three
problems lies in the sharp opposition which he
makes between our knowledge, e.g., of mixed
modes, where we are dealing with (complex) ideas
which are nrchetypes of the mind's own making,'
and our knowledge of substances and of real existence, where nur ideas refer to archetypes beyond
themselves. In the former case our knowledge (of
relations among our ideas) can be at once real (in
the first .sense) and general, because it makes no
further claim to be a knowledge of real existence
(of things) or coexistence (of attributes in things).
In the latter case our knowledge makes this further
Our
claim, and is therefore far more restricted.
knowledge of the properties of a triangle or of
the wrongness of murder is real and general, even
though no perfect triangle could be drawn or no
murder had ever been committed. But our knowledge of real existence and co-existence can nmer
subsidiary.
'

:

—

—

'

be thus general. As regard;* real existence, we
have, according to Locke, an intuitive knowledge
of our own existence, a demonstrative knowledge
of God's existence, and a sensitive knowledge of
that of external things. But it is to be observed
that this knowledge is a knowledge of existence
and not of substance, for on Locke's view we do
not know the inner nature either of spiritual or
of material substance.
In fact, he olfended hi.s
orthodox readers by suggesting that, while we
may believe, we cannot know, that the soul (of
man) is immaterial. The inner nature (or real
essence) of material bodies he assumes to consist
in a certain atomic constitution; and, since he
regards this as inaccessible to our knowledge, he
denies the possibility of physical '.science,' in the
strict sense of the term 'science.'
Such 'knowledge as we h" ve of material bodies is only of
the co-existence of their superficial properties, and
does not go beyond probability, though it may be
extended and improved by experiment.
The subsequent develojiment of philosophy and
science has made man5' of Locke's positions seem
strange to us. Otir confidence in physical science
is far greater, our reliance on abstract demonstrations of the existence of a God far less than his.
Above all, we have to be more careful about the
relation of ideas to real existence and less ready
to separate and unite them alternately as suits our
convenience.
The weaknesses of Locke'.s compromise between common sense and philosophy
have been made so abundantly evident by later
criticism that it is hard to be fair to his real merits.
And }-et it is to the suggestiveness of his treatment
of the problems of knowledge that later criticism
owes the advance that it has made on his positions.
Locke's contributions to
4. Ethics and politics.
ethics are scanty and of little value, unless we
credit to ethics the discussion of free will contained
in the chapter on power (bk. ii. ch. xxi.).
Certainly this discussion, in spite of the perplexities
which Locke candid Ij- reveals to the reader, is full
of interest and instruction alike for the moralist
and for the psychologist. But in ethics proper his
notion that morality is no less capable of demonstration than mathematics is an eccentricity, which
can be explained only by his theoretical views
about our knowledge of mixed modes. It certainly
matches ill with his doctrine of moral obligation,
which recognizes no higher motives than those of
pleasure and pain, reward and punishment.
Nowhere are the features of Locke's thought
displaj-ed more characteristically than in lib
Published early in 1600, the
political doctrine.
Two Treatises of Government had a direct reference
to current politics.
The first was a refutation of
Filmer's plea for the unlimited (paternal or hereditary) right of kings, the second a defence of the
Revolution. Concerned onlj' about the right of
the people to resist oppressive and arbitrary rule,
Locke is more than usually careless about thorough
ness and system. He accejits with easy credulity
the literal truth of a social compact, with the
subsidiary doctrines of a state of nature, natural
rights of the individual, and tacit consent of the
individual to submit to the established government.
In one and the same sentence (bk. ii. ch. xiii. § 149)
he tells us that in a constituted commonwealth
there can be but one supreme power, which is the
the legislative being only a
legLslative,' yet that
'

'

'

'

'

—

-

'

'

for certain ends, there
the people a sujireme jiower to
remove or alter the legislative, when they find tlie
legislative act contrary to the trust reposed in
them.' He tells us (xi. § 134) that the legi.slative
is 'sacred and unalterable in the hands where the
community have once placed it,' yet admits that,
as a result of historical changes, the legislative

fiduciary

remains

power to act

still

in

f
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cease to be representative and may therefore
stand in urgent need of reform (xiii. § 157). And
then, to complete the reader's confusion, he assigns
the task of reforming the legislative to that
royal prerogative whose arbitrary exercise he elseIn view of such incoherences
wliere denounces.
we must be content to take Locke's treatise
primarily as a pamphlet for his own time it has
at all events more historical than theoretical
importance.
5 Toleration. Locke's writings upon toleration

may

;

—

serve as a link between his political and his reIn 1689 he publislied in Holland
ligious doctrines.
a Latin Epistola de Tolerantia, which was transCriticisms
lated into English in the same year.
(attributed to one Jonas Proast of Queen's College,
Oxford) drew from Locke A Second Letter concerning Toleration and A Third Letter for Toleration in
1690 and 1692 respectively, and twelve years later
he had even begun a fourth, of which, however,
only a fragment was written. The original letter
is a businesslike piece of argument, the second is
longer, the third is very long and very tedious.
Locke can see nothing at all in his critic's arguments, and it must indeed be admitted that the
position which the critic had chosen to defend was
anything but strong viz. that, in the case of
those who will not embrace the true religion, the
magistrate ought to employ force, in the shape of
moderate penalties, to compel them to consider the
error of their ways.
Against this position Locke
shows again and again that compulsion can produce only outward conformity, not inward convic-

—

what vi-as p\inished was therefore really
and not want of consideration,' that any
end which justified moderate penalties would
equally justify the severest persecution where
moderate penalties failed, that the true religion
must for practical purposes mean the magistrate's
own religion, and f hat the arguments by which the
critic sought to escape from these conclusions were
tion, that

'

dissent

'

'

either circular or question-begging. The practical
force of Locke's argument lies in this, that the
sincerity of religious dissent makes compulsion
futile, while the actual divisions among Christian
sects make it presumptuous.
Philosophically these
considerations were reinforced and explained by
his view that in matters of religion there is no
certain (or demonstrative) knowledge, and that we
must be content with ' a persuasion of our own
'
minds, short of knowledge ( Works ", vi. 144). But
he had also laid down clearly in the first letter the
religious ground that it is 'in the inward and full
'
persuasion of the miad that all tlie life and power
'I cannot be
of true religion consists' (p. 11).
'

saved by a religion that I distrust, and by a
worship that I abhor' (p. 28).
It can hardly be said, however, that the con-

argument of the original letter is in itself
It is based on Locke's narrow consatisfactory.
ception of the State as concerned with little but
the security of life and property, and as limited
in its functions by the supposed consent of the
individual.
His argument is qualified, too, in
structive

ways which make

consistency doubtful. Thus
it refuses toleration to atheists, because
promises,
covenants, and oaths, which are the bonds of
human society, can have no hold upon an atheist
(p. 47), and, in effect, to Roman Catholics, because
their religion requires them to submit themselves to
a foreign jurisdiction (p. 46). And this refusal
does not square very well with that 'absolute
liberty,
equal and impartial liberty,' which,
the reader was assured at the outset, t* the thing
that tee stand in need of.' Locke wants to separate
sharply and completely the spheres of the civil power
and the Church. As he denies to the magistrate
any right to prescribe articles of faith or forms
its

'

'

'

'

.

.

.

'
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of worship, so he condemns tliose who
upon
pretence of religion arrogate to themselves any
I say
peculiar authority in civil concernments
these have no right to be tolerated by the magistrate' (p. 46). But it seems strange that, with the
recent history of his own country in view, he should
not have recognized that an assertion of authority
in civil concernments was almost certain to be
made by the dominant religious sect, whatever it
might be. The magistrate who was not to tolerate
sucli ecclesiastical pretensions would hardly be
able to avoid meddling in matters of religion. Nor
was it to be expected that any religious sect,
whether Catholic or Puritan, which was tirmly
convinced that it alone taught the true way of life
and that its rivals were spreading pernicious
errors would quietly acquiesce in its exclusion from
the use and the control of the civil power. As in
other cases, so here, Locke's argument makes a
great show of robust common sense, but does not
go very deep, and involves large tacit assump'

'

'

:

tions.
6.

Religion.

— One of these assumptions, nodoubt,

was that latitudinarianism

of his

own

religious

views which found expression later in his EeasonIn that work he
rtbleness of Christianity (1695).
seeks to show, by a great array of Scriptural
evidence, that the one and only gospel-article of
faith is this, that Jesus is the Messiah, the promised
Saviour. To believe this, to repent of our sins, to
endeavour after a sincere obedience to the Saviour's
commandments these and these only are the
conditions required to make any one a Christian,
these and these only are the true 'fundamentals'
of the Christian religion, viz. those which are to
be found in the preaching of our Saviour and his
Locke anticipates the objection that
apostles.'
belief, on the strength of reported miracles, in the
statement that Jesus is the promised Messiah is
merely a historical, and not a saving, faith but it
can hardly be said that he sees the real force of the
He speaks, it is true, of the oblation
objection.
of a heart, fixed with dependence on, and affection
to God as
the foundation of true devotion, and
life of all religion,' and describes faith as a stedfast
reliance on the goodness and faithfulness of God
(IForfc", vii. 129, 131), but he does not explain
sufficiently how this religious faith arises out of
the historical belief. He insists on the inabilitj' of
the day-labourers and tradesmen,
plain people,
the spinsters and dairy-maids,' to follow abstract
reasonings, and on the consequent necessity for aa

—

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

The greatest
authoritative religion and morality.
part cannot know, and therefore they must believe
But whether such an appeal to authority
(p. 146).
would find its most natural satisfaction in Locke's
simplified Christianity, or is even quite consistent
with it, is not so clear. Among otlier advantages
of an authoritative revelation he speaks of the
support which it affords to morality, and he leaves
us in no doubt as to the kind of support he has in
view.
The philosophers, indeed, showed the beauty of virtue
they set her off so, as drew men's eyes and approbation to her
'

'

'

;
;

but leaving her unendowed, very few were willing to espouse
her. The generality could not refuse her their esteem and
commendation but still turned their backs on her, and forsook
turn. But now there being put
her, as a match not for their
" an
into the scales on her side
exceeding and immortal weight
"
interest is come about to her, and virtue now is
of glory
most
enriching purchase, and by much the best
visibly the
bargain (p. 160).
It has to be remembered, however, that appeals to
'the favourite passion,' as Butler
self-interest
were characteristic of the age.
calls it
Locke's views on this subject are
7. Education.
;

;

'

—

—

—

contained in his Thoughts concerning Education
(1693) and the posthumous Conduct of the Understanding. The latter connects directly with the
Essay, and was originally designed to form a
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cimpter of it. It has been highly praised, but, like
other writings on the fjeneral education of the
intellect, seems often to be elaborating truths of a
somewhat obvious kind. Perhaps its main value,
after all, lies in the ample illustration which it
afibrds of Locke's own intellectual attitude and
temper of mind. The other work makes a much
more defmite contribution to the art of education.
The limited and practical aim of the Thoughts is
emiihasized by Locke himself, viz. to set forth

how a young Gentleman should be brought up
from his infancy.' As a medical man he does not
'

disdain to give detailed advice as to bodily health
and training. The characteristic feature, however
—and the conspicuous merit of the book is the
paramount importance which it gives to the training
of character.
That which every Gentleman
desires for his Son, besides

—

*

.

.

.

the Estate he leaves hini, is contained (1 suppose) in these four
Things, Virtue, Wisdom, Breeding, and Learning '(5 1S4).

The order expresses Locke's

deliberate estimate

of the relative importance of the qualities named,
and this estimate governs his treatment of the

subject consistently throughout the book. No
reader of the Thoicghts is likely ever to confuse
education with instruction. So, too, in the case
of intellectual education itself, Locke insists, in his
Conduct of the Understanding, that the business of
education in respect of knowledge, is not, as I
think, to perfect a learner in all or any one of the
sciences, but to give his mind that freedom, that
disposition, and those habits, that may enable him
to attain any part of knowledge he shall apply
himself to' (§ 12).
writer who goes carefully
into details must, of course, expose himself to
criticism.
Locke's advice as to bodily training is
in some points certainly not such as medical
'

A

authority would now approve, and some of his
views on moral training are at any rate open to
But there can be little question about
question.
this, that Locke is at his best in dealing with such
His fresh and independent view of his
matters.
subject, his steady insistence on character as allimportant, his own kindliness and ati'ection for
young people, and his piactical common sense
combine to make him an admirable exponent of
the spirit in which the educator should go about
his work.
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and E. Fechtner's John Locke ein Bild att£ den
Kdmp/en Engtands im 17ten Jahrhundert, StuttIn addition to the
1898, is a work of similar chr.racter.
fart,
istories of philosophy, the chapters on Locke in the followto
works
be
referred
R.
Adamson, The Development
may
ing
Leslie Stephen,
0/ Modem Philosophy, Edinburgli, 1903, i.
Uittl. oj English Th&iight in the ISth Century'^, London, 1902,
The Cambridge History of English Literature,
both vols.
Cambridge, 1907-12, viii. c'h. xiv. (W. R. Sorley). Of more
special works those of G. von Hertling (John Locke und die
Schnle von Cambridge, Freiburg, 1892), G. GeiJ (Uber die
At'hdngigkeit Locke's von Descartes, Straesburg, 1887). and
R. Sommer (Locke's Verhdltnis zu Descartes, Berlin, 18&7) deal
with the dilliciilt cjuestion of Locke's relation to his predef'essors
that of E. Martinak (ZJi« Logik John Locke'a, Halle, li.!li)with
the philosophy proper.
H. BARKER.
do. 1908 ;
geigtigen

:

:

;

;

;

LOCKS AND KEYS.— Before

the invention of
bolts or, later, of locks and keys, a variety of devices were in use to secure safety.
Many peoples
at a low level of culture live in shelters or huts,
which
or
sides
of
are
one
more
quite open (Tasmanians, Seminoles, Indians of Guiana, etc.), and
others live in a house only for occa.sion.al purposes sleeping, birth, sickness, death, etc' so
that there is no need of a fastening. But in other
instances, even where no doors exist, attempts

—
1

—

E. Casalis, Les Bassoutos, Paris, 1B69, p. 132.

are made to render the entrance secure. The huts
of the Eskimos are approached by a narrow- winding passage along which one must creeii on all fours.
Kumi villages are stockaded, and the door is
'
approached liy a winding passage trebly stockaded.
In Fiji, the Caroline Islands, Kiwai Island, among
the Indi.ans of the Chaco and of Guiana, and in
various jiarts of Africa the doorway is made very
low or very narrow, or is merely a small aperture
at some height from the ground (cf. Pr 17'")."
Sometimes the doorway is closed merely with a
couple of large plantain leaves or palm leaves
plaited into basket work, or with a branch of a
coco-nut (.Solomon Islands, Roro-speaking tribes of
N. Guinea),' or with aportiire (ancient Peru),* or
with a kind of blind or mat which can be raised or
lowered asdesired ( Uaupes, Samoa, Tonga, Tlascala,
New Mexico).'' To this might be fastened pieces
of metal or shell '"hich clattered and so gave warning when any one entered (Tlascala), or, as in New
Britain, a rattle was hung in the doorway, so that
any one entering at night might strike his head
against it and warn the inmates.' In Benin, where
locks were known (§1), a cord running through a
staple, and attached to a block of wood, served to
keep the door closed.' Or, again, a wooden screen
a kind of primitive door
is slid across the entrance
(Cross River, Kitimbiriu, ancient Mexico, Ehk and
Ekoi, Ba^eshu).' This is secured by thongs (Baganda, Melanesia [but the tying can be done from
without through an opening made for the purpose]),'
by props or a wedge (African tribes, Zunis [stone
slabs held in position by props]),'" or by bars
(Mexico, Upper Congo, Grebos, Dayaks, wild Malay
" In some instances such doorways or
tribes, Zunis).
doors are further protected by charms or fetishes
which will work evil on any one trying to enter.
These are analogous to the protectives placed at a

—

keyhole to prevent fairies, spirits, etc., from entering through them (§3 (c))." As knotted strings or
thongs served for tents, so they were also sometimes used to fasten doors. In Babylonia and Egypt
seals sometimes served the purpose of locks and
keys, but bolts were also used, and over those of
the temple of Samas in Babylonia libations of oil
were poured as well as over other parts of the door
Wild Races of S.E. India, London, 1870,

H. Lewin,

T.

I

p. 222.
-

T.

and

Williams, Fiji

tlie

Pijiana, London, 1868,

i.

82

;

The Caroline Islands, do. 1899, p. 140 J.
xxxiii. [1903] 118; E. Nordenskiold, Indianerleben, Leipzig, 1912, p. 40; H. M. Stanley, Through the Dark
Continent, London, 1878, ii. 184 (Uregga) ; E. Holub, Seven
rears in S. Africa, do. 1881, i. 97 [Korauna] ; E. F. Im Thurn,
Amoni) the Indians of Guiana, do. 1883, p. 206.
3 H. B.
Ouppy, 7'he Solomon Island) and their yatires,

W.

F.

Christian,

;

Chalmers, J4/

London, 1887, p. 69 0. G. Seligmann, The Mttanesiane of
British New Guinea, Cambridge, 1910, p. 198.
* H. Beuchat, Manuel d'arch. amiricaine, Paris, 1912, p. 638.
5 A. B. Wallace, Travels on the Amazon and the Rio Negro,
London, 1863, p. 491 ; G. Turner, Nineteen Years in Polynesia,
;

1861, p. 266 ; \V. Ellis, Polynes. Researches'^, do. 1832, i.
170 ; W. Mariner, Account of the Natives of the Tonga Islands^
do. 1818, ii. 267 ; Waitz-Gerland, Anthrop. der Naturviilker, iv.
i. 486.
(Leipzig, 1864) 94 ;
6 Beuchat, p. 638 ; G. Brown, Melanesiana and Polynesians,

do.

NR

1910, p. 24.

London,
' H.
Ling Roth, Great Benin, London, 1903, p. 189.
8 O. Partridge, Cross River Natives, London, 1906,
H. H. Johnston, Kilima-Njaro Expedition, do. 1886,

NR

673;

ii.

J.

Parkinson, JRAI

ixxvii. [1907) 262

;

J.

JiJJ/xxxix. (1909)104.
_
» J. Eoscoe, The Baganda, London, 1911, pp. 368, 876
Codrington, The Melancsians, Oxford, 1891, p. 298.

p. 178

;

p. 140;
Roscoe,

;

„„
R. H.

E. Gotlschling, J A I xxxv. (1906) 869 (Baweiida) ; E. Torday
T. A. Jovce, tb. 407 [Bn-Mbala], xxxvi. [lOOti] 43 [Ba-Yaka) ;
«3/(BBl(' [1904], p. 360.
J. Roscoe, Jfi^/xxxix. 194 (Bageshu)
II JV/i ii. 673 ; J. H. Weeks, J«/l/ xxxix. 110; IL II. Johnston,
S.
St. John, Forests of the
ii.
1000-08;
Liberia, London. 190C,
Far East, do. 1862, ii. 10 ; N. Annandale and H. O. Robinson,
S
do.
(1891),
1903-06, p. 46
Fasciculi Ualnyenses,
16
(1897), p. 164 f.
p. 18;i
Brit.
Cent.
I'J
Nat.
A.
cit.
176
of
Werner,
p.
Partridge, op.
London, 1906, p. 80 f. ; H. A. Junod, Life of a S. Afr.
10

and

;

;

;

RBEW

RBEW

;

Africa,

J

Al xxXT.
Tribe, Neuchatel, 1918, p. 446; Torday and Joyce,
407 • P. S^billot, Le Folk-lore dr France, Paris, 1904-07, i. 142.

LOCKS AND KEYS
(cf. §

3

A conqueror in Egypt sealed the doors

((/)).

Ra

after having bolted them.^
In some of the inI. Primitive locks and keys.
stances cited above a bar set against the movable
door from within and held in place by various means
of tlie temple of

—

found. Doors and gates swinging on hinges were
with bars of wood, bronze, or iron, set
across from one doorpost to the other, the ends
being set in holes in these (Dt 3^, Neh 7^, Is 45'^,
Jg l&), or with bars and bolts (Neh 3', Babylonia,
In Homer, Jl. xli. 45511'., two bars are
Egypt).
pu.shed out from square holes in the doorposts and
bolt or
meet in dovetailed fashion in the centre.
is

also held

A

wedge keeps them

in position.

The primitive

bolt,

at first of wood, then of metal, slid into a staple on
the doorpost." Where folding doors were used,
probably a vertical bolt above or below held one
leaf, and a horizontal bolt fixed both in the centre.
The bolt might be shot backwards or forwards by
means of a cord from outside, secured to a catch
by a series of knots. Or such a cord might lift a
latch, the bar of which turned on a wooden pin.'
Before the use of locks and keys a simple method
of sliding a bolt was used in Greece as well as
in central and northern Europe, in the shape of a
bent hook or sickle-shaped rod. This was passed
through a hole in the door and caught in a hole in
Such 'keys'
the bolt or on a projecting knob.
have been found in arch^ological remains.
similar key about 2 ft. long made of iron with a
brass handle ornamented with ring money, and
known as the chief's door-key, is in use in N.
Nigeria.* Another method was to hold the bolt

A

in place
side by

by means of a peg also worked from outmeans of a string. A further develop-

ment, implying the use of a key, consisted in using
pegs which fell from an upright into corresponding
sockets in the bolt. These pegs might be lifted
in different ways according to the type of lock
in use.
In one type two pegs fell into notches in
the bolt when it was pushed home, and held it in
To raise these a T-shaped key was used.'
place.
It was pushed vertically through a hole in the
door, given a quarter turn, bringing the arms into
a horizontal position, and then pulled slightly back
so that the returns of the

T

fitted into holes in the

pegs, which could now be raised. The bolt was then
pulled back by means of a string.* In the second
type a number of small pegs drop into holes in the
The
bolt and are then flush with its lower surface.
key consists of a rod bent at a right angle with
teeth fitted variously upon the shorter piece.
When inserted below the bolt, the teeth raise the
pegs flush with its upper surface, and the bolt can

then be pushed back by the key. Innumerable
varieties of this type of lock are known, and the
key is probably that known as Laconian with
'

'

three teeth, the invention of which was attributed
to the Laconians. Locks and keys of this type
were used in Egypt, among the Romans (often of
M. Jastrow, Rel. of Bab. and Assyria, Boston, 1898, j>. 666
J. O. Wilkinson, Marmers and Customs, London, 1878, i. 353
Herod, ii. 128.
2 16 RBBW
[1897], p. 164 f. D. Macdonald. A/ricana, London,
18S2, i. 149 (door barred on outside when owner is at work in
1

<

:

;

the fields); Daremberg-Saglio,
outside bar); Perrot-Chipiez, vi.
667,
3

607 (Etruria,
'Janua,'
188, 281 ; Horn. II. xxiv. 463 f.,

s,v.

col.

etc
S
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an elaborate pattern), Greeks, Scandinavians, and
possibly the Celts.' Both of these locks are of the
tumbler type, as is also the third, the tumbler
being a bolt of a bolt.' In this the pins drop into
holes in the bolt, which is hollow, until they are
flush with the upper side of the hollowed-out part.
The key consisted of a strip of wood or metal fitted
with upright teeth corresponding in size and position with the pegs.
It was inserted into the hollow
of the bolt and raised the pegs, so that the bolt
could be pulled back. In this case the key, which
is sometimes of very large size, was put through a
hole in the door lar^e enough to let the hand pass
through with it. But in some cases the lock was
This type of lock was used
fixed on the outside.
in
E^pt (perhaps not earlier than Roman times),
and is still common there, in Oriental countries
generally from early times— Syria, Arabia, Palestine
in Scandinavia, in Scotland, where it is
still found in remote parts of the W. Highlands,
among the Negroes of Jamaica, in British Guiana
(where it may have been introduced by settlers),
and among the Zunis (perhaps of Mormon origin).'
The first of these types is supposed to be the
kind of lock which I'enelope opens in Odyssey,
'

'

'

—

fif.*
Diels, however, regards the strap as
fastening the bolt from outside.
Penelope unloosens it (probably it was tied by a secret knot) ;
then through a hole in the door she inserts a bar
of metal bent twice at a right angle
its end
strikes on a knob fixed on the bolt and pushes it
out of its staple. If there were two bolts, both,
connected together, could be shot at once.''
large key of this kind is often represented on
monuments as a hieratic survival, carried by
It is akin to the sickle-shaped key
priestesses.*
already described. In Benin a key and bolt working somewhat on this principle are in use. The
bolt has a knob
the key is a metal rod, to the
end of which is attached another piece bent twice
at a right angle at the other end is a ring-shaped
handle. This key is inserted through a hole in
the door, the keyhole being at a height above the
bolt corresponding to the size of the key.
The
end of the key impinges on the knob, and, when
a turn is given to it, the bolt is slid along. The
bolts in the king's palace were of carved ivory.'
Locks and keys more or less of this type, but of
wood, are used by the Wamba of British Central
The key has teeth of 2 or 3 inches in
Africa.
When it is turned, it moves a wooden
length.
bolt into place.
Possibly these are of Portuguese
origin.'
Original native locks are made by the
Hausa, and are traded among other tribes.' Du
Chaillu refers to native locks used for chests and
doors in Goumbi, Equatorial Africa, but does not
describe them.'
Among savage tribes generally
civilized influences are introducing the use of
European or American locks and padlocks e.g.,
among the Baronga and elsewhere in Africa."

xxi. 46

;

A

;

;

—

Aristoph. Thesm. 421 fl.; Diels, p. 144; Wilkinson, i. 354;
Mus. Guide to... Or. and Rom. Life, p. 162 f. A key of thia
type might consist simply of a bent rod to lift one peg. This kind
is used in Egypt, Persia, India, Turkey, etc. (Pitt-Rivers, p. 9).
1

Brit.

2 Pitt-Rivers,

passim

Diels, p. 141

;

;

Daremberg.Saglio,

s.v.

'Sera'; H. Syer Cuming, Joum. Brit. Arch. Assoc, xii. [1856]
118, 120 ;T. Wells, ib. xiii. [1857] 335 f.; E. W. Lane, Mod.
Egyptians, London, 1895, p. 27; A. Russell, Natural History oj

Aleppo^, London, 1794, i. 21 f. C. M. Doughty, Arabia JJeierta,
do. ISSS, i. 143 S RBE H", p. 187
Wilkinson, i. 354 f. Egyptian
;

RBBW,

pp. 183, 187.
O. Schrader, RealUxikon der indogerm. Allertmnskunde,
Brit. Museum Guide to Early Iron
Strassburg, 1901, p. 725
Afjc. London, 1905, p. 125 ; the Nigerian key is in the Ethnographical section of National Museum, Edinburgh.
^
Or, as in the Faroe Islands, a key has teeth which fit into
notches in the pegs when slipped in horizontally. The pegs are
then raised vertically.
••

;

Brit. Mus. Guide to Exhib. illustrating Greek and Roman
H. Diels, Parmenides' LehrgeLife, London, lOuS, p. 162 f.
dicht, p. 131.
key of this type (still used in Norway) might be
inserted into holes in the bolt (which had no pegs), and could
then push it either way (A. H. L. F. Pitt-Rivers, On the Develop''

;

A

ment and DiitributioA o/ Primitive Locks and Keys,

p. 14).

;

;

in Brit. Museum.
3 See reconstruction in Brit. Mus. Guide to
131.
Life, p. 162 ; Diels, p.
4 See reconstruction in Diels, p. 136 f. ;

;

and Roman specimens

'

svv.

Sera and
'

'

.

.

.

Gr.

and Rom,

Daremberg-Saglio,

Janua.'

locc citt.
f.; Daremberg-Saglio.
H. Ling Roth, Great Benin, pp. 87-89 (specimen in Brit.
Museum).
7 H. U. Johnston, Brit. Cent. Africa, London. 1S97, p. 459.
8 T. E. Bowdich, SSission to Ashantee, London, 1819, p. 306.
9 P. E. du ChAillM, Explorations in Equatorial Africa, London,
5

Diels, p. 123

6

1861, p. 254.
10

Junod,

op. cit. p. 92

;

du

Chaillu, p. 254

f.
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In another type, used mainly in padlocks, the
key thrust into the lock compresses springs, thus
Such
permitting the shackle to be withdrawn.
padlocks were used in Egypt, and are still known
in W. Africa (possibly of Egyptian origin).
They
were also used by the Romans, and are still extant
India
so-called
in China and
(the
puzzle padlocks).'
The Komans had flat keys for raisin" latches,
similar to those in use to-da)-.- lioth tlie Greeks
and Komans know the lock with wards through
which the key passes, thus moving the bolt backwards or forwards. Keys of a simple type to suit
such locks are represented on vases.' More elaborate keys are often small and form a part of fingerFalse
rings, the key lying flat upon the finger.
keys were also \ised by Roman robbers.*

While locks of the primitive types here described
in d liferent parts of Europe and are
indeed still used in remote districts, the ward
system, with obstacles to prevent any but the
proper key from turning the bolt, was much used
The princiijle of the
during the Middle Ages.
tumbler lock was applied to locks during the 18th
Roman keys terminated in a flat or
century.
perforated handle others were of an open lozenge,
or
round shape. Until the 13th cent, keys
ovate,
In the 13th to 15th
had little ornamentation.
centuries they terminated in a lozenge, trefoil, or
After this, and especially in the 16th
quatrefoil.
cent., they had elaborate decoration and became
works of art.
The bows terminating the stems
were filled with ornament, the stem itself was
ornamented or took the form of an animal or
human figure, or stem and bow took the form
of a crucifix.
Even the webs were sometimes
ornamented.^
2. The key as symbol.
The importance of the
key, as that by which doors guarding treasure,
stores, etc., might be closed or opened, was marked
This doubtless originated in the
in ancient times.
period when locks and keys of a primitive type
were first invented and their value made plain

were used

;

—

to

all.

Frequently the wife as Hausfrau bears the
household keys symbolically.
She is the keybearer for her husband. Among the Romans the
wife
was
given the keys of the
newly-married
The divorced wife had to surrender
store-rooms.
the keys hence the formula in the Twelve Tables
claves ademit, exegit.' The
signifying divorce
wife who separated from her husband sent him
back the keys 'claves remisit.'"
Among the
Teutons and Scandinavians the bride was decked
with keys at her girdle. Here also at divorce she
had to give up the keys, and taking a^^ay or
'giving up the keys' became a formula of divorce.'
Among the Gauls a widow placed keys and girdle
on the corpse of the dead husband as a sign of
renunciation in participation of goods— a custom
found elsewhere, and also signifying that the
widow was free of obligation.' Slaves can'ied
keys of various parts of the house, and the janitor
bore the house-key. In the Christian Church the
church-treasurer who carried the keys of the trea(a)

—

;

'

—

'

'

was known as

'

claviger.^ In Is 22"'laj'ing
the key of the house of David upon his shoulder
of
transference
the
of
the
signifies
supremacy
surj'

'

1

Cuming,

Riverd, p. 26.
coUectionB.
2 Brit.
3

op.

cit.

p.

118 f.;

Mu8. Ouide

to

.

.

.

Gr.

oil,

Wells, op.

SpecimeDS are to be seen

and Rom.

in

p.

336;

Pitt-

most ethnological

Li/c, p. 163

f.

i
Diela, p. 146 ff.
Salluet, Bellmn Ju.iuHh. 12.
Cumine, op. cU. p. 123 ff.; Wells, op. cil. p. 33" f.; Brit. Mus.
Guuh' to Mediaeval lioow-^ London, 1907, p. 183.
'Cicero, Philipp. ii. 28; Amlirose, Ep. 68 (PL xvi. 938);
Ducange, 9.v. 'Claves remiltere."
5

7 J.

Grimm, DexUncht liechlsaHerthiim«r», Oottincen,

1881,

p. 17G.

Teut. Myth. tr. J. 8. Stallvbrass. London, 1SS2-83,
Ktfinrre SchrifUn, Berlin, 1832, vi. 180.

SOrimm,
p. 17.17.
9

Ducange,

n.v.

'Claviger.'

kingdom, and the imagery is taken from the large
keys opening tumbler locks carried on the shoulder
in the East.

In Equatorial Africa, as chests containing treasure are a syiionyn\ for property, and
as they are kept locked with either native or
Ameriran locks, the more keys a man has the
richci he is.
Hence kej's in large numbers are
worn as a symbol of wealth.'
Since
(h)
many divinities were key-bearers,
their priestesses (not usually their priests) also
bore kejs symbolically, signifying that the divine
powers were theirs, or that they were guardians
of the sanctuary of the gods. Priestesses .ire often
represented canying on their shoulder a large key
of the rectangular type, already alluded to as an
archaic survival ; a key represented on a gravestone signifies the burial-place of a priestess.^

Ipbigenia is called kXdSoCxos (' kej'-bearer ') of
Artemis, and lo K\ri5ovxoi of Hera." Ca.ssandra
bore the keys of Hecate, and in the mysteries of
the goddess the priestess was K\eiootj>6pos, while the
priestess of Ceres 'iarufiaStai' S' (x^ nXalda.*
(c) As has been shown in the art. Door (vol. iv.
p. SM*"), heaven and the under world were believed
to be regions or abodes with doors and gates.
These doors and gates had bars and bolts as well
as locks. In Babylonian mythology Marduk made
gates to the heavens and attached secure bolts to
them. Sanias is said to open the bolt of the bright
heaven, and to Istar's supremacy is said to belong
the opening of the lock of heaven. Hades with
Over these dust is
its seven gates has also bolts.
scattered, and Istar threatens to break the bolts
when she descends there.' The gates of Pluto's
realm are closed with iron bars and keys.* The
Hebrews had similar conceptions. Sheol has bars
(Job 17'* cf. Ps 107'*) Hades and the Abyss have
These conceptions
locks and keys (Rev 1'* 9' 20').
were still retained in Christian belief, and nothing
is more dramatic in the legends or theology of
the Descensus than Christ's breaking the bars and
bolts of Hades.
Similarly in Manda^an mythologjthe regions of the dark worlds have gates with
bolts and with locks and keys dillcring from all
other locks and keys.' So also earth, sea, the
world, etc., have locks and keys. The Assyrian
Ninib holds the lock of heaven and earth, and
opens the deep, and Ea unlocks fountains.'
Cybele is represented with a key that of earth,
which is shut in winter and opened in spring.
Eros has keys of sea and earth as well as of
heaven, and Proteus has the keys of the ocean
The Egyptian Sarapis has kej's
(7r6;'roi' kXtjiSos).'
In Hebrew thought the sea
of earth and sea.'"
has doors and bars, and the earth has bars." In
Breton folk-lore is found the curious idea that
Should they be
menhirs are keys of the sea.
lifted, the sea would rush in.
They are also keys
of hell.'Fairyland likewise has its doors with
locks and keys, and the key is sometimes given to
a favoured mortal in order that he may obtain
;

;

—

treasure.'"

that some gods
(rf) It is not surprising, therefore,
were represented with keys, those of the region
was
sacred
to them,
which
or
which they guarded
or that the key became a symbol of power— the
power which was represented in the opening or
^
' Du
Diets, p. 123 ff.
Oliaillu, p. 264 f.
3
4

Eur. Iph. in Taur. 131 ; .*:sch. Suppl. 209.
Eur. Tioad. 2.'>6f.; Darcmberf-Saglio, iii. 49 ; Callimachu9,
Ceres, 45 ; cf. 55.
51. Jastrow, Rcl. o/ Bab. and Assyria, pp. 301, 311, 428, 435,

to
Hymn
6

566, 569.

Wiinsoh, Defixionuiu TabcUce AUica\ Berlin, 1897, iii. b.
Schrijlen, Oottingen, 1S93, pp. 154,

6
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7
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pp. 214, 237.
» Servius. ad Xn. x. 253

p. 23
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Soliwarz, p. IS.
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closing of the doors of that region to allow or prevent entrance or egress. This was more especially

marked

in

Greek and Roman mythologj%

in

which

certain of the divinities bear the title nXfiSoC^os,
Janus, as god of doors, is said to have
claviger.
been represented cum clavi et virga in left and
right hands the key and the rod of the Roman
'

'

—

doorkeeper. He sits guarding tlie gates of heaven
with the Hours. At morning the doors of heaven
are opened to let out the day, and they are shut
Even more universally he was
again at night.
heaven, sea, clouds,
kXciSoCxos, since all things
and earth were opened by his hand.' Portunus,
another god of doors, probably of barns and stores,
also carried keys, and perhaps some ritual act was
performed w ith keys on the Portunalia.' Divinities
of towns carried the keys of the town e.g., Athene
is itXeiSoCxos of the town of Atliens.'
According to
Parmenides, Dike carries the keys of the doors of
day and night, i.e. of heaven, and removes the bar
from the door when necessary.'' So Helios, who
comes forth from the doors of the sky, is said in
the Hymn of Proclus (i. 2) to have keys. The
same conceptions are found in Mithraic circles,
perhaps partly taken over from these classical
models. The Kronos of Mithraic belief carries a
key in his riglit hand or one in each hand, or, like
Janus, a key and a rod. These are the keys of
the doors of heaven, by which souls enter or pass
out to birth. He was addressed as the lord wlio
fastens the fiery bars of heaven.'''
Divinities associated with the under world carry
its keys.
Hecate usually holds the keys of Hades
on monuments or images of the goddess, and is
also described as possessing them.
She is even
called
the Lady bearing the kej-s of tlie Universe.'' In Caria every fourth year the procession
of the key (/tXeiSos n-oixirri) was celebrated in her
honour a festival which lasted for several days.
Pausanias (v. xx, 1) describes Pluto as having
keys of Hades, which is closed by him so that
none can go out thence. In the magic papyri and
elsewhere other di^-inities bear the keys of Hades
Persephone, .Eacus, Anubis^and here we enter
the region of mingled classical, Oriental, and Egyptian beliefs which were popular after the decay of
the Greek and Roman State religions.'
(e) Generally speaking, possession of the keys
signifies power over the regions the locks of the
doors of which these keys open. As heaven and
Hades were regarded as towns or States with walls
and gates, so they had locks and keys. The keys
are entrusted to their respective guardian divinities, who have the power of opening or closing the
To those who were worthy of heaven its
gates.
door was opened to those who merited hell its
door was opened. Once in, there was generally
no egress. In Jewish thought Michael is said to
hold the keys of the kingdom of heaven (3 Bar 11'-,
cf. 4 Bar 9*, Eth. version, where he holds open the
gates of righteousness till the righteous enter in).
The power of the keys as associated with St.
Peter is treated of in the art. Binding and Loosing. Here it is sufficient to say that the idea of
his being dowered 'nith the keys of the kingdom

—

—

—

'

'

—

—

;

of heaven is sufficiently obvious.
The picture is
still that of a State or town with gates.
St. Peter,
as K\eiSovxos, can open to those worthy of the
and
its
or
can
rewards,
kingdom
keep the door

locked against the unworthy. But it should be
observed that, while generally righteousness,
~

Ovid, Fasti, i. 90, 117ff. ; Macrobius, I. ix. 7.
W. W. Fowler, Roman Festivals, London, 1899, p. 203.

s
Aristoph. Thesnu 1139.
<
Diels, p. 29 f.
5 F.
Texteg et

Cumont,

obedience to divine law, was the condition of
future reward, not only in Christianity but in
other religions, there were other methods of comWe
pelling the opening of the gates of heaven.
find this in Mithraism, in Gnosticism, perhaps in
the popular Christianity which was so much
mingled with Gnosticism and paganism, and in
the syncretistic magico-religious groups of the
In these, submission to rites and cereperiod.
monies e.g., of baptism, purification, and communion possession of amulets, knowledge of the
right pass-words or the names of the demonic or
divine guardians of the gates of the heaven, were
all so many keys with whicli the soul could unlock
the gates and pass onwards or compel the icXeiSovxoi. to unlock them.'
(/) The name key might be given to anything
which had the power of opening or disclosing.
Rabbinic lore spoke of three keys which were
given to no third party the keys of the womb or
of child-birth, of rain, and of resurrection of the
dead." As to the first of these, it is still a divine
power which works in conception and birth, openinw the womb, and we may compare the phrase of
Aristophanes regarding Hera, that she guards the
keys of marriage {K\-^iai yifxov (pvKaTrei.), or that of
Pindar when he says of Peitho that she bears the
secret keys w Inch open the way to the sanctities
of love.' But the thought underlying this is seen
in the erotic slang of many languages, which describes the male organ as key and the female
organ as 'lock.' The consummation of marriage
by their means was a sacred act, consecrated to
certain divinities. Similarly any book of secret
knowledge or of mysteries or yvCx^is might be
called a key.' It contained the means of unlocking mysteries, of opening the way to trtith. The
book of rites of the Paulicians is called The Key of
Truth, and some of the magical texts current in
the sjmcretistic groups already referred to bore
the name Key.' The name is applied also to any
book which purports to explain various matters,
or even to literal translations of classical or foreign
works hence withholding the key of knowledge'
of which Christ speaks (Lk ll"^ means debarring
men from the knowledge of moral or spiritual
truth which would give them entrance to the
Kingdom of God. In the Coptic Gnostic documents Christ Himself is called the Key.'

—
—

'

'

—

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

As a symbol the key occurs in hei-aklry. It is found in the
anns of the pope, of various bishoprics, of cities, of private
families.
It also occurs in the numes and si^^ns of shops and
inns, and is here of ecclesiastical derivation— the Cross.keys,
the Golden Key, etc. Keys, and especially that of the forbidden
chamber, are "prominent in folk-tales of the Bluebeard group
(MacCuUoch, CF, London, 1905, p. SOGff.).
The importance
3. Locks and keys in magic.
attaching to locks and keys gave them a place in
various magical rites, while their being made of
metal adds to their value, since metal of itself has

—

magical power (see CHANGELING, vol. iii. p. 359'' ;
Fairy, vol. v. p. 6S4 Metals and Minerals).
(a) As locks and keys make fast or open, bind or
loose, so they are sometimes considered to have a
sympathetic efl'ect upon dwellers in the house e.g.,
at a birth or at death. It is a common custom to
open all the locks at a confinement, lest the delivery should be hindered through their remaining
;

—

and so to lighten the labour. With this may
be compared the Roman custom of presenting the
woman with a key as a portent of an easy delivery.
In Sweden in difficult labour the midwife asks the
woman whether she has prayed to the Virgin for
her key to open the womb. If not, the midwife
fast,

See, e.g., Pistis Sophia, and Book of Jev, passim ; Origen,
vi. 31; Dieterich, Mithra^liturgie, p. lOf. ; Cumont,
A. .MacCuIloch,
Ascent of the Soul,' Irish
i. 41 ; J.
Church Quarterly, 1912, p. 122 f.
2 A.
Wiinsche, Neu^ Beitrage zur Erldut. der Eoangeliett aut
Talmud und Midrasch, Gottingen, 1878, p. 195.
1

c.

monum.

Mithra, Brussels, 1895-99,

i.

Sin* Mithrasliturgie, Leipzig,
8
'
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83 f.

figures rel. aux mysVeres de
and plates; A. Dieterich,

1903, p. 8.

Oryh. Hymn, ]. 7.
W. Kohler, ARWVm. [1906] 222 (.

Celsum,

'

Texles,
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says the prayer, the

woman

it

repeating

after

lier.'

If a witch was present at a wediUug and snapped
a padlock to at tlie benediction, dropping it into

water, slie caused the marriage to be unfruitful,
This belief is
until the padlock was recovered.
found in Germany and, in a similar way, in
Greece.'
On similar grounds the soul cannot leave the
body of a dying person as long as any locks or
these are thereboltia in the house are fastened
fore unlocked or unfastened and the house-doors
are opened.'
In all these we liave i7istances of sympathetic
magic what is done to the lock is ipso facto done
to the living person.
They correspond to the
world-wide use of knots (q.v.) and bindings in
;

—

magic.
(b) In

In the island of Zacynthos a key is placed on the
breast of a corpse, because, being of iron, it will
scare away e\'il spirits, though the popular explanation is that it will open the gate of paradi.se.'
According to a belief in Poitou, when a werwolf is
stnick between the eyes with a key, the enchantment ends, and the Imman form is resumed.'
(c) Another magiccal use is that of the Bible and
key.
large key, sometimes an ancient or
hereditary key, is placed flat between the leaves
of a Bible, which is then closed and bound with
The handle of the key projects and is held
cord.
in the hand or on the fingers of one or two persons,
while some formula is being said. At the iisychological moment it twists and turns, thus indicating
whatever is desired to be discovered. This has

A

—

superseded earlier methods e.g., with a sievebut Reginald Scot .already mentions the use of a
\L) They are used as a cure for
psalter and key.
nose-bleeding. Here the patient turns the Bible and
while
the
wise man repeats a charm.
key round,
Then the latter removes the key and places it
down the patient's back, while the patient holds
the Bible. This is supposed to cure the bleeding
The latter part of the charm is often
entirely.
A .similar
used, but seldom now in a magical way.
use of Bible and key is for the purpose of unwitching' a patient.' (2) It is also used in divinaThe
tion, usually to discover a thief or a witch.
names of the suspected persons are repeated with
the formula, Turn Bible, turn round the key,
turn, key, turn, and show the name to me.' At
the right name the key twists and the Bible droi)3
from the hand. Within recent years such a use is
known to have actually led to an arrest.* The
Bible and key (or the key alone) are used in E.
Anglia to divine with, and also to help a vessel
To assist it to enter
entering or leaving port.
port, the key is turned towards oneself, and, to

many cases the key itself, probably as a
symbol of power, is used as an amulet or has
magical virtues.
Already among the ancient
Greeks and Etruscans this use was found (see ERE
vol. iii. p. 436'').
In Italy small keys blessed by the
priest are called keys of the Holy Spirit,' and are
worn by infants as a preservative against convulsions.
There, as well as in Portugal, Greece and
the islands, Germany, and other places, the key
It may
is a frequent amulet against the evil eye.
form one of the charms attached to the cimaruta,
or sprig of rue, or may be a single amulet elaborately worked. Sometimes it is phallic, the handle
bein" so shaped.'' In Jerusalem necklaces from
whicli charms depend are worn, and among the
In China a common
latter are a lock and key.'
amulet given to an only son in order to lock him to
life is a silver lock.
The father collects cash from
a hundred heads of families and exchanges it for
silver of this a native padlock is made, and it is
used to fasten a silver chain or ring round the
boy's neck.* In Korea the neck ring lock is also a leave port, away from oneself.'
charm. For a girl it is a real lock of silver with
(rf) The keyhole, as an opening by which fairies,
a bar across the top (the bolt), and the key at the spirits, and the like may enter the house, is often
side.
For a woman it is a mere symbol of the magically protected. 'Thus in the Sporades it is
lock.
On it is the inscription, Longevity, riches, stopped with a skein of flax to prevent vampires
and all you wish.'' With these practices may from entering. They would require to count all the
be compared an incident in a Danish Mdrchen
threads in the skein before doing so. In Cyprus,
the hero gets a key as a christening gift, and on locking up, the cross is signed with the key over
it brings him luck.'
In Norway a large old iron the keyhole.^ In Germany the keyhole is stopped
key is used against dwarf-struck cattle. It is up in order to outwit the Mar {' nightmare ') wnich
hung over the stall, and is supposed to heal them. enters thereby.' In Egyptitiscustomary tosay, 'In
Such keys are supposed to have been forged by the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful,'
dwarfs (cf. the use of elf-shot. Fairy, § 6).* An when locking a door, as a protection against genii.
ancient method of warding off hail from a field The door cannot then be ojiened by them.'
In
was to hang keys around it perhaps by way of .\ude a vase of water was placed before the keyhole
tlie
in
from
field
or
as
charms
from
a
and
in
to
visits
harm,
locking
merely
spirit,
prevent
Savoy a
against the hail.'" In Transylvania a lock is watch-glass. The spirit broke the latter and yien
caiTied in the seed- bag in order to keep birds from left in disgust."
Stables, cow-houses, etc., are
the corn."
A key, partly for its own virtues, sometimes protected by tying charms to the key
partly because it is of iron, is commonly placed usually a perforated stone (tlie key-stone which
in a cradle to prevent fairies from changing the
keeps off the demon Mara) and a horn."' In Babylonia demons were said to slip into houses through
baby.>2
bolts, etc., 'gliding "like snakes,"' and it may
'
F. Llcbrecht, Zur Volkikunde, Heilbronn, 1879, p. 360
have been to prevent this that libations were
Festxis, 6.V, Clavifl.'
'
Orimin, Teul. Myth., pp. 10T3, 1176 J. C. Lawson, Moicm
poured over these (§ I for other precautious taken
'

'

'

'

'

;

'

:

—

—

;

'

;

;

Greek Folklore, Cambridge, 1910, p. 17.
3 T. F.
Thiselton-Dyer. English Folk-Lore, London, 1878, p.
228 ; Choice NoUsjTom Notes and Queries, do. 1669, p. 117 of.
Scott, Guy Mannering, ch. 27, And wha ever heard o' a door
beinp barred when a man was in the dead-thraw ?— how d'ye
think the spirit was to get awa' through bolts and bars like
thae
;

'

'

'1

*
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LOCUST
(e) Keys were sometimes thrown into holy wells
as a propitiatory oti'ering to the spirit or guardian
of the well, as at Criceieth on Easter morning.'

The

key-flower.

'

— Medioeval

there.
The flower was blue, red, or white, and
was knoNvn as the wonder-flower or key-flower
similar properties were also
(Schlitsselblume)
'

'

'

'

;

a.scribed to the Springimirzel, or

'

explosive root,'
usually obtained from a woodpecker whose nest
She
had been closed up with a wooden bung.
flies off to seek the root, returns with it, and
with
a
forced
out
applies it to the bung, which is
It is then taken by the treasureloud noise.
seeker, who uses it as the flower is used in other
instances.- jElian and Pliny know of this legend,
but speak of a plant, and the latter elsewhere
refers to a herb by which all things closed can be
opened.' This is the shamtr of Kabbinic legend,
a kind of worm or a stone in possession of a moorhen.-' In connexion with these stories of mountain
treasures obtained by the wonder-flower, there
are usually mysterious white ladies who guard
them, and who, like the Hausfrau, carry a bunch
of keys which also give access to tlie treasure.'
There is a German belief that where the rainbow
touches tlie earth a golden key falls, which gives
In the story of 'All Baba,
its name to the flower.*
the rock door opens when the mysterious word
Sesame is spoken. The word may have stood in
an earlier version for the herb sesamum, but in
other instances the use of magical words makes
locks and bars open e.g., those of the Egyptian
under world while even in tales of enchantresses
from New Guinea the use of the words, Oh, rock
be cleft,' and Oh, rock be closed,' causes a rock
In the lives of saints
door to open and' shut.'
a not uncommon miracle is to unlock a door
when the key is lost. They touch the lock with
the hand, or their mere presence causes the door
In other instances they pass through
to open.
closed doors, as modem mediums liave claimed to
do.' Probably the point cTappui of these saintly
miracles is Ac 12'".

—

—

'

'
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LOCUST.— I.

Introductory.— The Latin word

locusta first denoted certain crustaceans
'
lobster and the English word ' lobster
corrupt adaptation of the Latin locusta.
cally 'locust' denotes the cockchafer

—

1

J.

Ehys,

—

e.g., the
is itself a

Dialecti-

and the

Celtic Folk-Lore, Oxford, 1901, p. 364.

2

Grimm, pp. 971 fl., 1696 f.;
manen, Str.issburg, 1903, p. 430
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Grimm,
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Simrock, p. 32.
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p. 963

bk.
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iv. cli. 25.

christliche Mystik,

ar-^
if

eggs;

till-

thus

:

Great God we produce ninety-nine
hundred were completed, we should consume the

the

army

whole world and

all

of the

that

is

;

in

it.'

At

various dates Italy, Russia, Transylvania,
Poland, France, and Spain were visited by swarms,
and the accounts given vie in exaggeration. But
in the East from Africa to N. India they have been
and are still a dangerous pest to agriculture, as
the example of Cj'prus shows.
The insect chiefly referred to in historical accounts is Schistocerca peregrina, formerly classified
as Acridium pcregrinum. Pachylylus inigratoHus,
formerly CEdipoda migratoria, also appears in the
Levant.
They belong to the family Acndiidm,
not the LocustidcE, and are the only Old World
species, the others lacing American.^ The locustid
insects of entomologists are the European grassThe OT has nine ditt'erent names it is
hoppers.
improbable that these refer to difl'erent species.
That most often employed is arbeh {e.g.. Ex 10*""),
probably connected with rdbah, 'multiply.'*
The larva, not the perfect insect, is the deThis blackish larva, which moves
structive form.
by hopping, resembles the imago very closely, but
the wings are immature. The perfect insect walks
until after a sixth change, when it is able to fly.
Three to four inches in length, the larva, as it
advances to the imago, passes from black to brown
;

and green.
While we must distinguish the absolutely destructive larvm from the relatively harmless winged
insects, some accounts of the flights of the latter are
essential, having produced so great an impression
on the popular imagination. It is curious that only
modern observers have described the march of the
larvm, as terrible in its completeness of destruction
as that of the white ants of Africa. But possibly
such OT writers as Joel were familiar with the
phenomenon, however vaguely they may refer to
it.
As will be seen from the account cited, it is
far more impressive than the flight.
Darwin's account has a
2. The locust flight.
'

'

—

typical value

:

... a ragged cloud of a dark reddish-brown colour. At
we thought that it was smoke from some great fire on
but we soon found that it was a swarm of locusts.
They were flying ... at a rate of ten or fifteen miles an
hour. The main body filled the air from a height of twenty
feet, to that, as it appeared, of two or three thousand above
the ground.' The sound was 'like a strong breeze passing
They were not, however,
through the rigging of a ship.
*

first

the plains

;

.

.

.

'

OED, s.vv. Lobster" and Locust" Old Cornish has legast,
and Fr. langomU cf. Trin. Colt. Horn. 127 (1200 a.d.) 'wilde
The word appears to mean
hunie and languste his mete.'
cf, alsoFr. savteoriginally the springer (the grass-/iopper
with Gr. Ai^xacu, Lettish lekt,
be
connected
and
to
relte
sciuter),
leap, spring (A. Walde, Lat. elymolog. fr6rterbuch\ Heidelberg, 1910, p. 43S f.). The Boers term their locust voelgangcr
this is the larva called by the Portuguese saltona. or 'jumper,'
and by the Italians canihelta, with which Germ. Ueupferd may
be compared. Jl 2* and Rev 97 repeat this analogy of form and
movement with the horse.
'

1

:

;

'

'

"

'

;

;

'

2

Guinea, pp.

3

S99t.,402.
y J. J.

We

"

;

ff.

New

'

'

ff.;

f.

5

Muhammad

locust addressed

'

143 SiSbillot, iii. 469, 476.
x. 18, xxvi. 4.
;
Pliny,
;

A certain resemblance to the lobster
seems to have brought the English meaning of
locust' back to the insect.'
Various species of diff'erent genera have been
endemic plagues in N. Africa and tlie Levant
from ancient times. In recent years S. Africa
Mediaeval
and Australia have suffered severely.
lore, continuing the Biblical traditions and many
Oriental tales, and also making the most of some
inroads into Central Europe, elevated the locust
into a fabulous monster. The Romans and Greeks
had similar fancies; Pliny, e.g., speaks of Indian
locusts three feet long, with legs of such hardness
Arabian legend
that they were used as saws.^
created a body of myth about the insect.
The
cicada.

legend and later
story had much to say regarding certain mysterious llowers which could either make locks fly open
or cause a rock door in a mountain to swing open
and so admit tlie seeker to obtain treasure hidden
4.
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'

Regensburg, 1836-42,

ffiV x.\xv. (29).
E. Shipley, art. 'Locust'

A.

Locust in DCG.

in

"

>

G. E. Post, art.

'

Locust" in
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BO thick loget.ier, but that they could escape a stick waved
huckwards and forwards.' '

Another account, from the Levant, states

:

darkening the sky, and the noise
.
.
the patterintr of & heavy rain
thc\ often break the branches
towards nightlali they light
the swarm invariably resumes its flight as soon
of the trees
OS the sun has warmed it a little ... it has not time to destroy
'

Their s^vaniis

of their

fill

the

air,

reseniblir.-*

wiiij.'S

.

.

.

all

.

.

.

the vegetation.'

In 18S9 a

.

-

the Red Sea occupied 2000
weight was calculated at 42,850

swarm over

square miles

;

its

millions of tons.'
Munro, writing of locusts in S. Africa, states that, when
driven by a storm into the sea, they may 'lie on the beach as
a bank from three to four feet thick and from fifty to one
hundred miles in length, and the stench from the corruption of
their bodies, it is athrmed. is sensibly perceived for a hujidred
and fifty miles inland.'^ He describes the movements of the

and pretty.'
All observers ajriee with the Psalmist (Ps 109^)
that locust swarms follow the course of the wind.
To a certain extent' the flying insects 'do injure here and

flying locusts as 'curiotis, interesting,

'

but they do nor destroy everything before them, like
there
the army of the larval stage or jumpers.' s
.

.

.

3. The locust march.^After the flight the
females lay their eggs in the soil, each ovisac containing about a hundred eggs.

When the tiny creatures issue from their nest
the very
dust of the ground which was so still before, now seems to
waken into life. They begin to move by a process of twisting
or rolling over one another, so tliat for the first few days they
receive the name of twisters (South Africa). Within eight or
ten days, however, they can jump foul or six inches, and at the
age of three or four weeks a new characteristic makes its
appearance. A desire to explore manifest* itself, and in a surprising manner. The whole comyiany moves in a body in one
'

.

.

.

more or less in a straight line, as if by
without apparently having any recognised

general direction, and

one

common instinct,

leader or communder.'S

Marching thus over the country, they eat everything that comes in their way, even the bark of
trees they enter houses and eat the very clothes
and curtains at the windows
they even eat tlic
wool off the sheep and, last stage of all that ends
this strange, eventful history,' they will eat one
another.
Wlien the voelgangers are on their way,
they resemble and receive from the Boers the name
of an army on the ma.rch.''

was taken and a girl made its mother. Then they bewailed
and buried It. Thereafter they conducted the "mother" to
the place where the caterpillars were, consoling her, in order
that all the caterpillars might leave the garden.' t
It is not unlikely that the
mencaterpillars
tioned in this account are the locust larva. The
conciliatory method of expelling pests and vermin
Ls adduced ty Frazer to explain such titles of Greek
deities as Locust Apollo, Locust Hercules, and

Mouse

'

OT

illustrate

;

;

'

ill this marching stage that the voetgangers do enormous
eat every edible thing in their path, and completely
destroy the work of the husbandman. "They are unlike the
flying company of locusts, which only levy toll here and there,
but these, when they pass, leave nothing.' s 'The black larvae,'
says Post, referring to Palestine, now spread like a pall over
the land, eating every gieen thing, even stripping the bark off
the trees.'y

'It is

domage and

'

The Syrians beat pans, shout, and fire guns to
drive off a swarm.
When they liave settled, they
are gathered in sacks.
The government enfurces
a per capita contribution of eggs, or offers a price
for them by weight.
When tlie larvce hatch out,
in fifteen or twenty days, trenches are dug in their
pathway, or fires are built.'" The only successful
method of exterminating locusts was adojited in
Cypnis in 1881. Since 1600 the island had been
a wilderness. Matthei, conversant with the habits
of the larvce, erected an insurmountable wall of
calico and leather round the main area.
Unable
to pass the smooth leather, the locusts fell into the
trench dug beneatli. At the same time 1300 tons
of eggs were destroyed.
The plague has been obsolete ever since.

and metaphor. —Among the
4. Superstition
Dravidians of Mirzajiur, when locusts threaten the
gardens, the natives catch one, decorate its head
with red lead (in accordance with ceremonial
custom), salaam to it, and let it go. The whole
swarm is then believed to depart."
Similarly in Syria, when caterpillars invaded a vineyard or
field,
1

'the virgins were gathered, and one of the caterpillars
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2 O. E.
Post, loc. cit.
* j£ncafl Munro, Ttii

London,
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6

1:100, p.
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Munro,

' Post. loc. cit.
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cf.

p. 69.

1896, U. 303.

I"

Post,

loc. cit.

Tuod. — Since the time of

:

'

Locusts are always spoken of as a very inferior article of
and regarded by most with disgust— to be eaten only by
the very poorest people.'?

food,

are roasted and eaten with butter, after
head, legs, and wings have been removed.
Tliey are also dried and then beaten into a powder,
as a substitute for Hour.* According to Burckhardt,
they were roasted and kept in sacks with salt. He
adds that the Bedawin never used them as a dish,
but would take a handful when hungry." Van
Lennep states that they resemble shrimps in
flavour.
Horses and camels are often fed with
them, and they are exposed for sale in the markets

They

tlie

Baghdad, Medina, and Damascus."*

of

The Law forbade

Israel to eat 'creeping' things

;

yet may ye eat of all winged creeping tilings that
go upon all four, which have legs aljove their feet
to leap withal upon the earth.'" Tliis exception
includes the locust. Tlie gospel account of locusts
forming part of the diet of John the Baptist is
accepted by most writers.'' But Cheyne argues in
favour of the ancient tradition that the iKpiSt^ are
This is a
tlie beans or pods of the carob tree.
'

meaning of the words dicpfs and locust,'
and the latter is even applied to the similar bean of
the cassia tree. The resemblance between the insect and the bean is the reason for the identity of
name. The carob beans are the husks referred
to as food for swine in the parable of the Prodig.al
Son,'^ and they are still sold for food in Syria.''' In
'

delinite

'

'

mediajval literature tliese beans are St. John's
In ancient Palestine there was a proverb,
bread.
Israel needs carob beans to do repentance." Tliey
were a type of the food of the poor, and the connexion is between poverty and repentance, the
1 From
the Canons of Jacob of Edessa, quoted h\ J. G. Fr.izer,
(rB», pt. v., Spirits 0/ the Com and of the Wild, London, 1912,
'

ii.
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f.

282 f. ; Strabo. xiu. i. 64 ; Paus. I. xxiv. S ; Eustathius,
11. i. :i9, p. 34
cf. also O. Gruppe, Griecfi. MythU.
tletigiousgesch., Munich, 1906, p. 1229.
3 Frazer,
op. cit. p. 282.
4 Cf. Rev
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on Homer,

;

und

:

white ant can destroy

fleets

and

cities,

province.'
5
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and the locusts erase a
6 iv. 172.

3027.

W. M. Thomson, The Land and

the Book, lyondon, 1863,

301.
8 Post, U'C. cit. ; H. J. Van Lennep, Bible Lands, London,
1876, p. 319; W. R. Wilson, Travels in EiJi/pt and the Holy
Land-, do. 1824, p. 330; S. R. Driver, Joel and Amos, Cambridge, 1897, p. 82 e.
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Van Lennep,
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"

loc. .if.

Lv U-'.

16 ixpiiii.

K. Cheyne, art 'Husks' in liBi.
14 H. B.
Tristram, Hat. Hist, of the Bible lo, London, Iflll,
They form a constituent of Thorley's 'food for cattle.'
p. 361.
English dealers call the pods 'locusts.' Tlie hard brown i^eeds
were formerly used by Jewellers to weigh gold and silver, hence
*
*
Carob is the Ar.ibio and Persian name for
the word carat.'
the tree, Ceratonia siliqua (Cheyne, he. cit.).
13

1S45, p. 317.

number and combination.'

Herodo5. Locusts as
tus* the use of locusts as food has been known.
Thomson limits it to the Bedawin of the frontier,
and observes

'

'

Apollo.'

Such worships were originally addressed, not to the high
gods as the protectors of mankind, but to the baleful thingB
themselves, the mice, locusts, mildew, and so forth, with the
intention of flattering and soothing them, of disarming their
malignity, and of persuading them to spare their worshippers.' 3
In Hebrew literature, and thence to a certain
extent in European, the locust is a symbol of dealso employs it to
structive agencies.'' The

;

'

'

'

'

1*

WayyiijTd Habbd,

;i5.

LOGIC
The subject-matter

'

Baptist being essentially tlie propliet of repentIt is impossible to deciae a detail which is
But its typical value is
itself perhaps legendary.
great and, as such, the carob bean proverb leaves
little doubt in Identification.
Treating the detail
as historical fact, we reach the same conclusion in
favour of Cheyne's view, for this reason, that,
while the carob, like all leguminous food, is highly
sustaining (the Levantines have always made such
food their staple diet), the nutritious value of the
ance.'

;

is extremely small, and
with honey, to support life.

insect locust
LiTERATruE.
J. H. Fabre,
212, 24S-297.

insufficient,

—

This is fully given in the article, excepting
Souvenirs entomologiqties, Paris, 1879 fl., vi. 198-

A. E. CRAWLEY.

LOGIC—

DEFIXlTION.—'Excevtiona.l diffiway of a general description of
logic, because the definite increment of knowledge
which is undertaken by primary sciences is not
claimed here in a sense that is comparable. In
logic we merely re-traverse familiar ground, and
survey it by unfamiliar processes. We do not,
except accidentally, so much as widen our mental
horizon (B. Bosanquet, Essentials of Logic, p. 2).
-I.

culties lie in the

'

'

And
how

exceptional pains are necessary in explaining
unfamiliar processes which reveal no unfamiliar objects amount to knowledge and science.
A knowledge of knowledge cannot be proposed
witli quite the same assurance as a knowledge of
space, matter, organization, and history, or even
beauty or goodness. Some writers have proposed
an art, rather than a science or even a philosophy
and others, a science of a special kind of mental
process, or a philosophy reflecting on special relaMansel
tions of our personality to the universe.
collects the following varied descriptions of the
subject {Introd. to Aldrich, Artis Logicce Com;

pendium*,

p. Iviii).

Logic ig a part of philosophy (the Stoics). It is not a part,
but an instrument (Peripatetics). It is both a part and an
instrument (Academics). It is both a science and an art(Petrus
Hispanus and others). It is neither science nor art, but an
instrumental habit (Greek commentators). It is a science and
not an art ( Albertus Magnus and others). It ia an art and not
a science (Kanuis and others).
It is the science of ar^'umentation (the Araliians), of the operations of tlie mind so far as they
are dirigible by laws (Aquinas), of the syllogism (Scotus), of the
direction ot the cognitive faculty to the knowledge of truth (C.
Wolff), of the universal and necessary laws of thought without
distinction of its objects (Kant), of the processes of the understanding concerned in the estimation of evidence (J. S. Mill).
It is the art of thinking (P. Gassendi, Amauld), of reasoning
(J. Le Clerc, B. Whately, and others), of the right use of reason
(J. Clauberg, Watts), of dissertation (Ramus), of teaching
(Melanchthon), of directing the mind to any object (George
Bentham), of forming instruments for the direction of the mind
(burgersdyck, R. Sanderson, Aldrich).
'

Underneath such summary phrases as laws of
thought' and 'forms of knowledge,' which have
become common in the more modern definitions,
there still lie very varied suggestions as to scope and
method. The following are influential examples
:

*

A

collection of precepts or rules for thinking, grounded on a
scientific investigation of the requisites of valid thought' (MiU,
Exam, of Sir W. Hainilton's Philosophy^, London, 1S78, p. 462).
'
If we analyse the mental pheenomena with the view of dis-

the Laws by which our faculties are governed, to
covering
the end that we may obtain a criterion b3' which to judge or
to explain their procedures and manifestations ... we have a
Pure
science which we may call the Nomology of Mind.
Logic is only an articulate development of the various modes
in which they [the primary conditions of the possibility of valid
the laws of thought as thought
thought] are applied
(HamiIton,iei;(ures,Edinb.and London, lSS9-60,i.l22,iii.l2,78f.).
The forms and laws of thouglit are those subjective modes
of the connection of our thou;,'lit3 which are necessary to us,
if
we are by thinking to know the objective truth (Lotze,
Outlines o/ Logic, Eng. tr., Boston, 1892, p. 6).
The conditions under whicli thought can arrive at propositions which are certain and universally valid
and the rules
to be followed accordingly' (C. von Sigwart, Lotjic, Eng. tr.,
.

.

.

.

.

.

'

.

.

'

'

'

.

.

.

London, 1895, 5 1).
'The doctrine of the regulative laws, on whose observance
rests the realization of tlie idea of truth in

activity ot man (Uebei-weg, Si/stem o/Lojic
Doctrinee, Eng. tr., London, is71, § 3).
'

1

Cheyne,

art.

'

Husks'

in

the theoretical

and Hiii. ojLoyical

EBi.
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of Logic is

Knowledge, qua Knowledge,

or the form of knowledge ; that is, the properties wiiich are
possessed by objects or ideas in so far as thej' are members of a
the characteristics by which the variworld of knowledge
ous phases of the one intellectual function are fitted for their
place in the intellectual totality which constitutes knowledge'
(Bosanquet, Esueiitiaia of Logic, p. 44, Logic, i. 3).
.

.

.

These definitions with one consent repudiate the
relativity, or volitional limitation, which is sugbut the responsibilities
gested by the title art
which must fall on a professed science they acknowledge only with some qualification. Mill does not
which is
scientific investigation
propose any
not already sponsored by psychology. Hamilton
attenuates the specific guarantee by relying on
'

'

;

'

'

The

'

conditions that are

primary.'

others appear

to undertake something further, but with the same
risks as are attendant on speculative philosufihy.
'
Ueberweg expressly relies on universal Ia\\s of
'

existence borrowed from metaphysics, and laws
of the life of the mind,' from psychology, for
auxiliary axioms (§ 2). In order that we may
avoid the responsibility of assuming that the
unfamiliar processes of which Bosanquet speaks
are
knowledge in the same sense as our more
natural scientific processes are, and that logical
theses to be proved
and
doctrine consists of
axioms to be applied,' as Ueberweg claims (§§ 1,4),
comparable with these in significance, we might
define logic as the art of raising the natural
scientific processes into explicit self -consciousness.
The special labour of logical studies, in any case, is
to be undertaken with a view to what psychologists
describe as 'acquaintance with,' rather than 'knowledge about,' our natural processes.
Without logic, the mind of man can admirably energise,
admirably reason but without it, does not know itself through
and through and ignores one of the fairest And most fruitful
of Its faculties.
Logic brings to the mind self-acquaintance.
Such is its use, and it cannot have any other' (Barth^lemy
la
De
Saint-Hilaire,
Logique d'Aristote, p. xlii).
might also require of any doctrine which
claims to be logical that it shall be (1) reflective,
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

;

We

distinct from assertive, in its significance,
teleologieal or purposive in its principle, (3) a
priori or independent in its authority, (4) theoretical rather than practical in its limitations, and

as

(2)

disciplinary, not objective, in its motive.
Reflective contents belong to
Reflexion.
various kinds of philosophical doctrine. In logical
doctrine they recover the reference to personality

—

(5)

1.

which has been discarded from scientific, and place
an I know ' where otherwise would be a So it
This reference is the ground for classifying
is.'
logic with the sciences specially grouped as mental,
as in Hamilton's scheme (Lectm-es, vol. i. ch. 7), or
'
as an integral part of philosophy (Ueberweg, § 6) ;
and it forbids such arrangements as those made by
A. Bain and H. Spencer, where, at least in part, it
'

'

'

in the series of natural sciences arthe order of abstractness. For logic is
what it is, not because it leaves out of consideration
the spatial and other aspects of reality which
natural sciences accept, but because it accepts
something which they reject, and so changes the
significance of a scientific statement, in scholastic
phrase a first intention,' into a reflective idea,' or
second intention.'
2. Purpose.
Knowledge is a form of life, and,
like other forms, cannot be explained by detailing
its constituent energies or organs, without assuming a finality for the whole. For descriptive puridea of complete knowposes we can say that the
ledge is the motive power of theoretical effort
(Sigwart, § 62, 6) or, to mark off the occasion for
the finuhi mental fad which
logical study, that
underlies all logical reflection ... is that we make
a distinction, from the point of view of value,
between the true and the false (W. Windelband, in
EncyclopcFclia of the Philosophical Sciences, Eng.
tr., i. 11); or, in co-ordinating cognitive life with

stands

first

in

ranged

'

'

'

—

'

'

;

'

'
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moments

the
cosmic existence, tliat
the object of pliilosophical Logic
is logical reality and lact itself
(B. Croce, ih.
p.
203).
Logical consciousness reinforces this
bnality, though the doctrine is essentially neither
description of the experience nor discrimination of
the faculty nor perspective of the event, but expression of the aim.
In analogy with Kant's cele3. Independence.
brated criticism of knowledge, that it all begins
with experience, but does not all spring from
experience, we can say that logical consciousness
begins with knowledge, but does not spring from
it, or wait for a licence from it in the same way
that envpirical science has to wait for its special
data.
Even the borrowings from psychology and
metaphysics are not for the purpose of conferring
authority on logic, but are methodical devices
otiier

" valne

"

wliich

tained amid determinations of experience and foresight varying and changing with the individuals ;
the Greek analysis of demonstrative science idealizes the inner coherence of such a record, whereby
it dominates the individual intellect, while the
Greek dialectic is the interplay through which
vitality, welling from the latter, streams into the
record.
The motive of logic being disciplinary, its method
must be adjusted to the intellectual forces which
are permanently constitutive of civilization ; and
its general scope cannot change to the extent to
which other sciences change, where any advance
may open up new vistas of inquiry. Kant is able

'

of

is

'

—

unfolding an inward
conviction,' as Butler claimed to do in regard
to conscience.
The logical rule is neither more
nor less authoritative than the example, provided
it is understood discriminatively.
If any man
stumbles at the fact that when we want to think
about thought we must, in so doing, already follow
the norms of right thinking there is no arguing
with him (Vt'indelband, loc. cit. i. 25). All we
can do is, in the words of Kant, to make the rule
followed by the understanding a separate object of
thought (Logic, Introd. § i.).
4. Theory.
Cognition gives us the control of
nature and the reflective faculty, the control of
self.
But logic is the expression of the reflective
faculty so far, and so far only, as the self is cognitive and there is conscience in science.
It is
indifferent to the manifestations of personality in
feeling or action, and even in so much of cognition
as escapes control.
Thus the motive of logic is not
5. Discipline.
furnished by the world of oI)jects, but by the aims
of personality if an art, it is a cognitive art, if a
and it is sustained
science, a disciplinary science
by our solicitude for intellectual self-government.
The historical beginnings of logical theory are to
be found in those racial dispositions and social
conditions which gave occasion for the deliberate
control of our trains of thought.
In India it
appears to have originated with rules in cerefur

making

it

precise,

for

'

'

—

'

'

'

—

;

—

;

;

monial deliberation
From the Brahnianic decisions on
:

'

arising in

disputed points
the course of sacrifice
collected in exegetical and philoQotama [probably later than the 5th
sophic aphorisms
cent. B.C.] evolved a system' (Bodas, Tarka - Saiigraha of
.

.

,

.

.

.

Introd. p. 29).

Annambhafta,

And with Gotaraa the inwardness of
has outworn

its

;

.

;

'

Nevertheless, it must share the vicissitudes in
fortune of civilization as a whole. And the more
influential of these, since Aristotle, have been the
limit set on the range of free judgment during
medi£eval centuries, the value set upon personality
by modern religion andjjhilosophy, and the accelerating progress of physTcaT sciences in the most
recent times three influences which have some
connexion with a certain exaggeration in value
which has fallen upon the three Aristotelian departments of doctrine successively in scholastic,
modern, and recent years, and has transformed at
least the dialectic almost beyond recognition.
For
the contrasts and controversies between the historic
schools are questions of emphasis and balance in
what might be called the dimensions of logical
discipline, to borrow a conception fi'om geometry
or in the fundamental ideas used in forming our

—

'

'

;

'

'

conceptions, to borrow from Whewell's philosophy
of all scientihc discovery whatever.
In almost every science 'controversies' have 'turned upon
the possible relations of Ideas, much more than upon the actual
relations of Facts' {Philosophy of Discovery, p. 255).

The dimensions or ideas in which the historic
schools have formed conceptions for logical value
may be distinguished as explicitness, consistency,
relevance, and system.
II. PnJXClPLES.- Parallel with what Whewell
says as to the progress of physical science
it 'consist* in reducing the objects and events of the universe
to a conformity with Ideas which we have in our own minds

—

—

the Ideas, for instance, of Space, Force, Substance [Numlier,
the Idealization of Facts {iO.
Composition], and the like
'

.

.

.

386)—
for logic also that
an exhaustive solution of the great aggregate of logical problems can only grow up out of the union of all the different
methods of treatment to which Logic h.is been subjected in
p.

we may expect
'

logical concern

ceremonial form.

'The end proposed is the escaping from liability to transmigration, and the attainment of tranquil and eternally uninterrupted beatitude (Aphorisms, tr. J. li. BallaDtyne, Introd.
'

P-5).

In Greece

to say

'Since Aristotle's time Logic has not gained much in extent,
as indeed its nature forbids that it should. But it may gain in
.
Arisrespect of accuracy, definiteness and distinctness. .
totle has omitted no essential point of the understanding we
have only to become more accurate, methodical and orderly
{Logic, introd. § ii.).

virtue of the inner essential manifoldness of its nature

band,

loc. cit.

But the

i.

'

(

Windel-

9).

'methods' must be such as are

difierent
'

originated with canons of public
debate and scientific instruction the propaganda
of plausibility by the Sophists, the challenges to
the complacency of popular beliefs issued by
Socrates, the polemics of Zeno.
Some of Aristotle's predecessors, he records, had given
it

:

grounded, if not in the systematic continuity of
a philosophical theory of knowledge,' as Windelband requires, still in tlie unity of dimensions in
consciousness of logical value.
logic must be these dimensions.
I.

'

rhetorical, others interrogative, discourses to learn— since they
imagined that they should instruct their pupils by delivering,
not [logical] art, but the etleots of art (Soph. Ehnchi, ch. 34).
The art which he constructed deepened, like Gotama's, into
'
pure reflexion and self-fntnmunion, for dialectic [the art of
discussion], being investigative, holds the way to the principles
of all methodical thought {Topica, i. ch. 2, Soph. Elenchi, ch. 2).
'

The

'principles' of

—
Explicitness. The earliest of such dimensions

to be utilized in the formation of logical conce])must be contions was that of explicitness.
scious of tlie definite germinal organization within

We

our judgments or inferences, whenever occasion
arises

to

make them

deliberate.

Hamilton

'

l}ut in the Greek, unlike the

Hindu, logical illumination, reflexion fastened upon conviction at the
point where individual intelligence merged in the

—

intelligence of humanity at large just as in (ireek
ethics the good of the individual merges in that of
the State.
The Greek forms of proposition and
syllogism seem to symbolize ji world of intellects,
a
common
where
record of conviction can be main-

pro-

poses as the only postulate of Logic which requires
an articulate announcement ... to be allowed to
state exidicitly in langu.age all that is implicitly
contained in thought' (Lectures, iii. 114). And
Gotama inaugurated the history of the science by
detailing sixteen conceptions for our guidance in
the analysis of this 'content,' as 'standards of
'

right notion.'
'

Proof

[i.e.

the faculty of a right notion]

;

the object of a

LOGIC
right notion; doubt; motive; familiar fact; scholastic tenet;
syllogism h,i"potheticaI confutation ; ascertainment ; discussion ;
controversial wrangle; cavil semblance of a reason; perversion ; futility and unfitness to be argued with from knowing
the truth in regard to these [sixteen things], there is the attainment of supreme good {Aphorisms, tr. Ballantyne, § 1. 1).
;

—

;

;

'

Most of these topics appear to represent stages
in dialectic or in the process of clearing up know'

'

ledge by discussion ( Adamson, History of Logic,
But logic in
p. 166 ; cf. Saint-Hilaire, p. xxx).
the long couxse of its development has always made
use of a method dialectical in this sense, which
should not hide from us a more inward motive and
signihcance. While it was as yet only tradition,
no other method was practicable ; and, even when
it became literary, the practical utility of the
method preserved it alongside of interpretations
that were more spiritual. The alliance of the two
methods was assumed in the reforms and elaborations made by Dignaga about A.D. 500.
•
Demonstration and refutation together with their fallacies
and Perception and Inare useful in arguing with others
;

ference, together with their fallacies, are useful for self-under'

compile this Sastra (-A^i/dj/a-praue^a,
quoted in Vidyabhijsaija, Hindu Medi<Eval Logic, p. 89).

standing

;

seeing this,

I

The Aristotelian exposition of the same alliance
was turned to forensic uses by Cicero, to academic
uses by the scholastics, and to educational uses
by the many modern and the now contemporary
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question, by its encounter with convictions current
in the world of other persons, and by the entrance
of its motive into a system of other motives within
our manifold practical nature, an organism where
cognition, after all, is only one of the forces consti-

tuting
2.

its life.

Consistency.

— Under the more complex social

and intellectual conditions

of life in Greece, the
logical consciousness became more sensitive to the
contact of individual thinking with this ' static
formulation of knowledge. And the idea most
essential for forming conceptions suitable to the
It is
spiritual emergency is that of consistency.
'

'

'

not the consistency between thought and thought
which in modem times became the ideal of Hamilton
and the 'subjectively formal' logicians, but that
which makes possible the allegiance of individual
intellects, with varying perceptions, memories, and
premonitions, to common formulations of knowledge.

—

In recent psychologj' tlie
(a) Interpretative.
paradoxical tenet is held that, while a permanently existing idea' appearing in consciousness
'at periodical intervals' is a mythological entity,
yet the mind can always intend ... to think
the same (W. James, Text-book of Psychology,
'

'

'

authors

London, 1892, chs. xi. and xiv.). Similarly, we may
say that, while a judgment identical in many
minds is mythological, varying acts of judgment

as the

may

who choose to teach a science of argument,
medium for an implied science of knowledge.

The conceptions of explicitness suggested to a
modern mind by Gotama's sixteen standards and
the explanations which he and his commentators
In
append to them would be such as follow.
placing a logical value upon any given judgment,
we must bring into consciousness (1) the extent
to which our cognitive faculties are committed
to it, perceptually, inferentially, conceptually, or
'that I shall die 'is inferential,
;
interpretatively
the ' recognition of a sign ; (2) the genus of truth
or reality which is fihus assumed as accessible to
a
the faculty, or fit to supply a right notion
'
category in modern
topic similar to that of the
'
logic, or, in Whewell, the idea' ; (3) the question,
or predetermination of a void in the system of our
knowledge, which brings faculty and reality into
the relation the problematic phase in the development of a judgment, such as fails us in truism or
is perverted in paradox ; (4) the emotive root which
makes a thought worth thinking or even a science
worth creating ; for ' truth implies a reference to
'
])urpose as well as to reality (W. K. Boyce Gibson
and A. Klein, Problem of Logic, London, 1908,
'
that I shall die' is significant only for the
p. 2) :
businesses of lite ' that I shall not altogether die,'
for the counsels of moral perfectness ; (5) and (6)
the sureness and definiteness which fact and dogmatic or conceptual principle bring with them to
their function in inference ; (7) the scheme of their
co-operation in the inferential syntheses ; there
must be («) the probandum, defined by doubt and
motive ; (b) the reason, appealing to a sign ; (c) the
example, verifying a principle of signification ; (d)
the application, investing the reason with the
significance of the example ; and (e) the conclusion, establishing the probandum as a significate.
'
Shall I not <lie, seeing that I am but human, as
my fathers died because they were human ? For
I am as human as they, and consequently I, too,
must die.' It is the transition from the problematic to the assertory phase of thought that sunders
the application and conclusion from the reason and
probandum a transition which disappears in all
'

'

'

—

'

—

;

—

the Western schemes of explicitness, because it
disappears in proofs and static formulations, as
The
distinct from the processes, of knowledge.
remainder of the sixteen topics are adjustments
imposed on a conviction by its entrance into an
environment of other convictions on the same
VOL. vin. 9

—

give allegiance to the same super-personal
and join in the same inferential trend. It
is such truth and trend, and not any range of
individual experience and foresight, that allow
Aristotle to postulate 'the proposition of the same
thing about the same thing {de Lnterpretatione,
vi. 1), and the continuation of the same section
within the same collection, of actual or possible
facts (Pr. Anal. I. i. 5-8).
The actual variability
within this mythical identity is veiled by the indefiniteness of the form of proposition named
particular ; and the actual poverty of human
foresight, by the universal proposition, distributing possibilities, as though on a mere chart, to an
infinite range.
That some men die willingly
cannot be the same thought for you and for me,
and that all men die is beyond the intellectual
concern of either of us. Yet we consent that death
is not the supreme terror, and we foresee it widespread as far as our imaginations can have any
Aristotle's Prior Analytics must be
concern.
interpreted as dealing with this situation, and as
rendering into varieties of syllogistic form the
ways in which formulated thought can tolerate
the limitations of actual thought, and the reservatruth,

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

which

must

tions under
it
reject them.
'
The first book of the Prior Analytics, after a brief statement
of the nature of the proposition and of the fundamental law of
predication, proceeds to analyse (1) the various kinfls, figures,
or modes of syllogism ; (2) the means by which syllogisms are
formed ; (3) the reduction of various imperfect forms of argu.
The second book . .
ment to the perfect syllogistic type.
deals with the theory afterwards called that of Consequciice,
.

.

.

with circular reasoning, with the possibility and consequences
of syllogisms formed by converting parts of the original argument, with certain modes of indirect argument and fallacy, and
concluding with brief handling of induction, paradigm, enthy-

meme, argument from
History oj Logic, p.

signs,

probabilities,'

etc.

(Adamson,

40).

topics are the main teaching of academic
logic to-day, in spite of criticisms renewed from
It must be that the
generation to generation.

Such

more adverse

critics

are

preoccupied with the

interest of some other direction of consistency than
the Aristotelian, or with some dimension of logical
value other than consistency. To their interests
it may seem paradoxical that a professed theory of
mental process should resolve this into linguistic
elements argument, syllogism, proposition, name
(T. Case, i?Br", art. 'Logic'); and unphilosophical
that all the important distinctions should rest on
the mere denotation of terms (Hamilton); and a
mistaken subtlety to classify moods into figures.

—
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according to order of terms (Kant); and puerile
that inductive conceptions sliould be referred to
their own list of instances (Baeon); and an error
that syllojj'ism is an estimate of evidence (Mill);
and a usurjiation that the formalities of deduction
should be limited to syllogistic, and to propositions with two terms only, and to terms that ai-e
classes rather than objective relations, and to the
logical relation only of inclusion and exclusion (L.
Couturat, in Encyc. Pkilos. Sciences, i. 167-169).
second direction in which
(b) Conceptual.

—A

consistency may be sought is between the thought
of the moment and an identity or permunenc}' of

personal knowledge, hardly distinguishable fiom
meaning the same,' as described in psychology,
but quite distinguishable from the impersonal truth
or universally human trend assumed by Aristotle.
The mythological world of the super-personal is
replaced by an equally mythological content of the
personal microcosm, a static conceptual structure
to which our ever variable thoughts conform. The
subjectively formal or conceptual logic is the
canonic for the stability of this.
It originated
with Kant's discrimination between the section of
his Critimie of the Piirc Understanding which he
named 'Transcendental Logic,' where the forms'
of knowledge appear as contributions of the mind
to the constitution of its objects, and the General
Logic' where foi-ms are relations of cognitions to
each other {Critique, bk. ii. Introd. § 2, Logic,
Introd. § 1). Once more, then, as in the Hindu discipline, knowledge is referred to personality ; but
personality comes back not as an isolated centre
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

of motive interest, to be disciplined for its high
destiny, but as a realm of mere abstracts, namely
cognitions outside the world of natural sciences,
yet factitiously evolved through the course of tran-

scendental reflexion. Kant himself, not forgetful
of this origin, found in knowledge a dimension of
relevance' as well as one of consistency. In the
'

living thought he found an interplay corresponding
to the petrified formations of the transcendental
And, while accepting the law of nonobject.'
contradiction as the principle of such inference as is
merely possible, he added a law of reason and
consequence, for the cogency of any actual inference (Logic, Introd. § 71) ; and in ajiplying this
'

second law we encounter transcendental distincor a priori unitions, such as between
lo;;ical
versals and
And
quasi logical or inductive.
the neo-Kantian school of logicians better their
instruction by re-introducing tlie detailed concep'

'

study, the only dimension recognizable independently of every physical or primai-y object, in
which cognitions could be related to each other,

appeared to be consistency.
'

Tlie stricter followers ot the Kantian logical idea, e.,';.,Mansel
sole principles which can be said to
be involved universally in the action of thought, the laws of
identity, non-contradiction, and excluded middle, and in their
hands lo^'ic becomes merely the systematic statement of these
laws, and the exposition of the conditions which they impose
upon notions, judgments, and reasonings' (Adanison, p. 15).

and Spalding, recognise, as

—

Symbolic. More recently, a third direction
in which consistency might Ije followed has been
taken, which seems to presuppose, if not the factitious abstracts of transcendental logic, yet still
the reflective valuations of general logic. Given
'
these, it furnishes a
clearer, more precise, and
more plastic expression of them, and formula- of
equivalence between them.
Algebra renders a
similar service to arithmetic, but without raising
any doubt as to the scientific priority of the latter.
Symbolic logic is at least a discipline in consistency
'

when we make

critical comment
be made
I do not deny the scientific convenience of
considering thia
limited portion of Logic apart irom the rest
but the smaller
Logic, which only concerns itself with the conditions of consistency, ouf^jht to he, at least finally, studied as part of the greater,
which embraces alt the general conditions ot the ascertainment
of truth (Mill, Exam, of .Sir W. Hamilton's Philosophy^, p. 477).

logical reflexions.

Whether

it is

may

*

:

.

.

.

'

—

Tlie larger logic was inaugurated
3. Relevance.
by Aristotle through the addition of his Posterior
A iialytics to the Prior.
No demonstrative proposition [e.g., about numbers or lines)
is taken as referring to "any number you may know of," or
any straight line you may know of," but to the entire subject
—to "every possible number or line (Post. Anal. L 1).
'
the things we know of
Relevance is that in
or
receive
a
demonstrawher.
we
which,
'possess
tion,' relieves us from the need of similarly 'knowIt is what Bosanquet
of
the
entire
ing
subject.'
describes as 'an inmost character' of the content
of knowledge, 'as revealed by the structural relations in which it is found capable of standing'
Aristotle conceives relevance
(Essentials, p. 49).
Mediaeval Hindu
as embodied in
universals.'
logicians (Dignaga, Divakara [c. A.D. 530], and
Nandi [e. A.D. 800]) taught the intervention of
secondary ideas or abstract conceptions in the
process of inference, and authorized a syllogism
for self in which this dispensed with the anaJogy
between example and application still required
But Aristotle
in the 'syllogism for instruction.'
elevated this secondary idea into an authoritative
principle,' dominating onr knowledge, whether
personal or racial. The authority was conferred
by the faculty of reason.
From experience, or from the entire universal which is re'

**

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

tained in the soul, the single unit apart from the manifold o!
sense, which is identical in all particular cases, comes the ele-

Reason would seem
mentary principle of art and science.
to be tlie faculty which has the primary principles as its objects
(Post. Anal. ii.'l9).
.

.

.

'

The universal

as a principle assures applications
that might escape the 'secondary idea.' 'Man is
mortal,' therefore I, too, must be mortal,' although
'

instinctively may think all men mortal but
themselves.' The inevitability was not objective,
as Plato's metaphysics might imply, but inferential.

men
*

'

-

tions of intellectual synthesis framed in transcendental logic. To others, however, still following
the disciplinary motive, and unconcerned with tlie
origin of the new realm commended to them for

(e)

also a direct discipline in scientific knowledge, as
the older formal logic is, and so may supersede or
absorb it, is as yet controversially obscme.
But on every logic of consistency, however
judiciously its pretensions may be restrained, one

'

does not follow, if demonstration is to exist, that thert
Ideas, or a Unity outside the many individual things,
does follow that some unity must be truly predicable of
many (Post. Anal. i. 11).

It

must be
but
the

it

'

The predicable

unities appear in judgment as
predicates that are genera and definitions,' and
and in
as subjects that are second substances
demonstration as the essences of the things
which we seek to explain, the nature of the
things whose destiny we wish to foretell, the
reasons for what we experience, and the causes'
for «liat we infer.
And, altliough these conceptions in the dimension of relevance still influence
the texts of modern logic, philosophical juogress
has disclaimed the static, self-suflicing constitution,
which seems to spring arbitrarily from the fiat of
reason. "The achievements of reason nmst themsehes become conscious under the guidance of
as conditions
logical conceptions more liberal, such
of a rule' (K.ant), 'laws of connexion' between
of
attributes (Mill), 'coherence'
conceptual con'
tent (Lotze), or identity of relational 'system*
Two distinct operations of reason
(Bosanquet).
must be traced that which explains the comparative complexity of universals whose constituents
are available at will, and that which explains the
selection of constituents from the passive sequences
of experience.
The definite logic of the first
(a) Deductive.
begins with Descartes, and that of the second with
'fhe interest of modern niatheiuatical
Bacon,
'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

:

—
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science supplied to Descartes the
iloubt
and
motive,' to use Hindu logical conceptions, which
brought to an end the Aristotelian superstition of
second substances,' and suggested a scheme of
rational constructiveness, proceeding from what
'
Lotze afterwards named ' first universals to a vast
Platonic hierarchy, the ' world of ideas.'
'Those natures which we call composite are known by us,
either because experience shows us what they are, or because
'

'

'

we

'

ourselves are responsible for their composition (Rule xii.).
.
There are but few pure aud simple essences . . . existing
per se, ' not as depending on any others' (Rule vi.) ; essences
which cannot be analysed bj' the luind into others more dis'Intuition is the undoubtin^'
tinctly known' (Rule xii.). .
conception of an unclouded and attentive mind ; ... it is more
certain than deduction itself, in that it is simpler.
.
.
For
example, 2 and 2 amount to the same as 3 and 1 (Rule iii.).
.
.
Deduction proceeds by the continuous and uninterrupted
action of a mind that has a clear vision of each step in the process (ib.). ' It is presented to us [as u complete movement] by
intuition when it is simple and clear. . . . We give it the name
of enumeration or induction [when it is complex], because it
cannot then be grasped as a whole at the same time by the
'
mind, and its certointy depends to some extent on the memory
(Rule xi.; Descartes, V.'orks, tr. E. S. Haldane and G. R. T. Boss,
vol. 1., Cambridge, 1911, pp. 7-43).
'

.

.

.

.

.

'

'

.

'

—

It was a parallel but slower
(6) Inductive.
development of the scientific spirit, in observation
and experiment, that inspired a complementary
scheme of rational insight as to how experience
shows the natures that are composite.' The field
for unclouded intuition is here fenced off by the
indefinite multiplicity of constituents in an actual
experiential situation, and, however few and simple
'

'

be the ultimate essences,' the steps in their
synthesis are beyond either complete intuitive
penetration or memory. All that Hindu logic had
here achieved was to classify the constant associa-

may

'

'

between sign and significate. According to
Nandi, the signs are either positive or negative,
tions

'

'

perceptible or imperceptible ; and arc related to
their signiiicates (a) constitutively, (b) as I'esultants,
(c) causally, or (rfj by concrete order, of priority, subsequence, or simultaneity (Vidyabhtisana, p. 30 f.).
Aristotle, in his Topics, when not prepossessed by
the conception of second substances, reads more
deeply into the indices of relevancj', suggesting
comjjarative analysis of instances that are exceptional towards each other or contrary in their
consequences, or are negative, reverse, privative,
or relational to each other, or are homogeneous in
whole or part, or vary methodically in quantity,
time, place, or other relation. But these broken
lights still left darkness of principle over the plans
of manifestation for an 'essence' or ' nature,' and
how reason finds them. It is inductive principle
which Bacon appears to have been first in conceiv-

The Baconian conception is
ing.
Observation presents to us complex natures which are the
results of simpler, more general forms or causes.
The
form which is sought can be detected only by examination of
cases in which the given complex eflect is present, in which it is
absent, and in which it appears in different degrees or amounts
... a process of exclusion or elimination. . The method of
exclusion can never be perfectly carried out but all additional
aids have significance onl.v as supplying in part the place of
exhaustive enumeration '(Adamsoii, p. 90).
:

'

.

.

.

;

.

.

;

Thus, were our experience divinely given on the

perfect plan of reason, we should, in the words of
'
Descartes, know what these natures are,' though
we ourselves are not responsible for their comJ. S. Mill articulated the principle
position.'
of exclusion or elimination in five experiential
'

methods, with symbols and canons, and explained
their cogency on the broad empiricist basis which
his complete survey of logical doctrines is intended
to commend and defend. But the ideal plan for
the manifestation of universals in experience is as
much the work of a priori reason as is the unclouded vision of syntlietic essences described by
Descartes, while the march of merely experiential
sequences eternally withholds that deliniteness and
exhanstiveness of constituents which might thus unveil the piire tissue of
relevancy. The neo-Kantian
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logicians can accept the canons of elimination as
li\ ing expressions of the aspirations of thought, in
such an intellectual nature as displays the cate'

gories of relation,' substantiality, causality, and
But the rationalization of any given
reciprocity.
experiential sequence must be approached through
a further dimension of logical value that of
system. In this we may conceive the additional
aids which transform aspiration into accomplished
science.
Relevance is a selective principle, system

—

'

'

a comprehensive.
A conviction which cannot be a
4. System.
stable truth through sheer restrictions of internal
relevancy may have value through its membership
of a world of other convictions other convictions

—

—

not defined by the same question, as in the Hindu
system of standards, but by questions in all degrees
of kinship to it.
Aristotle's Topics marks out a
(«) Dialectical.
sphere where such value may be traced by expressly
excluding both the harmony of personal investigation with super-personal truth and the open vision
of truth through reason.

—

The purpose of this treatise is to find a method which will
qualify us as disputants in iregard to every kind of subject,
where the start of the inference is from probable judgments,
and which will instruct us how to avoid stultifying ourselves
when we ourselves sustain an argument.
.
We call probable
what appears true to all men, or to the majority, or to the wise,
or to the
and, among the wise, to all, to the greater
number,
most distinguished and authoritative ' {Topics, i. 1).
*

.

.

The wide

ramifications of relationship of any conviction to the remainder of knowledge are suggested
by a variety of incidental methods or auxiliary
aids to insight.
The organa by which we find materials for syllogisms and
inductions are
collection of opinion from various sources,
resolution of ambiguities in meaning, discrimination between
and
assimilation
of things to each other or in
species
genera,
'

'

'

.

.

.

their relation to other things

—

*

{Topics,

i.

13).

Methodological. In the modern era a more
systematic study of system was begun by the
Novum Organum of Bacon, the methodological
reflexions of scientists themselves, and the theories
of explanation, as distinguished from eliminative
induction, and of approximate generalization, probability, and operations subsidiary to induction,
resumed in detail by Mill. But the methods so
formulated seem to be episodes in the consciousness
of a more comprehensive development in the
organization of our ideas.
continuously reform and refine our tentative concepts to meet the
exigence of newly experienced facts (see artt.
Concept and Inference). And in this process
we both accept limitations from, and contribute
pulsations to, a progressive sum of cognitive life.
The logic of system frames conceptions of the
limitation and the contribution, such as the colligation of facts by superinduction of conceptual
schemata (Whewell), the depth to which concepts
interpenetrate judgment or blur the purity of inferential synthesis (Lotze), the inversion of dependence
in our thought between principle and application
(Jevons), and the relation of approximation between
science and final truth (F. Enriques). In the dimension of system, truth can only be tested by more
of itself (Bosanquet, Logic, ii. 267).
Literature. — No bibliograph.v of logic with any approach to
completeness appears to have been attempted. J. M. Baldwin,
DPhP, vol. iii. pt. 2 pJew York, 1906), and the Catalogue
of Venn Collection, Univ. Lib., Cambridge, 1889, are the most
(i)

We

'

Reference is advisable to the following selection of
representative authorities, besides such as have been quoted.
C. Prantl, IJe^chichtc der Logik
(1) History, scope, and utility.
im Abendlande^, 2 vols., Leipzig, 1SS5 (the fullest history down
to the Middle Ages) ; F. Harms, Genchichte der Lo(jLk, Berlin,
ISSl ; A. Frank, Esqxiissc d'unc hiatoire de la logimtc, Paris,
P. Janet and G. S^ailles, Histoire de la philosophie,
1838
pt. 2, do. 1887 ; R. Adamson, A Short History of Logic, London, li*n ;
Whewell, On the Philosophij of Discocery, do.
IteCO
i^Cr^^, art. 'Logic'
Encyclopoedia of the Philosophical
useful.

—

;

W.

;

;

Scie/u'e^,
(2)

Eng.

tr.,

Hindu. — F.

London,

1913, vol. i.
Miiller, Six Systems of Indian PhiloS. Su^uira, Hindu Lo(jic as preserved

Max

sophy. London, 1899 ;
in China and Japan, Philadelphia, 1900

;

J.

R. Ballantyne,
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Aphorisms of

the .Vj/uj/n

yAi7..sr>,./i;/.

De

la

Bart'hVlemy 'Saint-Hilaire,
183S Porpliyry Cicero, Times.

Allnlmbad, ISSO

;

Duns Scotus, Ramus,

of

.

Avicenna, Aqumas,

Boetliiiis,

t-tc.

M. R

Logigue d'AristoU, Paris,

;

;

(4) Jferf.<soai.— Works

(Buddhist)

V. Cousin, Ouvrages ,n,<dds

;

d'AWIard I'uris, 1S30 (with valuable hislonoal introduction).
iinrt P. Nicole, Locjic, or the Art
(6) ilmUrn.—A. Arnauld

S. BaynesJ,
:
being the I'orl-Royal Logic, tr. T.
1020; T.
Edinburgh. 1872; F. Bacon, iVuimm Organum, E. B. de
Hobbes, Computation (IF.irts, i.), London, 1839-45;
1811
F.
Burgersdyck,
I'aris,
io
newed.,
Loqique,
Condillac,
Institutionum logic, tibri :luo, Cambridge, 1080 H. Aldnch,
Artis hogicte Compendium*, ed. H. L. Jlansel, Oxford, 1802;
Hamilton, Lectures un Metaphysics and Logic, London,
H. L. Mansel, ProlegoiMna Logica-, do.
1869-CO, iii. and iv.
do. 1872 A. de Morgan,
1860
J. S. Mill, Sgslcm of Logic'i,
do.
1817
G. Boole, Investigation of the Laws of
Formal Logic,
Thought, do. 1864 F. E. Beneke, Si/stem der Logik, IJerlm,
1842 G. W. F. Hegel, Loijic, Eng. tr.-, Oxford, 1S'J4 M. W.
1&S7
H.
Drobisch, A'etie Darstrlluun der Logikii. Untnbnrg,
Dk Logik
Ulrici, System der Logik. Leipzig, 1852 L. George,

nf Thinking

;

;

W

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

ofa H'l'ssenscAaftsfeArc, Berlin, IbOS.

and Bvmholic; W. S. Je»ons,.s(ii(Jtes
(6) liecent.-\a) Formal
in Deductive Logic, I/ondon, 1880 J. N. Keynes, Studies and
;

Bxerciieain Formal Logic*, do. lUuO J. Venn, Sinnholic Logic-,
do. 1894 A. T. Shearman, Dci-clopmentof Symbolic Logic, do.
;

;

1906, Scope, of

Formal

Loqic, do. 1911

;

E. Schroeder, \or-

der Alqehra der Logik, Leipzig, 18:10 -l)r> B. A. W.
Russell and A. N. Whitehead, Principia Ualhemaltca, pt. i.,

lemngen

iilier

;

Cambridge, 1910-13.

_
H. Green,

^

_

Lectures on
T.
(b) Critical or philosophical
Logic ni-orks, iu., London, 1886); F. H. Bra.<i\ey. Principles
do.
T.
L.
Theorg
of
Knowledge,
do.
1883
Hobhouse,
of Logic,
1890;' J. Dewey, Studic.i in Logical Theory, ('hioago, 1903;
E.
1896
der
Derlin,
Die
Logik-,
Grinidprohleiiie
J. Bergmann,
Husserl, LogiMhe Untersuchungen-, Halle, l'.ii:i.
uniGesehichte
'''"'
F. Ueberweg, &';/«'<""
^'i;/'*'
:

;

;

Systems:

(c)

der Ion. Lehren, 'Bonn, 1808, Eng. tr., London, 1871; R.H.Lotze,
B. Bosanquet, Essen."System der Philosophic", Leipzig, 1880-84
J. Veitch,
tials of Logic, London, 1895, Logic", Oxford, liUl
1886
J. Venn, Pnneiples of
Institutes of Logic, Edinburgh,
Empirical or Inductive Logic'^, London, 1900; W. Wundt,
;

;

;

18113-95.

ioffi'A--, Stiltljrart.

W. L. Davidson, Logic of Dcjimtion,
London, 1885; A. Sidgwick, Fallacies, do. 1883, Process of
Argument, do. 1893, Di.'illnclion and the CriticiJim of Beliefs,
do. 1892, Use of fVords in Iteasoninn, do. 1901, The Application
do. 1S8S;
of Logic, do. 1910; J. Venn, The Logic of Chance^,
K. Pearson,
S. Jevons, Principles of Science, do. 1874
Grammar of Science", do. 1000 H. Poincare, Science and
Method, Eng. tr., do. 1914.
For a summarv of substantive logical doctrme see artt. BELiEr
and Method(Logical), Conceit, Infekence, Juuouent (Logical),
J. BROUQH.
(Logical).
(Buddhist).— Buddhists have been called
(d)

Methodological

:

W

;

;
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the real founders of the luedi.-eval logic and logical
literature of India, a position which they share to
a great extent with the Jains.
'At about A.D. 40O began an epoch when they (Jains and
Buddhists] seriously took up the problems of logic, and all the
of
date at

text-books on the Jalna and Buddhist systems
logic
or after that time. Ujjaini in Malwa and Valabhi in Guzerat,
I'atna and Dravi^a [the Deccan),' were the prinoi])al seats
.

.

.

of Jainist logical activity.

'

The Njayavatara, by Siddhasena
was the first systematic work on

Diviikara, dated about 533 A.D.,

the Jaina Logic'

1

earliest seat of Buddhist mediaeval logic is
said to have been in Gandhara (about Peshawar)
on tlie I'anjab frontier, till the invading Huns
dispersed all scholarly life. Only such literature
survived as had been transported in translations to
China and Tibet. There were, however, other
schools at Ayodhya (Oudh) and in the Deccan.
From the latter school one systematic work of the
7th cent. A.D. has survived iu Sanskrit the Ni/di/abindu of Dharinakirti, and its commeutary by

The

:

Dharmottara.^
This ascription of the rise of logical studies in
inediiBval India to Jain and Buddhist culture is
tantamount to saying that systematic treatment
of the nature and regulation of reasoned knowledge as such first took shape when Indian culture
was practically Buddhist and Jainist. That systematic treatment was more critical and exegetical
than constructive. It is clear from the Buddhist
has yet
scriptures, and also, so far as any work
O. Vidyahhiipapa, Uistory of the Mediceval School of
Indian Logic, Calcutta, 1909, p. xviii.
2 Ed. I'. I'eterson, in the Bibliotheca Indica, Oalcutta, 1890.
1

S.

been done upon them, from the J.ain .scripture.^,
that an unwritten and unclaborated body of normative principles and nicthuds of thought had long
existed in India. The early medianal logics are
exegeses, expounding and elaborating the logical
catecategories applied in earlier works. These
docgories included classifications of knowledge,
of

trines

terms

and

methods

jiropositions,

of

induction, fallacie.-', and, iiossibly, in tin' Jain
Of the methods and categories
classics, syllogism.
themselves the early works say little or notliing.
Tlioso works are the expression of the greater or
constructive stage of tlie Buddhist and Jain movements. The Buddhist .-jcriptures are often critical
but they criticize the traditions which they found
and
holding^the lii-ld, rather than the princiiilcs
methods of deduction and imUictioii of their day.
Two passages iu the Suttas all'ord an apparent
In these, certain
exception to this assertion.
matters are declared to be not iu the sphere of
;

'

fafdca,'

rendered by Khys Davids and K. Otto

Fr.-inke

'mere logic''

(tarka-ia.s-trn

,

or 'rules of

one of the technical hi.lian terms for
And logic -mongers [takkitiu) and pedants
logic).
are said to
[vimathsino), failing to grasp them,
arrive at fantastic theories.^ Again, in prescribing
a jnagmatic criterion of the merits of a religious
such
doctrine, the Buddha is said to have excluded
criteria as authority, tradition, etc., and both tahkahetu and nm/nhetu.' These, again, belong to the
oldest technical terms for logic, hetu ('condition,'
tlumght,'

is

and waya ('method') practically
reasoned thinking in both Jainist and
Buddhist books.'' This depreciation of ratiocinative method, combined with misconceptions of the
orthodox theory of knowledge in early Buddhism,
has given rise to the mistaken view that Buddhists
both logical method and the validity of
'cause,' 'inference')

covering

all

rejected

But a careful
any knowledge established by it."
consideration of the two Suttn.f quoted above, in
the light of the sober intellectual method prevailing

the great majority of the Suttas, brings us to a
In the latter passage
very different coi dusion.
the soundness of any ethical doctrine or gospel is
held to be rightly tested, not by metaphysical
In the
dialectic, but by a utilitarian calculus.
former passage the 'logic' that is condemned as
condemnation
inadequate is such as often finds
among ourselves, when we feel rather than
discern that deductions are being made from outworn, outgrown terms, from wrong data, from
words ambiguously used. Only a culture which
has a logic of recreated inductions will condemn
It is
such misuse of deduction as 'mere logic'
one of the penalties induced by such effete reasoning that the noble formulation of right thinking
in

'

'

should, in popular usage, incur reproach, as
had failed in general.

if

it

Siitta and Abhidhammn Pitakas
unmistakable evidence of (1) the existence of
a current logical doctrine, ('2) misuse of the same
from conby dialecticians or sophists,' deducing
fused terms and wrong premisses, and (:i) a constant
faith in the ajipeal to judgment and argument, i.e.
The
to logical faculty, and to logical princii)lcs.
addressed
Suttas, or discourses, were in great jiart

The Buddhist

afford

'

to relatively immature minds— to the man in the
street and to the average bhikkhu or sckha (learner
But the proportion of discourses
in Ihc Order).
small.
filled with categorical assertions is \ery
Most of them seek to cai)tuie the listener by argu'

'

ment.
hctu?,

No sentence occurs oftcner than Tam kis.ia
'What is the reason of that?' The pre-

in his replies to
vailing method of the Buddha
Dlgha Nikiiya, i. 12 Kliys Davids, Dialogues of the Buddha,
tn AusO-vfnr^, 18119-1910, i. 20; U. O. Franke, Dlgha Nikdya
1

;

M'liA/ »^er«r!;f, tJottingcn, 1914, p. 21.
' Anguttara
ikaya,
2 Diiiha A'ikdya, p. IU.
'
*
Ct., e.g., ib. p. 69.
Vidyabhu?a?a, op. oil. p. 4.
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LOGOS
'

'

reasonableness (to
is one of gentle
adopt Matthew Arnold's rendering of eineiKeia).
And nyCnja {iidya), knowledge,' science,' which
is the title-word in the oldest Indian logical works,'
is used synonymously with satya (snchcha), truth,'
as forming, with dhamma ('right' or norm ') and
kusala (' good '), the threefold foundation on which
the perfect man should be established.- In the
interlocutors

'

'

'

'

somewhat later collection called Abhidhamma
Pi/dhi, where doctrines, put forward ad hominem
in the Suttas, are more abstractly expounded by
way of question and answer, logical method is
more systematically applied. The import of a
great number of terms is set out, usually in dichotomic division, but sometimes in the distinctively
Indian method of presenting the by us so-called
Laws of Thought, thus Is A B ? If not, is A
not-B? If not, is A both B and not-B? If not,
is A neither B nor not-B (in other words, is A a
chinijera) ? The expositions, again, are sometimes
exercises in converted propositions, sometimes arguments in hypothetical propositions. The books
:

entitled Yamaka and Kathkmtthu,' respectively,
consist entirely of these exercises and arguments.
No definite exercise in, or allusion to, syllogism has

been found in the Pitcikas, although it hgures prominently in the earliest Buddhist and Jain treatises on
Nor, indeed, do the paired words pamcina
logic.
('immediate knowledge,' 'perception') and anumrjiia ('mediate knowledge,' 'inference') apparently occur in the Pitakas as the indispensable
logical terms which they subsequently became.*
Nevertheless, the Suttas and the Abhidhamma
books taken together, with all the legendary and
illustrative matter discounted, present so varied an
appeal to the intellect of their age that it is not surprising if one result of the paramountcy of Buddhist
c\ilture was to yield a harvest, not only of psychological, but also of logical, analysis and systemstill greater field of material for the
atization.
history of logic will possibly be opened up when (1)
the original Jain scriptures are all edited, and (2)
the Chinese and Tibetan translations of Buddhist
Sanskrit treatises on logic, as well as (3) the orthodox Theravada philosophical works in Sinhalese and

A

A

Burmese MSS, become

accessible.
comparison
of the conclusions gleaned from these sources, and
from the Pali materials as yet accessible, with the
concepts of European logic will prove of deeper

philosophical importance than may appear likely
to those who see in logic only an academic exercise.
By intellectual procedure, according to the norms
of which logic is the interpreter rather than the
dictator, the human mind has grasped the most
general data of experience inductively and deductively.

And

that procedure has centred round

certain concepts here, round other concepts there.
The difference in emphasis thus produced tends to
become absolute, hindeiing both mutual understanding and also thereby a positive, general
advance in philosophy. The system, for instance,
of definition by genus and species, of division by

dichotomy only, of subsuming the particular under
the more general, admirable as it has proved in
all

quantitative analysis,

may

prove a hindrance

in estimating qualitative values in eesthetic and
spiritual inquiry. The Buddhist scriptmes did not
keep rigidly to these (peculiarly Greek) lines in

their analyses.
They did not always, or emphatically, see things as decomposable substances, in
Their founder disliked
wiioles and particulars.
1

v. 19, with i. 189 ; Rhys Davids,
'
Dialogues, ii. 167 (fidya is rendered system ') The formula
ol causation is repeatedly called Arvan (i.e. Buddhist) fU'tiia.
3 Ed. for
1894-97.'
The
PTS is publishjuff a
PTS, 1911-13,
transiatiou of the latter work in 1915.
I'ama na is used only for measure,' ' estimate ; anumdna
apparently does not occur at all.
•»

'

'

'

am

'

a
not,' he is nuule to say,
a particularizer.' '
True, they
expressed organic phenomena in terms of khandha,
'aggregate.' But khandhas, for them, were not
things that are,' but happenings and ceasings,'
risings and fallings.' They may be said to have
generalizing.
generalizer, I

I

am

'

'

'

seen things more as intercrossing force-rays, each
abscissa or confluence of which gave occasion for
a general term. Hence their definitions consist in
the laying together of mutually intercrossing, overlapping, or partially coinciding notions.
Centtuies later we find Buddhaghosa and Buddhadatta adopting consistently a fourfold scheme
for the definition of psychological and ethical
terms, viz. by salient character(s), essential properties, resulting phenomena, and proximate cause."
This method survives in a classic work centuries
is no longer prominently used.^
revert to the laws of thought the way in
which Indian logic presented the second and third
of these (Contradiction and Excluded Middle) has
But the first (Identity) was
been mentioned.
virtually traversed, in Buddhist thought, by the

younger, but

—

To

fundamental law of anichcha [anitya), 'impermanence' [i.e. incessant change). By this law A is
never A for more than a moment, but is after that
not A, but, as it were, Aj, Ao, A3.
And, just as
Aristotle rated as mere 'vegetable' the mind that
rejected the (Greek) laws of thought, so for the
Buddhists there was no intelligent or accurate
thinking on any basis which ignored this law of
im permanence. The other great tenets that all
all is without soul
(life) is subject to ill,' and that
.

.

.

'

'

or substance,' are, in fact, corollaries of it.
The only general principle of thought put forward
in Europe which harmonizes with Buddnist axioms
is that
Principle or Law of Sufficient Reason for
which certain logicians, notably Leibniz, claimed
'

'

equal rank with the three named above, namely,
that nothing happens without a reason why it
should be so rather than otherwise.' This comes
very near to the idap-pachcluii/atd ('this is conditioned by that') of Buddhist causality. And,
generally speaking, it is in the logic of causation
or of induction that we first notice the resemblances
between Buddhist and European logic rather than
the ditferences. The ancient formula of cause
that being present, this becomes from the arising
of that, this arises ; that being absent, this does
from the cessation of that, this
not become
ceases *— is the nearest approach to our logical
schemata that we find in the Pitakas. And the
mediaeval elaboration of the principle so formulated
that its essential mark is the condition of the
^
happening of a phenomenon on the occurrence of
is well
its sole invariable antecedent phenomenon
in tune with our more modern logic of induction.
'

—

'

;

;

'

—

'

'

—

—

Literature. This is given in the footnotes. Of the two
important early classics, the Milinda-panha (see Milinda) and
the A efti'pakaranay the former argues mainly by analogy, while
the latter uses only the first and last of Buddhaghosa's four
heads given above.
C. A. F. RhYS DaVIDS.

LOGIC

(Indian).— See

Nyaya.

—

LOGOS. The Greek word X6->o! has no exact
Just as
equivalent in any other language.
Goethe's Faust, when translating the first verse of
the Fourth Gospel into German, tries in succession
and rejects Wort, Sinn, Kraft, and finally decides
upon That, so Latin theology wavered between
Verbum, Sermo, and Batio before accepting
1
ii.

Vidyabhusapa, p. 1.
Cf. Sarhyutta Nikdya,

133

Not an ekarhsavdda, but a vibhajjavdda (Majjhima Xikdya,
The Theravada, or mother school, were long known as

197).

Vibhajjavadins.

a Atthasdtini (PTS, 1897), 109, passim Abhidhammavatara
(PTS, 1916), 2, passim.
i Abhidhammatthasanijaka ('Compendium of Philosophy'),
probably 12th cent. A.n., p. 212 t. (PTS. 1SS4, tr. 1910).
1
Majjhima Sikdya, ii. 32 Samyulta Sikdya, ii. 28, etc.
;

;

5

Abhidhammatthasatiijaha,

p. 1S7.
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Vcrbum, the

least

satisfactoii',

perhaps, of the

word has a history hotli in Greek
philosophy and in Jewish Alexandrian theology.
But, whereas in Greek philosophy the word mean.s
the divine Reason regarded as immanent in the
Tlie

three.

cosmic process, the authors of the Septuagint use
it

to translate the

Hebrew Memrn and

synonyms, which mean

its

poetic

spoken word
Hellenized .Jewish thought atof the Deity.'
tempted to fuse these two originally distinct meanings and so arose the Christian use of the word
as a name for the second Person of the Trinit}-,
incarnated in Jesus of Nazareth. It will be convenient to consider in succession the growth of the
idea in Greek philoso|)hy, in Jewish-Alexandrian
theology (the use of ilcmra in the Hebrew sacred
literature hardly belongs to our subject), and in
]>rimaril}' the

;

Christian theology.
I. In Greek philosophy.
The history of the
Logos-ideA begins with Heraclitus of Ephesus (c
535-475 B.C.), who, as V. M. Comford has rightly
maintained," represents a mystical reaction against
the materialism of the Ionian philosophers. For
him the visible world is a symbolic system which
half conceals and half reveals the reality.
This
truth or reality is the divine soul of the world,
whose life is manifested in the endless cycle of
birth and death, of becoming, change, decay, and
renewal. There is one Logos, the same throughout the world, which is itself homogeneous and
one.
This «-isdom we may win by searching ^\-ithin ourselves
it is open to all men to know themselves and be wise.' The di%-ine soul is 'Nature,'
the cosmic process it is God it is f/vxn, the lifeprinciple It is Logos, the divine law, or will of
God.
All human I.iws are fed by the one divine
law. It prevails as much as it will, and is sufficient

—

'

;

;

;

;

'

and more than sniBoient for
Logos is the immanent reason

all things.'
This
of the world; 'it
from
all
existeth
time yet men are unaware of it,
both before they hear it and while they listen to
it.'
The Logos, like Wordsworth's 'Duty,' keeps
the stars in their courses. It is the hidden
harmony which underlies the discords and antagonisms of existence. There is no trace in Heraclitus
of a transcendent God, whose reason or will the
Logos could be. The system is rather a form of
pantheism, with a strong mystical element. In
Anaxagoras, however, the Logos, or voCj (he preferred the latter term), is intermediate between
God and the world, being the legulating princijile
;

of the universe, the divine intelligence.
In Plato,
though he v.-aa the founder of a philosophy in
which the Logos-idea was to iind a congenial home,

there is but little that liears directly on our subject.
The world, he says in the Tiiii/Biis (p. 29 f.), is
created by a fusion of mind and necessity it is
itself a living and rational organism, the 'onlyIjegotten {fiovoyei>^ii) son of God,' it.self a God, and
the 'express image' (eWi-) of the Highest.
In Stoicism the philosophy of Heraclitus received
a new life and fresh developments. Like Heraclitus, the Stoics regarded Fire as the primordial
snl>stance, the material principle of the divine.
Endowed with inherent productive activity, it is
the
seminal Re.ison (\6-)o: o-rfpuorn-ot) of the
world, which manifests itself in all the phenomena
of nature.
These phenomena, or, rather, the
active principles which create them, are often
called \iyoi ffirep/uiTiKol, in the plural.
Christian
writers like Justin
Martyr laid hold of this doctrine
to connect Greek
philosophy with their own
religion.
Evcrj- man. Jiistm taught, at his birth
in the universal Reason, which he
participates
identifies with the Johannine Logos which
lightelh
;

'

'

'

'CI.

E.

Hatch and H. A. Redpath, Concordance

SeptuttginL Oxford, 1892-1906, pp. 881-SS7.
- From
Raigwn to Philosophy. London, ini-2,

p. 131

f

to

(«

e\ciy man.' Accordingly, he arguo,' heathens
like Heraclitus and Socrates, in so far as they lived
fiera Xi^oii, may be claimed as Christians, and majbe saved. The seminal Logos of the .Stoics, when
spoken of as a single Power, is God Himself as the
organic principle of the cosmic process, which He
directs to a rational and moral end. This [>ower
is not present in all creatures equally
onl}- man
particip.ates in it so fully that lie may be regarded
as a real effluence of the Deity. The Stoics dL-tiiiguished between the \6yot ifSuideTot, the potential,
unmanifested Reason, and the Xoyoi Tpo<j>optK6t, the
thought of God expressed in action. This distinction led to a new emphasis being laid on the other
meaning of X67os, as 'word' or 'speech'; and in
this w.ay Stoicism made it easier for Jewish philosophy to identify the Greek \6yos with the half;

'
Word of Jalnveh.'
Words and
thoughts, according to the Stoics, were the very
same things regarded under different aspects.
The same \(ryoi wiiich is Thought as long as it
resides in the breast is Word as soon as it comes

personilie<i

The

distinction between irSiiSero^ rnd
often used by Philo and the Greek
Fathers, is really identical with that
dra«ii by Aristotle between 6 f^u XAyos and 6 eV
Christian writers found another fruit\^"X5.°
ful idea in the Stoic doctrine that, since the one
forth.

irpo0o/)i/t(is,

Chri-stian

^

Logos is present in many liiuuan souls, men may
have communion with each other through their
in the same Lo"OS.
The Logosgarticipation
hrist might be explained Stoically as the indwelling revealer of the Father, with w horn He is one
as the vita! principle of the universe as the way,
the truth, and the life
as the inspirer of the
highest morality and, last, but not fea-st, as the
living bond of union between the various members
of His 'body.' The world, for Stoicism, is simple
and unique (eij Kal /lovoyeviqs) it is a living creature
;

;

;

;

;

The

(?ri'«">;a; goes t'arough
all things, formless itself, but the creator of forms.
The Logos, as World-Idea, is also single and simple
(e's Kai axXoDt), though it assumes manifold forms
in its pla.stic self-unfolding.
It is identified with
Fate [elfiap/j^pTi) and Stobwus says

(oiV.i f/z-ii'xos).

Spirit

:

;

•

Fate is the \6yo^ of the jcoff/^o?, or the \6yo^ of those things
in the universe which are directed hy pro\*idence (irpdfota).
Chrysippus, however, instead of L^^os uses Truth, Cause,
Nature, Necessity, and other words (Kd. i. 130).
'

The question w hether Stoicism

identified

God with

the Logos is not easy to answer. E. Zeller is
in .saying that the logic of Stoicism
prol>ably right
was rigidly pantheistic it was a form of naturalistic monism
Deus sive Natura. Origen says
that the Stoics and the Platonists both call the
world God
but for Stoicism the world is the
supreme God, for the Platonists only God in the
second place. But the opiionents of Stoicism are
too harsh when they say that the Stoics bring in
God only in order to be in the fashion. It was
their religious need that made them bring Him in.
Perhaps they could not consistently find room for
any God above the Logos, but in fact they did
ascribe to the Deity more personal attributes than
could properly belon" to their Logos. Thej" were
certainly able to feel enthusiastic devotion to the
Logos as the principle of law and righteousness.
This is shown by the famous hymn of Cleanthes
Thee it is lawful for all mortals to address. For we are Thine

—

:

:

:

'

of living creatures that live and walk the
offsprini;.
earth nioulrte<! in the image of the All. Therefore I will ever
and
celebrate
Thy power. All this universe, roUini;
Thee,
sin,'

and alone

earth, obeys Thee, and follows «illin>,'l.\ Thy com.
O King most high, nothing is done without Thee,
neither in he.aven nor on earth nor on the sea, except what the

round the
mand.
.

.

wicked do in their foolishness. Thou makest order out of disorder, and things that strive find in Tliee a friend for Thou
hast 6tted together good and evil into one, and hast establish^
one Reaiwn (Xo-yof) that lafll-< for ever. But the ^vicked Ry from
Thy law. unh;ip;\v ones, and thouijli th*^; desire to ;>'>viess what
;

'

Apol.

i.

4*j.

^

Anal. PotL

i.

10.

TC

LOGOS
is good, yeL they see not, neither do they hear, the universal
^
But O God, giver of all" things, who dwellest
law of God. .
in dark clouds and nilesfc over the thunder, deliver men from
their foolishness. Scatter it from their souls, and grant them
to obtain wisdom, for by wisdom dost Thou rightly govern all
things : that, being honoured, we may repay Thee \vith honour,
singing Thy works without cea3in,', as we ought to do. For
there is no greater thing than this, for mortal men or for gods,
to sing rightly the praise of universal law {\6yov}.'
.

In fact, this conception of a germinative principle
of Reason whicli manifests itself in the universe,
and especially in the minds of human beings as
members of a universal community, prepared the
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of
Wisdom with the Greek
almost explicitly made, as is the identification of Wisdom with the Holy Spirit of God.
This book, in fact, marks a transition from the OT
doctrine to that of Philo, and is of much importance
in the history of Jewish-Alexandrian theology.
Philo not only blends Greek and Jewish ideas
about the Logos; he achieves a syncretism of
His Logos is a
divergent Greek conceptions.
combination of the Platonic ideas and Stoic universal catisality.
He takes over the main Stoical
conception, but detaches it from materialism, and
tries to harmonize it with the Platonic theory that
visible things are only types of realities laid up
in the intelligible world.
His Logos is much like
Plato's idea of the Good, except that it is regarded
as creatively active.
Philo found this conception
useful, because he wished to conceive of the divine
activity Hellenically, without ceasing to believe in
the OT Jahweh.
Jewish thought had been in
danger of separating the Creator so completely
from His creation as to produce an intolerable
This tendency had been mitigated by
dualism.

The

identitication

Logos

'

'

is

And
soil on which a world-religion might grow.
at the same time the individual was brought into a
closer relation with the divine than had been contemplated in any earlier system of Greek philosophy.
Hebrew
2. In Jewish-Alexandrian theology.
'
thought about the Word of the Lord does not
enter the subject of the present article until the
tendency arose to personify the self-revealing
The earlier books of the 01"
activity of Jahweh.
connect the operations of the Memra with three
ideas creation, providence, and revelation. God
spake the word, and the worlds were made ; then
at once His spirit, or breath, gives life to what the poetical personification. Philo fixed these poetical
Word creates, and renews the face of the earth. symbols, and turned them from poetry to metaThe protecting care of God for the chosen people is physics by identifying the Memra with the Stoical
In opposition to the earlier
attributed by the Jewish commentaries to the Logos Platonized.
Memra. Besides this, the Word of the Lord in- Jewish idea of the Word, Philo's Logos is an interThe ten- mediary between God and the world ; He is the
spires prophecy and imparts the Law.
dency to personify the activities of Jahweh is seen principle of revelation. Philo is fertile in forms
of expression to convey the relation of this prinin the expressions used about the Angel, the Name,
the Glory, and, above all, the Wisdom of God. ciple of revelation to the Godhead and to man
is
Similar language about the V.'ord
found in the respectively. In the former aspect, the Logos is
'
frequent phrase the Word of the Lord came unto declared to be the first-bom Son of God, the first
me,' and in such passages as Ps 147'^, Is 55""- 2', of the angels ; in the latter, He is the Man who
Ps 33^, Jer 23^. Nevertheless, the personification is the immediate image of God, the prototypal
Man in whose image all other men are created.
is throughout poetical rather than metaphysical,
except in writers completely under Greek influence. The Logos dwells with God as His vice-gerent ;
On the whole, in the later books the conception of He is the eldest son of God, and Wisdom is
Wisdom tends to displace that of Word a change His mother. In other places He is identified
which really bripgs the Jewish idea nearer to the with Wisdom. Again, He is the Idea of Ideas,
Greek. ' Wisdom in Job is the hidden purpose the whole mind of God going out of itself in
He represents the world before God
which God is working out in man's existence the creation.
grand secret of life known only to God. In Pro- as High Priest, Intercessor, Paraclete. He is the
verbs Wisdom is the cardinal virtue; she stands Shekinah, or glory of God ; but also the darkness
at the corners of the streets, and invites men to or shadow of God, since the creature half conceals
walk in her ways. God created or prepared her and half reveals the Creator. He is the intelligible
before the world was made she was by His side world, the archetypal universe of the Platonists,
when He planned the scheme of the world-order ; and the real life of the world that we know. In
she was daily His delight, rejoicing always before man He operates as the higher reason. If we ask
Him. Therefore He assures those who listen to whether the Logos is an aspect of the divine nature
her of life, blessedness, and the favour of God. In or an individual being, we get answers which are
hard to reconcile. The rational part of the soul
Ecclesiastes, Ecclesiasticus, and Wisdom of Solomon
we find a further development of Jewish thought exhibits the type of the Logos, the ' second Deity ;
in the direction of Greek philosophy.
Ecclesiastes no mortal could be formed in the likeness of the
presents us with a pessimistic philosophy quite supreme Father of the world, or ever brought
alien from Judaism and strongly influenced by
into comparison with Him.
But elsewhere the
Stoicism, though the trend is masked by numerous Logos appears to be only an attribute of God.
Ecclesiasticus is more Jewish in As an orthodox Jew (or one who wished to pass
interpolations.
sentiment ; Wisdom has found her chief expres- for orthodox), Philo cannot have thought of affirmsion in the books of the Law.
The book called ing two divine agents. And yet the Platonic
Wisdom of Solomon is the work of an orthodox doctrine of a transcendent unknowable God reJew, who has no sympathy with the views of quired a divine vice-gerent, while the Stoic Logos
bad been an independent immanent world-principle,
to
Ecclesiastes, and resents their attribution
Solomon ; but his doctrine of the divine Wisdom very different from the Hebrew Jahweh.
'The
is strongly coloured by Stoical and Platonic ideas.
amalgamation of these divergent philosophies in
Wisdom is immanent in God, belonging to the Philo is rather external and superficial. The
divine essence, and yet existing in {Mowi-indepen- Philonic Logos is a dynamic principle, but also a
dence side by side with God. Wisdom was the cosmic principle, who accounts for the existence
active agent in the creation of the world, selecting of the world. Occasionally Philo seems to suggest
among the divine ideas those which were to be that the Logos is 'the God of us the imperfect,'
actualized in the created universe.
She is an as if from the highest point of view the Logos
emanation from God, pervading all things, and were only an appearance of the Absolute. So in
'
more rapidly than any motion among a thoroughly Plotinian passage he says :
passing
'God appears in Hia unity when the soul, beuig perfectly
them, without contracting any impurity by her contact with matter.
In the human spirit she is the purified and having transcended all multiplicity, not only the
of numbers but even the dyad which is nearest to
multiplicity
teacher not only of every virtue and oi all theological
unity, passes on to the unity which is unmingled, simple, and
knowledge, but of all the human arts and sciences. complete in itself 'U-i Abrahauw, 24).

—
'

—

'

'

—

'

—

;

'

'

'

'
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But

tills

not a

is

common

line of speculation in

NT

the technical use of the word Logos
Fourth Gospel (unless we should
add 1 Jn 1"- and Rev 19") only. But it is important to observe that St. Paul, especially in his
later Epistles, gives us almost the whole of the
Logos-doctrine which we read in the Prologue to
the Fourth Gospel. The conception of Christ as

In the

is

found

in the

a cosmic principle

is

even more emphasized in

Colossians than in the Gospel. When we read of
the Pauline Christ that He is the image (tiViii') of
God, that in Him tlie Pleroma of the Godhead
dwells in bodily form, that He was the agent in
creation, and the immanent Spirit througli whom
are all things,' that He pre-existed in the form of
God, that He is the fiist-boni of all creation, in
whom and through whom and to whoui are all
things, that all things are summed up in Him,
that He is all and in all, that His reign is coextensive with the world's history, that He is
life-giving Spirit, abiding in the souls of His dis'

forming Himself in them, and transforming
His likeness, enlightening them and
uniting them in one body with Himself, it does not
a
candid criticism can deny that all
seem that
the elements of a complete Logos-theology are to
be found in the Pauline Epistles. Without assuming any direct influence of P'f.fdo, which is
improbable, it is unquestionable that the
Serhaps
ewish- Alexandrian Logos-philosophy hac'im great

ciples,

them

into

and increasing influence upon

St. Paul's uoctrine
In proportion as the
apocalyptic Messianism which we tind in Thessalonians lost its importance for him, he approximated more and more to the type of Christology
which we associate with the name of St. John.
It must not be supposed that this statement stands
or falls with the authenticity of Colossians and
Ephesians. The Epistles to the Corinthians contain similar language.
The large obligations of the author of the Fourth
Gospel to the Philonian school cannot reasonably
be denied, though they have often been questioned.
It is clear from the tone of the Prologue that
Philo's conception of the Logos, or something akin
to it, was already familiar to those for whom the
No explanation of the word
Evangelist wrote.
Logos is given and almost every verse in the
Prologue might be paralleled from Philo. Technical terms from Philo (a<pf>ayU and Trapd/cXT/j-os are
Indeed, the
examples) abound in the Gospel.
whole treatment adopted by the Evangelist presupposes the Jewish-Alexandrian philosophy of

of

the Person of Christ.

;

religion,

and would be unintelligible without

it.

Nevertheless, it is true that the identification of
the historical Jesus with the Logos, and of the
Jewish Messiah with the Logos, makes a great
Philo had never thought of identifying
difference.
the Logos with the Messiah a figure in whom

—

he took very little interest. The chief differences
(which have often been exaggerated) between the
Philonian and Johannine Logos are the.se: (1) the
Evangelist defines far more clearly the relation of
the Logos to God, as a second Person in the Godhead, distinct, though eternally inseparable from
the Father (2) the notion of God the Father as
a transcendent unapproachable Being, to be known
only through an intermediary, is foreign to the
Gospel, in which God the Father acts directly upon
the world it is in consequence of the acti>'ity thus
attributed to God the Father that the creative
function of the Logos loses its interest and is not
;

;

referred to after the Prologue

;

(3) in

the Gospel

the conception of the Logos is more dynamic than
in Philo
the Logos-Christ is the complete revelation of the character of God rather than of His
nature ; the revelation of the Divine as self;

an idea not to be found in Philo
follows that the conception of life, which implies

sacrilicing love is
it

Pliilo.

;

growth, change, and development, has an iiuportance for the Evangelist which it could not have
Philo have accepted the
for Philo
(4) could
The difference between the two
Incarnation?
writers here has often been magnified by orthoiiox
Philo believed in theophanies, and could
critics.
have easily accepted a docetic theory of the InThe Fourth Evangelist is no docetist
carnation.
but for him too the Incarnation was primarily a
;

;

The Johannine Christ became flesh
revelation.
that we might behold his glory,' and learn what
could only thus be taught. But a real Incarnation of the Logos would no doubt have been
inconceivable to Philo, for whom no historic;il
event seems to have any importance as such.
The Logos-doctrine of the Prologue may be briefly
summarized as follows. From all eternity, before
time began, the Logos tvas. He is supra-temporal,
not simply the Spirit of the World. He did not
become personal either at the Creation or at the
The Logos was 'turned toward'
Incarnation.'
The preposition indicates the closest
(jrpis) God.
union, with a sort of transcendental subordination.
The Father alone is the vTiyTi BedrTjTos. The opening words of the Prologue do not (with Meyer,
Weiss, etc.) refer to the exaltation of Christ, but
Deifito His eternal relationship to the Father.
cation was to the Jews blasphemy, to the Greeks
The Evangelist shows that the
a light thing.
are in
principles of distinction and deeper unity
God Himself. All things came into being through
the Logos,' who is the mediate Agent in creation."
'

'

Apart from him nothing came into being. That
which has come into being was, in him, life.'
'

Bossuet, following Augustine,

comments

were
Everything, even inanimate things,
Word, by his idea and eternal thought.'
'

rightly

;

in the eternal

life

The Logos is the light of men as life ; that is to
God reveals
say, revelation is vital and dynamic.
Himself as vital law to be obeyed and lived. The
cosmic process, including, of course, the spiritual
history of mankind and of the individual, is the
The light shineth in
sole field of revelation.
darkness.' As the first step in the first creation
was to divide the light from the darkness, so the
new creation ett'ects the same division in the moral
'
And the darkness arrested
and spiritual sphere.
'

(?)it not.'^

is the genuine light, which lighteth everjHe was (always)
as it comes into the world.'
*
And
in the world, and the world knew him not.'
the Logos became flesh and tabernacled among us.'
Here (v.") the Evangelist mentions the IncarnaThe Logos, who from all
tion for the first time.
eternity was fully divine (Scds), became flesh
(assumed visible humanity) at a certain time.
It is not easy to say whether the Evangelist
conceived of the Logos existing before the Incarna'
but 3'* and
tion as ' true man from all eternity
It is certainly
G"- (cf. 1 Co IS*') suggest that he did.
in accordance viith Johannine ideas to hold that
the Inc;imation, and the Passion as the sacrament
of the divine self-sacrifice, were part of the counsels
The Logos before the
of God from all eternity.
'

This

'

man

'

'

;

Incarnation was, according to this thought, Man
The Prologue
vfxxpopiKot.
Incarnation of the Logos,

ivdiidrros, though not
thus leiids up to the

The book of
1 There was nothing strange in this doctrine.
I was set
Proverbs (8^!) had asserted the same of Wisdom
ever
the earth
or
(rem
the
beginning,
up from everlasting,
'

:

was.'
2

This

is

airioi. )Liy

also

ai-ni

Philonio
[toi"

TO T.Vffopo <rro.x»ta, i(
oil

;

cf.

«o(T)«ov1
ii-

3c.

:

<rvnKpi»^i, ipy'^ycv Si

KaTtvKtvtiaBT}.
3 So
Orijjen took «oT«Xaptv,
* This is exactly what
5 T. H. Green, Works,

«,,...

de Cherub.

evpijcrcn

^op

"•- Stof, >*' oC yryoitK, OAijv
.

probably

.

\6yoy

M

e<ou, Si

,

rightli'.

Heraclitus also says about the Logos.
London, 1885-88, iii. 208 1.

LOGOS
is the theme of the whole Gospel, though
the historical form precludes any further discussion
The
of the subject on its philosophical side.
incidents are selected for their symbolical and
illustrative value, and the whole tendency of the
treatise is quietly to transmute local and temporal
ideas about the Incarnation into a more universal
and spiritual form. The highest form of faith, he
more than hints, is that which can dispense with
ocular evidence. The ascended Christ can be

which

touched more readily than was possible when
the Logos had His tabernacle among men.
The doctrine of the
3. In Christian theology.
Logos has a very important place in the theology
It was the answer
of the early Christian Church.
of orthodox Catholicism to various theories of the
Person of Christ which at that time seemed plausible
theories which made Jesus a phantom, or an
emanation, or a derai-god. Heretical thought,
down to and including Arianism, tended to rank
Christ with the imaginary intermediate Spirits
which formed a hierarchy between the supreme
God and humanity. The Johannine Logos-doctrine
was a barrier against all such theories. The
Apostolic Fathers do not supply much material.
'

'

—

—

Ignatius calls Christ Xiyos dird 0-17^5 vpoeXdiiiv,'
which has a Gnostic ring, since Valentinus was
Boon to make Logos and Zoe the ottspring of Bythos
and Sige. Hernias identifies the Son with the Law
of God, just as Philo identifies Law and Logos.
In the Acts of John the Logos-conception is
separated from the man .Jesus, so that Christ with
His disciples can sing the praises of the Logos.
And in ch. 13 the Voice teaches: 'This cross of
light is sometimes called by me Logos, sometimes
In
Jesus, sometimes Christ, sometimes voDs,' etc.
Montanism [q.v.) this notion of the Logos as a
(TiryKpams of divine attributes was maintained.
'

The anti-Montanist Alogi represented a reaction
against this tendency. They were feeble reptiles
'

'

'

according to Epiphanius. This
was a time of unrestrained theosophical speculation,
in which an attempt was made to throw into the
Logos-conception a mass of heterogeneous elements
Jewish, Greek, and Oriental. The Fourth Gospel
had a veiy steadying effect, when it was accepted
and so had the writings of the
as canonical
Apologists— Justin, Tatian, Theophilus, and Athenagoras. The Apologists were theological conservatives.
They wished to preserve traditional
Christianity, with its doctrine of revelation and
its reverence for the OT.
They do not philosophize
for their co-religionists they talk about the Logos
to show the pagans that Christianity is in agreement with the best thought of our time,' just as
our clergy talk about evolution.
The philosophy which the Apologists mainly
wished to conciliate was Stoicism, which in the
2nd cent, was much stronger than Platonism.^ So
Justin argues that Christ is the Spermatic Logos,'
the Reason of God, at first immaterial in the
Father's bosom, then sent forth as the spoken
word for creation and revelation. All men are
made in the image of the Logos and those who
believe in Christ are men in whom the divine seed,
which is tlie Logos, dwells.' Tatian ^ gives us a
Stoic-Christian cosmology. The Logos was first
Swa/UL, not ivepyeif, residing in the bosom of the
Father. Then, by the will of the Father, He came
The Logos is
forth, and the worlds were made.
the apxv in relation to the creatures. Theopliilus*
employs the Stoic terms e^Oidfferos and TrpotpopiKd^,
and gives in outline a systematic Logos-doctrine.
{epirerii'

do-ffer^s),,

—

;

;

'

'

'

;

1

Magn.

8.

Platonism never attached much importance
the word for them had a different meaning their
Second Person was Nous.
2 Non-Christian

to the Lo^OB
'
^ Oral. 5.
• ii. 10.

;

;

'
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^
maintains that the Logos did not
acquire a personal existence in connexion with
Minucius Felix ' equates the Christian
creation.
Trinity with Mens, Ratio, Spiritus. This is to be
noted, because later, under Platonic influence, a
principle above NoCs (Mens) was asserted, and this,
with Christian speculative mystics, was naturally
identified with the Father, with the result that
Nous was now equated with the Logos, and Satio

Athenagoras
first

and thought of God transmuted into vital
law) had to be awkwardly assigned to the Holy
Ghost. This led to confusion. The Alexandrians
continued to call the Father NoCs, feeling probably
that the Neo- Platonic Absolute in no way corresponds to the Christian God the Fatlier. Thus
they introduced a distinction resembling that
between the Godhead and God in Eckhart ; a
sublimated conception of NoCs was introduced between the Absolute and the Logos.
In Clement of Alexandria the Logos-doctrine is
a doctrine of Immanence. The world is an organic
whole, moving on to some exalted destiny in the
harmony of the divine order. Humanity has its
The Incarnation is no
life and being in Christ.
abrupt break in the continuity of man's moral
Christ was in the world before He came
history.
in the flesh, and was preparing the world for His
Hence the prophecies of the Invisible advent.
carnation enter into the organic process of human
(the will

The history of man's redemption is, for
Clement, the education of the human race under
As Instructor, the Logos
its divine 'Instructor.'
has always been present in the world He spoke
through Moses, and through Greek philosophy.
He even gave the sun and moon to be worshipped,
that men might rise from the lower worship to the
history.

;

higher."

He

the Saviour of all, some with the consciousness of
to them, others not as yet some aa friends, others
as faithful servants, others hardly even as servants (Strom.
'

is

what he

is

;

'

vii. 2).

Salvation is not a physical process, but a moral
knowledge is
growth through union with God
not merely speculation, but a giowing sympathy
and insight into the character of God and His laws.
The union of the Logos with God is so intimate
that we cannot hold (with the Gnostics and some
Platonists) that the Father is passive in the work
j

The Incarnation is in itself the
Atonement by which God reconciles the world to
Himself. For Clement, as for other Greek theo—
logians, there is properly only one dogma the
of redemption.

Incarnation.
For Origen's

Logos-doctrine

ANDRIAN Theology,

vol.

i.

p.

see

art.

ALEX-

316.

There were two schools which opposed the Logostheology the rationalistic Unitarians, who regarded the divinity of Christ as a mere power
bestowed on Him by God, and emphasized the
humanitarian aspect of His Person, and the modalistic Monarchians, such as Praxeas, Noetus, and
These maintained the old alliance with
Sabellius.
Stoicism, after the Catholics had adopted NeoPlatonism as their mistress in philosophy (see,
further, art. Monarchianism). Hippolytus'santiSabellian treatises show the line of argument used
by the orthodox a position which was later regarded as not wholly satisfactory. Methodius,* a
Platonist but not an Origenist, argues that the
Incarnation was the necessary complement of the
Creation, the imperfection of Adam being natural.
There is a double development in the race and in
the individual, both due to the immanent Logos.
The Keviiia-is is perpetually re-enacted in spiritual
experience. Macarius' teaches the same doctrine
in each believer a Christ is bom.

—

'

'

—

—

:

1

- Oct.

10.

* S.

Conviv.

in. 5.

3

Strom,

5

i?oni. iv. &

vi. 14.
f.

LOKAYATA
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The Arian controversy drove orthodoxy into
something like a compromise with modalism. The
test-word omooiVios gave the Monarchians most of
what they wanted, and its adoption soon ended the
The Arian Christology is
hostility of tliis school.
and its great opponent
of no philosopliical value
Athanasius, though he writes much about the
Logos, does not add anything significant to the
doctrine.
It was, in fact, no longer thoroughly
;

acceptable to the Catholics. The word \070s was
not allowed to appear in the Nicsean synilwl anil
the Synod of Sirmiuni (A.D. 451) condemned the
doctrine of the XAyos ^vSid^fros and Trpoi^opniis. Other
terminology, and to some extent other idea.s, disIt was never acclimatized in the Latinplaced it.
speaking countries.
The Logos-doctrine has an obvious affinity with
my.sticism, and with types of religion which emIt was revived by
phasize the divine immanence.
Eckhart in the Middle Ages, and has been a living
article of faith with religious idealists, Christian
Hatonists, and speculative theists. It belongs to
a permanent and very important type of religious
thought, and can never lose its value, though there
are now many who (like Max Miiller) are ardent
supporters of the Logos-idea in religious philosophy, while they cannot accept the Johannine
identification of the Logos with a historical indi;

vidual.

For an evolution in Indian philosophy somewhat
similar to the development of the Logos-doctrine
see art. V.\CH.
LrrKEATUKE.— A. Aall, Der Logos : Gesch. sHnrr Entm'ckelung
indergrUch, Philosophic vnd der christi, Litteratur, 2 vols.,
J. R6vil]e, La Doctrine du Logos daTw U
Leipzig, 1S96-99
quatr. ii^ng. et dans Us oeuvres d« Philon, Paris, ISSl ; A.
;

Hamack, Dogmenqeseh., Freiburg Im Br., 1893, Eng. tr.,
London, 1894-99; A. V. G. Allen, Continuity of Christian
Thought, London, 1SS4 W. R. loge, Personal Idealism and
Ml/ttidsm, do. 1907 ; T. Simon, Der Logos, Leipzig, 1902.
;

\V. R. Inge.
word, which denotes properly
belonging to the world of sense,' is the
Indian name for the materialistic system whose
adherents are termed Lokayatikas or Laukayatikas, or more usually Charvakas, from the name
of the founder of their doctrinal system.
There
are clear indications of the presence in India, as
early as pre-Buddhistic times, of teachers of a pure
materialism ' and undoubtedly these tlieories
have had numerous adherents in India from that
period onwards to the present day.
Although two authorities- bear witness to the
former existence of text-books of materialism,
viz. the Bhuquri and the Sutras of Brhaspati, tlie
mythical founder of the system, j'et materialistic
doctrines have never gained
any further place in
the literature of India. In order to understand
these theories, therefore, we can only have recourse
to a few passages of the Mahnhharata, to the
polemic which was carried on apainst materialism
in the text-books of the other philosophical schools,
and to the doctrines of King Error in the phUoThis last
sophical drama Prahodhachandrodayn.
was composeil in the llth or I2th cent. \.v>.,
and aims at setting forth in allegorical style the
superiority of Brahmanical orthodoxy to all other

LOKAYATA. — This
'

;

theories of the universe.

The

principal source of
our knowledge, however, is the first chapter of the
a
SarvadarSatuisafif/rnha,^
compendium of all the
pliilosophical systems of India, composed in the
14th cent, of our era by Madhavacharj-a, the celebrated teacher of the Vedanta, in which the
'
See espcrially r.rahmajCUa Sulla, ed. P. Griniblot, Sept
SuttaspMit. Paris, 1S7G, and tr. D. J. Oogerlv, Ceylon Buddhiatii,
«d. A. S. Bishop. Colombo, 1908. pp. 401-472.
2
PaUfiJali'8 Mahabhi'tfija, \\\. 3. 45 ; cf. A. Weber, Indiache
Studirn, x\\\. [1!:73) 34:!(.; Bhiskatichirya on Brahmatiitra,
iii. 3. 53; cf. H. T. Colebrooke, MiseeUaneotu
Essays ", London,

1873

i. 429.
J Tr. E. B.

CoweU and

A. E.

Ooughi, London,

1394.

doctrines of Indian materiali-.m are sot forth in
the greatest detail.
Madhavacharya begins his
exposition with an expression of regret tiiat the
majority of the men of his day follow the material-

ism represented by Charvaka.

The Lokayata allows

perception as a means
It recognizes
as the sole reality the four elements, i.e. matter,
and teaches that, when a body is formed by the
combination of the elements, the spirit also comes
into existence, just like the intoxicating quality
With
from the mixture of special materials.
the destruction of the body the spirit returns
onlj-

knowledge, and rejects inference.

of

again to nothinjpess.

The

soul, therefore, is only

the body plm tlie attribute of intelligence, since
the existence of a soul distinct from the body cannot be established by perception. Supersensuous
things are, of course, also wnolly denied, and are
Hell is
dismissed at times with a mere jest.
earthly pain, due to earthly causes. The Supreme
Being is the king of the country of whose existence the whole world allbrds tangible proof.
Emancipatior is the dissolution of the body. The
post-operative force of merit and demerit, wliich,
according to the belief of all other Indian schools,
determines the lot of each indi\ndual down to
the smallest details, has no existence for the

Lokayatika, because this conception is reached
only by inference. To the objection of an ortho-

dox philosopher, that those who reject

this controlling force in tlie universe leave the various
phenomena of the latter without a cause, the
materialist replies that the essential nature of

things is the cause from which the phenomena
proceed.
On the practical side this system exhibits itself
as the orudest Eudjemonism for it represents the
gratification of the senses as the sole desirable
good. The objection that sensual pleasures cannot
be the highest aim for mankind, since these are
always mingled with more or less pain, is met by
the remark that it is for us to secure by prudence
enjoyment as little alloyed as possible with pain,
and to shun as far as is in our power the suflering
;

The man
inseparably connected with pleasure.
who would have fish must take their skin and
bones, and he wlio wants rice cannot exclude the
husks from his bargain. Let him not then from
fear of the pain renounce the pleasure which we
instinctively feel to be congenial to our nature.
The Vedas are declared to be the idle prating of
knaves, characterized by the three faults of un-

truthfulness, internal contradiction, and useless
repetition ; and the professors of Vedic science
deceivers, whose doctrines are mutually destiiictive.

To

Brahmans

the Charvakas the ritual of the

is

a

fraud, and the costly and laborious sacrifices are
useful only for providing with a livelihood the
'
If an animal
cunning fellows who carry them out.
sacrificed at the Jyotistoma (the original form
of the soiiin ofiering) rises to heaven, why does
not the sacrificer prefer to slay his own father?'
No wonder that in the view of tlie orthodox Hindu
the doctrine of the Charvakas is the worst of all
heresies.
It is natural to conjecture that the

Lokayata
system was based by its founder upon deeper
more
serious
and
philodeveloped upon
principles,
come
sophical lines than the iiiforinatiou which has
to us from their opponents allows ua to understand.
The conjecture, liowever, cannot be established.

JRAS

xix. tl862) 299 ff.; A. HiUeLrrERATPRB.-J. Muir,
'
Materialisten «nd Skeptiker' in Alt-lndien, KuliurB.
F.
Miiller,
getchichltiche Stiizen, Brcslau 1S99. p. 168
Six SysUms of Ind. Philosophy, London, 1899, pp. S«, 97 If.

brandt,

;

Max

Garbe.
Bodhisattva.
li.

LOKOTTARAVADINS.— See
LOLLARDS.— See Wycuf.

LONGSUPFBRING-LORBTO
LONGSUFFERING.—

Longsuflbring is alike
a divine attribute and a human virtue. In both
its uses its meaning is well represented by longanimity,' formerly a word of frequent occurrence,
and not altogether obsolete.
'

OED

The

earliest example of 'longanimity' quoted in the
"Diou
417) is from a 1450 tr. of de Imitatione, I. xiii. 14
shalt overcome them [temptations] better litel and litel by
of
recent
citation
the
pacience aiid longanimyte' ; the most
word is from the Spectator, 11th Jan. 1S90 ' His longanimity"
woman
is
marvellous.'
under the foolishness of the young
really
(vi.

:

:

The literal meaning of the Greek word
which longsuflering
'

[naKpoffv/j-oi)

'

'

is the translation is longtempered,' the opposite of our familiar expression
•short-tempered' (cf. Germ. Langmiiti(]keit).
In three OT passages (Ex 34*,' Nu 'W^, Ps 86'^)
the
substitutes a more literal rendering of the
slow to
Hebrew phrase (c-jn t;-in, ' length of face ')
for the
longsuftering.' In many pasanger
sages (Neh 9's Ps 103' 1458, Jer 15'=, Jl 2'=, .Jon 4',
Na P) the two translations are interchangeable.

of

KV
'

*

is

—

—

AV

'

'

Longsuflering- or slowness to anger is the glory of man as it
God (K. C. Trench, St^rmons preached in West'

the glory of

jnitister Atihey,

London, 1861, xxx.

That the two expressions

349).

are

synonymous in many

RV

evident from tlie retention in the
in Jer 15'=
Avenge me of my
take me not away in thy longsufferpersecutors
The former sentence seems decisive in favour
ing.'
of the interpretation which regards the divine
longsuffering as displayed towards the persecutors
and not towards the prophet.
The petition shews how great was the peril in which the
prophet perceived himself to stand he believes that if God
delay to strike down his adversaries, that longsuffering will be
fatal to his own life' (C. J. Ball, The Pioj'herv's o/ Jeremiah,

contexts
of

is

'

'

'

longsnfi'ering
;

'

:

London,

1890, p. 321).

A
'

The distinction between these two words is that the oi/ox»i
"
temporary, transient we may say that, like our word truce,"
asserts its own temporary, transient character.
This, it
But as much
may be urged, is true of u.cucpoOvfj-ia no less.
does not lie in the word; we may conceive of a naKpodvuia,
though it would be worthy of little honour, which should never
be exhausted while avoxv implies its own merely provisional
character' (R. C. Trench, Syrwiiyms of the New Teetartlent^'^
'

is

;

it

.

.

AV

RV

'

;

'

he is longsuflering over them.' A. Plummer {ICC-,
Edinburgh, 1898, in loc.) grants that itr ain-ois may
refer to the enemies of the elect, but prefers to
understand it toiapply to the elect. The meaning,
And shall not God deliver His
then, would be
elect who cry day and night to Him, while He is
slow to act for them ?
But the analogy of Jer 15'=
(cf. Sir 35^) suggests that the main thought is of
God's patient forbearance with those who are at
once His enemies and the oppressors of His chosen
ones.
J. Moftatt renders
And will not God see
justice done to his elect who cry to him by day and
?
"Will
he be tolerant to their opponents ?
night
I tell you, he will quickly see ju.stice done to his
elect !' (2'Ac ^cw Testament : A Neia Translation,
London, 1913).
Tlie uncertainty in regard to the interpretation
of the above and other passages may serve to
emphasize what Plummer rightly insists upon,
namely, that, altliough |UaKpo^i;/ier usually means is
slow to anger,' yet 'it sometimes means "to be
slow, be Viackward, tarry," and is almost synonymous with ^paSvvw. ... So also fi.aKpo8vfj.la may
'

:

'

'

'

mean " slow persistency " as well as " slowness to
anger." Comp. 1 Mac. viii. 4 (op. cii. p. 414).
The EV recognizes this wider meaning, and regards longsuSering as equivalent to patience
in He 6'- and .la 5'".
The corresponding verb is
applied in Ja 5' to the husbandman's patient waitfor
the
harvest.
But
ing
patience is more frethe temper
quently the translation of virofiovri,
which does not easily succumb under sufleriiig,'
while fiaKpoffvfiia is the self-restraint which docs
not hastily retaliate a wrong' (J. B. Lightfoot,
Saint Paul's Epistles to the Colossians and to
Philemon, London, 1879, on Col 1").
To the 'longsuffering' of God reference is made
in Lk 18', Ro 2^ 9-, 1 P 3™, 2 P 3^, and to the
'longsuflering' of Jesus Christ in 1 Ti l"^and probIn Eo 2* 'forbearance' (avoxfi) is
a.bly 2 P 3'=.
linked with longsuffering.'
'

'

'

'

,

p. 199).

As a moral

'

attribute of God, ' longsuffering is a
manifestation of His grace. In ' the riches of His
goodness' He waits long and patiently for the sinner's repentance (Ro 2'), and in loving-kindness He
tolerates those who deserve His wrath (Ro 9--).
Yet 'patience and Imig-sufferimf point not merely to the suspension of punishment, but to the love which never tires till it
lias exhausted its last resource.
Owing to the contrast between
the apparent impotence of long-suffering, and supreme moral

omnipotence, this is an attribute which excites special reverence (T. Haering, The Christian Faith, London, 1913, ii. 492 f.).
'Longsuffering,' as a Christian grace, is a fruit
of the Spirit (Gal 5^).
Though a jjassive virtue,
it is the manifestation in human character of
spiritual power received in answer to prayer from
'

'

'

Him by whom

'

believers are strengthened with
power, according to the might of his glory, unto
all patience and longsuffering with joy
(Col 1").
In his earnest prayers that Christians ma}- be
adorned with this grace, St. Paul asks that they
may have the mind of Christ, for he obtained mercy,
that in him, as chief of sinners, Jesus Christ might
all

'

'

shew forth all his long.sutiering, for an ensample of
them which should hereafter believe on him unto
eternal life (1 Ti l'«). In 1 Co 13* longsuffering
is said to be an attribute of the
love by which we
'

made partakers

are

'

'

'

'

of the divine nature.

Tertul-

{dc Patientirx, 12) and ether Fathers 'explain
it to mean greatness of soul or magnanimity,' but

'

differs

fj.aKpo6vfj.ia

'

mindedncss
'

from

fj.eya\o^vxi-a,

of Aristotle

the

'high-

:

not a consciousness of greatness, but alargeness of
conception. Second, it is not the loftiness of spirit that great
men alone possess, but a moral and godly frame of mind to be
exhibited in the life of every Christian. Third, it is not a noble
pride that stands aloof, but an interested spectator of life's
sufferings, though not an active combatant in the strife (T. C.
Edwards, A Commentary onthe First Epistle to th^ Corinthians-,
it is

First,

'

London,

1885, p. 343).

In the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of the Old
Testament (ed. R. H. Charles, Oxford, 1913), inter
alia the following instructive examples of the use
of longsuffering are found
'

'

:

Dan

'

Unless ye keep yourselves from the spirit of
lying and of anger, and love truth and longsuffering, ye shall
Test.

2l

:

perish.'
The spirit of love worketh together with the
Test. Gad 47 :
law of God in longsuffering unto the salvation of men.'
With longsuffering hide ye one another's
Test. Jos, 172 :
'

'

faults.'

Who is might.v ? He who controlleth his
" Better is the
as it is said
longsuffering than
the mighty, and he that ruleth his spirit than he that taketh a
Pirqe Abdth

evil disposition

4^

'

;

:

;

'

city."

—

'

LlTERATtTRB. The word longsuffering is best studied with
the aid of commentaries on the passages fn which fj.aKpo9vfj.^a
occurs.

'

is an instructive and comprehensive article in
[1900-01] .330ff.: the following bibliography is given

There

ExpTxW.

:

H. Cremer, Bibl. Theol. Lexicon's, Edinburgh, 1880, p. 288ff.
R. W. Dale,
J. Taylor, Works, London, 1848, iv. 4S3ff.
F. Temple, Rugby
Weck-Day Sermons, do. 1883, p. 38ff.

;

;

;

Sermons, do. ISGl, iii. 173ff. C. J. Vaughan, University and
Other .Sermons, do. 1897, p. 230 ff.
A. Maclaren, Paul's
Prayer and Other .Sermons, do. 1893, p. 217 ff. See also J.
iii. 136
H. C. Lees,
Hastings, art. Longsuffering in
;

;

'

Long-suffering,' in

BUB

'

'

art.

DCG

ii.

53

;

f.

'

J. G.

Tasker.

LORD'S DAY.— See Sunday.

'

LORD'S PRAYER.— See Praver

'

'

.

.

;

London, 1890,

:

'

.

.

lia.n

similar ambiguity arises in the interpretation of
18^ ;
translates Kal fj.aKpodvfj.ei e7r' avroh,
but
and
though he bear long with tliem

Lk
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LORD'S SUPPER —See

(Christian).

Eucharist.

LORETO. — For many centuries the little town

Loreto, situated some 15 miles from Ancona
on a hill commanding a view of the Adriatic, has
been a notable place of pilgrimage. Montaigne,
who visited it in 1580, and who apparently believed
of

LORETO
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in the miracles of liealiny supposed to be

wrought

describes the town as 'containing few inhabitants excei>t those who serve the needs of the
religious devotees' {Journal of Trai^ets, Eng. tr.,
London, 1903, ii. 196-209). The great basilica,
the dome of wliich is visible from afar, was begun
in 14G8, completed in 153S, and has since received
many additions and moditications. Of its artistic
glories an excellent account is given in A. ColaBut the basilica
santi (Loreto, Bergamo, 1910).
was built only to enclose and enshrine a tiny
edifice known as 'la Santa Casa,' which is the real
object of pilgrimage. The Holy House is believed
to rest on the surface of the ground without founIt
dations, and this fact seems to be authentic.
measures roughly 31 ft. by 13, and its walls are
built of hewn stones, from their shape and colour
often mistaken for brick, but externally they are
thfire,

hidden from view by a casing of marble richly
adorned with sculptures. An ancient statue ' of
wood, of Byzantine inspiration, representing the
Madonna and Child, now voluminously draped
and also crowned, occupies a niche inside the little
house at some height from the floor, and beneath
Coimtless
it stands an altar at which Mass is said.
ex votos are suspended all around, but these probably
the
rich
a
small
of
gifts which
represent only
part
belonged to the shrine before Napoleon rided it

in 1797.
On that occasion the statue itself was
carried oft' and taken to Paris, but in 1801 the
First Consul returned it to the niche that it had
formerly occupied. The words Hie Verbum caro
factum est sculptured above it indicate the
shrine's official claim to the veneration of the
faithful, but the story is more fully told in a Latin
inscription set up in the basilica by Pope Clement
VIII. in 1595, tlie approved English rendering of
which runs as follows
'

'

:

'Christian Pilgrim, jou have before your eyes the Holy
Bouse of Loreto, venerable throughout the world on account
of the Divine myst«ries accomplished in it and the glorious
miracles herein wrought. It is here that the most holy Mary,
Mo[her of God, was born ; here that she was saluted by the
angel ; here that the eternal Word of God was made flesh.
Anu:els conveyed this house from Palestine to the town Tersato
in Illjiia in "the year of salvation 1291 in the pontificate of
Nicholas rv. Three years later, in the beginning of the pontificate of Boniface vni., it was carried again by the ministry of
angels and placed in a wood near this hill, in the vicinity of

Recanati in the Marches of Ancona, where, having changed its
etation thrice in the course of a year, at length, by the will of
Go<l, it took up its permanent position on this spot three hundred years ago. Ever since that time both the extraordinary
nature of the event having called forth the admiring wonder
of the neighbouring people, and the fame of the tniracles
wrought in this sanctuary having spread far and wide, this
Holy House, whose walls do not rest on any foundation and yet
remain solid and uninjured after so many centuries, has been
held in reverence by all nations.'

This statement lays little stress upon what is
perhaps the most surprising feature of the legend,
viz. the triple change of site after the arrival of
the Holy House upon the shores of the Adriatic.
Pietro di Giorgio Tolomei, best known, from his
native town of Teramo, as
Teramanus,' who
'

between 1465 and 1473 drafted the

earliest version
of the translation story that has been preserved to
OS (the document has been discussed with great
critical acumen by Hiifi'er in his Loreto, i. 33-66),
explains that, because the Santa Casa was not
sufficiently

honoured where

it

was

first

deposited,

Illyria, it was carried thence by
angels across the Adriatic to a wood at Recanati
belonging to the Lady Loretha' hence the name
which has since attached to the shrine ('inde
accepit tunc ista ecclesia nomen "sancta Maria
de Loretha" ab ilia domina que erat illius silve
domina et patrona'). Here, however, there was
1 AdoUo
Venturi (see Htifler, Loreto, i. 41, n.) assigns it to

near Fiume in

'

;

the early years of the 14th cent. but it seems to be mentioned
documents of the year 1313, and other authorities attribute
The legend declares
it to the inth or even the 12th century.
it to have been carved by St. Luke the Evangelist.
;

in

such a concourse of pilgrims that the
infested with robbers and murderers.

wood was

'For this reason,' the Retatio Teratruini goes on,

'

the Holy

House was once more taken up by the hands of angels, and
it was carried to the Mount of the Two Brothers, and on this
same mount by the hands of angels it was set down. The
which brothers, on account of the immense revenue and gain
of money and other things, fell straightway into grievous discord and strife. Wherefore the angels, in the same manner
as before, carried it away from the said place on the mount
and brought it to a spot in the public road and there they

made

it fast.'

The legend

also relates

how the

Blessed Virgin

appeared in his sleep to a certain man who
was devout to her, and in this way made known
the whole story. Thereupon sixteen good men
and true journeyed to the Holy Land to measure
the foundations of the Holy House at Nazareth.
They discovered that these exactly agreed with
the dimensions of the Santa Casa, and also that a
stone tablet commemorated the disappearance of
the little building which had formerly been venerated there.
Furthermore, in the time of Teramanus himself two old men came forward and
each testified that his grandfather's grandfather
had confirmed from personal knowledge the account of the translation.
This was the storj- which, with further amplifications, added in the 16th cent., was believed
from about the year 1470 to the present day. Although such antiquarian writers as M. Leopardi
and G. A. Vogel betrayed their misgivings, they
did not venture to throw doubts upon the subIt was only in
stantial truth of the narrative.
in 1296

1906 that U. Chevalier, followini' in the wake of
the less elaborate criticisms of H. Grisar (at the
Internationa! Catholic Congress of Munich in 1897),
A. Boudinhon (in Revue du clergi frangttis, xxii.
[1900] 241), and L. de Feis (La Santa Casa di
Nazareth, Florence, 1905), published a systematic
refutation of the whole legend (Notre-Dame de
an energetic and often
Since then
Lorctte).
acrimonious controversy has been carried on, both
in magazine articles and in separate books, between the assailants and defenders of the legend
but. even among the organs of Roman Catholic
opinion, the more weighty and critical reviews
;

all ranged themselves on
the side of Chevalier.
Apart from the intrinsic improbabilities of the
legend itself, two lines of argument have been
pressed home by the critics with irresistible force.
The first, mainly negative, lays stress upon the
fact that a shrine of Our Lady had existed at
Loreto a century before the date of the supposed
translation, that nothing whatever is heard of
this translation until the middle of the I5th cent.,
and that, even when first spoken of, the accounts
of the transportation by angels do not suggest
that it was the house of the Holy Family at
Nazareth which was so transported. Curiously
enough and this is a point which all the many
wTiters on the subject seem to have missed the
earliest known mention of a miraculous translation
narrative of an Endish
by angels occurs in the
of the original fellows
pUgrira, 'William Wey, one
His account, which is probably
of Eton College.
not of later date than 1462, runs as follows
'Also twelve miles from Ancona and three miles from Rewhere there is now
canati, is a hamlet which is called Loreto,
a stone chapel of Blessed Mary which of old was built by St.

without exception have

—

—

:

Helen in the Holy Land. But because the most Blessed .Mary
was not honoured there, the chapel was lifted up by the angels,
the most Blessed Marv sitting upon it, and was carried away
from the Holy Latid 'to Alretum, while the country-folk and
it and setting it
shepherds looked on at the angels bearing
down in the place where it now is where the most Blessed
in great honour' {Wey't PUgrinmge, Roxheld
Marv
is
Vir,;in
bui^'he Club, London, 1867, p. 54).
It will be noticed at once that the building
House of Naztransported is not the actual Holy
On the
areth, but a chapel built by St. Helen.
;

LORBTO
other hand, the first papal document which gives
anj' indication of the special sanctity attaching to
the Loreto shrine is the bull of Paul II. in 1470,
which speaks thus
:

'

Desiring; to show our veneration for the church of Blessed
of Loreto, miraculously founded in honour of the same
most holy Virgin outside the walls of Recanati, in which, as
the statements of persons worthy of credit attest, and as all
the faithful may ascertain for themselves, an image of the
glorious Virgin, through the wondrous mercy of God, has been
deposited, attended by a troop of angels, and to which (church)
by reason of the countless stupendous miracles which the Most
High through her intercession has worked for all who devoutly
have recourse to her and humbly implore her patronage,' etc.
Here again not the least suggestion is conveyed
that the building, even if believed to exist

Mary

miraculously without foundations, was the actual
house of the Holy Family of Nazareth. On the
other hand, the terms of this notice lend great
probability to the opinion, supported by Hiiffer
and others, that it was the statue, showing, as we
have noticed, Byzantine characteristics, and consequently known to have come from a distance,
that was at first supposed to have been brought
to Loreto by the hands of angels. Then the fact
that the chapel had no proper foundations seems
to have given rise to the further development that
the whole building had been miraculously transported from the East. And, finally, a reason was
found for this exceptional providence by assuming
that the building was none other than the actual
Holy House of Nazaieth. Considerable support
is lent to this hypothesis of a gradual evolution of
the legend by a curious parallel in the ease of a
chapel not far from Siena. The story is told first
by A. Fortunio in his Cronichetta del Monte San
Savino (Florence, 1583, pp. 9-11). In the year
1116 a little wayside chapel of the Blessed Virgin
at Asciano belonged to a certain lord, who at his
death left it to his two sons. They quarrelled
over the division of the offerings and were on the
point of fighting a duel when, during the night,
the angels took the chapel up and bore it to a
place about 14 miles off, called Colle di Vertighe,
near Monte San Savino. G. B. Mittarelli, a really
serious and critical antiquary of the 18th cent,
(see his Annates Camaldulenses, Venice, 1755-73,
iii. 89-92), bears witness to the existence of the
chapel in his time and also to its great antiquity.
Here again, just as at Loreto, the chapel was

without foundations, and a great church had been
erected over the smaller building to protect and
enshrine it. Whether the Loreto legend or that
of the Colle di Vertighe is really the older it is
difficult to decide.
In the case of Loreto the negative evidence tending to show that in the beginning no idea existed of the chapel having come

from Nazareth is emphasized by the large number
of documents of the 14th and 15th centuries which
have been uneartlied concerning it. It is incredible, as Hiifler shows in his very patient discussion,
that the supremely sacred character of the building could have been ignored, as it is, in almost
all of them, if men had then believed that this was
actually the Holy House in which God had become
incarnate.

The second line of argument, developed by
Chevalier and other critics, claims to show that at
Nazareth itself nothing was known to have happened in 1291, when the Holy House is supposed
to have been transported westwards no pilgrims
comment on the disappearance of a shrine which
was known to have been visited by their predecessors in the 12th and 13th centuries, nor do the
accounts of what was venerated at Nazareth as the
abode of the Holy Family applj' in the least to
such an edifice as we now see at Loreto. It may
be noticed also that the measvnements and pro;

j'ortions of the chapel of the English shrine of Our
Lady of Walsiugham, which happen to have been
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accurately preserved to us, do not agree with those
of the Santa Casa, while, according to legend, the

Walsingham chapel reproduced exactly the dimenHoly House as measured by a pilgrim

sions of the

about the year 1060.
By the time of Pope Julius II. the legend of the
Santa Casa had fully established itself in popular
favour and it is incorporated in a bull of 1507, hut
with the qualification nt pie creditur et fama est.'
In 1518 Leo X. identifies himself with the whole
marvellous story ut fide dignorum comprobatum
est testimonio,' and it must have been shortly after
this that Thomas Duchtie or Doughtie of Musselburgh made his pilgrimage to the Holj- Land and
brought back that image of the Italian shrine for
which he afterwards built a chapel on the land now
occupied by Loreto School. Other pontiffs, notably
Sixtus V. and in modem times Pius IX. and Leo
XIII., adopted the tradition without any question,
and Innocent XII. permitted the celebration of a
'

'

special feast of the translation of the

Holy House

proper' Mass and Office. In the latter
part of the 16th cent, the story of the miraculous
translation was everywhere accepted, and the
local traditions of Nazareth itself were modified to
It should, however, be remembered that
suit it.
none of these papal bulls or other similar acts of
ecclesiastical authority is regarded in the Roman
Church as having any dogmatic force, and consequently all Koman Catholics are free to accept or
reject the legend according to their own judgment
of the historical evidence.
The defenders of the
tradition still lay stress upon an alleged scientific
examination of the materials, particularly the stone
of which the Santa Casa is 'ouilt, and it is claimed
that experts have declared that such materials are
not found in Italy, but only in the neighbourhood

with a

'

of Nazareth (see D. Bartolini, Sopra la Santa Casa
di Loreto, Rome, 1861).
But these experiments
were carried out in 1857, and it may be doubted
whether their conclusions can be regarded as rigidly
scientific.
Let us also notice that the frescoes at
Gubbio and in one or two other places, said to be
of early date and representing angels carrying a
house (the date and details are nearly always
matters of controversy), cannot be assumed to
refer of necessity to the Loreto legend.
It is clear

from the Monte San Savano chronicle quoted above
that there was at least one rival tradition of the
same kind in circulation. These frescoes, then,
cannot be appealed to as a conclusive argument in
favour of the early date of the Loreto story in
particular.

—

LiTERATORK. The vast bibliography of the subject has been
very fully, though not quite esbauetively, dealt with by
J. Faurax, Biblwgraphie loritaine, Tournai, 1913, and also by
G. Hiiffer, Loreto (see below), pp. 6-S only a selection of
books and articles can be mentioned here. The text of the
early writers who elaborated the legend into the form which
ultimately prevailed, viz. Teramanus, Jerome Angelita,
Raphael Riera, and Horazio Tursellini, will be found printed
at length in the voluminous work of P. V. Martorelli, Teatro
istorico delta S. Casa Nazarena, 3 vols., Rome, 1732-35. Besides
this, we may note, among older works, the important treatises
of G. A. Vogel, de Eccleidis recunatensi et lauretana earvin^ue
episcopis commentarius, 2 vols., Recanati, published in 1869,
though written in 1806, and M. Lecpardi, La Santa Ca-9a di
Loreto, Lugano, 1841. Both these works give proof of much
research among municipal archives and other MS sources. In
the modern controversy, after U. Chevalier, Notre-Dame
de Loretie, Paris, 1906, by far the most important contribution
to the subject is that of G. Hiiffer, Loreto : eine geschichtskritische Untersuchung der Frage des heiligen Hauses, MUnster,
1913 (so far only one volume, but a second promised). See also
A. Boudinhon, La Question de Lorette, Paris, 1910 ; C. Bouffard,
La VMt^ Sitr le fait dc Lorette, do. 1910, and The Month, Julv
;

1912.

Of the various attempts made to reply to Chevalier's criticisms we may note A. Eschbach, La Virit^ sur le fait de
F. Thomas, La Santa Casa dans
Lorette, Paris, 1910
L. Poisat, Lorette au xii^ si^cle. Arras,
Vhistoire, Lyons, 1909
1906 M. Faloci Pulignani, La Santa Casa di Loreto secondo
iin affresco di Gubbiv, Rome, 1907; I. Rinieri, La Santa Casa
di Loreto, 3 vols., Turin, 1911 G. Kresser, in Theolog. praktische QuoirtaUchrift, Linz, 1907, pp. 795-820, and 1911, pp. 60S;

;

;

;

LOTUS (Bgyptian)-LOTUS
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HERBERT

LOTS.— See Divination.

LOTUS

(Egyptian),—!. Ncune.— First we must
dismiss entirely the modern botanical name lotus.'
'Lotus Arabicus is a small leguminous plant resembling a vetch {Proc. Eoy. Soc. Ixvii, [1900]
As i)lants more or less confused together,
225).
being all water-lilies, and popularlj' called 'lotus,'
there may be specified (1) rose lotus (Nehimbiina
spcciosum), distinguished by imbricated petal.-s on
the bud
(2) white lotus \Nyniphica lotus), distinguished by ribbed petals on the bud, rounded
and (3) blue lotus {Numphwa
when opened
cwriilea), distinguished by smooth, pointed petals.
The two Nymjihtca lotuses cross, and any intermediate form may occur naturally.
This is at present an Indian
(1) Bose lotus.
plant unknown in Egypt, except as a cultivated
It was known in Roman times, being
rarity.
founil in the cemetery at Hawara (W. M. F.
'

'

;

—

;

—

Hawara, London,
by Athenaeus

Petrie,
scribed
"

1890,

p.

52),

vocal sign is rare and of late period, and before
that it appears only as a determinative of the
names of such plants. It is never associated with
any early god. Nefertum, who wears the flower
on his head, is a late deity, the figure first occurring in the XlXth dyn. (A. Mariette, Abydos,
Paris, 1869-80, i. 38c), where also is a portable
shrine with the lotus-flower of the god, clearly the
blue lotus.
Usually he is not represented till the
Greek period. Horus, who appears seated on the
lotus-flower, is so represented only in the Ethiopian
and later ages (G. Colonna-Ceccaldi, Monuments
antiques de Chypre, etc., Paris, 1882, pi. viii. ; G.
A. Hoskins, Visit to the Great Oasis of the Libyan
As Wilkinson
Desert, London, 1837, pi. vi. base).
there is no evidence of its
says of the lotus,

and de-

:

Lotiis

grows

in the

maruhes

.

.

.

one like that o! the rose,

it is the fc^arlands woven of the flowers of this colour which
are properly called the garlands of Antinous ; but the other
kind is called the lotus garland, being of a blue colour' (xv. 21).
earlier to Herodotus :
It was
*
There are also other lilies like roses that grow in the river,
the fruit of which is contained in a separate pod ... in this
there are many berries fit to be eaten (ii. 92).

and

known

'

There does not seem to be any proof that this
plant was indigenous, nor that any instance of it
was represented in Egypt. It cannot, tlierefore,
be reckoned as of importance in religion or art.
Various instances have been alleged, but incor-

'

having been sacred,

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

much

less

an object

of wor-

133).
LiTKHATl/UE. The principal books are V. Loret, La Flore
pharaonique-, Paris, 1892, for the boUny G. Foucart, Jiistoire
de I'ordre Miform, do. 1897, for Egyptian architecture W. H.
Goodyear, Oranutiar of the Lotus, London, 1891, for general
art connexions, but overstrained.

ship'

Loret states that the lotus-flower supportrectly.
but the petals are
ing Horus is a rose lotus
equal-ended and striped as white lotus. He also
of
Nefertura
but that
states it to be on the head
He
flower appears rather to be a Nt/mphcsa.
agrees that it is not shown on monuments. The
capital found at Memphis (Petrie, Palace of Apries,
London, 1909, xviii.), like other early capitals, is
wliite lotus, and not rose.
This is characterized by the
(2) )yhite lotus.
It
sejials and petals being ovoid with rounded ends.
is frequent in canal scenes of the early kingdom
as a capital at Memphis (Petrie, Palace of Apries,
xviiL) as figures of capitals (Zowyet el-Meyityn,
Vlth dyn. El-Bersheh, Xllth dyn. : see E. Pris.se
d'Avennes, Bist. de I'art (gyptien, ."iris, 1879);
as a garland (P. E. Newberry and ¥. SA. Grifhth,
El Bcrsheh, London, 1895) it was placed upon
the mummies of Aahines, Amenhetep i., and
Rameses II. It is represented as the flower upon
which Horus is seated, shown by the strong ribbing of the sepals (It. V. Lanzone, Dizionario di
This
mitologia erjizja, Turin, 18S6, ccxiv. 1).
figure is entirely of late date, 8th cent. B.C. and
onward. Loret attributes this to the rose lotus
but J. G. Wilkinson emphatically states that it is
the blue lotus {Manners and Customs of ATicient
Egyptians, London, 1878, iii. 132 f.); the ribbing
would indicate that it is, as a matter of fact, the
white lotus.
This is the most usual lotus(3) Blue lotus.
flower of all periods, with straight-edged pointed
It is found commonly in the tombs, and
petals.
is the origin of the regular lotus-capitals.
The
Egyptian names of these flowers are variously
equated. Loret puts the nehcb, nckhel, or ncsheb
to the rose lotus, seshni to the wliite lotus, and
But we have seen that
serpet to the blue lotas.

—

(Indian)

probably the rose lotus was a Persian importation,
and could not Iheretore have a usual name dating
from the Vlth dyrt. (Papyrus, i. col. 440). Now
Loret gives Arab autiiority for the sushan being a
blue flower (Flore //,V(r., p. 116), and the khazam
(which in the Scalii: — soshc}n)\se:'mg also blue. It
seems probable that seshni is the blue lotus. The
seeds of all three lotus-plants were eaten (Herod,
ii. 92), and seshni was gathered in the Ilnd dyn.
(see a seal in Petrie, lloyal Tombs, London, 1901,
If seshni were blue, probably the
171).
ii., xxi.
commonest name neshcb is the white lotus. The
name serpet is more fully spelled out like a Syrian
word, as sairpata. It seems obviously connected
with sirpdd of Is 55'^ where it stands in antithesis
to myrtle, and is therefore probably a bush rather
than a herb or water-plant. It does not appear to
have any connexion with a lolus.
2. Meaning:.
Though the lotus is so abundant
naturally in Egypt, and so incessantly represented
in decoration, yet it seems to have singularly little
contact with the religion or ^^ riling. Its use as a

626 ; ct. also ThtoioyUche (^uartalschrijt, Tubingen, 1909, pp. 212218, 477-490.
On Lorcto at Musselburgh see L. Barb«, Bywaiis of Scatttsh
llhtory, London, 1912, pp. 141-162.
For a further biblioirraphy see U. Chevalier, Ripcrlmre dee
toureea hist, du inoU'-n t't'u\
lopo-hihliographie, Montb61iard,
"
THURSTON,
18W-1S03, col3. 1740-1749.

(iii.

—

;

;

W. M. Flinders

LOTUS

(Indian).

— To

the

Indian

Petrie.
taste the

always been the fairest llower it has
enjoyed an unparalleled popularity throughout the
length and breadth of India from the earliest times
<lown to the present day, as is shown by its predominance in literature and art. Beginning to be
mentioned in the oldest Veda, it plays a prominent
To the
of Brahmanism.
part in the mythology
later Sanskrit poets it is the emblem of beauty to
which they constantly compare the faces of their
heroines. The lotus, moreover, enters into Indian
art of all ages and all religions as a conspicuous
decorative element. It appears thus on the oldest
lotus lias

:

architectural monuments of Buddhism as well as
later on those of Jainism and Hinduism all over
With the spread of Buddhism to the
India.
countries of the Farther East, its use as an ornament in religious art has extended as far as Japan.
The lotus is .already named in
I. In literature.
the Kigveda and is mentioned with increasing frequency in the later Saihhitas. Two varieties occur
The pundar'ika (later known as
in the Kigveda.
a white variety of the Nelumbium speciusum) is
<mce referred to (x. cxlii. 8) as a water-i)lant. In
the Atliarvaveda (X. viii. 43) the human heart is
(•(imiiared with this lotus, and the Pai'ichavimia
itiolimana (XVlll. ix. 6) speaks of its flower as
'born of the light of the constellations.' The
Taittiriya recension (I. viii. 2. 1) of the Black

—

Vajurveda mentions a garland

of

such

named

lotusc.i

The
variety
pufkara
(liundari-srujO).
ociuis several times in the Iti^veila (VI. xvi. 3, Vll.
xxxiii. 11, viil. Ixxii. 11) and stiil oftener in the
blue

LOTUS
In the former it is alluded to as
later Vedas.
growing in lakes. Here also the term seems to be
applied to the bowl of the sacrificial ladle, presumably on account of resemblance in shape ; it is
certainly so applied in the Aitareya Brahmana.
That this variety of the flower also was early used
for personal adornment is shown by the fact that
the Asvins, the youthful twin gods of the morning,
are described (x. clxxxiv. 2) as wearing a garland
Another kind of
of blue lotuses (puskara-sraj).

kumuda, is mentioned, together with
various edible parts, in the Atharvaveda (IV.
xxxiv. 3). The flower meant is doubtless the white
edible lotus (NymphiEu esculenta), denoted by this
nan;e in later ti.mes.
In the Brahmanas the lotus first appears associated with the Creator Prajapati in cosmo;4onic
Thus the Taittinya Brahmana (I. i.
myths.
3. ofl'.) tells liow Prajapati, desiring to evolve the
universe, which in the beginning was fluid, saw
a lotus-leaf (puskara-parna) standing erect out of
the water. Thinking that it must rest on something, he dived in the form of a boar, and, finding
the earth below, broke ofl' a fragment, rose with
it to the surface, and spread it out on the leaf.
Again, the Taittinya Aranyaka (I. xxiii. 1) relates that, when the universe was still fluid,
Prajapati alone was produced on a lotus-leaf.
Later, in the epic poetry of the MaJalbJmrata,
the Creator, under the name of Brahma, is described as having sprung fi-om the lotus that grew
out of Visnu's navel, when that deity lay absorbed
Hence one of the epithets of
in meditation.
Brahma is 'lotus-born' (abja-ja, abja-yoni, etc.).
The lotus is thus also connected with Visnu, one
of whose names is accordingly padma-nabha,
It is further associated with
'lotus-naveled.'
Visnu's wife Laksmi, goddess of fortune and
beauty, in the Mahabharata, where the myth is
related that from Visnu's forehead sprang a lotus,
out of whicli qame Sri (another name of tlie
goddess), and where one of Laksmi's eijithets is
lotus, the
its

'lotus-hued.' The Mahubhai-ata. in its
account of Mount KaUasa, the abode of Kubera,
the god of wealth, describes his lake Nalini and his
river Mandakini as covered with golden lotuses.
As regards its application in religious
2. In art.
art, the lotus figures, with the rise of that art in
India, on all the Buddhist monuments which came
into being in difl'erent parts of the country from
about 200 B.C. onwards. In its simplest form the
expanded lotus is very frequent as a cii'cular ornament in the sculptures at Sanchi, Bharhut, Amaravatl, and Bodh Gaya, as well as in the rock-cut
Buddhist temples of Western India, being introduced a as medallion on pillars, panels, and ceUVery elaborately carved half-lotuses someings.
times appear used thus, or, in Ceylon, as so-called
moonstones semi-circular stone slabs at the foot of
Lotuses growing on stalks also occur
staircases.
in the sculptures of Gandhara and of Mathura, and
often figure in elaborate floral designs on the pillars
of Sanchi or the panels of Amaravati.
The lotus is further found from the earliest times
conventionalized either as a seat or as a pedestal
on which divine or sacred beings rest in a sitting

padma,

—

—

or standing posture. The oldest and most striking
example of this use is exhibited in the figure of the
Hindu goddess Laksmi in the Buddhist sculptures
at Udayagiri, at Bharhut, and especially at Sanchi,

frequently repeated on the gateways
of the Great Stupa.
She is portrayed sitting or
standing on a lotus and holding up in each hand
a lotus-flower which is watered by two elephants
from pots raised aloft by their trunks. This
ancient type is found all over India at the present
day it even occurs among the old sculptures at
Polonnaruwa in Ceylon.

where

;

"it

is
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After Buddha began to be represented in sculpfrom about the beginning of our era, hLs
image constantly appears sitting cross-legged on a
lotus seat, occasionally also standing on a lotus
In this form it occurs, for instance, at
pedestal.
Rajgir in Behar, in the Kanheri caves near
Bombaj-, and often in the Gandhara monuments
of the North- West.
From the latter region this
type spread beyond the confines of India, reappearing in Nepal, Burma, China, and Japan.
Even when the seat is not actually the flower
itself, two, three, or four lotuses are, in the Gandhara sculptures, carved on its front. Such lotuses
are even found delineated on a footstool on which
(Jautama rests his feet instead of sitting crossThe number of the petals of such lotuses
legged.
varies from four to six.
The use of the lotus seat has been extended to
images of bodhiscdtvas not only in India but in
ture,

Buddhist countries beyond its borders.
Thus
ManjusrI is represented sitting in this way not
only at Sarnatli, near Benares, but also in Java
and Tibet. In a modern Tibetan picture Maitreya
is depicted on a lotus seat, and the figure of a
Persian bodhisattva sitting on a seat adorned with
lotuses and painted on a wooden panel was discovered by M. A. Stein during his first expedition
Even in China the bodhisattva
to Central Asia.
Avalokitesvara occurs sitting on a lotus seat, and
in Nepal also as standing on a lotus pedestal.
The
lotus is otiierwise intimately connected with this
bodhisattva
for he is represented as born fi'om
a lotus, and he regularly holds a lotus in his hand,
whence is derived his epithet of Padmapani, lotushanded.' To him, moreover, refers the Buddhist
formula Om mani padme Hum (' Yea O jewel in
the lotus Amen'), which at the present day is the
most sacred prayer of the Buddhists in Tibet (see
;

'

!

!

art.

Jewel

[Buddhist],

The

§ 7).

persistence of

this application of the lotus is indicated by the
fact that it often appears not only in modern
Indian brass images of Hindu gods, but even in
seated portraits of Maharajas of the 19th century.

The lotus seat and pedestal have an almost universal application in connexion with the figures of

Hindu mythology. Thus Brahma appears seated
on Visnu's navel lotus. The three great gods of
the Hindu triad, Brahma, Siva, and Visnu, with
their respective wives, Sarasvati, Parvati, and
Laksmi, as well as Agni, god of fire, Pavana, god
of wind, CJanesa, god of wisdom, Visnu's incarnation Rama, and the demon Ravana, are all found
represented on a lotus seat. VLsnu, in addition,
regularly holds a lotus in one of his four hands. A
lotus pedestal also serves as a stand for images of the
god Indra, of Visnu and nearly all his incarnations,
and of the sun-god Surj-a in Cej'lon also of Siva
and Parvati, as well as of Kubera, god of wealth,
and in Tibet of Sarasvati, goddess of learning.
Similarly, in the ancient Jain sculptures found
at Mathura the lotus constantly occurs as a medal;

lion or in

more elaborate

floral decoration.

It also

appears as the sjTubol of the sixth Jina, or Saint.
At the present day it is worshipped generally by
the Hindus in India, and even by low caste Muhammadans in some parts of the country. See also
art.

Flowers,

vol. vi. p. 54».

— R.
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;

;

Gupta D.vnasty
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15 (goddess
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'Padmasana.'

A. A. MACDONELL.

Buddhism. — The

3. In
symbolism of the lotusflower {pcxdma, pitndarika, utpala) was Ijorrowed
the
Buddliists
by
directly from the parent religion
Brahmanism. Prunarily, the lotu.s-fiower appears
to have symbolized for the Arj'ans from very
remote times the idea of superhuman or divine
birth
and, secondarilj-, the creative force and imThe traditional Indian and Buddhist
mortality.
explanation of it is that the glorious lotus-flower
appears to spring not from the sordid earth but
from the surface of the water, and is always pure
and unsullied, no matter how impure may be tlie
water of the lake. It thus expre.'jses the idea of
supernatural birth, and the emergence of tlie first
created object from the primordial waters of cliaos
hence also the flower was regarded as the matrix
of the Hindu creator himself, Narayana, and his
later form as t he god Brahma, who are respectively
figured and described as reclining and seated upon
a lotus-flower. As an emblem of divine purity,
the lotus-flower is instanced in the pre-Buddhist
Vaisiiavite Bhagavad-GUa (SBE viii." [1898] 64,
;

;

xxxW. [1894] 189) ; and this was possibly its signification when it was first applied to the historical
Buddha, Sakyamuni.

As an emblem of divine birth, the lotus
commonest of motives in Buddhist art and

is

the

litera-

In the I5udture, as has been noted above (§ 2).
dhist paradise of Sukliavati, the goal of popular

Mahayana

Buddhists, where no women exist, every
as a god upon a lotus-flower [Saddhanna-

one is bom
pu7fdarlka [_SBE xxi. (1884) 389, xlix. (1894) pt.
li.
pp. X, 62]), and there are lotus-flowers of manigems (SBE xlix. pt. ii. 36). The Western notion of
the beatitude of lotus-eating is possibly a memory
'

The

;

Tib'l, do. 1908, p. 186; S.
Bushell, Chiyuse Art, London,
19(M-00, i. 16, 110 (lotus sacred to Huddliisini), ii. 78; R. F.
Johnston, Buddhist Chinas do. 1913, frouti^pieee and illuatrations opposite pp. SO. 98, 194, 2SU, 290; R. Pischel, Lniicn und
Lehre dt> Buddha. Leiprisr, 1906, p. 97 f. ; H. C. Warren,
Buddhism in Ti-aiulations^, Cambridge, Mass., IMO Jataki^s,

Enp.

(Indian)

'

of this old tradition of divine existence.
form of this myth of divine lotus-birth is probably the myth which invests Buddha with the
miraculous power of imprinting the image of a
lotus-flower on the earth at every step that he took.
The references to this are innumerable in the Pali
canon ; but in the book wliich the present writer has
shown to be manifestly the earliest of all the books

A

Mahdpad(~tna Suttanta (JRAS
1914, p. 663 f.), the account of the infant Buddha's
first seven steps makes no mention of the lotusflower imprints which appear in the later versions.
The lotus was especially identified with the sun.
This association rested doubtless upon tlie natural
observation that the flower opened when the sun
of tliat canon, the

and closed at sunset, so as to suggest to the
primitive niiml the idea that the flower might
be the residence of the sun during its nocturnal
passage through the under world, or that it might
1)6 the re-vivifier, resurrector, or regenerator of the
fresh or refreshened sun of the next day.
Its very
large multi-rayed flowers would also contribute to
rose

this association.
It is probably from its association with the sun that we find the lotus-flower in

the Gandhara sculptures, and often subseijuently,
taking the place on Buddha's footprints of the
wheeled disk of the sun witli its thousand spokes.'
This possibl}' was the source of the lotus-marked

to

device of a lotus-flower in tlje liand seema
have symbolized not merely divine birth but the

possession of

everlasting,

and the preservation

In the mystical Vedic,
4).
pre-Buddhist Satapatha Brahiimnu the lotus was
a symbol of the womb (SBE xli. [1894] 215) and,
as we have seen, it ajipears to have this sense in
the famous Om muni pndinc Huia formula (see
JiiWEL [Buddhist], §'7). I'robaljlv, therefore, such
a meaning may be in part implied in tlie lotus
held in the hand of Avalokita, the consort of Tara,
lowliomthat formula is now specially addressed.
In the hand of
the next coming Buddha,
Maitreya,
and other divine boakisattcas of Gandhara, the
lotus in the hand, however, may have had a metaphysical significance and have denoted the preservation of the life of the law and the re-vivifj ing
of the same.
It was possibly in this sen.se a-s
cherishers of the law that we find that a lotusflower adorns the hands of many of the images of
Buddhas and bodhisattvas who do not specially
pos.sess the attribute of a lotus held in the hand
(Tantra, Mgyiid, xv.

;

(see list below).

The gods and goddesses

of Buddhism who hold a
hand are here enumerated this lotus,
with the object which it I'arries, forms one of the

lotus in their
chief

;

convent;ional

attributes

of

the particular

divinity.

The simple

lotus, one of the three kinds specified
above, is the especial mark of Tara, Avalokita,
The
Padmapani, and, occasionally, Maitreya.
lotus surmounted by a sword is an attribute of
Amoghapasa, Khagarbha, Simhanada, Tara, Padmapanyavalokita, and Maitreya surmounted by
a thunderbolt (rajra), it is an attribute of Maiisurmounted by
ju^ri and mild Vajrapani (Santa)
a book, it is an attribute of Mafijuf^rl and Prajfia
Paramita
surmounted by a jewel, it denotes
Ksitigarbha and Ekajata
by a sun, Samantabhadra. Among Tibetan saints the lotus is the
especial emblem of the founder of the Order of
and TsongLamas, Padmakara, the Lotus-born
kha-pa, the founder of the Yellow- Hat reformed
sect, the Gelug, has two, one on either side of liim.
Images of divine symbols, such as the seven
treasures (see .Jewel [Buddhist]), are figured
;

;

;

;

'

'

;

usually upon lotus-flowers.
In Buddhist mythology the 'lotus' gives its
name to two out of the twenty-four previous
Buddhas of the Pali canon, namely Paduma (properly Padma) and Padumuttara, and to several
naga demigods, Padma, I'admottara, and Puiidarika
also to several of the Buddliist hells,
'

'

;

namely Pailuma, Mahapaduma, and Pundarika
(Sutta Nipdta [SBE x. pt. ii. 121] these appear
;

to be

named from

the flower-shaped boils which
torment the inmates therein). It is also used to
denominate the highest number known to Buddhist
computators, namely 10,00U,000", or 1 followed by
119 ciphers, which is called a padma or, in Pali,
paduma, whilst the white lotus, pundarika, gives
10,000,000'", or 1 followed by 112 ciphers (R. C.
Childers, Diet, of the Pali Language, I.K>ndon, 1875,
pp. 315, 392).

The white lotus, pundarika, gives its name to
one of the great canonical texts of Mahayanist
Buddhism, the Saddharmapundarlhi or Lotus
This is a theistic development
of the True Law.'
of the Buddha-theory which rei)resents Sakyamuni
as the supreme god of the universe and the pos.sessor
See following article.
of everlasting life.
'

,

'

footprints.

life

and procreation of life.
Such was it with the
of heaven, the Brahmanist goddess
.^Vryan queen
bri, and her derivative, the Buddhist Tara, both
of whom have the title 'Garlanded
by Lotuses'

LrrsRATDRB.

—This

is sufflcieotly

quoted throughout.

L. A.

Waddell.

LOTUS OF THE TRUE
LOTUS OF THE TRUE LAW.— No

book

gives a more accuiate idea of tlie literature of tlie
Great Veliicle or Mahayana [q.v.) tliaii the Sac/dharmapundarika or Lotus of the True Laiv ; and
none gives a better impression of tlie character of
the changes undergone by Buddhism in certain
surroundings, from its beginnings down to tlie
earliest times of the Christian era.
In the ancient
I. The Buddha, in the Lotus.
Pali documents Sakyamuni is a man, a simple
,

—

mortal, and he moves in a historical background.
In the Lotus he is a sublime being, eternal or
almost eternal, who unveils in a phantasmagoric
setting the divinity,' i.e. the divine splendour
and the majestic power, which Buddhists now
attribute to the Buddlias he is a god as Hindus
and Buddhists understand the word that is to say,
he manifests himself especially by mythological
performances, although he is a stranger to all
notions of creation or of immanence. Such a being
has no history ; therefore, as Kern .=iays {SBE xxi.
p. ix), the Lotus is a sort of dramatic performance,

—

'

...

It consists of

an undeveloped mystery play.
a series of dialogues, brightened by the magic
effects of a would-be supernatural scenery.'
Among the most characteristic episodes we may
mention the silence which Sakyamuni maintains
for thousands of centuries, lengthening out his
'
the
divine tongue into the most distant worlds
who
a
deceased
of
the
Buddha,
stfipaoi
appearance
had been in Nirvana for a long time, but who wished
to hear the Lottis (.\i.);- the appearance of innumerable saints and Buddhas eager to hear the
teaching of the Master, and coming from all tlie
;

By means of Kern's excellent translation
(SBE -iiKi.) we can appreciate the character of the
worlds.

'

'

sublime and the supernatural attributed by
the Great V^ehicle to the Buddha.
Although completely divine, Sakyamuni is not
God in the Lotus. He is Buddha from the beginhe is the father of the worlds, the father of
ning
the future Buddhas and saints, the universal providence. In order to save human beings and to lead
them to Nirvana he appears in a human form which
he is born, teaches, and enters Nirvana
is illusory
at least as far as ordipary men can see but in
reality, while illusory Sakyamunis are appearing
in this world, the true Sakyamuni reigns on a
Mountain of vultures,' ^ surrounded by
divine
future Buddhas,'' and imparting to thejn the true
'

'

'

'

;

—

;

;

'

It is this true Sakyamuni
teaching, the true law.
that the Lotus shows.
Nevertheless, as we said, this god is not God.
There is not a single word in the Lottis which is not
capable of an orthodox, i.e. 'atheist,' interpretation.
§aKyamuni may be styled Svayanibhu,* who is by
himself,' because, like all the Buddhas, he became
Buddha without receiving theteaohingfrom another.
He is Buddha from the beginning ; ' but, just as
'

'

'

who will one day
we must believe that Sakya-

the Lotus mentions a Buddha
so
replace Sakyamuni,
'

muni
age.'
1

is

Buddha from the beginning of this cosmic
know, moreover, that Brahma himself

We

of the tongue, capable of covering the
of the signs of the
great man in the

The development

whole

i3

face,

one

'

'

ancient sources.
2 Contrary,
evidently, to all Buddhist dogmas. The being
'
who has attained Nirvana ' is invisible to gods and men,' since
he is annihilated or has entered into eternal rest. The appearance of 'deceased Buddhas* in the Lotus is probably, therefore,
only a case of the magical or deceptive power (mayo) of
'

hakyamuni.
3

A hill near Rajagrha. which

wa3 turned by the neo-Buddhists

into a heavenly mountaiu.
* See art. BodhisaTtva.
5 This is a name of Brahma.
The Seayambhupurd^a is a
gloriBcation of the Buddha of Nepal (S. L6vi, Le Nipal, Paris,
1906).
•*
Cf. this expression

with the one described in art. HaSjuSri.
the Buddha of the beginning, the middle, and the
end,' therefore the Ett inal and also the Absolute quite different
from Sakyamuni in the Lotus.
ManjuSri

is

'
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not, properly speakiug, eternal.

is

Besides, Sakya-

other Buddhas
not the only Buddha
reign and teach at the same time as he, his equals
in
in nature, although not necessarily
merits, glory,
or activity as a saviour every Buddha has his ov.n
'field.''
If he is the father of the world, it is nol
because he creates human beings it is because by
his teaching he is the father of the saints or future

muni

IS

;

;

;

Buddhas.
So much for speculation. In practice, in the
religious sentiment that the Lotus assumes, Sakyamuni is really God, providence, and reward of the
saints.

'

;

LAW

2.

The

doctrine of salvation in the

Lotus.

—

According to the Lotus, the saints of the Little
Vehicle (see art. Arhat), or Hinayana (q.v. ), do not
attain Nirvana they believe that they will not be
re-born, but they are re-born to receive the true
doctrine from the heavenly Buddhas. Deliverance
cannot be obtained except by first becoming a
Buddha and for that purpose it is necessary to
;

;

enter the Vehicle of the future Buddhas (see art.
This doctrine is set forth in
BoDHISATTVA).'-'
various parables, the most famous of which is that
of 'The Prodigal Child' (iv. ); it is not without a
somewhat distant resemblance to the Gospel
parable.

It is
as if a certain man went away from his father and
betook himself to some other place. He lives there in foreign
parts for many years, twenty or thirty or forty or fifty. In
course of time the one (the father) becomes a great man ; the
other (the son) is poor in seeking a liveliliood ... he roams
in all directions and goes to some place, whereas his father
removes to another country.' The father is vexed at having
no son but one day, when, sitting at the gate of his palace, he
is dealing with the affairs of miUions of sovereigns [aurci,
suvarna]. he sees his son, poor and tattered. The son thinks,
Unexpectedly have I here fallen in « ith a king or grandee.
People like me have nothing to do here let me go in the street
of the poor I am likely to find food and clothing without much
Let me no longer tarry at this place, lest I be taken
difficulty.
to do forced labour or incur some other injury.' The father
orders his son to be brought to him but, before revealing his
birth to him, he employs iiim for some years at all kinds of work,
The
first at the meanest kind, and then at the most important.
father treats his son with paternal kindness, but the son,
a
all
his
lives
in
thatched
he
father's
property,
manages
although
cottage, and believes himself poor. At hast, when his education
In the same way we are the
is completed, he learns the truth.
sons of the Buddha, and the Buddha says to us to-day, You
are my sons.' But, like the poor man, we had no idea of our
dignity, of our mission as future Buddhas. Thus the Buddha
has made us reflect on inferior doctrines we have applied ourselves to them, seeking as payment for our day's work only
Nirv.ina, and finding that it is already ours. Meanwhile the
Buddlia has made us dispensers of the knowledge of the Buddhas,
and we ha\ e preached it without desiring it for ourselves. At
last the Buddha has revealed to us that this knowledge is to be
ours, and that we are to become Buddhas like him.
'

.

.

.

;

;

'

;

;

;

'

;

—

Although the former part of the
3. Episodes.
book (see below, § 4) is almost entirely devoted to
Sakyamuni, chs. xxi.-xxvi. glorify several BodhiWe may mention the ipiarda of Avalosattvas.
kita (xx\i. ), which is one of the most widely
read works in China (see art. Avalokitesvaea)

;

the

myth

(xxii.),

of

the

'

healer

a Bodhisattva

who

king,' Bhaisajyarftja
sets fire to his gigantic

body for the salvation of human beings, and who
In the Chinese Great
is none other than the sun.
Vehicle the practice of burning the skull is conIn submitting to this
nected with this myth.
cruel rite, the monk fulfils the duty of self-sacrifice
incumbent on future Buddhas (J. J. M. de Groot,
Code du Mahayana en Chine, pp. 50, 217, •2-2~).
The history of Sadaparibhuta, the always subdued one,' 'the always despised one' (xis.),
exemplifies the superiority of simple-mindedness
and pure-heartedness to worldly wisdom and sceptishould
cism' (Kern, in SBE xxi. p. xxxi).
not have a right idea of the Lotus if we did not
mention the glorification of the dhdranls, or magical
1
_ See art, Mahavastu for the plurality of Buddhas and
'

'

We

AniBUPDUA for the stages in the divinization of the Buddhas.
2 With this idea is connected the theory of the double teaching of Buddha provisional teaching (Little Vehicle) and true

—

teaching (Great Vehicle).
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formulae (xxi.), and the glorification of the Lotus
itself (XX.):
He who writes this book, or causes
it to be written, obtains infinite merit,' etc.
know that, in the Milindn, a Pali book of tlie
Little Vehicle, all that is required to obtain a divine
'

We

re-birth is to think of Buddha when dying (SBE
XXV. [1890] 124) with more reason, in the Great
Vehicle, the tendencies of bhakti predominate (see
;

art.

Bh.vkti-Mahga).
Date of the Lotus.

—

The Lotus was translated into Chinese for the first time in A.D. 255 ;
but this ancient translation is lost. The next one
(286) contains chs. xxi.-xxvi., which criticism proves
to have been added afterwards, the former ch. xxi.
becoming ch. xxvii. On the other hand, the former
chapters include verses (gathds) and explanations
in prose (the latter more recent).
Kern therefore
'
thinks that ' several centuries separate the primitive redaction from the one which was certainly in
existence before 286. Wintemitz is not so generous,
and places tlie original about the year 200. The
present writer is inclined to favour an earlier date
the sfitras of AraitQblia were translated into Chinese
in 148-170, and show a Buddhology as developed as
the Lotus.
It is difficult to identify the Bodhisattvas of the Gandhara sculpture, except Maitreya,
but there is little doubt that this sculpture also
shows the quasidivinization of Buddhas and future
4.

:

Buddhas.

—Skr. text, ed.

H. Kern and B. Nanjio. Petroby E. Burnouf, Paris. 1852, Eng. tr. by
the two translations are accompanied by introductions and notes (Burnouf, lnirodHcti(/n a
Vhiitmre du bouJdhlsiii': indUn, Paris, 1S46, pp. 29, 60); M.
Wintemitz, Gesch. der i,id. LMeratur, ii. (Leipzig, 1913) 230
works on Japanese Buddhism, especially R. Fujishima, Bonddhitme japonais. Paris, 1S88 J. J. M. de Groot, Code du
Mahai/ina en Chitie, Amsterdam, 1S93, pp. 60, 217, 227.
L. DE LA VaLL^E PoUSSIN.
LilERiTrRB.

erad, 1908-^9, Fr.

H. Kern (SBE

tr.

xxi. [1SS4])

;

;

;

—

LOTZE. — I.

General philosophical position.
philosophers of the period which
opens with the triumphant advance of natural
science about the middle of last century, the most
eminent name is undoubtedly that "of Rudolf
Hermann Lotze. Lotze's significance lies, above
all, in his having instituted and constructed an

Among German

all-embracing theorj^ of the universe which does
full justice to the claims of modem science, and at
the same time conserves whatever was of real value
in the results of the great idealistic movement
of German
philosophy in the preceding period it
was Lotze, in fact, who first directed those results
to genuinely fruitful issues.
To him belongs,
moreover, the distinction of having stated and
discussed the problems of thought with such outstanding clearness, force, and thoroughness that
even in the most perplexing questions the reader
is] stimulated to form his own conclusions, or at
least enabled to realize the difficulties that stand
in the way of a definite result.
The several
philosophical sciences, accordingly, are indebted
to Lotze's tireless intellectual labours for an effec;

and pennaneut furtlierance and enrichment in
numerous directions and, indeed, it cannot be
said that the results of his work have as yet been
exhausted, or have been worked out in due measure
by the general mind.
2.
Life and works.
Lotze's early life falls
within the period dominated by the thought and
sentiment of Romanticism. Born on the 21st of
May 1817 at Bautzen in Lusatia, he was OTounded
tive

;

—

in classical study at the gymnasium of Zittau.
Even as a boy he displaye(f that combination of
critical .-icunien and lofty idealistic thought which
characterized his riper years, and in a number of
poems corapo.sed when lie was about sixteen, and
given to the public among his posthumous papers,
we can clearly trace the rudiments of the compre-

hensive views which he subsequently elaborated
they reveal a maturity which amazes us in one so
;

young. In 1834 he entered upon his academic
course at the University of l^eipzig, where he
devoted himself to the study of medicine, and so
came into practical touch with scientific pursuits
and with the exact methods of contemporary
natural science.
Simultaneously, however, he
sought to satisfy his philosophical and resthetic
aspirations by the stuciy of German idealism, and
to this end attended the lectures of Chr. Weisse.
What he won from his University studies wjis,
abo\'e all, the conviction that the mechanical
mode of interpreting nature must be extended also
to the organic, animate sphere, and that the current
uncritical doctrine of vital force must be banished
from the scientific field (cf. his dissertation, De
futures biologice priticipiis p/iilos'ophici-s, Leipzig,
and this challenge to vitali.sm continued to
1838)
be one of the leading features of his critical activity
until his view e* length won general acceptance.
After practising for a time as a doctor in Zittaa,
Lotze qualified as a Dozent both in the medical
and in the philosophical faculty of the University
of Leipzig (183ti), and from that time to his call to
Gottingen in 1844 he not only lalx)ured successfully
as an academic teacher (he had become a Professor
Extraordinarius in 1842), but manifested a remarkable fertility as an author.
In 1841 he published
the first of his greater philosophical works, the
Metaphysik, in which he stood forth as an independent thinker who had struck out upon fresh
the same time the powerful
paths, though at
impetus which he had received from Hegel and
Herbart is clearly traceable in the work. The
distinctive feature of the Metaphysik is in constant
presentation of the idea that that which truly
exists the ultimate root of realitj-— is to be found
only in what by virtue of its unconditional value
This
deserves to exist in this supreme sense.
line of thought, reminding us of Platonism and
the Platonic insistence upon the supremacy of the
Idea of the Good, finds pointed, if somewhat paradoxical, expression in the concluding statement of
the book, viz. that the beginning of metaphysics
In 1842 Lotze
lies not in itself, but in ethics.
issued a second work of importance, his Allgemeine
Pathologic unci Therapie als mechanische Natur'

'

;

—

icissenschaften.

Here he attempts

to apply

without

reservation the mechanical theory of things to the
field of organic life, where the scientifically inadequate and, indeed, inadmissible idea of vital
to ; to that idea he
force had so
long been resorted
likewise devoted a special article entitled 'Leben,
Handicorterbuch
der
in
R.
Lebenskraft,'
Wagner's
In 1843 he also
Pkysiologie (Gottingen, 1843).
completed his Logic, in which he works on infresh lines, and strenuously
dependent and often
'
'
of our thoughtemphasizes the
spontaneity
processes.

His leading

psychological views

he

wrought out at some length in another article in
Wagner's Handwbrterbttch, viz. Seele und Seelenleben' (1846), the most notable features of which
were its doctrine of the substantial unity of the
soul as a real entity and its unequivocal opposition
'

to the materialistic views then forcing their way
His opinions in the field of
into psychology.
esthetics he set fortli in a treatise entitled IJber

den Begriff der ffcMnheit (1845), which was soon
followed by his Uber die Bedingungen der Kunstschonheit (1847)— both appearing in the Gottinger
Studien.

His Allgemeine Physiologic des kbrperlichen
Lebens (1851) and Medizinische Psychologic (1852)
develop the fundamental ideas of the Pathologic,
seeking to examine more closely the validity of
the procedure by which the mechanical method is
extended to the organic sphere, as also to the
psychological, and to define the necessary limits of
that application. It is worthy of note that here
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works, especially the Mikrokosmus.
valuable additional material on many points
to bo obtained from the dictated portions of his

Lotze, in opposition to the parallelistic theory,
quite definitely champions the hypothesis of a
causal connexion betwoxMi body anil sonl and to

his

As legards the relathis he adhered all his lite.
tion between the physical organism and the soul,
in fact, he holds that the former is simply a system
by which external stimuli are enabled to make a

lectures, edited

;

and by which,
again, the impulses of the soul are brought to bear

due impression upon the

latter,

upon the external world. The life of the .soul is
thus by no means a mere copy of the bodily life
;

rather that the soul governs the body,
and makes it subservient to its o\vn higher ends.
From 1856 to 1S64 appeared the three volumes of
Lotze's great work, iukrokosmus (Eng. tr., 2 vols.,
the truth

is

Edinburgh, 1885), in which he set forth his philoHis previous treatises,
sophical system as a whole.
devoted almost entirely to a consideration of the
basis of human life in nature, are here supplemented by a profound treatment of human life as
expressed in history and the forms of civilization,
and the work culminates in a.survey of the universe
from the standpoint of the philosophy of religion.
The Mikrokosmus as a whole is dominated by the
purpose in which Lotze's life-work in relation to

—

to show how absolutely
his age took definite shape
universal in its application, and at the same time
how subordinate in its significance, is the function
performed by mechanism in the structure of the
It is in reality the philosophical problem
world.
of the age that Lotze here undertakes to solve ; he
makes it his task to refute the as.sumption that the
modern mechanical science of nature demands as a
necessary consequence a materialistic conception
of the world
and his conclusion is that mechanism
is simply the aggregate of the means by which the
higher ideal element in the world can realize itself,
and thus muet not be allowed to rank as the ultimate reality. Hence, in particular, such mechanism
does not conflict with that freedom of individual
volition which w^ must postulate on moral grounds
the case is rather that it is to be conceived as
simply the necessary condition of the efficient action
as the mode of its selfof the autonomous will
And just as little does this mechanism
realization.
imply that the real world is a mere automaton,
having its action fixed as by clock-work ; on the
contrary, the essential gronml of the concatenation
and process of the world is found by Lotze in the
Infinite, which in the last resort can be conceived
only as a living and all-embracing deity.
Lotze's next work of importance was his Geschichte der Acsthelik in Deutschland (1868). This
work comprises (1) a history of the general points
of view, dealing in the main with the ajsthetics of
Kant and of tierman idealism, but also treating of
Herbart's views, and making reference to the fresh
;

;

—

perspectives opened by the experimental method
of Fechner ; (2) a history of the fundamental
the agreeable in sensation,'
aesthetic conceptions
the
the pleasing element in intiiition,' and
beautiful in reflexion
and, finally, (3) a history of
the theories of art as developed in the various

—

'

'

'

'

;

provinces of cesthetics.
In 1874 and 1879 respectively he published his
larger Logik and Metapliysik (Eng. tr. of both, ed.
B. Bosanquet, 2 vols., Oxford, 1884 Metaphi/sws-,
2 vols., do. 1887, Logic^, 2 vols., do. 1888) as the
first two volumes of the i^yslcm der Philosophie
with which he hoped to crown his life-work. The
third part, which was to liave treated of ethics,
aesthetics, and the philosophy of religion, was
never completed. Lotze died in .luly 1881, shortly
after taking up work in the University of Berlin,
to which he had been called in the spring of that
For the aspects of hi.> final theory of the
year.
world, the composition of which in system he
conld not finish, we are therefore dependent upon
;

earlier

Much
is

by E. Rehuisch

(9 vols., Leipzig,
ed. G. T. Ladd, Lotze's Outlines
6
of Philosupliij,
parts, Boston, 1884-87).

1881

ft'.,

Eng.

tr.,

3. Philosophical teaching.
dation of Lotze's philosophy

tions

— The

scientific foun-

lies in his investigachief interest is the

of metaphysics
his
problem of the causal connexion of things, and he
arrives at a most chai'acteristic solution of it. As
the starting-point of his inquiries he takes the
fundamental postulate of all natural science, viz.
the assumption of a universal law of causal connexion operative among the elements of reality ;
or, to speak more precisely, he is concerned ^vith
the problem of 'transitive action' {transcuntes
Wirke.n), i.e. the question how a change that occurs
in an object A can be connected by a universal law
with a change that takes place in a separately
In Lotze's view the fact of
existing object B.
such connexion leaves us no option but to discard
the tlieory that separate objects have an independent existence, and to regard all elements of reality
as comprehended in a universal unity of being, in
;

the Infinite, so that what was at first conceived as
a transitive action between separate substances
passes into the conception of an immanent operation within a single substantial entity, the worldground.' This Infinite, if it is to supply a real
basis for the facts in question, cannot in the last
resort be thought of otherwise than as analogous
to our own spiritual being, though, of course, as
raised to an incomparalily higher po\\er and freed
from the limitations necessarily inherent in human
nature as a finite thing. Ultimately, therefore,
the world-ground is defined as an infinite spiritual
being, or deity, the entire process of things being
conceived as immanent in this deity, and as
integrated and sustained by the unity of its
'

'

'

being.

Lotze then proceeds to deal in a thorough -going
the idea that this world-ground or deity
forms the one ultimate basis of the existence and
interpretation of all things. The elements of the
real are all merely dependent parts or modifications of the Infinite at a later period Lotze pre-

way with

;

ferred to call them its 'actions.' Such actions of
the Infinite he divides into two classes first, the
particles of the material world, or the atoms, which
he speaks of as the ' elementary actions of the one
world-ground,' but as actions always maintained
:

'

uniformity by it'; and, secondly, souls, the
actions not always [so] maintained, but emerging
at distinct points of the world-process, and for a
section of that process generating a not previously
Verinnerinternalization
present centre of
Outside of and prior to the activity of
lichung).
the Infinite, however, there are no universal laws
operative per se, nor any so-called eternal truths
there is no independently valid law of occurrence
'law' and
(Recht des Geschehens) or of existence
truth,' indeed, simply express the mode of realization by which the Infinite chooses to etlect its will,
and their validity depends absolutely upon the will
of the Infinite, and lasts only so long as that will
remains one with itself a self-identity which,
however, must be regarded not as a metaphysical
necessity, but as a consequence of the ethical
nature of the world-ground or deity, in the sense
of the latter's fidelity to itself.'
Further, a vital constituent in Lotze's theory
of the universe as originally formulated was the
The
idea of the animate nature of all reality.
ultimate elements of the real he at first icg.irded
as spiritual entities, as of kindred nature with the
Leibnizian monads. He was led to take this view
mainly by aesthetic motives, as also by the conin

'

'

(

;
'

'

;

'

—

'

^
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early as. liTth March 185S, three physicians, appointed by the Prefect of the Department, who
was anxious to suppress these manifestations, made
a medical examination of Bernadette. In their
report, dated 31st March (before the apparitions
had come to an end), which is still preserved, the
whole story of the early apparitions is recajjitulated
as the doctors heard it from Bernadette's own lips,
and it is interesting to note its complete agreement
with the account given by her many years later.
Of mental disease or of any moral obliquity which
would suggest the probability of conscious fraud
There is nothing,'
the doctors found no trace.
to show that Bernadette wished to
they say,
impose upon the public' On the other hand,
nothing in the report suggests that tlie medical
examiners themselves placed any faith in the story
of the apparitions.
They think that Bernadette

commemorated

Dates of the eighteen apparitions and words of the Blessed
Virgin in the year of grace 1858. In the hollow of the rock,
where the statue is now seen, the Blessed Virgin appeared to
Hrrnadette Soubirous eighteen times— the lllh and the 14th of
I-Vbruary, each day with two e.vceptions from Feb. 18th until
M.^rch 4th, and on March 25th, April 7th, and July 16th. The
"
IJIessed Virgin said to the child on Feb. 18th
Will you do me
tlie favour (»i€ /a(Ve la grace) of
coming here daily for a fort"I
do not promise to make you happy in this world
night?"
but in the next." " I want many people to come." The Virgin
said to her during the fortnight: "You will pray for sinners,
you will kiss the earth for sinners.
Penitence, Penitence,
Penitence." "Go tell the priests to cause a chapel to be built.'
" I want
people to come here in procession." "Go and drink
" Go
of the fountain and wash yourself in it."
and eat of that
"I
which is there." On March 25th the
;

grass
the Immaculate Conception."'

On two important

of a hallucination, and,
while calling attention to her naturally impressionable character, they point out a certain development in the intensity of the trance with which the
apparitions were normally accompanied. For the
rest, tliey report that the child wa.s delicate but
perfectly sane and healthy-minded, and they offer
no kind of suggestion that she should be put under

occasions, as the inscription

—

whom had spent the night upon the spot — had
come long distances to assist at the manifestation.
But, as sensible critics remarked even then, this
arbitrary behaviour of the mysterious lady was a
point in favour of the genuineness of the vision.
If the child had simply invented the apparition,'
said one of them, what was there to prevent its
happening to-day, just as it happened yesterday?'
•

'

with the very unsatisfactory career of the
two children who were witnesses of the alleged
apparitions of the Blessed Virgin at La Salette in
1846, or again with MariLlier'.s account of Marie
Magont ier, the clnldvoyante of Le Pontinet, already

(Cros, p. 121).

But what has given permanent significance to
these occurrences was the discovery of the spring
the healing virtues of which now bring hundreds
of thousands of pilgrims to Lourdes from every
part of the world. At the ninth apparition, on
25th Feb., the crowd of four or live hundred people

:

Marillier, *so far as I am concerned,
of the reality of her visions.
In
opinion 6he certainly saw
She is nodoubt aultject
the Virgin in the crack of the wall. .
to hallucinations but at the same time she is ill-balanced and
the
burden
of
with
heredity. She is the
heavily weighted
daughter of a father who was epileptic and of a mother who

have no doubt,' 9ay8

my

.

who were watching Bernadette saw her rise and
walk towards the grotto and then back again,
moving to and fro in apparent perplexity. Finally
she stooped down and began to scratch up the
ground with her hand. A puddle formed, and the
child then drank some of the dirty water and
daubed her face with it and also ate a few blades
of the grass w hich was growing in the same spot.

;

was doubtless insane, and she has the bearing, the character —
in a word all the aj^pearance of one sutYering from hereditary
degeneration. She is filled too with the morbid self-love and
the enormous vanity so common among the degenerated' (Prvc.
Soc. Psych. Research, vU. 107).

—

'
]

—

—

am

failed to see the apparition, viz. on
22nd Feb. and 3rd March, when she herself certainly expected to do so and when a large crowd
in the latter case some 4000 people, many of

history,

According to the testimony of a number of
persons who, much to the child's distress, pursued
her with questions as to what she had seen, none
of these undesirable characteristics was present in
Bernadette Seu))irous. Traps were laid to induce
her to take monej- for herself or her parents, but
her simplicity and good sense defeated them all.
Though below the average in intelligence, she
learned afterwards to read and write at the convent
school, and until 1866 she remained engaged in
humble occupations at Lourdes. She never saw
the apparition again after 16th July 1858, though
she visited the grotto frequently. In 1866 she
became a nun at Nevers and remained there discharging the duties of infirmarian and sacristan,
as far as her delicate health permitted, until her
death in 1879. It is noteworthy that, though her
body at the time of death was covered with tumours
and sores, it was found, when the remains were
officially examined in 1909, thirty years afterwards,
entire and free from corruption (see Carrere, Uistoirc
de Notre-Diinie de Lourdes, p. 243).
With regard to the apparitions of the year 18oS,
it is to be noted that Bernadette always described
the vision as one of ravishing beautj-, and as living,
moving, and speaking to her. The recorded words
for there seem to have been others which the
diild fell that she wa? bidden to keep secret as
relating oulj' to her.self are comparatively few.
Thougli Bernadette several times asked the lad}-,
as she had been bidden to do, to disclose her name,
the apparition down to the sixteenth vision that
on March 2otli— only smiled in reply. The dates
and utterances of the series of apparitions are thus

:

notices, she

restraint (Cros, p. 143).
It is interesting to contrast this rejjort, which
was fully justilied by Bernadette's subsequent

.

Virgin said

One point claims to be especially noted. These
visions did not come to Bernadette at command.

was the innocent subject

I

:

'

'

'

in an inscription upon marble which
erected near the grotto

is

'

I'eferred to
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i

I

Many of the spectators took this for proof that the
poor girl had really gone out of her mind. Afterwards Bernadette explained that the Lady had
bidden her drink of the spring, but, as she could
lind no spring, she had followed the apparition's
directions in scraping up the giound as described.
It seems absolutely certain that at that period the
existence of any spring at this place was quite
unkno^-n to the inhabitants of Lourdes. By the
next morning the trickle had grown to the thickness of a finger, a few days later it was like a
child's arm, and since then and down to the present time it jields a quantity of water equal to
122,000 litres, or about 27,000 gallons, a day. This
is the miraculous water which is the reputed source
uf so many muacles.
The wonders of healing
began almost at once, and several of them were
juridically investigated by a commission appointed
by the bishop of Tarbes, which occupied itself
with the inquiry from Nov. 1858 to the end of
It is to be noted, and the fact is pro^•ed by
1861.
contemporary reports made to Baron Massy, the
Prefect of Hautes Pyrenees, and to M. Rouland,
the Minister of Worship, that for some months the
clergy did all in their power to discourage these
manifestations. They fully acquiesced when the
Government erected obstructions barring access to
the grotto, but the e\idence of the cures that had
taken place eventually bore down official opposition, and in Jan. 1862 the bishop of Tarbes, acting
upon the advice of the Commission which he had
appointed, issued a decree declaring t hat 'the

LOURDBS

IBO

apparitions (of the lilesscil Airijin) have all the
cnaracteristics of liiitli and thiit the faithful are
Since tlien
juatitied in bolicvinj; tlicni to be true'
further ecclesiastical approbation has been given
both to the a]>paritious and to the miracles of

Lourdes

in

many

ways, both direct and indirect,

of the

by the authority

Holy

See.

adequate discussion of the marvellous cures
whicfi take ])lace at I>ourdes must raise the whole
question of tlie possibility of miracles. For Roman
Catholics both (lie possibilit}' and the continuance
of a dispensation l,)y which the Divine Omnipotence
suspends at times the operation of natural causes
are fundamental dogmas of the faith. Given the
do occur,
hyjjothesis that miracles may occur and
it IS difficult to imagine any facts more wonderful,
nature
of
either from the inveterate and organic
the diseases healed or from the abundance of the
evidence with which the cures are attested, than
the miracles worked at Lourdes. For tliose who
wish to examine tlie subject for themselves no
better or more convenient examples oiler than the
cures with which Emile Zola was brought into
contact during his visit to Lourdes, and which he
has introduced under fictitious names into his
novel which bears that title.

Any

OlSmentine Trouvi (failed in the novel Sophie Couteau) was
cured instantaneously of a perinstic fistula of the most a,u*^ravated kind which, down to the moment of her bathin*? in tlie
Marie Lemarchand (alias
piscina, was suppurating freely.
Elise RouLiuet) was also instantaneously healed. This was a
most repulsive case of lupus, in which the face had been so
eaten away as almost to lose the semblance of a human countenance.
The evidence quoted by Bertrin in his last edition
(Histoire,p. 3G3f.) shows that seventeen years after the cure
Marie Lemarchand was a healthy married woman with five
children. Mme. Gordct (in the novel Mile, de Guersaint) had
been an invalid suffering' from a complexus of most painful disorders, including tumour and phlegmon, for more than twelve
years. Tlie doctors declared that the only possible remedy la.\
in a dangerous 0})eration, but she also was in:stantaneousIy
cured in the piscina. In the c-ase of JIarie Lebranchu (Zola's
Ia Gavotte), wlio was suffering from a tuberculous affection
and had reached the ^cry last stage of consumption, Zola supposes in his novel that' the patient, after a temporary rall\'
owing to the excitement of the pilgrimage, relapses soon after
and falls a victim to the old disease which had never really relaxed its hold. In point of fact, the real Marie Lebranchu w.is
in the enjo3'ment of vigorous health in 190S, fourteen years
after the date of her cure (see for all these Bertrin, UistQire,
who in his last edition has followed these cases up to the latest
available date).

But examples

such cures are almost innumermost conveniently
readers, in F. de
Grandmaison's Vingt Gu(risons a Lourdes, who
gives an admirable choice of specially selected
examples. It is not, of course, for one moment
disputed that modern jisychotherapeutics, and
especially .suggestion, have accomplished many
marvels, but the iiistantaneousness of tlie cure, as
witnessed more particularly in such cases as those of
Pierre de Kudder, Mme. Rouchel, Gabriel Gargani,
etc., can in no way be paralleled by any of
Charcot's experiments at tiie Saltpitrifere or elsewhere. Again, there are the extraordinary cases
of the healing of quite young children, as, e.g., the
two.year-old infant of Dr. Auniaitre of Nantes,
born with a club-foot and instantaneously cured
at Lourdes, of which a remarkable account is given
in the Annates dcs sciences psychiques (1907, p.
It may be confidently aflirmed that the
858 f.).
more carefully the evidence is studied, the more
certain it becomes that the words
suggestion
and, still less, 'hysteria' are not cap.'ible of accounting for the phenomena witnessed at Lourdes.
In the preface to a booklet on Lourdes published
by K. H. Benson a few months before his death,
the writer describes his meeting with 'a famous
French scientist to \\hom we owe one of the
greatest discoveries of modern times who lia.'j
made a special study of Lourdes and its phenomena.' The conclusions of this scientist, which,
of

able, and they may perhaps be
studied, especially by medical

'

'

—

—

as Benson says, are particularly interesting because 'he is not himself at present a practising
Catholic,' were formulated by him as follo\\.s
:

That no

scientific hypothesis up to the present account*
satisfactorily for the phenomena.
Upon his saj ing this to me,'
adds Benson, 'I breathed the word " euggeslioii," and his
face and to tell me, practically, that
answer was tn laugh in
this is the most ludicrous hypothesis of all.
(2) That, so far as he can see, the one thing necessary for such
'(1)

my

cures as he himself has witnessed or verified, is the atmosphere
Where this rises to intensity the number of cures
of prayer.
where this sinks, the cures sink too.
rises with it
(3) That he is inclined to think that there is a transference of
either from the energetic faith of the sufferer or
force
vitalizing
He instanced an example in
from that of the bystanders.
which his wife, herself a qualified physician, took part. She
held in her arms a child aged two and a half years, blind from
As the
birth, during a procession of the Blessed Sacrament.
monstrance came opposite, tears began to stream from the
When it had passed, the child's
child's eyes, hitherto closed.
eyes were open and seeing. This Madame tested by dangling
her bracelet before the child who immediately clutched at it, but
from the fact that she had never learned to calculate distance,
At the close of the procession, the
r-t first failed to s.lze it.
ladv, who herself related to me the story, was conscious of an
extraordinary exhaustion, for which there was no ordinary
explanation.'
;

In a lecture gi^•en by Benson in June 1914 he stated
publicly that the scientist here referred to was no
other th.an Prof. Alexis Carrel, whose marvellous
experiments in the transplanting of living tissue
have constituted the great sensation of recent
Indeed, signs are multiplying
biological research.
on all hands that in the less conservative circles of
the medical profession the brusque dismissal of the
phenomena of Lourdes as matters already classified
and fully accounted for is going out of favour.
This change of attitude was empliasized not long
since by the action of the medical faculty of the
lady doctor, Jeanne Bon,
University of Lj'ons.
piesented a Thise sur r/ue/qtics gudrisons de Lourdes
This LIniversity thesis was ofticially
(Paris, 1912).
approved, and certain of the professors superintended its composition. It was only at the last
moment tliat the jury took fright and found a pretext for conferring the doctorate upon the candidate in virtue of some difl'erent title. 'J'he author
in her thesis maintains that genuine cases of
tuberculosis, in which laboratory experiment has
established the factthatpsendo-tuberculous hysteria
was not in question, have been spontaneously
cured at Lourdes, and that these cures are effected
under conditions of extreme rapidity which consjricuously mark them off from other sjiontaneous
cures of consumption as generally observed.
Finally, it should be noticed that, in contrast to
the cures of Christian Science and many other
faith-he.aling organizations, the fullest medical
Medical
investigation is welcomed at Lourdes.
men of all creeds are invited to attend at the
Bureau des Constatations, to which a permanent
medical stafl' is attaehed, and every facility for
observation is aflorded to all scientific inquirers.
Patients who believe themselves to have been
miraculously healed or benefited are urged to bring
their medical certificates and to attend personally
at the Bureau that the case may be properly investigated, and ellorts are also made to induce
them to return after an interval of a year or more
to afiord the staff of the Bureau an opportunity of
inquiring into the permanence of the cure.
LiTBRATiiRE.— Mam' of the earlier books on Lourdes, notably

A

that of H. Lasseire, Xolir-I->nnu-dc-Luuittcs, Paris, 1868,
which has been translated into many languages and of which
numerous editions have been uubliahed, are lacking in accuracy
or in the medical knowledge desirable in the treatment of such
a suhieot. The best general work is undoubtedly that of G.
Beitrin, Histoire critique des ^v^tieyn^jtts de Lmerdes, 87th
thc.usand, Paris, 191'.; (the Eiig. Ir., Lourdes: A Uistiirn of Us
Alipiuiliunsand Cures, London, 1908. is unfortunately inoom.
of the docunientsprinted in the Appendixes).
pleti-, lacking most
Other valuable works are F. de Grandmaison, Vingt (Iw'risuns tl Lourdes dif^cutt'esmMicaktnent, Paris, 1912 A. Vourch,
de Lourdes ct la foi qui guirit ;
Qti.'lijues Cas de gurrisnns
nude viMicaU'i, do. 1913 A. Gemelll, La LoUa contra
che rispomiono gli Amenari di
Ct*
1912,
Lmirdes, Florence,
:

;

;
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Lourdes, do. 1912 Dr. Boissarie, Loitrdes: histoirc medicalc,
Paria, 1891, L'iEuvre de Lourdes, do. 1908, Lti' grarldes Guerisons de Lourdes^ do. 1901-13
J. Jbrgensen, Lourdes, Enp.
R. H. Benson, Lourdes, do. 1914
tr., London, 1914
J. P.
Baustert, Lourdes und die Ge<jner vor dem Forum der
A. Casteleio, Le SttrWisseiischaft, Rindschleiden, 1913
iiaturel dUTls les apparitions et dans les giit^risons de Lourdes,
An interesting^ early account of Lourdes in English
Paris, 1911.
may be found in D. S. Lawlor, f'il'jrimages in the Pi/renees
;

;

;

;

;

and the Landes, London, 1870, pp. 296-148.
With regard to Bernadette Soubirous and the early history
of the shnne see esp. L.J. M. Cros, Notre-Davie de Lourdes,
Paris, 1901 (a summary of the historical portion of this work
be found in The Month, Sept. 1910)
J. B. Estrade, Les
Dr. Dozous, La Grotte
Apparitimis de Lourdes, Tours, 1S99
de Lourdes, safvntaine, ses (jxUrisons, Paris, 1885 S. Carrere,
Eistoire de Notre-Dame de Lourdes, do. 1912 M. Reynfes
Monlaur, La Vision de Bernadette, do. 1914. Two valuable
articles by F. de Grandmaison, defending Bernadette on
medical grounds from the charge of hysteria and hallucination,

may

;

;

;

;
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may be found in the Revue pratique d'apologetique, xvL [1913].
There is also a large number of books and articles which discuss
the phenomena of Lourdes in a critical or hostile spirit, among
H.
others, J. Rouby, La IVn't^ sur Lourdes, Paris, 1911
Baraduc, La Force curatrioe d Loitrdes et la psychoiogie du
miracle, do. 1907^; J. Bonjour, 'Lea Gu^risons miraculeuses,'
in Revue de psychotMrapic, June and July 1913 a discussion
of the whole question of faith-healing by several English
physicians and surgeons in Bril. iffd. Journal, June 18th, 1910
an art. by F. W. Myers and his brother A. T. Myers in the
Proceedings of the Society for Psychical Research, ix. [1894];
and a similar discussion by M. Mangin, Les Ou^risons de
;

;

;

*

Lourdes,' in Annales des Sciences Psychiques, xvii. [1902] 816Two periodicals, the Annates de Lourdes Sind the Journal
de la Grotte, provide information regarding the reputed
miracles and other incidents occurring during the pilgrimage
to the shrine. A bibliography of earlier books on Lourdes will
be found in L. Clugnet, Bibliographic du culte local de la
Viergs Marie (France, Province d'Auch), pt. iii., Paris, 1903.
866.

Herbert Thurston.
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— I.ove, as a Ethical).—
complex psychical
I.

'

'

'

'

A

A

'an organized system of emotions and desires.''
When, as in the life of the lower animals, emotional
impulses are independently active, they may still
a dog summoned
exercise some mutual restraint
from the pursuit of a cat by his master's whistle
no longer feels the pure joy of the chase, for the
fear of his master's displeasure tends to neutralize
the joy. But such restraint is external and contingent it does not suggest self-restraint. Where,
however, the various emotions of the soul have
found an object on which they can concentrate
:

:

their desire or their .aversion, or have become
devoted to an idea about which they cluster and
develop, a system of self-restraint grows up within
the emotions.
'

In every pasyion there is a system of self-control regulating
more or less efficiently the intensity and behaviour of its
emotions. ^
'

A

mother loves her child. She may tend to be
jealous if an aunt or a nurse wins too much the
her love for the child is
genuine, she is grateful for the kindness shown to
the child, and the jealousy is inwardly controlled.
Or she may yearn to shield him from every danger,
but will surrender him despite her fears to the
child's attection.

But,

if

Here emotions
inevitable perils of hardy growth.
of solicitude, fear, and selfless surrender, like those
of jealousy and giatitude on the former supposition, all feel the dominance of the steady, disin*

See art. M. Ribot's Theory of the Passions,' in Mind,
Mr., xvi. [1907] 489.
1

> lb. 488.

A

new

passion

p. 176.

(L. B. Paton), p. 180.

terested love, and, as they feel
harmony with one another.

'

experience, may be classed as a sentiment or
'passion,' the term 'passion' being here understood not as an explosive emotional outburst, but
Whether we
as a deep and steadfast enthusiasm.
prefer to call love a sentiment or a passion will
depend on the point of view from which we regard
it.
Sentiment and passion stand alike for
stable and complex organizations of the emotional
life, but, whereas the term 'sentiment' implies a
higher intellectual development and greater refinement and subtlety of emotional feeling, the characteristic feature of a passion as distinct from a sentiment is its forcefulness.
passion is an emotional
complex of a predominantly forceful kind.
passion has been defined by A. F. Shand as
'

p. 173.

Muhammadan (R. A. NICHOLSON),
Roman (J. B. Carper), p. 178.

p. 164.

Strahan),

Semitic and Egyptian.'
and A. C. Pearson), p. 168.

Semitic and Egyptian

psychology of

(J.

164.

Egyptian. — See
p.

Crawley),
Crawley),

American

(W. R. Boyce

Ethical

it,

tend to pass into

not only organized emotion

is

it is

;

also organized desire.
For our emotions have their
instinctive impul.ses, and these, when checked,
tend to rise into conscious desires, into conative
tendencies often urging in conflicting directions.
Now it is of the very nature of a steadfast passion
such as love to allow these desires and emotions
place only as forms and expressions of itself ; hence
we find operative within the system a constant
transforming influence. The emotions lose their
primitive explosiveness and violence, for these dis-

integrating tendencies are incompatible with the
centralizing, integrating work of the passion itself.
As the spirit of this dominant passion circulates
through all its members, exclusivenesses fall away,
suspicion turns to interest, fear to respect, anger
into the championship of just causes.
The very
form of the passion changes its character as the
passion assumes mastery over the life. At first a
concentrated persistency, as though set on an idie
fixe, it relaxes and ditferentiates itself as the
various emotions and desires become adjusted to

needs and demands, and become vehicles for its
expression. The power of mere persistency passes
It is then a
into that of organized effectiveness.
stable power, with its roots deep sunk in the vital
and
it
has
afl'ections
acquired the genuine
impulses
its

;

which comes from organization and

stability
control.

self-

As an organizing agency a passion will be
functional at each point of its system, expressing
itself as circumstance requires, now through this
emotion or desire, now through that.
'

In the love of
desire in absence
in

;

an object, there is pleasure in presence and
hope or despondency in anticipation fear

the expectation of

;

its loss,

injury, or destruction

;

surprise or

astonishment in its unexpected changes anger when the course
elation when we
of our interest is opposed or frustrated
triumph over obstacles satisfaction or disappointment in attainin
or
destruction
of the
the
our
desire
loss,
injury,
regret
ing
object joy in its restoration or improvement, and admiration
;

:

;

;

;

for its superior quality or excellence.'

From the foregoing it
we speak of the pa-ssion

i

will be clear that,
of love, we have in

when
mind

something very different from any mere passionate
emotion. We have in mind a system of organized
1

Art.

'

(18961 217

Character and the Emotions,* in Mind, new
1.

ser., v.
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emotions and desires which, by very reason of its
whicli
systematic character and the principle

sorrow and their respective impulses.

unifies it, i^i stulile, reguhilive, inclusive,
instinct with a profuun<l ratitinaliU'.

master-passion.

inclusive piission and, iu this

and

;

is

'

somewliat dilierently, but with similar purport, as
the goal of thought and the st.artin^-point of
It is essentially the self-confidence that
action.
comes from having reached beyond doubt, and in

'

may

It

settled habits or rules of action,
one is ready to meet the conthis
tingencies of life in any direction. At root
view identifies belief with the .sense of power,
tlie

And

the condition for this is that this
expansive emotion, whose primitive bias is to go
out of itself, shall fasten round some object and
it an intrinsic vahie, a value for its own sake.
fiveliave a joy in anything for its own sake is the
primary essential for the development of lovo.
Indeed it is this valuation of the object for its own
sake, so essential to joy as to love, that is tlie
mark distinguishing joy from pleasure. I am
pleased with an object when it gratifies some

reality is ourselves.

two emotions joy is dominant, sorrow 'recessive.'
For sorrow is ever a search for a lost joy, whereas
is not a search for a lost sorrow.
Moreover,
were it not for the joy in retrospect and prospect
which is operative in and through sorrow, sorrow
would have a contracting and depressing influence

joy

over life.
Love, then, is more than its dominant emotion,
more than any mere synthesis of joy and
joy
;

156.

La

ci't.

p. 4(>5

f.

rnychoU)gie dea id^es-forccR, Paris, 1S93,

if we turn from belief so understood to
and ask what the passion of love has to tell
us about reality, we find that for love the supremely

Now,

We

Shand, op.

tiiat

;

The
co-operative and interpenetrative emotions.
joy of presence is followed by the sorrow of absence,
and this sorrow at absence, pos.sessing the imagination, has a selective and idealizing influence.
remember and dwell on those asjiects of the object
that tend to endear it and make it appear still
more worthy of our joy and devotion, so that,
when the object is restored, our jojf in it is dee|iencil
and strengthened by these new in.sights won through
sorrow. Thus sorrow and joy co-operate in the
strengthening of the jiassion of love. Hut of the

A. FouU16e,

up

i

object, but to surrender itself to it and rest freely
iu it as in something of intrinsic value and promise.
To have joy in an object is to respect its indiThis is implied in the very idea of
viduality.
delighting in it for its own sake. To have joy in
what is real is to subordinate individual opinion
wholeheartedly to the truth of the matter ; to have
joy in what is beautiful is to trust to the inspiration of heautj' and not to the contrivance of artifice.
The interests of the object dictate at each step the
line of advance.
And yet, essential as joy is to the development
of love, it is not the whole of love, for love includes
not only joy, but sorrow, and it includes these as

9

assurance

power being here conceived as the reality with
which our life is invested when doubt passes over
To have a sense of power is to believe
into belief.
in ones self, t be ready to set one's own personal
mark on whatever one touches in a word, to hold,
in James's phrase, that the fons ct origo of all

It
interest of mine or some instinctive impulse.
gives me pleasure because it fulfils my need. It is
a pleasure in relation to my sensibility or to my
And we speak correctly of the pleasures
activity.
But joy is not selfof sense and of movement.
No doubt there is pleasure
centred like pleasure.
in it, for all our emotions are toned by pleasure or
such pleasure is but the pleasure of the
pain, but
There is also a self-enlargement in joy, but
joy.
The joy itself attaches
this is not of its es.sence.
not to the subject but to the object, and to have
joy in an object is to value it for its own sake.
Joy is thus an active disinterestedness, and its
instinctive impulse is not only to maintain its

r Of. A. F.

place built

its

become the fundamental expression

also

—

Peirce, in his
reality, belief the sense of truth.
'
Illustrations of the Logic of Science
[Popular
defines
belief
'289
xii.
Science Monthly,
f.),
[1877],

In joy the features dilate, the eye-brows are arched, the
countenance open.s out, the voice is lender and fuller, the
fresture more ample and vivacious. The heart and lungs dilate,
and the brain works more easily and more rapidly. There is
increase of mental animation and of sympathetic fcelincr and
In a word the ex]iression
iroodwill in all that is said and done.
of joy is the expression of liberty and therefore of liberality.'-

of love.

the

;

if
If there is this, the rest will follow
not this, love is doomed from the outset.
The emotion of joy is characteristically sponIts very expression
taneous, expansive, vital.
bears witness to this.

there

It is

sense, the

LoKC and belief. lielicf, following W. James's
famous definition, is the sense of reality or, if we
wish to distinguish belief from faith, the intellectual from the intuitional aspects of spiritual sensifaith is the sense of
bility, we might say that

For the normal development of love the fundamental condition is that there shall he joy in the
object.'

supreme

1.

love,

real thing is not itself, but its object.
Clearly, if
belief and love are to meet harmoniously, the sense
of the reality and significance of self so essential
to the belief that means power must be identical
with that sense of the reality and supreme worth
Our joy
of its object which is so essential to love.
in the object must he one with our belief in

ourselves.

This requirement leaves us with the question
the nature of that object be which we
can intimately identify with our own selves ? It
must be at least personal, or we could not identify
ourselves with it.
Moreover, the view that we
take of the nature of our own personality must be
of such a kind that we can conceive it as identified with this personal object without being lost or
absorbed in it. If the self is lost in its object, the
sense of power, the belief, will also go, and there
w ill be no reconciliation of belief and love. Thus,
if belief is to be love's belief, if faith is to be love's
faith, the object of love must be such that communion with it heightens our sense of personality
and makes us more truly ourselves than we were
:

What must

before.
I5ut, it may be objected, when I really^ love anything, is it not one of the most satisfying features
of this experience that I get away from myself?
How can I surrender myself to the call of the great
starry spaces of ether or of s])irit and yet continue
to be impressed with the importance of my own

individuality

?

The question goes

to

the root of all ethical

compels us to recognize that there is
something which we currently call our individuto subsist in the
ality, which is yet too weak
in the universe
l)resence of what is really sublime
and in history. This individuality, which grapples
itself to a finite body an<l shrinks from all the
great things, from tlie infinite, from sacrifice and
from deatli, how is it jiossible to conceive any
organized sentiment or passion fullilliug itself
within the limits of such being as this? Sooner or
later it must strike its roots home into deeper
jiersonal ground.
Only a self which has these roots
of the infinite about its heart can ever ask the
science of self
([ucstion out of whiih the true
inquiry.

It

t)nly in this infinite self can the will to
love and the will to jiower prove no longer tendencies that arc mutually destructive.

emerges.

LOVE

(Psychological and Ethical)

— We

liave spoken of love
2. The ethics of love.
have spoken of it
as a seutiment or jiasision.
also as a power.
might go one step further
back and speak of it as an iiistiuctivo power or an
instinct, a.s a deep-rooted conative tendenc}' shaped
and determined in connexion with the su]jreme end
of the preservation of life, i.e. of natural or spiritual existence whether in the individual or in the

We

We

There

indeed good ground for claiming
we do not forget the
fundamentally conative character of all instinctive
behaviour, or insist that instinct shall from the
outset have at its disposal some mechanism through
which it operates. There is no such mechanism in
the passion for the ideal, and j-et this passion has
the originality and fundamental force of an
But this is not the place to attempt a
instinct.
systematic vindication of the independence of the
It will be enough it we assume as
spiritual life.
the fundamental postulate of ethical science that
the life animated by the ideals of truth, beautj',
and right is not a mere derivative from the natural
life of the body, but, as a <fivTdv ovk lyyeiof dXV
race.

is

love as an instinct, provided

{Sviia.ij.is)

—

and special excellence

{apfrri)

which

enable us to live the best life. Now the question
What is \ irlue ? received in the ancient world a
great variety of answers but of these, tlirce stand
out as of conspicuous interest and importance.
Taken together they show a progressive deepening
of the conception of virtue, so that the last of the
three answers, psoperly interpreted, is not onlj' the
maturest, hut also the most inclusive answer of the
three.
Of these three solutions— (1) Virtue is
knowledge (Socrates), (2) Virtue is the habit of
right willing (Aristotle), (3) Virtue is love (the
solution of Christian ethics) the second supersedes and includes the first, and the third superWith Aristotle
sedes and includes the second.
virtue is primarily a matter of habit and not of
mere rational insight none the less the habit of
right choosing, in which virtue essentially consists,
is guided by the practical reason
for to choose
rightly is in all things to choose the mean, and
the practical reason alone can show where the
mean lies. Thus with Aristotle we reach a more
inclusive conception of virtue than that given by
Tlie Aristotelian conception is a subSocrates.
stitute for the Socratic only in the sense that it
is a deepening or transcending of it.
The Socratic
reason is taken up into the Aristotelian M-ill
and made to function in its service. Similarly the
detinition Virtue is love does not supersede the
'

;

—

;

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

Ari.stotelian detinition.
It simply deepens, and by
so doing develops and reorganizes it.
To do justice
to the value of habit we must look deeper than the
habit.
Moral habits grow from their instinctive

foundations, not automatically, but through the
enthusiasm which we put into the task of their
formation. Hence, when we say Virtue is love,'
we are far indeed from denying that it involves
habits of right willing.
Vi'e simply emphasize the
motive power which is at the root of the formation
of all habits of right willing.
If enthusiasm for
what is good fails to express itself in decisions and
it is no more than the
habits, it is no virtue
'

;

capacity for virtue.

But

it

is

especial!}' in relation
1
.
Tinueus, 90 A.

to the

*

'

—

'

;

that of fear, it makes the object loved the object
whose hurt is feared. It regenerates the selfregarding sentiments, transferring their aftection
from the atomic, private ego to tlie personal and
inclusive self the competition of others, directed
as it is against the merely individual self, is no
longer felt as an injustice to one's true jiersonality
and therefore excites neither envy nor ill-will.
There is no remedy but love,' writes Goethe, against great
superiorities of others.'

stincts of its own, instmcts of spiritual self-preservation, instinctive passions for the ideal and the
heroic, and that the instinctive pas.aion ^lac cxrellence is love.
When love is conceived in this
Virtue is love.
ultimate way as the creative power of a new life,
it is legitimate to look upon it as the supreme
virtue.
By virtue we understand the spc<ial

power

emotions and impulses, to whatever stirs this
mortal frame,' that love stands out as the great
transforming and inclusive agency, and therefore
as the ultimate virtue of the spiritual life, of the
life which aims at a univer.sal or common good.
Working through the emotion of anger, it is the
root of moral indignation and of justice ' through

;

a heavenly
ovpiviov, in Plato's memorable phrase'
and not an earthly plant has independent in-

—

163
'

varied

-

Nor can the inclusiveness of true love tolerate
the exclusive passion of jealousy. Moreover, with
the complete passing of exclusiveness not only
jealousy, but pride al.«o, is transh^'ured, for love is
nut truly inclusive until it shows itself as ready to
to rebe grateful as it is to be generous, as
ready
Love again is inseparable from
ceive as to give.
reverence, and as such is the great security of true
personal dignity. The negative element is never
absent from love's sense of its own freedom. Inclusiveness does not mean loss of distinction
between self and not-self. Intimacy with a friend
through love means increased respect for his or her
There is thus in all love an element
personality.
of reverence which guarantees that as intimacy
grows so also does the value set upon personality.
Again, we reverence the object of our love because
we have a joy in it for its own sake, as an end in
itself, and this joy is rooted in our sense of its
reality, and most intimately associated also with
the sense of our own realit}'. Belief or faith, an
emotional belief in the intrinsic value of its object,
therefore essential to love, for faith is just this
personal reality.' Once again— and this
a central point love is the source and also the

is

.sense of
is

—

'

very substance of moral volition. For by will
we mean the whole personality as active in delibera'

And, when
tion, decision, and resolute conduct.
the whole personality is volitionally active in this
broader sen.-e of the term, and this activity is
motived by the idea of a common good, then we
seem justihed in affirming that the power which
vitalizes such activity, and the moral excellence
which characterizes it in a word, its virtue is
love.
Finally, love is essential to knowledge, so
that, if virtue is knowledge, it is for that very
reason, and still more fimdamentally, love. Love,
at the root of our thinking, inspires the tendency
to abandon ourselves to our object and identify
ourselves with it. This has the effect of facilitating concentration and whole-hearted interest the
power of cleaving to a problem through thick and
thin comes with the devotion of love.
The best
reason is love's reason, the reason born of sympa-

—

—

;

thetic insight.
general principle of moral knowledge,' and
Sympathy is the
*
is that
it furnishes the most reliable and efticacious
intellectual standpoint.'
'Quickened sjnipathy means liberOr,
ality of intelligence and enlightened understanding.'''
again, 'genuine moral knowledge involves the affection and the
resolute will as well as the intelligence. We cannot know the
varied elements of value in the lives of others and in the possi'

the reason

-i

1

Cf.

An

W. McDougall,

Introduction to Social Psychology^

p. 73.
-

Quoted bv Hegel

The Logic of

the Encyclopathu
see
W. Wallace's tr., Oxford, I'f p.'256.
s Cf. W.
James, Principles of Psychology, London, 1S91, ch.
in

;

I'.

also J. R. Seelev, Fxcc Homo, do. 1SG5, ch. vi.
1909, p. S35 ; cf.
Dewey and J. H. Tufts, Ethics, Lomlon,
*
also G. Stanley Hall, Adolescence, ii. 136 : Even knowledge at
Interest is intellectual love, and one
its best is a form of love.
of the best tests of education is the number, intensity, and dis.
Even philosophy is not the possestribution of interests.
sion, but the love and wooing of wisdom.'
.xxi. ;
• J.

.

s

Dewey-Tufts, p. 3S9.

.
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bullies of our own, save as our nfTcrtions are stronj^.
Every
narrowinp o[ love, every encroachment of egoism, means just
60 much blindness to the good.'^

So Plato, as wo sec in tlie Republic, connects the
philosophical elcniout in human nature vfiy intimately with that which 'make* him fond of wh.it

he understands, and again makes him want to
the
understand what he is attracted to,' for
understanding and the attraction go together.''
Indeed the very word pliilosophy im)>lies this.
But there is still one question to be faced if the
inclusivcness of love as a virtue is not to be misconceived. There is such a thing as love's hate,
for the lover of good is the hater of evil.^ Hence,
so long as evil actually e.xists, love must exclude it
with all the force of its being. Now, in order that
evil may actually exist, it must graft itself on to
For evil is a source of disintegration,
the gooil.
and nothing can be wholly evil without being
wholly disintegrated. Plato points out, in the
first book of the liepiiblic, that it is only in virtue
of there being honour among tliicves that the gang
can subsist at all. Evil, in fact, can subsist in
actuality only in virtue of the good which it
Hence, if love, through
possesses and enslaves.
successive redemptions of all the elements of good
contained in things evil, becomes inclusive of all
good, evil as an actuality must cease to be. We
cannot, indeed, think of it as annihilated, but we
can conceive it as depressed to an infra-actual level
of reality.
At best it could survive as a real possibUit3' of evil, real, that is, in relation to the will.
As an actuality it would have vanished from the
world. "Then, and not till then, will love be in'

'

'

clusive of evil as of all else.

For, though love

cannot include actual evil, it must include at all
times the possibility of evil, .seeing that the possibility of evil is implied in the possibility of good,
and "all moral choice is ultimately a choice between
Hence, when evil
possible evil and possible good.
shall have been reduced to the status of a real
possibilitj', it will cease to lie outside love.
will then be all-inclusive.

Love

LiTRRATCRK.— A. F. Shand, Character and the Emotions,'
Mind, new eer., v. [London, 1896], M. Eibot's Theory of the
*

'

'

Passions, it. new 8er.,xvi. [1907], JVit'/'uiaiifati'on8o/CAarac(er,
do. 1914, nnd in G. F. Stout, Groundxcork o/ Psycholoiiy, London
and New Yorli, 1903, ch. xvi. ' The Sources of Tender Emotion ;
W. McDongall, An Introduction to Social Psychologo, London,
1908 G. Stanley Hall, AiuUscence, 2 vols.. New Vork, 1904 ;
R. Boyce Gibson, GoJ with us, London, 1909, ch. viii.
For a more general tre.itment of the problem of love see F.
,

'

;

W.

M. Cornford, Olympi.in and Mystic Doctrines of Eros,' in
From Rrli'tion to rhU.u!,r'iihii, I/mdon, 1912 Plato, Symposium
*

;

;

and Short Treatin''. bk. ii. ch. v. H. Jones,
Browning 09 a Philoiophicat and iielifiiou.i Tracher^, GlasKOW,

Spinoza, Kthics,

;

also R. L. Nettleship, in Philosophicol
1896,
Bemaine', liOndon, 1901, pp. 37, 81, 85, 91 f. ; for some livinj;
remarlts on the nicaninp of love, F. von Hiigel, The Mysticai
Etfment oj liduiion, London and New York, 1908. Index, fc'.r. ;
Rabindranath Tagore, Sddhund : The Realisation of Life,
London, 1913. On the problem of the relation of love to sufferch.

vi.

Cf.

Hogg, Kanna and li>'demption, Madras and
Colombo, 19U9, and also J. P. S. R. Gibson, art. Karma and
the Problem of Unmerited Suffering,' in Church Missionary
See also the standard works on
Revifw, Ixiv. [1913J 637.
On the problem of sexual ethics see G.
Christian ethics.
Stanley Hall, Adolescence, and F. W. Forster, Marriage and
the Sex Problem, tr. Meyrick Booth, London, 1913. On the application of love OS an educational principle see F. W. Forster,
Jugendtehrc, Zurich, 1904, and Schule und Charakter, do. 190S.
ing gee A. G.
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BovcE Gibson.

The passion or emotion of
(Primitive).
love is as ditlicult to define as life itself, and probably for the same reasons. The following statements are useful
Simple el primitit coninie toutes le« forces colossalss, I'amour
parait pourtant form6 des d'ldments de toutes les passions
humaine^.'-* Again, in ita 'fully develo^K-d form the passion
which uniteH the sexes is perhaps the most compound of all
human feelings. Mr. Spencer thus sums up the masterly
:

'

"

analysis he has given of it :— Round the physical feeling forming the nucleus of the \\-hole, are gathered the feeliii;;(* produced
hy personal beauty, that constituting simple atla<linient, those
of reverence, of love, of approbation, of self-esteeiu. nf property,
of love of freedom, of sympathy.
These, all greatly exalted,
and severally tending to rellect their excitenienta on one
another, unite to form the mental state we call love."'*

iMantegazza, speaking of it as a colossal force, and
Spencer, in his reference to exaltation, rightly
emphasize the most remarkable characteristic of
This is the temporary raising of the
sexiuil love.
individual to a higher power, the intensifying of
woman of the people said
all his capacities.
Nietzsche
Wlien I am not in love, I am nothing.
has eloquently described this result
One seems to oneself transfigured, stronger, richer, more
complete one ix more complete. ... It is not merely that it

A

:

'

:

'

;

changes the feeling of values ' the lover w worth more.'
di\ine madness ; he was
F'or Plato love was a
thinking of its automatism, its sweeping away of
reason and even consciou.sness. It was perhaps
this aspect th.vt led Schopenhauer and others to
condemn it as an illusion. But love is only a
delusion in so far as the whole of life is a delusion,
and if we accept the fact of life, it is unphilosojihical to'relnse to accept the fact of love.'^ Ellis
;

'

'

deliues love in the sexual sense 'as 'a synthesis
of sexual emotion (in the primitive and uncoloured
sense) and friendshi]i.'* It is a minimum delinition.
There is no doubt that the various forms of love
'

—

.sexual, parental, fraternal,

1

Dewey-Tults,

p. 423.

R. L. Nettleship, Lecturet on the Republic of Plato, London,
1S97, p. 157 f.
s i.e. moral evU, or sin, not suffering, sorrow, or pain.
< P.
Uantega^ra, Phpriologie du piaisir, Paris, 18S6, p. 243.

and social— are

kindred emotions. Their relative intensity decreases from the sexual to the social, but, as this
decreases, extension increases, and more and more
It is unnecessary to
jiersons may be embraced.
do more than mention the sociological truth that
in all its forms love plays a part in society only
less important than that of the instinct to live.
It brings together the primal elements of the
family, it keeps the family together, and it unites
in a certain fellow-feeling all members of a race or
nation.
I.
Sexual iOl'i'.— Especially in its sexual
grade, love has certainly during the progress of
civilization become not only more lelined and complex but more intense.' This is shown by a comNot only is the
parison with modern savages.
ia
impul.-^e weak, but the physical development
inferior, and consequently the difficulty of obtaining sexual erethism is gieat.' A social result of
this last condition is the orgy, a method of periodic
artificial excitement (see below).
Jealousy is frequently absent, among the Central .-Vustralians to

a remarkable degree.

natives with whom we have come
the feeling of sexual jealousy is not developed to
extent to which it would appear to be in
other savage tribes.'?
however, seems to have little or no

*

Amongst the Australian

in contact,

anythioi; like the

many
Jealousy,
connexion with sympathetic love, but to be entirely
concerned with animal instinct and the sense of
as
property, and many savages show jealousy to
remarkable a degree as the Central Australians
show its absence.
The quc.'ition remains, and it is important for the
study of the origin of the family, whether primitive
love was merely organic desire. A priori it is
conceivable that the family could have been established, monogamy made the type of marriage, and
E.

1

Westermarck,

MI

ii.

19'.i,

quoting Spcn.-tr, Principles of

Psyeholugit, i. 488.» F. Nietzsche, /vr Wille zur Macht, Ijeipzii, 1911, ill. 235.
The Tii-uro-muscular effects in man are cunously paralleled in
animals not only by inttnsilled activity, but by morphological
it produces new weapons, pigmenU. colours
"'

developments
new rhvthms, anew seductive music '(Havelock
and forms,
Ellis Sex in Relation 'to Society [Studies in the Psychology of
;

.

.

.

Sex, 6 vols., Philadelphia, 1897-1010, vol.
» Ellis, p. 139.

'-

filial,

» Ellis

Anuluni-s uf the Sexual

4/fc.

vi.). p. 179).

p.isa.

Impulse

m

_

Alan (Studies tn

Westermarck, History
the Psycholooii vi Six, vol. iii.), p. 2'iOf.
Marria/je», London, 1901, p. 646.
of
» Ellis, Sexual ImpiUu, pp. 211, 209.
;

Human

7

Spencer-Oillen*, p. 99 f.
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more or

less permanent unions lixetl in social habit,
merely by the operation of animal instincts.

Similar results of the same causes are sufiicient in
the case of the animal world to preserve the race
and render it efficient.
The accounts a\ailable vary from pessimistic
denial of anything but reproducti\'e impulse to fulof refined and romantic emotion.
The contrast illustrates the diflicultj' of penetrating
to the psychical processes or even the social feelings
of the lower races.
The Australian bride is generally dragged from

some predication

home
'

love

man to whom she is allotted. But
may come after marriage from kind treat-

to the
'

It is pointed out that 'love' must be
assumed in Australian marriages by elopement,
which was a recognized form of man'iage.The Papuan language possesses no word for
'love.'' The Hos have no word for it; but 'they

ment.'

same.'^ The Paharias are said to
form 'romantic' attachments."

feel it all the

An

observer rem.irks even of the Arabs that the passion of
indeed, much talked of bj" the inhabitants of towns
but I doubt whether anything is meant by them more than the
grossest animal desire.'
love

'

is,

;

tJ

This statement is probably too sweeping, as also
is the statement tliat the Bible contains no reference
to romantic love.' Love-songs are rare among the
lower races,* probably a mere result of the imperfect
development of literature. But Polynesian peoples
are adept at love-poetry,' which may be regarded
as proving some degree of an emotional rehuement,
or rather irradiation, of the passion of love. At
the other extreme, physical contact, it lias been
remarked that kissing and earessini; are rare
'"

savages, except towards young children.
Yet among the Eskimo 'young couples are frefjut-ntly seen

among

rubbing noses, their favourite mark of affection, with an

air of

tenderBess.'ii

Suicide,

w hich

races, is often

is fairly freijuent

among

the lower

prompted by unrequited passion.

'-

But there are m^ny trivial reasons for suicide
which indicate merely a rudimentary development
of character, and special conditions of social structure must also be considered.
It may be regarded
as a general rule that love, of any degree or character, is not an essential basis of marriage. Among
the majority of early tribes marriage is a matter
of arrangement ; spouses are allotted by the reIn many cases such
latives, often in infancy.
'
betrothed couples are prohibited from all association until marriage takes place.
That love, however, may be a basis of permanent marriage is
another matter. It is probably as essential as the
'

needs of the oli'spring. Marriage by arrangement
and the marriage of convenience were often contracted among the Greeks and Romans. Thej'
were frequent in media>val Europe, and occur in
'

'

modern

civUization.

But

certain that social

it is

developments during the last century have involved
a general adoption of the principle that marriage
should be based on previous mutual attachment.
In the majority of early societies the two sexes
are

separated, at least after puberty.
Such a condition precludes much sympathy bestrictly

tween youths and maidens when marriage

is

to be

'

R. Brough Smyth, Aliorigines of Victoria, London, 1S78, i.
p. xxiv.
2 B.
JIalinowski, The Family amonri the AztstraUaii Ahorigiiies, Loudon, 1913, p. S;:.
5 C. W.
Abel, Savage Lijt in New (htinea, London, 1902, p. 42.
* E. T.
Dalton, beacriptive Ethnology of Bengal, Calcutta,
1872, p. 206.
» lb.
p. 273.

B
Westermarck, Bum. Marr.-, p. 360.
"The statement is that of H. T. Finck, Romantic Love aiid
Personal Beauty, Jjondon, 18S7, p. 110.
\Ve3t«rmarck, lixi'in. Marr.^, p. 357 Ellis, Sexual Imviuse,
**

;

p.212.
" G.
Turner, Samoa, London, 1S84, p. 98
740«.
'"

"

"

Ellis, loc. cit.,

:

Bee also i'/i'K

quoting authorities.
O. F. Lyon, Voiiaae of Diaconery, London, 1824, p. 363.
WMtermarck, Sum. Marr.s, pp. 8S8, 602.
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vii.

undertaken. This segregation sometimes extends
in other words, there is a de\ elopto married life
ment of sex-clannishncss, due either to natural
inclination or to a certain subjection of women.
Hence it is not surprising that among peoples like
those of Eastern Africa it is regarded as disgraceful in a wife to show affection for her husband.'
Among most rude peoples the man treats the
woman with more or less roughness. This is to
some extent the case in barbarism and among the
lower classes of civilized society. ^ The ancient
Greeks, Chinese, Hindus, and Muslims represent
that stage of culture in which woman is a slave,
a prisoner, or both. Notions of female inferioritj'
combine with a sense of property and of pro;

prietary jealousy, and polygamy in

a contributory

The

some

cases

is

factor.

conditions indicated above show that love

in 'primitive' society had little chance of development except in and after marriage. ' Love comes
'
after marriage is a proverb used by Plutarch and

by the Eskimo savage it is common all over the
world.
What is termed romantic love is rare,
;

'

'

even in the highest societies, when the married
state has been established for some time. Conjugal
love is more allection than passion, and affection
depends on intellectual and moral sympathy community of interests, haLiitu:il association, and
mutual care of chUdren contribute to the complete
character of the emotion. These factors also are
sufficient to juoduce permanence in marriage and
to bind the family together.
It is therefore un;

necessar}' to call in the aid of teleology in general,
or natural selection in particular, to explain the
Nor is it possible to argue
origin of the family.
that
lo^'e has played little or no part in the
institution of the family'^ (see below, § i).
The
cannibal Niam-niam are said by a good oljserver
to show an affection for their wives which is 'unparalleled,'* and similar statements have been
'

made

of manj' savage peoples."
It is a justifiable conclusion that conjugal love
was real, though elementary.
Combined with

was still genuine
based on sympathy as well as on the

occasional rough treatment, it
affection,

sexual impulse.^ Similarly, of primitive love in
general it may be concluded that it possessed the
same elements, in a less developed state and capacity, as modern love in its best manifestations.
need not accept either the frequent denials of
any form of love or the attribution of chivalrous

We

'

love to

'

Bushmen and Congo

savages.' Lastly, in
estimating the evidence of observers, it must be
that
their
remembered
diagnoses of love are not
based on one invariable scientific definition of the

emotion.
I.

Development of conjugallove.

— The extension

of the «lenientary sexual impulse into conjugal
affection with its complex associations should be

regarded

as,

sociologically,

the most important

of love.
This
emotion seems to have developed sufficiently in
primitive society to assist in breaking down collective methods of mating, which apparently (as in
Central Australia) were often liable to be induced
by the hard conditions of savage life. The hypothesis is frequently jjut forwanl that the family

feature

in

the

natural

history

and social organization are essentiallj' antagonistic.
But the paciUc way in which they work together
in existing races, both civilized and barbarous, and
1

W. Mun2inger, Ostafrikanisehe Studieu, Schaffhausen,

1864,

p. 32a.

-J. Dawson, Australian Aborigines, Melbourne, 18S1, p. 87;
Malinowski, p. 83 ; MI i. 607.
B As A. J. "rodd, The Primitive Family, New York, 1913,
p. 19.
> G. Schweinfurth, The Heart
of Africa, London, 1873, i. 610.
fi
Hum.
.'02.
Westermarck,
Marr.^, p.
6 See F.
JAl xiii. [KsS3] 130 ; Malinowski, p. S3.
Bonney,
' As cited
by Westermarck, Hum. MarrJ^ p. 368. See od the
whole eubject MI i. 632.
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also the f.ict that cniJe tvpi's of .-ocial ort;aniz;itiou
liavc

been

lii'ikeii

up by

tlie

family, strongly oppose

partial view.
ti> notice that a lime came 'when the
conditions of life became favourable to an expansion of the early family, when the chief obstacle to
a gregarious life scarcity of food
was overcome.' '
But before that there was a dillerent type of gregariousness, which, so far as it went, did possess
elements antagonistic to conjugal affection, at least.
It is probable that increased
security of subsistence
assisted the growth of this emotionand strengthened
lliis

It IS right

—

—

thereby t he family bonds. Westerrnarck hius argued
'

:

Where the generative power U

restricted to a certain season
seeuis to have shared witli
other uiamnLiU— it cannot be the sexual instinct that causes
the prolonpeil uiiion ot the sexes, nor can I conceive any other
egoistic motive that could account for this habit.
Considering
that the union lasts till after the birth of the oflspring and that
it is accompanied with
parental care, 1 conclude that it is for
the beneOt of the
that male and female continue to live

—a peculiarity

whicti primitive

man

yonnij
together. The lie which joins them seems, therefore, like
parental affection, to be an instinct developed through natural
selection. The tendency to (eel some altachmetit to a
being
which has been the cause of pleasure ... is undoubtedly at
the bottom of this instinct. Suuh a feeling may originally have
induced the sexes to remain imited and the male to protect the
female even after the sexual desire was ^-r;\lified and if
procuring great advantage to the species in the struggle for existence,
conjuu'al attachment would naturally have developed into a
characteristic's
specific
;

an important statement and

Tliis is

calls for

consideration.
In the first place, the assumption
that even the earliest palajolithic men were capable
only of periodic impulse is insecurely based. That
a more or less regular capacity did ultimately

some parts

ot Hungary do not think they are loied by their
until they have received the first box on the ear ;
the Italian t'amorrista a wife who is not beaten by her
Itustiand regards him as a fool.' 1
In couruhip, animal and
human alike, the male jilays the more active, the female the
more p.issive p;irt. During the season of love the males even
of the most timid animal species engage in desperate combats
with each other for the possession ot the females, and there can
be no doubt that our primeval human aucestors had, in the
same way, to fight for their wives even now this kind of courtship is far from l>eing unknown among savages. Moreover, the
male pursues and tries to capture the female, and she, after
some resistance, finally surrenders herself to him. The sexual
imjiulse of the male is thus connected with a desire to win the
female, and the sexual impulse of the female with a desire to be
pursued and won by the male. In the female sex there is couseijuently an instinctive appreciation of manly strengttl and
courage.'^

husbands

among

'

;

A connected resultof male superiority instrength,
activity, and courage is the element of ])rotection
in male love, and of trust on the side of the female.
The pugnacity observed in the males, both of
animals an'' of wild men, is one iuspcct of the
general increase of capacity eliected by passion.
The intimate psj'chology of love reveals not only
an impulse for union, but an as-sociation in the
male psjxhosis with an impulse for destruction,
and even for devouring.
Love oft«n uses the
The natiual modesty and
language of eating.
of
the
female
an
coyness
play
important part Ixjtli
in stimulating the love of the male and in re-

'La pudeur,' says Guyau, 'a civilis^
lining it.
I'amour.'' Connected with these differences is the
relative slowness of the growth of love in woman ;

proceeds by long circuiting. In men its growth
relatively rapid, and its duration generally less.
develop from a periodic is a different matter. Lo\e, again, is onh- an episode in a man's life,
Secondly, even admitting the above-mentioned whereas for a woman it is the whole of her life.'*
view, no account is taken of the phenomena of
Biologically, courtship is a stimulus of love, a
habit.
Habit is the essential factor to-day, and means of producing tumescence. Owing to the
must always have been, in the development of differences of secondary characters noted above,
conjugal affection from the primary incidence of the love of the male is expressed chiefly in acts of
the sexual emotion. And here habit is reinforced courtship, that of the female in receiving them. If
by many associations, one of which is the care of the preservation of love in a permanent union is
children.
Another, itself a strong emotion, is the analyzed, it will be found that it dejiends on a
Even more or less continuous process of courtship.
projirietary feeling, strengthened by habit.
A remarkable development of sexual love was
the rudest savage woman feels a right of
property
made by the early Christians. This was the pracin her man,' however badly he treats her. Again,
the invocation of
natural selection
when tice of close but chaste unions between the virgins
is,
^yestermarck admits and young men (see art. CH.\STITy). The poetic
analyzeil, merely rhetorical,
that the sexual impulse is ' at the bottom of con- or romantic exploitation of love to which the
custom led (as is shown by the literature) was perjugal affection and prolonged union, but he here
Ignores improved environment. Neither of these haps the only sociological result. It is possible
that this became a tradition and thus influenced
factors can, except by a metaphor, be identihed
with the agents or machinery of natural selection.' the mediaeval valuation and practice of chivalrous
For a medi;cval knight the chief object
The fact i> that improvement of conditions and love.
development of nerve and intelligence have been of life was love.' It became a formal cult, and
accompanied by au increase both in emotions and theoretically was defined as the chaste union of
in their control
the emotion of love in all its two hearts by virtue wrought.'' Dante's love for
To apidy the Beatrice is the highest type of the practice. Its
grades has been no exception.
doctrine of the survival of the fittest to such a essential condition was that the pa.ssion should be
development within the species is a misapplication hopeless and should not be consummated in
of Darwinism, or, rather, an unneces.sary extension marriage.
But, as with a similar ideal of love in
ancient Greece, so in this case, the reality was
of the doctrine.
2. Development of sexu<il love.
In order to generally immoral. The lady a.s a rule was the
estimate ariglit not only the course of development, wife of another, and adultery was frequent.
In European civilization today the factor of
but the character, of modern love in its typical
form, it is necessary to note some further elements intellectual and moral sympatiij- in love has bein particular, eom]ilementary elements— in the come more ))ronounccd with the greater freedom
love of man and woman.
Male love is active and and higher education of women.
Sympathy
dominant female love is passive and subservient.
strengthens attection, and atFection strengthens
of
In men it is possible to trace a tendency to inflict pain, or the
The
element
equal
symjiathy.
friendship in
simulacrum of pain, on the women they love it is still easier to love has been
greatly inire.iseJ, and thus, curitrace in woman a delight in experiencing pii^sicAl pain wiieu
ously, in spite of the levelling which has taken
inflicted by a lover, and an eagerness to acxept subjection to hia
will.
Such a tendency is certainly normal.' ^
place to some extent in clas^-distinctions, has made
Hence various aspects of married life and of court- love between members of dili'erent social .spheres
it

is

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

—

—

;

'

_

;

.sliip

:

'Among the Slavs of the lower class the wives feel hurt if
they are not beaten by their husbands the peasant women in

more rare.
A gentleman
*

'

'

to-day

seldom

falls

in love

nith a peasant

;

'Ml i. WT.
Sezuai Impulte, p. 68 f.
' See Ellis, Evolution
q/ UodtHy {Studies in the P$ychologit
o/Sex, vol. i.), p. 1 Stanley Hall, in AJPi ix. [1S97] 31.
JJf/ii. 44U.
9;M1. 432f.
1

1

ill

» Ih.
s

i.

il.

Ellin,

113.
Ifii, citina also llvm. MarrA, ch.
Sexual JmpuUe, p. 71.
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"

girl,

'

or an ailizan with a
lady."
are by no

of a woman
durable. "-

;

and

(.ivilisation

'

1

to a cultivated
attractions

Again,

means the only

mind youth and beauty

made female beauty more

lias

Meanwliile, the inipoitaiKe in marriage of coini.s
becoming
patibility, physical and jisychical,
more anil more reco<;iii?.e(l by tlie law.
on love.— The
3. Social hahits.— {>i) Hestrictions
majority of primitive peoples impose re.strictions
on the pliysieal gratification of love except in the
marriage relation. This tendency thus harmonizes
with the biological law that mating is tlie linal
cause of love. But an errant tendency is inevitwith a
able, and many peoples hare permitted it,
Thus, the Jakuts see nothing immoral
proviso.
in free love, provided only that nobody sutlers
material loss by it.'' In many of these cases the
of a lover is regarded as a
'

temporary possession
test of complete womanhood, and

in

must

of

them

the practice actually serves as a kind of trialmarriage. The case is very different in civilization.

—

A social and a biological
(6) The law of parity.
distendency act as complementary factors, the one
couraging and the other encouraging love between
The one tendency is expressed
biological similars.
in the remarkable rules of exogamy ;^ the other,
which may or may not be connected, is the tendency for those persons to be mutually attracted
who are of the same grade of pigmentation. It
has long been a popular belief that fair persons are
attracted by dark, and vice versa even that short
;

are attracted by tall, and vice versa.
A. Bain sneaks of the charm of disparity.'
But da Vinci affirmed clearly and repeatedly the charm of
Men fall in love with and marry those who reparity

persons

'

'

.

.

.

semble themselves.'

Modern

5

investigations have established this con-

clusion.^

One of these be^an from the popular notion th.at married
The explanation was
people end by resuinblinf,' each otiier.'
that they be^an bv so doin^. On the other hand, persons are
not attracted to members of the opposite sex whoare strikingly
With this feelunlike themselves in pigmentary characters.'
ins; may perhaps he associated the feeling, certainly very widely
of
foreign, even
feit, that one would not like to marry a person
though closely allied, race.'' But the barriers between widely
different races are occasionally broken by love.
'

'

'

—

Seasonal love.. Among primitive peoples
(c)
there is a constant practice of what may be termed
the periodic love-feast. Types of these are to be
found among the Central Australians and the
Dravidians of India. Certain festivals of mediaeval Europe have been classed in the same category,
with little foundation.'
prevalent deduction
from these periods of licence was that tlie morals
But a
of savages were degraded and licentious.
closer study of savages makes it certain that their
existence is just as'little a prolonged debauch as a
inprolongeil idyll (as was the still earlier view,
more recent deduction
stituted by Kousseau).'
was that among the earliest men and the lowest

A

'

'

'

'

A

modern savages pairing took place only in spring
and at harvest.'" The festivals in question would
a

primitive pairing season.
other animals (though not
domestic), a periodic rut is general, though not
A doubtful statement has been made
universal.
of so relatively a high type of peofile as the Cambodians that they exhibit a rut twice a year." It

be

'

survivals

'

of

-

Among mammal and

a fact that spring and harvest are among
savages, barbarian-, and modern peasants regular
seasons both for geiicrai festivity and for special
Tlie reason
develoi>meiit of the sexual feelings.
is

may be partly biological, partly climatic, and
The probpartly coniiected with the food-su|iply.
able conclusion is that, the conditions being
and
favourable for any .sort of expansion
perhaps
an increase in
specially so for amorous expression
is
estabthese
the sexual impulse during
periods
the opportunity is
lished for modern peoples
taken by societies, wliich express themselves only
socially, to stimulate their normally feeble .sexuality and to obtain organic relief.'
The principle of dramatization, which is at the
root of magical ceremony, maj' be noted in lovecharms, of which all folk custom, from the
Australian to the European, has a store, and in a
large class of primitive marriage ceremonies, wliicli
generally tyjiify union. The latter are organized
love-charms.The connexion between love and religion is of
the same nature as the connexion between love
and art and life generally.
Very much of what is best iii religion, art, and life, owes its
charm to the progressively widening irradiation of sexual

—

—

'

feeling.'

Marr.s, p. 36"2.
Westermarck,
2 Jf/ii. 391.
3 It. ii. 423 ; see also W. G. Sumner, in
x.xxi. (1901J M.
4 There is some evidence that love is rare between persons

JAI

brought up together from childhood (MI ii. 375).
5
Ellis, Sexual Seleclion in Man (Studies in the Psychology of
Sex, vol. iv.), p. 195.
' lb.
6 lb.
p. 19S.
pp. 201, 203.
8
Ellis, Sex in Relation to Society, p. 218 1. ; Spencer-Gillen>>,
cb. xii.
» Ellis,

Sexual

Iinpiilsc, p. 209.
o( Max Kulischer,
s.i).
Canihodgiejis in

10

The hypothesis

11

'

Mondiire,

9nthropologi^es,-Vit.r\%, 1884-86.

'

XE

viii.

[1876] 162

ff.
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— Sexual

love between ina not infrequent
It probably occurs, at least sporabnormality.
and in
adically, among every race of mankind,'''
so far as the male
post-Homeric Greece it became,
^
'
sex was concerned, almost a national institution.'
Cases of congenital perversion are very rare ; habit
4.

Homosexual

dividuals of the

love.

same sex

is

'

and environment have been largely overlooked by
The majority of barbarian and
investigators."
in
civilized peoples have condemned the habit
mediieval Europe it seems to have been regarded
as connected with witchcraft and heresy.'
II. Nonsexual lofe.—i. Parental love.— As
;

in the case of conjugal love, observation of primibut it is certain that
tive peoples is contradictory
maternal atiection is universal, and paternal att'ection, though less intense, and often defective, is
normal in the human race.*
According to Aristotle, parents love their children as being
;

portions of themselves.9 Espinas regards this love as a modiA. Bain, however, derived
tied love of self or property. 10
parental love from the 'intense pleasure in the embrace of the
'if the satisfaction in
Westermarck
as
notes,
But,
voung.'"
animal contact were at the bottom of the maternal feeling,

conjugal affection ought by far to sui-pass it in intensity and
yet, among the low er races at least, the case is exactly the reverse, conjugal affection being vastly inferior in degree to a
It seems much more
mother's love of her child.' He adds
likely that parents like to touch their children because they
love them, than that they love them because they touch them.' 12
According to Herbert Spencer, parental love is essentially
love of the weak or helpless.' 13 Westermarck observes that
when the young are born in a state of utter helplessness
somebody mutt take care of them, or the species cannot survive, or, rather, such a species could never have come into
existence. The maternal instinct may thus be assumed to owe
its origin to the survival of the fittest, to the natural selection
of useful spontaneous variations.'!* But, as stated above, it
is unnecessary to regard these instincts as cases of natural
;

'

:

'

'

selection.
2. Filial love.

—

'

Children's love of their parents is generally
No
.
than the parents' love of their children. .
*
individual is born with filial love.' But under normal circumstances the infant from an early age displays some attachment
It is 'not affection
to itfl parents,' especially to the mother.
pure and simple, it is affection mingled with regard for the
15
of
the
and
mental
superiority
parent.'
physical

much weaker

Hum.

1

157

(Primitive)

1

147,
2
3

1
li

8

9
10

.

Sex in Relation to Society ('The Orgy'), pp. 127
218 ff.
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{American)

Conversely, parental and, still more so, paternal
affection includes a regard for weakness and helpFilial love is proved to be normal in
lessness.
ivs with other forms of love, it is
ran-s
primitive
both less intense and less comiilex than in civiliza;

tion.

All peoples exhibit
3. Fraternal and social love.—
'altruism of the fraternal type, binding together
children of the same parents, relatives more remotely allied, and, generally, members of the same
In primitive tribes social organizasocial unit.''
tion is the outcome of social needs, and a real
social affection and friendly sympathy are proved.
As before, Westermarck applies the doctrine of
With
natural selection to this development.^
becomes a
progress in culture social affection
marked feature of religious and ethical practice
and theory. Noteworthy examples are tiie doctrine and "duty of charity,' in Christianity idealized by the Founder's love for all mankind and by
the theoiy of brotherly love, and the Oriental
systems, such as the ahimsd of Hindu religions.
The philosophical literature which exploits the
Plato developed the
idea of love is enormous.
view that love is the creator of beauty, though

beauty must have an objective element. Greek,
Christian, and mediaeval thinkers developed the
connexion between love and faith, love of good
and love of God. The amor intdlectualis Dei of
Oriental theories
Spinoza is paralleleil by many
of contemplation.
Throughout, love in religion
stands midway between the philosophical and the

human

conceptions,

Love

III.

-

gods.

— Deities

embodying

the

abstract notion of love are hardly developed until
the higher stages of barbarism are reached, but
some points may be noted in the previous evoluAnimistic thought may produce, by a protion.
cess of normal 'hallucination,' the belief that evil
various neutral or good
spirits, at a later stage
Tho
lovers of human beings.
spirits, behave as
e-. U
peoples of the Dutch Ea.^t Indies believe that
love
take the shape of handsome men and
spirits
Primitive psychology, by analogitheir women.'
cal reasoning, explains love as made of fire (the
Malay notion'), or the state of love as one of
The latter animistic view is connected
possession.
with any departure from the normal ; the new
character of the individual is regarded as due to
the entrance of a spirit. The West Africans attribute love to possession by the god Legba, or
Elegbra, Dreams of love are explained in the
same way as in medireval Europe with its ideas of

Such a deity might
tlie iifi(!iiii and succubfc.''
develop, as others to be cited might have or actuLove.' But,
ally have developed, into a deity 'of
as usual, a deity has an indirect connexion only
with this or that emotion.
Many peoples, like
the Finns,' have regarded love as a form of insanity
It is doubtful whether
(a varietj' of possession).
the description of this or that deity as patron of
love' has any more definite meaning than an indirect coniuxion, such as is usually the case with
'possession.' The Finns regarded the god of evil
as the patron of love.* The Yoruba patroness of
love,' Odudua, is
worshipped at erotic feasts."
Her connexion with love is probably indirect only.
Such a connexion is frequent in the case of 'deities
'

'

'

'

The Scandinavian Freyja, goddess of
love and fruit fulness, seems to have been synthe-

of fertility.'
1

J(/ii. 1941.
>

s lb. ii, 197.
* J, G, F, Uie'icI,

n.

I.

559.

De sluik- en kroeiharige ragifn tiisschen
Seltbft
Papna, The Hague, 18S0, pp. 262," 271, 840, 439
»Crawlev, M unlit Rou, p. 198,

m

• A. B. Kllis, The Rite.speaking PeopUa, I,on<ion, 1890, p. 44,
The Yt'nd>a-tsin-akinq Peoplea, do, 1894. p. 67,
^ J, M. Crawford. KaUxala, New York, 18S9, xxiii.

"Todd, The Priinitire Familn,
' Ellis,

p, 19. riling
p, 4S.

Toruba-rpeaking People),

Crawford,

Frigg, goddess of marriage.' Among
early Semites the Baal (like any local fetish
of a lumtin", pastoral, or agricultural tribe) was a
'
source of fertility and a
licavengod,' and his
wile, the Baalat, was Hierefore a goddess of
Some process, as yet unfertility and of heaven.
certain, developed from this the figure of Ishtar,
Astarte, .Vshtoreth, worshipped at Erech as the
sized with
tlie

with Nana, the
goddess of love, and identilicd
Sumerian goddess of the planet Venus (see artt.

The Heavenly .Aphrodite of
It is
the Greeks is derived from this ligure,=
of love and desire,
possible that the Hindu god
Kama, was developed in connexion with some such
festival as the spring Vasanla of 'prosperity and
his
love,' which is primitive in character, though
of an emotion.'
figure is a direct personilication
A connexion is often made in early thought
between love and the moon possibly a case of
the regular attribution of fertilizing power to the
The serpent is occasionally connected
satellite.
with myths of the origin of love, and demons take
tlie serpent-f irm in order to prosecute amours, or
change from the human to tlic serpent-form on disBaal, Ashtart).

—

The arrows
seem to be due

covery.*
jioetry,

of love, in folklore
to an obvious analogy

and

from

the incidence of the emotion.
Metaphor, throughout the world, speaks of the elVect of love as a

wound.
LiTKRATCRB,—The more important authorities are pven
A. E. CltAWLEY.
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The psychology and social
(.American).
habits of the aboriginal American peoples are, on
the whole, in line with those of other races at
enuivalent stages of development. But they exAs an
hibit one or two distinctive features.
instance of the usual conflicting results of observarefined
that
the
tions, there is Morgan's statement
passion of love is unknown to the North -American,''
and that of Catlin, that the N. Americans are not
'behind us' in conjugal, tilial, and paternal affection.* An accidental case of ditlerence, not due to
observers, is the remarkable fact that the Nahuas
while Quichua, the
possessed no word for love,
ancient language of Peru, had six hundred combinations of the word meaning to love,' Observation of this fact has led to an interesting analy.sis
by Brinton of the expression of the idea in N.
American dialects. He distinguishes four methods
of linguistic reaction to the emotion of love: (1)
inarticulate cries, (2) assertions of identity and
union, (3) assertions of sympathy and similarity
(2 and .S are clearly not distinct), and (4) assertions
It is noted that the Mayas posse.s.sed
of a desire.
a radical word for the joy of love, which was purely
'

'

Uomantic
psychical in significance."
It
is predicated, as usual, by certain observers.'
is clear that the Americans compared favourably
with other races in the combination of love with
female chastity, and in the filial and social forms
It is, for instance, stated that the
of altruism.
Central Americans at the time of the Spanish in'

affection'

vasion were remarkable for their brotherly love
The Naudowessies
and charity to the needy.
1

J,
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(Dakota), Californians, and Eskimos, among others,
are mentioned as being exemplary in their regard
for aged parents ; ' but their care for children,
though marked, is not above the standard of cotitemporary races." In short, they exhibit a slightly
more higlily developed stage of the social form of
It is worth noting that all observers
affection.
attribute to the Northern Indians a measure of
chivalrous feeling.
One abnormality, namely, homosexual love between individuals of the male sex, was curiously
prevalent ; it is sufficient to refer to the remarkable list of authorities adduced by Westermarck.^
It is possible that the military tone of N. American
life
and the practice was chiefly characteristic of

—

the Northern alborigines^was a predominant factor,
as in tlie oases of the Fijians and ancient tJreeks.
Tlie personification of love in the figure of a
deity and the worship of erotic forces are perhaps
less conspicuous, as might be expected, than in
other societies. The Nahua peoples celebrated, it
is said,
'a month of love,' during which many
young girls were sacrificed in honour of the goddesses Xochiquetzal, Xochitecatl, and Tlazolteotl,
who were patronesses of sexual love.' Bjit the
Central American deities, with tlie exception of
the leading members of the pantheon, were extremely vague personalities it is generally doubtful whether two names refer to one deity or two,
and it is still more problematical what forces or
But the
properties the divine names represented.
name Tlazolteotl seems to have a definite connexion with love, though we cannot, with Camargo,
regard her absolutely as the Mexican deity of
;

'

love.'
*
Her home,' he states, was in the ninth heaven, in a pleasant
garden, watered hy innumerable fountains, where she passed
her time spinning and weaving: rich stutTs, in the midst of
No man was
delights, ministered to by the inferior deities.
able to approach her, but she had in her service a crowd of
dwarfs, buffoons, and hunchbacks, who diverted her with their
sonjis and dances. ... So beautiful was she painted that no
woman in the world c(Aild equal her . . whoever had been
touched by one of the flowers that srew in the beautiful garden
of Xochiquetzal [sic] should love to the end, should love faith^
She not only inspired and provoked acts of love, but
fully.'
was able to hear confessions and to give absolution.
The last detail lias been emphasized by Spence,^
*

.

in connexion with the meaning of her name, to
reduce the goddess to the status of a Mexican
Cloaeina.
But, in spite of the priestly rhetoric of
her description, there is enough in its latter portion to establish her as a deity of love, thougli

probably illicit. Brasseur de Bourbourg regarded
a volcanic symbol and Boturini Benaduci the high

god Tezcatlipoca, as deities of love, without any
foundation.'
Equally unfounded, except in the
sense of indirect connexion, are the cases of the
the most northerly peoples)
(especially among
and of fare.^ The N. Americans are slightly behind their contemporaries in the development of
deities of love.

moon
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A. E. Crawley.
LOVE (Buddhist).—The way in which early
Buddhist literature takes account of the emotion
of love is many-sided.
It cannot adequately be
settled, as some liave tried to settle it, by a treat-

ment that is too abstract
The hunger for unity or

again, too specialized.
simplification leads some
or,

historians to assign to ever3' departure in religious
1
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456

ff.

H. Bancroft, NR ii. 336 t., quoting .J. de Torquemada,
Monarquia Jmliana, Madrid, 1723, ii. 280, 299, and C. E.
Brasseur de Bourbourg, Ilifst. d<'s nations civilisees du Sfexique
el del'Amirique cfnlraU, Paris, 1857-69, iii.
630, ii. 462 f.
5 D. M.
Camargo, in Nimiy'Lles Annates des Voyages^ xcix.
[Paris, 1843] 132 f., quoted in XR iii. 377 f.
« L.
Spencc, Mpths o/ ilexico and Peru, London, 1913, p. 380.
'

NJt

iii.

605, 607.

8 D. O.
Brinton,
pp. 132, 146.

Myths of

or philosophical thought one fundamental or leading idea a view that may be attained by closing
the vision to all but a few considerations.
No
great teacher ever discoursed systematically, or
even mainly, on one subject. And it is as misleading to say, of early or any Buddhism, that love
is its 'ground-thought' as to substitute any other
single emotion, idea, or aspiration in place of love.
glance at the scheme drawn up by the present
writer of how, and with what frequency, or other
emphasis, such things are envisaged in the saints'
'
anthology of early Buddhism should suffice to
There it is
give pause to such generalizations.
shown that the inner, or upper, circle of adherents
to what was first kno\\n as the Sasana (rule, order),
or Dliamma (norm, doctrine), of the followers of
(lie Sakj-as' son found, in the goal that they had
reached, not a unison, but a diversity of aspects.
And it is hardly wise for interpreters of another
age and tradition to contradict tliem.
Further, Buddhism was ,a movement set on foot
with a view to the needs and ideals not solelj', or
even mainly, of the academy or the cell, but of
'all sorts and conditions of men,' in so far as tliese
were represented among dwellers between HimaIts doctrines were not prolaya and Ganges.
mulgated onlj' among a chosen few ; its teachers
went afield without delay, waiting in the groves

—

A

by village and

city to converse with all and any
to he.ar.
It is true that its ideals, like
those of Christianity, stretched far beyond and
away from the range of notions and wishes common

who came

among average errant
in the

New

World,

New

York, 1808,

mortals.

But there was that

one movement, as in the other, which availed

to draw to it the hearts of the many as well as the
And among the needs and
aspirations of the few.
the emotions covered by the word ' love,' the
teachers of Buddhism and the compilers of its
sacred literature met and dealt with every variety
of channel, and every degree of refinement or the
reverse.
may, fur clearness of reference, set
out those channels of normal love as follows (1)
parental, especially mother-love ; (2) filial love ;
(3) fraternal and kin love ; (4) friendship
(5) sex
love ; (6) love of a superior for an inferior ; (7) love

We

:

;

of an inferior for a sujjerior ; and (8) ajsthetic and
ideal love.
It is easy to see that other emotions
are blended with these, wherever they are found,
'

but it is no less true that the word love is much
used for each one of the eight.
As a doctrine based with great and very frequent
emphasis on the generally current fundamental
principles of morality, or social conduct (such as
the veto on murder, theft, loose sex-morality,
harmful speech, and intemperance). Buddhism
had homilies and a benediction for all channels of
love so practised as to draw men together in
mutual goodwill and domestic and social happiThese are scattered about the Nikdyas
ness.
'

(collections of Suttas, or
jiomily to Sihgala'' is the

The Buddha

But the

discourses).

most comprehensive

in

represented as interrupting the open-air morning orisons of a young
layman. The latter is rendering homage to the
four quarters of the firmament, the nadir, and the
zenith, presumably to the several devas the four
great rajas and others who presided over them,
though they are not mentioned. The layman performs these rites out of loj'alty to his dead father's
The Buddha substitutes for these objects
wishes.
of worship six objects of devotion and service as
more desirable, viz. the devotion of children to
parents and of parents to children, that of learners to
teachers and conversely, that of husband to wife and
conversely, that of friend to friend, that of master
its

scope.

—

'

I

the

159

(Buddhist)

Psalms of

xxxvii, pt.
-

ii.

the

—

Early Buddhists, London, 1910-13,

p. 420.

Dlgha Nikdya,

is

iii.,

xxxi.

'

pt.

i.

p.
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(Buddhist)

and Unit of layman
to servant anil
conversely,
Tlie maito reiliiso or |{raliin;in ancl conversely.
ticnl forms wliicli those six several iiiuJes of ilevotion or worsliip slmiild take are simply ami concisely
For our present purpose it is chieily
interesting to note that they are presi'rihed not
OS mere duties or moral acts, hut rather as ways
of giving exi>ression to a spirit of
compassion
Thus not only should parents
felt by the agent.

describeil.

'

'

ways take compassion on

in live

((mn-lcaiiipanti,

'vibrate towards or after') their children, and
teachers in live other ways take compassion on
their pupils, but wives, in yet other live ways,
should take compassion on their husbands, friends
ami colleagues, in yet other live ways, should take
lit.

compassion on any honourable man {kulaputla
this would refer pointedly to Singala and his companions), in yet other five ways servants should
take compassion on their master, and in yet other
six ways recluses and Brilhraans should take compassion on the laity. The corresponding term in
;

—

other six cases of reciprocated service e.g., of
is
children to parents, husbands to wives, etc.
And the
'ministering to,' or 'waiting upon.'
choice of these two Pali words, differing as they
do from those that we should find in a similar
European catalogue, is interesting. The former
while it
word to show, take, feel compassion
is here applied, for instance, to the devotion of the
goo<! servant, is very often used in the Suttas for
the supreme instance of the reciprocal devotion
that of a superior for inferiors to wit, the compassion moving a Buddha to spend himself for the
welfare, the happiness of many folk, for the good
... of gods and men,'' and 'to live perpetually
moved towards the welfare of all that lives and
breathes.'^ It was this spirit that he prescribed
for those whom he sent forth as missionaries.^ For
all these six forms of mutual service or devotion
a Cliristian catalogue would probably u.se the word
'love,' however much the sources and outlets of
the emotion so termed are shown to difl'er. The
fact that the Buddhist catalogue does not bring in
its ethics to supplement, or flow from, Sihgiila's
religious beliefs, but supersedes the latter by the
former, and, again, the fact that it substitutes the
'
divine emotion of compassion and the practical
devotion of ministry for our more familiar and
pregnant love show us the need that there is for
caution in making affirmations about love in Buddhism. It may help us further towards some, or
away from otlier, conclusions if we examine in
brief detail some of these forms as met with in the
tlie

—

'

'

—

—

—

—

'

'

'

'

five

Nikdyas.
Parental love.

— The

I.
typical form of intense
and self-surrendering devotion is that of motherlove, just as the type of overwhelming sorrow is

The wise ni.an
that of the bereaved mother.*
should cleave to a genuine friend a watchful,
as llie
loyal, sagacious, sympathizing friend
mother is devoted to her child.' And not only

—

to bis friends
'

—

—

2. Sex love.
No case is lunnd of a woman
seeking death or religion through tliu death not
of her child, liut of her husband.
Sati. does not
The anthology
appear in Budilliist literature.
mentioned above has one case. Touched for by the
Commentary only, of a man leaving the world
because of his young wile's death from snake-bite.'

And women

are reconled, in text and commentary,
as having left the world because their husbands
had forsaken it for religion. The power of sex to
enthrall is fully acknowledged,- as is that of sexBut there was no one ancient and
repulsion.'
moving 'Canticle' of sex-love calling for spiritualized annexation to the Buddhist books, such as we
possess in the legacy left by Hebrew Scriptures to
the Christian apostles.
No allegory of the 'compassion of a Buddha for his adherents is found in
the pretty love-.song of the Sulla called 'The
*
Questions of Sakka.
Conjugal love a blend of
'

—

—

parent-feelinw, and friendship finds
beautiful expression in old Indian literature, but in
poems that are younger than early Buddhist books.

sex-feeling,

—

is possibly the outcome of a .social evolution
evolution which a century or two of Buddhist
ethics as to the right devotion in husband and wife
may have done much to bring about. It may be
noted in this connexion that the Asokan rock and
pillar edicts, although they are now and then didactic
on family relations, are silent as to conjugal life.
Again, it is perhaps a pathetic touch in the
Anthologies that shows woman at her best ready
for the comradeship, but man blind to it.
MahaKassapa, who headed the Order at the Buddha's
death, and Bhadda Kapilani, famed as a preacher,
were, by commentarial tradition, husband and wife,
and not in their lin.al birth only. They left the

This
.an

world by mutual agreement, having gone through
the form of marriage to please their kin. She, in
the poems attributed to her, glories in her exhusband's gifts and in their spiritual friendship
and common vi.siou of the truth. His much longer
poem reveals him .as both the anchorite and the
friend of mankind, even of the outcast, but has no
word concerning her." It is conceivable that the
larger, more heterogeneous group composing the
family in ancient India may have hindered the
evolution of the conjugal relation. According to
the sidelights thrown by the Suttas on domestic
life, a girl left her home to enter the house not of
her husband, but of her father-in-law." She became
more or less the servant of him and his wife as well
Keference also is occasionally
as of her husband.
found to a second wife
when
'Woeful
sharing home with hostile wife.' 7
Filial love alone
3. Love towards the Buddha.
is the form wherein early Buddhist devotees gave
expression to their feeling for the founder of their
rule and doctrine.
They confessed themselves not
seldom as the 'own mouth-born' sons and daughters
'
a sentiment which, in the later
of the Buddha
commentarial records, finds an echo in these
children being termed severally my son,' etc., by
the Master." Yet, so far as the present writer
knows, none of the usual terms for love or aflection
is applied to him, and certainly no one is spoken of
as loving him by 'taking compassion upon' him.
He, as father, teJicher, recluse, is ministered to or
waited upon it is he who takes compassion on
Honour, worship,
children, disciples, and laity.
or homage, faith or conlidence, and the term
paxanna, which may be rendered resting in,'
'

'

:

—

—

'

:

E'en as a mother watcheth o'er her child,
Her only child, even with lite itself,
So let lis for all creatures, great or small,
Develop such a boundless heart and mind,
Ay, let UB practise love for all the world.
Upward and downward, yea, before, behind,
Uncramped, free from ill-will and enmity. 'C

'

'

'

;

This simile is quite in kee])ing with the iduisen
term being moved, ur vibrating towards,' or compassion,' since mother-love contains so large an
element of passionate, [)rotecting pity.
'

'

1

3

Dlifha Nikdya, iii. 211, etc.
AArivttara Nikat/a, iv. 208, etc.

3

MahdmtKia,
Hikaya, iv. 160.
< 0.

A. F.

p. xxvii.
»

Digha

«

1.

10

(SOU

xili.

(1881] 112)

;

cf.

Aflguttara

Rhys Davids, Ptatms of the Early Buddhists,

pi.

i.

'

AiiniMara Nikaya, i. I.
Rhys Davids, I'salms, ii. 34.
»
Rhys Davids, I'sahns, i. 159 f., and Beveral SuUas.
<T. W. Rhy.s Davids, Dialogiua of the Buddha, London,
1

1809-1910,

A'a-iij/u,

Khuddaka Fu[ha

(I'TS, 1916), p.

8.

369

.Mdjjhima Nikiit/n, i. 188; Rhys Davids. Paalms,
Khys Davids, /'.«((m», i. 108, 183.
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8
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301.

Khys Davids. Psalm*,

'
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ii.
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"

i.

49,

ii.

1.

i.

Dhamrnapada Commentary,

1.

21, 430, etc.

i.
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f.

LOVE

—

with' such are the expressions for the
but not love.' The Indian words
for love were not sufBciently elastic to cover this
relation a relation which was not the less deep
and genuine, whether it was expressed in terms
of the self-surrendering devotion of a believing and
adoring heart or of the intellectual love of the
•satisfied

'

emotion

felt,

—

dhammatd, constituted for the intelligent adherent
a source of austere affection (rati). Admiration for
dhammata is a refrain in the Brethren s antholoCT,' and the expression 'love for the Xorm
(dhammagata rati) is met with e.g. (here called
the Ideal ')
'

;

'

:

*

'

'

161

(Buddhist)

philosophic mind
I see him with my mind as 't were mine eyea.
By night, by day, incessant, watching ever.
I reverence him while waiting for the morn.
And thus methinks I'm ever with him dwelling.
:

my mind

Truly

imagination
'So

I,

is joined, O brahman.''
force of his teaching drew the

with him

:

leaving the men of vision cramped,
as the swan flies to the mighty sea.' 2

drew by

or majesty of his presence

:

'

O wondrous

fair

the All-enlightened ehines

Like a great storm-cloud in the summer sk.v.
followers pourest precious rain,
noble of aspect, whose skin

Thou on thy

Resembleth gold, say, what is friar's life
To thee with presence so supremely fair ?
Tliis adoration for his person is usually accepted,
'

^'

but not always

:

'

Lonp have I wished, lord,' said the devoted Vakk&li on his
deathbed, to draw near to behold the Exalted One, but now is
there no more strength left in me to come
Let be, Vakkali,
what hast thou to do with seeing this poor frame of me? He
who seeth the Norm, he it is that seeth me ; he that seeth me
is he ^^'ho seeth the Norm.'*
And indeed it was the conviction that, in this man
of the long and tireless ministry, carried out purely
'

'

'

!

from sweet compassion for the sons of men, such
wisdom and goodness, charm and power, were combined as to banish, while and where he lived, the
need for superhuman objects of worship from his
followers, and which, long after he had passed
away, aided the theological evolutions of Mahayanism the conception, namely, of Manjusri, and
Avalokitesvara, wisdom and compassion personified.
And Maitneya or Mettey3"a, the future
Buddha, has been conceived as one who will revive
the spirit of lovingkindness among men.*
For deity, or the
4. Love towards deities.
deities of its age, early Buddhism finds no need of

—

—

No deities in our sense of the
for it.
All devas are more like our
conception of angels, beings dirtering from mankind only in degree and in quality of physical and
mental characteristics. They inhabited other more
or less adjacent worlds or spheres.
On earth were
adoring devotion.

word exist

or fauies, usually termed devatd
All were to be treated with goodwill
and friendliness, but nothing further. They were
to
believed
have the power of communicating
nattu'e-spirits
'

deity

(lit.

').

with man, and are found rebuking and admonishing the lax or lazy recluse. But in the case of the
chosen few a Buddha and his Arahants it is
the devas who render homage and minister to the
man, not the reverse.^
The emotion of ideal love, though
5. Ideal love.
it was not reserved for any personified deity in
Buddhism, and though it plajed largely round the
of the founder, was not otherwise atrophied,
ferson
t never appears as associated with the whole of
that cosmodicy which, for the more intellectual
Buddhists, takes the place of a theodicy. Devotion bestowed on a 'cosmic mechanism,''' not
planned by divine wisdom, and involving for each
and all so much unspeakable suffering, was not to
be looked for. But the Norm, as doctrine and as
a part of that cosmos, in Pali dhamma and

—

—

—

1

Sutta Nimlta, verses 1142, 1144.

^

lb. 1134.

3
*

Rhys Davids, Psalms, ii. 403, 311.
Sathyutta Nikuya, iii. 119 f.
6T. W. Rhys Davids, Buddhixm'i^, London, 1910, p. 200.
'
e.g., Rhys Davids, Psalms, ii. 274, 389.
' H.
Oldenberg, Buddha <, .Stuttgart. 1914, p. 387.
VOL. VIII.
II

—

Ideal,

The same emotion

*

aroused by the idea of
Nirvana (nibhandbkirati, a stronger form of rati)
is

:

'All my heart's love is to Nibbanft given, '3
and by that of the Sasana, or 'religion,' 'rule'

{sdsanarati).*

—

'

'

Goodwill and friendliness
Friendship.
lavydpada, adosa, mettd) express, better perhaps
than the overburdened word love,' that expanded
sentiment of amity to all living things which the
average man can cherish only for personal friend
or comrade. The cultivation of amity [caritas),
pity, sympathetic gladness, and equanimitj- formed
a sort of sublimated or higher sila, or code of
morals, the first three of them forming a development of that ribrating towards,' or compassion,
which is so essential an attitude in Buddhist
It is to these that the Elder Revata refers
ethics.
in defending himself against the charge that he
lived in the woods to receive stolen goods
Since I went forth from home to homeless life.
6.

'

Come

And the charm
way of sense

on the

Other loves that Love surpasseth.'

'

The emancipating

Is his love set

'

:

'

I harboured conscious wish or plan
Un-Ariyan or linked with enmity.
Ne'er mine the quest, all this long interval
" Let's smite our
fellow-creatures, let us slay.
Let them be brought to piun and misery "
Nay, love I do avow, made infinite,
Weil trained, by orderly progression grown.
Even as hy the Buddha it is taught.
With all am I a friend, comrade to ail,
And to all creatures kind and merciful ;
A heart of amity I cultivate.

Ne'er have

:

—

!

And

A

ever in goodwill is my delight.
heart that cannot drift or fluctuate

make my joy the sentiments sublime
That evil men do shun I cultivate. '^
as
certain
writers think, we should refrain
If,
from applying so warm-blooded a term as 'love'
to mettd, amity,' this may be justified, perhaps,
on etymological grounds, and on the groimd that
Buddnism sets itself against passionate feeling.
But it cannot be justified either by lukewarmness
in the exordiums to practise mettd and S3'mpathy
with pain or joj" or \>y .sluggishness in the carrying out of these virtues by leading Buddhists.
It would be hard to find in ancient literature
any exordium so aglow with goodwill towards
men as that of the so-called Four Brahma-viharas,
i.e. Best Dispositions, or Four Infinitudes
I

;

'

'

'

:

•Suffusing, tender and compassionate, such an one with the
rays of our loving (or sympathizing) thought, and from him
forthgoing suffusing this and that quarter, the whole world
with loWng consciousness far-reaching,
beyond measure '6
.

or,

.

.

;

mind

of the emancipation of
again, as that
'

through

'

amity

:

'
All the means that can be used as bases for right doing . .
are outshone in radiance and glory by this, which takes all
those up into itself.' 7
can let love stand aside !
If this be amity only,
.

we

no

and positive injunction to
love your enemies,' but this is only because the
true spirit of the Dhamma would label no fellowcreatures as enemies. All were either to be
ministered unto with honour or to be taken
compassion upon in that spirit of grave tenderness
for the burden of ill on earth and in the heavens
too which is Buddhism at its emotional best.
the
Conquer the wrathful by mildnes.'^,
"
is the prestingy by giving, the liar by truth
scribed line of action.
Among the channels for catholic
7. Altruism.
altruistic sentiment, however termed, the giving of
1
Rhys Davids, Psahixs, ii. 29, n. 2.
There

is

specific

'

'

'

—

—

'

.

.

.

'

!

—

i lb.
5 lb.

- lb. ii. 297.
••

lb.

i.

187.

6

ilajjhima Sihij/a,

8

Dhammapada,

2*23.

i.

129.

7

i.
ii.

166.
-260.

liivuttaka, 10-21.
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(Celtic)

worklly. and the giving of s]iiritual, poods,
Buddlli^t miss ionarv labours from the earliest days
are well known, and, from Anoka's days, are
matters of history. Tlie Sutta describing a conversation between tlie Master and Punna of the
Sunaparantas— a bhikkhu whose labours were

—

crowned with martyrdom is typical of the incorrigil>le unfaltering 'amity' of^ the missionary
Of the other kind of giving, while dnna,
spirit.'
'liberality,' is recommended, especially as a pious
and prolitable return to the dispensers of spiritual
gifts, the absence of any systematic inculcation of
There
'charity,' or poor relief, is noticeable.
were poor folk and beggars, for the ideal king is
described as giving largely to such.^ But the fact
fnar was termed almsman
that the religious
(bhikkhu), and took his place as a beggar among
beggars (save that he never begged,' but only
passed by), seems to indicate that the practice of
charity at the door and in kind was a matter of
course, not calling for special exhortation.
Royal
donors gave their charity in almshalls at each city
'

'

'

gate.

A

noteworthy feature

in the

developments

of

secedent Buddhism

is the expansion, in eschatological hypotheses, of the altruistic spirit so
for
life on earth, by the original
strong!}- fostered,
In the early
concentr.ative
teaching.

Dhamma

self-tvaining receives relatively more emphasis
than any exercise in the expansion of emotional
imagination. But in the altruistic patience and
faith of the Bodhisattva ideal we see the mothergerm reaching a sublimity unattained in the poetic
idealism of any other creed.
LiTEBATCRE. 111 addition to works cited in footnotes, see
T. W. Rhys Davids, Early Buddhigm, London, 1910, p. 60f.
R. Pischel, Leben und Lehre des Fuddha, Leipzig, 1906, p.
Der Buddhisnius und die
78f,, criticized in H. Oldenberg,

—

;

'

christliche Liebe,' Atts

dem

alien Indian, Berlin, 1910, p. 1

C. A. F.
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f.

Rhys Davids.

Gauls.— The Celts do not
appear to have had at any time in their historj'
any special god or goddess of love. In later times
the numerous goddesses of fertility often possess
the attributes of love-patrons and it is, therefore,
lirobable that this conception was identified with
(Celtic).—!.

;

them, if at anj' time it formed a special subject of
worship among the Celts. We have, for example,
among the goddesses of ancient Gaul one who is
equated w ith Diana, but who possesses at the same
time some of the characteristics of Venus (G. Grupp,
Kultur (hr alien Kellcn und Germancn, Munich,
1905, p. 160).

It is possible, then, that there

was

a tendency among the primitive Celts to assign
love-attributes to some of their deities.
Thus, we
are not yet certain of the form of cult addressed to
the Matrcs, who were the special patrons of women,
presiding at child-birth but it was w ithout doubt
a kind of love-worship, especially that of mother;

hood, since these goddesses are usually represented
with a child in their arms. In Christian times
these wooden figures, blackened with age, were
often mistaken for those of the Virgin, and, under
the name of Vierges noircs, were given a place of
honour in the churches (J. A. MacCuUocli, TheRel.
of tlie Anc. Celts, Edinburgh, 1911, p. 45 f.; cf.

EHE

iii.
Another class of divinities
280).
Virr/hies were also closely associated with
the Matrcs in fact, this title may have been but
an appellative of the latter. They were served by

also
called

—

whose existence has been explained by
the hypothesis that many Celtic divinities were at
lirst female, and were, therefore, served by women
Strabo (iv.
possessed of the tribal lore {ih. 317).
IV.
6), copying from
I'ytheas, who visited the
western sealioard of France about 322 li.c, gives
an account of the mystic rites ]iractiscd by some
Samnite women who inhabited a small inland in
priestesses,

'

if ajjhima,

Iii.

267

(.

»

Rhys Davids, Dialogves,

I.

17".

the ocean near the mouth of theljoire; and, though
Stialm calls these rites Bacchic, it is very probable
that they were connected with some form of lovoworship.
In the betrothal rites of the founders of Marseilles there appear to be indications of the existare told that the daughter
ence of a love-god.
of the king, after a splendid repast, entered the
room with a full cup in her hand, and extended it,
The father
liy chance or otherwise, to a stranger.
sanctioned it at once, declaring that it was a god
who wished it (Aristotle, quoted by Athenanis,
xiii. ."ie
According to Plutarch (.4n!ffl[p. 676]).
torin.t, xxii., de Mulierum virtutibus, xx.), it was
customary among the Asiatic Celts for the l;)etrothal
to take place before the altar of the goddess, who,
in the case which he cites, happened to be Artemi.s.
It is impossible to say how far those rites were
influenced by the customs of the Greeks.
In spite oi the miserable condition to which
women were reduced among the Gauls, they were
renowned for their devotion and fidelity to their

We

husbands (sec Ethics and Morality [Celtic], I. 2).
Yet by the 4th cent. A.D., if we may accept the
statement of the Emperor Julian (Orat. ii., text and
also Ep.
tr. W. C. Wright London, 1913, i. 218 f.
19
G. Dottin, Manuel pour srrvir A Vitude de
I'antiquitC ccltiqxie, Paris, 1906, p. 141), a sad change
bad taken place in the character of the Celtic
women, especially among the Eastern Gauls.
;

;

Julian relates that the Celt* tooit the Rhine as a judge of the
When a child was born, the father placed
on a shield and set it on the river. If the child was legitimate,
but if, on the contrary,
it floated on the surface of the water
We are
it was illegitimate, it was swallowed up by the waves.
whether
the
tribes
referred to were Celtic
uncertain, however,
or German. The love-motive also existed without doubt in the
cult of the Earth, the great mother of gods and men, but to
what extent it is impossible to say (cf. C. Jullian, Histoirc de la
fidelity of their wives.
it

;

Gaule, Paris, 1908, ii. 123).
In his well-known
2. Irish.

—

hymn

Patrick

St.

prayed against the spells of women, .smiths, and
druids (W. O. E. Windisch, Irische Textc, Leipzig,
'

'

1880

ff.,

56).

i.

The women

to

whom

the saint

were probably those of the side, who rejoiced in eternal youth and beauty, and whose
capacity for love was so great that they would go
Once the
forth themselves to woo and win mortals.
refers

spell

was cast, not even the greatest hero could
The important r61e played by tliese divine

resist.

women in Irish mythology is revealed in the account
of the adventures of Connia, where even the powerful magic of druidism fails to remove the spell.
Connia, walking on the hills of Usnech in company with his
father Cond, who was supreme kinjr of Ireland from "a.d. c. 122
to c. 167, saw a beautiful damsel approaching.^She was attired
in a strange garb and, when Connia asked her whence she came,
We are the great .viV/, hence we are called the
she replied
;

'

:

people of the

side,''

i.e.

mound

of the

or hillock.

The father

wished to know with whom his son was speaking, so the damsel
informed him that she had come to invite Connia. whom she
loved, to the Mag Mell, 'Plain of Delight,' where dwelt King
Boadag. 'Come with nie," she cried, Connia the Red, of the
spreckled neck, flame-red, a yellow crown awail«thee th,v figure
outh nor its beauty till the dreadful
sliall not wither, nor it?
judgment.* Cond then bade Coriin the druid, who, like the
others, heard but did not see the d.imsel, chant a magic song
against her. She departed, but not liefore throwing Connia an
apple, which was his sole sustenance for a month, and yet nothing diminished from it. After a wliile longing seized Connia
for the damsel, and at the end of a month he beheld lior again,
It is no lofty scat on which
when she addres.scd him thus
Connia sits among the short-lived mortals awaiting fearful death.
The ever-living beings {bii bithhi) invite thee. Thou art a
favourite of the men of Tethra, for they see thee every day in
the assemblies of thy father's house among thy dear friends.'
Again the king urged the druid to chant against her, hut she
O Cond of tiic Hundred Battles, druidism is not
made answer
loved, little has it progres.scd to honour on the Great Strand.
A just man [probably an allusion to St. Patrick inserted in the
saga] will come with a preat following and his law will destroy
the incantations of druids from passing the lips of lilack, lying
demons.' She then told Connlu of another land, in which was
no race save only women and maidens. When slie had ended,
Connia gave abound into her ship of glass, and they sailed away.
From that day to this they have never been seen, and no one
knows whither they went (for tlio text of this saga see Windisch. irttfA Grammar, tr. N. Moore, Caiubridge, 1SS2, pp.
'

;

.\

'

:

'

:

;

LOVE

In his analysis of the Tdin, the great epic
period.
of Ireland
which depicts to a great extent the
morals of Connaught H. Zinimer has
out

—

;

Oengus, the beautiful, sometimes called Mac Inil
Oc, 'Son of the Young Ones' (i.e. of Dagda and
Boand), is also a god of growth and fertility wlio
possesses in a marked degree the attributes of a
god of love. He has been called the Eros of the
Gaels, because he was patron of Diarraaid, beloved

and because his kisses became birds wliieh
whispered thoughts of love to youths and maidens.
The love-motive occurs very frequently in the

of ^yomen,

Helden.sage,' 55^ IF, 1911, pp. 174-227).
An idea of the unusual prominence of the lovemotive in the early Irish saga can be formed from
the list of titles given in d'Arbois de Jubainville's
Essai d'tin catalogne de la litteraturc epintic do

stories of the Tuatha D6 Danann, the
youth and
beauty of whose women were supposed to be unfad-

ing

(8.

203).

H. O'Grady, Silva Gadelica, London, 1892,
One of the earliest concerns Eri, sister of

who was son of the Fomorian Elatha.
The love-motive is equally prominent

Bres,

of Bran and Maelduin, which are close
In both of
parallels to the adventures of Connla.
these stories tlie happy mortal is allowed to visit
Elysium, which he finds to consist of an island

inhabited by an amorous queen, who
gladly welcomes the mortal visitor and is equally reluctant
to let him depart.
most interesting example of the development
of the primitive love-theme is found in
Ci'ichulainn's Sick Bed.'

A

'

This sagra relates that one day Ciichulainn was struck with
a horse switch by two
strange women, one of whom was attired
in green and the other in
red, and in consequence o( this blow
he lay till the end of the year without
speaking to any one.
Then came a stranger who sang verses promising health and
strength to the hero, if he would accept the invitation of the
daughters of Aed Abrat, to one of whom, Fann, it would give
heartfelt joy to be espoused to Ciichulainn.
Fann, daughter of
Maiiaiin.iii mac Lir, who had been abandoned
by her husband,
h.adconceivedagreatalIection for Ciichulainn, and the stranger,
whose name was Liban. had been sent by her own husband
Labraidof the Quick Hand on the Sword, to tell Ciichulainn
that, it he would come and fight against Labraid's enemies, he
should have Fannashis wife. After
sending his ch.ariotcer Loes
to visit the Plain of
Delight, the great hero accepted the invita.
tion and went to overthrow the
opponents of l.abraid. After
remaining a month with Fann, he returned to Ireland, promising to meet her again kt a trysting place. Emer, his wife, having
heard of this, went with fifty maidens, all armed with knives, to
attack the lovers, and, when Fann saw them, she
appealed to
Ciichulainn for protection, which he promised. He was then
bitterlyuphraidedby Emer tor h.avingdisgracedher before all the
women of Erin. Once they were together in dignity, and they
mightbe so again if he desired. Ciichulainn took pitv'on her and
a contest then arose between the two women for
the'possession of
the hero. The fairy queen finally yielded to the
mortal, saying
Woe to give love to a person,
If he does not take notice of it
It is better to be turned
away
Unless one is loved as one loves.'
When Manannan became aware of this, he came east to seek
Fann, and no one could see him but Fann alone. He gave her
choice to remain with Ciichulainn or go with him. She answered
There is, by our word, one of you whom I would rather followthan the other, but it is with you 1 shall
go, for Ciichulainn
has abandoned me— thou too hast no worthy
queen, but Ciichulainn has' (d'Arbois de Jubainville,
£pupie ccltinue, pp 170216 Nutt and Meyer, i. 153-167 ed. Windisch, i.
205-227).
;

:

'

1

;

'

'

;

;

that the

woman

is

e.xamples,

it

is

obvious

usually the aggressive figure in

Irish

mythology. In Clifistian times where'beliefs
revealing the pagan love-theme have survived, the
method of procedure is different, the man
pursuing
the woman, often against her ^vislies.
Thus, when
King Fiachna was fighting against the Scots and in
great danger of his life, a stranger appeared to his
wife, announcing that he would save her husband's
life if she would consent to
yield herself to him.
She agreed with reluctance and the child born of
this union was the 7th cent.
King MongAn, of
whom the annalist says Every one knows
that his
real father was ManannAn (Lcabhar na
hUidhre,
facsimile reprint, Dublin, 1870,
133%
19).
p.
In the Ciichulainn cycle the love-motive is
usually
one of wild lust and, as these stories doubtless
;

'

:

'

:

a great e.\tent, the condition of
society
at the beginning of the Christian
era, we can form
from them an idea of tlie status of woman at that
reflect, to

Vlrlande (Paris, 1883).

Thus on pp. 34-37 there are twelve stories
bearing the title
aithed, or elopement,' among the more important of which are
Axthed Btatnaite, ingine PiiUl,
Fhidaig, re Cainclinlainn,
'
or Elopement of Blatnat, daughter of
Pall, son of Fidach, to
Cuohulainn (cf. O. Keating, Hist, o/ Ireland, tr. J.
O'JIahonv,
New York, 1806, pp. 282-284); Aithed Derdrenn re
maccaJib
'
Usnuj, or Elopement of Derdriu to the sons of Usnech,' identical » ith Longcs mac
n-Usnig, or Exile of the Sons of Usnech
(ed. Windisch, i. 67-82); and Aithed Grainne re Diarmait,
or 'Elopement of Grainne to Diarmait' (Book
of Leean, fol.
181; Brit. JIus., Harley MSS, 5280, fol. 25).
In addition to
Cath na Suirghe SinA Calh Tochmarca, 'Battle of the Demand
in Marriage' (d'Arbois de
Jubainville, p. 82 f.). there are six
sagas bearing the title compert, or conception (92-94), of
which the most famous are Compert Coiichohair, or 'Con'

the

in

Voyages

Without multiplying

—

pointed
that Medb, the heroine of the expedition, had been
the wife of Conchobar, but, having abandoned him,
married in succession two chiefs of the same name,
Ailill, the second of whom is her husband at the
beginning of the account ('Der kulturge.schichtliche
Hinfcergrund in den Erzahlungen der alten irischen

.

ii.

163

(Celtic)

134-136; Fr. tr. in d'Al-bois de Jnbainville, L'^pnp^e celtique en
Irlande, Paris, 189i, pp. 384-390 and a summary in K. Mever
and A. Nutt, Voyage oj Bran, London, 1895-97, i. 145 f.).

maw

'

'

'

'

ception of Conchobar' (LL lOG). and Compert Conculainn,
or 'Conception of Ciichulainn' (Windisch,
pp. 134-145, 324 t.).
Eachtra an Phalais Dhroidhaehtamhxiil, or ' Adventures of
the Enchanted Palace' (d'Arbois de Jubainville,
p. 124), is con.erned entirely with love, as is also 6en-el a-mnas
Ailella, or
'
Single Jealousy of Ailill (178). There are fi\e stories with the
title otserc, or 'love (205 f.), of which Sere Fliinn
go eriocaib
Lochand, or 'Love of Finn in Norway,' deserves to be mentioned (Roy. Ir. Acad., Ossianic M.S, 1789-1818). As for those
with the title of loehmarc, or 'demand in
marriage,' there are
at least twenty (224-231). Of these, mention mav be made of
Toehmarc Becfola (ed. and tr. B. OTjOoncy, Proeeediiiqs nf the
Royal Irish Academy, i. [1870] 174-183), Tochmare Emere la
Cmnculainn, or 'Demand in Marriage of Emer by Ciichulainn'
(W indisch, p. 324 f.), Toelunare Etdine (ib. 117-133), etc.
'

'

3.

ism

Welsh.— In Brythonic mythology the naturalcommon to the Irish sagas has been greatly

refined,

and magic, especially in the form of the
assumes greater prominence.
The

love-potion,

nearest approach to a goddess of love

is

found

in

White Bosom,' daughter of a .sea-god,
who has been called the Venus of the northern
Branwen,

'

'

sea' (C.

I.

Elton,

London, 1890,

Origins of English Uistnru,^
She was in 'all probability

p. 291).

a goddess of fertility, but
reappears asBrangwaine
in romance, giving a
love-potion to Tristram,
which in itself is perhaps a reminiscence of her
former attributes as a goddess of love. Don, the
Welsh equivalent of Danu, was also perhaps a
goddess of fertility, and had for her children
(.iwydion, Gilvarthwy, Amsethon, Govannon, and
Arianrhod(MacCulloch,p. 103). All these divinities
play a more or less important part in the story of
Gilvaithwy's illicit love for Goewin, the
footholder of Math in the Mabinogion.
'

'

Eesrirting to magic, Gwydion succeeded in obtaining for Math
from the court of Pryderi certain swine sent him
by Arawn, king
of Annwfn, for the purpose of
aiding him in his love affair. The
trick was discovered, and a battle
in which Gwvdion

ensued,

slew

Pryderi by enchantment. Having discovered that
had seduced Goewin, Math transformed him andGilvsethwy
Gwydion
successively into deer, swine, and wohes. It is also implied
that Gwydion was the lover of his own sister Arianrhod
by
whom he had two children. MacCulIoch suggests (p. 106) that
these are m,i thic reflexions of a time when such
unions, perhaps
only in royal houses, were permissible. Arianrhod, on her
part, while being the mistress of her brother, pretends to be a
virgin and refuses to acknowledge her children.

The more or less universal type of the treacherous
wife is found in the story of the unfaithful dawngoddess, Biridenwedd, who discovers the secret of
her husband's life and then places him at the
mercy
of her lover (T. W. Rolleston,
Myths rind Legends
the
Celtic
of
tltiec, London, 1911, p. 383).
In the Welsh romances the element of
love, due
to
principally
foreign influences, assumes liie a.spect
of woman-wor*ip.
This new attitude towards

love

already apparent in Kulhwcli and Ohvcii,
coiiiparativoly an ancient tale, and is

is

which

is

further developed in later stories like Pereilur and
The Lady of the Fountain (see A. Nutt, Celtic and
Medieval llomancc, London, 1899). It is the main
symptom of the extent to which, in comparison
with the Irish, Welsli literature had lost its pure
The relations
Celtic strain (KoUeston, i). 'Mo f.).
between the sexes in Wales have already been discussed in Ethics and Morauty (Celtic), III. 1-7.
Lttbraturb.

—This

has

arade.

been sufficiently

JoilN

indicated

in

tlie

LAWRENCE GerIG.

ethical principle is recognized by Chinese moralists.
This can be made sufficiently evident from the
classical books.
When asked about benevolence O'^n), Confucius replied It
'

:

men* (^AnaL xii. 22). 'Jen is the characteristic
element of humanity, and the great exercise of it is in loving
relatives' (^"<^'. of Mean, xx. 5).
'The benevolent embrace all
in their love but what they consider of the greatest importance
to love

alt

;

is

to cultivate an earnest affection for the virtuous* (Mencius,

Tu.

Testament)

LlTBRATCRK. — In

the claasic-il religion and ethics, see the
relevant voIh. of StiK and E. Faber, Mcnciu.i, Shanghai, 1897.
For examples of popular superstition cf. H. C. Du Bose, The
\

Dragon, Image, and Demon, London,

1880, chs. 19, 21.

P. J.

LOVE

—

Maclagan.

New

and

Testament).— I.
The highest and most satisfying

(Christian

Divine love.

which the human aiind has attained, or can

faith

attain, is formulated in the sublimely simple coni'liis is interfession, 'God is love' (1 .Tn 4'-"').
preted as meaning not only that God, self-conscious

and moral,

and orders

creates, sustains,

but that love

in love,

LOVE (Chinese). —The importance of love as an

is

New

(Ohinese)— LOVB (Ohristian and

LOVB

104

all

things

His very essence

is

;

and

the spiritual conflict of the ages has been, and is,
waged against the forces opposing this first principle
of religion and ethics, the acceptance or rejection
of wliicli leads logically to optimism or pessimism.
few expressions of the belief that eternal love
siibsist.s at the heart of all tilings, and manifests

A

itself

through '„hem,
me tell jou why

be chosen as typical.

may

the Creator made the universe. He
was good .
and desired that all thin;,'s should be as like
Himself as possible* (I'lato, Tim. 29 E). ' The Lord is good to
all ; and his teniler mercies are over all his works
(Ps 145*).
'
For thou lovest all things that are, and abhorrest none of the
tilings which thou didst make; for iiever wouldst thou have
formed anything if thou didst hate it' (Wis 11^). 'And we
know that to them that love God all things work together for
good' (Ro 828). 'O tender God, if Thou art so loving in Thy
creatures, how fair and lovely must Thou be in ThyseU (Suso,
quoted bv W. R. Inge, Christian Mysticism?, London, 1913, p.
For lovers of Nature Wordsworth expresses the conviction
302).
that nothing
."^liall e'er prevail .i'..'ainst us, or disturb
iiur cheerful faith, '.h.it all which we l.-ehold
Is full of blessings (jf'mtern Abbry, 132 fif.).
There is 110 dubiety in R. C. Trench's large utterance :

'Let

.

.

'

i.

46).

From

these passages it appears that the general
affection of love is modified in accordance with the
claims of kinship and virtue. The ethical nature
of true love is further brought out in such sayings
as these
:

"

only the truly virtuous man who can
love or who can hate others" {Anal. iv. 3). 'The Master said,
"Can there be love which does not lead to strictness with it*

'The Master

said,

It is

'

object?** '(16. xiv. 8).

The importance of love
what is

as an ethical principle may
said of reciprocity (shu).
This is 'jfti in action, to put oneself in another'.s
is
place.'
Primacy
given to it as the rule of life
(Anal. XV. 23). It is not merely 'Not to do to
another what I would not have done to myself,'
'
but, more positively, To serve my father as I would
require my son to serve me ... to set the example
in behaving to a friend as I would require him to
behave to me' (Doct. of Mean, xiii. 3). In the
Confucian ethic, however, the exercise of love is
limited by retributive justice.
Some one said, " What do you say concerning the principle
that injury should be recompensed with kindness?" The
Master said, " With what then will jou recompense kindness?
Recompense injury with justice, and recompense kindness with
also be seen in

'

'

'

'

'

We and all men move
Under a canopy of love.
As broad as the blue skv above
'

.

.

.

{Tlie

or in Browning's cri
'

God

Thou

1

And

through thee

;

.

.

.

I

build

my

faith

on that

;

'

{raracelsus, v. 61).
at least a wistful longing to

is

Art not thou the "Living Garment of

in very deed, He, then, that ever speaks
that lives and loves in thee, that lives and loves
it,

me?' (5arfor Resartus,

in

4-«)

;

I

words there

in Carlyle's
believe ;

'O Nature!
God"? ... Is

du coeur
art love

'

Kingdom 0/ God,

'

The Everlasting Yea

').

'

kindness

"

'

{Anal. xiv.

36).

Specially int«resting in connexion with the place
of love in Chinese ethics is the philosopher Micius
and his doctrine of universal love, as the bond of a
The Confucian ethic has its
perfect social state.
religious counterp.irt in the classical representation
of Shang-ti as benevolent and righteous (cf. art.

God

[Chinese]).
in the narrower sense as

between the
sexes, neither its more romantic aspects nor its
are
unreflected
in
Chinese
literature
depravations
from the Shi King and Sliu
Kin(^ down to presentday novels. In view of too evident gro.ssness of
thought and life, one is surprised to lind the reThere is, e.g., polytheistic
ligious sjjhere so clean.
superstition, but no grossness in the religious worship rellected in the classics, though it is true that
regrettable features ajjpear in popular superstition
^spiritual beings iMa3' be attracted by the fair
looks of maidens and call them to the other world
to be their wives; prostitutes may worship a
goddess of their own.
AccordioK to E. H. Parker (Studicti in Chinese Rdigion,
London, 1910, p. 7). there is a considerable amount of disguised
linga worshii), especially in the south of China.* He adds, In
any case, pnijere for children, oftered up by women, arc
common enough in every provim-e."
Such prayers are in themselves innocent, but in
some cases the accompanying ritual worship of tlie
idol invoked is somewhat suspect, and is
of
'

'

shy

substantially true that there
IS in China no deification of vice or
any public
practice of immoral rites.
Still it is

that this
splendid creed of three syllables is not only severely
tested but strenuously contested. The notion that
love is the ultimate reality of things— that transcendent love is Creator and Lord of the world, and
immanent love the life which pulsates through it,
the Spirit ceaselessly operant in Nature and
humanity is pronounced by many to be a delusion
and a snare. One of the champions of popular
free-thought thus emphatically expresses himself
Tliat God is love is a very lofty, poetical and gratifying con-

—

:

'

Of love

publicity.

common knowledge, however,

It is

open to one fatal objection— it is not true*
Neighbour, London, rj07, p. 23).
(R. Blatchford, (lOd and
ception, but

it is

My

One

of the leaders of philosophic thought confes.ses
that in the loss of this faith we are confronted by
one of the great tragedies of life' (J. M. E. Mae'

Taggart, Some Dogmas of Beligion, London, 1906,
So manifest and repellent is the blending
p. 297).
of

good and

evil in
of

makes the chorus
•

human

Swinburne

lives that

one of his dramas sing

The high jjods
wrought with weeping and laughter,
And fashioned with loathing and love .
The holy spirit of man
.

.

:

.

.

.

'

{Atalanta in Calydon [Poems, London, 1904,

iv. 269)).

The bitter p.igan belief, that the god.-s take the
same pleasure in the sufferings of mankind as cruel
children in the torture of flies, still has its adherents, finding expression, for example, in Thomas
'
Hardy's pessimistic dictum, The President of the
Immortals (in vEschylean phrase) had ended his
Some critics of the world-order
sjiort with 'iV^-<.'
do not iK.'silate to declare that for all the Sin
wherewith the Face of Man is blacken'd' God
needs to take as well as give man's forgiveness
'

(Omar Khayyam, quatrain

Iviii.).

Worst

of all,

LOVE

(Chrietian

and

science liesitates to say that God is love.
The
belief so dear to the heart of Linnseus, that the
phenomena of Nature bear witness to the benevolence of the Creator, is supposed to have received
if not a fatal, blow from the principle
of evolution, so that no comforting rod or stall',
but only a broken reed, appears to be left in the

a staggering,

hand

of the
'

man

Who
And

trusted God was love indeed
love furcation's final law

With

in tooth

ravine, ahriek'd against his creed

'

(Tennyson, In MemoYiam, Ivi.).
Confident assertions on the one side and the other
help at least to make the issue clear, while they
may also suggest that strong feeling is apt to be
generated in the attempt to solve the problem of
problems. Every man admits 'the one absolute
certainty that he is ever in the presence of one
Infinite and Eternal Energy, from which all things
proceed' (H. Spencer, Ecclesiastical Institutions,
London, 1885, p. 843). The question is whether
that Energy is controlled by love, or, rather, is
identical with love whether the All-Great is the
All-Loving.
{a) What answer comes from the heart of Nature ?
That a struggle for existence, with a resultant
survival of the fittest and extinction of the unfit,
has gone on through geological ages and is still
going on is one of tlie demonstrated truths which
modern science has added to the sum of knowledge.
And m.any evolutionists find it ditHcult, if not impossible, to imagine a God of love ordaining and
But do they
(vitnessing that secular conflict.
The indictment
fairly Interpret the struggle ?
against Nature which was frequently heard in the
early and somewhat hysterical days of the evolution doctrine is now generally admitted to have
been based upon half truths. Unqualified assertions that nature is one with rapine,' that any
little wood is a world of plunder and prey (Tennyson, Maud, IV. iv. ), that 'the cosmic process has
no sort of relation to moral ends (T. H. Huxley,
Collected Essays, London, 1898, p. 83 cf. 197), that
all progress is attained by the methods of the
gladiatorial show or the battle-field, ai'e seen to be
almost a libel. For the whole range of life upon
the earth vegetal, animal, social bears witness to
something quite different from hatred and strife.
The two main activities of all living things are
nutrition and reproduction, and, while the object
of nutrition is to secure the life of the individual,
the object of reproduction is to secure the life of the
If one great factor of evolution is conspecies.
cerned with self-assertion, another is concerned
with self-sacrifice, and it is not too much to assert
that the world is not only an abode of the strong,
but a home of the loving.
'Nature has more to say than "Every one for himself."

—

'

'

'

'

;

—

There has been a selection of the other-regardine:,
'

sacrificing, of the gentle, of the loving (J. A.
Bible of Nature, Edinburgh, 1008, p. 179).

of the self-

Thomson, Tke

Rousseau erred in closing his mind to everything
but the love, peace, and harmony of Nature, we
are equally at fault if we find in her nothing but
If

discord and cruelty.
'

Love

is not a late arrival, an after-Dhought, with Creation.
not a novelty of a romantic civilization. It is not a pious
of religion.
Its roots began to grow with the first cell of
life that budded on this earth.'
the supreme factor in
It is
the Evolution of the world.
'The Struggle for the Life of
Others is the pbysiologi''al name for the greatest word of ethics
Other-ism, Altruism, Love' (H. Druinmond, The Ascent of
The principles of morality
Man, London, 1894, pp. 2713-281).
have their roots in the deepest foundations of the universe,'
and 'the cosmic process is ethical in the profoundest sense'
(John Fiske, Through Nature to God, London, 1899, p. 79).

It is

word

'

.

.
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Name, is Love. And to Divine overtures of love
the human heart cannot fail to respond. Viewing
the world as mysteriously
full of God's reflex,'
Charles Kingsley exclaims, I feel a gush of enthusiasm towards God' (Charles Kinrjsley : His Letters
'

'

and Memories of his

Life,

London, 1877,

i.

56).

must be admitted, however, that there is
another side. Nature's physical and vital forces do
not all inspire confidence, making us very sure of
God and ready to acclaim the sentiment, All's
It

'

and claw

—

Testament)

'

—

Tho' Nature, red

New

.

—

'

—

If, then, creative evolution is God's theophany
His method of unfolding His purpose and revealing
Himself— the facts of the case, en a wide and impartial survey, go far to prove that His central
energy, or ruling motive, and therefore His true

'

There are times when it is
not easy to rise from Nature up i;o Nature's God,'
or to maintain that He has done all things well.
world.'
right with the
'

The

facts that disturb one's faith in the benevolence of the Creator arc too many and too conspicuous to be ignored. The life of the forest and the
jungle is not all idyllic. The wolf does not lie
down with the lamb, nor the lion eat straw like
the ox. The tiger and the tarantula are no less
real than the fawn and the dove.
It is impossible
to forget Nature's ruthlessness to the unfit or her
savage outbreaks of fire and flood and tempest.
Over against Natura Benigna we have always to
set Natura Maligna, as T. Watts-Dunton does in a
group of sonnets {The Coining of Love). And the
existence of positive evil in the world has driven
not a few observers, especially those who have been
victims, to the conclusion that God, whether
personal or impersonal, is no more than an irresistible and inexorable Force, indiflerent to pain,
regardless of life, and therefore to be dreaded,
hated, or scorned, rather than trusted and loved.
This is the view which lends a tragic pathos to the
PromctJieus Vinctus, the book of JoD, and other
literature of religious doubt.
With the best will to believe,' many a man cannot whole.
is so many
heartedly affirm that 'the Variety of Creatures
'

.

.

.

Sounds and Voices, Preachers and Trumpets, giving Glory and
Praise and Thanksgiving to that Deity of Love, which gives Life.
to all Nature and Creature' (William Law, The Spirit of Love
[Works, London, 1892-93, viii. 35 J).
At the best the evidence is conflicting. Nature

speaks with two voices. We can never be quite
sure whether she is a kind mother or a cruel stepmother. Love is not seen at a glance to be her
primal law. i The men of science who decipher the
testimony or the rocks do not feel constrained to
proclaim with one accord that God is good, and,
though they may comfort themselves Avith the
reflexion that in Nature's infinite book of secrecy
only a little has been read, and acknowledge that
there is no religion without mystery, yet the inquiring spirit of man is troubled. Devout but openeyed spectators of the world-drama are sometimes
perplexed in the extreme.' They feel as if Nature
were betraying the heart that truly loves her.
God is love, transcendent, all-pervading We do not get
'

'

!

from Nature or the world. If we look at Nature
alone, full of perfection and imperfection, she tells that God is
'
disease, murder and rapine (H. T. Tennyson, Alfred Lord
this faith

Tennyson

;

A

Memoir, London,

1897,

i.

31-1).

And, if to be wroth with those we love doth work
like madness in the brain,' it is the crowning sorrowto doubt the God whose lovingkindness is better
than life (Ps 63').
(b) But the God who speaks ambiguously through
Nature reveals Himself also through humanity.
He has His dwelling in the mind of man' (Wordsworth, Tintern Abbey, 99). Here it must not be
'

'

forgotten that the isolation of the human species
from the rest of the sentient creation is now know-n
to be unscientiiic. This fact only makes the growth
of ethical ideas and ideals the more wonderful.
The basis of society is the famUy, and the cosmic
process which has brought into existence the
conscious personal relation between mother and
child cannot be said to be indiflerent to ethical
ends rather it may be held to exist for the sake
of such ends.
While Huxley is right enough in
maintaining (L, ii\x^\ey Life and Letters of Thomas
;

,
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(Christian

and

Henri/ lIiixUij, London, 190(t, ii. '2G8) (lial inoial pnrlose, in tho striot sense, in 'an luticle of exclusive
flunum nianufaiture,' he is wion^ in denying it a
Human nature is an
place ill the cosmic process.
If Nature is pcr.sonilied,
inlej;ral part of nature.
liuman life is her crowning achievement.
TIh' development of 'the nior.al Bentiinents. tho moral law,
—
devotion to unselfish ends, disinterested lo\ e, nobility of soul
the;je are Nature's most hij^hly wroujchl produuts, latest in
which
coiiiin*.; to maturity; they arc the cousmnmation. towards
all earlier prophecy ha.s pointed' (.1. Kiske, op. fit. p. 130).
Now, these constitutive (tienicnts of the moral

are the root and ground of that assurance of
Divine love which must lie regarded in tho lirst
instance as an instinct or intuition of loving hearts.
The writer of the Song of Songs makes a Hebrew
maiden, inspired by her passion of holy love, exthe Hashes
For love is .strong as death
claim
thereof are Hashes of lire, a very ilame of the Lord
This means not only that the pure love which
(S").
glows and burns in the human lircasfc is a lire
kindled and cherished by (Jod, but that it is an
emanation from, and in quality identical with. His
own uncreated Ilame of love. He 'never is dishonoured in the spark He gave us from his lire of
tires' (Browning, /!»// Wife tn Any Husband, iv.).
Follow the gleam, and it leads to God. The natural
The spirit of man is
is seen to be supernatural.
the lamp of the Lord' (Pr 20"). The prophet
Rosea, made wise by a patient love outwearing
mortal sin in his own home, had the truth Hashed
upon his mind that a human allection which bears,
hopes, believes, endures .all things, and never fails,
is explicable only as a radiation from the love of
(Jod, a revelation of the heart of the Eternal. His
own ideal conduct in the supreme moral crisis of
life

'

.

:

.

.

'

'

his life sensitized his mind to receive a new and
His forgiving pity,
true image of the Absolute.
his redeeming love, his confidence in the ultimate
triumph of good, gave him an unerring insight into
the controlling principle of the Divine character.
Love, he sees, is paramount in heaven and eartli,

Love

therefore
the Leitmotiu of his prophecy, his master-key to the

and justice

is its

instrument.

is

He dares to
ronfcssiu amantii the preface to a
love-tale, of which the scene is the

mysteries of religion and history.

make

his

own

stupendous
world and the hero is God. He represents Israel's
patient Divine Friend as saying, I delight in love,
and not in sacrifice. When Israel was a child,
then I loved him. ... I drew them with coril.^
•
cf. 3' U*).
of a man, with bands of love' (6" 11'Later prophets and lawgivers reiterate Hosea's
teaching in many beautiful forms— 'I have loved
thee with an everlasting love: therefore have I
continued lovingkindness unto thee' (Jer 31').
'
He will rest in his love, he will joy over thee witli
singing' (Zeph 3"; cf. Dt 4" 7'« 10'^ Is 48''' 63").
'
But it is not too much to say that the entire faith
and theology of later Israel grew out of Hosea,
that all its characteristic views and ideas are first
to be found in his book' (0. II. Cornill, The
'

;

Prophets of Israel*, Chicago, 1899, p. 53).
(c) Jesus linked His gospel with the prophecy of
Hosea by repeatedly quoting the words 'I will
have mercy and not (ritual) .sacrifice' (Mt 9" 12').
No one was so swift as He to discover the evidences
The beauty of flowers,
of Divine love in Nature.
the waj'S of birds, the benediction of the rain, the
glory of clouds, and the splendour of the sun in its
strength spoke to Him of a goodness that was over
all and in all.
He sanctioned the religious use of
Nature. He assumed that God is omnipresent in
the external world. But that was not His whole
message. Nature's goodness was not His evangel.
Least of all did He worship Nature.
•Know, man hath all whieh Nature hath, but more,
And in that more lie all hin hopes of L^ood
*

(M. ArnoUl. To an Imlfpfnarnl Preacher, 6
[Poet. Ifi/rtj,

London,

l»9U, p. 6J).

f

.

New

Testament)

—

His
the spirit of the Ideal Man
that concxjiressiou in word und deed
the
love
of
evidence
of
stitules mankind's surest
God. In His compassion for the multitudes. His
tenderness to sinners. His hope for the vih^st. His
yearning to bring back the lost. His forgiveness of
.Vnd

it

is

—

liersoiial

those wlio

He

'know not what they

Kevcaler of God.

is the
do,'
Israel's Lord of
Fat her.' The writer of

He changes

Ilosts into mankind's Our
the Fourth Gospel represents Him .'is saying, He
that hath seen me hath seoii the Father' (.In 14"),
and the love of God which is in Ulirist .lesus our
Lord is a fact which science must reverently accept.
Christ is indeed the crown of evolution, fullilling
not only the spiritual ideals of Israel, but the
iconian ethical strivings of Nature.
'Our first reason, ihen, for believing that Ood is Love, is the
'

'

authority of Jesus Christ— His declaration and nmriifestation
of the fact as God incarnate. That is to say, all the cumulative
and eomple.x proofs of Christianity are proofs to us of this fact,
which simply is the kernel of Christianity. It Christianity is
true. God is I.ove (J. U. lllinjjworth. Christian Character,
'

London, 1901,

p. S7),

Divine love in
(rf) The apostles always interpret
the light of Christ's sacrifice. The love which
than that of
inspired the early Church was more
the Father who makes His sun to shine on the evil
and on the good. It was that of the Father who
withheld not His own Son, but delivered Him up
that of the Son who laid down His life
for us all
In the NT the identificafor the sin of the world.
tion of Divine love with atonement is axiomatic.
;

'Herein

love'— in a Divine

is

initiative

dn

which

Personal

for sin (1
4'°).
])rovided a propitiation
faith centres in 'him that lovetli us, and loosed us
from our sins by his Idood (Kev V>), in the Son of
'

God,
(Gal

who

me and

loved

'

gave himself

for

me'

It was His Spirit of sacrifice that conthe intellect as well as the heart of the

2=").

quered

ancient world. His age-long empire is the exof power, but of the power
pression, not of the love
He can iie\ er cease to be hailed as
of love.
Son of God, innnortal Love.'
Great and true conceptions of
love.
not been confined to any single nation.

'Stronij

2.

Human

—

love have
Ill the Greek classics love
higher, purer,

is often something much
and nobler than sensual passion or

natural desire. This fact appears clearly in tlie
cosmogonic myths. The Eros of Hesiod is not
His Love
'erotic' in the later sense of the word.
is the fairest of the gods, who rules over the minds
and councils of gods and men, the great uniting
the
power, who brings order and harmony among
To the lofty mind
conflicting elements of Chaos.
of Plato love is the .sympathy of allinities, the
instinctive rushing together of kindred souls, the
harmony of spirits, not without such a touch of
natural feeling as strengthens without dishonourthe union. And the Stoics laid the foundation

ing
of a noble ethic in their conception of the brotherhood of men, regarded^ as akin to God, or even as
children of one great Father.
For we says the Hymn of Cleanthes, are Thine oEfspring,
alone of mortal things that live and walk tho earth moulded in
the image of the All (cf. Ac 17=»).
But Christianity raises love to a higher mood,
smites it with a new ardour, purities it by the touch
of God, making the natural love of man and woman
foe
sacramentally holy, and changing the bitterest
into a potential friend as tiio brother for whom
Christ died.' The very vocabul.ary of love is
often profaned, giving
changed, Eros, a word too
The natural elements of conjugal
place to Agape.
real and imperious enough, but consecrated
'

'

"

'

'

love,

now' to the highest u.-es, have superadded to them
the intimate communion of heart and soul. The
"cnius of love is seen to be sacrifice, which lias its
source and sanction in God's eternal self-giving.
Thrice Mest whose lives are faithful prayers,
Whose loves in higher love endure'
(Tennyson, In ilemmam, xxxil.).

LOVE
of such lives can

and

(Christiaai
'

Only
safely said that love
an unerring li;;lit, and joy its own security
(Wordsworth, Ode to Duty, 19 f. ). The strongest
aliection decays unless it is rooted in idealism.
The house of life cannot be built on the shifting
sand of passion. Love faints and fails unless it is
braced by the sense of duty. Lovelace's hero,
going to the wars, says to Lucasta
it Ije

'

is

:

*

I

could not love thee, dear, so mucii.
I uot honour more.'

Loved
is

—

claim love's tinal sacritice that gives the affections
of the home a purity and an intensity never dreamed
of in the life of pampered individualism.
When
Christ says, ' He that loveth father or mother
.
son or daughter, more than me is not worthy of
me,' He is calling men to the ideal life, which
includes whatsoever things are pure and lovely and
'
of good report.
needs must love the highest
when we see it' (Tennyson, Guinevere, ad fin.).
The truth is that the heart's deepest instinct
.

.

We

'

—

—

cannot be satispassionate 'amoris desiderium
fied with an earthly affection.
The Hebrew poet
speaks for the human race w hen he says that, as
the hart pants for the water brooks, so his soul
pants after God, thirsts for the living God (Ps 42'- -).
its

The most philosophical students of love from Plato and
Plotinus to Augustine and Dante have felt that it demands, in
the last resort, an infinite object and an infinite response'
'

Alodern science has immeasurably widened man's
mental horizon, and the vaster the material world
becomes the greater is the spirit's unrest in its cage
of sense.
It suffers from the malady of the ideal,'
and is restless till it rests in God. The deepest
thoughts of a nation are expressed by its artists
and poets. Kossetti painted human love languishing for fullness of life, but evermore fearing death.
Watts painted divine love leading life ^)er aspera
ad astra. Tennyson protests that his love would be
half-dead to kno\v that it must die (In Mcmoriam,
XXXV.), while his faith in immortality stays itself
on his dealUess love of a friend.
'

'

Peace, let

it

be

!

for

I

loved him, and love

*

My

'

{Vastiiess,

ad

him

Browning repeats in a
conviction that

for ever

:

the

fin.).

supreme wish was

learn that Love, which is, and
Father, and my Brother, and my God

to
was

'

'

'

'

'

(

'

'

'

of heaven.
Love
*

rules the court, the camp, the grove,
below, and saints above ;
is heaven, and heaven is love
(Scott, Lay o/ the Last Minstrel, m.

And men
For love

There is no good of life but love— but love
else looks good, is some shade flung from love
Love gilds it, gives it worth
a Balcmiy [Works, London, 1SS5, p. 17J).
(/ji
And he is certain that love cannot be fjuenched by

—

!

'

death.

ii.

6-T).

As man's

— an
gift
(rf)

a

'

chief good, love is a task as \\ell as
Aufgabe as well as a Gabc. It is not a

passive sentiment or an involuntary emotion. The
verb ' to love has an imperative mood, which the
greatest lawgivers— Jesus as well as Moses
frequently use. To this extent Christianity as
well as Judaism is legalistic. The practice of love
'
is the highest exercise of freedom.
The love of
the will is no less real than that of the heart
(IlKngworth, p. 101). Love's rise and progress are
dependent on a continuous effort, and the more
'

—

'

it becomes the more does it
embody the
inmost desires and strongest impulses of the soul.
It ismore than good-nature, which is no
satisfactory
basis for ethics more than good intentions, which
are proverbially delusive it is a good w ill which,
according to Kant, is the one absolutely good

perfect

—

;

{Doubt and Prayer, 7 f.)t
hundred forms his reasoned

What

No

—

who tread, like Him.self, the 'love- way'
the path of lowly service.
Even as the eye,' said
Plotinus, could not behold the sun unless it were
itself sunlike, so neither could the soul behold God I
'
if it were not Godlike
(Ennead, i. vi. 9). Not to
sympathize is not to understand. Love is the
great hierophant of the mysteries of God.
He «,
that willeth to do the will of God shall not doubt
His highest teaching (Jn 7"); but he that loveth
not his brother whom he hath seen, and therefore
f
cannot love God whom he hath not seen (1 Jn 4-»),
has lost the key of knowledge (Lk 1 V-).
(c) The ideal
niniated
society consists of persons aninia
[
and united by the spirit of love, each seeking
__,
L
cing the
"ood of all and all of each. The
programme of
is
the
renewal
of
human life and the
Christianity
reconstruction of human society, on the basis of
the faith that God is love.' While hatred has a
fatal power of division, love is the bond of
perfeetness (Col 3").
Human associations are strong and
stable in proportion as they are welded together
by
that brotherly love which is the law of the
kingdom
to those

;

'
!

'

*
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through love. In love's lore a 'dry light' helps
but little.
at its best, like divine philTheology
osophy,' is always charged with feeling.
Pectus
facit theologum.' Selfishness
absolutely disqualifies
the student of divine things. God reveals Himself

(Illingworth, p. 8S).

dead are not dead but alive
At the close of life his

Testament)

'

always the 'higher love'— patriotism, the
passion for liberty, the enthusiasm of humanitj',
the zeal for tiod's Kingdom, any one of which may
It

New

thing in the universe.
(e) All duties spring ultimately from the one
duty of love. It is more than a poetic fancj', it is
a literal fact, that, 'as every lovely hue is light,
so every grace is loxe.
Augustine describes virtue
as the unfolding of love
Virtus est ordo amoris'
and in reference to the cardinal virtues he says
1 would not hesitate to define these four virtues which make
'

—

—

'

:

*

love which, on earth, amid all the shows of it.
Has ever been seen the sole good of life in it.
The love, e\-er growing there, spite of the strife in it.
Shall arise, made perfect, from death's repose of it
(Christmas Ece, v. 97-100).
:

'

If love is thus proved to be the essential character alike of God and of the sons of God, this

result profoundly affects all human relationships.
(a) True intercour.se with God Himself is a fellowship of love. To be right with Him is to have the
heart of a lover or a child. Though the
breathes many passionate longings for such an
alone exemplifies it in its perintercourse, the
fection.
The bare notion of such a divine fellowship was strange to the Gentile, whose relation
to the object of his worship was always cold
and distant. Jesus lived in uninterrupted filial

OT

NT

communion with His Father, teaching His

fol-

lowers to do the same. It is their high privilege
to keep themselves in the love of God (Jude='), and
so to have His love shed abroad in their hearts
liy
the Holy Spirit given to them (Ro 5^).
(6) The knowledge of God can be attained
only

such an impression upon our minds that they are in every man's
mouth temperance is love surrendering itself wholly to Him
who is its object courage is love bearing all things gladly for
:

;

the sake of

Him who

is its object ; justice is love
serving only
object, and therefore rightly ruling ; prudence
is love making wise distinctions between "what hinders and
what helps itself {de iforihus, i. 15 [25]).

Him who

is its

'

The law

law (vbixo^ /SatriXiJa 2*), because, being supreme in dignity and
power among the principles which control human
of love is called the royal

k6s,

action, it brings all the others into subjection to
itself.
'All thoughts, all passions, all delights,
Whatever stirs this mortal frame.
All are but ministers of Love,
And feed his sacred flame' (Coleridge, Love, 1-4).
love is perfected
even its most

when
(/) And
laborious duties are performed with gladness. It
is true that
tasks in hours of insight will'd can be
'

through hours of gloom fulfill'd' (M. Arnold, MornlBut the moral life
ity, 5f. [Poet. Works, p. 256]).
needs the heart to aid the will. It never flourishes
if
its
roots
are
left
Its
long
drj'.
strength and fruitfulness are always traceable to hidden
springs of

•
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(Greek)
and love the ' two vast,
behoves every man to
spacious things
measure (The Arfonie, 4). The one seems, hut the
other is, infinite. And the stronger subdues the
Where sin abounds, grace which is
weaker.
Divine love in its redeeming energy superabounds
(Ro 5"). And all liope for the world lies in the
fact that a God of holy love is, through His Spirit
in His children, for ever wrestling with its sin.

George Herbert

was

justified in comi)laining
much of the categorical imperatliat Kant
tive and too little of the iEsthetic side of morality
—the beauty of holiness. Duty is not perfectly

Schiller
made too

affection.

'

done unless a great love makes the yoke easy and
Under this potent influence,
the burden light.
each of a thousand thoughtful deeds becomes a
'labour of love'

(Kijros t^s iydTr)s, 1

Th

dinand in The Tempest (III. i. 7) says that the
labours
mistress whom he serves makes his
and Jacob's seven j-ears seemed to him
Eleasures,'
ut so many days because of his love (Gn 29-").
Moral education advances rapidly when a man can
from the heart, To do Thy will, O Lord, I
say
take delight.' It is not enough that morality be
touched by emotion it needs to be transfused
with tlie spirit and transfigured by the glory of love.
No heart is pure tliat is not passionate no virtue is safe

the arena. He speaks of
alive but yet frostbound.

'

;

'

;

not enthusiastic'

(J.

Is
Is

Visibly

'

tiiat is

—

not God now i' the world His power first made ?
not His love .it issue still with sin.
when a wrong is done on earth?'
(Browning, A Death in the Desert, 211 ff.).
Augustine uses a still finer figure than that of
'

'

'

it

—

Fer-

P).

calls sin

which

E. Seeley, Ecce Honufi, London,

isea, p. 8).

It thus becomes evident that, before the activities
of love can be spontaneous, a man's very nature

must be changed.
Every one that loveth is born
of God (1 Jn 4').
Tliat which is natural, the selflife, is first, and afterwards that which is spiritual,
'

'

'

the glory of love

The

root

.

.

.

is alive, but
is a heart of

the branches are almost dry. There
love within, and within are leaves and fruits ; but
they are waiting for a summer' (In Epist. Joannis
ad Parth. v. 10). The leaves of the tree are for the
healing of nations torn by passions of hatred. And,
with eyes opened by eatmg of the fruit, men find
tlieir Paradiso in letting their desire and will be
turned,
Even as a wheel that equally is moved.
By the Love that moves the sun and the other
*

stars

*

(Dante, Par. xxxiii. 144 f.).
the life of self-renunciation. And nothing changes
LrTERATlTRK. —In addition to books named in the article, see
the natural into the spiritual like the contempla-jf
M E. Westermarck, The Origin and Derelnpment of the Moral
tion of the sacrifice of Clirist.
Ideas, London, 1900; L. T. Hobhouse, Morals in Emlution,
Thou hast no power nor may'st conceive of Mine,
do. 1906; H. H. Wendt, The Teaching oj Jestis, Edinburgh,
But love I gave thee, with Myself to love,
1892 W. Beyschlag, NT Theology, do. 1896 E. Sartorius,
And thou must love Me who have died for thee
The Doctrine of Divine Love, do. 1884 G. B. Stevens, The
(Browning, An Epistle, ad fin.).
J. Seth, A Study of Ethical
Theology of the NT, do. 1899
Many have found it possible to conceive for Principles^, Edinburgh and London, 1S98 J. C. Murray, A
Christ an attachment the closeness of which no Handbook of Christian Ethics, Edinburgh, 1908 T. B. Strong,
words can describe' (Seeley, p. 187). To cherish a Christian Ethics, London, 1896 T. von Haering, The Ethics
R. Law, The Tests of Life,
of the Christian Life, do. 1909
love for Him is to love His Kingdom, which ideally
F. W. Robertson, Sermens, iv., London,
^.Edinburgh, 1909
embraces the whole human race. Where the
The
f.
R.
F.
222
Trinity, do. 1901, p. 133 f.
Horton,
SS74, p.
love him, because he first loved us,' the.
James Steahan.
reads
has We love, because he first loved us (1 Jn
(Greek).— I. Gods of lovb.—i. Introlove ductory.— Gods of love, whether co-ordinate with,
4"), which may be rightly interpreted,
the Son of Man and, for His sake, every son of or actually in opi)osition to, deities presiding over
man.' Christ's constraining love is at once the marriage and
are products of a relatively
fertility,
that late development. Doubtless, too, the moment of
impulse and standard of all Christian love
ye should love one another, as I have loved you
gratification gave rise to certain momentary gods,'
(Jn 15'-). Judaism supplied the law of love (Dt 6\ and served to fix their permanent influence in the
Lv 19'*), Christianity supplies t'lie power the grace cultus this group will include Aphrodite Ilpafis
which came by Jesus Christ (Jn 1"). It seems a in Megara (Paus. I. xliii. 6), Aphrodite '^^r.^r, in
priori impossible to love tlie world that hates us,
Abydos (Athen. xiii. 572 C; cf. R. Meister,
out it is morally impossible not to love the world Gricchischc Dial., Gottingen, 1882-89, ii. 230),
Faith works by love Aphrodite 1117101-1715 in Gytliium (Paus. III. xxii. 1),
which God has so loved.
and Aphrodite Tlepifiacrdi in Argos (Hesych. s.v.
(Gal 5^), and works miracles.
desires the text "Love thy neighbour as
'The gospel
Nicand. frag. 23 [Schneider]). In Provence the
"
to
be
...
demand
taken quite literally.
thyself
Is, then, this
phallic demon Tipiroiv was dedicated to her service
reasonable, and is its fulfilment possible? The coolly reason"
(IG xiv. 2424), and the comic poet Plato (i. 648
No," a thousand times
ing, common-sense intellect answers
over.
The gospel replies to this No with a decided, quiet [Kook]) enumerates a group of kindred figures in
The
Vfs' (W. Bousset,
Faith of a Modern Protestant, London,
her retinue. Another special goddess is the' Pa^ii
1909, p. 77 f.).
of an inscription from Phalerum (J. N. Svoronos,
Wliile, however, all finite love flows from God's
Das athen. Nationalmuseum, ii. [1903] 495), whose
infinite love, it is not always conscious of its source.
character may be deduced from the epithets 5o\oIt may well up pure and strong in a heart wliich
VIII. xxxi. 6) applied
has never been able by searching to find out God. irX6/cos and 'ilaxavlTi.i (Paus.
exception, howAnd it is none the less acceptable to God thou^li to Aphrodite. With this single
He is not yet its object. This truth is exquisitely ever. Aphrodite is every-where the most prominent
'

'

;

;

I

;

;

;

'

;

;

;
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'

;

;
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'

'
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'
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;

;
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Abou ]!en
expressed in Leigh Hunt's poem of
Aahem,' who, though not yet one of those wlio
love the Lord, has it revealed to him that, because
he loves his fellowmen, his name stands first among
those whom love of God has blessed. And it is
expressed more authoritatively in Mt 25, where
our Lord proclaims that deeds done in love to the
least of His brethren are accepted as done to HimThose who do them are unconscious Christself.
ians.
Their merit, of which they are astonished
to hear, is real, and their reward, which they never
is sure.
sought,
'
'

For they love goodness, and to love goodness is in fact to
love God.
While, therefore, the unbelief of men who lead
good lives must always cause regret to the Christian, the goodness of their lives need not perplex him, as being implicitly due
to the same cause which has for himBdU become explicit
.

.

.

'

(Illingworth, p. 102).

figure.
2.

Aphrodite.

— Aphrodite

was originally by no

on the contrary,
she also presided over the development of female
a relic of this
and
life from the period of youtli,
conception survives in the story tliat she nurtured
the daugliters of Pandareus ("Horn. Od. xx. 68).
At marriages sacrifices were oficred to lier in conjunction with Hera and the Cliarites (Etymologicum. Magmim, 220, 54) or else to her alone (in
Hermione [Paus. II. xxxiv. 11]); in Sparta the

means merely a goddess

of love

;

sacrifice to Aphrodite Hera
Aristophanes (Nub. 52, Lysistr. 2)
speaks of Aphrodite KuXids as specifically the goddess of women and the TevenWlSei, the goddesses
of birth, belong to her circle (schol. to Aristoph.
In
Thesmoph. 130, Lysistr. 2; Hesych. s.v.).

bride's

mother made a

(ib. III. xiii. 9).

;
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(no. 13 ; cf. U. von
Wilanioivitz-MoUeiidorft', Tcxtgcsch. der Bukoliker,
Berlin, 1906, p. 118) a woman of Coa thanks her for
the fruits of her marriage. The prayers of widows
for a second husband were directed to her (Nau-

probably XlepaiBia. (Hesych. s.v.) is also to be interpreted by this conception. Actoriling to an ancient
theogony, she, together with the Erinyes and the
Moirae, is descended from Kronos (schol. Soph.
A kindred figure is the Nemesis
(Ed. Col. 42).

pactus [Paus. x. x.xxviii. 12]) in Sparta she was
entreated to retard the coining of old age (ib.
III. xviii. 1
Carm. Pop. frag. 2 [Bergk]).
In addition to these functions, however, she
promoted increase and growth in the larger world
of nature, as appears from such epithets as Awpins
(Cnidus[Paus. I. i. 3])andEiJ5w(rii(Syracuse[Hesych.
to the
s.v.'\), which can hardly apply exclusively
To her, as the goddess of fertility,
5(ipa KiiTrpiSos.
the goat was sacred, and she rides upon it (A.
P. Gardner,
Furtwiingler, SMA, 1899, ii. 590 ff.

of

an epiyram of Theocritus

;

;

iii.

cf.

;

[1883] 308),

and in Amathus,

(R. Meister, SSG W, 1910, p. 247), who appears again
in Crete as 'Avfleio (Hesych. s.v. ), and in Pamphylia,
where her priestesses are called di-Sij^ipoi (67(r ii.
2821 f.). Certain glosses of Hesychius {s.vv. 6v\\a
and doia) which bring her into relation with the
May-pole have likewise to do with this aspect of
her character. In Amathus she is thought of as
androgynous under the name of 'A^piSiros (Hesych.

;

;

Syllogc inscrip. Gi-(ec.-, Leipzig, 1898, p. 621),
Thessaly, and I'amphylia (Strabo, ix. 438).^ And,
just as goddesses of the field and of fertility, like
the Charites and the Horaj (qq.v. ), were often represented as triads, so we find three Aphrodites in
one temple at Thebes (Paus. IX. xvi. 3), and also—
probably derived therefrom in Megalopolis {ib.
In this broader capacity she was
VIII. xxxii. 2).'
worshipped along with Zeus, as was Dione (who in

in Phfestiis, similarly, we find the androgynIt is
ous dieraon Leucippus (Nilsson, p. 270).
usually supposed that the Aphrodite cult of this
from
the
of
was
derived
district
Astarte,
worship
and that it spread thence over Greece (most reii.
cf.
also
EBE
It
362
118").
cently Nilsson, p.
has already been noted, however, that the Aphrodite cult of the Greek motherland presents certain
features which cannot be explained as importations.
There is also the fact that androgynous forms are
unknown as regards Astarte (W. Baudissin, PBE^
ii. 156), and that such are shown to be Hellenic by
the figure of Leucippus and the festival of Ariadne
Tlie epithet 'Ai'kaTos, borne by the
in Amathus.

s.v.)

—

her mother) in Dodona {ib. III. xii. 1 1
220, where the names of Aphrodite and
Zeus Aippo5l<no! occupy the first place in a dedicaHer association with
ib. 551 cidditam.).
tion
Hermes is, no doubt, to be understood in the same
way (Paus. VIII. xxxi. 3 IG xii. 5. 273 C. Michel,
Eecueil d'inscr. grecques, Brussels, 1896-1900, nos.
832, 33; Ancie7ii Greeh Inscriptions in the British
Museum, London, 1874-93, iv. 796 F. Hiller von
Gaertringen, InSvhriften von Pricne, Berlin, 1906,
To her as the tutelary goddess of the
no. 183).
meadow and of fertility, of the prosperity of man
and beast, pertain also the dedications made to
Aphrodite probably as thanksgiving for eier-qpla
by Vii^.i who were leaving office, as found in flalicamassus {Ancient Inscr. in the Brit. Mus., iv. 901),
Cos {IG xii. 5. 552), Paros {ib. xii. 5. 220), Megara
{ib. vii. 41), Acra: in SicUy {ib. xiv. 208 If.), and
elsewhere. As the protectress of a whole people
she is called UafSijiio^ (cf. COS ii. 658), and in tliis
capacity she was actual Ij' accorded a noinri] at
She invites human
Athens {IG ii. Suppl. 314c).
beings generally, not merely the sexes, and is
thus called 'Eraipa (Wilamowitz-MoUendorff, in G.
Wentzel, "&Tn.K\-f\uei.% Q(Siv, Gottingen, 1890, p. 4)
;

5.

'

;

;

;

—

and "kpjia. (Plut. Amat. xxiii. though a reference
to marriage is also possible here).
Then the sinister aspect of her character as an
she
earth-goddess is likewise duly brought out
bears the epithets 'E/)ici)s (Hesych. s.v.) and MeAoii'fs
(Paus. II. ii. 4 ; Athen. xiii. 588 C Paus. VIII. vi. 5,
in
IX. xxvii. 5), as does Demeter in Arcadia
Thessaly there was a festival of Aphrodite kvoala
,

;

;

;

'

'

or Avopotpbvos (Nilsson, p. 378), wliich, it is true,
seems to have had a reference to female love

;

Gardner's attempt to find an Orient.ll origin for this feature
rendered abortive by the fact that the goat has no place in
the Astarte cult
similarly Furtwiin^ler's efforts to interpret
1

is

;

Aplirodito "EiriTpayia as a o^oddess of li;rht are futile, as the
aureole with which she is occasionally portrayed merely implies
that at a later period she was identified with Ovpavia.
2 Farnell
(C(tA' ii. 046) and jM. P. Nilsson (Griechiscke Feste.
Leipzifj, 1906, p. 386) are undoubtedly wrong in seekinff to trace
such a conin all these instances a connexion with Adonis
nexion finds no support in tradition, and, so far as the Axgive
festival is concerned, is contravened by the fact that there was
uo Stat* cult of Adonis in Greece.
^ Cf. H.
Usener, in Rhein. Museum, Iviii. (1903J 205, where he
points out that the disting'uishing names given by Pausanias
must be of late origin.
;

N^/iea-is

where a festival in which the two sexes exclianged
garments was celebrated in the grove of Aphrodite
Ariadne (Nilsson, p. 369). Then in Cyprus we find
a goddess of Spring named Aphrodite Vea f>;/)7r(i(^)iro

A

—

Pa/j.vovcrla.

;

'

;

s.v.

34).

name Hagne {BCHvii.

;

is

'

(Phot.

In Aphrodite was merged another goddess, the
the result is
pre-Hellenic Ariadne or Ariagiie
most clearly seen in Delos, where she acquires the

Milanges Perrot, Paris, 1902, p. 121 fl'.).' Moreover, sacrifices of swine were ottered to her, as to
Demeter, at the festival of the 'Timi/na in Argos
the name of the festival is
;
(Athen. iii. 96
ancient, as is shown by the mode of its formation
as also in Cos (W. Dittenberger,
cf. A-veei-T-qpia)

Homer
IG xii.

Rhamnus

Wilamowitz-MoUendorfi', Antigonos von Karystos,
Berlin, 1881, p. 10), while in Smyrna, again, we find
two 'Sen4(7ut{CGS ii. 595 B, C ; interpreted by F. G.
Welcker, Griechiscke Gotterlehre, Leipzig, 1857-63,

;

;

goddess in Cyprus {SUG W, 1910, p. 245), is certainly
met with elsewhere only as an attribute of Oriental
goddesses (O. Weinreich, Ath. Mitt, des dcat. archdolog. Instituts, xxxvii. [1912] 29, note 1), but the
name ifiaxos 0e6's (Soph. Ant. 800) suggests that it
was peculiarly congruous with Greek sentiment.
Moreover, E. Sittig {De Grcecorum nominibiis
theophoris, Halle, 1911, p. 105) has noted that
there are in Cyprus no Phoenician theophoric
names formed with 'Astarte.' It is true that in
the ancient Greek tradition likewise there are
only comparative,' but no tlieophoric, names derived from that of the goddess of love,' but the
same holds good as regards Eros {ib. p. 110). In
view of the early relation between Cyprus and
Arcadia, it is of great iuiportanee to note that her
birth-place was transferred not only to Cyprus or
Cythera, but also to the River Ladon (Hesych. s.v.
On the other hand, it is not to be
AaScryei'ijs).
denied that the figure of Aphrodite shows a con'

siderable admixture of Oriental features. Such are
certainly the ritual prostitution of Paphos and

Corinth (Nilsson, pp. 365, 376), the worship of
Aphrodite Ovpavla {CGS ii. 629), and perhaps the
Her
fact that her image was armed {ib. 654).
relation to Ares, which is frequently ascribed to
epic influence, has not been satisfactorily explained
(cf. K. Tiimpel, Flerkeisen'sJahrb., fiupyil xi. [1880]
641). Another doubtfiU point is the Hellenic origin
of Aphrodite E07r\oia, the goddess of navigation

(H. Usener, Legenden der hcdigen Pelagia,Donn,
she may quite well have been evolved
1879, XX.)
from the goddess of Spring, who was brought across
the sea from Cyprus (cf. Tiieognis, 1275 ft'. ). On
the other hand, we must certainly assign a Semitic
;

1 Even
'A0p65tTos (IG vii. 585) and 'EjratppiUToi are
paratives* there is no 'ETra(^po5tirio? at all.
:

•

com-
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origin (sue W. R. .Sinitli, lid. Scm.^, Loudon, 1894,
to the sjKiitice of an ovispellita to Aphrodite
p. 471)
The worship of Aphrodite wns also
lu Cypins.'
influenced by forei^i^n deitiis in otiier districts ; on
the IJliick Sea there was an Oupai-io of Scythian
ori-fin (Uerod. iv. 59, 67), the lady of Apaturon
(B.

1-atiscliov,

Inscrip.

Punt. Eh.c,

Petiograd,

188.V90, ii. 19).
The function of the goddess was in historical
times narrowed down to that nierelj' of the protectress of love.
It is only as sucli, with the

exception already noticed, that she is recognized
in the Ionic epic, and it is therefore worthy of
remark that her cult was introduced into Smyrna
(Tac. A nn. iii. 63) and Ephesus (Michel, Eecueil, 839
A 5, B25)by means of oracles. Even at a later period
theophoric names formed from Aphrodite rarely
occur iu Ionia proper (Sittig, p. U18). Her temples
in that region were almost all devoted to the goddess of love.
In this capacity, too, she absorbed
Peitho, who had originally an independent cult (in
II.
vii. 7]), hut subsequently became
Sikyon [Paus.
sometimes an epithet (/tr i.\. 2. 236), sometimes an
attendant, of Aphroilite (NVeizsjicker, in Roscher,
iii.
1797), as is aptly shown by the ligure of
Farnesina (Muii. ddV Inst. xii. [1885] 21).
She
usually appears as the goddess of female love, although the Aphrodite Apym-vls of Bteotia(Phanocl.
ap. Clem. Alex. Protr. ii. 38 IPG viii. 17] Athen.
-xiii. 603 D
Steph. Byz. s.v. Apyuvniov) seems to
'

'

;

'

;

have had to do with ttoiSikos Ipus, as is certainly
true of the Aphrodite 2».oria of Pha?stus {Etym.
Mag. 543, 49 ; in Crete the boys were called a-Kinoi
As Aphrodite was
to Eur. Ale. 989]).
[schol.
brought into relation with tlie evening star in the
niythof Phaon-Phaethon(\Vilamowitz-Mollendorfl',
Hermes, xviii. [1883] 416 tl'., Sappho zcnd Simonides,
Berlin, 1913, p. 33 f. ), it is easy to see why maidens
should murmur their love-pangs to the moon-goddess (scliol. to Theocr. ii. 10
Hesj'ch. s. v. ovpavia
off), just as in the Erotic Fragment (6) the lover
invokes the stars and the avfepQaa vv^.
BesKles Aphrodite the only Greek
3. Eros.
He too had
love-deity of real importance is Eros.
a more general function as a deity of procreation,
viz. in Thespia;, where he was worshipped as a
stone fetish (Paus. IX. xxvii. 1), as also probably
in Parion, in Laconian Leuktra {ib. III. .xxvi. 5),
and in the sex-cult of the Lycoraids {ib. IX. xxvii.
2; cf. Fnrtwangler, Jahrb. des dent, arehaolog.
In Elis he is repreImtituts, vi. [1892] 116f.).
sented beside the Charites, and to the right of
;

—

them (Paus. VI. xxiv. 7), i.e. as their leader, like
Hermes elsewhere. From his procreative aspect
arose the cosmic character which he bears in
Hesiod and among the Orphics. In consequence
of the obvious derivation of his name, however, he
remained all along the god of sensual desire. His
In Laconia and
cult had only a narrow range.
Crete sacrifices were ottered to him before a hattle
(Athen. xiii. 561 C), and the connexion between
these and pu'derasty has been explained by E.

We

Bethe (Rhein. Mu.i. Ixii. [1907] 445).
are told
'
also that in the
"adeniy he had an altar which
was supposed to have been erected in the period of
the Pisiatrp*id* (Athen. xiii. 609
Plut. Sol. 1),
;
3 (Hipp. 538) asserts that oflerings
but Eur'
him
at
all.
In
were ne<
aid to
literature and
art his fi,,-re was always a mutable one, and he
is the subject of no clear-cut myth (J. Boehlau,
Philoloq. Ix. [1901] 321, and cf. O. Waser, in

D

Pauly-Wissowa,

vi.

487).

Alcman

38

(frag.

[Bergk'']) calls Iiini a boy ; Anacreon sometimes
obviously regards him as a youth (frags. 2, 47),
while in other passages (e.g., frag. 62) one may
1

Is

The;rpc>3aTo^itw£ib»e7KciTa<7fJ<'t'0^(Joh. Lydus, de Men:t.

doubtless to be understood

Privatlel/tii der

Ruimf,

iii

Leipzig,

tilts

sense

;

18tl6, p. <78.

of. J.

i\

.

(Greek)
well doubt whether he thinks of him as a personal
But this indetiniteness of outline,
deity at all.
which per.sists throughout the subsequent period,
is counterbalanced by the
magnilicencc of the
associated conception.
While Saiipho (fiag. 1)

Aplirodite, who inllicts and
of love, .4£schylus (frag. 44
[Nauck-]) extols tlie might of that craving which
|)ervades all that lives, and depicts the shattering
and the
etlects of dTepwTris /pus (Choep/i. 599)
other two great tragedians give expression to
similar idea.s regarding the destructive and enEur.
ravishing ]iower of 'Epus (Soph. Aiit. 781

prays

naively

to

removes the pains

;

;

Thereafter philosopliical speculation seizes uiion the conception,

Hipp. 525, 1268, Iph. Aid. 543).

of.
it to heiglits before undreamed
Plato (Coiiviv. 187 D), playing upon the etymology
and
of the words, contrasts Oi'pafla
lldrSTjjuos as
a contrast having no
s.acred and ]irofane love
foundation in their essential meaning, but dominating their usage for the future.
In the sphere of com4. Later developments.
mon life the deities of love declined as the practice
In this period the
of heta;rism gained ground.
A<fipo5lina became a characteristically hettcristic
Besides Eros we now
festival (Nilsson, p. 374).
Longing' and Fulfilment'
fmd"I/xe/)os and II6S05,
on the meaning of Ildtfos cf.
(Paus. I. xliii. 6
Wilamowitz-MoUendorft' on Bion's Adunis, v. 58),
and in other districts 'AyWpus (Paus. I. xxx. I,

and exalts

—

—

'

'

'

;

The earlier tradition still makes
VI. xxiii. 3, 5).
itself felt in the verses in which the bearded Eros
of Siniias (BucoUci Grmci, ed. U. von WilamowitzMollendorli', Oxford, 1905, p. 147) describes his
powers, but coincidently, from the period of the

vase paintings ornamented with gold, a multitude
of dallying Erotes find their way into art and
literature, as shown by the epigrams of the Anthology and the paintings found in Pompeii. Among
the Hellenistic societies the Aphrodisiasts were
largely represented (F. Poland, Griechisches Vercinswesen, Leipzig, 1909, p. 189 rt'.), though it is
true that there were among them numerous
foreign (Syriac) cults. The high favour enjo3-ed
by Adonis also served to revive the worship of
Aphrodite; the deities of love in general now

reached their highest vogue, and it is iu this
period that we first meet with theophoric names
Ueiived from Aphrodite, though no doubt with
but few exceptions in the lower ranks of society
Aphrodite and Eros are no longer
(Sittig, p. 108).
deities of the procreative impulse, but are the
guardian spirits of love in the modern sentimental
It is worthy of note that unhappy lovers
sense.
now frequent the supposed tomb of Khaiiine and
Leontichos, the heroine and hero of the romance of
Stesichorus (Paus. VII. v. 13). Syncretism once
more laid hold of the figure of the love-goddess,
and combined it with that of the healing mother
of the gods (IG iii. 136), while the recollection
of her Tarj;er function survives in the literary
tradition, as appeals in the Proem of Lucretius,
and as reveals itself also, immediately before the
collapse of the ancient religion, iu the Pervigiliiim
I'enei-is (A nth. Lat. i. 144 [Riese and Biicheler])—
the last mempvial of antiquity to the goddess whose
influence perv.c;(es the universe.
LiTERATlHK. -The more important works have been cited in
the course o( the article. The reader may also consult W. H.
Engel, Kypros, licrlin, ISll, ii. (materials); A. Enmann,
Kypros und der Ursprnng des Aphroditekults,' in Mim. de

—

—

:

'

fAcad. Imp. de St. Fetrrsbourg, xxxiv. (ISSO) p. xiii; L.
PrellerandC. Robert, Griechische Mythnlogu-*, Berlin, 1S87-W,
W. H. Roscher, art. 'Aphrodite,' in Roscher;
i.
345, GOI
P. Weizsacker, art.
A. Furtwangler, art.
Eros,' ib.
.\phrodite,' in Pauly-Wissowa
'Peitho,' i&.; K. "Tiimpel. art.
;

'

;

'

(to Iw used with caution)

05)

It

O.

Waser,

art.

*

Eros,'

ib.

Kurt Latte.

—

Ethical idf.as.—i. Tl Homeric age.
remains to examine what ideas concerning the

II.

Marqiiardt,

;

LOVE
emotion of love and its etliieal value were cliaiacand tlie survey will reveal
teristic of the Greeks
considerable develiioment in consequence of political and social movements, together with a certain
variety of contemporary opinions in the most
important eras. The charming pictures of domestic
afl'ection wliicli are to be found in the Homeric
poems, such as the parting of Hector and Andromache (/A vi. "70 ft.) or the meeting of Odysseus
and Penelope (Od. xxiii. 8.5 fl. ), and even occa.sional
comments like there is nothing mightier and
better than when husband and wife keep house
with united liearts' (Od. vi. 182 ft'.), and the
;

'

tenderness of the allusion to the soft voices of the

youth and maiden while they are courting each
other

(//.

xxii.

128), rellect?a

condition of society

which wedded love was highly prized. This was
the natural outcome of the respect with which
women were treated, and of the comparatively
high degree of liberty which they enjoyed.
The causes
2. Post- Homeric
development.
which led to the disappearance of the Achfean
knoA\'n
to
ns (see art.
monarchies are imperfectly
King [Greek and Roman]), and the evidence

in

—

available does not enable us to trace the course
of the changes which lowered women in public
estimation by depriving them of their earlier freedom. But signs of their depreciation may be observed even in the utilitarian precepts of Hesiod

regarding marriage (Works and Days, 700 ft'.);
and the same tone pervades the invective of
Semonides of Amorgos (frag. 7), whose pattern wife
is the oft'spring of the busy bee blessing with
material increase the gathered store of her mate
It is remarkable that the same simile
(line 83 ff.).

employed by Ischomachus in describing to his
wife the duties which he expects her to perform
(Xen. (Econ. vii. 32), and the whole of the training
prescribed in Xenophon's dialogue (op. cit. vii.-x.),
as well as casual allusions to domestic happiness,
show^s that the Attic ideal was satished by the
loyalty of a careful and thrifty housewife (Lys. i.
7). In historical times an ordinary Greek marriage
was so entirely prompted by motives of convenience
that w-e read without surprise the typical sentiment
of the Athenian orator
While we keep a mistress to gratify our pleasure and a
concubine to minister to our daily needs, we marry a wife to

is

:

*

raise legitimate issue

and to ha^e our property carefully pre-

'

served ([Dem.]
3.

Sappho. — It must not be supposed that in the
li.\.

122).

meantime the passionate outpourings

of the lover
failed to find adequate expression in literature. In
this respect the poems of Sappho occupy so peculiar
a position that an attempt must be made to define
it.
Sappho, a poetess of such eminence as to have
been accounted the rival of Homer and to have
earned the title of the tenth Muse (Anth. Pal.
VII. xiv. 15 ; cf. Strabo, p. 617), owed most of her
reputation to the fervour of her love-poems. Yet
in estimating their tendency we encounter unusual

notwithstanding the
only scanty fragments of her writings survive, and partly because
comic poets and later gossip-mongers have shrouded
her name in unmerited scandal. It is generally
admitted that the story of her u. ,quited love
for Phaon and of her despairing leap from the
Leucadian rock are fictions due, perhaps, to a
misunderstanding ef her own words (U. von
Wilamowitz-Mollendorff, Sappho und Simonides,
difficulty,

additions

partly

made

because,

in recent years,

The grosser suspicions,
such as those indicated by Seneca in his refei"ence
(Ep. Ixxxviii. 37) to tlie discussion of Didymus 'an
Sappho publica fuerit,' are not to be supported by
such doubtful evidence as frag. 52, and are contradicted no less by tJ"7joundest part of the tradition,
which represents her as a wife and a mother (Suid.
3.V. Zartpw
cf. .Sappho, frag. 85), than by the

Berlin, 1913, pp. 24-40).

;
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sincerity

and freedom of her genuine utterances.

The psychological problem presented by
and 2 and Berlin

frags. 2

and 5

frags.

1

to understand
how the yearning aft'ection inspired by the loss or
departure of one of her girl friends came to be
is

expressed in terms usually reserved for the rapturous emotions of sexual love. The solution, so far
as the evidence permits us to form a tietinite
conclusion, is to be sought in the character of a
If Sappho was the inremarkable personality.
spiring genius of a society of beautiful and highborn maidens, who sought at her hands instruction
in the poetic art (frag. 136), and with whom she
lived on terms of intimate afl'ection, there wjis no
reason why she should not, with a difi'erent intention, have anticipated the behaviour of Socrates
to his young disciples, by giving utterance to her
whole-hearted devotion in the language of passionate love.
The parallel was drawn in antiquity by
Maximus TjTius (xxiv. 9), who was, doubtless, not
to
the first
suggest it and in modern times the
good name of Sappho has been defended by F. G.
Welcker (Kleine Schriften, Gbttingen, 1816, ii.
80-144) and, more recently, by von WilamowitzMollendorir (0/). cit. pp. 17-78).
Tlie poetic treat4. Tragic and other poets.
ment of love was usually confined, as, e.g., by
Mimnermus and Anacreon, to its sensual aspect,
and it is clear from the history of the tragic stage
that a serious preoccupation with the causes, symptoms, or eft'ects of love was considered unworthy
of a poet who aspired to be true to his calling.
Hence Aristophanes (Han. 1043 f.), in the character
of iEschylus, attacked the degeneracy of Euripides
in exhibiting on the stage the lust of Pho»dra and
Stheneboea, whereas the elder poet had never been
;

—

The unfairguilty of describing a woman in love.
ness of this criticism is sufficiently demonstrated
by the nobility of the female portraits to be found
but it is particularly importin the extant plays
ant to observe that here, as in some other respects,
Euripides was the herald of a new development
in imaginative literature of which the climax has
probably been reached in the extraordinary popularity of the romantic novel during tlie last hundred
To this we shall presently return. If we
years.
exclude certain features in the psychological studies
of Euripides, however, the dominant conception
of love figured its victims as entirely passive, since
love was an over-mastering force which, entering
into a man's body, permeated it so completely that
he was no longer able to control his impulses.
;

Love was a particular phase of possession by a
demonic being as popularly conceived (cf. Plut.
Amat. xviii. p. 763 A), and was consequently described as a disease (Soph. Track. 544) or a madness
The medium which conveyed
(Eur. frag. 161).
the mysterious influence was the faculty of sight
1; Arist. Eth.
glance was a
physical emanation from the eye, which, making
its way straight to the eye of the beloved object,
was met in its course by the responsive gaze speeding as fast towards the lover ioph. frag. 433
Plut. Qna;st. Conv. V. vii. 2, p. 681 B).
Ileliod. iii. 7
The shaft of light then came to be re' 'ded as a
(/Esch.

Nic.

ix.

Ag. 427
5.

f.;

1167a

Thuc.

4).

lI.

The

xliii.

lover's

'

;

;

weapon (/3Aos,
upon its victim

rd^ev/j-a)

which

wound

inflict.;

w here
But the lovegod
given).
copious Ulustratioii
had his wings as well as his bow and arrow (Eur.
For, by another figure, every violent
Hipp. 530
(see

ClU

xxiii. [1909] 2V

',

is

flf. ).

transport of emotion, including poetic inspiration
(Find. Isthm. v. 64) and fear(Apoli. Rhod. iv. 23), as
well as frenzy (Eur. Bacch. 332) and love (Plat.
Phadr. 246 D. etc.), was represented in the guise of
soaring wings, as if under such influences the agent
were lifted oat of his normal sphere into a higher
region by

some supernatural

force.

Sophocles, in
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huiioiis fragment (frag. 8jj N.=), chaiaeterizes the
love-goddess, liere a personification of the passion

11

itself, in tlie followinn; words :
'
Love is not love alone, but is rnllcil hy many
Death, it is IniniorUl Might, it is ra;;ing Fr'enry, it
in Love is ail activity,
Desire, it is Lainentntioit
that prompts to violence.'
;

names it is
Is vehement
;

all

peace,

all

Over and over as/ain stress ia laid ujion the irrepower of Love he is the niiglitiest of all

sistible

:

the Koils (Eur. frags. 269, 430; Menand. frag. 23,5,
67 K., frag. 449, iii. 129 K.) and not one of them
(ISoph. Track. 443), not even Zens liiiiiself (Kur.
Menand. fr.ag. 209, iii. 60 K.), can withfrag. 684
stand his attack.
'He is not wise,' says Deianira in the Trachinice (4411.),
who stands forth to contend with tjove, like a hoxer at
close
iii.

;

;

'

quarters.'
It is not

difficult to

a.ssuniption

upon

imagine the result of this
attitude of the average

the

Athenian

citizen.
The celelirated hp6Sov\oi. of the
Corinthian Aphrodite (ef. Find. frag. 122 and art.
HlERODOULOl [Gr.-cco-Homan]) hoi]) to explain the
absence of moral reproach directed against the
notorious iraipai. of Athens. Resistance to the onset of Love is no less
reprehen.sible than it is futile
(Eur. frag. 340), though excessive indulgence is as
much to be deprecated as entire abstinence (Eur.
.Such self-control as was exhibited
frag. 428).
by
Agesilaus in refraining, despite the violence of
his passion, from
accepting tlie kiss offered by a
beautiful Per.'ii.an
boy (Xen. Ages. v. 4f.)was so
rare that the historian felt it to be
altogether
marvellous.

—The

S. Paederasty.
passage last quoted eonfronts us with that form of the
love-pa-ssion, the
love of boys, which has come to be known as
'Greek love,' .and lias t.arnished the whole fabric
of Greek morality. There is no trace of this custom

to be found in the Homeric
poems ; for the assertion of such relations
having existed between

Achilles and Patroclus

is not, so far as we can
than .-Escliylus (frag. 136 '"''ragicontm
Grcecorinn Fragmeiita\ Leipzig, 1889,
But
p. 44]).
there is no doubt of its
antiquity, at any rate,
among the Dorian branch of the Greek race. This
is established
by ti.e evidence of certain Theraic
inscriptions (Inxcriptionrs Grrecm insiUnrum man'x
.i^grei, ed. K. Hiller von Gaertringen, iii. [19u(]
536 f.); by the relation between the (hirvriXas and
dfras in the
disciplinary system of Spartan training (Plut. Li/c. xvii. f. .*;iian, Far. Hist. iii. 10,
and by the curious custom of the
12)
Cret.ans,
according to which t'- ^ lover carried oti'his favourite
a
show
of fore
.1 was
more or less seriously
by
resisted according to his
supposed merit (Strabo.

tell, earlier

;

;

The inveteracy of the habit may be
pp. 483, 484).
attrilrated to its long descent from a
primitive
when
continuous
period
military service involved
a scarcity of women (Bethe, in E/irin. Miis. Ixii.
438 ft'.).
Moreover, it is fair to admit that the
results of such
were
no means
companionship

by

invariably bad.

T. Goniperz has well remarked that ' the sentiment
in question
as many, it not more, varieties and
appeared
ffradations, than
the love ol women at the present day.
Here, as elsewhere a
noble scion was often grafted
a
stock.

m

upon 'savage
Devotion
enthusiastic, intense, ideal, was not infrequently the fruit oi
these attachments, the sensual
origin o( which was entirely tor'
gotten (Greek Thinkers, Eng.

tr.,

London,

11)01-1'2,

ii.

3S0).

an elevation of sentiment is the easier to
understand if we bear in mind the
continually increasing segregation of the sexes to which reference
has already been made, and which,
owing to the
natural craving for symp.-itliv and
all'ection, left a
gap to be otherwise hlled. Widely spread as the
evil undoubtedly was,' there were
many— luobably
an increasing number— who were
keenly alive to
its disgrace.
But sentiment varied among difrerent communities, and, as
compared with Athens,
.Such

'The

free use of the

•igmflcant

word vaiiiKi

In

this relation

Is

itsell

and Ehs were subjocl to an unenviable
notoriety in this respect (Xen. Symp. viii. 34 I'lat.
Ihebes

:

Symp. 182

I)).

Philosophic love. -Such was (he state of
when the teaching ol Socrates began to
open a new era in the progress of morality. By
jnitting sexual desires more or less on the level of
the other bodily wants (Xen. Mem. iv. v. 9,
Symp.
iv. 38), Socrates
scarcely advanced beyond the
prudential standpoint of the ordinary per.son.
But his character, so completely vindicated by
Alcibiades in the Si/inposium (215 A ff.), was free
from any suspicion of vice and, though he sometimes ironically preteniled to bo enamoured of
beauty (Xen. Mem. VI. i. 2, Symp. iv. 27), and
actually described him.self as the lover of his
younger companions and pupils (Xen. Symp. viii.
2), yet he energetically repressed the erotic tendencies of hi" associates (Xen. Mem. I. ii. 29, L iii. 8),
and required that 'i spurious love shouhl be converted into a true friendship aiming
solely at the
moral improvement of the beloved object (Xen.
Plato developed his master's
Symp. viii. 27).
teacliing on this subject by connecting it with the
innermost core of his philosophical system, and,
in the dialogues
Symposium and Phtedrus, he expounded with matchless literary skill his doctrine
respecting the true nature and purpose of love.
The argument in the P/(Cf*-i(.9 (250 A) starts from
the hypothesis of the immortality and pre-existence
of the soul, which in its ante-natal state was associated with the eternal verities of the ideal world.
Now, the ideas of Justice and Temperance are
6.

.society

;

.scarcely visible in their earthly counterfeits, arid
their apprehension is difficult and seldom attained.

But Beauty is always so conspicuous that its
lihenomenal representation attracts at once the
admiration even of those who are
strangers
to the mysteries of wisdom, and are
engrossed
in their mortal
Thus
souls
from
surroundings.
which the glories of the images once beheld have
faded by contact with earthly clogs, so far from
being sanctified and inspired by the sight of beautiful forms, are stirred
only with fleshly desire.
But it is different with the lover who is also a
philosopher, and his progress
lecture of Diotima reported

described in the
Socrat ' in the
Symposium (pp. 210, 211). T,., true lover, by contemplating the beauty of the beloved object, is
immediately reminded of absolute Beauty itself.
With his personal admiration for his beloved freed
from the trammels of bodily fetters, he sees even
more keenly the beauty of mind and character of
which the outward form is only the reflexion.
Presently he perceives the common kinship of
beauty wherever it is manifested in action or
thought, and learns that its complete apprehension
is the task of a
single science.
Lastly, passin>'
entirely from the individual to the universal, his
.soul is so
greatly purified as to become re-united
with the idea of Beauty itself, which is the ultimate source of all beautiful persons and things
belonging to the phenomenal world. Such is the
.significance of rb ipOui iraiSepaanh [Symp. 211 B),
or t4 TTiuSeiiauTe'iv fieri <f>i\oiToif>ias [PhiFi/r. 249
is

A).'
Plato's philnsophy left its mark upon
subsequent
ethical speculation, but was too much exalted to
aft'ect the o|)tnion of the
ordinary citizen. Aristotle distinguished perfect friendship between
good
men based ujion character fmni the spurious friendof
lover
and
beloved
at
ship
pleasure or
aiming
Whereas the
utility (Et/t. Nie. viii. 4. 1157a 1 tt'.).
love
as
a
violent imEpicureans entirely rejected
pulse attended by frenzy and distraction (Epic.
' J. Burnet has
recently undertaken to show that the whole
of the doctrine commonly altribilt«d lo Plato was
actually
propagated by .Socrates (Greek Philosophy, i., 'Thales to Plato,'
London, 1914, p. HO). It is obviously impossible to discuss the
question here.

LOVE
frag. 483 [Usener]), the Stoics followed closely in

Plato's footsteps by recommending it to the Wise
Man as an attempt to produce friendship with
youths who displayed in their beauty a capacil y
for virtue (Diog. Laert. vii. 129; Stob. Ed. ii.
Cic. Tusc. iv. 70, etc.).
p. 115, 1 [SVachsmutli]
Plotinus, as might be expected, adopted the rule.?
laid down in the Symposium as a means of approach
to the supra-rational and transcendent First Being
(Porphyr. Vit. Plotin. •ay.rd.). On the other hand,
Plutarch, whose dialogue entitled ipuTixhi aimed at
reconciling conflicting views by a return to the
commonsense point of view, while he was largely
influenced by Platonic imagery, vindicated the
claim of woman as the proper object of a divinely
even tind
inspired passion (21, p. 766 E if.).
Plato condemned altogether as unworthy of serious attention by such writers as Dionysius of
Halicarnassus (de Admir. vi dicendi in Demosth.,
;

We

1027), Athenseus (508 D), and Heraclitus, the
author of the Homeric Allegories (76, p. 101, 19).
In the meantime we are able
7. Romantic love.
p.

—

to trace the

growth

romantic love-story in

Greek literature of the
which the hero and heroine,
in

who have

fallen in love at lirst sight, after a series
The
of adventures are at last happily united.
realistic treatment by Euripides of certain tragic
subjects was undoubtedly one of the causes which
contributed to the appearance of the domestic

as the New Comedy. Among tl.o
stock elements in the plots of Menander and his
rivals we find the intrigue of the son of a rich
citizen with a slave-girl who often proves to have
been originally a free-born Athenian exposed by or
otherwise lost to her parents the overreaching of
an unsympathetic parent or a rascally pander by
the cunning of a devoted slave or parasite and
the ultimate reconciliation of all parties, leading
V>\\t pathos
to the marriage of the happy lovers.
and sentiment were entire!}' alien to the cold atmosphere and artificial mechanism of these plaj's.
new tone that of sympathy with the fortunes
of the lovers asserted itself for tlie first time in
some of the masterpieces of Alexandrian literature.
Whether this was merely the result of tlie diffusion
of the Hellenic spirit outside the confines of the
''
rough the countries which then
city coirraunitie^
constituted the ci
jzed world, or more specifically
of closer acquaintance with popular Eastern tales
such as that of Abradat«s and Panthea in Xenu-

drama known

;

;

A

—
—

phon {Cyrop. V. i. 3, VI. i. 31 ff., iv. 2-11, VII. i.
29-32, iii. 2-16 ; see J. P. Mahaffy, Greek Life and
Thought-, London, 1896, p. 254; E. Rohde, Vcr
griechische Eoman-, p. 5S3tt'.), it is impossible now
The vigour of Alexandrian love
to determine.
poetry receives its best illustration in the tliird
bookof Apollonius'syl)-gio»!«M<i;>a, where the growth
of Medea's passion for Jason, the conflicting interests prompting her to struggle against it, and her
final snbmission to an irresistible emotion are
depicted with poetic power of a very high order.
There is no doubt that Vergil made Apollonius his
chief model when constructing the well-known
episode of the loves of Dido and .(Eneas. Another
example was the love-story of Acontius and Cydippe
described by Callimachus in the course of a digi-ession in the ^tia, the conclusion of which has
recently been discovered in one of tlie Oxyrhvuchus
Papyri (no. 1011 [ = vii. [1910] 1511.]). The various
features which became common to the writers of
these romantic narratives have been summarized

La Pofsie alexandrine sous les irnis
PtoUmfes, Paris, 18S2, pp. 140-160 J. P. Mahalfy,
op, cit. p. 25611'.) as follows: (1) Ihe minute portraiture of the personal beauty of the lovers
(2)
the sudden interposition of the love-god at their
first meeting
(3) the record of the misfortunes
obstructing the fulfilment of their wishes (4) the
(A. Couat,

;

:

;

;
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description of the pangs of thwarted love and (5)
the importance attached to the preservation of tlie
virgin purity of the heroine amidst all her trials
and dangers until her final reunion with the hero.
It is unnecessary to follow in detail the influence
exerted by the art of Callimachus and Philetas
upon Latin poetry, and especially upon the works
of Catullus, Propcrtius, and Ovid ; but mention
should be made of tlie MiXinriB/td of Aristides, which
had an extensive circulation in the Roman era
(Ovid, Trist. ii. 413 ; Luciaii, Am. i.). This was a
collection of erotic tales put together in the 2nd
cent. B.C., whose general character may be inferred
from Petronius, Apuleius's Metamorphoses, and
Lucian's Asinus. The work of Parthenius dedicated to Cornelius Gallus was difi'erent in both
scope and purpose it consisted of excerpts relating to the misfortunes of lovers and drawn from
various historians and ]3oets. The characteristic
features of the romantic love - story enumerated
above were closely followed by the later romancewriters (ipari-Koi cf. art. FICTION [Primitive] (j)),
who were the direct inheritors of the Alexandrian
tradition and became extremely popular in the
Middle Ages (I. Bekker, Anecd. Grccca, Berlin,
The best of these novels was the
1814, p. 1082).
;

:

;

^thiopica of Heliodorus (3rd cent. A.D.), who was
preceded by Xenophon, the author of the Ephesiaca,
and followed by Achilles Tatius {Leueippe and
Clitophon) and Chariton {Ch(sixas and Callirrhoe).
The Daphnis and Chloe of Longus was constructed
according to the same plan, but under the influence
the pastoral Idylls of Theocritus.

of

To

these

names should be added the fictitious love-letters of
Alciphron and Arist.-enetus, which aimed at restoring the Attic flavour of the New Comedy.

—

LiTERATTTRE. Several o! the authorities consulted have been
Certain portions of the subject-matter are
covered by E. Bethe, Die dorische Knabenliebe,* Rhein. Mus.
Ixii. [1907] 438 ff.
E. Rohde, Dei- ijn'echische Roman-, Leipzig,
indicat-ed above.

'

;

For the ethical development

1900.

in general, see the .luthori-

quoted u :ier Ethics and Morality (Greek), and especially
L. Schmidt, Die Ethik der alien Griechen, Berlin, 1S88, i.
204-208; J. Denis, Uistoire des theories tt des idfie^ morates
ties

dans

I'antiquit^'^, Paris, 1879,

LCVE

ii.

122-154.

—

A. C. Pearson.

I

The dictionaries define love
(Jewish).
as
a feeling of strong personal attachment, induced by that which delights or commands admiraThe subdivisions of this sentiment comprise
tion.'
the impulses of attachment, due to sexual instinct,
the
or the mutual afl'ections of man and woman
impulses which direct the mutual afiections of
nts and children,
members of one family,
e attachment that
brothers and other relatives
of people with
from
sentiments
sympathetic
springs
'

;

'

,

.

,

harmonious character, friendship

and, finally,
the various metaphorical usages of the word, as
To the
the love for moral and intellectual ideals.
last class belongs the religious concept of love
for God, while the particular Biblical conception of
God's love for Israel is closely related to the idea
of paternal aft'ection.
Love for
I. Sexual love.

—

;

woman

as an irre-

impulse is most strongly represented
Canticles in the words

sistible

in

:

*

Love

is

strong as death

;

jealousy

is

cniel as the grave

:

the

flashes thereof are flashes of fire, a very flame of the Lord.
Many waters cannot quench love, neither can the floods drown
it ; if a man would give all the substance of liia house for lore,

he would utterly be contemned (86f-).
The passion of sexual instinct which must be elevated by a feeling of love is repeatedly referred to
in the same hook {2<^'- 3^ 5^ » 8^'- ; see also 1"- 2"10
31-4.
'j7)^ ^,j(j sensuous life of the low physical
'

''

.>.

type is often mentioned either directly (Pr 7'*) or
as the most natural metaphor for reprehensible
The Bililical stories give us
inclinations (Hos 3').
repeated instances of the power of se.xual passion,
as in the case of Samson (Jg 14"" 16''- '"), where the
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over man leads man to
the ciise of Sliccliom (Un 34),
thouph in his case the luvc for Din.ili is not of the
strictly carnal nature which characterizes the relation between Samson and Delilah.
The love of

Of him who loves his wife like himself Rnd honours her more
thnn himself, Scripture (.loli b"*) 8n;.-8 " Thou Shalt know that
thy lent is in peace" {Y^bluunfilh, ii-zb).

King Solomon for many strange women a prototype of the baneful inlhience of the harem <m
is given in the Bible (I K
politics in the Orient
11') as the cause of the downf.all of tlie wisest of
Rabbis
The
kings.
consistently prove from this
story that it is impo.ssible for any man to guard
the
influence
of woman, and use this fact
against
as support for the theological doctrine that law is
unchangeable for even Solomon, who thought he
was wise enough to be safe from having his heart
turned away by women (Dt 17"), fell a victim to
their influence {Ex. Rnbhs, eh. vi., Tanhuma, Ex.,
ed. S. Buber, Wilna, 1885, p. 18).
With equal force sexual passion is described in
the case of Amnon, raping his stepsister Tamar
(2 S 13), when, after the gratification of the brutal
impulse, Amnon's passion turns into hatred and
has a ren).arkable
di.sgiist (v."), a story which
parallel in Alax Ilalbe's tragedy Jugcnd (Berlin,
The
term
'love'
is
also
used with regard
1893).
to other physical pleasures, as love for delicacies

and already implied

demonic power
ruin.

Similar

of

woman

is

—

—

;

(Gn 2V).
2. Matrimonial and parental

—

The higher
love.
conception of matrimonial love as an attachment
whicli elevates sexual relationship, just as the
latter without such relationship is degrading, is
often referred to both in principle and in illustrative story.
The case of Jacob, who was willing to
work seven years in order to gain Rachel, and the
remark tliat those seven years passed by like 'a
few days' (Gn 29™), as well as the hope of Leah
that the birth of her third son would make Jacob
love her (v.'-"), show that ideal matrimonial relations are to be governed by spiritual affection.
Thus the marriage of Isaac and Rebekah, arranged

by their parents, ripens into love (Gn 24"). A
further stage to the relation of Jacob and Leah is
that of Elkanah and Hannah (1 S 1"), where the
husband tries to console his wife, longing for the
'
I not better
blessing of children, by saying,
to thee than ten sons ?
David is spurred by the
love of Miehal to do great acts of valour (18^) a
conception of life akin to that of troubadour times.
Even in the story of Esther the king's love for the
queen (Est 2"), while in many ways showing the
characteristics of an Oriental despot, willing to
give half of his kingdom away in order to gratify
the whim of an odalisk, is jiresented as an attacliment seizing the king with the force of a sudden
Such passion is referred to in the case of
passion.
a captive of war, and the law requiring that she
be allowed time to become assimilated to her environment is dictated by a delicate understanding
of womanly- feelings (Dt 21'"").
The placing of
duty above personal feeling underlies the law for
the conduct of a man who has two wives, one
of whom is beloved, and the other hated (vv."").
It is worthy of note that Rabbinical
apologetics
explains tlie love as a tribute of piety and hatred

Am

'

—

as being 'hated by

God'

M. Friedmann,
same time Rabbinic

(,SV/"/-e,

ed.

Vienna, 1864, p. 1 13). At t^lie
ethics derives from tliis law a comlemn.ation of
polygamy as leading to domestic trouble (ib.). In
a warning against sexual licence the author of
Proverbs advises (.5") devotion to ' the loving hind
and the pleasant doe' ; and the author of Ecclesia-stes gives as a recipe for h.appiness the advice
:

'

with the wife

whom

thou lovest all the days
thy vanity ... for that is thy portion in life (»!').
It is significant that such advice was
put in the
month of King Solomon. In full harmony with
this
of domestic felicity, as the highest
conception
ideal of life, are many Rabbinical statements.
liive joyfully

ol the lite of

'

*

:

'

Closely related to this conception of love is the
love of children, so often r(^fericd to in the OT,
in

tli(^

many

i)assagos i)raising

the happiness ilerived from the possession of children (I's 127='" 128^ Pr 17'') and the misfortune of
not having children, as in the ca.se of Raclu'l, \v ho
would rather die than live without then\ ((Jn .So'),
and in the similar case of Hannah (I S 1). The
love of Jacob for Joseph, because he was the son
of his old age (Gn 37"), and the love for Benjamin,
who, in addition to being a .son of his father's old
age, was the only one loft of his mother (44^), are
so naturally presented that they show the psycho'

'

The same
logical continuity of human nature.
feature of truly human life is seen in the story of
.lacob and Esau, where the father loves the daring
hunter Esau, while Rebokah feels more afTection
for Jacob, tiie young man of domestic habits (25^').
.Such all'ection does not rest in the blood, but is
often stronger in persons attracted by congenial
There is hardly in t!ie whole world's
feelings.
literature a nobler expression of devotion than the
words spoken by Ruth to Naomi (Ru 1'"-), and
the words of felicitation spoken to Naomi on the
birth of Ruth's son, that Ruth's love for her is
greater than that of seven sons (4"'), are felt by
the reader of to-day as a profound truth, just as
they were at the time when they were written.
similar feeling of alHnitj' is that of the faithful
servant, of which the law takes cognizance in the
case of a slave who wotild rather stay in the house
of his master than go free (Dt 15'^ Ex 21°).
The love of
3. Friendship and wider love.
friends is naturally presented in comparison witli
that arising from .sexual and blood relationship.
Uavid says of Jonathan
Thy love to me was
wsnderful, passing the love of women (2 S 1-*).
true friend is one that sticketh closer than a

A

—

'

:

'

A

'

brother' (Pr

18-'').

False friends

who

fail

in

the

hour of need are often referred to (Ezk le-^- '"•
'=•
23''-», Hos 2»'^ La l'», Ps 109"-). The hapiiiness
that friendship brings in poverty is contrasted with
abundance and hatred (Pr 1.5"). In correct interpretation of this experience the Rabbis speak of the
natural friendship of the ostracized for each other,
naming the proselytes, slaves, and ravens (Talm.
P'sdhim, l!3o). As specimen of the highest love
the Rabbis give the case of David and Jonathan
(1 S 20''), and contrast it with that of Amnon and
Tamar, showing that the first, because unselfish,
lasted, while the second, being based on carnal
passion, could not last [Abhoth, v. 16).
Love, as not limited to friends, but extended to
all mankind, is a
principle the priority of which
Jewish and Christian theologi.ans have been contesting with one another. On the Jewish side it was
claimed that the command, 'Thou shalt love thy
neighbour as thyself (Lv 19"), is universal. As
proof for this conception it was adduced that the
commandment of love in the same chapter is extended to the stranger, f<n' ye were strangers in
the land of Egypt' (v.^^),' and that, therefore, it
expresses implicitly the idea of Hillel (ly.u.)— a
'

'

teacher of the 1st cent. B.C.

—

'

AVliat

is

hateful

unto thee do not unto thy neighbour this is the
wliole Torah, and all the rest is its commentary
(Talm. Skabbath, Slnr). It i.s claimed that in tlie
same sense Rabbi Aqlbfl, a teacher of the 2nd
cent., said: '"Love thy neighbour as thyself" is
a great principle - in the Torah [Si/ra, Q'dhishim,
ch. 4; Y'l-fi.th'ihni N'dhurini, x. 3).
Christianity,
on the other hand, claims that Jesus, in the parable
of the Good Samaritan (Lk 10*^), was tlie first to
answer the question. Who is my neighbour?, in
;

'

'

1

See also Dt

lO'".

'^

Or the fundamental

principle.

LOVE
the universalistic sense.' One might introduce the
argument that the Rabbis interpret the commandment, Love thy neighbour as thyself,' as teaching
a humane method of execution, evidently implying
'

that even the criminal remains our neighbour
(Talm. Pea. 15n). The Hebrew word uhehh lover')
for friend is also used in the social sense, as in the
'

{

Hiram and David (1 K 5" [EV 5']).
is tested by the sincerity which

case of

True love
not

hesitate

rebuke (Pr

will

rebuke and which will accept
but, on the other hand, loving

to
9'),

In
friendship will overlook faults (10"" 17").
the same sense the Talmud reports that Johanan

ben Nuri praised his companion Kabbi Aqiba
for having loved him more each time that their
teacher chastised him on the ground of a charge
made by Johanan (Arakhtn, 16A). For tliis reason
controversy on religious questions between father
and son, teacher and disciple, will promote their
mutual love {Qiddilshiii, 30b). At the same time

commanded

it is

to suppress hostile feelings.

In

Talmudic casuistry the question is asked, What
precedes, if a man see at the same time his enenij's
and his friend's ox or ass lying under his burden
(Ex 23'^)? The answer is given that he must first
help his

enemy

'in order that he train himself in
'

Love is
subduing passion (Babhd it'si'rl, 326).
also used in the plain social sense, as when it is
said that breakfast removes jealousy and brings
'

love'

[ih.

The making

1076).

of friends

is

true

He is a strong man who can turn his
greatness.
enemy into a friend (Ahhdth R. Ndfluln, ch. 23).
Just as true friendship is praised and recomThe
mended, so false friendship is condemned.
Kabbis warn man to keep at a distance from high
'
officials, for
they pose as lovers, when they have
use for you, and will not assist you in the time
of distress' (AhhSth, ii. 3).
The utilitarian point
of view in friendship is presented in the case of
Canaan who so the Talmud says admonished
his sons to love one another, but at the same time
to love all vices (P'sdhim, 1136).
On the other
hand, it is cited as an expression of true love,
when Babbi Judah han-Nast, while the spiritual
head of the Jewish community, repealed his own
decision in a legal case when he heard that Rabbi

—

—

Jose had decided dilierently.

—

Metaphorical uses. Love in the metaphorical
is used very frequently in connexion with
wisdom, especially in the introduction to Proverbs
see also the counterpart of loving folly or
(4* S")
hating wisdom (1- S*). As true wisdom is identical
with the Torali, we find the love of the Torah (Ps
11997. 163) and of God's commandments (vv.''"'- i'")
monotonously repeated in the long Psalm, which
evidently is the work of an early Pharisee who
4.

sense

;
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(Jewish)

their op])osites is characteristic of tlie wicked (Ps
52"). The injunction of Mieah (6*) to do justice,
to love mercy, and to walk humbly with God is
presented by a R,-ibbi of the 4th cent, as the sumtotal of 'the 613 commandments of the Torah'
(Miikkvth, iin). The true disciple of Aaron is,
according to Hillel, *he that loves peace and
To
pursues it' {Abk6th, i. 12; cf. Ps 34'^).
Rabbinic theology ethical conduct and ritualistic
are
ii.
divine
commands
(ib.
1),
conformity
equally
and therefore the righteous is he who practises
God's laws without regard to material advantage.
Moses took care of Joseph's remains (Ex 13") while
the Israelites were busy trying to secure the
booty of the drowned Egyptians, which shows how
he loved God's commandments (S6tah, 13«), for to
bury the dead is the highest of the cardinal virtues

(see To l"'" 2'^-, Mt S-l, Lk 9™).
Fulfilling God's
commandments at a great per.sonal sacrifice is an-

other proof of love.

'I'he

:

Love M'^Iakhah [work in the sense of man's occupation],
avoid office and seek not the acquaintance of those in power
'

'

(,Abh6th,

i.

10).

As devotion

to practical pursuits, love is

who

'

'

'

{'Eriibhtn, 226).
in those
is hated by his

demned

who seek

phets

denounced as 'watchmen loving to slumber' (Is
56"°), and the people steeped in materialism are
said to love cakes of raisin (Hos 3').
'

'

A

theological aspect of love in the
metaphorical sense is the use of the word as referthe
mutual
relation of God and Israel, both
ring to
The
in Biblical and in Rabbinical literature.
traditional liturgy speaks very often of God's love
special

His commandments, especiSabbath and holy days, and this love is often

for Israel in giving it

Turn
it,

it

n\\s

•

and turn it over, for everything is
^row old and grey with it, and never

[tho Tor.ih] over

speculate over

depart Jrom

it,

it,

for there is

no higher conception of

life

than

(.Abh6th, V. 22),

This conception is repeated innumerable times in
theory and story. In commenting on the passage,
This day thou art become the people of the Lord
thy God (Dt 27"), the Rabbis say
'

'

:

had indeed become God's people forty years previously, but Scripture wishes to say that to one who studies the
Torah earnestly', it becomes new every day' {B^rdkkoth, Q'6b).
'

Israel

As an example

of such devotion Joshua is quoted
to whom God said, not in the
commandment, but in the sense of a
that
the
Torah should not depart out of
blessing,
his mouth (Jos 1').
The love of instruction in Hebrew synonymous
with
(Pr 12')— wisdom (29^), purity of heart

(M'ndliuth,
sense of a

996),

—

reproof

(22"), righteousness (Ps 45'), and kindness (Mic 6*)
are characteristic traits of the pious, just as to love
' M.
Lazarus, Die Ethik des -Imlentums, Frankfort, 1898,
pp. 144-183.

implicitly con-

'

ally

in

is

Time-serving

who love the rich, while the poor
own neighbour' (Pr 14^"). Protheir own material advantage are

the Fathers

:

mentioned

the case of king Uzziah, who is praised as one
loved husbandry (2 Ch 26'"). I'crhaps the
obscure passage in F.c 5' is to be interpreted in
to the
this sense of a king who is devoted
field.'
The popularity of a king is referred to as
As a love of the ruler for the
love in 1 S 18'".
people the Rabbis define the devotion to public
improvements in the case of Joshua, who is said to
have built roads and erected public buildings
in

anticipates the ideal presented in the sayings of
'

legend reports that Rabbi

Gamaliel bought a p,alm-branch at a thousand
drachmw to fulfil the divine commandment (Lv
A
23'"') even while on board a ship (Sukklih, 416).
similar story of a great number of ducats paid for
an ethrtjg (citron used on the same occasion) is
told by L. Miiuz, Rabbi Eleasar gcnannt Schemen
Rukcach, Treves, 1895, p. 115. God's sanctuary, as
a place where only the righteous may set their foot
(Ps 15'), is also an object of love for the righteous
In a eudtemonistic sen.se love is advised for
(26*).
the practical pursuits of life in the Rabbinic saying

referred to in the Bible as the love of a father for
as that of a loving husband, and
Ills children,
'^
23',
especially as that of a bridegroom (Dt 7*'
1

K

109, "2

P

.Mai

Ch 2"

43< 63», Hos 3> 9'« 11'
Israel is ordained to
the heritage of Abraham to do justice

2").

maintain

God

W,

9«, Is

Inasmuch as

and righteousness (Ps
'
th.at loveth
6P) and hates him
As Zion .stands for the embodiviolence' (Ps 11').
(Gn

33''

18'"),

37°-^

146',

loves justice

Is

of all that is noble, God loves Mount Zion
and, as Israel's patriarchs were the living
representati\es of this ideal, God loves them and,
Just as
for their sake, their descendants (Dt 4").
Israel is not selected by God for His power, but
for His righteousness (Dt 7* 10'=' cf. Pr 15"), so He
loves the humble (Is 66-) and His symbol, the
stranger (Dt 10").
Prosperity is not a sign of
God's love, and alllietion is not a sign of His
hatred, for the Lord often 'corrccteth him that he
Yet prosperitj' is
loveth (Pr 3'- ; see Job 5").

ment
(78^)

;

;

'

LOVE (Muhammadan)
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repeatedly quoted as a token of (Jod's love, as in the
In a satirical sense the
case of Soloiuoii (2 S 1'2='').
correctional value of sutlering is referred to in a
Taliuudic story.
R. ^Aiiiiia calls on his friend B. Johanan who is Ul, and
aslfs hiin

Neither

sufferings. Johanan answers
sufferings nur their reward' (,B'rdkh<ilh, 5i).

whether he loves his
tlie

:

case of kin;; Manasseh (2 Ch 33'-'-) is quoted
as proof that suOering ought to be received with
love {Sn)'hedrt>i, 1016).
As a fundamental doctrine K. AqSba presents
the principle that God loved mankind, for He
created man in His image He loved Israel, for
He called them His children ; and, furthermore,
Israel is beloved by God, for He gave them a most
R.
precious gift. His Torah (Ablwth, iii. 14).
Aqiba evidently wishes to grade God's love as the
love of mankind in general, of Israel in particular,
and of the law-observant Israelite as the best
beloved.
(Jod, according to Kabbinic ethics, loves
especially the humble and peaceful (B'rdkh6th,

The

;

his

and more generally him who is beloved by
fellow-men (AbhOlh, iii. 10). Modesty is the

best

means

17(f),

'

I

love you,

to gain God's love.

God

s'l-ys

to Israel, because,

when

I

elevate you,

and
you humble
yoin-selves, for Abraham called himself "dust
" What
"
ashes (On IS-), and Moses said of himself and Aaron
are we?" (Ex 1(1^). and David called himself: "I am a worm,
and no man " (I's 22«)' (HuHfn, 80fi).
God loves, says the Talmud in a different passage
:

(P'snhim, W.Vi), him who is
humble, but hates him who is a hypocrite, who
does not oiler testimony when lie knows something
of the case, and who .sees his neighbour commit a
wrong and testifies, although he is the sole witness
Most probably in the sense of condemn
(gossip).
ing luxury in the building of synagogues R. Hisda,
who lived in Babylonia in the 3rd cent., says,

calm, temperate, and

commenting on Ps
'

87*

:

God

loves the gates, ornamented with the HAlakah [play on
words: fiyun, 'heap of stones,' and Siy6n] more than all

synagogues and schoolhouses {B'^i-akh6th, Sa).
It is consistent with this principle that the true
Israelite who is beloved of God is in the sense of
St. I'aul (Ro 2-*) the spiritual Israelite, and therefore the heathen who came to Hillel to be converted,
and desired to be assured that he might become
'
high priest, was satisfied when he heard that the
stranger who comes with his stall and wallet has
the same rights as the Israelites who are called
God's children (Shabhdth, 316). Israel is beloved
by God, for the Sh'khitinh accompanies them
'

'

wherever they are exiled (M'gillah, 29a). A distinctly polemical idea is found in the statement of
God loves Israel so that they
R. Jose, who says
need no mediator' (Y6md, 52(i), probably an
antithesis to the statement in the Gospel of John
(3" 14"). Yet the Rabbinic theologians considered
also a miracle a proof of divine love (^agigdh, 266
'

:

;

Tdflntlh, 20a).
The correlate term to God's love for Israel is
Israel's love for (iod.
It is enjoined as a duty in
Dt 6', and this section is the principal part of the
daily morning and evening devotion, tlius practically enjoining tlie doctrine of Jesus (Mt 22™-),
which makes tliis the ])rincipal commandment.
The injunction to love God is typical of the
Deuteronomic code (5'° 7" 10'- and often) and of
the Psalms, where the pious are called lovers of
(lod, of His salvation, or of His righteousness (5"
SI*" 40"^ 97"
To those who love Him
etc.).

\W

God

will

do good (Ex

20»,

Dn

9«,

Neh

1° 1328, j^i^l

and therefore Abraham (Is 418, 2 Ch 20') and
Solomon (1 K 3') are called lovers of God, and
Jehoshaphat is reproved for loving God's enemies
P),

(•J

Ch

An

19-),

whom

imiiortant

the pious must hate (Ps
theological

discussion,

13!l-"-).

leading

back to the early days of Christianity, is carried
on in the Talmud between R. Eliezer and R.

Joshua, whether the piety of Job

is to be found in
The
his love or in his fear of God (S6iah, 276).
love of (iod is characterized in the Talmud by
man's conduct, which sheds lustre on his religion
(Y6ina, 86a). As Zion stands for Israel's ideal,
the pious are those who love Zion (Ps 122") and

the wicked those who love strange gods, often
presented by the metaphor of adultery and sinful
Krom
love (Is 67*, Jer '2:^ 8=, Ezk le'^, Hos 2" 4").
a practical jioint of view the Talmudists say that
one who marries his daughter to a Rabbi {K'thuhhCth, 1116), or one who studies the Torah with no
expectation of worldly glory (N'dlidrim 62a), loves
God. A .special sign of the love of God is submission to His decrees, as in the case of Hananiah ben
Hezekiah and his school, who wrote down the
scroll of the fasts
(a chronicle of Israel's misfortunes) because they rejoiced at the tribulations,
thus exemplifying the spirit of Job, who served God
out of love.
Semitic and Egyptian section
See, further,
below, §§ 2, 4.
'

'

'

'

—

LiTBRATURE. In addition to the Jewish sources quoted in
*
Der Gruinlzug und deasen
the article, see E. Griinebaum,
Entwicklung dcr Liebe im Judenthume,' in A. Geiger's WisB.
ZciUchr. fur jud. Theol., ii. (1836) 285, iii. [18;J7] 6», 180; M.
Ethics of Judaism^ ii., Philadelphia, 1901 ; S.
Lazarus,'
Schechter, Studies in Jitdaism, 2nd ser., London, 1908, Saints
and Saintliness,' pp. 148-181 K. Kohler, art. Love,' in JK
M.
Cf. also art. Conscience (Jewish)
viii. [1904) 188-190.
Joseph, 'Jewish Ethics,' in Reliijiuus Systems 0/ the M'orirf,
G. DKUT.SCH.
London, 1901, pp. 695-708.
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'

'

;

:

—

LOVE

(Muhammadan). Although in the Qur'fin
the vengeance and wrath of Allah are more forcibly
depicted than His mercy and love, any one reading
the successive revelations in chronological order,
:ts far as possible, will observe that the latter conception was gradually gaining ground from the
hour w hen the Prophet's struggle for recognition
began to the day when his victory was no longer
doubtful. The epithet wadud (' loving ') is applied
to Allah in a sura of the oldest Mecca period
but, with this exception, and a few
(Ixxxv. 14)
others dating from the period immediately before
the Prophet's migration, all the Quranic references
to divine love occur in those chapters which were
revealed at Medina. It is likely that his settlement in a city where he could not fail to be
brought into contact with Christian ideas cooperated with the haiqiy change in his fortunes
and caused him to emphasize the milder aspects of
Allah in a corresponding degree. Of these references, which are about thirty in number, most are
brief statements that God loves various classes of
men e.g., the beneficent, the patient, those who
trust in Him, light for Him, keep themselves pure,
and so on and that He does not love various other
classes, such as the transgressors, the proud, and
the unjust. Muhammad denies the claim of the
Jews and Christians to be the children and, in a
Man's
peculiar sense, the beloved of Allah (v. 21).
love of God is mentioned in three passages some
men t:ike idols which they love as much as they
love Allah, but the faithful love Allah more than
anything else (ii. 160) those who love God must
fnUow His Prophet, then God will love and forgive
them (iii. 2!)) if any of the faithful apostatize,
;

—

—

:

;

;

their places with men whom He
loves and who love Him (v. 59).
Many traditions ascribed to the Pro]ihct on the
subject of divine love go far beyond Mie somcwli:it
arid and perfunctory allusions in the Qur'an, but
there is no reason to suppose that they are genuine.
They belong to the my.stical doctrine >Wiich dein the 2nd cent,
V('loi)ed umler Christian influence
of Islam, and which in the course of time established itself, as a guiding and inspiring |)rinci|ile,
The following
at the centre of Muhammadanism.
examples are often cited by Sufi authors ;
Alliih will

lill

LOVE (Muhammadan)
^\^len God loves a man, his sins hurt him not and one who
repents of sin is even as one who is without sin (Qut al-qiUub,
Cairo, 1310 A.n.,ii. 50. 15).
False are they who pretend to love Me, but when
God said
the night covers them sleep and forget Me. Does not every lover
love to be alone with his beloved ? Lo, I am near to those whom
[ love.
I hearken to their secret thoughts and prayers, and I am
the witness of their moaning and lamentation (ib. ii. CO. 22).
God said: 'My servant draws nigh unto ile by works of
devotion, and I love him and when I love him, I am the ear
by which he hears and the eye by which he sees and the tongue
by which he speaks* (cf. al-Qushayri, Risdla, Cairo, 1318 a. h.,
there are several versions of this tradition).
169, penult
'

'

'

:

|

'

;

|

'

;

It is obvious that the doctrine of divine love will
assume difierent forms according to the relative
often find it
orthodoxy of its exponents.
linked with mysticism of an ascetic or devotional
type, while in other cases it accompanies a
thorough -going pantheism, or occupies various

We

The subject is
points between tliose extremes.
exhaustively treated by Ghazali in bk. vi. of his
Only a brief
Ihi/d (Bulaq, 1289 A.H., Iv. 280-349).
abstract can be given here, but this will suffice to
show the scope and development of the doctrine as
it is set forth in the most popular and authoritative
encyclopaedia of

Muhammadan

ethics.

the natural desire for that which gives pleasure
grows intense, it is called 'passion' ('i«/ig).
Each of the bodily senses takes pleasure in different objects.
Similarly, the spiritual sense, whose organ is the heart (qalb),
has its own objects of pleasure which are imperceptible to the
Ghazali enumerates five chief causes of love:
bodily senses.
Every one desires to preserve his hfe or to
(1) Self-interest.
make it as perfect as possible. Therefore men hate death and
seek wealth, children, etc. (2) Beneficence. Men love those
who benefit them. This is indirectly a species of self-love. (3)
Disinterested love of good. Sometimes a good man is loved for
his own sake, not for any advantage that may be derived from
him. (4) Love of beauty (moral or spiritual), when the whole
pleasure which it gives consists in the perception of it. (5)
Spiritual a^nity. Ghazali then proceeds to demonstrate that
all these motives have their ultimate source in God, who is the
sole object of true and perfect love, although love of God necessarily includes love of the Prophet and the saints. The strongest
and rarest motive, he says, is spiritual affinity. Man is called
to an iinitatio Dei in respect of certain attributes, according to
the tradition, 'Form yourselves on the moral nature of God'
{takhallaqit bi-akhldq Allah). He becomes near to God through
his acquisition of kncNvledge, benevolence, compassion, and
other virtues. But, underlymg this, there exists between God
and man a real and intimate relation, of which Ghazali speaks
with the utmost caution as an ineffable mystery which is reIt is indicated by the verse of the
vealed to tiieosophists.
Quran where God says that He breathed His spirit into man,
by the divine command given to the angels to worship Adam,
and by the tradition that God created man in His own image.
Every human sense and faculty seeks a particular end, which
constitutes its pleasure. The spiritual faculty— it is described
by different names, e.g., reason, faith, illumination, insight
seeks to know the essences of all things. God is the highest
object of knowledge therefore knowledge of God is the highest
pleasure. The gnostic ('(in/) inevitably loves that which he
knows and contemplates ; and his love increases in the same
degree as his knowledge. Both spring up together in his heart
when he has purged it of worldly desires and sensuous impresWhat he Tongs for is perfect contemplation and perfect
sions.
knowledge. The former, though it is not attainable in the
world of phenomena, may be enjoyed in the beatific vision hereafter, but perfect knowledge of the Infinite Reality can never
be reached either in this world or in the next. Consequently
the gnostic's longing (_shawq) is everlasting ; even in the bliss of
union with God he moves unconsciously towards an unrealizable

Love

(,hubb)

when that

is

;

desire

—

;

God's creatures, yet he has no joy but in solitary communion
with his Beloved, toiowing that the more he loves God in this
world the greater will be his bliss in the world to come. Some
long for paradise, and they shall enter it, but God will ^ve
Himself only to those who have fixed their desires on Him.
According to Ghazali, true love always contains an element of
fear: the lover dreads lest God should turn away from him or
deprive him of contemplation, not on account of such sins as
are committed by ordinary men, but to punish him for the
hidden deceit (al-makr al-khafi) of insincerity, spiritual pride,
preoccupation with spiritual delights, and similar offences
against divine love, from which no one except the firmly
grounded theoaophist is secure.
In his concluding chapters Ghazali explains the meaning of
two terms, uns and rit^d, which denote states connected with
Uns is the joy of immediate conthe fruition of mystical love.
templation of the divine beauty without regard to any possithat
the
bility
present experience may be transcended at some
future time. Such persons flee from intercourse with mankind,
and when they appear in the company of others they are really
God allows them to address Him famiharly and to use
alone.
a freedom of speech that would be considered blasphemous in
any one less enraptured. Ri4d ('satisfaction') signifies willing
acquiescence in whatever God has ordained. The lover cheerfully accepts tribulation and suffering at the hands of men,
because he sees that God is the only real agent, and that all
Ghazali shows that prayer
g^ood and evil is divinely decreed.
He also refutes those who use
la not incompatible with nifd.
the doctrine of ri^d as an argument in favour of antinomiaiiism.
all

;

'

;

I

,

j

j

:

In more advanced and pantheistic forms of
Svifiism the term love becomes a symbol for the
soul's aspiration to attain /'?««, i.e. to lose itself in

union with God. Especially do the Islamic mystical poets exhaust all the resources of erotic
imagery in order to describe the subtleties of a
though
passion that is wholly pure and spiritual
sometimes the same style may be deliberately
or
other
sentiments
as an
mask
for
as
a
adopted
The selflessness associated with
artistic device.
the highest types of human love makes it an apt
emblem of the ecstasy in which the mystic passes
away from consciousness of his individuality and
The
lives only in the eternal and universal.
following lines by Hallaj are often quoted
1 am He whom I love, and He whom I love is I
;

:

*

;

We are

two souls dwelling in one body.
When thou seest me, thou seest Him,
And when thou seest Him, thou seest us both'
(L.

spiritually,

and enables them

draw nigh" unto Him, and has eternally willed that they
should so draw nigh by means of works of devotion, which are
the cause of their becoming pure within, and of the raising of
the veil from their hearts, and of their attaining to the rank
All these are acts of favour, invohing no
of nearness to God.
chanu'e in the divine perfection, but inwardly transforming the
person who is the object of them. How shall a man know that
God loves him? Ghazali answers this question by enumerating
the signs which characterize the lovers of God, since their love
of Him is the best proof that He loves them. The true lover
yearns to meet God and therefore desires death, or, if he be
unwilling to die, it is because he feels that he is not yet ripe for
the heavenly vision ; he is assiduous in worship and good works,
he loves
for disobedience cannot co-exist with perfect love
recollection (dhikr) of God, and he loves the Qur'an, which is
the Word of God, and the Prophet and his fellow Muslims and

to

;

VOL.

Vni.^12

p. 134).

true lover thinks only of his beloved, so
the true mystic thinks of nothing bub God. Such
meditation, however concentrated it may be, cannot in itself produce love, which is a divine gift of
it is the
rapture beyond the reach of leai-ning
inevitable effect of love, not its cause.
By emancipated Sufis the word love is constantly employed
to denote the essential spirit of all religion as contrasted with particular creeds, the ardent inward
feeling of adoration as distinguislied from ritual
ceremonies and forms of worship. Love is the
harmonizing and unifying element that transcends
sectarian differences.
;

*

'

Because He that is praised is, in fact, One,
lu this respect all religions are one religion
(Jalal ad-din Rumi, Masnavi, abridged tr., by
E. H. Whinfield, p. 130).
*
None of the two and seventy sects with mine
Divine.
but
Love
faith
nor
any
Agrees,
Saint, sinner, true believer, infidel,
All aim at Thee away with name and sign
('Omar Khavyara, ed. E. H. Whinfield, London, 1901,
no. 287 [translated by R. A. Nicholson] ).
'

'

'

Having defined love as the

may behold Him

Massignon, Kitdb al-fawd$in, Paris, 1912,

As the

:

it

order that they

'

'

perfection.

soul's desire for that which gives
in
pleasure, Ghazali points out that the term is metaphorical
its application to God, W'ho wants nothing and regards nothing
When
it is
except His essence and His essential attributes.
said that God loves certain men, the intended meaning may be
hearts
in
expressed as follows : God raises the veil from their

177

1

Thus the value
Islam

of religious systems, including
only relative, and depends on their
Acts of devotion inspired
to inspire love.

itself, is

power
by any other motive are worthless. There is no
and no
paradise except union with the Beloved,
These doctrines
hell except separation from Him.
lead many Sufis into a position that practically
coincides with free thought. On the other hand,
if love of God stands in sharp antithesis to conventional religion, it is equally opposed to logic,
philosophy, and every form of intellectual activity.
Real knowledge does not come through the mind ;
it is a divine revelation that flashes upon the
hearts of those whom God loves. Possessing the
light of certainty/ the lover wants no eWdence for
*

LOVE
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Ills

faith,

(Roman)

and scorns the demonstrative arguments

in Sicily).
This proves, therefore, that the
Eryx
goudess resembled Aphrodite it tells notliing of
so
far as any early Italic cult is concerned.'
Venus,
(3) We are in a similar position
regarding Fruti.s,
for wliom we have two passages
Cassius Hemina,
ii.
who
tells
us tliat in the
14,
quoted by Solinus,
of
tlie
Laurentes
j?£neas
dedicated the
country
statue of Aphrodite, which he had brought from
Slother Venus wlio is called Frutis
Sicily, to
and Panlus, in the excerpt from Festus (p. 90), who
says that the temple of Venus Frutis was called
Frutinal. But these passages show merely that
an otherwise unkno^vn goddess Frutis'' was identified with Aplirodite, and again nothing is gained
for the old Italic Venus.
(4) There are, however,
traces of a very early Venus cult at Lavinium and
Ardea. Stralx) (p. 232) tells us that Lavinium had
a temple of Venus which was the common property
of all the L.'itin cities (i.e. the Latin league), and
that it was in charge of priests from Ardea
farther, that near Ardea itself there was a shrine
of Venus, which served as a meeting-place for the
Latins.
These statements must be taken at their

of the theologian.
LiTE&ATURB. A. von Krcmer, O^ch. derherrtchenden Idftn
dtt I$lams, Leipzig, Istis, pp. 79-69 E. H. Whinfield, Intro-

;

—

;

duction to his abridged translation of the Majtnavi of Jala] addin Rumi, 2nd ed., London, 1898; I- Goldziher, VorUsungen
ubfr den Itlam, Heidelberc. 1910, pp- 167 ff., 170 fl.; D. S.
Margolioutli, The Early Development of Mohammedanism,
R. A. Nicholson, The ilyttica of
London, 1914, p. 176fl.
Islam, London, 1914, pp- 102-119 ee« also art. ^PpIism, where
farther references will be found-

:

;

;

'

(Roman). — Nothing
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is

more

significant
of the practical character and the
prosaic morality
of the early Roman than liis attitude towards love.
In the earliest known period of Roman religion,
the so-called religion of Numa,' we do not find a
single trace of any deity connected ^vith love.
Now, inasmuch as all phases of life had their
representatives in the world of the gods, the conclusion would seem to be inevitable that, while
there was, of course, natural affection, there was
no pronounced development of sentiment, along
'

;

either moral or

Immoral lines. Immoral expression
was checked by that extraordinary self-restraint
which characterized a people who were instinctively

full value, in spite of the fact that
suspicions readily
suggest themselves. It is suspicious, for instance,
that Pliny {UN iii. 56) and Pomponius Mela (ii. 4)
refer to a place in this region as Aphrodisium an
unfortunate name for an old Latin cult. Following the ordinarily sound principle that on solemn
occasions the Romans often made sacrifice at the
mother-city of a Roman cult, Wissowa tries to prove
{Religion und Kultus der Romer', p. 289) that
Ardea was the source of the Venus-cult in Rome,
because in 217 B.C. the Decemviri (later Quindecimviri), who had charge of the Sibylline books,

conserving all their energies for future conflicts
and expression along moral lines was discouraged
by the severely practical view of marriage merely
as an institution for the propagation of the race.
So far as we are able to tell, therefore, we have in
the case of the early Romans a people without any
In the course of Rome's developdeity of love.
ment she was destined to receive a goddess who
was eventually to represent in her world all that
the Greeks included under the concept of Aphrodite.
This goddess was known as Venus, and was, from
about the year 300 B.C. onwards, identified with
Aphrodite but she did not exist in Rome before
Servius Tullius, for we have absolutely no trace of
her in the calendar of Numa.' On tlie other hand,
the name Venns seems Latin, and it is
certainly
Italic and not Greek ' and the fact that, Avhen
the Romans learned of Aphrodite, they called her
by this name seems to indicate that she was known
to them before Aphrodite was, and that there was
sufficient resemblance between her and
Aphrodite
:

—

commanded

tlie Romans to sacrifice to Venus at
The Roman cult may
(Livy, XXII. i. 19).
well have come from Ardea, but this reference
for
the
sacrifice
was made under
scarcely proves it,
Greek auspices, and the connexion of Ardea and
Rome in the .lEneas-legend was likely to suggest
such an act, merely as one step in the metamorphosis of the iEneas-legend into a State dogma,
which was taking place during the 3rd cent. B.C.
2. Traces in Rome of the early worship of
Venus. If a search for earl}' traces of an Italic
Venus is not very rewarding, an attempt to discover early traces in Rome itself is still less so.
The three old cults of Venus ordinarily quoted
are Venus Cloacina, Venus Libitina, and Venus
Murcia, all of them old, but not one of them
originally or at any time officially connected with
Venus.
Cloacina was tlie
(1) Venus Cloacina.
goddess of the cloaca, and possessed a shrine on
the north side of the Forum, near the Comitium,
at a point where the Cloaca Maxima entered
the Forum.' No ancient writer refers to her as
Venus Cloacina until Pliny {HX xv. 119, and,
depending on him, Servius, ad .£n. i. 720) makes

Ardea

;

'

;

—

to make an identification possible.
Our first task,
therefore, is to find what is known about Venus in
the period before Aphrodite arrived. All books on
Roman religion, except a few of the most recent
ones, are full of information about an Italic, a
Latin, and even a very early Roman Venus. It is
our duty first to examine these statements.
I. The question of the Italic Venus.— In
general
the assertion is made that in very
times there

early

was present throughout Italy the cult of a goddess
who was called Venus. But a closer examination
shows that many of the facts adduced to prove

this statement are of very doubtful value.
(1) It
has been repeatedly said that this goddess of
gardens was especially worshipped in Campania,
that, in other words, she is the Venus so famous at
Pompeii, the Venics Pompeiana. But this is false,
for the Venus Pompeiana is the Venus whom the
veterans of Sulla brought to Pompeii when
they
were settled there, the
of the Colonia

Cloacina a cognomen of Venus. Starting from
this, a passage in Obsequens (8, from the year
178 B.C.), where he speaks of a fire in the Forum as
having absolutely destroyed the temple of Venus,
has been interpreted to mean a temple of Venus
Cloacina.
On the contrary, the presence of an old
Venus-temple near this point may have been the
origin of the false association of ideas.* (2) Venus
Libitina.
The old Roman goddess Libitina, whose
cult was connected with the burial of the dead,
1 On the
etymology of the name see Walde, p. 869.

goddess
Veneria Cornelia, a combination of VenusAphroand Felicitas (see below, § 3). Her cult,
therefore, does not antedate the first cent, before
Christ.
(2) We hear of the worship among the
Oscans of a goddess akin to Venus, a certain
Herentas (mentioned in three Oscan inscriptions
two from Herculanettm[R. von Planta, Gramm. der
oskisch-umbrischen Dialekte, Strassburg, 1892-97,
ii. 510], and one from Corfinium
In
[ib. ii. 546]).
one of these inscriptions Herentas has the
cognomen
Mriikirmi ( = Erucinw, i.e. the Aphrodite of Mount
dite

» For
etj mology Bee Walde, pp. 321, 870.
sCf., on the recently discovered remains of this sanctuary,
D. Vaglicri, Bull. arch. com. xxviii. [1900)61 O. Huelsen, R6m.
MM. xvii. [1902) 46, note, xx. (1906) 62 1, Roman Forum, Eng.

:

'
.

Ji"

;

tr.,

f.

Rome,

1906, p. 132.

* On Cloacina cf. Plaut Cure. 471 ; Livy, m. xlviii. 6 ;
Pliny, xv.
119; Obseq. 8 (62) for her image on a coin see H. Coheii, Description higtoriijtte des nionnaic.t de la repuhlique romaine,
'
Paris, 1867,
Musaidia,' 6, 7; gf. H. Dressel, Wiener Studien,
xxiv. (1902)4180.
;

i?^ ."""' »*« especially A. Walde, Lat. etymotog. Wurter-

buch^, Heidelberg, 1910, p. 818

'

;

Uevnold a. Nicholson-
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and whose sacred grove on the

Esqiiiline

was

tlie

headquarters of the undertaking establisliments of
Rome, had originally no connexion with Venus.
Later slie was popularly confused with Venus,
forming Venus Libitina a combination which
never existed in the actual cult. It is easy to see
two or three things which led to this the presence
eventually of a temple of Venus not far from the
shrine of Libitina the association of Aphrodite
with graves, and her cognomen iirirvf^pla lastly,
Venus's own cognomen Lubentina, or Libentina,
which was readily confused with Libitina.'

—

:

;

;

Murcia was an old Roman
(3) Venus Mtircia.
goddess, whose nature was entirely forgotten in
the closing centuries of the Republic, but whose
name was kept alive by association with a shrine
(sacellum) in the valley of the Circus Maximus on
the Aventine side. The locality was known as ad
Murcue or, later, as Murcia vallis. Subsequent
generations, trying to find who Murcia was, connected her with Murtia, Mui-tea, Myrtea, and so
thought that they had found in her a cognomen of
Venus, the goddess of the myrtle.^
Little thus remains of an old Venus-cult in
Rome, except the temple near the shrine of
Libitina, which need not be older than the 3rd
cent. B.C.
have seen, therefore, that there are
very slight traces of early Italic Venus -worship,
and still slighter ones of specifically Roman worTlie existence of the Italic name Venus, by
ship.
which Aphrodite was known at her introduction
into Rome, compels us to presuppose some sort of
an Italic deity with that name, who was known
and worshipped before the coming of Aphrodite.

We

There is another possibility, which we venture
merely to suggest, namely, that we have in Venus
a case which resembles in part the case of Hercules
and Castor-Pollux, and in part that of Mercury.
Like Hercules and Castor-Pollux, she may have
been originally a Greek deity, who moved up
through Italy, and became nationalized into a
Latin cult at Ardea, just as Hercules was at Tibur
and Castor-Pollux at Tusculum.
On the other
hand, the name may have been derived, like that
of Mercury, from the translation into Latin of an
explanatory cognomen. But, whether Venus was
from the beginning a Latinized form of Aphrodite
or an original Italic goddess later identified with
Aphrodite, one clue to her character is aSbrded us
in the fact that, when the directly Greek Aplirodite
(and, of course, she came before the .lEneaslegend), it was especially her function as a goddess
of gardens that appealed to the Romans.
This
function, secondary in Greece, seems to have been

came

primary
3.

Rome."

in

The

coming of Aphrodite. —We do not know

when

now

the Aphrodite-cult came into
not at first by order of the Sibylline books.
She came, however, before the vEueaslegend, though, of course. Aphrodite and .(Eneas
were subsequently inseparably connected.
The
first datable temple is in 295 B.C., and the first
official proclamation of the ^neas-dogma by the
State was in the year 282 B.C. Naturally Aphrodite was known before 295 B.C., and the vEneaslegend had been circulated privately before it was
publicly proclaimed. The two oldest temples of
1
On Libitina cf. Dion. HaJ. iv. 15 Plut. Qtuest. Rom. 23
Ascon. in Milon. 34 CIL vi. 9974, 10022.
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(Roman)

Venus-Aphrodite in Rome were the one in the
grove of Libitina, the date of whose foundation is
unknown, but was probably in the 3rd cent. B.C.,
and the one founded in 295 B.C. near the Circus
The dedication day of both these
Maximus.
temples was August 19th, which was also the
festival of the hotitores, or kitchen-gardeners
(Varro, de Linri. Lot. vi. 20)— a proof of the emphasis laid upon Aphrodite's function as goddess
of gardens.
The temple of 295 B.C. was, however,
in its
origin connected with Venus-Aphrodite as a
goddess of love rather than of gardens, for it was
built by the ledile, Q. Fabius Gurges, from the
fines obtained from the punishment of women
taken in adultery (Livy, x. xxxi. 9). During the
First Punic War the Romans became acquainted
with the cult of Aphrodite on Mount Eryx in
Sicily during the Second Punic War, in the year
217, this goddess, under the name of Venus Erycina,
was formally introduced into Rome at the command of the Sibylline books, and given a temple
on the Capitoline. A generation later, in 181 B.C.,
another temple ' of Venus Erycina was built outside the Porta Collina.
But, though Aphrodite
may have come in first as tlie goddess of gardens,
this deity of Mount Eryx was pre-eminently a
goddess of love, with a pronounced accent upon
;

A

reaction was inevitable, and
B. c. an altar was
erected to Venus Verticordia {'A<ppo5iTri Airoarpotpia
L.
Preller
and
Pans.
IX.
xvi.
3
C. Robert, Gr.
[cf.
Myth., Berlin, 1894, i. 368]), who turns the heart
back' from evil passions (cf. Val. Max. VIII. xv.
12 Pliny, ENvii. 120 Solin. i. 126). In 114 B.C.
a temple was erected to this same goddess (Ovid,
cf. Oros. v. xv. 22) as
Fasti, iv. 133 ff. ; Obseq. 37
an atonement for a prodigy which showed the
anger of the gods on account of the unchastity of
three Vestal virgins.
do not know where this
illegitimate love.

about the beginning of the 2nd cent.

'

;

'

;

;

;

We

temple was (Servius, ad
places
fusing

2nd

it

^n.

viii.

in the valley of the Circus

it

with Murcia).

Rome was

cent. B.C.

636,

wrongly

Maximus, con-

Thus by the end of the
equipped with two forms

—

of the worship of the goddess of love the Venus
of Mount Eryx, representing licentious love, and

the Venus Verticordia, domestic afl'ection. Finally,
during the last century of the Republic, Venus
assumed three more forms.
First, under the
leadership of the dictator Sulla, who translated
his name Felix into iira<pp6StTot and devoted himself
especially to the worship of Aphrodite, we have the
rise of the cult of Venus Felix, a combination of
Venus and Felicitas. This is the Venus Pompeiana

26, 538, 1520, 2457) of whom we find
pictures at Pompeii ; secondly, we have
Venus Victrix, for whom, in company with
Felicitas, Pompey erected a temple in connexion
with his theatre, in 55 B.C. ; and lastly comes the
Venus Genetrix of Julius C^sar, the mother of the
Julian house, for whom the dictator built a temple

CJL

(cf.

so

iv.

many

Varro, de Ling. Lut. v. 154 Livy, I. xxxiii. 6
Pliny, XV. 36 Fest. p. 148 Serv. ad ..En. viii. 636.
3 On
Aphrodite a8 the garden-goddeas cf. the cult-name
Ai/0€ia (Hesych. s.u.): the gardens at Paphos, iepoKjjTri's (Strab.
p. 683) the Urania er Kijirois in Athens (Pans. i. xix. 2) and the
Aphrodite ei/ icoAa^oitat Samos(Strab. p. 343 Athen. xiii. 572 F).
On Veims as garden-goddess in Eome cf. N.-evius, quoted by
Paulus, p. 58, where Venus = Ao^era, vegetahles' Plaut. Men.
371 (cf. Pliny,
xix. 60) Varro, de Re Rust. i. i. 6 Fest. p. 266
CIL iv. 277ii and tlie frecjueiit references in CIL vi. to the
Venus Hortorum Sallustianorum cJ. Huelseo, Rom. Mitt. iv.

in the middle of his Forum (46 B.C.).
Thus the
tradition was established that Venus was the
especial protectress of the Imperial house a tradition which must have influenced Hadrian in the
building of his magnificent temple of Venus and
Roma (on the site of the present church of S. Francesca Romana), in a.d. 135.
It is scarcely necessary to add that Amor, Cupid,
etc., are merely the Latin translations of the names
of Greek gods of love, and that they are confined
in Rome entirely to poetry and art, and were never
the recipients of an actual cult.
Thus we have seen that, so far as we are able to
tell, Rome began life without any deities of love ;
that her first genuine goddess of love was the
1 This
temple is not to be confused with the Venus Hortorum
Sallustianorum (e.g., CIL vi. 122), which R. Lanciani thought
he had located (Bull. arch. cbtn. xvi. [1888] 3 fl. cf. Huelcen,

(18S9J270ff.

Rem.

;

;

;

2

On Murcia

cf.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

HN

;

;

;

;

:

;

—

;

Mitt.

iv.

270

ff.).
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Greek Aphrodite that even liere the Greek ideas
of Venus Erycina were oll'ensive to her feelinjjs, so
that a corrective was sought and found in Venus
;

that in the last century of her
liepulilic tliree of her great rulers paid liomnge to
Venus as their especial protectress; and, tinally,

Verticordia

;

that the example of Julius Ctesar's cult of Venus
Genetrix elevated Venus into the goddess of the
Imperial household during a large part of the
Imperial period which followed.
LiTBRATURB. On Venus in general G. Wissowa, Religion

—

:

W. W.

iind Kxdtxu drr ItOmer', Munich, 1912, pp. 234-2.'39 ;
Fowler, Roman Festivals, London, 1809, pp. 67, 08, 69, 85, 86 ;
E. Aust, Kel. der Romer, Munster, 1S99 J. Marquardt, Rom.
Staatsverwaltung, ed. Wissowa, IvOipzip, 1S85, iii. 374 f.; L.
PreUer, Rim. Mi/thol., ed. H. Jordan, Berlin, 1881-83, i. 434-450
(^ood, but out o( dat<?). In addition to the special references
given above, see, for Herentas, Wissowa, in Roscher, I. 2-i9S
for Cloacina, Wissowa, in Pauly- Wissowa, iv. 60 f. ; H. Steuding:, in Roscher, i. 913 ; O. Gilbert, Gesch. und Topog. der
Statft Rom im Altertinn. Leipzitj, lS.So-85, i. 338 (to be used
with caution); for Libitina, Wissowa, in Roscher, ii. 2034 ff.;
Gilbe.-t, i. 176; (or Murcia, Wissowa, in Roscher, il. 3231 ff.;
Gilbert,!. 71.
JesSE
CARTER.
;

;

BENEDICT
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i. Amone; the
(Semitic and Egyptian).
primitive Semites. No written records or oral traditions have come down to us from that remote time
when the forefathers of the several branches of the
Semitic race dwelt together in the desert of Central
Arabia. Our knowledge of that period is derived
solely by the comparative method of research,
which assumes that common elements in the life,
thought, and language of the later Semites are an
inheritance from their early ancestors. The lovesongs of the Babylonians, the Egyptians, the
Hebrews, and the Arabs disclose many common
features that we may unhesitatingly assume to
have belonged to primitive Semitic thought.
The poems of the pre-Muhammadan Arabs in
particular have preserved the ancient type with

—

remarkable fidelity. For generations this poetry
was transmitted by oral tradition, but in the
second, or the third, century of Islam the songs
were collected and written out bj' the grammaI'ians.
The most important collections are the
Hamasa, which contains 884 songs, or fragments
the Muallakfit, or seven most famous poems
the Mu/addallyat, a collection of thirty odes, the
Diwans, or collected poems, of Labid and the
Kitdb al-Aghdnl, which contains the traditions in
regard to the lives of the poets and the circum;

;

;

stances of the composition of their songs.
Love is the emotion that finds most frequent
expression in the old Arab poetry.
Every kaiiida,
or ode, begins normally with an account of the

poet's affection for some woman and his grief at
separation from her, and continues with a description of the way in which he solaces himself for her
loss by war, or by adventure on his fleet camel or
horse.
The kit'a, or fragment, the other main
type of Arabic lyric, is often merely a portion of
an ode. Where it is an independent composition,
it usually has love for its theme.
The seven
Muallakdt are all love poems, and the 124 songs
of the fourth division of the Hamdsa all treat of
this subject.

These poems show that, although Arabian society
had already passed into the patriarchal stage in
the pre-Muhammadan period, yet
many traces of
a primitive matriarchal organization still survived

ERE

The greatest liberty existed
ii.
(see
116'').
in the relations lietween tiie sexes ; and women
were free not only to choose their liusbands, but
even to receive in their tents lovers of other tribes.
During the winter the rainfall was sufficient to
cover the great steppes of the Nejd with scanty
verdure, and to replenish the springs that dried u|)
in summer.
Then the tribes forsook their permanent headquarters by the perennial springs, and
wandered far and wide over the plains. The clans

were brought into new temporary relations, and
men and women had the opportunity to
become mutually acquainted.
The result was
numerous inter-tribal attachments.
The poets relate how they first met their lady-loves, and

their

were captivated by their charms. Inira a1-Kais hid the clothes
of "Unaiza while she was bathing, and 'would not return
them until she promised to carry hiiu home with her on
her camel.
Duraid fell in love with ab^ansa, herself a
poetess, wliile, scantily clad, she was anointing a sick camel with

Under such circumstances it is not surprising that the
bards were able to describe the charms of their mistresses with
as Kreat detail as those of a favourite she-camel. Large parts
of the poems are devoted to word-i>icture8 of the beloved that
are as circumstantial as the praises of the 'fairest among
women ' in the Song of Songs. .\s among the modem Orientals,
fatness and heavy perfumes are specially admired in women.
When an attachment was established, the poet made secret
visits by night to the tent of his inamorata.
If she were a
maiden, she went out with him into the solitude of the desert,
dragging a heavy garment behind her to obliterate the footIf she
priitta in the sand {Mxt'allatfa of Imra al-Kais, 28ff.).
were a mother *he remained in her tent, receiving his caresses
one'
while
babe
with
with tlie other she stilled her
hand,
{ih.
pitch.

The poet protested his devotion and fidelity, and besought
her to cease coquetry, and give him her love and. he assures
Often the lady belonged to
us, his entreaties were not in vain.
a liostile tribe, and such visits were accomplished only by
ii. llC*).
stealing past the sentries at the risk of life (see
The poems are full of accounts of such love-adventures, and
imra al-Kais even boasted to 'L'naiza of the number of women
that he had loved in the past (op. cit. 7, 18).
18).

;

ERE

All this came to an end with the cessation of the
winter rains and the drying up of the springs and
the pasture. Then the tribes moved away to their
distant homes, and the lovers were separated.
The poets tell us how they visited the spot where the tent
had stood and found it deserted. They called to
mind the happy hours that they had once spent there, and shed
and refu-ed to be comforted. All the poems of the
Mu'allakdt begin with this theme, and they show rare beauty
of the beloved

bitter tears,

and pathos in its treatment.
Love of familj' and friends also finds frequent
expression in the old Arab poetry, particularly in
the laments, one of the most numerous and most
beautiful products of the lyric art.
This passion, like all strong human emotions,
was ascribed to the direct influence of a divinity.
Possibly in the earliest times a special daemon presided over love in distinction from the powers tuat

presided over reproduction and birth. Traces remain of an old Arabian god Wadd, i.e. 'love'
fsee .J. Wellhausen, Reste arabischen Heidentumsr,
i.
Little is
Berlin, 1897, pp. 14-18
662).
known about his character, but he may be a perto
other
of
love
similar
Semitic
sonification
gods
such as Gil, 'joy,' and Pahad, fear' (Gn SI*"-").
His erotic character is evident from a verse of
;

ERE

'

Nabigha preserved by Ibn Habib and
Wellhausen (p. 17)

cited

by

:

'Farewell Wadd. for sporting with women is no longer permitted us_, since religion is now token seriously (t.«. since the
'

introtluction of islam).

However this may be, it is certain that, long
before the separation of the Semitic races, the
function of inspiring love had been assigned to
the great mother-goddess 'Ashtar, the giver of
springs and the producer of life in all realms of
Under the varied forms that
tlie organic world.
this divinity assumed in different Semitic lands
the
she was everywhere
goddess of love. The love
that she inspired was not merely sexual, but also
maternal, paternal, fraternal, and social. In the
ancient Arab poetry she is occasionally mentioned
by the titles al-Lat, 'the goddess,' and al-'Uzza,
the strong,' and the infrequencv with which she
appears is almost certainly dueto jiuslim substituIn other Semitic literation of Allah for al-Lat.
tures she is constantl3' described and invoked as
theawakenerof love(see A.sht.\rt, vol. ii. p. 115 f.;
Ataro.\tis, ib. 165 f. Ishtar, vol. vii. p. 430).
This goddess was the chief divinity of the Semites
in their primitive matrian^hal stage of social organShe was the analogue of the human
ization.
matviarch, free in her love, the fi-uitful mother of
In
her clan, and its leader in peace and in war.
'

;
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her supremacy there was a potentiality of monotheism peculiar to the Semites and it is a fact of
deep importance for the giowth of the religion of
Israel that its starting-point in primitive Semitic
religion was not the deilioation of nature, but the
In the cult of the
deification of maternal love.
mother-goddess there existed in germ the message
of the Prophets that God is most truly revealed in
unselfish human love, and the message of the
gospel that the supreme revelation of God is the
perfect love of Jesus Christ.
When the
2. Among the Hebraic Semites.
matriarchal form of society gradually gave place
to the patriarchal, it was no longer natural to
think of the chief deity of the tribe as a mother,
but rather as a father. Two things might then
;

—

happen to the|old mother-goddess 'Ashtar. (1) She
might be degraded to the position of consort of one
Tliis was the step taken in
or more male gods.
other parts of
Babylonia, Syria, Canaan, and most
the Semitic world.

It involved a surrender of the

monotheism that was characteristic of
Semitic religion, and an adoption of
polytheism. It also involved an over-emphasis of

incipient
primitive

the sexual element in the conception of deity.
(2) 'Ashtar might change her sex and become
a father-god. Thus the monotheistic tendency of
the
primitive Semitism would be preserved, and
the
paternal element would be blended with
maternal in the conception of the tribal god. This
v.'as what happened in the branch of the Semitic
race to which the Hebrews belonged. In S.
Arabia, Abyssinia, and Moab, 'Ashtar changed her
sex and became the masculine 'xVthtar (='Ashtar)
ii.
who retained feminine characteristics {see

EKE

In Ammon and Edom
US'"; cf. also vli. 429'').
also the tribal god was masculine and had apparently no feminine associate. Jahweh was originHe was the father of His
ally a god of this sort.
with
people, who united maternal characteristics
paternal, and who reigned without a consort.
This is a phenomenon of great interest in the

development

of

Hebrew monotheism.

By

it

sexual dualism, the curse of other Semitic religions, was avoided, and at the same time
niaternal tenderness was retained as a fundamental element in the conception of the deity.
Our know3. Among the ancient Egyptians.
ledge of love and gods of love among the Egyptians
is derived partly from the pictures and inscriptions
on the monuments, and partly from occasional
references in the elegant literature, but mainly

—

from collections of popular love-songs. The chief
cf these are the London
(Harris 500), which

MS

the Turin MS, which
dates from about 1400 B.C.
dates fiom about 1200 B.C.; the Gizeh ostracon,
from about 1350 B.C. and the Paris fragment,
which may be a copy of an original of the Middle
;

;

Empire. These were first published by C. W.
Goodwin, TSBA iii. [1S74] 380, and G. Maspero,
JA, 8th ser., i. [1883] 5; and in a much more

correct edition

and translation by

W. M.

Miiller,

dcr altcn Agypter. They contain
true folk-poetry, free from the artificialities and
tediousness of the conventional Egyptian classics
and of the ordinary Oriental literature, and in
their simplicity and directness they make a strong
appeal to modern taste and interest. The poems
in tliese MSS show the same loose arrangement
that is seen in the Hebrew Song of Songs.
The Egyptians belonged to the Hamitic stock,
which was closely related to the Semitic and
from the earliest times they were mixed with inIt is not surprisfusions of Semitic population.
ing, therefore, that their conceptions of love were
In the
similar to those of the ancient Semites.
earliest times they seem to have been organized
in
Anc. Egypt,
matriarchally (see A. Erraan, Life

Die. LiebespocsiG

;
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London, 1894, p. 155), and at this time
but with the
marriage was exogamous
adoption of agriculture they passed over to a patriarchal organization and enilogamous marriage.
In order to retain tlieir small farms in the family,
marriage with a sister, or half-sister, became a
Eng.

tr.,

their

;

practice, just as among the Hebrews and
settled Arabs marriage with a cousin on the
Hence in the
father's side was usual (ib. p. 154).
'
'
poems the regular name for lover is brother,'
'
fairest
or
sister,' as in the Song of Songs the
'
among women' is called sister,' i.e. kinswoman.'
In spite of the patriarchal endoganious organization of society, the ancient freedom of the
matriarchal exogamous organization was still accorded the Egyptian women, as among the preJluhammadan Arabs. The liberty of the Egyptian
women was without a parallel in the ancient world,
and is rivalled by only a few of the most pro-

common

'

'

'

In every respect,
gressive modern communities.
legally and socially, they were on an equality with
men. In sexual relations they were as independent
as their brothers. Tliey were free to marry the
men of their choice, and a case is on record of a
daughter who threatened to starve herself if she
were not permitted to marry as she pleased.
Under these conditions the danger of sexual licence
was as gi'eat on the part of the women as on that
of the men (e.g., Potiphar's wife, Gn 39) ; at the
same time an honest, equal love was attained
between men and women that lias not since been
possible until modern times.
An interestincr result of this independence was that women
wooed men as often as men wooed women. In the love-poema
the 'sister' speaks more frequently than the 'brother.' The
maiden is sent out by her mother to catch wild fowl in nets,
but she confesses that; she has been so distracted by thoughts
of her beloved that she has caught nothing all day (MuUer,
She in\iteB her beloved to walk with her
Lielicspoesic, p. 22).
in the park between Memphis and Heliopolis, and runs to meet
him w ith her hair decked with flowers and a flower fan in her
hand (id. 29); she invites him to hunt with her in the green
marshes that are full of birds and flowers (ib. 20) she takes
him bathing with her, and lets him see her charms through a
dress of fine diaphanous linen (ib, 41). When he does not
respond quickly enough to her advances, she plies him with
wine until he becomes more yielding (ib. 39) and, when thig
means fails, she resorts to love-philtree, though she knows that
this is punishable by beating with rods (ib. 17). She asks him
;

;

take her to cook for him, since she is so lonely
When she has won his love, she describes
her transports of jov, and tells how she silences his every
She chides the dove (the bird
e.\cuse for leaving her (ib. U).
of 'Ashtar) for disturbing the meeting with her lover by its
cooing (ib. '24). When he has left her, she walks in the garden,
and every flower tells her something about him (ib. 26). The
the pomefig offers its shelter to her as a trysting place (ib. 39),
granate threatens to tell her secret (ib. 39), the sycamore
promises not to reveal what it has seen (ib. 40). Sometimes, as
in other lands, the lover does not come when he is expected ;
then the maiden mourns for him, suspects that he has stayed
with another girl, and hopes that he may make the new love as
miserable as he has herself (ib. 25). Sometimes the sister' is
then she raises a bitter lament, and
cast oS by her brother
prays the gods to restore him to her (ib. 23).
The brother also expresses his emotions, although less often
than the sister.' L'nlike the Semites, the Egy^Uians did not
admire fatness, but preferred a girlish, undeveloped figure.
Their beauties had a fair complexion, large dark eyes, whose
expressiveness was enhanced by pointing the edges of the lids
with stibium, masses of jet black hair, red lips, white teeth,
of flowers
quantities of jewellerj', particularly earrings, garlands
on the head and around the neck, and, above all, plenty of
of the
dwell
on
the
'scent'
The
poems
heavy perfumery.
beloved more often than on any other feature (cf. Ca l^). The
of
his
'sister
charms
'brother 'is smitten by the
(Miiller, pp.
or as a
IG, 44); her love fills him as honey mixes with water,
strong spice penetrates a perfume' (ib. 15); he is ensnared by
her locks, as a wild goose is caught in a net (ib. 16) he is sick
from love, and cannot be cured until she comes to him (ib. 18).
When he goes on a pilgrimage to a temple, he can think ot
and
nothing better to ask of the gods than a meeting with her,
he begs each of them to give her his favourite flower to adorn
to
be
her
He
to
be
slave,
her tor his coming (ib. 18).
longs
scolded or beaten by her, if only he may be with her (ib. 19),
her
washersee
her
he
may
that
her handmaid,
lovely form,
of her garments, het
rr.an, that he may smell the perfume
He suima
ring, that he may be ever on her hand (ib. 43).
a river full of crocodiles in order to meet her, and is filled with
him like
intoxicates
Her
kiss
her
when
he
sees
ecslasv
(16. 42).
beer (ib. 42).

why he does not
without him

(16. 23).

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

;
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(Semitic and Egyptian)

In connexion witli these poems a number of gods, show.s also numerous ctises of strong paternal love
such as Ptah, Seklimet, Nefer-Atiira, and Anion (Gn 25=8 373_ .j s 1015-17 jgw,^ an,i the love of David
but and Jonathan stands out conspicuously as the
(ib. 18, 23), are invoked to favour one's suit
the proper divinity of love was Pet,
the sky,' mast perfect friendship in all literature (1 S 18'
who, under the forms of Nut, Neith, Bast, Hathor, 20", 2 S l-«).
With all these forms of love Jaliweh, the God of
and a variety of other local names, was the chief
Egyptian ^'oddess. She was conceived either as a Israel, was closelj- connected in the early Hebrew
celestial cow, whose belly formed the dome of the
consciousness. There is strong evidence that He
sky, or as a woman raised up from the embrace of was originally the tribal god of the Kenites who
her brother-husband, the earth-god Keb.
Under dwelt at Mount Sinai, and that He hrst became
the form of Hathor, 'abode of the sun,' at Denderah the God of Israel through the work of Moses.
she attained the greatest glory, and became one of Among the Kenites He can have had no consort,
the chief divinities of the empire.
Here she was for otherwise she would have been adopted by
depicted as a benevolent-faced woman with the Israel at the same time when He was accepted ;
ears of a cow, or with a head-dress consisting of but in the old Hebrew religion we find no trace of
the horns of a cow enclosing the solar disk (see any such goddess. Jahweh must, accordingly,
EEE vii. 430"). Since she was originally a sky- have belonged to the class of Semitic gods that
goddess, her function as love-goddess must be re- have been considered above (2), namely, mothergarded as secondary, and as due to Semitic influ- goddesses that were transformed into father-gods
ence.
The Semites who settled in Egypt in the in consequence of the transition from the matriearliest period found in her characteristics as archal to the patriarchal form of society.
As such
mother and as cow the nearest counterpart to He united with paternal characteristics all the
their own mother-goddess 'Ashtar, and accordingly maternal characteristics of the ancient Semitic
attributed to her all the erotic qualities of the chief goddess 'Ashtar. (1) He was a god who
latter.
Thus she early became the Egyptian form manifested Himself in life-giving springs (ERE ii.
of 'Ashtar, and the two goddesses were regarded 285"').
(2) He was the producer of vegetation, and
as identical both by the Asiatic Semites and sacred trees stood in His sanctuaries (EBE ii. 286).
by the Egyptians. The Canaanite 'Ashtart was (3) He was the creator of animals the Passover
depicted with the attributes of Hathor, and was celebrated in acknowledgment of His gift of
Hathor with the attributes of 'Ashtart. During the j'oung of the flock, though these were still
the XlXth dynasty 'Ashtart received extensive known as 'ashtardth (Dt 7'^ iS-"- '*). (4) He presided
worship in Egypt under her own name, or under over sexual love circumcision, a primitive Semitic
the epithet of'^adesh {see EME iii. 182°, 184'').
rite of preparation for marriage, was the special
We know that love- badge of loyalty to Him (Ex 4="-, Gn 34). In
4. Among the Hebrews.
the hand was placed under the
poetry e.xisted among the ancient Hebrews from swearing by Him
"
such incidental allusions as
6', Is 5' 23'', but
thigh' (Gn 24- 47^). The asficra, the symbol of
specimens of these compositions have as a rule the mother-goddess, stood originally beside His
been excluded from the books of the CT. Only altar (2 K 13' 18* 21' 23'^- '»). The q'-dheshlm and
the Song of Songs, thanks probably to an alle- q'dhcshOth, or temple-prostitutes (see art. HlERODOULOI [Semitic and Egyptian]), were connected
gorical exegesis, has found a place in the sacred
canon. This is to be regarded as a collection of with His temples in pre-prophetic times, and did
not disappear until after the Deuteronomic reforfolk-songs, similar to those found in modern
Palestine, which were sung at weddings in the mation (1 K 14« 22«, 2 K 23', Hos 4'«, Dt 23'8). (5)
WUages round about Jerusalem. As such it is an He was the giver of children (Gn 21' 30- ==, 1 S P").
invaluable source of information in regard to the His most characteristic blessing was 'be fruitful
Hebrew conception of love. The collection as a and multiply (Gn 1^ etc. ). A plausible etymology
whole dates from the Persian or Greek period, but of His name is that it means He who causes to
its individual songs may have a much greater
live,' i.e., gives children and the young of the
antiquity. Besides these primary sources, we have flocks and herds. To Him as the giver of ofispring
numerous incidental references to love in the other the first-bom of animals and the first-bom child
books of the Bible.
were originally sacrificed, as to the mother-goddess
The earlier writings of the OT show that women 'Ashtar (Ex •22*' 34" 22=^ Ezk 20W-=«- ^'). (6) He
enjoyed much of the freedom that existed among showed maternal love in His care of His people
the primitive Arabs and the Egyptians. They (Hos 11'-*, Is 49" 63»).
(7) He was the moral
dared to love even before they had been wooed governor of His people (Ex 21-23. 34). (8) He
(1 S 18^), and they were allowed to express their
gave oracles for the guidance of His people (1 S
choice in marriage (Gn 24"). In the Song of Songs 1418-2(1. G6-12 28« 30'). (9) Like the old motherthe woman is fully as ardent as the man.
goddess, He was a god of war, who fought for the
The same passionate intensity that existed among defence of His children (Ex 15"- 17", Jg 5«, 2 S
the primitive Semites was found also among the 5**, Dt 23'''). (10) By a natural association of
Hebrews. The Song of Songs bears a close resem- thought He was also, like 'Ashtar, a storm-god,
blance to the love-poetry of the ancient Arabs and who came in the thunder-cloud to tight for His
of the Egyptians. It describes the physical charms people (Jos 10", .Jg 5"-, 1 S Iii", Ps 18).
(11) He
of the beloved with the same sensuous detail {e.g.
was the destroyer as well as the giver of life (Gn
41-15 71-7 510-16)^ and it praises the
joy of love with 7. 12", 2 S 24'^). For the analogies of these traits
an ardour that is surpassed by no other literature in 'Ashtar-Ishtar see ERE ii. 115 f., vii. 429-431.
*
ancient or modem {e.g., V- 2'' 4»- " " 6' 7"'-8^). These facts seem to show that the Kenite Jahweh
This erotic tendency led the early Israelites into was the old Semitic goddess of love and fertility
all sorts of sexual excesses.
Polygamy, concubin- who had been transformed into a father. These
age, and prostitution remained unchecked dorni to maternal traits were never wholly lost in the later
a late time, and brought no disgrace to either man development of the religion of Israel.
or woman.
Married women were required to be
The message of Moses, that Jahweh, the God of
chaste, but no limits were set to the licence of the Kenites, had taken pitj- on Israel and had deterthe men. Love led often to crimes of violence mined to rescue it from the bondage in Egypt, laid
(Gn 34-, 2 S 11. 13); but, on the other hand, it an altogether new emphasis upon the love of this
also produced beautiful instances of self-sacrilicing god.
His affection for Israel was not necessary,
devotion (Gn 24" 29*, Hos 3') and of persistent, like that of a parent for a child, but wa.s free and
though unrequited, love (Gn 29"- »-'). The OT moral, like that of a husband for a wife. Hence;

'

;

;

—

'

Am

'

'

LOYALTY
forth the

redeeming love of Jahweh

in the deliver-

ance from Egypt and in the gift of the land of
Canaan became the keynote of the religion of
From His people He demanded exclusive
Israel.
worship and a love for Him like His love for them.
As early as the Song of Deborah His worshippers
are called His 'lovers' (Jg 5*')It is clear also
that from the first Jahweh demanded a kindness
to fellow-Israelites similar to that

which He had

when He delivered the nation from bondage.
for Israel Jahweh became the God of love in
ethical sense that had not yet appeared in any

."^hown

Thus
an

other Semitic religion.
After the conquest of Canaan Israel was coniionted with the problem of the relation of Jahweh
to the gods of Canaan.
This problem was solved
by the identification of Jahweli with the b''dlim
and other male divinities of the land, so that their
sanctuaries and rites became His, and they ceased
to exist by being absorbed into Him (ERE ii. 291'').
With 'Ashtart, 'Anath, and other goddesses the
case was different. They could not be identified
with Him, and He had no consort with whom they
could be combined ; consequently they remained
His rivals with whom He waged war to the death.
In all the pre-Exilic literature Jahweh is never
once said to inspire sexual love, although this was
certainly one of His primitive functions, apparently
because this was regarded as the work of His rival
'Ashtart. Everything connected with the sexual
life and with birth rendered one ' unclean,' that is,
tabu from participating in the worship of Jahweh,
because of the association with the hated mothergoddess yet, with curious inconsistency, Jahweh
was still regarded as the giver of children.
In the Prophets from Hosea onwards the moral
love of Jahweh that had appeared already in the
Mosaic religion received fresh emphasis. In his
love for his wife Hosea saw
the beginning of
Jahweh's speaking' unto him (Hos 1-). When she
forsook him for her lovers and plunged into the
depths of degrad!*tion, he found that he could not
give her up, and, when the opportunity came to
buy her as a slave and to take her back to his
home, he eagerly embraced it (3'"'). Through this
experience of unselfish love in himself he received
his vision of the love of Jahweh for Israel. Jahweh
had taken Israel as His bride at the time of the
Exodus and had loved her ever since with unfailing
fidelity ; she had forsaken Him for the b''dlim of
Canaan, yet He could not give her up. He must
send her into exile to reform her, yet He would
not cease to love her and, when she repented, He
'

'

;

'

;

would restore her. This message of Hosea is echoed
by all the other pre-Exilic prophets, and finds its
noblest expression in the words of Jer 3P, 'I have
loved thee with an everlasting love.'
It is the

recognition that in unselfish human love the tniest
revelation of the character of God is found.
In return for His love Jahweh demanded the
undivided love of Israel. This teaching found its
classical expression in Dt 6°, 'Thou shaft love

Jahweh thy God mth

all thy heart, and with all
and with all thy might.' The recognition of Jahweh's love for Israel carried witli

thy

soul,

the realization that

He

required love in the
Israelite's treatment of fellow-Israelites.
This
thought runs through all the pre-Exilic prophets,
and is finally summed up by the Holiness Code (c.
600 B.C.) in the words, 'Thou shalt love thy
neighbour (i.e. fellow-Israelite) as thyself' (Lv
Even the alien residing in Israel was to be
19'*).
treated kindly (Dt 10", Lv 19'"), but the extension of such treatment to the foreigner was not yet

it

imagined (Dt H^' 15', Lv 25"'-). The interpretation of Jahweh's love in the terms of wedded love
reacted also upon the conception of marriage.
In the post-Exilic period

monogamy became

the
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was conuenmeu, and men were

rule, prostitution

urged to cleave in

fidelity to the wives of their
This higher ideal
youtli (Pr 5»-=« 9'-i9 siu-si).
'
of marriage is nobly expressed in Ca S"'Love
is as strong as death,
passion as insatiable as
Sheol.
The flashes thereof are flashes of fire, a
very flame of Jahweh.
Many waters cannot
quench love, neither can the floods drown it. If
a man should give all his possessions in exchange
for it, would any one despise him ?
Here wedded
love is regarded as more precious than all worldly
possessions, and as a flame kindled by Jahweh
Himself in the soul. An utterance of such purity
and profundity concerning love is not found in the
:

'

whole range

of classical literature.

Jesus took up the prophetic conception of the

God for Israel, and clarified and intensified
by teaching that love was not merely an attri-

love of
it

bute, but the very essence of the divine nature.
The Prophets said, God has love' ; Jesus taught,
'God is love' (1 Jn 4'*).
He also declared the
'

love, which had not yet
been grasped by the Prophets (Jn 3">).
He re-

universality of God's

aflirmed the old commandments,
Thou shalt
love Jahweh thy God with all thy heart,' and
'Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself,' and
gave them new meaning by His juxtaposition of
them, through which love to man became the
supreme expression of love to God, and by His
new interpretation of neighbour as meaning
'

'

'

every fellow-man (Mk 12'»'-, Lk 10='-''). He recognized that in Himself God's love to man and

man's love to God and to man were perfectly manifested, and therefore He proclaimed Himself as
the supreme revealer of God and the reconciler
between God and man.
See, further, Jewish section above.
'

'

— F.
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LOVE-FEAST.— See

Agape.

LOYALTY.— I. Derivation and definition.— The
connexion between the common meaning of this
word and its derivation is obscure enough to suggest that a clearer apprehension of its significance
may be gained by considering its probable origin.
Loyalty is the Anglicized form of the French
loyauU its base is loi, and con'esponds to the
English law and the Latin lex (stem leg). French
has also legaliti and English legality,' the late
Latin abstract term being adopted without change
'

'

;

'

'

'

either of

Now

meaning or

of form.

French, and more particularly in the
derivative loyal, means in respect of its denotation
much more than law in the limited sense of a
It is a generic term, and
definite ^v^itten code.
its
stands for that which ought to be obeyed
source may be the will of an acknowledged ruler
or ruling class, or it may be popular consent, or it
may be personal agreement, whether by contract
It stands, moreover,
or by voluntary allegiance.
for the law of nature and the dictates of reason
and conscience, more especially and imperatively
if these are conceived in terms of religion as maniLaw to the
festations of the Di\'ine command.
ancient Hebrew of the last few centuries before
our era meant this last, and, in so far as it evoked
To
his sentiment of loyalty, it meant little else.
every man the object of his loyalty is as loi, or
the authority
'lav.-,' in the sense of our inquiry
loi in

'

'

;

—
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whose claim on his allegiance he, as a tiue man,
admits.
Furthermore, in the natural exercise of
his (juality, the loj-al man applies it to all persons
and jjrouiis of persons in w horn he recognizes any
claim of liounden duty or faithful service.
But not only is the range of application wide ;
the claim for loyal service goes very deep it is the
service of those who desire to serve, and to do so
up to the limit of their ability. The law is to he
within them, written on their hearts, a.« the Scripture says, and incorporate in their will.
The
whole of Ps 119 is, indeed, an expression of the
loyalist sj)irit in application to the Divine law.
The devotion expressed by this loyalist in religion
is entire
the Divine law is conceived a.' not perfectly apprehended by him, but he sets no limit to
his desire to fulfil it to the end.
It is by this note
of unlimited purpose, upheld by faith and chastened
by humility, that the loj-alty of the Psalmist
.-tands out in contrast to the spirit of precise
legality, limited by the letter of the law and its
tradition, that marked certain developments of a
later era.
This distinction between the loyalist
and the legalist may be found in all times and all
It applies to allegiance of every kind,
places.
whether it be to the supreme law however conceived, or to human ordinance by ancient tradition,
modern statute, authoritative utterance of prophet
or king, the word of a leader, the rule of a commander. There is the legalist who does what he
is told, breaks no rules ; he
keeps faith to the
word that is written and can be read. There is
the loyalist who does this but can by the very
nature of the spirit that is in him be counted on
for more, who put^ his whole mind into his duty,
who forms his spirit in accordance with the spirit
of the purpose to be served.
Loyalty, then, may be defined as the quality of
character which issues in free devoted service to
the appointed person or the appointed cause. Thus
the perfectly
is cert-ain to obey, to
loyal person
sen-e, despite all obstacles, at all costs, to the best
of his ablMty.
And the best of his ability implies
that he uses all means to make himself efficient in
knowledge and skill and in understanding the
reqtdrements laid upon him. The perfect loyalist
of story corresponds to this description.
SVe
always find him carrjong out his instructions
which are his loi with zealous care to undertake
them so that, by fulfilling them in the spirit as well
as in the letter, the purpose may be accomplished
even should the letter fail. He has to be intelligent,
not merely obedient to precise
alert, resourceful
instructions given and these qualities he needs
the more in proportion to the importance and
It follows that the
difficulty of his task.
development of perfect loyalty throughout a company
that
the
duties
should
be
requires
accurately apportioned in accordance with the abilities of each
member.
It requires also that opportunities for
the training and exercise of latent abilities should
be given to all. This ideal does, in fact, appear,
both in pagan heroic story and in mediaeval
romance, a.s characterizing bands of pre-Christian
heroes and bands of Christian knights.' The unwritten law— not mere personal law, but a pact of
comradeship— that bound the Round Table knights
to mutual loyalty, and to the king above all, is a
notable case in point. The two chief cycles of
Irish Gaelic story are noteworthy also in this connexion.
Later comes the
of chivalry with its
ajje
blossom of romantic lore, lealty and loyalty are
main dramatic motives in all these.
2. Loyalty and
fealty.— 'Fealty,' from Latin
fidelitaii,
faithfulness,' lias an equivalent in all the
Romance languages, and so has 'legality.' But

was neither of these. English adopts the
French loyal to mean law-fulfilling in the sense
of the Sermon on the Mount, and distinguishes
it from 'lawful,' or 'legal,' which means allowable, and from law-abiding,' which connotes subloyalty

'

'

missiveness to the law, the passive quality of the
orderly citizen. German translates by specialization and slight change of significance, using such
words as Untertanentreue (fidelity in a subordinate) and Vaterlrtmhtrcuc (fidelity to the
Fatherland) the quality, of course, exi.sts in many
diverse applications, and, though fidelity or fealty
is not itleutical with loyalty, the one characteristic
is apt to be accompanied by the other.
Loyalty
connotes a certain specialization of good faith and
faithfulness towards the person, principle, ideal, or

:

;

;

—

—

—
—

'

'

Thonuis Malory.

ori^als

ID the

Morte d'Arlhur;

Welsh IfaMnt/^ion.

Ke

also

the

Celtic

'

covenant in respect <if which it is expressed ; it
lays stress on this obligation of specialized fealty
rather than on any wider duty of humane comradeNevertheless, there is
ship and gene''".l goodwill.
close affinity between those qualities, the deeper
motives of which so widely overlap. The good
comrade who, in time of danger or trouble, takes
his responsibilities

up

with settled mind and

faith-

fully sustains them is apt for loyal service wherever his allegiance is given. This is often understood to be given when it is not as a fact, in which
case we have either the sturdy rebel or the disloyal

man.

The giving

of allegiance is in eflect a vow to
standard case of loyalty coincides,
therefore, with the standard case of fealty in which
a pledge of service is given, as, for instance, by
oath of allegiance to a king, by marriage vows between two persons, or by acclamation and vote
in tribal assemblies, when law was promulgated
and accepted thus. The standard cases are the
same, but in the development of thought the two
ideas differ.
Lojalty specializes in respect of the
object of service, fealty in respect of faith to the
Of
these
the latter is the more necessary
pledge.
for virtuous character, and so it has been judged
by the common sense of mankind, as the testimony
of language shows.
So long as men were either
free or under strict rule, they were simply required
either to keep their covenants in the former case
or to do what they were told in the latter faith
and obedience were their primal social virtues.
The conception of religion, for instance, as consisting in a covenant with the god, was a distinct
advance on ita conception as a slave service by which
he was to be propitiated. The Bible as a whole
contains the story of man's progress in religion
from the slave service of the bondsman, through
covenant, to the free man's willing recognition of
a law which it is at once his bounden duty and his
delight to obey, and thence to conformity of mind
with the Divine purpose for mankind and thus to
the glorious liberty of the sons of God.' Here we
have the specific evolution of loyalty in its highest
application, as at once the supreme duty, the
supreme delight, and the social virtue of man. On
a much smaller scale of motive and in a murkier
atmosphere we might trace it in application to
.serve

;

the

—

—

;

'

finite secular affairs.

Personal honour expressed in devotion to
The free development of fealty hy
self-discipline to social ends, and of loyalty as a
particular case, may be studied in the literature of
chivalry and romance. The practice of knightly
vows, however, is much older and pre-Christian
3.

social ends.

—

;

so far as records go, it was specially characteristic
of the people and the social conditions reflected in
The champion of the Gaelic
Celtic hero lore.
stories is essentially a free man, free of feudal and
except for the spirit that binds him free of
Social affection binds him too, but
tribal bonds.
honour is his only law. The young hero from his

—

—
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childhood is educated carefully in all manly accomplishments, and in all social courtesies, including respect for women, children, and grey hairs.
He emerges from his tutelage free, comradelike,
and courteous, a strong individual. But this is
not all. Not the least important part of his education is the contribution which lie makes to the
formation of his character by laying bonds or
obligations (in the Gaelic geis) on himself that he
will or will not do certain things.
The obligation
never to refuse assistance to a woman frequently
occurs, and may supply occasion for the turningpoint of the story. Others are of the nature of
obligations to a king, leader, or comrade, or to all
the members of a band. King Arthur and his
Round Table come to mind, or, for those who know
Gaelic story, Fionn and the band of heroes whose
story has been a fund of moral instruction for
western Irish children to this day. Some stories
tuiTi on a conflict of two loyalties, each claiming
dominion over the loyal soul. The discussion of
such difficult situations, however, is not in terms
of loyalty, but in terms of keeping faith
in a
certain typical case where the vows appear to be of
equal weight the decision is given on grounds of
common sense quite modern in complexion, whether
one agrees with them or not.
This practice of self-made vows in the social interest has, no doubt, been a principal factor of
moral education, in its best form of self-discipline
for the sake of service, among the peoples of N.W.
Europe, where mild forms of government by loose
tribal
of free men prevailed.
Faith
organization
to a self-made vow covers all cases of voluntary
allegiance, and so, as the feudal system was
established throughout Europe, it availed itself
instinctively of this free man's social virtue by the
institution of the oath of fealty from the feudal
subordinate to his over-lord. At this point loyalty
emerges ; fealty and respect for authority maintain
each the other and are fused. Fealty, however, is
not exhausted in" the compound. It remains as the
quality of faith to the pledge once given, the central
virtue of the self-respecting hero who cannot be
falseto hisword.
Carried to the point of fulHlment
in spirit, rather than merely in letter, this implies
not being false to the reasonable expectations involved in mutual understa,nding3betweenhis fellows
and himself. The ideal of the honourable man
Such a one is 'loyal,' or leal,'
signifies all this.
so far as his conduct goes, but in his motive be is
primarily feal.' It may be that only he himself
is aware of the difference.
As a rule, no doubt,
the motives are mixed, but it seems probable that
in many, or indeed most, cases either one or the
other is the backbone of the composite characteristic.
If so, it is important that in the education
of each person sufficient demand should be made
on the leading trait to evoke it strongly, and
sufficient social opportunity given to direct its
practical expression in terms of the other the faithful soul realizing itself in service to others, the
;

'

'

—

its service by self-reliant inloyal spirit fulfilling
telligence and steadfast faith.
4. Political loyalty and its object in feudal and
modern times. Loyalty connotes attachment to
some definite authority which has a right to be
served.
The growth of the feudal system in
Europe was favourable to the special personal turn
which its application took. The political problem
was the organization of many small groups into one
large inclusive group, or nation, especially for purposes of defence against some common foe. The
moral strength of such a national organism consisted largely in the series of loyalties from man to
master tjiat bound each to his feudal superior, from
the lowest vassal upwards to the supreme overlord or king.
Each primary group was sufiieiently

—
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and grouped round a leader sufficiently well
known, to bring out men's normal instincts to follow
tlieir chief, to cleave to him truly, to give hire
This
allegiance, acclaim him lord, and be his men.
is loyalty of the most pictsresque and primitive
type, steeped, moreover, in a higli mood to which
AVhat the man was
religious enthusiasm is akin.
to the lord, the lord was to his over-lord, and so the
national system was linked up unit by unit into
larger units all under the supreme over-lordship of
the king. The system of loyalties, as signified in
this actual system of political allegiances, would in
the perfect State have likewise been linked up, all
small,

When the kings of
France succeeded in making all the under-feudatories take the oath direct to the king, they established themselves as the centre beyond all doubt.
Under absolute personal government the king stands
his will
bound more or less by his corofor la lui
nation oath is the standard and subject-matter
his under-lords are subordinates
of service due
commissioned to use their subordinates as his
servants in so far as he may require.
The reality, to be sure, was never so systematic,
and bred many other qualities, bad and good,
loyalty centring in the king.

;

—

—

;

It is,
besides its modicum of high-toned loyalty.
however, certain that such a system would profit
by encouragement given to so useful a quality.
Thus the situation was favourable to much prai.se
of loyalty as a prime virtue in the mouths of the
upper classes and, for this and other better reasons,
in the mouths of their dependents
poets and men
of letters generally, lawyers and all who had to do
with the executive government, whether on the
national or on the local scale.
As feudalism declined, or was broken up, the
source of authority gradually defined itself anew as
duplex in form (1) the king administering the
realm in accordance with the law, and (2) Parliament, i.e. the^ftieof thenation, Lordsand Commons,
wielding sole power by joint action with the king
The Lords were, in the first
to change the law.
instance, the true peers of the king the displaced
feudal lords and the old sentiment of feudal
loyalty continued for long to be expected more or
As local
less by them and conceded less or more.
magnates of one sort or another, they have in this
country had a prolonged and honourable reign. In
France they disappeared from view politically, as
did the king himself, at the Revolution, and as later
did the pseudo-king or emperor in 1870. England
is still in process of change as regards the sentiment of the rural masses towards the aristocratic
classes ; but certainly it is no longer necessary to
consider loy.alty as a sentiment greatly aft'ecting the
relations between ordinary people and the Parliamentary peers who are lords of the soil. No historic sentiment of the kind attaches per.soually to
the elect of the people in the House of Commons.
Each commands the loyalty of his own supporters
in his ovra constituency, so long as he and they are

—

:

—

—

in general agreement on political issues.
But he is
not in any sense la /otto them, except in so far as he
adopts, and with sufficient ability expounds, those
principles of national policy which are common to
them and him. Their feeling to him is rather that
of fealty not the maximum of fealty than of
loyalty : they support him so long as he continues to

—

—

support that policy with which they continue to
Personal loyalties, of course, emerge, but
agree.
they are not in the nature of the case. There is
a very real loyalty, however, to the party as a
whole either party and to the leader of the party,
also, more especially when he is an outstanding
figure satisfactory to the moral sense, arresting to
the imagination, strong and of a good courage.
But for the civilized world of Europe in general
little importance in the first instance attached to
'

—

—

'
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any form as an object of loyalty.
the law emerge from the feudal
system as claimants by moral right on the service
The spliere of service to which loyalty
of men.
properly applies lies beyond and includes the sphere
of duties and restrictions enforced under fear of
Parliament

in

The king and

Loyal service to the king included,
as of course, loyal obedience to the law but loyalty,
no doubt, was more consciously directed to the king
and fused with a sentiment rising to passionate
personal devotion. The Bourbons in France and
the Stuarts in England assumed themselves to be
kings by Divine right after the manner of the Roman
emperors in efifect, claimed all loyalty, and from
many obtained it, as due to the king. The revolt
in England took its stand on the law as binding on
the will of kings, and claimed restitution of the
people's rights as guaranteed by ancient charter.
The English Revolution of the 17th cent, was, in
effect, not a revolution but a restoration of the
ancient constitution, cleared, however, of feudal
complications, the great Whig families standing
with the common people, and the Royalists, who
more especially esteemed themselves as loyalists,
mth the defeated dynasty. In due course there
emerged from the welterof pitiful plots and gallant
endeavour on the one hand, and conflicting interests
around the court de facto on the other, the British
Constitution or rather its first edition vnth all
punishment.

;

—

—

—

20tli cent,

its

develop, in

Here
regard

characteristics latent,

and

stire

to

it.

it is,

a sufficiently complex object of loyal

(1) The law of the land as the one authority which aU must
obey and all commands by persons in office must be in accord;

ance with it.
(2) King, Lords, and

Commons making one Parliament and
these three only, and by consent of each, can change that law,
order taxation, or decree the appropriation of the revenue to
the uses of the Executive Government.
(3) The King and his ministers, by whose advice all his decrees
are made, whom he appoints by the established custom of the
constitution from the leaders of the political party which commands a majority in the House of Commons the maintenance
of this custom is guaranteed by the Commons' hold on the
Power of the Purse. i
;

;

So there emerged slowly in England the modern
which has emerged elsewhere more suddenly
and with less of the attractive complexity of detail
which links it with its own historic past. This is
what stands for la loi to the modern Englishman.
As an object of loyalty it has advantages over
some other examples of the Mixed State.' Not
State,

'

the British Constitution built as it is in
only
order to preserve intact the ancient liberties of the
people, but it has been built, bit after bit, by the
very act of maintaining them. It is apt, therefore,
to excite a high degree of enthusiasm in the minds
of all those who care about history, all those who
lay store by the liberties of the people and the
powers of the House of Commons. To them the
members of that House, and especially the two
front benches, whichever party is in power, constitute the political aristocracy, in the fine Platonic
It they are loyal citizens, they will be
sense.
loyal in the full sense to their own front bench,
and law-abiding to the other front bench if it
happens to be in power. In stormy times, when
great principles, on one or other or both sides,
are at stake, the adherents of the party likely to
be defeated steady their minds to bear the shock
by a very real loyalty, pitched finely in the more
abstract key of devotion to the Crown and Constiis

whatever betide.

This sentiment

is efifec-

Since the battle of the Constitution had been fought to a
large extent on the people's claim to be taxed only by their own
consent, given by a majority of their elected representatives in
the House of Ooramons, it was inevitable that the Power of the
Purse should be stoutly claimed and rigorously retained by the
Commons and from this it followed, by the logic of event*, that
no ministry couJd remain in power that did not command the
confidence of the Lower House.
1

;

the King's prerogatives that have come
under the power of the Commons have done so by
the House of Lords, too, in
the King's consent
1!)11, submitted to the limitation of its veto.
5. Grades and modes of loyal sentiment in
itself

;

;

modern

life.— Among persons outside the large
interest in political problems
the sentiment of political loyalty is probably in
m.any cases practically non-existent, or at least

circle

who take deep

very shallow, except, indeed, when roused by
some real or imaginary national danger. This, no
doubt, is the reason why some newspapers bristle
with intimations of national danger when, a
general election being at hand, it seems necessary

Of the
to awaken the latent patriotism of voters.
others the great majority, it may be hoped—
there are those to whom the ideal of the nation to
be served, in some small way or other as one can,
makes a constant appeal as steady as that of his lord

—

For some this social
to the devoted henchman.
service lies e.itirely outside the sphere of State
control ; for others it consists in service under, or cooperation with, the State. In all cases it is better
done by those who understand the ways of the
public administration as it is related to their work,
so that they may use it to better effect by working
State Insurance, Old Age Penlegislation for the benefit of
children are cases in point
voluntary workers
disposed to loyal co-operation can do much. No
form of loyalty is more honourable than this.
Quiet, non-political people, whose sphere of
work or leisure does not impinge at all on public
affairs, do very often, nevertheless, take a keen
interest in the doings of the State and have a
certain loyalty for King and Constitution, or King
and Country, which, though not productive of any
Without partyservice, is quite real in its way.
bias for the most part, they are proud of the whole
complex system under which they live, with preferences in attachment, it may be, to one or other
constituent in it. This class includes all 'armchair
politicians except that large section of armchair
There is the philosophic radical,
political critics.
watching for signs of the social millennium in the
House of Commons. There is the Tory gentleman
of the good old school,' who has not lost faith in
the future, and still sees the Constitution as he
would wish to see it. There is the genuine Royalof
ist, who anticipates great things in the future,
which he seldom speaks, from the character and
ability of tlie Royal family, and believes generally
that events are moving steadily in the direction
of absolute monarchy, world-wide and British, a
century or so hence. Others there are, without any
preconceptions as to an absolute best towards
which we are tending, who have a comfortable
loyalty for things as they are. These, if they
have votes, tend to support the ministry of the
it is
day. Their existence is one reason why
better in general, when the sands are running out,
for the ministry to dissolve than to resign.
6. Loyalty in the public services.— Persons who
are in the service of the State are, of course, the
servants of the Executive. Efficient service according to agreement, reticence in confidential matters,
and abstinence from public comment on the policy
either of the ministry they serve or of the opposition they may have to serve these make up the
obvious minimum of their bounden duty. To
reach the maximum two things are needed (I)
zeal in the service because it is the service, and (2)
self-identification with the instructions under which
they work, or loyal adherence to the leader under
whom they serve. Under adverse circumstances
loyally with
sions,

:

tution,

tively upheld by the consciousness of historic continuily tlirougiiout all changes, each having been
eire<ted by self-evolution within the Constitution

it.

and recent

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

:
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these conditious may fail to he possible in whole
or part ; in that case the loyal temper still shows
itself by putting the best face upon the matter

and keeping

silence.
It is in the military

and naval services more
particularly that the idea of service, as to the
king direct, counts for most. Here we are back to
primitive requirements. The soldier is under bond
to risk his lire at the word of command.
Kespect
for this word is vital to his character respect without limits and this, in the last resort, is selfdevotion unto death. The good soldier's loyalty,
no doubt, is often fealty pure and simple, as, e.g.,

—

—

certainly is when he has naturally no sentimental
to the service in which he finds himself.
Normally, however, we may take it to be a compound mixed in various proportions, into which
enter loyal attachments to his sovereign, his
it

tie

country, his leader, his comrades, and the flag he
follows, the last being a symbol of all these things
and of his own self-respect as hound to stand or

by them.
Problems arising from the complexity of
the modern State. Casual reference has been
made above to non-political loyalty as between
friends, lovers, kindred, and the members of a
fall

7.

—

voluntary gi'oup or a natural social order. Clearly
this is not the primary application of the word,
but the tendency to use it in this, rather than in
the political, sense appears to be on the increase.
This i.s due, no doubt, to that confusion of ideas
as to the political object of loyalty consequent on
the complexity of the modem State. Angry politicians are apt to use the word disloyal rashly to
ilenote persons who differ from themselves as to the
right balance of power in the State and the focus,
consequently, of right loyalty. Thus claims have
sometimes been made in the name of loyalty to
right of attack on the lawfully constituted State, as,
e.g., in the case of constitutional reform to which
a minority strongly objects. This implies confusion of ideas beSween the State in some special
sense e.g., apart from the principle of development
which it contains and the State as it is, including
its provision of a sovereign authority empowered
by law and precedent to make changes in all
somewhat wilful conthings, including itself.
'

'

—

—

A

fusion of ideas to

tlie

opposite effect

is

also possible

between hostility to the personnel and policy of
the ministry of the day, which is the normal
motive-force that sways the political pendulum,
and disloyalty to the sovereign Parliament which
happens to be led by that ministiy, and the
majority of which takes responsibility for its
The complex character of the modem
doings.
State lends itself to such confusion of feeling in
times of stress and change. Every attempt at
large reform divides the citizens into two camps,
each vowing loyalty to its own ideal of the State
in some particular.
This is party loyalty, which
is quite consistent, as the inner circles fully understand, v/ith perfect loyalty to the actual State as
that self-conserving, selfby law established
developing organization of King, Lords, and Commons with which we are all familiar. An attractive focus for the loyal sentiment of the simple or

—

careless citizen, who makes no attempt to join
issue in the political dialectic, is provided by the
presence in the trio of the hereditary monarch in
nis uplifted place, holding his supreme veto to be
used only on the side of the majority in the House
of Commons, subject to the delaying powers of
the House of Lords. The number of persons in
Britain whose sole effective loyalty centres in
attachment to the Crown is probably large ; it
counts doubtless for much also in the British
colonies.
8.

The

focus of loyalty in republican nations.

—
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—

In republican States this focus is supplied so far
as it is supplied at all by a more vivid consciousness of the organized nation as a self-governing
whole, the ark of whose covenant is the Constitution.
The ideal of the republic as the lode-star
of loyal sentiment is highly developed in France.
The French mind has perhaps a natural genius for
the concrete ideal, as indeed is perhaps implied by
its turn of speech in favour of thought
eloquent
thought by means of generic terms that fire the
imagination. In the United States of America
loyal affection is rather to the composite nation in
reference to all its interests, each more or less on
its o^vn
a wonderful Union of diverse elements,
run by a carefully planned political machine,
which would do its work much better if all the
citizens in every section were more enthusiastic in
serving it according to their lights. The ideal of
the Republic as an organization of free citizens
for purposes of self-government seems to have
lost for a time something of its pristine freshness
and attractive force. At any rate, it is of the
United States rather than of the United States
Kepublic that many Americans think as the focus
of their political loyalty.
This much may be said
in their defence.
The good of the nation is, of
course, in all cases the ultimate end of the political
art, and the final object, therefore, of that sentiment which reveres as its proximate end the
national institutions.
To be loyal is to be
9. The ideal of loyalty.
much more than law-abiding. Whether the object
a
be
person to whom we owe duty or affection,
the community of persons to which we belong,
the institutions under which we live, the service
to which we are pledged, or the law
human or
divine by which we ought to regulate our conduct, the loyal man is distinguished from the
law-abiding man as one who serves with his whole
heart and mind, making of himself a veritable
organ of expression for the purpose, or the master,
or the mandate, under which he serves.
No
voluntary sins of commission, omission, or ignorance does he permit himself.
realize him at
his time of special effort in a passion of service,
every faculty awake and urgent to achieve his
And in the intervals of passivity his mind
end.
is clear and steady
stayed, as it were, on his
whole nature as a rock. Self-training to this
effect in any school of wholesome service must
work like a leaven on character as a whole. Even
under questionable conditions of service it goes
far, as all experience of public service shows, to

—

—

—

—

'

'

—

—

—

We

—

make a man.

But it must be remembered that,
without either a morally attractive cause or wise
and sympathetic leadership, the loyal sentiment
which is the motive of self-training is not adequately evoked.
History and literature abound in examples.
Three lines of thought, independent of each other
and contrasted, may be distinguished in their
logical order here.
(a) The heroic romance

of Western Europe,
developing through the centuries from its original
sources in Classic, Celtic, and Norse or Germanic
lore, deals largely in loyalties within the smaller
social sphere, intimate, personal, and glorified by
affection.
Patriotic loyalty in this dawn of the
civilized world has little to do with government,
but is steeped in a vivid idealism ; the race-life
and the home-land are seen as of infinite value,
objects in effect of religious faith, worthy of devo-

tion through all suffering unto death.
These are
the primitive loyalties to kindred, friendship,
Nor is the spirit which forms
race, and land.
them dead ; it does not die so long as a race either
vaguely or clearly believes in itself as having a
part of some kind in the fulfilment of human

—
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This is wliv the history of any nation
destiny.
true to itself is capa'ble of being treated as the
development of an uieal implicit from the first.
(6) For the ideal of personal virtue relative to
civic institutions, and for the fundamental theory
of the State even as we know it to-day, we go
back to the Greeks, and specially to Plato in The
Hcpnblic and The Laws. It is his conception of
the individual soul in relation to the State that
concerns us here. Tlie ideal of the State, as he
Thus
teaches, should be built up within the soul.
wedding his thought to our inquiry we may
say that the soul of the loyal citizen is trained, or
trains itself, into accordance with the ideals realThus he
ized in the constitution of the State.

—

—

exceeds the law-abiding, and is the loyal, man.
Further, it is implied in Plato's thought that of
those who have political power the loyal ones are
ihev who cultivate their philosophic aptitude to
perfect the ideal of the State in the soul, in order
that they may labour to develop the organization
of the real State and biing it into harmony with
the ideal.
This obviously is what the sincere modern
statesman does, or thinks he is doing. It is a
necessary part of his lo3-alty that he should spare
no pains to do it. Moreover, in the modern selfgoverning State, every enfranchised citizen shares
this duty.

find in post-Exilic Judaism the
of a people held together by
allegiance to the law the law embodied in a
The
written code that he who runs may read.
Davidic monarchy had come to an end ; the high
priest held the supreme office as chief ruler in the
But from the time that
little theocratic State.
Ezra had read in the ears of the people all the
words of the book of the law which he had brought
from Babylon, ' the Jew who was faithful and
(c)

Finally,

we

supreme example

—

pious felt that the law was above the priesthood
and that he was to obey it and understand it for
himself.
Externally the Jewish people had many
masters after this internally in his own mind
each pious Jew spent all his loyal sentiment on
the law of his God. This was no short commandment, but the whole law, dealing with conduct in
all social relations and with ceremonial ordinances
in considerable detail.
The Jew who loyally
obeyed the law was, in quiet times except for
taxation to all intents and purposes a free man.
The ideal of his State in its essentials was built
up in the mind of the properly instructed Jew
if a professing Jew, he obeyed, whether grudgingly,
willingly, or loyally, i.e. with his whole heart
seeking to understand and to obey more perfectly.
In that perfect inward obedience his freedom was
The Psalms
realized, though it was not his quest.
and the Prophets abound in expressions of this
loyalist spirit applied to the Supreme Law
Teach me, O Lord, the way of thy statutes
And I will keep it unto the end.
;

—

—

—

—

;

:

'

;

Give
Yea,

me
I

understanding, and I shall keep thy law
uith my whole heart' (Ps 1193Sf-).
;

shall observe it

So runs the Psalmist's typical prayer, and it continues in the same strain, asking for help to go in
the path, to incline his heart aright, to turn away
his heart from vanity, to establish God's word
unto His servant. In NT times, when the elaborated legalism of the latter-day Pharisee.s prevailed,
the great i\Iaster Teacher set over against it the
true doctrine of loyal observance, the fulfilment
of the law by being the kind of person who exI
presses its purpose naturally in all his acts.
am not tome to destroy, but to fulfil' (Mt 5").
good man out of the good treasure of his
heart bringeth forth that which is good' (Lk 6").
And later, St. Paul, following the same line of
1
The law of thy God which is in thine hand it is called in
'

'

A

'

tbe decree of the great king ArtAxerxes (Ezr

'

71').

'
thought, attains to ' the vision of the
liberty
of the sons of God
(Ro 8='). Thus the cycle
of reason on the highest as on all lower planes
is complete, from the free man's fealty through
loyalty to the higher liberty of devoted service to
the ideal in his soul.

LrrERATTRB.— Little of note appears to have been written
deaUng directly with this subject. (1) It enters into the
history of the development of the State more especially as a
serviceable motive-force in the mediieval growth of the feudal
system see Cambridge MedicEval Historp, ii. [i913], ch. xx.,
'Foundations of Society' (Origins of Feudalism), and F.
Warre Cornish, Chivalry, London, 1901 Esmys on Romance
and Chivalry, do. 1S70, containing reprints from Hallam
and Sir Walter Scott, are also interestmj,'. (2) The primitive ideal of heroic character to which the political virtue
corresponds may be studied in Celtic and Teutonic hero lore
and in their later developments, (a) under the influence of
mediaeval chivalry, and (6) in recent years. Sutiicient exemplification will be found in Vol^cnna Saga and Grettir the Strong,
tr. E. Magnusson and W. Morris, Three Sorthern Love
E. Hull, Cuchitlain, the Bound q/
Stories, London, 1S75
T. W. RoUeston, The Uigh Deeds of Finn,
Ulster, do. 1911
do. 1910; T. Malory, ilvrte d' Arthur, ed. do. 1S94, and its
primitive prototype, the Welsh Mabinogion, tr. Lady Charlotte
:

;

:

:

Guest, do. 1S77."

S.

BRYANT.

LOYOLA. — St.

Ignatius Loyola, the founder
of the Jesuits (q.v.), was the youngest of the eight
sons of Don Beltran Yanez de Ofiez y Loyola. The
name Lopez de Ricalde, by which Ignatius is
often designated (so, e.g., in AS and in the British
Museum Catalogue), is a simple blunder, due originwas born in
allj- to the carelessness of a notary. He
the house, or casa, of Loyola near Azpeitia in the

Basque province

of Guipuzcoa.

The year

of his

disputed. Astrain {Hist, de la Compaiiia
de Jesus, i. 3 fF. ), the best modem authority, assigns
it to 1491, but others have thought 1495 more probable (cf. Tacchi Venturi, in Civilta Cattolica, 21st
birth

is

The name Ignatius, by which Loyola
generally known, was not that which he
himself used in his youth. Down to 1537 Inigo
(not, however, Inigo, as Astrain prints it) was his
invariable signature, but he then began to use
July
is

1900).

now

sometimes Ignacio, sometimes Inigo, and after
1542 Inigo hardly occvirs at all. It seems certain,
though early biographers intent on edification have
glossed over the fact, that the future ascetic passed
an unbridled youth, following the cour.se which was
then almost inevitable for all who adopted the
But at the siege
career of arms (Astrain, i. 12-16).
of Pampeluna in 1521 he was dangerously wounded
and
in
a
a
cannon-ball,
long convalescence
by
which followed he gave himself up to reading the
lives of Christ and the Saints, with the result that,
after inanj' inward conflicts, he determined to

make a complete change in his own way of living.
As soon as he was able to travel, he journeyed to
the monastery of Monserrat, made a very devout

and, after a .sort of vigil of arms,
divested himself of his knightly attire and went
He then took refuge for
forth to beg his bread.
nearly a year in a cavern near Manresa. The life
that he led in this retreat was one of terrible selfmaceration, marked by tempestuous inward trials
of which he has left a relatively full account in the
autobiography. It was during his stay at Manresr.
tliat he drew out at least the broad outlines of that
manual of ascetical discipline so widely famed
under the name of the Book of the Spiritual Exer- j
There seems no reason to claim such origin- '
ciscs.
for this system of spiritual training as to
ality
exclude the inilueuce of earlier ascetical writers
like Garcia de Cisneros of Monserrat (see J. M.
confession,

Besse, mBcvuedcsqticstionshlstoriques, Ixi. [Paris,
1897] 22-51) and especially Gerard de Zutphen
and Johannes Maubumus, Brothers of the Common
Life
but, as Watrigant has shown, the combination of these materials into one instrument
employed for a clearly recognized and uniformly
consistent purpose is entirely the work of Ignatius,
;

LOYOLA
and bears the impiint of

his

eminently practical

mind.

must always be remembered that the Spiritual
is not a book intended merely for reading
and reflexion, but a manual of training to be put
It

Exercises

In this it diiiers toto ccelo from such
into practice.
a work as
Kerapis's Imitation of Christ, and it
would be as vain to expect literary graces in the
Exercises as in a proposition of Euclid. After some
preliminary considerations on the end of man, the
exercitant is dii'ected, during a week or ten days
and always under the advice of a competent spiritual
guide, to occupy his mind with the recollection of
his past sins and of the punishment which they have
deserved, and to cultivate a sense of shame and
sorrow, bringing external adjuncts to bear to deepen
the impression— e.gr., by depriving himself of light,
warmth, unnecessary food, and all intercourse with
his fellows.
After this preliminary discipline, he
is introduced to the study of the life of Jesus Christ,
who is set before him in two powerful military
parables as a chieftain appealing for volunteers to
aid Him in the task of reconquering the world from
the dominion of sin and tlie devil. It is easy to see

A

that Loyola's thought had been powerfully influenced by the still vivid remembrance of the struggle
to rescue the soil of Spain from the yoke of the
infidel.
The meditations of this 'second week of
the Exercises are estimated to occupy another ten
By this time it is assumed that the welldays.
disposed exercitant will have been brought to the
point of resolving to leave all things and follow
Christ if God should make it plain that He was
calling him to a life of humiliation and self-sacrifice.
formal election of a state of life is introduced,
accordingly, at this stage, and the two remaining
weeks of the Exercises are intended to confirm
the choice so made. In the third week the exercitant is bidden to use much bodily penance and to
meditate upon the Passion of Christ in the fourth
he is directed to allow the body its meed of rest and
refreshment, while the mind is occupied with eonsoling thoughts derived from the consideration of
the Resurrection of our Saviour and the remembrance of the joys of heaven.
It was natural that one who laid so much stress
upon the study of our Lord's life upon earth should
feel the need of coming as closely as possible into
contact with the scenes of those events with which
his mind was filled.
Accordingly, in Feb. 1523
Ignatius set out on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, living
on alms and, to a large extent, travelling on foot.
He passed through Rome and Venice, and thence
sailed to the Holy Land, so that almost a year
elapsed before he found himself back in Barcelona.
That he was specially called to labour for the
greater glory of God had by this time become a
deep conviction, but the precise manner in which
he was to further the work of Christ on earth
does not seem to have been made clear to him until
'

A
'

'

;

'

'

years later (see F. Van Ortroy, Manr^se et
les origines de la Compagnie de J^sus,' in Analecta
Bollandiana, xxvii. [1908] 393-418). Still, he seems
to have realized, at least vaguely, that to become
an efiicient instrument for good he required a better
education than he then possessed. Thus we find
him at the age of 33 learning the rudiments of
Latin with the schoolchildren of Barcelona (152426), and thence proceeding to the Universities of
Alcald and Salamanca (1526-28). A personality
^like that of Loyola was bound to influence men
wherever he went, and it is not altogether surprising that he fell under the suspicion of the Inquisition, on account of the disciples who gathered round
him and who imitated in some measure his o^vn
At first he seams to have been
austerity of life.
careless of what men said of him, conscious of his
own integrity but later he found that these sus'

many

I

1

'

;
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hampered his influence for good, and he
went out of his way to court and even to insist upon
picions

The proceedings before the
Inquisition, so far as they have been preserved, are
printed in the Scripta de Sancto Ignatio, i. 680-629.
Partly on account of the hindrances to his work for
souls which the.se suspicions engendered,
partly, it
would seem, in the hope of finding companions
more in harmony with his ideals than any whom
a judicial inquiry.

he had yet met

(see Fouqueray, Uistoire, i. If.),
Ignatius, in Feb. 1528, made his way to the Uniof
Paris.
There at the College de Montaigu
versity
and afterwards at that of Sainte-Barbe he pursued
his studies for the priesthood.
At Sainte-Barbe
he must, at least occasionally, have encountered
Calvin, who had studied there himself and still

For his .support Ignatius, owing
visited it in 1533.
in part to his unselfish generosity to his countrymen, had to depend upon alms, and during the
begging expeditions made in the vacation season
to that end he visited London, Bruges, and AntContradictions and persecutions in abunwerjj.
dance were also still his portion, but in Paris he
found at last what his heart had always craved
a group of companions capable of sympathizing in
his high ideals, and of an intellectual force which
lent real weight to any cause which they undertook.
The story of his conquest of Francis Xavier by the\
constant repetition of the words 'What doth it';
"
profit a man if he gain the whole world and sutler
the loss of his oivn soul ? is well known. An even
earlier recruit was Peter Le Ffevre, whose position
in the University v.as already an influential one.
To them were added James Laynez, Francis Sal-

—

'

meron, Simon Rodriguez, and Nicholas Bobadilla.
Laynez and Salmeron were destined to play a great
theologians in the Council of Trent.
also to be Loyola's successor as second
General of the Society. But even in 1534, when
on 15th Aug. these friends met together in the
chapel of St. Denys at Montniartre, and at the
mass of Le Ffevre, who was so far the only priest
part

as

Laynez was

amongst them, took vows of poverty and chastity
(Astrain, i. 79), there seems to have been as yet no
clear design of founding a religious Order.
The
third vow, which they added to the other two,,
pledged them only to make the attempt to under-' )
take apostolic work in the Holy Land ; but if^
after a year's waiting, it was found impossible to
obtain passage thither, in that case they were
to place themselves at the disposition of the pope,
for anj' work that he might assign them.
This it
was that actually happened. In the middle of 1537

war broke out between the Sultan Sulaiman and
the Venetian Republic. There was no longer any
possibility of obtaining a passage to the Holy Land.
The little band of companions waited the prescribed
year, and meanwhile Ignatius himself was ordained
priest at Venice (24th June 1537), and he and his
companions spent the interval in serving in the
hospitals and in apostolic work in many diflerent
Italian towns.
Eventually it was decided that
they ought to address themselves to the pope, then
Paul III., and, in spite of contradictions, they had
a most favourable reception. It was apparently
only at this time that the desirability of organization as a forniallj' recognized religious society diving
in their
minds. It was characteristic of Ignatius that he
always attached much more importance to the
inward spirit than to the written letter. Even
after he had recognized the fact that in order
to perpetuate their work they must be bound
together in some regular institute, he was reluctant
But the various
to provide written constitutions.
stages in the development of the Order now followed
Already in 1537 the companions bad
rapidly.
found it necessary to give themselves a collective

under obedience seemed to take shape

;
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Dame,

antl tliey ajnreed that, if interrogated, they
shoald describe themselves as belonging to the
'Company of Jesus' (Astrain, i. 89). When they
had found favour with the pope, the scheme of a

detinite religious institute (formula instituti) was
drafted, and approved in the bull Begimini militantis ecclcsite, L'Tth Sept. 1540.
On 4th April
1541 Ignatius, in spite of his own reluctance, was
elected superior, and from that date until 1550 he
busied himself at Rome in compiling constitutions.
The spread of the Society was extraordinarily rapid,
and, as the twelve volumes of his correspondence
attest, the official business connected with his
office of General steadilj* increased
day by day until
hi3 death on 31st July 1556.
Ignatius was inter-

and he considered

it

Counter- Reformation movement, it would be a
mistake to regard the Order as having been instituted \vith the conscious design of counteracting
the religious teaching of Luther and Calvin. Tlie
central idea, which is found alike in the Exercises
and in numberless passages of the Constitutions,
and which may be taken as the dominant conception of the whole Ignatian spirituality, was the
desire to assist in and carry on the work of rescue
and sanctification for which Jesus Christ had come
on earth. Loyola was not in any way a man of
brilliant intellectual gifts, but he possessed clear
judgment and indomitable energy and, contrary
to the idea so often formed of his religious descendants, he was by the testimony of all who knew
him a man who was absolutely fearless and straightforward in all his relations with others. He was
beatified in 1609 and canonized in 162-2.
;

—

LlTEEATURE. The first place among the sources for the life
must always be given to the so-called ' Autobiography,' dictated by the Saint to Luis Gonzalez de Camara.
A Latin version is printed in AS, 31st July, vii., but a more
accurate text in the original, partly Spanish and partly Itahan,
has been provided in the Monuttienta Igrtatiana, Scripta de S.
Ignatio (i. 31-08), which form part of the great collection of
JSonumenUi Ilistarica SocietatU Jesu (Madrid, lS94ff.), edited
by the Spanish Jesuits. In fact, the whole contents of the
Monum^nta Ignatiana, which include a critical ed., in 12 vols.,
of Loyola's own letters and official documents, are of firstrate importance. An Eng. tr. of the Autobiography (hj E. M.
Bix), with notes, appeared under the title Ths Testament of
Igiuititu Loyola, London, 1900. See also J. Snsta, Ignatius
von Loyola's Selbstbiographie,' in Mitteilungen des Inst, /ur
iitUrr. Geschichtsfonchung, ixvi. [1905] 45-106.
A vast number
of papers and letters which bear upon the history of Ignatius
and hia first companions may be found in the other volumes of
the Monumenta HUtorica Soc. Jesu. The biography of Ignaof Ignatius Loyola

'

by Pedro Ribadeneira, which appeared originally in more
than one redaction the first at Naples, in 1572 is also re-edited

—

—

in AS, toe. cit. A young disciple
and lived with him, Ribadeneira

who knew him
an important authority.
Translations of this life have been published in French and
many other languages. Of the 17th cent, biographies of Loyola
by far the most valuable is that of D. BartoU, who had'impurtant original materials at his command. The best available
ed. is in French, with supplementary notes, by L. Michel
(Bartoli, HUtoiredeS. Ignace de Loyola, 2vols., Lille, 1S03).
Of
other lives the best are C. Genelli, Das Leben des heil, Igruitiu.s von Loyola, Innsbruck, 1648, Eng. tr.2, London, 1S81
Stewart Rose,' Life of St. Ignatius Loyola^, London, 1891
of the saint,
is

;

'

;

F. Thompson, L\fe of SI. Ignatius, do. 1910.
An e.xcellent
short sketch is that of H.
Joly (St. Ignace de Loyola'', Paris,
1904, Eng. tr., London, 1809). But by far the most trustworthy
source of information among modern works is to be found in
A. Astrain. Uistoria de la Coinpaflia de Jesus, i., Madrid,
1902, this volume being entirely devoted to the period of the
life of Ignatius.
It may be supplemented for French affairs bv
H. Fouqueray, Histoire de ta Compagnie de Jisus en Prance,
i., Paris, 1910; and for those of Italy by P. Tacchi Venturi,
Storta delta Compagnia di Gesitin Italia, \., Rome, 1909. See
also J. Creixell, San Ignacio en Barcelona, Barcelona, 1906.
Few of those who have studied the life of Loyola from an
antagonistic or Protestant standpoint seem to have taken the
trouble to acqaaint themwlves accurately even with the facta of
his career. The best U perhaps E. Gothein, Ignatius von
Loyola und die Gegenreformation, Halle, 1895, but on this see

A naif eta
H.

llotlandiana, xv. [18961 449-^64.

Even more

fantastic

Miiller, Les Orinines de la Compagnie de Jisus, Paris,
on which cf. The Month, xciv. (1899) 616-526. Some
valnable materials and criticisms are, however, contained in the
IB

1886,

ol the

exjesuit M. Mir, Uistoria
de Jetut. Madrid, 1913.

CompaMa
;

Spiritual Exercises and the Constitutions o/ the Society <^ Jesus.
A facsimile of the 'autograph of the Spanish original of the
Ejt-rcicioi Espirituales was published in Rome in 190S ; innumerable other editions, including several English translations,
have been published in every lani,'uage. The most illuminating
discussion of the genesii of the Exercises is supplied by \i.
Watrigant, La Genise des Ezercices de S. Ignace, Amien6,'l897.
As to the Constituli<ms, a facsimile of the original Spanish text
has appeared, C&nstittteiones de ta CompaHia de Jesits, reproduccwn fototipiea, Rome, 1898, with valuable illustrative
'

™»'«"»'-

Herbert Thurston.

LUCIAN.— See Antiochene

the duty of his subjects

ested,
to be interested, in every form of religious work
which was for the greater glory of Gkid. .\lthough
the Societj' of Jesus was the backbone of the

tius

work, very hostile in tone,
interna documentada de ta

Other points of criticism are dealt with bv B. Dubr, JesuitmH. Stoeckius, Forschungen lur
Jabelni, Freiburg L B., 1904
Lebensordnung der Ottellschafl Jesu im 16ten Jahrhunderl.
Munich, 19109.
The only works of St. Ignatius besides his letters are ths

LUCK.— See

Theology.

Calendar, Charms and Amu-

lets, 1>IVIN'ATI0N.

LUCRETIUS.— Titus

Lucretius Carus was a
poet (99 [?]-55 B.C.) who, in the last
century of thf republic, accepted the philosophy of
Epicurus, and e.xponnded it to his countrymen in
a noble didactic poem, entitled de Eerum Natura.
I. Life and
Little is known of
writings.
Lucretius except a notice in Jerome's additions to
the Eusebian chronicle, under the year of Abraham
1923 ( = 94 B.C.):

Roman

—

*

Titus Lucretius poeta nascitur. Postea amatorio poculo in
furorem versus, cum aliquot libros per intervalla insaniee conecripsifeset, quos postea Cicero emendavit, propria se nianu
interfecit anno aetatis quadragesimo quarto.'
This strange story of madness and suicide, which
Tennyson has made familiar, is no doubt derived
ultimately from Suetonius, de Vir. Ill list., and, if
it conies from such an antiquary, probably has a
basis of fact (cf. Lachmann on i. 9'22, p. 63 of his
ed. ; Munro^, ii. 1 tf. ; Sellar, Roman Poets of the
Republic, p. 283 fl'.). But there is an error of four
or five years either in the birth year or in the age
assigned to the poet, most likely in the former.
According to Donatus i,Vit. Verg.), Lucretius died
on 15th October 55 B.C., and not. as .Jerome's figures
would imply, in 51 or 50 B.C. This is confirmed by
the earliest extant mention of the poem in a letter
of Cicero to his brother Quintus (ad Quint, fr., II.
ix. 4).
This letter, written early in 54 B.C., presupposes the publication of the poem and, presumFor on internal evidence
ably, the poet's death.
alone most scholars agree that de Serum Natura,
like Vergil's jEneid, never received a final revision
from the author's hand ; certain passages, especially in the last three books, seem to be afterthoughts or additions imperfectly adjusted to their
context.
In the dearth of external testimony,

something may be gleaned from the poem itself.
It seems clear that the author was a Roman noble,
well acquainted with the luxury of the time (ii.
24-28, iv. 75ff., 973, 1121) and with the rivalry and
ambition of political life (ii. 11 ff., 40 tt., v. lliotf.).
Strongly impressed by the crime and bloodshed of
the civil wars (i. 29f., 40-43, iii. 70-74, v. 999ff.),
he deliberately chose, almost alone among the
Romans, a contemplative life (i. 922 tt., ii. 1 ff., iii.
1 ff. ).
Further, we see that he possessed a poet's
clear, minute, exact observation with a poet's love
of nature and delight in open-air scenes (i. 280 IF.,
305, 3'26, 404

If., ii. 144-149, 32.'J-332, 342 tt'., 349 ff.,
361 a., 374ff., 766 f., iv. 220, 575, v. 256, 991 ff., vi.
256-2G1, 472), that he had unbounded reverence for
Epicurus, both as a scientific discoverer and as a
moral reformer (iii. 9-30, v. Iff., vi. 1ft'.), that
Uemocritus and Empedocles were also objects of
admiration (i. 729-733, iii. 371, 1039),
respectful
and that he never mentions the Stoics or the
Socratic Schools, although sometimes alluding to
their doctrines, 'quojl quidam fincrunt' (i. 371 ; cf.
He dedicated the work
690ff., 10S3, ii. 167-176).

LUCRETIUS
to Meraniius, the patron of Catullus, who was
prfetor in 58 B.C., and at that time an opponent of
He addresses Memniius as an equal ; the
Csesar.
Lucretii belong to a gens distinguished in the early
annals of Rome, and the cognomen Carus is said
The author's
to be attested by an inscription.
purpose in writing a phUosophical treatise in verse

54 ff., esp. 106-145, 922-950,
genuinely scientific to gain
our assent to certain propositions concerning the
atomic theory (bks. i. and ii.) and its applications
to the relations of mind and body (bk. iii.), the
wraiths or images whence he deduces the popular
belief in the future life (bk. iv.), the origin of our
world, of civilization, and of language (bk. v.), and
the phenomena of sky or earth which are supposed
to come from the vengeance of the gods, such as
tliunder, tempests, earthquakes, and volcanoes (bk.
He admits that the system which he advocates
vi. ).
is unpopular (iv. ISA'.), and fears that Memmius
IS

clearly explained

iv. 1-25).

His aim

—

(i.

is

some day fall away (i. 102 ff,). He therefore
provides an antidote. Poetry is the honey at the
edge of the cup which shall make palatable the
medicine of truth. It is no less obvious that the
sympathy evoked in the reader, the eft'ect upon
his imagination, is bound up with the philosophic

will

poet's soaring frenzy ('furor arduus'
II. \'ii.

76).

;

Statius, Sil.

A philosophical argument is ill-adapted

for hexameter verse, but the mental power and
perseverance displayed in so arduous an undertaking call for unstinted admiration. The difficulties of his task spur the poet on, and to overcome them so far as may be is at once his merit
and his delight. His grasp of his subiect with all
its perplexities and problems bespeaks a logical
mind, and he is eminently successful in discovering
and marshalling whole groups of particular facts
which lead up to and illustrate a general principle
ii. 333-380, 581-699), in the
(i. 159-214, 265-328,
use of analogies, and in vividly picturing the con-

sequences of hypotheses (i. 215-264, 968 tf'., 988-995).
It has been conjectured that the poet foUowed the
larger epitome of Epicurean doctrine mentioned by
Diogenes Laertius (x. 39f., 73 [Giussani, i. 10]).

this is so or his choice and arrangement
of topics are dictated by his own immediate purpose

Whether

In any case the
question.
idolatry of the disciple and his close study of the
master's writings (iii. 10) afford a reasonable certainty that he introduced no innovations in sub-

must remain an open

stance, although the exposition, with its flights of
imagination, its flashes of feeling, and its insight,
In what follows attention is directed
is all his own.
to those parts of the system only where Lucretius
fiUs a gap in the scanty outlines left by Epicurus
himself or gives a fuller treatment of particular
doctrines (see Epicureans).
Lucretius begins by advanc2. Atomic theory.
ing the two propositions (1) that nothing can arise
of
and
out
(2) that nothing can be annihinothing,

—

which he proves separately from the order
and regularity of the processes of nature, as especi-

lated,

ally seen in tlie generation of the species of organic
The obvious objection that we cannot see the
life.

particles dispersed when a thing is destroyed is
met with a series of analogies from the potent inThe existvisible agencies at work in the world.
ence of empty space (vacuum or void) is then
accountproved fiom the impossibility of otherwise
ing for motion, which all the facts of experience
confirm. The opposite view, that the world is a
plenum, is next refuted mainly by the consideration that condensation and expansion no less than
motion imply the existence of a vacuum. Next,
the existence of any tertium quid other than body

All other nameable
things, even time itself, must be regarded as the
qualities (whether essential properties or transient

and empty space

is

denied.
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accidents) of these two forms of reality.
Body is
then divided into simple and composite, according
The comas it is or is not conjoined with void.
posite are what we call things [res genitm), the
simple bodies are atoms (matcrics, corpora genitalia,
seinina rerurii, principia, elevicnta, or simply corpora). To postulate the existence of atoms is to

And here
infinite divisibility of matter.
again Lucretius employs his favourite negative procedure, following out the consequences of infinite
divisibility to absolute annihilation, which he has
proved impossible. Infinite divisibility would be
incompatible with the natural laws (fcedera
naturce) which regulate the production of things
and the permanence of organic species for, unless
the constituent atoms of things are unchangeable,
there will be no uniformity of nature, and it will
be uncertain what can and what cannot arise.
Summing up these arguments and collecting
what is said elsewhere in the poem, we arrive at
the foUo^ving conception an atom is a little hard
kernel of matter, quite solid and therefore imdeny the

;

:

(since heat, cold, and
moisture, the destroyers of the composite things
about us, cannot enter where no void exists).
Each atom is a distinct individual (' solida pollentia

mutable and indestructible

simplicitate') it is perfectly elastic it has minimal
parts, of whicli, however, it is not compounded, for
;

;

they have no independent existence hence it has
size, shape, and weight, but no secondary qualities,
no colour or temperature, no sound, flavour, or
smell, no sentience, the different qualities of composite things being due to the variety of atomic
shapes, which, though very gieat, is not infinite.
After refuting the divergent views of Heraclitus,
Empedocles, and Anaxagoras (i. 635-920), Lucretius
proves by a variety of arguments that both matter
and space are infinite, and refutes the opposing
view that all things tend to the centre of the universe and the assumption of antipodes which it
involves.
He subsequently deduces from infinite
space and infinite matter an infinite number of
worlds, which come into being, grow to maturity,
and ultimately perish (ii. 1023-1174).
Atoms are in con3. Clinamen or swerving.
stant motion.
They move through space (1) by
their own inherent motion, and (2) in consequence
Some atoms of intricate shape form
of collision.
;

—

after collision a close union, thus giving rise to
the things we call hard ; others rebound to greater
distances and thus form softer substances ; others,
again, do not unite at all, but wander freely
through space. It is next shown how by imperceptible motions [inotus intestini) atomic groups
or molecules increase in complexity and size until
they reach the limits of visibilit}', like motes in
It will help us to
the sunbeam (ii. 125-141).
understand the relation between these internal
atomic movements and the motion of the group of
atoms as a whole, if we take Giussani's admirable
as a swarm of insects moves
illustration (i. Ill ff.)
:

through the air
dividual insects of which
slowlj'

one direction, the

in

in-

composed are executfar more rapid movements, some
it is

all manner of
them in divergent or even opposite diiections.
The first motion of atoms, always through empty
space, is inconceivably rapid and uniformly in the
same downward direction the apparent upward
motion of some sensible things is shown to be not
But at quite uncertain
inconsistent with this.
times and places atoms, travelling downwards by
their own weight, and therefore in parallel lines,
swerve a very Uttle from the perpendicular. The
least possible change of inclination must be

ing
of

;

assumed, although it is imperceptible to the senses.
Otherwise atoms would never collide, so as to
unite and give birth to things, for in empty space,
where there is no resisting medium, heavy and
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atoms fall with equal velocity, so that the
heavier would not overtake the lighter. There is
a further proof of this in the consciousness of .spontaneous initiative, the power by which each living
creature goes forward wliither the will leads, tlie
something wliich struggles and resists when we
move involuntarily under compulsion (ii. 216-293).
For our spontaneous movements originate in sole
atoms, and their existence at all can be explained
only by assuming a certain indeterniinism or contingency in the movements of such sole atoms.
Thu,s the mind does not feel an internal necessity
in all its actions, nor is all motion linked together
in an unending chain of cause and eli'ect (as the
Stoics maintained), but atoms initiate motion,
breaking tlirough the decrees of fate. It will be
seen that the postulate of uniformitj' the decrees
of nature which govern the birth and growth of
organic species to which appeal is so often made
in the poem, is subject to certain limitations of
which oui- infonnatiiin is imperfect. This being
the case, it is not altogether strange that, while
M. J. Guyau deduces from the clinamen universal
contingency in the Epicurean scheme of nature,
T. Gomperz and Usener incline to regard it as no
more than a consistent determinism in opposition
to Stoic fatalism (Giussani, i. 125-167).
light

—

—

4.

now

Isonomy,

— The

atomic motions which go on

are the .same as they have always been

aud

always wiU be. AAliat they have produced they
will again produce
for, the sum of matter being
constant, there can be no complete change of conditions and no change in the order of nature.
The
main distinction is between motions which tend to
foster birth aud growth and those which tend to
destroy, whether the aggregate formed be inanimate or an organism. The forces of production
;

and destruction alternately prevail

(ii.

1105-1140),

but are so evenly balanced that, if we look to the
whole universe, the result is equililiriuiii, as in an
This
inde<'i.sive battle (ii. 569-580, v. 380-415).
principle of equable distribution is best known
from Cicero, de Nat. Dcor. I. xix. 50, but undoubtedly it was familiar to Lucretius. Combined
with the infinity of atoms of every shape, it
guarantees that fixity and perpetuation of species
to wliich he so often appeals as a fact.
That in an
infinite universe the possible is also the real is the

premiss underlying some of the astronomical portions of the jioem

v.

526-533).
poet undertakes to prove
that the soul is as much an actual part of a man
as the hand or foot, and has therefore to refute the
theory once current and last represented by Aristoxenus (iii. 130-132) that it is a harmony or
immaterial relation subsisting between corporeal
elements or parts of the body. Though a single
natui"e, it consists of two parts, mind {animus,
mens) and vital principle (attimn), the seat of feeling, the former lodged in the breast, the latter
difiused all over the frame.
The single nature
which mind and feeling unite to form is, like
everything else, material an atomic aggregate
formed of the very finest atoms of (1) wind, (2) heat,
(3) air, and (4) a nameless something in which
sensation begins. The preponderance of one or
other element in the single substance compounded
of the four explains the diversity of character and
the variety of the emotional states in animals and
men. Soul and body, like mind and vital principle,
form one whole, so constituted that neither can exist
without the other (iii. 1)4-416), and this is enforced
by twenty-eight arguments against the immortality of the soul (iii. 417-829), whence it follows
that man's fear of death is unreasonable. The
impassioned discourse on death in wliich these
conclusions are driven home (iii. 830-1094), while
sharing the defect of all attempts to 'make fear
5.

Psychology.

(cf.

— The

—

dig its own false tomb,' is yet by its moral earnestness and depth of feeling one of the most impressive

passages in literature.
The atomist theory of perception is developed at
great length in bk. iv. Images or films (efouXo)
are continually parting from tlie surface of things
and streaming oft' in all directions, but we see them
only when and where we turn our eyes to them. An
image pushes before it the air between it and the
This air sweeps through the pupil and thus
eye.
enables us to judge tlie distance of the object seen.
This takes ))lace almost instantaneously
we do
not see the images singly, but there is a continuous
stream of them whenever an object is seen (iv.
The theory of images is applied to those
239-258).
cases where the senses seem to be mistaken.
The
tower
at a distance looks round, because
square
the images are blunted in tlieir long journey
through the air. In this and similar instances the
eyes are not deceived. What they see they rightly
see
it is tlie mind that errs in the inference
which it draws. The error lies in the opinion
which the mind superinduces upon what the senses
'The sceptic contradicts himself.
really perceive.
For how does he know that nothing can be known ?
By what criterion does he distinguish knowing
from not knowing? The senses are true, all equally
true, for each has a distinct power and faculty of
its own which the others cannot challenge or convict of error, nor is a single sense at one time more
certain than at another.
Reasoning, since it
depends upon the senses, must be false if they
are false, and with the overthrow of reason life
itself would be impossible (iv. 469-521).
The mind,
too, receives its impressions from images, but these
images are finer than those by which we see, hear,
taste, and smell.
Moreover, they do not all come
directly from the surface of actual objects ; sometimes images from several distinct things unite, as
a centaur, or they may be spontaneously formed
by atoms in the air. In sleep, when senses and
memory are inactive, images still find their way
to the mind, wraiihs or ghosts of the departeil
being one special kind. Dream images appear to
move because some are coming, some going, in
continuous succession, so that they appear to be
the same in dillerent postures. In the least sensible
time many times are latent in which images can
appear, t'nless attention is directed to them, they
pass unheeded. This explains why we think of
;

;

what we

will,

thoughts.

and

dillerent

men have

different

—

6.
Cosmogony. The working of the causes
which produce, build up, and ultimately destroy

worlds such as ours is described in outline as a
corollary to the doctrine of the infinity of matter
and space (ii. 1023-1174). The details a're filled up
in bk. V.
The world is not eternal, as some pliilosophers held. Lucretius starts by proving that it
is mortal, i.e. had a beginning ami will have an end
It must be dissoluble, for it is
(V. 91-109, 235-415).
neither impenetrable like the atom nor intanjrible
like space, nor, like the sum of reality, can it be
said to have nothing outside it into which it could
pass and out of which destructive forces may come.
Our world began with a chaotic jumble of discordant
atoms. By the escape of the lighter atoms from the
heavier this mass broke up into horizontal laj-ers,
ether at the top over air, air over the other two
elements, water and earth, the sea being nothing but
the moisture squeezed out as the earth condensed.
In the infancy of tlie earth and of the world, vegct,ation began with herbs and bushes, and then tall
animal life followed, first birds, then
trees shot up
quadrujieds, last of all man. all sjirun" from the
earth not from the sea and nourished by Mother
Earth. The existing species are a survival out of
a far greater number wliich the earth first tried to
;

—

—
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produce. The monstrous births perished because
tliey could not grow up and continue their kind.
Many species must have died ofi', because they
lacked natural weapons of defence or could not be
utilized and protected by man.
But the union of
two incompatible natures in the fabled creations
At
centaurs, chimaeras, mermaids is impossible.
no time did they exist (v. 878-924). This account
mainly follows Democritus, but in the primeval
monsters the influence of Empedocles is discernible.
Civilized society is the pro7. Anthropology.
duct of a long course of development. The sketch
of man's gradual advance from primitive savagery
(v. 925-1457) is not without interest and value even
in the present day when so much fresh material
has been accumulated and is continually enlarged.
Men at first were hardier and more like the brutes

—

—

—

now. Knowing nothing of tillage, they
lived on acorns or berries, without fire, clothes,
than

or houses, without law, government, or marriage.
Their foes were the beasts, from whose fury they
suffered.
Civilization began with the use of huts
and skins and the ties of family life. Then came

compacts with neighbours for friendship and alliance and then speech, a natural impulse quickened
by need, not due to any single inventor. The next
step was the discovery of fire from lightning or the
friction of branches.
Furtlier improvements led
to the building of cities, the allotment of lands,
and the discovery of gold. With the origin of

with
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majesty? Or, sup])osing them willing
whence came their notion or preconcep-

theii'

to create,

tion

(Tr/iiXij^tis)

of

man

before he existed

(v.

181-

On

the contrary, the world and all that is
was gradually formed by mere natural
causes througli the fortuitous concourse of some
part of an infinity of atoms in some part of infinite
186)

?

tlierein

991

v. 187-194).
criticism is not all.
On the positive
side the existence of gods is proved by the agreement of all nations, although tlie fables and legends
told of them (ii. 60011.) must be rejected.
The
gods are blessed and immortal. They need nothing
of mankind, bestow no favours, take no vengeance
Their abodes, which in fineness of
(ii. 64G-652).
structure correspond to the impalpable nature of
the divine body, too delicate for our sense to perceive, are in the intcrmundia (a word not used by
the poet), or lucid interspaces between the worlds.
They touch nothing that is tangible for us, since
that cannot touch which cannot admit of being
touched in turn (v. 148-152). There is a significant
reference (iii. 819-823) to the conditions under

space

(ii.

tt'.,

But negative

which alone immortality

description of the sacrifice of Iphigenia (i. 80-101).
But it is not merely popular superstition that he
condemns ; he is equally opposed to the philosophic
monotheism or pantheism of Plato and the Stoics,
and, in fact, tu whatever is meant by the term

is possible, namely the
absence of destructive forces or their being kept at
bay, or being held in equilibrium by conserving
forces (see Giussani, i. 239).
Not content with
proclaiming the true doctrine, Lucretius goes on
to explain how the false arose.
The belief in gods
arose from the images seen by the mind in waking
hours and still more in sleep. The shapes thus
seen were of more than mortal size, beauty, and
strength. As these shapes were ever present, and
as their might appeared so great, men deemed
them to be immortal and blessed, and placed their
abodes in the heavens because the unexplained
wonders of the heavens had already excited awe.
Thus all things were handed over to the gods, and
the course of nature was supposed to be governed
by their nod. This fatal error spran" from the
instinctive fear which associates with divine vengeance the calamity and ruin wrought by storms
and earthquakes (v. 1161-1240). Lucretius more
than once exults at the overthrow of this delusion
On the other
(i. 62-69, ii. 1090-1104, iii.
14-30).
hand, it is obvious that he has gone too far in his
concessions to anthropomorphism. The criticism
which he successfully applies to the incongruous
creations of legend, centaurs, and chimseras would,
on his own grounds, be just as valid against the
blessed immortals. The superhuman beings whom
he reverences as gods are simply the Homeric

'natural

divinities purified, refined,

;

political

life

is

linked

the

origin of

religion.

Another important discovery was the use of metals,
especially iron and copper, which were accidentally
discovered when the burning of woods caused tlie
ore to run.
Hence came improvements in warfare,
the extension of agriculture, and the invention of
The
When a
art of music followed.
weaving.
knowledge of all the useful crafts had thus been
attained, progress was complete.
8. Religion. ^The popular faith, with its whole
apparatus of prayers, vows, offerings, and divination, had been rejected not only by Epicurus, but
by almost all philosophers since the feud between
poetry and philosophy began with Xenophanes
and Heraclitus. Lucretius is bitterly hostile his
indignation at the evil ^vrought by religion glows
throughout the poem as fiercely as in the famous
;

theology.'

The negative

propositions

which he maintains are all-important. (1) There
is no purpose in nature
the argument from design
is disallowed in advance
adaptation is the product
;

;

of experience.
'

quoniam natumst in corpora ut uti
sed quod natumst, id procreat usum

Nil ideo

possemus

'

;

(iv,

834

f.).

The

bodily organs were not given in order to be
On the contrary, the eye preceded seeing,
used.
and man had a tongue before he could speak.
Thus the activity of the senses is explained on

mechanical principles without assuming final causes,
and a similar explanation liolds for all other
activities, nourishment by food, and growth, walking and locomotion generally, sleep and dreams.
Hence (2) there is no divine providence. The course
of nature is not sustained by a divine power working for the good of mankind. The flaws in the
world (' tanta stat pra?dita culpa ') at once and for
ever dispose of that hypothesis (ii. 165-181
cf. v.
195-234).
Hence, too, (3) the world is not divine.
So far is it from being conscious and intelligent
;

it is the most fitting
example of what we
mean by insensible and inanimate (v. 110-145).
(4) The world was not created by the gods.
What
could induce them to take such trouble inconsistent

that
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and

rationalized.

a poem professedly dealing with
physics
hardly expect to find a systematic
treatment of ethics, yet there are enough short
notices or digressions in which the subject appears
(ii. 16-61, 172 fl'., iii. 14-16, 459 ft., 978-1U23, v. 9-51,
vi. 9-41) to establish the author's complete agreement with the teaching of Epicurus. The end is
pleasure in other words, to secure that pain hold
aloof from the body, and that the mind, exempt
from cares and fears, feel its own true joy (ii. 16-19).
Whoever has been born must want to continue in
life so long as fond pleasure shall keep him (v. 177 f. ).
Gratification of desires which, though natural, are
not necessary atlords no true happiness.
The
tortures of conscience make a hell upon earth.
Tantalus and Sisyphus and the like are types of
men tormented in this life by various lusts and
The pangs of remorse are emphasized
passions.
as well as the constant apprehension that, though
the wrong-doer has hitherto eluded gods and men,
he cannot keep his secret for ever (v. 1156 f.).
Epicurus is extolled as the saviour who, seeing
the miserable condition of mankind, partly from
ignorance, and partly from mistaken fear of the
gods and of death, proclaimed those truths which
9.

Ethics.

we

—
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alone can briu},' salvation that death is nothing
to us, that the gods do not interfere with the course
of nature, that the world is a fortuitous and
temporary conrourse of atoms, and man himself a
still more ephcuieral combination in that world.
These are tlie doctrines which, he thinks, wUl
redeem mankind. But, while master and disriide
are perfectly agreed in the literal acceptance of
these propo.sitions, there is a marked dillerence in
the spirit of their teaching. Starting with the

an enthusiasm for Christ as intense as tliat of
Brother Oiles and Sister Cl.are. These are the

no joy but calm,' Epicurus
deduces his ideal of a simple, almost ascetic life
of intellectual enjoyment, spent in the society of

and

:

proposition 'There

is

congenial friends. Uy a life thus regulated according to circumstances he sought to attain the
maximum of jileasure. Lucretius, too, advocates
an austere hedonism the pleasure which is the
iiniversal law and condition of existence is not
indulgence, but peace and a pure heart (v. 18).
;

From

all

who would

worthily he demands

live

fortitude, renunciation, and
truth.
No ancient writer

answerving loyalty to

was more profoundly
impressed with the mystery of existence, and the

that flesh is heir to. He assailed the foundations of belief with fanatical zeal which rises, one
might almost say, to the intensity of religion.
Under this aspect, his earnestness has its counterparts in the Ditnna Commedia or Paradise Lost.
ills
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LULLISTS.— Among
cent,

none

is

the figures of the 13th

more picturesque, none more

repre-

sentative of the great forces, spiritual and mental,
of the age than Raymond Lull, The Illuminated
Doctor,' logician, philosopher, scientist, poet, misHe was born at I'alma, in
sionary, and martyr.
Majorca, in 1236, a\ hen the first spiritual enthusi'

asm

Franciscan movement was dying away.
boyhood tlie spiritual Franciscans were
making desperate, but vain, eil'orts to maintain the
of
the original vow of poverty which
simplicitj'
had been the joy of tlieir founder. Human nature
made it inevitalilc, liowever lamentable, that an
Order should ])osses8 property. Another deviation
from the singleness of mind of St. Francis was,
happily, inevitable also. During his life a brother
was not allowed to possess a book, and learning
seemed as alien as riiiies. But true ilevotion cannot
be permanently content without llieoH'cring of the
realms of mind as well as of .soul and body. Thus
of tlie

During

we

liis

find in the lives of Iloger

members

Bacon and Biiymond

of Franciscan Orders of the next
generation, an enthusiasm for learning linked with
Lull,

figures whom we find toiling amid the dim foundations of the great Palace of Science, blackened
by the su.spicion of the narrow-minded orthodox,
strenuously maintaining the nobility of the offering of .science, knowledge, and thought at the
foot of the Cross.
They were fervent lovers of
Christ who stood at the parting of the ways of

Scholasticism,

still

recognizing and using

its

words

processes, but adding the facts and inferences of a dawning science of Nature.
Their
lives were enthusiastic fulfilments of the command,
Thou shalt love the Lord thy God toith all thy
its

'

mind.'

was seneschal of the household of James II.
Majorca, and till the age of thirty he lived the
ordinary life of a libertine noble. Suddenly conscience was aroused, and in his chamber, as lie was
writing love pc.ns, he beheld the vision of Christ
on the Cross, and heard Him say, 'Oh Raymond,
Lull

of

follow me henceforth.' Then came the agony of
conviction and the determination to forsake the
world and follow Christ entirely. Two aims at
once filled his life to gain martyrdom, and to convert to Christianity the Saracens around.
He
would use no carnal weapons ; he would go to the
and
Father
to
Cliristian
and
induce
kings,
Holy
them to endow colleges for the learning of the
of
the
unbelievers.
For himself he
languages
would write a book so irrefutable as to ensure the
conversion of Saracen, Jew, and heretic to the

—

A

sermon on the renunciation of
Catholic faith.
St. Francis of Assisi completed his resolution
he
left wife and children with sufficient for the necessities of life, sold all else, and went forth in coarsest
attire to the new life.
He kept a cell for himself
on Mount Randa, .and there during nearly ten
years he sought to fit himself for his work. Bjthe advice of his friends he chose this solitary study
in preference to the University of Paris, the centre
of the intellectual life of Europe. He learnt Arabic
from a Saracen whom he bought as a slave, and
;

narrowly escaped being murdered when this

in-

Muslim realized the object of his study.
The crown of his long preparation came when eight
furiated

days of profound medit.ation were succeeded by an
illumination which Lull himself alw.ays claimed as
a direct divine inspiration. Under this impulse he
wrote the Ars Ulngna, the first of the great works
associated with his name.
By its methods he felt
sure that the truths of Christianity could be so
irrefragably stated that the infidels could not
Nothing is
possibly refuse acceptance of them.
more striking in the subsequent history of the
philosopher and his followers than the absolute
conviction, which they all shared, of the direct
divine origin of the mode of reasoning here initiThe assertion is crystallized in the title
ated.

'The Illuminated Doctor' by which he

is

always

known among succeeding generations of Lullists.
The woodcuts adorning the great folios in which
Salzinger has issued his works all represent the
divine beam of light shining down uiion him. Enthusiastic disciples confidently aiijical to (he logical
jiower of the inocesses as more than possible to

unaided human intellect. The unbiased judgment
of our own day fails to discover the same immense
value or power.
It may he briefly characterized as a mechanical method by
which all possible" subjects may be subjected to all manner
of questions, and thus a complete category of statements may

be obtained. The apparatus in its original form is a number
of concentric circles divided into compartments denoted by
letters of the alphabet. These letters denote in difTerent
Thus we have in one nine subjects:
circles different ideaa.

Uod, Angel, Heaven, Man, the Imaginative, the Sensitive, the
Negative, the Elementary, the Instrumental. In another circle
we have nine predicates (loodness, Magnitude, Duration,
Power, Wisdom, Will, Virtue. Truth, Glory. In another we
:

LULLISTS
have nine questions: Wlietliev? What? Whence?

Why? How

large? 0( wliat liind? When? Where? How? One of these
circles is fixed, tlie others rotate, and we thus obtain a coinplete series of combinations, (irst of questions and then of
statements. The precise forui of the mechanism varies; in
some works we Iiave triangles of various colours intei"sectinjj
each other ; in others we have a tree with roots, trunk, brandies,
twigs, each labelled with some term contracting from the
universal to the special.
Lettei-s vary in meaning witli the
But in every case the general idea is the codifjin;;
apparati]3.
of every possible statement on all subjects.
Tlie method, in-

tended first .solely as; a Christian apologetic, was speedily found
to be as applicable to other subjects, and among the numerous
works assigned to Lull are many in which the Ars is applied to
Medicine, Chemistry, Mathematics, Physios, and Astronomy.

Lull

with
God.

at once to use his new weapon
the enthusiasm of the direct emissary of

commenced

all

He gave a series of lectures on its ap)ilication
at the Universities of Montpellier and Paris and in
tlie monasteries of France, Italy, and Spain.
The
failure of his persuasions to induce monarchs or
pontift'to develdp fresh enterprise for the conversion
of the Saracen led Lull himself, at the age of tiftysix, to land as a missionary in Tunis, there confidently expecting to win all to Christianity through
his reasoning.
Imprisonment and expulsion did
not check his zeal ; we tiud him ardently continuing his work wherever there were Muslims or
heretics.

certainly

His own islands, Cyprus, and Armenia
converts, and the ban of death

saw many

not prevent his returning twice to Africa, The
assertions of his much wider travel need further
ilid

proof.
Lull's

scheme for colleges for the study of
missionary languages bore fruit for a time in a
foundation by his own king, in 11276, of a college
for Arabic at Miramar in jlajorca, but it was not
until the Council of Vienne, in 1311, that papal
authority was given for schools for Hebrew, Greek,
Arabic, and Chaldee in the Roman Curia, Oxford,
Bologna, Salamanca, and Paris. It is interesting
thus to realize that in Lull's enthusiasm we have
the germ of the Hebrew professorships at our
English Universities, as well as the broader ideas
of missionary education which he and Roger Bacon
alike impres.sed upon the Church. The same instinct which sent Lull to talk to Saracens in Arabic
led him to overleap the limits of tradition and to
write many of his works, both devotional and
He was a iiioneer
logical, in his native Catalan.
in that movement which,
by entrusting to vernacular Languages thoughts hitherto imprisoned in
the Latin of the learned, gave a new dignity to
national speech and a new impulse to the development of the common people: his great religious
romance Blanqueiita was written in Latin, Arabic,
and Catalan his ecstatic hymns entitled Hours of
the Virgin, with many others of his works, in
Catalan alone.
Round Raymond IjuU there has gathered a misty
halo of romance and unurthodoxy through his incursions into the world of alchemy. His Franciscan
supporters are eager to free him from this charge,
which has repeatedly brought him within danger
of the censure of the Church.
He is stated to have
leamt from Arnauld of Villeneuve the secret of the
There is a tradition, exceedphilosopher's stone.
ingly doubtful but not entirely discredited, of a
visit to England to make gold for Edward Ur in
return for his help against the unbelievers. Certain
it is that a number of works on alchemy are
assigned to his name which were obviously not
written by him. It is proved that on Lull has
been lixed the discredit of certain works on magic
by another Raj'inond of Tarrega, a renegade converted Jew, which were condemned by Pope
Gregory XI. But we must remember that alchemy
was the beginning of natural science, that the early
alchemists were religious men who commenced
their works in the n;ime of the Trinity, find that
the man who believed that he had discovered a
;
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traii; muter of the elements of thought
might not unnaturally aim at a universal transmuter of the elements of matter. Lull's dominat-

universal

ing idea ivas that there is one great principle
running through the universe, since it is the expression of one divine mind. Scattered among his
acknowledged works are repeated references showing that he thought much on alchemy, though he
did not expect impossibilities from it. We can well
believe that he wrote as well as thought on the
Indeed, Roger Bacon [de Emendandis
subject.
Scicntiis, bk. iii.) refers to the fact of such writing.
The last period of Lull's life revealed a foe witliin
the Church against which he fought unceasingly.
Round the name of Averroes (Ibn Rushd, t 1198
see AvEEROES, Averroism), the Arab
interpreter
of Aristotle, had been gathering the thoughts and
theories of Muslim, Jewish, and Scholastic successors, diverging gradually into the banishment of
the Deity beyond the reach of prayer or care for
;

the individual, the denial of individual immortality,

and ultimately even asserting the identity of the
soul of all men.
Averroism thus, while u.sing the
name of a single devout Muslim, was really the
composite deposit of a century of more or less
sceptical thouglit through Maimonides (j.u.) and
-Michael Scot it gained the ear of a section of
Scholasticism and won over as votaries many in
;

tlie University of Paris, the intellectual focus of
the world.
In attempting to save its orthodoxy it
asserted that what might be true in faith might
bo false in philosophy.
This was the special
heresy against which Lull spent his life ; the
authorities at Paris eagerly sought his assistance
in combating the lieresy which threatened to
capture the wliole University. The contest was
so keen that Lull himself was obliged repeatedly
to obtain certihcates of liis own orthodoxy.
At
the Council of Vienne Lull worked hard, though
without
to
secure an edict
success,
apparently
forbidding the teaching of Averroism in Christian
It lingered for a couple of centuries
schools.
longer, more and more tending to materialism
and finding its chief sphere in tlie medical school
of Padua.
Imllism always jirovided its strongest

foes.

When nearly eighty years of age, Lull set oft' on
another missionary journey to Africa his fervid
exhortation roused the fury of the Muslim mob,
and he was stoned to death at Bugia on June 30,
1315, thus gaining the coveted crown of niartyr;

The body was

carried to Palma and was
amidst the laments of his nation.
The immense mental activity of Lull left a vast
number of works, many of which have never been
iiom.

liiere interred

printed.
Salzinger in his great (incomplete) edition (1721-48) gives a list of 205 treatises as unbesides
93 others more or less probablj'
doubted,
assigned to his name. Perroquet (1C67) names 488,
and states that .several authors of weight assign no
fewer than 4000 to his pen.
large number of
enthusiastic pupils, gathered from the lecturehalls of Paris and of the Franciscan monasteries,
continued and applied his methods, and in many
places Lullist schools grew up side by side with the
older-established Thomists and Scotists.
The aim
of the Lullists was to apply a logical method to
the proof of doctrines of the faith, to light AverEnroism, and to fit men for missionary work.
thusiasm for his methods was the special characteristic of the followers of the great enthusiast.
This enthusiasm was speedily met by a bitter
It is almost certain that Lull had been
opposition.
a member of the third Order of St. Francis.

A

Rivalry between the great religious Orders, howThe Dominican
ever, belittled his growing fame.
Eymeric, Iniiuisitor-(lcmv:il in Aragon (132099), initiated the campaign by an accusation of
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heresy in 500 passages taken from IiuH's works.
Franciscan ajioloxists assert that l^ynierie was a
disbeliever in tlie doctrine of the Immaculate Conof the
ception, which was the special enthusiasm
University of Paris and was warmly advo<'atod by
liOllists, and that this was the seed plotof Eymcric's
The Imiuisitor asserted tliat 200
opposition.
Lnllist errors had been condemned by Gregory XI.
This bull has never been found, though
in 1376.

the papal archives have again and again been
searched, and N. de Pax (I.'JIQ) and L. Wadding
(t 1657), the annalist of the Franciscans, have made
out their case that Eymeric invented it, or forjjed
it, or confused it delioerately or accidentally with
the condemnation of the works of Raymond of
Tarrega, already referred to (most conveniently
acce.ssible in AS, June, vii. 618-623).
Kymeric
was degraded and subsequently sent by King John
Lullism was declared sane
of Aragon into exile
and wholesome in 1386 by the Inquisitor Eniangaudins at Barcelona.
In 1483 Ferdinand the Catholic founded the
University of Majorca, witli a studium generale
for the study of Lull's method.
Naturally it is the
native island of the founder that has been most
of
the
his
devoted to
philosophy and
propagation
;

'

'

But its
fiercely fought for its recognition.
In the University
fortunes have varied elsewhere.
of Paris at times students were officially warned
against its study, but about the year 1515 it attained great glory there under the inspiring teaching of Bernard de Lavinheta. Its doctrines were
again and again assailed as unorthodox, and as
favourable sentence was
earnestly defended.
obtained from the Council of Trent and from the
But its foes procured
Inquisition at Madrid.
the inclusion of Lull's works on the Index Expurlias

A

gatorius under Paul IV. They were finally removed
from the Index in 1594. The hold of Lullism on
the University of Palnia continued into the 18th
century. In 1635 Urban VIII. ordered that its
scholars during their last two years of study should
In 1673 Maria
daily hear lectures on the Ars.
Anna of Austria issued an edict as.signing precedence to LuUists even over scholars senior to themObjections, insufficient to prevent Lull's
have obstructed his canonization,
though the process recounting the miracles at his
tomb was presented by the bishop of Majorca in
1612.
The principal charges were due to unguarded utterancis that seem to ignore the necessity of faith and to bring the truths of religion
within the powers of human reason. Others considered theproces.sesof the Ars mere word-ehoppin".
Later apologists like Perroquet confess that sciolists made it their boast that by this method they
could speak on any subject, to any length, at a
moment's notice, and Perroquet laments the undeserved obloquy which such charlatans have
The
brought on their master {Vie, p. 118 f.).
specimens given of the method explain why it has
now passed away. Ps 20 and Wis 6 are expounded
find a careful
by Perroquet as samples.
analysis of the subjects and predicates of each verse,
selves.

beatification,

We

and an exhaustive statement of their combination
the whole producing a somewhat commonplace
Lull has become the
expository commentary.
national saint of the Balearic Isles.
Here the
enthusiasm never died, but the philosophic method
gradually merged itself in an enthusiasm for the
memory of the saint and a national pride in collecting and publishing the Catalan poems and
works on which Lull's fame will
imaginative

—

The Lullists of to-day are a number
finally rest.
of
patriotic and cultured men who are proiid of
their national literature and its great exponent.
LlTBKATv'Rii.— /l.S, June, vii. 11887J 681-070 (3uth day), t'ivcs
and history of the disputes on orthodoxy ; I. Salzinger,

life,

Opera /itnnnundi hullii, Mainz, 1721-48, vols. !.-vi., ix., x.
A. Perroquet, Ap"loifii' de la vie et dt*,s- ivurrfs du bienheitre^tx
Jiarjinond Luflr, \'t'ridnme, 1067; K. Prantl, Urschiditc der
;

Loijik, Leipzie, 1807 (vol. iii. deals with Lull's systoni) ;
Raymund Lvll ttnd dir Ay\fdnge der rataImiiaehni Lileratvr, Herliii, 1flG8, deals with hia place in literaModern
lives
are M. Andr^, Lr Hienhevrcxtz liaiimitnd
ture.
lAtlte, Paris, IfiOO (edifyinjr but um-ritical) ; S. M. Zwemer,
Firsf
Haiiuixind Lull,
Missionary iu the Mosletns, New York,

A. Helffench,

W.

T. A. Barber, Haymond Lvll the Ilhtminated
1!)()2 ; and
For further bibliography see U. CheDoctor, London, 1903.
valier, Ripertoire des sources hist, du moyen dge, bio-bibliographie, new ed., Paris, 1905-07, cols. 3891-3893.
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T. A. Bahber.
or small wood, mentioned in Pali records as the birthplace of the
Buddha. It is now occupied by the shrine of
Uumniindel in Nepal, approximately in 83" 20' E.
long., 27° 29' N. lat., about four miles north of
the frontier between the British possessions and
the Nepalese Tarai, and half a mile west of the
river Tilar.'
The references to it so far traced in the N.
Indian Pali books are only three. One is in an
old ballad, containing the prophecy of the aged
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Asita about the infant Bucldha, this Asita story
being the Buddhist counterpart of the Christian
story of Simeon. The ballad is certainly one of
the very oldest extant Buddhist documents, and
must be earlier than 400 B.C. It is now included
in the anthology called the Sntta NipCita, and it
states at verse 683 that the child was born in the
The
village of Lumbini (Lumbinei/ye game).
other two references are in the Katha Vatthu, composed in the middle of the 3rd cent. B.C. by Tissa,
son of Moggali. In that work (ed. A. C. Taylor
for PTS, London, 1894-97, pp. 97 and 559) it is
stated that the Exalted One was bom at Lumbini
'

(Lumbiniya jdto).
Our next information

is

the inscription found on

Tlie pillar bad been known
pillar in Dec. 1896.
for years to be standing at the foot of the small

a

on which the tiny shrine is situated, but the
fact that the graffiti on the exposed part of it were

hill

mediaeval and unimportant, combined with the
resulting from its being in foreign
territory, caused it to be neglected until 1896.
When it was then uncovered, the top of an inscription was discovered three feet beneath the soil.
The inscription is in old Pali letters, and in a
dialect which the present writer would call Kosali
a dialect so nearly allied to the literary Pali of
the canon that other scholars prefer to call it Pali.
The translation is as follows
The beloved of the gods, King Piyadasi (that is. Adoka), has
come in person and paid reverence and to celebrate the fact
difficulties

—

:

'

;

that the Buddha, the Sakiya sage, was born here, has had a
stone horse (?) made and put up on a stone pillar ; and because
the Honourable One was bom here has remitted the tax of oneeighth on Lumbini village (that is, parish).'

There are slight difTerences in the translations
by various other scholars, but not as to the double
insistence on the fact that the Buddha was born at
the spot where the pillar was erected.^ The letters
are beautifully clear, each being nearly an inch in
When the present writer made a copy of
height.
them in 1900, though they had then been three
years exposed to the light, they seemed almost as
In the dim light of the cell above,
if freshly cut.
containing the shrine, can be discerned a basBut the
relief
representing the birth-scene.
Brahman wlio claims the right to the petty income
arising from the pence of the peasantry refuses
any proper examination of it. So far as a cursory
inspection permits of a decision, it seems to be
much later than the inscription.
A legend in the Divt/avaddna' purports to give
See V. A. Smith, in JRAS, 1902, p. 143.
1

2 See A. Fiihrer, liuddha Sakyamuni's Birthplace, Allahabad,
1907; G. Biihier, in Kpigraphia Indica, v. 11S981; It. Pischei.
HBAW, 1808, p. 7-24 If.; A. Barth, Journal des Sacants, 189T,

p. 73.
a

Ed. E. B. Cowell and R. A. Neill, Cambridgfc, 1866, p. 389.
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the couversation between Asoka and his yuide
Upagupta on the occasion of the visit recorded in
the inscription. Perhaps the tradition that Upagupta, very possibly another name of the author
of the Katha Vatthu, accompanied liim is historical.
The woxk in question is in Buddhist Sanskrit and,
though its date is unlcnown, it must be at least
five centuries later than Asoka, who spoke, of
course, the language of his inscription, and \vould
not have understood the words here put into liis
;

mouth.
StUl later are certain references in the Pali commentaries written at Kauchlpuram or Anuradhapura^ iqq.v.). In order to explain how the birth
took place in a grove, they say that the mother,
on the way to be delivered among her own people,
was taken with the pains of delivery half-way
between Kapilavatthu, her husband's home, and
Devadaha, her father's home. This is quite probable
but, on the other hand, it may have been
suggested by the meagre facts recorded in the
ancient books.
Neither the Buddhist Sanskrit
writers nor the I'ali commentators could have
understood the long-buried inscription, even had
they know n of its existence.
It is verj' interesting to see that this spot, so
deeply revered by all Buddhists, should have retained its original name through so many centuries
of neglect and desertion.
Watters says that according to some accounts' it had been named
Lumbini after a great Koliyan lady who had dedicated it to public use.' I'his is quite probable.
There are otlier instances of a similar kind but,
unfortunately, Watters gives neither name nor
date of any of the Chinese books to which he refers.
But we know that both Sakiyas and Koliyas
found difficulty in pronouncing the trilled r. Perhaps this was true of all Kosala. The inscription
at Lumbini, for instance, has liija for rdja and
Lumbini itself is often written in Pali MSS with a
dotted L, which, may represent an untrilled r.
Thus Rummindei stands for Lumbini Devi, the
goddess of Lumbini. But that goddess was not
really a goddess at all, nor even Lunibini, but only
the mother of the Buddha.
have no evidence
as to when or how the transformation took place.
And in face of the stubborn opposition of the
Nepalese Government, and of the Brahman who
has taken possession of the shrine, there is very
little hope of any further excavation at the site to
throw light on this question, or to explain the
divergent statements of Chinese writers as to what
they saw at the place.^
'

;

'

;

;

We
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LUNACY.— See Insanity.
LUSHAIS.—The Lushais are a composite commimity, consisting of those groups which were
alisorbed and reduced to a more or less complete
unitj' by the skill and sagacity of the Thangur
chiefs of the Lushai clan in the last century.
They practise yAMmiH<7, a form of cultivation which
involves constant moves from one site to another.
In this fact is found a reason for some at least of
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sent forth to found new villages. The youngest
son was the heir general. Elders assist the chief
in the village administration, and each village
possesses, in addition to the council of elders,
officers to settle where the jhutius are to be made,
a village crier, a blacksmith, and a wise man,
puithiam (lit. 'much knower'). The population
of a Lushai village consists of members of difl'erent
elans and tribes brought under the unifying influence of their subordination to the Thangur
chiefs.
Their religion, therefore, exhibits traces
of a mixed origin ; there are features in it which
recall some of the more notable characteristics of
the systems of their congeners, east as well as in
the more distant north, all of whom speak cognate
dialects.
The Creator is a spirit called Pathian, beneficent,
but with little concern in the affairs of men. Subordinate to Pathiau is a spirit Khuavang, whose
He is also
appearance to men causes illness.
spoken of as a personal genius an idea which is
still further elaborated in the belief in the mioengtu,
the watchers of men. Each man has two souls,

—

One
thlarao, the one wise and the other foolish.
mivenfjtu is good and the other evil. The huai are
demons inhabiting water and land, are all bad, and
are the causes of all sickness and misfortune ; the
lashi are spirits who are concerned only with wild
the spirits of the
animals, whom they control
dead need constant propitiation and receive offerEach clan has a spirit, or clan
ings of lirstfruits.
;

whom a special chant is addressed
by the puithiam (who must be a member of the
clan), and identity of chants and ritual is a sure
proof of membership of the clan.
The rites performed for the purpose of address to
some definite spiritual being may be separated
from the rites which seem to be efficacious without the intervention or mediacy of any definite
The sakhua chants recorded by
spiritual being.
Shakespear are accompanied by sacrifices of a sow.
deity, sakhua, to

The sacrifices to huai, supposed to frequent houses
and villages, are various, now a pig, now a cock,
and sometimes a goat being ottered. Three sacrifices

should be performed after marriage.

Dreams

an indication of the necessity for the performance of one of those rites. Temporary tabus,

attbrd

closely akin to those so common in the Naga area,
are part of the necessary liturgy. The ritual for
appeasing the huai of the woods and waters is not
dissimilar, but some of the most efficacious rites
are the patent of certain clans. The villages close
their gates on the occasion of an epidemic of cholera,
so as to exclude all visitors from the infected area,
and frighten away the demon causing the sickness by erecting a rough gate across the road
leading to the distressed villages, which they man
with straw figures of armed men ; they suspend
from the gateway the portions of the dog sacrificed
in these emergencies, which are reserved for the

demon — as a

52,

rule, the extremities with the heart,
entrails.
Some of the birth-rites are
addressed to huais, while others are seemingly
In the second cateof almost automatic efficacy.
gory of rites are those which are performed to
a
soul
men
sometimes lose
(for
bring back straying
one of their souls), to produce children, to attbrd
protection against sickness, to secure good hunting
and to ascertain the luck of the intended chase, to
benefit the crops, to obtain power over the spirits
of animals and men killed in this world, and to
secure freedom from the gliost of the slaughtered
enemy. Tlie series of five feftsts which att'ect the
future life in important ways are religious rites of
a specially interesting nature. Most of the rites

-T. Watters, On Yinin ChuHing's Tmrels in India, ed. T. W.
Rlijs Davids and S. W". Busliell, London, 1905, ii. 15.
* See
Wallers, op. eit.

are accompanied by a regulation requiring that the
social grou]) concerned, be it a household or a
whole village, shall abstain from aU but the most

their peculiar characteristics.
Each village is a separate State ruled by its own
chief, who usually belongs to tlu- .Sailo clan, whose
talent for government has made tliem the masters
of ueaxly the whole of the area now known as the
Lushai Kills. The sons, as they reached maturity,
were provided with a wife and followers, and w ere
1

-

Com. on Therlgaihd, p. 1.
Majjhima Com., JUAS, 1896,

p.

ror

Jdtaka Com.

i.

61.

liver,

and
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necessary work, and
area.

The

sliall

by his daily laliniir in the copper mines, and
by eeuiiomy and thrift, he became proiiriotor of
mines and furnaces, and an inlluenlial member of
Both as a child in his home and
the community.
in his early school days, Luther knew what the
struggle with poverty meant. As lie advanced,
his father was at last able'to provide him with the
means for a liberal education. Both his father,
.John Luther, and his mother, Margaretta Ziegler
of Eisenach, were deeply religious, and subjected

not leave the inescribed

until,

bliicksmUli'.s foige possesses sanctitv,

is a place where persons who have nccidentally
coins into contract with any noxious inlliience may
take sanctuary and be pnrilied. The pricstliood
consists of the jtiiithimn and the nionibers of

and

Any one can acquire liy purcliase
special clans.
tlie Mil, songs or cliaruis which form the stoclv-intrade of the />vil/iiam, wliose success iiiu-it depend
largely on luck and on short memories of his

him

faihires.

The

he ancestor I'awla,
possibly in revenge for his dcutli, stands armed
with bow and pellets at the entrance to the spirit
world.
E.xcept the thangchhaah, i.e. those wlio
have jierfornied the series of five rites (fasts, as
they are sometimes called) in this world, none can
escape his aim. Yet he spares slillb )rn children
or those who die young, for he heeds their plea
that, had they lived, they too miglit have performed the duo ritual and so been free to enter
with the thdngchhrmh into Pielral, where all is
Those whom Pawla wounds go to Mithi
1)lea,sant.
thua.
Their wounds swell jiainfuUy for three
and for a like period the scar remains.
years,
Thereafter tliey die again, are born as butterflies,
and then die again, to reappear as dew on the
as dew they enter the loins of a man, and
f,'round
In addition to the
are reborn as human children.
personal advantages of the tlifinf/chhuah rites, the
man may take his wife with him to I'ielral, whence
there is no return to reincarnation, and he may
wear certain special clothes, build a verandah at
the back of his house, enjoy a window in his house,
and put an additional shelf near his bed.
The Lushais are a superstitious people, and believe lirmly in witchcraft
not very long ago, to
test the ciUcacy of the belief that the victim of
witchcraft would surely recover if lie could but
taste the liver of the wizard, they killed three
whole families who were thought to be bewitching
an aged chieftainess, cut the livers of the wizards
out, and carried them back, only to lind that the
old lady had died in their absence.
Naturally le
voisin cnne-mi is an expert at the black art, but
their neighbours return the compliment to them in
first

man, Pupawla, or

I

;

;

full.

Certain persons, especially women, can put themselves into a trance (znwl) and connnuiiicate with
Khuavang, from whom they acquire iiiforiiuition as
to the particular sacrifice required to cure the sick.
The process of divination enijiloyed on these occasions requires the use of an egg and a shallow
ba-sket of rice, in which apjiears the footprint of the
animal to be sacrificed. Possession by t!ie spirit
of a wild animal (kJuiwring) is contagious and
hereditary, and takes the form of passing from the
hostess to another woman, who speaks with the
voice of the original hostess.
The belief in the
power of men to assume the form of a tiger is

common.
LiTBUATURB.
Calcutta,

London,

— T.

iscy
1912.

;

J.

H. Lewin, The UiU Tracts of Chniagonii
Sbakespear, 'I'lte Lushei Kuki Clans,
T. C. HODSON.
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Pukification.

I.
Life.— The career of Martin
lyuther naturally divides in'.(i three periods the
of
fust,
preparation (1483-1017); the second, of
protest (1517-21) ; the third, of construction (1521lie was born at Kisleben in Saxony' on
46).
lOth Nov. 1483.
His birthplace was only the
temporary home of his parents. They had come
thither from Moehra, the real home of the family,
some 80 miles to the south-west. The father, a.>
an older son, had no share in the paternal estate,
and wa^i, therefore, in straitened circumstances,

—

to

.-i

discipline, continued in the schools to
first sent, that was legalistic rather

which he was

than evangelical. His childhood was spent at
Mansfeld. His elementary training was received
chiefly at Kisenach, among his mother's relatives,
and his University course at Erfurt, an institution
which, at his entrance in 1501, was over 100 years
old, and the most numerously attended of the
(jerman Universities. Intended by his father for
the legal profession, he devoted his first years at
Krfurt to classical literature and philosophy.
While he read with absorbing interest the Latin
ela.ssics, and ilerived from them the benefit of a
wider horizon and a deeper acquaintance with
Imnian nature, it is a great exaggeration to affirm,
.IS some recent writers have done, that they made
him more of a humanist than a theologian for
he read them Mith a critical ej'e, and reacted
against the excessive devotion to the purely formal
His
dominated the humanistic school.
tliat
teachers in philoso]diy were nominalists, who introduced him t<j Occam, Biel, and lierson, and
instilled a critical disjiosition towards the current
scholasticism. Attaining A.B. in 1.502, and A.M.
in 1505, he reluctantly began the study of I>aw, for
which he had little taste. His dissatisfaction with
the calling into which his father was forcing him
;

by s])iritual conflicts, brought to a
by the sudden death of a friend by his side
whether by a bolt of lightning or by assassination
can scarcely be determined and by his own narrow
escape in the storm that is said to have destroyed
was

intensilied

—

crisis

—

his friend.
moment of

In obedience to a

vow made

in the

peril, he turned his back upon the
weeks later, and entered the cloister of

world two
the Augustinian hermits at Erfurt (17th July
1.305).
Purity of life, deep moral earnestness,
devotion to the study of the Holy Scriptures, and
ability as preachers distinguished the Saxon Augusbut it is incorrect to infer from their
tinians
name any special interest in Augustine's doctrine
;

and grace. With all the intensity of liis
nature the young novice devoted himself to the

of

sin

scrupulous observance of every detail of the requirements of the Order, and rose raj'idly in the esteem
Ue found edifying
of his brethren and superiors.
sjiiritual advisers in

an aged

monk whose name

has not been preserved, and especially in John
Staupitz, his Vicar General. Some of his modern
critics accuse him of morbid conscientiousness and
needless scrupulosity in his conceidions of truth
and duty. The rules of the Order came to him
with all the claims of divine commands, which ho
could not decline to obsen-e in all their strictness
without, in his belief, sinning against God. Nor
could he be satisfied with anything less than certainty with respect to his relations to God. It
matters little that, as has been recently urged, in
some of his earlier discourses, composed while he
was still a monk, as, e.g., in the lately discovered
lectures on the Ejdstle to the Komans, evangelical
statements can be found foreshadowing his future
For it is no uncommon circumstance for
position.
writers advancing towards a conclusion, amid many
vacillations, not fully to grasp the meaning of
In 1507 he was ordained to the
their own words.'
1
('1. otto Schccl, IHr Kntwicklun{] Luthera bifzum Abschluss
der Varkiung iiber den Kvmerl/rie/, ix'ifzit, 1910.
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priesthood, and his father, with a large retinue of
personal friends, honoured the occasion of his first
celebration of the Mass ; but that, even then, the
breach between father and son was not completely
healed appeared at the meal which followed, when
the former in his blunt way reminded the clergy
that obedience to parents is a command from which

no dispensation could be given, and that what they
esteemed a call from God might be nothing more
than a delusion of Satan. Selected by Staupitz
in Nov. 150S as instructor in Philosophy in the
University of Wittenberg, founded only six years
before, Luther was delighted, when, four months
later, as a Bachelor of Tlieology, it was his priviRelege to lecture also on the Holy Scriptures.
called the succeeding autumn to Erfurt, he was
assigned the task of lecturing on the Sentences of
Two years later (loll) he was
Peter Lombard.
sent to Rome to represent Staupitz in regard to
This visit
certain business iitt'airs of the Order.
was of the highest moment to Luther's subsequent
His most recent Roman Catholic biocareer.
grapher, Grisar, candidly says that the Rome
which he visited was the Rome of the then ruling
Julius II. and his predecessor, Alexander VI.
Rome glorihed by art, but the deeply degenerate
Rome of the popes of the consummation of the
Renaissance.' He was grieved by the many abuses
forced on his attention ; and, notwithstanding the
credulity with which, as he afterwards acknowledged, he accepted much of what he there saw
aud heard, the hold which the papal name and

—

authority had had upon him was neatly weakened.
The story of his experience on Pilate's Staircase
rests soleij' on the testimony published after his
death by his son Paul. Rapid promotion followed,
Reas a testimonial to the success of his mission.
ceiving the degiee of Doctor of Theology at the
age of twenty-nine (1512), he accepted it as a
special call 'to explain the Scriptures to all the
world,' and brokeithe traditional modes of instruction by his method of lecturing.
Although he
four-fold sense of Scripture, he lays
retains the
the chief stress upon finding allusions to Christ in
all the prophecies of the OT, and interprets the
Psalter by the gospel of the NT. From the OT
books he turned to the NT, treating successively
From the
Romans, Galatians, and Hebrews.
nominalists, Occam and Gerson, he had turned to
'

'

Augustine, and from Augustine more and more
to Paul.
The mystical writer, John Tauler, and
the anonymous author of The German Theology
had a decided formative influence. His time, however, was largely absorbed by administrative
In 1515 he was appointed Vicar, with
duties.
the oversight of eleven monasteries.
It was in the midst of these duties that he
became involved in the controversy concerning
indulgences (y.r.). The doctrine of indulgences
was rooted in the denial of the completeness of the
satisfaction for sins made by Christ.
This satisfaction, it was taught, had value for original sin,
and, beyond it, was made for actual sins only by
commuting the penalty from one that was infinite,
and beyond man's power to aftbrd, to one that is
finite and within his limitations, either in this
world or in that which is to come. Penitence,

was further taught, consisted

of contrition, consatisfaction, made by the penitent.
Such satisfactions could be made only for such sins
as were recognized by the sinner.
But, as in this
life the knowledge of m.any sins escapes the notice
of even the most faithful, purgatoiy was provided,
where satisfactions could be rendered for sins unrepented of at death. Relief from such satisfactions
would be found, however, in the fund of the superfluous merits of the saints acquired by their works

it

fession,

and

*.H. Grisar. Luther,

i.

41.
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—

a fund upon wliich the Church,
through its head on earth, could draw, so as to
grant indulgence by the payment of an equivalent.
Heretofore, no more had been claimed for a letter
of indulgence than an abbreviation of the pains of
purgatory for those who had already departed.
of supererogation

As the granting of these letters afforded large
revenue, abuses constantly grew. It was the most
convenient and efl'ective way of raising funds for
Church purposes, with percentage allotted to the
agents who collected them. The luxurious habits
of Leo X. and especially the completion of St.
Peter's church at Rome rendered this expedient
very serviceable at this time. Albrecht of Brandenburg, Archbishop and Margrave, had contracted
to collect fees from this source, with the stipulation that he retain one half.
He commissioned as
one of his agents John Tetzel, a Dominican monk
and emotional preacher, who, by

his appeals to
the terror of his heareis, created great popular
commotion ^^ herever he appeared, and urged them
It would not be difficult to
to purchase his wares.
accumulate from Roman Catholic writers abundant
For more than a
censure of the course of Tetzel.
year Luther, entirely ignorant of the connexion
which both Albrecht and the pope himself had
with Tetzel's traffic, had been utterin" protests at
a distance but, as Tetzel drew nearer Wittenberg,
the revelations made to Luther as a spiritual guide
in the confessional compelled him first to appeal
repeatedly to his ecclesiastical superiors, and,
finally, when these appeals were fruitless, to publish his Ninety-live Theses for an academic discussion in the University. The eti'ect which they
produced, as well as the publicity' which they
;

was beyond all expectation. V/liLle in
these Theses he strikes boldly and remorselessly at
the very roots of the abuse, he is evidently still
feeling his way, and has not entirely freed himself
from some positions that were afterwards very
received,

forcibly repudiated.

There were formal answers the next year by
Silvester Prierias, which called forth
responses, with characteristic vigour, from Luther.
There was a barren conference with Cardinal
Cajetan at Aug.sburg (Sept. 1518), and another
with MUtitz at Altenburg (Jan. 1519), followed by

John Eck and

the Leipzig Disputation (beginning 23rd June), in
which, after Eck and Canstadt had argued for
days, Luther's debate with Eck began (4th July)
on Church authority, significant because of the
advance shown by Luther upon anything that he
had previously declared, in the maintenance of the
fallibility of Councils, and the censure of the
Council of Constance for condemning Hus. The
aid oB'ered from the camps of humanism Luther
not only declined, but repelled, as he wished
to make it clear that his protest rested upon
"The
grounds fi-om theirs.
noted for three monumental treatises,
two polemical, one irenic and constructive. Of
the former, the first was his famous Appeal to the
Christian Nobility, which might appropriately
bear the title, The Responsibility and uaiy of
the Laity in Spiritual Afl'airs,' and the second,
'The Babylonian Captivity,' a scathing criticism
of the sacramental system of the Roman Church.
The latter, The Liberty of the Christian Man,'
has evoked the following tribute from one of his
most prominent modern critics
One cannot help askinuf how the same hand which delighted

entirely

difl'erent

year 1520

is

'

'

'

'

:

•

to shatter as with a sled<re-hammer all that had hitherto been
held sacred and venerable, could also touch so tenderly the
chords of divine love' (Janssen, Gesch. des deutschen VolkeSt

Eng.

tr.,

The

iii. '239).

bull of

excommunication promulgated by

the pope on 15th June 1520 did not reach Wittenberg until four months later, and was formally
burned by Luther before the students of the
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On llilli and 17tli
(lOtli Doc. 1520).
April 1521 Luther appeared before the Emperor,
I'liarle.s V., at the Diet of Worms, and declared
that lie could not recant. There were too many
political complications involved to enable the
Emperor to act promptly against him, and before
such action could be taken the Elector of Saxony,
as a precaution, had Luther arrested, while returning from the Diet, and carried to the Wartburg,

University

overlooking Eisenach, where he remained in retirement until the following spring.
The i.'solation of those ten months afforded opportunity to review his work at a distance from the
scene, to mature his convictions by the close and
uninterrupted study of Scripture, to form some
plans for the future, and to begin his most important work, the translation of the Bible into
German. The NT was translated, from the second
edition of the Greek Testament of Erasmus, within
three montlis from the time when it was begun.
The translation was brought with him when he
returned to Wittenberg from his exile (6th March
1.522), and appeared the succeeding September.
The translation of the OT was a much more
ditfiiult undertaking, in which he had the assistance of Melanchthon, Aurogallus, Roerer, Foerster,
and others, and was published in parts, until in
1532 the entire Bible appeared complete, followed
by the Apocrypha two years later.
On his ret\irn to Wittenberg the character of
Ills labours was much changed.
He had at once
to meet with decision the radical reaction against

which had resorted in some cases to revolutionary, and in others to precipitate, measures.
Three days after his return he began a series of
eight sermons, preaching daily, into which he threw
all his energy to check their excesses and, against
them, to deline the principles for which he had
Itorae,

been contending. The reformation of the churches
no longer under the dominion of the
old Church now became necessary, to prevent them
from
misle<l by the confusion that had been
beinjj
introduced, and in order, by a re-oi'ganization, to
in districts

build

them upon

solid

evangelical foundations.

Henceforth, while the polemic against Rome did
not cease, and almost equal energy was directed
against the opposite extreme, he was occupied
largely with constructive work the visitation of
churches, the preparation of Church constitutions,
the re-organization of schools, the revision of the
liturgy, the writing of catechisms, the composition
of hymns, and the publishing of popular sermons,
not only for private edihcation, but especially as
models for the inadequately prepared preachers,

—

besides his lectures to his classes

—

and incessant

correspondence and conferences until, from sheer
exhaustion, he fell a victim to disease, while acting
as a mediator between the counts of Mansfeld, and
died in his native town of Eisleben {16th Feb. 1546).
Among the more important events of this later
period of his life are his marriage with Catherine
von Bora (1525); the Marburg colloquy with
Zwingli (Oct. 1.529); his second period of isolation,
at the castle of Coburg, during the Diet of Augsburg
(1530); his conferences in 1535 with representatives
of the English Church, which had an important
influence on the English Reformation and its

monuments; the Wittenberg Concord of
1530 with Bucer and other representatives of the
Reformed Church and the Schmalkald Articles
of 1537.
Probably the point that has occasioned
most heated discussion was his relation to the
bigamy of Philip of Hesse in 1540 (see W. W.
Rockwell, Die Duppehhc des Landgrafen Philipp
von Heascn, Marburg, 1904).
2. Appreciation.— The greatness of Luther lies
largely in the ver.salility of his gifts and the readiness M'ith which he could call them into service.
literary

;

Intensity, concentration,

earnestness,

directness,

and action are constantly present. Beneath his
etlorts there is always some inii)ortant practical
His scholarship has a higher end than mere
end.
love of learning. Ho availed himself of the weapons
of humanism, so far as he could use them, without
being in any sense a humanist. He had lectured
for years on philosophy, only to repudiate both the
Greeks and tlie scholastics. His writings abound
in numerous historical allusions, without suggesting that he ever could be rated as a hislJorical
It is rather his experience as a
investigator.
Christian that is ever leading him the more deeply
into the treasures of Holy Scripture, to find therein
the solution of the problems ot human life.
As a jjrofessor he was neither a scientific exegete
nor a systematic theologian. He cut loose from
all scholastic formula; and methods.
While he
could not entirely escape from the influence of
niediicvalism, He was in constant antagonism to its
authority. Even' in the class-room he was a great
jireacher, stimulating the thought and life of his
pupils, instead of retailing stereotyped definitions.
His lectures were almost entirely confined to particular books of the Bible, which he expounded
with great freedom of manner.
As an author, it is in his form rather than his
reflects the present moment. Eminently conservative and slow to reach a conclusion,
when once he has reached it he writes in an intense
glow of feeling words crowd one upon the other
with great rapidity of thought, and with wealth
of illustration often of the most homely character.
He never has difficulty in making his meaning
He can write with equal ease as a
intelligible.
He loves
scholar or for the plainest of the people.
He concentrates his attention so inparadoxes.
of
form
the
subject before
tensely on the particular
him as to make no qualifications in order to forestall possible incorrect inferences or misrepresentations.
The whole, real Luther can be read only by
placing side by side his declarations under varying
circumstances, and against opponents that widely
difler.
Few writers, therefore, can be so readily
perverted by partisans. His language is not infrequently rough, and his allusions such as were in
keeping with the rude age in which he lived.
He was master of the art of translation. Not
verbal exactness, but the precise reproduction of
the very shade of meaning of the original in the
language of the simplest people of a later age, was
His German Bible is a modern Ixiok,
his aim.
which at last fixed the form and became the standard
His hymns are parajihrases of
of modern German.
Scripture, or free renderings of the old Latin hymns
His sermons are most frequently
of the Church.
expositions of long passages of Scripture, and grow
naturally out of the text, as applied to contemporary
circumstances and conditions and hence generally
reflect that with w hich his attention at the time
was chiefly occupied. They have come to us
mostly as taken down in shorthand by some of his
hearers, and not in finished form from his own pen.
His contributions to the re-organization of
churches are embodied not only in documents that
bear his name, but also in those of his co-labourers,
Melanchthon, Bugenliagen, and others, who applied
the principles which he laid down, and acted with
He was the
his constant cooperation and advice.
advocate of liberal culture, the study of the Greek
and Latin classics, the education of women, and
free public libraries. So far was he from precipitate
and revolutionary methods of reform that he proceeded with the greatest caution, upholding what
had been fixccl and approved by long usage, until
a break with the past was no lunger avoidable,
but, when the critical moment came, always acting
with iiroMiptucss and decision. His aim was not

matter that he

;

;
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even a restoration of Scriptural models, but the
continuance of whatever in life, worship, and
organization was not contraiy to Scripture. External union was anproveil only as it was the expression of a preceding inner unity.
Agreement
as to the faith of the gospel was the condition of
all attempts at Church union, whicli he esteemed
valuable only as the servant of faith hence the
faith was never to be adjusted to the supposed
;

expediencies of union.
As a theologian, his chief effort, on the negative
side, was to free theology from its bondage to
philosophy, and to return to the simplicity of
He was dissatisfied with technical
Scripture.
theological terms, because of their inadequacy,
even when the elements of truth which they contained restrained him from abandoning them. He
was not without a histoiical sense and a reverence
for antiquity, provided that it was subjected to the
tests of Holy Scripture.
Scripture was not to be
interpreted by the Fathers, but the Fathers were
to be judged by their agreement or disagreement

with Scripture. It was his especial [privilege to
have entered into the spirit of St. Paul as none
before him, not even Augustine. Luther's theology
is Pauline
theology, in tlie language of modern
times.
It begins and ends with the revelation of
God in Jesus Christ. Christology is the kej' to all
knowledge of the nature and attributes of God and
the doctrine of the Trinity. Christ is the interpreter of Scripture. All doctrines are to be considered in theirrelation to Christ. With Augustine,

he taught the organic union of all men in Adam,
and the orga.nic union of all sins in original sin.
Original sin is emphasized rather as the corrujjt
state resulting from the Fall than as the act itself
whence this state proceeds a state of spiritual
death, from which man can neither of himself escape
nor contribute towards his deliverance. The Incarnation presupposes man's sin. God became
man in order, by His sufferings and death, to
In the personal union, as
jirovide redemption.
the result of incarnation, the integrity of both
natures is preserved, the divine inseparably per\
ading and energizing the hiunan ; the human
bringing the possibility of suffering, and the divine
sustaining and imparting to the human its infinite
The humiliation (kenosis [j.y.]) is not of
efficacy.
the divine nature, but of the divine person in His
human nature. Hence humiliation is not synonymous with incarnation, but is only a determination
of the human nature, glorified from the very first
moment of its union with the divine. Redemption
is made for all men and all sins,
although not

—

received and realized by all. The doctrine of predestination, he insists, should always be treated as
a supplement to Christology, since what God has
predetermined concerning our salvation from
eternity He has revealed in the gospel, and, therefore, tiic gospel itself exhibits the contents of God's
eternal decree concerning salvation. The blessings
of salvation, to bo realized, must be
appropriated
faith ; but this faith is God's gift.
Man cannot
believe in Christ, or come to Him, by his own reason
or strength.
It is the office of the Holy Spirit alone
to bring man to Christ and Christ to man, to call,

by

If man is saved, it is
enlighten, and regenerate.
entirely by the work of the Holy Siiirit in applying
redemjition through Christ ; if he is lost, it is entirely by his own persistent resistance of the ofJers
of divine grace.
There are no degrees in justification ; it is perfect and complete, however weak
the faith tliat apprehends it, since the righteousness which it imparts is the perfect righteousness
of Christ.
If regarded as forgiveness, where the
least sin is forgiven, all are
forgiv-en, and where
the least sin is unforgiven, none are
forgiven.
l!ut justification is

more even than

forgiveness.
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Christ and man have exchanged places so that,
while all the guilt of man is assumed by Christ, all
the righteousness of Christ is transferred to man.
Hence the confidence of man before God. Faith
kindles love. As an active principle, faith not only
receives what God otters, but also, through the
new powers imparted with justification, exercises
j

itself in

obedience towards God, and in efforts for

the good of man.
*

It is as impossible to separate works from faith, as it is to
separate heat and light from fire' {Introduction to the Epistle
to the Romans, 1622 [Works,
Ertangen ed., Ixiii. 124 f. J). This
passage l)as called forth the unqualified commendation of the
Roman Catholic theolojrian, J. A. Moehler, although he incorrectlj' adds that it is 'in the most amiable contradiction
« ith the Lutheran theory of justification (SiimhoUkU, Mainz,
1872, i. 163, tr. J. B. Robertson, London, 1843, i. 1S5).
'

Furthermore, the Holy Spirit comes to men only
and through the \\'ord and Sacraments, through
the word of the Law, producing sorrow for sin,
and through the gospel, i.e., the promise of the
The office
forgiveness of sins producing faith.
of the Sacraments is to individualize the general
in

promise of the gospel. The chief thing in baptism
IS not the water, but the Word,
which, in and
\\ith the water, is applietl to the person
baptized.
The chief thing in the Lord's Supper is not the
and
but
the
bodily eating
drinking,
assurance,
Given and shed for you,' wdiich is declared to the
and
sealed
the
elements
and
the
guests,
by
heavenly
Since, wherever this
mystery that tliey offer.
Word is preached, whether orally or visibly in the
Sacraments, the Holy Spirit is active. Word and
Sacraments become marks, designating where at
'

least

some truly believing children

be found;

of

God

are to

they indicate the presence of the
Church, which otherwise is a matter of faith, as
the Creed confesses
I beUcce in the Holy Catholic
The direct
Church, the communion of saints.'
relation of each individual to Christ, unmediated
by any other agency than Word and Sacrament,
i.e.,

'

:

creates the spiritual priesthood of believers, and
obliterates the distinction between an order of
The ministry of the gospel is
priests and laj'men.
not a priesthood, but an office of the Church for
the administration of Word and Sacraments, in
w liich administration ministers are only the executives of tlie congregation, and, through the congregation, of ChrLst Himself, who has called and
ordained them.
Distinctions of rank among

ministers are not admissible by divine law, but
be very advantageous when agreed upon
simply according to human law. Uniformity of

may

Church government and ceremonies is iinnecessary,
however desirable it may be as a matter of expecliThe Church has no power but that of the
ency.
Word.
Even in regard to those matters where
the Word of God allows no freedom, we have no
right to attempt to constrain others by any other
means than by the preaching of the Word.
'1 wiU preach and talk and write a^'-iinst these things, but
no one will I attempt to force {Elijht Sertnons preaclwd at
Witlcnlxrif, Lent, 152S IWorks, Erlangen ed., xxviii. 219]). "The
Word tliat has created the heavens and the earth must do this,
or it will be left undone' (i^.).
'

The

dualism

in

ethics

that pervaded the
according to wbich there is
an inherent antagonism bet%ieeu the spiritual and
the material, the heavenly and the earthly, entirely disappears in Luther. The separation caused
by sin is removed by redemption and regeneration,
and the spiritual now pervades the material, the
heavenly the earthly. Hence the believer is not
only a spiritual priest, but also a spiritual king,
and lord over all things and his chastened enjoyment of them belongs to that gratitude which he
owes the Redeemer who has pro\ided them for
him. Nevertheless, while by faith lord over all,
by love he is servant of all, and obeys God's law
from an inner necessity of his regenerated nature
niediii-vaT religionism,

;
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C. E. Lutlmrilt, Div Ethik Luthcrs in ihreii
Grundziiifin, Leijizit:, 1867, Geschkhtc der christlirhcti Elhik, do. 1S'J3, vol. ii.).
Probably with only one exceiition in all history,
no one has" been so much praised or .so bitterly and
The discussion of
incessantly attacked as Luther.
(cf.

his life and deeds is constantly renewed with all
the interest of almost contemporaneous occurrences.
His voluminous works, many of them reaching us
through the notes of others instead of from the
of the author himself, the memoranda of

pen

friends who jotted down from memory fragments
of his conversations in the bosom of his family,
his most conlidential letters to his most intimate
associates, humorous and satirical as well as
serious, all'ord an inexhaustible mine for students
of successive generations.
Researches in archives
heretofore closed and in libraries w here they have
of decided
lain unnoticed are bringing to light
historical importance.
Thus, in the last year of
last century, his lectures on the Epistle to the
Romans,' for which scholars had long been lookMere found in so public a place as the Berlin
ing,
Library, shortly after a student's notes of the
same lectures had been discovered in the Vatican,

MSS

and succeeding only by a

little over ten years the
discovery of lectures on the Psalms, belonging also
to bis fo;:mative period.
New biographies from
both friends and opponents, as well as from those
who profess to apply with rigid impartiality the
highest standards of historical criticism, snceeed
each other with a frequency that is remarkable
when it is remembered that he has been dead for
over three centuries and a half, showing clearly that
the last word has not been said on many questions
that he started, and that cannot be answered without a thorough study of his own presentations.

—

LiTERATURK. (rt) Of the luorc recent Roman Catholic critics
of Luther and his work, the followin;i may be mentioned J.
Janssen, Genchichtc de^ dcutachen Voikes seit dem Ausgang des
ilittelalUrs.ixols., Freiluirtr im Br., 1879-94, Eng. tr., 16 vols.,
London, 1896-1911 H. S. £)euifle, Luther und Lulherlum^,
2 vola., Mainz, 1906 H. Grisar, Luther, 3 vols., Freiburg im Br.,
:

;

;

1911-12.
(6) Anion?; the replies called forth are the following ; J.
Kdstlin, Luther und J. Janssen, der dcutsclte Refomiato-r und
ein uttrauiontaner Hi&toriker'^, Halle, 1883; R. Seeberg:,
Luther und Lnthertum in der neu^sten kctthoiischen BeleucliT. Kolde, P. Denillc, aeiiw Beschiinp/ung
tunff, Leipzig, 1904
Luihern, do. lt)04 ; J. Haussleiter, Luther itnroin, Urteik, do.
1904
Kbhler, Ein Wort zu Denifle's Ltither, Tubingen,
1904; G. Kawerau, Luther in kath. Beteuchtung, Glossen zu
H. Gri^ar's Luther, Leipzig, 1911. The results are condensed
in :
Walther, Fur Luther under Rom, Halle, 1906 (an
exhaustive answer to tlie polemics of Janssen, G. G. Evers, and
Denifle); and H. Boehmer, Luther im Lichte der neuteren
Forachung'^, Leipzig', U114.
(c)The collected works of Luther have been comprised in
seven editions of varying excellence and completent-ss the
Wittenberg (1539-58); the Jena (lioo-SS); the Altenliur^(1561-64); the Leipzig (1729-40) J. G. W.ilch (1740-53), of which
the St. IjOuis (ISSO-IOIO) is a thoroughly revised reprint ; the
Krlangen (beginning in 182G) the Weimar, the fullest and
edited with greatest critical accuracy, under the patronage of
the German Emperor. It was begun in 1SS3, and is still far
For details concerning these editions see
from completion.
'
PHE^, art. Luther.* A very convenient edition of select
edited
with
critical
care and with introductions, is that
works,
of O. Buchwald, G. Kawerau, J. Kbstlin, M. Rade, and E.
2
8
with
Schneider,
vols.,
supplementary vols., 3rd ed., Berlin,
1905. Of greater scientific value is O. Clemen, Luther's Werke
in Auswahi, 4 vole., Bonn, 1912-14.
;

;

W.

W.

:

;

;

(d) Tlie list of biogra]>hifc8 begins with that of Melanchtbon,
published the year after Luther's death, in the introduction to
the second Latin volume of the Wittenberg edition of Luther's
works. Mention may be made of the following M. Meurer,
J. Kbstlin ', ed. G. Kawerau. Berlin, 1903
I.eipzig, 1843, ^1870
T. Kolde, Gotha, 1884-93: M. Rade. Neustadt, 1887; A.
Hausrath, Berlin, 1904 and the English biographies of C.
Beard, Ixmdon, 1889; H. E. Jacobs, New York, 1898; T. M.
Lindsay, Edinburgh, 1900, and esp. in his History o/ the Reformation, i., do. 1907 H. Preserved Smith, London, 1911 A.
A lery condensed, but most excelC. McGiffert, do. 1911.
lent and suggestive, classification of biographers and other
writers on Lutber, according to schools, is the work of
:

;

;

;

;

1

i

edited and published, with historical introducFickcr. Luther'u Vvrttsungen iiber den Rvuierhl'ie/,

Criti'-'.'illv

tion,

by

.1.

;

vols., Leipzig, 1908.

Boehmer, above

For a critical study of
cited, pp. 7-27.
Luther's theology see the treatises on that title by T. Hamack,
Krlangen, 1862-67, and J. KdsUin, Stuttgart, 18(13. Eng. tr., C.
E. Hay, Philadelphia, 1897.
E. JACOBS.
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LUTHERANISM.— Notwithstanding

the pro-

Luther himself raisc<l against it, the
term 'Lutheran' was soon ap[)licd in the lOtli
cent, to the principles of which be was the chief
However necessary plans for Church
advocate.
organization liccaine when the attemjit was made
forcibly to suppress his protests, it had never been
Luther's aim either to found a new Church or even
within the historically existing Church to carry
out any elaborately pre-arranged form of re-organization.
Nor was the initiative for such re-organization taken by Luther or bj' those theologians
who were most closely associated with him, but
either by the radical extremists whom he repudiated or by the Protestant rulers, who justly
realized that the churches in their realms could
not be left without some form of administration.
Lutheranism starts with the assertion of the
tests 'which

responsibility of the individual con.«cience to God
alone in all matters of faith and life. But, in
maintaining this position, it does not proclaim
pure individualism, since the conscience is always
twund by the >V'ord of God, and that Word is not
to be interpreted arbitrarily, but by conip.aring
In its treatment of
spiritual things with spiritual.
the doctrine of the Church, the emphasis rests not
so much upon the external institution, -with a welldelined organization and codes of ecclesiastical
laws, as upon the association of truly Christian
peo])le, maintained by their communion in the one
faith of the gospel, through the activity of one and
the same Spirit within their hearts and minds.
The appeal, accordingly, is never made to the
authority of any otitward visible organization, but
All Church power
to the individual con.science.
inheres in the Word of God.
'
This
Gospel,

power is exercised only by teaching or preaching the
and administering the Sacraments' iAugsburg Con-

fession, art. xxviii.).

The Church has no sword but that of the Spirit
with which to enforce obedience. Nevertheless,
as for the administration of Word and Sacraments, external association, as well as the internal
communion of believers with each other, is necessary the external Church must always be maintained, but the form of its organization must be
determined liy the circumstances in which the
Church is placed, the preservation of the pure
Word and Sacraments being the first consideration.
The preference is always on the side of that which
has been historically approved, a break in the
existing order being justified only when such order
cannot be maintained without impairing lidelity to
God's Word. It was not by any concerted action
among Lutherans, nor with any thought of a
united Lutheran Church, that the Church constitutions of the Reformation period were formulated,
but they were prepared in various ctmntries and
provinces according to the peculiar needs of each.
Externally, there were many Lutheran churches,
but no one Lutheran Church. The very lirst word
of the first article of the Augsburg Confession
There was,
('ecclesia- .apud nos') declares this.
however, an external bond in their common conThis confession, propeily sjicaking, is no
fession.
particular historical document, however widely
accepted among Lutherans, but the enunciation of
those Scriptural principles for which the Lutheran
Church peculiarly stands. Such confession, however, has found concrete expression in certain
classical historical agreements that have greater
It is not the Confession of
or less recognition.
Eaith, but tlie faith of the Confession, that determines the Lutheranism of any individual teacher
;
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in the controversy with Rome when the
differences were no loi!.i;er reconcilable.
The Formula of Concord (1577) gives a decision concerning controversies among Lutherans, as the other
Confessions had treated those which had assailed

Wlieie the doctrines of the Conor Church body.
fessions are liehl and confessed, even tlioiigh tlie
Confessions themselves be not subscribed, or even
known, tlie Lutheran character of tlie teaching is
established
while, on the other liand, where the
contents of the Confessions are not cordially received, as a matter of faith, i.e. as derived from
God's Word, and there is no subscription to such
Confessions witii qualifications expressed or with
mental reservations, the test is not met.
real
Confession of Faith is not so much a law as the
declaration of Christian freemen of the
i'oyful
iberty that they have attained in Christ, and of
the limits within which this liberty is to lie found

stage

;

them from without

e.\ercised

(of.

art.

CONFESSIONS,

vol.

Uifl'erences between Luther and Melanchthon
intensified among their followers.
These
dillerences, due primarily to difl'erences of tempera-

ment, training, and religious experience, caused no
personal rupture between them.
Melanchthon,

and sensitive, loved the retirement
and occupations of the study, and shrank from
conflict.
Far more of a humanist than Luther, he
was swept by the force of events, and, much to his
from
classical studies into the current of
regi'et,
He had passed through no
theological discussions.
such inner spiritual conflicts as had Luther. Acgentle, timid,

iii.

AVhat are known historically as the Lutheran
Confessions are not attempts to summarize the
doctrines of the Holy Scriptures, as are various
other Confessions in Christendom that are, in
The confessional deI'eality, systems of doctrine.
velopment of Lutheranism has proceeded on tlie
principle that Holy Scripture is its own interpreter,
and needs no formal explanation by Church authority, unless the meaning of Scripture be involved in
that

controversies

Church and

greatly

agitate

cordingly, he excelled in the sphere of the formal
rather than of the material.
No one could give

such accurate and graceful literary expression to
Luther's thoughts. But, when Luther's influence
was removed, he was not only vacillating, but
dominated by two iirinciples, viz. a much higher
regard than Luther for patristic authority, and a
greater concern for the external peace and the imHe was
pressiveness of the Church's government.
frequently involved in negotiations with respect to

tlie

guarding of the

call for the careful

purity of the gospel from those who would pervert
it.
Articles of faith that have not been attacked
or misrepresented need no confessional treatment.
Confession, from this view, should never be an
exhaustive presentation of the Church's faith, but
there should be a readiness, as new controversies
arise, to meet them with the same weapons and in
the same spirit with which preceding controverted
Hence the Augsburg
points have been treated.
Confession closes with tlie words
If anything further be desired, we are ready, God willing, to

Church politics, which compromised his position,
and brought into prominence his great contrast
with Luther in this particular. Notwithstanding
his sharp arraignment of scholastic methods in the

A

first edition of his Loci Communes (1521), he soon
m3,nifested a bent towards the principles which he

had repudiated, placed undue importance upon the
philosophy of Aristotle, and became the founder of
Lutheran scholasticism. Tlie perpetuation of these
two types of thought has caused not only dillerences in regard to the attitude of their aclherents
to individual Confessions, but also a stricter or a
laxer standard of Confessional subscription. The
Formula of Concord is a formal repudiation of
Melanchthonianism in its divergence from Luther.
Of the two principles of Rrotestantism, the
formal and the material, it has often been observed
that Lutheranism lays greater stress upon the
material— Justification by Faith alone
than
The Sole Authority of the
upon the formal
Holy Scriptures.' While, in fact, the two are
never sejiarated, the Scriptures are regarded as
the absolute norm of revealed truth rather than
as a magazine or receptacle in «'liich the truth is
stored.
For it must not be forgotten that the
gospel itself ^vas proclaimed orally before it was

:

'

present ampler information accorduig to the Scriptures.'

The Lutheran Confe.ssions have thus be-jn determined by certain practical ends in ^ iew at several
crises in the experience of the churches that call

themsehes Lutheran.
Of these Confessions, the two Catechisms (cf.
art. Catechisms [Lutheran], vol. iii. p. 2.33 tf.),
both written by Luther in 1529, are handbooks of
elementary religious instruction rather than theoThe four theological Confeslogical documents.

—

:

Augsburg

in 1530.

It is

an

irenic

document, em-

phasizing the points of agreement with the Roman
Church, in the hope that some way miglit yet be
found to avoid a break in the Western Church.
The term unaltered is used to distinguish the
Confession presented at Ar.gsbur" from unauthorized revisions

Nor can the Scriptures be

page.

made by ^lelanchthon

personally in
1540 and 1542, in the interests of a nearer approach
to the Reformed.
The fact that the term ' unaltered may not strictly belong to even the best
text since the original cojiies placed in the hands
of the Emperor Charles v. have both been lost, and
Melanchthon was compelled to reproduce the Confession from the very full notes of himself and his
colleagues for ]iublication the succeeding spring
does not justify the rejection of the distinction
historically fixed between the two types of the
Confession. The Apology of the Augsburg Confession (1531) is a full aud learned defence, also
written by Melanchtliou against the criticisms
contained in The Confutation of the Augsburg
Confession by the Roman theologians at Augsburg.
The Sclimalkald Articles { 1537), prepared by Luther,
with a long Appendix by Melanchthon, mark a

—

'

committed to writing, and was no less the power
of God unto salvation where thus preached, or
where taught by those who had heard it from the
first ear-witnesses, than when read on the printed

'

'

'

'

the unaltered Augsburg Confession, the
Apology of the Augsburg Confession, the Schmalkald Articles, and the Formula of Concord. The
first of these chronologically, as well as by general
recognition, the Augsburg Confession, was prepared
by Melaiiclithon for presentation at the Diet of
sions are

Confessions,

were

p. 845).

serious

(see, further, art.

§13)-

A

and
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correctly appre-

hended except as in regeneration a new spiritual
sense

is

imparted.

'When even the most able and learned men upon earth read
or hear the Gospel of the Son of God, and the promise of eternal
salvation, they cannot, from their own powers, perceive, apprehend, understand or believe and regard it true, but the
more diligence and earnestness they employ to comprehend
with theirreason these spiritual things, the less they understand or believe, and before Ihey beconie enlightened, or taught
of the Holj' Ghost, they regard this only as foolishness or fictions, 1 CoV. 2. 14' (Formula of Concord, pt. ii. ch. ii. § 9, Eng tr.,
H. E. Jacobs, Book of Concord, p. 563).

'

—

—

The

'

'

I

true interpretation of Scripture is to be found
only as the relation of each part to Christ as the
centre is correctly apprehended, and this is possible
only by the regenerated man.
While protesting against all ecclesiastical authority that arrays itself against Holy Scripture,
Lutheranism lays great stress upon the continuous
witness to the truth of the gospel, given through
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the Holy Spirit, as tliis truth is ai>i)lie(l mul developed from age to age in believing personalities.
Such believere, according to its tcachin" constitute
In
the inner sjuritual organism of the Church.
tliis respect its doctrine is in contrast with
that
of Koine, on the one hand, which lays so much
inii)ortance upon the decisions of the externally
organized Church, and that of the Kefuruied, on
the other, which is apt to isolate the individual from
his historical relations and the mediation of those
through whom Word and Sacraments reach him.
The same principle obtains in its conception of the
relalionof the Holy Spirit to Word and Sacraments,
since, besides being a source of revealed truth, it
regards the Word as a real means of grace through
which alone the Spirit calls, illuminates, regenerand the Sacraments as effiates, and sanctities
cacious instrumentalities by which the promise of
the gospel concerning the forgiveness of sins anil
the glace of (Jod is individualized.
Lilce all ideals, those of Lutheranism suffer
various modifications as embodied in a concrete
form in external organizations. The union of
Church and State in Kuropean lands has not only
prevented the jiriuciples of Lutheranism from
being applied in entire consistency to practice, but
has also often interjected adjustments of theory
and policy foreign to both its spirit and its teachAs in the time of the Keformation, bo at all
ing.
times since, there have been those whose intense
conservatism has shown the presence of a Itoinanizing, or whose greater freedom khat of a Keformed,
tendency. Inditterentism, Unionism, Mysticism,
and liationalism have had their learned advocates
among those claiming the Lutheran name, and
within Church organizations known as Lutheran,
just as the Christian Church has much within
it for which Christianity is not responsible.
;

—

LiTBRATUHE. For the study of the subject the Lutheran
Confessions are indi3pen9.able.' The best ed. is tliat of J. T.
Mueller, Stuttgart, lSi8, iOGutersloh, 1907, containing is
columns the official German and Latin texts, with e.\i)arallel
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;

Lutheranism

Martin Chemnitz, Examen

is

Co-nciUi

Tri-

Frankfort, 1565-73, and many other edd. (far more
than a thorough criticism of the Decrees and Canons of
Trent it is a very full discussion also of the constructive
dcnlini,
;

principles

of

Lutheranism

in

doctrine,

ethics,

liturgies,
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;

;

;

;

:

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

Henuy E. Jacobs.
Historical aspects of luxury.—
(Jne of the incentives towards social progress is the
desire to procure a surplus after the needs of a
mere physical existence have been met. Somewhere within the limits of this surplus is that
portion of it wliich constitutes expenditure upon
What exactly is to be termed luxury
luxuries.
depends to a large extent on the situation and
condition of a community, and, in a somewhat leas
degree, ujion its standard of life.
Once a tribe managed to procure a sufficient food
supply to maintain itself, any increase rendered
an unproductive coiisnm)>tic)n of the excess
jiossible
in the form ot feasting, and under these circum-
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stance:^

a rude form of luxury would have been

Thus a primitive tyi>e of luxury must
have come into existence in prehistoric times. In
the early civilizations luxury made its appearance
in well-dchncd and striking forms.
In lOLr.vpt,
Nineveh, and Babylon, and at Tyre and Siilon, the
primary tendency towards decoration and display
appears to have shown itself in relation to religious
observances, and, closely connected with this, there
was the pomp of the royal family, where, as in
But the
Egypt, it claimed divine authority.
example of the supreme ruler extended sooner or
later to the governing classes, and in this way
luxurious expenditure by individuals manifested
itself.
The chief gratilications sought were the
pleasures of the table in eating and drinking, of
personal adornment (both in dress and by the use
of costly perfumes), of buildings and monuments
(such as the Pyramids), or of dwellings and their
for instance, the hanging
appurtenances (as,
gardens of Ualtylon). Among the Greeks there
were traces of luxury in the heroic age, such as
rich armour and dresses, and artistic ivory work,
but it was at Athens after the defeat of the
Persians
(490-480 B.C.) and in the time of
I'ericles (t 4'2U B.C.) that sumptuous expenditure
became a characteristic both of the State and of the
Public festiv.als were conindividual citizens.
ducted on a scale of great magnihcence, while the
erection of public buildings was carried on at an
outlay which was very great for the times. What
dillerentiates the luxuiy of the Greeks from that
of the Eastern nations was the artistic aspect of
evolved.

movement.

the

On

the Acropolis there was the

Pinacotheca beautified by the frescoes of the
painter Polygnotus, near which stood the immense
statue of Athene Promachos, the work of Pheidias,
and beyond was the Parthenon, also embellished

of Pheidias.
With the rapid
increase of wealth private expenditure increased ;
vases for household use became more decorative,
and dress was more ornate. The conquests of
Alexander the Great (336-323 B.C.) introduced the
somewhat crude display of the Eastern nations,
and, to a large extent, degraded the externals of
In Kome luxury became marked after
social life.
the Punic Wars. Gladiatorial games had been
introduced in 264 B.C., and by 186 B.C. lions and
panthers were brought long distances at great cost
to stimulate the lust for sensation which was being
Kich citizens began to
.shown by the people.
spend jirofusely on food and table ajipliances

by the sculpture

—

anchovies were brought from Pontus and wine
from Greece. As the power of Itome grew, luxuiy
increased, till it culminated under the Empire.
Augustus claimed to have erected 4U8 marble
pillars, and to have provided 8000 gladiators and
Ostentation
3000 wild beasts for the arena.
developed into the e.xcesses of Caligula and Nero,
which were copied by private individuals according
In the Byzantine Empire lu.\uiy
to their means.
it was
was, if possible, greater than at Itome
If at Athens art had
certainly more decadent.
glorifiecl luxury, at Constantinople luxury debased
art
the Byzantine style has almost become
synonymous with over-elaboration and tasteless
Even before the Kenaissance luxury had
<lisplay.
become remarkable in Italy, more particularly at
afterwards it de\ elojied and i>roduced
I'lorence
a by-product in the encouragement of art and comThe more generous expenditure of the
merce.
upper classes in France during the reign of Philip
IV. (I2S5-1314)was met by his attempted sumptuary
In England Kdwaid
legislation regulating dress.
III. considered that extravagance was diminishing
the taxable resources of the country, and, in order
to prevent the evil, the statute deCibariisUtendis'
was passed in 1336, by which the courses of meals
were limited to two, except ou the principal feast;

;

;

'
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^vhen three were permitted.
In 1363 a
further act waf passed against outrageous and excessive apparel, while in 1463 there was a more
detailed sumptuary law.
The inflow of precious
metals to Europe after the discovery of America,
followed by the extension of foreign trade, increased
the stock of several classes of goods which
previously had been excessively rare and costly.
Hence commodities which had been of great value
became relatively less expensive. The improved
organization of industry facilitated production, so
that Adam Smith was able to point to the fact
that the most common artificer's accommodation
the
exceeded that of many an African king,
absolute master of the lives and liberties of ten
thousand naked savages ( Wealth of Nations, bk.
i. ch. i. ).
Sumptuary legislation in England may be
said to have ended with the Tudors. Mercantilism,

flays,

'

'

encouragement of manufactures, tended to
permit the production of luxuries for exportation.
The growth of foreign trade enabled seafaring
nations to participate in it and in the re-exporting
of rare and costly goods.
Accordingly, though
there remained a sturdy body of opinion against
in its

luxuries generally, and more especially against
those luxuries brought from foreign countries,
sumptuary laws ceased to be observed in England.
In Scotland, on the other hand, as late as 1681 the
Scots Parliament prohibited the importation of a
long list of foreign commodities which were held
to be 'superfluous.'
The industrial revolution
followed by the acceptance of the doctrine of
laissez-faire (q.v.) mane the State less disposed
to interfere with private expenditure unless upon
moral or social grounds, as, for instance, in the
regulation of wines and spirits. In the 19th eent.
the principle of the taxation of luxuries came to be
more and more recognized, partly on the ground
of restraining the consumer from a species of consumption which was hurtful to himself (e.g., taxation of spirits), partly as
raising revenue from what

were admitted to be superfluities, and thereby collecting revenue from classes who would not pay
taxes otherwise (e.g., tea and sugar taxes). A
few taxes may be regarded as having a sumptuary
element, such as the tax on armorial bearings or
those on male servants and on motor cars.
2. The economic questions arising out of the

—

Social observers who apexistence of luxury.
proach the problem of luxury from the historical
side are inclined to urge against it that it has been
the cause of the fall of great empires. Frequently,
if not invariably, luxury has been a
symptom of
decadence, but a closer analysis tends to show that
the moral weakness had already shown itself, and,
as it increased, it manifested itself in public and
private extravagance, while extravagance again
gave fresh impetus to the forces of political and
social disintegration.
In these cases it is clear
that the evil lay in the abuse of luxury.
Some of the most powerful economic motives are
to be found in the desire of men to realize an idea
or scheme of life which seems to them an improvement on their present one. Once their mere bodily
wants are satisfied, their further desires may be
called luxuries.
This, however, is not strictly
accurate.
In a great number of occupations the
worker who is able to satisfy the former wants
only would not be efficient. Therefore one must
extend the meaning of the term necessaries so as
to include in it all those things which are required
for efficiency.
What is consumed beyond that
poiot may well be described as consisting of
luxuries.
It follows that the term luxuiy must
be understood in relation to time, place, and the
It is easy to determine
general circumstances.
'

'

'

whether any

specific commodity is
given individual in regard to

whom

'

a luxury to a
the necessary
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the problem liecomes much more
a whole community. Certain
forms of expenditure, as a rule, do not aid efficiency, and these can usually be classed under the
certain others, again,
head of luxurious outlay
are usually incurred with the object of conferring
distinction on the spender, and, where sucIj can be
For the
isolated, they fall into the same class.
rest, all that is possible is to note with care what
happens in the majority of cases in order to ascertain whether a certain type of expenditure is
necessary or a luxury.
In the case of individual expenditure, luxury can
arise only where there is a surplus beyond physical
If that expenditure is so directed as to cut
needs.
into the margin required for efficiency, then inroads are being made into future income-earning
power. But, after full provision has been made
for efficiency, there is yet another claim on the
namely, that for the accumulation of
surplus
It is this claim that has led many econocapital.
mists to condemn luxury. Expenditure on luxury
repays or restores the capital which was temporarily locked up in the commodities consumed as
luxuries. Therefore such expenditure cannot leave
production much larger than it had been before the

data are

known

;

difficult in the case of

;

—

Wealth which becomes
goods were purchased.'
capital is also consumed, but in such consumption
it becomes an instrument for further production.
Thus that part of the surplus which is used as
capital is more fruitful as regards production than
the other portion which, in the phraseology of J. S.
Mill [Principles of Political Econom-y, London,
i. ch. iii.), is consumed
unproductively.
Consumption of luxuries has other consequences
which are partly economic, but which are also of
considerable social and ethical importance.
Expenditure on superfluities has a tendency towards
a relaxation of concentrated effort. In extreme
cases it weakens the moral fibre and opens the way
to dangerous excesses.
It not only tends to injure
the person whose life is luxurious, but reacts on
others by the force of example. Thus there is a

1886, bk.

contest in the fixing of the prevailing standard of
living between luxury and a wise and discriminatEven in periods of national and
ing frugality.
individual prodigality there were always moralists

who pleaded for a simple life, and it is the relative
degree of support which either class of precepts
attracts that fixes whether a particular age or a
particular class can be described as luxurious or not.
In the view of luxury that has been adopted the
central point is the fixing of the standard of expenditure which is required for full efficiency. As
society progresses and as further resources become
available, it becomes possible for a community to
increase enjoyments which are largely immaterial.
The enjoyment of art is a case in point. If progress
is conceived in a wide sense, the highest culture
becomes an element in national efllciency. Accordingly, in a wealthy nation, where the inequalities
of incomes are not too great, a condition is possible
where the dividing line between luxuries and the
necessities for efficiency is drawn at a much higher
point than in another community which is less
fortunately situated. And the higher standard of
living can become a step towards further advance
in civilization.
But, at the same time, there is a
somewhat insidious danger namely, that consumption which was begun as conducive to efliciency
may be continued much beyond that point. By
becoming luxurious, it reacts on efficiency, and in
the end results in a check instead of an increase

—

in progress.
1 The matter is stated this
way to allow for the possibility
that the producer of the Inxiu-y may save a portion of the
Such savings would
profit \vhi<;h he has rerilized from its sale.
be available for new production
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LYCANTHROPY.— The

word

K. Scott.
'

'

Ij-cantliropy

used in two senses. (1) It may indicate merely
a form of madness in which the patient imagines
that lie is an animal, especially a wolf, and acts as
such.
This disease was common in antiquity, and
e.specially in the Middle Ages, doubtless as a result
of the widespread belief that transformation into
animal form was possible (§ 3). (2) It indicates
the popular belief that on occasion a human being
can actually transform himself, or be transformed,
into a wolf or some other animal.
In this form he
But, if wounded while in his
slays and eats men.
wolf form, it is found that a corresponding wound
exists on the human body from which the transformation has taken place. When wouniled or
killed, the werwolf's human form is restored.
While the wolf transformation is that which is or
was most common in Europe, it is by no means the
For this superstition is practically
only one.
world-wide, and everywhere it is generally the
fiercest and most dreaded animals whose .shapes
are taken. The wolf transformation has been
most usual in all parts of Europe and in N. Asia
from early limes, but in tlie North of Europe the
bear form is also general, and in modern (Jreece
the boar. In Ab3'ssinia and E. Africa the hyena
form is taken in other parts of Africa the hyena,
leopard, lion, and .sometimes the shark, crocodile,
In India and other parts of
or even the elephant.
Western Asia the tiger form is usual in Borneo
and Shoa the tiger or leopard in China and Japan
the tiger, fox, etc. In N. America the wolf form
in S. America the jaguar.
is mostly found
But,
while in regions where such wild animals have beis

;

;

;

;

old tales are still told, now
other less harmful animal forms are believed to be
taken by witches or sorcerers e.g., those of the
and in these animal shapes concat, hare, etc.
sideralde miscliief is supposed to be done, while
the idea of the wound being continuous in the
animal and human shapes ('repercussion,' see § 5)

come extinct the

—

—

also prevails.
'

:
eine .*^aminiu7ig
Fabeln
.
.
Berlin, 1907, p. 146 f.).
It is obvious that lycanthropy, in

Satursaqen

'

'

;

so far as

volves an actual belief in shape-shifting,

is

K,

it in-

con-

nected with the wider belief in transformation into
animal fmni, wliioh is of universal occurrence.
Men, esjiccially medicinemen, claim or are believed to possess this ijower, as well as that of
it is also ascribed to the
transforming others
gods, spirits, demons, and ghosts of the dead, as
well as to animals, which sometimes assume human
form, as .some of the following paragraphs will
But the actual
show (see Mf.tamorpho.sls).
origins of the belief are probably to be .sought
elsewhere (see § 3).
1. Extent of the superstition.— In one form or
another tlie werwolf superstition is world-wide.
In ^sop
It was known to the ancient Greck.i.
the thief who pretends to be a wolf says that when
he has yawned three times he will become a wolf.
Circe changed men to wolves, etc., by means of
The superstition is also found embedded
tiriigs.
in the myths pertaining to the <:ult of Zeus
Lycoeus, the Wolf Zeus. I-ycaon, king of Arcadia,
was said to have been changed into a wolf Mhen
he sacrificed a child on the altar of Zeus Lycanis.'
In other versions of the myth Zeus came disguised
as a labourer, and the sons of Lycaon slew a
child and mixed its fle-sh with the sacrificial food
set before the guest.
Zeus then changed them to
wolves, or slew them and transformed their father.'
;

These myths probably arose from werwolf stories
cunent in Arcadia, a district where wolves
abounded. The stories took two forms.
In one it was said that at the yearly saerifice on Mt. Lyca>us
who at the sacrificial feast ate the flesh of the Imman victim

lie

mixed with that of animal victims became a wolf for ten years
—a fate which is said to have befallen Demaanetus, who afterwards became a victor in tlie Olympic games. If he abstained
during that period from human flesh, he regained his human
form. 3 In another version lot« were drawn by the members of
a certain family, and he on whom the lot fell was led to a lake,
where he stripped and, hanging his clothes on an oak, plunged
in and swam across.
Emerging on the other side, he became a
wolf and herded with wolves for nine years. In this case also,
if he did not eat human flesh he regained his own form at the
end of tliat time.4
Perhaps such stories, based on an existing wer-

wolf

been connected with the

may have

belief,

ritual of the cult of the wolf-god, if the priests
wore a wolf-skin and ate part, of a human victim.
This ritual wearing of a wolf-skin occurred in the
cult of Apollo Soranus on Mt. Soracte, where the
wolves
gild of worshippers, the Hirpi Sorani, or
of Soranus,' apparently wore skins of wolves and
acted as wolves. Pos.silily the cult was toteinistic
in origin, and the Ilirpi were members of a wolf
'

clan.'

In mnrlcrn Greece the old belief in
lycanthropy
The
either as such or in other forms.

still exists,

/j/ioikoXaras is applied in The.ssaly and Epirus
to those who fall into a trance or catalepsy, while
their souls enter wolves and ra\en for blood,'' or
who in a state of somnambulism bile and tear man
and beast. Stories exist of the rnjknlakas being

wounded, while next day a man

'

'

The wolf has long been regarded

witli
superstitious awe.
is to tlie effect that, if a wolf sees a

An
man

old belief in Europe
before being seen by him, the man is di;privcd of 8ij;ht or hearviii. '24
ing, or goes mad or dies (cf. Plitiy, II
Verg. Eel.
ix. 53 ; Theoer. Id. xiv. 2'2
.1. O. Lawson, Modem Greek Fotk-

S

;

;

Cardan {de Subtilitate, Lyons,
lare, Cambrifi^'e,
1564, p. 17) says that there is something in the eye of awolfi;onto
which
the
breath
is slopped, and consecpiently
man, by
trary
the voice. In European folklore the wolf is usually a creature
1910. p. 10).

J.

the wolf tliape of Ahriman

;

see O.' Diihnhardt,

found with a

is

similar wound, and he confesses to being a vriikoMore usually, however, this word signiliea
lakas.''
a vampire in (Jreece. In Southern lireece the
\vKdvd,MTroi is applied to men known in otlier
parts as K;.i kantzari or, more iLsually, Kallikaut-

name
1

Pans.

2

L\eophron, 481

:

(<f.

und Lrgenden,

name
'

'

L.vcmiltiropy is derived from Ai'ko?, wolf,* and di'0pa)i7os,
*
man,' the Gr. form beiu;; KvKdvOpMno^ (cf. Kvvavdfnano^, 'do<jman '). The common English name is ' werwolf," lit. man-wolf,"
A.S. u'creunt/f, O.H.G. weriividf, Norman ijuarw<A/{wer, ' man
'
cf. O. Ir. fer, Ijit. vir, and cf.
wergild '), The Krem;h name
In this case garou has been thought
for werwolf is loiip-rjarou.
to be a corruption of wer and loup, hut tliis is uncertain. Tlie
old French romances contain the forms warouh, tcarou.^,
BLfclaveret for bleiz-garou (6fciz = ' wolf ')
vairous, vatrals.
occurs in the Lai of Marie de Prance ($1). The .Slavic names
are O. Ch. Slav. vlnkodlakH, Slovenian volkodlak, Bulgarian
m'llkolak, Polish wilkolak, ^\'llite Russ. volkolak, Uuss. i-olkuThe Serbian vukodlak, liowever, means 'vamlukCi, etc.
hence, probably, modern Gr. ^pouK6AaKa;, /3oup«(JAa«a?,
pire
*
werwolf." The Slavic form
occasionally
vampire," though
means literally ' wolf-haired," or wolf-skinned.'

Of the devil

.

viii. 2.
;

Hyginus, Fab.

3

D

Piato, lltp. viii. 15, p. ,'.66
22.
* Pans. vl. 8 ; Pliny, tiy viii.

;

22

1".'6.

Pans.
;

cf.

xviii. 17.
6 See W. R.

viii.

2

;

Plin)',

HX

viii.

Augustine, de Civ. Dei,

CGS

i.
Smith, Rel. 5"(Mn.-', p. 200 ; L. R. Famell,
41. whothuiks that Lycaon 'may darkly figure the god him'
cf. also O. Gruppe, tlriich. Mjithol. uiul Iteliitionsffesch.,
self
;

Munich,
SPC'J

liloo. p. SO.'if.
i.

:jl.">;

0. Robert, Les

I.C9.
7

Lawson, p. S79 f

.

.'iUires

de Turquie, Paris, 1844,
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The Kallikantzari are beings of monstrous
form, liurtful and evil, who destroy men and carry
off women, and sometimes make a meal of their
Lawson considers that the Kallikantzari
prey.'
represent the ancient Centaurs, whom he regards
as a Pelasgic tribe of Centauri credited by the

ceases. This is a ease of lycanthropy in its medical
sense.'
More akin to the true werwolf superstition is the general belief that witches can turn
into black cats and do much harm, especially to
In one case a woman caught such a cat
children.

Achaeans with shape-shifting.
Some connexion
also exists between them and the mummers of the
Dionysia who represented the satyrs and Sileni.
They appear and are feared from Christmas to
Epiphany the period of the Kalends when such
mumming took place. In some districts, however,
the Kallikantzari are equivalent to werwolves,
and are regarded as men transformed into monstrous shapes, or seized with recurrent bestial madness at this jieriod. This is attributed, e.g., to the
mountaineers of E. Euboea. This madness may be
congenital— t'.j7., children born between Christmas
and Twelfth Night are supposed to have a taste
Lawi^on regards this as a modifor human flesh.
fication of the original Kallikantzari Ijelief causud
by the werwolf superstition or by actual form.s
of insanity.- The name XvKoKavT^apoL is given to
the Kallikantzari in Messenia and Crete, and in
Macedonia they are called Xi5koi. To escape these
beings the house must be carefully closed at all
openings but a brave man may bind them with a
straw rope. Various apotropreic and propitiatory
rites are also in use to keep off' these dreaded beings,
who are 'a species of werewolves, akin to the
Wild Boar and the Vrykolakas.'= Wicked Turks
gradually turn into wild boars before death, and
nish through tlie land on all fours, attacking wayAfter forty
farers or trying to get into houses.
days such a being goes to the mountains, remainwild
but
still
there
as
a
beast,
wearing on its
ing
foot the ring which the man wore on his hand (ef.
the Abyssinian 6M(fo, below).* The Bulgarians have
a similar belief, but with them the transformation
of the Turk takes place after death.*
In Albania
the liouvgat is a (|ead Turk with huge talons,
wandering in his shroud, devouring what he finds,
and strangling men.' Here the vampire superstition is approached (§ 4).
In the Cyclades witches
are thought to turn into birds at will. They are
called (TTplyXai, and are akin to the Harpies.'
The Boman.i also knew of lycanthropy, and
called those who changed their form rrrsipdhs,

witch. -

zari.

and clipped

'turn-skins.'*
Vergil describes how by magic
herbs Moeris became a wolf, and Propertius speaks
of spells which have the same effect.' But the
most detailed account is found in Petronius.
Nicero8 tells how his soldier friend stripped off his clothes
and addressed himself to the stars. Then he 'circuniniinxit
vestimenta,' and all at once became a wolf, wliich r.'in howling
into the woods. Niceros next heard from a widow whom he
visited that a wolf had been worrying her cattle, and had been
wounded in the neck. On his return home he found his friend
bleeding at the neck, and knew then that he was a versipellis.'^'^
This la a tj-pical and early version of the werwolf story.

In more modern times the superstition survives
Straparola tells how Fortunio received
from a wolf the [lOwer of changing to wolf form,
and the superstition is also referred to by Basile.
At the present day in Naples the werwolf, who is
a man cursed by being born on Christmas night,
is known by having long nails, and runs on all
fours, but retains the lutiuan form, and tries to
bite.
If blood is drawn from him, his madness
1 G. F.
Abbott, MacedmtUm Folklore, Cambridi^e. 1003, pp.
W. H. D. Rouse, FL \. [1899] 174 1. J. RennellRodd,
93
73(.,
Cttgtoms and Lore of Modern Gi'eece, London, 1S92, p. 197 f.
in Italy.

;

;

;

Lawson, p. 190 ff.
"
Lawson, pp. 20s,

25-1.

Abbott, pp. 73 f., 93 Rouse, FL x. 174 f. ; Eodd, p. 197 f.
6 lb.
Abbott, p. 215 f.
p. 216.
Dozon, Contes atbanaU, Paris, 1881 ; J. G. v. Habn,
Atbanes. Studien, Jena, 1854.
16 f.
' J. T.
Bent, The Cyclades, London, 1385, p. S8S.
3

9 A.

i

»
Pliny, HA' viii. 22.
s
Verg. Eel. viii. 95 t.
Petron. Sot. 61.

'»

Prop.

iv. 6.

the Semites lycanthropy
of

An Irish priest was met by a wolf in Meath and desired to
come and see his dying wife. They were natives of Ossory,
whose people had been cursed for their wickedness by St.
Natalis, and were compelled to take two by two a wolf-shape

for seven years, returning to their own form at the end of that
The priest was persuaded to give the she-wolf the
sacrament, for the other turned her skin down a little, showing
thatshe was an old woman. Giraldus says that he was asked
to give his advice on this case at the synod of Meath two years
after, and that it was referred to the pope.''
citation in the Book of Bally mote (140J) .says

time.

j

A

'

that the descendants of the wolf in Ossory had
the power of changing themselves and going forth
to devour people.
St. Patrick is also said to have
cursed a certain race in Ireland so that they and
their descendants are wolves at a certain time
every seventh year, or for seven 5'ears on end.'
These may be explanatory legends about older
wolf-totem clans, later accused of lycanthropy
an already current s\iperstition— wiien totemism
was requiring aji explanation, as in the case of the
wolf-clan in Arcadia. To the same categoiT may be
referred the statements of early English travellers
in Ireland to the effect that the Irisli took wolves
as godfathers, prayed to them to do tliem no ill, and
used their teeth as anmlets. Lycanthropy ran in
families, and here also it may jioiut to an older
totem clan. Laignech FAelad and his family could
take a wolf-shape at will and kill the herds, and
Laignech was called Faelad because he wa^ the
lirst of them to go as a wolf.'
In Irish and AVelsli
.Mitrchen tr.ansformation to wolf-form of children
by a stepmother or of a husband by a wife is not
uncommon.* Giraldus already refers to the belief
that hags in Wales, Ireland, and Scotland can
change to hares and suck cattle for their milk,
but, with St. Augustine, regards this supposed
change as a delusion of the senses." This belief is
thus contemporary with that in Ijcanthropy, but
Irish,
long survived it. Later Celtic witches
Welsh, Man.x, Scots usually turn into hares or
cats, less often into dogs, weasels, ravens, porpoises, whales, etc., for the purpose of doing mi.schief. In Donegal the change is said to be effected
by a hair rope made of a stallion's mane and by
In some cases the transthe recital of charms.
formation is conlined to certain families. Such
witch animals can be shot only with a silver bullet.
When followed up, the woman has resumed her
true form and is found to have a corresponding
miller in Cork who saw a number of
wound.
'

'

'

—

—

—

A

1

FL viii.

[1897J 9.
3 ; C. G. Lelaud, Etruscan Roman Remains,
1892, pp. 203, 222.
s \V. R. Smith, Rcl. Sem.>,
p. 88.
4 W. R. Smith, Kinship and Marria.je in Arabia, new ed.,
London, 1903, p. 232.
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E. Windisch and W. Stokes, Irische Texte, Leipzig, 1880fT
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377, 421.
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,

iii.

1836, p. 267
:

turned into the

it

was not unthe belief are
few. Among the Sei'ar in ^adramaut part of the
tribe could change into ravening werwolves in
time of drought, others into vultures or kites.*
The Arabs also regarded some men as having the
nature of a hyena, and said that, if a thousand
men were shut up with one of these and a hyena
came, it would go at once to him.''
The belief among the Celts is illustrated by a
story told by Giraldus Cambrensis.

Among

;

*

whereupon

known, but recorded instances

—

;

its hair,

p. 11.
^

;
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c-aU attacking his Hour threw his knife at them
Next iiioniiiig he
and cut off the Ic;,' of one.
founil his (huighter with her hand cut oil", and
concluded tliat she was a witch. Hares are usually
thought to be unlucky, and are suspected of being
The ancient Welsh laws
witches in disguise.
already speak of their magical character, regarding

as companions of wit dies, who often assumed
their shape.'
The .'iliivic werwolf belief is referred to under
Demons and Spirits (Slavic), vol. iv. p. 624».

them

the Neuri, mentioned by Herodotus
were a Slavic people (cf. E. H. Minns,
Scythiiin,i and Greeks, Cambridge, 1913, p. 102 f.).
The Scythians and Greeks said that every year
each Neurian became a wolf for a few days and was
Possibly

(iv.

105),

then restored to human shape. Among the Magyars
witches and wizards assume the form of horses,
If the former are caught and shod or
cats, etc.
the latter injured, they are found next morning in
human form with iron shoes on hand.-! and feet or
seriously wounded.- Hertz notes the sinister character of lie belief through its connexion with that
in the vampire, the names for both being interchangeable.'
The Serbians think that the vukodlak have
annual gatherings, when they hang their wolf-skins
on trees. Should such a skin be taken and burnt,
the owner retains human form. A girdle of human
skin laid across a threshold by a witch in a house
where a wedding is taking place will cause all who
step over it to become wolves. In three years' time,
if the witch covers them with skins with the hair
turned outwards, they resume their human form.
This is a Polish belief. In White Kussia the
werwolf is sometimes a man transformed by the
devil, and, contrary to the usual belief, he is harmless, but is driven to wander from place to place.^
I

In a Polish story a wolf seizes a girl at a merry-makinfr and
carries her off to the forest. Years after, one of the peasants
meets his long-lost brother, who confesses that he was the
wolf chanqred by sorcery, that he had carried;off the girl, who had
died of grief, and that then he was consumed ivith rage against
all men and killed as many as he could.
He had come to see

home once more, but must resume

his wolf-form immediately, which he did.6 In another case a peasant, released from
his wolf shape, returned home to find his wife married again,
lie cried, 'Why am I no longer a wolf that I might punish this
woman ? Immediately he was re-transformed, and killed his
wife and child. The neighbours came and slew the wolf, when
the body was seen to be that of a man.**
his

'

Olaus Magnus says that at Christmas many werwolves collect and try to enter houses to drink
in the cellars.
Between Lithuania, Samogitia,
and Livonia is the wall of an old castle whither
thousands of werwolves come to try their skill at
leaping. The unsuccessful oue is beaten by one of
the captains or by the devil. The methotf of the
transformation was to drink to one in a cup of ale
and mumble certain words. Then he could assume
or lay aside the wolf form when he pleased. The
Livonian werwolves collected at Christmas, and
crossed a river which had the power of changing
them to wolves, like the lake in Arcadia. Tliey
resumed their human shape at the end of twelve
In Livonia a servant whose power as a
days.
werwolf was disputed went to the cellar and soon
after came out as a wolf. The dogs bit out one of its
eyes, and next day the man appeared with one eye.'
'
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364,

Baring-Gould,

Grimm, Teut.

llie .superstition

tlic wolf, and in the
former also the bear, were animnU into whose form
the transmigration took place.
Boniface, Archbishop of Mayence in the 8th cent., mention.s the
belief.' The change was caused by a man himself
e.g., by donning a wolf-skin (lUfJuinir, hence the
name skin-changer
cf.
Lat. vcrsipellis), or a
or it might
wolf-ginile, or a girdle of human skin
be forced upon him e.g., by throwing such a skin
or girdle at him, or by shaking a wolf-skin glove at
him. The girdle had sometimes magic signs on it,
and was held in place by a buckle with seven
catches.
When the buckle was broken otl", the
transformation ceased.
In such cases the man
was a wolf or bear by night, and a man by day
or he assumed the animal form for nine days, or
even for three, seven, or nine years, the eyes alone
He howled and
retaining a human appearance.
devoured like the actual animal.
Such persons
were said to be eigi einhamr, not of one form,' or
form.'
In some
Jiamrainr, ham/dci/Tpa, 'changing
instances the gift of transformation was imparted
by trolls. Bnrchard of Worms speaks of certain
Parcw who at birth can cause that the child may
later transform himself into a wolf or any other
form.' In later times Finns, Lapps, or Russians
were thought by Scandinavians to have the power
of changing others to wolves or to bears at will, 'and
were therefore disliked. The belief was apparently
much mingled with and probably influenced by
the fact that wild warriors and outlaws e.g., the
berscr/nwore wolf-skins or bear-skins over their
armour or clad themselves in these, while they
were often victims of ungovernable passion and
acted as if they were animals.* This is illustrated
in the earliest Scandinavian instance of the werwolf belief that contained in the Vohunga Saga

—

'

;

—

;

;

'

—

—

—

(chs. 5-8).

King Volsung had ten sons and a daughter, Signy, who was
married to King Siggeir.
Siggeir later slew Volsung and
his sons in the stocks. There nine of them were devoured
by an old she- wolf the mother of Siggeir, who had taken this
form.
Through Signy's craft the tenth son, Sigmund, overcame this werwolf and went into hiding, Signy exchanged
form with a sorceress, and had a son by Sigmund, called
Sinfiotli,
He and Sigmund took to a wandering life and, on one
occasion, came to a house where two men were sleeping, with
wolf-skins hanging above them.
For nine d.iy8 they were
wolves and on the tenth daj' came out of their skins. Sigmund
and Sinliotli donned the skins and became wolves, and each
went his way, after agreeing that neither should attack more
than seven men without howling for the other. In the sequel
Sinflotli slew eleven men without Siguiund's aid.
The latter,
hearing of this, flew at his throat and wounded him. When he
was healed and the day had come for dotling their wolf-skins,
they agreed to lay them aside for ever, and burned them in the
fire.
Of this wild tale Baring-Gould (p. 38) has said that it is
divested of its improbability, if we regard these skins as worn
over their armour.' W'hile this is true, and while vaiyjr, wolf,'
means also 'outlaw,* the story is an important witness to the
belief itself, as is seen from tiie words of GoSmund to Sinflotli,
Thou^tli yself hast eaten wolves' meat and murdered thy brother.
Thou hast often sucked wounds with cold mouth, and slunk,
loathsome to all men, into the dens of wild beasts (Vigfusson-

bound

—

'

'

*

'

Powell, i. 136),
In another wild tale from the History of Urolf Krnka, Bjorn
was transformed into a bear by his stepmother, who shook a
He lived as a bear and killed many of
wolf-skin glove at him.
his father 8 sheep, but by night he always became a man, until
he was hunted and slain (Sir W. Scott, Minstrelsy, London,
1839, p, 354).
'
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The poet Ari hag a curious tale of two skin-changers,'
Dubhthach and Storwolf. The former took the form of a bull,
the latter of a bear. They fought, and next day were found in
'

bed badly bruised.

Modern collections of Scandinavian and German
Mdrchen contain many werwolf stories.
In one Swedish tale a cottager was transformed by a
Vari^amor
or Wolf Crone (TroII-wife), because he had not crossed hmiself
when felling a tree. Years after, he appeared at his house, and
recovered his true form when his wife gave him food.i In a
Danish tale a man, when in his wife's company, noticed that
the time of the accustomed change drew near. He bade her
strike with her apron at anything which came to her. Soon
after a wolf attacked her she struck at it, and the wolf bit a
piece of the apron and disappeared. Presently the man came,
carrying the piece, and explained that now he was free from the
curse. 2 In a N. German tale a reaper saw his neighbour gird
himself with a strap and become a wolf. 3 In another a woman
told her husband to throw his hat at any wild beast which
came. When she appeared as a wolf among the hay-makers, a
boy stabbed her with a pitchfork. The wolf changed back to
the woman, who was found to be dead.* A Dutch story tells
how a man shot with an arrow a wolf which was attacking a
Next day he
girl, and that the arrow stuck in the wound.
heard that a strange serving-man was dying with an arrow
sticking in his side. He went to see him, and found his own
arrow, whereupon the man confessed that he was a werwolf.^
In a Flemish tale a shej>herd received a wolf-skin from the
If the skin was
devil, by which he became a wolf at night.
burned, he himself would suffer as if his own skin were being
burned, but would be freed from this curse. In the sequel his
master succeeded in releasing him in this way. 6
;

many modern tales and also in mediaeval witchcraft belief the transformation of the witch was
usually into a cat, dog, hare, or duck (the bird of
Freya, great mother of the witches), and these,
when wounded, became the woman with a similar
wound in her body. Spina says tliat such catwomen ate the brain of a cat and rubbed themselves with the flesh of a newly-born child which
had been offered to Satan.'
In England and Scotland werwolf stories are
scanty, but there are traces of the superstition in
The word werwidf in the sense
early literature.
of robber' occurs in the Laws of Canute, and it is
also found in later ballads and poems.
Gervase
of Tilbury refers
fo the existence of men called
OS
in
in
who
Wales, werwolf
ffernlf
England,
change
their form at the change of the moon.
William of
also
alludes
to
the
Malmesbury
superstition.
A well-known old English poem, translated from a 12th cent.
French poem, is that of Witham and the Werwolf, in which the
king of Spain's son, changed to wolf form by his stepmother,
In

'

rescues the king of Sicily's child, whom his uncle wishes to
murder. The story relates how the wolf cared for the boy, his
further adventures, and the eventual re-transformation of the
wolf to his human form. 8 Drayton, in his Mooncn/f (ii. 604),
tells of a man who found that by gathering a certain herl) at a
certain hour with appropriate spells, and eating it, he would be
changed into a wolf. Having done this, he committed much

havoc on sheep,

When he

attacked an ass which was
a man so transformed, the latter assumed his rightful shape
and caused the people to slay the lycanthrope.
If tales of werwolves are scanty, there are inetc.

numerable

tales and traditions of witches changing to hares, cats, dogs, and the like in order to do

No

charge is more common in the 16th
witch trials, and frequently the
belief is found, as in the case of the werwolf, that
such a wer-animal can be hurt only by a silver
In some instances wounding causes the
bullet.
witch to a.ssume her true shape, when she is found
with a corresiionding wound. ^
In France the earliest liteiary version of the
belief is found in the Lai du Bisclaveret of Marie
de France (13th cent.).
A knight went from time to time to the forest, then the
haunt of many werwolves, undressed, and became a wolf. He

harm.

and 17th
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This story

—

found in other literary versions e.g.,
de Renard of the Clerk of Troies (14th
cent. ), in the Lai de Melion (ed. F. Michel, Paris,
1832), in the story of Arthur and Gorlagon, and
elsewhere.
These are all literary versions of a
folk-tale.'
The legend of St. Ronan in mediaeval
Brittany told how he liad taken the form of a werwolf and had eaten children.^
the

is

Roman

Gervase of Tilbury, in his Otia Imperialia, tells of a certain
Pontic de Oapitolio, who out of despair became a werwolf in
Auvergne, ate children, and wounded older people. A carpenter
hacked off one of his feet, and at once he resumed his human
form, and acknowledged that the loss of his foot was his
salvation.

The belief survived in modern times. In Normandy the werwolf was a godless man or one
under a curse, who for four or seven j'ears must
nightly assume wolf-shape and submit to castigation by the devil. ^ In Berry those who, by a pact
with the devil, at the cross-roads, at midnight,
become loups-garoiis can be wounded only by a
ball which has been blessed or has had the Lord's
Prayer or Ave Maria said over it five times. Once
wounded, they take human form, and the spell
which attached them to Satan is broken.' In
Brittany, towards the end of the 18th cent.,
sorcerers were supposed to take the form of wolves
or clothe themselves with a wolf's skin when going
to the Sabbat.'
In many parts of France every
fluteur is supposed to lead wolves, himself sometimes changed into a wolf, whereby he is placed
beyond the po^\'er of shot. He directs tlie wolves
where to go for hunting.^ In Perigord sons of
priests must rush to a fountain at full moon and
plunge into it. They emerge, clad in a goat-skin,
which the devil has given them, and rush about
on all fours, attacking men and animals. They
resume human form by plunging again into the
fountain at daybreak.' This recalls the Arcadian

and Livonian
stories relate

Numerous
(see above).
chdtelaine, transformed into a

beliefs

how a

wolf, cat, etc., has a paw cut off, and is afterwards
found in bed with one hand lacking.* In a Breton
tale a werwolf hid his wolf-skin in an oven.
Sympathetic magic established a link between
skin and owner, so that whatever was done to the
skin happened to him.
fire was lit in the oven,
and the owner of the skin soon began to leap about,
'
"
crying, I burn, I burn.'

A

In Portugal a seventh son, where there were
girls, was thought to belong to the devil and
a belief found also in the

no

—

to become a werwolf
Azores.'"

Cervantes, in his PersUes y Sigiemunda (ch. .•^J, relates bow
an enchantress made advances to Rutilio, who repelled her.
turned into a wolf. He stuck his knife into her breast, and
as she fell her human form came back to her.
.She

Passing now to Asia, clear evidence of the belief
found in Armenia. Sinful women are sometimes
by a spirit to don a wolf-skin and become
wolves for seven years. Soon the wolf nature
is

forced

1 For Arthur and
Gorlagim see FL xv. [1904] 50 ff. Gorlagon
was changed to a wolf by being struck with the thin end of a
which
For the
sapling
g:rew up on the night he was born.
folk-tale see Prince Wolf
a Danish version— F/.ii iii. [1880]
226 f., and a Norse version in Baseiit, no. 36.
In both the
husband remains a wolf or bear through the wife breaking a
tabu, and has originally been transformed bv a stepmother.
2 RCel xxiv.
[1904] 324.
'

Bosquet,

'

—

La Nonnandie

r(ymane^que

et

merveilleuse,

Paris, 1845, ch. 12 ; Hertz, p. 108.
4
Bourquelot, p. 247.
5

;

191 f.
1S32, Roxburghe Club.
9
Rhys, i. 326; Dalvell, pp. 60, 53, 660; J. Napier, Folklore,
Paisley, 1S79, pp. 70, 118 ; A. E. Bray, Borders of the Tamar and
the Taoy, new ed., London,
1879, ii. 112 ; A. and J. Lang. Uiqhways and Bywaye on the Border, London, 1913, pp. 183, 277.
VOL. VIII.
14
s ed. F.

told his wife the secret, and she obtained his clothes oti one of
these occasions, after which he had to remain in wolf form. As
human wisdom, and eventually, through the
king's command, his clothes and consequently his own form
were restored to him, but not before he had revenged himself
on his unfaithful wife.

a wolf he retained

3 A.
68.

F. B. de Spina, (ivceetio de Strigibua, ch. 20, in
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La Tour d'Auvergne-Corret, Origines

p. 39.
6 P. SSbillot, Folk-lore

de France,
A. Dumas' storv. The Wolf-Leader.
'

S^billot, i. 205.
» HCel i. [1870] 420.
10
xiv. [1903] 142

FL

gauloisen'^, Paris, 1794,

Paris, 1907, p. 284

i.,

8 lb. iv. 304.

;

cf.

FLR

iii.

143.

f.

;

cf.
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was reported
soon after he and his sons disappeared. The story
to the
is
to the District oflicer, and such a transformation
1
native mind a fact, not a mere belief.'

then
in tlicm.
Tlicy acvour their children,
of stranj,'ers.
those of relatives, then cliiklren

crows

Boors and locks fly open before thein by nijjht. The tiger familiar spirit is also possessed by certain
skin is
as
In the morning the skin is dotted. If the
men, and after their death their spirits appear
fearful
to him an
found and burned, then the woman sutlers
timers, or the medicine-man has subject
Minor
Asia
In
smoke."
aclual tiger which is immortal (Benua of Johore).=
atfony and vanishes in
are feared especially at Christ- The soul of a dead wizard enters the body of a
generally werwolves
left in the forest for seven
mas and' in Uoly Week.
tiger, and the corpse is
In Indin, where the tiger is the fiercest creature days until the change is effected.' A curious Malay
Alknown, its form is supposed to be adojtted.
belief concerns the fold in which ti^'crs possessed
the monomaniac
I'enodical attacks of
of human souls are penned.
ready in the Satapathn Brahmmin
In
the
to
break bounds
man-tiger.^
is said to be consecrated
fierceness come on them, when they
most instances the Hindus attribute the power of and go after their prey. Passing through one door,
Numerous
tribes.
on returning through
shape-shifting to the aboriginal
they become men, and
Their
stories are current regarding men with the power another door they become tigers again.
of becoming wer-tigers— C-jr., among the Khonds chief is always in human form, and enters Uie
one of a mans
(with whom, by the aid of a god,
bodies of sorcerers when they invoke the tiger
four souls becomes a vileepa tiger), the Lushais, spirit.* The transformation into tiger form is
Kukis, etc'
ellected in different ways by sympathetic raa^ic—
Dalloii describes how a Kol, tried (or murder, maintained
c !j
donning a xnrong (yellow with black stripes)
to the
that his victim was a wertiger, whicti he had (ollowed
and lejieating charms-by offerings to evil spirits,
man's liousc after it had killed his wife. The relatives of the
which is
sucli
victim had admitted that the.v had suspected him of
by charms, or by a mysterious poison
or the power is consoul
him over to the prisoner, who slew
supposed to affect the
power and had handed
:

,

;

Dim.-*

Sometimes the eating of a root is believed to produce the change." Occasionally the witch assumes

the form of a badger and carries ofi' children.*
Witches also ride about on tigers or in the water
on crocodiles, dishevelled, with glaring eyes, and
heads turned round. Wizards also have tigers as

it, mediums are
The souls of those
possessed by a tiger-spirit.'
slain by tigers are believed to pass into tigers to
or to sit on the heads
slay and devour in their turn,
of tigers and direct them to their jirey, calling out
in a human voice so as to attract the unwary.*
In Indonesia the wer-tiger is very commonly
believed in among the Malays, Dayaks, etc.
Sometimes the power of transformation is thought
to be confined to one tribe, as in Sumatra to the
There are many tales of men
Korinclii Malays.

familiars, or, as a Tliana belief has

a tiger
leaving their garments in a thicket, whence
has presently emerged, or in human form vomiting
feathers of fowls eaten when in their tiger form.
wer-tiger slain was found to have gold-plating
in its teeth, as the man who assumed tiger form
had. The Lavas of Burma are also regarded as
While the wer-tiger is generally very
wer-tigers.
dangerous, in Java it is believed to guard plantations against pigs, and the change is effected by
In Malaysia the
etc.
spells, charms, fasting,
medicine-man is sometimes possessed by a tigeras a tiger when exorcizing a spirit
spirit, and acts

Among the Semang the
ceived as hereditary.
medicine-man lights incense and invokes a spirit.
tail appear on him, as he himPre.sently fur and a
twelve days
self believes, and he goes about for
returns home and is
destroying cattle. Then he
During the twelve days his
sick, vomiting bones.
wife must always keep the tire burning and burn
Such a wer-tiger
incense, else he would disapiiear.
cannot be shot, as it disanpears so quickly.
Various beliefs are held regarding the transformation among the Malays— the whole body takes part
in it, or merely the soul substance, the body
remaining at home.
c^,.
^
States
Among' the wild Malays of the Patani
remains
which
or
mischief,
in
a
belief
bndi,
there is
the semnngat
by a body after death and devours
Birds and
liver of passers-by.
the
or, sometimes,
beasts also have bndi or, in the case of tigers,
or begrob and,
leopards, and jungle-eats, ^jejri/n?
and either
if a man is aflected by this, he goes mad,
imitates the actions of the creature or is subject to
an abnormal growth resembling one natural to it.
is assumed by
Ill Lombok the crocodile form
certain men in order to destroy their enemies, and
This form
many strange stories are told of them. one
group
is also taken among the Klemantans,
One
of whom claim the crocodile as a relative.
a
his
like
feet
man found his skin become rough,
he was comcrocodile's, and a tail forming, until
He made his relatives swear
pletely transformed.
that they would never kill a crocodile. Many
form.'
people saw him in his crocodile
In China there are various wer-animals— tiger,
The change is usually a bodily
wolf, dog, fox, etc.
into
one, but an ethereal human double may pass
an animal either before or after death. 1 here are
of such transformations.
many literary notices
An early instance is mentioned in a document of the 2nd
;

A

from a sick man.'
A gruesome Malay story

of a Semang who became a tiger (Si
and sucked
Riduii'i. 'He of the hairv face'— a euphemism),
blood rather than ate flesh, is told by U. Clifford. The tiger
One of
(collected.
were
burst into a hut where several people
thein was able to reach a shelf near the roof,and from there he saw
of
how the tiger killed them all and drank deep draughts blood.
One girl he first played with as a cat with a mouse, and all
at
night he tossed the bodies about and tore them, disappearing
dawn." Another story tells how the transformation was seen
husband
returning
taking place. A bride saw her Korinclii
home as a tiger, which thrust its head above the ton rung of
It paliiitatcd and chaiiijyd, and the face
the entrance ladder.
'

of the husband came up through the face of the beast.' I-^ter
this wer-tiger was caught in a trap, but escaped, when it was
tracked to the house. There the man was said to be sick, and

A. F. L. M. von Haxthausen, Transcaucasia, London, 1864,
i. SOO.
859 ; cf.

cent

a

c.

in

changed to a

crisis of
killed his brother."

which, after the

tiger

and

an

illness,

a

man

Such transformations are often ascribed to delirious patients, and, if the patient does not kill a man,
he may return to human form. This suggests a
between the fancies of insanity
popular confusion

1

p.

ERE

a^BBxliv.

[19001 414.

8 f-L XX. [IfiOO] 411

f.

;

Tylor,

PC '

i.

309.

<E. T. Uallon, Descriptor Ethnol. nf Bengal, Calcutta, Krl,
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290
» Orooke, Pi!
8

ii.

T W. Webber,

210.

« i6.

ii.

204.

'

76.

ii.

267.

Forests of Upper India, Ixmdon, 1902, p. 27

;

ERE

BlagdenV
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"'^7
.N.

Kfl/Jili. 314"; cf. /"flii. 211.

W. W. Skcat, Matai/ Magic, T/>ndon, 1900, pp. ICOf., 430 f. ;
A. Daslian, Die Vulkcr den vilUchen Anifn, U'ipziir, 1800, i. 119
J. Kiiebel, in Tijdschri/t inn tvderl. Ind. xii. [1899] 670; for
iii. 153-'.
Cambodia see
10 H. Clifford, III Coini and Kaiiipunjj, London, 1897, p. 198 (.
f

;

ERE

1 ClilTord,
pp. 66, 67.
,
,
„
,
j
-11. Ling Roth, Natiirs of Sarawak nnd Borneo, London,
1890 i. 20.') ; ./ 011/11. Iiul. Arch. i. [1847| i70f.
* Skeat,
8 See
p. 167 1.
i. 630«.
5 lb p. 101 ; N. W. Thomas, FL xvu. (1900) 20'J ; Skeatthe
Peniiunila,
London, 1906,
Races
Malay
of
Pagan

AnnandaU- and

II.

C

Uobinson, Fasrieiili Malayenses,

I-ondon, 19IW 00, pt. i. pp !l"'(... 104.
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and aitual belief in tlie powei" of f-hape-shiftint;.
Soniotiiues the trausfuniiation is ascribed to a community of aborigines, and is effected by magical
means. In other cases the cause may be divine displeasure because of the neglect of religious duties.
Here the victim goes mail and turns into a tiger.
In one such instance he is covered with a
spotted
skin by the god, as in European cases, where a
wolf-skin is used. Stories of transformation by
wearing a tiger-skin are .said to abound in China.
A 14th cent, writer tells how he saw a man slowly becoming:
covered with hair like a tiger, his body adorned with spota and
stripes.

During the night he ate a

liog.l

Other cases of this kind are of frequent occurrence.
Wer-tigers and tigresses are sometimes favourably
disposed and give presents. This is especially the
case with wer-tigresses on behalf of those who
excite their love.-

The wolf transformation

is

also

known.

In one case a peasant was attacked by a wolf and cut off its
B> the traces of tlie blood he followed it to a house, where
an old man was found lacking a hand. He was killed, and in
dying took the form of a w olf. Before his period of transformation he had been long ill, and, after being healed, b.ad disappeared.
In another instance a youth after an illness acquired the power
of sending forth his soul in the form of a wolf, and devoured
children— obviously a case of hallucinatory insanity combined
with cannibalism, as in European instances.

paw.

Other tales of this kind are current.
An old woman finds her body being covered with

hair

and

a

tail forming, after which slie becomes a wolf, and
escapes,
though sometimes she returns to see her family. In another
instance a man weds a woman who is reall}- a wolf, as also are
her servants, and he is devoured by her.3 In a 4th cent, work

all

wohes

are said to be transformed to
of their age.*

men

hundredth year

after the five-

—

Other wer-animals are also known e-rj., the
dog, though here, as in the case of the fox, perhaps
it is the animal that takes human form.
In one
instance men who are beaten become dogs ; and a
who
was stabbed changed to a dog when
dog-man
dying.*
In China the fox
superstition is a kind of inverted
werwolf belief, especially in N. China. The werfoxes dwell in the debatable land between earth
and Hades, and can take human form at will most
frequently that of a young and pretty girl but
they may be detectetl by the po.ssession of tails.
Spirits of the dead may occupy the bodies of such
foxes and revenge injuries on the living. Some
legends show that the fox lives in giaves and

—
—

borrows human form from a corpse by instilling
into himself the soul-substance. Wer-foxes can do
either good or ill to men, but are grateful to those
who are kind to them. Foxes in male form live
with women, in female form with men in either
case a morbid erotic state is produced, resembling
that caused by the mediaeval incubi ami tiiccubai.
When killed in human form, all that remains is
the body of a fox. Their animal form also appears
spontaneously in sleep, or when they are overcome
by wine, of which they are \ery fond. Sometimes
they enter and occupy a house invisibly, acting
;

exactly like the Poltergeist.^
It is also believed that witches can take the form
of the fox, cat, or hare.' The tiger ghost is also
believed in.
'

When

he wishes to eat people he puts

off his clothes

changed into a striped tiger. He then advances with
roar, and the traveller is instantly torn to pieces. '8

and

is

a great

Tigers are said to make slaves of the souls of men
devoured by them. Those souls go before them to
point out traps or to act as beaters," as in the
similar Indian belief.
1 De
Groot, iv. 172 f.
' L.

Wieger, Folk-lore chiiwls moderne, Sienbsien, 1909,
f.
de Groot, iv. KtiS.
i De
Wieger, pp. 126ff., 14-i.
Groot, i\. 182.

pp. 11, 02
3

;

'11). p. 124 1.
« H. A.
Giles, Stiaiiiu' Slorits Irum a
1880, i. 32, ifi, 163, 182 : N. B- Denrivs,
1876, pp. 61, 7U; Wieger, pp. II, 111,
IV.
'

188

Chinrsr Stuilm, London,
Folk-Lnre i,l Clinia, do,
and passin'i de Groot,
;

f.

Dennys,

p. 90.

*ib.

p. 91.

»

Wieger,

p. 11.
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The wer-fox superstition is fnund in Japan, bat
was not introduced there until the 11th century.
There are ditterent kinds of foxes. The wild fox,
Nogitsune, can take any form, or become invisible,
but

water is always that of a fox.
fox can also take various furms,
especially that of a pretty girl, in whicli shape it
will even marry a man.'
These foxes also possess
men, or live in their houses, bringing luck if well
treated, but they are dangerous if ill-treated.
Some Samurai families are believed to own foxes,
which steal for them or torment their enemies.
Foxes to whom some kindneas has been shown,
either in their own or in human form, reward the
doer of it with money, etc., part of which turns to
Often the house in which the fox lives is
grass.
illusory and cannot be found again (see F'airy, vol.
Men possessed 1-iy foxes run about yelpy. p. 679).
ing and eat only what foxes eat, but the possessing
goblin-fox may be exorcized.
its reflexion in

The Niiiko

The same fo.x-belief exists among the Ainus, and
with them the fox has both good and evil powers,
and can cause death. Foxes also exhume and eat
But the same powers of transformation
corpses.
to human form are ascribed to the horse, mole,

The spirit of the bear, dog, otter, and
especially the cat, can enter into and bewitch a
man as a punishment ; the victim eats as a cat,
wastes away, and dies mewing like a cat. This
may occur when a man has killed a cat. To
prevent possession by its spirit, he must eat part
of it." The Eskimos and some American Indian
tribes also possess the fox superstition.''
The wer-aniinal superstition is found in Africa
in connexion with a variety of savage beasts.
All
over N. Africa it is believed that the^mM can take
animal forms wolf, jackal, lion, serpent, scorpion.
This is also true of the ghfds, who appear as men
or animals, and feed on dead bodies, or kill and
eat living nien.^ More akin to the werwolf superstition is the belief that twin children go out at
night as cats, their bodies meanwhile remaining at
home as if dead. If tliej' are beaten by any one,
they tell this to their parents next day.* Among
crow, etc.

—

the Berbers witnesses maintain that they have seen
girls,

when

born, change into ogiesses,

who throw

themselves on men until they are strangled.'
Amon^ the Abyssinians there is a wide-spread

who change into hyenas and
and devour. They are distinguished from
ordinary hyenas by greater malice. The budas are
sorcerers
and blacksmiths, found mainly among
the Falashas and Agaos, are supposed to be budas.
Hyenas have been killed with earrings in their ears,
and these are believed to be budas, though it has
been thought that sorcerers put earrings in the ears
of young hyenas to bolster up this superstition.
The budas have a king in the neighbourhood of
Abbolo to whom they bring oil'erings of corpses
belief in the biiilas,
kill

;

As blacksmiths are a hereditary folk, their
is also hereditary, but a buda confers the
on
his children by a mysterious decoction of
gift
herbs.
Cases of transformation are believed to
have been actually witnessed. In one such case
daily.

sorcery

Cf. the Baluchistan belief that the black bear ' takes the
of a beautiful woman at night, and hugs men to death if
."(iii. (1902) 263).
they arc not wary (M. L- Dames,
1

form

FL

'

2 A. B.

Mitford, Tales oj Old Japan. London, 1871, passim ;
Hearn, Glimptics of Unfamiliar Japan, do. 1894, i. 312 ff.;
B. H. Chamberlain, Things Japanese, do. 1890, s.v. ' Fox ; see
L.

'

also

ERE iv.

^ J.

610''.

Batchelor, 7'ke

Ainu and

their Folklore,

London,

1901,

jmssim. The Ainu of Japan, do. 1^92, passim B. H. Chamberlain, Aino Folk-Tals, do. 1888, p. 22.
4
Dennys, p. 96; H. J. Rink, Tales and Traditions of the
Enkimo, Edinburgh, 1876, p. 144.
5 E. W.
Lane, Arabian Socie'if in Middle Ages, London, 1883,
;

pp. 34, 42.

Lady Duff Gordon, Last Letters, London, 1875, cited
Dennj s, p. 90 f.
7B. Bawet, Contei populairee iMrb^res, Farie, 1888, iii., iv.
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the biirift sprinkled ashes over liis shoulders, and
Besides killing men and drinkthe ohanj;e hegan.
ing their blood, the budn takes possession of his
victim, entering liis body by a Iook, or when he is
The victim becomes more or
eating, or in illness.
less insane, laughing like a hyena, then falling
into a trance, when the bi(cla speaks through him,
often telling who he is and why he thus personates
the patient. Sometimes the victim tries to get
into the forest, where the buda i.s supposed to
devour him. The buda is kept ofi" by the wearing
of amulets, by which also he can be exorcized. He
can also transform his victims into animals, and
sometimes digs up corpses to eat them. This is
also done by actu.il hyenas.'
The belief in the werhyena occurs from the
Sudan to Tanganyika, and is perhaps strengthened
by the fact that wizards at their meetings howl
and caper like hyenas, eat horrible food, and commit excesses the sight of which makes the onlooker
mad. Even in the daj'time their glance causes a
deadly sickness. Certain tribes in the Sudan are
supposed to possess this power of transformation,
but it is dangerous to shoot them. One of them
who was shot was seen to enter the hut of a wizard,
who died soon after. The man who shot him soon
followed him to the grave." Generally among the
black races the usiial animals, besides the hyena,
are the lion, leopard, and crocodUe. In Nubia okl
women are called hyenas, and are believed to enter
the bodies of these animals by night.' In the
Sudan the hyena shape is supposed to be assumed
at an ant's nest. The Awemba wizards receive
power to become wild beasts from spirits called
vibanda.^ The Wanyamwesi of E. Africa think
that sorcerers can transform themselves into
animals in order to injure their enemies.' In E.
Central Africa witches kill men, and in the form of
hyenas try to get at the graves of their victims in
order to eat their flesh.* The Akikuyu tell of a
man, who, after his maiTiage, went to the wilds
and lived like a hyena on dead bodies. Ketunilng
home, he ate his child. His brothers killed him,
but the woman's second husband also became a
hyena and ate her and his child.' In IJritish
Central Africa the bewitcher {mfiti) can turn himself into a hyena, leopard, crococlile, etc.
He then
Sometimes
digs uj) dead bodies and eats them.
the change takes place after death, and, if the
creature kills people, some method of appeasing it
is adopted.
The wer-hyena is thought by the
Makanga to have a wife who at night opens the
door of the kraal to admit him ami then runs oil
with him to feast. In one case, when a goat w.<is
carried ofl', tracks of a hyena and of human feet
were seen together.* Among the Tumbuka of
Central Africa certain women wander aljout
smeared with white clay, and are believed to have
the power of changing into lions.* In W. Africa
the Yoruba think that the wer-hyenas assume
theii' animal shape at night to ]irey on cattle and
sheep, and, if possible, on human beings, who are
sometimes compelled to go out to them when
1 N.
viilh
Pcarce, Life and Adrt^ntures of A'. Pcarce .
Cofin't Visit to Gondar, ed. J. J. Halls, London, 1831, i. 2S7 ; II.
Salt, Voyage to AUyxsinia, do. 1814, p. 427; W. C. Plowden,
Tratiett in Abtminia, do. 1868, pp. 116 £f., 262; M. I'arkvns, i^e
in Abi/stiniaf, do. 1868, p. 30i)ff. ; c(. EliBi. 57».
3W. Schneider, Die Religion der a/rikan. Xaturvolker,
Miinster, ISSl, p. 236.
> D.
Macdonald, A/ricana, London, 1882, i. 227.
« J. H. W.
Sheane, JAI xxxvi. [1906J 155.
'R. H. Nassau, Petithism in If. Africa, IxjndoD, 1004, p.
.
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Macdonald,
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and K. Routledge, With a Prehistoric

1910. p. 32«.
» A.

MH.,
"

I'covle,

London,

Werner, Natiiica of Brit. Cent. Africa, Ixindon, lOM,.11
pp.
.

241.

W. A. Elmslie,

Ainoiij/ the

Wild Xgoni, lyondon, 1899,
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they utter certain howls.' In Loanda the belief
existed that the chief coulil change himself to a
lion, kill some one, and then resume his own form.'
The Ibos believe that a man'.s spirit can leave his
body and enter into an aniiiifil. This is called
to turn animal,' and it is done by means
ishi anu,
If the animal is killed, tlie man dies ;
of a drug.
'

if wounded, his body is covered with boils.'
Wilson
says of sorcerers in Guinea that they can turn into
leopards and change their enemies into elephants,
in which form they kill them.* In Senegambia a
sorcerer who changes to an evil animal is kept oft'
by means of salt or, when transformed, he leaves
If it is rubbed with salt, he
Ins skin behind him.
sufl'ers, and comes to beg that the grains of salt be
removed." In W. Africa generally the power of
certain persons to change into leopards or to send
their souls into leopards, which are then guided by
the human possessor to kill such persons as are
obnoxious to them, is very commonly believed in.
The person so changed is called uvengwa, and cannot be killed. Many persons actually believe that
they have thus metamorphosed themselves and
done harm. Other animals lion, panther, crocoare occasionally made use of.^ One
dile, or shark
family, living at tlie mouth of the Congo, can
change into leopards, but, if once they lap blood,
they remain leopards for ever, exactly as in the
case of the Arcadian werwolves.' In Calabar a
man may become a rat, bat, or owl, etc. In this
form he throws his victim into a deep sleep.
He then resumes his human form, and sucks his
After
blood, and the victim falls sick and dies.
burial, the body is taken by witches from the grave
for a cannibal feast.
A witch continues to have
this power after death, and may still be called
to cannibal feasts or summoned to aid living
witches.
In old days witches laid aside their skins
to assume animal form.
If such skins were found,
pejiper was rubbed into them, so that the witches
could not resume them. They were thus caught,
and burnt to death, care being taken to destroy
the heart, in which the witch power resided.*
In equatorial Africa the wer-leopard is .also much
dreaded." The whole belief in such transformations is much mixed up with the existence of leopard
societies, the members of which disguise themselves in leopard-skins and commit murders.
In S. Africa similar beliefs are common. The
lion form is assumed by wizards on the Zambesi by
means of drinking a certain liquid. They kill men
and animals.'" In N. Rhodesia even' educated
natives believe in the power of certain men to
becoine evil wer-lions or leopards through magic.
This is combined with a belief that the soul of the
It comes
chief is transformed at death into a lion.
as a cub from his grave and is told to be good, but
by means of a t«st it may be discovered to be an
evil wcr-lion."
The Barotse credit certain persons,
;

—

—
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tells of wizards who, having taken the form of birds
and been wounded, are found to have identical
wounds, while the magical bolts with which the
The
birds were sliot are found in their bodies.
Chippewa sorcerer for a fee will turn into an animal
to
described
and Inflict injuries on the person

both living and dead, witli power to change to an
animal hyena, lion, serpent, or alli.u;ator and to
do harm to men or cattle.' Among the Baronga
a secret society exists the members of whicli send
out their spirit-bodies or go out bodily at night to
devour human flesh. They leave their shadow, or
the appearance of tliemselves, behind, but this is
in reality a wild animal -with which the person has
chosen to identify himself. If this appearance is
stabbed, a hyena rushes howling from the hut, and
the real man falls through the roof with a similar
wound. Such persons enter huts, take the true

—

—

him.'
In a Chippewa story a boy left by his father in charge of his
elder broMier and sister is neglected and eats the leavings of
wolves. Tiiese pity him, and he follows them. The brother
one day heard a child's voice cryin'j-, I am turning into a wolf,'
followed by a howl. Then he saw the boy half turned into a
wolf.
As he watched, the change became complete, and with
the words, I am a wolf,' the werwolf disappeared.
'

'

of the occupant, and eat him.
Only his shadow
and he dies next morning. Some think that
such wizards are not aware of their night work.
.self

Those who have long practised it, liowever, are
aware. Perhaps the basis of the whole idea is to
be found in the dream -conceptions of hysterical
in wer-animals,
subjects.'- The Basuto also believe

;

mahilithoumcs, men who turn temporarily into
animals and kill and eat human beings. They
have the tradition of the introduction of sorcery
through a queen who could call troops of wolves,
a
monkeys, etc. to her nocturnal gatherings
belief not unlike that of the wolf-leader in France.^
Tlie Hottentots believe in the power of changing
This is
to lion shape and killing men or animals.
illustrated by a story bearing some resemblance
to European werwolf tales.
A Hottentot and a Bushwoman travelling saw some horses.
He bade her turn into a lion and kill one, as he knew her to

—

say, 'It is I who am calling.''' Tiie European
belief in the transformation of witches into cats
was carried to America. °
Following the belief into S. America, we find
that the Abipone keebet, or priest, was believed to
turn himself into an invisible tiger which could
not be killed. When a kecbct tlrreatened to transform himself and began to roar like a tiger, the

,

possess this power. Hair appeared on her neck, her nails
became claws, her features altered, and she bounded off as a
her
lion, the man in turn climbing a tree until she re-assunied
himian form.^

The Bushmen believed that sorcerers could assume the form of jackals, etc. and, conversely, that
,

the lion could take human form.'
Similar beliefs exist among the Negroes of
America, carried thence by their forefathers from
In Missouri the Negroes think some cats
Africa.
are devils, i.e. witches in disgtiise." The Voodoo
is credited with tUe power of changing to a black
To stop this
wolf, dog, cat, owl, or bat at night.
the human or the animal skin must be found and
This assumes a real change of skin.'
salted.
With all the iV. American Indian tribes it was
believed that wizards and witches could take the

form of wolves, foxes, bears, owls, bats, or snakes
a belief which was probably strengthened by the
wizards wearing skins of animals and imitating

—

their howls, etc.*
The Nishinam had a legend of a medicine-man who was seized
with a spasm and went .on all fours. His nails grew long
and sharp, a tail grew on him, hair covered his body, and he
became a bear. This transformation lasted until the sp.asm
9

A

belief similar to that of the Chinese fox superstition exists, as with the Narraganset, and the
Tlaxcalans believed in a wer-dog. The Musquakies

have curious tales about trees which appear as
Iniman beings, each bearing the marks of injuries
done to the other, and of an old man who, denying
that he was a bear, is proved to have taken that
form by the fact that his tracks and those of the
bear both have traces of grease. He is therefore
'°
Lafitau
killed because he has a devil in his nose.'
'

'
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the higher American Indian peoples similar
beliefs prevailed.
Maya sorcerers could turn into
dogs, pigs, etc., and their glance was death to a
victim and in Guatemala the name of the priests
was derived from the fact that they could take
animal forms. In Yucatan sorcerers claimed to
have such powers, and one in dying confessed to a
priest that he had often so transformed himself.^
Among the Tarahuuiare Indians of Mexico, if a
sorcerer sees a bear, he will beg an Indian not to
shoot it, as it is he, or, if an owl screeches, he will

Among

is left,

passed.

213

onlookers fled, believing that the change was actually taking place.^ The people of Guiana believe
in the kenaima, a being who can send forth his
spirit to injure or cause wasting disease, or place
it in the body of any animal
jaguar, serpent,
which follows up the victim and
bird, or insect
His spirit may also enter a man in the
slays him.
form of a caterpillar, and cause disease. Such a

—

—

withdrawn from a patient's
body by a peaiman, or doctor, and killed, but the
caterpillar is often

spirit escapes, so that the keiiaima does not die.
The animal in which the kenaima usually places

—

the kcnainui-i\gex
certain
puzzles an Indian to kill.
a kenaima-hnA
much
feared
as
is
also
small bird
this is shot and every scrap of it carefully burned,
Certain
so that there may be one enemy the less.
peaimen are thought to have the power of sending
their spirit into an animal.' The wer-jaguar is
believed in by many of the tribes.
A Tuc\iman story tells how a man saw his brother take
three grains of salt, spread a jaguar-skin on the ground, and
dance round it, when he became a jaguar, aiuch horrified, he
later obtained the skin and burned it.
Returning home, he
found his brother dying, but was asked by him to procure a
piece of the skin. He did so, and the dying man threw it over
his shoulders, and became a jaguar, which fled into the forest.
his spirit is the jaguar or tiger

— which

it

A

;

In this case iDullets merely rebounded from the wer-animal. In
a Paraguay story the uian becomes a man-eating jaguar by
falling prone, and is re-transformed by reversing the process.
Once he was wounded by a youth, who followed him up and
*
In
killed him in his den, which was filled with human bones.
another tale from the Paraguayan Chaco two men who visited
when
they
a village when the men were absent decamped
heard from the women that they would soon return. When the
men returned, they said that the visitors were jaguars, who had
come to deceive and destroy them, and they had seen the marks
1
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SI 4
ot their claws near the vlllaRe.

They were then pursued owl

Among tliR .V'/iinr.imiis in Banks Islands the
nearest annlojry to llic werwolf is tlip tnUtmrvn-,
the sonl of .a person which leaves the liody to eat
a corpse. A woman threatened to do this. Watch
wa.s kept, and. wlien a noise was heard near the
a stone and hit somecorpse, the w.itelicrs tlircw
ISV.vt day the woman was found to have
thing.
a bruise on her arm caused by the stone which hit
her soul.'- In Lepers' Island wizards transform
themselves into hlow-flies and cause .sickness to
In
their victim, or into a sh.'irk and eat enemie.s.
Aurora magicians take the form of sliarks, owls,
and eagles.'
story from this island illustrates
the belief.

A

Tarkeke devoured men by turning into a fish, or entering a
Bsh or a kind of manic ima«;e ot a flsh. His son found this
image and i;.)t into it, when it went out to sea. Tarkeke then
went after the twy and punished him."*

In the examples quoted it is interesting to
note in how^ many ways the change is thought
In many instances— Scandinavian,
to be effected.
German, Slavic, French, Chinese, and theTnc\imans
of S. America it is by donning an animal skin or
the
girdle (see Girdle), presumably after removing
clothing, as this is a necessary preliminary in other
methods. Eating a dru^ or root or rubbing the
body with a salve or oil is found in ancient Italy,
the Netherlands, I'ngland, India, Indone.sia (where
also a poison infecting the soul is thought to be the
cause of the change), and in Africa, and in many
cases tried judicially in Europe.
Charms, spells,
and other magical methods also elTected the change
in Celtic, Slavic, Chinese, Indonesian, Cambodian,
and other instances, and no doubt the use of spells
accompanied the other means referred to. The
power might be given by the devil (Russian), or by
be caused
spirits (Awemba), or the change might
It might be tlie eti'ect of a
in a man by a witch.
divine or siiintly punishment or other curse (ancient
Greece, China, Celts of Ireland, Normandy) or it
might be the result of eating human flesh (ancient
Greece), or of making use of some particular action
—swimming (ancient Greece, P^rigord), falling
or
prone (Paraguay), yawning (ancient Greece)
it might be the natural gift of a seventh son
(Portugal), or of one born on Christmas night
and Twelfth-night
(Naple.s) or between Christmas

—

;

;

(Greece).

In some cases the power is ascribed to a special
tribe or to a people living in a special district
Arcadians, Korinchi Malays, aboriginal tribes in
China, Sei'ar of IJadramau't. This has perhaps an
equivalent in the appearance of epidemics of lycanin certain places, so common in the Middle

—

thropy
Ages and

later.

or rubbed with salt or pe])per (Senegambia, Calabar, Negroes of America), he suffers
case of the Inmhoyo
terribly and may die, as in the
On the other hand,
in Celebes (below, |>. 218 f.).
this may release him from being a werwolf, a.s in
the case of other men under enchantment who
lose their beast nature when the skin is burned.

stances),

Conversely, the seal or mermaid wife recovers it
when she discovers her skin.
>
W. B. Grubb, A Church in the WiUlji, London, 1914, p. 01,
where also a 8tor\' of a woman who married a Jat^uar is (fiven.
> lb.
p.

2U7.

man who is a werwolf is
growing together over his
a small wolf's tail growing between his

in Europe the
his eyelirows

nose, or t>y
shouldcr-blailos, in Indonesia the man-tiger as a
man lacks heels or the furrow of the upjier lip, or
is marked by twisted feet or by peculiar action.-^.'
There arc various methods of lining ov ending
the transformation.
Burning the sUin and wound-

Another
already l)een mentioned.
for the witch to cover the werwolf
with a skin with hair turned outwards (Serbia).
In the c.T-se of wounding, some siiecial metliods are
referred to— the werwolf had to be scratched above
the nose so as to extract three drops of blood
on the brow(Brittany), and in Germany stabbed
three times witli a knife or pitchfork. The ertusion of blood as a euro here corresponds to the
drawing of blood from a witch as a well-known
means of d.estroying her power. Naming the werwolf by his uaptismal name and reproaching him
were also effective." In one story cited above the
wife shakes her apron at her husband and so restores
him. In C.imbodia the werwolf is deprived of his
power if struck with a hook on tlx; shoulder.^
2. Lycanthropy as a theological doctrine.—
Throughout the Middle Ages, but more emphatically in the 16th and IVtli centuries, theologians
turned their attention to lycanthropy as a branch
The general doctrine was that by the
of sorcery.
themselves
help of Satan sorcerers could transform
into noxious animals, particularly wolves, for
have

ing

method was

Innumerable theopurjioses inimical to others.
treatises
logians expressed these \ie\vs, and many
were written on the subject, while it was also
evils
of
discussed in general works on the
sorcery.
J. Bodin is one of the best
Of these
theologians

examples

;

his

in

De Magorum Di'monomanin

(Frankfort, 1603) he maintains the reality and
Theological
certainty of the transformation.
opinion thus coincided with popular superstition,
and many of the instances cited as proofs are little
better than the popular tales referred to above—
is wounded and a human being
e.g., where a wolf
The
is found with a similar wound soon after.
severest measures were therefore taken against
of the Inquisilycanthropes, especially on the p.art
tion, and this authoritative announcement of the
adiled to the popular
reality of the transformation
tenorism. People easily imagined the truth of the
with them,
charges brought against those charged
or came forward as witnesses of the alleged facts.
Indeed, the prisoners themselves often maintained
their truth, .showing that insanity and hallucinaThe
tion had much to do with the matter (§ 3).
the crime is seen in
peculiarly heinous aspect of
H. Boguet, a judge w ho tried m.any cases
this
and who wrote many works against sorcery, drew
in which he stated that, while
lip a code in 1601
sorcerers should be first strangled and then burned,
The
the loiips-gxrous should be burned alive.''
belief in sorcery as well as the theological animus
the
of sorcery
against it often led to epidemics
terrorized by the
people in a district, e.g., became
idea that all around tiiem were sorcerers, or many
m.aintained this regarding
persons, h.alf crazy,
themselves. At the beginning of the lOth cent.
in I.omb.ardy, during such an epidemic, witches
were freely accused of having clianged into cats
and entered houses to suck the blood of children.'
of reputed lycanthropes are
Reports of many trials
still extant, and afford sad evidence of human
:

Very often it is said that, when the wer-animal
is wounded or killed, the human form comes back
spontaneously. This ia found in many European
instances, and also inversely in that of the fo.\ and
dog superstition in China.
In general, where the animal skin may be separated from the man, there is still a sympathetic
relation between it and him. Thus, if it is burned
(Flemish, Breton, American, S. American in-
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111 1521 Pierre Bur'^'Ot and Michel Veiduii were tried by the
prior of the Dominicans of Foli^ny, iu the diocese of Besangon.
The former allej^'ed that years before, when liis cattle had
strayed, a black ca\alier had brought them to.u^ther after he
had agreed to give himself to his master, the devil. Later
Verdun taught him at tlie Sabbat how to become a werwolf by
rubbing himself with a certain ointment. Then he saw himself

with four paws and liis body covered with hair, while he was
able to run like the wind. Verdun also transformed himself in
the same way ; the ointment had been obtained from his demon
master. In the form of wolves they killed several children,
sucked their blood, and ate part of their flesh, finding it excellent.
Burgot also said that he had sexual relations with
wolves. Both men were burned alive at Besanvon.i In the
same year, before the same court, three sorcerers were executed
for the same crime.
One of them had been wounded as a wolf
by a hunter, who, following the trail, came to a hut, where he
found him having his wound dressed by his wile. These lycanthropes are represented in a painting in the chapel of the
Dominicans.2 A curious case is that of Gilles Garnier, a hermit
of Lyons, who, finding his solitude irksome, had taken a female
They had several children and lived in great
companion.
misery. In 1572 a wolf terrorized the district, and the bodies of
several children were found half devoured. A boy was attacked
by the wolf, but his cries attracted attention. Garnier was
found near the body, and at his trial before the Parlement of
D6Ie avowed that he was the wolf, that he had sold himself to
the devil, and had obtained the power of transformation by the
use of an ointment. He had killed and eaten the children, the
woman also sharing in the ghastly meal. He also was burned

alive.3
In Auvergne in 1588 the wife of a gentleman was burned
Her husband had asked a hunter to bring
alive as a werwolf.
him some game. Tlie hunter was attacked by a wolf, and cut
off one of its paws.
On his return to the chateau he drew the
paw from his bag, w hen it was seen to be the han<l of a woman,
with a ring on the finger which the gentleman recognized as his
wife's.
Suspecting her, he went in search of her, and found
that she had lost a hand. On her confession that she was the

wolf, she

was condemned.-*

Henri Boguet, grand judge of the ecclesiastical
court of St. Claude (1569-1616), was most active
against sorcerers, and, according to Voltaire,
boasted of liaving put to death more than 600
His Discours ex(crable de/: sorciers
lycanthropes.
(Lyons, 1602) contains many instances of alleged
lycanthropy, with the confessions of those accused.
He believed firmly in the possibility of the transformation, whether by rubbing with an ointment
or otherwise, soii»e chapters of his work dealing
It is remarkable also,
specially with this subject.
as showing the state of feeling at the time, that on
3rd Dec. 1573 the Parlement of Frauche-Comt6
gave a ruling for the pursuit of loups-garoiis."
Towards the end of the Itjth cent. Pierre Stumf was executed
at Bibburg, in the diocese of Cologne, on his own confession of
having lived with a succuba, who gave him a girdle by which he
could become a wolf, not only in his own sight, but in that of
He had killed and eaten fifteen children in his wolf
others.
form, and had tried to eat two of his daughters-in-law.6

The beginning of the 17th cent, was marked by
new epidemics of lycanthropy, and hundreds of
executions took place.
In 1603 Jean Grenier, a boy of 14, alleged before the judge of
Roche-Chalans that he was a werwolf, as a result of a demoniacal gift, and that he had eaten some children.
He also
accused his father of being a werwolf and possessing a wolf's
Pierre
la
of
and
another
man,
Thillaire,
skin,
having his skin
and ointment. The conduct of the boy in court showed that
he was insane, and he was detained in a convent. Nevertheless

the charge was continued against the two men.

The youth was
convent by De Lancre in 1610, who found that he
all fours with ease, and that his method of eating
was disgusting. He still persisted in his delusion of being a
visited in his

could run on

werwolf. 7
In 1604 at Lausanne five persons were burned as werwolves.
A peasant of Cressi had cursed his child and, as a result, five
sorceresses in the form of wolves had carried him off to the
The sorceresses then cut him up,
devil, who sucked his blood.
boiled

him

in a cauldron,

and made an ointment

of his flesh.8

will suifice as examples of the trials and
executions for alleged lycanthropy which were so
numerous at this period. Not the least noteworthy
fact in the whole sordid business is that some of

These

the writers on the subject show the most extraordinary credulity regarding the cases. Petrus
Marmorius, in his De Sortilcgiis, maintained that
he had seen the cliange of men into wolves in
Savoy.' Bourdin, proeureur genera! of the king,
assured Bodin that there had been sent to him
from Belgium the prods, signed by judge and
witnesses, regarding a wolf shot in the thigh with
an arrow. Soon after a man was found in bed
with the arrow in a wound, and, when it was drawn
out, it was recognized for his own by the person
who had shot the wolf.^ Other cases are related
in which cats attacked a man, who wounded them.
Women were then found in bed with similar
wounds, and they were at once believed to be the
cats in question.* While the whole was generally attributed to diabolical influence, there were
different ways of accounting for it.
Some writers
thought that there was a real transformation,'' or
that the devil clothed the men with an actual
wolf-skin ' or with one condensed out of air."
Others, however, thought that tlie devil wrought
by fantasy or by means of unguents on the man
or on the onlookers, so that they imagined that
the man or woman was an animal, while he or she
was similarly deluded.' Others, again, suggested
that the devil caused the person in sleep to imagine
that he was a wolf, and that he actually did the
deeds of which he dreamed.' This is akin to the

theory of St. Augustine, who refused to believe
that the demons could actually change man's
corporeal substance.
'

fantasm

Magiearum

Rio, Disquis.

lib.
7

iL qu. 18.
P. de Lancre,

Sex, Louvain, 1599,

Tableau de I'inconstancedes mauvais

dimms, Paris, 1613, p. 252.
8
Bourquelot, p. 245.

anrjes et

'

In sleep or trance the man's

went from him and might appear

to

others in corporeal, animal form, while to the unconscious man himself it might then appear that
he was in .such a form and acting in accordance."
The effect of such drugs as stramonium caused
hallucinations of riding through the air and of
transformation, snch as witches confessed to, and
this may have been the food given by women to
others in Italy so that they believed themselves
beasts of burden." Such a drug might occasionally
be responsible for lycanthropic hallucination.
Still others,

as lunatics
last

is

more

rational, regarded lycanthropes

who imagined themselves

wolves.

Ihe

probably the true solution of the whole

matter.

as a form of mental aberration.

Lycanthropy
— Both
in earlier times and even in the period when
3.

severe sentences were being passed against alleged
werwolves, the existence of a diseased mental condition in which the patient imagined himself to be
an animal a form of melancliolia with delirium

—

—

was

clearly

recognized

by some.

The popular

belief in werwolves was not accepted by scientific
Herodotus (iv. 104) would
writers in antiquity.
not be persuaded of the alleged transformation of
the Neurians.
Pausanias, admitting the transformation of Lycaon as a divine punishment,
refused to believe in the recurrent transformations
in Arcadia.
Pliny (Hii viii. 34) was equally in-

Medical writers regarded lycanthropy
credulous.
as a form of mental derangement.
Of these,
Marcellus of Side wrote a poem in which he treats
lycanthropy in this fashion. The poem has not
survived, but a prose version, abridged, by /Etius
exists.
2 /j.
Bodin, p. 237.
p. 23a.
3 Instances in Bodin,
p. 236 f. ; cf. De Spina, ii. 549.
4 Bodin,
p. '245, and passim.
6 D.
Sennert, Opera Omnia, Lyons, 1666, ii. 393 f.
1

«

1

Bodin, p. 235.
2 J.
Fran?ais, L'Fglise et la sorcellerie, Paris, 1910, p. 119.
5
* Garinet,
Bodin, p. 234.
p. 149.
B
Bourquelot, p. 245.
6 M. A. Del
Libri
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De Spina,

ii.

682.

de Nynauld, De la Lycanthmpie, ch. i.
De Spina,
f.
B. de Chauvincourt, Discours de la lycanthropie,
passim.
8 J.
Wier, De Prcestu^iis Dcemonum^, Basel, 1566, passim.
^ J.

ii.

500, 681

;

:

9 De Civ.
Dei, xviii. 17 f.
10 Cf. R. Reuss,
Sorcitlerie.

La

Parish, Hallucinations

Leland, p. 207.

and

Paris, 1871, p. 133 f. ; E.
lUitsions, London, 1897, p. 40 f. ;

LYCANTHROPY

2ie

According to Marccllus, those n(Ilicl«rt by the hipine or canine
Tiladnes5 ^o out at nijiht in February, imitating wolves or dogs,
and liirli among tombs. He ffives the signs by which they may
be known— i>ale face, tearless eyes, <iry tongue, burning tliirst,
etc.
He also suggests various remedies (or this dise.ise, which
Greek physici.^ns kuew
lie regards as a form of melancholia.!
aNo the Kvya¥6pwnof, the man who imagined himself to be a
dog.a

existence of such a form of inailness was
to the Semites, as the account of Nebuchadrezzar (Dn 4^) showa.^ Several 16th and 17th cent,
writers regard lycanthropy as a form of madnes.s.
Of these Wier is the best known, though he still
believed in demoniacal influence.
According to
him, those who believed tliemselves wolves were
really troubled in their minds by the devil, so that
in sleep they imagined that they had actually perpetrated the actions of which they accused themselves.
IIo also cites the passage of Marcellus just
referred to.* J. de Nynauld, a tloctor who wrote
on lycanthropy, thought that the lycanthropes
were deluded by the devil, or that lie actually
gave them unguents, liquids, or powders, by which
their sense impressions were atlected. There were,
however, natural lycanthrojies, persons afflicted
with folie louvUre. He denies any actual transformation,' such as was insisted on by Bodin.
The possibility of persons, more or less iniliecile,
living in a wild state in the forests, or even found
among wild animals, such as wolves, was also

The
known

suggested by some later writers." Modern alienists
take the view that lycanthropy was a form of
The patient suffers from
insanity, often endemic.
a degradation of the personality, and imagines that
he is a beast. The disease was common in the
Middle Ages, because people then believed such a
transformation possible.
Now such melancholia
with delirium is rare, because this belief hardly
survives in Europe. Sporadic cases, however, are
still known
in one instance the patient imagined
that he was a wolf, and ate raw meat.'
Some of the instances cited in the previous
sections may be best explained as oases of insanity
of the type described.
Cf. the Greek /Spou/c^XoKas
and the human Kallikantzari, the Malay instances
of men with bacH, several Chinese examples, the
Japanese belief in fox-possession, the Ainu belief
in
possession by various animals, the Abyssinian
belief in i>ossession by a bmla, the Nishinam man
possessed by a bear, as well as various European
instances.
In all these the imitation of the possessing animal is noticeable, and the additional
accounts of the growth of hair, claws, etc., may be
imaginary, or may be exaggerated accounts of
abnormal growth of hair or nails in cases of such
insanity (cf. Nebuchadrezzar) or of hypertrichosis
;

in general.*
The instances of medicine-men pretending to become animals, and of the witnesses

actually believing that they see hair and claws
tliein, are perhaps exploitations of this
diseased condition.

growing on

Further examples of possession from
worth citing.

all

stages

of culture are

^tius, bk. vi. cap. 11; W. H. Roscher, 'Das von der
Kynanthropie handelnde Fragment dea Marcellus von Side,'
1

ASa, philol.-hist. C'lasse, xvii. (Leipzig, 1890] no. 3; of. R.
Burton, Anatomy oj Melancholy, London, 1830, p. 88 f.
2
Galen, x. 602.
3 Some
theologians thought that there was a real change,
others that it was imaginary, and others that his soul had
the body of a beast.
into
passed
*
Wier, pp. 'iJlf., Ulif., 453f.
5 De
Nynauld, cii. i. For other writers who took the view
that madness was the cause of lycanthropy see Rounpiclot,
268.
Voltaire appears to regard the demoniacs of .Scripture,
p.
who wandered among the tombs, as lycanthropes, who also had
l\\&i\\a\nX,{Es8ai surles ilcenrs, in fj'hivren, Paris, 1819, xiii. Itl5).
' f.q., Ij. F. Calmeil, De la folie, Paris, 1845, i. 74;
Beuss,
p. 143.

7 D. Hack Tuke, Dirt, of
Peychol. Medicine, London, 1892, i.
ii. '&2 ; L. Bianchi, A
Text-Book of Fsychiatry, do. 100«.
pp. 823, 697, 089; cf. Bourquelot, p. 280 f.
8 See A. F. I^e Double and F. Houssay, tea Vetug, Paris,
1912,

434,

p. 170,

and

)«i«i'm.

A. Wcrnc-r, writing of the tribes of Lritish Central Africa
possibility of transformation is firmly believed

(among whom the

man who had a strong feeling at times that he was
a lion, and was impelled, as a lion, to kilt and mutilate,
lie
would watch by the wayside, leap out, and stab his \ ictim, and
was undoubtedly insane. Other men believed that they were
i
A boy was burned in Ashaiigo-land
similarly transformed,
because he confessed that he had changed into a leopard an<!
murdered two men a case not unlike certain occvirring in the
Some men of the tlaro hill tribes are afHicted
H',th century.2
occasionally by a temporary delirium, in which they walk like
and
shun
This is known among these tribes as
tigers
society.
transformation into a tiger,' and is suppose*! to be caused by
the application of a medicine to the forelie.ad. Those who thus
suffer do not know what has happened when they return to
their senses.^ Certain demoniacs among the Goi;ds are believed
to be possessed by the tiger-god, and will fall on a kid and
devour it alive.4 In the Malay peninsula so real is tlie belief in
the wer-tjger that boys play a game based on the belief. In
this one boy is hypnotized, and the others i-im off, imitating
cries of fowls.
Then he rises, pursues, scratches, and bites any
whom he catches, or climbs trees in his assumed character.
Any one wlio finds himself at his mercy may break the spell by
calling out bis real name (cf. the European werwolf instances
parallel to this)-- probably because this was pre-suggested to
him. He is supposed to be temporarily possessed by a spirit,
but it is obvious that this is on a par with actual cases of insanity, and that the boy might easily become insane, imagining
The game is also played in Sumatra
himself to be a tiger.
and Java, where other animals are also imitated.^ Among the
Dayaks men who eat forbidden flesh are liable to penalties.
They will run about the woods naked, imitating a deer, it they
have eaten deer's flesh. w In Annam an adept who wishes to ask
something from the tiger-Md pr.ays it to incarnate itself in him.
He falls on all fours, growls, eats raw meat, and breaks with his
teeth the vessel which contains it. When he is calmed down,
he is rubbed \vith alcohol so that he may come to himself,?
in), tells of a

—

'

Most of these cases from low levels of civilization
are obviously temporary cases of insanity, actual
or assumed, explained in terms of current belief
regarding shape-shifting, etc. They suggest that,
even among savages, with whom the general shapeshifting belief is very strong, insanity may, partially
at least, have suggested actual wer-animal ideas.
In Europe, during the period when the werwolf
superstition was most prevalent, the belief in the
possibility of transformation and in the power of
the devil over men deluded by him was generally
too strong to allow of the truth of the matter being
understood. Nevertheless some alleged werwolves
were clearly seen to be lunatics and treated as such.
The case of Jacfpies RoUet, arrested as a werwolf at Cond^ in
1598, is an exauiple. Two wohes were seen devouring a child's
body, while a third rushed off into a neighbouring field. There
a man of wild appearance was found, who claimed to be the
wolf and maintained that the two wolves were his brother ami
cousin, and that they had killed and devoured the child. His
answers at his trial were contradictory, but he clearly believed
that he sometimes became a wolf by means of an ointment.
llis life was one of great poverty and misery, and it is not impossible that he had killed the child and devoured part of it,
and that his ghastly meal \v.a8 interrupted by wolves. He was
sentenced to death, but the Parlement of Poris annulled the
sentence and sent him to a hospital. 8 In anotlier case related
by Lercheinier, he describes how he visited an alleged werwolf
He was really a lunatic, but maintained that at
in prison.
Easter, through the power of his master, the devil, he became
a wolf, took off his cnains, and flew out of the prison window.
This man would have been burned alive, but Lercheimer
obtained his release.^ In a third case, at Pavia in 1541, a man
maintained that he was a wolf and had killed several persons,
and that he differed from other wolves merely in the fact that
their skin was covered with hair, while his hair was between his
skin and his flesh. He was given over to the doctors for treatment, but died soon after.io In more modern times such cases
are sporadic. Gurney recounts that of a young man at Corfu
a stats of maniacal frenzy imitated a serpent, crawling
who

m

Werner, p. 86 f.;
London, 1897, p. 439.
1

2 P. B.

du

Chaillu,

cf.

U. H. Johnston, Brit. Cent. Africa,

Jmrney

p. 62.
3 R. G. Latham, Descriptive
* Dalton,
5'<il.

to

Ashangoland, London,

Ethnology, London, 1859,

i.

1867,
110.

p.

6

F//Xxi.

Skeal,Jfa(aj/Jfa!7i'c, p. 498
xxii. (1911] '240.
Ling Roth, i. 200.

111111)1 .1711.

of a pole-cat)

;

;
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f.

(imitation

« l''L xxii. 239 ;
7 Paul Oiran, Maijic et

religion annamit£8, Paris, 1912, p. 231.
ti
P. de Lancre, L' rncriduliti et mescriance du 8ortit/ge, Paris,
1622, p. 786 f.
1* A. Lercheimer, .'Souvenirs de
magif, Stmssburg, 1686, p. 120 ;
It may
cf. the case of Haronga transformation and flight, § i.
be b.i£ed on dream experiences and hallucinations, as this

obviously was.
10 wier,
cf. the curious description of a
p. 453
thrope in Webster's Duchess of italfi, act v. sc. 2.
;

mad

lycan-

LYOANTHROPY
In another
hissinij, and also howling like a do^.l
instance, treated by Morel in the asylum at Har^ville, the
patient had the delusion that he was a wolf, and ate raw meat.2

about,

It is obvious that in facts like these lies one
explanation of tlie origin of the belief in Ija-anThe unfortunate victims of melancholia
thropy.
with such delusions, imitating in their frenzy the
cries and actions of various animals, must have
suggested, both in primitive and in later times,
certain aspects of the shape-shifting dogma,
especially that of the werwolf. And, where the
people believed in the possibility of such transformation, it was easy for them to think that
such persons, when actually seen imitating the
actions of an animal, were really in that animal's
shape.
Examples of this hallucination have
already been given from among the Abipones
and the Abyssinians. The frightful prevalence
of this mania during the later Middle Ages
and in the 16th and 17th centuries may be explained by the miserable conditions under which
thousands of the peasantry lived, constantly on
the verge of starvation, by their pre-conceived
ideas, and by the terrorism to which so many were
reduced by the \\-ide-spread demonology, with its
sinister shapes of fear and horror as well as its
peculiarly vile conceptions of both cruelty and
sensuality.^ Nor is it impossible that half-insane
persons, suffering constantly from hunger, may
have killed and eaten human victims, whether
under the delusion that they were wolves or not.''
Necrophagy is not unknown in the annals of
mental science,' and no crime was more commonlj'
attributed both to werwolves and to witches at
the Sabbat, and also alleged by them, than the
eating of human flesh. This crime was doubtless
largely hallucinatory, but it may have had a
foundation in fact. Such persons may have actually
covered themselves witli a v.-olf-skin in order to
terrify their victims more completely.' Among
savages, sorcerers and medicine-men have traded
on the existing Uelusion or dementia, and have
claimed the power of transformation, as ntany
of the above instances show.
This is the case
with Abipone sorcerers, and another instance is
found among the Chippewa and other American
Indian tribes, with whom sorcerers dress in the
skin of an animal, and imitate its howls and
gestures, until the spectators believe in the reality
of the
transformation.' Nicaraguan sorcerers
were much feared for their supposed power of
assuming animal forms. To strengthen this belief,
they disguised themselves in the skins of animals.'
In such cases, where an exact imitation of the
animal's howls or movements was gone through,
credulity would aid the deception, and, as the
sorcerer pulled off the skin, he would be thought
to have resumed his human form.
Mediaeval and
later sorcerers doubtless also exploited the current
delusion in these and other ways. This would
account for such cases of the change being witnessed
as have already been cited.

The constantly recurring idea that the animal change is for a
certain period, so many days or years, and the statement that
the person knows when the change is about to come, are also
strongly

suggestive

insanity.
in several of the

of

or

periodical

1 E.
Gurney, F. W. H. Myers, and F.
the Living, London, 1886, ii. 121.

2

Hack Tuke,

recurrent

attacks

of

above instances, where the change occurs

Podmore, Phantasms of

Dorman,

occurred before the animal skin was put on. But it may be
the relic of an older belief that the human skin was first
removed cf. the Voodoo instance (above, § i, p. 215-i).
;

Perhaps the werwolf

was

also aided
by
children, brutalThese wild
ized, and having animal appetites.
'
boys were often believed to have been stolen by
animals the bear, the wolf and to have been

such

phenomena

as

belief

imbecile

'

—

—

brought up and suckled by them. While many
stories about such children are not authentic,
there are some cases in which boys were actually
found in the dens of wolves in India. They could
not stand upright, went on all fours, ate raw meat,
and tore clothes into shreds. Various theories
have been suggested to explain their having been
thus brought up, but, if some cases are autlientic
in wolf-haunted districts in India, there may have
been instances from time to time in similar districts
in Europe. This would in part explain the numerous
folk-stories about children suckled by animals
The cases are
e.g., that of Komulus and Remus.'
of the kind described as
idiocj' by deprivation,'
and, if such children survived, they would hardly
difl'er from the insane persons who imagined
they
were wolves, went on all fours, and ate raw

—

'

l!esh.2
The case

is parallel to that of women carried off by baboons
or orang-outangs, which has doubtless some foundation in fact
CF, p. 277).

(see

—

"While both werwolf
4. 'Werwolf and vampire.
and vampire have a liking for human flesh and
blood, there is a marked dili'erence betv.een them.
The werwolf is a living person assuming animal
form for the sake of gratifying his desire. The
vampire, on the other hand, is a resuscitated
corpse, which rises from the grave to prey on the
living, the reasons for the resuscitation being of
various kinds (see Vampire). But here and there
links of connexion exist.
Thus in Germany,

and modern Greece it is thought that
a werwolf in life becomes a
vampire after death. Hence the werwolf was
burned, not buried, lest he should do mischief.^
Again, the dead sometimes appear as werwolves.
King John Lackland was said to be a werwolf
after his death, on the evidence of a monk of
Serbia,

the

man who was

In

AVorcester.*

Normandy within

the last century

watched at the grave to be sure of the
good conduct of the deceased. If they saw that
some lost person was about to become a werwolf,
^
they cut off his head and threw it into the river.
A ghost may also appear as a wolf, like the wolf
of Anspach in 1684, which was the ghost of a dead
priests

Burgomeister.^ This corresponds to the Malay
belief that ghosts of dead wizards enter the
bodies of tigers, unless the son of the wizard by
certain rites attracts his father's spirit to himself.'

Similar beliefs have already been noted among
the Slavs, Benua, Chinese, natives of British
Central Africa, Khodesians, etc. (§ i). In New
Zealand lizards were feared because the souls of
those whose death-rites had been neglected became
malignant and entered such creatures. They then
gnawed the entraUs of living men,'* Demons and
1 J. A.
MacCulIoch, CF, p. 277 E. B. Tilor, Wild Men and
;

the horrible accounts of orgies at the Sabbat in documents of the period.
' Ct. the GaHoian rase of
1849 cited by Baring-Gould, p.
338 ff. ; Bourquelot, p. 255.
^
Fran<;ais, p. 262 f.
<»
VoUaire suggests as one explanation of lycanthropy a joke
played by a youn^' peasant who covered himself with a wolfskin to frighten old women and so to gain the reputation of a
werwolf (Diet, phitosnph., s.u. 'Enchantment'). The alleged
necrophagy by witches is already found in Apuleius.
p. 248.

through the donning of an animal's skin, there may be a trace
of the fact that insane persons with lycanthropic delusions did
actually heighten the delusion by weariug a skin, as perhaps
in the case of the b'zrserkr.
In "the Irish instance mentioned
by Giraldus, the human body is visible underneath the skin.
As far as the popular belief was concerned, in many cases the
clothing was first removed. This may point to what actually

'

op. cit.

3 Cf.

'
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iii.

496.

Beast Children,' Anthrop. Rei-iew,

i.

[1863) 21

f.

;

V. Ball,

JAI

465 PR~ ii. 153. For a recent instance of a wild
'..'irl found at
Nainital, see Morning Post, July 27, 1914, and
other newspapers of same date. Cf. also R. Kipling's Jungle
ix.
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ill! kimls fiociuently take animal forms
and act as the werwolf or vampire. Tims tlie
French liihin w.it. a siiiril in the form of a wolf,
which haunted cliurclij-ard-s to prey on the dead,
like the Arabian tjhul, which takes the form of
men or animals and eats corpses.' In Ethiojiian

spirits of

the devils rides on a
fire-breathing wolf and is followed by fiends in the
form of wolves, while in Jleroe the wicked are
thought to be visited by evil spirits as wolves,
lives of saints the kin^' of

jackals,

etc.'-

—

'sending.' A iihenouienon analogous to
a
that of the werwolf is that of the
sending
thing or animal, sometimes animated or even
created by the sorcerer, or some part of the
sorcerer himself (his .soul, etc.) and sent out

The

5.

'

'

by

liira

to

annoy or injure

people.

—

Kxamples

area and at vaiious
The 'sending' is a kind
levels of civilization.
of familiar of the wizard.
In S.E. Australia the
lizard is such a wizard familiar and is sent out
to do injuiT.'
Among the Roro-speaking tribes
of British New (iuinea snakes and crocodiles are
sent by sorcerers to kill. A fragment of the
beside the .snake in a pot
victim's garment is
put
then heat is applied to the pot, and the .make
Then it is let loose near
strikes at the fragment.
where the victim passes, and attacks him because
it recognizes the smell of the fragment on him.
More magical is the method of tTie Bartle Bay
sorceress, a
sending from wliose body causes
death.
It leads a separate life from her after her
At Gelaria
death, or may pass to her daughter.
this
sending is called labuni, and resembles a
shadow. It leaves the woman's body when she
is asleep, and causes disease by inserting bone or
stone in the victim. Should any one see it, it turns
into an animal, and then again takes its human
form.
At Collingwood Bay the 'sending' is called
/arum, and is like a limbless old woman. It turns
to a mosquito and sucks the victim's blood, resuming human form at dawn.' In Banks Island, if
any one eats a piece of a corpse, its ghost will go
forth to harm a victim at the will of the eater.
Here also and in the New Hebrides tlie mac, or
sea-snake, acts as the familiar spirit of those who
profess to have had intercourse with it.° Among
the Malays and in Java insects and even horneil
deer are used as sendings.'' Among the Yoruba
sorcerers use the owl as a 'sending,' and, should
it be caught by the person whom it is intended to
destroy, and its claws and wings broken, a similar
injury is done to the sorcerer's limbs.' In the
Cameroons a man selects a hippopotannis, leop.ard,
eleph.ant, gorilla, etc., as a friend, and the animal
is then supposed to harm his enemies by stealth.
But, if the animal dies or is slain, the man dies.
Hence such animals are usually not hunted by
fellow-tribesmen." Matabele wizards digupcorp.ses,
transform them into hyenas, and use them as
wounded hyena escaping
messengers or steeds.
into a kraal is thought to show that this is the
dwelling of a wizard." Baronga wizards send
occur over a wide-spread

;

'

'

'

'

'

A

forth

crocodiles,

lions,

snakes,

etc.,

to

kill

or

In Calabar each wizard has two owl
mes,sengers, or sends forth insects— stinging ants,
beetles, etc.— into the house where he is to find
'
W. 0. Hazlitt, Faiths and Folklore, rx>ndon, 1905, p. 374
Hertz, p. no Lane, Arabian Society, p. 42.
3 E. A. W.
Budffe, The Eguptian SadAn, I^ondon, 1907, i.

wound.'"

;

;

268.
» A. W.
Howitt, JAl\v\. (18S7J 34.
*C. O. Seligmann, Melaneviani 0/ Brit, yew Guinea, Cambridge, 1010, pp. 282 (,, 640-ft43.
»
xiii. 157.
CodriiiKton, pp. 221 f.. 188.
' Lfg MignoTiS
cafholiques, Lyons, 1884, p. 249.
" .1. O.
Totemism
and
Krazer,
Exogamy, London, 1910, ii.
5961.
»T. M. Thomas, F.Uiien Years in Central S. Africa, London,
1878, p. 291.
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his victim.
Then he sends his ikiui—a, gourd — to
examine the house.
Insects and ikim report
whether there is any dangerous yiyV, or medicine,
in

it.i

Bavili sorcerers will leopards and crocodiles to go
and destroy, having obtained this power through
a medicine rubbed into their
Then the
eyes.
animal becomes visible to them, and they know that
In British Central Africa
it is at their service.wizards can create lions, or sometimes inspire
existing lions, to go forth and destroy.' Amimg
the liondei 'dolls' of Indian corn are animated by
the sorcerer, and go forth to suck the blood of a
victim, who turns sick and dies.* Zulu wizards

send out owls and other

animals,

and Basutos

These are
crocodiles, to injure their victims.
called their «Hif'H.rH,5, 'attendants.'' The Eskimo
seal
made
by him.
angnhok .sends a tupilak a
Should the victim kill it, he loses all strength and
becomes a crijiple. This seal is made of bones of
various animals, covered with turf and blooil, and
Siberian
charmed into life by a magic song.*
shaman will send out a yc-kcela, or witch-animal,
to light that of another shaman.
The shaman

—

A

whose ye-kecla

is worsted shares its fate.
Lapland
wizards sent flies and darts against their enemies,
and also a kind of ball. The last was fatal to the
victim as well as to any one who came in its way.'
Witch-doctors among the Paraguay Indians send

forth witch-beetles to enter their victims, and
these beetles cause great terror when seen.* In
Mexico, among the Tarahumare Indians sorcerers
cause snakes, scorpions, toads, and centipedes to
eat a man's heart so that he dies.' The Twanas
explain sickness as caused by an evil animal sent
by a sorcerer to eat away the patient's life.'" In
ancient Scandinavia it was believed that sorcerars
could raise up a ghost or a corpse by their magic
power and send it to do harm to an enemy." The
Indian, Benua, and Japanese examples of the

animal familiar, cited above

(§

1),

should also be

noted.

Danish witches were believed to make a hare
out of some wooden pegs and an old stocking, and
send it to steal milk from cattle.'^ The Esthonians
believed in magic packets made by wizards and
sent forth to do all kinds of mischief— p.jf., to transform tlie victim.'* Among the Celts the druids
had the power, by singing spells over a wisp of
straw and flinging it in their victim's face, to
cause him to become mad, and all madness was
attributed to such a '.sending.''*
Not dissimilar to this conception of the sending'
is the belief entertained in Celebes regarding the
wer-man. The Torajas believe that a man's spirit
or inside, lamboijo, can go forth from him as a deer,
pig, cat, ape, etc., while he is a;5leep at home.
The lamboyo then assumes human form (this
resembles tlie New Guinea labuni). Its victim is
first made unconscious ; then in human form the
latnboyo cuts him up, eats the liver, and joins the
body together again. Soon after the victim wakes,
'

I
-'

.Macgregor, p. 224.
U. E. DcnncU. FL xvi. (1905) 391-393.

5

Johnston, p. 451.
4 O.
Dale, JAI XXV. [1895] 223.
5 11.
Callaway, Religioxis Sjrrffiii 0/ the Ama:uiu, NaUl,
18S4, p. 348; .lAI x\. 116.
K. Rasmuaseii, Fevple 0/ tite I'olar Xorth, London, 1908,
cf. F. Nansen, Fskimo life, do. 1893, p. 285.
p. 165
' A. Calmct. Les Apparitions, new cd., Paris, 1761, i. 107.
8 W. B. Orubb, An Unknown People in an unknown Land,
li

:

London,
9

1911, p. 155
I. 316.

t.

Luniholtz,

Eells, Ten Years oj
Boston. ISSU, p. 43.
10 JI.
II
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13

Mission Work

Vigtusson-l'owell, Introd. p. Ixxvii ;
Tliorpe, ii. 192 : FL x. 460.
W. F. Kirby, The Uero of Esthonia,
'

267,

"

ii.

168.

E. 0'Curr\-, Manners
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x. 400.

London,
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he

man

Elsewhere in Celebes a

dies.

is

held to have a kanta which enters him at birth,
and another, its counterpart, which enters an
animal. The death of the one causes the death of
the other.' The whole belief in the bush-soul is
not unlike the Roman belief iu the genius. .V
man's health depended on that of his genius, w hich
If tliat was killed, the
often resided in a snake.

thought

One of these, the tonoaiw,
to have three souls.
leaves hini in sleep and acts as a werwolf, hut, if it
is long away or is fat.iUy hurt, the owner dies.
A wcr-man in human shape arranged for a rendezvous with a
woman. Her husband overheard, and followed the wer-inan,
whose bodilv form was meanwhile at work. He strucl< the
thrust into
lambnpoor'/mwaiia, which turned to a leaf. This he
where
his bamboo tobacco box. Then, carrying it to the place
ow!icr
The
the man was at work, he iilaced it on the fire.
he
still kept it in the hrc,
But
this.
to
do
him
not
begged
whereupon the man fell dead.

genius it was also died.''
Tlie naquul belief is found in Central America.
In this case a youth obtained liis nngunl by dreamof solitude and
ing of an animal after a period

man whose

In some eases this power of sending forth the
of
is a natural gift, in others it is the result
from anything
contagion from another wer-nian, or
with which he has been in contact. This contagion
can be made to leave such a person in the form of
snakes or worms by means of severe medical
treatment. The \ver-man is known by his long
are of a green
tongue and unsteady eyes, which
colour.
wer-man, when discovered, is punished
the spirit is but
by death. In these instances
little ditlerent from the 'sending' or familiar
In some cases, however, it is thought that
spirit.
there is an actual bodily transformation, and here,
has thus
if the animal is wounded, the man who
changed his form is similarly liurt when discovered,
the Oraons a witch sends out her
or dies.'

man

wound.

dies

;

\\

henceforward.
hen it is sick, he

closely

When
is sick.

it

bound up
dies, the

He has also
Any wound

the power of appearing as his nagnal.
caused on the animal form is then fouml on the
inan.^ This resembles the belief in Motu, MelanA lizard, snake, or stone, etc., is selected as
esia.
a man's tamaniu. His life is bound up with it.
If it dies, or gets broken, or lost, the owner dies.*
As already seen, the tnlamaur may be the soul,
to have a
and, if it is wounded, the body is found
In an Eskimo story the spirit of a
similar wound.
witch who has made a young man ill is wounded
At the same moment the witch dies
in the heel.
in the next house.'
Between the werwolf superstition and the various
beliefs cited in this section there are certain simiOf these that which recurs constantly is
larities.
the belief in repercussion.

Should

be injured in any way, she bears a similar

it

is

man

with the

A

Among

The nagnnl-sxAmsiX

fasting.

soul

siml as a eat, herself remaining insensible.
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to the sorcerer (Yoruba,
This likeness may be further extended to the
Injury to the sending entails injury
kindred phenomena of the bush-soul and the Eskimos, Siberia) injury to the animal friend entails injury
to the bush-soul, nagual,
owner
to
the
injury
to
(Cameroon)
resemblance
African
nagval, both of wliich bear some
tamaniu, wersoul, entails injury to the owner (Celebes,
the 'sending' and to the lamboyo or tonoana. In instance, Oraons, Indians of Guiana) injury to the soul which
owner
souls
the
four
to
of
soul
is
one
entails
injury
injury
possessed lakes the form of an animal
Calabar the bush
un- to the soul which enters an animal leniporarilv entails injury to
by every man. It lives in a pig, leopard, etc.,
lor
some
from
the
absent
soul
body
to the
the owner
seen by its owner, but it must not be neglected by mischievous injury
purpose entails injury to the owner (Eskimos,
the
witchThen
sick.
entails
wcr-aninial
owner
turns
or
other
the
werwolf
hira, else
Melanesians) injury to the
8
doctor advises that an ottering be made to it. If injury to the man in his human form.
If not, the man dies.
this appeases it, all is well.
The real point of connexion between all the beThe witch-doctor can tell the man what sort of liefs is that something belonging to the man, some
animal encloses his' bush-soul. He then takes care part of the man, or the man himself in another
that neither he nor any one else harms it, for, if it form is injured. The injury then, because of the
is shot or trapped, the man dies ; vice versa, when
vital connexion between the part and tlie whole,
the man dies, the bush-soul also dies.' Another or thing owned and owner {sympathetic magic), is
death
But it is not clear that,
observer, J. K. Macgregor, writes that the
.seen on the man himself.
of the bush-soul merely causes weakness to its
as Frazer supposes, the wide-spread belief in weran
man
to
owner. But it is possible for a
piirchase
animals may be found to resolve itself into a
extrabush-soulfroma witch-doctor whichis stronger belief in the external soul.'' The wer-animal is,
than the other, and can be used for purposes of save in a very few instances (Khonds, Oraons,
He may command it to go and kill goats, Malays, Chinese, Ibos and other W. African
offence.
if a leopard, or trample a farm, if a hippopotamus.
Indians of Guiana), the man himself
The owner peoples,
If this soul dies, the owner also dies.
transformed, not his soul. And, even where the
of a bush-soul can transform himself into the owner of bush-soul or nagunl is sujiposed to change
animal in which his bush-soul is.
himself into the animal containing it, or an animal
A chief's son who had a hippopotamus for his bush-soul had of the kind, the transformation is a bodily one.
been paying a visit to another chief, but bcnt away his canoe.
The external .soul, injury to which causes injury to
Asked how lie would cross the river, be replied, You will see.'
one thing; the wer-animal, which is
He took the leaf of a coco-yam, placed it on the water, sat on the owner, is
is another.
below the surface. Then he vyas
it, and at once disappeared
really the man himself transformed,
seen to cross the river as a hippopotamus, and on the other side
But the same theory or belief in repercussion ie
a
man.
he became
It is not by any means certain
applicable to both.
It should be observed also that a man's human
that the instance on which Frazer bases his theory
his
leave
body of the wer-animal and the external soul can
soul, residing in himself, may
through a medicine and take the souls of things support it. There is no evidence that, when the
materialhe
Then
house.
of
a
out
that lie desires
Nutka novice ia supposed to die and come to life
izes them, and the original articles fall to pieces.^
ii. 698.
1
Frazer, Totemiim and Exogamy,
In Northern Nigeria among the Angass a man is
2 Plutarch's Romane Qnestions, ed. F. B. Jevons, Loadon,
1 A. C.
De weerwolf bij de Toradja'a van Midden- 1892, p. xlvii.
Eruijt,
ST. Gage, New Surrey of the W. Indtel^, London, ir.(7, p.
Celebes,' Tijdschrin voor Indische taal-, land- en volkenkinnl,',
Hist, of Continent and Ishmda of
GB^, pt. vii., Balder 334 -A. dc Hcrrera, Gen.
xii. [1S99] 548 1.; J. Knebel, ib. oGS fl.
do. 1V26, iv. 138 Brinton, Nagualisni,' Proc. Amer.
EBr
A.)Mrica,
W.
N.
Thomas,
the Dcautifiil, London, 1913, i. 311
Totemisw and
'

'

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

'

'

;

fli.

'

;

;

149; A. 0. Kruijt, Bet Animismc^^, The Hague, 1906,
p. 109 f.
a P. Dehon, Slenwirs o/ the Asiatic Society of Bmrial, i. [X90G)
xvii.

141.
» M.

H. Kingsley, West Afr. Sludiea, London, 1899, p. 208 1.
Parkinson, Man, vi. [1006] 121 Frazer, Totemisiii and
Ezo<jamy, ii. 694 cf. p. 698 for a similar belief among the
;

J.

;

;

Bttlong of

Cameroon.

*
H.
Macgregor, p. 28
Gdiaburgb, 1901, p. 61.
;

Cloldie,

Calabar aivi Us Uission,

Phil. Soc, xxxiii. [1894] 26
443 f
iii

f.

;

Exogamy,

Frazer,

'

Rink, pp. 371 1., 468.
Codrington,
8 An injury done to a fantasm or double is also found to be
Lane and Comnum
Cock
A.
actual
Lang,
done to the
person (see
cf. the Zulu idea that the tmamha,
.'^fiise, iKindon, 1S94, p. 51)
can
be killed but may
of
a
form
the
snake,
in
or dead chief
come to life again with the mark of the wound still upon it
i

p. 251.

;

(Callaway, p. 225).
7

Toiemism and Exogamy,

ii.
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any rate this term, and in a somev. hat less degree
any word or periphrasis which is thought to be

nieiiiljer of the wolfexi'hanaeil fouIs with a wolf, so
that 'ijotli man and wolf are werwolves, or that
there is anytliins here akin to the bush-soul.' Nor
that
a^ain is it clear, as N. W. Thomas maintains,^

again before beconiing a
society,

li(!

lias

mi'rcly a covert alternative for it, is viewed and,
by those to whom it is applied, is resented as conor at least an opinion, genericveying a reproach,
other.
It would proliably
ally different from any
be conceded that nowhere has antipathy to lying
and sensitiveness to the imputation of it reached a

with nasualism rather
lyrantliropy is i-onnecteil
than with transformation, or that the wer-animal
was originally the familiar of the meilicine-niaii.
Tlie comparatively few instances of the spirit
going forth as a wer-animal suggest that we are
here on the track of a lUllerent if analogous superstition to that of lycanthropy with its supposed
Again, the familiar is
bodily transformation.
hardly a form of the man himself, as the werwolf
of part of the man, or it
is, but rather sometimes
is his messenger, which the werwolf does not seem

higher intensity than among ourselves and a study
import of the term in our own language may
therefore bo taken as in a manner typical and
;

of the

representative.
I. Sources of

—

to be.
Ttiere may, however, be a connecting link if we regard the
phenomena of lycanthropy as Imsed on the hallucinatory dreams
of insnne persons, prcoccuiiiud with ideas of transformation.
Where a medicine-man is snpposed to send forth his spirit
either in its own shape or in that of an animal, while he remains
quiescent at home, this may also be suggested by a hallucinatory

It seems better, therefore, to regard lycanthropy
with its bodily transformation as distinct from the
transformation of the outgoing spirit, and also
from the 'sending,' messenger, or familiar. They
are analogous beliefs, to which similar conceptions
have attached theme.g., tha.tot repercus.sion

—

—

—

worked up into a

superstilikeness in different
in
belief
shape-shifting the
regions.
werwolf superstition could not have existed. But,
this being granted, persons of diseased mind in all
stages of civilization easily conceived themselves to

common

Without the

be ferocious animals preying upon other

human

beings. The belief itself was easily exploited by
interested persons medicine-men, sorcerers, etc. ;
or some of these might themselves be half-crazed,
as medicine-men often are through their austerities
In certain eases e.g., that of
(see AUSTERITIE.S).

—

—

the Norse berserkrs— the insane fit was heightened
by the wearing of animal-skins or, in others,
totemism, in its later stages, may have helped the
form of the superstition, as in the Arcadian and
;

some

Irish Celtic examples.
LlTBRATURK.— Of the numcrous works written on this subin
the 10th and ITth centuries, the foUowincr are the most
ject
important B. de Chauvincourt, Piscmirs de la lycanlhropie
Paris, 1600; J. de Nynauld, Vc la Lycanthropie, Louvain,
1606; Wolfeshusius, £>« Lycanthrupis, Leipzig, 1691. Jlore
modern works are R. Andree, Ethnngraphische Parallelen
und Vergleiche, Leipzig, 1889, pp. fi2-S0 S. Baring-Gould,
The Book of Were-wolves, liOndor, 1865 M. F. Bourquelot,
'
Recherches sar la lycanthropie,' Mimoires de la soci^U des
:

,

:

;

;

antiqxiairps di France, new ser., ix. [1849] 193-2G2
Teutniiic Mythuloijy, Eng. tr., London, 1882-SS ;

;

W.

J.

Grimm,

Hertz, Der
R.
Wencolf: Beitrda zur Sa'i>:n<j>\^chichte, .Stuttgart, 1802
Leubuscher, Ifeber dk Wrhnivlfe und Thierverwandhmiien
B.
186U
E.
London,
im MittetalUT, Berlin,
1S91,
Tylor, PC^,
i. 308 f.
J. A. MACCULLOCH.
;

;

LYING.— The Knglish word 'lie 'with its congeners and derivatives represents a concept which,
if hard to define, is yet unique and irresolvable
While it cannot be claimed either
into any other.
{a) that all persons are agreed as to what precisely
constitutes a lie or lying, or (6) that anything like
the same ethical sigiiilicance has at all times and
in all communities been att.ached to the practice
generally understood to be denoted by the Teutonic
word and by the words commonly regarded as its
equivalents in other languages, yet in English at
1

Talemimn and Exogamy,

the Beautiful,
»

EBrii

ii.

ii.

699,

lii.

xvii. 149,

Man,

ii.

649,

OB^,

pt. vii..

Balder

like
languages of a substantially identical word of
meaning attests the perennial importance of the
is not.
thing meant. To lie' is to say that which
And we cannot doubt that the tribesman who had
the skill, and the heart, on occasion to do this undetected was held in different esteem from the
man who could not or would not whether in
absence
higher or in lower esteem, we cannot in the
of°adequate evidence be sure ; that might perhaps
circumdepend on, aiul change with, the varying
stances of the community.
When at length on British soil the
(2) /cwisA.
Anglo-Saxon invaders were gradually led to profess the Christian faith, that faith brought with it
a moral code derived in unequal degrees from the
three other sources named above, of which the
most ancient and explicit was the Hebraic.
'

;

—

Thou
Although the Decalogue contains no precept
'

the prohibition of 'false witness'
form
reprobates the most frequent and injurious
of lying.
Prophets and moralists enlarged the
'
The voice of the Lord crieth unto
prohibition.
the
says Micah (6^), 'for the inhabitants
shalt not

lie,'

city,'

thereof have spoken
ceitful in their
'

Lying

:i902) 117.

lies,

and their tongue

'

mouth

(6"

;

cf Is 30^ 59",
.

lips

'A righteous man hateth

(Pr 12");

is

de-

Jer 23")

;

are an abomination unto the Lord

lying'

'

(13'';

'

false proEspecially guilty are
name of the Lord prophesy lies
a thing of nought, and the
a lying vision
deceit of their own heart (Jer 14'^ cf. Zee 13').
Meanwhile early Hellenic
(3) GrcBco-Latin.
sentiment viewed lying without horror virtually,
Perjury,
as craft, it had in Hermes a patron-god.
the wrath
however, was deemed perilous, incurring
as witness the gnoniic
of Zeus.

Ps

cf.

'

phets
.

.

119'"').

who

'

in the

.

.

.

.

'

—

;

;

Subsequently,
morality coupled veracity with justice
i. 331 B); and Sophocles
(cf. I'lato, iJcj".
proclaimed the ugliness of falsehoodlies
though when
Honourable («aAov) it nowise is to speak
to say
the truth brings a man dire destruction, 'tis pardonable
ijoets,' civic

as laudable

:

'

;

even what

is

not honourable' (frag.

32:i).

.

.

intrinsiFinally philosojihy pronounced falsehood
ii. 382 A, 389 B-D), while
cally vicious. Plato (Rep.
guardians to use it, now and
permitting his
for the benefit of
again, medicinally and officially
the State,' bids them punish it rigorously in private
individuals as a practice pernicious and subversive
With thee and me be truth, most
8
e.g. Mimnermus, frag.
'

'

'

'

'

1

270 f.

literature,

and, as we shall contend, partly from the specific
teachings of Christianity. If it be alleged against
this analysis that our sensitive regard tor veracity
is rather of feudal origin, the objection, even if
well-founded, is of no moment, that feature of
feudal ethics being itself derived from some or all
of the four sources enumerated.
The presence in all the Teutonic
(1) Saxon.

—

In the
in origin different.
same way, though there is much in the fairy,
demon, or witch superstitions which is common to
all (see Fairy), these are really distinct in origin.
The wide ditt'usion of the wer6. Conclusion.
forms an excellent example of a
wolf

But they are

superstition
universal belief being
tion or story bearing a

Roman thought and

from Greek and

dream.

selves.

modern conception.— Historically

the English lie has, if we may so speak, a fourfold
Christpedigree Saxon, Jewish, Graeco-Latin, and
It signifies, that is, a vice or vicious act,
ian.
which derives its peculiar reputation partly from
the language and sentiment of our pagan forefind expresfathers, partly from conceptions that
sion in the hebrew Scriptures of the OT, partly

Just of

:

all

things.'

LYING
the commonweaUli,' and in his latest work
'
(Laivs, 730 15 f. ) extols truth as foremost of all good
'
things ; for the truthful man is
trustworthy,
whereas he who loves wilful falsehood is untrustand
he
who
loves
involuntary
worthy ((JxiffTos),
of

'

falsehood

is

foolish.'

Aristotle (Eth. Nic.

iv. 7. 6)

deems lying (to \pevSoi) essentially mean {(pauXov)
and blameworthy.' The trntli-lover (0iXa\^97;s)
stands in notable contrast with him who rejoices
'

'

'

'

'

in falsehood (6 t^ \pevdei outw x<''p<^'')> ^ type of
character distinct from him who lies for the sake
In Stoicism the viciousof gain or glory (ib. § 12).
ness of falsehood, although not expressly affirmed,
Thus ideal good is in efl'ect deis tacitly assumed.
fined by Seneca (Ep. Ixvi. 6) as 'a mind set on
'
To tlie consistent Stoic acceptance of untruth.'
verified opinion as a substitute for truth or real
knowledge would be equivalent to inveracity.
'

'

Altogether, Greek philosophy had energetically
discountenanced the art of lying, and, when
Latinized, h.ad found an ally in old-fashioned
Koman prejudice against wilful untruth.
The NT endorsed and deepened
(4) Christian.
the injunctions of Jewish theology and Gentile
Lie not one to another,' writes St. Paul
ethics.
to the Colossians (3')
the Christian is to forgo

—

'

;

lying,' and this for the new and characteristi'
cally Christian reason that we are members one of
another' (Eph 4^). And with this Pauline moniInto
tion the warnings of the Apocalypse agree.
the heavenly city no 'liar' may enter (Rev 21') ;

all

'

outcast thence

a

'

lie

truth

if

'

by

is

'

every one that loveth and maketh
notJliing is lost to the ethics of

where

(22"),

'

lie

be meant idol or counterfeit god

—

;

theologically, is the typical lie idolatry
falsifying man's conception of the divine attributes
and therewith the standard of truth. In the
that,

Synoptic Gospels 'hypocrisy' (Mt 23=*, Lk 12')
would appear to express what in St. John is called
simply 'lying' (ypcvSos), of which the devil (JuS")
is first cause.
Thus for Christianity the spirit of
lying is opposed tb the spirit of truth as darkness
is to light.
It is antagonistic to God and incompatible with fellowship in the Church of Christ.
And this abhorrence of lying as deadly sin, though
too often grievously violated in nominal Christendom, has endured throughout the centuries,
permeates our finest literature, and is reflected in
the life and conduct of many a plain, honest man
'

to-day.

'

—

2. Philosophical theories.
Theology and custommorality ajiart, moral philosophers of different
schools condemn lying on diil'erent grounds
the
;

intuitionist as intrinsically repugnant to 'right
reason or moral sense or ' conscience,' the eudsemonist or jierfectionist because it impairs wellbeing and self-development, the utilitarian because,
on the whole, if not in every instance, it would
tend to tlie diminution of the sum-total of pleasure
experienced. Whether the utilitarian sanction is
well-founded in fact may be questioned. It is arguable that the wide acceptance of utilitarian ethics
has been attended by an increased indifference to
truth.
Whereas lying is demonstrably contrary to
other ideals universal benevolence, perfection, or
the beautiful there is no guarantee that truthseeking will bring either to the individual or to
the community a surplus of pleasure, or that more
pleasure may not be secured by an admixture of
well-timed falsehood. But, even if utilitarian theory
'

'

'

—

—

could demonstrate the all but universal inexpediency of lying, such calculative disapproval of it as
hedonistically impolitic is not the same thine as
hating a lie for its own sake. It is tliis that
would seem to be ethically the point of main conthe
sequence, distinguisliing man from man

—

1

'

non

Animus vera

intuens, peritus fui^iendoruni ac petendorum,
ex opinione, aed ex natur.i prelia rebus iiupouens.'
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presence or absence of a deep aversion to lying as
Of less real importance is the much debated
question, too complex to summarize here, of exceptional contingencies in w hich, notwithstanding that
aversion, it may be right to speak falsely, just as
But we may consider
killing is sometimes right.
whether lies can be classified, and attempt a more
exact determination of the essential constituents
such.

of lying.

—

The aim
3. Analysis and classification of lying.
of a lie is to misrepresent facts, or purpose, or feelTo be a liar is to do this habitually and wiling.
Of each particular lie the motive is normally
fully.
some gain foreseen or conjectured as attainable by
deceiving somebody as to (1) what has happened,
In
(2) what one purposes, or (3) how one feels.
'

popular usage the term lie is apt to be limited to
the first kind. But I lie no less really, if (2) I
promise what I have no intention of doing, or if (3),
being glad, I feign sorrow. This is sometimes
overlooked or even denied. With regard to declarations of purpose, it is rightly urged that unforeseen
circumstances alter cases, and to promise what one
may eventually see reason not to perform is no
falsehood.
But it is lying, if at the time of speakor if I
ing I have not the intention professed
deliberately, but insincerely, protest that in no
circumstances will I change my mind or if, having
changed it, I allow those concerned to go on believing my purpose to be unclianged. The last is a
very common form of falsehood. Similarlj-, as
regards feeling, many people w'ho would be ashamed
to state that they had seen what they had not seen,
make no scruple about pretending goodwill towards
persons for whom they have none, with the object
sometimes of getting general credit for a kindness
of heart which is not theirs, sometimes of misleading the victims of their dissimulation.
Not all deceit, however, is lying. For, although
the essence of lying is intent to deceive, there must
be also, to constitute a lie, either (a) untrue words,
or (b) such reticence as in the context (of speech or
action) amounts to false statement e.g., if I say
He gave me twenty pounds,' when in fact lie gave
me fifty (cf. Ac 5'), or if I adopt and publish as my
own an essay largely written by another man. To
'

;

;

—

'

lie is,

Kant

as

well says,

'

communicate one's

to

thoughts to another through words which (intentionally) contain the opposite of that which tlie
'
It matters not whether the false
speaker thinks.'
lielief is created bj' positive affirmation or by omission of words necessary to the establishment of a
true belief.
jlllegory

is

not falsehood, provided

it is

designed

and adapted to embody truth. It was because early
Greek mythology did not in Plato's judgment fulfil
this condition lihat he regarded allegorizing interpretations of it as in no way bettering the case for

Homer and Hesiod (Bcp. ii. 378 D). As with allegory, so with all fiction. Stage-plays and novels
exhibit in the form of stories events that are not
history, present or past, and yet mislead nobody.
story is a lie, then, only when it falsely disowns
Even pseudonymous authorits fictitious origin.
ship does not necessarily involve falsehood. Not
'

'

A

'

'

illusion is deception.
Baniel is dramatically
But the
as legitimate as Hamlet or Coriolanus.
pope who, to intimidate a Prankish king and
him
a
on
his
sent
practising
credulity,
private
letter purporting to come from St. Peter was no
a
and
is
falsehood.
but
dramatist,
forger ;
forgery
It is doubtful whether equivocation, w here a statement is equally susceptible of two meanings, one
false and one true, should, because calculated to
As an isolated act, it
deceive, be accounted lying.
all

probably should not.
'

837.

13ut the

man who habitually

E. Caird, CiUieal Philosophy of Kant, Glasgow, 18S9,

ii.
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sss

equivoiAtes is an untruthful niuii. Under tliu head
of equivot-atioii may fairly bo lirou).'lit many of those
utterancis which are sometimes,
partially deceiitive
Dat UMConvincingly, ilofendcJ as mere social cona
with
the customary phraseology
ventions on
])iir
common forms of speecii
of address and other
generally understood.'' If, e.g., in declining an
unwelcome invitation I express regret at bein"
unable to accept it, the defence that this is a usual
and well-understood way of ni>tifving my intention,
while disguising the motive, is luadc'iuate. liut,
supposing I do regret the disai)poiutment which
my refusal may cause or the circumstances which
render the invitation unacceptable, the phrase
employed is equivocal rather than actually false.
If, instead of declining, I profess pleasure in accepting the invitation, the pleasure need not be wholly
fictitious
for it is in my power by an ellbrt of
goodwill (a) to feel plea-sure in accepting, and not
refusing, the civility ofi'ered, and (b) to lind altruistic pleasure in a visit not naturally attractive.
By
thus choosing to he pleaseil, a man determines on
of
what
would
have
the side
trath
been equivocation.
Even where there is an actual element of
we
of
falsehood,
recognize degrees
insinceritj'.
statement which in the main reveals the speaker's
or
of
fact, but disguises
knowledge
purpose, feeling,
some detail, is not in the same degree vicious as an
entirely misleading utterance, unless, of course,
the point misrepresented is the most essential, in
w hich case the saying may be e.xemijlitied that the
worst lies are half tiuths.' Yet we cannot altogether reject the widely spread view of common
sense,' that a direct lie stands on a ditl'erent footing
from any indirect device whether of hiding the
truth (suppressio veri) or of creating a false impression («M(75'es<(0 _/((/«!)• There is a common understanding that, when we speak, we do not state
what we know to be untrue. Socially regarded,
then, a direct lie is a graver breach of faith, and

'

They 'thought

are entitled to ignore truth, if not to pervert it.
In practice the former habit leads on to the latter.
Having once entertained and echoed some untruthful allegation, a man will often shut his ears
to all dis]iroof and pervert other facts in su]))iort
'

it.
Again, if lying proper implies some kind
of utterance, the wider concept of falsehood' includes {a) .self-deception, and {/>) the unuttered lie
cherished in the heart and potent to vitiate judgments whether of fact or of value. The dishonestminded man frequently propagates untruth without any formal or positive lying. If he thus on
technical grounds escapes being designated a liar,
he yet comes within Aristotle's description of the
man who delights in falsehood as such. Doubtless
'

of

'

I

,

'

i

I

'

this ])ermanent disposition is acquired only through
repeated indulgence in lyin" for the sake of some

particular gain.

seldom attained, an

If it is

in-

frequent.
Many men
and women rarely tell ttie truth, regarding it as
something too precious to give aw.iy
The relation of inveracity to that most excellent of all virtuous i)rinciples, the n-tivn principle
of benevolence,' emerges in Butler's Dissertation
of the Nature of Virtue.' Linking 'falsehood' as
a cardinal vice with 'injustice' and 'unprovoked
violence,' Butler holds that
veracity as well as
justice is to be our rule of life'; by these our
benevolence mu-^t be conditioned.
Of the view w hich condemns lying as violation

termediate stage

'

is

very

!

'

'

'

'

a worse blow to mutual confidence, than any statement, however evasive, which does not actually

man's duty to himself, the tyjiical exponent
Kant, w ho stigmatizes a lie as an annihilation
of the dignity of man,' and deprecates argument
from the injur}- done by the liar to othei's as confusing 'the duty of truth with the duty of beneficence' (Caird, ii. 384). On the other hand, the
of a

'

is
I

I

'

I

on discrepance between statement and thought
rather than on the divergence from reality of

best English moralists of the jiast century, notably Sidgwick and Martineau, take a wider and at
the same time a more discriminating view of the
nature and harmfulness of falsehood.

a spoken, or unuttered, proposition. 'Modem'
morality tends to be severe upon misstatements,
apparently wilful, of particiUar facts, but is
strangely lenient wherever
ignorance can be
pleaded a«if ignorance was not often wilful, or
reckless. indilJerence to truth.
Many persons will
habitually declare as fact anything that they do
not positively know to be untrue, and, when con-

—

LlTERATCRE. In addition to the avithorlties quoted in the
H. Sidgrwick, Mdhodt of Klhics'!, London, 190", bk.
ch. vii. (from the intuitional standpoint), bk. iv. ch. iii.
J. Martiaeau, TytKv oj
(from the utilitarian standpoint)
Ethical Theorii-, Oxford, ISStJ, section on Veracity (pt. ii. bk.
T. H. Green, I'rolegmnma to Ethics, do. 1S83.
i. ch. Ii, § 12);

'

art. see

—

'

tlieiiiselves.

'

'

A

J. Butler, Atisl'fjr, Pi^serlalion ii. Of tlie Nature of
(ad fin.) (ed. J. B. Beruard, Ix>udon, 1900, p. 296).

to

To Plato such untrue
;

;

1

shame

so.

between wiliul sin and intellectual error,
there is nothing in the NT to justify, and the
.lohannine writings abundantly discountenance,
the modern view aforesaid, which indeed rest-s
upon notliing better than the assuinjition that we

'

'

was

tion

'

—

it

'thought' or 'lie in the soul' appeared more
manifestly evil than any si).)ken lie and, though
Christianity, supervening, emphasized the distinc-

'

violate this understanding.
On the whole, theraaindiHerence
4. Conclusion.
Ijetween ancient and ' modern \'iews of inveracity
is that in the latter censure is directed primarily

take no

victed of error,

iii.

;

'

Virtue'
j

!

'

p. 344 t. ; J. S. Mackenzie, Manual 'if Ethics, London. 1897,
pp. 189, 319 f. ; H. RashdaU, Theonj nf liood and Ecil, Oxford,
For the attitude of non-Christian peoples
1907, i. 90, 192-106.
towards lying see SlI, ch. xxx. f.
J.
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MA'ARRl.—
Life— Aliu'l-' Ala Ahmad

'AMal!5h tbii .Sulainiiin al&U'aiTt. the celebrated MiihaimiirKlan poet and mnii o( letters,
was born ia a.d. 07:> at .Ma'arra (Ma'arrat a1-Nu'man), a
prosperous Syrian town situated about 20 uulca soutb of
Aleppo. At an early ajre he became almost completely blind in
ronBe<|uence of an attack of aniallpox, but 80 extraordinary was
his power of mentory that this misfortune did not eeriously
interfere with the littran studies to which lie afterwards
devoted himself. It would seem that at first he intended to
make i>ot*try his profession. The sums ^iiied by writing panegyrics were cften inkmtiii»e, and may well have tempted au
ambitious youth with the example of Mutanabbi before him.
Abul-'Ala, however, declareii that his poeuis were not written
I.

for hire.

Probably this

is

ibii

true in tne sense that he soon

abandoned a career which, lucrative as it misrht be, entailed
dependence on the precarious favours of patmnnure and waa
destructive of evtr\ feeling of self-respect. Front the age of
20 to 36 he remained at Ma'arra, a poor and comparatively unknown scholar, siip)K)rtcd by a small annual peuttion paid from
a trust-fund.
Ihirinp this time he composed the greater part
of the collertion of |KKms entitled Sigt af-2and(' Sparks from
(he Tinder '), in whii-h the influence of Mut^mabbi is apparent.
With the object of set-king a wider field for bis talentfl, he left
-Ma'arra in a.u. HHiS and journeyed to l)agh<lad, where he waa
well received by the learned men but, instead of Bettling there,
a** he bad planned, he departed after a slay of eighteen months,
and, on returning home, amiounced his intention to retire from
the world. Though, according to his own statement, it was lack
of means and the news of his mother's illness that caused him
;

MA'ARRI
to quit the capital, there seems to be Httle doubt that he t^3ok
this Btep on account of an indignity which he suffered at the
hands of a powerful noble whom he was so imprudent as to
offend. The remainder of his life was passed in teacliing and
writing. His picture of himself as a misanthropic recluse

false impression.
From Baghdad he returned with a
reputation that not only made him the first man in his native
town, but also brought disciples from all parts to hear him discourse on Arabic pbilolo:.ry and literature. He had many friends,
and his letters to them show 'a kindly interest both in men
and iWin<^s (The Lettersa/ Abul-'Ald, ed. Margolioutli, Introd.
He complains of his poverty, but the Per.sian poet
p. xxx).
Na?ir.i Khusrau, who visited Sla'arra in a.d. 1047, describes him
as very r'Kh (Safar-no uiah, ed. C. Sohefer, Paris, 1881, p. 10 =
Ma'arridied in A.B. 105S.
p. 35 of the Fr. tr.).
2. >A^ritings.
Besides the Siqt al-zamU already mentioned,
Ma'arrl is tlie author of another and far more remarkable volume
of poetr\-, entitled Lvzum urn lam yalzain, in reference to a
technical peculiarity of rhj me, and generally known as the
These poems, written after his visit to Baghdad,
Luzumi{/i/>''t.
contain reli^iious. moral, and philosophical reflexions and deal
with a great variety of topics. The prevailing tone is pessimistic and sceptical, but many passages occur in which
Ma'arri speaks as an orthodox MusHm. The Risalat al-ffhu/riin
(described and partiallv translated by the present writer in
JRAS, 1900, pp. 637-7'i:0, and 1902, pp. 76-101, 337-S6'2, 813847 ed. Cairo, 1907) takes the form of an epistle addressed to
"All ibn Mftnsur of Aleiipo, who is better known by the name of
Ibn al-Qarili.' In this Lucianic work Ibn al-Qarih is imagined to
have entered paradise, where he holds a series of conversations
with pre-Islamic i^oets, and the author discusses tlie opinions of
the leading Muhammadan freethinkers(2a?irirfi'yn). His Letters,
composed in an elaborately artificial and allusive style, have
been edited, with Eng. tr!, by D. S. Margoliouth. The long
list of his minor works, of wbicli only a few are extant, includes a
supposed imitation of the Qur'an, entitled Al-fitsid ira 'l-ghdjjdt.
Ma'arri is said to have boasted that, if it were polislied by the
tongTies of four centuries of readers,' it would bear comparison
with the original (see references in I. Goldziher, Muhaimn,
Studien, Halle, 1889-90, ii. 403); but this appears to be an inWhat he attempted was probably a parody of
vention.
Qur'anic Style rather than a deliberate challenge to the dogma
of i'jdz. which claims for the Qur'an a miraculous and
inimitable perfection.
It is difficult to give a clear
3. Doctrines.

conveys a

—

;

'

—

account of Ma'arri's religious and jihilosophical
Not only are they, to a large extent,
beliefs.
negative in character, but the evidence derived
from some passages in his writings is counterbalanced by other passages which, if they stood
alone, would lead us to the opposite conclusion.
These contradictions are most strikinglj' exemplified in his attitude towards Islam.
Any one who
wished to prove him orthodox might quote from
the Luzumiiiyat numerous instances in which the
poet unequivocally accepts nearly all the chief
Muhammadan doctrines, yet his pajjes are full
of denials, doubts, and criticisms which, though
cautiously expressed, show a strong anti-Islamic
tendency, and will convince any impartial reader
that the charge of heresy brouglit against him by
certain of his contemporaries was not unjustified.
Several explanations of the inconsistency have
been offered. The question is important, since
whatever solution we adopt must affect our
estimate of Ma'arri. Can it be assumed that he
is equally sincere when he writes as a pious Muslim
and when he preaches the gospel of rationalism ?
That seems incredible, except on the hypothesis
that Ma'arri, while doubting the divine origin of

Islam, also distrusted the human intellect, and
hesitated to cut himself loose from the faith in
which he was bred. Such an ex]>lanation, however,
does not accord with his confident and emphatic
appeal to reason as the highest authority. The
following quotations from the Cairo ed. of the
Luzumli/i/at {a.t>. 1891) illustrate his views on this
point.
'Reason is the most precious gift thou hast received '(i. 151. 1).
'Traditions have come down to us which, if they be genuine,
but they are weakly attested.
possess great importance
Consult Reason and pay no heed to anything else. Reason i^
the best adviser in the world (i. 288." S f.).
Be guided by
Reason and do whatever it deems good (i. 394. 8).
My Reason
;

'

'

'

is

indignant that

and Malik
truth.

them

'
!

'

I

'

should lay it aside in order to follow Sbati'i
Reason, 'tis thou that speakest the
who invents traditions or expounds

150. 3).
Perish the fool
(ii. 100. 4).
(ii.

'

( i

Those who hold that Ma'arri's orthodox
ances do not express

what he

utter-

whollj' or partly
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believed,

were designed

but

mask

to

his

real

convictions and to serve as a defence against, any
dangerous attack, are attributing to him a course
of action that he himself openly professes.
I
Society compels me to play the hypocrite (ii. 139. 4).
my voice to pronounce absurdities, but I onl.v whisper the
Conceal thythoughts even from the friend
truth' (ii. 3fi. 13).
*

'

'

raise

'

at thy side'(i. 272.

1).

His opinions were of a sort that could not he
communicated without some disguise and this
nece.ssity, which he disliked (cf. li. 34. 2), is the
;

source of

contradictions in his
his ideas were
dictated and controlled by the complex form of
rhyme which he uses throughout the Luzumiyydt
is inadequate as a general explanation of the facts,
although it may cover part of them. Something
also should be allowed for the influence of an
Islflmic atmo.sphere and tradition upon the language of the poems, an influence to which, perhaps,
their author at times consciously surrendered
himself.
While Ma'arri adopted certain ascetic practices
and held certain religious and moral beliefs, his

many

writings.

superficial

The suggestion that

genius was essentially critical, sceptical, more apt
to destroy than to construct.
He could think for
himself, but lacked the power of developing and

combining his speculations. Unable to find rest in
any religiotis or philosophical system, he fell into
a fatalistic pessimism tempered, as not seldom
happens in such cases, by a good deal of active

He claims to unfold to his readers
benevolence.
the secret thoughts of mankind (i. 230. 15), and it
is true that his poems reveal the inmost spirit of
contemporary Muhammadan culture in its manyare here concerned oniy with
sided aspects.
his main points of view and with the opinions and
beliefs to which he was led by reflecting on the
problems of life. For the sake of convenience the
subject may be classified under a few general
heads.
In several passages of the
((t)
Scepticism.
Ma'arri discusses the origin and
Liizitiitiyi/dt
nature of religion. He ignores, although he does
not formally deny, the theory of divine revelation.
Religion, as he sees it, is a matter of inheritance

We

—

and

habit.

'They live as their fatliers fixed before them, and bequeath
their religion mechanically, just as they found it (i. 248. 13).
In all thy affairs thou art satisfied with blind conformity, even
'

'

when

He

tliou sayest,

" God

is

One

"

'

(i.

252. 2).

disapproves of conformity {taqlid), not because
but on the ground

it is opiio.sed to genuine faith,
that it is irrational.

It is not reason that makes men religious : they are taught
kin (ii. 403. 13) cf. the celebrated
by their next of
'
The Muslims are mistaken and the
verses (ii. 201. 7 ff.)
on
the
Christians are
wrong road, And the Jews are all astray
and the filagians are in error. Mankind fall into two classes
Without
the intelligent
religion, and the rehgious without
'

'

religion

;

;

|

—

|

|

intelligence.'

The whole

fabric of popular religion

is

raised on

fear, fraud, and greed (i. 251. last line, 65. 9, ii.
The poet characterizes the great world196. 5).
systems as a mass of forged traditions and doc-

trines which not only are repugnant to reason but
have undergone vital alteration at the hands of

their

own adherents

(ii.

20. 15, 196. 3, 404. 2, 409.

no
All of them are tainted with falsehood
community possesses the truth (huda) entire (ii.
Ma'arri does not shrink from applying
177. 10).
this principle to Islam, though here, as has been
remarked above, he sjieaks with two voices and
avoids positive statenients of disbelief. In the
case of other religions hiscritici.sm is les.s restrained
tlius, referring to the Crucifixion, he .says (ii.
9).

;

;

409. 7ff.):
'If what they [the Christians] say concerning .lesus is true,
where was His father? How did He abandon His son to His
enemies
Or do they suppose that they defeated Him ?
He disbelieves in miracles (ii. 252. 11), augui-y
'

''.

MA'ARBI
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and asdoK.gy (i. 2.54. 1, ii. 330. 2).
lie hail been able to reacb a
definite conclusion, but he was rarely so fortunate.
him that human knowledge is
E.xiierionce a-ssured
104. 3, 327. 10),

(i.

On

matters

thc.-ie

a leap in the dark.
'TlHk.^ is no certainty,
opinion and conjecture (ii.
'

what

g.ive

its

it

utmost effort results only in
Colocynth does not know

my

'

23. 14).

Ye

bitterness, nor honey why it is sweet.
Imd no power to answer you : any one

who
asked me, but I
pretends to know ia a liar (i. 103. 6).
All his nutaiiliysical speculations close on the
note of aj.Muisti('ism.
'Some men assert that nothing really e,\ist8, but have they
We oppose
proved that there is neither misery nor happiness?
them in this controversy, and God knows which of us is farther
from the truth (ii. 281. 1).
As refjards the question of a future life, he
'

'

admits that the soul may perhaps be immortal
No one can tell whither it goes (i. 225.
(ii. 171. 7).
It is a subtle thing, and, although it is
7, 248. 6).
confined in tin; body, the intellect cannot perceive-

will it be conscious of what befalls it hereafter?
If mind accompanies it, it may have
(i. 211. 6).
memory of its life in this world (i. 140. 6). The
doctrine of metempsychosis is not corroborated by
reason (ii. 171. 9 fi'.). In other passages, however,
he alludes to an infinite cycle of dissolution and

it

;

as the destiny
re-composition, of death and rebirth,
of all hving beings (ii. 169. 13 ft.).
of doubt
welter
Amidst the
{!>) I'l-ssi in ism.—
from whicli he struggled in vain to escape Ma'arri

found one undeniable

namely, death

fact,

(i.

256.

Wherever he looked, he saw the

291. 1 f.).
cruel hand of

6,

Fate dragging

all

to destruction

(ii.

The life of man is a journey to the tomb
146. 13).
two deaths (i.
(ii. 81. last line), a bridi'e between
death can cure (i.
a long torment (i. 69. penult.). Contemplating the futile pain of existence, he exclaims
I take no delight in living,
May I never rise from the dead

308. 12), a disease whicTi only
182. 3),

:

'

!

fame

my
Of such a view

though

is

spread afar' (i. 426. i) f.
of life celibacy is

;

cf.

i.

374. 17).

the logical con.sequence, nor in this case could the poet be accused
).
of preaching what he did not practise (ii. 359. 7
He held tliat procreation is a sin (i. 45. 3fl'., ii.
No one has the right to increa.se the sum
299. 4).
of suffering by bringing children into the world
fl'.

349. 13)

(i.

:

If you wish
loins

'"(i.

to be kind to
397. List line).

your sons, leave them

in

your

Children are burdens (i. 289. 12), and a man's son
Fathers
cf. i. 45. 3 ff.).
is his worst foe (i. 400. 2
should provide husbands for their daughters, but
should warn their sons not to marry (i. 216. 10).
Ma'arri depicts the universal misery and wickedness of mankind in terms that no satirist has
The world is a sea of raging passions
surpa.ssed.
which drive us to and fro until we are engulfed
it is like a carcass, and we are the dogs
(i. 49. 6)
barking .around it (i. 224. 9).
'When you come back to realities, every human being is
;

;

wretched

'"(ii.

20. 7).

human nature is
repeats again and again that
radically evil (i. 50. 8, 94. 3, 3.53. 11 f., 403. 5).
'Belter" than the best ol them is a rock which commits no
1'2).
wrong and tells no lies (i.
Good is soon burnt out, but evil smoulders for a
The proportion of good in
11
f.).
long time (i. 270.
Fate,
the world is exceedingly small (i. 315. 3).
not free will, is the ca\ise of men's wickedness,
and the crow cannot change its colour (i. 311.

He

*

0.^'.

6fl'.).

'Do not seek to reform a world whose righteousness God
never ordained (i. 110. 3).
It follows that no human actions incur blame or
and the poet says in one place
deserve
'

praise,
79. 10 f.) that only religious scru|>les preventeil
Elsewhere he
liim from accepting this doctrine.
denies that men sin under compulsion (i. 354. 8,
(ii.

ii. 2,54.

Thev are unjust to c.ich other, but the Creator of injustice
certainly just' (ii. 280. S).
'

l>

3).

Wliile castigating his neighbours and
poraries, Ma'arri does not spare bim.self
His pessimism e.\tends to the future

contem(i.

48. 7).

:

*

If this

age

bad, the next will be worse

is

'

171. 17).

(ii.

Asceticistn.—Ue earnestly desired t» withsociety of knaves and hypocrites and
a world of bitter illusions.
(c)

draw from a

I were a s,avage in the desert, idly smelling the
Be a hermit as tar as possible,
(ii. 28. 14).
one who speaks the truth is a bore to his friends' (1.66. 1).
The happiest man in the world is an ascetic who dies child-

'
Would that
spring tlower«

'

'

!

for
'

less

•

(i.

212. 3).

of asceticism depends on the motives
the humble father of a
inspired
nietist (i. 208.
family is superior to the ostentatious
Maarri seems to have learned at B.-ighdad,
17 11".).
if not during his earlier travels, some peculiar
doctrines and practices of Indian origin, connected
more particularly with the Jains. He thinks it
in
wrong to kill animals for food or to hurt them
anu therefore excludes from his diet not

Hut the value
by which

it is

:

any way,

232.
only meat, but also eggs, milk, and honey (i.
373. 9; cf. JEAS,
911"., ii. 169. 9, 210. 13, 264. 13,
In his opinion there is greater
1902, p. 31311".).
virtue in letting go a captured flea than in giving
alms to a beggar (i. 212. 9). He praises the Indian
custom of burning the dead inste.iJ of burying
them, and adduces practical arguments in favour
of cremation (i. 235. 5 ft"., 418. 20 f., ii. 407. 3).
The religious enthusiasm of the Indian ascetics
who throw themselves alive into the flames fills him
with admiration (i. 260. 6fl"., ii. 253. 5f.). Charhe alleges as a reason for
acteristically enough,
forbidden
abstaining from wine the fact that the
intellect (ii. 312. 14,
beverage is destructive to the
361. 11).

Maarri be(d) Religion and ethics.— Tliongh
lieved the whole conception of religion as a supernatural revelation to be false, he was nevertheless
a firm monotheist (i. 47. 12, 279. 12, 281. 4f.).
Reason, he says, assures us of the existence of an
eternal Creator (i. 249. 9), whom he seems to have
with an omnipotent, all-encompassing

identified

"Whether his idea of God is truly expressed
Fate.
be
by the orthodox phrases which he employs may
At all events, his religious
left an open question.
beliefs were based on intellectual conviction, not
on traditional authority (i. 128. 8, 1-29. last line,
358. 15).
^
, „
.^
follow thy
Truth is not to be found in the Pentateuch
reason and do what it deems good (L 394. 8 f.).
renunciaKeligion, as he defines it, is fear of God,
tion of pleasures, and avoidance of sin (i. 315. 12,
361. 17, ii. 298. 12, 329. 12), but also embraces the
with every one (i. 103.
obligation of dealing justly
He as.serts that all acts and forms of worship
11).
are useless without obedience to the unwritten
'

:

'

moral law whicli

prescribed by reason and con-

is

It is evident that

science.

he regarded this law

as supreme and self-sufficing, for he never made
in
tlie pilgrimage to Mecca nor did he take part
the jjulilic prayers (i. 100. 8). "Virtue consists not
in fasting and praying and wearing ascetic garb,
wickedness and purging the
but in

abandoning

That man
breast of malice and envy (i. 285. 13 f.).
he has an
is ignorant of true piety who, when
his desires, does not
opportunity of satisfying
A trivial wrong to one's
.alistain (ii. 1.59. 13 f.).
hereafter
neighbour will be more severely punished
than neglect to fast or pray (ii. 294. 9). Ma'arri
with religious or sectarian
had no

sympathy

prejudice.

....

j

adobserves that. when a reli[,'ion is established, its
herents contemn and revile all other creeds '(ii. 40!'). last hne),
do one
but his own opinion is that a Christian pnest may
Were it not for
more good than a Muslim piearher(u. 93. 7).
in human nature, churclies and
the radical hatred
'

He

'

niosi|iK-8

would

inijilanted
have risen side

by side

'

(ii. 8'2. 6).

to write couWorldly ambition causes theologians
tioversial books full of vain words and endless

analogies

(i.

249. 6

fl'.).
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Ask pardon of God and pay no heed
and Ibn Kallab' (i. 131. 5).

what

to

is

said

by Abul-

Iludhail

While refusing

to

acknowledge any authority that

than divine, the poet finds the source and
sanction of his freedom in the reason with which
God has endowed him.
'Serve God Himself, not His servants, for religion enslaves
is less

and reason emancipates

'

(i.

326. 13).

evil, the mind can acquire virtue (i. 241. 4). Virtue must be sought
and practised for its own sake without desire of
is
praise from men or hope of reward froin God it
a consolation for the woes of this life (il. 341. 15 f.

Thougli

man

is

naturally

:

;

cf.

i.

142. 5, 312.

333.

10,

10,

437.

HumOity

7).

should go hand in hand with charity.
Show kindness to
Do as you would be done by (ii. 87. 7).
the poor and never despise them for receiving your bounty
'

'

'

'

'

Forgive
(i.
'Forget your good deeds' (i. 349. 16).
your neighbours, but be merciless to yourself (i. 360. 13).
Slaves ought to he treated kindly, also animals
176. 11).

'

and birds

(ii.

25. 16

f.,

If

31. 4).

Ma'arri says some
far from being a

hard things about women, he is
when
misogynist, and he makes handsome amends
he declares tliat a good wife is man's first paraHe regards polygamy as unjust
dise (i. 356. 12).
to the wife and calamitous for the husband, but
his views on the education of women must have

seemed to
fashioned

(i.

readers curiously
his Muslim
62. 12 ff., 192. 2 ft'., ii. 235. 1 S.).

old-
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iii. 560), we are so well informed that in dealing
with them we can start from their date of origin.
In the case of the Macedonians, however, the posi-

98,

It will therefore be advisis less favourable.
able, first of all, to determine the characteristic
standpoint of the Macedonians who, towards the
close of the 4th and in the first half of the 5th
cent., formed a definite sect distinct from the

tion

orthodox Church.
2. Sources for the history of the Macedonians
from c. 383 to 450. As sources for our inquiry wo

—

have, besides the historians of the 5th cent., the
following works (a) the de Trinitate of Didymus
mentioned above (PG xxxix. 209-992) (b) the
third of the five pseudo-Athanasian dialogues, de
Trinitate {ib. xxviii. 1201-1249
ilid\oyos
wepl
:

;

V

:

alpertKov ^ppovodvTO^To. toO IIccu/xaTofidxov MaKeSovLov avridetTt^ Trpoy 'Op665o^ov) ; (c)
TTJs

ayia^ TptdSos, ev

(^

the two pseudo-Athanasian Di'tlogi contra Macedonianos (PO xxviii. 1291-1330, and 1330-1338) ;
and (d) the fragmentarily preserved Sermones
Arianorum, printed in Migne (PL xiii. 593-630)
from A. Mai's editio princeps Veteruyn scriptorum
nova collectio, Rome, 1825-38, III. ii. 208 II'.). Of
these four sources, the Sermones Arianoriini,
(

which seem to have been composed c. 400, or some
years later, in the Latin-speaking portion of the
Balkan Peninsula, are of little service for our purpose but what they say regarding the teaching
of the Macedonians rests, to some extent at least,
on what Soziphanes [of whom otherwise we know
;

Literature.— The most complete biography of Ma'arri is contained in D. S. Margoliouth's ed. of the Letters, Oxford, 1898,
Introd., and the best general survey of his religious and philosophical opinions in A. von Kremer, 'Ueberdie philosophischen
Gedichte des Abul-'Ala lla'arry,'
11',
phil.-hist. Classe,
See also, in addition to the works cited in the
cxvii. 6 [1SS9].
et carminibus,
art., C. Rieu, -De Atm-'l-Alee Poetoe Araltici vita
Bonn, 1843; A. von Kremer, Cullurgeschichte ilea Orients
ii.
386-396, also in
uiUer den Chalifen, Vienna, 1876-77,
Krix. [1876J 304-312, xxx. [1876] 40-62, xxxi. (1877] 471-483,
xxxviii. 118841 498-629; D. S. Margoliouth, 'Abu'l-'AIa al.
Ma'arri's Correspondence on Vegetarianism,' JRAS, 1902, pp.
289-332; R. A. Nicholson, A Literary History of the Arabs,
London, 1907, pp. 313-324 H. Baerlein, The Diwan of Abu 'IAid, do. 1908, Abu 'l-Ata the Syrian, do. 1914; C. Brockelmann, Gesch. dcr atab. Litteratur, Weimar and Berlin, 1898A. Nicholson.
1902, i. 264 f.
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;
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In
i. Introduction.
the closing years of the 4th and the first half of the
5th cent, the Arians, Eunomians, and Macedonians
were regarded as the most important heretical
groups deriving their origin from the Arian controThree laws of Tlieodosius, dating from
versies.
A.D. 383 and 384 {Cod. Theod. XVL v. 11-13), are in
the main directed against them, and the latest of
these speaks of the three heretical designations as
inter sacrae religionis officia pro suis erroribus
famosa nomina.' About three years afterwards
Jerome [in Eph. ii. [on 4"-], ed. D. Valiarsi, Venice,
1766-72, vii. 1, p. 610 C = PL xxvi. 528) and, as
far down as 450, Nestorius (Liber Heradidis, tr.
F. Nau, Paris, 1910, p. 148) link together the n.ames
of Arius, Macedonius, and Eunomius in a similar
way. Didymus of Alexandria, in his de. Trinitate
a work which is not distinctly named in Jerome's
Catalogue of Authors (ch. 109), and which, thereA.D.
fore, cannot have been written long before
392, and may even be of later date regards the
'

—

—

Arians, Eunomians, and Macedonians, whom he
sometimes conjoins (ii. 11 [PGxxxix. 681 B], ii. 12
most outstanding
[ib. 673 B and 688 B]), as the
adversaries of orthodoxy. Augustine (c. 402) brings
them before us as the non-Catholics of the East (de
in 415 Jerome
Unit. eccl. I. iii. 6 [PL xliii. 395])
describes them in similar terms (Ep. cxxxiii., 'ad
xxii.
Ctesiphontem 11 [Vail. i. 2, p. 1040
and Socrates (c. 440) recognizes them as the
1159])
heretical sects of his time (HE l. vi. 41, V. xx. 1).
As regards the heresy rwv 'EivoiuavSiv etrory
:

B=Pi

'

;

,

'

^

Kvofj-oltjiv,

Ktti

TT]v

tCjv

KpetavCiv,

etrovv

Ev5oi;tavu;v

J. D. Mansi,
(Council of Constantinople in 381
coWw^to, Venice, 1759VOL. VIII.— 15
;

Sacrorum conciiiorum

.

.

.

'

As
nothing], princeps eorum, scripsit' (613 C).
regards Didymus, de Trinitate, and the two sets of
dialogues enumerated above, the present writer,
in a recent paper (' Zwei macedonianisehe Dialoge,'
in Sitzitngsberichte dcr Koniglich Preitssischen
Akademie der Wissenschaflen, xix. [1914] 526551), seeks to show (1) that in Did. de Trin. we
find no fewer than thirty-one fragments (printed
and numbered loc. cit. pp. 526-534) of a learned
dialogue of Macedonian origin, written between c.
381 and the date of Didymus'a work ; (2) that this
dialogue was known to and used by the author of
the third of the five Dialogi de Trinitate, w ho wrote,
as it would seem, in the period between the date
of Did. de Trin. (c. 392) and the Nestorian controversy (c. 430), and that many sections of this third

—

dialogue have probably been taken verbatim, more
or less from the said Macedonian dialogue
(3)
that the first of the two Dialogi contra Macedonianos is of prior date to Did. de Trin., and that its

—

;

preliminary disquisitions (i.-viii. [pp. 1292-1301])
enable us to reconstruct a second dialogue of Macedonian origin, considerably shorter than that
mentioned in (1) above, and written between A.D.
381 and c. 390 (printed as no. 32 in Loofs, Zwei
maced. Dialoge,' p. 536 f.). With these data at our
disposal we are in a position to sketch the teaching
of the Macedonians to a great extent from their
own writings, and, in order to bring out this point
when
clearly, we shall in the following paragraphs,
in
quoting from the two Macedonian dialogues
question, give the number of the relevant fragment
as found in the present writer's paper cited above.
in the same
3. Doctrine of the Macedonians
period.— The leading doctrine of the Macedonians
is found in the thesis characterized by their opponents as 'Pneumatomachian,' viz. that the Holy
Oeis (frag. 32,
Spirit is not to be designated
'

lines 1-8, Dial. c. Maced. i. 1 [p. 1292 A] ; fr.ag.
'The
xxxvi. [p. 905 B]).
29, Did. de Trin.
development of this thesis on its negative side

m.

seems to have been conditioned among the Macedonians by the antithetic positions of the Nicasnothe Macedonians disConstantinopolitan Creed
puted the KvpioKoyCiaeai of the Holy Spirit (frag.
His
32, 11. 8-12, Dial. c. Maced. i. 3 [p. 1293 B]),
:

j-MOTToierf (frag. 16,

Did. de Trin.

II. vii.

3 [p. 573 A]),
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and His wpoaKwriHoi' tlrai (frajj. 32, 11. 13-33, Dial.
Mnccl. i. 4 (p. l'.'93C, D] fniK- 12, Did. de Trln.

<:

II. vi.

18

Only

T(Jj

[i>.

545 U,_C]

ib. II. x. [ji.

frag. 22,

;

641 B]).

oi'6/iaTi t(^ t-ou llrei'-^aros irvvapiOfjLUTai [sc. tjj

11. 33-35, Dial. c. Maccd. i. 6 [p.
the positive side it was urged that
does not mention the Holy
Paul
in 1
Spirit ws (TiTTa^as brjdfv toU dyy^Xots {frag. 14, Did.
dc Trill. II. vi. 19 [p. 548 B, C] of. frag. 18, ib. II.
rb "kyiov Hveutw.
vii. 8 [p. 581 D]
KariyeTat
the angels, too, are ^7101 xai
(It iyyiXov ipvuiv)
irj-fi'uoTo Tov 8eoC (frag. 4, ib. II. iv. [p. 481 B]).
The Holy Spirit, however, was not regarded as
merely one of tlie angels He was described as
Qeou fxit' iJTTWi' Ty 0iy(7ft, d^YtXaif 5^ Kpehrbjv^ fx^ffrfv
Tiva (j>v(!i.v Kal Td^iy €l\i)xis (frag. 17, ib. II. vii. 3
Nor is it only orthodox writers who
fp. 576 B]).
on these grounds ascrilie to the Macedonians the
doctrine that the Holy Sjiirit is a created being,
for wefiiiil it stated al.soin the Scnnonc.i Arintwrnm
that Macedonian! Spiritum Sanctum iussu Patris
per Filium creatuni defondunt, et nuntium et
ministrum Patris ciini e.sse pr:cdicant, sicut et
nos {PL xiii. 611 A).
The Macedonians themselves sought rather to di.sguise their position
here
for, although they were willing to admit
that the Spirit was included among the rivra of
Jn P TrdvTa fit' ai'TO? {i.e. Sid rod Aiyov) iy^vcTo
(frag. 32, 11. 44-4G, Dial. c. Maccd. i. 8 [p. 1300 C]
frag. 27, Did. dc Trin. ill. xxxii. [p. 957 B]), they
expressly denied that He should on that account
be described as rdv KTKTfxdTujv ^v (luc. cit. ov KoifoTroi-

TpidSi] (frag. 32,

On

1297 C]).

Ti 5"

St.

;

:

.

.

.

;

;

'

'

;

:

;

:

€tTai TO?? Tratrt fj.ova5iKbv dv T6"A7to»' IlceP^a

cf. frag.
oPre els Bukw
20, Did. de Trin. II. viii. 1 [p. 617 C]
d^iav dvdyovai rb llpev/xa, oOre (h r?;;' twv Koittwv (/)vctlv
;

:

Kven so, however, they do not advance beyond the Arian doctrine of the Spirit, as
the Sermoncs Arianorum likewise assert that
melior et maior ceteris
Spiritus Sanctus
omnibus in tertio loco
6J«,9?//«»'«a' atque solus
in sua singularitate dinoscitur (PL xiii. 601 A).
In their interpretation of the Scrijjture texts on
which the orthodox writers based their doctrine
of the Spirit, the Macedonians proceeded partly
on grounds of purely grammatical exegesis e.g.,
frag. 32, 1. 12, Dial. c. Maced. i. 3 (p. 1293 B)
xepi
70U Kuptoi' \iy(L [sc. Paul, in 2 Co 3''] dn b jti'/pios rb
and partly on arguments of textual critilUeC/io
cism e.f)., that in Ko 8" we should read 5ia t4
ivoiKovv airrov llviviia, as the one or two MSS with
Si4 TOV IvoiKovvTot, kt\. iu the hands of the orthodox
had been tampered with (frag. 25, Did. dc Trin. II. xi.
cf. Died, dc Trin. iii. 20 [p. 1233 B, C]),
[p. 604 C]
while in Ph 3' the correct reading was Tj-cti^ari
e«v not OfoC (frag. 25, Did. loc. cit. 664 B, etc.; cf.
Kadi\Koiiaiv).

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

—
:

—

;

;

9-13, Did. luc. cit. and Dud. de Trin.
1244 B, CJ) partly, again, they applied
the principle that 06 xpv bixuvvfjiais fi avyui'v/jiiaii ^
o^oioXeJfais Trpoaixc-" (frag. 3, Did. de Trin. II. iii.
[p. 476 A]), or that rd dWtjyopiKds fj vpoirriyopiKuis fj
fjLeratpopiKujs ^ n^toipufiujs \€y6fj^epa ov xph c^s dby^aro^
dxpl^eiav irapaXafj.jidi'etv (frag. 23a, ib. II. X. [p.
645 A]).
It seeiMS clear that the last of these
devices was largeW adopted by the Macedonians
(cf. the b/iuviims also in frag. 9, Did. II. vi. 4 [p.
516 C], and frag. 19, 1. 19, ib. 11. viii. 1 [p. 605 Bj).
view held by the learned, and supposed
wrongly, as the present writer thinks— to have
the supjxjrt of Augustine (PL xiii. 39), viz. that
certain Macedonians regarded the Spiiit as a Sma.p.ii
avmidTaTos (cf. J. A. Mingarelli's note [83] on Did.
de Trin. I. xviii.
xxxix. 3.')7, n. 83), cannot be
verified directly from Macedonian sources.
appears to lack probability, and seems to the
present writer to have no better support tliun the
casual and forced interpretations of orthodox controversialists (Did. dc Trin. II. viii. 1 [p. 620 A]),
or the misinterpretation of certain jiassages in
frag. 25,

iii.

26

11.

[p.

;

—

A

which the Macedonians distinguished between the
\\v(vna A7101' and the spiritual power of (Jod insejiarable from God lliiiiself (Dial, de Trin. iii. 23
[p. 1240 A]; Di^d. c. Maced. i. 20 [p. 1328 B,C];
'

:

=PG

H

Did. de
1053 A]).

cf.

Spiritu

Sancto,

[PG xxxix.

xxiii.

As regards the Christology of the Macedonians,
we have, as far as the present writer knows, only
a single statement emanating directly from the
Macedonian side, and unfortunately it cannot be
detached with certainty from its context. In the
Sernwnes Arianorum we read as follows
:

Macetloniani post liaoc omnia [there is, nnha]ipily, a lacuna
Filiuni siniiteni per
in wliat precedes! corripunt se et dicunt
omnia et in omnibus Deo Patri esse <iii',imu3 iiis autem qui
diruiit esse dilTerentiam inter lumen natum ot inter himen non
naltnii, non communicanius, c|uia niillani difTerentiam esse inter
deuni nitluni et inter Denni non natnm dicimus
aqvalt-s
honore, afiuale.t virtute Soziphanes, princeps eorum, scripsit'
(PL xiii. 013 H,C).
'

:

;

;

Is it only the words here italicized
that are
ascribed to Soziphanes, or are we to regard the
whole statement, i.e. also the aflirmalion of the
doctrine Sfioio! nard irdnTa (and therefore sard
oiVIai'), as a formulation due to him or some other
Be this as it may, the present
Macedonian?
writer has now— formerly he advo<ated a ditlerent
view (cf. PRE' xii. 47)— no doubt that the sect
of the Macedonians (and it is of the .sect only that
we are meanwhile sjieaking) were Homoiousian,
not Homoousian, in their mode of thought. This
even if we leave out
is, in fact, distinctly stated
of account the passage just quoted from the
Sermones Arianortim by Didymus (de Trin. I.
(tol oiixi OM'""^"'""'
xxxiv. [p. 437 A]: bixoiovatov
\^70i'Tes), by the author of the Dial, de Trin.
b/xoi(iii. 1 [p. 1204 C]: riiiih [oi tiaKeSoviavoi]
ot'tatof X^yo^ev Kal oux bpLooOfftof), and by the writer
and
of the Dial. c. Mnccd. (ii. [p. 1336 M, C])
Zwci maced.
there are good grounds (cf. Loofs,
Dialoge,' p. 549 f.) for supposing that the passage
in Dial, dc Trin. iii. 16 (kAv iv roirruc Sei^jit, ylvonai
1228 A]) is borrowed from the
6/ioov(nacrTris [p.
longer Macedonian dialogue. There is in addition the fact that the so-called Confession of
Lucian (Athanasius, dc Si/nodis, xxiii. [ PG xxvi.
721 B]), which the Macedonians, to judge from
Zwei maced.
their own utterances (cf. Loofs,
Dialoge,' p. 550 f.), would seem to have regarded as their confession, does not contain the
Homoousia. The present writer has therefore no
doubt that the Macedonians of the closing years
of the 4th cent, and the lirst half of the 5tli cent,
were Honioiou.sians in their mode of thought.
Statements to the contrary are found only among
Western writers who did not know tne facts
(Augustine, dc Ilwres. Iii.: de Patre et Filio recte
sentiunt, quod unius sint eiusdemque substantiie' ;
also Philastrius [see below]), or among Arians and
Eunomians, who regarded the Homoiousia as no
less objectionable than the Homoousia (Hermones
Arianorinn [PL xiii. 611 A]: 'de I'atre et Filio
on Philostorgius cf. J. Bidez, in the
convenit illis
Morepref. to his ed., Leipzig, 1913, p. cxxivf.).
over, in circles where the Homoousian orthodoxy
of the later Nicu'ans differentiated the rpfU inro(rrdo-fis in an almost polytheistic fashion (Dial, de
Trin. iii. 6 [p. Vd\2A] = Dial. c. Mnccd. i. 18 [p.
1320]), tlie distinction between the Homoiou-sian
and the Homocmsian way of thinking was so
slight that even the author of the Dial. c.
Maccd., who was acquainted with the Homoiousian teaching of the sect (ii. [pp. 1329 C, 1336 C]),
could represent the Macedonian as saying to
the orthodox irfpl /jLif toO TloC koKus \iyeis (i. 20
As regards their Christology in the
[p. 1325 C]).

—

—

.

.

.

.

,

.

;

'

'

'

'

;

:

it need oidy be observed that,
according to the Dial. c. Maced. (ii. [pp. 1329 C,
1333 C]), the Macedonians, like the Arians, denied

narrower sense,
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that the TJAs

or

(rapKuideis,

Tifis ^tufji-dpunrriKuis,

liad

a

human soul.
4. The relation between these Macedonians and
the Horaoiousians of the 4th century. — What ^ve
knoiv of the teachings of the Macedonians in thi'
period between A.D. c. 381 and c. 430 (cf. § 3) would
make it necessaiy to assume (even if we liad no
direct information on the point) that the sect was
historically connected with the Homoiousian or
semi-Arian party.
In point of fact, liowever
even apart from Ruiinus, Socrates, and Sozoraen,
whom meanwhile we leave out of account (cf. § 5,
below) that connexion can be traced in the older
sources.
Jerome, who, when referrinj; (c. 380) in
his Chronicle {ad ami. 342 [ed. R. Holm, Leipzig,
1913, p. 235 h]) to the installation of Macedonius
as bishop of Constantinople, does not fail to add,
a quo nunc h.Tresis Macedoniana,' regards the
Homoiousian doctrine alone as the JIacedonianum
dogma' [ad ann. 364 \_ib. p. 243 d]) and in the

—

—

'

'

;

famous twenty-fom- anathemas of Damasus (A.D.
380 [?]), given by Theodoret (HE v. 11 [ed. L.

Parmentier, Leipzig, 1911, p. 298 in Latin, PL xiii.
359
cf. Parmentier, p. Ixxxii]), all that is said
of the Ma/ceSoi'iai'oi is
;

A

;

:

227
This

5th century.

is

shown by the demonstrable

similarity between the JJialofiw:s of Didyinus and
the Epistles to Serapion in many of their ideas,
is, no doubt, dependent upon
the latter (cf., e.g., ad Scrap, i. 10 [pp. 556 C and
557 A] with Did. de Trin. ii. vi. 19 [p. 548 B, C]).
Not only do the opponents of Athanasius as well
as those of Didymus make use of 1 Ti 5-' as a
dictiuu probans (Ep. ad Scrap, i. 10 Did. loc.
eit.
cf. also Basilius, de Spir. Sancio, xiii. 29 [PG
xxxii. 117 C])
liere Didymus may well have borrowed from Athanasius but we find also that
4'* (ktI^uv t6 TTvevfia) and Zee 4^ (6 577CX0! 6 XaXuic
fV eiioi) are ajipealed to by the opponents of Athanasius (£>. i. 9 [p. 552 B, C], i. 11 [p. 557 B]) as well
as by the Slacedonians of the otli cent. (Dial, de
Trin. iii. 26 [p. 1244 B, C] and 23 [p. 1237 C]). Above
all, we have the fact that the mockery poured
by
Athanasius upon the rpdroi. recognized by his adversaries (Ep. i. 7 [p. 548B])— whom he stigmatizes
as TpoiviKoi (ib. 21 [p. 580 D], 32 [p. 605 A])— recalls
that Macedonian practice of resorting to dtuopv/ilats,
auvoivxjixlati, etc., to which Didymus draws atten-

although the former

'

'

;

—

;

—

Am

tion.

Athanasius here

It is surprising, however, that

makes no mention of Macedonius as a matter of
fact, he names no exponent of the doctrine which
he criticizes.' Nor even later, when, as a result of
;

n\v vpoariyopCav iyrjXKa^av.

Further, Auxentius of Dorostorum writes

[c.

A.D.

383) of Ultilas as follows
Filiuni simUein esse
Omoeusion autem dissip.ibat, quia
Patri suo non secundum Macedoiiianam fraudulent.am pravitatem dicebat (ed. F. Kauffmanu, Aus der Schitie des Wuljila
:

*

.

.

.

'

i^~Texte und Untersitchitnqen zur aitgennan. lieligiansgesch.,
i., Strassburg, 1S99, p. 74; it. p. 17).

Macedonianum dogma'
thesis.
The
Xlvevp.arofi.dxoij who were con''B.uiapiavoi, Tjyovv
demned by the Synod of Constantinople (38 can. 1
Mansi, iii. 559), were, like tlie Pneumatomachian

By

c.

380, however, the

'

embraced also the Pneumatomachian

1

,

;

of Philastrius (Hcer. Ixvii. ; Corpn-i
ed. F. Oehler, Berlin, 1856, i. 66), indubit-

Seraiariani
Iireres.,

ably, in part at least, the same as the Macedonians
of Jerome.
JJicfetas likewise, hardly before 381,
'
vel eorum
speaks distinctly of the Macedoniani
'
'
in hac curio.sitate participes as those
qui quses-

tionem de Spirituinduxerunt' [dcSpir.

As the anathemas

v.

2(PZ

Iii.

Damasus in tlieir
—
opening words impugii Pneumatomachian ideas
853 B]).

of

though witliout applying any heretical designation

— we

that Damasus was
may probaldy
acqiiainted with the doctrine of the Spirit held
by the Arians, Eunomians, and Macedonians.
And the reason that Auxentius does not mention
the Macedonian doctrine of the Spirit is that, like
Ulfilas, he had nothing to criticize in the so-called
Pneumatomachian ideas.' For, like Origen, all
the theologians who in the Arian controversy
rejected the Homoousia of the Son affirmed by the
Nicene Creed Eusebians, Arians, Homoiousians,
and Eunomians regarded the Spirit as a Krij^a
subordinate to the Son. Even the Nicene Creed
all that it says
itself did not proscribe that view
regarding the Spirit is Kal [Tnorei/o/iEc] eis T6"A-yioi>
Moreover, its partisans were at first conHyeS/ia.
cerned to assail only the Logos-doctrine of their
opponents. At the earliest it was in the Epistles
to Serapion (PG xxvi. 529-676), written by Athan.asius during his exile from 9th Feb. 356 to 21st
Feb. 302, that that theologian contended also for
the Homoousia of the Spirit. The opponents of
whom Serapion had informed him, and against
whom these Epistles were directed —^JeXSifTes oirA
7u>v ApeLavuJv dia. t7]v Kara, rod TloO tou GeoO ^\a(r(pT]fJilav,
(ppovovpTC? oe Kara tov Aylov Hyevfiaro^ Kal \4fOVTes
ainb /XT] fj.di'oi' Krlcrfia, dWct Kal ru)v XnTovpytKijv irveuwere obriliaTbiv In aiVi iXvai (Ep. i. 1 [p. 529 f.])
ously the precursors of the Macedonians of the
1 The
words contra Pneuniatomachos in Auxentius, I.\i. (ed.
infer

—

—

;

:

'

'

—

'

'

Kauffiuann, p. 75), rest upon a false reading and a false conjecture ct. K. MiiUer, Ulfilas Ende, Leipzijr, 1914, p. S8 ft.
;

the attitude assumed by Athanasius, of the ana-

thema uttered by the Alexandrian Synod of A.D.
362 against all who regarded the Holy Spirit as a
KTlffiM (Athan. ad Ant. iii. [P& xxvi. 800 A]), and
of the acceptance of that doctrine by Meletius of
Antiochat an Autiochian Synod of A.D. 363 (Mansi,
iii.
366 f ), many had become interested in the
.

question, do we hear anything,
about Macedonius himself. Neither
Basil of Ciesarea, who in 372 went definitely
over to the anti-Pneumatomachian side, and for
that as for other reasons quarrelled with his friend
Eustathius of Sebaste in the following year, and
who composed his de Spiritu Sancto (PG xxxii.
67-218) in 375, nor Epiphanius, who, writing in

Pneumatomachian
to begin with,

376, inserts the XlvevfiaTo/jAxoi in his catalogue of
heretics (Hcer. Ixxiv.), mentions Macedonius by
name. Epiphanius, without giving anj' name at

content

to

the I'neumato'OpdoSo^uv ti.v4s
Basil, in his de Spiritu Sancio, likewise gives
no name but two years later (377) he states that
Eustathius is the TrpwroardTtjs t7js t(ov Ili'ei'/iaro/idxwi'
on the attitude
ai/)f(Tews (Ep. cclxiii. 3 [p. 980 B]
of Eustathius towards the doctrine of the Spirit as
II. xlv. 6).
In view
a created being cf. Soc.
of these facts, we must ask what was the connexion between the Macedonians and their
nominal head.
This
5. Macedonius and the Macedonians.
question leads us to a consideration of the life of
ilacedonius. It will not be necessary to discuss
here the difficulties regarding the date and circumstances of his elevation to the episcopal throne of
Constantinople (on these matters the present writer
all,

is

machians as

characterize

dird tu>v 'Hfiiapeioii'

ko-I

;

;

;

HE

—

may perhaps refer to his art.

'

Macedonius,' in PRE',

andtoE. Sehwartz, 'ZurGeschichtedesAthanasius,'
ix., in

Here

GGN,

vre

hist.-phil.

Klasse, 1911, p. 476ff.).=

need merely state that Macedonius, who,

1 The
bishops Acacius of Csesarea and Patrophilus of Scythoto whom he alludes in Ep. ad Serap. iv. 7 [p. 648 B], were
Avian Homoians.
2 Although V. Schultze (4^fcAn'^(;. StddU und La ndscfta/ten :
I.
Eonstantuwpel, Leipzig, 1913, p. 45, note) regards the
present writer's labours on this subject as inferior to what was
done nearlj' twenty years earlier by Franz Fischer (' De patriarcharum Constantinopolitanoruni catalogis et de chronoiop:la
oi-to primonini patriarcharum,' in Comiittntatiottes philologica;
.^r^nenses. iii. (1S84] 263-333), yet the present writer cannot withdraw his objection in principle to what he reij.irds as an unscientific mode of using Socrates and Sozonien {PJiE'- xii. 43
cf. xviii. 486), and to Schultze s aud Fischers over-exaltation of

P' lis,

;

their merits.

MAOEDONIANISM
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liail as an aged
vi.),
(ll.
yipmv) ((intested the see of Constantinople with V:m\ \iiK>n the death of Alexander
(installed, in all likelihood, wliile Constantine was
still reigning), found himself in secure possession
of the see after what the present writer (SK, 1909,
294) regards as the final deposition of Paul in
I42. He Tiad been raised to the dignity by tlie
anti-Nicene party, and, as regards his theological
position, must have belonged to it, although, as
the presbyter of Paul, he must have lieen in ecclesiastical communion with the latter (Athan. Hist.
Ar. vii. [PG xxv. 701 A]). This does not neces-

according to Socrates

deacon

(r;)

iiKtKiif

I.

'

for the
sarily imply that he had been an Arian
later Homoiousians also belonged, till A.D. ;i58, to
the 'Eusebian' group of the opposition, and even
at the event which ushers in the rise of the
Homoiousians, Wacedonius, as documcnlary evidence shows, is found in that group the Epistle of
George of Laodicea, written in 358, and preserved
'

;

:

by Sozomen

names him

(IV. xiii. 2f.),

first

among

the persons addre.'ssed. E|)iphanius (Hmr. Ixxiii.
2.S and 27 [ed. D. Petavius, I'aris, 16-22, 870 T) and
875 C = PG xlii. 445 A, 456 B]) recognizes him as
one of the Homoiousian party which was (from
358) opposed to the Acacians, the later Horaoians,
just as his presbyter, Marathonius, sulisequently
bishop of Nicomedia, and Eleusius, whom he made
bishop of Cyzicus (Soc. ll. xxxviii. 4 Soz. IV.
XX. 2), were partisans of Basil of Ancyra and
Eustathius of Sebaste." At the
Synod of Seleucia
(359) he was associated with Eleusius and the
other Homoiousians in supporting Basil against
the Acacians (Soz. IV. xxii. 7 ft'.), and, like Basil,
Eleusius, Eustathius, and other Homoiousians
he
as, Indeed, the most prominent of them all
was deposed by the Acacians at the end of the
year 359 or in January 360 (Jer. Chron. ad arm.
359 [ed. Helm, p. 241 h]; Philostorg. v. 1 [ed.
Bidez, p. 66 cf. p. 224] Soc. 11. xlii. 3 ; Soz. IV.
xxiv. 3).
He then retired, according to Sozomen
(IV. XX vi. 1), to a place in the vicinity of ConstanHe cannot have very
tinople, and died there.
long survived his deposition, as he does not appear
in the important movements of his party after 364.
In the interval between his deposition and his
death, according to Socrates (II. xlv. 1-3) and
Sozomen (IV. xxvii. 1, 2),* he founded a new party.
Socrates states that (by letter? [see below]) he
called upon his associates Sophronius (of Porapeiopolis) and Eleusius (of Cyzicus) to adhere for the
future to the Antiochian formula recognized at
Seleucia, i.e. the Confession of Lucian (cf. C. P.
Ca-spari, Alte and neue Qucllen, Chi'istiania, 1879,
'

;

—

;

;

Sozomen

p. 42f.).
T((J

aiTfifiaii'fTO,

SiaKovotf

oy-^eAtoc Aeyutv Tts,

Kutinus

{HE

1908, p.

990])

statement.
able.

(IV. xxvii. 1) is

more

It

Ka't ujnjpeTijf KaA<I)l'

Kal offa jrepi

T<ij»'

^ei'tof

ovK av afidproi.
i.

25

[ed.

T.

Monimsen, Leipzig,

somewhat earlier makes a similar
The tradition is nevertheless unten-

refers in

reality

to the earliest public

appearance of the Homoiousians, not of the Macedonians, and it displays even less knowledge of
the actual beginnings of the Homoiousian party
some two years pre\iously tlian does Philostorgius
'I hen, in the further course of the
Socrates and Sozomen, the term
'Macedonians' becomes, in conformity with that
report, the regular designation of the Homoiousians
generally. Thus the Macedonians,' in the reign

(iv. 9 [p. 62]).
narratives of

'

'

'

Of. Tillemont,

On

Hfnwma,

Venice ed., vi. 397, 77(1.
on both, Pbilostomus,
Epiph. loc. oil.

Kleusius, cf.
17 (ed. Bidez, p. 115).

vill.
^ It

;

niaj' Ije remarked that these two Church historians differ
noticeably in their jud^rmentof Maeedoniim ; for, wiiile Socrates
simply- dispara^res him, Sozomen l»etra\ h .i certain admiration of
the monastic ideals which he shared witli Marathonius (c(. Soz.
IV. xxvii. 3Cf.).

;

;

One is prompted to ask, nevertheless,
whether the statement of Sozomen (V. xiv. 1), viz.
that during Julian's reign ol d^i<pl MaKeSdmoy, Hv Tiv
docians.

EvardBio! Kal Si<!i/)/)Ai'ios, -IjSti els ri irpo4>avh MaKe5o;'tai'oi KaXeiadai dp^d/xevoL, can possibly
are compelled to
be based upon mere error.
assume that, just as in Antioch, after the installation of Kuzoius, the loyal adherents of Meletius
came to be called ' Meletians,' so in Constantinople
the followins of the deposed Macedonius who did
not attach themselves to the church of Eudoxius,
his successor 'Soz. IV. xxvii. 7, Vlll. i. 7), were
'
The conMacedonians.'
presently designated
nexion lietween Macedonius anil the later ' Macedonians would thus simply be that the latter
gained accessions from the Homoiousian circles of
which the adherents of Macedonius, as dwellers in
the metropolis, formed the best-known gioup in
the Balkan Peninsula. This solution of the historical problem a solution which surrenders the
'
Macedonians' is
literal significance of the name
For it was in the neighcertainly a possible one.
bourhood of Constantinople on the Hellespont, in
'BXei5irios ^oi

We

'

—

—

—
— that

'

the Macedonians
were most numerous (Soz. IV. xxvii. 2 Soc. II.
xlv. 8, IV. iv. 5)
and it is from Constantinople and
its neighbourhood that, with a single exception
(Damasus), our oldest authorities for the use of
the name (Jerome, Auxentius, Nicetas) are derived, while both Socrates (cf. v. xxiv. 9) and
Sozomen (cf. II. iii. 10) wrote largely under the
In view of
influence of the same local tradition.
the active intercourse between Rome and Con-

Bithynia, and in Thrace

'

;

;

stantinople, the single exception of Damasus does
not mean much. Rufinus, again, may have gained
his information from .lerome through liiierary
channels (cf. Jer. Chron. ad ann. 364 [ed. Helm,
i. 25
[p. 990]) as well as by
p. 243 d] with Ruf.
personal contact and Didyrnus had relations with
use of the name
the
random
both.
Moreover,
Macedonians is confirmed by the fact that,
according to Socrates (II. xlv. 4) and Sozomen
(IV. xxvii. 5), the Macedonians were also called
and Sozomen {lor. cit. even exMarathonians
presses the opinion that, in view of the personal
and material support for which the party were
indebted to Marathonius, the name was not in-

HE

;

'

'

'

'

explicit:

Yibf 0ebf

cTfoi, Kara iralra T€ *cai kot' ovtriav
IIoTpi" TO h't 'Ayioi* IXi'tO/ia a^otpof Tiiiv avriov npeaficttov

eitn^etro Se to*'
o/xotoi'

—

draw closer to the orthodox party
they accept the oixooumoy they come to an understanding with Pope Liberius, and, especially in
Constantinople, live in religious communion with
the orthodox (cf. esp. Soz. vii. ii. 2), until at length
(cf. ib. 3), after the deatli of Valens, they once
more stand forth as a party by themselves. But,
had the Homoiousians been in reality universally
designated Macedonians, as Socrates and Sozomen
assume, we should certainly have found some
evidence of the fact in Athanasius and the Cappaof Valens,

)

;

appropriate.

quite intelligible that K. Holl {ZKG
especially in view of the witness of
Didymus, should put forward the question whether
the connexion between Macedonius and the Macedonians was not, after all, of a more substantial
character.
The present writer is, however, of
opinion that the information possessed by Didymus
is less than Holl makes out.
Didymus seems, e.g.,
to have regarded Marathonius as the successor of
II.
x.
Macedonius {de Trin.
kpeiavdv tCiv
[p. 633 A]
Xfi-pOTovqadvTiiiv rbv alpe<ndpxvv Vfiwi' MaKcSdviov Kal
and if, as the present writer
fier' auTdf MapaOuiftoi')
Zwei maced. Dialoge,' p.
thinks possible (cf.
544), the person addressed in di', Trin. II. viii. I
of the Macedonian
(p. 613 C) is not the author
dialogue, but, by a figure of rhetoric (cf. frag. 17,
Did. de Trin. ii. vii. 3 [p. 576 A]), Macedonius
himself, then tlie information given in dc Trin. II.
viii. 1, viz. that Macedonius wa.s made bishop by the
Still, it is

xxv. 388

f.),

'

:

;

'

MACEDONIANISM
Arians, but was previously a deacon of the orthodox
Church, supplements that given in II. x. only by
the latter and, indeed, correct (cf. Soc. II. vi. 3)
statement. Nor is it inconceivable that Didymus
obtained the name Macedonians and his information regarding Macedonius from the Macedonian
Yet the correspondence
dialogue used by him.
between what that dialogue tells us regarding the

—

—

'

'

Macedonian teaching and what Athanasius must
have known when he wrote his Epistles to Scrapion
is striking.
Can it have been the case that
the above-mentioned summons of Macedonius to
Eleusius and Sophronius, referred to by Socrates
(II. xlv. 2), was contained in a letter, and that this
letter had come into Serapion's hands ? This would
explain how the Alexandrians had obtained information regarding the Macedonians ata relatively
early stage ; it would explain the information
possessed by Didymus regarding the aipc<TMpx'n^
MaKeSovios, and also the account given by Socrates
(and Sozomen) of the origin of the Homoiousian
party.

The hypothesis

not impo.ssible

is

;

for the

Athanasius to Serapion may quite
well have been written as late as A.D. 361.
The
point, however, cannot be decided in the present
state of our knowledge.
6. The persistence or recrudescence of Homoiousianism among the Macedonians. There is still
anotlier question to be considered.
Athanasius
was aware that those who were known to Serapion
as opposed to the Deity of the Holy Spirit felt
themselves repelled by the Arian
blasphemy
against the Son (Ep. ad Scrap, i. 1 [p. 529 f.]), and
that they were detested by the Arians (ib. i. 32
tills fits in remarkably well with the
[p. 605 B]
situation from the beginning of A.D. 360).
Somewhat later the Homoiousians ('Macedonians'), as
a result of negotiations with Liberius at a synod
lirst letter of

—

'

'

;

held at Tyana in 367, passed completely over to
the side of the Nicene Creed (Basil, Ep. ccxliv. 5
[PG xxxii. 917iD]; Soz. W. xii. 2f. cf. Sabinus,
Thereafter, as we read (Soc.
ap. Soc. IV. xii. 11).
V. iv. 1
Soz. VII. ii. 2), the 'Macedonians,' who
at that time had neither a church nor a bishop in
Constantinople (Soz. iv. xxvii. 6, vill. i. 7), maintained ecclesiastical communion with tlie Homoousians. Thus the question arises how it came about
that the later Macedonian doctrine was HomoiouBasil (Ep. ccxliv. 9 [PG xxxii. 924 B]) tells
sian.
us that, at a synod held at Cyzicus in A.D. 376
otherwise unknown to us (Loofs, Eustathius, p.
17 f.) Eustathius of Sebaste, the irpwroffrdrTjs ttj$
tGiv YlvtviiaToixaxwv alpiaeas (cf. § 4), subscribed a
formula which, together with rneumatomachian
clauses, contained statements pointing away from
the Nicene Creed to the Homoiousion (to o/xoowto*
;

;

—

—

KaTao'L-yd<TavT€i rd

Kar

outriay

vvv (Tntp^povirt),
closer, ecclesias-

q^lolov

and that from 375 he had drawn
tically, to the Homoiousian court-bishops (Basil,
Ep. ccxliv. 7 [p. 921 A, B] cf. 5 [p. 920 A], cell. 3
;

[p.

936 B]

;

cf.

Loofs, Eustathius, p. 7611".); Basil

fundamental Arian tendency
of Eustathius had once more manifested itself
is

of opinion that the

cxxx. 1 [p. 564 A]). Was this reversion of
Eustathius to the Homoiousion^an act that (as he
merely suppresses, without overtly rejecting, the
Horaoousion) did not as such altogether exclude recognition of the Nicene Creed '—a decisive factor in
the later position of the Macedonians ? Our sources
do not enable us to answer the question. But to
the present writer it seems beyond doubt that what
is here said of Eustathius lends support to an
account of similar purport given by Sozomen (vil.
ii. 3), and less
fully by Socrates (v. iv. 2f.), regarding a synod held at AutiocU in Caria (378). These
(Ep.

229

historians record that, when, after the death of
Valens (9th Aug. 378), the Emperor Gratian enacted
a law (not now extant) conferring freedom of
worship upon all religious parties except the
JNIanichseans, the Photinians, and the Eunomians
(Soc. V. ii. 1 ; Soz. VU. i. 3), the Macedonians

seceded again from the Homoousians, with whom
they had hitherto been in communion, abandoning
the Nicene Creed, and asserting their preference
for the ofioiovaws as against the bixooinnos.
From
that time a section of the Macedonians (Homoiousians) had continued to exist as a distinct party
{iSlq, iKKK-i)<Tiaiov), while another,
breaking away
from the latter, had united themselves all the
more closely to the Homoousians. These statements are not altogether free from difficulties.
The present writer would not lay stress upon the
fact that the notice in Soz. IV. xxvii. 6 (cf. the
words 01) 7a/) avvexiipow, kt\. ), which obviously refers
to this re-appearance of the Macedonians, points
to the reign of Arcadius,' as the notice in question
is manifestlj' erroneous.
Here, indeed, Sozomen
seems to have wrongly interj^reted the statement
of his authority (Sabinus), which he renders
verbatim in vill. i. 7." May it not be the case,
however, that in Soz. VI. xii. 4 we have a doublet
of VII. ii. 3, clearly derived from Sabinus, and
providing fresh difficulties ? In VI. xii. 4 likewise
we read of a synod in the Carian Antioch, where,
in opposition to the Homoousion, the Confession
of Lucian was made the standard
this synod,
liowever, was held subsequently to the synod of
Tyana (367), and in opposition to those members
of the Homoiousian party who had gone over to
the Homoousion. The present writer must admit
that he finds this doublet '—if it is a doublet a
disturbing element. Still, it is possible that, as H.
Valesius (Adnot. to Soz. VI. xii. 4) assumes, there'
were two Homoiousian synods at Antioch in Caria
(.\.D. 368 and 378)
and, in fact, if the bishop of
that city was an intransigent Homoiousian, there
is much to be said for the theory.
If we accept it,
we must regard it as probable that the second of
these synods likewise gave its adherence to the
Confession of Lucian, which, as we have seen, was
so highly esteemed by the Macedonians.
It is in
the period succeeding that date that we find the
;

—

'

;

later

Macedonians. For Macedonianism was simply

the Homoiousianism which, on account of the
doctrine of the Spirit, broke away from the
Homoiousians adhering to the Nicene Creed. The
fact that Epiphanius had also heard of certain
I'neumatomachians who were orthodox as regards
their Christology (see above) proves nothing to the
contrary, since that author wrote at a time prior
to the synod of Antioch
nor is our statement
refuted by the fact that Gregory of Nazianzus, in
a Whitsuntide sermon of the year 381, addressed
the Pneumatoniachians as irepi tok Tiov vytalfovTa
{Or. xii. 8 [PG xxxvi. 440 B]).
Gregory had as
valid grounds for this friendly j udguient as had the
Grthodox when, shortly afterwards, at the synod
of 381, they reminded the thirty-six Pneumatoniachians who attended under the leadership of
Eleusius of their negotiations with Liberius (Soc.
;

V. viii. 7

;

Soz. vil.

vii. 4).

The breach which had been

started by the
rupture between Eustathius and Basil, and by the
synods of Cyzicus and Antioch in Caria, was
rendered absolute b}' the Council of 381. The
Pneumatomaehians withdrew from the Council,
and w ere condemned by it (cf. § 4). The amicable
overtures made at tlie instance of Theodosius I.
to the Arians, Eunomians, and Macedonians at

Cf. Loofs, Eustatfthts, p. 78, with note 2, where, however,
the defection of Eustathius from the Niceue Creed is not

Bidez lias kindly informed the author of this art. that all
read '\pKaSiov.
If the source here is referring
^ao-t-Vttay.
to
the time of Valens, this would point to Gratian'a
mainly

lufficiently recog^uized.

leigu.

1

the
1

-

J.

MSS

^J^expl. T,/? (',\o^itia)9
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Constanlinoiilo in 383— Elcnsins being once more
the repiesenliitive of the last-named ^-loup (Soc.
Soz. VII. xii. 9)— were unsii«ressful in
The Macesect back to the Churcli.
donians, undisturbed by the laws against heretics
see
passed in 3S3 and 384 (cf. Soc. v. xx. 4
above, § l), still remained a distinct group apart
from the Church, but how far beyond A.D. 450
they maintained their position the present writer
V.

X.

24;

winning the

;

cannot say.
LlTERATl'KK.
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religion of the Malagasy is extremely simple.
They believe in one
god, whom they call Zanaharj', 'creator of all
things' but this god, being essentially good and,
consequently, incapable of doing evil, is moie or
;

His attributes are v.ague, and
neglected.
there is, properly speaking, no cult connected with
him.
with
the exception of sorcerers,
Indeed,
there are in Madagascar no individuals or classes
of individuals connected officially with any religion
or cult.
less

—

Ancestor-worship. Tlie shades of ancestors,
for all the JIalagasy believe in a future
life
are the objects of profound veneration, and
inspire their Avorsbippers with extraordinary awe.
They are credited w itli all power of good and evil
over the living, whom
\isit from time to time.
A dead husband, e.tj.,they
will sometimes pay a visit
to his widow, and in this case the birth of jiosthumous children is considered perfectly legitimate.
Ofi'erings are made to ancestors, generally of a
small piece of ox-flesh and a few drops of rum,
which are taken to the grave of the ancestor whose
favours are sought.
2. Sorcery and fetishism.
The Malagasy do
not believe in death from natural causes, except in
the very rare case of extreme old age. Their idea
is that death is always the effect of witchcraft or
evil .spells ca.st by sorcerers, and they are, there1.

—

—

—

careful to collect all hair-cuttings,
parings, etc., in case a sorcerer should find

fore,

nail-

them

and use them to work evil on their owner. The
Sakalava kings were alwa3S accompanied by a
servant whose sole charge was to gather up the
earth upon which they had spat.
Dinners or .sorcerers play a very important
part
in the life of the Malagasy.
The natives believe
that they are in communication with the spirits of
the dead and can cure disease, foretell (lie future,
discern whether tlie outcome of any enterprise
will be favouralde and wh.at is the niost suitable
moment for undertaking it, indicate lucky and
unlucky days, and warn against what is forbidden
The Malaga.sy never embark ui)on any
[fddy).
important nndertaking without first consulting
the 8orcei<-r, who makes use of .tikidy—v. ceremony
in which a handful of seed is
spread out on a cloth,
according to well-delined rules, so as to form sixteen figures, which

ari'

ful in all

then interpreted with the

aid of a code.
The ni/.it/i/, which w.as introduced,
or at least very frequently
eiiiploye<l, by the Antimorona, has been in general use throiigliout the
island for a loug time.

his undertakings, fortunate in love, im-

mune from gun-shots
071.
The natives have
these

or crocodile bites, and so
the most implicit faith in

odi/.

The Merina

ii.

produced the worship of national

which were very similar to the foregoing.
These fetishes were regarded as royal personages,
and had a special residence withofficiatingservants.
The oldest and most famous of them was Kelimafetishes,

laza.
3.

MADAGASCAR.--The

however

sorcerers, who are called mpnnazui-ii, ommnsina, etc., according to the different
provinces, have as one of their occupations— and
that not the least lucrative— the manufacture of
amulets or talismans [oil;/], which generally consist
of small (lieces of carved wood, Imlls' horns ornamented with gla.ss beads, or crocodiles' teeth. The
horns and teeth are usually filled with earth or
sand and various small objects such as gilt nails,
After invoking the god
iron-filings, and so on.
and sprinkling the talisman with grease, the sorcerer, for a consideration, hands it over to the
purch.aser, who tlien hangs it round his neck. The
result is supposed to be that the wearer is success-

The

biasa,

Fady.

— In

almost every case there

is

some

—

these amtilets and fetishes
i.e., it is forbidden to do certain things and to eat
certain foods.
If this prohibition is not rigidly
respected, the ody loses all its virtue and is useless.
The fady, which occurs throughout the whole of

fady connected with

Madagascar, is extremely curious, and recalls the
There are some places
tabu of the Oceanians.
which are regarded as fady for every one, while
others are fady only for certain families or even
for cert.aiu individuals. There aivfndy days, when
no one should begin anything new or start on a
journey. If a child is born on one of these unlucky

—

days, it is killed or, rather, it was until quite
recently, es(iecially in the southern parts of the
island because it is supposed to bring evil upon
its
There are also fady words, i.e.
famil}'.

—

words which must not be pronounced naturally,
these are fast disappearing; from the language.
As an example of this we liave the words which
went to make up the names of the Sakalava kings,
the use of which was prohibited after their death.
These fady are really of a religious nature their
aim is to appease the Avrath of spirits and otherwise
;

;

gain their favour.
4.

Human

— Human

sacrifice has
sacrifice.
in Madagascar, l)Ut it is not

now

been abolished

very
long since it was the custom, when a Sakalava king
was shaving for the first time, to dip the razor for
this important operation in the blood of some
This
famous old chief killed for the occasion.
ceremony was still in vogue when the king of
»M(inab6, Toera, who met his death in the attack
on the village of Anibiky by the French troops in
1897, reached the age of manhood. Not many years
.ago, in accordance with an ancient custom practised in S. and W. Mad.agascar, the favourite wife
of a great Mahafaly chief was killed on his grave,
that he might not be alone in the other world
four of his servants were also juit to death and
their bodies laid under those of the chief and his
wife, so that they might not t<mch the ground.
The Malagasy
Crimes and punishments.
5.
Their religion seems bo
have no mor.al code.
.authorize .anything and everything, and the only
recognized sin is failure to observe the externa!
formalities of worship such a sin of omission may
be absolved by the penitent's making a small offer
ing to the god.
liefore the conquest of Madagascar by the
French, justice was of an extremely .summary
nature (except in tlie ease of the Merina, who
had a code of laws modelled on Furopean codes),
based simply upon traditional ivse and wont.
;

—

;

MADAGASCAR
Justice was meted out by the kiiij^ or the village
chief, and in certain tribes
e.g., the Betsileo
by
an assembly of the leading men of the tribe. The
lex talionis was iu universal use.
The principal
crimes were cow-stealing, failure to pay debts, and
the gi'eatest crime of all sorcery, which was
alwijys punished \iy death.
6. Ordeals and oaths.
In cases of doubt, recourse was had to trial by ordeal. The poison
or
which
has
made so many victims
test,
tanqhin,
among the Hova, is one of the best-kuown methods,
and another test consisted in making the accused
cross a river infested with crocodiles, or an arm of
the sea where sharks abounded, these animals being
supposed to eat the guilty and to do no harm to
the innocent.
Another interesting practice is the 'water-oath.'
Into a bowl half full of water are put a bullet, some powder,

—

—

—

—

—

spot—

e.g., the tombs of the old kings of
and especially a bit of gold.
The accused, or the
litigants iu a law-suit, drink this water, vowing their good
faith during the process ; and all the ills that flesh is heir to are

earth from a sacred

Inienna

—

two

on those who swear faldel.v.
another ceremony .similar to this the
'blood-oath,' or fatidra by which two persons
promise each other mutual aid and protection
throughout their lives, and enter into a voluntary
relationship more intimate and binding than real

supposed to

There

fall

is

—

—

blood-relationship.

To

the contents of the bowl described above are added a fewdrops of each individual's blood, drawn from a slight cut made
on his breast. While each holds in his hand the shaft of his
spear or the ramrod of his gun, with the points dipped in the
bowl, an orator announces the news of this fraternal union to
their ancestors in an eloquent speech, and calls upon God to
inflict the most severe punishment if either of them fails to keep
his oath (cf., further, art.

—

Brothkruood

[Artificial], § 13).

Exorcism. The Malagasy have a peculiar
ceremony which shows their belief in demoniacal
possession and exorcism. Its aim is to cure certain
maladies, and also to render thanks to God for the
cure ett'ected. This is practised chiefly in the west
and south of the'island, and is termed bilo'^ or .mlamancfa. Those who are submitted to treatment of
this kind are supposed to be possessed of a devil,
which must be expelled.
7.

The patient

led out of the village to a large open space
where a platform 10 or 12 ft. high, with a primitive ladder leading up to it, is erected for the occasion. At the foot of this
platform all the inhabitants of the neighbourhood are grouped
on one side, and the cattle belonging to the invalid or his
When he arrives, dancing and singing
family on the other.
begin, and there are great libations of toala (rum), large
The
quantities of which must be consumed by the patient.
unfortunate man is then led into the middle of the cattle,
where he has to point out with a stick two oxen, one of which
acta as a kind of scape-animal and is sacred to the man's
parents, who treat it with every kindness, while the other is
The
immediately sacrificed and eaten by the bite^'tators.
patient, drunk with alcohol, noise, and the heat of the sun, has
then to climb up to the platform—an operation not altogether
If he reaches the top without much help, God
free from risk.
is supposed to be favourable to him and he will get better; if
not, his case is hopeless. Once he is safely established on the
mat covering the top of the i>latform, a woman, who has had to
remain in a state of absolute chastity for twenty-four hours
previously, gives him food which she has cooked specially for
him, particularly newly-killed ox-flesh. If he eats it, or even
pretends to do so, that is a sure sign of his speedy reco\ ery to
health and long life. The tumult of singing and siiouting then
begins again with redoubled energy. The sick man is left lying
there, several feet above the ground, sometimes for a very "long
time, while those who have assisted at the ceremony intoxicate
is

themselves with rum and gorge themselves with meat. He is
then carried back with great pomp to his dwelling, where,
nine times out of ten, he succumbs to the effects of hia treatment.

—

Death and disposal of the dead. Among the
most characteristic customs of the Malagasy are
8.

those connected with burial of the dead.
The
funeral rites are not the same throughout the whole
island some peoples hide their cemeteries in the
heart of the forest, among hills and rocks, in desert
places, or anywhere far from the sight and sound
;

^ The -Arabic
word for 'de^il' is Iblls, and from this the
Malagasy have fonned 6i7o, which is the name both for the evil
spirit and for the ceremony of exorcizing it.
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of man ; others, again, bury their dead by the side
of the high road or right in the midst of human

dwellings.

The former, who are

and everything connected with

terrilied at

death

are mainly found
among the coast tribes, except in the south-east,
where the people are of Arab origin. The latter,
who like to live within sight of tlieir last restingplace, belong to the centre of the island, and consist chiefly of the Merina, Betsileo, and other tribes
civilized by the Malays.
The eastern tribes put the dead body in the
hollowed-out trunk of a tree, closed with a badlyfltting lid in the form of a roof, and this improvised
coflin they lay either on the ground or on a small
platform in the middle of a palisade roofed over
it,

with branches and leaves.

The Antankarana make their cemeteries in the
natural grottoes or rock-caves found in the numerous small islands along the coast or in the lime.stone mountains of the north, and here again the
coffins, with beautifully carved lids, are simply
laid on the ground.
Some Betsileo and Bara
families follow the same custom, and bury their
dead in the hollows and caves which abound on
the higher readies of their mountains.
The otlier natives of the island bury their dead
beneath the ground.
The western and southern
tribes
the Sakalava, the Mahafaly, the Antandroy, and most of the Bara cover theu' graves
with a heap of loose stones in the form of a long
parallelepiped, while some Sakalava families surround their tombs with posts carved in different
shapes {human beings, birds, crocodiles, etc.), which
recall certain cemeteries of Oceania.
The Merina custom is to hollow out a mortuary
chamber, above which they usually build a small
house for those of noble birth, and for the Hova,
or freemen, a small rectangular wall, where they
gather together stones and blocks or fragments of
quartz, with a raised stone at one end. The head
is generally turned to the east.
All the Malagasy have the same idea of the impurity of a dead body and its power to communicate
funeral procession must
uncleanness to others.
never pass in front of the king or anywhere near
his residence, and it must also avoid the neighbourhood of sacred stones. Those who have taken any
part in a burial ceremony must cleanse themselves
before going home.
As may be gathered from the prevalence of
ancestor-worship, all tlie Malagasy without exception stand in awe of the dead, and desire above all
things to be buried in the family tomb. When a

—

—

A

Malagasy (in particular a Merina) dies away from
home, his urgent wish is that his relatives should
come, no matter how long after his death it may
be, and carry his bones back to his native land.
This desire is respected in almost all cases, and
even to-day it is no rare thing to meet little processions of Hova carrying back the mortal remains
of a member of their family wrapped in a Avhite
In many cases
cloth hung on a long bamboo pole.
they go as far as four or live weeks' journey from
Tananarivo. When the body cannot be recovered,
the pillow or mattress of the deceased is buried
in his stead, or a stone or a post is erected to his
memory at the side of the road or near his native
village.

In Madagascar mourners cut their hair short
keep it dishevelled ; they wear coarse dirty
clothes, and are not allowed to wash or look in a
minor, even if they possess one they must appear
as unkempt as possible so as to keep other people
Un the death, or as the phrase
at a distance.
goes in Madagascar, wliere ordinary everyday
would
never
be used in connexion with such
words
high and exalted personages as kings on the departure,' of a sovereign, a number of .sumptuary
;ind

—

—

—

'

.
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laws came iiitu force which had to be strictly of the four sampraduyas,^ or churches, of the
obeyed, if one did not wish to run the risk of being Vaisnava I'.hakti-marga (see art. BllAK'ri-MARGA,
It has usually been stated that
considered resjionsible for the death of the king vol. ii. p. 545).
and of being subjected to capital puninliment as this sect represents an attempt to form a coma sorcerer. Tlic following are some of the restric- promise or alliance between Saivas and Vaisnavas,'
but an examination of the authoritative docutions enforced on thedeatnof liadamal. (1810-28)
ments of the faith shows that this is far from the
all the inhabitants of the kingdom, with tlie exadvisable to include in this
ception of the heir to the throne, had to shave truth. It is therefore
their heads, sleep on the ground instead of in article an account of the life of the founder of the
beds, use neither chairs nor tables, pass each other religion, and of the legends connected with his
Avithout greeting in the street, neither play any coming.
The authorities on which the following account
musical instrument nor sing, have no fire or light
at night, do no work except in the fields, refuse to is based are (1) the Maiiimaiijari (quoted as 3fm.),
be carried in a palanquin, use no mirror, go about which deals with the religious history of India
bare-headed, wear no tine clothes, and, in the case down to the birth of Madhva, the founder of the
As in the sect (2) the Madhvavijnya (Mv.), which deals with
of women, keep the shoulders bare.
East, white, not black as in Europe, is the colour the life of Madhva himself ; both these works are
who
in Sanskrit, and are written by one
of mourning.
Narayana,
Several Malagasy tribes e.g., the Betsileo and was the son of Trivikrama, an actual disciple of
Trivithe Antankarana— have the peculiar and repug- Madhva
(3) tne Vayustuti of the above
nant custom of not burying their dead immediately krama and (4) C. N. Krishnaswami Aiyer's &ri
after death
even wait till decom- RIadhwa and Madhwaisin (K.), which includes a
fretjuentlj' they
summary in English of (1) and (2).
position has set in and in many cases the putrid
The basis of the
1. Accounts of the founder.
Their funeral
liquid is collected and set apart.
Madhva religion is, first, that Visnu is the Brahman
Avatclies are naturally far from agreeable, and, to
be able to live at all in the midst of the nauseating of the Upani.yids and, secondly, that, whenever he
odours, the relatives and friends of the dead man becomes incarnate, he always has his son, Vayu, the
drink rum all the time and burn quantities of in- ail-god, as his friend and helper. Accordingly, the
This custom, which first four S'trgas, or chapters, of Mm., after describcense, suet, and even leather.
is of Oceanic origin, comes from the desire not to
ing the order of creation, give detailed accounts of
bury any putrescible or impure matter along with the Kama and Krsna incarnations, Rama's great
the bones. Even the tribes which do not have this friend and ally being Hanumat, the son of Vayu,
and Krsna's ally being, not Arjuna, as we miij'ht
practice generally have two burial ceremonies
one consisting in simply burying the dead, and the expect, but Bhima (cf. Mv. i. 41), one of the fave
other taking place some years after, when nothing heroes of the Mahabharala, and also a son of the
but the skeleton remains, and when the body is air-god. In both of these cases the sonship is
Sometimes, as looked upon as equivalent to incarnation. In the
finally placed in the family tomb.
Mahabhdntta Bhima is described as having perin Imerina, the body is put into the family vault
at once, but it is wrapped round with several silk formed many glorious feats, and as having conbut in Madhva
lamhas and is not placed in a coffin. Later, at a quered many terrible demons
certain specified time, the ceremony of the mamatheology these are all ignored save one, which,
This consists in changing the compared with the others, is, in the epic, of quite
dika takes place.
minor importance. In the Vaiia-parvan (Mahdbh.
soiled lambas, and the Merina say then that they
turn the bodies on their other side so that they may iii. 11,661 H'.) it is related that Bhima attacked
certain Yak§as or Rak^asas belonging to the
not get tired of lying in one position.
Funerals in Madagascar are always the occasion country beyond the Himalaya, and kuled their
The richer the leader, Manimat. Manimat had formerly ofl'ered
of feasts in honour of the dead.
man is and the more cattle he possesses, the more a filthy insult to the Indian sage Agastya (the
brilliant are the orgies that are indulged in. Shots apostle of southern India), and had been cursed by
are fired and bulls are killed, the flesh being eaten him to be slain by a mortal. Such stress is laid
at the funeral feast, and the head and horns being upon this story by the Madhvas that they maintain
it now in the Mahaplaced with great ceremony on the tomb of the that the version, as we have
deceased. Kum flows like water, and as long as bhurata, was, with the sanction of Vyasa, the
there is anything left to eat or drink the feast author of the epic, rewritten and completed by
the funeral festivities of great and Madhva himself (K. p. 42).
continues
noble personages have been known to last for
The narrative of the events in the Kaliyuga, or present age
At first, the
months.
of the world, commences in the 5th sarija of Mm.
knowledge of the Vcdas, as taught by Krsna and Bhima {Mm.
*A Ilova Custom with
to
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Madhvas

or

Madhvucharis are an Indian

sect,

one

reigns supreme. Then the Asuras conspire to spread false
doctrines. The demon ^kuni, urged by Chagakya, the son of
Lokayata, points out that other heresies, such as those of the
Charv,ikas, Jain.?, and PaSupatas, had all failed (9-15). Therefore Maijiuiat, who alone had sufficient skill, must become incarnate as a lirahniapa ascetic, and must destroy the Vedanta,
V. 1),

of explaining it(15ff.).
Mapimat is dispatched
with instructions to uliolish the Vedas and Puraijas, to ridicule
the theory that \ifnu has gujiat, or qualities, and to establish
the Identiti of the kouI with Brahman (19 £f.).
Here ('29) the story digresses to tell how at that time the
whole earth was imder the sway of Buddhism, and to describe
the effort's of Sahara and Kumarila to refute it by the aid of the
/•iiria-.WiJimiiiS'isvstem of philosophy. The 6th saryo continues
and Uie rise of the
this, narrating the successes of Kumarila
rival Prabbakara school.
At this stage of affairs Mapimat is born as a widow's bastard
He is hence named Sariikara.s He is
(Jfm. vi. 6; Mv. i. 46)

under cover

1 It is called tke Brahma-saihpraddya because it is said to
have been first conunimicated by Vispu to Brahman, who spread
See
it through the world with the help of his brother, Vayu.

below.
2

e.g.,

by Wilson, Religious Sects of the Hindus,

p. 1,49.

3 The liiidhva boolis uniformly change the treat Sariikara's
The object is plain. Saiiikura means
name to Saihkara.
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Numerous tales
ties put it as late as A.D. 1238.'
are told of his youthful exploits and of miracles
that will be referred to below. His prowess in
his schoolphysical exercises was recognized by

subbrought up in sieat poverty, and (as a slap at the monism
in his boyhood he
eequentlv tauglit by him) it is related that
see
able
to
never
a
time,
being
could count onlv one thin',' at
a second (ilm. vi. 10). He is taken to Saurasfra, where, under
books
the
sacred
masters
(U).
the patronage of ^iva, he quickly
He then goes from teacher to teacher, but is turned o£f by them
He invents his doctrine, described as
for his heretical views.
iunya-marga and nirgmj.atva, and is hailed by the demons as
their saviour (24). On their advice he joins the Buddhists and
teaches Buddhism under cover of Vedantism. He makes the
Vedas without meaning, and equates .Brahman with nothingness iiunyalva) (46). He becomes a Sakta, and messenger of
Bhairavi, who confers upon him a magic spell (61).
SaihThe 7th sartja describes further disgraceful events
kara's life. He seduces the wife of his Brahmaija host (Iff.).
He makes converts bv magic arts. He falls sick and dies. His
learned
last words are instructions to his disciples to uproot the
teachers of the true Vedic
Satyaprajfla, the last of the great

tellows,
42-48).

He journeyed along, disof Saihkara.
most imputing with the doctors in each town, his
modern
j.ortant combat being at Anantapura (the
Trivandrum) with the head of the Saiiikara monasHere there seems to
tery at Sringeri {Mv. v. 36).
have been a drawn battle. The combatants parted
in enmity, and thenceforth began the deadly hatred
that ever after existed between the followers of the
two systems. Madhva had to take refuge for four
months at Ramesvara (v. 4111'.), after which he
returned to Udipi. The result of this first tour was
to establish Madhva as the leader of a new sect
and to widen the breach between him and the

start a line of disciples, outwardly Mayins,
but reallv devoted to Hari {i.e. Vispu). In this hne of disciples
In his time the Lord, i.e.
in
due
course,
AchjTitapreksa.
came,
Vayu, became incarnate as Madhva, in the house of Madhyageha,
and studied under Achvutaprekfa (34 ff.). The book ends with
a brief account of Madhva's work, specially mentioning that he
composed a commentary on the Vedanta Sutras utterly destroy-

the

tliief

iii.

monism

disciple

who should

made by

(il/u.

Anantesvara monastery at Udipi, and finally received from him the name of Anandatrrtha {Mv.
V. 2), the title adopted by him in future as his penname. All this time, it must be remembered, he
was studying the Vedanta, according to the mdyaschool of Samkara.
After further study, he made a tour through
southern India, having in the meantime developed
his own system of dualism in oiiposition to the

doctrine.
In the 8th sarga we have the doings of Saiiikaras loUowers.
They persecute their opponents, burning down monasteries,
women and
destroving cattle-pens, r.nd by magic arts killing
children (2). They forcibly convert one of their chief opponents,
his disciples to adopt the
and
him
and
compel
Prajnatirtha,
to the
maya-svstem (5). These, however, still secretly adhere
true religion, and, after consulting Satyanrajua, determme to
in
the
learned
mayato become thoroughly
cause one

ing that

who nicknamed him 'Bhima'

When

he grew up, he became a pupil of
the Achyutapreksa already referred to [Mv. iv. 6),
and in due cuursej amidst a burst of prophecy from
the assembled crowd, received initiation under the
name of Purnabodha or Purnaprajiia (33). He
continued his studies under Achyutapreksa in the

m

system,
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Magimat-Sariikara.

thus appears that Madhva, like Bhima, was
an incarnation of Vayu, ^vhp came to the earth to
and all their
destroy the followers of Saiiikara
was delivered to
teaching, that the true religion
the present age by Krsna and Bhima, that it was
and
upheld by Kumarila in' the Purvn,-Mhmrmsa,
that it was revived by ISIadhva. Samkara's mCvjain dissystem was declared to be only Buddhism
It

authoritie.5 at Sringeri K. p. 32).
of further
After some
(

study at Udipi,
he seems to have completed
his commentary on the ]'cckmta Sutras, Madhva
started on his second tour, this time through
northern India. He at length reached Hardwar.
Here, after fasting and meditation, he left his
followers and went ofl' alone into the heart of the
years

during which (K.

There
i. 51]).
guise {prachcMianna-Bauddha \_Mv.
is no trace whatever of any attempt to reconcile
the 6aiva teaching of Saihkara with Vaisnavism.
Here also must be mentioned one other doctrine of
Madhvism not referred to above, but of considerable importance— ^lat salvation can be obtained
only through Vayu {i.e. in the present age, through
Madhva), and through no one else (K. p. 68).
In Mv. the first sarga sums up briefly the contents of Mm., special stress being again laid on the
Manimat story (i. 39), and on Bliima's close connexion with Krsna (41). The incarnation of Vayu
The rest of the work is
is plainly stated in ii. 24.
a prolix account of Madhva's life, too long to
analyze here. The main facts are as follows
Madhyageha Bhatta, Madhva's father [Mc. ii.
at Rajatapitlia' (6),
9, 14), was a Brahmana living
close to the modem Udipi, a town on the sea-coast
of the present district of S. Kanara, and about 40
miles due west of Sringeri, then, and stUl,^ the
of the Smarta followers of Saih-

p. 33)

Himalaya, where he is said to have stayed with
vii.
Vyasa, the compiler of the Mahabharata {Mv.

16 fF.).
Vyasa encouraixed him to return to India
and there to publish hi.s commentary (viii. 44 8'.).
He accordingly went back to Hardwar, where he
widely proclaimed his doctrine, and 'ground opto dust'
posing commentaries and false systems

He made a leisurely return to Udipi,
Bff.).
converting more than one eminent Saihkarite on
the way (ix. 17), and finally converted his own
teacher, Achyutajireksa (ix. 35).
There now began a period of persecution {Mv.
xii. and xiii.), in which the Sariikarites, led by the
head of the Sringeri monastery, did all that they
could to destroy the new teacher and his followers.
head-quarters
They even went so far as to carry ofl' Madhva's
entire library, and it was restored only through
karacharya.
The ancient name of the country now comprising the interposition of the local prince, Jaya Siiuha
S.
N.
and
and
Kanara, of Visnumangala. It was shortly after this that
the Districts of Dharwar
of the State of
Madhva converted Trivikrama (xiii. 50 ff., xv. 64),
together with the western portion
it is
and
modern
the
Tula,
the father of the author of Mm. and My. In his
Mysore, was Tuluva,
been
have
Madhvas
the
here that
strong.
always
Madhva again toured to the North, and
last
years
No census figures are available for their number, is said
to have rejoined Vyasa, in whose company
but a very rough estimate of the materials avail- lie still remains awaiting the conclusion of the
able leads us to put it at Something like 70,000.
His final journey is described m,Mv.
present age.
Elsewhere they are very few.^
The date of his death" was probably Saka
xvi.
After the usual natal rites, the boy was named 1198 ( = A.D. 1'276), when he was 79 years old.*
Vasudeva, but in later years he was known as Thirty-seven difl'erent works are attributed to him,
Madhva. The most probable date of his birth is of which the most important are his commentaries
theSaka year 1119 ( = A.D. 1197), but some authori- on the Vedanta Sutras and on the Bhagavad-Gita,
or 'rubbish.' The
and his commentary on the Maluibhdrata, entitled
'auspioious,' but Saiiikara 'misbegotten'
whole account is a ferocious libel on the founder of the system
the Mahdhharata-tatpanja-nirnaya.
(Lx.

:

|

which it opposes.
1
Probablv identical with the ancient town and still existing
village of Kalyanapura (,IGl xiv. [1908] 314).
2 It
the Vaisnavism of
is, however, import.iiit to note that
Bengal, founded by Chailam a (';.!'.), is an offshoot of Madhvism
(see Pratapa - Siiiiha, Bhakta-kalvadiuma, Lucknow, 1884,
p. 46).

1 See Subba
Rau, Bhajavad-G'ita, p. xiff. ; cf. Bhandarkar,
Vaisnavism, &aivism, and Minor Religious St/sUins, p. 59.
- See Bhandarkar, p. 69.
A list of the thirty-seven works
attributed to him is given in Bhandarkar's Report on the Search
in
the
itSS
Bombaii Presidency for ISSSSS,
for Sanskrit

Bombay,

1884, p. 207.
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—

MaUlivisni rejects not
2. Doctrines of the sect.
only the iiiniiism of Saiiikara but also the Visi^lddimita, or qualitied monism, of Ranianuia (see art.
HlIAKTIMAKGA, vol. ii. p. 545). Its followers eall
tlierasel ve,s Sad-Vai.siiavas to <listiii;.'iiisli themselves
from the Sri-Vai.siiava followers of the latter. 'I'lic
basis of the whole pliilosophieal system is dvaitn.
or dualism,
liy this is not meant the dualism of
spirit and matter, or that of f;i>od and evil, hut
the distinction between the independent Supreme
Being (Paramcttman) and the dependent principli'
of \\iG{jivatnuin).
There are five real and eternal
distinctions {pnnchahhcrlH), viz. (a) between God
and the individual soul, (A) between God and
(c) between the soul and matter, [d) between one soul and another, and (.-) between one
The account of
particle of matter and anotlier.

matter,

the order of creation given in Mm. i. 2 ff. closely
follows the well-known Sahkhya-Yoga system, as
modified by the l'uran.as, and need not detain u,s.
Visnu, Nfirayana, or I'aro Ilhagavan, not IJrahman,
is the name given to the Supreme Being.
He is
endoweil with all auspicious qualities (;/«»«), and
has a consort, Laksmi, distinct from, but dependent on, him. By her he has two sons, Brahman,
the Creator, and the Vayu mentioned above, who
is the Saviour of mankind.
Moksa, or salvation,
consists in release from transmigration and eternal
residence in the abode of Niirayana.
Souls {jlva)

are innumerable, and each is eternal, has a separate
existence, and is subject to transmigration.
They
fall into three groups, viz. (a) the lesser gods, the
a
few
other
select classes of
pitrs, j-sis, kings, and
the good
these are destined to salvation
(/))
those who are neither sufficiently good to belong
to the first class nor sufficiently bad for the third
these are destined to perpetual transmigration
and {c) demons, etc., and sinners,
{sammrii)
especially followers of the ;Hay«doctrine and other
hereti<'S who reject Vayu
these arc destined to
eternal hell.
Again, it must be noted that there
is no salvation, except through Vayu, i.e., in the
It is also notepresent age, through Mailhva.
worthy that in this religion the idea of eternal
bliss, or nioksa, is balanced by the idea of an
eternal hell a logical symmetry that is missing
in the other religions of Sladhva s time.
The natural soul is characterized by ignorance
{nvidyci), and this ignorance is disiielled, and salvation is obtained, by right knowledge of God.
This
knowledge is oblainable by souls of the first class,
as
and eighteen means are described
necessary for
Such are distaste of this world
its attainment.
attendance
on a
(vrtiragya), equanimity (Samn),
guru, or religious teaclier, hhnkti directed to God,
due performance of rites and ceremonies (cf. the
Purva-Mundihsd), reprobation of false doctrines,
worship (updsand), and so on.'
Service to Visnu [i.e. to God) is ex))re.ssed in
three ways
(a) by stigniatization, or branding
{ahkann) the body with the symbols of Visnu (6)
by giving his names to sons and others (ndmakarana) and («) by worship (bhajana) with word,
act, and thought.
Worship with word consists in
(1) veracity, (2) usefulness, (3) kindliness, (4) sacred
study with act, in (5) almsgiving, (6) defence, (7)
protection with thought, in (8) mercy, (9) longing,
and (10) faitli. Worship is the dedication to Narayaiia (i.e. (iod) of each of these as it is realized.
The custom of branding sj-mbols of Visnu on the
slioulders and breast is not peculiar Ui the followers
of Madhva, being also adopted bythe Sri-Vaisnavas
but among the Mfidhvas, insteail of being occasional,
it is universal, and is declared to be necessary according to the .id.iti-ns. All cla.sses, whether monks
or lay, are branded. The chief of each mafh, or
;

;

;

;

;

—

:

j

;

;

;

;

1

3

Tlie conipleU; lisl

i>t

(;iven

Sarpa-duriana-eaiiiijraha,

by nhnndarkar,
tr. p. 91.

p.

00 f.

monastery, tours among the faithful, and every
time he makes his visitation the laity undergo the
ceremony (K. p. 40). The sectarian marks, common

monks and laity, are, besides these brands, two
white perpendicular lines on the forehead, made
with ifv/n-c/iun<liiit(i eartli, and joined at the root
of the nose.
Between them is a straight black line
made with incense-charcoal, and terminating in a
spot of turmeric. Madhva did not allow bloody
sacrifices.
The old sacrifices were retained, but he
enjoined the substitution of a fictitious lamb made
of rice-nioal as the victim, instead of a lamb of fle.sh
and blood.' Madhvism is also remarkable for the
extreme lengths to which fasting of great rigour is
carried out.
The life of an orthodox Madhva is
one continuous round of fasts, and, according to
one writer, this has had an injurious eft'ect on the
to

average physique of the members of the sect (K.
A iv". account of the.se fasts will be found
p. 70).
in the DO xxii. 72
The chief math, or monastery, of the sect is at
Udipi, and is said to have been founded by Madhva
He also founded two ot hers at Madhyahimself.
fi'.

—
—

and Subrahmanya respectively both, like
Udipi, in the coast district of Mangalor and gave
a .'ivamin, or head, to each of the three. The main
settlement he divided into eight sub-monasteries,
tala

to each of

which he also gave a svdmin.

Each

of

these eight •ivdmins conducts the worship of Krsua
at the head monastery in his turn, his term of
The change (parydya)
office lasting for two years.
of svdmin.^ thus takes place every second year,
when the sun enters the sign of Makara, or CajiriIt is the occasion of a
corn, early in January.
great fair and festival. The succession of chief
pontifls is recorded in the BG xxii. (p. 59), and the
There are
thiity-Ufth pontilV was living in 1883.
now eighteen subsects, of which ten are the followers
of the ten svd7>ii7is appointed by Madhva and five
were started by his four immediate successors.
Only two, and these still more modei'n, refuse to
acknowledge the authoritj' of the head pontiff at
Udipi. The most salient doctrinal difierence dol)ends on the interpretation of the word bhajana,
or worship, and even this is of small importance
(K. p. 60).

Influenceof Christianity.— In the art. Bhakti(vol. ii. p. 548) it was pointed out that the
southern Indian reformers haa probably been to a
certain extent influenced by the Christianity then
existing in their neighbourhood." The apparent
3.

MARGA

influence of Christianity

is

especially noteworthy

Mailhvism. Madhva's birthplace was either in
the ancient city of Kalyanapura or clo.se to it.
Kalyanapura has always been reputed as one of
the earliest Christian settlements in India, and
here, so long ago as the 6th cent. A.D., Cosmas
Indicoplenstes (p. 178 f. [PG Ixxxviii. 169]) found
bishop who was ajjpointed from Persia.' These
Christians were Nestorians (Garbe, p. 155). No
stress need be laid on most of the childish miracles
attributed to Madhva in Mv., because they are
such as are attributed to the infancy of many religious teachers ; but some of the legends deserve
in

••i

1 It will he remembered that Madliva is said to have revised
the Mahnbhiirata, and in this connexion it ."Jhutild he noted
that in tile southern recension ot the epic, after xil. cccxliv. 20,
six verses have been insert^ed in wliich it is <lirccted that
animals of flour should be used at sacrifices.
*^ The
present writer takes this opportunity of witbdrawinjc
ii. 548'^ that Al<»pen had visited the
the remark made in
court of Siladitva. See JRAS, 1913, p. 114.
S A. Burneli; lA ii. (18781 2T4ff., iii. (1S74J SlOfl. ; ct. R.
Oarbe, Indien vnd das Christentttm, Tishingen, 1914, p. LSI ff.
The passacre in Cosmas is not quoted in J. W. Mct^rindle's
Ancimt fnilia, Calcutta, 1877. Oarbe (p. 162) considers it
probable that the Kalliana of Cosmas was another Kalyana
farther north and m-ar Hombay, but it seems to the present
writer that the wonliiip of Cosmas connects Kalliana s'7 closely
with .Male (Malabar) that it nulst be the town near Utjiipi.
Qftrbe himself appears to accept this in bis note ou p. 273.
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a passing notice. Thus, before Madliva appeared
on earth, at a festive gathering at the temple at
Udipi tlie spirit of Anaiilesvara (Visnu) came upon
a Brahmaiia and made liini a messenger of good
news to proclaim that the kingdom of heaven was
at hand (K- P- 13). After the child had been presented in the temple at Udipi, as his parents were
taking him through a forest, a graha, or evil spirit,
opposed their May, but dei)arted on being reb\iked

When
by the divine child (K. p. 16 Mv. ii. 32 ff.
the child was live years old, his parents missed him,
and after an anxious search of three days found
him at Udipi, in the temple of Anautesvara, teacliing gods and men to worship Visnu according to
).

;

Vaeiastras (K. p. 16 71/y. iii. 1 fl'.). On his southern
tour Madln'a multiplied food in a wilderness, to
meet the needs of his followers (K. p. 27 Mr. v. 32).
On one of his northern tours he walked across
water without wetting his clothes' (K. p. 35 Mv.
X. 27), and on another occasion he stilled an angry
sea by his look (K. p. 48 Mv. xvi. 11). The substitution at sacrifices of a lamb of rice for a lamb of
flesh and blood also oilers a striking
analogy, but,
as K. p. 68 points out, it may with equal probability
be ascribed to Jain influence. Under
any circumstances, considering the fact that Madhva was
born and brought up in the neighbourhood of
Christians and that the doctrine of bhakti is common
to all forms of Vaisnavism and to Christianity,
there is considerable probability that at least some
of these legends grew up under Christian inlluence.
Still more striking, however, is the central article
of Madhva belief that Vayu is the son of the
Supreme God, Visnu, and that salvation can be
obtained (nily through him. This is e^'idently an
idea borrowed from Christianity, quite possibly
promulgated as a rival to the central doctrine of
that faith.
In the two papers
4. Traces of Manichaeism.
already quoted, liurijell imints out that Persian
immigrants were welcomed in this part of India
long after the time of Cosmas, and that before the
beginning of the 9th cent. A.D. they had acquired
sovereign rights over their original settlement of
Manigrama, by a grant from the peruiiin/, or local
chief.
Burnell goes on to suggest that these
Persians were Manichseans, and that the name of
their settlement meant 'Manes- (Mani-) town,'
not 'Jewel-town,' as the compound would ordiBurnell's theory was
narily mean in Sanskrit.
attacked in the same journal and, according to
Garbe (p. 152), completely controverted by R.
Collins.
To the jn-esent writer it seems that, in
the discussion, Collins failed in his main point
the meaning of Mani in Mani-grama
and that
Burnell's suggestion, though certainly not proved,
may possibly contain more elements of truth than
Garbe was prepared to admit.' It seems that
Burnell's suggestion that Mani refers to Manes
receives some confirmation from tlie Manimat
theory of the Madhvas. It is intolligible' that
Bhima should be selected as the hero, but it is unintelligible why the altogether unimportant Manimat of the epic should be selected as the origin of
the arch-heretic Saihkara. Bhima killed
many
;

;

'

;

;

—

'

'

'

'

'

—

—

'

much more noteworthy demons, who would have

served Madhva's pur]iose better
l)nt so small a
part does Manimat, the demon from beyond the
Himalaya, play in the epic= that Madliva had,
according to the legend, actually to get Vyasa's
permission to re^write the story,'so as to make if
complete. It must, on the other liand, be admitted
;

The following are the references to the whole controversy.
Garbe (foe. cit.) refers only to one of Collins's couiraunication's,
and does not notice an\ of Eurnell's renlies:
ii.
2T3

H

(Burnell), iii. 808 (Burnell),
iv.
ISl
[1SV5] 153 (Oollins),
(Burnell). 31 1 (Collins), v. (1S70] 25 (Burnell).
references
S.
see
Sorensen, Index to the Xames in
•I.' ??''.'''?''
tne Mahabharata, London, 1904
6., p. 464.
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that there is little resemblance between Manichjeism and Samkara's theology. The former is dualist
and the latter is nionist. But iMaui's dualism
taught the existence of two beings light and
darkness. Light had God at its head, and darkness had no god at its head. There is a certain
resemblance between this and Samkara's Brahman
obscured by mdi/d. At any rate, it is possible that
Madhva, who (K. p. 36) could speak the language
of the Mlechchhas (foreigners), may have become
acquainted with Manichajism, and may have associated it in tliis way with ^ailikara's theory of maya.
The question deserves more investigation than has
hitherto been given to it.

—

,

—

LiTER.^Ti'RE.
The Maxtiviafljail and the Madltvaoijaija have
been already mentioned. .Several editions of these have been
published in India. A useful summary of Madhva doctrines
will be found on p. 16ff. of the Sakalacf (rya-mata-saihgraha,
aa anonymous work published in the Benares .Sanskrit Series
ui 1907.
A fuller account will be found in Padmanabhasiiri,

.'iladhvasiddhdnta-sdra,

Bombay,

ISSIJ,

quoted by Bbandarkar,

59.
p.
Finally, there is Madhvacharya, Sarva-dar^ana!iamgraha, of which many editions h.ive been publislied in
India. Of this there is an Eng. tr. by E. B. Cowell and A. E.

Gough(2nd ed., London, 1894). The system of Purpaprajna, i.e.
Madhva, will be found in ch. v. p. S7ff. of the translation.
As for works in Enjilish, the earliest account of the Madhvas
is contained in
Account of the Marda Gooroos, collected while
Major Mackenzie was at Hurryhurr, 24th August ISOO,' printed
on p. 33 ff. of the 'Characters' in the AHatic Annual Reqister
for 1804 (London, ISiW).
We next have H. H. Wilson, Sketch
'

of the Religiems

.Sects

of the Bindiis, reprinted from vols. xvi.

Auatic Researches, London, 1861, i, 130 ff. A
book is C. N. Krishnaswami Aiyer, Sri Modhwa
and Madhreaism, Madras, no date. This has been freely
utilized in the foregoing pages. See also the followinj< R. G,
Bbandarkar, Vai^7)-avis^n. Saivisin and Minor Jielif/ious
Systems ( = GIA1' iii. 6), Strassburg, 1913, p. 67(1.; JIG', vol.
xxii., 'Dharwar,' Bombay, 1884, p. 66 ff. (full account of the
history, religion, and customs of the Madhvas of the present
day) and G. Venkobo Rao, A Sketcli of the Hist, of the

and

xvii. of

useful little

:

'

;

Madhwa Acliar} as,' beginning in 7.4 xliii. [1914] 2o3 (refers
C. M. Padmanabhacharya, L\fe of Madhvachdri/a).

to

For an authentic account of Madhva's docUines see S.
Subba Rau, The Vedanta-sut ras, with the Cotiimrntary by .SVi
Madhwacharya, a complete Translation, JIadras, 10U4, I'he
Bhagat^ad-Gita, Translation and Commentaries in English
according to Sri Madhwacharya's Bhashyas. do. 1906. Both of
those are in English. The pref:ice of tlie latter contains a life
Madhva from the orthodo.x jioint of view ; cf. also P. Rama-

of

Rao, The Brahma
to the Commentary of
Kumbakonam, 1902.

Chandra

Siitras

according

Sri

text),

:

Cvnisimed

literally

Madhaalchdrya (Sanskrit
Q, A. GKIEK.SON.

MADHYAMAKA, MADHYAMIKAS.—

is the name of a system of Buddhist
philosophy, 'the system of the middle way,' 'the
system of the Mean (iJ.iaov) the adherents of this
system are called Madh_yamikas.
I. Nagarjuna.
The w ork upon which the Madhyamaka jihilosojjliy is based, the Millamadhyamakakdrika, still survives, and tradition is agreed
in ascribing it to Nagarjuna
numerous commentaries have been written upon it
Nagarjuna's
the
own,
Ahntobhaya those of Buddhapalita and
which
seem
to
a
faithful
renderChandrakirti,
give
ing of the author's meaning and that of Bhavaviveka, which transmits his personal views. There
are two branches of Madhyamaka, but the difference
between them has not been studied, and seems to
consist in a mere divergence in the method of demonstration.
AU this literature is, or will soon be, accessible
in the editions of the originals or in translations.'
The Mala madhyamaka is probably the autlientic
work of Nagarjuna, wijo nourished about the middle
of the 2nd cent. A.D.
knew that this mysterious ami miraculous person was the putative father
of the Great Vehicle, or Mahayana (q.v.), and, in
particular, the revealer of the sfitras of the P.ajndpciraiiii/d, the teaching of which is akin to that of
the Madhyamaka. It is e\en possible that several
st'itra.'! of the Great Vehicle were written with the
sole purpose of stating the theories of the Madhyamaka philosophy under the guise of words of

Madhyamaka

'

;

—

;

:

;

;

We

'

'

See Literature at end of

article.
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the Buddha.' It is difficult to determine what
uart Nagarjuna took in the redaction of the sutras,
but respect for tradition would lead us to believe
that his sliare was a large one. In any case, the
Madhj'auiaka school must be held responsible
for a considerable proportion of the Groat Vehicle.
All this must be assigned, probably, to the early
centuries of the Christian era, from the first onwards.
2. The Madhyamaka system and its antecedents.
It is not difficult to show tlie place occupied by
the Madhyamaka in the development of Buddhist
philosophy from its beginning, and such a historical
sketch is indispensable to a definition of the system

and I hi.s intellectual
tions, ideas, and intellections
complex presupposes, at least a.s a rule, a i)hysical
complex body, sense-organs, heat, vital organ, not
to mention former actions to be rewarded, which
are sometimes regarded as subtle matter.
All dharma is intimately bound up with its
its essential nature is to be
causes and efl'ects
an effect and to be a cause it is a moment in
continuous time. Kvery thought has as determining causes (pratynya) a great number of dharmas
more or less exterior to itself (object of vi.sion, visual
organ, etc.), but its cause, properly so called (hctu),
is the thought immediately preceding it
just as
;

—

;

;

—

—

every

itself.

The Buddha had given
or a

his revelation as

a 'path,'

'

way [magga, patipadd), and had qualified this
middle' {niajjhima = 7iutdhyama), doubt-

'

path hy

'

as hivs been often said, because he repudiated
two 'extremes' [aitta] an exajjgeratcd asceticism
But
(tapas), and an easy secular life (sukhaltikd).
he had also condemned other ' extremes,' viz. con'
Everj'thing exists,'
tradictory theories, such as
'
nothing exists ; The person who feels is the same
'
thing as sensation,' the person who feels is a dillcrent thing from sensation ; 'The Buddha exists after
'
death,' the Buddha does not exist after death ;and
some texts few, but explicit prove that, at tlie
time of the redaction of the Pali Nikdyas, ' middle
'
way meant a way between certain negations and
affirmations.'
This way is simply the philosophy of
the (l/iariiHis and of the negation of the individual
{pudgalti, 'tii'), which is almost exactly the philosophy of the Canon, and finds, from the very first,
clear and skilful expression in the theorj' of deless,

—

:

'

•

'

'

—

—

'

pendent origination (jMitichchasamuppdda, piatityasamutpdda).
The Canon teaches that there is no individual
{pudffala), one and permanent, of whom we can say
that he is identical with sensation or different from
it, or that he survives or fails to survive the destruction of the body.
The individual does nut
exist in himself (jjudgala-nairdtmya) he is merely
a mass of dharmas following one another in unbroken succession, cause and eflect.
But what is meant by dharma t This word, as
Max Miiller said,' is difficult to translate, though
easy to understand. Man is a collection, a series
of dliarmns every thought, every volition, eveiy
His body is coniposed of
sensation, is a dharma.
material dharmas. Sound, colour, smell, whatever
can be struck or touched, is composed of material
dharmas. The organs of sense and intellect (mana,
indriyn) are dfmrmas of subtle matter. Concupiscence, hatred, and delusion are mental dharmas,
'co-ordinated with thought.'
The dharmas are realities,' things which actually exist, and nothing exists but these elementary
realities, which are all doomed to destruction
some e.g., the mental dharmas and the dharmas
forming the successive instants of the existence of
a Hame perish moment by moment, w liile others
sometimes last for a long time.
Just as a waggon is nothing but the collection of
the parts of a waggon, so man is sim ply the collection
of the elementarj- realities, materia! and spiritual,
which constitute his iiseudo-individuality. Apart
from d/iarmas, man and waggon have only an ideal
existence— an existence of designation (prajndpti),
as the Buddhists say.
It will be ob.served that none of these elementary
realities exists in isolation, but that every dharma
combines with other dharmas to form a more or less
solid
complex. The four chief elements (maAai/iii/u)
combine in the fonuation of every material thing.
Anger presuppo.'^e.-^, besides delusion, an elaborate
complex of intellectual dharmas contact, sensaSBEx. llS9SJ3f.
;

'

'

;

'

—

;

—

—

'

moment

of the duration of a fiame depends,

of course, upon the oil, the wick, etc., yet is, as a
matter of fact, the continuation of the preceding
moment of the fiame. The Buddhists were quick
to see that ilame and thought are made up of
'instants' :-f flame and thought succeeding each
other moment by moment.
Extending this ob-

servation, they formulated the general tlieory that
'the dharmas perish the very moment they are
born.'
Tiiey perish without any other cause of
destruction than their very birth or their nature ;
'
they are not merely 'transitory (a;; i7ya), as the
Buddha said they are 'momentary' (Lymika) (cf.
;

Identity [Buddhist]). There can be no distinction between a stone and a human being they
are both collections, more or less complex, of
dharma.i, which do not last. The collections last
art.

:

by constituting series, because the dharmas renew
themselves always the same in the case of the

—

stone, often very cliU'erent in the case of the livin"
In the course of an existence our vitw
being.
organs, sense-organs, etc., renew themselves without any essential modification ; volition, on the contrary, creates dharmas retribution, etc.—^which
are diflerent from volition itself. Volition is controlled by judgment ; and, when judgment is illumined by thelawof the Buddha {yoni.io manasikdra),
'
supramundane [lokottara] actions become possible,
ana these destroy passions, desire, action, and retribution, and make for the realization of nirvdtia,
that is to say, the collection of mental diuirmas
begins to become impoverished and finally disappears ; desire is no longer present to give life to
it.
Such is the philosophy of ancient Buddhism,

—

'

and it can be summed up in two words midgalanairalmya, the unreality of the individual, and
dharmdnityiitva or dharmaksanikatva, the transitory or momentaiy cliaracter of the dharmas.
:

This philosophy satisfied Buddhists for a long
But it did not satisfy the Madhyamaka
who jput a more rigorous interpretation

time.
school,

'
void,' so often apjilieu by the
to everything in general, and held that
tliis philosophy is in its nature not free from the
'
two ' extremes of perpetual duration and annihilation (iaivata, icdtch/wda), seeing that it inevitably regards nin^dtia as the annihilation of a
The Madhyamaka school
series of thoughts.
claims to find the true middle way by declarLndividnal {puding, not only the unreality of the
of the
galatiairatmya), but also the unreality
dharmas tliemselves it ilenies the existence not
of the being who suffers, but also of pain.

upon the word

Buddha

'

'

;

only
'

void.'
and his school

is

Everything
seem to hesitate beNagaijuna
tween two positions.
i. Everything takes pl.ace as if things and living
beings were composed of substantial dharmas, .lud,
to arrive at nirrnna, the methods defined by the
ancients must be followed

:

eliminate Ihe dharmas

which generate new dharmas because they are
a.ssociated with desire; and insert, in the complex
series that constitutes our being, the dharmas of
the knowledge that destroys desire, and so arrest
the renewal of the dharmas. Yet we do not put
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an end to existence by this method, for existence
void of reality in itself, since the dhai-mas do
not exist substantially we (lut an end to a processus of 'void' (innyd) i/hiirmas which renew
themselves in void ilknrmns.
It is important
to know this, for the only knowledge that can
arrest the renewal of unreal dharmas is knowledge
of their radical and fundamental unreality.
The ancients saw that the essential nature
(dharmata) of things (dharma) is to be produced
by concurrent causes (pratltyasamutpnnnn), 'dependently originated.' The Madhyamaka school
observes that what is produced by causes is not
produced in itself, does not exist in itself.' The
essential nature of things consists in not being
produced in themselves, in being void of all substantial reality i.e. in 'vs,c\i\ty' (.iunyatd). This
term vacuity has been variously understood.
for others it is a
For some it is nothingness
permanent principle, transcendent and undefinable, immanent in transient and illusory things.
It would be a long and difficult task to explain the
mystical significance that it has in certain Buddhist books we know that it ends by being confused with the term vajra, thunder-liolt, diamond,
male organ.' One thing is beyond all doubt for
is

;

'

'

'

—

'

'

'

'

;

;

'

:

the Madhyamaka, 'vacuity' is neither nothingness nor a transcendent-immanent principle, but
the very nature of what exists
things are not
void because of vacuity' {iunyatdija) conceived
but because they are void,'
as exterior to things
and they are void because they are produced by
causes.
Vacuity means production by causes,'
void
and is only an abstraction, a mere word
'

—

;

—

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

means produced by
'

causes.'

Existence (savisara),

is

therefore,

exist except in so far as

:

—

'

that are equally illusory. Like begets like.
The objection of the realist against the Madh'

If
yamaka is, therefore, fruitless
void, then existence and nirvdiia,
:

everything

is

impurity and
purity, igmorance and wisdom, are the same thing
and the path of salvation does not exist.'
Nagarjuna himself formulates this difficulty, and

;

Existence is the continuous production of phenomena not substantial but actually
existent, because they are existent by the only
existence that there is void existence, or existence
Nirvana is the end of the
produced by causes.
Impurity is atproduction of these phenomena.
tachment to phenomena conceived as jileasant
purity is complete detachment from phenomena.
Ignorance is a clinging to the substantiality of
phenomena, which imduces attachment wisdom
is real truth, knowledge of the vacuity of things.
Nagarjuna, Chandrakirti, and Santideva very
often took this point of view, which is quite within
the logic of Buddhism and not unreasonable. But,
in order to give a true picture of the Madhyamaka
as it is, we must add that our teachers often go

answers

it.

—

;

;

much

further.

Just as their criticism destroys all ideas of
experience and religion the notion of movement,
of time, of passion (since the connexion between
the passionate man and passion
does not bear
it also destroys
the notion of
investigation')
causality not only do the dharmas not exist substantially they do not exist at all, either in reality
or apparently.
They are like the daughter of a
barren woman, like the beauty of the daughter of
a barren woman this beauty evidently does not
ii.

—

'

'

'

—

;

;

:

be described

may

and the person describing are

;

all

but,

similarly non-

existent.

Absolute truth, which is, properly speaking,
'
'knowledge of a Buddha,' is a not-knowledge
it is midway between affirmation and ne;;ation.
The dharmas are like the hairs that a monk with
diseased eyes thinks he sees in his almsbowl he
does not see them, for the knowledge which he
has of them does not exist any more than its
object. This is proved by the fact that a man with
undiseased eyes has no thought about these hairs
'

;

;

he neither denies nor affirms their existknows them in their true nature
(which is void ') by not knowing them. The legitimate conclusion of this system is formulated in
our sources
Absolute truth is silence.'
Literature. — BitABMANWAI, A XB JAfX souJtcES.—Sanaat all

;

ence, because he
'

'

:

i.

Sankara on the Byahmasutras {Mus^ov,
ii. Buddhist SAXSKBIT .muRCEswith Cliandrakirti'a commentary,
Prasannapddd (Bibl. Buddhica^ iv. [Petrograd, 1903-12]");
Madhyamakdmtdra (Tibetan tr., Bibl. Buddhica, ix. (do.
11107 ff.],
Fr. tr., Huston, viii. fl. (1907 ff.])
Nagarjuna,
Akutohhaya, Germ, tr., after the Tibetan and Chinese, by
M. Walleser, Heidelberg, 1911-12 Bodhicharydvatdm, ch. ix.
(Bibl. Indka, Calcutta, 1901 ff.), Fr. tr., Introduction d la
iii.
Tibetan
pratique des futurs Bouddhas, Paris, 1907.
sot7AC£:.? (history and doctrines of the school).
Mafijughosahasavajra, Siddhdnla (.summary in W. WassiliefF, Buddar^-annsamijraha

new

series,

;

ff.

[1902ff.]).
— Mulamadhyainakakdrikd.
ii'i.

;

;

—

dhismits, Petrograd, 1860, p. 326 ff.); Taranatha, Gesch. det
Buddhi^mus, tr. A. Schiefner, Petrograd, 1869, pas!;im. iv.
BUBOPEAS accounts.— U. A. Waddell, The Buddhism oj
Tibet, London, 1S95, pp. 11, 124 ; H. Kern, Manual of Indian
Buddhisin, Strassbur^, 1896, p. 126; D. T. Suzuki, Outlines
of Mahdydna Bicddhtsm, London, 1907, i>p. 21, 62, etc. ; L. de
la VaU^e Poussin, Bouddhisme: Opinions sur Vhist. de la
dogmatiqugy Paris, 1909, p. 191 ; M. Winternitz, Gesch. der
ind. Litteratur, ii. (Leipzig, 1913) 260.

L.

DE LA Vall6e Poussin.
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processus of

—

it

in reality, the object described, the description,

a complex

dharmas which have no reason in
themselves for existing and which cannot exist
substantially by reason of their causes, i.e. former
dharmns which do not exist by themselves. The
following formula explains this clearly dhannas
resembling delusions of magic or reflexions in a
we might
mirror (mdyopamn, pratibimbopama)
say contingent' dharmas give birth to dharmas
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Census

for 1911 the vast majority of the popula-

Madras Presidency are classed as
Hindus. Out of a total population of 41,870,160
in the Presidency and the small Feudatory States
included in it, the Hindus number 37,230,034. The
rest of the population are classified as follows
Musalmans, 2,784,467 Christians, 1,208,515 Animists, 638,466
Jains, 27,005
Buddhists, 697
Brahma Samaj, 374 Jews, 71 ; while
Parsis, 489
42 are classed simply as others.'
tion in the

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

—

I.
The most progressive of all
Christianity.
these religious bodies is the Christian. Excluding
the 40,928 Euio]iean and Anglo-Indian Christians,

whose numbers do not largely vary from decade to
decade, we find that the Indian Christians have
increased during the decade from 1901 to 1911 by
168,964, or 17 per cent a rate more than double
that of the increase in the total population, and
one which compares favourably with an increase of
8 per cent among Hindus, and 11 per cent among

—

Muhammadans.
The main cause
population

Hindu

is

the

of this increase in the Christian

movement among the

out-castes

society towards Christianity that has
been in progress in S. India for the last sixty years.
Conversions to Christianity from the higher oastes
of Hindus or from the Musalnuins have been comparatively rare. On the other hand, the out-castes
are being gathered into the Christian Churcli in
the village districts in increasingly large numbers,
especially among the Telugus in the northern part
of the Presidency.
The causes that have led to
this great movement are mainly social.
The outof

castes are the hereditary slaves or serfs of their
Hindu masters, and have been kept for many
generations in a state of abject poverty and utter

ignorance.
They have seen in the Christian
Church the hope and possibility of new life, and
for the last half century have been crowding into
it in thousands.
The great force behind the movement, therefore, is a natural human craving for life
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At tlie same time, tlieie is also a
In
strong spirit ual clement in the inoveiiient.
almost every district wliere it is in pnigress it has
owed either its origin or its power lo a few men
and women of true spirituality, and the fact that a
large niimber of the converts have to endure a very
bitter persecution when they first join the Christian
Church is in itself an indication that the movement
is due to something higher than a mere desire for
immediate temporal gain. Tliis great movement
is bound to have a very strikin;,' inlluence in the
future, not only upon the Cliristian Church itself,
but also upon the religious life and thought of
India as a whole. A great Christian Church is
steadily and rajjjdly rising >ip in India from the
lowest stratum of Hindu society. Tlie conscience
of educated Hindus is becoming awakened to the
injustice and the social evils inherent in the caste
Slowly and surely the work of the
system.
Christian Church is pre|)aring the way for a great
economic, social, and religious revohition throughout the length and breadth of India.
2. Hinduism.
Hinduism in the Madras Presidency does not dili'er greatly as regards either its
doctrines or its customs from Hinduism in other
One striking difference observable
parts of India.
between the Hinduism of S. India and that of N.
India is the t>redominance of the Brahni.ans in the
South, but this diti'erence is social and political
rather than religiouj. The Vedantist philosophy
and the monism of Sankara are more widely held
in the South than in the North, mainly owing to
the fact that Muhamraadanisra, with its clear
teaching on the unity and transcendence of God,
has had far less influence there than in ]S. India.
The stern and gloomy worship of Siva, the
Destroyer, which has absorbed into itself many
elements of the old animistic cults, is the predominant form of Hinduism but the worship of Visnu,
the Preserver, in all his manifold incarnations, has
a large number of devotees, and has a special
attraction for the lower castes of Sudras whom it
has admitted more freely to its temples than the
and freeilom.

—

;

rival cult of Siva.

— The prevalence of animism in the
3. Animism.
Madras 'residency is very inadequately represented
bj' the small Mumber of people (G3S,-166) classed as
animists in the Government Census. The large
majority of the Hindus in the vill.iges, with the
exception of the Brahnians, even when they are
devotees of Visnu and Siva, are also animists wor1

shipping the village deities, the Graina-Devatas,
as they are called in the vernacular, and a host of
'i'he worship of
spirits, good, bad, and inditl'erent.
these village deities forms an important part of the
conglomerate of religious beliefs, customs, and
ceremonies which are often classed together under
the term Hinduism. In almost every village and
town of S. India may be seen a shrine or symbol of
the Grama-Devata, who is periodically worshipped
and propitiated. As a rule, the shrine of the
village deity is far less imjiosing than the lirahmanical temples in the neighbourhood very often
it is nothing more than a small enclosure with a
few rough stones in the centre, and often there is
no shrine at all but still, w hen calamit3' overtakes
the village, when pestilence, famine, or cattledi.sease makes its appearance, it is to the village
deitj' tliat th^ whole body of the villagers turn for
Siva and Visnu may be more dignified
protection.
beings, but the village deity is regarded as a more
present help in trouble, and is more intimately
concerned with the hap))ines,s and prosperity of
the vill.agers. In the animal sacrifices ofiered to
these deities the treatment of the blood, which is
sometimes drunk by the worsliiii]iers, sometimes
sprinkled upon their bo<lies, sometimes sprinkled
on the houses or the gate-May of the village, and
;

;

sometimes mixed with boiled rii^n and sprinkled all
ro\ind the village site, and al>o he s.icrilicial feast
I

u]H.n the flesh 01 the victim, coii;iect the sacrifices
to the Grama-Devata in India very closely with
the primitive systems of aninuil sacrifice which aro
found all over the world. Traces of human sacrifice, too, are often found in connexion with these
In Mysore the jiresent writer (^anie across a
cults.

ceremony called the human .sacrifice ceremony,' in
which the man who represents the victim, instead
of being killed, is simply touched with a bunch of
'

coco-nut Mowers.
traces of

Coorgs

in

human
the

I^ewis llice states that similar
sacrifice are found among the

hill

country to the west of the

Mysore State, wlio.se riOi<;i(in is anti-Hrahmanieal
and consists of the worship of ancestors and demons.
With reference lo the worship of Grama- Devatas

among them, he

says that, as among other
Dravidian mountain tribes, so also in Coorg, the
tradition relates that human sacrifices were ottered
in former times to secure the favour of their GramaUevatas, who are supposed to protect the villages
from all cil inlluences. At the present day a
he-goat or a cock is often sacrificed instead of
a m.an.

The special features which broadly distinguish
the worship of the village deities in S. India from
that of Siva and Visnu are three. (1) The fact
that the village deities, with very few exceptions,
are female.
In the Tamil country, it is true,
almost all the village goddesses have male attendants, who are sii))posed to guard the shrine and
to carry out the commands of the goddesses and
one male deity, lyeuar, has a shrine to himself,
and is regarded as the night watchman of the
In the Tclugii country th^ire is a being
village.
called Potu-Razu, who figures sometimes as the
brother and sometimes as the busl>and of village
goddesses, and sometimes as an attendant. But,
with the exception of lyenar and one or two other
deities, all the male deities are so distinctly subordinate to the goddesses that they do not contravene the general principle that village deities
are female and not male. {2) The fact that the
village deities are almost universally worshipped
with animal sacrifices. ButTaloes, sheep, goats,
jiigs, and fowls are freely offered to them, sometimes in thousands. In the Tamil country this
custom is modified by the infiuence of Brahmanism,
which has imbued the villagers with the idea that
the shedding of blood is low and irreligious. The
animal sacrifices are regarded, therefore, as ofiered
to the male attendants of the goddess and not to
the goddess herself. (.'5) The fact that the Pujaris,
i.e. iUe men who perform the worship and officiate
as priests, are not Brahmans, but are drawn from
the 6udra castes or sometimes from the ou,t-caste3.
On the other hand, in the temples of Siva and
Visnu, the officiating priests are Brahmans, no
animal sacrifices are ever offered, and the jjrincipal
The origin of
deities are male and not female.
these cults is lost in antiquity they are certainly
pre-Aryan, but have been more or less modified in
various parts of S. India by Brahmanical influence.
Some details of the (ceremonies used in them seem
to point back to a totemistic stage of religion
some of the deities are obviously agricultural,
others are the spirits of women who have died in
childbirth or of men in- women who have died by
violent deaths, others are conne<t<'d with disease
and pestilence, especially chidera and smallpox
many of the deities are of quite recent origin, and
it is easy to observe a deity in the making even at
the present day.
•Snake-worship and tree-worshi]i aie also widely
S. India and have become
prevalent throughout
;

;

;

;

Almost every
incorfjornted in pojiular Hinduism.
village has its sacred piptil tree, representing a

MADURA

the ancient and famed Madura College
was the source and inspiration of Tamil classical
liteiature for centuries.
Many of its most popular

female, and a margossa tree, representing a male,
planted close to each other. These two trees arc
married with the same ceremonies as human beings.
In every house of one section of the Brahmans
(called Sladhvas [y.r.] or Raojis) there \s3.tuhi-^i
The snake is closely
plant (sacred to Visnu).

S. India'

myth.

The first historical reference is to its partial
destruction by Malik Kaffir, tlie famous general
of the Mughal emperor, 'Ala-ud-din, in 1310.
He
destroyed its outer wall and fourteen high towers,
and left little but the inner shrines, which were
saved onlj- by an opportune dissension among the
vandals.
Perhaps all that now exists of this architectural
pride of S. India (except tlie inner shrines and
contiguous courts) is not older than tlie 16th cent,
and is largely the gift of kings of the Naj-aken
dynasty, by far the most prominent of whom was

and of serpents, and women are the chief
worshippers, mainly for the purpose of obtainijig
trees

offspring.

On the W. Coast in Malabar snake-worship is
Some families are supjiosed
especially prevalent.
to be consecrated to the snake deity, and to exercise a peculiar influence over the deadly cobras
which are reputed to swarm in their houses and
crawl in and out among the members of the family
without ever doing tliem any injury.

Tirumala Naik
S.

Edgar Thurston

liis

:

Madras Government Miiseum,

Loiiilon,

1915;

A.

J.
tr.

MADURA. — Madura

is

Hindu Manners,
190t;.

H. Whitehe.\d.
the name of an im-

The whole temple is distinctly
S. ludia.
in its architecture— a style in which the
arch is entirelj' absent and densely pillared halls
Hindu

forces.

Madura is a town of considerable
was known to Ptolemy (Vll. i. 89,

antiquity. It
vill. xxvi. 17)
the centre of the ancient

and was
Pandya kingdom whose fame spread westward
through the Greeks and Romans even before the
advent of the Christian era. Even to-day ancient

as JidSovpa,

I

Roman

coins are occasionally disco\ered in the
town and surrounding regions.
Madura has long been designated the Athens of

.

kings of

—

—

and

.

the so-called Choultry, or Puthu Mandapani, which
outside and to the east of the temple proper and
is the most imposing of all sacred edifices in S.
India.
It was erected by Tirumala Naik about
250 years ago, is 330 ft. by 105 ft., and is supported
by 124 richly sculptured pillars 20 ft. high. It is
a worthy gianite monument to one of the great

portant District in S. India 280 to 380 miles south
Its capital, Madura, had
of the town of Madras.
a population of 134,130 in 1911, and is situated 10°
N. lat. by 78° E. longitude. It is a prosperous
town among whose progressive people are found
about 50,000 weavers. Yet, apart from government and railway works and the Scottish spinning
mill, there is hardly one horse power of steam used
in the whole community by which it may be
known that modem prosperity in the East is not
necessarily connected with the use of most modern
industrial appliances

.

is

'

[1907J no. 3, re-

v.

Dubois.

U. IL Beauchamp, Oxford,

'

'

;

Customs, and Ceremonies^,

first in

sculptures surpass those ol any other hall of its class I
but it is not their number but their
acquainted with
marvellous elaboration that makes it the wonder of the place
{Hist, of Indian and Eastern Architecture^, i. 392).
This hall is eclipsed, perhaps, by only one other,
Its

am

E.
LrTERATiTRE.— C«7isus Reports, 1901 and 1911, Madras
Thurston, Omens und Superstitions of Southern India, London,
1912; H. Whitehead, The Village Deities of Southern India,
Bulletin of

the

'

Southeryi India.

printed,

is

around.
Granite is almost exclusively the material used
in the temple, even the roof being of granite slabs.
Its monolithic pillars are legion, and nearly all
of them are elaborately carved, some exhibiting
marvellous patience and skill. The Hall of a
Thousand Pillars' (coiTectly speaking, its pillars
are only 985 in number) is the culmination of its
architectural claims. Of this J. Eergusson writes

excellently described by
Omens and Superstitions of
'

The Madura

shrine is the third in size,
architectural excellence, best in
its upkeep, and most thoroughly devoted to its
religious purposes. Its outer walls, which are 25 ft.
high, form almost a square (830 ft. by 730 ft.) and
enclose an area of about 14 acres. Each wall is
surmounted at its centre by a richly embellished
fjopura, or tower, which is about 150 ft. high.
These towers are the landmarks of the country

but

—

in

(1623-59).

Indian temples are the most spacious in the

world.

Demonolatry is very prevalent, especially in the
Southern part of the Tamil country, and devildancing, performed by a class of men who are
supposed to have supernatural powers over the
devils, forms a weird feature of the religion of the
TamU villagers. Some diseases, especially nervous
maladies, are supposed to be the result of possession
by an evil spirit. Devils innumerable surround
the vUlage water-devils, cow-devils, horse-devils,
and buffalo-devils who are always ready to pounce
down upon the unhajjpy villager. The ]ioor people
who are supposed to be possessed by these devils
are often put to terrible tortures by the exorcist.
Red-hot iron needles are sometimes stuck all over
their bodies, or they are bound hand and foot and
then beaten with sticks.
The innumerable superstitions connected with
popular Hinduism are

;

legends gather round its poet-saints, the narrative
of whose struggles and conflicts is a perennial
source of delight to the people.
But it is its gi'eat Minaksi temple that is the
source of its pride and the centre of its life. The
town is built around its sacred precincts, all the
main streets running parallel to the four walls of
the temple. This temple has a past which runs far
beyond history into the misty realm of legend and

connected with the worship both of Visnu and of
A cobra forms the vdhana (sacred vehicle)
Siva.
on which Visnu rides, and Siva is always represented with a cobra in his hand. At the entrance
of almost every village of S. India there are figures
of the cobra carved on stone in bas-relief erected
on raised platfojms for the adoration of the public.
Brahmans and Sudras alike make offerings at these
shrines.
The living serpent is very generally worshipped, and few Hindus will consent to kill one.
If a cobra takes up its abode in the thatched roof
of the house or in one of the walls of the compound,
it is nut only left undisturbed, but is fed with milk.
A woman is often the priest in the worship both of

—
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j

'

I

predominate. Its many qoptiras are pjTamidal in
form, and are a striking development of the ancient
stupa, or pagoda, of Buddhism.
The temple is one of tlie most distinguished
fanes of Saivism, representing that type of the
Brahmanic cult which first appealed to and was
.".dopted by the Dravidian people of S. India.
Because this is the more austere form of Hinduism,
it is more closely allied than the mild Vaisnavism
to the cruel demonolatry of the aborigin.al people
This temple and its worship also
of that region.
admirablj- illu?trate the habit of the Brahmanic
propaganda, which never antagonized a new and
contiguous faith, but rather fraternized with it,
then adopted its leading features, and tinalljabsorbed it entirely. Si\'a's representative in thi-,
shrine is Sokkaliiigam or Snndaresvara. Th.? lir.-t
name is Dravidian, revealing the non-Br;"ihmanic
or non-Aryan origin of the god who was adopted
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from
t,ho

Sivii

the Diavidian cuU to thiit (if
this S. [lulia nianifcstation of
the uorthpni faith aiuoiif; the

tlio pantlieoii of

Aiyuii.

I<at('r,

popiihiiizeil

Madura by marrying the most dreaded
of tliat reffion, Minaksi.
The latter,
doubtless, was an ancient queen who was slain in
people ot

demoness

war, and was soon exalted to the hiuhest place in
the Pravidian pantheon.
By this marriage tlie
Aryan cult of the north was wedded to the supreme
faith of the soutli, and the great annual marriagefestival of the temple celebrates and jierpetuates
the union of the two diverse cults in that region.
In that most popular festival there is another
interesting feature Minaksi is said to be the sister
of Alali.an, a popular Vai.snava demon-deity a few
miles from Madura, and this brother comes to
attend the wedding ceremonies of his sister at
Madui"a but, unfortunately, he arrives a day late,
and is so incensed by the fact that lie will not enter
the city or temple his idol is thus kept for throe
days on the outskirts of J,he town, during which
period all the people, both Saivitesand Vaisnavite^,
fraternize together and bring their offerings to tlie
aggrieved god. Thus, upon tliis occasion, we find
the three cults of that region, Saivism, Vaisnavism,
and demonolatry, most strikingly brought together.
In many ways the worship of this famous Hindu
temple reveals a fact which outsiders can understand only with much difficulty. In a certain way,
all the Dravidian people are a part of Hinduism
and are loyal to that faitli. But it is a Hinduism
:

;

;

which is completely impregnated with Dravidian
and animistic ideas. The worship of the Aryan
deities in S. India is a pleasing pastime
but the
;

people are

still

obsessed with the fear of their

myriad demons, and

find

their

chief

religious

concern in appeasing them in the many demon
shrines which are found in eveiy town and village.
Even Kali, the chief consort of 6iva, who also finds
a prominent place in this temple, is so Dravidianized
and demonized with a bloodthirsty passion that
no one can separate lier from the many Dravidian
ammans, or demonesses, who haunt that region
and terrorize the whole community.
It is thus that we learn what the amorphous
thing called Hinduism is in S. India. In outward
form it poses a,s an Aryan cult, but in its inner
spirit it reveals the pervasive animistic genius
which has characterized the Dravidian mind and
The Aryan has
heart from time immemorial.
given to the religion its outer form and Mat but
the Dravidian has retained and conveyed into it
all the animism which his ancestors entertained
and practiseil. It is largely the spirit of tlie south
robed in the garb of the north. The Madura
temple furnishes one of the best illustrations of
this animistic type of Hinduism.
LiTKRATCRE. — J. FergussoD, Hi>it. of Indian and Eastern
;

W.

Architecture,- London, 1910 ;
Francis, District Gazetteer,
.Madras, 1<H)0 M. Monier- Williams, Hinduism, I,ondon, 1877
A. Barth, The Reliciions of India, do. ISSa ; E.
Hopliins,
Tlu: Religions o/ India, do. 1S96.
J. p. JoNES.
;

W.

M/ENADS. — The

;

(Rlicin.

Mus.

Roscher,

ii.

xxvii. [ISTi^J 1-22, 562-611 ; cf.
2243 ^iS."!). Thin at length the powerful movement introduced into Greece by the newand the influence of that movement upon the
deity,
spiritual life of the people, were exhaustively
delineated by K. Rohde (I'st/che*, T'iibingen, 1907,
ii. 5fl'.).
The researches of the folklorists among
other peoples have also brought to light interesting
parallels to the ancient Dionysian cult and customs
but great caution must be exercised with regard to
the ideas of vegetation deities,'
spirits of fertility,' etc., to which the modern tendency to trace
analogies everywhere has given rise (cf., c.<j., O.
Gruppe, Griechische Mytholuqie mul lieliijions;

'

'

geschichte, Munich, 1906, p. 9ll5f. ).
Diony.sus, the lord ot the Mrenads, of the
BacchsB,' so named after him, was, as is now universally recognized, and as was already known to
'

Aristarchus, not originally a Greek deity, but was
derived from Thrace (cf. Herod, v. 7, and the
notes of W. W. How and J. Wells, London, 1912),
where he was worshipped under the name of Sabos
or Sabazios (schol. Aristoph. Vexpre, 9H'.).
It is
true that Sabazios is also spoken of as a Phrygian
in
ii.
note
as
the
Rohde,
7,
3), but,
deity (refl'.
Thracians and the Plxrygians were, in the judgment of the ancients, closely related peoples,
we need not be surprised that the worship of the
Phrygian national goddess Cybele should show
so many points of contact with the forms of
the Thracian cult of Dionysus. The latter was a
non-Greek cult which was celebrated upon the
mountain heights of Thrace in the winter of every
alternate year (and in Greece, therefore, subsequently called the rpierriph). At these celebrations
women danced in wild frenzy amid the glare of
torches, whirling dizzily to the clangour of rude
music the clashing of bronze vessels, the hollow
roll of large drums (cf. Cybele), the shrill whistling
and with loud shouts of eiJ of (which afterof flutes

—

—

wards became euhoe,

evoe,

and

finally evoe).

These

raving creatures (fiaivASe^ used generically as early
as Hom. //. xxii. 460), with their dishevelled hair
streaming in the wind, were clothed in long flowing
^aiTffapai (whence they were also called Baaa-aplScs),
over which they wore the ve^pii (cf. ^^5sch. frag.
;

and the pictorial representations), and in their
hands they carried serpents, (animals sacred to

64,

Sabazios [Theophr. Char. xxx. 4

Ptolemy
thyrsi.

selves

II.

;

cf.

the

itoiivli

of

in Athen.-eus, 198 C, etc.]), daggers, or

In their
threw themreligious frenzy they
upon the sacrihcial animals, tearing them in

pieces with their teeth (Eur. Daccli. 736 ft'., etc. ;
bnt cf. the singular explanation of the practice in
Gruppe, p. 731 f.). In these riotous scenes the fumes
of wine played no part ; the women used no strong
drink to stimulate their frenzy, but, on the contrary, were able to work themselves into such a
condition of over-excitement as would bring about
the ecstatic state. Their delirium was regarded
as a means of compelling their god to appear (Eur.
Bacch. 141 ff., 306 f. ; Pans. VI. xxvi. 1 Ka.1 rbv ee6v
Qvluv ttjv iopr^v X^oi'fftc),
ffipiaiv ^TTtipotr^v Ii Tujv
notable analogy to these practices is found in the
leaping of the Perchtas in the Tyrol ; here, on
:

character of the M.-pnads was

long a subject upon which the most mistaken ideas
The accounts of them given by poets,
prevailed.
mythographers, and historians were all mingled
together, and were, moreover, mixed up indiscriminately with the representations of the cult of
Dionysus in art, while, again, thef>e artistic products were not submitted to any process of
critical analysis.
Thus arose the conception of a
wildly fantastic religious service celebrated by
delirious women in nearly all parts of Greece and
Asia Minor. The first to reduce the literary and
artistic data to order, and to give a clear impression of the development and character of the
Dionysus-cult, was A. Kapp, in his Die Miinado
'

im griecbischen Kultus,

in der

Kunst und Poesie

'

A

Shrove Tuesday

(cf.

art.

CARNIVAL,

vol.

iii.

p.

225 ff., esp. p. 228"), the Perchtas (so named, like
the Bacchie, after the deity whom they thus
honour) work themselves into a frenzy. Their
raving is carried to such a pitch that at length
tliey think that they actually see Percht herself
in their midst, and it is even said that she has
.sometimes mangled her worshippers (F. A. Voigt,
in Roscher, i. 1041 f. ).

This tumultuous cult, whose votaries were also
called KXciJoirfs and Mi;ia\X6its, maintained itself
till later times ; even yueen Olympias, the mother
of Aloxaiuler the Great, was devoted to the wild

MAGADHA
practices of the Thracian religion, and her tame
snakes, wliieh would suddenly wriggle out from
amongst the ivy or from the sacred winnowiug-fans,
not seldom startled the court of Philip (Plut.
Alex. 2). In that form, however, the cult certainly
met with opposition as it spread through Greece.
What mythology tells us, now of Lycurgus and the
struggle which he made against Dionysus and his
TieTJfai (so Horn. //. vi. 132 tl'. ; concrete details
regarding the nd^t/ai are lacking), as of Pentheus,
and now of the Minyads and the Proetids, shows at
least that at some time the Bacchus cult had once
or oftener encountered enemies in various districts
to which it spread.
Its complete triumph throughout almost the whole of Greece is, of course, a
of history.
The new religion, with
its outlandish features, came to be so
thoroughly
naturalized that its alien origin was almost forgotten : Herodotus speaks (iv. 79) of the Bacchic
frenzy as a peculiarly Hellenic characteristic in
contrast to the practices of other lands ; the

commonplace

Spartan Msenads, the dvufiatvai, raved upon the
heights of Taygetus (reff., e.c/., in Rohde, ii. 45,
note 2) and Galen {de Antic/. 8, vol. xiv. 45[Kiihn])
could speak of snake-rending as still practised at
the Bacchic festivals.
But the educative power of Delphi was now
at Mork, and Apollo exercised his softening influence upon the raging Bacchus.
It was with
vei-y diflerent rites that the women performed their
worship of Bacchus on Mt. Parnassus. Here,
every two years, about the' time of the shortest
day, the Thyiads awaked Ki.kvIti)$, the god who
lies in the sacred winnowing-fan (Plut. de Is. et Osir.
XXXV.); here (Rapp, Ehein. Mus. xxvii. 5) a caste
of priestesses was employed, who attended to the
rites of this winter festival on Parnassus.
With
such rites, too, the Attic Thyiads celebrated at
similar intervals the orgies of the god at Delphi.
Thus the celebration had now to do not with
Dionysus only, bubwith Apollo as well (Pans. x.
xxxii. 7).
Of this cult, whose Bacchic ecstasy had
been refined by Apollonian moderation, we iind a
picture in the celebrated chorus of the Antif/one of
Sophocles (1126 ft'.), which tells indeed of the torchswinging Bi/iai and of their dancing by night upon
Parnassus, but does not speak of the mad fury
of the Thracian observance the reason being that
in the precincts of Delphi this element no longer
had a place. Then Euripides, who, in contemplating the unrestrained frenzy imported from the
North, broadened and enriched that poetic sense
which understands all, produced a permanent
memorial of the thrillingly graceful activities of
the Mrenads. In his Bacchm the actual and the
Here the
poetic run naturally into each other.
enthusiastic troops of women, crowned with wreaths
of ivy and smUax, garbed in the many-coloured
veppl!, and holding the thyrsus in their hands,
plunge madlj' through the mountains, and fall to
the ground in the fullness of their rapture while,
again, they rush to the slaughter of the goats, the
ground flows with milk and wine, and the stroke
of the thyrsus upon the rock causes a spring to
break forth ferocious animals are on a friendly
footing with the Meenads, who oft'er the breast to
fawns and young wolves, while ill-disposed men
flee before the hurtling thyrsus (Bacch., passim).
Investigators have had great difficulties also
with the portrayal of the Bacchus cult in art. In
this field, too, it was necessary to disengage the
mythological aspects from the presentation of the
real.
As a whole, it is only the general impression
to be found here that corresponds to the literary
account.
On the artistic side it is pre-eminently
the Attic vases that merit consideration. On the
earlier specimens of these we see the orgiastic
dancing of women to the cadence of flutes later
VOL. VIII.
i6
;
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additions are the swinging of torches, the beating
of drums, and the head thrown back upon the
shoulders. According to the more recent explanation, the celebration thus represented is the Lensea,
the festival of the raving women (X^xai), which
had been brought from Bceotia (on all this cf.
A. Frickenhans, Lcndenvasen [Prot/ramm zunt
^Vinckelmamisfeste der archaolog. Gesel/sch. Ixxii.],
With these designs are mingled
Berlin, 1912).
others showing a distinct background of mythand
here
we
also find names of the Maenads,
ology,
such as JIai[i/i£s], 9r]pii, etc. (cf. C. Frankei, Satyriiiid Bakchennamen
aiif Vasenbildern, Halle, 1912).
Then later art brought the depictment of that
furious, almost hysterical, ecstasy to its most
vigorous expression, and even extended it, most
unnaturally, to the uncouth satyrs ; this intense
expression of feeling is seen in its finest form in
the Msenads of Scopas (M. Treu, in Melanges
Perrot, Paris, 1902, p. 317 IT.).
Nearly everywhere
in art, however, the representation of the Msenads
is an expression of
and the
early religious emotion,
vase-paintings designedly set forth the strict reserve of the Bacchce in contrast to the loose merrymaking of the satyrs. The introduction of the
Bacchic procession, with its troops of men and
women rolling wantonly along, and the transformation of the primitive festival, attended by
females only, into a turbulent orgy were the work
of the superficial art of the Hellenistic age.
LiTERATtJBE.
"t'cle.

— This

has been ButBciently indicated in the
J. Geffcken.

'

—

;

;

—

;

MAGADHA. — Magadha,

an ancient kingdom in
was the scene of the greater part of Buddha's
preaching and the last stronghold of his faith in
It was equivalent to the modern districts
India.
of Patna, Gaya, and Shahabad in S. Bihar.
The
Bihar
name
itself, which Is now that of a vast
is
evidence
of
of
the predominance
Buddistrict,
dhism in these lands, for it was originally the
name of a town with a celebrated Buddhist
monastery (Skr. vihdra). Buddha was not born
in Magadha, but in the country to the north of it,
at the grove of Lumbini (^.v.), near KapUavastu
(q.v.), the Sakya capital m the Nepalese Tarai.
Magadha was the home and the nucleus of two of
the greatest Indian empires, the Maurya and the
India,

Gupta. It is celebrated in Sanskrit literature as
one of the richest, most fertile, and best irrigated
districts in India.
As the home of Buddhism and
Jainism, it is full of archseological remains of the
greatest religious interest.
Its earliest capital was a very ancient hill fortress
named Girivraja (Pali Giribbaja), built, according

by an architect named Mahagovinda ;
place was taken in the 6th cent. B.C. by the
better known Eajagrha (Pali Rajagaba), built at
the foot of hills on which Girivraja stood ; Rajagrha
is the modern Rajger, which, however, stands about
a mile to the south. Its walls still exist, and are
probably the oldest stone buildings in India.
Rajagrha had reached its zenith about Buddha's
time, soon after which it began to decline with the
growth of Pataliputra (the modern Patna). The
modern town of Gaya, although now a place of
pilgrimage for Hindus, has no ancient religious
associations j 7 miles to the south, however, are
the remains of Bodh (Buddh) Gaya (see Gaya,
vol. vi. p. 181 ff.), one of the most interesting sites
in
India, where Gautama Sakyamuni finally
attained enlightenment (bodhi). To the south of
Gaya is the hill of Dhongra, the Pragbodhi (Po-loto tradition,

its

ki-pu-ti) of

Hiuen Tsiang, with a cave in which
rested.
Punawan, 14 miles east of

Buddha once
Gaya,

is

rich in Buddhist sculptures

;

to the south

Hasra hill, which has been identified with
the Kukkutapadagiri of the Chinese pilgrims.

of it is

MAGH-MAGI
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A. Cunningham, however, recognizes tlic hitter in
Kurkiliiir, which lies some miles to the north.
Guneri, Dliarawat, and Kavadal are all rich in
Buddhist remains, the last-named with a colossal
stone image of Buddha. Jetian, or Jakhtiban,
is the Ynstivana ('bamboo-forest') of Buddha's
near it atTapoban are the hot springs,
visited by Hiucn 'I'siang, at which Buddha bathed.
In this neiglibourhood the Chinese pilgrim visited
Wiindcrings

;

a cave with a stone which had been used by Indra
and Brahma for poundin;,' sandalwood to anoint
Buddha's body. In the side of Baibbar bill, near
Rajger, was the Sattapanni cave in which the first
Buddhist synod met in 543 B.C.
according to
Cunningham,' this cave is the modern Son Bhandar
cave on the southern side of the hill. On the
;

adjacent

bill of

Fa-Hian

in

Ratna^iri

is

the pipal-trec cave of

which Buddha used

On

to meditate after

there still is a
small Jain temple ; Ratnflgiri is the Pandao of the
Pali chroniclers and the Rsigiri of the Mahabharata.
The extensive ruins at the modern Baragaon
are the ancient Naland.1 (q.v.), the greatest centre
of Buddhist
in ancient India. Near Giriak
learninjj
on the Panchana river a bathing festival is held
annually to commemorate Krsna's crossing of the
river here on bis
way to challenge Jarasandha,
Sasaran, Monghyr, and Shergarh are rich in relics
his meals.

the top of this

hill

Muhanimadan architecture. At Sitamarhi is a
cave with which a legend of Sita is associated. The
annual bathing festival of Sonpur, held in November at the junction of the Gandak and the Ganges,
is one of the oldest and most popular in India
it
was here that Visuu rescued the elephant from the
At
crocodile, and here Rama built a temple.
Afsar there is a tine sculpture of the vardlia (boar)
avatar of Visnu.
LlTERATniiE.— T. W. Rhys Davids, Buddhist India^, London, 1905; A. Cunningham, Ancient Gcoijraphy o/ India,
of

;

T. W.
j. Legge, Travels u/ Fa-hien, O.vford, 1SS6
Watters, On Yuan Chwaiig'e Travels, London, 1904-05; IGI,
do. 1S71

;

;

pissim.

J.

MAGAS.— See Sauras

Allan.

and Maoas.

MAGH.— Magh,

or, popularly, Mugh, Mugg, is
the designation of a group of Indo-Chinese trioes,
numbering 128,545 at the Census of 1911, and
The derivation
practically all conlineil to Bengal.
of the name is uncertain.
A. P. Pbayre {Hist, of
Burma, London, 1SS4, p. 47 cf. H. Yule and
A. C. Burnell, Huhson-Jubson", do. 1903, p. 594)
connects it with Magadha, the ancient name of
modern Bihar, while L. Vivien de St. Martin
(J. W. McCrin<lle, Ancient India as described by
Mcgasthcncs and Arrian, Calcutta, 1877, p. 133,
note), identified the Magh with the Maccocalingse
of Pliny {UN Vl. xxi. 8).
'All Maghs are Buddhists ot the Southern school, and regard
;

the Northern Buddhists of Tihet as wholly unorthodox. The
wilder sections of the Thonpchas, however, retain some vestiges
oE an earlier animistic faith, which bids them sacrifice cattle,
goats, and swine, and make offerings of rice, fruits, and flowers
to the spirits of hill and river. Among the Maram.igris, on the
other hand, the tendency is to follow after modern Hinduism,
particularly in its Tantric developments, and to add the gross
worship of Siva and Durga to the simple ohservances prescribed
by their own communion. It thus comes to pass that while tlie
Buddhist Phunpi/is or Rdvlig are the recognized priests ot all
the tribes, considerable respect is shown to Brahmaiis, who are
ireqnently employed to determine ausjticious days for particular
actions, and to assist in the worshijj of the Hindu gods. Among
the Thongchas old women often devote themselves to the service
of religion, and a'tliough not charged with special ceremonial
functions, are regarded as in some sense priestesses, and are
ejiUed by the distinctive n.anie lerdama' (H. 11. Rtslcy, TC,
Calcutta, 1891, li. 33).

The people

thu.-i

described are the

Kbyoungtha

of the hill tracts of Chittagong, who, as T. H.
].,ewin states {flill Tracts of C'hi/taqnnrj, Calcutta,
1869, p. 37, Wild Races of S.-E. India, London,
1870, p. 95), are known to the Bengalis of the plains
J Ancient
Cwgi-aphy o/ India, p. 403.

as 'Hill Mugh,' and are to be carefully distinguished from tlie true Maghs of the Chittagong
District, otherwise called KajbansI, who are the
offspring of Bengali women by Burmans, when
the hitter possessed Chittagong.
They supply the
famous Magh cooks, well known in Calcutta and
The true Khyoungtha are
other parts of Bengal.
Buddhists and believe in the doctrine of metenipsychosis or transmigration of souls ; but their- Buddhist worship is of a simple character— the presence
of a priest is not indisjiensable ; prayers are made
and otferings of flowers, food, etc., are placed before the shrine of Gautama by the people them-

Many

selves.

villages

have no

priest,

except

are not so much ministers
Each village has
of religion as recipients of alms.
a temple (khiong), a bamboo structure built under
the shade of some trees, inside which, on a small
raised platfomi of bamboos, stands an image of
Gautama, made either of gilded wood or of alabaster, the figure being in a sitting posture, with
a pagodarshaped headdress indicative of superior
power. Before it the village girls lay oH'erings of
flowers and rice every morning, and, at the same
time, bring the daily food of any priest or wayfarer who may be resting there.
By the side of
the image hangs a small stand of bells, which each
A
illager, after removing his turban and bowing to
the semblance of the Teacher, rings to announce
his presence.
Each one prays for himself, except
that now and again a father may be seen leading
bis young son by the hand and teaching him how
to pray.
Each year, before the commencement of
the burning of the jungle for the purpose of sowing their crops, the boys are clothed in yellow
robes of the priesthood, have their heads shaved,
and go through a rite before a priest which seems
on their part of religious reto be an

wandering

friars,

who

assumption

sponsibilities.
rite ; but it is

Women

do not participate in this
for a man to perform it two
his life. If a relative is sick,

common

or three times during
or he himself has escaped any danger, he performs
the ceremony as a supplication or as an acknowledgment of the mercies which he has received.
LiTiKATURE.—The authorities are quoted in the article.

W. Ckooke.

MAGI.— 1. The name

(Gr. Mdvos, Lat. Magus,
from Old Pers. Magu) is familiar to us from the
in the
classical writers, and from two
appearances
NT. It meets us first on the Beliistan Inscription
of Darius, where the king describes {B/i. [Pers.
'
Gaumata the
text] i. 35 if. ) the usurpation of
Magus (Gaumata tya MaguS) and his own success'

plot against him, hy which he restored the
AchiEineniau dynasty to its ancient throne. There
to show what Magu
is nothing in the
inscription
meant, and we must fall back on our Greek sources,
Herodotus first, and the rest lotigo intervallo. In
Herod, i. 101 we are told that 'Apifaprof, Mivoi, and
four others were M^Sm^ yivea. The six names were
ful

explained as Aryan caste-titles by J. Oppert long
ago (ie Pettjjle et la languc dcs Mides, Paris, 1879,
p. 7),

different lines, by A. J. Carnoy
ser., ix. [1908] 121 ll'.)"; the tolerable
five are Aryan makes a strong pre-

and again, on

(Musion, new

certainty that
sumption that Mayos must be interpreted from the
same language group.
The etymology, however, must be left undecided. Puttinp
aside some attempts of Semitists to claim it, we have at least
two plausible accounts from the Indo-European side. Carnoy
cit.) compares firtxafi] and Mayawf with the meaning
see
*heli>cr, healer,* wiiile Moulton {The Thinker, ii. [1S021 491
his Early Xoroastriani.fin, pp. 428-430) connects Gothic magus,
o. Ir. mug — a connexion which (Jarnoy accepts, but in a
different sense. The flothic word translates t^ki'ov once, and
naU {= 'servant') elsewhere. The liiiler meaning is that of the
we may probably compare the development of our
Irish word
maifl' antt local uses of
boy.' That 'boy' is the j)rinutive
meaning is confirmed by the Later Avestan mayava, unmarried.'
The signillcant fact that moyu ( = 0. Pers. 7naf7ii) occurs only
once in the Avesta, and thai in a prose passuge {Vs. Ixv. 7)
{Inc.

;

;

'

*

*

MAQI
obnously late, speaks for the meaning 'servant'; the Magi
were thus the leading tribe of tlie aboriginal population, enslaved
or reduced to political subjection by the invading Aryans. But
the whole history of the word is open to great uncertainty. The
authority of T. Nbldeke and C. Bezold (op. C. Bartholouiae,
Altiran' Worterbuch, Strassburg, 1904, p. 1111) may be referred
to against the Semitic claim.

While the Magi were tlius a distinct caste of
Medians, and apparently the recognized leaders of
the subject population in the time of Aryan (Persian
dominion, there is no reason for doubt that their
ascendancy was essentially religious, like that of
the Brahmans in India. Darius writes of his
repairing temples which the Magus had destroyed
(Bh. [Pers. text] i. 63-66), and so far the inscription
favours the existence of a marked difference of
2.

)

religion

—of

definite!}'

course, its scanty reference does not
prove anything one way or another. But

the testinionj' of Herodotus and all later classical
writers is so unanimous and precise that we need

no

It would appear that, having faUed in
other.
their bold bid for political supremacy, as leaders
of the people against Aryan invaders, they began
to build up power upon their popular vogue as
shamans. It was easy to insinuate themselves into
the open place of priest in the unreformed Iranian
nature-worship, as described moat accurately by
Herodotus (i. 131 fl.) ; they had only to emphasize
certain clear points of resemblance between their
own religion and that of the Aryans, veneration of
the sun and of fire being the chief. There is one
important detail of ritual in which we can with
high probability trace an appearance of Magianism
separate from Aryan connexions at a very early
Ezk 8"'- describes, as the greatest of three
date.

'abominations' that had brought Jahweh's wrath
on Jerusalem, the sun-worship of men in eastward
position, who 'put the branch to the nose.' To
liold a bough before the face in solar cultus is a
natural action its special interest for us lies in its
coincidence with the Parsilise of the barsom (q.v.),
a bunch of tamarisk twigs held by the priest before
The name, and the peculiar
his face in worship.
use of the verb spread to describe the preparation
of the instrument, alike take us to something quite
different the Aryan carpet of stalks of tender
grass (Herod, i. 132) on wliich the offering was laid
(Skr. barhis, Av. baresman).
may infer that
the Magi adapted the Arjan use to their own by
prescribing that a bunch of the sacred stalks should
be picked up from the ground and held reverentially
before the face.
3. This notice enables us to trace the Magi in a
separate activity as far back as 591 B.C., when they
seem to have secured proselytes in Judaea. This
;

'

'

—

We

quite in keeping with what we know of them.
Their contemporary appearance in Babylon is
probably attested by Jer 39'-'^, where 'the KabMag' appears among Nebuchadrezzar's officers
(for alternative views of Rab-Mag see the Oxford
Lexicon and EBi, s.v.). H. Zimmern and H.
Winckler (KAT^, 416) explain the Kab-Mag's
name, Nergal-sharezer, as Nergal, protect tlie
and in their account of Nergal they
king
expressly compare Ahriinan, who in the Later
Avesta has features which could be very easiljconnected with Babylon. The head of a caste of
exorcists, who by tlieir charms can keep the Satan
from harming the king, is wholly in place at court.
compare at once the apotropseic functions of
the Magi in Plutarch, de Is. ct Osir. 46. We may
add to this small but important peculiarity several
other traits by which the Magi may be distinguished
from the Persians in religion, whether in the earlier

is

'

'

;

We

or the later stages of w-liat

we now

call Parsiism.

come two conspicuous features recognized
from the first by Greek writers as Magiau and not
First

Persian: (1) tlieir exposure of the boilies of the
dead to birds and .carrion dogs was distinguished
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(i.
140) from the Persian custom of
It has pronounced
burial after encasing in wax.
aboriginal affinities, and was neither Semitic nor
(almost certainly) Aryan. Coupled with this was
(2) their insistence on next-of-kin marriage, which

by Herodotus

they belauded extravagantly for its accumulations
It was never accepted by the Persians,!
and never found its way into the Avesta (see on!
this Moulton, p. 205 f.), first appearing in the'
Pahlavi writings of the Sasanian age as a precept
of developed Parsiism.
But modem Parsiism
repudiates it with the utmost emphasis, and its
scholars attempt the heroic but impossible task of
denying that their predecessors meant anything of
the kind (see art. Marriage [Iranian], § 2). (3)
The very name of magic attests the streno;th of
their association, in the mind of antiquity, with an
accomplishment altogether ignored in the Avesta,
and never countenanced in Parsiism. Equally
ignored is (4) oneiromancy. The Magi were renowned for their skill in divining by dreams ; but
the very word for dream occurs only once in the
Later Avesta [Yt. xiii. 104), and there is no hint
that dreams were ever studied. Closely linked
with this is (5) astrology, with which the Magi
were traditionally credited. But the Avesta, while
it has plenty of star-lore, and some mythology,
has never a hint of ideas belonging to astrological
cuiious point under this head is
conceptions.
the inconsistent views of the planets held in the
later Parsi Scriptures (the Avesta has nothing one
way or the other). On one side there is the official
view that planets were malign on the other we
find them named by the names of the good yazatas,
including Ormazd himself. These names are simply
equivalents for the Babylonian terms, like those
which we ourselves have taken over through the
later Greeks and the Komans, so that the date is
post-Avestan. But it seems probable that the
Magi put the planets into the creation of Ahriman
because of their irregular motion, while the Parsis
of merit.

1

A

;

generally believed in their beneficence. There is
the same kind of discrepancy in (6) the views of
mountains, which in Aryan and Semitic mythology
alike were venerated as divine, but by the Magi
were treated as blots on the symmetry of creation,
to be smoothed out when the Regeneration came.
It wUl be seen that most of these peculiar traits,
distinguish the &Iagi from the
by which we

may

people whose religion they adopted and adapted,
are incompatible with either Aryan or Semitic
affiliation, or at least do not suggest the one or the
It seems a fair inference that they were
other.
aboriginal Medians, who, like the Elamites, belonged to neither of the two great races which
divided Nearer Asia between them. To what stock
they belonged we may not be able to say. L. H.
Gray (ExpT xxv. [1914] 257) points out that there
were Magas in India, about whom we hear in the
Bfutvisya Parana and the Brhatsamhitd he thinks
that these were probably jlagians, accepting the
general view of them which has neen outlined above,
and he believes them to be immigrants to India
;

from Persia.'
It must be premised that the foregoing view of the ethnography
Magi and their reli'f^ious origins is to some extent new,
and has not yet had the benefit of full discussion. The extent

of the

approval" expressed by L. C. Casartelli {Manchester
23, 1913) and L. H. Gray (toe. cit.) encourages
the writer to epitomize here the thesis set forth in his Early
Zaroastrianifm, cba. vi. and vii. (cf. also K. Geldner, in ThLZ
xxxix. [1914] 290).
of

Guardian, Dec.

we are led to
4. Pursuing this thesis further,
credit the Magi with all that is fairly called
There is nothing really
dualistic in Parsiism.
'

'

may be noted that a Skr. Maga cannot be directly
equated with Iranian ila^ju but llagu may be borrowed as a
foreign word with altered declension (the form Manii also
This would imply an Iranian
occurs in the Bhav. Pur.).
See, on the Magas, art. Sadra&
origin, which suits our theory.
AND Maqas.
1

It

;
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The very
dualistic in ZaralhushtiaV Gathds.
name of Aliriinaii (angra mainyu, 'enemy spirit';
see art. Ahhiman) occurs only once tliere (F.s. xlv.
The
2), as a casual eiiitliet and not a fixed title.
good and evil spirits make their choice in the
Ijeginning, but there is never any real question as
to the issue of the strife between them ; one whose
'
perpetual counsel is Resist the devil and he will
nee' can never be called a dualist. But the Magi,
on I'lutarch's express testimony, offered sacrifices
to Ahrinian.' Tlie practice is entirely absent from
the Avesta a fact that does not discredit Plutarch,
but only shows the survival of distinct usages
among the Magi, whose genius is well suited by
the mechanical division of the world into creations
of Ormazd and creations of Ahriman. This is practicaUy absent from the GdtliCus, and even from the

—

where a pure Iranian nature-worship shows
of inlluence frcm Zarathushtra on the
one hand or the Magi on the other. The prose
Avesta (excluding the early Gatha haptanghaiti)
which by the loss of metre and the presence of
much dubious grammar proclaims itself composed
in a virtually dead language
is full of this dualism.
Even words have to be distributed between
the two camps different terms are used for the
head, hand, voice, etc., of an Ormazd-worshipper
and those of an Ahrimanian. Every yazata has
a demoniacal opponent but we note that the
balancing is imjierfectly eonipleled, and that the
fiends are often of manifestlj' late origin and vague
Ya.ihts,

small

.sign

—

—

;

;

functions, so that we should suppose the work
of correlation to have been rather half-heartedly
undertaken as a concession to theory. The type
of dualism implied suggests affinity with that
which ai)parently called forth the declaration of
Is 45'.
The jjresence of such a system in Babylonia during the Exile suits our view of the Magi
as shamans exercising influence far beyond their
own land of Media and the presumption adds
something to the case for recognizing the KabMag as an dp^'MiTos.
may observe that, if
JahwLsm emphatically denied this dualistic assign;

We

r

ing of darkness to an evil demiurge, Zarathushtra
himself was no less clear in his claim that Mazda
made the night as well as the day {Ys. xliv. 5).
S. We are reduced mainly to conjecture when
we ask what Avas the Magian eschatology. That
death must be abolished if Ormazd is at last to
conquer Ahriman pouni-malirka, 'many-slaying,'
according to his standing Avestan epithet— seems
a natural inference from their first )irinciples. We
know, further, that tliey pictured a regenerate
world in which such unsymmetrical features as
mountains Would disappear, and the earth would
become a slopeless plain.' But how far they

—

I

I

1

'

'

pressed their form of the doctrine of immortality
we have no means of knowing. Our e.uly Creek
witness, Theo])oni])us, according to an important
statement of Diogenes," declare<l that the .Magi
taught the future resurrection of men to a dcatliless existence.
This excellent 41 h cent, authority
may, of cour.se, be descriliing oidy the dnctrine of
Persian religion in his own time, when the Magi
were its long-established priests. But the extract
ajjparently connects this immortality with a doctrine that looks rather characteristic of the Magi
themselves. The locus clasHcus in Plutarch, already
quoted, is ordinarily taken assilent as to any doctrine
of a resurrection among the Magi.
But E. Boklen
(Die Vcrwanrltscha/t tier jiulisch-christl. init dcr
pars. Eschatologie, 'G'6ttin<Jen, 19U2, p. 102(r.)argues
1 dfi Is. H
Oair. 46
Zoroaster tlie Mu-riis
.
t.iug'lit them
to R-UTifice to the othPi' |.\reiniariio8j oireriiiji;« for uvertin^ ill,
t liinnfl of
gloom." 'i'he lilood of a wolf is speriall,\ iiieiitioiied.
Cf. the Milliraic dedication Duo AitlMANW.
''
Uiotc. Loerl. I'rooeili 9, o; (sc.
Ka't iru/JiuiirtcrOai
Tlieopojinius)
Kara Toi'? Mayouy <])T]ui Tfji"iy nuSp'-inovi; «oi ctreo'dui adayaTuvi.
See Moullon, pp. 4U£i, 415 f., lur a full discussion.
'

:

.

and

.

that in I'lutarch's quotation from Theopom|ius'
translate
Hades i.s to be tfeserted,'
which agrees with the other accounts of the testimony of Theopompus. The absence of any doctrine
of immortality in Tobit can hardly be regarded
(as in Moulton, p. 416) as a contributory argument.
For, whether the book is rightly or wrongly held
(as by Moulton, ch. vii. and p. 332 tf., and D. V.
Simpson in the Oxford Apocrypha) as containing
a Median folk-story re-vi'ritten by a Jew, we must
admit that the adapter was not likely to include
that element unless he agreed with it, which, if
the date was early, he would not do. It is clear
that, if Zarathushtra's eschatology came before
Jews during the Exile only in an adaptation determined by Magian ideas, it was very little likely to
The common belief
attract the thinkers of Israel.
that the rise of the doctrine of immortality in postExilic Judaism owed some real stimulus to Persian
influence becomes less and less probable as the

we should

'

history of early Zoroastrianism

more

is

investigated

thorouirlily.

Such, then, in outline were the Magi as a
sacred tribe, so far as our information allows us
to isolate them for separate portraiture.
Most of
what we hear of them naturally belongs rather to
the religious system upon which they fastened so
As early as the travels of Herodotus,
tenaciously.
they had compensated for their failure to regain
political ascendancy by making themselves indisIt in])ensable to the ritual of Persian religion.
volved, as we have seen, considerable suppression
of beliefs and usages traditional among themselves.
These they continued to practise in their own
community, with or without attemjits at propaganda. They could easily use general similarities
Ijetween their religion and that of the native
Iranians so as to prove to the latter their fitness
and the people to whom they
to serve their altars
ministered, including a large proportion of their
own kin, would be slower to realize how much
ch.ange the proselytes were bringing to the religion
w hich they so zealously adopted.
7. Later developments of Magiani.sm belong to
the history of Zoroastrianism as established under
remains here to
It
the Sasanian dynasty.
onlj;
add a few words about the Magi as they figure in
the Nativity story of our First Gospel. To discuss
the historic credibility of that stoiy, or the various
theories that have been devised to explain the
star, must be left to the Dictionaries of the Bible.
Here it suffices to connect the foremost traits of
the Magi, as described above, with points in the
That these Mdyoi uTri di'aT-oXcDi'
story of Mt 2.
answer to the picture as experts in dream-inter6.

;

pretation and in star-lore is clear. It is noteworthy, therefore, that Mt 2, so far as its testimony
goes, isolates the Magi froju Persian religion,
which, as we saw, has practically no room for

This constieither (see art. Fkava.shi, ad fin. ).
tutes within its limits a rather striking witness,
when we remember how little we are able to discover about the Magi as apart from the religion
w ith which even four centuries earlier they were

almost completely identified. Naturally we must
not be tempted to make too much of evidence so
limited in

its

range.

LrrKRATURH.— Greek and Latin loci clafifiici are collected in
A. Rapp's two iiaiiers, ZDMG xix. [isu:.] 1-89 and xx. [1868]
49-1 10. Those which .affect Zoroaytcr are i-onveniently printed
together in A. V. W. Jaclcson, Zaronxler, the Prophet 0/
Ancient Iran, New York, 1899. The account here given depends
largely on the writcrV full discvission of the whole subject in
karlif Zoroastrianism (.HL), London, 1913.
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MAGIC.
-^Egyptian (A. H. Gardiner), p. 262.
Greek and Roman (K. F. Smith), p.

^, Introductory (K. R. Marett), p. 245.
Arabian and Muslim (D. S. Margoliouth),
**-

p.

Babylonian (L. W. King), p. 253.
Buddhist (L. de la VALLfe PoussiN),

p. 255.

(J. A. MacCulloch), p. 257.
Chinese (R. F. .Johnston), p. 259.
Christian.— See Charms and Amulets (Christ-

Celtic

Vedic (A. A. Macdonell),

ian).

MAGIC (Introductory). — History of the term
and problem of its definition. — In any general treat-

'intelligible' {ib.
He pursues the same line of explanation
139f.).
in his later work. Primitive Culture, where magic

ment

they are at all equally matched, the term
becomes for the time being ambiguous, i.e., it
answers to more concepts than one. Something of
this kind has occurred in regard to the word magic'
It may be instructive, then, to begin with a glance
at its meaning as a popular expression. It is, of
course, the lineal descendant of the Gr. /iaycia and
the Lat. magia, which in their strictest sense refer
simply to the religion, learning, and occult practices
of the Persian Alagi, or priests of the sect of
Zoroaster, in the form in which they became known
to the West (see art. Magi).
Such matters, however, being both foreign and ill-understood, would
naturally be more or less suspect. Hence the word
tends from the first^ to carry with it the unfavourable associations summed up in the notion of witchthat,

if

'

craft (see, for instance, Hesychius, s.v. y6r)s, which
xxx, 11
he identifies with ixayos, and Pliny,
and for further references cf. H. Hubert, in DaremThese associations the
berg-Saglio, s.v. 'Magia').
equivalent words in the various languages of modern
Europe have never lost, liacon's attempt to rehabilitate magia as natural science in its operative

HN

;

Augmentis sricntiarum, iii. ad Jin.)
proved quite abortive. Thus it comes about tU.at
the modern anthropologist in attributing 'magic"
aspect

{de

to a given people can hardly

do so without at the

same time implying that it is something inferior
and bad something that, however prevalent it may

—

belongs to the lower levels or even to the pathology of mind and society. A survey of representative views on the subject will bring out the fact
that, in this respect at least, most, if not all,
theories tend to be at one.
As far back as 1870
2. Representative views.
E. B. Tylor laid it down that the 'confusion of
objective with subjective connexion, ... so uniform in principle, though so various in details,
may be applied to explain one branch after another
of the arts of the sorcerer and diviner, till it almost
seems as though we were coming near the end of
his list, .and might set down practices not based on
this mental process, as exceptions to a general rule
{Beseai-ches into the Early Hist, of Mankind, p. 129).
He adds that the same state of mind will account
for tabus, many of the food-prejudices of the savage,
for instance, depending on the belief that the qualities of the eaten pass into the eater {ib. p. 133). Such
an attitude of mind he characterizes as one of
'gross superstition and delusion {ib. p. 119), even
while allowing that at a. stage of development when
human life was more like a long dream such a
be,

—

.

.

.

'

'

'

'

p. 311.

system of error was perfectly

i.

of the subject of magic the problem of its
definition must occupy the chief place, seeing that
it constitutes a veritable storm-centre in the anthroAs so often
pological literature of the present ilaj-.
happens when a word belonging to the common Ianguage, and used in vague and conflicting ways, is
taken over by science that it may correspond to
some precise concept, theorists interested inditt'erent
and more or less mcompatible concepts claim exclusive rights over the same technical term ; so

269.

Indian {II. A. Kose), p. 289.
Iranian (A. J. C'arnov), p. 293.
Japanese (M. Revon), p. 296.
Jewish (M. Gaster), p. 300.
Slavic (L. A. Magnus), p. 305.
Teutonic (F. Halsig), p. 307.

-io--'.

described as '
^cult science,' i.e. a 'pseudoscience' (3rd ed., rrTl2, 119).
'The principal key
to the understanding of occult science is to consider it as based on the association of ideas, a
faculty which lies at the very fouhtration of human
reason, but in no small degree of human unreason
also' (i. 115 f.).
He adds a disquisition on the
futility of magic arts, in wliich he maintains
'
that in the w hole monstrous farrago there is
practically no truth or value whatever (i. 133).
Meanwhile, he holds that the laws of mind are as
as the laws of chemical combination, so
unchanging
that ' the thing that has been wUl be (i. 159). The
is

'

[

'

'

'

symbolic magic of the savage and modern spiritualism are alike hurtful superstitions bom of fallacies to which the human mind is naturally prone
(see ch. iv., passim, esp. ad Jin.).
J. G. Frazer {The Golden Bough) maintains a
position which in most respects is identical with
that of Tylor. In the first edition (189u) he credits
primitive man with two views of the world that
e.xist side liy side, ths one view being that it is
worked by personal beings acting on impulses and
motives like his own, the other view amounting in
germ to the conception of nature as a series of
events occurring in an invariable order without the
intervention of personal agency. The latter is the
view involved in sympathetic magic {GB^ i. 9),
though the savage acts on it, not only in magic art,
but in much of the business of daily life {ib. 31).
In the second edition (1900) Frazer lays far more
stress on the
fundamental distinction and even
'

'

opposition of principle between magic and religion,'
being influenced especially by the theories of H.
Oldenberg {Die Religion des Veda, Berlin, 1894),
F, B. Jevons {Introduction to the History of Religion, London, 1896), and A. C. Lyall {Asiatic
More than that,
Studies, 1st ser., London, 1899).
he is now disposed to affirm that, in the evolution
of thought, magic, as representing a lower intellectual stratum, has probably everywhere preceded
He still represents magic
religion {GB'' i. p. xvi).
as next of kin to science,' since the two have in
common the general assumption of a succession
of events determined by law.'
jNIagio is nevertheless only 'the bastard sister of science.'
All um^c is necessarily false and barren
for were it ever
to become true and fruitful, it would no longer be magic but
'

'

'

'

'

;

science.'

All cases of sympathetic magic resolve themselves
on .analysis into mistaken applications of the laws of
the association of ideas by simil.arity and contiguity,

I.eifitimately applied tbese same principles yield science ;
illegitimately applied they yield magic (ib. p. 62).
'
Religion, on the other hand, is oppo-sed in principle
'

'

'

'

both to m.agic and to science,' since its fundamental
assumption is that the course of nature and of human
life is controlled by personal beings superior to man.
Towards such beings conciliation must be employed,

whereas to exert mechanical control is the object of
magic and science, though the former often essays to
control spirits, treating them, however, exactly as

MAGIO
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they were inanimate agents (16. p. 63f.). Finally,
the liunian race nie assumed to have passed through

if

in which they 'attempted
to force the gjeat j)owers of nature to do tlieir
pleasure,' and had not yet thought of courting their
favour by ott'erings and prayer. Such an age of
magic' finally gave place to an 'age of religion'
mankind at length were led by experionly because
ence to a ' tardy recognition of the inherent falsehood and barrenness of magic,' whereupon the more
thoughtful part of themcastabout for atruertheory
In the third edition (1911)
of nature (to. pp. 7.3,75).

an 'intellectual phase,'

'

these main theses are retained, but the following
scheme of the principal branches of magic (taken
over from Lectures on the Early History of the
Kirtgship, ch. ii.) is added, in accordance with the
view that magic is simply misapplied association
of ideas

{Law

of

Sympathy)

Contagious Magic

HoracBOpathic Magic
{Law of Similarity)

{Law

of Contact),

the whole erroneous system, both theoretical
and practical,' which answers to the name of magic
is classified under aspects according to the following
tabular form
'

:

Magic

Theoretical

Practical

(Magic as a pseudo-science)

(Magic as a pseudo-art)

I

I

Positive Magic

Negative Magic
or

Tabu.

Sorcery
(See 6B>, pt.

i.,

is

118.)

.

.

;

A. Lehm.ann of Copenhagen {Ahcrglaube nnd
Zauberei von den dltesten Zeiten an bis in die
Gcgcnwart, Stuttgart, 1898) defines superstition
(Aberglanbe) as any belief which cither fails to
obtain autliorization from a given religion or stands
in contradiction with the scientific conception of
nature prevailing at a given time. Correspondingly,
magic or sorcery (Magie oder Zauberei) is any
practice which is enjjendered by superstition,
explained in torms of superstitious notions (p. 6f.).
By insisting on the essential relativity of these two
ideas he claims to have avoided many difhculties
I'or instance, if it
that puzzled former inquirers.
be asked how magic is to be distinguished from
miracle, the reply is that it is all a (luestion of standpoint, Aaron performingmiracleswhilehis Egyptian
For the rest, he
rivals are mere magicians (p. 9).
finds two more or less independent theories to be
equally at the back of magical practice, namely,
the spiritist, which relies on the intermediation of
personal agents, and the occultist, which calls into
play mysterious powers of nature (p. 314).
H. Hubert and M. Mauss (' Esquisse d'une thdorie
g^n^rale de la magie,' in ASoc vii. [1904]) start
from the conception of rites. Rites are traditional
acts that are efficacious in a non-mechanical way,
thus involving the notion of mana {q.v. ), or wonderworking power (p. 14 cf. p. 138). Such a notion
underlies the idea of the sacred as implied in a

llln.).
E. S. Hartland {Ritual and Belief, London, 1914)
enters on a full discussion of 'The Relations of
Religion and M.agic (p. 26 ft'.). He insists at the
outset that they spring from a common root.
i.

'

I venture to suggest that in man's emotional response to his
environment, in his interpretation in the t«nns of personality
o( the objects which encountered his attention, and in their
investiture by him with potentiality, atmosphere, oremla, mana
we have the common root of
call it by what name you will
'

—

—

'

religion

(p.

6(J).

Correspondingly, magician and priest are differentiated from a common type, namely, the medicine-

man.
Eouglily and provisionally it may he said that the professional
magician is he who in the ronrse of the evolution of society, by
birth, by purchase, or by study and practice in the conventional
methods, Ims a'-quired the most powerful orenda. Similarly,
the professional priest is he who in these ways, or by prayer aiid
fastmg, has obtained the favour of the imaginary personages
'

believed to influence or control the aCfairs of men— who has, in
a word, possessed himself of their orenda. The union of these
two professions in one person is not adventitious it is probably fundamental (p. 95 f.).
;

'

Hartland, while thus differing from Frazer on the
aaestion of origin, is disposecl in other respects to
follow the latter's method of delimiting magic and
religion.
•
Magic conveys the notion of power, lt>' whatsoever means
acquired, wielded by the magician an liis own, and not as that
of a higher being whose cooperation ii only obtained by suppli'
cation and self-abasement (p. 86).

view prayers and sacrifices are magical processes just in so far as a constraining power is attributed to them ; and he asks,
Have analogous
his

is

;

religious rite like sacrifice.
(p. 2f.).

a negative magic did not

appear in earlier editions of The Golden Bough.
Frazer holds that, if not the whole doctrine of tabu,
at all events a large part of it, would seem to be
but a special application of sympathetic magic, with
its two great laws of similarity and contact {ib.

On

.

object is impersotial, or is but v.iguely personal, it is none the
less treated with reverence and submission, as something transcending man it is the object of an emotional attitude, actively
directed towards it. Tlie object thus, even where it is not
personal, tends to become so' (p. 88).

non-religious,

The Magic Art, I 64 and

The view that tabu

magic and

Religion, on the other hand, is 'coiifiiied to cultual systems,
objects, so far as they are personal, :ive endowed witti
free will, are to be approached with true worship, and may or
Where llie
not
grant the prayers of their suppliants.
may

whose

or

:

Sympathetic Mnjic

while

beliefs in tlie magical powers of a rite even yet
disappeared from Christianity?' (p. 87).

The

A magical rite,

involves ideas of
difl'erentia of

though

the same order

magical

rites consists

the fact that they do not form part of an organized cult, and therefore tend to be regarded by *he
Thus religion
society concerned as illicit (p. 19).
and magic tend to stand to one another as two poles
representing severally the social and the anti-social
ways of trafficking with the miraculous. Finally,
magic, as bein" always the outcast of society,
in

becomes charged with all the effects of decomposition and rejection, and so is gradually diilerentiated
from religion more and more. This very ingenious
and weighty study of magic, to which a short
sketch cannot pretend to do justice, is niade, it
must be remembered, from a strictly sociological
standpoint, and throughout regards ma^ic and
religion not as phases of mind, but as social institutions, having as such a reiility of their own determinable in terms of form and function.
Arnold van Gennep {Les Hites de passage, Paris,
1909) treats the magico-religious as an indivisible
whole, distinguishing only between the tlieoreticaJ
and the practical activities which it comprises,
and assigning the term religion to the former
and 'magi6' to the latter. It is essential, in his
view, to insist on the indissolubility of the relation
between the theoretical and the practical sides,
the practice
since the theory divorced from
passes into metaphysic, while the practice founded
For the
becomes
science.
on another theory
rest, the mysterious forces which are the objects
of magico-religious theory may be conceived
equally well under an impersonal or a iieraonal
form and, correspondingly, magico-religious pracin abstentice, whether it issue in positive acts or
'

'

;

—

—

tions viz. in the observance of tabus may seek
to deal with things either directly or indirectly
throtigli

'

things,

personal agents having power over the
while the mechanism of association by

1

MAGIC
similarity

and contact

The theory

alike.

form as follows

is

involved in botli cases
stated (p. 18) in tabular

preceded the age of religion, or whether, in the
style of Wundt, magic is identilied^witjithe loweefrtorm of religion. In either case magic answers to
something to which is assigned an unfavourable,
because inferior, place in the evolutionary scale as
compared with religion at its most characteristic.

is

:

1.

Theory (Religion)

Anthropological science, however, is becoming increasingly chary of constructing any such scale on
lines so simple and so drastic.
Human evolution
is a tissue of
many interlacing strands and,
again, the savage of today is no older or earlier
than the civilized man, so that typological and
historical primitiveness cannot be identified offAt most, then, it is with the help of
hand.

antmism

djTiamism

(dualist, etc.

(monist; impersonalist)

;
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personalist)

;

I

I

totemism

theism

pol3'desinODism

spiritism

(with

its inter*

mediate grades).
2.

psychological and sociological considerations of a
general type that a primordial stage of mind and
society can be theoretically posited, out of which
determinate religion may be shown to have emerged

Practice (Magic)
(Rites)

by some
synipathetio

contagious

direct

indirect

positive

negative

—

(tabu).

Wilhelm Wundt

{VolJcerpsycholofjie, vol.

ii.

pts.

and iii., Leipzig, 1907-09) makes mytli or belief
the ultimate source of cult or ritual, since the
There
latter is but the former put into practice.
is but one mythical idea at the back of all rites,
namely, the idea of soul and from it are generated in succession three forms of cult, magic,
fetishism, and totemism, which by reaction cause
the idea of soul to develop correspondingly. To
deal only with the first of these, magic in its
primary form consists in the supposed direct action
of soul on soul, as when the evil eye is feared,
while the secondary form consists in supposed
action from a distance, when the sonlintluence
makes itself felt indirectly by means of a .symbol
Thua_Slu«<it is entirely opposed to the
(ii. 46 f.).
Frazerian theory that magic implies a theory of
natural causation on the part of the savage. On
his view, while ordinary events are accepted as a
matter of course, extraordinary events, demanding
as they do a theory that will account fur them,
are at first ascribed to the soul-power or will of a
man, and later (when the stage of magic is transcended) to that of a magnified man, or god, similar
soul-power or will being ascribed to inanimate
objects and to animals at the intermediate stages
of fetishism and totemi.sm.
Here perforce must end the survey of representative views, those selected for examination
at least exemplifying the wide diversity of the
notions which it is sought for purposes of science
to impose on a highly plastic, since popular, term.
Now the purely verbal side of the question need
If the things are
not be a source of trouble.
envisaged distinctly, the words may be trusted to
look after themselves. Thus in the present case
there are evidently different concepts answering
to separate aspects of human life and it will be
sufficient for the present purpose if these aspects
are discriminated, so that terminology may be
given the chance of adjusting itself to tlie facts.
ii.

;

;

as a general name for rudimentary
theory of the evolution of religion
which represents it as a single movement falling
into distinguishable stages, there will always be a
first stage of minimum development immediately
preceded by a stage of what Bacon would call
absentia in proximo a pre-religious stage, as it
might be termed. Now, since tlie word 'magic
tends to bear an unfavourable sense, nothing is
more natural than to dub magical whatever fails
to come up to the evolutionary standard which
to
religion is more or less arbitrarily taken
embody. It hardly matters whether, after the
manner of Frazer, an age of magic is held to have
3.

cult.

—Magic
On any

—

'

sort of subsequent process.
Such general
considerations suggest that, just as Jourdain
talked prose before he realized the fact, so the
primeval savage acted before he thought about his
action.
Correspondingly, therefore, in the sphere
of nascent religion there must have been a stage
of cult or ritual (if so it
may be termed), the product of sheer unreflective Iiabit, which preceded
the growth of ideas concerning the how and why
of wnat was being done.
Certain recurrent situations In the social life
and, as for the individual
life, it is wholly subordinate to the social so long
as mere gregariousness prevaUs induce states of

'

'

—

—

emotional intensity. The emotions must find a
This they do either through
vent somehow.
activities directed to practical ends, such as huntor else through
ing, fighting, and love-making
secondary activities such as are not immediately
practical in their object but serve simply as outlets
of superfluous energy, such as the dances that
simply play at hunting, fighting, or love-making.
In eitner case habit entwines with the activities in
question all sorts of more or less functionless acciand the presence of these unaccountable
dents
details helps to make the whole performance seem
mysterious to the performers and still more so to
;

;

the civilized onlooKer. When the activity is of
the directly practical kind, s.ay, hunting, whereas
the tracking, the killing of the game, and so on,
explain themselves, the accompanying observances
enjoined by custom which do not explain themselves so readily
for. instance, wearing such and
such a garb, uttering' certain words, and the like
may well seem to call for justification even to the
unthinking savage, who will at least translate his
sense of the value of custom into the vague doctrine that there is 'power' in these things, that
When, on the other hand, the
they 'work.'
activities belong to those of the secondary type
which are not immediately practical, constituting
'protreptic' rites, as they might be termed, which,
while afiording emotional relief, act likewise on
the whole as preparations for the business of life
very much as play does, in the case of the young
then accretions in the way of accidental features
due to custom are likely to be more pronounced,
inasmuch as there is no discipline of hard fact to
impose bounds on the action. Meanw hile, in proportion as these secondary activities conform to
the same stimuli as the primary activities of which
they are the by-product, as, for instance, when
the hunting interest overflows into a pantomimic
rehearsal of the chase, they will wear an imitative
appearance, though in reality being repercussions rather than imitations.
When, however,
an ex post facto justification of them becomes
necessary, it is quite natural that the doctrine
that they have power should implicate the belief
that their seemingly imitative character has something to do with their efficacy. It is putting the

—

—

—

—

'

'

'

'
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cart before the lioise to say, as Frazer seems to do,
that the belief that ' like produces like,' or what
It is, on the connot, generates symbolic ritual.
trary, symbolic ritual i.e. a ritual that involves a
more or less realistic reproduction of some practical
activity— that j;enerates the doctrine of sympathetic' causation in one or another of its forms.
As a matter of fact, the so-called symbolic rites
usually include all manner of details the mimetic
bearing of which is at least not obvious; and the
peneralization that an 'age of magic indulges in
rites which are sjmbolic and sympadictic through
and through is reached by picking out the abstract

—

'

'

element of imitativeness which runs through primitive cult (and to no small extent through the more
'advanced' types of cult as well), and ignoring
everjrthing that is like nothing l)ut itself, yet
forms just as persistent a part of the approved
ritual.
If, then, we are going to )ise the word
magic loosely as a name for rudimentary or un'

'

reflective cult in general, let us at least identify

the magical quality, not with the imitativeness,
which is a secondary feature, but with the customariness, which is the real source of the value
attacliing to these non-utilitarian accompaniments
of the more exciting moments of the practical life
these 'superstitious' practices, as the civilized
onlooker ranks them. For the rest, in so far as
these relatively unideated discharges of the social
energy need any supporting doctrine, they would
seem to find it, not
any philosophy about like
producing like, and so on ideas that appear quite
late in the history of thought— but in vague notions
of the mcnia type (see Mana).
In other words,
the savage comforts himself with no theory of how
these ritual practices work, but is content to feel
and know that they work that, despite all appearances to the contrarj' (since their non-utilitarian
character may be supposed to become gradually
manifest), they have power and efficacy in them or

—

m

—

—

behind them. It is just this faith in their efficacy
that distinguishes nascently religious practices
from such as are merely aesthetic. The former are
so closely related to the practical activities that
a sense of their contributory value runs througli
them, and they thus suggest and foreshadow prac-

tice in all sorts of ways that make for hope,
courage, and confidence, whereas aesthetic enjoyment, tliough possessing a recreative function,
does not thus point beyond itself. It remains only
to ask whether 'magic' is a suitable word for the
designation of the most rudimentary type of cult.
On the whole, it would seum a Jiity for the evolutionist to apply a term redolent of disparagement
to what on his view is a genuine phase of the
serious life as lived under certain conditions of
culture.
It is far le.ss question-begging to predicate religion throughout (unless, indeed, one is prepared to follow van Gennep, and predicate magic
throughout as well as a general name for the prac-

—

which is surely an abuse of
science of comparative religion,
if it is to do its work
properly, must impartially
embrace the cults of all mankind in its survey.
An observation may be added for the benefit of
the field-worker, who, as a rule, has to take over
tical side of religion

language).

The

his classifieatory apparatus ready-made from the
hands of the theorist. If such an one has learnt
o identify magic with the sympathetic jirineiple
or with those early forms of cult in wliich this prin/o
cinle
appears to predominate, he will be inclined to
label his collections of specific ceremonies hunting
magic,' productive magic (a term often used to
describe rites of the intichiuma
which bear
type,
on the increase of food-animals and
plante), agricultural magic,' and so on.
But it is just as easy
to speak of hunting and agricultural 'rites' or
ritual ; and it is much more likely to lead to an
'

'

'

'

'

'

unprejudiced description of all the relevant facts,
whether they be of the sympathetic order or not.
So, again, tabus are better treated as a part of
ritual, namely, as observances of negative prescriptions, which will invariably be found to form one
context with sundry other jiositive prescriptions
to make them a part of magic is neitner necessary
nor even natural according to the ordinary usage
of speech.
It may even be said to be now a recognized working principle that the first-hand observer
should class all magico-religious phenomena under
one general heading, and leave the theorists to
determine how far, and along what lines, the
differentiation of the magical and religious elements
involved in the complex needs to be pushed (see
Notes and Queries on Anthrojwlumi*, issued by the
Royal Anthrop. Institute, Loncfon, 1912, section
;

on 'The Study
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of

Magico-lieligious

Facts,' p.

f.).

4. Magic as a name for the black art and allied
developments. The view which has just been discussed and dejjrecated, that identifies magic with
rudimentary colt as a whole, maj' be said to draw
a horizontal line between magic and the later and
more evolved products of the same tendencies
which rudimentary cult embodies. The other view,
which will now be examined, differs altogether
from the former in that it draws a perpendicular
line between magic and certain contemporaneous
but rival growths which may Ije broadiy classed
under the two heads of religion and science. This
point comes out very de.wly in Lehmann's definition, whicli correlates magic with superstition as
practice with theory, and in turn makes superstition co-extensive with such ideas as stand to the
accepted religious and scientific beliefs of a given
time in a relation of more or less direct conflict

—

and contradiction.
(a) Magic as thf rival of religion.
Starting once
more from the fact that the word magic tends to
stand for something bad, we realize at once that it
is possible to treat
magic as a general name for all
the bad kinds of trafficking with the occult and
supra-sensible in vogue in a given society, while,
conversely, religion may be taken to comprehend
aU the good kinds of such trafficking. Obviously
the power of bringing wonders to pass is a twoedged sword, since surprising things may happen
for weal and for woe, while, again, immoral as well

—

'

'

as moral persons may seek benefit from miracle.
It is, indeed, eminently characteristic of ideas of
the mana type that they are, from a moral point of
view, ambiguous and two-sided, covering ail manifestations of the efficacy of rites, whether 1 hey be
)>eneficent or maleficent in their intention (see
Mana). Now it is easy to see how rites of an illintsntioned kind will come to be practised and will
have efiicacy imputed to them. Hate, greed, and
the other types of anti-social attitude being more
or less endemic at all levels of society, tliej' are
bound to find expression in habitual activities that
assume the character of mystic rites in luoportion
as they abound in accretions and in secondary
activities of the expletive order, such as cursing
in set phrases or destroying an absent
enemy in
pantomime. Moreover, the very fear which hate
and malice awake in the breasts of those against
whom they are directed is enough to create an
atmosphere in which the natural seeds of black

magic cannot but germinate

freely.

The almost

universal dread of tlieevil eye illustrates very well
how the res])onsibility for the existence of a belief
in sorcery often rests with the credulous victim
just as much as, or more than, with the alleged
Anthropological literature is full of
ag^essor.
striking examples of the tendency which W. E.

Roth {North Queensland Ethnoqrnphy,
no.

5,

liulletin

Brisbane, 1903, p. 28) calls thanatomania,

MAGIO

namely, the suggestibility leading sooner or later
to death on the part of one who satisfies himself
that he is doomed. Roth has had personal experience as a medical man of five or six such cases
among the Queensland natives. Thus it comes about
that, by an extension of tlio same line of thought,
'evil nmuic becomes the stock explanation otl'ered
for any form of accident or mysterious disease.
An individual becomes incapacitated through 3ome chronic
'

'

and painful illness which does not answer to the \arioU9
aboriginal methods of treatment or materia medica the illness
and
weighs upon his mind, and after a time he becomes more
more con6rmed in his conviction that someone has been " jioint"
"
the Tnunguni (dealli-bone) at him i.e. that a
hone,"
ing
pebble, flint, etc., has been put inside him and his blood
removed' (\V. E. Roth, Kthnvkxjuial Studies among the Nm-th:

—

West-Central Queeiisland Aborijities, Brisbane, 1897, p. 154).

Indeed, it has often been observed tliat the savage
scarcely recognizes the fact of natural death, so
ready is he to impute the event to the sinister arts
of some particular individual or at least to the
'

'

machinations of persons unknown

(cf.

art.

LIFE

AND De.\th

From these vaguer
[Primitive], § 7).
attributions of ill-will to one's neighbours it is but
a step to the conception of an evil magic independent of the will and intention of any person at
all.
Various more or less impersonal forms of evil
such as the ariinijquiltha of the Arunta (Spencer-

—

London, ISUO, p. 548 n.), the o^yore of the
Hurons(J. N. B. Hewitt, Am. Anthropologist, new

Gillen",
ser.,

(W.

iv. [1902] 37 n.), or the !>adi of the Malays
\V. Skeat, Malay Magic, London, 1900, p. 94)

—are

regarded as malignant and destructive
agencies in tlieir own right, very much as one
thinks of the plague or the influenza. In short,;
there is always more or less of black magic in
th^
air' for the panic-ridden savage.
For this reason,!
and seeing also how much the healer of diseases
and, again, the witch-finder do to foster the evil
reputation of the magician by their highly-coloured
accounts of the dreadful arts which it is their professional privilege to be able to counteract, one
might almost b^ tempted to declare that the
sorcerer is a mere bogey, the creation of abject
'

wedded to ignorance and credulity. But this
would be to go too far. 'f here seems good evidence
that in Australia men and even women, despite
fear

the fact that blailt-^nagic practised within the
group is normally held to be punishable by death,
wreak their vengeance in this way on their private
enemies. Roth's own black servant, a mere layman, actually dared to point the bone at a native
doctor, the latter dying about a fortnight later
(iV. Queensland Eihnographtj, Bull. no. 5, p. 30).
At most, then, it may be surmised that for every
case of genuine guilt there are f.ar more false
accusations
and, in short, generally, in everj'
witch-haunted society, whetlier it be native
Australia or 17th cent. England, that the proofs of
witchcraft mainly rest on an argument from efl'ect
;

to cause.

to

Asfor lave-magic, it may not seem at first sight
have the anti-social character of the magic of

hate but, if closely observed, it will be found on
the whole to minister to hardly less disreputable
purposes. Thus among the Arunta of Central
Australia such magic is chiefly resorted to in order
to bring about a runaway match.
It is true that,
according to native ideas, it is merely a case of one
tribal husband trying to entice the woman away
from another tribal husband, so that, as Spencer
and Gillen say, it is a breach of manners but not
of custom C, p. 544).
Even so, however, it would
seem to be extremely liable to lead to a general
fight within the group, or between one local group
and another, so that its anti-social tendency is
bound in the long run to become tolerably
;

'

'

manifest.

So much for what are perhaps the clearest
types of ritual acts generated by

instances of
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passions and desires which society is bound to try
to suppress in the interest of its own self-preservation.
Such rites can be placed in a more or less
determinate class by themselves, M-liereas over
against this class can be set in contrast another
class of rites, entirely similar as regards the

general nature of their mechanism, but embodying
moti^•es of a kind held to be socially salutary.

speaking, all public rites have this
quality of being licit and reputable, since
the fact that they are the recognized custom of
the community is taken as a sutiicient guarantee
that they exist for the furtherance of the common
weal. Tlius the totemic ceremonies of the Central
Australians, the object of which is the increase of
the food-animals and plants, occupy exactly the
.same place in the life of the peojjle as is filled by
the rites of the Church in a Claistian country.
Hence E. Durkheim (Les Formes (Umentaires de la
vie religieuse, Paris, 1912) takes the totemic system
of Australia as the typical instance of an elementary
religion, wheieas Frazer, adopting what has been
termed the horizontal line of division between
magic and religion, would assign these totemic
rites wholesale to the age of magic.
Indeed, no
better instance could be cited to illustrate the incompatibility between the horizontal and the perpendicular methods of viewing magic and religion
in their relation to each other.
While, then, for
the simpler societies at all events, public rites
always rank as good and licit, does it follow that
private rites as such will tend to be regarded as
Broadlj'

common

bad and

illicit

?

According to Robertson Smith

{The Beligion of the Semites^, London, 1894, p. 263 f.),
it well-nigh amounts to this
:

'

was the community, and not the individual, that was
sure of the permanent and unfailing help of its deity. It was a
national not a personal providence that was taught by ancient
.So much was this the case that in purely personal
religion.
concerns the ancients were very apt to turn, not to the recogIt

nised religion of the family or of the 6tate, but to magical
Not only did these magical superstitions
superstitions. .
lie outside religion, but in all well-ordered states they were
regarded as illicit. A man had no right to enter into private
relations with supernatural powers that might help him at
the expense of the conmiunity to which he belonged. In his
relations to the unseen he was bound always to think and act
with and for the community, and not for himself alone.'
.

.

Granting, however, that iu the small undiBerentiated society private enterprise is suspect, we
must recognize that, as tlie division of labour
develops and the individual asserts himself more
and more, the law is increasingly ready to sanction,
or at least condone, the use of ritual forms for
securing personal ends, such as the protection of
property by tabu-marks having the force of conditional curses (see P. Huvelin,
Magie et droit
'

individuel,' in

Mauss and M.

ASoc
II.

x.

[1907]

Beuchat,

ih.

1

f.

ix.

;

and

cf.

M.

[1906] 117, on

the magico-religious significance of the Eskimo
property-marks). For the rest, there will always
be in every society a number of ceremonial practices
to which a certain amount of magico-religious
value attaches that fall most naturally under the
category of folk-lore, having no place in the
official cult, yet being too insignificant to call for
much notice favourable or unfavourable, and, on
the whole, tending to be despised rather than
condemned. In short, for certain purposes of
science it is best to treat all magico-religious rites
as generically akin, even while making due allowance for their tendency to group themselves round
the opposite pole of beneficence and maleficence,
of social service and individual greed or spite.
More especially is this so when the interest passes
from intent to content, from motive to mechanism.
Social and anti-social rites are hardly distinguishable in respect of their external forms at the stage
of the most rudimentary culture.
Thus the agent"
bear the closest resemblance to each other, the
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sorcerer and priest often nu'etin^ in tlie jierson of
Tlio rites are of Hie same
tlie niedicine-nian.
general pattern, wlictlur tliey lie manual or oral.
La.stly, tlie ideas that are bound up with the rites
conform to a coinnion type, now to that of niajia

and now

to that of spirit (cf. lluvelin, cp. rit. p. 2).
After all, it is no wonder that ditlorontiation
should hardly have bcfjun, seeing that, so long as
society is represented by an aggregate of small
groups living in a state of perpetual discord, what
would be evil if practised on a friend becomes pood
the moment it is directed against the people just
across the way.
Or, again, society may halt as it
were between two ethical opinions, with the resiiit
that ritual practices of contradictory intent may
obtain something like equal toleration the moral
status of love-magic was especially ambiguous,
so that, for instance, among the Kurnai tribe of
Victoria, where marriage by elopement verges on
the position of a recognized institution,
while
;

'

there were medicine-men who assisted tliose who
wished to elope, there were other medicine-men
who aided the pursuing kindred to discover them'
(A. W. Howitt, The Native Tribes ofS.E. Australia,
London, 1904, p. 277). Once more the medicineman in his capacity of tribal head-man may use
his supernatural power to jiunish ofrenders against
the laws of the group, such as the novice who
behaves improperly at the initiation ceremonies,
or the man who attacks another by means of evil
magic ; but he will likewise in his private capacity
use his power against his enemies, and will even
bring to bear on them the power of Daramuluii,
the great anthropomorphic god of the mysteries,
the very embodiiuent of all that is most religious
in the eyes of the tribe (Howitt, pp. 543, 3S2).
Clearly, then, it is not to the simpler and more undifferentiated societies that we must look for an
accurate evaluation of the purposes embodied in
rites, leading sooner or later to their organization
in rival systems that henceforth to some extent

develop independently. Organization and system,
however, are terms that perhaps are hardly applicable even to the later developments of black magic.
It is religion that has all the organization to itself,
because public approval atl'ords it every chance of
free expansion.
Magic, on the other hand, as the
enemy of organized cult and, indeed, of the social
organization as a whole, must lurk in dark places,
and grows not by internal systematization, but
merely .as does a rubbish-heap, by the casual
accumulation of degraded and disintegrated rites
of all kinds.
At niostTt m.ay afl'ect a certain
definiteness of form by imitating religious ritual
in a spirit of blasphemous parody, as in the case of
the l)lack mass.' On the whole, however, it is
utterly deficient on the side of theory, and consists
simply in a congeries of practices which by perversion and distortion have lost most of the meaning that they once hail. Only in this sense, then,
do they rest on the principle of compulsion as
opposed to conciliation, that, being mere rites,
lac'king the support of any consistent scheme of
thought, they have to depend for their validity on
the bare f.-ict that they appear to work.
Religion,
on the other hand, though never wholly escaping the
to
value
and
to
its
ritual
efficacy
impute
tendency
as such, is free to develop an ethical conception of
the godhead in which the action of mere power is
gradually converted into that of a pow'er that
makes for righteou-sness, and is therefore to be
moved and conciliated not by rites but by righteous
conduct.
The view
(6) Mrii/ic as the rival of science.
advanced by Frazer to tlie eflect that the fundamental conception of magic is identical with that
of modern science (GB'^, pt. i., The Magic Art, i.
The
220) will hardly bear close inspec(;ion.
'

—

magician surely does not postulate that the same
causes will always produce the same cfl'ects.' On
the contrary, his art is based on the supposed
on what might be termed
possibility nf miracle
super-causiition as contrasted with normal causation.
In other words, he .seeks to help out (udinary
action by means of an increment of power borrowed
'

—

from a supra-sensible source. This is what Tylor
means by characterizing magic as occult science.'
'

U makes

a fatal difference if, after the manner of
Frazer, this qualification be omitted.
Magic thus
stands in far closer atlinity with religion than with
science, inasmuch as religion and magic equally
consist in dealings with the supra-sensible and

not as regards the means employed but
simply as regards the ends pursued, since the one
tries to bring blessings to pass by means of miracle,
aid the other to bring curses. On the other hand,
at no known starve of his evolution does the existence of man consist in one continuous round of
It is mainly at the crisis,
mystic practices.
or occasional, in the social and individual
f)eriodic
ife that the need to draw on unseen sources of
support is felt. In the intervals the workaday
world of actions, guided by the routine of senseperception, stands in the foregiound of attention ;
and tins is the world in which science in the sense
of natural science has always been at home.
Chipping a flint so as to produce a cutting edge is
nascent science, whereas bringing up a quartzcrystal mysteriously from one's inside is a magicoreligious proceeding belonging to quite another
order of experience. A considerable part at any
rate of modern science has originated in technical
processes of a directly utilitarian and lay chardill'er

'

acter.

'

Thus European geometry would seem

to
'

be the outcome of the art of the cord-fasteners
who measured out the land in Egypt after each
inundation of the Nile (cf. J. Burnet, Early Greek
Philosophy^, London, 1908, p. 24). It cannot be
denied, however, that, so long as their occult
character be recognized, certain developments of
the magicoreligious way of thinking may be held
to correspond to sciences or pseudo-sciences, inasmuch as they severally represent a body of organized lore intended on the whole for the furtherance
of secular and purely technical ends.
Of these
and
the most characteristic
types are faith-healing
divination (qq.i\).
Faith-healing is in its most
typical form a direct counterlilast to sorcery,
which is in essence a faith-hurting. White magic
and black magic determine to a large extent each
other's form, since the natural procedure of the
healer is first to establish by his diagnosis what
exactly the wicked magician has done, and then
by dramatic reversal of the action to undo it.
Indeed, as has already been suggested, witchcraft
is in no small part a pure invention on the part of
leechcraft.
To bring about a faith-cure it is
essential to show that what is wrong is something
that will answer to the proposed method of putting
and what more plain than that medicineit right
man may checkmate medicine-man, diamond cut
diamond ? Meanw bile, the occult science of the
faith-hcalcr is not the only form of medical science
known to the savage. On the contrary, it may
be more or less sharply distinguished from the
ordinary folk-medicine, towards which it stands
'

;

in a certain attitude of rivalry.

Thus Roth, who, as a medical man, wont very carefully into
the various methods of dealing with disease that prevailed
the aboriRines of North Queensland, shows that no
"
doctors attend specially on the sick, the charge of all such
being left to individual caprice, e.g., a woman looks after her
a
husband, mother after her child. Nor do they specially prewhere known to all of the therapeutiscribe, the knowledge
cal value of any plant, of massage, etc., being conmion to the
It is only when
tribe (iV. Queensland Ethn,, Bull. 6,
p. 29).
the ordinary treatment fails that the aid of the medicine-roao
'

among
"

—

'

is

called in {ib

).

—
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Among the specifics in common use among tlie
natives observed by him. Roth enumerates more
than forty difi'erent plants, for some of which at
least genuine remedial proporties can be claimed.
Again, ligatures, bleeding, massage, poultices and
fomentations, dressings for cuts, the use of splints
for fractures, and so on, are
lay methods of
treatment which rest on a basis of what we too
would be ready to recognize as 'science,' i.e. a
more or less organized common sense. At the
same time, the lay mind is likewise addicted to
what the modern doctors would regard as pure
superstition, such as reliance on charms, amulets,
the sucking-string, etc. But at any rate the
atmosphere of mystery with which the professional
faith-healer surrounds the exercise of his craft is
absent from these applications of communal lore
to the ills of life.
Further, the professional enters
into competition with the layman in order to
demonstrate how superior his wonder-working is
to the humdrum procediire of the ordinary folkmedicine.
Thus Roth specially notes that 'among the Boulia blacks,
'

'

there are indications of a desire on the part of the medicinemen to claim a share in the cure, with a corresponding reward.'
for snake-bite being a vapour-bath, which
apparently answers very well, the medicine-man undertakes to
help it out by operating on the snake. 'The doctor himself
goes to the place where the accident happened, is shown where
the sn.ike lies hid, digs it out, and lets it glide away a few feet
before coimiiencing to pelt it with stones. During this process
the snake gradually diminishes in size, and gradually becomes
harmless, when it is carried back to camp, where the medicineman, turning its skin half-way inside out while still alive, throws
It is needless to say
it into water, and so makes an end of it.
that no lavman is allowed to witness any part of this precedure"'
42).'
(». p.

The common cure

only remains to add, in fairness to the medicineman, that a reputation for magic in the sense of a
more or less bad and anti-social kind of wonderworking is thrust upon him by the very fact that
he is a professional and hence has the public
against him, according to the principle that whatever is private ih rude society is suspect. As
Huvelin points out, so long as society remains
nndifierentiated, all custom rests on the common
belief and wears a religious character, so that every
manifestation of individuality is destitute of sanction, when it does not actually amount to a crime.
Hence, when social organization begins to come
into existence through the division of labour,
individual activity is obliged to disguise itself
under a cloak of religious forms, which gives the
professional an ambiguous character, not only in
the eyes of others, but even in his own eyes, since
others suspect, wliile he himself is obscurely conscious, that powers and practices which originally
came into being for the public service are being exploited for private ends (Huvelin, p. 43). Whether
it be the professional doctor or the professional
smith, his right to be a specialist has been purchased at the cost of seeming, and being, something
of a humbug.
Passing to the subject of divination, we have
an even clearer case of a pseudo-science, since,
whereas faith-healing has been to a certain extent
purged of its supernatural ism and incorporated
into modern medicine, divination has no part or lot
in the science of to-day, unless we detect its aftermath in the accepted postulate that the goal of
On the other hand, divinascience is prediction.
tion lias in certain of its developments all the
appearance of science so far as concerns the organization of its principles and the directly practical
character of its aims. Thus Babylonian divination,
theliteratnre of whichis particularly rich, reveals an
amazing wealth of lore involving the most elaborate
classifications of omens resting on a wide basis of
genuine observation. It is also to be noticed that
here the practice of the art depending on this body
of wonld-De knowledge was thoroughly respectable.
It
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being, in fact, a branch or department of the official
religion (see DlviXATION [Assyro-Babylonian]).
It is not, in fact, until it migrates into Europe that
is differentiated from astroBabylonian

astrology
nomy, and the opposition between the two becomes
apparent. Again, at a lower stage of social evolution divination can fill the place of science in so far
as it calls out the reasoning powers of the mind

and supplies .some sort of intellectual gymnastic.
Thus H. A. Junod, a missionary, who gives an
admirable account of the use of the divinatory
bones among the Thonga of S. Africa, spent many
hours with his native teachers trying to acquire
the principles of this system of theirs which they
call The Word,' and vaunt to be superior to the
'

missionary's Bible

:

So I had an opportunity of reaching the depths of the Bantu
mind, that mind which has perhaps invented nothing more
elaborate and more magical than the divinatory system. Of
course no sensible person would for a moment believe in the
objective value of these practices. Astralogomancy has no
more real worth than Cheiromancy, Necromancy, and all the
other "mancies." But I am obUged to confess that the Thonga
system is far more clever than any other which I have met with,
and that it admirably answers to the wants of the Natives, as
it comprehends all the elements of their life,
photographs them,
so to speak, in such a way that indications and directions can
be obtained for all possible cases' {The Life of a South African
'

Tribe, Neuchatel, 1913,

ii.

494).

remains to show how science in the modern sense
has managed to shake itself free of its rivals, the
As far as relates to what has
pseudo-sciences.
been called the European epoch of the human
of science is undoubtedly ancient
the
mother
mind,'
Greece. There the human spirit shook itself free
of the domination of the magico-religious, thanks
It

'

to its interest in the things of this world.
'Between Homer and Herodotus, Greek Reason hag come
Man has become the measure of all things
into the world.
and things are worth observing and recording
according
as thej' do, or do not, amplify human knowledge already acquired, or prompt or guide human attempts to classify and
interpret them. In this hi^h meaning of the word all Greek
records are utilitarian, relative to an end in view and this end
Is ever anthropocentric, it is nothing less, but it is also nothing
more, than the Good Life, the Wellbeing of Mankind (J. L.
Myres, in Anthropology and the Classics, ed. Alarett, Oxford,
.

.

.

;

.

.

.

:

'

1908, p. 123).

is no violent breaking with the old-world
and the associated beliefs but colonization, trade, and the progress of the industrial arts
beget a secular frame of mind which dismisses

There

rituals

;

theological prejudices in so far as they conflict with
technical improvements.
*AJ1 ailments are from God,' writes Hippocrates, 'no one of
them being more divine than another, or more human either,
but all alike from God. But each of such things has a process
of growth, and nothing comes into being without a process ot
growth.' Wherefore he turns without more ado to the studjof these physical causes (cf. Myres, loc.

cit.

p. 140).

Meanwhile, in philosophy, which at first understands by nature something eminently supernatural in its potency for making wonders happen,
there gradually develops a scientific tradition by
the side of a mystic tradition, the former of which
'

'

affirms the reality of the many things of the sense,
world as against the reality of the one transcendental world-soul conceived by the latter (cf. F. M.

Comford, From Religion
1912, p.

144

f.).

to

Philosophy, London,

The former view culminates

in

the atomism of Deniocritus, which has prevailed
in the sphere of physical science until recent times.

Now

this whole scientific movement is opposed in
It contradicts
spirit to magic and religion alike.
the whole tenor of the magico-religious type of

procedure whether by manual or by oral rites, and
hence cannot be identified or equated, after the
fashion of Frazer, with magic regarded as equivalent to the earliest phase of cult in "eneral.
Nor,
again, has it anj' real affinity with black magic or
any parallel development, save in so far as all
technical processes undertaken by experts are at
first more or less suspect as private exploitations,
Natural science
as has already been explained.
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clear whether the results of sihr are always subjective (mly or m.ay be objective; and some commentator-^ think both po.tsible. When, therefore, a
miracle is branded ixasihr, it may be regarded either
as an optical illusion or as an illicit process due to
the emjiloyment of demons ; it is true that Solomon
employed them (according to the Qur'an), but this
may have been a [)rophetic privilege. And a theo.
logical difhculty arises from the statement that
silir was revealed to two angels, as what is revealed
ought not to be evil. The orthodox view is that
magic can be objective; but some Mn'tazilite
doctors and .some mciiihers of the Shali'ite and
tJanilite schools took the other view ; and even
those who believed that it was objective thought

by association with tlie productive ails has taken
into its hands the entire control of the niei-haniral

ami material

siihcre of
will brook

human

no
sphere, on the other hand,
this

spliere

niakini;

and within

life,

rival.

(ho moral

In

shows no signs

it

headway against the claim

of
of religion to

be the supreme authority. Meanwhile, neither
science nor religion can aHbnl to tulnrali: the anti-

and immoral person, the man wlio tries to
of the credulity and iiile fears of

social

make a living out
weak humanity.

In practice, however, both lind
hard to distinguish netwecn the delinquent and
the innovator, so that the line between evil magic
and charlatanry, on the one hand, and mere heterodoxy, on the other, tends to be even now of a
somewhat fluctuating kind. As for black magic,
from view in civilized
it has almost
disappeareil
As the folklorist knows, however, a
society.
permanent possibility of demoralizing superstitiim
lurks in human nature, and only education in
regard to both physical facts and moral truths can
keep the monster down.
it

that

was forbidden, and, indee<l, under
death Malik held that one convicted
of sorcery should not even ho given the option of
repentance, whereas Shati'i conlined the deathsentence to the case where examination of the
accused prove 1 him to be guilty of unbelief (Qastallani. Commentary on the Miindhib T,ridnniyii<ih,
Cairo, 1278, vii. 116).
.Vcquisition of the theory
was, however, permissible, and, according to some,
a duty incumbent on certain members of the coin-

The
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MAGIC

(.\rabian and Mnslini).^The word used
in Arabic for this notion is .si/o', connected with
'
the verb meaning ' to produce illusion on the eyes
it seems, therefore, to be in
[Qur'an, vii. 113)
'
to be beorigin the causative of tlie verb Mra,
wildered,' and is explained by the verb to frighten
[istarhaba], whence the wliole [ilirase rescmljlcs
It is probable that
pjiyevwv Kal ((ttrrdvay in Ac 8".
;

'

'

the Hebrew sha/uir, used twice by Is,aiah for
conjure away,' is identical, and the Armenian
skhroumv, 'marvel,' may be borrowed from this
word. The passage in the Qur'an which contains
most information on the .suViject is ii. 96, where it
is stated that the -li/ir was revealed to the two
angels in Babel, H.'irfit and Marut, who taught it
to mankind, without concealing the fact that they
were tempting them
the si/tr showed how to
separate a man from bis wife, i.e. was the contrary
Isaiah (47") connects the shn/irtr
of a love-philtre.
with Babylon, which, according to classicaHvriters
also, was the headquarters of magic
"Tunc Babylon Persea licet, secretaque Memphis
Omne vetustorum solvat penetrale Magonim
'

;

:

'

(Lucan, Pharsalia,

vi.
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accidents only, and could not

ali'ect

practice

(lenalty of

Literature. The subject lias a vast literature, more espeeiallv seeinjj that, according' to one definition of the term, niapic
covers all the ruder (ornis of inilt. The following works are in
various ways authoritative : E. B. Tylor, Be^rarches into fhc
ch.

could

it

transmute substances.

f.).

Harut and Marut seem from their names to be
Aramaic personifications of mischief and rebellinn,
with which their recorded operation corresponds.
In the Qnv'un, as might be expected, it is not

;

raunity, as protection against those who practised
the art.
The recognition by Islam of the existence of
jinn fnmished a basis for the belief in magic, to
which, however, the attitude of the educated
and of serious writers is about the same in most
countries ; it is not ordinarily recognized as an
.-vgent in the course of events, yet may well be admitted into tales of wonder and delight, whereas
the superstitions may resort to it for a variety of
n.'cds.

It figures on one occasion in the biography of
the Prophet, when an illness was brought upon
him by a .Jew named Labid ben al-A'sam according to one account, the latter obtained possession
of some hair left on the Prophet's comb, which he
hid with some other objects in a well ; according
to others, the oliject bidden was a string with a
;

The latter ver.sion is
of knots upon it.
dinibtless suggested by the penultimate sum of
the Qur'an, which is a spell against eclipses and
women who breathe or spit on knots. The practices against which these spells arc directed are
similar to, if not identical with, those which are
enumerated by classical writers (e.g., Lucan, vi.
Others, of which the Arabian Nights
160(1'.).
offers ample illustration, also have analogies in the
number

literature of cl.issical antiquity ; the transformation of men into animals by a witch's potion is
found as early as the Ody-isey. In Arabic there is
a special word lor this process, mnskJi.
yaji Klialifah [Lexicon bibliogriiph. ct encyclopmd., ed. G. Fliigel, London, 1835-58, iii. 584)
classifies the various magical methods as follows
The Indian consi.'^ts in purification 0( the soul the NabaUian in the euiplovment of spells at suitable times the Greek
in compelling thc'scrrice of the spirits of the spheres and the
stars that of the Hebrews, Copts, and Arabs in mentioning
names of unknown meaning— this method bcinj; a variety of
that by incantation, those who employ it professing thereby to
who have power 0T«r the
press into their service the angels
:

;

;

;

This last expression recalls Lucan's
habciit haec carmina certum
Iinperiosa deum, qui mundum cogere, quicquid
Cogitur ipse potest (vi. 497 IT.).
The classilication cannot be maintained, though it
that the tendency in the case of the
is

jinn.

'

'

possible
different nations corresponded

roughly with the
thus doubtless the theory that
ascetic practice won commaml over the gods was
caiTied to greater lengths by the Indians than el.sewhere, whereas the theory of mysterions words
may be particularly Jewish, and the Hermetic

methods

.a.ssigned

;
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;
ordinarily, however,
these ideas are confused or combined.

magic specially astrological
all

The diflerence emijhasized by Lucan between
authorized and unauthorized occultism ('si quid
tacitum, sed fas erat and detestanda deis saevorum arcana magoruni') was fuUj' recognized in the
Islamic State, which had its official astrologers
while it condemned the black art. Since, however,
what was required from the former was prediction
of the future, the distinction could not be maintained with the desirable clearness.
'

'

Tabari records {History, ed. M. J. de Gocje, Leyden, 1879'Ali ben
iii. 1463) how the highly respected astrologer,
the year 247, was reading •ut to the khalif a book of
that
statement
across
the
predictions (m'aldliim), when he came
the tenth khalif would be slain in his own recejition-rooni he
is
resame
Much
the
had to alter the text in consequence.
corded by him in the case of an unauthorized lad, who possessed
1901,

Yaljy.a, in

;

the Book of the Empire (A'ifd6 al-daulah), where there was a
prophecy that the khalif Mahdi would last ten years. Since
such a prophecy would mean certain death to any one who
'

'

*

to be in possession of it, the word forty was
*
Bubstituted for ten in the book, and with such skill that no
one could delect the interpolation (iii. 497). In the year 2S1
haunted the palace of the
(Tabari, iii. 2179) an unknown person
'
the lunatics and the conkhalif Mu'ta<jlid, who summoned
were
to get control of the
jurers to detect him ; the conjurers
demon in possession of one of the lunatics, who would then give
of the lunatics, howbehaviour
the necessary information. The
ever, BO much alarmed the khaUf that he dismissed them all
be
done.
with gratuities before anything could
'

was discovered

'

'

Similarly, there is a distinction between the normal
or legitimate .spell and that which would be condemned by the orthodox, though here, too, clearness is wanting. The child's amulet called tannmah
About the magical emis regarded as normal.
ployment of Qur'anic verses there seem to be
The historian Sakhawi
diBerences of opinion.
(Tibr Mashulc, Cairo, 1896, p. 21S) records a controversy about the /uifizatBaDiacldn, certain verses
which, if written on the last Friday in Kamadau,
will secure the house which contains them from
burning and the ship whereon they are inscribed
from being wrecked the historian's teacher wLshed
for government interference with their inscription,
but the practi* was too widely spread to admit
In the Sfaqdmahs of Hariri the impostor
of this.
;

succeeds with the spells which he composes ; in
one case the magic lies in the eloquence of the
composition, whereas in the other (for facilitating
childbirth) the work is really done by a drug with
which he happens to be acquainted.
In the Arabian Nights the magician is frequently a Moor {Mrrghribi), and the association of
magic with those regions is not extinct the most
elaborate treatise whicli we posse.ss on Lslamic
magic is E. Doutt^'s Magic ct religion dims
;

I'Afrique

du Nord

(Algiers,

1909).

Women

and

In the
negroes also play a considerable r61e.
tradition the art has a tendency to be connected
with Israelites, as we have seen in the case of the
Prophet.

According to Slas'udi (Muruj al-d/iahab, ed. and tr. B. de
P. de Courteille, Paris, 1861-77, iv. ^fili). one of the
complaints against Uthmau, the third khalif, was that he had
shown insufficient firmness in dealing with the case of a Jew,
named Batruni, who had performed some marvellous exploits in
he caused a mighty king mounted on a
the mosque of Kiifa
horse to ride in the court, he then turned himself into a camel,
then produced a phantom ass, which passed through him, then
he beheaded a man, and by anollier stroke with his sword put
a pious spectator beheaded the Jew, who
him together again
probably was a conjurer, and performed some feats which the
narrators have exaggerated.

Meynard and

'

;

'

;

Written

spells

which are brought to Europe from

Islamic countries are often in
Hebrew words.

Hebrew

or contain

The limits which separate the practices condemned by the I'ropbet from those which he
approved are again very narrow

;

tlius

the

in

authoritative collection of traditions by Muslim
(Cairo, 1290, ii. ISO-ISS) evidence is adduced to
show that iluhannnad sanctioned the employment
of spells or magical prayers for treatment of the
evil eye, snake-poison, and disease generally
the
;

y
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expert who employed the Qur'anic texts for this
which the
purpose might even charge a fee, out of
Prophet would accept a royalty. The word ritq-

is employed for charms of this kind, and in
the case of snakes it would seem, from a story
told by Jahi? (Zoology, Cairo, 1906, iv. 134), that
their etfectiveness depended on the loudness of the
charmer's voice.
The name for collections of oracles is, as has

yah

been seen, Maldhim, and this word is applied to
those prophetical works wherein the future is

regularly read (e.g., the Book of Daniel), as well
Other-s were of the
as to less authoriliative books.
sort known as Consulting-boolcs, i.e. tables whence
the future could be divined bj* certain modes of
combining the words, letters, or figures which
make them up. It is likely that the primitive
practices which constitute the magicians' chief
stock-in-trade, and are common to many countries,
are handed on by oral tradition, and to be learned
only from the persons who perform them or from
travellers who have made careful observations
and Customs of the
(e.g., E. W. Lane, Manners

Modern Egyptians, London,

1895).

—

Literature. The authorities are quoted in the article. Cf.,
further. Divination (Muslim), Charms and Amdlets (Muham.
D. S. MaEGOLIOUTH.
madan).

MAGIC
article

(Babylonian).

— For the purpose of this

we may regard the term 'magic'

as con-

noting practices which have their origin in the
belief that man is able by their exercise to control
the unseen powers and force them to act in accordance with his own will. Without attempting to
discuss the vexed question of the relationship
of magic to religion (see
Introductory section
above), we may say tliat this generally accepted
use of the term has great advantages for the classihcation of material. And it corresponds, moreover,
to a distinct contrast in attitude to^^ards the ^^
supernatural. Magic may be said to be present]
wherever power over the unseen is believed to be
inlierent in the ritual, whereas, according to the
*religious concept, the seat of power is regarded as
resting outside the sphere of man's deliberate con-_
When the term is used in this sense, it must
trol.
be admitted that a gi-eat body of the religious
beliefs and practices of the Babylonians and
Assyrians should be more accurately described as
falling under the category of magic.
It is true that, when reading some of the Babylonian religious compositions, one is struck by the
resemblance which many of the phrases bear to
ethical passages in the Hebrew Psalms and pro'

'

i

j
|

ajiart from their conan extraordinarily high
standard of morality and great depth of feeling.
But it is dangerous to judge any literature merely

phetical writings.

Quoted

text, such passages suggest

and, when studied in
surioimdings, they are at once seen to
have a background that is largely magical rather
than moral. To take a single example, the Babylonian penitential psalms and luanj- of the prayers
to the gods show that the Babylonians had a very
keen sense of sin. The contrition and misery of
the pcaiitent are ex^iressed with great beauty of
but it is essential to examine the
metaphor
precise meaning of the words employed, and not
In this
to read extraneous associations into them.
connexion it is important to realize that the moral
cliaracter of sin which we hnd emphasized in the
Hebrew prophets is quite foreign to the Babylonian
In almost the whole of their religious
conception.
literature the expressions 'sin,' 'sickness,' and
'possession by evil spirits' are employed as pure
synonyms they denote merely an evil state of the
body. In fact, all sickness and disease were believed to be due to the attacks of evil spiiits, under

by extracts or anthologies
their

own

;

:

;
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whose power or iufluence the sull'erer hail fallen,
whether by his own act or through the machinations of a hostile sorcerer or sorieress.
Such si)irits
and powers of evil were lt'<;ioii, and were ever on
the look-out to inflict bodily harm on men. They
might be trliosts of the dead, or gruesome spirits
half-human and lialf-demun, or, lastly, fiends and
devils of a nature corresimnding to, but lower than,
that of the gods.
The sole object of the magieiil texts was to
enable the priests to control and e.Korcize these
demons, or to break in some way the malign
influence which they e.\erted upon their victim.
-Ajid, in order to be successful, it was of the utmost
importance that the spirit or evil iulluence which
aflfected tlie sick man should be mentioned by
name. To this end the magician repeated long
lists of ghosts and devils, any one of which might
be the cause of the sickness.
Thanks to this
practice,

we know a

great deal about the Baby-

demons and their characteristics. In order
to illustrate the manner of their attack, and how
dissociated this was from any moral ofience on

our eyes, only a vague relationehii) to the cliaiacter
of the god or goddess addressed.
But in other
compositions the media employed for the magic are
specifically named in the recitative, or liturgical,
In fact, a study of the rubrics
portion of the text.

makes

oUcrings were not made, or if the corpse was left
unburied, the spirit might wander unsatisfied.
Dther ghosts were the spirits of those who died
violent or unnatural deatlis, or who departed this
life before completing certain natural functions
such as the ghosts of women who died in childbed.
As a rule, such spirits haunted ruins or desolate
places, and, if a man wandered there, they might
seize on him and plague him.
A spirit of this sort
could also fasten himself on any one who had been
in any
with
connected
him
in tliis life, by the
way
sharing ot food with him or by the mere act of
eating, drinking, or dressing in his company. From
these instances it will be seen that a man was

—

through no fault of his own, to supernatural
attack, and precisely similar results were believed
to follow both ceremonial and moral ofl'ences.
To
touch the chair or bed of a person
already aflfected
by such evil influence or ban was, according to the
texts, quite as dangerous as committing a moral
ofience, such as theft, adultery, or murder, and
the resulting condition of sickness or misfortune
was the same.
In order to esca|)e the ban and cure his sickness
or misfortune, the suflerer had recourse to the
liable,

magician, who, by his knowledge of m.agical
words, prayers, anil ritual, couUl invoke the lielp
of the great gods, and so gain control over the
demon itself, or, in cases induced by human intervention, over tlu" hostile sorcerer or sorceress ^^Jlo
had cast the spell. In a large class of texts prepared for the use of the magician their purely
magical character is sufhciently apparent from
their contents. In others, where the contents refer
more to the condition of the suflerer than to the
possible causes of his misfortune or the means to
relieve it, the es.'sentially magical character of the
compositions may sometimes be detected in notes
or 'rubrics' which give directions for tlieir due
recital and for the jierfoimance of accompanying
rites and ceremonies.
l'"or the rites
prescribed
often have an intimate connexion with the subjectmatter of the prayer or incantation. Sometimes
t^le olierings and the accompanying riles have, to

clear that

many

present a certain general

(if the Mitldii series, col. iii. lines 8-22, which
give
directions for the due recital of incantations on the
Sixth Tablet of the series and the performance of

\
'

accompanying

rites.
*'

The iucantation (beginning)
"

'

Thou art goud, who in a
over a good offerinj? shalt thou recite,
and upon the fumigation-bowl, which is at the head of the bed,
rihalt thou place it.
(a)

pure place art born
^

:

I

"Come my sorceress or m>
(6) The incantation (beginning)
enchantress I" 0-. _f a nuiukhkha-p\ix\\\ siialt'thou recite, and
upon the fumigation-bowl, which is at the bead of the bed, Bhalt
thou place it; (and) with an upper-garment Shalt thou envelop
:

j

lonian

their victim's
it will sufhce to refer briefly to
part,
one class of spirits, the ghosts of the dead. These
were
the
spirits
ghosts of dead people which, for
some reason or other, could not hnd rest, but
wandered as spectres over the earth. After death
the spirits of men and women who died in tlie
ordinary course of nature and were buried were
believed to enter the under world, where they
eked out a miserable existence with the help of
ofl'erings and libations paid to them by their
descendants and relatives upon earth. But, if the

it

resemblance in giving directions for the recital of
the main text over something which is mentioned
in the accompanying formula\
The relationship
between text and ritual may be illustrated by the
of
rubrics
from
the
following group
Eighth Tablet

llie

I

bed.

(c)

1

The incantation (beginning): "Come my sorcerer or my
"

enchantress

1

o\ er twelve pieces of afta'trrw-wood ehalt thou
which is at the head of

recifce, and upon the funiigation-bowl.
tlie bed, shalt thou place tliem.

"

Come my sorceress, my
(d) The incantation (beginning)
"
over two caged
witch, whose patlis aie o\er all the world
locusts ahalt thou recite, and to the riglitof the door and to the
left of the door of the enchanted man slialt thou set them.
(c) The incantation (beginning): "Come my sorceress, my
"
witcli
over a stone from the mountain shalL thou recite, and
in tlie court (of the house) shalt thou lay it.
(./') The objects for ceienionial burning(i'"^7ri'), which belong
" ElUl
to tlie incantation (beginning)
my head," all that are
described as potent against bans, shalt thou heap together and
make to go up iu smoke. The incantation (beginning): " Ellil
my head," shalt thou recite.'
:

!

!

:

The connexion between these rites and the corresponding
sections of the liturgical, or recitative, portions of the composition is clear.
For example, the incantation referred to in
section (6) corresjionds to MakUl vi. 102-1(19, which twice refers
to the nulukhkha-\i\a.ni (cf. lOSf.); tliat in (c) corresponds to
MafflU vi. lln-117, and the nha'irrn-wofxi is referred to in line
115 of the te.\t, which should read * At the bead of my bed will
I place twelve pieces of eha'irru-wood'', that in (rf) is Malclu
vi. 118-126, and the two locusts are synibulical of the two gods
'
of the watch who will slay the sorceress (cf. 123 IT.).
:

'

This rite of the locusts, w liich may be regarded
as typical of a great body of Babylonian ritual,
will be seen, when examined, to be an obvious
example of sympathetic magic. The locusts were
set, one on each side of the sick man's door, to
represent Lugal-girra and Meslamtaea, who, as
gods of the watch,' would be ready to pounce upon
the sorceress and slay her. The magic would w ork
and the gods would act at the second recital of the
incantation.
In many of the rites and ceremonies the use of
lire was essential, and it would seem that, after
llie recital of the correct forraul.'c, the destruction
of the objects collected by the magician for that
purpose synchronized with the destruction or
removal of the evil influence under which the
'

patient sufl'ered. The rites sometimes required
substances of some value or rarity, such as fragments of gold or precious sttmes and it is probable
that, excejit for powerful or wealthy clients, the
magician would make the s;inie fragments do again
and again. Jtut the objects used by the magician
also included jilants, pieces of woou, various sorts
;

(if seeds, vegetables, dates,
|i!i,lm-s|iatlies, sheepall perishable subst;uices which
skin, wool, etc.
(^ouW easily be consumed. And in their case the
between the destruction of
sympathetic connexion
That
tlie ban and that of the object is obvious.
this is the correct explanation of this whole class
of ritual is clear from a singularly instructive
subsection, in which the employment of images is
prescribed in place of unfashioned natural objects
The images were to be fashioned
(ir substances.
in human fdriii, to represent the hostile sorcerer or
destruction of these by fire, to
and
the
.sorceress,

—

.

MAGIC
the recital of the correct formula', was obviously
believed to synchronize with the destruction of tlie
hostile person whose figure had been imitated.
These images could be madeof wax, honey, bitumen,
sesame-seed, and the lilce— all perisHable and
common substances. When metal was employed,
we may assume that the mere passing through the
fire was sufficient for the purposes of the magic.
Evidence of tlie great part played by fire in Babylonian magic may be seen in the titles of the two
of
chief magical works, Shirpu and Maklu, both
which signify burning,' and in the great number
of prayers and incantations addressed to the hre'
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Mandaic
and, largely through Jewish, Syriac, and
to the
channels, contributed in no small degree
mediaeval magic.
great and composite body of
LrrERATORE.— General treatises on Babylonian magic will be
found in
Jastrow, Die Religion Babyluniciu und Assyriem,
ii
Giessen, 1910 A. H. Sayce, The Religions of Ancient Egypt
and Babylonia (Giffoid Lectures), Edinburgh. 1902 C. Fossey,
Ln Slagie astyrienne, Paris, 1902; R. C.^hompson, Scm^(«c
MoQic, London, 1908; R. W. Rogers, The Religion of BabyLondon, 1008; and Jliin'ia and Assyria, New York and
RelMorgenstern, The Doctrine of Sin in the Babylonian
For edd., with trr., of the prmciigion (aJUrC X. 3 [1906]).
Die assyrische BeK.
L.
works
see
Tallqvist,
I'lal
magical
H. Zimmern, Die Besehworungsseric MciqlH, Leipzig, 1894

M

;

;

;

sehwbrungstafrln .iurpu, do. 1896, and Rilualla/elnfurden
W. Ktog.
Wahrsager, Bcsehworer, und Sanger, do. 1901; L.
The
Babylonian Matjic and Sorcery, London, 1896 Thompson,
do.
1903-04; and S.
Evil Spirits of Babylonia,
In one particularly interesting class of magical Devils and Sumerian
1909.
and
Psalms,
Paris,
Bnhylonian
the Langdon,
rites the relationship which v.-as constituted by
Full references to other published texts (up to 1910) are given
influence and the ill Jastrow, op. cit. and for subsequent references, the
magician between the hostile
Here bibliographies iu ZA, AJSL, or the Babylonian sections of the
be clearly traced.
object destroyed
.Orient. Bibliographic mav be consulted. For the plague-tablet
the magician" is engaged in exorcizing a demon amulets see Sing, in ZA xi. (1896) 60 ft. and for the magical
from his patient, and, having gained control by the plaques for the cure of the sick see K. Frank, Babytonische
;

;

may

;

to some object Beschuwungsreliefs, Leipzig, 1908. For the latest discussion
necessary formula;, he transfers him
of Babylonian magical practices, cf. J. A.
which may be destroyed or rendered harmless. In of the survival Aramaic
Incantation Texts from Aippur,
Montgomery,
one such case the medium is a pot of water, which Philadelphia, 1913, p. 106 ff.
L. W. KING.
a
in
another
is then broken and the water spilt
and
clay image is fastened to the patient's body
(Buddhist).— If we rightly understand
afterwards removed or the body of a pig might the real character of Buddhism, what Buddhism
thrown
afterwards
and
there
sick
be spread upon the
man,
ought to be according to its cardinal tenets,
out of the house. In these cases we have a physical is no possible connexion between Buddhism and
transference of the hostile power from the sick man magic. The only aim of the Buddhist monk is
to the object employed. In other rites, such as the
nirvana to be attained in this life,' i.e. absolute
of
freedorii from passion in order to reach freedom
knotting of cords, the weaving and unweaving
coloured threads, and the like, it is not clear how from rebirth, i.e. eternal, blissful nirvana. AH
far the physical action was believed to exercise a
the machinery of intellectual and moral life is
It is possible that we should
direct influence.
with a view to this. Buddhism does not
organized
of imitation,
that ripen
explain such rites on the principle
deny that there are good {kusala) acts
which is the basis of sympathetic magic.
into happiness in a future life {smrga, paradise'),'
a
• But it must be confessed that with regard to
but monks consider them not only as of no avail
nirvcma. Ascetic
considerable section of the ritual we are still not in
for, but even as obstacles to,
of
ha.\eno
thought. and
a position to follow the underlying trains
religious axts {i'llavrata, tajtas, pOja)
The large class of so-called medical prescriptions place ill the training for nirvana, and it is a very
were, no doubt, (essentially magical, and, although grave and delusive heresy to lay stress upon them.
in some instances the substances prescribed may
A fortiori, in contrast with Vedism and Brahmanhave actually had curative effects, the associations ism, Buddhism ignores all the magical theories
which led to their employment by the Babylonians connected with sacrifice, worship, or asceticism as
As far as every-day or
are still obscure.
a means of salvation.
Most of our knowledge of Babylonian magic is trivial magic is concerned, its efficiency is acknowderived from purely textual sources, for we have ledged, but Buddhists are strictly forbidden to
recovered but few amulets, in which we may be said practise it all kinds of magical arts and performIt is true
to deal with magic in a concrete form.
ances—even of a benevolent nature— are regarded
that we possess a few plague-tablets, inscribed with as pernicious.^
a text relating to the pla"ue-god, and intended to
But historic Buddhism is not, in every respect,
be hung up in houses to keep off the plague ; we what Buddhism ought to be. Buddhists are Hinand no large religious
have also recovered the fif^ures and heads of demons, dus,
Hindus
regular
sometimes inscribed with incantations ; and these, body has ever been found that was always scrupulor
in
true spirit of its creed, the
piopitiation
too, were doubtless employed
ously faithful to the
But the only magical apparatus, in the more so as the Buddhist creed implies a superhuman
defence.
us
down
to
come
has
that
strict sense of the term,
disinterestedness and a non-Oriental disregard for
cast
kind of superstition.
may be seeu in certain rectangular plaques of of
a any
supermetal, mouklcd on the face with the figure
I. ^ddhi.— There is a large category of
the
attended
a
on
man
couch,
by
sick
lying
human activities, which to some extent woulcl be
various
and
surrounded
which
and
or
as
by
exorcizers,
understood by Europeans
magical,
magicians
hostile demons and protecting spirits or their are very good Buddliism.' We mean j-M^i (Pali
emblems, which are arranged in horizontal registers. iddhi)— in the words of Khys Davids, 'mystic
On the back is the large figure of a demon in relief, wonder,' wondrous gift,' magic power,' a maswith his head usually protruding above the top of tery (prabhava), which is only the exercise of a
the plaque. From the subject of the reliefs it is power acquired by pious works, by penance, and
clear that the plaques are to be classified under also by 'formulae,' and especially by contemplathe general heading of sympathetic magic, but the
which they were employed liy
There is nothing "preternatural' in the tddhi. and the
precise manner in
performed by rddhi is"clearly
the magician in cases of sickness is not certain. ii.-itnral chara' ter of the miracles
There
shown in the following passa^'e of the Milinda-paHha
Another class of objects, consisting of little clay are persons who
can go with this four-element-madc body to
below
buried
were
which
or
birds,
figures of deities
1 These are
mundane (laukika) good acts, in contrast with
the pavement in the main doorways of a_ temple
v.e.
be
treated as magical in their
supramundane (lokottara), those which lead to nirvajfa,'conor a palace, may
under the the volitions concerned with trances (dhyantt) and other
supposed effects, but they fall rather
centrations
(sfimirrfAi).
It may be
2 On the position of the Buddlia with regard to magic see
special heading of foundation-deposits.
added that the magical beliefs and practices of the T. \v. Bhys Davids, Dialogues of the Buddha, {SBB u., London,
Babylonians survived their racial disappearance, 1899)273.
;
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(Buddhist)

Uttant-kiini [see art. Blest, ABonr or tiir (Buddhist)), or to the

'*
Brahnm world
."
But how can they?" " I>o you admit
ever jmnped three or six feet of (j^rouiid ? " *' Yes, I do
lean jump twelve feet." "But how?" " I eause tliia idea to
There will I aUi;ht
With the genesis of this idea, my
arise
bodv becomes buoyant to me." " Justsodoesa nionli, who has
.

.

hftviiiK

;

'

'

:

!

iddni nnd mastery over

travel

lii^ tliouj,dit,

through the

'

air."

'

The man whose thou^'ht is concentr.ated has
indeed a great power over hia body
but this
power is not ditterent, in nature, from the power
of an ordinary man.
Birds are, l)y nature, endowed with nia;,'ic power,
as is proved by the fact that they go tlirough the air.
Tlieir r'^dhi is born from the ripening of acts,' i.e.,
tlie special eliaracter of some of their acts in a
former birth endows them « ith tliis special super;

'

'

human

'

Gods

are, of course,

magicians
they create at their will
(bhoga).
Sovereign kings or
world-emperors (chakrnvartin [q.v.Yi, too, are magicians by nature.
men
obtain momentary
Ordinary
faculty.

they go through the

;

air,

palaces and pleasures

magic power by many devices, and are superhuman at some time and for some ubjeot.^
As a matter of fact, Buddha was looUed \ipon l)y
his followers— as he was by the unbelievers as
a ereat magician
and it is recognized by all
Buadhists that magic power is one of the natural
possessions of the saints, since they are holy men,
like the yogis of old and the modern faqirs.
just
Magic power ranks therefore with the divine eye,
the divine ear, the knowledge of the thought of
others, the knowledge of former births, the know'

—

a complete survey of the magical jiowcr of (he
bodhisattvcis.
It l.s said to bo twofohl
niiriiidnii/d
rddhi, power of transformation, when lUiod/iisriitvn
modiiies the nature of an existing thing
and
luiirmniiiki, power of creation, when he cre.Ucs
some thing or some person. Tlie created persons
(ninnita, nirmitakri) are frequently mentioned in
the Mabayana works but tliey are not unknown
in the Ilinayana, both Pali and Sanskrit.
Elaborate theories on the nirmitak'is are to be found in
the Abhidhnrma treatises of the Sarvastivadins
(LokaprajiVipti, 1st cent. A.D.), wliich embody the
views of the Sanskrit Hinayana and in the Abkidharmakoia (ch. vi. ), where the creative power of
Buddha and of the gods (nirmanarati, etc.) is
:

;

;

;

discus.scd.'

Paritta.

2.

ledge of the disappearing of passions,

most desirable

with

i.e.

And

of saintship.

gifts

tlic

no

it is

Maudgalyayana that he is styled
'the best of the Buddha's disciples with regard to
magic.'
It is evident that the admission of the reality of
Buddlusts
I'ddhi is beset with many dangers.
were, accordingly, strictly forbidden to boast of
possessing .superhuman faculties; that was one of
the gravest sins.
There is nothing specially Buddhist in the maniof

Buddha's disciples win success
in the phaiitasmagorial shows which have long
been familiar to Hindu romancers and dreamers
festations of rddhi.

:

'

Being one, he becomes many, or having become many,
becomes one aj,'ain he becomes invisible or visible he goes,
feeling no obstruction, to the other side of a wall or rampart or
he penetrates up and down through solid
hill, as if through air
he travels
ground, as if through air he walks on water .
even the sun and the moon, so mighty
cross-legged in the sky
thoug:h they be, does he touch and feel with his hand; he
reaches in the body even up to the heaven of Brahma.
Stories of miraculous e.xhibitions intended to
;

;

;

.

;

.

;

;

'

.

-'

.

.

incredulous are frequent. Buddha and
his disciples willingly condescend to give 'signs.'

convert

tlie

When the Tihetan writer Taranatha narrates the meditoval
miraculous tournaments between the Buddhist and Brahraanist
scholars, which often conclude with the Buddhist victory and
the conversion of kings, he only testifies the continuance "of an
old tradition. But and this restriction is of paramount import
even when narrating miracles, the old texts add that miracle.'*,
by themselves, prove nothing the unbelievers, conquered by
the more powerful magic of Buddha, used to say
Gautama '—
the 'mundane' name of the Buddha, and the one used by unbelievers
Oautama is the magician (imlyiivin) every thousandth year there appears in the world a great magician who
eats or enjoys the world (Ah/iidhannakoi^a) or, in the words
of the Keva<l<lhasiilla: 'Well, Sir
there is a certain charm
called the gandharu-charm. It is by the elhcacy thereof that lie
performs all this.'*
There i.s in tlie Bodhisattvahhrimi, a text-book of

—

—

;

'

:

—

*

:

'

;

I

the Vijnanavadins (by Asaiiga, 4th-5th cent. A.D.
1
C. A. P. Rh)s Davids, BuMhiat Psi/chologii, London, 1914,
'>.),

161; see olso pp. 127, 190, 1»9; i'Cfi' x.\xv. [1S90) 1^9 f.
Magic power (fdiihi) is sometimes only a momentary possession
cf. the story of a disciple who, when crossing a river, concentrates his mind, and, accordingly, walks on water; but, being
distracted, he sinks (./dfa/.a 190).
On the ten kinds of iiidhi see Pa^ixavibhidiimaiiija (London,
The iddhi boru from spills or made of spells
190T), ii. '20:',.
{rijjttmaya) is the worst.
SSee '»:uiianna|ihula»utta,' Uialttifues iij Ihr IlnJdha, i. Ss,
and Maluivi/uipatti, i
t. (Crti.
Buddliica, xiii., I'etrograd,
p.

;

'-

'

'

U

'

Dialogue aj tht Buddha,

'

327-393).

278.

form of

'

ed. A. S. Bishop,

Colombo, 1908, pp.

Good examples are found

in Pali litera-

ture.

Taking refuge in the three 'jewels' {ratna,
ratana), Buddha, the Dharma, and the Saiir/ka,
forms a charm called sutta of the jewels,' which
is very efficacious against illness
Whatever spirits have come together here, either belonging
'

:

*

to the earth or living in the air, let all spirits be happy, and
then listen attentively to wliat is said. Therefore, n spirits,
do ye all pay attention, show kindness to the human race who
both day and night bring their offerings ; therefore protect
them strenuously. Whatever wealth there be here or in the
other world, or whatever excellent jewel in the heavens, it is
certainly not equal to TathJigata. ... By this truth may tJiere
be salvation.* In the same way; 'Nothing is equal to the
'^
Dlianiia, to the Safit/ha
'

!

So

the Peacock Jatnka, sun-worship
('the only king, the one who beholds, the light of
the world ') is connected with that of the Buddhas
also,

in

:

'

worship thee, golden and luminous being
May I spend
day under thy care
Homage to the omniscient sages
M.ay they protect me
Homage to the Buddhas and to the
I

I

this

I

!

!

illumination,, to the delivered

and

to the deliverance

I

.

.

.'

When Sakyamuni was

a large golden peacock,
half-Buddhist prayer
morning and evening, and consequently avoided all
dangers. And, as the peacock is the born enemy
of serpents, the sutta (or charm ') of the peacock '
is used as a preventive and as a cure for
serpenthe

recitetl

this

half-solar,

'

'

bites.'

In these examples the magical character is not
there is nothing pag.an in the
very prominent
formulse, wliicli are, above all, acts of Buddhist
faith
there is nothing mechanical, nothing really
magical, in the etticacy ascribed to the jiirit. The
non-Buddhist gods are clearly subordinated to the
Buddha it is almost a dogma that the Buddha
converted gods and demons * and it is quite
reasonable to believe that they will grant their
favour to the disciples of Buddha. It is believed
also th.at benevolence (maitr'i) jiossesses ,a power in
itself {maitrih(tlii), which is capable of protecting
the benevolent person against all the attacks of
the wicked in order to avoid serpent-bites, it is
not a b.ad plan to sleep on a raised bed, but the
:

;

:

;

;

right method is to declare to all tlie tribes of
serpents that they are being enveloped in a universal
.sentiment of benevolence." This magic of beneA summary of the Hodhisnltvabfiumi has been published
J

by C. Bendall and the present writer.in Munt-on, vi. (19rio] oHA summary of the Lokaprajilnpti is
U'Z, vii. [1900] 213-230.
being published as an Ajipendix in Cvsinoh;jiF honddhiffue,
troisihne chapitre dt: I' Ahhidltartnakoia, I/)ndon, 1916.
'Uatanasutta'(A'i/»(i-A't>i<(a,ii.l); Khvsl>avid», SB£xxxv.
'•i

art. Jkwel (Binidhisl), S 9.
;
3
Hlorajdlnka, Jataku, cd. \'. I'ausboll, Lonilon, 1877-07, ii. 33.
* It is a
dogma fur the Sar\;istiv;"tdins (see A. Csoma and L.

213

'

Keer, 'Analyse du Kandjour,' .t.W(,' ii. (18.S11 107). The Hiili
sources admit that there are still wicked gods {lyxj/in, xvxii.).

'See ChuUamgya,
i.

orthodox

very

is

Buddhism,

191 1).
'

— Another

paritta, or rnkkhil, guard,' safeguard.'
It plays an i":portant jiart in Siihhalese Buddhi.sm
under the name of pirit (Spcnce Hardy, En.strrn
Moimchism, ]>ondon, 1850, p. 240, Mantiid o/Biidhdo. 1880, p. 47; U. J. Gogerly, Cei/lo7i
i:.«»j=,

magic

;

mean eulogy

'

'

76

r.).

vi. u. 3,

and

v. u. 1
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volence

most noteworthy invention of
connexion with the subject which we

the

is

Buddhism

in

are discussing.
3.

Hindu

influences.

— All practices tainted with

magic or superstition, from the most trivial to the
most serious, are strictly forbidden astrology,
:

—

in a word, all
that any one majr accomplish with the help of
certain secret recipes and a technical method.
Holy men, in ancient as in modern India, priests
or sorcerers, had only too much opportunity for
making huge profits by giving horoscopes and
Buddha
practising white or black magic. The
the first Order was anxious that the monks
should be sheltered from this temptation, and drew
up a long list of 'wrong means of livelihood,' of
The
low arts, that were strictly prohibited.
Brahmans also made an effort to distinguish themselves from sorcerers.
Among these 'low arts' we may mention

divination, charms, incantations

—

—

specially

:

Arranging a lucky day for marriages using charms to make
people lucky or unlucky, to procure abortion, to bring on
obtaining
dumbness, deafness, to keep a man's jaw fixed
oracular answers by means of the magic mirror, or through a
one's
flames
from
forth
niputh
causing
girl possessed bringing
virility
making a man impotent invoking Siri (Sri), the
etc.l
of
luck
of
sun,'
worship
goddess
*

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Whatever precautions the Order took to avoid
paganism and superstition, there is, nevertheIt was impossible to guard
less, a Buddhist magic.
against Hindu infiltrations. At no time could
all

people have been completely ignorant of the sun
or the inferior deities; a day came when the infiltrations became 'streams,' when paganism
gods,
under a thin Buddhist veneer, took
rites, theurgies

—

—

its

Of course, we

place in sacred literature.

find

popular magic always condemned in principle (love-

What

rites, elixir of life, etc.).
official worship and mysticism

is

more

serious,

are permeated with

Hindu elements, heavily laden with magic ; this is,
properly speakipg, what is called Tantrism {q.v.).
Among the earliest of these infiltrations we may
mention: (1) in some very orthodox books of the
Mahayana, the great value attached to the sacred
texts, to the sutras, the mere reading of which
effaces sin
(2) tlie great value attached to sacred
names (e.g., the name of Amitabha) devotion
turns to superstition pure and simple (3) the name
replaced or strengthened by mystic formulae (see
;

:

;

AvalokiteSvaea), represented, when carried
an extreme, by the 'Tibetan prayer-wheel

to

'

'

;

it

has been noticed that, in the Lotus of the True
Law [q.v.), in which there is no mention of a female
deity, the formulas are made from feminine
these invocations or litanies are unvocatives
doubtedly borrowed from rituals (4) the coming of
a day when the rituals received the consecration of
literature, and were put at the service of the great
work of identifying the faithful with the Buddhas
:

;

(Tantrism).

LiTEKATtTRE.— R. C. ChUders, Dictionary 0/ the Pali Language, London, 1875, s.vv. 'Iddhi,' 'Paritta'; M. Winternitz,
SBE 1. [1910], s.vv. 'Iddhi,* 'Magic,' 'Miracles'; Jdtaka, Eng.
tr., ed. E. B. Cowell, Cambridge, 1S95-1913, vii. s.vv. 'Magic,'
'Miracles' ; L. de la Valine Poussin, BowUihisme, Paris, 1909,
L. DE LA VALLfiE POUSSIN.
p. 882 «.
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(Celtic).— I.

Wielders

of

magic-

resembling those used by other
races abound in Celtic paganism.
They were performed by the gods, the Tuatha De Danann being
later regarded as supernal wizards, by kings (a reminiscence, perhaps, of the origin of the kingship
in the magic- wielding class), and by all members of
society, but, above all, by the druids as the official
magical class. There is evidence that they had
ousted women as the earlier magic-wielding per-

Magical

rites

sons.
The rites of agriculture and tlie possession
1 See
Rhys Davids, Dialogues of the Buddha, i. 23 1.— a
collection of interesting documents on the ancient life of India.
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much primitive lore having been first of all in
the hands of women, and these rites being largely
magical, they weiepar excellence magicians. With
the giadual encroachment of man on woman's
domain, with the growing supremacy of gods over
goddesses, men became also greater magicians.
But women still professed magic, and their claims
were never forgotten. The so-called druidesses
of the later empire, the priestesses of Sena, and
the virgin guardians of Brigit's tire were magic"The spells of women were feared even
wielders.
by St. Patrick, as they had been in earlier times
by Connla's father,' and in the Irisli texts women
as magicians, performing all magical rites ascribed
But their magic
to druids, are much in evidence.
hence, when the
was, so to speak, non-official
druids were overthrown, they still retained their
powers, and much medi;eval witclicraft is directly
connected with them. Women, as the earliest,
remained also the latest, magicians, though in
time they were proscribed and persecuted. On
the other hand, many of the druidic magical rites
were later ascribed to tlie flid, or poets, and also
Whatever view may be taken
to Christian saints.
of the origin of the druids, it is certain that the
Celts believed firmly in magic, and did not require
to learn the superstition in any of its branches
from the races which they conquered.
of

'

'

'

'

;

For the druids as magicians in Gaul and Ireland see DRt^IDS,
Their prominence is seen in the fact that in later Celtic
literature druid is the equivalent of magus, magician,' as in
the lives of Celtic saints uxagi=:' druids,' while in saga and folk§ 7.

tale

'

'

'

'

druidism = magic.
'

—

Elemental magic. The druids, who claimed
have created the elements, claimed also to rule
them. They could cover the dry land with the
sea to destroy their victims;- they produced
enchanted mists in which to hide people or places ;
they changed day into night, or caused blinding
snow-storms. These feats are ascribed to them
even in the lives of early Celtic saints.^ They
caused showers of fire to fall upon enemies during
battle.* In other cases they dried up all the rivers
and wells in an enemy's country by means of spells,
though the druids of the latter caused water to
flow again by shooting an arrow into the ground."
They even claimed to remove mountains and dash
them against an opposing host.^ Druids accompanied the warring hosts of Erin, and these marvels
usually occurred on such occasions, the rival
magicians striving to outdo each other. These
and other powers e.g., rain-making were later
claimed by wizards (tempestarii) and witches in
Christian times over the Celtic area. Rain-making
was usually associated with a sacred well, whither
the people went in procession, probably with an
image of a divinity, which was sprinkled with the
water in some instances it was sufficient to beat
the water with branches, sprinkle it on stones, or
throw it in the air. In certain cases the Church
took over this rite by making it a part of an
elaborate ritual, including a procession with an
image of a saint, the priest officiating and saying
prayers.' But in pagan times the presence of a
2.

to

—

—

;

druid was probably essential. The control of the
elements by tempe-ttarii, which was denounced by
the Church, was directly borrowed from druidic
Until comparatively recent times the
magic.
1 W. O. E. Windisch, Iriscke TexU, Leipzig, 1880 ff., i. 56;
H. d'Arbois de Jubainville, VEpople ceUique en Irlande, Paris,

1892, p. 387.
2 D'Arbois, p. 277.
3

W.

Stokes, Three Middle-Irish Homilies. Calcutta, 1877,

p. 24.

xii. [1891] 83 ; d'Arbois de Jubainville, p. 424.
Materials oj Annent Irish
E. O'Curry, Lectures on the
Hist., Dublin, 1661, p. 271 1.

1

RCel

MS

6

<i

RCel

xii. 81.

7 L. F. A. Maury, Croyances et Ugendes du irwyen dge, Paris,
1896, p. 14 ; P. SSbillot, Folk-lore de Frntu-e, do. 1904-07, i. 101,
ii.224f. ; L.J. B. Eiren'^er-ViraiUd, Superstitiims et surviiances,
do. 1896, iii. 169, 190.
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trees seemed to be
magicians, by which stones or
arnTcd men and were attacked by the victim, is
It
also strongly suggestive of hypnotic influence.
halmay, howe\ er, be merely the record of actual
the glamour' in which the
lucinatory cases, since
modern Celt believes is little else than halluciuaThe druid could also turn a man into a
tion.
lunatic by throwing a wisp of straw at his face
Even more primitive
after saying a spell over it.'
was the method of killing a person by throwing a
=
or ot making an image of
spear into his shadow,
him and sticking pins into it or placing it in runsutler or waste away.
ning water, so that he might
This image is the (^orp crcadh, still known and
used in renintc Celtic regiims.
or Druid's liedge, was an
4. The Airbe Druad,
invisible magic barrier made by the magician round

iniost in rural rreiuli i).irishes was lielieved cajialile
of causiiij,' rain in time of drought, or of averting

tempests.'

,

•

i

1 he druuls
Magic affecting human beings.— and this
make themselves or others invisible,

3.

could

also done

was

by Celtic

saints.'''

A

spell

'

used for

this pnrjiose, or "by which the person using it apto his enemy and so escaped,
peared in another form

as well as the eli'ect produced, was cMeAffF.thJinda
wild beast's cry '). By it he and his followers
(' the
The power of such
appeared as deer to their foes."
an ini-antation is still spoken of in remote parts of
the W. Highlands.'' Still more common was the
was also .ascribed to
power of shape-shifting, which
women. The evidence of Iri.s)i texts shows that
the druid could take any shape, or invest others
with it, while the same power is also ascribed to
divinities.

'

an army, probably by circumambulating

sunwise

it

Its efl'ect was that the ranks
Ler l)ecaiiic swans through the arts of their 'and singing bt";11s.
liodb Dcrs;, while Oisin's
could not be 'broken, but, if any one was bold
step-mother, the daughter of the (,od
mother became a fawn throuijh the power of the druid Fear enough to break through, its power was gone,
Doirchc(P. W. Joyce. Old Cfll ic Itomn HOf s2, London, 1894, p. Iff.;
his life.^
though the act usually cost the trespasser
P. Keniied.v, Legendary Actions vf the Irish Celts, do. 180(>,
rites connected with stones and
The priestesses of Sena cmild lake any shape (Pomp.
5. Magical
p. 236).
women assununu trees.— The cult of stones and the belief tliat
Mela, iii. 6), and niaiiv tales of -joddesses or
the shape of birds are found in tin- sagas. In some instances the
the abode of the ghosts of
a tabu
sepulchral stones were
belief is evidently romiecled with tutemism, explaining
were human
the dead probably gave rise to many niagical rites,
upon eating certain animals by saying that thej'
the origin of which must Ije sought in remote
beings transformed.
'Kiming' people to death— a practice used by times. Many of these are still practised, and the
the Jilid as well as by the druids— was connected method used throws light upon the earlier pagan
with the power of the spoken word, though it may customs. These are of a magico-erotic nature,
also be connected with the actual power of violent and, like similar rites among savages, are founded
emotion to aftect the body. It was usually the on the belief that the ghost can cause fruitfulness,
result of a satire spoken in verse to the victim
or perhaps may incarnate himself in the barren
black, red, and white blotches arose on the face,
woman who performs the rite. The woman sits
and were followed, sooner or later, by decay or on the stone, or slides down it, or thrusts her head
death. The satire was probably a niagical spell, or body through a hole in one of the stones of a
and the fear of such a spell brought about the dolmen. Pregnant women do the same to ensure
result automatically.
Coirpre pronounced the first an easy delivery, or unmarried girls to procure a
satire in Ireland upon Bres, king of the Fohusband.* Similar practices are used in connexion
morians, and many other instances occur in the with boulders or stones which are not sepulchral,
of the satire was attributed
texts." To the
these were anterior to the use of

The children

.

of

.

;

power

A

magical
a quelling force over nature itself."
Somediti'erent ways.
sleep was also produced in
times it was done by music, which produced first
These three
laughter, then tears, then sleep.
results are uniformly ascribed to music in Irish
saga they Avere brought about by Dagda's harp,
as well as by the songs of the fiiid.'' All this probmusic upon primitive
ably rellects the power of
minds, especially since it is so frequently connected
with religious "or magical dances and orgiasti<rites, in which the motion and the music produce
But it may also sugdelirium, then exhaustion.
Similar magical
gest the .soothing power of music.
was caused by the music of divine visitants
;

sleep

Abode of the

(see Ble.st,

In

[Celtic], §§ 2, 6).
'

other cases sleep was jiroduced by a drink of
narcotic made from
oblivion,' probably some
as
herbs;" but sometimes the etlect was curious,
when Cuchulainn, by the drink given him by the

druids, was made to forget his fairy mistress, ami
his wife to forget her jealou.sy.» Another druidic
in which the victim is made to forget or is
sleep,'
rendered motionless, and occasionally in that state
is caused to tell secrets, is of frequent occurrence,
and is suggestive of hypnotism, the powers of
winch are well known to savage medicine-men,
and may quite well have been employed by the
The power of 'glamour' produced liy
druids.'"
Lon>
B6renger-F(5raud, iii. 218 G'fiS, pt. i., The Magic Art,
'

;

don, 1011, i. 232.
2 D'Arboin dc Jubainville, p. S87.
„
„
St. Patnek,
3
Windisch, i. 62; Stokes, Tripartite Li/e oj
London, 1887, p. 38.
„ „,
A. Oarniichael, Carmina Gadelica, Edinburgh, 1900, ii. 26.
••

5

c

JtCet xii. VI
\Vlndisi;h,

;

O'Curr}-, p. 248.

Die

altir.

Beldensage,

M Cualnge, Leipzig,
.

2'dtJi

1905. line 6167.
? JtCet xii. 109 ; O'Currv, p. 255.
« Winilisch, Ir. Texic, 1. 220.
'0
Joyce, p. S8 ; l:Cel xxiii. 11902) 394.

.

»

Joyce, p. 279.

and probably
me"alithic monuments. In these cases the rocks
were believed to be the abode of spirits, or perhaps
manifestations of the power of the Earth divinity,
who "ave vitality or fruitfulness to those performA small ottering was usually left on
in" tiie rites.
the stone." Such practices may already have been
used by the Celts, though they necessarily adapted
them to existing stones and monuments in the
Other practices were
lands conquered by them.
a
the passing of sick persons three times through
holed dolmen or a weather-worn hole in a rock, to
In other cases a slit
.ibtain strengtli and healing."
was niaile in an oak or ash sapling, through which
the patient was jiassed, .and the

slit

was then

care-

idea

The

is

underlying
fully closed and bound.
The spirit of tree or stone was expected
co-nplex.
a transference of
was
there
or
to cause healing,
was some
Ihe disease to either, or jierhaps there
idea of a

new

birth with renewed strength to the

re-born.'

,

,

,

Certain magical stones had the power of prowith appropriate
ducing rain or wind when turned
which stones
the water
rites, or in other cases
of a fetish kind had been dipped procured healing

m

when it was drunk -a method use.l
Other magical

rites

1 ly

St.

t^olumba."

with stones were used in curs-

of the Ancient Irish, Lon^^^^ffCmtl^siannerg and Customs

don, 1S73,

ii.

2n:i.

xxvili.

Stoker i'i,«^n//r;.«ft Saints, Oxford, 1890, p. Summer tn
iB^rSer-Firaud, i. 629ff. T. A. TrollopcJ
The Dolmen, oJ
London, 1840, ii. 229 W. C. Borlase,
3

;

Bntfanv,

Ireland, do. 1897,
» S6billot, i. 834

.

7

;

iii.

841.

t.

B*reneer-Firaud,
VAnDiropologie:

i.

629,

11.

367.

iv. [Paris,

1893) 33

£di-( J?I/C, London, 1895. pp. 69, 106.
» Adauinan. Vita S. Ci'lnml'ce, ii. 34

;

;

„ „
T.
F.

.1.

249.
Mislii I fie o/Skye, EdinburKli, 1905, p.

„,

/m.

...
Elworthy, The

n,.ll.„hri,
The
A. MacCulloch.

MAGIC
6. Celtic

saints

magic— Much

and

of the ma'.'ic
uf the (iniids was
ascriheil to the .saiuts
jioijularly
who combated them— with thi.-; dillerence, tliut
tlieir power was held to come from God.
In the
Liocs of Celtic saints we find them
opposing druids
with their own weapons—
their

neutralizing

nia.ijic,

controlling the elements, producing rain, rendering
themselves invisible, producing marvellous
supplies
and causing transformation or confusion
through their curses. The popular belief in magic
could not be eradicated, and they who now tilled
the place of the ancient priesthood were freeiy
dowered by the people and by their biographers
of food,

with the ancient powers.
See also Charji.s and Amulets

(Celtic).

LrrEEATCEB.— J. A. MacCulloch, The Religion of ihe Ancient
Celts, Edinburgh, 1911; S. Reinach, Cuttes, mylhes, et religions, Paris, 1905-12,

passim.

J. A. MacCulloch.
(Chinese).— Magic in all its forms is a
subject which has always fascinated tlie Chinese
mind. The literature which deals with the
theory

MAGIC

and practice of magic is enormous and, if much
of this literature is wearisome to the modern reader
;

on account of the childisli
credulity of its authors
and the extravagance of their speculations, it is
nevertheless wortliy of more patient
scrutiny and
analysis than it has yet received fi-om anthroand
students
of
pologists
folklore, or even from
serious students of Chinese life and character.
In
this article we cannot do more than touch the
fringe of a subject which derives much of its
interest from the fact that a belief in
magic is still
a living force in the China of to-day.

There are many early references to a class of
sorcerers or witches known as u-u.
This name is
often applied to male as well as female
witches,
though the more correct desi};-nation of the former
is chi.
The term chi is rarely found outside the
old books, but the term uni
(usually in some such
combination as xmip'o, which means witch-wife')
'

has persisted throughout the a;,'es, and is still in
common use. In pre-Confuciun days the wu held
a recognized position in the social
organization of
the country. They were entrusted even in the
courts of kings with certain tpi.asi-sacerJotal functions, and in pulilic ceremonials they had stated
duties to perform in connexiL>p. with divination and
exorcism.
Judging from the somewhat meagre
accounts which we possess, we
may suspect that
the rites observed by the ivu were in
many respects
identical with those practised to this
day by the
shamans of Central Asia and Siberia (see Buriat-S,
Shamanism). Their methods included mimetic
dancuig, drum-beating, chanting of mystic formulse, and trance-mediumship, and tlieir ettbrts were
directed towards the foretelling of the future, the
conjuration of spirits, and (in general) the invocation of good influences and the expulsion of evil.
In the course of ages their position
gradually
deteriorated. This was largely the result of the
rise of Confucian culture, which
always aimed at
reducing every non-Confucian ideal and practice to
a position of inferiority but it was also due to the
fact that many of the magical notions and methods
of the vu
fraternity were taken up and systematized by the Taoists.
This is one of the reasons
why the popular Taoism of modern times conceras
itself with magic and
sorcery to an extent which
seems quite unwarranted by early Taoist
philosophy, and why the illiterate village witches and
;

fortune-tellers of tlie present
to act in
co-operation with

day usually profess
one or more of the

innumerable Taoist deities, in spite of tlie fact that
they are the s-ole surviving representatives of the
ancient uni, whose name
they still bear.
There is reason to believe, however, that besides
the
officially-recognized ton there were always

(Chinese)
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numeruus 'free-lance' witches who carried on a
lucrative busine.ss among the
superstitious multitudes, and whose connexion with the State-cult or
predominant religion of the time was little more

than nominal. It was
probably sorcerers of this
type that «ere aimed at in certain anti-witchcraft
regulations (reminding us of Plato's Laws, xi. 933)

which we

find in the

Li iCi— the canonical Book
'

of

Kites.'

Those who gave

false reports about
spirits, about seasons
of the tortoise-shell and
.-jbout consultings
stalks, so
as to perplex
the multitudes these were put to death'
(SBJ5
xxvn. 237 f.).
It may be added that the same
fate befell
imentoi-s of 'wonderful contrivances and
extraordinary implements,' because such things raised 'doubts amouL' the
'

and days,

:

multitude

But

*"

(i6.).

seems that even the official wu were not
always free from perO, for the very fact that they
were supposed to have a mysterious
controlling
power over the forces of nature rendered them
liable to terrible punishment if those forces seemed
to be showing hostility to mankind.
it

In the year 683 B.C., <.</., there was a disastrous
drought, and a
certain reigning duke expressed his intention of
dealing with
the situation by burning two persons— an emaciated or deformed
man and a witch. Evidently this was a familiar practice in such
emerL'eiicies, and the reason win- special mention was made of
It 111 this particular case was
that, owijig to the remonstrances
of the duke's minister— who seems to ha\ e been far in
advance
of his lime in his attitude towards
popular superstitions— the
barbarous custom was not carried out.' From a similar
story
which refers to the reign of Duke Mu (109-377
B.C.) it appears
that the practice had been modified to the extent that the witch

and deformed man were no longer burned alive, but were
merely
exposed to the scorching heat of the sun.s

One explanation of these customs is that by burning a deformed or emaciated man, or by exposing
him to the sun, the pity of the heavenly
powers
would be aroused and rain would be sent to alleviate the wretched man's suilerings and that the
same happy result would follow the burning or
exposure of a witch, because a witch was a person
who was able to compel spirits to descend to earth.
A sounder explanation is based on the belief in the
supposed interaction of the principles of yang and
.'/*«— the male and female, or active and passive,
forces, which by their alternating pulsations or
activities give rise to all natural
phenomena. In
time of drought the yang principle shows excessive
activity and disturbs the harmony of nature's processes
steps must be taken, therefore, to redress
the balance of forces. The intricacies of the
yin;iang theory are necessarily bewildering to a
Western reader until he has aetiuired some knowledge of the principles of feng-shui (q.v.); but it is
;

;

this pseudo-philosophy- belief in which is
slowly
decaying in China, but is still far from extinct—
that supplies some of the most
important hypotheses on which the edifice of Chinese
magic has
been erected.
No doubt it was only in extremely serious cases
of drought that the witches were tortured or
put
to death.
The regular method of obtaining their
assistance in rain-making was to send them out,
under the guidance of their official leader, the
ssu-wu, to perform a ritual darce.^ The dancing
of the witches formed part of the
ordinary ritual
observed on the occasion of the official rainsacrifices; and, if v,-e may judge from similar
practices in other parts of the world, the dancing
partook of the nature of mimetic magic.^ It was
1

Tso Chxian, in Legge's Chinese Classics,

.See

p. 179 f.
2 See

SEE

vol.

v.

pt.

i.

xxvii. 201.
It has been suspected bv commentators
stories refer to the same historical incident.

that the two
3 C/iou Li
(Eiot's

tr.,

ii.

102).

• The ceremonial
dancing of ancient China was not always
magical. There were six dances otficially recognized under the
Chou dynasty, of which only one (the hiiang) had anything to
do with rain-making. Ceremonial dancing is not yet extinct in
China, for it still forms part of the ritual proceedings at the
Confucian sacrifices. For an imeiesting account of the ancient
Chinese dances see H. A. Giles, Adversaria Siniea, Shanehai.
190G, p. 119 f.
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seo

accomiianied by music ami, if there is any tiutli
in such ancient Icpentis as tliat of King Mu (wliose
;

reign

cndeil

in

947

B.C.),

wo may

siispect

tliat

preceded dancing as a means of producing
*Ve arc told that the method adopted hy
rain.
that monarch for putting an eiul lo an cxce.'-sive
drought was to jday magic music on his flute.
Many of the observances still carried out at the
popular festivals in China are undoubtedly of a
magical character, and are intended to regulate
the rainfall, to expel disease and misfortune, to
ensure good harvests, and to attract good luck.
Communal magic of tliis kind is sometimes official
in character, as in the case of the spring-welcoming
ceremonies presided over by the local districtmagistrates but for the most part the rites are
conducted by the villagers themselves, uTi<ler the
guidance of their own clan-comniittccs {/uii-s?iou),
or headmen. Ceremonies which at one time were
doubtless carried out with punctilious care and
with something like religious awe have in many
niu.sic

;

become mere village games and pastimes of
which the original significance has been partially
or wholly lost.
Such are the lantern-dances and
stilt-walking of the children of N. China at the
eases

full

moon of the first month of the year. Few
who take part in such merry-makings

of those

understand that by the skilful manipulation of
their paper lanterns they are supposed to be helping and encouraging the moon to go successfully
that in getting up before
through her phases
dawn on a certain day and cooking a dumpling
which rises they are as.sisting nature to stimulate
the dormant activities of animals and vegetation
and that in walking on stilts over ground destined
to produce a croj) of grain they are helping the
;

'

'

;

wheat and millet

to

to their full height.
It
is perhaps a significant fact (wlien we remember
the important part played by women in fertilitymagic in other parts of the world) that many of
the men and boys who take part in these festivalceremonies are clothed for the occasion in women's

grow

garments.
Magical notions are also traceable in nunierous
simple acts which practically every family performs
with a view to the well-being of its own members.
Such are the hanging of certain plants above the
doorway on certain days, the entwining of red
threads in the queues of children to protect them
from the demons of disease, and the affi.xing of
pieces of scarlet cloth to the scrub-oak bushes
to ensure the
protection of the shrubs and the
silkworms agamst hurtful insects and noxious
influences.
At the New Year it is customary to
cover the outsides of doors and windows with
paper scrolls containing sage mottoes, quotations
from classical and other literature, and words
expressive of virtuotis aims or suggestive of material prosperity.
These scrolls may fairly be
regarded as magic charms which will not only
prevent evil from entering the house, but Avill
attract the influences which make for good fortune
and happiness.
Many of the usages connected
with death and burial, the ceremonial summoning
of ancestral spirits, and the tabuing of personal
names are also essentially magical, though their
intimate connexion with religious beliefs and observances makes it difficult to decide where magic
ends and religion begins.
In China, as elsewhere, magic arts are practised
for
and personal as well as for public and
private
family purposes, and many persons who know of
no normal method whereby they may bring about
the fulfilment of their desires are glad to seek the
aid of magicians and witches.
The witches of

China have had many illustrious clients. One of
them was the T'ang emperor Ilsiian Tsung, who
ordered certain Taoist necromancers to summon

(Chinese)
before him the shade of his <lead consort, the
beautiful Yang Kueifci.
Very similar stories are
told of the
emperor \Vu of the Han dynasty and
the emperor 1 Isiaoof the earlier Suiig dynasty.
As for the self-styled Kir^t Emperor,' who reigned
in the 3rd cent, n.c, the assistance of witches and
necromancers in his case was
unnecessary, for he
like the king Solomon of Muhammaiian legend
was himself a king of magicians.' Returning to
more recent times, we find that the great empressdowager, who died in 1908, put implicit faith for a
time in the magical attainments of the 'Boxers';
and, though the 'Sacred Edict' of the emperor
IC'ang-hsi bids men abjure all kinds of heterodox
teachings and practices, among which the arts of
magic are included, and though in quite recent
years proclamations have been issued warning the
people not to allow themselves to be deluded by
witches ami soothsayers, it is beyond question that
a belief in the reality of magic is by no means
confined to tlie ignorant peasantry.
The official attitude towards Ijlack magic (to
use the convenient Western term) is clearly demonstrated in the anti-witchcraft clauses of the
I'ena! Code of the late Manchu dynasty.
The
punishments infiicted on persons convicted of this

Wu
'

—

—

'

'

crime were extremely severe, though it is only fair
to add (in the worils of a scholarly student of the
the pages of Chinese history have
.subject) that
never been stained by such a mad epidemic of
witch-killing as disgraced Europe and America in
the seventeenth century.'^
As recently as the summer of 1914 an alleged
case of black magic occurred in the territory of
Wei-hai-wei, at present administered by Great
'

'

'

Uritain.
The inhabitants

of a certain village approached one of the
British Courts with a petition in which tliey complained that
a fellow-villayer had been practising ma^c with disastrous
results to their little connnunit,v.
It was stated that he had
quarrelled with the village headman, and had foretold the
headman's death. *And sure enough,* the.v said, 'the headman died, though there was nothing whatever the matter with
him.' Two or three other enemies of the accused subsequently
died in the same mysterious way and, to crown all, a villager,
on going to the shrine of the guardian-spirit of the village,
discovered there a slip of paper on which were written, in
the accused's handwriting, the names of various people with
whom he was known to be on bad terms. This discovery
created a panic among the villagers, who took it for granted
that the list comprised the names of ull those unfortunate
persons whom the wizard had condenirie<i to a speedy death.
They therefore seized him and brought liim before the writer of
this article, who in his magisterial capai-ity had to perform the
somewhat delicate task of differentiating between real and
imaginary wrongs and grievances.
;

From the point of view of the student of magic,
the special interest of this particular case centres
in the unexpected part played by the tutelary
Here, it would appear, we
deity of the vill.age.
have an instructive examiile of the intermingling
of religion and magic, and the junction seems to
have been brought about in

this

way.

One

of

the principal functions of the t'u-ti, or village
deity, is to receive the spirits of the newly dead
and to act as their spiritual friend and guardian.'
Each village has its own little shrine dedicated
to the local deity, and this shrine usually stands
by the roadside a short distance outside the village.
When a villager dies, the members of his family
go in procession to the t'u-ti shrine to make a
formal announcement of the death, in order that
the deity may make arrangements for the proper
Now, at first
reception of the dead man's spirit.
sight, there seems to be no obvious reason why an
1 Forsoinoof the stories of his
magical exploits, which included
the transfixing of the sun with a needle in order that uninterrupted daylight might be secured for the building of the Great
Wall, see 11. F. Johnston, Lion and Dragon in AocfAcni China,
Lonilon, 1910, p. 20 f.
- E. T.
Witchcraft in the Chinese
Williflins, in a pavQT On
Penal Code,' JRAS(Sotth China Branch) xxxviii. (19071 96.
^ For a full rliscussion of the Vu-ti and his functions see
Johnston, p. o71 f.
'
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expert in black magic who wishes to bring about
the death of his enemies should expect the t'u-ti
is regarded as friendly to men and interested in their welfare to give him help and
countenance in carrying out his nefarious designs
against their lives. What, then, is the magician's
object in placing a list of the names of his intended
victims on the little stone altar of the village
t'u-ti'!
The theory seems to be that, when the
t'u-ti perceives the list of names, he will assume
that the persons bearing those names are already
dead, and will make preparations in the under
These
world for the reception of their souls.
preparations will act with a powerful attractive
force upon the souls concerned, and will create

— who

in

—

irresistible inclination to sever their

them an

connexion with their respective bodies. The nonarrival in the under world of the spirits of persons
whose death had already been announced in a
formal manner would cause bewilderment to the
well-meaning t'u-ti, and might perhaps arouse his
wrath and, as it is strongly advisable, in the
;

interests of the community in general, to 'save
the face' of the t'u-ti and niaintahi friendly relations with him, the only reasonable course for
the spirits in question to adopt is to bow to the
inevitable and acquiesce in the premature loss of
their physical bodies.
Magical and semi-religious theories of this kind
are hardly likely to find Western parallels ; but
many of the ordinary magical practices of the
Chinese are strikingly similar to some of those
forms of sympathetic and mimetic magic with
which we are familiar in Europe.
The great artist Ku K'ai-chih (4th cent, of our era), one of
whose paintings is among- the most treasured artistic possessions of the British Museum, was himself a graduate in magic.
When spurned by the girl whom he loved, he drew her portrait,
and in the place where the heart should be he stuck a thorn.
Thereupon the girl, who knew nothing of the portrait and the
thorn, began to suffer pain in the region of the heart, and ne.xt
time her lover paid his addresses to her she did not scorn him.
The artist then withdrew the thorn from the portrait, and,
though the pain in the damsel's heart promptly disappeared, her
love for him remained.

That many

of the poets
have been credited with a

and artists of China
knowledge of magic

surprise when we know how
frequently their passionate love of wild nature
brou»;ht them into contact with the Buddliist
and Taoist saints and hermits, whose favourite
dwelling-places have always been the caves and
forests and ravines of the mysterious mountains.
These mountain-dwelling ascetics have been for
ages regarded as the discoverers and guardians of
occult secrets of various kinds, and, tliough their
is

no matter

disciples
faculties

for

and biographers endowed them with
which they never possessed and which

the best of them never pretended to possess, it is
highly probable that there were some who, in the
course of their own heart-searehings and their
solitary communings with nature, not only m.ade
valuable discoveries as to the properties of plants

and herbs, but were also successful pioneers in
various untrodden fields of psychology and mysTo some extent, at least, the popular
ticism.
belief in their supernormal capacities and attainments was justified.
When Buddhism first came to China, and for
some centuries afterwards, the relations between
Buddhists and Taoists were often strained to

The

—

victories of the Buddhists
the Buddhist historians and
were
often
brought about by mirbiographers
aculous occurrences which non-Buddhists would
perhaps describe as magic if not as mere con-

breaking point.
if

we may

credit

—

It is difficult, perhaps, in some
juring tricks.
cases, to draw a distinction between miracles and
miracle, as E. S. Hartland remarks, is
magic.
'legitimate magic,' while magic is 'a forbidden

A
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However this may be, many of the
marvellous doings attributed to Buddhist monks
and hermits bear a close resemblance to those recorded of Christian saints. But we know from
the earliest Buddhist scriptures that the brethren
were not encouraged to perform miracles, and it
was certainly not by the help of miracles or of
magic that the Buddhists achieved their most substantial successes in China. The Taoists, however,
did not scruple to ally themselves with various
forms of magic and sorcery, and it is their fatal
readiness to meet the popular demand for signs
and wonders that is largely answerable for their
present degeneration (see Taoism).
If we had space to deal with matters of detail,
it would be
necessary to describe the various
magical uses made of plants and animals and also
of manufactured articles such as metal mirrors
and weapons.
An authority has stated (see
EBr^^ xviii. 577) that magic mirrors are menin
Chinese
literature of the 9th cent. ; but
tioned
miracle.''

tliey are

mentioned and their uses fully described

much earlier than that. The curious book known
as Pao P'o-tzu, which was written by the famous

wizard Ko Hung in the 4th cent, of our era,
contains full accounts of how to detect the presence of evil spirits and other dangerous beings
by the use of magic mirrors. The belief once
prevalent in the British Isles that a witch could
turn herself into a hare is paralleled by the Far

Eastern belief (still extremely common in China)
that demon-witches can assume the form of foxes
and other beasts.- A book could be filled with
the magical notions and theories which in China
are based on the habits and peculiarities of animals.
Even insects are not exempt from the necessity of
making a contribution to the treasury of magical
There is in China a destructive little insect
lore.

known

Europeans as the silver-fish (Lepisma
which is a most unwelcome visitor to
It is believed that, if one of these
libraries.
insects gets into a Taoist classic and eats the two
to

saccluirina),

characters
silvery

shcri-hsicn ('spiritual-immortal'), its
If the
will become five-coloured.

body

coloured insect be subsequently caught and eaten,
the man who eats it will have the happiness of
attaining the goal of Taoist ambition he will
overcome death and develop into a spiritual being.
As to trees, plants, and herbs, large numbers are
believed to possess some magical property or to
he adai)table to magical uses. The cypre.ss, pine,
and similar trees are supposed to be conducive to
immortality, and, when we learn that a noted
herndt was in the habit of sleeping on a bed of
]jine-needles, we may be sure that this was not
done merely as a means of mortifying the flesh.*
The willow is much used as a rain-charm. In
times of drought in Shansi and neighbouring provinces adults and children may be seen going about
with willow-wreaths on their heads. The peach-

—

tree is famous for its magical properties, and for
tlus reason peach-twigs and peach-blossom are fre-

The use
fairy-lore.
of evil spirits is very
ancient, for the brandishing of peach-wands was
part of the recognized procedure of the professional
wa at royal courts under the Chou kings and
probably at a much earlier date.
That large and important subdivision of Chinese
mentioned in Chinese
peachwood for the exorcism

quentl3'
of

magic which concerns
amulets and divination

itself

with

charms and

dealt with

elsewhere
Literature below). Here it must suffice to
mention that the principal purveyor of sharms is
is

(see
I

RUml and

Bel!,-/,

London,

1914, p. 81.

discussion of all forms of zoanthropy see de
(iroot, Bctiglous ^i/steiit vf China, iv. 156 f. ; see also art.
-

For a

full

LvCANTHROPY.
See Johnston, Buddhist China, London, 1913, p. 245, and
Ltoa and Dragon in Sorlhem China, pp. 'i63f., 375-3S4.
i!
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the 'Celestial Master
iisuiUly ilcsiiibeil liy
Europeans as the TaoLst jM^pe] who lives among
the Dragon-Tiger Mountains in the province of

—

'

The practice of divination is also
Kiangsi.
largely in the hands of Tuoist specialists and
but Uonfucianism has always had under
wii-p'u
its patronage the complex systems of divination
whicli are based on tliat abstruse classic the / King,
or 'Hook of Changes' {SHE xvi.). There is a
grass known as sitih-ts ao \\hic]i grows on the grave
of Confucius and is carefully gathered and put up
The stifl' dried stalks of this plant
into packets.
are believed to retain some of the ling, or spiritual
efficacy, which lies latent in the sacred soil, and
they are or were highly valued for divining purposes.
During recent years a very interesting
discovery of 'oracle bones' and tortoise-shell fragments was made in the province of Honan. Thej'
are believed (mainly on the evidence of the archaic
script) to belong to the I2th cent. li.C, thougli
certain authorities assign some of them to a somewhat later period. An inspection of these fragments throws a most welcome light on the classical
and post-classical references to the ancient methods
;

of 'fortune-telling.''
Divination by the tortoise-shell and bj the dried Btallis of
'
certain jilants were tlie methoda by wtiich the ancient sage
made tlie jteople believe in seasons and days, revere
kin^^s

awe of their laws and orders; the
by which they made them determine their per-

spiritual be'.rjjs, stand in

methods

(also)

plexities and settle their misgivings' (Li Ei,
xxvii. 94)).

The forms

i.

i.

27

6.

iSBE

magic wliich are or were popularly
supposed to be associated with astrology and jialmand with automatic writing, telepatliy,
istrj',
clairvoyance, and possession by gods or demons,
are all familiar to tlie people of China ; and there
is good reason to
believe that any society for
of

'

'

psychic research which showed itself enterprising enough to conduct some patient investigations
on Chinese soil would be rewarded by interesting
and perhaps valuahlo results.
'

'

—

LiTKRATUEE. The subject of magic and allied tojiica is exhaustively dealt with in J. J. M. de Groot, 2'Ae Religions
System nf China, Leyden, lS92II.,esp. vols. v. andvi. E. Biot's
Fr. tr. of the Chou Li (Le Tcheoxi-Li, Paris, 1861) should be
consulted for information regarfling the oflicial standing and
(unctions of the vm (see esp. ii. 76-1U4). There are many references to sorcery and maific some of them shrewdly critical
in
Ch'uug, Lun'lli:nij, aji Kng. tr. of which Qiy A.
Forke) has appeared in two parts (pt. i., London, 1907 pt. ii.,
In J. Leffge, Chinese Classics, Hongkong,
Berlin, 1911).
1861-72, and SBE xvi. [18S2J, xxvii. (1885), xxviii. [18S5J, xxxix.
[1891], and xl. [1891], English readers will find all the references
to magic which occur in the canonical literature mentioned in
the above article. Students of the subject will also do well to
consult H. Dore, Rechcrchcs sicr les supeystilivns en Chinf.,

—

—

Wang

;

siaolotfiques, no. :i2), and L. Wieger,
Folklufc chinoia modenu'., Pans, 1909. From n more popular
point of view the snbje'-L of Chinese magic has been dealt, with

Shanghai, 1911

(Varies

m

N. B. Dennys, F'llktwf I'f China, London, 1S70, and F. H.
Balfour, Leaves frvm my Chinese Scrapbook, do. 1887. Interesting sidelights on popular notions of magic can be gathered
from the collection of stories known as the Liao Chiii, tr. H.
A. Giles, under the title of Strange Stories from a Chinese
Studio, Ix>ndon, 18SU, new ed., Shanghai, 1908. The Chinese
literature dealing with the subject from every conceivable
point of view is voluminous, and hitherto only fragments of
it have been translated.
Good Chinese bibliographies will be
found in the works of de Groot, DortS and Wieger referred to.
See also artt. Obmoss and Si'Iiuts (Chinese), Charms a.nu
AncLirrs (Buddhist), Divisatio.-j (Buddhist), Fbko-Siici, FkstiVALS ASD Fasts (Chinese), Calendar (Chinese), Fortdnr
((Jhinese), Communion witu tub Dkad (Chinese), Commu.xion
wnn Dbitt (Chinese).
R. K. JOHNSTON.
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(Egyjiliau).— 1. The Egyptian view of
the Kgyptians li;ul been more selfaniiTytic than they .•utually were, they might, from

maeic— If

their own ijoiiit of x iew, have desi^rilied all their
actions as eit her ordinary or magical. By ordinary
actions would havoliceii understood all those simjile
ways of coping with inanimate things and livirig
beings whicli were suggested by habit, mother wit,
I
Sec, e.g., ^ariou^ passages in the / King, Sliu King, Li Ki,
and Chou Li. A recent account of the new diaeovcrv is to be
found in JRAS (North China Branch) xlv. (1914) 00 f.
'

skill,
IJut, when inanimate matter
proved recalcitrant, and living creatures were un-

or acijniied

moved by

requests, prayers, commands, iiromi.ses,
or threats, there still remained, in their opinion,
a method of achieving their ends by means of an
art that they called /(ike' {Coptic (3IK). There is
direct traditional authority for translating this

Knglish word 'magic'
and the examination of
the hieroglyphic and hieratic examples of its use
[iroves it to correspoml fairly well to what we

very ancient term by

Ac

{fmyei'wi', /xaylat,

tlie

8"- "),

understand by 'magical ]jower.' Wherever mysterious, miraculous knowledge was required to
hih<i was someeti'ect a jmrpose, that was /ti/:c'
thing dillereut from the techniques and practices
of everyday life, since it postulated special powers
in its user, and always made a greater or less
;

demand upon faith.
2. Magic and
religion.

—

For our traditional
\^'estern thought magic and religion are always
more or lessconsciouslycontiasted with oneanother,
whence sttidents have often unwarrantably assumed

that the two are radically heterogeneous, and that
represent successive strata in the mental
develojiment of mankind. Some investigators argue
that magic is the earlier and ruder pi'oduct {e.g.,
Frazer), while others [c.cf., Erman) hold it to be a
dciiased corruption of the nobler phenomenon of
So far as Egypt is concerned, there
religion.
cannot be the slightest doubt that hike! was part
and parcel of the same Weltanschauung as created
the religion which it deejily interpenetrated. Before
tliey

defining 'luagic' and 'religion

for Egyptological
purposes and we must insist on our right to frame
our own definitions within the limits prescribed by
the current, untechnical meaning of these terms
it will be prolitable to make a rapid survey of the
facts to be distributed between the two provinces.

—

—

It is with acti\ e relations that wo arc here concerned, and
with doctrines only in so far as they are involved in the same.
cla.^ses of being that are affected, nainel,\' the
li\ ing, the dead, and the gods.
Perhaps the most remarkable
ch.iracteristic of the Egyptians' view of the universe is the
thoroughgoing and impartial logic with which tliey drew the
consequences of their belief that the gods and the dead were
beings of like nature with themselves, subject to human
appetites and needs, and amenable to the same methods of
persuasion or compulsion. Hence the principal dut.\' of the
priests was to keep those whom they served provided with food
and drink, and to maintain their "houses in good or<ler the
analogy with the domestic services demanded by the living was
fully conscious, for the priests of the gods and the dead were
called 'the servants of the god' (f.un-ntr) and the servants of
the departed sjiirit' {hm-k') resjiectively, even as the temple
was called tlie house of the god (/t'-( ntr) and the tomb (or an
essential portion of it) the house of the departed spirit (A*-( fc").
Again, the Egvptians could seek help of their gods and dead in
the same naive and unsophisticated way as one man sought help
of another— e.r/., by prayer, by questioning (asking for an oracle),
and by writing letters (for letters to the dead, see art. LlKli and
llKATii [Kgyiitian], § 9).
But in their own cver.\ day life, as seen
above ($ 1), the Egyptians resorted, when alt else failed, to
art*
(hike') to achieve various ditllcult
mysterious, uncanny
aims; the method employ ed was not simply coercion, but
an
abnormal
and special kind. It would have
of
coercion
been strange if the practice of l.i'ke' had been restricted to the
narrow circle of the living, when the living shared with the
In
goils and the dead all their other modes of intercourse.
point of fact, it was hike' more than anything else that welded
together the seen anil the unseen worlds. Tlie self-protective

There are three

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

we shall have abundant occasion to see,
with the gods and the dead. But the
had a use (or the miraculous
dead
themselves
gods and the
power called hike'; Thoth and Isis were famous adepts of the
a
demotic
and
in
art (below, § 10),
story the dead priest
Neneferkaptah deeply resent* the attempt to rob him of a book
been
buried
with
him in his tomb
that
had
of incantations
(F. 1.1. OrilHth, Stories o.f the High PiiesttoJ Memphis, Oxford,
could
better
the
wide range o(
190(1, ji. 30(.).
prove
Nothing
hike' than to observe its transference from secular to funerary
and
vice
vee.^a.
In
the
or divine einplo.\iiient,s
I'yramid- Texts
and the Rook o.f the JJead, compilations intended to ensure the
come
across spells
of
the
one
often
may
departed,
well-being
that must nriginallx' have been composed for earthly userites of. the living, as
full of tratHcking

are

spells

direclcdagainst the bit«8 of snakes

Pyramidriitezte,

e<l.

K. Sethe, Leipzig,

(e.g..

Die altugiip.

19(l». §§ 240,

247) or o(

crocodile.-* (c.;;-.. Book of the Dead, tr. JC. A. W. Budge, London,
190S, chs. xxxi., xxxii.), (or example; even erotic charms may
be (ouiid inscribed on coffins (cf. II. Schack-Schackenbu:^,
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Zweiwer/chuch, Leipzig, 1903, pi. 16. 11-13). Conversely, tlie
Book of Ooerthrowimj Apophis (Budge, Egyptian Hieratic
Papyri, London, 1910) was a iiUirpy intended for daily recitation
in the temple of Amen-re' at Thebes, Apophis being the mythical
snake that was supposed to be the eternal foe of the sun-god
Re' the rubrics of this book nevertheless declare that it will
prove of the greatest advantage to the private individual who
It may be added that the
recites it in the presence of the god.
word Ij-ike' is quite common in all parts of the Book of the Dead,
as well as in euch temple rituals as the Booh of Overthrowing
Apophis just mentioned.
It may therefore be taken as pro\ ed that hike' was as intimately
associated with the presumed existence of the gods and the
dead as it w.ts with the real existence of the living. But,
further than this, a greater or less element of liike' may have
been inherent in all the dealings between men on the one side
and the gods and the dead on the other. The two last classes
of being were, after all, creatures of a world apart, elusive in
their nature and hard to reach by ordinary, matter-of-fact
means. The very idea of their existence puts a strain upon
the imagination, and for this reason set forms of \vord.s.
indicative of an effort to break down mystical barriers, had to
accompany even such simple deeds of homage as the presentatinn
In other terms, the gods and the dead could
of food-offerings.
hardly be approached save by the medium of what is known as
*
ritual,' and the attribute which distinguishes ritual from
ordinary performances may have been just that attribute which
the Egyptians called lilkc'. The point is not susceptible of
absolute proof, for it was naturally only in the more extreme
cases, where the sense of mystery and miracle-working had to
be emphasized, that the term hike' was actually applied but
the view that liike' underlies all ritual is favoured by the close
resemblance between the divine and funerary rites, on the one
hand, and the rites performed for human benefit (self-protective
and similar rites), on the other. The formula) of the Book of
the Dead differ neither in form nor in substance from the
incantations which the Egypti.TJis used to heal their own
maladies and the same general similarity also runs through
the daily liturgies of the temples and the tombs (see A. Moret,
Le Rituel du cultc dii'injournalier en Eijupte, Paris, 1902).

own

:

the
the dramatis 'personal of the magical rite
principle of division is not dc qnibtis but cui bono
in the second place, magic as thus defined did not
diil'er essentially in its mechanism from the cults
of the dead and of the gods, nor was it necessarily
regarded with feelings of moral reprobation.
;

;

'

1

:

1

j

;

i

!

i

;

From the Egyptian point of view we may say
there
that there wa.s no sucli thing as religion
was only hlke\ the nearest English equivalent of
which is 'magical power.' The universe being
populated by three homogeneous groups of beings—
the gods, the dead, and living human persons their
actions, whether within a single group or as between
one group and another, were either ordinary or
uncanny (h'lke). But the gods and the dead were
somewhat uncanny themselves, so that all dealings
with them or J)erformed by them were more or
It was only when men treated them
less hike'.
ordinarily, and as man to man, that this quality of
hike' was reduced to a minimum, as in the case of
spontaneous prayer and the letters to the dead
in fact, just in those rare instances where the
solemn phraseology of ritual was avoided.
as
3. Magic defined for Egyptological purposes
We shall hardly be able to avoid
privata religio.
rendering li^ko' in English by the words magic
or magical power
but, if the Egyptian conception of hike, be taken as the criterion of what is
'

;

—

—

—

'

'

'

;

magical and what is not, we shall have little or no
use for the word 'religion,' and a multitude of
facts which the common parlance would more
naturally describe as 'religious' will fall under
It is advisable, therefore,
the head of 'magic'
in defining magic for Egyptological purposes, to
strike a compromise between the Egyptian connotation of hike.' and the English connotation of
Taking our cue from the former, we
'magic'
shall restrict the sense of magic to those actions
which clearly have the implications of mystery
and the miraculous at the same time we shall
attempt to maintain the distinction between magic
and religion, or, rather, between magic and other
kinds of religious acts. It is fully in accordance
with the practice of Egyptologists, instinctively
adopted but inconsistently carried out, to contrast
magic with the cult of the dead and the cult
of the gods,' as referring exclusively to those rites
which deliberately and in the first instance aimed
at the advantage of living human beings, the cults
of the dead and of the gods being in this division
'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

*
a similar definition see A. H. Gardiner, Notes on EgypMagic,' in Trans. Third Internal. Congr. Hint, net.,
208-210.
Ernian
i.
(^gyptische Religion^, Berlin,
Oxford, lUOS,
1909), though forming a very different estimate of magic from
that here adopted, accepts the same tripartite division of the
active aspect of religion into GoUerkultus, TotenkuUus, and
Zaitherei. Magic as thus defined has a whole native literature
various hieratic papyri in Lejden, Turin, Loudon,
of its own
Berlin, Cairo, Rome, Vienna, andelsewhere, mostly dating from
the New Kingdom ; several similar jiapyri of the Middle King;dom, in the Kamesseum find of 18!W, still unpublished and in
numerous ostraca in various collections.
the writer's hands
Besides these must be named the medico-magical papyri (see
art. D18E.ASE AND Medicine [Egyptian]), and the so-called Cippi
of Hoi-iis, of which the type is the Mettemich Stele (ed. W.

For

tian

;

'

benefit or for the benefit of other living men,

and which demanded certain miraculous powers
for their performance.
Warning must be given
against two misconceptions in the first place, it
must be clearly understood that the gods and the
dead may, as indeed Ihey usually do, enter into

;

'
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'

implicitly classed togetlier as 'Teligiou.' Magical
actions may therefore, for our purposes, be deiined
as those actions which men performed for their

Golenischeff, Leipzig, 1877).

The

abstract concept of hike'

is

once or twice

apparently in something like the
restricted meaning assigned to 'magic' in this
section. Two physicians of the Old Kingdom bear,
besides the honorific title 'priest of Horus in
Hundred-town,' also that of priest of 9ike' (A.
Mariette, Les Mastahas de I'ancien empire, Paris,
1889, p. 96; R. Lepsius, Denkmdler, Berlin, 1849-

found

deified,

'

'

58,

ii.

91a).

"The deified concept of Hike"

man

figured in the form of a

is

in

some sculptures of the Vtli dyn. (L. Borchardt, Das GrabdenJcnml
des Eonigs Sahure', Leipzig, 1913, ii. pi. 20), and is of occasional

occurrence also in the texts (16. p. 99). A funerary incantation
whereby it was sought to confer upon the deceased the powers
of Hike' himself has recently come to light (P. Lacau, Texles
Hike' is described as
reli'gieux, Paris, 1910, no. Ixxviii.); here
a creation of the sun-god in primordial times, when as yet
nothing else existed.
4.

—

The purposes

domain

of

In theory the
of magic.
magic was as wide as men's desires

themselves, magical art supplying all those things
that were not procurable by simpler means. Our
existing materials, which illustrate only a limited
number of purposes, are probably very one-sided.
The Egyptians believed, or feigned to believe, that
in
their wizards could work all kinds of wonders
a late tale a charm is made to bring the viceroy
of Ethiopia up to Egypt, to the place where
;

Pharaoh dwells, where he is to be beaten with five
hundred blows of the stick, and returned to the
'

land of Ethiopia again, all in six hours thither
It is
(Griffith, Stories of the High Priests, p. 59).
said to have been related at the court of Cheops
how one magician fashioned a crocodile of wax
that devoured an adulterer, how another parted the
waters of a lake into which a jewel had accidentand how a thiid cut ott' a goose's head
ally fallen,
and replaced it in a twinkling (Erman, Die Mdrchen
des Papyrus Westcar, Berlin, 1891, i. 8f.). The
Jambres
magical contest of Moses with Jannes and
(Ex 7*-'^ 2 Ti 3') is thus quite Egyptian in spirit.
I'assing from such fabulous reports to practical
magic, we may classify the attested uses under
a comparatively small number of heads
L DEFEXSrVE.—Uow important this class w as may be judged
from the fact that in a general panegyric of God as creator He
made magical spells for men for defence against
is said to have
'

:

'

things that happened (Pop. Petersburg 1116 A [ed. Golenischeff,
Petrograd, 1913], line 136 f.).
W. Pleyte and F. Rossi,
(1) Pivphylactic.— To avert death,
Papyrus de Turin, Leyden, 1869-70, pi. 120 1. ; W. M. F. Petrie,
Gizeh and Kifeh, London, 1907, pi. 27 0; against scorpions.
Pap. Turin, 134 ; Pap. Leyden MS against lions, hyienas,
and 'all long-tailed animals that eat flesh and drink blood," Le
Papyrus magiiiiie Harris (ed- F. J. Chabas, ChUon-sur-Saflne,
against
1861 ; also Budge, Eiiyptian Hieratic Papyri), verso B
crocodiles and other dangers of the ri\er, such as drowning,
iO. recto
against snakes, L. Stern, Papyrus Ebers, Leipzig,
'

;

;

;

1876, pi. 97. 17.
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—*

To prevent a woman from conceiving,'
(2) Preventive.
Bamfsseum mfdical, unpublished; 'to prevent raU from dein
a
the
barn,' EUevA, 93. 6.
vouring
grain
(3) Counter-channs.—' To lay a spell (ft;' s\) on him whom one
'
to banish mapo from
Bier.
Ostr.
tJiU, no. 1 ;
Louvrf,
fears,'
the body (prescription of druysX ^6crs, 84. 2, 7, 10 aguinst a
*
artifice
of
A book
uaincd
the
8S. 13.
Eberg,
epells,*
complaint
containing 'formulcu for repelling; the evil eye* (6I€P~BCjON •
of. also Pap, Anast. in. 5. 4) was preserved in the Library of
Eiifu (ZJi ix. (1871] ^.l).
(4) Curafi IV.—Spell to cure scorpion -stings, Pap. Tiirin, 81
+ 77 ; headache, Pap. Leyden SL8, verso 2. 9 ; burns, Ebera, 69.
3, 6; Pap. Leyden S!tS, recto 8.
1^ to ease pain, Eb€rs, 30. 6.
For the relations of magicand medicine see below, § 8.
(5) Psychological.—* A book for repelling fear which comes to
befall a man by eight or day, from front or behind/ /*ap. Leyden
545, recto 2. 1.
ii. PliODUCTIVE.—(l) Obstctric.~~To facilitete birth,
Erraan,

The poison which was rejoicing, the hearts of multitudes grieve
for it; Horus has slain it by his magic.
He who mourned Is in
Stand up, thou who wast prostrate, Horus has restored
joy.
thee to life. He who came as one carried is gone forth of himself
Horus has overcome his bites. All men, when they behold
Turn back, thou snake, conjured
Re', praise the son of Osiris.
is thy poison which was in any limb of N the son of M.
Behold,
the magic of Horus is powerful against thee. Flow out, thou
poison, come forth upon the ground.
To be recited over a hawk unth the two feathers on its hea4,
being tnade of isy-tcood and painted. Open its mouth and offer
to it bread and beer and incense.
Place it on the face of one
suferingfrom the. bite of any srxake aivi recite from beginning
;

'

;

to etid.

Turin,

in
Analysis of the magical rite.
border-line cases (prognostics, medical
treatment, etc.), the magical rite is always twofold and comprises (1) an oral rite, consisting of
certain Avords to be recited, and (2) a manual
rite, consisting of certain actions to be performed.
These two portions must be discussed in detail.

'

;

.

—

The task that lay before the
(1) T/te oral rite.
map:ician usually involved a struggle with some
difficulty, which might consequently be regarded
as a hostile and aggressive force. This force is
not always completely personified, but more often
than not it is treated personally, being commanded,
persuaded, cajoled, warned, threatened, or cursed,
just like a human being.
A leading idea in defensive magic, which embraces no small
The possible
part of our material, is that of 'possession.'
antagonists are often enumerated in a loner rigmarole—^.fir., the

.

*

—

;

'

assaults of a god, the assaults of a goddess, the assaults of a
male pain, the assaults of a female pain, the assaults of a dead
or the assaults of a dead woman,' etc. (Ebers, 30. 13);
man,
•
enemy male or female, dead man male or female, adversary
male or female' (Pap. Turin, \'Z2. 5). An}- god could doubtless
attack human beings, but savage or malicious deities, like Seth,
the murderer of Osiris, or Sakhinet, the 'lady of pestilence'
(nb-t 'idw), were doubtless most to be feared. The dead were
specially to be feared ; nor was it only those dead who were

'

10-12).
iii.
pROOSOSTIC.—'iS.dJiy cases that fall under this head are
on the border-line between magic and the techniques of ordinary

life.

(1) ObsUiric.—To know whether a child will live, Ebers, 97.
13 to know whether a woman will giv« birth, W. Wreszinski,
Medizinischer Papynis des Berliner Museums, Leipzig, 1909,
;

verso

1. 3, 7, 9,

unhappy or unburied that might torment the living, for the
magician sometimes warns them that their tombs are en-

etc

—

Divination. A number of magical modes of divination
are detailed in the ^Demotic Magical Papyrus, ed. GriffithThompson (see p. 14), but these instances do not seem to be of
ancient origin. Oracle- seeking does not come under the head
of magic, as here defined.
(3) Soothsaying.—\n the tale of Unamun (RTAP xxi. (1899]
81) there is related a case of a young man being seized bv
the
'
god and giving a solemn warning while in this condition.
(4) Prophecy may perhaps be brought within the sphere of
niagic, as it postulates supernatural power in its human mouthpiece, and usually involves the welfare of human beings. There
18 only one very ancient book of predictive
prophecies, in a
Petrograd pap^TUs (see A. H. Gardiner, Journal of Egyptian
Archctology, i. (1914J lOOf.).
There seems to be no Pharaonic evidence for horoscopes,
onk-als, and other forms of prognostic magic,
iv. MALEVoi.K.\T.—See next section.
Oursing and oaths
(conditional self-curses) are magical in quality, but cannot be
dealt with in this article.
(2)

{Pap.

— Except

7.

;

.

'

certain

Zauberspriiche fur Mutter und Kind, Berlin, 1901, pi. 6. 8, 6.8;
'
to bring milk to a woman who is
Pap. Leyden SiS, recto 12. 6
to keep a
nursing a child (prescription only), Ebers, 97. 10
child warm," Zauberspriiche, verso 2. 2.
(2) HVnfVr-eAanrts.— 'Thou shalt perform these ceremonies
when a storm rages in the east of heaven, or when Re" sets in
the West, to prevent storm-clouds in the east of heaven.
Thou shalt perform these ceremonies many times against bad
weather, that the sun may shine, and Apophis be overthrown in
truth (Book of Ov€rthroicin>j Apophis, 23. 14 f.).
A 6i>ell to secure sexual enjoyment,
(3) Lot€' charms.
secondarily used (or funerary purposes, has been alluded to in
Erotic charms must have been frequent, but those that
§ ».
are known are of late date in demotic, see F. LI. Griffith and
H. Thompson, Deuwtic Maoical Papyrus, London, 1904, p. 14;
in Greek, C. Wesselv, Griechische
Zauberpapyrua, Vienna, 18S8,
lines 296 f. and 1877 f.
(4) General.—' He who recites this book is blessed every day ;
he hungers not, thirsts not, lacks not clothes, and is not melancholy. He does not enter into the law-court, nor does judgment go forth against him. But if he enters the law-court, he
goes forth vindicated, praise being given to him like a god.
Nor does his popularity depart from him (Pap. Leyden SU7, 12.
'

A

It trill repel the poison.
successful specific
131. \-8 = Mettemich SteU, 3-8).

8. 7-9 ; Pap. Turin, 124. 12-13>
spirit was particularly likely to be of foreign
a
or
an
woman
Asiatic
negress
(Zauberspriiche, recto 2.
origin,
'
darkness,
7-8) ; and it was wont to come secretly, arriving in
'
nose
its
backwards
and
its
face turned (16. 1. 9 f.).
In,
gliding
'
It^ mode of taking possession is, as a rule, vague ; the
demon *

dangered (Zatiber^pruche, recto

The possessing

*

Boheiric i/O) doubtless often dwelt 'with' or in the
one (Bekhten Stele, 11. 19=:Budge, Egyptian Beading
Book, London, 1SS3, p. 27 f.), but sometimes it merely injected
some kind of poison, such as its semen, urine, or the like {Pap.
Leyden SU8, verso 6. 6 f cf. especially the word 'o'e' in Ebers, 24.
Or else, again, the hostile power might attack
14, 34. 10, etc.).
with arrows (Pap. I^eyden SU6, X. 6). The evil influences were
most easily ejected through the excretions of the body, such aa
the sweat or urine (Zauherspruche, recto 2. 8-10) or they might
come out in the form of winds {Pap. Leyden sLs, verso 12. 9).
All the members of the body were subject to attacks of the kind,
whence their frequent enumeration in magical texts (see below)
here they are not seldom called upon to open their mouths and
vomit forth what is in them' {Pap. Leyden S^5, recto G 2. 2.

'

Mag-ic and law.

(ilj,

afflicted

.

;

— The

;

'

Egyptians themselves
seem to nave made no distinction between blackmagic' and white magic/ but, when magical
arts were used for wicked purposes and to
injure
others, they naturally came >vithin the category
5.

;

*

14-S.

*

formed of

was sometimes merely

force

defeat

in-

:

Thou fl\ est before the sorcerer, before the servant of Horus,
as soon as he mentions the name of Horus, or the niime of Seth,
the lord of heaven. He raiseth his scimitar, and smiteth thy
forearm and thy throat. Thou fallest upon the ground on which
thy loin-cloth is spread, and there thou gropest in quest of thy
heart. So dost thou die, and the report goes forth to the house
'
of Re* that Horus has conquered the disease (Pap. Leyden Si.^,
recto G 8. 12-4. 1).

Sometimes the magician frustrates the aims of the

enemy by a simple veto
*

—A

'

it

:

Dost thou come to kiss this child ?
(Zauberspriiche, recto

I suffer

thee not to kiss

2. 1).

Elsewhere, as in the example quoted in § 6, the
is bidden to Hi>w forth upon the earth.
Warnings freouently supplemented and reinforced
such commands, as
Fall not upon his tongue it is a serpent at the mouth of its
poison

mere

:

'

'

1

its

'

of legal ofl'ences.
Thus papyri of the XlXth dyn. (Les Papyrus Lee et Roltin,
published by T. Devt^ria, (Eum-es et /ra<jinents [Bibliothfqup.
igypfoloQigttc, v.], Paris, 1897, ii. 07 flf.) record the case of two
harem -conspirators, one of whom 'made magical \mtings to
lead astray and work mischief, and made certain
gods of wax
and certain medicines to weaken the limbs of men," while the
other procured 'writings for giving himself (earfulness and
majesty,* and made 'men of wax and writings in order that
they mi<'ht be introduced into the harem ... so as to lead
astray the one faction and so as to bewitch the rest.'
Both
these criminals were condemned to death.
6. The mag;ical rite.
characteristic example
of a magical spell, translated in exfctiso from tlie
will
a
truer
original,
give
impression of tlie
methods of Egyptian magic than any amount of
description.
Flow out, thou i>oisoii, come forth upon the ground. Horus
conjures thee, he cuts thee off, he spits thee out, and thou risest
not up but fallest down.
Thou art weak and not strong, a
coward and dost not fight, blind and dost not see. Thou lirtest
not thy face. Thou art turned l>ack and flndest not thy
way.
Thou moumest and dost not rejoice. Thou crcepest away aod
dost not appear. So 8i»eaketh Uorus, efficacious of
magic

1).

The malignant

;

hole' (Z outer spriiche, recto
of similar phrases).

3. 11, in

Commands and warnings
!

more persuasive means
•

i

Come,

lay thee

the midst of a long series

failing in tlieir elfect,

is tried

dowu, de|tarting

a

:

to the place

where thy
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beauteous women are, on whose hair is m^rrh, and fresh incense
on their shoulders' (Zaubefspriiche, reoto 3. 5-6).
Or else the demon is made to understand that in
delaying to obey the magician he holds the whole
order of nature in suspense
Re' waits for thee in order to shine, and Atum to set, that
thou mayest quit the arm of N son of M. The chief of the
Westerners waits for thee in order to enter in triumphant,
that thou mayest quit the ann of N son of M (Pap. Leyden
:

'

More often the point of the narrative is merely
implied in the following short incantation against
burns even the names of the interlocutors, namely
a messenger and Isis, are omitted
;

:

" Is water
"Thy son Horus has been burnt in the desert."
there?" " There is no water there." "There is water in my
mouth, and a Nile between mv legs I am come to quench the
fire "'(Ebers, 69. 3-4; see H. Schafer, in ZA xxxvi. [1898] 129-131).
'

;

'

&

verso

SI45,

4. 2-4).

In the last resort curses are employed
'

:

. The
Ennead curses thee (Pap.

Every god curses thee, every goddess curses thee.

[great]

Ennead curses

thee, the httle

.

.

'

Leyden ShS, \erso 1. 1-3).
It often happens, indeed almost in every spell, that
gods are summoned to the sorcerer's aid. Tliey
are invoked with salutations and praise :
HaiJ to thee, Horus, thou that art in the town of Hundreds,
thou sharp-horned one, who shootest at the mark. ... I come
'

to thee, I praise thy beauty
my limbs (Pap. Leyden Si7,

;

destroy thou the evil that

is

in

'

3. 10-13).

A

trait characteristic of Egj'ptian magic, noted
already by lamblichus (ed. G. Parthey, Berlin,
1857, p. 245), is the threatening tone often adopted

towards the gods

;

examples are very common

'
:

On

the night that the wife of Horus (Selkis, the scorpion
goddess) shall bite thee, I suffer not the Nile to beat upon its
bank, I suffer not the sun to shine upon the earth, I suffer not
the seed to gro%v, I suffer not cakes to be made, I suffer not
jugs of beer to be brewed for the 365 gods, who are hungry by
both day and night on that night of the burial of Osiris (Pap.
Turin, 137. 1-4).
'

—

'

The most daring menace
'

of all is the following :
and burn up Osiris (Pap.
*

will throw fire into Busiris
Turin, 135. 10 ; cf. Ebers, 30. 8).
I

On

such occasions the magician

his responsibility
'

It is

Bays

not

it, it is

I

apt to disclaim

is

:

who say it, it is not I who repeat
who repeats it (Pap. Leyden

Isis
136.

Pap. Turin,

it

;

'

S-9

;

Pap. mag. Harris,

Sli.S,

it is Isia

who

recto 11. 7

;

9. 11).

Elsewhere the gods are referred to
person, and the more numerous they

in

Thus, when

the limbs of the body are enumerated,^ it often
happens that eacji separate limb is identified with,
or said to belong to, some special deity and the
list ends with the words,
;

'

There

verso

is

no limb

of his

'

without a god (Pap. Leyden SiS,

6. 2).

Origen (c C'clsum, viii. 58) asserts that the Egyptians divided the human body into thirty-six parts,
and placed each one of them under the cliarge of a
god ; 'and so,' he says, 'invoking these, they heal
the diseases of the limbs.' The divine names mentioned by Origen are those of the gods of the decans,
or ten-day periods.
The magician often speaks of himself in the first
person, but sometimes identilies himself with a
particular god whose assistance he desires e.g.,

—

" Ile-who-was-in-theI am Re' in this his mysterious name
Nun," shooting his arrows against his foes (Pap. Leyden 51,7,
*

'

i.

11 f.)—

some god who, like the jjerson for
is performed, had once been menaced
by some imminent danger
Avaunt thou, for lam Horus retire thou, for I am the son
The magic of my mother (Isis) is the protection of
of Osiris.
my limbs (Bearst medical Papyrus, 11. 4 f.)
At other times he merely claims to be the
servant of Horus' (Pap. Leyden 345, verso F 1
or else with
whom the rite

:

'

;

'

'

;

^

Pap. Turin, 134. 1.).
Often a mythical precedent was alluded to or
narrated .at length, and the mere mention of a
parallel case seems to have been considered a
useful expedient for ensuring the success of the
rite.
Thus the magician declares
:

banish all bad and evil things which come to fall upon
N the son of M, even as Re' saved himself from his enemies,
even as Khnum sa\ed himself from Sobk, even as Horus saved
himself from Seth, and even as Thoth saved himself from
De'b6"(Pop. Turin, 118. 9-10).
'1 will

7.

\,For similar examples from the funerary books see H.
xlix. (1911J 48-54.

A
-

See Enuan'g remarks, Zauberspriicke,

p.

-v^

;

;

The importance of names in Egyptian magic
was very considerable the knowledge of names
gave control, whether for good or for evil. It was
;

not a rare proverb that a man lives who is conjured by his name' (Pap. Turin, 133. 6, 11, 134. 7,
Thus to be familiar with the names of
9, etc.).
the epagomenal days (Pnp. Leyden 346, 2. 6) was
a safe method of protecting oneself against their
This is a topic that might be greatly
perils.
elaborated (see art. Names [Egyptian]).
Closely akin to the question of the importance
of nam»s is that of the importance of language.
Certain formula? were supposed to jiossess particular efficacy, such as the words Protection behind,
a protection that comes, a protection
(ZauberThe magical potency of anyspriiche, recto 9. 2).
in
on
a
its
thing depends
large degree
mysteriousness, and it is therefore but little wonder that
cabbalistic gibberish (Pap. mag. Harris, verso C)
and foreign spells were held in high esteem (Der
Londoner mcdizinische Papyrus, ed. W. Wreszinski,
Leipzig, 1912, nos. 27, 28, 32, the last being in the
Kefti language).
The signiUcance attached to names and language
is an aspect of the doctrine of sympathy, by far the
most fertile conception of all tiiose underlying the
This doctrine holds that things
magical rite.
tliat have once been associated in any way remain
henceforth connected and almost interchangeable
for practical purposes; its chief varieties are (1)
'

'

the third
are, the more

efficacious the rite is likely to be.

Many valuable fragments of myths have been preserved to us by this means.
Especially frequent are tales that turn upon the
revelation of the true name of a god ; a well-known
instance is the story of how Isis devised a stratagem by which the sun-god Ke should be compelled
to divulge his name
this she brought about by
causing liim to reeei\ e a snake-bite which none
could cure save herself [Pap. Turin, 131-133).
Less well known is the narrative of the attempts
made by Seth to provoke Horus into betraying his
real name, which would have given the mischievous
Horus, however,
god power over his nephew
invents various absurd names, and so manages to
elude his wicked uncle {Pnp. Turin, 134 f.).

'

!

the principle of contagion, which affirms that things
that belong together or have once been in contact
continue to influence one another even when separated and (2) the principle of hommopathy, accord;

ing to which like has special power to all'ect like.
These and other forms of symi)athetic magic not
so easily classified are of constant recurrence in
the Egyptian magical books, both in the oral and
in the manual rites the recital of mythical precedents also clearly comes under this head. The
very idea of the oral rite is an instance of homoeopathic magic, for language may be said to imitate
and image the things which it expresses, and in so
far verbal references to a desired eftect may have
been considered instrumental in producing it.
Sympathetic magic takes curious forms at times
one or two instances may be singled out. In connexion with the importance of language reference
may be made to the significance of puns. A
;

;

magician says

:

for him against thee of 'a/ai-plant, which
does injury, of onions, which destroy thee, and of honey, which
sour to the dead' (Zaubersprilche, recto
to
men
and
is sweet
'

I

make

a

charm

2.4).

Grapow,

The virtues here

ascribed to the'a/a^plant and to
origin, but the destructive

honey are of obscure
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ilue to the fact that
property of oiiicnis is clearly
the Egyptian word for onions was li'ldrj (the vowel
In
is merely K'losseil ), while to destroy wds hi'nlfi.
order to tell whether ii new-born infant would live
or not, itji lirst articulate cries were to be noted
'

'

:

'

ny, that means

I( it 8a.v8

means

it

will die

'

will live

it.

(Ebars, 07. la)

it

it

;

8aye mbi, that

;

the sound mhi resembles _tlie cniiih;itic Kgyptian
expression for 'no' (see ZA xliv. [I1IU7] 13J).
A widely ditVerent example of the supposed
influence of like upon like is illustrated by the
demon that is
followin;„' words, addressed to a

causing sickness

:

*Thy head has no power over his head, thy arms have no
power over his arms, thv legs have no power over his legs
(A. H. Gardiner, J. O. Milne, and H. Tbomiwon, Tluban Ostraca,

'

London, 1913,

p. 14

f.).

amulets can, if explicable at all, always be interpreted by the principle of sympatlietic magic in
one or other of its various forms (see I'etrie,
Amulds, London, 1914).
The materials of which such images and amulets
should be made are nearly always specified, and it
is evident that this was considered a matter of
Here we meet with a new
vital importance.
aspect of .sympathetic magic, namely the doctrine
of properties; every plant, stone, metal, and
colour possessed its own peculiar virtue, which
prompted its use in the diverse cases. Wax and

commonly employed, and perhaps
not only because they were easy of manipulation ;
their plasticity may have been thought symbolic
of a wide adaptability.
Aetiological myths assign
a divine origin to various substances thus the
bees that supply the w:ix are said to have sprung
from tears slied by Ke {Pap. Salt S.23, 2.5-6,
from
[unpublished]), and the cedar-tree emanated
the sweat of Osiris (ZA xlvii. [1910] 71).
Images were not immediately potent of themseh-es, but had to be charged with magical power
The oral rite is us\ially
in one way or another.
recited over (hem {dd mdw hr, passim), and this
to
transitory and intangible kind of contact seems
have ensured their continuous efficacy.
clay were very

;

A

conditional curse that runs upon similar lines
may also be quoted
*He who is deat to this decree, may Osiris pursue him, may
Isis pursue his wife, and Ilorus pursue his children' (H. Sottas,
:

friservationde la proprUte funeraire, Paris, 1913, p. 128).
to certain numbers
doubtless originated in associations of thought
that to us are obscure. The number seven, in

The mystical potency attaching
magic, was

Egyptian
Hathors
137. 12

;

as

regarded

particularly

Thus we

find references to the seven
(Paji. med. Berlin, 21. 8; Pap. Turin,
cf. ai firra TiJxa' ToO oL'pni'oi' [A. Dieterich,

etticHcious.

Eine Mithras! it urgic-, Leipzig,
who

stand and weep and make
seven knots in their seven tnmca'(Pap. Turin, 135. 12 f.);
*

The seven daughters of

He','

and, .similarly, we read of
the seven hawks who are in front
•

'

of the

barque of Re'

'

(i&.

136. 3).

Oral rites have occasionally to be recited seven
times (ib. 13S. 9, 10), but the more usual number
four {Paji. Lcijden SlfS, verso 3. 3, 5, 4. 10, etc.
Pap. maq. Harris, 7. 4), a number doubtless
associateii with the 'four pillars of heaven' (o!
riaaapes arvXliTKoi [Dieterich, p. 71]), or, as we
should say, the four cardinal points.
A characteristic feature of tlie oral rite is its
complexity. This is shown in \ arious ways, and
not least in the love manifested for enumerations.
Reference has been made to the long lists of parts
of the body, and to the formuUe naming all tlie
possible enemies from whom attacks are to be
feared.
Similarly, list.s are found of the various

is

;

in which a man might meet his death {Pap.
Turin, 120-121 I'etrie, Giseh and liifeh, pi. 27 e),
and of the various excretions through wldch the
demon might transmit his b.aneful influence (Pujk
Leydcn SiS, \eiso &. <ii.). This (/»f(.stlegal t.autology is to be explained partly by the desire to
cover all eventualities, and partly by the necessity
of compelling respect for the learning and skill of
the magician.
The
[a) Active elements.
(2) The manual rite.
employment of i/imijes played an important part in
the manual side of magic. Sometimes it is the
hostile power to be destroyed that is thus counterfeited and done to death
so, in the Book of Ovcrthrowimi Apophis, the words of the oral rite are
to be recited over an Apophis made of wax or drawn on a
new sheet of papyrus and thrown into the fire' (26. 20; cf.

ways

;

—

—

;

'

•22. 6).

More often the object imitated represented a
means of effecting the purpose of the rite.
ThiLS in a spell to assist child-birth there was made
of clav to be placed on the forehead of the woman who
birth' (l'<^P- louden S!,3, recto 12. 8).

'

a dwarf
is giving

seals, and crocodiles were poweroil evil, doubtless by slaying it, seal-

Miniature hands,
ful to

ing
2. 4

it
:

ward
up,

or devouring it (Zaubrrspria/ie, verso
xxxix. [1901] 87).
great number

A

ZA

cf.

such abundance in
a magical nature, all,
iiideeii, except tho.sc whose
purpose was exclusively funerary. Like the images mentioned above,
of

the

atiiulcts

Egy|ilian

found

tombs were

in

of

In a fabulous story the magician Uor, the son of Pa-neshe,
made a litter with four bearers and pronounced writing upon
them, gave them bre.ath of respiration, and made them hve
'

'

1910, p. 71]):

(Griflith, Stories of ho
I

Bigh

Priests, p. 69).

El^rewhere the ceremony of 'opening the mouth,'
familiar from the funerary ritual, «as performed
over the magical figure {Pap. Turin, 131. 7), and
it in
offerings and incense were presented to
token of its now animate condition {ib. ; Pap.

Leyden 346, 2. 3). Drawings upon papyrus or
and
rag were treated in exactly the same way,
seem to have been equally ellective {Pap.
Lcydcn 346, ib. Pap. Turin, 31-f77. 3); or the
invoked could
figures of the gods whose help was
be sketched on the patient's hand, and licked
At times
ib.).
off by some one {Pap. Turin,
the mediating image could be dispensed with
his spell, and then spat
the magician
;

;

pronounced
on the diseased limb {Ebers, 30. 17).
Magically charged amulets, images, or beads
were often attached to the person whom they
were designed to protect or heal some kind of
contact was a prime necessity of Egyptian magic ;
were fastened to the
e.g., we read of spells that
but the
left foot {Pap. Leyden S/,S, verso 4. 3)
neck was naturally the spot where most charms
were worn (Zauberspruche, recto 1. 3, 8. 3, and
;

;

The string or strip of rag employed
purpose was usually tied into magical
knots {q.v.), seven being the favourite number.
Such knotted strings have often been found and
are to be seen in many collections (Erinan, ZauberIn other hands than Egypt
31).
spriiche, p.
the idea of the magical knot is frequently to
bind the hostile force
but, though references
to binding demons can be found in Egyptian

passim).
for

this

'

'

;

magical texts {Pap. mag. Harris, verso A 0), it is
not in connexion with knots. One view that
seems to have been taken of knots is that they
were obstacles, as, e.g., in the following words
put into the mouth of a magician
If the poison pass these seven knots, which Ilorus has made
:

'

on his body,
Turin, 135. S).

I

will

not allow the sun to shine,' etc. {Pap.

Particularly interesting

a

is

spell

where twelve

gods were invoked.
These were drawn

'

on u

rai;

of fine linen to

he tied into

twelve knots. Offer to tlieni bread, beer, and burnt incense.
tie placed on the neck of a man
{Pap. Leyden SIS, 2. 3).
'

To

knot was

put under the
and thus formed
a divinely luotccted barrier between the malign

Here

evidently each

guardi.-uiship of

inlluence

an'',

lis

a

siiecial deity,

possible victim.

MAGIC

Imitative or significant actions were frequently
liorfonued witli the apparat<is of the magical rite
we have seen how a waxen image of Apophis
was thrown into the lire and so destroyed, and
similar cases could be multiplied.
At this point may be mentioned the composite
these are of
stelaj known as Cippi of Horns
;

;

comparatively late date (Saite period and after),
and are covered with magical texts of the kind
described above, and with scvdptured figures, chief
among which is the figure of Horus with his
Such stelee seem to have
feet on two ci'ocodiles.
been placed in buildings for their protection, and
especially to rid them of snakes and scorpions (see
G. Daressy, Textes
GolenisciieU', Mettcrnichstele
et dessins magiques, Cairo, 1903).
Magical
(b) Negative or precautionary elements.
rites could not be performed at any time and
under any conditions, but strict rules and reOf these some,
strictions had to be observed.
like the injunction to the magician to stand
'with his face to the East' (Fajj. Ley den 347,
12. 10), are of so many different types that they
elude classification. Times and seasons, like
everything else in ancient Egypt, had their own
some days were lucky and
specific properties
others unlucky, in part at least through mythological associations (for such calendars on papyrus
;

—

;

Such consee art. Calendar [Egyptian], § 2).
siderations had to be taken into special account
where magical rites were concerned, and perhajis
more attention was paid to the question of time
than is indicated in the brief instructions usually
given as to the performance of the manual rites.
Of oue spell we learn that it had to be recited 'at eventide,
in
when the sun is setting {ZauWr^priiche, verso 3. 7)
another case seven knots have to be tied, one in the morning,
knots
are
and anoLlier in the evening, until seven
complete'
'

;

'

(Zaubersprilche, verso

3. 3).

Magical rites were also in demand for safeguarding men against dangerous periods of the
As in ancient Mexico [GB^, pt. iv.,
year.
Osiris, Attis, and Adonis'^, London, 1914, ii. 28,
3), the intercalary days, in Egypt known as
the five epagomenal days, were fraught with
exceptional risks, against which enchantments
were emjiloyed {Pap. LeydenSJfG); the user of
these had to refrain from all work during the
period in question (ib. 3. 4).
Purity was requisite in him who would be bene-

n.

fited

by magic (Book of Overthrowing

Ajnqi/iis,

Ixiv. of the Book (f the
one pure
to be recited by

24. 19, etc.), just as ch.

Dead was ordained

'

clean, not having eaten venison or fish, and
not having been near women.' In another place
the user of a spell is charged to purify himself
for nine days, and his servants are to do the
same (E. Naville, 'Destruction des honnnes,'

and

line 79, in

Ml

(Egyptian)

TSBA

iv. [1876] 16).
essential in dealing with magic.
to a spell written on a strip of

Secrecy was

In reference
it is not
fine linen the warning is given that
to be looked at' (Pap. Leyden SiS, recto 2.7);
of another it is said that it must not be used for
any one e.xcept him for whom it was prescribed
For similar instructions in the
(ib. verso 8. 6).
Book of the Dead see J. Baillet, Idies morales
'

dans I'Egypte antique, Blois, 1912, pp. 72-75.
8. Magic and medicine.
Magical spells are
oft«n recommended on account of tlieir jiroven
a true remedy on many occasions is
efficacy

—

'

;

a formula extremely frequent in the magical
Tliis
papyri (e.g., Pap. Leyden 347, 13. 2-3).
appeal to experience indicates a desire to justify
magic as a science, and liints at the possibility of
a real science arising out of it. Tiiere cannot be
the .slightest doubt that Egyptian medicine is the
direct o^^^priKg of Ei^yptian magic, and that it

never became really emancipated from its parent.'
The medical books are seldom fiee from incantations, and the magical papyri are leavened with
medical prescriptions (e.g., Znulicrspriic/ie, recto
In tlie selection of drugs the doctrinc-7. 2).
of ])ropcrties undoubtedly played a great part,
thougli the defectiveness of our evidence and the
fact that medicine was in process of becoming an
empirical science tend to conceal this from our
It is no argument against the thesis
observation.
here supported that many of the herbs and drugs
were
actually, and were known to be,
prescribed
wholesome. In the first iilace, magic itself is
not necessarily irrational in its uiethnds, and, in
the second place, even the utility of many wholesome things like onions was based upon essentially
magical conceptions (see above, § 7 (1)). The
exotic and abhorrent nature of many drugs
cannot conceivably be explained except as due
how- else could one acto superstitious reasons
count for the use of the liones of an oxyrhynchusfish (Ebers, 6. 3), or the urine of a male ass that
has begotten another' (Griffith, Pelric Papyri,
London, 1898, pi. 5, 1. 18)? It is significant that
tlie latter medicament occurs in a treatise on
midwifery and kindred topics. One can often
make a shrewd guess at the meaning of a prescription. To cure a complaint called the working
;

'

'

'

'

charms'

of

A

*

(hmt-s') the following is prescribed
large beetle Qprr), whose head and wings have been cut
burnt
and put into fat, and then applied {Ehers,
To be
:

'

off.

S8. 13).

The

point of this must surely be that, the word
being derived from the sexhkhopcr (hpr),
to become,' a mutilated beetle would symbolize
the frustrated aohieveiuent of a jiurpose tlie purpose liere to be frustrated was 'the working of
charms.'
It must not be imagined that there was no
for beetle
'

;

distinction

between a medical prescription and a

The former consisted maiiily, if not
what may be considered as a specialized
development of the manual rite, namely, the

magical

rite.

wholly, of

enumeration of drugs and directions for tlieir use.
diagnosis, which is ushered in by the words
so shalt thou say (dd-hrk), and whicli sometimes

The

'

'

precedes the list of drugs, may owe its origin to
the oral rite of magic just as tlie magician sometimes declares that he knows the name of the
difl'erence is made in the medical papyri
enemy.
between an 'incantation' (sliinct) and a 'remedy'
(pakhret) the latter is, in the main, an enumeraIn the same way the ])hysician
tion of drugs.
(sumi.) was not quite the same thing as the
magician the physician might be a layman, while
the magician was a priest (below, § g).
That even in the 'remedy' (pakhret) magical
ideas were latent may be proved by some additional
evidence. The following is exiilicit enough
Formula for drinJdntj a remedy: Welcome, remedy, wel-

—

A
;

;

:

'

come, which destroyest the trouble in this my heart and in
these my limbs. The magic (hike') of Horus is victorious in the
remedy' (pakhret) {Ebers, 2. 1-2).
also find formulre to be recited in applying
remedies generally (Ebers, 1. 1-11), in using the
medicine-measures [Pap. med. Hearst, 13. 141, in
using animal fat (ib. 14. 4), and so forth. These
formula seem intended to supply the jilace of the
incantations of which most medical prescriptions
have purged themselves ; their reintroduction was

We

a reactionary step.
Where, then, does medicine begin and magic
end ? There is no definite boundary-line. Medicine may be said to begin when incantations arc
no longer used. At that point medicine becomes a
technique, though using means which it does iiotunderstaiid, and which, if it jiauses to give ex1

art.

The writer thus agrees with the \iews of K. Thriimer (in
liiijLTii AKn Gons of Ue.il].\'o [Greek]) agahist F. von
and H. Schneider.

Oetele
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planations, it explains by suiierstiLious reasons.
far as incdicino was practised witliout a sense
of mystery and without niakinf; appeals to faith,
it was a techniouo of ordinary life like any other
but, wherever there was consciousness of its exceptional, occult nature, it might be said to lapse
back into the domain of magic. Egyptian medicine was at its best in diagnosis and in its physiological speculations ; the materia medica, on the

So

;

other

remained

hand,

permanently under the

iniluence of magical conceptions.
Greek alcheniistic treatise
9. The magician.
riuoted by Maspero (PSBA xiii. [1891] 502) exactly
delines the dill'erence between the jdiysician (suiia)
and the practitioner of magic. Tlie former exercises
his craft dTrA /3i(3Mou
.
fi.rixa>''Ku!s,
mechanically
and by book,' while the latter is a piiest [iepevs),
'acting through his own religious feeling' (dia rij!
I'SIas Sfia-iSai/j-oylat ttoiui').
There appears to be no

—A

'

.

.

'

'

common word for 'magician '(.?;«•,

'

charmer,' c.y., in
very rare), and magicians certaiidy
formed no caste of their own. It is in accordance
witli the homogeneity of religion and magic
emphasized above (§ 2) that the priests should
have been the chief repositaries of magical knowEbcrs, 99.

3, is

ledge, and particularly those priests whose function it was to be versed in the sacred writings.
The subjects of many of the books kept in the
library of the temple of Edfu cannot be described

otherwise than as m.agical (see H. Brugsch, Acqyptologie, Leipzig, 1889-90, p. 156; of. Clem. Alex.
specially

'

The lector-priest (f/jrai-Aa J) is
named as empowered to perform cures
'

iS/fom. vi. 268).

{Pap. mcd. Berlin, 8. 10), as having discovered
incantations (Pap. med. London, 8. 12), and as
being endowed with the gift of prophecy (Pap.
and the wonderPetersburg 1116 B, recto 9)
workers at the court of Clieops in the tale were all
chief lectors (see Erman, Mdi-chen des Papi/tns
Westcar, i. 21).
passage in the Ebcrs Papi/ras
(99. 2) singles out the
priests of Sakhmet (w'cb
;

'

'

A

'

Sakhmet) for special mention as skilled members
of the magico-medical profession
this is because
iSakhmet was a baleful goddess who manifested her
wrath in inflicting disease ; her priests were likely to
know best how to cope with her. Priests, doctors,
and sacred scribes alike received the final touches
to their education at colleges called the house of
;

'

know

life' (per- onkli) ; of these we
1 ut little.
A 'chief phi'sician' of the time of Darius describes how lie
was sumraoiicd by Pliaraoh to restore tlie p<^i--'onkh (in Sais)
'
because His MajesI y liuew the value of this {i.e. the medical)
art' (.ZA xxxvii. [18l)yj 74). There was a per-'onkh at Abydo-s,
xxxii.
apparently attaclied to tiie temple (Louure A 9S =
Tlie won! ic-poypajLt^aTct? in tlie bilin^'ual decrees is
[18'J4] 119).
rendered in the demotic as 'scribes of the house of life' (see

ZK

Gritlltb, Rylands Papjin. Manchester, l:)Oi), ]). 81, n. 13, Sioi-irs
'>f the llifih Priests, p. V.i).
Magic could be learnt at the 2>^r-

otikh (ib.

Paj). tnag. Uarrin,

;

6. 10).

On

the whole, we receive the impression that
less importance was attached in Egypt than in
other lands to the personality of the magician ; his
powers might in some cases be due to special gifts,
but, broadly speaking, the belief in magic was a
tribute to knowledge, and not to the supernatural
of certain men.
The instructions appended
to magical incantations usually presuppose that
private individuals could use them for their own

powers

only they observed the right precautions,

profit if

riius the magici.an's pre.sence was not essential,
and his authority lay solely in the fact that he was
the possessor of magical Knowledge the epithet
knower of things' (rakh ikiict) was commonly
Ebers, 1. 9).
applied to him (ISehhfen Stele, 11
This point is well
out in a passage describbrought
ing the all-wisdom of the Pharaoh Amosis
;

'

j

:

Ad unique

whom Sotbis taught, praised of liie goddess
reverence of Thuth is beside him, and he gives
to him knowledu'e of things, 60 that he guides scribes according
to tbe true rule.
Ho is one great of {iU;e' (Setbe, Urkundcn,
'

nf writing

;

king,

10.

Celebrities in magic.

— Egyptian-wi.se,

we

begin with the gods. Thoth was the most'
[lowerful of all magicians in the end this qualification of his gave ri«e to the fame of Hermes
see Griffith, Stories of t lie High
Tri8megistos(i/.u.
The skill of ThOth as a magician
Priests, p. 58).
is associated with his reputation as the inventor
of
hieroglyphs and the sciences of astronomy and
mathematics in the myth of Osiris he played the
part of physician of the eye of Horus' (Pap. med.
Hearst, 14. 6). Isis enjoyed great fame as a sorceress, mainly on account of the charms which she
devised to protect her infant son Ilorus (P ap.
Turin, 31-1-77. 6; Ebcrs, 1. \2 and passim). Horns
himself was not devoid of magical ability, though
it was mainly in his skill in warding oil' attacKs
that this was displayed the Horus of Letupolis is
described as the chief physician in the house of
IJe
(Pap. Tnrin, 124. 5). The eye of the sun-god,
which was subsequently called the eye of Horus
and identilied with the Urceus-snake on tlie forehead of He and of the Pharaohs, the earthly representatives of Re', finally becoming synonymous
with the crown of Lower Egypt, was a mighty
she is often
goddess, Uto or IJuto by name
she who is great of
referred to as Weret-hike
magic' (Sethe, Untersuchungcn zur Gcsrh. und
will

;

;

;

'

;

'

'

;

'

,

Altertumskunde /Egyptcns, v. [Leipzig, 1912] 128).
According to Manetho, King Athothis of the 1st
dyn. practised medicine and composed anatomical
books.
Under King Zoser of the llird dyn. lived
the wise Tmhotep, whose skill as a doctor led to his
like
identification by the Greeks with Asclepius
Amenhotpe, son of Hepu, a famous man of the
;

reign of

was

Amenophis

in late times

III. (XVIIIth dyn.), Indiotep
worshipped as a god (see art.

Heroes and Hero-Gods [Egyptian], II. 2). The
prince Hardedef, a son of Cheops, was similarly
noted for his deep learning and wise utterances
he was the reputed discoverer of various books of
;

incorporated in the Book of the Dead (sea
Erman, Mdrchen des Papyrus Wcsti-ar, i. 18).
Another royal prince, who was high priest of
Ptah, became the hero of many tales in which he
appears as a great magician this was Khamwese,
one of the innumerable progeny of Ramesses II.
(see Griffith, Stories of the High Priests, p. 2f.).
In the later Greek and patristic literature reference
h'lkc'

;

made to various Egyptian magicians of note,
Sochos, Psenosiris, ami, above all, Nectanebo, the
last native Pharaoh, who plays an important part
in the legend of Alexander the Great.
11.
The nature of Egyptian magic. — The
is

iii.'igical

rite,

was by no means

as dcscribeil in ^ 7,

wholly irrational in

its

methods

;

indeed, granting

of gods and
demons, the theory of possession, the principles
of sympathy, and the doctrine of properties, its
its

premisses,

manner

namely the existence

of setting to

work was perfectly

logical

and businesslike. Here, at first sight, we arc face
the essence of hike' we
to fai^e with a paradox
;

stated to reside in its ojiposition to the mechanism
of ordinary action (§ I), yet now the methods of
magic are declared to be simple and straightforward. The fact is that no explanation of the
magical rite is aflorded by the consideration of its
or collectively ; its explanajiarts either severally
tion can be sought only in the concept of /i7/,:c', which
is a thing apart from, and, as it were,
superiniiiosed
upon, the methods anil premisses of the magical
rite, a sort of pervading vital iirincijile making
Witliout the concept of hike' the
this what it is.'
magical rite would doubtless have .seemed to the
l-'gyptians no more than what (o us it appears
to be,

a puerile, tlmugh not wholly meaningless,

tlic-

'

IV. (t,cipjlg, 1(1061

19

1.).

I
'

I''or

the proof of this assertion see

Esqiiisse (f'une thi^orie gi^ni^rale
(IBo: -UJJ, esp, pp. «7-l(W.

II.

de

la

Ihilieit

and M. Mauss,
ASoc vii.

magic,' in
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combination of words and pantomime. There was
perhaps once a period wlien even the most gifted
were utterly ignorant of tlie limitations of their
own power and tliat of the world outside they saw
forces which tliey treated personally in all kinds
of external phenomena, and the law of sympathy
seemed to them very good logic indeed. In this
hypothetical period magic and science were undifferentiated. Later on, a distinction became gradually
discernible between the simple techniques of ordinary life and the less successful or, at least, less
trustworthy means by which men sought to achieve

principles, is more primitive and, for that very
reason, more cosmojiolitan, more literally devoid
of distinguishable national traits, than magic.
Anything which might be considered indigenous
is usually secondary as well
as comparatively
unimportant, and, in any case, can rarely be
identified with certainty.
This is especially true
of the two great nations of classical antiquity.
Here, as elsewhere, magic was believed and practised by the common man, and even the literary
record of magic theory and practice begins with
Homer and continues with increasing volume and
particularity until the latest times.
But, rich as
they are, the records of classical magic are too
incomplete and the possibility of filling the lacunoe
is too remote to warr.ant us in
hoping tliat a search
for the indigenous would meet with any success.
shall therefore omit all reference to this aspect
of our subject.
For this reason, too, as well as on
account of the intimate cultural relations between
Greece and Kome, it seems best to deal with the
two nations as one.

;

difficult aims, and the notion of hike', or
magical power, was precipitated. Hike' gathered
round itself just those less matter-of-fact preconceptions which were found unserviceable in ordinary life, and these became its methods. Now,
the simple techniques are always able to detect,
amid the complex environment in which acts are
necessarily performed, the actual determining factor in their results not so hike, which i« therefore
apt to regard the whole complex environment as
This
essential to the achievement of its purposes.
is the reason for the meticulous attention that
h'tke' pays to detail, the set form of words to be
recited, the restrictions as to time and place, the

more

We

;

I. Magic and religion.— From more than one
point of view the civilization of classical antiquity
is still quite justihed in
challenging comparison
with that of any other period in history. No
civilization has siiown such remarkable ability to
observe, reflect, organize, and create in so many
great departments of human thought and action.
And yet among all the higher civilizations of the
world there is none in which magic of all things
the most relentlessly and essentially primitive

purity of the officiant, etc. The more restricted
the domain of hike' became and the less successful
it was, the greater the necessity which it felt of
insisting on its own inherent efficaciousness, and
of diverting attention from its methods hence its
love of secrecy, and its use of mystic, incomprehensible jargon to enhance the impression of
In this context
the wisdom lying behind it.
mention must be made of two more ways in
which it was sought to obtain credit for hike.'
namely the appeal to antiquity and the appeal to

—

;

—had

such an abiding influence, none in which
men had such a perennial interest in the subject,
none in which the progress of magic from the lore
of the farmer to the lucubrations/ of the philosopher is more clearly marked and more profusely
'

,

illustrated.

authority.
Such and such a

rite waa found at nightfall in the forecourt
of the temple of Coptos as a secret of this goddess (Isis) by a
lector of that fane the earth was in darkness, but the moon
shone upon this book, illuminating; it on every side. It was
brought as a wonder to King Cheops' (Prtp. med. London,
8. 11-13).
'

The paradox, however,

A

said to have been
invented by Geb on his own
while others were devised by
(-Piip. vied. Hearst, 5. 11)
or Isis on behalf of Re' {ib, 5. 13, 15).

One was

'

behalf

;

A

of

more reputable way of appraising the value
a magical rite was by appealing to the test of

ate clearly between magic and their religion on
the basis of this or of any other criterion which,

;

when

seriously applied, would have left their
religion unimpaired, and at the same time would
have transformed their once redoubtable magic
into an interesting but hai'mless fossil.
Their
only course was to cling to the ancient distinction
of official recognition.
Accordiiv^' to this distinction, 'Ireligion is prescribed, official,

an organized cult. Jlagic is prohibited, secret at most it ia
permitted, without being prescribed* (N. W. Thomas, EBr^i
xvii. 305, summarizing H. Hubert).
Magic cannot be distinguished from religion by
the doctrine of sympathy, or by any supposed
necessarj- sequence of cause and effect, or even by
;

—

Literature. This has been indicated in the body of the
Of general treatises may be named E. A. W. Budge,
Egyptian Magic-, London, 1901 A. Erman, Xg tit ische jRe-

article.

ii

;

ligion^, Berlin, 1909, oh. vii.

;

maleficent character.
Religion, then, is the
orthodox, magic is heterodox, it being understood,
of course, that for the Greeks and Romans the
criterion of orthodoxy was the official recognition
of their own State.
The god must be officially
recognized by the State, and his ceremonial must
be the one prescribed by the official experts of the
its

A. Moret, La Magie dans I'Egypte

ancicnne (Bibliotheque de vulgansation du Miis^e Guimet, xx.),
A. Wiedemann, Magie und Zauberei im alien
Paris, 1907
igyplen (Dcr alte Orient, vol. vi., pt. iv.), Leipzig, 1805.
;

^^
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Alan H. Gaedinee.'
and Roman). I. Introduc-

—

tory. It is practically impossible to extract
anything from the great mass of magic theory
and practice as certainly the particular contribution of any given people.
There is no system of
human thought which, in its unchanging essential
*
Legal oaths are, of course, a fairly effectual way of
guaranteeing truthfulness but less because the implied curse
ia feared than because
perjury is a criminal offence.

Owing

—

it is often claimed for a particular
experience
spell that it has been .successful on many occasions
Where the claim has proved
(see above, § 8).
justifiable, or where it has seemed sufficiently so
for the rite to pass into general use, the more
mysterious elements rapidly disappear, and the
rite becomes an ordinary technique ; so in the case
of medicine and, it may be here added, of legal
oaths.'
Nothing can lietter illuminate the nature
of hike' than the alterations which it undergoes in
the course of its transformation into some ordinary

technique.

only apparent.

both nations always remained amazingly primitive, so primitive that it was always impossible
to distinguish it from magic on the basis of any
essential details of ceremonial or of the generalizations from which they were derived.
Even the
doctrine of incantation, with all the conclusions
for which it is ultimately responsible, was never
distinctive of the one as opposed to the other.
It
is obvious, therefore, that the Greeks and Romans
were always in the position of their primitive
ancestors they were utterly unable to clifierenti-

The papyrus from which this quotation comes was
written in the time of Amenophis HI., more than
a thousand years after the reign of Cheops.
mythical origin is assigned to other spells.

is

to its exaggerated conservatism, the religion of

;

Nut
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Other gods, and therefore their ceremonials, are heterodox. Even orthodox gods must
be approached only by prescribed ceremonials.
This Gra?co-Roman retention of the primitive

State.

;

i

distinction between magie and religion is our only
guide in establishing meaning and coherence in
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array of |/heiioiiiona with which
Kor instannc, it will be seen at
once that the only effect of this criterion, so far as
magic itself is concerned, is, so to speak, to dehne
It does not necessarily destroy
its social position.
or even impair the belief in the reality and power
of magic as such ; on the contrary, from the very
natnre of the distinction, it takes them both for
Hence the persistence of magic in a
granted.
civilization otherwise so advanced as was that of
tiio

we

bewiKlniiii.u
havi- tu i1(mI.

classical antii[uity.

We must assume this test of orthodoxy, e.ff., in
the case of f'ato's cure for a sprained hip (rfc Ar/r.
but
160).
Hj' any other test it is patently ma;;ic
Cato did not consider it magic, or lie would not
have recommended it. It was orthodox, i.e., it Mas
Roman, it had an immemorial tradition in the
Uoman countrj-side at the most, it had become
secularized.
By the same test the old Uoman
ritual for calling out and appropriating the gods
of a coi\r|uered city (Macrob. iii. ix. 7) is religion,
and the operation known as 'calling down the
moon is magic. Again, the same criterion is
responsible for the well-known method of raising
the heterodox to the orthodox by official reingThis device of naturalizing foreign cults
nition.
ami thereby embracing within the sphere of their
inHuence heaven and hell as well as humanity, is
several times illustrated in the religious history of
the Komans.'
All foreign religions, therefore, were classified as
;

;

'

magic. The foreign cult, as such, was occasionally
despised, but quite as often it was thought to be
full of terrible possibilities in the way of mysterious knowledge.
This was especially the case
if its possessors were an older nation or a nation
far away in space or time.
Despite their native
good sense, the Greeks were much impressed by
the pretentious wisdom of the East, as after them

were the Romans by the complicated mummeries
of the Etruscans.
Nations living far away, particularly those « ho live at or near the place where
the sun rises from the under world in the morning
or goes

down

into

it

at night, are notable for their

knowledge of magic. Under such circumstances
as these whole nations may be endowed by nature
with ma.i;"ic power, especially for some given thing.
Remoteness in time is, if anything, a more power-

than remoteness in space. When a faith
has been superseded, it thereby becomes magic.
In Italy the term la vccchia religione is known to
be used as a synonym for magic' So the elder
and alien race is apt to bo looked vipon, especially
by those who superseded it in the s.ame country,
as a race of formidabl'j magicians— so formidable,
in fact, and, by reason of their antiquity, so much
ne.arer the days of the gods, that they tlicmselves
are sometimes believed to have been of supernatural origin. But they are still heterodox, they
belong to the old order of things, they are more or
less allied to the Lords of Misrule.
One of the most characteristic features of magic
ful factor

'

a direct result of this persistent association of
the heterodox and the foreign.
From the ver}'
first, there is no m.agician like the one from foreign
IG'2 and often), no magic like the
parts (Theocr. ii.
imported brand. Helen's nepenthe (Hom. Od. iv.
219), as the poet is careful to tell us, was Egyptian'; the very word 'magic' suggests the inlluence of Persia and to the end of the Empire the
native practitioner had no vogue as compared with
that of his rival who was, or pretended to be, from
Egypt, Chaldtea, Colchis, India, or any other place
but Rome.
It is true, of cour.se, that
magic is prohibited,
secret; at the most, not jirescribed.' But, so far
as classical antiquity is concerned, these distincis

'

:

'

1

E.

Schmuit,

'

Kultulieitragunjcii,' in

RVVy'm.

2 [1909].

and Roman)

tions secMi to be secondary and derivative.

Magic
was proliiliilcd because it was heterodox.
The
Romans, in particular, disliked secret rites of any
.sort, above all, foreign rites with ini/aln-id, like
those (! reek cults so much ;itb'(l,ed by the (heeks
the (Jreeks (djjcrtcd to the secrecy
have been because magic
itself was heterodox.
So far, then, as secrecy was
felt to characterize magic as opposed to religion,
the ultimate source of the distinction in Greece as
well as in Rome was the criteritm of orthodoxy.
To the same criterion is due the fact that, as a
rule, men turned to magic for the things which
they could not or would not ask of religion. Nor,l
of course, was magi(^ necessarily maleficent ; oni
the contrary, it might l)e distinctly otherwise. Sol
long as orthodoxy was the test, magic was magicjl
whether it h.Tppencd to be white or black and
this, of course, exidains why the Roman law never
made any attcmpl to distinguish between the two.
2. Magic and legislation.
The general reputation of
at all times was due to the same
nia^'ic
themselves.

If

of magic, it could only

—

—

was always illi<it, it was always
always had a bad name. And when
the law stepped in as it did at an early date in
both Greece and Rome the orthodox and the
the ilh'gal, became
legal, the hetcrodo.x and
synonymous terms.
Magic was then criminal,
and punished accordingly. The history of magic
before the law began at an early jieriod, but, so
far, at least, as Greece is concerned, our records
criterion

;

distrusted,

it
it

—

—

are too incomplete to give a very satisfactory idea
of the question.
In Greece, however, as in Rome,
it concerned itself most seriously with the matter
of strange religions
a burning question as soon
as communication with the outside world became
more intimate and extensive ; still more in Rome
when, owing to rapid expansion after the Second

—

Punic War, alien beliefs and rit\ials came pouring
from every side. From the Decemviri to Theodosius and beyond, the Roman la^s against magic
were affirmed and reathrmed, the domain of magic
was at once particularized and extended, new laws
were frequently passed, ami the jurispnidence of
in

the subject grew steadily in volume and importAnd, so far as the legal aspect of magic
is concerned, it may be emphasized anew that,
whether in Greece or in Rome, the ultimate

ance.

foundation and guide of procedure was always
It is clear, for
the old criterion of orthodoxj^.
instance, that the characteristic tendency of the
law to extend its scojie was both suggested and

guided by this criterion. It was particularly useful whenever the law felt obliged to take cognizance of some system of activity more or less
mental that was 'good in jiarts'
such, e.fj., as
divination {q.v.), which stands on the border line
between magic and religion, or alchemy (q.v.),
which hovers in like manner between magic and
science, or, again, certain types of mysticism
an amalgam of
(q.v.), which were more or less
magic and logical thinking. In every case what
was to be considered legal and what illegal was
determined by official recognition. Above all, the
inclusion of foreign rites and religions within the
legal concept of magic was an obvious and entirely
Not
logical dciluction from the test of orthodoxy.
only .so, but by the same test it was equally obvious
that precisely those foreign rites were the most

—

serious question in m.agic.
How, e.g., shall we
define the legal status of the native religions of
The final solution was again
the provinces?

The Emperor was the civil and
entirely logical.
He was
religious rei)rescntative of the State.
therefore entitled to investigate them and to make
But this
such use of them as soeme<l luopev.
privilege was his a!un". and only by virtue of bis
In the hands of private individuals it was
ullice.

MAGIC
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considered dangerous, and no doubt it was largely
for this reason that magic- was so rigorously proscribed and its illegality s« sedulously kept alive.'
The recorded history of Roman legislation on
the subject of foreign rites begins with the cause
cdibre of its typo, the Senatus consultum de
Bacchanalibtis in 186 B.C. (Livy, x.xxix. 8-19),^ in
connexion witli which it was ordered that all
books of divination and magic should be de-

The history of Roman legislation on
stroyed.
the subject of magic, whether directed against
specific practices or against the art as a whole,
begins with the Decemviri (Leges XII. Tab.
viii. 8a).'
Notable in later days was the LexCornelia de Sicariis et Vencjicis in 82 n.C.^ Dio
Cassius (xlix. 43) tells us that in 32 B.C. the triumvirs, Octavius, Antony, and Lcpiilns, banished
the magicians and astrologi, and refers (lii. 36) to a
speech by M;eeenas against foreign religions and
In A.n.
secret societies for purposes of magic.
16 Tiberius banished the magicians and matlicmaiici, and in the same reign L. I'ituanius was
thrown from the Tarpeian Itock and P. Mareius
was executed more prisco outside the Porta
'

'

(Tac.

Esquilina

Ann.

ii.

32),

and

Mamercns

Scaurus committed suicide to escape a suit
for magic ((6. vi. 29). Under Nero, Servilia,
the young daughter of Soranus, was accused of
selling part of her dowry to procure the means to
save her father's life by magic rites (ib. xvi. 31).
The prescriptions of Tiberius were renewed bjClaudius (ib. xii. 52) and Vitellius (Suet. Vitell.
14), and the end of official paganism was marked
by the laws of Diocletian against the malefei,
Manicluci, and mathematici (Coll. XV. iii. 1
[Buschke]). Sometimes the law prescribed special
and severe punishments, and how far the law
itself had extended by the 3rd cent. a.d. may
be seen from the Sentcntice of lulius PauUus' on
the Lex Cornelia de Sicariis

;

neminem habere

et penes quoscumque
reperti sint, bonis ademptis anibustis his publice honestiores
Non
in insulam deportantur, humiliores capite puniuntur.
tantum huius arLis professio, sed etiara scientia prohibita est.'
See also the Cot?. Theodos. ix. 16, xvi. lu ; Cod. lu^tin. ix. 18.

apud

se

licet

;

Doubtless the object of the law was or, at least,
ought to have been merely to punish the abuse
of magic (Plato, Lcgq. 933 D), but it went much
further than that. All the old laws were revived
and reinforced by new legislation as soon as, under
Constantine, Christianity succeeded paganism as
the official religion of the Empire. Of course, the
moment the change was effected Christianity became the plaintifl' and paganism the defendant in
It was
the ancient process of Religion v. Magic.
Christianity now that was responsible for the welfare of the State in this world.
But, among other
things, Christianity differed essentially from paganism in the fact that it liad also a keen interest in the
welfare of every member of the State in the world
to come. Between the two, the new representative
of orthodoxy in the hands of those who do not
understand or ajipreciate its message and meaning,
the most intolerant of all religions thought tit to
1 T.
Mommsen, Relit;ionsfrevel nach romischen Recht,' in H.
von Sybels Hist. Zeitschr. Ixiv. (1S901 389-429, reprinted in

—

—

'

(jeaammelle Schriften, Berlin, 1905 ff.. iii. 3S9-4'2-2.
2 C. G.
BruDs, Pontes lum roinani antiqui^^ Freibui-g, 1S93,
p. 160.
S Ib.
p. 30.
5 Collected

its

predecessor with a zeal worthy
a rigour that amounted to

of a better cause and

persecution.'
The practice of the courts naturally

went hand
hand with the law and was regulated by it.
The charge of magic in one form or another was
always a cause of action. It was perhaps most
common in cases in which our plea is undue influence.'
In Greek testamentary law, e.g., this plea
was specified either as viri> <}>apiidKuv or as -fwaiKl

in

'

'

drags,' in the ancient sense of the
word, or 'persuaded by one's wife').
The best known case of this kind is the one brought against
TTddSficvoi (i.e.,

Apuleius, the famous rhetor and author of the 2nd cent, a.d.,
by the relati\es of the impressionable old widow, Pudentiila,
whom he bad just married. The cii.irge was that he had won
her affections by magic, and specified practices were alleged.'Tiie Ic:.;al basis of the action was perhaps ultimately the J.cx
Coitwliii de Sicariis et Venejfi-i.^ passed by Sulla in 82 B.C. The
defendant conducted bis own case and won it by a speech, the
de Magia, which still survives and is a valuable contribution to
our knowledge of magic in that period. It must be said, ho-n-cver, that for the most part the great rhetor does not touch
upon the real point at issue.

Considering the comparative frequency of such
litigation in everyday life, we, can understand with
what interest the Athenian audience listened to
the famous scene in the Androiimche of Euripides
in which she is charged by Hermione, the wife of
Neoptolemus, with winning his attections by the
use of philtres. Her dignified and stinging reply,
Not of my philtres thy lord hateth thee,
But that thy nature is no mate for his.
That is the "love-charm woman, 'tis not beauty
That witcheth bridegrooms, nay, but nobleness
tr. A. S. Vray, Tragedies, London, 1894-98),
(205 £f.
'

:

'

;

doubtless the poet's own protest against the folly
of such a charge.
But, if one may judge from
cases still occasionally reported in the daily press,
it is a charge which, old as it is, will never cease
to be preferred in one funu or another.
All the words for
3. Derivation and definition.
'
magic in Greek and Latin record some real or
supposed fact in the history of the subject or el.se
indicate that some particular manifestation of it
was sufliciently prominent to stand for the whole.
is

—

'

:

'Qui abortionis aut nmatoriuni poculum dant. etsi id dolo
non faciant, tanien mali exempli res est, humiliores in metallum,
honestiores in insulam amissa parte bononini velo^^antur quod
si ex hoc mulier aut homo perierit, sunimo supiilicio adticiuntur.
Qui sacra iuipia nocturnave ut quern obcantaient, defi^erent,
obli^arent, feoerint faciendave curaverint, aut cruci suffi^untur
aut bestiis obiiciuntur. Qui hominem immolaverint eK\'e eius
sanguine litaverint, fanum templumve pollueriat bestiis obiiciuntur, vel si lionestiores sint oapite puninutur. Magic® artis
conscios summo supplicio adtici placuit, id est, bestiis obiici aut
cruci suffigi. Ipsi aut^m magi vivi exuruntur. Libros magica:
artis

proceed against
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—

— dirb

Ttiiv yowl' Kal Tiiv Bp-iii'tiiv ttav Iv TO(S rdt^ois yivoiJ.4i'utv
specifically a necromancer in the original sense of that
i.e., like the Witch of Eodor, he called up the dead
(ceicvo/iajTtta) a thing which in all ages has been one of the
most important specialties of the magic art. It is true that the
derivation just quoted is on the face of it equally descriptive of

was

word,

—

3
professional mourners, and, as Hubert observes, the two occupations are not incompatible. The -yo^TTTs may very well have
been both. But, as we shall see below, the old etymologist is
not thinking of mourners ; he is gi\ ing a very good description
of a special and particular type of magic with which he himself
was doubtless quite famihar. The voijttj? was, no doubt, much
feared by the population in general, but he was also more or
less a roadside charlatan, and in other respects the associations
with a person of his type were such that of the three ordinary
names of magic,' -yoirreta appears always to have been the most
distinctly pejorative. The prominence of <^a/>^a«£ta in this connexion is due to the primitive idea that the action of any drug
'

—

— using that word in its most extended application ia
due to magic pow er. In its original sense 4>aptj.aK£ia means the
science which deals with the m.agic properties of plants and
simples. Hence the tf)apfiaK6s in all countries the primitive
ancestor of the doctor, the apothecary, and the toxicologist
(amateur or professional) was the magician whose specialty
was this particular branch of the subject, and the tiiapiiaKov,
As
i.e. the 'drug' which he prepared, was a magic charm.

(tfidp/iaxov)

—

—

such, the efficacy of the tttaptiaKov is enhanced, if not actually
conditioned, by the incantation which generally is associated
In most cases, too, it must
with some stage of its history.
be discovered, prepared, or given under certain conditions or
Of course, its effect may be helpful or
in a certain way.
harmful according to the intentions of the giver. Hence the
'
secondary use of the word in the sense of either a poison or
a remedy.' Homer himself generally distinguishes by the use
The origin and use of ^avcut
of an adjective (Od. iv. 230).
(Lat. magia), from which, through the substantivized adjective
our own word is derived, are an
(Te'xto) liaytKTJ, ars magica),
'

'

1

i Ib.
p. 93.

by P. E. Huschke, Corpus iurisprvdentue anteiush'nioJUBS, Leipzig, 1908-11, v. xxiii. 14 ff., vol. ii. p. 119 1.

'

The ordinary Greek words for magic are iiayeia, yorjTeia,
and tftapixaKeia. The last two are old and popular. The yoTjTTjs,
according to the derivation offered by tlie Greeks theniselves

Maury, La Magie

et Vastrolcnie, p. lOGff.

- .\. Abt, ' Die
Apologie des .Vpuleius von Madaura
anlikc Zauberci," in n I'V iv. 2 [liJOSJ pp. 75-S44.
^ In
Daremberg-SagUo, s.v. 'Magia,' p. 1499.

nnd

die
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Roman attitude
excelloi.t illiwtratinn of the Greek nnd
made. In its
an alien t^iitli to which allusion has already hcen
"«••>"'
sense
Moy""
oriKinal and rcstricte<i
"°'^',"K.T''foi
f!"
I.
A).
(so. cj., I'lilo, Atnb.
the religion of the Persian
which was imported to Greece
It is well known that this faith,
of the great religions of
by the Ma-i(o.i;.). '"kes rank as one
towards

1-

Map

But it was imported, and had no official standint'
the world
these
even though inipres«i\ c, il was unauthorized. Between
became a general term for niatfic as early, at
uavtia
two tacts
we see from Theophraslus, llist.
least, as the 4tli cent. B.C., as
is
Plant ix. 17, and, perhaps, Aristotle, frag. 361 (though this
lAert. prwm. vi. 8), and
only an indirect quotation by Kiog.
and
of
its
traces
pretenno
spocilic
thereafter retained
apparent
of the three
tious origin.
Maytio is perhaps the most colourless
words yorn-eia, except when it returns to its original and disin general
<(>ap)iatinctive use, is a pejorative t«mi for magic
;

'

'

•

;

of
aia. when used genericalh-, is possibly fuller than the others
there seems to
vague and drcadlul associations but otherwise
current
in
them
between
speech.
difference
have been no great
for Poi-phyrms
Hesvchius, e.g., defines -yoijre.a by itaytia, and
and n'h.atthe general term for magic is yoitT'ia (pejorative)
ever may be detached from it is religion. Tlie Mystics («.,i;.,
;

'

'

the

Porphyr. (i« Abaliiu7itia, ii. 40) difTerenti.ated theoretically and
use of these words thev distinguish between good magic
;

bad magic and enter into

all

sorts of subtle speculations regarilthrough whose airl the good or the

ing the hierarchy of demons
bad magic, as the case may be, is able to accoiiiiilisb its purpose.
of philosophers undertook to draw a
distinction between y<,rrr>ia and the particularly pretentious
is too
llimrnia of later davs. But Augustine (Je Cu\ Dfi.x. 9)
clear-headed Roman not to see the essential
much of a

The Mexandrian school

practical,
weakness of the entire theory. The worship of God, he says,
incantaa matter of 'simplici flde atque fiducia pietatis, non

is

carmimbus nefari;B curiositatis arte compositis,
magian vel detest-abiliori nomine goetian vel hone^ravocant, qui quasi conantur ista decemere et lUi-

tionibus et

quam

vel

biliori theurgian
citis artibus deditos alios

damnabiles, quos et maleflcos vulgus
alios auteiu
appellat (hos enim ad goetian pertinere dicunt),
sint
laudabiles videri volunt, quibus theurgian deputant ; cum
obstncti sub nomimbus
dsmonum
fallacibus
ritibus
utrique
therefore
is
orthodox
;
ant'elorum.' In otherwords, Christianity
howalfelse is heterodox, i.e. magic. And, whatever we call it,
ever we disgiiise it, magic is— magic. This, of course, is nothing
more or less than out familiar old criterion of orthodoxy,
instead
unimpaired and unaltered by the fact that Christianity
of
of paganism happens to be the official and legal standard
tlie 1st
after
at
least,
comparison. For the Romans themselves—
cent. A.D.— the difference between the maleficus, the Mnejmts,
the saga, and the inagua was only difference of degree.^
is that magic began
Pliny's opinion (HN xxx. 2)
with medicine, and that the cliief causes of further
and astrogrowth were the admixture of religion
intent to deceive.
logy {ars mathematica)—a.\\ \vith
In the same way magic is extended to alchemy and
divination (Tert. de Idol. 9, de Cidtu Fern. If.,

Hubert rightly observes' that, in spite of
the fact that the Chaldaii and the plain inagicians
are in the same class, a sharp distinction should
be made between astrology and magic. The business of astrology is to foretell the very things
which it is the busine.is of magic to prevent or,
at least, to modify.
If, therefore, magic enters
into astrology, it is for that purpose {Pap. Paris,
how2891, 2901, 2910). Hubert does acknowledge,
in consulting
ever, that the astrologer's ceremonial
the stars derives no small part of its efficacy from
the fact that it has so muili in common with the

etc.).

We

incantations of magic.
might, perhaps, add
that the whole science of astrology is based upon
a type of reasoning so primitive, so nearly akin
to that upon which magic itself is based, that
one might be excused for failing to see sometimes
There
where magic begins and astrology ends.
was at least one large and especially popular class
of astrologers about whom there could be no
doubt: the so-called 'laTponae-rniariKol, or astrolog'

'

ical quacks, whose entire practice was founded
on speculations regarding the mystic properties
and powers of mere numbers. The Roman legislatur.s were quite justilied in believing that, if
there was any distinction between Ihi.s theory and
the theory of magic incantation, it was a distinction without a dilt'erence.
It is also nuite true, as Hubert insists, that
science.
alchemy should be reckoned per se as a
We might add, however, that alchemy never had
•

ed. V. Rose, Leipzig, 1886.

ST. Mominsen, Jium. Stra/recht, Leipzig, 1899,
3 Op. cit. p. H95.

p.

0399.

Not until it
.fC.
clicmistiy was it able to
escape friun its old associations with magic (see

a chance to be reckoned per

assumed the (dins

of

Alchemy).

It has already been noted tliiit divination, even
by the old criterion of official sanction, occupies
a more or less indeterminate position between
magic and religion. Indeed, /jiat'Tila and magic
are^so tlioroughly commingled that even in antique
a synonym for
parlance the one is often merely
the other.' In others a fairly sharp distinction is
Nthyomantia, for
supplied by official sanction.

was religious if used in a family cult,
was presumed that a man has the right to

instance,
i.e., it

a someup his own ancestors if he pleases. By
wh.at similar presumption it was also sanctioned
Under .any other cirin the cult of the heroes.=

call

cumstances it is not only magic, but one of the
most formidable and characteristic operations of
in another
magic. Tlie same distinction holds good
of divination,
very important and extensive branch
one in which every one was interested and which
the schools of philosophy, especially the Stoics,
the
investigated and discussed at great length—
dreams
source, valuation, and interpretation of
see BREAMS AKD Slekp, vol. V. p.
(6veipoKf>i<Tia
30 f., ami cf. Artemidorus, Onirorritka, a curious
treatise of the 2nd cent. A.D. which still survives).
The method officially sanctioned for securing true

all

;

and prophetic dreams (oveipoiroixvia, ofeipairrijla)
was incubatio, but the magic papyri (esp. the Pap.
are ftill of
Luf/d. Batav., Leyden, 1843-8.5, v., vi.)
and charms for obtaining
dfelpaiTTiTiKi, forniulaj
such dreams. Hubert would also imhide within
the spliere of magic such practices as divination per
sortes with verses of Homer, Vergil, or the ScripSO [261 F]) and,_ in
tures, (papiiaKoiiavrda (Athen. vi.
for purposes of divination
general, any ceremonial
which implies the use of magic rites in our sense
of the word.
By that criterion, of course, we
with Hubert that divination in
should

agree
cults

private

was strongly

tingeil

with magic.

The same was

true even of official divination,
oracles were revived
although this was when the
In
in the 2nd cent, and was for historical rea-sons.
all these cases, however, magic was dtstinguished
from religion by the usual criterion of official
sanction.

,,

.,

.

,

of
II. Mythological period.— VnUi the age
Pericles the history of our subject is largely confined to what Hubert calls the 'mythology' of
due to the fact that our
This is

partly

magic.

so fragmentary and that what survives
to be concerned with
belongs to types less likely
such a subject. But it is fairly certain that not
far from the time of Pericles magic itself rapidly
assumed greater importance in the everyday life of
the nation. Bv that time the average man's faith

record

is

the old gods was rapidly diminishing; and
the factors contributing to the growth and
ideas in any people
spread of magic and kimlred
of orthodox belief is by no means the
the
in

among

decay

last to be considered.

The magicians.— Among mythical

magicians,
Telchines (or Telchina;), the Uactyli, the
Curetes— and in ccmnexion with the Curetes the
I.

the

Corybantes

(see

Kouketf.s anu Korybantes)—

hold a position which amply illustrates the fundamental ideas about magic already mentioned.
The first three were reckoned the primitive preHellenic inliabittints of Greek lands— the TelDiod. Sic. v.
chines, of Khodes (Strabo, i>. 472;
with the others, there is a
55, though here, as
names and places of
tendency to confusion in
the Dactyli, of Cretan or Phrygian Ida
origin)
Rhod. i. 1129); and the
(Strabo, p. 355; Apoll.
;

O

A. liObeck,
> lb. p. 238 L.
1

;

Aglaophamus. Kiinigsbcrg, 1829, p.
Deubner, De Inmbatione, Leipzig,

032.
19(K), p. 8.
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Cnretes, of Acarnania.' As such, they were all
regarded as ser\aiits of the gods and, indeed, as
themselves more or less divine and, in some cases,
they actually had a cult.^ Even the Telchines, a
synonym of spitefulness in the folklore of Greece,
were in their time foimders of cults (Diod. Sic.
But they all belong
v. 55
cf. Pans. ix. xix. 5).
to the old order, they are all heterodox, they
are all classed as 7o^rfis (Nonn. xiv. 36 f.
Strabo,
Indeed, the Telchines are inimical to
p. 601).'
the gods and spiteful towards men. They use
the water of the Styx in their charms (Nonnus,
Dionys. xiv. 36)
they are malignant sorcerers,
who wither the plants, ruin the crops, and make
barren the domestic animals.
Most notable is the position of these clans in the
As the Cyclopes were the
histoiy of the arts.
servants of Hepha?stus, .so these semi-divine corporations of smiths were the first workers in iron
and copper, gold and silver in fact, the}' were the
inventors of metallurgy. Hence the Telchines in
*
particular are aptly compared by W. Pape to the
These clans of
Kobolclc of Germanic mythology.
demoniac master magicians know all the secrets of
nature. The Dactyli were masters of music and
of the healing art.
They taught Orpheus (Diod.
Sic.
V.
64) and, long afterwards, Pythagoras.
Paionius, lasius, Akesidas, the three great physicians of the epic, are all Dactyli.
Later, they
were regarded as inventors of the famous Ephesia
Strom,
i.
15
Gramnmta (Clem. Alex.
[PG viii. 781]).
The Centaurs Cliiron and Nessus are also masters
The gift of prophecy, though
of the healing art.
naturally common to all by reason of their magic
powers, is especially associated with the Curetes.
Among all nations the most notable symptom of
the power to prophesy is an ecstatic state of raiutl.
The assumed origin and pattern of the Corybantie
worship, tlie best known and most widely spread
cult of this nature among the Greeks and Romans,
was the wild noise and clatter of the armed dance
of the Curetes around the baby Zeus really a
primitive spell, an iwoTpoiraXov, to keep the child
;

;

;

;

;

—

from harm

(see

Kourete.s and Korybante.s).

individual magicians of Greek mythology are Prometheus (Apoll. Rhod. iii. 845 Val.

The great

;

Flac.

vii.

.w.

356),

Agamedes,' Melampus (ApoUod.

CEnoue

II. ii. 2),

(ib.

or

III.

xii.

6),

Pasiphae

[ib.

Perimede

HI.

(Roscher, s.vv.
Theocr. ii. 16 and schol.), Circe (Roscher, ii. 1193),
and Medea (ib. s.v.). The special, though not the
1),

Agamede

exclusive, interest of all

;

is (ftapnaKcia.

Prometheus,

the wise and kindly Titan, belongs to the old regime.
Melampus comes from Thessaly, the distant land
All the rest (except OKnone, and
of magicians.
even she is a water-nymph) are in some way connected with the sun or which amounts to the
same thing with the sea or the moon. Agamedes
The rest are deis the grandson of Poseidon.
scendants of Helios. Agamede is also the beloved
of Poseidon.
The greatest of all are Circe and
Medea both of the seed of Helios and Poseidon,
both from Colchis, the distant land where the sungod himself rises at dawn from the ocean stream.
Circe.
In the Homeric account
the most

—

—

—

—

—

marvellously correct and sympathetic portrayal in
all literature of her curious, abnormal, not quite
human type Circe dwells far away in the mystic
and trackless seas. Cruel, but no more consciously
cruel than the child who separates some luckless
fly from its wings, this rt>ap/j.aKh, whose special
power is metamorphosis, amuses herself with enticing such wandering mariners as come within
her reach to drink magic potions which straight-

—

'

Roscher,

ii.

2

1688.

;(,.

ij.

Like any other queen
unmoral rather than
immoral. Nothing could be more in harmony
with her type than her first meeting with Odysseus
and their subsequent life together, or than the fact
that, in the long run and all things considered, the
Wanderer never had a more disinterested friend

among women.
Medea. — Medea

is

a relative of Circe and, like

was sometimes worshipped as a goddess
(Hes. Theog. 956
Alcman, cited by Athenag.
Circe,

f}'.

Legal,

pro

;

Christ.

14)

;

in

fact,

s.v.

Dei
eubner, p. 18, n.

7.

VOL. vni.-^iS

Romans

the

her with Angitia and the Bona Dea
Serv. on Jin. vii. 750).
Of all
(Macrob. I. xii.
mythical magicians she is most distinctly the
and
her
as
are
the
such
most
sorceress,
powers
varied and terrible. As Hubert says,' she is evithe
most
highly developed personality in a
dently
group of homonyms. It was therefore the constant
tendency of tradition to make her the originator
of rites and charms which previously had no
definite pedigree at all or were attributed to some
more obscure rival. At all events, in song and story,
in the long annals of magic itself, there never has
been a sorceress to compare with Medea. Medea,
the beautiful and awful Colchian, as awful as hef
mistress the goddess of the crossways, Medea
irafiipdpfiaKos, daughter of yEetes and granddaughter
of the sun-god, is still the arch-enchantress of all
the Occident.
She is first and foremost a (pap/xuKij.
It is therefore particularly, though not exclusively,
from her knowledge of ipippiaKa that her power is
Her box of magic simples is often menderived.
tioned (Apoll. Rhod. iii. 802, iv. 25), and in art she
is often represented as holding it in her hand.
Her charms are innumerable.^ She can restore
youth, bestow invulnerability, lull the dragon of
the golden fleece to slumber, quiet the storms,
make the rivers pause in their courses, call down
the moon from heaven, etc. Indeed, Apollonius's
description (iv. 1665-72) of her procedure when,
from the deck of the Argo, she cast the evil eye on
the giant Talus far away on the clitis of Crete and
brought him down to his death is enough to chill
identified

;

one's blood.

But Medea

is

also beneficent,

and

K. Seeliger (in Roscher) even suggests that this
was really her primitive character. She heals the
wounds of the Argonauts, cures Heracles of his
madness, frees the Corinthians from a famine, and
is even a prophetess.
Even in the fancy of the unlettered her memory
never fades. On the contrary, the popular tradition of her continued to grow in its own way (Tib.
I. ii. 51, note, ed.
K. F. Smith, New York, 1913).
Special feats of magic were supposed to have been
her invention [e.g., Paus. II. xii. 1), and, as the
line just cited from TibuUus suggests, we may be
sure that the libri
'carminum valentium

ReOxa

coelo devocare sidera

'

of Canidia to which Horace refers (Epod. xvii. 4)
contained more than one charm claimed to be
Medea's own. So, too, the magic plants and
simples for which Thessaly was so famous were
supposed to have sprung up in the first place from
the box of charms lost by Medea as she was passing
over that land with her winged dragons (schol.
Aristoph. Nubes, 749 Aristides, i. p. 76 [Dindorf]).
Her fame in the written word is unique. We are
obliged to agree that she never lived among men
she was merely a child of popular fancy and the
foster-child of a long line of literai'y artists few of
whom were men of transcendent genius and yet
she emerges as perhaps the most wonderful woman
;

;

;

Poets, historians, orators,
philosophers, even unimpressionable grammarians
1

T.A.W>..
5

way turn them into swine.
of the mermaids, Circe is

in all classical antiquity.

leii.

p. 1181 ff.
W'orterbvch der griech. Eigennmnen'i, Brunswick, 1S76,

^Lobeok,
4

273

Op. cit. p. 14«8.
2 Roscher, ii. 2483, for list

and references.
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Ovid
fail to mention lier.
never escaped from her spoil. From Homer to the
last feeble echoes of rhetoric, and again in the
renaissance of the modern world, hers is a dominant
and the story of her love and her
j>ersonality,
lover, her' betrayal and her terrible revenge, has
never grown old or lost its interest and charm.
As we might guess, Medea is the typical GrascoKoman enchantress. Her connexion with Hecate,
her methods of discovering, securing, preparing,
and administering her (pAp/iaKa, and the large preponderance of (j>ap)j.a.Kda. itself in her theory and
other
practice of magic are all typical of every
enchantress both in literature and in life from
Homer to the end of the classical world.
2. Their methods.
^ipiiaxa are either to be
swallowed or to be applied outwardly as salves or
The distinction is medical, but it is also
plasters.
Homeric, and applies eriually well to magic at any
time. Circe uses a salve to restore her victims to
human shape {Od. x. 391 f.) Medea uses another
to render Jason invulnerable (Apoll. Rhod. iii.
104111.), and still another— in the form of an
iv. 156)
aspersion to nut the dragon to sleep (ib.
in the old Lesbian folk-tale Aphrodite gave Phaon
a box of salve which, when applied as directed,
gave him youth and surpassing beauty (^4£lian,
Var. Hist. 'xii. 18 Serv. on jEii. iii. 279 Pates.v.
phat. 49 Lucian, Dial. Mart. ix. 2 Roscher,
Phaon '). The shirt of Nessus and the robe of
Creusa belong to the same type. Pamphila (Anul.
Mel. iii. 21) went so far as to have a box filled
with little caskets, each containing a special salve
for a given metamorphosis.
Quite as ancient and characteristic is the (pipfiaKon
taken as a drink. So Helen, herself a sorceress,
administered her Egyptian nepenthe (Od. iv. 220so Circe effected all her transformations (ib.
232)
so Medea performed some of her feats.
X. 237)
And here, again, the method is typical of later
times. One branch of it the use of tplKrpa or
lovers
po'-ula amatoria, i.e. drinks to inspire
perhaps the commonest and most characteristic
feature of all ancient magic. It is to be noted
here tliat in Circe's case the process is not completed until she touches the victim with her pd/SSos,
In art Medea is frequently repreor magic w and.
sented with a wand with a wand Athene makes
Odysseus look young again (Od. xvi. 172); so
Hermes overpowers our senses (II. xxiv. 343 Od.
V. 47)
and, as every one knows, to this day no
magician's outfit, even if he is nothing more than
an ordinary sleight-of-hand performer, is complete
without this ancient and dramatic accessory. The
use of the wand seems to be an application of the

and commentators— few

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

;

—

f
\
\

from Hippocrates to Marcellus. Not that men
like Hippocrates and Galen were much impressed
by the magic of medicine but their patients were,
and any good doctor learns that his most powerful
allies are the patient's own determination to recover
In
and his belief that he is going to succeed.
popular medicine, of course, the survival of magic
Here, too, the practice of
IS much more marked.
;

of Iphiclus
pre-Peri(dean times is typical. The case
(ApoUod. 1. ix. 12 Roscher, ii. 306) is an excellent
;

example.

For ten years Iphiclus could have no children. At last he
consulted Melampus the seer. IKlampus, whose specialty, like
that of Mopsus the Ar-onaut (Apoll. Khod. iii. 91IJII.), was the
said that
languase of birds, consulted the vulture. The vulture
ten years bifore, while castrating rams, IjAiclus had.threatened
that
discovered
then
It
\v:is
knife.
his father I'hvlacus with the
the knife liaci at that time, and presumably by I'hj lacus hunself,
lite
and
which
the
with
well-being of
been struck into the tree
there ever
Iphiclus were bound up,' and that it had stuck
rust
the
The knife was removed,
scraped off and presince.
had taken it as
when
as
a
Iphiclus
and,
i'dpti-oKov,
pared
his powers.
Similarly,
prescribed, he immediately recovered
the wound of Telephus could be cured only by the rust on the
had
wound
which
the
originally been inspear of Ac:hilles by
The pr uciple is, of course, frequently illustrated in
flicted.
Graeco-Roman
nia|;ic, and still survives
the later history of
in our own homely saying that 'the hair of the dog cures his
bite."

Other branches of ma"ic referred

;

doctrine of sympathy. It facilitates the transfer
of the magician's power to the object upon which
he wishes to exert it. But in all cases the wand is
a help rather than an actual necessity. Except,
perhaps, in the case of the gods just mentioned,
who, as such, are too powerful to need it, the
really essential thing is the (paptuiKov, and, as we
have seen, the Gra;co-Roman theory of magic presupposes that Circe had already prepared her
of the proper charm,
<f>apiJuiKa to the accompaniment
and that Helen's nepenthe had been similarly
treated either by herself or by the specialists
from whom she had procured it.
The same rules hold good for tpap/iaKeta in the
The sons of Autolj'cus bind up the
art of healing.
wound of Odysseus, and stop the How of blood w it li
an ^iraoio^ (Ud. xix. 457) the di\ine physician,
Asclepius, follows the same methods (Pind. Pyth.
cf. Soph.
schol. hthm. vi. 53
iii. 52
cf. iv. 217
Qld. Col. 1194 [Jebb]), and at all times the use of
incantation with a remedy was so charafteri.stic
that one of our richest sources for the study of
(pap/xaKcla as magic is the works of the physicians
;

;

;

;

in

this

'

'

Aristophanes (Nubes, 749) and was never after-

wards forgotten.
III.

;

;

to

According to Homer
period are equally typical.
(Od. X. 516 fi'.), Odysseus learned from Circe howto call up the dead, and the ceremonial of neki/omantia, as the poet pictures it, always remained
Indeed the antics of Empepractically the same.
docles, as described by Diog. Laert. (viii. 59, 6211.),
show clearly that the type of the 7oi7r>;! became
Again, the
finally fixed at a very early period.
bag o"f winds given by ^olus to Odysseus (Od. x.
16 tt'.) repeats the symbolism of wind and weather
is
magic in all times and countries.' The same
true of the primitive rustic magic attributed to the
Telchines.
Finally, the love-charm known as
drawing down the moon was certainly familiar
to
long before the time of Sophron, who, according
Suidas, was a contemporary of Xerxes. Presumlooked
upon as
ably this charm was from the first
the special property of the Thessalian witches. At
all events, the idea was firmly fixed in the time of

Foreign influences.

—We

have seen

that, in conformity with the law of distance in time
or space or both, the early Greeks attributed special
magic powers to their alien predecessors, the

Telchines, Dactyli, and Curetes— apparently, too,
the Pela.sgi— and that unusual activity and ability
in magic were attributed to wliat at the time were
felt to be such distant countries as Colchis, Egypt,
went on
Thessaly, and even the Islands. As time
and the horizon of the know n world became correbecame pari,
spondingly wider, such local centres
the strange
passu more and more distant, and
the
tribes of the African deserts,
mysterious
nations of the Far East, and the still more
took their
Far
North
the
of
mysterious peoples
turn as red(mbtable magicians.
But the primacy always remained with Thessaly.
In the time of Aristojihancs as in the time of
excellence the realm of
Apuleius, "Thessaly w&s par
magic and magicians. The literature is full of it,
and evidently the literature was in this respect a
faithful rellexion of average opinion in the world

at large. Numberless passag('s might be cited to
show that in the Athens of Pericles, as long afterwards in the Koine of .Augustus, the average \nofessional enchantress found it 'good business' to
advertise herself as a genuine Tlie.ssalian.'
Orphisra.— Thrace too, though Pliny (IL\ x\x.
1 W.
Mannhardt, AnUkf Wald- tind FcUkiilte, Berlin, lb"?,
'

p.

30
^

fT.

(JB-i, pt.

i.,

r/ic

Manic Art, Loiulon,

1011,

i.

319
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If.) denies it, was another faniuus locality for
magic. But Thracian magic, as Hubert warns us,'
was really another name for Orphic magic. Now
Orphism itself was not essentially magic on the
contrary, it was not only a religious movement
but a religious movement of the most momentous
importance in the spiritual development of classical
antiquity and
ultimately of the entire

Plut. Sympo.-i. viii. 8; Aul. (Jell. x. 12; Apul. de
27, 31
Diog. Laert. ix. 7 ; Luciaii, Nccyovuintia, 6 ; Apoll. Tyan. Ep. xvi), we now hear
that Pythagoras « as a pupil of Zoroaster ; indeed,
we are told still later that he was also a pupil
of Zaratas the Chaldsean (Lobeck, Aglaophainiis,
Democritus broke into the tomb of Darp. 471).
danus in order to secure the wondrous MSS buried
with the defunct ; and others saj' that, after being
initiated by the Persian Osthanes, he became
one of the fountain-heads of the tradition of

Mag.

;

Western world

But it was
(see
Orphism).
heterodox and, therefore,
magic' This .seems
'

be the first great and delinite example
within historical times of the impingement of a
strange religion on Greek orthodoxy. Aristophanes and his fellow poets make all manner of
fun of the Orphics, and such a passage as Euripides,
Cyclups, 639 ff. (cf. Plato, Rep. 364 E), shows that
Orpheus, like Musaeus, had already become an
inventor of magic, a sort of protomagician and
doctor.- Finally, Orpheus the magician, as lie
appeared to the popular mind of the 5th cent. B.C.,
became a character of great importance in the
mystic magic of later days,^ the rites of the Orphics
were associated with those of the Chaldoei, the
Ophitte claimed Orpheus as their founder, and lie
was even made one of the founders of astrology
and alchemy. Indeed, as Hubert says,' it is often
difficult to distinguish between Orphic texts and
magic texts. Further confusion was caused by the
lustral ceremonies peculiar to Orphism, and to the
association of Orpheus with the cult of Selene and
Hecate.
So far as the average man was concerned, the distinction between the ayuprai. and
the ixavTiLs and the unattached priests of Orphism
(Plato, Rep. 364 B Theophr. C/iar. xxx. [xvi.])=^ was
to

Of these Persian sages associated with the
Gra"co-Romau magic the most famous
was Osthanes {HN xxx. 8, etc.).
His special
prominence was partly due to the belief that he
liad committed to writing all the voluminous and
tradition of

unutterably precious but, until his time, entirely
tradition of ancient magic {ib.).
The first
book on medical magic was attributed to him
{ib. xxviii. 6), and also certain apocryphal books
on alchemy.' Of all the authors on magic he is
oral

the most frequently referred to, and his name may
lie
found cited as an important authority in
'

symptomatically childish statements referred to it
are eminently uncharacteristic of that residuary
legatee of Hellenic thought, the hard-headed and
highly intellectual Stagyrite.
IV. Italic magic— The traditional history of
Italic magic is not so well attested, but the

of all these foreign influences

on native magic the religion of the Persians, i.e.
of the Magi, was perhaps the most important.
At
any rate, in the ordinary opinion of later times it
was the type of all such influence in general. An
almost immediate result, e.g., of absorption by its
native rival was the designation of the new comAs we have seen, this was not
bination as fiayela.
later than the middle of the 4tli cent. B.C.
we are
tlierefore safe in assuming that by that time the
Greeks had already drawn the inevitable corollary,
afterwards generally accepted, that the original
fountain-head of the new combination was Zoro;

intrusion of Zoroaster

characteristically retlected in the
later history of the subject.
Thus, as it was
popularly believed in the ancient world that great
is

—
sages especially

and
if, like Pythagoras,
Epimeuides, Democritus, and even Plato, they had
also travelled in foreign parts and had been
vouchsafed the inefi'able mysteries of tiie Oriental
religious were thereby mighty magicians, if not
actually the first to reveal their wondrous art to
the world at large (Val. Max. VIII. vii. 7, ext. 2
xxx. 3f., xxiv. 15611'., xxv. 13 If.
Solinus, 3;

.scholars

—

;

HN

1

Op.

cit. p.

;

14',)!l.

-

see, all

'

ordinary magicians. On the other hand, ordinary
magic was enriched and enlarged, as usual, by
contact witli new principles and methods of procedure.
Here, of course, we have one important
reason for the incomparable wealth and variety of
GrEeco-Koman magic.

upon magic

shall

usually attributed to Aristotle {Frag. Aristot., ed.
Suidas {a.v.
Antisthenes ')
Hose, frag. 32 tt'.).
does well to doubt Aristotelian authorship, for the

and inevitably began to
more and more its new
name of ordinaryimagic, and its adherents assumed
more and more the habits and point of view of

The

for sale.
this foreign

influence on
magic was much discussed by the philosophers
One of the most notable
(Diog. l,a,eTt. promm. 1).
contributions must have been the so called MayiKdt,

such, it had no standing
deteriorate.
It justified

the Persian.

'

dream-books stUl

As we

practically negligible. The standing charge against
them was their emphasis on mysteria. But Orphism
itself suffered from the fact that, being a strange
As
religion, it was at once classed as mere magic.

aster,

;

alchemy.

;

The Magi.— But
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Fov fonuulie attributed to Orpheus see E. Aliel, Ofphfca,
Leipzig, 1SS5 R. W'uuach, Rhein. ilus. Iv. 119"01 iS.
A. Dietericli, AljrajMi,
^Orphica, 074
Litlilca, 60;

assumption that, generallj' speaking, it was quite
the same as that of Greece is fully supported by
such testimony as survives.
The first Roman
reference to magic is the law of the Twelve Tables
NEVE ALIENAM
(' QVI FRVGES EXCANTASSIT.
SEGETEM PELLEXEKIS) ^ which forbids the transference—by magic— of the crops growing in other
This primitive and
people's fields to your own.
universal explanation of the reason wliy the wheatears in your neighbour's field are full of grain and
yours are nut never died out among the Romans.
It is illustrated by Pliny's typical anecdote of one
Furius Chresimus {HN xviii. 41), and as late as
the 6th cent. A.D. we are told by Agobardus of
Lyons, de Grandine et Tonitruis, 2 {PL civ. 148),
tliat in his time the belief was current that the
witches had formed a sort of trust and were transporting all the crops in air-ships to a land with
the significant name of Magonia.
.

'

A

type

amount

certain
is

.

.

'

of this

of

magic
primitive
preserved by the Elder Cato {de Agr. 70 f.,
and Varro {de Re Rust.

73, 96, 102, 127, 156-160)
ii.

I.

and

27)

is

more or

HN

less discernible in later

authors {e.g.,
xi. 5, xxviii. 4
Nat. iv. 7 Serv. on Eel. viii. 99
;

;

;

Sen.

Qu(est,
Civ.

Aug. de

10
Pallad. i. 35).
It will be observed
dift'erence here between magic and
only
religion is that religion is officiallj' sanctioned,
while magic is not. The ett'ect of the law of the
Twelve Tables is simjily to establish this distinc-

Dei,

viii.

;

that the

from the legal point of view.
Divination, as usual, occupies a more or less

tion

position between religion and magic.
Hence nchyonuintin was ]iractised to a certain
extent by private indi\ idu.als, and Cicero's accusaindefinite

tion of Vatinius (»« \'f(tiii.
ordinary as it sounds.

vi. 14) is

not so extra-

;

flf.

••

Up.

cit.

p.

1

;

Leipziff. 1801.

iM.

Bertlielot and E. Ruelle, ColUclion dea
Paris, 18SS, ii.

)/!(«/(.. '/''fi^-,

UM.

5

Lobeck, p. Ui6.

2

BruU8,

p. 30.
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for a uiAKician £ maUjicits, but the word docs
occur in the tnwtintil Diocletian.* V^/wn^'i/mis thejiencric
(or any ni.iKic ceremony, whether leKal or illc;^al, and
ttmjUui or renfjica as the epithet Of a nta^-ian is used in the
mue way. The uiatnis in Cicero's time was still more or less
associated with his I'crsian origin, but witit the first year of
Tilwrins- he comes under the ban of the law, and after Trajan'.-^
time the word was applied to any one who practisetl illeji.il
mapc {Cod. Theodog. ix. Iti. 4 Cod. Iiij/tin, ix. 18. 7). Sa^ia,
wise woman,' is probably one of the oldest words for a
witch in the language, and the fact that it also means a
bawd' is a surticient indication of the ga;ia's social position as
well as of her specific functions as a m.-igician. She is one of

The USU&] t«nu

tiot

name

;

'

*

'

'

the stondaril characters of the Roman clepy. Striges («(riV;-v,
Petron. 63; Ital. stregheX lit. 'screech owls," was a name "for
witches which records the popular Roman explanation of
vampires.

As the Greeks looked upon Tliessaly, so the old
Romans appear to have looked uponKtruria, as
a land of magic and majjicians.
Among other
aceomplishnieiits, tlie Etrurians knew how to
rail up the dead, hring on rain, and discover
hidden .springs (Wissowa, in PaulyWissowa, s.r.
Aquilex '). So, too, such ancient and mysterious
peo])Ies as the Sabines, Marsi, and I'a'ligni were
'

particularly
(Verg. ^En.

famous

for

certain

magic

powers

vii. 758 ; Hor. Ejiod. v. 76, xvii. 29,
xxi. 78 ; Ovid, Fasti,
60, Hat. I. ix. 29 f. ;
vi. 141 f.).
The Konians saved the Etruscan fiaruspicina at an early date by naturalizing it. Cato
(rfe Agr. v. 4) cla.sses it "with the rituals of the
atigtirfs, harioli, and Chaldcci as a matter which
any solid fanner would do well to avoid ; but,

UN

although he himself was doubtless unaware of it,
his own charm for a spraineii liip has a
suspiciously
foreign sound. Even then Roman magic had been
exposed for some time to the influx of foreign
religions which set in soon after the Second Punic
War the overi)owering influence of Hellenism
began still earlier ; and, as we have seen, Greek
magic itself had been thoroughly commingled and
overlaid with foreign elements.
Finally, our principal Roman source for the details of magic practice
is the poets
and the poets confine themselves for
the most part to the Greek tradition. The result
is that after Cato's time we are
dealing not so
much with Greek magic or Roman magic as with
the magic of the Gra;co-Roman Empire.
Before referring to the ancient literature connected with this subject originally enormous and
still formidable— it should be observed that no
small amount of magic of a certain type had
already passed into the category of w hat Hubert
aptly cafls magie etemelle,'^ i.e. magic too old to
have a dehnite origin, and so common that the fact
that it was ever magic at all has long since been
forgotten— in short, magic that has been secularized
and is reckoned merely so much scientific knowledge already ac(|uiied. This explains why Pliny,
a hard-headed Roman \\\o had no use whatever
for what he would define as magic, is for us a
principal source for those magic formula- and incantations which long usage had made a jiart of
medicine and the various sciences with which he
deal.s.
And to a grci^ier or less extent similar
material may be found in any other ancient authority wlio deals with the same matter.s.
One of the
most inij>ortant themes of Gra?co-Ronian science
was the tradition of the given subject. Perhaps
;

—

—

'

this exnlains the curious fact that in the course of

time the vefy word
secondary meaning of

itself

(piviK6!
'

acquired the

magic'

For these as well as for other reasons already
given, few sources are so valuable to the stmlent
of Grasco-Ronian magic as the ancient treatises
concerned with me<licine, especially if, like Pliny,
the author is an inveterate collector of useful
information, or if, like the t/r Mrdinnncnti.f of
Marcellus, the l»ook is intendeil for home use.
One of the most notable and characteristic dev<>l<i|i'

Momnisen, Strajrtcht,

= lb.
p. 040, n. T.

p. 040, n. 3.

a

Op.

cit. p.
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ments of antiquity, especially during and after the
Alexandrian age, was the extent to which every
conceivable subject of a scientific or ^uosi-scientitic
nature was treated as literature, i)articularlj- as a
theme for verse. In such cases whatever magic

was

in the subject was rarely forgotten.
sources for the magic of medicine,
theroft)re, are the T/ieriaca and Alcxipharmnni of
Nicander (even more famous were the lost poems
on the same subject by ^-Emilius Macer) and the
long passage on snakes in I>ucan, ix. 607-937,
which doubtless owed much to Macer. Particularly valuable, too, are tlio.se writers who deal with
some homelier branch of medicine, such as the art
of the veterinary
like Palladius and the authors
of IIi/>/ii((tiica and the Miilomcdicina.
Esjiecially
notable amonjr physicians are ^tius of Amida,

there

Valuable

—

Theophanes Nonnus, and Alexander of Tralles,
Cvranides and Dioscurides. Scribut, above a'
bonius Largus an^ Serenas Sammonicus also might
be considered.
In short,
any ancient doctor,
however wise or learned, is likely to contribute
something to medical magic.
The writers on agriculture and kindred themes
I,

Cato, Varro, Columella, the author of the
Geoponica, Gargilius Partialis), the writers on
botany, beginning with Theophrastus (Historia
Plantarum), the naturalists, and the writers of
The same
ipiviKa, like Neptunalius, are valuable.
is true of
antiquarians like (iellius and Macrobius,
of the Paradoxographi, of the Agrimensores, and
of the Paru;miographi.
In short, omitting for the
present that large and important class of writers
who deal with the subject merely as a literary
a.sset, any ancient author, no matter what his
theme may be, is likely to contribute -something
to our knowledge of contemporar}- magic.
It is the philosophers, however, especially the
philosophers of a certain type, who are most intimately associated with the most remarkable phase
in the historj' of our subject.
have already
seen at how early a date the spiritual life of
antiquity began to feel the impact of foreign ideas
and systems. The Orphics, the Magi, the worship
of Mithra, the Assyrians, the Babylonians, the
Phtenicians, the Egj'ptians, the Hebrews these
are merely the most important. And the process
was facilitated to an indefinite extent by the conquest* of Alexander, as it was again later by the
extension of Roman power to whatever seemed
worth while in the way of territory. Laws were
passed and, as we have seen, were severely enforced.
But they appear to have been practically powerless.
The classical world was a babel of creeds, and in
the time of Augustus the great capital was alive
with a dozen dillerent kinds of magicians, from the
As yet
lowlj- sngn to the imjuessive Chaldants.
the average man of birth and education was not,
as one might say, dangerously atlected by these
{e.g.,

We

—

varieties of heterodoxy
but already
powerful disintegrating influences had long been
at work. As early as three hundred years liefore
Augustus, the great tide of mysticism ami related
ideas was already rising.
Orphism was prominent
in it.
But Orphism (and, for that matter, any
other specific creed that one might name) was perhai)s quite as much a symptom as a cause. Spiritual
unrest was world-w ide. Men needed new wme, and
the old bottles could not contain it. The craving
which for generations had been more or less vii<;ue
grew in volume and intensity, and finally reached
its acme not far from the lieginning of the 2nd
cent, of our era.
Tliero were creeds then
like
those of Isis and Mithra that would seem to have
iu.st missed becoming great religions of the future.
There were men, too, in that \ier\oA—c.g., A])ol-

different

;

—

lonius of

who were

Tyana and

—

—

the I'eiegrinus of l.uciaii
philosophers of the contemporary type,
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Theurgical iihilosophy was violently attacked by
Epicureans, and Cynics (Philostr.
Among the most important
Apolt. Tijan. vii. 39).
works were the Kara Mavwi/ of the Epicurean
Celsus (probably the adversary of Origen, and the
one to whom Lucian dedicated his Psciidomci litis),

and posed as the more or less ins])ircd founders of
creeds— all charlatans, of course, Imt not entirely
so and it is not altogether inconceivable thai the
names of some of these men might have gone ringing through the ages instead of being merely an

the Sceptics,

;

object of occasional scholastic contemplation.

—

the Cynic Ginomaus.
Sextus Empiriciis still
survives,
dreary reading. Like
Lucian [e.g., in his Alexander sett, Pseiidomantis,
Demonax, Philopseudes, etc.), they attacked not
only magic, but everything marvellous in either
Lucian feels that the
religion or mythology.
wandering priests of the Syrian goddess are no
better than any other magicians. All magic is
a mere pretence, all magicians are hypocrites,
rascals, and charlatans, whose object is to play on
the credulity of the average man.

and the

Mysticism. The unusual prominence of magic
in tliis period is symptomatic and (hie to a number
There was, of course, tlje ignorant
of causes.
lower class, who always believe in magic. But
there

was

The

well educated

also a

higher class, fairly
— heavily recruited
in a period like this — who had

lost their faith in orthodoxy, but who lacked the
character to seek the truth elsewhere and the conto
tinuity of purpose to attain it. They preferred
give themselves up to whatever promised the
incredible— in a way sulliciently dramatic and
interesting to gratify the taste for novelty. Under
such circumstances there is always another class
ready to cater to this form of intellectual and
Both these classes the
spiritual dissipation.

their faith was magic (Iren. Hmr. i. 13 ff. ;
.Justin Martyr, Apol. i. 26).
Paganism in any

and

form was magic. For the Alexandrian theurgi the
between gods and demons was merely a

ditterence

:

Mysteriis) and Proclus [de Sacrificio

and
satisfactory distinction between goetia, inrigia,
theargia. Their principal criterion was the character and intentions of tlie individual performing
the given ceremony a criterion hard to apply and
Their theurgia became
of no real value in itself.
dissociated from religion ; its position in society,
like that of the theurgia of the old Egyptians, was
not such as to give iti the character of a religion

—

;

Alexandrian philosophy
had all the outward appearance of magic. The
attack on Apuleius was supported more by the
various initiations of which he was so proud and
the .sanctity of the traditions which he invoked than
by any specitic acts of magic with which he was

in fact, even without it the

charged.
Thetirgitt did afterwards enter religion,
but it entered by the Gnostics, not by the philowho
sophers and this only in so far as the Gnostics
transformed it into a cult were recognized as a
So, too, the cult of Mi t lira
religious organization.
gave a religious character to theories and ceremonials that in Pliny's time (HN xxx. 17 f.) were
described as magic.
On the other hand, it \yas
always difficult to distinguish between the- Ophitze
and the regular as.sociations of magicians.
p. iSOl.

Dieterich, p. 149.

;

;

)

cit.

degree for the Christians there was
an absolute opposition between the two God was
the pagan gods
good, all the demons were evil
were all demons, therefore all the pagan gods
were evil. Any and all marvels which did not
happen to be orthodox were the work of the
demons.
It will be seen that this is really the familiar old
distinction between the orthodox and the heterodox, \\ith a much greater emphasis on the secondaiy
conclusion, also ancient, that the one was good and
the other evil, per se. And the same old distinction carried with it the same old assumption that
The Christtlie one was just as real as the other.
ians never seem to have realized any more than

dillereiice in

Magia). The theory, as Hubert observes,' is
one in which the philosophical and the religious
elements are still imperfectly ditlerentiated. It is
a synthesis of all the known methods of acting on
It is halfthe powers of the supernatural world.
way between religion and ordinary magic, and
capable of moving in either direction. The philosocharacter
phers, of course, emphasized the religious
of the combination, but, as Augustine (loc. cit. saw,
and as Porphyrius himself acknowledged ((|uuted
by Ens. Picep. Evanff. v. 10), they could make no

Op.

— The attitude of the Christians,

seen,

;

et

1

Christians.

we have

;

—

—

of

;

;

cle

of

;

'

and

<I>wpa

Ma(?);/'t""ivoi's
and it is uiuisually

was dillerent. According to
Origen, Celsus had no right to deny the reality of
magic Augustine was quite certain that the rites
used for summoning demons were efficacious (de
Civ. Dei, xxi. 6)
and, indeed, the Church Fathers
in general are far from denying the existence and
power of magic (Epiph. //(Er. xxxiv. 1 Tert. Apol.
Eus. Prwp. Evang. v. 14), especi35, de Anima, 57
ally in those early days when it seemed necessary
to make the sharpest possible distinction between
the Christians and the Gnostics. All heretics in
general and Gnostics in particular were magicians

willing deceivers and the willingly deceived— .are
Lucians admirable skit,
pictured to the life in
'
the Philopscudes, i.e. Liars for the love of it.' A
few, of course, ridiculed the whole matter ; the
most notable example is Lucian himself, who has
the Voltaire of antiquity.'
been well named
Others undertook to demolish magic by argument
chief among these were the Sceptics, the Cynics,
and the Epicureans, i.e. those who diil not believe
in orthodoxy, and therefore, by our familiar criterion, were not logically driven to accept the reality
of heterodoxy.
Finally, however, there were also
others especially the Gnostics and the Alexandrian school of philosophy who, after honest
and conscientious investigation, became responsible
for the most remarkable development of magic in
Grseco-Roman times. This is the magic of mysticism in its various forms.
Among the most
important authorities for this aspect of the
Alexandrian school are Porphyrins {de Abstinetitia

Vorirotp

llpos

The
as

—

—
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did their pagan forefathers that the diflerence
between their gods and other [leople's gods might
conceivably be the ditterence between gods who are
and gods who never were. The only way to deal
with the pagan gods was to classify them as evil
demons (Tatian, Orat. viii.). They were just as
real as ever ; the marvels and prodigies attributed to them were just as real and just as readily
believed as ever it was merely insisted that the
same had been wrought with intent to deceive. The
;

still nodded and gave sigTis from time to
idols
time, just as they had always done ; but that was
a magica operatio wrought by the demons of the
ix. 3).
old religion (Iren. Hrer. v. 28. 2; Eus.
The persistence of this old prodigy of nodding,
etc., is an interesting proof that the Christians
still clung to the old pagan idea, more or less
generally entertained by the less educated class,
that the gods actually inhabited their statues.
Many a priceless example of ancient art has been
destroyed for this reason, and the idea still' survives
in the famous medifeval story of the
Ring of
'

'

HE

Venus.'
Of particular interest to the student of magic of
this strange period are such surviving treatises as
the Poimandres of Hermes Trismegistus, Asclepius
sivc Dialogus Hermetis Tri.imegi.fti, the ffieroglyphica of Horapollon, and the astrological works
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Nechepso ,iiul I'etosiris.' Tlio literatme of the
magic oiHclos lielon^x to astrology as well us to

of

magic. Anotlici' iinpiirtant source is the TithcZ/a;
Deootionix, so many of which have come to light in
recent years,'

The magic

papyri.

— Hut

are the magic \iap3'ri

from time to time

in

most important of all
which continue to turn up
Egypt. Hubert^ gives the

of those published ilown to 1904 ; for later linds
and their discussion, the reader is referred to Von
Christ (op. cit.), L. Mitteis and U. Wilckcn,
list

Papyruskiiode

(I^eipzig,

1912),

the Archiv Jiir

Papyruxfornchutiff, and the occasional reports in
Bursian's</'(/ircsAc)'/(7(i des Idri-i.slschen Altcrtnms.
The magic pajiyri belong for tlie most part to the
period between a.d. 300 and 5W. Their discovery
IS peculiarly fortunate in view of the fact that they
belong to a type which came under the ban of the
law, and which some of the later emperors, notably
Diocletian, made simIuIous ellbrts to destroy. They
are not original and indcjiendent works, but merely
handbooks of magic, and, as might be expected,
tlie editorial tradition is very poor.
There are
often different versions of the same thing ; sometimes the hymn or formula in one version will be
consideralily abbre\iated as compared with the
same hymn or formula in another version ; again,
certain habitual formula! are often merely indicated.
It is therefore extremely difficult to reconstruct any complete and trustworthy text of
this type.

The authorities habitually quoted and the sources,
so far as we can trace tliem, seem in some respects

(HN

to bear out Pliny's statements in his account
XXX. 1 fl'.) of the growth and development of magic.
Pliny distinguishes three principal sources of
ancient magic: (1) the Persian school, founded by
Zoroaster his '2,000,000 verses on this important
subject (note the childish exaggeration characteristic of this sphere) were revealed and explained
to the Greeks by Osthanes.
Pythagoras, Empeilocles, and Democritus belonged to this school,
and also certain ancient Medes, Babylonians, and
;

Democritus explained the magic books
Dardauus, which he had found in his tomb
they were written in Phoenician. (2) The second
is
the .Jewish school, descended from Moses,
lamnes, and lotapes [Pap. Mag. p. 755 Apul. de
Mag. 9 Ex 7'°"'-), and (.3) the third is a Cypriote

Assyrians.
of

;

;

;

school.
It will be observed

1 hat
Pliny makes no reference
to the Egy])tian school, which was particularly
and
of
which,
course, is often mentioned
important
in the papyri themselves.
One of the most important authorities in magic alchemy is Maria, the
Jewess, but the papyri also refer to real philosophers like Thales, Anaxagoras, Ileraclitus, and
Diogenes. The genuine magicians, i.e. the contemporary or recent authorities, are generally
referred to under such names as Zosimus, Synesius,
Olympiodorus, Pelagius, and lamblicluis. Now
and then we lind such curious and characteristic
documents as a letter of the magician Nephotes to
Psammeticlius, a charm of Solomon, or a letter of
This gives
Pitys, the Thessalian, to Osthanes.
some idea of the attitude of the Alexandrian magitowards
cians
the tradition which they followed.
It is no longer possible to trace the Persian,

and Urahmanical elements in this strange
compound. Assyro-Chaldoean influence must have
been strong, but it ajipears to have been indirect.
Jewish influence, on the contrary, was both strong
and direct, the magic papyri being strongly allecteu
by Judaism. Jewish magicians were in evidence,
druidieal,

' See W. von
Christ, Oesch. der griech. LUIeralur^,
1908, § 820, (or editions, etc.

Munich,

SSctesp. W. S. Fo\, 'The Johns Hopkins TabellB Denxionis,'
AJPIl, Suppl. to vol. xxxiil. (1912) and referenres.
'Op. cu. p. uoaa.

and they ilo\ibtlcss encouraged the impression that
(hey were the only depositories <if the genuine
tradition of real magic.
But, as Hubert remarks,'
they brought no organized system to bear upon the
irieco-Romaii type, but merely introduceil certain
(

powerful elements of magic. Especially important
here was the Bible, which was presented in
Egyptian by way of the Hermetic tradition, after being
translated from Greek, and furnished part of the

more or
time.

le.ss

peculiar

Their god, as

mythology

of

magic at

we should expect,

this

in

frequently
mentioned in incantations, especially the diti'erent
forms of his name (Aoth, Abaoth, Arbathiao,
Abriao, Adoiiai, etc.). Especially frequent, too,
are the names of Moses, Abraham, Jacob, Solomon,
aiul the various archangels.
F. G. Kenycm- has
explained Abraxas as a coiTuption of the Hebrew
benediction hnb-h'rdkhdh dabh'rCih,
pronounce
the blessing,' which still survives in the magic
of modeiTX times as the familiar 'abracadabra.'
Hebrew words more or less corrupted are frequent
in the papyri, and Christian influence is also evident;
it followed in the wake of Judaism, and, though
naturally not so strong, is of the same general tjrpe.
But one of the most remarkable contributions of
all is that of Egypt, as we might expect of a country
so ancient, so full of pretentious wisdom, with a
'

'

'

language so utterly strange, and an alphabet
which to the ordinary outsider seemed so hopelessly
complicated and mysterious. The last two qualiliare
both sovereign for charms
cations alone
enough to establish the reputation of any country
It may be
as a land of magic and magicians.
ob.served, however, that, unlike the Jews, the
F.gyptians contributed a complete, organized system
The fact that, as we
of magic to the combination.
learn from the Jiau/: of the Dcad,^ a magician
could be prosecuted shows that the old Egyptians
had long since separated magic from religion by

—

—

the familiar criterion of oHicial recognition. So
far as the Greeks and Komans are concerned, the
He is
great name here is Hermes Trismegistus.
not only the principal vehicle and interpreter of
Egyptian magic, but, as we have seen, the Hermetic
tradition is quite as powerful in the articulate
presentation of the Hebrew contributions.
All these foreign influences on the theory and
practice of Grieco-Koman magic of this later period
are more or less clearly traceable in the magic
But it is to be observed that they are
papyri.
never clearly differentiated. Isis, e.g., reveals the
wonderful art of magic to Horus. This is all well
enough ; Horus was one of the family. But Isis
learned all her magic from one of the Hebrew
archangels. It is equally surprising to see Sabaoth

approached with Greek rites. Often special eflieacy
is gained by issuing a sort of general call to all the
pantheon or which, thanks to the doctrine of
.sympathy, amounts to the same thing— by adding
to one god the names of the most revered gods in
a numljer of nationalities. Magic naturall> turns

—

to the foreign religions.

It also believes that the

more redoubtable than the singular.
Hence the more or less chaotic pantheon of magic,
especially in its more adv.anced stages, the symptomatic tendency to multiplication and mixture for
purposes of power, which reflects to a certain
extent the fact that magic is an outlaw, that it is
not subject to otticial control, and that it has no
assureil position in the body politic.
v. Theory OF^J/^G/C— The proceduresof magic,
especially of magic so highly developed as was tliat
of tireeceand Rome, are, at first sight, bewiideringly
complex. But the main ideas, the essential principles from which they all derive and upon which they
plural

is

2

Op. cit. p. 1519.
Creek Papyri in the Uril. Musevm, r.ondon, 1893

3

ed. E. A.

>

W.

Budifc-, I.ondon, 1899, p. cli.
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are all founded, are simple, universal, and eternal.
fundamental purpose of magic is to compel
by supernatural means ; the primary object and
\The
supposed result of every charm is some form of
Possession or obsession (/idToxos) is a
constraint.
constraint,

any form

as lycanthropy)

is

of

metamorphosis (such,

e.g.,
constraint, /"sciHrt/io in all its

a

a constraint. The ancients
habitually associate the processes of magic with
the ideas of binding, tying up, nailing down, and
A magic act is a /caraSfcrfios, a
their opposites.
the removal of its
naToSeij-i!, a (lef.vio, a devinctio
effect is an afaXvais, a solutio, and the corresponding verbs are, e.g., Karadiw, defigo, \va, solvo. The
language of charms and the details of ritual are
form of this
largely suggested and guided by some
fundamental idea. One sees it most clearly in such
symbolic acts as the tying of knots, the driving of
nails, and the binding of images.

numerous forms

is

;

'The object of every magic act is to put beings or things into
them out of a state in which certain movements, certain

or take

charchanges, certain phenomena must infallibly ensue. A
acter or condition is either produced or suppressed, a spell is
1
either imposed or removed.'
I.

The doctrine

of

sympathy.— One

fundamental principles of magic art

is

of the great

the doctrine

sympathy but, while the doctrine of sympathy
explains much, it should not be forced to explain
This would be expecting too much of such a
all.
phenomenon as magic, in spite of the fact that its
deductions are, in their way, so amazingly logical.
It is also true that magic is supposed to work in
it either reaches its object
two different ways
it
independently and directly and acts at once, as
were, automatically, or— and this was the prevailing theory of the Greeks and Romans— it reaches
its object indirectly through the agency of some
intervening power to whom its behests are addressed
and by whom they are executed. The distinction
is important and enlightening; but here, again, we
must not apply it too rigidly. There are cases in
which the characteristic features of both methods
must not expect
are more or less traceable.
he is not always a clear
too much of the magician
thinker, and he has an inveterate habit of calling
of

;

;

We

;

known powers

to his aid, whether they happen
to be logically related or not.
The doctrine of sympathy is most clearly seen
Tlie simplest and most
in the direct method.
all

the Greeks and Romans is
that ill which the magic power pos.jessed or acquired
by a given thing works upon the desired oliject by
The virtue of the amulet (see Charm.s
contact.
AND Amulets) is shared by the person who wears
of any kind
it, the virtue of philtres and ipcipixaKa
is appropriated bj' those who take them asdirected.
It may \>e observed, however, that even here, so
far as the Greeks and Romans were concerned, the
supernatural power had already intervened in the
preparation of the given article and the magician's

common form among

;

characteristic method of pluralizing for power is
naively illustrated by the rule that in preparing a

ipip^MKov one should combine ingredients which
individually are capable of producing the desired
The reasoning is evident. The large use
ettect.
of magic of this type, i.e. 0ap;;o«fa, helps to explain
the magician's particular interest in the properties
For a similar reason the
of plants and simples.
alchemist is particularly interested in the properties
of stones and gems some of them are sovereign
for certain diseases, if gi-ound up and taken
inwardly with the appropriate ceremonial. Primitive medicine is a fearsome adventure for the
In rare cases the mana inheres in the
patient.
object as such, but this is generally a secondary
As a rule, the mana is acquired, or
conclusion.
merely accidental. Some objects are only conductors of mana which explains why they can be
;

—

} Hubert,

op.

eit.

p.

1

506.
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used for apparently contradictory purposes. Other
staple ingredients in a large number of charms
such as honey, tiour, rain-water, etc. have lost
their original significance.
Objects are selected
according to the usual rules some real or fancied
resemblance, especially the association with some

—

—

—

A

certain thing, e.g., is yellow, thereSuch odd names for
fore it is good for jaundice.
'
plants as Jove's Beard or Venus' Ears record
associations with gods, and were doubtless origin-

god, etc.

'

'

'

The place from which an object comes
articles found in the
often a decisive factor
The Christians conpublic baths were magic.
sidered certain filthy animals ma"ic because they
were associated with the devil. Certain names of
plants and minerals are magic because they correis
.spond to the planets.' Sometimes the decision
made from etymology, true or false ; the reseda
ally secret.

is

owes

:

its

power

to its

name only (HN xxvii.

131).

virtue of lead for certain purposes is d»ie to the
fact that it is heavy or cold or indestructible, etc.
One of the most important applications of the
doctrine of sympathy is the use of symbolism.

The

As we have already seen, symbolism is even more
characteristic of magic than it is of religion.
Hubert 5 defines two methods. In the one, which
is particularly dramatic, the person or thing upon
which we wish our magic to act is representee! by
The most notable example of this
a substitute.

The
class is the use of clay and waxen puppets.
second consists in prefiguring the desired action
and result (Tib. I. vi. 53 f. ; Soph. Aias, 1175)—
and sympathy), throw
e.g., apply a stone to a wart (contact
the stone away (symbolism), and the wart goes with it. Or, if
frooyou have a pain in the stomach, apply the stomach of a
to the part affected, and your pain becomes his pain, etc. (H.V
xxii. 149

;

Marcellus,

.xxvii. 123).

of contact and sympathy creates,
the familiar rule of magic homteopathy, that the
cause of a given thing is also its remedy.
But, so far as magic is concerned, perhaps the
most momentous deduction from the doctrine of
is the rule that the part may stand for

The same idea

sympathy

the whole, that the two are inseparably connected ;
the part is able to draw the whole to itself, if
aided by magic. What Vergil called the cxin-Uc ol
^neas had a special function and a special significance in the pretended solutio amoris of the unWithout assuming
happy Dido {^£n. iv. 494 tt'.).
the active co-operation of this principle, we cannot
of the most striking
appreciate the true inwardness

performances of magic in classical antiquity. If,
for instance, a magician can secure bones of the
dead, he has a special and powerful means of
calling up the dead to whom those bones originally
belonged (Tib. I. ii. 46)— which is one important
reason why witches were so often accused of haunting the graveyards (Hor. Sat. i. 8 Lucan, vi. 530),
and in primitive times the principal reason why
;

the corpse was so carefully watched

until it

was

safe in the grave (Petron. 63; Apul. Met. ii. 21).
So, too, if we wish to reach the living, it is very
important to possess a lock of their hair, the
parings of their nails, a garment, or anything
nearly or remotely associated with them. Nothing-

more intimately and entirely part and parcel of
a thing than its real name.
Rome,' it is said
(Tib. I. ii. 57 f., with the present writer's note;
xxviii. 18, iii. 65 ; Plut.
Macrob. III. ix. 2
Quwsf. Bom. 61 [p. 279 A] Serv. on .^-En. i. 277
Solinus, 1
Lydus, de Mens. iv. 73), is only the
The
alias of the great city with world dominion.
true name, i.e. the name which would have enabled
with
her
her enemies to conjure against
magic,
was a religious secret. So the clay or waxen image
it
has
been
harmless
until
may be comparatively

is

'

;

HN

;

;

;

1

Dieterich. p. 171

2

See esp. Gfr", pt.

s

Op.

cit.

p. 1507.

ff.
i..
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ceremonially named with the true name of the
person whom it is meant to represent.'
Names are not the only words which are an inA
tegral part of the things which they represent.
similar relation exists between the verb, or the
sentence, and the action described by it.
Hence,
of course, the theory of incantation as opposed to
From this
that of prayer in the modern sense.
point of view the lines of Euripides {llippol. 478 f.),
ctcrli' £' <iru»£ai Ka'i

Xovot Qe\KTrip\ak'

echoed by Horace (Epist.

I. i. 34 f.) in
Sunt verba et voces quibus hunc lenire dolorem
Possie et ma^nani niorbi deponere partem,"
are true not only of magic theory in general, but of
the Groeco-Roman conception of magic in particular.
Incantation is rarely, if ever, absent Irom some
stage of the act. The influence of the indirect
method is seen even more clearlj' in the fact that
*

sympathy

is

often

created by

which accompanies the act

incantation

the

{e.g.,

HN

xxvi. 93).

In the exorcism of disease the incantation is often
sullicient in itself.
Again, a mere verbal comparison is sufficient, especially if accompanied by

a gesture.
'

Salvum sit quod tan^o ! ejaculates Trim&Ichio piously
(Petron. G3), to avoid possible consequences when he touches
his friend's arm to illustrat* where and how the unfortunate
character in his story was touched bj' the witch.
'

Given, therefore, the right words in the right
order and pronounced in the right way, the desired

must ensue. But which words ? Ancient
formulje connected with or naming the approjniate
gods are, of course, valuable, but in many cases
nothing can compare with ancient words in an
The most
utterly incomprehensible
tongue.
famous example in antiquity was the so-called
Ephesin Gravimata attributed to the Dactyli.But it is by no means necessary that an incantation should consist of what, even in the most
general sense, could be termed articulate speech
of any sort.
Mere music, e.g., as such is distinctly
result

magic.

The great musicians

of

magicians.

We

—

mythology
are always
no longer attribute tlie power of

Amphion, Orpheus, Vainiimoinen,
music to magic in the

etc.

—

but primitive
man can hardly be blamed for doing so. The
ancient doctors made a considerable use of music
in their jiractice, and we ourselves have learned
that it is sometimes distinctly beneficial in certain
obstinate nervous disorders of long standing.
Here, however, our particular concern is with a
class of sounds which are anything but musical,
bnt which are mentioned again in the literature of
the Empire as being especially powerful and efScacious in magic incantations.
Lucan, vi. 686 ff.
tells us that all the sounds of nature were imitated
by such an exjiertas Ericlitho, and does not fail to
add his usual and characteristic catalogue. But
LucAn Ls too anxious to tell us all he has read in
his uncle's library to be of any great value in a
matter like this. Whatever they afterwards may
have become, we can be sure that these phenomena
were simpler and more specific, that they were
probably inspired by some aspect of the doctrine
of
sympathy, and used for a special purpose.
Tlie Romans habitually describe them by stridor
and stridere. The sounds to which these words
are applied are many, and vary from the filing of
a saw to the creaking of a doorand the shrilling of
a locust. But they are all alike in being inarticuTlie obvious
late, high-pitched, and disagieeable.
and instructive parallel is the primitive Greek
The 70^615 were specifically necromancers
•yorirela.
and, as we saw above (p. 271''), they were suppo.sed
to have received their name from the most notable
literal sense,

,

'

E. Rohde, Ptyche*, Tiibingen, 1907, p. 61;

P«P.vri.
» See E.

ences.

Kuhnert,

in

Pauly-Wissowa,

v.

often

in tne

2771-2778, and refer-

peculiarity of their magic, viz. from their wailing
and crying among the tombs.' So, long afterwards,
in Graeco-Roman times the charms described by
stridor and stridere are very characteristic of
nckyomantia. If so, and we can hardly doubt it,
the inarticulate magic charms connoteu by these
two words should be just those described as wailing and crying among the tombs,' and their purpose
should be to call up the dead. Such being the
case, the two most common and characteristic uses
of stridor and stridere outside the sphere of magic
'

'

One

are illuminating.

itself

(1)
tlie

squeaking and gibbering of
ancients so often refer
'

of these

is

that

dead to which the

:

Ecce inter tumulos at^ue ossa carentia bustis Umbrarum
minantur' (Petron. cxxii. 137); auribus
*

facies diro Btridore

incertum

umbra' (Lucan,

strideat

628; cf. Stat.
Theb. vU. "70; Sil. Ital. xiii. 600; Claudian, in Ruf. i. 126;
Ovid, Faali, v. 468; Verg. j£n. vi. 492 f.; Horn. Od. xiiv. 6;
and Hor. Sat. i. viii. 40 f.).
feralis

vi.

By the doctrine, therefore, of symjiathy the
stridoresoi the necromancers were an imitation of
the wailing and crying of the dead, and owed their
(2) Stridor is regularly
efficacy to that reason.
used to describe the hoot of the strix, or screechowl that long-drawn, shuddering scream that
suggests nothing so much as the wail of the
banshee, the moaning of souls that can find no
rest, the ominous cry of the ptaioBdvaroi, questing
ghosts of those who died before their time (see

—

Hecate's Suppeks). No wonder the .^trix is the
most remarkable and ill-omened bird in classical
folklore.
Owls, disembodied spirits, or necromancers calling up those spirits— so far as the cry
alone was concerned, how was one to be sure which
was which ? As a matter of fact, all three were
more or less inextricably confused with each other,
and there can be no doubt tliat the cry had much
The strix is associated
to do with the situation.
with

all

sortsof witchcraft in antiquity, but especi-

and above all with vampirism in its various
forms (see the present writer's note on Tib. I. v.
The classics are rich in examples of the type
42).
which happens to be more familiar to us, especially
ally

The return of Protesilaus is
in the erotic sphere.
a case in point (Roscher, s.v.), also the story of the
Lamia (Philostr. Apoll. Tyan. iv. 25) immortalized
by Keats, and tlie simple and touching tale told
by Phlegon of Tralles ' {Mirab. 1) which is the
of Schiller's
Braut von Korinth and
'

prototype
Gautier s Morte Amoureuse.'
But witches can turn owls whenever they like,
and they do so regularly, when their object is
some form of necromancy.
Ovid, AiJirir. I. viii. 13-18, speaking of Dipsas,
the redoubtable saga with eyes of diiTerent colours
(' pupula duplex '),' says
'

:

*

Hanc ego nocturnas versam

volitare per umbras
Suspicor et pluma corpus anile tegi
oculis quoque pupule duplex
Fulminat et gemino lumen ab orbe niicat ;
Evocat aiitiquis proavos atavosaue sepulcris
Et solidam longo carmine findit liumum.'
;

Suspicor, et famast

;

But the ever present and most gruesome
this idea, as of

magic

side of

in general, is the sexual side.

Most frequently the witch is like I'ampliila in
She assumes the form of a
she never comes to him as
a human and normal woman. The lires of hell are

.\puleius {Afet. iii. 21).
strix to fly to her lover

;

in her eyes, the fires of hell are in her veins, the
She is the
taste of blood and death is on her lip.s.
the suceuba, as she was called in
erotic vampire
the Middle Ages who haunts her victim in his
dreams and little by little draws to herself the very

—

—

Hence it is that the Graecoscreech-owl, who, even at her best, aa
Plinj' substantially says {liN x. 34), seems to make
no elibrt to look or act like a well-meaning and
self-respecting fowl of the air, belongs quite as
See K. F. Smith, in Sludia in Honor 0/ B. L. Gildertletvt,

marrow

in his bones.

Roman

'

Daltiraore, 1902, p. 287.
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dreams as

to the kingdom
sure in any given
instance \v)iether the strixis a real sfrix or a wit«h
in the form of one (Ovid, Fasti, vi. 141) ? Indeed,
as early as I'lautus (Pseud. 820 ; of. Propert. IV. v.
witches as well as
17) striijcs already meant
to the Idiijidora of

How

of birds.

can one

lie

'

'

and this designation of what is
evidently the Konian parallel of the old Greek
no
7oi)Tei5 records a ])opnlar belief whicli showed
tendency to diminish in later days.
Our surviving
2. Sources of magic power.
testimony is insiitlicient to give us a very clear
idea how the powers of tlie classical magician were
defined or from wliat sources they were supposed
to be derived. For the Egyptians, as Hubert'
remarks, the magician was like the priest in being
'

screech-owls,'

—

with
closely associated, if not actually identilied,
the god wliose power he was utilizing,'- and perhaps in the ultimate issue this is everywhere the
explanation of his power. Particularly notable was
the development of this principle among the Ale.vandrian theurgi. Here, of course, the characteristic Grseeo-Koman preference for the indirect
alibrded a favourable soil, but, without
doubt, the chief factor was the direct influence of
the Egyptian theory just mentioned.
But, granted that he does identify himself witli
the god, how does he compass it ? Is it a gift, or
does he acquire it, and, if so, !iow? The thcurgi
emphasized tlie theory that it was acquired, and

method

tlie

methods recommended indicate

in tliemselves

the etlbrt to raise magic to the level of a religioand
philosopliical system permeated with tlie ideas
ceremonials characteristic of mysticism. Asceticism was recommended, but, above all, the magician
must be an adept. Such persons may have a revelation coming to them more or less directly by way
of the fallen angels or the archangels (Tert. clc
Idol. 9f., Apol. 35).
Indeed, Maria the Jewess
was instructed by God Himself.^ Gods, kings,
great philosophers, and sages of old loom large in•
The Book of Moses
this aspect of later magic.
'

'

gives us a good idea of the complicated ceremonial
through which the candidate was supposed to pass
There
in order to arrive at the perfection desired.
were purifications, sacrificial rites, invocations, and,
to crown all, a revelation of the KoiT^o7roi(a (how the
universe was made and the secrets thereof). This
puts the adept in relation not with certain specific
gods, as appears to have been the idea of the Egyptian prototype, but with the stars and planets, i.e.
The magician, especially
the universal powers.
the magician-alchemist, derives his power from
He
forces of nature.
with
the
the acquaintance
has established rapport with the universe ; and, as
there is also rapport between all the parts of the
universe, he has extended his power over the entire
universe as a whole. This, of course, is the old
doctrine of sympathy on a particularly grand and

impressive scale. The result of the ceremony is
that the magician, the tlieurgus, is himself no longer
a man, but a god.''
This is a conception calculated to appeal to any
man whose imagination is still in working order,
but it does not emerge clearly in ordinary magic.
It belongs ratlier to mystic magic, which was
the special development of serious souls, some of
tliem really great, who believed that this path
would lead them to the undiscovered secrets of life,
death, and immortality. To speak in terms of the
average man and of the history of the art as a
whole, the ideas which determined the powers of
the magician were much the same as those whii'li
dictated the choice of a magic object or the con1

•

p. 1609.
3
Berthelot, ii. SO.

•*

Op.

cit.

W. KroU,

Abhandl..
6

*

struction of a charm, and which, in fact, are fundamental in the art of magic as a whole, (ienerally
speaking, magic is a gift and, as such, it is often
due to some accident of birth or to some special
In some cases it is inalienable ; again,
privilege.
it can be outgrown or easily lost.
Children, e.j.,
merely as such, sometimes possess it.' Virginity
has always been considered an important condition
of the power to prophesy (Geopon. XI. ii. 4; Plut.
de Dcfcctn Orac. 46).^ The idea seems to be that
the seeress is, as it were, married to the god and
that infidelity to him is punished by loss of the
power which he gave her. The entire world seems
to be agreed that women, simply as women, are
peculiarly gifted in this direction (Demosth. c.
Arislog. i. 17 ; Aristoph. 2\'ubes, 749 ; Lucian, Dial.
Dcor. XX. 10, Dial. Mcrctric. i. 2, iv. 4, Bis Accus.

ii.

p. 56.
1.

Clialdaicis,'

in

Dr^siaitcr

ijltilut.

We

have already seen how important they
are in the mythology of Greek magic, and this is
true of all magic. They are less prominent in the
magic of the mystics and their brethren, but this
is itself .symptomatic of the ideals and pretensions
In the genuine, traditional,
of the movement.
immemorial magic of everyday life in Greece and

21).

Rome

they never lost

theii-

Medea was typical

(pap/Mnis,

importance.

As a

The know-

of her sex.

ledge and practice of ipap/MaKcla as a branch of magic
were always more or less confined to women.
The distant, the foreign, the strange, the unusual, even the horrible, are all important factors.
Magic is a primitive name for anything abnormal.
Tliose who come from distant countries, especially
if, like the Brahmans (Philo.str. Apoll. Tyan. iii. ),
they are also the priests of strange and remote
Hence, on the principle
religions, are magicians.
of omne ignotum pro magnifico,' there are distant
countries in which all the inhabitants are magicians
or possess the evil eye or some such uncanny gift.
Any person with the evil eye is a magician; so,
too, the ventriloquist (schol. Aristoph. Vespce,
1014 Plato, Soph. 252 C Plut. de De.feetu Orac. 9).
Anything abnormal about one's birth or pedi'

'

'

;

;

Persons
is likely to give one magic powers.
born with a caul have the gift of prophecy. The

gree

child of incest, especially of deliberate incest, is
This was harped on conliiiund to be a niai;ician.
tinually in the witch trials of the Middle Ages, but
it is also prominent in ancient tradition, especially
in connexion with the Magi themselves (Catullus,
.\c. ; Xanthns, frag. 28 [FHG i. 43] ; Sotion, ap.

Laert. proceiii. 7 Strabo, p. 735). Sometimes
iJiog.
whole peoples, clans, or families are supposed to
be magicians (Herod, iv. 105);' some e.g., the
Thibii (HX vii. 17)— owe it to the possession of the
others have some i)articular specialty.
evil eye
;

—

;

The Ophiogenes, the

Psylli, the llarei, etc. (*. xxviii. 30, vii.
kill snakes simply by breathiiij,' on them, or can cure
snake-bites merely by touching the wound with their hands.
.\ certain family in Corinth could calm tempests (Hesych. and
Suidas, 8.V. ai/e/jLOJcoIrai). and so on. Many similar statements
made by Alexandrian authors and othei-s now lost are preserved
by Pliny {EN, esp. bks. vii. and xxviii.).

can

13-l.S).

In the majority of such cases the ability is more or
vaguely conceived of as inliorn, in others it is
a secret transmitted from generation to generation.
But, whether inborn or imparted, magic is a secret.
Indeed, initiates were sworn to secrecy in the later

less

days among the mystics.

The powers

—

But the most characGreek and Roman magic is the
universal prevalence of the indirect method and its
So far as
influence on the development of the art.
Greece and Rome were concerned, the theory of
demons those spii'its to whose action practically
every phenomenon is due was as characteristic of
the world at large as it was of Plato and his
3.

invoked.

teristic feature of

—

1

De Oraculis

vii. 1 [1894),

Uieterich, p. 136,

Dietci-ich. p. 130.
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2

—

Abt, cip. cit. pp. 245, 262.
See E. I'^ehrle, Die kultische Keusciiheit

iirr

'

vi. [1910).

3 Cf.

Lobeck,

p. 1196.
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Diseases

10).

were caused by specific deiiKins, panic was caused
such figures as tlie Erinyes, Nemesis,
liy Pan
Poena, Kmpusa, the Mot/Kit, KvdyKaiy and XWijKoavva.i
are not only popular but very old. There are even
demons whose only function is to execute the com;

'

mands
and

of the niajiic tablets deposited in the baths,
tiiere are others who are merely djri^/joiai, or

emanations. Theetlicacy, e.g., of the fii-yf demands,
as Hubert observes,' the creation of a demon or of
a special god
a curious but characteristic retention of the primitive view that nothing in this world
can happen or be except by the individual exertion
in every case of conscious, energizing will.
The magician may find it necessary or advisable
to consider other spirits besides the specific agents
He cannot be sure
of the phenomenon in question.
of success beforehand.
He may make mistakes,
and a mistake in a ceremonial is fatal. And, even
if everythinir is correct, the ceremony may be entirely upset by something unexpected and unforeIn addition, therefore, to the specific
seen.
energizing demon, he considers it prudent to summon to his aid such other powers as he can command. He calls on some appropriate god, e.g., to
send him the necessary energizing demon, or he
summons the spirit to whom the efficacy of the rite
hence the theory of the familiar,'
it-self is due
the magician's own
demoniac factotum,' whicli
assumed such importance in the Middle Ages.
''

—

'

;

'

The object, therefore, of magic was to act upon
and use the supernatixral powers either as energizing spirits or as auxiliaries. Some of these powers
occur only in the tradition of magic itself, but the
large majority are common to both magic and
Most important here are the demons.
religion.
Plato himself (Suidas, s.v.
average man, attributed to

fi-ayeia), as well as the
them the success of any
magic rite.^ The magic charms of the later period
are full of invocations to demons demons of all

—

kinds and descriptions and exercising every imaginable function, but all of varying degrees of inferiIn fact, as time goes on,
ority to the great gods.
the realm of the supernatural assumes more and
more the aspect of an Oriental despotism with a
thoroughly organized bureaucratic government, all
in the liaudsof demons.
There are secretaries and
under-secretaries, guards, doorkeepers, messengers
a regular hierarchy of demoniac officials, whose
rank and functions are established and fixed with
meticulous exactness. The only private citizens
in this government are the ordinary human man
and the occasional person with 'influence,' i.e. the
magician and it is curious to see how soon and
easily the latter assumes the methods and attitude
of the influential citizen who lives under a similar
government in this world. If he wishes to reach
the ear of the all-highest at the other end of the
line, he addresses the demon of lowest rank, the
message is transmitted through the appropriate
channels, and in time he gets his answer.
Indeed,
as in all such governments, the first demoniac
underling may be so nearly human and, therefore,
so much in sympathy with the magician himself
as to take a really personal and lively interest in
furthering the matter iii hanil. All this ([uestion of
rank and functions was carefully discussed by Pro<lus and Porphyrins {i/e Mysteriis ASgyp.), and, in
fact, the prominence of it is particularly characteristic of their school and period.
This school, it
may be observed, made a (listinction between good
demons and bad demons, attributing the errors of
to the latter.
The demons were identified
yoyreia
with the Jewish angel.s in their function of divine
messengers, and even the old pagan gods, reduced to

—

;

1

Op.

' J.

11808],

cit.

»

p. 1611.

Tambornino,
pattim.

'

Kroll,

uf).

cU. p. 30.

De Autiqiiortun Ptomoiitgmo.'

in

Rl^V

vil.

the rank of demons, became messengers of the universal deity (Aug. rlc Civ. Dei, ix. 19), while the

archangels, Michael, Uabriol, etc., take rank with
the archontrs of the Gnostics as tutelary gods
of the planets (\V. Anz,
xv. [Leipzig, KS'JT]
With (.Christianity the old gods became
passim).
and
all
were
considered
evil.
But magic,
demons,
the conservative of conservatives, never
gave them
up, though all of them now without distinction
were in the service of the devil.
One of the most important classes of demons
connected with magic are the spirits of the dead,
the venvSalixove^,
especially those who, like the
/JiaioSdcaroi, died violent deaths or otherwise before
their time, or never received proper burial, and
therefore cannot rest in their graves.' The heroes,
so to speak, have a somewhat liigher social position,
but they too are important in magic.^
A notable peculiarity of paganism as contrasted
with its successor was the inability to make a sharp
distinction between gods and demons. The obvious
criterion would be power or disposition.
Neither

TU

were trustworthy. Some demons were greater
than some gods, and some gods were as unmistakably malignant as some demons were beneficent.
The demons, therefore, were not the only powers
to whom the magician addressed himself.
The
gods them.selves practised magic (Apollod. I. ii. I,
III. vi. 8); indeed, Pindar says (Pi/i;A. iv. -213 tt".) that
it was Aphrodite herself who taught Jason how to
'draw down the moon': and so the magician
would naturally turn to them (Apul. de Mag. 31).

The

preference

is,

of course, for the di inferi

—

Hades, Demeter, Persephone, Baubo, the Praxidikai, the

Erinyes, Gaia, Cybele, especially those

who, like Hecate, Selene, and Hermes, habitually
pass back and forth between the two worlds.

The

greatest of

all,

the goddess j««r excellence of

magic and magicians throughout antiquity, is
Hecate Selene,' the Dea Triformis of the crossways, and the queen of the ghosts, who sweeps
through the night followed by her dreadful train
of questing spirits.
Her power is universal, but
she is specially connected with the magic of love,
metamorphosis, and <pdpnaKa. The most famous
and dramatic incantations of antiquity are associ-

ated with her. The iiuiu/w, the iuy^, the selenitis,
the redoubtable spumri lutiaris, and tJie rhombus
are only a few magic olijects and properties directly
associated with her.
Tlie .schol. on Apoll. Khod.
iii. 478 even informs us that Circe was her
daughter.
At all events, Medea was her priestess, Musoeus
was called her son, etc. Next to her, perhaps,
especially in the magic papyri, comes Hermes
Chthonius, often confused with Hermes Trismegistus (Diog. Laert. jsroQsni. 7 ; Porphyr. deAbstin.
ii.

16)."

But the Kt'pioi Gfo/, the great gods, are also addressed, and not only the great gods of foreign races
which we should expect — but those of Greece and
Uonie. This habit, however, belongs more promiHere the
nently to the babel of the later period.
habit of calling on a number of gods at once, or of
reinforcing the name of some Greek goil with the
names of all the strange gods of foreign lands who

—

are supposed to be identical with him, or of using
Idu as the n.ame of the gud of gods, or Idu, in the
feminine, to sum np, as it were, all the aspects of
divinity, or of combining gods in the hermaphroditic form for the same purpose all these are so
many illustrations of the magician's inveterate
habit of pluralizing for power. The result is, of
course, that the divinities lose all personality and,
as Hubert says, liccome mere factors of a divine
total.''
Nothing was left but the name, and even

—

'

1

E. Riess, in Rheiii.

''

Deutmer,
Peubner,

*

p. 29,
p. 21 n.

Mm.

307 B.
Abt. op. cit. p. 197ff.
Op. cit. p. I.'il3.
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tliis was more oi; less concealed or defaced in the
magician's characteristic etlbrt to get at the true
name, the name of power for tlie now somewhat
vague supernatural force which he wished to utilize.
Having the name and also the image of the god,
he could use the force for anything desired, it being
understood, of course, tliat such accompanying
ceremonials had been performed as were appropriate for realizing the mystic presence of the god.
Thanks to this habit
4. Rites and ceremonies.

—

of pluralizing for power, of summoning from every
direction all kinds of strange and, therefore, particularly irresponsible forces, a magic ceremony
was even more complex than a religious ceremony.
Especially notable in all ages is the number of
conditions and precautions which have to be observed. This is characteristic of any cult in which
the theory of incantation still survives. Under

snch circumstances the immediate conclusion alis thak religion is a perilous pursuit.
Any
man who approaches gods with an invocation so
worded and presented that it is a command which
must be obeyed knows that he is handling an edged
The gods resent the
tool able to cut both ways.
imperative, especially from an inferior, and will
destroy him if they can. The Roman account of
the death of old king Tullus shows how dangerous
it was in their opinion— even in religion, much
more in magic for an amateur to start the com-

ways

—

plicated machinery of invocation. There was an
old Greek saying that the witch who draws down
the moon finally draws it do^vn on herself.' The
saying reflects the general idea, afterwards so
strongly emphasized in the Middle Ages, that the
'

magician, of all peo])le, is foredoomed to something
The
like the fate of Tullus Hostilius in the end.
Greek is also apt as a specific illustration. It was
generally held that of all charms one of the most
difficult and dangerous was
drawing do^\'ii the
moon' so dangerous, in fact, that the magician
deemed it wise to arm liimself in advance with a
protective counter-charm against the very power
whom he was about to invoke. The Aia/JoX?) Trpbs
XcKrjfiji' preserved in the Papyrus Paris, line 3622 If.
is an interesting example of what was considered
efficacious against the wrath and vengeance of
a suggestive
nAryio SeXdi-a,
Our Lady Moon
forerunner of the magic circle of which we hear
more
so much in the
pretentious magic of the
Middle Ages.
The magician must also observe certain rules,
likewise characteristic of religion, which, to a large
extent, are suggested by the nature of the powers
with whom he has to deal.' He, or the person in
whose interest the charm is being performed, or
both, must be in such a condition that contact with
the spirits evoked shall be without danger. Regulations vary, but among the most common are
oY^ela,
purity,' ablutions at stated intervals,
anointings with oil, avoidance of certain foods
'

—

,

'

'

—

'

'

'

(esp. fish), fasting,

temporary chastity

'

(cf.

Tib.

theiegvdaisecubitKS so often referred to
by the elegiac poets, etc.). More rigorous and
more numerous are the conditions attending the
and most important
performance of the rite itself,
IS the observance of nudity or its ceremonial equivalent.^
The costume must be liowing, i.e. without
knots or fastenings of any kind, or it must be coarse,
or of linen, and in tlie last case, either white or
white with purple streamers (the ceremonial significance of colours has already been referred to).''
Having gone through the preliminary purifications
and donned the appropriate raiment, tlie operator
must then consider the attitude to assume. This

II.

i.

11

f.

;

1

Deubner, p. 20 fl. ; T.
2 Ct.
Fehrle, loe. cit.
*
' J.
Heckenbach, De

iJFFix.

Wachter, in

RVV ix.

1 [1910].

Nuditate sacra sacrisque vinculis,'

In most cases there are gestures which
Etiually important is the
magician's own state of mind. He must have faith,
he must put all his soul into the accomplishment
of the rite {(iargilius Martialis, 19).
The time at which the rite should be performed
is

vital.

cannot be omitted.'
'

This is largely determined
also very important.
by the habits and associations of the god to be
addressed, and is an immediate deduction from the
law of sympathy. For magic in general, but in
particular for all magic connected with SeleneHecate, sunset and the few minutes just before
sunrise are very favourable so, too, any phase of
the moon, but, above all, the new and full moon.
The stars and planets for the most part became
important only after astrology gave greater preis

;

cision to the sort of influence supposed to be exerted
by eacli. As a matter of course, night is a better

time than day.^

The place is quite as important as the time, and
the choice of it is again a direct deduction from
the law of sympathy, as regards either the god to
be addressed or the person to be attected. Roads,
streets, boundaries, and the threshold are all sacred
in both magic and religion. The cross-roads suggest
Hecate, the graveyard nekyomantia. Both are
favourite spots so far as the magician is concerned.
Finally, as we have just seen, there are ceremonies which the operator does not venture to perform unless he is armed with some sort of protective
charm against the god whom he is addressing, or
against any one who might interrupt the ceremony,
or against the efi'ect of possible counter-charms.
The best and clearest description of the ceremony,
properly speaking, is given by Hubert.* It involves
the use of two kinds of rites. The purpose of the
one is to accomplish the object itself of the ceremony
by a logical application of the principles of magic
action the object of the other is to mamifacture
or, at least, to assure the presence of the actual
magic power sufficient to work in the way prepared
and thus to accomplish the purpose desired. In
other words, to state it in terms of modern electrical science the theory of which is curiously near
to tliat of magic he must construct the proper
machinery and establish the proper connexions
then, before turning on the power, he must see to
it that the power is really there.
The first class of rites, the machinery and connexions, calls for the use of a certain number of
objects or parts whieli, in the end, generally corae
One of the
to be considered magic in themselves.
most common and dramatic is the magic wand,
which is really a conductor of the magician's mana.
The divining rod,* though used in a different way
and for a difl'erent purpose, derived its efficacy
from a similar conception. 'The Etruscans used it
in searching for hidden springs (Daremberg-Saglio,
s.v. 'Aquilex'), and, as the writer of this article
can testify from personal observation, as late as
;

—

—

;

twenty years ago a similar method for discovering
the best place in which to dig a well was still used
In adoccasionally in the American countryside.
dition to the magic wand and the divining rod, we
have the apparatus of dactylomantia (Amm. Marc.
XXIX. i. 29 tf.), the lamps in lychnomantia, the
basins of water in Ui-anomantia, keys in their symbolic use, cymbals, the various substances referred
to above, threads of ditl'erent colours, portions of
the dead, the tvy^ (I'ind. Pyth. iv. 213, and often),
the famous rhombus, turbo, or vertigo, i.e. the
witches' wheel,' the rotation of which, by imitation and sympathy, was sovereign to influence the
will of the person whom one wished to gain, etc,
'

1

Deubner, p.

36, for

-

Aht, op.

3
p. 292 a.
Op. cit. p. 1616 ff.
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All these end by being considered niiigii: in themselves, but, in view of what has been said, it will be
seen thai this idea is seinndaiy. Their real function and iiurpose was to facilital* or render possible
the action of magic power and, at least originally,
they were chosen from that point of view.
Sometimes the ceremcmial projicr needs the assistance of some rite whose object is to put the
person interested in a state to receive the bem^lit
of the action desired.
A case in [loint is the cere-

monial of innibntio.^ The purpose of inrtthntio is
to surround a person with the appropriate conditions to secure for him the true and prophetic
Conditions are, as often,
desires.
dictated by the law of sympathy.
And, except
that the nature of dreams was never quite clear to
the ancients and perhaps will never be ciuite clear
to any one the nameless theorists and thinkers l)y

dream which he

—

—

whom these ccmditions were first discovered and
formulated appear to have been quite familiar with
the results of J. Borner's famous dissertation
afterwards incorporated and extended in W. H.
Koscher's EphiaUes: cine prttholodiscli-inytliolog-

Alptraumc vnd AlpdiiAltcrtiims, Leipzig, 1901.'Borner showed that, among other things, in a
healthy person nightmare is usually dtie to partial
suttbcation caused by biirying one's head in the
pillow, coverlet, etc., that the rapidity with which
the nightmare, the invuhus, appears to approach
the dreamer is always measured by the rate of
sullocation, but, above all, that the appearance of
the incubus itself is to a surprising extent determined by the sleeper's surroundings, especially by
the material and texture of his coverings. Sucifi
being the case, though L. Laistner' goes too far
in his theory that the Uralptraum, the primeval
nightmare, is the father of all mythology, we may
at least suspect with Ko.seher that Pan's legs were
the inevitaljle result of the style of bed-quilts used
by his primeval worshippers (cf. Latinus's method
ische Abhandhing iiher
monen dcs K'la.^si.icheit

ot securing
vii.

81

1}'.),

die

an interview with Fannus in Verg. yEn.
and, for that matter, that the iiicubi,

succub(e, striqes, and all their monstrous brood must
have enteied this world in the lirst place bj' the
If so, it is certain that some of our
Ivory Gate.
most cherished legends, our best and most thrilling

and our linest poetiy are literally the stuii'
that dreams are made of.
But of all magic operations none is more

stories,

common and

characteristic,

more dramatic and

impressive, or a better illustration of the doctrine
of sympathy than the casting of spells (cf. Heliodorus, xi. 14, and the examjiles noted below). The
special feature of this operation is due to the theory
that, if (the jierson whom we wish to reach with
our magic is absent or far away, his place may be
filled by a puppet, or some symliolical substitute
for him.
If, then, the ceremonial is appropriate,
whatever we do to the puppet will be exactly repeated, literally or symbolically, as desired, on
the person whom the puppet rejiresents. Consecration of the one is immediately followed by consecration of the other (Verg. ^c/. viii. 74 f.), binding
of the one by the desired condition symbolized by
it in the other, running needles into the heart of
the one by some effect on the other symbolized by

—

such a process as, e.g., wasting away to death
with no apparent cause (Ovid, Amor. III. vii. 29 f.,
Heroid. vi. 21, and often). Sometimes one lignre
may stand for .an indefinite number, as in the
of

spells

One may
by

this

Nectanebo (p.sendo-Callisthenes, i. 1).
cast a spell on .spirits as well as mortals
means (Kus. Prop. Evang. v. 12 (f.).

L. Deubner'i* De Incxibtttimif, l.«ipzig, 1904, is the st&ndard
this aiibjcrl.
S C».
\\\\. 11901] 2.S3.
» RdUel der Siihinz, Ucrlin, 1SS9.
*

work OD
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Hence we have cases in whii h two puppets are
used, one representing the person to be acted upon,
the other the spirit by wlinm the action is to be
performed (Hor. Sal. I. viii. 25 f.).' Occasionally
even three figures a]>pear to have been useil (schol.
Hern, on Verg. Ed. viii. 75). Often they were
hollow, and their power was eniianccd by putting
written incantations inside. .Vs a rule, these
puppets must be made of clay or wax, but occasionally other substances were just as rigorously
Eusebius (/oc. cii.) speaks of such an
prescribed.
image of Hecate made of jmlverized lizards and
the roots of rue. A sheet of metal or even of
paper uiion which the figure has lieeii traced is
often considercil sullicient.'- The value and philosophy of i-.cuviai have already been mentioned,
liut one may use such arbitrary substitutes as the
body of a bird, a sprig of myrtle or of rue, etc'
Indeed, as we have already seen, the name is sulOn the same principle, a written
licient in itself.
incantation placed in a tonil) has the same ell'ect
as would a piipjiet^ (Apul. Met. i. 10, dc. Mag. 53).
The verbal portions of a magic rite are of the
In many ca.ses they are the
highest importance.
o]ier.ator's instructions
in order that he ni.ay

to the intervening

make no mistake

demon

as to the

of the symbolic rite.
The
inscribed with the name of the person

meaning and object
puppet

whom

is

it represents, and sometimes this is accompanied by a written statement of what is to happen
to him.
So, when one gathers a medicinal plant,
one should be careful to utter the name of the
patient who is to be benelited by it. Again, in
constructing a devolio, one slionid specify in order
each and every part in which it is desired that the
proposed victim shall suller.°

The indirect method is also directly responsible
for the conclusion that incantations ,are a special
help to the operator in the accomplishment of his
second great task the creation of magic power.
Hence tlie use of the magic hj'inns and litanies,
the object of which is to ensure the presence and
active participation of the appropriate spirit, to
indicate his duty, and, if necessary, to frighten

—

him into doing

We

it.*^

how various objects, plants,
simples, etc., originally selected as facilitating in
some way magic rapport, linally came to be conNames and incansidered magic in themselves.
tations underwent precisely the same secondary
have

seen

development. From being a means to an end
they became magic perse. The further conclusion
was then drawn that their power might be indefinitely increased by frequent repetition, by
lengthening certain syllables to an extraordinary

by abstracting certain syllables and decorating them with affixes and .suffixes, by rearranging them in dilierent combinations, and es^iecially
by disposing them so as to form certain hgnres.'
Examples still surviving are 'abracadabra,' and
'sator arepo tenet opera rotas' (see Thesaurus
Ling. Lilt., s.v. 'Arepo'). The Ep/usia G/ammata
belong to the same type (Porphyr. de Myster. vii.
4).
^Iystery and power were further enh.anced by
the use of magic alphabets, by certain sacred inks,
and so on. Numbers pass through the same experience and acquire the same magic power /«)• se
extent,

—

there are seven planets. If, therefore, we wish to invoke them, there is nothing so compelling as the pronunciation
of the seven vowels or a sevenfold repetition of n ceremony,
e.g.,

1

Cf. Riess, op. cit. p. !)(W.

2

R. Wunarh, Setiiiani^chi Verfiuchtinfjsla/etn, L«ipzig, 1898.
G. Knoai-lt, llhein. .Via. xlix. 118U4) 310.
* For
clay and waxen images see A lit, op. cit. p. 153 IT., and
il. (ismsj 125 fl.
L. Fahz, in
^ See
esp. Fox, op. cit.
« Dletench, p. 83
K. Dilthev, Rhein. Mtis. xxvii. (1872) 8753
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Odd uunibt-rs have
rnvp. Evaiitj.
14).
always been 8i3:nificant (Verjj. Ed. viii. 75, and often), three
and multiples of three are sacred to Hecate, and certain special
nuuibei-s like four, ninety-nine, etc., have a special
imporUnce.

w In magic

•,.

as in religion the object

of sacrificial

ensure the actual presence of the gods
invoketl.
And here again the indirect method
suggests that these rites are of material assistance
to the operator in acquiring the desired power
rites is to

In the choice of what
(Theocr. ii. 3, 10, 159).
shall be sacrificed in any given instance the usage
of magic as a rule does not differ materially from
that of religion. This, of course, is quite natural.
As a rule, the gods addressed are common to both
and of equal importance in both in fact, it is
perhajis safe to guess that, so far as sacrifice is
concerned, the usage of magic and religion is a
common inheritance. For example, the notable
preference of magic for black victims is not distinctive of magic.
It simjily means that, in accordance witli the naive analogy set forth, for instance, in the old hexameter quoted by Eusebius
;

(Pnep. Evang.
'

dark

iv. 9)

—

"fatSpo juec oupaciois, ;t^Oftois S' efoAiYJCta xpotp,
victims to the powers of darkness, light to the powers

—

of light

the gods to whom magic habitually addresses itself
are the gods of the under world. 8o wine,' honey,
milk, perfumes, meal (Theocr. ii. 18, 33), certain
cakes dear to tliese same gods, a cock to Hermes,
a white dove to Aphrodite, etc. all common to
both religion and magic— are frequently employed.
The use of blood is defined by Hubert as a sacri-

—

—

ficial rite
it is at any rate
as in Sallust's account
of the oath administered
by Catiline to his fellowconspirators a striking illustration of the la\v
of sympathy (Lucan, vi. 544).
The sacrifice of
;

—

human

beings, especially of little children, even
unborn babe torn from its mother, is a
standing charge against magic in all ages (Hor.
Philostr. Apoll. Tyan. viii. 5),- and,
Epod. V.
for that matter,
^against any heretical sect with
secret rites. The Christians in their time were
with
such
abnormalities as infant-sacrifice
charged
and promiscuous incest at their meetings precisely
the same charges which, a millennium later, they
themselves preferred with wearisome regularity
of the

;

—

during their long persecution of witchcraft, especially in connexion with the 'witches' Sabbath.'
In most cases the charge of human sacrifice is as
conventional as it is untrue but it would be unsafe to deny it in toto.
We can hardly expect
such an outlaw, such a striver for extraordinary
;

magic to abstain altogether from what
was quite regular in the religion of more than one
savage race, and which in accordance with the
effects, as

—

familiar theory that extraordinary occasions de

mand

—

extraordinary sacrifices has been known
more than once at some grave crisis in
the religious life of nations which, comparatively
speaking, occupied a much higher plane of civilization.
Finally, it may be noted that, as was the
case with the incantations, names of the gods,
etc., mentioned above, the tilings sacrificed, whatever they were, soon passed into the secondary
stage of being considered magic per se.
One important aspect of our ceremony quite as
important in religion as it was in magic remains
to be considered.
As we have seen, the operator
must be careful to follow certain prescribed rules
in order to get into the
necessary and intimate
sT)iritual relation with the
gods whom he is addressing, and, therefore, witli the sacrifice which
he is conducting. The relation is abnormal and
To get out of it safely is,
distinctly perilous.
to occur

—
—

'
K. Kircher, 'Die sakrale
EedeiUung des Weines ini Alt<rtum.'in R\'W viii. [1910].
2 See also J.
Teutuiiic
Grimm,
Mylholoijy, it. J. S. Stalh brass,
London, 1832-88, pp. 44-48, 130Uf.
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therefore, quite as important as to get into it
safely ; prescribed rules are as necessary for the
one as for the other. The object of these rules
is to end the
ceremony, to limit the ett'ects of it so
far as the operator is concerned, to make it safe
and possible for him to return to the conditions
of everyday life.
Above all, the remains of the
sacrifice, unless he wishes to preserve them to produce some lasting effect (as, e.g., in a dcvotio),
must be disposed of ceremonially. One may deposit them at some prescribed spot sacred to the
god to whom the sacrifice itself was offered. The
Kaddpfiara, for instance, the ceremonial
the sacrifice to Hecate (see Hecate's

remains of
Suppers),

were deposited at tlie cross-ways. The more
usual method was to eliminate them
ceremonially
by burning them, bui-ying them, or throwing them
into running water or the sea (Verg. Eel. viii. 102,
with the notes of Conington and Forbiger). The
MavTfla KpovtKTi {Pap. Paris. 3095) shows that, at
least in some cases, the ceremony closed with a
prayer to the god in which he was invited kindly
but firmly to go back to w here he belonged
:

Ajre'Afle, fieoTrora, Kodfxov nftonaTrjp, Ka'i \utpTi<Tov e(5 tous tSi'ou?
TOTTOv?, tVa trvvTrjprjdji to nay. 'IA€ws iifilr. Kvpif.

be seen, therefore, as Hubert observes,'
the Greeks and Romans the standard
ceremony of magic and the standard ceremony
of religion, so far as their essential elements were
concerned, were practically the same, even to the
point of using the same names for these elements.
Furthermore, with some comparatively slight exceptions, the gods of magic are equally important
in religion, and, on the whole, they are treated
with the same reverence. As we have seen, some
of the abnormalities of magic are just as characteristic of religion, and they are generally due to the
fact that, at the time when these abnormalities
occur, both are specially concerned with the infernal gods.
The worship of these gods, whether
in religion or in magic, is visibly influenced
liy
the universal idea that the under world is the
reverse of ours.
It is dark, silent, barren, lovea complete
less, childless, eventless, stationary
contrast to the world above, a contrast regularly
in
rituals
to
the
dead
and
their gods
symbolized
by such things as tlie use of the left hand instead
of the right.
It is, no doubt, this ancient idea of
reversed conditions in Hades that suggested the
most striking feature of the famous Black Mass
as practised ))y the early Christian magicians
It will

that

among

—

'

(Iren. Ha;r.

I.

xiii. 2).

The normal

'

'

White Mass'

addressed to heaven
if
we reverse it, i.e.
if «e read it backwards, we address it to hell.
But the Christian magician, in so far as he was
a Christian, was bound to assume that his Black
Mass was a wicked and impious rite. Hence the
inevitable deduction was soon established that,
the more wicked and impious magic could be, the
greater and more terrible its power. For the
magician of Gra;co-Romaii paganism there seems
to have been no such parodying of religious rites
above ail, no sucli deliberate and malignant desecration of things considered divine as that of which
we hear so much in mediteval magic and which
appeared again in the modern cult of Satanism
^
iq.v.), as described some years since by Jules Bois
and as utilized for purposes of fiction by J. K.
is

;

—

Huysmans.^

—

Summary. In so far as there was any real and
essential difference between magic and religion in
Gra3co-Koman paganism, the ultimate cause of it
was

largely, if not entirely, the steady maintenance of the ancient distinction of official recognition as defined and explained at the beginning of
1

3

- Le. .^atanisiixe et la
cit. \>. 1520.
magie, I'aris, 1S91.
Lo-btts, Paris, 1891 ; cf. also G. Leirui;, La Messe noire,

Op.

do. 1903.
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It is the business of magic, as long
remains magic, to sjieak only in the imperative.
It must, therefore, retain and emphasize
those primitive doctrines notably the doctrine of
sympathy in all its forms which are supposed to
enable it to use the imperative successfully in adIt is also thebu.sinessoi magii^
dressing the gods.
because it is an outlaw and bound to assert
partly
its importance in order to live, to promise extraordinary, if not imi)ossible, things among them,
things which the social and legal restraints of
In the
religion would not allow it to promise.
course of its long and exceptionally brilliant history classical magic promises practically everything
from a cure for warts to a receijit for personal
immortality all tried and true. Magic, therefore, was obliged not only to retain but to develop
in
every possible way those primitive aids to its
imperative. It pluralized for power. And religion
had done the same. But magic was an o\itla\v, it
had no position in society, it was free to range at
will, to gather into one jiortentous plural strange
and terrible gods from tlie four coiners of the
earth, to combine them with the native gods, to

of resorting to plultrcs.
The charge was riuite as
characteristic of the Augustan age as it could
ever have been of Homer's time (Tib. I. v. 41 ;

re-arrange, reinterpret, disguise, mutilate, etc., in
In the long run, as we have
the way.s described.
seen, the pantheon of Gra;co-Koman magic was a
pandemonium, and confusion worse confounded,
in which the only relating principle seems to be
the fact that the doctrine of sympathy in all its
forms has been pushed to its uttermost limits.
To the very end magic was obsessed by the old
imperative and, therefore, by the time-honoured
means for securing it. When it rose in the social
Even
scale, it merely learned to be pretentious.

All this, however,

tliis article.

as

it

—
—

—

—

when it had been adopted, so to speak, by some
distinguished family like the mystics, had changed
its name, and had been carefully educated and
refined, it was still haunted by the old ideas, and
generally ended by infecting with them its benefactors and teachers.
The same may be Baid of the contemporary
development of popular magic. Our great authority here is the magic papyri.
They all come from
Egypt and are much atiected by local influences
but, among other things, they show that, under
the circumstances, the old rule of official recognition was eminently wise.
In the civilization of
Greece and Home magic was given a rare, a unique,
opportunity to make the most of itself. But,
whether it improved the opportunity or not, the
final result, as we see it in the papyri, is a striking
;

illustration of its besetting sins.
If it had clung
to the native gods, as religion was forced to do, it
is conceivable that, even with the heavy handicap
of the imperative and its attendant vices, magic
might have risen to comparative respectabilitj'.

But

weaknesses were encouraged rather than
By the 2nd cent, the number of strange
religions available, not to mention the semidetached religious theories, had increased to an
indefinite extent.
The result was that from being
a thing which, at least, could appsal to the imagination and the pesthetic sense, it steadily degenerated into utter absurdity as priitenlious and complicated as it was dreary and commonplace.
But, fortunately for us, Cra'co-Boiuiin magic in
its best days was the familiar ]iossession oif all
classes in a highly intellectual ami highly imaginaits

diecked.

tive people.

Men

of Ovid's calibre

and training

not have believed in it to any extent, but
there never was a time when magic as such became
unfamiliar to any one. Even the major operations
of magic were alwaj's being performed somewhere',
and, as we have seen, the ('liarge of magic was
always kept alive in the courts. liermione was
far from being the only jealous woman to sootlie
lier wounded pride by
accusing her successful rival

may

Nor was the charge by any
Propert. IV. vii. 12).
means always unfounded. Pucula ainat<ii-iii were
a regular specialty of tlie Icna, or go-between, and

they actually were so frequently administered that
the average man generally assumed that they were
responsible for certain lingering diseases, especially
certain mental or nervous abnormalities, fur which
he could see no apparent cause. Examples in
point are the traditional account of the death of
Lucretius and the contemporary explanation of
the vagaries and perversions of Caligula's tem))estuous brain (Jerome, Chron. Euscb., 1924;
Sueton. Calii/. 50).
VI. Magic in literature.— The more or less
familiar presence of magic not only in folklore aud
legend, but also in ordinary everyday life, is reflected to an extraordinary extent in the written
It is continually turning up in the arts,
and jirofessions, in law, religion, and
philo.soplucal discussion, in history, anecdote, and

word.

sciences,

any other record of everyday
is

among whom magic

life past or present.
characteristic of any people
still survives as an active

force, and it appeals for the most part only to
such persons as the special investigator and the
But the most
historian of manners and customs.
characteristic aiul interesting aspect of Gra'coRoman magic is the deliberate exploitation of it
One is
in the interests of conscious literary art.
inclined to assume, and perhaps justly, that this
was particularly notable of such periods as tlic
Hellenistic age, the time of Augustus and his
immediate successors, and the Sopliistic revival of
the 2nd century. This use of magic was especially
characteristic of poetry and of such types of prose
as that of the highly rhetorical and semi-Romantic
historians of the Alexandrian age, the Paradoxographers, the writers of novclle and tales of marvel,
even the i)ractice debates of the rhetorical schools,
and, in later times, the throng of professional
declaimers for whom those schools were ultimately
But this aspect of classical magic is
responsible.
far from bein" a matter merely of period and
department. On the contrary, nothing is more
characteristic of it than the extent and variety, as
w«ll as the unbroken continuity, of its use in
practically every department of artistic literature.
No one could be more thoroughly alive to its
asthetic possibilities than was Homer himself, and
he created a tradition of its literary use which not
even the semi-Oriental and unutterably dreary
fooleries of the papyri were able entirely to destroy.
In an article like this it is impossible as well as
inadvisable to attempt a thoroughgoing investigation of the debt of creative literature to magic in
We must content ourselves with a
antiquity.
jjassing reference to a few of those magic o]ierations which are most fn'i|uently mentioned, and
which by reason of their dramatic possibilities are
best suited to the purposes of literary art.
One of the most notable of these is nc/ci/omantia,
calling up the dead to ask them questions. Nckyoiiianiia is rarely absent from that catalogue of
magic feats with wliicli .so many of the Roman
poets seem impelled to supply us (Tib. 1. ii. 42, and
note).
'I'hey also mention even more fn^quently
three other feats wbicli are jiarticularly awesome,
but for which the modern reader, at least, can see
no adequate reason until it dawns upon him that
they are merely a useful, though by no means

m

These
/,i/iJiiiriiitiii.
necessary, preiuiration for
are proifucing earthciuaUes, s]dilt.ing the ground,
and making the rivers either stan<l still or run
backwards. The magician u.ses his earthqu.ake to
the behaviour of the ri\er» is
the ground
.•^plit
;
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merely a consequence of the quake. He splits the
ground so that the ghosts can hear his incantation
and then can
{i.e. be reached and affected by it)
come straight up to him from Hades (Sen. CEdip.
As we have seen, the
571 ; Lucan, vi. 728).
literary use of nekyomantia begins mth the famous
24

The

essential

ff.).
passage of the Odi/ssci/ (xi.
details of the ceremonial as Homer describes it
were always the same not only in literary tradition
but in actual life. Doubtless, Lncan felt that his
own long and lurid description of Erichtho's special
performance for the benefit of Sextus Pompeius
before the battle of Thapsus (vi. 728 ff.) was the
masterpiece of its kind. And so it is. It would
be hard to find a more glaring illustration of what
can happen to literature in an age when a furious
lust for effect is not restrained by any principles of

rhetorical self-control or

common

sense.

Nekyo-

brilliant tradition in the

mantia had a long and
drama. Examples still surviving are jEschylus,
Persm (the ghost of Darius), and Seneca, (Edipus,
560 ff. Indeed, ghosts were as common, it would
appear, in the ancient as in the Elizabethan drama.
Charon's step-ladder,' was the
KX/^io/ff! Xapwi/efoi,
popular name for the regular staircase by which
the gliosis appeared on the stage as if from the
world below.
Nekyomantia was also quite as
In the later days of the
characteristic of comedy.
Roman Eepublic Decimus Laberius wrote a mime
entitled Necyomantia, and we know that this and
simUar themes were characteristic of the mime as
developed by Philistion and his immediate successors during and after the Augustan age.
Brilliant examples in the satirical sphere are
Horace, Sat. I. viii., and Lucian's Neeyomnntia.
'

If we choose to emphasize the literary inlluence
as such of the Homeric Nckyia, we can say that it
is responsible for one of the most notable developments in classical literature. This is the theme of
the Descent into Hades. The Homeric passage is
directly responsible for the 6th book of the ./Eneid
and its numerous echoes in epic and narrative
poetry both ancient and modern. Nor was epic
the only department to be affected. The tlieme
was a favourite in the Old Comedy of Athens,
although, as it happens, the Fivt/s of Aristophanes
The same is
is the only example now surviving.
true of the satirists and popular philosophers of
It was
the Alexandrian and Hellenistic ages.
characteristic of their didactic methods to appropriate for their own purposes the traditional
forms and themes of literary art, and one of ths
most notable was the Kardfiatn! eh A'idov, which
practically became conventionalized as a mise-enseine for the presentation of doctrines and opinions.
Allied to it are such examples as Horace, Sat. II.

Seneca, Apocolocyiilosii, such works of Lucian
as the Dialogues of the Dead, and Claudian's
attacks on Eutropius. The Epieharmus of Ennius
and probably certain of the lost satires of Lucilius

masterpiece of its kind. The atmosphere reflects
to the life that aspect of the 2nd cent, which suggests the modem milieu in which theosophy,
spiritualism, and kindred ideas are wont to growluxuriantly.

illustrations.
The poet Sotades
used it to a notable extent.
But, while iickyomantin is the most prominent
and pervasive aspect of literary magic, the most
famous and picturesque was the love-charm known
as 'drawing down the moon.' ' It is iirst mentioned
in surviving literature by Aristophanes, Nuhca,
750, again and a^ain by later writers, and still

It was the
survives, it is said, in modern Greece.
theme of no fewer than four masterpieces a lost
mime of Sophron in the time of Xerxes, the lost
xxx. 7), the second
Thettalc of Jlenander
Idyl of Theocritus (founded on Sophron), and the
eighth Eclogue of Vergil (founded on Theocritus).
Certainly, too, Lucian, Philnpseudes, 14 ff., is a
:

(HN

1 *>
«. Ros'^her, Selene uitd VerwaiuUes, Leipzig, U)0:i, with
a plate reproducvujf .1 vase-painting of the process ; M. ^jutpbeu,
in Studirti in Honor oj 11. L. Gihierskevet p. 315.
.

'

'

In this pas5a;;e of Lucian we have the Protessor'.s story of
his disciple, Glaukiaa, was saved by the great
Hj-perborean magician. It seeni^ that Glaukias, a rich young orphan
whose father had been deal about a year, fell fairly ill with
love for the disdainful Chrisis— a genuine prototype of Jemmy
Grove and cruel Barbara Allen.
His condition became so
'
'
to
felt it his duty
serious that the
Professor,' as he says,
of
the
secure the services
great Hyperborean. I'ourmina? had to
be paid in advance to supply the necessary sacrifices -and sixteen more if the operation was successful. By way of preliminary
which showed that the specialist was not only a great man
but also a just and scrupulously conscientious man he insisted
on having an elaborate rite of nekyomantia. to call up the boy's
The old gentleman
late lamented father and ask his consent.
A
was furious at first, but finally told them to proceed.
dramatic description of the ensuing ceremony follows how
the moon came down, how Hecate came up, how the ghosts
flocked around, how, at the psychological mouient, the distinguished operator told the sort of little figure of Cupid which
he had fashioned out of clay to go and fetch Chry^is.' Away
flew the tiny thing at once. A few minutes later there comes
a knock on tilaukias's door, in rushes Chrj-sis, throws her arms
around him, ii% av lfj.p.av4in<ira fpajtra (' like a girl utterly crazy
Then up rose
with love'), and there she stays till cockcrow
the moon to heaven, down sank Hecate to Hades, and all the
'

how

'

'

—

—

—

—

'

!

ghosts disappeared.
But the Professor's' listener is not duly impressed. BeHe doesn't see the use, he says, of
sides, he knows the girl.
calling on one Hy-perborean magician, one goddess, and one
in
ambassador
to
unite
clay
overcoming the disdain of a girl
who, as every one knows, is ready to follow a man to the North
Pole and beyond for twenty drachmEe.
'

Such books as the Metamorphoses of Ovid and
poem of the same name by his predecessor,
N icander, show that change of form was quite as
characteristic of classical mythology and folklore
as of the Thousand and One Nights. Transformation was Circe's specialty, and the Homeric account
of her methods (Orf. x. 212 ff.) has always remained
the most famous literary account of the performance.
Apart from the Homeric passage, the most
vivid and circumstantial accounts of transformation
by magic are those in which Apuleius (Met. iii.
21ft'.) and Lucian {Asinus [the common source of
both was the lost romance of Lucius of Patras]) tell
how the witch, PamphUe, made an owl of herself,
and how, immediately afterwards, Fotis, her maid,
made an ass of Lucius. But, as a rule, magic
as such is not prominent in metamorphosis as a
the lost

This is, of course, quite natural
literary theme.
for in this particular feat the dramatic point
;

is

the transformation scene, and aU

be subordinated,
the transformation

else is likely

even in those cases where

to

confessedly due to magic.
saj"S that she has seen
the werwolf transformation with her own eyes
and that it was done by magic
sorceress,

Vergil's

is

e.g.,

:

'Has herbas atque hjec Ponto mihi lecta venena
Ipse dedit Moeris (nascuntur plurima Ponto)
;

v.,

and Varro were

28'7

His ego SEBpe lupam

Moerim

'

(.Eel. viii.

fieri

95

et se

condere

silvis

ff.).

the famous ^\erwolf stories of antimost of the stories told by Ovid, the
magic element is either absent, ignored, or referred
to so slightly that it calls for no special notice
here.
Magic command of the wind and weather
is often mentioned, and nothing in the way of
magic was more common in everyday life, but the
one famous passage is that in which ^'Eolus gives
the bag of winds to Odysseus (0(A X. 19 tV.). Also
unique and terriljle— is the spell of the evil eye
cast by Medea upon the giant Talus (Apoll.
Rhod. iv. 1652 ff.). Ovid (3/e<. vii. 160 ff.) gives a
full and dramatic description of her charm for renewing the youth of Jason's father, .(Eson. More
famous was her pretence of doing the same favour
for the aged Pelias at the instance of his daughters
Hygin. Fah. 24 Macrob. V.
(Apollod. I. ix. 27
This was the theme of the lost'Pis'oT(imo(
xi.x, 9 f. ).

But

in

all

quity,' as in

—

;

;

Heckenbaoh, op.
p. 3C ; Kirby Flower Smith,
1S93, Vulilicat. Modei-n Lany. As^oc. of Amer., 1894.
1

J.

cil.

JBC,
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—

of Sophocles.
Indeed, the hist plays of the (ireek
tragie poets would have been a wonderful field fur
the study of the use of inagii- for literary purposes.
Creusa's robe was a famous theme.
Kuripides
(MeJcii, ll.'JOO'. ) merely descritied the awful eO'ect
of it upon the wearer Seneca (Medea, 740 ff.), the
Which is the more arti.stic and
preparation of it.

ately magnanimous mother of a great conqueror
any great conqueror will do was in the position
of Herniione, but possessed the wisdom of Andromache. In Plutarch, Cunj. prccc. 23, the position
is held by the mother of Alexander
the sands of
Egypt have latelj' disclosed the fact that in Satyrus,
was
loe. cit., it
held by the mother of Darius.

easily be seen by comparison.
other hand, there are tyjies of magic in
which it is precisely the preliminaries, the things
which witches do Because they have something
terrible in prospect, that are full of dramatic possibilities.
This is especially true of ticlciionuintia.
As we have seen, the necromancers are always
eager to get mortal remains in order to be better
able to call up their late owners. Striking examples are Triraalchio's story in Petron. 63, and
the dramatic e.xperience of Thelyphron as told b}'
biui after dinner in Apuleius, Met. ii. 21 ff.
So,
speaking in terms of magic theory, the dreadful
scene of Horace, Epod. v., wa.s only a means to an
end ; the object of the witches was to secure the
strongest ])ossible love-charm. The liver is the
seat of desire (Hor. Odts, iv. i. 12)
therefore
the liver is sovereign in a cliarm to produce

Others

'

;

cft'ective

On

may

tlie

;

desire.
Now, when a savage wants snake-poison
for his arrows, he irritates the snake for some
kills it, .so that it may secrete more
poison and that the poison may be more virulent.
So, here, the idea is that the more the liver feels
desire, so much the more it actually accuu)ulates
desire, as it were, and stores it up within.
If,
therefore, we can secure a liver still containing a
maximum of desire so accumulated, we have a

time before he

maximum power for arousing desire in
Hence, in this scene, the poor child who
has been kidnapped by the witches for that
purpose, is buried to the neck and left to die of
a prolonged agonizingly intense desire for food and
drink, which is deliberately aggravated as much
as possible by always keeping food and drink
before his eyes. After the child was dead, his
liver was removed, and, upon being prepared
with the appropriate ceremonial, became a lovecharm of superhuman power, a <pi\Tpov secured in
a special way for a special purpose.
The gathering of herbs is another preliminary
of <papfiaKela, -which was fully appreciated for its
dramatic possibilities. In literature the process is
regularly associated witli Medea (ApoU. Rhod. iii.
843 ff.
Valer. Flaccus, vii. 323 ff.
Ovid, Met. vii.
224 ff. special emphasis was probably laid on this
by Sophocles in his' Pifor^MO'). she Avent out at night
and by the light of the full moon cut her plants
with a brazen sickle^ held in her left hand and
behind her back, i.e. i/ifraaTpeirTl (see Hecate's
charm

of

others.

;

;

;

SUPPER.S).
So far as philtres are concerned, the most notable contribution to literature is what might be
called the case of Beauty »>. Magic in the court
of Love.^ Its first appearance is in the scene
between Herniione and Andromache (Eur. Androm. 205 tf.), to which attention has already
been called. The
subscfjuent tradition of the
at issae is a striking and characteristic
aaestion
lustration of the methods and development of
ancient literary art. The topic was announced

from the stage,

di.scussed in tlie boudoir,

argued

in the schools of philosophy, enlarged upon in the
schools of rhetoric (Menanuer, frag. 646 K. ; Afran.
Lucret. iv. 127811'. ; Tib. I. v. 43, viii. 23
378 K.
Ovid, Med. Fae. 35 ff., Ars Amandi, i. 299 ff.). At
some time in the unrecor<led past it was given a
new turn and ma<le the basis of a projierly illustrative and sprightly anecdote in which the appropri:

>

5

;

—

;

may

yet appear.

any one who is at all interested in the
development of magic for literary purposes the
Mctnmorphoses of Apuleius is a veritalile treasurehouse.
Those who have studied this unique book

But

for

generally gain the impression that its author is
a past master in the art of telling a tale of magic.
Two examples maybe given by w-ay of illustration.
The first {ilet. i, 11 ff.) is told by Ariatomenes, and mi^bt tie
called Tlie Witches' Revenue.' While travelling about Tbegacross one
s.ily a short time previously, Aristomenes ran
Socrates, an old friend whom he had not seen for several years.
The man was a >':onument of ra;^, squalor, and wretchedness:
he was also in a constant state of abject terror.
He had
drifted into a liaison with a famous but elderly wifccb named
in
had
been
with
more
or
less
her.
fact,
Moroe, and,
livinjj
perKow he was trying to run away.
force, for a number of years.
Aristomenes dt -ided tfl help his friend to flee the country. He
took a room at the inn, made him presentable with a bath and
some clothes, the two ate a heavy dinner, accompanied by too
much wine, and retired early so as Co be off betimes in the
morning. Aristomenes barred the doors, and for greater
safety pushed up his trundle-bed against tliem. Socrates fell
asleep at once and snored loudly, hut Aristomenes lay awake
for hours.
At last, about the third watch, just as he had
dropped off into a doze, there was a horrible noise, the doors
flew open and, indeed, came to the floor with such a crash that
'

the bed with Aristomenes still in it was turned upside down.
in walked Merne and her sister, Panthia, the one carr\ ing
a leathern bottle, the other a sponge and a naked sword, and
gathered about Socrates, who was still plunged in his magic
slumber. Aristomenes could see all this from beneath his
trundle-bed and hoped he had escaped observation, but in vain.
Meroe was anxious to kill him at once with the sword, but
Panthia thought it better to l«ar him limb from limb. 'No,'
said Meroe, changing her mind, let him live, so that, when the
time comes, he may cover his friend with a little earth.' With
that Socrates' head was drawn to one side, and Meroe drove
the sword into his neck just behind the left collar-bone. Then
she plunged her arm into the gaping wound, and plucked his
heart out. Meanwhile she caught all the blood in her bottle
so skilfully that not one betraying drop escaped. When this
was done, Panthia pushed her sponge into the wound, with the

Then

'

words:
Sponge, sponge, bom o' the main.
Haste ye, haste ye back again
When you reach the river-side.
In the water slip and slide
Water, water, flowing fast.
Bears you onward home at last.*
Then, after heaping nameless insults on Aristomenes, the two
women left the room, the doors flew back in place, the tiolts
shot to (a regular occurrence in witchcraft cf. .\poll. Rhod.
iv. 41 ff.), and all w.as as before
all but the murdered friend.
How was Aristomene.'i to explain that in the morning'? He
tried to escape, but the jKirter was obdurate and even suspicious.
Then he went back in despair and attempted to hang himself
from the window-frame. But the rope broke, and, what made
it more horrible, he fell on the corpse
whereat the corpse
leaped up in high dudgeon at being so rudely disturbed. After
had
a
dreadful
it
been
only
all,
uightmare, a warning against
too much eating and drinking late in the day. Next morning
the friends set out, and, when it was time, proceeded to take
their breakfast beside a stream under the shade of a tree.
Socrates was as pale as wax, but he ate heartily, and then, at
the suggestion of Aristomenes, knelt down on tlie bank of the
stream to drink. As he leaned over, his neck gaped open, and
a sponge, followed by a few drops of blood, dropped out, fell
into the water, and 'w.a8 swept aw.iy. In a moment he was
dead. So then and there Aristomenes dug a shallow grave and
'covered his friend with a little earth.'
The second story (MH. ii. 3-2 If .) is unique as a satirically exaggerated illuslration of what can be accomplished by the
'

!

;

—

:

—

doctrine of sympathy when it is really given a fair chance.
During his stay at Hypata young Luciui*, the protagonist of the
book, was entertained by his father's old frieiul, Milo. The rest
of the family consisted of Milo's wife, Paniphila, who was a redoubtable sorceress, and Fotis, a beautiful stave-girl, with whom
Lucius immediately fell in love. One night he went out to a
and by the time he started for home it was very
dinner-party,
and the wine had been ^ery strong, .fust
late and very dark
as he reached the door, the dim shapes of two great burly
figures jostled up against him on either side. Thinking they
were thieves, he leaped back, whipped out his sword, and ran
them both through. He was liarely awake the next morning,

—

witli a vague but a\\ ful
memory of what had happened, when
the magistrates appeared, full of fear and otHce, an'' ."[l-tctl
him for murder.
The trial scene, which begins at on^x, is a masterpiece. It
'

Abt, op,

cit. p.

173

-'

ff.

lb.

p.

Klrhy Flower Smith, Not* on Satvros, Life
Ox)r. Tap. 9, 157-8," AJ th xxxiv. 11913) 02-73.
'

159.
of Euripides,

all
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seemed like a nightmare to the priBoner at the bar, and his
impressions are fully shared by the reader. What surprised
him and it surprises us too was that the trial was held in the
amphitheatre. Stranger yet, every seat was taken, and people
had even climbed up on the pillars to get a better view. Alter
the trial had gone on for hours, some one suggested that the
prisoner must have had accomplices, and that he be put to the
torture and made to name them. At this point the poor old
mother of the two murdered ones came forward, and insisted
that the unfeeling assassin be compelled to look upon his
innocent victims. The corpses were brought in, lying side by
Lucius was forced,
side, and decently covered with a cloth.
much against his will, to raise the cloth, and discovered not
two stalwart men cold in death, but two wine-skins horribly
gashed by his ruthless falchion blade, but unmistakably wineskins.
A huge roar of laughter went up from the crowd.
Mystified, but relieved, Lucius was escorted home in triumph.
The day, he was told, was the regular festival of Risus, the
goddess of laughter. His own contribution on this particular
occasion had been so original and successful that the city had
unanimously voted him a bronze equestrian statue. Lucius
was still mystified and, indeed, somewhat resentful. As soon,
however, as Fotis had the opportunity, she let him into the

MAGIC

all

—

—

—

secret.

As Famphila was passing the barber's shop the day before
'
murder,' she had caught sight of a blonde youth from
B(Botia who was in the chair having his hair cut. She fell in
love with him then and there, and went straight home and began
a charm to draw him to her. The necessary prefireparing
belonging
innnary, of course, was the possession of something
'
*
I was sent out to
to him.
So,' as Fotis says in substance,
But the barber caught me before I
steal a lock of his hair.
could get away, and our reputation in town is so bad that he
made me give up the hair, which I had hidden in my dress. I
the

was in despair. But on the way home I passed a shop in which
a man was clipping the hair off some wine-skins. So, to save a
beating, 1 picked up some of the yellowest locks I could find,
and managed to pahn them off on my mistress for the real
thing. She took them, and began her
you started for the dinner-party. The

charm about the time
charm worked only too

The roljbers whom you met and slew at our door were
well.
the original ow-ners of those locks two passionate wine-skins
struggling madly to get at their love and melt at her feet. And
so it comes that "non homicidam nunc, sed utricidam am("the lover now in my arms is after all not a
Electerer"
omicide, but a jugicide").'

—

But nothing, perhaps, is a clearer proof of the
prominence of magic in everyday life than the fact
that, as H. Keich has abiuidantly shown,' the
favourite and most characteristic habitat of magic
as a literary assftt is the most popular type of
drama in the ancient world. This is the mim us (see
Drama [Roman], vol. iv. p. 904). Transformations of men and animals were frequent all kinds
of charms were performed the ettects of all kinds
of powerful magic were represented.
Witches,
warlocks, magicians, prophets, ghosts, demons,
;

;

popular divinities, Empusa, Mormo, Incubo, Anna
Perenna, Ephialtes, etc., were all favourite charThe play went on in fairyland quite as
acters.
often as on the Imperial streets or in the Imperial
And sometimes, no doubt, it was
country-side.
hard to tell which was which. And yet the mimus
was realistic the very name insists upon it. But
the investigation of Cira;co-Ronian magic emphasizes the undoubted fact that, after all, the realism of antiquity was not, and never could be, our
realism. The nativw gifts of imagination and
fancy were too enduring, the native inheritance

—

mythology and folklore was too rich and
Magic was one of those
which the Graeco-Roman
world never quite outgrew. But intellectual youth
also has its virtues and these two great Aryan
races of the Mediterranean basin, in some otlier

of

interesting, to allow it.
vices of intellectual youth
;

respects as well, retained to the last their unique
and priceless gift of never really growing old.
Liter ATtmE. This is given for the most part in the text. The
best and most complete discussion of the subject is given by H.
*
Hubert, in Daremberg-Saglio, s.v, Magia.' L. F. A. Maur^r,
La Maijie et Vastrolo<]ie dans VantiquiU et aumoyen dge, Pans,
still valuable as a general survey.
R. Heim, "^Incanta1860,
menta magica Qrseca Latina,' Jahrb, fur class. P/iiloL, Suppl.
Band xix. [1893] pp. 463-576, collects and discusses the actual
texts of surviving charms and incantations. Particularly valu-

—

ifl

able for special topics

is

the Rdigionsgeschichtliche {'ersuche

und Vorarbeitungen (,RVV), ed. R. Wiinsch and
Qiewen, now in its ISUi volume.

L.

Deubner,

KiRBY Flower Smith.
Der Mimus,
VOL. VIII.
19
1

—

Berlin, 1903.
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magic

is

essentially the profession of certain caste?^, though
magical rites may be practised by laymen and
magical properties are attributed to countless
The caste which is peculiarly devoted to
objects.
magic as a vocation is that of the Yogis, which is

primarily
athliated

Hindu but has Muliammadan elements
to it.
The Yogi claims to hold tlie

material world in fee by the magical powers which
he has acquired through the perfornianceof religious
austerities, but this claim soon deiicnerates into
superstition of the worst type, and the Yogi in
reality is little better than a common swindler,
posing as a,faqlr. Thus, in the tale of the magic
boat, the gift of it comes from a sddhu, or religious
mendicant.' Brahmans, however, possess much
magical lore, though the practice of magic is not
a Brahmanieal function and the sections which
make a profession of it tend to form sub-castes.
The Brahmans are said to have secret books on
the subject which contain over 50 jot ias, or hgures,
consisting partly of numbers and partly of luystic
symbols, cabalistic words, and geometrical figures
not unknown to free-masonrj' ; these are used for
all kinds of purposes, including the causing of
abortion, success in gambling, etc.," as well as to

ensure easy parturition.'

The Yogis in particular claim power to transmute
base metals into silver and gold a claim which
enables them (and those who personate them) to
reap a great harvest from the credulous.

—

This power is said to have been discovered by the Vogi Dina
Nath, who, passing one day by a money-changer's shop, saw a
boy with a heap of copper coins before him and asked for souie
in alms.
The boy rephed that tliey belonged to his father, but
offered him some of his own food. Touched by his generosity
and honesty, the Yogi prayed to Visnu for power to reward the
boy, bade him collect all the copper coin he could find in his
father's house, and then, melting it down, recited maiUras, or
charms, and sprinkled a magic powder over it, whereby it was
changed into pure gold. This occurred in the time of Sultan
Altamsb (A.D. 1210-36), who witnessed Dina Nath's performance of a similar feat, and in commemoration of it had gold
mohars struck with Dina Nath's name on them a3 well as his
own. These Dina Nathi mohars are said to be still found.
The secret of the mantras and the powder has been handed
down, hut is known only to the initiated.

—

I. Occasions.
Magical rites are practised at
weddings, during pregnancy, at birth to procure otlspring and ensure its safety and to determine and predict its sex, and to resuscitate the

dead.

—

1
Marriage. The magic practised at a wedding
For example, just as naked
often symbolical.
women plough the soil in times of scarcity to
ensure a crop, so at weddings a Telugu bridegroom
of the Balija caste performs a mimic ploughing
ceremony, stirring up earth in a basket with a
stick or miniature plough.'' Similar rites are in
(

)

is

vogue among the Palli,° Kamma," Sambadavan,'
and Tottiyan.' The Kamma bride carries seedlings in her lap, apparently to be planted by the
"room. Among the Kapu a milk-post of Odina
Wodier is set up, and, if it takes root and flourishes,
An Unni bride plants a
it is a happy omen.'
jasmine shoot, whose Howers she should present to
the deity.'" The parting of the bride's hair with a
thorn is probably an imitation of the ploughing
rite."

The Indian conceptions that all life is one, and
that life is something tangible or material, come
out in several rites. Thus, at the beginning of a
wedding, the Bedar scatter rice and gram [dMl]
I

3

mXQ

T. [1895] § 69.
lb. § 1017.

* E.

2

PXQ

i.

(18S3] § 886.
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1909, i. 144. The full rite Is of interest.
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» lb. vi. 20.
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» lb. vii. 193.
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The mUk-post is sometimes
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other trees—e.j;., among the Agamudaiyan it
kinds of tree, typifying Brahm&, Viguu, arid Siva
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seed on some whiteaiit earth near five pots filled
with water. By the time the wedding is concluded,
these seeds have sprouted and are culled by the
pair, taken to the village well, and cast into it
obviously to ensure tlieir fertility.' An Idaij'an
couple sow nine kinds of grain in seven trays,^
and the Mala ^ooni digs with his knife a few
furrows, which his bride tills with grain and waters
after he has covered it up." Apparently the widespread custom of pounding grain at weddings has
a similar origin. This is done by five women, e.g.,

—

in

Bombay.*
The grindstone is also used among the Bhondari
in Madras
the bridegroom stands on it, while
women bring a mill-stone and powder three kinds
;

of grain with it then he sits on the dais, and a
number of married women each touch seven times
with a grinding-stone an areca nut placed on his
head." A Bedar couple are invited by the Brahman
priest to stand on a grinding-mill placed beneath
;

thepandal.'
the Agamudaiyan a grinding-stone and
representing the god Siva and the goddess
Sakti, are placed in the north-east corner at the
actual wedding, and at their side pans containing nine kinds of seedlings are set. Seven pots
are arranged in a row between the stone and a
branclied lamp, and married women bring water
from seven streams and pour it into a pot in front
of the lamp.' The grinding-stone is also used in

Among

ij

roller,

Bombay.'

The future oH'spring of the union
among the Komati by a doll which

is

symbolized
rocked in a
cradle, but both the prospective parents profess
lack of leisure to look after it.' The Parivarani
use a stone rolling-pin to represent the child, which
the husband hands over to the wife, who accepts it
as ' the milk is ready.' '" The Konga Vellala bridegroom takes some fruit and a pestle to a stone,
which he Avorships. It is supposed to represent
the Kongu king whose sanction to every marriage
used to be necessary, and the pestle represents the
villagers but the fruit is not explained, and the
myth is probably astiological." A newly- married
Bedar or Boya couple sit on a pestle, and are
anointed after rice has been showered over them.'^
In Bombay the rice-powder is used to personate
is

;

tlie babj'.'^

Fertility can also be communicated to a bride by
placing a child in her lap, and fruit is an effective
substitute for one." On the same principle women
whose husbands are alive are admitted to take part

marriage rites,'" more especially
they have
sons living whereas widows and those whose children have died sliould be excluded, at least from
the more significant rites." Similarly, widowers
are excluded from certain functions." Unmarried
girls may, however, take the place of married
women e.g., among the Badaga, married women
or virgins, preferably the bridegroom's sisters, go
to a stream in procession to bring water for cooking
in

if

;

;

purposes in decorated new pots.'''
Water as a source of fertility also Jilays a great
part in wedding rites. Thus bathing is an essential
part of the ritual for both parties at weddings, and
visits to a well or stream are very common.
The
use of pots full of water is to be explained in the
same way. Thus among the Alitkar of Bombay
a couple already married bring pots from a potters
house to that of each party to the marriage, and
after an elaborate rite the boy pours water from a
1
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A

iar also plays a prominent part in other
including a widow's re-marriage.'
Fish being an emblem of fertility, they are often
caught by the bridal pair e.g., among theGudigara
of Madras ;' the Holeya let the fish go after kissing them.' But the Ksatriya, in Madras, only
pretend to catch them,* as do the Nambatiri
jar.
rites,

—

Brahmans.'

The

potter's wheel, symbolical of the creative
it fashions clay,
IS also in evidence at weddings.
The clay is formed
into a revolving lump, like a lihga, and wheel and
clay together bear a strong resemblance to the
conjunction of Uhfia and yoyii.^
The Pole-star (Dhruva in northern India) is called
Arundhati in Madras, and, as the wife of the rsi
Vasistha, is pointed out to the bride as the model
of conjugal
fidelity.'
(2) Birth.
jvlagical rites to procure children are
usual.
typical rite, often resorted to by
very
l)arren women, consists in burning down seven
In Madras a Koyi woman sometimes
houses.
throws a cock down in front of the cloth on which
portraits of ancestors are sewn, and makes obeisance
to it,' and this cures her sterility. Bathing is also
a cure for this misfortune, especially bathing over

power which fashions the earth as

—

A

a corpse.
In the Andamaiis a pregTiant woman sows seed."
Pregnancy, moreover, involves peculiar risks necessitating the protection of magic "and the avoidance
of various acts, such as stepping over the heelropes of a horse," which might apparently cau.se
protracted labour, or crossing a running stream,
which would result in miscarriage a common
In Travancore tamarind
belief in the Panjab.

—

juice is dropped into a pregnant woman's mouth
to cast out devils.'^
When his wife's first pregnancy is announced,
a Kota husband in Madras lets his hair grow long
and leaves his finger nails uncut, and on the child's
birth he is under pollution till he sees the next
Mukkuvan husband also lets
crescent moon.'*
his hair grow until the third day after tlie birth.
coco-nut, betel leaves, and areca nuts are laid
at the place where he sits to be shaved, and the
coco-nut is smashed to pieces by one of his own
NambQtiri Brahman also remains unsept."
shorn while any of his wives are pregnant. '°
Pre-natal divination to ascertain and magic to
determine the child's sex are also common. Thus

A

A

A

the

Cheruman

who

seat the

ture

in

Madras employ

devil-drivers,

woman in front of a tent-like struca coco-nut-palni llower in her lap.

with

When

cut open, the fruits predict the child's sex,
the birth of twins, and the child's expectation of
The goddess Kali is supposed to be
life or death.
present in the tent, and prayer is ottered to her
to cast out the devil from the woman's body."
Another rite which is believed to influenpe the
child's sex is the so-called slmanta of the Sudras
In a first pregnancy, water or human
in Madras.
milk is poured over the woman's back by her
husband's sister."
To ensure that the child shall be a male the
puvisavana is performed in the third month of
pregnancy, the wife fasting that day until she
is fed by her husband with a grain of corn and
Sometwo beans symbolizing the male organ.
times curd is poured over them before she swallows
of
a
into
her
she
also
grass
them, and
pours juice
right nostril."
1 Draft
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Quite distinct from this Brahmanical rite is one
observed lu the seventh month in Travancore.
*° '^° ^""^ °' " timarind
tree, where she
> JilL^^T?" '5'^
she entwines round
'""»•
rtr^r,,
i If-r/^.'^'l"
a
tree, and
it breaks, ^^''2"
either slia or her child «-ill soon die.
thread 18 unwound, and her husband
.
i
'i"/,"'^,
jives her
a
handful
of tamarind leaves.
On re-entering the house,
he also gn es her tamarind
juice to drink, pouring it through
his hand.s

™s

mto

then

pours

The

hers.

priestess

employed

in

this rite

on her navel, and from the manner of its
As she drinks the juice, the
from a mango, which is then
% ^P.'"^'.,* cutt'if
'°°^' ^^° "^'^^ "^ doomed to
oil

divines the child's sex.

tall

ZJ^r^
adi°rl?t' i"

^

Among
Kammalan the woman's
brother gives lier rice
gruel mixed with juices of
the tamarind,
and
Hibiscus.mango,
In protracted labour the
wasliings of a brick
the polyandrous

from tlie fort of Chakabu or
Chakrabhyu Amin
near Pelioa are potent, or it suffices
to draw a plan
ot the fort and drink the water into
whicli the
picture has been ^^ashed off.^ The origin of this
nte is obscure. The fort of Chakabu is a
game
played by clnldren they make a maze on paper
and one child finds his
way through it with a
A dot within represents the treasure
pencil.
winch It IS supposed to contain.
Vaisnavas of
\ allabha
the_
smupi-adaija, or school, often make
'

'

:

their arts in this
shape.''
Difficult labour is dealt with in
parts of Madras
by calling in a woman who has had an 'easy

time

she presents the patient with
betel, etc.,
that fails, a line of
persons drawn up pass
water from hand to hand until it reaches
the
woman who had the 'easy time,' and she gives
some of It to the sufTerer.
Here the luck or
quality of the one woman is transmitted to the
and,

;

if

other.

In one caste, the Malas of the
country
who are Pariahs, the placenta is Telugu
put in a pot in
which are Tiirn leaves and the whole is
buried, lest
a dog or other animal should
carry it off, which
would make the child a wanderer.^

Death.— X magical rite of resuscitation is
practised by ,the Dasaris, a class of
priests who
(3)

nuuLster to Sudras, in Madras. If a Dasari
is
oBended,hewill revenge himself by self-mutilation
or even by
off
his
own
head.
cutting
News of this
IS
carried to all his caste-fellows, and
miraculously
when
collected, they display their magical
powers
bv trying fish which come to life
again on being

placed in water, by joining together limes cut in
two, and, finally, by bringing the suicide to life
again. Tlie rite can fail only if the victim's wiia
IS in pollution or when the rite is
not carried out
reverently."
2. Agents.— First-born children
have power to
stop rain. jMuslims say tliat they can do so by
naked
and standing on their heads, heels
stripping
the air. In Calcutta
they need only make a
candle of cloth and burn it.'
first-born son
leaning against anything will, it is believed in S
India, attract a thunder-bolt to it.' Girls born in
the asterism of Mula are believed in S.
India to
place their mother-in-law in a corner, i.e., make
her a widow, and so sucli a
if
her
mother is
girl,
not already a widow, finds
difiiculty in securino°
a husband."
Just as charms are made out of various natural

m

A

.substances, so such sulistances often possess
magical

The acacia is inhabited by a,jmn, biit its
unlucky only if used to make or mend a
no one will be able to
Here
sleep on it.

powers.

wood
bed
1

;

IS
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the spirit in the tree
appears to endue it with
magical properties; a man «-ho conveys himself
111 servitude to the
spirit of this tree will get all
that he wants, but
only at the risk of his life. For
he
must take a pot full of water
twenty-one days
daily to the jungle, and on his way back cast half
of It upon a particular
tree; on the twenty-first
night he will be irresistibly drawn towards it the
devil will appear to
him, and, if he escapes death,
he will get all that he wants as the
price of his
bondage.' The tree called barkhnr (Cdtis cniirasia)
lias magical
properties any one cutting it down
or tampering with it loses all his hair
and becomes
ill.
It yields a milk which raises
very
blisters
and even to sit in its shade, while it is exudiiK^
it
has that effect. Indeed it is
dangerous to sit ill
Its .shade at
any lime. This belief is current
in the Murree
Hills, in the Panjab, but in that
very part the Gujars use amulets of boikar (its
usual Indian name) toward ort'the evil
;

;

from both men and

much relished. To cure scorpion

eye {nrr-ar)

cattle,

and

its

friiit

is

also

bite the insect should at once
be caught and burnt, and the smoke
allowed to
touch tie bite.» To cure
saya, or consumption,
in a child (said to be due to
enchantment caused

by ashes taken from a burning place and thrown
over or near the child) the
parents should "ive
away salt equal to the child's weight." Tootliache
is cured
by a magical rite which consists in spreading sand over a clean piece of board and writing
on It the first six letters of the Arabic
alphabet^
Ihe patient then holds his
aching tooth between
his thumb and index
finger, and touches each
letter
turn with a pointed instrument. When
lie reaches the sixth
letter, if not before, he will
be cured. At each he should be asked if
he is
cured, and, when he says that he is, he should be
asked how long he wishes for relief. He should
two years,' as that is the limit of the
reply

m

'

charm

s efficacy.'

After a bad dream, a Garo, in
Assam, collects a
reed-hke grass and is beaten with it
a
who repeats certain exorcisms. Then by priest,
they carry
a cock to the nearest stream, kill
it, and let its
blood fall into a toy boat the boat is launched
and as it starts the dreamer bathes in the water'
The prayers, the cliastisement, and the sacrifice
appease the spirits, and the boat is allowed to carry
off the ill-luck."
On the first day of sowing sugar-cane, sweetened
nee IS brought to the field, and women smear the
outside of the ve.ssel with it, after which it is
given to the labourers. Next morning a woman
puts on a necklace and walks round the field
winding thread on a spindle.
This custom is
;

falling into disuse.'

Magic squares are in vogue among Hindus.
Thus one which totals 90 lengthways cures

quartan
ague; one totalling 100 every way causes excess
of milk in cows and women and of
(/hi in a churn
one totalling 130 every way will,' if worn round
ones neck or in one's pagrl (turban), brin"
any
person under one's power ;» and one totalling 15
each way brings luck and is
commonly found on
shops. Squares totalling 55 and 20 eacli way should
be placed under one's seat to ensure success
at
•

play."
1

XINQ
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It.
C. Temple
identifies the bhar with the Skr.
vata, or baiivautree, but describes the hatkar as a low thornv' shrub of'
the
zuyphus, or jujube, family, the fruit of which 'is the 'fruit of
paradise in Arabic poetry— on which account the tree is much
prized in Tripoli and Tunis.
.V/,Ve i. § 563.
^
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when olive, green-yellow, or opaque uieen,
used in charms; and, when white, in medicine.
The hair of a child will never turn wliite if a piece
If a piece is tied
of it be tied on his neck .at birth.
on the right wrist, lie will be immune to witchcraft
and tlie evil eye. Tied to a woman's thigh, it ensures painless labour ; and, if by the light of lailitt
alqddir (the night when Muhammad spake with
God) a man be sketched over it and the picture
worn over the head, the wearer will be safe from

The power of magic is so great that l)y mere
assertion of its potencj' a bir, or demon, may lie
brought into siiUjoction.
Fast the whole of a ninth lunar day falling on a Friday, anil
At 8 p.m. don red clothes
in the evcnin?: eat sweet rice milk.
perfumed, and malte a circle of red lead on the ground. Sit in
it« ceiitre with four cardanions, some oateo.hu, netelniita, and
eight cloves. Lijfht a lamp fed with clarified butter and say
Incantation can break down the stArs 6OO0 times and a demon
will be at your service.*
Muhammadans classify magic as
II. Islam.
high { iilwi), divine {mhi)ui>u), low (sijli), and satanic
In divine magic perfection consists in
{shaitdni).
the
knowledge of the greatest of God's names
ism-al-dzam, which is imparted only to the elect,

stone'),

and by which the dead can lie raised. But God's
other names, ami those of Muhammad and of the

survived among other peoples that had risen to
II. Oldenberg' regards
higher levc-ls of culture.
the sacrificial ritual of the earliest known period
as pervaded with primitive magic, ,and he tells us
that the rites celebr.ited at marriage, initiation,
and the anointment of a king are complete models
of magic of every kind, and that the forms emSylvain
ployed are of the highest antiquity.
L6vi' observes of the sacrifices prescribed in the
BrCihmaiws that they have all the characteristics of
a magical operation, efl'ective by its own energy,
independent of the divinities, and capable of producing evil as well as good it is only distinguishable from magic in that it is regular and obligatory,
so that both matters are treated in the same works.
Thus the Sdimii'idhana Brd/nnrina is a hand-book
of incantations and sorcery, as is the Adbhuta
Brdhmana portion of the SadviYiUa Brdh/nana.
M. Bloomlield * also holds that witchcraft became
intimately blended with the holiest Vedic rites,
the broad current of popular superstitions having
penetrated into the higher religion of the Brahman
jiriests who were unable and possibly unwilling to
cleanse it from the mass of folk-belief which surrounded it. W. Caland,' in his introduction to the
Kauiika HCttra, enlarges on the agreement between
the magic ritual of the old Vedas and the shamanism of the so-called savage. Indeed, some authorities would derive Brahman from brahman, 'a magic
spell,' so that, if they are right, the Brahman would
seem to have been a magician before he was a

—

'

*

:

—

—

good jinn, are also ellicacious, and writ ton charm^i
are composed of Ihem or of passages Iroui the
Qur'iin, as well as of mysterious combinations of
numbers, diagrams, and figures. Satanic magic isIt depends on
condemned by all good Muslims.
Satan's aid and that of the e\i\jinn, who ascend
to the lowest hea\ en and hear the angels so that
they can assist magicians. Enchantment {al-sihr)
is a branch of this magic
but, as it has been
studied with good intent and with tlie aid of good
jinn, there is a science of enchantment which may
Enchantment results in
be regarded as lawful.
death, paralysis, affliction with irresistible passion,
Metaniorpnosis is
possession, or metamorphosis.
effected by spells or invocations to ih^jinn accompanied by the sprinkling of dust or water ou the
Against enchantment
object to be transformed.
and other evils a talisman (tilism), i.e. mystical
;

characters, astrological or otherwise magical, or

a seal or image on which they are engraved,

is

When

rubl)ed, it calls up its servants.
Divination {nl-kihdna), which is also practised
by the aid of Shaitan, is obtained by magic, by

effective.

invokeil names, and by burning perfumes.
Its
daili al-mandnl, inscribing the enforms are
chanter's circle,- <lnrh al-rnml, the moving of sand,
'Urn al-nnjum, astrology,* and al-zijr, or augury
:

from beast and

bird.*

The Imam Zam,inl rupee

is

said to be dedicated

worn by Muhammadans on
the right arm when starting on a journey.*
The names of 'All and the imams are used in

to that

imam, and

is

magical squares according to the ahjad, or letterNotices of the
value system of computation.
custom are not uncommon in Indo-Persian histories as having been practised on the Mughal
court-ladies."

Islamic medicine is acquainted with the olive of
Bani-Israil, a stone found on the banks of the
Indus. It is black with a little red and yellow, or
olive-coloured with small white lines, and is used
only for sprinkling over wounds and stings by
Muslims. Hindus are said to worship it as a god,
and to the Persians it is known as the sang-iYCihil, or stone of Jahweh,' or the hajar alHnn iid,
or 'stone of the Hindus,' in Arabia. Jasper (in
'
hard
Pers. yashm, Arab, hajar al - bashaf, or
1
V. § 2H.
NINQ
2 Maiulal is doubtless from the Qr.
liivlaXov, and not connected with Skr. ?rtap</rtfa, a circuit or group of villages. The
pidvSoAoi' was a kind of drum used to conjure up demons hence
an enchanter's circle.
3 It was
taught by the two fallen angels Harijt and Marut, who
became enamouredof the songstress Zuhra, who ascended to the
sky and mingled her splendour with the star Zuhra (Venus).
'

;

*

H.

616

f.,

Wilberforce Clarke, Diedn-i-Udfiz, Calcutta, 1891, ii.
citing the SlishkM-al-.\ta(db!)f, ii. 394, :iS4, SS6, 388, and
i. 1.
For a charm to divine which of two rivals
will prc\ail see the Siraj al-rami by Maulavi Roshan "All and

Mirdt al-zainun,

the Mifddq at-raml by Mulianimad "A^t-ar Mai Lahort, Lucknow,
cited in iJifdn-i-lIdjU, ii. 8.31. It consists in writing the two
names in abjad, and dividing by nine. Then, if botli the
quotients be odd or even, the lesser in number will conquer ; if

both are equal, the leeser in a^e
even, the greater in
».V/.VVi. j695.

number

and,

;

one be odd, the other

if

will prevail.
'I

P.Vy

i.

I 68a.

is

wounds

in battle.'

Magic and religion.— U
by many scholars that in ancient
III.

fusion of magic and religion was

has been held
India the conrife,

just as it

;

priest.'

On

the other hand, J. G. Frazer' also points out
from the earliest times down to the
present day, the real religion of the common folk
appears always to have been a belief in a vast
multitude of spirits of whom many, if not most,
are mischievous and harmful. This belief subsists
under the great religions, like Brahmanism, Buddhism, and Islam, which may come and go and
in support of this thesis he cites Oldenberg for
the Veilic and Moiiier Williams for the moilern
It is to this deep-seated and universal
Eeriods.
elief in the e.xistence of spirits, which fill all
created matter the sky, the earth, trees, beasts,
the earthly waters and clouds that many, if not
all, magical practices are to be ascribed, at least
At every stage of a ritual
in their inception.
sacrifice, e.g., spirits have to be appe.ased, and the
very stake to which a willing victim is tethered
for the sacrifice must bo cut, shaped, and erected

how

in India,

;

—

—

1
PNQ ii. § 17, quoting from the Makhzan al-Adwiydt, or
Treasury of Medicine,* of Mul;iammuil Husain of Delhi, 1701,
published bv Newal Kishore, Cawnpore and Lucknow.
2 Die
Reliijion dta Veda, Berlin, 1894, pp. 69, 177 (for particu.
lar examples of 6he blending of magical with religious ritual in
ancient India see pp. :ni t., 3691., 47(!f., and 622f.).
La Doctrine au sacrifice dans Ifs BrAhinanas, Paris, 1898,
'

5»

p. 189.
4 H'nnns of the

Alharca-Veda (.SBK xlii. [1897] p. xlvl.).
Ahindisches Zauhcrritual, Amsterd-ani, 1900, p. ix.
Reallexikon der indoqennaninchen Altertums.
kunde, Strossburg. 1901, p. 0871.
'
OC, pt. 1., The Magic Art, London, 191S. I. 2281., pt. vi..
The Scapegoat, do. 1913, p. 89 ft., citing Oldenbeljf, p. 3»(., ami
Monier Williams, Religions Thought and Life \n India, do.
8 0. .Srrhrader,

188S, p. 210
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MAGIC

Ahura Mazda, the real god, and the other by
his adversary, Angra Mainyu.
Every creature

with the most minute precautions against their
in sacrificial ritual
is symbolical, but the guiding principle in it is not
magical, but religious. By the part of the stake
which is dug in the sacrificer gains the lower
world of the fathers, by its middle part that of
men, and by its top the world of the gods. But

sinister influences.

this >\iuning of

Every point

the three worlds

is

of the wise lord is good, but all that has been
Each creator has thus
created by his foe is evil.
communicated to his creatures his own specific
His creatures both share in
nature and power.
their lord's natural and supernatural power and
must assist him in the incessant struggle which

conditional

on his success in averting the onslaughts of evil
In the whole ritual of animal-sacrifice at
spirits.
the stake (yupa), as prescribed by the Satapatha
Brahmana, there is no trace of magic or of magical

A question of minor interest is whether Indian
magic was derived from or has influenced that of
The Skr. word
Arabia and the Nearer East.
of
iilpa, black magic,' may be the original form
Arab word sifli may have
sifll, or, conversely, the

;

'

A

been Sanskritized as iilpa.
typical rite in
in
Hljrn illustrates the spiritual basis of belief
magic. When performed with the object of destroying an enemy, it is kno\vn as chel, or ghat,
vessel is filled with
in the United Provinces.
iron naiLs, knives, etc., and sent by certain incantations through the air until it descends on the
victim's head and kills him.
But, if a river intervenes, a sacrifice to the spirit called ghatbai (lit.
ferrj'man'), which is supposed to guai-d the river,
must be made to induce him to let the vessel
cross.2 Thus black magic has to reckon with the

A

'

however

it

works and whatever

Literature.— i. The Hindu literature

its origin.

vast, but mostly untreatises on special topics e,g.,
is

—

published. It comprises many
the KasktauU (?) Sukdeoji, a Gurmulihi MS, contains only magic
squares for all kinds of ailments.3 It commences with the
Atharvaveda, upon which and other texts is based Alfred

Hillebrandt, RitualLitteratur : Tedische Op/er und Zavbcr
= GIAP iii. 2). Strassburg, 1897.
ii. The Shi'a
Muhammadans, who are prone to occultism,
have six books on magic the Ja'afnr Jnnin, Saftnat at-iiijat,

(

:

Tuhfat (U-'aWiim, Mahaj

Anwar i-Na'inmiiya. The

al-da'icdt, Mukdn'in al-ikhldq, and
Sunnis also have books on magic

;

such are the Mujarrabdt-i-Dirbl and the yarj^h-i-Sulafmdn.*

H. A. Rose.

MAGIC

(Iranian).—!. Religion and magic—
Although religion and magic are two essentially
dili'erent things, the interpenetration of the two
but nowhere are they so intriis fairly common
cately commingled as in Mazdei.sm.
;

First of all, a clear line of demarcation has to
be traced between the real doctrine of Zoroaster,
as it is expounded in the Gathds, and the Later
Avesta.
In the Gathic hymns we find a religion of a
It admits of no deity
highly moral cliaracter.
besides Aluira Mazda except personified moral
entities, and it expressly undertakes a struggle
against the lower beliefs and the magical practices
The cult of the daei-as
of the people of the time.
and the nocturnal orgiastic sacrifices in
in
general
which haoma {q.v.) was drunk by the worshippers

were specially condemned.^
The Later Avesta also anathematizes the sorcerers {yfdu) and witches {pairika), but many of
the beliefs and practices which Zoroaster had
associated with them have found their way back
The whole subject is rendered all
into religion.
the more intricate by the fact that a coherent
system has been formed from a combination of
the superior elements of the Zoroastrian creed
(sophisticated to a great extent by adaptation to
a lower standard of religious thought) and the
popular and inferior beliefs of the Iranian people,
including much that is in origin magical. As is
well known, this is the system called dualism
It is based on the assumption that there
iq.v.).
are two cosmic elements, the one created by
Vogel. 'The Sacrificial Posts of Isapur,' in Archao1910-11, Calcutta, 1914, p. 44 f.
>]/. i. § CSG.
-V/.VQ i. j ;r,i.
-/'.Vvii. §!)"1.

1

J. P.

logical
6

Suneu R-poilfor

Monltou,

Eady ^ZoronatiidiiUiii,

p. 71

f.

—

going on between the good and the evil spirit
a contest which will not be settled before the end
of this world.
It follows that good creatures have a power
over evil ones and evil over good. Of course, we
may imagine that a good being, when he neutralizes the evil deeds of his opponent, acts, after all,
but in
as a depository of his creator's power
practice it is as though he had a real and effective
of
his
own
demons.
against
power
A good work is an act of war, capable of helping
the triumph of good over evil
towards
effectively
and having, therefore, an efficacy of its own to
conjure and oppose the noxious activity of evil
and this is very
creatures such as evil spirits
much like the efficacy ascribed to magical rites.
The only difference between such an activity and
magic is that, with the latter, material interests
are generally at stake, whereas, in the majority
of Mazdean religious acts, the concern is mostly
supra-terrestrial, being the religious purity of the
faithful (aSavan) as a preparation for the future
The contrary state, the
happiness of the blest.
impurity of the imps of the druj (dregvants), has
is

practices.'

spirits,
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;

to

be destroyed.

—

For the Zoroastrian the normal
Purification.
of getting rid of an impurity acquired by
sin is to outweigh it
by merit' a process which,
of course, is far from being magical.
Sin, however, being in Iranian eyes not only a breach of
2.

means

—

order which has to be repaired by repentance and
good works, but a positive product of the evil
spirits, of the evil creation, produces a substantial,
though invisible, pollution a moral disease like a
bodily illness and death likewise results from
some mysterious contrivance of the originators of
all evil.
material means of removing that pollution is therefore reqvusitioned, just as a remedy
by its beneficial properties, as a piece of good
creation, cures an ordinary disease. The power
of purifying man from impurity belongs in the

—

—

A

water— an eminently good eleMazda's creation. Besides water, other

highest degree to

ment

of

—

e.g., r/aomac:a (urine of cattle}— are
The
supposed to have great power to purify.
rites of purification by means of these substances
are strictly fixed, as in a magical proceeding the
priest has to sprinkle every part of the body in a
definite order, beginning with the head, till the
di-uj is expelled from the left toes, which are the
last refuge of the evil spirit.
Dogs have a speci-

substances

:

ally powerful

wholesome

influence.

More

intri-

cate ceremonies tending to the same result existed
besides this relatively simple one e.g., the great
purification of the nine nights (Pahl. barainum
nil Saba) expounded in Vend, ix.; the ground is
prepared, holes are dug. and furrows are drawn,
according to a strict ritual ; gaomaeza is put into
the holes, the patient rubs the ground, and is

—

sprinkled with water and perfumes by means of
a spoon and a stick of a fixed size, etc. The proceeding cannot, however, be completely identified
with magic, because, however material the concept
of ptuity may have been in tlie thought of tlie
Iranian people at that time, it was, after all, a
duty not confined to human interests in this world,
ppcause the activity of the jjurif ying substances and
acts derives from an essentially beneficent power,
whereas the counter-spells, although tending to
1

1

Uoultoo,

p. 144.
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noxious influeucos, are regarded ae
possessing a power of tlie same kind as the one
which they oppose, and, histly, because the rites.
in spite of their magical tendencies, are devoid of
all
Tliey are a public and accejiti'd
neutralize

mystery.

proceaure, assumed— wrongly, of course— to tiate
back to the I'rophet's teaching, and forming iiait
M.tu
of the sacred struggle of gooil against evil.
is supposed to make use of the weapons which
Mazda has put into his hands for a contest in
which he is ser\ing the lord's interests. Nevertheless, it is clear that a real defeneration towards
magic has taken place in these ceremonies, and
also that many an ancient nia^ical prescription
for averting evils may have been introduced.
This process is analogous to that which we observe in Mazdaism from Zoroaster to the Later

Avesta period.
Moral beings, like the amcsha spentas ([</.?.]
turned
justice, good sjiirit, piety, etc.), have Ijeen

—

or, rather, identihed witli— the genii of fire,
cattle, earth, etc., and Sraosha, 'obedience,' has

into

become a good spirit protecting men during the
night against demons and sorcerers, having the
cock and the dog as his assistants in this task
{Bund. xix. 33).'
Of sacrifice we may say much the
3. Sacrifice.
same as of purilications. Neither to the Indians
nor to the Iranians was the sacrifice properly a
magical act. Oldenberg' is quite right when he
says that sacrifice is in Vedic times a gift to the
god, which, in the jnind of the sacrificer, is to
influence the intentions of the deity, not by
way of conipulsion, but by securing his powerful
goodwill. This concejjtion, however, was likely to
degenerate, and did. Indra and Agni are sometimes described as being mastered by the sacrificer.
Agni, the fire, is regarded as a miniature of the
sun, the great tire, and, by kindling fire, one gets
the sun to rise. Indeed, the Sutapatha BrCtlimana^
says that the sun would not rise if the fireA similar process
sacrifice did not take place.
can be traced in Iran, where the sacrifice is
given its place in the general cosmic conllict, so
that it

—

'

is

more than an

act of worship it is an act of assistance to
Gods, like men, need food and drinl£ to be stronjr
they need praise and encounigeinent to be of ffooti
When not strenfjlhened by the sacrilice, they fly helplel^s
;

the gods.

;

like men,
clieer.

before their foes.'J

Sacrifice has thus a value of its own independently of the will of the gods. It is an act
of war, helping God in His struggle against the
evil creation, so much so that gods also have to

practise cult

:

'Aiiharuiazd performed the spiritual YaziSn ceremony with
tlie
archangels (ameshospcnddn) in the Rapitvin Giih, and
in the Vazisn he supplied every means for overcoming the
adversary." 8

The value of sacrifice in itself is also to be
discerned in the fact that it produces merits independently of the piety and attention of the
.sacrificer.
If he does not obtain them for himself,
tliej' are not lost, but aie collected in a store (ganj)
= Infl.
of merits." The sacrifice of the haoma
soma), although itself not really magical in princijile,
was specially prone to develop in that direction.
The hauiiHi = soma, in tlic thought of the protoAryans, was a plant wherein resided an extraordinary strength of life cajiable of giving immortality to the gods, who were supposed to live
on it like the Homeric gods on dfi^ptxria, and of

(Iranian)

orgiastic sacrifice
religion in

the t/a€i)((-worshii)per8.
In the post-fialhic period
we see it reappear, but it has been dei)rived of its
savage character and turned into a mystical drink.'
Not only was it supposed to confer a greater
intensity of human life, but it was regarded as a
highly beneficial spirit, imparting to man also the
gift of spiritual life and a title to the supraterrestrial reward."
It led to a division into two
/uiomfi,i.'
Tlie one, the actual plant, was the
yellow haoma, the other, supra-terre.strial, called
the white havmn, was identified with the tree
gaokerena (Palil. gokart) that stands in the middle
of the sea I'uiirn-K'iin
that is called "the
All-healer" and on wliiili rest the seeds of all
plants.'* It is by drinking the gaokerena that men
on the day of th» resurrection will become immortal.
For that reason it was customary to put a drop of
haoma on the lips of a dying Zoroastrian. Haoma,
having been made the principle of all life and
fecundity, wjis supposed to receive its healing
power from Vohu !\lanali, and to be the son of
Ahura Mazda. This mysterious power of the
drink of life is an approach to m;i.i;ic, although
'

.

life to

man,

in

whom

it

L. C. Casartelli, Philosophic, rdigiextse d« Maz(Uistne, Paris,
lH&t, ( IM.
2 H.
Oldenberg, Religion det Veda, Berlin, 1894, p. 804 f.
II. Hi. 16 (Oldenberg, p. 110)
xii. (1882) 328.
*
Houlton, p. 417, note.
6 Bund. ii.
r>, ir. West, .S7;K v. 11880] 14.
'
Caurtelli, S 2f>0. The Vaziim is the ritual re«ding of the
1

•

;

I'anw.

SBS

.

,

is extended to domains to whicli healing and
vivifying power cannot normally attain e.g., the
gift of swiftness to horses in races, of healthy
cliildren to pregnant women, and of bridegrooms
to girls.
Moreover, it is, in the traditions of the
Indo-Iranians, closely connected with a mystical
bird which took the sonui=haoma from the place
it

—

it lay hidden and brought it to gods and
men.' The Avesta speaks of tlie bird Sacna, w liich
is the Simurgh of the Persians, who make him jday

where

the same part as the bird Varengana in Yt. xiv.
35 f. a part which is completely magical."
Get thee a feather of the wide-feathered bird Varengana, Oh

—

'

Spitama Zaratluishtra. With that feather thou shall rub thy
body with that feather thou shaft curse back thine enemy.
He who hath a bone of the mighty bird or a feather of the
;

mi^rhty

bird

y:aineth

(di\int)

No

favour.

one,

(liowever)

he first
ma^^niticent, smiteth him or turneth him to flight
the feather of the
gaineth homage, he first (gaineth) glory
;

;

bird of birds bestoweth help.'

Thus we have here

do with a real amulet.
is apt to degenerate
into a magical rite, prayer may become a sjiell.
man is a munthin, a
riie
message of Zoroaster to
noble word which properly means
utterance,'
but
has
in the L.iter Avesta
'word,' 'ordinance,'
the meaning of spell and, indeed, the sermons of
the Prophet, instead of being a subject for meditation, are chanted in a dialect obsolete for ages, and
have degenerated into mere spells, the exact pronunciation of their words achieving what tlieir
author sought by pure life and diligence in a noble
calling.' The finest Mazdean prayers, such as the
Ahuna Vairyn ([q.v.] ParsI, honox^ai') a kind of
have stitl'ened into a mechanical
jirofession of faith
repetition of formuk-e, and have acquired an infinite
[lower of their own, so much so that they become a
4.

Spells.

— If

to

the sacrifice

'

'

'

—

—

The BundahiSn
for the Creator Himself.
21) narrates how Auharmazd, having recited the

weapon

(

giving a superexaltation of

As was said above, the haoma
had been Vmnished from (lathic
company with the magical procedure of

caused intoxication.

(i.

Ahunavar and uttered

its

con-

1
MoultOD, p. Tit.
2 0. P. Tiele, Godedienst in d*
1901, ii. 222.

Oudheid, Amst«rdam, 180&-

twenty-one words,
founded the evil spirit anil secured the victory over
of
creat
ion. The power of the
him, in the first days
same prayer and of some others is also expounded
Kecited as
in Ve7id. xix. (cf. also 17. xvii. 20).
many times as is prescribed on every occasion, the^
help as a spell the purification of man, which is

8 Casartelli, i

m.

'

Yl. xii. 1".

8 So Odin as on
eagle carries away the mead.
Kr^anu was .':unpo'*rd to have shot off a feather

(Oldenberg,
" .\rt.
'

The victor
of tJie eagle

p. iil).

CnxKUS aso AmtLirni

&louUon,

p. 153.

(Iranian), vol.

ili.

p. 448.

MAGIC
priinaiUy attained by the marvellous power of the
substances and ceremonies mentioned above.
No wonder, therefore, if the manthra is mentioned
Vend. xx.
as a regular means of curing diseases.
distinguishes healing by plants, by the knife, and
by the manthra, the last being the most powerful.
series of foimuloe is to be found there for repelling

A

both diseases and evil beings. The prayer contained in Vend. xx. 11 is supposed to be peculiarly
powerful. It is directed to Airyaman, the healing
god par (xcelleiice. Vend. xxi. 18-23 is also a
of
spell against all kinds of diseases, consisting
some fragments of other parts of the Vendiddd and
the
These are
of some very well known prayers.
means that Airyaman has at his disposal for curing
the 99,999 diseases created by Angra Mainyu for
the bane of mankind (Vend. xxii.). Airyaman is
an old Indo-Iranian god in the Veda he is an
in
Ciditya (Aryaman) wlio is generally found
company with Varuna and Mitra. He is a beneficent
and helpful god, but in Persia he has been narrowed
down to the character of a healing god. He survives in Parsiism as the izad of heaven, but, in his
quality of healing god, he is replaced bv Faridun
= Thraeti!.una), who, having killed the dragon Azi
(
Dahaka, is supposed to be a powerful enemy to the
works of evil spirits. The Iranians knew, moreover, of a healing fruit, which, according to Bund.
iii.
18, Ahura Mazda pounded up before his
coming to the ox, 'so that its damage and discomfort from the calamity (zaniin) might be less.'
On the same footing as the manthra for healing
diseases must, of course, be put the numerous
incantations and mystical formulae for removing
the pollution inflicted upon anything which has
come into contact with a corpse. Vend. viii. 14 ff.,
bodies
e.g., explains that a road whereon the dead
of dogs or men have been carried cannot be traversed
again by men or flocks, till the yellow dog with four
eyes or the white dog with yellow ears has gone
three times across it and an dtharvan has gone
along it, saying? aloud the fiend-smiting words of
the honovar.
Vend. vii. 28 ff. contains the method
of purifying wood which has been in contact with
a corpse, and formulae for all kinds of good elements
infected by the same pollution (cf. Vend, x., xi.,
In such cases the Gdthds had become a mere
etc.).
custom
spell (cf. Vend. x. 1 ff.). The reason of this
with regard to corpses is originally a magical one,
which has been fitted into the general Mazdean
system. It is the old conviction of mankind that
death, like illness, cannot occur without the
maleficent intervention of some spirit, which has
therefore to be averted. For a Mazdean to die
was to pass into the power of the dnij Nasu.
Hence it was necessary to minimize the evil
:

'

produced by this demon by protecting all good
beings and substances from its power and freeing,
as soon as possible, the beings or substances that

The intervention of
fallen into its hands.
maleficent beings and tlie utility of spells were felt
in many other circumstances e.g., in the case of
a woman on the eve of child-birth [Vend. xxi. 8,
12, 16), or when some accident occurred to cattle.^
Among the elements which have to be
5. Fire.
had

—

—

kept carefully from any pollution, fire occupies a
prominent position. It is well known that among
the Parsis it enjoys a veneration which is not far
from being superstitious. Here, the process is not
a degenerative one, but rather the elevation of an
elementary and, to a great extent, magical belief
which is common to many nations, but which is
specially Indo-Iranian (cf. art. FiKE, Fire-gods,
Fire is the great purifier, which illumin§ 6 f. ).
ates the night, keeps off bitter cold and wild beasts,
and, as such, is the great enemy of demons and
1

SHE V.

2

W. Cciger, Ostlnlnische Kultur, Eriangen,

18.

1882, p. 332.
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It rei>el3 diseases,
the friend and ally of man.
and it plays an important part in the proceeding
of Indian magic, as is expounded in the Atliarvaveda ' a name which is taken from the atharvans,
who were originally priests of fire. The Iranian
myth of Atar's victory over the serpent Azi Dahaka
{Yt. xix. 45 ff.) belongs to the same order of
Indeed, fire, in the conception of the
thought.
Persian dtharvan, keeps closer to its original part,
inasmuch as it does not become, as in India, the
agent which conveys to the gods the substances of
It remains the great averter of everysacrifice.
thing impure, and must on no account be put in
contaet with anything that is not pure, least of

—

with corpses or with anytliing coming fi'om
It has become an earthly form of the
eternal, infinite, godly light, the purest oflspring
of the good spirit, the purest part of his pure crea-

all

the body.

weapon of Ahura (Ys. li. 9). It is the
principle of all life, in men as well as in plants,
can distinguish
the son of Ahura ISIazda.'
several forms of it, among which the bahrdm fire
It is supposed to be an emanais the most sacred.
tion on earth from the fire above and the most
powerful protection of the land against foes and
It took its name from Verethraghna (Skr.
fiends.
Vftrahan), in Indian myth the genius of victory
and the slayer of the demon Vrtra.
6. Influence of stars.
Astrology, as is well
known, was the chief concern of the Magi, as the
ancients describe them to us j but there is abundant evidence that this element of activity was not
The proto-Aryan element of
of Iranian origin.
astrolatry was extremely small, in contrast with
have, however, the cult
Babylonian religion.'
tion,^ the

We

—

We

of Tistrya, the star (Sirius)

which was regarded

as a good genius that brought rain after having

drought demon Apaosa (Yt. viii. 20ft'.).
a very good genius which, at the dawn of
creation and before man was created, destroyed
the noxious creatures by an effusion of beneficent
It would be an exaggeration to treat as
waters.
real magic such beliefs concerning the part of
Tistrya as we find in the Avesta. There is reason
to believe, however, that in some parts of Persia
The Great BundahUn
rain spells were in use.
slain the
It is

says
The plague created
:

against Saistan is abundance of witchand that character appears from this, that all people
from that place practise astrology those wizards produce . . .
SDOW, hail, spiders, and locusts.
On the other hand, it was a current belief among
'

craft;

:

*J

Iranians that planets had a malign influence but
this does not oblige us to admit that they had any
belief in the influences of stars upon men s fate (cf.
;

art.

Fate

[Iranian]).

Recent superstitions.— Among the superstiamong the Parsis and the Muhammadan Persians many customs, no doubt, go back to
old Mazdean practices or, more probably, to popular
beliefs which persisted beside the official creed.
The great power assigned, among the old Mazdeans, to plants in general, and in particular to
some specially marvellous ones, as well as the
extensive practice, among the Babylonian Magi,'
of natuial or magical treatment of diseases by
herbs, probably explains the important part played
by plants in the superstitious customs a.ttaclied
7.

tions prevalent

to the ancient Persian festivals as described
Persian writers^ e.g., rubbing with olive oil

by

—

on

the day of Nauruz as a riddance from sorrows
during the new year, eating a pomegranate on the
feast of Mihr (Mithra) to avert dangers, hitting
1

V. Henry, ilagie

2

Danuesteter,

3 Tiele,
p.

303

dans I'Inde,

SBB iv.2 [1895]

;

York, 1914, pp. 42

cf.
f.,

Paris, 1904, pp. 4, 186, 233.
p. Ixxvi.

M. N. Dhalla, Zoroastnan Theology,
131-137.

4 Dai-mesteter, p. Ixiv.
6 Moulton, p. 209.
8 Decourdenianche,

RTP xxiii.

'

Moulton, p.

'

Plinv,

209.

210.

BS xxx.

6.

New
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eatiiifr

(Japanese)

animal with an orange on the day of

November

as a way of securing happiness,
giving garlic to one's frienils on the (Jos ruz (14th
Dec), and boiling herbs on the same day, in order
to get rid of demons, fumigation with licjuorice on
the day of Di-milir ruz in order to avoid starvation or niiseiy, eating apiiles and dallodils on the
same day in order to secure success in one's enter-

Atlar in

prises, placing betel, walnuts, etc.,

woman

s

bosom, to

make

her

on a pregnant

fertile,' etc.

Tlie power of fire ag.iin.st evil beings is illustrated by the lighting of a lire on the night of the
Bahnian (Vohu Manah) festival (10th Jan.). This
fire, on which perfumes were thrown, was lit under
the image of the genius in order to repel wild
bcast-«.
During the whole night it was guarded
by standing Persians.' AuquetH du Perron reports that on 15 Spendarmat tlie I'arsis used to
hold a spell, written on a sheet of paper, in the
smoke of a tire, in which they had put pieces of
horn from an animal killed on the festival of Mihr,
cotton seed, resin, and garlic, in order to remove
the dcvs {(laevo) from their houses.' The magic
for rain has survived in the custom of pouring out
water on 30th Jan. in order to obtain rain during
the year.^
In the last days of the Persian year the souls of
the departed are said to come and pay a visit to
their relatives, who prepai-e a sumptuous meal for
them. The souls— or, rather, the fravashis (q.v.)
are supposed to gaze at the food and smell it.'
This also, no doubt, is a survival of the beliefs concerning the fravashis.
The use of the Gathic hymns and of the chief
Zoroastrian pra3-ers as spells against diseases or
against the evil eye is current to this day among
the representatives of the Mazdean faith.

—

•

In order to avert the influence of the enl eye or to cure a
child of eonie disease, a parent will occasionally hire the mobeds
... to read from the Yasna, the Yashts. "or the Khordah
Avesta and when women are childless, they will sometimes
pay to have the Vendidad Sadah recited by the priests, in order
that the curse of sterility may be removed.' 6
;

J. J.

Modi knows of charms

for disea.ses of the eye

'

or for avoidin" pollution from contact with all that
comes from tlie human body^e.p'., hair or nails.*
Amulets are also used for the same purpose.'

—

LrrEBATCRE. ^There is no special book on Iranian
magic.
Tlie ^^eneral bibliography on Mazdaism has to he consulted,
especially the translation of the Avesta bv J. Darmesteter
(A.VG, Paris, 1892-9.3): J. H. Moulton, Earl;/ Zoroastrianism,
London, 1913. For spells and charms see literature at end of
art. CniBUS akd Amitlcts (Iranian).
For Parsis ct. J. A.
Decourdemanche, in fir/" x.iiii. [1908] 209 ff. D. Menant, Les
Parsii, Paris, ISflS.
A. J. C'ARNOY.
;

—

MAGIC

(Japanese). Japanese magic is such a
vast subject that, if we were to treat it systematiwith
all
its logical divisions and subdivisions,
cally,
it would be almost impossible to
give even a bare
inde.x to the volume that would have to be written
to describe it.
shall, therefore, dismiss everything that springs from foreign influences, and
even in Japanese magic proper we shall ignore
the general cla.ssifications under which the innumerable details supplied by the rich literature
of the country might be arranged.
shall confine our attention to
empha.sizing the essential
point, viz. the existence of magic in the very heart

We

We

Menant, Leg Parsis, p. 116.
»
Decourdemanche, p. 214.
Menant, p. 108.
6 It,.
Decourdemanche, p. 215.
Menant, p. 106.
« A. V. W. Ja
Persia
Past and Prtsenl, New York,
-kson,
1006, p. 378 t.
Kliudavar Shcriyar, in Sir Jmmetjee Jejeebhov
llailiOHa
JuUlre Vol.. Bombay, 1914, p. 299 1.
'
J. J. Modi, 'Charms or Amulets for some Dli^eases of the
*

2

«

;

;

JASn

ili. (1S94] 3.f.'}-S45
Eye,'
(reprinted In Modi's Anthropologicai Pup'ira, Bombay [1911). pp. 43-60).
« Modi, 'Two Iranian
Incantations,' y^lSB vili. (190(1) 667-672
(reprinted In Aulhrnpological Papers, pp. 340-354).

^

'

.Modi, XiranK-l-Jashan-i-Burzigarln and ' An Avcst* Amulet for Contractine rriendshin,'
v. (19001 .')9S-406, 418-426
(reprinted in Aulhrnpnlnrncal Papers,
122-139).
'

JASB

pp.

the national religion, in the most authentic
documents of pure Shinto.
For this [lurpose we must apply chiefly to the
of

ancient rituals (norito) collected in the Engishiki
in the lOth cent., although several of these
and
precisely those that contain most of the magical
element
were certainly composed at a much
earlier date, even before the most ancient mylhicohistorical works, the Kojiki and the Nihongi, wliich
were written in the 8th century. l>y glancing
over the most typical of these vorito, and explaining them with the help of certain related passages
in the Kojiki and the Nihongi or in other equally
ancient sources, rather than by abstract classifications, we sh:ill gain a vivid idea of what Japanese
magic was in it.s most ancient and most original
form.
The old rituals seem to have been not so much
prayers as matrical formulie, solemn incantations,
and we shall see that at the same time they were
enveloped in powerful rites by which the magician

—

—

priests of primitive Japan conquered their gods.
This magicr J spirit appears at the very beginning
of the collection, in the 1st ritual, Toshigohi no
31af.9uri, wliich was said every year at seed-time
to obtain a good harvest.
The c"liief priest {nakatiimi), who recited it in the name of the emperor,
addressed the gods in these words :
'

I believe in the
presence of the sovereign gods of the Harvest.
If the sovereign pods will bestow in many-bundled ears and
in lu.xuriant eara the late-ripening harvest which they will
bestow, the late-ripening harvest which will be produced by
the dripping of foam from the arms and by drawing the mud
together between the opposing thighs, then I will fulfil their
praises by setting up the flrst fruits in a thousand ears and

many hundred

ears, raising high the sake-jars, tilling and rangtlie sake-jars, in juice and in ear.'

ing in rows the bellies of

Other olt'erings are then enumerated, amon"
which we notice a white horse, a white pig, and
a white cock. Now, a 9th cent, document, the
Kogoshfii, gives the legendary origin of this detail
Mi-tcishi no Kami, ' the god of the august harvest,'
had cast his curse on the rice fields but the diviners
obtained from him, by the gift of these same white
animals, the secret of a magical process which enabled them to save the imperilled crop. The ritual
:

;

The
therefore, based on a history of magic.
to remember from this first text, howis
the
conditional
of
character
the
ever,
offerings
which are to obtain the desired result. The same
is,

main point

precaution is found again, in the same words, towards the end of this document, where the officiant
invokes the gods who preside over the departure
of the waters on which irrigation depends.
This
ritual, therefore, is not so much a prayer as a contract, a matter-of-fact agreement, by wliich the
gods receive in advance the remuneration promised
in exchange for the services expected from them,
and thus find themselves morally compelled to
render them. We accordingly see at the very beginning the familiar nature of the relat ions between
these very human gods and the prie-stly magicians
who exploit their power.
In the 2nd ritual, Kasitga Rlatsvri, we again
find this idea of the bond which must unite
the ott'erings with the services rendered
for it
is
in consequence
of these offerings that the
are
asked
to
the
and
his
gods
jirotect
sovereign
court.
may also observe that, of the four gods
worshipped in the teiii]il(^ of Kasuga, the first two,
Take-mika-dzuchi and Futsu-nushi, were represented by magical swords (cf. Kojiki, tr. B. H.
;

'

'

We

Chamberlain, 2nd

ed., Tokj-o, 1906, p. ^Q), and
that the other two, Koyand and hie wife, are connected with the famous eclipse in which that god,
by his 'powerful ritual words,' helped to bring
back the suu-godde.ss (Kajiki, 64).
There is the .same spirit in the 3rd ritual, Hiiose
Oho-imi no Matntiri, devoted to the goddess of food.

MAGIC
Her worshippers make a bargain with her

;

wliile

bringing her various ofi'erinps, they promise lier
others if the Iiarvest is very abundant.
The 4tli ritual, Tatsitta no Kaze no Kami no
Matsuri, is just as characteristic, and, moreover,
relates its own legendary origin. For several j'ears
unknown gods have bungled all the crops, and the
diviners have not been able to discover who these
gods are. Then the sovereign hini.self 'deigns to
conjure them,' and they reveal themselves to him in
a dream.
They are Heaven's Pillar's augustness
and Country's Pillar's augustness,' the gods of the
winds who maintain the order of the world. They
require certain offerings, tlie founding of a temple
at Tatsuta, and a liturgy, by means of which they
will bless and ripen the things produced by tlie
gi-eat People of the region under heaven, firstly
the five sorts of grain, down to the least leaf of the
herbs.'
Here it is the gods who state their condiThe people hasten to fulfil them 'without
tions.
omission,' but evidently the recollection of past
calamities has left some mistrust, for, when making the present offerings, they announce future
gifts for the autumn: if, between now and then,
the gods have deigned not to send bad winds and
rough waters,' but to ripen and bless the harvest,
they will grant them the firstfruits of it. This
will be their small commission.
shall pass over the 5th, 6th, and 7th rituals,
which are not so interesting, and come to the 8th,
Ohotono-Hogahi, i.e. Luck-bringer of the (ireat
This title itself indicates the magical
Palace.'
character of the document, and, in fact, we find
the ritual defined in its own text in the words, ama
tsu kusushi ihcthi-goto, the celestial magical protective words.' It is a formula the recitation of
which wards oft' all calamity from the palace, as an
amulet would do this is shown by the importance
ascribed to the perfect regularity of tlie words
pronounced for, in another passage, certain corrector '-gods (nako) are begged to rectify all the
omissions that they may have seen or heard in the
This ceremony
rites or the words of tlie ceremony.
itself throws abundant light on the magical charachave
ter of the ritual of which it was a part.
a description of it in the Gi-shiki of the 9th cent,
'

'

'

'

'
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(Japanese)

We

'

'

:

'

;

jewels which, at the time of an eclipse, the gods
suspended to the highest branches of the sacred
cleyera, and whose brilliance recalled the sun
{Kojiki, 64) ; jewels which, in another famous
story, enabled their possessor to make the tide
flow or ebb at his will {ib. 150) ; jewels Avhich

even

aimed at resuscitating the dead, as we

We

can, therefore, easily understand the magical r61e of the red jewels which,
paraded in the imperial apartments, caused the
dark threats of the invisible everywhere to retire
before their brightness. Still another point to be
remarked is that, according to the description
in a low voice.'
cited, the imibe recite the ritual
Polynesian sorcerers also said their prayers in a
low singing, perhaps even hissing, tone, similar to
the hissing, whispering voice which they attributed
to their gods and even in Japan, in the divination
by the harp (koto-ura), one of the practices of the
All this magiofficiant was a complicated whistle.
cal atmosphere which surrounds the ritual suits
its text very well.
It points out, hrst of all, the
propitiatory rites which the imibe have accomplished in hewing down the trees intended for
the construction of the palace. Then it recalls
the mythical recollections which assure beforehand
the efficacy of the formula recited. Then the
protector-gods of the palace are entreated to
shall see below.

'

;

ward

—

calamities, several of which
or the droppings of birds falling
through the smoke-hole in the roof are ritual
'offences.' Lastly, in the same way as it invokes
the corrector-gods for every possible omission, the
innumerable
text insists on this fact that the
off certain

e.g., serpent-bites,

—

—

'

strings of luck-bringing grains have been made by
sacred jewellers 'taking care to avoid all pollution
and to observe perfect cleanness.' The care in all
tliese details shows the magical importance attached
to each of the rites of the ceremony, and to the
most insignificant words of the incantation.
shall omit the 9th ritual. Mikado Matsuri,
'
Festival of the Sublime Gates,' devoted to the
'

We

who guard the entrance of the palace against
the evil influences of the 'crooked' f^ods (i>iaga),
and come to the 10th, which is much more important. This is the Ritual of the Great Purification' (Oho-harahi).
This ritual was recited by the
(see E. Satow, in TASJ, vol. ix. pt. ii. [1881]
A priestly retinue, in which we distin- chief of the nakatomi, at the end of the 6th and
p. 192 f.).
guish chiefly the nakatomi, the imibe (' abstaining the l'2th months, to blot out all the transgressions,
and the vestals, goes througli the palace both moral and ritual, that the whole people had
priests'),
every direction and in dift'erent places, from committed in the interval. The choice of these
the great audience-hall to the bath-room, even to dates is in itself significant the summer ceremony
the emperor's privy, the vestals sprinkle rice and recalls the lustrations formerly practised on the eve
sake, while the imibe hang precious stones on the of St. John in diflerent countries of Europe, and the
four corners of the rooms visited by them.
ceremony at the end of the year corresponds with
observe here an application of the custom, called the need of renewal experienced by the majority of
sammai, which consisted in scattering rice to ward men at this time, and which, in Japan, still takes
off evil spirits.
Whatever is the reason of this the popular form of a dramatized exorcism called
custom whether it is simply a bait thrown to the tsuina, 'expulsion of the demons.' The Great
demons or perhaps a symbolical use of grains whose Purification included various rites but the ritual
shape represents one of the aspects of the genera- is often mentioned as if it itself formed the whole
which proves the magical power ascribed
tive power, of the vital force which combats illness ceremony
and death the rite in question was very frequently to the words recited. This ritual begins by stating
in Japanese magic.
Rice was scattered clearly that it is the emperor who deigns to purify
practised
inside the hut in which a woman was about to be and wash away' (harahi-tamahi kiyome-tamafu)
in the divination at cross-roads {tsuji- the offences committed from which we see tliat
confined
ura see art. Divination [Japanese]), a boundary the gods who, a little later, are to be invoked to
was sometimes marked on the road, where rice intervene really play a part inferior to that of the
was also strewn, in order to take afterwards as an emperor, and act only, so to speak, at his command.
oracle the words spoken by the first ]iasser-by The right of absolution which he exercises thus
who crossed this bewitched line and an old legend arises from the general sovereignty conferred retells how, when the son of the gods descended from
spectfully' upon him by the celestial gods at the
heaven to Mount Takachiho, grains of rice were beginning of the dynasty, as the continuation of
thrown at random in the air to disperse the dark- tlie text immediately recalls. Then follows the
ness from the sky. Just the same is the magical enumeration of ritual crimes, voluntary or not,
use of jewels to combat evil influences. Through which are to be eft'aced (see Revon, Anthologie de
llie whole of
Japanese mythology there is the III littfrature japonaisc, Paris, 1910, p. 28 f.).
sparkle of jewels, sojne of which are talismans
may select from this list at least two offences congods

We

m

'

;

:

We

—

;

—

—

'

—

;

;

'

;

—

We
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nected

wit'i

of wands'

our subject.

Tlio one

the 'planting;

is

i,/:ushi-sas/ii) in licelields,

wiLli

piobanly

incantations— a process which an ancient

iiiitive

explains as the cicotin;,' of ni:i;,'ic
on the Held of which one claims to be

inter|ii('tation
bouniliii'ius

propiietor, though perhaps it is an example of
pointed wands secretly stuck into the mud to hurt
the bare feet of a neighbour, just as, amon;^' the
Malays, a person in flight retarded the pursuit of
his adversaries by this means.
The other ollenco
(majiiiuino sent tsumi) is the performing of witchcraft,' either in a general way (cf. Kujiki, 32(5 f.)
or in particular against a neighbour's animals
'

we connect

[Kissaye with the expression
kemono-tafushi, 'to kill aninuils,' which precedes
(if

this

In any case the Chinese character employed
shows that it is a question of black magic and
that is why the norito, although it is itself a
it).

;

magical text, does not hesitate to
The ritual afterwards shows that,

condemn it.
when these

faults arc committed, the great nakatomi has to
prepare some twigs in a certain way, doubtless
intended to form a sort of purificatory broom,
then to recite the powerful ritual words of the
celestial ritual
(ama t.iii norito no futo noritoThe luitive commentators tried for a long
goto).
time to iind out to what mysterious incantation
this passage could possibly allude, without seeing
that it sim|i!y referred to the norito itself. This is
the ' celestial ritual which the gods revealed on
high to the ancestor of the emperors, and whose
powerful words his descendant causes to be
repeated an expression intended to recall the
intrinsic virtue of this formula.
When the high
priest recites it tlius, according to the text of the
ritual itself, the gods of heaven and earth will
approach to listen, and all offences will disappear,
being swept off, carried away to the ocean by the
goddess of the torrents, swallowed by the goddess
of the sea-currents, driven to the nether regions
'

'

'

'

'

—

by the god whose breath chases before it all impurities, and there they will be seized at last by a
subterranean deity who will banish them for ever.
Clearly these deities are only the four wheels of
the machine which the emperor sets in motion by
the hand of the great nakatomi, the magician who
knows the sacred words which even the gods obey.
As for the rest, to make more certain, they bring
a horse whose erect ears will incite these cods to
listen attentively, just as the crowing cocks, the
lighted fire all thc.-e magical processes of the myth
of the eclipse (Kojikl, 63-66) would recall the sun,
or as, in another account of the old Shinto annals
(Nihongi, tr. W. G. Aston, London, 1896, i. 1U6),
one had only to whistle to raise the wind. Then
an order is given to the urahc (' diviners ') to throw
into the river the expiatory ofl'erings, to which a
mysterious sympathy unites the sins themselves,
which will disappear along with the objects to
which they have been attached.
The ritual
(inishes, therefore, with a last example of the
magic which has insjjired the whole of it.
We may mention the llth ritual along with this
It is an invocation which the
one.
liereditary
scholars of Yamato pronounced immediately before
the ceremony of the Great Furilicat.ion, and in
which they presented the emperor with a silvergilt human effigy, which woiud play the part of
scapegoat by removing calamities from him, and
a gild(!<l sword on which he breathed before it was
taken from him, with the same intention of driving away, after this magical transfer, both the
sins committed and their material support.
Another ritual which is plainly magical is the
12th, the title of which, Ho-shidzume, 'Appeasing
of the l'"in>,' shows that its purpose was not to
worship the god of lire, but to banish liini from the
As in the lutli ritual, the te.\t first recalls
l>aUce.

—

—

(Japanese)
the celestial revelation which has conlided to the
emperor the 'powerful words' bj- means of which
he is superior to this god. Then it recounts the
atrocious crime of this 'child with the wicked
heart,' w!io cau.sed his mother's death by burning
her when she gave him birth (cf. Kojiki, ^2-Xi)
and tells how Izanami herself, cursmg this son
who had eatiscd her death, came up from the
:

nether regions to give birth to the water-goddess,
the gourd, the river-plant, and the princess of the
clay mountains, four divine things whose magical
use against (ire she immediately taught.
Then,
in order that this wicked god
may deign not to
be terribly lively in the palace of the august
sovereign, he is loaded with offerings, which
have the eil'cet of captivating and subduing him.
This ritual was accompanied by rites which consisted mainly in the lighting of a (ire by the urabe
in the four oi'*:riide corners of the precincts of the
palace, with the primitive apparatus (hi-kiri-usu)
of which a specimen may be seen in the University
Museum, Oxford.
'

The 13th iitual, Michi-ahe, also aimed at employing certain gods to combat others. Those who
were invoked on this occasion were three gods of
roads and cross-roads, whose phallic character
caused them to be looked upon as preventive
gods' [suhc no kaiiii) against the epidemics sent
by the demons. The ritual begins by reminding
these protector-gods, without great reverence, that
their duties were inaugurated in heaven itself,
where they already served the son of the gods. It
then dictates to them what they must do
'

:

'

Whenever from the Root-country, the Bottora-country, there
may come savage and unfriendly beings, consort not and parley
not with them, but if they go below, keep watch below, if they
go above, keep watch above, protecting us against pollution
with a night guarding and a day guarding.'

In

return

they are presented with

ofl'erings,

which they are to enjoy while defending the great
roads 'like a multitudinous assemblage of rocks,'
and, finally, the celebrant insists once more on the
'
powerful words of his formula.
The next ritual, the 14th, was devoted to the
Oho-nihc, 'Great Ofl'ering of Food.' Before eating
the new rice of the year, the ancient Japanese
new
performed a ceremony called yihi-name,
tasting,' which had a propitiatory purpose towards
the spirit of the rice (Uga no Mi-tama). The Ohonihe was a more solemn Nihi-name, celebrated
some time after the accession of the emperors,
and constituting a sort of religious coronation for
them. The ritual relating to this festival contains
nothing very curious in itself ; but it is intertsting
to finil that the very complicated ceremony with
which it was connected included a long series of
preparations, in which magic occupied a large
place, just as in the essential part of the festival,
when the emjieror in person, surrounded by ladies
of honour who repeated a mysterious formula,
shared in the repast which he had justoflered to
the gods.
The 15th ritual is another <locument whose
magical value appears as soon .is it is placed in
It is entitled Miits psychological surroundings.
tama shidzumui-u, which shows that its purpose
the
was 'to appease
august spirit,' i.e. the spirit
It was a case of keeping the imof the emperor.
perial soul in his body, of recalling it if it seemed
to wish to escape in a word, of renewing magically
the vital force of the sovereign for the coming
This is the
year and thus prolonging his life.
meaning of the ceremony called Chinkonsai, which
was celebrated at the end of the year in the sanctuary of the priests of the court (see Ni/wngi, ii.
Now, the gloss identihes this festival with an
373).
ancient ceremony called Mi-tawa fiirishiki, shaking of the augu-i| jewels,' which again plunges us
'

'

—

'

into deep magic.

I'lic

Kiiijiki

(ii. •!)

says, in fact,

MAGIC
that, when the sun-goddeisa gave the investiture to
the aucestor of the emperors, she hestowed upon
liini ten precious treasures
:

'one mirror of the offing, one mirror of the shore, one eighthands-breadth sword, one jewel of birth, one jewel of return
from death, one perfect jewel, one jewel road-returning [evil
things by the road they came], one serpent-scarf, one bee-scarf,
In case of illness,
and scarf of various things.' She added
shake these treasures and repeat to them the words Hi, /»,
mi, yo, iUti, mxt, nana, pa, kokmio, tari, and shake them yurayura (onomatopceia). If thou doest so the dead will certainly
return to life.'
'

:

:

The objects enumerated by the sun-goddess are
talismans, several of wliich occur in the most
ancient Japanese niytliology (see Kojiki, 86, 150,
As for the incantation, it represents
324, etc.).
simply the series of numbers from one to ten, which
demonstrates

its intrinsic

power, independent of

We

the meaning of the words.
know, besides,
that tlie same incantation was recited at this
festival by young sacerdotal viigins (mi-kamu-ko),
who performed the sacred kagura, in imitation of
the dance of Uzume in the eclipse myth {Kojiki,
64-65), while a nakatomi knotted threads, which
w ere clearly meant to retain the imperial soul, and
w hich he shut up in a closed vessel.

We

omit rituals 16 to

which

refer
exclusively to the offices of the temples of Ise ;
it will be sufficient to mention in this group the
formula of the 23rd ritual, for the installing of a
princess as vestal
shall

24,

:

'

The

offering of a sacred princess of the blood imperial to
6er\e as the deities' staff, having first, according to custom,
observed the rules of religious purity for three years, is to the end
that thou mayst cause the Sovereign Grandchild to live peacefully and firmly as long as Heaven and Earth, the Sun aiid the

Moon may

last. I, the Great Nakatomi, holding the dread spuar
by the middle, with deepest awe pronounce this dedicatiun of
her by the Mikado to the end that she mav serve as an au'^^ust
staff.'

We

'

abhave here evidently a survival of the
of primitive Japan, wliose asceticism
assured on pain of death the good fortune and

stainer'

health of the village, in the same waj' as liere the
sacrifice of the in^perial virgin is to guarantee the
liappiness and long life of the sovereign (cf. art.

Asceticism [Japanese]).

The

ritual, of a more general interest,
Tatari-gami wo tdsushi-tatcmatsuru
norito, Ritual for the Respectful Remo\ al of the
Gods who send Plagues.' In the 13th ritual the
gods of roads were made to intervene against these
wicked gods now they themselves are directly
It is, therefore, a real formula of
addressed.
is

'-'Sth

entitled

:

'

;

text begins by recalling how the
of the celestial gods, wishing to
the country before the descent of tlie
pacify
future emperor, sent Futsu-nuslii and Take-mikadzuehi, who triumphed over the terrestrial gods
and silenced tlie rocks, trees, and the least leaf of
herbs likewise that had spoken.' After this warning, undisguised and all the more plain because,
according to the ritual, the wicked gods know well,
'
by virtue of their divinity, the things whicli were
begun in tlie Plain of higli heaven,' numerous gifts
are made to them to win them over and not only
the usual oU'erings of cloths, fish, game, vegetables,
rice, and sake, but also, in a naive form,

exorcism.

The

supreme council
'

'

'

—

'

as a thing to see plain in, a mirror as things to play with,
beads as things to shoot off ivith, a bow and arrows as a thing
to strike and cut with, a sword ; as a thing which gallops out,
a horse."
;

;

;

Lastly, after having thus loaded them with
numerous toys and abundant dainties, which they
beg tliem to accept with clear hearts, as peaceful
ott'erings and sufficient offerings,' they earnestly
ask these 'sovereign gods' to be good enough,
'

witliout deigning to be turbulent, deigning to be fierce, and
deigning to hurt, to remove out to the wide and clean pin es of
the mountain-streams, and by virtue of their divinitv to be
'

tranquil.'

Passing in silence a less interesting ritual (the
26th), we come at length to the last document of
the collection,

the 27tli

ritual,

which

is

called
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Iihumo no kuni no miyakko no kaina ijvgoto, The
Di\ine Words of Good Fortune of the Chiefs of
the Country of Idzumo.' These local chiefs, after
having lost their civil sway, had preserved their
It is they who to this day in this
religious power.
old province hand down the primitive iire-kindler
which their legendary ancestor, the god Ame-nohohi, had received from the sun-goddess herself,
and which each chief priest of Idzumo bequeaths
to his successor by the ceremony called Hi-tsugi,
perpetuation of tire.' In this ritual the miyakko
'

'

first

announces that he

will

recite the formula,

after many ritual preparations, to bring liappiness
to the reign of the 'visible god, '(i.e. the sovereign.
He then relates how Ame-no-holii and, later, other
celestial ambassadors were sent to earth to prepare
for the descent of the son of the gods ; how Uhonamochi, the divine king of Idzumo, wlio achieved
the 'making of the country' with the help of a
stranger magician, and who was the hrst to found
a government in this important region of the
to

abandon

gods

;

how

was persuaded

bj' the celestial envoys
his temporal rule to the son of the
he then divided his souls, by a curious

archipelago,

application of tlie Japanese idea which allows tlie
possible separation of the multiple souls of man,
attaching his gentle spirit (nigi-tama) to a fetishmirror which he caused to be placed in a temple of
'

'

Yamato, while

his

'

'

rough

spirit

(ara-tama) went

to rest in the great temple of Idzumo and how at
length Ame-no-hohi received from above the command to bless the sovereign henceforth, that his
life might be long, healthy, and happy (cf. Kojiki,
It is while carrying out this
54, 58, 113-124).
command that the descendant of Ame-no-hohi
He brings to
intervenes, as he himself declares.
the emperor divine treasures,' whose magical role
;

'

— fortunately for us — he clearly defines.
first of all,

There

are,

sixty jewels, white, red, and green.

'

These white jewels are the great august white hairs [to
which your Majesty will reach] the red jewels are the august,
healthful, ruddy countenance and the green-estuary jewels are
the harmonious fitness with which your Majesty will establish
far and wide, as with a broad sword-blade, his lasting great
august reign over the Great-eight-island-country which he
;

;

governs.'

We

have here, tlielefore, a tyjjical case of the
action of like upon like, which is one of the essential doctrines of primitive man, and which, in the
present case, attaches to the dillerent jewels a
power corresponding to their colour. The formula
continues by other applications of this principle of
imitative magic
As this white horse plants firmly his fore hoofs and his hind:

'

Great Palace be set firmly on the
upper rocks and frozen firmly on the lower rocks the priclting
ears
a
that
is
your Majesty will, with ears ever
sign
up of his
more erect, rule the Under-Heaven,' etc.
It is possible that at some time these rites may
have become symbols ; but it is imijossible not to
recognize in them, especially at the beginning,
hoofs, so will the pillars of the

;

by that primitive logic which
has always and everywhere constructed magic on
t he same universal principles.
Ancient Shinto, therefore, as it appears to us in
its most authentic liturgies, is a religion in which
the magical element still prevails over the religious
The rituals are essentially magical
sentiment.
formute, addressed to magician gods (as is demonstrated by all their mythical exploits) by magicianpriests (the nakatomi, the imibe, and the iirabe),
and encircled in magical rites. Magic is, therefore, at the base of the national cult of the
Japanese, and it appears there with all the characteristics familiar to the student of comparative
practices inspired

religion.
To finish

with a vivid illustration, which, after
the neces.sarilj' short descriptions given atiove, will
show this magic in application in a typical and
exact case, we shall choose as an example sorcery.
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The victim will wither
same way as,

like the leaves of bamboo,
in another legend (Kojiki,
238), the magical imprecation (iilxhi) of a chief
had made a great oali-tree suddenly decay ; or,
better still, in the same way ivs, by the ellect
of a general malediction, man, formerly immortal, was condemned to die as the flowers of

Tlie
it was practised in tlie most ancient tiines.
following is tlie curious account of the subject given
in the A'f//U-» (326f.):

as

in the

'

'
The Deity ot MzushI (the country of the sacred stones '] had
n daughter, "whose name was the Deily Maiden-of-Idzushi. So
eighty Deities wisked to obtain tliis Maidc-n-of-ldzushi in marHereupon there were
riage! but none of them could do so.
two l>eitie8, brolliers, of whom tlie elder was called the Youth-

of-the-Olow-on-the-Autumn-Mountains. and the younger was
named the YoulIi-of-the-Haze-on-lhe-Si>riiig-Mouiitain8. So the
"
elder brother said to the youn;,'er brother
Though I beg for
the Maiden-of-Idzushi, 1 cannot obtain her in maiTiage. Wilt
thou be able to obtain hcrV" He answered, p.-iyinp "I will
*'
If thou shalt
obtain her." Then the elder brother said
easil^v
obtain this maiden, I will take off my upper and lower garments,
in
a
of
own
and
and distil liquor
lui^'ht,
jar
my
prepare all the
things of the mountains and of the rivers, in payment of the
brother
told
his
mother
everything
wa^^er." Then the younger
that the elder brotlicr had said. Forthwith the mother, havin;;
taken wistaria-libre, wove and sewed in the space of a single
:

;

:

ni^ht an upper garment and trousers, and also sorks and boot<i,
and likeu ise made a bow and arrows, and clothed him in this
upper garment, trousers, etc., made him take the bow or'd
arrows, and sent him to the maiden's house, where both his
apparel and the bow and arrows all turned into wistariablossoms.
Thereupon the Youth-of-the-Haze-on-the-SpringMountains hung up the bow and arrows in the maiden's privy.
Then, when the Maiden-of-Idzushi, thinking the blossoms
strange, brouglit them, be followed behind the maiden into the
house, and ft^ithwith wedded her. So she gave birth*' to one
I have
child. Then he spoke to bis elder brother, saying
obtained the Maiden-of-Idzushi." Thereupon the elder brother,
vexed that the younger brother should have wedded her, did not
pay the things he had wagered. Then when the younger
brother complained to his mother, his august parent replied,
"
saying :
During my august life the Deities indeed are to be well
imitated ; it must be because he imitates mortal men that he
does not pay those things." Forthwith, in her anger with her
elder child, she took a one-jointed bamboo from an island in the
River Idzushi, and made a coarse b.isket with eight holes, and
took stones from the river, and mixing them with brine [nftiho,
in the sense of hard salt'], wrapped them in the lea\e8 of the
bamboo and caused this curse (tokohi) to be spoken [by her
" Like unto the
younger son]
becoming green of t licse bambooleaves, do thou become green and wither
Again, like unto the
flowing and ebbing of this brine [again the word shiho, but
here with the meaning; of 'eca-water'], do thou flow and ebb
the sinking of these stones, do thou sink and
Again, like unto
"
be prostrate
Having caused this curse to be spoken, she
placed the basket over the smoke [apparently on the hearth of
the elder sou]. Therefore the elder brother dried up, withered,
sickened, and lay prostrate for the spaee of eight jears. So on
the elder brother entreating his august parent with lamentations and tears, she forthwith caused the curse to be reversed.
Thereupon his body was pacified. This is the origin of the
term "a divine wager-payment.'"
:

'

;

!

1

:

In this te.\t we liave a case of original sorcery,
founded on sympathetic magic (a conception so
well e.xpressed by the Japanese word for magic,'
majinahi, which conveys the idea of 'to mix'),
but before the time when the progress of the arts
and foreign influences could have given the idea
of exercising sorceries on the effigy of an enemy.
(For this later development see, e.g., the popular
'

ballad of

Shuntoku Maru,

in

We

TASJ,

vol.

iii.

does not gatlier

any chance place she takes
which already connects that

it in

—

;

from an island
With this bamobject with the jaquatic element.
boo she weaves a uasket, in which she takes care
to leave eight holes, which will be the eight openings by which eigiit years of misfortune are to
enter for tlie victim.
In this basket site places
river-pebbles, which, even more than the bamboo,
come from the water, lint it is from fresh water
that they have come and the nature of the rite
demands that they should assume a maritime
it

;

They are, therefore, put among brine
union tlie assimilation is mnde, and the
sorcery can be accomplished. The only thing that
remains to be done is to pronounce the formula
whose powerful words will act on all these things.
character.

by

this

the cherry-tree fade (Knjiki, 140-142).
Then, as
the high water falls back, the guilty one will be
aba.sed.
Lastly, he will be seen foundering as a
stone sinks when disappearing under the waves.
This curse proiiouncei!, the basket of perdition
the green
is placed in the smoke of the hearth
Yet
leaves become black the threat is executed.
in the end the mother's heart hears the repentance
of her son. She reverses the curse, i.e., the terrible
;

;

magical formula
(cf.

Kojiki, 238),

time pronounced backwards
and immediately the body of the

is this

'pacified'; he returns to health, to life.
In tliis sorcery the most curious jioint is that
The
whicli is connected with the sea clement.
fate of the young man is, in fact, connected with
have here an interestthe ebbing <d the tide.
ing illustration, among the insular Japanese, of
the belief so wide-spread among primitive races,
according to which a mysterious hariuonv exists
between the life of man and the flowing and ebbing
In this belief, it is when tlie sea is
of the sea.

j'oungmani"

We

flowing in that one
[jers

;

when

is

it

is

it

is

born, becomes strong, prosebbing that one loses his

energy, falls ill, and dies. The Jajianese sorceress,
the depositary of primitive tr.iditions, is well aw are
Slie knows that, even
of this secret agreement.
far from the seashore, an artificial connexion ca»
be formed between these two manifestations of a
Consequently she brings into consingle force.
nexion with the salt element the.se river-pebbles,
into which the consecrated words will bring the
very existence of her son ; and the cursed one is
immediately delivered up to the enchantment of
the waters he becomes like a pebble on the beach,
the tide carries him aw ay, drags him towards the
brightnesses of life, then lets him fall back and
This story of >vitchroll in darkness and death.
craft has, therefore, given us at one and the same
time a typical case of Japanese magic and a new
proof of the strange unity observable even in the
most curious beliefs of humanity in general.
;

Literature.

—This has been cited in
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the article.

M. Revon.

— The

attitude assumed by
Judaism towards everything not sanctioned by its
own monotheistic teaching has also affected the
(Jewish).

magic,' and it thus
practice which may be called
becomes necessary, first of all, to obtain as clear
a delinititm as documents of the OT and Jewish
tradition allow as to what is to be understood by
'

xxii.

are, therefore, in
[1894] pp. 294-308.)
the presence of a thoroughly Japane.se rite, whose
ancient character is shown by its very obscurity,
iind which cannot be understood unless it is replaced in the midst of the |irimitive beliefs from
which it came. First of all, the mother provides
herself with the mysterious bamboo on which the
life of her elder son is to depend.
Purposely .she
pt.

(Je-wiah)

;

the term.
It

must at once be pointed out that divination
(see DIVINATION [Jewish] and CHARMS

and charms

AND Amulets

[Jewish]) are not part of Jewish
magic, which, jnoperly speaking, corresponds most
clo.sely

to

'witchcraft.'

The

diti'erence

witchcraft and other forms of magic

is

between

that the

magician has nothing whatsoever to do with

fore-

casting the future or witli preventing any occurrence that is sure to hajipcu in the ordinary course
He has nolliiiig to do iirimarily with
of nature.
is the writing of any
spells or incantations, nor
formula nu indispensalile condition for niagie.
no magic is
perlnrmed
Magic can only be
effective unless it is the result of some operation
the magician must 'act' in one way or another in
and herein lie.<i
order to accomplish his purpose
the profound dift'erence l>etween magic and any
other form of su|ieislition preventing and altering
the regular operations of nature. The magician is
not lielping tilings U> fruition on the contrary, lie
'

'

;

'

'

;

;

—

;

MAGIC
seeks to subvert the regular course of events. He
is expected, if possible, to obscure the sun ami
moon, to bring tlio dead to life, to change human
beings into animal shapes or vice versa he is to
produce fruit in winter, and, in fact, to do everything that is contrary to the regular laws of nature.
The magician will kill, he will create strife his
He is not
activity will always be an evil one.
he will be the agent for
expected to do good
vengeance, hatred, and everything that makes for
But he cannot
strife, death, and destruction.
carry out his intention without an 'operation';
he must do something in order to bring about
the desired result.
Unlike the diviner, who is
guided by certain signs and omens, which he is
able to understand and combine, so that he can
read the future in the events of the present,
and unlike the charmer, who can only undo the
magician's evil work by certain spells, songs,
formuljE, and written amulets, the magician must
perform a whole set of ceremonies quite inde;

—

;

'

'

pendent of signs, omens, and spells. It is a new
definition that is here offered, which, by circumscribing ranch more narrowly the field of superstition, is an endeavour to give to magic its real
meaning. The magician's work, again, is not expected to be of a permanent character ; it is
temporary, and

it

can be undone by other means,

or by other magicians who know the secret of the
action and the means by which it has been achieved.
In order, then, to disturb the laws of nature, to
transform existing things, to shape and mould new
creatures, the magician requires the help of superhuman powers. This is the very root and basis of
magical art the magician must be able to command the services of spiritual powers demons,
gods, or ghosts malignant in their disposition and
willing to do mischief.
Jewish magic presupposes the existence of such
spirits, and occupies the borderland between orthodoxy and heresy, 'between Judaism and paganism.
It is an art that lives in the twilight between truth
and falsehood and the line of demarcation shifts
according to the change of theological views in the
course of development and transition.
It depends
also upon the nature of those spirits and upon the
towards
attitude
them
whether they
theological
are considered as forces opposed to God or a.s mere
forces
that
are
also
of God and
creatures
negative
yet unwilling, by their own innate wickedness, to
do good. The conception of a rebellious angel who
has been cast down from the heavenly heights
because of his arrogance and insubordination does
not enter into the sphere of Jewish magic, nor,
with rare exceptions, have the gods of other nations
become evil spirits subservient to the wish of the
magician and willing to do his behest.
;

—

—

;

—

The Hebrew term

for

'

'

magic

is

keshef, which,

like all technical expressions connected with superstition, is of obscure origin ; though many attempts

have been made to elucidate its primitive meaning,
not one has vet proved satisfactory. The primitive
meaning of fcesJief, in the view of the present writer,
is apparently 'hidden,' 'obscure,' 'a thing done
in a secret manner,' which is the very essence of
magic. The performance is a secret one, and even
those

who

are allowed to witness

understand

its

meaning.

it

The word

are slow to
keshef, with
times in the
references in
of the refer
some are to
In 2 Oh 33"

various derivatives, occurs twelve
It is to be noted that all the
the Pentateuch are to Egypt, while
ences in the Prophetical writings
Assyria as well as to Palestine itself.
Manasseh is described as having practised witchcraft as well as other forbidden things (cf. also
Mai 3°) the wizards of Egypt are mentioned in
Ex 7" 22'^ in Babylon there is only one allusion
its

Bible.

;

;

to them, in

Dn

2=.
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LXX

The

translates keshef by ip6.pix.aKov, which
mean poison,' but, as in later Greek, a
cast
'spell'
by a magician. ATcs/jt'/' has remained
the technical term in Hebrew literature. Witchcraft is called kislishuf in the Mishna and Talmud,

does not

'

and no words have been more widely used, and yet
with a very definite meaning attached to them,
than kixhshuf and m'khctshshef, nor is there any
doubt that the real meaning of this 'magic' is
exactly witchcraft. It is clearly stated (Sank. vii.
4, 11) that only he is to be called a magician who
produces a real act, but not the man who produces
an optical illusicm, a kind of jugglery.
The fact that witchcraft is mentioned in connexion with l'>gypt (exclusively, in the Pentateuch,
and occasionally, in other passages in the Bible)
shows the probable source of the magical art known
and practised in Bible times. The
Egyptian in'khashshfiiii in Ex 7" 22'" perform precisely the
acts defined above as the work of the magicians ;
they endeavour to change the order of nature. No
details are given regarding the operation of the
magician in the Bible but from Is 47'- '^, Mic 5'^,
Mai 3', Nah 3^ Jer 27", and 2 K 9== it is clear that,
in the eyes of the prophets, the work of sorcery
was tantamount to idolatry and to lewdness, possibly through the performance of some action by
the magician. That some of the witches performed
such acts in a state of absolute nakedness ia an
attested fact throughout the history of magic, and
it is possible that the
prophets had this in viewwhen in speaking of witches they placed them on
the same plane as harlots. It is noteworthy that
the witcli, and not the wizard, is mentioned in Ex
The sin of the m'khashshefdh must
22'8, Dt 18'".
have been so heinous that the law punished it with
death. Witchcraft must, therefore, have been connected with idolatry (Mic 5'"-); it was characterized
as an 'abomination' (Dt 18'°), and was also described as z'nunim, 'lewdness' (Nah S*, 2 K 9--).
The scanty references in the OT, which show
that the practice could not have been wide-spread
in Bihle times, become clear in the light of the
tradition of Rabbinical literature.
We learn to
know through what powers the magicians were
able to carry on their operations
the spirits
become, as it were, more materialized.
The existence of demons is not denied on the
contrary, they are universally acknowledged, possibly through the intluence of Babylon, and the
Jewish belief of the period endeavours to account
for them in a world created by God (see DEMONS
AND Spirits [Hebrew] and Demons and Spirits
;

;

;

[Jewish]).

According to the PirkSAbhdth, v. 9 (cf. C. Taylor,
Sayings of the Jetcish Fathers', Cambridge, 1897,
ad loe, and Gen. Rab. 7, mazzikim were created by
God Himself at the close of the sixth day but, as
the Sabbath supervened before their creation had
been completed, they remained half human, half
They are not fallen angels, nor are they
spirit.
ancient heathen gods, but intermediate between
angel and man, and mostly of an evil inclination.
How they are to be used i.e. the art of witchcraft—has been taught to man by two angels who
have forfeited all rights to the bliss of heaven.
According to a legend found in the Book of Enoch,
the Chronicles of Jerahmeel (tr. M. Gaster, London,
1899), and other Jewish Haggadic collections, the
two angels Uzza and Azael, who showed their discontent at the creation of Adam, and afterwards
were sent by God, at their own request, to see
whether they could withstand temptation, both fell
in love witli a woman and were punished by God.
One of them hangs head downwards from heaven,
and the other is chained behind tlie dark mountains ; it was the latter who taught women the
)

;

—

arts of witchcraft

and cosmetics {Jerahmeel,

ch.
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The

and notes,

deKenites,
p. Ixxiii).'
scendants of Cam, woio the pupils of these angels,
Book
to
the
of
aud, according
Juh'tlccs, corrupted
the descendants of Seth and brought about the
Flood. Accordin;; to another tradition, the mnzzikim and shedliim were the children of Adam and
Liltth, the shcdfulh who leads the procession of
shedhtm, and wlio, during the one hundred years
that Adam was separated from Eve, consorted with
him (Z6har, i. 176; cf.
iv. 614").
Lilith
plays a great r61e in magical literature she later
becomes the demon who kills infants at birth and,
together with her companions, is constantly mentioned in Aramaic inscriptions on magical bowls
25,

tlie

EBE

;

from A,ssyria and Babylon (see below). The demons
are both male and female, and they also endeavour
to consort with human beings a conception from
which arises the belief in incubi and succubm and
it Ls thro\igh these demons that the magician is
believed to be able to carry on his work.
In apocryphal and legendary literature we get a

—

—

clearer glimpse of the beliefs prevalent

among

the

Jews concerning magic and magical operations.
Faith in demons and demoniacal powers seems to
have been established by that time at any rate,
these beliefs are far more in evidence, and do not
seem to be seriously contested. The character of
these spiritual potencies is somewhat indefinite,
except in the Book of Enoch, where, as we have
seen, angels who had fallen in love with human
;

women u.se such powers as instruments for deception and sorcery.
In the book of Tobit another
side of this belief is shown in which we may begin
to see a diti'erentiation between a white magic, or
a magic tolerated by Judaism, and that kind of
magic which ranked as pure paganism, and which
probably would fall under the category of the
witchcraft for which the death penalty was prescribed by law.
Here we find the angel Raphael
himself helping, bj' means of fumigation, to counteract the work of a demon who, falling in love with
Sarah, had become an incubus, and would, therefore, kill any one who intended to approach her.
The

spirit thus exorcized was Asmodscus, who is
recognized in the later demoniacal hierarchy as the
king of the evil powers.'' The position of Beliar,
or Belial (the name given also in Samaritan tradition to the evil
who deceived Eve), is, in the
spirit
Ascension of Isauih and other apocryphal writings,
not so clearly defined, but in any case he is an evil
spirit approximating to the character of Satan in
the book of Job (cf. Belial, Beliar).
To obtain the assistance and help of these
powers, certain means had to be devised gifts or
sacrifices were made in order to win them over and
gain control over them. Maimonides,* in interl^reting Dt 32", they sacrificed to sliedhim,' says
that the gift most acceptable to the evil spirits
was blood, and that their willing help was obtained
by giving them the blood of the sacrifice as food
the magician must partake of the blood, thus sharing the food of the evil spirits, so as to become
their associate.
To this sacrifice, which was not
limited to the shedding and partaking of blood,
other ceremonies had to be added, all best understood as sacrifices just as the fumigation or burning of incense in the temple is an oH'ering to God,
so fumigation and the burning of incense must be
understood primarily as gifts very
acceptable to
the spirits, who are not sufficiently materialized to
enjoy material food (cf. the Biblical parallelism of
:

'

;

;

1
For an Ejfyptian parallel to this legend ascribing the ori^^iii
nf magical art to the te.ichiitg of on angel who had fallen in
lovo with a woman see M. Herthelot, Collection d^e ancie7i£

alchimislts
-

firccs, I'aris,

1887-88,

i.

31.

Lnter the host of shidhim had other rulers and princes
Asmodxus (of. Jerue. Sh'lf. v. ivb. Gen. Kab. 20, Lcvit.

besides

Rab. L, antl later .Midraahic compilations).
»
Ouide, lii. 56.

(Jewish)
magic with idolatry, noted above). In addition
there was the lighting of candles and the use of a
knife with a black handle wliich is mentioned by
Rashi to Sank. \0\n, and whicli can be understood
only as a symbolical sacrificial knife. Philtres
must be served in glass bowls {Babhfi m'sid, 2n).
Fasting and other ceremonies are all intended to
propitiate the evil spirit, and this is what made
magic and magical operations objectionable to
Jews and an 'abomination' to Judaism.
Yet
Rabbis made allowance for weaknesses of human
nature and, except on rare occasions, avoided
rigorous measures against witchcraft. But when
necessary they did not shrink from tliem. During
the first centuries of the Christian era the whole
of what miglit be termed the civilized worldEgypt, Babylon, Greece, and Rome— stood under
the absolute sway of belief in evil spirits. It was
partly Baby!'>'iian tradition that ascribed every
form of evil and harm to the action of tlie shedhtm
and inazzikim and produced a large literature of
invocations and magical formula^ for harm and for
protection, and partly the Egyjitian tradition of
magical operations and ceremonies of a mystical
and magical character. During Talmudic times it
seems to have been believed that some shidhlm
were harmless, and, though they were looked upon
as evilly inclined and malignant, a friendly intercourse with them does not appear to have been
considered contrary to Jewish law. Thus a Rabbi
once assisted in a dispute between two shedhim, in
which one who had taken unlawful possession of a
I'lace belonging to the other was vanquished and a
few drops of blood were found floating on the well
where they dwelt (Levit. Kab. 24) ; but, on the
otlier hand, Abaya saw a seven-headed monster
coming out of a well and killed it.' The attitude
of the Rabbis was justifiable so long as it did not
lead to real idolatry.
The belief in the power of the Ineffable

Name (see

[Jewish], Names [Jewish])
As soon
belief in witchcraft.

Charms and Amulets

was as old as any
as the existence of evil spirits could not be denied,
they also were given mysterious names, and it was

held that, the moment the magician possessed the
secret of their names, he could win their assistance,
provided it was not contrary to the will of God.
Legend says (PnZ. Tart;, to Gn 25'") that among

the first who obtained mastery over these demons
and the knowledge how to deal witli them for
their own purposes were the children of Abraham
by his wife Keturah, to whom he had imparted
the knowledge of the mystical names of the demons
It was through the
(the names of the unclean).

names

'

of these evil spirits that the prophet of the
heathen,' as Balaam is called, was able to perform
his witchcraft and was expected to harm the
Israelites.
He was considered to be the greatest
magician of old, and, according to Prd. Targ.
to Nu 25', he taught the daughters of Moab to
practise sorcery and witchcraft and thus entice
the young men to idolatry and immorality, which
brought the i>lague upon Israel. It is also said
that Balaam tried to escape by Hying in the air,
but Phinehas, through the Holy Name, was able
to fly higher

and smite him.

The magicians

in

Egypt who unsuccessfully withstood Moses were
Jannes and Jambres (so already in Pal. Targ.

Ex 1), well known in apocryphal literature as
the great magicians at the court of Pharaoh (cf.
also 2 Ti 3").
According to the Samaritan Apocrypha of Moses, the sorcerer who predicted the
The Samarbirth of Moses was a certain Palti.
itans trace the origin of sorcery and witchcraft to the Book of Signs given to Adam before
he left Paradise but in Jewish and Christian
to

'

'

;

1 This
ia one of the earliest nientions of a seven-headed
dragon, which plays such an jniportAnt rOIein fairy-tales.
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it is the 'Book of Adam,' or
of Raziel,' a title afterwards given to a
handbook of practical kabbala full of such mystical
names of angels, rulers, princes, stars, planets, and
sublunar worlds.
Still less could the Rabbis
object to belief in power over these demons Avhen
they remembered that even the Temple in Jerusalem was said to have been built by Solomon with
the assistance of the shedhim a legend which rests
on a peculiar interpretation of the word shidddk,
occurring in Ec 2*. So firm was the later belief
in Solomon's power over the shcdhtm and whatever was allowed to Solomon could not be refused
that Josephus has preserved to
to any other Jew
us (Ant. VIII. ii. 5) the tradition of Eleazar, who
came before the Roman emperor Vespasian, and
was able to drive away an evil spirit by using the
ring of Solomon and certain herbs.
In the Solomonic cycle Asmoda^ns is mentioned
as their king, and Lilith, Mahalat, and Agaron
are also described later as leaders of evil spirits,
while even a demon ileridianus has been evolve<l
out of Ps 91". Once tlie grouping of spirits was
conceded, numbers came from various quarters to
swell the host.
Among these we find reference, in
the Talmud, to the princes or rulers over oil and
eggs,' rulers over the thumb or, rather, thumball shining objects used, no
nail, and over crystal
doubt, for crystal-gazing (q.iK). It was a time of
.S3'ncretism, in which everything that helped either
to do or to avert evU was eagerly sought by the
The work of the magician was wrapped
credulous.
in obscurity ; his books were kept secret, and his
operations were accessible only to the adept,

apocryphal literature
the

'

Book

—

—

—

—

whence much
lost to us.

of the practical operation is

What

has survived

is,

almost

with few excep-

accompanying formulae by which these
various spirits and invisible powers were invoked
or subdued either for evO, as in most cases, or for
good. In the Greek magical papyri some fragments of the formulse are extant, but very little of
the operations. Much more seems to have been
preserved in the Hebrew Swurd of Moses (ed. and
tr. Gaster, JRAS, 1896, pp. 149-198), of extreme
antiquity, and in some jMSS of practical kabhtdd,
tions, the

or practical occultism, mostly in the possession of
the present writer (one of the prescriptions in
these is given below).
large number of bowls,
many of them dating from the first centuries of
the Christian era, have been found in Babylonia
with Hebrew and Syriac inscriptions, these vessels

A

being used by the ancient magicians for the purpose
of making the incantation or conjuration written
on them effective. The inscriptions in question
contain whole lists of demons and spirits who are
in the service of the magician or whose power he
is expected to check.
large number of them
have been published by J. A. Rlontgomery
(Aramaic Incantation Texts from Nippier, Philadelphia, 1913), and one {no. 32) may here be re()roduced as showing the state of mind and the beliefs
The translation is independent and
of the people.
differs somewhat from that given by ilontgoraery.

A

'This bowl 13 prepared for the sealing of the house and the
wife and the children of Dinoi, son of Ispandarmed, that the Terri-

and evil Dreams may depart from him. The bowl I
and I have watered (drained) it, an operation like that
which was established by Rah Joshua bar Perahyah, who wrote
a ban against all Demons and Devils and Satans
atfainst them
and Liliths and curses which are in the house of Dinoi, son of
Ispandarmed. Again he wrote against them a ban which is
fter (frit^ht)

lifted vip

—

:

name

of .\tmdg, Atatot Atot, within T, Atot
scroll within a scroll.
Through which are

for all time, in the

Atot, the

name a

subjected heaven and earth and the mountains and through
which the heights are mised (lifted) up and through which are
fettered the magician. Demons and Devils and Satans and
Liliths and curses
and through which he passed over from this
;

;

;

rulers of the egg must mean those who obtained an
insight into the work of the spirits or mastery over them
through looking intently into the yolk of an ojiened egg
1

The

{Sanh. 076).
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(Jewish)

world and climbed above you to the height (of heaven) and
learned all counter-charms for hurt and for healing to bring you
forth from the house of Dinoi, son of Ispandarmed, and from
everything that belongs to him. I have dismissed you by the
ban, and it is bound and sealed and countersealed, even as
ancient lines (of writing) which do not fail and men oi old who
were not surrounded (tied).
Again bound and sealed and
countersealed is this ban in the name of YHTHyHYUYU, Ybyu,
YuTH, A. (Amen), Amen, Amen, Selah.
Sealed and protected are the house and dwelling of Dinoi, son
of Ispandarmed, from the Territier (fright) and evil Dreams
.

.

.

:

and the Curse. And sealed and protected be [his wife and son]
from the Terrifier and evil Dreams and Curses and Vows and
Hallela. Amen.'
This inscription has been selected because it contains the name of the famous Joshua (Jesus) b.
Perahyah who was so important a figure in the
time of John Hyrcanus at the end of the 2nd cent.
B.C. He was the teacher and friend of R. Simeon
b. Shetah, whose dealings witli the witches of
.

.

.

Ashkelon ate mentioned below. In the apocryphal stories about Jesus a noteworthy part is assigned to this Joshua b. Perahyah, who h^id fled
to Egypt, where he was believed to have learned
the art both of working and of combating magic.
The Jerus. Tahn. (Sank. vii. 19, fol. 25fO tells a curious
legend concerning this same R. Joshua, who is made the
contemporary of R. Eleazar and R. Gamaliel. These three
came to a place where they found a young man whose manhood had been taken away by a witch. R. Joshua Sfjwed flaxseeds on the table, and they sprouted in an instant and grew
up. Out of the midst a woman with dishevelled hair suddenly
appeared— the witch. R, Joshua seized her and ordered her
to loosen the spell, but she refused, whereupon he threatened
She then answered that she could not
to divulge her name.
undo the spell, because the things had been thrown into the
R. Joslma then ordered the angel of the sea to throw
sea.
lliem up, and thus the young man was restored to health, and
later became the father of R. Judah b. Bethera.
In the light of the Babylonian howls, it is not improbable that this is a story of Joshua b. Perahyah, but, as nothing was known of his magical
powers, it was transferred later to another Rabbi

named Joshua.
The Rabbis had no doubt as to the origin
witchcraft it came from Egypt. According
also

:

fCiddilshin, 496, ten

come down

of

to

measures of witchcraft liave

into the world, nine of which liave

gone to Egypt, while one bas spread throughout
the rest of the world. The Talmud names one or
two witches who are said to have practised in
Jerusalem, among them being Y6hna, the daughter
of R'tibi (Sdtah, 22a), famous as a witch affecting
cliildbirth.

One day, whilst she was assisting a woman in travail, a
neighbour came into her house. Hearing a noise in a vessel
the noise
like that of a child in the womb, she lifted the cover
;

ceased, and the woman was easily delivered.
i
recognized that Yiihna was a witch,

Hence

it

was

Evidence of the Egyptian origin of witchcraft and
of its purely temporary character as is shown by
the fact that, if put to the proper test, it vanishes
is seen in the Talmudic storj' of Z'^'erl.
He bought an ass in Alexandria, but, when he attempted
to cross the river on it, it turned into a plank the instant it
touched the stream, for no witchcraft can withstand running
water. All who saw him laughed at his discomfiture, but he
recovered the money which he had paid for the ass. Another
Rabbi, Jaunai, being offered a drink of water, poured some of
the liquid on the ground, whereupon the rest turned into
scorpions. He then compelled the witch to drink and she was
transformed into an ass, on which he rode into the market.
There another witch, recognizing her, broke the spell, and the
Rabbi was then seen to have the ivit«h for his steed {Sank. 676).

—

—

As soon as magical operations came to be regarded as idolatry, sterner measures were taken,
one of the foremost opponents of magic being R.
Simeou b. Shetah (Sanli. 446, and Rashi, ad loc),
who lived in the time of King Janmeus and Queen
Alexandra (1st cent. B.C.). He went to Ashkelon,
where, with the assistance of eighty pujiils, he
caught eighty witches actually practising their
magic arts, and he hanged tliem all in one day.
I This idea of a witch who holds the soul, or the eyes, or the
heart in close imprisonment in certain vessels which, when
broken (the contents being restored to the owner), restore life,
health, and sight occurs frequently in fairy-tales and is derived
from Egyptian tradition.
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(Jewish)
"

The details are of much Interest, tor they show a complete
continuitv of practice trom that diiy onward. The women procured food and drink in a niiracnlous manner, and in the nndst
llie Rabbi'a pupils
ol their teastinj; did not disdain to invite
Each of the young men then look
to share ni their bamiuel.
one of the witches in his arms and lifted her from the ground,
for tins
whereby she lost her nuiRical power, the reason given
as
being that no harm could befall a witch as long
procedure
she touche<l the earth.

not transgress a clear prescription of the Bible,
and a sin which was punished with death could
not be passed over lightly. On the other hand,
what was a deadly sin for the followers of one
creed might be tolerated by those following
a heathen might be allowed to be a
another
magician and not fall under the ban of the Law,
while a Jew was strictly forbidden to follow such
a Jew might be conpractices, and, vice versa,
sidered a magician by the followers of another
To a Jew all heathen practices and even
creed.
and the
religious ceremonies might be magic,
Rabbis, therefore, divided ma"ic into three cateFirst, the death penalty by stoning (Lv
gories.
was inflii ted only on those who practised
20'-"')
magic and performed magical operations. The
second class consisted of those who merely acted
as jugglers or produced optical illusions, and who
were warned not to indulge in such practices,
but were not punished. A third type of magic
was that by which operations and identical results
obtained by the Holy Name were not only tolerdifference was
ated, but actually sanctioned.
thus made between the use of the names of the unclean spirits (magic) and the names of the clean ones
(kabbala).
By the former are meant demons and
At the same
spirits, by the latter angelic powers.
time mastery over demoniacal beings might be obtained through the mediation of heavenly powers.
Thus, when R. Simeon b. Yohai and other sages went to
;

A

Borne, they caused a demon, ben T«mali6n, to enter the
emperor's daughter and, when they arrived at the city, they
were able to cure her by expelling the spirit (briefly told in
H'lldh, fol. 17, 0-6, enlarged form in A. Jellinek, Bet ha-MidGaster,
rasch, Vienna, 18S3-78, vi. 128-130 alsoEashi, ad loc.
Exempla of the Rabbis, London, 1896, no. 19 M. Seligsohn, in
JEjd. 360 f.).
;

;

;

;

Thus was established a compromise which was
by the manifold meanings attached to
the word riiah,
spirit,' used even in the Bible
for both a good and an evil spirit coming forth

facilitated

'

from the Lord, possessing man and departing from
him. So strong was the belief in the harm which
such evil spirits could produce that, as far back as
the time of the Mishna, a light might be extinguished on the Sabbath if an evil spirit was
feared (Mishn. Shab. ii. 5) and in the Bible riiah
;

already occasionally

applied

to

evil

^

spirits,

18«, 1 K
demons, and devils (Jg 9^3, 1 S 16"-"222M-, Zee 13").
Despite the stem attitude taken by the Rabbis,
magic flourished amon^ the Jews, for the adepts
of this science often deluded themselves as to the
true character of their art. Not only did they
continue their forbidden practices and tlieir operations for evoking spirits and subduing demons,
but in their formulte they introduced names of
of
spirits and demons gathered from every form
warring creed and ancient tradition, and gods
and spirits long dead and forgotten were retained
in magical practices and invocations.
Gnostic,
Babj'lonian, and Egyptian names, and even such
appellations as Soter, Alpha, Omega, and Evangelion are found side by side with S'bhaftth and
Shaddai. Actual specimens of these conjuratitms
are very rare, for the magician would never disclose his mode of operation, but the following
example (taken from the present writer's Cod.
no. 443,

mixture

fol.

of

;

;

:

It was, liowever, found necessary to bring some
order into tlie cliaos of magic, for the Rabbis could

is

'And lliey are called "the princes of bdellium. Take bdellium
and write'upon it with olive oil! 'Ai.'.ncmi, (or) AL'SQILKIa ;^
and take a boy seven years old and anuinr, his liand from the
top of the thumb to tlie end of the linger and put the bdellium into his hand in the anointed place and seize his hand
and you shall sit upon a three-legged stool and put the boy
betw'een your loins so that his ear shall be against your mouth
and you shall turn your face towards the sun and say in hia
ear " Aungil, I adjure thee in the name of the Lord God, <3od
of Truth, God, Keeper of the Hosts, Alpha, Aidu, 3 that thou
Shalt send from thee three angels." Then the boy will see (a
and say (the charm) twice more,
figure) like (that of) a man
and he will see two (figures) " and the boy shall say unto them
" Your
And then tell the boy to ask ol
ill
be
coming
peace
will not answer him,
them that which you wish. And it they
"
and
Kabpah, Kelbi, 'Ehaii
the boy shall adjure them,
say
with a second
(or) BLEfTEiSAB,'' the master and I adjure (you)
adjuration that vou tell me that thing or who has committed
that theft." Anil know that he who wishes to do this must do
it on a clear, cloudless d.iy, and in winter time at mid-day.'
'fhe most remarkable product of this type of
of
syncretism is the Scfer Mujtiah Hhl'u)iwh (' Key
Solomon'), a complete facsimile of which has been
edited by H. f^ollancz (Oxford, 1914).
No legal command could eradicate so deep-seated

13i) is characteristic of the peculiar

names and powers used by the magician.

;

:

;

!

:

a belief as that in magic and magician, and, though
it is true that it was forbidden, almost on pain of
death, to become a pupil of a magician (amgtlsM)
{Shab. 756), yet his help might be invoked to break
a spell in the case of a man who had become
This was done
seriously ill through witchcraft.
almost to modern times {THi; YCreh dSdh, § 179,
and the commentary of R. Joseph l^aro [see Qaro,

Joseph], ad loc).
Belief in magic received an additional impetus
through the mysterious teachings of the Zohdr,
which, from the 14th cent., held almost unbroken
sway over the mind of the majority of the Jews.
In it the Talmudic legends concerning the existence and activity of the shedhim are repeated and

was estabamplified, and a hierarchy of demons
lished corresponding to the heavenly hierarchy.
Halls of the nether world and their demon rulers
are fully described in the ZOhar (Ex. 2466-268«)
and exorcism of the shedh or any evil spirit was
recognized as within the power of every man fully
versed in mystical lore and in the niy.stical names
of God.
Many a tale is told of such expulsion of
demons by holy and pious men, such as Heliodonis
in Catania in the 8th cent. (L. Ztinz, Zur Gesch.
Lit., Berlin, 1845, p. 486); and others are
mentioned by Manasseh in his Nixhmat Haijim
(Amsterdam, 1652), bk. iii., which is full of information concerning belief in demons and the power of
the pious to master them and use them for their owri
Even the scholarly and learned Rabbia
purpose.

und

of the 17th cent, clung to the belief, while in the
as
legendary lore of the Middle Ages such men

Maimonides

(q.v.),

Ibn Ezra

(q.v.),

R. Judah the

Pious, Rashi, and Nahmanides (q.v.) were all
credited witli magical powers, and many a legend
Rabbi Jehiel of Paris
is told of their operations.

has even found a place in Victor Hugo's Notre
Dame de Paris as a wonder-working Rabbi, and
no less famous was R. Loeb of Prague (17th cent),
who was regarded as a great magician and was
credited with having a clay famulus that was able
to perform wonderful deeds, since it had under its
name had been
tongue a plate on which a mysterious
who founded
engraved. The Ba'al Shem (t 1760),
the sect of the IJasIdbim, had many encounters with
the shedhim, as described in his biography [ShibU
Baal Shcm Tab, Berdichev, 181511'.), and a collection of miraculous deeds performed by him and after
him by wonder-working Rabbis of the IJasidhtm
as detailed in the K'^hrd Uasidhim (Lemberg, 1864) ;
nor should we forget the legendary contest, de1 S. Daiches, Bab. OU Uaijicin the Talmud and in tht Later
Jewish Literature, liOndon,
a

EwayytAiOk.

1913.
^"n/ie-yaC;).

the East, Kaspar, Melchior, and
Baltazar— a curious invocation in the mouth of a Jewish
form of the namei,
magician. It is evident, from the corrupted
that the oopyist did not understand what he was writing.
J

The three kings from
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scribed in an

influenced Slav myth and magic. The word Rugen
is derived from the same root as the English
'rough,' and is called in Early Russian Ruydn.
Now the word Buydn comes from a synonymous
root, and looks like a translation of the Teutonic
name Riigen and it is thus a safe and probable
theory to identify the fabulous island ot Buyan
with the historical shrine of Riigen all the more
so as the mysterious stone Aliitj'r is thought
perhaps to mean amber, which was an article of
Baltic commerce.
When Christianity had elTaced the old Slavic
nature-gods, the need for which they stood still
remained that of dealing with nature, coa.xing

anonymous chaptook, between a

bishop magician and a red Jew, who had come from
beyond the waters of the mysterious river Sambatydn, for upon the issue of the struggle depended
the life of the Jewish communities in Germany.
To this very day the Jews in Syria perform such
magical operations as fumigation, libations, and
offerings of oil, bread, and lighted candles, which
are put in the four corners of an empty liouse to
propitiate the shcdkim before the people venture to
enter the dwelling and make the proper dedication.
the shedhim is
Gradually, however, the belief
waning, and the literature of practical kabbclla is
slowly but steadily being discarded. Indeed, much
of Jewish magic to-day is, in reality, little more
than a concession to ignorance. Wlien a Rabbi
was asked why the aid of a magician may be

;

—

m

—

and dominating her, and mastering her secrets.
Fragments of the old ritual, degenerating into
incomprehensible patter, continued to be used at
the old sacred haunts, but these incantations were
clandestine though the beings invoked were believed in, they were considered Ulicit or hellish ;
heathendom had changed into magic.
Every village had its magician or witch-doctor.
These practitioners certainly possessed great knowledge of healing, as herbalists and masseurs ; but,
where all nature consists of discontinuous miracles,
such cures ha,d to be accompanied with the ritual
that was calculated to conciliate the powers and
convince the patient.
The Russian sorcerer lived alone he had learnt
tlie magic formula;, and had been instructed bj'
the wood.sprites (leSi), the goblin of the hearth
(domov6y), the fairies of the fields and tlie water

invoked in case of serious illness, he replied, according to Joseph T^axo (commentary on Tur, Y6rch
Be ah, ch. 179), that, although there was no basis
of fact for the procedure, such an appeal might
soothe and comfort tlie patient, and therefore he
saw no objection to it. This is practically the
answer wliich is given in modern times when the
people are asked why they continue to believe in
the harm done by demons, and in magical operations intended to propitiate them and to obtain
It is merely a temporary comfort
relief and safety.
to those who are loath to give up old beliefs which
are

now

;

;

recognized as vain imaginations.

—

LrrERATTTRE. In addition to the books mentioned in the text
see the Literature at artt. Charms and Amulets (Jewish),
Divination (Jewish), and Birth (Jewish).
M. GasTER.

(
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their narrow,

diversified,

;

;

the incentive to personify, idealize, or philosophize it
perhaps it was a mere acceptance of
;

necessity.

who had
had a very elaborate ritual,
and worshipped many-headed images in temples,
Slavs, the only Slavs

access to the sea,

not in groves, like the other Slavs. Tlieir greatest
oracles and pilgrimages were in the isle of Kugen
these pagan shrines were destroyed by Valdemar I.
;

in

1

1

168.

of this sacred island has strongly

La. Ruiifie ^pique, Paris, 1876, p. 215.
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conquerors.
zndkhar has physical marks
troubled eye, a grey complexion that he
Unless he
mutters, has a hoarse voice, and so on.
communicates once a year, earth will not receive
Ills body, and then he wanders after death as
a vampire, sucking others' blood. Witches are
credited with the power of flying, and are supposed to have marvellous muscular strength and
a spotted skin. They are said to forgather in the
gusts and whirls of snow at cross-roads a pious
man should cross himself when he conies uijon
such whirling columns, for in them the witclies
If a knife be thrust into such a column,
dance.
and it
it will drop to the ground blood-stained
then becomes an implement for sorcery e.g., a
man crossed in love may use its broad blade to
wipe out the track of his maiden in the snow.
"The wizard is believed to have terrible powers
among the Galician Rusins, e.g., if the zndkhnr
inserts a knife under the threshold of his intended
victim's dwelling, the victim is snatched away
by a whirlwind, and detained untO the knife is
It is said that the

;

Denmark

tills

Aryan

hilly

;

The recollection

kno'svn

zndkhar, kdldun, kudisnik,

—

;

of

Such practitioners are

e.g.,

magical knowledge was derived
from non-Aryan peoples, and taken over by the
fying that

country, developed a corresponding mythology,
varied and beautiful the modern Western European, a city-dweller, turns to nature in a romantic
manner, semi-religiously idolizing what is to him
unwonted and fresh. But to the Slav peasant
nature was business, his everyday surrounding,
He was rather
beside which nothing else existed.
Whilst the
unimaginative and quite ignorant.
Norsemen and the Greeks created mythologies
in
the drear
out of natural phenomena, the Slav,
monotony of his plains, fell into neither the deep
Scandinavians
nor the
of
the
religious fatalism
bright imagery of the Greeks he simply saw that
that the
the sun ripened and the sun scorched
earth was moist and fertile or parched and frozen
that he was environed by unknown powers to be
obeyed or to be subdued he addressed prayers
and incantations to them in a prosaic, almost
rationalist, attitude of mind, without adoration,
with merely a recognition of inevitable depenHis spells and invocations (the bastard
dence.
descendants of heathen rites) were unsound science,
but good rationalism. A. N. Rambaud ^ says that
the primitive Slavs adored matter and never felt

The Pomeranian

—

vediin, voroziy, etc. ; the women-witches are called
vedhiia ; and to them more extraordinary powers
are attributed. These magicians hand down their
wisdom to their youngest cTiildren a custom signi-

remained isolated from Western intluences, and
have conserved their written traditions.
On the vast uplands of the northern steppes
man's relations (.o nature were characteristic.
in

polevdy, vodyantiy).

by many names

(Slavic).— The Slavic countries are a
peculiarly rich field for the study of folk-lore, as
they were not Christianized until the 10th cent.,

The Greeks,
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—

—a

;

—
;

;

removed.
The magical formulae are very curious. They
are framed for every occasion of need and, to be
efficacious, they must be spoken in one breath
without any departure from the text only thus
can the powers of nature be quelled, and the
wizard be the lord of creation. The following is
the text of a charm against lead, copper, and
;

—

iron bullets

;

In the lofty chamber, at the river mouth, beyond the river
V6Iga, a fair maiden stands, stands and decits herself, com.
mends herself to valorous folk, glories in deeds of war. In
her right hand she holds bullets of lead, in her left bullets of
copper, on her feet bullets of iron. Do thou, fair maiden,
ward off the guns of the Turks, the Tatars, the Germans, the
Circassians, the Russians, the MordviDS, of all tribes and foes ;
*
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amit« with thy invisible mitfht the hostile weapons. 11 lhe.\
shall shoot froin their puns, may their bullets not hit, but strike
the inolst earth, the open Ueld." Jlay I be whole and uninjured
dress
la this war, aiul my 8t«ed whole and uninjured, and
decree with a lock, and I
•touter than armour. 1 close
hurl the key into the Ocean-sea, on the burning stone AMtyr.
And, as it is not to the sea to dry. as the stone may not be seen,
the keys not be reached, so may I not be hit by bullets for all
hfe.'

my

my

my

A cliarm again.st

fever runs as follows

:

On

the Mountains of .\thon there is an oak, and under the
oak thirteen sajres with the Sage Pafniiti. To them there go
'

twelve maidens,

with simple tresses, and simple

fair,

belts.

" Who are
the Sage Pafniiti with the thirteen sages says :
these who have come to us?" And the twelve maidens say
" We are the
of
we
daughters
King Herod,
journey across the
earth to freeze up bones and torture the body." And the Sage
"
Kreak
Pafnuti spake to his sages :
off three rods, and we will
beat them on for three dawns and three gloamings." The
twelve maidens besought the thirteen sages with the Sage
Pafnuti : but in vain. And the sages began beating them,
"
Be ye turned int-o waterHail, ye twelve maidens
saying
and weakene*!, and live in the chilled water ; nor enter
sprites,
the world, nor atRict bones, nor torture bodies." The maidens
fled into the cold water as water-sprites,' etc.

And

—

:

!

:

These charms contain weird mixtures of legend
beyond the sea of Khvalynsk (probably the Baltic),
on the isle of Biiyan, on the mystic stone AlAtyr,
or on a sacred oak magical maidens sit or there
is a mighty sword, a man with a huge bow, a

(Slavic)
Again, in another formula, the Holy Virgin is
depicted, like Svantovit, one of the principal gods
worship))ed at Riigen by the Pomeranian Slavs,
or St. George, as riding across the golden bridge
on her horse
an unmistakable reminiscence of
the chariot of the sun on the rainbow.
There are charms to lull a child to sleep, and
these sometiui,es invoke mysterious beings Kriks,
as well as the dawn,
Plaks, and Scekotuna
coupled with the names of Christian saints.

—

—

—

To save a man from drunkenness a worm is
taken out of an empty wine-cask, dried, and then
steeped anew in wine, whilst this formula is re-

cited

:

'

Lord of the sea-depths
Carry the mettlesome heart of thy
servant out of the shifting sands, the burning stones breed in
I

;

him a winged brood.'

The

following examples illustrate the lyrical
quality occasionally found in these strange compositions, especially in some of the spring invocations

:

:

;

gigantic raven, or a castle with seven locked
In fact, the epic portion of tlie incantagates.
tions is a medley of all the ancient myths, the
one common feature being the locality of the
island, and, occasionally, distinct recollections of
the ritual practiseil at Kiigen by the Pomeranian
Slavs in the 12th century. These incantations
also contain, as necessarj- parts, an invocation in
which the 'servant of God,' the suppliant, states
his request, and a conclusion, such as my word
is strong,'
a seal on my words,' to ratify, as it
were, and assert the mastery over nature ensured
by the spell.
Incantations must be pronounced in the traditional manner and at the right, time and spot
e.g., on midsummer's day, facing east, on the
threshold, etc., during the offices at church (to
contrive murder, a candle should be held upside
down during the hearing of Mass). The profes'

'

—

sional enchanter e.\presses his desires forcibly and
effectually to the natural powers whom he has
under his sway, by means of formulre which are
a farrago of ancient Finnish magic, Aryan folk-

and Christian apocalj'pse. The incantations
contain words of action, such as 'I stand up,' '1
wash myself,' 'I shroud myself in the clouds,'
I surround myself with the crowded stars
and

lore,

'

'

;

the expression creates an illusion of the reality of
the action.
Among the incantations against toothache, one
invokes the dawn-goddess to cover the aching
teeth with her veil against the attacks of the fiend
Limar the epic jiart goes on
:

;

'In the field there is a hare, in the sea there
depths there is Limar.'

is

a stone, in the

Another invokes the horned moon to cure the
A third invokes, literally in the same
affliction.
breath, the Christian saints Martha, Mary, and
A fourth runs
I'egalea, and the water-demon.
as follows
•

:

go neither on the road nor on the street, but on empty
lanes by copses and canals. 1 meet a hare. Hare, where are
your teeth? Give me yours, take mine. I go neither on a road
nor a path, but in the dark forest, a grey wood. I meet a dusky
wolf.
Wolf, dusky wolf, where are ynur teeth V I will give you
mine, give me yours. 1 go neither on earth nor on water, but
on the open plain, the flowerj* mead. I meet an old womati.
Old woman, where are your teeth? Take out your wolf-like
I

teeth, take out

my

falling teeth.'

In an incantation to stay the flow of blood the
znAkhnr squeezes the wound and recites three
times in a breath
In the Ocean-sea, on the Isle of Buydn a fair maiden was
:

'

weaving silk she did not leave off weaving
ceased flowing.'
;

silk

;

the blood

Thou, Heaven, hearest, thou. Heaven, seest what I wish to
accomplish on the body of thy servant X. [There follow four
'

An unintelligible patter is sometimes
unintelligible.
found, which looks very like a tradition of a lost language.]
words

Thou Moon, turn away the servant

of (Jod from wine; thou
Sun, bring peace to tlie servant of Qod from wine. Ye
do
in
the
But in my
assemble
ye
wedding-cup
bright stars,
Ye stars, do ye
cup be there water from the mountain-well
wean X, the ser\'ant of God, from wine. My word is potent."
'Thou bright Moon, come into my net
But in my net there
Thou generous Sun, approach
is neither bottom nor cover
my door, my courtyard, but iu my courtyard there are neither
men nor beasts.'
little

!

I

!

!

The

field of Slav magie is too vast and intricate
adequate treatment in these few words. The
varied superstitions have been voluminously c(jmbut it
pUed by Sakharov and his generation
should be particularly noted that there are extant
songs of witches in a meaningless gibberish, which
some philologist might very possibly interpret

for

;

and so assign definitively some origin to part of
the magic ritual, at any rate, of Russia.
In the 18th cent. Russian magic became specifiAn infernal hierarchy was
cally demonological.
foisted upon it with anti ecclesiastical ritual.
These late charms impress the reader as being
-

identicallj' artificial, like the imitative ballads of
the same period ; in form they copy the medi.'evaJ
spells.

Summary. — The

history and decline of Russian
would appear, traceil the following course.
The primitive vague and inchoate nature-worship
of the Slav Aryans was profoundly influenced and
deflected by the subject races of the Pinns, Cuds,
and other Turanian races, who became typical
magicians and had mystic powers ascribed to
The elaborate ritual of the Pomeranian
them.

magic,

it

Slavs originated in a greater intermixture of race,
and, when suppressed, was soon forgotten but it
lingered on in tradition and folk-lore, in the incomprehensible patter of the spells, and especially
in the legend of the isle of Buyiin and the stone
;

AUtyr.

As Christianity spread, the ancient gods of
thunder, spring, and progeny, the sun and moon,
etc., were duly canonized, whilst the pagan soul
and the pagan adoration of nature remained the
same, and the festivals were held, often on the
same day in the same place, and with similar
ceremonies.
In the second mediseval stage, merged in and
with the incantation are village science and medicine, village naturo-poetry, and primitive rcliifiu
The specialization of the mcdiciiie-man, the
loci.
healer, the priest, and the minstrel came with
advancing civilization, the herbalist degeneratPosting into the magician and enchanter.
media'vally, a formal demonology arose, a positive
anti-Christianity,
lived.

artificial,

sporadic,

and

.short-
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L.

A. Magnus.

ages and in all
localities the belief in magic is found to ha\e
sprung from the same roots panvitalism, i.e. tlie
conception of nature as alive in every part the
incapacity of primitive man to distinguish persons
or things from their names or representations
tlie belief in the transferability of the powers of
nature and',of human soul.s and the dread of soulspirits and demons, as also of such hostile persons
as -were believed to be in league with these supernatural existences.
need not wonder, therefore, if the means by which the various peoples of
the earth have sought to defend themselves hom
all sinister iutluences of the kind should likewise
show a large degree of uniformity. Naturally the
most effective mode of securing immunity from the
machinations of magic was to counteract them, if
From the
pos.sible, by a magic still more potent.
earliest times the amulet and the spell have been
(Teutonic).

all

:

;

;

;

We

specially

resorted

to

as

protective

e.xpedients.

While the former, however, was employed exclusively as a prophylactic, the magic formula was
used in the practice of other kinds of the occult
art, whether its design was beneficent or the
reverse.

With reference to the ideas and customs associated with the belief in magic, the Teutons formed
no exception to the general rule. Among them, as
among other races, arc found the belief in the soul
and the various fqrms of superstition developed
from and dependent upon it. The souls of the
departed were believed to pervade and animate all
nature j they could assume at will human or
animal forms, and bring good or evil fortune to
men. From the soul of the sorceress came the
powers of the witch whose devices could work
injury upon other human beings. Many of the
nature-demons, whose place of origin was the
physical environment, were regarded as being
endowed with magical powers.

the Germans, likewise, the practices of soothsaying and
magic were intimately connected with the belief
in soul-spirits.
The prophetic faculty was attributed to women as well as men. In the north of
Europe the Volven had a great rei)utation as
The practice of
prophetesses and sorceresses.
magic was on the whole more fully develo])ed
the
Northern
Teutons
than in Germany,
among
being fostered in the former case by the shamanism
of the neighbouring Finns, a people famous over
the entire North for their magic. The most powerful and formidable sorceresses mentioned by the
Norse sagas belong, for the most part, to the
I'innish race, which, again, in its religion, its
demonology, and its magic, is very closely allied
to the ancient Sumerian peoples.
It is possible
that many elements in the magic and demonology
of the Northern Teutons were borrowe<l from the
Finns. At all events, the practice of resorting to
the latter people in order to acquire their magic
arts became so prevalent that at a later time the
Christian Church found it necessary to enact laws
But this was not the only channel
prohibiting it.
by which the Teutons became acquainted with the
magical ideas and usages of foreign, and especially
of the Roman, Greek, and Oriental,
The
peoples.
Northern Teutons visited the Mediterranean Sea

Among
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(Teutonic)

both as Vikings and as peaceful merchants, while
the Southern Teutons were the near neighbours of
the Romans, and were sometimes in their pay as
mercenaries. In point of fact, however, the occult
art and its adepts are found among the Teutons
from the outset. Here, just as on Greek and
Roman soil, the idea prevailed that it was possible
to work changes in the nature of objects simply by
the magical ^artues of the spoken and written word
or of the symbol. The magic utterance and the
magic rune the engraved talismanic symbol
were used for the most varied purposes. According to the Ynglinga Satja, runes and spells owed
their origin to 03in, while the rune-master of the
Hdvamdl knows the right method of engraving the
characters, as well as the songs which effect cures,
restrain enemies, render weapons harmless, quench
hres, subdue winds and waves, call up the dead,
and awaken a maiden's love, though the words of
the songs are not given. Other magic songs are
referred to in the Sigrchifmndl
That a similar
profusion of magic songs was to be found among
the Southern Teutons is shown by the Ilomilia
dc sacrilegiis, which came into existence in the
Southern Frankish kingdom under the Merovingians.
Alike in the North and in the South these
songs ^^ere in great part employed as expedients
for the cure of disease in man and beast
nor is this
to be wondered at when we remember that disease
itself was regarded as due to demons and malefic
magic. JIagic alone, in fact, could undo the work
of magic.

—

—

.

;

Now, the articles exclusively employed for the
purpose of influencing the magical properties of
things «ere amulets and ligatures. There was
not the slightest misgiving as to the efficacy of the
appropriate amulet. Discoveries in tombs furnish
ample information regarding the objects specially
in request as amulets among the Teutons.
Thus,
for the protection of the dead, belemnites, amber
rings, stone arrow-heads, and hook crosses were
laid in the grave along with the body.
Amulets
were also fashioned out of all kinds of objects
and
while
a
bearing figures
drawings,
special vogue
was enjoyed by the so-called bractenfcs, which
were imitated from Roman coins, and brought to
the North in the early centuries of our era. The.se
were mostly of gold. The images of the gods
which served as amulets likewise date from the
period of

Roman

influence.

When

the missionaries of the
introduced the Christian religion

Roman Church
among

the Teu-

tonic tribes, they found ideas and practices quite
similar to what had prevailed in pagan Rome and
its provinces.
Accordingly, they sought to apply
the same procedure as had been previously resorted
to, i.e., the}- incorporated the deities of tlie pagan
Teutons into the system of demons whose e.xist-

ence the Church recognized, while they forbade all
worship of them, as also the practice of magic in
general, and inflicted severe penalties upon the
From the early centuries of the
disobedient.
Church's history, synods and councils had found it
necessary to forbid even the priests to pander to
the people's cra\ing for amulets, written spells,
adjurations, and magic potions and, as late as the
8th cent., clergy in Thuringia, the missionary district of St. BonCface, were making amulets of small
cards inscribed with Biblical verses of supposed
protective or remedial powers, and hung from the
neck by a cord, just as if they had been pieces
of amber or agate.
The use of incantations was
aI.so vigorously assailed from
the pulpit, while
other ecclesiastical enactments against amulets
and spells are found among the rules for penance
and in the ecclesiastical or Christian codes. Among
the various collections of penitential regulations
which, it is true, prohibit many non-Teutonic
;

—

MAGIO
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>*nperstitions a peculini' pla<'e

is

occupied by (hose

(Teutonic)

of tlie Anglo-Saxons, as the Krankish regulations
Rve in event measure verbally dependent \ipon
'
'
them. Tliey warn against divinationes,' auguria,'
'
somnia,' mjitheniatici,' eniissorestempestatum,'
and especially against incantationes diabolicc,'
'

'

'

and 'ligaturje.' As yet excommunicawas the extreme penalty for transgression.
The Venerable Bede (HE iv. 27) relates that,
during a time of pestilence and high mortality,
recourse was had to adjurations and spells. The
abbot Regiuo of Priim lias incorporated an entire
'

filacteria,'

tion

of the decrees of councils dealing with the
subject in his work fie Synodalibus Causis (A.D.
cxxxii. 1S7 fl'.), and from that work much
906 ;
has been borrowed by B\irchard of Worms, who
wrote about the beginning of the 11th century (PL
.series

PL

0x1.

537

tf.).

That similar ideas and visages were still flourishing in England at this period is shown by vKlfric's
Passio S. Bartholomri Apostoli, with its injunction that no one shall seek to regain health by
using a ligature of medicinal herbs or praising a
herb in a magic song.' The eccle.siastical ordinances of Eadgar and the Northiunbrian priests'
laws contain regulations to the same etlect. Among
the Northern Teutons likewise canon law directed
its mandates against superstition and magic.
Till well on in the 16th cent, synods and councils
of the Church were constantly under the necessity
of dealing with the use of spells and amulets and
the evils arising from them. Thus can. 9 of a papal
bull enacts for the Lateran Council of 1514 that
sortilegia made by invoking demons, by incantations, or by other superstitious practices are unlawful.
Clerics who oH'end are to be punished at
the discretion of their superiors, and laymen are to
be excommunicated or visited with civil penalties.
In dealing with such ofl'ences, the national codes
of the various Teutonic peoples do not show the
same unanimity as the Church. The Teutonic
nations that came into existence on Roman territory found it necessary to base their legislation
against magic directly upon the ordinances of
Roman law. The earliest Teutonic code, the lex
Visi/fothnriim, enacted (bk. vi. tit. 2, 4) that those
who quibusdam incantationilius bring hailstorms
upon the fields and the vineyards ducentenis
flagellis piiblice verberentur et decalvati deformiter
decern convicinas possessiones circuire cogantur
inviti.'
Rotharis, king of the Longobardi, sternly
prohibited the belief in cannibal witches. Among
the Germans, as among all other races, the feeling
prevailed that one who practised malefic magic
must at all costs be got rid of, whether by expulsion from the tribe or by death.
But, on the other
hand, we have a variety of testimony from Northern
Europe which seems to show that the practice of
magic was not in all circumstances deemed criminal.
In the civil law of the Anglo-Saxons, from the
7th cent, onwards, we find penal enactments against
superstition and magic, and in particular against
the employment of spells and amulets. The laws
of Alfred the Great dealing with magic are founded
mainly on the Biblical denunciations of the practice.
Of similar character are the legal ordinances
directed against the occult art among the Northern
Teutons. The older Icelandic canon law of the
12th cent, ordains that those who
tamper with
incantations or witchcraft shall be punished by
lianishment.
The evil against which the enactments of the
Teutonic codes were mainly directed was malefic
magic (malefcium). Until the 8th cent, we find
no similar enactments against other superstitions
which eventually gathered round the belief in
witchcraft.
But the belief in the existence of
cannibal wiK-hes and in witches' flights was ex'

'

'

'

plicitly forbidden by eeclesiasticiil and civil logislnlion, though Ivo of Chartres (c. .\.u. 1100) thought

possible that witches exerted some influence upon
the sexual functions. The Church, however, not-

it

all its exertions, was by no means
successful in ridding the people of their magic
Both continued to flourish
beliefs and practices.
abundantly in the department of medicine, thanks
to the recrudescence of the old neo-Platonic
in reality, the Baby lono- Egyptian
doctrine of

withstanding

—

—

At an early period medicine had become
monopoly of the cloister the demons of disease
were exorcized by the priest and to relics, to the
rosary, and to the Agnus Dei were ascribed the
Those who in sickness and
greatest \irtues.
trouble applie<l to the priests were treated by
means of the amulet and the incantation, so that
as late asthe 10th cent.— at a time, that is, when a
demons.
the

;

;

'

'

—

medical profession in the pro|>er sense existed
adjurations were still resorted to by doctors.
The attitude of the Church towards the belief in
magic was twofold. On the one hand, it accepted
magic as an indisputable reality. On the other
hand, it ranged itself with the civil legislation in
an uncompromising opposition to certain dangerous
[mpular superstitions. But in the l,!th cent, came
a momentous change in the Church's standpoint.
The doctrine of Satan was now made the basis of
the doctrine of magic and witchcraft. The nightly
journeys of witches, the transformation of human
beings into animals, the sexual intercourse of men
w ith female demons, and the operation of sorcery
all these things were now
in the sexual functions
accepted as facts not to be gainsaid. Then in the
14th cent, the two currents of heresy and sorcery,
which had hitherto nin side by side, became
amalgamated with each other, and, merged in the
While among the Teutonic
belief in witchcraft.
tribes the practice of magic had hitherto been
penalized—to speak strictly only because of the
mischief which it might work, in the 13th cent,
the civil legislatures in Germany likewise resolved
upon a new policy. The Old Saxon code (Sachsenspieqcl) sent those who practised magic of any kind
to the stake, and its example was followed by
other municipal and territorial codes. In spite of
the rigour of the Inquisition, it is true, the earlier
penal law (which threatened with excommunication
the users of incantations, anmlets, or other magic
devices) was still pleaded for by the councils and
by certain outstanding men among the clergy.
But the Inquisition at length silenced every stricture against its competence to deal with magic.
By the civil legislation of the 16th cent, tliose who

—

—

dealt in magic and soothsaying were

punished
mainly by fines the death-penalty was scarcely
ever mooted. On the other hand, the Hamburg
criminal code of 1508 enacts that the punishment
of malefic magic shall be death by fire, and this
clause was taken over by the Imperial legislation
the 'peinliche Gerichtsordnung Kaiser Karls V.
;

—
— while we find that the criminal code of the Elec-

'

Saxony (1572) sentenced witches to death
and its example was followed by the legis-

torate of
Iiy fire,

The persecution of
witches was gradually introduced into the various
territories of
Germany during the second half of
the 16th century. In England the earliest processes
of this kind seem to have been trials for real or
alleged attacks upon the person of the sovereign,
But in England
as from the reign of Henry VI.
the laws against witchcraft were in general much
than
was
more lenient
commonly the case on the
Continent.
Witch-persecution In England dates
from about the middle of the 10th cent. in Scotland cases are found as early as the beginning of
that century. With regard to Sweden, we are not
in a iiosition to say whether witches were burned
lation of the seNeral States.

;

MAGIC
before or during the Thirty Years' AVar. These
measures, however, were incapable of extirpating
the belief in magic just as the Reformation itself
failed to destroy it, though the delusion certainly
received a telling blow from the Reformers. As to
the question whether sorcery has a foundation in
fact, the Reformers tliemselves shared the ideas of
their age, and the final deathblow to the belief in
witchcraft and sorcerj- was administered by the
reconstituted sciences of modern times.
Even in the earliest ages a clear line of demarcation was drawn between lawful and unlawful
magic. Tlie latter was treated by all races with
the utmost rigour, and not seldom punished with
death. Among the Teutons, as elsewhere, incantations and amulets were utilized as a means
of securing protection and prodt to tlie indi\idual
and his belongings, and also to work injury upon
The magic speUs of
others, and their possessions.
the Teutons may therefore be ananged in two
main divisions, according to the purposes that they
were intended to serve ( 1 magic formula; supposed
to secure protection and advantage
(2) magic
formulse intended to injure others. But, as the
itself
the
former
class
subject
suggests,
may be
further divided according to the efl'ects which the
Their object
spells were intended to produce.
might be either (a) to drive away an existent evil,
to 'exorcize' it, or (b) to avert a possible evil by
means of a blessing.' This dichotomy of the fir.st
main group, however, wUl not be found exhaustive,
and it is neces.sary to mark off another subdivision.
formulje were used not only for tlie purpose
Ma^c
of dislodging present and averting future evils, but
also as a means of inducing spirits to throw light
upon the futiue, and upon hidden things generally.
In so far as tliis (c) prophetic magic (as it may be
called) had often to do with things wliicli lay in the
future, it comes into close touch with the class of
magic formuUe designed to prevent possible evil.
But, whUe the reseived spells can for the most part
be assigned to one or other of these four genera,
many particular species may be differentiated within

—

:

)

;

'

The number of different varieties
in general correspond to that of the various
purposes whicli tlie formnlte were meant to serve.
tlie

larger groups.

^^ill

Magic can be overcome only by counter-magic
such was at one time the universal postulate of the
occult art. In primitive times, however, all sorcery
;

consisted in words and S3'mbols, generally conjoined
with actions. Thus, with reference to the Germans,
Tacitus (Germ, x.) states that, when the deity was
consulted by means of the lot, the priests held

tlie magic wand engraved with
symbols,
muttering incantations the while. Sundry AngloSaxon spells specify the appropriate action to be
performed. Thus the incantation for bewitched
soil gives precise directions regarding the requisite
symbolic actions and sacrificial usages. For the
formula against the machinations of witches the
wiS faerstice feferfuige and seo
instruction runs
reade netele, Se purh a?rn inwyxS, and wegbrade
wyll in buteran ; then at the end, nim ponne
But word and action
\>iBt sxx, ado on waetan.'
had already been frequently employed independently of each other, and it is not surprising that
the word came to be used apart from all accessaries
or symbolic actions. The 'Teutonic conviction that
magical effects could be directly produced by the
spoken word must doubtless have found expression
in the particular form of the spell. But the simplest
and hence, no doubt, the oldest vehicle of direct

aloft

'

:

:

'

—

'

—

is the express command, and, accordingly,
such command must have formed tlie nucleus
of the Teutonic incnntation.
Two examples of
Teutonic spells may be given liere. The firet is a
formula from the Vith-lOth cent., which has come
down to us bearing the title 'contra vermes'

influence
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(C. vou Miillenhoff
dcutsclier Pocsie unci
'

and W. Scherer, Doikmdler
Prosa ^, i. [1892] 17)
:

Qt, nesso, mid ni^un nesBiklinon
ut faua themo marge an that bgn,
fau themo bene an that fl^sg,
Ot fan themo fl&sge an thia hdd,
Ot fan thera hOd an thesa strata,
drohtin, uuerthe sd

Gang

'

!

With

this may be associated the Anglo-Saxon
'blessing of bees,' the 'ivyS ymbe,' from a Camof the nth century.
After a direction
bridge

MS

regarding a magical action, and a verse explanatory
thereof, it continues (C. W. M. (Irein and R. P.
Wiilcker, Bibliothek
319f.):
*

tier anqelscichs.

Sitte ge, sigewif, sigag to eorpan
naefre ge ^^i!de to \vudu fieogan

Poesie,

i.

118831

!

I

Beo ge swaa^emindige mines godes,
8Wa bis manna gehwiic metes and epeles.'
It is quite conceivable that spells of this kind
should exist independently, and unattached to any
preliminary narrative. This has. been observed
also by Schroder in his article ' Uber das Spell '
{ZDA xxxvii. 259)
:

*

Probable as it is that at a certain stage of civiiizatioo the
action of the galdr, i.e. the spell in the proper sense, or of
certain species of it, was produced in connexion with the
narration of a particular mythical incident, yet there is not
the slightest doubt that in other periods the epic narrative and
the magic formula are disjoined, and may each maintain a
separate existence.'

Besides these adjurations strictly so called, wliich

were complete in themselves, and which may be
regarded as the earliest Teutonic spells, there comes
down to us from the same age another species
that in which an epic narrative is prefixed to the
formula proper.

—

The classical examples of this type are the two Merseburg
incantations, and the Anglo-Saxon spell against the practices of
the witch is constructed on similar lines. The substance of the
introductory portion the narrative is generally borrowed from
mythology. The procedure was to relate some incident traditionally associated with an effect identical with or similar to
that which the formula was meant to produce. It was not
necessary to say in so many words that the spell should now
operate with like efficacy ; the bare recitation of the story
invested the formula with all the potency required. But this
dependence of the formula upon the narrative certainly indicates
a change of view regarding the power of the formula. The
performer has lost his earUer rehance on his own capacity, and
this must, accordingly, be reinforced from without.

—

—

While this epic type of spell is often referred to
as the primitive Teutonic form, the facts would
seem to imply its secondary character, though its
root may indeed lie in paganism, but in any
case the recitation of a short narrative before the
actual formula is not peculiar to the Teutons let
alone the Western Teutons this form of spell being
traceable among other races and in much more
remote times. It was certainly known to the
Romans and the Hindus. But, as a matter of fact,
there is evidence to show that it was not even a
distinctively Indogernianic usage, since it is found
also among the Babylonians and the Egyptians.
An Egyptian pajiyrus of the XXth dynasty (now
in Turin), for instance, contains a spell which in
its whole design shows a striking resemblance to
tlie Merseburg incantation for fracture of the leg.
In the Babylonian and Egyptian spells, too, precisely
as ui the Teutonic, the scene of the narrative part
is always laid in the mythological sphere.
In view
of the vast influence exercised by the Oriental, and

—

—

especially the Babylonian and Egyptian, magical
ideas upon the nations of the West, it is a tempting

conjecture that Oriental models may have been
largely instrumental in propagating the narrative
spell amonw the Indogermanic peoples of Europe
first of all in the Greek and Roman area, and
then derivatively in the Teutonic. At all events,
I he theory that the Teutons had a
primitive type
of spell consisting of a prose narrative followed
by a rhythmical formula, as adopted by Schroder
Tlie primordial
{loc. ci(.), is beside the purpose.
element was certainly the formula, the narrative
being added later and, as we have seen, each could

—

;
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We

be used

liy itself alone.
C'liri.-lian times quite

lind, iiioieo\ er,

that

diU'erent introductions
were combined «itli tlie real nttclens of the spell.
must tliercfore think of each pavt as distinct
in itself, and in no deuiee the less so because in the
recitation sn ving and singing' came alternately.
in

We

'

imdiability the s]>ells were sinijjly muttered
in an undertone
there is a large mass of evidence
and not from Teutonic sources only pointing to

In

all

—

—

;

mode of recital.
Thus the missionaries who came
the Teutonic tribes found two types
this

to evangelize
of indigenous

incantations, viz. the purely imperative and the
As the Church was unable to put an
narrative.
end to heathen customs and practices, or the use
of magic formula, it adopted the policy of assimilating everything that could in any way be reconciled with its own views, hoping that by the
device of clothing the objectionable thing in a
Christian garb, it might succeed in eradicating
the sui)erstitions of the heathen. It likewi.se endeavoured to transform the ancient formulte, and
here probablj' its first, as also its most urgent, task
was to elimiu.'ite the heathen characters from the
narrative spells and put Christian ones in their

new

formulaMvcre generally composed
place. These
in verse, and ^\'ere embellished witli rhyme. Their
narrative portions exhibited Biblical characters,
.such as Jesus,

Mary, the

and

in

others,
apostles,
situations a fact which in
[jerfectly api)ropriate

—

conclusively shows that the spells in question
originated in ecclesiastical circles. Such imitations
of heathen formula? composed by the clergy are
relatively numerous, and date for the most part
from the lltli and l'2th centuries.
From this narrative species of Christian spell,
itself

again, was in part evolved a new type. This took
the form of a comparison or allegory, and its rubric
ran thus 'As such and sucli a result ^vas brought
about then, so let it be ]iroduced now.' Very few
of the surviving spells of this type are in metrical
form the great majority are in prose.
further form of blessing, for the use and
diffusion of which the clergy must again be regarded
as mainly responsible, derives its origin from the
special IJomau Catholic ceremonies known as the
sacraracntals.
New formula' were formed on the
pattern of the 'exorcisms,' 'benedictions,' and
'consecrations,' or these were simply translated
into the vernacular.
This sjiecies is probably not
Older than the 13th century.
:

:

A

Mention must also be made of a type of magic
formula in regard to which the monks played
merely an intermediate role. This group consists
mainly of formnhe handed down in ancient medical

The design of most of these is the cure
writings.
of disea-se, but adjurations for use in digging u]i
medicinal plants were also transmitted in this way.
The.se formula' were, of course,
in the Latin
language.

and

letters

Their

mostly

mainly in phrases
— magicpotency
words and characters largely nf
laj'

Eastern origin, being derived from Babylonian,
Egyptian, and Jewish magic. This group, accordingly, comprises the most ancient type of spell,
which, it is to be observed, always exhibits an
From the earliest
unintelligible jumble of words.
times, indeed, this very unintelligibility was the
condition
of
the
indispensable
efficacy of the .spell.
From the IStlicent., however, we must take account
also of another contributory source of the superstition which is concerned ^^itb words and letters
and, it may be added, numbers also. This was the
religious )philosophy of the Jews, as set forth in

—

the works of the l;Cabbala (7.1-.).
These leading types will suffice to classify the
great majority of magic formnhe, .and even the
hybrid, composite, and other derivative varieties
which inevitably made their appearance in the

(Teutonic)
course of centuries. 15ut the prime factor in such
secondary formations was doubtless oral tradition,
to the aittion of which a large proportion of the
spells would certainly lie subject at some stage of
tlieir develo]inient.
The learned formula} of tho
Churcli ,arc usually of considerable length, and in
their full form would have relatively little vogue
the common jieojjle.
From these larger
spells, accordingly, certain typical portions were

among

Tho
excerpted, and then used independently.
popular mind laid the main emphasis u])on the
nucleus of the spell the formula proper; and
examples of this type become numerous from the
In these the strict parallelism of
16tli century.
the earlier ecclesiasliital blessings is to some extent
It was now considered sullicient to
abandoned.
As surely as this act has taken place, so
say
surely may this effect ensue.' Sometimes, in fact,
the place of tb: parallel is taken by the antithesis.
It became the practice, further, to draw upon still
more remote c(uarteis for the conclusion of the
blessing, ami to introduce formul.T which in themselves had formerly done duty as blessings, so that
the formulae of blessing, being supplemented by invocations of t Jod and multiplied petitions, often actually approximated to the character of prayer itself.
Wiien we consider the mass of Teutonic forinuUe
even with the 16th cent, as the ulterior limit
in relation to the purposes which they were meant
to serve, we see that the
of forms
multiplicity
mentioned in the Udvnmdl, the Sigrdrifumdl, and
the Hoiiiilia cfe xacrilrrjiis is by no means an
exaggeration.
Adjurations against disease cert;iinly constitute the largest class.
Many maladies
were believed to be due to malignant demons and
unfriendly magicians, and were therefore comBut the .same
liated by the magic formula.
means was employed in dealing with diseases
about the origin of which there was no uncerThe remedies employed in such cases
tainty.

—

'

:

—

—

were supposed to acquire peculiar efficacy by
having a spell uttered over them.
Nor was it human beings only who in their
distresses were benetitod by spells.
As had been
believed from the earliest times, protection was
equally indispensable for the lower creatures most
closely associated with human life, viz. the domestic animals.

In

their case

also,

therefore,

magic formuhr were used to w.ard ofl' disease and
other evils.
The dog, and especi.ally the shepherd's dog. was protected in this w.iy from the
which
it was exposed from wild l)easts.
to
dangers
Peoi)le >\ere very specially concerned, however, to
guard against tlie uite of mad dog.s. A certain
blessing, ad pullos de iiido,' was supjiosed to help
the growth of chickens. The purjiose of the somewhat numerous 'bee-blessings" was to keep the
insects fnmi swarming.
There wa.s, besides, a nniltitude of adjurations
for animals other than the domestic.
People tried
to rid their houses of fiie.s, mice, and rata by
appeal
to the power of the formula
wolves were adjured
'

;

not to hurt the cattle in the fields; serpents, to
The bile of the .serpent was
be easily caught.
averted by spells, and by means of adjurations the
reptiles were induced to yield up the potent ophite
The
stone, anil to be obedient to all commands.
tootli and the right forepaw of the badger acted
all
kinds
of
as cb.arms against
injury, and with
the shoulder of a toad a man could win the love of
whomsoever he chose.
In the therapeutics of ancient and medi.'eval
times an important jilace was assigned to ineilicinal lierbfi.
It was of vital moment, however,
that the.se herbs should still retain their supposed
virtues after being jiluckod, and certain magical
foriuulw were Ix-lieved to ensure this. The juactice was to adjure either the whole world of herbs.

MAGIC
or a detinite uumber of tliem (cf. the Anglo-Saxon
'nine-herb spell'), or, again, some particular herb,
But still further manifestations of the potency of
herbs could be elicited. They could be made to
secure the traveller against fatigue, to act as a
defence against weapons, and to protect the cattle
from sorcery and the crops from hailstorms. They
could also help one to win love, to open locks, to
ascertain truth, and to read both the future and

1900;
,

j

von Ziagerle,

Johannissegen und Gertrudenminne,'

COLLECTIOXS OF MAGIC FORiiCL^E.—H. Bang, Sorske

ii.

HexeformuUlTer og inagiske Opshrifter, Christiania, 1901 f.;
K. Bartscb, Sagen, Mdrchen, und Gebrauche aus Mecklenburg^
j. Brand and W. C. Hazlitt, Popular
Vienna, 1879-80
Miller's Taie,
Antiquities-, London, 1870; G. Chaucer, The
The Tale o) the Man of Latce (Works, ed. W. W. Skeat, Oxford,
1894-97); T. O. Cockayne, Leechdoms, Wortcunniitg, and
Starcraft of Eaily England, London, 1864-66; W. Dorow,
H.
Denkmaler alter Sprache und Eunst, Berlin, 182S-24
Oesterley Siederdeut. Dichtung im Mittelalter, Dresden, 1871 ;
F. W. Schuster, Siebenbiirgisch-sachsische Volkslieder, Hermaimstadt, 1865 E. Steimneyer and E. Sievers, Die althochd.
;

;

,

the past.
Then the magic formulae served to protect men
not onlj' against disease, but also against the
malice of their fellows and the threat of misfortune.
By their aid a person sought to safeguard himself especially when on a journey—
blunt thenagainst the artifice of his enemies, to
weapons, and to free himself from prison. By
the same means he could defend himself against
malefic magic, and against the bewitching of
Other formulae possessed the
his food and drink.

;

E. Wadstein. Kleinere altsachs.
Sprachdenkmuler, Norden, 1899; T. Wright and J. O. HaUip". HaLSIG.
well, Reliquice antiqiue, London, 1841-43.
Glossen,

—

iv.,

Berlin, 1S9S

;
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(Vedic).— I. Definition.— The sphere of
two aspects in Vedic literature
The former (see art. VEDIC
religion and magic.
Religion) represents the relation of man to the

cult

—

and

ritual has

Its object is to
cultivate their goodwill by means of hymns as
well as sacrifice, and thus to induce them to bestow
The
in return the benefits v.hich man desires.
essential character of Vedic religion, therefore, is

gods and lesser divine beings.

power of procuiing friendship, love, and favour,
and of gaining justice before a legal tribunal.
Wives sought, through the medium of magic, to
turn the harsliness of their husbands into love.
An astute merchant of the 16th cent, would even
try tiy a spell to induce people to buy up his stock

propitiatory and persuasive. Magic, on the other
liand, endeavours to gain its ends by influencing
the course of events, without the intervention of
divine beings, by means of spells and ritual. Its
Both
essential character is, therefore, coercive.
aim at the same result, but in ditl'erent ways.
Religion achieves its purpose indirectly by inclining the will of a powerful ally through prayer and
magic
gifts, for instance, to destroy an enemy
does so directly by operating with the impersonal
between
the
connexion
causal
(and imaginary)
means which it employs and the ettect to be
attained, as burning the effigy of an enemy in
order to burn tlie enemy himself. Its practice was
in part auspicious and beneficent, as the ritual
for the obtaining of ofl'spring or luck, of rain or
victory, but it was largely maleficent in the interest
of individuals and not of the commvmity, and,
therefore, as being dangerous, was condemned by
the priesthood, except in so far as it was applied
by themselves.
2. Literary sources.— The sphere of religion, as
considered apart from magic, is chiefly represented
by the earliest product of Indian literature, the

of stale wares.

Human

1.

'

in.SIK.dr.'il. [1862].

j
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(Vedic)

was thus surrounded by a ramjjart
and property likewise was in similar
fashion made proof against evil influences. Houses
were secured by spells against burglary and fire,
and corn in the granaries was kept from decay.
If anything was lost or stolen, the magic formula
could restore it, and even lead to the discovery
The same means were also used to
of the tliief.
and
protect, and to increase, the fruits of gardens
life

of spells,

;

fields.

The number of extant magic formulte designed
to work harm is quite insignificant a circumstance which is, no doubt, due to the rigorous
treatment metedi out from the earliest times to
Such hurtful
the practice of malefic magic.
be used by the malicious to sow
spells might
dissension between old friends, to change the love
of a married couple into hatred, to bring every
conceivable disaster upon another, and even to
overwhelm with destruction all that he possessed.
LiTZRiTrnE.— i. Hisronr. form, asd species of the magic
FORMULA.—J. Abercromby, Mafic Songs of the Finns,' in
FL i. [1890] 17ff.; E. Baluze, CapitiUaria rcnmn Francorum,
A. Boretius and V. Krause, CapitiUaria
Paris, 1780, ii.
H. Bninner,
ie']um Francorum, Hanover, 18S3-S7, i.

—

Rigveda, which consists almost entirely of hymns
addressed to various gods, in which their greatness
and their deeds are praised and all kinds of welfare
are prayed for, and which are intended to accomDeutsche Uechtsgeschichte, i.2, Leipzig, 1906; C. P. Caspari,
the ritual of the Soma sacrifice (cf. art.
Homilia de. sacrilerjiis, Christiania, 18S6 J. Diefenbach, Der ]iany
Hymns [Vedic], § 7 f. ). Only a dozen of its 1028
Zauberglaube des leten Jahrh.. Mainz, 1900; O. Ebermann,
Blut- mid Wvndsegen, in ihrer Entmcklung dargestellt,
hymns are concerned with magic, about one half
Berlin, 1903 ( = Paluestra, xxiv.) E. Friedberg, Alls deutschtn
of them being auspicious, the rest maleficent in
Busshuchern, Halle, 1868 J. Grimm, Teutonic Mythology, tr.
character. As to any magical rites connected with
J. S. Stallybrass, London, 18S2-88, Deutsche Rechtsaltertiimer*,
the sacrifice, the Kigveda gives us no information.
Leipzig, 1899; Handbuch der Oesch. der iledizin, ed. M.
Neuburgerand J. Page], Jena, 1901-05, i. J. Hansen, Qvellen On the other hand, magic is the main and essential
t/urf tlntersuchungen zur Gesch. der Hexenwahns, Bonn, 1901
subject-matter of the Atharvaveda (art. Hymn.s
M. Hofler, Krankheitsdamonen,' in ARW
(1800], Deutsches
[Vedic], § II) it is a collection of metrical spells,
Krankheit^narnenhuch, Munich, 1899 O. von Hovorka and
A. Kronfeld, Vergleichendc Volksmedizin, Stuttgtirt, 1908-09,
largelj' to be accompanied by ceremonies aiming
ii.
A. John, Sitte, Branch, und Volksglaube xm deutschtn
at the welfare of the magician or the injury of his
im
Westbohmen, Prague, 1905; F. Jostes, Volksaberglauben
enemies. The Yajurveda (art. Hymns [Vedic],
15ten Jahrh.,' \n^Zeitschr. fiir vaterl. Gesch. und Alteriuinskunde Wesffalens, xlvii. [1S.S9J J. M. Kemble, The Saxons in § 13) occupies an intermediate position between
H. C. Lea, Bist. of the
these two Vedas as regards magic. In its original
England, 2 vols., London. 1S49
Inquisition of the Middle Ages, New York and London, 1908part, which consists of prose formulte, the gods are
11; F. Liebermann, Die Ge-^etze der Angelsachsen, HaUe,
only secondary, hearing a kind of mechanical rela1903; K. Maurer, Die Bekehrung des nonceg. Stammes,
tion to the sacrificial ceremonial with which these
Munich, 1855-56, ii.; E. H. Meyer, Mythologie der Germanen,
Strassburg, 1903; E. Mogk, Germanische itythologie", do.
formulre are associated, and which they follow in
Die Menschenopfer bei den Germanen,' in ASG, 1909
1S9S,
Its character is thus of a
its minutest details.
O. Montelius, Eulturgeschichte Schxcedens, Leipzig, 1906 MGH
i., iii.; H. Pfannenscnmid, Germa/i. iTmt^./Vsr*', Hanover, 1S78
magical rather than a religious ty])e. The great
1S58
R. Schmid, Di^ Gesetze der Angelsachsen-, Leipzig.
development, in this period, of an intricate ritual
A. E. Schonbach, 'Studienzur Gesch. der altdeutschenPredigt.'
and the concentration of sacerdotal thought on its
R. Schroder, Lehrbuch der
ii., in SWA W cxlii. [1900] vii.
deutschen Rechtsgcsch.^, Leipzig, 1907 H. Schurtz. Amulette
perfect performance had led to the new conception
und Zaubemiittel,' in A A xxii. [1894] B. Thorpe, The Homilies that sacrifice was not meant to propitiate the
of the AngloSazon Church, i., London, 1S44
K. Weinhold,
gods, but directly to control the natural course of
'

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

'

ii.

;

;

;

'

;

;

'

;

;

;

;

;

*

;

;

;

altdeutschen Verwiinschungsformeln,' in SUA W, 189.*', ii.
E. Wilda. Das S'rafrecht der Germanen, Halle, 1S42 A.
Wuttlte, i'era«iit3cAe Votksaberglaube der Gegenicart-^, Berlin,
'

l>ie

W.

;

things.

;

I

The

prose theological works called Brahmanas,
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of Vedic literature,
beine loncenied «it!i explainiiij,' and interi)retini;
the detjiiU of the ritual, supply much information
regarding the magical notions and observances with
which the sacriticial ceremonial was permeated.
The Upaniijads, though a continuation of the Brahmanas, are philosophical rather than religious, but
their speculations on the nature ol brahman and on
the supernatural powers acquired by knowledge
and asceticism are charged with magical notions.
The final phase of Vedic literature, which comes
down to c. 200 B.C., is represented by the Siitras.
These concise manuals, especially those dealing
with domestic life (/jrhya), and to a less extent
tliose concerned with customary law (dharma),
show how the observances of everyday life were
saturated with magical beliefs and practices (cf.
also art. Literature [Vedic and Classical Sans-

which represent the next stage

(Vedic)
duty of Hotr priest, familiar with the goodwill of
the gods he then poured down from the soa above
to the sea below the heavenly waters of rain (v. v.).
Every page of the Brahmanas and of the ritual
Sutras shows that the whole sacrilicial ceremonial
was overgrown with the notion that the sacrifice
exercised power over gods and, going beyond them,
could directly intluence tilings and events without
their intervention.
An incipient form of tliis
notion already ajipears in the Kigveda, where
exaggerated sacrilicial powers are in several pas;

'

ancient priests; e.g.,
with mighty spells the Fathers found the bidden
the
light and produced the dawn (VII. Ixxvi. 4)
Fathers adorned the sky with stars, like a black
steed with pearls they placed darkness in night and
with their kindled fire
light in day (x. Ixviii. 11)
the Aiigirases (ancient priests) found the cows and
steeds hidden by (the demon) Faui (I. Ixxxiii. 4)
they by their rite caused the sun to mount the sky
(X. Ixii. 3)
'(the ancient fire priest) Atharvan by
sacrifices first prepared the paths ; then the sun,
the guardian rf ordinances, was born (I. Ixxxiii. 5).
The ancient priest \'isvainitra, by directly invoking
.sages mj-thicallj- attributed to
'

'

'

;

;

'

'

;

'

krit], §§ 8-12).

—

;

Importance of the subject. A knowledge of
Vedic magic is obviously important to the investigator of magic in general, for here we have
magical material, bearing on every aspect of
human life, which began to be recorded well over
3000 j-ears ago, and which can, from that time
onwards, be historically studied in continuous successive literary stages, extending over more than
1000 years. Such facilities are atiorded bj' no
3.

other ancient literature as regards either tlie antiquity or the quantity and quality of the evidence
lUlbrded.
The nuvterial in Vedic literature does
not require to be laboriously gathered together
from scanty and scattered references, as is necessary elsewliere. It is here sup))lied not only in
great abundance, but, for the most part, in an
Its aid is, moreeasily accessible collected form.
over, essential to the student of Indian religion
without it he would arrive at erroneous or exaggerated conclusions as to the purity and advanced
character of the beliefs and practices of that religion in its earliest form.
4. Sacrifice and magic.
Considering that in the
Kigveda we have a collection of prayers, and in the
Atharvaveda one of spells, are we justilied in supposing that the spheres of religion and of magic
were already separated in the Vedic period? By
no means. It is, indeed, certain that the sacrificial
invocation had by that time assumed a literary
type, and that the hymns of a magical character
found in the Kigveda are very few and late. It
must, however, be borne in mind that the prayers
of the Kigveda, being addressed to the great gods,
odered few opportunities for references to magical
practices, while the ritual which the hymns of the
Kigveda were intended to accompany, and which
is fully described in other Vedic texts, is, though
carried out by the sacrilicial priests, from beginning to end saturated with magical observances.
Again, where there is a group of ceremonies directed
to the accomplishment of a particular purpose and,
therefore, favourable to a greater prominence of
the magical element, such a-s the wedding and
funeral rites, we meet with quite a network of
magical usages bearing tlie stamp of extreme
It is thus impossible to suppose that
antiquity.
the sacrificial priests of the Kigveda, the composers
of the old hymns, should have occupied an isolated
liosition, untouched by magical practices derived
from a much earlier a^e and afterwards continued
throughout the priestly literature of later times.
In fact, a close examination of the hymns of the
Kigveda actuallj' aflbrds evidence that even in theui
the belief in magical power independent of the gods
is to be found.
Thus in one hymn (x. xcviii.) the
siicrificing priest Devapi begins with the intention
of appealing to the gods for rain, but then himself
brings down the waters by the magiial powers of
liis sacrificial art
the sage Devilpi sat down to the
:

—

'

:

'

'

;

'

made them

the rivers,

fordable for the tribe of the

Bharatas (HI. xxxiii. 1-12). The composers of all
such passages must have attributed to the sacrifice
in their own day the powers which they thus projected into the past.
An examination of the ritual literature shows
that the dividing line between a sacrificial act,
which is meant to propitiate the gods, and a magical
act, which is intended to control the course of things,
is by no means always definite, but that the two are
often intermingled. Thus the morning sacrifice
at sunrise, of which we read in the Kigveda (e.f).,
IV. li. 7), when the fire is kindled and an ottering
is made to the fire-god, in the Snta/iatha Brahmana
(II. iii. 1. 5) assumes a magical character, the fire
'
By offering
being kindled to produce sunrise
before sunrise he (the sacrificer) makes him (the
sun) to be born he would not rise, if he were not
similar view seems
to sacrifice in it (the fire).'
to be expressed iu a verse of the Kigveda :
already
'
Let us kindle thee, O Agni, that thy wondrous
:

:

A

brand

may

sliine

in

heaven'

(V.

vi.

4).

Again,

there are several passages in the Kigveda

(e.g.,

IX. xlix. 1, xcvii. 17, cv\. 9, cviii. 9f.) in which the
of in the magical character
Soma ritual is

spoken

of producing rain direct, without influencing the
goodwill of tlie gods that shed rain.
The blending of a sacrificial and a magic rite
may be of two kinds.
ceremony which is pri-

A

marily sacrificial may assume a magical charact«r
by the nature of the object which is ottered for the
attainment of a special purpose.
There can be little doubt that only food e.iten by man originOn the
ally constituted llie sacrifice offered to the pocis in fire.
Vedic sacriticial ground
litter of grass {5arhU)

there was, by the side of the fire, the
on which the gods were conceived as

On the conclusion of the ceresitting to receive the offerincr.
mony the barhis was thrown into the Are, originally, no doubt,
to render it innocuous after, by the divine presence, It bad
become dangerous to profane contact. To the barhis correspends, in the ancient Persian ritual, the baresjnan (a bundle
of twigs ; see art. Bar.-som) on whicli the sacrificial ofTerings
were placed, and which was the seat of the gods. This indicates
that the oblation in fire was an Indo-Aryan innovation, and
that the burning of the 'larhii not improbably formed the
transition to the flre-8acrifi'«.

The

ritual literature furnishes innumerable exsacrifice receiving a magical turn by the
employment or addition of a non-e;itable substance ;
as when a man wishing for cattle offers the dung of
a couple of calves (GoMiVa Grhijasiitra, IV. ix. 13f.) ;
or when poison is added to an ottering in order to

amples of

On the other
destroy ants {KaiUika Siitra, cxvi.).
hand, objects suitable for direct magical manipulation could easily be turned into an ottering by those
habituated to the sacrificial idea in order to invest
magical acts with the garb of sacrifice. Thus the

MAGIC
bui'ning of injurious substances would become a
for instance, arrow tips might be ottered
in order to destroy au enemy {ib. xlvii. 44).
In
this way the sacritice came to assume tlie r61e of
driving away demons ; of lielping a woman to overcome lier rivals ; of enabling a prince to conquer his
enemies or to return from exile ; and of producing
sacrifice

;

many other magical

results.

The gradual mixture

of the religious and the magical in the direction
of the latter led the whole system of sacrifice to
assume this character in the later Vedic period.
Various causes contributed to this result. The belief in the
divine presence at the sacrifice, and in the mysterious success
produced by the sacrifice, encouraged an increasing application
of magical practices as the cereuionial system became more
elaborate. Secondary observances of the sacrificial ritual might
already have belonged to the sphere of magic from the beginEfforts to explain accidental features of the ceremonial

ning.

would lead to the discovery of effect* allied to magic. Priests
would also foster belief in the magical power of sacrifice in
order to secure their own indispensableness. The magical
tendency would be increased by the mixture of prayer and
if in the prayer accompanying the sacrifice the magical
spell
effects of a spell were assumed, such effects would naturally be
;

attributed to the sacrifice also.
5.

Predominantly magical

ritual.

— There

are

several groups of rites which, though belonging to
the sphere of sacrifice, are predominantly magical
in character.
They are partly connected with
family and partly with public life. The most important of these are
(1) The wedding ceremony. — M'hat little worship of the gods
is found in this group of rites is almost restricted to the cult of
Agni, the domestic god, who was constituted a witness of the
marriage, and who, in the form of the domestic fire, was to
accompany the young pair through life. On the other hand,
the ceremony was surrounded by matrical acts, of which the
following were the principal. The bride's hand was grasped
that she might be delivered into the power of her husband.
She stepped on a stone to acquire firmness. She took seven
steps with him in order to establish friendship. She ate the
sacrificial food with him to create community of life.
When
she reached her husband's house, she sat down on a red bull's
hide to ensure fertility. The son of a woman who had borne
only living male children was placed on her lap in order to fulfil
:

the hope of healthy male progeny. Later, during pregn.incy,
a magical powder was placed in her nose to secure the birth of
a son.

—

Of the various religious ceremonies which
(2) Initiation.
were performed during boyhood, and which display the same
predominantly magical character, the chief was that of initiation (upanatjana). This, though not mentioned in the Rigveda,
goes Dack to pre-historic times, as is shown by the parallel
A\ estic ceremony, and is the Vedic transformation of a rite by
which, on the attainment of puberty, a boy was received into
the community of men. In India it was regarded as a second
birth, as being the entry into a new life, when the hoy was introduced to a religious teacher with a view to Vedic study.
The outward signs of the initiation are the girdle, which is
wound three times round the pupil's waist, and the sacred cord,
worn over the left shoulder and under the right arm, with
which he is invested. The ceremony includes a number of
observances and involves various tabus in regard to food, some
of which will be mentioned below(see also Vedic Religion, %6h,
and cf. INTTIATION [Hindu]).
(3) PubUc riteii.—The public ceremonies of Vedic times were
performed on behalf not of the clan or tribe as such, but of an
individual, who in these cases was the king. The most prominent of them, aiming at the attainment of certain definite purAt the royal conseposes, are magical in their main elements.
cration (abhi^eka [i-v.]) the king sits on a throne made of wood
from the udumhara fig-tree, which to the Indian was the
embodiment of all nourishment. The seat was covered with a
tiger-skin, the emblem of invincible strength. The contents of
a cup made of udnmbcira wood, filled with butter, honey, and
rain-water, were poured over the king in order to communicate
to him their strength and abundance. The royal inauguration
(rajasuya) is a further series of rites, chiefly of a symbolical
character (cf. 12 (6)) intended to ensure a successful reign. A
stiU more imposing ceremony was the Vajapeya, the two main
features of which, a conventional race and another symbolic
observance, have a magic purpose (12 (It); cf., further, art.
Abhiseka). Finally, the horse sacrifice (ahaniedha [(;.y.])was
the highest sacrificial expression of regal power, which was
undertaken for the fulfilment of all the most ambitious wishes
of the king, and in which the victim indicated the desire to
transfer the swift might of the horse to the sacrificing monarch.

—

The magician of premanipulated only the lower ritual
concerned with demons and natural forces, had
long before the time of the Rigveda (at least as
early as the Indo-European period) developed into
the priest, who dealt with a higher cult in which
6.

Priest and magician.

historic ages, -vvho
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he invoked and sacrificed to gods. In the later
Vedic period of the Yajurveda, however, we find
the priest to a considerable extent reverting to the
riile of a magician
for he now constantly appears,
independently of the gods, driving away evil spirits
or influencing the powers of nature by the use of
In various
spells and other expedients of sorcery.
lesser rites the priest acts quite in the style of prehistoric times.
Thus he makes the bride step on
a stone to ensure steadfastness he causes fish to
be eaten for the attainment of speed he produces
an imitation of rain that it may actually rain
liere he is not a servant of the gods, but a magician.
Yet even in the earliest period, that of the Rigveda,
the sacrificial priest was a magician as well (though
by no means necessarily the only magician, for
both here and later references are made to sorcerers
whose magic is directed against the sacrificial
It cannot be supposed that even the most
priest).
advanced minds among the priests regarded prayer
and sacrifice as the only means of securing welfare,
while rejecting magic as an inefiective and reprehensible superstition.
Magic was still to some
extent used by those who had occasion to apply it,
as is apparent from the character of some hymns
of the Rigveda which, although late, form part of
its canonical text.
But not the employment of
every form of magic was approved nor the practice
of magic as a profession, doubtless because alliance
with evil spirits and the use of maleficent magic
were liable to injure the community.
This is
sufficiently clear from the words of the author of a
of
the
I
passage
Rigveda
May die to-day if I am
a .sorcerer (yatudlu'tna), or if I have harassed any
man's life then may he lose his ten sons who
" sorcerer" he who calls
me, that
falsely calls me
;

j

—

;

'

:

;

;

am no

sorcerer, a practiser of sorcery, or who,
being a demon, says that he is pure, may Indra
strike him with his mighty weapon, may he sink
down below every creature' (Vll. civ. 15 f.). It
was because the Atharvaveda contained a body of
maleficent spells that it did not attain to canonical
recognition till after it had become associated with

the sacrificial cult by the addition to its text of
numerous hymns borrowed from the Rigveda. On
the other hand, in the Atharvaveda itself (e.g.,
V. viii., VII. Ixx.) magic is expressly approved when
directed against the sacrifice uflered by an
enemy
and the ritual texts are full of directions for the
sacrificer who Avishes to destroy his enemy, in
;

particular, when he desires to give his sacrifice a
magical turn for the purpose of inflicting injury.
The post- Vedic Code of Mann even contains the
express statement (xi. 33) that the magic spells of
the Atharvaveda are the Brahman's weapon, which
he may use without hesitation against his foes.
In the Upani^ads the magician-priest has become
a philosopher who has passed from the path of
ritual (karma) to that of knowledge (jfiana)
but
his mode of thought is still full of traits derived
not only from sacrificial, but from magic lore. Of
such a nature are his conceptions of the worldsuul (brahman [q.v.]) and of the identity with it
;

of the individual soul {at man [q.v.}), as well as his
speculations on the sacred syllable om (analogous
in sense to ' amen ').
Such, too, is his doctrine of
karma (q.v.) as an impersonal power which, free
from any divine inHuence, rules future existences
\\ ith inexorable force.
The same mental attitude
i.s indicated by his
approval of the grotesque and
forcible exercises of Yoga, which is an inextricable
blend of philosopliy and magic.
By the aid of
Yoga he believed himself capable of acquiring the
ability to make himself minute and invisible, to
increase his size infinitely, to multiply his body,
to remember his former existences, anti so forth.
7.

Asceticism and magic.

— There

is

evidence

that from the earliest Vedic period ascetic prac-
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{tapns, lit. 'Ileal'), primarily exposure to
heat, but including; other forms of self -mortification, such as fastinj;, abstinence, and silence, wvyiregarded as a moans of attaining' variims supernatural powers resulting; from the ecstatic^ condiThus the Kigveda says
tion induced by them.
(X. cxx.wi. -2) of those who are in .such a frenzied
'
condition that the gods have entered into them.'
A poet of the same Veda tolls (A'lll. lix. 6) how, in a
vision iiroduced by austerity {tcipnx), he saw the
old creations of ancient sajros, the lirst sacrificcrs,
Ln the remotest past of tlie human race. There are
many other A^edic passages a.scribin" similar powers
dream is horn from the soul filled with austerity
(Atharvaveda, XIX. Ivi. 5) speech born of austerity
penetrates to the gods (Tailtirhja Aranyaka, V. vi.
ticcs

:

;

he who has practised great austerity reaches the
sun (Rigveda, X. cliv. 2) after practising austerity
Indra won heaven (X. clxvii. 1) the magical power

7)

;

;

:

austerity peculiar to the Urfihnian will bring
calamity on the man who injures him (x. cix. 4).
Austcrityconfers the power to jiroduce the mightiest
creations: tliegoddessAstakri,performlngausterily,
produced the greatness of India (Atharvaveda, III.
.\. 12)
the seers were born of austerity (XI. i. 26,
XVIII. ii. 15, IS).
In many p.issages ot the Brahmanas llie creator Praiapati is described as gaining
by tlie practice of austerity the power to evolve out
of himself the worlds and all living creatures ; and
in one place
{Satajmtha Brahmana, X. iv. 4. 2) he
appears as practising such asceticism that from all
his pores came forth lights, which are the stars.
The Brahmanas also tell how various mythical
beings attained by austerity to a high degree of
enlightenment that revealed to them some secret of
i>f

;

such magical effects that
austerity is required as an essential element in the
preparation for various jjarticularly holy sacrificial
Thus the Soma sacrifice is preceded by a
rites.
consecration {dil,.fa) of the sacrihcer in which he
practises austeritj' lasting, according to some
authorities {ib. XJII. i. 7. 2), till complete physical
exhaustion ensues.
8. Magical conditions and agencies.
Magical
effect is largely, if not altogether, based on contact (very often impalpable), which has to be
brought about if the agency is beneficial to oneself,
or to be prevented if the agency is injurious to onesacrificial lore.

It is for

—

The

result desired is attained by the use of
spells and rites of various kinds. The place selected
for the practice of iiingic, except when it is an element of the sacrificial ceremonial, is generally a
lonely one.
cemetery, the seat of ilesli-eating
demons, is a si)ecially suitable place for its operacross-road is a favourite locality to dncst
tions.
oneself of evil influences.
secluded part of a
house, a shed, and solitary spots in field or forest
are also used. The time at « hich many operations
of hostile magic take place is night ; but that of
others depends on their circumstances or their
self.

A

A

A

Direction
purpose.
Thus the south is the

is

an

home

imiiortant
of

element.

demons and manes

name

of raksns, yntit, or j>Udclirt, though
them also have individual design.ations.
Their ai)pearance is for the most part human,
though often with some kind of deformity but
they not infrequently have an animal lU' bird

generic

of

many

;

sliajie, such as that of a dog, wolf, owl, or vulture.
They also appear in assumed figures, buiuan or
animal; thus at funeral rites they intrude in the
form of the souls of the ancestors to whom the

ottering is made ;
various disguises.

and they approach women

The

rites

—

;

in

sorcerer himself (as well

as the spirits serving him) might assume animal
form and thus injure his enemies.
Belief in
such transformation is already expressed in the
Kigveda, where hostile magicians are spoken of as
becoming birds and lljing about at night (VII.

Setting demons in motion is regarded as
Thus in the
loo.se against an enemy.
Rigi-eda (X. c.";. 12) the demon of disease Apva
is let loose against a hostile army with the spell:
'Go forth, Apva, to confuse their minds, to .seize
their limbs
attack them
burn them with thy
heat in their hearts
let the foe fall into deep
darkness.' Such spells might be accompanied by
magical acts, such as letting loose a white-footed
ewe, in Avhich the power of disease was supposed to
lie embodied, against the hostile army.
civ. 18).

letting

them

;

;

;

—

Evil spirits are flinuL'lit to be everywhere in tlie sea, in the
but most of all in nuin.'in dwellings otherwise the.v especiThe time of their
ally infest the place where four roads meet.
air,

;

activity is chiefly evening and nijiht ; at night they seek
lo kill the sacrificer who has undert;one consecration {dik^d).
But they are particularl.v .'icti\'e during the night of new moon.
Their usual mode of attack (mentioned in both the Rigveda
[viii. xlix. 20] and the Atharvaveda [v. xxLv. 6-S, vu. Ixxvi. 4])
is to enter into a man,
the mouth they
especially through
then eat his flesh, suck his marrow, drink his blood, and
and take
also
cause
madness
disease
of
kind
create
every
;
they
away the i^ower of speech. They are chiefly dangerous on the
most important occasions of domestic life— at births, weddings,
and funerals. One of the main objects of their attack is the
;

of the Y.-itus that
sacrifice : the
Rigfveda speaks (vii. civ. 21)
seize the sacrificial food, and the Atharvaveda contains (vii.
to
Ixx. 1 f.) the spell of a magician desiring
destroy the sacrifice
Hence the sacriof an enemy through the wiles of a demon.
licial

from beginning to end, accompanied by
defence against demons. These evil
moreover, do harm to man's property, drinking the
his cows, eating the flesh of his horses, and damaging

ceremonial

formulae
spirits,

directed

is,

to

milk of
his dwellings.
In short, every moment of life, every act, every
possession is assailed by hosts of invisible foes, the allies of
human workers of calamity.

Injurious suh.iiances.

(b)

— Closely allied to these

—

demoniac enemies are the numerous substances
the most general expression for which in the Vedic

—

language is trinii, or 'body' which, conceived
chiefly as impersonal, though sometimes still tinged
with jiersonality, perhaps represent an advance of
thought. Hence the boundary-line between personal demons and impersonal agencies is not
fixed; thus the term jH'ipmau, 'evil power,' as a
masculine is used in the former, as a neuter in the
Nor are even injurious creatures
latter sen.se.
like snakes, ants, and worms clearly distinguished
from evil spirits, being often spoken of as demons
to be driven away.
Exainides of impalpable
'
agencies are the substance of disease, of hunger
and thirst, of guilt, even of such abstractions as
sonlessness or the intangible inflneiu c proceeding
from auspicious or baneful stars and from the
waning or waxing of the moon. These are supposed to fly about in the air and to affect man by
various forms of contact. The sphere of magical
the belief that, if
olierations is greatly extended by
a substance or power is embodied in any creature
or object— e..7., irresist ible si length in a tiger —that
power is inherent in all its )iarts and in all that is
connected with it. Such a power, therefore, resides not only in the flesh of an animal, but in its
Again, the essence
^kin, horn, iiair, and so on.
of water dwells in aquatic idants like the Kfakd
like the
{l!h/.ra ncfov(h-ti), and in aquatic animals
the nature of the boar is present in the soil
frog
'

;

connected >vith them
must face that point of the compass. In auspicious
rites walking and other kinds of movement are
directed from left t« right, following the course of
the sun, while in funeral and otiier uncanny ceremonies the direction is inv.ariably reversed, the
])erfonners moving from north to south.
Some of the le.sser
(«) Spiriln and demons.
spirits are concerned only with one activity, such
as presiding over the fields and helping at harvest
others, with Arbudi at their head, are invoked
to spreail terror and death among enemies on
(lie lield of
battle (Atharvaveda, XI. ix. 111'.).
Tlie charail eristic of most of the rest is to cause
damage .md do-^t ruction in the sphere of human
life.
These demons are usually called by the

hence performers of

(Vedio)

;

'

'

;

MAGIC
torn uji by its tusks ; the force of liglitlatent in a splint of wood from a tree
that has been struck ; the virtue of one's native
land exists in a clod taken from it a man is connected with the earth by his footprints; even an
image or a name is conceived as containing a part
of the essence of the beings or things which they
represent or name. As all such powers are communicable by contact, the whole sacrificial ritual
is full of rules as to the persons or things which
the performers are to touch, for thus the beneficial
power of the sacrifice is transferred to them. For
instance, the skins of various animals communicate
the characteristic quality attributed to thera : one
M'ho seats himself on the hide of a bull acquires
fertility ; on that of a black antelope, sanctity; on
that of a he-goat, plenty on that of a tiger, invincible power.
The operations of magic
9. Magical procedure.
are mainly directed against hostile agencies, either
by preventing their contact with the operator or
by bringing about their contact with an enemy.
Auspicious rites, besides being much less numerous,
are often only another aspect of offensive magic,
and will, therefore, be treated under the various
types of action, partly auspicious and partly
hostile, employed in magical ceremonie-s (§ 12).
that

ning

is

is

;

;

—

—

This type of magic,
10. Defensive magic.
though consisting in warding ofi' injurious powers,
is not always expressed in the form of hostility
when demons are concerned it may then be
attended by a certain amount of propitiation.
Thus in the Atharvaveda (I. xii. 2) deterrent
;

is paid to a demon of disease
Thee,
lurking in each limb with burning, we, paying
homage, would worship with oblation
lightning
is similarly addressed (I. xiii. 2)
Homage to thee,
diild of the height, whence thou gatherest heat
be merciful to ourselves do kindness to our offspring' also instijuments and ministers of death
'To those weapons of thine, O Death, be homage
homage to thy benediction, homage to thy malediction
homage to thy favour, O Death this
homage to thy disfavour {VI. xiii. i. 2). Again,
.sacrifices to demons are often mentioned (Baudhaijana Dhanimsfdra, II. i. 32) and in the general
sacrificial cult they receive their share, which, however, consists only of inferior offerings, such as
blood and otfal.
Hostile words or actions are
often accompanied by spells expressive of homage.
Hiraiiyahcsin Grhyasutra contains a direction
(I. xvi. 20 f.) that a brand burning at both ends
should be thrown at a jackal (regarded as possessed
by the evil powers of death), an el that the animal
should at the same time be worshipped with the
Vedic verse, Thou art mighty, thoucaniest away.'
In a rite concerned with serpents the reptiles are
addressed with homage, while the intention to
destroy them is also expressed (Sm-pabali, xi.).
ceremonial intended to ward oli' ants (KnvMka
Sutra, cxvi.) begins with propitiatory offerings and
but, if these fail, they are followed witli
spells
a poisoned oblation surrounded by symbols of
hostility and accompanied by an invocation of the
gods to destroy their eggs and progeny. Propitiation, however, plays but a very subordinate part
in this type of magic.
i.
Preventive magic— On the principle that
is better than cure the jirocedure of
Srevention
efensive magic is largely prophylactic, everything
being avoided that might attract injurious powers.
The precautions taken are of the following kinds.
The touch of beings
(1) Avoidance of contact.
in which maleficent spirits or substances were
to
dwell
was
eschewed.
Thus to touch
supposed
the mother during the ten days of impurity after
cliildbirth was regarded as dangerous
and the
stones used in ^erecting an altar for Nirrti, the
'

homage

:

'

;

'

:

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

'

;

'

A

;

—

;
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goddess of dissolution, were put in tlieir place
without being directly handled. The access of injurious powers through other senses was similarly
avoided. Thus listening to impure sounds involved
risk.
Precautions were taken not to see impure
or dangerous persons or things
tlie sight of
offerings to the dead or to the uncanny god Kudra
was to be avoided and those who were departing
from a place where inauspicious ceremonies had
been performed, such as those concerned with the
dead, with demons, with the g(^ddess Nirrti or
the god Rudra, abstained from looking back. On
occasions when evil spirits were likely to be in the
neighbourhood care was taken to prevent their
coming too near. Thus a bundle of twigs was tied
to the corpse on the way to the burninf' ground in
order to efface the footsteps and so hide the path
from the demons ; and the sacrificial tire of the
departed, having by his decease become a seat of
death-bringing powers, was removed by some
aperture other tlian the door.
One of the chief jirecautionary
(2) Fasting.
measures against the attacks of hostile powers was
from
abstention
food, in order to prevent them from
entering the body. It is, therefore, a leading
element in the preliminary consecration {diksd)
With reference to this, one
for the Soma sacrifice.
of the Sutras remarks (Apn^sinmha Srautasvtra,
X. xiv. 9)
When an initiated man (dllcsita) grows
thin, he becomes purified for the sacrifice.' A
special form of fasting was the avoidance of particular kinds of food. Thus the performer of the
new and full moon sacrifice had, on the eve of the
ceremony, to refrain from eating either flesh or
tlie kind of food which he was going to ofler on the
following day. The teacher who has invested a
pupil with the sacred cord may not eat flesh for
a night and a day while the student himself has
to refrain from eating salted food and drinking
milk for three days after the ceremon}' he must
also abstain from food altogether for three days,
or a day and a niglit, before he enters upon a parA newly
ticularly holy part of his Vedic course.
married couple must, during the first three nights
following the wedding ceremony, avoid all salted
;

;

—

'

:

;

;

or pungent food.
The efficacy of fasting is illustrated bj' the precept (Gobhila Grhyasutra, IV. vi.
13) that one who desires to gain a hundred cartloads of gold should observe the vow of fasting

during one fortnight.

— Another

safeguard is the pracenjoined for three nights
after the wedding ceremony in order to ward off
the attacks of demons that destroy offspring. It
is observed by the performer of the
new and
full moon sacrifice on the night before the rite
takes place for a day and a niglit by the teacher
who initiates a. pupil for twelve nights by the
offerer of the Saball sacrifice ; during the course
of the Diksa by him who undergoes that consecration and by the Vedic student during the whole
period of his apprenticeship.
This expedient appears in various
(4) Asccticisin.
forms.
One of them is exposure to heat it is an
element in the Diksa ceremony, a special formula
being quoted for use when the initiated man breaks
into perspiration.
Sleeping on the ground is prescribed, duriug the same length of time as abstinence for the newly married couple, the Vedic
student, and the performers of the Dikja consecration, of the new and full moon ceremony, and of
As a safeguard against
the Sabali sacrifice.
demons dangerous to the sleeper, watehing thiough
is
the night
enjoined during the Diksa ceremony,
and on the eve of settingup the sacrificial fires and
of the new and full moon sacrifice.
Silence is to be
observed by the sacrificer undergoing the Diksa
consecration, by the man about to set up the three
Abstinence.

(3)

tice of chastity.

This

is

;

;

;

—

;
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lives,
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tlie

student

on

>arious occasions.
Holding the breath, vhicli
was regarded as an important form of asceticism,
appears, for instance, in a rite during the funeral
ceremony. It may here be ailded that austerities
of various kinds liad to be undergone by one preparing to cure epilepsy, before he was qualified to

perform llie magical ceremonies intended to elleet
the recovery of the patient.
Another means of guarding
(5) Concealment.
against the attacks of hostile powers was concealment of one's person or of its parts, as seclusion in
a shed and covering the head during the observances
of the Diksa ceremony
or putting on garments to
make oneself unrecognizable or hiding the hair
of the head and beiird or nails cut otf at sacramental
rites, such as the initiation of the Vedic student

—

;

;

(cf. §

(6)

8

(Vedic)
veda abound

in references to such remedies.
These represent the earliest beginnings of medical

lore in India.

The

border-line

Mtween magic and

primitive science liere is not always definite, for in
some cases the plant used with the spell may have
been an actual cure for a particular disease, while
in other cases its ap|iliiation was purely magical,
as that of the herbs used to promote the growth of
hair on bald heads (these were doubtless as inefifecfive as tlie hair-restorers of modern times).
The
following are two charms from the Atharvaveda
That hair of
intended for this particular cure
thine which drops of!', and that which is broken
root and all, upon it do I sprinkle the all-healing
herb (VI. cxxxvi. 3)
Make firm their roots, draw
out their ends, expand their middle, O herb
may
thy hairs grow as reeds, may they cluster black
about thy head (VI. cxxxvii. 3). The Atharvaveda
contains many spells in which tlie kustha plant
(probably C'ostu.i .tpcciosiis or arabims) is invoked
to drive out fever two of its hymns (I. xxiii. f. are
meant to cure leprosy by the use of a dark plant
one (VII. Ivi.) operates with a herb that destroys
'

:

'

'

;

!

'

(i)).

Amulets.

— Charms

!

worn on the body were

frequently employed both for the negative purpose
warding oil' evil influences from one's person
(amulets) and for the positive pui'pose of attracting
prosperity (talismans). Sometimes the same charm
serves both purposes ; thus the pearl destroys
demons, disease, and poverty, and at the same
time bestows welfare aud long life. Amulets
were for the most part made of wood, but also
of various other substances.
Their efficacy is
regarded as dependent on the particular power of
repulsion inherent in them, and is not infrequently
spoken of as imparted by the gods. They are
called god-born, are said to have been given by
gods to men, to have been strengthened by the
gods, or to have had their power communicated to
them by the gods, who co-operate with them the
gods themselves are described as having once been
successful by the power residing in them
by
amulets Indra overcame the demons (Atharvaveda,
of

;

;

)

;

;

snake poison, and another (VI. xvi. ) with a plant
against ophthalmia. Fractures are cured by the
plant aruncihati (IV. xii.), and wounds by the use
of the peppercorn (VI. cix.). The use of ointment is
associated with one hymn of the Atharvaveda (IV.
From him
ix.), of which this is one of the spells
over whose every limb and every joint thou passest,
O salve, thou dost, as a mighty interceptor, drive
away disease.' Water not infrequently appears as
a magical remedy, and its general curative jjowers
are thus expressed by the following spell of the
Atharvaveda (Vl.lxci. 3): 'The waters verily are
healing, the waters chase away disease, the waters
cure all ailments may they prepare a remedy for
thee.' It also cures individual diseases, tis exces'

:

;

bodOy discharges 'The spring water yonder
which runs down from the mountains, that do I
render healing for thee, in order that thou luayest
contain a potent remedy' (II. iii. 1); or heartdisease
From the Himavat mountains they flow
forth, in the Indus is their gathering place may the

X. iii. 1 1 ). Their potency sometimes emanates from
An amulet derived from the varana
their names.
tree (CrateuaiilyxiKr^Ati) destroys enemies because,
according to the meaning attributed to the name
amulet
{ib. X. iii. 5), it drives oK {vdrayati).
made of this wood is thus addressed in the Athar-

sive

vaveda (X. iii. 14, 11): 'As the wind and the fire
consume the trees, the lords of the forest, so do
thou consume my rivals this varana upon my

waters, indeed, grant me that cure for heart-ache'
Pdraskara Gfhyasutra (III. vi. 2)
(VI. xxiv. 1).
describes how water is used in a magic operation
the performer moistened
for the cure of headache
his hands and passed them over the eyebrows of
From the eyes, from the
the sufl'erer with the spell
ears, from the whiskers, from the chin, from the
forehead I drive away this disease of the head.'
Another remedj' is the horn of an antelope, used
Upon
against a hereditary disease named Isctriya
the head of the nimble antelope a remedy grows !
He has driven the Icsctriya in all directions by
means of the horn' (Atharvaveda, III. vii. 1).
II. Offensive magic.
Aggressive operations
against maleficent powers cannot always be distinuuished, especially in regard to demons, from that
form of defensive magic which is directed to
warding off their attacks. Hence the expedients
adopted are to some extent the same for both

An

;

breast, the kingly, divine tree, shall smite asunder
One of the amulets
foes, as Indra the demons.'

my

most frequently mentioned in the Atharvaveda is
that made from the jahgida tree, which protects
from diseases and demons. Again, a long hymn
of the same Veda (vill. v.) dwells on the aggressivepowers of an anuilet fashioned from the wood of
the sraktya tree, which destroys foes, demons, and
sorceries.

Cf., further, art.

Charms AND Amulets

(Vedic).
ii. RuMKDlAL
MAGIC— Magical operations are
performed not only to ward off maleficent powers
that are threatening, but also to expel them after
they have taken possession of their victim in the
form of diseases or ailments. The Atharvaveda is
full of spells directed against these.
Many such
incantations make no mention of any concrete
remedies with Avhich their use was accompanied
but the evidence of the Sutras shows that these
incantations, at least very often, formed part of a
magical rite in which concrete remedies were an
element. Examples of simple spells for the cure of
diseases are the following
As the rays of the sun
swiftly fly to a distance, thus do thou, O cough, fly
forth along the flood of the sea (VI. cv. 3) and
The disease that racks and wastes thy limbs, and
the sickness in thy heart, has flown as an eagle to
the far distance, overcome by my charm (V. xxx.
Curative spells are, however, more usually ac9).
companied by the express em|iloynient of material
;

'

:

'

;

'

'

objects, chieiiy jilauts.

The hymns of

the Atliarva-

:

'

:

:

:

'

:

'

:

—

purposes.

i. Means EMPLOYED.— (1) Fire.— Fire was one of
the chief direct means of driving away demons and
Thus in the Uigveda Agni, the
all hostile sorcerj'.
invoked (I. xii. 5, xxxvi. 20)
god of fire, is frequently
'
with such verses a-s : linrn, O Agni, against the
sorcerers ; always burn down the sorcerers and the
This use of fire, jirobalily
allies of the demons.'
the earliest in cult, though overlaid with its later
and much more extensive sacrificial application,
Thus a special
still survives in the Vedic ritual.
lire called the 'lying-in fire' (.?H</Af77ni) is introduced into the lying-in chamber (sfitikdgr^"')- Of
this fire the author of one of the domestic Satra.s

remarks {Hirnnynke.iin Gfhyasutrn,

ll.

iii.

6f.):

MAGIC
Sacred vitcs, except fumigation, are not performed
with it he fumigates the (Iiild with ismall grains
mixed witli mustard seeds he tlien adds a number
of spells to drive away \arious demons that pro«l
through the village at night, that drink out ot
skulls ; Agni is invoked to burn their lungs, hearts,
At the sacramental ceremony of
livers, and eyes.
cutting tlie child's hair a fire is kindled while a
'

;

'

:

number
ing
it

is

of auspicious verses are recited ; as nothsaid of its application to sacrificial purposes,

was presumably meant

to

ward

ofl'

Of

demons.

similar significance were the fire employed at the
investiture of the Brahman student, behind which
both he and his teacher step, and that kindled
when the pupil entered upon his course of Vedic
That this was the significance of the fire
study.
beside which the Soma sacrincer watched during
the night in the Oiksa ceremony is certain, because it is expressly said {Taittini/a Samhita,
'

for the
i. i. 6) that Agni is here appointed
It can hardly be
destruction of the demons.'
doubted that in the great sacrificial ritual of the
three fires the southern fire was understood to have
the magical power of dispelling demons, for the
south is the direction from which the souls of the
dead and the injurious spirits allied to them apIn the funeral ritual a brand was taken
jjroach.
from the southern fire and laid down pointing to
the south, while a formula was pronounced in
which Agni was invoked to drive away all demons
VI.

assuming manifold

forms, might venture
conclusion of the funeral ceremony
a fire was used by the survivors for the purpose of
warding off the powers that cause death. Fire
was also on various occasions carried round what
was to be protected against the attacks of evil
Thus a brand lighted at both ends was
spirits.
moved round the funeral oH'ering and a firebrand
was also borne by the priest round the victim, the
post, and other accessaries of the animal sacrifice.
\yater is another efficacious means
(2) Water.
of repelling hostile agencies, as is indicated by the
sta.tement(Maitrdyatii Samhita, IV. viii. 5)that the
demons do not cross the waters.'
have already
noted some examples of the use of water in curing
diseases and ailments. Water is further regarded as
that,

near.

At the

;

—

'

We

a chief means of removing possession by evil spirits.
At the birth ceremony water is supposed to wash
away all injurious powers from the new-born child.
A purifying bath is prescribed before entering on
various ceremonies, as the Diksa, to remove supernatural substances that might be inimical to their
Thus the bride and bridegroom take a
success.
bath or perform ablutions before the wedding
ceremony. In rites of expiation especially, bathing
and washing play an important part. Various
ceremonies also conclude with a bath in order to
obviate the risk of taking back into ordinary life
the magical influence inherent in the rite. Such is
the case at the end of the Diksa, when clothes and
implements used during the ceremony are also laid
The significance of the bath taken by the
aside.
Brahman student at the end of his apprenticeship
is similar.
There is, further, a rule that after the
utterance of spells addressed to uncanny beings,
such as the dead, demons, or Rudra, one should
purify oneself with water from the contact with
those beings which has thus been incurred. The
urine of cows was specially esteemed as a means
of purification, being perhaps at the same time
regarded as communicating the abundant nutritive
As long aa a
power inherent in the animal.
magical condition is meant to continue, bathing
or washing is avoided
hence dirt is the characteristic of one who, by means of asceticism (tapas),
aims at acquiring special magical power.
have already seen that plants
(3) Plants.
were frequently used along with spells as a magical
;

— We

(Vedic)
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cure of disease. Cognate to this medicinal employment is the application of herbs to the purpose of
securing the love of a man or a woman, and of
promoting or destroying virility of both these
classes of charms the Atharvaveda contains many
examples. But they are also resorted to for otlier
Thus some are employed against demons
objects.
and sorcerers, others to counteract curses, and
several are associated with battle-charms. Aquatic
plants, together with frogs, as representing water,
are combined with spells to quench fire.
Bdellium
(gnggulu), the fragrant exudation of a tree, frequently occurs in the ritual as, by its odour, driving away demons of disease or frustrating a curse.
In the wedding ceremony, as we
(4) Stones, etc.
liave seen, the bride stepped on a stone to ensure
steadfastness.
stone, as representing a dividing
mountain, was regarded as a means of keeping otf
evil spirits, and with this intention it was employed
in the funeral ritual to separate the living from
the dead, where also a clod of earth taken from
a boundary was similarly used.
In the same ceremony a mat was laid down while the formula,
'This is put between against calamity,' was pronounced (Kauiika Siitra, Ixxxvi. 14). A wooden
fence was placed round the sacrificial fire, the
purpose being to strike away the demons (Tait;

—

A

'

'

tiriya Samhita,

—

II. vi. 6. 2).

Lead. This metal was frequently employed
magical operations, as, e.g., in wiping off
dangerous substances. The Atharvaveda contains
a hymn (l. xvi.) in which lead was used against
demons and sorcerers, this being one of its
If thou slayest our cow, if our horse or
spells
our domestic, we pierce thee with lead, so that
thou shalt not slay our heroes.'
These appear on
(6)
Weapons and staves.
various occasions as a protection against demons.
Thus a man who woos a bride is accompanied by
one armed with a bow and arrows. At the wedding
ceremony little staves are shot into the air, with
I pierce the eye of the demons that
the formula
prowl around the bride who approaches the fire
(5)

in

'

:

—

'

:

'

At

the royal inGrhyastltra,
auguration the priest beats the king with a staff,
beat evil away from thee (Katydyanu
saying,
^rautasutra, XV. vii. 6). The staft" is a part of
the ritual equipment in the Diksa cei'emony, its
significance here Ijeing explained by the Satapatha
Biahiuana (III. ii. 1. 32) thus
The statt' is a
thunder-bolt to drive away the demons.' The Vedic
student, as peculiarly liable to the attacks of evil
spirits, is provided with a staff at the rite of investiture.
This he must always cany, never allowing
any one to pass between it and himself he parts
with it only at the end of his apprenticeship, when
he casts it away into water, along with his girdle
and other sacred objects. On entering the next
stage of religious life the Brahman receives a new
staU" made of a different wood, the purpose of which
is sufficiently expressed by the spells employed at
the accompanying rite
Protect me from all powers
of destruction on all sides,' and 'Destroy all hosts of
enemies on every side' {Hiranyakeiin Gfhyasi'itra,
I. xi. 8).
A wooden implement shaped like a sword,
technically called .^phya, and very variously applied
in sacrificial rites, has evidently the significance of
a demon-repelling weapon. At the sacrifice to the
dead the sphya is passed over the altar with the
words, 'Smitten awayarethedevilsanddemonsthat
sit on the a\ta,T' {Sail kha ya na Srautasiit ra, IV iv. 2).
ii. Magical action.— Certain
types of action
are regarded as producing a magical effect in
various rites. They may be grouped as follows.
{a) Hostile.
(1) 'To make ajiojse is believed to be
an efficacious means of driving away demons.
At the solstitial festival drums were beaten in
order to scare evil spirits, which were deemed to

{Manava
'

I.

x.).

We

'

'

:

;

'

:

.

—
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be especially ijowerful at the time of tlie shortest
the ritual for exorday. A gonj; was sounded at
At the funeral
cizing the demon of epilepsy.
was
ceremony a din
produced by shattering pots.
(2) A frequent method of removing injurious
Thus lead or a
influences is to wipe them off.
black thread of wool was used^as an aid in the proIn particular, the apdmdrga (Achyranthes
cess.
aspera) jilant (popularly interpreted to mean
wiping out ') was most variously employed in this
sense.
The Atharvaveda contains several hymns
with which the plant is applied, the following
being one of the spells in which this action is
expressed (iv. .wiii. 8)
Having wiped out all
sorcerers, and all grudging demons, with thee, O
Apaniarga, we wipe all that e%"il out.' The Satapatha Brahmana remarks (V. ii. i. 14) that by the
aid of this plant the gods
wiped away fiends and
demons. Among other magical applications of
this action may be noted the requirement tliat one
who has seen an evil dream should wipe his face.
(3) Another means of getting rid of demons or
'

'

;

is to shake, cast, or strip them off.
The black antelope skin used at a sacrifice is shaken
out with the words, Shaken away is the demon
shaken away are the goblins Vdjasanciji Sa/n/iitd,

injurious powers

'

;

'

(

i. 14).
After feeding the souls of the dead, the officiant shakes the hem of his garment in order to remove the souls that may be clinging to it. At the
conclusion of the funeral ceremony, the bundle of
twigs, used to efface the footsteps of death, is
thrown away for fear of the dangerous substance
which it may have derived from those footprints.

For similar reasons clothes worn at uncanny

rites,

such as funerals, are cast aside. Injurious substances are deemed to be stripped off by passing
through some aperture the person to whom thej'
adhere. This notion is found even in the Rigveda
(VIII. l.xx.\. 7), where India is said to have cured
the girl .Vpala, who suffered from skin disease, by
drawing her through an opening in a car. It is
doubtless a survival of this form of purification
when, in the wedding ceremony, the aperture of
the yoke of a car is placed on the head of the bride.
The removal of injurious substances is not always a mere riddance, but is often also a transference to remote places or to
other objects animate or inanimate. The Riijveda and the
Atharvaveda contain several formuls or spells to relegate evil
agencies to particular places or persons in the far distance.
Thus hostile magic is expelled bej'ond the ninety streams (Atharvaveda, viu. V. 9, X. i. 16); the disease Takiuan (a sort of fever)
is sent away to far-off peoples, such as the Gandhariaiis and the
Macradhas (ib. v. xxii. 14) evil deed and evil dream are banished
to the dinne being Trita Aptya in the remotest distance
(Rigveda, vm. xlvii. 13-17). Injurious agencies are also trans;

ferred to others at particularly uncanny spots, esjpecially crossroads. A garment containing certain impurities is removed to
a forest, suspended from a tree, or hung over a post, to which
its dangerous influence is conveyed, and thus rendered innocuous (Atharvaveda, XIV. ii. 40 f.). Snake-poison is removed to a
firebrand, which, being then thrown at a snake, returns the
danger to its source (6auiiika 5»fra, xxix. t»). Fever is transferred to a frog as an antidote representing water (Athan-aveda.
VII. cxvi. 2)
while jaundice is conducted in a homceopathic
manner to a yellow bird (ib. i. xxii, i).
;

—

(b) Aii.fpicioics.
(I) A very prominent part is
played by eating in the communication of beneficial
influences
contact with injurious substances,
;

which Avould,

bv eating,

of course, be

equally well effected

is avoided by fasting (cf § lo. i. (2)).
The
vedic ritual contains innumerable examples of the
magical power conveyed by the eating of sacrificial
food.
Tlie eating of the food is regarded as com.

municating the blessing enil>odiea in it ; and in
the most various forms the view appears that the
sacrificial substance conveys the special kind of
power implied in a particular sacrifice.
Thus,
w^hen the religious teacher initiates lii.s pupil, he
him
the
remnant
of
the
with
tlie
gives
offering
'

formula,
May Agni place his wisdom in thee.'
On the occasion of the ploughing festival a mixture of the milk of a cow that has a calf of the

(Vedic)
same

colour and dung, bdellium, and salt is eaten.
the ceremony tor the obtaining of male
has to eat a barleycorn and two
offspring the wife
grains of mustard seed (or two beans), one of which
has been laid on each side of it (as syinlK)liziug a
male being). The act of two or more pereons
eating together establishes a community between
them at the wedding ceremonial the bride and
the bridegroom eat together, and at the royal
inauguration the king and the priest.
Based on the idea that an animal, when eaten, communicates

At

;

its special characteristics to the eater is the rorresj^ondcnce in
sex, colour, and other qualities between the victim and the god
To Indra a bull or (less often) a buffalo,
to whom It is offered.
to whicii he is often compared, is sacrificed ; to the .\svins, twin
gods of the morning, a reddish he-goat, for 'of reddish colour,
as it were, are the Aivins (Satapatha Brdhma^a. v. v. 4. 1) to
the goddess Sftrasvati a owe of certain qualities ; to Agni, with
his column of dark smoke, a he-goat with a black throat ; to the
Sun and to Yaina (god of death), two he-goats, one white, the
other black. A cognate magical correspondence appears in the
offering of a hiac'' .ictiin in a rite for the obtaining of rain
It is black, for this is the nature of rain ; with that which is its
nature he wins rain (Taittiriya Sayflhitd, ll. i. 8. b). When the
destruction of enemies is intended, a blood-red victim is offered
by priests dressed in red and wearing red turbans.
'

;

:

'

'

(2) There are several ceremonies in which atiointing is applied for the attainment of auspicious
In the Diksa rite the sacrificer is anointed
ends.
with fresh butter to give him unimpaired vigour
and sound sight. In tlie animal sacrifice the stake
is anointed witli clarified butter for the purpose of
bringing blessings to the sacrificer. .'\t the royal
inauguration the king is anointed with a mixture

of butter, honey, ruin-water, and other ingredients,
which communicate to him the powers and abundance inherent in them. At the same ceremony
the king anoints liimself with the fluid contained
in the horn of a black antelope and refrains for a

year from cutting liis hair, which has been moistened by it. At the Sautiamani rite, an expiatory
part of the Soma sacrifice, the priest consecrates
the king by sprinkling him with the fat gravy of
the sacrificial animals
With the essence of cattle,
with the highest kind of food, he thus sprinkles
him (Satapatha Brahmana, xil. viii. 3. 12).
(3) Charms, made for the most part of wood, but
also of other materials, were frequently attached
to parts of the body for various auspicious purposes.
A talisman made of wood from the /wvta-tree
(Butea frondvsa) was worn in order to strengthen
royal power (Atliarvaveda, III. v.); a bridegroom,
while reciting a hymn of the Atharvaveda, fastened
to his little finger, by means of a thread coloured
with lac, a talisman made of liquorice wood to secure
'

:

'

the love of his bride (Eauiika Sutra, Ixxvi. 8 f.
at
the full moon ceremony the sacrificer tied on his
person talismans made of lac, together with all sorts
of herbs, for the attainment of prosperity ; while
.sowing seed, the husbandman put on a talisman of
The Vedic student who, at the conclusion
barley.
of his apprenticeship, has taken the purifying bath
ties a pellet of badara (Zizyphiis jujiiba) wood to
his left hand and fastens a pellet of gold to his
neck he then attaches two earrings to the skirt
)

;

;

of his garment, and finally inserts them in his ears.
'
talisman of gold secures long life
He who
wears it dies of old age,' in the words of the

A

:

Atharvaveda (xix. xxvi. 1). To ensure conception
a « omaii puts on a bracelet with the spell, An
acquirer of offspring and wealth this bracelet has
become' (VI. Ixxxi. I).
(1) Burying was a frequent
(c) Indifferent.
secret method of conducting magical substances
'

—

with hostile intent. The
of spells expressing fear of
in sacrificial straw, or fields, or wells,
or cemeteries.
Objects belonging to a woman who
is to be injured
a garland, hair, a twig for cleanto

others,

generally

Atharvaveda
magic buried

ing the teeth

is

full

—
— together with

tive of misfortune are placed

other things producbetween three stones
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a mortar (a symbol of crushing) and buried.
of a person thus attacked might be
restoi-ed by digging up the objects, while an au-

born, from thy mother, from thy sister, from thy
parents, and tliy brother, from thy friends I sever

The ^atapatha Brdha myth how the demons^

the auspicious and in the reverse
direction is not restricted to walking. Thus in the
sacrifice to the dead the officiant grasps a water jar
with his left hand and pours out its contents from
right to left he also holds the ladle in his left and
deposits the oflering on the grass in the same

in

The luck

spicious spell

mana

was

uttered.

relates (III. v. 4. 2 f.)
buried charms in order to overcome the gods but
the latter, by digging them up, made them inThe Soma sacrifice even contains a
operative.
ceremony the express purpose of wlucli is to dig
up the magical objects buried by rivals or enemies.
This idea of burying tilings sometimes has an
;

.auspicious intention, as when a mixture of milk,
dung, bdellium, and salt is buried in order to promote the welfare of cattle (KaiiMka Sutra, xix. 19).
(2) Tlie action of looking at an object may be
It has the former
either beneficial or injurious.
effect, e.g., when the sacrificer says (Vdjasancjii
Sdmhita, v. 34) to the priest, Look at me witli tlie
eye of Mitra' (the sun-god) ; or when a guest addresses the sweet food that is ofi'ered to him, say'

'

ing, With Mitra's eye I regard tliee {Aivaldyaiui
But the evil eye {q.v.),
Gfhyasi/ti-a, I. xxiv. 14).
e.g. of the serpent, brings disaster on him towards
whom it is directed. At the wedding ceremony
'

the bridegToom secures himself against the evil
eye of the bride by anointing her eyes and saying,
Look not with an evil eye, bring not death to thy
husband' (PnrasAwra GfhyasfUra, i. 4; Sdhkhdyana
Grhyasiitra, i. 16). In the Atharvaveda (IV. ix. 6)
ointment is conjured against the evil eye with the
spell, From the evil eye of tlie enemy protect us,
salve'; the Jahgida-tree is invoked against the
evil eye of the hostOe-minded (XIX. xxxv. 3)
and a certain plant is employed with the spell, Of
the enemy who bewitches with his eye we he^^
off the ribs' (II. vii. 5; cf. XIX. xlv. 1).
On the
other hand, the evil eil'ect produced by an inau'

'

;

'

spicious object on him wlio sees it is shown bjinnumerable directions enjoining avoidance of such
Thus the Vedic stuilent who, at the consights.
clusion of his apprenticesliip, has taken his purifying batli must not look at an enemy, a malefactor,
a corpse-bearer, or ordure. For similar reasons,
one returning to the sacrificial ground sliould not
look round after performing an inauspicious ceremony, such as an ofleriug to the goddess Nirrti or
a rite for the slaughter of demons.
(3) The action oi circumambulation, which occurs
very frequently in the Vedic ceremonial, is regarded
as having a magically auspicious efl'ect when the
performer walks round an object in sunwise fashion
by keeping his right hand towards it (pradaksitid).
Both living and inanimate things are three times

circumambulated in this manner e.g., priests thus
walk round other priests or the victim, and the wives
of the king walk round tlie dead sacrificial horse.
Sacrificial altars and temples, the ground where a
house is built, as well as houses (as a protection
against serpents), are circumambulated. This rite
is especially often performed with the sacrificial
fire, as at the wedding ceremony and at the initiation of the Vedic student.
Water is circumambulated at a wedding, as also a new house, while
water is at the same time sprinkled round it.
When the ceremony is inauspicious, the direction
is reversed, the left hand being kept towards the
This is done especially in funeral rites at
object.
the burying ground and at cross-roads. Thus tlie
mourners walk three times round the unlucky tire
deposited where four roads meet, witli tlieir left
sides towards it, beating their left thighs with

th.ee'

(Puraskara Grhyasutra,

ment both

Move-

2).

;

direction

(cf., further, art. Circum.\mbulation).
Sympathetic magic. A special type of magic
is that which has been called 'sympathetic,' being
the influence exercised on a remote being or phenomenon by means of a telepathic connexion between it and what is manipulated by the magician.

—

12.

be either beneficent or injurious.

may

It

(«) Effigies.

—An

image

is

frequently

made and

ojierated on for the purpose of producing a similar
effect on the victim.
Thus an enemy is destroyed
by piercing the heart of his clay effigy with an
arrow, or by transfixing his shadow. His death is
also produced by melting a wax figure of him over
the fire, or by killing or burning a chameleon as

representing him. The elephants, horses, soldiers,
and chariots of a hostile army are imitated in dough,

and

to bring about
annihilates worms
by stamping on or burning twenty-one roots of the
uslra plant, while he pronounces the spell, 'I split
with the stone the head of all worms male and
female I burn their faces with fire (Atharvaveda,
V. xxiii. 13).
In order to exterminate the field
vermin called tarda, a single tardii, as representing
the whole class, is buried head downwards, its
mouth being tied with a hair so as to prevent its

sacrificed piece

its destruction.

by piece so as

The magician

'

;

eating gi-ain (KauMka Siitra, 1. 19). With a view to
smashing the limbs of evil spirits pegs are driven
into the ground. One who pounds the Sonia-shoots
for sacrifice directs the blows against his enemy by
fixing his thoughts on him during the operation.
The sj'mpathetic connexion

is sometimes very remote, as
or materials are used in which a particular
regarded as inherent. Thus an e,\iled prince receives
food rendered magical by beincr cooked with wood that has
^rown from the stump of a tree, symbolizing the restoraAt a ceremony for the removal of
tion of fallen fortunes.
troublesome ants a sacrificial ladle of hndhaka wood is cmbecause
the
name of the tree means remover.'
ployed simply
At a rite to destroy demons the dipping spoon is made of wood
from the paldta {Bulea J'rondoba) tree as representing the
magical spell (prakMian), which is a slayer of demons. When
the sacrifice for the restoration of an exiled prince is performed,
earth and other material from his native countr}' are employed.
At a sacrifice for victory in battle, soil torn up by a boar is
taken for the altar {vedi), with a view to communicating the
fierceness of that animal to the combatants on behalf of whom
the offering is made.

when implements
power

is

'

;

their left hands.
When a patient is to be cured of
snake-bite, the priest walks round him to the left.
When a servant who is disposed to run away is
his master, making water into tlie horn of
a.sleep,
a living animal, walks three times round him to
the left, sprinkling the water round liim witli the
spell, 'From the mountain on wlucli thou wast

III. vii.

in

(i)

Imitative piroccsses.

—Theliighercultconcerned

abounds with rites in
which the desired effect is produced by an imitation
of the event or phenomenon. Thus the kindling of
the sacrificial fire in the morning develops into a
magical rite to make the sun rise and the dripwith the three

sacrificial fires

;

ping of the Soma-juice through the purifying sieve
becomes a rain charm. At the ceremony of the
royal inauguration, the conventional chariot race
in which the king wins is meant to gain for him
speed and victorious might. On various occasions
tliis has
in the ritual a game of dice is played
clearly the magical purpose of securing luck and
gain for the sacrificer. At the solstitial ceremony
an Aryan and a Sudra (representing a wliite and a
black man) engage in a struggle for the possession
of a circular white skin, the former ultimately
the magical aim of
wresting it from the latter
this performance is the liberation of the sun from
the powers of darkness. In the same ceremony, as
well as at the Soma and the horse sacrifice, there
are certain sexual observ.'inces the obvious purpose
of which is to produce fertility in women. A good
example of the imitative method is the procedure
;

;
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meant to detlect a liver into another channel. The
new course is hrst watered it is then planted with
;

reeds and, finally, representatives of water, such
OS a frog and the aquatic plant nvakd, are dethe imitation is believed to proposited on it
duce the reality.
;

;

This type of magic is very frequently found
form of rainmakiini Such is the
the solstitial festival, a cowhide
purpose when, at
IS pierced with arrows
probably an imitation of
the myth of Indra's release of the waters by piercing the rain-clouds (which frequently appear as
cows in the Uigveda). On tlie same occasion girls
dance round a tire with jars full of water which
they pour out, while they sing a song calling upon
the cows to bathe. At the ceremony of piling the
fire-altar jars of water are emptied on the ground,
on which raiu is thus said to be shed, and grain is
sown on the spot. When an otter is thrown into
the water, rain falls in abundance or, if any one
desires rain, he casts herbs into the water, submerges them, and then lets them float away.
(2) A modified form of sympathetic magic is
(litnnation, the aim of which is to find out what is
hidden or future, largelj' from the occult correspondence between the representation and the
(1)

in the particular

.

—

j

reality.

Dreams and

sacrificial

and funeral

rites

are the most significant representations these can
be interpreted by spiritual persons who possess
inner illumination, strengthened by the power of
asceticism and other magical means. From the
direction taken by a cow at a particular point in
the ritual it may be inferred that the sacrihcer will
If at a certain sacrifice the
attain his purpose.
fire flames up brightly, the sacrificer will obtain
twelve villages if the smoke rises, he will obtain
at least three. The fire kindled in a special way
;

;

between two armies about to fight prognosticates
the result of the battle by the direction of the
The observer who, at a funeral, notes
smoke.
which of the three sacred fires catches the corpse
first can tell whether the soul of the deceased is in
heaven, in air, or on earth.
The following examples of divination are of a
more general type. If one wishes to know whether
an unborn child will be a male, the son of a Brahman must touch a member of the mother supposing the member has a masculine name, the child
When it is desired to ascertain
will be a boy.
whether a girl will make a good wife, she is bidden
to choose between various clods taken partly from
auspicious soil (as that of a furrow or a cowshed),
partly from an unlucky spot (as a cemetery or crossroads) her choice betokens her character and her
A special form of prognostication is the
future.
foretelling of weather by old Brahmans from the
;

;

smoke of dung.
Mixed with the knowledge

of the future obtainable from a symbolic process is that derived from
"ods or spirits, by interpreting the movement, the
night, or the cry of animals or birds specially connected witti gods or spirits, such as tne wolf and
hysena, the owl, crow, pigeon, and vulture. Thus,
in one of the two hymns of the Rigveda concerned
with augury, the bird crying in the region of the
Fathers (the south) is invoked to bring auspicious
Again, in one of the Sutras, the
tidings (II. xlii. 2).
owl that flies to the abode of the gods is addressed
with the words, Flying round the village from left
to right, portend to us luck by thy cry, O owl
'

'

'

'

(UivanyakeHn Grhynsutra, I. xvii. 1. 3). The direction from which the wooer will come is indicated
by the flight of crows after the performance of the
Such omens
rite for obtaining a husband for a girl.
seem to be a later development, resulting from the
simplificationof the symbolical method of divination
l)y isolating a single feature of a complex process.
13.

Oral magic.

— Magical

formulae are usually

(Vedic)
accompanied by some ritual act but the spoken
word in the form of a spell, a curse, or an oath
also has a m.agioal efi'ect by itself.
The spell has generally a metrical
(«) The sjietl.
form, being sometimes an old religious verse
degraded to magical use. Though the formula is
magical in application, it is in form often a mixture
of prayer and spell, the gods being mentioned or
invoked in it e.g., Between the two rows of Agni
Vai^vanara's teeth do I place him that plans to
injure us when we are not planning to injure him'
;

—

'

;

(Atharvaveda, IV. xxxvi. 2; cf. XVI. vii. 3); 'Thy
ninety-nine spirits, O Night, shall help and protect
us (XIX. xlvii. 3-5). It is, indeed, cliaraeteristic
of the hymns of the Atharvaveda to cimtain the
names of numerous deities, while the p.anegyrics
of the Kigveda are addressed to one only
e.g.,
Heaven and Earth have anointed me Mitra has
anoint
me
anointed me here
may Brhaspati
may Savitr an jint me (VII. xxx. I). The magician
his
own
threatens
or
commands
in
very usually
I plague the demons as the tiger
person
e.g.,
the cattle-owners; as dogs that have seen a
lion, they find not a refuge' (IV. xxxvi. 6) ; 'As
the lightning ever irresistibly smites the tree, so
would I to-day beat the gamesters with my dice
(VII. 1. 1); 'Swift as the wind be thou, O steed,
when yoked to the car at Indra's urging go, swift
as the mind the Maruts shall harness thee Tvastr
'

;

'

;

;

;

'

'

j

'

;

;

;

thy feet'

shall place fleetness in

But

(vi. xoii. 1).

he also often mentions in his spell a parallel case,
in order to effect his purpose, like the symbolical

process in sj^mpathetie magic ; e.g., With the light
with which the gods, having cooked porridge for
the Brahmans, ascended to heaven, to the world of
the pious, with that would we go to the world of
the pious, ascending to the light, to the highest
'

As one pays off a sixteenth,
firmament (XI. i. 37)
an eighth, or an entire debt, thus we transfer every
evil dream to our enemy (VI. xlvi. 3); As the rising
sun robs the stars of their brilliance, so I rob of
'

'

;

'

their strength all the

'

men and women

hostile to
lain down in their
resting-place the biril has flown to its nest ; the
mountains have stood in their site ; I have made
the two kidneys stand in their station ( Vll. xcvi. 1).
frequent feature of spells, in order to make sure
of striking the injurious spirit, the seat of evil, or
whatever else is aimed at, is the enumeration of a
whole series of possibilities; e.g., Out of eyes, nose,

me

'

'

(VII. xiii.

1

)

;

The cows have

;

'

A

'

'

ears, brain, neck, back, arms I drive the disease
If, however the demon is known,
(II. xxxiii. 1 f.).
this knowledge is emphasized as bestowing magical

power over him e.g., 'This is thy name we know
thy birth this thy father, this thy mother.'
On the nwst varied occasions spells are uttered
without any accompanying rite. The application
of one that may be pronounced by a man on entering a court of justice is thus described [Paraskara
;

;

;

'If he should think,
III.
xiii. 6)
Grhyasfdra,
" This
person will" do evil to me," he addresses him
I take away the speech in thy
with the words,
mouth, I take away the speech in thy heart ;
wherever thy speech is, I take it away what I
Spells are
say is true fall down inferior to me."
also uttered, e.g., when a man mounts an elephant,
a camel, a horse, a chariot, when he comes to
cross-roails, when he swims across a river, and in
:

;

'

:

numy

other situaticms.

sonietiines consists of two or three wonis, or even
one word. If a man lias spoken what is unworthy of the
Adoration to W^x^xi as an
sacrifice, he has only to murninr

A (ornmla

of

'

'

expiation. The daily repetition of tiie single sacred syllable
'he has nothinf;
bhuli averts death from hinx who utters it
to fear from serious diseases or from sorcery *((7o&Ai7a Grhpathe
mere
mechanical
repetition of
Again,
Kiitra, IV. vi. 1).
a prayer meant for a totally different purpose may have a
verse
of the
celebrated
Gayatrl
magical effect. Thus, the
Rilirveda (Ml. Ixii. 10)--' We would attain that excellent glory
our
of Savitr the god, that he may stimulate
prayers'— if
;
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muttered 3000 times, frees a man from the ein of accepting
unlawful presents. Even the formulaic use of a stereotyped
dialogue secures the desired result. Thus, when the rite of
parting the hair of a woman is performed, the husband asks
What dost thou see ?
her,
Offspring,' she replies.
(6) The curse.
special form of the magically
*

'

—A

'

spoken word is the curse. The earliest
examples of it in Vedic literature are mythological.
In the Yajurveda (Taittiriya Sanihitd, II. vi. 6. 1)
effective

Agni curses the fish for betraying his hiding-place
in the waters, predicting that men shall kill it
by
means of various artifices: 'Hence men kill fish with
various artifices, for they are cursed.' In Tandya
Brahmana (VI. v. 11) the gods curse the trees with
the threat that they shall be cut down with an
axe the handle of which is made from themselves.
That the employment of actual curses was also
common in early Vedic times is obvious, and is
confirmed by the occurrence of many spells intended
to counteract them or to make them recoil on him
who utters them. The Atharvaveda contains
several such ; e.g., ' Avoid us, O curse, as a burning
fire a lake ; strike him that curses us, as the light'
'
ning of heaven the tree (VI. xxxvii. 2) ; Let the
curse go to the curser, we crush the ribs of the
'
hostile eye-conjurer (II. vii. 6 ; cf. v. xiv. 5, X. i. 5).
Plants, such as the apamdrga, are invoked to free
from the calamity consequent on a curse. The §atapatha Brahmana contains several passages showing the potency attributed to curses. Thus it is there
said (II. i. 4. 19, III. ii. 1.9) that, ' if any one were to
curse him, saying, " May the sacrifice turn away
from him," then he would indeed be liable to fare
'
thus ; Were any one to curse him, saying,
He
shall either becomedemented or fall down headlong,"
tlien that would indeed come to pass.'
It is there
also said that he who curses a Brahman possessed
of certain knowledge leaves this world bereft of
liis strength and the result of his good deeds.
In
other Sutras those who raise their hand to proa
curse
are
said
to
be
one
of
the
seven
nounce
kinds of assassin [iVisnu-smyti, v. 191).
This is really a curse directed
(c) The oath.
against oneself, as is indicated by the verb iav,
which in the active means to curse,' but in the
middle 'to curse oneself,' 'to swear.' It calls
down on oneself and one's belongings loss of life or
possessions in this world and the next as a penalty
for telling an untruth or breaking one's word.
Thus, in the ceremony of royal inauguration the
priest causes the king to swear the following oath
{Aitareya Brahmana, viii. 15) 'AH the merit of
my sacrifices and gifts from the day of my birth to
the day of my death, my position, my good deeds,
my life, my oft'spring shall belong to thee, if I
'

' '

—

'

:

deceive thee.' If the oath is broken, the punishment ensues; e.g., the Yajurveda (Taittiriya
Samhitd, II. iii. 5. 1) relates how, when the moongod did not keep the oath which he had sworn to
the Creator Prajajjati, he was attacked by the
disease of consumption.
LlTERATCKB. — i. TEXTS.— io) Vedo^. For edd. and trr. see
Htuns (Vedic), vol. vii. p. 68, and add Taittiriya Saitihitd,
tr. A. B. Keith, Cambrids:e, Mass., 1916.
ib) Brdhmanas.

—

:

—

For edd. see A. A. Macdonell, Hist, of Sanskrit Literature,
London, 1900 (bibl. notes on cli. viii.). Trr. -.^itareya Brdhirmi^a, by M. Hauif, Bombay, 1S63
Aitareya Arar^yaka, by A.
B. Keith, Oxford, 1909 ;' .^liAkhdj/ana Arav.yaka, by Keith,
Ijondon, 1908 ; Jaiminlya, or Tdlavakdra, Brdhiuaria, by H.
Oertel, in JAOS xvi. [18941
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;

;
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Trr. of several Upanisads bv
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cit, (bibl. notes on ch. ix.). Trr. of Sutras on domestic igxhya)
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11886], XXX. [1892] ; of Sutras on customary law (rf/mrmn), SBE
ii. [1879], xiv. [1882],
by G. Biihler (Apastamba, Baudhdyana,
Gavfamn,
Vasi^ha, the latter two being called 6jVstras, or
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Codes '). The most important parts of the Kaaiika Sutra

—
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CIRCLE.— For the 'operation' of
conjuring spirits the medice val sorcerer sat in the
centre of a circle described on the ground. This
formed a spiritual barrier, protecting him from
ghostly attacks, while enabling him to question his
familiars or other spirits from a coign of supernatural vantage.
Circuli sunt munimenta quaedam quae operantes a malis
'

•

'

'

'

spiritibus

reddunt

tutos."

i

The concepts

of circle, circular, and encircling
lend themselves naturally to dramatic ceremonialism, and ideas of continuity, finality, and eternity
have been appropriately expressed by circular

symbolism.
In Scandinavian mythology a serpent engirdles the earth.
Popilius Laenas, delivering an ultimatum from the Senate ol
Rome to Kin^ Antiochus, drew with his staff a circle round
himself in which he awaited the reply. 2

The circular form of certain shrines and religious
structures may involve some symbolism, possibly
According to the Talmud, a round
astrological.
house and a three-cornered house do not become
unclean e.g., from the contagion of leprosy
whereas a square house does.' Possibly the sacred
number 3 renders the three-cornered house immune ;
possibly, again, the three corners represent the
points of supernatural weapons.* In the case of
the round house the idea may be that nothing can

—

cling to its

The

—

smooth

outline.

a supernatural protective barrier
has several analogies in primitive custom, and
variations of form involve corresponding variations
of meaning.
Throughout, from the earliest examples to the latest, importance is usually attached
to the material or the instrument with which the
circle as

circle is traced.

Among the Shuswap Indians the bed of a mourner is surrounded by thorn-bushes, the object being to ward off the ghost
dead person. 5 The Bellacoola Indians, also of British
Columbia, have a similar practice. Besides surrounding the
bed with thorns, mourners cleanse their bodies while standing
in a square formed by thorn-bushes, as a protection against the
ghost.6 Here the mystic zareba depends not on its shape but
on its completeness in the geometrical sense.
Water and fire, excellent bulwarks both in
human warfare and in spiritual conflict, and,
possibly for this reason, among others, regarded as
supreme cleansers, are often used to avert evil
influences.
The Laotians had a custom of keeping a fire burning in a circle
around the bed of a mother for some weeks after child-birth. In
Abyssinia the bed was surrounded by blazing herbs, while the
mother herself was held in the circle by 'stout young fellows.'?
In a moving or dynamic form the fiery circle was used for the
same purpose in Scotland. Morning and night fire was carried
of the

1

G. O. Horst, Zauber-Bibliothek, Mainz, 1822, iii. 70.
Cicero, Phil. viii. 8. 23 Veil. Pat. i. 10.
Thompson, Semitic Magic, London, 1908, pp. 180, 189.
* This seems to be one notion in the use of the
pentagrani or
pentaele (see Thompson, locc. citt.).
5
Taboo
and
the
Perils
the
GB3, pt. ii..
of
Soul, London, 1911,
p. 142, quoting F. Boas.
«
lb., pt. vii., Balder the Beautiful, London, 1913, ii. 174.
' J. G.
Frazer, in JAI xv. [18S6J 84 f.
2 Livy, xiv. 12
3 R. C.

;

:
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round the mother till she was churched, and round the child
In some parts of Scotland a flr-candle
till it waa christened.
was whirled three times round the bed where mother and child
lay.'

It has been suggested that in some sucli cases
the idea was to prevent the soul in its critical state
from leaving the body, but the greater proportion
of cases certainly depend on the idea of protecting
the patient from external evil, though the firetreatment of childbed may have originated simply
in a primitive clinical intention of producing comfort or obviating complications.
In China candles are kept ali^'ht round the coffin to

*

pive

hmi on his way.2 The Caribs
round the grave. 3 A Chinese charm consists in
laying a circle of ashes round the dead man ; it is supposed to
resuscitate him.* The Komans carried water or fire round
mourners on their return from the funeral.*
light to the spirit,' or to light

burned a

fire

The curious custom of circumambulation as a
mark of honour was practised by Hindus, Greeks,
and

Celts.

In ancient India, walking round a person three times to the
right (sunwise) was a ceremony o( honour, •> as it was among the
Gauls and CeUs.7 The ancient Indians walked round the
funeral p.vre. as .\chilles drove round the pyre of Patrocluse(see
art. CmcuMAMBULATloN).
The ancient Indians also practised the
rite fti a cure for a sick person. 9 Possibly the idea of protecting
a person with a mobUe, living ring is behind the honorific
_

variety.

In IJias a candidate for the priesthood consorts with spirits

in the mountains when he returns home, he splits a young tree
and creeps through the fissure, in the belief thatany spirit
which may still be clinging to him will thus be left sticking to
;

'

the tree.'

^o

Highlanders of Scotland used to send their sheep
through hoops of rowan to ward off the witches.' n Similar
customs are found in N. Europe and England as cures for
'

sickness. 12

The I.APP3 wore a brass ring on the right arm
tection against the ghost of the dead person. 13

by way

of pro-

—
rings arm

Frazer instances superstitions about
or finger rin^s suggesting that the idea is to keep
the soul in the body.
For this purpose magic cords
are tied round wrist, ankle, or body among various

—

peoples."
'

To keep the

'

soul in or the demons out is a
question where convergence of practice is natural.
In ancient India the medical magician encircled the
bed of a woman at child-birth with black pebbles to

ward

otr

demons."

This

is

in line

with primitive

practices mentioned above, but a suggestion of
V. Henry possibly connects it with Babylonian
ma"ic he finds in old Indian magic traces of tlie
doulile pentacle, or Solomon's Seal, the famous
constituent of the mediaeval magical circle, consisting of two equal and equilateral triangles, cutting each other so that the resulting segments are
:

The underlying idea may be that the
of the star pierce the invisible enemies.'*
points
The Indian data alone show a connexion, by means
of this astrological element, with the Semitic, and
it is from tlie Semitic practice that the magical
circle of raediteval Europe, along with a considerable body of astrological magic, was developed.
This is a remarkable case of permeation from one
source.
Semitic magic and its conquest of Europe
may be described, not altogether fancifully, as a
left-handed compliment to Semitic religion and
the conquest of Europe by the Bible.
The Babylonian texts continually refer to the
vsurtii, which Thompson justly identities as 'the
prototype' of the magical circle, possessing the
properties of a ban.'
equal.

'

JAI

1
xv. 86, note.
Frazer. in
» J.
tht Chinese,
Doolittle, Social Life
120.
3 Frazer. in
A I xv. fll, note.
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The development

of magic, white and black, in
remarkable exploitation, lasting
till well after the scientific period had begun,' were
bound up with Semitic animism, or rather daemon-

Europe, and

its

The
ism, if the distinction may be observed.
causes producing a state of culture in which every
man of science was a necromancer and conjurer of
spirits do not concern us here, but the invariable
employment of the magical circle for the conjuration of spirits is typical of the culture of those

The primitive Babylonian practice was now
ages.
divorced from medical magic. As applied to the
evocation of elemental demons, whose aid was
invoked for alchemical research or prophecy or evil

magic against individuals, its main purpose was to
protect the sorcerer from the dangerous servants
whom he called up." At the same time the geometrical possibilities of the circle appealed to the
mathematical instincts of the scholar, and geo-

metry perhaps owes something to magical experiments upon the circle. Kabbalistic lore was also
called upon for the exploitation of names and
numbers of power, to be inscribed in the circle.
Here begins the positive virtue of the circle, which,
connexion with the universal concepts of the

in

figure, made it something more than a protective
barrier.
It became rather a mystic focus of power,
and had at least the merit of concentrating the

alchemist's or astrologer's thoughts.
Lastly, the
astrological elements of the zodiacal system were
applied to it, and it thus became an intermediary
between chemistry and astronomy, as the focus to
which were attracted the infernal and supernal

powers

alike.

The Arabic and Hebrew developments

of magic
in the early centuries of the Middle Ages are obThe account given by Psellus of a iTecaiin its
scure.
circulus,'EKaTivd! <rTp6<l>a\os, calls for notice, though
its
'

meaning

is

confused.

He

writes

:

a golden sphere, enclosing a sapphire in the
thong of bull's hide, and having characters
the
whole
of
it.
They made conjurations by turning
through
this
and they are wont to call such thinjrs ivyy<j, whether

Hecate's circle

is

centre, turned by a
;

they have a spherical or triangular or an> other shape whatsoShaking these, the.\ uttered unintetligible or beaatlike
sounds, laughing, and striking the bronze. It accordingl.i
teaches the o)>eration of the rite, or the motion of such a circle,
"
Hecate's" as
as possessing secret i>ower. And it is called
being dedicated to Hecate and Hecate is a divinity among the
ever.

Chaldaeans.'
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p. xxiii.
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recited over the sick an incantation '(The
the messenger of Marduk am I,
the circle of Ea is in my hand.' 1
In more detail, the sick person was safeguarded by an
enchanted circle (of the nature of a tabu-mark) made with
*
flour or other material, as a kind of harain through which no
spirit could break.' The priest first performed a ceremony of
in
which
a
kid was sacrificed. He flung the kid
atonement,
Enclose the man with
away, and then described the circ-lc.
kusurra (flour), flour of lime, surround the shut gate right and
The ban is loosed.' 2 A uii.\ture of meal and lime seems
left.
both substances possessed virtue. The flour
to be intended
of Nisaba (the corn-god)' was the ban of the great gods.'* In
another ceremony, before the god Nergal, the priest described
with lime a circle round seven winged figures,* and in yet
another flour and water were used for drawing the circle. 5
Here Thompson compares the mediieval use of trie Host as a
protection against vampires and witches. The Babylonians
aescribed the mixture as the net of the corn-god.' Similarly
the Jews of Jerusalem employed the virtues of food against evil
influences, scattering a mixture of food round the bed of a sick
person. 8 A Semitic parallel to the idea of stripping ofl evil by
passing through a ring, or arch, or other circumscribed opening is found in a .are for headache, which consisted in making
a circle round a desert-plant with meal, plucking it up before
When the plant was resunrise, and tying it on the head.
moved, the headache disappeared simuUaneou.sly. On the same
was
an
limb
cured
ailint,bj' tying round it a charmed
principle
thread, and then casting this away, along with the sickness.''

,

China, Leyden,

-':((; f.

' J.
Celtic Heathendom-,
» SriH xvii.
[18821 iM.
JO
GDI, pt. ii., Taboo, p. 175.

The ait'pu-priest
man) of Ea am I,
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ii.
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:

tne circles

'

are cert.iin fortresses.'

ExposHio oracuivntm Chaldaic",Hnt

(/*(/ cxxii. 1135).

proof

MAGICAL CIRCLE
This account may be simply confusing tl:e
Babylonian magical circle with the Greek magical
wheel (fryf, turquilla) but, just as the niediseval
circle was made material and portable in the form
of metal amulets and talismans, so it is possible
that GrEEco-Chaldsean superstition may have developed the circle into a wheel like the firyf. The
fact that such wheels were sometimes triangular
or of other shapes is an interesting hint in the
direction of the pentagrams and other figures with
which the mediaeval circles were filled. Psellus
;

'

'

notes that the object of the invocafio was oracular,
the idea, no doubt, being to evoke spirits for the
purpose of forcing them to predict future events.
As for the Greek wheel on which the iVy?, wryneck,
was tied, there is considerable doubt as to its
nature.'
The magical circle of mediseval occultism had
innumerable varieties, according to the purpose,
the time, and the species of spirit to be invoked
and it also varied according to the predilections of
the operator. The following may be considereil
typical examples of the method of description and
formulae of blessing and of invocation. The magi;

cian, after purifying himself, collected his paraphernalia, including his magic wand, blessed candles

and holy water, magical sword or knife, and so
forth, and traced the circle, usually 9 ft. in
2
diameter, with his wand or sword. He then
blessed the circle, a typical blessing being
111 the name of the holy, blessed, and glorious Trinity, proceed we to our work in these iii\sterie8 to accomplish that
which we desire we therefore, in the names aforesaid, conse:

•

;

our defence, so that no spirit
ground
whatsoever shall be able to break these boundaries, neither he
able to cause injury nor detriment to any of us here assembled
but that they may be compelled to stand before this circle, and
answer truly our demands.' s
crate this piece of

for

;

More

elaborate formulse include such terms as

:

Sanctify unto myself the circumference of nine feet about
.
.
from the East, Gla\Tab, from the West, Garron, from
me,
the North, Gabon, from the South, Berith.'*
*

.

but
spirits s4em to have been invoked
necromancy was also rare, though two
forms of this were used, one in which the body
and the other in which the shadow of the dead
was conjured. Evil spirits of power were the
usual object of conjuration, and e.xtraordinary
precautions were taken iu the process."

Good

rarely

;

'

'

'Now, if any one would call any evil spirit to the circle he
must first consider and know his nature and to which of the
planets it agrees and what offices are distributed unto him
from the planet. This being known, let there be first sought
out a place fit and con\enient and proper for his invocation
according to the nature of the planet and the quality of the
as if their
oftioes of the same spiiit as near as it can be done
power be over the sea, rivers or floods, then let the place be
the sea-shore, and so of the rest. Then chuse a convenient
lime for the quality of the air (being serene, quiet, clear, and
Let the circle be
fitting for the spirits to assume bodies). .
;

.

.

at the pla^-e elected, as well for the defence of the invocant
aa the confirmation of the spirit. And in the circle write the
divine general names and all those things which do yield
defence to us and with them those divine names which do
likewise
rule his planet, and the offices of the spirit himself
write therein the names of the good spirits which bear rule in
the time yo\i do this and are able to bind and constrain that
spirit which we intend to call.

made

;

;

frame an
We may add characters and pentacles**
angular figure with the inscription of such convenient numbers
as are congruent amongst themselves to our work.
Further, we are to be provided with lights, perfumes, unguents
and medicines, compounded according to the nature of the
reason of their
spirit and planet which agree with the spirit by
natural and celestial virtue
holy and consecrated things
and his
the
invooant
defence
of
not
for
the
only
necessary
companions, but ajso serving for bonds to bind and constrain
the spirits such as holy p.ipers. lamens," pictures, pentacles,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

swords, sceptres, gaimenls of convenient colour and matter.
1
let the exorcist Uic) and his companions enter the circle.'
the spirit refuses
If, after a prayer to God and an invocation,
reiterate tiie same three times, from stronger to
to appear,
stronger, using contumelies, cursings, punislmients, suspension
from his power and office, and the like.' If the spirit make a
the operator
doubtful assertion, it must be tested by oath
stretches his sword out of the circle and swears the spirit by
2
on
the
sword.
bis
band
laying
At liast, when the operation is beginning to have eflfect,
there will appear iutiBite visions, apparitions, phantasms,
etc., beating of drums, and the sound of all kinds of musical
instruments which is done by the spirits, that with the terror
they might force some of the companions out of the circle.
At this point, holding the pentacle in his band let him [the
3 The
spirit invoked
operator] say. Avoid hence these iniquities.'
would now normally appear.

Then

'

;

'

;

'

'

A plain circle was the exception. In some, two
diameters were dra^vn in the form of a cross,* but,
as a rule, the circle included a pentagram or combination of pentagrams. Two intersecting pentagrams, viz. two equilateral and equal triangles
cutting each other so that their segments are equal,
constituted Solomon's Seal * this seems to have
been often regarded as more efficacious than the
;

These triangles were described before
the circle, a frequent method being to draw a
9 ft. square, then the diagonals, and then the
An inner circle was
circle round the square."
described at a distance of a foot from the outer,
and between these were inscribed various names
of power,' or injunctions to the spirits. Alpha,
Omega, On Adonai, El-Zebaoth, Tetragrammaton,
I forbid thee, Lucifer, to enter
Elohim, Jahweh
within this circle,' Obey me, Frimost,' being excircle itself.

'

'

;

'

amples of these.' The mystic combination Agla
was a favourite. Dove's blood, especially that of
a white dove, was sometimes used for writing these
names and formulae.' The circle, figures, and
names might be described with holy water, charcoal, or consecrated chalk ; when the magical knife
was used for the draw ing, the lines were sprinkled
with holy water. This knife, which also served
to frighten the spirits,' should have a black handle
of sheep's horn, and the steel should have been
tempered in the blood of a black cat and the juice
For more important operations,
of hemlock.

especially iu black magic, as when using the
'great kabbalistic circle,' the tracing should be
curious
done with the magical stone Ematille.'"
refinement was a gate in the circumference, by
which the operator and his associates might go out
and in ; on leaving the circle, they closed the gate

A

by inscribing names and pentacles." The more
elaborate circles were filled with names and kabbalistic

-
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'

'

characters.'

"

Candles and

required."'
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1
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t.ilisnian

with figures (not necessaril.^- angular) incised or embroidered
within a circle.
Linen or vellum plaques inscribed with figures.

and

'

ii.

;

figures

vervain crowns were placed within the circle, and
the operator had with him gold or silver coins to
Ming to the spirit when evoked, the seals' to be
shown to the spirit, and tali.smans, generally made
Incense
of coloured satin embroidered with silver.
was burned within the circle, or it was perfumed
with musk, and holy water was sprinkled over it.
When the preparations were complete, the operator
and his associates stood or sat in the centre of the
circle, often in small circles marking their places,
and the operator began his invocation of the spirit

;

1 Cf. O.
Gruppe, Briech.
1906, pp. 851 f., 897.
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Five cona strong'
trianjjle took tlie

fixed in llie grouiiii or floor by nails.
centric; liicles, close together, formed

A

protective circumfeience.
place of the pentagram, and three small circles
were described for the stations of the operator and
assistants.^

The elaboration

of geometrical design

and

astro-

figures within the circle was connected
with its positive efiicacy for conjuration and conThus Giordano Bruno writes
trol of the spirit.

logical

:

O quanta virtue est iulerseoutioiiibus circulorum et quani
Cum caput Uraconis in Sa^ittario
ecnsibus honiinuni occulta
exstiterit, diacedio lapide posito in aqua, naturalitcr spiritus
'

!

!

ad dandum respoiisa

Consultation

veniuiit.'^

the

of

and

stars

was

seasons

essential.
'
Oportet in couslituendo ciroulo coiisi(it'r'.u'e quo tempore
anoi, qua hora cinnilum facias, quos spiritus advocare velis,
cui Htellae et regioui jiraesint, et quaa functiones lial)eant.*^

For summoning chance sjiirits or seeing visions
generally, a circle was made (})rol)ably at crossroads) and perfumed, and the operator had to walk
round its cir<>imference, east to west, till he was
giddy.* For neeromanc}' tlie churchyard was an
appropriate site.' The operator wore elaborate
vestments, and was anointed with holy oil.
The circle was in\ariably obliterated on the conclusion of the operation.* A similar practice of
destroying the traces of magical rites is regular
throughout the history of magic, even in primitive
culture.

The

talismans, pentaclcs, or seals, used freely
the magician, dejiended largely upon the
magical circle which was described round them.
Here, as in the large operating circle, the more
concentric circles, the more potent the efficacy.
Against the attacks of spirits they were very

by

powerful, 'presiding with wonderful influence.''
They were exhibited to the spirit on its appearance by their means the operator bound the
spirit and was able to prevent it from departing
'
without a licence.' The issue of the licence was
an important detail if it was omitted, the death
of the operator might result.' The first virtue of
a seal was from the star under whose intluence it
was, and, accordingly, it would be made of gold, if
the planet were the sun, of iron, if the planet were
Mars." Seals of the names of God were most
Others had the names of angels, such
powerful.
as Raphael, Michael, Gabriel, inscribed between
two concentric circles. Those which may be distinguished as pentacles proper had a Solomon's
Seal surrounded by a circle.'" The most usual
form had enclosed within the circle the tal>le of a

varieties, as also were talismans of various make.
latter were etlective, as a rule, only in co-

The

operation with a ring engraved with characters.'
'lliis was worn on the finger, and the talisman on
the arm or body.' The magician's wand was sometimes pliant mid could be made into a circle, the
ends being joined by a gold chain. ^ Described
on parchment, the magical circle served as a basis
This use was prefor astrological calculations.
valent wherever Arabic culture penetrated. Thus,
in Malaysi-a at the present time the circle is emTo select a
for all kinds of divination.
ployed
lucky day for a journej' or business, a circle enis
alternate
used, but every
closing a lie]itacle
day
is
skippeil, the lines of the continuous heptacle
to
Tuesday, Thursday,
running from, e.g., Sunday
Saturday, Monday, Wednesday, Friday, Sunday,
and so on." This heptacle is an ingenious development of the Jouble pentacle. Magic squares of
three or five numbers enclosed in a circle are less
'

frequently used. Another form of divinatory
has only radii from the centre. Colours
emphasize the various jiarts of these circles.*
As a mathematical curiosity, the so-called magical circle is a development from the magical square,
known since the earliest Arabic science. The
latter is a square divided into smaller squares in
each of which a number is wiitteii, and so arranged
that the sum of the numbers in any row, horizontal,
The
vertical, or diagonal, is always the same.
magical circle, or circle of circles, has numbers
in concentric circles with radial di\isions, possessing the same property as the rows in the magical
square.'
LlTERATPRE. — In Critical literature, R. C. Thompson, Semitic
circle

Magtj:, London, 1908, and G. C. Horst, Zaulnr-HiMinth^k,
Francis Barrett,
.Mainz, 1822, are the best of a very few.
liimself an
adept, remains the most useful of the uncritical
e.xponents, in hie Mafjus, London, 1801.

A. E. Crawley.

MACVARS.— See

;

IIungakians.

,

;

'

'

'

These

planet.

it

tables,

is

'

interesting to note,

the mathematical .sense
Each planet, and each of tlie other
(see below).
The iSoal
forces, had its own magical squares."
had an obverse and a rever.se, and was the size of
a large medallion.'-' In connexion with tlie pentagram, this figure was a synonym for health. It
was also developed into a continuous figure, by
combining two, resulting in five, not six, points.'^
The characters of spirits were taken by the
operator within his circle. These were in a book.
which, when completed, was con.secrated in a
triangle described just outside the circle.''' When
a spirit appeared, it was asked to place its hands
on its character' and swear."
Mediicval amulets for general use were frequently
stamjied with the magical circle in its numerous

were

'

in

magical squares'

'

'

'

1
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MAHABAN

(Skr. maha,
great,' vatia, Hindi
sacred town in the Mathura Disforest ').
trict of the United Provinces and Oudli, on the left
bank of the river Jumna; lat. 27" 27' N., long. 70°
45' E. ; famous as the scene of the adventures of
Krsna as a child.
'

—A

'

bini,

Here and at Gokul {g.v.), as might have been
anticipated, the i>laces where the young god was
attacked by the witch Putana, where he played
his pranks in the dairj' and was saved from the
falling wooden mortar, and where he overcame the
demons Trnavarta and Sakata are now shown.

Maliaban was, in reality, only the water-side
suburb of Gokul, which has now appropriated

much

of its sanctity, possibly because

never recovered

from

(;hazni in A.D. 1017 (H.

its

M.

sack

by

Mahaban

Mahmud

of

Elliot, llist. of India,
In the fort are
460).

London, 18(i7-77, ii. 458,
found fragments of Buddhist sculptures, and

it is

the site of some of the
Huddhist moii.asteries which, in the time of the
Chinese pilgrim Fa-Hian, sluod on both banks of
the river. Tlie existing temidos are modern and
mean. Only one is of anj- importance, that dedicated to Ma'tliuranath, Krsna as lord of Mathura.
The most interesting building, however, is that
known as AssI Khambha, the eighty pillars,'
which also has the name Chhatlii Palna, so called
because women come here to be purified on the
sixth day {r/i/iaiki) after child-birth, and here the
In
cradle (iidhni) of the inf.'int god is exhibited.
believed that

Mahaban was

'

original form it seems to have been a Buddhist
building, afterwards used for Hindu ceremonial,
and fintuly converted into a Muhammadan mosque.
its

I

"

« lb.
p. 1:10.
Waite, Cfremotiial Mariic, p. 1J4 IT.
W. W. Skeat. Malay Maijic, London, UHiO, p. Site.
>C. A. M. Keniiell, in /l'£i'>l, l.v.
pp. 6u5, 6UU.

4 lb.

MAHABHARATA
The

style of the colonnades closely resembles that
of the more famous building of the same class near
the Qutb Minar at Delhi {q^.v.), and liotli buildings
have been ascribed to the same age, the close of
the 12th cent. A.D. The most remarkable feature
in this building is that one half of the southern
end consists of the shrine of a Hindu temple almost
undisturbed, with the original roof still in position.
LlTERATCRK.— The history, legends, and architecture of the
place have heen fully described by F. S. Growse, ittUhurd^,
Allahabad, 18S3, p. 272 fit., and A. Fiihrer, ManumeiUal
Antiquities and Inscriptions in the Nnrth'\yest Provinces

Oudh, do.

1S91, p. 103

1.

;
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MAHABHARATA.— The
epic

poem

and

f.

W. Crooke.
Mahabharata

is

an

of India in eighteen books, containing

altogether about 400,000 verses of eight and eleven
syllables each, although these verses are united
into stanzas (called Uoka and tristubh) of four
verses each, so that the Hindus call it a poem of a
lakh (100,000) of stanzas. The books are of very
unequal length, varying from a few hundred
to several thousand stanzas, and there is also a
the Harivauiin—oi 16,000
supplementary book
stanzas.
The matter of the poem is partly narrative and partly didactic.
The epic proper contains
about 20,000 stanzas embedded in and embellished
by moral, political, religious, and metaphysical
dissertations, the whole forming a heterogeneous

—

mass

of tale

and teaching, which gradually accumu-

lated around

the epic

kernel.

As a

tale

the

Mahabharata ('Great Bharata'

story) represents
in its oldest form the punlna, or ancient tale, in
distinction from the kdvya, or studied, elegant
poem, of which the other epic, called the RamdIt is probably
iq.v.), is the representative.
older in its oldest parts than the Ramdyatia, and
in
its entirety much later.
It belongs rather
yet
to western ('Midland ') India, while the Ramdyana
to
the
east.
It
celebrates
Krsna as reprebelongs
sentative of Visnu on earth, wliile tlie Ramdyana
celebrates Rama, Finally, it has not the unity of
the Rdniayana, nor was it written by one poet, as
was tlie Rdnuiyana.
According to a tradition
still extant in the work itself, the Mahabharata
at first contained only 8800 stanzas and was
subsequently increased to 24,000, after which it
was again enlarged by the addition of numerous
The chief
episodes till it reached its present size.
individual characters in the poem are known in
in
ancient literature, but not the popular
part
characters, the heroes of the winning side in the
as
now extant. The war waged was between
story
the old and the new the date of the poem as it
stands cannot, therefore, be that of the antique
characters of the Brahmanic age. As a whole, the
poem dates from about the 2na cent. B.C., extending to the 2nd cent. A.D., or, with the margin

yana

;

allowed by some scholars, its period extends from
400 B.C. to A.D. 400, this representing the centuries
during which the whole poem was developed into
its present shape.
The additions since A.D. 400
must have been slight, though it is possible that
one of the most probable references to Christianity in the poem, contained in the story of the
White Island (xii. 335-339), was among such
latest additions.' The material wrought into the
poem is in part older than the poem itself, probably
ty centuries, especially the narrative and didactic
episodes, some of which seem to be of Buddhistic
But the mass of the poem is greater than
origin.
the epic narrative itself, and this mass, being
largely didactic, led to the theory that tlie epic
was originally didactic only, the narrative of
human conquest being utilized as a frame on which
to hang interminable sermons.
This theory, put
forth by Dahlmann, was further burdened with the
thesis that the encyclopredic
epic dated from preBuddhistic times and was the work of one author
'

;

325

but neither this most improbable hypothesis nor
the basic theory to wit, that the epic proper was
merely ancillary to the didactic mass has obtained
general recognition. It is merely the exaggeration
of a truth not denied by any one, viz. that moral
and narrative poetry liave always been more or
less commingled in India.
If the hypothesis of
Dahlmann could be established, it would, of course,
tend to show that Buddhism had been very much
over-rated as an originator of ethical teaching.
Very simple critical tests show, however, that no
such great antiquity can be assigned to the
Mahabharata ; the metre alone proves that it
belongs to a period much later than that of
Buddhistic beginnings. The epic is first mentioned
in the Grhyas^utras, withal not the earliest (Ah)alayana Grhyasutra, iii. 4), to wliich there is no
cogent reason to ascribe an antiquity greater than
the 3id cent. B.C., and it is not impossible that even
this reference may be interpolated.
In tlie 2nd
cent. A.D. the Greeks refer to an Indian Homer
(Dio Chrysostom, Orat. liii. 6), and this perhaps
implies the supposititious author or compiler
Vyasa, to whose activity the Hindus give the name
of authorship of the epic, as they say that Vyasa
compiled or arranged the Vedas— a story witliout
any historical importance. Not more successful
has been the counter-theory of Holtzmann, who
holds that the epic was much later than the
Christian era. He would date the Mahabharata
from the 5th to the 9th cent. A.D., and thinks that
the storj' as we have it is an inversion of an older
epic, in which not the Pandus but the Kurus were
the characters originally besung by some earlier
poet, and that it is due to the retention of older
material that sins ascribed to the Pandus and their
ally Krsna have been kept in the poem of

—

—

today.
This theory also has failed to find recognition, in
part because it ignores the weight of inseriptional
evidence, which shows that, half a millennium
before the Mahabharata, according to this theory,

had been completed,

it

was already

of the size it is

now.

The completed Mahabharata represents an age
well acquainted with foreign nations, even Greeks,
Scythians, Persians, and Chinese being occasionally
referred to in it (e.g., v. 19); it represents also a
time of empire, when, however exaggerated, the
conquest of all India was regarded as quite a possible
feat.
It shows a superficial knowledge of the
extreme north and south and a very intimate
knowledge of Middle India. Castes are recognized
as orders of society naturally, or, rather, divinely,
established (e.g., xii. 72, 297).
Heterodox beliefs
are freely discussed outlandish morals are gravely
;

reproved (e.g. viii. 45). Satl is approved, but is not
regarded as imperative ; the ethical standard is
high. Buddhist remains and Hindu temples are
mentioned (e.g., iii. 190). Different epochs have
amalgamated their beliefs in regard to the gods.
In one episode the Vedic gods are paramount in
another the authority of Brahma is supreme;
elsewhere Visnu is the one great god, or 6iva alone
is God and Visnu is his representative.
Only one
late passage recognizes the Trimurti, or triad of
Brahma, Visnu, and Siva, as three forms of one
,

;

god

(iii.

272).

The Mahabharata begins with an Introduction,
Book of Beginnings, which tells how the childhood of the heroes was passed and gives their

or

and also, incidentally, the origin of gods
and men in general. For the story, it may be
origin,

compressed into the following statements. Two
brothers, Dhrtarastra and Pandu, are educated by
their uncle Bhisma.
The former brother grows up
and marries a western woman, Gandharl, who has
a hundred sons, called Kurus.
Pandu has two
wives, one of whom, Madri, commits fats at his

MAHABHARATA

3M
death

;

the dlhcr,

anil lirings uii his

I'rthfi

Hve

or Kunti, survives Taiulu

chiUlroii, culled tlip

VAndus,
Ivuiiti and

Hro really -ons of the nods, whom
'I'hese sons are Vuilliislhiia
Mrtdri had invoked.
(son of the pod Dhaiina, or Right), Bhinia (son of
the wind-god), Arjuna (the < hief hero of the epic,
son of Indra), and the twins Nakula and Sahadeva
After tliis
(sons of the Asvins, or Dinskouroi).
Introduction, which, like most childhood-recitals,
is in general late, comes the
Sabha,' the title of
the second purcnn (l)ook), taken from the a.ssembly
in the gaming-liall (sabha), where the epic drama
At Hastinapnr (about 60 miles north of
begins.
Delhi) the Kurus hold an assembly, to which they
have invited the Pandus, who, after various ailventures, had Imilt a town at Indraprast ha (near Delhi).
The Kurus intended to cheat the Pandus out of
their kingdom by a game of dice, since they were
afraid of the waxing power of their cousins.

who

'

all his wealth and kinghis brotliers and himself.
Then
he plays Krsna, the daughter of Drupada, polyandrous wife of the live brothers, and loses her.
Once more he idays, all that he has lost against
a term of exile, and on losing again he and
his brothers and «ifc are driven ignominiously
forth to live for twelve years in the forest.
The
third book is called 'Vana' ('Forest'), and narrates the life of the exiles.
It is a storehouse of
legeml and tales, such as the stoiy of Savitri, and
that of Nala and DamayantI, told to relieve the
tedium of exile.
The fourth book receives its
name 'Virata' from the name of the king with
the Pandus take refuge at the close of the
twelfth year. They stay in t.own collecting allies

Yudhiithira plays away

dom, and hually

whom

and assisting Virata against attacks by the Kurus.
They are at first disguised, and incidents of court
life form the main part of this book, which is
obviouslj-, in its details, a late part of the epic.
The Hfth book is called Udj-oga (' Preparation for
AA'ar ').
Krsna (Visnu) is now enlisted upon the
'

•

side of the Pandus,

a.s,

with her brother's consent,

Arjuna has married his sister after eloping with
her.
The following four books are named from
the leaders in the battle which now takes place,
Bhisma,' Drona,' Karna,' and 'Salya.' Bhisma
and Drona are the uncle and teacher respectively
'

'

'

now at war. Into the ' Bhljnia
Parvan,' at the beginning of the battle, is inserted
the long poem called Bhagnvad-Glta {q.v.).
This
book ends with the fall of Bhisma, and Drona then
assumes the leadership of the Kurus. Numerous
enco\^nters are described with wearisome iteration,
and Siva is laudeil as the great One God. Karna,
the half-brother of the Pandus, son of the sun-god,
had been insulted by the refusal of Krsna to recognize him as a worthy knight when she chose her
husband, and had taken part with the Kurus
He now leads them into
against his brothers.
This leads to the
battle, but is slain by Arjuna.
Parvan'
(ninth book), in which Salya is
'Salya
made leader of the Kurus but, with the exception
of a few wairiors, they are all routed and slain,
and the chief Kuru prince is killed (after the battle)
by Bhima. The tenth book is called Sanptika
(' Night-Attack '), and describes how the surviving
Kurus make an attack by night on the camp of
the victors, killing all the army except the Pandus
themselves.
It is followed by a short book called
'Stri' {'Women'), which gives an account of the
lamentation of women over their dead. The war
is now over
but Bhi§ma has nnraculously survived, and in the long(lidaciic books called '^anti'
and 'Anu.iasana' he is resurrected to preach religion and philosophy, and give rules of ethical
behaviour.
Yudhisthira is crowned emperor, and
in the fourteenth book, called
ASvamedhika'
(' UoreeSachlice '), he performs tba horse-aacritice,
of the cousins

;

'

;

•

'

which

the sign of undisputed lordsliip (see art.
Into this lin.>k is inserted (16-"il)
iUe Ant'fi^fn, A poem imitative of tjie BhagavarlG'lta.
The liftcenth book, called " .\sraniavasika'
(' Hermitage), takes up the life of Dhrtarastra an<l
his queen, who, \vith Kunti, the Pandus' mother,
retire into the woods, where they are burneil. The
Mausala (' f'lnb-Battle'),
sixteenth book, called
tells of the death of Krsna and his l)rother Baladeva, and the fate of their city Dvaraka, which
was flooded by the sea. The family of Kr^na, the
Yadus (Yadavas), are cursed by a Brahman, and
destroy each other. The seventeenth book, Mahaprasthanika' ('Great Itenunciation '), tells how the
is

AiiVA.MEDHA).

'

'

'

Pandiisgive up their kingdom and climb to heaven
by way of the nurthevn mountains this is supplemented by the last book of the epic projier, called
Svargarohana {'Ascent to Heaven '), describing
the journey. To this is later added the HnrirnMa
('Genealogy oi Visnu'), a long account in three
sections of the life and family of Krsna as a form
;

'

'

of Vi^nu.

Purana

It

{q.v.),

has, in part, the characteristics of a

and

is,

without doubt, a subsequent

addition, dating perhaps from the "iml cent, of onr
era, though ;_'enevally regarded as still later.
The MahVjhnrata may be viewed as a rich store
of philosophical and religious lore as well as a tale,
and as embodjing important geographical and hisIt undoubtedly reflects some real
torical data.
contest, which may have taken place about a millennium before our era. It extols the lunar race
(the other epic, the Ri~imniia)in, extols the solar
race), and derives the heroes from kings who
descended from Soma, the moon-god, himself the
.son of the seer Atri.
Budha, son of Soma, had as
wife Ila, a daiighter of Iksvaku of the solar line.
Their son was Pururavas, \\hose son, Ayus, was
the father of Nalmsa, the father of Yayati, from
whom came Puru and Yadu, the ancestors of all
the lunar race, Yadu being the ancestor of Krsna,
and Puru being the ancestor of Bharata and Kuru,
whose desi^endant, Santanu, was the father of
Bhisma (above) by the goddess Gahga (the river
Ganges). Santanu's wife, Satyavatl, was also the
mother of Vj'5,sa and of Vichitravirya, who died
without children ; but Vyasa raised up children
for him, and these were Dhrtarastra and Paiulu.
If these legends be reconstructed historically with
the aid of the Puranic lists of kings, they show

that a real historical background

is reflected in the
of myth.
The polyandry of the Pandus is a
trait of certain hill-tribes, and is not unknown on
the plains ; it is undoubtedly a genuine bit of
tradition which serves to mark the P.indus as a
ruder race than the old and long-respected Kurus.
An attempt to group the participants in the
great war according to their place of origin has
been made by F. E. Pargiter (JRAS, 1908,
pp. 309-3.S6, and 1910, pp. 1-56), who seeks in this
examination to determine whether the theory of
successive invasions leaving inner and outer rings
of Aryans in India can be substantiated thereby ;
but the result seems to leave considerable doubt as
to such invasions having left traces in the poem,
tho\igh the theory of successive invasions may be
The didactic
substantiated on other grounds.
teaching of the epic is not conhned to any one
part of the work, and from a general view of this

maze

teaching it is evident that a later pantheistic
system has become amalgamated with the dnalistic
doctrines of the Sarikhya philosophy in its later
theistic tendency as represented by the Yoga.
This mixed system is represented not only in the
Bharjavad-Gita, but in the AnugUfi and in the
philosophical chapters of the twelfth and thirteenth

books. The outcome of the sj'stematic speculation
is in accord with the teaohinj' of the Vediinta, but
the terminolo^ and basic ideas are those of the

MAHAR, MHAR, MEHEA
The chief iuterest
system througUout.
of the religious doctrine lies in the insistence upon
the loving devotion of the worshipper and the
saving grace of the supreme spirit (see BhAKTIMAEGA). Krsna as a form of Visnu is not revered
(as later) in his child-form, nor is anything made
of his being tlie lover of milk-maids, thougli both
traits are recognized.
They come out strongly in
the Harivat'iiia and later Puranas, and it is perhaps
not unjustiliable to conclude that they did not
form part of tlie worship as originally adopted into
fciaiikliya

Brahmanism.
Directly opposed to Krsna- Visuaism is the bivacult also found in the epic, as already indicated.
This cult appears to have been set against that of
the Krsna-worshippers by the more orthodox upholders of Brahmanism, althoug)i neither Siva nor

But Siva had long been
recognized as a form of the Vedio Rudra, and,
though probably at first a popular god, like Krsna,
he was already accepted by the }3rahraan priests.
The parts of the poem exalting Siva as All-god or
on the contrary,
as the One God are not early
they bear the marks of later composition and tlie
trait now so familiar, that of phallus-worship,
appears only in a few late passages. As this aspect
cannot be in itself a late feature, it must have
acquired the seal of respectability only by degrees,
being probably repugnant to tlie orthodox priests
The special sectarian cults or forms of
of Brahma.
cults as advocated in the Puranas are unknown in
the epic. The cult of Visnu is that of the panthethe cult of Siva is that of the only
istic All-god
One God. But, with the opposing claims of each
sect, each god gradually assumes the distinctive
Visnu is the one theistic
attributes of the other.
god and Siva is the pantheistic All-god. Each in
turn claims to be maker, preserver, and destroyer
and Brahma also, thougli originally creator-god,
becomes destroyer as well, till all three, the sectarian Krsna-Visnu and Siva and the older Brahma
of Brahmanism J coalesce into the 'one god with
three forms,' or, as the Hindu says, three gods'and
one form.' Besides these great gods it is noteworthy
that a revival of sun-worship leads to strange
exaltation of the sun as supreme god (but only in
late passages), probably because of the identilication of Visnu with the sun on the one hand and the
later Persian sun-worship on the otlier
for, though
the epic was probably rounded out to its present
size by the 2nd cent, of our era and was virtually
complete in all probability as an epic two or three
centuries before (by 100 B.C.), yet numerous episodes and laudatory hymns have been added at all
times, as may be seen by the manifold additions
in the recently published southern text of the epic,
which contains thousands of verses in great part of
Of such sort
this character (in part, narrative).
also are the hymns to Durga and probably also the
exaltation of Skanda as the great army-leader of
the gods, raised far above his earlier conception.
All these later additions are of priestly sectarian
Tlie original lay of the Bharata war may
origin.
also have been of priestly rather than of popular
hired miiistrels
origin, though hero-lauds sung by
are not unknown in early literature. But it was
part of the business of the king's chaplain to recite
laudations in his honour, and it is not impossible
that some chaplain of the epic kings may have expanded the theme, for not only the king living but
dead kings and their glory formed the topic of

Krsna was a Vedic god.
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lays and eulogies.

The completed Mahabharata

For recital, but this was in dramatic
form, so that even to this day it is acted as well as
recited by the purveyors of amusement at country

was intended

fairs.
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;

;
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of

the

menial or depressed castes of W. India and the
Deccan, numbering 3,342,680 at the Census of
1911.
Their name is very doubtfully connected by
G. Oppert {Orig. Inhabitants of Bhdratavarsa or
India, London, 1S93, p. 28 ff.) with that of the
ancient Indian Malla and, according to .J. Wilson
{Indian Caste, Bombay, 1877, ii. 48), they gave
their name to the country of Maharastra, nom
which the Marathas take their title. They are
;

practically all Hindus by religion. Another caste,
the phed or Bher, is sometimes included with
themi and, if liot identical, they are allied, with
the Holeya menials of the Madias Presidency (E.
Thurston, Castes and Tribes of S. India, Madras,
1909, u. 329 ti'.).
In the Central Provinces the Mahars say they are descended
from Mahamuni, who was a foundling picked up by the goddess
Parvati on the banks of the Ganges. At that tune beef had not
become a forbidden food and when the divine cow, Tripad
Gayatri. died, the gods determined to cook and eat her body,
and Mahamuni was set to watch the pot boiling. He was aa
inattentive as King Alfred, and a piece of flesh fell out of the
Mahamuni
pot. Not wishing to return the dirty piece to the pot,
ate it but the gods discovered the delinquency and doomed
him and hia descendants to live on the flesh of dead cows*
(R. V. Eussell, Central Procinces Ethnographic Survey, pt. ix.,
'

;

;

Allahabad, 1911,

p. 84

;

ol.

E. J. Kitts, Census Report, Bentr,

1881, p. 114 n.).

Their religion is of the primitive animistic type,
with a veneer of Hinduism. In the Khaudesli
District they keep the regular Hindu fasts and
feasts, and worship the popular gods of that
country Visnu, or Vithoba Siva as Khandoba
Mahasoba, an evil spirit who abides in an unhewn
stone smeared with red lead Bhairoba, or Siva
and the Motherin his terrible Bhairava form
goddess in the form of Al Bhavani, whose image
they keep in their houses. Besides these they
worship snakes and the spirits of their dead

—

;

;

;

;

(BG xii. [1880] 118 f., xvii. [18S4] 172 ff.).
At a temple in Kathiawar the Dheds worship what

ancestors

on his serpent
really an image of Visnu reposing
^esa as Hani, who is said to have been a deified
woman of the caste. Women who are unable to
nurse their babies and owners of cows which give
a scanty supply of milk vow to wash this image in
milk if their milk be increased (BG xiii. [1884]
is

415).
In the Central Provinces Hhe great body of the caste
worship the ordinary deities Devi, Hanunian, Diilha Deo, and
Hindu
others, though, of course, they are not allou ed to enter
temples. They principally observe the Holi and Dasabra festivals
and the days' of the new and full moon. On the festival of
Najfpanchmi they make an image of a snake with flour and
lh8
sugar and eat it. At the sacred Aml)ala tank at Ramtek
Mah&rs havea special bathing-ghat set apart for them, and they
may enter the citadel and go as far as the lowsst step leading
up to the temples here they worship the god and think
that he accepts their offerings. They are thus permitted to
:
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trarerso the outer enclosures of the citadel, which are also
sacred. In W&rdha the Mahat« may not touch the shrines of
Mahaijeo, but must stand bef'WO them with their hands joined.
They may sometimes deposit ofTerings with their own hands on
those of 'Bhimsen, originally a Gon(J god, and MatA Devi, the

goddess of smallpox.'

In Berar tney worship a curiotis collection of
among whom are incliiiieJ the arcliangels
Gabriel, Azrael, Michael, and Anadin, all of whom,
In Berar the
the}' say, come from Pandharpur.
worship of these archangels was probably borrowed
from the Muhammadans ; but in Gujarat it was
deities,

apparently taken from Christianity.
'it seems that the attraction which outside faiths exercise on
the Mahars is the hope held out of ameliorating the social
degradation under which they labour, itself an outcome of the
Hindu theory ot caste. Hence they turn to Islam or to what is
probably a degraded version of the Christian story because these
religion's do not reco;;nise caste, and hold out a promise to the
Mobar of equality with his co-religionists, and \n the case of
Christianity of a recompense in the world to come for the
sufferings which he has to endure in this one. Similarly the
Mahars are the warmest adherents of the Muhammadan saint
Sheikh Farid, and flock to the fairs held in his honour at Girar
in Wardha and Pratapgafh in 13handara, where he is supposed
to have slain a couple of giants (Russell, p. 90 ff.).
'

LlTKRATTRB.

— Besides

the authorities quoted in the art. see
CeTisrts Report, Central Provinces, 1901, i.
i.
182, Bomba!/, 1911,
A. Baines, Ethnography l = GIAP ii. 6], Strassburg,
287
;

1912, p. 76
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MAHATMA.— See Theosophy.
MAHAVASTU.— The Mahuvastn,

—

lists

padding

Buddhas

the same

—

needless digressions, mere
three, four accounts and more of
episode, from different sources, sometimes
of

— two,

'

contradictory, sometimes following one another,
sometimes scattered through the book, dovetailed
into one another, dismembered, lacerated.''
The interest attaching to the Maharastu is of

kinds:

many

(1) it

is

a book of vinaya

('discip-

) of one of the ancient sects, and its history, so
far as it can be traced, is instructive ; (2) it is a
vast repertory of legend and folklore, which, when
compared with Pali literature, supplies innumerable documents on the nature and primitive state
of Buddhist tradition ; (3) the Mahdvastu, from

line

the point of view of dogmatic ideas, marks a period
or a transition stage between the Hinayana and
the Mahayana ; and (4) its language, too, deserves
attention.

—

I. History and contents.
The Mahdvastu, or,
according to the coloplion (which is open to suspicion), Mahdvastv-nvnddna, claims to be a part
of the Vinriyapi/a/:a, of the 'recitation' (i.e. the
canon) of the Lokottaravadin Mahasahghikas of
the Madhyadesa.
(1) The Mahasahghikas are one of the old sects
or branches of the Order, the other branch being
that of the Sthaviras or Theras (see Sects [Budfrom the beginning it probably had special
dhist])
rules of vinaya, or 'discipline.' (2) The expression Lokottaravadin, believer in the supernatural
character of the bodhUattva' (see below, §3, and
art. BoDHISATTVA), indicates a dogmatic school.
It is possible that there were Mahasaiighikas who
were not Lokottaravadins. It would not be difficult to eliminate from the Mahavantu the passages
which have a Lokottaravadin tendency. (3) The
Madhyade4a, or middle country,' of the Buddhists
;

'

'

>

'

back.

The disciplinary literature (Vinaya) was from
the beginning composed of two parts: (1) the
formula of confession (pratimoksa, pdiimokkha),
a list and classification of grave and venial faults,
to which an explanatory and historical commentary was soon added: on what occasion such and
such a prohibition was made by the Master in
the Sarvastivadin school this commentary is called
Vibhdga, in the school of the Pali language
Vibhanga and (2) the statutes of the Order, a
collection of thv; texts (karmavdkyn, kammavdcha)
;

;

relating to ecclesiastical acts (ordination, fortnightly confession, etc.) and of rules referring to
ordination, confession, the cenobitic life during
the rainy season, to parishes, medicines, beds, and
These texts and rules were also emschisms.
bedded in a historical commentary. In the Pali
canon they are divided into two sections (khandhthe 'Great
rika), in two chapters or books (vaggri)
Vagga' and the 'Little Vagga' (liUthiivagga anA
the
latter
devoted
to subChuUavagga),
being
sidiary questions. There is the same division in
the canon of the Sarvastivadins, under difJ'erent

—

one of the

most noteworthj' books of Buddhist antiquity, is
a huge confused compilation of legends 'on the
origins of Buddhism, on the persons of its founder
[up to the gift of the jetavana] and his first
disciples in a word, on that ensemble which,
with in tinit« varieties of detail, crossed and ramified in every way, is the common property of all
Buddhists.' Besides all this, it includes a gnomic
treasure, which is also traditional, an enormous
mass of jatakas ('birth-stories') and tales, certain
dogmatic speculations (see below, § 3), interminable

comprises N. India, Magadha, Kosala, and Videha ;
but there ware Mahasaiighikas outside of the
Madhyadesa, notably the Purvasailas and the
Aparasailas, who were also Lokottaravadins.
In order to understand the word mahdvastu and
to see how the Mahdvastu, in which discipline
takes only a very small place, can belong to the
section on discipline,' it is necessary to go far

Earth, Journal des SavanU, 18B9, pp. 401,

02.1.

the Ksmlrakavasttt (vastu, 'thing,' topic,'
'point of discipline or doctrine,' 'story'), corresponding to the ChuUavagga, and the Vinayavastu,
which, although it does not bear the title 'Great,'
corresponds to the Mahavagga.
One of the characteristics of the Mahavagga
(and the Vinayavastu) is that, especially in its
It conlirst part, it assumes the form of history.
tains a short epitome of the origin of the Order,
which is perfectly justified as an introduction to
the vastu of ordination it was in a book of discipline that the most ancient writers, for want of a
better planned library, deemed it expedient to
place some pages from the life of the Buddha his
The editors of
illumination, his first sermon, etc.
the Vinayavastu (which is, as we have said, the
Mahavagga of the Sarvastivadins), wlio came long
afterwards, took far more liberties in the first
ten chapters their work preserves the character of
a historical treatment of monastic discipline but
the last chapter (devoted in principle and in title,
like the corresponding chapter of the Mahavagga,
to the internal strife of the Order) contains not
only a fresh statement of the biographical elements
of the first chapter, but also the history of Sakyamuni from the beginning of time, related in a
continuous account down to the schismatic ina list of the chakravartin
trigues of Devadatta
kings, the creation of the universe and life of
primitive men, and the history of the Sakyas
legends of the birth
(ancestors of Sakyamuni)
of Sakyamuni, his education, his departure, his
a suinma of ancient tradimortifications, etc.
tions among which are to be found documents
which have an independent existence in the Pali
canon [e.g., the Ajaiiiiasutta). Of the five hundred
pages in the eleventh chapter of the Vinayavastu,
little more than forty are devoted to the schism
which gives its name to the chapter, and which,
in all probability, was at first its only vastu, its
In a word, the Vinayavastu, as a
one subject.
whole, 18 a faithful replica of the Mahavagga
but it shows a very wide use of interpolation.
It is different with the Mahdvastu, and the
manifest contradiction between the title and the
contents raises a delicate question. Such a title
titles

'

:

:

—

:

;

;

;

—

;

MAHAVASTU
implies that the book was, like the

noticed that the editors do not allow themselves
to invent anything, and do not dare even to correct
the most flagrant contradictions.' '
There are
2. Comparison with
Pali canon.
numerous parallel passages in the Mahdvastu
and Pali literature. JMinayett', Oklenberg, above
all Senart and Barth, and, lastly, Windisch, have
DifJ'ercalled attention to many, but not to all.
ences which seem to be marks of sect are rare.
are able to study the unsettled state of
Buddhist tradition and the infinite diversity of
arrangement and treatment of the same materials.
In these examples, the amount of similarity is of all degrees,
from simple community of subject and vague resemblance to
complete identity. The latter, however, is rarely attained, and
The similarity, especially in the verses, is
never for long.
to a large extent an exterior one
it is shown in mode of exin
in words more than in matter,
assonance,
pression,
general
in sounds more than in words
the stanza is the same, when the
meaning is sometimes quite different, like an e^^ of which
nothing remains but the shell.
They all go back to one
The probabilities are not always in favour of the
original.
But for the ensemble of the fragments as well as
Pali edition.
'

Mahdvagga

and the Vinayavastu, meant

to be a history of
disciplinary rnles. As a matter of fact, of thirteen
hundred pages about twenty treat of discipline
(especially at the beginning, two lines on ordina-

—

and certain parallelisms with the Mahdvagga
cannot be mistaken; e.g., there is 'a series of
stories in the Mahdvasfu, in tlie Pali Mahdvagga,
and in the Tibetan Vinaya whicli hold together,
and really seem faintly to reproduce a common
But, on tlie
prototype' (Barth, loc. cit. p. 464).
whole, the Mahdvastu is a collection of legends
without any connexion with discipline.
One can easily understand how a primitive
Mahdvastu, a historical treatment of discipline,
would be fed {Barth says nourri) by a mass of
heterogeneous materials, diflering in date and
character, which, by their inorganic or chaotic
accumulation, would explain all that nondisciplinary literature which forms ninety-nine hundredths
This task of enlarging
of the present Mahdvastu.
and of feeding was carried on in all the Buddliist
sects, for a longer or shorter time, with more or
and what is true of the literary
less moderation
tion),

We
*

.

is still

more true

.

—

atically cut away the elements of vinaya already
sunk in the legendary mass? Or that, in the
fearful disorder in which the literature of the

Mahdsangha was weltering, these elements fell
into oblivion? Or that the Mahdvastu was never
in any respect, ^cept its title, a replica of the
Mahavaggal The three liypotheses seem equally
inadmissible.

Some light is perhaps afforded by the history of the Divyavadana. E. Huber (and after him S. Mvi2)has proved that
tliis book is, above all, a collection of anecdotes and legends
The extracts
taken from the Vinaya of the Sarvastivadins.
have not always been made very consistently, and some fragments of vinaya proper disciplinary rules are to be found in
the Divydraddaa. The history of the Mahdvastu is probably
similar. The colophon gives it the name of Mahdvastv-avaddna
the narrative part of the Mahdvasl tc ?
is this to be translated
In the Pali Vaggas the various episodes are linked to the history
of the Vinaya by exphcit references or allusions these, withSo those same
out exception, are wanting in the Mahdvastu
episodes which in the Mahdvagga and the Chvllava(iga are
more or less prolix and discursive chapters of a treatise on
discipUne are here mere narratives, which end by making the
A/aA«ua5(w a book of 8tories.'3
However this may be, ' the materials which
have entered into the composition of the Mahdvastu
the source of the
are of widely different ages ;
compilation is certainly ancient, since it forms part
It must
of the canon of one of the ancient schools.
be admitted, therefore, that it took a long time to

—

:

'

;

'

:

.

be formed, for it is certain that it was not completed until very late.' The mention of astrologers
under a Western name [hordpdlhaka) and that of
the writings of the Chinese and of the Huns,
Peliyaksa (Felix ?), Ujjhebhaka (Uzbek ?), indicate
the 4th or 5th century. At that date, however,
the persistence, in the prose, of the ecclesiastical
jargon, which will be discussed below [§ 4], is an
We must, therefore, admit
astonishing fact.'*
late Interpol at ii:>ns and carry the date of the comIn order to realize
pilation a little further back.
the character of this compilation, it must be
'

1 See the Introductions and notes of E.
Senart, and
Joui-nat de^ Savant-^, 1899, p. (iilSf.
T'oung.pao, 11. viii. [1907] 105 B.
3
* lb.
Barth, loc. cit. p. 529.
p. 639.

of.

known that all the comparisons set up
between the Pali canon and the other canons arrive
The Pali writings were
at the same conclusion.
hxed and codified first.
Hinayana.
3. Relation to Mahayana and
The Mahdvastu may lie said to form the bridge
As is seen
lietw-een the Old Vehicle and the New.
in art. Mahayana, the two Vehicles are not
incompatible, and the book may present certain
characteristics peculiar to the Great Veliicle while
remaining unacquainted with the others.
(1) The
Buddhology of the Mahdvastu marks
a stage between the conception of Butldha as a
simple mortal (Little Vehicle) and that of Buddha
as a quasi-eternal god sending illusory images
do\vn to this world (Great Vehicle). The Buddha
He feels neither
of the Mahdvastu is a superman.
hunger nor thirst ; he lives in ignorance of carnal
It is from
his wife remains a virgin.
desires
consideration for humanity, in order to conform to
the ciLstoms of the world (lokdnuvartand), that he
behaves as a man, or that he gives to men the
In
false impression that he is behaving as a man.
technical terms, he is lokottara,
superior to the
It is well

and stanzas would be arranged. The only course
was to gather together in the Mahdvastu all that
seemed precious.' The development of the Malidvasiu, tlierefore, if it had remained to any extent
a history of discipline, and if some pieces of the
framework of the Mahdvagga were perceptible,
Must it be admitted
would seem quite simple.
that the last compilers of the Mahdvastu system-

.

.

version.' 2

library of the Mahasaiighikas, we may suppose
that it liad no shelves in which t\\ejdtakas, suttas,

.

.

.

for the detail of their rendering, it is the Pali that is the best on
the whole and that gives the beat representation of the original

Although we at present know nothing about the

'

.

.

of the canonical collections.

—

.

;

;

units

.

;

'

'
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'

'

;

'

world.''
(2) The infinite multiplication of Buddhas in the
past and in the present is also a characteristic of
Mahayanist tentlency. It must be noticed, however, that the Sarvastivadins, who are reputed to
be free from Mahayanism, allow that several

Buddhas may
verses, or

'

co-exist,

though

in

ditl'erent uni-

fields of Bnddlia.'

Much more marked

is the tendency of one of
of the Mahuva.itu, entitled Daiabhumika, 'the book of the ten bhuiiiis' successive
steps by wluch the future Buddhas have to mount
up to the state of Buddha.

(3)
tlie chapters

*

It is to

—

the beings whoaspire resolutely to the condition of
the Da^abhumika ought to be set forth ... for
; the others will only cavil
(i. 193).

Buddha that
they

'

will believe

The Mahdvastu,

therefore, has incorporated a book
which is addressed, in so many words, to the men
who wish to become, not arhats, but Buddhas, i.e.
to the men who enter the Vehicle of the future

Buddhas, the Mahaj-ana.^
1

Barth,

3 lb.
p. 627.

loc. cit. p. 624.

The text says that

manamajja, 'mind.made.*
This expression has been discussed by E. .Senart and A. Barth
(see art. Boddisattva). -\ccording to the Abhidharmakoia, it
means, not 'mental body," body formed of mind,' but 'body
created by the mind,' without intervention of seetl and blood.
Stich is the body of the creatures called aupapdduka, 'apparitional,' one of whose characteristics is that, on dying, they
leave no trace.
4 Several other instances of Mahayanist tendency are discussed by Senart and Barth {loc. cit. p. .^26). Different interpretations may be suggested from that of tliese two scholars tor
3

his

body
'

is
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the other hniul, Aiuitabhu, Avulukita, Mauithe dhdiams
-ipell '), aud the iunyatS (' voidness") and, we may add, kiruna ('compassion')
aie unknown in tne Mahavastu, whicli remains
'a book of the Hinuj'ana in its mythol";.'ic-al ami
'

usri,

—

—

(

Harth remarks (p. 527), and which
legendary part.'as
is really NIahayanist only in the considerahle interpolation of the Da.sahhumiha.^
4. Language.— Tlie ancient religions literatures
with the exception of the Brahmanic
of India
were written in popular and spoken dialects. In
of
time these dialects hocanie fixed lancourse
guages,' subject to rules. This happened with the
.Jains {iinUiuimigidh't), and with the church which
was afterwards that of Ceylon (Pali). The Buddhist school of the Sarvastivadins adopted Sanskrit,
and Sanskritized both the ancient nomenclaturi;

—

—

'

traditional text.s in proso and in verse.
of the Mahasahghika school reit was neither
mained in an unsettled state
Sanskrit nor Pali, nor any of tlie known Prakrits,
but an arbitrary and unstable mixture of all

and

tlie

The language
'

:

these.'
It is a literarj- language, says Senart, 'and it is certAin that
waa no longer [i.e. at the time of the compilation of the
Mahdtastu] a spoken lan^age, and not less certain that, for
several centuries before and after that time, inscriptions and
books were written in much the same way. But, in the MahdAt bottom, there is undoubtedly
castit, is it still a language?
the substance of a real idiom, akin to that of the most ancient
and
which
has come to us so admirably
to
that
inscriptions
fixed m the Pali texts,' but this idiom remained without grammar and without orthography, and, especially in the prose, it
was indefinitely open to the influence of Sanskrit."^
Such is the language of the Mahuvastu in the
present state of the text more Prakrit in the
poetry than in the prose, and extremely interestfor the linguistic history of India.
This
language has received the name of language of
the Gatha.t,' because it was first studied in the
books of the Great Vehicle, the prose parts of which
are in Sanskrit or quasi-J^anskrit, and the verses
or stanzas {gathd.'s) in this peculiar jargon. This
diflference of treatment does not exist in the
Mahdon.itii, in which the Sanskritisms seem to be
it

constant succession of re-l)irth3 {sa>h.i(!ni putiar6A(ii'a) which constitutes tlie world' (/(//.:n) or existence (bha:;al<ika), or as a vehicle (ijana) conveying
those who mount it to the same goal, the town of
nirvana, the i.sland of nirvdtia.'
The first metaphor has been adopted bv primitive
Buddhism the second one by the new Buddhism.
The adherents of this later Buddhism found fault
with the earlier Buddhism
and, accordingly,
while styling their own creed mahuudna (' great
vehicle'), true, great, and profound (gambliha)
doctrine of salvation, they characterized the creeil
of their predecessors as hlwiyana (' little vehicle '),
an inferior, imperfect, inellicient doctrine of salvation.
Another name for the older Buddhism, a
more polite one, is iravnhiydna
in the old
scriptures the discijdes of the Buddha who have
entered the path are called irdcaka ('disciples,'
auditors,' or preachers of the Law), or uryairdvaka ('noble disciples,' 'true disciples').
The
term iravakaydnn conveys the idea that the old
doctrine is nevertheless an efficient means of salvation.
Moreover, it marks a contrast between the
two Buddhist creeds for the adherents of the new
Buddhism style themselves bodhisattva (future
Buddhas) and employ the term bodhisativaydna
('vehicle that convejs the bodhisattvas') as a
'

'

;

;

;

'

'

'

;

synonym of Mahayana.
(1) The Hinayana .asserts that

salvation can be
a vehicle drawn by deer
It professes to lead, when duly
{mj-garatha).
practised, to nirvana in this existence (drstaOne has to become an arhat, i.e. a
dliarma).
jlvanmiitla (q.%\), a man freed even in this life.
In fact, the arhat has already obtained nirvana,
mg
the nirvdna called sopadhi^csa, the liberation from
desire and lust, the machinery of life continuing
automatically until it runs down. When dying,
I have nothing more to do.
I shall not
he says
be re-born here again,' and he enters into nirupadhiiesa nirvdna, 'absolute nirvana.'
It is mysticism, but a perfectly coherent mysticism. It involves no elements that are foreign to
unconscious.
the end which it has in view, viz. the destruction
Literature.— E. Senart, Le MahAvastn (Skr. text, introducof desire or thirst, the suppression of all activity
A. Barth, liHR
tion, and commentary), i.-iii., Paris, 1SS2-97
xi. [18S5J 160, xlii. [IflOOJ 61, and Journal dis Savants, 1S99, pp.
(karrnan) liable to induce a new existence. It
E. Windisch, Die Komposition des Mah'ivastu,'
459, 517, 623
consists essentially in contemplation {dariana =
ASG, phil.-hist. Klasse, xxvii. [19n;i] 467-611 M. Winternitz,
'sight') and meditation (bhavanO) on the four
liesch. Oer ind. Litteratur, 11. i. (Leipzig, 1913) 187.
The remarks
truths
of P. ^nayeff and U. Oldenberg are quoted by Barth.
everything is painful, etc. These four
L. DK L.\ Vallee Poussin. a; truths may be summarized in a philosophical
See Ajivikas.
dogma: what we call the 'soul,' or the 'ego,' is
only a complex of incongruous, transitory elements
I. Definition and descrip(xkandhas), which endures by means of desire (or
and an ethical dogma desire can
TIOX. I. In order to define ilahayfina, we must thirst) alone
first notice certain characteristics of the
Hinayana. be rooted out and the consequences of action can
Buddha has said that, as salt is the only flavour be suppressed by meditations which emancipate
of the sea, the only flavour {rasa) of his doctrine,
and deliver from existence.
the true doctrine or religion [saddharma), is the
(2) This method of salvation (the method of
flavour of deliverance {moksa, mukti), or of iiirvCina.
supramundane meditations) cannot be practised
Buddhism, therefore, can be looked on as a path except by a person who observes, and has observed
i.e. the laws that make
for some time, 'morality'
{inarga, pratipad) leading to nirvana, as a supianiundane (lokottara) path leading to the end of the an action or a thought good (see art. K-\RMA) and,
two passages in which they think they discern references to what is very important, a person who practises
continence (or the religious life brahmacliarya) as
the two sects of llie Mahayana— the Yogacharas and the
Madhyamikas. (1) Yogachdr'a, in ilahdra-ilu, i. 120, means a Buddhist monk.
"
he
who
It is by this
simply
practises yoga,
contemplation."
(3) AIthon}|h the Buddha is neither a god nor a
name that the AbhidUanna (ch. vi. ad init.) designates the
ascetic who practises meditation of the horrible (a^habfidsupernatural being, he is nevertheless very different
from the other saints. The saints, like the Buddha,
vand, contemplation of the corpse, etc.), the smrt;fupa8thdnai,
etc.
(2) As regards the mi<Mle path' described in iii. 448, it is
have attained nirvdna in tliis life, because they
certainly M&dhyamika, but it is also 'canonical' (SaThj/u(fa;ii.
have attained bodhi (' illumination ') but it was
kdya).
1 We know
the Buddha who discovered the truths of salvation
that one of the chief books of the Mahayana is
called Daiabhumika (tr. into Chinese, a.o. 205-316).
The which potentially contain bodhi, and who showed
Yogacharas claim it as patronizing their doctrine, because it
the 'path' and he was able to do so because in
teaches that 'all things are only thought' (cAiffa)—a theory
the course of his innumerable existences, with a
which does not appear in the Daiabhumika of the Mahdva.it u.
The bhUmin of the two works have been compared in art.
view to saving human beings, he had accumulated
BoDlllSAiTVA. The scholars of the Mahdyiina argue from the
good works and aci|nirod intinite knowledge.
(act that the theory of the bhiunii ia
taught in the Xakdvastu,
(4) The cult of the Buddha is not distinguished
a Hinayana l)OOk.
3
Gartb, p. 469.
by what ia properly calleil 'devotion' (bhakti)

quickly gained

;

it

is

'

—

'

'

:

;

'

;

;

:

^

MAHAVlRA—

MAHAYANA.—

—

:

;

—

*

—

•

'

'

'

;

;

—
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—

this sentiment implies a living god
though the
Abhidjun-mnknki emjiloys the torin. Veneration
of relics, sffipas, etc., is useful and recommended
it is good, it is helpful, as penanee (tapas) is, but
;

not essential.
(5) Ancient Buddhism is not merely a vehicle of
nirvana
it also teaches how to he rc-born in
heaven, in the world of Brahma.
it is

;

Three Vehicles are usually distinguished (1) the Veiiicle of
the Sravakas, (2) the Vehicle of the Pratyekabuddhas, (3) the
:

Vehicle of the bodhimttvas. The first two together constitute
the Little Vehicle, the third the Great Vehicle (see E. Burnouf,
Le Lulns ile la bonne hit, Paris, 1852, pp. 62, 31.5, 369 ; H. Kern,
SBE xxi. [1S84] 80, Mannal af Indian Buddhism, p. 61 ; Dharmasayngiaha, ed. F. Max JIuller aud If. Wenzel, O.vJord, 1886,
E. J. Eitel, Handbook of Chinese
p. 2, and sources cited on p. 35
;

Biuldhism\ London, 1888, s.v. 'Triyina'; cf. Buddl^avajlisa
[PTS, London, 1SS2], Commentary, p. x f., where the BravakaPratyekabuddhas are opposed to the Saniyaksambuddhas).
There is no diflerence between the Vehicle of the Sravakas and
that of the Pratyekabuddhas both arrive at the same bodhi, or
illumination, and the same nirvana; but, while the Sravakas
appear at a time when the Uaw of the Buddha is known, and profit
by the teaching of others, the Prat} ckabuddhas attain to bodhi
;

themselves at a time xyhcn the Law of the Buddha has diswhile the Sravakas preach (irdrayanti sravaka,
appeared
translated 'hearer,' means rather 'preacher' [see SBE xxi.,
Saddharmapvi^iaTika, iv. 63]), the Pratyekabuddhas do not convert except by miracles. There are still other differences, but
they are of no importance to the Vehicle of salvation (see Abhi;

;

dhannakoiahhi^ya, ch. iii., Fr. tr., London, 1915, p. 103 and
notes; Chandrakirti, Madhj/amakuvatdra (Fr. tr., Mxisfon,

new

It is
ser., viii. [1907] 2 ff., quoting literary authorities).
natural, then, for the Vehicle of the Sravakas and the Vehicle of
the Pratyekabuddhas to be fused in the Little Vehicle (Hinayana
{q.v.\).

2.

the

—

Great Vehicle. The new Buddhism adopts
The
of mahfiyana ('great vehicle').

name

nsed to express the same
idea as that conveyed by the supramundane path
(lokottaramarqa), the 'path leading to nirrr'ntn.'
But, as we shall see, there are various kinds of Mahayana, and this fact explains the diversity of detinitions and the evident difficulty in which early
writers e.g., the Chinese pilgrims— found themselves when they tried to explain the difference
between the Littles and the Great Vehicle.
The tireat Vehicle consists of (1) the practice of
the virtues ipdrnmitas) of a bodhisatti'n or future

word ydna

('

vehicle

is

')

'

'

—

Buddha

hiHlhisnitvn(i.e. paramitdyana ["nnya] or
by it one becomes a Buddha (buddhayfina)
the wisdom or knowledge of vacuity (pi-ajnd.-

ydna)
(2)

;

;

ydna or jUdnamdrcja)

;

(3)

devotion

;

it is

the path

of devotion {bhaktimdrga).
The books which
(1) Career of the bodhisattva.
profess to belong to the Great Vehicle {Mahaydnasutran) tend to assert that nirvana cannot be

—

To obtain
attained by the ancient method.
deliverance from desire, ignorance, and existence
it is neliessary to practise all the virtues and
acquire all the knowledge of the Buddhas, to enter
on the career of a future Buddha {bodhisattvacharyd) and pursue it for centuries. Instead of
Great Vehicle,' it may therefore be called Vehicle
of the future Buddhas' (bodhisattvayana), or
'
Method of the perfect virtues, charity, patience,
etc' (pdramitanaya).
Now the Budilha Sakyamuni, during hia former
It is
existences, has always lived in the world.
Vehicle of the
possible, therefore, to enter the
future Buddhas' although married.
Nothing,
however, prevents monks from making the vow
to become Buddhas
by this vow they mount the
Vehicle of the future Buddhas,' but by their
old
monastic observances they belong to the
Buddhism,' and form part of one of the disciplinary
schools of the Sravakas.
Voung laymen often
take the vows of monks, and, after acquiring merit
in this way for a time, renounce them in order to
take the vows of a future Buddha.
The books that treat of philosophy
(2) Vacuity.
explain that the ancient dogma, The soul is nothing
but a complex of transitory elements (skandha),' is
perfectly accurate, but unsatisfying they would
'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

—

'

;
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add that these elements themselves do not

exi.st

in

themselves, but are 'void' (hlnya). (For the two
ways of understanding vacuity, andjthe two schools
of the Great Vehicle, see artt. Madhya.mak.\ and
VlJNANAV.\DlNS.) The doctrine of vacuity (innyiitdvdda) is tlie second characteristic of the Great
But a layman or a monk can perform
Vehicle.
the vow to become a Buddha without thinking
out the doctrine of vacuity. The 'theologians'
themselves declare that, as the beginning of the
saintly career is entirely devoted to charity, it is
not good to give too much thought to philosophy,
i.e. to universal nothingness.
On the other hand,
an adept of the Little Vehicle who does not believe
in the necessity of becoming a Huddha may adhere
to the doctrine of vacuity and become imbued with
it, in order to attain nirvana as an arhat, i.e. in
this present life.
Some texts even explain that, if
the doctrine of vacuity is really indispensable to
the attainment of nirvana, it is sufficient, without
the career of the future Buddha.
third characteristic of the Great
(3) Devotion.
V^ehide is the worship of the Buddhas and future
'

'

—A

'

Buddhas' of high rank

The Buddlias are great

(see art.

Bodhisattva).

gods, almost eternal,

who

upon thrones in heavens surrounded by saints,
and send magic bodies down to earth to save men.
The worship of the Buddhas may exist independently of any desire to become oneself a Buddha and
independently of philosophic speculation.' There
is therefore a Great Vehicle that is merely devotional (rt) the Buddha (Amitabha, e.g.) is a god
in the full meaning of the word, eternal or almost
so (Amitabha, 'infinite splendour,' is sometimes
called Amitayus,
infinite life ')
the only
(b)
sit

'

'

:

'

;

concern of the faithful is to be re-born in the paradise of this god, 'the blissful world' (Sukhavati),
the western paradise, by the grace of the god and
with the lielp of the holy saints Avalokita, etc.=

This Mahayana, purely devotional and with monotheistic
tendencies, is not a Vehicle of future Buddhas,' In the books
discussing it {Siikhavat'wyuha, etc.) there is practically no
reference to nirvana. This Vehicle is a Buddhist form of the
Hindu bhakti, or devotion. Bhakti must be accompanied by
highly orthodox acts of worship, which are recommended in
the Hinayana worship of stupas, ma^^ala^ in honour of the
Buddha, abstinence from food before worshipping Buddha, etc.
But the Mahayanist bhakti is laden with litanies and forumlffl ;
it declares that rites efface sin, and attributes salutary virtne
to the reading of the sulfas and the repetition of the name of
the Buddhas which is not quite orthodox.
It is to be noticed that the worship of Buddhas, Taras, etc.,
is compatible with the strict orthodoxy of the Hinayana, as has
been remarked in regard to Java, which is very idolatrous and
yet attached to the Hinayana.
'

:

—

!*

—

Vedantic and Tantric Vehicle. The Mahayana, as analyzed above, is, fiom the philosophical
point of view, a phenomenalist system, and, from
the religious and mythological point of view, polytheism with monarchical and devotional tendencies.
From early times phenomenalism and pol3theism
led to conceptions of immanence and monism.'' In
the da.ys of Asaiiga (A.D. 4th cent.) men believed
in an Adibuddha (g'.i'.) who would play the part of
3.

Brahma in

Brahma, or Krsna
Krsna incarnate. These speculations
upon immanence and emanation, which often
mingle with the doctrines of the Mahaj-ana proper,
divine,

his various aspects as

or

1
For the combination of the cult of the Buddhas and comor charity, with meditation on vacuity, see art.
Bodhisattva.
3 See artt. Amit.4TU8
Blest, Abode of the (Buddhist); c(.
Matsumoto Bunzaburo, Goknrakujodo ron(' Study of the PiireLand SukhUvati '), Tokyo, 1909, and Miroku jodo rM7i(' Study
of the Pure-Land of Maitreya'), do. 1911 (Fr. tr., M. N. P4ri, in

passion,

;

BuU. de rEmle/rani. d'KxMme.Orient, xi. [1911) 439 ff.).
8 A. Earth, Le
pMerin chinois I-tsing," in Journal des Savants,
1898 cf. the remark of Winternitz, Geschichte, ii. 167, on the
eine Art Halbgott wie in den
Buddha in Buddhagho^
'

:

'

:

Mahiiyanasutra.'
* See
Poussin, Bouddhisme, Opinions xur la dogmatiqne, p.
391 also bis papers on the three bodies of a Buddiia and allied
subjects in JRAS, 1910, p. 129, and Mus^m\, new ser., xiv.
cf. D. T. Suzuki, Outlines 0/ ttahaydna Buddhism,
[1913] '^i)'
;

;

London, 1907.
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'

are

Vcliicla of loriuulaj' (nuintrallie basis of ihe
ydtia), the 'diamond method' {vajranai/a), also
This
called the 'Tautiic Vehicle' (tanlniydna).
Vehicle is VedantA in Buddhist disguise as regards

doctrine, and Saivite and pagan as regards its
mythological representations and its rites. Its
goal is the condition of a Buddha, its doctrine that
(1) every being is, in his inmost nature, a Buddha,
and (2) every being can, by meditation, spells,
(sddhana), and theurgic practices of all kinds (often
erotic), 'realize' tliis Buddha nature at little
expense (see Tantkism).
This is
4. Is the Mahayana the only Vehicle?
an interest ing question and wort h j- of our attention.
Do the Mahayana teachers regard the Mahayana
as the only Vehicle of salvation ? I-tsing's remarks
may be accepted as giving the general opinion
its

—

:

'

These two systems [Mahayana and Hmayana] are pciftctly
accordance with the nohlo doctrine [of the Buddha]
Both equally conform to truth and lead us to Nirvftna.' i

in

.

But the

.

.

and the Mnlulydnasntras of course give difi'erent and often narrower
views.
Maitreya-Asanga says that the meditation (dhi/ana) of the Hinayapa, though impure,
scholastic literature

'

leads to salvation' ;' but for Santideva the Hinayana is of only relative truth, and its followers are
'
upon a path that has no issue ; Chandrakirti sees
no virtue in the Hin.ayana except its teaching of
'
va.cuity' (see Madhyamaka) : there are old sfitras

or throuijh ignorance, of all the N'oble Path and meditation on
the truths. They 8;iy that the Little A'chiric, thus luidcistood.
leads to re-1'irth in the very inferior p.irttdises of the world of
Kama (see Cosvooosv asd Cosmoloot [Buddhist]); it is therefore a A"ehli le that leads to the gods (rfciaf/e/id,
according to
do Orool's translatio?.), and not a Vehicle of salvation.

Speculative doctrines of the

5.

Mahayana.—

These are examined in the artt. Maduvamak.-v
and VijSAnavaoins, which discuss the two chief
philosophic schools of the Groat Vehicle, 'fhe
doctrines connected with the career of the future
'

Buddha' {bodhij>attvachnryd) are treated in art.
BODHISATTVA. Many details might be added on
the technique of meaitntions
but the works on
;

this subject

(Abhisamaydlamkdruloka, Bodhisattvabhumi) have not been published, and present
very serious

diffieulties.

6. Discipline (Vinaya) of the Mahayana.— The
Indian schools of devotion (bhukti) are often not
strict as regards morality and discipline.
There

existed, accordingly, lax

inclining to

Mahayana,

Tantrism, which preached salvation and the remission of sins by the recitation of formulae, etc.,
independently of rules of conduct.
But there is also a rigid Mahayanist monachism,' sometimes adhering to the ancient Vinayas,
sometimes introducing new ones.
(1) The Akdiagarbhasiltra says
'

:

'

which proclaim vacuity (iilnyatOpratisamyukta)
in an extreme case «cA«<ship and nirvana may be
attained by meditation on these sutras*—\n an
extreme case, we say, because the follower of the

a Bodhisattva [i.e. an adept of the Great Vehicle] begins
"The Bodhisattva does not require to study tlie'law
which forms part of the Hinayana he need not make it a rule
for himself.
What is the use of accepting this rule? What is
the use of this rule?"— if he thinks in this way, he is guilty of
and
renders
himself very culpable.'
error,
Santideva speaks in the same strain

Hinayana has no part in the spiritual aids that are
reserved for the future Buddha he does not have
the great means (updya) of salvation, compassion,

The adept of the Great Vehicle will never give his hearers
the vain hope of acquiring purity by simply reading the books
of the Great Vehicle, and reciting formulas, while
abandoning
the rules of conduct.' 1

great compassion (malidkarunS), i.e. tlie desire and
the vow to save all creatures
the possession of
wisdom (praji'm) is unavailing, since he lacks the
great means of remission of sins and elimination
of passion.
In fact, there is only one Vehicle, as
t)\& Lotus of the True Law (q.v.) and sever.al sutras
teach very clearly. The only way to salvation is
to become a Buddha.
But this demands a long
career
so the Buddha has shown men a nearer
goal, the nirvana of the arhat, that they may not
lose heart— like a caravan-leader who creates a
magic town in the midst of the forest, far from the
end of the journey, tliat the travellers may think
they are near their destination, and take heart to
advaijce.' 'The men who mount the Vehicle of
the Sravakas c^innot obtain deliverance by the
Vehicle of the Sravakas'; embracing a false ?!»•vdna, they are like a lover who embraces his
mistress's corpse
they have, however, advanced
nearer to the true nirvana. At death, they falsely
think that they have attained deliverance and
exemption from re-birth they are re-bom, for
they are not yet delivered, but they are re-born
beyond the world {tridhdtu), in the 'pure realm'

One

•

;

'

'

;

'

'

;

;

;

(arui.<iravadhutu), in lotuses which open their petals
to the rays of Amitabha and other Buddhas,

There they learn the true Vehicle, make the bodhi
vow, and enter, through numerous lives, upon the
career of a future Buddha.*
Tbe Chinese texts studied by J. J. M. de Groot (Codedu Mahcl.
ydJMlcnCAiTK, Amsterdam, lS93,p.94) reduce the Hinayana to the
obseri'ation of monastic rules, taking no notice, either purposely
•

A

Record of the Buddhist Religion,

tr. J.

Ilitdhichari/dvaldrat iv. 7, ix. 49.

Madhyamakdvatdra, 19; Bodhicharydvatdrn, loee. citt.
*Sce Poussin, Bouddhisme, Opinions sur la dnginatiaue, pn.
318-320; Lotus of tite True Law, tr. Kern {SUE \\\.), p. 181
Madh\jamak&v<Udra (BiOl. Btuid., Petrograd, 1912), p. 402, and

;

hourco cited.

Abhisamaydlaihkdraloka,

Afta^AhaKrikil, xxxiv. 3,
tnegha, Na^urjuna, ate.

p.

Poussin's MS. on
LaAkdvatdra, the Ratiia-

l''G

who aites tlie

of

;

:

'

fully realizes I-tsing's statement

:

'

WTiich of the eighteen schools [of the Hinayana] should he
grouped with the Mahftyftna or with the Hinayana is not
determined.
Both [Mahayana and Hinayana] adopt one
and the same discipline (\"inaya).'2
.

.

.

Monks and convents practising tlie strict monastic
observance of the ancient Vinayas adopted the
dogmas and worship of the Mahayana Yuan
Chwang therefore mentions monks who were
Mahayanists of the Sthavira-school and all
perfect in Vinaya observance.'' It has been supposed that the Vinaya of the ancient Mahasanghika sect was the most popular in Mahayanist
convents, because it was in a Mahaj-anist convent
that Fa Hian found the Mahasanghika Vinaya,*
because the Mahasarigliikas seem to have been
the forerunners of the ilahayana.'
(2) The Mahayana apparently introduced into
the discipline some new rules concerning the use of
milk and meat. The Sarvastivadins (Hin.aj-ana)
allowed the use of meat under certain conditions ;
the Mahayani.sts condemned it. I-tsing tells a
touching story of a young Mahayilnist, Chittavarman, who was refused ordination in a Hinayana
convent until he renounced, in tears, his principles
;

'

of diet."

Sooner or
a

later,

new Vinaya

however, the Mahayana created

—

for itself a Vinaya that was indeof the ancient Vinayas, that had a difi'erent

pendent
purpose in view and that could

be,

and was often

^ikKi'tmmxtcbrhaya, p. 61 ; Bodhicharynoatara, tr. L. de la
Vallii-e Poussin, Introd. d la prati<jue des futurs Bawidhas,
1

Op.

Sutrdlajhkdra, xvi. 50.

*

^

:

Paris, 11107, ch. v.
2
cit.
1-i.

Takakusu, Oxford

lS9«,j). 16.
5
^

If

to think

p.

ST. Walters, On Yuan Chvang'a Trarels in India, 6t9-eiS,
London, 1904-06, i. 227, ii. 1S6, 18S, lOn, 234, 2(8.
4 A.
R6musat, Foe-kout-ki, Paris, 1830, p. 318; J. Legge,
Travels of Fahirn. Oxford, 1886, p. 1)S.
See the ilahdvojitu; the 'basket of magic fornuilffi'
ft

H'idydilharapitaka) said to be a part of the Mah.asai'ii.'hika
canon; Kern, Manual, p. 4 S. Julicn, Voyages der pfltrins
InniddMqucf, Paris, 1853-58, I. 16S, iii. 37.
"
tr. E. Chavnnnes, Paris, 1894, p. 48;
I-tain^, }Iimoirr.', etc.,
.Inlien, 1 ot/ages, i. 50; Watters, I'lVan Chwang, i. 65, 67, 79, ii.
;

173, 192

;

I-t«tng, tr.

Takakusu,

p. 43.

MAHAYANA
expected to be, used together with the ancient
Vinayas. The ancient Vinayas were for tlie use
the Mahayana Vinaya is the Vinaya
ot monks
of the future Buddhas,' or, more exactly, 'of incipient future Buddhas' (adikarmika bodhimttva).
a
(a) It was while making the vow to become
Buddha that Sakyamuni, prostrating himself at
the feet of a Buddha, became a 'future Buddha'
this vow is valid, not only for present existence,
but also for numerous future exist«nces like the
vows of a bhiksu (see Karma), it creates 'discipline' (sanivara), the obligation and, to a certain
extent, the 'grace' (the moral power) to perform
We have no longer a Buddha in
certain duties.
our midst to receive such a vow from us we must
be content to take the discipline of a son of
Buddlia' (mgatatmajasamvara) before a qualified
in the absence of such,
person {samvarika), or,
before all the Buddhas of the quarters.' (h) The
future Buddha must practise the perfect virtues
(paramitas) theologians have therefore to explain
liow he is to fulfil the virtues of giving, energy,
and meditation, (c) He commits errors he must
know how to confess them, before whom (i.e.
Buddhas of confession), and how to obtain pardon.
of
\d) The ancient devotional practices, worship
of
stupas, etc., are not sufficient for devotees
Avalokita, AmitSbha, and Tara ; fixed rules of
worship must therefore be made.'
We have no exact information regarding the
But
oldest forms of the Vinaya for bodhisattvas.
documents which give an accurate idea of the rules
of life of the Mahayanist monk will be found in
the Brahrnajalasutra (tr. de Groot, Code dii
MaMyana en Chine), and in the 'Daily Manual of
the Shaman' (S. Beal, A Catena of Buddhist
The ritual of
Scriptures, London, 1871, p. 239).
the office in honour of Avalokita (Beal, Catena, p.
398) indicates the nature of the cult.
(3) The Mahayanist monks belonged to one of
'

;

;

;

;

'

;

;

the Hiuayana scho^ols, and fulfilled the obligations

time (84,000 years) consenting to satisfy the desires
of a woman so that he might fulfil the requirement
of benevolence and kindness that is the essential
law of future Buddhas.' For them the sins of
hatred are very serious, while the sins of desiie are
The very spirit of the Mahayana, therevenial.
fore, may perhaps be responsible for the singular
development of Kashmir monasticisim, viz. married

monks. II.

HlSTORy AND OBIGIXS OP MAHAYANA
— As we have seen, the Mahayana

DOCTRINES.

from the ancient Vehicle in three points
the substitution of the 'career of a future
Buddha 'ifor the conquest of the quality of arhat
in other words, the substitution of the bodhisattva,
who might be a layman, for the bhiksu, monk ;
the
(•2) the creation of a new ontological theory,
the nondoctrine of the void
(iunyata) or of
existence in themselves of the constituent elements
of things and of the human ego {dharmanairdtmya), superimposed upon the doctrine of the
non-existence in itself of the human ego (pudgalanairdtmya); and (3) the transformation of the

difl'ered

;

(1)

;

'

'

'

'

Buddhas into great mythological

five vows (not to kill, etc.)."
relative importance of duties for monks
who are at the same time ' future Buddhas is not
clear.
I-tsrng declares that he is not writalways
'
ing concerning those who claim to follow the prac-

bound by the

'

Bodhisattva rather than the Vinaya rules.' ^
Santideva cites an extreme case the story of the
monk who had practised continence for a long
tice of a

—

1
See Bodhisattvabhumi, i. 10, fol. 62, and the fra^uieiits of
the Bodhimttfaprdti)nokf!a CB. Nanjio, Catalogue oftht Chinese
Translation of the Buddhist TripHaka, Oxford, 1SS3, nos. 1096On the vow of the
1098), quoted in SiJc^dsainitchchaya, p. 11.
future Buddha see Srijiiana, Bodhipathapradipa (JBTSi. [1893]
The Bhadra89), and art. Buduisattva, vol. ii. pp. 746, T48f.
ckaripra}}idht'i na lias been published b,y Watanebe, .Strassburj;,
The Vinayas of the Mahayana were first placed under
1912.
the patronage of L'pali (Updlipaript-chchha) later they were
more completely cut off from the tradition of the Hinayana.
See, e.g., Adikarmapradipa, in Poussin, Bmtddhisme, Paris,

gods,

almost
'

future Buddhas as
the deification of
helping providences ; and, by a parallel development, the practice of devotion {bhakti) towards
these 'great beings' {i7iakdsattva) instead of the
respect and meditation practised by the ancients
towards the Buddha what was formerly venerated
in the Buddha, what men took refuge in {iai-anagamana) when taking refuge in the Buddha, \\as
the complex of the moral and intellectual qualities
To
in virtue of which a certain person is Buddna.
admire and meditate on these qualities is an
excellent means of gaining morality, tranquillity,
nirvana. The Mahayanist addresses himself to
eternal

'

;

;

'

'

living, gracious, paternal gods.
There are, therefore, three formative elements
in the Mahayana ; and its history means the history

of the

development and inter-relation of these three

holds that

The

'

'

married people.* It is understood, however, that
ordination to future Buddhahood can be granted
only to persons who are at least Upasakas, devotees,' who have taken the three refuges and are
(4)

'

'

elements.

ritually

'

'

of future" Buddhas^ in addition to those of their
own school. Later, there were monks Mho adhered
solely to the monastic code of the Mahayana (the
type given in de Groot, Code du Mah&yana en
Chine), which became a complete code in itself, a
conglomeration of different Vinayas. Finally, it
is always possible for a monk to renounce his vows
and return to the world ; the Great Vehicle
favoured this tendency inasmuch as it had a special
'code of the future Buddha' for the use of

'
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'This

comprises three distinct histories

;

though the three elements are sometimes
united, they are of ten separate and, though their
development has been parallel, or almost so, they
have no connexion from the logical point of view.
We may safely attempt to give the scheme the
evolutionary curve of these three elements, but it
for,

;

dates or precise
very difficult to give chronological
details in the evolution.
is

—

Career of the bodhisattva. Ancient Buddhism
Buddhas are very rare, but the Mahayana invites all who desire salvation to enter on the
career of a future Buddha. This is a fundamental
change from the dogmatic point of view, and
in
involves a corresponding change in morale
I.

:

short, the

monk

believed that the quickest

way

to

he worked
nirvana was by meditation
entirely 'for himself (svdrtham); the activity of
on
the
the future Buddha,
contrary, is, above all,
reach

;

altruistic (pardrtham).
Oui- literary evidence

on the stages of this transformation is unsatisfactory. On the other hand, it
The followis easy to guess the motives behind it.
ing factors are of great importance.
(1) The ideal of ancient Buddhism, the arhat
useless to others and an utter egoist, to the extent
of insensibility, appeared mean when compared to
the Buddha, the being of compassion and
pity.
Hence the saint for himself,' the delivered while
'

'

;

1898.
3

De

&ik^dsainuchchaya, p. 167.
' See M. A.
Stein, Kalhaxia's Rajatarai\giT(il, a Chronicle of
In one half of the
the Kings o/ Eahnlr, London, 1900, p. 74
she
monastery
placed those Bhik^us whose conduct conformed
and in the other half those who, being in
to the precepts
possession of wives, children, cattle and property, desen'ed
blame for their life as householders (on the date see Introd.
Cf. Hodgson, Essays, p. 62, and various predictions
p. SI).
of the Mahiyanasutras as to th« decadence of Buddhist
'

:

Groot, Code

du Mahayana en Chine,

p. 8.
I'Inde, ii. 34, followinij B.

*
Kern, But. du bouddhisme dans
H. Hodgson, Essays on the Lanauages, Literature, and Reliijion
of Kepal and Tibet, London, 1S74, p. 145.
6f^rijuana, Bodkipathapi-ad'pa, tr. Sarat Chandra Das, in

JBTSi.
< Cf.

1

47.

Takakusu'a

tr., p. 197.

;

'

law.
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alive,' so long the ilieaui of India, was no
longer held in honour. The ereation of the tyjie of
the Buddha, the hero of charity, saving the world
at the cost of so many lives consecrated to the
world, reveals tendencies ii; ancient Buddhism
towards the doctrine of the 'career of the budhisattva ojien to all.'
(2) The question arose, further, whether the
nrhat actually ohtains riin-nnn.
Formerly the
nrhat was required to show, not only 'morality,'
'harmlessness,' but also 'feelir.L;s of henevolcnce'
for the mass of human creatures, as it is only just
still

'

to mention, but his

'

'

equipment of merit appeared
and we may suppose that men
were even then tempted to ask whether his 'equipment of knowledge was sutiicient. Metaphysics
and psychology had made progress. Many exist-

somewhat

Klij;ht,

may have said, to obtain
sufficient for deliverance ; just as, in
order to achieve deliverance from desire, love of
ences are necessary, they
'

knowledge'

self,

and love of existence, the

first

necessity

is

devotion to others.
(3) It is possible, also, that faith in nirvana
that, not knowing exactly what
nirvana was, men were somewhat afiaid of it, and
devoted their attention rather to the acquisition of
celestial powers and the bliss of the Buddhas (nowtransformed into very happy and long-lived per-

was shaken, or

sonages) (see l>eIow,

3).

The Daiabhumika, a very technical work on the
career of the future Buddhas,' was translated into
Chinese between A.u. 265 and 316 the Mahdvaslu
'

;

(y.ii.),o{

much earlier origin,

gives a lengthy account

of the stages or degrees (bhuini) of this career.
According to Chandrakirti (Madhijamakdvatara),
the Hinayana knows nothing of the ' Vehicle of
the future Buddhas,' which is the characteristic
trait of the Mahayana.
2,

Vacuity.

— We

have more extensive informa-

Here we are
dealing with a development rather than with a
transformation: (1) the principles of analysis and
speculative annihilation applied by ancient Buddnism to the ego and the great unities (the body,
the chariot) were now applied to the dharmas ('elements of things'), the minute elementary realities
this
constituting the ego and the great unities
is the Madhyamika system (see art. Madhy AM ak A)
and (2) theancient idealist tendencies were developed
which saw in thought the cause of all 'AH tliat
we are is the result of what we have thought ; it is
founded on our thoughts, it is made up of our
thoughts' (Dhninmapada, i. [SBE x. (1898) 3]).
Hence the conclusion that matter does not exist ;
thought alone exists.
The two philo.sopliioal schools of the Mahayana
tion on the philos<iphic doctrine.

;

;

:

(Madhyamikas and Mjnanavadins) arebothin

line

with the most ancient tradition. Nagarjuna, the
great master of the former, is placed in the 2nd
cent. A.D. Irat there isagreatdeal of Madhyamika
jihilosopliy in the Bali canon,* and llie sutras of
the PrajiiapCiramitd, where this philiiso])hy is predominant, are ancient.* Chandrakirti establishes
;

The

Cliariydpitiiktt, not one of

oiost ancient books, i.s
the first in Pali literature to mention tlu- doctrine of the
virtues'
for
makin;; a Buddha,
pdramitds, 'perfect
necessary
1

tlie

a doctrine that plays no part in the older books
(Khys
Davids, Buddhist India, London, 1903, p. 177J. The doctrine
of the bodhisatlra, the theory of his charit.\-, merits, etc., is
relatively highly developed in the Abltidharmaktjsa and its
sources (Sanskrit Buddhism of the Hinayana).
2 But its existence is not paraifuiHhika, 'absolulc'; it is
only gaYnvyavahdrika, 'contingent,' as will be seen in art.
'

'

Vl.rS.\SAVlDIN8.

8H. Oldenberg (liuddha'i. Stuttgart, 1014, p. 323) dis.agrecs
with the present writer on this point.
* The
Prajfidparainiul was tranRlated into Chinese between

We

are told that the I'urvaAailas and the
AparaSailas posses>*ed a Prajiui in Prakrit (Waa^iliefT, ^uddhi.t\vhicli
is
tnrtx, p. 291),
quite pOi^sihle. Thev were IjOknttaraBut what is the
vi^d)ns(>«ee art. BonnisATTVi, vol. ii. p. 742'>).
of
this
date
Prajiia
A.I).

147 a!id 104.

't

the fact that the true doctrine of the void was
known to the Hinayana, or, to be more exact, that
the Buddha had already taught this doctrine in his
revelation, in the.v/7^ras iif theHin.ayana. But,
will be asked, if this Vehicle, the Vehicle of the

lirst
i,t

Sravakas, teaches the non-existence in themselves
of the elements of the ego (dharmanahdtmya),
\\ here is the need of the
The MahaMahayana
yana, replies Chandrakirti, teaches not only the
but
also
the
of
the career
dharma7iairahnya
stages
of the future Buttdha, the perfect virtues (;)f(r«mtM),
the resolutions or vows to save all creatures, the
application of merit to the acquisition of the quality
of Buddha, the great compassion {Madhyama'!

,

tr. in Miision, new ser., viii. 272), whence
Mahayana was necessary.
Devotion. — As regards the deification of
3.

kCtvafdra,

the

Buddhas and worship of Buddhas and bodhisattvas,

we have a

sure date in the Chinese translation
(between A.D. 148 and 170) of the Siikhdvat'ivyuha,
the book in which the monotheistic religion of
Amitabha (see above, T. 2. (3)) is formulated.' The
Gandh.ara nioimments, the exact date of which is
not known, but which can hardly be later than the
1st cent. A.D., take us back even further than the
earliest date of the Chinese translation. They show,
or at least may be held to show, the worship of the
bodhisattvas associated with that of the Buddhas.'
On the other hand, we know from the documents
of the Hinayan-i that the worship of the Buddha is
of great antiquity.
In the art. Adibuddha the
present writer has mentioned some of these documents, and (although he no longer sees in certain
passages the quasi-deiiication of the Buddha which
he saw in 1908) they show that the Buddhists, or
at least certain Buddhists, came to the conclusion
that Sakyamuni did not descend in person to the
earth, but was content to send his image (cf.
DocETISM [Buddhist]). This is, in substance, the
leaching of the Great Vehicle on Buddha— the
Buddha almost eternal and saving beings by means
of magical creations.
Scholars who admit the
authenticity of tlie Kathdvatthii as a whole are
compelled to locate this belief before the time of
Asoka. Without believing in the authenticity of
this very composite book, the present writer would
willingly admit that the deilication of the Buddha
his 'almost' eternity belong to a period long
before the formal documents.

and
It

is

almost certain, too, that this transformation of the

Buddha may be explained by the natural e^olution of the
Buddhist dogma on Hindu soil. The resemblance between the
Buddha reigning peacefully in a paradise and sending itnages
of himself down to this world, on the one hand, and Kr^ya,
<;Iaddening beings in his own world (Goloka) and appearing in
a human form, on the other, is striking, and contains a valuable
lesson.

Nevertheless, it must be noted that, although Kakyaniuni
plays an important rSle in the Lot 11 9 of the True Lair a.\\A in the
Mahayanist literature of which he is the revealer, he does not
seem to have such a leading part in the religions of the Great
Vehicle. In the first rank are Maitreya.s the future Buddha,
more living than Sakyamuni, and especially personages of
obscure origin, AvalokitetSvara (see art. AvalokiteSvara),
Amitabha, 4 Vairochana, Vajrapiii.ii, and many others, whose
is not very marked.
Several scholars, moreover (and no mean ones), regard the
of
devotion
to the Buddhas as a real 'pvizzle' (.Max
the
origin
^.fuller), and believe that it is to be found in the influence of the
'
barbarians,* notably the Mai.d.r-ans an influence which
was exercised especially in Northern India, the Panjab, and
Kashmir, where religious statuary reached such high development. The pre-historic mythology of the Great Vehicle 18
veiled in obscurity, and future researches may perhaps confirm
this hypothesis; but Ihe comparisons to which attention has
been called up to the present have little value and do not
prove that Amilfibha is an Ahura Mazda oran Apollo disguised.
In any case it is useless to explain the worship of tlie Buddhas
by the influence of Greek sculptors who, it is believed, were (he
The whole theology of the
111 st to make images of Buddhas.

Buddhist character

—

'

'

See the tr. of Max Miiller and Takakusu in SBK xlix. (1894).
-.'^ee A. Foucher, VA rt (fiyro.houddhiqve, ii., who treats of the
[litiicult identiflcation of the icons of Gandhiira and their date.
BtUl. de VKcotefran';. d' Extreme-Orient, xi. 4'fJ.
4 See
Poaasin, Bouddhisme, Opiniomtur la dogmatiquc, p. 2(i6.
1

:'
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of the books and legends concerning them.
know that the books of the Hiuayana appeared

whole of the Mahayana was not known to
it was because the doctrines were too
sublime to be understood by the compilers of
the Hinayana. But it was the Buddha who taught
them, and they were heard by the bodhlsattvits
Samantabhadra, Maiijughosa, Guhyesvara, VajraIn fact, immediately after
pani, and Maitreya.
having obtained illumination, the Buddha preached
to the gods (in the heaven of the Thirty-three) and
to the bodhisattvas (J. Edkins, Chinese Buddhism,
London, 1880, p. 18; A. Foucher. Iconogiaphie

surrounded

boiiddhiqiic, p. 86).

the belief in the providence of
religion of Amitabha is Indian
Araitabha and of Avalokita, the belief in their saving grace,
has very little in common with ancient Buddhism, but is excellent Krsyaism. The paradise of the west (Sukhavati), and
the name of Amitabha, infinite li^ht,' which probably are in
reality 'solar,' ha\e not up to the present been sufficiently
studied and explained. The idea of multiple universes, however, each ruled by a Buddha, is very authentic Buddhism
(see, e.g., the Mahavastit).
;

'

History of the scriptures of the
lll._
MabaYaSA.' — I. Controversy on the authenticity

— We

vHth

a

definite

very

ecclesiastical
to modern

Whatever may be the value

historj'.

scholars of the tradition referring to the Councils
{e.g.. R. O. Franke, Dlghanikaiia, Gottingen, 1913,
p. xlii), the Buddhists of the Mahayana and of the
Hlnaj'ana admitted the authenticity, in the strict
But the adherents of
sense, of the ancient canon.
the Hinayana did not recognize the books of the
Mahayana for the simple reason that these books

were unknown in

ecclesiastical history

:

This is the word of the Buddha which is found in the Sutra,
which appears in the Vinaya, which is in harmony with
with Truth (dAar?na(fi).'2
religion,
'

This old text of the D'igha is, according to them,
the condemnation of the Mahayana, which not
only is not authentic, but is even full of heretical
no^'elties.

The most weighty argument of the Mahayanists
is the speculative argument.
The Mahayana, they
it is the
saj', is in harmony with the dharmatd
only vehicle of nirvana. The Hinayana is indeed
authentic, but the Buddha taught it only as pro;

visional truth, taking into consideration the weakness of mind of his hearers. Besides, if the doctrine
of the Mahayana is not found in your sutnis, it is
found in ours ; if you do not admit our sfifras, we

admit them. But, the Hinaj'anists rejil}', our
ultras are authentic since you admit them
yours
are not authentic, and that is why we reject them.
To tliis the Mahayanists answer that tliere are far
more reasons for aVlmitting the sfiiras of the Mahayana, since they are the true path to salvation.^
The Mahayanists further maintain that the
Mahfiyana is not new, and that the Hinayanist
tradition shows that the Mahayana is authentic.
;

The SamynttanikSija (ii. 17 and iii. 142) proves
that even in the Hinayana the Buddha taught
the non-existence in themselves of the elements of
the ego (see above, II. 2 MadhtjamakCwatdra, p.
'22).
(2) The doctrine of the multiple teaching of
the Master, of his accommodation to the ideas of
the world (lokfi nuvartann) is taught in the Canon
of the Pilrvasailas, a sect of the Hinayana (Madhyaiiiakdvatdra, Fr. tr., Musion, new ser., xi. [1910]
which is also (3) said to have possessed the
134)
sutras of the Prajndparamitd edited in Prakrit.
This sect, however, is strict in the matter of
doctrine, since it orders the expulsion of those who
do not understand the
reserved questions
(see
art. Agnosticism [Buddhist], vol. i.
p. 221''
(1)

;

'

'

,

;

'

'

;

MadhnamakCtvnfdra, p. '251). (4) The Makdvastu
(a booK of the Hinajana) teaches the stages in the
career of a hodhisattva and the perfect virtues.^
For a description and analysis of the literature of the
Wassilieff, Uiiddhismu^, pp. 157-207, and
see also
Winternitz, Gesch. d'T. ind. Litteratur. ii. 187-250
Winternitz on the Lalitayistara and the Mahdvastu works
wLii.h belong to both Vehicles. Among: translations see 'The
Lotus of the True Law,' SEE x\\., 'The Sukhavati, etc.,' SHE
^

<}reat Vehicle see

;

—

xhx.
2

Difjha,

ii.

124

;

Manjughosahasavajra, Siddhdnta,

i.

128b

;

Smnllaihknra.

ed. S. Levi, Paris, 1907, i. 20.
3 ^'ee
Bodhic)tart;dvatdya, ix. 42 f., Fr. tr.,

Introduction d la

prali'pte den futuys Bouddhan, p. 120; Sfitrdlaihkdra, i. ;
Poussin, Boi'ddhi^ine, Opinions sur ta dogmatique, p. 137 f.
*
Arguments 3 and 4 are f^iven in the Tibetan work, the
Siddh'inta oi .Maiiiu^'ho^aliasn^ajra, p. 12S'*, in the Urja ed.. tr.
hy Wassilieff in Bti.i.lhi.nr.us, p. '264 ('291). The connexion of
the Mrihayana witli the Mahasaiiyhika school, of which the
Pur\ aiailas are a bianch, is bevond doubt but the antiquity
of the doctrine of this school is rather doubtful.
;

If tlie

the ancients,

The bodhisattvas, throughout the course of the
ages, have revealed the Mahayana to men ; Mafijusri took the form of a bhtk.m and, it is said,
made known the Prajnapdramitd in 80,000 articles
(Taranatha,

A. Schiefner, Petrograd, 1869,

tr.

p.

was Maitreya, the future Buddha, who
explained the Prajndpdrnniitd to Asahga, and
It

58).

who

is the author of the treatises of the Vijnanavadin school {Mnsfon, vi. [190-5] 145, xv. [1914] 42).
According to a Japanese tradition, interesting as
an example although without historical value,
Maiijusri and Maitrej'a had published the Mahayana in the year 116 of Nirvana: 'If these books
had not existed before, whence would thej' have
been obtained?' a very childish argument.'
This Mahayana is said to have been completed in
200 of Nirvana, notably by the publication of the
Avatai'iisaka ( = Gandavyi~iha).
All these revelations took place before Nagarjuna (R. Fujishima,
Lv Buuddhisme japonais, Paris, 1888, p. 54).
Nevertheless, it is to Nagarjuna that our most
trustworthy documents give the honour of the

—

revelation of the Mahayana.
The Lairlcavatdra
and a Mahdincghasftt ra ' put into the mouth of
the Buddha words like the following
Four centuries after my nirmiyi this Inanda will be the
:

'

bhikfu called Naga

;

he

will

teach the Great Vehicle."

It is said that Nagarjuna obtained the Prajna/pdramitds or the Avatai'iisaka from the Nagas (^Vassi118 f.).
We cannot give an
liett', Buddhismus,
p.
account of all the legends referring to the revelaof
books
of
tion
the
the Mahayana (see Taranatha,
what has already been said will give a
p. 61 f.)
safficient idea of the beliefs that arose in the Buddhist world concerning the origin of these books.
Apart from a few ardent partisans of the Hinayana,
all Buddhists readily believed all that appeared as
the word of Buddha.'
2. Criticism of the legends and conjectures.
Tlie library of the Mahaj-ana consists of two parts,
which the Tibetans have carefully distinguished:
first, the sutras, divine works, uttered by Bhagavat
himself, which are arranged in tlie Kanjfir [=bka
hgyur, 'word of the Master'); and, secondly, the
commentaries on the siitras and the treatises
;

'

—

{idstras) properly so called, human works, the
greater numlier of which were written by the
scholars to whom tradition ascribes them ; all this
literature forms part of the Tanjur (bstan Jigyiir,
This distinction has
instruction, scholasticism ').
not alw.ays a historical value.
Many sutras are
frankly scholastic works, and it is probable that
some of them are later than the signed treatises
whose doctrir.e they contain and authorize.'
'

We

know

that Asaiiga wrote five treatises which
a revelation of Maitreya.
Although
revealed, these treatises are included as part of the
Tanjur, because in form they are not sutras, but
mere treatises (karikds, mnemonic verses, with a

he gave

1

a.s

Maitreya-Asauga believes {Sitlrdlaihkdra,

i.

7) that

the

two Vehicles are contemporaneous.
2 See
Madhyamakdvatdra, p. 76; Fujishima, pp. 32, 5.5;
for the prophecies of Lanka, which are wanting in the first
Chinese version, see Max Miiller, India, What can it teach vs?,
London, 1SS3, p. 298 f.
y We must confine ourselves to a few reuuirks here.
subject will depend for a long time yet upon monographs.

This
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prose coimneiitary).

'Tbus have

I

lieard.

Presented witli the formula,

Bhagavat was on the Mount

by thou^•;uul8 of Bodhithey might have made good j«<rn.?.
There is therefore some truth in the legends which
we were discussing above the scholars of the
Mahayana forged the sHiras in order to publish
their philosophic doctrines, to glorify their chosen
saints, to authorize their beliefs in the saviour
of Vultures, surrounded

sattvas

.

.

.,'

:

Amitabha, and so on. In the same way, whether
at the same time, earlier, or later, the thaumaturges and the magicians lirst made collections of
magical formul» and then compiled the Tantras,
attributed to demigods or semi-demons, whom they
were believed to evoke. The work of editing .md
compiling the Sddhancu (magic rituals) and the
Tantras took a very long time Taranalha abounds
in really historic stories on this subject and the
Mahayana probably developed by similar processes.
The scholastic character of the Lahkfivaidra is
very detiuite. This sutra implies the existence of
a strong Vijiianavadin doctrine it is full of conThe DaSabhumika, which, augmented
troversy.
by risumis in verse, became transformed into the
DaJabhiimUvara, sets forth a theory of the ten
stages of the future Buddha which is quite in the
manner of a 'treatise.' One of these sfitras, invoked by C'handrakirti to contirni a Madhyamika
formula, seems to have been written according to
the same formula (see Madhyamakaiftti, p. 249).
Careful study will probably prove the close connexion between the sutras and the treatises.
What exactly was the role of Nagarjuna in the
elaboration of this literature ? It is thus defined

—

—

;

by Kern

:

Nagarjuna may have be«n one of the most talented and
influential leaders of the movement rather than its ori^nator.
... An influential i^erson, the first eminent leader of a school
imbued with Hinduism and the methods of Indian scholastic
philosophy.' He then became a comprehensive name of the
activity of M&havanism in the first phase of its onward course*
'

'

{Manual, pp.

6, 123).

lies in having discovered
the doctrine of the 'void,' which showed the inHis name is
the
ancient
Vehicle.
feriority of
It may
inseparable from the Prajnaparamitd.
well be that Nagarjuna, being the author of the
treatises which are the scholastic working-out of
the principles of the Prajnaparamitd, is of some
account in the redaction of the Prajndpdramitas,
the revelation of which tradition attributes to him.
There are many ancient materials in the sutras
of the Mahayana.
Not a few eiementfl of the Mahayanist scriptures are taken

Nagarjuna's importance

'

bodily from the Tripitaka, with such omissions
as deemed necessary (Kern, loc. cU.).

and additions

'

Whole

passages, e.g., of the Lalitavistara, recur
almost word for word in the Pali scriptures. The
work that H. Oldenberg has done for the Dicydvaddna and E. ^\'indiseh for the Mnhdcastu ' in
comparing these two works of the Sanskrit Hinayana with the Pali canon might be done with
advantage for several sutras of the Mahiiyana. The
comparison would also be very fruitful between the

—

—

Mahayana and the Sanskrit Hinayana. The AbhirfAarmaof theSarvSstivadins(Hiiuiyana)isaccept«<l
the Sautranby the Madhyamikas (Mahayana)
tiltas (Hinayana) have opened the door to the
the Da.iabhumikn
Vijfianavadins (Mahayana)
(.\Iahayana), we may believe, depends on the
of the .Maliascholars
^fahdvaslu (Hinayana); the
yana know and quote the Hinayana.= When they
;

;

>
of Or<entalitls,
Oldenberjr, JVoiis. r,/ihf5lh Intern. Conijma
ii.
107-122, "Studien nir Ocsch. der buddh.
Windisch, Die Kompotition dts
Kanon,' <!GX, 1912, p. 155
MahAroftti. cin Beitng lur QvelUnlninde dea Bvddhismus,
do. 1896, and Buddha'i
.eipiik', liWf, and also Jftro und Buddha,
Ofburt, do. 1908.
Jft.. e.g., the theory of the 'meritorious material tiifU
(aup^ulhikapui^i/akni/nraetH) in Atimittara. ii. 64, in Abhidhar-

Berlin, 1881-82,

;

I

'

makoia, \y. 1 13 t. (Hkr. tlin.tyana), in Ariiarnlnariii^intiti-a, cited
in Sikidsamuchchaiia, p. 138, knd Hadhi/atnakavrtli, p. 309.

invent, preaching vacuity or the career of a bodhisattva, tlicy make use of old models, reason in the
manner of the Abhidhdrtiiikas und the Brahmans,
and model the career of the bodhisattva on the
path of the arhat, and the new meditations on the

canonical meditations.
LrrsRATiRE. —The sources mentioned in artt. Adibuddha,
H.
BoDHisATTVA, Maduvamaka, Manji'^rI, VijSanavXdins
;

Kem,

GeachUdenit van tut Buddtiisme in Indie, Haarlem,

1882-84, Fr.

tr.,

Uitl.

du Bmddliimne damVlnde,

Paris, 1901,

3/antuu of Indian Euddtiism, Strassburg, 1896 W. Wassilieff,
Der Buddhisiii,u.i, Pctrograd, ls60 L. de la Valine Ponssin,
Bouddtiisine, Etudes et inaUriaux, London, ISi^S, Bouddhi»ine,
Opinionsiur Vtiiat. de la dogmatique, do. 19<)9 M. Wintemiti,
Qesch. der ind. Litteratur, ii., Leipzig, 191.3. For the iconography of the Mahayana: A. Foucher, Etudea mtr Cicono1900-05, L'Art grioh
'iraptiie bouddhique, 2 vols., Paris,
bouddhi'jue du Qandtidra, 2 vols. do. 1905-15 A. Grilnwedel,
in
ed.
J.
Buddhiat Art
India, Eng. tr.,
Burgess, London, 1901,
MyVwlogie du Bouddtiiame au Tibet, Leipzig, 1900.
;

;

;

;
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L.
Tlie title

DE LA VALLfiE POUSSIN.
Mahdi was first associated

with 'All's son Muhammad b. al-^Ianafiyyah, and,
aiiparently, given him by the adventurer Mukhtar
b. Abi 'iJbaid, who, after the death of ^usain at
Kerbela, ostensibly championed the claims of this
personage to' the khalifate. The word is ordinarily
interpreted the divinely guided,' from a verb which
frequently occurs in the Qur'an in the corresponding sense, though this particular derivative is not
found there ; yet this explanation did not give
universal satisfaction, and several others were current (see Yaqut, Geographical Dictionary, ed. F.
Wiistenfcld, Leipzig, 1866-73, iv. 693. 4). Mukhtar
title att;iched to
clearly used it as analogous to a
'
the name of 'All, calling him the Mahdi, son of
the Wasi' (fabari. Chronicle, ed. Leyden, 18791901, ii. 534), where the latter title means 'the
legatee,' i.e. he to whom the Prophet had beit is, however, often
the trustee.' It is doubtful whether
it
this Muhammad used
himself, as a letter purporting to be from him, in which it is prefixed to
his name, was condemned as spurious by one of
his correspondents on that account (Tabari, ii. 611
After the death of 'Ali's two sons by
[66 A.H.]).
Fatima, the Prophet's daughter, it would seem
that some Muslims were ready to recognize the
claim of this Muhammad, 'All's son by another
wife, to the sovereignty, but he himself acted with
extreme caution in the matter of asserting it he
was, however, imprisoned for a time by the partisans of 'Abdallah b. Zubair, who endeavoured to
wrest the throne from the Umayyads but, when
their supremacy was restored, he accepted a governorship, and appears to have ended peacefully.
Some uncertainty existed with regard to both the
time and place of his death, and a sect aiose called
the Kaisanij'yah, who declared that he remained

queathed the sovereignty
interpreted as

;

'

;

;

tomb in Mt. Radwa, whence
he would one day emerge and the poet of this
this
sect, the Sayyid Uimvari,
fully exjwcted
occurrence, though the Mahdi had disappeared for
sixty years (Aghdn'i, Cairo, 1285, viii. 32). The
poet Kuthavvir asserts that his reappearance had
been foretold by Ka'b al-Ahbar (t 34 A.H.), whose
name is often mentioned in connexion with matter
drawn from the Jewish Scriptures. This prophecy
alive in his supposed

;

well owe its origin to that of the return of
Mahdi came to be substituted
Elijah but how the
if the reference to
for that prophet is not clear
Ka'b be genuine, we should gather that the word had
been used before Mukhtar's time with a religious
assert-s that this Mahdi's
import. The poet further
book was studied by the Kaisanis in Mecca but
such a work must a.ssuredlv have been a forgery.
With this personage the idea of an awaited
deliverer is first connected in Islam, and this
notion is expressed by the name Mahdi, to which
the participle 'expected' {muntazar) is sometimes
attached. The various pretenders from the house

may

;

;

:
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cy., Zaid (after whom the
Zaidis are called) ; he was defeated and killed in
the year 122 A. H., and his body was afterwards cruci-

of All received the title

An Umayyad

fied.

satirist said that

he had never

before seen a Mahdi hanging on a tree (Mas'udi, ed.
and tr. C. Barbier de Meynard and Pavet de Courteille, Les Prairies d'or, Paris, 1861-77, v. 471).
When the pretender Muhammad b. 'Abdallah first
made his appearance, the people of Medina cried
out 'The Mahdi has come forth (Tabari, iii. 159
It was to be e.\pected that prophecies
[A.H. 144]).
of the appearance of such a per.sonage should be
attributed to the Prophet Muhammad, and such
were current, though of questioned authenticity,
the best, according to Mutahhar b. Tahir, who
wrote about 325 A.H. {Le Livre de la creation et de
rhistoire, ed. C. Huart, Paris, 1899-1903, ii. 161),
'

:

being

The world shall not pass away until my nation be governed
by one of my house wliose name a^ees with mine.'
This tradition is also found in the collection of
Tirmidhi (t 279 ; ed. Cairo, 1292, ii. .36), wliere it
is followed by another in which the Mahdi is men'

tioned

:

We

were afraid of some trouble occurring after the Prophet's
we asked him, and he said In my nation there is the
Mahdi who shall come forth he shall live five (or seven or nine)
**
O Mahdi, give
years" ; a man shall come unto him and say,
me
and the Mahdi shall pile into his lap as nmch as he can
'

death, so

:

;

I

:

carry.'

The author

of this fiction appears to

have

inter-

preted the word as the giver,' which should rather
be Muhdi. Somewhat more information is to be
found in the contemporary collection by Ibn Majah
(t273; Cairo, 1313, ii. 269): the tradition just
given is repeated with some variations, indicating
that under the Mahdi men would enjoy greater
than they had ever experienced ; to it is
blessings
prefixed one to the effect that certain persons with
black standards (i.e. the 'Abbasids) would come
from the East,
*who shall ask for good and not be given it, and shall fight and
'

be victorious and be offeVed what the}' asked and not accept it
until they hand it [the sovereignty] to one of m>' house who shall
fill it with justice as they filled it* with injustice.'

Another tradition

states that the

descendant of Fatinia

;

Mahdi

is

to be a

another gives as the

list

of lords of paradise the following members of the
the Prophet, his uncle 9amzah, his
family
cousins 'Ali and Ja'far, and his grandsons ^asan
and IJusain and the Mahdi. The last is
Men shall come forth from the East, and shall prepare the
:

:

'

way
It

tor the Mahdi.'

seems clear that the authors of these

fictions

had somehow heard of an expected Mahdi, and
made up traditions calculated either to encourage
the munificence of princes or to win adherents for
some political party.
Mutahhar adds another,
that the only Mahdi to be awaited was 'Isa b.
i.e. the Christian Saviour
and, since
orthodox Islam looks forward to His returning
to judge the world according to the law of
Muhammad it is not quite easy to find room for
One of the etymologies suganother Deliverer.

Maryam,

;

—

—

gested for the name, viz. the man of the mahd,
'
cradle,' favours this view, the reference being to
Qur'an, xix. 30 ff., where Christ speaks 'in the
cradle.'

There is little reason for supposing that the
Prophet Muhammad contemplated the appearance
of a Mahdi, however interpreted
but the outbreak of the civil wars within a generation after
his death, and the perturbed condition of Islam
which followed, led to the adoption of the idea
from Jews or Christians, who look forward respectively to the appearance and reappearance of
the Messiah
why the title Mahdi should have
been adopted for the expected Deliverer is, as has
been seen, an unsolved puzzle. To the etymologies
suggested we should be inclined to add one more,
viz. from hada iivthe sense
to give,' making the
;

;

'
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whom has been given,' as in
Saviour says, idddrj ixoi wacra
iirl yrji, and a similar interpretation was current for the name Shiloh in Gn 49'°,
'until Shiloh come,' viz. shel-16, 'whose is.' Thus
the Shiite author of the Fakhrl (ed. W. Ahlwardt,
Gotha, 1860, p. 58), speaking of the Mahdi Zaid
(executed in 122 A.H.), curses tlio.se who deprived
him of his 'right.' However this may be, the
function of the expected Mahdi was, in the first
place, to fill the world with justice in lieu of
injustice, which often meant the abolition of unauthorized practices and the enforcement of
in the second,
orthodo.\ doctrine and conduct
to achieve the conversion of the world to Islam,
and often this was identified with the taking
of Constantinople.
Some, however, were satisfied
with a partial execution of this programme ; and
among persons who had been accepted as the
Mahdi by various writers up to his time Mutahhar (loc. cit.) mentions 'Ali himself, the pious
Umayyad 'Omar II., and the 'Abbasid al-Mahdi,
who reigned a.d. 775-785.
About the signs whereby the Mahdi was to be
recognized when he appeared there were ditt'erences
a common theory was that he should
of opinion
have the name Muhammad and the patronj'inic
Abu'l-Qasim, and that he should belong to the
Prophet's house yet not all demanded the fulfilment of these (not very difficult) conditions. To
all
save the few who suppose that the Mahdi has
come already— he is 6 ^pxi^Mfos, he that shall
come
and, on the whole, the Sunni view is that
his appearance will be that of an ordinary man
whose career is that of a reformer and conqueror,
while the Shi' ite view is that he is in hiding somewhere, and has been concealing himself for an
unlimited period. In our times there were in the
Sudan two Mahdis simultaneously, representing
The line between the
these different opinions.
two is not quite easy to draw, except where some
definitely historical personage is expected to reappear for it has been found possible to adopt the
theory that the Mahdi is some one in hidin<',
without any suggestion of supernatural concealIn more than one case of a successful
ment.
revolution the victory has been won by a commander in the name of an obscure individual, who
lias been brought forward only when success has
been assured. Thus the author of the Fakhrl (p.
171), describing the rise of the 'Abbasids, remarks
that, while the Khurasanites under the brilliant
leadership of Abu Muslim were fighting for the
imam Ibrahim (representative of the 'Abbasids), he
was himself in retiiement somewhere in Syria or
Arabia, attending to his devotions and the affairs
of his family, the greater number of his adherents
to distinguish between his name
being unable
and liis person,' i.e. knowing nothing at all about
him.
The rise of Mahdis from time to time, then, was
due to the disordered state of Islam in normal
circumstances, but also to the wide-spread sentiment that the sovereign should be a descendant
of either the Prophet or 'Ali, for with some communities the latter was regarded as the more
important personage, and indeed the master whom
the former betrayed (see Yaqiit, Dictionary of
Learned Men, ed. D. S. Margoliouth, London,
1913 ff., i. 302). The pretenders of the house of
Ali were repeatedly supposed by their adherents
to have escaped death, notwithstanding their
word mean

'

He

to

Mt

28'* the Risen
i^oivla iv ovpav(} Kal

;

;

;

—

'

'

;

;

'

ostensible execution, and the Slu'a sects were to
a certain extent divided by their loyalty to differ-

ent pretenders whose return they
pretenders were Muhammad b.
cuted 145 A.H., whose return was
of the Jariidiyyah sect Yahya b.
;

expected. Such
'Abdallah, exe-

awaited bj' some
'Umar, executed
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250 AH., expected to return by others of the same
sect
Muhamnittd b. al-Qftsim, v ho revolted in
the year 219, ^vas captured, but cscajied and <lisappeared and Musa b. Ja'far, wlio died of poison
Several otliers are menin Baghdad in 186 A.H.
tioned with these by Ibn IJazm (Kitab al-Fi^al,
;

;

iv. 179f.).
The sect called Qafiyyah
name from making sure of the death of
Musa b. Ja'far, without having ascertained

Cairo, 1321,

got their
this

(Mas'ud!, Tanlnh, ed. M. J. de Goeje, Leyden,
Believers in the continued existence
1894, p. 232).
of
b. al-Qasim were to be found in
the time of Mas'udi (332 A.H. Prairies d'or, vii.
117) in the district of Kufah, in the mountains
of Tabarlstan and the Dailam, and the district.s of
it

Muhammad

j

The person ordinarily acknowledged
be the 'expected Mahdi' is Muhammad b.
5asan al-'Askari, whose father died 260 A.H.
There was, however, great doubt as to the age
of this Rluhanimad at the time of his father's
death, some denying that he ever came into existence, and all agreeing that he could have been
only a few years old at the time. ShahrastanI
locates him in Samarra (ed. W. Cureton, London,
1842-46, p. 128) but at some time in the 7th or
8th cent. A.H. he appears to have taken up his
abode at tlillah. The traveller Ibn Batuta (t 780
A.H.
ed. and tr. C. Defr^mery and K. B. Sanguinetti, Paris, 1853-58, ii. 98) gives a weird
account of the ceremonies which he found there,
and which seem to be relics of some pagan cult.
There is a mosque with its door covered by a sillseD curtain,

and proselytes to whom the mysteries had
been communicated were forbidden to divulge
them until the Mahdi appeared. Probably with
this community (in theory at least) the Mahdi,
called also, as has been seen,
the Lord of the
Age,' was the legitimate occupant of the Fat.imid
throne when the sovereign al-yakim disappeared,
doubtless through assassination, his continued existence and future reappearance became the dogmas
liefore,

'

;

a sect.
Another Mahdi whose etibrts resulted in the
foundation of a dynasty was Ibn Tumart {q.v.
of

;

t 624 = A.D. 1130),

started the empire of the
this personage there is an unusually

Almohads. Of
full and interesting biography by Ibn Khallikan

W. M.

de Slane, Paris, 1843-71, iii. 20511'.),
doubtless somewhat coloured
by preHo appears to have started genuinely as a
judice.
and
to
have
taken
ana
moral
reformer,
religious
the title Mahdi when opposition and danger induced him to draw the sword he is likely then
influenced by the prophecy of the
to have bee
appearance of such a reformer, which, as we have
seen, had already found its way into an authorita-

Khurasan.

(tr.

to

which

;

;

'

called the sanctuary of "the Lord of the Age." Each afternoon a
hundred of the inhabitants come out of their bouses armed with
drawn swords poing to the governor, they obtain from him a
:

horse with saddle and bridle, or else a mule beating drums
playinj;r musical instruments, they then proceed, fifty of
them in front of the charger and fifty behind. Others arrange
themselves on either side.
Coming to the mosque that has
been named, they halt before its door, and say *' Bismillah,
O Lord of the Age, come forth. Mischief is ranipant, and wrong
abundant this is tlie time for thee to come forth, that God may
distinguish by thee between the tnie and the false." This they
continue till the praj er of sunset, playing their musical instrumente the whole time.'
;

and

:

;

Ibn Khaldun, a contemporary of Ibn Batuta, who
has no high opinion of Lis veracity, tells the same
story, with some variation.
According to him,
the people of yillah hold that their Mahdi entered
a cellar in their habitation, and every night they
appear with a mount before the entrance to this
cellar, and keep calling him to come out, from the
prayer of sunset until the stars are all shining
{Prolegomena, Beirut, 1900, p. 199). It is surprising that in the Ta'rikhi-Guzidah (compiled 730
A.H., ed. E. G. Browne, London, 1910, p. 208) the
connexion of this Mahdi with Qillah appears to
be unknown.
•In his ninth year he disappeared in Samarra, and was never
seen since the people of the Sbi'ah, however, beUeve that he is
the Mahdi of the end of the world, is still alive, and will come
forth when the time arrives.'
;

Probably even the revised version of Ibn Batata's
story requires further redaction.
The majority of the Mahdis have thus played
a larger role in the imagination than in reality
there have, however, been cases wherein the
character has been assumed with very consiilerable and even permanent success. The first cajiital
of the Fatimids in Africa was called Mahdiyyah
after the Mahdi who founded the dynasty ('297
;

= A.D.

The comiucsts which preiiared
909).
for his so\ creignty were all achieved by
an agent, who had ultiinat(dv to produce the person to whom he had ineaclied allegiance; and,
according to the statements of his enemies, the
person produced was an impostor, suddenly called
to play the part, the real Mahdi having perished
on his way to Africa. According to an author of
.\.H.

the

way

weight (!^i?am al-Mulk, 1 485
Chreitumathie pers'tne,

I'aris,

see C. Schefcr,
1883-85, i. 165), the
;

prupaj^'anda of this sect began at least a century

who

is

;

i

The pedigree which
brought him into connexion with'Ali may well be
an invention later than his time, and as such his
tive collection of traditions.

biographer ajjpears to regard it. Some stories told
by Ibn Khallikan are characteristic of such advenhe
turers, though not perhaps true in this case
got access to the Book of Ja/r, in which 'Ali had
prophesied all that was to occur till the end of
time (see art. DIVINATION [Muslim]), whence he
obtained the letters which formed the name of the
person destined to be his chief helper and successor,
with a description of his appearance. In order to
be armed with a miracle, he persuaded a learned
associate to feign illiteracy and ignorance of correct
Araliic one day this person claimed to have learned
the Qur'an by neart in a dream, and this miracle
convinced the most stubborn the confederate then
proclaimed Ibn Tumart the Mahdi, whereas he had
According to Ibn
previously been called imam.
Khaldun (History, Cairo, 1284, vi. 229), the onlj
heresy of which he could be convicted was his
agreeing with the Iraamiyyah sect that the soveIn his treatment of opponents
reign was infallible.
he appears to have been as ruthless and intolerant
as any religious leader but a singular feature of
his career as a Muhammadan saint was that,
besides asceticism in diet, he observed strict
His creed, which has been published
chastity.
(Majmu at al-rnsail, C3.1T0, 1328, p. 44 If.), does not
appear to differ from the orthodox kaUim.
The prophecy of a Mahdi assumed special importance at the commencement of the century
preceding the first millennium of Islam, especially
in India.
According to the details collected by
H. Blochrnann [Jin-i-Akbarl, i. [Calcutta, 1873]
p. iv ff.), the Mahdist movement started in Badakh
;

;

;

;

shiin, where one Sayyid Muhammad Nurbakhsh
gained numerous adherents, defied the Afghan
government, was defeated, and fled to 'Iraq, where
he maintained himself till the end of his life. In
India it assumed a definite form through the action
of Mir Sayyid Muhammad of Jaunpur, who found
an adherent in Gujarat in Sultan Mahmfid I.
Apparently this per.sonage was, like Ibn Tumart
in his early days, a ineacner ami reformer, whose
doctrines gave offence, and who was forced to leave
one place after another. Ultimately he decided
that the burden of Mahdi-ship was too heavy for
him to bear, and that, if he returned home, ho
would recant he died in 911 ( = 1505) at Farah in
Baluchistan, where his tomb became a place of
pilgrimage. An interesting account of another
Inili.iii
Alahdi of this century i» given by the
historian Bada'uni iu his Muiitukliub al-Tawdr'ikh
;

MAHDI
G. Kankiug, Calcutta, 1898, p. 507 fl'.)- This
person was named Shaikh 'Ala i, and was boru iu
feaiana in Hindustan. To the same place there
came one Miyan 'Abdallah, who liad come under
the influence of Muhammad of Jaunpur.
(ti.

He adopted the manners of a Mahdi [whicli would seem to
have been settled by Ibn Tumart, for they consisted in extreme
asceticism] making his dwelling in the corner of a grove far
from tlie haunts of men, on the borders of a tank, he used to
cast water on his head
and when the times of prayer came
round, he used to gather together certain of the labourers who
had to pass that way, and compel them to form an assembly for
prayer, with such a degree of asceticism that, if he met any man
disinclined for the meeting, he would give him a few coins and
encourage him.'
Shaikh 'Ala'i was much impressed by tlus example.
He too, trampling under foot his self-esteem and conceit,
devoted himself to the poor of his neighbourhood, and, entering;
the valley of self-renunciation and abnegation, he bestowed all
his worldly possessions, even to his books, upon the poor.'
He became a disciple of Miyan 'Abdallah the two
formed a community of ascetic socialists or com'

;

;

'

;

hundred householilers,
who, abandoning all other source of gain and
traffic, agriculture, and skilled labour, spent their
time with them. In spite of their asceticism, they
were in the habit of keeping arms and implements
of war always with them as a protection a,gainst
their enemies, but also in order to interfere with
any proceeding in the city or the market of which
munists, consisting of three

they disapproved.
'

33d

and cruelty

drawn'

(p.

12).

call the offenders to account by main
admitting no investigation by the governor, and ou most
occasions they got the best of it.'

After a time the place came to be too liot for
Shaikh 'Ala'i, who, along with his followers,
whose numbers had now reached six or seven
hundred heads of families, migrated to Khawaspur,
near Jodhpur
but here, too, he interfered seriously with the government of the place, and he
was compelled to go back to Baiana, accompanied
by liis disciples. Islam-Shah had by this time
obtained possession of Agra, and he summoned
Shaikli 'Ala'i to his court, whither the Mahdi
proceeded with a party of select companions fully
armed ; according to the chronicler, the Shaikh
nearly effected Islam-Shah's conversion to his
views, but he was presently expelled and sent to
the Deccan. Meanwhile, his former teacher antl
associate had started a sect of his own, which with
some difficulty was suppressed by the authorities
and the Shaikh 'Ala'i was himself ere long summoned again to Agra, and requested to abandon
his claims to the Mahdi-ship refusing to do this,
he was tortured to death. His followers, however,
were numerous, and increased, and were known as
the MalidawTs they were persecuted, but not exterminated, in the reign of Akbar.
Blochmaun observes that these Indian Mahdis
;

;

;

;

were men of considerable eloquence, who by their
preaching obtained great influence over the I'opulace, and that they regularly came into conflict
with the authorized expounders of the law at
the Muhammadan courts. Badauni takes evident
pleasure in narrating liow Shaikh 'Ala'i triumplied
over the official theologians who were employed to
argue with liim. They endeavoured to bring the
practice of their co-religionists into harmony witli
the strict principles enjoined by the Sunni codes,
and es]iecially to banish practices which had been
borrowed from their pagan neighbours.
The Malidi who acquired the greatest fame in
Europe was the personage whose enterprise led to
tlie Anglo-Egyptian conquest of the Sudan.
The
best account of the early stages of the movement
is given by F. R. Wingate in Mahdiism mid the

Egyptian Sudan (London, 1891). After the strong
hands of Zubair Pasha, Samuel Baker, and iciieral
Gordon had been withdrawn from the Sudan, that
countiT was subject to violent oppression, and the
•
broad basis of the Mahdi's appeal was the injustice
I

discipline

was with-

Muhammad Ahmad, who

took

this title, was born at Dongola in 1848 of a family
of boat-builders ; at the age of 22 he was already a
sliaikh with a great reputation for sanctity, and

became a powerful preacher

;

he denounced the

iniquities of the Egyptians, and laid stress on the
promised appearance of a Mahdi, with whom he
presently identified himself, and, indeed, in the
Shi'ite sense ; he claimed to be the twelfth imam,
the son of Hasan 'Askari. His claims were first
recognized in 1881 at Abba Island, 150 miles south
of Khartum, when a band of men declared him
their appointed leader, and he communicated to
them the secret that he was the Mahdi. News of
'
his issuing forth having come to Khartum, the
governor sent to have him arrested ; but he declined
to obey, and, when troops were sent to enforce the
He
order, he succeeded in annihilating them.
'

evidently possessed some skill both as an organizer
and as a military leader, for he soon enrolled among
his followers tribe after tribe of Sudanese, and proceeded from victory to victory until, at liis death
on June 22, 1885, shortly after the liistoiic fall of
Kliartum, his empire extended from lat. 5 to 21 S.,
and from long. 23 to 38 E. of Greenwich. Wingate
suggests as an epitome of Mahdiism the sentence
Your money or your life
in practice it was
an enforced communism, maintained by plunder,
divided arbitrarily by tlie Mahdi. Success also
appears to have made of the Mahdi a coarse
voluptuary. Like some of his predecessors, he
seems to have aimed at reproducing what were
supposed to be the conditions of early Islam, and
to have insisted on a sort of asceticism
his followers were advised to go on foot, or at any rate
to ride asses and not horses, except in war.
Further, they were told to reduce expenditure on
weddings. These ascetic tendencies were indicated
by the name whicli his followers a.ssumed, Darwish
('poor'), for which at a later period the Mahdi
substituted the appellation AnsarC lielpers'), which
had been given by the Prophet Muliammad to his
entertainers in Medina. The Mahdi liimself clearly
aimed at reproducing the career of the Prophet,
'

'

They would go and

force,

which sprang up the

of every sort

moment Gordon's wholesome

;

;

had a hijrah, or migration,' viz. from
where he first came forward, to Masat in
tlie Nuba mountains
and he assigned four chairs
to persons representing the eminent associates of
the Prophet who became the first successors. The
chair of Abil Bakr, the first klialif, was filled by
'Abdallah al-Ta'aishi, who afterwards became
famous as the Mahdi's successor, or khallf, and is
said to have stiggested the r6le of Mahdi lirst to
Zubair Pasha and then to Muhammad Ahmad
since he

'

Ablja,

;

{Muqtatif, xxiv. [ISOO] 5).
The asceticism of tlie Mahdi, like that of the
Wahhabis, included the tabu of tobacco, the smoking of wliicli it regarded as a greater oti'ence than
the drinking of wine in his early days he showed
leanings towards Sfifiism, and would gladly have
obtained recognition from the head of the Sanusis
this being refused, he abolished all orders except
;

;

'

'

own.
After the fall of Khartum the Sudan was gradually evacuated by the An^lo-Egyptian government,
and the fc/udif extended the Mahdi's empire by
tiro and sword till it reached the bounds of Egypt
in 1896 the reconquest of the country began, and
this was achieved at the battle of Omdurman
The new State had achieved
(Sept. 22, 1898).
nothing but devastation and destruction.
The success of the Sudanese Mahdi encouraged
many others to play the part. It seems that the
tille 'al-Mahdi' in the case of the head of the
Sauiisi community was originally a proper name
its holder, however, gave it the familiar applicahis

;

;
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have on his body the
the n;vviis l)etween the
shoulders wliicli iiad indicated the office to whicli
tion,

'seal

and even claimed
of

jirophecy,'

After several years of obscure practice he became
court physician to Saladin, pursuing his Rabbinical
and philosophical studies undaunted while following out the exacting duties of his profession. The
eminent position which he has ever held in Jewish
estimation is expressed in the popular Jewish say-

lo

i.e.

Muhammad was born (the Sudanese Mahdi also
bore a mark, but it was a mole on his right
In the oracle which foretold his appearcheek).
ance the beginning of the 13th Islamic cent.

'From Moses

ing,

(1301 = 1883) wa.s .specified as tlie date. His theories
will be found in tlie art. S.\NU.si.s.
He was rfirely
seen by strangers himself, having a 'double,'
Si Al.imad b. Biskri, who resembled him very
In 1884 he
closely, to play the part before them.
enjoined tlie Muslims to pay no attention to the

to Moses' there

was none

like

Moses.'

Works. — Maimonides' works can be

2.

classified

under the following heads.

—

i.
rniLot^oi'Hv .\ND TiiEOLooY, (a) Dalalat-al-Ilairhi (* Guide
of the Perplexed '), known in Heb. as M6r€h S'bhukkim.
The
Ileb. tr. was effected in 120-1 by Samuel ibn Tibbon, and anotlier
and less popular Heb. tr. was made by the celebrated Hebrew
poet Al-Hari7,i in the 13th century. The Lat. tr. by the younger
l!u.\tor( (Basel, UHO) is based on the Ileb. of Ibn Tibbon.
.Salomon Munk published a Fr. tr. of the Arabic original entitled

Sudane.se pretender, who was merely an impostor
liar.
In 1888, when an a|)peal was made to
the Sultan of Borgo to a.«si.st in the suppression of
Mahdiism by revolutionaries in the Sudan, the
Sanusi Mahdi, to whom the matter was referred,
advised the Sultan to abstain from interference
with Sudfinese allairs .and light with the khallf
only if himself attacked.
'Ihe measures taken by the Protectorate of
Nigeria in recent years to regulate taxation,
emancipate slaves, and introduce other reforms led
to the rise of numerous Mahdis between the years
1900 and 19UJ there were a dozen in Sokoto, and
as many in the other provinces.
In 1905 Mahdis
arose simultaneously in Saturu, Bauchi, and KonMost of these were caught, tried, and
tagara.
executed, the government regarding such severity
as necessary for the preservation of order.
In 1907
there was one Mahdi at Bima in Bauchi, but the
situation was in general satisfactory (Rcinie du
mondr inHsuIm'Ui, iv. [1908] 144).
While the tradition, whicli, as we have seen, has
been admitted into some authoritative works, is
likely to produce aspirants to the Mahdi-ship from
time to time, it is probable that the general introduction of good and stable government will render
their appearance constantly rarer and their adherents fewer.
To the question whether there
were any relics of Mahdiism in the Sudan, the
Cairene journal Uluqtatif as earlj- as 1902 (xxvii.
1126) replied that the introduction of security and
justice in place of the long reign of terror which
that system had produced had efiectually destroyed
'

and a

liuide dets if.gar>U (3 vols., Paris, 1856-66), and there are
Irr. of the whole work and several Germ. trr. of parts.

two

Ital.

An Ent;.

was brought out by J. Townley (London,
The
lS-.?7) under the title of The Reasona of the Laws of Moseg.
standard Eng. ed. with conuuentary and introduction ia that of
rendering of pt

iii.

M. Friedliinder.
{b)

A work

on the terms used

in

lo^^ic

entitled MdlfiUah

j"t-^ina'otal-A'an^'tk, popularly known in its Heb. tr. (by Moses
ilm Tibb6n)as Miliuth Bui(Uii/'ut. Sebastian Munsterpiihlished
a Lat. tr. (Basel, 1.S27).
There are two Germ, renderin-,^,
and
"
the most noteworthy Ileb. commentary is that of Moses

Mendelssohn.

;

(<•) Mal/alah /I alTaiifiid, ontheatiityot God,knovin in Heb.
as 3/o'(l»mr hay-Yi^utlh.
ii. C0MME.VTAI1IE.S OS TiLMUD ASD
MisnxAH.--(a) Commentary
on the Mishnah known in Arabic as Sirdj (• Light '). The component parts of the work were translated into Heb. by various
mediaeval scholars. W. Surenhusius rendered the Heb. into
Lat., and E. I'ococke published parts with a Lat. tr. (O.xford,
The section known .is The Eight Chapters (Sh^nv'infh
1654).
P^rdklm) was edited with an excellent Germ. tr. and valuable
annotations by M. Wolf (Leipzig, 1S63). A new ed. with a very
good Eng. tr. and notes is that of Gortinkle (Columbia University Press, 1912). Various edd. of small sections have l>een
and there is much that still
brought out by other scholars
'

'

'

'

;

awaits the light.
(6) Eitiib al-Fard'id, rendered into Heb. under the title of
Se/er llam-Mtxtcoth by Ibn Tibbon. Moses Bloch brought out
a complete ed. with a Fr. tr. (Paris, ISSS), entitled Le Livrc
lies priceptes.
(The book might also api>roprialcly be classified

under

—

iii.]

iii. Halarua
or codificattos of Rabbixic laws. Mitihnek
Tordh ('Repetition of the Law'), known also as 'The Strong
Hand' (>*«d hu-hCtzakdh). It is divided into fourteen component books, and was written by the author in Hebrew.
Extracts were translated into English by H. Bernard and E.
Soloweyczik in 1S63. The work is of gigantic proportions, and
was meant to be an easily intelligible compendium of Jewish

ritual law.

—(a) 2'jgfreth ho^h-Sk'mddh

LKTTERSAynocc.vsiONAi.ES«ATS,
Letter on Conversion '), wTitten
anonymously into Hebrew. It deals
conversions. Maimonides maintains
iv.

its traces.

in Arab, and translated
with the subject of forced
that a Jew who outwardly
through compulsion professes to embrace Islam does not thereby
forfeit his claim to be considered a righteous Jew.
But the
authenticity of the Letter has been doubted by scholars.
(6) Iggereth Tnnai) (' Letter to Temaii,' I'.f. Yemen), written
in Arab, and translated into Heb. by Ibn Tibbon and others.
The Jews of Yemen are given advice as to how to conduct themselves in times of religious persecution.
(c) 3[d'amar T'luyi)6th hatii-Metitn{' Essays on the Resurrection of the Ite.id'). written in Arab., translated into Heb, by Ibn
Tibbon and also by Al-^lari/.i (see Steinschneider, Ucbt-diwhf
He maintains a spiritual view o(
Ufberftetnniijen, p. 431).
resurrection as opposed to tlie largely prevalent material vi«w
of the resurrection of a united Itody and soul.
(if) 'Letter to the men of Marseilles,' written in Arab, and
translated into Heb. by Ibn Tiblwn, a discussion on astronomy
and astrology, in which Maimonides upholds the truth of the
former, but rejects belief in the potency of the stars.
Letterto Rabbi Jonathan of Lnnel.' in which .Maimonides,
(e)
while replying to certain queries on ritual topii-s, discloses much
A similar note is struck in a
of his private and personal life.
letter to Ibn Tibbon (translated into Eng. from the Heb. by
II. Adier, in the Miscellani/ of Ilfhrrw I.itfraUiif, i.. 1872).
V. Mbdu'ine a.vd astronomy.
(n) .Vii cfyiy on the Jewish
calendar, called Sefer Uibbitr (written at the ago of twentythree), composed in Aral>. and translated into Ileb. by an
anonymous writer, to be found in the collection Iji^bhe^
('

LiTXBiTDRS.— The authorities have been cited throughout the

D.

"t'cie-

Margoliouth.

S.

MAIMONIDES.—l.

Life.— Maimonides (Moses
ben Maimon), Talmudist, philo.sopher, and physician, born at Cordova, 30th March 1135, died at
Cairo, 13tli Dec. 1204, is known in Jewish literature as Rambam (the letters r, m, b, m being the
initials of Habbi Moses ben Maimon) and in Arabic
literature as Abii Imriin Mu.sa ben Maimiin ibn
Abd Allah. His native city falling into the hands
of the Almoh.ods, Maimonides, when yet a lad of
thirteen, was compelled either to leave or to em'

'

'

brace Islam,
lie, together with his father, diose
the former cour.se, and settled at Fez.
Here they
led for a time the dual life of Muslim and Jew.
But, the Muslim authorities growing suspicious of
their botui fdm, fatlier and son determined to lea\ e
Fez. Accordingly, in April 1165, thej' lioarded a
vessel bound for Palestine.
Acre was reached after
a month's stormy ^oyage, and after a sliort stay
there they went on to Jerusalem but, a.s Palestine
had just been the scene of the Second Crusade, and
the Jews there were few in number and jioor in
as well as in culture, MaimonidpN lixed upon
foods
A home was
Igj'pt a.s a more congenial centre.
made in Fostat, a suburb of Cairo. Soon after
their arrival here, both the father and the brother
of Maimonides dieil, and, becondiig
linani'iully
reduced in conse<iuence, Maimonides look uii the
practice of medicine as a means of livelihood.

'

'

—

;

I'^nhubhOth /*rt-/?a»»/jn»n (Leipzig, 1859).
(6) Various minor works on detailed points in medicine. These
all written in Arab., and were translated into Heb. by Jews
of the Middle Ages.
There are also Lat., Fr., Germ., and S|>an.

were

trr. of severol.
\i. Rksponsa.— .Maimonides' correspondence embraced nearly
the Jewish cominnnitles of the Middle Ages. They were
translated at an earl> dati- into Ileb., and conii>rise the collec.
lioi! known as ly'>bhef T'^hlthhMh hd-liambam.
nil

I

3.

Place

in

'

'

—

philosophy. Maiiimiiides hoKls a
Moan UendeUsohu (<;. 1.).

i.e.

MAIMONIDES
sisniticant place Ijotli in Jewish and in iieiieial
his importance in these respects restj>lulusoj)liy,
'
tlie
Ouide
ing; mainly on his three huyer worivs
of the Perplexed,' the Shr'rJ, or Commentary on

—

Mishnali, and the Mi^lmch Tordh. The most
Jewisli of tlie tliree is the Mi^hneh
essentially
law
Tdrdh.
It is an elaborate text-book of
as understood by Jewish ortliodox tradition, its
sources being tlie Hible, tlie Talmud, and the whole
Rabbinical literature previous to Maimonides.
What prompted the autlior to write it was the
fact that the Talmud and the Rabbinical literature
generally are a large, unwieldy, unsystematized
mass of opinions and rules, laws, counsels, prescriptions, permissions, and prohibitions, with no
vestige of any attempts at logical classitleation
and arrangement; so that, unless a. lew possesses
a complete mastery of those intricacies, he is
tlie

'

'

'

'

puzzled to know what is, and what is not, Judaism
as laid down by the Rabbis and sanctioned by
orthodox tradition. Maimonides felt the necessity
Judaism
of aiding Jews in this cardinal respect.
appearetl to him to be in danger of losing itself in
mazes of its own invention lie therefore planned
a work in which both the letter and the spirit of
the Talmud should reappear in a simple, orderly,
and systematic guise. All tlie controversies, disputations, and doubtful points in the original are
omitted. The faithful Je\v who wishes to know
the settled Rabbinical view on any subject of
ritual or belief need no longer wade for the information through oceans of unnecessary details.
:

given him in delinite, clear-cut, and brief
language. As can be understood, this good service
rendered to J udaism was not without an admixture
of evil. Talmudic law, once llexible, became rigid,
ilaimonides, by aiming at laying down opinions
which were to be the norm of all future religious
practice and belief, was felt to have exercised a too
He made development imarbitrary dogmatism.
possible and chained Judaism to the letter, instead
of leaving it free to the eternally unfolding life of
The numerous attacks very often
the spirit.
virulent and abusive which were hurled against
him both in life and after death on accoiuit of
this dogmatism, .and on kindred grounds, constitute a substantial chaiiter in Jewish mediaeval
On the other hand, the book was well
history.
received in many Jewish communities, though the
hope of the author that it would one day become
the authoritative code for all Israel was never
It

is

—

—

realized.

of

In the making of 'codes' or 'compendia'
Jewish law, Maimonides had both predecessors
and successors. But his work stands out from all
these in two commanding respects {n) a greater
:

variety of subject, a liroader iiiter|iretation of the
scope of Judaism as a system both of law and
of theology
(6) the metaphysical [Aristotelian]
colouring pervading his treatment of religion and
ethics, as well as the addition of dissertations on
such subjects as the calendar, idolatry, and free
will.
He was no mere codiiier in the sense that
others were. His was the genius of the literary
artist working out his own original conception of
divine truth as understood by the Jew.
Hence,
whereas to-day resort is had to other codes only
of
strict
on
when enlightenment is sought
points
legalism or strictly orthodox ritual what is
forbidden and what is not forbidden by the 613
precepts of the Turdh the code of Maimonides is
a source of edification to the theological student
generally, quite irrespective of its relation to the
.Jewish life.
The first <jf the fourteen books comMadda
prising the Mishnr.h Turdh is entitled
('Knowledge'). Maimonides feels that, before a
man can be ordered to worship God, he should first
be informed of what God really is so he sets out
'

'

'

'

;

'

—

'

—

'

;

'
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with proofs of the existence of tJod, of the impossibility of a plurality of gods, of the impossibility of
a world «ithout God, of the various grades of ani-

—

'

mate and inanimate existence angels, sphei'es,'
men, plants, minerals (introducing, of course, the
'

four elements,' viz. earth, air,

tire,

water).

He

shows how all these have their places in the
cosmo-^, and how all reveal God in their several
ways and degrees. In the framework of such a
treatment he discusses the Rabbinic views of
prayer, divine worship, Sabbath, feasts and fasts,
repentance, and the whole host of ethical and civil
prescriptions which the Talmudic Rabbis had
deduced from Scripture and had laid down for
observance by the .Jewish commonwealth. It is
all
done in a way which shows tliat, while
Maimonides defended what he considered the
eternal sanctity of ceremonial,' he was too spiritual, too mystical a thinker to omit giving due
prominence to the ethical and spiritual aspects of
Judaism the aspects which justify and transligure
'

—

the rest.

The

the Mishnah, has
it by scholars
and students. It has been in many senses overshadowed by the more popular commentary of
Obadiah Bertinoro, an Italian Rabbi of the 15th
But there can be no doubt that, with
centurj'.
tlie glowing modern recognition of the necessity
of studying the Rabbinical literature on strictly
scientitic lines, the SlrdJ will yet come into its
Sii-dJ, or

not as yet had

Commentary on
full justice

done to

own.

The

object of Maimonides was to enable the
its technical
to understand the Mishnah
]ihraseology as well as its general drift without
the necessity of working through the involved
The Talmud is pnidisquisitions of the Talmud.
excellence the commentaiy on the Mishnah, but its
elaborations and criticisms of the Mishnah, instead
of throwing light on the latter, often render the
darkness all the greater. Further, Maimonides
was of opinion and critical study shows that he
was right that tlie Talmudic masters did not
always understand the Mishnah, because their
extraneous knowledge was faulty. He therefore
planned a work in which the student would be
able to see the Mishnah as it essentially is and
I^ot that
irrespective of the Talmudic glo.sses.
Maimonides ignores these glosses. He incorporates
in
the commentary. But
them and largely too

—

layman

—

—

—

—

—

and
he sometimes adopts an independent view
this is just one of the facts that make his work
serve as a really valuable introduction to the study
;

Talmud. It is also vevy valuable for the
long dissertations which it contains on points
in theology, philosophy, history, and exegesis.
Thus, commenting on Mishnah xi. in the Treatise
Sunhcdrbi on the words 'All Lsraelites have a
portion in the world to come,' he is led to write a
treatise on the Jewish creed, in which he draws up
the famous 'Thirteen Principles of Faith' (for
iv. 2-16^), being the first Rabbanite
which see
as opposed to '^ilaraite') Jew to ask the
(i.e.
.Sj'uagogue to accept a set, formulated creed of
.Judaism. For this he was severely criticized by
a famous 13th cent. Jewish philosopher, yisdai
Crescas, in his Or Adhunai ('Light of the Lord').
But, as subsequent history proves, there was no
necessity for attaching any really serious imiiortance
to these 'Thirteen Principles of Faith,' seeing that
the Synagogue at no time did, and even at the
present time does not, attach any canonical validity
In all probability iiaimonides promulto them.
gated them with no dogmatic intent. They are
useful as a literary monument of the often-forgotten
fact that .Judaism emphasizes inward belief as well
as outward conduct.
Another remarkable excursus is that known as

of the

many

EBE

'

'
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'The Eight Cluiiiteis.' .Fust (is Pliilo attempted to
expound tlicOTdii the basisof Plato, sd >ra,iuioiiidos
here attempts to pie,--ciit .Tudai^ui in the dress of
Aristotle.
IJalibinioal ethics are viewed through

Greek speitacles, and

mean

'

(nea&rrit)

Aristotle's doftrine of 'the

sliown

is

tf>

underlie the sacred

moral truths of Judaism.
'This perfect I^aw does not tearh us to subject the bod} to
useless and uncalled-for tortures. On the contrary, ita aim and
intention is that man acrording to the ciietates of nature should
pursue the path of moderation, eat and drink moderately and
arcorditig to his means (opening words of ch. iv.).
'

Adoptin}; thi.'i stjindpoint and with the aid of the
Aristotelian psychologj-, Maimonides shows how
the Jew's path to ctliit^al perfection lies only
through the adojition of the mean. With all its
Greek colouring, (lie spirit and teaching of the
book are thoroughly Hehraic. OT and Talmud
contain the highest >nsdon> and are man's surest
guide to God.
Maimonides" greatest contribution to metaphysics,
It is
however, is his Guide of the Verplexed.
desired, as he himself says, for thinkers whose
studies have brought them into collision with
'

'

religion,' for

men who

'

have studied philosophy

and have acquired sound knowledge, and who,
while firm in religious matters, are perplexed and
bewildered on account of the ambiguous and figurative expressions employed in the holy writings.'
Thus the book is not meant to convince the unHis
believer, but, rather, to correct the ijeliever.
introductory motto is, Ye who have gone astray
in the field of the holy Law, come hither and follow
the path which I have prepared. The unclean and
'

tlie fool shall

not pass over

it.'

The object of the book is to provide a working
harmony between reason and faith. But whose

that

He

assert, as

exists.

God

is

indefinable.

Even

to

doe.s, ilis unity,
will, is inadmissiiitV-.

Scripture repeatedly

wisdom, eternity,
But how, then, can we justify Scripture? Hy
assuming, he says, that, owing to the poverty of
language, these terms must bo understood as
power,

ilcscribing not a positive quality Imt a negative of
its opposite.
Hence to say that '(lod is one' is
merely tantamount to saying that God is not a

Hence the deity can l)e described only
by negative attributes; and, since the number of

plurality.

tliese is infinite,

must

the positive essence of the deity

for ever lie outside

human comprehension,

despite all this, the deity is unquestionably
He is the creator of the
active in the universe
cosmos, and the traces of divine design are everywhere obvious. How are these divine relations
with the universe to be understood?
Before
lint,

;

grappling seriously with this subject, Maimonides
enters into an .acute criticism of the views of the
Mutakallinirm, or philosophers of the kaldm {q.v.).
As against Aristotle, who maintaine<l the eternity
of the universe, these Arabian philosophers defended the creatio ex nihilo. Maimonides, while
as a Jew differing on this fundamental point from
his teacher Aristotle, agreed with the Mutakallimim, but differed from the latter again on
several other fundamental propositions of theirs.
Maimonides' originality of mind as well as his
fearless liberality of spirit in the investigation of
truth can be clearly gauged in this conreligious
nexion. He rejects, as has just been .said, the
propositions of the Mutakallimim but only as

—

propositions, i.e. theories or methods of proof. For
he accepts their results.
He believed, just as
much as they believed, not only in the creatio ex
nihilo, but also in the existence, incorporeality,
and unity of God. On the other h.and, while
opposing Aristotle on the question of the creatio ex

conception of reason does Maimonides take as the
standard ? No one but Aristotle's. What is faith
to Maimonides ? IJelief in the Torah, which is for
all time the one true embodiment of the divine
nihilo, he practically employs the whole parapherword. There is no contiadiction between divine nalia of the Aristotelian cosmology in order to
revelation as entrusted to the Jews and the meta- prove the creatio ex nihilo. The latter came about
physical truths given to the world by the brains of through the work of a Primal Cause, who is
the philosophers. For not only is it a fact that identical with the Creator alluded to in the
both in the last resort emanate from God, but it Scriptures. From this Primal Cause there emanate
has also to be borne in mind (so argued Maimonides) the intellects of the spheres (these 'intellects' are
that the prophets of the OT received a twofold identified with the angels of Holy Writ). All
divine message. Besides the message which is changes on earth are due to the revolutions of the
manifest to us in their written prophecies, they spheres, which have souls a»d are endowed with
received oral revelations of a philosophical kincl.
intellect.
God created the universe by producing
The WTitten j)rophecies are really instinct with first the intellects of the sjiheres, which give to the
these oral philosophies
and Scripture enshrines, spheres the faculties of existence and motion and
in ways and degrees which can be detected only by
are thus the fons ct origo of the entire universe.
the student of philosophy, ;i body of metaphysical It is of deepest interest to both the theologian and
As the average Jew, through the dulling the mystic to note in this connexion the quaint
truth.
effect of the repeated persecution of his race, fails
Maimonidean exegesis of Gn 1 {Mddseh B'rCshith)
to grasp this metaphysical truth, Maimonides
and Ezk 1 {Ma'ctseh Mcrkdhhnh). His whole theory
conceived it his duty to devote the major portion of emanation (hashpa ft) is a wonderful combination
of the first book of the Guide to an exhaustive of what are usually regarded as two diametrically
examination of the anthropomorphic expressions opposite frames of mind, viz. rationalism and
occurring in the Scriptures in order that the reader mysticism.
should thereby learn the first and fundamental
Aristotle believed in the eternity of matter.
tenet of all metaphysic, viz. that God is incorporeal,
Maimonides argues against this at great length in
and that all the Scriptural passages which talk of pt. ii. of the 'Guide,' in favour of the rmitiuex
'the eye' or 'the hand' or 'the foot' of God, or nihilo not that he believed that the latter tlie.sis
which describe divine movements such as passing,' was really provable from Scripture, but because he
'dwelling,' 'coming,' 'standing,' etc., must be felt it a necessary peg on which to hang the
understood allegorically, seeing that they express essentially Jewish doctrines of miracles, revelation,
transcendental metaphysical trutlis about the deity. and prophecy. On the latter subject his views are
But there is another leading consideration. What strikingly original but highly debatable. There
about the Scriptural attributes of God ? Is not is a strong element of passive ecstasy in prophecy.
the misunderstanding of these liable to lead to an The
is wholly the passive instrument
proj)het
infringement of both the incorporeality and the the divine hand. Imagination is an essential
of
God
7
in
all
Maimonides saw real danger here, element
unity
prophecy. Prophecy is an impulse
and, therefore, after a severe examination of the descending from the Active Intellect to man's
meanings and inter-relations of tlie ditl'erent attri- intellect and imagination. Can any man become
butes of God, he proves the inapjilicabilitj- of them a prophet! No, becau.se, while it is in the power
all to God.
All that can be predicated of God is of many a man to bring himself to the high pitch
;

'

'

—

'

'

'

m
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moral and intellectual perfection which prophecy

This
necessitates, another factor is still required.
factor consists in a special vouchsaling of the
man
divine will, i.e. divine inspiration.
may be

A

intellectually and morally perfect, but may be
unable to prophesy, because prophecy arises, in the
last resort, only at the call of a divine Jiat ; and

the fiat

is

arbitrary.

Maimonides' subsequent discussions on the nature
and origin of evil, on belief in divine providence
and man's free vrill (in which he strikingly discusses the central problem in the book of Job), on
the purpose of the Biblical precepts, on the meanings of the Biblical narratives, on the stages by
which man comes to hold real communion with the
divine— all these are treated with a fullness of
knowledge which makes them a contribution to
A vein of
general as well as to Jewish theology.
unvarying optimism permeates his teachings on sin
and evil. Evil has no positive existence, but is
merely the absence of good, just in the same sense
as sickness denotes the absence of the possession of
health, or poverty the absence of sufficiency, or
In support of
folly the absence of normal wisdom.
the argument he quotes Gn 1^', And God saw
every thing that he had made, and, behold, it was
very good,' the Midrashic comment upon which
No evil thing descends from above (B'reshtth
is,
Divine providence extends to
Rabba, xviii. 9).
individual human beings, but not to animals,
Here Maimonides differs from
plants, or minerals.
Aristotle, who held that Providence took no accovmt of particulars, because His knowledge was
'

'

'

limited to universals.
Scriptural passages are
quoted in refutation of Aristotle's views. Can free
will be reconciled with the fact of divine omniscience, seeing that the latter must imply predestination ? Numerous passages from Scripture
are quoted in illustration of the difficulty of the
bases his answer on the
problem. Maimonides
words of Is 55',i '
thoughts are not your
thoughts, neither are your ways my ways.' God's
knowledge is unique and the great mistake that
men always make is that they persist in thinking
and speaking of God's knowledge in the same
It
senses as they think and speak of mans.

My
;

i.-s

identical with His essence, and
Independent
existence or of time past, present, and future are
all the same to God.
The object of the divine precepts is ' to give man
true knowledge or to remove wrong knowledge,
or to give a correct ordering of life or to remove
or
oppression, or to give a training in good morals
to exhort against bad morals.' Man's tinal consummation of knowing God can come about only
after man has perfected himself, not only inwardly,
but in all his external relations to society, to the
Maimonides discusses every
State, to the world.
precept of the Torah with the object of showing
now their rightful understanding and practice lead
to this ^oal. By an ingenious adaptation of Scrip'
led the
ture he shows that the reason why God
of the wilderness by tlie
people about, by the way
Red sea (Ex 13'*), instead of leading them straight
to the Promised Land, was in order to give them
of

is

—

'

'

'

the necessary preliminary training in the endurance of hardship, in the cultivation of courage in
face of danger, and in all the social and martial
needs. Even
qualities which a self-governing nation
Before he can live on
so, says he, is it with man.
the high level of knowing God, he must live on the
lower level of an obedience to all the divine premore
cepts which are the training-ground for his
exalted role.
Knowing God and loving God
are identical.
Maimonides influenced all succeeding generations of Jewish thought by his introduction of
what we nowadajs call the scientihc spirit into
'

'

'

'

'

'
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the study of Judaism. Henceforward an anthropomorphic conception of God became impossible.
God is spirit, and the worship of Him based as
this is on the carrying out of the laws' of the OT
as interpreted, by the Kabbis is not a series of
mechanical performances, but a movement of the
human spirit towards its divine source. Man's
Hence Judaism,
intellect is his greatest asset.
rightly understood, can never really become fossil-

—

'

—

the application of the intellect to
cannot but result in a continuous chain of development in consonance with the changing phases
of human thought as time goes on.
Although
much of the substance of the Guide is now
to
a
freedom
of spirit
its
obsolete,
encouragement
in the handling of religious problems will always,
unlike the dogmatism of the Mishneh TOrah,
make its appeal to the thinker and the moralist.
Maimonides the liberal philosopher will live on
long after Maimonides the dogmatic ritualist is
ized, seeing that
it

'

'

forgotten.
The influence of

Maimonides on general European
thought has not yet been adequately appraised.
The Latin translations of the Guide' in the 13th
cent, afl'ected the gi'eat Franciscan, Alexander of
Hales, as well as his contemporary, William
The great Christian scholastics,
of Auvergne.
Albertus ilagnus and Duns Scotus, drew inspiraThomas Aquinas's w-hole
tion from its pages.
theological system is permeated with the theoWhat debt,
logical view-points of Maimonides.
if
any, Spinoza's philosophy owes to him is a
moot point, but that the reading of the Guide
'

'

mode

influenced Spinoza's

of life

is

'

certain.

LiTERATDBE.— The editio priiiceps of the Mishneh Tdrdh is
undated, and the place of publication is unknown. Numerous
Constantinople,
subsequent edd. are those of Soncino, 1490
1690 Amsterdam, 1702 Heb. and Eng., H. H. Bernard, CamHeb. and Germ.. Vienna, ISSO
Eng., J. W.
bridge, 1832
of the
Pepperoome, London, 13S8, 1863. The editio princeps
Guide of the Perplexed appeared first without place or date
1791
in
1551
then in Heb., Venice,
Lat., Paris, 1020
Berlin,
Basel, 1629; in Germ., Krotoschin, 1839; in Arab, and Fr.,
S. Munk, 3toIs., Paris, 1856-66; Ital., Leghorn. 1879-81; Eng.,
3 vols., M. Friedlinder, London, 1886, 2ud ed. in 1 vol., do. 19U4.
The commentarj' on the Mishnah was first published at Naples,
1492, and is accessible in the Lat. tr. of W. Surenbusius, iu his
;

;

;

;

;

'

'

;
;

;

;

Miihna, Amsterdam, 1698-1703.
On the life and works of Maimonides, the following should be
consulted
Peter Beer, Leben und Wirken des Maimonides,
Pragrue, 1834 A. Geiger, Moses ben Maimun, Breslau, 1850 ;
ed.
I. M. jost, Israelitische Annalen, Frankfort,
1839, p. 303,
1840, p. 32, Allg. Gesch., Berlin, 1832, iv. 116, and Geseh. des
Notice
sur
ii.
430
S.
Munk,
Judenthunw!, Leipzio;, 1867-69,
Joseph ben Jahoudan. Paris, 1S42, and in Archives Isra^., do.
S. B. Scheyer, Das psychologische St/stem des
1851, p. 319
Maimonides. Frankfort, 1845 A. Benisch, Two Lectures on the
Life and Writingsof Maimonides, London, IS47 A. Bukofzer,
:

;

;

;

;

;

Maimonidesim Eampf mit seinen neuesten Biographen,
1344

;

F. Lebrecbt,

'

Berlin,

Ueber die Apostasie des Maimonides,'

in Magazin fiir Literatur des In- xtnd Auslandes, do. 1844,
no. 62 ; F. Wiistenfeld, Gesch. der arabischen Aerzte, Gottingen,
1882, p. 110 ; E. Carmoly, Uisloire des midecins juifs, Brussels,
1844, p. 62 ; M. Steinschneider, Cat. Lib. //eft. in Bib. Bodl.,
Berlin, 1852-60, cols. liUl-v.n', Hebraisehe Uebersetzungen.Ao.
1S93, passim, DiearabischeLiteraturderJuden, Frankfort, 1902,
§ 158, and 'Sammlung Gedichten uber Maimonides,' in Kdbhe^

'af-FadA, Berlin, 1885 and 1SS6 ; I. H. Weiss, Beth TalmUdh, i.,
Vienna, 18SX, no. 6 ; M. Joel, Die Reliaionsphitosophie des Moses
ben Maimon, Breslau, 1859 ; D. Kaufmann, Die Geschichte der
Atlributenlehre, Gotha, 1S77, p. 303; S. Rubin, Spinoza und
Maimonides, Vienna, 1868; M. Eisler, Vorlesungen iiber die
jiidischen Philosophen des Mittelalters, do. 1370; D. Rosin,
Die Ethik des Maimonides, Breslau, 1876 ;
Bacher, Die
Bibelexegese Moses MairnvnCs, Strassburg, 1S97 ; H. Kahan,
Hat Moses Maimonides de,n Kri/pto-Mohamm^danismtts gehuldes Maidi'jt>, Berlin, 1899; A. Berliner, Zur Ehienrettung
monides,' in Israelii. Monatsschrift, do. 1901, no. 6 ; L. Diinner,
Die alteste astronomische Schrift des MaimoiiidtS, Wiirzburg,
1902 ;
Bacher, M. Brann, D. Simonson, J. Guttmann,
Moaes ben Maimon: sein Leben, seine Wcrke und sein Einjtuss,
L. M. Simmons, Jfaimonidi's and Islam, Lon1908
;
Leipzig,
K. Pearson, Maimonides and Spinoza,' in Jiiiid,
don, ISSS
viii. (1883) 338; J. Guttmann, Die Scholastik des dreizehnten
Jahrhunderts, Breslau, 1902, p. 10' ; I. Friedlander, DerSprachArabisch-deutsch. Lexikon,*
gebrauch des 3{aimonides, i.,
Frankfort, 1902; D. Yellin and 1. Abrahams, Maimmides,
der Juden, vi. 310, Eng.
Geschichte
H.
1903
Graetz,
;
London,

W.

'

W.

'

;

chs. xiii.-xv., London, 1892, Heb. tr. by S. P. RabbinoMoses ben Maimon,' in JE ix. 73 ff. ;
Warsaw, 1S90-9S

tr., iii.

'

witz,

;
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Mahiionides,' in PHE^ xii. 80-M ; Louis-Germain L6vy, La
'
M^taphi/sitiue de Maimattide^ Dijon, 1906, and Maimonide," in
CoUection tits gratuie philosophcs, Paris, 1911 J. Mtinz, Mosrs
beii Maimon: Sfiti Leben uiid seine Werke, Frankfort, 1012;
'

;

J.

I.

New

Gorfinkle, The Eight Chapters oj Maimonides mi Ethics,
York, V)K.
J. ABEL.SON.

non-Aryan tribe
numbering, Majhwar 14,210, Manjhi 4933, according
to the Census of 1911, and found in the United
Provinces of Agra and Oudh, Bengal, Central ProTlie name is
vinces, Berar, and Assam.
usually
derived from Skr. nwdhya, in the sense of headand
man,'
ethnologically they are closely connected
with the Goiids and Kharwars (im.v.).
In the United Provinces the Majhwar possess a
well-marked system of totemistic exoganious divisions, some being named from trees, animals, or
birds, each of which is held sacred and not injured
or eaten by tlie members of the division who take
tlieir name from it.
The tribal legend describes
the rescue of their forefathers by a tortoise they
therefore worship the tortoise, and will not injure
'

;

or kill it. Their deatli rites recognize the survi".'al
of the soul after death, and they take measures to
the return of the malignant spirits of the
Srevent
ead, particularly those who liave died by accident
or in some tragic way.
But some of the ancestral
spirits are supposed to be re-incarnated in tlieir
descendants, or in a calf wliich is taken care of and

not used in ploughing. At marriages a fowl and
spirituous liquor are offered to ancestors, and in
their honour the patCiri, or tribal priest, ofl'ers a
fire sacritice (homa).
Among the special tribal
deities of the Majhwar may be mentioned Dulhfi
Deo, the spirit of a bridegroom who in the olden
As is
days perished in a specially tragic way.
the case with the cognate tribes, there is, in their
beliefs, a clear distinction between those who live
more or less within the range of Hindu influence
and those wlio are less exposed to it. The former
worship, under the title of Mahadeva, tlie great
god' a name of Siva a deitj' who seems to be
identical with Bara Deo,
the gieat god of the
Gonds, both of whom are believed to use the ox
as a 'vehicle' (vaJutna). This cult has a basis of
phallicism, which is more clearly seen in the worship of Lingo or Lingal (Skr. liitga, the phallic
symbol). The patari, at his periodical visits to
his parishioners, worships Mahadeva by rattling
'

—

'

Other spirits inhabit streams and >vaterand with these are joined the Hnakegod.s
the Nag and his consort, the Nagin. A
special
hood.

—

pools,

tribal rite is the worshi]) of the sacred Icaraiiui tree
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—

Muhamniadan woman, and her consort Barwat,
who rule all the mountain-spirits of the neighbour-

'

a number of iron rings

fixed on a staff.
Tlie collecti\e vUlage-gods are impersonated by a male
'
Dih
the
whose
name at
(Pers. dih,
deity
village'),
least is of modern origin, while his female counterpart is known as the Deoharin (Hindi deuhra, Skr.
'
devagj-ha, house of the gods '), so named because
she occupies the village-shrine, a mass of rude
stones piled under a sacred tree, usually the sal
(Shorea robusta). More advanced members of tlie
tribe identify her with the Hindu Devi. The shrine

contains a water vessel, over which a red flag is
hung, and the .seat of the deity is a little mud
platform on which oft'erings are laid and a fire
sacritice is performed.
The officiant at these rites
is the baigu (q.v.), the village medicine-man, who
holds a goat or fowl faciuCT the east and sacritice?
it by cutting oft' the head and allowing a little
blood to drop on the platform. The worshipper,
his friends, and the priest then and there cook and
eat the flesh.
No blood sacritice is offered to ancestors, but flesh cooked by the wife of the eldest
son (perhaps a survival of mother-right) is offered
in the family kitchen, where the honoured dead
are supposed to live. AVlien
they eat they throw
a little food on the ground for the earth-goddess.
Women may be present at the worship of the
higher gods, but not at that of the village-deities.
They also propitiate a number of demons or evil
Hpirits, such as Turkin, the ghost of a Turk or

(Naudca parvifulin), which
down and brought into the

ceremonially cut
where the
jieople dance round it to the beating of drums.
The rite is probably, like similar rites in other
parts of the world described by J. G. Frazer
{GB", pt. i.. The Magic Art, London, l<lll,i. 24711'.),
a form of symbolical or imitative magic to promote
the fall of rain and the fertility of the peoide, their
crops, and cattle (W. Crooke, PM- ii. 94 If.).
Only
the more Hinduized members of the tribe employ
the
real
Biiihmans,
priests being the patdrl and
baiga, who are usually drawn from the more primitive allied tribes, which are believed to preserve
unimpaired the knowledge of the local cults.
Fetishism, so called, appears in the reverence for
the sacred chain (gurdCi) hung in the village shrine,
with which hysterical girls are beaten in order to
drive out the evil spirit supposed to cause such
attacks. The belief in witchcraft, the evil eye,
and omens is wide-spread.
LiTER.iTURF..— W. Crooke, Tribes and Castes of the NorthWestern Provinces mid Oudh, Calcutta, 1S9G, iii. 4139.
is

village,

W. Crooke.
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non-

Aryan tribe, containing various grouiis, numbering, Mai 2,135,329, Mai Paharia 54,069, at the
Census of 1911, and found in the greatest numbers
Madras, Haidarabad, and Bengal.
inter-relations of the North and South
groups have not been clearly ascertained, but they
seem to be, to a large extent, pure Dra\idians, and
those in the Rajmahal Hills in Bengal are closely
allied to the Oraons (q.v.).
The Mai, a cultivating caste in W. and Central Bengal, are mainly
and
few
of
Hindus,
vestiges
primitive beliefs can
be traced among them.
The snake goddess,
Manasa, is their special guardian, and they also
The earliest
worship the local village - deities.
account of their religion in the Kajmahfil Hills is
that by Shaw, which has been supplemented by
Risley and Dalton.
in

The

-

At the head of their system stands the Sun called Dhanner
Gosain, and represented hy a routjhly-liewn post set up in front
'

lie is worshipped with ofFerini,'s of fowls, troats,
sindur [red lead], and oil at the commeni'enient of the liurv est
and
at other times when any misfortune befalls the
season,
family. When people are gathered together for this purpose,
the village headman, who acts as priest, i?oes round the congregation with an egg in his hand, and recites the names of certain
He then throws away the e^^, apparently as a prospirits.
pitiatory offering, and enjoins the spirits to hold aloof and
abstain from troubling the sacritice (Risley, TC, ii. 57).
of each house.

'

Shaw

describes various gods inferior in rank to
the sun-god. Whenever a tiger, smallpox, or any
other plague attacks the village, Kuksey or Kaksi
is supposed to desire that a shrine should be raised
for him.
Accordingly the deiiidiio, or tribal jiriest,
He gets a branch
is directed to search for tlie god.
of the sldi tree, and gum benjamin is burned, which
he smells. He is thus enabled to point out a place
where he directs the people to dig, anil tlie god, in
the shajjc of a sacred black stone, is discovered.
The nuiiijhl, or headman, then ."^I'ts out in search
of a large tree, under the shade of which he places
the stone, and encloses it with a stone fence and
fowl and a goat are sacriticed, and the
hed^e.
headman or some other worthy person does worship to the god and then retires (Amitic lies. iv.
46 f.). This god at tlie present day is the tutelary
deity of strong drink, who is worshipped by the
lieadman before he begins to distil liquor from the
fresh crop of mahiiri (Ba.^sia IritiftiVui) (Risley, ii.
57).
Chal, or Cliahiad, presides over a gioup of
villages, but he is not worsliiiijied until some

A
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plague attacks the people, when the rf<;//ic7«o dreams
that a shrine should be raised, and the god, when
found in the shape ol a stone, is placed under a
mu/cmuiji tree near the village, the stone undergoing no change in form from the chisel {Asiatic
Hes. iv. 48 f.). Goats and pigs are usually oH'ered
to him, but the triennial sacrifice of a cow, mentioned by Shaw, seems now to have fallen into
disuse (Kisley,

The

ii.

On the day of thanksgiving at harvest he proceeds to a hiyh
road, and clears a space under the shade of a 3'oung bel tree
i'Ugk mannetos), in the centre of which he plants a brancli uf
the 7ni/A-»iW7rt tree. Round it he makes marks with red paint
and, lajing some rice and an eg<^ decorated with three streaks of
vermilion near the sacred branch, he invokes the god of the
highway to protect him on his journeys. A cock is sacrificed,
some of the blood being dropped on the branch, and the ofiering is cooked and eaten by the worshipper and his friends. The
rite concludes with the breaking of the egg, and is never repeated unless the person concerned should meet with an accident
in travelling (Asinlic Res. iv. 51

f.).

At

present the ottering prescribed for the god is a
sacrifice is very expensive,
owing to the large amount of rice-beer which must
be ottered to the god and then dinink by the
assembled worshippers (Eisley, i. 58).
The tutelary deity of the village, spoken of by Lieutenant
Shaw under the name of Dwura Gosain [god of the doorway],
is now called Bara-Dwari, because he is supposed to li\e in a
temple with twelve doors. The whole village worship him in
the month of M.igh [Jan. -Feb.]. Colonel Dalton suggests that
this god may perhaps be the same as the Oraon Drini.
Kul

white goat, and the

'

Gosain. "the Ceres of the mountaineers," and Autga, the god
of hunting, appear not to be known at the present day.
Guuio
Gosain, or the god of the pillar, is represented in every household by the wooden post (gmno) which supports the main
rafters of the roof. On this the blood of a slain f:oat is sprinkled
to propitiate the spirits of ancestors. The fact that this god
is common to the Males and Mai PaharL-is, and is worshipped b\
both in the same way, seems to tell strongly in favour of the
common origin of the two tribes. As in Lieutenant Shaw's
time Chamda Gos,airf still ranks high among the tribe, and demands offerings on a larger scale than any other god (Rislev,
'

ii.

58).

At

the present day the priests of the tribe are said
to be the demdiios, wiio were originally diviners

;

but
not

51 ff., 60 ff.; E. T. Dalton, Descriptive Ethnolo(jt/ of
Bengal, do. 1S72, pp. ISSff., 1630. a popular account o"f the
Paharias, mainly based on the above authorities, will be found
in F. B. Bradley- Birt, The Ci'tori/ of an Indian Uplaiid,
Loadon, 1905, pp. 7 ff., 1:^*7 ff.
\V. CkOOKE.
1-iff.,

;

MALABAR JEWS.— See

declared that generally the ckmiino does
officiate as priest, but merely directs the village
headman, head of the household, or other influential person chosen for the occasion (ih.).
The religion of the Mai Fiiharias is of much the
same type. Their chief god is the sun, who is
addressed as Gosain, 'Lord,' and to whom an ottering of rice is presented and then given to a goat,
which is decapitated by a blow from behind. The
meat is cooked, and served up at a fea.st, of which
the neighbours partake. The head alone, whicli
is regarded as sacred food {prcisnd), is
carefully
reserved for the members of the famOy. Next in
honour to the .sun are Dharti Mata, Mother Earth
her servant or, as some say, her sister, Garami
and Singhbahini, she who rides on a tiger,' who
rules tigers, snakes, scorpions, and all manner of
noisome beasts.
The tribe also performs the
karama jcite, dancing round the sacred tree (see
MajhwaE). Chordanfi, the thief demon,' is a
malevolent spirit, who must be propitiated by
.sacrifice and the ottering of the firstfruits of the
crop, which, as usual, are under tabu (.1. G. Frazer,
GB'\ pt. v., S/)irits of the Corn and of the IVild,
London, 191-2, ii. 48 ff.). To Mahadana eggs are
the appropriate ottering. Gumo Gosain, the house
pillar, represents the lares of the household, and
every village has its own tutelaiy deity, which
lives in a sal tree (Shorea robihta).
This is
periodically daubed with red lead, and may on no
account be cut down.
LiTERATrRE.— T. Shaw, On the Inhabitants of the Hills near
it is

;
;

'

'

'

Rijamahall,' in Asiatic liesenrchi's, iv. [London, 179SJ 31 ff.
H. H. Risley, Tribes and Castes of Bengal, Calcutta, 1891, ii.

;

Jews

in

Cochin

(Malabar).
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58).

worship performed by young men is
ofl'ered to Pau tlosain, god of the road, but it is
not undertaken till some accident has induced the
worshipper to consult an exorcist, who decides
whether a sacrifice will be acceptable.
first
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religions

and customs of tlie natives of tlie
numerous isles of the Malay Archipelago, all of
beliefs

them belonging

to the great Malay
o-P"olynesian
family,' were certainly in the main identical, but,
to
historical
facts
and
owing
foreign influences,
by far the greater part of the population have
forsaken their ancestral
creed.
The native
population, with insignificant exceptions, of Java

and Sumatra, except most Battak, profess
Jluhammadanism, as do the Macassars, Buginese,
Mandarese, Bimanese, and some other tribes of
the West and North coast of Celebes, and of
Borneo the small islands of Ternate and Tidore
are also peopled by Muhai);iiiadaus. The Balinese
in Bali and Lombok are .Saivites, with a
sprinkling of Buddhists, whereas the Sassaks of Lombok
;

are followers of Islam.
Christianity is the prevailing religion in Amboiua, the Minahassa, the
and
Talaut
Sangir,
Islands, and has an increasing
number of adherents among the Battak, Torajas,
and Rottinese
Roman Catholic
.Sawuuese,
natives are chiefly fotmd in the Eastern part of
Flores.
.Some small communities of converts to
Christianity are also found in Java.
I. Animism.
The religion of the pagan tribes
of the Archipelago is what is generally denoted
as animism.
In speaking of the beliefs prevailing in the Malay Peninsula Skeat rightly says
;

—

:

'The

root-idea seems to be an all-per\ading Animism,
involving a certain common vital principle is^maifjat) in Man
and Nature, which, for want of a more suitable word, has been
here called the Soul. The application of this general theory
of the universe to the requirements of the individual man
constitutes the Magic Art, which, as conceived by the Malavs,
may be said to coiisist of the methods by which this Soul,
whether in gods, men, animals, vegetables, minerals, or what
not, may be influenced, captured, subdued, or in some way
made subject to the will of the magician.' .\11

this

applies to the pagan

Indonesians, and,

respects, also to the natives who have
adopted another religion and, in their own opinion,
are sincerely attached to it.
Sumangat, with dialectic variations, is the
general word with the JIalays also in Indonesia
for 'soul,' 'vital force,' penetrating the whole
body, but distinct from the lattei', so that it can
leave the body tetnporarily, e.(/., in dreams, and
in

many

The Macassars
finally at death.
use the same word, suma/iga,
the .same meaning. The Battak
tendi, tondi for exactly the same

and Buginese
sumaiit/e

with

use the term
idea and the
Dayaks liave hambarnan, amirue, amiroi, blua,
and other dialectic variations of the same word.
With the Torajas in Central Celebes the usual
term is tanoana, properly honiunculus' another
expression is leuyo, or li»iUii/o, i.e. 'shadow'
When the soul
(Jav. wriyang, Mai. bayanri).
temporarily leaves the body, it assumes the form
of a homunculns or an animal.
A man whose
soul thus goes forth in order to feed upon the
souls of others apjicars in the sliape of a deer,
:

'

;

pig,

crocodile,

monkey,

buttalo,

or

cat.

Like

other Indonesians, the Torajas believe that
there are witches who can separate their head
and entrails from their body in order to suck
the blood of sleeping persons. Such beings may
be
compared with the Mai. penanggalans,
'vampires.'

many

1 With
the doubtful exception of the
Tidore, Halmahera (Gilolo).
2
Malaij Magic, London, 1900, p. 679f.

people of Ternate
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frequent offerings. The tutelary deity of a place
is QixW^A
drin^hgang, i.'-. 'the god"; as the name
implies, he 13 not a ghos-t, but a supernatural
The worship of the re]mted founder of a
being.
settlement is very commcin in the Moluccas. The
Galelarese call the genius of a village and the
forefather of its people ivongi.
The Indonesians in general live in constant
dread of innumerable gho.sts, who are mostly
malignant, and therefore must be propitiated by
Most
offerings or warded oil' by other means.
feared is the pontictnak, a word which with slight
in
whole
variations recurs
the
archipelago, the
The
Malay Peninsula, and the Philippines.
is
of
a woman who
the
pontUinak
reputed ghost
has died in childbirth and, out of jealousy,
penetrates the bodies of pregnant women to kill
the unborn children.
Usually slie is thought to
have the shape jf a bird,' but to be invisible when
In the archipelago
she approaches her victim.
the customary prophylactic against her insidious
attempt is to suspend the thorny branches of a
certain lemon-iree, the fruits of which are al.so
employed as a means of repelling ghosts (fur
other means see Kruijt, llet Animisme, pp. 245-

The word for ' soul in Nias is noso, wliicli, like
Skr. prrfiia aud Gr. Tn/eO/jia, is properly the breath
'
The same
of lite," and then
life,'
vitality.
of
I'laiva (Jav., Mai. etc.).
There
be
said
may
'
'
are several other Indonesian words for soul
e.fj..
Ton tern buan imii/car, nimiikur, Sangir himukwde,
Bentenan himukitr, I'onosakan dimuknr.
'

'

—

The comiuon

belief is that not only men, but
animals, vegetables, and minerals have a

also

Tlio Ngaju Dayaks make a distinction
between hambnrunn and gana, tlie former belong,
ing to men, animals, riee, and money, the latter
to slaves, some trees, and things.
The gana, like
the hambariuin, can leave its abode and appear in
of
men
in dreams.
the shape
a human being to
The soul leaves the body at death, and returns
soul.

to its origin, the creator, or passes, directly or
indirectly, into another human body, an animal,
or a plant.
The residuum of the individual, however, continues a shadowy existence as spirit.
Such a spirit of the dead is called linu among the

Dayaks, and dlau, andiau, among the
Dusun.
It
is
commonly believed that

Ngaju
Olo

the liau goes forthwith to Lewu liau, the spirit
land, which it often leaves to roam in the woods
or haunt its burial-place.
During that time it is
often harmful to the survivors, particularly by
causing disease.
The common word for ' spirit in Battak is

251).

All sorts of diseases are ascribed to the baleful
influence both of ghosts and of other spirits.
Especially in Nias we find several names of beghits
who are held responsible for the appearance of
different diseases and evils.
It is no wonder that
the people employ every means in their power to
cure sicKuess or to prevent threatening attacks.
In apprehension of tiie danger which may accrue
from the dead, the Malays take care that the dead
body is so treated that the ghost may not return.
With many tribes one of the sj'mbolical means of
doing this is to scatter ashes, as if to blind the
ghost.'' The relatives of a deceased person have to
undergo a longer or shorter period of mourning,
during which they must wear the conventional
mourning dress, observe certain restrictions in the
use of food and drink, and refrain from amuse-

'

Nias beghu, which not only denotes the
of the departed, in which case we may
translate it by 'ghost,' 'spectre,' but is applied
also to superhuman beings, demons, and gods.
The Torajas use the terra anga for the spirit of
the dead, and, in particular, anita for the spirits
This word anitu, or
of chieftains and heroes.
nitv, so widespread throughout the whole area
of the Malayo-Polynesians,
in
Formosa, the
btgu,

spirit

and the

of the Pacific, is the
ghosts of ancestors in
the Moluccas, Timor, and Kotti. The Rottinese
use it also for demons, whereas the Hill Torajas
apply it to their gods, who, in fact, are deified
In general it is difficult to distinguish
ancestors.
the ghosts of the departed from the spirits of
higher beings or gods, but among some Torajas,
who )ise the term lamon, we find that a distinction
is made between higher and lower lamoas.

Philippines,

common term

for

isles

the

for

According to R.' H. Codrington (The Melant^slans, Oxford,
it must not be supposed tliat every ghost
p. 124 f.),
becomes an object of worship. A man in dany;er may call
1891,

upon
kin

father, his grandfather, or his uncle ; his nearness of
The ghost who is to be worsufficient ground for it.
is the spirit of a man who iu hia lifetime bad mana

hifl

is

shipped

|n him.'

The same may be said with reference to the
Malay Archipelago, and not the
heathen exclusively. The ghosts of dillerent
kinds are not equal in power. The ICaro Battak
people in the

some

third day.

hold the ghosts of stillborn children in particular
awe, making little houses for them, and honouring them with ofl'erings. The inhabitants of the
Luang Sermata Isles believe that the ghosts of
those who have died a violent death are most
powerful and zealous to help their kinsfolk. In
Halmahera the ghosts of persons killed in war
or by accident are called diliki in Galelarese,
dilikini in Tobelorese.
They are more powerful
than other ghosts, protecting the living, especially
in battle,' and are worshipped in the village
The Torajas also honour the ghosts of
temple.
those who have fallen in battle.
To another category of ghosts belongs the
protecting genius of places, regarded as the
founder of a village or the common ancestor of
the population.
In .lava every village honours
the ghost of its founder, the tjakal desa, witl\
> For further
particularM set- .M. .1. van Uaarda, HV>onf.'/»fi>(
vanhet QaUlarcrsch-hoUaitdMh, p. 98 .\. Hutting, TubdoretithMUmdech WaordtntKxk, The Hag^e, 1903, p. 61.

At

the end of this period it is customary
tribes to offer human sacrifices, the ruling
idea responsible for this custom apparently being
that the ghost ought to he given a companion by
way of propitiation.
It is commonly believed that the ghosts of the
dead remain for some time in the neighbourhood
of their former dwelling, whence the custom of
erecting a hut in which to place the necessary
With some Indonesians it is usual to
offerings.
prepare a bed of state tor the ghost during the first
days after the death. Even the Christians of
Amboina and the Sangir Isles believe that the
dead man pays a visit to his former home on the

ments.

to wander and meet with
sorts of difficulties before finally reaching the
realm of the dead, which is situated somewhere
in the West.
When they are supposed to have
arrived there, a great commemorative feast is arranged, such as the tiwnli^ of the Ngaju Dayaks
and the tengke antl the mumpemats of the Western
Bare'e Torajas.'' For the ceremonies of the feast
among the Uayaks of Sarawak see Ling Roth, The
Natives of Sarawak, i. '208-210.
In the primitive belief of the less civilized
Indonesians there is a bond of connexion between
a dead man and his body, chiefly his bones. It is
usually the skull that is used as a medium for

The ghosts continue

all

1

Butcf.

3

Sec, for other peculiar action, KrulJt, pp. 251-268,

Slicat, p.

S'J.'if.

Skeat.
3 Described in Hardehiiid,
Dajacksch-deutsches

and

of.

p. 3-25.

p. 6(18
*

;

I

IT.

Dcscrilied in .\drianilvrul]t,

p. 117.

tVirtirbuch,

De Bare'e-iprekende Toradjaa,
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communication. It is jireserveil with great piety,
honoured with offering's, and worshipped. Not
seldom a magic power is ascribed to parts of the
body, wliicli tlius come to be in reality miracleworking relics. Another medium of communication is found in idols representing the deified
ancestors
these are held to be inspired after due
initiation.
Such images are very numerous in
where
Nias,
they are called adu, and occur also in
Ceram and in some parts of Borneo. The Battak
have no idols of particular ancestors, but keep two
puppets in their liouses, one male, the other female,
called Silaon (' the primeval ones '), or Debata idup
;

of life').
They seem to represent the
primordial couple from whom mankind is sprung.
Among the Ngaju Dayaks puppets called havipatcmg represent the ghost {gnna) of the slaves of the
deceased at the tiwrth, but the term has also the
more general meaning of 'imppet.' The Toraja
tribes, on the other hand, except the To Lage and
To Onda'e, have no images, but wooden masks
Stones are also objects of worship, as
(pemia).
well as certain earthen pots or urns, which are
as
sacred and inspired.
regarded
The belief that persons, dur2. Shamanism.
ing madness, epilepsy, and sometimes abnormal
states of mind, are possessed by spirits has led to
attempts to reproduce the same phenomenal conditions in order to get into contact with spirits
to learn from them what medicines to apply or
how to act in matters of importance. The medium
through whom the spirits manifest themselves is
the shaman, who is brought into a state of mental
abnormality by artificial means, the rites employed
for this purpose being multifarious among the
peoples of Indonesia, but, in general, similar to
what we find elsewhere e.g., among the Buriats

('deities

—

—
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It looks as if such a sacred
Virings sacrifices to it.
stone is a rude form of idol, for idols also are
inhabited by the deity. Various other fetishes
are used as amulets, and a prophylactic fetish

called tnatakau is in common use.
It consists of a
collection of leaves and sticks, which are hung in
With the Torajas and
fruit trees to repel thieves.
Dayaks the suspended materials are mostly of a
sympathetic character.
In general it may be said that
4. Mythology.
the pagan Indonesians recognize the existence of
real gods, and that the supreme god is the creator,
more or less directly, of the world and the preserver of it, and punishes the transgressors of his
In the Moluccas and the South-Eastern
laws.

—

is generally known under
Lero (with dialectic variations).
The word means Lord Sun
a sufficient proof of
his origin.
Upu Lero may be identified with Upu
The earth is a female
Langi, i.e. 'Lord Heaven.
deity, and represents the female principle, who, in
the West monsoon, is impregnated and frhctified
by the male pnnciple. Lord Sun-Heaven. Similarly, the Torajas recognize two supreme powers
Ilai, 'the Man,' and Indara, 'the Maiden ; these
formed men, but not aniuials or plants. In the
Minahassa Muntuniuntu is the sun and lawgiver.
In the confused mythological lore of Nias we find
Lowa Langi represented as the creator of men,
though he himself is not primordial, but came
forth from the bud of a tree.
His counterpart is
Lature, the chief of the evil spirits, who, curiously
enough, is said to have his seat in the sun ; he is
the master of all that is perishable. The highest
god of the Toba Battak is Ompu mula jadi na
the Great Lord Origin of the Creation ;
bolan,
and his subordinates are the three gods Debata na
tolu
Batara guru, Soripada, and Mangala bulan.
The use of the somewhat corrupt Sanskrit words
is sufficient proof of foreign influence, but the
name of the highest god is original. Bhatara
Guru is a title of Siva among the Saivites in
ancient Java. Among the Karo Battak he is the
and likewise among the Macassars
highest god
and Buginese in former times. The Sanskrit word
bhattara, in some more or less changed form, is
found in many Indonesian languages in the sense
of god or divine being.' So the Ngaju Dayaks
call the creator Mahatara, but also Hatalla or
Mahatalla, borrowed from Arabic Allah ta'ala ;
and the same name is used by the Manyan Dayaks.
With the Sea Dayaks petara or betara is a name
for higher beings.
Thoroughly original is the
word for the supreme being in Halmahera, viz.
Galelarese Giki-moi, Tobelorese Gikiri-moi, the
First Being.'
The moon plays a considerable
part in the myths, but not in the cult but there
are traces that formerly it was otherwise. In the
belief of the people of Babar Rarawolai, the wargod, has his seat in the moon, ^vith nine female

Isles the

the

name

supreme deity

Upu

of

'

'

—

:

'

'

:

The Battak

distinguish the shaman (sibaso) from
the priest (datii). Though their functions are not
seldom analogous, there is this ditference between
them the former acts unconsciously, under inspiration, whereas the latter gives his decision,
based upon his knowledge of the books of his craft,
in full consciousness.
With the Dayak tribes it is
a priest or priestess who acts as medium. The
dayong of the Kayans is a priestess who sends her
own soul to bring back the soul (blua) of a sick
person, or to conjure up the ghost of the dead.
:

The manang, a word properly meaning one who
exercises power,' is with the Sea Dayaks the man
who is able to meet and converse with spirits. The
'

same character belongs to the walian, beUan, basir,
or dayang of other Dayaks. Such persons are more
properly medicinemen than priests or shamans.
Yet it is true that in doing their work they
show signs of ecstasy caused by their
occasionally
being inspired.
peculiar kind of shamanism,
which, however, is of foreign origin, is found in

A

Halmahera.'

—

Fetishism. Various substances are supposed
a powerful soul within themselves.
They are therefore held sacred and worshipped in
one way or another in the hope that by their
power some desired object maybe attained. All
over the archipelago we find the use of so-called
thunder-stones, chiefly as a means of gaining invulnerability in battle or as a preservative against
Not less common is the belief in the
lightning.
wonderful etlects attending the possession of the
bezoar." A high sacredness is attached to stones
of a certain uncommon shape, especially in the
eastern isles of the archipelai.'0.
In Timor the
finder of such a stone, considered to be the abode
of a spirit, puts it on a sacred place (voho) and
3.

to conceal

*

*

See van Baarda, s.?\ Djirii."
Fop the ideas of the Slalayg in the Peninsula see Slieat, pp.
aee al*) following article.

1»6-187, 876

'

;

;

'

'

'

'

;

ministers.

The host of minor deities or demi-gods is so great
that only a few classes can be mentioned here.
The sangiangs ol the Ngaju Dayaks are benevolent demi-gods related to men. The most powerful
of them is Tempon telon ; his principal function
is to conduct the ghosts to the land of spirits.
Th<5

djatas (from Skr. devata) are water-gods, whose
ministers are the crocodiles.
The water-spirits
are called taghazangaro/a in Nias.
The hantus
and hantuens of the Ngaju Dayaks are malignant
spirits, or demons, whereas the antu is considered
by tlie Sarawak Dayaks to be a helpful spirit.
The belief that demons make their appearance in
the shape of snakes, dogs, pigs, crocodiles, tortoises, and men is very general. The Kayans have
a gieat number of gods e.g., a god of war, three
gods of life, a god of storms and thunder, of fire,

—
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harvest, of the waters, and uf iusauily, and
the gods who (-ondiict ghosts to tlie subterranean
Abo\c all these gods or demons stands
world.
Laki Tenangan, whose wife is Doh Tenangan, the

of

Laki Tenangan is identical
patroness of women.
with I'a Silong of the Klemantans, and Bali Ponylong tif the Kenyahs.
Nature worship in its
5. Nature worship.
widest sense linds its expression in the' sacre<l
char.aeter of mountains, volcanoes, seas, and rivers,
all of them being inhabited and ruled by superhuman powers.

—

-
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II.

i.

Kern.

Geography.

—

The Malay Peninsula, a long scimitar-shaped
piece of land, stretches from Burma and Siam to
Singapore. Its length from the northernmost extremity to the southern contines of Johor, immediately to the north of the island of Singapore, is
rather under lOOU miles its breadth varies from
35 miles to less than '200 miles at the broade.'t
The result is that the peninsula, tlumgh
part.
distinctly a part of the mainland, is insular in
;

character rather than continental. At a comparatively late geological period its southern half
was indeed acttially insular, being at this time
joined to the island of Sumatra, and entirely
separated from the northern portion. The line of
division ran, somewhat roughly, from Singora on
the one side to I'erlis on the other, and it may be
observed that at the very pohit where this line
traverses the peninsula a marked (ihange in the
flora and distinct ethnographical differences occur.
The lower and more properly Malayan jjortion of
the ))eninsula is separated from th.tt to the north
by a low divide. The backbone of the peninsula
is formed by ranges, mainly of granite formation,
the source of numerous rivers and streams which
drain the country. The ranges are steep and precipitous, rising to 7000 or 8000 ft. and containing
stanniferous and sporadic auriferous deposits. The
wiKl aborigine'; make their homes chieHj- on the
foot-hills, but they are also found on the main
mountain complex to a height of upwards of 3000
feet.
The upland Nalleys are narrow and covered
with dense jviiigle. They oU'er little attraction to
any but the scattered aboriginal population who
still hnd shelter in their fastnesses and, in some
Further towards
districts, to the Chinese miners.
the coast the valleys liecome larger and more
fertile, and their loamy soils have long been cultivated by the Malays, and in recent years by
numerous European planters. As the rivers reach
the sea on either side, the soil tends to become
more and more a clayey or sandy alluvium. Often
the rivers are tidal for a great many miles inland.
On the east coast, for some four months of every
ye.ar, the steady beat of the China monsoon seals
.tU the river-mouths with a sandy b.ar, ,and during
the height of this monsoon all trade is eH'cctually
prevented. On the west coast the land is sheltered,
as if by a colossal breakwater, by the neighbouring

Here muddy mangrove flats
island of Sumatra.
are found, but with magnilicent expanses of san<ly
beach at intervals. The light breezes that prevail
have led to the evolution of (|nite ditl'erent types
of boats and canoes from tho.se on the China Sea.

The peninsula is rich in tin
amount estimated, roughly,

ore.

It

produces an

at three-quarters of

The revenue derived

the entire world's supply.
from this industry has been ably applied by the
governments of the native States to their ilevelopment. Out of this income a railw.ay has been
liuilt from Penang to Singapore, another is under
construction round the main mountain mass on
the east coast, and will be continued to meet
the .Siamese railways from Bangkok, while the
railway from Pen.ang is also to be extended to
meet the same railway system. Togetlier with
a most excellent road system, second to none in
the East, these modern means of transport have
changed entirely tlie old conditions of life, and

have brought this part of British Malaya, in one
into vital contact witli our own
economic worhl. Besides the mining industry
generation,

there are

now

large agricultural industries dealing

with rubber and coco-nuts. In the main these
industries are worked by a non-indigenous population from China and the south of India, for whose
sustenance large supplies of rice are im|i()rted
annually.
islands of

The British jiossessions consist of the
Penang and Singapore, and of three

small strips of land Province Wellesley oi)posite
Penang, and the Dindings and Malacca between
Penang and Singapore. The Federated Malay
States of Perak, Selangor, and Negri Senibilan on
the Straits of Malacca, and Pahang. on the China
Sea, form a compact core domin.ating the centre
To the north of the
of tins part of the peninsula.
Federated Malay States are the States of Perils
and Kedah on the west (^oast, and of Kelantan and
:
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coast, all of whiuli have
recently been taken under British protection, and
also the State of Patani, which is under Siamese
suzerainty. To the south of the Federated Malay
States lies the State of Johor, also now under
It is common to speak of the
British protection.
units of the British sphere as British Malaya, a
term which formerly included our far greater
possessions in Sumatra and the densely populous
island of Java.
Occasionally the terra is more
accurately extended to include the island of Labuan,
British N. Borneo, a British possession, and the protectorates of Brunei and Sarawak also represent
British interests in Malaya, though the conditions
there ditt'er materially from those in the peninsula
and ought to be considered with tlie archipelago.
The
affinities and history.
2. Ethnological
the
ethnological affinities of the area of which
Malay Peninsula forms a part, as well as of the
adjacent areas, are still obscure in many respects.
In so far as they have yet been elucidated by

Trenggann on the ea^t

—

ethnological investigations and an examination of
historical records, they bear out conclusions deducible from the geographical data. The Malay
Peninsula itself would appear from very early
times to have served as a causeway for migrations
from the Asiatic continent, while the protected
character of the waterway on the west side, and the
richness of this part of the peninsula in minerals
and other products, have favoured its economic
development, and made it not only attractive to
higher civilizations, as the study of its entire
history shows, but also a rendezvous of merchants

and workers from many far-separated countries.
At the present dav not the least important
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Palembang colonists, are still in the
matriarchal stage as distinct from other Sumatran
settlers, by whom customs of a patriarchal type are
In the JIalayan phrase, the people of
followed.
the Negri Sembilan 'follow the 'adat pei-j)ateh,'
which may be described as PCrpateh custom,'
whereas the other ^Malays of the peninsula follow
the 'adat Temenggong' ('custom of the Tcmcvggong '), these two contrasted bodies of custom being
based on mother- right and father-right respectively.
turies, the earlier

'

'

These Sumatran settlers, who were agriculamalgamated with the aborigines, at any
rat« in some districts e.g., in the State called
Negri Sembilan— but the conversion of the Malays
from tolerant Hinduism to Muhammadanism from
the late Uth to the 16th cent, began to drive
the aborigines into the jungles and hill fastnes.ses
Since that time Sunni Muhamof the interior.
madanism of the Shafiite school has remained (as
turists,

—

Java) the official religion of the peninsula,
although among the less educated of the Malays
it is the merest veneer covering a vast body of
practices and beliefs which can be traced either to
in

the influences of Hinduism or to primitive shamanistic beliefs, such as are still held by the
Malay Islamism is nevertheless still
aborigines.
fervent.
It may be

remarked that the Malay Peninsula
belongs, geographically and ethnographically, to
Indo - China, a name which well expresses the
fact that, with hardly any exception, the congeries
of races inhabiting the peninsula from time immemorial represent strata of races belonging to
one or other of the two chief families of nations
in various parts of Asia, viz. a Jlungoloid and

a non-Mongoloid, both terms being used broadly.
Belonging to the latter family we have (1) Indonesians (defined by A. H. Keane' as the preMalay Caucasic element, of which the Veddas
and Korumba, and one at least of the Australian
aboriginal races, are typical), often called Dravidian' (though, like 'Malayo-Polynesian,' this term
should strictly be confined to linguistic affinities)
on the other hand, we find, as representatives
of the same great family, (2) a more highly developed or .specialized type, possibly the tall brownskinned Polynesian. These two main Indonesian
types are said to be represented in the peninsula,
the pre-Malay Caucasic element of the KorumbaVedda type, by the aborigin.il Sakai, centred in
S.E. Perak and N.W. Pahang (cf. one of the
basic elements in the Malay language),^ while
to the pre-Malay Oceanic 'Caucasians' (of the
in comparatively recent times.
The peculiar importance of the Polynesian or Maori type) belong the taller east
(a) Malays.
native religions of the region here discussed is due coast Malays of Kelantan and part of Patani.
The latter may be described as very tall, someto the fact that they exhibit a clearly-defined
what fleshy, large-limbed men, with light brown
series of superimposed ceremonial strata, native
and or cinnam'on-cokiured skins, straight or wavy
{i.e. aboriginal of at least two difl'erent types,
and regular,
Malayan) Indian and Islamic. The most recent black, sometimes nearly curly, hair,
ethnological investigations confirm the view that sometimes almost European, features.
the native population consists of the de.scendants
Again, the great Mongolian family of nations is
of immigrants of a comparatively recent date,
represented both by the Siamese (or Thai) in the
of the peninsula and by the
superimposed upon a more ancient stratum con- northern portion
Malays themselves in the southern part, the
sisting, to a great extent, if not entirely, of
The JIalays proper belong to Malays proper being perhaps best regarded as
aboriginal races.
the modified Southern Mongoloid group of peoples a highly specialized oft'shoot of the southern or
Oceanic Jlongoloid race, immediately immigrant
found in Formosa, Sumatra, Java, and throughout a great part of the Malay Archipelago. from central and southern Sumatra. They have
AVhen the Palembang emigrants first began to long, lank, bluish-black, straight hair, of circular
arrive from Sumatra, about 900 to 1000 j-ears section, and are almost beardless, with skin of
or olive hue (or the colour
ago, introducing a Hinduized civilization into the a dark yellow-brown
are round-headed
peninsula, it is probable that they found some of newly-fallen leaves'); they
Indo-Chinese race of superior culture already in (brachycephalic), and often ha\e more or less wide
This is suggested by certain features
.Ifan Past and Present, Cambridge, 1S9!), p. 231.
possession.
2 R. O. Winstedt, ilalau Grammar, 0.\ford, 1913, p. 12.
of the aboriginal dialects, and by other considera-

element in the population consists of a congeries
of alien races, Chinese from the southern provinces
of China, Canton, Fu-kien, and the island of Hainan, Tamils from S. India and Ceylon, and, in a
lesser degree, Sikhs, Panjabis, and Pathans from
N. India, and Jayanese and Malays from all parts
In the north of
of the Eastern archipelago.
the peninsula isolated outposts of Siamese have
pushed for a considerable distance over the Kraw
Divide, overstepping the ancient ethnological
boundary of the peninsula. Old forts can be
traced in the Patani valley and for some way
dovm the Perak vaUey, the defences of which were
strengthened with a hedge of thorny bamboo,
which is not indigenous in this region. On the
Upper Perak valley and in a few places further
south there are distinct traces of Siamese influence

'

'

'

;

'

'

—

'

'

'

'

'

1

tions.
It is of great importance to note that some of the
Sumatran settlers, who followed, after some cen-

first definitely asserted by Prof. Schmidt
it
Miidlins, Austria, and is now generally accepted
establishes'an ultimate prehistoric relationship between Malay
and the languages of the aborigines in the Peninsula (ib.).

'This connexion was

of

;

'
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and flattened noses, and soiiu'wlml thick ears, aiul
on the aveiajic are about Itil in. in liei>;ht.

The women

sliorter than the
short, often ahnost
stunipj', feet, witii toes tlial are to some e.\tent
preliensile
they will walk up a thin sloping pole
leadinfr to a raised platform or liouselloor by

are usually niudi

Both sexes have rather

men.

;

with the hands and at the same time
between the great toe and remaining
Their joints are remarkably
toes of e:u'li foot.
fine and small
the daggei-rin^ of a well-developed
old-style rebel chief, whicli was worn on his forefinger, was too small for an average-sized little
A jungle Malay can comfinger of a European.
monly perform certain feats with his limbs that
are impossible to a European unless he lias been
specially trained as an aiaobat.
In Sumatra the race was moulded by Indian
it

grip^iing

holding

it

;

intluunces into a comiiaratively civilized condition
before they crossed to the jieninsula.
When they
arrived, tliey found the country occujiied by the
three pagan races (see below, (6)), whom they drove
before them into tlie fastnessesof tlie mountainous
and jungle clad interior. It is thought that they
also found some branch of the M6u-Klimer or
M6n ' races holding tlie coast-line and other points
of vantage, and thus occujjying almost the same
relation towards the aboriginal races as the Malays
do at the ]>resent day, and that they then partly
absorbed the Moiis, by thinning them of their
women, and partly drove them into the jungle.
This episode is, however, a lost chapter in the
history of the i)eninsula, although some such
theory seems evidently necessary in order to account for all the actually extant conditions.

The Malays proper

are but partially civilized, a

upon a savage stock, allied not only to the
Central and Southern Sumatrans and Indonesians,

graft

perhaps ultimately to the Cliams of
See Cambodia, Chams.
The hereditary savagery of the Malay nature,
for many years after the introduction of the British Residential system (introduced to curb the turbulent Malay Rajas, who were fostering piracy),
continuallj- Droke out, the commonest form in
which it showed itself being perhaps the Cimol:,
the national Malay method of committing suicide,
until the gradual strengthening of the right arm
of British law made it too risky to indulge in,
when by degrees it became unfashionable. Other
striking evidence of the high-strung excitability
of the Malay temperament is still to be seen in
the form of the mysterious disease called latnh
arctic
(corresponding to what has been called
hysteria'), which also has not yet been thoroughly
but

also

Champa.'

'

investigated.
theories have been
(h) Aburiginrs.—\nx\o\x?,
put forward as to the ethnological character of
the several wild races which form tlie substratum
of the population.
It was held by the older ethnologists that they belonged to a homogeneous group
a Negrito race modilieil by admixture with the

—

This is what has been ternie<l
theory of A. de Quatrefages,
N. von Miklucho- Maclay, ami others. This
hypothesis, however, has luoved untenable, and
the result of later researches has established the

Malay poimlation.
the

'

'

I'an-Negrito

*

1
I'rojioiinced Mown.* The Muny, or Taliuiig, are remnaiite
of an oM pre-Malay ('(Jaiicaeic ') race whicli once covered the
whole of Jo\s-er Uurina. The Talaing lIUl;;Ma^re ia the oldest
literary vernacular of Indo-China, and is fasld.ving out, thouj;!!
it is the oriifinal tonrue upon which the llurniesc
alphabet
an't reli^on were modelled, and in which were composed the
MOn Inscriptions, which go i)a<"k to about the 11th cent, of our

em.
2 The Chum dialect has in rei-ent
.veare lu-.-n sliown to contain
Malay elements (E. Aynionier and A. Ciibaton, DictioiinairtOne of the most peculiar cuslx>m8
fiim'fratv,aiii, Paris, 1006).
(lhout;h in

thai the

tliis

women

rat^e noiiMalay) attrihnted to the
ask the luen in 'marriage.

Chams

is

fact that

at least three

'
ty])es are to be foiuid
primitive tribes. Of these trilies
at
least
two,
(the Semang and Sakai), can be fouml

among

tliese

in a relatively

pure state, though only in very

limited areas, and the third (the Jakuii) is probably
nowhere really pure. Admixture between the
three has taken place in varying degrees throughout the peninsula, and the only satisfactory procedure anthropologically is to compare each tribe
with the pure, unmixed standard or standards
to which it is most closely related.
By no other
method can any retilly useful conclusions be reached,
or, indeed, the drawing of the most fallacious inferences avoided.
The Semang are a nomad Negrito
(1) Semang.
race
comparable with the Negrito ( Pygmy)
peoples of Central Africa, and probably most
closely connected with the Andamanese, whose
group of islari''-: lies oil' tlie liurmese coast at its

—

—

—

southward end belonging to a primitive group
of
peoples found to a greater or less extent as a
relic of the aboriginal

population as far as

New

Guinea and the I'hilippines, although it is remarkable that no traces of any such race have j'et been
quite proved in Borneo midway between these two
Negrito centres. The physical characters of these
jieople are short stature (1'49I

mm.

male, 1-408

female), bracliycephaly, skin varying from dark
copper or chocolate to shiny black, hair woolly,

nose broad, lips everted, beard scanty. They
extend from I'atani to Kedah, and from Kedah to
Mid-Perak and N. Pahang.
In view of the fact that the Semang (or, as they
are called on the east coast of the peninsula, I'aiigan) are so frequently described as being of Negro
character
like African negroes seen through
the reverse end of a field -glass' '
it cannot be too
strongly stated that this is a mistake. At the
utmost, it may be conjectured, with W. 11. Flower,
that they represent, with the true I'ygmies, an
original undeveloped stock from wliich the Papuans,
like the Negroes, may have branched oil.
But even
for this theory there are many difficulties, and it
cannot be said to have been in any way established.
Hence the Negrito and the Negro must be regarded
as totally different races— the former having short
or round heads and the latter being long-headed.
The Sakai were at one time regarded
(2) Sakai.
as Semang admixed with Malay, but are now
clearly differentiated as a separate and indeiiendeiit
type' most nearly akin to the Dravidian grou]) of
They are taller than the Semant; (averpeoples.
age height 1-504 mm. male, 1-437 female), dolichocephalic, skin very \'ariable, light to dark brown,
hair wavy, nose tine and small, cheek-bones broad,
mouth small, lo«er lip full and jirojccting, beard
The habitat of the purest
as a rule non-existent.
Sakai isS.E. Perak and N.W. Pahang.
Jakun.
The
Jakun
are a mixed gnmp in(3)
habiting e.specially the soutli of the peninsula,
probablj' everywhere blended, to a varying extent,
with Semang and Sakai. This fact is the more
remarkable since a relatively imjjortant element
running throughout all the aboriginal dialects in

—

'

—

—

—

1 Willtinson has
recently sn'_".,'estfd that live atioriginal race
types sh<tuld be recognized. Wlion, therefore, tlie new elcnienla,
such as woidd be required in (miUt to form the two proposed
new types, have Iicen difTercnl! dcd, and these element^i are all
shown not to be referable to eitiRT one or the other of the three
types already identified, the i>r>it,jiin will have reached a further
stage of development. CertAiniy, as there arc still some unexplained points, it is proltable that some further racial element
may eventually be isolated (sow F.M.S. Govt. Papers on Malay
SnbjMts : Aboriginal Tribes, 1910).
3
HuRh ClitTord, In Court (i,ut Kampong, London, 18J)7, p.
Hut this ifl a microscopic slip for an author who has done
172.
as much as any other ten men to familiarize the Knglish pulilic
with the neopies of Malaya.
3 This
all-important diftcrrnt iiition was first clearly established
by R. Martin see hUmannmo opm, I idandiliiinnte def molay;

iitchcn Ualbitisel, Leipzig,

HW5.
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varying degiees consists of some Malayo-Polynesian tongue, tlie vocabulary of which shows
affinities with the Malayan languages of the Far
Eastern Archipelago, imlike modern (peninsular)
or standard Malay. The reason for this is not
apparent, unless we may conjecture tliat at some
remote period a race whose national speecli was of
this Malayo-Polynesian type prevailed in the peninsula.
The Jakun may be classified as consisting
of at least three related groups, blended as above.
In so far as they are of Malayan type, they should
be to tliat extent regarded as aboriginal Malays.
In physical character tliey are a little taller than
the Sakai, the head is brachycephalic, tlie skin
dark coppery, hair long, straight, and smooth,
nose thick, flat, and short ; the eyes show little
tendency to obliquity, and the mouth is large and
broad, with well-formed lips. The Jakun proper
are divided by the Malays into Hill Tribes (Orang
or Jakun Bukit) and Sea Jakun (Orang Laut).
The surest test in regard to these tribes is the
hair-character hence we may distinguish the
;

three main racial groups as ulotrichi ('woollyhaired'), cymotrichi ('wavy-haired'), and lissotrichi

('

smooth-haired

').

There has undoubtedly been a considerable admixture between all the wild tribes, but, owing in
particular to their being still pagans, it is improbable that they have been materially afi'ected by
intermingling with the Malays, since nothini;
could be rarer than that a Malay woman should
demean herself by marrying a heathen husband.
The case is rather the other way about, since a
Malay marrying a woman of the wild tribes would
see that his children were brought up as Muhamraadans, while in many districts, especially in
Kedah, the adoption of tlie IMuhammadan religion
of the aboriginal Semang element
has caused them to be reckoned as part of the

by a large portion

recognized Malay population.
(«) Malays.
Apart from such ten3. Culture.
dencies as have already been mentioned, the Malay
character may be regarded as a softened and more
civilized form of the Mongol, since under ordinary
circumstances he may be relied upon to sliow himself a peaceable, quiet, civil, and loyal subject,
though he still retains much of his old proud
sensitiveness, and in inland districts he is still
reserved in liis ways of life, and to some extent
suspicious of strangers. In countries where he is
less trammelled by civilization, the Malay is frequently of a bold and even savage character and
makes an excellent soldier there should, therefore, be no doubt that with training he would soon
develop first-rate soldierly qualities. His alleged
laziness is due in part to his natural reserve, which
allows more pushing races to outstrip him, and in
part to the simplicity of his life, and to the absence
of any spur to industry in a land where the climate
supplies out of its own superabundance the greater
part of his few simple wants a land whicli to him
island of fruits,' of bowery hollows
IS a veritable

—

—

;

—

'

crowned with summer

'

sea.'

It

must be remem-

bered, too, that before the advent of the British
the employment by his rulers of the krah or corvfc
system, as well as the wide prevalence of debtmade it difficult for the average Malay to
slavery,
reap tne reward of his labour.
Among the institutions of the Malay race which
it shares more or less with other races in the same
region are the use of sea-canoes (/w-oAh.?,' once
associated with piracy), the building of houses
on piles (inland as well as on the border of tidal
These prakv^, being roomy boats paddled by lar<?e nuiiibers
men, and of extremely shallow di-au»,'ht, could habitually elude
pursuit by men-of-wars' boats by slipping overthe innunierable
river-bars of the peninsula, and escaping into the networlc of
aalt-w.ater rreeks.
It was not till the second half of the Ittth
cent, that theiJ/-a/(,(.was vanquished by the paddle-wheel.
^

of
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the use of the blowpipe with poison-tipped
darts (now practically confined to the aborigines),
and the kris, the sarong (the national Malay plaid
skirt-like garment, closely corresponding to the
rivers),

our own Higlilanders, though worn somewhat longer on the western seaboard of the peninsula), the tiling, gold-plating, and blackenmg of
kilt of

the teeth (now all but completely obsolete customs),
the use of the balel, or council-hall (now confined
to Rajas), and a strong belief in animism.
spite of being animists at heart, however,

Malays are not infrequently more or

In
the

less bigoted

Muhammadans, being

in this respect at the very
antipodes to the Battak of Sumatra, who have a
literature of their own, and who are still to some
extent inclined to be cannibals.

The Malay

and romances contain

traditions

dis-

tinct references to human sacrihces, which would
appear to have lasted until the advent of the
British.
The men show mechanical skill of a high
order, and would probably respond readily to a
more advanced training especially in engineering.
Many are still adept in manual arts, notably in
those belonging to the jungle and the sea.
The material culture of the Malay is of the in-

sular

Malayan

(chiefly

Sumatran) character.

It

has never been influenced by Hinduism to such an
extent as, for instance, the culture of Java (as
exemplified in the architecture of Borobudur and
other famous temples of ancient date in that

The Malays are

skilled and artistic craftsthough in others they are
somewhat conspicuously backward. Their textile
work reaches a high standard, and they display
considerable ingenuity in their weaving processes
and in combining their dyed threads to produce
elaborate and often intricate patterns, among which
island).

men

in certain arts,

a variety of check patterns predominate. In metalwork, especially in the working of silver, their
taste is, under favourable circumstances, less florid
than the Indian and less coarse than the Chinese.
In ornamenting metal and damascening, in ialaying, and especially in niello-work, their work, both
in design and in technique, is excellent of its kind.
Distinction in such branches of metallurgy as the
manufacture of blades for their krisses, and other
weapons, is rare, though not non-existent a high
degree of skill in the adornment of the hilts of
weapons and the sheaths in which they are kept is
appreciably common. They pay special attention
to the manufacture of waved kris-blades, and their
damascene-work is a technical process of considerable elaboration, the more so because the proportions and even, in some cases, the ornamentation
of the blade are determined by an elaborate set of
rules governing the dimensions and intended proThese rules are
perties of the various portions.
not entirely technical, though compli.-iuce with
them requires some degree of technical skill, but
are in part magical, and designed to secure excellence in the blade and success in its employment.
.Similar rules are sometimes applied in a lesser
degree to the parang (woodman's knife). Metal
casting by the cire perdue process is known and
employed not only for copper but also for white
metal or tiitetiagiic (sometimes popularly called
'tooth and egg' metal). Coins (round cash) were
formerly cast on the east coast in the form of
'cash-trees,' from which the cash were snipped oiT,
and before the British entered the country the
superfluous tin was run into ingots shaped like
elephants, crocodiles, cocks, etc., which were used
as currency.' Time was reckoned by water-clock
(as in India and Ceylon and also, it may be mentioned, in ancient Britain). Thus for the mains at
cock-fights in Kedah it was kept by means of a
;

1 E. C.
Temple, The Obsolete Tin Currency and Monej/ of the
Fiiderated Malay Statea, Mazgaon, 1914 (reprinted from I A).
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of which has been copied, in all probability, from
their Sakai neighbours.
The Semang have no organized body of chiefs,
but each tribe has a single head-man. 'The tribes
are organized in villages, each under a chief, to
whom ilis))utes are referred. (Quarrels between
villages were settled by meetings of these chiefs.
Complete equality exists as between individuals,
and all jiroperty is held in common. Crime israie,

perforateii lialf coio-iiul shell set atlont in a waterbucket, and timed to sink in a deQnite period.

both with and without the wheel,
by moulding in a split trunk, hut in a few
places onlj', and is often crude on the west, in

Pottorv

and

is niaile

also

;

some

Indian intlnence

traceable, the types
being both graceful and artistic. In .sonic cases
hneniutite, which turns black on firing, is used as a
varnish.
The widespread use of bamboo and the
palni-spathe bucket as a receptacle is, no doubt,
responsible for the lack of a more extended develoiiment of (ictile ware, in spite of the great
abundance of clays suitable tor porcelain. On the
east coa-st generally, and h'ss commonly on the
west, mat-making is a line art ; at Malacca highly
artistic ba.skets are made of twisted strips of paiidanus. The Avoodwork of the Malays, as shown in
the oniameutation of household utensils, as well as
on the structural side of house and boat manufacture and furniture, is excellent, though as regards
mere ornament it is decidedly scanty the heartbreaking eli'ect of the superficial Muhamniadan
cjises,

is

and punishable generally by lines.
The Sakai, a mountain race, are
nomadic.

very

implement being a digging-stick. They use neither
boats nor rafts. The ornamentation of their implements, more especially the blowpipe and quiver,

veneer which has been imposed on the Malays
from without. The further from such influences,
the commoner such ornament becomes, and the

considerably more artistic than Mat of the other
aboriginal races.
Their social order, like that of the Semang, is
of a primitive type ; the only functionary is the
pinghiilu (Mai. head-man '),' who has every right
over his tribe. Except when enforcing his position,
however, he is only the equal of his fellow tribesmen. The office is hereditary, but, failing a direct
heir, the penr'i'i/u maj- appoint his successor during
his lifetime.
In their laws the penalty of death is
reserved for murder, the relatives of the victim
the
executioners.
Cases of this kind are rare.
l>eing
For theft, also rare, the punishment is exclusion
from the tribe. For other crimes the delinquent
makes compensation, or pays a fine. Individual
property does not exist, its place being taken by
family property. The family as a unit cultivates
the land, and the produce is shared between the
members. The limits of the family property are
designated by the pciiijhulu, and abandoned land
may not be taken up without his consent.
more highl}' developed social order exists among
the Jakun, or aboriginal Malayans, as represented,
e.g., by the Southern Sakai, who show strong
is

better its quality.
The Malays are especially ingenious in adapting means to ends and in conforming to the conditions of their surroundings their
houses are well adapted to the conditions of life
of a jungle-dwelling race, whilst the seaworthy
<irilities of the Mai&y jimhu, or sailing-boat, bear
witnes-s to the reputation of the Malay as a sailor.'
The culture of the wild tribes
(J) Aborigine':.
presents generally many features of similarity.
The inland tribes are still nomads to some extent,
existing largely by hunting, fishing, and the produce of their search for fruits and roots of the
But most of them practise a primitive
jungle.
agriculture, sowing in a rude way small ]>atches of

'

;

—

their method of cultivating their
half-wild orchard-trees, which grow as well in the
jungle as elsewhere, is limited to throwing away
in certain patches of the jungle the .seeds or stones
of the fruit they have eaten.
The Sea Jakun are
especiallj- skilled in all devices for securing a livelihood along the foreshore, while the jungle tribes
give evidence of a high degiee of ingenuit}' in
slaying and snaring their game by hunting and
;

A

Jlalayan influences.

The Jakun are

trapping.

1 he Scmang are the most nomadic of the pagan
tribes, though they are now taking to agriculture.
Their tyjiical clothing consists of a girdle of leaves
or barkcloth, or, on festal occasions, a belt of

and

bamboo sleeping-place.
Fremore or less shaved and the

'

;

B.).

among

the sea-gypsies (Orang Laut ).

Their

social organization is of a distinctly higher type
than that of either Semang or .Sakai. The chief

of their tribe, the batin, is the lieiid of a group
of villages, and has certain subordinate officers

.Spp II.

U0VUJ »;

took

it

;

WarinKton Smyth. 'Boat's and Boat-linilcling in the
Penni»(ula,' in J'rttrnai of the 6'oc. of A rU, liK»2 (reprinted

Malays, but

is

'

is

accordance with a once usual Malay custom.
not circumcise or (as a rule) chew Ijetel,
nor do they tatu or scarify the body. The}- have
no boats, but use bamboo rafts on the river-reaches.
Their most distinctive weapon is the bow with
in fact, among the pagan tribes,
(joisoned arrows
the bow is, in the present writer's ojiinion, good
the
prinia facie evidence of Semang admixture
northern Sakai, who also possess it, have most
it
borrowed
from
the
likely
Semang. .\lmost all,
however, now also employ the bamboo blowpipe,
of a different type from that of the Sakai, the idea

lA XUT.

tlie

file

;

in

'

scantier.

Their

They do

Malay

They sometimes

their teeth to a
a blowpipe of
point.
typical wtftipon
as
in
bamboo, or,
Kuantan, uniquely made of two
half cylinders of wood fitted together for the
imrpose—corresponding exactly to a form of blowpipe used in Peru. They have no bows. They
use spears and cutlasses in some cases they also
carry sword and kris like the Malays. They live
in huts built on piles and use ' dug-out boats of
hollowed tree-trunks, but on the river onlj', not on
the sea.
They still use face- and body-paint, but
do not tatu or scarify the face. Their marriage
customs include, like those of the Malays, bridepurchase,' the ceremony of eating together, and, in
addition, the bride-chase, which takes place round
a large Ijell-shaped mound, constnicted for the
occasion, or an ant-hill or tree, if the tribe is a
land one, or in a dug-out canoe -the form which
is

teeth are filed to form a concave surface, possibly

In

to

among

Their clothing resembles that of

lirimitive character, consisting of mere lairs, or
rock-shelters, or of simple round or rectangular
leaf-shelters planted on the ground or in trees.
Those of a more developed type are large enough
to shelter a whole tribe, each indiA-idual having a

quently the head

some extent a community
the Land Jakun agrimore especially rice-planting.

still

of hunters, although
culture is practised,

shining black strings, made of the rhizomorph of
a toadstool.
Their typical habitations are of a

.separate fire

largely

selves on occasion with a girdle of leaves.
They
tatu the face and practise scarification and bodyand
sometimes
wear
a
painting,
jiorcupine quill or
a metal ring through the nasal seiitum. Their distinctive weap",;! is the bamboo blowpipe.
Agriculture is of a
primitive type, the principal

—

rice or millet

still

Their habitations consist of tree huts

and temporary shelters; their clothing is a loincloth of tree-bark, though they also decorate them-

1
'
i

I

= .Mal. head-inan (from ohs. Mai. huttt or ulu,
the other hand, pi-lima or jtr'wjlima =>Ial. handobe.
Mai. lima, ' hand '), i.e. cxeculive officer.
(from
'

'

/*rii(;AH/((

head

mui

'

')."

On

'
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^vho represent or act for him upon occasion. Tims,
Besisi of Langat, the batin is the arbiter
of all disputes referred to him by the sub-chiefs,
besides being the priest at marriages, the magician
in cases of illness or disaster, and the judge whose
His substitute
dutiy it is to punish wrong-doing.
is the jinaiig.
Their subordinate, known as the
pinghulu balai, has charge of the tribal feasts and
Mai. y?/r»councils, whilst i)xe jukrah (probably
*
krah, or corvee otiicer') is the summoner of the

among the

=

the peyigli ma is the batin's executive officer.
the Benua each bafin has authority within
his own jurisdiction, but difficult or unusual cases
are referred to a council composed of all the batiiis.
In this division of the Jakun, as indeed among all,
crime against personal property is rare, and is expiated by payment of fines in the form of coarse
Chinese plates or saucers. One half of the fine
goes to the batin and one half to the injured person.
The office of batin descends, as a rule, from father
to son, except among the Johor Jakun, where the
eldest son has to be accepted by tlie tribe, and, if
his brothers as well as himself are rejected, a
stranger to the family is elected. If suitable, the
sons of minor officials would be appointed by the
bati7i to succeed their father.
The inheritance of
property yva^ generally from father to children, but
varied from tribe to tribe in the proportion assigned
to sons and d.aughters or to wife and other relatives.
Property held by a man before marriage among the
Mantra was assigned on his death to his parents,
tribe

;

Among

brothers,

and

sisters.

4. Languages.—<a) Mataj/.—The Malay language belongs to
the Malayo-Polynesiar family, related foruia of which occur
Bporatlically over an amazingly vast insular area, extending
from Formosa in the North to New Zealand in the South, and
from Madagascar in the West to Easter Island in the Eastern
Pacific.i
Malay itself has, moreover, very considerable importance as a Zi'nyua /ra/ico over a great part of the same region.
Id recent years a connexion has been sought between the
Malayo-Polynesian family of languages and a family of AustroAsiatic' languages, including S.E. Asia, Munda (Central India),
Khasi (Assam), Mdn, o^ Talaing, and Khmer, or Cambodian
(Indo-China), Nicobarese, and the aboriginal dialects of the
this connexion is now generally accepted.' ~
Malay Peninsula
Thifl fact would actually link up the Malayan language in prehistoric times with the corresponding element in the Sakai and
Semang dialects of the peninsula. This Llieory is entirely the
work of Schmidt but 0. O. Blagden's work ^ in tabulating the
various elements in these aboriginal dialects first made this
*

*

;

;

identification possible.

The Malay tongue, by which the standard speech of the
peninsula and E.G. Sumatra is meant, is of an agglutinative
character, the roots being, as a rule, unchanged, and new
words being formed by means of affixes, infixes, and reduplicaThe roots are mostly dissyllabic, and the derived words
tion.
frequently very numerous, while any harsh juxtaposition of
consonants ia avoided, by means of either assimilation or
dissimilation, following certain recognized euphonic rules.
From a phonetic point of view, Malay shows a remarkably
small, almost a minute, number of changes during the last four
centuries. At an earlier period it had, however, become morphologically simplified, analysis showing the development of the
modern affix system out of an earlier and more restricted substratum of similar particles common to Malay itself and to the
islands of the archipelago.*
The oldest foreign loan-words in Malay are Sanskrit, and include words for religious, moral, and intellectual ideas, with
some astronomical, mathematical, and botanical terms, a court
vocabulary, and a large number of everyday words.^
The plural is theoretically formed by reduplication, though,
as a rule, in the vernacular speech no difference ia made
between plural and singular. Reduplication is, however, also
employed to express a metaphorical meaning. Thus we have
orann, person or man (whence arafig-utan, man of the
woods' or 'mid man'), but oraiig-oranii, 'pupil of the ej'e
to what are called, in Elizabethan literature,
(corresponding
*
children,' or babies of the eye ') kuching, cat,' but hcchingkuchiiig, 'biceps muscle' (from the play of the muscle; the
Romans, by a curious antithetical meUiphor, compared it to a
little mouse
muscuhm). Similar metaphorical reduplications
give US k^ida, 'horse,' but huda-kuda, 'wooden horse' or
support (as in our own towel-horse); and tupai^ 'squirrel,'
'

'

'

'

*

'

'

'

;

—

^

For illustration of this astonishingly wide range see below,

p. 3531-.

2 See above,
p. 349, n.

2.

8 W. W. Skeat and C. O.
Blagden, Pagan Races of ike Malay
Peninsula, London, 1906, vol. ii. ch. iv. 'Language.'
* Winstedt, rt. 12.
5 W.
Maxwell, Malaff Grammar, London, 1888, Introd.
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'

but iupai-tupai, belaying pin (on a mast, which is compared
to a squirrel running up a tree).
With regard to the difficult question of the penultimate
accent, ^^in=tedtl (with H. van der Wall and Gerth van Wijkj
has recently (1013) come to the conclusion that the stress falls,

even

in standard Mala>-, upon the penultimate syllable, both in
the case of simple words and in words that are mere derivatives.
In this he is probably correct, although it is far from ^elng in
accordance with the usually received opinion.
Tlie Malay parts of speech frequently fail to coincide with our
own a root-word or radical, e.g., may often be used either as
a substantive or as an adjective, with complete indifference,
and the same remark holds true of substantive and verb.
:

Words which

logically would have priority take precedence of
those which should not do so. Thus the actual subject or thing
talked about, having prior importance logically', precedes any
word which is merely quahficatory also the normal sentenceorder is subject, verb, object. There is no inflexion for gender,
number, or case, and the syntax is as simple as that of pidgin
English.' Thus it has been accurately remarked that the Lines,
'
Little boy, box of paints.
Licked his toy, joined the Saints,'
would be verbose to a Malay, who would express it as follows :
'
Little boy, box paint[sl,
Lick[ed] toy, jointed] Saint[s].'3
;

'

Similarly an up-country European traveller who happened to
inquire whether there would be time for him to reach a neighbouring village before nightfall might be puzzled to 'receive by
way of reply the mysterious monosyllabic 'Can' or Dark (as
the case might be), the meaning in the first case being that he
could safely reckon ou doing so, and in the second that night
would fall before he reached his destination.
'

—

Malay may, therefore, be thought of if such an expression
be allowed as a kind of 'shorthand speech' a fact
which ia the more remarkable because in the written literary
language it often reaches the opposite extreme of exuberant

—

ma^

—

verbosity.

The dialects of Malay are many and varied, but the three
that are of most importance to the present subject are (a) the
dialect of Kelantan and Patani, {b) the dialect spoken in Nfigri
SembDan (i.e. especially in Naning and Rembau), and (c) the
Riau-Johor dialect (spoken in Selangor, Perak, Pahang, etc.).
Of these the first is that which especially shows survivals from
the Malayo-Polynesian tongue, to which reference was made
above. '3?his correspondence, moreover, is fairly close, as can
be seen from the Maori rwa = Malay dua ('two'); Maori ika=.
Malay ikan ^'fish'); of. even the Easter Island /«rtfe = Malay
;/ia(t (' dead ')
Malagasy vi<^ana = Malay 6^^/(in ('moon'); For;

;

mosan pM//afc = MaIay perak ('Bilver').^ Even New Guinea
dialects (usually supposed to be free from Malay) contain some
words of evident Malay origin. In view of other evidence, it
seems permissible to believe that this particular Malay dialect
of the east coast of the peninsula forms a much-needed link
between standard Malay and the nearest Malayo-Polynesian
languages, and, further, that it was from this precise district
on the continental seaboard of south-eastern Asia that this
Malayan dialect spread throughout the Polynesian islands. The

corresponding social links are (a) their very similar kin-systems
(&) the general use of tabu.
<J)\ Aboriginal dialects. ~T\\q languages of the wild tribes are
split up into a nmnber of dialects, each confined to a relatively
small area. They are rapidly disappearing, especially in the
southern districts of the peninsula, their place bein^ taken by
Malay as the wild tribes become more nearly assimilated with
Malays in status and culture under modern conditions. Setting
aside purely local and unimportant differences, the linguistic
material, scanty as it is in most cases, has been classified into
three main groups, which may be refen-ed to three principal
types or standards (i.) typical Semang dialects, best represented by the speech of the aborigines in centra] Kedah and the
adjoining State of Raman (ii.) t^TJical Sakai dialects, the best
specimens coming from south-eastern Perak and the adjoining
district of Pahang
and (iii.) in the southern part of the peninsula, the Jakun dialects, which may be classed together as
Jakun or Malayan in spite of the fact that they contain a large
number of Sakai words, because the great buli of their words
are Malayan and not Sakai, although they do not afford material
so favourable for clear type-differentiation as is found among
the Sakai and Semang. Both in phonology and in vocabulary
the Sakai and Semang show considerable divergence, but
between the strongly contrasted type-dialects are intermediate
variations, the linguistic evidence thus supporting the ethnological data in pointing to contact and admixture.
Roughly speaking, the dialects fall into groups which correspond, though not accurately, with the anthropological varieties
of the aboriginal races, at least in the case of Sakai and Semang.
Of the athnities of the aboriginal languages and the elements
which have entered into their composition something has
already been said. It is clear that all the dialects as now
spoken contain a considerable number of purely Malay words,
more or less modified in pronunciation by the borrowers. In
addition to these loan-words, however, wliich are easily identifiable, there is a considerable element remaining which ia not
traceable to standard Malay. The latter element, of which we
have already spoken, was not developed within the peninsula,
and this and the Malayo-Polynesian factor in the aboriginal
dialects which is akin to the insular Malay spoken in the Malay
Archipelago together make up what is perhaps the largest com
ponent in the languages of the abori^nes. A third and still

and

:

;

;

1

P.

3L

2 Winstedt,
p. 173.

3

See above, p. 353*.
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to show a very close
Interesting element lias been proved
with the M4n-Kliraer or Mftn dialects ot western Indocertain
and numerous and
China. The identiflcations, thoujth
even strikinR, are rather disappointins, if considered as a
once remarked to
himself
vocabularv percentage. Sidney Ray
certani
the present writer 'AVTiat is the use of our assuming (as
arc
identifl.il'le "iHi
dialects
scholars had done] that the Sakai
when all that has been identified is about 20 per cent of

more

affinity

:

Mfln,

the entire vocabulary ?
80 per cent?"

The question

is,

what

is

the remaining

To reply, we must study attentively both the Semang and
Sakai syntax structure and a considerable percentage ot the
vocabularv, and especially, as regards Sakai, the phonology
the modern Jakun dialects are of no less importance. In each
embodies
group there remains an unidentified element. Semang
a number of words which are conBned to the Negritos and
which are completely t^ui fjeneris. It is clear that the Semang
dialects did not originally belong to the M6n-Annam group.
These words relate to matters of everyday life, and presumably
Relathey represent the old original dialects of the Negritos.
but remains
tionship with Andanianese has been suggested,
word
of Semang is
a
for
hardly
single
completelv hypothetical
one of
recognizable in the Andaman dialects, and this fact is
the many and great puzzles of the Semang problem. For th^
unidentified element in Sakai no suggestion as to origin has been
made, though it is possible that many of the uncertain words
may yet be traced not to a Malayan but to a Mdn-Annam origin.
In the case of the Jakun it is pointed out that some of the words
of unknown ori;,'in occur in Semang, but not in Sakai, but they
are hardly ot sulflcient number to support the view that Jakun
dialects were originally allied to Semang; on the contrary, a
;

;

are certainly allied to Sakai, and
large number ot Jakun words
Wilkinson, treating as Jakun certain southern Sakai dialects,
seeks to eliminate Elagden's linguistic Jakun, but leaves unin which
explained both Kenaboi and the common element
Mantri, Beduanda, and Jakun differ from every other known
language.
The
:
greater gods.— («)
j. Religion

Malay.—

ofhcial

jNIalay

stated,

is

beliefs

and

religion,

as

Muliaminadaiiism,
ritual aftbrd

has already been
but the popular

abundant

proof,

which

is

supported by the historical evidence, that this
religion has been superimposed upon some form of
Hinduism, which itself, when introduced into the
country, superseded an earlier and more primitive
type of belief, of shamanistic character. Folklore,
charm-books, and romances go to show that the
greater gods of the Malay pantheon so far as their
names go are borrowed Hindu divinities, while
the lesser gods and spirits are native to the Malay
religious system, incorporated in and modified by
the hic;her religions, but not entirely forgotten.
Taking first the Hindu divinities, we find Visnu,'
the preserver, Brahma, the creator, Batara Guru
(Siva), Kala," and Seri' simultaneously invoked
by the magician. Of the greater divinities Batara
Guru is, in the minds of the Malays, unquestionin other words, the
ably the most important
Malays were of the Saivite sect of Brahmanism.
In the Uikayat Sang Samba, the Malay version of
the Bhaumakdrya, Batara Guru appears as the
Visnu as
supreme god Siva, with Brahma and
subordinate deities. He alone lias the Water of
Life \\hich resuscitates slaughtered heroes. The
Malay magician will, on occasion, boldly declare
that he was the all-powerful spirit who held the
before the advent of Muhammadanplace of Allah
ism, a spirit so powerful that he 'could restore the
and that to him all prayers were
dead to life
addressed at that period. It may be noted that
most of the theological terms in use among the
Malays are of Sanskrit origin, and that the titles
Sang-yang {' the deity ') and Batara are used mostly
The Malays, howof the older Hindu divinities.
ever, in adopting the Sanskrit title of Guru, seem
it
to
a
to have transferred
hunting-god, whom they
identify in certain localities with the Spectre,' or

—

—

;

'

;

'

'

Demon Huntsman,' though

pure Hinduism would

certainly not have recognized hunting (one of the
deadly sins of that religion) as a pursuit fit for one
of their deities.
Further, the Malays distinguish
between a good and a bad siile of Batara Guru's
character, whicli may point back to thecombina1

Guru = spiritual

honourable*

guide.

in Jav.

E.atara

is

Skr.

hhaUdra, 'highly

(Manjapabit) and Sej. Mai. it='king.*
black,' an epithet of Siva.
goddess ot good fortune and wife of Vi^nn.
;

3 Skr. A'''/a,
3 8kr. Sn,

'

tion into one of what were originally two distinct
Thus the
personalities, Batara Guru and Kala.
Malay Kala holds as his only definite sphere of
influence the foreshore, a strip intermediate
between the land-spliere of Batara Guru and the
'
dominion of a third deity called Grand-Sire LongThis attempt to
Claws (Toh Panjan^ Kuku).
divide the spheres of land and sea must again be
attributed solely to the Malays, as Hindu mythology knows nothing of tlie sea. It is clear, tlierefore, that in the greater deities of the Malayan
pantheon we may, after all, recognize Malayan
deities simply re-named after the gods of the
Hindus. The Batara Guru of the sea is identilied
by some magicians with Si Raya, and occasionally
with the god of mid-currents (Mambang "Tali
Harus). Sickness is sometimes ascribed to him,
but it is not usually so fatal as illness induced by
the malice of the Demon Huntsman, and fishermen
'

seafarers, on the other hand, obtain from him
The only other deities of importbenefits.
ance are the White Divinity, who dwells in the

and

many

sun, the Black Divinity, who dwells in the moon,
and the Yellow Divinity, who dwells in the sunset ;
the last is considered most dangerous to children,

and Malayan parents always endeavour to keep
their children within doors at sunset and during the
twilight in order to avoid his malignant influence.
In view of the still inadequate
(b) Pagan races.
evidence of the beliefs of the pagan tribes in relation to a supreme deity, it is necessary to exercise
some caution in making any statement as to their
On the other hand, it is
ideas upon the subject.
at least safe to remark that any one who, as the
result of mere worrying by questions, commits
himself to the statement that any of these pagan
races have no such beliefs whatever proves merely
that his own methods of investigation are at fault

—

in these matters.
It appears, moreover, clear that the

Semang and
Jakun, and possibly also the Sakai, are at present
in the stage of development, common to most
beprimitive peoples, in which the supreme deity
of
longs to the realm of mythology rather than
Since he stands more or less aloof
religion proper.
from the att'airs of this world and the next, and
are set
possesses no cult, his claims to recognition

more closely in touch with
whose powers for good and evil
are constantly capable of exercise and who at every
turn must be propitiated. Among the Semang
aside in favour of spirits

mundane

afl'airs,

there is clear evidence for a belief in the existence
of such a being, combined with a crude dualism
based upon natural phenomena.
According to one account, Ta' Piinn ('Grandfather P6nn')ta
a powerful but benevolent being described as the maker of
the world. He was, in fact, described to the present writer
by the Semang of Kedah as being 'like a Malay Raja; there
w'as nobody aboi'e him.' He is the moon's liusband and lives
with Ag-Ag, the crow who is the sun's husband, in the eastern
heavens. Ta' Ponn has four children, two male and two female.
His mother Yak is the old Earth-mother, and lives underground
He has a great enemy, Kakuh, who
in the middle ot the earth.
He is dangerous and very black. That is
lives in the west.
why the east is bright and the west dark. The heavens are in
three tiers, the highest ot which is called Kakuh, and which are
defended against unauthorized intrusion by a giant coco-nut
monkey, who drives away any one found trying to enter the
heavens.

The naturalistic dualism of this account is obvious from his place of abode, and from his having
the moon as his consort, we may perhaps conclude
that Ta' Ponn is a spirit of the rising sun. In
addition it has been maintained that the Semang
recognize two other superior deities,Kari, a thundergod, the supreme creator, ruler, and judge, and I'le,
a related but subordinate divinity, who, under
The evidence, howKari, created earth and man.
ever, is too slender for dogmatic statement, and
the point still awaits the collection of further
;

material.
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The religion of the Sakai is more sliaiiianistic in
character than that of the Semang, and, if any
corresponding belief exists among them, as has
been maintained, it is overshadowed by the cults
demons, ghosts, and
more certain evidence

The Jakun afford
of a belief in a supreme
deity, although their conceptions at the best are
vague and shadowy. The :Mantri say that Tuhan
Di-Bawah, lord of the under world, created the
of

spirits.

earth and dwells beneath it, supporting everything
above him bj' his power. The Benua believe in
one god, Pirnian,^ who dwells above the sky and
is invisible.
He made the world and everything
that is visible. The greater part of the Jakun of

Johor know and acknowledge a supreme being
whom thev call by the Malayo-Arabic name of
Tuhan Allah ; the grotesquely slight influence,
however, that is really exercised bv Muhammadanism on the wild races of the Malayan jungles
is best evidenceil
by the statement of those tribes
who believe that Muhammad, the prophet of God,
is the wife of the
supreme deity.
6. Lesser gods, spirits, and ghosts.— (a)
Malay.
Subordinate to the great gods are lesser gods or
whose
in
is
due to
spirits
place
Malay mj^thology

—

Muhammadan

influences

;

their inferiority

may

in

part be due to the law that the gods of the autochthones are u.'jually considered by an invader

more powerful than his own deities. These lesser
gods and spirits are theyin, or genii. The Malays,
to a certain extent, show a tendency to identify
them with the spirits of the older Hindu religion,
but only the Black King of the Genii (Sang GalaRaja) appears to rise on occasion to the level of
the great divinities, when he is regarded as a manifestation of Batara Guru in his destructive aspect
as Siva, or Kala, though later he came to he considered a separate personality. This would also
e.xplain the difficult problems of how the Black and
Wliite Genii come to be regarded as brothers, the
latter being identified with Mah.araja Deva, great
king of the gods.' The genii are also subdivided
into good and faithful (jin islam) and bad (//»
kafir), this nomenclature being obviously a Muslim
accretion.
In addition to these subdivisions they
are also regarded as attached to special olijects
e.g., the powerful jin. of the royal musical instruments. The genii are able to do infinite harm to
mortals, and choose as their dwelling-places hollows
in the hills, solitai-y places in the forests, dead
epiphytes on trees, etc. They are sometimes said
to derive from the dissolution of various
parts of
the anatomy of the world-snake Sakatimuna, the
first great failure at man's creation.
The Malays have also adopted into their popular
'

—

Muhammadan belief in angels (Azrael,
Michael, and Gabriel), prophets (Solomon, David,
and Joseph ), and chiefs, four in number penned in
the four corners of the earth.
Ghosts and spirits are known by the generic name
of hanfu. Of these there are many varieties. Eantu
kiibor are grave-demons who, with the
spirits of
murdered men, prey upon the living whenever they
see an opportunity hantu ribut is the storm-fiend
hnntuayer a.nA Aania/atiiare water-ahdseaspirits
hantu rimba, deep forest demons hantu bcrok, the
baboon-demon
hantu beliati, the tiger-demon
and hitnfu son(/kei, the 'loosening' demon, who
interferes with rope-snares and traps tor wild
animals. In addition there are giants and 'tall'
demons {bota, qasi-gasi, and hantu tingqi) as well
as 'good people' (bidadari or peri), who are of
foreign origin echo' spirits (orang bunyian), spirits
of whom little is known
except that they are good
religion the

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

'But thia name = Firmdu, 'Word o( God')
borrowed, like Allah, from Muslim sources.
»
Possibly Skr. iaiikura, heueficent," an epithet ot
(,

is

clearly

'

»

Or 'hidden.'

^ivfi.
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and very

easily cheated ; blood-sucking
of various kinds, mostly birth-spirits (these
last being certainly among the ghastliest conceptions of humanity) ; and others such as the hantu
kopek, wliich is the equivalent of our own nightfairies

demons

mare.

—

races.
Except in one or two cases,
has been recorded concerning the beliefs of
the pagan tribes relating to the spirits or demons.
Those which most afflict the Sakai of Ulu-Bertam
are the 'tiger-spirit,' the 'jungle-spirit,' and the
(6)

Pagan

little

'river- or water-spirit.' Against these charms and
simples can prevail. Against the tree-spirit, however, who slays his victims before any one can help,
there is no protection. The Sakai of Selangor had
a ceremony at which they sat and blew bamboo
pipes and sang to the demons.
The spirits In which the Bgsisi believe include
the wind-demon {jin angin), who lives on a white
rock near Tanjoug Tuan (Cape Rachado) ; the
demonic legion {jm sa-ribu), who dwell in the
earth and, when possible, feed upon human beings ;
and the garrotting demon {jin sa-rapat), who lives
in the uplands.
Certain trees are the embodiment
of spirits, notably the gutta, eagle \\ood, and
and
this idea is extended to inert
camphor trees,
objects e.g., canoes, trea.sure-jars, and stone implements. Chipping a jar kills its spirit.
The Demon Huntsman {hantu si buru) is ten ft.
From nightfall
high, and his face is very hairy.
onwards during the full of the moon he hunts the
wild boar and the sambhar-deer. Although he is
highly dangerous to mankind, many have made
friends with him, and, when they have invoked
him, he has cured them of their illness. Other
spirits are the river-spirit, the demon of fatal birthsickness, and the tomb-demon, which, in one of its
manifestations, plunders graves in the form of wild
beasts, such as deer and tigers.
In Malay beliefs the
{a) Malay.
7. The soul.
semangat ('human soul') is a thin, unsubstantial
absent
from tlie body in
mannikin, temporarily

—

—

—

sleep, trance, or disease, and permanently departed
alter death.
It is about the size of the thumb and
invisible, but is supposed to correspond in shape,
proportion, and complexion to its embodiment ; it
can fly quickly from place to place, and it is often,
perhaps metaphorically, addressed as a bird. In

mental attributes it is quasi-human and may possess, independently of its corporeal owner, personal
consciousness and volition. It has been alleged
that the semangat cannot be the soul because it is
believed to quit the body and wander about during
sleep, and that it must therefore be a spirit of
Wtality. But this very same reasoning would show
that it cannot be a spirit of vitality. What is
actually meant here by 'soul,' however, is the
native (and our own medijeral) idea of the soul,
which is something very different from the soul of
our modem idealistic Christianity.
The latter
might indeed almost be described, in comparison
with its mediieval prototype, sa a 'super-soul,' and
it is only the more primitive idea of the soul in
which we are here interested.
In charms it is addressed as having a house,
usually, though not necessarily, identified with its
embodiment (the body of its owner).
As the
sSmangat is separable from the body, it follows
that, if called in the right way, it may be made to
follow a powerful weapon in the hands of an
enemy or lover who possesses the requisite magical
powers. When abducted, it may be imprisoned in
a lump of earth, a cloth, or a wax mannikin. The
lump of earth should have been in contact with the
victim's body e.g., with the sole of the naked foot.
An escaping or sv;oonmg semangat may be recalled
to the owner's body
hence the form of certain
kinds of medical treatment. In the older charms
'

—

—

;

'
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the ilmangat is distinctly refuried to as being
and, as a similar multiple division is
found elsewheio anion^ savages {PC* i. 391 f.),'
this may be taken as ori;^inal, although seven is a
somewhat favourite number in Malay magics
The belief in the existence of ahmingals does not
confine them to human beings. Animal, vegetable, and mineral semniir/ats are elearlj' recognized.
While in the cnse of animals the sfiiiangnt is a
counterpart, on a reduced scale, of its embodiment,
in the vegetable and mineral kingdoms the tree
simangat or the ore sCmangat is usually an animal,
whereas the rice slmangat is treated as resembling
a human infant. The seinnngat of the eaglewood
tree, e.g., takes Llie form of a bird, the tin-ore
sfiiiangat that of a butl'alo, the gold-ore sciiiangat
that of a deer, and so forth. A box or a tre.isnreiar may also have a sfnunigat until
chipped or
broken, when the scmnngut escapes from it. An
interesting variation has been said to occur on the
east coast of the peninsula, where the sBnangat of
a particular kind of boat is called by a special name,
nuiyor, as opposed to the usual soul-name, ^bnaiigat.' But there is no trace of this fonn on the
west coast or apparently in other parts of the
peninsula.
This creed is no empty belief inoperative in daily
life.
It forms the basis of the Malay's mental
attitude and practice in all dealings with the animal, vegetable, and mineral kingdoms.
Although Malay animism is consistent and complete in extending the belief in the semangat to all
nature, animate and inanimate, side by side with
the purely animistic belief there is abundant evidence of a special Circe-like theory attributing
animals, birds, fishes, reptiles, and trees to an
(accursed) human origin. The elephant, tiger, bear,
sevenfold,

deer, crocodile, solid-crested hornbill, and stickinsect are examples.
Evidence of such anthropomorphic ideas is to be found not only in the
folklore but in many magical ceremonies and
charms of Malaya (on the semangat see, further,

Indonesians).
(b)

Pagan

races.

—Of

the

conception

of

the

slmangat held by the pagan tribes very little is
known, and, lacking detinite statement, their
beliefs must be inferred from their methods of
burial and treatment of the dead and their views
of the life after death.
According to the eastern

clutch, and
them out.

in

'

'

where all saiiangats dwell in harmony, marry, ancl
have children. Tliose who die a violent death go
to Red Land (Tavnh Mnrah), a desert place and
repairing tliencc to Fruit Island to get
The IJenna, on the other hand,
their nourishment.
believe that after death t he ,5('/»'f»i7'f< dissolves into
b.arren,

having lichen fashioned from
Notwithstanding this, they hold
that the •.-Inxingafs of medicine-men, while their
animate bodies remain beliind, are conveyed or
carried to heaven in music.
8. Animism.
Although it would in any case be
nothingness again,

air

'

'

this

contemptuous fashion pulls
The old and wise men for this reason

were buried in trees, so that they could fly over
the demon's head. The western Semang believed
that only the medicine-men went to the Land of
Fruit; the lay members of the tribe crossed the
sea to a land of screw-pines and thatch-palms,
wherein was the hole into which the sun fell at
If they had committed any bad action,
night.
they started by the same road, but turned north
to a land which had two months of day and one
month of night. Among the Sakai it has been
' See also W.
W. Skeat, Malay Maijic, London, inOO, pp. 60,

It ifl eur]>riaing to find among Malays tlii^ sevenfold
411, etc
division of Plato iilmself.
* N.
AnnatKlale, 'The Theory of Souls among tlie Malays of
the Malay Peniusula,' J HAS, Straits Branch, v. 3 1190DJ.

by i'irman.

—

to regard the attitude of the Malays
towards the kerdmat, or holy place, as a survival
from an earlier stage of religious belief on the
analogy of similar ideas among more primitive
peoples, there is, in addition, abundant evidence
to support the view that not only Muhammadanism,
but also the popular ideas traceable to a modified
Hinduism, are superimposed upon a form of religion
in which animism was the predominant factor.
belief in spirits pervades the whole of the everyday life of the bulk of the people. The position
and importance of the medicine-man or magician
{pawang and bomor), the language of the innumerable charms recited on any and every conceivable
justifiable

A

and the ceremonies which accompany
any and every action or undertaking even in some
cases the most trivial would in themselves point
occasion,

—

—

to this particular conclusion, even if we lacked
the evidence supplied by the statements of the
Malays themselves with regard to their object
and meaning. Important proof of this connexion
is furnished by the relations of the Malays with
animals, with trees, and with the crops, and

especially
to

Semang (Pangan) of
Kelantan, each man hasas^mansro? shaped exactly
like himself, but
red like blood and no bigger
than a grain of maize.' It was pas.sed on by the
mother to her child. After death the sSmangats
of the wise proceed to a paradise in the west in
which grow fruit-trees. To reach it they cross a
bridge consisting of the trunk of a colossal tree. At
the end of the bridge sits a hideous demon, and
such of the Semang as are scared by him fall into
a vast boiling lake beneath, in which they swim
for three years until the Lord of the Paradi.se of
Fruit-Treea lets down his great toe for them to
'

said that slmatigats proceed to a Hades (Niraka ')
where they are washed clean by one Granny LongBreasts,' and made to walk across a boiling cauldr(m
on the sharp edge of a chopper. Bad semangnts
fall in, good ones escape to an Island of Fruit,
where they wait until a friend comes to show them
the way to the Husks of the Clouds.'
The Mantri possess peculiarly positive faith
in the continued existence of the shiiangat after
death.
It leaves the
body and is carried by Bayang
Lasa either to Ngangnari or to Fruit Island (Pulau
Buah), far away in the region of the setting sun,

by their remarkable

— To nearly
(a) Animals.
mining.

all

beliefs

with regard

animals, but especi-

Malays attribute anthropomorphic traits and, in some cases, superhuman
powers. The elephant and tiger, e.g., are believed
assume
to possess cities or distiicts in which
they
human form and live in houses. According to a
in
comes
from
Labu
which
Selangor, a man
legend
tracked an elephant to her home and married her
in human form.
She resumed her animal form
when, on returning to his country against her
express directions, he gave her food which included
The tiger, which is an
certain young tree-shoots.
ally to the larger, the

object of especial fear, is believed to be a demon in
the form of^a beast in the legendary 'Tiger Vilthe roofs of the houses are thatched with
lage
human hair, men's bones are the rafters, and men's
skins the hut-walls. The original tiger was a boy
found in the forest who changed into a tiger when
beaten with many stripes by his schoolmaster.
The latter placed a ban upon him to compel him
The tiger therefore uses
to 'ask for' his prey.
divination by leaves (of certain forest trees) to
ascertain whether his petition for a victim has been
granted. It may bo added that he is also believed
The
to doctor his wounds with leaf-poultices.
l>elief in wertigers is one of the most deeply ingrained of Malay superstitions, but the power to
become such a being is believed to belo
long especially
;

'

'

Skr. naraka,

'

hell.'
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to one tribe of Sumatrans, the Korinchi Malays,
of whom there are a number living in the jieninsula.
In one case a dead wer-tiger was identified bj' his
possessing a gold tooth derived from his human

original (see Lycanthropy). Both ghost-elephants
and ghost-tigers are strongly believed in. They
are distinguished by having one shrunken foot, are
harmless, and are the tutelary spirits of certain
The most famous
regions of sacred localities.
ghost-tigers of the peninsula dwelt on Mount Ophir
in Selangor they were
(4000 ft. ), near Malacca
the guardians of a shrine on the summit of the
;

The

were formerly reputed to
be the pets of the princess of Malacca thus the
two stories were connected. The princess is said
by local report to have established herself on Mount
Uphii' at the time of the Portuguese invasion, and
still visits the hill in Selangor, accompanied by a
handsome tiger, though herself invisible. When
a tiger was killed, a public reception was accorded
to him in the nearest village, at which he >\as
treated as a powerful war-chief or champion, and
was entertained by an exhibition of dancing and
Both claws and whiskers of the tiger are
fencing.
greatly valued as charms the latter are sometimes
twisted up with a man's moustache, to strike terror
into his enemies, and the former are imitated in
the tigers claw knives worn on their fingers by
the men who pretend to be wer-tigers.
Equally significant are the stories and beliefs
connected with the mouse-deer or chevrotain. This
animal occupies the place of Brer Rabbit in Malay
folklore ' it figures in numberless proverbial saj'ings and romances, and is honoured by the title of
Mentri Belukar,
the Vizier of the (secondary)
Forest-growth.' In the fire-getting ceremony it is
said to ask for fire wherewith to singe its mother-

Jugra

Hill.

latter

;

;

;

'

'

in-law's feathers

'

(a bird).

Hunting dogs are continually addressed as
they were

if

human

It is, liowever, believed
beings.
\hat it is unlucky to see them in the jungle, unless
the person meeting them barks after the manner of
a wild dog before they have time to do so. Cats,
in addition to possessing supernatural powers (e.g.,
in the rain-making ceremony), are lucky because
they wish for the prosperity of their owners. On
the other hand, cat-killers, when in purgatory, will
be required to cut and carry coco-nut logs to the
number of hairs on the cat's body, wherefore cats
are not killed,' but only set adrift on rafts to
perish of hunger.''
The Hesh of swine is now regarded as unclean by
the modern (Muhamniadan) Malay, but there are
indications that this was not always the case ; thus
a wild pig's paunch is required in a Malay recipe
for turning brass into gold ; the wild pig, more"

is hunted and eaten with a\idity by the
wild jungle tribes, as is still the ca-se in N. Borneo
and other parts of the Malayan region. It may
also be noted that the flesh of the buffalo is preferred to that of the ox, and the former is used,
and not the latter, for sacrificial feasts a fact
which suggests an obscure survival of Hindu belief.
The earth itself is supported on the horn of a
gigantic wild buffalo.
The attitude of the ilalays towards wild animals
and their belief in their magical powers are further
indicated by the fact that in hunting and trappiiij;
no skill can avail unless it is itself supiiorted by
magic, by special charms supplied by the medicineman, and by foniiula' to be repeated in setting the
traps and snares or when actually engaged in
hunting operations, either to ensure success or to
serre as a protection. Like the Siamese elephant
wizard, the Malay deer-wizard himself must first

over,

—

-

'

W. W.

Skeat,

Fuhhs

Cambridge, 1901,
>

Clifford, p. 47.

aii,l

Iiitrod.

ji.
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enter the toils before a hunt begins, in order to influence the deer mar'ically to enter the deer-snares.
If this were omitted, the ropes would fail to hold
the deer, nor would the deer enter. The marks on
the legs of the sambhar deer {riisa) are due to
ulcers on the legs of its human original.
P'ish and other inhabitants of the water, like land
animals, are regarded as having human or superhuman qualities, and, when catching them, the
Malays have to perform ceremonies to overcome
their spiritual nature and magical powers.
The
crocodile, e.g., is, according to one account, a boy
who fell from his mother's arms into the water.
The various species of fish also have their special
origin ; one kind is said to be originally a cat,

another a monkey, another a human being drowned
in the river, and so forth.
The Norse myth of the
rivers sprung from the teats of the cow AuShmula
is recalled by a Perak
story of a large specimen of

the mudfish called aruan. Many magical or semimagical beliefs cling round the crocodile. In many
of the rivers certain crocodiles are regarded as the
sacred embodiment of dead chiefs, and are free
from molestation. When hunting these reptiles,
the Malays repeat charms and take precautions to
secure capture by symbolic actions such as striking
the water with the canoe-paddle in imitation of the
crocodile's tail ; or, when eating curry, by gulping

down three lumps
in

which

in

the bait will

of rice successively in the

way

hoped the reptile will take the bait
or (by avoidance) by not taking the bones of cuiTymeats for fear that the wooden cross-piece buried
it is

;

fail to

hold the crocodile.

An

elaborate ceremony precedes and accompanies a fishing
expedition. It includes notification by tliree ioud cries to the
land-spirits that offering, consisting of rice, betel, parts of a
goat sacrificed for the purpose, cigarettes, etc., hung up on a
tree in a sacrificial tray, await their acceptance, and the offering
of two similar trays, one in shallow water and one, containing
the goat's head, at the seaward end of the fishing stakes.
Miscellaneous offerings from a basket are scattered while the
boat is rowed out to the stakes, and, when they are reached,
s;iffron-coloured and parched rice is scattered on the water,
'
*
while the neutralizing rice-paste ceremony is performed on
the stakes and the boats. A number of tabus, such as seven
from
sexual
indulgence, the avoidance of bathdays' refraining
ing without a bathing-cloth, or of taking an umbrella into the
or
of
the
fishing-boats,
climbing
fishing-stakes with boots on, are
The use of a tabu language by the fishermen
strictly enforced.
is

also dei-igusur.

Among the wOd tribes similar beliefs are entertained, but in particular they look upon animals
The
as the embodiment of their illustrious dead.
elephant, the largest and most important of the
animals, is the one into which the scmangats
In
of Semang chiefs are supposed to migrate.
consequence, it has euphemistic and propitiatory
names. The same applies to the tiger. Monkeys,
snakes, and birds play an important part in
Semang mythology, whUe among insects the stickThe list of animals
insect is the most important.
to which the semangats of chiefs are supposed by
the Besisi to migrate is extended beyond beasts of
prey, including deer and pigs as well as tigers and
crocodiles.
Among the Mantri the tigers are the
slaves of the wizard or poyatig, and are supposed
to be immortal, while the Jakun believe that, if a
tiger meets them in their path, it is a man who
has sold himself to the evil spirit in order that in

such a form he may wreak vengeance on his enemy
The amount of unor give play to Ms malignity.
natural nistory associated with animals is, indeed,
for
a
whose
remarkable
race
jungle knowledge
(luite
is so complete as it is among real up-country
the
case
of
'The
large caterpillar which is
Malays.
believed to metamorphose into a squirrel is typical.
Ideas of various kinds, mostfy ani(b) Birds.
mistic or anthropomorphic in character, are very
generally associated with birds by the Malays. As
a rule, nocturnal birds are ill-omened. If one species
of owl alights near a house ami hoots, it is said that

—
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'

there will soon be a tearing of cloth for a shroud.
If the bdberck, a nocturnal bird which flies in flocks
(a goat-sucker or night-jar), is heard, the peasant
brings out a wooden platter, beats it witli a knife,
and calls out, Great-grandfather, bring us their
hearts,' in the hope of deluding the spirits into the
belief that he forms one of the train ol the Spectre
Huntsman (hnntu pemburu) which these birds
accompany, and must therefore not be attacked
'

'

by them.

The argus pheasant

is

(kiiang)

said in

Perak

to

woman the
believed to reproduce its kind
female,
by swallowing the male bird alive. In Selangor it
is believe<l that a hornbill was transformed from
the murderer of an old man, another variety
(rhinoplax) to ha\e been a man who slew his own
mother-in-law. The toh kntampi (a variety of
homed owl) is believed to enter the fo^\l-house and
there live on the intestines of fowls, which it
e.\tracts during life
means of a charm. The
bjluck-bird a small white bird about the size of a
canary if caught and ]placecl in a rice bin, ensures
a goo<l harvest to its o-n-ner a ground-dove, kept
in a house, is a prophylactic against fire.
If any
one is fortunate enough to secure the nest of a kind
of heron, or riiwakruwak, it confers upon him the
power of invisibility. But the list of birds to
which it has been recorded that the Malays attach
])eculiar ideas and significance may be said to be
limited only by the varieties indigenons to the
have been metamorphosed from a

;

raoreo\'er, is

—

—

;

jieninsula.

In fowling, asin hunting, sympathetic magic plays
a prominent part, while every operation has its appropriate charm for repetition. In catching wild
pigeons, constant reference is made to their i^man;/nts, and the aid of l\\epaivang is required to perforin
the 'neutralizing rice-paste' ceremony in the space
in front of the conical snarer's hut, enclosed for the
purpose, which is known as King Solomon's Courtyard, or to recite a charm over the long bamboo
decoy-tube or pigeon-call. During the operation
great care is taken that no part of the snarer's
parapheraalia is called by its proper name (which
might be umlerstood by the pigeon) everything
is called by some euphemism
e.g., 'the Magic
Prince' (for the name of the hut) and ' Prince Distraction (instead of the word pigeon-call ').

—

'

;

'

—

Vegetation. The Malayan beliefs in relation
to trees and other forms of vegetation follow to a
great degree, if not entirely, their concepts in relation to animals.
It is not clear that they hold
that all trees have a semangat, but it is certain
that some trees, such as the durian, the coco-nutpalm, the trees producing eagle-wood, camphor,
and gutta-percha, and others are supposed to possess
(c)

simangats. This belief extends even to dead and
seasoned wood, as is shown by the invocation addressed to the timbers used in the ceremony of
launching a boat— a ceremony which is frequently
represented in Malay romances as taking place (as
formerly in Fiji) over human rollers. In earlier
days the men used to try to frighten the durian
groves into bearing by tiireats addressed to them
The medicineman struck the trunk of
verbally.
an unfruitful tree seven times with a hatchet and
threatened to fell it if it did not bear. The toddy
collector said to the coco-nut-palm
'Thus I bend
your neck and roll up your hair ; and here is my
ivory toddy-knife to Kelp the washing of your
face.''
The malacca cane is regarded from the
same animistic point of view, and it is believed
that a cane with a long joint will protect the owner
from harm b3- snakes and animals, as well as bring
him good hick in everything. In Selangor the
stick-insect is supposed to be the embodiment of
the malacca cane-spirit. In felling a tualang tree
:

1

Skeat,

Malay Magic,

p. SI 7.

a specific tree, but a generic term
containing a bees' nest)— a matter in
which great reluctance is shown— it is necessary to
obtain the services of a pawang to drive away
demons by charms and incantations. In the course
of the incantation the heads of two white fowls
are cut off and the blood is sprinkled
upon the treetrunks. The lime is another tree ot which the
is
of
the object
a special cult it is revered
spirit
and looked upon as their chief patron by the
theatrical ]ilayers of Penang. In searching for the
diseased and perfumed wood known as gjiaru, or
ea"le-wood, the services of a,pawang are required
to burn incense and repeat the appropriate charms.
According to one account, ihepmvang uses a shelter
near the selected tree (which is indicated by a low
whispering or singing in the tree), and then repeats
a charm which induces the ghant-s]>\r\t to appear
to him, generally in a dream, and to inform him of
the kind of sacrifice required. AVhen the tree has
been felled, any one passing between the trunk
and the stump will die immediatelj'. The pawang
uses and carries with hira a piece of eagle-wood,
the gharu mertipa (or shaped eagle-wood), which
possesses a natural resemblance to some animal or
bird.
This is believed to contain the semangat of
the eagle-wood and to assist in the search for that
product. Similar beliefs are entertained, and similar ritual is followed, in the collection of camphor
and gutta-percha. It is interesting to note that in
the collection of camphor a special language must
be x\sed, pantang kapiir, which, so far as known,
is Malay in part only.
A portion of any food eaten
during the searcli for camphor must be thrown
into the jungle for the bisan, or camphor-spirit.
Many rules followed in planting the crojis are
based upon sympathetic magic and animism. In the
first place, the propitious season for each operation
must be indicated by the paicuiig. Sugar-cane
must be planted at noon this makes it sweeter by
drying up the juice and leaWng the saccharine
matter.
Maize should be planted with a full
stomach, a thick stick, and thick dibble this will
swell the maize ear.
I'lantains should be planted
after the evening meal, as they fill out better
sweet potatoes, to ensure their having plenty of
'eyes 'when they begin to sprout, should be set
when the night is starry.
Of all agricultural pursuits, however, the cultivation of rice exhibit.s most comi>lctely the animistic ideas which underlie the relation of the
Malays to nature. At every stage of the procedure
precautions are taken to ensure the v ell-being and
prosperity of the rice-soul, upon which the success
of the cultivation depends.

(apparently

iii>t

for all trees

;

;

;

;

The time of the sowing is determined by the pawang ;
pi'ayers are read over a jiortion of ttie seed at the mosque (replacing an earlier ceremony at the holy place, or ki^rumat) ; in
sowing, the mother-seed is placed in a specially -prepareu lied
in one corner of the nurser>'-plot before the rest of the seed is
scattered.
When the rice is ready, it is transplanted with
proper propitiator}* ceremonies, and occasionally, say once in
tliree or four years, these were accompanied by a ceremony— a
sort of mock combat isintjkfta) to drive off enl spirits. When
the rice is ready for reaping, in order to begin the harvest, the
reapers must first obtain uie pairang's jtennission. The first
operation was to take the simangat out of all the plots, and
before cutting the rice it was usual to sprinkle it with the
neutralizing nce-paste. From the spot where the rice is finest
and where there are seven Jointi to the stalk, seven stems are
clipped ceremonially lobe thest^nanpot of the rice-crop. Another handful is tied by the pawang in the centre with a strip
of a special variety of sugar-cane, to be the mother of the riceThis mother-sheaf should be reaped
<-rop of the year following.
Tlie s^maurjot was
last, preferably by the wife of the owner.
made into the shape of an infant dressed in swaddling clothes,
placed in a basket with a Malay umbrella to shade it from the
sun, and laid on a new sleeping-mat. with pillows at \\» head,
in tiia house of the owner.
For three da>*8 the people In the
house must observe certain tabus; e.g., rice, salt, oil, money,
etc., must not leave the house, perfect quiet must be observeii,
hair must not be cut, and so forth. Thes« tabus were
pr«cUcally identical with those inipose*! in the ra«e of the birth of
children. For three da>s after the taking of the tinxanjtit the

—
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mother-sheaf was treated as a young mother; i.e., young shoots
of trees were pounded and scattered over it every evening, and
on the evening of Ihe third day coco-nut pulp and goat-flowers
and a httle ejected from
tuixed with sugar were eaten
the mouth on to the sheaf— an analogue of the salad adminiwhen
A
mother.
a
to
woman,
stered
entering the clearing,
must kiss the stalks, s.iying, Come, come.i soul of my child,'
as if embracing one of her own infants. Ultimately the rice
obtained from the s^mangat (representing the child) and from
the sheaf (representing the mother) are mixed and placed in
the receptacle in which rice is stored, together with a wreath of
the straw of the first ceremonial pounding of the padi, the ears
of
first pounded being those cut immediately after the taking
the siinaiiijat. Some is mixed with next year's seed, and some
is used to make the t^ponu taicar.'^
'

From all that has been said it will be clear that
the gist of the Malayan harvest ceremony consists
in the attempt to simulate, on behalf of the vegetative rice-crop, a lucky birth as of a human
infant, in the hopes that this mock-ceremony may
stimulate the productive powers of the rice-plant
for the following harvest.
^In the western States of the pen(rf) Mining.
insula tin-miuing was, and still is, the most

is now
important industry. Although mining
carried on chietly by Chinese, the ceremonies in
use at the opening of a mine are purely Malayan.
was
Formerly a lucrative and highly important po.st
some of these magicians
that of mining wizard
;

were believed to possess the power of bringing ore
to a place where it did not exist, and of turning

into grains of sand, or of sterilizing, such ore as
The ore itself was regarded as endued
existed.

not only with vitality, but also with the power of
functional increase.

Sometimes

it

was

said to

resemble a buffalo, and in this shape could travel
to and fro underground. The gold-spirit in one
case (at Raub in Pahang) was believed to take the
form of a golden roe-deer— an idea obviously
based on the imaginary shape of some large
a little
nugget. Beyond tin, gold, and possibly
no metals are worked in the
silver and
galena,
peninsula.
The natives, hoyever,

have a great reverence
The Lump of Iron in the royal regalia,
for iron.
when placed in water, is the most solemn and
is
binding oath known to those who use it, and it
referred to in the most terrible denunciations of
a long iron nail guards the
the Malay wizard
newborn child and the rice-soul betel-nut scissors
from
(also of iron) or a dagger protect a corpse
evil contact, and a Malay in the jungle often plants
his knife-blade edgewise to the source in a stream
before he drinks, in order to drive away any
Bezoar-stones and stone implechance demons.
ments alike are said to be endowed with magical
;

;

properties

and powers

;

a unique east-coast

belief

of the ground, and
regards the latter as arising out
else in the world, as
not, as almost everywhere
form of
being hurled down from the sky in the
thunderbolts.
The objects of the charms employed by the
mining wizards seem to be to clear the jungle of
evil spirits, to banish evil spirits from the ground
before starting excavations, to propitiate the local
and induce the tin-ore to show itself when
spirits
the tin-bearing stratum is reached, and to persuade the spirits to partake of a banquet spread
for them in a receptacle intended to represent a
The spiritual 'audience
rsyai hall of audience.
chamoer is usually two or three feet square and
furnished with offerings similar to those normally
certain articles,
placed on the sacrificial tray, with
such as sugar-cane, plantains, yams, etc., supposed
of
the food eaten
to be specially characteristic
by miners. The chief tabu is the killing of any
sort of living creature within the mine, except in
case of sacrifice, when a white buffalo may be slain
upon the brink of the mine, the head being buried
1 Lit.
Cluck, cluck,' the call commonly addressed to domestic
'

'

fowls.
* ' lieutraliziug

'

rice-paste

(see above).
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of each part
being deposited in the audience chamber.' Other
of
a
tabus are the wearing
sarong, burying the
skin of any beast in the mine, wearing shoes, and
even carrying an umbrella ; the last is particuis the insignia
larly offensive to the spirits, since it
A special language has to be
of Malay royalty.
used in so far as certain words are concerned. No
animal or thing not itself allowed in the mine
(such as an elephant, tiger, or cat), nor even limefruit, may be mentioned by any but this substituted title. Nor may any one assume the attitude
or dress (a black coat) worn by the wizard in
building the altar for the preliminary sacrifice, in
performing the magical ceremonies, or in uttering
the invocations (such as the attitude of standing
with both hands on the hips or behind the back),
nor may even the wizard himself assume them on
any ordinary occasion.
The Malays have been a seafaring
(c) Water.
race from time immemorial, and the rivers were
also of gTeat importance to them before the
making of roads. It was by the rivers that they
first penetrated the country ; the old Malay settlements are all on river-banks, and the streams are
still the chief source of supply for irrigating the
To both river and sea many superstirice-fields.
tions and legends are attached. Their animistic
notions include belief in water-spirits, against
whom precautions are taken for the protection of
It was formerly the custom to fasten
their boats.
a bunch of sngar-palm twigs to the top of the mast
to prevent the water-spirit from settling on the
mast-head. The sea-spirits are invoked to point
out shoals, etc., and sometimes in rapids or other
difficult places offerings are made to the spirits of
the rivers. The tidal wave (bore or eagre) on a
river was formerly held to be caused by the passing
of a fluvial monster, which ascends the river one
of these (on the bore ceasing) was described to
the present writer as having been killed by being
knocked on the head with a stick. Eredia (A.D.
1613) says that the Malays attribute such bores
to souls of the dead who are passing the ocean in
to another, i.e. froni the
Cftjilas from one region
Golden Chersonese to the river Ganges. Ordinary
river-floods (which were distinguished as male
and female) were thought to be caused by similar
agency.
(a)
phenomena.
9. Cosmology and natural
Malay. In Malay folklore the theory of creation
is that light emanating from the supreme being
became the ocean, from which ascended foam and
vapour. The earth and sea were then formed, each
of seven tiers, the earth resting on the surface of the
water from east to west, the mountains of the Caucasus being regarded as a chain put round the earth
to keep it stable on the face of the waters.
Beyond
them is spread a vast plain, the sand and earth of
rubies
and
stones
the
which are of gold and musk,
emeralds, the vegetation of odoriferous flowers.
Besides the Caucasus, which are known to the

and small portions representative
'

—

;

—

—

Malays as Bukit Kof (' Hills of Kaf '), and are of
immense importance in popular lore, there is a
great central mountain called Maha Meru, which
is sometimes identified by Malays with a hill in
.Sumatra. Another version of the Creation, in
part obviously due to Muslim influence, describes
how God, the eldest magician, pre-existing by
Himself, created the pUlar of the Ka'ba' of which
the four branches form the four corners of the earth,
and the world-snake, Sakatimuna, which was killed
by Gabriel and broke asunder, the head and fore part
shooting up to heaven, the tail part penetrating

do^vnwards beneath the earth. The description of
this serpent (whose name suggests an Indian origin)
1

Lit.

*

'

cube (the cube-shaped sanctuary
For the Ka'ba see Mecca.

at Mecca).

of the

Hlack Stone
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reniRrknbly niillinipomorphic in fact, it is a
serpent in little more tlian name.
It was usually believed tliat the world was of oval
shape and revolves on its axis four times in the
year, and that the sun was a body of lire moving
round the earth and producing the alternations of
day and night. Some at least imagined the (irmament to consist of a perforated stone or rock, the
stars being caused by the light which streams
through these apertures. Furtlier, the earth is
declared to be carried
by a colossal bufliilo on the
an obvious Malay parallel to the
tip of its liorns
world-elephant in the Ramayana and the boarincarnation of Visnu. When one born gets tired,
the buffalo tosses up the earth and catches it on the
other horn, the concussion thus produced being the
cause of earthquakes. This Imllalo stands on an
island in the nether ocean, or on a giant tortoise
(according to some versions), or on the monstrous
lish called Nun (Arab.
fi^h ').
The universe is
girt round by a huge serpent which feeds upon its
own tail. Peculiarly Malay, on the other hand, is
the idea of the tides, which, it is said, are caused by
the movements of a colossal crab that twice a day
leaves and re-enters its cave at the foot of the
world-tree Pauh Janggi (the sea-coco-nut-palm),
which glows on a sunken roik or quicksand in the
Navel or Central Whirlpool of tlie Ocean (jmsat
The sun's name in Malay is Mata-hari,
tasek).
which means eye of day,' but on the east coast it
is held to be a horse which is conducted in procession through the heavens
by angels during the day,
and led back again at night-time to the point
is

;

—

'

'

'

'

whence

it started.

Eclipses of the sun and moon are considered to
be due to the devouring of these bodies by a
gigantic dragon (Rahu), or, according to some, a
god. Malays, like the Chinese and other more primitive races, endeavour to save the sun and moon
by making a vigorous noise to drive away the
The spots on the moon represent an indestroyer.
verted banyan tree, under which sits an old hunchback, plaiting strands of tree-bark, or, as some say,
spinning cotton. As soon as his task is finished,
he will angle for everything on the earth's surf ace.
The line has not yet been completed because a rat
gnaws through it despite the vigilance of the old

man's cat, which is always watching. It should be
added that the Malay phrase, bulan bunting pilandok (' the moon is great with the mouse-deer '), is
doubtless explainable by the fact that in Sanskrit
mythology the spots on the moon are tliought to
be a hare or antelope, which, being hard pressed by
a hunter, appealed to the moon for protection and
was taken up by her into her arms the phrase is

kuning, 'the yellow deity ') is a term associated
with terror. In Perak children are called in at
sunset to save them from this danger, and women
often chew and spit out at seven points, as they
walk round the house at sunset, kunyel tt'rus, an
evil-smelling root much disliked by evil demons.
Pulau Tionian, an island south-east of Pahang, is
believed to be actually the body of a dragon, or
ndga. The Malay wlio told this to the present
writer said that a long while
ago an Knglish
Government vessel was passing this island, when
her crew, catching sight of the then existing three
points of the dragon's crest on the summit of
the island, fired, breaking them off, and that the
vessel itself sank afterwards.
There are now said
to be a number of people living on it, none of whom
is allowe<l to make the least use of vinegar
if
any vinegar is spilt, an earthquake follows, because
the island is in reality the monstrous body of an
enormous dragon.
The Semang endow both sun
(i) Pagan races.
and moon with human form, both being female.
Like the Jana.iese, who have been credited by some
authors with Malayan affinities, they associate the
sun with a crow (Ag-Ag), whom they assert to be
the husband of that luminary, whereas the husband of the moon is Ta' Ponn (see above, p. 354'').
When the sun sets, it falls into a cavern, which
some Semang identify with a species of Hades.
Eclipses are caused by a huge dragon, or serpent,
which tries to swallow the luminary in the case
of the moon, the Semang assert that the serpent is
the moon's mother-in-law, who has assumed this
form and is trying to embrace it an act which is
clearly regarded by the Semang with loathing and
abhorrence. The rainbow is a huge python, or
serpent, and the spots where it touches the earth
are feverish and bad to live near. During a storm
of thunder and lightning the Semang draw a few
drops of blood in a bamboo internode and throw it
skywards. As the ghosts of wicked tribesmen fly
up to the heavens, this is intended to propitiate
them and persuade them to return. Sometimes,
however, it is believvid that the spirits go downwards and become water-spirits. In this case part
of the blood is thrown towards the sky and part
groundwards (Pangan).
Thunderbolts are supposed to be hurled as the
result of undue familiarity towards a mother-inAn unusual explanation of thunder and
law.
lightning from Kedah is that the latter phenomenon is the flashing of the top-cords of dead medicinemen. The thunder is the hum of the tops them;

—

;

—

when revolving.
The Kedah Semang hold that heaven

selves

;

often used

when she

three-quarters full.
Landslijis in the hills during the rains, being
often accompanied by floods, are said to be due to
dragons breaking forth from the hills, where they
have been doing penance, on their way to the sea.
Rocks and waterfalls of unusual appearance are
believed to owe their origin to demons. A rainbow, if only a small portion of the end is visible,
betokens the death of a Kaja, if it appears in the
west. The treasure which lies where the foot of
the rainbow touches the earth has never yet been
found, as 'no one can ever arrive at the place'
where it touches. The rainbow it.self is often
is

taken to be a snake and is sometimes said to be
seen drinking («/ar »i!«M»i).
On the east coast it
is sometimes said to be the head and entrails of a
down to earth to
a
comes
horse or
bullock which
"Irink.
There is a house on the ea.st coast of the
in which a water-jar {tlmpayan) liad
peninsula
been drained dry by a rainbow.
Sunset is a time of danger, since then all evil
spirits have power, while the name applied to the
yellow glow of the Inst rays of the sun (mnmhang

consists of

the highest is filled with
fruit-trees which bear luxuriantly all the year
round, and is inhabited by the greater personages
the second also contains
of Semang mythology
three tiers or layers

:

;

but is defended against unauthorized
pillagers by a gigantic baboon who pelts any such
would-be assailants with 'false durian-fruit (the
the third has nothproduce of a wild fruit-tree)
ing but the low brooding clouds which bring sickness to humanity.
Of Sakai beliefs little that is typical has been recorded, such information as is available witnessing
Ra-htr
to a close resemblance to Semang beliefs.
(obviously the Indo-Malay Rahu), a being resemswallow
to
the
.sun
and
tries
moon,
ijling a dragon,
but is driven away by the beating of drums and
bamboo clappers. KClang liclok. a world-eagle, at
one time destroyed all human beings except a boy
and a girl. With a magic knife tlie boy slew the
fruit-trees,

'

'

;

1

that
sardonic hai-jliter
it l«

'

'

Ha-ha fruit,
is eometimes called by Malays the
belief that demons, on ttying up to inspent It, see
not the real (tiirian-frult, ami indulge in loud peals of

This fruit

from the
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and from this pair all mankind are descended.
The Sakai are said to indulge in ceremonial exorcism
eagle,

of the spirits of thunder, and it is believed that
the forces of nature assist the souls of certain evil

demons, which cause them to harm people,
though the forces themsehes are not demons. The
earth is a thin crust resting on the nether ocean,
and the heavens possess several layers, or tiers
the inhabitants of the uppermost are said to include
a female deitj' who has to wash the sin-blackened
souls in hot ^\ater.
The Blandas of Selangor say that the earth was
originally the shape of a flat long betel-box (sodoksodok), the netlier ocean had the form of a globular
tobacco-box {lopak-lopak), and the heavens were
round and over-arching like an umbrella. The
Blandas' account of paradise resembles that of the
The latter hold that the souls of the good
Bfisisi.
spirits or

;

(or wise) pass

away

to the Island of Fruit-Trees,

which they identify apparently with the moon, an
to
eclipse being the work of a spirit that wishes

annihilate their spirit ancestors, the moon's inTliis Island of I'ruit-Trees is reached
liabitants.
by crossing a fallen tree-trunk which serves as a
bridge, and from which the wicked fall into a lake
This happens only to those
or toiling cauldron.
who allow themselves to be frightened by a big
dog which sits at the parting of the ways by which
the souls must go. The magicians of the tribe are
reputed to be able to visit paradise and bring back
Gaffer Engkoli dwells in the
fruit with them.
moon, which he reached by a ladder now broken,
and protects from wild animals dead souls who
visit the Island of Fruit-Trees.
The Mantri have not, to any extent, acquired
Malay traditions as regards the form, character,
and motion of the sun, moon, stars, etc. The dark
spots in the moon they believe, however, to be
a tree beneath which sits the moon-man Moyang

Bertang, an enemy of mankind, who is constantly
making nooses wi(h which to catcli them a task
which he is prevented from accomplishing by
mice, who continually gnaw through the strings.
Eclipses are not attributed to a snake or a dragon,
but to a devouring evil spirit. The sky is a great
earth by
[? in\'erted] copper pot, suspended over the
a string, and around its edge the earth is constantly
sending up sprouts which would join the stars if an
In addition
old man did not cut and eat them.
the Mantri have a version of the sun-rope belief,
viz. an idea that the sun is a woman tied by a
string which her lord is always pulling, while the
The sun once had
stars are the moon's childi'en.
as many children as the moon, but, having been
tricked by the latter into eating them, now pursues the moon, and, when he succeeds in biting
This explains
her, causes an eclipse to happen.
why the moon hides her children by day.
In the beliefs of the Benua Jakun the world is
globular in shape and enclosed in the sky. Farthest
north and south are the extremities of a great
beam, the north being twenty days' journey from
Boko, where there was a great hill from which the
north winds issued. The sun and moon move round
the earth, producing darkness and light alternately.
What is now
10. Origin of man.
(a) Malay.
the most usual account of the creation of man,
from the four elements of earth, air, fire, and
water, appears to be a Malayized version of the
Muhammadan story. Adam was formed from the
heart of the earth by the angel Azrael, not without
strenuous opposition and protests from the earth

—

—

—

A common feature of Malayan romances
and legends, which also appears in Japanese folklore, and is probably to be attributed to an Indian

itself.

origin, describes the supernatural origin of human
beings in the interior of some vegetable product,
as, e.g., in the story of a giant bamboo, which con-
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tinually sent forth fresh shoots as it was cut down,
in wliich King Da^aratha, according to the
story in Sri Eama (the Malay version of the Ramayana), found the princess, or, again, in the tradition
of the discovery of Teh Purba in the river-foam.
(6) Pagan races.— T\ie Semang story of the
of the human race is that the first woman,
origin
seemg that all other animals had children, was
desirous of having offspring of her own, but did
not know how to obtain them. She and her husband took to carrying a brace of fire-logs under
But one
their arm-pits by way of make-believe.
day the coco-nut monkey (B'ro), on noticing what
they were doing, gave them advice, as a result of

and

which they had four ehUdren, two boys and two
These married and had children of their
girls.
own, but the ring-dove (tekukor) warned the children of the iirst generation that they had united
within the forbidden degrees, and advised them to
separate and marry other people,' in which case
their children might intermarry without impro'

priety.

Among the Mantri the story of their origin forms
an incident in a gioup of myths connected with
Mertang, the first medicine-man, and his younger
brother. Bio, who came from a place called Rising
Land' (Tanah Bangun) in the sky and returned
there after a sojourn on earth. They were the
children of two people called Drop of Water ( Ayer
Sa-Titik) and Handful of Earth' (Tanah Sa-Kepal),
the latter being their mother. Mfirtang took his
youngest sister to wife, and from them the Mantri
are descended. Bio married the other sister, but
had no offspring. When men increased in numbers
to an alarming extent. To' Entah (or Lord-knows'

'

'

'

'

who'), the first batin, a son of Mfirtang, drew his
father's attention to the circumstance.
Mfirtang
wished things to remain as they were, but Bio
'
the
after
men
rather
to
that
die,
ought
suggested
fashion of the banana, which itself expires, although
scions survive.' Thus it was decided,
so the old now die, although they leave their
children behind them. According to another verits

young

and

Mantri are descended from two white apes
(xmgka 2nttih) who sent their young ones down into
the plains, whereupon they developed so rapidly
that they and their descendants became men. Yet
another version says that men came down from
heaven in a ship built by God, which floated upon
the waters of the earth. The story of the princess
found in the bamboo also occurs among the Mantri.
She married the son of the first Raja, and she and
her husband both live invisible to this very day.

sion, the

Benua tradition says that a man and woman
were created by Pirman when he formed the world.
When the Lulumut mountains, the oldest land,
rose out of the water, a ship of ^««tot' wood, completely enclosed, in which the man and woman
were contained, was left floating on the surface of
the water. After the ship ceased to move, they
nibbled their way out, and from this pair men are
descended. As the male child was bom from the
right leg and the female from the left, children of
The Jakun say
tlie same womb cannot marry.
that God created a man and woman in heaven who
came down

to earth in the State of Johor.
Personality the body and personal possessions.
-Malays, in common with all peoples of a
primitive civilization, have implicit faith in the
magical possibilities of personality and of intimate
II.

—

;

personal possessions. This is very clearly shown
in the beliefs relating to the spiritual or magical
powers of the Rajas, the theory of the king as the

man

being strongly held and consistently
It is alleged that the Malay king
originally had the right to slay any one at pleasure,

divine

adhered
1

.4

cork.

to.

htonia seholaris, which furnishes the Malay substitute for
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without beiii^' guilty of n ciinie and without any
inconvenient questions being aslced him. Not only
is his body sacred, but that sanctity extends to the
royal rof;alia, which no one may touch, or even
make models of, without incurring the risk of a
grave illness, possibly even death itself. Any one
who infringes the royal tabus, olibnds the royal
person, or wrongfully makes use of the roj'al insignia or privileges will be struck down by the
di vine (quasi-electric) discharge of tlie royal."ianctity
In the Malay romances the kings are
(thiulal).
credited with all the attriliutes of inferior gods;
they arc usually invulnerable and gifted with
miraculous powers, such as that of transforming
themselves, returning to life, and resuscitating the
lives of others.
As a divine man the Malay king
possesses a number of prerogatives which enter
into almost every act of life and ellectually set him
apart from ordinary men. One of these is the sole
use of white for the royal umbrella, and the use of
yellow cloth (the white umbrella, once the royal
en\blem throughout Indo-China, has now been
abandoned for yellow). Linguistic tabus are also
employed with reference to the king, such words
S'Ditap, 'to eat,' bCiddu, 'to sleep,' ^t-rin-^, 'to
being substituted for the usual Malay

JUS

be sick,

is made to the royal person.
king's death his name is dropped
and he is called Marhum,' the deceased, with the
addition of a phrase descriiitive of some prominent,
and often uncomplimentary or gi'otesque, event of
his lifetime.
One of the most important and
signilicant beliefs connected with the king is that
which attributes to him a personal influence over
the works of nature, such as the growth of the
crops and the bearing of fruit-trees. This also, in
a minor measure, applies to his delegates, and in

words when reference

At the Malay

modern times has even been extended to European
employed in the government of the country.
In a lesser degi-ee the magical property upon
which the regal sanctity is based is a quality of
the ordinary individual, though usually inversely

officials

in the sense that it is susceptible to evil influence,
or, in the case of parts of the body, capable of
convej'ing evil to the owner. The head is still, to
some extent, regarded as sacrosanct. In cases of
assault greater penalty is exacted for an injury to
the head than for that to any other part of the
Great circumspection is employed in cutperson.

ting the hair sometimes it is never shorn more
often it is not cut during a special period e.g., after
the birth of a child. Often a boy's head is shaved
after birth with the exception of one lock in the
centre of the head, which is allowed to grow until
he begins to grow up, or even, in consequence of
.some parental vow, until he attains the period of
puberty or marriage. These customs may be due
to the sanctity of the head, or possibly to the idea
that magic may be brought to bear upon the former
owner of the hair by means of that which has been
cut ofl". For this reason both hair-clippings and
nail-parings are carefully disposed of, while they
are invariaidy mentioned as part of the ingredients
of the well-known wax mannikin still believed to
be most effective in bringing about the illness or
death of an enemy. To the same category belongs
the practice of kneading up with the substance of
a manniUin the eyebrows or saliva of the intended
victim, or soil taken from his footprint.
12. Holy places.
Notwithstandmg the existence
of the mosque as the centre of religious life, there
is in
every small district a sacred place, or higli
place {kiranuit),' at which vows are paid on special
occasions.
Such spots are invested with a high
In theory they are the burialdcgi-ee of sanctity.
I'laces of holy men, (he early apostles of the

—

;

;

—

'

'

'

^

Arab, inarltiim, 'out who h,i8 found (divine] mercy,'
From Arab, kardtnah, rcsi>ect,' veneration,' ' miracle,'
*

'

Muhannnadan

the hrst founders of the
local celebrity
but, as a
matter of fact, in many if not in most cases, they
belong to an earlier state of belief than such an
Many of these kcnimat are
origin would imply.
not graves at all, but fall into the category of those
holy places which the Malays them.selves, when
asked to interpret them, exjilain as being 'spirit
For instance, the kh-umnl
places' (kfrdmiit jin).
of Nakhoda( 'shipmaster') yusainon Bukit Nyala.'^,
near the Johol frontier, consists of a group of rocks
exhibiting no sign of any kind of burial. This
(orthodox) /m presides over rain and streams and
all kiiuls of water.
Incense is burnt here to prevent
It
floods and to get sufficient water for irrigation.
is probable that the name is a later accretion and
the rite a relic of the worship of thespirit of streams
In another ]il.\ce the kcrdmat is a tree
of water.
with a |)rotuber».nce on the trunk. This swelling
is closely connected with the harvest ; it increases
in good j'ears and in bad decreases.
In Klang there is a famous wishing-rock, called
Batu Tre, to which the Mantri have resorted from
time immemorial. A similar rock is situated on
the top of Gunon,g Berembun (' Berembun Crag'),
while other mountain summits also have similar
wishing-places, each possessing its good spirit.
The suppliant who visits these places carries with
him a couple of white fowls and samples of various
articles of food in a tray, which is suspended from
a tree or placed on the highest peak of the summit. After his wishes have been silently addressed
to the spirit of the mountain, the petitioner sets a
meal prepared on the spot for the purpose.
It may be noted, however, that such sacred
places were not recognized by the Semang, possibly
owing to their nomadic halaits. The Sakai and
Jakun appear to have set apart certain sites for
the purpose of burning incense and registering
vows, and they had, in addition to these shrines,
medicine-huts, either solitary cells in the depths
of the forest, in which the medicine-man kept a
selection of his charms and spells, or diminutive
shelters which screened him and his patients during
the ceremony of exorcism.
13. Rites
prayer and sacrifice. In the case of
both prayer and sacrifice, the Malay standpoint is
The prayer is in\ariably a
entirely materialistic.
request for material advantage its efficacy is invillage,

faith, or

and persons of

;

—

:

;

creased by repetition. Sacrifice, as is shown by
the language of the charm, is, or was originally,
regarded as a simple gift. There is evidence,
however, of the progression from this point of
view to that of homage, and, finally, to that of
The spirit or deity is invited to
.'elf-abnegation.
eat or drink of the olterings placed before him.
An intermediate stage between the gift and the
idea of homage is marked by the use of substitutes
and a sacrifice of parts for the \\hole. For instance, in the instruction of the magician, if the
deity demands a human sacrifice, a cock may be
substituted ' a statement which points, moreover, to the former prevalence of human sacrifices.
In one case a more explicit declaration was made
to the present writer, who w.as told that for a man
a buffalo could be substituted, for a buH'alo a goat,
'

'

—

a goat a cock, for a cock an egg— a statement
which exjilains the frequent use of an egg in
Malay sacrifices. The idea of abnegation among
for

the Jtalaj'S appears to lie confined to votal ceremonies or vows in which the votary's oli'criiig is
not regulated by custom, but there is often a tacit
understanding that he will sacrifice something of
value to himself.
The chief rites performed <m >arion8 occasions,
to which reference is made below in connexion
with special beliefs, are (a) riles jierformcd at
:

1

SIteat, italay

Magic,

p, '211

;

c{. p. 144,

note.
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shrinea ; (6) the rite of burning the incense ; (c)
the scattering of the sacrificial rice and (d) the
application of the neutralizing rice-paste.
(a) The principal elements of the rites perfonued at shrines
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the fourteenth and fifteenth days of the lunar
months certain instruments are proscribed : in
the interior a reaping-hook may not be used for
cutting the pacH, or at least the tuai (a small
instrument consisting of a crescent-shaped blade,
set transversely in a slip of bamboo, which will
cut only one or two heads of rice at a time) must
be used to begin the reaping. By these prohibitions, it may be concluded, the paioang preserves
tlie traditional method of an older rigime
e.g., in
enforcing an adherence to the custom of the fixed
maximum prices for the sale of rice and other
articles within the vUlage, iufraction of which
;

;

are the burning of incense, the offering of naii kunuit (yellowstaioed rice), and the killing of he-soaU. The worshippers partake of the flesh of the goats and, in some cases at least, of the
yellow rice, while the white (' soul ') cloth, five cubits in length,
which is laid on the shrine now becomes the property of the
mosque attendant (bilal), though formerly it doubtless went to
the pawang.
(6) The burning of incense is the commonest form of burnt
sacnfice. An invocation is sometimes addressed to the spirit
of the incense, urging it 'to pervade the seven tiers of the earth
and the seven tiers of heaven res}>ecti\"ely,'i so as to ensure
that the offering reaches the noslrils of the gods. Omens are
drawn from the way in which the smoke rises.
four
(c) The scattering of the sacrificial rice is performed with
varieties of rice-grain (parched, washed, saffron-stained, and a
special kind called 'glutinous rice,' or inilut). The parched
nee is generally used for scattering on the sacrificial tray after
banana-leaves have been spread over it. The saffron-stained
and the washed rice are sprinkled on the persons to lie benefited, or upon the ground or house-floor, while the glutinous
rice is generally used for feastfi at high places.
Of the
(d) Lustration is accomphshed by fire or water.
former the best examples are the fumigation of infants and the
roasting of the mother after child-birth. One form of lustration by water is an integral portion of a large class of ceremonies, such as those relating to building, fishing, agriculture,
marriage, etc. It is called tepong taicar, or the 'neutralizing
rice-paste (really rice-flour \vater\ It consists in the application, by dabbing, painting, or sprinkling, of a thin paste (made
by mixing the rice-flour with water, taken up in a leaf-brush or
sprinkler) on the objects which it is intended to protect or
neutralize. The brush is made of bunches of five, seven,
or nine leaves of certain plants bound with fibrous strinffs of
shredded tree-bark or creeper. The materials and combinations vary, of course, with the object and occasion of the cere-

—

a bad harvest.
is sometimes supposed to
keep a
familiar spirit which is hereditary in the family,
enabling him to deal summarily >nth wild spirits
of a noxious character, and also to bewitch and
thus to punish people who are bold enough to dispute his authority. Such punishment is usually
inflicted by a sending,' or pointing,' one form of
which consisted in pointing a kris in the direction
of the intended victim, the point of the dagger
beginning to drip blood as soon as the charm began
Another form consists in burning the
to work.
point of the cordiform top of a newly opened bunch
of bananas growing on the tree ; this causes excruciating agony then the paicung cuts off the top and
the victim dies vomiting blood, his heart having
The Malay witch
fallen out of its proper position.
also commonly keeps a familiar, which may have
mony (whether, e.g., for a marriage, for blessing the fishing- as its embodiment a night-owl, a badger, etc.
Short rhythmic charms
Btakes, or for taking the rice-soul).
In certain respects, it is important to note, the
were often used to accompany the rites, but were not repeated
magician stands on the same footing as the divine
audibly.
man or king ; e.g., he possesses a regalia which is
Developments of the idea of lustration bv water are to be
found in the Itathing of the mother and child after birth and
called by the same name {kabesdran) as the inthe washing of the floor on similar occasions, the ablution of
signia of rojalty, he may (at least in some cases)
the sick, of the bride and bridegroom, and of corpses, and the
annual bathing expeditions which purify the bathers and prouse the royal colour, and he may, like the king
tect them from evil. Fasting in the form of religious penhimself, enforce the ceremonial use and disuse of
ance is now seldom practised, but used in former days to be
Probably both offices
undertaken to secure a state of exaltation, to induce visions, or certain words and phrases.
Other powers and
The fast always took place in are held to be dangerous.
10 acquire supernatural powers.
a sohtary place, usually on the summit of a lofty hill or mounattributes of the medicine-man which may be
tain.
Such fasts did not imply complete abstinence a small mentioned are his
ability to act as a spirit-medium
modicum of rice was allowed daily, with the result that they
and to give oracles in trances, and his practice of
might be prolonged almost indefinitely.
austerities and observation of chastity for the time
(a) Malay.
14. Magic and the medicine-man.
—Although the oifice of the medicine-man, or being. His use of mesmerism is not yet recorded,
magician {pawang), is falling into abeyance in but motor automatism certainly occurs.'
Although the office of magician is hereditary,
towns, it was at one time of great importance
and this is still the case to a large extent in the power may be acquired by certain recognized
country places. The pawang is the accredited methods. One of these is to raise and meet face
intermediary between men and spirits, and, al- to face the ghost of a recently murdered man or of
though he has no connexion with the Muham- an infant, by means of incantations and fumigamadan religion, without him no village community tions performed at the grave-side.
The Malays themselves make some distinctions
would be complete. The office is often hereditary,
between the pawang and the bomo?; the latter
or at least conlined to the members of one famOy.
Certain properties, such as a peculiar kind of head- being the medicLne-man who is concerned especiThe two terms
dress, are, as it were, the regalia or official insignia,
ally with the curing of diseases.
and are handed down from one generation to another. are, however, sometimes used as if they were
The functions of the medicine-man are many and interchangeable. The basic principles of the
Few of the operations of life can be medical man's art are identical with those of the
diverse.
undertaken without his intervention. In fishing, pawang ; they depend upon a belief in spirits, and
trapping, and hunting, in the gathering of jungle the aim of his treatment is either to propitiate or
produce, in agricultural matters, such as sowing, to overcome their influence.
The bomor's procedure in dealing with disease
reaping, irrigation, and clearing the jungle, in
prospecting for minerals of all kinds, in every falls under two clearly distinguished headings.
First comes the ceremonial inspection or diagnosis,
crisis of life
birth, adolescence, and marriage—
of sickness, death, and burial, his aid is invoked when the character of the therapeutic treatment
to decide the propitious moment for action, to pre- is determined by divination, by means of omens
Not from the smoke of burning incense, by the position
scribe the ritual, and to carry out the rites.
the least important of his powers in former days of coins thrown into a water-jar, or by the aspect
was that of controlling the weather traces of of parched rice floating on the water's surface.
The therapeutic rites are various in character :
which are still preserved in Malay weather
charms. For his services in these matters he
(1) Prt/pitiatory ceremonies, the most popular of which is
receives a small payment.
the use of the sacrificial tray called anchak, a small frame of
For the most part the jjawung's instructions bamboo or wood decorated with a fringe of plaited coco-nutconsist of prohibitions, 01 jiuntang e.g., it is pan- leaf, on which offerings of food are laid for the sjjirits to eat
when it has been himg in a suitable sjwt outside the hotiBe.
tang in some places to work in the rice-fields on
entails

The paivang

'

'

'

;

;

—

;

—

—

;
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As an aUeniatlve method tuodcls

of cerUiii objects arc placed
uiKin the tray, the evil epirit^ are invited to enter them, and
the tray is then grot rid of by being hung up in the jungle or
set adnft on the sea or nearest river.
tlie uee of counber-charnis to
(2) Neutratizintj cfremonits
neutralizr the active
of poisons, extended by the
principle
medicine-men to cure ail CAses where any evil principle (even a
familiar spirit) is believed to have entered a sick person's bodv.
The ceremony of applying such charms usually consists in
mixing iK)wder from a grated l>ezoar-stonc or celt with water
and drinking it after reciting the incantation.
(3) Krynttsonj Ct're7no«iVs— rites intended to exi>el from the
patient's body all kinds of evil influences or principles, sucli ;is
may have entered him on his touching a deatl animal or bird,
or from meeting the
Wild Huntsman.' Ttie evil principle
known as badi attaches to everything that lias life, inchiding
inert objects such as trees, and even stones and minerals,

Among

are the
smallpox demon, which
the Mautri avoid even meiitioniiig by name the
demon
(Juintu kcmhunq), whioli haunts
dropsical
the abodes of men and afflicts tlicm with jiaiiis in
the stomach and head the Demon Huntsman (the
hitnta si hxiru of Malayan origin), who dwells in
lakes or pools, is black, and has three dogs which
he will cause to chase a man in the forest if they
catch him, they will drink his blood. In every
stream, in the ground, in trees, and in caves and
crevices of rocks dwell malignant demons who
cause disease or mi.schief to men in various ways,
as by sucking their blood and thus causing their
death.
When a person is Avoundcd, the hantu pari
fastens on the lesion and causes the blood to flow
by sucking. The Berembun tribes believe that
diseases are inflicted by the spirits of the rivers
{hantu sungei), which are evil and feed on the
;

—

;

;

'

Of these evil principles
wliich, in the Malay view, arc animate.
or 'mischiefs' there are one liuruired and ninety, or, according
one hundred and ninety-three. To cast out the
to^ some,
mischief,' the ^laticnt is stroked down with a brush (made of
certain prescribed leaves and plant-sjirays) which has been
dipped in water in which woods have been grated or pieci
scrap-iron allowed to soak, or else he is rubbed with limes
appropriate charms being recited in either case. In another
form of the ceremony the mischief is driven from the body
along a red thread, which the patient holds in his hand, until
it reaches certain
dough images of birds, beasts, and flshes,
placed upon the anchak. A tlisca-ic-boat,' sometimes a mere
raft, is also used as a vehicle for the spirits and set aHoat on sea
or river. The evil may also be expelled by a long and elaborate
ceremony in which a prolecti\c spirit, such as the tiger- or
elephant-spirit, may be MUiimoiicd. In such cases tlie spirit,
seizing upon the mediciiie-nuin, who, while in a state of possession, simulates the movements of the animal-spirit summoned,
expels the evil by its superior spiritual powers.
ceremonies to recall the sick
(4) Kerinricatorij ceretnonies
person's si-'manfjat. In one such rite dough is rolled into a
human figure, which is laid upon five cubits of wJiit« cloth,
nice is scattered, incense burned, and a charm recited to induce
the si^mannat to enter the dough image and be transferred
thence to the soul-cloth, and thence to the patient. Similar
ceremonies are used to prevent the s^mangat of a swooning
person from escaping.
'

—

—

The bSUan (sliamaii, or medi(6) Paijan races.
cine-man) is the most important member of the
tribe among the Semang. In normal circumstances
the cliiefs or head-men are always bclians of more
or less reputation.

They obey certain prohibitions
ordinary members of the tribe

which do not affect
they may not eat the

:

domestic animals,
like the Roat or buffalo, and that of domestic fowls
but rarely. They receive a special form of burial,
traditionally regarded as specially honourable,
consisting of a rude shelter built in a tree, in
which are placed a modicum of food and water, a
jungle-knife, etc. It is believed that they are
able to proceed to paradise in trances and to drive
out devils. They alone know the love-charms
that never fail, and can slay men by 'sendings' at
a distance of several days' journey. They alone
liave the power to change themselves into wertigers, and at their deatn tlieir slmangat passes
into tlie body of an elephant, tiger, or rhinoceros.
When the latter dies, they proceed to paradise.
Not merely are diseases caused by demons, but
they arc demons, and have to be exorcized as such.
They arc abstracted sympathetically from the
body by pulling up sapling stum)is at or near the
|)lace where the disease is believed to have entered
the patient. The affected part is rubbed witli
earth talcen from the hole in whicli tlie root grew
flesh of

;

chewed

human scmanf,at.
The Mantri magician's most noted form

'

'

on the body (in imitation
of the Malay medicine-man), and tlie
hurling of
into
the
dead sajilings
wood, so that the evil spirits
be
cast
out
ends
the
likewise,
may
ceremony.
'Sendings' or 'pointings' are achieved by a
minute dart or splinter of bamboo about two inches
long, which is laid on the right palm and is ordered
to go forth and slay the victim.
This dart or
betel is ejected

sliver flics tlirough the air and, reaching the victim,
Sometimes a taper
jiierces his heart and kills him.
formed of wax from a deserted bees' comb is burned

at the same time.
Such 'sending.?' were said by
the Semang to be effective at 'a distance of probtwo d;iy.s' junrney.'
ably
Ihe Maiuii iK'lieve that all diseases are caused
cither by the spells of bad men or by spirits.

tlie latter

'

of

sending' is the (uju, or pointing ceremony, which
achieved by the use of wax from an abandoned

is

liees'

nest.
a wind blows

When

in the direction of the victim, the magician takes a vessel of water and a lighted candle or two, and
mutters an incantation while 'gazing' into the^water. When
he discerns the image of his intended victim in the water, he
throws the wax into the air, and the wind instantaneously
carries it to his victim. The latter feels as if stnick by gome
unseen assailant, and is immediately seized by sickness, which
may result in death, should the strength of the spell he great

enough.
Tills

attack may be averted if the victim has
surrounded himself by counter-spells or charms of
a prophylactic character. These may not only
ward oft' the blow, but may even jirevent the
magician from seeing the image of the victim in
the water. Amulets are mucli used as prophylactics against those diseases which are most
frequently attributed to sendings,' but which may
also be due to tinsatisfied cravings (sa/,-it punan).
Among the Benua Jakun the magicians are an
order combining the offices of priest, physician,
and sorcerer. They and the Bcsisi medicine-men
are much dreaded by the Malays, who believe
them (as autochthones) to be more powerful than
their own magicians, especially, e.g., in matters in
which the performance of the BCsisi bersatoai
ceremony is likely to be effective. Not only can
the medicine-men cure, but they can inflict disease
and death-sickness. This is usually effected by
Even tigers
the 'pointing,' or tiijn, ceremony.
are subject to these medicine-men, and every
magician of repute is believed to have one in con'

In curing disease, incantations
stant attendance.
are accompanieii by the music of the gUondaru), a
long bamboo struck by sticks, which are always
made of wood of the inirawan tree. Conjurations
are addressed to Jiwa-jiwa ( = Mal.-Skr. c/eva(leva), who resides in heaven and alone can approach
I'irman. The incantations last all night for one,
two, three, or four nights, until the medicineman
iiiinounces that he has received the medicine or
hat the deity is inexorable. The Berembun tribes,
like the Malays, attribute the magician's powers
I

to liis command over spirits.
Every shaman has
disciples, who accompany him when he visits the
Tliese pupils alone enter the small hut of
sick.
leaves erect c<l near the hou.se in which the medicine-man |ierforms his incantations, these being

continued until the wizard is possessed by the
The latter then answers the medicinespirit.
man's questions respecting the mode of treating

the diseased person. The Jakun of Madck (Jolior)
tielieved that the great magicians (poyang hisar)
nf the tribe could reach heaven itsslf, and that
hey could disappear without dying, or else, on
>ickening for death, by arranging to have incense
luirned over tlicm for two days after their npjiarent
ileicasc, tlicy could return to life again.
I
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A ceremony of exorcism known as seoi, or,
more commonly, as sawai, is employed by the
Bfsisi in case of illness or when an answer is
required to a question concerning the welfare of

an indiWdual.
The ceremony lakes place in a hut in complete darkness.
After incantations accompanied by the rhythmic drumming.' oi

bamboo stampers' on the central beam of the floor, the spiiit
descends upon one member of the company, who answers any
(questions put to him while he is in a state of trance or posses'

sion,

la the case of illness the magician erects a small leaf-

chamber or cell (balai bumbun) near the walls of the hut,
which he conceals himself while the ceremony progresses.

The Blamlas employ

spells

and exorcisms

in

to

cast out disease and evil spirits.
Spirits of tigers,
elephants, and monkeys are summoned to enter
the magician's body, and the sick man is then
brushed with leaves seven times downwards from
head to foot while a charm is repeated. In the

blood-throwing charm water is used, and a charm
against the Wild Huntsman is also recited.
15. Birth ceremonies and beliefs.— (a) Malay.
There are four spirits, or, rather, demons, which

—

are specially feared by the

Malays

in relation to

child-birth.
The bajanrj, a demon
in the form of a civet-cat, is evoked
over the grave of a still-born child.

which appears

by incantation
It may, how-

ever, be inherited, and its possessor can send illness, usually in the form of convulsions or delirium,
to an enemy.
It is especially inimical to children,
who are sometimes made to wear a black silk
string armlet as a protection against its attacks.
The langsuir, a woman who lias died in child-

becomes a flying demon, or banshee, who,
through a hole in the back of her neck, sucks the
blood of children. It is believed that these demons
have on occasion become wives and mothers, but,
when allowed to dance at ^dllage merrymakings,
they will assume their original form and fly off
again into the forest. The pontxanak is the stillbom daughter of a langsuir. As a precaution
intended to preverit the dead mother or still-horn
child from originating these mischiefs, the langsuir
and pontianak are buried with glass beads in the
mouth (to prevent them from shrieking), an egg
under each armpit (to prevent them from waving
their arms in flight), and needles in the palm of
each hand (to prevent them from opening and
shutting their hands in flying). The pontianak
appears under the form of a species of night-owl.
The pinanggalan, a colossal flying head with hair
matted by clots of blood, a species of monstrous
vampire or banshee that sucks the blood of children,
.sits on the roof-tree, or endeavours to force its
way through the floor, whenever a child is born, to
attack the infant. In addition to these four spirits
specifically connected with child-birth, there are
the familiar two, called polong and pelesit, which
also give rise to anxiety at this time, though they
birth,

do not confine their activities to new-born children.
The polong originates from the blood of a murdered
man which has been placed In a bottle and over
which certain incantations have been recited. It
is described as a diminutive female figure about as
large as the top joint of the little finger, and is

usually preceded by the pelesit, its pet or favourite,
which, xn the form of a cricket, searches for a
victim and enters his body, when found, tail foremost. The pelesit is obtained by exhuming the
body of a tirst-bom chUd, a first-born mother's

which has been dead for less than forty
days, and burjing the child's tongue, with incantations, in a spot where three cross-roads meet.
It has been noticed that these demons belong to
the category of familiar spirits who are sent to
attack their victims by an owner, and, as such,
are sharply
from the more primitive
distinguished
animistic ideas relating to disease, etc., which are
held by the Bomor.
offspring,
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In regard to the observances at and after child-birth, it is
usual tu engage the midwife (bffian^in the se\eDth mODth by
sending her a copper vessel containmg four or five areca-nuts,
three or four packets of betel-leaf, tobacco, and so forth, all of
which the bidan charms and then empties upon the floor for the
of takiug the omens.
She then chews some of the
Curpose
etel-leaf and ascertains the child's horoscope. At the appointed
time she chooses the lu'.-kiest place in the house for the child
to be born, by dropping an adze-blade, point downwards,
first in one place and then in another, until it sticks upright in
the ground (under the usual Malay pile-dwelling). Beneath
this spot, under the raised floor of the house, are fastened a
bunch of prickly screw-pine leaves, the ' acid egg-plant, or
brinjaul, and a t^ar jantan (rattan stand for a cooking-pot) as
a snare for and protection again'^t an> evil spirit (w ho will, it is
believed, prick himself with the former and catch his head in
the latter as in a noose). Demons so caught have been pecked to
death by the fowls. A tray co\ cred with husked uncooked rice
and two mats with several thicknesses of sarong between are
prepared for the child's reception. As soon as the new-born
mfant is laid upon this, it is formally adopted by the fathei',
who (nowadays) breathes into its ear "a Sluhammadan formula.
Mother and child are purified by bathing in warm water containing various kin<ls of leaves, with areca palm-hlossoms. The
child IS then sw.addled.
Mother and child are next marked,
especially the latter, as a precaution against convulsions and
in
and
the
case of both, by way of protection
also,
straining,
against evil spirits. For this ceremony chips of wood from the
thin end of the threshold, from the house-ladder, or from the
house furniture, in combination with a coat of garlic, a coat of an
onion, assafcetida, a rattan pot-stand, and fibre taken from the
monkey-face of an unfertile coco-nut, are collected and burned,
and the ashes are mixed with a little betel-water. The proper
charm is repeated, and, the forefinger having been dipped in
the mixture, the centre of the child's forehead is marked if a
boy, with an arrow-shaped mark ; if a girl, with a cross, and
also with daubs on nose, cheeks, chin, and shoulders. The
mother is marked with a lijie from breast to breast and on the
end of the nose also. The evil one will then, it is thought, take
woman and child to be his own (who are supposed to be
In addition,
similarly marked) and refrain from harming them.
if the child is a girl, the eyebrows are shaved, and a curve is
drawn in their place, extending from the root of the nose to the
If the head is considered to be 'too long' (the Malays
ear.
being on the whole a round-headed race), a yam-leaf cap 'is
'

—

made to compress

it.

Other ceremonies affecting the child are the ad'

ministering of the
mouth-opener,' the rite of
gi\-ing the first drink from half a green coco-nut,
followed by the laying of a gold and a silver and
an amalgam ring on its lips, and by fumigating it
before it is laid for the first time in the swing-cot,
which takes the place of the Malayan cradle. The
cot is protected by a funnel-shaped bunch of leaves
of the brinjaul and other materials, including the
casing of the charred torch used at the severing of
the umbilical cord, a spice-block, and a trap against
blood-sucking demons, made of a pavang-hlade, a
coco-nut scraper, and a rattan pot-stand. This
trap hangs under the bunch of leaves. The spiceblock is explained as being a substitute for the
child itself it is laid in the cot during the first
part of the fumigation ceremony, and for the first
seven days, whenever the child is taken from the cot,
the block must replace it. The naming ceremony
takes place usually within the first week, and the
;

first

head-shaving and nail-cutting a few days

later.
Of the naming ceremonies the most characteristic is represented by the east-coast practice of

writing seven different names on as many separate
banana-fruits, and then allowing the infant to
choose between them.

The most

characteristically

Malayan custom

connected with child-btrth is that which requires
the mother to 'ascend the roasting-place {naik
saleian) daOy. A rough couch is prepared for her
on a small platform, beneath which a large fire is
lighted, and upon this bed she has to recline two
or three times a day, and that, moreover, for an
hour or two together. Sometimes heated hearthstones wrapped in rags are applied to her stomach.
This is said to continue for the whole period of the
forty-four days of convalescence. In some cases
the 'roasting' was carried out with such rigour as
to cause aberration of mind or even the death of
the unfortunate patient. At the end of the fortj-fonrth day a purificatory ceremony takes place,
wherein the floor is smeared with rice cosmetic
'
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liy the chvws of a fowl lielil
At about the
tightly in tlie urasp of the clomiser.
same period, of the fortieth day, the child (in Perak)

and scratched over

presented to the river-spirits, being made to
stand with one foot on a couple of coconuts and
the other on a fowl (both of which have been
deposited in the water). A boy then, if the infant
is a boy, is sent
upstream to catch a fish with a
In
casting-net ; if a girl, a girl acts as the fisher.
Upper Perak the h.iby himself, with a number of
other young children, is caught in the net he will
then never want for fish to feed on.'
During the forty-four days' period there are many
food prohibitions e.g., any foods which, from the
Malay iioint of view, are lowering, such as certain
vegetable foods, things which irritate the skin or
cause faintness, sugar (except coco-nut sugar), coconuts themselves, iind chillies are prohibited.
is

;

—

Both before and after child-birth many prohibitions are laid nol only on the wife, but also on her
hnsband. The latter may not shave his head or
cut his hair until after the child's birth ; he may
not sit in or obstruct the doorway.
Any untoward act may cause deformity : a child was born
with only a thumb, forefinger, and

little finger
to the father having, just
previously to the child's birth, killed a crab with a
cutlass.
In fact, it was at one time prohibited for
him to cut the throat of a butl'alo or a fowl preparato
tory
cooking it, or even to take any life whatIn Perak any log marked by, or distorted
ever.
in growth by, a parasite, if used in building the

on Uie

left

hand owing

house, would cause deformity, protract delivery,
and endanger the life of both mother and infant.

—

Parian races. Superstitions and practices
connected with birth, so far as known among the
pagan tribes, or, rather, anion" those pagan tribes
for whom Malayan origin and affinities are here
claimed, strongly confirm the view that the popular
beliefs of the more highly civilized natives of the
peninsula are essentially primitive in character.
The practice of roasting the mother, e.g., of course
on a ^uite minor scale, is found among the Jakun,
Bfcisi, and Mantri, while among the Blandas the
charms used at birth are directed against the
demons, the langhiii (Mal.ay langsuir), polong, and
pontianak identical, at least in name, with those
Another incantation is repeated
of the Malays.
at the muiuent of removing the caul as a charm
against the caul-demon, which licks up the blood
The Sakai bury the umbilicus
of the sufferer.
and placenta under human habitations so that the
rain may not beat upon them and turn them into
birth-demons.
It must be stated, however, that our knowledge
of the birth customs of the pagan tribes is by no
means adequate, and the whole subject awaits
further investigation.
In one account of the
Semang, for instance, it was alleged that their
birth customs were based upon a belief in a birdsoul which was carried by the expectant mother in
a bamboo receptai-le but, although the conception
of the sfmangat as a bird is certainly familiar to
the Malays, this statement stUl awaits confirmation among the wild tribesmen.
Both Sakai and
Jakun make use of the services of a sage/emme,
who, among the former, has a special hut used by
of confinement.
the women of the tribe for
purijoses
The BCsisi decorate the mother's mosquitocurtains with the le.if-hangiiigs used on all important ceremonial occ'asions, while among the
Mantri a cup of water is charmed during labour
and administered to the mother. The sap of
certain leaves is g:iven to the child, and a charm
is
name, which is retained until
repeated.
mamage, is given to the child at the moment
(6)

—

;

A

R. J. Wilkiiuon, in Papers on italatf SubjeeU [printed for
the F.M.8. Government), 1908. Life ami rcntonw,' pt. i. p. 5.
1

'

when the umbilical cord is severed. The Bonua
Jakun fastened round the neck of the child at birth
a string to which pieces of turmeric, and so fortli,
were at tached. 1 he Jakun also observed a number
fond prohibitions: while the children were
unable to walk, the parenU abstained from certain

of

fish

and

and aniniaJ foods, the latter including fowls
eggs, deer of all kinds, tortoises, and lizards.

—

i6. Adolescence and maturity customs.
('^0
Malay. Of the purely Malay ceremonies at adolescence the most important are the filing of the teeth
and the cutting of the first locks of hair the
latter, of coiTse, only when, owing to some vow of
the parents, the first head-shaving' operation has
been postponed until marriage.

—

—

'

TooUi-filing ifl done by a pioffsaional tooth-wizard (pauunp
Neutralizing Irice-paste, f)iarms, and the scattering of
Che several ki nils of sacriticial rice and rin^s of precious metal
are employed by the pawatuj in order to avert the 'mischief
{badi) from bis iuutrunient, .'U well as from the teeth of the
The mcdiciiie-man'a eyes are considered to be
patient.
especially endangered by the hadi emanating from the teeth,
while an unskilled performer may cause much pain to the
'
'
patient if he does not know thoroin,'hly how to neutralize the
eviL
The rings of precious metal which are pressed a^inst the
patient's teeth as part of the rite of extnicting the badi are also
used in the hair-cut:ing ceremony. The bride's hair is arranged
in seven long tresses han<jinc down her back below the veil
which, on this occasion, shrouds her head ; to each of these is
attached a rin^ of precious metal, and then each tress of hair,
on being cut, is allowed to fall with the attached ring into a
coco-nut vessel (ornamented for the purpose with a chevron
For this cereedge), which is half full of fresh coco-nut milk.
mony also the proceedinp:s are opened by the aspersion of the
bride with the neutralizmg rice-water, some of it being also
sprinkled on the palm of her left hand, by those who take part
in the ceremony.
pigi).

The ear-boring ceremony appears to have fallen
into abeyance, though in some of the Malay States
a special kind of large, round, ornamental ear-ring,
or ear-stud, is still the mark of virginity. Significantly, the ear-studs of a virgin bride are tied on
to tlie ear-lobes of a widow who remarries, the
latter being regarded, so to speak, as a sort of
'merry widow,' and being, in fact, actually called
the widow adorned' {janda blrhiyas).
is now usually performed when the
child is quite an infant.
Circumcision is practised, the instrument being
traditionally a knife of bamboo, but in all the
mere accessaries of the juactice it seems to be
Especially in
entirely a non-Muhammadan rite.
the Northern States it is accompanied by such a
as
det.ail
to
wealth of irrelevant
suggest that it has
been grafted upon an ancient festival (probably the
tonsure ceremony) belonging to an older faith than
that of Islam.'
'

ieeringly

Ear-bonng

It is accompanied by the usual purificatory rites, and the
ceremon.v is made the Ac(:i>ion for a bantjuet, at which the boy
is dressed like a j-ilgrini and stained with henna like a bridegroom, after which the customar..- gifts are offered. In Perak
he is then taken aside and robed in rich raiment, his mouth
tilled with the s.\criticial saffron-stained rice, and his body
sprinkled with the purifying rice-dust. After ttiis, two coconuts and two small packets of rice are slowly rolled over him
from bead to foot. A hen is then placed on his chest to pick
up grains of the vcllow rice from his mouth. This is done to
drive away Ul-luik.'* The boy's teeth are next tapped with a
stone by the operator, and, after feasting, a procession to the
river follows, the object of which is to propitiate the water'The boy then has his top-knot shorn off and returns to
spirit.
tiie house for the actual circumcision, during which he takes
his seat either on a sack of rice or on the stem of a banana. In
the procession the youths are sometimes carried on men's
'

s)i''U!ilers.

sometimes (east roast)

in a litter shaj^ed like

strange bird or mythical animal.

much

much more

some

The girls' ceremony
simpler,
privat* it
was formerly accompanied by ear-lioring and tooth-tiling, and
'black
as
a
borer-bee's
win;.'.'
I*irge
by staining'the teeth
round ear-studs were also formerly assumed by ^'irls at this
period, aa emblems of maidenhood but, though these are still
sometimes worn on the east coast, they are now assumed, on
the west coast, only at the wedding ceremony in preparation
for the rite of discarding them a few days later.^
In the same part of the peninsula (east coast) the
ceremony is not called, as on the west coast, entering into Islam," but, most significantly, masokjaxci,
is

;

;

'

lit W'iIkin"on.

p.

(VS.

'r>. p 17f.

> /^.
p. 19.
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which means
the

'

into the body of
— the admission
most usual meaning otjawi

.symbolical act of betrothal to this
Dayaks of Borneo.

literally
'

Malay people
'

purilieation (chuchi tuboh, literally 'cleansing of
the person ') a jihrase which is also applied in
the same parts of the country to marriage.
Of the various operations with
(b) Pagan races.
which it is usual among primitive peoples to
mark the attainment of maturity, neither incision
nor circumcision is practised by the wild tribes
except, in the case of the former, among the
Sembrong and Jakim of the Batu Pahat in Johor,
and the Benua, and, in the case of the latter, as
elsewhere, only where Muhammadan influence lias
It may, in fact, be said that the rite
penetrated.
is virtually synonymous with conversion to Islam,
and that it may be taken as the broad dividingline between Muliammadanism and mere pagandom. Nor, with the exception of a single record
from the Perak Sakai, is there any tatuing in the
strict sense of the expression.
Scarification, however, is found among both Semang and Sakai, but
not among the Jakun, and, judging both from distribution and from frequency, there is good reason
to believe that the custom originated among the
Sakai, and was introduced, though only to a
limited degree, among the Semang. The scarification consists of divergent lines on the cheek from
the nose towards the ear, produced by the scratches
of a thorn or edge of a sugar-cane leaf, charcoal
being rubbed into these scratches by way of pig-

—

—

ment.

Body-painting

is

of

'

bow' hangings (kain pikmgi), while the ceiling is
decked with an awning or heaven (Irntgit-langU).
The basic forms of the rite, which were those of

I

'

I

wider distribution,

Perforation of the
magical rather than tribal.
nasal septum with the wearing of a nose-bar or
porcupine's quill also appears to be more especially
a Sakai practice. 'Boring the ears, however, is, as
a ceremony, practically universal, whilst tlia ceremonial filing and blackening of the teeth may
belong rather to the Malayan order of ideas. It
occurs among the Semang of Kedah and Kelantan,
but is there undoubtedly borrowed from the
Malays of the neighbouring country.
The shaving of the liead, with the exception of a
top-knot, which is temporarily remo\ed at puberty,
is found among the Semang, but, though also
found with differences among the Malays, is most
likely a native custom of the wild Negritos, as it
is also found among their Andamanese kindred.
(a)
17. Betrothal and marriage.
Malay.
Negotiations for marriage and the ceremony of
betrothal are carried out by representatives of the
families implicated.
The betrothal is a simple

—

In certain details the

Muhammadanized

consisting chiefly of the offering of betelleaf by the representatives of the prospective bridegroom and its acceptance by the bride's parents,
the two parties meeting in a
family circle,' at

the Malay name of the ceremony in the peninsula, berpinang, is an interesting parallel to the
splitting of the betel-nut (pinang), which is the

;

among

these

second night, when ceremonial rice-water is sprinkled, offerhenna
ings of rice made to each of the parties, and the
dance {tari hiaei) performed on the fourth day the procession
of the l)ridegroom to the house of the bride's parents takes
Here, on his arrival, his progress was in former days
place.
occasionally opposed by a mimic conflict (.m^taiva). which
terminated only on his payment of a small fine or ransom to
these (for the nonce) self-constituted 'authorities.' Tliis part
of the ceremony, which used to be explained as an example of
the so-called 'marriage by capture,' is now taken to be uierely
an expression of the antagonism between the sexes. In some
cases a rope or piece of red cloth barred the way, and a stout
resistance was offered until the bridegroom had paid tlie fine
demanded. Even then admission to the Iiouse had to be made
against the resistance of women of the bride's party. The
simple marriage service a mere bald statement of the fact and
of Its acceptance by the groom is now performed by the
ividni (Muhammad.111 priest3 in the presence of the bridegroom
only. It is said that, according to the old custom, the ceremony took place on the daj- before the procession. The groom
'

;

otier

)

character

'

'

used originally to be made, and
the reply given, in rhyming stanzas. The term of
the engagement is then settled. The amount of
the marriage settlement is fixed by custom at two
bharas of dollars (.§22, about £2, 6s. in Selangor,
or $31-25 (about £3, 5s.) in Perak, etc. The sum
is not usually mentioned unless a modification of
this arrangement is to be made.
A breach on the
part of the bride's parents involves forfeiture of
double the marriage portion. The affianced paii'
avoid one another, but there is a regular system of
exchange of presents, those given by the girl being
deposited in exquisitely woven baskets made in the
shape of birds or fishes. It should be added that

wedding ceremonial has now become

is to be included,
of the bride and
at first is done in
seclusion ('by stealth'), the initial public appearance of the
married couple at their respective dwellings occurring on the

in

most probably, the staining of the lingers
bridegroom with henna. The henna-pt.iining

affair,

which the

'

a royal wedding, include the so-called ' bride-price,'
the food-sharing ceremony, and the approximation
of the dress of the bride (who on this occasion
wears trousers) to that of her husband (who wears
a skirt). It is this fact that, as A. E. Crawley '
has explained, helps to account for the apparent
resemblance to royal ceremo 3S that may be
noticed in so many Malay customs.
The idea
seems partly to disguise the subjects of the ceremony in order to avert the possible danger attaching to what is certainly regarded as a critical
occasion, and partly to promote a more perfect
union between the pair by means of (1) a pledge
passing between them (i.e. the 'bride-price') as
well as by (2) the sharing of a meal together, and
(3) the obliteration (so far as may be practicable)
of the distinctions of sex.
The pretence of kingship by which the bridegroom is made to wear the
bracelets, chain, neck-ornament (and, if we may
go by the analogy of Malay funeral custom, even
the kris) is simply, therefore, an attempt to
secure a really effective disguise for tlie party in
danger. The shaving of the bride's forehead may
be similarly explained, since the bridegroom is ahso
shaved. Although these are all likewise usages of
royalty, it is wrong to regard them merely as a
species of social self-advertisement ; they are really
the paraphernalia worn by all persons of the
Malayan race on certain critical occasions,^ in
order to banish the spirits of evil and thus to avert
mischief and danger. Till recent years the ceremonies over the greater part of the peninsula were
almost entirely non-Muhammadan, and often took
place in country districts without the intervention
of any mosque official whatever.
Lustrations
followed, and on the east coast processions in
monstrous or bird-shaped litters.

and is to be seen among Semang, Sakai, and
Jakun, but more especially among the Sakai.
The colours used are black, white, red, and occaThe designs are decorative and
sionally yellow.

—

day among the

The actual marriage ceremonies cover a period
of four days, beginning with the work of decorating
both houses, which includes the erection of a dais,
with two standard candlesticks, often 6 ft. high,
before the door of the bride's chamber. The arrangement of the dais (pelammin) is of extreme
importance, since the number of big white (or in
case of a Raja, yellow) pillows used indicates,
according to a rigid code of etiquette, the rank of
the contracting parties. The whole of the dais is
covered with a mosquito-curtain, and the walls of
the chamber are adorned with striped or rain-

being the vernacular, or Malay,' language. Yet
another term for the ceremony in these parts was
'

*
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—

—

1 The
Mystic Rose, London, 1902, p. 336, quoting the Malay
ceremony.
2 Not
specially in connexion with kingship.
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then taken to Uio bri'le, and both are sealed ceremoaially
side by sido (^birsanditvj) on the daia and partake of rice, each
feeding the other from a i*pecially-prepareil receptacle {nasi
gitakSixa^Skr. a^iak"na. octangle') an octa;,'onal erection of
three tiers which boMs the *rlce of the prestuce (nasi adnp-

at the house of the chief, who, altir an inquiry as to their
prospects, declared the man and wife united. Another account
blates that the relati\c3 of both parties assembled at the bride's
hoiiae, and that the two betrothed persons ate rice out of the
s.mie dish together. The little finger of the man's right hand
was joined to the little finger of the left hand of the woman,
and they were protiounced husband and wife by the elders uf
the settlement.

is

'

—

'

'

adap), coloured eggs (^'/"r joran), etc., and stands bef'>re the
piUimmin. Theeg^'S. which liavo coloured streamers, and represent a fruit, with flower and leaf, are sjjiven to the guests :i8 wedding favours. On the third day of the lustrations whi>-h follow
the marriage the ceremony of b:itliing for j^ood fortune takes
place in the evening. Uiter, at night, a bonfire was formerly lit
outside the house and the groom stolen,' i.e. carried off to his
He was escorted back to his house next day, and a
iwrents.
water-fight with syringes (called 'water-bows') took place
(sometimes in a specially-erected pavilion) between the friends
of the two parties.
After this the bride and bridegroom each
pulled one of the ends of a slip-knot made of a young coconut frond, and the bridegroom broke through threads wound
seven times round himself and the bride ; in some cases (Patani)
the threads were severed by burning. Seven days after the
concluding feast-day the rite of the discarding of the ear-rings
the emblems of the bride's maidenhood--tukes place.
For
two years the bridegroom may be expected to remain under
the roof of his mother-in-law. It had been remnrkec! that in the
bridal rice' (rm-si bi^r-astdkona), in the Itridal thread {h^nnn-j
panchardnaX and in the 'bathing pavilion' {balai panclmPosada) we have not only Indianlcuat^ms, but Indian names. -

The Sakai occasionally, but randy, took more
than one wife. Death or a fine was the penalty

'

for infidelity.

The Jakun ceremony embodied
of peculiar interest

'

'

—
'

*

'

In addition to t)iis rejjular form of marriage with
the consent of tlie girls' parents, the Malays reco>:jnized another form of marriage wlien the parents
were notoriously unwilling, the essential feature
being that the would-be bridegroom, fully armed,
must force his way to the women's apartment and
secure the person of his bride, or prevent her from
If the parents should then give their
escaping.
consent, the customary payments were doubled.
This procedure was known as t\\G panjat angkara.
In a second and more peaceful form, the panjat
'adat (once frequently employed by Malayan
Rajas), the groom did not break into the house
himself, but sent his kris, accompanied by a
message that he was ready with t!ie dower, doubletl
If the kris was
in accordance with custom.
returned [e.g., on an unfavourable answer), the
must
send
with
it
a
double dower.
back
parents
W. E. Maxwell gave both these forms of marriage
as being recognized by Malay custom.^ Wilkinson,
however, assenting to the second, regards the first
as a mere crime passiotieL*
The marriage ceremony is called in most parts of
the peninsula by terms which are obviously of
Arabic or Persian origin on the east coast, how-

I

;

;

;

Monogamy was generally, though not invariably, the rule. Although maniage was recognized
as strictly binding by the lifisisi and other Jakun,
yet at their drinking carnival {7nain jo'oh)^ which
took place at the end of the rice-harvest, they^were
allowed to exchange their wives promiscuously.

;

ever,

where Muslim influence

is less

strong, it

is

termed, significantly, by a Malay word
denoting purification.' Like their Polynesian colinguists, certain Malays {c.g.j Negri Sembilan)
forbid the marriage of two brothers' (or sisters')
son and daughter, but not that of a brother's son
and a sister's daughter.
(6) Pagan races. —Amon^ the pagan tribes the
essential feature in the marriage ceremony is a
ritual purchase and a repast shared between bride
and bridegroom. Among the Semang the price
consisted of the blade of a chopper {parang)^
presented by the bridegroom to the bride's parents,
and a coiled girdle of great length, said to be
manufactured from the rootlets of the sugar-palm,
given to the bride. This act of purchase, so
long as it was performed before witnesses, was in
The Semang, as a rule, were monoitself binding.
gamists, and conjugal infidelity was strongly
(iiscountenanced, the immemorial penalty being
death, which would now be commuted for a heavy
fine.
Among the Perak Sakai the nuptial present
was, as among the Semang, a knife or yam-tubers.
often

*

i8.

but rather among those
ghost of the departed.

•

—

different, the regalia are different.
ffhostof the ancient Northern Court*

s

Wilkinson, p.
Ap. Skeat, Malay Hagic, p. 394.

We see before us the
of the old and hirh
out of existence by the

and

;

I

* P. 28.

who pay

((/)

respect to, the

After death the body is shrouded in sarongs and laid on the
back, with hands crossed on the breast, on a mattress which, in
turn, rests on a new mat of pandanus. A pair of scissors used
in the preparation of betel-leaf is'placed on the chest, the explanation being that, should a cat by any accident come in
contact with, or brush against, the body, the touch of iron will
prevent the corpse from returning to life, as once happened.
Cats are always expelled from the house while it contains a
dead body, and the cori>--'e is watched day and night in case evil
should come near it. The preparation of the body for the grave
includes ceremonial washings, which should be performed while
it reata on the outstretched legs of four people (members of the
family) sitting on the floor. Failing volunteers for this ofllce,
of 'nine
banana-stems are used as rollers. A final washing
'
waters' is performed by the iiniim (if accessible), three scoops'
of water being scattered to the right, three to the left, and
three over the body from head to foot. The orifices, including
llie ears, eyes, and nose, are plugged with cotton, and the
the selvedge of
corpse is wrapped in a white cotton shroud,
which is torn off and used to bind up the body at the breast,
shroud
the
and
feet,
havitig been fastened
hips, knees, head,
with the five knots.' The corpse is then placed on the mattress
in
tlw
is
which
it
to
grave, lying, that is,
in the position
occupy
on the right siric with the head to the north, and face looking
When
the
relatives
Mecca
give the lost
towards
(westward).
kiss before the shi-oud is fastened, they must bo careful that no
deceased's
as
disturb
the
these
on
the
tears fall
face,
might
the
ppirit The position of the Ixxly in the grave depends upon
bier
it
is
a
used.
If
of
coflin
kind
(pripoH sa'k^ping),
single-plank
the body is placed in a recess at the left side of the grave, and
the plank is fixed in a slopmg position with pickets closing the
the body
aperture, so that the plank itself may neither touch
nor oltow the earth to fall upon it. Another kind of receptacle
'

1
Wherever the old Falembang (Sumatra) tradition exists—
in Pahang, Johor, Itiaii, Malafjca, Selangor, and Perak
the
But if we
enthronement or bersandinff varies very little.
leave the Palembang area and cross into Patani, the ceremony
is

Burial customs and

mourning.—
Malay.
— The Malays are not among
those races who fear,

Aocording to one account, the bride and bridegroom attended

civilixations that have been crusiied
*
.Siamese 0^'ilkinaon, p. 70).
«
M.

several features

and importance.

In addition to the nuptial presents for the bride and Iicr
parents— beads, white cloth, etc.— the husband was expected
to provide a hut, cooking-pots and pans, and other household
lequirements. Either party or both were qnrsfioned as to
their ability to carry out the duties of their future state, the
requirements in the case of the man being proficiency in the use
of the blowpipe, ability to fell trees or to climb after fruit in the
jungle, and even ability to smoke a native cigarette. The batin
(head-man of the tribe), as a rule, was present and pronounced
the parties husbnnd and wife at the end of the ceremonies.
Among the BCsisi of Selangor the head-man then gave the hride
and bridegroom a new name. According to one account,
among the Selangor Sakai, the smoking of a native cigarette
was substituted f^r the common meat. The Mantri bride arul
'ridegroom presented a love-token of betel-leaf to one another
before the feast, at wliich they ate together from the same
plate. The most distinctive feature, however, in the Jaknn
marriage was the use made of a conical or, rather, bell-shaped
mound of earth (sometimes an actual ant-heap) decorated with
natural and artificial 'flowers,' the latter being representations
of the solar disk with rays, etc., and other ornaments around
this mound the bride was pursued by the bridegroom, in some
cases three, in others seven, times if he succeeded in catching
her, they were declared to be married. Among the Besisi of
Kuala Langat (Selangor) the bridegroom was conducted before
the present writer seven times round this mound at a walking
pace, and the bride once, before they partook of a common
repast, consisting of a dish of rice and drink from a bowl of
water which had both been placed on top of the mound (6u*uO.
This was, of course, a survival of the mound-race ceremony. In
one form of tliis rite among the Mantri there wa.>^ no mound,
but the pursuit took place round a circle of vnrnng size in
the case of the Benua of Pahang, a fire was substilnted. In the
case of some Jakun tribes of Johor, in the middle of a dance the
bride ran into the forest, and was followed by the bridegroom.
The counterpart of this ceremony among the Land-Tribes
(Orang Darat) was, it is important to note, among the Sea-Tribes
(Orang Laut) of Johor a ceremony in which the bride had to be
pursued by the bridegroom for a given distance on the river,
in canoes.
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(the kdranda\ a plain oblong box, is placed in the middle of the
grave-pit. The /on;;— made either ot two planks united along
one edge in the form of a gable with bulging sides or of three
planks fastened together like the sides of a box without

—

bottom is placed over a trench in the middle of the grave
While the grave is being filled
which contains the body.
in by the bystanders, the diggers, who must not leave the
grave until the operation is completed, fend off the earth from
the body with small hurdles.
A relative fashions two small
(temporary) grave-posts of wood, one of which is placed over the
head and one over the waist, to both of which strips of white
cloth (as signs of recent death) are fastened. The imam, after
pouring hbations on the grave, and scattering shredded blossoms
of scented flowers, reads the talhin (' e.>thortation *) amid
profound silence. The reason given for this silence is that the
dead man is supposed to open his shroud, the fastenings of
which have been loosened for the purpose, and, feeling that its
border has no selvedge, thus first becomes cngni^^ant of the fact
that he has died, beyond any possibility of doubt. He then sits
up to listen to the preacher, supporting himself on his elbow
until, at the end of the reading, he falls back really lifeless.
The mourners, led by the imam, then recite the tahalil, the
Muslim profession of "faith, one hundred times, beginning very
slowly and incre.ising their speed at regular periods (finaUy at
an extremely rapid rate), after which they return to share in a
feast given by the head of the household ; before they leave,
however, the contributions collected in the alms-bowI which
Feasts
stands near have been divided among all present.
follow on the third, seventh, and fourteenth days, and, in the
case of the wealthy, on the fortieth and hundredth days, and
on the anniversarj'. Then the grave is made up, and a framework of planks is placed round it to keep the earth of the
grave-mound banked up properly. In the case of a chief, a
small hut or shelter is often erected over the grave, and this the
writer has sometimes seen furnished actually with a mosquitocurtain.

No

special sign of mourning is worn, but the
sarongs in whicli the corpse is wrapped and the
pall must be as costly as possible, consistently
with the rank and wealth of the deceased person.
In the formerly Malayan district of Singgora,
north of Patani, various forms of exposure of the
dead frequently took place until recently, when

the Siamese Government prohibited the custom
with great strictness. One of these consisted in
suspending the corpse in a cigar-shaped receptacle
or wrapper between a couple of trees in the jungle,
at a height of about 8 ft. from the ground. Another consisted in depositing the body of the
deceased person (placed at an angle) in a large
a
rectangular box, supported on lofty posts
method which is of exceptional interest, since it
may be linked up with the custom of burial in
a chest on high posts, still practised in Borneo.
The remarkable point about these forms of treeburial, or corpse-exposure, is that they were in
both cases explained by the people who employed
them as being reserved for any one who had died
a bad death, the idea being apparently that
ordinary interment or cremation ^vould not suffice
in such an instance to bring peace to the semangat.
The Patani Malays also had once a similar custom
casting out to be eaten by dogs and vultures the
bodies of those who had died a bad death. Yet
from the statements of media?val Chinese writers
'

—

'

'

—

Ying Yai Sheng Lan, A.D. 1416), though
quoted by Wilkinson,' it is clear that such exposure, from tlie analogy of ancient Java, was in
no way limited to bad deaths, but was an honourable and pious form of burial offered even by the
children of a family to their parents, so that it
falls into line, in this regard, with the funeral
customs of modern Tibet, where dead relatives are
dismembered and given to the dogs and vultures.
It would, on the other hand, perhaps readily come
about that such methods should be regarded as
barbarous and even wicked,' when the country
was settled by a people to whom such forms of
burial were alien.
A third remarkable method was practised by the
so-called 'white Pr&ms' of the Malayo-Siamesc
region, who had a small cemetery in Patalung,
wherein their dead were deposited in a sitting
(e.g.,

'

position.
(b)

Pagan
VOL.

races.
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— Among
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burial customs exhibit considerable variation, but
they are especially significant as revealing the
attitude of the various groups towards death, and
particularly towards the spirits of the departed.
The Semang appear to have no special fear of the
dead, althougli they do exhort their deceased
friends to think of the spirits of their departed
ancestors and not to trouble the living. The
Sakai, on the other hand, appear to have great
terror of the spirits of tlie dead, and it is usual for
them not merely to desert the house in which any
one has died, but to abandon the whole clearing,
even if the crops are standing. The Jakun are
distinguished from both the Semang and the Sakai
by the tender care which they show for their dead
relatives.

The Semang method of interment is simple.
Among the Kedah Semang the grave is usually surrounded
by a low fence of palm-leaves, and the two bamboos upon which
the body was carried to the grave are laid upon it. The corpse
ia placed on its side, with the head and knees to the right, on
a mat or rough platform of twigs, and a screen of sticks, driven
diagonally into the side ot the grave and roofed with palmleaves, prevents any earth from falling on it. The legs are
drawn up, probably, as the grave is only 5 ft. long, for the sake
Three coco-nut shells containing rice are
of mere convenience.
placed in the grave-pit at the head and sides, and a coco-nut
shell at the foot holding water.

It is probable that at one time the Negritos
The bodies of
tree-burial.

(Semang) practised
their medicine-men

may still occasionally be exthis being a more
posed in trees in the forest
honourable form of burial. Among the Malays
a tradition is current that the Semang used once
upon a time to devour their dead. It is unnecessary to place any credence in this statement its
importance lies in the fact that it probably alludes
to the existence at one time of a custom analogous
to that of the Andaman Islanders, who disinter

—

;

and dismember their dead after a certain interval.
Of Sakai methods of burial little is known with
certainty, the reason being apparently the fact
that they threw the bodies of their dead into the
jungle, or simply left them to rot away in their
primitive hut-shelters. It is certain that they

have always shown the utmost abhorrence and
terror of the dead, abandoning their huts and
even clearings with growing crops when a death
had happened in their encampment. A modified
form or survival of platform-burial is found among
the so-called Sakai of Selangor (Ulu Langat), by
whom the body was exposed on a platform in front
of the house for twenty-four hours.
Jakun (or Malayan) ritual and practice are more
elaborate than those of the Semang, and in the
solicitude shown for the welfare of the departed
imply an entirely different mental attitude towards
death from that of the Sakai and the Semang. In
many respects there is close afhnity with Malay

—

customs.
The body

—

It
is carefully washed and prepared for the grave.
covered'with white "cloth, and laid on a mat, which, in turn,
placed upon a tree-bark wrapper. This tree-bark is then
lashed round the body and used for carrying it to the graveside.
Frequently the "blade of a chopper (parang) is laid on the
breast of the dejiarted. The Orang Bukit cut a hole in one of
the cloths in order that the corpse may 'breathe' more fully.
It is customary also for them to make crosses on the palms of
the hand and soles of the feet with a yellowish root which, on
being bruised, leaves a st.iin behind it. By these marks the
deceased person recognizes, on waking in the other world, that
he or she is really lifeless. At the grave the tree-bark wrapper
is removed, and the body is laid on its back, or sometimes
facing east if an adult, west if a child (Mantri). A gable-like
covering, in accordance with the Malay custom, is formed from
pickets covered with tree-bark or a sloping plank (this being
also a Malay usage) to keep the earth from striking the body.
The Orang Bukit (Hill Men) place a dish of boiled rice at the
It
feet for the spirits, and one at the middle for the departed.
is commonly the custom to lay in tlie grave some or all of the
most
distinctive
of
articles
property of the deceased, usually
the daily duties of the sexes. An "extremely interesting practice
a
or
in
two
their erecting,
yard
away
among the Besisi consists
from the foot of the grave, a small triangular hut thatched
with a big fan palm-leaf made to lean against it, fitted with a
stick-ladder by which the ghost may climb up. In the hut are
is

is
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ato

placed models of domestic and other utensils and iiuiJlenients,
ngnin distinctive of sex, betel-Hlioots, Beed-ri(X, and fish, a-'id
fruits, water, and sujrftr. When the grave has been filled in, the
seed-rice is scatter'-d on tlie nionnd and about the grave in
order to provide the jrhost, when the grain has grown up and
ripened, with suitable nourishuient. Among these people it
was also the custom for two men to stand one on each side of
the grave and simultaneously to let tall two choppers, horizontally crossed, upon the mould at about the spot where the breast
would be, this being done in order to fix the ghost in the
grave' and to 'prevent it from harassing the living,' ThtMantri broke a blowpipe (no doubt that of the deceased) and
scattered the fragments on the grave-mound. At each end of
the mound t,ho Jakun connuonly placed wooden tomh-posts
bound with white cloth similar to tho^e used by the Malays,
and, again like the Malays, they enclosed the grave, when made
up, with a framework of wooden planking.
"The feehng for the welfare of the dead which is expres.sed
among the BSsisi by the seed-rice sown over the grave is also
responsible for the depositing of a number of offerings at or
near the place of interment. The HOsisi themselves plant yams,
sweet potatoes, etc., near by, while on the grave of a jukrah
CtrilMl chief) descril)ed by D. F. A. llervey (JRAS, Straits
hranch, no. 8 [iSS'i], p. 119), were sticks to serve as ladders for
the soul to clinch up, coco-nut shells, a torch in a stand, and
a cooking-pan, as well as the basket in which firewood is usually
carried. This grave was also provided with a trench in which
the dead man could paddle his canoe apparently a link with
boat-burial. Among the Berembun a bamboo was placed upright near the face of a child, with one end projecting from the
ground undoubtedly a survival of an earlier custom of feeding
the coriJse through the bamboo, as is still done by the Dayaks
of Borneo. It was not uncommon for a fire to be lighted near
the grave for three days, while the Sabimba visited the gra\e
on the third and seventh days and one month after interment.
The Jakun sometimes, though not usually, abandoned the
house and clearing after a death usually, however, this took
place after a month's interval.
'

—

—
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Astrodivination, and ordeals.
logical calculations based upon the supposed values
of times and seasons or the properties of ntimbers
ip.

Omens,

are largely employed in divinatory ritual. Exhaustive tables of unlucky and lucky times and
seasons have been compiled by the Malays, but are
proved to have been largely translated from Indian
or Arabic sources. The oldest and best known of
the 'magic squares' founded upon these systems is
that known as the live tifnes (kflt'ika lima), in
which the day is divided into fii-e parts, while five
days form a cycle, the name of a Hindu divinity
being assigned to each division. Mystic values are
also attached to certain colours in connexion with
these divisions. Another scheme is based upon the
seven heavenly bodies, the divisions being, corre
spondingly, seven in number. Malayan astrological
knowledge and the signs of the zodiac upon which
the various systems are founded appear to be
largely .-Vrabic in character, though there can be
little doubt that the original home of this lore was
liabylonia (or Chalda;a), and some part of it may
have come in through Indo-1'ersian channels. The
division of the niontli into rejanan, tliirty in
number, each witli a separate symbol, is based
upon the twenty - eight nnlcmtras, or lunar
mansions, of the ffindus, rather than upon the
anwCi of the Arabs. The Malays are especially
partial to the magic square, which generally takes
the form of the magic square once used in Europe,
but sometimes works conversely^tlie latter being,
no doubt, the older native form proper to the
Malays of the penins\ila. As has been remarked,
the Malays introduce both coloured squares and
the names of five of the greater Hindu deities.
Besides these squares, many other magic figures
pentacles, compass-figures, and the like are much
used by Malay diviners.
In interpreting omens from dreams the method
usually employed is that the initial letter of the
thing dreamed of determines the character of the
omen. T is very unlucky, jV indicates sorrow,
// a visitor from a distance, and so on.
In another
.system an almost entirely arbitrary interpretation
is put upon the .subject-matter of the dream, or, at
most, it is interpreted by analogy. In a third
method, however, the nature of the thing dreamed
does actually suggest its interpretation, with the
'

'

—

—

proviso that so-called 'direct' dreams come only
of a Friday, whereas on other days the

on the eve

dream works backwards.
It may be added that the doctrine of luck plays
a most important part in what may be called
Malay natural religion.' By certain signs and
indications not only human beings but also birds
and animals are either credited with the possession
of luck or believed to be invested with the power
in a fine passage the
of bringing it to others
'

;

eliants as follows
From the seven Hills and the seven Valleys
Comes the intense barking ot my Hounds.
My Hounds are Hounda of Luc]k,
Not Luck that is adventitious.
But Luck incarnate with their bodies.'*
Even inert objects, such as krisses and other
weapons, may be brimf\il of luck, or otherwise.
Omens and divinations play a part
(n) Miilay.
of paramount importance in every department of

Malay deer-wizard

:

'

—

lifes activities in

Malaya.

Equal significance

is

attached to signs deduced from the acts of men
and those taken from the events of nature.
Among the act-, of men may he mentioned sneezing, which is

held to be fortunate, since it tends to drive away the demons of
disease.
Yawning, on the other hand, when audible, is a bad
but, if the yawning is silent and happens when the
sign
stomach is craving for food, it implies that the craving will
soon be satisfied. It is unlucky for a child to lie on its face or
kick its feet together in the air this is a sign of the approaching death of one or other of its parents.
The evil eye is much feared, and praise of chil;

;

dren

is

conveyed in a roundabout way to avoid

ill-fortune.

Among omens drawn from
may be mentioned.

natural events, the

following

A star in apparent proximity to the moon portends an
approaching wedding. 'The entrance of an animal which does
not usually frequent the house denotes ill-fortune to be barked
at by a wild jungle-dog is a fatal portent a wild bird entering
the house should be caught carefully and smeared with oil and
then released in the open air, a formula being recited wliicii
bids it fly away with all the ill-luck or misfortime of the household.
Omens* are taken from the flight and cries of certain
birds, such as the night-owl, night-jar, or caprimulgxts, the
crow, and certain kinds of wild dove, as well as from a bird
;

;

called the

'

rice's

husband.'

Such prognostics are drawn from entirely fortuitous events, but they may also be the natural
reply to actions initiated by the inquirer. In such
cases we have the rite of divination properly socalled (<?;eZ; = Skr. tilakn, 'mark').
One form of divination is effected by means of a lemon which,
after offerings have been made and certain ceremonies performed, is susjiended with incantations over a brazier by seven

strands of coloured silk thread, the fruit being itself thrust
through by a needle. The motions of the suspended lemon
answer questions in the negative or affirmative, and ^dll discover a thief by indicating which of a munber of names WTitten
on paper is that of the guilty man. The mirrored surface of
water held in the palm of the hand, or saliva, or a bowl filled
with water and covered with a cloth upon which the names of
suspected persons are successively placed is employed to discover
those who may have been guilty of stealing. In "the last-named
case, two men each place a finger in the bowl, which begins to
turn when the name of the culprit is placed upon the cloth
ajjove it. Another method is the use by the medicine.man of
a divining-rod composed of one, three, or more ratt.an-stems.
inscribed with magical devices, and cormected at the base or
butt-end, which vibrate when the thief approaches these rods
al-so be used for treasure, or water-finding, as by our own
may
'
dowsers,' and also even for exorcizing demons.
;

It is noteworthy that the Malays attribute the
arts of the diviner to animals as well as to men ;
thus the tiger is .said to employ divination when it
wishes to secure a humnn victim, just as tigers are
believed to ]ioultice themselves with uhat tdsak
(the medicament applied to the newly circumcised)

when wounded.

An

important and solemn ordeal was that by

diving.

Phis r<N|uired the consent of the Sultan,
in the presence of the

and could be conducted only

four gre.at (west coast) chieftains.
In the case of a dispute, each of the adversaries in defence of
own case writesasolemnstatenn'iit. Aftercertainfornml preliminaries, this document isenclosed in a bamboo sheath or covering. One of these bamboo receptacles is given to each of the two
his

1

Skent,

Malay Magic,

p. 182.
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adversaries, who are escorted to the river and placed up to
Iheir necks in the water.
A bamboo pole is then made to rest
upon tlifir heads and, at a given signal, they are both pressed
downwards. Each remains under the wat€r as
long as he can,
but, as soon as one of the two gives in and appears above the
surface, his tube is snatched from him. The winner is led back,
hie bamboo opened, and the result declared to the
bystanders.
'

Pagan races.— Tha savage Malays of Malacca
much attention to omens when a new

(6)

also paid

was to be made, and charms were used to
expel the jungle spirits. The Mantri, in choosing
a new
for a clearing, paid strict attention
lociility
to the attitude of the
.spirits toward his undertaking as signified by the dreams of tlie party. To
dream of being chased by a dog or an enemy,
entering water, or being flooded out was an evil
clearin<x

omen to dream of felling or climbing trees, of
ascending trees, or of growing plants was of good
:

import.
Divination

among the Sakai, so far as record.^
go, is practically non-existent.
Among the Jaknn
it is employed as a part of their medical
diagnosis,
but, whether used as a part of a tribal or group
or
the
medicine-man
ceremony
by
alone, it falls

more properly under the category of exorcism.
20. Charms,
amulets, and talismans.
(a)
Malay.— 'Not only does the Malay attempt to
foresee the coming of evil, but he endeavours to
ward it ofl' by charms and talismans. Charms in

—
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baud, and recite the appropriate charm
At the end of each recital, blow through the
using it as a trumpet. The words of the charm,
I loose my shaft,'
suggest a sending,' analogous to that of the
medicine-man. Other methods are to beat one's ow n shadow,
to hang a seven-fruited lime-branch from the
top of one's
mosquito net on three successive nights, to wave tlie end of
one's head-cloth in the direction of the moon seven times for
three successive nights, and so forth, the appropriate charm in
each instance being, of course, recited.

trumpet

of the right

thrice over.

hollowed

fist,

'

'

With their customary logical thoroughne.ss, the
Malays attribute the use of charms and amulets
some cases to wild animals, and even to reptiles.

in

The wild

boar, e.g. is believed to possess a talisof extraordinary power called rantei babi,
'the wild boar's chain, which is hung
up on a
,

man

neighbouring bush by the animal whilst he is
occupied in wallowing, and which can therefore
sometimes be stolen by a lucky native. Another
talisman carried by the boar for defensive purposes

kulum babi, boar's sucking stone
the two
together made a wild boar invulnerable. A similar
'lucky stone' was sometimes worn by serpents.
Any magically potent object is called bcr-tuah.
(5) Pagan race*.— Amulets and talismans are
common among the wild tribes. Coins are strung
on necklaces to serve as 'medicine,' and necklaces
of tufts of squirrels' tails, teeth of
apes, wild pigs,
and monkeys, and bones of birds and animals, as
well as the bristles, teeth, and claws of tigers,
were first worn, as among the Malays, quite as
much for magical pmposes as for ornament. The
Mantri strung pieces of turmeric on strings of
artocarpus bark, and these were worn round the
neck, wrists, or waist as prophylactics against
demons, bad winds, and, generally, all kinds of
evils.
They also placed great reliance on the
eflicacy of spells to render them invulnerable.
Semang women wear armlets of palas [Licuala
'

is tlie

'

;

the shape of invocations are extremely numerous,
and are addressed to every conceivable form of
on every conceivable occasion. But, in adspirit
dition, free use is made of charms of a more
material character. Examples of this class include a length of the sdmambu (Malacca cane)
with a joint equal to the height of the owner,
which protects him from snakes and animals so,
coco-nut pearl
too, the
(apparently a form of
'tabasheer'), the 'eyeless coco-nut' (which confers
and men wear similar ornaments of
invulnerability by 'sympathy ), the 'dragon's peltata) leaf,
blood rattan or cane, the tiger's whiskers and claws, the 'rock vein' (urat hat a) fungus. It appears
and many others ar(^ all, for various reasons, much that among these tribes, as elsewhere, much of
their personal adornment was intended to protect
sought after by warriors. Some of these are
them against evil from the spirits by which they
directly effective, others work only by influencing
the volition of another mind, as in the case of were on all sides surrounded. The elaborate
love-charms, charms for securing conjugal fidelity, patterns of the combs of the Senianr' and halfand so forth. In most cases the charm consists of breed Sakai-Semang women were similarly designed
a short Arabic or Malay and Arabic prayer or a to ward off accidents and disease, and the copper
few magical letters or figures inscribed on paper bracelets, rings, and other objects worn by the
or cloth and worn on the person.
One important Sakai were in efi'ect talismans which preserved
The
use of a charm is to enable the devotee of this the wearer from ill-health and misfortune.
mawic to abduct the sciiianc/at of a person from his Semang, when wearing the Malay sarong, frequently still retain underneath it the primitive
(or her) body, for the purpose either of benefiting
the operator or of harming the intended victim. string girdle of rock-vein fungus, possibly from
There is a variety of methods of attaining these habit, but more probably for magical reasons.
The most important class of charms or talismans
In some the charm works without conobjects.
tact in others contact is necessaiy.
by the wild tribes is undoubtedly the
Although employed
there is consideralilc variety, the principle in all ornamental geometrical patterns with which they
adorn
various objects of common use. These decases is the same, and is based upon tlie
Malay
theory of the simnngat. Thus, e.g., soil is taken signs are Intricate and have as yet been adequately
and elucidated only to a small extent. So
studied
from the intended victim's footprint and treatetl
is clear
the pattern, as a rule, is
ceremonially by wrapping in red, black, and yellow much, however,
cloth and this, when suspended from the centre symbolical of the use to which the object on which
of the magician's mosquito-curtain, becomes the it appears is to be put, and its aim is to secure the
embodiment of his victim's semangat. As such it successful attainment of that object. Exception
to this rule may be made in the case of the women's
is switched with seven strokes three times a
day
for three days and then buried in the middle of a combs and other articles, the patterns on which
are intended to ward off disease, the attacks of
path where the victim is bound to pass on doing
AVood scraped from reptiles, animals, and noxious insects, and other
so, he becomes distracted.
the floor where he has been sitting, parings of accidents. The difficulty of comprehending and
his nails, and clippings of his hair are utilized in
interpreting these designs is increased by the fact
various ways sometimes they are kneaded into a that, in the usual fashion of primitive artists, the
wax figure, which is either transfixed with a tliorn wild tribes make a part stand for the whole. Tlic
slots of deer on a bamboo quiver, e.g.,
in the member that the enchanter desires to inrepresent
jure or burned to ensure the victim's complete the whole animals, which, it is hoped, will be
as
induced,
destruction.
by being represented
approaching
towards certain wild jungle-fruits beloved of the
Of the various methods of abducting the s/imuiqat without
to
visit
a
deer,
particular feeding-ground, when
contact, the simplest is to j;o out when the sun I'le'ars or when
the nenlj -risen moon glows red, and, slandiuff with the
they can be the more easily marked down and
big
toe of Ike r!i;ht toot resting on the
The articles decorated in thi:~ nianner
liig toe of the left, make a
captured.
;

'

'

'

'

'

;

:

;

;

;
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with mapical intent include, in addition to tlie
Seninn'; combs, large bamboo lulies used as quivers
for darts and arrows, the last being covered with
patterns intended to eecure success in huntin<;.
Other articles similarly adorned are 'stampers'
(i.e. bamboos struck on the ground during magical
ceremonies, amulets against disease, insect pest>;,
drought, etc.). Besides these they decorate bamboo rice-dibbers, poison receptacles, tobacco receptacles, blowpipes, arrows, no^e-sticks, etc., nials
and wallets (Sakai and Jakun, nut Scmang), barlvclotli (with painting only), and the human body,
the last not only with painting, l)ut also wiih
(likewise
tatuing and scarification
especially
among the Sakai).
Literature. —This ia cited throucrliout tlie article. E8peci:il
use has been made of W. W. Skeat, Malay Ma(lic, London,
1900; and Skeat and C. O. Blagden, I'a;ran liacf^ of tf>e
Malay Pt'tiinsuia, do. 1900 (with full bihliotri"aphv).

W W

Skeat

MALE PRINCIPLE.— See Phallism, s'ex.
MALIK IBN ANAS.— Miilik

ibn Anas, the
bom in the

founder of the Malikite school, was

month of Kalu al-Awwal A.H. 95 (A.D. Nov. 713).
He was of pure Arabic stock, being descended from
Dhil Asba a!-5arith, who belonged to one of the
tribes of Yaman.
When still a youth, be had
already acquired a full knowledge of the Quran,
the hadith (tradition), and other Muslim sciences,
and soon he was held in reverence as a gieat
authority in these matters.
During his long career Malik ibn Anas resided
in his birthplace Jledina as a mnfti and teacher of
Muslim law. Like many men who have spent
their lives in study, he has not left much for lii~
biographers to record. His chief work was the

so-called Muvattd (lit. 'The Beaten Path'), the
basis of the whole Malikite system of Aluslim law.
This book is not a mere collection of traditions.
It deals not only with the sayings of the Prophet
but also with the opinions of several famous/<(ji/(.?
in Medina and with Malik's personal \'iews on
various matters of canon law. It is often alleged
that Malik rejected everj' kind of rea-^iming by
means of argument and kept exclusively to the
literal sense of the sacred te.\ts.
But the contents
of the Muwatta prove the contrary.
According
to his later biographers, Malik repented of this in
It is told that, when he .sat down in
his old age.
his last illness and wejil, he was asked
What
'

:

makes

thee

Ho answered
Who has more
than I
By Allah, 1 should wi^h
'

weep

reason to weej)

'

'i

:

':

had been Hogged and rellogged for e^•ery question
of law on which I pronounced an opinion founded
on my own fallilde judgment
The text of the MuirnUa is handed on by
I

'

!

diirerent versions.
The best
the text of Yabya al-Masmildi, w liich was
printed with the commentary of Muhammad alAnother
Zarqanl in 4 vols, at Cairo (1863).
version is that of Muhammad al-Shaib.aiii, the
famous disciple of Alni I.Ianjfa, who studied three
years in Medina (printed at l.ucknow, 1S79).
It seems that tliir opinions of Malik ibn .\\\:\.-<
were not always in agreement with the views of
the government. In tlie j'ear A.H. 145 (A.D. TtiJ),
as -some persons had accused him of declaring that
he did not consider the oath of allegiance to the
'Abbasid khalifs as Ivinding, he was even flogged
and treated in a most .scandalous manner. After

Malik's

known

disci]iles in

is

this cruel punishment, however, he rose stil! hi,i,dier
in public estimation in Medina, where he died on
the lOth of the month Rabi' al-Awwal, A.H. 179
(A.D. 3rd .lune 'A^Tt).
Malik ibn Anas enjoys the reputation throughout the whole Muslim world of Itelng one of the
At
greatest fitijilm and traditionalists of Islam.

the present day hi« scIkioI

is still

dominant

in the

west of the Muslim territory, in the French and
Italian jiossessions (Morocco, Algiers, Tunis, Tripoli),

and

in

many

other parts of Africa.

LiTF.RATCRE.— Ibn Kballtkan, Biographual Dictionari/, tr.
M. lie Slime, Paris, 1843-71, ii. 54.'i-549 I. Goldziher, Muhammedajiische StutUfn, Halle, ls,?0-00, ii. 'JKJ-iiL'i;
C. Snouck
Hurgronje's revitw of I. Goklziher's Die Zdhiriten in LOPh i.
11884) 419; C. Brockelmann, Geschichte der arahischen Lititr;

;

Weimar and Derlin, IsOs 19U-, i. 17.^) f. ; A. von Kremer,
Cnlturaeschichtf ties Orients, Vienna, 1875-77, i. 477-479 ; T.
Q'ke
Noldeke, Orienlalische Skiaen, Berlin, 1892, p. 129
h'ittib al-Ansdb of al-Sam'&ni with an introduction by I>. S,
and
41
F.
Loiiilon, 1912, p.
;
Margolioutli, Leyden
Wiistenfcld,
der arabischen Stdmme und Famiticn^
Gcnealogische Tabellen
*
Uottin^en, 1852, ii. Die jeraenischen Stamnie," Tabelle 3.
attir,

;

Th.

W. Juynboll.

MALTHUSIANISM. — Some

economic and
seem to be haunted by an
evil fate.
The subject with which they are concerned seizes ; jpnUir attention for a time, and the
results of the inquiry come to be represented in a
form which is little more than a travesty of the
One of the most
original meaning and intentions.
social investigations

remarkable instances of this tendency is to be
found in the reception accorded to the work of
Thomas Robert Malthus (1766-1834) on Population. Popular interest in his work grew niucli more
r,apidly than the time or the capacity for assimilating it, and iie was criticized bj' many who had

He was

accused in his own
of the human species, and
of Ijeing guilty not merely of heterodoxy but also
of atheism.
It was said that 'the insults tlie
theory of Malthus levels at God, and the injuries
it meditates inflicting upon man, will be endured
by neither' (M. T. Sadler, Laif of Population, i.
15).
Further, the jninciples of population enunciated by Malthus have been expanded and developed in several directions by subsequent ivriters ;
not read his books.

day of being an enemy

and all these views are described roughly bj- the
vague and comprehensive term Malthusianlsm,'
which means little more than the consideration of
the relation between increase of population and
the available food supply. Malthusianism, in fact,
has no more definite meaning than 'Smithianis'

nius' in Germany.
It would be a mistake to consider that Malthus
was the lirst economist who treated of population.

The Mercantilists had

explicitly advocated 'popuan important condition of national
ivealth, and their views had influenced soci.tl legislation and poor-law administration in Kngland
In 1776 Adam Smith
during the IStli century.
had mentioned that 'everj- species of animals

lousuess

'

as

naturally niiiltiplies in proportion to the means
of their subsistence, and no species can ever multiply beyond it' ['Wcillh of l^ntion.t, bk. i. cli. viii.
[cd. .J.' i;. 'J'. Rogers, Oxford, 1869, i. 84]), but it
was not till almost the end of the century that
Malthus selected the suliject of population for
It is true that more than
se]iarat« treatment.

a century earlier William Petty had published

several essays relating to the numbers of the
people, but his jioint of view w.os entirely statistical, whereas that of Malthus wa.s directly related
In a sense the work
to the conditions of progje.--s.
of Malthus was begun to oppose the theories of

William Godwin, who had pnlilished his book on
and his Kiiniiirer in 1797.
Godwin had been influenced by Condorcet and
other writers of the era of the French Revolution, and he advocated human ]K'rfectibility by
means of a gradual equ.alizing of wealth, under
wliicli condition there would be a sufficiency for
the reasonable wants of all. In time the jieacefnl
influence of truth would render force and even
government unnecessary, so that a state of huinaii
Godwin's views
pi-rfoction was possible on earth.
formed a common topic of discus^io^ among tho^e
who were interested in political science. One such
Politirid Justice in 1793

MALTHUSIANISM
conveisatiou was deetined to liave important reIt took place between Malthus and his
sults.
father.
\'oltaire

The

latter,

Daniel Malthus

—a

friend of

—

Rousseau
was favourably disposed towards Godwin's views,
while the son had doubts, which he afterwards
The treatise which resulted
placed in writing'.
«as his Efsay on Population, published anonymously in 1798.
to the
Malthus believed that a fatal
objection
thesis of Godwin and other writers who maintained
the same view was to be found in the relation
of population to the means of subsistence.
Popu-

and the

literary e.-cecutor of

when unchecked, doubles itself every
twenty five years ; the means of subsistence,
under circumstances the most favourable to human
industry, could not possibly be made to increase
faster than in an arithmetical ratio
i.e., tlie progression for population, if unchecked, would be
lation,

-

;

1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, while that of subsistence could not exceed 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.
Population had not increased in a geometrical

the checks imposed upon it by
the former being certain and the
latter probable.
Society as a whole makes a constant efl'ort towards an increase of population,'
with the result that there is a constant tendency
towards distress among the lower classes {Essay,
As against Godwin, Malthus pointed
1798, p. 29).
to the grim spectres of famine, war, pestilence,
and evil-living as the necessary limitations to the
natural increase of mankind either positively by
reducing a redundant population, or negatively by
the dread of these evils. The first edition of the
Easay can be understood only by remembering the
In
controversial purpose out of which it arose.
opposition to the optimism of Godwin and his
sympathizers it overestimates the darkness of the
to

owing

ratio,

misery and

vice,

'

—

An attempt was made to correct this
situation.
in the second edition (1803), which is practically
a new book. The 'treatise of 1798 was in the main
the critique of a Utopia from the point of view of
the support of a growing population ; that of 1803
was a scientific examination of the principle of
population, as far as possible in isolation from
other phenomena. There was, however, a greater
change than that of external form the two progressions remain, but the exposition of the checks
to increase of numbers is worded difTerently.
Misery and vice become subordinate to what Malthus terms moral restraint.' This new cliaracteristic anticipates, and so prevents, a pressure on
the means of subsistence
and, where it is observed, actual misery, as a result of population,
need not arise. Moral restraint is, strictly speakmoral only in so far as it is exclusive of
ing,
;

'

;

'

'

'

its main characteristic
irregular gratifications
is rather that of rational prudence, based on
man's reasoning faculties wliich enable him to
calculate distant consequences' (Essay, 1803, pp.
11), such as his capacity to support a large
9,
family without lowering a suitable standard of
life.
Hence moral restraint operates in the
direction of postponing early marriages as well as
It means, in fact, as J.
irregular connexions.
Bonar puts it, simply continence (Malthus and his
'

;

'

Work,

p. 53).

Much

of

the popularity of the principles of

Malthus may have been due

to his

summing

uji

the foundations of his theory in a formula whicli
is capable of being apprehended easily and remembered, especially as the geometrical and arithmetical ratios seem to provide the certainty of a
But the formula
mathematical demonstration.
the first important
suffers from a false simplicity
objection is that Malthus founds his argument
upon two alleged necessities wliich he claims us
co-ordinate, but -it is clear that a supply of food
;
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the more urgent need. The celibate must
he is to live. It follows that the tendency
towards increase of population is a conditional
one, and hence any ratio which is established at
a given time is susceptible of alteration, irrespecMalthus
tive of changes in the quantitj' of food.
often speaks as if population must increase up to
but
since
the liiuits of the means of subsistence
his day there have been cases of countries where
increased resources have been followed, not by an
increase in population, but l.ij' an improvement in
the general standard of living. The arithmetical
ratio, as the maximum possible increase in the
is

much

be fed

if

;

production of food, was never formally and fully
indeed, his sections on the
proved by Malthus
state of population in America (Essay, 1798,
p. 20) partially contradict his view of the ratio.
-Moreover, not only the production of food but its
consumption must also be taken into account.
Economies in consumption without loss of efficiency
would enal>Ie a larger population to be maintained
Ihe whole statement of
by the same supply.
^Ialthus regarding agriculture in his earlier editions is embarrassed by his ignorance of the
;

some of his
Principle of Diminishing Returns
expressions almost suggest it, but he makes no
This theorem, which was
real use of this law.
stated clearly by West in 1815, soon changed the
manner in which the population question was formulated.
Torrens, James Mill, and McCuUoch
understood Diminishing Returns not so much as
a theoretical tendency, but as a condition of the
working of the extractive industries in practice.
;

Accordingly, in spite of improved methods of pro-

duction, they thought that the increase of population drove agriculturists to cultivate more and
more inferior soils, so that a larger and larger
proportion of the world's labour would be required
J. S. Mill
lor providing the necessaries of life.
stated this point of view concisely when he wrote
It is in vain to say, that all mouths which the
increase of mankind calls into existence, bring
The new mouths require as
with them hands.
much food as the old ones, and the hands do not
produce as much (Principles, bk. i. ch. xiii. § 2).
.Mill, like the rest of the Classical School, regarded
Diminishing Returns as a law which could be
suspended only temporarily by the disturbing influence of improvements. The present disposition
of economists is to consider Diminishing Returns
as a tendency which is subject to frequent covmter:

'

'

'

'

The ditt'erence of outlook removes some
action.
of the gloom which settled on the population question during the 'dismal' era of economics in the
The real influence
first half of the 19th century.
of Malthus survives in a much modified form, on
the one side in the responsibilities of parents in
being able to provide for their oflspring, on the
other in a ceaseless ettbrt to ertect improvements
in the productive arts, particularly in those connected with the provision of the world's food
supply.

It is scarcely necessary to add that the doctrines
and practices of Xeo-Malthusianism,' or the voluntary restriction of the birth-rate, form no part of
Malthus's own teachings and would doubtless have
been indignantly repudiated by him.
'

—

LiTERATCRK. W. Godwin, Enquiry concerning Political
Jmtict, 2 vols., London, 1793, The Enquirer: ReAectinns on
Education, Manners and Literature, do. 1797 T. R. Malthus,
.fill Essay on the Principleo/Fopulationas itaffcctsthe Future
Improveimnt of Society ; with Remarks on the SpecidatUms of
Mr. Godtri/i, M. Condorcet. and other Writers, do. 1798, E»sai;
on the Principle of Population, or a Vieto of its past and present
Effect on human 'Bai>piness, U'ith an Inquiry into our Prospects
re^cctinii the future Remm-al or Miii'jattou of the Evils ichich
it occasions, do. 1803 (2nd cd.), 3rd ed. 1S(16, 4th ed. Ia07, 6tli
ed. 1S17, An Inquiry into the Sature and Progress of Bent,
and the Principles by which it is regulated, do. 1815 E. West,
Ati Essay on the Application of Capital to Land, with Observations showing the Impolicj/ of any great Restriction of the
;

;
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not loicnlinporlation nf Corn, and Ihat the llminli/ 0/ t6SS did
Senior, Ttco lectures on
Iht Price 0/ it, do. 1S15 ; N.
the
a
between
is
a<l<ied
to
wMch
Correnjtintileuce
PomUation,
Aulltot ami Mr. MiUthui, do. 1829; M. T. Sadler, The Law
011 the
An
do.
Robert
1830;
Kssntj
Torrens,
0/ Population,
Pmdvetiou 0/ Wealth, teith an Appendix in which the Principh'ti
to the actual Circumstances of
!»/ Political kconomi/ are applied
this Country, do. 1821 ; James Mill, Elements ./ Political
Kconomy, do. 1821 ; J. R. McCuUoch, Principles of Political
Econom)/ icitJi a Sketch of the liife and Progress of the Science,
Edinburgh, 1825 ; J. S. Mill, Principles of Political Econonuj,
with some of their Applications to Social Philosophu, London,
1848; J. Bonar, Malthus and his Work, do. 1SS.T, PhUosophij
and Political Econonnj, do. 1893, Malthus— Parallel Chapters
from the first and sccoiut Editions of the Essay on Papulation,
"Economic CInssica Series, New York, 1893 ; V. Lebrecht, //

W.

Malthusismo

e

i

problemi

sociali, Tm-'m, 1893;

E. Leser, 3/a^

thus, drei Schriften liber Getreidezblle, lieipziij, 1896 ; J. Bonar,
'
Malthas,' in i>tV(u»Kirj/ of Political Economu, liondon, 1900
E. Cannan. A History of the Theories of Production and DisIributi'in in En-jlish Political Economy^ do. 19U3 ; C. E.

;

Strangreland, Pre-3tatthusian Doctrines if Population, a Study
in the History of Economic Theory, New Vork, 1906.

W.

K. Scott.
DASlS.—The Maluk DasJs form a
small Vaisnava .sect of northern Imlia. It is an
ott'shoot of the Kfimanandis (see ERE ii. 546), anil
is named after its founder, Maluk Das, a trader
by occupation, who lived in the reign of the
Emperor Aurangzlb (latter half of the 17th cent.
He is said to have been born at Kara, in
A.D. ).
the present District of Allahabad, where there is
a shrine in his honour and a monastery of his
The neighbouring village of Sirathu
followers.
is
said to have been granted to him by the
emperor.
The main point that differentiates Maluk Dasis
from other Kamanandis is the fact that their
Wilson
teachers, like their founder, are laymen.
adds that there is also a shorter streak of red in
the sectarian mark on their foreheads.' Likeother
Riimanandls, they worslii[i the Rama incarnation
of Visnu.
Wilson mentions six other monasteries
of the sect in the Ganges
and also one of
valley,
great repute at Jagannath, in Orissa, where Maluk

MALUK

Das is said to have died.
So far as the present writer is aware, none of
Maliik Das's works have been published. He is
said to have written a poem called the Dasa Batntt,
or 'Ten Jewels.' Two lately discovered works of
his are the Bhahla-vatsaln, dealing Avith Krsna's
regard for devotees, and the Mntna-khdyut, a
dissertation on the soul and God,* and he is also
the reputed author of many well-known detached
One of his verses is probverses and apothegms.

ably the stanza that is best known and most often
quoted in the north of India, and offers a striking
resemblance to the leading thought of Mt 6*.
According to Hindu belief, the ajrirjnra, or python,
is unable to h\int for its food.
It can
lie with
only
its mouth open to wait for what will walk into it.
The verse runs as follows :
Pailchhl karai na kdina,
Ajartara karai na chdkari
Dds'a Valiika kahi gae
Sahha-kd dotd Rama,
'

The p.vthon doth no

service^ nor hath the fowl of the air a
duty to perform (to earn its livmg)
MalQk
for
all doth Rama provide their daily
Quoth
Das,
;

bread.'

Literature.— Jivarama, Sri Rasikaprakd^a Bhaktamala,
Bankipur, 1S37 (section 19 deals with Maluk Dfus, and the
conimenLiry gives some legends about him); H. H. Wilson,
Sketch of the Religious Sects of the Hindus, London, 1861-62,
I.
100-102
F. S. Growse, ilathurd : A District Memoir,
Gcuetteer of the Allahabad District,
Allahabad, 1880, p. 212
1911, pp. 260,301; R. G. Bhandarkar, Vaijijavisni, 6aivism
and Minor Religious Systems' ( = G!AP iiL 6), Strassburg,
;

;

'

G. A. GRIKIiSON.

1913, p. 74.

llie Gr. /lafi/iufii, a form which,
with fifi, aiipcars in TR, witli Latin Vulgate, six
The
Old Latin, and a few Greek minuscules.
correct Greek, however, is nanavM, which is found
in RV, with all Greek uncials, and most minuscules,
as well as in the Complutcnsian and the first two
editions of Erasmus ; but the influence of the
Vulgate led to the appearance of mm in the later

transliteration of

AV

editions of Erasmus and in
(for further details
as to spelling see E. Nestle, in EBi).

The word is not Greek, nor is it found in the
Hebrew Bible. It is a hellenized form of the Aram.
p=;, which means 'money,' 'riches,' 'worldly

goods.' AA'yclif and Purvey translated the word
by 'riches' (' richessis'), but Tindal followed the
Vulgate in transliterating the word, and so did all
later English versions, except (leiieva.

—

The Aramaic form ['ids {stat.
1. Derivation.
emph. Kjtej) follows a well recognized form of
nominal inf. Sbps, but scholars are divided as to
what

the verbal root.
Drusius (quoted in .1. Buxtorf, Lexkon
Chaldaicum, Baset, 1640, s.v.) and Dalman (in
FBI? xii. 153) derive the wonl from ]•;», i.e. pD; =
on which man trusts,'
[iDKD, which would mean that
or, as Dalman prefers, 'that which brings man
into safety.' (2) Ja.strow (Talmud Dictionary, p.
= that
794'') derives it from r\Dn; and thus )teri5
is

(1) J.

'

'

which one accuniiilat««.'

und

chaldai.iches

(S)

Levj{Neuhebrai.iches

Worterhwh,

'

'

word KjtoD and [5'na (pass. part, of [;n), which
He that
means 'faithful' or 'trustworthy,' thus
'

:

trustworthy in little is trustworthy also in much
and he that is not trustworthy in little is not trustworthy in much. If ye have not been trustworthy
(sjp'nc) in the unrighteous manmion (nj'I?), who
will entrust (io-n::) to you the true?'
But, since
the verb iON is as common in Galila>an Aramaic as
anil
not
in Syriac, may we
say that the
go further,
paronomasia was probably intended by our Lord in
is

;

the original Aramaic ?
The trade of the world, before the
2. Usage.
time of Alexander, had long been in the hands of
Phoenicians and Araniicans and we have evidence
that in both languages mttir.on was the word for
money.' As to the former, it occurs on Phcenician

—

;

'

inscriptions on tombstones ; and Augustine, in two
passages (de Serm. in Monte, II. xiv. 47, and Qiiwst.
Evang. ii. 34), states that the Punic word for

cxxi. 6) affirms
Non Hebraeorum eed Syroram lingua,

(lg».

11.

i3)_

thg ]g^( Qf which,
is

Its

:

mammona

dlvitla

nnncupantur.'

Irenaius (III. viii. 1 ) attests its use
secundum ludaicam loquelam, qua et Samarltao utuntur.'
The Aramaic Targums often contain the word :
e.g., Pr 3°, 'Honour the Lord with thy ntdmOn' ;
come and learn
Is 55', 'O ye that wish to learn .
'

.

without price and without mamdn' Jg 5'*, They
of silver' in Ex 18-' the ideal
accepted no md7)i6n
'
judges are those who hate the receiving of mOmdn.'
In the Aramaic sections of the Palestine Talmud
the same story is told twice (NOztr, v. 3 B'lakhdth,
vii. 2) of 300 poor Nazirites who came for purificaR. Simeon a.sked Kin^ Jannjens to give half
tion.
the cost, but it turned out that the king paid all
'

word occurs three times in
Lk 16 among the somewhat disconnected Logia
that follow the parable of the Unjust Steward
and mammon,'

Aramaic
Jerome [Ep.

htcrum ('wealth') is mamiiiona.
usage is also abundantly attested.

.

MAMMON. — The

138) considers

iii.

HD = n)0, 'to distribute,' to be the root, and thus
our word means that which is distributed.' (4) W.
Gesenius {T/tesaurus lingtire Hebrece et Oialdctm,
Leipzig, 1829, ii. 552), as if /ta^/nwi-as were the true
form, derives it from pp, hide,' whence ji':? = ]to?s,
'that which one hides or treasures' (Gn 43^, Job
However much the
3", Pr 2S Is 45', Jer 41').
learned may now difier as to the derivation, it
seems cevt.ain to the present writer that the Syriac
versions all derived the word from [jx, and that
they assumed a paronomasia to exist between our

'

Ye cannot

found also in

Mt

serve

6**.

God

It is

a

'

Religious Sects, i. 101.
» See
Report on the Search for Bindl Manuscripts for
Allahabad, 1907, p. 60, and.A>r 1909-11, do. 1914, p. 271.

1901,,

;

;

;

MANA
money (mdmdn) and the Rabbi's

the

knowledge
'There are

own

their

half

was

his

of T6rah.
B'rakh. 616 says
men whose money (maTTWSn) is dearer to them than
:

condemned.

'

.

.

.

LXX show themselves acquainted with
the word, for in Ps 36 (EV 37^) they misread WDx
as pDD, 'Thon shalt dwell in_the land and be fed
on its wealth
and in Pirqe Abhuth (ii. 16) we have
a 'saying' of R. Jose: 'Let t!ie property (pop) of
thy friend be as precious to thee as thy own.'
The very phrase mammon of unrighteousness
in the preis quite common in Jewish literature
Christian Book of Enoch the wicked say
lators of

'

;

'

'

;

the undivided concentration of

is

Mammon

service.

is

personified as the object of

undivided attention and service, as in Ro 16"* Paul
speaks of those who serve their own sensual
nature [bovKivovaiv
r^ iavruiv Koi\it^], and as in
Col 3' he utters a warning against covetousness,
inasmuch as it is idolatry,' i.e., wealth so easOy
erects itself into an idol, which woos men's
'

'

.

.

,

'

affections from God and makes men averse to
giving cheerfully what they acquire. Here and in
Lk 16" there is, no doubt, a personification of
wealth, as also in TertuUian {adv. .Marc. iv. 33).'
When Milton, therefore, speaks of Mammon as
one of the fallen angels in hell, the least erected
Spirit that feU from heaven,' who even in heaven
'

was
•admiring more
The riches of Heav'n's pavement, trodd'n
Than aught, divine or holy, else enjoyed

:

Our soul

It is

— the surrender of body and soul to money—
censured, as being incompatible
getting that
mind

with whole-hearted devotion to God and to His

body.'

There is also a classification in lawsuits between
those which concern money (itop 'j'^) and those
which concern the person [riwsy 'y^). This is found
often in the Talmud and also in Jerus. Targ. to Dt
1"*.
The pre-Christian usage of our word even in
Hebrew is shown from Sir 31', Blessed is he
that has not yet gone after indmdn.' The trans-

'
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satiated with unrighteous mammon, but this does
not prevent our descending into the flame of the pains of Sheol
is

'

In vision beatific

The phrase ip«''i pea is a well recognized phrase in
the Targums for money earned through deceit or
fraud.' The crime of Samuel's sons was that they
'

'

turned after

Pr

mammon
Ezk

15", Is 33",

Exegesis.

3.

—

(1)

of fraud' (1
22", Hos 5").

In

S

8'j of. also

(.Par. Lost,

ing?

678 ff.

'

—

228),

'

Present, bk.

iii.

2,

bk.

iv.

4, 8, etc.),

'

'

ii.

'

'

.

also

with apocryphal lore.
The phrase mammonworship has been made familiar by Carlyle {Past

Lk 16', Make to yourselves and
no

Bruce [Exjwsitors'
Testament, i. [1897] 586 f.),
and Merx (Die Evangelien Marcus und Lucas, p.
328 f ) hold that He was speaking to the Pharisees
and publicans to whom ch. 15 was spoken (15^),
and who were still in the crowd (16"). It was
certainly more suitable for them than for the
Twelve, who had not much mammon of any
kind ; and, if so, the phrase has the same meaning

cf.

;

have, perhaps, not so much the flight of the
poet's imagination as an indication of his familiarity

doubt, useful in emphasizing
mammon of unrighteousof Jesus,
Ye cannot
whom was Christ speak- warning
mammon.'
{Boris Sebraicce, iii. 159 ff.), A. B.
Literature. — A. Merx, Die Evangelien
Greek

by means

Lightfoot

i.

we

of the
ness,' the difficulty is : to

friends

gold.

'

(6311)).

and

is,

strenuously the
serve God and
Marcus und Lucas,

Berlin, 1906 J. l.ight{oot,HoraHe!jraicie,eii. R.Gandell, Oxford,
1859, iii. ; T. Zahn, Einleiiung in das NT^, Leipzig, 1906, i.
11 f.; A. Meyer, Jesu Muttcrsprache, Freiburg and Leipzig,
the commentaries on Mt 6 and Lk 16 ; Jacob
1S96, p. 51 n.
;

;

Levy, Neuhebrdisches und chalddisches Worterbuck, Leipzig,
1876-89; and Marcus Jastrow, Talmud Dictionary, London
and New York, 1903; W. H. Bennett, in BDB; J. Moffatt,
io DCG ; E. Nestle, in EBi ; G. Dalman, in PRE^.
J. T. Marshall.

—

here as in Jewish'literature 'money ill gotten,'
money gained by fraud.' Thus the advice which
Jesus gives to the Pharisees is that they should
make restitution to God by deeds of benevolence.
Christ's advice is, says Jlerx (p. 328),
Ye who

MAN. See Anthkopologv, Ethnology, Evolution, Psychology, Sociology, etc.

have acquired money unrighteously and cannot
refund it, use this wealth in making friends for

belonging to
the Pacific region, but, for the purposes of the
science of comparative religion, serves likewise
as a category of world-wide application. The local
sense will be found to stand in close relation to the
scientific, despite the fact that the latter represents
but the generalized content of various concepts
prevailing in different ethnic areas and presumably
of more or less independent origin.

'

MAN, ISLE OF.—See Celts.
MANA. — Mana is a native term

'

yourselves,' as Zacchseus, when converted, volunteered to give half his goods to the poor.
The counsel is to use wealth in doing kindness to the poor,
only care must be taken not to continue to get money by
unrighteousness in order to iiave wherewith to do charitable
'

.

.

.

*

deeds (Bruce,

loc. cit.).

The alternative view, that the words are

said to

the Twelve, and that fiafiuva ttj^ ASiKla^ Is the evil
stamp placed on all wealth, because great wealth
is seldom gained or employed without
injustice,'
is forcefully presented by Moffatt, in DCG li. 106 f.
(2) In Lk 16" we have a contrast between t4
'

&5iKoy /jM/xwi'ds and t6 aKTidivby ixanuvas, which seems
to turn on a second meaning of -\^if. In the original

Aramaic,

ip^f*

means

(a) 'deceit,' 'fraud,'

We

and

(6)

believe
'nothingness,' 'illusion,' 'vanity.'
that dX;;(*iK5s, here as elsewhere in NT, means 'real,'
'
to
the
permanent,' belonging
spiritual world,' in
contrast with the present life of illusion and vanity,
'
where the things that are seen are ephemeral
(2 Co 4").
surmise, then, that liJf't kjidd would,
in the original Aramaic, appear in both v.* and v.'' ;
but in v.* IPS' means 'deceit,' 'fraud,' while in v."
'

'

We

it

means

'illusion,' 'vanity,' and thus presents a
'
'
'
true,' the real,' spiritual riches.

contrast to the

'

Our Greek

translation, of course, obliterates or
ignores the distinction between the two meanings
of IV?.
(3)

In

Lkie'^'YecannotserveGodand mammon,'

the emphasis is on serve (5ou\ei5ei»). No man can
at the same time be the SoCXos of God and of worldly
wealth. The ordinate pur.suit of wealth is not
'

'

—

I. Local meaning of mana.
'The word,' says
R. H. Codrington {The Melancsians, p. 119 n.), 'is
common I believe to the whole Pacific, and people
have tried very hard to describe what it is in
I think I know what our people
different regions.
mean by it, and that meaning seems to me to cover
I
all that
hear about it elsewhere.' For the twofold reason that Codrington's account has in no
been
respect
impugned by later observations, and
that it is the classical source from which the scientific use of the term mana is derived, it wiU
mainly
be followed here, though one must bear in mind
that it deals primarily with the Melanesian usage,
whereas there is reason to suppose that the actual
word is an importation from Polynesia. It will be
convenient to consider the mana of the Pacific
region under two aspects (a) theoretical, comprising the native view of what it is, how it is
1 W.
Taylor Smith calls the attention of the present writer
:

to a passage

in the

'Passio Sanoti Bartholomaei Apostoli,'
ed. R. A. Lipsius and U.
Bonnet, Leipzig, 1S91-1903, pt. ii. vol. i. p. 166
Vidit (Satanas)
se exclusum, et alterum sibi
an^elum apostolicum, qui Mamona

Acta Apostolorujn Apocrypha,

in

'

:

dicitur, sociavit, et protulit immensa pondera auri argenti
gemmarum et omnem gloriam qua est in hoo seculo et dixit
ei

:

Haec omnia

tibi

dabo

si

adoraveris me.'

MANA
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manifested, where it resides, aud wlience it comes
and (6) practical, involving the methods by whicli
it is sou.t;lit to turn the supposed fact of its existence to iiuman ail vantage.
Mana is defined by
Theoretical aspect.
(rt)
Codrington thus
It is a power or influence, not physical, and in a way super;

—

:

*

natural ; but it shews itself in physical force, or in any kind of
power or excellence which a man possesses. This )na/ta is not
fixed in anythiufr, and can be conveyed in almost anything ; hut
spirits, whether disembodied soiUs or supernatural beings, have
it and can impart it ; and it essentiallj' belongs to personal
beings to originate it, though it may act through the medium
of water, or a stone, or a bone* (p. 119 n.)Or, again, he
*
describes it as a force altogether distinct from physical power,
and
in
all
kinds
of
for
which acts
evil, and which it
ways
good
'
is of the greatest advantage to possess or control (p. 118 n.).

In this account three points are specially to be
noted (1) that the power or excellence for which
mana stands is in a w!iy supernatural,' namelj',
:

'

what work:, to eli'cct everj'thing
bej'ond the ordinary power of men, outside the common processes of nature' (p. 118)
(2)
that, even if it be in itself imperson.il, resembling
a contagion, or such a force as eleetricitj', in that
it
it can liave a material object for its vehicle,
essentially belongs to personal beings to originate
acts in all kinds of ways for good
it
(3) that it
and evil,' or, in other words, may he used 'to
in so far as

which

it is

'

is

;

'

'

'

;

and enemies' (p. 200),
thus indiscriminately at the service of reSo much for the nature
ligion or of the black art.
attributed to mana which, be it noted, is noun,
adjective, or verb, since it is equally a property,
It may next be shown how such
quality, or state.
an attribution is a result of experience and sometimes even of experiment.
If a man has been successful in fighting, it has not been bis
benefit or to afHict friends

and

is

—

*

natural strtngth of arm, quickness of eye, or readiness of resource that lios won success he has certainly got the viana of
a spirit or of some deceased warrior to empower hira, conveyed
in an amulet of a stone round his neck, or a tuft of leaves in his
belt, in a tooth hung ujwn a finger of his bow hand, or in the
form of words with which he brings supernatural assistance to
--iiisaide.
If a man's pigs multiply, and his gardens are productive, it is not because he is industrious and looks after his
property, but because of the stones full of viana for pigs and
yams that he possesses. Of course a yam naturally grows when
planted, that is well known, but it will not be very large unless
inana comes into play a canoe will not be swift unless mana
be brought to bear upon it, a net will not catch many fish, nor
an arrow inflict a mortal wound (p. 120).
;

;

'

Moreo\'er, in this matter the native

mind proceeds

logically enough by the method of hypothesis and
verification.
A man comes by chance upon a stone which takes his fancy
*

;

itfi

shape

common

is singular,
stone, there

it

is like

something,

must be ^nana

in

it.

it is

certainly not a

So he argues with

himself and he puts it to the proof ; he liys it at the root of a
tree to the fruit of which it has a certain resemblance, or he
buries it in the ground when he plants his garden ; an abundant
crop on the tree or in the garden shews that he is right, the
stone is inana, has that power in it' (p. 119).

Hypothesis and verification even lurk behind the
forms of prayer.
Thus at

Florida, one of the Solomon Islands, a fisherman
addresses Daula, a tijidah, or gho.it, connected with the frigate'
bird, in these woriU : If thou art powerful, mana,
Daula,
put a fish or two into this net and let them die there.' If he
makes a good catch, he thereupon exclaims, 'Powerful, mana,
is

the tindalo of the net

'

(p.

l-lti).

Again, the heir of a famous chief must live up to
the reputation of his predecessor, or society decides
that the mana has ileparted (p. 52).
For instance, a man claimed to have received from the ghost
of a late chief, a very great man, a stone for producing pigs
together with the rnaita chant for working the stone; the
people were ready enough to believe this, but the stone proved
unproductive of pigs, and so the departed chief had no spiritual
successor (p.

57^.

pass on to the question who or what may act
as a host or vehicle of mana, it is plain from the
foregoing examples that it may resiile (though
always conditionally and, as it were, b^' favour)
either in a man or in a thing.
For a man to have
mana and to be great are convertible terms.

To

To rise from step to step [in the Suqc, i.e. secret society or
club] money is w.anlcd, and food and pigs ; no one can get these
unless he has mana tor it therefore as mana gets a man on in
the Su/Jf, so every one high in the Suqe is certainly a man with
mana, and a man of authority, a great man, one who may l>e
In the after-life, too, 'the
called a chief (p. 103; cf. p. lia).
ghost who is to be worshipped is the spirit of a man who in his
lifetime had mana in him ; the souls of common men are the
common herd of ghosts, nobodies alike before antl after death.
The supernatural power abiding in the powerful living man
abides in his ghost after death, with increased vigour and more
ease of movement' (p. 125).
'

;

'

As

for the matia associated with inanimate things,
the following example will show how it may come
to be attributed.
If a man came upon a large stone with a number of small
ones beneath it, lying like a sow among her litter, lie was sure
that to offer money upon it would bring pigs,' and such a stone
'

would be thought to have mana (pp. ISl, 183).
Moreover, the mana (herein, as has been said, resembling a contagion, or such a force as electricity)
may be transmitted by one thing to another.
Thus, to make sunshine, certain leaves are held over a fire, and
a song is sung to give mana to the fire, which gives mana to
the lea^es, so that, when the latter are hung high upon a tree,
the wind may blow abroad the mana derived from the fire, and
sunshine

may

result (p. 'JOG

f.).

In other cases, the tnana is seen to lend itself not
only to transmission, but likewise to a sort of

accumulation.
To make rain, leaves that are mana for this purpose are
caused to ferment so that a steam charged with mana may rise
up to make clouds, and at the same time a stone that is mana
for rain is placed among them to assist the process (p. 201).
It remains to notice the native theory of the
ultimate source of mana. It has already been
noted that, according to Codrington, it essentially
belongs to personal beings to originate it' (p. 119n.)
namely, to a dead man's ghost, a spirit (which
'

—

first), or a living man
of the living man to originate
mana is, however, somewhat doubtful, inasmuch
as, if a man has mana, it resides in his spiritual

was incorporeal from the
(p. 151).

The claim

'

part,' which .after death becomes a ghost, while,
for the rest, it is permissible only to say that a

man has mana, not that he is mana, as can be said
In short, the native
of a ghost or spirit (p. 191).
theorist would seem to have arrived at the view

that mana, being something supernatural (to use
Codrington's own term), must ultimately come
from pre-eminently supernatural personalities such
as ghosts or spirits. The existence of such a view,
however, need not blind us to the fact that it is
the man who does great things in his lifetime that
is after death supposed to be a ghost with mana, a
fighting man's ghost, for instance, being known
specifically as a keraino, or ghost of killing, and
hence much prized as a spiritual ally who can give
mana (p. 133). Similarly, it is because the stone
with little stones round it is like a sow among her
and the
litter that it is credited with mana
doctrine that it belongs to spirits (p. 183) is, clearly,
but an explanatory after-thought. Thus neither
animism (in Tylor's sense of the belief in spiritual
beings') nor even animatism (the attribution of
life and personality) would seem to be essentially
involved in the naive experience of the wonderworking thing, whatever be the last word of native
theory on the subject.
It must be allowed, however, that, if mana does
not necessarily imply personality in the case of the
;

'

thing with mana, it is none (lie less perfectly
capable of co-existing with it, as in the case of the
and, being itself something
living man with mana
indwelling, comes to he intimately associated with
the indwelling 'spiritual part.' In this waymana
and its derivatives have come in various Polynesian
dialects to supj)ly all that is needed in the way of
a psychological vocabulary, standing not merely
for 'heart' ami Iwlly,' but for the interior man
and all therein comprised, nanielj', 'desire,' 'love,'
wish,' and feelings' generally, as also thought'
and belief,' and even in some sense conscience
;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

MANA
aud

'

'

soul
(see E. Tregear, Maori-Pvlyncsian
CoMparative Dictionary, s.v. 'Mana'). Even if,
mana
thus in certain contexts almost
however,
amounts to what we term 'personality,' it musL be
rememboreil that, according to the native view,
such personality is transmissible (just as we are
liable to think of a man's— say, an artist's— person-
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account leads one to suspect, that in Melanesia
mana has been more or less successfully incorporated in an animistic system, so that its ultimate
soiu'ce is usually supi^osed to be a ghost or spirit,
that is no reason why, for the general purposes of
comparative science, mana should not be taken to

cover all cases of magico-religious efficacy, whether
the efficacy be conceived as automatic or derived,
i.e., as proceeding immediately from the nature of
the sacred person or thing, or mediately because a
operative
may
makes or owns or leaves behind him at death.
ghost or spirit has put it into the person or thing
Meanwhile, the simplest way of
Codrington roundly de- in question.
(b) Practical aspect.
consists in
all Melanesian religion
clares that
ascertaining what modifications, if any, need to be
local meaning of mana in order
getting mana for oneself or getting it used for imported into the
that the term may be employed generically, so as
one's benefit— all religion, that is, so far as reAs he shows by to cover analogous ideas hailing from a variety of
ligious practices go (p. 119 n.).
numerous examples, to obtain mana is the object other cultural areas, will be to review sundry
to which all prayers and sacrifices are directed.
examples of such kindred notions.
This word is Iroquoian, belonging
(1) Orcnda.
Or, again, as can be gathered from Tregear's Dicto the Huron dialect, and appationary, mana may be used to express the perform- more especially
ance of miracles, the exertion of a gift of healing, rently has the literal sense of chant or song,'
the interpretation of omens, an act of prophecy, in whence it comes to stand for the mystic power put
short, all the manifestations of a wonder-working forth by means of a magic song or in any other
Thus we are near the
))eneficence which a religious man may aspire to magico-religious way.
set in motion. -tJiTlhe other hand, mana is a twooriginal meaning when we find one who exerts his
edged sword which may just as readily be employed (jrcnda as the regular expression for a soothsayer,
Those who have the or hear of the orencla of the cicada, which is
in the service of maleticence.
inana to produce wind or calm, sunshine or rain, known as the maize-ripener beoause,il it sings
are wont to turn it either way as it is made worth in the early morning, a hot day follows. Not only
Heal- tlie soothsayer, however, but the mighty hunter
their while to turn it (Codrington, p. 200).
likewise, or he who succeeds in a game of skill or
ing medicine and poison are alike mana (ib. pp.
As Tregear's citation of phrases shows, of chance, is credited with great orenda, though,
198, 308).
accident and misfortune, cursing and intimidation, if the hunter fails, or the gambler is worsted, then
involve the exercise of mana no less than does any his orenda has been thwarted by the greater
and every form of blessing. In short, all traffick- orenda of the game or of the rival plaj'er (J. N. B.
American, Anthropologist, new .ser., iv.
ings with the unseen and occult, whether licit or Hewitt,
and, just as electrical energy [1902] 38 f.). Indeed, everybody and everything
illicit, involve mana
may Ije exploited alike in the public service and would seem to have orenda In some degree, the
with criminal intent, so mana lends itself to the world being regarded as a sort of battle-ground
each
manipulation of th,e expert, be his motive moral or wliere unequal forces are matched against
the reverse. Further, whatever is mana is like- other, and the strongest obtains his desire ('he is
wise, in a complementary aspect, not to be lightl3' arrayed in his orenda is the regular way of exhe hopes [»6. p. 39]), while the weaker
approached,' or, as we find it convenient for com- pressing
must submit (' he lays down his orenda is equivatabu,' though, in
parative purposes to say,
=
Melanesia at all events, the word tambu ( tahu, lent to he prays {ib. p. 40]). Whether it implies
whereas at one
tapu) has a rather different sense, implying human personality may be doubted for,
sanction and prohibition, the saci-edness involving end of the scale it is associated with personal
a supernatural sanction being rendered i-ather by activities such as singing, charming, praying, hoping, and so forth, and sometimes almost amounts
roncfo, or, where it is held to be especially severe,
by buto {ib. p. 215 cf. pp. 190, 31). Whatever has to intelligence,' as when it is said of a shy animal
magico-religious value in any degree is treated that its orenda is acute (ib. p. 39), at the other end
with more or less of awe, not to say fear, because of the scale we find it attributed freely to trees,
in a corresponding degree it has supernatural
plants, stones, meteors, water, a cloud, a storm, or
power which it is liable to exercise on the unwary again to medicine, to a ceremony, and so forth (ib.
Sometimes orenda seems to come^
witli such effects as usxially attend the careless
pp. 33, 41, etc.).
liandllng of something extremely potent. In sheer near to what we should term will-power, and
doubtless such will-power is freel}- attributed to
self-protection, then, the profane, that is to say,
as when
ordinary folk in their ordinary manner of life, what we consider to be inanimate objects,
it is making its orenda is said indifi'ercntly of an
observe a number of tabus towards the person or
Dut something that is mana. Meanwhile, conversely, such animal in a rage or of a storm brewing.
tabu may be looked upon as helping to keep the times the orenda would seem to act automatically
wills
those
who seek
of
the
of
holy person or thing inviolate, or guarding the and independently
mana from desecrating influences that will some- to bring it into action, as when the condolence
how spoil its efficacy.
ceremony, whereby a sort of figurative resurrection
is accorded to a dead chief, has to be performed in
2. Scientific meaning of mana.— It remains to
determine what mana may appropriately mean winter lest its association with death should exert
when used as a class-name of world-wide applica- an evil orenda on the crops (ib. p. 34). For the
Just as tabu has been turned into a general rest, orenda may work eitlier for good or for evil,
tion.
used to
category standing for any prohibition resting on a though a separate word otgon may be
bad kind of orenda, and is
magico-religious sanction, despite the fact that in denote the specifically
Melanesia another shade of meaning apparently actually displacing the more general term, as if
attaches to the term, so matin has of late obtained the malign aspect of its manifestations made the
a wide currency as a general name for the power more lasting impression on the tribal mind (ib. p.
See, further, art. Orenda.
attributed to sacred persons and things, and is so 37 n.).
This Siouan word is strictly
used without reference to the particular associa(2) WaJcan.
tions which may have gathered round the word in
parallel to orenda, and stands for all power which
this or that part of the Pacific region.
Thus, even makes or brings to pass.' It may conie near to
tlie idea of will-power, as in the Omaha act of
if it be true, as'Codrington's somewhat guarded
intina
ality as attaching to his work), so that the
as the realized personality of a powerful indi\idual
be
through the medium of what he

—

'

'

—

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

;

'

'

'

'

—

'
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'

'

loa-zhln-dhe-dhe, tlie sending of power by tiny in^
in the
to an absent friend engajjed in war,
On the 'itlier hand,
chase, or in a. game of skUl.

t

menstrual blood

is

wakan (whence the nudity
Schoolcraft, Indian
1853-57, v. 70 [see A. C.
Assoc, for Adv. of Science,

charm described by H. R.
Tribes, Philadelphia,

Fletcher, Proc.

Amer.

In short, the term may be applied
indifferently to a shaman, to sun, moon, thunder,
to animals and trees, to fetishes and ceremonial
objects of all sorts, and, in fact, to anything that
J AlcGee,
exhibits wonder-working power (cf.
15 IiBEW[l891] 182).
1S97, p. 326]).

W

—

Here once more we have an
(3) Manitu.
Algonquian word that is generically identical in
meaning with orcndn or wakan. It is primariiy
an impersonal substantive for in the Algonquian
dialect a rigid distinction of gender is made between things with life and things without life
and, when manitii stands for a virtue or property,
the form expressive of inanimate gender is used,
when the property becomes identified
though,
with objects in nature, the gender becomes obscure
and confused' (W. Jones, AJFL xviii. [1905]
183 f.). The following account by an Indian of the
Fox tribe of the benelicent effects of the sweat;

;

'

lodge brings out very clearly the non-personal
nature of the force set in motion by a man for his
personal betterment ; he might almost as well be
describing an electric bath.
'
Often one wil! cut oneself o%-er the arms and legs ... it is
done to open up many passages for the manitou to pass into the
Tlie manitou comes from its place of abode in the
I>ody.
stone.
It becomes aroused by the heat of the fire,
proceeds out of the stone when the water is sprinkled upon it,
and in the steam it enters the body,
and imparts some of
its nature to the body.
That is why one feels so well after
.

.

.

.

.

having been in the sweat-lodge

'

(ib. p.

.

.

.

.

183

f.).

Manitu.
Hasina. — This word

See, further, art.

is used in Madagascar
power or virtue which makes a thing
unusually good and effective, such as the efficacy
of a remedy, the power of a prophecy to come true,
the virtue residing in an amulet or in a spell, the
sanctity of holy persons and things, and so on.
Hasina belongs in a high degree to the king, seeing that he is bom in a family which has it, and
is strengthened
by the ceremonies of people having
Hence
it, such as sorcerers and his own relatives.

(4)

to express the

his hasiiia, being highly contagious, is apt to cause
his subjects to fall ill and die, if they but touch

him.

He

dare not even speak to them, save
through an intermediary. Meanwhile it is his
duty to guard his hasina intact for the public good,
so that A. van Gennep is probably right in regarding such a tabu as that whicli prohibits the subject
from entering the court of the palace with his hat
on his head as a fady ( = tabu) de conservation
(Tabouettotimismed Madagascar, p. 17). Indeed,
the native theory of kingship turns entirely on
this notion of hasina.
Thus, at the king's enthronement, the monarch-elect stands on a sacred
stone charged with hasina and cries aloud to the
Have I, have I, have I the power ? ',
people,
to which they reply, 'The power is thine' (ib.
p.
Taxes paid to the king are called hnsina,^.
82).
derived
from
firstfruits
and hence inherently
being
Even when the king is
sacred, in fact, a tithe.
his
transmits
its
hasina
to the place of
dead,
body
the grave, which is henceforward sacred {ib. p. 104).
It m.ay even be, as van
Gennep suggests, that the
'

royal practice of strict endogamy, which was
carried as far as sister-marriage, was due to the
desire to keep the hasina in the family {ib. p. 162).

Hasina

however, by no means the exclusive
Nobles have it too, but in
less degree.
Even common men have some, and
the very animals, trees, and stones have their
share likewise. Hasina, in short, is relative. If
is,

property of the king.

I

plant something in

my

hasini-i.

my lield,

Another

I

it some of
therefore respect

put luto

liian will

it, unless he feel his hajiina to be greater, in which
case he can receive no harm {ib. p. 18). Meanwhile
I shall do well to fortify myself by protecting
my
property with amulets full of hasina, these often
amounting to veritable boundary-stones (ib. p. 186).
For the rest, whatever is sacred has hasina and
fortius reason is likewise /af/'/, or tabu, so that,
for instance, the stranger who has hasina, and is
therefore fady, must be received with rites of
admission the object of which is dUabouer, to
remove the tabu {ib. pp. 40, 46).
(5) Baraka.— This is the term used in Jloroeco
to describe the holiness attributed to saints,' male
or female, as well as to places and natural objects,
which are, however, thought of as deriving their
holiness from the saint.
The name styid {i.e.
'

'

'

saint,' is meanwhile bestowed impartially
on person or place, implying a certain 'confusion
of categories' (E. Westermarck, in Anthrop.
Essays preseniid to Tylor, London, 1907, p. 368).
To secure that the power shall be exercised in his
'

sayyid),

favour, the Arab puts a conditional curse {'dr)
upon the saint by throwing a stone on the cairn
marking his tomb, or by tying a rag near by.
The most efficient conductor of such a curse is,
however, the blood shed in a sacrifice, for the blood
contains baraka, supernatural energy, in itself, and
hence lends potency on its own account to the curse

with which it is loaded {ib. p. 365). Baralca is,
however, by no means necessarily noxious (as it is
when it provides the sting of a curse) ; for it stands
equally for the blessing, V-baraka del 'id, 'the
benign virtue of the feast,' which flows from the
sacrificial meal, and is further distributed among
the worshippers by a man clothed in the victim's
skin (Westermarck, 3fl i. 445). Or, to take another example, the baraka inherent in the Moorish
bride implies not only beneficial energy, but also
a seed of evil or an element of danger,' so that
people partake of her dried fruit to rid themselves
of evil on account of her baraka, even while they
regard a gift from her as bringing a blessing, and
likewise suppose her baraka to give efficacy to the
ceremonies practised with a view to producing rain
for the good of the crops (Westermarck, Marriage
Ceremonies in Morocco, London, 1914, p. 360 ff.).
This word among the Kabi tribe
(6) Manngiir.
of Queensland is used to express the
vitality
with which the doctor is full and whereby he
'

—

'

'

He is also known as muru
effects his miracles.
muru, 'the man full of life' {mtiriiharnan, 'to

The force that pervades him is conceived,
hylomorphically, as a number of those magic
crystals wliich are so much in evidence when he
engages in his acts of healing. As a native ^ntness
put it, always pebbles in his inside are. In the
hand bones, calves, head, nails (J. Matliew,
\Eaglehau-k and CroiP, London, 1899, p. 191).
J'hese pebbles enter the patient, so that he in turn
Tjecomes manngur bathm, 'full of vitality.' Or,
conversely, the muru mnrv, the man full of life,
sucks out the pebbles which some other ill-disposed
person has put into the victim, so that the latter
recovers, the potency resident in the pebbles being
thus equally capable of killing or curing according
to the intention of tlie powerful man who has
control of them (ib. p. 191 f ). Or the medicine-man
may relieve his patient by drawing out the evil by
means of a rope, and such a rope he obtains from
Dhakkan, the rainbow, whoishimself»na«»(7ur!(5r«r
(superlative of jnanngur), superlatively potent (ib.
live').

'

'

.

p. 192).

These examples, which might be multiplied

show that there

in-

a widespread tendency on the part of the peoples of the
lower culture to isolate in thought and invest with
definitely, will suffice to

is

MANA
a more or

less indopyiuleiit

being of

own

its

the notion of spirit is a question that need not be
In any case it would be quite beside
raised here.
the mark to seek to assign exact relations of
two ideas,
logical priority and posteriority to these
of confusion,
seeing that savage doctrine is tolerant
not to say downright contradiction, and uses the
one or the other conception alternatively or in
manifold conjunction as a particular situation may
to suggest.

it will be more profitable to indicate
shortly what general purposes of theory are served
by reference to the group of ideas for which mana
may by convention be allowed to stand when used
in its scientific as distinguished from its purely,
In the first place, ynana usefully calls
local sense.
attention to the element which magic and religion

Here, then,

in common.
Among savages my religion
corresponds roughly to whatever sj-stem of rites is
resorted to by the community in general for selfor
preservation in the face of all the dangers, real
imaginary, that beset them. If you are a member
of another tribe in perpetual strife with mine,
I am not disinterested enough to attribute to you
any religion worth speaking of, even if your rites
bear the closest family resemblance to mine but
rather incline to pay you the compliment of
supposing you to wield a most malignant magic, in
of
proportion as I feel respect for your power
and
getting the better o^f me. It is a case of me
my gods against yon and your devils. Gods or
devils, however, they have power alike, and to the
stronger power, whichever it be, the victory goes.
Similarly, within the tribe a particular individual
may have recourse to mystic rites to help a public
cause or to help himself in a way of which the
public approves, or contrariwise in order to wreak
In the former
his private spite on his neighbour.
case he is behaving piously, in the latter he shows
himself a wizard and deserves to die tha death
bnt in either case indifierently a wonder-workingpower is set in motion. Mana, then, as representing what may be bi-oadly described as the element
of the miraculous, enables theory to treat the
magico-religious as a unity in difference, the unity
consisting in wonder-working power and the difference in tlie social or anti-social use to which it is
put by the rival systems. In the second place,
mana, taken together with tabu, provides a
minimum definition of the magico-religious, such>
a delimitation coinciding accurately with the distinction which the savage both in theoi-y and in
of the superpractice draws between the world
natural and the world of the workaday and
ordinary. Whatever else it may be as well, and
however diverse the characters it may otherwise
wear, the magico-religious in all its manifestations
is always hedged round with respect because of the
potency inherent in it. Tabu and mana always
can stand by
imply each other, so that either
Thus tapu
itself for the whole two-sided notion.
{=tabu) was 'a general name for the system of
Conreligion' in Hawaii (Tregear, s.v. 'Tapu').
versely, wakan, a word of the mana type, is_ translated by McGee niystery,' because the notions of
'
power,' sacred,' 'ancient,' grandeur,' animate,'
•immortal all fall alike within the wide circle of its

have

;

;

'

'

'

'

'

implications (IS

RBEW,

p. 183).

itself offers the more adequate characterization of the nature of the magico-religious, since
it reveals the positive ground of the negative
attitude of fear and shrinking which tabu involves.
It only remains to add that, having by means of
such terms expressed tbe generic characters of the
class of objects to which magic and religion relate,
the anthropologist is merely on the threshold of
his task, and must go on to distinguish by means
of fresh terms of narrower connotation the specific
types in which this class abounds. Tliirdly, martS,'\
is well suited to express that aspect of the magicoreligions or sacred in which it appears as a transThus van Gennep
missible force or influence.
shows the notion of hasina, which is of the mana
type, to be closely bound up with that of tohina,
contagion (Tabou et totimisme, p. 17). The idea of
spirit, on the other hand, does not lend itself so
readily to the representation of such transmissibility or infectiousness on the part of what is
sacred, except where some sort of dual personality
is manifested, as in the case of what is kno\\Ti as
inspiration.' Meanwhile the passing on of sacred-

taken by

the

whereby a holy person or thing proves his
holiness by means of action supremely
Modern
efficacious, whether for ^'ood or for evil.
anthropology lays great stress on this notion of
the savage (whether it be conceived and expressed
by him with full explicitness or not), because it
appears to stand for something which lies at the
very centre of what he feels, thinks, and does in
regard to the supernatural and unseen. Whether
it is more or less central and fundamental than
jiower
or its

seem
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Mana, however,

'

ness between one person and another, one thing
and another, or a person and a thing in either
direction, is a constant feature of primitive belief,
corresponding as it does to that play of association
to which the uncritical mind is prone, more especially when rendered suggestible by emotional
excitement. Thus, in the Melanesian charm for
sunshine, the operator's desire, as expressed in his
song, starts a train of actions the lighting of a
fire, then tlie placing of leaves therein to warm
them, then the hanging of the leaves upon a tree
and the
to impart their warmth to the wind
whole iirocess is interpreted in terms of the transmissibility of mana, from the song to the fire, the
fire to the leaves, the leaves to the wind, the wind
to the sun, in strict accordance with the associational flow of the interest (cf. Codrington,
Melanesians, p. 201). i^astly, mana is the term
best suited to express magico-religious value as
and ritual, as
realized in and through ritual
Robertson Smith has shown once for all, comes
before belief in order of importance for the peoples
If mana is, regarded in
of the lower culture.

—

;

;

an impersonal and quasi-mechanical force
operating on its own account, even though personal
ijeings may have set it in motion, this is largely
because a more or less automatic efficacy is im.puted to ritual as such. Whereas the reason and
conscious design that are immanent in the ritual
are at most but dimly apprehended, the rite itself,
on the other hand, stands out clearly as something
that can be seen and enacted, and thus acquires
independent value. Whatever it may exactly
mean, at all events it works. Thus the ideas of
mana and of ritualistic control go very closely
together, the former being little else than a proof objects,
jection of the latter into the world
which are thought of as so many foci in a system
of partly co-operating and partly conflicting conAnd so it is also with the civilized man's
trols.
notion of luck, wliich is a genuine, though degiaded, member of the m^ina group of conceptions.
Those who still hold to a belief in luck are precisely those who likewise believe in the possibility

;
'

itself,

of controlling

it.

LiTBKATFRE.— For the local use of the word 7itano the tociM
classims is R. H. Codringrton, The Melanesians, Oxford, 1891.
Cf. also E. Tregear, Maori-Polynesian Comparative DictionFor the kindred
ari), Wellinfton, N.Z., 1S91, a.v. 'Mana.'
words, orcnda, wakan, etc., see the references given above
ft
totimisme
A
A. van Gennep, Taboii
Madagascar, Paris, 1904,
deals with hasiiia in strict relation to the local context, yet in
a broad way that suggests interesting applications to general
theory. On the scientific use of the term see various essays,
tlie earliest going back to 1S99, by R. R. Marett, reprinted in
The Threshold of Religion-, London, 1914. In 1904 Marett,
'
in Prom Spell to Prayer," ib., and H. Hubert and M. Mauss,

:
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historical treatises, which are intei'spcrscd with
All these comrevelations, praters, and hymns.
ponents, so varied in their matter, may bo calle<l
'
of
tractates,'
only by way
having a uni-

iiudta llic l.n>,.s.\ i liivr.ty ol
vli., iiulcpcml' .lUv niaile
See also I. King. Tha Dfudopmait 0/ iicdjioii. New
Leuba, .1 PKiichologicat Sludij of
1910. and J.
with the 8ul)jccl
Religion, do. 191-.'. Iniport-int papers dcalnisr
from I'arious points o( view avo E. S. Hartland, Address I"
and Address tn
1906,
British
York,
Association,
Section H,
Section I, 3rd Internal. Con'irfss for the llitt. 0/ lielitjions.
xvi.
The
(lOOU) no. :i
A.
Monist,
Lovejoy.
Oxford, 1908;
'Soul or Mana,' /,'/i Intemat. Congress for Ihc
V.

in

ASoc.

lUMlc

H

Yah,

though
form term by wliicii they

Gronbech,

Hist, of Reli'jions,

1912; P. Saintyves, La Fn,;-.:
Important books illustrating the thoo-

mana

are L. L6vy-Brulil,
retical aiMilications of the idea of
Les Font-: ians mentates dans Irs sociit^s infer ieurea, Paris, 19(iJ ;
de
la vie religieiise, do.
Formes
dnnentaires
Les
E. Durkheim,
)91'2' J. E. Harrison, Themi-^, Cambiidue, 1912.
K. li.

Marett.

MANCHURIA.— See Shamanism.
MAND^ANS. — Introduction.'— The
I.

Mand-

;

hibits any knowledge of Muhanunad or any trace
of his teaching. As regards the narrative tractates,
we can distinguish between those of more and
those of less importance, the latter having taken
their materials or their themes from the former.

some we find fragments interpolated from older
works not now extant, while not a few are a mere
liatchwork of reumants of what they originally
In

j

'

When all has been said, it cannot be
doubted that these documents of the GcnzA which
and
speak authoritatively of Manda?an thought
sentiment were composed prior to Muhammad's
far from comday, and such later redaction— often
as they have undergone was the work of
jietent
Mandaean priests who were concerned to transmit
in some form to future generations the greatest
contained.

—

])0ssible

the Mand.Tcan religion, as in others, such recitations take tlie place of the incantations that are
no longer permitted, and in conjunction with the
or to ensure the
religious rites they serve to effect
sa.lvation of the soul.
From the time when the Mandaeans began the

texts— their

also
mythological and legendary documents may
be regarded as revelations— the transcribing of
contributheir sacred books, and even a monetary
tion to the expense of such labour, ranked among
them as a work which could purge from sin
hence not merely priests, but also a considerable
number of laymen, possessed copies. Some of
these were obtained by Christian missionaries from
their converts, and others were bought, with the
result that since the middle of the 17th cent, not
a few Mandtean MSS have found their way into
European libraries. The books are composed in a
ilistinct Semitic idiom, and written in a special
;

2.

Mandaean writings.

— The most valuable, from

the historical point ol view, and— at least in the
main the most ancient portions of Mand.-ean literature are collected in the voluminous Sidrd rabbd
('Great Book') or GenzA ('Thesaurus'), which is
divided into a right and a left part.' This consists
and
largely of theological, mythological, ethical,

—

MR

MS

indicate respecand
In this art. the abbreviations
tively the present writer's Manduische Relujion and Manddische
of
the
Literature.
cited
at
the
end
SchrifUn,
HA transcription of a complete MS with a list of variants
(ram tbret others, executed by U. Petcrniann, was published
1

which

;

were few and by no means sumptuous, as well as
that of performing certain rites on behalf of inAt these
dividual members of the community.
functions it was their regular task to recite a
number of extracts from the sacred books. In

script.

blessings,'

The
posed in the early years of the 8th cent. A.D.
short tractate, xi'x. I!, speaks of Mahamat the Arab
(.Muhammad) a.s one who had lived at least from
To the
two to three generations in the past.
much more important i. and ii. R, however,
notices referring to Muhammad have been attached only at" the end, the redactors of these
tractates evidently thinking that they must fill
no other tractate exout the historical sketch

—

their religious

'

The last tractate
have beenhrought together.
Right is the 'King's book,' which contains
a survey of cosmic events as they apjieared to
a Mandeean who expected the end of the world
to take place one hundred and fifty years after the
foundation of tlie Arabic sovereignty, and a.ssigned
to that sovertiriuty a duration of only seventy-one
hence the tractate must have been comyears

claim ouv interest not only tvs being a
sepaiato smvivini^- branch of the Semitic stock,
but .also on .account of their religion, their lanBesides the
guage, and their sacred literature.
records of their religious teachin" and their religious poetry, that literature incluiles fragmentary
remains and revisions of ancient Gnostic speculaAdherents of the Manda;an faith,
tion and myth.
either as larger communities or as distinct family
some forty years ago—
groups, were to be found
and may perhaps still be found— in cities and
smaller market-towns on the lower Euphrates,
the lower Tigris, and the rivers which water the
eastern 'Iraq al-'arabi and the adjacent Persian
province of Khfizistan (Arabi.stan). It is, indeed,
necessary for them to live in the Tieighbourhood of
rivers, since inunersion in flowing water is an
essential, and certainly the most characteristic,
feature of their religious practice.
As far back as our records carry us, we find
them subsisting in very humble conditions, earning
their living as tradesmen
carpenters, smiths,
Upon
locksmiths, goldsmiths— or as shopkeepers.
the
rested
their priests
duty of preparing and
which
the
ceremonials,
public religious
directing

collection of

be enumerated and

of the

ivans

serious

may

the introductory

occur some twenty times, and from postscripts, we
may infer that tlio sixty-four pieces, with three
collections of hymns, were gradually incorporated
in the 'Thesaurus,' now singly, now in groups.
Originally each tractate w.as independent, though
in the very first three or four separate writings

Le.vdcn,

maqiqur, Paris, 1914.

From

cited.

,

I

I

I

amount

of their ancestral literature.

The

formal nucleus or focus of the entire collection is
a manifesto of the Mand.i^nn priesthood to the
community (xxvii. R; cf. Mil, supplement A).
Like the GenzA, the Sidrd d'Yahyd ('The Book
of John'), or DnUn d'nwlke (' Recitations of the
Kings'), more rarely designated Drdii d'Yahyd
('Recitations of John'),' is also a collection of
tractates,

many

of

which have come down

in

an

form.
incomplete, or at least in a corrupt, textual
A considerable number of them relate to the exof John the Baptist.
jieriences and the teachings
l.'Ue book also contains narratives (c.3., one about
the fisher of souls'), instructions in conversational
form, etc. The diction is still good, but the legend
of the baptizer of the Jordan, who is mentioned
as a
only once in the Gcnzd, where he is described
is here brought
truly wise and devout prophet,
down to the sphere of popular taste, and expounded
with entertaining stories. The older form of his
name, 'YOhannfl,' is superseded by the Arabic
facts we infer
Yahyft (cf. § 40), and from these
that the contents of this collection arc of conof the great
siderably later origin than those
Thesaurus.'
The Qola.std is a volume containing the liturgies
for the annual baptismal festival and the service
'

'

'

'

in lithogruphi'ls',7.

We

form as Thesaurtu sine liber maijmts, I.cipzi^f,
from this ed., usinn the letters B and Ii
accom-

shall cite

riKht and left parts respectively, while the
panying figures will indicate the patje and line. The rightiL.uid pages are for the living, the left-hand for the dead.

for the

'

ed.

M. Lidzliarski, Das Johannesbuch <Ur Mandaer,
a second vol., with tr., is promised for 1816.

Uiessen, 1905

;

1.,

MAND^ANS
the dead {masstyjtd)^
Its poetical sections,
which are intended to be recited as lij'mns or
prayers, are worthy to stand lieside the songs in
the GenzA, though tliey are possiblj' not so ancient.
for

The

liturgical

directions attached to

them are

certainly of much later origin, being the work of
writers w!io were not familiar with the [jure form
of the Mandsean language.
The same statement
liolds good of the two sections of the Marriage

Ritual, which has not yet been printed, though
there are MSS of it in Oxford.
To the liturgical rubrics of the two works just
mentioned corresponds the Divan preserved in the

The name diviii>
work written on
The Paris example is

Bibliothfeque Nationale in Paris.
is given by the Mandseans to a

one long strip of paper.
136 X 6 cm., and gives the procedure
expiation of ceremonial offences

Mandaisrhe Grammatik,

now

in

\>,

xxiv).

the Vatican Library,

(cf.

for the
T. Noldeke,

Another Dtvuii,

76

is

metres

in

length, and consists of a series of sketches representing the halting-places through which the soul
of a deceased Manda'an must pass in its ascent
(cf. § 28), and, at its destination, the scales and the

throne of Abater. Its numerous figures have been
drawn mainly mth ruler and compass, and might
be the work of a child's hand, while some parts of
the text found between or at the side of the iigures
have been rendered illegible by stains and dilapidation of the paper.
The Latin notes added by
Ignatius a Jesu to explain the figures sometimes
do not agree at all with the original text, and at
certain points there is convincing evidence that
the missionary could not read a word of the
Mandi'can language.
It would appear that he
had the work explained to him by one of I'.is
converts, but that he frequently failed to understand his informant, and made fiesh enors in
writing his notes.^
Another Mandsean work, one main division of
which bears the tftle Asfar malwASi ('Book of
the zodiacal Constellations '), is found in the Koyal
Library of Berlin.
Accordin:^ to Noldeke (loc. cit.), *it ia a compilatiou, containing all sorts of astrological material of very diverse dat«,
and translated in part from Arabic and Pei-sian ; portions of it
are of Jewish origin.'

Mention should also be made of the recently
discovered earthenware bowls witli Manda?an inscriptions intended to a\ert a curse or an evil
They furni.sh melancholy evidence of the
spell.'
complete decay of Manda-an theology.
3. The Mandaean language.— The idiom in which
this literature is composed is recognized by Noldeke as of importance for the study of the Seniitic
languages it is the form of Aramaic which developed in lower Babylonia, and its nearest congener is the special dialect of the Talmud Babhli
;

the Aramaic of Upper Babylonia). The script
has the advantage of expressing
the vowel-sounds by letters, and does not require
A correct interpretation of the
diacritical signs.
texts at least so far as they are accurately writ ten
and in good preservation has been made possible
by the grammar which Noldeke has drawn up from
(i.e.

(see below, § 19)

—

—

them (Mandaisc/w Grammatik).

—

Ignatius a Jesu, who, as a
4. Translations.
missionary in Basra in the 17th cent., was iu close

A

transcribed and ed., with variant
readings, by J. Eutinf?, was published as Qolnsta udtr Gesdnoe
vmi Lekren voii der Tuufc und dem AuSQanij (erroneously, the
1

copy, beautifully

original having;, not Nnp'SWD, 'exit,' but xnp'DKD, 'ascent')
der Sedf, Stuttgart, 1867.
- A
photograjthic facsimile of this Dlvdn, ed. J. Euting, was
published at Strassburg, 1904.
H. Pognon, Uiie Incanlathn contre leg g^nies mftlfaisants en
-''

Mandaite, Paris, 1893, and I n.'^cniJtiom mdndaitesdes coupfa de
Khoualnr, do. 1897-99 cf. W. Lidzbarski, Mandaische Zaubertexte,' in Ephemeris /iir semitische Epiijraphik, i. [190-1 S9-10ti.
A few Mandatan texts are to be found in J. A. Montgomery,
Aramaic Incantation-Texts from Nippur, Philadelphia, 1913.
*

;
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contact with Manda-ans for nearly thirty years,
simply says that he had some knowledge of their
language, while his successor, Angelusab. Josepho,
thought himself able to furnish the key to their
The material extracted by the learned
writings.

-Maronite, Abraham Echellensis, from three Mandican books, and given to the public in a work
printed in 1660 at Rome, tliat scholar had doubtless succeeded in reading witli the assistance of
Mandjean converts then resident in Borne (cf. MH,
From the same period come three renderp. 5f.).
ings of the supposed Mand;ean baptismal formula,
but these show how utterly bewildered the translators were even with the first line of the MandEean
books, for it is in reality their introductory formula. Later essays in translation, the most notable
of which were the arbitrarily conjectural version
by M. Norberg and the more careful but still very
erroneous studies of G. W. Lorsbach, are considered
in some detail in MS, pp. xiv-xi.x.
In the latter
half of the 19th cent, it also transpired that there
was no such traditional interpretation as scholars
had expected to find in the hands of the Maudwan
priests (cf. ME, pp. 7-20). The specimens of translation ofl'ered by H. Petermann simply repeat the
errors of Norberg {ib. pp. 99, 186, 214, 234).
Even with Noldeke's Grammar at our disposal,
there are still serious obstacles to a complete translation of the Mandsean writings.
These contain
a large number of expressions which we can interpret only conjecturally or else not at all ; some
appear to be Persian in origin, but there are also
a number of genuine Aramaic words whose usage
in other dialects does not suit their Mandsean
context, while in other cases the context does not
clearly show which modification of meaning has
been developed fioin their etymological root. In
some instances, again, it is obvious that words and
phrases have acquired a theological or ritual sense

which

is not clearly determinable.
All this, however, has to do with matters of detail ; the course
of thought and most of the constituent elements
H.
lie within the scope of literal reproduction.
Pognon {upp. cift.) has taken the utmost care in
establishing the renderings of the inscriptions,
and has also, in connexion with them, translated
numerous passages in the GenzA and the Qolastd

—

though he, too, has made mistakes.
may be said of 3IS.
5.

Interest of the

Mandaean

texts.

The same

— The largest

and most interesting portion of the Mandsean writings is liturgical and mythological in character.
The myths relate to the origin and nattue of the
world of the gods and that of men, and also to
the religious liistory of mankind. Thej' are not
derived from conceptions of nature, nor did they
originate in the popular mind, but were constructed

in accordance with theological views. The scientific
gains which this vein of liturgy and myth seems
and it is the prospect of such gains
to promise
that draws us to the study of the Mandsean texts
are in the main as follows (a) enlightenment
regarding the meaning of the Mandtean rites (6)
a tenable view of the origin and early histor}' of
tlie Mand;ean religion ; and (c) an advancement of
our knowledge regarding the character of Oriental

—

—

:

;

Gnosis and its religious bearings.
6. General contents of the Sidra rabbi, or
Geoza. In seeking to solve the riddle jnesented
by the Mandseans and their writings, we must
begin with a critical examination of the oldest

—

We

shall, therefore,
portions of their literature.
first direct our attention to the matter found in the
GenzA. There we find a teeming world fabricated

Gods and
religious and theological fantasy.
demons, or beings of like nature, come Ijefore us
with actions and utterances Avhich, almost without
by

exception, relate to the creation of the world, the
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founding of religious, ami the dcoUiiy of tlie human
Not infiequeutly it seems as if one and the
same hoing stood before us under ditrercnl names,
while in other texts the bearers of these names are
found in eoinpany with one another sometimes,
again, a particular action is ascribed to beings of
altogether diverse character, or, as the action of
one and the same being, it is described and characterized with much variation in ilitt'erent texts.
It would be impossible here to .set fortli or unravel
all this, and we shall serk only to give a concise
survey of the most important trains of thought
and imagination to winch the vast variety of tlie
materials may be reduced.
The
7. Ancient Gnostic elements in the Genza.
tractates that first claim our interest, as being
the
are
tliose
wliich
exhibit polyoldest,
probably
theistic beliefs, or are at least ultimately based upon
views.
Someof
these
polytheistic
open v ith speculations regarding the origin of all things, including
the world of the gods, and to this group belong the
soul.

;

—

sections in whicli enianational doctrines are set
forth (ef. MR, p. 24 if.).
Here 'the Great Fruit,'
from which innumerable other fruits have sprung,'
and as a personal divine being ' the Great MAuft
of Glory,' from whom, in like manner, other 'Great
M&nfts liave arisen, are spoken of as primal enti-

—

—

'

Beside the Great Mftna we frequently find
his counterpart,' the radiant ether (ayar ziw6),
or 'the great ether of life' (ayar rabbd d'hayy&),
who appears sometimes as a [jriniitive being, sometimes as one of the first emanations and tHe same
holds good of
the P'irst Life,' also called the
Great Life,' and of the Great Hidden First Nituflii
(i.e. 'drop,' perhaps thought of as a sperm-drop).
In all the sections of this type we read also of the
great Jordan,' which is always represented as a
river of white water, as 'the living water,' 'the
It encircles the
gleaming and lustrous water.'
realm of the ayar, the world inhabited by the higher
beings, and in its descent it is joined by innumerable other Jordans whicli water the cyar-realm
the great
or, again, it traverses that realm as
artery of life.' So unorg.inized is the system, however, that as early as the middle period of the
Genzd we find the personilied figure of Wisdom
making request for revelations as to the gradation
of the liigher beings according to their period and
dignity {MS, p. 202 f. ). Nor do the texts in question present us merely with di\erse elaborations of
a single underlying view, or with various attempts
to reconstruct an imperfectly conceived system
on the contrary, they contain originally divergent
conce]>tions of the origin of things conceptions
either fabricated or gathered from foreign sources
by the Mandasan scliolars themselves at a period
before the transmitted texts were written. Of the
authors of the Genzd it is only the polytheistic
group that have made use of these conceptions.
Of the nanatives describing the creation of the
terrestrial world, some still bear a relation to the
theogonies, the relation being peculiarly close in
the long and important tractate vi. K, which we may
call the Mandaian Genesis.
In this text 'the Life'
calls the Second Life into existence by a request
ties.

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

;

—

'

to

'

spirits

Then

'Second Life' creates for
world, and among the
of this higher realm of seeimd rank (llie

itself.'

itself

'

a second

this

celestial

of the Secon<l Life) arises the idea of
creating a third world, viz. our earth, with inhabitants «ho .should know and worship only the
Second Life, not the First. Then the Great Manfi
of Glory, in order to frustrate this design, calls into
existence the Manda d'hayyC, who was to .see that
the First Life was worshij)ped also upon the earth.

'ulrds

'

ri.

According to
37, viii. S (cf.

Rrf. (=^ P/iihtf>phmnntna) v. I>.
the NaajJsenes, VuleiiUrius, and the

llippolytiiH,
x.

10),

Uocetists had a siniibr idea

(ef. Alii, p.

187

ff.).

In the MandaBan dialect inandd ie a by-fomi of maddd or
midUd, a noun from the root J,'T (of. Nolilcke, Hand. Gramiii.,
p. 75), and Matuld d'kaytjt- is etniivalent to yvCttm tt,^ Ct^^t^,
•the knowledge of life' Buch a knowledge of life as gives one
a portion in lite. The term Mand:oan is a rendering of maiui-

—

'

'

dy&,

yctotrTiKo?.

The

polytheistic strain in Mandsan theology.
the Mand.c.in writers esteem tlie theological specidations of their books as mysterious
and ancient revelations, in their own religious
thinking they retain only the belief in the Great
Life'^or simiily the Life' whom they regard as
the deity of the world of light. They use the word
})ird for the most jiart as equivalent to fruit in
the ordinary sense, and the term ayi(r (uUimately
derived from Gr. a-qp) as <lenoting the air of the
celestial world and the north wind associated with
8.

— While

'

—

'

'

'

The word mdnd (usually =' ves.sel,' 'instrument ') is still found in a group of hymns (L 38-74)
in which the «oul of the Mand;ean asserts its
it.

heritage in the higher world, declaring, I am a
mdiid of the Great Life,' while occasionally an
exalted celestial being is distinguished by the
epithet 'pure nidnd.' At first tlie deity referred
to as 'the Life' is still regarded as a plurality,
being designated the Fathers,' and is thus conceived as a council of gods— though one that is
small and always unanimous,
^'ery soon, however, 'the Life' comes to be spoken of in the
In the polytheistic writers a number of
singular.
other gods appear besides the Life
not, indeed,
as its subordinates, but inferior to it in power and
These are not called gods
prestige.
among the
Manda;ans, in fact, that term was long restricted
to
the
false foreign deities (MR, suppleentirely
ment C) but are referred to each by his pro])er
name. The heavenly beings created for a special
purpose are called 'utr&s {lit. wealth '), as are also
the countless angels who play a more ornamental
'

'

'

'

—

'

'

—

—

'

part.

Far below the realm of ayar lies a world of
darkness
the black water' (mayyd syi'iwe). AVo
are nowhere told that the black water is merely a
portion of the under world, or that it bounds or
covers it, and yet the idea that the under world is
in a liquid condition is quite irreconcilable with a
large number of its features as presented in the

—

'

narratives.
The creation of the earth which lies solid in the
black water, and of the firmament ex;)anded over
it, is ascribed by the writers of this .school to
Ptahil (on whom cf. MS, p. 60 f., note). The characterization of this
demiurge shows a remarkable
degree of variation. Ptahil merely resembles the
and
has arisen out of the black
higher beings,
water
he acts only by permission, or, indeed,
'
upon the authority, of the Life,' and with the
means vouchsafed to him by the latter, but lie
over.steps his orders ; or he lias accepted the proffered liel]! of the evW spirits.
Again, he is in fault
solely because he has not boldly resisted such an
;

once more, lie himself has committed
no transgression, and it is only after he has duW
performed his work that evil comes into the worlil.
evil spirit, or,

The creation of man is wrought in jiart either by
Ptahil or bj' tlie evil .sjiirits, but is left incomplete,
the soul and t he liner organs, or at least the former,
being still lacking. The soul that whicli makes
man live isbreathed into Adam by Mandfi d'hayj'e,
or else brought down from the treasure-house of
'the Life' and placed in vVdam's body by one of
the celestial beings.
By this means, and also by
the fact that the first man was at once enlightened regarding his origin and the true religion,
the design of the subordinate spirits (those 01 the
Second Life) to create a world whose inhabitants

—

—

should belong to them and worslii)i them alone

was

foiled.

The wicked

sjiirits,

however

—of the

'

utrds of

llic

MAND^ANS
Second Life nothing is said even in the 6th tractate
—do not at once accept defeat. By magic they
create all manner of noxious things^poison and
corruption, predatory animals and serpents, devouring tire and earthquake, etc., as well as evil
passions and mingle them with the good creation.
According to vi. R, the first to be deluded by the

—

^vicked ones

was the son

of the first

man {dddm

bar

Mandi

d'hayy^, or his representatives
(Hibil, Sitil, 'En6s), must once more appear to
faith.
fortify and maintain mankind in the true
These evil spirits are the Rfthfi (Jud.-Aram. Knn)
and her children, viz. the spirits of the seven
Prior to
planets and of the twelve zodiacal signs.
the creation of the earth her abode was the region
overlying the black water, and from her and her
sons all evil things have come into the world
demons, founders of false religions, teachers of

Addm)

;

find

—

The Rflha, who also
heresy, and men of violence.
'
'
'
bears the epithet of world-mother or mother of
the world,' bore these children to Cr, the Mandeean
He is a most vildevil, who was himself her son.
lainous creature, and had to be laid under restraint
before the earth and the firmament were created,
'
the reason evidently being that the solidification
of the land in the black water would otjierwise
'

'

have been impossible.

According to

vi.

R,

it

was

Manda d'hajT^fi himself, according to viii. R, it was
his son Hibil ziwa, who cast 'Or to the ground,
loaded him with chains, and set warders over him
or, on another view, immured him in'Ur's own
Detailed accounts of how these
dark realm.
measures were carried out mainly by magic and
trickery— are found in the tractates cited and
viii. R (one of the later portions of the GenzA) relates
further, with reminiscences of Bab. myths, how
the 'fathers' of 'tJr, the lords of three deeper
regions of the under world, were rendered harmless (complete tr. in MS, pp. 137-191).
of the pojy9. Biblical matter in the tractates
The Rftha. and her son Ur,
theistic earlier schqol.
dwelling upon the surface of a watery expanse that
existed before the creation of the solid land, and in
some way interested in that work of creation, since
their names are not Mandaean, but of Heb. origin,
can be none other than the female dtiSk nn who,
according to the opening words of the Heb. Genesis,
brooded upon the face of the waters.' and the
light (liK),' which is said in the same passage to
have been the first work of the creation. The
Gnostic writer here adopts a theory according to
which the light was born of the Rdha (of God), as
were also, subsequently, the lights of the heavens.
The word 'ip, 'call,' as used for 'call into being,'
can be traced t^ the Biblical Genesis, as well as
the names of Adftm and his wife Hawwa, and,
conseiiuently, also that of their son Sitil [i.e. ra-,
lengthened in Mand. to Sti-e*) and the names of the
other two genii Hibil and'En6s. The ex.altation of
Abel (''3'i), slain in his iimocenoe, as Hibil ztwa
seems to tlie present writer to be of later origin
The Heb. narrative of the Fall, in which
(cf. § 14).
knowledge is described as a forbidden fruit, is one
tliat theGnostic author could not use at all, since

—

—

;

—

'

he must have regarded it as direetly in conflict
with the view that the knowledge of good and
evil, of truth and error, was revealed to the first
man immediately after he had received a soul from
the higher worlds, and that that revelation marked
the founding of the true religion.
In connexion with the account of the origin of
the worlds and the true religion, the Manda-an
Genesis refers to the false religions. It states that
all of them, as well as the peoples who profess
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them, were called into existence by the planetary

and that, in particular, Judaism was created
by Sames (' the sun '), whom all people call Adonai.
ITie writer does not mention Christianity by name,
but in the place of Mercury he inserts the Messiah
{Ursihd), of whose followers he says that they all
accuse one another of lying,' and of himself that he
had distorted the teaching of the true religion.

spints,

'

'

'

This reference to the mutually conflicting teachings of the Christian Church (R 120. 7 fi.) comes
doubtless from the hand of the Maiidiean redactor.
10. Possible traces of a Gnosis entirely independent of Christianity. In the texts relating to
the cosmogony (and theogony) there is nothing to
remind us of Christianity except the fact that the
rivers which contain the
living water are each
called 'Jordan.' Among the Jlanda^ans the word
yarclnd is used as an appellative but, as it is not
a native Manda^an formation, this usage is, no
doubt, to be explained by the peculiar respect
accorded to the chief river of Palestine by the
Gnostics, whose writings had been appropriated or
used by the Mandseans. There are certain facts
which lend support to the opinion that the high
honour paid to the river Jordan is of an oliler
standing than the gospel narrative of John the
Baptist and Jesus (cf. MS, p. 16 f., note; Brandt,
Elchasai, p. 154) and upon this point depends the
answer to the question whether the Mand^an
documents show vestiges of a Gnosis that was not

—

'

'

;

;

affected by
Christian.

Christianity,

and was

jierhaps

pre-

—
d'hayye. Tractates

11. Jesus Christ as MandS
bearing unmistakable signs of dependence upon
a tradition of gospel historj-, and emanating, at
the same time, from the polytheistic school, are
found in ix. and xi. R. These two tractates stand
out from the rest of the Genzd in that they alone
speak of the Manda d'hayye as having appeared
'in Jerusalem and Judah,' or in company with
Y6hanna the Baptist at the Jordan, >\ith a view to
selecting the believers in the true religion from
amongst all peoples and families' (R 175. 10), while
the proclamation of the true doctrine, which, according to the view otherwise universal among the
Mandaeans, was revealed in the days of Adam, is
'

'

'

I'he Mandoeans
in these tractates utterly ignored.
gave their sanction to the narratives without susto
the
Lord
of Christian
pecting that they related

and also without adjusting their o^vn
The appearance
theological views to the contents.
of the MandS, d'hayyS among the Jews, or among
a human race long in existence, is never again
mentioned so far, at least, as the Genzd is concerned by later Alandrean writers.
12. The monotheistic school, or doctrine, of
the king of light. With the polytheistic Gnosis
described in the foregoing paragraplis Mandiean
writers of, we would surmise, the 4tli or 5th cent.
A.D. conjoined a strictly monotheistic Gnosis,
which, from its leading theme, we shall call the
furnish
doctrine of the king of light, i. and xxv.
a complete and almost unvitiated account of it.
believers,

—

—

—

R

'

—

lord of all
One is the lofty king of light in his kingdom
heavenly beings, source of all good, creator of all forms, of
infinite greatness and goodness, highly extolled by the kings'
or angels who stand before him and inhabit his paradise. Of
distinctively Mandsean character are the features noted in 3. 31
(' heaits in the lofty north ') and 6. 17 (' victims are not sacrificed
The Jordans of
before him), and the description given in 9. 8
the worlds of light are white waters, full, whiter than milk, cool
And the "Otras and kings who drink do not
and delectatjle.
their garments and crowns are things of splentaste of death
dour and light. A complete contrast to all tliis is seen in the
realms of darkness, with their black water>, and with a king who,
like the Manichrean devil, has the head of a lion, the body of a
he is hideous and of terrific
serpent, and the wings of an eagle
iron seethes in the exhalations of his mouth the
proportions
stone is burned up by his breath when he lifts his eyes the
mountains tremble the plains quake at the whisper of liis lips.
With all his demons he once projected an assault against the
realm of light, but, coming to the border of his kingdom, he
'

*

'

'

'

;

.

.

.

'

;

;

'

;

In the pronunciation of tlie word the Mandsans m.ay quite
well have made the mistake of suhstituting il for ('s just as they
1

said Yiiha.ia instead of

Mand. Gramui.

p. 7.

YOhana.

On the

initial

Vcf. Noldeke,

;

;

'

;
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human race abandon the true religion.
sections, however, retain onlj- the scantiest
elements of the original doctrine of the king of

found no Rate, no wav, no means of ascendinjf to the celestial
heiehu. Then the loltv kingof light caUucd the agitated world
demon ]
by pro«;laimini; that All the projects of the Dajwi ('
oome to naught, aTid hia works ha\e no continuance' (cl. MR,

make

p. 43t., .V5, p. 2Slf.)-

light.

'

^

,

,

According to the theology which finds expression
here, the earth and the firmament, with all that
they contain— stars, winds, tire, jilants, animals,
and' human beings— were created by command of
the king of light through the agency of an 'lUrii

named Gabriel the Ainbissador.

be found in the lifjiues of Hibil ziwft,
Mand4 d'hayy6 in the polytheistic
Gnosis) instructs the first man in all that is necessary for salvation, and 'EnOs-'fltra, who in the
course of the world's history comes forth to rehearse that instruction (R 29 cf. MS, p. 48).
Msune kusta.— The
15. 'Enfls and the cloud;

who

(like

(cuy, cnj.v) rests upon an identification or fusion (due, ))ossibly, to the author of the
Judajo-Christian doctrine of the king of light) of
'En6sh (Gn i'^) with the Son of Man [bar
the
Abel, Seth, and Enoch— or, in
'cnds/i) of Dn 7".
'

Mandaan Enos

OT

;

—

With this theological ex13. The moral code.
is
position in i. K and also in the parallel ii.
associated a co<le of practice, which seems to be
of identical origin, and which, at all events, has
been transmitted (R 13-26; cf. MS, pp. 24-43) as
Ii;
Here,
a record of tlie doctrine of the king of light.

K

!

we read

unto you, all who give heed to the name of God In
your standing and your sitting, in your tjoing, coming, eating,
drinking, resting, I.vinf in all your doings name and glorify
the name of the lofty king of li;;ht.'
That the record in que.stion is derived from a nonMandpean original appears from its use of the terra
'
aM/irt, God,' and also from its repeated mention
'
of the Satan,' and of Satans.' The laws relating
to foot! arc of special signiticance
they forbid the
faithful to partake of the flesh of animals that have
died otherwise than by slaughter, or to taste of
:

—

'

;

and of meats and drinks that have been
by heterodox hands. This portion of
'knowledge' (maddd, R 13. 23), however, has
likewise been moulded into conformity with the
Mandsean faith, and distinctively Mandsan com-

blood,

prepared

mandments have been

inserted in

it

— those

en-

joining whit« clothing with girdle, immersion in
a river, the MandiEan communion, the masseqtti
for the dead, and the washing of all foods, as well
as those prohibiting lamentation for the dead and
fasting.

Judjeo-Christian Gnosis in the doctrine of
the king of light.^The monotheistic concept of the
king ot light, as set forth, with marked I'arsi
colouring, in the Genzd, must be originally Jewii^h
or Juda'o-Cliristian. The present writer is of
opinion that it reveals a Judneo-Christian Gnosis.
Prom wliat was said above (§ 10), the mention of
the '.Jordans' of the world of light must not be
but in the moral
evidence
regarded as decisive
code (R 25. 20, 48. 9) we find the injunction
14.

;

:

'

Arm

yourselves with the weapon that is not of iron : let your
weapon be Nasaritism (nttfdni/d ; variant lUlxirvtd) and the
direct uttonmces of the place of light.'

the terms NasOraye and
Mandaye are
;
according to the Mandteans,
both terms apply, or, at least, should properly

In the Qi
useil

tizd

synonymously

themselves alone.

applj', to

We

know, however,

down

to the end of the 4th cent, the former
ilesignation was specially used of the Jews who
believed in Jesus, and that it is applied in the

that

their
titrds

Manda?an

and 'En6s, three

form, HibU,
—are associated
with Adam as
Sitil,

messengers

Qur'an (ii. 59, 105, 107, 114, 129, 134, iii. 60, v. 17,
21, 66, 73, 85, ix. 30, xxii. 17) to the Christians

The injunction just quoted permits us
generally.
to hazard the conjecture that the doctrine of the
king of light was the source from which the

Manda-ans adopted the name NftijOrayfi.
No other unmistakable features of a specifically

Christian character occur in the tractates of the
In the final sectitms of its
school under notice.
two most notable documents (i. and ii. R), the
Messiah, the pioiiliel of the Jews,' is actually
described as a leader among the wicked spirits who
'

of

En6s,
the true religion and as his auxiliaries.
however, comes forth again, appearing in Jerusalem
at the same time as lsil-mslli& (Jesus Messiah),
who poses as a wonder-worker, and whom he unmasks as a deceiver ; he performs miracles of
healing (perhaps on the basis of Mt 11»), proclaims
the true religion, causes three hundred and sixty
disciples to go
(or three hundred and sixty-five)
forth from Jerusalem, and ascends to the Life,'
by whom (his father [here sing.]) he is charged to
of a
destroy the city, and does so in the form
white eagle— corresponding to the white falcon in
'

'

:

*I say

condemning

Such residual elemenb* might with most

likelihood

;

In the record of the mandate given to Gabriel the Mandaean
redactor has interpolated a passage referring to the subjugation
of the world of darkness (B 12. S-12), but nothing is said of this
subjugation in the account of the actual creation.* The creation
And the man
of mau is briefly recorded as follows (13. 0) :
.\dam and his wife Hawwft were fashioned, and the soul fell into
the body.' Then (13. 11-l.i) 'the flre-angils came ; they made
submission to Adam they came and worshipped before hiui,
and changed not his word. One was the evil one, by whom
wickedness was formed, who departed from the word of his
lord ; and the lord fettered him with a fetter.'

e.g.,

the

These

'

cf. MR,
'23 (SBE v. [1880] 71 f.
155 f. ). In all these acts 'Enos has at his disposal
a cloud, in which he dwells ; and from its matter
he fashions the body in which he appears upon the
earth as a man. This cloud is in its origin doubtless the cloud of the gospel narratives (Mk 9",

Bundahiin, xix.

;

p.

Mt 17', Ac P), and this, again, probably has its
source in the clouds of heaven which form the
vehicle of the Son of Man in Daniel (7'' cf. 2 Es
In the closing period of the
13^-*, Mt 26" etc.).
GenzA literature the Mandseans began to depict
the cloud of 'Enos in conformity with the Parsi
conception of the garden of Yima (see art. BlEST,
;

[Persian]), and it then came to be
conceived as a country floating above the earth
a realm called miune kuSid from the 'righteous
translated ones' who inhabit it (R 338 f.); the
name recalls the Jewish traditions about the
who were
righteous ones (Enoch, Elijah, Isaiah)
translated to heaven (cf. MS, p. 77, note).
16. The Christian Redeemer in the Genza.From all this we seem to be entitled to infer that
the Manda^ans became acquainted, first of all, with
the figure of Manda d'hayyii in the framework of
a Gnosis working with ])olytheistic ideas, and
appropriated it, and that they afterwards adopted
the figure of 'Ends from the Judreo-Christian
doctrine of the king of light, while, at a still later
date, they met with the Messiah Jesus in writings
of another origin. The tractates or books in which
last mentioned were, as regards
they found the name
their contents, more closely related to the gospel
narrative than were their other sources, and in
them the Christian Saviour was intimately connected
witli the Holy Spirit.
Hence, as the Mandaf-an
savants identified the Holy Spirit (n'lhd d'qudSd)
with the Rflha whom they .had long known as an
evil being, the mother of 'Ur, they could not but
regard Tsfl msihft likewise as belonging to the
gioup of evil spirits. In the later sections of the
GcnzA tractates which profess to relate the religious
history of man in other tractates the Messiah
does not appear at all He is usually sumamed
the 'liar' or 'impostor,' on the gronnil, of course,
tiiat He sought to usurp the rftles of Manda d'hajj'fi
and 'Enos. Where tlie writers of these sections
still employ the scheme of the earlier system, they
assert thutlle is the planet Mercury, and, similarly,

Abode of the

—

—

—

MAND^ANS
that Rliha is Venus, and that Adouai, the god of
the Jews, is Sames, the siui (on the Mandsean
names of the planets cf. Mf>, p. 45). The observance
of Sunday was not as j'et a Mandasan practice,
though it later became obligatory (R 56. 12 cf.
3IE, p. 90, and below, § 32).
An account of the baptism of Jesus in the Jordan
is given in the Sidrd crYahyA, which, however,
the
narrates the incident in the following way
Baptist is at first unwilling to perform the ceremony, and does so only after he has received from
heaven (Abatilr) the written mandate, Yahya,
baptize the liar in the Jordan.'
17. The relation of the Mandffian religion to
Judaism. Besides the OT characters already mentioned, several others are named in certain sections
of the Genzd, but are of no importance in Mandtean
Virtually all of them are enumerated
theology.
below.
It is curious to note that in one passage (L 18 f.)
the promise is made to Adam that, on the great
Day of Kesurrection he and all his race will rise
again and be transported to his own land, while in
the same tractate, immediately before, the soul of
Adam is said, quite in keeping with the Mandaean
view, to have ascended to the 'house of the Life.'
The ideaof a resurrection from the dead isaltogether
foreign to Mandiean theology, so that the passage
about the promise must have been carelessly transferred from a Jewish or Christian-Gnostic work.
The Jewish materials iu the Genzd were drawn,
not directly from the OT, but from Aramaic
sources, including some of a Gnostic cliaracter.
The ark of Noah (NH) ran ashore as the Targums
also tell on the mountains of Qardfl (Gordyaea, i.e.
Kurdistan) Abraham and Moses were prophets of
Rflha King Solomon, like King Jamsid in Iranian
legend, held the demons in subjection until he
ceased to give tlianks to his Lord, and let himself
be adored the worl(l-confiagration which had once
annihilated the human race before the Deluge was
kindled by the angel Daniel, to whom was given
power over fire,' at the order of '£l-rabba and RClha
;

:

'

—

'

'

—

—

;

;

;

'

(MM, pp. 129f.,123).'
The assumption that the Mandseans were

origin-

Jewish or Juda;o-Christian sect (Hilgenfeld,
Wellhausen) seems to be at variance with the
following facts. Their knowledge of the most
eminent names associated %vith the teachings of
Judaism was not obtained from oral tradition on
the contrary, they found the names in written
documents
found them, moreover, as foreign
ally a

;

—

words, for they read them incorrectly. Thus they
render the name of Moses as JlSsft, Miriam as
Miiyai, Abraham as Abrahim, Isyael as Usriel,

Sabbath appears as Saftd, malukhe,
kings,' and Benjamin actually
as bne 'Amin, the sons of Amin.' The inevitable
inference is that the Manda'ans had been throughJacob as Yaqif

'

'

out complete strangers to the religious tradition of
Judaism. The same may be said of Jewish religious
In the entire Mandteau literature there is no
life.
evidence to show that the Mandteans ever observed
the Sabbath, or practised circumcision, or turned
Like the
towards Jerusalem in their prayers.
Essenes (q.v.), they rejected animal sacrifices, and
believed that the soul was liberated from the body
at death but marriage— in the form of monogamy,
with a succession of wives— and the prothoujj'h
creation of children were enjoined upon them as a
religious duty ; they had nothing like the organized
comnmnal lite characteristic of the Essenes, while
their views regarding the planets are quite inconsistent with such a practice as that of according
1 The Genzd refers also to the Iron Mountain
(L 17. 5 t^^rd
;

:

in the

Targum

of

though not noticed in the OT, is mentioned
Jonathan in ronnexinn with the fixing of the

eastern frontiers of Palestine in

iV

IV. viii. 2 tl 454, ed: NieseJ).
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an adoring salutation to the rising sun. A further
point of importance is that in their pi'ayers the
Mandieans turned towards the north, where the
exalted king of light sits upon the throne, while
the common JewisTi view (held also by Elke.sai) is
that the evil spirits and their chief Sammael (from
s'mdl, 'the left,' i.e. the northern one) have their
abode in that very region of the heavens.
18. Conjectures regarding the origin of the
Mandaean religion. The relation between the
Manda;an teachings and Manicha'ism (q.v.) cannot
be fully discussed here. The paiallels have been
collected by the present writer iu MS, pp. 223-228
(cf. Ekhasai, p. 1-12 f.), and to that list should be
added the correspondence between a passage in the
Manicha^an narrative regarding the awaking of the
first man to life (as quoted by Po"non, Inscr.
maud., p. 130 f., from Theodore bar-Khoni's Boo/c
of Scholia), and one in L 46 f. In the verifiable
parallels the Mand^an versions seem to be
secondary, and we must infer that both sides are
indebted to the same group of sources. A large
proportion of the material common to both is

—

explained by the mass of Parsi ideas in the Juda!0Christiaii groundwork of the doctrine of the king
of light on the one hand, and in the theology of
Maul on the other. Doubtless, too, the Mandrean
redactors introduced into their tractates a number
of fragments from Manicluean documents unknown
to us (cf. MB, p. 198 f.).
The religious teachings
of the two faiths, however, were essentially distinct
in character ; the fundamental dualism of the
Manicha^an system a doctrine that finds a soteriological design even in the creation of the world,
and involves an ascetic mode of life is far removed
from the Mandsean view. It may also be noted
that, according to a passage in the Kitab al-Fihrist
(ed. G. Flugel, Leipzig, 1871-72, p. 328, line 5), the
father of Maui, shortly before the latter's birth,
joined the Mughtasila,aseetakiu tothe Mandaeans ;
this point, however, need not be further discussed
here (for fuller details cf. Brandt, Ekhasai, p. 137).
On the other hand, we cannot place the slightest
reliance upon bar-KhSnl's statement (in Pognon,
pp. 154 f., 224-227) that the sect of the Manda^ans
was founded in the land of Mais4n by a beggar

—

—

named Ado,

of

Adiabene

'
:

Companions came

to

him, and there they played on cymbals, as beggars
are accustomed to do.
Some of the names of
Ado's relatives, as given in the context, are also
borne by well-known figures in the Mandaean
religion, while most of the others %\ould at least
be quite suitable for such. NiJldeke is doubtless
right in his conjecture that Ado is simply a corruption of

Adam— Ojl

fiom iOj

(.

Here, in

fact,

we

;

'angels,' as malke,

d'paTzld). which,
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— 25

Nu

o4^-li (also in Josepiiue,

recognize a blunder on the part of the heresiologist,
due to his habit of regarding alien religions aa
'
sects, and tracing each to a distinct founder.
The religious teaching of the Mandajans nmst,
however, in the opinion of the present writer, be
explained in other ways than those suggested by the
theories discussed, and the view to which our critical examination of the Genzd leads us will be found
to do justice to all the data, and has at the same
time the merit of simplicity moreover, it derives
;

some degree

of support

from what can be ascer-

tained regarding the age of the

Mandsean

—

script.

Comparing
19. Age of the Mandsean script.
the Mauihcan written characters with the various
in
his Tabula
Julius
collected
Euting
by
alphabets
scripturw aramaicw (Strassburg, 1890 the work
contains also the Palilavi script), we find that,
while they are somewhat like tlie characters employed in the Nabata:'an inscriptions of Sinai,
dating from the 2nd-5th centuries A.D., they
;

I On bar.Kli6ni's
designation of the
see eBpecially i'RS' xii. 167, 169 (.

Maudteaus as Doststaua
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approximate more closely to those found in the
inscriptions of KlHajr, written in the 1st cent.
A.D. (in these comparisons we must, of course,
disregard the hair-strokes due to the cursive mode
In particular, the circle by which
of writing).
the Manneeans represent N is closely matched by
the corresponding characters in col. 53 of Euting s
I'abula, and the N of an inscription at Ba?>ra,
dated 17 B.C., is similar in form to the Greek
minuscule tr.'
Thus, as the Mandaean written
character dates from about the beginning of the
Christian era, and as there is no ground for supposing that the Mandoeans had previously \ised a
ditl'ereut alphabet, the rise of the Mandican literature cannot well be dated earlier than the 1st
cent. A.D.
20. The baptistic nature-religion.— Tlie idea
that the rivers descended from the celestial world
by way of the mountains in the distant north and
that their waters impart fresh energies to the
pious who bathe in them a naturistic element of
belief retained by the Mandieans amid all the
thoughts and fantasies subsequently acquired
was probably inherited from their ancestors. In
explanation of that belief we would advance the
conjecture that this Semitic people had not always
lived among the lower courses of the rivers, but at
an earlier period had dwelt in a locality much
further north, and nearer the sources in a district
from which they could see, upon their northern
horizon, huge mountains towering to the sky (cf.

—

—

—

MR,

AVe scarcely
pp. 69-72 ; 31S, pp. 213-217).
need to explain how these facts would provide a
basis for the belief in question, and we can easily
understand, too, liow a people, if driven from their
native region and compelled to endure a miserable
existence in their new abode, .should seek, in conformity with the practice of their ancestors, i.e. by
means of immersions, constantly repeated, to absorb the virtues which the river brought from the
do not
higher world to the low-lying plains.
claim, of course, that this is more than a surmise,
yet we would draw attention to the fact that there

We

are linguistic phenomena which might be adduced
in its support.
Thus the Syriac idiom used in
Kurdistan and on Lake Urmia is found to agree
with the Mandoean dialect in the formation of the
infinitive and in not a few features of the pronoun
a fact which Noldeke (p. xxvii) recognizes as
'of great importance.'
If, however, we set the
theory aside as over-hazardous, we must be content to suppose either that the very simple religious
ceremony of ablution had prevailed from primitive
times among the country people of Lower Babylonia or tliat by some means or another it had
spread to that district from Syria (cf. Brandt,
Elchasai, pp. 1,51, 154).
The
21. The adoption of Gnostic tractates.
Mandaeans, then thougli not yet bearing that
name practising their religious ablutions, and
sharing the general Semitic belief in demons, were
living in Soutliern Babylonia at a time when the

—

—

—

—

intermingling of religions had proceeded so far in
the districts in which the Aramaic and Persian
languages were spoken that it had at length
evoTveu those creations of theological fantasy commonly called Gnostic, with wliicli, however, we
must here combine the Manichjran teachings and,
in great part, the substance of the I'ahlavi books
The priests of this baptistic
{BnndahiSn, etc.).
tribe were not, intellectually, sutlicientlv advanced
to share in the reflective .activity whicli strives to
of faith and tlie iiilluences of
interpret the objects
nor
religion as cosmic entities and oi^currences
•
Noldeke (Jfand. Gram., p. xxxiv) notes thai the Mandican
script beare a fairly close relation to the enrliest form of Pahlavi,
especinlly the so-called Ohaldao-Pahlavi, but Its conformity
with the Xabataan Inscriptions mttntioned above seems to the
;

present writer

much more

striking.

had they much appreciation for explanations of tlie
world-process by pre-suppositions which jiurported
to guarantee future salvation to all

who

acteil in

with them, although this salvation
itself and its
mythological elements, the ideas of
the gods and all their imaginative embroidery,
were quite of a kind to make a powerful impression
upon them. In reality it was into the hands of a
class whose learning was conlined to a little reading and writing that 'Gnostic' tractates fell, and
these texts, written in a foreign language, and,
therefore, to be read only with difficulty documents coming from afar, dealing with things of a
remote past, and unveiling the world of the gods
wrought upon them with the force of oracles,
revelations from above, records of a superhuman
wisdom.
Accordingly, the priests adojjted the
tractates as their own, translating them, of course
at first oral!^, no doubt into their own dialect.
Conceivably, indeed, it was the desire of having
these precious revelations in their own language
that prompted them to draw up an alphabet of
their own and it is also possible that it was the
translators themselves, and not their descendants
in a later generation, who came to believe that the
documents were from the first meant for them and
their people, that the contents had been revealed
to their forefathers, and that the
Mandfty6 addressed therein were none other than these ancestors
accordance

—

—

—

—

;

'

'

and themselves.
22. The rise of Mandaan theology.— It seems
beyond question that the earlier generations of
Mandfeans wlio had a knowledge of writing (covering, we should estimate, a period of at least two
hundred years) treated all the texts in their possession
as far as the contents comported in some
measure with their own religious sentiment— as
in their backward
records of revealed wisdom
intellectual condition, moreover, they could not
faU to be impressed with matter so unfamiliar. In

—

;

the work of translation, however, as well as later
in transcribing and renewing dilapidated texts,
they themselves learned the art of literary composition.

Thus,

if

they found that these strange

documents made no mention of, e.g., the Jordan,'
the bath of immersion, or anything else that they
could have wished to discover in them, they added
what was required, while fragments of defective
M.SS thej' either inserted into others or put into
'

such order as they could devise. From translation
they advanced to redaction, and from redaction to
Such, then, was the
independent composition.

it consists
genesis of the Mand.-i'.an literature
The circumstance
essentially of borrowed matter.
that very diverse cycles of conception had a place
in this material stimulated the Manda^an scholars
to attempt the task of combining one with another,
and of mediating between the dillerent views. This,
again, explains the development of the Mand.a>an
theology, and it also accounts for the confusion
that prevails in it.
The RIandasans never had an orthodox system of
theology. Their authors busied themselves with
the motley materials that had accumulated in
tlicir minds only with a view to reinoduciiig the
narrative of the creation of the world and of the
human race in a fresh and improved form and the
one central thought that guides all their ellbrts is
the necessity of explaining the harsh lot of the
devout Maiula'an in his earthly circumstances, and
of giving him the strongest possible assurance that
his soul will return again to the bright and joyful
realm which is its true home.
23. The religious beliefs of the Mandaean writers.
Amid all the conceptions and the varied views
with which the Mandamn writers became familiar,
and notwithstanding all the reverent interest with
which they received the new materials, they never
;

;

—

MAND^ANS
surrendered the traditional religious practice of
their people, although their ideas of the benefits
to be derived from the bath of immersion underwent a process of refinement in conformity with
the development of their theology.
From the heterogeneous Gnostic trains of thought
by whicli these theologians were influenced there
arose, in course of time, a distinctively Mandajau
religious belief, which can be traced without difficulty in most sections of the Genzd writings. The
main features of that belief are as follows. Far
above, beyond the heaven of the planets, there i.s a
world full of light and splendour, where dwell the
Life (as the supreme deity) and other divine beings,
or where, according to another phase of doctrine,
the 'exalted king of light,' surrounded by hosts of
From that realm the soul
angels, sits enthroned.
of man derives its origin— the soul of Adam and
the souls of his descendants in the Mandaean community. Far beneath, again, is the world of darkness with its black waters. Part of it has been
thickened,' brought into a solid state this is the
earth inhabited bj- mankind. The earth has now
the black water upon the south upon the north
it stretches over lofty mountains to the world of
light from that world the rivers descend by way
and thus the Mandajans, by
of the mountains
bathing in the living water of the rivers, mainThe
tain their connexion ^\ith the higher realm.
souls of the devout dwell upon this earth as in a
Here, meanwhile, evU spirits reign,
foreign land.
akin to the powers of darkness now immured— the
deities of other peoples and other creeds and it is
they and their creatures or servants who make life
a torment for the Mandieans. Hence the belie\er
waits with earnest longing for his salvation, i.e.
his deliverance from this earthly existence.' At
the hour of death a divine being descends from tlie
world of light, and, as the 'liberator,' takes the
soul from the body, and bears it upwards through
the celestial spheres to the world of light and of
the Great Life.
24. The Mandxan typolog^y.— The soul of the
Mandsean, until the hour of its deliverance, is
sustained by the symbolism of the ritual elaborated
by the priests. Confessors of the true faith are
plants of the world of light or of Manda d'hayyS
(R 89 f., 220, 15 f., etc.), and they are summoned to
their most important religious duty in the words
P^i-Hn yardnCt (R 17. 20), Make the river sprout or
'
blossom (MR, p. 99 f. MS, p. 163, note). What is
implied here is that the water streams from the
world of eternal life and infuses life into those who
bathe in it, so that they may be said to spring from
the river like plants. They were also required,
however, to mark their brow with the living water,
and likewise drink of it (the draught is called
'gushing'), partake of a loaf (the loaf is termed
pehtd, opening,' unlocking '), etc. ; and those who
take part in these ceremonies have a share in the
benign fountains of the better world in the great
baptism in the heavenly Jordan, in the gushing of
radiance, in that treasure of the Light which is to
be opened. The liturgical recitations (drdie) were
meant to represent the beams {drafie) of splendour
which would flow from the house of the Life to
meet the soul as it sped upwards from the earth
The ultimate ground of trust,
(..1/,S',
p. 49), etc.
however, was always tlie ceremony of immersion ;
thus in R 18. 13 we read
'

;

;

;

;

'

'

king of
p.

104

S87
light,

R

17

f.)

and Mandfl d'hayyfi {MB,

f.).

To their own rite of immersion, whether performed, as was usually the case, by the individual
himself, or, as on feast-days, with the co-operation
of a priest, or administered to children, the Mandeeans applied the term masbutd (kiiidskc, presumably for Kryi3SKD the odd pronunciation given by
Siouffi, ma.souatta [French], could be approximately
correct only for the plural form of the noun), a
word which certainly comes from the Sem. verb
V3S (the sound of y is lost in Mand.), which the
Mandseans use exclusively in connexion with the religious practice in question (cf. § 38). For Christian
baptism, on the other hand, the writers of the Genzd,
persistentlj' employ the term used in the Syrian
;

Church, indmodUd (KnniDNC= (AjJOiaLiD) and
,V)S.
They contemn and
vUify the Christian ceremony because it is performed not in 'living,' but in (or with) 'cut-off'
the Afel forms of

water.

—

In the etliical
25. Ku§ta.
of the Mandrean literature

and

religious sections
is said about

much

'

kuitd,
straightness,' 'rectitude,' 'veracity.' In
the ritual the ceremony of immersion included a
gesture called 'putting forth kuStd,' this being
identical with what is described in several texts as
a stretching out of the hand from the bath of
immersion,' or (after the performance of some other
The
religious duty) 'before Manda d'hayyd.'
'

gesture was made with the right hand, and it
corresponds to the clasp of hands with which the
soul would be welcomed by the Life and other
great celestial beings when it reached the world
It was an outward manifestation of the
of light.
upright mind and of loyal devotion. Further particulars regarding the religious ceremonies, which
were constantly being increased and rendered more
complex by the priests, will be found in § 33 below,
and more fully in MM, pp. 96-120, 221-226.
In this period the idea
26. Ceremonial purity.
of purity was recognized in the sense of a relation
to the world of light so intimate that it carried
with it exclusion from every object and condition antipathetic to it('Hibil zi\v4, pure M,1na';
L 116. 17, 'the Jordan of the Life, from which I
have taken purity '). The laws already mentioned
regarding food came to the Manda?aiis through the
medimn of the ethical code in the doctrine of the
king of light, as did also the injunction that
husbands and wives should wash themselves with
water after cohabitation, and women after menstruation.
It was only later that the commandment of ablution was extended to many other
occasions of life (Siouffi, cited in MB, p. 95 f. ).
Among the Manda'ans prayer was
27. Prayers.
known as 'comjiassion,' or 'petition and praise.'
According to the ethical code just mentioned,
believers must rise to pray thrice in the day-time,
and twice during the night, but in otlier texts,
apparently of Judceo-Christian origin, the only
prayers enjoined are one in the morning, one at
the seventh hour of the day, and one before sunset,
while in one pas.sage (R 300) prayer in the nighttime is actually forbidden.
read also of a
man who (like the archangel Michael among the
Jews) receives the prayers, and stores or preserves
them in t he treasure-house of the Life R 221 f. 300).
In the later redaction of a regulation in tlie ethical
Your token is the token of the living water, by which you code the believer is commanded to ask a blessing
ascend to the place of the Light.*
flesh-food before eating (R 68
cf. MB, p. 94).
At the ceremony of immersion originally this upon
The priests drew up short forms of prayer for these
was
it
as
itself
the sign
was the practice,
early ordinances but for protection against distress and
as the period of the Genzd, to utter names, viz.
regarded prayer in the proper sen^e as
those of the Great First Life (R 196. 8 or of the danger they
less effective than a long series of recitations from
The Christian beli»^f in a redemption from spiritual evil,
the ancient book-.
from the dominion of

—

—

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

—

'

—

We

'

'

(

,

:

'

—

—

;

;

;

1

Satan and the power

torei);ii

to

Mandiean thought.

of sin, is quite

28.

The masseqta. — The ceremony termed mas-
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on the day when my coiilliil is rtissolved, and I go to
place of the I.ifo.
As 1 arrived
1 arrived at the walcl-brooks.
I ^o.
and
I fly
at the water-brooks, the radiant beam (.' ni-l t-n)i) came forth to
meet me. He took nie b.\- my right hand and led me IbroUKh
the water-brooks. They lllie celestial beings aiipointcd for the
and clothed nie with it; Ibe.v
iiiirpose) brought splendour
Life reclined
il.
brought their hghtaiid wrapped me round with
upon life, and found its own life its own life it found.'tonnnUe
of
ancient
;
sentences
a
few
follow
composed
Here
to
their construction and, in part, their sense ore dirticult

rejoice

consists exiluMvely
scqtA, 'mounting up,' 'ascent,'
of such recitations, nnd is designed to help the souls
to
of the departed if in their journey or flight
the better world they should bo stopjied by evilbecause of their own sins. The
disposed spirits or
of the Mandreaus gave itself with zest

tlic

imagination

to descriptions of this ascension and of the stations
station is
through which the soul must pass. Each
w
the adherents of a false
here
as
a
place
pictured
make out.
,
^
i
rm
of sinful men, are kept
under Sasanian rule.— 1 he
religion, or various classes
30. The Mandaeans
in ward and punished, tlie term applied to sucli a
Mand;eaiis never played a part in the lield of
or mattarlit i.e. 'ward,' 'place
As long as they were allowed to go about
place being malrd,
'
Some of tlie descriptions con- politics.
of custody,' prison.
their daily tasks without interference, their frame
I'arsi-Gnostic
sources,
as,
tain features taken from
They were in
of mind w as one of entire content.
'
of the planets situated one above
no sense a warlike people, and their whole history,
e.g., the gates'
the other (mentioned as Mithraic in Origen, c. Ccls. as well as tlicir literature, shows that they were
who
vi. '22; cf. MS, p. xii), or tlie guardian spirits
able to olfcr only a weak resistance to persecution
come to meet the soul, and— in the latest GcnzA and attacks upon their religion.
the
which
in
balance
the
of
tree
its conquest
the
texts—
life,
Babylonia, in the period preceding
soul is weiglied, the judge of the dead, etc. (MR,
the Arabs, belonged to the empire of the Sasaniby
in the Vatican Divdn, beasts of prey
cannot say whether the Mandivan hatred
ans.
p. 195 f. ; so,
The souls of the devout of the Jews was kindled by documents eniboilying
lie in wait for the soul).
because,
an anti-Jewish Gnosis it may perhaps date froni
pass all the wards without molestation,
Genzil which
of
according to the tractates of the
the first half-century of our era, when a number
and iv. L), they give
describe the ascension (x.
Jewish satraps, as related by Josephus
rapacious
from
the 'name and sign' that they have 'taken
(Ant. XVltl. ix. 1 ff. [§ 310 tl'., ed. Niese]), provoked
the waves of the water,' i.e. because they profess the whole population to an outbreak against themthe Manda>an faith and thus show that they belong selves and their compatriots.
In place of this name and
to the world of light.
The Sasanians persecuted the Maiiicha-ans and
of the Genzd (about 120
the Christians who adhered to Kome, but they
sign, however, the hymns
in
the
themes
their
destiny
which was subject
pieces), all of which lind
spared the Nestorian Church,
The
of the soul, its imprisonment in the l)ody its release,
to the SUte, and the peaceable Mand;eans.
insist
of
world
the
home
to
ill-treated by
light,
and its journey
latter, however, were sometimes
with
rather upon the necessity of good w orUs
Christian monks who went to them as missionaries.
these was probably associated a devout spirit (cf., In the (?c»;(l (xvi. K) we find an account of the
I loved the Life, and Mandft d'hayye
e.g., L 101. 3
Roman Catholic clergy and worship, and (i. and
dwelt in my heart'). It is but seldom, however, ii. R) we are told that the attempts to convert the
with
that we iincl in these hymns even a few words re- Manda-ans were not always carried out
of the ]Mand;eans
ferring to the religious practice
sweetness '—with discourses and jironiises- but
In that satrapy,
or to the Jordan.' The explanation of this curious were also su|ii>orted by force.
The masseqtd for
fact we take to be as follows.
the Nestorian Church had at one tune
doubtless,
the dead is in reality a Mandnean imitation of a sufficient inlluence to have the soldiery employed
Accorresponding ceremony iu the I'arsi religion.
on its behalf and, accordingly, we read (R 28. 16)
are
When He [the Saviour Jesus 'J compels you, say, 'We not
cording to Parsi doctrine, the soul, after leaving
"
but in vour hearts acknowledge Hmi not, and deny
the body, is received by its own good thoughts, Ihine
hidden
for
the word of your lord, the exalted kin^' of light;
words, and works— which assume the form of a things are not manifest to the lying Messiah.'
mibeautiful maiden— and by them is led across the
invasion
Arabian
the
of
the
In
period
31.
narrow Chinvat l)ridge, or guarded against other
Then (c. A.I). 650) came the incursion of
gration.—
are
Gcnzd
in
the
the
Now
hymns
objects of fear.
the Muslim Arabs, and the collapse of the Sasanian
simply tnasseqid hymns, i.e., they w^ere composed empire. Certain late portions of the Genzd make
are
the
Mandnean
for use in the
ceremony. They
reference to the gate and the demons of the planet
work of Manda-aii writers, as cannot be doubted in Mars, 'Nirig [Nergal] who is called the Arab
but
in
in
them,
matter
of
the
view
incor])orated
'Abdalft.'
,
,.
,
have let their
The whole earth is made subject to his throne
composing them the writers must
;

•

,

'

We

;

K

,

;

'

:

'

'

:

;

'

'

;

;

.

that the Mandwaiis
poetic merit, the'v show at least
did not deal with their religious knowledge on
found in it a source
purely intellectual lines, but
of true emotion, and the spirit that inspires them
seems to be one of sincere and genuine emotion.
As a specimen of the masseqtd hymns we give here
one of the most pleasing (L 89f.); it should be
conpremised that the use of the expression 'my
flict' rests upon the idea that the soul is entangled
in the body and in its eartlily conditions generally
an entanglement that is dissolved at death.

—

How my heart
my conflict is

How I rejoice
1.
rejoice on the day when
the place o( the Lite.
'

1

I
I

fly

and

I

utter a call

"

go.

"

:

At the ward

Who

taketli

of .SimeJ

me

pii«t

doth rejoice !
dissolved, and
('

the eun

']

.
I

How
I

I

go to
•

,

arrived.

the ward of SameS V
anil thy well

Thy merit and thy works arKl thine alms
lake tliee past the word of .Sauieii,"

"

domg

'

ot the llrsl,
they Fubstilute respectively I'le moon.
then
The
hvnin
and
Rlhfi.
the
prfK^eeils
scMM,
Are,
'
Uow I rejoice How uiy lioart doth rejoice How ]
e.

Slro)ihea

except that

2. 3. 4, and
for .'ianics

!<

an

all

mere repetitions

the
Mandaians comforted themselves with the thouglil thot
wicked 'Abdala had fallen into one of the infernal prisons,
now
they
to
hiin
task,
why
asking
where his followers take
while the servants of
suffer torments in the realm of darkness
we drew the
the alien [i.e. M.inda dhayycj, against whom
l"-.'-)„
sword, mount up to the world of light (j'".
It must have been about this period, in the lih
the
Mandamus,
or 8th cent. A.D., that most of
reached the limits of endurance, gave way
'

'

.1'-

having

Muslim Aralis, and migtaled from
I'crsia.
It
Babylonia to the adjacent districts of
later on the
is possible that the minority, as found
a time ostensibly
Euphrates and the Tigris, had for
concealed themselves
adopted Islam, or that they

before the

marshes.

..
anion;! the adjoining
the cultus.— Tractate xxyu.
32. Restoration of
.as a siiinmoiis to a meeting of
bo
iiitiMprctcd
may
of
the Mandicaii coiiinmiiities either on the banks
the rivers of Khu/.isliiii or (after peace had been
111
in their old home; il i- a luauilesto

restored)

:

!

1

,

which

•

U

and
wc, the Turiiiida»,' turn with juayer
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of both sexes to uiKe

:uIjiii:ition to the M;iiiil;Haus
Uiem to fulfil their leligious duties.

The people

are to eoiue on Sundays tu the temple (lit. 'dwelldown to modern times it was nothing more
ing
than a small house with gabled roof), where, in
ijecoming order, they are to stand praying behind
the Tarmidiis, to take part in the communion, etc.
This tractate is unmistakably one of the very latest
compositions in the Genzd, and is a documentary
witness to the rise of an ecclesiastical organization
among the Mandseans. In earlier texts the term tarword i^ad-qTal
<iiide(foi- 'ToSn), like the corresponding
but by this
in the NT, means simply believers
time it was the name which the priests applied to
themselves. The institution of Sunday, as is shown
'

;

'

'

;

by

designation as habSabbd

its

( |

m

"^

"^ r-^

;

cf

.

of old
religious ceremonies enjoined are those
immersion, performed by the individual himself or
forth
applied by parents to children, the stretcliing
of the right hand, and the partaking of cominunionis as yet quite primitive, in
bread.
:

Everything

'

fact that the tai-mide,
priests,'
hardly distinguishable from the malfdne,
teacliers,' reverence for whom had been enjoined
in the moral code (cf. § 13).
33. Introduction of new ceremonies by the
In the period that immediately followed
priests.
the priests formed themselves into an organized
body and gradually amplified the religious cere-

are

still

'

—

rites requiring tlie co-operation of an
celebrant, or, at least, elaborated such rites
from the traditional usages, and conjoined them
with the simple ceremonies of earlier times. Kvcn
towards the close of the period of the Genzd as
attested in the latest sections of that work (cf.
ME, p. 104), we find, besides the rite of marking

monial with
official

the forehead with water from the river, a sign
made with oil ; a certain mixture was prescribed,
and was to be prepared and applied by the priests.
The draught of 'living' water was duplicated,
being taken once from the individual's own hand
and once from the priest's bowl {qaiihid). The
in addition
priesthood ventured even to institute,
to the ordinary communion-bread, a host of higher
order, the superior pehtd' which was reserved for
themselves and the Salmanas (see below). They
also instituted a sacrament for the dying (cf. MU,
to the masseqtd of the dead,
p. 82), and, in addition
one for the living. The latter was an eiglit days'
ceremony, and conferred upon the person concerned
the title of ialindnd tdbd, bles.sed perfect one,' as
he was thenceforward rewell as priestly rank
garded as dead to the world, and had to abstain
from sexual intercourse. The ordinaiy immersions
performed by the individual Mandaean as time and
opportunity permitted every day, morning and
evening (Le-Gouz, Voyarje et observations, p. 301),
or only on Sundays and feast days, and the days
des ^oubbis,
precetling them (SiouiH, La Ediyion
could still be regularly performed without
],. 8S)
About this time, however, an
priestly assistance.
annual festival was introduced at which all the
members of a community assembled upon tlie bank
of a river. This celelnation, conducted by a priest,
included, in its first part, all the;ceremonies requiring to be performed in the river and wdth river
water but here the priest, using his right hand,
submerged the layman three times thrice, too,
he made tlie sign upon the recipient's forehead,
'

'

;

—

—

;

;

and

thrice,

with

his

own hand, gave him water

baptism administered by a priest with one or two
assistants (for tr\ts and references bearing upon
these bapti.-ms.'f. MR, pp. 221-'224l.
34. Ceremonies wrongly interpreted by Europeans. The assertion that the .Manda'ans worship
the cross rests upon references in the Xarratio of
Ignatius a Jesu (p. 38), and is due to misappreWhat actually takes place is that at
hension.
great festivals a priest of higher rank sticks a few
cane rods into the ground close together and crosswise, and that he renders homage to this symbol.
The structure is termed beams of splendour,' and
may thus be regarded as symbolizing the world of

—

'

light.

Reports dating from the 17th cent, agree in
it was the practice of the Manda?ans
Basra to sacrifice a fowl once a year, and Jean
Th6venot writes that he himself had witnessed Ma
sacrifice de la poule on the 2nd of November 1665.
Since, however, the Mandxan religion does not permit animal sacrifices, such statements refer in all
likelihood to the fowl whose blood was used in
preparing the special host mentioned above. According to Sioutfi, the superior pehtd was made
but once a year, and was in the form of baked
wheaten cakes, each of which was sprinkled on
both sides with four drops of sesame oil and four

stating that

in

Peshitta of Mt 28'), was adopted by the Mandreans
from Syro-Christian usage, though, of course,
through the medium of documents of whose origin
they were ignorant. The manifesto urges the due
observance of the day {ME, pp. 88, 90). The

harmony with the
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to

drink (Qolastd, fol. 9. 32 ff.).
Further, the first
immersion of children now assumed the form of a

'

'

'

drops of the blood of a newly-killed pigeon. The
dead bird was afterwards buried in the temple,
presumably with a view to ratifying its slaughter
as a sacred act. The act was thus in no sense a
sacrifice, and it is so little in keeping with the
fabric of the Mandtean cult that its institution can
be characterized only as a gross blunder on the
part of the priests.
an order of con35. The priestly hierarchy
fession in file Persian settlement.- Tlie priestly
system included the following grades pupils, wdio
were in training from their fifth or seventh year
assistants employed in the sacred ceremonies
and be
priests, who had to pass an examination
ordained and high priests, chosen by the ordinary
The name applied
priests from their own number.
to an assistant (and perhaps also to a pupil) was
sf/andd or ikandd (cf. MS, p. 169), and to a priest,
/irmidd, while a high priest bore the Persian title
;

:

;

;

;

of ganzibrd,

'

treasurer.

Each

priest

had

his

own

dishes and table, and partook of food and drink
apart from the others but his wife, liy a special
There
consecration, might sit with him at meals.
are numerous data which seem to indicate that the
clericalizing of the ^landa'an cult was carried
furthest in the Persian settlement. Besides the
the high priest, the names of several
title of
articles of priestly attire (rastd) are Persian words
;

— Idgd, krnizcdd, priiu/dtud.

The

priest's seal-ring

chaunuavar') bears the device, Name
had the inscription originated in
of Y4war ziwa
Babylonia, it would have been 'Name of Manda
d'hayye.' Again, while the Narratiu of Ignatius
that the Manda>ans of Basra
(p. 23) shows distinctly
knew nothing of the practice of confessing to a
who appears to have
priest, Sioufh's informant,
studied in Persia, tells of a form of confession
according to which the sinner, upon making a
penitent acknowledgment of his sins, three times
receives absolution for the same sin, i.e., he is
but
assured of the remission of future penalty
after the third time further transgression can be
expiated only by certain good works. The passage
of the Gfnxil to which appeal is made in support
uf this ordinance simply enjoins tliat the devout
'

(SiotifS,

'

le

'

;

;

shall thrice 're-erect' apostates or transgressors
liefore casting tliem out of the community.

—

36. Final redaction of the Genza writings.
Persian loan-words are found even in the oldest

texts, but names like "Vilwar (' friend,'
'helper'), Sara, and Bahrfim (Verethraghna) could

Mandfean
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hardly li.ive romo into vopio ainonj; the Mamlnnins
except on Pcisinn M)il. When, accordingly, in
tractalcs we Hiid tliesc names takint; the
place of the nmlonbtedly innrc ancient Mandii
d'hayye, nnil \\ licii \\c ol1^^ervc thai in other-, in
passages where (ho liearcr of thai epithet is nien-

many

tioned, it is added tliat he is also calleil Sam.
Yilwar, etc., it .seems highly prohahle that most of
the tractates in the (IrnzA nn<ler\vent their final
redaction, i.e. attained their present form, in the
I'ersian jirovince.
37. Religious decadence

obsolescence of the
language. I!y the time vhcn llic '.Vlihasid khalifs
had estalilishcd peace and order Ihnmgluiut their
domains, the Mandu^an religion had passed its
;

The desire for knowledge and the .spirit
zenith.
the theological
of enthusiasm were quenched
activities that had been earnestly directed towards
a sohition of life's enigmas had spent themselves,
and had given jil.ace- as in the writers of the
DrAM iViimlkr and the Suh-A (I'Yd/ii/il—U) placid
;

and falde-makiiig.
The soul which
knew that it had come forth from a better worhl
and would .again behold its primal abode was no
longer a well-spring of sacred lyric the Mandiean
had, in fact, become familiarized with his faith,
and was now an.xious sinqily to bring his store of
ancient hymns into order, to keep it intact, and to
use it properly.
It was in this period that the
Mandseans gat'liered their writings into collections,
and composed the liturgical directions or regulations comprised in the Qolristd, the Marriage
Formulary, and the Paris Divdii. Moreover, living,
as they now did, in isolated groups among peoples
of other faiths, they graduallj' lo.st the use of their
ancestral dialect, and Arabic, which had made
its way into these districts, became their vernacular, though Manda^an still maintained its
dialectics

;

In the process of
place in religious worship.
organizing the ritual every ceremony came to be
introdiK'cil and concluded with recitations from
the sacred books; in the musscqtii, indeed, the
recitations c<mstituted the main element, and,
according to Sioufli, this ceremonial, designed to
succour the departed, lasted for seven days. Since,
however, the teachings of the Genzd required all
believers to engage in such recitations, the priests
endeavoured, by instructing the young, to confer
upon the laity the ability to read and, as far as
possible, to understand the texts, although their
own learning was donbtless almost wholly conhned
to a knowledge of the liturgy and a traditional
nnderst.anding of their own language.

Mughtasila
38. The Sibians of the Qur'an
and Mandaeans. In the t^ur'an we liiid three
v.
x.'cii.
in
which
the Jews,
cf.
73
17)
pass.ages (ii. 59,
the Nasaneans (Christians), and the Sabi.ans are
assured of religious toleration. The famous Muslim

—

;

;

scholar al-Mas'udi, writing in the lOth cent., speaks
whose remof Chalihean or Babylonian Sabians
nants live to-day in villages among the swamps
between Wasit and I'asra,' states that in their
prayers they turn to the i)ole-star and Capricorn,
antf describes them as 'those who wear girdles'
'

deSacy, j\utir,:ic( rxtraitx, VIII. i. [1810] I.S2tr.).
The Manda'ans turned towards the north, .and
wore the girdle. Moreover, the KitCib itt-Fihrist
(p. 340, 1. 26) states that the Sabians of the
marshes are the Mughtasila, a word meaning
'those who wash themselves,' and it also declares
that they wash all their foocl--a practice which, so
(S.

far at le.a-t as flesh-food is concerned, is also enjoined in the Genzd. To these Mughtasila, however, the same writer ascribes a doctrine of dualism
a thing quite unknown in the Mandfcan documents ; ancl he also states that many of them still
worship the stars, while, on the otlier hand, the
guarantee of toleration in the Qui'iin assumes that

—

the Sabians believe in One Cod (and in the Last
Judgment). To account for these references to
the .Mughtasila there .>-eem to be two alternative
hypotheses at (mr disposal we may suppose either
that Ihe Sabiaiis of the marshes were ilescendanl.s
of that grou)! of origiiuilly heathen baptists of
Habylonia whi<-h did not share the religious develoi)inent of the Mandicans, or that some of the
Manihcans had taken refuge from the .Arabs in
the swamps (g 31), and there, while adhering to
their custom of bathing and washing, had adopted
new ami alien doctrines. For further particulars
regarding the Mughtasila cf. art. Klkks.'MTK."!,
:

vol. V. p. aiS.

The passages

in

the

(Jnr'fin

and

name

the

'Sabians' would ajmly most approximately (o the
Manda'ans. The NIandirans, in speaking of their
practice of immersion, alwajs employ forms of
the verbal rooi j)3s, as, e.</., in 11 '286. 1
p'xn
:

who immerse their sous and their
daughters' b^- their Arab neighbours they were
termed Suld)a down even to recent times, and in
'

K'atis

]inx)ai,

;

European accounts dating from the 17th cent,
they were called Sabbi,' Sabbei,' Sabi,' Saba-i
'

'

'

'

'

— the

termination being that of the Ital. or Lat.
The name may formerly have covered the
plural.
Mughtasila as well, and the latter po.ssibly also
came under the references of the tjur'au. As
regards the Manda-ans, we have already smnx that,
as an outcome of the doctrine of the king of light,
they had become monotheists, and that they believed in a future retrilmtion.
39. Ostensible Christianity of the Mandaeans.
The toleration extended to the Sabians liy no
means secured for the Mand.'cans a condition of
lite satisfactory in every respect.
In course of
time
circumstances
perhaps more than once
arose in which they thought it better to be regarded as Christians. As, however, besides the
name of Mandiiy§,' they had also adopted that by

—

—

—

'

which the Christians were known, viz. 'N<1s6rfty6'
in the Genzd the latter is actually used more
frequently than the former it would demand no
great effort on their part to say that they were
Christians.
If, e.g., they no longer wished to be
regarded as akin to the Sabians dwelling in the
marshes, or if they hoped to evade a tax imposed
specifically on the Sabians, they would probably
assume the Christian name without misgiving.
According to Ignatius a Jesu (Narratio, i., a
chapter written by himself), the Mamheans of
Basra believed that Muhammad had granted
them a document guaranteeing their safety, but
that his successors had not respected it.
Igmatins
also states that the Mandaeans were formerly
united with the Chaldaian Christians, but that,
about one hundred and seventy years before his
time, they had renounced the authority of the
Babyh)nian patriarch and abandone<l the name of
If we qualify this statement by
'Christians.
saying that the Mandiean (^ommuuities had at one
time joined hands with the Church though only

—

—

—

for a

while— it

will be quite correct.

The Arabian writer, I.Iamza I^fahiiiii (helonffin;;?, like the two
Arabian writers already cited, to tlie lOtti cent.), afflnns tllat
the true Siibiana, i.e. those whom the Qur'an has in view, were
heretical Cliristiaiis,
living between ttie desert and the
swamps.' This opinion may nave arisen from a fusion of vapvie
and the Mug:htasila, and it mi;;hl
MaiutTans
tlie
about
reports
posBibly be taken as indirect evidence that as early as the 10th
desired
to
be regarded as Cliristians. On
Mandieans
cent, the
the other hand, a Muslim niiifbl tpiite well think of all the
of
their
reason
baptistic practices, as belonging to
.•^l-abians, by
the Christian body.
"

'

The Mandaeans as 'Christians of St. John.'
Portuguese monks through whose reports
the existence of the Mandaans was first made
known in Europe asserted hat they were descended

— 40.
'rhe

t

from (he disciples of .John the IJaptist (<'f. a letter
from Pietro (tella V'alle, dated June 16'22), and

MAND^ANS
ia treatises and text-books of
Church History, they have been referred to and

from that time,

Ac

regarded (on the ground of
iani

S.

'

toannis,

as ChristIt
John.'

18-^ 19'*-)

Christians of

St.

was not without some support from

their

own

A

that this designation gained cnrrencj'.
number of Manda-ans who had transferred their
allegiance to the Roman Catholic Church visited
Rome in the period between 1652 and 1660, and
Abraliam Echellensis, wlio cultivated a most
friendly intercourse with tliem in order to gain
the fullest possible information regarding their
side

characteristics and doctrine, was told by them
that their people called themselves Nasarseans
of Yahya'— though in Arabic only, the qualifying
'

did not call
phrase perhaps meaning that they
themselves so in their own religious language, or
among themselves, but that they adopted the name
only in their intercourse with people of a different
at all events the phrase implies that they
faith
did not speak of themselves as kristi&ne (R 55. 14,
;

282. 12).

John the Baptist is mentioned in a single tractate
unnoticed
(cf. § II), which long lay almost
by the Mand^ans, but at length, when the final
additions and a number of titles to the writings of
the GenzA came to be formulated (R 57. 23, 188.
in which the
26, 213. 10, 218. 23), a period opened
Manda?ans turned to the figure of the Baptist
with intense interest, and it is worthy of note

only

that his old name Yohannft (which they pronounce
YfthAna) was now expanded to Yahya-Y("phanna,
or was sometimes simply superseded by YahyS.
Yahyil is the Arabic form of the name the form
by which the Baptist is mentioned and highly extolled in the Qur'an (iii. 34, vi. 85, xix. 13-15).
May we not, therefore, venture to suppose that
the reason why the writers of this period bring
John into such prominence and make him a hero
of their people was that they had already begun to
refer to him, in the presence of the Muslim authoriHenceforth
ties, as the prophtt of their religion ?
they could claim, whenever and wherever they
thought fit, to rank as Nfisuray§ d'Yahva'— a
name which, to all except themselves, could mean
nothing else than Christians of John.'
Finally, they are said actually to have introduced
the name of Yahya-Yahana into their baptismal
formula, and^to have done so, in fact, by speaking
of the rite itself as having been instituted by God,
by Manda d'hayyS, and by John (cf. IMB, p. 225,
This innovation would
on Siouffi's authority).
seem to be best explained as a result of the lesson
constantly impressed upon the Manda;ans by
Roman Catholic missionaries during the 17th cent.,
viz. that their baptism was only the baptism of
John mentioned in Ac 18-^ 19^, and as a counterstroke to the attempts to bring them within the
Roman Catholic fold.
41. In the period of the Portuguese ascendancy
in the Persian Gulf.— In the 16th cent, the Portuguese dominated the Indian Ocean, establishing
themselves securely at Goa on the Indian and at
Muscat on tlie Arabian coast, and in the harbours
of Ceylon.
They forced their way into the Persian
Gulf, and on the coast of Persia made the island
and
of Hormuz the base of their military- forces
with the pasha of the district of Basra they reached
an agreement by which, in return for annual gifts,
he permitted them to have a trading-station in
Basra, and promised to protect it. The Portuguese
soldiers and traders were everywhere followed by
the Jesuits, who founded missions, and secured
the government of such settlements as Christian
territories' according to the regulations of the
Thus Portuguese n>onks came to
Inquisition.
Basra, where they obtained a house and made one
of its rooms into a churcli, their hope being to win

—

'

'

;

'

for the
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Roman

faith

more

particularly the schis-

matic (Nestorian and Armenian) Christians living
Theu attention, however, would
in the district.
soon be attracted by the Mandfeans, for the number
of the latter in Basra and its neighbourhood in
the 17th cent, was still estimated at 14,000-15,000,
while in the city itself they are said to have formed
the majority of the population (Le-Gouz). Decades
may have elapsed, however, before the monks
learned that the Sabbi held John the Baptist in
honour and baptized their children, and so came
to believe that this baptistic people were already
semi-Christians, and needed only a little instrucThe
tion in order to become good Catholics.
Discur.ius which Ignatius issued as a .supplement
to the Narratio provides the arguments to be
employed in persuading the Mandtean priests but
the latter were not to be won over by such simple
means. Thereupon the missionaries, bent upon
gaining their end, induced the pasha to order the
Sabbi, under threat of fines or bodily penalties, to
attend the Roman Catholic place of worship and
'

'

;

observe Sunday according to the Christian practice
In this
of resting from servile work on that day.
way the work of conversion was set on foot, supported, however, by doles of food and clothing to
the children of the poorer Manda>ans.
About this time the Mandtean communities suffered a considerable loss from another cause. In the
early years of the 17th cent, the PortugTiese found
that their commercial monopoly on the Persian
coast was challenged, and by way of strengthening their powers of defence they resorted to the
employment of mercenaries. To the Portuguese
cantonments the Manda'ans are said to have
flocked in vast numbers from Basra, and, no
doubt, from Persia also people who, of course,
had there barely managed to live. In their new
capacity they were instructed in the Christian
faith and received Christian bapti.sm (Le-Gouz,

—

della Valle).

The fortified inshore island of Honnuz, which
commanded the entrance to the Persian Gulf, was
invested by British merchantmen and the military
Duke of Shiraz in 1622, and surforces of the
rendered on the 1st of May of that year. The
their
prestige of the Portuguese was at an end
missionaries withdrew from Basra, and the Mand'

'

;

jeans once

more

enjoyed freedom in their religious

Of the Christian converts some embraced
Islam, while the rest reverted to their ancestral
et ne sen conserva pas quatre Chretiens
faith
(Le-Gouz).
42. In Basra in the time of Ignatius a Jesu.
The place of the Portuguese Jesuits was taken by
an Italian mission of Discalced Carmelites under
the leadership of Ignatius a Jesu. "Within a fewyears Ignatius came to realize that great or lasting
results would never be secured among the Mandajans while they lived in Persia, and he devised
the plan of persuading them to emigrate to ChristFrom the Portuguese viceroy in
ian territories.
the Indian Ocean he obtained a guarantee that
Mandaeans who so desired would receive grants of
land in the colonies under the viceregal authority,
on condition that they would give their allegiance
Tl>8 oiler of
to the Roman Catholic Church.
settlements in Ceylon was accepted by many who
were eventually rejected because they insisted
upon being allowed to take their priests with them
and to remain loyal to their faith but, notwithstanding this, a number of Manda?ans were sent
forth, such migrations having taken place, as has
been ascertained by Assemani from documents of
the Congrcgcitio de propnganda Jidc, in the years

ser^dces.

—

'

'

—

;

The whole affair,
1629, 1633, 1646, and 1650.
however, came to very little, and all that Ignatius
himself says of it is that he had once sent to the
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viceroy of Goa a niimber of men wlio were to act
as the spokesmen of their people, and also to look
for huitAule resiliences in Ceylon, and that at length
other hity JIaiuluians, some ot them with their
wives and children, had set out for Muscat. It
may he remarked that between 1638 and 1658 the

number

of ceremonies, including the five
days'
baptismal festival. At length, however, a much
greater addition to uur knowledge was contributed
by the information with which a grandson of this
\ahya gratified the curiosity of N. Sioulh, French

The

vice-consul at Baghdad, in 1875.

fullness

and

I'ortuguese were gradually expelled from Ceylon
by the Dutch.
43. Numerical strength of the Mandaean communities in the 17th century. lulormation regarding the numerical .strength of the Mand;eans and
their didusion in the contiguous jiroviiices of
Turkey aud Persia as found, iirobably, in the
Krst half of the 17th cent.
is provided by a map
published in Paris by Melchisedech Th6venot in
This map, which, unfortunately, hears no
1663.
date, embraces the area throughout which the

accuracy of the communications are explained by
the fact that the informant, before embracing
Christianity wlien about twenty-live, had received
an education qualifying him to become a Mandican priest, hut it is necessary to state that his
account of the Manda;an doctrines and legends
was wholly dependent upon a late version, from
which every ditficulty had been expimged (cf.
MH, pp. 17-19), and that he could describe the
methods and customs of his peojjle only in their
most recent phases of development.

Mandajan communities were scattered, and gives
on its lower margin a list of the townships in which
they were located and the number of families in
each community.
We lind an aggregate of 3279

books of Petermann and Sioutli contain observations from whl-h we may learn how the Manda>ans had fared in the long interval from the

—

—

—

45.

17th cent., and

families living in 31 settlements. By far the largest
figure, exactly 2000, is conjoined with yuwaiza,
in Persia ; ' next comes Tina with 500 families and

families.

of

the Christians no longer endeavoured to win the
Mandaeans for the Church.
It is true that
the mission-house was not abandoned, and that
the banner of the Cross continued to wave from its
roof, while the pasha still received his annual gift
hut, when Jean Th^venot lodged there in 1665, he
found that it was tenanted only by a single Italian
monk, and that the church stood open for prayer
not only to Europeans, but to Kestorian and
Armenian Christians. Shortly afterwards, when
the station had once more been brought into working order, its director, the Carmelite Archangelus
a S. Theresia, was obliged to expend a considerable sum of money to procure Mandaean MSS for
;

in this period,

'

Robert Huntmgton, who lived in Aleppo from
1671 to 1681.
The vendors were a couple of
Manda?ans, one of whom had to be assured upon
oath that his co-religionists should never hear of
the transaction, while the other had become a
convert to Islam.
long period then elap.sed during which little
or no infornuition regarding the iMandieans reached
Europe. Paragraphs devoted to them (and often
referred to in encj^clopcedias) in J. Chardin, Voyuqrs,
etc. (Paris, 16S611'.), and E. Kaempller, Aniwiiitatum, etc., fasc. v. (Lemgow, 1712), simply repeat
accounts previously published. In 176") Carstcn
Niebuhr visited Basra and found that only a few
'Sabians' lived there; he had their alphabet
transcribed for him by a smith.
Naval Lientenant Ormsby, the friend of J. R. Wellsted,
stayed at Hit for live days in 1833, and ascertained that the Mandieans had a cominnnity with
a priest in that lity, though neither there imr
elsewhere could he learn anything about them but
the most meagre details.
The first European to gain really fresh information regarding the Mandaeans was the Gernnin
Orientalist H. Petermann, who, in the spring of
1854, spent three months in Suq es-Siyukh on the
Euphrates, learned the Manda-an language from
the local high priest Yahyft (-Btilad), and in the
latter's company was permitted to be present at a

A

datiiij;

would seem that

— The

seceded to Islam, and 'many Mandaeans' are reThe great
ported to have done so about 1825.
pestilence which ravaged Persia and Mesopotamia
in 1831 carried oil' the entire priesthood with the
e.xeeption of two igandds, and at some unspecified
date the Mandaeans forsook Basra owing to its
deadly climate. In the vicinity of ^luwaiza only
25 families remained, all the rest having removed
because the river (JCercha) had almost completely
dried up.
Suq es-Siyukh (which does not appear
in the list subjoined to Th6venot's map), or rather
the village of Subbuye on the other side of the
river, had become one of the main domiciles of
Subba '), and was named
the Mandieans (the
The district, however, was ruled
after them.
by a Bedawin shaikh, who so afflicted the village
with chicanery and extortion that about 2t)0 of
the 260 families composing the local Manda^n
community abandoned it in 1853 and removed to
Ammara on the Tigris, where the second largest
community (about 100 families) had enjoyed a
more favourable lot under Turkish rule. Petermann also mentions Qurna, at the confluence of
the Euphrates and the Tigris, with 40 families,
and Muhammara, on the Shatt al-'Arab below
Basra, with 4, as well as the Persian towns of
He makes
Dizful with 80, and Shushter with 34.
.an
aggregate of about 560 families, with 10
other
11
Sioufli mentions
settlements,
priests.
6 in Turkish and 5 in Persian territory, and his
estimate of the total number of Mandfcans is
These two
4000, of whom 1500 were males.
enumerations bring us to the years 1854 and 1875

Reports
European travellers since 1650.
— 44.
Ignatius a Jesu left Basra in 1650 or 1651, and

Acconiinir to a statonicnt of Pietro delta Valle,
1022, tlie M:\iKlaianB in Persia lived principally in
ol Kaoulawa, not far from ((uwaiia.

it

in the 19th century.

too, the vicissitudes of their ordinary life were due
to sull'ering and want.
About the year 1800
30 families in Shushter alone are saiil to have

Basra with 400, then one place with 50, two with
30, and others with numbers ranging from 2 to 20,
while to four place-names a dotted line is attached,
and to several others only a stroke. We shall
thus hardly err in assuming a total of some 3400

'

The Mandaeans

respectively. Whether any Mandrean communities
exist the jiresent writer is not in a position
to say.

still

—

LlTKBATCRE. i. On tile SabianR, Mughtasila, and Mandraans
D. Chwolsohn, Die Ssabier und iter iisabismus, Petro^rad,
1S56; G. Fliigel, Mani, seine Lclire vnd seine SrhnfUn,
[.eipzig, 1862, p. 133 1!.; W. Brandt, Elclmsai, do. 1912, pp.

:

(gives information rejfarding the Arabic data, with
translationg, and discussea llie question aa to the ori^'in of the
Uab. practice of baptism).
l.H4-lftl

On the .Mandaans in the leth and 17th centuries Viaggi
ii.
Piftro delta Vatte it Petle'jrino, La i'crttia, Rcmo, 1658,
pp. 412-414; P. F. Ignatius a Jesu and others, A'arratio
:

tli

(Iriainis, Ritunm, et Krroruin ChriHianvium Saticti Joannia,
Cux adiungitur Diacursua per modurti Diatoiji in quo confutantur XXXIII Krrores eiu.-ih-m ^atiomn. Home, 16.')2 (the
bulk of the text consists of an earlier account which^ with
the DiscursMtt, had probably been written duhne the tirae of
the Portuguese mission, and afterwards amended and supplemented here and there by the Italian nionke to this Ignatius
himself prefixed a new 'first chapter' in which he states his
views of the Mandaeans— a view differing from that driven in
and he also
the original Hrst chapter, now the second
inserted his notes regarding tho DXiidn)
F. de la BouUaye;

from

—

tlie district
I

;

MANETHO
Le-Gouz,

r-'i/rtf/e

ct

uhsi^rvotions, Pnris,

^Troyea and

1662,

Paris, 1057, p. 291 ff. (chs. xliii.-xlix.) ; Jean Th^venot,
Suite du Viiijaije de Levant, Paris, 1074 {|iostliuinoU8l.v),
JVIelchisedecli Tlievenot, Relatimis de diners
pp. 324-328
voyayeti, do. 1663-64 (lar^x quarto, witliout contiiiuoua pagination), pt. i., Mera Uelinalio l'i\itati8 BaSBora' (the map
mentioned in §43): Abraham Echellensis, Eutychius patn;

Akxandrinus vindieatttUt ii. (' De Origiiie nominis
Papas'), Rome, 1660, pp. 310-336.
iii.
Works published in the 19Lh cent, and later: J. R.

archa

Wellsted,
i.

316

Rmen

Trai'els to the L'ity of the Caiiphs,
notes of Lieut. Orrasby); H.

London, 1S40,

Petermann,

(from

f.

Orient, 2 vols., Leipzig, 1860-61,

itn.

ii.

83-137, 447-465

;

N. Sion£ii, Etudes sur la reiigion des Soubljas oit Sabeens, tears
dogmes, leurs inteur^, Paris, 1880 (on pp. 19S-204 will be found
an extract relating to the Mandaians from the Voyage e-n Rvssie,
etc., of J. M. Lycklama a Nijeholt, .Amsterdam, 1372-75, on
which cf. J/if, p. 12, note) T. Noldeke, Manddische Gratacf. also his art. in (rGA,
matik, Halle, 1875, Introduction
K. Kessler, art. Mandajans,' in EBrt, and
1S69, pp. 481-501
•Mandaer,' in I'RE^ (of. MR, p. 230 f.); M. Lidzbarski,
L'thra und JIalakha,' in Orientaiische Stxtdien, Theodor Noldeke zum 70ten Geburtstag, Giessen, 1906, pp. 537-545
W.
Brandt, Die manddische Religion, Leipzig, 1889, Mandaische
Schriften, Qottingen, 1893.
W. I5EANDT
;

;

'

;

'

;

MANETHO.— This
bom

at

historian

the

of

Egypt was

Theb-Neteret

of the
hieruglyiihie inscriptions, and lived during the
reigns of Ptolemy Lagi and Ptolemy Philadelphus.
His name is probably the Gr. form of Ma-cnTehuti, 'Gift of Thoth' equivalent to the Gr.

Sebennytus,

—
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arranged chronologically. The lists of Manetho
are much more complete than any of these, and it
is to him that we owe the accepted distribution
into dynasties.

Opinions differ widely as to the \ ahie of his hiswork. A period in which he was regarded
as a mere fabricator was succeeded by one in which
torical

autliority was considered practically
Tlius Lenormant says
peacliable.
his

unim-

:

'

He

now

the first of all authorities for the reconstruction
of the ancient history of Egypt
(Anc. Hist, of the East, i.
is

'

201).

More modern

authorities

are

sharply

divided.

Adverse opinion may be represented by Breasted's
sweeping dictum
;

'A late, careless and uncritical compilation, which can be
proven wrong from the contemj^orary moniunents in the vast
majority of cases where such niurumients ha\e sur\i\'ed. Its
dynastic totals are so absurdly high throughout that they are
not worthy of a moment's credence, being often nearly or quite
double the maxinmm drawn from contemporary monuments,
and they will not stand the slightest criticism. Their accuracy
is now maintained only by a small and
constantly decreasing
number of modern scliolars' {Hist, of Egypt, p. 23).
This is so sweeping as to suggest bias at once ;

and,
site

when

remembered that an exactly oppopronounced by authorities of sucli
Maspero and Elinders Petrie, its

it is

judgment

is

standing as
oracular tone becouies merely ridiculous. Maspero's

following works have been attrisome of them on doubtful authority

verdict is as follows
The system of Manetho, in the state in which it has been
handed down to us by epitimiizers, has rendered, and continues

(1) AlyowTtaKd, (2) B(;3\os Siifleos, (3) 'lepa Bi/3Xos,
(4) ^vcriKuiP iiTLTOfxi^, (5) Ilepl ^oprCiv, (6) Ilepi apxo-^ffliov

to render, service to science if it is not the actual history of
Egypt, it is a sufficiently faithful substitute to warrant our not
neglecting it when we wish to imderetand and reconstruct the
sequence of events. His dynasties furnish the necessary framework for most of the events and revolutions, of which the monuments have preserved us a record' (Dawn of Cimlization, p.

'EpiJ.u5u}pos.

buted to

The

liim,

:

Kal evae^eias, (7) Uepi KaTatrKevTJs Kvtpluiv. His reputation rests upon the MymTiaKa, a history of Egypt

which he

coiiipiicd at the request of Ptolemy
Philadelphus. The first part of his work dealt
with the mythological era in the history of
Egypt, and the first eleven of the thirty historical
the second began with the Xllth
dynasties
the third
dynasty, and ended with the XlXth
;

;

comprised dynasties XX. -XXX. The work was
written in Greek, and ha.s, unfortunately, perished,
with the exception of the list of kings, which has
been preserveil in corrupt and incomplete forms
by Julius Africanus, Eusebius, and George the

Syneellu.s.

An

examination of these king lists shows that
in many particulars Julius Africanus and Eusebius
do not agree in their rendering i.e. in arrange-

—

ment

of the dynasties, in the lengths of the reigns,
and in the total number of kings assigned to the
various djmasties. According to Africanus, 561
kings reigned in about 5524 years, while, according to Eusebius, only about 361 kuigs reigned in
4480 or 4780 years. The version of Africanus is
clearly the more accurate of the two, agreeing
best with the monuments. It seems fairly certain
that Africanus had access to the actual work of
Manetho. The version of Eusebius was based on
that of Africanus, and shows carelessness in the
It will thus
copj'ing of both names and figures.
be seen tliat tlie work of Manetho must be received with some caution, for his king lists have

become very corrupt and it is probable that the
Christian writers who transmitted his system,
being anxious to reconcile it with the accepted
BibUcal chronology, have curtailed his lists to some
extent. Nevertheless Jlanetho's work remains the
;

standard autliority on Egyptian chronology, and
upon it all attempts to restore that chronologjmust be based.
The chief original authorities with which his
work may be compared are: (1) the Turin Royal
Papyrus
lamentably mutilated, and badly re-stored (2) the Tablet of Abydos, containing a list
of 75 kings, dynasties I.-XtX.; (3) the Tablet of

—

;

SaqqSrah
order as
taining

— 47

royal

names

in practically the

same

(2) ; and (4) the Tablet of Karnak, cona list of Gl kings— the cartouches are not

:

'

;

228).

Still more emphatically favourable
judgment

is

Petrie's

:

'An authority of the highest order.

.

.

also strong for the care given to his

is

The internal evidence
work and its precision.
.

Manetho has been often accused of double reckoning, by
two contemporary dynasties or kings separately.
Every instance in which this has been supposed has broken
down when examined in detail. Not a single case of overlapping periods can be proved against him. On the contrary,
there are two excellent proofs of his care to avoid such errors
.

.

.

stating

'

(Researches in .Sinai,

p. 171).

Possibly the truth may lie somewhere between
the two extreme opinions, and Manetho may be
neither so careless as Breasted alleges nor so immaculate as Petrie affirms. In any case, even his
detractors cannot aflbrd to do without him
for
every reconstruction of the history of Egypt is
based, and will continue to be based, on the
djTiastic framework which he has provided.
What .system of dating we are to derive from
his dynastic scheme and other sources is another
Here also there is fundamental disquestion.
agreement. As far Ijack as 1580 B.C. there is
practically no difference between the various
schemes of dating, and Egj'ptian chronology may
be looked upon as settled with only a few years'
margin of error up to that point. Beyond that
The Berlin school, represented by
lies chaos.
Meyer and Breasted, dates the beginning of the
1st dyn. at 3400 B.C., and that of theXIIth, fixed
by astronomical data, at 2000 B.C. Wallis Budge,
still clinging to Brugsch's system, gives 4400 B.C.
forthe 1st dyn. and 2400 B.C. for the Xllth. Petrie
gives 5510 B.C. for the 1st dyn., and, u.sing the
same astronomical data as the Berlin school, 3459
B.C. for the Xllth.
Here it is most unlikely that
the truth lies between the two extremes, and
Brugsch's via media seems to lead nowhere. The
wigantic gap between Petrie's dates and those of
Berlin is due to the fact that I'etrie holds that the
advocates of the shorter system have dropped a
whole Sothic period of 1460 years out of their
reckoning. If the astronomical foundation be
sound, the truth must lie either with the shortest or with the longest system, and only further
;
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research I'an clear up the problem. Meanwhile the
tendency has been -'nnew liat in the direction of the

Berlin svstein, whith, accoiJing to Petrie, 'defies
the Instory and lie collateral facts which support it' {Aii'ieiit Kn;ipt, London, 1915, pt. i. p. 37)

all

I

;

and Manetho's credit remains

in srispense.

In adilition to bis service to chronology, Manetho
has contributed, though only at second-hand, two

These
interesting traditions of Kgyptian history.
are preserved by .losephus (r. Apion. i. 26 f. I, and
give a somewhat nebiuous account of the llyksos
invasion, and the narrative of the expulsion of a
race of lepers and unclean persons, which may
conceivably represent the Egyptian tradition of
the Hebrew Exodu-s.
Manet ho's chronological scheme is too long to
be given in detail, but will be found, in part or in
whole, in most of the Egyptian Histories e.g.,
completely in Budge, Hist, of Egypt, i. 130-140.

—

—

LiTKR.\TrRK.
I.
p. Cory, Ancient Fragments, London,
1832, pp. <M-18I ; F. Lenormant, Ancient History of the East,
do. 1S69, i. 196-201 ; J. Lieblein, Recherches srtr In chronologic
^gypticnnc, Christiania, 1873 ; C. C. J. Bunsen, K'jiipt'^ Pface
in Vniversat History, Enij. tr. London, 184S, i." 6G-96 ; G.
Maspero, The Dawn of Cicitization, Eng. tr., do. 18^4, pp.
225-230, 7S5-T90; H. Brugsch, Hisloire d'E<iypte, Leipzig,
M. F. Petrie, History of E'typt,
18o9, i. 16-30, 2S7-293
l.ondon, 1894, i. 16-23, Researches in Sinai, do. 1906 ; E. A.
Budge, History of Egypt, do. 1902, i. 111-161, A Short
History of the Egyptian People, do. 1914 ; E. de Roug^,
*
;

W.

W.

Exaraun de I'ouvni^ede II. leChevalierde Bunsen,* in Annates
de philosophic chriftienne, xiii.-xvi. [1846-47]; J. H. Breasted,
R. M. Burrows, The DisHistory of Egypt, London, 1906
coveries in Crete, do. 1903
H. R. Hall, Ancient History of the
;

;

Kear East,

JaMES BaiKIE.

do. 1913.

MANICHiEISM.— I. Sources.— Maniclueism,
the religion of Mani or Manes, is one of tho.se
systems which are usually classed together under
the name of Gnosticism. The Manichrean religion
arose in Babylonia about the middle of the 3rd
cent. A.D., and during many generations exercised
great influence both in the East and in the \Vest.
Of the literature of the Manicha'ans very little has
survived. The frajjments of Manichsean MSS which
have lately been discovered in Central Asia present
great difficulties of interpretation, so that, while
they confirm much that was previously known, they
do not enable us to form a connected idea of the
The attempts which have been made in
modern times to prove that some well-known books,
subject.'

in particular certain of the Apocryphal Gospels and
Acts, are of Manichxan origin must be pronounced

Hence our information rewhoUj' unsuccessful.
specting this religion is derived almost entirely
from non-Manicha;an authors, most of whom wrote
with an avowedly hostile purpose. As our conclusions muatdepend largelyon the relativeimportance
which we attach to the various sources, it is necessary first to give some account of them.
They
fall into four main groups: (1) Oriental Christian
Zoroastrian
Western
sources, (2)
sources, (3)
sources,
(4)

Muhammadan

sources.

—

Oriental Chriitinn. These have, in some
The
respects, the greatest claim to consideration.
Aramaic-speaking Christians of Syria and Meso(1)

potamia were
'These

in race, in language,

and

in general

are written in various lan^ua^es (Persian.
Turkish, and Chinese). They have heen published by F. W. K.
Uuller, *HanJschri(ten-Reste in Kstranu'elo-.S'^hrilt ana Turf.in,'
in SB A W, 1904, p. 348 «., and in ABA H', lyin. Kin Hoppelblalt
aus einem manichiiischen Hymrienbuch,' \nABA W, 1912 (republished separately, Berlin, 1913); .\. von Le Coq, * Ein manichaischuigurisches Fragment aus Idiqut-Schahri." in SBA \V, 190S, p.
398 tr., 'Ein chrit^tliches und ein manichiiisches .Manviskriptfnigment in tiirkischer Sprache aus Turfan,* ib., 1909, p. 1202 ff.,
*Dr. Stein's Turkish Khua^tuanift from "Tun-HuanK, being a
Conression-prayer of the Manichaian .\uditore8,' in JRAS, 1911,
C. Saleuiann. Ein Bruchstuk inanichuischen Schriftp. 277 fT.
turns im asiati.*chen .Museum, Petrograd. 1904 ( = J/^moirrt de
VAcadimie Imp^riale dfs Sciences, vni. vi. 6), Manichdische
Studien, 1., do. 1903 ( = )Umoires, vni. viii. 10), ilanichrrica,
1907-12 ( = Bulletin d* V Academic impiriale des
l.-lv., do.
lln tralM manichien
Sciences) ; E. Chavanne* and P. Pelliot,
retrouT* tn Chine,' in .lA, 1911 (rcpulilished, P»ri», 191'-').
fra'.,^nent3

'

;

'

culture nearly akin to the primitive Manichwans,
and had every opportunity of becoming well acquainted with the new religion.
Unfortunately
very little of their testimony has come down to u.s.
Aphraatcs, in the first half of the 4th cent., the
earliest Syriac author w hose works have been preserved in any considerable quantity,' brielly alludes
to Maniclueism as a dangerous heresy
:

'The children

who
[('.If.

of darkness, the doctrine of the wicke<l Mani,
dwell in darkness like serpents, and practise Chaldxisin
the
doctrine of Babel. '2
astrology],

More information may be gathered from the works
of a

of Aphraates, the wellcommonly called
Ephraim Syrus. References to Maniclueism are
found in several of his writings, especially in a
series of five discourses, entitled Letters to Hi/patios."
The treatise against Maniclueism coinjiosed by
Gabriel, bishop of Hormizdsher, in the 6th cent.,
seems now to be lost.'' Later Syriac writers, such
as Theodori' bar-Khoni* and Barhebrieus,* do not
supply much that is of importance.

younger contemporary

known Epliraim

of

Nisibis,

Among Oriental Christian authorities we must
also reckon the Armenian writer Eznik of Kolb,
who lived in the 5th cent.,' and Said ihn al-Bitriq,
generally called Eutychius, who was Patriarch of
Alexandria from a.d. 933 to 939. «
The evidence contained in
(2) Zoroastrian.
Zoroastrian literature is, if anything, scantier than
that which may be collected from the works of

—

it is much more
owing partly to the unsatisthe text and partly to our
imperfect acquaintance with the language. But
the vehement condemnations of Manicha'ism which

Oriental Christians

;

moreover,

difficult to interpret,
factory condition of

are found in Zoroastrian books bear witness at least
to the dread with which the Persian priesthood
regarded the rival faith.'

—

Accounts by Greek and Latin
iVestern.
(3)
authors exist in far greater quantity, but they are,
from the nature of the case, much less trustworthy.
Manichaiism was so essentially Oriental [i.e. nonHellenic) in its character that the Christians of the
West would probably have had considerable difficulty in understanding it, even if they had been
w holly impartial. That this was out of the question
hardly needs to be stated. The strangeness of the
.system w;us doubtless an attra<'tion to some minds,
but those who are attracted by mere novelty are
usually uncritical, while the attitude of uncomOn Aphraates see W. Wright, Short Hii^tory of Syriac Litera1

London, 1S94, p. 32. The Homilies of Aphraates have
been re-edited, with a Lat. tr., by L Parisot (Paris, 18'J4).
2 Horn. iii.
Why the Maniclis&ans were accused of astrology
will appear later on.
3 The first of these discourses and
part of the seoond were
published by J. J. Overbeck in his Sancti Ephraemi Syri
Oxford
This portion
1865, p. 21 ff.
aliorumquc opera setecta,
of the second discourse was reprinted Ijy K. Kessler {.Mani,
a
Germ.
tr.
The
268
with
inaccurate
remainder
fT.),
very
p.
of the work, with the exception of some passa<re3 which are
effaced in the MS, was first made known by C. W. Mitchell (.9.
Ephraim's Prose Refutations, i., London, 1912). In Kphraim's
Vannina Sisibeoa (ed. G. Bickell, frfipzig, 1S66), no. xlv., there
is an interesting^ passage which doubtless refers to the ManiFools in their
chains, though they are not expressly name<l
perversity have foi-ged a tale, how that the IMrkness ventured
to disturb the Light,' etc.
* See
Wright, op. cit. p. 120.
^ Theodore's account of .Mani has l>een
published and translated by H. Pognon in his Inscriptions mandaite.^ des coupes de
It is borrowed in part from
KhouaSir, Pans, 1897-99.
Epiphanius. and therefore cannot be regarde<l as purely Oriental. Cf.
also F. (jumont. La Cosmogonie manich^enne, d'aprt's Theodore
bar Kh6ni ( = Hecherches sur le Manich'^i.'.tnc, i.), Brussels, 19<t3.
* The
testimony of Barhebneus is to be j^'athered partly from
his Syr. Ecclesiastical History, partly from his .\rab. Compendium of the Dynasties.
7 See v.
Ijinglois. Collection deshistoriensancienset modemes
ture,

'

:

de CAnnenie, Paris, 1867-6,'J, ii. 37,ilT., and the tr. by J. M.
Sohmid, yionna, 1900, p. 94 ff.
9
Eutychii Annates, ed. E. Pococke, Oxford, 1653-£9, which

contains the ori^'inal Arab, text with a Lat. tr.
9
Perhaps the most important p.assage on this subject is that
which E. \V. West has translatc<l in his Pahlari Texts, iii. 243 ff.
iSBE xxvi. (188oJ). A Germ. tr. is given by Salemann, Ein
Bmchsluk manichoischeji Schrifttums im asial. iluseum.
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prouiising hostility, which was adopted by the great
majority of Christian theologians, naturally proved
even less favourable to accurate comprehension.
The foreign origin of Manichoeism is duly emphasized by Eusebius in the brief notice which he
Alexander of
devotes to this 'insane heresy.''
the author of a short tract against
Lycopolis,
Manichffisiii," was probably a contemporary of
He deserves notice as lieing the only
Eusebius.
Western writer who treats the subject from a
tliongh he
purely philosophical point of view
speaks of Cliristianity with a certain respect, it is
doubtful whetlier he ever became a Christian. Of
;

more importance is the testimony of a somewhat
later controversialist, Titus, bishop of Bostra in
In a geographical
Syria, who died about a.d. 370.
Titus must be reckoned

.sense,

among

Oriental

Christians, but his Treatise agninst t)ie Man ichmans
proves him to have been thoroughly Western in
his education and habits of thought, deeply imbued
with Greek philosophy, in particular with Stoicism,
and full of contempt for 'barbarians.' He disfrom
tinctly states that he derived his information
'

a Manicluean book,-" but he tells us nothing dehnite
His words, however, seem
as to its authorship.
to imply that the book was not composed by the
founder of Manicha?ism himself, for in cjuoting it
lie says, 'as is stated by the author who wrote
down the doctrines of that maniac ;' and, again,
these are the very words used by him or else by
one of his followers.'* He afterwards mentions a
Manicha'an work entitled The Treasure,'' but
whether this is identical with the book cited previously cannot be determined. In any case it is interesting to observe that, according to Titus, the
Mauicha-ans made every effort to conceal from
outsiders the writings of their founder, apparently
Anotlier fact,
in obedience to his express orders.*
no less significant, is that Titus professes to have
softened down the expressions which he found in
his source
thesd are not the words used by him,
but this is what he meant to say, tran.slated into
more decent language."-' In estimating the evidence supplied by Titus this tendency must be
constantly borne in mind.
A more popular but a much less respectable
authority is the Acta Arc/telai, a work which professes to record a disputation between Manes and
Archelaus, bishop of Carchar'" in Mesopotamia.
'

'

'

:

HE

2 ed. A. Briukmann,
vii. 31.
Leipzig, 1895.
Ot the four books into which this work is divided only the
two and the beginning of the third have been preserved in
the original Ur. but all four are e-\tant in a Syr. tr, which
must ha\ e been made very early, as it is contained in a Brit.
Mus. MS written in 4.D. 412. Tlie Gr. text was first published
by J. Rasnage in 1725 the best edition is that of P. A. de
Lagarde (Berlin, 1859), who also edited the Syr. version. It is
to be noted that the Gr. text has a long insertion (printed as an
Appendix by Lagarde, pp. 69-103)wliich is absent in the Syriac.
In SB A W, 1S94, ^. 479 ff., August Brinkniann h.as endeavoured
to prove that this piece is a fragment of a book against the
ManichEeans by Serapion of Thmuis, a friend of Athanasius.
1

3

first

;

;

*
i. § 21 ) ; (^Tjo-'t
avrij Ae'^et «f»Tja-t»' r) Trap' auTois j3t^Aos (bk.
yap
aiirh to ypdfjL^a a<tt' oO ra irapa ToO p.avdvro^ Trape^TJKajaet' (bk. I.

The punning use

§ 22).

name Manes,

is

of ^ai'etV,

fxai'Ca, etc.,

in allusion to

the

extremely common.

6 0,5
i. § 21).
ye o TO. Tov )xavevTO<i (TvyYpd'fuiiv (f)ij(TtV (bk.
Tts Til' an-' exetVou
itn}iTi fie Trpbs Ae'^ti' avHji' CKeivos ij eTep6.s
Photius states that the source used by Titus was
(bk. iii. § 4).
the work of a certain Addas : efio^e fity Kara Jkiayixaiu>yypdrt>ety,

niulaof Abjuration. Both al-Ya"qubi and al-Biruni ascribe to
Mani a' book known as Kanz-at-Ihyd, Treasure of Life-giving,"
but it is to be noted that the list of Mani's WTitings in the
Fihrist (p. 336, line 8ff.) does not include this title, although it
mentions a Si/r-al'Ikya, Book of Life-giving.'
*

'

8Bk.
^ ci

iii.

Here for the first time we meet with the remarkable theory that M.-michrei^m originated, not with
its reputed founder, but with a certain ScythianuR,
from whom the system was passed on to Manes.
These Arts are extant in a Latin translation, made
from a Greek text of which we possess some long
fragments.' According to .Jerome,^ the book was
originally composed by Archelaus himself in Syriac
('Syro sermone') and afterwards translated into
But it lias been clearly proved that
Greek.
Archelaus is not the author, and that the narrative
is to a large extent, if not entirely, fictitious.
Nevertheless, some modern writers have endeavoured to show that, though Jerome was mistaken
in ascribing the Acts to Archelaus, he was right at
least in believing them to have been composed in
The arguments which Kessler has adSyriac.
vanced in support of this theory have been shown
by T. Noldeke to be worthless.^ The author of
the Acts, whoever he was, evidently possessed no
accurate information about the country in which
he placed the scene of his story. For example,
he represents the river .Strangas as the Western
boundary of the Persian Empire a notion which

—

is

derived from the Greek

A

of Manichajism.
Nevertheless, it is not surprising
that his statements were readily believed by
Western Christians. With some variations, the
story contained in the Acta Archelai reappears in
Epiphanius,* Socrates, Tlieodoret, and several later
writers.
By far the

most celebrated of the Western
At first
authorities on Manichteism is Augustine.
sight it might seem that his testimony ought to
outweigh all others that have been mentioned, for
during nine years (from A.D. 373 to 382) he was a
professed Manich;ean. Among the works that he
composed on the subject, after his conversion to
Catholic Christianity, are the following; Contra
Epistolam Manichwi quam vacant Fundamenti,
Contra. Faustum, Contra Fortunutum, Contra
Adimantam, Contra Secundinum, De Actis cum

De Gcnesi contra Manichieos, De
Natura Boni, Dc Dvabus Animabtis, De Utilitate
Crcdendi, De Moribus Eccksice Catholicce et de

Felice Manichceo,

Moribtis Manichceorum.
Many passages relating
to Manichieism are to be founci in his other writin
the
But, on the
ings, particularly
Confessions.
whole, the amount of positive knowledge which

can be gathered from Augustine is much less than
might have been expected. In the great majority
of cases he confines himself to vague generalities,
and, when he descends to particulars, his statements seem mostly to rest on hearsay. It may be
doubted whetlier even his Jlanichrean informants
were at all accurately acrpiainted with the history
and writings of their founder. Faustus, whom
Augustine represents as one of the ablest and most
influential among the Maniclijeans, was a native
of N. Africa, and it is therefore unlikely that he
could read the sacred books of his religion in the
Nor have we any reason to
original Aramaic.
believe that the other Maniclu'eans with whom
Augustine came in contact were better instructed.
One of the latest, but not the least important, of
the Western sources is the Greek Formula of
Abjuration,^\\\\\Q\\ repentant heretics were required
to pronounce before being admitted into the coni-

§9._

2
3
4

§17).
;

latter form agrees with that given b)
of the story.

Epiphanius

in his veisioii

See M.

>

TOiiTOi? ye TOi? p^^xatrti', aAAa y€ Taura (Sot'A«Tat
€vtrxi)p.ov€<rT€pov jrdvv ye Trpbs ^IpMiv elpijrai (bk. i.

10 The name is doubtful.
Possibly the author, or a later scribe,
may have confused the two places Karkhfi and Kashkar the

Romance of Alexander

the Great (pseudo-Callisthenes), as Noldeke points
writer who was capable of falling into
out.
such mistakes can scarcely be supposed to have
had any definite knowledge as to the early history

Ka'i liT)

yap
anfp

Atfyeii',

395

ii.

De

J.

Routh, Reliquue

sacra'i, Oxford, 1846-48, v.

Vir. lUustr., no. Ixxii.

See ZDMG xhii. (18891 535 ff., and xliv. (1890] 399.
See F. Oehler, Corpus Hcereaeologictim, Berlin, 1856-Gl,

ir.

398 ff.
See A, Galtandi, Bibliotheca Patrtn/t, 14 vols., ^'eniee, 1765-

^

88, xiv. 87 B.
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munioM of the liyzaiitiiie Chuioli. In its prosont
shape this document cannot be older than the 9th
It i-onsists of a series of anathemas,
century.
directed partly against doctrines and partly against
persons, imt together withunt any definite plan.
Some of the doctrines are undoubteiUy Maniclucan,
but some emanate from other sects, and some
be

Yet,
gross misrepresentations.
ap|)ear to
of the nncritical manner in which it

.spite

in
is

compiled, the Formiiln of Abjuration contains a
certain

number

of

facts.

— Evidence froniMuhamniadan
M uhammMljtiiinteresting

{i)

.

literature does not begin before the 9tli cent, of
our era. Neverthele.ss, the Mnhammadan accounts
are, on the whole, the most instructive of all,
much fuller than those by Oriental Christians and
less misleading than those by Western writers.

For this several
first

place, the

cau.ses

may

Muhamniadan

In the
be assigned.
scholars to whom we

owe

these descriptions wrote from a historical,
rather than from a controversial, point of view.
Moreover, some of them at least had access to
very ancient and trustworthy sources of information
for Babylonia, the political centre of the
Muhamniadan Empire, was also the ecclesiastical
centre of the Manicha'an community, and, accordingly, in that country the text and the traditional
interpretation of the Manicluean Scriptures were
most likely to survive. It is true that after the
Muhamniadan conquest the Aramaic language
gradually ceased to be spoken, but the knowledge
of it never wholly died out, as we see in the case
of the Christians and the Mandseans, who have
retained their sacred books, in their respective
Aramaic dialects, down to the present day.
Almost all Muhammadan historians who treat
of pre-Muhamniadan or early Muhamniadan times
take some notice of jManich;eisin, but the authors
from whom we learn most on this subject are the
;

following: (a) Ibn Wadih, also called al-Ya'qubi,
in A.D. 891 composed a Ilistunjofthe. World -^
who probably lived
(h) Muhammad ibn Ishilq,
about the end of the 10th cent, of our era, and is
known as the author of the Fihrlst, i.e. Catalogue,'
agreat storehouse of information respecting literary
works of various kinds ;^ (c) al-Kirfinl, who died
A.D. 1048, one of the most learned men that the
East ever produced, the author of a book on
^
Chronolvoj/ and other important treatises (rf) alShahrastani, who died A.D. 1153, the author of a
work on religious and philosophical sects.* All
these authors wrote in Arabic, although the last
two were of Persian nationality.
The story of Mani in the S/inhnnmah of Firdausi,
the well-known Persian epic i>oet is almost entirely
same may bo said of nearly
legendary, and the
all the popular Muhamniadan accounts, whether
written in I'ersian or in Arabic.
With regard
2. The founder of Manichaeism.
to the history of the founder we are mainly
dependent on Muhammadan writers, for the
Western authorities either tell us nothing definite
or else repeat, more or leas faithfully, the legend
contained in the Ac/n Archehii. The story there
related is brielly .as follows
In the time of the Ajtoslles there lived a man named
from Scythia,' anrl
Scythianus, who ia de.scrilicd aa coniinj^

who

'

;

,

—

:

'

also as being

*

a Saracen by race'(*ex genore Saracenoruni

').

ed. M. T. Houtsma, I,eyden, 1883.
'J
ed. G. Fliigel, and published after liis dcatli by .1. Rodiper
and A. Miiller, Leinzip, 1871-T"2. Tlie section relating to
Manichffiisin was published separately by Kiiigel, witli a Germ,
1

title Mani, seine Lehrt und
Schriften, Leipzi;^, 1862. Tiio author of the Fihrist is
is
doubtful whether this name,
8ometitiiesca)led al-Nadim, but it
or rather nicltnanie, belonfjed to him or to one of his ancestors.
s ed. E.
and
tr. by him into Kn^., The
ijat^hau, Leipzig, 1878,
tr.

and copious notes, under the

teiiic

Chr<moto(fi/ of Ancient Nations, London,
Arab, form of the Pers. n^riini.
* ed. W.
Ourcton, I<ondon, 1810, and
Baarbriicker, Halle, 1850-61.

187f>.

tr.

Al-Birum

into

in tlie

Germ, bv

T.

Ho settled in
where he becnrae ac.iu.iiuled with 'the
wisdom of the Kyvpt,
Egyptians.' and invented the reli^'iotis system
which was .ifterwards known as ^lanichteism. I-'iimUy If

emigrated to Palestine, and, when he died, his writings passed
into the hands of his sole disciple, a certain Tercbinthus.l The
latter betook himself to Babylonia, assumed the name of Budda,
and endeavoured to prnpa^'ate his master's teaching. But he,
like Scythianus, gained
only one disciple, who was an old
woman. After a wliilo he died, in consequence of a fall from
the roof of a house, and the books which he had inherited from
Scythianus became the property of the old woman, who, on lier
death, bequeathed them to a young man named Uorbicius.'^
who had been her slave. Oorbicius thereupon changed hla
name to Manes, studied the writings of Scythianus, and began
to teach the doctrines which they contained, with many
additions of his own. He giiitied three disciples, named Thomas,
Addas, and Hernias. About tiiis time the son of the Persian king
fell ill, and Manes undertook to cure him
the princ^e, however,
lie succeeded
died, whereupon Manes was thrown into prison.
in escaping, but eventually fell into the hands of the king, by
whose order he was flayed, and his corpse was hung up at the
;

city gate.
It is

needless to say that this narrative, aa it
stands, has no claim to be consiilered historical.
Some details, in particular the account of the
execution of Manes, are confirmed by more trustworthy authorities, but as to the main point the
existence of Scythianus and Terebiuthus no such
conlirmation is forthcoming. The assertion that
Terebinthus took the name of Budda seems to be
a confused reminiscence of the fact that Mani
represented the Indian Buddha as one of a series
But this, so
of prophets who had preceded him.
far from tending to support the story as a whole,

—

—

rather an argument against it.
of the principal .Muhammadan
authorities may be briefly sumniarizcil thus
is

The accounts

:

^

about A.D.
Mani,-' the son of F-t-q,* was born in Babylonia
216.6 Ilis father was originally a heathen, and frequented an

'idol-temple' at or near Ctesiphon, the Persian capital, 'as
other people were wont to do.' But shortly before the birtli of
Mani he abandoned bis former religion, and joined 7 the sect of
the Mughtasila, i.e. those who practise ablutions.'S M.ani at
an early age became convinced that he hafi received divine
9
revelations, and that he was chosen to preach a new faith.
*

As to this name the authorities vary,
This name also is uncertain.
So the name is written in .\rab., and the adj. derived from
it is usually mdnawi (formed according to the ordinary rule in
In Syr.
Arab.), but sometimes mnnawi, mantlnl, or mdni.
the name M.ani seems to have been pronounced as in Arab.,
not
enable
us
to
decide
posialthough the S> r. spelling does
In tlu' case
tively whether the first vowel was long or short.
of rare proper names the vowel-points added by later Syrian
In Zoroastrian writings
scribes have, of course, no authority.
the name appears with a final aspirate, J/((niA(adJ. mdnlhiK),
and this aspirate accounts for the form Mai'txatov, Manichmun,
which Gr. and f^at. writers often use, not only as an adj., but
also as the equivalent ol Mii'ij!, Manes. The origin and meanBut this very fact tends
ing of the name Mani are unknown.
to show that it is a real name, not an honorilic title like Christ
1

'.1

3

or Buddha.
i This is the form
given in the Fihrist. The vowels are uncertain, but the consonants agree with those of llaTt'icios, who
the Gr.
is expressly mentioned as the father of Manes in
Formula of Abjuration, ft is well known that the .Oralis have
no sign for P, and use F or B instead. According to the
=
Fihrist, F-tq also bore the name of Bftbak ( Per9. Papak^,
while al-Ya'qubi calls him Uammad. The last name, which is
purely Arabic, must be <lue to some mistake.
6
According tool-Uirfmi, the birth-pl.ace of Mini was a village
called Mardinii, on the upper part of the Ki'Uha canal, t.tf. a
little to the south of Ba'.'hdfid.
li
The statement of al-Birinii that Milni was born in the year
527 of the era of Alexander (i.e. the Keleucid era) agrees very
nearly with what we are told in the Fihrist as to the age of
Mini when he came forward as a public teacher.
7 G. T. Stokes, in DCli, s.v.
.Manes,' states that Mini's
father 'founded' this sect— an assertion for which there is no
authoritv.
"These details are given in the Fihrist, evidently from a
Manichrean source. W'hat was the precise form of heathenism
which Mani'8 father originally professed is not clear. The
terms used in the Fihrist point to some local cult rather than
to Zoroastrianinm. 'I'lie reli.'iim of the Slughtasila seems to
hare been a kintl of .ludaic (JhrisLiatiity mingled with heathen
elements. It was not idcntieal with that of the Mandeeans In
later times, though the two se< Is had much in common.
w 'The narrative in the Fihrist clearly implies that Mini did
not derive his s.\stoin from an) human teacher. On the other
hand, al-Biruni describes Mini as a 'disciple of Fadarun,' and a
similar statement appears in the well-known iiistorical work of
al-Mas'udi, who li\c<i about a i-enlury before al-Biruni, except
that the name is there written somewhat tlifTerently (see
'

Mas'udi, Les I'rairies

(i'or,

ed. 0. Barbicrde

Me) nard and Favet

MANICHu5]lSM
Before he was tweuty-flve years old he had privately gained a few
but he began his public propa^'auda on the day when
Shapur ( = Sapor i.), the son of Ardadiir, was crowned king, i.e.
March 2U, a. p. 242.1 He succeeded in securing the patrona-rc
of tlie king's brother Pi>r6z, and through hiui obtained access to

<iuently

disciples,

spirit,

composed numtTous books and epistles in Aramaic, and at
least one book in Pertsian, probably the work known as the
Skupuraqdn, which, according to al-BiriinT, was written for
king Shapur.2 We learn from Ephraim Syrus that Mani
illustrated his writings with coloured pictures * his fame as a

philosophical kind.

;

good

^\ith

Whether he

(iX?;).

The following

is

an abstract

'

'

'

'

—

Manicbteism, like
3, The Manichaean system.
other forms of Gnosticism, professes to be at the
same time a religion and a philosophy, inasmuch
as it not only sets up an ii-leal of holiness, but also
undertake.s to explain the constitution of the world.
It is not, however, to be regarded as a philosophy
It
in the ordinary European sense of the word.
attempts to arrive at philosophical truth by means
to
of a method which,
us, appears wholly un})liiloThough the Manichseans contidently
sophieal.
to
human
reason
and were always ready
appealed
to defend their conclusions by argument, they
did not pretend tliat those conclusions had been
reached by abstract logic or by any kind of scienon the contrary, they claimed, uo
tific induction
less than the primitive Christians, to be in possesThus Mani
sion of a direct revelation from God.
himself sajs, in a passage which al-Biruni quotes
from the Shapuraqdn (see above)
•Wisdom and deeds^ have always from time to time been
brouglit to mankind by the messengers of God. So in one age
they have been brought by the messenger called Buddha to India,

regard as wholly inanimate, such as metals, contain portions of

Hence the distinction which we are accustomed
to make between natural and spiritual phenomena does not
exist in Manicheeism, since it represents all the processes of
nature as pare of a spiritual contest.^ The visible universe is,
in fact, a vast and complicated machine devised by God for the
pun^ose of enabling the elements of light to effect their escape.
from the
When the light contained in the earth separates itself
*
darkness, it ascends in the form of a pillar, called the pillar of
glory,* first to the moon,*' thence to the sun, and thence to the
higher regions. This process continues until at length the fiual

divine light.

separation is brought about by a conflagration, which will last
1458 years. Thereafter the light will be secured for ever against
the assaults of the darkness.

;

of the Manicluean system
that which relates to the origin and history of
mankind.
Unfortunately, the statements of the
Fihrist on this subject are fragmentary and lull of
obscurities, which the other sources do not enable
us to explain in an altogether satisfactory manner.
But it is clear at least that the lirst human beings,

The most singular part

is

:

in another by Zaradusht [Zoroaster] to Persia, in auother by
Jesus to the West. Thereupon this revelation has come down,
this prophecy in this last ai;e, through me, Mani, the messenger
of the God of truth to Babylonia."

whom Mani

Such was the claim put forward by Mani. We
have now to consider the substance of his teaching.
The Manichi^an system is based upon the idea
of the essential and eternal contrast between good
and evil, between light and darkness. But it is
not correct to say, as Western writers have frede Court«ilIe, Paris, 1861-77, ii. 167 also Flugel, Mani, p. 141).
Who Eadarun was we are not told it is therefore vain to inquire
whether he really existed, and, if so, whether Mani had any
connexion with him. The assertion of Barhebrsus that Moni
was at one time a Christian, and even 'a presbyter,' rests upon
no evidence whatever.
i
See T. Noldeke, Geschichte der Perser und Araber zur Zeit
der Saaaniden, Leyden, 1S79, p. 412.
2 That
king Shapur was ever converted to Manichreism, as
;

;

al-Ya'qubi states, is very improbable.
•^The fullest list of Mani's writings is to be found in the
Fihriit (p. 3j6 ff.). Unfortunately many of the titles are doubtful, and even those which are certain seldom give us any clue
as to the nature of the contents.
4 See C. W. Mitchell,
op. cit. i. 126 fF. of the Sjt. text.
B That Mani was executed under Bahram i. seems
tolerably
certain, though one historian (Theodore bar-Khoni) places the
event in the reign of Shapur, another (al-Dinawari) in the
reign of Hurmuz {i.e. Hormizd i., about a.d. 273), and a third
(Eutychius) in the reign of Bahram 11.. the son and successor of
Bahram i. For the sake of readers unacquainted with Arab, it
tr. of almay be worth while to point out that in Sachau's
*
Biriini's Chrnnologij, p. 191, line 17, the word
Hunnuz ' is a
slip of the pen; the Arab, text says merely 'and he killed,'
By a curious coincidence there is an
referring to Bahram.
exactly similar mistake in H. Zotenberg's tr. of the corresponding )iassage in the history of al-Tha'alibi (Paris, 1900), p. 00?Xabotir fit aussi raettre i mort. . .
Cette action gagna i
SaboOr. .
.*
Here again Bahram is meant.
6 i.e. the
theory and the practice of religion.

:

.

identified

matter

of the account given in the Fihrist.
Originally the light and the darkness bordered on one
another, but were unuiingled, the light being limitless above
and the darkness limitless below. The light is identical with
God, who is called the King of the Paradises of Light,' but the
realm of light includes also an atmosphere and an earth which
are co-eternal with the Godhead. Jlort-over, there are various
other beings called gods,3who are subordinate to the King of
the Paradises of Light. Out of the darkness arose Satan, the
Primal Devil, who did not exist from all eternity, although
the elements of which he is composed are eternal." At first he
wrought havoc in his own domain, and then invaded the kingdom of light.-* When he saw the Hashes of light, he conceived
a hatred for them, shuddered, and rejoined his native elements.'
lie made a second attack, and the King of the Paradises of
Light, in order to repel him, produced a being cabled the Primal
Man, who went forth armed with a fivefold panoply— the breeze,
the wind, the light, the water, and the fire. Satan, on the
other hand, arrayed himself in the smoke, the consuming flame,
the darkness, the scorching blast, and the cloud. After a long
struggle Satan prevailed over the Primal Man. The heavenly
powers then intervened and rescued the Primal Man, but the
elements which formed his panoply became mingled with the
elements of darkness. Out of this confused mass the heavenly
powers fashioned the actual world which we inhabit. Not only
all animal and ve;;etable organisms, but even objects which we

painter survived for many centuries in the East. He is also
Baid to have invented the peculiar alphabet which the Manich»ans afterwards employed ; it was a aiodiflcation of the Syriac
Eetrang^lo character, as the recently discovered fragments
prove. Mani was put to death by king Bahram (or, according
to the older pronunciation, VVarahran) i., who reigned from
Whether he was flayed alive, as
about A.D. 274 to 277.6
al-Ya'qubi and some other authorities state, is doubtful. His
corpse, or, according to others, his skin stuffed with straw, wa;^
hung up, by order of the king, at the gate of Gunde-Shapur, an
important city which lay a little to the east of the ancientthe
Susa. In after times that gate was always known as
Mani-gate.' The e.\ecution of Mani was evidently due not so
of
the
as
to
the
to
the
much
enmity of
king
personal caprice
the Zoroastrian priesthood. At the same time the Persian
made
a
but
wholly fruitless, attempt to
strenuous,
government
exterminate the adherents of the new rehgion.

.

Mani

d(»ne, that
evil -with

and

ever attained to the conception of matter may be
doubted ; ^ at all events, it is clear that he represented evil, or darkness, as something capable of
thought and volition ;- in other wurds, his dualism
was of the imaginative, or poetical, not of the

the king himself.- In the course of his journeys he is said to
have visited Central Asia, India, and China, but it does not
appear that he ever penetrated into the Roman Empire. lie

'

39T

called

Adam

and Eve,' were repre-

sented as the oft'spring of devils, the object of the
devils in producing them being to imprison, and
so to keep in their own possession, a portion of
the elements of light. The heavenly powers, in
order to frustrate the purpose of the devils, sent
Jesus (who is here regarded as a celestial being)
the Paradises
to instruct Adam on the subject of
and the gods, Hell and the devils, the earth and
the heaven, the sun and the moon,* and in parAs to the
ticular to warn him against sensuality.
history of Adam and Eve many details are given,
some of which have been borrowed from the OT,
some perhaps from sources unknown to us, while
some appear to be wholly fantastic.
'

1 Alexander of
Ljcopolis (ed. Brinkmann, p. B) observes that
in the Manichaean system the term vAtj is not used in the
Platonic or the Aristotelian sense accordingly Alexander defines the Manichsean vAtj as 'motion without order' {yi aroxTo-;
;

KUTJO-IS).

3
According to al-Shabrastani, some ManichEeans held that
the minghng of the darkness with the light had taken place
But this
blindly and by accident,' not as a result of volition.
is obviouslv a later philosophical speculation.
3 The iia'ture of these
gods is not clearly defined they are
regarded as the offspring of the Supreme God.
* It is instructive to compare this narrative with the pariillel
passage in Titus of Bostra.'bk. i. § 17. For the Primal Devil'
Titus substitutes 17 vkt].
^
Thus, for instance, the rain is explained us due to the per*

;

'

spiration of devils (Titus of Bostra, bk. i. § 17).
6 The moon, as it waxes and wanes, is compared to a tucket

which alternately

fills

and empties

itself i>b.).

7 It 13 to be observed that Adam,
the first man (iu Araoial-insfni nl-aiLncal), is wholly di^lincl fioni 'the Primal Man'
{al-insan al-fjadim).
'

'
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As

\vc learn

from

tlic

|

of tlie Shtiju'iraqdii

la.s.saf;^

that a scries of divine
revelations liad been promulgated in the world by
Buddha, Zoroaster, Jesus, and linally Mani liimself.'
Al-Iiinini adds that Mani, in another of liis
books, claimed to be the Paraclete (rtl-Fdrciqlll)
announced by Christ,' and this we learn from
other sources also, both Christian- and Muhamniadan. As the Muhanimadan authorities use the
(Jreek word, it may be assumed that it was used
by tlie I\Ianich:i':ins themselves, hu( we are not to
conclude that Mani knew (IreeU, still less that he
had read the NT in the original. The term Paraclete was in common use among Aramaic-speaking
Christians, from whom Mani doubtless borrowed
it.
Precisely what meaning he attached to it is a
From tlie statements
question not ciisy to answer.
in the I'ihrisf as to his parentage and birth we may
infer with certainty that, though he laid claim to
a di\ inc commission, he did not profess to be more
than a human being in the ordinary acceptation of
the term.^ And it is to be olwerved that in the
Sfifijn'iraqrDi the earlier projdiets, including .Tcs\is,
are placed on a level with RIani. This would .seem
to ini]dy that they also were regariled as mere
men. It is, therefore, not a little surprising to
find that Christian authors, such as Titus of
Bostra " and Augustine, frequently represent Mani
as holding a Docetic theory with regard to Jesus,
namely, that He was not born of a woman and
that His body was a phantom.'' And the difficulty
of ascertaining what was really tlie Manich:can
doctrine on tliis point is still further increased by
the statement in the Fihrist that Mani pronounced
Jesus to be a devil {shuilan).^ The Fihrist informs
us also (p. 336, line 10 li. that one of Mani's works.
The Book of Secrets, contained a chapter on the
son of the widow, that is to say, according to
Mani, the crucified Mes.siah, wliom the Jews
How the strange phrase the son of
erucihed.'
the widow is to be cxplainetl, and how this passage
is to be reconciled with that in which Jesus is said
to have been called a devil, we have no means of
dctenniniug. But, whatever the Maniclia;ans may
have believed as to the origin of the historical
Jesus, the nature of His body, etc., it would

quoted

iiliovc,

Mani

licld

'

)

'

'

'

1

prophets given by al-Shahrastani (i. 102) is
.\(1ain, Setli, Noah, Abraham, Buddha, Zoroaster,
then shall come the seal [i.e. the last] of the
Christ, Paul
prophets to the land of the Arabs." NVhelher this sentence is
simply a Muhanimadan interpolation, or a distorted form of
some passage referring to Mani, is uncertain.
2 Christian
from Eiisebius onwards, sometimes
writers,
wrongly interj)ret this to mean that Mani identified himself
with the lIo!\ Ijhost. It is scarcely necessary to recall the fact
that even in the NT the term napaKKryro^ is applied not only to
the Holy Ghost but also to Christ (1 Jn 2'). The statement of
Ttie

list

Ionj:er, viz.

of

—

'

Titus of nostra Qik. iii. § 1), Au;^u3tine, and other Cliri.-tian
writers, that Mani called himself an Apostle of Jesus,' has been
confiriiieil by one of the rerently discovered fragments (f W.
K. Miiller, M. 17). This title does not necessarily iin]tly more
tlian that .^I^lni believed his own teaching to he substantially
identical with that of Jesus.
3 The fact that in one of the
fragments published by F. W. K.
Miiller (.M. 311) Mani is addressed as
Mani, son of the gods'
does
not prove anything to the" con(J/(tji( i/azddH frazetift),
trary, since the phrase may be understood in a purely spiritual
'

.

'

sense.
* Bk.

iv. § Xi ft., p. 1-15 of the Syr. text.
As Raur remarks (Das nianich. ReUgionssystem, p. 285), the
Christian Fathers tell us at great length what M.ini denied with
respect to the person of Christ, but they say scarcely anything
about his positive teaching on the subject.
6 Fihrist,
see Fliigel, Manit note 284.
A more
p. 3:J6, line 8
e.xplicit statement is to be found in the treatise De Fidt^ contra
a
ascribed
to
friend
of
Manich<Bos,
Kuodius,
Augustine 'Sic
enini in Epistola Fundainenti dicjt
Inimicus quippe qui
iustoruin
crucifi.visse
sc speravit
eundeni Salvatorem
patrem
ipse est crucilKus, quo tempore aliud actum est, aUjue aliud
tenebrarum
aflixus
ostensum,
est cruci,
i*riiicei)S itaque
idemqiic spineam coronam i>ortavit cum suis sociis, et vcstem
coccineam habuit, aceturn etiain et fel bibit, quod quidani
I>omtnum potasst- arbilrati sunt, atque omnia qna> hie sustinere
visiiR est, tenebrarum ducibus irrogata sunt, qui ctavis etiam et
lancea xnlnerati Hunl'(cli. 2S (/'A xlii. 1117)). The fragment
on the Cru.illxion pubbsbid by K. W. K. JInller (M. IS) unfortunately leaves the question open.
•''

;

:

:

certainly appear that they denied the fact of His
crucilixion.

Hence, according to .-Vugustine,' they
in the habit of contrasting the unreal sull'criiigs of (^hrist with the real sullerings of .\lani,

were

which they .solemnly commemorated by an annual
ceremony known as the \'>nixa. That the Muhamiiiadan writers say very little m\ this Chrislological
question may be due to the fact that here their
own views liappened to re.seiiible those of the
M.-inicha'ans."

The teaching

of Mani as to the duties and ultiof individuals was in accorilance
with his theory of the universe as a whole. Since
the visible world has as its aim the separation of

mate destiny

the light from

must
ces.s.

the darkness,

pr.actical

religion

mainly in the furthering of this proThe divine element in man must be freed

con.sist

from its fetters in order that it may return to its
"With regard to this part of the
heavenly .source
Maniclucaii system much misconception has prevailed in the AVest, from the time of Augustine to
the jiresent day. The divine clement in man is
not to be id ntihed absolutely with the soul,
though the Mauicluvans sometimes used language
wliicli admitted of such an interpretation.
Yet, if
we examine the evidence carefully, it becomes
clear that, when they spoke of the soul as divine,
they meant only tiiat it contained something
divine and even this was not asserted with respect
to the soul of every individual." Another misapprehension, due chiefly to Augustine's treatise De
Dnabiis Aniiitnhiis, is that man was represented
as having two souls, one good and the other evil.*
In reality the passages which are cited as proofs
of this theory attirm only the existence of two
;

opposite tendencies in man. And, just as the soul
is not wliolly good, so the body is not wholly evil
for, according to the Fihrist (p. 33.5, lino 10 tl'.),
the Manich.'cans held that after the death of the
righteous man the 'powers' contained in liis
body, namely, the water, the fire, and the breeze,
have to be extracted by 'the sun, the moon, and
the shining gods,' and then 'the rest of his
body wdiich is altogether darkness is cast into
;

hell.'

But, although it was the duty of all Mauiclia?ans
to take part in the liberation of the liglit from the
darkness, their share in the great work naturally
varied according to their several capacities.
First
of all, a broad distinction was matle between the
wlio
were
known
as
the
ordinary Manichieans,
Hearers or the Combatants,' and the inner circle
of teacliers or ascetics, whom \\'estern writers call
'

'

'the Elect'

'

(oi'E/cXEKroi, Electi)

al-Siddl<iun.^

and Muhammadans

The Elect again were subdivided

Cum sxpe a vobis qua^rerem illo tempore, quo vosaudiebani,
causa esset, quod Pascha Domini plerumque nulla interau:e
um a panels tepidissima celebritate fre(juenlaretur, nullis
vigiliis, nullo prolixiore ieiunio indicto auditoribus, nullo deni1

'

cum vestrum Bema, id est, diem quo
festixiore apparatu
Manichaaus occisus est, quintpie gradibns instructo triburiali et
pretiosis linteis adornato at: in promptu ^losito et obiecto
hoc ergo cum
adorantibus, uiagnis honoribus proseqnamini
qusererem, respondebatur eius diem passioiiis celebrandnniesse,
natus
non esset,
Christum
vera
qui
passus esset;
autein.t^ui
neque veram sed simulatain carnem lunnams oculis ostendisset,
non pertulisse, sed finxissc passionem '(Augustine, c. b'pistotam
que

;

;

Fttnftamenti, viii.).
It is well known that, according to the t^ur'au (iv. 158),
Christ was never crucified; but, when Mis enemies sought to
a likeness was
slay Him, He was removed from the earth and
made to appear to them.' This theory, it will be observed,
does not imply any denial of tbe reality of Christ's body. That
Muhammad borrowed the conception from the Manicbxans is
very improbable, but at all e\'cnts there is a striking analogy.
The souls of those who are finally lost seem to have been
regarded as wholly evil. Thus we read in the Fihrist (p. 831,
line in IT.) that Eve had two daiiiihters, one of whom possessed
an abundant measure of divine light and wisdom, whereas the
other possi'ssed none at all.
* See the very instructive di^^cussion
by Baur, p. 16'2 If.
"•This expression means in Arab, 'the veracious,' but, an
Kcs^Ier has pointed out (Mimi, p. 318, note 4), it is here to be
uiider:)toud in the sense of its etymological equivalent in Syr.,
'^

'

1*
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there were also monthly and annual fasts. Of the
which were recited se\eral times in the
the
Srayers,
ay, the following specimens are given by
author of the Fihrist (p. 3.33, line 15 fl'.)

into several grades ami formed an elaborate hierarchy, at the head of which stood the representative of JIani himself.
But the position of the
Elect diflered essentially from that of the Christian
as the Elect exercised no
clergy, inasmuch
sacerdotal functions properly so called. Whether
JMani instituted anything of the nature of a sacrament is doubtful ; in any case, if there were Mani-

:

definitely characterizes as signacultim orii, signamanuiim, a,uA signaculum sinus.^ The first
'
seal
imposed restrictions with respect to food
and speech, the second with respect to outward
acts, the third with respect to thoughts and desires.

citliim
"

Thus the Manicliiean asceticism implied no thought
of expiation ; the idea that self-inflicted suffering
atones for sin an idea which has exercised so
disasti'ous an influence in some sections of the
was quite foreign to the
Christian Cliurch

—

—

Mani.
The prohibitions which he
issued are based upon the belief that certain acts,
such as the destruction of life and the intercourse
of

of the sexes, are essentiallj- Satanic, and tlierefore
In matters
retard the liberation of the light.
of detail the Manicliccan code naturally appears
arbitrary to us ; it is evident that in drawing the
line between what is 'Satanic' and what is not
Mani was guided much more by his fancy and by
various casual associations than by any abstract
logical principle, i Thus, for instance, all Manichaeans were forbidden to kill animals, but it would
seem that the Hearers were permitted to eat flesh.

Elect abstained from both flesh and wine
they were also forbidden to pluck fruit or vegetables, so that the food on which they subsisted

The

;

had to be supplied by the Hearers. Similarly the
Hearers were allowed to many and to engage
in worldly avocations, whereas tlie Elect might
'

neither marrj- nor acquire propertj', except food
for one day and clothing for one year.'* It is remarkable that among the things most strictly

As in nearly
prohibited were idolatry and magic.
all Oriental religions, fasting played an important
Suudaj' was observed as a fast-day by
part.
ordinary Maniehceans, Monday by the Elect
viz. Zadd'iqf, 'the rijrhteous,' which we may assume to have
^

;

been the foru) employed by the MaiiichyianB themselves (see
C. W. Slitchell, op. cit. i. 30 : 'A Manichxan who is called a Zait'
Tliose idle women of the party of Mani, those
i''qd,' p. 127 flf.
whom they call Zaddiqdthd'). Neither Kessler nor any previous
have
noticed that from the same Syr. word is
seems
to
writer
derived zandiq, or ziwilq, 'heretic,' a term which was applied
to
the
disciples of M.ani by the Persians of the
especially
Sasanian period, and afterwards by Muhammadans. Various
other interpretations of this word have been proposed, but none
that is at all plausible. The substitution of nd for dd is a
phonetic change for which there are many analogies. That a
term which was orig-inally used as a title of honour should afterwards have .acquired an opprobrious sense is likewise quite
The Persian terms
natur.al cf. the Germ. Eetzer, from KaSapo^.
'
'
Hearers and the ' Elect respectively arc Xiyoshagan
for the
:

;

'

and ViSdagan.
1
According to .\ugustine (c. Forlimatv.m, i.), the Elect were
supposed to celebrate a kind of Eucharist in their secret meetBut, as Augustine himself admits that he knew nothing
ini,'S.
definite on the subject, we cannot attach much importance to

his testimony.
Fihrist, p. 333, line 5
3

;

Fliigel,
,

ii.

Mani, note

217.

10.

Al-Biruni, Chronology, p. 208.
of idolatry is the first of the t<*-n commandments which, according to the Fihrist (p. 333, line 10 ff.), all
Manii-hicang were required to observe.
6

The prohibition

;

shining gods who by their wisdom have pierced, e.xpelled, and
o\ercome the darkness.
(6) I prostrate myself and adore the Father of majesty, the
Great, the Luminous. . . .'3

It will be noticed that these utterances contain
not a single petition, no confession of sin, and no
But we should
reference to tlie need of pardon.
not be justitied in arguing that such conceptions
Manichiean
were alien to the
s3-stem, for great
stress seems to have been laid on repentance and
the forgiveness of sin.'' Since, however, the Manichreans did not admit the idea of a propitiatory
sacrifice, their theory as to the forgiveness of sin
necessarily differed from that which was accepted
by the great majority of Cliristians. Precisely
what Man! himself taught on this subject we cannot hope to determine but the view which appears
to have been current among the Manichteans, at
least as early as the 4th cent., was that repentance
naturally leads to forgiveness, 'since man is not
punished for sinning, but for failing to grieve over
;

sin.''

With respect to Maui's doctrine of the future
we have somewhat fuller information. The
division of mankind into three classes, the Elect,
life

the Hearers, and the Wicked, is here specially
emphasized. The Elect, immediately after death,
ascend by means of tbe pillar of glory to the
moon, and thence are conveyed to paradise the
Hearers must pass through a long process of purification and of wandering to and fro, before they
join the Elect ; while the souls of the wicked roam
about the world, in a condition of hopeless misery,
until the final conflagration, and are then consigned
for ever to the realm of darkness.*
to
other
relation of Manichaeism
4. The
When we consider the complex nature
religions.
of Maui's teaching, it will not surprise us to find
that very different opinions have been expressed as
to its general character and its connexion with
Until comparatively
other religious systems.
recent times it was the fashion to rejjresent
and
Gnosticism
Manichaeism,
generally, as a mere
When Zorofantastic perversion of Christianity.
astrianism and Buddhism began to attract serious
attention in Europe, the real or apparent resemblances between these religions and Manicliseisni
naturallj' gave rise to the theory tliat Manielueism
is a combination of Christian with Zoroastrian or
1 For
iif'lid,
bashfulness,' we should no doubt read hat/dt,
'

'

;

—

'

'

as Noldeke has suggested.
That is, apparently, 'called into e.vistence' the Arab, verb
da'u seems here to be a rendering of the Aram, q^rd, on the use
of which see H. Pognon, Inscriptions mandaitcs, p. ISo, note 1.
3 Here follows a short clause which is unintelligible.
4 See Baur,
p. 262, and the Ekuastuanift, ed. A. von Le Coq

—

life,'

"

(JBAS, 1911).
5
Non enim punitur quia
'

peccavit sed quia de peccato non
words of the Manicbxan Secundinus, cited by
Secundinum).
6
Fihrist, p. 335. In this passage we find nothing which distinctly confirms the statement of Augustine that the souls of
the Hearers and of the Wicked were believed to pass into plants
and animals (c. Fau.^uin, bU. v. 10, df H<fr. xlvi.). At the
same time the idea of metempsychosis is not definitely excluded.

doluit' are the

De Moribus Manichwomm

*

our Guide, the Paraclete, the Ambassador of
shinLight, blessed are his guardian angels and .adored are his
ing hosts.
source
Mani
our
O
Guide,
Adored
art
one,
thou,
shining
(2)
of brightness, branch of lifc.i thou great tree which art wholly
medicine.
a
(3) I prostrate myself and adore, with a pure heart and
truth-speaking tongue, the great God, the Father of Lights, the
Essence of Lights, adored and blessed art Thou, all Tliy majesty
and "Thy blessed worlds which Thou hast called - he adoreth
Thee who adoreth Thy hosts, Thy holy ones. Thy word. Thy
majesty, and that which seemeth good to Thee, because Thou
art the God who is all truth, life, and holiness.
(4) I adore and prostrate myself before all the gods, all the
shining angels, all the lights, and all the hosts, who proceed
from the great God.
the
(.5) I prostrate myself and adore the great hosts and
'(1) Blessed is

chiean sacraments, they cannot have occupied an
important place in the system, since the Oriental
authorities make no mention of them, unless,
indeed, we apply the term 'sacrament' to sucli
practices as prayer and fasting.' Hence the main
characteristic of the Elect was not that they had
the exclusive right, or power, to perform certain
acts, but rather that they possessed a fuller knowledge of religion and abstained from certain things
wliich were lawful to the rest of the communitj'.
This duty of abstention was called by the Manichieans 'the three seals,'- which Augustine more

religion
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.\ugustine

(c.
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Buddhist

elements,

Imt

whetlier

Christianity,
the basis of
the system wo-s u (lisinitoii i>oiut. Duriiij; the
last twenty years the preialeut tendency to explaiu everything in the ancient «orld as due to
Babylonian intluence has led to the belief that
ZoroastriauisiM, or

Manichaiism and

IJiuiilliisni

all

funiieil

other forms of Gnosticism

are simply moditications of the old Babylonian
religion.
But to those

who

inii>artially

none of thes« hypotheses

Whatever

examine the sources

will

appear satisfactory.
elements Mani may have borrowed

from older Oriental religions, it is clear that the
fundamental principles of his system are neither
Zoroastrian, Buddhist, nor Babylonian. The relation in which Manichieism stood to Christianity
was undoulitedly closer, but to call Manichieism a
Christian heresy would be misleading. The diaracteristics which Manicha-ism and other Gnostic
systems share with primitive Christianity are not
necessarily derived from any Christian source
the)' are, for the most part, products of a general
movement which, as mankind outgrew the older
religions, spread o\er the civilized world and a.s;

sumed various forms, according to the special circumstances of each case. The general movement
in question has been well described by H. Oldenberg
as a shifting of the centre of gravity, in religious
matters, from without to within.
*The antique conception of religion, as a sort of offensive and
defensive alliance between man and God, a mutual agreement
whereby the worshipper seL-ureU for himself prosperity, success,
and victory over his enemies, gradually faded away, or sometimes was violently shattered, and in its place there arose a
new kind of belief, which held out the hope, not of earthly
enjoyment, triumph, and dominion, but rather of rest, peace,
and redemption" (Buddha^, Berlin, 1897, p. 3).

In the time of Man! the old heathenism was by no
means extinct in Babylonia, though Zoroastrianism
had become the religion of the State.' Moreover,
large Jewish colonies had long l^en established in
the country. Of the early history of the Christian
Church in those regions next to nothing is known,
but there can be no doubt that before the beginning of the 3rd cent. Christianity had taken root
among the Aramaic-speaking population which
of the Parthian
occupied the Western provinces
It is also tolerably certain that the
Empire.
Christians of Babylonia were divided into various
parties, and that their beliefs sometimes diverged
widely from the ordinary orthodox type.^ In particular the sect founded by the Sj'rian Christian
Bar-daisan (Bardesanes), who died in A.D. •22i!,

seems to have had great influence.

Ephraim Syrus

so far as to cM Bar-daisan 'the teacher of
foes
lani' ;' this is not meant to imply that Man! was
ever a Baidesanist, but merely that he adopted
certain Bardesanist doctrines. In any case it is
essential to realize that Manicha'ism arose in a

country where several religions were competing
with one another, and where, in consequence of
Of
this, various hybrid sects had been formed.
such sects we have already had an example in the
Mughtasila, the community to which Mani's father
attached himself.
The hostility of Mani to [wpular paganism is
sutficiently shown by his strict proliibition of
That he clearly distinguished between
idolatry.
ordinary paganism and Zoroastrianism appears from
his inclusion of Zoroaster among the messengers
of God.
He nmst, therefore, have regarded the
Zoroastrianism of hLs own age as corrupt rather
than as radically false ; but how much he actually
1

The theory

th.it

Zoroastrianism did not t>ccome the Stat^

religion till after the overthrow of the Parthian dynasty (about
A.D. 224) rests on no trustworthy evidence.
'F. 0. Burkitt's K-iiln Eattern ChrUKanitf (London, 1904)
rrUte* chiefly to Ib^ hri^tianity of KMi'^^a and its immediate
neighbourhood ; but umch of what he bays probably applies
alto to Bab^ loiiiu.
< O. W. Mitchell, op. eit. p. ».
f-

it is « very diflicull question.
To
Mani's duafism wa.s due mainly to
Zoroa-st rian iuHucnce would be an unwarranted
assumption for, though both systems are rightly
described as dualistic, they nevertheless dili'er profoundly. The aim of the Zoroastrian is to banish
the aim of the Manichaean
evil from the world
is to extract from tlie world that which is good.
In this respect Manicha;ism has more in common
with Buddhism than with Zoroastrianism; but
from the fact that Mani represented Buddha as
tlie communicator of a divine revelation we must
infer that Mani's acquaintance with Buddhism
was of a very vague kind. It is manifest, however, that in matters of detail he appropriated
freely elements derived from veryditl'erentquarters.
Thus we can attach no great importance to his adoption of certain ancient Babylonian myths e.g.,
such as relate to the nature and movements of the
heavenly bodies.' In like manner he borrowed
narratives, directly or indirectly, from the OT,
although his |.-eneral attitude towards Judaism
was one of decided opposition. That he refused to
recognize Moses as a prophet is abundantly proved ;^
hence in Christian writings directed against Manicha'ism the defence of the OT generally occupies a
prominent place. It is probable that Slani's aversion to Judaism was largely due to liis horror of a
practice which Judaism notoriously has in common
with popular paganism, namely, the sacrificing of

borrowed from

suppose

tJiat

;

;

—

animals.'

Towards Christianity lie was much more favourably disposed. Whence he derived his information
on the subject is indeed uncertain, for, though it
seems probable that the greater part of the NT
had been translated into Syriac some time before
Mani was born, we cannot safely assume that he
had access to it. Hence his peculiar teaching as
to the person and history of Christ, to which
allusion has been made above, may be due in some
measure not to perversion of the gospel narrative
on his own part, but to the beliefs of his Christian
informants. In any case it is clear that some of
the most essential featuresof primitive Christianity,
in particular the ascetic view of the present world,
were thoroughly congenial to Mani. But he had
one great advantage over the Christians, namely,
that he provided a much more secure dogmatic
basis for asceticism than any previous teacher.
The Christian ascetics, in condenming natural
feelings and appetites, were constantly liampered
by their theory of God as the Creator of the
universe in general and of man in particular the
distinction wliich they were obliged to make between human nature as such and human nature in
its present corrupt state gave rise to endless diffiOn the other hand, the Manichwan dogma
culties.
that humanity is of Satanic origin, however shocking it may be to modern sentiment, greatly simplitied
the problem. In this, as in some other points,
Mani displayed a boldness and originality of conception which entitle him to be regarded as a
genius of the first order. To represent his system
as a mere patchwork of older beliefs is therefore a
total perversion of the facts.
the Manichaean community.— At
5. History of
the time of their founder's death the Manichaians
were already a numerous and highly organized
;

1
Astrological myths and 8i>cculatton8 played a considerable
in that of Bar-dai^n.
part in some other (Jnostic syst^Miis, notably
2
See, for instance, the be^rinnin'.; of the account of Maniin the Fihritt
The
statement
chaeism in al-Shahrastani (i. IbS).
Man; rt jicted the prophets generally, is
(p. 33i, line 5 ft.), that
of
Moses.
treatment
an exaggeration based mainly on his
3 Id this respect, of course', Mani did not differ from some of
to
Dio'jn'-tiit. whiih ii
the early Christians. Thus the KpistU
usually regarded as a product of orthodox Christ iajiiiy. s|H.-ak9

of anim.ll sacrilii-cs in terms ol uiKlualibed coiidcnination, and
even in Rabbiiiicil literature a tendency to disjarage sacrifice

occasionally shows

itself.

,
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sect,

scattered over a great part of the Persian

Empire and drawn from tlie ranks of various older
Some of them belonged to the Persian
religions.
aristocracy hence the bitterness with which the
;

Zoroastrian priestliood opposed

the

new

faith.

Manl's immediate successor, as head of the community, was a certain Sis (Gr. Sicri^'nos). For many
centuries Babylonia continued to be the headquarters of the Manichfean organization, in spite
of repeated persecutions on the part of the Persian
government. Now and then tliere was a king
sufliciently powerful and intelligent to restrain the
intolerance of the priests, but as a rule the Mani'
cha;ans were treated even worse than the Christians.
For tliis no political pretext could be alleged, since
the Manichoeans were politically inottensive, whereas
the Cliristians not infrequently brought persecution upon tliemselves by an ostentatious display of

The principal
their philo-Byzautine sentiments.
result of these attempts to suppress Manichceism in
Babylonia and Persia was that large numbers of
Manichteans took refuge in Central Asia, where
they carried on a successful propaganda among the
Turkish

tribes.

precise date at which Manichwism began to
spread in the Roman Empire is not certain, but it
was undoubtedly well known there early iu the 4th
century. With respect to its prevalence in N.
Africa, two or three generations later, Augustine
furnishes ample evidence. The Christian emperors,
as we might have expected, showed themselves no
less intolerant towards Manichseism than the kings
In the persecution of the Maniclia'ans
of Persia.
Pope Leo l. played a specially prominent part. As
to the later history of the Manicha^ans in Europe

The

very little can be discovered with certainty, on
account of the vagueness with which the term
Manichjean is used by Catholic writers. Thus
the charge of ilanichaiism was brought against
the Bogomils in the Byzantine Empire and the
Albigenses {(J.v.) in "Provence, but how little these
accusations prove may be gathered from the fact
that even at the present day the religion of the
Russian Molokanye has been described as a modified
form of Manieha^ism.
On the overthrow of the Persian Empire by the
Muhammadan Arabs, about the middle of the 7th
cent., the followers of Mani in the East enjoyed a
period of comparative repose. Strictly speaking,
they had no legal claim to toTel^SKon, for the
Qur'an, which expressly recognizes Jews, Christians, and Sabians^ as capable of deserving the
favour of God (ii. 59, v. 73), does not mention
Manichitism. Nevertheless, it would appear that
in the early days of the Muliammadan Empire
no penalties were inflicted upon the ManiThe extreme simplicity of their cult, and
chseana.
in particular their abhorrence of idolatiy, may
for a while have served to protect them from
molestation under Muhammadan rule. At length
it began to be rumoured that some Muhammadans
in high positions had secretly adopted ManichiEism.
In many cases these reports were certainly false
thus, for instance, the Khalifa al-Walld II. (A.D.
'

'

;

743-744),

whom Muhammadan

historians depict as

accused of having said
that Mani was the only prophet whom God ever

a monster of impiety,
The Persian

is

dealing with persons suspected of
Manichteism, sometimes adopted the curious method of requiring
the accused to iiiU ants,' just as Christians, in tlie Roman
Empire, were required to throw incense upon a heathen altar
(see E. Rddi^;er, Chreslomathia Syriaca'^, Halle, 1SC3, p. 94).
2 The Sabians
(a name \\hich, of course, has no connexion
with that of the ancient Sabtiians) seem to have been a sect, or
possibly a group of sects, who existed in Arabia at the time uf
Muhammad. The disciples of Muhammad were at first called
Sabians by the heathen Arabs, and in later ages the title of
Sabians was falsely assumed by several religious communities,
as a means of protection e.g., by the pagans of Harran, in
Mesopotamia, and by the Manichteans of Samarqand, as we
1

officials, in
'

—

learn from al-Biriini.
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sent into the world.' If al-Walid really uttered
these words, they would prove not that he was a
Manich^an, but that he knew next to notliing of
Manicha;ism. It is, however, impossible to deny
that secret conversions to Manichieism actually
took place among the literary classes. Apostasy
from Islam is notoriously a capital ofi'ence according to Muhammadan law (see art. Apcstasy
[Muhammadan]). Hence we cannot wonder that
in the latter half of the 8th cent., when under the
'Abbasid dynasty the spirit of religious intolerance
became dominant in the Muhammadan world, a
systematic attempt should have been made to
extirpate Manichasism.'' The organizer of this persecution was the Khalifa al-Mahdi (A.D. 775-785),
who instituted for the purpose a State Inquisitor,
with the title of Inspector of the Zanadiqa.' The
term zanadiqa jjlural of zindiq) was used primaril j'
to denote the Manichseans, though Muhammadan
writers often employ it vaguely in the sense of
'heretics' or 'atheists.''' That al-Mahdi did not
'

''

(

make a very clear distinction between Manichseism
and some other heresies may be inferred from a
passage in which he is represented as elaborately
justifying his policy of persecution ;" theaccusations
here brought against the Manichieans include, e.g.,
the practice of marriage with near relatives (nikdh
al-akhawat iva-l-baiidt), whicli was characteristic
of the Zoroastrians (see art. Marriage [Iranian]),
but seems to have been altogether foreign to

Manichieism.

The

religious policy of al-Mahd! was generally
The number of
by his successors.
persons put to death on tlie charge of Manichteism certainly amounted to many thousands, while
Christians and Jews, though subject to various
disabilities, were usually tolerated.
But, in spite
of all, the religion of Mani long survived even in
the heart of the Muhammadan Emjiire. Some
two centuries after al-Mahdi, the author of the
Fihrist tells us (p. 337, line 26 a'.) that he had been

followed

acquainted ^vith about 300 Manichseans in Baghdad
But the region in which they were most
alone.
numerous was Central Asia. In the territory of
the Turkish tribe Taghazghaz the majority of the
population professed Manichseism a Muhammadan traveller who visited that country describes
;

and civilized.^ When, in the
it as flourishing
reign of the Khalifa al-Muqtadir (A.D. 908-932),
the Muhammadan governor of Samarqand conto death a large number of ManicluTans,
they were saved, it is said, by the intervention of
their co-religionist, the prince of the Taghazghaz.'
This is the only known case in which Maniclia?ism
became the religion of a political community. We
do not know how long this state of things continued, or when Manichseism finally died out
but we may conjecture that it was swept away,
like many other beliefs and institutions, by the
great Mongol invasion of the 13tli century.
That the Manichfean community in the course

demned

;

J
Eitdb-al-Aghdnl, vi. 135, last line.
2 See the
very interesting paper by I. Goldziher, Salih ibn
'Abd-al-KuddOs und das ZindiKrhuni wiihrend der Regierung
des Chalifen al-Mahdi,' in Trans. 0/ the Sinth Intern. Congress
of Orientalists, London, 1893, ii. 104 ff. Goldziher is of opinion
that the Mauicliajan propaganda under the early 'Abbasids
was somehow connected with the anti-Arabian movement of
*

the Persian nationalists (the so-called Shu'ubiya). Whether
there is any truth in this view may be doubted, for Sfanichn3ism had nothing to do with nationality. At the same time
it is not surprising that Muhammadans should often have confounded these wholly distinct tendencies.
J See
p. agsi", note's.
4 Thus from the statement in Ibn
Qutaiba, Eitdb-al-Ma'drif
(ed. F. Wiistenfeld, Gottingen, 1S50, p. 299), it is very unsafe to
conclude, with G. Jacob (Altarabisches Bedttinenleben'^, Berlin,
1897, p. 107), that there were Manichajans at Mecca in the time

of

Muhammad.
5
6

AI-Tabari,

7

iii.

688.

See Yaqut's Geographical Dictionary, ed. Wiistenfeld, Leip-

zig, 18(16-73,

i.

840.

Fihrist, p. 337

;

Flugel,

Uani,

p. 106.
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wa» not altogether free from internal dissensions might have been safely assumed.
Bnt the positive information which we possess on
Via learn from the
this subject is very scanty.
Fihrist (p. 334, line 411'.) that at a date which is
not specified, but in any case some time before
the end of the 7th cent., a party among the
Manichfeans severed their conne.xioii with the
central authority established in Babylonia and

of its long history

whether
independent organization
to dogmatic differences or to
other causes it is impossible to say. A second
division toolc place about the beginning of the
8th cent., when a branch-sect was formed and
became known as the Miqlasiya, after the name
The majority of the
of their leader Miqlas.
Manichreans, who remained faithful to the head
of the community, a certain Mihr, were thenceThe points in dispute
forth called the Miluiya.
between these parties seem to have been matters
of discipline ratner than of religious belief.
set up an
this scliism

;

was due

LiTBRATVRE.— In modem times, the first serious attempt to
investigate the subject was made by the French Protestant
theoloifian I. de Beausobre in his colossal work, Biftoire
critiquf de Manichi'e et du manich^i^me, Amsterdam. 1T341739 ; in dealing with the sources he shows considerable

acumen, but

his

book

is

ill-arranjjed

and contains many

irrele-

vant digressions. An admirable summary and examination
of the evidence, so far as it was then available, will be found
in the treatise of F. C. Baur, Das inanichdiiche Relicjionssystem nach den Quelten neu untersMcht, und entwickelt,
Tiibin^en, 1831. Perhaps the best general account is F.
Spiegel, Erdnische Alterthuimkitnde, Leipzig, 1S71-7S, ii. 195The works of K. Kessler— -lAaMi, Forschungen iiber die
232'

inanichaiscke Reli'Tion, i., Berlin, 1SS9, art. Mani, Manichaer,'
inPRE'^Sknd PRk^ supply much valuable information, but
the author's
they should be used with extreme caution
speculations are often fantastic and his linguistic knowledge is
A.
art.
Manichaeism,' in £7Jr&
Harnack,
very superficial.
(revised by F. 0. Conybeare in £Brll), is largely based upon
Kessler. The same may be said of the work of E. Rochat,
Essai eur Mani et sa dhctrine, Geneva, 1897. Very important
contributions to the study of the subject are contained in a
series of monographs by F. Cumont and A. Kugener, entitled
RechercJus sur le Manich^i^mc, Brussels, 1908-1912.

—

;

'

A. A. Bevan.

MANIPURIS.— Officially

the Manipuris are
Vaisnavite Hindus. They cremate the ciead, they
mantra
receive the
from a recognized Hindu quru
in many but not in all cases, they recognize Hindu
festivals (but observe them a day late), they revere
the cow, they are scrupulous in the matter of food,
but, on the other hand, they do not practise childmarriage, they do not seclude their women, they
permit divorce, they permit the remarriage of
widows, they do not allow the supremacy of the
Brahman, and none of the ordinary definitions of
caste applies to their social order.
Knowledge
of the Vaisnavite doctrines is spreading with the
spread of education, but they are still the most
backward of all Hindu groups in Assam. AVith
them Hinduism, adopted as tlie State religion by
royal edict (c. A.D. 1705), is of social and political
value in that it separates them from the ruder
tribes inhabiting the hills and from the subordinate
peoples of the valley. It provides the rites and
ceremonies of everyday life. It is, so far as externals are concerned, the religion of the Meitheis.
It exists side by side with the earlier faith to which
in the hour of trial and trouble, be they Raja or
The continued
ryot, they turn unhesitatingly.
existence of this earlier faith
such vigour is a
notable fact which enables the student of religious
development in India to study at close quarters
the process by which in Hinduisni animism is

m

tempered by metaphysics, and magic transformed
by philosophy.
The historical records of Manipur, Nlngthaurol,
are valid documents for at least live centuries. It
is a settled State far removed from
At
savagerj*.
the present time the pojiulation consists of two
main divisions the Meitlieis and the Lois. The

—

Meitheis consist of seven clans, each divided into

numerous

families, the principal clan being that

known as the Ningthauja, or Uoyal, clan. The
name Meithei now borne by all the clans is thonght
to have been the name of the Ningthauja clan
before its hegemony was completely established.
The Lois, or the conquered people, are not admitted
into the Meithei confederacy, but are of similar
stock to the Meitheis, and the Meitheis worship
the gods of these Loi villages as nmch as the L^is
themselves.
The Meithei confederacy is an endogamous group in theory, although in practice
the issue of mixed marriages is admittecl.
The

order of divine beings is the fimaiir/ lai.
There were originally, as recent research lias shown,
nine nmang lai, or forest gods, with whom were
associated seven lairemns, or goddesses.
There
The gods married with
are now 364 such deities.
principal

mortals, and their issue were promoted to divine
rank. The deii^ies have different names in different
places, and there are cases where Kiijas have been
deified after death. The creator deity is identified
both with the chief of the gods and with the >uake
Other gods are
ancestor of tiie royal family.
identified with the clan deities of clans still exista
Yet
others
are
members
of
ing.
special group,
whose function is to guard certain areas and
who are therefore known either as maikeinrjilkpa,
watchers over or guardians of direction, or ianuai,
gods of detinite areas. Here there is obviously a
combination of ideas dating back to the time when
definite areas were occupied by local groups each
possessing a gioup deity. Then among the nmang
lai is the rain-god, and last is the gori of the household (Sena-mehi), who is occasionally said to be
the son of one of the seven goddesses. The function
of the maikeing&kpa deities was to keep sickness
from entering the State. Each family has a special
deity, male or female, who is obviovisly in origin a
deified ancestor, but the worship of some at least
of these group deities is not now confined to
members of the group. The seven goddesses bear
From each of
titles describing their functions.
them is sprung one of the clans composing the
Meithei confederacy. The earth, water, grass, rice,
iron, fish, gold and silver, .salt, cotton, fire, and
the winds are sprung from these goddesses, either
Ea(-h of these
directly or from their daughters.
deities has a laipham, or god's place, specially
Some reside on hilltops,
sacred to him or her.
but for the convenience of their worshippers have

Such laipham
abodes in more accessible spots.
abound, notably on the ridges and passes, and are
marked by heaps of stones and leaves. In the
sacred groves near the villages of their special
worshippers are houses for the deities, and these
groves are sanctuaries
gods play the national
and ball are kept for
they are represented by
They also reside in the

for bird and beast.
The
of polo, and a stick
In some cases
their use.

game

images or material objects.
chief official of the group,

village, or family which forms their special clientele.
The principal ceremony in the worship of the umang
lai is called the laiharaobn, literally 'pleasing the
god.' In every case the god has to be enticed from

running water.

The ceremony rouses him from a

state of quiescence into activitj', as is shown by
The
his entering into some selected worshipper.
god benefits directly by the rite, which gives him
strength so that he becomes thereby more potent
to aid his worshippers. The process of enticing the
deity varies somewhat according to the deity, and is

accompanied by numerous sulisidiary

rites,

mainly

in order to avert all evil inUuence.
Special precautions have to be taken e.g., clean fire must be
manufactured by means of a bamboo and a cane in
cross friction.
Dancing is a necessary accompaniment of the rite, which often includes the use of

—

foul

abuse

—a

feature which gives the god great

MANITU
pleasure. While the ceremony is in |)rogres8, social
and sexual tabus, immediately paralleled by the
customs of the hill-tribeE, are strictly enforced,
thus indicating that the purpose of the rite is to
restore the solidarity of social life and to produce
in the worshippers a sense of religious exaltation.
social divisions, resting on age and otlicr lines
of social cleavage, function separately on these
The ofl'erings are in some
interesting occasions.
cases such as render the active participation of
Hindus
a
matter
of some difficulty, but
professing

The

the difficulty is surmounted by substituting a Loi,
a member, i.e., of the non-Hindu section of the
communitj', for the Hindu belieier for and by
whom and on whose behalf the rite is performed.
The Hindu may salve his conscience by merely
sniffing the savour of the sacrifice, unmindful of
the fate of the Pir Alls of Bengal, who fell from
In
orthodoxy by mischance in that manner.
general, the tendency would seem to be to substitute ofl'erings of fruit and flowers for animal

Human sacrifice was undoubtedly practised,
probably at no very distant date.
The priests of the ancient order are designated
flesh.

and mnibis, and are recruited by the admission of those who become possessed by the deity
at one of the high religious festivals.
Inasmuch
as sickness and disease are attributed to spiritual
beings, the maiba is also the doctor of the community, but here there are specialists, and the
knowledge of the maibas is far from
viaibris

The wide-spread

Sractical
espicable.
as a token

belief in ])ossession

and source of abnormal power aud religious authority is beyond a doubt at the root of
much that is important in Hindu doctrine. There
is no evidence forthcoming as yet from
Manipur to
show that the priesthood is hereditnry or that the
members of the order, like h/ia/cr'ts and jun'i-'!, are
regarded

a,s

jlvanmuktri

(q.v.),

or that their funeral

of ordinary people.
On its
practical side the religion ministers to the sim[ile
needs of an agricultural community dependent on
rites ditt'er

from those

the regularity, adequacy, and seasonability of the
rainfall for their subsistence.
There are rites to
secure rain and rites to stop excessive rain. Not
the least interesting of the numerous rites to secure
good fortune for the .State is the annual selection
of the chShiti'tba, the person who gives his name
to the year.
Various means of divination are employed for the purpose of securing for this ollice
a person who shall bring the good luck that is

dependent on his personality.
Beliefs in evil spirits,

who accomiiany animals

and are ever hurtful to mankind, in beauwho lure young men anil :nake tliem
insane, in vampires, in witchcraft, in the power of
trees and of tree-spirits to cure as to cause sickness,
and in the maleficent activity of the ghosts of those
who die by violence or of women who die in childand

fish,

tiful sirens

birth are also notable features of their organized

The rites which are performed
religious system.
for the purpose of protection and exorcism in
these cases are full of interesting detail, but in
general outline resemble the rites perfonned elsewhere on a similar level of culture for similar
purposes.
Literature.— W. McCulloch,

'

Account ot the Valley of

Munnipore,' Selections from the Records of the Govertunent of
India (Fnrei^'n Department), xxviii., Calcutta, lSo>J; T. C.
Hodson, The .Veitheis, London, 1903; J. Shakespear, 'The
Religion o( Manipur,' in FL kx\v. [1913] 40!) ft'.

MANITU. — Manitw,

a

T. C. HODSON.
word originally applied

by the Eastern Algonquins to a spirit, is properly
nnit, 'spirit,' with the sign m, meaning any spirit
or genius in the shamanistic devil-cult of the
Indians, and akso a.ny genius loci without the imIn consequence of the teaching
plication of evil.
of the missionaries, the
conception of one Great
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became current among the Indians, aud this
was expressed by the word kit or l-chf prefixed to
Spirit

anit

;

thus Keht-anit, or Kiianit (Kittanit), to

which was again added the syllable wif, meaning
a mode of existence; hence Kittanitowit, 'the
existence (known as) the Great Anito,' the paraphrase of God as taught by the missionaries. That
the Indians them.selves had evolved no such conception is abundantly manifested by the absence
in any .American language of a word capable of
expressing the idea of God, the words used in John
Eliot's Bible (Cambridge, Mass., 1663) and employed by the Penobscot Indians, Kiehtan and
Keitanitom, being merely variants of this artificial
compound. As such the conception was introduced
in opposition toaspirit variouslycalled Hobbomoco,
the Evil Spirit, or Malsuni, 'the Wolf.' Another
form of the latter appears to have been evolved in
antithesis to a contracted form of Keitanitom,
namely, Tan'tum, as opposed to Squantum, the
Devil ('angry god). Manitu is, then, a general
word for any sort of a da;monium, good or bad,
aud it has reached a higher significance by purely
artificial

means.

Nevertheless, the missionaries did not invent the
idea of a good spirit, or of an evil spirit, or of a
What thej' did was to seize upon
spirit-creator.
ideas already current in another form, fuse them,
and present to the Indians the fusion (really confusion) as the embodiment of one unitary conception.
The Indians believed that a spirit might be
a good or good-natured power, and that he might
lie an inimical power, and they also believed that
a certain ancestral spirit had always been favour-

ably disposed towards his children, but it was far
from the thought of the Algonquins that there was
an ever good and supreme tireat Spirit, creator
and benefactor, opposed to a Great Spirit of Evil.
Wherever such ideas are found, they reflect the
thought inherited from forefathers who had been
under Christian influence. Thus the Mandana
painted upon one side of the tent a figure representing the Good Spirit and on the other side a
figure representing the Evil Spirit, that they might
be tinder the protection of both these powerful
but this is merely the degradation of
spirits
teaching originally strange to them. They recog;

who aided and certain spirits
who opposed them, but not as in any case (ireat
Spirits.
They believed rather that the medicineman' could control all spirits. Similarly, when
nized certain spirits

'

the 'epic' of Kuloskap describes this god of the
I'assamaquoddies as the son of a divine unknown

mother and antithetical to a twin evil spirit, as
he principle of goodness opposed to a sortof Ahriman, it must be remembered that the Passamaquoddies have long been under higher religious
Even
gTiidauce than that of their medicine-men.
the 'vague faith in a Supreme Spirit' ascribed to
them is derived from the same source. What is
I

is the conception of a superior being, who
father of the special tribe or race that revere him
as leader and helper.
In general it may be said that
worship is not paid to any evil spirit as such, but also
that worship is not paid to any good spirit as such.
The manitu is often confused \vith the urtkan of
western tribes. But the latter is often less a spirit
than a power, like the mana (q.v.) of the Polynesians, which lies inherent in certain objects as
well as in certain men.
Its possession gives power,
not, to the Indian's thought, a supernatural power,
but a perfectly natural, although unusual, power.
Between the two conceptions lies that of the
ordinaiy oke, which at bottom is one with wakan,
but is conceived as sometimes a spirit and sometimes a spiritual power. There is some coiTesponding word to be found in most of the languages of
the American Indiims, and every one of them con-

original
is
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wliioli may be called spiritual.
the purely sliamanistic power conwhich is not really a
medicine-bag at all, but a collection of objects of
fetishistic nature, and sometimes it is a spirit,
embodied or disembodied, such as the spirit of a
waterfall, the spirit of thunder, the spirit of
animals, etc. It is a mysterious force which may
inhere in matter or may make itself felt as an ex-

notes a power

Sometimes

it is

tained in the iiiedii ine-bag,

pression of spirit. The powers of nature have it,
generally winds, storms, productive earth, and

animals all have it, though some in larger amount
than others. Finally, men have it in certain cases.
But there is no sharp distinction between this
power and that found in spirits proper, where it
becomes individualized. It is this very power
that is the 'medicine' of the conjurer anc^ naturesubduing priest. Whether it be called mnnitii,
oke {oki), wakan, or even ku (in Maya form), it is
always the .same thing under a shifting teriuinology
except tliat among certain tribes it is more apt to
be conceived as impersonal and among others as
Manilu is generally personal, irahin is
personal.
generally impersonal, but the alternate use of
either is not unusual.
Wa/can has been delined
by Brinton {Myt/is of the New World, p. 45) as
'supernatural in its etymological sense,' in that it
means in the forms current among the Iroquois
and Dakotas, namely, oke and wakan respectively,
and Brinton interprets this as
somethinjj 'above,'
super in tbe sen.se of supernatural. Cut it is more
probable that the word means super in the sense
of superior.
These Iroquois and Dakota forms are
etymologically allied, and a possible connexion
with Sioux ocfhee may be admitted but it would
be unprofitable toattemjit, with Brinton, to connect
these terms with the above-mentioned ka of the
Mayas. The Quaker of the Powhatans is another
form of the same word, the quaker gods being,
however, not the higher but the lesser spirite.
This word, like Tan'tum and Squantum above, is
an adaptation from approximately corresponding
Indian sounds (Quaker is qui-oki, 'small spirits')
and contains the oki of the Iroquois and Algonquins, but it is not probable that it is one with
the southern hnaca, ku, etc. The Algonquin oki
means a spirit of any sort e.g., the spirit of a body
of water, or the
of winter and expresses also
spirit
the idea of a distinctly demoniac power ruling the
winds, but not in a deTilisIi manner for, especially
among tlie Hurons, the oki gives good fortune and
regulates t!io winds for the benefit of the good
Indian.
It also implies a ghost, and in this respect
differs from the conception oi unit (manitu), though
,

;

'

'

—

—

;

in other respects it is difticult to perceive

dis-

any

tinction between the anit [manitu) and the oki ;
perhaps, as appears from the geographical distribution of the two words, the anit was confined to the
East, while the oki penetrated from the West to

the Eastern tribes.

The manitu

of greatest authority

the

among

Algonquins was Michabo, and an analysis of this
peculiar being shows that he was far from being a
supreme spirit. Like many of the Indian spirits,
he was a very superior animal, Michabo meaning
'great hare' (originally manibozho). This manitu
was revered from the Northern line of the States
to Virginia and from the East as far West as the

He was represented as the originator
Mississippi.
of all the system of conjuring and exorcizing which
makes the real science of the medicine-man he
rnled the wimls and guarded his people, but was
as often tricked and deceived as he in turn tricked
and deceived ho was for the most part a humorous
buffoon, who.se exploits amused the Indians, as
those of Brer Babbit amuse the Negroes. On the
;

;

other hand, he is referred to as the liare that
made the moon,' and he is even said to have created
'

the earth.

But

even serious.

as creator he

It is

is

not dignified, nor

more natural to him to hunt,
to smoke his last pipe

when autumn comes,

and,
before turning in to sleep through the winter.
It
the smoke of his last pipe that makes the haze
in the air of autumn.
That he originally came
from the East, and, according to the earlier
accounts, sends (not creates) the sun and moon out
of the East, has led to the ingenious conjecture
that Michabo has come from a confusion of wabos,
'bare,' with wnhi, 'light' (Brinton, Myths of the
New World, p. 165). There is the greatest C(mfiision in the form of the name now known as
Michabo, which apjiears as Missibizi and Me.ssou
.as well as N.anibozho and Manibozho, apparently
because the name was sometimes rendered michi
is

('great') and sometimes manitu ('spirit'), with
wabos, 'hare.' That is, Michabo was thought of
as the spirit-'i.are or as the great hare,' and this
'hare,' according to Brinton, is a later Indian
mistake for light.' Although the words are alike,
and wabi means 'white' (wapa means the eastern
light), yet nothing is more apt to lead one astray
than reliance upon such etjmological ch,ance.s.
are, then, far from agreeing with Brinton when
he says that beyond a doubt this is the compound in the names Michabo and Manibozho which
therefore means the Great Light, the Spirit of
Light, the Dawn' [ib. p. 166). Much as Brinton
lias done for American studies, he wrote under the
dawn-myth influence of his day and probably
laid more stress upon etymology than upon ethnology. The truth is that the 'great hare' is the
interpretation best justified in accordance with
Indian belief and tradition. Michabo was a demoniac animal of kindly disposition and endowed
'

'

'

'

We

'

with a great magician's knowledge and cunning,
which, however, could not keep him out of ludicrous
difficulties.
He was not a god, still less a god of
goodness, but, as has been said of similar Indian
a
He is the son of
spirits,
spirit of good-nature.
the wind, one of four brothers born at a birth, but
he took command of them. As they were born
North, South, East, and West, it seems as if he
represented one of the four winds. Yet the early
missionaries declared that he and the four winds
were the chief Algonquin gods. As expressed in
the account of the year 1016, Michabo and the four
winds were the only gods that the Algonquins had
at that time.
Further, it must be remembered
that Michabo is sometimes portrayed (as among
the New Jersey Indians) as a devil, while at others
he is represented as the 'ancestor' a term which
has often led to the false conclusion that believers
in an ance.stor-spirit must neces.sarily believe in a
Other tribes also have ancestral or
creator-god.
at least specially revered animals, such as the bear,
None of the
deer, and wolf of the Mohigans.
Western or Southern American Indians had the
of
a
but
Creator-God,
many of them
conception
derived their stock from certain animals. To this
class of animal-gods Michabo, the greatest mrtJiiYw
The history of the
of the East, appears to belong.
brothers is told in various forms in various tribes,
and has been interpreted as additional evidence
that, when there is a good and a bad brother, we
have a fundamental dualism, which, however, is
unsubstantiated by any close analysis even of the
In the Iroquois version
tales as handed down.

—

there aie two brothers, tlie Beautiful .Spirit and
the Ugly Spirit or Good Mind and Bad Mind, as
But these are in
interpreted by the missionaries.
reality the two brothers, 'White' and 'Dark,'
loskelia and Tawiskara, who contend with one
another till White Spirit conquers and rules from
the East. Both are grandchildren of the moon,
but loskeha becomes 'father of mankind' an
expression which means that he is the an(^estor of

—

MANJUSRI
the Iroquois.
He (iestro3'eil the frog, which had
made earth a desert by swallo^ving all the water,
and he learned the wisdom of the tortoise which
supports the world, namely, liow to make fire,
loskeha gave this knowledge to man. Yet here
the brother is not represented as an animal ; it is
a simple conflict of white and dark, or light and
darkness, a culture-myth which the Algonquin.s
kept in animal-form, while the Iroquois preserved
or invented it without basing the myth upon anything save the natural antithesis of light and darkness (cf. art. Du.\LlSM [American]). It is this
myth that caused the belief in American Indian
dualism to receive wide acceptance, as it was thus
originally interpreted

As

by Brebeuf

in 1626.

the word jnanitu has been widely used by

ethnologists, it has naturallj' lost somewhat its
original signilication and at the same time has
gained a new connotation, so that it has come to
mean special forms of spirit-power more or less
unknown to the Algonquins. Thus it has come
to denote the personal guardian-spirit of certain
Western tribes which has occasionally arisen out
The
of tlie personal guardian of an individual.
mythical ancestor of a village at a certain period
in his life retires into solitude, and after fasting
and prayer is rewarded with the vision of a certain
animal, which then becomes his totem. This is
adopted by his clan ; and, when the clan becomes
part of a larger tribal organization, it still remains
as the guardian of the clan, though with a niarked
tendency to become simply a totem-crest. The

tutelary gnavdian-tnanitu thus becomes a mere
Sometimes such crests become merely
symbol.
the property of certain families. The ancestors
who received the totem-vmnitu received with it
the powers or privileges still retained by the
proKgfs of the spirits, who continue to appear to
the young men of the tribe, and the possession of
these secrets forms the basis for the secret societie'*
widely spread ambng the Indians of the NorthWest. This is the 'individual totem acquired by
every youth at puberty, which, when the organization of the clan is in a decayed state, is no longer
identical with that of the ancestor and is no longer
'

The youth at this period wanders from
inherited.
his fathers lodge and in a secluded spot fasts and
cries to the spirits, inviting any one of them to
become his spiritual patron (cf. art. COMMUNION
WITH Deity [American]). During this period,
when he falls asleep, the first animal, bird, or
reptile of which he dreams he considers to be the
one designated by the Great Spirit of the tribe for
He then
his mysterious protector during life.
returns home, kills such an animal as he has seen
in his dream, and preserves its skin in his mysteryIt is possible that the
bag ('medicine-bag').
individual manitu, though in some cases a later
the
than
clan-totem, is in other cases,
development
notably among the Eastern tribes, of independent
Even
origin and as antique as the totem-mani<«.
amonj; the Eastern Algonquins the acquisition of a
special inani(ua\)u\t in animal form by the youth

who

fasts is not unknown.
LiTBR.^TCRE.— G. Catlin, Thf North American Indians?,
London, 1S42 D. G. Brinton, Myths of the New World, New
;

The American Rok, do. 1891; A. H. Keane, Man.
Past and Present, Cambridge, 1899; Relation de la nouvcll-France pimr Van 163? (and subsequent years) H. Webster.
Primitive Secret Societies, New York, 190S. The earliest source
Y'ork, 1888,

;

of infornialiuu

is

contained in the

Relation.'^ of llie early mission-

Brinton and Webster (opp. eitt.) give full biblio^aphies.
The Annual Repnrts of the Bureau of American Ethnolog\
should be consulted for modern conditions.
E. Washburn Hopkins.
Uke the majority of Buddliist
'gods,' Maiijusri is represented under various
aspects: (1) in the Great Vehicle, or Mahayana
[q.v.), properly so called, he is a bodhiinttva, an
entirely Buddhist personage in definition if not in
aries.

MASJUSRI.—
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origin (his origin isobscure ; cf. AvalokiteSvakA) ;
Tantric Vehicle,' which is of very early
(•2) in the
'

date and is not always distinguished from the Great
Vehicle proper, Manjusri becomes one of the names,
and often the principal exponent,' of the Supreme
Being; (3) the cult of Maiijusri, originating in
it
India, took a peculiar development in China
probably spread from China into Nepal, where
Manju.sii is the mythical giver of civilization.
TJie most ancient of his
1. As bodhisattva.
'

:

—

numerous names

is

perhaps Mailjug'nosa, 'plea.sant

His usual epithet is kumara, or Kumdrabhuta, 'young man,' 'royal prince';' this title,
whatever its origin, means technically a bodhisattva
at the stage when, having received consecration
(abhiseka) as a prince, he is associated with the
voice.'

power of a Buddha and becomes his right arm (see
Bodhisattva, vol. ii. p. 748"). He is named in the
lirst rank of bodhisattvas, before Avalokitesvara,
at the beginning of the Lotns of the True Law
(translated into Chinese A.D. 147-186), where he
represented (ch. xi. ) as a great converter. The
scholastic sutras and devotional works give him
as a type of bodhisattva, relate his vow, attribute
to him moral counsel for the conduct of true
believers of the Great Vehicle, and celebrate his
power.' Legend associates him with the revelation
of the books of the Prajndpuramita .^ Revealer of
the Prajiid, god of the Word, he is the patron of
the Great Vehicle, of the second dispensation,' and
becomes the god of wisdom, a personage of high
importance. According to Fa-Hian (see J. Legge,
is

'

'

'

Fd-Hien, A Record of Buddhistic Kingdoms, Oxford,

1886, p. 46), the followers of the Mahayana wori\ie Prajiid, MaiijusrI, and Avalokitesvara.
have many images of Mailjusrl ; the most
ancient, with two arms, are those -.v hich make his
characteristic mark the Prajiid carried upon a lotus.
It is in the Tantric section
2. As Tantric god.
of the Tibetan scriptures {Bgyud, Kanjur as well

shipped

We

—

as Tanjur) that Manjusri takes an extraordinary
development.'' Half a dozen Taniras (Kanjur)
bear his name among them is The List of the true
Names of Maiijusri Jnana-sattva.' ° The last term,
°
Essenceof-knowledge (?),' is opposed to the name
We find it
bodhisattva, and is more dignified.
again in one of the numerous magic rituals devoted
'

;

'

1 On this
expression see H. Kern, in SEE xxi. [1884] 4 ; cf.
Saddhammpxij^darika, ed. H. Kern and B. Nanjio, Petrograd,

A certain Buddha will live twelve cosmic ages,
not counting tlie time he is kinnava.'
2 Various
legends are told of his former human lives, but they
are not so developed as the legends relating to Maitreya. See
(1) E. Chavannes, Le Sutra de la parol occidentale de I'inscription de Kiu-yong Koan,' in Melanges Harle::, Leyden, 1896,
p. 75 (this satra is a dhdra^i, sacred to Vairochana, 'the
Brilliant,' the Buddha to whom Maiiju^ri_ is sometimes subordinated); (2) the Manju^ngunak^etravj/uha (translated into
Chinese A.D. 300), where Maiiiu^ri tells how he took his bodhiI do not wish to become a Buddha quickly, because
sattva vow
I wish to remain to the last in this world to save its beings
In all my existences I wish to follow the example of .\ksobhya
and be a monk' (^ikjdsamuchchaya, Petrograd, 1903, p. 13);
(3) the Manjn^rimkridita (translated into Chinese in 313X a
book patronized by the Maidhyaraikas. giving the story of the
conversion of a light woman by Manjusri in the guise of a
handsome young man the only real sin of the bodhisattva is
the sin of hatred (Sikfdsamnchchai/a, p. 149). All these works
are scholastic, as is the Bodhipaksanirdeia, an account by
Manjusri of the wings (pai'?a) of illumination. The devotion
to Manjuiri, the virtue of his name, which protects against all
female birth, and his glorification as the kero {^ura) are to be
noted. Maiijusri is one of the saviours and patrons invoked in
the 'Stanzas of GoodXrVicWQ^* i^Bhadracharydijntha), one of the
classical texts used every day by the Buddhists of the Great
Vehicle {^ik^dsamuchchaya, pp. 297, 3('i5 Bodhicharydvatdra
[fntrod. d la pratique desfuturs Bouddhas, Paris, 1907, p. 8f.J).
3
Taranatha, Gesch. des Buddhismtis, tr. A. Schiefner,
Petrograd, 1869, p. 58.
4 See P.
Cordier, Catalogve dufonds tibHain de la Bibliothkque
1908 ff., p. 66

'

:

'

'

:

'

;

'

;

'

'

;

iuitionate,

iii.,

Paris, ISlci.

5
6

Ndmasai'ngiii, ed. J. P. Minayeff, Petrograd, 1887.
Probably this term has been invented on the model of
bodhisattra for the purpose of implying something more subhme,
and yet more mysterious, than the word bodhisattva.
Thia

heaping up of terms

is

characteristic.

MARA
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MAN OF

of

'snell (sailltuna)
to Maiijuiii
the AililnKidlm, the Ksseuce-of-knowleilge Manwhich begins as foUowH
jasri,'
^ ^
and the
Homage lo the Hu.iillia ot the beKinniug, the imildle,

by the I'anjur

:

'

:

even

stain ol sin, a liody inunacvllate

l).v

nature,

dian),

primordial Buddha.'
,->adhaiiris (spells)

are magical operations by mejvtis
his
of which the worshipper brings a deity into
iresenco in order to identify hinisclt' with tlie
which is not difficult to accomplish, since
I

„eity—

every man

is

but deity, though
essentially nothing

and stained. These operations include 'diagrams' (nunxlulas), 'geometrical figures
formed of seiuares and circles, more or less ornamented, antt inscribed within each other, upon
which is ranged an endles^ succession of deities'
often
represented by magic .syllables.^ Mafijusri
occupies the centre of these mnndalas.
Tantric gods have two aspects, a 'right hand'
Under
aspect and a loft hand (or erotic) asi)ect.
the former Mafijusri is called 'Lord of speech of
the ontological L'ni verse' (DharmadhatuvAgisvara)
under the latter he is 'Diamond-Love,' ThunderIwlt-Love' (Vajranaiiga).' His right-hand aspect
is seen from the following
'Quon §'ideuline i Dha^lnadhatu-Vag:jS^ ara, qui a le corps
particularized

'

•

Antichrist, Eschaiol-

MANTRAS.— See Charms and

.

•

end, free (roin

SIN.— See

or.v.

;

'

:

Magic

Amulets

(In-

(Iranian).

MANU.—See Law

(Hindu).

MAORIS.—See Polynesia.
MARA.--It seems that during the so-called late
Vedic period, new gods, gods of a new style, were
created.
They wear, on the one hand, an aspect
which is popiilar and mythological, and, on the
other, one which is sacerdotal and esoteric they
are the expression of a pantheistic and pessimistic
to devophilosophy but they, nevertheless, appeal
;

;

and "worshi]i. "Brahma-brahman is the most
eminent among them. Kala, Time,' creator and
a cosmical entity, and
destroyer, Kama, Desire,'
many others may be embodied in the figures of the
Our Brahmanic information
popular pantheon.
tion

'

'

in many
is, as a rule, scanty, and,
Buddhist or epic
cases, we are largely indebted to
sources.

on these gods

This is the case with Mara, who is not unknown
the Atharvaveda, that aristocratic compendium
Budsynthesis] oment sa couronne de jo.vaux
demonology he is an important figure in
le ceste de Tenseignement
font
of
(briginellos)
dhism, and the Upanisads show tlie elaboration
droite tieniient le claive. la fleche, la hache
the ideas which constitute his frame in Buddhism.
t;auche, le livre de la Prajna.'-i
old
the
The Atharvaveda joins together Vania,
Here, Toucher goes on to >ay, the book, the four
arms (the eight is simply a multiple), and especially Aryan king of the dead, Mrtyu, Death, Agha
the four faces, suggest rei)resentations of Brahma.
Mara, the evil slayer or hateful murderer, Nirrtha,
Griinwedel remarks that Manjuiri and Brahma the destroyer, and" ^arva, the prototyjie of Siva (VI.
share the favours of a common iakti (divine energy, xciii. 1). "Elsewhere (XI. viii. 19) it mentions the
feminine aspect, of a god), Sarasvati."
'deities called Misfortune, or 111, or Evil (papnuino
It is noteworthy also that the Namnsn I'lig'it i
mtnta devntah), and has deprecatory invocations
Mafiof
names
i. '29) to Misfortune {pap(viii. 19) gives Brahma among the
(VI. xxvi. l-'2, cxiii. 2, XVll.
As soon as the Buddhas and hudUisattvas man). Mara, or Mrtyu, is Death jjersonified, the
jusri.
became gods,' they inevitably became gods aft-er god who kills, and he iias already accjuired liis BuiiAvalokita has more likeness to dhist qualification pCipmun, 'tlie evil one' (Pali,
Pindu fashion
Mafijusri always pOpiman). With this dark figure may l>e identified
Siva, and Mafijusri to Brahma.
the chief, place Varna or Sarva, also a inythologicxil god.
occupies an iiiiportant, and often
in Buddhist polytheism.
That is what we know of Mara from the oldest
E. Huber was the literature.
He ((uickly acquired a metaphysical
3. As developed in China.—
For the thinkers of the
first to observe that the canon of one of the Buddhist
and moral significance.
who
schools of the Little Vehicle, or Hinayana (q.v.),
age of the Brrihmaiias and of the Upanisads,
contained traditions foreign to India- c.'jr., the admit transmigiation and are anxious to find the
legend of a town of Kliotan and he wondered, path to the other shore of traiisiuigration, Mara,
this canon had not been conor Death, may be regarded as the sovereign of this
therefore, whether
Turkestan subsolar universe whoever obtains a pa.ssage besiderably augmented and modified in
of immortality.
It is now certain that 'Serindia'' and,
itself.'"
yond the sun reaches the realm
of Vor the common
of birth
later, China itself collaborated in thedevelopment
people, the recurrence
Buddhism. The story of Mafijusri, who, according and death is the rule; the sun is Death. The
who
Kathaka Upanisad
to the Chinese pilgrim,' now dwells in China,
legend of Nachiketas in the
is represented in the miniatures of theNepaleseMSS
is''of importance for the historj- of Death: a
as a god worshipped in China,'-' and who, according young Brahman descends to Hades, and, unto the Nepalese tradition, came from China to
iiioved by all jiromises of transient iileasures,
the secret
Nepal, is interesting from this point of view.'"
wrings from Vama, the god of death,
LlTERATCRE.—This is surticientlv cit-ed in the footnotes.
of that which lies beyond death and the means of
L. DELA "\^\LL6E POUSSIN.
liberation from death, this only means being the
1
Jiianmaltvamalijuiri tldilxuidlia sddhana (,Rgi/ud hgrel,
knowledge of Brahman which confers immortality.
vol. 71) (according to a transcription by P. Cordier).
H. Oldenberg rightly compares this Nachiketas' A. Foucher, Calalofiue des peiniurea tiipdtaists «I tiUtaints
Vama legend with the Buddha- Mfira legend.
d» la collection B. U. Hodgson, Paris, 1897, p. 24.
3 On the viord ra}ra,
diamond,' adamant,' thunderbolt,'
Buddha also ieject.s the oilers of Mara in order to
etc., see art. Tantb*.
obtain the .sitiumiim huiiuin but, whereas Yama
< Fouclier, Elude sur Viamographie bouddltigve, ii. (Paris,
the liberating
is benevolent and himself reveals
1905) 47.
» lb.
A. lirunwedel,
truth to Nachiketius with i.nly the habilual jealous
cf. also vol.
(Paris, limo) p. 114
Ml/tliologie drs Huddki.-Miu, Ltipzis, ISOO, p. ISC; J. Burge.es,
reluctance of a god, Mara is the evil one, the
tout blanc, quatre faces, huit bras: lea ciiiq Bouddhas [who
of which Manjuiri is the
represent tha five kinds of knowledge
.

.

;

;

les deux mains
les trois autres de
les trois autres de
.

in
of

;

'

'

:

—

'

:

-

'

'

'

;

i.

;

;

Arrh. Survey/ of Weslein India, l.ondon, 1876.
6 Etudes df titUraliiie bouddhimie, viti.,
I.a Destruction de
Roruka'(fiu«. de fEcole /Tan(. de fExIrlmeOrienl, vi. (19061
'

83S).

7
8

From

the Pamir mountains to the Great Wall.
A Keeord ofthe Buddhist Religion, tr.

I-t»lng,

J.

Takakusu,

Oxford, 1S96, p. Itt9.
Foucher. Etude sttr Viconogi-itphie, 11. 42. 116.
'" Of. 8.
tAv\, //« Hipat, Paris, 190o-0a, i. 330-347. Of aiicieut
sources see B. II. Ilodiison, Essai/x on Vie Langitages, Literaand
lUti'fixii t./ y.'i'at aufl Tlhet, IX)ndon, 1874, and E.
ture,
Buniouf, Lvtut de la Bonne Loi, l*ari», ltf6'2.
*"

tempter.'
In the Buddhist scriptures all these premisses are
Mara a^ (nally assumes the r61e
fully developed.
of the sovereign of the woild, Ixitli of men and of
aNo the god of the living,
gods god of death, he is
who arc cuily the fooil 'li .leatli he is the god of
Mara is Kama, De.siie,' since desire is
re-birth.
therauoii d'Hi-e<.<i Vurtli and death: and, because
;

:

'

1

Uldeuberg, Buddha,

ti.

Uoey,

p. 64.

MARCIONI8M
Buddha is the deliverer from death and birth,
Mara is the personal enemy of Buddha and Buddhism, the evil one, the tempter of Buddha and
Buddha's disciples.
The dogmatic position of Mara is clear in all
our texts
Mara embodies desire, the universal
fetterer, the sensual life both here and in the other
:

world.
In scholasticism three Maras devaputra 7ndra,
the deity Mara, maranamdra, Mara as death,
and klcsamdra, Mara as vices and passions are
In ancient times these Milras were
distinguished.
Mara is not an allegory in tlie Pali
confused.
stories of teni]itations he is a demon he is spoken
of as Namuchi, a Vedic demon killed bj' Indra.
It follows that mythological features are not
wanting, even in the oldest tales of tlie Pali canon.
are
They are not, however, predominant.
actually confronted with the temptation of Buddha
but these daughters are
by Mfira's daughters
Desire, Unrest, Pleasure (Tanlui, Arati, and Rati).
It has been said that these stories
the intervention of Mara in order to make tlie future Buddha
abandon his austerities (a common topic in the
Mahdbhdrata gods grow jealous of the power
acquired by penitents, and dispatch fair damsels
to trouble their meditation), or in order to make
Buddha reach nirvana prematurely ai'e only
Doetical descriptions of the crises dc conscience of
bakyamuni. This view is by far too rationalistic.
Such stories, it may be, were looked upon in this
light by some pliilosophers or modernists,' but it
is safer to admit that the Buddhists believed in
a divine enemy of the eternal welfare of men, and
embodied tliis enemy in the traditional god of
death.
Mythical and folk-lore accretions, as
well as scholastic concoctions, naturally follow
from such a belief. Monks and nuns, especially
when living in the 'hermitages,' knew that Mara
could appear to them under any form, and ensnare
them into philosophical discussions.
The Sanskrit sources, late when compared with
the Pali ones, but not insignificant even for the
restitvition of the passages which they have in

—

—

;

;

We

;

—

:

—

'

common with

Pali,

indulge in

much more

dra-

matic and woiild-be poetical descriptions of Mara's
attacks upon Sakyamuni. Some episodes are en-

tirely unknown in the Tipitaka, viz. tlie battle for
the bodhi-tiee, the possession of which, for the
comjiilers of the Lalitavistara, seems to be almost
identified with the possession of the hodhi, the

Enlightenment, itself.
It has been pointed out that even in the Pali
canon the Mara-stories show a gradual development, and that the inventions to be found in the

more modern biographies of Sakyamuni, the Lalita-

vistara and the Buddhachai-ita, mark a further point
in this development.
There is truth in this statement tlie multiplication of Mara's daughters and
their counter-attacks, a large part of the mise en
scene of the Lalitavistara, are not archaic but
the course of the development is not necessarily
a chronological one.
Less or more mythological
versions niaj' be productions of the same age in
different circles.
It appears that the Mara folklore has been more
luxuriant tlian can be judged from the Pali canon.
Some bits of popular folklore which have found
their way into the authorized literature may be
regarded as fragments of a larger cycle. It is only
by a mere cliance that we know that Mara roams
'
everywhere, in the visible shape of murky smoki'
ness,' to catch the souls of the dying.

—

—

worth while mentioning that Mara, who is
often associated with Brahma ('the world of men
and gods with Brahma and Mara'), has no lixed
It is

'

See O. A. F. Rhv3 Davids, Bvddhisl Psj/cholngn, London,
11. il
Sumi/ntta, i. 222, iii. 124.

1014,

;
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abode, no heaven of his own, in the official cosmology of the Sarvastivfidins (see art. COSMOGONY

AND Cosmology
See

art.

[Buddhist]).

Temptation (Buddhist) for the comparison between

the Buddhist stories of temptation and the Gospets.

Literature. — E. Senart, Essai sur la Ugetlde du Buddha,
E. Windisch, Sldra and Buddha, Leipzijj, 1S95
H. Oldenberg, liutldha, tr. W. Hoey, London, 1S82, pp. 64, 84
H. Kern, Histoin' du Bouddhigme daiis I'lndi^, Fr. tr., G. Huet,
2 vols., Paris, mill, i. 62, 73, ISO, 219 L. de la Valine Poussin,
Bouddhisine, Opinions sur i'fiistoire de la dogmaiir^ue, do.
1909, p. 227; R. C. Childers, Diet, of the Piili Language.
London, 1875, s.v. 'Maro.'
Origina! sources, Vedic, Pali, and Sanslirit, have been studied
by Senart and Windisch.
L. DE LA VALLEE POUS.SIN.
Paris, 1SS2

;

;
;

;

MARCIONISM.—

I.

and most

The founder.— According

reliable accounts, Marcion
was a shipmaster (nauclerus, or kout-i;!) of Pontus,
and may have been a native of Sinope. The story •
which makes him the son of a Christian bishop in

to the earliest

that region, and declares that he was excommunicated by his father for corrupting a virgin, is, on
the whole, Improbable, and may nave been based
on a misunderstanding of some phrase about his
corrupting the doctrinal purity of the Church. It
is possible that he was born and bred a pagan, and
was converted to Christianity about the time of his
journey to Rome. But the fact that his system
of doctrine is based
entirely on the Jewish and
Christian Scriptures makes it, on the whole, more
probable that he spent his youth in a Christian

atmosphere.

—

Marcion arrived in Rome in or near A.D. 140
after the death of Hyginus,' according to HipWhether or not
polytus (see Epiph. H(xr. xlii.).
a recent convert, he at first became a zealous
member of the Roman Church, to which, according
to Tertullian (de Prwscr. 30), he presented the sum
of 200,000 sesterces. But before long trouble arose
through his falling under the influence of the Syrian
teacher Cerdo, who had a certain connexion with
the Gnostics, and whose distinctive doctrine was that
'the God proclainied by the law and the prophets was not the
father of our Lord Jesus Christ. For the former was known,
but the latter unknown while the one also was righteous, but
'

;

the other benevolent' (Iren. Ht^r.

I.

xxvii.

1).

easy to see how Cerdo's teaching would lead
Marcion into uncomfortable relations with the
orthodox Church and it is not surprising to learn
that his gift of money was returned to him, and
that he was placed outside the pale. This took
place about the j'ear 144, and from that date the
Marcionite propaganda must have been active,
It is

;

since Justin Martyr tells us in his First Apology
(c. 150) that Marcion
'

by the help of devils has caused many of every nation to speak
blasphemies, and to deny that God is the maker of this universe,
and to assert that some other being greater than He has done
greater works (xxvi.).
'

Tertullian, who was ^vriting his adversus Marcionem in 207 or 208, places the activity of Marcion
in the reign of Antoninus Pius ('sub Pio impius').
Irenseus (loc. cit.) says that Cerdo came to Rome
in the episcopate of Hyginus (c. 137-141), and that
his successor Marcion flourished under Anicetus
In view of the diflerent statements, we
(154-166).
may conclude that Marcion became active as a
teacher some years before 150, and that his activity
ended before or about the time of the death of

Anicetus. For Marcion's
be definitely assigned.
2.

own death no

date can

The doctrine. —The teaching of Marcion may

be reviewed under five heads (n) theology proper,
or the doctrine of God, (6) Christology, (c) criticism
:

1 This
account, which was unknown to Tertullian, may be
traced through Epiphanius to HippolytuB.
The Armenian
version is thus given by Eznik (5th cent.) : 'This Marcion was a
native of Pontus, the son of a bishop. And having corrupted a
\irgin, he went into exile on account of his father's having expelled him from the Church. And going to Rome at that time
to se-zk absolution (lit. penitence) and not obtaining it, he was
irritated a^jainst tlie Faith (^<;«tns( the Sects, bli. iv.).
'
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of tlie .Scriptures, (</) the application
of religion to practical life, and (c) the ritual of

and exegesis

worship.
In theology Marcion'.s main as.ser(«) Theology.
tion was that the just God of the law and of the
OT generally was other than and inferior to the
God revealed in Jesus Christ, the chief attribute
of the latter bein" goodness or loving-kindness.
The idea of a dual godhead seems to have come
from the Gnostics through Cerdo, and this fact
maj' be connected with the (otherwise doubtful)
statement by Clement of Alexandria {Strom. VII.
'
xvii. 107) that Marcion, being contemporary with
liasilides and Valentinus,
companied with them
as an elder with younger men.' At all events,
Marcion's theology ditlered from the Gnostic in
excluding any doctrine of a-ons, and, indeed, any
element which could not lie derived from his interpretation of the Jewish and Christian Scriptures.'
His teaching was not in any sense pagan. His lost
work named the Antitheses contained the proofs of
his theology, which were attained bv placing utterances by and concerning God in tlie OT side by
side with ojjposed statements by Jesus and Paul
about God in the NT.
He further differed from the Gnostics by abstaining from any attempt at a completed speculative
system. The contrasts whicli he drew out were
final, and he did not seek to harmonize them in a
higher principle for him the two apxai were and
remained completely separate, in spite of the moral
The logical
superiority of the God of the NT.
weakness of the position is well shown by TertuUian.
On the one hand, the introduction of
number or plurality was inconsistent with the
essence of true godhead
and, on the other, the
in
the Stranger
interposition of the good God
a world which had been created by and belonged
to another was an obvious stumbliagblock.

—

'

'

;

;

—

'

'

—

^

The mode of self-revelation
Ckristology.
by the good God was, according to
Marcion, that 'in the 15th year of the reign of
Tiberius He [i.e. Jesus Christ) came down to the
Galilajan city of Capernaum' to which Tertullian
adds the explanation, 'of course meaning from the
heaven of the Creator, to which He had previously
(6)

employed

—

descended from His own

The
{adv. Marc. iv. 7).
relation of Christ to the good God His Father does
not seem to have been otherwise defined than by
the idea of sonship. Of the human experience and
suffering of Christ Marcion took a wholly Docetic
view. Kejecting the Gospel accounts of a human
'

birth, he represented the supposed sudden appearance of Christ in the year 29 as an entirely new
]ihenomenon, without any root in the past liistory
either of the people or of the human race.
And,
while he regarded the life of Christ on earth and
His crucifixion as the means of salvation for men,

nevertheless believed that our Lord siiffered
only in appearance. On the other hand, he did
accept the historical facts narrated in those portions
of the Third Gosjiel (see
^^p) which he believed
to be genuine, and shared I^Pbelief of his time in
other elements of the Christian creed thus he laid
great stress on our Lord's descent into Hades and
His preaching to the men of former generations
lie

;

who were

there confined.
Again, as hebelieved in two Gods, he also recognized tw<m;;hrists.
According to him, the
Messianic prophecies of the OT were true
predictions, referring, however, not to Jesus (,'hnst but
to another Jtessiah who was to appear later as the
Utf just God of the C»T. But his
messenger
work of this Messiah does not
exposition of

W

1K

.MarcioD appears to have held the Independent, though
He certainly did not
paasive, exiBt«nce of v\n, or matter.
attrihnt* to it the dein"ee o( activity which some of his followers
did.
In his view the Creator (i.e. the just Ood or God of the
law) was the ruler of the whole material universe.
'

.seem to have jiroceeded beyond applying to him
the language of
prophecy.
In
(c) Criticism riiiil exegesis of the Scriptures.
his dealing with the
Scrijitures Marcion combined
a high estimate of the objective truth of the
as
a historical document with a startling and audacious subjective criticism of the NT. His mode of
was largely dictated by the neceshandling each
sities of his position.
Convinced of the fundamental discrepancy between the theologies of the
and of that which he regarded as the genuine
kernel of the NT, he naturally laid stress on
every
narrative, discourse, or even verse in the Jewish
Scriptures which seemed to him to set forth the
His
Jewish as opposed to the Christian view.
has at least one great merit
treatment of t he

OT

—

OT

OT

—

OT

he rejected allegorical explanations such as were
current among the Gnostics he took the history
literally, and '".id full stress on its distinctive
In the NT, on the other hand,
characteristics.
while he similarly preferred the literal to the
;

allegorical exjdanation, he proceeded ruthlessly in
the way of cut.ing out such books or portions of
books as did not fit in with his view of the facts,
and in re-editing the text to any extent on sub-

As the Third Gospel seemed on
jective grounds.
the whole to suit best the requirements of his
theology, he adopted this, though in a mutilated
and much altered state, as the only reliable portion
of the historical writings contained in the NT. To
him Paul was the only tnie apostle of the Master,
and he believed that the Third Gospel which he
did not call Luke's— had been written under Paul's
supervision and expressed Paul's view of the life of
The other Evangelists' he regarded as
Christ.
handing on a false Judaic tradition which had
grown up among the Twelve, and he therefore reIn the rest of the NT
jected their works in toto.
he accepted only ten Pauline Epistles, rejecting
the Acts, the Pastoral Epistles of Paul, and the
rest of the
writings so far as known to him.
And in the ten Epistles he used considerable freedom in rejecting or altering passages which conAn understanding of his
Hicted with his views.
can be best obtained
detailed treatment of the
by reading the fourth and fifth books of Tertullian's adi\ Marcioiiem.
{d) The application of religion to practical life.
It is easy to see that, however arbitrary and subjective was Marcion's attitude in relation to the
Christian tradition and its literature, his main
interest in the matter was not speculative or theo-

—

NT

NT

—

This is shown
retical, but religious and practical.
by the fact that he attempted no higher synthesis,
but allowed what seemed to him the irreconcilable
opposition between the Creator and the NT God to
continue until the end of time. To him the means
of salvation was faith in Jesus Christ and in His
Father. This faith was to issue in an ascetic life
which despised and rejected (he works of the
Creator, so far as the conditions of human life
Thus the celibate alone were admitt-ed
allowed.
to baptism. A further consequence of this attitude
was that Marcion denied the resuiTectioii of the
body tlie salvation through Christ was for the
The moral earnestness of
soul and spirit only.
the Marcionite community was proved both by the
zeal of its propaganda and by the large numl>er of
;

its

martyrs.

—

The ritual of wors/ii/). The aim of Marcion
Accordto found not a school, but .a church.
ingly, in points of ritual he for the most part
followed the usage of the orthodox Church, but
admitted catechumens to the same privileges in
((.)

was

Church worship as baptized persons, and forbade
the use of wine in the eucharistic service. Some
1

There

is

no definite evidence as to whether Marcion knew

the Fourth tlospel.
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of the peculiarities of usage in the Eastern brancli
of the RIarcionite churt^h may be gathered from
the statements of Eznik (bk. iv.) :

He allows not one baptism only, but three after (successive)
he
transgreesions, and in place of catechumens who have died
urges others to be baptized. And he has the bolduesa to direct
women to administer baptism— which no one from the other
sects has taken upon himself to do but not to administer a
second or a third baptism, nor (does he venture) to admit
women to be priests,' etc.
*

—

Mavcioirs followers seem to have elevated him
least virtually) to the rank of bishop, and
the constitution of the sect was probably epihave not much
scopal, though on this point we
information.
Among the followers of
3. Later developments.
Marcion some, like Potitus and Basilicus, followed
their master in recognizing two principles or divine
beings but some, like Apelles, held only one ultimate principle, the God of the NT, while others
accepted three independent principles— the Good,
the Just, and the Evil. Of these diflerent teachers
Apelles is the most interesting. Starting from the
Marcionite opposition between the Creator and the
NT God, he seems to have regarded the former as
*an opposing spirit' who owed his existence to the
supreme God. The material world, in the view of
Apelles as of Marcion, was created by this opposing spii'it,' and so Apelles also taught an ascetic
On the other hand, he rejected
view of life.
Marcion's Docetism, and held that Christ really
felt and sutlered in His earthly experience, although
He did not possess a truly human nature in the
orthodox sense. But he maintained that in the
Crucitixion lay the hope of man's salvation.
The doctrines of Marcion were for a time widely
spread both in the West— Rome and Italy— and in
the East —Arabia, Syria, Armenia, Cyprus, Egypt,
and perhaps even Persia. After sharing in the
persecutions inflicted on the Church, particularly
under Diocletian, the Marcionites seem to have
enjoyed a short period of toleration early in the
4th cent., to judge from an inscription of A.D. 318319 discovered a few miles south of Damascus,
which records the existence of a village community
But their worship was soon proof Marcionites.
In the West they seem
hibited by Constantine.
early to have succumbed to the more powerful
propaganda of Manichceism (q.v.), but in the East
they may be judged to have exerted a stronger and
more enduring influence. We infer from the attention given to them in the controversial works of
Ephraim, and from the careful account of their
doctrines left us by Eznik, an Armenian writer
of the 5th cent., that they counted for much in
80 late as the lOth cent.
Eastern Christendom.
they are mentioned in Arabic by the Fihrist,
As the best illustration of the nature of Eastern
Marcionism, we subjoin a literal translation of
Eznik's Armenian account
{at

—

;

'

:

Marcion wrongly introduces a strange element (lit. strangeness) in opposition to the God of the Law, positing with him also
Hyle, by way of essence, and three heavens. In the one (they
say) dwells the Stranger, and in the second the God of the Law,
and in the third his armies; and in the earth Hyle, and they
call her the Power of the Earth.
And he so orders the world and the creatures, as the law says.
But he adds that in union with Hyle he made all that he made,
and Hyle was as though a woman and a wedded wife. And
after making the world, he went up together with his armies
into heaven and Hyle and her sons remained in tlie earth, and
they each held authority— Hyle in the earth, and the God of
'

;

Law in heaven.
And the God of the Law, seeing that the world is beautiful,
tiiought to make in it a man. And going down to Hyle in the
" Give me of
earth, he said,
thy clay, and from myself I give
On
spirit, and let us make a maii according to our likeness."
tlie

^

him of her earth, he moulded it and breathed into
it a spirit, and Adam became a living soul, and therefore was
called Adam because he was made from clay. And moulding
him and his wife, and putting them In the garden (as the law
says), they contiiuied giving him commands, and rejoiced in
him as in a common son.
.\nd (he says) the God of the Law, who was lord of the world,
seeing that Adam is noble and worthy of ministration, pondered
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how he could steal him from Hyle" and appropriate him to himTaking him aside, he said, Adam, I am God, and there

self.

no other, and beside me thou shalt have no other god. But if
thou takest any other god beside me, know that tliou shalt surely
die." And when he said this to him and mentioned the name of
death. Adam, struck with fear, began by degrees to separate
himself from Hyle.
And Hyle, coming to give him commands according to custom,
saw that Adam was not obeying her, but was purposely holding
aloof and notcoming near her. Then Hyle, amazed in her mind,
knew that the Lord of Creatures had deceived her. She said,
"From the source of the fountain its water is befouled. How
is this?
Before Adam is increased with offspring, he haa stolen
him by the name of his godhead from me. Since he hates me,
has
and
not kept with me the covenant, I will make many gods,
and will fill witii them the whole world, that he may emjuire
who is God and not find out."
And she made (they say) many idols and named them gods
and filled the world with "them. And the name of God, that of
the Lord of Creatures, was lost among the names of the many
gods, and was not found an} where. And his offspring was lefl
astray by them and was not serving him, for Hyle claimed them
all for hei-self, and did not suffer one of them to serve him.
Then (they say) the Lord of Creatures was enraged, because
they forsook him and obeyed Hyle and one after another, who
were departing from their botUcs, he was casting in anger into
HelL And Adam he cast into Hell because of the tree, and so
went on casting all into Hell, up to twenty-nine generations.
And (they say) the ^ood and strange God, who was sitting in
the third heaven, seemg that so many peoples perished and
were tortured between the two deceivers, the Lord of Creatures
is

;

and Hyle, was grieved for those fallen into the fire and tortured.
He sent his son to go and save them, and to take the likeness of
a servant and assume the form of a man among the sons of the
God of the Law. "Heal," he said, " their lepers, and raise their
dead to life, and open the eyes of their blind, and do among
them great cures without price until the Lord of Creatures see
thee, and be jealous, and crucify thee. And then when thou
diest, thou shalt go down into Hades, and bring them from
And
thence for Hades is not wont to admit life within it.
therefore thou goest up on the cross, tliat thou mayest become
like the dead, and Hades may open its mouth to admit thee,
and thou mavest enter into the midst of it and empty it."
And whenhe crucified him (they say), he went down into
Hades and emptied it. And taking the souls in the midst of it,
he led them into the third heaven to his Father. And the Lord
of Creatures, being enraged, in anger tore his garment and the
veil of his temple, and darkened his sun and clothed his world
in blackness, and sat in grievous mourning.
Then Jesus, goiiMf down a second time in the form of his godhead to the Lord or Creatures, was enterin- into judgment with
him about his death. And the Lord of the World, seeing the
there is another God besides himself.
godhead of Jesus, knew that
And Jesus said to him, " I have a suit with thee, and let none
own law which thou didst write."
us
but
thine
be judge between
"
And when they produced the law, Jesus said to him, Didst
whoso killeth shall die and
in
law
that
not thou write
thy
whoso sheddeth the blood of a righteous man, they shall shed
his blood?" And he said, "I so wrote." And Jesus said to
" Now
him,
give thyself into my hands, that I may kill thee and
shed thy blood, as thou didst kill me and shed my blood, for I
am indeed juster tlian thou, and have wrought many benefits
in thy creation." And lie began to reckon up the benefits which
he had wi-ought in his creation.
And when the Lord of Creatures saw that he had conquered
him, and knew not what to say because out of his own law he
wascondemnt'd, and was finding no answer because he deserved
death in return for his death, then falling to prayer he was
" Because I have sinned and killed thee in
beseeching him,
ignorance, because I knew not that thou art a God, but reckoned
thee a man, it is given thee as satisfaction for that to carry off
where thou wilt all those who shall be willing to believe in thee."
Then Jesus leaving him laid hold of Paul" and revealed to him
We are bought with
the purchase and sent him to preach that
a price, and every one who believes in Jesus hag been sold by
the Just to the Good."
;

;

;

This is the hey inning of the heresy of Marcion, besides many
other worthless things. And this all do not know, but a tew of
them. And they hand on the teaching to one another orally.
The Stranger (they say) MMM^'ht us with a price from the Lord
but how ^|^th what the purchase has been
of Creatures
made, that not all of them know.'
;
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aUtoNINUS.—
MARCUS AURELIUS
—

Early influences. By birth and training, alike
on his father's and his mother's side, Marcus, son of
Annius Verus, belonged to the official aristocracy
From boyhood he was inured to the
of Home.
I.
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round of alworbiiig and ceienionioiis etiquettL's
wliicli. under the n'^gime of Hadrian, made up the
life of the capital.
Through his uncle
Antoninus, whom Hadrian appointed Quatuur vir
for the administration of Italy, lie was brought
from childhood into personal touch with the
Emperor himself, and the jilayful Verissimus'
accorded to him by Hadriai\ re-api)oars even in
the formal address of the Cliristian apologist.
Another influence, which he him.self attributes
to his mother's fostering care, sank deep into the

oUicial

'

fibre of his being.
iiligio, dependence

In the antique life of

Uome,

upon God, pervaded every turn
and act and from the simpler life of the home
and farm the ancient pieties and rituals had never
died away.
Under Augustus the historic festivals
and shriues, the ancient brolherhoods and colleges
and gilds, of Salian priests, of Arval Brothers, of
Vestal Virgins, and others were revived, and a
profusion of new cults was introduced.
PriestIjoods became the dress of leadership and rank,
and jiatrlotism found articulate e.xpression in the
worship of the Emperor and in countless forms
of mysterj' worship.
To this religious complex
Marcus wa.s acclimatized from youth. At eight
old
he was enrolled among the Salii, the
years
most primitive of all the priestly colleges at
and
Rome,
got all the forms and liturgies by
;

'

heart.''

At

sixteen, as Privfectiisferiarum Latin-

arum, he solemnized the fete upon the Alban
Mount and besides the formal dignities of Pont.
vir Sncr. Fur., and VII vir Epul., he
Max.,
wore the cowl of Master anions the Arval Brother;

XV

hood.
The prayer of the college is still extant
whicli besduglit blessing for him and L. Verus in
their conflict with the JIarcomanni.
At the outset of his great campaigns he purified the people
with the solemn ritual of the Lectisternium at
Athens he was himself initiated in the Eleusinian
mysteries on the Danube he approved the casting of lions into the stream at the bidding of the
Eastern magi. His Stoic monotheism lent itself
to sympathy with cults of every kind, as witnesses
to tlie divine power.
;

;

—

2. Life.
His boyhood was given to wholesome
and studious discijilines.
At Rome he fenced,
played ball, and eschewed the mischievous excitements of the circus and the amphitheatre
at
Lorinm he rode, hunted, walked, and shared the
of
rural
industries
and
festivals.
The
correglee
;

spondence with Fronto,

his master in rhetoric,
of tyjie.
Boyish experiments
in complete conversion under
the perusal of Ariston, the influence of Rusticus,
and the charm of Epictetus.
His life falls into three sections: A.D. 121-138,
boyhood, ending with his adoption in 138 ; 138-161,
apprenticeship to rule, as C;e.sar and lieutenant to
his adoptive father, Antoninus ; 161-180, Imperial
rule, shared nominally in 161-169 with L. Verus,
and from 177 with his son, ("^ommodus.
Till 167, when the Danubian campaigns begin,

8U0WS rare docility
in philo.sophy ended

the years are

filled

with unremitting administrative

The Ei/irtum perpetuum

activities.

of Salvius
Julianus furnished the basis of the Pandects of

Jastinian
Gains and Papinian immortalize the
era, as master-builders among tho.se who reared
the great fabric of Roman law. Under the direction of Stoic principles the rigours of the patria
potestas, the slave-owner, and the creditor were
brought within control protection was accorded
to women, children, wards, minors, freed uien,
slaves
educational and charitable endowments
were multiplied professorships were established
at Universities; and medical service was organized for couiiiiunities.
(Vimmerce, industries, and
;

;

;

;

vummunications were
*

liberally
C'apit. 4.

fostered

by

pro-

vision of roads, aqueducts, bridges, and havens,
while in special crises, as of earthquake, lire,
famine, or inundation. Stale aid was ungrudgingly
extended. The collection and distribution of taxation were vigilantly sui^ervised, and vast extension
given to the forms and activities of local and

Wealth lavished its remunicipal govurnmcnt.
sources upon the provision of
temples, baths,
and
other embellishments of
gardens, colonnades,
while
all
clas.ses
of
the community
among
city life,
and clubs, though kept under strict
surveillance, multiplied to an alnio-Nt incredible
extent.
In his dealings with llic Christians, Marcus
followed the practice of his predecessors. Eirst
gilds, colleges,

by Nero, then oy the Flavian Emperors, e.specially
Domitian, Christianity had been treated as a form
of sacrilege (iai^aa, aSdrrri^) and treason, that lay
outside the pre. ince or protection of laNv and enLike rebellion or
under the summary jurisdiction
Emperor or his representative. Trajan,

tailed the penalty of death.

brigandage,
of the

it fell

setting his face against professional (« anonymous
delation, and Hadrian, going still further in discouragement of malicious information or assault,
did much to arrest active persecution but Christ;

ianity continued to be a capital otience, and the
forms of the Imperial cult furnished a standing
test of complicity or disclaimer.
Enforcement of
the penalty rested with the Emperor's delegate,
and was rarely exercised. But outbursts of personal hostilitj', of local prejudice, or of racial or
religious jealousies might at any moment bring it
into play.
The progress of Imperial consolidation,
and the rapid social developments of Christianity,
Ijoth tended to enhance the seeming disalVection of
Christiana to Imperial unity. In Pliny the note
of condescension and
compassion softens contempt
for the perverse superstition, which seemed to
in Marcus
invite and almost compel persecution
the accent of irritation becomes prominent ; to
him Christian defiance seemed like the melodramatic pose which induced I'roteus Peregrinus, in
the story of Lucian, to cast himself on the [lyre as
the tinale of the Olympian festival. On the main
merits of the case he shared, no doubt, the judgment of his compeers, tlie leading Hellenists of the
time, and among them his own intimate associates.
The persiflage of Luiian and the malignant disdain
of Celsus do not staiul alone ; Fronto still credits
the Christians with nameless crimes and immoralities
.^lius Aristides satirizes their mean and
mischievous self-seeking; Galen quotes them as
the t^pe of impenetrable bigotry. The Emperor's
The
jiolitical philosophy led him the same way.
Graeco-Roman unity of Empire w.as the WorldCosmos tinding realization in the communities of
men ; the highest and best hopes of the world
were centring in that consummation of the civic
bond about the person of the Emperor ; and the
self-willed isolation of the ('hristian was es,sential
atheism, in its estrangement from the divine im;

;

])ul8e

immanent

in

man.

But, as a statesman, Marcus holds to the preThe rescript, cited
scriptions of Imperial policy.
by Eusebius,' is plainly unauthentic, and oelongs,
of
if to
Antoninus. Melito'
any period, to that
himself discredits the persecuting edi( Li to which
he refers, and bears witness to the clemency and
philosophy of the Emperor in checking tumiilluary
The deacts of violence against the Christians.
cree, or rather rescrijit, uttero<l against 'demoralizing superstitions' may have been partly aimed
at Christians; but the terms were general, and it
was retained upon the statuteliooK under later
Christian Emperors.
Possibly under its terms
Christians were .sent to the mines of Sardinia, but
I

UK iv.

13.

-^
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Bus.
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iv.

-ill.
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—

in point of fact the penal provisions deportation
for tliose of Ligher rank, and death for humbler
offenders would mitigate, not enhance, the penalty
In
to which all avowed Christians stood lialile.
their social organization the Christians remained
as free as other sects. In Rome itself Church-

—

membership and jurisdiction, episcopal authority,
and literary activity advanced apace. Apologists,
such as Justin, Alelito, Athenagoras, one after
another addressed their pleas to the Emperor in
Tatian and Hernias retort scorn and inperson
vective on their antagonists. Christians served in
the Imperial households and, as the story of the
Thundering Legion proves, were numerous among
the legionaries.
None the less, illogical as was the situation, the
profession of Christianity remained under the
Imperial ban, and Christians as such were judiciIn two of the most famous
ally liable to death.
instances when the penalty was enforced, responsiThe first
bility devolves directly on the Emperor.
concerns Justin, apologist and martyr, who with
six associates was brought before the bar of
Rusticus, prefect of the city, on the charge of
'
each in succession adhered
atBeism and sacrilege
to the Christian confession, and, on refusing to
abjure or to offer sacrifice, was ordered to execuMarcus was at the time resident in Rome,
tion.
and, no doubt, endorsed the sentence passed by
the Stoic prefect, his close friend and ex-preceptor.
Still more famous is the persecution recorded in
that masterpiece of Christian martyrologies, the
letter of the Christians of Lyons and Vieniie to
The
the sister churches in Asia and Phrygia.'
outbreak, rooted in racial, even more than
religious, antipathies, was fanned to fever licat by
the frenzies of the amphitheatre, where the Christians were subjected by the mob to hideous and
;

'

;

When order
revolting tortures and indignities.
was restored, and the martyrs, rescued from the
fury of the mob, were remanded to prison, their
sentence was referred to the Emperor himself,
whose ruling was

that, if they still persisted in
The
recalcitrance, the law must take its course.
incident was fresh in his mind when he wrote
down his reflexion on Christian perversity and
bravado.^ In Asia too, and in Africa, sporadic
acts of persecution took place, and martyrdom was
judicially inliicted, though for the most part
Christians were screened under the Imperial ifgis
from outbreaks of popular fanaticism or dislike.

Of systematized persecution there was none, and
to the Church historians and apologists of the
next generation the era of the Antonines was an
age of peace and toleration.
Marcus's latter years were clouded with calamiIn 166 Italy was desolties, public and personal.
ated bj' plague, from which it never recovered in
its track came famine, earthquakes, and inundathen the yet more
tions of unusual severity
;

;

inroad of barbarians, streaming across the
and knocking at the gates of Aquileia.
From that date onwards the legions of the West
were locked in a life-and-death struggle with
Marcomanni, Quadi, Jazyges, and other transDanubian hordes, sustained and carried to a
triumphant conclusion only by Ihc dogged and
intrepid leadership of Marcus hiniseif.
3. The
Thoughts.'— From these ordeals the
Thoughts emerge. They are not the exposition of
a system, but a criticism of life ; reflexions confided 'To Himself 'in the hours of loneliness and
interstices of strain; a retrospect and record of
experience a manual of duty and endurance. In
them a soul communes witli itself, examines

terrific

Alps,

'

;

probes illusions, corrects or reatfiriii.<
inclusions, emits the sigh of weariness or the

motives,
CI

'

Eu».

as'y.

1.

> x\.
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ejaculation of disgust, but perpetually renews
resolve, unalterably clinging to the noblest hypo-

which it was familiar. Beginning in
random reminiscence, composition gave
from strain, and became a substitute for

thesis with

almost
relief

company, and a pleasure for its own sake and
for Marcus Stoic principles so interpenetrated the
whole fabric of conduct and creed that these selfconimunings shed clearer light upon the actualities
of Roman Stoicism than the homilies of Seneca or
the Memorabilia of Epictetus.
— In his theory of knowledge and
1
Logic.
sensation he adheres closely to the terms of Epic;

(

)

The (panTacriai are in part sense-impressions
proper, derived from things, in part impressions of
aims, qualities, or attributes, moral or esthetic,
belonging to things, and conveyed to the reason.
It is for reason to sit in judgment on them, determine their true content and value, and firmly
tetus.

In the one passage
its own prerogative.
which he formally discusses the doctrine of

maintain
in

assent {irvyKaTddein^, v. 10) he drops the Stoic claim
But
to final certitude ra irpdyfiara dKardXr/fl-ra.
there remains a tenacitj' of moral assurance which
Reason as part of
suffices for conduct of life.
the divine immanence attains a coherence, a consistency, and strength which give the indefeasible
assurance of truth.
In Stoic monism matter,
(2) Theory of being.
form, and force are an inseparable unity. The
life-power, self-determined from within, is embodied in the various forms of phenomenal and
The variety of being is explained
spiritual being.
physicallj' by the doctrine of t6i'os, that is, of
tension witiiin the life-jiroducing force,' present

—

—

'

in ever-varj'ing grades in all forms of existence,
material or spiritual. In the successive grades of

inorganic, vegetable, animal, and human life each
variation represents a ditterent degree or kind of
tension in the informing Trrev/ia, or life - power.
Cohesion, life, and reason are resultant phases of
embodied spirit, varying in the same way as inorganic substances are seen to vary under jnocesses
of rarefaction or condensation. "EJis,
hold,' or
cohesion,' is the characteristic property of being
in its inorganic forms, <pv<ns, 'growth-power,' of
vegetable life (vi. 14), <pvxv of 'soul' realized in
the animal phase (ix. 9, x. 33), while the higher
'
'
X6705, co-extensive, it will be
grade of reason
noted, with the faculty of speech appears only at
The higher tension
tlie stage attained by man.
always includes the properties of the low^er, so that
the higher order shares the attributes of the lower,
'

'

—

—

Thus
its own differentia superadded.
shares with the inferior orders ?{is, <t>vais, and
reason is all his own.
i">X'l> but
Each type finds its guarantee of individuality
and perpetuity in the seminal or generative prin-

but with

man

'

'

which defines and reproThis survives immutably, until
its final reabsoijition into the 'seminal principle'
of the universe, the primal reservoir of life (iv. 14,
ciple, t\ie (rveptia.Tiiib$\(>'/o%,

duces the type.

21, vi. 24).

and

is

That of the universe at large contains
immanent in the countless individ-

likewise

\ialized (TTrep/taruoi X/ryoi,

which determine, conserve,

and reproduce

the several orders of being

life in all

through their 'productive capacities of realization, change, and phenomenal succession' (iv. 14,
ix. 1).
(3) Soul.~'Aa.Q, the microcosm, within his individual range, is the counterpart of the macrocosm,
in which he dwells, and with w hich he reciprocates
currents of sensation (aXadTiai^,), impulse (op/ii)),
emotion (irdS?;), and reason (Sidi-oia, coDs)- -"Vli these
are activities and reactions of the soul, the counterpart and product of that cosmic soul which perSoul is .selfmeates and moves the universe.
moved, within the range of those seminal principles
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from which it originated. As, in the iiuliviilual,
soul actualizes itself in pliysical energies, such as
life, growth, sensation, and all boilily functions
and appetites, in moral, such as impulse (op^^),
inclination {6p((is), aversion (f/i•^^llns), will (irpoalpe<ris), or in iutollectual, such ns perception ((pavra-

judgment

ffiai),

(iJTriXtj^it, ico7-d\7;^is, Trp6\ij\f/it),

mind

or reason (Sidcoia), so, too, the world-soul
operates in energies no less diverse in operation,
now as the natural forces tliat actuate all inorganic
or organic life, e.^. heat, moisture, breath, contraction, expansion, or the like, now ns the moral
forces which we know as fate, destin}', necessity,
the laws' of nature or of God, and now, again, as
those purposive or reasoning powers which, as
design, providence, Zeus, CJod, direct the plastic
movement of the whole.
For Marcus these eonclnsions are the key which
unlocks all problems of life and thought. No
Stoic thinker applies this key more resolutely and
consistently to the whole field of ethics, personal
and social. Every action, every relation, is referred to the cosmic test
by it he construes all
the accepted formulas of the school, and resolves
their ambiguities.
Cosmic unity stands at the
(4) Cosmic unity.
centre of his thought, the pole to which his moral
compass continually turns. In its contemporary
phase of microcosmic self-expression the unity of
the cosmos was realized and reflected in that worldEmpire of Rome whose vital activities centred in
and radiated from Marcus himself. The Emperor
was the indwelling god of the State, as earth was
of the universe.
Unity is written large upon the face and in the
heart of things. The idea that the world-order
can result from chance, from the confused clash
and welter of atoms, is impatiently dismissed. It
would imply permanent confusion, moral and intellectual a universe as unintelligible as intoler{voOs),

'

;

—

—

able.

and

Beyond

all possibility

cosmos

of

mistake,'materiallj'

a perfectly co-ordinated unity, one order made of all things, one God
through all, one being, one law, one reason common
to all things intelligent and live' (vii. 9), as is
shown by the ramifying bond of ubiquitous design
(ffDi'di^cta riIXo7os, iv. 45) and that unfailing rapport
between the constituent parts (iri'^Trd^eia tCiv iiepZr,
spiritually, the

is

'

V. 26, ix.

tration

9)

which results from perfect interpeneSi dXuiy), and makes the whole in-

(,KpS.<n%

separablj' one.
in small and
the processes of nature, in the adjustment of means to ends, in the social life of
animals, in economy of materials, in the entire
'concatenation of the web.' Nature is a vast
laboratory, in which there is no destruction and
no waste, but processes of cj'clic transmutation
and repair. Pi\'ination, oracles, dreams, add their
corroborative testimony to the providential plan
that runs through all.
Without reserve Marcus embraces the Stoic
explanation of reason immanent within the world,
accounting for its unity, its order, and its ccmstituThe most general term employed for this
tion.
))ervading and directive reason is tlie unifying
Logos, which the Stoic school derived from Heraclitns, the reason and the ordinance of the city
and commonwealth most high' (ii. 16), the all-

Design

^eat

— in

is

everywhere apparent,

all

'

jiervading,

all-directing,

all -perfecting

principle

and jiower which animates and operates

in

all

that IS.
i,e.-4s
frequently it is called nature, or
'the nature of the whole' (vi. 9, x. 6, 7).
liut the
is
for
terms which associate it with
preference
those analogies in human consoiousne.ss on whi(^h
the whole conception is based. Marctis speaks
not only of the world -mind and thought (toCs,
Sidmia), world-soul and moral sense {'/vx'fi, vytMo-

but also of world-impulse and world-sensaThe world, as a live whole and being {ty
ivor, iv. 40, X. 1), throbs to one master purpose
as truly as all the energies of man respond to the
direction of the unitary sovereign .self.
The unifying power, a
(5) Unity of things.
fiKir),

tion.

—

gravitation revealing itself in man a.s
truth, beauty, and love, combines, constrains, and
co-ordinates all to a common end (xii. 30). It finds
its type or organ in the central sun.

common

'

I am the eye with which the Universe
Beholds itfielf and knows itself divine

(Shelley,

Hymn

'

of Apollo,

vi. It.).

But the splendid harmony invests common things
and processes with an appeal and beauty of their
contribute to the advantage of the
universe ; Vhey are notes, or discords, which swell
the great accord. Not only the heavenly bodies
in their orbits, sun and stars, rain and air, the
hiving bees and nesting birds, the lustre of the
emerald, and the bending of the com, but even
things unprepossessing in themselves the cracks
and crevices i i bread-crust, the foam that flecks
the wild boar's mouth appeal to him who is in
tmison witli nature, and touch hidden springs of

own; they

—

—

answering admiration and
*

Earth

desire.

—

love with rain, and holy tether loves Yea, the
with fashioning what is to be. To the
profess Thy love is mine (x. 21).

is in

world-order
world-order

is

in love

'

1

—

The unity of the indwelling
mind corresponding to personality in the individual
man is commensurate with the scale of the universe,
(6)

World -soul.

beneficent and rational in aim.
Degrees of goodness and of value are part of the great scheme,
but everywhere things lower are for the sake of
'

things higher' (v. 16, 30, vii. 55, xi. 10, 18, etc.),
and all is for the best.
The oneness of the cosmos is utilized
(7) Evil.
to explain the mystery of evil.
Seeming evil is
good misapprehended or disguised. The course of
It contains no evil, does no
nature is all good.

—

'

I'vil,

and

inflicts

no hurt on anything.'

Analyze

the facts, suppre-ss the hasty, illfonned inference,
and the evil ceases to exist, or changes its complexion (vi. 36, vii. 26). It is the discord that prethe coarse jest (as
jiares and shapes the harmony
said) that gives the coraedj' its point
Ghrysippus
'
(vi. 2).
Nothing is hurtful to the part which
lielps the whole' (x. 6).
The mind of the universe is
(8) Providence.
its aims.
civic
Fate,
(7roXi!-ii:6r) in all
social,
destiny, necessity {fioipa, rd irfirpw^ivov, rb dpiappi^vov,
man's
freeall
for
overrule
good ;
things
drayicii),
dom is accord with the movements of the universal
Providence, the object of his reverence, trust,
;

—

'

'

regard.
(9) The round of Jcoijr.— Everywhere there is
the recurrent transformation of elements, pursuing
their continuous round.
Change is nature's joy
(ix. 35, iv. 36), the life of individuals, of nations,
and of the universe at large. The passage up
and dow7i repeats itself in history, upon the small
scale and the gTeat always the same dramas, the
the court of Hadrian,
self-same scenes reproduced
the court of Antoninus, the court of Philip,
the same stock rOles, only
Alexander, Croesus
with change of actors' (x. 27 cf. vi. 46). This is
the depressing side of the Emperor's philosophy,
the resignation from which he would not deign to
extricate himself by self-decejition.
Man is by nature
(10) .'iftin a ]iort of cu.imos.
an inherent part, a living and organic member—
He draws
/(Aos, not pifpo^ merely- of the whole.
from its organic life as vitally as the branch draws
sap from the jiarent tree. His 'nature' is the
self-realization of that
nature of the universe
nature is an instinct and a call ns iiriniary as that
of self-preservation, attained by deli Dcrrite co-operation with its de^igns and ends, by loyal following
'

'

'

;

;

;

;

—

;
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of law and reason, by active
world-coiniiioiiwon.lth.

be said that the whole book is an enlargement
The moral perturbations which
thenn'.
he dreads are those which beset power and place
and privilege, such as impatience, discourtesy,
distrust, ofliciousness, or such more delicate delinquencies as self-absorption in the press of current
duties, the want of moral nerve or fixity of aim,
or the indolence which, rushing to hasty conclusions, admits unwarranted impressions or desires.
And beside the solid virtues and charities incumbent on the ruler are set the social graces which
adorn the official and the'gentleman consideration,
candour, modesty, attentive and intelligent perception, courtesy, tact, address in conversation and
the compass of morality is extended to svich refineraentsjas cheerfulness in leadership, belief in friends'
affection, wise husbandry and just apportionment
of powers, careful selection among com petingclaims,
reserve of opportunities for self-examination and
Leisure as well as
recreation of the inner life.

the

citizenship in

may

upon that

—

Moral obligation is fulfilment of
(11) Vii-liif.
function, active acknowleilguient of reciprocal
relation to the whole. And this alone is able to
minister interior content, 'life with the gods,'
'citizenship in heaven.' The soul a particle of
Zeus (V. 27), the good genius or the God within
4, 6, 1(5), the lord and law-giver (iv. 1, 12),
(iii.

—

the pilot reason (vii. 64), the fellow-citizen, the
within
priest and minister of God is the power
which makes for righteousness. The indwelling
presence becomes almost that of the Holy Spirit in
the Christian believer. Prayer is not merely communion with tlie inner self, but a true intercourse
with God the self-communings which the sage
has left us are but part and sample of bis habitual
practice of the presence of God.
Man is indeed part of
(12) Liilhiiess of man.
the universe, but how immeasurably small a part
a morsel in the mighty sum, a moment between
two infinities. Fame is as transient as it is brittle
and precarious— a short-lived rattle of tongues, a
bubble that bursts and vanishes (ii. 7, iii. 10,
iv. 3, 19, viii. 20, etc.); gratitude is precarious
and belated virtue is its own and sole reward it
consists in mastery of the will, ability to uphold
and satisfy the instincts of reason in fellowship with
nature and God. If ever that is forbidden or debarred, ihen indeed God sounds the signal for
retreat.
Unmurmuring and undispleased, we quit
the rank. The exodus is quick and easy a bare
bodkin' is enough. The play is ended (xii. 36);
ring the curtain down. Death is the natural end
Whatever be its
of man's ephemeral endeavour.
physical analysis, extinction, dispersion, or transmutation (xi. 3) alternatives which are dispassionately considered the dissolution of the material
elements ends the present resultant ; they take
their place in other compounds, while the seminal
will either integrate new
principles,' or life-seeds,
forms and activities of being or themselves be
resumed into the central reservoir of the world-

—

—

;

;

—

—

labour, thought as well as action, deportment as
well as motive, are scrupulously moralized.
'Blame none,' 'Do not find fault,' 'To expect
no one to do wrong is madness' (xi. 18), are
maxims for the ruler rather than prescriptions of
Can the world go on without shamethe teacher.
'

;

;

—

—

'

;

—

Ethics.— In ethics the eye is fixed upon the
upon the duties, disciplines, antl obligaBut the Imtions proper to his own experience.
and elevation
perial position assumed gives breadth
self,

of view, and the fixed sincerity of the writer atones
The
for lack of form, or method, or variety.
commonplaces or the paradoxes of Stoicism the
of
inseparateness of virtue, or the indefectibility

—

—

of conditional duties (officia, or Ka$riKoi'Ta),
recognition of preferential moral choice (in wpo-

scheme

and a,voTrpoi]yiJ.ipa), its admission of relative
moral values (xar' d^laf), its belief in 'proficiency'
or progressive growth in philosophic grace,
(irpoKOTTTJ),
is everywhere assumed, though seldom in scholastic
is on the throne, and
phraseology. The philosopher
passion is outlived. Duties of inferiors, sins of the
riyfjidva

vulgar vices of the tyrant or the profligate,
even the licence and the luxuries of city life, are
not in view. The whole attitude is one of strained,
insistent obligation, wrought out in patience inexhaustible ; men are the recipients, himself the

flesh, all

in realization of the social

and duties to inferiors mohas
nopolize the field. Against ingratitude nature
provided forbearance as an antidote. Of the four
cardinal virtues courage seldom receives mention
truth is not protest or resolve, but that singleness
of word and act, that quiet undeviating pursuit
of the straight course, which power and place
make doubly difficult justice comes urging, not
the rights of the oppressed, but the obligations of
;

'

;

the strong

;

as regards

wisdom

or self-control,

;

;

the wise— are not discussed at large. The more
developed casuistry of later Stoicism, with its

;

'

'

(13)

dispenser, of benefits
tie, duties to equals

?

—

life.

its

Certainly not. Then do not ask for
the impossible' (ix. 42). The supremacy of the
^Yeuonkii'— in Marcus the favourite and charactersecures
istic term for man's highest governing self
to man self-mastery and personal equilibrium in
an unstable world within his own circumference
he becomes 'a sphere self-orbed,' proof against all
assaults of circumstance, all enticements and deceits
of sense, and all dominion of impulse, appetite, or
To that extent he can identify himself,
feeling.
his will, with the sweep of the great cosmic current, and, at one witli nature, reason, God, be
wrapped in calm. To such an one all outer things
become inditferent,' for no man can rob us of our
Man is a citadel, 'a promontory
will' (xi. 36).
against which the billows dash continually ; but
it stands fast, till at its base the boiling breakers
are lulled to rest' (iv. 49). This attitude of set endurance gradually moulds his moral as well as his
physical lineaments to that resolved serenity which
is engraved upon the stones of the Imperial arch,
and abstention rather than action, isolation rather
than corporate fellowship, becomes the keynote
Towards this the influences all conof morality.
spired the austere renunciations of his creed the
mood of sombre, almost wilful, resignation the
Before his
solitude and destitution of the close.
eyes Latin literature breathed its last. The great
equestrian statue, the memorial column, the reliefs
of his triumphal arch, the apotheosis of Faustina,
are the last triumphs of expiring art. Human
fecundity was stricken with a strange paralysis
the very Campagna was
of reproductive power
Keligions,
changing to a depopulated waste.
were dying.
politics, literatures, and Rome herself
the
letters
unmistakable
In
handwriting was
blazed upon the wall, and he himself was Iffxaros
With liis death decline and fall set in,
ToO 7^^01/5.
not on the Danube only, but throughout the whole
Empire of the West. His end was like his life,
a slow tenacious struggle with the inevitable. No
longer able to eat or drink, he lay upon his couch,
still exercising the habits of duty and authority;
spoke passionately of the vanity of life ; and with
the words, Haec luctuosi belli opera sunt,' turned

less people

'

inner
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it

;

'

to his rest.
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xiv. [1903] 245; J. Moncelon, 'Reponse alint^a par alin^a pour
les Neo-Cal^doniens," BSAP iii. ix. []8SG] 374).
12
Lasch, p. 702. The Boloki are a Bantu people, yet they
have no markets (J. H. Weeks, Amoiig Congo CaJinibals, London, 1913, p. 114).
The principal market resorted to by the tril>e8 on the coast
near the Stikine river was held three or four times a vear at a
village about 60 miles from Luke Dcase (O. Simpson, Narrative
of a Joxirney round the World during the Years 1SU1 and ls!,S,
London, 1847, i. 210). Markets are held by the Eskimo of Point
Barrow and those of Demarcation Point (J. Simpson, 'Observations on the Western Esquimaux and the Country they inhabit,'
in Further J'apers relating to the Arctic Erpeditions, presented
to both Houses of Parliament, 1855, London, IS-SS, p. 936
see
N. A. E. Nordenskiold, 'J'he Voyage of the Vega round Asia and
do.
ii. 118 and tiote).
tr.
A.
Markets
were
1S81,
Leslie,
Europe,
also held at the Falls of the Columbia (M. Lewis and W. Clarke,
in the Years
Travels to the Source of the Missmiri River.
lSolt-06, new ed., London, 1815, ii. 427), and at Prairie du Chien
the
Travels
Interior
Parts
North
America
through
(J. Carver,
of
in the Years 170G-i)H, London, 1778, p. 00).
14
Toltecs
de
the
A.
Relaciones
his(K.
Among
IxtliKocliitl,
tdricas, in A. Aglio, Antiquities of Mexico, London, 1830—18, ix.
de
and
the
CnilKihas
hist6rico
del
Acosta, Compendio
(J.
332)
de la Xueva Granada, Paris, 1848, p. 207),
descubrimiento
and in Yucatan ((.;. K. de Oviedo y Valdi^*^, Histiiria general y
10
II

'

;

;

!•''

ed., Ivomion,

;

London, 1907,

.

m

**

John, L\fe in the Forests of the Far East, London,

New

tr.,

to the Nile,

80

Hagen, Unterden Papua's, Wiesbaden, 1899, pp. 217, 219.
»A. C. Haddon, Head-Hunters, London, 1901. pp. 265, 269;
R.
cf.
W. Williamson, The Mafulu Mountain People of British

'

Niger

ii.

Lasch, p. 702

8 B.

'
J
EBr^'^, s.v. Fair ; P. Huvelin, Esgai historique sur /^ droit
des marchds et des faires, Paris, 1897, p. 26 £f.
'2
Huvelin, p. 36 ; see D. Crantz, History of Greenland, Eng.

the

races. ^^
In N. America we find only few and scattered indications of
the existence of the market;!^ and to the hunting tribes ol
S. America it is practically unknown
while among many of
the peoples of Central America, !•* and tspecially in the old

1802,

—

From

favourable geographical conditions, the natural
bent of the }n»puIation is towards couunercial
pursuits, as in tlie case of the Negro and Bantu

1903, p. 378 1).

'

7

;

W. Marsden, The History of Sumatra, London, 1783, p. 308 ;
Junghuhn, Die Battaldnder auf Sumatra, Berlin, 1847, ii.
f.
There seem to be no markets among the Gajos ^0.
Snouck Hurgronje, Uet Gajoland en zijne bewoners, Batavia,

'

ii. 4 ; F. Stiiwe, Die
Handelziige der Araber vnter den Abbaxsiden dureh Afrika, Asia, und Ostextropa, Berlin, 1836, p. 34.
K. Rathgen, Die Entatehung der Mdrkte
Dcutschland.
DarniBtadt, ISSI, p. 7 Huvelin, p. 7.
w E.
O'Curry, On the Manners and Customs of thf Ancient
Irish, cd. W. K. Sullivan, JMudon, 1873, i. p. cclv cf. Huvelin,
p. 138 ft.
10 Sec authorities in P. J.
Hiunilton-Cirierson, T/.-c Vi'/cnf Trade,
Rdinliurgh, 190;i, p. a9 f. See also § 4 below.

;

and Borneo,** we are reminded

5

the special regulations which law or custom may
The term fair is frequently used in
impo.se.
conjunctitm with the term market/ and has been
defined as *a greater species of market recurring
at more distant intervals.' In either case, the
essential element is the same recurrence, namely,
at a (ixed time and at a fixed place.*
Provided that this element is present, any circumstances which bring men together can produce a
market or a fair.- The occa-^ion may be a religious festival,^ a popular assembly,"* the formation
of a camp,^ the temporary sojourn of a court at a
royal resideuce,*^ the stay of a caravan at one of its
customary halting-places,' the concourse at a saint's
tomb,^ the celebration of funeral games at the
burial-place of a hero,^ or the temporary cessation
of hostilities between besieger and besieged.^"

Huvelin,
Boyd Alexander,

J. G. F. Riedel.3 there are no market-tilacea in
and. while we hear of the market in Java,^ Sumatra, 6
^
that, in
l)y a hitrh authority
many of the islands inhabited by Malay peoples, the institution
does not exist, or, if it does exist, is to be retfarded as imported
rather than as indigenous.
In New Guinea, markets are to be found in theGermanSas
well as in the British portion of the island. ^ W. Ellis ^^ siippliea
an account of those in Mada^'asoar and we have a few notices
of Polynesian and Melanesian markets.^
The market tlirives best where, in addition to

According to

Ceram

228

I. Defiaition.— The term 'market'
be defined as a periodic gathering of per-sons
at an appointed place for the purpose of trading by
way of exchange or purchase and sale, subject to

new

—

F.

MARKET.—

p. 35.

is the same, and whose daily
needs are supplied by the bounty of nature seconded
by their own exertions. In such regions the occasion for a market arises only where difl'erent
economic conditions come into touch where, e.g.j
a tribe of ii.shermen have a tribe of agriculturists
for neighbours."

'

may

London, 1820, i. 160.
^ See § 2 below.
* See § z below.
6 J. M.
Kemble, T'he Saxons in Euqland,
1876. ii. 302.

whose economic status

slufen,' Zeitschr.fiir Socialivissenschaft, ix. [1900] 701.
^ De sliiik- en
kroesharigc rassen tasschen Selebes en Papua,
The Hague, 1886. p. 127.
* T. S.
Raffles, The History of Java, London, 1817, i. 198.

V. ABT.—R. Petersen, A. von
Domaszewski, and G.
Calderini, /->7> Marcus-Saule auf Piazza Colonna in Rom,
Munich, 1896; E. Strong, Roman Sculpture, from Augustus to
Constatitine, London, 1907.
(^J, 1|, UkxDALL.

'

of insular regions, especially tho.se which are sitiiated on the coast, are, in general, of little importance, perhaps because the necessity for an exchange
of articles of diet hardly arises among populations

As to native markets in Australia see art. Gifts (Primitive
and Savage), 6(2).
^ R.
Das Marktwesen auf den primitiven KulturLasch,

LlTEiiAUY.—M. D. Brock, S'udies in Fronto and
Cambridge, 1911;

;

world it is either altogether
unknown or known only in its most rudimentary
forms.^
It has been pointed out that certain
geographical conditions and certain racial characteristics are more favourable than others to its
establishment and development. Thus, the markets

I

doctrine, Paris, 1857.
iv.

institution of
many parts of the

;

;

Affe,

Geographical distribution of the market.—
tli'= market is not universal
in

2.

The

;

;

.

I

.

.

.

MARKET
Mexico

civilizations of

i

and Peru,^

dement

it

formed an important

market spread from Massilia, from the north of tLe Balkan
Peninsula, and from the cities on the shores of the Euxine to

in the national life.
Id Arabia fairs and markets arose
at places whither pils;rims were wont to repair. ^ The fairs at
rkatz,-> Mujanna, and Dzul Maj?.z5 were visited by the Prophet,
and there were ^eat markets at Sanaa and Ba$ra.'> Not infrequently the resting-places of caravans are little markets, where
the Bedawi may
aside his animosities and trade in peace. 7
So, too, the religious festivals of Harar, Batne, and Mabug
were the resort not only of pilgrims but of traders ;8 and the

the countries of the neighbouring barbarians. i In Latiuni the
fairs were of great
In Rome and in Etruria they
anti(^mty.
wereassociated with religious festivals ; and the most important
of the Italian fairs was held on the boundary which separated
the Etruscan from the Sabine land at Soracte in the grove of
Feronia.2 In heathen times the religious festivals and popular
gatheriugs of Norway and Sweden ^ and, in ancient Germany,*
the tribal assemblies seem to have supplied occasions for the

by

immense assemblage which gathered twice a year al the sacred
tomb at Teuta, a city of the Delta, was devoted to commerce

holding

as well as to worship. 9
The antiquity of the market in China is vouched for by the
Book of Rites, which contains elat)orate regulations for its
couduct.io G. M. Curzon n speaks of the markets as the most
picturesque and characterLstic of Aunamite spectacles and the
great feature of life in the Shan countiy is the bazaar, which is
held on e\ery fifth day in all the chitf villages of the States. iThe Khasis of Assam hold a market every four days.i^ Lasch i^
observes of India that, in early times, fail's and markets were to
be found at the holy places frequented by pilgrims and that the
Rigveda and the Laics of Manu contain references to markets.
We know that markets were held on the boundaries of certain
Greek States under the protection of QeoX ayopaloi,^^ and that
an active commerce found its home in tiie sanctuaries oi
Olympia and Delphi and Homer and Herodotus tell us of the
market-places of foreign seafarers, and especially of those of
Phcenician \isitors.i'J In later times the institution of the

—

.

Madrid, 1842-95, Ixiii.).
1 J. de
Torquemada, Mt-narquia Indiana, Madrid, 1723, x\\\
B. de Sahagun, Histoire g^iurale des ckoses de la
14, 16, 23
Nouvelle-Espagne, tr. D. Jourdanet and R. Simtion, Paris, ISSO.
viii, 36; F. L. de Gomara, Chronica do la Nueva Espaila,
cap.
istoriadores priniitivos de la^ Indian
Ixxix., in A. G. Barcia,
Carta de relacion de Fernando
Occidentales, Madrid, 1749
D. Duran, Bit^Uina de laoCortes, §§ xi., xxx., in Barcia, op. cit.
Indias de Xueva Espafla, ed. J. F. Ramirez, Mexico, 1867-SU,
i. 215 ff.
F. S. Clavigeio, Bistdria anti'tua de Megico, tr. from
Ital. by J. J. de Mora, London, 1S26, i. 348 ff.
2 Garcilasso de la
^'ega, First Part of the Unyal Cmnmentai-ies
of the Yncas, tr. C. R. Markham (Hakluvt Societv), London,
1360-71, vi. 35, vii. 11 Pedro de Cieza de Leon, Travels, tr.
C. R. Markham (Hakluyt Society), do. 1364, i. 390 ff.
3 A
holy place of Hadrftmaut, which was neither a town nor a
\'illage, but merely a mosque near a saint's tomb, was visited on
a certain day by pilgrims from every quarter, and became for
the time being a great market, where all might trade in safety
(L. W. C. van den Berg, Le Badhramout et les colonics arabes
;

U

;

'

;

;

hands of women. Ke admits that, in certain cases,
an exchange of articles of food may be transacted
by the metliods of the silent trade. A tribe of
bushmen, e.j/., which has a tribe of agriculturists
for neighbours may employ these methods in

;

Muir,

ii.

bartering game for bananas. In such a case the
traders are men, not women. But to infer from
such evidence that the market is derived directly

p. 85 ;
to the

1
Schrader, Reallex. p. 523.
'T. Mommsen, The History of Rome,

6 Stiiwe,
pp. 174, 179.

181.

The journeying canvas city of the pilgrims
to Mecca contained a market (siiq) within itself (CM. Doughty,
l^ravels in Arabia Deserta, Cambridge, 1888, i. 71, 205 ff.).
8 At
Mabug the festival was celebrated in spring and autumn
and at the autumn festival at Batne, at the beginning of
7 Stiiwe,
p. 34.

•

'

'Journeys
ii.

in

new

;

;

French Indo-China,' The Geographical Jour-

[1S93] 110.

12 C.

E. D. Black, 'The Indian Surveys, 1S93-94,' The Geographical Journal, vi. [1895] 30; R. G. Woodthorpe, 'Some
Account of the Shans and Hill Tribes of the States on the
Mekong,* JAI xxvi. [1S96-97] 19.
13 J. D.
Hooker, Himalayan Journals, London, 1854, ii. 277.
1-* Loc. eit.
Lasch refers to H. Zimmer, Altindisches
p. 706.
Lehen, Berlin, 1879, p. 258, and to the Laics of Manu, viii. 201 ;
see G. Buhler'3 tr. in SEE xxv. [Oxford, 18Sij], and J. Jollv,

developed.
B See the works of
Huvelin, H-xthgen, and Rietschel cited
above; C. Elton and B. F. C. Costelloe, 'Report on Charters
and Records relating to the History oi Fairs and Markets in the
United Kinirdom,' in First Report of the Roual Commission on
Market liiqht;, and Tolls, London, 1889, i. 5 ;"C. Walford, Fairs,
Past and Present, do. 1S33.
6 See art. Gifts
(Primitive and Savage). As to the markets
in ancient Ireland see § 14 below.
7 See
Harailton-Grierson, p. 23ff., and 'The Bonndarv Stone
and the Market Cross,' Scottish Historical Review, xii. [1914]
•2," f.
The view indicated abi.ve as to the origin of the market
is held by H. Schurtz, Das afrikai.ische
Geicerbe, Leipzig, ISOO,
A. Sartoriusvon Waltershausen, 'Die Entstehung des
p. 122 ff.

Recht und Sitte (==GIAP ii. 8). Strassbur-:, 1^90, p. 110. See
also A. H. L. Heeren, Bistorical Researches into tlie Politics,
Intercourse, and Trade of the Principal Satv/ns of Antiquity,
Eng. tr., 3 vols., Oxford, 1833, iii. 373 ff. (Benares, Juggernaut,
etc.).
15

Especially Hermes, Zeus, Artemis, and Athene (O. Gnippe,
Griech. MytkoL und Religionsoesch., Munich, 1900, pp. 1340,
note 9, 414, note 7, HIS, 1282, note 1, 114-2, note 3).
16 O.
Schrader, Linguisti.ich~hi-<torische Forschungen zur
Sandelsgesckichte vnd Warenktinde, Jena, 1SS6, p. 35, Realtea.
der indogcrm. Altertumskunde, Strasshurg, 1901, p. 522 f. ;
Horn. Od. XV. 415ff.
Herod, i. 1. G. Grote (A IliAory of
fireece*, London, 1872, iii. 294, note) observes that both VtUeius
i'aterculus (i. 8) and Justin (xiii. 5) refer to the
Olympian festival
as mercaiiis. See also Cic. Tvsc. <'^taest. v. 3.

P. Dickson,

or the Sagas of the Norse Kings, from the Icelandic of Snorre
Sfnrlason'i, London, 1389, i. 104 ; J. J. A. Worsase, A/i Account
of the Danes and Nonvegians ia England, Scotland, and
Ireland, do. 1352, pp. 100, 232.
1
Schrader, Reallex. p. 521 f. The Roman word mercatus,
ap;i!ied in the first instance to the trading of pedlars and
ha\\kers in S. Germany and the Rhineland, was not used to
de-ignate the market as a placi? until tlie Germans had come to
settle in towns.
Thereafter, the word was adopted in almost
all the Germanic languages as the expression for market (16.
p. 623; see Rathgen, p. 3f. ; S. Rietschel, Markt und Stadt,
Leipzig, 1S97, p. 33fl.). Rathgun (p. 9) observes that, in
Karolingian times, the institution of the market was fully

xiv,
11

W.

und Friedensschild,' in Germanist.
AbhandlungenzumTOtenGeburistag K. vonStaurers.Gotiingen,
5U
S.
and
R.
C. Anderson, The Beimskrinyla,
1893, p.
Laing
'

;

nal,

tr.

ed., London, 1S67, i. 203.
3 K.
Lehmann, Kauffriede

September, a great throng of traders congregated (F. C. Movers,
Das phbnizische Alterthum, Berlin, 1S56, iii. 135 ff.
Amm.
Marcoll. xiv. 3. 3 (Batne); Phny,
xii. 40 (Harar).
9 A. H. L.
Heeven, Historical Researches into the Politics,
Intercourse, and Trade of the Carthoiiiiiians, Ethiopians, and
Egyptians, Eng. tr., 2 vols., Oxford. iS32, i. 450.
10 Le
Tcheou-li, ou Rites des Tcheou, tr. E. Biot, Paris. 1851,

BN

earliest, if

—

;

B

Orig-in of the

*

naturalde las Indias, Madrid, 1S53, x.wi, 27, xxxii. a J. Roman
y Zamora, Republicas de Indias, in Coleccw7i de libros raros
6 curiosos que tratnn de America, do. 1S97, i. 30G), Vera Paz
(J. Roman y Zamora, loc. cif.\ Nicaragua (G. F. de Onedo y
Vald^s, Histoire de yicaraijva, in H. Ternaux-Compans, Voyages
pour servir d l'hi;iioire de la dicouverte de I'Amerique, Paris,
1840, xiv. 70), and on the Pearl Coast (B. de las Casas, UisiOria
de las Indias, bk. i. ch. 171, in M. Fernandez de Navarrete, Coleccion de documentos iii^ditos para la hist6ria de Espaiia,

Beidentums, Berlin, 1887,
W. Muir, The Life of Mahomet and History of Islam
Era of the Begira, London, 1S5S-61, ii. 1, 181.

market.— We have seen

^
that
not the earliest, of the forms
of commerce is that which has heen called
the
silent trade.' Those who engage in it are strangers
to one another and are consequently enemies. But,
so long as it lasts, they observe a truce, Avhich is
This
safeguarded by a supernatural sanction.
sanction derives its force primarily from the sacredness of the relation between the traders, whieii the
trade creates, and— in very many cases in a
degree hardly less considerable, from the sanctity
of the place \vliere the trade is carried on.
This
spot lies often within a border-land— a locality
which is very generally regarded by primitive
peoples as holy ground and such a situation is
frequently chosen not only because it possesses this
characteristic, but because it is easily acces.sible.
TTOods set out on the seashore, on a river bank, or
at a meeting of ways are likely to catcii the eye
of the passing trader; and, if he is sati^^fied mth
his exchange, he will return, as we are told, again
and again, to the known place at the known time.
In this strange custom is to be seen, in our opinion
at least, the germ of the market.'' Richard Lasch,
however, in his admirable essaj^ on the Primitive
Market,'® urges two objections to this view. He
contends that, in its beginnings, the market is, to
a large extent, a provision market, mainly in the

3.

one of the

;

daTis Varchipel indien, Batavia, 1SS6, p. 14).
* J. Wellhausen, Reste arab.

markets.

of the Church. 5

;

.

eif

So, too, in the past, the great markets of France, Germany,
their close connexion with the observances

and England showed

;

.

415

;

Tauschhandels in Polynesien.' Zeitschr. fiir Social- und Wirtschaftsgesckichte, iv. [1S95] i-ii.; M. Kulis.-her, 'Der Handel
auf den primitiven Culturstufen,' Zeitschr. fiir Vvlkerpsy-

;

i

I

chologie und Sprachwissenschaft, x. flSTS] 380 ff'. ; cf. Huvelin,
p. 10; O. Schrader, Linauif^ti.^ch'hi^ititrische Forschungen, pp.
11, 34, Reallex., s.vv. 'Handel,' 'Markt.*
s

Pp. 623ff., 700.
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from the

seems to Lasvli to he wholly
ohjeetion rests on the
jj;ootls brought to iimrk(_'t, which are,
most
he says, for tlie
part perishable. They are
tonstantly and tiiey are in constant
silent tratle

His

unwarrantotl.
nature of the

set-oiul

Sroduceii
emanii. Accordingly, market must follow market
at a short interval, the times being iixed to suit
the convenience of the traders. liut the existence
of such arrangements j(resu[)poses an exchange of
views between those interested ; and such an
exchange involves a complete breach with tlie
The best way of
principles of the silent trade.
dealing with arguments sucli as these is to turn to

what evidence we have regarding the market in its
shall find that it is attended by
beginnings.
men only, and that, in some instances, it exhibits
features which recall tons those of the silent trade.

We

e.fj., desrribea a market on the IJenue to which
a rivvr tribe resorteti for the purpose of exchaiigiiiii: fish and
grain for the skins and panie brought in by a tribe of bnshmen.
The former left a man in each canoe to hold it in readiness in
case of a quarrel. Only men were present, and each man
stood, weapons in hand, in front of his merchandise. On an
alann the bushmen sprang into the jungle, and the river-men
took to their canoes. Insults were hurled, and arrows began
to fly; and, in the end, after a few men had been killed on
either side, each party returned home, satisfied with tlie day's
work. Another example is supplied by Ellis's^ account of the
fair or market held in tlie island of Hawaii on the banks of the
Wairuku river. The inhabitants of the different divisions 3 into
which the island was parcelled out, although frequently at
enmity, frequented this meeting-place for the purpose of exchanging the specialties of their respective districts. These
consisted of mats, native cloth, dried fish, hogs, and tobacco.
'From bank to bank the traders shouted to each other and
arranged the preliminaries of their bargains. From thence the
articles were taken down to' a large square rock which stood
in the middle of tlie stream.
Here they were examined by
the parties immediately concerned in the presence of the'
king a collectors, who stood on each side of the rock, and
were the general arbiters in the event of any dispute arising.
To them also was committed the preservation of good order
during the fair and they, of course, received a suitable remuneration from the different parties.' Again, we are told*
that at Somu-Somu, in the Fiji group, 'the market is held on
a certain day in the square, where each deposits in a large heap
what goods and wares he may have. Any one may thengo and
select from it what he wishes, and carry it away to his own
heap the other then has the privilege of going to the heap of
the former and selecting what he considers to be an equivalent.
This is all conducted without noise or confusion. If any disagreement takes place, the chief is there to settle it; but this
is said rarely to happen.'
It is reported of the Kskimo of Point
Barrow that, in their intercourse with those of Demarcation
'seem
to
be
Point, they
very warj*, as if they constantly keep
in mind that they are the weaker party and in the country of
describe
themselves as taking up a position
strangers. They
opposite the place of barter on a small island to which they can
retreat on any alarm, and cautiously advance from it making
signs of friendship. They say that great distrust was formerly
manifested on both sides by the way in which goods were
snatched and concealed when a bargain was made out in later
years more women go, and they have dancing and amusements,
though they never remain long enough to sleep then-.' 5
A very curious instance, in which women were the traders,
and in which the method employed recalls that example of the
silent trade mentioned by R. and J. Lander,^ is recorded by
Torquemada? in his account of the Mexican markets. He tells
us that the Indian women made exchanges without a word
One held out the article of which she wished
bein^ spoken.
to dispose to another, who herself had something to barter.
The latter took what was offered in her hand, and indicated by
signs that it was worth very little in comparison with the
value of her own article, and that something must be given
in addition before she could consent to the exchange.
If the
addition requireri was made, the bargain was complete if not,
each retained her own property.

S. Passarge,^

'

'

;

;

;

;

In these instances we have the mutual di^^trust,
and, in some of them, traces of the strange
methods, which marked the silent trade. Further,
the evidence shows that, so long as tlie market
may at any moment become a battle-licld, it is,
even where its business is confined to the exchange
1
Adamana. Berlin, 1&!J5, p. 300.
^

824 f.
The tradition that, at one period, each division had its own
king points to a time when each was a separate State (W. Ellis,
Narrative of a Tour through llaivaii or Owhyhee, London,

Polyn.

A%.'j*.2,

iv.

3

1826, p. 116).
*

o J.
Wilkes, iii. 300 f.
Simpson, p. 936.
* Journal
of an Expedition to explore the Courae and (Perminatio^x of the Niger, London, 1S32, iii. 161 ff. See art. Uirrs
(Primitive and Savage).
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of provisions, entirely in the hantls of men.
So
soon, however, as women can visit it in security,
they assume tlie entire conduct of its trallic in
articles of foo<l, and the men attend
only as
^
guardians of its peace, or tonfine themselves to
dealing in the objects of their special concern,
such as cattle and slaves.^
Two further observations may be made in reference to Lasch's arguments.
In the iirst place,
there are many instances in which perisliable
articles, such as fresh fruit and fresh meat, are
exchanged bv the methods of the silent trade.'^ In
the second place, many cases can be cited in wliich
the places where the silent trade is to be found in
operation are matters of common knowledge.*
Situation of the market.
The primitive
4.
market was held, just as tlie silent trade was
practised, at spots so situated as to secure the
safety of the tL-ider."*
Thus, a river separated those who resorted to the market
on the Wairuku, the articles to be bartered being laid upon a

—

flat rock in mid-stream.6
In many instances the market
is held within a bnrder-land,7 as in the Baluha country,** in
Somaliland.a and in British New Guinea.it> We have already
mentioned the border markets of Greece and Rome; 11 and
we are told that the frontiers of the Roman world formed a
vast zone of markets.12 in Usambara 13 and in some districts
in British New Guineai* the markets are held on the boriiers of
different districts and the Batua markets 1^ in the virgin forest
and those of Angola ^t^ are generally equidistant from the
nearest villages.
Among the Akikuyu the site chosen for
the market is an open space where the inhabitants of .several
districts can conveniently attend, 17 while in the Congo countries
the market-places are often situated in an open country.^s In
both cases a hill-top is a favourite situation.
Among the
Gallas of the Western Abyssinian country markets are usually
held on the top of a small hill, near gome big farm 19; in
the Gazelle Peninsula, on plateaux, about an hour's journey
from the coast 20 and, among the Lapps, sometimes in open
On the Lualaba,23 at
fields, and sometimes on the ice.21
;

;

1 A. O.
Haddon, p. 269; B. Hagen, p. 117; H. Clapperton,
Journal of a Second Expedition into the Interior of Af}-ica
the Bi'jht nf Benin to Soccatoo, London, 1S29, pp. 149, 205.
2 P.
Labat, Voyage du chevalier des Marchais e7i Guin^e, ilea
voisines, et d Cayinne, fait en 17S5-S7, Paris, 1730, ii. 203, 208;

from

see § 7 below.
3
Hamilton-Grierson, pp. 44-47, 51, 63; P. and F. Sarasin,
Reisen in Celebes, Wiesbaden, 1905, ii. 275.
* A. da Oa da
Jlosto, in A General Collection of Voyages and
Discoveries inade by the Portuguese and the Spaniards during
the 15th and 16th Centuries, London, 17S9, p. 67 W. W. Skeat
and O. O. Blagden, The Pagan Races of the Malay Peninsula,
;

do. 1906,

i.

227.

Another method employed by traders for this purpose
was that of exchanging hostages (Voyages du chevalifr Chardin
t*

en Perse

et autres lieuz de I'Orient, ed. L. M. Langlfes, Paris,
i. 146 f.; cf. J. Bruce, Travels to discover the Source
0/ the
Nile in the Years 1763-73^, Edinburgh, 1804, v. 401).
6 Ellis.
Polyn, Res.^, iv. 324 f.
7 As to the connexion of the
market, the border-land, and the
see below, § 8.
supernatural,
° H. von
Wissmann, My Second Journ^-y through Equatorial
Africa, London, 1S91, p. 125.
9 P. Paulitschke,
Ethnographie Nordost-Afrikas ; die tna-

1811,

terielle
10

Culturder Dandkit^Galla UTui Somdl, Berlin, 1893, p. 313.
M. Krieger, Neu-Guinea, Berlin, 1899,
p. 269

Haddon,

;

p. 329.

See above, § s.
12
Rathgen, p. 3f.; Huvelin, p. 343, note 6.
13 F. n.
Lang, 'Die Waschambala,* ap. S. R. Steinmetz,
Rechtsverhaltnisse von eingeborenen Volkern in Afrika und
Ozeanien, Berlin, 1903, p. 2G5. The markets are held in open
11

spaces.
!* O. G.
Seligmann,

The Melanesians of British New Guinea,
Cambridge, 1910, p. 204.
IS H. von
Wissmann, L. Wolf, C. von Francois, H. Miiller, Im

Innem

Afrikas, Leipzig, ISSS, p. 259.
Bastian, Afrikanische Reisen { = Ein Rcsuch in San
Salvador, die Hauptstadt dea Kunigreichs Congo), Urcmen, 1859,
I'l

A.

p. 116.

n w. S. and;K. Routlcdge. With a Prehistoric People: the
Akikuyu of British East Africa, London, 1910, p. 105.
18 W. H."
Beiitley, Life on the Congo, London, 1887, p. 53.
19 C. W.
Gwynn, Surveys on the proposed Sudan-Abyssinian
'

Frontier,' Geographical Joxirnal, xviii. [1901J568.

Hagen,

p. 117.

SchefTer, The TJiRtory of Lapland, Oxford, 1674, p.
See also Reguard, A Journey through Flanders, in J.
Pinkerton, A Gtncral Collection »f the brst and most intereMing
Voyages and Travels in all Parh of the H'orW, London, ISOit14, i. 173: *The church is called Chacasdcs, and it is the
place where the fair of the Ijiplanders during winter is held.'
"V. L. Cameron, Acros$ Africa, new ed., London, 1885,
21 J.

71.
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MARKET
Mogelo.i at Andshira,2 and among the Kabyles^ markets are
situated in uninhabited places, while in Benin the two great
markets were held in large clearings, with only small villages
adjacent.'* At Malani, which consists of two Tillages, the market
lies between them,5 and a somewhat similar account is given
of that at Abu-Gher.^
In one of the districts of Bornu the
market is generally held at some distance from the town, 7 and
a like practice is frequently to be found elsewhere."* In some
countries it is held near a principal town, as in Madagascar, 9
or in an open space near a village, as in German New Guinea, lO
or outside a town, as among the Western Mandingoes.ii or
between the town-wall and a river, as at the chief town of the
Wymar country. 12 Markets are not infrequently held on islands.
Thus, on the Gwosdew Islands an exchange takes place between
natives of N. America and N. Asia ;i^ and a fair, attended by
the Chukchis and other nomad tribes, takes place annually on
an island on the Anui River. I'l Markets are held on river-banks
on the Niger i^ and on the Benue,i6 at points equidistant from the
neighbouring villages, as on the Congo,^? or at cross-roads, as
on the Congo 18 and in Dahomey, 19 at spots easy of access by
visitors from several districts, as in Somaliland,20 on the sea-1 and
shore, as in New Caledonia
among the ancient Northmen, 22
on the banks of great lakes, such as the Victoria Nyanza,23 and,
as at Guzzula, on a plain between mountains.24

when the
fear of attack was prevalent
and Schurtz ^ sug^®
country
gests that the arrangement in the Mahee
of these situations point to a time

Many

;

by which the weekly markets were held outside
the walls, so that strangers might not enter the
town, while the daily markets attended by the
inhabitants were held \vithin it, is a survival of
the old state of things.
Where an established order exists, however, the
market is generally held within the town.
Thus, at Koolfu and Zaria the market-place is within the
^ and at Kanb it is situated on a neck of land stretching

walls

;

1 Q. A.
Haggenmacher, Reise in Somali- Lande, Gotha, 1874,
Birganzungsheft no. 47 zu Petermann's Geogr. Mittk., 1876, p. 36
W. Munzinger, Osta/rikanische Studiertt Schaffhausen,
cf.

;

1864, p. 619.
2 O.
Lenz,

Timbuktu, Leipzig, 1884. i. 79.
A. Hanoteau and A. Letourneux, La Eabi/lie et les coutumes
kdbyles, Paris, 1872-73, ii. 77.
* H.
Ling Roth, Great Benin, Halifax, 1903, p. 134.
6 H. Earth, Travels and Discoveries in North and Central
Africa, London, 1857-58, v. 377.
s

8/&.iU. 386 f.
Alexander, I. 268 cfl ii. 236.
this part of Bomu are held some

'

7

;

Most

way

markets

of the

off

in

the towns, partly

no doubt to make them more central to the neighbouring
villages, and partly because the people do not wish to have
near their homes the many undesirable persons that a market
*

always attracts (ib. ii. 79).
3Barth, ii. 168 (Gtimmel).

iv.

292

(Dbre)

;

Lenz,

i.

164

(Fez).
9
10

W.

Ellis, Madagascar, i. 333.
Ha^en, p. 220. It is sometimes held within a village.
B. Anderson, Journey to Mussardu, the Capital 0/ th«
Western Mandingoee, New York, 1870, pp. 104, 109.
11

12 /&.
p. 80.

W

across a marsh, which nearly intersects the city.i The markets
at Hang-Chau 2 and in the "city of Mexico 3 were held in great
squares within the town. Timbuctu may be cited as an instance
of a town which had its beginnings in a temporary market.*
In Java the markets are held under large trees on spots dedicated to the purpose from time immemorial.' In Silindong the
market-places are generally at the foot of the hills, and ara
marked by old flg-Crees.6 In the Sherbro and its Hinterland
the markets are always held under large trees ;' and those on
the upper Lualaba frequently take place on grassy mounds
under the shade of great spreading trees.'* In the chief town
of Uganda,9 at Loango,io at Paweea and Seka in the Mahee
country, 11 among the Kabyles,i3 and in the Mekco district of
British New Guinea i3 the markets are held under the shelter of
large trees and a somewhat similar account is given of markets
on the Congo. !*
;

5. Day of the market.— In the Shan States and
in Korea the market is held on every fifth day
in all the chief villages. ^^ This practice prevails
throughout western Yun-nan,^^ and is found in

Java^^ and Abeokuta/^ at Igbegbe and Onitscha,^'*
at Kong, and at Bobo,^ in the Mekeo district of
British New Guinea,^^ in ancient Mexico,^ and in

other places.^ At Ikoradu, on the lower
Ogun, the market between the townsfolk and the
bushfolk takes place every eight days,^ and in the
Banyeng country markets are generally held with
an eight days' interval.^ In regard to the markets
on the caravan routes between Matadi and Leopoldville, a distinction must be kept in view between
those held daily by the neighbouring villages for
the caravans' supply and the weekly markets. The
Fioti week is one of four days
but frequently
the market is held every eighth day. In order to
mark the week when there is no market, it is

many

;

14

W. H.

Dall,

its

Resources^ Boston, 1870, p.

w. Alien and T. R. H. Thomson, A Narrative of the Expedi-

ti&n to the River Niger in ISAl,
16
17

London, 1848,

i.

398.

Passarge, p. 360.
Bastian, Afrikanische Reieen, p. 116.
190 f.
Duncan, Travels in Wester^i Africa in 181^-1,8, London,

18 Ib,
p.
19 J.

1847,
20

i.

289.

Paulitschke, p. 312.

21

Moncelon, p. 374.
23 Worsase,
p. 100.
23 J. Roscoe, Further Notes on the
xxxii. [1902] 80.
the Baganda,'
'

JAI

Manners and OustomB

of

t

26

the

one

Lower Niger,-^ and the Akikiiyu** hold a
market every four days.
On the Lualaba the
the

ID. Denham, H. Clapperton, and W. Oudney, Travels and
Discoveries in Northern and Central Africa in ISSS-SA, London,
1826 (Capt. Clapperton's Narrative), p. 61.
2 H.
Yule, Book of Ser Marco Polo^, ed. H. Cordier, London,
1903. ii. 201 f.
3 See
Cortes, §§ xi., xxx. ; Gomara, § Ixxix. ; and the other
authorities cited in § a above.
4
6
Lenz, ii. 148.
Raffles, i. 19S.
6
Junghuhn, ii. 228 f. ; O. B. H. von Rosenberg, Der malayische
Archipel, Leipzig, 1878-79, p. 82 ; Pistorius, p. 13, quoted above ;
cf.
7

Marsden, p. 309.

T. J. Alldridge,
1901, p. 216,
8

The Sherbro and

its

Hinterland^ London,

H. M. Stanley, Through the Dark Continent^ London, 1878,

167.
9 Roscoe,

10 L.

B.

p. 79.

Proyart, Histoire de Loango, Eakongo,

royaumes d'Afrique, Paris,
11
Duncan, ii. 56, 100.

et

autres

1776, p. 159.

Op.

cit.

p. 116.
100.

Duncan, i.
public market

*

Where a town or

city has
held within the outer walls.

two

walls, the

is
This market
IS often attended by strangers from a great distance.
The
private market is invariably held within the walls (ib. ii. 101).
See Alexander's observations regarding the Bornu markets
A similar practice prevails in some of the
quoted above.
towns of Adamaua (Passarge, p. 86).
A. W. P. Verkerk
Pistorius, in his Stitdien over de inlandsche huishouding in
de Padangsche Bovenlandeii, Zalt-Bomrael, 1871, p. 13, observes
that the market-place, situated on a large open space in the
middle of the village, is called perdameian, or place of peace.
But, when circumstances permit, the site chosen for the market
is outside the village
and some markets are held on spots quite
uninhabited.
27
Clapperton, pp. 135,.158.
'

;
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Hanoteau-Letourneux, ii. 78. These markets are situated,
near a water*course.
Seligmann, p. 314.
Guide de la section de V&tat indipendant du Congo d
I'exposition de BruxeHes-Tervueren en 1897, Brussels, 1897,
if

possible,

13
14

p. 69.
16
C. H. Hawes, In the
Black, p. 30 Woodthorpe, p. 19
Uttermost East, London, 1893, p. 8.
16
Yule, ii. 107, note 1.
17 J. B.
Jukes, Narrative of the Surveying Voyage of H.3I.S.
'Fly,' London, 1847, ii. 113; cf. Raffles, i. 198.
19 R. F.
Burton, Abeokuta and the Cainaroons Mountains^
;

;

London,

Leo Africanus, Thi History and Description of Africa done
into English in the Tear 1600 by John Pory^ London, 1896
(Hakluyt Society), ii. 283.
24

25

of

la

614 f.
15

insignificant.'

of the days of the Fioti week, followed
by the
name of the village where it is held.^^ The Khasis
of Assam," the Battak of Sumatra,^ the tribes of

ii.

Alaska and

'little,'

Lower Congo each market bears the name

F.

60.

On

*

called ondueloy

von Wrangel, in K. 0. von Baer and Q. von Helmeraen,
Beitrdge zur Kenntniss des russischen Reichs, Petrograd, 1839,
i.
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1863, i. 71.
B. Baikie, Narrative of an Exploring Voyage up the
185U, London, 1856, pp. 268, 297.
20 L. 0.
Binger,
Niger au Gotfe de Guinie, Paris, 1S92, i.
318, 370.
21
Haddon, p. 265.
22
Gomara. § Ixxix. ; Clavigero, f. 348; Sahagun, iv. app. ;
Duran, ii. 216. There was also a daily market of less importance
19

W.

Ew6ra and Bi'nue in

Du

(Clavigero, loe. cit.).
23 See Schurtz,
117.
p.

24

Burton,

ii.

17.

23 F. Hutter, M
andertingen UTid Forschungen im Nord-Hijiterland von Kamenin, Brunswick, 1902, p. 267.
-•' Guide de la section de Vitat
indipendant du Congo, p. 69 ;
A. J. Wauters, L'Etat indipendant du Congo, Brussebi, 1S99,
p. 330; H. H, Johnston, 2'he River Congo*, London, 1895,
p. 85 ff., who says: *For the rest of the "week" or "fort"
night the market-place is void and desolate.'

27
29
30

Hooker,

ii.

277.

28

Marsden, p. SOS.

Allen and Thomson, i. 398 ; Baikie, p. 316.
W. S. and K. Routled^e, p. 105.
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but by
frequented in the early morning,
Markets in the early mornit is full.'
for the obvious reason that
ing are less freqiient,
work of those who resort
they interrupt the day's
to them more than do markets held towards the
a
close of the day, and also because those at
distance cannot attend them.*
7. Frequenters of the market ; market-women.
H. H. Johnston' observes that both men and
women make long journeys to sell their goods, the

markets
held every fourth day, other
At Ambas Bay
beins frequented in the interval.'
There are
the market takes place every third day."
and at Mogelo."
daUy markets at Loango,' at Kan6,<
but
The Bini have now eight days in their week
each day there
On
four
had
only.
they
formerly
Three markets
is a market in or near Benin city."
'
and two a week
a week are held at Kassa-Kan6
at Marrakesh/ at Koolfu/ and at Baniaribuan."
at PopaWeekly markets are held in Morocco,"
lahun in the Sherbro,'^ in Lega-land," among the
at Passumah in
Oroni6," among the Kabyles,'' and
'«
In the Kuantan
the southern part of Sumatra.
has its
districts of Central Sumatra each market
own special day of the week allotted to it.' In
but the place
Silindong there is a daily market,
In
at which it is held varies from day to day.'"
the
this last instance, and in many other cases,'"
market takes place liere to-day, there to-morrow,
and in a difVereut locality on each of the days

market

is little

is

10 o'clock

;

—

;

men always

travelling furthest.
woman goes
it the market be near, the
the
and her husband supplies the goods. If it be at a distance,
Cold
on
the
husband generally goes aloi.e.-f At Whydah
Coast,^
confined
was
slaves
m
tratflc
of
Battak
Sumatra.^
and among the
palmto the men.
Among the Bakuba the men bring goats and
trade in
wine to market,- and in the Mandingoe markets they
fowls and
cloth.8 At Woodie the women sell milk and honey,
and slaves.^ At tne
herbs, while the men sell oxen, sheep,
i.e. accordHarar markets the frequenters are grouped by aexes,
sell.i"
which
they
ing to the articl»''
instances the business of the market is
In

Amon"

many

Ihe
completed.
order is fixed, and so the inhabitants of each
be lield
district know where the market is to
until

following,

the

round

is

;

Coosoo ^ in Yoruba in the evening. It takes place
at Aden two hours after sunset,™ and at Bida, and
^and in some parts of Malacca in the night.
On the upper Ubangi it is held from 8 to 10 in
'^

On the Livingstone it is deserted
In the Padang district of Sumatra it

after noon.*-"

D. Livingstone, Last
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women.is In Nicaragua
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inflicted
by
being stoned to death-is
his own
no male above puberty might enter the market-place of from a
not even look at it
viUage to buy or sell. He might
or allied
distance. But men and women from other friendly
The women selhng at the "larket o
it. 16
villages might go to
Bornu
huka
Brunei in Borneo are generally old slaves." At
while the r
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peope
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in
their hauds.'s

m
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Religion and the market

8.

—The market peace is sacred
may be due to one cause or to

2'

the morning.

women.

entirely in the hands of
the
Thus in the districts near Kilimanjaro, the women doall a
allow
trading have regular markets, and will, on no account,
town
"
the
At
KooHu,
principal
man to enter the market-place.'
market
of Nupe nine out of ten of those who resort to the daily
market in
are women ;12 and the Foulahs or Fallatas leave the
'

Maseua
6. Hoiir of the market.— In Kiikawa,
is held
Kanu, S6koto, and Tiinbuctu, the market
to
in the hottest hours of the day.™ According
at Kanu is crowded from
Clapperton,=' the market
The Yo (Bornu) market begins
sunrise to sunset.
about 9 a.m. and ends about 3 u.m. ;^ and the
10 or 11 a.m.
Congo markets commence towards
and cease at 3 or 4 p.m.-' In some places in the
of Harar the markets begin about
neighbourhood
noon * and at Gire in Adamaua they are in full
busiest tune
activity by that hour.*" At Saria the
and
of the "market is from 2.30 p.m. to 5.30 p.m.,-«
the
at Kulka in Bornu about 3 p.m." In Tshambd
=»
and at
market is held in the late afternoon,
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MARKET
several causes.
It may be due to the nature of
the relation between traders whicli the act of
exchange creates, to the sacredness of the place
where the trading takes place, to the consecration of the market at the time of its foundation,^
or to the fact that the market is under the protection of a god,^ or is associated with a religious
festival.^
Large fairs, held at different points on the Ni^^^er, are professedly regarded as sacred ground, whatever wars there niay
be in the land and, although this neutrality is not infrequently
violated, still the traders return \vith remarkable pertinacity.
The ShillukB enticed the Khartum traders to their camp by a
butchered them for
display of attractive merchandise, and then
their arms and ivory ;& at the close of a Bakuba market tiie
chief allowed hid bodyguard to plunder the market-women ;'i
and Livingstone speaks of a massacre of Manyuema marketwomen by Arab traders.^ 'But,' he observes, tliey have great
tenacity and hopefulness. An ol'd established custom haa great
charms for them and the market will again be attended, if no
fresh outrage is connnitted.'S
Sometimes sucli violence kills the market.^ * To
;

-^

'

:

"revive" a "dead" market, there must be an
assemblage of the local magnates a pig or pigs
must be furni.shed by the town to which the market
;

1

It

is

said that, at Stanley Pool, the establishment of a

market was the occasion for the sacritice of a slave (Costermans,
*Le District de Stanley Pool,' Bulletin de la socii^tti d't^ttides
coloniales, 1SE)5, p. 62) and it seems not improbable that the
object of this sacrifice was to convert the soul of the \ictim
into a protecting demon (PC-*, London, 1903. i. 106; GB-i, pt.
F. Liebrecht,
ii., Tabou and the Perils of the Soul, do. 1911, p. 90
;

;

Zur Volkskunde, Heilbronn, 1879,
Der deutsche Volksahcrglaule der

284 ff.; cf. A. Wuttke,
Gegenwart'^, Berlin, 1900,
§ 440, and R. Proctor, The Story of the Laxdalers done into
English, London, 1903, ch. 17, where we read that Hrapp desired
to be buried standing;- in the fireball doorway that he might
look after his household gods ; see also the story of the Phil:t;ni
A. B. Ellis, The Tski-Speakiny
[Sail, de Bell. Jugurth. 79]).
Peoples of the Gold Coast of West Africa, London, 18S7, p. 53,
tells us that it was regarded as impossible for a hostile force to
make its way into Elinina, if the body of a human victim were
cut up and distributed round the outskirts of the town so as to
enclose it. The victim, for which nowadays a sheep is substituted, was offered to a river-god. With tiiismay be compared
C. Coquilhat's statement (Le Haut Congo, Brussels, 1883, p. 85)
that, among the Bayanzi, when an agreement has been made
between two \ illages as to the price of victuals, it is solemnized
by digging a dit'^h between them, and throwing into it a slave
whose arms and legs ha/e been broken, and to whom no one
may give either meat or drink. Among the Bondei, when a
market is founded, the witch-doctor sets up his Jingo at every
road which opens into it (Dale, JAI xxv. 231); and in the
Congo countries a gun is buried on a like occasion, and an
agreement made that no arms of any kind shall be introduced
(Dennett, p. 48). Cf. also, in genera!, art. Foundation, Fol'ndap.

TION-BITES.

3M. H. Kingsley ('African Religion and Law,' in National
Review, xxvii. [1S97J 134) tells us of a W. African market-god
who punishes the cheat And the thief and among the Ewespeaking peoples Aisan is the protector of markets and public
places, performing the functions of the multitudinous gods of
the Tshi-speaking peoples (A. B. Ellis, Tfie Ewe-Speaking
Peoples of the Slave Coast of West Africa, London, 1890, p. 52).
See also Hamilton-Grierson, p. 53 and note 2. Lasch (p. 711)
holds the view that the market-trees either are personifications
of market-gods or serve as their abodes, and that, as a consequence, they are regarded as tabu,' or sacred. He bases his
view upon the facts that, according to primitive conceptions,
the market-place is holy ground, and the sanction which secures
its peace is supernatural
but, while we admit these facts, we
cannot regard them as in themselves justifying the inference
which he draws from them.
3 See
above, § z. In the ancient North the market peace was
a peace of God, when the market was held during a religious
festival. When the king went to the frontier to settle boundary
questions, and a trade arose, the peace was a host's peace
'K. Lehmann, p. 50 f.). In Greece a special religious peace
extended beyond the territory where the great festi\als were
celebrated, and secured the person and property' of those who
frequented them, even in their passage through a hostile district
(Huvelin, p. 76 ff. see above, § z).
4 Allen and
Thomson, i. 398.
8G. Schweinfurth, The Heart of Africa, tr. E. E. Frewer,
;

'

;

belongs, and slaughtered, and divided up among
the towns represented.
Whenever por?:iible, the
culprit whocaused the disturbance, or his substitute,
if he is a
wealthy man, is burned or buried alive ;
if other waj's of Killing are resorted to, his skull is
fixed up on a post in the market-jilace to "strengthen
the law.'" 1
The Congo markets, held at points equidistant from several
2
villages, are neutral spots;

and the market at Mogelo, held
within an enclosed space, is neutral. * Market-places on the
banks of the Livingstone, at intervals of three or four miles,
are resorted to by the aborigines of either bank, and are
regarded as neutral ground ;'* and a similar privilege attaches
to a fair held on the Lukalla, in the territory of the Kalosh,^
and to a trading-place which lies deep in the forest at a point
where the countries of the Baluba, the Babinde, and the Balunga
touch.**

Dermett? says of the 'silent' markets of the Bavili that he
has never known of their being abused and in many places in
the Philippines, especially in MiiKlanao. commerce is carried on
at regular intervals on neutral ground by the method of the
;

silent trade.8

During the last two months of one year and the first and
seventh month of the following year, war was suspended
throughout Arabia, and fairs were held;y at Guzzula there
was a complete truce three days a week, wlien the markets were
held, and for two months during the aimual fair.iw Again, at
the great fair at Prairie du Chien hostile tradesmen abstained
from all unfriendly acts u and during the Batta markets
hostilities are entirely suspended.
'Each man who possesses
one carries his musket with a green bough in the muzzle as a
token of peace, and afterwards, when he comes to the spot,
following the example of the director or manager of the fair,
dibcharges his loading into a mound of earth, in which, before
his departure, he searches for his ball.' 12
Among the Kabyles the market is a neutral ground placed
under the anaya of its owners and, while within their territory,
all who frequent it are under their protection. l^'
By the Ritis
the market, with the roads leading to it, is regarded as safe
from the exercise of private vengeance.i'* Women from different
districts, even when those districts are engaged in actual
^^
hostilities, pass to and from the Lualaba n'arkets unmolested
and a like inununity is secured to the women of the Masai and
those
tribes
are
mortal
Wachaga by agreement, although
;

;

;

enemies.^'*

ii.

130.

the same effect holds good between
;

feudal.2o

The history of the boundary-stone and of the
market-cross is of great interest in this connexion.
It has been pointed out -^ that the intimate relation
of the market, the border-land, and the supernatural is illustrated by the characteristics of
His symbol was an upright
Hermes-Mercury.
stone
and, as boundaries were marked by such
1 W. H.
Bentley, Pioneering on the C&nyo, London, 19U0, i.
;

399.
i

Bastian, Afrikanische Reisen, p. 116.

i

Munzinger,

4

Stanley,

l^ortion

p. 519.
Through the Dark Continent, ii. 167. On the
of the river called Lualaba the markets are neutral

(Cameron, p. 288 f. ; cf. Livingstone, Last Journals, ii. 50, ISH).
5 Von
Wissmann, Second Journey, p. 125.
8 Von
Wissmann, etc., Im Innem Afrikas, p. 283.
7
Op. cit. p. 193.
A. E. Jenks, The Bontoc Igorot, Manila, 1905, p. 159; see
F. Blumentritl,
Ueber die Negritos von Mindanao oder die
Hamanuas,' AE ix. [1S96] 251. Blumentritb's informants say
of
the
method
of the barter.
nothing
9
**

*

AO

Muu*, i. p. clvi.
Leo Africanus,

ii.

n

282.

Innem Afrikas,

p. 250.

It is for this

Mexico (Torquemada, xiv. 16).
y When the market has been
killed,' all law is suspended, and
crimes may be committed, the responsibility for which falls
upon the family of the person in fault, until he has been
delivered up (M. de Saegher, 'LesCoutumes dea indigi^nes de
r6tat independant du Congo,' Bulletin de la socii^tt d'etude.^
in

'

coloniales, Bruasels, 1894, p. 91).

Carver, p. 99.

12

Marsden, p. 308.
See, however, Hagen's account of the
markets on the Tobah Lake to which the men and youths come
armed (Eine Iteise nach deui 7'obah See in Zentralsumatraj in
Peterrnunn's Geogr. Mitth., 1883,
1^

Hanoteau-Letourneux,

ii

B. Meakin,

15

Livingstone, Last Journals,

1")

J.
p. 93.

ii.

p. 173).

80.

The Moors, London,
ii.

1902, p. 402.
130.

Thomson, Through MasAi Land, new

ed.,

London, 1887,

18

17 lb.
p. 177.

reason that sellers prefer to do
their business at the market. If an offer is made, the reply is
'Come to the market' (iO. ii. 112, 132). The same view prevailed
8 lb.

A compact to

the Masai and Wa-Kikiiyu i" and at Nyangw^ ih and among the
Somali ly feuds are. suspended during the passage of traders to
and from market. This protection is afforded by the tribe
where the form of society is tribal, by the king where it is
monarchical, and by the king or the feudal lord where it is

;

London, 1873, i. 101.
8 Von Wissmann, etc., Im
7 Last Journals, ii. 133 tf.

419

Cameron, p. 288.
19
Haggenmacher, p. 37. We may note E. F. im Thurn's
statement (Among the Indiatis of Guiana, London, 18S3, pp.
214, 271) that in British Guiana the trading Indians, who bring

own country for the purposes of exchange,
are allowed to pass unharmed through the country of their
enemies, by whom they are for the time being treated as fellowtribesmen.
-"Elton and Costelloe, pp. 3, 28; Huvelin, pp. 223 ff., 360 ff.
21 H. S.
Maine, Village Communities in the East and West,
new ed., London, 1690, p. 192 f. J. Lubbock, The Origin of
Civilisation and the Primitive Condition of Man^, do. 1902,
p. 318 ff.
specialties of their

;

MARKET

4S0
stones,

he came to be regarded as the god of

cases the border-land consisted of tracts of neutral territory whitlier merchants repaired to exchange their Mares; and thus
tlie god of boundaries bcoame the god of traders.'
Now we are told that the ancient Germans used
to raise poles at their public meetings, which were

In

boundaries.

many

consecrated to the god of tlie public assembly. These poles were, in all probability, erected upon
a stone ;^ and it has been suggested that this
tmncus super lapidem,' replaced in later days by
a stone column, is the prototype of wliich Irminsiiulen, Rolandsaulen, perroiiSt'^ and many of the
market-crosses of Scotland* are later forms. In
view of the facts, it is tempting to conjecture that
the stone which formed the base of the column,
and which seems to have served as a seat of justice,
was, in many cases at all events, a boundary*

In the Middle Ages the market-cross was not
always fixed, but was raised at the commencement
of the fair.
It became hxed only when the
temporary market became a permanent market,
when the temporary peace became a permanentpeace.'
In China an official notified the beginning and end of the
market peace by hoisting and lowering a flag ;8 in British New
Guinea a drum is beaten at the opening and closing of the
market; 9 the trade between the people of the Rifi and the
Spanish garrison 10whom they were besieging ceased on the
rmgiug of a bell,

Many instances might be cited of trading during
a truce, followed by a resumption of hostilities as
soon as the trading was over.^^
1 See
also Schrader, Ling.'hist. Forsck. , pp. 97-100 ; Hamilton*
Grierson, pp. 29, 60.
2 Goblet
d'Alviella, The Migration of Symbols, Westminster,
1S94, p. 11(3. This god was probably Thingsus, the Germanic
equivalent of Zeus Agoraios (see note below) ; see, however,
Mogk's art. God (Teutonic), vol, vi. p. 304». According to
Cfflsar (de Bell. Gall. vi. 17), the Gauls worshipped a deity whom

he

identified with Mercury.
3
D'Alviella, p. 117.
* D'Alviella
(Les Perrons de to Wallonie et les Market'Cr asses
de I'Ecosse, Brussels, 1914, pp. 27, 42, The Migration of Sj/mbols, p. 103 ff.) indicates his agreement with the views of E.

Monseur (Supplement litUraire de Vind4pendance

beige, 3rd
observes that, before the diffusion of Christianity, the poles, to which we have referred, were at once the
symbol of the god of assemblies (Thingsus, the equivalent of
Zeus Agoraios) and ot the autonomy of those assembUes. It is
not improbable that, for the purpose of ornament, a representation of the god in the likeness of an armed man was attached
to them or carved upon them and that, when the meaning
of these representations came to be forgotten, the popular
imagination gave to them the name of the Paladin most popular
at the time, and the Irminsaulen became Rolandsaulen. when
the Church established herself among the barbarous peoples,
the old columns continued in many places to serve as the rallying points of collective. life. Souietmies they bore the emblem
of Christianity
sometimes they were altered or transformed
BO as to symbolize something new or additional ; and sometimes
they were replaced by the crosses planted by the Church in sign
1S91).

He

;

;

The resemblance which many of the market-crosses of Scotland bear to the perron has been pointed out by W. G. Black
(Olasgow Cross, with a Stufgestion as to the Origin o/ Scottish
Market-Crosses, Glasgow and Edinburgh, 1913), and his suggestion as to their origin has been approved by d'Alviella in the
later of his two works cited above.
At p. 39 of this work
d'Alviella figures certain of the Scottish crosses, and it is curious to observe how close is the similarity of some of them with
the image ot Hermes figured by him on p. 194 of The Migration
of Syrribole.
8 See
Hamilton-Grierson, 'The Boundary Stone and the
Market Cross,' Scot. Ilist. Rev., xii. 24 ff. As to the cult of the
boundary in N. Itidia see art. Dra vidians (North India), § 33.
7 Huvelin,
p. 354, note 4, where the authorities are cited. See
also pp. 223 f., 350.
'»

Le TcheouM,

\.

»

309.

Haddon,

p. 269.

MoBurs poHtiquea et aociales du Maroc; I'Adrainlstration ... les Pirates du Riff,' Revue eontemporaine,

ION. Cotte,

'

Paris, 15th Dec. lSo7, p. 29 f.

n

'

'

'

The recognition of this fact appears to
produce two results. In the first place, ofiences
<ommitted within the market are punished with
events.

exceptional severity, as imperilling,' its peace. In
the second nlace, since offences committed outside
of the maiKet are not regarded as a danger to
its peace, those who have committed them are in
consequence not subjected to punishment so long
as they are within it.
On the lower Congo every breach of the regulations of the

market renders the culprit liable to death, lie is 'either
buried to his neck in a hole, in the centre of the market place,
and his skull crushed by a heavy stone or he is beaten to death
with sticks, and his body is subsequently lashed to a pole, which
is erected alongside a native path." 3
Bentley tells us that in some of the Congo markets *a man
who brought a ^an with him would be promptly buried alive,
and the muzzle of his gun would be left protruding as a warnSometimes a pile of
ing to the rowdy elements in the fair.
firewood is ready to burn the culprit alive. On some marketa
no stick or knife may appear, a heavj' fine being imposed in case
;

'

'

of infraction.*

Among The Kabyles every offence committed in the market
is punishable with death without trial.
The crowd seize the
offender and stone him without mercy. It is the strangers that
execute the law. The tribesmen try to avoid these executions
as they discredit the market.* At Berbera any one from the
interior or the coast who by his conduct does serious injury to
trade must pay the death penalty. Still, as such an execution
occasions reprisals, it is avoided as far as possible. ^
The fairs of ancient Ireland were regulated by strict rules, any
breach of which was punished with death. 6
In ancient Greece,*^ in ancient Norwegian and Danish Iaw,8
and in the France and Germany of the Middle Age8» a breach
of the special peace of the market was dealt with more severely
than was a breach of the common law.
Id Mexico he who stole in the market was punished with
death ; i(> and he who was suspected of selling stolen goods, it he
could not tell from whom he had received them, was condemned
to death."

As we have already

indicated, there is evidence to
instances, those who had committed deeds of violence or contracted debt before
coming to the market were safe from pursuit or
arrest so long as it lasted and they remained

show

many

that, in

within

it.

the Eabyles the avenger of blood who kills a
the market suffers the same penalty as a common
13 and the same rule seems to have been observed at
Berbera. 13 There, too, the trader who brought stolen goods to
the market could not be proceeded against. i* Those who resorted to the fairs of the Middle Ages were safe from prosecution
or arrest for crimes committed or debts incurred beyond their
bounds.it* and enjoyed privileges, and were allowed relaxations

Thus,

man

among

in

murderer

;

Australia and New Zealand, do. 1S47, ii. 61 f. (New Zealanders)
N. Cotte, p. 29 f. (Rifis); C. Letoumeau, L'Evolution du cotnmerce, Paris, 1897, p. 76.
1
Above, § 8.
2 H.
Ward, 'Ethnographical Notes relating to the Congo
;

Tribes,'

JAl

xxiv. [1894-95] 290.

Pioneering on the Congo, \. 399. Among the Akiktiyu no
may carry arms in or near a market (W. S. and K. Routledge, p. 106) and a similar regulation is in force at the fairs
held at Sona and Quiraalengo, near Bembe (Monteiro, 1. 210X
See also Schurtz, p. 119. In the lai^est town of the Wymar
country, the sale of palm-wine at the market is forbidden
cf. T. J. Alldridge,
Wanderings in the
(Anderson, p. 79
Hinterland of Sierra Leone,' Geographical Journal, iv. [1894J
3

one

of possession.

8

of the market and its enforcement
have already seen that acts of violence
perpetrated upon the frequenters of a market
may and probably will kill it—for a time, at all

•'

stone.®

May

The law

0.

—We

Laing and Anderson,

92 (Biarinaland) ; Nli i. 723 (Mosquito Coast); C. F. P. von Martins, Von dem Ilecht!i:iistandc
vnter den Ureimoohnem Bramliens, Munich, 1832, p. 44 ; The
Captivity of Han» Stade of Hesse in A.D. 10U7-65, among the
W'lW Tribes of EasUrn Brazil, ed. K. F. Burton, London, 1874
(Ifaklujt Society), p. 88 (aborigines of Brazil); J. S. Polack,
Aew Zealand, being a Narrative of Travels arid Adventures,
London, 1S3S, ii. SIS ; G. F. Angas, Savage Life and Scent* in
iii.

;

'

;

i:u).
*

Hanoteau-Letourneux,

6
7

Haggenmacher,
Huvehn, p. 73.

8

W,

E. Wilda,

p. 237.
9 Huvelin,

p.

U. 81

;

cf.

111.

Das

227;

198.
«

O'Curry,

p. 37.

Strafrecht der
E.

Oermanen,

i.

p. cclvl.

Halle, 1842,

'Zoll, Kaufmannschaft und
Loire,' in Gennanist. Abhandiungen

Mayer,

M&rkt zwischen Rhein und

zum

70ten GeburtstagiK. von ifaurers, p. 478 ff. S. Rietschel,
Ae to the rehition of the market peace to the kind's
p. 204.
482 ff. ; and cf. \V. Stubbs,
peace see Huvelin, p. H49 ff ; Mayer,
;

.

p.

The ConstUufional History
179

of

England^ Oxford,

1875,

i.

ff.

)o

Tor<iuemada, xH.

1-'

Hanoteau-I^tourneux,

IJ

6.

Sahagun,

vili.

86,

IH. 808.

^* lb.
Haggenmacher, p. 37.
10 As to Scotland see Laws and Customs of the Four Burgka,
I.
Elton
and
7.
99; as to Ireland see
Costelloe,
(|Uoted by
O'Curry, i. p. cclvi. as to France and Germany see Huvelin,

18

;

pp. 227, 446 ff. ; L. Goldschmidt,
Stuttgart, 1891, i. 228 f.

Bandbuch

des Handelsrechts^,

MARKET
of the common law which attracted not
only the
those in search of pleasure.l

merchant but

—

m

some instances, as judges.

In the Kabyle markets, e.g., an official— the chief of the
market, who belongs to the leading family of the tribe which

owns

it-*

— sees

to the preservation of the peace, escorts those

who fear attacks on the road, summarily expels the quarrelsome, and fines those who create disturbance. & He is concerned
only with offences which affect the pubhc, while civil and
commercial disputes are referred to a marabout of the tribe.
At the same time, it is the strangers in the market that execute
its law by stoning the delinquent."?
Again, in the Berbera
market, there is no supreme authority to whom the enforcement of the law is entrusted. Its execution is in the hands
of the market chiefs.
An assembly of those belonging to the
district is sole judge In disputes but the disputants need not
abide by its decision. It they ignore it, they must leave the
market.8

<»

;

But where the market
a king, he or his

lies

within the territory of
the maintenance of

officer sees to

order.'
Thus, at a fair on the Lukalla, within the country of the
Kaloeh, the chief kept watch in his greatest pomp with half a
dozen guards, in order that no dispute might disturb its peace.
His companions were all well-known by the broad axe which
they carried on their shoulders.' lo Among the Baganda a chief
appointed by the king performs similar duties " and these are
discharged at Wairuku by the king's collectors, 13 and among the
GalJas by the local headman.13
At Maidugari the largest market of Bornu— there is a market
king who settles disputes between buyers and sellers and the
women choose a market queen for their protection, through
whom they transact all their business. i*
This last instance shows that, while, in some
'

;

—

;

cases, the duties of the officers of the market are
confined to the preservation of the peace, '^ they are,
in many others, of a much more varied character.

Among the WaschambaUi the superintendent of the markets
collects the dues and attends to matters of police.ls At Wairuku
the king's collectors are the general arbiters of disputes ; 17 and
throughout the country of the Oallas, on the western Abvssinian
market

plateau, the

is

held under the superintendence of the

headman, who decides all questions arising out of broken
contracts.'*
At ^Vhydah the chief constable of the market
attends to its cleanliness 19 and a high officer named Conagongla
sees that the strings of beads which serve as
are comlocal

;

money

posed of the proper number.

Those which are deficient he
confiscates for the king's benefit and for his own.20
Among the
Gallas the duties of direction of the market are exercised
by an
important official who is entrusted with the conduct of foreign
trade and the supervision of the exchequer.2i In the Congo
markets there is, in most cases, a chief of the market, perhaps
an old fetish-man, who regulates all disputes, and fines both the
litigants so heavily that all are chary of invoking his assistance."
At lian6 the judge of the market sits all day to try disputes
I

Huvelin, p. 438 see below, § 14.
8/6. p. 343 ff.
As to the relative position of king and feudal lord in this
matter see Huvelin, p. 347 ff.
;

s

*

Hanoteau-Letourneux,

6 lb.
8

ii.

80

ff.

iii.

6

503.
7 Jb.

I!,,

arising

official is

Administration and execution of the law of
the market. It has been observed^ that, where
the market lies within the
of a tribe, its
territory
law is administered and executed
part by those
who resort to it and in part by officials appointed
the
tribe
of
the
district.
by
Where, however, it is
held within the territoiy of a king, chief, or feudal
lord,^ it is his officers that act as police, and, in
10.

The quality

of articles brought to the market is,
general, a matter of consideration only when
arise.
disputes
The milk brought to the market of Jakoba, however, is
daily subjected to examination ;3 and in Morocco an officer is
appointed to inspect the provisions offered for sale.* He must
constantly attend the markets and see that purchasers are not
ill

overcharged and, in view of the plenty or scarcity of the goods
exposed, he must fix the prices.6 At Kan6 the shaikh of the
market fixes the prices 6 and among the Bangala the
price is
fixed by the chiefs with reference to a standard.' At Mecca
and Jidda a public officer fixes a maximum price to all victualling traders.o In some of the markets in Hawaii the chiefs
regulated the prices; 9 and in ancient Mexico they were fixed
by the superintendents of the market.!" In China the officer
placed over the market was charged not only with the maintenance of order, but with the supervision of
weights and
measures, and with the administration of justice in more important cases." The Greek dyopai-onoi appear to have exercised
similar functions in regard to the preservation of the
peace and
the use of weights and measures.
They also fixed the hours
of the market, and regulated its conduct
The
generally.12
Roman adile preserved order by means of his officers, and imposed fines upon the peace-breakers. He allotted their positions
to the traders, and saw to the
accuracy of weights and measures.
To assure the bona fides of transactions within the markets was
his special care, both by
exposing frauds and by rejecting
articles which were unfit for sale.is In the market of Tenoxtitlan
ten or twelve judges sat in a house on the
market-place to deal
with cases as they arose and to see to the punishment of delinquents. There were also officers who went among the people,
saw what was bought and sold, and broke any false measures
which they found in use.14 It was the duty of these officers to
fix the prices and to prevent frauds. 16
II. Market dues and their collection.— In some
;

;

markets—e.ff.

at Silindong— dues are not exacted.'*
the Hausa, while dues are levied, entrance
into the town is free to the market
people." At
Eetcho men can enter the market and trade -without charge, but every woman must pay ten cowries
to the government.!*
When trade took place in the temple of the sun,
'^
the priest collected dues on behalf of the
divinity.

II

Von Wissmann, Second Journey,

At a fair on the Lukalla, in Kashama's country, each district
whose representatives were present must make a gift to the
prince. Kashama, who performed a series of dances in the
market, after each dance received their contributions from
the market-women, who danced as they paid. 20 in the Bomi.ia
markets the king grants his protection and collects the dues 21
and in the horse-market of Fez,22 and at the market of
Rabat,23
an officer levies a small percentage on behalf of the
government.
At Adamaua,24 and in HawaU,25 king's collectors are
present in
the markets
and in those of Usambara the superintendent
imgelu) takes a double handful of the market-women's pro1 C. H.
Robinson, Nigeria, Our Latest Protectorate. London
;

;

1900, p. 165.
2

f.
Between the n.ative8 themselves fraud is
A mother sends her six-year-old child, knowing
not be cheated. All the articles for sale are divided
into parcels of the standard weight of
equal value. There is
no advantage in comparing those of one trader with those of
another, the contents of each parcel being the same in quantity

that

.

;

;

16

Sahara und Sadun,
ii.

Berlin, 1879,

282 (Guzzula).

i.

679(Kuka); Leo

Die\Y<lscUainbaltt, ap. Steinnietz, p. 266 (Usambara).
" Lang,
is
Ellis, Polyn. Res.-, iv, 324 ff.
Qwvnn, p. 668.
19
Duncan, i. 120. According to Labat, ii. 203, this official,
with four armed attendants, goes
the
through
market, hearing
complaints, dispensing summary justice, and selling thieves and

troublers of the peace.

"'
^
»» fe^'S*",'°v
H. H.

"'

it

Paulitschke,

Johnston, The-Ricer Congoi, p. 87.

ii.

127.

will

and quahty

(ib. p. 160).

3
Schurtz, p. 121, citing G. Rohlfs, in Petermann's Geogr.
Mltth., Erganzungsheft no. 34, 1872, p. 56.
-•
W. Lempriere, ^ Tourfrom. Gibraltar . . . over Mt. Atlat, to
Morocco, in Pinkerton, xv, 709.

lb. p. 709.

SDeuham, Clapperton, and Oudney
Narrative), p. 51.
7
Coquilhat, p. 305
s J.
9
19

(Capt.

Clapperton'a

f.

Tramls in Arabia, London, 1829, p 377.
Narrative 0/ a Tour, p. 390.

L. Burckhardt,

W.

'

Nachtigal,
Africanus,

Froyart, p. 124

unknown.

p. 125.

Roscoe, p. 79 f.
12
is
Ellis, Pulyn. Res.^, iv. 324 ff.
Gwynn, p. 668.
14
A market queen presides over the
Alexander, i. 268.
markets of Asaba. She deals with offences, fixes prices, and
collects dues (N. W. Thomas, Anthropological Report mi the
Ibo-spcaking Pfoples 0/ Nigeria, pt. iv., Law and Custom of
the Ibo of the Asaba District, S. Nigeria,' London, 1914, p. 1S7 f
see Index, s.v. ' Ormu ').
15
Duncan, ii.' 116 (Quampanissa) W. S. and K. Eoutledge,
p. 106 (Akikijyu); Anderson, p. 79 (Wymar country); O.

,

Among

6

p. 36 f. If a stranger is killed in the market,
the traders leave until the blood-price has been paid to the heirs.
9 Huvelin
(p. 346) refers, ainong others, to the nations of
Islam, the .Slavs, and the Slagyars.

the course of trade ;1 and in the Loango markets an
charged with seeing that no deceptions are practised
between natives and Europeans.'-

in the trade

Haggenmacher,

10

421
i]i

Ellis,

Sahagun,

viii. 36.

Le Tcheou-li, xiv. ; Huvelin, p. 63.
Authorities iu Huvelin, p. 7iS.
13/6. p. 113 ff.

11

12

i-iCortis, Carta de Relacioii. § xxx., Oomara, § Lxxix., Torxiv. 14, and Oviedo {Uistoria
General, xxxii. 8) give
a similar account of the administration of
justice in the Yucatan
markets ; on those of Vera Paz see Roman y Zamora, i.
306,
and on those of Nicaragua see Oviedo, Histoi're de

quemada,

iu

Nicaragua,

Temaux-Compans, Voyages,

16

xiv. 70.
16

viii. 36.

" Sahagun,
Steudinger,

Junghuhu,

ii.

229.

is
p. 627.
Lander, i. 1«6.
Theophrastus, Hist. Plant, ix. 4.
Von Wissmann, Second Journey, pp. 126, 129. We are
reminded of the dances which accompanied trading in New
Caledonia (Lambert, Mceurset superstitionsdes Neo-Caiidoniens
[Noumea], Paris, 1901, p. 167 ff, Atkinson, p. 245).
2!
Bastian, Die deutsche Expedition, ii. 79.
--'
=3 lb. i. 206.
^4
Lenz, i. 155.
Passarge.
v °
87
B
P
26
Ellis, Polyn. Bea.', iv. 321 f.
19

'-'9

;

.
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visions for the kinp. and levies ft contribution for himself.^
Amonj? the Bananda a chief appointed b\ the Uintf collects a tax
- and at
Quanipanissa the people pay a tax on
upon fverv sale
3
In the Loango markets
every article of food exposed for sale.
the chief of police wees to the payment of the dues;-* and ut
Kan6 the shaikh of the market Iet« out the stalls at so much a
month, the rent forminj; a part of the jcovernor's revenue.^ In
China there are special market-dues, which are collected by a
special oificer.C In ancient Greece the ayopai-o/ioc collected
were applied in tlie first instAnce to the needs of the
dues, which
"
market
and in the markets of imperial Rome, and especially
in those of the MiddleA^es, a fully developed system of taxation
obtained." In the Mexican markets a fixed tribute was paid to
the emperor, in return for whlcl: he ^'ranted his protection
a^inst thifves-y
In ancient India the kin? was entitled to market dues, which
varied, according to circunistancea, from a twentieth to a tenth
of the value of the goods.itt The frequent^'r of the Baluba
market at Kabao nnist pay three cowries to the chief, whatever
the value of his jjfoods may he;*' and in the Bondei market
every person who brought articles for sale had to hand over one
of each kind.i- In the Arnwini district the dues amount to onetwentieth of the value of the jfoods brought to market;!^ at
Nyangw^ to a tenth or a sixth.'* Those who expose goods in
the Whydah market pay very heavy dues to the king of
Dahomey, 15 while in the Hawaiian markets two-thirds of the
proceeds of whatever the natives sold was tlemanded by the
;

;

chief. 15

12. The arrangements of the market-place. —
Among the Lega-Gallas the markets are held only

the weather permits for the climate is variable,
and the market-places are wholly without shelter.*"
In tlie markets of Madairascar tliere are neither

if

;

shops nor hooths, the articles for sale being set out
upon mats.'^ The markets on the Lualaba are held
at uninhabited places, except at Nyangw6, where
there are houses for traders and huts for slaves and
AVhen the caravans arrive at Berbera
porters.'^
trom the interior, lx)oths and dwel]ing>^ are erected
and, -within a week, on what was iireviously a
desert spot several hundred huts are ready for the
stranjiers coming thither over sea.^ At Senuiir
the traders transact their business protected by
;

temporary erections of bougiis and mats ;-* and at
Guzzula tlie wares are exposed in tents and shelters
of boughs, where stranger merchants are entertained and lioused," while in some of the Sumatran
markets huts are provided, where stranger merchants can display their merchandise, and pass the
night for a mere trifle.-^
At Maidugari, the

largest

market

in

—

many markets

the position assigned to the
ditt'erent traders depends on the nature of their
2"
the result bein» tliat, where those wares
wares,
are traded in by one oiily of tlie sexes, a specific
portion of the market is allotted to each sex.**
Lang, p. 205 f. Similarly, at the market of Bobo DJoulasou,
a man carrying a gris-gris staff, accompanied by a drummer and
a orowd of urchins, sets down his staflf before each merchant
ceremoniously, and, unopposed, helps biniself, by means of a
email calabash holding about a litre, from the merchant's calabash (Binger. i. 371).
3 Duncan, ii. 115.
3 Roscoe, JAI xxxii. SO.
< Bastian, Die deutsche Expedition, ii. 40.
6
Denhani, Clapperlon, and Oudney (Capt. Clapperton'a Nar*

rative), p. 51.
7 lb.
p. 54.
p. 75.
10
P
Torquemada, xiv. 14.

BHuvelin,
1'

12

Von Wissmann,
Dale,

JA/

"Duncan,

i.

etc.,

xx\. 231.

/m

8 lb.

pp. 103 ff., 676

Lasch, p. 775.

Inneni A/n'kas,
is

fT.

p. 250.
Schurtz, p. 120.

i9
20

Cameron,

p. 2S8

'SS'S.

;

;

i.

him

314.

in

buying;

and

and

selling,

is

generally re-

.'^ponsible for his conduct."'
At Berbera each stranger must choose a protector {ahhan).
He dare not ^rade witliout him, and must pay him one per
cent on the value of every article which he brings into the
market. The abban is his broker ; he protects him against the
extortions of the natives, and settles all disputes in which he
may have become involved. s A similar account is given of the
part played by the host at Dioulasou.9 In Nigeria, whenever
an article changes hands, the seller pays a commission toa third
10
I'arty, who is supposed to have facilitated the purchase.

In the markets of many Asiatic countries a
curious practice prevails by which traders, when
bargaining in the presence of others from whom
they wish to conceal their business, drive and conclude their bar^^aiiis by touching the points of each
other's linijers under a shawl witlumt a word l>eing
ft has been found in use at Mecca," at
spoken,
Calicut,^- among the Somali,'^ at Jidda,'^ at Pegu,"
in Rlalacca,^*^ in Mongolia,^' and elsewhere. ^^
Torquemada i^ notes a curious practice which prevailed among
the Indian women in the markets of annient Mexico. They
exchanged their wares without a word being spoken, Tl»e one
party held out the article of wliich she wished to dispose and
the other, taking it in her hand, made signs that it was not a
If
fair equivalent for what she proposed to give in exchange.
the first party refused to add anything, she ran the risk of losing
her customer; if she added wliat was demanded, the bargain
was concluded.
;

14.

Methods

of

securing

attendance

at

the

market; its place in public and social life.— In
some of the Congo countries it is penal for a woman
to go to her farm on a market day.-" To the desire
to induce the stranger to come to market Heeren^'
ascribes certain Lydian and ISahylonian regula1
Cort<5s, § XXX.; Torquemada, ,\iv. 14; Sahagun, viii, 36;
Clavieero, i. 348; Qomara, § Ixxix.
2
Ciavigero, loc. cit. ; Gomara, loc. cit.
^ Huvelin,
p. .')U4ff. ; Elton and Costelloe, pp. 5, 22.
Op. cit. p. 394; cf. E. W. Nelson's account ('The Eskimo
about Bering Strait,' JS
[18991, pt. i. p. SSOf.) of the
•*

KBEW

'Asking' festival.
6 Art. Gifts (Primitive and
Savage).

Ib.l6 (2).
§ 6 (11).
In aiirient Germany the host in
Str.\xuer.s, z (/')was
at
once
and
cases
many
protector, broker,
interpreter (see
C. Koehne, 'Markt-, Kaufmanns- und Handelsrecht in priuutiven
Culturverhaltniflsen.' ZVJiW x\. (ISO.^1 206f.).
f>

7 Art.

'^

Haggenmacher,

^

p. 36.

iJinger,

i.

373.

l^
Burckhardt, p. 191.
Robinson, p. 165.
di Varthema, p. 108; Pyrard de Laval, Voyage to the
Indies
1887-1)0
East
., Ix)ndon,
(^Hakluyt Society), ii. 178.
13
IIaggenmai;ber, p. 37 see Paulitschke, i. 322.
1*
ii.
175.
Bruce,
10 OBesar Frederick,
in R. Hakluyt, The Frineipat
Voyagen,
of the Eugliah Nation, London, 159S-1600, u,
Navigations

1«

12 L.

.

.

;

i.

.

.

289.
16

Groeneveldt,

ser.

ii.

vol.

i.

p. 246.

Hue, Tiat^rh in Tartar}/, Thibrt, China, 7544-45,
London, lS.''i2. ch. v. see H. Yule, Cathay and the Way Thither,
do. 1S66 (Hakluyt Society), i. i). clvii.
if See notesto Varthema and
Pyrard de I^val see also PC* i.
E. R.

;

These erections belong to the
Haggenniacher, p. 3iif.
trader ; and, wtren the market is over, they form a jieniuisite of
the abbun (protector).
2-' Leo
21
Lasch, p. 770.
Afriranue, ii. 283.
24
2S
Alexander, i. 267.
lASch, p. 77C.
^n
2S
-^
Yule, 201 1.
Barth, \i. 21, 5fl.
pp. rs^ 234.
S8
Cortes, § XXX. Torqueniada, xiv. 14 Sahagun, viii. 36.
Passarge, p. 85 f. (Adamaua); Ilaggenmacher, p. 39 (Ber-

*
» Paulituchke,

market.— One

;

i.

f.

bera).

of barg^aining in the

most characteristic practices of the primitive

trader is that of transactin<; business by means of
Dall** tolls us that the Aleuts
a third person.
never trade with one another directly; and we
have suj;«,'('sted that some li<^ht is thrown upon the
orij^in of this method by the instance of the exercise of the silent trade rejtorted by Lander.** It is
said tliat, anion^ the natives of Australia, children
are made ngia)igiai)i}ie in order that the^ may
art as tlie aj-ents of tlieir respective tribes in the
business of barter;*^ and many cases maj' be cited
in which the man who takes a stranger under his
I>rotection '^ot only acts as his host, but assists

17

120.

Narrative of a Ttnir, p. 390.
^s
Schuver, p. 17.
Ellis, Hist, of Madagascar,

Modes

13.

of the

.

" lb.

i« Ellis,
17

m

n»

Bornu, lines of sheds and

cover an extensive area ;24 similar erections are found in
the markets at Tusuw a and Katsena ; 2-^ and Passarge 28 gays of
the markets in Adamaua that they contain numerous flat-roofed
huts, which form a lonijf street.
At Kinsay (Haiig-Chau) the markets were held in threat
8(iuares Burrounded by shops, where all kinds of crafts were
carried on and goods sold 27 a description which recalls to us
the accounts of the markets of ancient 61exico.2S

etalls

In

Mexico each class of merchandise
i the more
its
cumbrous kinds being stored
ap]>ointed place,
those
the neighbouring streets, or in fioaU on the canals ; 2
of the .Mifldlc .\ges what determined the trader's position waa
not only Lhe char.ioter of his goods, hut his nationality ; and, in
some cases, tht- I:itter was the sole deU'rminant.*
In the markets of ancient

had

246 note.
1" xiv. 23.
••^
Bentley, i. 400. According l^ the ancient laws of India, in
ancient Mexico, and duriiiir tne Middle Ages, the market was
Me
the onlv pla»-e where, it was permissible to sell movables.
who sold outside of it was regarded as an illicit trader, and
he who bouu'ht from bini as his a<'complice (Lasch, p. 778;
Torquemadu, xiv. 16; Huvelin, p. 4ri7f.).
"1
Hccren, Hist. Itos. iiit" tho Politics, Intcrcoiir8>% andTrade
of the Principal Natiofm uf Anti'Hiity, l. 1061., ii. 199.
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tions regarding the relations of foreigners with
women of the country ; and we may assign
to a like origin such customs as the temporary
marriages of Central Asia, and similar usages

the

there and elsewhere.'

423

there that the public announcements of the sovereign are
In the Kabyle market feasts and fasts and all matters
that affect the community are proclaimed. It is the pl.ice of
news, gossip, and friendly intercourse, of plannings, and of
2 The
plots.
Papuan markets last all day, and are enlivened
with feastings and dances 3 and similar amusements accomsome
of
the Eskimo markets.* Those who resort to the
pany
Congo markets go not only to buy and sell, but to meet friends,
to drink matafou and enjoy a gossip with them, to settle thorny
questions, to hold palavers, to arrange disputes between clans
and villages, to decide on war and peace, to bargain about tho
purchase of a wife, to describe slaves lo.gt or stolen, and to give
publicity to transactions such as the release of hostages or
prisoners of war, or the payment of the price of blood. It is
there that the man who is robbed gives information of the
robbery, and that the creditor, if he cannot get payment, proclaims the infamy of the debtor. It is tliere, too, that ordeals
are administered and criminals executed. Under the trees in
its vicinity' the drinkers of palm-wine, the politician, and the
news-monger hold rendezvous.^
is

made.i

;

the Batta markets framiiiir. cock-fighting, and, :in some
At the fair of
cases, boat-racing form Bpecia] attractions. 2
Ukiitz transactions intertribal and communal were adjusted,
truces were declared, enl-doers were proclaimed, and tribute
was brought in. It was there fliat betrothals were arranged by
parents, who brought their daugliters with them, that poets
produced their verses, and that ^reat men, ambitious of reputation, simght to gain it by exercising a profuse hospitality. *
In Ireland the a^nach, or fair, was 'an assembly of the people
of every grade without distinction it was the most common
kind of large public meeting, and its main object was the celebration of games, athletic exercises, sports, and pastimes of all
kinds.'*
'The most important of the aeiiachs were those of
The people of Leinster
Tailltenn, Tlachtga, and Ushnagh.5
held a provincial aenach at Carman, or Wexford, once every
three years, which began on 1st August and ended on the 6th.*'
'Professors of every art, both the noble and the base arts, and
non-professionals were there selling and exhibiting their compositions and tlieir professional works to kings and the rewards
were given for every [work of] art that was just or lawful to be
sold or exhibited or listened to.'7 New laws were promulgated,
old laws were rehearsed, peace was proclaimed.
There was
music, recitation of poetry, feats of arms, athletic sports, horse8
and
racing,
juggling.
In Madagascar the market is a place of public resort, and it
Ill

:

:

—

LiTERATtjRE. The authorities are cited in the course of the
but special reference must be made to three works, to
which the writer 'of the article owes a special debt R. Lasch,
Das Marktwesen auf den priniitiven KulLurstufen,' Zeitschn/t
article

;

:

'

Socialtvissenschafl, ix. [190B] 619 ff., TOO S., 764 ff. ; P.
Huvelin, Essai hi!^torique sur k droit des marches et des/oires,
Paris, 1897 ; H. Scburtz, Das afrikanische Gewerbe, Leipzig,
1900.
P. J.
fiir

Hamilton-Griekson.

MARQUESAS.— See Polynesia.

MARRIAGE.
Introductory and Primitive (W. H. R. Rivers),
p. 423.

Babylonian.

— See

Jevyish

(Buddliist).

Burmese.— See Burma.
Celtic (G. DOTTIN),

Christian (W.

madan).

Roman (W. Warde Fowler),

p. 432.

M. Foley),

—

Slavic).

MARRIAGE (Introductory and Primitive).—
Marriage has two main functions it is the means
adopted by human society for regulating the relations between the sexes
and it furnishes the
mechanism b}* means of which the relation of a
:

;

child to the

community is determined. Owing to
the preponderant importance which has been
attached to the former function, the more strictly
social functions of marriage have been largely
overshadowed by its moral aspect, and it has not
been sufficiently recognized that the function of
marriage as the regulator of social relations may
be of the most definite kind where the institution
is of a very lax and indefinite order when regarded
from the moral standpoint of civilized man.
The institution of marriage may be regarded as

Human

1 E.
Westerinarck, The History of
Marrian'''^, London,
Yule, Book of Ser Marco Polo, i. 144, 193. 210,
1894, pp. TS-T.'i
ii.
54, 60 f., 202, 204; A. H. Post, Grundriss der ethm212,
logigchcii Jurisprudeaz, Oldenburg and Leipzig, 1895, i. 28 ;
E. Wilutzky, Vorgeschichte des Redits, Berlin, 1903, i. 45 f. ; K.
;

Weinhold, Altnordtsches Leben, do. 1856, p. 447 R. .Sigismund,
Die Aromaia in ihrcr Bcdexitung fiLr Religion, Sitten, Qebrduchc, Handel und Geographic des Altertums, Leipzig, 1884,
\V. Roscher, Si/stem der Volkswirthscha/t'^, Stuttgart,
p. 141
In the charter of Bressieux in Dauphin^, a.d. 1288,
1899, iii. 83.
it was provided as a special privilege
et sint omnes in
dictis nondinibus (sic) existentes quieti et immunes a crimine
;

;

'

.

.

.

'

adulterii (Huvelin, p. 438).
3 Marsden,
274, 380
iji

pp.
;
Hagen, Eine Reise iiach dem Tobah
Zentralsujnatra, p. 173. The gaming booths which are
parts of Oajoland seem to be the

found in the most populous
only centres of trade (Snouck
3
Wellhausen, pp. 85 f., 183.
it was the custom among the

Hurgronje, p. 279).
According to Burckhardt,

p. 463.

Semitic (G. A. Barton), p. 466.
Slavic (J. MAchal), p. 471.
Teutonic— See Family (Teutonic and Balto-

p. 433.

Egyptian (F. Ll. Griffith), p. 443.
Greek (W. J. 'Woodhouse), p. 444.
Hebrew. See 'Semitic'
Hindu (A. B. Keith), p. 449.

See

p. 455.

p. 459.

(I. Abrahams), p. 460.
Muslim.— See Family (Muslim), Law (Muham-

'Semitic'

Buddhist.— See Family

Iranian (J. .J. Modi and L. H. Gray),
Japanese and Korean (T. Nakajima),

p. 449,

Assyr. Arabs, before the Wahhabi
conquest, to bring their marriageable daughters to market, and
it was there only that the mutch was concluded.
* P. W.
Joyce, A Social History of Ancient Ireland, London,
1903, ii. 438; see J. Rhys, Lectures cm the Oriitm and Growth
of Religion as iUvstrated by Celtic Heathendom, do. 1888,
p. 409 f.
^
6 lb. ii. 441.
loc. eit.
" Joyce,
O'Ourry, iii. 629, 631.
8 lb. i.
pp. cclv, cclvi, cccxxvi, ii. 162.

the central feature of all forms of human society
with which we are acquainted. It stands in an
especially close relation to the family using this
term for the group consisting of parents and
This social group rests absolutely on
children.
the institution of marriage. Where marriage is
monogamous, the group formed by the family vnll
consist of the consorts and their children
where
marriage is polygynous, it wOl consist of a man,
his wives, and their children
while in polyandry,
the family will consist of a woman, her husbands,
and her children by those husbands or assigned to
those husbands by social convention.
The institution of marriage also underlies the
extended family, this term meaning the social
group consisting of all persons related to one
another either by consanguinity or Ijy those social
conventions which so often take its place (see art.
Kin, Kinship). It is the marriages of the members
of the extended family that immediately determine the limits and functions of this mode of
social grouping.
The relation of the clan and other similar social
groups to marriage is less simple. While marriage
is the foundation of the familj', it is possible that
the clan-organization has grown out of a state of
society in which individual marriage did not exist ;
but, whether this has been so or not, the clanorganization as it now exists is intimately related
to marriage, thi.s institution being the means by
\vhich descent, inheritance of property, succession
to rank, and other social ditterentiations are

—

;

;

regtilated.
I.
1
-

3

of marriage.— In

all

forms of

of iladagascar, i. 332 f.
Hanoteau-Letourneux, ii. 77 f.
Ilagen, Unter den Papua's, p. 219.

* J.
B

Regulation

Ellis. Hist,

p. 396.
la section de Cetat

Simpson,

Guide de

independant du Congo,

p. 69.
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liuRian society there are deliiiite rules regulatiiiK
whom the uieinbers of the community may antl
may not marry. Those rules are of many ditlorent
kinds, hut they all fall under one or other of two
main forms : regulation by kinship or genealogical
relationship ; and regulation by some form of social
meclianism, consisting of clans or similar social
The rules may also be distinguished
groups.
according as they prohibit or enjoin certain unions.
Among all those peoples who have the family aa
their main form of social grouping marriage is
regulated solely by kinship, and the rules regulating marriage consist exclusively of prohibitions, forming the 'table of prohibited kindred
allinities.'
Peoples whose social system is
founded mainly on the clan or other similar mode
of grouping do not, however, regulate their
marriages solely by this mechanism, but this kind
of regulation, in all cases of which we have any
exact knowledge, is combined with the regulation
of marriage liy kinship, tlie two modes of regulation co-existing, and supplementing one another.
Further, this double mode of regulation does not
consist entirely of prohibitions, but, side by side
with rules of jiroliioition, there are often definite
rules which enjoin marriage with certain relatives.
The regulation of marriage associated with
modes of social grouping assumes certain deBnite
forms for which there are well-established terms,
such as exogamy, endogamy, and hypergamy.

and

—

Much confusion
2. Exogamy and endogamy.
has been produced in the use of these terms
through the mistaken idea that the processes
which they denote are opposed to one another,
this being chiefly due to an error on the part of
McLennan, who was the first to draw attention to
the practice of exogamy. According to this writer,
exogamy is a custom in which a person has to
marry outside his tribe. There are a few cases on
record, though even about these we need far more
exact information than we possess, in which it
seems that people have to marry outside their
tribe or other similar social group, but in the vast
majority of the cases for wliicli the terra exogamy
is used the exogamous social group is not the
tribe, but that subdivision of the tribe for which
the term
clan is generally employed. When
we say that a community possesses the clanorganization, we mean that it is divided into a
number of groups, the members of each of which
must marry outside their own group. If they
must marry into some other group of their own
community, we have to do with the practice of
endogamy, the community as a wliole being endogamous, while the clan within the community is
exogamous. From this it will follow that exogamy
and endogamy are not antithetical processes, but,
where both exist, supplement one another.
Endogamy in this sense is a relatively infrequent
practice, being most fully developed in the caste
system of India, in whien the caste is the endogamous group and the gotra (q.v.) or other corresponding sub-group the exogamous unit (see art.
Caste). The social system of the Todas is another
pure case of the division of endogamous social
groups into exogamous clans. In other parts of
the world obligatory endogamy is rare. There are
many people who are isolated from their neigh'

'

'

'

bours, either by physical or, still more frequently,
by social conditions, such as constant warfare,
who habitually marry within their own community,
but their case ditl'ers fundamentally from that of
the Hindu or Toda in that there is no definite
jirohibition of marriage within the community,
and, if the opportunity arises, such marriages
meet with no opposition. Even in Europe there
are cases in which marriage within the viUage or
other social group La so habitual and departure

from

this

custom meets with such

social reprobato true endogamy.
It would seem that this tendency to endogamy is
especially pronounced wliere the people of the
village follow one occui)ation, and tliis association
of endogamy with occupation is not only characteristic of the caste system of India, but is also found
in one of the exceptional examples of obligatory
endogamy, which occurs in Africa in the case of
the smiths, who often form a social group kept
separate, by having to marry within their own
body, from the rest of the comnmnity to which
also that there is
they belong. It is noteworthy
a definite tendency towards the association of
endogamy and occupation in the cases of priesthood and royalty, and in some cases marriage
within these classes is so strictly enjoined that it
amounts to a form of endogamy.
The practice of exogamy occurs in many forms
according to liie nature of the social system of

tion that

we come very near

which it forms part. If the community is totemic,
the exogamous social group will be tlie totemic
clan.
If the community is organized on a social
or territorial base, the exogamous unit will be the
If
village, the hamlet, or the quarter of a to^vn.
the grouping rests on a belief in common descent,
the exogamous group may take its name from the

mode of organization ditiering from
regulation by kinship in that the common ancestor
is remote, and in some cases mythical or fictitious.
In one frequent form of exogamy the whole community consists of two moieties, the men of one
moiety marrying women of the other. The rule
that two people with the same family name maj*
not marry, which is found lin China, may be
regarded as another variety of exogamy. In
Australia this mode of organization is modified so
as to produce a complicated system consisting of
ancestor, this

groups known as matrimonial classes.
Australian matrimonial classes.— These form
a special variety of exogamous system in which a
person has not only to marry outside his own class,
but has to marry into another specified group. In
one form, known as the four-class system, each
moiety is composed of two sections, the marriages
of members of one section of one moiety lieing
limited to one section of the other. This sj'stem
is associated with a peculiar mode of descent in
which a child does not belong to the class of either
father or mother, but to the other section of the
moiety of one or other. In anotlier form, known
as the eight-class system, each of the four classes
is composed of two sections, in which descent
follows the same kind of rules as in the four-class
system, but of a more complicated kind. This
form of social organization has until recently been
supposed to be unique, but A. R. Brown has
shown ' that it is nothing more than a systematization of the regulation of marriage by kinship
which is generally associated with exogamous
systems. In Melanesia there are probably similar
groupings, though of a less definite kind than in

social
3.

Australia.

—

This name has been given to
4. Hypergamy.
a peculiar form of the regulation of marriage,
only known to occur in India, in which a woman
must marry a man of a caste or sub-caste higher
than her o\vn. Where this custom is found, men
and women of the same caste or sub-caste are
sometimes also allowed to marry, but there is the
strictest prohibition of the marriage of a woman
with a man of a caste lower than her own.
Among
5. Regulation of marriage by kinship.
peoples whose social system is based specially on
tlie family and the nature of whose system of
relationship sliows that this mode of social organization has been of long duration, marriage is

—
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regulated exclusively by geuealogical relationship.

Marriages with certain classes of relatives are forbidden and those with other classes allowed, while
other marriages may not be strictly prohibited,
though looked upon with more or less disfavour bj'
the community, the chief example of this ditt'erence
of attitude occurring in the case of first cousins.
do not know, however, of any such people
among whom marriages with certain relatives are
obligatory, or even so habitual as to stamp their
presence on the nomenclature of relationship.
The regulation of marriage solely by relationship is not limited to peoples whose system of
relationship is based on the family, but occurs also
among many people who follow the classificatory

We

system of relationship. It is found in many parts
is characteristic of
it
of Africa and America
of Melanesia
Polynesia, and occurs in some parts
while, as already mentioned, the matrimonial
classes of Australia are only a specialized form of
;

;

this

mode

of regulation.

Among

all

these peoples,

however, the results of this type of regulation
differ widely from those already considered in that
the restrictions apply to the very wide circle of
relatives involved in the use of the classificatory
system. Among such peoples we have not to do
with the prohibition of marriage merely between
brother and sister or between first cousins, but
also between those whom we should call second
and third cousins, or even more remote relatives.
Sometimes the rule forbids marriage with a person
with whom any kind of genealogical connexion,
apart from relation by marriage, can be traced.
More frequently the prohibition does not take
this extreme form, but there are rules limiting the
to certain classes of genealogical refrequent form of such limitation

f)rohibition
atiouship, a

being the exclusion from the prohibition of those
cases in which cousins are descended from persons
of difl'erent sexes.
Thus, among many peoples the
marriage of the children of two brothers or of two
sisters is strictly ptohibited, but not only is the
marriage of cousins who are the children of a
brother and sister allowed, but, as will appear
shortly, these relatives may be the natural consorts
of one another. The people who thus regulate marriage exclusively by relationship have lost the clanorganization which their use of the classificatory
system shows them to have once possessed. Even
those who still possess this form of social organization do not rely solely upon it for the regulation
of marriage, but marriages with many relatives
are prohibited outside the circle of the exogamous
group. Sometimes this prohibition takes the form
that a man must not only seek a wife out of his
o^vn clan, but must avoid the clans of both father
and mother, and perhaps the clans of all the
grandparents. More often, however, the prohibitions rest more directly upon kinship, and do not
involve all the members of the clans with which
the man is related.
Many gradations occur
between people who regulate marriage solely by
kinship and others among whom marriage is
chiefly regulated by the clan-mechanism, but we
know no people who have been carefully investigated and have been found to be wholly devoid of
the mode of regulation bj' kinship.

—

Among many
Marriage with relatives.
peoples, and especially among those who use the
6.

system of relationship, the regulation
of marriage by kinship is not confined to prohibitions, but there are often definite regulations
which make marriage with certain relatives the
orthodox unions, and even in those eases in which
such marriages occur but are not especially
frequent the influence which they have had upon
the nomenclature of relationship shows that they
must once have been habitual. The influence upon
classificatory
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systems of relationship is so definite that it is
possible to infer from their nature the existence of
forms of marriage in the past which are no longer
in vogue, thus afibrding evidence which makes it
possible to trace the past history of marriage.
know of no people
[a) Parent and child.
who allow marriage between mother and son. In
many places, especially in Africa, a man may
marry one of his father s wives, but in these cases
his own mother is definitely excluded.
Marriage
between father and daughter is said to occur

— We

occasionally, though it is probable that in such
cases the marriage is not tliat of a man with his

own daughter, but with one whom he calls daughter
in the classificatory sense. The marriage of a man

with his brother's daughter would be a union of
this kind, and such marriages certainly take place
in some parts of Melanesia and in Australia.
The case in which we
(b) Brother and sister.
have the most definite evidence for this form of
marriage is that of royal families. Examples of
the marriage of brother and sister are known from
history in the royal families of Egypt and I'ersia,
and occurred also among the Incas of Peru. In
recent times the marriage of brother and sister is,
or has been, the custom in Siam, Burma, Ceylon,
Uganda, and the Hawaiian Islands. In the last
case the highest kind of chief was one whose fathpr

—

and mother were own brother and

sister,

who were

themselves the offspring of a similar union. In
this case certainly, and probably in the others,
this form of marriage is dehnitelj' forbidden to those
of other than royal or chiefly rank, and the practice
is due to the belief in the virtue of royal blood and
the desire to keep this blood as pure as possible.
Marriage between brother and sister has occasionally been recorded as the general custom of a people.
There are well-established cases where marriage
is allowed between half-brother and half-sister,
usually where they are the children of one father
by diSerent mothers, more rarely by one mother
and difl'erent fathers. No other cases are well
authenticated, and some records of the marriage of
brother and sister, such as the case of the Veddas,
are now known to be mistaken. In general, not
but its
only is this form of marriage prohibited,
pronibition forms the central and most definite
feature of the moral code and this applies to the
marriage not merely of own brother and sister,
but of those relatives in the widest classificatory
;

sense.
It has been supposed

by Morgan and others that
the marriage'of brother and sister was once general
among mankind, and that it formed a stage in the
history of the institution of marriage, but this
opinion is chiefly based on misinterpretation of the
evidence. Thus, avoidance between brother and
sister (see Kin, Kinship, III. 2) has been held to
show the former presence of sexual relations between these relatives. This is probably correct ;
but in Melanesia, from which region some of our
best examples of this form of avoidance come, the
custom is almost certainly a relatively recent
practice due to external influence.' In all cases
where marriage or sexual relations are allowed
between brother and sister, they are probably of
late occurrence, due either to relaxation of morality,
or to the working of special ideas, such as that of
the virtue inherent in royal blood.
It is
(c) Cousins.
necessary to distinguish here
between the marriage of cousms in general and the
marriage of those cousins, usually known as crosscousins, who are descended from persons of different sex. The marriage of cousins in general is
sometimes allowed and sometimes prohibited, this
proliibition being a necessary consequence of the

—

1

Rivers, History of Melanetian Society,
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some cousins with brothers and

ililTereut

forms

of

tlie

classificatory

system.
of cousins is frequent among
usually with the daughter of the
father's brother, and liere, as in other cases in
whicli this form of marriage occurs sporadically,
the motive is the desire to keep property within
the family.
The most frequent form of marriage of cousins
is that which takes place between cross-cousins,
namely, cousins who are the children of brotlier
and sister. In many places this marriage is not
merely allowed, but is the orthodox union, and is
so habitual that it deterjnines the form of the
system of relationship and gives a special character
All the peoples who
to the whole social .system.
are known to practise this form of marriage use
the classificatory system of relationship but usually
the marriage is not between cross-cousins in the
wide classillcatory sense, but between tlie children
In some comumnities
of own brother and sister.
these relatives are regarded as husband and wife
without the need of any ceremony or other social

Tlic

marriage

Mulmmmadans,

;

arrangement, and still more frequently they appljto one another the terms used between husband
and wife, even when they are not actually married
to one another.
In the most frequent form of this union a man
marries the daughter either of his mother's brother
or of his father's sister, but occasionally his choice
is limited to one or other of these relatives, the
case which occurs the more freqviently being that
he may marry the daughter of his mother's brother
but not of his father's sister. This form of marriage
occurs among a few peoples of Australia, in several
parts of iSIelane.sia, including Fiji, and in India,
especially in the south of the peninsula, though
it was probably once more widely distributed.'
It is also found among the Haid.a and a few
other peoples of N. America, but has not yet been
recorded from S. America. In Africa it has recently been found by Mrs. K. F. A. Hoernle among
the liottentots.
This type of marriage has usually been regarded
as a secondary consequence of the dual organization of society, and has probably arisen in most, if
not in all, cases out of this form of social organIn Melanesia it lias probably had as its
ization.
immediate antecedent marriage with the father's
sister or with the wife of the mother's brother, but
elsewhere it seems to be actuated by the desire to

keep property within the family.^ In some parts
of Australia the form taken by the matrimonial
cla.sses involves the marriage of second cousins, but
we do not know how far such marriages occur
between true second cousins or between more distant relatives. In some parts of the New Hebrides
it is the custom to marry certain relatives whom
we should class as Krst cousins once removed.
Thus, a man may marry the daughter of his
father's sister's son or daughter, the daughter of
his mother's brother's daughter, or the daughter of
his mother's mother's brother. One of these forms
of marriage is especially frequent, viz. that with
the daughter's daugliter of the father's sister.
{(l) Uncle and »iece.—ln general, marriage between these relatives is prohibited, but occasionally
a man is allowed to marry his brother's daughter,
this marriage would seem to have sometimes
been so habitual as to have influenced the system
of relationship. This marriage occurs in northern
Australia and in some parts of Melanesia. It has
also been rc^corded elsewhere, and is allowed in
some parts of Knrope.
Several jieoples of S.

and

^IRAS, 1907, p. oil.
2 0. Uill-Tout. Britith Sin-th
America, T.oiidon, 1007, p. 146
r. J. Blcbatds, Man, xir. [1»U] p. 194.

India permit a
In some cases

man

to marry his sister's daughter.
only the daughter of aii elder
sister who may be married.
Another marriage which may be included under
this heading is one occurring in Melanesia, in which
a man m.ames the wife of his sister's son, or in
which he and his sister's son have their wives in
it is

common.
— Marriage with the father's
(c) Aunt and ncjihew.
sister occurs sporadically in certain parts of Melanesia, and is a regular practice among some of the

Vini peoples of N. America, and marriage with the
mother's sister is said to occur among tlie (Jssetes
of the Caucasus. Marriage with the wife or widow
of the mother's brother is still practised in many
parts of Melanesia, and is shown by the nomenclature of relationship to have once been a common
practice. This form of maniage also occurs among
some of the Bantu peu|)les of Africa, and many
systems of reluiionshijiof N. America have features

which would be its natural result.
In I'entecost
(/) Grandparent and ijrandc/iild.
Island in the New Hebrides it is, or has been, the
custom to marry the daughter's daughter of the
brother and this marriage with one who, through
the classificatory system, has the status of a
granddaughter has imprinted itself so (lce])ly on
the nomenclature of relationship that it must once
have been the habitual custom of the people. This
form of marriage has also been recorded among the

—

;

Dieri of Centrju Australia.
form of marriage similar to that just described,

A

a man marries a woman two generations
below his own, occurs in Ambrim, adjacent to
Pentecost Island. In this island a man marries
the daughter of his sister's son. Still more widely
distributed is marriage with the wife or widow of
The occuin^nce of this form
the father's father.
of marriage was first inferred from the nature of
the terminology of relationship in Fiji and in
Bougainville Island in the Solomons, but the
present writer has since found it in vogue in several
islands of the New Hebrides, not only with some
\vife of the father's father, but with the actual
in that

grandmother.
We do not at present know of marriage between
grandparents and grandchildren outside of Australasia, but there are features of some African systems
of relationship which suggest its occurrence at
present or in the past.
7.

Polygamy. — The forms

of marriage so

far

described are characterized by the social status of
the partners to the union. The varieties now to
be considered arise out of the number of the
persons who enter into union. The term at the
head of this section is most conveniently u.sed as a
generic term to include all such cases other than
monogamy. Its dilicrcnt forms arc polygyny, in
which one man marries more than one woman
jiolyandry, in which one woman marries more
;

than one man and communal marriage, in which
more than one man marries more than one woman.
8. Polygyny.
TliouLth this form of marriage
exists, or has existed, in every ]iart of the world,
it is very rarely, if ever, practised by all members
of the community, but is the special privilege of
the powerful and >vealthy. l*olyg>iiy can be
universal only among a people which obtains
women by capture or some other means from
Sometimes the
outside its own community.
luactice is limited to chiefs, sometimes, where
l.arge payments for a wife are in vogue, it is only
the wealthy who can marry more than one wife.
;

—

Sometimes polygj'uy is the privilege of those who
have shown their superiority to the rest of their
community in some way, as in Kddystone Island
in the Solomons, where a second wife is allowed

;

to

men who have taken

ten heads in warfare.
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to be that the boy sliall have a son to take him out
oi Put (hell).
similar practice has been recorded
elsewhere, as among the Ostiaks and Ossetes. In
Melanesia a man and his sister's son might share
a wife or wives in common, but this was almost
certainly part of a system of communal marriage,
and it is probable that this is also the true nature
of some or all of the other cases of this variety of
polyandry. The polyandry of the Marquesas is
peculiar in that the husbands are of diti'erent social
status, one husband belonging to a more influential section of the community than the other.
know \ery little of the social mechanism by
means of which the status of the children is
determined in cases of polyandry. In several

Polygyiious unions differ consideraljly in tlie
degree of social differentiation accompanj'ing tlic
The diii'erent wives may live together in
union.
one household, or each may liave her own establishment. Sometimes one wife is superior to the rest,
and her children differ from those of other wives
in social status
a condition which passes insensibly into the distinction between marriage and
concubinage (see below, § ii). Sometimes there
are definite rules regulating the behaviour of the

A

—

husband

to tlie different wives.
(continent in which polygyny has reached
its highest degree of development is Africa, in
many parts of which the practice is so frequent
and has so impressed itself upon the social organization that it has influenced the nomenclature of
relationship, and special terms are used to dis-

The

We

it has been recorded that the children are
assigned to the different husbands in order of
but
it is certainly not true of the Todas,
age,
who were once credited with this practice.
Among this people there is no need for any special
ascription of the children to the dilleient husbands
when these are brothers, owing to their common
habitation and their common possession of proIt is only when the husbands are not
perty.
brothers that the necessity arises, and then fatherhood is determined bj' means of a ceremony at the
seventh month of pregnancy, the man who perfonns this ceremony becoming the father of the
child for all social purposes.
^^'e know little or nothing of the causes which
have led to polyandry. Among the Todas and in
the Marquesas Islands, and possibly elsewhere,
polj'andiy is associated with female infanticide,
and it has been supposed that the polj'andry is a
result of the scarcity of women so produced.
It
has also Ijeeu supposed that polyandry has been
the result of inequalitj' in the pioportion of the
sexes, due to scarcitj' of the food-supply, this
either producing a small proportion of female
births owing to physiological causes or leading to
the practice of infanticide.
It is noteworthy that the onljr definite example
of polyandry recorded in Africa should occur
among a pastoral people whose culture possesses
several features closely resembling that of the
Todas.
10. Communal or group-marriage.— Thequestion
whether this form of marriage exists has been the
subject of a lively controversy between different
schools of sociologists for many years.
If we
define this type of marriage as a union of more
than one man with more than one woman, no
one doubts that cases occur which conform to
the detinition. This form of union is found among
the Todas, for instance, but there it seems to have
arisen as a combination of polygjaiy with polyandry. It is when we pass from such cases to
those in which large gioups of men are held to be
the husbands of large groups of women that doubt

cases

tinguish from one another the children by the
Other
different wives of a polygynous marriage.
regions where polygyny is well established are
Australia and parts of Melanesia, where the
polygyny forms part of an organized .system of

monopoly of the young women by the old men of
the community.
It is sometimes the custom in polygyny that the

wives shall be sisters, a man who marries a woman
having the right to take her sisters also as they
reach marriageable age.
This custom is far less frequent
9. Polyandry.
than 2'o!3'gyny. At tlie present time its chief
home is in India and its neighbourhood, and it
also occurs in a definite form in the Marquesas
Islands and among the Baliima and Baziba, 13antu
peoples of Africa. In ancient times it has been
recorded among the Arabs, Britons, Picts, and
Guanches, but our information about these and
many of the recently-recorded cases is not sufficient to show whether the condition was one of
true polyandry or a variety of .sexual communism.
Even in India there is a distinct tendency for polyandry to be associated with polygyny, thus producing one form of communal marriage. Two
varieties of polyandry are generally recognized,
in one of which husbands are brothers, while in
the other they are not necessarily related to one
another. Following McLennan, these two forms
are often called Tibetan and Nair (Nayar) respectively, but are better distinguished as fraternal
and non-fraternal.
Both among the Todas and in Tibet and neighbouring regions, where polyandry e.xists in its
purest form, it is of the fraternal varietj'.
Usually
the eldest son of a family marries, and, as his
brothers grow up, they share his wife v/ith him.
Even if one of tlie younger brothers takes a wife
among the Todas, .she becomes also the wife of the
It is doubtful whether the reother brothers.
corded cases of non-fraternal polyandry should be
regarded as polyandry at all. Among the Nayars,
who furnished .McLennan with his pattern of this
form of polyandry, a girl goes through a form of
marriage with a man, but then or later consorts
with a number of men ivho need not be related to
one another. It is a question, however, whether
these men should not be regarded as cicisljei
rather than husbands— a point difficult to decide,
since the purely matrilineal institutions of the
people make the fact of fatherhood of little social

—

importance.
A variety of polyandry which may be distinguished is one which occurs among several
peoples of India, in which a young boy marries a
wife who consorts with the boy's fatlier or maternal
uncle or some other man. The wife's offspring are
counted as the children of the boy-husband, and,
when the boy reaches adult age, he will consort
with the wife either of one of these children or of
some other boy. The motive of the custom is said

427

arises.

The solution of the problem turns largely on the
sense in whicli we use the term
marriage.' If
this word be employed for relations between the
there
is
no question that group-marriage
sexes,
does not merely exist, but is a widely distributed
on
the otlier hand, marriage is reIf,
practice.
garded essentially as an institution by which the
social status of cliildren is determined, we are met
Ijy our very imperfect knowledge of the exact
nature of the recorded cases from this point of
view and another difficulty is that of drawing the
line between wife and concubine, between husband
'

:

and

cicisbeo.

The recordeil case which seems most to deserve
the name of group-marriage is that of the Ngara-

-

I

bana (LTiabuiina) of Cential Australia. It is
stated that, among this people, no man has exelusive rights over any woman, and that we have
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not to do witli n confusion between wife and
concubine appears from comparison with an adjoining people, the Dieri. Tl\e Dieri have a

such as those of the OT, in which the use of the
term is fixed, concubinage carries with it the
social relation of fatherhood, sometimes even with

definite

term for individual luarriajre, viz. tijtpathis exists side by side with the jnrrnuni relationship, which is certainly one in which
a group of men and a group of women have the
right to sexual relations with one another. The
Ngarabana have consorts culled jiiratcngaru, who
evidently correspond with the pirrauru of the
Dieri, and the relations between the Ngarabana
men and women who call one another jjiyia would,
therefore, seem to correspond with thetij/pti-vuilkii
union of the Dieri, except that they are grouprelationships, while the tippninalku union occurs
between individuals. The tippa-malku marriage,
however, is associated with the custom of lending
R wife, while men other than the husband have
marital rights as part of the marriage ceremony.
is regarded
as true
If the
tippa-malku union
marriage, it is dillicult to withhold this name
from the union between viipa which seems to
correspond with it among the Ngarabana. In
order to reach a positive decision on the matter,
however, we should like to be more fully informed
about the exact social relations which exist
between children and the male partners in the
different kinds of union.
In some parts of Melanesia there is an association of definite individual marriage with the
occurrence of sexual relations between the group
of men formed by the husband's brothers and the
of women formed by the wife's sisters.
froup
ince these groups consist of brothers and sisters
in the classificatory sense, they may be of conThis case is, now at any rate, considerable size.
fined to relations between the sexes, and it seems,
therefore, better not to regard this as a form of
group-marriage, but to speak of sexual communism
associated with individual marriage.
Those cases may be similarly regarded in whicli
all the members of a conventional brotherhood
possess marital rights over the wives of other
fellows.
The most definite case of this kind of
which we know is that recorded by C. G. Seligmann' among the Massim of New Guinea, in
which all the members of a brotherhood who
called one another eriam have marital rights over
the wives of the eriam.
Reference has
II. Concubinage and cicisbeism.
already been made to the difficulty of distinguishing these conditions from marriage. The most
convenient use of the word concubine would be
to denote a woman with whom sexual relations
are permitted, althou"h the union does not involve fatherhood if there should be offspring.
Similarly, the term cicisbeo would be most conveniently used of the male partner in a similar
union. If the terms were used in this sense, the
pirrauru B,nA piraungani oi the Dieri and Ngarabana would be concubines or eicisbei. The distinction would be e.specially applicable in such a
case as that of the Todas, whose mokhthodvaiol
would l)c distinguished as eicisbei from the
husbands proper, there being the important difference between the two that the mokhthodvaiol
partnership is not subject to the law of endogamy
which regulates the polyandrous marriage. The
mokhthodvaiol also never obtains the status of
father to his partner's children except in those rare
(rases in which, being of tlu? same endogamous group
as an exijectant mother whose husband is dead or
missing, he is called >ipon to perform the ceremony
which determines fatherhood.
The difficulty in using the term concubine in
the sense thus proposed is that in some of the cases,
1 Melaneiiam
of British Hew Guinea, Oambridge, 1910, p.
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In this
12. Marriage and sexual relations.
article marriage has been considered chiefly as a
social institution by means of which the relations
between parents and children become part of an
organized social system. People among whom
marriage is a social institution of the most definite
kind may vary greatly in their attitude towards
All gratlie sexual relations of married persons.

dations can be found between peoples who regard
any sexual relations other than those between
husband and wife as a heinous offence and those
Of
\\lii) allow very great freedom in this respect.
all the cases of which we have any knowledge,
however, the "xtra-marital relations of married
persons are subject to definite restrictions, the
clue to the nature of these restrictions resting
upon the conception of a wife as the personal
Thus many peoples
property of her husband.
w ho will kill or make war upon the offender, if a
wife is found to have transgressed, will nevertheless freely allow others access to their wives if
their consent is asked, or will offer no objection if
relations with other men form part of the saturnalia or other occasions when relaxation of the
ordinary moral rules is allowed.
The chief modes of departure from marital
chastity are exchange of wives, which is especially
a feature of Australian society, and lending wives
to guests, which occurs in many parts of the world.
Allowing the use of a wife in return for money or
other kind of compensation is more rare, and is
often only a feature of the relaxation of morality
which follows contact Avith external inllueuce.
Peoples
13. Sexual relations before marriage.
differ greatly in their attitude towards sexual
In general, pre-nuptial
relations before marriage.
freedom is allowed to men, but great divergencies
are found in the views held about female chastity
before marriage. Among many people the premarital chastity of the wife is so highly valued
that it may lead to such a practice as infibulation
iii. 668', 669''), and the testing of chastity
(cf.
may form an important part of the marriage ceremony, the failure of this test leading to annulment
of the maniage or depriving the relatives of the
woman of the bride-price or other benefits which
they would otherwise obtain from the marriage.
Among other peoples freedom of sexual relations
before marriage is regarded as a normal occurrence,
and there may even be an organized system of
or prostitution in
jiaynients for such relations,
some form may be regarded as a regular preliminary to marriage, and those who have been successful in this career may be especially sought as
In other cases sexual relations before
brides.

—

ERE

marriage may take place more or less freely,
though they are not openly condoned. Among
many peoples such sexual relations are allowed so
long as they do not result in offspring, and often,
as in many parts of Europe, the occurrence of
pregnancy forms tlie usual preliminary to, and
occasion for, marriage.
In addition to the forms of marriage dependent
upon the social status of husband and wife and the
numbers of partners who enter into union, other
\arieties can be distinguished according to the
and the
place of residence of the married persons,
age at which the union takes place.
These
14. Patrilocal and matrilocal marriage.—
are terms respectively for cases in whicli the wife
husband
goes to live with her husband, and the
the usual
goes to live at the home of his wife,
being that in the one case the children

consequence
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will belong to the locality of the father, and in the
other to that of the mother. These two varieties
of marriage have often been distiuguished, especially by writers on Indian sotiology, by means of
the Siiiihalese words decga and beena, but the
above terms, first proposed by N. W. Thomas, are
now coming into general use. Intermediate cases
between the patrilocal and matrilocal forms occur
in which the man goes to live at his wife's home
for a time, the case being closely related to that
mode of obtaining a wife in which a man has, for
a period of months or years, to serve the parents
of the woman he hopes to obtain as a wife (cf. § 19).
Sometimes, as in the island of Tikojna, the visit
to the wife's home is of so short a duration that it
is probably only a survival in ceremony of a former
condition of matrilocal marriage. Still another
condition is that which occurs among the Arabs of
the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, in which the wife returns to the home of her parents in order to give
birth to her children.
It is necessary to dis15. Infant marriage.
tinguish between infant marriage and infant betrothal, though the line between the two is often
Children are often promised as husindefinite.
bands or wives when very young or even before
they are born, but it is only when ceremonies are
periformed or transactions carried through which
are of the same nature as those accompanying the
marriage of adults that we ought to speak of infant

—

marriage.

Even in this limited sense, infant marriage is a
very widely distributed practice. It is especially
prominent in India, where its combination with
the prohibition of re-marriage of widows makes it
a very important feature of social life. Infant
marriage occurs as an established practice in Australia and Melanesia, but here, as in other parts of
the world, the process is often one of betrothal
rather than of marriage. Sometimes a girl married
in infancy goes at once to live with her husband's
people in other cases she continues to live with
her own parents until she is of age for the marriage
to be consummated.
Infant marriage has probably had two chief
It is a means of promoting the chastity of
causes.
the young, adopted by peoples who attach importance to chastity before marriage, and this is especially the case when the girl goes to live with her
husband's parents, who are thus able to watch over
It may also be the result of any
their son's wife.
social condition which makes it difficult to obtain
a wife, such as scarcity of women due to infanticide or natural causes, or monopoly of women by
one section of the community.
lowering of the
age of marriage for these reasons only accentuates
and
the lowering
in
a
the difficulty
obtaining wife,
of age thus tends to be progressive, producing, in
course of time, the marriages in extreme infancy
which are found among some peoples (cf. art.
;

A

Child Marriage [in India]).
16. Arrangement of marriage. — In

the very
rare cases in which the choice of a consort is absolutely free the arrangement of marriage is a simple
matter, and the same is true of the condition
which seems to occupy the other end of the scale,
in which the marriage of a person is pre-determined
by the social rules of the community, as in those
cases in which a man has to marry a certain
relative.
Even, however, in cases in which the
choice is largely free, it is often the custom to
make use of an intermediary, or the transactions
connected with the marriage are arranged by the
relatives or friends of the partners in the proposed
union.
An important difference in the nature of the
process 01 courtship turns upon whether the initiative comes from man or woman.
Among many
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peoples proposals of marriage should come from
the women.
The part played by other persons in the arrangement of marriage largely turns upon the extent
to which relatives and friends take part in the
pecuniary transactions which so often accompany
marriage but in many communities the consent
of certain relatives is necessary, quite apart from
this.
Among those peoples whose social system
is based on the family it is the consent of the
parents that is chiefly needed.
Among other
peoples the place of the parents in this respect
may be taken by some other relative, such as the
mother's brother or the father's sister. In some
parts of Melanesia the consent of the father's sister
is essential.
She usually chooses a wife for her
nephew, and has the power of vetoing his marriage
if he should choose for himself.
In most parts of
17. Marriage by purchase.
the world marriage is accompanied by pecuniary
In some cases payments are made
transactions.
by the husband or his relatives to the relatives
of the woman, this payment being usually known
In other cases payments are
as the bride-price.
made by the relatives of the bride, these being
usually known as a dower. In other cases again
there are complicated transactions in which payments pass between the two parties, but often
these are chiefly of a ceremonial nature, either
existing alone or, more frequently, accompanying
the transference of the bride-price or dower.
Sometimes the payments made for a wife or
husband may be so laige as to form a definite
impediment to marriage. They tend to raise the
;

—

of marriage, or may even prevent some
members of the community from marrying at all.
In some cases, however, in which the payments

age

seem to be very large the common ownership of
property distributes the payments over a large
circle, making them more practicable than would
be the case if they had to be given by an individual
Sometimes the payments are made in
person.
different stages which may ooiTespond with betrothal and marriage, and sometimes they do not
cease at marriage, but continue for some time
afterwards, the birth of each child of the union
being an occasion for them.
Among peoples who follow the custom of marrying certain relatives it sometimes happens that
the payment for a wife is made only in those cases
in wliich a man marries some other woman.

The most frequent mode of marriage by purchase
takes the form of the bride-price but in India,
and in some parts of Europe, the dower or payment
to the husband is the more usual custom.
;

—

The most definite
of contracting marriage is that
in which a man gives his sister to the brother of
his bride, and, since this custom usually occurs
among peoples who use the classificatory system
of relationship, it may lead to the exchange of
women between groups of considerable size. The
motive usually assigned for this form of marriage
18.

Marriage by exchange.

case of this

mode

by those who practise

it is that it does
away with
the necessity of paying for a wife ; but there is
some reason to suppose that in some cases the
practice may have arisen out of, or be otherwise
associated with, the cross-cousin marriage.
This kind of marriage,
19. Marriage by service.
which has become well known through its occurrence in the OT, is probably not very common, and,
as already mentioned (§ 14), passes insensibly into
the matrilocal form of marriage.
20. Marriage by elopement.
Among many
peoples elopement is so frequent and is so little
the
to
that
it may be reby
community
objected
garded as a regular mode of contracting marriage.
In some cases it would appear to be the result of

—

—
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restrictions upon niania;!e wliicli have ile\eloiieil
to such an extent as to liave become uksoiue
In the absence of any social
to the community.
mechanism for the abrogation of these restrictions
it lias become the custom to connive at their infraction by taking a lenient view of elopement.
In Australia and some parts of Melanesia where

elopement is frequent it ni.iy be the .secondary
consequence of the monopoly of women by the old
men. In other cases it may be a means of escape
from the obstacles to marriage due to the brideprice.
21.

—

Marriage by capture. This form of marriage
has aroused great interest in consequence of the
idea of McLennan that, at one period of the his-

human

society, it was the normal mode of
obtaining a wife. The cajiture of wives is known
to occur, and the marriage ceremonial of many
parts of the world includes either a delinite conflict for the [losses^ion of the bride or features
which may be interpreted .as survivals of this proIt IS very doubtfirl, however, whether any
cess.
people habitually obtain wives from without their
tribe, though the Khonds of India are said to do
so, and it is probable that the conflicts of wedding
ceremonial are derived from other social processes,
such as the custom of marrying relatives, which
g&ve certain persons a vested interest in the
women of their own community. The vogue of
the cross-cousin marriage in southern India makes
it [irobable tliat a conllict wliich takes place between the husliand and his wife's cousin in some
parts of Malabar is a survival of that form of
marriage in which the cousin had a proscriptive
right to the bride.
It is probable that many of the other customs
which have been regarded as survivals of the capture of women from hostile tribes are rather the
results of a social condition in which it was the
custom that women should become the wives of
certain members of their own community.
Unions to which this term
22. Trial marriage.

tory of

—

has been

.applietl

peoples, but

have been recorded among

many

if not most, of these cases
should be regarded as trials before marriage rather
than as examples of marriage in the sense in
which the term is used in this article. Temporary
unions are especially frequent where marriage is
contracted with little or no ceremonial, and these
cases shade off insensibly into trials before marriage on the one hand and into ease and frequency
A union should be
of divorce on the other.
called a trial marriage only if there is a delinite
entered
contract or ceremony
upon with the
condition that the union shall be annulled if it is
unfruitful or if the narties to it wish to separate
after a certain jieriod.
23. Social functions of relatives by marriage.—
Marriage brings the partners to it into dehnite
social relations \\ ith large groujjs of persons in
whom they had previously no special interest.
Among some peoples, and especially among those
who use tlie classilicatory system of relationship,
these social fun( tions
may lake very delinite and

many,

Prominent among those
well-established forms.
the custom of avoidance (see Kix, KixsHir, III.
between a married person and his or her parents^)
in-law.
The restrictions on conduct are usually
most pronounced in the case of a man and his
wife's mother, and the avoid.ance in this case may
be 80 strict that the two are not allowed to see
one another or to be in the same house or even in
the same village.
more frequent form of avoidance is that a man may not speak to his motherin-law or may not speak to her familiarly, and
still more frequent is the custom that he may not
use her personal name, but must address her by
the appropriate term of relationship. .\ similar
is

A

mode

conduct often accompanies the relationto his wife's father, but usually the
avoidance is less strict, and the avoidance between
a woman and her husband's parents is also, in
general, less rigid than that between her husband
and her parents. In some places certainly, and
probably everywhere, these ci\stoms of avoidance
are dclinitely associated with the idea of the likelihood of sexual relations between those who avoid
one another, but the occurrence of similar customs
of avoidance between persons of the same sex
shows that this is not the (ml}- explanation.
Similar customs of avoidance also occur between
brothers- and sisters-in-law, using these tenns in
the classificatory sense but they are usually less
strict, and often limited to prohibition of the use
sliii)

of
of a

man

;

of the personal

name

or|of familiar conversation.

Often these customs are combined with certain
dutie" on the part of these relatives towards one
another duties which ma-y bo summed up as those
This is especially the case
of mutual helpfulness.
with the relationship of brother-in-law.
Sometimes the duty of helping one another goes so far
that a man may use any of the property of his
brother-in-law.
Sometimes the men must defend
one another in case of danger, while the presence
of the relatives on diti'erent sides may put an end
to a tight.
Still another duty sometimes assigned
to these relatives is that one must dig the grave or
take the leading part in the funeral ceremonies of

—

the other.

This combination of customs of avoidance with
the obligation of mutual helpfulness may possibly
be explained as having grown out of the relations
which arise when marriages habitually take place
between hostile peo])les, or they may be the result
of the marriages which form part of the process of
fusion of two peoples.
The rites accom24. Marriage ceremonial.
panying marriage vary greatly in duration and

—

Sometimes
complexity among diti'erent peoples.
they are so fragmentary that they can hardly be
said to exist, wliile in other cases the ceremonial
may consist of riles of the most diverse and
elaborate kintis, prolonged over weeks or months.
In the lower forms of culture the ceremonial of
marriage is, in general, scanty, especially where
Its gi'eatest
it is liie custom to marry relatives.
complexity, on the other hand, is reached in India,
southeastern Asia, and the Malay Archipelago,
the elaboration in the last region being almost
It is
certainly the result of Hinilu intluence.
possible to distinguish certain main varieties of
on
one
side
ceremonial.
Putting
feasting and
adornment as the expression of lesthetic motives
natural to any important event in social life, we

lind a number of ceremonies which are connected
with the economic side of marriage. Such is the
transmission of objects from the friends of one
partner to those of the other which form the brideIn some ])arts of the world, as in
price or dower.
Melanesia, the transactions of this kind are
numerous and complicated and form nearly the
whole of the ceremonial. Sometimes, however,
these transactions have aspects which suggest a
religious character, especially in the customs of
exchange which are so prominent in the cei'emonies
of Polynesia, Melanesia, and some N. American

peoples.

Another grou)i of ceremonies which may have
a motive chielly eccmomic is the conllicts and
other features which are probably indications of
interference with vested interests affected by the
marriage.

A large group of ceremonies consists of acts
symbolic of features of marri;ig('. Such are the
joining of hands and the lying together of garments. Allied to these are the acts wliich .seem
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to show the superior status of one or other partner
Thus the superiority of tlie hrideto tlie union.

groom may he symholizeil by presenting him with a
wliip or by his boxing the bride's ears, and possibly
and the use of the wedding
tying the tali in India
ring of our own ceremony may have liad a similar
meaning. Elsewhere, as in Morocco, the bride
may perform various acts, such as riding a packsaddle, which are designed to give her power over
her husband.
Similar to these are the many forms of rite in
which bride and bridegi-oom eat together or marcli
round a fire. Other rites, such as that of pouring
rice or wheat on the head of the bride, probably
have as their motive the desire to promote the
an abundance of
fertility of the union, or to ensure
food for the household.
Another large group of rites seems to be connected with tlie idea that some danger is attendant upon entrance into the marriage state. It
may be that rites of this kind at marriage form
part of a general custom of performing ceremonies
at any transition from one period of life to another
the rites de passage of A. van Gennep.' Another
motive may be the idea of the danger accoui[ianying sexual intercourse to which so great an etlect
has been ascribed by Crawley.^
Among features dependent on ideas of this kind
may be mentioned the prolonged period which
often has to elapse before consummation of the
marriage is allowed, and the frequent customs
according to which husband and wife are not
allowed to see one another before a certain stage
The many rites of purification,
in the ceremonial.
the assumption of new garments, and such disguises as dressing in the clothes of the opposite sex
may also be of this order. It is probable that
some rites of marriage are designed to impart to
others the spiritual sanctity which is supposed to
attach to newly-married persons.
Many of the motives for ceremonial so far considered are of the kind usually supposed to underOther features are definitely religious
lie magic.
in that they involve specific appeal to some higher
power. Such are definite rites of sacrifice and
prayer, while the practice of divination to discover
whether the higher powers are propitious also falls
under this head.
Among most people of rude culture no part is
taken by any person who can be regarded as a

—

'

'

come to
priest, but, as definite religious motives
actuate the ritual, its performance tends to pass
more and more

into the hands of a class of persons
especially set aside for the performance of this and
otner religious functions.
In several
25. Marriage to inanimate objects.
parts of India it is the custom, under certain
circumstances, that persons shall go through
ceremonial marriages with such objects as a tree,
a bunch of flowers, a dagger, a sword, or an arrow.
One occasion for this kind of marriage is the
entrance of a dancing-girl upon her career, the
motive being apparently that, though the future
occupation of the girl will render a husband superfluous, she shall, nevertheless, be married.
Another motive for this form of marriage is the
belief in the unluckiness of certain numbers.
Thus, to counteract the belief that a second

—

marriage is unlucky, a widower may marry an
inanimate object in order that his succeeding
"union with a wonum shall be his third marriage.
It is probable, also, that marriage to a tree may,
in some cases, especially where this forms a part
of the ordinary marriage ceremonial, depend upon
a belief in the influence of the tree upon the offspring, possibly in the future reincarnation of an
1

2

Rites de passage, Paris, 1909.
The Mystic Rose, I/ondoii, 1902.
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ancestor represented by, or whose representative
is [iresent in, the tree.
In some parts of
26. Marriage after death.
India the body of a girl who dies unmarried is the
subject of marriage rites, while the marriage of
dead bachelors seems to have been a feature of
ancient Aryan culture {ERE ii. 2'2). The Aryan
practice seems to have been connected with the
custom of killing the wife on the death of her
husband, and to have had as its motive the desire
to provide the man with a wife in the life after
do not know the motive for the
death.

—

We

modern Indian

practice.

—

In some parts of the world
27. Widowhood.
the re-marriage of widows is absolutely prohibited,
and in others widows normally become the wives
of certain relatives, w bile intermediate cases occur
in which their ma,rriage is allowed, but is not
subject to any special rules. Among many peoples,
especially in the case of chiefs and more influential
members of the community, wives are killed as
part of the funeral ceremonies of their husbands,
and there is reason to suppose that there is a
connexion between this practice and the total prohibition of re-marriage, particularly as the latter
practice is often found in the neighbourhood of
places where the killing of wives on the death of
the hus.band is or has been practised. Two places
where the association occurs are India and the
Solomon Islands, and the connexion of the two
practices is supported in the latter locality by the
fact that widows undergo a period of seclusion
after death, with features suggesting that the
seclusion is intended to represent a ceremonial
It would seem that the prohibition of
death.
re-marriage is adopted when the more extreme

measure has been given up.
Several cases in which a widow normally marries
certain relatives have already been mentioned.
Sometimes, especially in Africa, a son takes his
Elsefather's widow, excluding his own mother.
where a widow may be married by the sister's son,
or the son's .sou, of the decea.sed husband ; but the
most widely distributed form of union of this kind
is that known as the levirate, in which a wife is
taken by the brother of the deceased husband.
The best known example of
28. The levirate.
this practice is that recorded in the OT, in which
the custom is limited to the case in wliich the
dead husband has no children, the motive of the
marriage being to raise up seed for the dead
brother. The term is now used for any case in
which a man marries his deceased brother's wife,
and in most cases the Biblical limitation and
The practice may be
motives are not present.
based on the idea that a wife is property to be
taken by the brother with other goods, or it may
form part of the duty of guardianship over the
children of tlie brother and be designed to prevent

—

tlie management of the children's property passing
into the hands of a stranger whom the widow

might otherwise marry.
In India, and in some parts

of Melanesia, the
subject to the limitation
that the widow of a man may be married only by
his younger brother, a man having no right over
It is not easy to see
his younger brother's wife.
how this limitation can arise out of the motives
It wa*; supfor the practice already mentioned.
posed by McLennan that the levirate is a survival
of polyandry, and it is possible that in these Indian
and Jlelanesian cases the practice is derived from
either polyandry or communal marriage, tlie limitation being connected with some social functions of
the relationship between elder and j'ounger brother
of which at present we have no knowledge.
Though the OT motive does not wholly account
for the custom of the levirate, it shows itself in

practice of the levirate

is
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other foiius aiimiig many peoples. In many parts
of Africa a child born to a widow even many years
after the death of hev husband is lield to be the
child of that hnsband, and the Dinkas of the
Antjlo-Egyptian Sudan have a custom according to

which a widow without male offspring who is
beyond the age of child-birth will purchase a girl
and pay a man to beget c-hildren by this girl for
her dead husband. Again, whexe tliere is a need
for male oll'spring, especially to perform religious
rit«s, a man without sons may call on liis brother
or some otlier man to beget children by his wife.
We know of no
29. Re-marriage of widowers.

—

people who prohibit the re-marriage of widowers,
and the chief point of interest in this subject is
the difference of attitude towards marrying with
the deceased wife's sister.
It has already been
mentioned that in polygynous unions it is often
the custom to marry sisters, and among people
who follow this custom and many others the
wife's sister is the natural spouse of a widower.
Other peoples prohibit this form of union. Among
many of tliese peoples the wife's sister ia regarded
as a sister, a conventional relationship often shown
in terminology, and the prohibition of marriage is
It is an expresdefinitely connected with this idea.
sion of the general reprobation of marriage between
persons who stand in the relationship of brother
and sister, even when this relationship has come
about through some social convention, and when
the use of the term is only metaphorical.
30. History of marriage.
Widely different
views on this topic are at present current. On the
one side are those who regard monogamy as the
original state from which the other forms of
marriage have developed on the other are those
who believe that monogamy has come into existence
by a gradual process of evolution from an
original condition of complete promiscuity through
an intermediate stage of group-marriage. Lewis
Morgan, who has been the chief advocate of an

—

;

original state of promiscuity, based his opinion on
evidence which we now know to be fallacious, and
at present not only do we have no knowledge of
any promiscuous people, but there is also no valid
evidence that a condition of general promiscuity
ever existed in the past.
The problem of group-marriage stands on a different footing. Whether the communistic unions of
different parts of the world be regarded as marriage
or not, there is no question that such unions exist,
and there is much reason to believe that they have
been more general in the past than they are at the
The nature of the cfassilicatory
present time.
system of relationship is most naturally explained
by its origin in communistic conditions. Even if
this view be accepted, however, it does not commit
us to the position that this sondition was once
universal among mankind.
It is possible that
only some of the main varieties of mankind have
been communistic. Still less does it follow tliat
sexual communism was the primitive condition of
mankind. No people now in existence can be
regarded as primitive, or even as a sure representative of primitive conditions.
Even if it be accepted
that sexual communism was once widely distributed
or even universal, it would remain possible, if not
probable, that it is not a primitive condition, but
only represents a stage in the evolution of human
If, as there is much reason to believe,
society.
mankind originally lived in small groups, perhaps
consisting only of parents and children, the
original state would have been monogamy, and, if
BO, the wide prevalsnce of communistic forms of
marriage must be ascribed to some factors which
came into action as the social group increased in
size.

in

Even

if

the classificatory system be founded
it has features, such

communistic conditions,

(Celtic)

as the clear recognition of generations, which are
most naturally explained by its growth out of a
still earlier condition in which tiie unions between
the sexes were monogamous, or were restricted to
such small groups of persons as to approximate to
tliat condition.
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(Celtic).

—

W.

!.

H. R. Rivers.

Gaul.

— Polygamy

does not seem to have been customary in Gaul.
In the only passage that we have on the subject
(CiESar, de Bell. Gall. vi. 19) the plural uxores
is certainly due to the plur.al viri.
At the time
of Gaul's last struggle against the Romans every
Gaul bound himself by a sacred oath neither to
enter his house again nor to see his children, relatives, or wife {uxorcm, vii. 66) until he had ridden
twice through the enemy's lines. We know that,
as in other places, the wife (uxor) brought a dowry,
but the husband also added an equal amount taken
from his own property.
On the death of either husband or wife, the
survivor received both portions, along with the
revenues accumulated after marriage (vi. 19).
Marriage was often employed as a means of
securing political alliances thus Orgetorix gave
his daughter to Dumnorix
and the latter had
his mother wedded to a noble of the Bituriges, and
married his sister and other female relatives into
other cities (i. 3, 9, 18). The wife's position, then,
was very much superior to that of a slave. Plutarch
relates that, before the Gauls liad crossed the Alps,
the women reconciled the opposing parties after a
terrible civil war, and ever afterwards the Celts
continued to admit their wives to their council
when deliberating on peace and war, and to let the
disputes with their allies be ruled by their wives'
;

;

An agreement was made, later, bejudgment.
tween Hannibal and the Celts that, if the Celts
had any grievance against the Carthaginians, the
Carthaginian generals would judge, and, if the
Carthaginians had any complaints against the Celts,
the case would be judged by the wives of the Celts
The
{de Mul. Virt. 6; cf. Polyaenus, vii. 50).
numerous stories handed down to us by the ancients
about the women of the Celts Chiomara (Polyb.
xxii. 21), Camma (Plut. dc Mul. Virt. 20), Enonina
(Tac. Hist. iv. 67), Gyptis (Athen. xiii. 38 ; Justin,
.seem to prove that the Celtic wife was not
xliii. 3)
the passive being that the wife has remained among
most barbarous peoples. Caesar, who often gives

—

—

her the

title of tiiatcrfamilias, relates nevertheless
that, when a jmtcrfamilias of high birth was about
to die, his relations assembled, and, if there was
any suspicion in connexion with his death, they
cross-examined his wife like a slave ; if any delinher to death by fire
quency was proved, they put
But there is really
and all kinds of torments.
nothing more in this than the exercise of the power
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of life and death Avhicli tlie patrrfnmilias had over
his wife as well as his children (vi. 19).
2. Ancient Britain and Ireland.
Among the
ancient Britons the position of woman was quite

—

different. The women were the common possession
of ten or twelve husbandd;, especially of brothers,
or of fathers and their sons ; but the children born
from these unions belonged to the man who had
married the woman first (Csesar, dc Bell. Gall. v.
were common property also in Cale14).
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(Christian)
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(Christian). —1. The Christian
ideal.— The NT does not profess to set forth any
Women
new law or theory of marriage. Our Lord's answer
donia (Dio Cass. Ixxvi. 12 ef. l.xii. 6). In Ireland, to the Pharisees who questioned Him on the submen
for
that the
it is stated, it was quite a natural thing
ject of divorce (Mt 19^ Mk 10-) implies
declared
to have intercourse with the wives of otlier men,
perfect ideal of marriage is sufficiently
IV.
sisters
record
their
to
(Strabo,
with their mothers, or
in the passage in Genesis which professes
a
we
find
but
ii.
of
matriin
Jovin.
estate
cf. Jerome,
7),
V. 4
the original institution of the holy
much more advanced social state among the Irish mony (Gn 2'^"-). The teaching and legislation of
and Britons described in the ancient epics and the the Christian Church on this subject may, thereas a series
collections of laws and customs.
fore, from one point of view, be regarded
In Ireland, although the of
3. Mediaeval Ireland.—
attempts to define more clearly and fully what
wife might bring all her own personal belongings is implied in the words of the original institution,
first of all who
and to enforce in practice the careful observance
(tindl) with her, it was the husband
This of the
his wife.
provided a dowry (tinnscra) for
principles therein involved.
It is, accordingly, not strange that the subject
dowi-y consisted of metals (gold, silver, copper,
sometimes it consisted of marriage occupies a comparatively siu."ll space
brass), clothing, or cattle
in some condition to be fulfilled by the future in the teachings of the NT, and is for the most
husband. In fact, marriage was generally a sort part confined to general rules as to the behaviour
of sale, for the laws stipulate that the wife's father of married people such as might very well liave
has a right to the w hole dowry for the first year, found a place in the teaching of any heathen
to two-thirds the second year, half the third year,
philosopher.
and so on, his share decreasing until the twentyIn the Gospels we have no direct reference to
all
dedebt
is
cancelled
the
when
first year,
during
marriage, with the exception of our Lord's
this time the wife has control of what remains of
liverances on the subject of divorce, which probably
her dowry each year. As a rule, marriages were represent sayings uttered on ditlerent occasions,
celebrated by preference on the first days of August, but which are, at any rate, all to the same purport
at the time of the Fair of Tailltenn, or in the divorce is in itself sinful and inconsistent with
month of November. Polygamy seems to have the original divine institution of marriage. In the
been practised, perhaps as an exception, a little Epistles we have a number of practical exhortabefore the Christian era. In any case, if it was tions in which the duties of inan-ied persons are
free
The supremacy of the husband
very uncommon to have several wives of the
clearly declared.
concubines as tlie head of the wife is recognized, and the duty
class, a king often had one or more
wife
lawful
Mutual love and
of a servile class ia addition to his
of wifely obedience declared.
(cHmuintcr, 'first wife'). Kinship ties were not consideration are urged with considerable insight,
of
while the perfect unity of husband and wife as
always an obstacle to marriage: Lugaid, king
and a king of LeinIreliuid, married his mother
one flesh is duly emphasized.'
ster had his two sisters as wives.
The NT, in fact, deals with marriage as an
after
woman
of
the
The rights
marriage depended established social institution as it deals with other
established institutions, laying down broad general
largely on her personal status in the community.
In cases of separation for serious offence or by principles of conduct, and demanding faithfulness
mutual consent, the wife received either the part and uprightness in the discharge of all recognized
of her dowry that was left her or what she brought duties.
on her marriage-day in dividing the property,
It was not necessary for the first Christian
all that she had acquired by work and manuteachers to condemn polygamy, for in both the
factured articles was taken into account, and Grreco-Koman and the Jewish world in their tinie
the very smallest details were controlled by monogamy was the imiversal rule. Polygamy is
law.
not expressly forbidden in the OT, nor was it unThe laws common in ancient Israel but the Jewish teachers
4. Mediaeval Wales and Brittany.—
similar
a
of Wales show in ll.cir archaic parts
of the post- Exilic period had come to recognize
The woman brought with her a dowry that it was not consistent with the spirit of the
social state.
brother
would
of
what
her
half
demands the
(agwcddy) equal to
original institution, which plainly
have (gwaddol), and articles for her own use {argij- union of one man and one woman in marriage.
she received from her husband a present Extra-matrimonial connexions might not be serifreu)
proportionate to her position and payable on the ously condemned in the Gentile world, but, for the
morning after the consummation of the marriage begetting of legitimate children, it was the rule
The conditions of separation depended that there should be only one wife to one husband.
(cowyll).
on how long the union had lasted. If it had con- While it is safe to say, however, that monogamy
tinued for a period of seven years all but three is assumed throughout the NT, there is perhaps
days, the belongings were divided equally between only one pas.sage which a lover of proof texts
the couple ; but, if the wife left her husband before could quote as distinctly forbidding polygamy, viz.
this time, and without good reason, she had no
Let each man have his own wife, and let
I Co 7right to anything beyond her cotvyll. Polygamy each woman have her own husband.'
less
been
to
have
was forbidden. Fosterage seems
Yet, although the NT does not profess to put
forth any new laws on the subject, it is most true
wide-spread than in Ireland.
Britain
Great
from
who
The Britons
that tlie religion of the gospel has done inestimable
emigrated
to Ainiorica in the 9th cent, called the dowry given service, not only in restoring and preserving precito
the
wife
the
husband
enepuuert, face-price.'
by
1 The
passages of the NT dealing directly witli marriage are
It was often property in land. Cf. also artt. Chil'Vi
Mt
1(1^'-, Ilk 10'^12, Lk IGI8, Mt 222S-3", Mk 1219-» Lk 20^7
dren (Celtic), Ethics and Mokality (Celtic), Uo 71-*, 1 Co (>"!' 7 passim, Eph 'J-'-"-, Col Sl'i-, 1 Ti i""- 69 1«,
Ue 134, 1 P 31-8FOSTEKAGE, II. 5-7.
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ous principles whicli were beinj; forgotten in an
age of luxury ami grievous moral laxity, but also
in changing profoundly men's itleas of the marriagerelation and of its duties and responsibilities. This
result is the direct outcome of the teaching of tlie

NT.
(1) The spirit and teaching of the NT tend to
put the mutual love of huslmnd and -wife in the
foremost place.
Marriage has been described as
a provision for the propa";ation of the race and the
The NT recogproper bringing up of children.
nizes the importance of the Christian liousehold
and the rightful education of Christian children,
but does not describe this as the main object of
marriage. Again, marriage lias been regarded as
a provision for the satisfaction of a natural desire
and a restraint ujwn unbridled indulgence. St.
Paul acknowledges that marriage serves this purpose, but does not give it any great prominence
(1 Co 7™').
According to the Dook of Genesis,
marriage was instituted, in the first instance, to
Because
satisfy the need of man's social nature.
it was 'not good that the man should be alone,'
because companionship with his fellows was necessary for the perfect development of his naturej
marriage was instituted to provide hira with the
closest and most intimate form of companionThus the words, The twain shall become
ship.
one flesh,' imply much more than a merely carnal
a thought which is instructively
relationship
developed by St. Paul in Eph b'^"(2) It is not too raucli to say that our whole
conception of the marriage - relation has been
changed, and changed for the better, by the high
and honourable jiosition accorded to women in llie
NT, and the general improvement in the status
of woman which lias been brought about under
Christian influence, and which has not yet, perhaps, reached its final goal. A system in which
'
there can be no male and female (Gal 3^) so far

(Christian)
the natural characteristics of the sexes nui.st involve a certain sujieriority and controlling power
on the man's side in the nujitial relation hut such
questions cannot be dr. idea by the mere appeal to
isolated texts of the IJible.
(3) The union of the sexes has been purified,
and the happiness of the married relation secured,
by the absolute prohibition of every kind of extraSuch connexions were
matriiuonial connexion.
regarded with absolute indilVerence by the Greeks,
the
in
and,
consequence,
temporary connexion
with the fralpa, or courtesan, came to be much
more highly valued than the legitimate marriage,
to the manifest injury of the home life and the
status of the lawful wife.
By the Komans, it may
be said, such connexions, though not so lightly
regarded as among the Greeks, were, on the
whole, regarded with contemptuous indifl'erence.
Although '.he case was ditferent, so far as the
Jewish law was concerned, we cannot doubt that
the Jews would be much influenced by the prevailing tone of thought in the Gentile world and would
imbibe something of the very lax principles of
All such conmorality current in their day.
nexions are emphatically condemned in the NT,
the
and it is expressly taught that
physical connexion of itself involves the obligation of the
;

'

—

as all blessings, privileges, and responsibilities are
concerned, under which husband and wife are
taught to remember that they are joint-heirs of
the grace of life' (1 P 3'), must of necessity tend
to elevate, and, if it
may be so expressed, to
equalize, the marriage-relation.
When St. Paul compares the marriage-bond to
the union between Christ and the Church, he is,
no doubt, makin" use of a very familiar idea frequently expressed by the OT proithets, and applying it to the Christian community. It is easy to
our
see, however, that the substitution of Christ
brother for the awful Jaliweh of the OT makes
all the difl'orence in the world, the essential difference, in fact, between the old world conception
and that of the Christian Church. The ancient
Uomans had a high ideal of the sanctity of married
life
an ideal which, as the very bitterness of the
satirists
proves, was not wholly lost in the terrible
'

—

—

—

times when Christianity made
its appearance.
Nevertheless, among .Jews and
Romans alike, as also, to a considerable extent,
among the Greeks, the relation of the wife to the
husband was, to all intents and purposes, that of
a slave to her master.
Under the gospel the
superiority of the husband is more that of the
parent to the child or, rallior, of a protecting
brother to a sister. It is sometimes asserted that
the terms in which the supreniiuy of the husband
and the duties of obedience and reverence on the
wife's part are put forth in the NT are too strong
to be in hainiony with our ideas to-day, and that
we have, in fact, passed beyond the point of view
of the NT.
If so, this very advance is the natural
and necessary outcome of the gospel just as trulj'
as the abolition of slavery another social institution which is nowhere directly condemned in the
NT. It may be argued on rational grounds that

immorality of

tlie

—

marriage-bond

(see

1

Co

6").

The

gospel emphatically condemned divorce
In ancient Kome divorce
as essentially sinful.
was regarded as in .'ionie sense dishonourable,
and therefore undesirable. For five hundred and
twenty years it was boasted that divorce was unknown in Rome (Val. Max. ii. 1), and the very
bitterness with which the satirists denounce the
laxity of their time in this matter shows that
the old idea has not yet been wholly lost. Nevertheless, it is only too evident that, in the time
of luxury and advanced civilization in which the
gospel was first preached, divorce was coming to
be looked upon with the utmost indifl'erence as a
(4)

commonplace fact in ordinary social life.
The Jews had no doubt as to the lawfulness of
divorce (cf. art. 'Divorce,' in JEiv. [1903] 024-628),
and it is probable that Mt 19' most truly represents
the form of their question to our Lord. 1 hey desired to have His opinion, not on the question of
the lawfulness of divorce, but as to the causes for
which divorce might be legitimately instituted.
Our Lord's answer declares the essential sinfulne.s.s
of divorce as inconsistent with the original institution of marriage.
(5) The teaching of St. Paul about marriage as
the .symbol or analogue of the mystical union of

with His Church (Eph S^-'^^j has had a proon Christian thought, elevating and
Marriage
purifying the concej)tion cf marriage.
for the Christian is .something more than tlie
ordinary social institution it is, above everything
Man and wife are no longer
else, 'a holy estate.'
twain, but one llcsh. This, as has already been
pointed out, implies more than a merely physical
Clirist

found

eflect

;

How much more? It may be said that
implies a perfect union of love and allection, and

union.
it

community of aims and interests, as also of
worldly possessions, and a jierfect mutual understanding. This positivist c.\]ilanation may perhaps
seem suflicient to the modern mind but it U easy
to see that the comparison with the sjiiritual union
between Christ and the Church might, to Hellenic
readers, very naturally suggest something more,
something in the n.ature of a meta)ihysic:il basis
for the union of aims, aliectinns, ami interests.
This basis may be conccivi-d as a sort of mystic,
or, possibly, p.oyrho -physical bond, uniting the two
spirits so as to form a kind of single personality.
It is quite conceivable— we may even say that
that some such idea vas in the
it is probable
entire

;

—
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mind

of the Apostle.
The idea may not seem
altogether absurd to a modern metaphysician
if
it
should
seem
but,
inconceivable, we are
not bound to defend the infallibility of St. Paul's
;

metaphysics, and may be quite satisfied with
the simple, positive, and practical view of the
union.
It is, however, necessary to bear in mind that
this idea of a mystic or psj'cho-physical bond
formed in matrimony is, essentially, that sacramental view of marriage which was authoritatively
defined in the Middle Ages, wliich is still the
accepted doctrine of the Roman and Eastern
churches, and which has had important practical
consequences for Christian thought and Christian
life.'

2.

—

Marriage rites and ceremonies. The history
and ceremonies accompanying marriage

of the rites

belongs properly to the sphere of the Christian
antiquarian ; but, inasmuch as those rites and
ceremonies have been the subject of mystical interpretation on the part of Christian theologians, and
have thus acquired a certain religious signihcanee,
a brief notice of them may well find a place in the
present article.
Marriage-celebrations in all times and in all
countries have been either essentially religious
functions or, at all events, accompanied by religious
rites and ceremonies.
The solemnization of marriage bj' a religious ceremony is, therefore, no new
thing peculiar to the Christian Church. In fact,
there is not a single feature in the marriageservices of the Christian communities that cannot
be traced back to the sponsalia, or to the
On
nuptial ceremonies, of the Roman Empire.
the other hand, the form of our Christian services, the ministerial benediction, and the clear
expression of Christian doctrine in prayers and
exhortations have helped to preserve a living sense
of the peculiar sanctity of marriage as taught in
the NT.
Marriage is, in the first place, an afiair of the
family. In the earliest period the Christian congregation regarded itself as a spiritual family, and
the life and concerns of every member of the congregation were of intimate mterest to the whole
body. No member of the congregation ought to
enter upon so important a step as the contract of
matrimony without the advice and approval of the
whole congregation. This is implied in the words
of Ignatius
:

TTpdiTfi

5e TOts
koX tqcs "ya/^toi/^e'cais ^ ftera yvittfjiij^ roii
yafiovat.
ttji- tvuiutv TroteitrOai, iva 6 yajLto? jj Kara Kvptov jcal ^7j

frrttTKiirov

KaT inidviiiai' (Ep. ad Pvlycarp. v.).
It is inconceivable, therefore,

that the celebration

marriage should not have been accompanied
from the very first with suitable acts of Christian
worship, or that the accustomed marriage-rites
should not have been celebrated asa solemn religious
function.
With the expansion of the Church and
the consequent weakening of the close bond of
social union between members of the same congregation, the necessity for ecclesiastical sanction
for maiTiage would be less strongly felt, and marriages might be contracted without any formal
of

benediction.
Tlie testimony of the Fathers, from the middle
of the 3rd cent, onwards, shows that what we
should now describe as civil marriages were not
unknown, perhaps were not uncommon, but at the
same time were strongly discountenanced by the
Church. It is evident that the general feeling in
the Church was very much the same as it is to-day.
While a rtligious ceremony was not required as a
condition of Christian communion, it was felt that
the right and proper course was for all Christian
>
Whenever the eacramental idea is referred to in this article,
It

may he taken

* J. B.

that tiie idea herein explained
Lightfoot prefers ya/xovtrim.

is

meant.
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(Christian)

people marrying honourably to seek the benediction
Church upon their union.'
From the 5th cent, onwards there can be little
doubt that the celebration of marriage with ecclesiastical benediction was the almost universal custom.
The inference which has sometimes been drawn
from the fact that about A.D. 802 Charlemagne
prohibited marriage without benediction {Cajiit.
vii. 363) and that so late as A.u. 900 Leo the
PhUosoplier issued a similar edict (Novel. 89), that
purely civU marriages were very common up to the
end of the 8th or 9th cent., is not borne out by
anything that we know of those ages.
Nevertheless, marriage without benediction,
though thus condemned by the civil law, was, if
otherwise unobjectionable, regarded as valid in the
Church up to the time of the Council of Trent.
That Council (A.D. 1563, sess. xxiv.) decreed that
henceforth no marriage should be considered valid
unless celebrated by a priest in the presence of
at least two other witnesses. The decree, indeed,
clearly expresses the principle that the ceremony
is not of the essence of tlie sacrament, the matter
of which remains, as before, the consent of the
parties ; but it claims the right on the part of the
Church to regulate the conditions under which a
valid marriage can be celebrated. The decree holds
good only in those countries in which the decrees
of the Council have been published.
In the Eastern Churches the Confession of Peter
Mogilas of Kie£F(A.D. 1640), in which the priestly
benediction, the accustomed formularies, and the
invocation of the Holy Spirit are declared to be
essentials of marriage, is regarded as authoritative.
The marriage-ceremonies in use all over the
Christian world for hundreds of years
past contain
elements derived from two sources, viz. the spansdlia, the ancient ceremony of betrothal, and the
nuptioe, or marriage-ceremony proper. The solemn
troth-plight, the joining of hands, and the giving
and receiving of a ring or rings with certain gifts
of money— the arrhw, pledge of the dowry
were
the principal features of the betrothal ceremony.
The veiling of the bride, the crowning of the bride
and bridegroom, the formal handing over of the
bride by her parent or guardian to the care of the
bridegroom, the solemn declaration of the completion of the contract, and the bringing home of the
bride in triumphal procession to her future home
were the accustomed nuptial ceremonies. The
priestly benediction may perhaps be considered as
the distinctively Christian addition to the ancient
ceremonies, yet even this may have been simply
a special sanctification of the ancient congratulations of the family it is even possible that in the
Christian service there was some attempt to recall
the ancient confarreatio, which had by Christian
times become practically obsolete, but which, with
its accompaniment of sacrifice and solemn benedictions, was the only form recognized by Roman
law for the celebration of an absolutely indissoluble
marriage. The reference to the demand for ten
witnesses in St. Ambrose^ would naturally suggest
the confarreatio. Old customs are often preserved
in an imperfect fashion even when they have
become obsolete (see Marei.age [Roman]).
of the

—

;

1 The
following passag:e8 may be referred to as hearing out
the view here presented Clem. Alex. Paed. iii. 11, Strom, iv.
20 Tert. ad Uxor. ii. 9, de Pudic. 4 (this papsajre is worth
Ideo penes nos, occultae quoque coniunctioncs,
quoting in full
id est non prius apud ecclesiam professae, iuxta moechiani et
fomicationem iudicari periclitantur. Nee inde consertae obtent u
matrimonii crimen eludant ') Ambrose, Ep. xix. 7, oondenining
mixed marriages with unbelievers, whicli the Church censured,
but could not wholly prevent in the earlier centuries Synesius,
bishop of Ptolemais, Ep. ex. Basil, Ep. xvii., canon G9, i-tc,
2 Nam si inter decern testes confectis
sponsalibus, nuptiis
consummatis, quaevis femina viro coniuncta rnortali non sine
magno periculo perpetrat adulterium' (-^f Lapsrt rirfjinis co^rTliis passage may, of course, simply refer to the
secrattje. v.).
old Roman custom by way of example.
:

;

'

:

;

;

;

'
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There is no express ovideiue that the veiling of
the bride forincd part of tlie Itouian cerenionies of
it seems latlier to have been confined
betrothiil
In TertuUian's linio,
to the nuptials proi)er.
however, it was a betrothal ceremony amonn^^t
Christians, the bride tontinning to wear tlie
betrothal veil from the time of the betrothal to
the wedding-day (Tert. dc IV;v/. vfiandis, xi.).
passage in Terlnllian would seem to imply
that the giving of a ring, thougli a lianaless
heathen custom, was not practised by Christians
in his day {dc Idulol. xvi.).
This may have been
the ease with some of the stricter or more oldfashioned Christians, but the universal custom of
the Church from tlie 4(b cent, onwards would
seem to show that the giving of the ring had
always been generally pracliseil.
The crowning of the bride and bridegroom was
;

A

condemned by

Tert\illian as implying acknowledgment of heathen deities. Yet it continued to
be commonl3- practised in the Western Church long
after his day.
In the Eastern Church it prevails
to the present day, and is regarded as the most
important i>art of the marriage-ceremony, marriage
in the East being often described as the cioHniiig.'
That sponsalin and actual nuptials were still
regarded as distinct ceremonies, between which an
inter\'al of time might elapse, uj) to the middle of
the 9th cent., is evident from the letter of fope
'

Nicholas

i.

to tlie Hulgarians (A.D. 865

[PL

cxix.

which he treats of the marriage customs
of the Western Church.
It is, however, most
probable that from much earlier times the two
ceremonies had been generally combined in practice.
Formal sponsrdin were not required by Roman
In such cases
law, and were frequently omitted.
it would be natural that the gi«ng of the ring,
the troth-plight, and other espousal ceremonies
would take place at the actual marriage. The
Anglican custom of celebrating the lirst part of
the marriage-service in the body of the Church,
while the conchnling prayers and benediction are
980]), in

said at the altar, is a vestige of the ancient distinction between espousals and marriages.
The idea that
3. Asceticism and marriage.

—

there is something nccessarilj' impure and degrading in the union of the sexes in marriage, or that,
at all events, marriage must be regarded as a
somewhat grudging concession to human weakness,
finds no place in the teaching of the NT.
Notwithstanding the strict inculcation of the general
principle of self-denial, there is nothing to suggest
that the celibate or virgin state is in any way
higher or holier than the estate of marriage.
There is just one passage, in the Apocalypse of
John (14'), which, however interpreted, seems to
imply a preference for the virgin state otherwise
the
If St.
gives no support to the doctrine.
Panl prefers the unmarried state, it is on purely
utilitarian grounds, Viecause of the greater freedom
from worldly cares enjoyed by the unmarried. If
we may accept the I'astoral Epistles as his, or ;is
expressing his mind, the Apostle thought it most
desirable that younger widows shouhl contract a
second marriage. Yet, inasmuch as what \\v may
call ascetic ideas were widely prevalent, not (miy
among the Essenes (q.v.) in Judaism, but in certain
circles in the heathen world, it is very likely that
such ideas were to some extent prevalent in the
Church from the very first. The awful prevalence
of vice and immorality, the consequent demand for
a resolute light against those 'fleshly lusts which
war against the soul,' and a sense of the strength
of sensual desire-* and impul.ses would naturally
create a feeling of repulsion against nil form-^ of
indulgence, even the most innocent, in those newly
It is
aioiHccl to a desire for a new and higher life.
uot burpri.^iiig, thuiefoie, that from the middle of

NT

;

(Christian)

the 3/d cent, the ascetic view should have taken a
linn hold on the Christian Cliurch and should have
sjiecdily become the predominant and, in fact,
universally accepted vieAV. The rise of monasi icism
and the atliniratiou aroused by the devotion of the
monastics and al.so, from the middle of the 4tli
cent., the inten.silicd worldlinessof the nowfa.shionable Chureh would naturally foster tlie growth of
the ascetic ideal. The c(Jiiiiiiaiid, 'Love not the
world '(1 Jn2'^), had tolind some new interpretation
when the world was no longer a professedly heathen
world, but a community of nominal Christians.
The doctrine of the earlier Gnostics, IJasilidians,
.'^.aturninians, Encratites, etc., and of the Maniiliieans, of the essential sinfulness of conjugal

union was, of course, formally i-oudemned, but in
the extravagant laudations of virginity in the
writings of St. Jerome, and even the more moderate
utterances A St. Augustine, the disparagement of
the married state sometimes approaches very closely
to the views of those heretics.
Throughout the
Miildle Ages the doctrine of the superiority of the
virgin staie (irmly held its ground, and led to
many extravagances. But the teaching of the NT
and the constant witness of the Church served at
all events as a safeguard against the worst results
of the disparagement of marriage.
It was not until the Keformation of the 16th
cent, that any serious attenqit was made to vindicate the claims of healthy home life and happy
marriage to a position of equality with the virgin
In Luther's eyes all monastic vows were
state.
essentially sinful (rfe Vutis iitunnstiris, 1521), and,
in general, the Keformers maintained a similar

The question of the superiority of virposition.
ginity became an essential point of controversy
between the Roman Catholics and their opponents,
and the Council of Trent (sess. 24, can. x.) condemned with anathema the doctrine of the equality
of the married state with, or its superiority over,
the state of celibacy.'
The objection to second marriages, which were
discouraged by the Church and absolutely forbidden
by the Montanists, was one result of the ascetic
This we should now regard as a mere
spirit.
harmless eccentricity of no serious importance in
but it is far
the history of Christian thought
otherwise with another result of the ascetic movement the enforcement of the celibacy of the clergy.
It is signilicant that it was in the course of the
3rd cent, that the question of the propriety of
;

—

marriage seems first to have become
prominent. Hitherto the clergy, like other Christian men, might be married or not, according to
Those who held the essential
their discretion.
superiority of the celibate life would naturally
consider that the clergy, as especially belonging
to the class of holy persons, should Ije unmarried.
At all events, in the 3rd cent, it came to be recogabide in that
nized tliat, as each man should
calling wherein he was called (1 Co 7""), the clergy
should not contract marriage after their ordination.
Decisions to this effect are found in the canons of
some local synods, though the Council of Ancyra
(A.D. 314) made an excejition in the ca.se of
deacons, who, before onlination, sliould inform the
Fioni this posibishop if they intend to marry.
tion it was a natural step to the view that after
ordination clerics should cease to maintain conjugal relations with their wives— a view which
could scarcely have been put forth except by
a council of celibates. Tlie Council of Elvira
clerical

'

'

A.D. 305) laid down this rule under
The ecumenical Oiuncil
lienalty of deprivation.
1 111 some of tils Homilies—
ci/. IJrtnvtfi, genu. 4. 01 Sfi-aphdn,
siTiii. 1 - ChryB08toiu sironcly a«ser(.s the prju.'il MesspdrieM of
the iimrricil "state. Jovinian", 1 In' opponent of St. .leroine, was
(Illiberis;

a

wann advocate

(JlintoLiaii

of tiie Kini--

\

i"-"

.

lull tlie

uptuion watt ou the utUer side.

yeiieial I'onscnsusof
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(if Nicra (A.D. 3-_'o) was restrained from passing a
similar oritiunnce only by the emphatic protest of
the Martyr Confessor Faphnutius, who pleaded
earnestly in favour of the perfect saiictity of
married life. From the close of the 4th cent, the
principle that the clergy ought to be celibates was
in theory in the Western
universally adopted
CInirch.
Pope Siricius (A.D. 3S5) in his Epistle to
Himerius (PL xiii. 1132 ft'.), described by H. H.
Milraan ' as ' the first authentic Decretal, the first
letter of the Bishop of Rome, which became a law
to the Western Church,' absolutely interdicted the
marriage of the clergy. Nevertheless, all through
the Middle Ages, despite the zealous efforts of men

Gregory the Great,

Anselm,
and St. Dunstan, despite papal edicts and decrees
of councils, the marriage of the clergy continued
It was regarded
to exist in every part of Europe.
in general with indifference, sometimes with apl)roval, by the laity, and was zealously contended
Even after
for as a right by the secular clergy.
the vigorous crusade of Hildebrand (1020-85),
like Boniface

I.,

St.

the 'scandal,' as

St.

was

considered, of 'clerical
concubinage' maintained its e.xistence here and
there, though it was probably never after HildeIjrand's time regarded with the same indifference
it

as before.
In the Eastern Church the rule of celibacy has
never been imposed on the inferior clergy. By the
6th Council of Constantinople (in Trullo ; A.D.
680) the marriage of clerics after ordination was
forbidden, but for those married before ordination,
with the exception of the bishops, the continuance
the wife of a
of conjugal relations was permitted
bishop was compelled either to become a deaconess
or to retire into a convent. For all practical purposes this remains the rule of the Eastern Churches
to the present day, except that marriage is not
merely permissible but compulsory for the parish
priest, who must, however, be married before
ordination.
The bishops are chosen from the
ranks of the monastics, so that no parish priest
can look forward to promotion to the highest posi;

tion in his Church.
4. Ecclesiastical

law and Church discipline.—
The Christian Church from the very beginning was
constituted as an organized society or, at all events,
as a closely connected congeries of societies claiming as a right and duty to exercise moral supervision and discipline over individual members.

Church law and ecclesiastical jui'isdiction are,
then, no late outgrowth or corrujition of primitive
Christianity, but trace their origin to the earliest
time, and even to the days of the Apostles. It was
inevitable that in the.Vpostolic Age such questions
connected with marriage should arise as would be
considered suitable for the judgment of the com-

munity. In 1 Co 7 we have an interesting example
of such question.s and of the apostolic method of
dealing with them. The saying of Ignatius as to
the necessity of submitting a proposc<l marriagecontract for the approval of the bishop has alreatly
been quoted.
Nor is it at all surprising that matters connected
with marriage should have, from the Apostolic
Age nntil now, occupied an important )ilace in
From the civil side,
ecclesiastical legislation.
marriage is regarded as a legal contract which
must be regulated for practical jnirposes by the
From the Christian point of view, marriage
State.
is a holy estate which the Church may claim to
regulate in the highest interests of religion and
morality.
Experience shows that there must ever
be a possibility of conflict between the two juris-

1 Uisl.
of Latin Christianity, London, 1S72. i. 97 ; see also
A. P. Stanley, Lectures on the Hint, of the Etistern Church, do.
1861, lectt. i. and v. ; H. 0. Romanoff, Rites and Cusluma of the
(freco-Rus^an Church, do. 1368: Photius, Nomocanon, Paris,

1616.
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(Christian)
dictions,

practice

and

may

that, consequently,
often result.

difficulties

in

Aliae aunt le^^es Caesaiuni, aliae Christ! aliud Papianus aliud
Paulus noster praecepit (Jerome, Ep, Ixxvii, 3).
But, while in theory it is very simple to say that
the Christian must at all events give the 'leges
Christi' the first place in his obedience, in practice
he may often find himself confronted with the
question whether a law or supposed law of the
(Jhurch must really be received as a divine ordi'

;

'

nance. So long as the Church was a small and
uninfluential body in the heathen world, it did
not much matter whether its regulations for the
discipline of its

members came

into conllict with

generally received opinions or not, and, as a
general rule, in the earlier centuries Christians
were content to abide by the rulings of their

authorities, though even then we
have reason to believe that Church censures were
sometimes defied or evaded when Christians w ished
ecclesiastical

to avail themselves of some legal right in opposition
The case of mixed
to the rule of the community.
marriages with Jews or pagans, which often took
place despite the ecclesiastical prohibitions, is an
example in point.
In the Middle Ages the matter was settled by
allowing marriage, for Christians at all events, to
become entirely an affair of the Church. Much
laxity of observance might prevail, and the lawless
men of the niediajval period might often flout the
wholesome restraints of the law the princes of the

.

;

Frankish, Teutonic, and other new nations might
decline to abandon their ancient right to have a
plurality of wives but, none the less, it was fully
recognized that the Church's jurisdiction in such
matters ought to be respected as supreme. It is in
the modern period, since the Reformation, that
the question of the two jurisdictions and the proper
relations of the one to the other has come into
prominence and ha.s given occasion to manj' practical difficulties arising from the conflict of two
The Reformers vindicated the
different ideals.
claims of the State and of the civil magistrate as
against the extravagant claims of the mediaeval
Church, holding that the laws of the Christian
State must be regarded as Christian laws and must
be obeyed, and that no law-abiding citizen should
be subjected to Church censure or other social
inconvenience for neglecting some ecclesiastical
ordinance, so long as he did nothing illegal or
dishonourable. It was, of course, understood that
no law contrary to the teaching of the gospel
should be obeyed. The Roman Catholic party, on
tlie other hand, while in general admitting the
duty of obedience to the law of the State, held that
;

was the province of the Church to define what
sliould or should not be considered lawful in the
Both parties would agree
matter of marriage.
that the object of all marriage laws should be to
it

safeguard purity and morality, and would probably
admit that the Church had no right to impose anything in opposition to the law of the State, unless
it were in some sort necessary for that object ; but
the Reformers would by no means concede to their
opponents that it was for the Church to impose any
regulations which it pleased, whether in conformity
with the laws of the State or not. The two questions which in modern times have given occasion to
most diiiicultj' have been the question of divorce
and the question of the conditions of valid matri-

mony.

—

Divorce, in the strict and proper
(n) Dirorce.
.icceptance of the term, means the complete
rupture of the marriage-bond, the persons divorced
Canonists and
l>eing left free to marry again.
iheologic.ns, however, frequently apply the term
to what is more properly called 'separation' or,

when sanctioned by

legal process, 'judicial separa-
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the viiintlum

tion,' in wliicli

broken ami roiuariia^ie

is

not supposed to ho

therefore, not perThe latter is described as r/ivor/iinn <i
niissiblp.
mcnsii rt thnrn, in contradistinction to tlie more
is,

a vinculo mntrimouii.
been universally admitted that adultery
and, perhaps, some other },Tave ollcnces justify the
complete

tlii'iirtium

It lias

separation of man and wife. Such separation is,
indeed, contrary to the high Christian ideal of
but under the new dispensation, as
marria^'e
under the old, it is necessary for the hardness of
men's hearts in this imperfect world to make provision for occasional failures to attain the perfect
ideal.
Hut, while this is the case with regard to
separation, there has been considerable ditt'erence
of opinion on the more dilKcult question of divorce
in the
proper sense of the word. The broad general
principle is that divorce is something which ought
not to be, that it ought not even to be thought of
as a possibility by Cliristian people.
But is the
broad general principle to be regarded as a law
binding universally and unconditionally? If any
exceptions are to be allowed, in wb.at cases do they
ap]ily ? Should man and woman stand on the same
footing as regards the right to cl.aim divorce ?
ShouKl any ditt'erence be made between cases where
both partners are professing Christians and those
in which one is an unbeliever or a heretic ? These
and similar questions have from century to century
occupied the attention of Cliristian teachers and
;

legislators.

The teaching
has come down

of our Lord on tliis subject, as it
to us, is found in four passages in

the Synoptic Gospels, viz. Mt 5'"- 19'", Mk 10--'^
and Lk 16". In Mark and Luke the prohibition
of divorce and re-marriage is absolute and unqualified in Matthew the qualifications 'saving for
the cause of fornication,' 'except for fornication','
are added.
Roman Catholic divines and those
Anglicans who adopt the stricter view maintain
that, as each Gospel must be taken in and by itself
as authoritative, the passage in Mark must be
accepted as the decisive rule for Christians, while
the qualilied statement in Matthew must be understood as merely giving sanction to separation a
mensa et thoro in case of adultery.
On the other hand, it is contended that the
ordinary rules of exegesis require us to interpret
the unqualilled statements
Mark and Luke
by the fuller and more balanced statement in
so
that
we
must
not
take
each (iospel as
Matthew,
an independent entity, but must compare one with
another to ascertain what Christ really taught.
;

'

'

m

Moreover, it is contended that, when He spoke
about divorce, our Lord must have had in mind
the complete severance of the marriage-bond, since
that was the only meaning His hearerscould possibly
attach to the word. It is pointed out tnat the
sayings in Mark and Luke are simply ordinary
examples of the method of the great Prophet, who
was accustomed to set forth broad principles in an
absolute and sometimes an extreme form, leaving
it to His people to apply His teachings with all the

necessary qualifications in the manner of legislation to their individual cases and needs.
That
this principle has always been recognized in the
of
the
Senium
on
the
Mount
withinterpretation
out in the least detracting from the supreme value
of that great utterance cannot well be. denied.
Our Lord as teacher was a prophet rather than
a legislator.
Hence it is maintained that the
passage in Matthew may be taken as a fuller
expression of the Lord's mind than the briefer
pa.'fsages in the other Gospels, that we have His
express .sanction for divorce in case of adultery,
with consequent permission to marry again in the
ease of the innocent partner. It is not, of course.

(Christian)
denied that, if the bond is broken, it is bndien
alike for both
as the guilty partner
jiartners, but,
is, or has been, living in notorious sin, and can give
no evidence of repentance ex(^ept by abstaining
altogether from marriage, such guilty partner must
necessarily be refused the Church's benediction in
the case of re-marriage. The latter principle has
been invariably and universally accepted.
Although it is evident that adultery affects the
marriage relation more closely than .any other
offence, yet it may fairly bo said that there are
other things which may make married life so intolerable, and the perfect ideal union so inqiossible,
that, if divorce or separation be allowed at all, the
grounds for such separation ought not in reason to
be confined to the one oilenci^ of adultery.
This
difficulty was met by many of the Kathers Ky showon
that
ing,
good Scriptural authority,
idolatry,
covetousne.ss, unnatural ofl'ences, etc. might rightly
be classed under the heading of spiritual adultery.
There is probably no more than a formal diti'erence
between thi.^ and the argument which appeals most
forcibly to modern minds that there are oti'ences
which make married life so intolerable that there
can be no restoration of affection, that, where the
tie of affection has been absolutely destroyed, the
real vinculum has been ruptured, and that, therefore, such offences may rightly be put in the same
category as conjugal infidelity in the strict sense
of the word.'
,

—

The passages in the Synoptic Gospels have been treated oa
they stand in tlie NT without any rfference to the results of
modern criticism it v.'ill lie ;,"eiierally a'iiiiitted that such treatment is Justified in dealing with ethical or doctrinsd 'picstions.
;

must, however, be acknowledged that the recent higher
criticism of the Synoptic Gospels has thrown a new liglit upon
the matter and, to a certain extent, strengthened tlie case of
It

who condemn

those

divorce absolutely.

A

large

and increasing

number

of com]>etent critics are of opinion that the qualificaexcept for the cause of fornication,' formed no part of
our Lord's teactiing {e.g., A. B. Bruce, II. Weiss. H. H. Wendt,
1>. W. Schmicdel, B. W. Bacon, 0. G. Montefiore), and that He
forbade divorce simply and absolutely. The four passages are
reduced to two. The passage Lk Hj'«, probaljly derived from
the source Q, may be regarded as the original and genuine
form which has been edited by the first Evangelist in Mt 632.
It is quite evident that Mt 193 9 a„d Mk lo'iia are lint slightly
different versions of the same conversation, while everything
goes to show that the form in Mark is the original (see W. O.
AUen, ICC, 'St. Matthew,'^ Edinburgh, 1912, ad toc.).2
If the modern critical view is generally accepted,
'

tion,

no doubt, be admitted that the case of those
absolutely condemn divorce will be somewhat
strengthened, but it is not likely that the existing
state of opinion on the wliole will be
very much
The acceptance of the critical view will
affected.
simply bring into greater prominence the fact that
questions of this kind have never really been decided on grounds either of exegesis or of authority
pure and simple, but that our interpretation of our
Lord's teaching has always been guided by moral
and theological considerations. The saving clauses,
TrapcKTiis Xdyou iropvetas and fii} iirl iropyel<f, may be
admitted to be early notes of interpretation added
by the Church^a reminiscence, perhajis, of instruction actually received from the Lord
but those
it will,

who

—

'

Augustine frequently expressed the idea of the wider

inter.si
infldelitaa fornicatio est, et
fornication.'
pretation of
idololatria infldelitas, et avaritia idolnlatria, nonestdubitanduni
avaritiam tornicationem esse' {fie Serm. Domini, I. xvl. 46).
See also several passages to the same effect in the rf< Conjitgiis
'

'

adldl&'inis. In the Helraclaliones Augustine expresses doubt
as to the legitimacy of this exegesis (i. if)). Passages from
llemiaa and Urigon in which the idea is expressed are also cited

Bingham, Anliq. xxil. v. 2).
0. Allen, though holding the critical view, vet protests,
Tim Guardian (ixv. [191(1] 920, 08fi. 1(184 f., 1782),
against making use of critical results to decide dogmatic questions, and Justifies the use of the NT as received by the Church.
.J.
Keble, in his pamphlet, An argument for not proceeding
immediately to repeal the laws which treat the nuptial bond as
indissoluble' (Oxford, 1857), attempted to defend the stricter
view on the ground that the passng<'S in Matthew were meant
only for the Jews of Christ's own time, and were not to apply to
Christians, for whom the absolute proiiibitions were intended.
This view does not seem to tiave mec with much approval, and
It DOt now advanced.
(cf.

3

W.

in letters to

*
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who plead

for tlie right of divorce will still maintain that tlie interpretation was fully justified and
quite on a level with many of our other interpretations of the Sermon on the Mount.

The only other passage

NT

in the

where the

subject of divorce is directly treated is 1 Co 7,
where St. Paul appeals to our Lord's authority,
repeating the general prohibition of divorce. There
is nothing, hSwever, to indicate that, when he
speaks of a separation between wife and husband,
he has the sjiecial case of conjugal infidelity before
his mind.
The presumption is rather the other
way, and it would seem as if he were merely thinking of tlie case of separation for what we should
describe as incompatibility of temper. The chief
interest of tliis chapter centres in the rules and
regulations laid down by the Apostle with reference
to matters about which he could not appeal to any
direct utterances of the Lord Jesus.
In the first place, he recognizes the possibility
if husband
of separation a mensa et thoro (v.")
and wife are separated for any reason, they are to
remain single or become reconciled to each other.
Even though he were not actually considering the
case of separation for conjugal infidelity, we may
feel sure that, if he had done so, the Apostle would
have approved of the counsel given in the Shepherd
of Hernias.
'

'

;

husband who divorced his wife w.is forbidden bj'
but it is characteristic of the gospel
t.ike her b.aeli
prominence to the possibility of repentance and so
Hernias charges the husband who has put away his unfaithful
wife to remain unmarried (5ta Tr]v ^eraroiav) so that the sinner
might have an opportunitj' for repentance with consequent
restoration {Mand. iv. 1).
Tlie Jewish

the law to

;

to give

;

In the second place, St. Paul deals with the case
of a marriage between a Christian and an unbeliever—Jew or heathen. If it is desired that the
union should continue, well and good if not (v.'^j,
a brother or sister is not under bondage in such
a case, and, if the unbeliever dissolves the connexion, the Christian is free. This must be taken
to mean free to marry again (cf. Ro V^- for the
use of the terms 'freedom' and 'bondage'). This
passage was expressly cited in later times as the
authority for the canon law of the Roman Church,
which permits divorce by mutual consent in cases
of mixed marriages between Christians and unbelievers (see Innocent III., Decretales Gregorii, iv.
19, 'de Divortiis,' ch. 7).
The canon law of the Roman Catholic Church
unqualifiedly forbids divorce 'avinculo matrimonii,'
if both jiarties at the time of marriage had been
baptized Christians. In the Eastern Churches, on
the contrary, divorce is permitted, not only for
adultery, but also for other serious causes, as, e.g.,
high treason, designs by either party on the life of
but no one is
the other, insanity, leprosy, etc.
permitted to obtain a divorce more than once. In
East and West alike, in the earlier period, and
more especially after the ascetic movement became
popular i.e. after the middle of the 3rd cent.
the Fathers were strong in their denunciations
of re-marriage, even in the case of an innocent
In some cases such unions were made
partner.
the subject of ecclesiastical censure and at least
temi'orary excommunication. Yet, while the civil
laws permitted remarriage, it is evident that all
the eloquence of the Fathers could not entirely
prevent it, and it is probable that the average lay
opinion did not generally approve of the excessive
rigidity of what we may call the ecclesiastical
view.
The Eastern Church, however, has, from
the time of the removal of the seat of empire to
Constantinople, been at all times more dependent
on the civil power, and, as a natural consequence,
more subject to the influence of lay opinion, than
tlie Church of the West, where the power of the
;

;

—

—

ecclesiastical authorities

was more unfettered.
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In the matter in hand this difference is very
well illustrated in the 5th cent, by the moderation
of the views of St. Basil, who refused to condemn

re-marriage absolutely, though he could not approve of it, and of Lactantius, as compared witli
the Western teachers of the same period. Yet
even up to the 12th cent., when tlie present canon
law of the Roman Cliurcli was finally formulated,
it is evident, from a careful study of the various
decrees of synods and councils, that it «as not
possible in practice to enforce strictly the principle
of tlie absolute indissolubility of marriage.
Re-marriage in certain cases is permitted implicitly or explicitly by the foUowmg Councils
Elvira (Illiberis, c. 305), Yannes (465), Agde (506),
Orleans (533), Compifegne (756), and Bourges (1031)
to these we
may add the testimony of the Penitential of Theodore of Canterbury, drawn up for
the guidance of the churches under his control,
which in some respects perhaps goes to an extreme
in making allowances for the weakness of human
nature, but in which very considerable liberty is
allowetl in the matter of re-marriage.
Civil legislation from the time of Constantine to
Justinian bears witness, indeed, to the growth of
Christian influence in the attempts made to limit
the grounds for divorce and, in general, to make
divorce more difficult.
Nevertheless, the law permitting divorce by mutual consent remained in
force until the time of Justinian, while the groitnds
on which it might be obtained were numerous
enough. Under the legislation of Theodosius the
Second and Valentinian a wife might divorce her
husband for (1) treason, (2) adultery, (3) homicide,
(4) poisoning, (5) violating sepulchres, (6) forgery,
(7) stealing from a church, (8) robbery, (9) cattlestealing, (10) attempts on her life, (11) introducing immoral women into the house, and (12)
common assault. A husband might divorce his
wife for any of the above causes, and also for
(13) dining with men not relatives without her
iiusband's permission, (14) going from home at
night without permission or reasonable cause, and
15) frequenting circus or theatre without permission
to which Justinian added (16) procuring
abortion, and (17) mixed bathing.
It was very natural that tlie Reformers in the
16th cent, should call in question the rigid mediseval
views on the subject of divorce, regarding them as
an outcome of the claims of the ecclesiastical
authorities to supreme jurisdiction, and as inspired
by the spirit of asceticism. The Protestant and
Reforming divines held that divorce with the permission of re-marriage was justified in the case of
adultery and, generally speaking, of cruelty or
prolonged desertion. In the 16th and 17th centuries
the same view was generally expressed by Anglican
teachers, even by those who, like J. Cosin and H.
Hammond, are generally considered as belonging
to the High school in theology.
The Reformers rejected tlie sacramental theory
the twain
of marriage, and held that the words
:

;

(

;

'

no more than a
very comprehensible union based on common inThe doctrine that
terests and mutual afl'ections.
marriage could be dissolved only by death, since
husband and wife could no more cease to be husband and wife than brother and sister to be brother
and sister, seemed to them to be the natural outcome of the sacramental doctrine. This is not,
indeed, wholly true for it is quite possible to hold
the sacramental view, or something very like the
sacramental view, and yet to believe that grievous
sin may rupture the mystic bond as really and
completely as death itself. Still it is evident that
rejection of the sacramental theory makes it easier

shall

become one

flesh' signified

;

to reject the strict doctrine of indissolubility.
In the next place, the Reformers maintained

/
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since pepanuion a meiisa et thoro' was pernutted, it was more conducive to morality and
more in accordance with the teacliing of 1 Co 7°
that an innocent partner should be allowed the
right of remarriage tlian that temptations to a life
of sin should be multiplied.
Further, they jiointed
out that the strict enforcement of the canou law
forbidding divorce had not succeeded in putting an
end to the evil that in the later period the multiplication of grounds on which marriage might be
declared null and void ah initio, implying the
consequent dissolution of perfectly honourable
unions, had really made divorce easier and more
common than before, and had become a grave
scandal and the source of much immorality.
Finally, with their profound reverence for tlie
Scriptures of the OT, it was natural tliat the
Reformers should urge that divorce could not in
every case be morally wrong, .since, if it were,
it could never have been allowed by God under
any circumstances. This last argument was put
'

tlial,

;

forward by John Milton with much power and
eloquence in his Doctrine and Discipline of Divorce
(164,3).
Probably no Chri.^tian writer has ever
gone so far as Milton in advocating the utmost
he does not concede the
libert}' for Christian men

—

—

He is, indeed,
liberty to women in this matter.
'
wUling to admit that what God has joined toman
not
he will by
but
gether
may
put asumlir,'
no means allow that a mere marriage contract or
ceremony, though entered upon freely by mutual
consent and duly consummated, nmst necessarily
constitute such a joining together.
Marriage is
indissoluble only when there is complete and perfect unitj' of heart and soul between the partners.
It may be safely s.-vid that the absurdities to which
Milton's doctrines would lead if pushed to their
logical conclusions are a sufficient refutation, nor
does this work of his seem to have had much etiect
on English thought in his own or any succeeding
age.
In most Roman Catholic countries civil legislation has conformed to the ecclesiastical ruling of
the Council of Trent, and divorce has been forbidden.
In Austria, however, it is permitted to
those who are not members of the Roman Catholic

France is an exception. The Cock ^Vfi(1804-10) restricted the unlimited licence

Church.

poKon

which had been permitted

in the earlier years of
the Revolution, out allowed divorce on various
grounds, including 'mutual consent.' With the
restoration of the monarchy (1816), the older law
was again adopted and ilivorce was forbidden. It
wa.8 not until 1884 that the provisions of the Code

Najwdton were revived, with certain modifications,
serious injuries or cruelty being admitted as suflicient cause, but divorce by mutual consent being
forbidden.
In America the laws vary from one State to
another. In S. Carolina and Maryland, originally
Roman Catholic States, divorce is not i)ermitted ;
in New York it is granted only on the ground of

adultery while in Maine and Dakota it may be
granted on almost any pretext.
If the Report of the Commission appointed by
Edward VI. (Refomuitio legum ecchsiasticanim)
had resulted in legislation, it is probable that the
opinions of Crannier, Bucer, and Peter Martyr in
favour of divorce would have become part of the
law both of the English Church and of the English
With the king's death, however, the pro.sState.
;

pect of any alteration of the old law pas.seJ away.
The Commission appointed to report on the ca.se of

the Marquis of Nortnampton, who, having obtained
a st-paration under the ecclesiastical courts, desired
to marry again, allowed the second marriage ; but,
as the marriage had already taken ])lace while the
Commission was sitting, its decision cannot be

(Christian)

considered as absolutely unbia.scd. The Marquis,
however, was advised to have his second marriage
legalized by special Act of Parliament, and an Act
to that efi'cct was passed in 1548, but was repealed
when Queen Mary came to the throne. This case
is important, as it may be said to have ruled
English practice until the passing of the Divorce
Act of 1857. The canons of 1604 (can. 107) confirmed the authority of the ecclesiastical court to
grant judicial separation, but only on condition
that a definite pledge was given by the parties not
to contract a second marriage.
Divorce proper
with privilege of re-marriage could be obtained
only by special Act of Parliament. Between the
time of the Reformation and the passing of the
Divorce Act 317 cases had been dealt with by Act
of Parliament in
England and 14G in Scotland.
The Act of 1857 abolished the jurisdiction of the
ecclesiastical courts in matrimonial cases, and
In Engestablishe<l a civil court for the purpose.
land and Scotland divorce can now be obtained
through the court without spe<ial legislation, but
the law does not apply to Ireland, where an Act
of Parliament is still necessary.
In Scotland a
wife may obtain a divorce on the ground of
but
in
England cruelty or other
adultery alone,
serious ofience on the husband's pari must be
proved in addition. In both countries a wife may
be divorced on the ground of adultery alone.
In 1909 a Royal Commission was appointed to
consider tlie whole question of the laws relating to
divorce and separation. The Commission, after very
careful in\estigations, extending over two years,

published their report in Nov. 1912. No attempt
has as yet been made, however up to the middle
of 1915 to give efi'ect to their recommendations by
way of legislation. On two points the commissioners were unanimous if divorce is to be allowed,
the method of procedure should be cheapened bjthe institution of special courts, so that the divorce
should be made, not easy for any class, but as easy
for the i)Oor as for the rich; secondly, men and
women should be phaced on an equal footing, a
wife being allowed to divorce her husband on the
ground of adultery alone. The majority of the
commissioners were in favour of extending the
grounds on which divorce might be granted so as
to cover cases of wilful deserti(m for at least three
years, cruelty, incurable insanity after live years'
confinement, and imprisonment under commuted
death sentence but a stron" minority protested
against this proposal, and claimed that divorce
should be granted only in case of adultery.
The resolutions of the Lambeth Conference of

—

—

:

;

1888, in which this difiicult practical question was
fully discussed, may fairly be taken as representing the authoritative ruling of the Anglican Church
as a whole at the present time.
*(1) Inasmuch as Our Lord's words expressly forbid divorce
except

in

the case of fornication or adultery, the Christian

Church cannot recognize divorce in any other tlian the excepted
case, or give any sanction to the niarriagfc of any person who

lias Iwen divorced contrary to this law during the life of the
other p-irty.
{!) That'in no case, during the lifetime of the innocent party
in the case of a divorce for (oniioatioii or adultery, should the
l^uilty party be regarded as a fit recipient of the blessing of the
Church on marriage.
(3) That, recognizing the fact that there has alw.iys been a
difference of opmion in the Church on the question whether
Our Lord meant to forbid marriage to tlie innocent party in a
divorce for adullerj-, the Coiilerence reconunends that the clergy
should not be instructed to refuse the s.irraments and other
imviieges of the Church to those who under civil sanction are
thus married.' These resolutions were reaffirmed by the Conference of IfKlS, with an addition to the effect that when an
innocent person has by means of a court of law divorced a
spouse for adultery, nnd desires to enter into another contract
of marriage, it is undesirable that such a contract should receive
the tilessing of the Church.'
'

increase of wealth and luxury, and the
spirit of self-indulgence so char.actcristic
of the present age, together with the widely spread

The

growthof a
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intellectual unrest, tend toenwurage the demands
for a ^vider extension of tlie facilities for divorce.
Impatience of old-fashioned I'estraints and a certain
looseniuj; of old-established bonds are the natural
charactei-istics of an age like ours.
The deepened
sense of the supreme importance of the spiritual
union and companionship in marriage which Christianity has fostered makes the bond more irksome
than ever where such union is suppo.'^ed not to be
ideal.
Those who realize how much the stability
and sanctity of home life depend on the unbroken
firmness of the marriage-tie, and wlio recognize
that tlie frequency of divorce must have a degrading eft'ect upon individual character as well as on
society in general, naturally regard with some
anxiety the tendency in the present day to make
divorce easier and more com mon. It is undoubtedly
necessary for the Christian Church to make resolute
It is, however,
protest against this tendency.
certain that the etiects of nineteen centuries of
Christian inH\ience can never be wholly shaken oil.
shall never again lie able to regard divorce
with the same easy indillerence with whicli it was
coumionly regarded in the 1st cent, of our era.
Christian influence will make itself felt on behalf
of the Christian view of marriage, not in the
modern world in the way of conciliar decrees and
authoritative edicts, but by the weight of Christian
public opinion guided by the principles of the NT.

We

Conditions of valid mari-iagc.

(6)

—

(1)

Equnlity of

rank or condition between the contracting parties,
though required by Roman law, has never been
regarded as essential

however desirable

in

the

Christian Church,

In Imperial times connexions were sometime.'formed between slaves and free women, such connexions, though officially described as concubinage,
being regarded as perfectly honourable and moral.
It is not improbable that in the Christian Church,
with the close relations of brotherhood prevailing
between all classes and the excess of the number
of free-born women over that of free-born men,

such connexions would be by no means uncommon
the fact that they were socially recognized as
creditable would, of course, have considerable
weight. Some references which have come down
to us seem to show that this was the case, and that
such connexions were regarded by the Church as

—

essentially iiiarriages.
Si quis habens uxorein fldelis concubinam habeat, non
Gommunicet. Caeterum qui non habet uxorera et pro uxore
concubinam habet, a communione non repe!I:itur tantum ut
'

unius mulieris aut uxoris aut concubinae. ut ei placuerit, sit
coniunctione contentus (1st Council of Toledo [c. 400], can. 17).
'Ohristiano non dicam plurimaa sed nee Auah simul habere
licitum est, nisi unani tantum aut uxorem aut certu loco uxoris
si conjux deest concubinam' (Isidore, ap. Gratian, Disa. 4,
quoted bj' Natalis Alexander, Ui^t. Eccles., Lucca, 1734, i. 29).
'

The question

(2)

Cliristians

of mixed marriages between
and non-Christians was, as might have

been expected, one of the earliest practical problems
with which the Church was called upon to deal.
It formed the subject of one of the queries proposed
to St. Paul by his Corinthian converts.
The
Apostle's reply is clear enough so far as marriages
contracted before conversion are concerned. A
Christian ought to continue such a tmion so long
as the unbelieving partner is willing that it
should be so. The cliildreu born of such a marriage
were holy, i.e. rightful subjects for Christian
baptism. If the unb(,'liever decided to dissolve the
the brother or the sister is not under
union,
bondage in such cases' wliich must mean that
the Christian would be at liberty to contract another
marriage (see, for St. Paul's use of terms bondage
and freedom,' Ro T"-). In 1 Co 7^ the Apostle
declares that a Christian is at liberty to contract
marriage 'only in the Lord.' The general princijiles
laid down in this chapter have always been regarded
as the primarj' authority on this matter, though
'

—

'

'

there has been much controversy as to the practical
application, and even as to the exact meaning, of
Do the words only in the Lord
his teaching.

'

'

'

mean that any marriage

contracted between one
already a Christian and an unbeliever is unlawful?
Does 'in the Lord' mean only with a fellow('hristian, and, if so, must the words of St. Paul
be taken as a positive command or merely as
a counsel of prudence? On these ciucstions St.
.4ngustine expresses himself with some doubt and
hesitation, but Ins opinion on the whole may be
taken as expressing the general view of the Church
in the preceding centuries.
Mixed marriages with
txnbelievers were discouraged, and even declared,
though with some hesitation, to be unlawfid for
Christians yet such marriages could not be wholly
prevented, nor was any penalty attached to them
in the first three centuries, so far as appears.
The
Council of Elvira allbrds the earliest example of a
specific penalty (five years' ])enance) being attached
to such unions.
From the beginning of the 6th
cent, the decrees of councils are more numerous
and more distinct, while the penalties are in general
;

much more severe.
The civil law supported
ments,

tlie

a capital

the ecclesiastical judg-

Theodosian Code making such wedlock
In the Middle Ages the question

oti'ence.

of the exact interjiretation of the Apostle's permission to converts to separate from unbelievers

was the subject of much controversj', the chief
question being whether the separation should be
the deliberate act of the unbeliever, or whether
any circumstances making it impossible for the
'

'

to remain
sine contumelia creatoris
might not justify the separation. The question
was decided, on the whole, in the broader sense,
by Innocent III. (dc Divurfiis, 1198).
In early times marriage with heretics and
schismatics was generally brought under the same
condemnation as marriage with Jews or pagans,
(t is now, however, generally recognized both in
the Eastern and in Roman Catholic communions
that all marriages duly celebrated between baptized
persons are valid and indissoluble, though in the
case where one of the parties is a heretic or

believer

in itself.

441

(Christian)

schismatic the other

may be subjected to censure
the decrees of the Council of
Trent ha\e been published, however, this ruling
does n<it free those contracting mixed marriages
from considerable inconvenience, inasmuch as due
celebration
is defined to be celebration in the
presence of a priest in a Roman Catholic place of
worsliip, the man being further obliged to guarantee
that children bom of the marriage shall be brought
up in the Roman Catholic faith. Marriage otherwise celebrated is declared to be null and void.
The publication of these decrees, for all practical
purposes, in these countries by Pope Pius x. in the
well known Ne temere' decree (1907) has given
rise to much controversy. Roman Catholic divines
defend the decrees on the ground that the Church
has a right to make any regulations she pleases as
to the conditions on which she shall recognize
marriages, and that it is desirable to prevent mixed
marriages as far as possible, and is, further, the
duty of the Church to take care that the children
of marriages blessed bj' her shall be brought up in
the faith. Their opponents urge that it is inevitable that mixed marriages will sometimes occur in
a large mixed community that, when this is so,
and a marriage is lawfully performed, the Church
has no right to cast a slur on respectable persons
who have, admittedly, been guilty of no immoral
conduct that to insist on a religious ceremony to
which one party may object is to put undue pressure
upon conscience, while to demand a pledge for the
education in a particular waj' of children to be
born is to override the law of the land and the
Where

or penalty.

'

'

'

;

;
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natural
is

lij^lits

and that such interference

of parents,

unjustiliable.'
(3)

Kindred and

coin]ilaint

with

nflhii/i/.

the

— It

Keloriiiers

was a Cdniiiiou
ami those wlio

symiKithized witli them that the multiplication of
groiiiKls of proliibition of marriage, the custom
of papal dispensatii>ns in doubtful cases or cases
of illegalitj', and the facility with which decrees of
nullity of marriage could be obtained had created
much uncertainty in the matter of marriaj;erelations and had been the source of grave scandals.
This is forcibly expressed in the statute of Henry
VIII. for the regulation of marriages (1533-34)
Many persons, after long continuance together in matrimony
:

'

withovit any allegation of either of the parties or any other at
their marriafje why the same matrimony should not be good,
had been divorced contrary to God's law on the pretext of precontract or by reason of other prohibition than God's law
permittetb. Alarriages have been brought into such uncertainty
thereby that no marriage could be so surely knit or bounden
but it should lie in either of the parties' power to prove a precontract, a kindred and alliance, or a carnal knowledge to

defeat the same.'

In the Konian Catholic Church three kinds of
relationship are laid down as impediments to valid
marriage, viz. blood-relationship or consanguinity,
atfinity or connexion by marriage, and spiritual

the connexion between godparent
between two persons who are godparents to the same child. In the Eastern Church
the system is even more elaborate, and the grounds
of
more numerous than in the Western,
prohiljition
while at the same time the custom of dispensation
affinity, as, e.g.,
and gotiehild, or

commonly practised in the West since the 8th cent,
In the East
is unknown in the Eastern Church.

(Christian)

peachable in law, unless voided by special legal
Iirocess undertaken iluring the lifetime of the
but Lord Lymlliurst's Act in 1835 declared
imrt-ies
all such niarriiiges within the prohiliilcd degrees
After many futile attempts,
absolutely illegal.
and in face of very strong opposition, an Act legalizing marriage with a deceased wife's sister in the
United Kingdom was passed in 1908. A saving
clause permits clergymen who have a conscientious
objection to refuse to celebrate such marriages,
but in the case of Bannister v. Thompson, in which
proceedings were taken against a clergyman for refusing the Holy Communion to persons so married,
it was decided that the clergy may not refuse
the sacraments to persons legally married though
within the prohibited degrees.
Meanwhile the
table of affinities in the Anglican Pra3'er-Book
remains the law of the Church, and, in strictness, it woidd seem that the clergy are prohibited
from celebrating a marriage between a widower
and his deceased wife's sister, even if they do not
feel themselves bound by the famous canons of
1604 to hold tliat such marriages are 'incestuous
and unlawful and altogether niUl and void (can.
;

'

The

logical course might seem to be to revi.se
the table of kindred and affinity, but to this a very
influential body in the Anglican Church is strongly
opposed. Those who object to these marriages do
99).

not now, as a general rule, claim that they are expressly prohibited in Lv 18, though attempts more
or less ingenious have been made to ]irove that
they are. It is held, however, that the general
principle that near affinity is a bar to marriage is

two brothers are not allowed to nxarry two sisters.
and, in general, marriage between the members of
two families debars the members of either from
marriage with members of the other within the

Law of Holiness, that .a greater
cases of affinity than of consanguinity
are cited in Lv 18, ancT that the case of the
deceased wife's sister is so exactly parallel to that

prescribed limits.

of

method of describing relationships
In
prevails in the two branches of the Church.
the East uncle and nephew are related in the third
degree, first cousins in the fourth, and so on

same

A

difi'erent

;

marriage is forbidden within the seventh degree of
kindred or affinity, natural or spiritual. In the
West first cousins are related in the second degree,
second cousins in the fourth, and so on, marriage
being forbidden since the Lateran Council (1215)
within the fourth degree. This is in practice
almost the same as the Eastern rule. The Lateran
Council, however, abolished all prohibitions on the
score of affinity within the second degree according

—

—

No trace of these
to the Western reckoning.
somewhat burdensome restrictions is to be found

In the earlier centuries
before the 5th century.
Christians would be familiar both with the Levitical
Law of Holiness ( = Lv 18) and with the ordinary
Roman law, which were, to all intents and purmarriage being forbidden
poses, to the same effect
within the second degree according to the Western
reckoning. It goes without saying that their
marriages would be regulated according to the
proWsions of those codes.
The only question in connexion with this subject of prohibited degrees which excites interest
or gives occasion to serious controversy at the present time is the much-vexed question of marriage
with a deceased wife's sister.
Such marriages

—

have long been legal and customary in America,
in the British colonies, and in several European
In England they were not unknown
countries.
prior to 1835, though condenmed by the canon law
of the English Church.
Such marriages were held
by the civil courts to be perfectly valid and unim1 On the
subject of mixed marriage in general see Decrees of
Councils: lUiberis (30.1), Aries (311). Laodicea (c. 341), Agde
See also Cod. Theod. iii., xvi.
btcretum
(506), Orleans (533).
0/ Gratian, c. 1-17, C. xxviii. q. 1 (a.d. 1139-42) Innocent in.,
dt Variis qiuilUmibus, c. 1200 Aui^stine, df Fide et operibtis,
;

;

;

xlx.

down
number of
laid

in the

marriage with a husband's brother that the
be held to stand good. Furprinciple may

ther, it is said that the reference to the sin of the

Canaanites (Lv 18") shows that the prohibitions
are regarded as matters of universal moral obligation and not national enactments applicable only
to the Israelites.
Again, it is maintained that the
healthy moral sentiment which makes tis regard
with loathing and repulsion such unions as those
between brother and sister and uncle and niece
should also prevail between those who are brought
into such close relations of affection as brothers
The same sentiment
and sisters by marriage.
ought to prevail, and anything which may tend
must
it
be
to destroy
regarded as morally injuriThose who hold the sacraous and degrading.
mental view of a mystic spiritual bond formed in
marriage urge that this bond creates as close a
relationship between a man and the members of
his wife's family as exists between blood-relations.
Finally, it is pointeil out that marriage with a
deceased wife's sister has been expressly forbidden
by the Church, at all events since the 4th century.

most inadvisable, therefore, it is said, to
tamper with so long established a custom or, indeed, with any well-established custom in connexion with so delicate a subject as the marriageSuch are the main arguments by which
relation.
marriage with a deceased wife s sister may be
opposed. It is now worth while to consider the
arguments which have been brought forward on
It is

the other side.
It is very doubtful, it is urged, whether the
Levitical law relating to a different state of civilization and specially intended for the people of
Israel can be regarded as a moral law binding on
Christians ; but, even if it be accepted as such,
not only is there no express prohibition of marriage
w ith a deceased wife's sister, but, on the contrary,
it is implied that such marriage is perfectly lawThe Jews have never regardecf such
ful (v.").

MARRIAGE
unions as forbidden, nor wei'e they forbidden by
the ancient Roman law.
The very fact that an
apostolic canon (date jnobably late in the 3rd
cent.) forbids .such marriages to the clerq>/ sho«s
that they were not generally regarded at that time
as unlawful ^jcr sc.
No injury has resulted, it is lield, either to
married life or to the general tone of social
morality from the permission of such marriages
in America and in the British colonies.
It is evident from experience that such marriages are in
very many cases desired, and in large centres of
population among the poorer classes it is absolutely necessary as a safeguard to morality that
they should be permitted. It is denied that any
feeling of repulsion similar to that inspired by incestuous connexions exists, or ought to exist, in
the case of one's mfe's near relations. Affinity
ought, in certain cases, to be a bar to marriage,
but the true ground of prohibition in this case is

The maras respcctus parentclce.
with his step-daughter or with his
nephew's widow is shocking to the moral sense
what

is

known

riage of a

man

because of the more or less paternal relationship
involved in the connexion.
According to old

Eastern ideas, this relationship would also prevail
between a woman and lier deceased husband's
brother, now become the head of tlie house. That
marriage with a deceased husband's brother was
not regarded with moral repulsion, in itself, is
shown by the fact that it was commanded in the
case of a man dying without children. There is
no reason, therefore, for thinking that any other
principle than that of the respectus parentelw
governs the prohibitions of marriage ^vithm certain
degrees of affinity in Leviticus, while, in tlie evident total absence of any sense of repulsion against
such unions among the majority of modern civilized
people, no reason can be given why they should
be forbidden. It is further urged that, even if the
sacramental theory, of marriage be accepted, since
the mystic bond is dissolved by death, it may be
fairly held that the connexions formed are no
longer binding. That a great distinction is made
between marriage with a deceased wife's sister and
marriage with those closely connected by blood is
evident from the fact that the Roman Church
freely and frequently grants dispensations for the
former, notwithstanding her high sacramental belief.

Some Anglicans, while not prepared to condemn
marriage with a deceased wife s sister as absolutely
wrong or immoral, yet consider it so undesirable
that at least it should not receive the blessing of
the Church by a marriage ceremony.
Such an
attitude has in most periods been taken up with
regard to objectionable, but not absolutely forbidden, maniages. As pointed out above, it is the
position taken by the Lambeth Conference witli
reference to the remarriage of the innocent partner
It has, however, been said that
in a divorce case.
such an attitude is not logical, and is at the same
time unjust to Christian people. The majority of
Christiana have come to regard the nuptial benediction as almost, if not altogether, an essential
of marriage and the right of every Christian.
If
members of the Church are committing no moral
claim
the
of
offence, they may reasonably
blessing
the Church upon their union if tlicy are entitled to
receive the sacraments, it is held that it is unjust
to cast such a slur upon them as is implied in a
refusal to hallow their union.
Poets and story-tellers have
S. Conclusion.
;

—

made

the love and courtship which lead up to
marriage a matter of such all-absorbing interest
that married life itself may well seem, by comparison, to be utterly dull, prosaic, and uninterestAt the same time, divines and canonists
ing.
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(Egyptian)

have generally directed attention to the sterner
aspect of the matter, dwelling exclusively on
restraints and prohibitions, and scanning with
watchful suspicion every form of natural indulNevertheless, the Scriptural ideal of margence.
riage has ni.iintained

its

in

liold

the Christian

world and has been a mighty influence for the
sanctification of family life and the development
of character.

—

From one point of view', marriage is a restraint
a healthy restriction imposed on unbridled licence
and excessive indulgence it brings with it duties
and responsibilities which must tax our powers
and energies to the utmost and call for the continued exercise of patience and self-denial.
It is
well that, in a matter of so much importance, so
intimately connected with our social and moral
welfare, the restraints and responsibilities should
be clearly defined and earnestly enforced.
But
there is another point of view which is, after all,
the higher and truer.
In this, perhaps more
clearly than in any other connexion, we are
taught by the gospel that restraints are imposed
and self-denial demanded, not for their own sakes,
but as a means to truer and more abiding blessedness. Holy matrimony has been divinely instituted
for man's good, ami to be a source of blessing.
In
happy married life man is to find his truest and
most lasting hapjiiness, and to reach the fullest
perfection of which his nature is capable.
;

Ltteraturb.

— TertuUian,

tU

Mmiogaima, de Virginibus

velandis, ad Uxorem, de Pudicitra, etc. ; Augustine, de ConFor
juijiis adulterinis, de Fide et Operibu^, Retractatiaiies.
conciliar decisions, early and medijeval, consult C. J. Hefele,
for papal decrees see
Cimciliengeschichte'^, Freiburfr, 1S73-90
H. J. D. Denzinger, Enfhiridion^^, Wiirzburg, 1911 ; for
canon law, A. Friedberg and A. L. Richter, Corpus juris
canonid^ Leipzig, 1876-80; G. van Mastricht, Hiitoria juris
ecctesiastici, Halle, 1719 ; J. Johnson, Colkctionof the Laws and
Canons of the Church of England^ new ed., Oxford, 1850-51 ;
Z. B. van Espen, Jus ecclesiaaticiim universttm, Cologne,
1777 ; for general treatment of the subject, J. Bingham, Antinuitirs of the Christian Church, London, 1S40, bks. 4, 5, 6, 22 ;
H. Hammond, On Divorces, do. 1674 J. Cosin, Works, Oxford,
1843-56, iv. : H. C. Lea, History of Sacerdotal Cetibaq/^, London, 1907 ; H. D. Evans, Christian Doctrine of Marriage, New
Yorlc, 1870 ; T. D. Woolsey, Divorce Legislation in the [Tutted
States, do. 1882 ; O. D. Watkins, Holy Mairiiuony, London,
1896 ; J. Milton, The Doctrine and Discipline of Divorce, published in convenient form with his other prose works, do. 1898 ;
the works of E. Glasson (Le Mariage civil et le divorce dans
;

;

Vantiquiti et dans les principales Ugidations modvrnes de
I'Europe-, Paris, 1880), G. Perrone (De matriuwnio christiano,
1840), and other Roman Catholic writers can be consulted in convenient form in J. P. Migne's Theologiai Cursus
Completus(P&Tis, lSiO-45); ATtt. 'Marriage,' 'Divorce,' 'Sermon
on the Mount,' etc., in DCA, PRE>,etc. in W. E. H. Lecky,
Hist, of European Morals^, London, 1890, and Democracy and
Liberty, do. 1899, ii., the whole subject is discussed and much
interesting information given, with reference to both the modern
and the mediaeval periods.
M. FOLEY.

Lyons,

;

W.
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(Egyptian).— Amid

the abundance of documents from ancient Egypt there is
singularly little to enlighten us on this subject.
No representation of the ceremonial or festivities
of marriage has been recognized among tomb or
temple scenes the scenes of the divine marriage
of Amraon with the queen mother at Luxor and
Deir el-Bahri can hardly be quoted for illusWritten contracts of
trating the human rite.
marriage are first found in the XXVIth dyn.
600 B.C.), and first became common in the
(c.
Ptolemaic period and, notwithstanding the multitudes of relatives recorded in tombs and on
;

;

to ascertain what degrees of
consanguinity and how many wives were permitted
or usual.
To secure hereditary rights in a community
with matriarchal tendencies and where women
held property, close endogamy might often be
This would especially be the case
convenient.
with the Pharaohs, who claimed the distinction
of divine descent, and to them would be permitted
acta which could hardly be allowed to their substelae,

it is difficult
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jet^ts.

A

geuealogical .statement regarding

tlie

aiii/i>. Lrlxn, TubinlAebtsporf. dcr alien

:

;

The divine example of Osiris and Isis may
have had special force at that period. In the First
the
Story of Sethon Khamwese (Ptolemaic period),
ancient Pharaoh's argument about his son NeferAhure seems to be that
keptali and his daughter
it would be impolitic, when there were only two
ehus).

children in the royal family, to risk the succession
folby marrying them together. His preference,
them
lowing a family custom, would be to marry
to a son and a daughter of two of his generals in
At a banquet he
order to enlarge his family.
Ahure, and was won over by her wishes

questioned
to the other plan
thereupon he commanded his
chief steward to take the princess to her brother's
house that same night with all necessary things
Pharaoh's whole household gave her presents,
and Neferkeptah made a good day and enterThis is
tained them all on the marriage eve.
the only account that we possess of an E^'yptian
betrothal or marriage that is not of the fairy-tale
menorder, and it is noticeable that there is no
tion in it of the writing of a contract, perhaps
because this marriage wa.s an atl'air within the
;

;

'

family.
jMarriage

was no doubt entered on soon after
of the male, though
puberty and the ciicumcision
MuUer (Licbcspoesie,
evidence here is lacking.
an instance at the end of the
p. 3, note 5) quotes
Ptolemaic period of the wife of a priest being
married at twelve and a half years of age. Some
of tlie ancient Egyjitian stories offer examples of
love-matches, but jiarents or guardians would
in the disposal
naturally have had the first word
of

young people.
Although several wives may be recorded on a
man's tomb, there are few clear cases of more
than one living at the same time except in the
concubines (cf.
large harhim of royal wives and
For all these questions see
Erman, p. 2U)|.
Circumcision (Egyptian), Family (Egj'pt'-in).
CONCUniNAQE, vol. iii. p. 811, CitlLDREN (EgypEthics and
tian); also Adultekv (I'.gyptian),
(Egyptian), v<d. v. p. 481 f., § pf.
Divorce is provided for in the late contracts mentioned above, sometimes on behalf of the man,
sometimes of the woman, and writings of divorce
Of the treatare known (see Law [Egyptian]).
ment of widows nothing is known bovond that

Morality

their defenceless state made them objects of help
to the jast and charitable.

—

Griffith.

F. Ll.

—

The
General.
Greeks, as a rule, seem to have entered upon
marriage from religious or prudential motives
rather than on sentimental grounds. The generation of children' was, in fact, the recognized main
end of marriage, with which went also the desire
to obtain a capable housekeeper.^ This utilitarian
motive lies at the root of that long conversation of
Socrates and Ischomachos on household management which, as reported by Xenophon, is our most
life in the
illuminating evidence on Greek married
5th and 4th centuries B.C. (see esp. (Er. vii. 19 f.).
The purely physical signilicance of marriage in
relation to tlie State itself found, doubtless, its
in Sparta,
strongest and most logical recognition
where \vi\es svpre taken simply fTri t4 rijt T€Kvw<reui
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with his ehlost daughter (K. Sethe, in X.l 1. ri'-HS]
of tlie
57), but a more probable interpretation
same genealogy is given in Krman's Acjupten, p.
227, and by H. Sottas, in liEg xiv. [1914] 150,
making liini grandson of Seneferu and son of his
There is plenty of evidence that
eldest .laughter.
Later Pharaohs married their sisters or half-sisters
a case of a less exalted person
(cf. Erman, p. 221)
is
doing so in the XXIInd dyn. (9th cent. B.C.)
noted by J. H. Breasted {An'-ient licrords of Egi/pt,
two
Chicago, 1906-07, iv. 388). In the XXIst dyn.
are
marriages of nncle and niece in one family
xlviii. [1910]
pointed out by A. H. Gardiner {ZA
The l'tolen\ys followed the precedent of the
50).
Pharaohs. In the Roman age marriage of halfsiaters and full sisters occurred commonly in the
families of cultivator.s of the soil and artizans
(K. Wessely, Karanis und Suknopaiu Ncsos,
in
Vienna, 1902, p. 23; J. Nietzold, Die Ehe
Aeqyptcn zur ptolemiiisch-rbmischen Zeit, Leipzig,
comes from
1903, p. 12 the evidence there quoted
the Greek papyri of the Fayyum or Arsinoite
nome, but A. S. Hunt assures the ijresent writer
that there is similar evidence also from Oxyrhyn-

and pity

BR.— A. Erman, Anwpien mid

gen, ISS.'i, p. 216ir.; W. M. Miiller,
Aeaupler, Leipzig, 1899, Inlro'liRtion.

nt the rnd of the rilrd dyn.,
prince Nclermaat
wouUI seem to show that he
fit«iatly interprcteil.
was the offsiiiinjj; of the tuiion <>f King_Senefcin

'

(Greek)
l.riKK.Mi

(Greek).

l.

and

77),
(Pint. Comp. Lye. cum Ntima,
their interchange for this object was both iierniitted
and encouraged.' Yet even in Athens, as a result
of the develoi-ment of city life, in which women
could not take any direct part (cf. the oft-quoted
words ascribed to Pericles [Thuc. ii. 45]), marriage
lost the delicate and romantic bloom which belongs
to it in the Homeric poems.* Indeed the average
Athenian woman must have been too ignorant to
have been a helpmeet for her husband, intellectuleast in any but the lowest
ally or spiritually, at
It would, however, be a mistake
class of society.
to regard the exaggerations of the comic poets, or
the chroniques scandahuscs of the orators, as
and faithful reflexions of the ideals and
iv.

Ifr/ov

complete

facts of the social life of their time. Nor, again, is
it possible to deduce the precise degree of allection,
within the
respect, or influence actually enjoyed
the Athenian wife, from
precincts of the home by
the regulations of the legal system of which she
victim. That the position
appeal" to be the passive
of women and the conditions of married life in
historical Greece exhibit a considerable variation,
for the worse, from the state of things

apparently
however it may
depicted in the Epic is undeniable,
but it is an error to contrast the
be explained
idealizations of Homer with the crudities of Attic
law. The actual content of life, then as now, was
and wife chose to make it.
just what the man
among the
Monogamy was the Hellenic rule, as to
the conEgyptians (llerod. ii. 92). Examples
not lacking; e.g., in Sparta
trary, however, are
Kin" Anaxandrides kept a double establishment
true enough that
(Herod, v. 40).'^ It is doubtless
no definite law of Athens nor reference to any law
on the
asserting the principle can be adiluccd, and,
other hand, that cases of bigamy occurred in Athens
as elsewhere but neither of these facts justilies
the statement that Attic law simply took no
account of polygamy one w.ay or another."
;

:

1 eirl iraliav vni<ri'ior
in Clem. Alex. Strum,

yiTiailav iraiStov

iir'

<ri70po.,
ii.

or opOT(u, l.utiotiial forjimla (riven

23'; ct.

Penk.

Sleiiander,

4.i5

:

rauTi).'

.....

txoi 5tSu>/jt.

apoTW

naive contcssion in Deni. hx. 122 rot ntv -yap troxpa;
Kaff ij^tpal- e.p«n-tioj TOu
iioi^t iVen' eyof"!', "5 Si iroAXoKAt T55
Kai to.!- .Sol'
(Tiiuaros, Tis ai Yvi'ar«al toC waiJo)ro(f.o-eo. y>T,ir.„,5
A(A. An: vni. 12.
also
Aristotle,
,>vA«.a .r.TT^.- /x«... Sec
oAAa
ol 6' ii«piuiroi ou MO'-O" Ti« Teiroirouos x»P"' <rvvoi.KOviriv,
.
Kat Tuif f'l'; rhv piov.
ti Si th av yviaiKi. Mt" <riiioi«<i>' Ml
8 Xcn Hep. Lac. i. 8
'•i

Ct

:

tlie

,

,

.

,

:

:

itol
T0VT5. Kouoi' eiroiVe^,
SoiJAocro, TtVi'o)!' ii itta^-oyuiv iirtSuno.^,
'" rauTri<:
icai yti'i'iiior opwij, :rtiVoiTa TOP «x»"'»t
Jjl^TOXi €VTticl-Of
.
TeKVonOificOat.
i
l\
-..„*i
4 Cf. the description ot a perfect marnage, put into the montn
.
of 0<iv.s!<ciiH, in Oil. vi. 182-lSJ.
_ .
5 In Herod, vi. lU, 'ApiO-TwvtPafftAevoVTt t.- ^naprti «at yrjitami
ot the expression
ymaXtat «iio vali't oOit .•yiVoiTO, the brevity
In
at once.
leaves it uncertain whether Ariston had two wives
a third— from which,
vi 63 he divorces the »ecoiid, to marry
doubt (cf. K.
iicrhaps he miy lie allowed the benefit ot the
ii. 5 6!> A).
Meyer, Gesch. ilea AlUrlltums, Stuttgart, lSSt-1901,
Hut the teaiiire ot Sp.irta was rather practical polyandry
i.

.

,

«^t.'Hroia', rotijiiamie

und

Pittilat, p. 31

:

'Pas attische
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That concubiuajie existed at Athens to a considerable extexit
cannot be doubted, omng to the influx of free women and their
men-folk from the rest of (Ireece. Lysias mentions a law
which authorizes an injured husband to slay with impuuity an
adulterer caught Jhi'irante delicto, whether it be with his wife
or with his concubine, thou2;h the latter arc less valuable than
wives (Lys. i. 31 koI im rats iraXKaKols rats cAdrrocos of I'ai? Ttjv
So also in a law of Drakon quoted by
avTT.u fiiiojf firtSiiKe).
Dem. XXiii. 53: >} e'nl iraXKaKf] rfv av en' e'Aev^epoiy Tratertc eXTJ.
These passagfes must cover free foreign women, from whicli
class, as well as from tliat of slaves and freedwomen, the
majority of naWaKaC at Athens doubtless came. It is clear,
however, from Is. iii. 39, cTrel koI oi ciri. naWoKCa 2i5di'Te? ra?
iavTwv jrdcTes nparfpov fiiojioAoyovi'Tai rrepi, twv &o9ri<JO)j.efu}i' Tais
naWaKaU, and from other passages that native Athenian
women (iroAtTtiey, acrrat) also sometimes became iraipai and
'

'

:

7raAAa*cai.

No special

lawstoucliing the case of these and

givin<,'

them privileges o\er foreign women living tr naWaKia witli
Athenian citizens can be produced. Hence the hypotbesisl of
the existence at Athens of a status of 'legitimnt" ooncubinage,"
in which an Athenian citizen, already lawfully married, contracted another union with another Athenian woman, who was,
like the wife, formally betrothed (eyyuvjnj) by her Kvpio^, her
children being therefore legitimate, but who nevertheless was
not a wife, falls to the ground, as being simply the assertion of
legalized big'amy.
Here also should be mentioned MuUer*8 theoryS— that after
the failure of the Sicihan expedition, probably in 411 B.C.,
changes were introduced into the Athenian marriage law with
a view to increasing the number of citizens. His theory is that
another form of union (Nebenehe) was set up by the side of
regular marriage. Marriage in the proper sense could be con-

tracted only with an Athenian woman, but the new legislation
permitted a man to take, in addition to his Athenian wife, a
partner who was neither yuiTJ nor n-oAAaK^^a sec^ondary wife,
who had, in fact, no specific title. This Nebcnfrav, or secondary
wife, might l)e either an Athenian or a foreign woman ; her
children were citizens, but i'69oi, not being admitted to their
If the father left no children by his real wife,
father's 4>paTpia.
theee voQoi had full rights of inheritance, but had a claim only
i« I'dSectt, a prescribed fraction of his estate, if he left legitimate
issue by the real wife. This inslitution was abolished on the
restoration of the democracy in 403 B.C.
It was illegal for an
2. Permissible marriages.

—

Athenian citizen to many a foreigner, the alien
wife or husband being liable to be sold intu ylaverj'
(law in Dem. lix. 16, dating perliaps only from tlu'
time of Pericles, 451 B.C. [cf. Plut. Per. 37], and
revived in 403 B.C.). Such marriage, however, wars
legal if Athenian citizenship had been bestowed on
individual, of if he or she belonged to a
community to which the Athenian assembly had
granted rights of intermarriage {iiriyo.fj.ia) ; but, in
spite of the law and its penalties, Athenians not

the

did contract such marriages and
smuggle their issue into their <ppaTpla. Legally,
the issue of such marriages were illegitimate {v6doi),

infrequently

like the issue of dv^yyvoi,^

Forbidden degrees were few, the practical working of the laws of inheritance and adoption {q^.v.)
being toencourage maiTiage between near relatives,
and even to enforce it. Marriage of cousins wns
common (cf. Dem. xliii. 74) uni.m of uncle and

There were,

was possible (cf. Lys.
and even of aunt and nephew

xxxii. 4 ; Is. iii. 74),"*
(case of Demosthenes,
father of the orator, betrothing on his death-bed
his prospective widow to his nephew [Dem. xxvii.
man might marry his half-sister by the
5]).

A

same father, but seemingly not by the same mother. ^
Recht hat die Polygamie gewiss nicht ausdriicklich verboten,
aber wabrscheinlich auch nicht geradezu erlaubt. Das Gesetz
euthielt keiue Bestinimung, uud damit war der Willkiir der
Biirger freier Raum gegeben.'
inflicting loss of political rights

The law

of

Charondas

of Thurii,

on a man who gave his children
a stepmother (Diod. xii. 12, 14), clearly implies uuivereal
monogamy (cf. Hruza, p. 56).
1 See
Buermann, Drei Studien,' etc. ( = Jakrbucher fiir cl.
PhiloL, 1S77-78, Supplememband ix. pp. 578f., 63Sf.); cf. R.
'

Ziramermanu, De Twtkorum At/tenis condicione, Berlin, 18S6.
3 0. Miiller, 'Untersuchuiigen,' etc. ( = Jahrbucher fiir cl.
PkitoL, 1899, Supplementbaud xxv. p. 667 f.); of. Wyse, The

Sj^eeches of ls<xus, p. 2S0.
3
kK yvcaiKb^ ior^s kcu. yafieriis
Pollux, iii. 21 : 7^70-105 p.kv
. ,
v6Bo^ 5* o sK ^ivrfi r\ iraWojeCSo^.
4 At
Sparta King Anaxandrides had hia niece to wife (Herod.
.

V. 39).
5 Cf.

Dem. Ivii. 20: a5eA<f»iji' yap 6 rraTm-of oy/ib? tyij/ier ovx
6 llTokep.aio^ 'Apaivirj<; aSi\<t>V'i
Ofiofirjrpiav, Pau3. I. vii. 1
a^^OTep(u0€f fpafffieW eyijt^ef avTrjv, Majcefiotrii' ovSttjutus ttoioji'
Them. 32
Pint.
vofjii.^6nefiL,
AiyuTTTLoi^ /^e'lToi Siv ?ip\ci',
kT)(rt7rT0 Ac juiac ck ttjs iiriyfiij.ijdeiiTTt'i ytro/jti'ijf 'ApxefTToAis 6
brothers
of
full
a6eA*/>o?, ovK Cyy o/^o^'Jt/jlo?, fyt^ixft:
ilarriage
and sisters was, however, not outside the range of Greek ideas ;
:

:

M

it

seems, no other juohibited de^ees

of atlinity, except between individuals in tlie direct
line of descent or ascent (cf. Plat. Laivs, 838) ;

there is, however, some indication that law and
public opinion were not in accord in this matter
(Aristoph. Frogs, 1081).
It follows from the above that even considerable disparity
of age cannot have been generally- regarded as an obstacle t^
marriage. The elder Demosthenes ananged that hi^ five-yearold daughter should marry his nephew orav ijKiKtai' exi), explained as signifying in ten years' time (Dem. xxvii. 6). The
wife of Ischoniachos was not fifteen years old at the time of
licr marriage (Xen. lEc. vii. &).
The relatively earl^ age at
wliich girls, became nubile in the climate of Greece is to be
remembered.! The Gortynian Code pronounces a girl nubile
at twelve years of age in Athens the lower limit was perhaps
fourteen. 2 The htisl>and must at least have passed his 6okiIt seems to have been
fiaa-ia, i.e., he must be turned eighteen.
the rule that the husband should be a j^ood deal senior to the
wife ; and Ihi^ was appro\ ed by the philosophers.^
Inequality
of social position was felt to be a more serious obstacle to
marriage than mere disparity in age; but neither this sentiment itself nor the consequences of its violation are specially
Athenian (cf. Aristoph. Clouds, 41 f. -Esch. Prvm. Vinct. 890 :
rb KTjSeuo-at kqB' kavTov aptoreuei juawrpip). The point lay in the
fact that, in historical times, a wife brought a dowry with her,
which sometimes had the effect of making her the dominant
;

;

partner in

tlie

household.

—

Choice of wife. In the selection of a partner
neither bridegroom nor bride had mucli voice
the respective parents arranged the match— often
with the aid of a match-maker [irpofiv-i^cTTpLa). Moreover, the Athenian bridegi-oom had little oppor3.

;

tunity of making his bride's acquaintance, or
even of seeing her, before marriaLiC, unless she
was a near relative, owing to the strict conventions under which Athenian women in general
lived more strict, apparently, than those which
obtained in the rest of Greece^ (see art. FAMILY

—

[Greek]).
^
4. Betrothal.— By Attic law betrothal (^i^o-ts)
was the indispensable condition of valid marriage,

except in the case 01 an 'heiress' {iiriKXijpos), who
was, of course, claimed before tlie Arclion iiy
the next-of-kin
t6v

vbi-t-ov

ij

(cf.

Is.

Kara
14
?) iyyv-rjBeijav
see art. INHKRITANCE

vi.

iTnoiKaa-deTaav

:

;

[Greek]). Failing the formal ceremony of iyyvyjins,
illegitimacy attached to the issue of the marriage.
It was simply a contract made between the suitor
(or his father or guardian) and the person who as
KijpLos

had legal authority over the woman,

her father,

full brother,

viz.

paternal granufatUer, or

Od. X. 5 f. (sons and daughters of Aiolos)— on which a schol.
remarks apxatov «0os rb <rvvoiKt^eiv aSe\<f>ov^. koI b Zeus a6eA0p
Cf. also Pans. iv. ii. 3.
ova-n (Tvt'oiKci tj? 'iipa.
According to
Phil. Jud. dc Spec. Leg. ii. 779, the Spartan law just revei-sed
the Athenian. See Plat. Rep. v. 461 B, and H. Richarda, in CIR
cf.

:

iv.
1

;

niece
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(Greek)

[1890] 6

;

Hruza, Polygamie und Pellikat,

p. 159

f.

iv. 20 : to Se c/i^itji'oi' cTTK^aiVeTai to npCiTOV
yu*'.
Tetrtrapetrfie/taTOi' eros fcaro. to TrAeio-Tor otc xal to rjpav Kai

Soranus,

ttclO.

wepl Tb
TO BioyKovaBai Tois ^aoo'tovs.
- Deduced from F. Blass's restoration of Aristotle, Ath. Pol.
Ivi. 7 : /ittrflot Bk xai toO? oIkov^ toh* 6pi^ai'«i' Ka\ riav e;rncA[^pwi',
ews av Tts TeTTap]aKat5eKc'rts -/eViTTot. For the early age at which
W. L.
girls were married at Troezen, see Arist. Pol. 1335a, with
Ne\vman's note (The Politics of Aristotle, iii. [Oxford, 1902] 164).
3 Cf Ar. Pol. 1335a
Bio Tas nkv apixorrei trepi ttji' Twr bttratKaiSeKa irCiy rjAcKtai' a-v^evyi'vyai, tous 6' eTr-ri Koi TptaKOiTa- ei/
TOiTouTo* yap aKfJid^ovtri tc Tots trJJp^aaL <rv^tv^i^ ItTTat, Kal frpos
Tr}v nav?iav tijs reKvonoiCa^ a-vyKaTa^TJaeTai toI<; xpovois ^'taCpio^.
:

.

Sometimes, however, the husband was very young (cf. Dem.
<rvi'e^ij ydp juot &ej}9dfTos tou iraTpbs OKT^KaiBeKert} yij/xai).
Hesiod {Works and Daps, 695 f.) recommends a man to marry
at about 30, the woman at 18 or 19. Plato, Rep. y. 460 E,
says
ap' ovv trot ^vv&ok€l ^eVpios XP0*'0S atM'is rd fiKoa-tv trq
sl. 4

:

:

14.
yvvoLKL, avBpi 5e rd rpiaKOt'Ta ; cf. Solon, fr.
* Hence the curious expression in Xen. (Kc. vii. 10 intl t^Stj
was accustomed to
xai
after
she
tTiTt^ao-euTO,
*V
/xoi xf 'po^^^^
my hand, that is, was tamed,' used by Ischomachos of his girl:

'

mfe.
8

The form

TVpCav

eyyinjo-t?

is

used

bj' Isebus

Trepl ttjs eyyvijcreuis ttJs yui-aiKtS?.

only in iii. 53 ttji- /lapElsewhere he uses the
:

xlvi, 18; Plat. Laws, 774 E ; Hjper.
eyyvTj (anci so Dem.
But modern writers have in g:eneral ai^reed to use
iii. (v.) 16).
the form eyyi'37<T[s in reference to betrothal, and so restrict the
'
'
form iyyini to signify ' pledge or surety,' which is, in fact, iU
ordinary si^ficance. The verb eyyvdi- is used of the itiiptos of
the woman, eyyvda-9ai (mid.) of the suitor, and eyyvuaOaL (pass.)
of the woman ; but the last use is not common, lis place liein^

form

taken by periphrases with the noun
(Wyse, on Isaeus, iii. 4).

tyyuij or the adj. tyyuijn/
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It

legally constituted guardian.'

was

essentially

a family ceremony (although regulated by law)^
at whicli, besides tlie principals, relatives and
other witnesses were present, in numbers corresponding to the social distinction of the parties
(cf. Is. ill.

AoKTO*'

IS

oIkov,

fiiy

:

&S

yap iyyvdv n^Wtitv
Trjv

4>T](Ti,

dStXtprjv,

t6v Tpird-

els

diatrfiaTTO/jLevos

TTjXiKavTa Iva fxdpTvpa vdpuvat. aiVt^ 7r/)0(7e7rot^(raro).
as to the
Nothing, however, is said in any

passage

of the woman, which certainly was not
f>resence
egally necessary, any more than her consent to
the match in itoint of law she was simply the
object of a purely business arrangenjent or barter
between her M-ptos and the suitor.
Of the formalities necessary or usual we know nothing.
in
his
of
account
the wooing of AgaHerodotus,
riste of Sicyon, seems to preserve in part the verbal
formula of the Athenian marriage-contract in the
5th cent. B.c.^ It is strange that there is no alhision to any written record of tlie contract, at any
;

rate at Athens, where, indeed, there was nuicn
laxity in this regard ; but it is hard to believe that
the proceedings were piirely oral— more especially
as it was at the e-ntT/o-is that the do\\Ty agreed
upon was actually jiaid, or agreements entered
into as to its future payment.*
It BhouM be clear from the above that the use of the term
as a rendering of the Greek term eyyinjo-i?
{i-ftvrf)
simply hy way of analog}" and in default of a more appropriate
word.
For the essentials of a modern betrothal, namely (1)
free consent of the woman, and (-) that the act takes place
between the two individuals who so declare their will and intention, without an}' necessary intervention of third parties,
are entirely lacking in the Athenian ceremony. The orig;in of
the latter lies in the primitive marriage by purchase, and
Athenian law did as a matter of fact select this primitive element, namely, the formal validity of the compact preparatory
to the surrender (eicSoo-is) of the woman, rather than the formalities of the consequent nuptials, as decisive in regard to the
'

betrothal

'

is

all-important question as to the ley^itimacy of the offspring.

It

does not ap^iear that the weddiuj: ceremonies and home-bringing of the bride had actually any legal significance, except ae the
natural and public consequences of the formal private contract
and, just because these were the natural and normally inevitable
consequences, Athenian ]urT,--courts, so far as our knowledge
goes, were never called upon to decide at what precise moment
the status of marriage became actual, or what was the precise
juristic significance of the ydtio^ in which the suitor asserted
the rights bestowed upon him by virtue of the marriage contract
;

(Greek)

considerations.
Primarily and originthe ceremony of ^i''T;<Ti5 was a literal putting
of the woman by her Kvpio% into the hands of the
suitor for price paid, the interval between the striking of the bargain and exercise <)f conjugal rights
(7(i^o$) being iilled by the leading home of the
newly-purchased bride. This home-leading, being
that part of the entire transaction wliich was of a
striking and neces.sarily public olianicter, came to
possess ever increasing social signilicance, M'hile
at the same time it was the moment at which religion intervened to invest the ceremonies with its
own special solemnities, whetlier of a prophylactic
historical

ally,

or of a prognostic sort.
The whole mass of ceremonial, of infinite variety, and of very various
degrees of consciously realized import, whicli constitutes the actual procedure of marriage, in its

and non-juristic sense, interesting and important as it is for the student of anthropology,
can be given here only in barest outline.
Tlie Greek ydfio% was
5. Wedding ceremonies.
essentially a religious ceremony (xAos),* covering
tlie
deportation of the bride frum her parents^
house into that of her husband.
The month
ra/iT/Xtwj' (Jan, -Feb.) was generally selected, and
Greek custom seems to have prescribed in general
the winter season as proper for marriage and the
speculations of the philosophers were in accord (cf.
Arist. Pol. iv. (vii.) 14 = 1335a
roh Bk irepl ttjv Copav
Xpovots ws oi TToWoi xp^^^o.^ KttXws Kal vv;/, opiaavrcs
Tlie bride
XftM'^*'os ''V (TvvavXiav TTotftff^cu ravT-rjv).
dedicated to various deities {Beol yafxriXtot) her girlish
and
other gifts, and more especially her maiden
toys
tresses, now sliorn (Pollux, iii. 38, says tliat before
maiTiage girls otlered their hair to Hera, Artemis,
and the Fates; cf. Hesj'ch. s.v. yd^wv idT)).' Tlie
social

—

;

:

most important pre-nuptial ceremony was tliat of
the bath {Xovrpbv vv^tpiKov) ;^ at Athens the water
must be fetched from the Kallirrhoe (Thuc. ii. 15),
tall water-jars of peculiar shape {Xovrpofpbpot.) being
used for the purpose which it was also tlie custom to set up on the tomb of those dying before

—

marriage.'*

The order of tlie details of tltc nuptial ceremonies
not certainly known, and doubtless varied according to the locality. A feast was given in the house
of the father of the bride, thus securing publicity
of the event, for the guests were really ^^itnesses
(Dem. XXX. 21 Is. viii. 18).^ Associated with this
was the unveiling of the bride (the dvaKoXvTrTiip{.(x).
is

The question,

therefore, wliich has been debated,^
was an act of betrothal or
afliancing preceding marriage, or was not ratlier
the beginning of the married state itself the first
and most important of the ceremonies of the
wedding-da^', and actually constitutive of marriage
perse seems to receive its solution through purely
as to

whether

^V7ii?(7ts

—

—

1

Cf.

law quoted

in

Dem.

xlvi, 18

:

'Hv ay

fyyvijajt eVl Sijcat'ot?

SdnAftra tXvat rj irarijp tj oSeAi^bv o/tOTraTwp ij Jroinrot 6 irpbv Tfarpo?,
tK TavTTj? eii'ttt jratSac yinjtriov^.
"
Cf. H>"per. iii. (v.) ifj : oXAo. /iJjf ovk anexprjirf T(p yofjiO$fTr) TO
fypaipe
iyyvri&i}y<u rijy yvvaxKa virb ToD Trarpos ^ ToD aSfKtitov,
Dein. xlvi. 18 : tTKf>l>a<T9f roivvv koX
jiappijji)!' iy T<ji vofita, kt\.
Tous yOfiov^, nap' wr KtXevovat to? eyyva? Troictcrtfat, kt\,
'
^ Herod, vi. 130
tu> 5e 'AAn^e'tuvot Me-yaueAel ryyuw Tra»6<i ttji'

aW

',

:

'Kyapi(TTr}y rd/xotct Toto-c 'AB-qvaiuiv.' ^o/icVou 6i iyyvatrBai
McyoutAe'of iKtKvptoTO o yafio? KAeitrfle'i'ti,
* Dem. xli. 6:
fiaprupa? 7rap«^o/nn, rovt napayft'Oftevov^, or'
In
riyyva fi.oi Tlo\vtVKTO<; TTji- Bvyarepa tiri TtrrapoJcoVTa fiyat^.
the island of Myconos, in Macedonian times, public record was
made of the amount of the dowry. .Sec inscr. 817 in W. Dittenberger, SyU.^^ Leipzig, 189S-1901, where the entries are of the
type Swarparot Tr\v Bvyaripa. Sai^i' enryyu>7<rei' '^napx^tri koX

ttiTfy

npoiKa

cSwjtc

x^^^^

""-^

rptcucotrtaf

Spaxfid^

.

.

.

apyvpCov

ii iTpoutOrjKtv tKaroy 2pa\^dc, i<r0T}v ti rfTitJii}iJ.ivTjV iiaxoatwi'
See R. L»arcste, B. Haussoullier, and T. Reinach,
ipaxtiiov.
Rfcneil d€9 inscr. jurid. rirecquen, i. [Paris, 1395] 48 f.
^ Yet
«yyin)(7H as such did not give either party an action for
81>cciflc fulfilment (in spite of the assertion to the contrary

hy

Griechi^ches
£Iian, Var. llUt. vi.

Partech,

Btirgscha/tsrecht,

49,

relying
Action for breach of promise of
4).
upon
marriage was unknown in Athens. But, if the dowry had been
paid, the (cuptcK of the woman could re<'over it with interest
p.

(l)«-m. xxvii. 17).

iii,

:

'

CIR

in

'^

xxvili. [1914] 36f.

Cf. Pans.

II.

XXXii.

1

CKCum) napBivo^ itXoKa^ov awoKtCperaC

:

Ot [SC. Hippolj'tOSj irph ydfiov, Ktipa^fVTf Si aieBijKfy f% Toy vahv
^ipovaa, at Troezen ; 1. xliii. 4 : KaBftrrr^Kt hi xais icopai; X''^^ wpot
TO T^s 'Ii^ivoT/? fxi'rma Trpoff^Vpecf irpb ya.fi.ov koc airdpvctrdai riav

he compares the Delian custom (for which
TpiX^y^&i Megara;

flerod, iv. 31); 11. xxxiii. 1
«aT€aTTi<raTo5*icaiToisTpo(^»)i'(foi'
TrapBivOi^ avaTtdiyai irpo ydfiov T7}V ^uiVtjv rfj 'A&rjy^ rjj Avarovpia.
See J. G. Frazer, ravsanias's De^cr.o/Grercr, LiOndon, 1S9S, iii.
279 f. For the dedication of the {jirdle ((,*'->i'ij,or^iTpa)to Ajihro*
Moscn. ii. 7a.
dite, seeTheocr. xxvii. 55
3 In Troas the bride bathed in the river, saying Xapi jnou. ^kocf.

:

'

;

uai'Spe, TTjf irop9ei'ia»'(,tschinos, Jipigt. 16).
(Jrifchische Feste, Leipzig, 1906, p. 30(3 f.

Efl|)€cially hy IfruKa,
alt. Rechte, p. 40) thus

'

:

Sie

{iyyvi)<rt<i) ist

See M.

V. Nilsgon,

We niui^t be content
here with bare reference to the strange sun-lval, apparently, of
pre-nuptial defloration, in the island of Naxos, to which allusion
IS made in the opening lines of the recently discovered frag, of
the Aitia of Callimacnos (Oxj/rA. Pap. vii. (19U)] 15 f. ^St) <cai
Kovpv iTap6{vo*i tvydtra-n re'^^'O'' ^^ tKiKtvt iTpoyvp.^\.ov virvov
taDcroi
apa^^t ri)!' ToAtv TTOifii (rvfajx^idoAci) about which much
literature has gathered; see A. Puech. REG x\\\\. [19101 266 f.;
D. R.Stuart, VlaM. />Ai7o/.. Chicago, vi. [1911] 302 f. ; C.Bonner,
ib. 402 f. ; K. Kuipcr, REG xxv. [1912] 318
f.^
* Cf. Dem. xliv. is
TeAeur^ Toc ^iov
aya/iov Ciy tc toi'tow
ayifitiov ; KvTpo<tt6po% «<^<'cmj««i' ini T(p tou '\pyidSov Ta</»y (see
also § 30); P. Wolters,
UotHgurige I.utrophoros,' in MUth.
arch. Inst. Ath. xvi. [1891] 371 (.
6 Of. the Htory of the unfurtutiale affair of Orgilaos at F>elphi
given in Plutarch, Reip. gercnd. prccc. 32; cf. Arlat. Pol. vii.
(v.)4=:1303«.
:

\

I

:

who sums up

his position {KUebegr.
kein bios priiItaratorischftr Akt, wie die Sponsalien.soiidern die Khchegrimdnng selbfit. Ware die iy^vrian nur ein Verlobnis, so musste
B)Kiter no^^h die Khc durcn einen besondercn Akl bcgriindet
werdeo. Da von ist abcr nichts iiberliefert.'
fi

nach

;

38 ical Tf'Aos 6 yap.os fKoXelro' icai rAftoi ot
Cf. Pollux,
The Danaids,
yfyatit^KOTt^- 6to toOto Kal *Hpa TcAeia, 17 ^\f\ia.
in
who,
pseudo-Plato, Axioch. 573 E, are artKtU. ftre twc ow
The sacrifice preliminary to a
p.eixvrin.iv*av in Pau8. X. xxxi. 9.
werlding was called n-poreA^ca, and the first night was the vv^
Cf. J. E. Harrison, The Meaning of the Word reAfr^,'
uutTTCfoj.
1

.

'

.
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procession accomiianying the bride 4<f ifii^iis
to her new home took place in the evening, by

The

torclilight, the

Hyroenaios song being meanwliile

to the piping of llutes (see the description of
the scene on the Shield of Achilles in //. xviii.
491 f.). The bride was introduced to the hearth
amid showers of dates, figs, and other sweetmeats

sung

Instances, indeed, are found where
yvncuKbi).
no settlement was made in the lower classes the
amount must always have been trivial. Moreover,
no legal obligation to provide a dowry can be
proved for the father,' just as for brothers also the
obligation to dower sisters suitably and not snfter
them to grow old unmarried was moral, not legal
rf/s

;

(Lys.
In Sparta a survival of the primitive capture of the bride lay
in tlie custom of the bridegroom talting: his bride from her
mother's arms with simulated violence (Plut. Lye.' 15 ; Dion.
Hal. ii. 30). For other survivals see M. P. Nilsson, Die Grund
308 f. ; E.
lagen des spartanischeu Lebens,' in Klio, xii. [1912]
Kesslcr, Plutarchs Lcben des Lpturgog, Berlin, 1010.

—

remarks

In primitive times,
6. Bride-price.
8=
Aristotle, men bought their wives [Pol. ii.
The Epic con12686 ; cf. Plato, Lav.s, 841 D).
tains fi-equent mention of the bride-price {ISm),
calculated in oxen, paid by the suitor to

normally
the bride's father. It must sometimes have hapand under a
pened, even in very early times,
that a
general system of marriage by purchase,
father must give something to boot with his
daughter in order to secure the desired son-in-law.
The economic factor, the relation between population and food-supply, may have contributed largely
to establish the custom of dower in place of the
In historical times, at any rate, the
the dowry
bride-price has been wholly replaced by
given to and with the girl by her parents.
of
the
transition
evidence
contains
The Epic
stages. Of
Andromache it is said that Hector took her from her father's
loride-price.

house, 'having given bride-price untold' (II. xxii.472)."^ Of the
slain Iphidamas it is said that he fell far from his bride, of
whom he had known no joy, and much had he given for her'
he saw no return tor his expenditure of 100 kine).
(11. xL '242 f.
In order to appease Achilles, Agamemnon offers to let him have
a daughter of his free (/;. ix. 146 f.)— nay, more,^ to give a
oair' ovirut
present with her (e-ytu S' trri juet\ia 5w<Tta iroXAa /zoA',
3 cf. Od. vii. 314, XX. 342.
Ti! iji eireScuite evynTpC)
her
a
to
be
JSxa
come
the
Ultimatelv
dowry given by
parents
to the bride— perhaps through a transition stage in which the
was used wholly or in part
bride-price received from the suitor
to equip the bride and to furnish the feast.-" In the Odi/sscp the
two systems are both found; e.g., in Od. ii. 53, 'Iicaptoy, w? k
ai'Tos ecSi/waaiTo fliWaToa, the meaning is 'give for tlie bridebutin Od. i. 277f.=Od.
(of. 0<i. xvi. 77, 391 f., xix. 6'29);
'

;

|

;

'

price
ii. 196

«ai aprvveovaLV eeSi-a TToAAii iJ.a\',
f., oi Se yafjiov Tev^oDcri
Scro-a locKt <fiiX7i5 enl iroiSos e7reo-9ai, a dowry given by the parents
is meant, just as by Pindar and Euripides tSvov is used as equiva|

lent to
7.

The dowry. — In
tfiepi-^.^

historical times, in Athens,

the marriage settlement or

dowry

(ir/)o(|,

(fxp^ri)

criterion of honourable marriage as
freedom
distinguished from concubinage for the
of divorce allowed by Athenian law to the husband
made the position of a portionless wife very precarious (cf. Is. iii. 28 kSv apyipiov ttoXAu ft-aWov 6

was almost a

;

:

iyyviZ'i' Sitiip-oXoyriiTaTO

fx^ "'

"'''ro'' ^'ri tij

yvfaiKi,

'Iva iir]

iw iKeivL<3yivOLTO pqdiios diraWaTTeaOai, birbre jBovXolto,
or act for
1 The
n'larriage \\n;^ followed by some ceremony
which the technical and fixed phrase was -ya^TjAiat- uTrep n'l?
Tots '^paTepati' eL(T<f)cpetc (cf. Is. iii. 79, viii. 18; Dem.
yviatKOS

This has been variously interpreted by both ancients

Ivii. 43).

and moderns as an introduction or enrolment of the wife among
the members of her husband's 4>paTpia, or as a banquet, sacrifice,
or donation (see Wjse, Isaus, p. 363).
2 Cf. It. xvi. 178, 190
Od. xi. '282. It is clear from Od. xv.
367 that the eSm were given to the parents, not to the bride.
Hence is explained the term used in /(.xviii. 593, irapStVoi aAj>eo-i'flomi.
realizing a high price in oxen (see G. Hurray, Rise 0/
;

'

'

viii. 318 f. there
the Greek Epic^, Oxford, 1911, p. 185 f.)- In Od.
'
'
In II.
is talk of getting the price of a bad bargain refunded.
xiii. 366 Othryoneus receives Cassandra araeSvof, but gives
service in war in lieu of bride-price.
? Leaf in his note on this passage prefers to see in it an
of an intermediate sla;;e, in which the t'St'a are given

example
by the suitor to the bride herself, and may he increased by gifts
from her parents, the word u.iAia being the technical term for
such additional gifts (cf. /(. xxii. 61). The example quoted from
Od. vi. 159 as an illustration of this intermediate stage (' loading
thee with gifts') is not in point, the meaning being prevail over
'

offers,' sc. to the parents of the girl.
4 Such a transition stage would enable us to explain the
dilEj
cult expression in Jl. xiii. 382 ({rui-w/xeSa) a/jf/)i ydp.w, ^Trel ov
Toi eeSvwrat kokoC ilixfi', where teSi'ujTat is by Leaf translated
'
'
match-makers,' marriage-brokers,' or (Lang, Leaf, and Mj ers,
It means one
tr., Ixindon, 1883) exacters of gifts of wooing.'
who makes a profit out of the thva.'

other suitors with

:

'

'

s

See on this development

kritik\ Leipzig, 1909, p. 286

P. Oaucr,
f.
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(Greek)

xiii. 45).^

The dowry
perty,

did not

but he

become the husband's

enjoyed

pro-

he was

the usufruct;^

generally required to mortgage real estate as
security {iwoTtfiijua) for its eventual repayment.*
If the capital sum was not to be paid at once,
either because the woman's Ki'pios had not enough
ready money or because her husband could not give
adequate security for the whole sum, interest upon
the outstanding balance was paid to the husband
according to agreement (Dem. xli. 6 ; Inscr. jurid.
All these arrangements were
grccques, i. 133 f.).
made before witnesses (cf. Dem. xxx. 9, 21), but
in
were not put
documcntar}- form before an oflicial
and published, as at IMjconos and Tenos ; at Athens
the permanent stone record of the mortgage was
deemed sulHcient safegtiard of the rights of the
Naturally all this implied the necessity
parties.
of keeping clearly distinct the property of husband
and wife (cf. Dem. xlvii. 57, liii. 28) neither
Athens nor, so far as our knowledge goes, the rest
;

knows community of property between
husband and wife, in spite of the recommendations
of philosophers." It is clear that the Athenian
dowry system, which was probably that of Greece
In general, tended to maintain the connexion of
of Greece

the wife with her father's famUy the wife did
not, as in early Rome, become once for all a member of her husband's family (Dion. Hal. ii. 25).
—According to Plutarch, a law of
(a) Amount of dou^ry.
;

t>

Solon limited the size of dowries at Athens ; but this, if ever
enforced, was certainly obsolete in the 4tb cent. B.C., and was,
in fact, virtually abrogated by the law fixing the minimum
amount to be settled on a poor en-iKATjpo; by her next-of-kin
a law which equally passed as Solonian (Dem. xliii. 54). Hip.
ponicus, the richest Athenian of his time, gave hig daughter
ten talents on her marriage with Alcibiades (Plut. Ale. 8).
The father of Demosthenes the orator, with a property estimated at fourteen talents, gave a dowry of two talent.s (Dem.
xxvii. 6).
The orators contain mention of dowries ranging
from ten jnince to more than 100 wdnw. Athenian mortgagepillars, set upon property pledged as security for the rei>ayment of dowries, show sums ranging from 300 to 4600 drachin<B
=
(6000 drachmtv, or 60 «u'na: l talent); but it is not certain,
under the circumstances, that these sums constitute the whole

—

dowry. The register from Myconos (3rd cent. B.C.) shows amounts
varying from 700 drachma to 14,000 drachma: (Inscr. jurid.

grecgues, i. 48 ; Dittenberger, Sylt.-, 817). The widow of the
rich banker Pasion received three talents (Dem. xlv. 28, 35 :
1 A father
might settle a dowry on his daughter by will (Lys.
but was not obliged to make this provision failing
which, a daughter had no legal claim on his estate. The Code of
Gortyn is more liberal, giving daughters a legal claim to onehalf of a brother's share, in lieu of adowrj' an already portioned
daughter having no further claim. That is to say, at Gortyn
there was legal obligation to dower. Ephoros, as quoted by
Strabo, p. 482, <^cpi^ 5' kiniv, av aScAi/to't Sitn, to rjixiav t^s Toij
aZsK^ov p.^piSo';, attributes the Gortynian rule to Crete generally,
and may be correct in so doing.
2 The nearest male relative of a poor ctti'kXtjpos or drjTTa was
under leg^l obligation either to marry her himself or to portion
her on a scale fixed by law (Is. i. 39; law in Dem. xliii. .54).
Contenii't of the law was possibly construed as «d(ctua-ts ctt*.

xxxii- 6),

;

—

KXrjpiiiv,

involving partial arcpia.

Hence Euripides makes Medea complain that women have
buy a husband (J/ed. 230 f.).

8

to

4
Harjiocr. xxx. 15 ; Etjj(?eo-a»' 6t oi tot^, ei yvvaiKi yajuov/iei'i;
SiSotev oi jrpoo^KOi'Tes, niTfif napa tou di'Spos oicnrep ifexvpw ti
A mortgage-stone (opoc)
T7)9 Trpot«bs a^toi-, oloc oininy T( \MpLOV.
was set up on the pledged property, with an inscription of the
»cal
otKt'o?
'Opos
\<"piov
djroTt^Tj/ia
77po(Kbs nuflofollowing type
:

mpaTet MefdAifou .\i'a-/,Au(rTtou XXX (i.e. 3000 drnchmee; see
E. S. Roberts and E. A. Gardner, Introd. to Greek Epigraphy,
Dittenpi. ii.. The /nscr. of Attica, Cambridge, 1905, p. 497
;

berger, Sj(«.2, 818).
Plut. Prac. conj. 20.
6 Plut. Sol. 20.
See the explanation given by G. Glotz, La
Solidarity de la famille dans le droit eriminet en Grlcc, Paris,
1904, p. 330 f. Plato, in Laws, 743 C, lays down the principle
yapjOviTa £e fcat €ic5i5o»'Ta p.r\T ovv hihova^ fJTJTe Scx^trdat TrpoiKa
The foftof irepl rij^
TO iTopanttv fXTjS' r]l'Tivovv (cf. 774 D).
irpcKos (Dem. xl. 19) has not been preselTed.
» Cf.
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vpotxa ootj*' oi-itic twi' iv rp w6\ti ^atVcroi ; c(.
ii. 211, line 40, where the
U*pticrtpo,'unj. Oxyrh. Pap.
father itromisc*. three taluiiU dowry, to the lover's i^'real conno law on the subject,
I here was at Athens
Apparently
tent).
but (n other plaet-s ii was found necessary to fix a Iciial nmxiluum in order to prevent extravagant dowries <.</< at Massalia
the niaxinmin was (Ixed at lOU \pv<rol, with nn adilltional live
and five for ornaments (Strabo. p. 181). The
XpviToi for clothes,
ami of the Ciortynian C*»df. in fixing a daughter's share in her
father's estate, uaji probably rather to curtail dowries than to
extend wouicti's riy:hti>. The general tendent-y in the 4th cent.,
at any rate, was to give lai-ge dowries ; antf tliis in Sparta, as
Aristotle remarks, was in part responsible for the concentration
of property in the hands of women and their preponderant
iuMuence in the State (ArUi. Pol. ii. 9 = 1270a: tan Si khitCiv

nfioarieii-:

Menmnder,

;

•yvyaiKMV axeSby
tvtK\ir}f>ti>i'

n'i<;

noWiof

\iupa( rtity ireVr* juepiuf to. Svo, tuiv t
Koi Sia. TO irpoiKa^ Bt66vaK ^eyoAa;

n-otn)?

yu'o/i<'fwc,

Cf. Plut. A<J>*; 4, 7).

;

—

The bride's
(cf. IMut. Aristid. L*7).*
trousseau, however, was in some cases valued and
expressly reckoned in the dowry, so that its
ecjuivalent wa.s recoverable from the husband
otherwise it was held to be a free i^ift of the Kvpios,
and was not recoverable (cf. Is. iii. 35, viii. 8 ; see
real estate

—

note in Wyse, p. 314).
AVhilst the union continued, the dowry could
not be withdrawn but, uj)on dissolution of marriage on the initiative of either party- or by
mutual agreement, it must be refunded to the
It is usually held, however, tliat
M'onian's Kvpios.
in case of the wife's adultery restitution Ma^ not
enforceable upon her repudiation but there is no
The prinsuflficient evidence of this exception.^
ciples observed are: (1) rupture of union inter
vivos compels restitution of the dowry, the existence of issue being immaterial and (2) rupture
by death of either party compels restitution, if
ii there is issue, the cliildren
there is no issue
benefit, except when the widow (mother) exercises
her option of going back with lier dowry to her
Tlius the dowry follows the wife,
father's house.
or goes to her children.*
The Code of Gortyn 8ho\vs that there, as at Athens, the
wfe's dowry was not nier^^ed in the family estate, and it was
;

;

;

;

forbidden to the husband to sell or mortgage her property
for in case of dissolution of marriage the wife returned to her
own family, taking with her her dowry, together with half
the increase thereof, and half the fruits of her own labour,
as well as five staters if the husband was to blame for the
separation. On the other hand, the interests of the husband's
family were protected by the provision tliat he mi^ht not
make any larger donation than lUO ataters to his wife, nor
might a son make a larger gift to his mother— the intention
being the same in both caaes, namely, to prevent absorption
of the husb;ind'8 estate by the wife, for all such gifts belonged
to her absolutely. If her husband predeceased her, she might,
if she chose to remarry, take her own property out of his estate
the existence of issue was
into that of her second husband
only so far material that, if there were children, she was
limited to taking her dowry and sunh donation as her husband
might have made within the legal limit aforesaid, and in the
If there were no
presence of three adult male witnesses.
children, she might take, in addition to her dowry, half the
in the house
fruits of her own labour, and half the
produce
the balance going to her dead husband's heirs-at-law. If she
did not wish to remarry, her property remained in her own
hands until she died, and then it was divided among her
children she enjoyed, therefore, a more independent position
than the Athenian widow, whose property, in similar circum;

;

—

;

Of.

Dittenberger,

Ss/U.^, 820

flvyorpbi; Trpot^ to x^pt'oc (inscr.
-

Dcm.

yvvalKO.,

52: Kara

:

'Hyrjcrous

rrjs

KKfOix6pTov

from Syros).

ritv I'Ofio*' 6s
aTTofitJorat rrjv trpoiKa, inilix.

Kt\tv(t iav anowiiinrf) tJ}v
&e

fn^,

nr"

ivwea

ufloAois

TOKO^pfiv (tat criTov fl% t^^tiov elvai StKairaa&ai vnip ttjs yvyaiKoi;
Tw Kvpita, i.e., alimony at the rate of IS per cent interest ujion
tlie dowTv was recoverable from a recalcitrant husband (cf.
be proved for Athen'S in the 4th cent. B.C.,
Certainly
by inferenre from the Ephesian inscr. o( the 2nd i.'cnt. (Pittenliergcr, Syll.^, 510. WJ) : -^ yij^acrc; KalfiiaAufeVres p.T\ aTTo6(SutKa<Ti
Tas ^tpva^ ovffa^ avo^orov^ Kara -rbv vofiov e^un if that will
prove anything at all (see T. Thalheim, Ij<hrbvch der griech.

—

HechtsalUrtitnu;!*, Freibuiv i. n.,189.''j, p. MV.i).
* Cf.
h.,MitteiH, Jieichsrecht utid I'otksrtwht in tletivstl. Prov.
itfs rniti. Kuinrrreichd, Leipzig, 18UI, p. 2;i2 : 'J>io \om Vater
)>estellt« Mitgift enlhalt cine Erhabfindung der Tochter'; <;f,
otw 6* av t^v t/uu**- v-ndpX'^v o\ko^
I'latO, Laws, xi. 023 1>. E
TOi'r'.i
Tuii'
i),
fiTf Wfxctv
XptjfinTtiiv,
OvyaTpi rt uxraurwc }>
:

av

yi^lAtv.

iyyvyvy\ti.ii-o^

;

cliildren,

he had the mana^'ement and use

)>ropert3 until he died or remarried, in

8.

Dissolution

of

of his

which cases

her children. 1

dead wife's
it went to

— Dissolution

marriage.

of

Athens was easily etl'ected.
The
liusband's power of repudiation was unfettered by
or
He
formalities.
simply
any legal conditions
sent the woman, with her dowry, back to her
marriage

in

A

inndcnt man would, as usual,
but need not do so (Lys. xiv.
When the MJfe sought a separation, she
1^8).
must lodg<.' with the Archon rb r^s d7ro\c/^cws
ypdfifia (Pint. Afc. 8; Andoc. iv. 14: dTroXtTrerc,
but
iXdovaav trpcis t6i' &pxovTa Kara rbv vbi^iov)
Against a
nothing is known of the ])rocedure.
wife proved guilty of adultery the liusband was
compelled by law to use his right of repudiation,
condonation of tlie oirence being visited with
On the other hand, it is
drt/A^a (Dem. 'ix. 87).
certain that atlultory of the husband gave the
wife no legal right oi divorce,- and it is probable
that it was not generally regarded as stitticient
It is evident that the
ground of separation.^
possession of a dowiy must have been a strong
protection to tlie wife against a husband's caprice,
and in many households must have made her
virtually mistress of the situation.
father's house.

witnes-ses,

;

Two special features call for rumark in this connexion.
It was competent for husband and wife
to agree to a mutual dissolution of marriage in
order that another more congenial union might be
made. Thus Pericles so parted from his wife with
her consent, to take Aspasia (Plut. Per. 24).*
Again, the operation of the laws respecting heiresses {iirlKXripoi) often, according to Is. iii. 64,
severed huslmnd and wife (see INHKRITANCE
[Greek], vol. vii. p. 304). The latter occasion of
dissolution of marriage ditfere from the lirstmentioned in that it came about as the result of
an application to a court of law by the next-of-kin
In all other cases there
as claimant {eTnoiKaffta).
is no sufiicient evidence that any public legal j)rofor
even
the wife's application
cedure was in use,
to the Archon does not seem to have been more
than an application or formal notice to him in
cuDiera.
It is doubtful Mhcther the oLki) diroXcf^cws
and the Ukt} dTroTrt^/x^ewj, which are said to have
been available for husband and wife respectively,
as if a sort of suit for restitution of conjugal
rights, are not mere figments.^

1 For
comparison of the Gortj nian regulations with the later
regulations in the Kast {'jenem spiitgriechischen Stadtrecht,
welches man heute falschlieh als s> risches Kechtshuch diagnosticirt,' p. 240) see Mitteis, p. 230 h.

2 Athenian sentiment on this matter was very far removed
from the position of Arist. O'lc. i. 4 — lo41n wtnrfp iKinv koX a^'
:

ECTTtas riyp.evT\v Ci<; ijKKrra 6et ahtKelv aSiKta. 6i avBpo^ al Bvpoj^t
13Sfi& ; Plato,
trvvovffiai yiyj'o/xei'ac ; cf. J'ol. iv. (vii.) 16

=

Laws, 784 K. 'I>.i3s die Ebe dem Manne keine Trenpflicht
anferlege, geliort zu den Grundnierkinalen der antiken Ehe

ge;renuber lunseren Anschauungen und Rechtseinrichtungen
(Hruza, p. 2U).
3
According to Herod, v. .'JO, at Sparta barrenness was
good ground for divorce, at any rat« for the royal house; cf.
'

vi. 61.
* Other

:
Dem. xxxvi. 2Sf. ; Is. ii. 6f., 9: KaKKCvjiTo
avrav \iyovTOi, frpotdiTO? hi tov vpot^u
rt. the case of ProtoKa\
oiirw?
r«(5i5o^fi' avTtff
^dA(? iiTt!i<T$r}machos who, becoinin.Ljr entitled to a rich heiress, persuaded his
wife to agree to a rh^-sohition and fresh marriage (Dem. Ivii. 41).
In Thurii, accordin-,'^ to Diod. xii. IS, freedom of divorce was
limited by a law forbidding the person to whom the divorce was

examples

nil' trpiarov ovb' i)vi<T\fTo

Is. iii. 8. 35, ii. 9).
3
not to

fi.iv

utances, ]>a«tsed into the hands of the eldest sou as soon as be
came of age.
Under the Oortynian ('o<le, if the wife died before her husband, having had no children, her ne.\t-ot-kiii was entitled
to recover her dowry, with the half of ita fruits and half of
the work of lier hands
but, if the widuwer was left with

summon

Tn Athens the <.h>wry
(6) Refund of dowry.
usually consisted of a sum of niuncy, rarely of

1

(Greek)

ui%

o.vr\p itrofift'Ot

fj,

fxif

vifL^kV

jj

S'

ay

fj.^,

',

due to marry one younger than the original partner.
The SCkt) n-poiKo? or 5iict) airov, suits brought by the woman's
Kvpioi for the restitution of her douTy or payment of interest
thereon, protected the woman's itilerests in respect of aliment.
I''rom this it follows tliat a woman who married without a dowry
was in practicjtUv tlie naine po-;ili«iii a.*? a truAAafti,, and had mt
protection whate\ er ayiiinst a husband's caprice short of .actual
violeni»j to her person.
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The Athenian regulations con9. Widows.
cerning widows were as follows. If there were no
children, born or adopted, the widow must return
with her dowry to her father's house she must, as
a rule, if of suitable age, marry again in accordance
with the wishes of her dead husband or those of
her Kupios (Is. viii. 8). If there were children, she
might remain in her husband's house, where she
passed under the authority of her children's
guardian, if they were still minors, and under
that of her eldest son when he came of age her
dowry becoming the property of her children, subject to her right to support (Dem. xlii. 27, xlvi. 20).
She might, however, return with her dowry to her
father's house, and be given again in marriage
(Dem. .\1. 6 f.). The same option was open to her
herself
if, on her husband's death, she declared
;

—

pregnant (Dem. xliii. 75), in which case it was
the Archon's duty to protect her interests (Arist.
Ath. Pol. 56. 7). It is clear that here again tlie
existence of the dowry secured on mortgage put
the final decision completely into the hands of the

widow and her Kvpios.
10. Marriage law

— In
papyri.

the
Egypt,
under the Ptolemys, Hellenic legal ideas and
those
of
in
contact
with
came
another,
principles
in some respects more highly developed, type ;
the
were
influenced
both
later,
by
legal concepIn the Papyri
tions and practices of the Romans.
we have, therefore, to distinguish between the
enchorial marriage, in which the parties are Egyptians, and the Hellenic marriage, the regulations
concerning which are partly derived from the
older Greek law and partly developed under the
in

influence of native models.
The technical term for marriage

in the Papyri is vo/iot or
Dissolution of marriage (and probably therefore
entry upon marriage) is no longer a purely private act, but
requires the lodging of an airoyptt<^»i before an oificial (cf. what
was required of the women in Athens, Dem. xxx. 17, 26 Is.
iii. 78
TTpb? oirorof apxovra tj tyyviTrij yvi^ aTre'Aiire Tov av5pa rfrbv
oIkov ai/Tou, as well as the ifitervention of iepodvrai., 1 The precise
relation between the religious element thus imported^ into the
transaction and the civil element represented by the airoypatl>ij
and the marriage contract itself is by no means clear as yet.
The extant marriage-contracts exhibit, when taken together,
the following elements. (1) Statement of the giving or receiving
of the woman in marriage
e.g., Mitteis-Wilcken. Grundzuge,
ii. 317, n. 2S3
Aaja^ai-et 'HpaicAetSw \ri^j.Tj7piav Kajav yyvalKa
law (cf. Is, ix. 27
yvTfffiav irapa Tov irarpds, as in the Older Greeli
ore yap eAd^flafe ©ed^patrros 6 e^bs nai^p ttjv ffirtv firfrtpa Tropi
(2) Acknowledgment of receipt of the ^epiT/
'Iepo(cAeous).3
brought by the woman. (3) Mutual marital obligations the
husband promised to support the wife and to treat her properly (liij v&pi^^iv fii)5€ KOKovxilv), and engaged not_to repudiate
her (/ITJ «(3a/\ea-) or to be unfaithful i^l^) eicayetrSai aWr)V yvvtUKa
On her side
/xijie iroAAaiciji' i^ifii Te«von-oiei<r0ai €^ (iAAtj? yvvtuKO^)
the woman promised to remain at home day and night (jxtj^'
oAA(i) ai/Spi
to
be
faithful
(m^S*
a't>Tifitpov fLTji' anoKoiTovyeveaOai),
tnjyeli'ai.), and to look after their joint interests in the household
of
the
The
sanction
mutual
Toikoiv'ov
(4)
olfco^.
(Mi)2e ^Beipeiv
obligations the husband guilty of breach of his promises must
the
with
addition
of
half its
forthwith
dowry
(irapiixp>)Ma)
repay
amount {-n^v liepi^ijv yip.i6\iov) the wife so guilty lost her dowry
the
courts
settled
ordinary
disputes so
Apparently
entirely.
(5) Divorce on the man's side (dn-oTrojuJr^) was tantaarising.
mount to breach of his promise p.v U^aAXav, and rendered him
liable to the aforesaid penalty
separation on the woman's part
of promise, but pro(airaXXayrj) was not regarded as breach
vision was made for repayment of the dowry within a stated
time. That is to say, the husband bad entirely lost that unfettered power of repudiation, under condition of simply refunding the dowTy, which belonged to him under the older Hellenic
law. On the other hand, the dowry retained here also the
avvoiKLcriov.

;

:

;

:

:

;

',

;

;

;

overwhelming importance which it had in Hellas.3 Here also
it was, if not a definite stun of money, valued and expressed aa
I For these see W.
Otto, Prieater unci Tempel im helltnistUchen ^aupten, 2 vols., Leipzig, 1908, i. 163 f., ii. 295 f.
3 A curious
exception in Pap. Gi»s. ii. 8 (efe'^oro iav-niv
'OXv^irtdc
ywatna yo^eTTJ*'), in which the woman, of Macedonian origin, gives herself away in marriage, may be a survival
of native Macedonian law, which in this respect, therefore, must
have resembled that of the Lydians, of whom Herodotus remarks with siu-prise that the women give themselves in marriage
.

(i.

93

:

.

.

iKSi&oatrt &f avrai

twvrds

— besides

collecting their

own

dowries
3

(7ut>iaTi ipya^Ofxevat).
Mitteis-Wilcken, ii. 1. 219

bildet die 4>Epioj das Ruckgrat,
mungen sich nuranlehnen.'

VOL. VIII.

— 29

Im Gerippe dieser Urkunden
an welches alle auderen Beatim'

:
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(Hindu)

such, and the husband was liable only for refund of that stated
principle being, as at Athens, that the wife's dowry
should neither increase nor diminish (cf. the Code of Gortyn) ;
from which it follows that the management of the dowry must
have been in the bands of the husband, as was the case at

amount— the

Athens.
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apud Atheniejinea, Leyden, 1664 A. Pbilippi, Beitrage zu einer
;
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;

H. Buer-
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(Hindu).— l. General characterVedic texts, which may be
said to cover the period down to the end of the 5th
cent. B.C., present with practical uniformity the

istics.

—The

earlier

same account of the condition of marriage among
the Hindu tribes whose life they depict. Among
these tribes marriage was a union of man and
woman, for all practical purposes indissoluble save
by death, and normally monogamic except among
the highest strata of the population. Marriages
were contracted between persons of full age, and
while there are clear
often by mutual consent
traces of the payment of a bride-price for a wife,
there is also proof of the giving of dowries by
fathers or brothers in order to secure the marriage
Traces of marriage by
of daughters or sisters.
capture are scanty and confined to the warrior
;

class.

The position of the wife in these conditions of
She was,
society was one of security and dignity.
indeed, under the complete control of her husband,
though we do not know to what extent of personal
But she was the
restraint his power extended.
mistress (patni) of the household, as her husband
was the master {pati). In the marriage-hymn of
the Rigveda (X. Ixxxv. 46) she is told to exercise
authority over her father-in-law, and her husband's
brothers and unmarried sisters. The case contemplated seems to be one in which the eldest son
of a family marries at a time when his father,
through decrepitude, has ceased to exercise full
control over the family, and when, therefore, the
^vife of the eldest son becomes the mistress of
the joint family. This is not inconsistent with the
respect elsewhere mentioned as due from a daughterin-law to her father-in-law, which doubtless applies
to the case in which the father is still able to
control his son and to exercise the rightful authority
of the head of the house.
The wife was also a
in the sacred rites performed by her
Participator
usband ; but in this regard a certain deterioration
of her position can be traced in the Vedic period,
doubtless as the result of the growing importance
of the priestly class and the rule that women could
not be priests. This regulation seems to have been
due to the view that women were impure as
compared with men, and the same idea may have
been at the root of the practice, which appears
first in the Satapatha Brdhmana (I. ix. 2. 12),
requiring a

woman

to eat after her husband, just

MARRIAGE
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as in Bensal at tlie jnesent day a wife normally
feeds on the leiiinauts of her husband's meal.
Naturally enough, there were difibrent views as
wife completes a
to the character of women.
husband and is half of his self, we are told

A

{Brh'tdCiranyaka Upani^ad,
lirCihinana, V.

ii.

1.

10),

mentioned.
frer^uentiy

I.

iv.

17

;

^ntapat/ia

and her gond qualities are

On

the other hand, the

.Mait rSyatil Saiiihitd (I. X. 11, III. vi. 3) describes
woman as untruth and as connected with misfortune, and classiHes her with dice and drink as
the three chief evils.
Elsewhere (Taittinyn Smii-

VI. V. 8. 2) a good woman is ranked below
even a bad man, and the Knthakn Smkhild (xx.xi.
1) alludes sarcastically to her ability to obtain
thintjs from her husband by cajolery at night.
The most imjiortant function of a wife was
doubtless that of bringing; into the world a son in
order to perform the necessary funeral rites to his
father and to continue the race. Adoption, indeed,
was known as early as the Rigveda, but it was not
jiopular (cf. art. AborTlON [Hindu]), and lack of a
son (avirafd) was regarded as the greatest of evils.
On the other hand, the birth of a daughter was
regarded as a misfortune the A ilarcya Brdhmana
(vii. 15) contrasts a daughter as mi.sery (krpana)
with a son as a light in the highest heaven. But
the view once widely held, that the Vedic Indians
jiraotised infanticide in the case of girls, has been
disproved by O. von Bohtlingk.'
In political life women took no part men alone
went to the assembly. But, while the position of
the wife in the sacrificial ritual was narrowed by
the priests, there is evidence that women took part
in the speculative activity which manifested itself
in the 6th cent. B.C. in the Upnnisads.
We leam
there not only of several women teachers, who may
or may not have been married, but also of one of
the two wives of the great sage Yiijnavalkya, who
shared her husband'.^ intellectual activities.
In the Grhi/anutras and Dharmasiitras, which
mark the end of the Vedic period proper, and
«hich may be held to represent the views of the
jieriod from tlie 4th cent. B.C. onwards, in the epics
(••. 200 B.C.-A.D.
200), in the Arthcdastra, and in
/litii,

;

;

we find in full force the tendencies
themselves in the later classical
literature, and can be observed in their development at the present day.
Dillercnt
types of
marriage are now recognized and classilied, being
assigned to the diflerent classes of the pojmlation.
Marriages between peoide of full age are still
allowed
thus the warrior class is permitted to
marry by capture or to form love matches, while
the Kdmnsulra permits love matches generally.
Against these special cases must be set tlie general
rule, which first appears as a counsel of perfection
in the Mdiiava (I. vii. 8) and Gobhila GrnyasStms
(III. iv. 6), but which
by the time of the later
k'mj-tis
i.e., not later probably than the beginning
of the Christian era has won full acceptance, viz.
that it was sinful on the part of a father^ to allow
Ilia
daughter to attain puberty without being
marripd, and the girl herself fell to the condition
of a nudr:i {rrsali}, marriage with whom involved
degradation on the part of a husband. The d.ite
of marriage is placed earlier and earlier as the
authority is later in date. Thus the Smrti of IMaiiu
(ix. 94) hxes the ages of husband and wife at 30
and 12 or 24 and 8 respectively the later work
of Brhaspati (ZDMG xlvi. [1892] 416 f.) and the
didactic jiortion of the Mn/ulbharnta (XMI. xliv, 19)
give the wife's age in these cases as In and 7
respectively, while yet later texts give 4 to 6 as
the lower sjid 8 as the upper limit. There is
the Kdmrt.sutra

which

reveal

;

—

—

;

1

ZDfffl

xliv.

0890] 484-490.

3 In his rlcfault

ft

brother, trrandfnthcr, maternal uncle, or
ogiioli', ehould aot {Niirado, xii. 20-22).

mother, or an agrmle or

i

(Hindu)

abundant evidence that these dates wi

re

not merely

theoretical: the old marriage-ceremonial, which
included as its essential part the taking of the
bride to her new home, wlience the name of marriage (vimha) was derived, was divided into two
parts ; the actual ceremony took place shortly
after the betrothal {vdrjddna), but tlie taking of
the bride to her husband's home was delayed until
after puberty.
The unmarried daughter (kumdri)
living at home was distinguished from the married
daughter (surdsini or si'nvdsini], whose connexion
with her i)arents was still recognized to the extent
that, contrary to the rule that no mourning was
observed for a married daughter, a brief period of
mourning was pre.scrilied in the event of her death
before her departure from her old home. The
early prevalence of the custom is also vouched for
by the tjreek authorities,' and was noted by alBiruni in the lith cent. A.D.^ At the present time,
despite the eflorts of reformers, it is still the
prevailing practice among all Hindus who stand
under the influence of tlie Briihmans to marry
their daughters before puberty, and the practice

has spread even

The

among Muliammadans.

better side of such marriages is put before
us in the Hdrita Smrti (iii. 3).
The wife is to
devote her whole thought to her house and her
husband, to prepare his food, eat what is left o\'er
by her husband and sons, wash the utensils, strew
cow-dung on the floor, make the domestic offerings,
embrace her husband's feet before going to rest, in
the hot season fan him, support his head when he
is w eary, and so forth.
On the other hand, to her
falls the place of honour in the household, and she
is undisputed mistress of her daughters and any
other women living under her hu.sband's roof. The
description in the Smrti is confirmed by the literature and by the practice of the present day.
On
the other hand, it must be noted t! at the intellectual achievements of women in India since
the rule of early marriage became efi'ective have
not been in accord with the normal development
which might have been expected from the state of
society depicted in the Upanisads, and the heroines
of the ejiic and the classical poetry are chosen, as
a rule, fiom those women who, for some reason or
other, have not fallen under the operation of the

ordinary pr.actice. There is also much evidence in
the proverbial literature of the demerits which
were attributed to women in general and wives in
particular.
2.

Forms

of marriagfe.

— In the Vedic period the

normal form of marriage apjiears to have been one
in which much was left to the choice of the two
persons concerned. It is, at any rate, not proved
that the father could control the marriage of either
son or daughter of mature age, though doubtless
parents often arranged marriages for their children.
Of the practice of giving a bride-price there is clear
evidence from the later Saihhitds, but there is also
clear evidence of the practice of a father and, in
his absence, a brother giving a
dowry to enable
or a
a daughter or sister to obtain a husoand
daughter might be given to a priest in return for
"There is also a trace
his assistance at some rite.
of marriage by capture in the Rifjveda, where we
hear (I. cxii. 19, cxvii. 20, x. xxxix. 7, Ixv. 12) of
the carrying off by Vimada of the daughter of
Purumitra, apparently with the good will of the
maiden but against her father's desire. The normal
marriage was duly celebrated at the house of the
father of the bri(ie, and its ceremonial, which is
fully describeil in the dfhyn.iritrax, is marked by
many features whi<li have been found in the marriage-ritual of otlier Indo-European and non-IndoEuropean peojiles. Of these practices the most
;

HoiiliiiiH, JAO.S xiii. I1889J "1.1.
v Iiiilia, Ir. U. Suchan. honcioli,
l^b3,
1

ii.

I5i.
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impoitant and wide-spread were the solemn handing over of the maiden by her father (kanyddana),
the joining of the right hands of the bride and
bridegroom (panigrahana), the recitation of Vedic
formula?, incmdiiig a speech by the bridegroom to
the bride asserting their unity, the offering of
libations in tlie tire and the threefold circumambulation of the fire, the seven steps taken together
by the m edded pair, and, finally, the taking away
of the bride to her new home by the bridegroom.
There is evidence in the later literature that these
customs formed the kernel of tlie normal marriageceremonial throughout the Middle Ages, and much
of the ritual is still observed at the present day.'
In the Smfti literature ei^ht forms of marriage
are recognized and described, but with many
In the case of Brahmaus
differences in detail.
Manu (iii. 24) recognizes as approved four forms
the brahma, daiva, arm, and praidpatya. The
characteristics of these forms are that in the first
the father spontaneously offers his daughter to a
suitable husband, in the second he gives her to a
priest engaged in performing a rite for him, in the
third th« suitor gives a pair of oxen, and in the
fourth the initiative in proposing the marriage
comes from the bridegroom. The first and fourth
forms, therefore, practically represent marriages
by mutual consent and parental arrangement, while
the second and third have traces of marriage by
puixhase, though the texts are careful to explain
that the pair of oxen was not intended as a price
(Sulka), but was to be given to the daughter by her
It is perfectly clear,
father as a mark of honour.
however, that the original sense of the custom was
a purchase, and this fact is borne out by references
in the older Grhyasutras of Paraskara (I. viii. 18)
and Safikhayana (1. xiv. 16) to the practice of
giving the father-in-law a hundred oxen with a
waggon, and by the recognition in the Gfhyasiltras of the Kathaka and the Manava schools
(I. vii. 11) of a usage 'by which the bride-price was
:

paid in

money

to the father.

Marriage by purchase was recognized among the
warrior class
are told that

;

in the Mahdbhdrata (I. cxiii. 9 f.) we
Pandu paid the Madra king in gold,

for the
jewels, horses, elephants, ornaments, etc.,
hand of his sister, and that the purchase of women
was the family practice of the king. Still more
was the custom prevalent among the lower classes
of the people.
Manu admits (iii. 24) that some

allowed the Vaisyas and the Sudras the asura
marriage, which was an open, out-and-out sale,
though he condemns the practice in tola. But facts
have prevailed over the objections of the Brdhmans
to the sale of children, and even at the present
day marriage by purchase is common enough in
Bombay, Madras, and the Panjab, and is the
normal form in Assam. In Bengal it is restricted
to the lower classes of the population, but there
the practice of the purchase of bridegrooms prevails
instead, the practice of child-marriage having
placed a high price on eligible husbands.
In addition to the dsura form, the warrior class
was allowed the rdksasa, the gdndharva, and the
paiidcha forms, though the last is condemned by
Manu along with the dsura as altogether improper.
The former type of marriage was marriage by
capture in its simplest form, and its performance
is related of many of the heroes of the epic, though
the rape of women of high rank is elsewhere
regarded as a capital oU'ence. But, outside the
epic, we hear little of this remarkable privilege
of the warrior class, and this practice has left no
survivals in miidein Iiulia, though it is found

among some

primitive

independent origin.
1

hill tribes,

Some, indeed,

where

it is of
of the details

See M. Wiuternits, Das aUitidinche UochzeilsritiieU, Viprma,
A. Weber and E. Haas, Indische Studicn, v. 177-411.
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of the marriage-ritual given in the Grhyasulras
have been interpreted in this sense, but the interpretation is neither necessary nor probable. The
rite, which some autliorities recognize
as applicable to all classes, and which the Kamasutra eulogizes as the best form of all, is described
as a mutual union by desire, the classical example

(jdndharva

which is tliat of King Dusyanta and SaknntaJa.
The Kdmasfitra recommends that its performance

of

should be accompanied by the usual ofl'erings in
the fire and the circumambulation of the tire by
the wedded pair, on the ground that the oliservance
of these formalities would compel the parents of
the bride to recognize the validity of the marriage.
The paiidcha, which is variously described, was
marriage with a girl when drunk or insane, and
is not recognized^ as a legitimate form by some
authorities, like Apast^mba and Vasistha.
For the Vaisya and Sudra the forms ot marriage
recognized were the gdndharva and the ds%ira with,
according to some authorities, the paiidcha. In
modern times the forms of marriage recognized are,
even for Vaisyas and Sudras, either the dsura or
the brahma, under which term is understood a
form of marriage containing the essentials of the
first four forms of the Smrtis.
The Smj-tis do not recognize a form of marriage
which plays a gi'eat part in the epic tiie srayamvara, or self-choice, a ceremony at which a jirincess
chooses for herself a suitor at a great assemlily held
for the purpose.
The act of choice might be preceded by a trial of strength on the part of the
suitors, the victor being rewarded with the hand
of the maiden, and, even when this formality was
omitted, it is probable enough that the choice was
only nominally free, and that the princess was
guided by the will of her father or brothers. The
only svayamvara which the Smj-tis mention is the
right of a daughter in any class, if her father does
not find her a husband, to seek one for herself
in this case the daughter ceases to have any ripht
to any ornaments received from her own family,
while the husband need not pay any bride-price,
and is permitted to steal her away.
Only the first four forms of marriage are at
the marriage hymn of
all religious in character
the Rigveda (x. 85), which serves to provide
\'erses for the normal form of marriage, deals with
marriage in general and the prototype of all
marriage in the form of the wedding of Soma, the
moon, with Surj'a, the daughter of tlie sun. This
legend is certainly recondite in character, and it is
legitimate to deduce from this fact, and from the
fact that the Smftis do not deal with the forms of
marriage, that the religious ceremonial was not
the essential or primitive part even of the higher
forms of marriage.
is uncertain
3. Restrictions on marriage.^It
how far the modern rule of marriage, which
of
the same
permits alliance between members
caste only, m as in vogue in the early Vedic period,
when the distinction of castes (jdti) was only in
process of evolution from the system of classes
It is clear from the Brdhmanas that
(rarria).
jnirity of descent was an important qualification
for Brahmanship, but cases are recorded (e.g.,
Aiiarcya Brdhniana, ii. ,19) which show that the
son of a Brahman and a Sudra wife might yet be a
Braliman, and that Brahmans could marrv the
daughters of members of the warrior class. With
this accords the evidence of the Grhyasfitras and
Dharinasutras, which recognize with a good deal
of agreement the right of each class to marry
women of the classes below them in the e.-^tablished
order. Brahman, Ksatriya, and Vaisya, and which
diller seriously only on the validity of marriages
wilh the !5udra women. Arrian, probably on the
aulhiirily of Megastheues, records {Indica, xii. 8)

—

;

;
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— branch of a tree
between

4S2

that iiiaiii;i;,'PS were not allowed
y^yij
probably a leferoiice to tlic castes which were cerThe Biuldhist
tainly in existence by 300 B.C.
texts' yield the same result, but they recognize that
the king might nuirry where he would and make

in order to avoid the e\ il result
of a breach of this rule by a
brother.

his son bj'

some indication ' that a woman
her husband had disappeared and
could not be found or heard of, and in the Atharvaveda (IX. V. 27 f. mention is made of a spell to
secure that a woman married twice may be united
ill the next world with her second, not her first,
husband. The reference here may be to re-marriage
in the case of an absent husband or one who had
lost caste.
The doctrine of Manu is that a woman
should never be re-married, and that the marriage
formuhe are intended only for maidens, but he
admits one exception in the case of a woman whose
husband dies before the completion of the marriage.
Other authorities permit re-marriage in the case
where a husband has disappeared, is dead, has
entered a monastic order, Ls impotent, or has been
expelled from his caste but the authorities ditt'er
widely as to the lengtli and condition of absence
which entitle a woman to remarriage. The sou
of a widow who has re-married {paunarbhava) is
ranked bj- Manu and other authorities only among
the second si.\ of the twelve kinds of son admitted
by Hindu law. But the dislike of re-maixiage was
one which developed gradually the actual reprobation of such a son first occurs in Brhaspati (xxv.
41), and the forbidding of t]ie remarriage of a
\ndow occurs only in the Adipurdna and later
works.
The objections to such marriages in
modern India are very strong among those castes
which lay most stress on child-marriage, and,
despite the legalizing of them by Act XV. of 1856,
and efforts of social reformers, tney are still disapproved by the higher castes.
In the case of a man, while impotence was
recognized as a ground on which the wife might
contract a new marriage, the marriage was not in

any wife lus heir-ajj]iarent. Manu still
mixed marriages subject to the rule of
hypergamy, but the later Smrtis tend to rule them
out as objectionable. The modern rule is strict
against mixed marriages, confining the possibility
of marriage to the modern castes
but the date
when this practice finally prevailed is unknown,
recognizes

;

as even late texts rejieat the permission for such
marriages sanctioned by the older authorities, and
the Kulin Bralmians of Bengo,l slill avail themselves of thi.s now pecuniarilj' ^•ery valuable
privilege.

Simultaneously with the growth of the prohibition of marriage within the caste were developed
restrictions on marriage w itliin the family.
In one
hymn in the Kigveda (x. 10) the marriage of brother

and

sister is expressly treated as improper, and
there is no reason to suppose that this was an
innovation, as suggested by Weber.' No other
restriction is alluded to, and the Satapatha Brali-

mana

ex]iressly refers

(I.

6) to

3.

viii.

marriage

as permitted in the third or fourth generation,
the former being the rule, according to the commentator, anion" the Kanvas, the latter among the
Saurastras, w liile the Daksinatyas, or people of
the south, permitted marriage with tlie son of the
father's sister or daughter of the mother's brother,
but not, apparently, with the son of the father's
brother or the daughter of the mother's sister.
The G/'hyasutms and the Dknrmasuti'as in ellect
agree in prescribing that marriage should not take
place between a man and a woman of the same
ffotra iq.v.) as his father, or a sapindd of his
mother, and these terms extended at least to all
relatives within five degrees on the mother's an<l
seven on the father's side. Later texts add to the
restrictions by extending the prohibitions in the
case of the mother, and bj' forbidding unions
with the daughter of a sjiiritual teacher or pupil.
At the same time, concessions are made to
local customs, and the practice of marriage of
cousins in S. India is recognized by Baudhayana
But the practice of marrying outside
(I. ii. 3).
the gotra, a term of wide extension and indefinite sense, but covering all those of the same
family name, is recorded by alBiruni,* and is
the general rule at the present day throughout
India at any rate, among all the higher castes.
The chief exceptions are found in S. India,
where some tribes practise the ojiposite rule of

—

endogamy.
In Kajputana,

ment

;

of the custom generally was connected with
marriage by capture.
Of much less importance are the restrictions
arising from the feeling that the eldest son and
the eldest daughter should be married before the
younger sons and daughters, a breacli of this rule
Deing merely a ground for a penance, ami not a
fatal bar to the validity of the marriage.
The rule
is, liowever, very old, being found in the Yajur-

veda (Maitrayani Saihhitd, IV. i. 9), and recognized
throughout the later literature. In tlie south
members of Brahman castes adopt the practice of
a mock marriage of the elder brotber with a
R. Fick,

OU sociate

Glwdenttig im nordosttichen Indien zu
S(MO.

13u,iitha't Zeit, Kiel. 18!>7, pp.
- See Macilonell and

Kcilh, Vedic IndeXt

» Tr. Sai.hau, ii. I.'i3.
« See
, Rtchl und

JoUj

(VI. xlix. S)

there

might re-marry

is

if

)

;

;

and even mental derangement was not
regarded as justifj'ing re-marriage on the part of
itself null,

the wife.
4.

Polygamy.

— The practice of polygamy among

the Vedic Indians is abundantly proved by direct
references in the Rigveda and other texts, though
in the main monogamy is recognized a* normal.
In the case of the king four wives are expressly
mentioned the mahifi, the first wedded, the
parivrktl, or discarded (apparently one who bore
no son), the varata, or favourite, and {\\e palagali,
who is explained as the daughter of one of the
court officials. The mahifi seems to have been the
wife proper, though the others were evidently not
mere concubines. In the Arthaidstra the Smjtis,
and the epic the rule is laid down that a man may
have wives from his own caste and each of, those
below his, either including or excluding the Sudra,
and in such cases the wife of the same caste was
the wife par excellence [dliarmapatni], with whom
the husband performed his religious duties. The
heroes and Brahmans of the epic are frequently
represented as having several wives, hut one of
them always ranks lirst, and, similarly, later in
inscriptions one wife only is often mentioned with
her husband. The rule of precedencr among wives
according to caste and, within the caste, to date
of maiTiage might, liowever, be overridden by the
husband, who could degrade a wife from her jiosition as chief w ife in that case he was required to
make her a present equivalent to that made to the
new wife «hom he was marrying. The modern rale
licrniits the husband to contract as many marriages
as he wishes without any need for justification or
consent on the part of his existing wives.

—

,

the Kajputs who claim to
old warrior class, exogamy
their historj- w ith the pracbut there is no
capture
the view * that the develop-

among

be descendants of the
is closely connected in
tice of marriage by
sufficient evidence for

'

younger

The bride should be a virgin, and the importance
of this rule lies in the fact that it renders the
re-marriage of widows difficult. In the Kigveda

HMe,

p. SS.

i.

475, a. 7.

;

>
R. I'i8cliel and K. F. Geldiicr, Vediache Sttulien, Stuttgart,
1888-1901, i. 27.
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are very common among all Dravidian tribes, which
also allow freely re-marriage of wives in the case
of the disappearance, long-continued absence, impotence, or loss of caste of their husbands.
of
7. Position of widows.— In the funeral rites
the Rigveda the wife of the dead man is represented iX. xviii. 7f. ) as lying beside him on the
pyre and as being summoned to leave the dead in
order to be united with his brother, apparently as
a bride. The passage clearly shows that the wife
was not to be burned with the dead, but it unmistakably suggests the existence of an older custom
to this ellect, and the Atharvaveda (XVIII. iii. 1)
refers to this as an old practice.'
It Mas evidently
not approved by the Brahmans of the Vedic age,
for it is not mentioned in the sutras, and appears
first in the late Vciikhdna-ia Grhyasiitra (vii. 2)
and in interpolated passages of the Visnu Sirtfti
The later Smrtis approve it, but
(xxv. 14, sx. 39).
In the epics it
not without occasional dissent.

In adtlition to wives proper, the Sniftis recognize the existence of concubines (dasJ, bhujlfya),

who were distinguislied from wives by not being
married in due form, and who could not in any
case become their husband's heirs.
They were,
liowever, entitled to maintenance by his brothers
as his heirs on his death, and intercourse with one
them was regarded as adultery. Similarly, at
the present day the keeping of concubines by
wealtliy Hindus is a recognized usage.
The Smftis show some preference throughout for
monogamy. Apastamba (II. xi. 12) expressly disapproves the re-marriage of a man who has a wife
the right to
living, and other authorities restrict
become the heir of a husband to the cliief wife,
who is the surviving half of her husband. In all
with
religious observances the husband is to act
his chief wife only, and marriage is treated by
jManu (ix. 101) as a pledge of mutual fidelity
of

between husband and wife.

Polyandry.— While polygamy is recognized
Vedic period, though chiefly among kings
and important Brahmans, there is no clear trace
of polyandry, all the passages adduced from the
Rigveda (X. Ixxxv. 37 f.) and the Atharvaveda
(XIV. i. 44, 52, 61, ii. 14, 17) admitting of more
5.

in the

explanations. On the other hand, the
Erobable
eroes of the epic, the five Pandavas, are represented as marrying Draupadi and having lier as
wife in common a fact which is elaborately explained and defended in the epic. This form of
polj'andry is recognized by Brhaspati (xxvii. 20)
as practised in the south, and by Apastamba (II.
At the present
xxvii. 2) as an antiquated use.
day polyandry is still found among Brahmans,

—

Rajputs, and

in Kumaon, where
by the brothers as by the

^udras alike

children are shared

Pandavas, and among

bill tribes in

the Panjab,

where the children are divided among the brothers.
The reasons given for the practice are poverty and
the desire to avoid division of property. Among
the Jats of the Panjab the wife of the eldest
brother has to serve often as the wife of the
younger brothers also, and the practice is common
The custom
in the case of the Himalayan tribes.
also prevails in the south among the Nairs of the
Kanara country and the Todas of the Nllgiris.
The modern evidence comes mainly from Tibetan
and Dravidian tribes, and there is no indication
that the practice was ever widely .spread among
tribes of
6.

Aryan

Divorce.

culture.
characteristic

— The

quality of

a

was a union for life
in striking contrast to the Dravidian and TibetoBurman usages, marriages among Hindus were
seldom broken by divorce. In the Sinrti literature,' however, cases are recognized in which
divorce in the form of the contracting of a new
marriage by the wife during her husband's lifetime is allowed, and the occasions for divorce
(tyaga), i.e. abandoning a wife and leaving her
without maintenance on the part of the husband,
are set out. The abandonment of a faithful wife
counts as a serious crime, which must be expiated
by a severe penance, and which may involve expulsion from caste. Adultery afiords a ground
for divorce, and might in certain cases be punished

Hindu marriage was that

it

;

with death, but, according to other authorities, it
could bo expiated by severe penances. Any seriou-offence against a husband might, according to
Yajfiavalkya (i. 72), be a ground of divorce, and
Narada (xi'i. 92, 93) gives as offences justifjdng such
treatment attempts to murder, wasting property,
In modern Hindu
or the procuring of abortion.
law divorce depends on local custom and, where
allowed, is permitted only for adultery, but divorces
The Kau{Uiya ArthaJdstra (possibly 4th cent. B.C.) goes far
1

in EilIowiDg divorce (in.

ii.

69,

iii.

59).
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though one of Pandu's wives
being burned with her husband
[ilahdhharata, I. cxxv. 31); but in the later

plays

little

part,=

on

insisted

romances and historical works it is often mentioned, and as early as A.D. 509-510 an inscription
Forbidden in British
is found to celebrate a sail.
India in 1829, it was observed in 1839 in the
Panjab at the death of Kanjit Singli, and in 1877
The primitive
at that of the Maharaja of Nepal.
character of the rite is shown by the fact that
often other attendants perished with the queen
or queens when the dead man was a prince.
Normally the wife was burned with the dead man ;
if he died away from home, she might be burned
alone (anitmarana), but the burning of a pregnant
widow or one with a young chUd was forbidden,
and the practice was normally more or less voluntary, except in the case of royal families, where
reasons of policy doubtless reinforced considerations of religion in favour of burning.
In many cases death was doubtless regarded as
preferable to the fate of a widow, whom the Smftis
and modem usage, despite the efforts of reformers,
condemn to a life of fasting, devotions to her dead
husband, pilgrimages, and abstinence from any
form of luxury, such as the use of a bed, ornaments,
If she had grown-up sons, she fell under their
etc.
control if not, under that of her husband's kin,
who were bound to maintain her so long as she
remained faithful to her late husband. The later
texts also recognize her right to be heir to her
husband, but only on condition that she remained
unmarried^ a disability which is not altered by
Act XV. of 1856. The harshness of the rule is
better realized when it is remembered that the
;

—

practice of child-marriages enormously increases
the number of widows.
In the Rigveda it seems to have been the practice for the wife of the dead man to be taken in
marriage by his brother, w hether or not the latter
had a wife already. Tliis, the natural interpretation of the funeral hymn (X. xviii. 8 ; cf. also
xl. 2), is borne out by the fact that the modern

usage in the Panjab,^ which has preserved much
of ancient practice, is for a man to marry his
brother's widow, with the result that many men
In the siVras, however, this
have two wives.
practice is whittled down to the permission given
of
the dead or, if there is no
to the brother
brother, a near kinsman to beget a son with the
widow in order to continue the race of the dead
man. Such a son, when of age, would inherit his
father's property, which, until then, would be
managed by his mother or by his real father, to

ZDMG

1 A.
xl.
[1886] 710, explains these
Hillebrandt,
passages quite differently but his view can h.irdly he correct.
- H.
Jacobi, Vas Rumdyaxia, Bonn, 1S93, p. 107 f.
3 Cf.
Bfhaspali, xivii. 20, ii. 31 ; Arthaiaetra, m. iy. 69.
;
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Uo mij;lit in ccrliiiii cases sucexUMisinn of the ]iii)Ki|ilc tho texts
allow an imiiolent oi ill man to !i|.|ioint another
duiin;,' his lite to heget. a son fur liiin, and in the
epic the right to act in those cases is frequentlj-

whose

estftte also

i'ee<I.

My an

recognized as specially approiiriate for Bralinians,
But the general tendency of the later Utiijlis is inure
and more against the practice, whi<'h was subjecteil
to increasing restrictions or absolutely forliidden,
and in modern times the practice of appointment
{niyoijn) has been replaced by the more primitive
form of actual marriage with a brother's widow.'

—

8. Marriage and morality.
Though fidelity on
the part of both parties to a marriage was doubtless au ideal, there is abundant evidence throughout the literature that infidelity on the part of the
husband was neither rare nor considered worthy
In the case of the wife there
of moral censure.
is no doubt that in the Aii/Vj literature and in
modern usage .-idultery is regarded as a serious
otl'ence which may in certain cases be punished by
death.
Some of the Vedic passages (Tailliriya
Samhitfl, V. vi. 8. 3
MaitrOyan'i Saikhitn, III.
iv. 7) cited as showing tolerance of adultery are
susceptible of other interpretations, but there
remain the facts that a special ritual at the
Varuvapraghusa is clearly intended to remove
the ill-etfects of adultery (Maitrdyani Saihhitd,
I. X. 11
&atapiitha Brdhmana, II. v. 2. 20), that
the BfhatWirdmjfika Upanisad \y\. iv. 11) contains
a spell to expiate adultery with the wife of a
lirahman, and that the B/idradvdja Gyhyasutra
{ii.
28) advises a husband how to proceed in
the case of going on a journey if he desires his
wife to have lovers in his absence. The romances
and fable literature frequently allude to cases of
infidelity, and the Arth/tidstra and the Smj-tis
recognize as one kind of son the gildhotpanna,
or secretly born, an illegitimate son who can,
nevertheless, succeed to the property of his
mother's lawful husband.
Baudhajana (II. iii.
34) and Apastamba (n. xiii. 7) pre.serve a saying
of a sage to the mythical king Janaka, referring
to a time w hen the virtue of married women was
lightly estimated, and the Mahdbkdmta refers
(I. exxii. 411.) to a time when wives were used in
common, a practice terminated by svetaketu. The
lack of chastity of the women of the East is recorded by Brhaspati (ii. 30).
Too much stress
must not, however, be laid on these notices the
reference to the Eastern women may be an allusion to the loose marital relations in Tibet, and
the references to the lax morality of previous
times are made for the purpose of proving that
the recognition of illegitimate sons then accorded
was antiiniated at the time of the texts.
9. Marriage and property.^The widow of the
dead man, according to the Niruhta (iii. 4) and
Baudh.ayana (II. iii. 44-46), was denied the power
;

;

;

of

becoming an

heir.

Gantanui

(xxviii.

21

f.)

the list of heirs, but points out
the alternative of the atloption of the practice of
niyoga for providing the son in whose absence
alone could tlie mother be heir. In Visnu (xvii. 4)
and Yajnavalkya (ii. 135) is first found the express
mention of the widow as the next heir in the
absence of male issue. But the extent of the
right thus obtained is expressly limited by the
texts the widow could not give away, or mortpage, or sell the property thus inherited she held
it for her enjoyment for life, subject to continued
chastity and to her not contracting a second marriage, Ijut she held it under the control of her
husband's kindred and with the limitation that it
should retiirn to them on her death.'
If there
were several widows, the chief wife seems to have

mentions her

in

:

;

1

)

Mayne, Ui-ndu Laie and Usage, i 69.
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alone to succeed as heir, but on her
tho duty of maintaining the <ithcr wives— a
rule which is not recognized in modern Hindu law,
where all lie wives have an equal right of succession.
Distinct from the property obtained by inherit
auce was the strldttana of the wife, which is
mentioned by Gautama, but first described in
did ail in the Arlhasdstia (ill. ii. 59) and by
\'isnu (xvii. 18).
It included any pre.sents from
jiarents, sons, brothers, or kinsmen, the marriage
gifts, the bride-price when given by her father to
her, and the line paid by her husband in the case
where she was degraded from her position as chief
wife in favour 01 another. This property fell on
her death to her daughters, if she ha<l any if not,
apparently to her sons, who, according to some
authorities, shared it with their sisters in any
event; and, in the case of failure of all issue, to
her husband on'y if she had been married according to one of the four superior forms of marriage
otherwise it went to her father. In some cases
the unmarried daughter was preferred to the
married in heirship to her mother. In the later
Kdtyayann Smrti (xx. 80 fl.) are found elaborate
rules as to the power of a woman over her
stridhnna. She was at liberty to dispo-^^e in any
way of presents from living relatives, even if consisting of immovables her husband could not use
them without her consent. She was also entitled
to receive from her sons any property promised
by their father and not (laid to her, while gifts
to wives were encouraged, if not exceeding 2000
panas or consisting of immovables. On her death
her property went back, in so far as it consisted
the
of gifts from relatives, to those relatives
liccn entitled
fell

I

;

;

;

;

rest

any unmarried daughter, or, failing
her sons and married daughters, while, if

went

such, to

to

she left no children, her property passed to her
parents if she were married in one of the lower
forms of marriage, and any landed [iruperty went
Tlie later texts and the comto her brothers.
iiieutators develop in much detail the doctrine of
itridluxna, and the Mitdksara (a commentary on
Yajnavalkya) argues that all property which
women receive in any way falls under that head,
and must obey the special laws of devolution of
strldhann proper. This is contrary to the earlier
evidence, which expressly diilerentiates between
stridhana in the narrow sense and propertj- inherited from a husband, earned by a woman's own
exertions, or given by strangers, over which she
can exercise power of disposal only with her
husband's consent.
Literature. — In addition to many notices scattered throughout the literature, the Hindu niarrifli,'e of tlie end of the Vt-dic
period and in the classical period is dealt with in the Dharinasutraa and in the SiriTtin with I^heir commentaries, and in
Of the sutra
comprehensive treatises baserl on the Smrtis,
texts, those of Apastimba, CJautama, ^'asi^tha, and Baudhayana
have been translated by I!. Biihler (SBE ii.2 |1S97] and xiv.
The Smrti of Manu hiej also been translated by Biihler
[1S82]).
and Brhaspati
(ib. XXV. [18S6)), and those of Vi^pu, Narada.
by J. Jolly (16. vii. [lOOn) and xxxiii. [IssB]). Yujiwvalitya has
Of
1849.
these Manu Is
A.
translated
been
.Stenzler, Berlin,
by
the oldest, Yiljnavalkya may be dated in the 4th cent. *.l).,
000.
about
Somewhat
and
a.d.
Narada about
500,
Brhaspati
Of the later texts the
earlier than Brhaspati is Katyiyana.
is
a.d.
the
most
Mitdksara of Vijn.aneSvara (c.
liofl)
iinportant,
as havinf^ become authoritative thronchout India except in
of modem works, for the Vedic pcriwi the most
Ben^ral.
important are: A. Weber, Indiitohe Stndit'n, Berlin and
Hie indogerB. Delbriick,
Leipzig, 1849-.S4, V. and x.
iiianischen Verwandtschaftsnanien,' in A SO xxv. (1&S9] .581-1506
and A. A.
1S79
Attindischfn
l.chrn, Berlin,
H. Zimmer,
Macdonell and A. B. Keith, Vfdir. Index, London, 1912.
in
W.
is
contained
E.
a
full
account
For tho epic
Hopkins,
art. in J A OS xiii. [1^89], anil nuich material is also given by
R. Schmidt, nrilnifte !ur iml. Krolik, Leipzig, 1902. The
rules of the law-booi^s and tlie modern law are dealt with in
R. West and G. Biihler, Di{iest r,/ Hindu Law^, Bombay,
1884, and in J. D. Mayae, llniJu Law and Um<ie'-<, Madras,
1883, and a summary of the whole subject with full r-ilationa
and references to the literature is given by J. JoUy, In Recht
*

;

;

;

und

Sittf,

Strassburg,

189a(»«/J /' il. 8).
A. Berriedale Keith.
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(Iianiau).— i. Zoroastrian.— According to the sacred texts of Zoroastrianism,
marriage is divinely favoured Vendidad, iv. 47 ;
(

of. artt.

Asceticism [Persian], Family

[Persian]).
The second happiest place in the world is that in
which a righteous man sets up his household ( Vend.
iii. 2).
In the GathCts the pair who wed are urged
to strive to live a life of righteousness and to help
one another in good deeds ( Ys. liii. 5).
Since marriage is regarded as almost a religious
duty, Zoroastrians hold it a meritorious act to help

their co-religionists to enter the

wedded

state,

and

such assistance may even serve to atone for sin
{Vend. iv. 44, xiv. 15). It is by no means unusual,
therefore, for Parsis to enjoin by will or by a trust
that a certain amount of their wealth be expended
in aiding poor brides to marry, and certain institutions, as the Parsi Paiichayat of Bombay, provide
special funds for this purpose.
The Parsi community in India has passed through
so many vicissitudes that it is difficult to determine
which of the various marriage customs of the Parsis
were originally Zoroastrian, although it appears to
be practically certain that the strictly religious
portion comes under this category. At the very
beginning of the ASirvSd, or blessing known as the

Paevand-namah, which

is

recited at the

wedding

ceremony, the officiating pi'iest declares that the
ceremonj' is according to the law and custom of
'

the Mazdayasnian religion.'
According to the Avesta, both manhood and
womanhood were attained at the age of 15
(Ys. ix. 5; Yt. viii. 13 f., xiv. 17; Vend. xiv. 15;
BundahiSn, iii. 19). Since in the Avesta we find

maidens praying for suitable husbands (Ys. ix.
23;' Yt. V. 87), it would appear tliat chUdThe ritual recited
marriage was not practised.
at the marriage ceremony, bidding, the pair to
express their consent after 'truthful consideraThe present
tion,' points in the same direction.
Parsi Marriage Act enjoins the age of 21 for males
and 18 for females ; if the contracting pair are
below that age, the marriage certificate must be

signed by their parents.

455

(Iranian)

betrothal the bride receives in religious recitals
of prayers for her the name of the groom, even

though, by some mishap, marriage does not take
An unbetrothed girl was said to be 'unplace.
named' (nd kardah nam). Betrothal is regarded
as a solemn part of the marriage ceremony, the
miBra vlroniaza, or pledge of the magnitude of
a man ( Vend. iv. 2, 4, 9, 15), being considered by
the Rivayats to mean a promise of marriage. At
the present time the priests do not take an active
part in the betrothal, except in Mofussil towns,
where two priests one for each family formally
ask the parents that the bride and groom respecThe
tively be given in marriage to each other.
priests took part in the ndmzad (betrothal) at
Surat in the middle of the 18th cent. (AnquetU
du Perron, Zend-Avesta, Paiis, 1771, ii. 557 f.),
w'hen the two families met, and the groom's
family priest, after prayer, placed the hand of
one of the contracting parties in that of the other.
"The betrothal is followed by the DivO, when a
lamp (divo) is lit early in the morning, and the
women of the two families interchange visits and
This day is regarded as more important
gifts.
than the betrothal proper, because on it the dresses
and wedding rings are usually presented. The
Divo is followed by the Adarni, when the dowry
given by the bride's father is presented to the
groom's family.' Presents are exchanged, chiefly
from the bride's family, on several other days
between betrothal and marriage.
An auspicious day, such as the day of new or
full moon, is fixed for the marriage as for the
'

'

—

betrothal.
spicious.

—

Tuesday and Wednesday are inau-

engaged before
When matches are being arranged by
marriage also.
mutual fritndg, the horoscopes of the intending bride and
groom are submitted to him, to find wliether the stars predict
harmony between the pair. If this is not to be the case, the
projected match is broken off.
In the morning or afternoon of tlie marriage
In

some

families the astrologer's services are

the

day the bride and groom take a sacred bath— a
custom which is mentioned in the Suh-ndmah (ed.
T. Macan, Calcutta, 1829, p. 1579), w here Bahram

Gut takes his Indian wife to the fire temple for
is preceded by several
that purpose. The religious portion of the wedan
match
is
the
other rites.
arranged,
ding is usually performed shortly after sunset,
as
such
for
the
is
fixed
betrothal,
auspicious day
to symbolize that, just as day and night
the day of new moon, or the first (Hormuzd) or perhaps
unite and blend, so the wedded pair should be
twentieth (Bahrara) day of the Parsi mouth. At
united in weal and woe.
times, especially in jMofussil (provincial) towns,
The marriage is generally celebrated with much
the parties consult Hindu astrologers, who name
as was the case in ancient Iran, as recorded
one or more auspicious days for the betrothal, pomp, Dlnkart
in the
(ed. P. B. Sanjana, Bombay, 1874 tf.,
is usually arranged by
match
The
etc.
marriage,
The groom, wearing a white ceremonial
ii. 97).
the parents, with the consent of their children ; but
robe and holding a shawl in his hand, sits among
often, at the present time, the contracting parties friends and relatives of his own sex in the commake their own choice with the approval of their
Around his neck he has a garland of
families gener- pound.
parents. Mutual friends of the two
flowers, and on his forehead is a \ertieal line of
about the match
ally carry messages and bring
red
(kuhkun). In colour this is held by
a course recommended by the Pand-ndmak-l- somepigment
to represent in India an earlier custom of
in
the
and
attested
Atiirpat-iildraspanddn (xlii.)
the sacrifice of animal life, and in shape to symSah-ndinah (tr. A. G. and E. Warner, London, bolize the
brilliant, fructifying sun, whereas the
the
ii.
1905 ff., i. 177 tf.,
125, 86-88) by
marriages round kunkun of the bride is
supposed to be a
with
the
of
Faridun
sons
three
of the
daughters
symbol of the moon, which absorbs the rays of the
of the king of Yemen, of Rustam with Tahrainah,
sun.
and of Kaus with Sudhabah. Until recently proshort time before the mairiage, a procession,
fessional match-makers were not unknown, and
headed by the oSiciating priests, and often by a
of activity.
amount
a
certain
still
exercise
they
band of music, goes to the house of the bride,
On the day of betrothal^ the women of the where the ceremony
takes place. The
generally
bride
and
of
the
house
the
visit
groom's family
men seat themselves in the compound, and the
receives
the
and
to
silver
coins
her,
groom
present
women in the house. At the door, the side posts
a similar present from the women of the bride's of which— like those of the
groom's house are
The older term for this ceremony, nowfamily.
1 In
early times it was apparently more customary for the
calleti (ulravcun, was nd7ii pddvun, 'to name'
of 2000 silver dirb&ms
The
sum
to
presents.
give
groom
(from Pers. ndinzad shtidan), since after the and 2 gold dinars, mentioned in the AHrcdd, seems to have
of moderate means
sum
which
a
the
been
1
allugroom
an
average
Oeiger, Ostiran. EuUur, p. 241, sees in this passage
was expected to pro\ide for his bride. On the 4i-hTdcf, with
sion to the custom of askirj^' the hand of the bride from her

The marriage ceremony

When

—

A

—

(cf. also \ end. xv. 9).
considerable time might elapse between betrothal and
marriage (Tand. xv. 9 cf. cfeiger, p. 242).

parent or guardian
2

A

;

Pahlavi, Pazand,

and Skr. text and tr., see Sbapurji Kavasji
and his Contemporariea in th4 Bigveda,

Hodivala, Zaraifmihtra

Bombay,

1913, pp. 77-80.
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(wliose yellow colour is
held to syinbolize the sun, and henc^ abundance
and fertiPity), the groom is welcomed by hia fut\ire
mother-in-law, a fresh mark of kuhkuii is made on
his forehead, and rice is made to adhere to it, and
is also thrown over his head.

marked with turmeric

During tho marrin^e ceremony the offlciating priest a^^iii
prinklcs rice over the bride and proom, and before the recit^il
of the marriage blessing the pair tlirow a handful of rice on each
other, some mothers making the couple eat a few grains of rice
thus thrown.
egg, a coco-nut, and a little tray of water

An

now

three times round the groom's
in the course of the
evening tlie women of the bride's family make the
groom dip his hand in a water-jar, in whicli lie
leaves for them a silver coin. Formerly it was
also the custom for the feet of the bride and groom
to be washed after the marriage ceremony, but the
adoption of English foot-gear has caused this to
survive only in washing the tip of the boots.
After the groom has been thus welcomed at the
door, he is made to cross the threshold without
touching it, and witli his right foot first, these
precautions being observed also by the bride when
she first enters her husband's liouse.
Having
entered the house, the groom awaits the bride,
who sits on his left, the chairs being placed in the
On stands beside the
centre of the apartment.
chairs are trays of rice to be thrown over the pair,
and lighted candles, while beside the bride is a
small vessel of ghl and molasses (typifying gentleness and sweetness) a servant stands before the
pair, holding a burning censer in one hand and
a little frankincense in the other. Beside each
of the contracting parties stands a witness, usually
the nearest kin, and generally married persons.
The following requisites are necessary for a
regular marriage: (1) the marriage must be
celebrated before an assembly of at least five

are

pas.sed

head and cast away, and

;

persons who have been summoned for this special
occasion (2) the contracting parties are asked by
the officiating priest whether they consent to be
united in wedlock
(3) the hands of bride and
groom are joined (hdthvaro, 'hand-fastening')
and a symbolic knot also plays a prominent part
in the
(4) the actual marriage cereceremony
mony is followed by a benediction accompanied by
;

;

;

sprinkling with riie, etc.
Before being seated side by

side, the bride and
groom are made to sit opposite each other, separated by a piece of cloth as a curtain. The senior
officiating priest now joins the right hands of the
pair, and, >\ith the recital of tho y'atlul ahu vairyo,
a piece of cloth is passed round the chairs of both
so as to form a circle, the ends of the cloth being
tied together.
With a repetition of the Yatlm nhii
vairyo the hcithevuro is then performed by fastening the right hands with twists of raw yarn,
which is |)assed round the hands seven times, then
seven times round the bridal pair, and, finally,
an equal number of times round the knot in
the encircling cloth. The fee for this ceremony
is the perquisite of the family priests, even though
the rite may be performed
other priests. The
attendant next puts frankincense on the fire, and
the curtain between the pair is dropped, while
the bride and groom throw over each otlier a few
grains of rice which they have held in their left
hands. The one who first throws the rice is said
to win,' and during the recital of the benedictions
the priests also throw rice over tho pair. They
are now seated side by side.
The more strictly religious portion of the
ceremony follows. Two priests stand before the
pair, the elder of whom blesses them, praying
that Ahura Mazda may giant them 'progeny of
sons and gramlsons, abundant means, strong
friendship, bodily strength, long life, and an

%

'

(Iranian)

He then asks the witexistence of 150 year.s."
ness who stands beside the groom whether, on
behalf of the bridegroom's family, he consents to
in accordance with the rites ami
the marriage
rules of the Mazdayasnians, promising to pay her
[the bride] 2000 dirhams of pure white silver and
'2
dinars of real gold of Nishapur coinage.' A
similar question is asked of the witness for the
bride's family, and then of the contracting parties,
the questions being repeated thrice. Next follows
the recital, by both the ofliciatiiig priests, of the
Farvand-ndmah or ASirvdcl (tr. F. Spiegel, Avesta
iibersetzt, Leipzig, 1852-63, iii. 232-'234, and, in
great part, by the present writer, in Dosabhai
Kramji Karafca, Hist, of the Parsis, i. 182 ff.).
The admonitions in the ASlrvCid are followed by
a series of benedictions, in which Ahura Mazda
is besought to grant to the wedded pair the moral
and social virtues characterizing the y((ca<as (angels)
who give their names to the thirty days of the
month. Prayer is also made for other blessings,
and that the bride and groom may be granted the
virtues and cualities of the great heroes of ancient
Iran, that they may live long, and have many
children, etc.
portion of this address is repeated
in Sanskrit;
probably a reminiscence of the times
of the earliest Parsi emigration to India, when it
was desired to make the address intelligible to
their Indian hosts.
The ASirvdd is followed by another group of benedictions in Pazand, this group being called the Tan
danisti (ed. E. K. Antia, Pdzend Texts, Bombay,
1909, p. 160 f., tr. Spiegel, op. cit. iii.).
The marriage ritual is repeated at midnight.
'

—

A

From Anquetil du Perron

(i.,

pt.

i.

319,

ii.

558, n. 5)

a reminiscence of the earlier
Persian custom when, in Kimian, the marriage
ceremony was performed at midnight. This custom is not, however, universal.
A number of minor usages, not regarded in any
way as part of the solemn ritual, are also observed,
especially by women, in the Mofussil towns. The
first of these, which, like the others of this class,
is now observed more as a joke, is chhedd chedi,
in which the nearest friends or relatives tie the
skirt of the jdmd, or flowing dress, of the groom to
that of the sari of the bride thus united, the pair
go to the bridegroom's house. This is followed by
foot-washing (cf. above), after which comes the
dahi kumru, or making the newly-wedded pair
partake of food consisting of dapi (curd) and rice
from the same dish, each giving the other to eat.
Another custom, now almost obsolete, is making
the bride and groom play eki beki (' odd or even ').
Each takes several rupees in the right hand and
asks the other whether the number is odd (eki)
or even (beki) if the opposite party guesses the
this appears to be

;

;

The
rightly, he or she is said to win.
underlying principle is probnbly similar to that of
the rivalry of bride and groom to be the tirst to
cast rice on the other, as already noted.
number

Marriage songs are sung frequently through the
nuptial ceremony and the whole concludes with
a banquet, at which courses of fish (a symbol of
good omen) and sweets are essential, hut meat is
forbidden, either out of deference to Hindu scruples
;

or from motives of economy.

JivANJi Jamshedji Modi.
Next-of-kin marriage.— A problem of peculiar
delicacy in connexion with Iranuin marriage is the
question of the xvaitvadatha (Pahlavi xvetokdas),
The
usually translated 'next-of-kin marriage.''
modern Parsis maintain that this is a marriage
2.

The etymolog>' of the word is apparently arra^fu, belonging
community or sib)' cognate with Lat. mtu
and vadatha. 'marriage' (C liartholoniae, il/fi'ran. Wttrterb.,
'

1

to (esp. the

180(0.

—

—

For a

less plausible
etnnologjj,
xvui.
82, tr. West,
120 D.

Strassburg, 1904, col.
based on native tradition {lJinkar(,
400), see Damiesteter, Zend-Avfata,

ill.
i.

SBE
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later, the r<_-fornicr of Magianism,
Afrid, forbade his followers to marry their
mothers, sisters, daughters, or nieces (al-BirunI,
Chronologtj of Anc. Illations, tr. E. Sachau, London,
al-Shahrastani, Eeligionspartheien
1879, p. 194
tind Philosophenschulen, tr. T. Haarbriicker, Halle,
Yet there
1850-51, i. 284 ; cf. also above, p. 401'').

tiist cousins, and sucli is certainly its
present connotation. The Greek and Latin writers,
on the otiier hand, regarded xvaUvadntha as referring to maiTiages uf parents with children and
of uterine brothers and sisters and in this view
they are followed by the great majority of nonParsi scholars of the present day.
The vesta itself ofters no data for the soluticjn
of the problem, and mentions xvaetvadatha only

two centuries

in five passages

teille,

between

;

A

— all late.

religion commands xvaHi^adatha {Ys. xii.
9) in certain religious ceremonies a young man is to be chosen
who has contracted itKCi^i). iii. 3; cf. Gdh iv. 8); corpsebearers may be purified, not only with the urine of cattle, but
also with the mingled urine of a man and woman who ha^e per-

The JIazdayasnian
;

formed xvaetcadatha (^Vend. viii. IS; no other human bemgs
can produce this vehicle of purification); and Vishtaspa is the
fulflls the requireprotector, among others, of tlie youth who
Bartholomae's claim
ment of xvaetmdatha (Yt. xxiv. 17).
was
also his sister, ou
wife
Hutaosa
that
Vishtaspa'g
(col. 1822)
the basis of 17. xv. 36 f., can scarcely be deemed cogent (see
Moulton, Earti/ Zoroastrianimi, p. 206 f.), in spite of the asserThe Pahlavi
tion of the late Pahlavi Ydtkar-l-Zarirdn, 48.
commentator on IV. xlv. 4 clearly sees an allusion to xvaetvadatha between father and daughter, but the text does not
sustain his exegesis.!

The evidence

of the

Greek and Latin writers

is

Herodotus says (iii. 31) that before this ruler's time
the Persians were not wont to cohabit with their
'

we

are told that the notorious Parysati.s
urged her son Artaxerxes Longimanus to wed his
sister Atossa (Plat. Artax. 23 ; cf. Euseb. Prcep.
Evang. vi. 275 C ; for a less certain instance see
Ctesias, Pcrs. 2), to whom her own brother Darius

The
offered marriage (Plut. Artax. 26).
Baetrian satrap Sysimithres married his mother
(Quintus Curtius, VIII. ii. 19), and Terituchmes
his sister (Ctesias, Pers. 54). The only case alleged
in the Sasanian period was the marriage of Kavat
with his daughter Sambyke (Agathias, ii. 23).
The custom is reported, however, not only of the
royal famUy, but also of the Persians generally.
Alarital relations with mother, daughter, or sister
are ascribed to them by Diogenes Laertius (Procem.
7, ix. 83), Strabo (p. 735), Plutarch (de Fort. Alex.
i.
5), Antisthenes (quoted by Athenaeus, v. 63),
later

Jerome

(in

Jovin.

ii.

7),

Clemens Alexandrinus

and Minucius Felix (Octav.

7),
(Peed.
states (de Spec. Lcgg., p. 778
from union of mother and son
i.

:

was a tradition, reported by Mas'udi [Prairies d'or,
ed. and tr. Barbier de Meynard and Pavet de CourParis, 1861-77,

ii.

that Faridiin (the

145),

Thraetaona of the Avesta) begot a daughter by
his granddaughter, another by his great-granddaughter, and so to the seventh generation (cf.
also Justi, Iran. Namenhuch, Marburg, 1895, p.
192).

In the Pahlavi texts allusions to xvHokdas are
Observance of it is one of the surest
signs of piety in the coming days of evil, i.e. the

common.

Arab conquest [Bahman

Yt.

ii.

57, 61)

;

it

expiates

mortal sin and forms the one insuperable barrier
to the attacks of Aeshm, the incarnation of Fury
[Sayast Id-Sdi/a.^t, viii. 18, xviii. 3f.) ; it is especially obnoxious to demons, whose power it impairs
[Dinkart, iii. 82) it is the second of the seven
good works of religion, and its neglect the fourth
of the thirty heinous sins, and it is the ninth of
the thirty-three ways of gaining heaven [Dind-i
Mavnog-l-Xrat, iv. 4, xxxvi. 7, xxxvii. 12). It is
even said to have been prescribed by Zarathushtra
as the eighth of his ten admonitions to mankind
[Dinkart, iii. 195 ; cf. Selections of Zat-Sparam,
xxiii. 13), and to arrange it is a ^^ork of merit
;

unambiguous as regards the nature of xvaetvadatha. That the royal house should practise the
marriage of parents and children, or of brothers
and sisters, is not inexplicable. It probably rests,
at least in historic times, upon a desire to keep the
royal blood absohitely'pure, and hnds a conspicuous
illustration in the history of Egyptian dynasties.^
Thus Canibyses married his sister, and, though

sisters,'

Bah

31).

I'hilo

B) that children

were deemed par-

and Catullus says (Ixxxiii. 3 f.)
that magus ex matre et gnato gignatur oportet.'
This last quotation is of considerable signilicance
in determining the real origin of a custom which
excited horror among the classical authors. Xanthus Lydus, as cited by Clemens Alexandrinus
[Strom, iii. 2, ad Jin.), had, centuries before,
recorded such marriages as peculiarly Magian, and
Strabo (p. 1068) declared them to oe an ancient
usage (cf. also Sotion, cited byDiog. Laert. Promni.
In the Sasanian period the Christian martyr
7).
Mihramgushnasp had, beforehis conversion, married
his sister (G. Hoiimann, Ausziige aus syr. Akten
and, some
pers. Martj/rer, Leipzig, 1880, p. 95)

ticularly well-born,
'

;

In a word, from it
[Datistan-i Din'ik, Ixxviii. 19).
is to arise
complete progress in the world . .
even unto the time of the renovation of the universe [ib. Ixxvii. 6f. ).
These Pahlavi texts, hewever, cast no light on
Yet there
the precise connotation of the term.
are references in this literature which are the reverse of ambiguous. The Pahlavi synopsis of the
18th fargart of the lost Avesta VaraStmansar
'

.

'

Nask

clearly refers to the xvetokdas of brother
xli. 27),' and that of the
Bak6 Nask to the wedlock
of father and daughter [ib. Ixvii. 7, 9).- The most
explicit statement is found in the account of a

and

sister [Dinkart, IX.
list fargart of the lost

controversy between a Zoroaatrian theologian and
a Jewish objector, recorded in Dinkart, iii. 82 (tr.
West, pp. 399-410):

'The consummation of the mutual assistance of men is
is
that with near kinsThat union

KhvetOkdas.
folk,

and,

.

.

.

.

among near

.

.

.

.

.

kinsfolk, that with those next-of-kin

—
;

and the mutual connection of the three kinds of nearest kin
which are father and daughter, son and she who bore him, and
brother and sister — is the most complete that 1 have considered.'
These three forms are illustrated, respectively, by
the union between Ahura Mazda and his daughter
Spenta Armaiti (cf. on Ys. xlv. 4, above ; and on its
probable origin as a cosmogonic myth of the ie/)4s
yiftos of Heaven and Earth, cf. L. H. Gray,
\u. [1904] 367), from which sprang the primeval
being Gayomart by the return of some of the seed
of the dying Gayomart to Spenta Armaiti (cf. also
Bundahiin, xv. 1; DCdistan-i-Dlnik, Ixiv. 6; alBiruni, p. 107), resulting in the birth of the first
human pair, Masye and Masyaoi ; and by their prolitic union (cf. also Dinkart, Vll. i. 10, DStistdn-iDlnlk, xxxvii. 82, Ixv., Ixxvii. 4f.).*

ARW

;

In the

Stli

chapter of a Pahlavi Eivdyat, probably

1 The statement that Arta.i-Viraf 'had seven
sisters, and all
these seven sisters were as wives of Mraf {Ar\d-i- Viraj ^dmak,
ii. 1-3, 7-10 ; scarcely earlier than the 6th cent. A.D.) may be
compared, but is not absolutely certain in meaning (^'est,
'

See L. H.

Slills, Gdthds, Oxford, 1892-1913, p. 224 f. ; West,
SBE xviii. 392 f. The latter scholar dates the final revision of
the Pahlavi version in the 6th century. For another possible,
though uncertain, reference to the xvaetvadatha of Ahura
Mazda and Spenta Armaiti, see Dlnkart. ix. l.\. 2-5. There is an
unmistakable allusion to it in D'mkarf, ni. Ixxxii. Darmesteter,
Zend-Avesta, i. 344, n. 12, misunderstands the Pahlavi commentary on Ys. liii. 3 as containing a possible reference to
xvaetvadatha ; for the correct rendering see Mills, p. 376 f.
2 For
many other instances see F. Justi, GlrP ii. [1904]
437 : E. Westermarck, Hist, of Huvian Marriage'^, London,
'
Cf. also Egyptian section above.
1894, pp. 290-295.
1

'

p. 397f.).
a So West,

p. 397 ; later (SBE x.\xvii. (1S92J 382) he retranslates the passage so that xvetiikdas is not necessarily implied.
3 Another stock argument for
brother-and-sisterm.irriage was
found in the legend of the union of the primeval twins Yima
and his sister (Pahlavi Vim and Yimak see Blind, xxiii. 1,
xviii. 41Sf.), which ia not mentioned in the
and West,
extant Avesta, though it evidently dates from the Indo-Iraniaii
period, since it forms the theme of Rigveda x. 10.
:

SBE
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written between tlic Arab con(juest of I'orsia auil
tlie 16th cent., found preceding tlie DittistCtniDinik in many MSS, there iw a len^'thy puleniie in
favour of xvcto/.ilfis, tliere written xveloddt (ed.
Uanianji Naj-arvanji Dhabar, PaUiivi Rivdyrit accompanying the DAdisliin i- binik, Bonilmy, I'.tlS,
pp. 9-21, tr. in extracts We.st, HBEw'm. 415-4'.'3).
Defending it l)y the old examples of Aliura Mazda

and Spenta Arniaiti and of Masye and Masyuoi,

it declares that, when contracted with mother,
daughter, or sister, xvetukdas is superior in religious merit even to the ceremonial worship of Ahura
Mazda, the replenishing of tlie sacred hre, or sliowing becoming reverence to a priest, and that it
saves the most heinous sinner from liell.

When

the millennium

is

about to dawn,

'all

mankind

will

perform Khv4tOd&d, and every fiend

will perish through the
miracle and power of KhvtitQilad.' The first time that a man
it, 'a thousand demons will die, and two thousand
wizards and witches
.
and when he s^oes near to it four
times, it is known that the man and woman become perfect.
.
Whoever keeps one year in a nmrriage of KlivetiViad
becomes just as though one-third of all this world .
had
been given by him
.
.
unto a li-^jhteous man.
,\nd when
he keeps four \ ears in his marriage, and his [funeral] ritual is
performed, it is known that his soul thereby goes unto the
supreme hca\'jti (garddmSn) and when the ritual is not performed, it gofs thereby to the oi-dinary heaven (vahishtoX* The
good deeds of tliose who observe xc^tukdas are a hundred times
more efficacious than the same deeds performed by other pious
men and the penalty for dissuading from it is hell.

practises

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

;

From

certain passages in the same chapter it
very evident that xvitokdas in the narrow sense
here advocated was by no means pleasing to the

is

Parsi community.
Thus, when Ahura Mazda and Zarathushtra held colloquy,
ZaratOsht spoke thus " Which duty and good work shall I do
first?" AOhannazd spoke thus: *' Khv6tOdad."
Zaratuslit
" In
my eyes it is an evil (vadO)
spoke unto AOharmazd thus
'

:

.

.

.

:

which

is

performed."

.

.

.

"
Aflharmazd spoke thus
In my
thine but "'
since nothing is so

—

;
eyes, also, it is just as in
perfect that there is no evil mi-^ed with
seem so " (West, p. 423).

:

—

it

*

**

it

should not

'

early as the date of composition of D'lnkart,
iii. 82, however, there are indications that a:i'c7 o/.vfa.s
had come to bear its pre.'ient meaning of marriage
of first cousins, and this is the teaching of more
modern Parsi Rivayats (West, pp. 404, 425 f.) and
the practice of Zoroastrians at the present day.
The Parsi theory of the origin of xvaelvadittha
is fairly clear.
The Dinkart holds (iii. 82) that its
basis was a desire to preserve purity of race, to
increase the compatibility of husband and wife,
and to increase the all'ection for children, which
would be felt in redoubled measure for offspring
so wholly of the same family.
Another reason
doubtless well founded, especially after the Arab
was
that
conquest
marriage outside the familj'
might tend to religious laxity and even to perversion to another faith (Rivayat viii., tr. West,
As a matter of fact, however, these
p. 416 f.).
arguments are inadequate to explain the real
origin, and the suggestion of Justi (GIrP ii. 4.35)
that the source is to be found in Egypt (cf. Egyptian section, above) is equally improbable.
There is no evidence that incestuous xvaelvadathn
was known in the Avesta,' and it is not until
Pahlavi writings of the Gth-9th centuries that it is
unmistakably advocated (West, p. 427 f.). At the
same time, the testimony of the Greek and Latin
writers cannot be ignored ; and, while Me may
grant, for the sake of argument, that in the later
Sasanian period there was vital religious reason
for incestuous xvaetvaJatha, as set forth by the
Dinkart and the RivOyat, no such reason can be
alleged for the Achaimenian and succeeding periods.
It is clear, moreover, that incestuous xvactvadntha

—

—

'

'

restricted to noble

and royal

but that

it

was

common

also jiiactiseil widely

among

tha

On the other hand, the present
people.
writer knows at present of no cases in tlie historic
(as distiiiguishea from the legendary) period of
Zoroastriaiiism, except the Sasanian royal instance
mentioned above, and the marriage

Mihram-

of

gushnasp.

We

must also note thai incest was abhorrent to
the Indian branch of the Indo-Iranian family (for
the strong exogamy of India see J. Jolly, Rce/it und

SMe = aiAP ii. 8], Strassburg, 18%, p. 62 f.).'
Among the other Indo-Kuropean peoples the Greeks
[

permitted marriage between uncles and nieces,
nephews and aunts, and half-brothers and halfsisters on the paternal side (see
Greek section,
'

'

above, § 2) the ancient Prussians and I.itlmanians
are said to have allowed marriage with any kinsi\ oman
except one's own mother (O. Schrader, Pcallex. der ir.d'-.jerm. Altertumskunde,
Strassburg,
1901, p. 909f. ); and equal licence is ascribed to
the ancient Irish (cf. 'Celtic' section, above).
There remain, then, two hypotheses on the origin
of invnatuouf, xcaetvadatha.
(«) It may be derived
from a non-Indo-European people.
This is the
theory maintained by Moulton (pp. 204-208), wlio
holds that the custom was Magian, and so neither
Indo-European nor Semitic (cf. ib. chs. vi.-vii., and
art. Magi)— not Iranian at all.
(6) Without denying or even criticizing Moulton's very plausible,
even probable, theory, it may be suggested that
the practice was genuinely Persian.
In riew of
the extremely primitive character of the lialtoSlavic peoples, who have, not without reason, been
claimed as those who have retained most truly the
original type of Indo European civilization (S. Feist,
Kiiltur
dec Indi'ijennunen, Berlin, 1913, p. 478 ;
O. Schrader, Sprachvergleichung und Urgcsch.',
Jena, 1907, ii. 129 f. and art. Aryan Religion,
jnssini), the occurrence among them— as among
the almost equally primitive ancient Irish of what
is practically identical with incestuous xvaetvadatha is certainly significant. On this hj'pothesis,
Zarathushtra's reformation did away « ith xvaetvadutha, as with so much else of the okler Iranism
which his loftier teaching rejected but, when the
more ancient folk-religion returned, it restored
xvaitvadathct, together with many other things
that had been discarded. In the present state of
our knowledge the writer does not attempt to decide between these hypotheses he merely presents
his own for what it may be worth.
Whatever the origin of incestuous xvaetvadatlui
;

.

.

.

;

As

was then not

(Iranian)

families,

—

;

;

— which

perhaps nothing but endogamy carried
so much is clear: pure Zoroastrianism never knew it it was practised by nonZoroastrian Persians
it was advocated at least
during the Sasanian and early Arab periods by a
it appears to have then
Magianized priesthood
been a theoretical ideal, prompted by the religious
and political situation of the period, rather than an
actual practice it was constantly resisted (even as
an ideal) by a large and, doubtless, ever inereasing^body of the faithful it has disappeared. It
had a certain justification during the days of Arab
It
persecution, and Parsis should recognize this.
has been one of the cheap taunts of the type flung
the
ignorant or malevoagainst every religion by
lent outsider, ami no Parsi can be reproached for
sensitiveness on the subject.
Yet it was at worst
1 The instance of Vama and
Vunii, already mentioned, does
not militate against this for in the hymn Higveda x. 10 (on
which see especially I,, von Schroder, Mi/sterium und Slimut im
lii'jveda, Leipzig, 19U8, p. 'Z75 IT.) Yama manifests extreme reis

to its extreme

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

xlv. 4 by the Pahlavi conunentator (above,
p. 467*) hints that we
cannot repose implicit confidence in the accuracy of these sum

luctance to the union. The problem involved was the origin of
the human race from a primeval pair of twins. The same
remarks apply to the myth of Brahma's union with his daughter,
a cosinugoiiic myth comparable with the iepbt yd/ioc of Ahura
Mazda and Spenta Armaiti, noted al>ove (cf. Ki)£veda, I. clxiv. 83,
V. xlii. 13, X. Ixi. ^ ft., and especially Mnir, Orii/. Sannkrit Texts,

marie*.

i.'

*

It is true that the Pahlavi gnmniaries of lost Avesta texU*
in them the presence of this tjpe of xvailvadatfia (see
above, p. 4571'), but the baselts;* reading of xvoelvadatha into i's.

ainrm

[1872J 107-114,

iv.

11S73) 4u-4S).
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merely a tempoiaiy excrescence, never a real tenet
and it was repudiated, no diiui>t, as intensely by
Zaratliu-^litra as by bis modern followers.
3. Old Persian.
Concerning the specifically Old
Persian marriage rites we possess only meagre
information. Strabo tells us (p. 733) that marriages
were performed at the beginning of the venial
equinox, and that before the bridegroom went to
the nuptial couch he ate an apple or camel marrow,
but nothing else during the whole day. We also
leam from Arrian {Anab. vii. iv. 7) that a seat of
honour {8p6voi) was provided for the groom, and
that his prospective bride came after the cups had
gone round (/xeTi. riv Trdroi/), being welcomed by
her husband with the giving of the right hand and
a kiss. Naturally a banquet formed part of the
wedding (Est 2'* Jos. Ant. XI. vi. 2).
To the Scythians {q.v.), at least some of whom
were Iranians, the Greeks ascribed the practice of
each man having free access to the wives of his
fellow-tribesmen, although Herodotus (i. 216, iv.
104) restricts this to the Massagetoe and Agathyrsi.
The latter were possibly Iranian (E. H. Minns,
Scythians and Greeks, Cambridge, 1913, p. 102 cf.
W. Tomaschek, in Pauly-Wissowa, i. 764 f. ) the
former are considered Iranian their name is certainly so by J. Marquart (Untersvchungen zur
Gesch. von Eran, Gottingen and Leipzig, 1896-1905,

;

—

'

'

;

;

—

—

ii.

77

240,

f.,

ErunSniir,

;

Berlin,

1901,

156),

p.

though this is doubted by Minus (p. Ill), who,
probably rightly, regards them as 'a mixed collection of tribes without an ethnic unity.' In any
event, as he says (p. 93), this form of maniage
(for other Indo- European instances of which see H.
Hirt, Indogermnneii Strassburg, 1905-07, p. 703;
Schrader, Rcallcx. p. 634) is probably non- Aryan.
See, further, art. FAMILY (Persian).
,

—

Literature. B. Brisson, De regio Persamm principatu, ed.
H. Lederlin, Sti-.nssbiirg;, 1710, pp. 157 f., 491-498 A. Rapp,
ZDIIO x\. [1806] 1U7-114 F. Spiegel. Erdn. AHerthumskunde,
W. Geiger, OsKran. Kullur im
Leipzig, 1871-78, iii. 677-681
F. Justi, GIrP ii.
AUertum, Erlangen, 1882, pp. 240-240
434-437
Dosabhai
(1904]
Framji Karaka, Hist, of the Parsis,
London, 1884, i. 170-188; Jivanji Jamshedji Modi, Man-iaije
Customs of the Parsees, Bombay, 1900 Darab Peshotan Sanjana, T/ie Alleged Practice of Sext-of-Kin Marriages in Old
Iran, London, 1888 L. C. CasarteUi, Philosophy of the Ma:daya^iian Religion under the 5assauids, Bombay, 1889, pp.
J.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

and

BOR

[18801 169-174, 200-204
J. Darmesteter,
H. Hiibschmann,
1892-93, i. 126-134
E. W. West. 'The Meaning ot
300-312;
[18S9J
Khv6t0k-das or Khv6tfidad,' SBE xviii. [1882] 3S9-430 J. H.
Moulton, Early Znroastrianism, London, 1913, pp. 204-208
the PatmOnak-l'Katak-xutilih, or 'Marriage Contract,' ised. l»y
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;
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I.
(Japanese and Korean).
ancient times marriage and
marriage regulations have been considered important by the Japanese people. Both ideas and

Japan.

legal

— From

regulations concerning marriage, however,

seem to have passed through three distinct stages
(1) that of the age of the Taihoryo (A.D. 701-1 i92),
much influenced by Chinese morals and laws (2)
that of feudalism (fioin the end of the 12th cent.
to the Meiji era), moulded by bushido, Japanese
knightly morality, to a much higher development
and (3) that of the period since the Restoration,
characterized by Christian influences.
I. Consent of
parties.— Tlie chief point of difference between Japanese and Western marriage laws
:

;

;

may be found in the family system. From the
earliest times the Japanese people have been
grouped in families as social units, to one of which
every individual belongs, and in each family there
is a head, who governs the rest.
The authority of
the head
{patria potestas) has varied from age to
age, but in general may be said to have been
strong in ancient times and to have weakened in
recent years. The family in the time of the

459

was often very large, including over one
Taiho-iyo
hundred persons, but the numbers gradually decreased, until at present a family usually consists
of only five or six individuals.
Marriage under
such a system not only brings changes in the
status of the contracting parties, but also means
the removal of a member of one group to another.
In other words, marriage is an act between a man
an<l a woman and also between two families.
Therefore, when a marriage is to take place, not
only the free contract of the parties is required, but
also the consent of the heads of the two families.
From the time of the Taihoryo to that of the
Meiji era, a marriage engagement was first made
between the parents of the parties, and often the
consent of the parties was not required, for filial
obedience was considered one of the highest and
noblest virtues. Lately, with the development of
the idea of freedom, the point of view has somewhat changed according to the regulations of the
present civil code, it is necessary to have the free
consent of the parties in addition to the consent of
the parents. Moreover, when a man reaches the
age of thirty and a woman that of twenty-five, the
law no longer requires the consent of the parents
;

for the sanction of marriage.
2. Caste.
While ca-ste in the strict sense of the
term never existed in Japan, by the Taiho-ryo

—

a humble class, which was not allowed to intermarry with others, was recognized, and the child
of such a marriage belonged to the humble class.
During the feudal age the people were divided into
lords, knights, and commoners including farmers,
and intermarriage reartisans, and merchants
quired special permission. A marriage between
members of the lordly class required sanction from
the central government until 1871. According to
the Taiho-ryo, Buddhist priestesses were not
allowed to marry and one who transgressed was
sent to a far island or put to death but this ban
was abolished in 1872.
At the time of the Taiho3. Age of consent.
ryo a male was allowed to marry at the age of
15 and a female at 13 ; but the present civil code
requires the age of 17 for the male and 15 for the
female. There has been no prohibition of marriage
on account of old age.
Old laws and customs in Japan
4. Monogamy.
forbade multiple marriages, but not concubinage.
According to the Taiho-ryo, concubines occupied
the position of relatives in the second degree, and
;

;

;

—

—

no limitation was made as to their number. The
child by a concubine held an inheritance right.
The custom of concubinage was prevalent among
the noble and rich, and society did not condemn it.
Moreover, in the opinion of some, concubinage
was considered necessary, with the existing familysystem, in order to preserve the family line from
In the Meiji era, however,
possible extinction.
through the influence of Christianity, the idea of
monogamy became strong and in 1882 concubinage
ceased to be recognized by law, though the longestablished custom still lingers to some extent.
When a marriage con5. Second marriage.
tract has been dissolved by divorce or the death of
one of the parties, a second marriage is permitted.
In ancient times, however, the proverb A chaste
woman never sees two men had great force and
for a woman to refrain from re-marriage was regarded as a beautiful virtue. There were not a
few women who cut ofi' their hair, or became
priestesses, or committed suicide, on hearing of
the death of their husbands in battle. Such forms
of devotion gradually declined
and the civil code
does not forbid a woman to remarry, merely
requiring six months to elapse between the dissolution of the first marriage and the consummation of the second.
;

—

'

'

;

;
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—

A iii;iu ami woman,
6. Marriage of adulterers.
uither of wlioni has been ilivorced or sentenced to
be divorced on account of ailultery with tlie other,
may not marry— a proliibition w'liich ha-* existed
since the time of the TaiUo-r3-o. Social disapproval
of such union is very severe ; and, even when the
husband or wife forgives and consents, the prohibition is binding and cannot be evaded, so that
those found thus married are separated by law.
7. Marriage of relatives.
Nlarriage between
near relatives in direct and collateral lines is
forbidden for tlie sake of health and protection
from degeneracy. The marriage of cousins, or of
a widow or widower with a brother or sister of the

Thus the power

;

II. Judicial separation.
This system does not
exist in Japan.
In Korea marriage is according to
II. KoREJ.
the old custom.
Early marriage prevails, and
government control has had but little eft'ect,
though upon several occasions laws have been
issued, eveu setting the age for maniage at 20
for men and 16 for women.
It is usual for a girl
of 12 or 13 years to marry a boy of 10 or less.
Wives are usually a few years older than their

—

husbands. Second marriage is not prohibited, bnt
considered a disgrace by most ; and those above
the middle class never re-marry. Arrangements
for marriage are made by fathers, grandfathers,
or elder brothers and relatives in authority and
the wishes of those who are to be married are
not taken into account. The ceremony is performed at the home of the bride, and it is not
Only the
necessary to notify a civil officer.
husband can divorce, and the wife has no way of
refusal.
There is no system of divorce by consent,
but by the new law, since annexation, a way has
The
been opened for a wife to seek divorce.
number of marriages made in 1912 was 121,993,
and that of divorces only 9058.

;

is

;

of marriage.

acquaintanceship. Such things would be regarded
as disgraceful by all Japanese above the middle
class, for a formal marriage is always arranged
by a match-maker who renders service to the
parties and parents. When consent is given and
the engagement made, gifts .are exchanged, and
a marriage-contract is considered to have taken
place. Then, upon an auspicious day, the wedding
ceremony is performed, usually at the home of
the bridegroom at night. The marriage intermediary, escorting the bride in her best attire,
takes his seat at an appointed place, and the bride
and bridegroom drink wine, exchanging cups nine
times. This constitutes the entire ceremony, after
which the bride and bridegroom are introduced to
No
relatives and friends at a wedding dinner.
religious or legal form is required, except that,
by the present civil code, notification must be
made to a registrar in order that the marriage
may be officially sanctioned. With the coming of
Christiaiuty marri.ages are increasingly performed
in churches
and recently the custom has arisen
of holding services at Shinto shrines.
The law,
however, requires no religious sanction, as it is
only a civil marriage that is officially recognized.
Before the promulgation of the
10. Divorce.
present civil code (1896-98), divorce, or, rather,
was
repudiation,
very easily secured at the husband's will.
No legal procedure was necessary
beyouJ the husband's writ with his signature,
but the law fixed seven causes, one of which must
exist in order to make the repadium effective.
;

—

;

—

;

somewhat

—

—

of maniage in
•Japan have passed through a series of changes.
In ancient times marriage by sale and marriage by
capture were common but from the time of the
Taiho-ryo customs gradually became more refined.
There is in Japan, however, no custom of direct
personal engagement or of previous personal

the husband was

;

Statistics for 1908 show the total number
given.
of marriages to have been 8,583,168 and of
divorces 60,376, i.e. about 7 divorces out of 1000
Only judicial divorces, however, are
marriages.
given in statistics, and by far the greater number
are by mutual consent.

deceased, is not prohibited and such marriages
are not rare.
8. Relation of husband and wife.
In olden
times the rights of a husband were very fara
and
wife
who
her
husband
reaching,
oteyed
^^en were
absolutely was considered virtuous,
held in high regard, while women were not.
Lately the position of woman has improved, but
even yet, when a wife makes a contract, she has
to get her husband's consent in many cases, and
the wife's property is always under the superIn
vision of her husband while they are married.
Japan a woman's private property is very limited
and those who possess property in addition to their
dresses and ornaments are very few for, according to the law of succession, all property is inherited
by the eldest son, and only in the case of disinheritance or of there being no son by marriage or
adoption can the woman inherit in regular succession.
Thus, as a rule, the wife has no property,
but is dependent upon her husband for support.
Some change, therefore, must be made in the law
of succession if the position of woman is to be
9. Engagement and ceremony
The customs as well as the laws

of

but only the husband could repudiate.
The present code recognizes two forms of divorce :
by mutual consent, and by judicial decree. The
former requires only the mutual consent of the
part ies, while the latter requires an act of the court
ivpou tlie contested request of one of the parties.
Ttiis form of legal ili\ oroe nmst be for some one
of certain causes recognized by law, and becomes
after judicial judgment has been
operative only
curtailed

—

materially raised.

(Jewish)

—

Alice M. Bacon, Japanese Girls and Women,
D. Kikuchi, Japanese Education, do. 1909,
;
Position of Women'; B. H. Chamberlain, Things
do.
1902
Kiicbler, Marri.'i-'e in Japan,' in
; L.
Japanese^,
TASJ xiii. [18851, pt. i. pp. 114-137 ; Douglas Sladen,
Japanese Marriage, London, 1904 ; Inazo Nitobe, The

LnERATCRE.
London, lOOo

ch. xviii.,

'

W.

'

A

Japanese Xation, London and New York,
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1912.

Nakajima.

T.

(Jewish).
Every man is bound
to
marry a wife in order to beget children, and he
who fails of this duty is as one who sheds blood,
diminishes the Image [of God], and causes the
Divine Presence (sfi'khitulh) to depart from Israel'
—thus runs the rule in the Code of Qaro {Shulhan
'

'

Arukh, Ebhen ha-ezer, LI). It is based on ancient
Kabbinic (Tannaitic) prescription (Y'bhamOth, 636,
6-k(). itself inferred from well-known Biblical texts
(esp. On 9* combined with following verse), and it
is emphasized by the somewhat later apophthegms
Whoever has no wife rests without blessing ;
such a one is not called a man (ib. 626). Marriage
was the means by which the human race imprinted
on the generations the divine image it, with the
consequent domestic felicity, was the expression
:

'

'

'

'

;

It was the basis of the social
true manhood.
order, and thus its regulation was, in liabbinlc
opinion, one of the chief ditlerences between Jewish
and primitive systems (cf. Maimoiiides, Ishnth,
i. ).
The social obligation was strengthened by
i.e.
the
Messianic hopes: 'the son of David
Messiah will not come until all souls stored up
for earthly life have been born
( Y'bh.
6'2a).
Though the purpose of marriage was the begetting
of children, other aspects of marital life were fully

of

—

—

'

appreciated (see art. Family [Jewish] and cf.
the quotations in M. Mielziner, Tim Jcwtsh Lata of
Marriage and Divorce, New York, 1901, p. 18f. ;
I. Abrahams, Jewish Life in the Middle Ages,
;

MARRIAGE

historically and legally considered in the monograph of H. S. Q. Henriques, Jewish Marriages
It may in
and English Law, London, 1909.
general be said that, while orthodox Jews maintain some disabilities not upheld by the law of
the land, no Jews permit marriages which, though
allowed by Jewish law, are forbidden by the civil
law.
Thus, though marriage with a deceased
wife's sister is valid in Jewish law, such a marriage
was never solemnized in England while English
law disallowed it. So, too, though by Jewish law

Loudou, 1896, p. 114). Very profound is the
Kabbinie view that mau's yeser is in tliis instance
the cause of good but for liis passions man would
not build a house, nor marry a wife, nor beget
chUdren (Ge7iesiii Eahba, ch. ix.). Man, in Rabbinic tlieology, is impelled by two yesers ( impulses,'
inclinations '), one good and one evil, botli of
;

'

'

him to the love of
God (Sific on Dt 6^ Mishndh B'ralMth, ix. 5).
The bodily passions are not in themselves evil (cf.
wliich are to be used in turnin;;

F. C. Porter,
Yefer Hara,' in Yale Bicentenary
vol. of Biblical and Semitic Studies, New York,
1901, pp. 91-156, and M. Lazarus, Ethics of Judaism, Eng. tr., Philadelphia, 1901, ii. 79 II.); Torah
was the means by which the control of passion
and its direction into holy ends were effected
iii. 33).
(cf. Maimonides, Guide of the Perplexed,
The Kabbinie theory of marital intercourse is
'

niece (though a woman
nephew), no such marriage
would be performed by Jewish lites, since English
law forbids such a union. But, where the Jewish
law is luore severe than the English, the severity
is in most eases maintained, though the tendency
in Jewish liberal organizations is toward equalizing
Jewish custom with civil conditions. The orthodox Jews do not permit a kdhen i.e. one tracing
descent from the ancient priestly family to wed
a divorced woman nor would the re-marriage of
a divorced person be solemnized by the orthodox
synagogue unless a divorce had also been obtained
from a B(:th Din (Jewish ecclesiastical court). On
the other hand, the levirate marriage, which was
no longer in general use (though a few instances
are recorded) at the beginning of the Christian
era (the Sadducean question in Mt 22^ was probably theoretical), has now lost all vogue {Ebhen
In
ha-'ezer, clxv., and commentaries ; JE vi. 171).
the case of a childless widow the brother-in-law
goes through the ceremony of hAlisdh (Dt 25'''°),
which frees her to marry a stranger (Mielziner,
JE vi. 170 f., where the rite is illustrated).
p. 54 f.
On the levirate marriage see, further, I. Mattuck,

man may marry
may not marry her
a

summed up

ideally and, in a sense, mystically in
Three are associated in every human
the saying
being God, father, and mother (QiddiisMn, 306).
With regard to the authority of parents iu
arranging the marriages of their cliildren while
When the parties were
v. 742".
minors see
adult, the consent of parents was not necessary to
'

make a marriage

valid (Maimonides, Ishtitli, vii.),
but, as Mielziner adds,
'In consequence of the high respect and veneration, however,
in which father and mother have ever been held anion*; Israelites, the cases of contracting marriages without the parents'
consent fortunately belong to the rarest exceptions (p. 09).
'

Early marriages, arranged by the parents, were
long considered a valuable aid to morals. The
legal age for valid marriage was the age of puberty,
but the usual age of the bridegroom in Talmudic
times was 18 to 20 (S. Krauss, Taimudische ArchaA Jewish court
ologie, Leipzig, 1910-11, ii. 28).
would often put pressure on a man over 20 to
compel him to take a wife (Ebhen hd-'ezei; i. 2),
but such pressure was not applied in the case of

;

in Studies in Jeicish Literature, Berlin, 1913, p.
210 ; on marriages between uncle and niece, s.

Krauss,

students, while'(as the gloss ad loc. points out) in
modern times all attemiits at compulsory marriages
have become obsolete. Curiously enough, no rule is
stated with regard to the age of the bride. Girls
were treated as marriageable from the beginning of
their thirteenth year, and at various times very

youthful marriages have prevailed (see Abrahams,
ch. ix.). In recent times, while, on the whole, Jews
[irobably marry at a somewhat earlier age than the
general population, assimilation in social customs
(statistics in

JE

viii. 339).

JE

opinion favours marriages between parties who
are not of the same religion, the difficulties of
the education of the chUdren and the disturbance of the home harmony being felt to ofl'er
strong objections. There is no bar, however, to
the religious solemnization of a marriage with
full Jewish rites in the case of proselytes to the
'

The Biblical degrees were maintained in later
Jewish law, with certain extensions [Y'bh. 21
Maimonides, Ishuth, i. 6 Mielziner, p. 37), the
'

;

;

latter being partly theoretical prolongations of
lineal ascendants and descendants ; but in one case
a ' new degree homogeneous to the Biblical was
added ; for, ' while the Mosaic Law [Lv 18"] expressly forbids only the father's brother's wife,
the Talmudic Law adds also the mother's brother's
wife, and, besides, the father's uterine brother's
'

wife' (Mielziner,
vii.

663")

p.

imposed

38).

The

EBE

^iaraites (see
further rigours on the

still

marriage law.

The general question

of

Jewish marriages and the

the relation between

civil

law of England

ib. p.

165.

Except for rare cases in countries where Muliammadan law prevails, monogamy is enforced by both
law and custom among Jews, although neither Bible

Talmud formally forbids polygamy (for the
Talmudic evidence see Krauss, ii. 27). Only in
the case of the levirate marriage did the Pentateuch actually ordain a second marriage, and, as
has been mentioned above, the levirate marriage
That monogamy was the Biblical
fell into disuse.
ideal is shown by Gn 2-'', Pr 31'"'^', and the whole
tendency of the Song of Songs (cf. A. Harper,
Song of Solomon, Cambridge, 1902, p. xxxiv) and
the same conclusion must be drawn from the prophetic imagery in which marriage typilies the
relation between the one God and the unique people
Israel.
Polygamy survived among the Jews into
nor

;

prevails that Jews more
frequently than others man-y their cousins. Intermarriage between Jews and Christians has increased
No section of Jewish
vi. 612).
(statistics in

The general impression

synagogue.

—

;

EEE

modifying differences

his

—

'

:

:

is
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is

the Christian era (see references in

JE

viii.

658),

but monogamy was then and thereafter the general
rule.
The difficult}' was that, as the end of
marriage was the begetting of children, childless
marriages were no fulfilnient of that end, and in
case of the wife's sterility the older authorities
were divided in view as to the relative advisabOity
of insisting on divorce or of permitting a second
simultaneous marriage (on this and several other
questions of Jewish marriage and divorce, see the
writer's evidence before the Divorce Commission) ;
but by the begdnning of the 11th cent, monogamy
was made the binding and absolute rule for all

western Jews (Abrahams, ch. vii.).
The ancient and mediieval preliminaries to
marriage have, iu modern times, lost much of their
Betrothal {HrHsiti or qiddiishln)
old signilicance.
in Rabbinic law was not a mere agreement or
contract for a future marriage (nissuin)
though
not involving the actual privileges or responsibilities of the married state, betrothal was so far
the initiation of marriage that it could be terminated only by death or divorce.
;

MARRIAGE
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*
Faithlessness on the pnrt of the betrothed female was treated
Without having been fonnall> divorced, she
as adultery.
if
could not enter a marria^fe contract witJi another person
•
entered ujton it was void (Mielzincr, p. 77 ; on the status of
the betrothed woman in tlie 1st and 2nd centuries a.d., of.
A. Buchler, in Feshxhr\ft zu Israel Lewy's 70ten Geburlstag,
Breslau, mil, p. 110).
;

Since tlie IGtlicent. tlie two ceremonies of Ijetrothal
and marriage have been performed on the same
day, thon^'h in Talinudic times a year might intervene between them (Mishnah, Qiddux/iin, v. 2).
The legal betrothal was always preceded by an
en'iageinent (shU/clilkliin), and this engagement'
'

'

'

gradually replaced the older betrothal.

Often a

match-maker {shddklidn) was employed
in the Miildlo Ages, and the custom is still in some
vogue (Abrahams, p. 170 f.). The ceremonies of
marriage now include the older betrothal and
|>rofes.sional

The essence of the marriage
the presentation by the bridegroom to
the bride, in the presence of two >\itncsses, of an
object of value, and the recital of the formula
Be thou consecrated unto me by this [ring] according to the law of Moses and Israel.' The marriage
rite was and is invalid without the bride's consent
her consent is formally stated in the k'thilbhah
but, until recent times, she took a
(see below)
passive part in the ceremony, the formula being
spoken by the man only. In some orthodox anii
in most liberal synagogues the bride's part is now
more active. For the validitj* of a marriage the
presence of a Rabbi is not essential, but such
presence is usual, and so are otlier ceremonies the
use of a ring and a canopy (huppah), the breaking
of a glass, the recital of the bthubhah, and the
repetition of the Seven Benedictions.'
The ring, now so usual in Jewish weddino^s, is
not mentioned in the Talmud, but was introduced
in the Gaonic age (A. Harkavy, T'shubhvth hagtj'dnim, Berlin, 1887, § 65), perhaps in the 7th cenThe ring replaced tlie olaer gift of money
tuiy.
or of an article of value it must not contain gems
(Abrahams, p. 183), and need not be of gold. Possibly the use of the ring was derived from Rome,
just as the objection to marriages between Passover
and Pentecost corresponds to the Roman prohibition of marriages in May (J. Landsberger,
Jiid.
Zeitschrift fur IVissensch. und Lebcn, vii. [1869]
In the Middle Ages Friday was a favourite
81).
day for Jewish marriages, though the Talmud
objected to such a choice. Wednesday \\as also a
marriage

ceremony

rites.

is

;

'

—

;

:

'

;

m

common day

for virgins,

and Thursday

for

widows.

In modern times tliere are no restrictions as to
days of the week, excejit that marriages are not
celebrated on Sabbaths or festivals. In the orthodox synagogues marriages are still not performed
(except on specilied dates) between Passover and
Pentecost, nor on certain anniversaries of a mournful nature.
During the marriage ceremony the
ring is put on tlie forefinger of the bride's right
hand she afterwards removes it and places it on
(lie customary linger of the left hand.
Marriages
are now frequently celebrated in the synagogue,
though there is no loss of validity if the ceremony occurs elsewhere, as is widely the custom
in America.
The whole problem as to the place
where Jewish marriages may be celeljrated is
treated by L. Low in his Gesammclte Schriften,
where many other Jewish inarriaL'e questions,
historical, social, and legal, are also <liscussed
(iii., Szegedin, 1893, pp. 13-334).
The bride and bridegroom usually stand imder
a huppdh, or canopy,' during the marriage ceremony the rite has been abrogated in some of
the modern Jewish congregations. (Ji iginally the
huppdli was the marri.ige chamber, into which
the bridal pair were conducted alter u proces.Hion ;
;

'

;

it is now merely
Bymbolical, and consistB of
four upright posts covered by an aw uiiig of silk

but

(Jewish)

or tapestry (for details see

Abrahams,

A

JE

1U3; for

p.

504 fl'.).
illustrations,
regular incliminary
yi.
of the ceremony is the signing by the bridegroom
of the k'thilbhah (lit. 'writing'), or marriage contract (for the ordinary wording see Mielziner,
p. 87), which sets forth the amount payable to
the wife in case of the husband's death or the
wife's divorce, and in olden times often rehearsed
the wife's dowry, in respect of which, as of the

husband's settlement, the k'thribhdh conferred on
her an inalienable ('laim on her husband's property.
The wife had considerable rights over her own property (see Mielziner, p. 104 f.), and the bthubhah
protected those rights, and also formed a potent
restraint against rash divorces.
Miclziiier's statement (p. 89) that the kthubliah is 'now almost
entirely dispensed with,' refers only to certain
American and other reform congregations it is
still retained in most Jewish marriages, though it
has little legal signihcance in many coiuitries.
The blhubltdh is ancient, being perhaps referred
to in To 7'*
it is certainly as old as the beginning
of the 1st ctint. B.C. (K'thubhMh, 82A
Abrahams,
p. 207, note 2; E. N. Adler, in JE vii. 474; for
the earliest instance of the terms of the wife's
jointure the reader may refer to L. Cinzberg,
In Oriental
Geonica, New York, 1909, ii. 7'2).
lands the k'thub/idh often included a solemn
undertaking by the bridegroom to observe strictly
the law of monogamy (see Abrahams, \>. 120, and
the document published bj' him in Jcivs' Colleije
Jubilee Volume, London, 1906, 2'- lol).
Of the many marriage customs which have prevailed in Jewish marriages one deserves special
mention.
The bride^Toom breaks a glass, but
the meaning of the rite is uncertain. Some have
seen in it a s3'mbolical allusion to the close of the
the most accei>table
ante-nuptial condition, but
theory is that the custom arose from ... a desire
to keep even men's joys tempered by more serious
thoughts, and on the otlier hand from the neverforgotten memory of the mourning for Zion (see
Annotated Edition nf the Authorised DaUy Prayer
The memory of
Book, London, 1914, p. ccxvii).
Zion is frequentl}' recalled in the Jewish wedding
;

!

;

'

'

hymns and songs (on which see Abrahams, p. 188 f.,
Hebrew Love Songs,' in Book of Delight,
The same phenoPhiladelphia, 1912, p. 184 H'.).
menon is seen in the Seven Benedictions cited
below, where Jer 33""- is etl'eetivel.y used. As reand

'

'

gards the memento mori idea the follow ing incident
is recorded in the Talmud (/J''r«iAd^/'i, 30i)
'When the son of Rabbin.i was married, the father saw that
:

the Rabbis present were in an uproarious niomi, so he took a
f ostly vase of white crystal worth 400 zuzim and broke it before

them

to curb bheir spirits.'

On

the other hand, joj'onsness is the luedominant
note of Jewish weddings a joyousness hallowed
by the principle that the participation in such
functions is a religious duty. The dowering of
poor brides was an act of sanctified loving-kindness
and the assistance at weilding
{Shabbaih, 121a)
festivals w as an element in pious life (P'm/iiiii, 49(i).
Lyric praises of the bride were so regular a habit
that we lind quaint discussions as to the terms to
On the
be used in the eulogies [K'lhubCth, 17«)subject of other wedding customs, botli Oriental

—

;

and Western, see Abrahams,

chs. ix.

and

x.

;

JE

W. Rosenau, Jeicish
340 fl'.
Krauss, ii. 37
Ceremonial Institutions and Cui'toms, Baltimore,

viii.

:

;

1912, ch. xi.
Most (diaractcristic

of the Jewish marriage
ceremony are the Seven Benedict mis, which are
already quoted in the 'l':ilmud (K'thiibhOth, 8).
First comcK the benediclion over wine (<m the use
of wine in Jewish cereiijoniul .see Annotated Prayer
i

p. cxxxix) ; then follows the praise of (lod
as the creator of all things to Ills glory ; after this

Book,
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eulogy of the creator of all comes the praise of
Hini as creator of man and next the benedictions
pass to the creation of woman, the memory of Zion,
the bridal joy, and the hope of Israel's restoration.
The current text is as follows (Annotated Prayer
Book, p. 299)
Blessed art thou, O Lord our God, King of the uiih erse, who
;

:

'

Greatest the fruit of the vine.
Blessed art thou, O Lord our God, Kinj; of the universe, who
hast created all things to thy glorv.
Blessed art thou, O Lord our God, King of the uni\'erse,

Creator of mau.
Blessed art thou, O Lord our God, King of the universe, who
hast made man in thine image, after tlij' likeness, and hast
prepared unto him, out of his very self, a perpetual fabric.
Blessed art thou, O Lord, Creator of man.
May she who was barren (Zion) be exceeding glad and exult,
when her children are gathered within her in joy. Blessed art
thou, O Lord, who makest Zion joyful through her children.
O make these loved companions greatly to rejoice, even as of
old thou didst gladden thy creature in the garden of Eden.
Blessed art thou,
Lord, who makest bridegroom and bride to
rejoice.

Blessed art thou. O Lord our God, King of the universe, who
hast created joy and gladness, bridegroom and bride, mirth and
exultation, pleasure and delight, love, brotherhood, peace and
fellowship. Soon may there be heard in the cities of Judah,
and in the streets of Jerusalem, the voice of joy and gladness,
the voice of the bridegroom and the voice of the bride, the jubilant voice of bridegrooms from their canopies, and of youths
from their feasts of^song. Blessed art thou, O Lord, who makest
the bridegroom to rejoice with the bride.'

Thu.s the married state is brou^'ht into relation
with the story of creation and with Israel's Messianic hopes. The Seven Benedictions, which were
recited during tlie grace at the wedding banquet
as well as during the wedding ceremony, cover the
The popular maxim,
whole of Israel's history.
Marriages are made in heaven,' was accepted as
a commonplace truth by the Kabbis (Abrahatns,
Book of Delight, p. 172 ff!). The reverence for the
wife was shown by the husband's recital every
Friday eve of the eulogv of the virtuous woman
from the last chapter of i'roverbs. In many other
'

of wedded life was symbolized,
aspects and as a type of perfect
with the divine scheme of creation.

ways the sanctity
both in

its

harmony

human

Liter.4tVrb.
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cited in the course of the article.

(Roman).

— It

I.

is

Abrahams.

a comparatively
idea and practice

easy task to describe the Roman
of marriage, if we confine our description to historical times
for there the evidence is fairly
complete, and the state of society familiar to us.
But the subject is complicated by its antiquities
and these cannot be wholly omitted, for they are
interesting to a student of marriage sj'stems, and
they reflect the earlier conditions of Roman society
from which the later practice descended. AVe shall
begin, then, with these antiq^uities, and so clear
away the main difficulties, which, however, cannot
be fully explained in the present state of our
knowded^e;

;

—

I. Pre-historic.
There is some evidence, in the
form of survi\-als in later procedure, that marriage
by capture existed among the ancestors of the
Latin race ; but at what stage, whether among
the people of the terremare in N. Italy or stUl
further back, we cannot teU. The simulated rape

of the bride at the deduct io {see below), tlie parting
of her hair with a spear, possibly the lifting her
over the threshold of her husband's house, taken
together with the legend of the rape of the Sabine

well suggest capture.
True, eaih
scrap of evidence may, if taken separately, be
explained otherwise, but it must be allowed that
the cumulative evidence is strong. On the other
hand, capture implies exogamy, of which there was
no trace in historical Rome marriage was originally within the limits of the gens (Marqtiardt,
Privatalterthitmer, p. 29, notes 1 and 2) if, therefore, marriage by capture is to be asstiraed as an
original practice of the race, it must have been so
before the development of the gens as a social

women, may

;

;
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institution.
But, if this early form of marriage is
not provable for the Roman people, it is highly
probable that the later form of marriage by purchase
existed among them at one time, leavin" its traces
in the later coemptio, which, as we shall see, was
a simulated transference of the bride by purchase
from the potestas of her father to the
hand
(manus) of her husband (for the possible connexion
of the dos with marriage by purchase see Westermarck, MI ii. 384 fl'.).
2. Early
forms of marriage
confarreatio,
coemptio, and usus. In early Roman society we
find three distinct forms or rules by which marriage
could be effected. As to the Idstorical interpretation of these there is endless dispute, but the
object and conception of marriage as an institution
are clear enough. The object of a iustum matrimoniiim, such as was the result of all of these
methods, was beyond doubt to produce children
capable of keeping up the religion {sncra) of the
family, and also of serving the State in war and
Children of concubitus, i.e. cohabitation
peace.
without marriage, were not so capable thej' could
not be Roman citizens, and could not represent
either family or State in any capacity.
The word
which covered all legitimate forms of union was
connubium; as Ulpian says, in the clearest exposition that we have of the subject (v. i. 2),
iustum matrimoniuin est si inter eos qui nuptias
contrahunt connubium sit.' Connubium, or ius
connubii, is thus the right of contracting true or
legal marriage, and belonged, as Gaius tells us
(i.
56), to Roman citizens only, to Latins and
foreigners only when it had been granted by the
State.
And, as marriage in this true sense meant
the transference of the bride from one definite
legal and religious position to another, from the
sacra of one family to those of another (see FAMILY
[Roman]), and from the j'otestas of one paterfamilias to the manus of anotlier, it is obvious that
the process was one of the utmost gravity both for
the families concerned and for the State. The
sense of this grave importance is best seen in what,
rightly or wrongly, is generally believed to have
been the oldest form of patrician marriage, which
was applicable only to patrician families throughout Roman history ^con/nrrea^'o or farreum, so
named from the sacred cake oi far (the old Italian
wheat) used sacramentally in the rite.
Confarreatio stood alone as needing the presence
of the Pontifex Maximus and the Flamen Dialis,
the former, nodoubt, representing in the Republican
age the Rex of an earlier time (see Fowler, Eeligioiis
Experience of the Roman People, London, 1911,
p. 271), and the Flamen representing Juppiter, the
deity of good faith in all alliances. When the preliminaries had been adjusted (sponsalia, auipicia,
'

—

'

:

;

'

below]) which were common to all iusta
matrimonia, a cake of far was offered to Juppiter
Farreus, and sacramentally shared by bride and
bridegroom, in the presence of the Pontifex Maximus, the Flamen Dialis, and ten other witnesses.
This number ten has given rise to much conjecture ;
but it is so common throughout Roman procedure
that there need he no special significance in it (in
Li^y, xxxvii. 3, it apparently has a religious meaning, and so perhaps in confarreatio). A victim also
was offered (to w hat deity is uncertain), the skin of
wliich was stretched over two seats, on w hich the
bride and bridegroom had to sit (for these and other
details see Gaius, i. 112; Serv. ad yEu. iv. 103,
etc. [see

374, Georff.

i.

31

;

Dion. Hal.

ii.

25).

must be noted, do not perform the

The

priests,

service, but
giving this rite a jicculiar solemnity
which our authorities do not explain, probably
because they did not under.^taud it. Motlern
scholars and students of Roman law have usually
thought of it as the real original form of marriage
it

witness

it,
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Koman State, which must be imagined as a private and not a public character, and do not
consisting entirely of patrician families ; it survived need the presence of priest or magistrate it was
times only a* a means of supplying
historical
into
to pass them on to
non-patricians,
easy, therefore,
persons duly qualiliod to lill the old jirieslhoods idebeiansor Latins, when these attained conn tibiiim ;
descended from that patrician State, viz. the Kex but this could not be so with confarreatio, if, as
Sacrorum and the tliree Flamines maiores, Dialis, we have assumed, the main object of the latter
Of was at all times to produce children capable of
Martialis, and Quirinalis (see Gaius, i. 112).
late, however, it has heen suggested (by Cuq,
holding the exclusively jiatrician religious offices.
Institutions juridiqites, p. 215 ft'., followed by
In these three methods of marriage the union
Launspach, State and Family in Early Borne, p. was accompanied by manus, though in the case of
159 ft'.) that it came into use only when the old usus not till after a jear had
Usus,
elapsed.
custom of marrying within the f/cns was broken indeed, shows us
plainly that the Roman of early
through, when the religious dilficulty of transferring times did not think of marriage and manus as
8. bride from one
gens to another called for special insejiaiable for the bride must have been properly
There is some- married under usus, if her children were to be
religious interference by the State.
thing to be said for this ; but to the present writer Roman citizens, though for a year at least she was
it seems hardly sufficient to account for the sacranot under 7nanus.
must also remember that,
mental character of the rite and the use of the skin if the husband were not sui iuris, but a fliusof the victim.
No ancient author says that this familias under the potestas of his father, as must
was the only form of patrician marriage ; if it had constantly have happened, the wife passed under
been so, the Rex and the I'lamen must have been the manus, not of her husband, but of his father.
constantly in requisition for wedduigs, more often Quite early marriage and nutnxts became separable
than would be consistent with their other duties. both in thouj,ht and in fact ; under the XII Tables,
But it is possible that confarreatio may have been as we have seen, the wife was given the option of
a verj' special religious form, originating in the escaping a change of manus altogether, and this
marriage of the Rex only, or in families forming may be taken as proving that a tendency in this
an inner circle of aristocracy, from wliich the Rex direction had shown itself much earlier. After
mit'ht be chosen, and which would be likely or that time, mainly, no doubt, from reasons of
willing to sui>ply children qualified to become convenience connected with the family property,
camilli patrimi et malrimi in the service of the marriage without manus came to be almost uniState (Serv. ad Geor/j. i. 31). It must be remem- versal,
l/stis died out altogether (Gaius, i. Ill);
bered that the patrician State itself had a history, coemptio survived as a legal expedient in certain
and did not come into existence full-blown ; the cases (e.g., CIL vi. 1527 the Laudatio Turiae,
confarreatio probably represents an early form line 14) ; and confarreatio became so irksome that
of it, but not exactly that which wa have been its bonds had to be relaxed by Augustus in order
accustomed to imagine.
to get a supply of candidates for the old patrician
There were two other ancient methods of trans- priesthoods (Gaius, i. 136 ; Tac. Ann. iii. 71, iv. 16 ;
fening a bride from one family to another, from the Sueton. Aug. 31). Yet marriage long continued to
potestas of her father to the manus of her husband ; be as complete and binding a union as before, and we
but it is to be noticed that neither of these was, now have to see what made it so, by briefly examinstrictly speaking, a marriage ceremony, and it is
ing the process as we know it in historical times.
to be assumed that, when they were used, the real
(a) Conditions of mar3. The historic period.
rite
was
that
below
described
under
The necessary conditions of marriage were :
marriage
riage.
which
did
in
not
conventio
the
of
both
families
(1)
marriages
produce
parties must possess the
iiianum.
In other words, the true maiTiage rite ius connubii (as
explained above) (2) the parties
was, except in confarreatio, distinct from the act must not be withm the prohibited degrees of
which transferred "^he bride from the potestas of her relationship (cognatio). Originally no cognati could
father to the manus of her husband, or to that of marry who were within the seventh degree of
his father, if he were a filiiisfamilias in the potestas relationship ; i.e., second cousins could not marrj' ;
of his father.
Thus cocmptio, the form by which, this was, no doubt, a survival from a period in
in the presence of five witnesses and a libripcn.i which families of three generations lived together
under the same roof, and were therefore, by a well(a form which could be used for other purposes
besides marriage), the bride was made over to the known psychological law, unsuited for intermarmantis of her husband by a symbolic purchase riage (see E. Westermarck, Hist, of Human MarTraces of such
(Gaius, i. 113), looks as if it were a legal addition riage'', London, 1894, p. 320 If.).
devised for some particular purpose, perhaps to large households are not wanting in Roman history
enable the oidinary patrician familj', wliich did (Val. Max. IV. iv. 8; Plut. Crassus, i., and Cato
not seek to produce children capable of filling the the Elder, xxiv.). But these strict rules were
highest religious offices, to obtain by a single act gradually relaxed, and from the time of the Punic
the same legal results as in confarreatio. This is, wars it seems to have been po.ssible for first cousins
indeed, a mere guess, and one among many, into to marry (see Marquardt, Pricataltcrthiimer, p.
When the Emperor Claudius married
which it is not necessary to go in this article.
30, note).
The other method which produced conventio in his brother's daughter, he had to obtain a decree
in the

;

:

We

—

—

—

;

rimnum took a whole year

to complete the process ;
a duly qualified pair lived together for an entire
:is followed of necessity
year without a break, man
by prcescriptio ; but by the XII Tables it was
if

possible for the bride to escape this result by
absenting herself yearly for three nights from her
husband's house, by which means, in legal language,
the usucapio would be barred (Gaius, i. 111). It is
not unlikely that this was really the oldest form
liy which the husband could acquire manus, and
the one most commonly in use.
Confarreatio and
coemptio both presuppose the existence of the law
and religion of the State in full development,
)jut usus may go much further back.
Usus and
coemptio are, however, alike in this, that they have

Senate for the purpose, and this licence,
which was afterwards repealed, w;is not generally
approved (Tac. Ann. xii. 6 Gaius, i. 62). (3) The
of the

;

consent of the parents was absolutely necessary,
but not that of the parties themselves, who were
often betrothed by their parents at a very early
age e.g., Cicero betrothed his daughter when she
was only teu years old Fowler, Social Life, p. 140 f ).
This was a survival of a practice still common in
many parts of the world, where the maintenance
of the family is a matter of supreme importance,
and no time is to be lost in securing that children
The betrothal {sponshall not remain unmarried.
salia), however, at Rome was a ])romise rather
than a legal contract, and mighi, be broken by
;

(

.
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consent
either

if

there

boy or

was a strong

girl (see,

dislike on the part of
however, Serv. Sulpicius, in

Aul. Geli. iv. 4). The early betrothal serves to
show us that the idea at the root of marriage was
that of service to family and State, i.e. the procreation of children capable of such service, and
that love and romance lay wholly outside it.
Steady affection there might be and often was
(Fowler, Social Life, pp. 141, 159 tt.); but the
modern iilea of passion with marriage as its consummation, wliich too often subsides and ends in
(4) As a last
divorce, was unknown at Rome.
condition, we must note that bride and bridegroom
must be of proper age, i.e., they must have reached
the age of puberty and laid aside the toga prcetexta
of childhood this might happen at diHerent ages,
according to natural development, but the minimum
age was 12 for a girl and 14 for a boy.
;

—

If all these conditions were fulfilled,
(6) Ritual.
a day was fixed for the marriage which must be
one of good omen ; as with us. May was an unlucky
month for this purpose, and so was the early part
of June, while certain other dies religiosi were to
be avoided (Fowler, Bel. Exper., p. 38 fi'.). At
earliest dawn, according to ancient usage botli
public and private, the auspices were taken by the
but by Cicero's time this seems to
flight of birds
have dropped out, and the examination of the es'ta
of a victim took its place, as a preliminary to the
first step in the procedure, which was the declaration of consent by the parties, usually but not
necessarily recorded on tabulce nuptiales. Then
tlie bride assumed
the wedding dress, viz. the
flammeum, or liood of red or yellow, and the tunica
recta with a woollen girdle fastened with the nodus
herculeus
this knot, we learn from Pliny [UN
xxviii. 63), was also used for binding up wounds,
and we may therefore suppose that it was a charm
EEE
against various kinds of evil (cf., however,
;

;

Her hair was parted into four separate
locks with a spear-head {hasta calibaris), which
may have been a survival from pre-historic marriage
by capture and under the Jiammeum she carried
a bunch of herbs picked by her own hand (Festus,
She was then ready
s.v. Corolla [p. 56, Lindsay]).
for the actual marriage rite, which, as will now be
seen, was a matter not only of secular contract, but
vii. 749').

;

'

'

of religious usage ; it is occasionally called a sacrum,
as in Lucan, Phars. ii. 350 (of the marriage of Cato)

:

'

sacrisque deos admittere testes.'
(1) The first act of the ceremony was the
dextrarum iunctio, a symbolic act of union, in
which, under the guidance of a,proiiuba, who must
be a matron only once married, the bride placed
her right hand in the right hand of the bridegroom
(Festus, p. 242 [p. 282, ed. Lindsay]). This act, and
the sacrifice which seems to have followed, are
represented on many monuments, of which accounts
wfll be found in A. Rossbach, Romische Hochzcitsund Ehedenkmdler, Leipzig, 1871, passim these
are, however, all of very late date, and not easy to
interpret. The dextrarum iunctio took place, so
far as we can discern, either in the bride's house
before the hearth or in front of some temple
;

(Nonius, 531); but what temple this was we do
not know, nor is it clear to what deity sacrifice
was oil'ered. On the monuments we see both cow
and pig, which suggest Jimo and Tellus (Varro,
de Re Rust. II. iv. 9, refers to the pig as an Etruscan marriage victim). Possibly Tellus was the
usual deity in early times (Fowler, Rel. Exper.,
and Juno later on but Vergil compp. 121, 138),
bines the two in .<£«. iv. 166. When the sacrifice
had been offered by the pair, the persons present
shouted ' Feliciter by way of good omen, and the
;

'

wedding-meal followed, and lasted till evening.
(2) The next act was the deductio, in which the
bride

— 30 to her new home

was conducted
VOL.

viii.
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(Roman)

ceremony, exquisitely described by Catullus in his
61st poem. She was taken, as it were by force,
from the arms of her mother, and led in procession
to the house of her liusband by three boya, sons of
living parents {patrimi et matrimi), pure and of
good omen, one of whom carried a torch of whitethorn, whUe the other two held her by the hands
flute-players and torch-bearers went before, the
mysterious and unexplained cry Talasse was
raised, and nuts were thrown to the youthful
lookers-on. When the bride reached the house, she
smeared the doorposts with oil and fat (of wolf or
pig), and tied a thread of wool around them ;
probably these old customs were originally charms
to avert evil (for wool see J. Pley, De Lanie in
yil. ii. [Giessen,
antiquorum ritibus usu,' in
She was then lifted over the threshold,
1911] 82).
as
a
last
of
simulated
reluctance to
sign
perhaps
be thus transplanted, and was received in her new
home.
(3) This reception, the third act in the procedure,
is obscure in its detail, but the general meaning is
;

'

'

'

RVV

plain.
tire

It

was

called

'

and water' ('aqua

reception into community of
et igne aceipere'), i.e. into

partnership in these necessities of human existence (E. Samter, Familienfcste der Gricchen und
are also told
Romer, Berlin, 1901, p. 18 tt.).
that she brought with her three coins [asses), one
of which she gave to her husband, one she laid on
the hearth, and the third she threw down at the
nearest compitum ('crossways' [Nonius, p. 852,
Lindsay]). Here she seems to be making an
ofl'ering to the genius of her husband, to the spirit
of the hearth-fire, and to the Lar of the family's
land allotment, who dwelt in a sacelhtm at the
compitum (see Fowler, Rel. Exper., p. 77). She
was now in the atrium, at the end of which,
opposite the door, the lectus genialis had been
made ready. The morrow would find her a materfamilias sitting among her maids in that atrium
or in the more private apartments behind it.
To help maintain the establishment which the
marriage was to set up, she brought with her a
dos, or dowry, which in strict law became the property of the husband (for modifications of this rule
see art. Dos,' in Smith's /)jc<. o/Gr. and Rom. AnAs Cuq well puts it (p. 231), her position
tiquities'').
of dignity in the house, and her title of domina as
mistress of its slaves, would have been impaired if
she entered it with empty hands and lived at the
expense of her husband. The dus was also the
means of securing to the chiklren born of the
marriage succession to their mother's property as
well as to the patrimonium of the father.
The ritual which we have been examining plainly
indicates that the Roman bride was to hold a much
nobler position in the household than the Greek
wife (see Marriage [Greek]). She shared with
her husband all the duties of the family, religious
she lived in the atrium, and was
and secular
never shut away in a woman's chamber. She took
in all practical
her meals with her husband
matters she was consulted, and only on questions
political or intellectual was she expected to be

We

'

;

;

silent.

When .she went out arrayed in the graceful stola matronalis,
she waa treated with respect, and the passers-by made way for
her ; but it is characteristic of her position that she did not as
a ruJe leave the house without the knowledge of her husband,
or without an escort (Fowler, Social Life, p. 144).
'

'

The character induced and expressed by such a
position is exemplified in the legendary Volumnia

of the story of Coriolanus, in Cornelia the mother
of the Gracchi, in Caesar's mother Julia, and, among
many others, in the perfect lady whose courage,
good sense, and domestic virtues live for ever on
the marble of the Laudatio Turice (C'lL vi. 1527 ;

Fowler, Social Life, p. 159 f.).
No doubt towards the end of the
4. Divorce.

—
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virtue just deRepublic the type of womanly
Bcnbed was prowint; rare, owing to the gradual
break-up of the old type of family life the result of a moral degeneracy which even Augustus
was unable eli'eotually to check. This downward
tendency is best seen in tlie history of divorce.
Marriage by con/arrcatio had been practically
indissoluble
we hear of diffarreatio, but it is
said (Tlut. Qiiwst. Bom. 50) to have been so awful
a rite that we assume that it was used only for
penal purposes. But the other forms of marriage,
not being of the same mj'stical or sacramental
character, did not present the same difticulty, and
the legal foriinila of divorce is as old as the XII
Tables, and therefore probably earlier than the
5th cent. B.C. ('claves adimere or exigere' [Cic.

—

;

cf. above, p. 122*]).
ii. 28
By the 2nd cent,
marriage was becoming unpopular in high social
circles, and divorce was oecoming common (Fowler,
Social Life, p. 147 If.).
In the Ciceronian age it
was extraordinarily frequent almost all the wellkno>\ii la<lies of that period were divorced at least
once.
Pompey, though a man of excellent character, was married five times, Ciesar four times,
Cicero three times, and under the Empire the
virtuous I'liny the Younger also three times. There
was no diliicultj' in the operation of divorce it was
purely a pri\ate matter, and either party could
send the other notice of it without any given
No
reason or any complaint of misconduct.
remedy was found for a disorder so universal and

Phil.

;

;

;

;

to the looseness of the marriage-tie, and the corresponding tlisregard of what had once been the chief
object of marriage, must be ascribed in part at
least the degeneracy of Rome and Italy in the first
three centuries of the Empire (L. Friedlander,

Sittengeschichte Rams', Leipzig, 1901, Eng.
London, 1908-13, i. 242 f.).
Literature. A. Rossbach, (Jntersuchungen iiber die

—

ische

Ehe,

Stuttjjart,

1S53

the

(still

standard

work)

tr.,

rirni;

O.

Karlowa, Die F&rmen dcr r6m. Ehe und Manns, Bonn, 1868
art.
Matrinioniura,' in Daremberg-SagUo and Smith's Diet,
of Greek and Ronutn Ant iiiuities-, London, 1875 J. Marquardt,
Privatalterthilmer dcr Homer, Leipzig, IStiS, p. 27 f.
A. de
Marchi, II Culto primlfi di Roma anlica, i. (Milan, 1896) 148 ff.
E. Cuq, Institutions juridigves des Romains, Paris, 1891,
C. W. L. Launspach, State an<l FaniUy in Early
p. 204 ff.
Rome, London, 19U8, ch. x. W. Warde Fowler, Social Life
at Rome in the Age of Cicero, do. 1908, ch. v. The moBt com;

*

;

;

;

;

;

plete ancient authority

is

Gaius,

i.

108

ff.

W. Warde Fowler.

MARRIAGE (Semitic). — Students

of social

evolution seem justilied in holding tliat the family
of primitive man was an intermediate develoj)raent between those of the highest animals and
the lowest living men. In the lowest known
human societies the form of marriage is usually a

temporary monogamy.' This temporary monogamy has been accompanied among most early men

by a gi"eater or less degree of sexual irregularity,
and has varied according to economic circumstances
and the bent of the people. So far as can be ascertained from the existing evidence, it underwent
some interesting variations among the primitive
Semites.
I. Primitive
Semitic.
or semi-savage peoples it

— Among
is

many savage
customary to allow

unmarried girls complete sexual liberty. In such
communities it might iu time easily come to be
thought that a woman who had exercised such
liberty was more likely to bear children than one
who liad not. There is reason to believe that
something like this prevailed among the primitive
Semites, and that superstitious value attached to
this exercise of liberty, for in many widely-scattered
portions of the Semitic world it became a sacred
duty for women to sacrilice their virtue by one or
more acts of free love. It was thus, apparently,

Human

> See
E. We8termarrl<, Uisi. of
Marriage", London,
F. H. Giddinga, Principles of Sociology, Now
1894, pp. 14 1., 60
York, 1898, pp. 204, 208.
;

(Semitic)

that the temporary hic.rodouloi originated (see
HlERODOULOl [Semitic and ECTptian], vol. vi. p.
672 f. ). Besides the existence of hi erodouloi among
the Semites, both temporary and permanent, there
is also evidence of much sexual irregularity among
them.
It is the working hypothesis of most Semitic
scholars to-day that Araoia was the cradle-land of
the Semitic people. Naturally, the peculiar desert
and oasis environment of the Arabian peninsula left
In the oases
its impress on the Semitic family life.
dates and fruit were raised, and some sustenance
for the docks was produced, but it was necessary to
lead the flocks into the desert in search of pasturWhether, however, men lived in an oasis or
age.
wandered from place to place, women would always
be needed to perform tlie duties of the household
and the camp, that the men might be free to light,
either in defence or for plunder. There are two
reasons for believing that the women were for the
most part tlie sisters and mothers of the men,
whether the clan was resident in one fertile spot or
was nomadic (1) Semitic marriage was notoriouslv
:

temporary, and (2) kinship was reckoned througu
the mother.
That marriage was, onithe whole, temporary seems
probable from the frequency of divorce in Semitic
lands, especially among the Arabs and Abyssinians
The researches of W. Robertson Smith
(see below).
established as well as the evidence will permit that
among the early Semites kinship was reckoned
through the mother.' The reasons for this view are
as follows.
(1) The well-known Biblical phrase for
relationship is bone of my bone and flesh of my
flesh.'
Flesh {bdsar) is explained in Lv 25** by the
general word for 'clan.' The Arabs attach great
importance to a bond created by eating together ;
we must suppose, therefore, that the bond between
those of the same womb and nurtured at the same
breast would be more nearly of the same clan and
the same 'flesh' than any others. (2) The word
rahim, womb,' is the most general word for kinship, and points to a primitive kinship through the
mother. (3) The custom called 'aglgah, by which
a child is consecrated to the god of his father's
tribe, cannot have been primitive, but must have
sprung up in a state of transition to ensure the
counting of the offspring to the father's .side of the
house. (4) Cases occur in the historical period in
which a boy when grown attaches himscif to his
mother's tribe. The poet Zuhair is a case in point,
and the Arabic antiquarians appear to have known
that such cases were not uncommon.
(5) The fear
that sons would choose their mother's clans led men
'

'

'

'

'

'

who were wealthy

to

marry witiiin their own kin.
man and his maternal uncle

(6) Kinship between a
is still considered closer

than that between a man
(7) Joseph's sons born of
his Egyptian wife were not regarded as members of
Israel s clan until formally adopted by him (On 48").
(8) Tamar might legally have been the wife of her
lialf-brother Amnon, the relation being on the
Such unions were known in
father's side (2 S 13").
Judah as late as the time of Ezekiel (Ezk 22").
Tabnith, king of Sidon, married his father's
daughter,' ami such marriages were known in
Mecca. Since the marriage of those really regarded
as brothers and sisters was abhorrent to the Semites,
kinship must in these cases have been counted
through the mother. (9) In the Arabic genealogical tables metronymic groups are still found.
(10)
In Aramaic inscriptions found at Hegra metronymic
clans api)ear." 'lo this evidence maybe added a
few items gathered by other scholars. Noldeke
noted that among the Manda;ans a man is described

and

his paternal uncle.

1
Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia^, p. 175
Barton, Semitie Origins, p. 51 1.

»

CIS

1.

i.

8. II.

18-16.

» lb. n.

1.

ff.

;

cf.

198, 209.

also
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as the son of his mother, wliich indicates that kinship was reckoned through the mother. ' F. E.
Peiser pointed out that among the Babylonians a

man

could, if he chose, join the kindred of his wife,
which is a relic of the same custom." Wellliausen
has observed that in the Pentateuch J counts
descent through the mother, while P reckons it
through the father.' Among some primitive peoples
kinship is counted through the mother because they

are ignorant of the part of the father in
reproduction ;•* among others, as, e.g., the Nairs of the
Malabar coast, it is reckoned through the mother
because a system of polyandry prevails. The wife
has several husbands, no one of whom lives w ith
her, but all of whom visit her occasionally, and it
is not known which one of them
may be the father
of a child.' Which of these causes led to the
Semitic system of female kinship?
Iiave no
evidence to show that the Semites were so ignorant
of the processes of
reproduction that paternity was
unknown to them. On the other hand, there is considerable evidence indicating that at one time a
of polyandry somewhat similar to that of the
type
Nairs prevailed among the early Semites.
In three of the Miinllaqat poems there are
specihc statements that the women whom tlie jioets
visited only occasionally were members of other
clans, and that tliey often visited them at personal
risk,' on account of the strained relations of the
clans.
The marriages of Samson (Jg 14, 16) were
of this nature.
Such marriages were often terminated by the migration of the tribes in different
directions.' Ammianus Marcellinus was, no doubt,
speaking of this type of marriage when he said
that aniong the Arabs the bride presents her husband witli a spear and a tent, and, if slie chooses,
withdiaws after a certain day.* In this type of
marriage kinship would necessarily be reckoned
through tlie mother, and the fact tliat sucli alliances prevailed would be sufficient to account for
the early Semitic custom of female kinship.
Such marriage conditions, while compelling the
women to live with their brothers and sons rather
than with their husbands, left them comparatively
free from the masculine domination to which
they
were subjected after the rise of polygamy. Someof
this
freedom
still
survives in Arabia in
thing
parts of the peninsula like Oman and Hasa, whidi
are not so dominated by Islam as the rest of it.'

We

The type of marriage which seems to have prevailed, at least in part, was a combination of polyandry and polygamy. Just as a woman might
receive successive husbands, so the husbands also
might have several wives in different clans. On the
whole, however, the more numerous partners would
seem to have been enjoyed by the women, for the
practice of putting girl babies to deatli prevailed
down to the time of Muhammad (see Qur'an, xvi.
61, Ixxxi. 8), so that women must have been fewer
than men. Marriages of this early Semitic form
were not always exogamous, for Imr-al-Qais boasts
in his Mu'allaqat that he followed one
day the
women of his tribe and spent a day in their comand
the
Unaizah
with
whom
he
afterwards
pany,
rode and whose ftuit he boasts he repeatedly
tasted was the daughter of his uncle.'" In like
manner Lailah, the woman celebrated in the poem
'

GGN,

'Amr b. Kulthiim, was 'Ann's kinswoman.'
Whethsr the marriages which occurred within the
tribe were more permanent than the alliances which
were made in other clans cannot be determined,

but one w ould naturally suppose that they were.
of these general conditions there
developed a
type of temporary marriage for a specified time
three nights or more called mut'ah
marriage,
which continued till the time of Muhammad."
Another type of polyandry, that called Tibetan,
because first studied in Tibet, was tlie form of
marriage in vogue at one time in the southern
part of Arabia. In this form of marriage a whole
family of brothers possess one wife in common.
The most important witness to this
type of mar-

Out

—

The Primitive Family as an Educational
Agency, New York and London, 1913, p. 70 f.
5
Letourneau, Emhctimi of Carriage, p. 311 f.
6 See
thatof 'Antarah, 5-11 ; and
3/u'a;'.ava« of Labid' lG-19
that of Harith, 1-9. That these were real
marriages, and not
mere
amours, Smith has shown in Kinship', p. 87 f.
"

riage
Felix

8 xiv. 4.
Labid, loc. cit.
R. Wellated, Travels in Arabia,
London, 1838, i. 361-S64 ;
" 0- Palgrave, Central and Eastern
Arabia, do. 1866, ii. 177.
" ae« in F. A. Arnold's ed. of the Mu'atlandt
(Leipziff, 1850)
tne commeniators' explanation of 11.
•

is

who

Strabo,

says,

in describing

Arabia

:

'

All the kindred have property in common, the eldest
being
lord ; all have one wife, and it is first come first
served, the
man who enters to her leaving at the door the stick which it
is customary for every one to
carry ; but the night she spends
with the eldest. Hence all are brothers of all ; they also have

conjugal intercourse with mothers an adulterer is punished
with death an adulterer is a man of another stock." 3
;

;

The

reference

to conjugal intercourse with
probably not to be taken literally, but
it is to be explained
by Qur'an, iv. 26, where it apthat men had married wives of their fathers.*
pears
In other respects the passage describes all the
features of Tibetan polyandry.
Its existence in
that part of Arabia is also attested by epigraphic

mothers

is

evidence.'

W. Robertson Smith collected considerable evidence to show that this type of polyandry was
also known in N. Arabia.' His points are
(1) Bukharl relates that two men made a covenant of brother:

—

hood, which resulted in their sharing goods and wives a fact
which seems to betray a survival of a custom of fraternal
polyandry. (2) In Arabic kannah means the wife of a son or
brother, but is used also to denote one's own wife in Hebrew
kallah means both betrothed and daughter-in-law, while in
Syriac AaM(Ad means both bride and daughter-in-law. These
facts can be most easily explained as remnants of fraternal
polyandry. (3) The Arabic law that a man has the first right
to the hand of his cousin, and the fact whiih the fourth
surah and its attendant traditions attest, that, if a man died
and left only female children, the father's male relatives inherited the property and married his daughters, are regarded
as the results of a previously existing condition of fraternal
polyandry. (4) The Qur'an (iv. 231T.) forbids men to inherit
women against their will, and forbids them to take their stepmothers in marriage except what is past.' This is regarded as
evidence that down to the lime of Muhammad these attendant
circumstances of polyandry had continued, and that the Prophet did not dare to annul existing unions, though he forbade
such marriages in future.
;

'

WelIhausen,'F. Buhl,'I. Benzinger,'and Barton'"
have also held that the existence of the levirate
marriages in Israel was an outgrowth of fraternal
polyandry. This has been contested by C. N.
Starcke " and Westermarck,'- but their arguments
appear inconclusive. It is difficult to explain why
one should ever have thought of counting the seed
of one brother as that of one who had died, if there
had not been a previous state of polyandry in
which all brothers shared in the oft'spring. The
levirate was
in Israel."
It

known in

I

Arabia,'^ in Abyssinia,'*

and

would seem that fraternal polyandry of the
may have been an intermediate stage

Tibetan type
between the

less well regulated

polyandry of an

See Mu'allaqdt, 11, 13, 14.
Smith, Kinship^, p. 87 f.
B. Smith, in

JPh ix.

[1880] 86, n. 2.

'See E. Glaser, in the Beilagen of AUgemeine Zeitung,
Munich, Dec. 0, 1897, and 'Die Polyandrie bei den Minaem,' in
H. Winckler's Altorientalische Forschungen, n.
6

;

9 J.

—

3 xvi. 4.
4 Cf. W.

1893, p. 478, n. 2.

A. J. Todd,
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of

-

Monatsschrift, xvi. [1884] 304.
2 J/l'Gi.
(1S06J 155.
3
*

(Semitic)

Kinship'', p. 100

f.

;

cf.

9
11

1*

[1898] 81-33.

Israeliten, p. 28 f.
Uebrdische Archdol'jgie^, Tvibingen, 1907, p. 113.
67 f.
The Primitive Family, London, 1889, pp. 141-160.
13
Pp. 510-614.
Kinships, p. 105.
" Smith,
Letourneau, p. 265.
Smith, Kinship^, p. 9-3 f.

'» P.

1=

i.

Barton, pp. 60, 65.

'Pp. 460 f., 474 f., 479 f.
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and the iiatriaidial form of marriage,
which generally was prevailing at the time of

earlier time

W. K. !>niith so regarJed it. Hut,
Muliamninil.
lie this as it may, liy the time of Muhammad there
had come into vogue in Arabia a type of marriage
in which the luisband was practically the owner
(ba'til) of the wife, and which is, consequently,
known as ba'al marriage. In this type of marriage
cliiUlren belonged, of course, to the father's clan.
Smith attributed the origin of the ba'al marriage
to wars and to the conseriuent oistom of marriage
by captme. Marriages of this type might be
either monogamous or polygamous, according to
the caprice or flie wealth of the husliand. In
much earlier times they had become the custom
among the other Semites, who had migrated to
lands more fertile than Arabia.

Wliat form of marriage ceremony tlie early
Semites had is largely a matter of conjecture.
The type of marriages of which the early poets
boast wa.s probably without ceremony. A simple
affinity or agreement between the parties sutticed.'
This must often have been (he ca.se also with the
After a marriage of this
later innt'ixh marriages.
kind was recognized by the clan of the bride,
a feast was celebrated for a week, during which
there was much jollity of a type suited to the
rough character of the civilization (see Jg 14*'').
As marriage became more permanent, somewhat
similar festivals became the rule and have persisted
in all parts of the Semitic world.
2. Babylonian and Assyrian.
There is little
direct evidence of marriage and the position of
women in Babylonia earlier than the time of
^ammurabi (c. 2000 B.C.), though it is certain
that the regulations embodied in his Code of laws
are for the most part only the expression of
customs that had then been of long duration.
The most conspicuous instance of the position
of a married woman of the earlier time is that
of Barnamtarra, wife of Lugalanda, Patesi of
Lacash about 2825 B.C. From an archive of
tablets discovered at Telloh, which contained the
pay-rolls of the attendants of her palace, memoranda of her gifts to temples and festivals,- and
even a record of her accouchement,' it a])pears
that she held a
position in Lagash analogous to
that of a queen in a modem European country.
cannot
One
say that her husband had no other
consorts, but it is certain that her position and
were
shared by no others.
Her
importance
freedom and prominence in the eyes of the public
have few parallels in Babylonian history, and are

—

to the insignificance of the
of Assurbanipal (668-626
B.C.), into which many princesses went, never to
be heard of again.* Sammuramat, the wife of
in striking contrast

women

in

the harim

Adad-nirari IV. (810-782 B.C.), was prominent
to be described as lady of the palace and
°
its mistress.'
She is the nearest Mesopotamian
In the light of later
parallel to Barnamtarra.
Babylonian laws, however, it is probable that
Barnamtarra was the only wife of Lugalanda, and
that he was, at least in theory, a monogamist.
If this was true of the ruler, it would be true for
most of the men of his kingdom.
For the period of the lirst dynasty of Babylon
(2128-19LM 11.0.) the Code of gammurabi allords
an authoritative source of information on marriage.
The Code contains this regulation
If a man
'

enough

'

:

1
Smith, Kinship', p. 84.
2 Published I»y V. A.
Nikolsky, Tioinnn-ntK of Economic Accounta from the more ancient Vhaliliran Epoch [Ruaaian],
Petrograd, 1008; H. de Oenouillac, Ti{htr(lcs miiniriennrt
archaiquen, Paris, 1009 Allotte de la Fuye. Documenls jtri'and M. I. Hussey, Smnfrian
targoniquea, do. 190S-(i!»
TaJoleU in the Harvard Semitic Muieum, pt. i., Leipziir and
Cambridtte, U.S.A., 1912.
» See
Nikolalty, no. 209, and flAsni/r ix. [19121 141 (.
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;
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(Semitic)

takes a wife and does not exec.ite contracts for her,
that woman is no wife (§ 128). Tins is proof tliat
in Babylonia maniago had passed from the loss
formal stage of early Semitic life, and had, in consequence of long legal development, become a
'

matter of record. The marriage ceremony was
incomplete without the signing of contracts. The
law did not recognize anything like our modem
common law marriage. One reason for this was
that tlio bride usually brought a dowry from her
father's house, which the law safeguarded for her
and her children. The husband also generally gave
a bride-price to his father-in-law, which, upon cer'

'

him
As Babylonian law dealt much
tain conditions, reverted to

138 f., 162-164).
in the evidence of

(§§

written contra(tts, these were regarded as necessary
to a
The terms of the marriage,
le^al marriage.
according to the (!ode, bore somewhat more
heavily npoii the woman than upon the man. True,
if a man was caught defiling the wife of another,
lioth he and she sull'ered capital punishment (§ 129)
if he forcei^ the betrothed of another, he was
put
to death and the woman went free (§ 130); but
a woman, if only slanderously suspected of inlidelity, was required to purge herself by the ordeal
of throwing herself into tihe sacred river.
The
man, on the other hand, might have children by a
concubine and suU'er only the inconvenience of
rearing the children (§ 137). If a man was taken
captive, and there were means in his house to support
Ids wife, she must remain true to him
if means
werelacking.she was free to marry another (§ 133 f.).
If she contracted such a marriage and bore children
to her new husband and her former husband afterward gained his freedom and returned, she was
bound to return to him, but the second husband
If the husband's
retained his children (§ 135).
absence was due to desertion of his city, he had
no claim on his wife on his return, if she had re;

;

married

(§ 136).

The Code assumes that marriages

shall be monoimposes on the father the duty
of raising the children of his concubines.
Never-

gamous, although

it

recognizes that in the case of women
sacred servants in the temple
[Semitic and Egyptian]), and
liad married late and were,
accordingly, unlikely
to bear children, and also in the case of wives who
were
rendered
barren, he may
through sickness
take another (§§ 145-149). If the second wife is
taken becau.se of the chronic illness of the first,
the first may, if she wishes, take her dowry and
return to her father's house {§ 149). Slave contlieless,

it

who had servecl as
(see HlERODOULOl

cubinage was frequently practised, but a fc^male
slave who had borne her master children could not
be sold (§§ 146 £., 171).
According to the Code, a man might divorce his
wife, if he wished, but in that case bo must make
certain specified monetary settlements, which
varied according to whether the wife had or had
woman might
not borne him children (§ 137 f.).
take the initiative in a divorce. If she did so, her
husband could, if he wished, divorce her without
alimony (§ 141). If the wife complained of illtreatment, the life of the family was subjected to
If her claim proved
true, she
investigation.
could take her marriage portion and return to her
to
if
she
was
be
house
thrown
father's
untrue,
into the river (§ 142 f.).
In the marriage contracts of the time of the
1st dynasty it appears that greater privileges of
divorce were sometimes secured to the bride than
the Code would have granted her. E.g., a priest
married, and his contract provided that, if he
divorced his wife, he must return her dowry,
and pay a half-»in»ia as alimony.' Another contract, which seems to equalize the penalties for

A

;

I

See Bab. Exp. o/ the Univ. «/ Pennsylcania,

vi.« [1909] 40.
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divorce, provides that, if the husband divorces the
wife, lie shall be driven out to the oxen of the
palace if she divorces him, she shall be driven to
the carriage-house of the palace. ' Another contract
provides for a divorce on the part of the man by
payment of the usual alimony on the part of the
wife, on pain of having her hair cut off and being
sold for money.- The latter was a less severe pen;

;

alty than being thrown into the river. In general,
however, the penalties for initiating divorce imposed upon the wife in the marriage contracts are
as severe as those of the Code, though not ahvaj'S
identical.
In one case the wife is to be thrown

from a tower

Never;^ in anotlier,
impaled.*
the penalty most often imposed is that
mentioned in the Code.* One marriage, concerning which two documents bear witness,^ records
theless,

tlie wedding of two sisters by one man, but provides
that the older shall be the chief wife, and that
the other shall perform for her certain specified

duties.

From the Neo-Babylonian and Persian periods
several marriage contracts have come down to us.'
The stipulations in them as to bride-price and
dowry are in general the same as in those of the
time of the 1st dj-nasty, but the conditions on which
the parties may separate are generally omitted from
the contracts of that period, although divorce did
then occur." In most of the marriage contracts
the man acts for himself and arranges with the
parents of the bride, though, if the husband is a
minor, the parents make the arrangement for him.
The bridegroom enjoyed in this respect more liberty
of action than the bride.
In Babylonia, as in the
ceremony of the English Church, she had to be
'given away.'

We

have no knowledge of ancient Babylonian
ceremonies further than that before
marriage every woman had to act once as a temporary hicrodoujos (see HlERODOULOl [Semitic and

mamage

Egyptian], vol.

vi. p. 674»).

Hebrew.— In

the story of Samson there are,
3.
as noted above, some faint traces of that early
Semitic type of marriage in which the wife belonged to a hostile clan, lived with her people, and
was visited by her husband for longer or shorter
The stories of the Patriarchs reflect
periods.
various phases of matrimonial development. The
marriage of Jacob to the daughters of Laban indicates a type of marriage in which the husband
resides in the wife's clan and the children are
'
counted to her family, for Laban says
The
daughters are m_v daughters, and the sons are my
sons (Gn 31"). "Then Jacob broke away, and the
children were counted to his stock. This nanative
forms a transition from one system of kinship to
A number of survivals of the two
the other.
matriarchal types of marriage just mentioned are
foimd in the narratives of the UT ; Shechem, e..^.,
consented to circumcision to render himself acceptable to the clan of his proposed wife (Gn 34'"-). A
number of instances also occur in which a son inherits his father's concubines Ishbosheth regarded
Saul's concubine as his own, and resented Abner's
taking her (2 S 3') Solomon for the same reason
regarded Adonijah's desire to marry Abishag as
treason (1 K 2-- cf. v.'^) Reuben was denounced
for endeavouring to anticipate the inheritance of
:

'

:

;

;

1
2
3

;
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his father's concubine

(Gn

during his parent

As noted above

s lifetime

these are survivals
of Semitic polyandrous marriages.
Another survival was the levirate— a custom which
required a
brother to take the widow of a deceased brother and
count the first fruit of the union as the child of the
deceased (Dt 25"-, Gn 38'-", Ru 3, 4). The influence
of these early forms of marriage is also seen in the
great liberty enjoyed by women of the early period
In the stories of Abraham
(see 1 S 25'*, 2
4-).
and Jacob the type of maiTiage is also reflected in
which slave concubines may be given by a wife to
a husband, for the sake of obtaining an otispring
which the wife is unable to bear (see Code of ffamimirabi, §§ 144, 146). The general type of marriage
of whicli we have evidence in the Hebrew
writings
was, however, bdal maiTiage, the regular Hebrewword for husband being bdal, and that for a
married women b''ulah, which means 'owned,'
possessed.' Another evidence of this conception
of marriage may be seen in Ex 20", where the wife
is counted among a man's possessions.
Among the
poor, marriages were probably often monogamous,
but there was no sentiment against polygamy, and
it was often practised by the rich and
powerful, as
the large haj-tms of David and Solomon abundantly
show. Dt 21"''- jjresupposes that a man will also
often have two wives.
The law of Ex 2V-" takes
it for granted that female slaves will become the
concubines either of their owner or of his sons.
similar assumption underlies Dt 21"'-".
The list of the degrees of kinship in which
marriage was prohibited in Lv 18, 20, and Dt 27
belongs to the period of Judaism, which began
with the Babylonian Exile. At no period were
young people allowed to arrange matrimonial
35~).

(§ I),

K

'

A

for themselves

aflairs

such arrangements were

;

(cf. Gn 21=» 24^ 28' 34* and
to about 650 B.C. a man could
Jg 14').
divorce his wife without
formalities whatever

made by

the parents

Down

any
This liberty was some(see Hos 3' and 2 S 3").
what modified by the Deuteronomic Code, which

provides (24'^) that, if a man wishes to divorce a
wife, he must give her a written statement to that
eflect.
It permits him to issue the divorce for any
cause
she need only have found no favour in
'

;

his eyes.'

make

Apparently

this

law was designed to

divorce less easy than in earlier times, when
no written statement was necessary ; for, in an age
when writing was not a usual accomplishment, it
was quite an undertaking to get the document
composed. In Judaism, however, this provision
was held to justify frequent divorces.
The law of Deuteronomy permitted only the
man to initiate divorce ; it granteil to the woman
no corresponding power. It represents, no doubt,
the usual custom among the Hebrews. One instance, however, is known in which a Hebrew
bride secured by her maiTiage contract a similar
liberty.
Among the Jewish papyri discovered at
Elephantine in Egypt a marriage contract was
found, which contains this passage
If to-morrow or any later day Mijilitaliyali shall stand up in
the congre<?ation and Bay, " I divorce As-^or, my husband,"
the price of divorce shall be on her head. ... If to-morrow or
any later time As-Hor shall stand up in the congregation and
:

'

say, "I divorce my wife,
shall be forfeited,' r etc.

Mipbtahyah," her marriage settlement

Whether other Jewish women

at Elephantine were
accustomed to gain this liberty bj' contract, or
whether there were special reasons why it was
secured to Miphtahyah, we do not know, but in
any event it is a significant modification of the OT
status of women in such matters.
The Deuteronomic law defined two cases in
which a man was for ever powerless to divorce a
wife if he had falsely charged his bride with not
:

II. Sayce and A. E. Cowley, Aramaic Papyri Discovered at Assouan, London, 1906, Papjrus G, i. 20 f. i*apyru9
C confirms the statement.
1
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being a

a

virfiin, niul if he had hocii forced to marry
\\ limii he had violated (Dt •22""- ="•).

woman

adultery hore more heavily on
than on the man, the only oases where
they wore equal hoing when the crime was committed with the wife or betrothed of another then
liotli the man and the woman were to he stoned
(Ot 'J2---'). The ]H)int of view was that adultery
with a married woman was an olfence against l\v\husband's property (of. art. ADUl.TEUy [Semitic]).
The wife was accordingly compclli'd to lie faithful,
but no similar fidelity was exacted of him. So
long as he diil not violate the lionour of tliose who
were really or prospectively the wives of othius,
he was not imnisheii, excejit that, if he violated a
maiden, he might bo compelled to take lier as an
additional wife. The jicnalty impo.sed on a wife
or a betrothed maiden for adultery seems in the
e.irlier time to liave been burning (Gn SS^*), hut
was later changed to stcming (Dt 2ii"'- °"-). If a
woman was simply susiiected of adultery, she Wiis

The

the

i)cnallies for

woman

;

by ordeal (Nu

tried

As the ordeal

5"""').

consisted,

however, in drinking water into whicli holy dust
from the sanctuary floor had been thrown, it must
generallj' have resulted in the release of the accused
woman. The frequent denunciation of adultery
on the part of the prophets would indicate that the
penalties were not well enforced and that it was
of frequent occurrence (2 S 11 and Hos 3 afford
specific instances in which the penalty was not
enforced).

—

The early Arabian marriage
4- Arabian.
customs have been sufficiently treated above (§ i)
it remains to note how these customs were affected
by Islam. By the time of the Prophet ba'al
marriage had apparently' become the normal type,
and polygamy prevailed among the rich. The
iuisband liad full
power over tlie wife and could
enforce his authority by beating her (Qur'an, iv.
Some survivals of customs which belonged
38).
to the earlier time were, as noted above, condemned
the
by
Prophet (iv. 2()). Before the time of Muhammad no limit had been set to the number of
wives a man might possess. In the interest of
;

moderatiim, Muhammad ordained that legal wives
should be not more than four, but that a man
might also enjoy as concubines as many slaves as
he was able to possess (iv. 3, 29). The Projihet himself was allowed as many as he wished (xxxiii. 49).
Marriage with ones mother, ilaughters, sisters,
paternal and maternal aunts, nieces, mother-inlaw, step-daughters, and daughters-in-law wasprohibiteil [iv. 27).
Marriages with foreign women
were pcrmitted.if the women were believers (Ix. 10).
Adultery was a crime for a woman, but apparently
not for a man. Before the time of the Prt>i)het an
adulteress had Ijeen literally immured,' but Muhamnuid changed this to imprisonment in the house
of the wronged husband (iv. 19).
A slave girl was
to receive half thepenaUy of the married woman
Divorce
ol^a
as
(iv. 30).
wife,
among the Hebrews,
was possible to the husband at will. Before the
time of Muhanmiad, the formula of divorce consisted of this sentence, which the husband pronounced to the wife: 'Thou art to me as my
mother's back !' After this had been jironounced
over her, it was considered as unnatural to apjiroach
her as it wa.s to approach a real mother," and so it
Mas regarded as wrong to re-marry a divorced wife.
Muhammad called this backing away from wives
He declared, however, that the utterance
(Iviii. 2).
of this formula did not constitute a real relationship, and so permitted a man to marry a wife
\\hom he had divorced (xxxiii. 4). A man might
not divorce a woman who was jiregnant, or who
was nursing a child (Ixv. 4, 6), but apart from this
'

'

I'almcrV Qur'an, I. SHK \i. [1900]
a
Palmer, li. ; SBJi in. U»U9J 188, n. 2.
1

K.

II.

;

74, n. 1.
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condition a num and wife who did not agree might
separate at any time (iv. 129), though liberal alimony was enjoined (iv. 24). It is assumed (xxxiii.
48) that men will frequently divorce their wives
for mere whims after marriage, even before connubial relat ions have been established. Liberty of
divorce has been freely exercised by the faithful
both in ancient and in modern times.' Thus 'All,
the son-in-law of the Prophet, married, including
all that he married and divorced, more than two
hundred women. Sometimes he included as many
as four wives in one contract, and he would divorce
four at one time and marry four others in their

A

certain Mughairah b. Slia'abah is said
to have nnirried eighty women in the course of his
life," and Muhammad al-Tayib, a dyer of Baghdad
(t 423 A.H.), is said to have married in all more
than nine hundred women.* Palgrave relates that
the Sultan t,i Qatar in E. Arabia married a new
wife every month or fortnight, who was then
divorced and placed on a pension.' C. M. Doughty
stead.'-

how Ziiid, his host, a petty shaikh, not only
permitted his wife to be courted by another Arab,
but ottered to divorce her so that Doughty could

tells

marrj'

her.''

Naturally a woman could not marry so many
men, because she had not the right of divorce, and
because she could have only one husband at a
time some of them, nevertheless, managed to
have a surprising number. A certain
Kharijah of Yemen is said to have had upwards of forty
husbands, and her son Kharijah did not know >\hicn
one was his father.'
In parts of Arabia certain old marriage customs
;

still

Umm

survive

Thus

in spite of Islam.

in

Sunan

and among the 'Asir in S. Arabia marriage for
a definite term still exists,* and a man who has a
permanent wife may also take a temporary one.
In

Sunan the .agreement

is

witne.-*sed before

the

has the sanction of Islam. At the
expiration of the contract, the couple may separate
without the formality of a divorce if they continue to live together, a new contract is necessaiy.
.Such marriages are still practised in Mecca at the
time of the pilgrimage.' Marriage ceremonies
among the Arabs vary greatly according to circumstances.
Sometimes they consist of a feast,'" sometimes of a civil contract before the gddi,^' and
qildi,

and

.so

;

.sometimes there

married

woman

is

no ceremony at all. The much
Kharijah, mentioned above,

Umm

said to have reduced the contract to very simple
terms.
man apjiroached her and said to her,
Betrothed
and she replied, Married and was
from th.at moment his lawful wife.'is

A

'

'

'

'

!

';

Abyssinian.— Abyssinia is Christian, though
form of (Christianity is the result of an arrested
development. Marriages ccleljrated by the Church
assume something of the permanent character of
marriage in other Christian countries. Such marriages are solemnized by a priest, and the contracting parties partake of the Holj' Communion. A
candidate for holy orders is compelled to marry
once, as in the tireek Church, but he cannot divorco
his wife, and, if she dies, he may not marry again :
one matrimonial venture alone is permitted to him."
Among the people relignous marriages are not
popular. All travellers agree thatthe Abyssinians
jirefer to be married by civil contract, as these
5.

its

'

~

s
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mai-riages may be dissolved at the desire of either
party to the contract. This liberty is freely exercised.

Wives

are changed

at will,

by mutual

agreement, a man divorcing his own and marrying
the wife divorced by another.' Divorces do not
necessarily dissolve
those who separate ;

friendly

Parkyns

between
a man whose

relations
visited

divorced wife and her children lived in the same
compound with him and his new wife and family.^
It frequently happens that those who liave been
divorced and have each married others divorce
their second spouses and are again reunited.
If
the separating couple have children, the children
are divided. The eldest son falls to the mother,
the eldest daughter to the father if there is only
one son, he goes with the mother and, similarly,
one daughter goes with the father ; if the remaining
children are unequal in number, they are divided
;

;

by

To these
preserved in the wedding ceremony.
customs belongs, e.g., that of stopping the bridegroom on his way to the bouse of his bride and that
of shutting the door before the bridegroom and
hiding the bride and here may also be mentioned
;

the habit of presenting a false bride to the bridegroom. In S. Russia the wedding-guests engage
in symbolical fights, which may rightly be deemed
a survival of the ancient marriage by capture.
The companions of the bridegroom violently attack

the house where the bride lives, while her kinsfolk
defend it and repel the aggressors, but at last the
two parties put an end to the hostilities and restore
harmony by a peaceful negotiation. Tlie Southern
Slavs (the Jugoslavs) have preserved the custom
of marriage by capture to the present time, and,
where this form of marriage has died away, symbolical traditions liave

taken

The wedding ceremonies

lot."

In addition to these irregularities, there is also
much concubinage in Abyssinia, as in other Semitic
countries.

471

(Slavic)

The

levirate exists there,

and

its

com-

pulsion operates not only when a brother dies, but
when, as so often happens in African wars, he
is emasculated, so as to be incapable of begetting
children.*

These peculiarities of Abyssinian matrimonial
are clearly a survival from early Semitic conditions, and Christianity has never been able to
eradicate them.
When a man desires to many a girl, he applies
life

directly to her jiarents or nearest relatives ; when
their consent is obtained, and the dower arranged,

the affair

is considered settled, the girl being given
in the matter.
Civil marriages are celebrated by feasts much as in other Semitic lands, the
bridegroom and his friends feasting by themselves,

no voice

and the bride and her friends by themselves. After
a day of festivity, the bride is carried to tlie house
of her husband, and the marriage i.s accomplished.
This formality
times the bride

—

is

observed no matter how many
been married before.

may have
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George A. Bajrton.

(Slavic). ^As early as the pagan
period the family life of the Slavs was regulated
by legal marriages, which were concluded in a
solemn manner. Like other nations, the ancient
Slavs had two forms of marriage
marriage by
capture of a girl belonging to another family or
In the Christian
tribe, and marriage by purchase.
period only the latter was sanctioned by the Church
as a more civilized and noble form of marriage,
;

whereas marriage by capture was prohibited and
gradually disappeared. Nevertheless, a series of
traditions and observances which visibly reflect
traces of the old form of marriage by capture is
1 See
Hotten, Abyssinia and its People, pp. 41, 45 f., 50;
Winstanley, A I'isit to Abyssinia, ii. 73.'.
Bent, p. 31 f. and
Wylde, Modem Abyssinia, pp. 161, 264.
- M.
Parkyns, Life in Abyssinia, New York, 1854, p. 272 (.
S
t
Hotten, p. 41.
Letourneau, p. 265.
;

different Slavic nations
possible to discover in

its place.

celebrated

by the

vary widely, but it is
them som» fundamental

which are common to all Slavs, and which
be regarded as a survival of ancient times,
while their antiquity is also confirmed by their
accordance with the chief type of Indo-European
wedding ceremony, as reconstructed by H. Hirt
and O. Schrader.' Among all the Slavic peoples
the first preliminaries to the ceremony proper are
the
wooing and the marriage contract. The
deputies of the bridegroom [druiba, svat, starosta,
djever, etc.) negotiate with the bride's father concerning the conditions of the marriage and arrange
the precise date for the wedding ceremony. The
ceremony begins with the crowning of the bride
with a wreath variously arranged and more or less
ornate the bride and the bridegroom shake hands
as a mark of their mutual consent, and pass three
times round the table or the hearth. Thus the
nuptial knot is formally tied, and the pair give
each other various presents of symbolical meaning
traits

may

'

'

;

Afterwards
and conducted in solemn procession to the house of the bridegroom, where a
hearty reception is given her, and bread and honey
are distributed among the guests, who cast upon
the bride various fruits, such as com, millet, peas,
nuts, hops, rice (nowadays sweets), etc., to express
(rings, apples, wedding-shirts, etc.).

the bride

is

veiled

A

their wish that she may bear many children.
similar meaning underlies the custom practised
liy some Slavic peoples of placing a child in the
bride's lap when she arrives at her new home.
It is customary, when she reaches the door of the
bridegroom's house, to carry her over the threshold and to place her upon a fur, the hair of which
is turned upwards.
One of the most significant
gifts which the wedding-guests bring to the couple
is a cock and a black hen.
In S. Russia the bride
throws such a hen under the hearth, probably as a
sacrifice for

A very important

the domestic genii.

place in the wedding pastry is occupied by a large
wheat cake, decorated with eggs, flowers, ribbons,
and sweets, which is cut in pieces at the wedding
feast and distributed among the guests.
To the
symbolic nuptial ceremonies belong, further, the
untwisting or cutting of the bride's plaits and the
covering of her hair with a cap-like scarf. There
was a rule among the Slavs— which is still, for the

most

—

which obliged unmarried
part, observed
for the sake of distinction, to wear their
hair in long, loose plaits, while married women
wore a cap. The bride's entrance upon the status
of a married woman was symbolized b}' the ceremony just mentioned, which was performed in a

women,

closed room by the women present. Then the
bride used to unloose the shoes of her bridegroom

;

1 H.
Hirt, Indogertnanen, pp. 436-447 O. Schrader, Realtez.
der indv'ierm. Altertumskunde, Strassburg, 1901, pp. 353-362,
Sprachvergleichung vnd Urrjesch.^, ii. 31S-322, 333-335.
;
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to show )ier submission (sonictiiues she even received Bynibolioal Vilows), and, after being clothed
in new garments by tlie women and the best man,'
bIio went to bed witli her liusband in tlie presence
After tlie nuptial night purilicaof the witnesses.
tion was performed in a clear stream or at a well ;
later on, this procedure was reduced to a mere
'

spiinkling with water.
Besides these chief and almost fundamental
ceremonies, the various Slavic peoples have other
customs connected with the jiopular wedding, the
details of wliich cannot be described at full length
in this article.
It is interesting, however, to
notice that for a long time the people attached far
greater importance to these domestic wedding ceremonies than to the rites prescribed by the (Uiurch.
Historical documents testify that, even in the 16th
ITtli centuries, not only the common people
but also the more cultured classes regarded the
ecclesiastical ceremony as a purely religious act
without any legal significance. A marriage became
legal only after the precise performance of all prescribed observances inherited from the ancestors
and consecrated by the family tradition'; and this
con\'iction is still to be found among some of the

and

Slavic nations.

—

Literature. G. Krek, Einleitunnin die slav. Lileraturgesch.', Oraz, 1887, pp. 196-19S, 363 ; F. S. Kranss, Silte und
Jlraucn der b'udslaven,\ienn!i, ISSfi.pp. 331-465 ; O. Schrader,

Sprachrergkichung und Urgcsch:^, Jena, 1906-07, ii. 322-332.
All these contain references to works in Slavic lanffuages, as
does also H. Hirt, Indfigermanen, Strassburp, 1905-07, p. 711 f.
See, further, art. Family (Teutonic and Balto-Slavic), I i, vol.
V. p. 760.
J. MXCHAL.

MARTINEAU.—James Martineau (1805-1900)
was bom in Norwich, April 21, 1805, the fourth
son and seventh child of Thomas Martineau, a
manufacturer of bombazine.
Of Huguenot ancestry, he was also descended through his father's
mother from John Meadows, one of the ejected
ministers of 1662. After four years at the Norwich
Grammar School he was placed under the care of
Dr. Lant Carpenter at Bristol (1819-21), to whom
he owed his spiritual rebirth.' His teacher was a
jiioneer in education, and combined instruction in
'

elements of science as well as psychology and
moral philosophy with clajJical and mathematical
training. Thus equipped, he was placed in machineworks at Derby, but relinquished his apprenticeship after a year (partly under the shock of a
bereavement wliich turned him from an engineer
into an evangelist [speech at Nottingham, 1876 ;
Carpenter, James Martineau, p. 24]), and in 1822
he entered Manchester College, York, as a student
for the ministry.
He had been brought up in tbe
Unitarian theology of Priestley, and embraced his
necessitarian pantheism with ardour, though at
Bristol he had read Wilberforce and Hannah
More, and was not without occasional misgivings
concerning the freedom of the will. On the completion of his College course he took charge of Dr.
Carpenter's school for a year (1827-28), and, after
a short period of ministerial service in Dublin
(1828-32), terminated through his refusal of the
endowment known as the Regiiim Donum, he
began his longest pastorate in Liverpool (1832-i57).
In 1840 he undertook the additional duty of Professor of
and Political Economy in
Philosophy
Manchester New College, on its return from York
to the city of its foundation.
During the erection
of the Hope St. Church by his congregation
(1848-49) he spent fifteen months with his family
in Germany, returning to resume his
ministry.
tlie

'

'

The transference

of the College to London led to
his settlement there in 1857, and from 1859 he also
ministered in Little Portland St. Chapel till 1872,
when a threatened failure of health led to his
retirement.
In the meantime he had siucccded to

the Principalship of the College in 1869, which he
held till June 1885.

Por more than lifty j'ears he had been actively
engaged in literary « ork of many kinds. To the
religious denomination of his birth and education
he gave unstinted service, and his was the chief
influence in transforming its fundamental theological conceptions, while in the wider field of philosophy he was the powerful antagonist of tlie
empiricism and utilitarianism of the Mills, the
monism of Spinoza, scientilic materialism, and the
agnostic philosophy of Spencer.
The Unitarians of Martineau's youth followed
the tradition of Locke. Acccjitin^ the NT as the
final authority in Christian doctrine, they recognized Jesus Christ as the Messiah, whose teachings
were authenticated by miracles. To this interpretation Martineau remained faithful till after 1832.
But further study of the tJuspels confronted him
with the predictions which implied the return of
Jesus in the lifetime of His disciples to judge the
world, and this begot an investigation into the
significance of revelation which led him to declare
in his first work, The liationale of Religious Inr/tiiri/

no seeming inspiration can establisli
(1836), that
anything contrary to reason, that the la.st appeal
in all researches into religious truth must be the
judgments of the human mind (p. 125). To work
out this principle was to be one of the main occu'

'

pations of his

life.

He

followed the jnogress of

he was familiar with
study
Paulus and Strauss ; he adopted the general re-

German

critical

;

Tubingen school, and became their
most accomplished English exponent
('The Creed and Heresies of Early Christianity,'
IVestminsfer Beview, 1853).
By 1845 he had
abandoned the apostolic authorship of the Fourth
Gospel, and in the third edition of the liationale
sults of the
earliest and

(1845) he ceased to demand belief in the gospel
miracles as essential for the Christian name. In

the Prospective Beviev) (1845-54) and its successor,
the National Beview (1855-64), he secured an organ
for his theological and philosophical essays, while
others not less brilliant appeared in the Westminster. Indefatigable in study, a constant teacher
of the young, he devoted long courses of lectures to
the exposition of the NT and the history of Christian doctrines, and in his last large treatise, Tlie
Seat of Authority in Bclir/ion (1890), he returned
He re-examined the claims
to his earliest theme.
of the Koman Catholic Church, the infallibility of
the Bible, and the historical significance of Christianity, and presented Jesus no longer as the Jewish
Messiah, but as the 'prince of Saints,' revealing
the highest possibilities of the soul. Looking back
at ninety (1895), he wrote to William Knight
The substitvition of Religion at first-hand, straight out of
the immediate interaction between the soul and God, for
religion at sfcond-hand, fet<;hed, by copying, out of anonymous
:

•

traditions of tlie Eastern Mediterranean eighteen centuries ago,
has been the really directing, though hardly conscious aim of
my responsible years of life' (Carpenter, p. 640).
Martineau thus remained to the last a Unitarian

in his interpretation of the Deity,
in his allegiance to Jesus Christ.

and a Christian

But

his position

was often misunderstood, partly because of his
sympathy with many aspects of traditional devotion, anil partly because of his steadfast refusal to
belong to a Unitarian Church. This was due to
the discovery of the real nature of the foundation
on which the majority of chapels occupied by
Unitarians wore held. Some of these had been
founded in the 17tli cent., others in the 18th, by
the English Presbyterians, who, under the leadership of Baxter, had stood for Catholicism against
human imall parties,' and repudiated creeds of
In dedicating their cliapels
for the
position.'
worship of God bj' Protestant Dissenters (sometimes specified as Presbj'terians, sometimes as
'

'

'

'
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ludepeuJentii, sometimes as both togetlier), they
deliberately rejected all limiting doctrinal names.
By slow processes of Scripture study many minis-

ters and congregations gradually became Unitarian
in theology.
Attention was at length called to
this issue, and a suit was instituted against the
trustees of a charity in York founded by Lady
Hewley, whose husband, Sir John Hewlcy (M.P.
for York in the reign of Charles II.), had been a
warm supporter of the Presbyterians. The de-

cision

(December

1833),

which displaced the Uni-

tarian trustees, was at once seen to imperil the
tenure of all the chapels of similar foundation
and after long litigation the existing worshippers
were secured in possession only by the Dissenters'
Chapels Act (1844). The controversy had a lifelong effect on Martineau's views of the true basis
To the association of individuals
of Church union.
for the promotion of Unitarian teaching he remained constant all his life. But he could not
accept a theological name as a condition for religious
It was inevitably exclusive instead of
fellowship.
it seemed to involve treachery to his
catholic
it barred the way to those
spiritual ancestors
very possibilities of change which had been the
secret of the Unitarian advance.
Deeply conscious
of indebtedness to various schools of religious life,
;

;

;

*

Martineau endeavoured (186S) to form a Free
Christian Union, which was joined by representative men of every British Church, but was disbanded two years later. Subsequently he worked
out a scheme for the National CJiurch as a Federal
Union' (CE li. [1887] 408 ff.), which proposed to
'

abolish the Act of Uniformity, to release the
Church of England from State control, and associate it with the other communions in a United
English Christian Church. The plan aroused considerable academic interest, but the Bill in m liich
it was embodied was never actually laid before

Parliament.
From the time of his settlement in Liverpool,
Martineau had been continuously engaged in teaching and writing, and his intercourse with the young
was a prominent cause of the changed view of the
moral consciousness which led to the reconstruction
of his philosophy.
Trained in the pantheistic
necessitarianism of Priestley, he had lived under
a habitual tension of obligation without realizing
its signiiicanee.
Many influences now contributed
Wordsworth bad long
to give it new meaning.
been his favourite poet
Plato called forth his
admiration for the fair and good
Coleridge and
and
Carlyle revealed unsuspected deeps of thought
passion in human nature ; Channing emphasized
its freedom and dignity.
In reviewing Bentham's
'Deontology' {Monthly Rejmsitory, 1834), while
still placing the
criterion of right in the tendency of an action to promote the happiness of an
agent,' he laid stress, against Bentham, on the
reality and worth of the disinterested affections,
;

'

'

;

'

'

'

and prepared the way for a wholly new set of
moral values. The questions of his pupils, his
persistent NT studies, and the hymns of the
and
AiVesleys opened new a-spects of the inner life
in the lecture on
Moral Evil in the Liverpool
Controversy (1839) he formally abandoned the
determinism of his youth. The change involved
;

'

'

modifications.
He ceased to regard revelaas
communicated truth ' ; it was effected

many
tion

'

organ was the conscience
its supreme historic type was
seen in Christ as the image of the Father.
Reinforced by his reading of Kant, and in
opposition on the one hand to the 'association'
philosophy of James Mill, and on the other to the
monistic schemes of Spinoza and Hegel, Maitincau
began to work out his new analysis of man's moral

through character
and the aflections

n.ature.

The

;

its

;

spliere of

judgment was transferred
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from consequences without to springs of action
In this inner world lay a multitude of
appetites and energies, which were not all of equal
rank. When they were examined side by side,
some revealed themselves as higher, while others
fell into a lower place; and this distinction of rank
was irresolvable into any other element such as
within.

All
order, truth, beauty, sympathy, or reason.
moral estimates, therefore, yiexe preferential; there

was always an alternative before the mind, and the
power to recognize these diverse values lay with
conscience, which pronounced this better and that
worse.
This view was first expounded in the
Prospective (1845), in an essay on Whewell's
Elements of Morality,' and led to the definition
Every action is right which, in the presence of a
'

:

'

lower principle, follows a higher; every action is
wrong which, in the presence of a higher principle,
follows a lower
'The year
(Essays, iii. 352).
before, during a visit to Liverpool, Mrs. Carlyle
'

had described JIartineau as the victim of conHe was to become the greatest English
moralist since Butler. Here was the witness of
Deity within here the access of the soul to divine
things here the true ground for the conception
which he was afterwards to define as 'the perennial Indwelling of God in Man and in the Uni\-erse.'
Alongside this view of man's ethical constitution
ran an exposition of our knowledge of the external
world (in a review of J. D. Morell's Historical and
Critical View of the Speculative Philosophy of
Europe in the Nineteenth Century, London, 1846,
'

science.'

;

;

The act of Perception
1846)
gives us simultaneous knowledge of subject and
object (p. 562). Again and again in subsequent
essays Martineau vindicated this natural dualism'
against idealism on the one hand and pantheism on
the other, and vigorously defended the veracity of
our faculties. But perception involved more than
passive consciousness it was evoked by resistance
and the effort needed to overcome it ; besides the
space-relation of the I and the not-I, a cause-relation was revealed in the same antithesis.
In the
strenuous conviction of personality which he derived from his ethical experience, Martineau found
its seat was in the
the true meaning of cause
personal power of the will, and this he boldly
applied to the interpretation of the surrounding
The not-self must be comprehended perscene.
its varied energies were but the manisonally
festations of one living Will.
Science, by the
rising doctrine of the correlation of forces, might
Martineau
point to their ultimate identity.
entrenched himself securely in his prophetic recognition of the part played b3' the same energjin the constitution of human nature. The relation
of the soul to God was a moral relation.
Knoi\Ti
in the conscience, He was one
the manifoldness
of the world, therefore, was only the veil of a
hidden unity and the foundations of theism were
thus laid on the conception of God as cause of the
universe and revealer of righteousness in man.
Such was the general scheme of the philosophy
'

in Prospective,

:

'

'

;

;

'

;

;

;

of religion

which Martineau worked out with rich

elaboration in the next forty years. His sojourn
in Germany and his renewed studies in Plato and
Hegel gave him a securer hold of great ontological
He described it afterwards as 'a
conceptions.

new

intellectual birth.' But he remained faithful
to the English tradition of psychological method,
and slowly built up the fabric of thought on the
basis of self-knowledge.
Again and again he
sought to constroct a table of the springs of action
in the order of their relative worth.
This was
embodied in the first of his three large
finallj
treatises. Types of Ethical Theo-ry (2 vols., 1885).
After reviewing ' unpsychologioal theories,' tran-

scendental (Plato), immanental (Descartes, Male-

MARY
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branclio, bpiimza),

pounded

(vol.

ii.)

and
liis

nature of moral authoritj-.
fication

(Comte), he exiuterinetation of the
This involved a classi-

iiliysical

own

the propensions, passions,

of

aflbclions,

and sentiments, and an arrangement of them in a
The scheme thus wrought ont of
scale of values.
human experience was then contrasted with the
hedonist ethics of the older utilitarians, and the
modifications introd\iied by the idea of evolution.
piiiphasizing 'Hitches in the Evolutionary
Deiliu-tion
he denied that laws of matter and
motion could explain the genesis of consciousness,
while the feeling of morfil right and freedom involved another
of fresh departure.
The

In

'

point
Conscience developed into Social Consensus and Religion further supplied hints which
modified the stress of individualism in some of his
section on

'

'

earlier writings.
The stream of Essays had ceased for some years
after the suspension of the National Review (\%Qi)
;

but an important address on Reliqion as affected
by Mothrn Materialism (1874), suggested by John
I'yndall's discourse to the British Association at
Belfast, and its sequel, Modern Materialism: its

Attitude towards Theology (1876), brought Martineau again prominently into the field of philoTwo other addresses, Ideal
sophii-al discussion.
Substitutes for God (1879) and The Relation
between Ethirs and Religion (1881), belonged to
the period in which he was slowly completing
the treatise modestly entitled A Study of Religion
It opened with an investigation of
1888).
the limits of human intelligence, a fresh defence
of natural realism,' a plea for the
objective reality
of space and time, a reply to the empirical doctrine
know
that we
nothing but phenomena, and a
refutation of the agnosticism of Spencer. God had
been presented at the outset as a 'divine Mind
and Will ruling the Universe and holding Moral
relations with mankind' (vol. i. p. 1); and the
bases of theism in the doctrine of His sole causation in the natural order and His perfection in the
moral order were re-established and supported
with fresh illustration. The teleological conceptions which had been discarded in earlier revolt
against Paley were now revived on a far wider
scale, and the presence of rational ends was displaj'ed with varied scientific knowledge in the vast
process of evolution.
Assuming the results of his
analysis of human nature in the previous treatise,
Martineau then argued that the principle of obligation implied the presence within us of a moral
order in which God was disclosed as transcendently
The Intelligent Purpose and the righteous
holy.
Will « ere then identified the place of pain and
sin under such a rule was defined ; and the theodicy
concluded \\ ith a refutation of pantheism and a
final book carried
defence of human freedom.
tlie argument up to
the Life to come.'
Martineau's last word on the grounds of belief
and their illustration in the NT was uttered in
The Seat of Authority in Religion already cited, in
which the origins of Christianity were expounded
with remarkable force and daring (1890).
The
(2 vols.,
'

;

A

'

work was

less technical than its predecessors, and
appealed to the wide circle of those who had found
invaluable help in the author's devotional wTitings.
In the Endeavours after the Christian Li/e (2 vols.
1813-47) he had unfolded secrets of personal
religion and moral experience in language often of
Successive collections of hymns
lyrical poignancy.
,

1840,

(18.'n,

with

many

book

of

1874) testified to his deep

sympathy

L,ater
types of Christian devotion.
series of Hours of Thovght on Sacred Things (1876,
1879) carried on the application of his thought to
the varied incidents of the human lot.
small

A

to the

Home Prayers was issued 891 in
urgency of many friends, and
(

1

)

response
in

four

volumes of Essays, Reviews, and Addresses (189091) he gathered up those of his detached writings
which he wished to preserve.
Even their wide
range, over history, science, and philosophy, does
not exhaust the whole scope of his productiveness,
which included |)olitical economy and psychology.
In the theological timidity and the ecclesiastical
strife of the early Victorian era ho stood forth
(often alone) as the fearless advocate of the prinLater years brought
ciple of religious freedom.

Gladstone designated
appreciation.
the greatest of living thinkers
and a
younger philosopher (A. Seth Priugle-Pattison,
i.
[1903] 444) aptly fixed the character of his
service to his age by describing him as an ideal
champion of the spiritual view of the world in a

unsought

him

as

'

'

;

HJ

'

time of transition and intellectual insecurity.'

—

LiTBRATCRE. Besides tile works already named, some of
Martineau's earli": writinj^ were collected by American friends
in Miscellanies, CambhdKe, Mass., 1852, Studies of christiant(y, London, 1858, and hssays Philosophical and Theological,
2 vols., do. 1883.
We may also name his Lectures in the Liverpool Controversy (1839), A Study of Spinoza., do. 1682, and
National IhUies and other Sei^noiis and Addresses, do. 1903.
See, further, A. W. Jackson, Jame^ Martineau, a Dlo'jraphy

and a Sttuly, do. 1900 J. Drummond and C. B. Upton, The
Life and Letters of Jatnes Martineau, 2 vols., do. Iy02 J. E.
Carpenter, James Martineau, Theologian and IVacher, do.
;

;

1906.
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MARTYRS.—See Saints and Martyrs.
MARY.— The following article, dealing with
the cult of

the Virgin Mary, starts from

the

Scriptural and orthodox positions (1) that our Lord
Jesus Christ, being the eternal Son of God, became
man, being conceived by the Holy Ghost and born
of the Virgin Mary ; and (2) that, inasmuch as He
is thus God and man in two distinct natures and
one person for ever, so is she, His mother, truly
and properly described as Theotokos and Virgo
Deipara the Mother or IJringer-forth of Our Lord
and God, who was God when He issued from her
virgin womb, wearing the manhood which of her

—

substance had been prepared for Him, which He
had taken to Himself, which He carried with Him
to the Cross, which He raised in spiritual glory
from the tomb, which He wears for ever at the
These things
right hand of the Majesty on higli.
are part of the faith of the whole Catholic Church ;
they are treated here as historical facts.
Another matter which, though Scripture is silent
upon it, unquestionably exercised a powerful influence on the development of the cult of the Virgin
Mary, is assumed in this article in accordance with
the view of overwhelmingly the larger part of
('hristendom, viz. her perpetual virginity
virgo
concepit, virgo peperit, virgo permansit.' With
the general question of the Invocation of Saints,
and the merits or demerits of that practice, this
article is not concerned.
The only questions, therefore, to be here discussed concern the implications of these facts.
'

:

We

inquire historically (1) what was inferred
from them in the Apostolic and early ages of the
Church as to the duty of Christians towards the
Virgin Mother of the Lord (2) when and how
the wide-spread developments of her cult arose ;
and (3) the grounds on which these developments
have been justified, or are rejected, by those who
accept the facts.
Over and above the
I. In Holy Scripture.
witness borne by the four Evangelists to our Lord's
having a human mother (Mk 3", Jn 2''° 6^") whose
name was Mary (Mk 6'), and the direct statements
of two of them (Mt 1»», Lk l"") that she was a
pure virgin when by the power of the Holy Ghost
she conceived and bore our .Saviour, we have in
the third Evangelist several notes expressive of
St.
the high reverence and honour due to her.
shall

;

—

MARY
Luke records the angelic salutation, Hail, thou
that art highly favoured, the Lord is with thee
and the angelic assurance, Thou hast found
(1^)
favour with God' (1**). He makes it plain tliat
she was the moral, and not simply the physical,
instrument of the Incarnation he brings out her
wonderful faith, believing in God's power, seeking
no sign, though she gets one, and asking only what
course the divine call may require her to adopt
(1"); his naiTative evinces her conscious risking
the reproach among men with which the poor
Jews still blaspheme her Son and revile herself
(Pusey, Eirenicon, ,ii. 23) and he records how
'Elizabeth, filled with the Holy Ghost,' saluted
Blessed art thou among women, and blessed
her,
And whence is this to
is the fruit of thy womb.
me, that the mother of my Lord should come to
And
is
she that believed'
blessed
me?
(I''-"").
Mary herself, in her inspired song, while
acknowledging that God is her Saviour too, expects
from all generations a like honour to that
which Elizabeth had assigned her, and speaks of
the great things that God had done for her (l'"'-).
thus justifies the Church's
Yet, while the
instinct of loving and reverential gratitude to the
Holy Mother of the Lord, and authorizes the
naming of her with lofty titles, it presents us with
not one instance of her influence with Christ being
invoked either in her lifetime or after her departure. At Cana, when she does interpose, she is
bidden wait His time ; and her advice to those
whom she is sure that He will help is, Whatsoever
He saith unto you, do it' (Jn 2<- '). When, on
another occasion, she sent unto him, calling liim,'
He apparently did not go, but answered, Whosoever shall do tlie will of God, the same is
my
'

'

'

;

;

'

;

—

to her by St. Paul (Gal 4*) as 'a woman' an
obvious allusion to the Protevangelium (Gn 3") ;
and (3) St. John's taking from her experiences
certain features for his prophetic portrait of the
Church as the sun-clothed woman (Rev 12).
2. In the first three centuries.
The Christian
literature of this period keeps in regard to Mary
References to her
strictly to the lines of the NT.
are sparse
and these, though distinct as to her
being the Virgin Mother of the Lord and therefore
to be honoured, give no suggestion of aught that
could be called a cult of her. Polycarp's short
Epistle does not contain her name ; but in his
Life by Pionius there is this

—

;

:

*

'

.

.

.

'

'

'

'

NT

'

'

'

.

Lk

.

.

When

a woman ex).
(Mk 3='-^,
claimed, Blessed is the womb that bare thee,' He
replied, Yea rather, blessed are they that hear the
word of God, and keep it (Lk 11"- ^). He does not
imply, of course, that Mary had not these graces
they were conspicuous in her but He certainly
puts the moral \-irtue higher than even her unique
And when, from the Cross, He comprivilege.
mends her to St. John saying, Behold, thy mother,'
and him to her, Behold, thy son,' while to have her
with him in his own home Jn 19^'-) was doubtless
a precious legacy to the theologian apostle, yet the
obvious meaning of our Saviour's words was rather
that St. John should take care of her than that she
should be his protectress (R. Stier, The Words of
the Lord Jesus, Eng. tr., Edinburgh, 1855-58, vii.
467 IF., on Jn 19^- ^). There is certainly no evidence
mother'

8-"'

'

'

'

—

;

'

'

'

'

(

NT

that he, or any
John or elsewhere in the
other, so much as thought of her being established
as a mother to pity all Christians, and help them
On the other hand,
in their approach to Christ.
to expound the passage, as some Protestant writers
(even Stier, loc. cit.) have not hesitated to do, as
an intimation that all Christ's earthly relationships even Mary's to Him as His mother ce.ased
and determined by His death is to come perilously
near the denial of His abiding manhood whereby,
as our High Priest within the veil, He is still
touched w ith the feeling of our infirmities (He
sufficient explanation of our Lord's neither
4'').
calling her here His mother nor naming either
St. John or her is supplied when we take it as an
instance of His considerateness had He betrayed
in St.

—

—

'

'

A

:

the relationship, those who mocked at Him w ould
not have been slow to insult her and the newly
re-awakened courage of the disciple might have
again been shaken by the utterance of their names.
The only other notices of Mary in the NT are
(1) the mention of her by St. Luke (Ac 1") in the
place of honour as the tirst, and only one named,
among the Christian women, and as stiU, after the
Ascension, the mother of Jesus
(2) the reference
;

'

'

;
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He, according to the prophecy,

defiled

and

'

spotless virgin

.

.

.

being born of an un-

(xiii.).
'

In the
Apology of Aristides she is simply a
Hebrew virgin. Ignatius, in the short recension
of his seven Epistles (here regarded as genuine), is
'

fuller.

He tells (ad Ephes. xix.) how the virginity of Mary deceived
the Deceiver ; that ' hidden from the prince of this w orld were
the virginity of Mary and her childbearing
.
mysteries
'
wrought in the silence of God, now to be cried aloud ; he
adores our Saviour, 'Son of Mary and Son of God' : and he
insists (ad Trait, ix. f.) that His birth of her demonstrates
against the Docetists that His flesh |is a reality and no semblance ; but the correspondence between Ignatius and the
Virgin is a Latin forgery, which never existed in the Greek, and
is based on the saint's use of the word xp^o'rotfuipoy.
.

.

Justin Martyr {Dial, cum Tryph. c.) and Irenseus
speak of her as does the Puritan Milton, as the
second Eve.'
'

The knot of Eve's disobedience was loosed by the obedience
Mary ; for what the Virgin Eve had bound fast through unbelief that did the Virgin Slary set free tlirough faith (Irenaeus,
adv. H<er. in. xxii. 4). And again he dwells on the moral side
'
of her part la the Incarnation :
Mary, having a man betrothed
'

of

'

and being nevertheless a virgin, by yielding obedience
became the cause of salvation to herself and to the whole
to her

human race' Ct6.).
If, however, we find Irenaius, in the barbarous
Latin version of his works, calling Mary the advocata' of Eve, we shall do well to remember that
his Greek had, apparently, <rvv/iyopoi, which
implies
not advocacy in our sense, but rebuke. Origeii
supplies one of the only two places in the Fathers
where the words of our Lord from the Cross to
her and to St. .John have the least appearance of
ascribing to her a permanent office for Christians.
Seeing that, according to those who think soundly of her,
'

'

Mary had no other son save Jesus

;

and that Jesus

said to her,

"Behold, thy son," therefore thosejn whom Christ lives are
sons of Mary (in Joan. i. 6).
But does this go further than Christ's own, Be'

'

'

mother and my brethren (Mt 12*,
Mk 3")? Both Origen and Tertullian, like
Ignatius before them, draw from her motherhood
of Christ arguments against Gnostic or Docetic
so strong
heresy. Yet even of the Gnostics
already was the Church's faith in the Virgin-birth
of the Redeemer several were constrained to admit
hold,

my

—

—

the fact, while others, allowing that He issued
from her womb, protested that He drew nothing
from her substance.
If any cult of the Virgin existed in these early
centuries, it is in the records of the Church's
worship at the time that we should expect to find
it, rather than in the treatises of divines or the
apologies of the defenders of the faith. But such
accounts of the Church service of the period as
have come down to us exhibit precisely the same
features as do the writings of the ante-Nicene
Fathers. No mention of Mary's name, no reference to her, occurs in the notices of Holy Communion in the NT nor in the liturgical thanksgiving in the 1st Epistle of St. Clement of Rome ;
nor in Justin Martyr's or
nor in the Didache
Tertullian'a account of the Eucharistic service.
The only place where an invocation of St. Mary
could come in is at the Commemoration of Martyrs
and the Commemoration of the Departed and on
this all that St. Cyprian has to say is
;

;

;

:

MARY
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'

Koclesia^tical discipline teaches, as the faithful know, that
nt the point where the martyrs arc named at the altar of God,
there they are nol pra> e<i for ; hut for others who are commemo'
rated prajir is ollerod (£;>;'. i. [Oixra, Oxford, 1682, p. 81).

There
martyrs

no direct evidence that among

tlie

I

—

cake

(KoKKvplba. rivi),

whence he

calls

them

'

Collyridians.' Their practice (cf. Jer 44") and
the notion underlying it were undoubtedly relics
of heathenism always familiar with female deities.

Epiphanius rebukes them
*

let the

Lord be worshipped

'

9).

Honour

'

to Mary was inevitably augmented
by the Church's answer (true and necessary as
that answer was) to the much more formidable
heresy of Arius.
Arianism, stumbling at the
awful mystery of the Word made flesh (Jn 1"),
and chiming in with the old pagan conceptions of
gods older and younger, greater and less, presented
to men the Eternal Son as only the first of creatures.
It did not deny that Christ was born of the Virgin,
l)ut, by denying that He who issued from her
womb was personally God, it lowered the greatness
and the glory of her motherhood. It 19 not so
much, however, in the interests of her dignity as
for the utterance of the full truth concerning
Christ that the orthodox theologians of this period
are accustomed to refer to her. This holds of them
all
of Cyril of Alexandria as well as of Athanasius,
Hasil, and the Gregorys, of Ambrose and Angusfine as well as of Leo.
It was in this connexion
that Athanasius had spoken of her as BeoTdKoi long
before the Ncstorian preacher shocked the congiegation of St. Sophia by refusing her the title.

—

Athanasius gave

*

her because from thp flesh of hol.v Mary
and nature did proceed.
.'. How
can they wish to be called Christians who ajtat-rt that the Word
on
a
descended
holy man as upon one of the prophets, and
deny that He Himself became Man, taking the body from
Mary?' {Ep. lix. 'adEplct.' 2) and, rifjain, because, when He
v.as descending to us. He f.ashioned Hi.-^ body for Himself from
a Viririn, thus to afford to all no small proof of His Qodhead,
in that He who formed this is also Maker of
everything else as
well*(d« Incam. Verbi, xviii.).i
the Son of

God by

it

es.'^ence

.

*

;

1 Athanasius was anxious to secure the
reolity of our Lord's
manhood no less than His divinity ; and in support of this truth
also he, like Ignatius before him, appeals to Christ's birth of

.Mary:

'Human

then, by nature,

was

tliat

which wos from

the holy Scripturt-n, and true wos the body
Trvie it was, since it was tlie same with ours.

.\fary acoordinvr to

of the I/)rd.

Tor Mary was our
m\ Kpi. I.' 7).

•

.

sister, since

.

.

I

;

(fiat.

Led.

iv. 9).

All the heresies, we may say, of this period were,
in one form or another, denials of the Incarnation
they all fixed men's thoughts on the question propounded by our Lord Himself, What tliink ye of
the Christ"? whose son is he?' (Mt 22'-).
It was
impossible foi the Church to refute any of them
without speaking, as of God His Father, so of the
Virgin Mary His Mother to reply to Muecdonianism, with its denial of the Godhead of the Holy
(ihost who overshadowed her (Lk 1^)
to Apollinarianism, which, refusing to Christ a human soul,
cut oft' from His sacred heart its thousandfold
return of her love ; and then to Nestorianism,
M'hich, dissolving the unity of Christ's Person, by
one and the same stroke reduced the Saviour from
being Himself the Word incarnate to a man in
close association with the Word, and made Mary
the mother only of a human infant. All these
errors helped to burn in upon the mind of the
Christians of that age the truth which E. B.
Pusey tells us so
•startled him in his young days when first it flashed upon him
that it must be true, that one of our nature, which is the last
and lowest of God's rational creation was raised to a nearness
to Almighty God above all the choirs of angels.
Yet it was
;

'

—

;

.

.

.

whom

Christ deigned
self-evident, as soon as stated, that she of
to talte His human flesh was brought to a nearness to Himself
above all created beings that she stood single and alone in all
creation or all possible creations, in that in her womb He who
;

:

Let M.ary be had in honour, but

(ff«r. Ixxix.

'

'

'

'

;

Virpin was

.loachim and Anna, have been derived, and tlic
story of Mary's nurture in the Temple from her third
to her twelfth year.
These books, if they were not
cenuine, at Iciust met a growing and significant
demand, which was not checked by their condemnation as heretical in he earliest papal index exjmrgatorixs attributed to Pope Gelasius (A.D. 492-496).
3. During the period of the four great councils
With the conversion of (^m(a.D. 325-451).
stantiue Christianity liecaiue fashionable, and,
as Newman puts it, the spirit of the world was
poured into the Church {The Arians of the Fourth
The leaders of
Ceninr;/, London, 1S76, p. 258).
the faithful bad to raise their standard against
an inrush at once of pagan sensuality and of
heresies born of pagan conceptions of the Godhead.
It is among the latter that we find the earliest
notice in Cliristian history of an actual worship of
St. Mary.
Epiphanius reckons it a Iieresy (Hcrr.
Ixxix.) that 'certain women in Thrace, Scythia,
and Arabia' were in the habit of adoring the
Virgin as a goddess and ofl'ering to her a certain
kiinl of

'

'

the
so much as mentioned.
Tlie one
in these centuries that
in
thing
j)oints
the direction of any cult of her in the Churcli is
the appearance, somewhere in the iind cent., of an
apocryphal EvangcUum Jacobi, which was very
popular and became the basis of two later works,
Liber de Infantia Maria; et Christi Salvatoris ami
Evangelium de Nativitnte Marire. It is from these
that the
traditional
names of her parents,
is

'

In like manner, Gregory of Nyssa, Have any of
"
ourselves dared to say " Mother of Man of that
most holy Virgin the Mother of God ?' (Ep. xix.)
and Ambrose, 'Talis deceti)artus \)&am' (Hymn
iv. 'de Adventu Domini' [PL xvi. 1474]).
Cyril
of Jerusalem, with equal force, uses Christ's birth
of Mary as demonstrating the companion truth of
His real m.inhood.
Believe that ithis Only-Begotten Son of God
was begotten of the holy Virgin by he Holy Ghost, and was made
Man, not in seeming and more show, but in truth nor jet by
passing through a channel, but truly of her made flesh. ... If
the Incarnation was a phantom, salvation is a phantom too*

we

are

all

from

Adam

'

(A'/>. lix.

His Godhead is consubstantial with the Father, deigned,
as to His Human Body, to become consubstantial with her'
in

{Eirenicon,
It is no

ii.

24).

creature-worship

;

it is

the sense of this

tremendous fact brought home to a heart infiamed
with the love of the Incarnate Son that explains
at once the profound solemnity of Cyril's Letter to
Nestorius and the splendid eloquence of Proclus's
It is not that she
oration on the Virgin Mother.
is the mediator (there is no hint of such a thought)
;

that He is God whom she bare, whom
she
alone inexplicably housed.' Nor need we fancy
(with the ^\Titer on 'Mary' in i? />;•") that it was
solution of the Arian controversy,
llie Nicene
however correct it may have been theoretically,'
that 'undoubtedly had the practicalefTectof relegating the God-man redeemer for ordinary minds into
a far away region of "remote and awful Godhead,"
so that the need for a mediator to deal with the
very Mediator could not fail to be felt' (A'Br" xvii.
As a matter of fact, it was the complete
8l2f.).
manhood of our Lord that the Church in the next
succeeding controversies (Monophysite and Monothelete) triumphantly asserted, while at the same
time carefully retaining the condemnation of
Nestorianism. Indeed it has been observed that it
i-; in the creed of Clialcedon, and not in the canons
With
of Ephesus, that the term OcorbKOi occurs.
all the honour that they gave to her, the Fathers of
this age never forgot that, if she ministered to our
salvation by becoming, on and through her faith,
the Mother of our Redeemer, it 'Nvas through her
The
faith in Him that she herself was saved.
great titles liestowed upon her by the Fathers
relate to the fruits of the Incarnation.
The flesh of the Virgin differs notlilng from the flesh of sin
'

it is

'

'

;

but her body transmltsit not tothe Body of Christ, which
she did not coricei\e through concupiscence' (Augustine, e.
.

.

.

Jul.

rdag.

v. 16).

MARY
And Fope Leo

I. (in a passage still remaining in
the Konian Breviary as one of tlie Lessons for
Christmas Day) says'that to [Clirist's] birth alone
the throes of human passion had not contributed.'
In entire consistency with this teaching of the
great Fathers, we hnd that the worship of the
Church in the conciliar period shows hardly a trace
are intticatious
of
any cult of the Virgin. There
that she was prayed for.
'

Thus in the Armenian Liturgy, We beseech thee that in this
holy sacrifice remembrance be made of the mother of God the
holy virgin Marc, and of John the baptist, of the proto-niartyr
Stephen, and o"f all the saints' (F. E. Brightman, Liturgies
Eastern and Western, i. 440).
'

But she is not often mentioned. In the liturgy in
the Apostolic Constitutions she is not even named
if she is referred to there at all, it is as included
whose
wth others apostles, martyrs, virgins
names Thou knowest.' In other liturgical works
of the period^.jr., the Statutes of the Apostles
(Ethiop. c. 350) there is no mention of any commemoration of the departed, nor is there in the
The
Arabic and Saidic versions of this book.
Encharistic service in the Tcstainentum Domini
'
born
of
the
was
gives thanks that the Word
but its commemoraHoly Ghost and the Virgin
tion of the dead, Remember those who have fallen
asleep in the faith, and grant us an inheritance
with Thy saints,' names neiiiier the Virgin nor any
other saint. The Pilgrimage of Silvia also is silent
concerning her, while the Catechetical Lectures
(Leet. xxiii. on the Encharistic service) of Cyril
of Jerusalem, where we might have expected to
find something, has only this
'Then we commemorate also those who have fallen asleep
;

—

'

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

'

;

'

:

before us, first Patriarchs, Prophets, Apostles, Martyrs, that ac
their intercessions God would receive our petition '^tiU no

mention

of

Mary.

In the liturgy of the civil ' diocese of Africa in the
time of Augustine (A.D. 400) the only place where
an invocation of the Virgin could have come in is
in its commemoration of the saints and martyrs,
but there is again no direct evidence that her name
appeared [Ordo Rom. Primus, App. iv.). Of Basil
his latest editor says
'

'

'

:

'Of any cultus of the Virgin, St. Basil's writings shew no
Even Letter CCCLX, which bears obvious marks of
spuriousness, and of proceeding from a later age, does not go
beyond a recognition of the Blessed Virgin as ©cartjico?, in which
the Catholic Church is agreed, and a general invocation of the
apestles, prophets, and martyrs, the Virgin not being set above
these (Blomfield Jackson, Prolegomena to 'St. Basil,' ^Vic^nt'
and Post'Nicene Fathers, viii. [lSi*5] p. Ixxiii). The passage
I invoke them to supplication to God, that through
runs
them, that is through their mediation, the merciful God may be
propitious to me.'
'

trace.*

'

'

:

That the departed

now 'with

Christ'
an obvious conclusion
it has some sanction

saints,

(Ph l''^), do pray for us is
from their perfected love
in the NT (Rev 6'") ; it is argued for on this
ground hy Origen {de Orat. 31), Eusebius (rfe
Martyr. Palcest. v.), and Jerome (£|p. Ix.) and it
was an easy transition to ask God that their intercessions might be heard for us but Omniscience
alone can hear the cry of every human heart, and
Omnipotence alone can deliver everywhere,' and it
was quite another thing to credit any saint, however highly exalted, with powers or prerogatives
Not so did the Fathers of the
of this extent.
Cardinal
Chnrch and the holy martyrs pray.
Newman admitted that no prayer to the blessed
Virgin is to be found in the voluminous works of
And when, late in the 4th cent.,
St. Augustine.
we do find cases of direct invocation of this or that
individual saint, it is in private prayer, and in
regard to some more restricted matter in which
that saint had been interested when on earth and
might be presumed to be interested still. Of this
limited sort was the prayer of Justina, mentioned
with incidental approval by Gregory Nazianzen
;

;

'

;

{Orat. xxiv. 11), 'imploring Mary the Virgin to
come to the" aid of a virgin in danger.' St. Mary
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had already been thought of as the ' virgin of
virgins' the leader of those virgin bauds to whom,
next to the martyrs, the Church felt that she owed
a special debt. The martyrs were her witnesses to

—

Christian truth
her virgins the conspicuous exponents of Christian purity.
Virginity, be it
had
been praised^though not enremembered,
forced by our Saviour Himself (Mt 19"'-), and by
St. Paul (1 Co 7^'')
under the pagan persecutions
the virgin martyrs had won a twofold triumph ;
and when, on Constan tine's conversion, pagan
sensuality proved a menace no less formidable to
morals than heresy to doctrine, virginity, organized
into monasticism, became more and more alike the
expression and the shield of this side of Christian
virtue.
Athanasius found the monks and virgins
of Egypt of the greatest use to liim in his contest
with Arianism.
He introduced monasticism at
;

—

;

Rome Ambrose and Martin carried

it respectively
;
to Cisalpine and Transalpine Gaul ; through the
trainer
of
latter, the
missionaries, it spread over
the Celtic West. Jerome carried it to Palestine ;
Basil was its protagonist through Asia Minor.

Virginity and monasticism, no less than orthodoxy,
turned the thoughts of the faithful very much
towards St. ilary. If orthodoxy found, as we have
seen, that Christ's birth of her was a witness at
once of His Godhead and His manhood, so did
monasticism boast of her as the crown of virgins.
If orthodoxy called forth the panegyrics on Mary
by Proclus and Cyril of Alexandria, the thought of
her virginity led even more directly to her being
regarded as a patroness.
It is

while consoling the votaries of

the virgin

life

that

Augustine reminds them how the Birth from the one holy
they, too, are mothers of
\'irgin is the glory of all holy virgins
Christ if they do the will of Hia Father (de Sanct. Virg. v.).
'

:

'

Thus, too, Jerome :
Therefore the virgin Christ and the Virgin Mary have dedicated in themselves the firstfruita of the Wrginity of both
sexes (Ep. xlviii. 'ad Pam. 21) ;
'

*

'

and Gregory of Nyssa

:

What happened in the stainless Mary when the fulness of the
Godhead which was in Christ shone out through her, that hap'

in every soul that leads by rule the virgin hfe.
No longer,
indeed, does the Master come with bodily presence, . . . but,*
He dwells in us and brings His Father with Him

pens

spirituallv.
(rf<!

Virg.

ii.).>

—

For the purposes of this article, this period may be dated
from the extinction of the Western Empire by
Odoacer (A.D. 476) to the close of the Council of
4.

During the mediaeval period.

Trent (1563). Throughout this period Christianity
runs in an Eastern and a Western stream but, in
spite of their divergence, there took place in both
a remarkable development in the cult of the Virgin.
It came to a head more early in the East.
There,
where the chief heresies concerning the Trinity and
Incarnation had arisen, and where theological specu;

was more congenial to the public taste, new
forms of error on these subjects were constantly
springing up, and to aU these the orthodox found
a complete answer in the Scripture records of our
Saviour's birth of a Virgin Mother. His Virginbirth witnessed alike the reality of both His
natures and the unity of His Person it hallowed
monasticism it rebuked the impieties first of the
iconoclasts and then of the Muhammadans, while
the calamities which afflicted and cut short, if
they did not, tUl A.D. 1453, destroy, the empire
in the East, were at least sufficient to impress all
Christians who remained, or had been, its subjects
with awestruck thoughts of Christ as the Judge of
men. They remembered how, in the days of His
flesh, the good centurion had, unrebuked, deemed
himself not worthy to come to Christ direct (Lk 7'),
but had besought Him through the elders of the
lation

;

;

1 W. M.
Ramsay argues that so early as the 5th cent, the
honour paid to the Virgin Mary at Ephesus was the recrudescence in a baptized form of the old pagan .Anatolian worship
of the Virgin Mother (Pauline and other Studies, p. 1'26).

MARY
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Jews. IIow luucli more, then, mijilit tliey, sinburdened, approach Him through the prayers of
His spotless Mother? The 'Theologian' among
the orthodox divines (Gregory Nazianzen) had, us
we have seen, approved of Justina asking her help
why might not Justinian ask her advocacy for his
Christian empire, and Navses look for her direction
on the field of battle, and Heraclius bear her image
on his banner, and Simeon Stylites, in his postcommunion thanksgiving, invoice as supplicants
and with them Thy most holy
all the saints
receive their prayers, O Christ ?
Mother,
(Etichology of Orthodox Church, tr. G. V. Shann,
Kidderminster, 1891, p. 257 f.). So strong was the
current of feeling that even the great liturgies,
already venerable, received interpolations to express
In some of these we can see the process going on.
it.
Thus in the Liturgy of St. Mark (Alexandrian),
though originally St. Mary was simply included in
the prayer that God would give rest to all the holy
dead, now she is mentioned by name, especially
the most holy, stainless, blessed, our Lady,
Mother of God, and ever- Virgin,' and tlie sequence
of thought, which still shows that she is prayed
'
for, is interrupted by a salutation,
Hail, thou
because thou didst
that art full of grace
of
world.'
So in
forth
the
Saviour
the
bring
St. James, the parent of all the Syrian liturgies,
she had originally simply been commemorated,
but now it is added that we may obtain mercy
and in
through their prayeis and intercessions
the Anaphora there is interpolated, not only the
angelic salutation, but a long quotation from
Proclus's glowing panegyric (Neale and Littledale,
The alteration is very naively
Liturgies^, p. 54).
made in the liturgy of the Coptic Jacobites
To our fathers and our brethren who are fallen asleep
;

'

.

.

.

'

.

.

.

'

.

.

.

'

'

;

:

'

.

give rest,

remembering all

s.'iints

.

.

.

and most

chiefly

.

.

.

.

the

.

Not that we are worthy to interce>le
holy theotokos Mary. ,
for their blessedness
but
that standing before the
tribunal of thine onlybegotten Son they may in recompense
intercede for our poverty and weakness (Brigiitman, i. 169).
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

In the Armenian Liturgy St. Mary's
in the Great Intercession

name remains

thee that in this holy sacrifice remembrance be
of God the holy virgin Mary, and of John
the baptist, of the protomartyr Steplien and of all the saints
But
at
an earlier stage the Deacon Ijids the wor(i6. p. 440).
shippers make the holy mother of God and all the sainta their
intercessors with the i-'ather (i6. p. 415).

mother

'

'

'

*

'

The two

remaining in use among the
orthodox Greeks are those of Chrysostom and
and
are
more
moderate.
Basil,
liturgies

The

latter merely mentions her in the Eucharistic Thanksgiving for Christ 'born of a woman, the holy Mother of GolI,
'
ever-Virgin ; and prays that God would unite all of us who
are partakers of the one Bread . . . that we may find mercy
.
with all Thy saints .
especially our all-holy, immaculate,
supereminently blessed glorious Lady, the Mother of God, and
'

.

Ever- Virgin

Mary

'

(i6.

pp. 326, 330

f.).

:

*

'

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
Virgins .
especially the most holy, undefiled, excellently
laudable, glorious Lady, the Mother of God, and Ever-Virgiii
Mary'(i!>. pp. 314,331).
.

When, however, we turn to the less august and
more popular of the authorized devotions of the
Greek Church, we find her invoked in the most
direct manner
•O most holy Mother of God, light of my darkened soul, my
:

hope, protection, refuge. I thank thee that thou hast enabk^d
ine to be a partaker of the
Blood of Tli\'
Body and
dear Son. Enlighten the eyes of my heart
quicken nic
give me tears of repentance and thanksgiving '(feucAoiypv).
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

In the Book of Needs, the Prayerful Canon at tiie
Departure of a Soul teaches the dying man to cry
to her
Known refuge of the sinful and the low, make known to nie
'

'

:

'

thy mercy,

O

thou pure one, and set

demons, which come about

me

me

free
like dogs,'

whom

the whole creation is made subject by her
implying, of course, that, over and above her
office in the Incarnation, she is her.self, through
His gift, a direct giver of help to such as may seek
it at her hands.
It should be added that the
Feast of her (not of Christ's) Presentation in the
Temple (the story is from Protcv. Jac.) originated
in the East in the 8tli cent., and was not adopted
in the West till the 15th.
See art. Immaculate

Son—

Conception.
The Western Church,

too, was to find through
ages the practical value of monasticism, and
to carry the doctrine of celibacy to further lengths
than its Eas'^crn sister.
It, too, was to have
experience of errors (such as the Sth cent. Adoptiauism) which, disparaging the Saviour, disparaged her also. In Spain, Hungary, and the two
Sicilies, as well as through the Crusades and
Algerian piracy, it was to come into painful conIn the West too, therefore, the
tact with Islam.
reaction from those errors contributed its impetus
to
in the Virgin's honour, while
every movement
manifold oppressions of the poor turned them
naturally to the thought of her as the Mother of
and the chivalry of the knight made her the
Pity,
Lady of his orisons. I!ut the development of her
cult was slow in the West.
In Adamnan and
Bede it is hardly perceptible ; in the Life of St.
Columba she is not mentioned.

many

In Bede's UE, St. Wilfred has a vision of St. Michael telling
him, 'the Lord has granted you life, through the prayers of
disciples, and the intercession of His Blessed Mother Mary
of perpetual virginity' (v. 19), and the Hymn concerning St.
Ethelreda sings how 'over the Virgin Mother a shining virgin
band rejoices
and how her honour has made many virgin
blossoms to spring forth (iv. 20).

your

'

'

;

'

At Rome in the pope's (Sth cent. mass on Easter-day
at the Basilica of St. Mary Major, the only mentions
)

of her are those (1) in the Great Intercession
Venerating the memory first of the glorious ever- Virgin Mary,
Mother of the same our God and Lord Jesus Christ and also
of Thy blessed apostles and martyrs
and all Thy saints
by whose merits and jirayers do 'Thou grant that in all things
we may be defended by the help of Thy protection through
the same Christ, our Lord
and ('2) in the Post-Communion :
and at the intercession for us of
Deliver us, O Lord
the blessed and glorious and ever- Virgin Mary, the Theotokos,
and of all saints, graciously
and of Thy blessed apostles
.'
There is
give peace in our days
through our Lord
no direct invocation of her, nor prayer to her {Ordo Rom.
Primus, App. 3)
nor, indeed, is there anything more in the Canon
of the Roman Mass to the present
day, though in
the Proprium Missarum de tempore this collect of
is
said
on
all
in
S. Mary
Advent
Sundays
'God, who wiUedst that Thy Word should take Flesh from
the womb of the Blessed Virgin Mary, grant that we who
believe her to be in truth the Mother of God may by her intercessions be helped before Thee.'
;

.

.

.

:

;

'

;

'

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

'

'

It is not impossible, in view of Basil's own writThe
ings, that e\ en the last is an interpolation.
liturgy called Chrysostom's is fuller on St. Mary
The Pr.ayer of the Trisagion closes through the intercessions
of the Holy Motlierof God and all the Saints'; but, again, it
We offer to Thee this reasonable service on beprays for her
half of those who have departed in the faith
Apostles

.

in-

'

We beseech
of the

must be admitted that such prayers are but

ferences, not unnatural, from the deliberate teaching of the latest, and henceforth the most influential in the East, of the Greek Fathers, John of
Damascus, that I^Iury is the sovereign Lady to

:

:

*

made

It

from the handii

of

:

But neither is this, nor the Secreta de S. Maria, nor
the Post-Communio de S. Maria a prayer to her
the last was indeed adopted in the English Book
;

Common

Prayer as the collect for the Annunciation.
The confession of sins in the Mass made
'
to Almighty God, to the Blessed Mary, everand to all saints,' is held to be but a
Virgin
recognition of the fact taught us by St. Paul, that
the whole body of the Church (from which death
does not separate the saints [Ro 8**]) suliers \\'\l\\
the suflering of every member (1 Co 1'2-'') and, inasmuch as, in like manner, the honour of Christ
the Head is the honour of all His ziiemhers, it cannot he wrong, it is thought, to .ask, as is done in
'
the prayer
Suscipe sancta Trinitas,' that our
memorial of Christ's Passion, Resurrection, and
Ascension may redound to the honour of Mary and
all saints, a-i well as to the salvation of all for
of

.

.

.

;

MARY
whom

they pray. These are regarded as fair inferences from the trutli which we all confess, in
the Apostles' Creed, of the Communion of Saints.
The moderation of the Roman Missal did not
suffice,

however, for the popular devotions, which

to assume the forms, first,
of invoking her directly to intercede for us ('era
pro nobis'), and, next, of asking her personal help
Two festivals really of
for both soul and body.
our Lord— His Presentation in the Temple (Feb. 2),

more and more tended

—

and His Conception (March 25) became rather
those of her Purification and of the Annunciation
to her, while the Feasts of her Conception (Dec. 8),
her Nativity (Sept. 8), and her Assumption (Aug.
15), already observed in the Eastern Churches, were
introduced into the West, at first in other lands
rather than in Italy or at Kome, and not always
either with the same meaning or without protest.
Thus, the observance of the Assumption was
appointed by the synod of Salzbui'g in A.D. 800,
but is marked as doubtful in the capitularies of
Charlemagne literally its title imports no more
than her death— the taking of her soul to God
and it is sometimes called her dormitio, or ' sleep.
The doctrine of her bodily assumption into heaven,
derived from the apocryphal story condemned by
Pope Gelasius, though widely believed, and implied
in the Breviary lection from John of Damascus, is
not even now defide in the Roman Catholic Church,
but only a 'pious opinion.' The Feast of the
Visitation of the Virgin (July 2), also apocryphal
In origin, was introduced from the East in the 14tli
cent., withdrawn from the Calendar by Pius v.
(1565-72), and reintroduced by Sixtus v. (1585-90).
The Nativity of Mary (Sept. 8) would be older if
the sermon of Augustine, cited in its Office, be
genuine, but it is commonly said that this fact is
its
first mentioned by Andrew of Crete (c. 750)
observance was appointed by the synod of Salzburg
two centuries later it had not become
in 800
general in Italy, while (c. 1140) St. Bernard blames
the canons of Lyons for the innovation of keeping
the feast of hir conception because it was not holy
like her Nativity, St. Mary being, he held, not
conceived without sin, but sanctified in the womb.
Thomas Aquinas said (S!(?nmaTA«oZ. III. xxix.)that
the Cliurch of Rome tolerated it but did not keep
it (a not uncommon way with some in those days
of treating popular devotions) ; and, when it did
come in at Rome, in the church of St. Mary Major,
of the
it was still, so late as 1340, the festival
only
Sanctification of the B. V. Mary.'
Underlying
these different names for this festival lay the long
controversy as to the sinlessness of Mary. All
agreed (as all orthodox Christians must agree) that
she was sanctified so as to yield a perfectly sinless
manhood to the Son of God (Lk V-\ He 7^) but
there arose in the 13th cent, a question when the
process of her sanctification began, and, while
divines of the date and authority of Aquinas denied
her Immaculate Conception, the arguments on
which Scotus based his support of it were derived
wholly from abstract and a priori considerations.
The discussion, nevertheless, tended to her exaltation above all other saints, on the ground not alone
of her office, but of the grace bestowed on her. It
must be confessed that some mediaeval writers
transgressed all bounds in the language which they
Peter Damian, e.g., speaking of her as
employed,
'
deificata (Serai, de Nativ. Mar. [PL cxliv. 740]),
while the very natural use of what Archbishop
John Hamilton's Scots Catechism of 1552 calls the
'
bonny image of the Baby Jesus and His Blessed
Mother' to remind us of His gracious coming as
an infant to sanctify childhood and maternity was
darkened into something not far from idolatiy
when— as sometimes happened one image of the
Virgin (generally a black or an ugly one) was re-

—

;

'

;

;

'

;

'

—
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garded and resorted to as more powerful for the
help of suppliants than another.
5. From the Reformation to the present day.
The fundamental position of the Protestant Reformers, that the justification and salvation of the
sinner are through faith in Christ alone, involved,
on the one hand, the fullest recognition alike of
His Godhead and His manhood and the Reformers,
accordingly, were at one in confessing the Catholic
faith as set forth in the ancient creeds and by the
great councils, which meant, of course, their acceptance of His birth of a pure virgin, and her honour
as His mother. It involved, on the other hand, an
insistence that the soul should come to Christ
direct, and a repudiation of the idea of any creature
coming between it and Him. The latter principle,
it is true, could be pushed to the extreme of disparaging the helps which He has graciously provided in His Body the Church (Eph 1-^), for bringing men to Himself, and in the ordinances whereby
Christ and the benefits of the covenant of gTace

—

;

'

are

.

.

.

applied to believers' (Shorter Catechism,

brought almost everywhere the practical
elimination from Protestant teaching of all thought
of the departed saints having any function whatever (save that of remembered examples) towards
92).

It

The

this world.

Christians in

'

Communion

of

admitted in words, was interpreted
as existing simply between believers in this present
world and, contrariwise, the prayers of the living
were limited to the Church militant here on earth,'
The prominence of St. Mary in Roman Catholic
devotions reacted among the Reformed in an
opposite direction, till Puritanism (in certain sections) 'scrupled' even the singing of her inspired
Magnificat, gave up the public use of the Apostles'
Creed because her name occurred in it, and even so
late as the publication of the Church Hijmnarij
(1898) was able to secure the rejection of Bishop
Richard Mant's version of the Stabat Mater and
the deletion of the words 'Son of Mary' from II.
H. Milman's hymn. It may be doubted whether
such courses have helped either to a livelier faith
in Jesus Christ or to a deeper love towards Him
or how far they have furthered Christian ideals
of purity, chivalry, and saintliness.
Puritanism,
however, has not conquered either the Scottish or
the Anglican Church. The former in tlie 18th
cent, dared to speak of the Virgin in the public
service in one of its Paraphrases (Par. 38), and restored the use of the Magnificat (in metre) in another
(Par. 36), and of late j-ears authorized the chantSaints,' while
;

'

;

'

'

'

'

ing of it in prose, as well as the recital of the
Apostles' and Nicene Creeds (Church Hymnary,

Church of Scotland Anthem Book, and Mission
Hymnal). These have always kept their place in
the Anglican Books of Common Prayer and the
Church of England has further secured a commemoration of St. Mary by retaining among 'the
;

'

Feasts to be observed both The Purification of
the Blessed Virgin' (Feb. 2) and 'The AnnunciaIn both
tion of the Blessed Virgin' (March 25).
countries divines universally respected (e.g., the
Scottish Dr. W. Hanna and the English Bishops
Joseph Hall and John Pearson) have spoken of her
in terms of singular reverence and beauty, while
W. M. Ramsay, holding, as he does, some pagan
ancestry for her cultus as it exists in Asia Minor,
speaks of it nevertheless as a purifying and elevating principle (Pauline and other Studies, p. 159).
In the Roman Catholic Church there was some
hope at the beginning of the Counter-Reformation
that much then complained of in the extremer cult
of St. Mary would be abated or put down.
Something certainly was done and the Council of Trent
in its Decrees, and even in its Catechism, is fairljmoderate, distinguishing, as did the older councils,
between the Xarpeta, due only to God, and the
'

'

'

;
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SovXeia or tlio irepSovXcla, due in dill'ereut depicts
to His saints and servants, and insisting that tlie
must never
'worsliip' to be paid to tho Ueipara
exceed h'jpcrduli i. But it is dlHicult to see wliere,
in the practical system whicli since then has been

not only permitted, but more and more encouraged,
by the "popes the line of ditlerence is drawn e.g.,
;

O

Hail, our lite, our sweetqueen, Mother of Mercy
hope! To thee we fly, the banislieri sons ot Evo'
Roman
Breviary, reformed
(Antiphon to the Magniilcat in tlie
order of Pope
Ijy order ot tho Council ol Trent, puhlished by
viii.
and Urban viii.).
Pius v., and revised by Clement
'

Hail,
ness, our

The

may

!

Breviary, with 'the Otiices since granted,'
almost be said to be now in strange contrast

NT — nearly

—

Mary as of Christ.
Saturdays, and throughout the whole month
of May, votive offices of the Blessed Virgin are
said.
The Sunday within the octavo of the
Nativity is the I'east of the Most Holy Name of
Mary,' the third Sunday of Sept. that of lier
four Sundays in October are
Seven Sorrows
devoted respectively to her iJosary,' her Motherhood,' her 'Purity, her Patronage,' while the old
feast of her Conception (Dec. 8)— originally lier
is now that of her 'Immaculate
Sanctitication
and the bull of Pius IX. declaring this
Conception,'
an article of faith to be received by all Christians
supplies a large proportion of the lessons appointed to be read within its octave. The Breviary
itself, moreover, is restrained in comparison with
such books as Le Glorie di Maria by Alfonso de
Liguori {1696-1787), the founder of the Redeniptorist (Jrder.
Liguori goes far beyond the Council
of i'rent, for, whereas the latter says only that it
is useful' to invoke her intercessions, he insists
upon the neeessity of doing so
to tlie

On

as full of

all

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

—

'

:

'

Mary is our life, because she obtains for us the gifts of pardon
and of perseverance
Mary is the hope of all
Mary

.

.

is

.

*

'

'

;

the peace-maker of sinners with

Ood

'_;

'

(ii.

1

f., iii. 1, vi. 8).

—
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History.

— It

is

advisable,

first

of

what we mean by the term Masai.

all, to specify
It is the tolerably

correct designation of a widely
scattered but not numerous Nilotic Negro people
in E. Equatorial Africa, whose habitat, down to
the beginning of the 19th cent., stretched from tho
Nandi plateau, the south end of Lake Baringo, ami
the southern slopes of Mount Kenya on the north
almost to the 6lh degree of S. lat. in the south.
On the east they were bounded by the Bantu and
(iaUa peoples of the region between the Tana and

Rufu rivers on the v/est by the Nandi and
Bantu peoples of the Sotik and Lumbwa highlands,

the

;

which form the eastern limits of the victoria
Nyanza ba-nin. The older name which this distinct
race of pa-storal nomads adopted for themselves
or at any rat« for the pastoral and warlike section
of the original tribe— was (according to A. C.
Hollis) Il-maa, which in the 19th cent., if not
before, became Il-masai (spelt Maasae by some).
The western and nortliem sections of the Masai
people, especially those sometimes known as IIoigob, Enjdmusi, or Wa.s'ngishu, were not only
industrious
cattle-keepers and shepherds, but also

—

agriculturuts.

Still,

tne main bent of this hand-

some Negro race (which

in bodily chuiucteristies
verges on the Hamitic negroid) was pastoral and
cattle, slteep, yoats, and the domesticated ass of
Ethiopia iilayed a great part in their lives and
mental considerations. All sections of the Miaai,
agricultural as well as pastoral, speak a language
w-liich dill'ers but little in its two or three dialects.
;

relationsliips of this speech lie most nearly and
clearly with the Lotuka language of the Mountain
Nile, with the Bari of the southern Egyptian
Sudan, with the Elgumi or Tesw, north-west of
Mount Elgon, and with the Turkana of Lake
Rudolf ; perhaps also with other languages of the
Rudolf basin. In a more remote degree Masai is
related to the other members of the great Nilotic
speech-group— the Nandi languages of British E.
Africa, and those of the Diuka, Sliilluk, etc., of
the Egyptian Sudan. The customs and, to some
extent, the beliefs of the Masai similaily connect
them with the tall Negioes of the Upper Nile
basin.
Clearly, the progenitors of the Masai

The

ori finally from those regions which now
constitute the northern provinces of the Uganda
but at what period there is little
Protectorate
evidence to show, e.\cept that it was far enough
back in the history of E. Equatorial Africa for
the migration to have passed out of tribal recollection.'
In all their myths and stories the Masai
think of themselves as a people indigenous to E.
Africa, most of all to the regions round about
Mount Kenya. This snow-erowned lofty volcano
of more than 17,000 feet in altitude plays a considerable part in their traditions, and is supposed
by them to be the habitation of a demigod or
goddess Naiterukop,^ who was at the same time an
'
Eve' or 'Adam,' the parent, at any rate, of the

emigrated

;

higher types of humanity. The Masai speech, like
some otlier Nilotic languages, especially those of
the south-eastern portion of the regions inhabited
by Nilotic Negroes, bears evident traces of an
ancient Hamitic impress, though it must be emother
phatically stated that neither it nor any
member of the Nilotic family can be described as
Hamitic, or as other than a Negro speech. But
many centuries ago, perhaps as far back as the last
of
periods of dynastic Egypt, the Kushitic section
the wide spread Hamitic race (Caucasians tinged
with Negro and perhaps Dravidian blood) profoundly impressed itself on the racial type, the
of the
speech, the culture, beliefs, and customs
mle Negroes. Similar action on the jiart of these
Uamites appears to have led to the tinal shaping
of the Bantu languages and the impulse of the
Bantu conquest of the southern third of Africa.
It is curious that, however 'Hamitic' the ilasai,
Nandi, and other south-easteni Nilotes may be in
'

'

physical and mental characteristics, their cattle,
on which such a large proportion of their thoughts
and beliefs is centred, are of the E. African,
'zebu' type. They do
humped, originally Indian
not belong to the long-homed, usually straightbacked, Ualla breed, a bovine variety which seems
to have originated from a wild species in W.
Asia in remote Neolithic times, and to have been
the earliest form of domestic cattle in ancient
found
Egypt. These Galla o.xen are nowiulays
in the greater part of Abyssinia, in Darfur, Wadai,
and Bomu.' The mysterious Ba-hima the Galla-

—

In the traditions of the Masai tlicir home-land— Kopckob or
called
Kopekob— lay to the north of their |>rc8cnt habitat. They
the south 'the land of strife,' .showing that their southward
advance was attended by constjujt sUugglea with the preceding
tribes not of Masai race.
2 Na-itcru-kop is a word beginning with the femmmopreOx
but
na, a prefix originally conve>itig the sense of 'mother,'
often diverging mlo on equivalent for 'source of,' 'place of,"
1

•productive of.'
^ There are, however, traditions among the south-western
Misal that they once possessed or knew ot this long-horned
breed.
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like aristocracy of E. Equatorial Africa
implanted this long-horned type of ancient Egyptian

ox on the highlands between tlie Victoria Nyanza,
Tanganyika, and the frontier of the Congo forest.
But the long-horned Galla ox has never yet made
its appearance to the east of tlie Victoria Nyanza
or among the Masai tribes, whose cattle are Indian
in type.

—

Gods. Though
physical
the Negro element predominates in the Masai over
any other, this people is superior in mentality to
the pure-blood Negro ; and one is struck with a
certain imaginativeness and a natural poetry in
their thoughts, stories, and religious beliefs rarely
2.

in

characteristics

found among Negro peoples, and probably due to
some ancient or modern infusion of the Caucasian.
The Masai believe in a far-reaching divine power
emanating from the sky high above the earth, and
even above the lower regions of the atmosphere.
This divinity, to which they can pray at times
with real earnestness, is known usually by a female
name, En-ai (En- is the feminine article, ai, or gai,'^
the root). En-ai is occasionally referred to as
the Black God,' thoxigh in some stories or in some
minds there seems to be a triad consisting of (1)
Efi-ai, the CTeatest and remotest of all gods, the
god of the elements ; (2) the benign Black God of
rain, who takes a real, though far-off, interest in
humanity ; and (3) the surly or malign Red God,
who is, on the whole, spitemlly disposed towards
mankind and dwells in the lower part of the
atmosphere. En-ai and the Black God (or both
fused in one personality) would like to send the
rain to the parched lands below in perpetual
abundance, so that there might always be fat
pastures to feed the Masai cattle, or perpetual
cultivation for the Masai agriculturists
but the
Red God frequently intervenes and intercepts the
moisture so necessary to life under an equatorial
sun.
Distant thunder is believed to be the reis
'

;

monstrance of

Eii-ai at this

churlishness of his

subordinate deity, whom, however, he seldom
bestirs himself to circumvent.
Efi-ai is known to
some of the non-Masai tribes as 'Kai' or 'Gai'
without the article, and by the Masai themselves
is called by other names, such as Paasai.'
In addition to these two gods or
3. Demons.
three gods (according as the Black and Good God
is or is not identified with the Ruler of the
Heavens, Eii-ai), the Masai believe in superhuman
beings somewhat resembling \\\g jann ('genii') of
the Arabs devils, it is convenient to call them.
Similar beliefs reappear in the Siidan and in many
parts of the northern range of the Bantu languages,
such as the Cameroons. These jann, or devils,
trench in some of their characteristics on the
werwolf conception, being in some aspects like a
lion and in others like a man, or having originally
taken the form of lions and then put on an
appearance half human and half like an inanimate
stone
or they are believed to go about looking
like a lion on one side, and on the other like a
monstrous human being. Their favourite home is
the forest. They are mainly, if not entirely, anthropophagous in tlieir food preferences, and do not
touch wild beasts.

—

—

;

In one of the Masai stories recorded by HoUis
it is narrated
that the devil's custom is to call to human beuii^^s who pass the
place of his conce.'dment in the forest, 'Come, my hrother, help
me lift this load of firewood.' If they are foolish enough to
proceed to his help, they are struck with a pointed stake which
he carries. When any particular district was believed to be
haunted by a deviJ and the Masai wished to pass through it in
their customary migrations in search of pasture for their cattle,
they would arranfife to march past the cannibals' haunt in as
1*

^

From

the circumstance that this root assumes the form of
or -kai when borrowed by adjoining Bantu or Dorobo tribes
possible that it was originally Eii-gai in Masai.
- A. O.
Eollis, The Masai, Oxford, 1905, p. 340.
3 Jb.
p. 266 f.
VOL. VIII. 31

'itti
it is

—
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as possible, the warriors going both in front and
large a body
'
behind.
Should a voice be heard issuing from the mist and
some
one, everybody remains silent, for they know that
calling
it is this devil that is calling.'
In another story ' the anthroone district
pophagous jann ate up all the human beings
except a woman, who succeeded in hiding herself with her child
in a pit. As the boy grew up, he made a i)ow and arrows, which
(presumably) he poisoned ; and, when the demon, discovering
their existence from the smoke of their fires, came to eat them,
the boy from the branches of a tall tree shot all his arrows into
the monster's body, who at first thought that it was merely the
stings of gad-flies, until he succumbed to their effects. Repenting apparently hi his dying moments, he gave tlie boy information as to how he might proceed to recover the cattle of the
tribe, and most, if not all, of the people whom he had eaten.
Out of gratitude these resuscitated Masai elected the boy as

m

their chief.

It is quite possible that this and similar stories,
wide-spread over Negro Africa, refer to the lurking
cannibals of some big and brutish race which
lingered on in the forests of Africa long after the
more open country had been populated by the
modem types of man. Such grim ogres may have
worn over their backs the pelts of wfld beasts that
they had killed, and thus have seemed on one side
beast, and on the other a ghoul-like type of man.
—The Masai beheve that, when Naiterukop,2
4. Cosmology.
the demi-god of Mount Kenya, decided to start a race of true
men on the earth — presumably Masai — he found three things
E. Africa, viz. an already existing Dorobo 3 {the word is
properly spelt Torobo and means dwarfish '), who was a kind
of pre-Adamite man, an elephant, and a serpent, all of whom
lived together.
In course of time the Dorobo hunter killed
both the serpent and the elephant mother, who, however,
before her death had given birth to a calf, which escaped from
the Dorobo, and in its journeying about the world met a Masai,
to whom it confided its troubles. At this juncture God Himself
(En-ai) intervened, and summoned both the Dorobo and the
Masai to His presence. The Masai came, but the Dorobo seems
to have delayed. The consequence was that the Masai received
God's good gifts and henceforth became rich in cattle and the
master of E. Africa.
Other variants of this story make
Naiterukop (the divine man of Mount Kenya) the deus ez
inachina throughout, and do not invoke the intervention of the
great sky-god, Efi-ai.
With regard to a Ufe after death, in some
5. Eschatoiogy.
of the Masai traditions it is related that, when the man-god
Naiterukop gave to their primal ancestor, Le-eyo, instructions
what to say when a child died, the latter out of selfishness because the child next to die was not his own inverted the prayer
which was to adjure the cbild-sptrit to return. Le-eyo consequently prayed that the moon, though it died, might return
again, but that the dead child might remain dead. Some time
afterwards Le-eyo was likely to lose a child of his own, and
therefore said the prayer rightly. But it was too late only
the first invocation of nature held good, and thus man, when
he dies, never comes back, but the moon always returns.
in

*

—

—

—

;

this great agony of the mind of man^this
refusal to regard death as the end of all in the
personalities of those whom we have loved or

Yet

—

respected prevails with the Masai, athwart the repeated assertions in their folklore that All is over
with man as with the cattle, and the soul does not
come to life again.' With this people there has
been a gradually growing belief (it is so also
among many Bantu tribes) that a medicine-man,
a great doctor, a great chief, or a very wealthy
'

1

HoUis, p. 22lfl.

2 J. L. Krapf, the great missionary pioneer of Equatorial
E. Africa, writing in 1854 in his preface to the Vocabulary of the
Slasai), thus describes the
EntjiUuk Eloikob (the Western
*
:
At the remotest antiquity there
religious beliefs of the Masai
"
was one man residing on " Oldoinyo eibor (Mt. Kenya) who
was superior to any human being, and whom Ehgai (heaven,
supreme being, god) had placed on the mountain. This strange
personage whose beginning and end is quite mysterious and

whose whole appearance impresses the Wakuafl mind with the
Neiterukob. The intelligence
idea of a demi-gotl is called
of this strange person residing on Oldoinyo eibor reached a man
named Enjemasi Enauner, who \vith his wife Sanibu lived on
Mount Sambu which is situated to the south-west of Oldoinyo
eibor and is a high mountain but does not attain to the height
of Oldoinyo eibor.
Enjemasi went to the White mountain
with his wife who by the intercession of Neiterukob became
fruitful and gave birth to a number of children.
Neiterukob
also taught Enjemasi Enauner the taming of wild cows which
he saw in the forest. ... It is to Oldoinyo eibor (" Kenia,"
as the Wakaniba call it) that the Wakuafi resort in order to
obtain the intercession of Neiterukob for getting rain, cattle,
and health from the Eiigai.'
3 The Dorobo are the nomad hunters of E.
Africa, shorter in
stature than the Masai, but not very dissimilar from them in
appearance, and containing many mixed strains of blood
Uamite, Negro, and possibly Bushman.
.

.

.

.

.

.

—
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cease to exist in personality
an cnnnot
person
entirely'
even iiftur tlic boUy is dead, buried, and decayed.
It is tlioii^;lit Ijy the Masai, as by Zulus and
numerous tribes of W. African Bantu, that the
soul of a deceased person of importance enters one
or other of the pytnonliko snakes which frequent
the vicinity of human habitations in pursuit of rats
and other vermin. These (u.sually ulack) snakes
are, therefore, sacred in the eyes of the Masai,
who are careful not to kill them. If a woman
sees one in her hut, she pours milk on tlie ground
for it to lick up.
A variety of species of snake are
even regarded as totem animals by one of the
Masai clans, who protect fliem against ill-treatment by the members of any other clan, and will
even call on them for help if they get worsted in a
fight, exclaiming, Avengersof my mother's house,
come out
The Masai believed that tlic female
snakes thus invoked would bite such as had not
adopted tliem as a totem.
It has even been thought by some Masai, probably not earlier than the latter years of the I9th
cent., that the souls of very great chiefs are not
sufficiently ]>rovided for by transmigration to a
snake, but in some way go to heaven, to tlie abode
of Eu-ai.
It is not impossible that this growing
belief may have resulted from their talks with the
early missionaries in E. Africa. They certainly
believe that there is what we should define as a
soul, some impalpable living essence, and that this
quits a man's uody when he falls asleep. Therefore
a sleeper must not be too suddenly awakened lest
the soul be left outside the body and the man die.
In one mood the Masai will assert that no such
things as 'ghosts' exist, because they cannot be
in another they appear to believe that
seen
ghosts do exist and can be seen by cattle, though
not by men. Wlien a herd of cattle halts and
stares fixedly at .something, if it is not a lion or a
leopard, it is a ghost.
6. Divination.
They also believe in omens, and,
like all the Negro peoples of E. Africa, pay great
attention to tlie cries and the actions of birds
which are propitious or unpropitious.
Their
medicine-men practise divination of future events
(1) by shaking a handful of stones out of a horn,
(2) by examining the entrails of a slaughtered
goat, (3) l)y getting drunk on mead, and then
prophesying at random, and (4) by the interpretation of (1 reams.

considered unlawful. When they finish their meal,
they stand up and sing a song, which may be
rendered ai)i)roximatcly thus (paraphrased from
Hollis)
'

Prayers.— The Masai have a very real belief
if they are vague about His personality and uncertain whether they are praying to
the Great (iod of the Finnament or to tlie Black
God of the Upper Clouds, to one or other they
7.

God, and,

—

make sacrifices of sheep a rite usually
conducted by the women, who, as a matter of
course, pray twice a day, while men and children
only occasionally utter prayers. In these prayers
men and women associate the evening and morning
stars, and even the snow peaks of the great mountains, Kenya and Kilimanjaro, with the Deity.
They pray for children and for the health of their
children, for rain, for successes in time of war, and
The present writer, however,
plenty of cattle.
when residing many years ago at Tavoita near the
eastern base of Kilimanjaro, noted that the men of
the Wa-Taveita (mainly Masai in race and religion,
though now speaking a Bantu language) could jiray
most earnestly and lonchingly to Efi-ai, the Tower
of the Sky, if their chiMren were sick.
When one of their number gives birth to a child,
the Masai women gather together and take milk
to the mother they then slaughter a sheep, which
is called a purifier of a hut,' or
simply a purifier.'
The women slaughter the animal by them-fehes
and eat all the meat, and no man may approach
the spot where the animal is .slaughtered, for it is
occasionally

;

'

'

pray,
it rains,

offspring:.
;

;

:

'Black god. Ho
God water us
O thou of the uttermost parte of the earth.
Black ijd, Ho
God water us.'
!

;

!

in

I

To thee onl^' every day do I pray.
Thou morning star
To thee only every day do I pray,
Thou who art of Bwect savour liite eage plants.
To thee only every day do I pray.
Who art prayed to and who hcarest
To thee only every day do I praj.'
Women and children also pray for rain. The
old men's prayer in time of drought (chanted round
a bonfire of sweet-smelling wood into which is
thrown a charm from the medicineman) is

'

—

whom

Give nie

'

;

;

Oofi to

God who thunders and

!

Young men pray that their battle raids may be
back heras of
successful and that they may
brin^
cattle.
All ^hese prayers seem to be indifferently
addressed both to God and to the morning and the
evening star. God is not confused with tne sun or
the moon, but is something behind, above, beyond,
and more powerful than these heavenly bodies,
which are lieings of either sex that alternately
marry and quarrel. Of the stars other than the
planets Venus and Jupiter they take little heed,

with the exception of tne Pleiaaes (the appearance
which in tJie heavens is indicative of seasonal
(changes), the Sword of Orion, and Orion's Belt.
CoMicts are perturbing as indicative of approaching
of

disasters.

8. Source of Masai religion. — M. Merker, a
German officer, who liveil much among the Masai
of German E. Africa, published a work (first issued

in 1904) in which, after discussing various Masai
beliefs and customs, he attributes these and, in
part, the origin of the Masai, to a strong wave of

Semitic influence from the north, even reviving
that old story, the dispersal of the Ten Tribes. It
is difficult to understand how he can see anything
in Masai belief and ritual that especially suggests
Jewi.sh blood or influence and at the same time
overlook the presence of similar beliefs and rites
in the intervening Hamites or the Semiticized
For unnumbered centuries waves of
Somalis.
Caucasian iiilluence and even trickles of Caucasian
blood have been passing from Western and Southern
Arabia, Syria, and Eg.ypt through Ethiopia into
Nileland, the Central and Western Sudan, and the
steppes and forests and lake regions of K. Africa.
The Rlasai have brought their share of these beliefs,
superstitions, ami customs from their northernmost
centre of development somewhere, possibly, in the
basin of Lake Kudolf, a region that, no doubt, was
influenced from Abyssinia a score of centuries ago,
as it is at the present day. At the same time,
attention should be given to Merker's records of
Masai traditions and beliefs, especially as set forth
in the later edition of his work {Die Miisdi, lierlin,
1910). A. C. Hollis, whose own work on the Masai
is one of importance, ami Albert Steggall, a missionary long resident in the eastern part of Masailand, J)oth argue that Mcrkir got his information

—

regarding Masai beliefs chiefiy from Masai who
had long been connected with the Boman Catholic
mission, and, con.sequcntly, that these informants
were merely giving liini ver.sions of the Hebrew
tr.tditiims in the OP. The rc'ceiitivity of the Mftsai
mind is no doubt great liut no mission had been
established in those regions a sulficient length of
time for much teaching to have been inijiarted to
M.isni boys, nor, from what the present writer
knows of mission work in those regions, is it likely
that either Bmnan Catholic or Protestant missions
;

MASBOTILEANS-MASE
at that stage in their development spent much time
in translating and teaching the book of Genesis to
Masai inquirers.
It is more probable that the
ancestors of the Masai in their northern home were
in contact with the Christian Gallas or
Abyssinians,
and from them imbibed those ideas of Adam and
Eve and the other traditions regarding the great
Patriarchs which irresistibly recall the legends enshrined in the first chapter of Genesis ; or the ideas
may even have percolated through N.E. Africa in
pre-Christian days, when the Jews and Iduniieans
were influencing a good deal of W. Arabia and of

Ethiopia.
stories transcribed by Merker are not only
and Eve,
reminiscent of the Jewish myths of

The

Adam

Cain and Abel, Enoch, Methuselah, Lamech, and
Abraham, but even extend to a personality like
Moses, actually bearing the name of Musanna (or
Marumi). There are even traces of a belief in a
fiery serpent, of the

Ten Commandments

of Sinai,

and of a paradise garden like Eden.
A good deal of this account of the Masai religion
must be taken in the past tense. Year by year old
beliefs and traditions are fading away, and the
people are becoming either absolute materialists
(with the white man as their wonder-working
divinity) or adherents of the various Christian
missions, to which they are proving useful and
influential converts.
LrrERATURK. In addition to the works of HolHs and Merker
quoted throughout, see J. L. Krapf, Vocabularr/ ofthe Eugiituk
Etoikob, or Language of the WaKuafi J\'ation, Tubineren, 1854
(Preface is noteworthj-) J. Erhardt, Vocabularj/ of the Enguduk Iloigob, as spoken by the Masai Tribes in E. AfHca, Basel,
1867; J.'Thomson,rAio»(;A5frts<l! La >irf, London, isS5 H. H.
Johnston, The KV.ima-njaro Expedition, do. 1885, The Ifgauffa
Protectorate-, do. 1904 S. L. and H. Hinde, The Last of the

—

;

;

;

H. H. JOHNSTON.

Masai, do. 1901.

MASBOTH.«ANS.—According to Eus..ff£' IV.
Hegesippus had written of the Hemerobaptists and the Masbothjeans {ilaa^udatoi)^ as
two distinct seets ' in the circumcision among the
children of Israel.' The brief characterizations of
the Ma.sbothtean sect given by the ancient heresiologists are based simply upon their etymologies
of the name, which they connect either with the
word 'sabbath' or with ni3x, 'will,' 'purpose.'
Among modern scholars A. Hilgenfeld lias advanced
xxii. 5f.,

the conjecture that the Masbotha^ans were the
followers of the early heretic Thebuthis, also mentioned by Hegesippus, but in all likelihood the
name simply means 'baptists.' In glossaries of
Palestinian Aramaic the only word given for baptism is masbStthd, and, as we know that among
the Mandcieans on the Euphrates the regular term
for ceremonial imnier.sion in running water was
(tnui-KO (see art. M.\ND.i;ANS,
we can hardly
p. 387''),
doubt that Mairj3w9aioi signifies people in whose
religious practice such immersions formed an outThus the Gr. term Hemero.standing element.
baptists' might quite well have been applied to
the same group, and the idea that the two names
'

'

'

denoted difl'erent sects may simply have been a
mistake on the part of Hegesippus.
It is, no
doubt, the case that in the time of Hegesippus
there were among the Jews various parties which
advocated the practice of immersion, each, howthere were,
ever, after its own particular form
e.g., the devout, who bathed every morning and
evening, and the bathers of the early morning,'
who thought it necessary to perform an immersion before morning prayer.
The term Hemerobaptists' would, of course, be quite appropriate for
both groups.
The designation Masbothseans,' however, would
> In
Apost. Const, vi. e .Ma<r^a,()eoi (e = nc); the fiirin itmbii:

'

'

'

?Art2i'(einend. Mnzbrtthcpi) appears as a I.AC. transrriplion of the
n.auie from the Armeii.tr. ofaS.vr. text in oneoftht two.MSSed.

G. Moesin^jer, Evangelii cona-rduntis expositiu facta a sancto
Ephnenw, Venice, 1^76, p. 2SS.
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also suit the Elkesaites, and, in fact,
jiointedly
suggests that sect, as the Elkesaite tradition contains the name 2o;3ia(, formed from the same verbal
root as KmnsND (cf. art. Elkesaites, vol. v. p.
265*).
By the time of Hegesippus the Elkesaites
had become so numerous in Palestine
though
only, it is true, in the territory east of the Jordan
that he can hardly have remained ignorant of
their existence.
On these grounds, accordingly,

—

—

would seem veiy probable that those who had
become known to hiin as the sect of the Masbothseans were none other than the Elkesaites.

it

LiTERiTURE.— A. Hilgenfeld, Die Ket:ergeschichte des UrW. Brandt, Vie vuinddiiche
Leipzig, 1SS4

christeiitiims,

:

Religion, do. 1889, p. 180, Elchasai, do. 1912, p. 42 ff. On the
.Jewish Hemerobaptists and bathers of the early morning ' :
Brandt, Die jiidischen Baptismen, Giessen, 1910, pp. 48-51,
92 ff\V.
'

Brandt.

MASK. — A mask

may be defined as a moulded
surface, representing tlie anterior half of a head
and face, and usually worn over the face of a person.
Further significations are the cast taken from the
face of a dead person and the parallel form in
sculpture the front half of a human head and
face preserved and the head of a fox.
division
'
is made by W. H. Dall into
mask proper, niask-

—

—

A

'

'

resembling mask but worn not upon but
above or below tbe face, and 'maskoid,' resembling
mask, but not intended to be worn.' This division
is primarily anthropological.
The use of masks in one form or other and for
various purposes has been practically universal in
all stages of culture above that which the natives
of Australia may be assumed to represent.
The
ette,'

greater proportion of the Polj'nesian jjeoples are
an exception. It will be most convenient to arrange the subject according to the purposes for
which the mask is employed, incidentally noting
details of form and manufacture and variations of
general type. It may be noted at once that both
in form and in use there is the usual similarity between the most widely separated races. The mask
is Ln most
cases ethnologically independent in
origin.

as to the original
— TheViews
usual purpose of a mask
I.

meaning of masks.
disguise by a more

is

or less defined impersonation, impersonation alone,
or, more rarely, protection, physical or moral.
The figures impersonated may be real persons,
imaginary persons, especially spiritual and divine,
or various animals and natural objects. Kobertson
Smith regarded the use of animal masks in religious ceremonial as a survival of an earlier practice
according to which the worshipper put on the skin
of a \'ictim, in order to
envelop himself in its
sanctity.'^ In the form of a 'maskette' many
peoples have used the heads of animals, even as a
war head-dress. The ritual mask is frequently
credited with the power of imparting to the wearer
the qualities of what it represents. The Eskimo
believe that the wearer is mysteriously and tm'

'

'

consciously imbued with the spirit represented by
the mask, and, when wearing the mask of a totem,
lie becomes that totem.'
In the drama of the
Pueblo Indians the actor is supposed to be transformed into the deity represented.''' The wearer
of a mask in the dances of primitive peoples is
'
assimilated to the real nature of the being represented'
But neither this
possessed by him.'
belief nor the desire to be enveloijed with sanctity
can be regarded as the original factor in the invention of the mask.
Dall considers the original mask
1 W. H.
Dall, On Masks, Ubrets," etc., in S RBEW [18S4I, p.
'

'

'

—

'

93.
2 W. R.
Smith, Re!. S/m.", London, 1894, p. 437 f.
3 E. W.
Nelson, in IS
(1S90J, pt. i. j). 394 t.
* J. G.
Frazer, Totemi.'tm aiid Exo'jauvy, London, 1010,

RBEW

227
5

f,

H. Webster, Pvimitiee Secret' Societies,

76 a.

iii.

Kuchina means both 'deity' and 'masker.'

New

York, 1908, p.
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to have l)eeii a shield liclil in the hand lo protect
the face from missiles, and later worn on the face,
after wliich it was carved into a terrifying aspect,
with tlie object of frightening the foe. On another
line of development it became the helmet but this
view also fails to give any original psychological
element. The Australians do not liave the mask,
but in their ceremonies they disguise the face by
Previous to
l)ainting, or with down and blood.
the invention of the Attic dramatic mask, the
Dionysian mummers painted their faces with wine,
possibly with the idea of assimilation to the deity,
as in the case of the ancient Roman kings and
generals, whose faces were painted with vermilion
on state occasions to resemble Jupiter. But this
idea is clearly secondarj-. Again, it cannot be
argued that the mask is a develojiment from the
custom of painting the face. The two are parallel
reactions to the irreducible dramatic instinct in its
elemental phase of the assumption of another perThe elaborate facial make-up of modern
sonality.
dramatic art is, when contrasted with the Attic
a
fair
masks,
analogy to the blackened face of the
modern peasant mummer, as contrasted with the
wooden masks of the N. American dancer. AVe
may conclude that the ideas of assimilation,
whether magical or religious, of terrorism, of protection, and even of disguise are secondary, and
that the primary meaning of the mask is dramatic
the mask is a concrete result of the imitative

inquisitor, the Vehme of mediajval Europe being
a historical case. Executioners wore a mask,
and possibly the black cap of the judge is an
adaptation.

instinct.

prise practically the

;

—

These institu5. The mask in secret societies.
tions are practically universal in the middle culture.'
In some cases they include among their
functions the administration of some form of
This, like all their ijroceedin<;s, is carried
justice.
out with mummery, and the mask is employed
along with other disguise or impersonation.
The Sindungo society of Loango collects debts
the collectors wear masks.' The Kulikwi, Egbo,
and Egungun are other instances of these W.
African societies their masks are based on various
ideas connected with tlie tutelary spirits of the
society.' The Ogboni society of the "iToruba-speaking peoples is closely connected with the priesthood,
and the kin^ is obliged to submit to its decrees.
The mask of Egungun represents a hideous human
face ; he is supposed to be a man risen from the
dead, in order to spy out what is going on in the
land of the living and carry off those who misbehave.* The Tamate of the Banks' Islands is a
;

;

secret society whose name means 'ghosts.' The
members possess much power, and periodically
hold meetings and processions, wearing their

masks."

The famous Duk-duk societies' of New Britain,
Ireland, and the Duke of York Islands com-

;

The various purposes, therefore, to which the
mask is applied have no necessary development
from one another, but are natural applications to
particular purposes of the original mimetic instinct.
2. Warmasks.
These are not of frequent use. In
Central and E. Africa warriors used hideous masks
of zebra-hide.
The natives of Yucatan wore masks
representing lions, tigers, and so forth, to terrify
the enemy.
In mediseval Europe and Japan
soldiers wore helms fronted with frightful masks.'
The frontal skull on the helmet of the German
'
Death's Head Hussars is of similar origin.
For other purposes than
3. The mask of terror.
those of battle, the terrorist idea has been applied.
The Chinese placed horrible paper masks on the

—

'

'

'

—

faces of their children in order to frighten away
the demon of smallpox.^ In Africa there has been
the office of 'sham devil.' In China, in order to
neutralize the
of an evil spirit, a man was
activity

masked to represent it, and placed in its sphere of
operations to discourage its advance.' The Greek
myth of the Gorgon's head was inspired by similar
ideas, with which a primitive custom may be comin Timor-laut, in order to deceive evil
pared
spirits and prevent them from injuring the remains
of a dead man, a coco-nut mask was
jdaced near
the body.* The further idea is here involved of
protection by means of a mask which, so to .say,
draws the enemy's lire.
similar use of the mask is seen in the expulsion
of evils.
The people of China and Celebes, when
'driving out devils,' blacken theu- faces or wear
masks. Possibly the masked Perchten of Central
Europe had originallj' a similar function. There
may have been a mimic struggle between the
Beautiful and the Ugly masks, .symbolizing a
struggle for the crops ; masked mummers at Kayan
Bowing festivals represent evil spirits.''
4. The mask of justice.— Officers of justice or
terrorism assume the jiersonality of a supernatural
:

A

'

B. Andree, Eihi)o<jT(iphinehe

new

ParaiUJen wnd Vergteiche,

ser., Iioipzig, 1889,' p. 118ff. ; Dall, p. 76.
2 J.
Doolittle, Socio; l.i/e of the Chinese, London, 18C0,
s
* lb.
Andree, p. no.
p. 13S.
» lb.
13,')
J. J. M. de

p.

;

ii.

310.

Oroot, Reli<nom Simian of CliUia.
v., Spirits of the Corn and of
vi., The Scapegoat, do. 1913,

New

whole of the adult

population.

In one aspect of

Duk-duk

a personilication of

is

male

functions the

—
justice judge,

policeman, and executioner in one. The remarkable head-dresses worn by the operators arc
technically mask-like structures, representing some
spiritual force in the semblance of a cassowary.
The operators are two, Duk-duk representing the
male and Tubuan the female cassowary. The
mask worn by each is a huge hat-like extinguisher of grass or palm-libre, 6 ft. high. As far
as the body-dress is concerned, it may be said to
represent the cassowary, but the liead is like
long stick
nothing but the head of a Duk-duk.'
is at the apex, and the
tresses' are coloured red.
The female is said to be plain, the male more
gaudy. The extraordinary belief is held that the
Tubuan mask gives birth to the novices when
initiated into the society and two female masks
the purpose of
are
kept from year to year for
The persons
annually breeding two Duk-duks.
acting seem to be lost or merged in the mask. No
one is supposed t« know who the actors are. The
male masks appear to be burned after the ceremony.
The committees of adults wlio supervise the
making of j'oung men are frequently dressed in
In Torres Straits on
disguise and wear masks.
these occasions a man represents the deity Agud
he is painted all over and wears a leaf petticoat
and a turtle-shell mask. Several masked magur
(devils) frighten the novices, who are well beaten,
and are told the dreadful names of the masks.' A
'wolf society among the Nutkas holds initiation
meetings men wearing wolf-masks carry off the
'

'

'

A

'

;

'

'

;

;

novices.*
See Webster, op. eit.
2 A. Bastitvn, Die deutsche Expedition an der Loango-KHtle,
Jena, 1871, i. 122.
8
Andree, p. V^al.
* A. B.
Ellis, The yoruho-.tiii-aking Peoples 0/ tht Slavt Coat!
of
Africa, London, 18(11, pp. !W, 107.
"R. U. Oodrington, in J AI x. (1881)287 8.
1
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1883, pp.
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MASK
mask. — The

6. The divine
shaiiian of N. W.
America, e.g., amoug the Makahs, has on« mask
for each of hia familiar spirits.
When K'^i'ig
stance, he puts on a mask and sumuions the spirit
with his rattle.' The Eskimo shamans, in making
their masks, give expression to tlieir iileas of tlie
Here is a primitive source of
spirits represented.
creative plastic art.
The shaman is said to be aide
to Bee through the animal-mask to the manlike

'-^

In the ritual of ancient Mexico the
priest wore a mask representing the god.^ On the
other hand, i)riest3 in Nigeria may not wear or
touch a mask.''
From a similar point of view the proteg6 of a
guardian spirit wears a mask, when dancing, to
represent that spirit and identify himself with it.*
face behind.^

The Monumbo

of

New Guinea

wear masks repre-

senting guardian spirits, when they appeal to them
for help, fair weather, and the like, among the
masks being those of kangaroos, dogs, and cassowaries.
The masks, when made, are fumigated
in order to put life into them.'
They are treated
with respect and addressed as if they were living
man
mask
wears
a
persons.*
representing his
totem. This practice is common in N.W. America,'
and the belief is that the wearer becomes the
totem-animal.
The image of a god may wear a mask the
Mexicans placed on the face of certain idols masks
of a human face cut off from the skull and preserved.
They also used elaborate masks with
pyrites for the eyes, and obsidian and turquoise
mosaic in bands across the face.* The image of
tlie goddess
Our Mother' wore a two-faced mask,
and her priest donned a replica of this.'
In connexion with the
7. The death-mask.
dead the mask has been exploited along interesting lines, assisting among other things the art of
portrait sculpture. Besides the practice of embalming or otherwise preserving the heads of dead
friends or enemies, several peoples have made
masks of these. One such has been mentioned as
placed upon the face of a Mexican idol, and there
is a fine example in the Christy collection in the
In New Britain and elsewhere
British Museum.
'

A

;

'

—

and New Guinea, such masks (skull
masks) were worn in sacred dances.'" The Mexicans
in Melanesia

placed painted masks or masks of gold or
turquoise mosaic on the faces of their dead kings."
The Aleuts covered the faces of their dead with
masks. '^
The meaning of the last practice is
obscure, but the Aleuts think that it is intended
to protect the dead against the glances of evil
Their practice of wearing masks in certain
spirits.
religious dances, so as not to behold the idol round
which they revolve and whose glance means death,
may be compared.'' Similarly, among the Guaymis
of Panama, during the initiation of yoiuig men,
the women who attend upon them wear masks. '^
Basuto girls at puberty wear straw masks," and
also

Lillooet girls (British Columbia) wear goat-.skin
masks at the same period.'" In Mexico, when the
king was ill, the images of the gods were masked,
possibly to prevent them from drawing away his
1
Dall, p. 110
Frazer, Totemisiii and Exogamy, iii. 438 f.
:

3 Andree,
Nelson, p. 394 f.
p. 117.
4 N. W.
Thomas, Anthropological Report on the Ibo-spcak'ntg
i.
58.
London,
1913,
Peoples of Nigeria,
5 F.
Boas, in Report 0/ U'.S. A'at. litis. /or 1S05 [Washington,
1897J, pp. 337, 396 ; Frazer, Totemism and Exogamy, iii. 436.
6
G£3, pt. vi., The Scapegoat, p. 382.
7
Nelson, loc. cit. ; Fi-azer, Totcmiim and Exogamy, iii. 27.'i f.
-

8

9
10

DaU, p. 96.
ffB3, pt. vi.,
E. B. Tylor,

"

14

;
Dall, pp. 96
Dall, p. 105.

15 E.
'9 J.

p. 268(.

idea of disguising a person dangerous
may be connected with the practice,
mask is merely a veil. In Siam and
Cambodia masks of gold were placed on the faces
of dead kings.
The Shans have the same custom,
using masks of silver or gold.^ These cases and
the next seem to touch upon the idea of a portrait.

The Egyptian

mummy had an artificial face forming part of the portrait superstructure over the
Death-masks proper, of gold, silver,
bronze, and terra-cotta, have been found in Mesopotamia, Phoenicia, the Crimea, Italy, France, the
Danube valley, and Britain.' The most conspicuous and complete examples are supplied by Mycense
and Rome. In the famous shaft-graves opened at
'
Mycenre golden masks, clearly portraits,' were
found, corresponding to men and children. Those
at least of the latter, being of thin gold leaf,
'
must have been moulded with the hand on the
faces of the dead.' The masks of the men were of
thicker plate, and had no eye-holes.
'The hands
and feet of the children were also wrapt in gold
*
leaf.'
This suggests that the informing idea was
similar to that of swathing the dead, painting the
and
otherwise decorating, while protecting,
face,
the corpse. The Roman nobiles kept wax portraitmasks of their ancestors in the atrium.^ The dead
nobilis lay in state for seven days, during which the
embalmer {pollinctor) took a mould of tlie face,
which he then cast in wax, and painted with the
natural colours. The mask was placed on the dead
man's face, or, in case of putrefaction, on an effigy.
After the burial the mask was hung in tlie atrium,
corpse.

possibly fixed on a bust, and under it was a titulus
name and exploits of the man represented. These imagines were connected by lines,
giving the genealogical succession, and termed
stemmata. The ius imaginum gave a man the
right of having his imago carried in the funeral
train of a descendant.
The remarkable custom

giving the

was that a man was followed

to his

tomb by all his

ancestors, their masks being worn by persons as
similar as possible in stature and form, riding in
chariots.
Marcellus was attended by six hundred
of his forefathers and kin.
The imagines were
crowned with laurel on feast days. By Pliny's
time the wax masks were giving way to clipeatte
imagines, i.e. medallions of metal.''
Since Roni.an times the method of securing a
by taking a mould of the dead man's face
Eortrait
as been continued in the case of great personages.

This

is

'

the

death-mask

'

of sculpture.

The dramatic mask. —The secret
N.W. America are, in contrast with

8.

of

societies
those of

Melanesia and Africa, chiefly concerned with
dramatic representations. Their 'masonic' privileges are important, but they exercise little
in fact, these societies might be deauthority
scribed as amateur dramatic clubs, with a religious
Frazer
setting like that of the mediseval gilds.
a religious drama
describes the institution as
like that of ancient Greece.' Various purposes
other than that of entertainment are fulfilled by
the performances various, too, are the characters
represented, according to the constitution of the
society, whether toteniic or consecrated to guardian
;

'

'

;

But the essence of their
spirits or otherwise.
1
GB3, pt. ii.. Taboo and the Perils 0/ the Soul, London, 1911,
96
n.
p.
J. B. Pallegoix, Description du royauine Thai ou Siam, Paris,
1864, i. 247; J. Moura, Le Royau7ne du Cambodge, do. 1882, i.
349 A. R. Colquhoun, Amongst theShan^, London, 1885, p. 279.
3 See
Antike Gesichtshelme and
generally O. Benndorf.
'•^

'

p. 388

;

C. E. Brasseiir

1.,

1864-6(3,

148.
15 lb.

p.

139.
665.

Totemism and Exogamy, iii.
Casalte, The Basutos, London, 1861, p. 268.
Teit, TJ<e Lillooet Indians, Leyden and New York,

Frazer,

Some

soul.'

or in danger
and here the

;

The Scapegoat, p. 287.
Anahuac, London, 1861,

de Bourbourg, Monuments anciens du Mexique, Paris,
p. viii. pi. 43
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DWAW,

1878.
Sepulcralniasken,' in
4
Frazer, Pausanias, London, 1898, iii. 107.
»
xxxv. 2 (6).
Pliny,
« lb.
Polyb. vi. 63 ; Tac. Ann. iii. 76, iv. 9 Serv. ad Xn.
V. 64, vi. 802
Benndorf, p. 371 ; A. H. Grpenidge, art.* Iniag-o,'
in Smith's Dictionary of Greek and Homan Antiquities^,
London, 1890-91.
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;
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function

pantomime, and

is

tlio

nia>k

is

the means

Tlic masks are made of various
of imiicrsonation.
woods alder, mai'lc, or cotton-wood
tliey are
lar"o and prominent of featiire, painted red, fdack,
ana wliite. In some of tlie "jrotesque sort the eyes

—

;

and jaws are movable, and worked by a strin;;.
Some are held by means of a moutlibar. Some
masks are two-faced, enabling the actor suddenly
to change his character.' The masks are sui-ronmled, as usual, with considerable mystery, and
are burued or thrown away at the end of the
For their manufacture and use there are
season.

No

elaborate rules.

them

bein;;

fingers.'

made.

uninitiated person may see
Little masks are worn on the

The masks represent human persons —

—

mythical, sometimes hideous or animals. Ancestors, spirits, sidia (tutelary spirits), natural
objects (e.i/., the sun-mask of the Kwakiutl, 'set
round with seal's whiskers, and feathers, which
^adually expand like a fan''), animals, and birds
form the subjects of a remarkably varied collection.
The Tsimshiana have a mask representing
the thunder-bird, and at the performance mock
lightning is produced and water is poured from the
roof on the spectators.
Salish masks represent
the ancestors of the clans, viz. the wolf, owl, frog,
and coyote. But, since the wearing of a mask is rewirded as being unlucky, well-to-do men hire professionals to represent them.
This idea may be
compared with civilized prejudices against the
actor's profession.
The dances are pantomimic
representations of the myths stored by the society,
and may thus be compared with the magical
pantomimes of the Australians, intended to encourage the natural processes which they represent,
and, on the other hand, with the mediasval
'

morality,' which

was an

in good
a sort of
mysterious glamour over the performance and at
the same time allows the actor to remain unknown.''' Apart from entertainment, the pantomimes are performed in honour of dead personages,
or to bring blessings on a
particular man or the
commnnity. In N. >V. Brazil a very pretty pantomime is performed in honour of the dead, at which

and

evil.

The use

object-lesson
of the ma-sk throws
'

the m.asked actors represent the gorgeously-coloured
birds and insects of the forest.'' The drama of the
Pueblo Indians is remarkable it has features resembling those of the morality and the tJreek
drama. Divine beings are tlie characters represented by masked actors. The performances take
place in the village square, and have (at least as a
secondary object) the intention of procuring rain,
good crops, or prosperity in general.*
The Lamas of Tibet practised a regular religious
drama, exactly parallel to the European morality
and mystery tliere were good and evil spirits, a
protecting deity, men, and animals, and for all
there were the appropriate masks.' The Burmese
drama employed masks for character types such as
king and minister." Siamese actors wore paper
A
ma-sks, coloured green, red, black, or gold.
peculiarity was that the wearer did not speak the
parts were spoken by prompters.' In Japan the
dramatic masks of paper or lacquered wood were
very elaborately artistic, gods, demons, men, and
animals being represented in masks bygood artists.'"
' J. O.
8mtn, The Indians ot Cape Flattery,' in Smithsonian
;

;

;

'

(VVasliington, 1870] 6n£f.
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;
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The clrama of ancient .Athens, l>oth trajrio and
comic, employed the mask, which hail been \i,so<l
in the old Bacchic mummeries that seem to have
produced the ilrama. Trevion-sly the mummers
had smeared their faces with wine or covereil them
with fig-leaves. Similarly, the
of Latium
peasants
wore masks of bark in the Bacchic festivals.' The
of
was
first
dramatic use
masks
establishe<l
by
Thespis, who previou.sly had painted his face with
white lead or purslane. Linen masks unpainted
were then adopted
Choerilus improved them
Phrynichus introduced female masks and .^ischy;

;

;

added paint and generally hxed their forin.^
The Greek mask was made of linen, or, someIt was large (in tragedy)
times, of cork or wood.
lus

to correspond to the superhuman proportions of the
actors.
The onkos {6yKos), a cone-shaped prolongation of the upper part of the forehead, added size
and dignity to the head. The white of the eye

was painted strongly, but an aperture was made
The mouth was permanently
for the actor to see.
opened wide, and the tradition remains, unexplained, that resonance was given to the voice by
means of the shape of the mask. .Ml that the
mask aimed at was the bold emphasizing of types
every feature was exaggerated, and in the hu^e
No
theatres of the Greeks this fact was essential.
change of facial expression being possible and the
;

finer shades of emotion being excluded, the mask
prevented any considerable evolution of the psychoIt would be difficult to imagine
logical drama.
the part of Hamlet played in a mask.'^ Pollux
enumerates twenty-eight styles of tragic masks.
The tyrant's mask had thick black hair and beard
and wore a frown. The lover's face was pale.''
The comic mask was, in the Old Comedy, the
portrait of a real person 'when Aristophanes presented The Clouds, Socrates stood up in the auditorium to enable the audience to identify the mask
of his impersonation
but, when C'leon was to be
staged, the makers refused to supply a mask, such
was the fear inspired by the demagogue. In the
New Comedy of manners types were represented.
The hot-tempered old father wore a mask with one
eyebrow drawn up and the other normal he expressed his changes of temper by turning this or
that side.'' The Roman tirama dispensed witli
masks until the time of Roscius, who is said to
have introduced them on his own account, being
ugly and atl'ected with a squint but they had
always l^een worn in the old-fashioned Atet/aiue,
in wliich an actor, when hissed, was obliged to
remove his mask."
In mediaeval Europe and England the mask was
used in the folk-drama from which the modern
drama was evolved. At the Feast of Fools references are made to the wearing of masks through
the period from A.D. 1200 to 1445.' The term
visor' was usual for the mask.
.Mumming and
'disguising' were terms for the various folk-plays,
which were often suppressed." A side-development
of this drama, and a now aiiplication of the word
mask,' were made in the masque
popular in
Elizabethan times.'
The theory of Frazer as to the magical and religious origin of the drama may be tested by the
'

;

;

;

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

He writes :
special case of the mask.
1 A. E.
Haigh, The Attie Theatre', Oxford, 1907,
« lb.
pp. 239. 242.
8 See Aul. Ocll. V. 7,
*

'

p. 239.

and Smith's Diet, nf Gr. and Rom.
this term refers to the resonance.

Antiq.*, 8.V. Persona :
4 Pollux, Onojnastieon, iv. 133-141.
»
Haigh. pp. 262, 264.
* Smith's Diet, n/ <rr. and Rmn. Antig.', s.v. ' Persona.'
' E. K. Chambers, The Mrdiamt Stage, Oxford. 1908,
391.
8 Ih.
p. 394.

'

'

i.

Skeat connects the terms mumming,' mummer,'
with the Low German Mumme (' mask ') it is ononmtopeeic
from jnum, mom, used by nurses to frighten or anuise i-hildreu,
while pretending to cover the face.
;

1 iti.
p.

400 ir.

MASSEBHAH
'Actors sought to draw dowu bkisiiiijs ou the commanity by
mimicking certain powerful superhuman beings and in their
assumed character working those beneficent miracles which in
the capacity of mere men they woiUd have confessed themselves

powerless to

effect.'

1

of the Central
strong piece of evidence

Australian natives are a
in favour of this view, but it seems more probable
that the native mimetic instinct expressed itself
first with no particular purpose, being later applied
It is imposto various magical or religious aims.
sible to prove that the earliest masks or even facepaints represented anything but fanciful characters
of merely dramatic import." The Instinctive delight
in personal disguise is a universal element in all the
applications of the mask, and is repeated to-day in
the custom of civilized peoples of wearing a mask
on the upper part of the face at fancy-dress balls,
which reproduce the barbaric entertainments of
lower cultures. The burglar's mask is another
modem reproduction of the idea of disguise, but
9.

for utilitarian purposes.

The swinging mask.— Cases have been

of the

mask being separated from

becoming more or

less

of

an

its

cited

wearer and

The ancient

idol.

These
Italian oscilla are an interesting parallel.
were miniature masks in wax, marble, or terracotta, and apparently wool, which were hung up
on trees at agricultural festivals, and allowed to
swing in the wind.' The intention may have been
magical, to make the crops or vines grow, by disseminating magical force, by swinging high,* or
by the virtue of movement.
10. Masks in metaphor and history.
Many

—

obvious metaphors have been inspired by the mask,
which need not be recapitulated. In history the
Faux Visages, a section of the Ghibelline faction
in the 13th cent., other^vise the Mascarati, are
curiously repeated in name by the False Faces
The man in the
secret society of the Iroquois.'
iron-mask' is a historic mystery illustrating the
permanent fascination of this element of applied
psychology.
'

'

'

liiTKRATORK.— This

is

ftUly given in the article.

A. E. Crawley.

MASS.—See

Deuteronomic code and in the Law of Holiness
(Lv 26'), and the editor of the books of Kings
estimates their character in the light of this pro-

The

hibition.

The uumetic magical ceremonies

employed
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Eucharist.

earlier writers,

especially

E and

Hosea, see no harm in these stones ; but the teaching of the other prophets of the 8th cent, evoked
an aversion, and Hezekiah, Josiah, and Deuteronomy insist on their destruction. Later writers,
such as P, consider the altar a divinely authorized
instrument of worship, and they scruple to describe
the patriarchs as having anything to do with the
massebhah, representing them as making altars
(cf.

LXX Ex

24*,

substituting

d-ijn,

'stones,' for

Hebrew monotheism, when fully developed,
denuded sun and moon of their ancient divinity
The heaven is my throne, and the
(Gn 1'*"")
earth is my footstool what manner of house will
build unto me ? (Is 66'). At such a period in
ye
Hebrew thought there was no longer any superniaxD).

'

:

:

'

stitious regard for stones, cairns, cromlechs, or
menhirs.
Stones are used with no occult associations.

Samuel commemorates a victory by setting up a stone which
he called Eben-ezer (1 S 7'2) the Temple has two pillars, Jachin
and Boaz, set up in the porch (1 K 721) inscriptions are recorded on stone (Dt 272f-, Ex 34' [the Ten Words]) Rachel's
grave is marked by a stone (Gn ib'^O) Absalom in his lifetime
rears a pillar, called a 'hand,* to perpetuate his memory ('2 S
1818) an agreement between Jacob and Laban (Gn 31^-iS) as to
the boundary between them is marked by a btoue and cairn
;

;

;

;

;

*

(gal^edh,

cairn of witness

When men

').

sought an enduring memorial, when

they wished to make the deity the protector of a
covenant, they often chose some form of stone as
an emblem of the divine presence.
Something
more than this is indicated in a few instances.
Jacob set up a stone for a ma^^ehhdh, poured oil upon the
top o( it, and called it Bethel (Gn 2818-22 Gn SoU adds that
Jacob poured a drink-offering thereon). As the ma^t^ebhdh is
found associated with altars and itsherdh figures in religions
centres, Jacob's ceremony implies more than it states. Joshua
seta up a stone saying, This stone shall be a witness against
us for it hath heard all the words of the Lord which he spake
unto us (Jos 24'-^ E). The use of unhewn stones for an altar
(Ex 2025, Dt 27Sf-, Jos 831) betrays the feeling that the chisel
;

'

;

'

would offend the yiumen

in the stone.

Semitic and other parallels show that such
instances are surviving specimens of an elaborate
system of stone-worship. The masscb!mh is fovmd
in the cognate languages, and denotes lapides qui
divi dicuntur (Lampridius).
Among the primitive
Arabs 'the nnsb serves as an altar, the victim's blood
is smeared over it ; hence the name gharly.
It is,
however, more than an altar, it represents the godhead' (J. Wellhausen, lieste arab. Heidentnmes,
'

MASSEBHAH.— In

the

OT

massebhah

'

(.i^xc)

denotes a standing-stone, stele, obelisk, or pillar,
sometimes conceived as being an abode of spirit or
The name is derived from za:, to set up
deity.
(Phoen. nasD, 'tombstone'; Arab. nusb,v\. anmo
'

'

;

Aram.
(it)3sD).

3'X}

;

The

name Nisibis ; Palmyrene
inasseblidh is referred to as a heathen

Syr. prop,

symbol of the Canaanites (Ex 23=* E, 34'^ j, Dt V
12^), and as an adjunct to a temple of Baal (2 K 3=
It is frequently conjoined with an asherah,
10^'-).
which was primarily a sacred tree and later a
stump or post (1 K 14=^, 2 K 17'° 18* 23"). Mass'bhOth and dsherim were so frequent that it could
be said that they might be found upon every high
The
hill, and under every green tree (2 K 17'°).
word massebhdh is used to describe sacred stones
in connexion with an altar (Ex 24* E [erected by
Moses], Hos 3* 10"-, Is 19" [without condemnation,
'

'

the article being considered usual in Hebrew
The strong pillars of Tyre doomed to
worship]).
destruction are called mas-fbh6th by Ezekiel (26"),
and Jeremiah (43'^) uses the same term for the
The use of
Egyptian obelisks at Heliopolis.
massebh6th is strictly forbidden to Israelites by the
1
GB^, pt. vi., The Scapegoat, p. 375 cf. the custom of wearing masks representing the animals about to be hunted. This
may have an obviously utilitarian origin (Dall, p. 107, n.).
2 See the collection in the
Godeffroy Museum, and J. D. E.
Schmelz and R. Krause, Vie ethnoin'aphisch-anthropoLofjUche
des
Museum
Godeffroy in Hambur/j, Hamburg, 1881.
AbteUung
3G. E. Marindin, in Smith's Diet, 0/ Gr. and Horn. Antiq.^,
;

t.v,

*
'

'

Oscilla.'

Om,

pt. iil.,
Dall, p. 144.

Tht Dying God, London,
.

1911, p. 283.

Herodotus
Berlin, 1887, p. 99).
Arabs making a covenant.

8) describes

(iii.

An umpire draws blood with a sharp stone from the hand of
each of the two persons making the contract, and with part of
he smears the blood on seven stones placed
between them, invoking Orotal and Alilat. Herodotus might
have added that the parties tasted each other's blood 0^> RSmitb, Kinship and Marriage, London, 1907, p. 56 ff.).
their garments

The Canaanite high-place discovered at Gezer
reveals the conspicuous place assigned to standingstones in the cult of Palestine before the Hebrew
occupation (R. A. S. Macalister, Excavation of
Phoenician coins and
Gezer, London,
1912).
temples confirm the sanctity of the stone column,
and the Greek name /SairuXos, ^aavXtov, appears
be derived from Beth-el.
*

to

Theophrastxis, in the 4th

century B.C., depicts the superstitious Greek passing the anointed stones in the streets, taking
out his phial and pouring oil on them, falling on his knees to
adore, and going his way i,PC^ ii. 165).
'

Traces of like practice are recorded down to the
present day. A full description of a shrine of
pre-Islamic stone- worship with a ritual preserving
pre-historio customs in a Turkish village of
Macedonia is given by A J. Evans in his Mycenaean Tree and Pillar Cult' {JHS xxi. [1901] 99 ff.).
'

'

'

.

due to prophetic intolerance of the irrational
and immoral that so slight traces of litholatiy
remain in the OT.
It is
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'

What mean

ye by these stones ? asked the
To
ratio tn obscuro, answered Tacitus.
seek one principle consistently applied is as hopeless in custom as in a language.
Feeling, variable
and indilTerent to logic, determines usage in regaid
RIountains have inspired awe
to sacred stones.
and allection e.g., Olympus, Fujiyama, Hermon,
Horeb, Sinai and it has been suggested that the
sacred pillar is a little model of the Holy Hill.
'

Hebrews

;

—
—

Meteontes have been found and treasured and,
if the host of lieaven received adoration, any fragment coming on a path of light, like a falling star,
or supposed to be sent amid thunder and lightning
would command devotion (cf. Diana of the
Ephesians and the image which fell down from
Jupiter [Ac 19^] /SoiriJXiov in Damascenus, quoted
by Photius [A.D. 850], Biblioth. 3426, 26 348a, 28
the Ka'ba at Mecca, as R. Burton thinks {Pilgrimage to El-Medinah and Mcccah, London, 1893, ii.
;

testimony in Lucian, and the phallic
columns at Gezer and Petra, it appears that this
was a subsidiary and occasional interpretation of
similar

the standing-stones. The feeling that the stone
slab or pillar may serve as a resting-place for the
soul is supported by the Jewish custom in Oriental
cemeteries (n"riC "'S, as they are called) of giving
The inscribed name
every individual a stone.
indicates the sex, apart from a Ki)ecial sliape of the
The tombstone of a Kabbi or of a person
stone.
who died of cholera has a distinctive shape.

—

LiTKRATrRE. In addition to sources cited in the art. see
Baudissin, art. Malsteiiio,' in PRE3 for main works since
1635 P. Thomsen, Kompendium der paUUliniachen AitertumskuniU, Tiibingen, 1913, contains references to recent periodical

W.

calendar.

Tlie structures at Stonehenge

'

had

for

the most part an astronomicaJ use in connexion
with religious ceremonials' (N. Lockyer, Nature,
see also series of Notes on
Ixxiii. [1905-06] 153
Stonehenge, ib. Ixxii. [1905] 32, 246, 270, l.xxiii.
The same conclusion is maintained with
224).
regard to the standing-stones of Stenness in Orkney
by M. Spence (Scottish Review, xxii. [1893] 401-417).
The late Hebrew term DV^n, rendered uniformly
'sun-images 'in RV (Ezk e^-", Lv 26*', Is 17» 27*,
2 Ch U" [cf. W\ 34«- '), probably represents the
TTiassebhah with solar associations.
Palestine had
a human past before the Hebrews entered it. The
stone-tables (dolmens) occurring in hundreds
suggested imitation the menhirs to the east of
the Jordan served as prototypes of the ina-sscbluih.
Of the more obvious influences specified by the
Biblical writers the commemoration of the dead
has always been the strongest inspiration.
Cup-markings on the masseb/iah or on adjoining
altars are not infrequent (cf. art. CUP- AND RlNQOn an altar they are supposed to
MAEKINGS).
on a tombstone
receive the blood of the victim
they would serve for food and drink offered to the
dead, although a plain Turk explained the hollows
on tombstones as meant to gather water for the
birds.
The cups are sometimes in the side, not on
the upper surface of the stone and they may be
arranged in the shape of a horse-shoe. Cupniarkings are held to be inconsistent with the purpose
of the pillar in one case at Gezer, and the situation showed that the cups and pillar had not
originated at tlie same period {PEFSt xxxvi.
The cupped stone is cited to explain
[1904] 1 12 f ).
Behold the stone that I have set before
Zee 3*
Joshua upon one stone are seven eyes behold, I
will engrave the graving thereof, saitli the Lord
of hosts, and I will remove the iniquity of that
land in one day.'
An article by B. D. Eerdmans (in JBL .xxx.
[1911] 109-113), entitled 'The Sepulchral Monument "Massebah,"' has revived discussion on the
;

;

;

;

.

'

:

:

;

of the pillars.
'The mft^ebah is easily explained as a house

meaning

for the soul.
deceased person is inscriljed upon
"soul." The male form
was chosen for the frraves of men, the female form for the

Therefore the
it;

name

of the

and the monument

itself is called

women (p. 118).
This result has, with some reservations, been approved by E. Sellin, who adds corroborations and,
(rraves of

MASTER AND SERVANT.— See

;

300 f.], regaining its sanctity in spite of Islam).
Moreover, the shadow of a pillar is a clue to the
movement of the sun and the regulation of tlie

'

in consequence, suggests striking interpretations
of Is 6" and 51"- (OLZ xi. [1912] UOif., 371 ff.,
568 f.).
The views of Eerdmans and Sellin are

strongly contested by K. Budde {ib. 24811'., 469(1'.).
This indication of sex is a welcome improvement
on the stiggestio concupiscenti(K which prevailed for
some time. In spite of Herodotus, ii. 106, and

D. M. KAY.

liter»ture.

;

;

'

:

Em-

ployers, Employment.

MATERIALISM.

—

Materialism is one of
several types of metaphysical theory concerning
the nature and number of the ultimate principles
to be assunud in order to explain the universe.
Dualism (y.ii.) asserts that two independent principles must be presupposed, viz. mind and matter.
Monism (q.v.) in the qualitative sense regards
these two principles as simply modes or .aspects of
one ultimate. Monism in the quantitative sense
is opposed to dualism in regarding one principle
as .sufncient. There are two kinds of such monistic
theory spiritualism, which affirms mind or spirit
to be the only ultimate reality, and materialism,
which makes the same assertion of matter. Thus,
according to the doctrine of materialism, extended,
impenetrable, eternally self-existent matter, susceptible of motion, is the one fundamental constituent of the universe ; mind or consciousness is
but a mode or a property of such matter, and
psychical processes are reducible to physical. More
precisely, there are three kinds of metaphysical
materialism, thus described by Kiilpe (Introd. to
'
Philosophy, En", tr., p. 117) : attributive materialism, which makes mind an attribute of matter ;
of matter ;
.
causal
., which makes it an eli'eet
and equative
., which looks upon mental processes as really material in character.'
1. History.
The atomism of Leucippus and
Democritus is the earliest example of materialistic
According to these philosophers, the
theory.
physical world is composed of invisible material
particles, and mind is made up of similar atoms,
smaller, rounder, smoother, and more mobile.
The theory reduced all qualitative differences to

—

—

—

—

:

.

.

.

—

quantitative (of size, form, arrangement), banished
final cause or intelligent purpose from the world,
denied the immort.ality of the .soul, and interpreted
the universe only in terms of mechanism and fixed
law. The last element in early Greek atomism
does not necessarily presuppose or involve materialistic theory, though Lange, the historian of materialism, seems to see in it the chief virtue of early

The theory of Leucippus
and Democritus was developed by Epicurus and
materialistic speculation.

Lucretius, >vith certain modifications.
At the beginning of the modern period the early
Greek materialism was revived by P. (Jassendi, who,
however, deprived it of metaphysical significance
by reconciling it with belief in God as Creator of
the atoms. T. Hobbes, at the same time, taught
a similar view, so that, though the tone of nis
philosophical system

is niateriaiiatic,

he cannot be

He strongly
called a thoroughgoing materialist.
insisted tliat all that exists is body or matter, and
that motion is the only kind of change in the universe.
Gradually developingin England, materialism perhaps reached its climax in the writings of

the FrencOi Encyclopaedists iq.v.), after science
had revealed how closely psychical states and

MATERIALISM
mental development depend on the body.
D. Holbach's SysUme de la nature (London,
which rejects every form of spiritualism and
naturalism, marks the culmination of this

ment

P. II.

with mind.

1770),

analytic

super-

move-

of tliought.

Nearer to our own time materialism appeared,
as a reaction from post-Kantian idealism, with
renewed energy in Germany, K. C. Vogt, J. Moleschott, and L. Biichner being its leading exponents
at about the middle of the 19th centurj^. Their
writings, though evincing for the first time, perhaps, in the history of materialism some sense of
the need of an epistemological foundation for a
metaphysic which resolves mental process into
material, reveal great crudity of tliought and
knowledge in this connexion, and in spite of their
popularity are of no philosophical worth to an age
which is careful and critical as to epistemological

—

—

presuppositions, especially such as are involved in
the physical sciences. Description of physical and
even mental processes, in the language of materialism, is easier to science ; and this fact, together
with the jubilant confidence with which science,
flushed with many successes, over-hastily exaggerated its own scope and functions a generation ago,
accounts for the materialistic colouring which
many generalizations of natural knowledge have
received a colouring which has often been taken

—

by students

of the physical sciences, unpractised
in phUosopliical reflexion and criticism, for an
essential implication or consequence of scientific
truth riglitly so called. T. Huxley, who on occasion could teach materialism of the most dogmatic
kind, and in another mood would capitulate to
in agnostispiritualism, sought permanent refuge
cism ; and, since his earlier and more militant

essays, materialism has found no literary champion
among British scientists. In dogmatic form it is
to be found to-day, perhaps, only in the literature
Even the monism
of secularist ' free thought.
of E. Haeckel' which is materialism in all but its
'

name, awakens no enthusiasm among

scientific

students in Britain it is rightly regarded as involving an obsolete standpoint which science,
more silent and cautious if not more critical
than formerly, has left behind.
2. The attractiveness and plausibility of materialism. The chief outbursts of materialistic metaphysic have coincided with occasions of renewed
interest in, or remarkable progress of, physical
The emergence of this tendency to regard
science.
the world as fundamentally material, at successive
epochs in the history of thought, is evidence that
materialism strongly commends itself to many
minds, especially to those whose studies chiefly
lie in the sphere of the physical sciences.
There are many reasons for the attractiveness of
materialism as a metaphysical theory or view-ofthe-world to such minds, and the view possesses
;

—

—

—

gieat plausibility when it is contemplated from
the epistemological standpoint which the natural
sciences, as well as the philosophy of common
sense or ordinary social intercourse, take for
granted. These reasons may now be specified,
and the assumed theory of knowledge whence
they derive their plausibility examined.
One reason why, as H. HoffViing says (Problems
of Philosophy, New York, 1905, p. 140), 'ever and
again essays are made in the materialistic direcsince the advent of the critical
tion, although
with such dogmatic assurance
philosophy not
as formerly,' is that our knowledge of matter, its

—

changes and

—

its

properties,

is

so

much

greater,

and so much more easy to obtain, than our knowledge of mind. Psychology is a comparatively
young science. In so far as it embraces psychophysics and is pursued in its relation to physiology,
even psychology deals with matter rather than
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And

method

in so far as it

the

is

pursued by
— the only truly psychological
one

—it is a study beset with enormous diniculties.
Moreover, such psychological knowledge as is
forthcoming and established is rarely studied by
the investigator of physical phenomena, so that
he proceeds in abstraction from essential elements
involved in every objective fact that he examines
and classifies. Psychology, again, more immediately involves metaphysics, which for the most
part is as yet disputed ground. Lastly, the physical sciences owe much of their prestige to the fact
that they are based on measurement, and, being
thus quantitative, are capable of mathematical
treatment, whereas in psychology (of the pure or
analytic kind) measurement is out of the question.
The physical sciences, again, impress us with
their connectedness.
The connectedness of the
material world exercises an overwhelming power
on our minds, and especially upon the imagination.
Mind, on the other hand, is discontinuous ; it is
known only in the form of individual minds and
these minds are not known, as yet, with anything
like certainty, to communicate with each other
through any other medium than that of matter.
Further, we know minds only in connexion with
bodies or material organisms, and, so far as observa'

'

;

tion goes, we have no knowledge of mind existing
independently of body, though again, so far as
observation goes it seems that most material
things exist without mind. Science teaches us
also of the past history of a material world which
existed for ages before organic beings, which alone
experience enables us certainly to endow with
minds, could exist upon it. Yet more impressive
is the array of facts furnished by physiology, comparative anatomy and psychology, and pathology
as to the concomitance of psychical processes with
physical, their dependence on material phenomena
such as the functioning of the brain, the correlation
of mental development throughout the animal
kingdom with organization and complexity of
brain-structure, the effects upon mind oi injury or
disease in brain tissue, and so forth. Thus a very
strong, clear, and convincing case for the priority
of matter to mind, and for the dependence of the
mental on the material, is jiresented by science ;
and there is much to suggest that consciousness
is a property, and, indeed, a product or an effect,
of matter or material process.
The progress of
science would seem, as Huxley put it, to have
meant the extension of mechanical law and the
realm of matter, and the concomitant banishment
of spirit and spontaneity from the universe, and
to afford as good ground for asserting mental

—

'

—

'

to be effects of material as for asserting
heat to be due to physical causes.
Moreover, it may be added, it is impossible to
invalidate this coherent and cumulative argument
for materialism from the standpoint of the physiNo countercase can be made, for
cal sciences.
instance, out of the fact, if it be a fact, that to
some mental events no correlated material changes
within the brain have been discovered for future
research may possibly discover them, and it is
precarious to stake our metaphysical theory on
gaps in scientific knowledge. Nor can materialism
be refuted by saying that thought, ur consciousness in general, is unlike other activities or proHeat, light, sound, and elecperties of matter.
tricity are qualitatively different, yet all of them
of
are properties
matter or of ether possessing
some of the characteristics of matter. It is a
baseless dogma that the effect must resemble the
cause, so long as we refer to phenomenal causes
and ett'ects. Science, in its more abstract developments, does indeed reduce all diversity to quantitative difference, all causality to identity, so that

phenomena

;
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heat,

electricity, etc., are resolved into
i.e. of extended and inert subbut at tliis level of analj'sis consciousness,

light,

motions of matter
.stante

;

—

looked upon as one kind of phenomenon among
others, and regarded from tlie purely or abstractly
objective point of view adopted by science, might
similarly be held capable of resolution into physical antecedents.
Perhaps the most that can be
urged, from this epistemologieal standpoint, in
opposition to materialism, is that the adoption of
it as
metaphysical truth would involve us in absolute scepticism, and therefore in doubt as to the
For, if thoughts and all
validity of materialism.
other modes of being conscious are produced by
material causes, and their co-existences and sequences are mechanically determined (so that all
purposiveness is excluded), there would seem to be
no reason for believing that any of our thoughts
and judgments, even conceming matter, are true.
This argument should suffice to dispose of the
dogmatic certainty of materialism, though not
necessarily of the possibility of its (indemonstrable)
That material change, while ever pursuing
truth.
the sole path of least resistance, should throw ott'
the connexion of which
psychical opi-phenomena,
19 that of logical sequence, is a possibility with
which the materialist must be credited, and to
which, perhaps, his opponent will allow him to be
welcome.
similar crux which materialism has
If there
to encounter is the order in the universe.
be enough disorder to disturb the equanimity of
the spiritualist and to put the theist in a difficulty,
there is surely too much order in the world to
allow the materialist to feel at home there.
But there are
3. Refutation of materialism.
more telling arguments against a materialistic
metaphysic than any of those hitherto mentioned.
They emerge only when the question of the epistemologieal standpoint of phj'sical science is raised,
and the first principles and presuppositions of such
knowledge are exposed to the searching light of

A

—

criticism.

When

science boasts of the

'

'

objectivity

of its

does not merely imply possession of
knowledge (conceming fact) such as is universal,
or capable of being common to all subjects which
is a perfectly legitimate contention
it further
drops out of sight altogether, as convenient or
essential to its own practical procedure, all reference to the subject of such Icnowledge, or to the
subjective elements which are essential to the very
existence of knowledge at all, and which survive
in some form even when science has developed its
abstractive proce.sses to the furthest limit. Ilightly
recognizing that any object of universal human
experience, such as the sun, is independent of

knowledge,

it

—

;

'

'

any individual

subject's consciousness,

we

are often

if such an object were similarly
independent of the experience of human subjects
which is a very different matter.
collectively
The phenomena which science studies are not indeed the objects of individual experience, the nature
of which in complete isolation from intercourse
with other individuals' experience we can only
guess or reconstruct in part but they are the sum
of objective elements common to many individual
experiences. Consciou.sness of an object which is
not owned, a cognition which is nobociy's, a phenomenon which does not appear to some subject;
these things are impossible, inconceivable, and
Knowled<»e, moreover, as distinmeaningless.
guished from pure jjiussive sensation (if there be
such a thing in reality), reveals the work of sub-

apt to speak as

—

—

—

;

—

ami creative elaboration and the
more generalized and abstract the principles of

jective activity

;

theoretical science become, the more, and not the
less, of this teleological or subjective shaping,

guided by interests, ends, and purposes, do they

disclose.
Thus, to con.-ider the 'objects' of universal experience as Latirely sundered from, or
of, all subjects, to regard the phenoof science as the phenomena jier se, however
convenient and harmless it may be for purposes
of ordinary discourse and practical scientific in-

independent

mena

vestigation and description, is epistemologically
Yet it is precisely
false, or, rather, nonsensical.
by the erection of this colloquial fiction into an
epistemologieal principle that materialism and all
kmdred forms of thought obtain a fixed foundation.
Experience the only ultimate datum, the
one thing which cannot be doubted or explained
away without involving the assertion of its reality
is always essentially a duality in unity, subjective and objective ; either aspect without the
other is an impossibility. Science can ignore so
long as it confines itself to its own busine.ss the
one element in experience, the subjective, though
of course its whole procedure involves subjective
activity ; and it ignores it so completely that its

—

—

—
—

students have sometimes come to look upon what
they have agreed to leave out of sight (it being
none of their business) as non-existent. Objects
come to be talked of as if tliey were really subjectless
their independence, their priority, their exclusive reality come to be atfirmed.
The scientist,
leaving himself out of account at the beginning,
cannot discover himself at the end he is thus led
to think that his own mind, which has
largely
:

;

shaped his phenomena and made them what they
are for him, is but an illusion, an eU'ect, an epiphenomenon, a shadow cast by the machinery that
he

is engaged
in contemplating.
It is small
wonder tliat, when science, without raising the

previous question as to the nature of experience
and the implications and presuppositions of knowledge, sets out in quest of a metaphysic, it should
land in materialism.
It is just as natural that,
setting out forearmed with knowledge of the elements of the science of knowledge, it should come,
when it seeks a metaphysic at all, to adopt the
opposite creed of spiritualism.
Once, then, the materialist is allowed the right
to talk of objects without implicated subjects, of
'purely objective' facts, of pnenomena /»er je, he
can proceed to lay before us an array of imposing
facts and arguments which, from the standpoint
conceded to him, are as irrefutable as they are imBut, once the epistemologieal assumppressive.
tion that objects, as known to us, can exist to be
known independently of all experiencing subjects
is shown to be impossible, the tables are turned.
Not only do the arguments in question lose all
their apparent force, but consciousness, which
materialism would resolve into an epi-phenomenal
eft'ect or property of self-existent matter, is seen to
be the primary reality, and matter as we know it is
shown to be a conceptual construction of mind.
Materialism, we conclude, misunderstands human
experience, in which subjective and objective form
one whole, while they are gradually dill'erentiated
only through increasingly complicated processes of
conceptual distinction. The objective, moreover,
is not to be identified with the material, as if these
were convertible terms. Matter is a conceptual
abstraction from experience, and so cannot be
taken for the ground or source thereof. Atoms,
and that they
again, are only figurative ideas
have to be endowed with the very attributes which,
in gross matter, they were invented to explain, if
not indeed with attributes that contradict all
observation, is a sutficient warning against adoption of the naively realistic view that they are
corporeal or material particles.
Materialism also involves the old and obsolete
assumption that the so-called secondary oliaracters
of matttT (ccilonr, tone, odour, etc.) are fiindamen;
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tally dillei ent froui tlie so-called primary (extension,
It was one of G. Berkeley's
impenetrability, etc.)great contributions to philosophy to show that this
The secondary qualities
distinction is untenable.
of matter lia\e been generally admitted to be 'in
our mind and not in matter.' But on closer
examination it is to be seen that the primary
Our idea
qualities are in precisely the same case.
of extension, for instance, is gained only through
touch or sight and the perceived 'size' of a body
material
depends on our distance from it. That a
object is of the same size, though at one time it
may appear larger and at another smaller to a
percipient, is an inference, and involves the revision
The
of the evidence of our senses by reasoning.
extension which we attribute to a physical object,
and
not
is
inferred,
then,
perceived, extension;
and, if we abstract from our idea of extension the
sensation-elements supplied by touch or sight,
nothing remains. Therefore matter possesses extension no more than it possesses colour, except as
perceived by our minds. If, then, there be anything at all (which Berkeley denied) other than
our minds and the direct action of God upon them
which causes the sensations whence our idea of
extension (or any other quality of matter) is
derived, it is obvious that this something cannot
be matter as it is perceived. There may be what
J. S. Mill called a permanent possibilitj' of sensation independent of us, whose esse is not pcreijn
but, if there be, it is an entity wholly different
from the matter of physical science and common
sense, and, for all we know, may just as aptly be
described as mind or spirit.
can, therefore,
without self-contradiction ascribe our sensations
to God (Berkeley) or to other spiritual existences
(pluralism) but we cannot ascribe them to matter
as perceived. Eitlier of the Wews just mentioned
would explain our experience
and, unless we
ascribe our sensations to the influence of other
spiritual existences endowed with 'being for self,'
we cannot but assume, with Berkeley, that the
noumenal matter, the substratum of sensations, the
substance which constitutes the permanent possibility of sensation, is but a medium or means
existing solely for our sakes, and one which, from
a theist's point of view, must seem superfluous.
The concept of matter, then, is built on the basis
of sense-impressions ; and materialism uses this
manifestly conceptual construction to explain the
It thus seeks to
origin of sense-impressions.
derive the underived from the derived.
There are several other inconsistencies involved
in materialistic doctrine, one or two of which may
Materialism implies that
briefly be mentioned.
'

'

;

'

'

;

'

'

We

;

;

everything which happens and is accompanied by
consciousness of its happening would happen equally
well without consciousness
or, in other words,
that consciousness makes no difi'erence to the
course of the world. But, if so, it is diflScult, on
the theory of evolution by survival of the fittest,
which is the current scientific explanation of the
origin and permanence of every organ and every
function, as well as of every individual organism
a7id every species, to account for the emergence,
and still more for the development, of mind.
Materialism, again, of the more thoroughgoing
tj'pe, regards consciousness as the product or effect
of matter, while cherishing the principle of ex nihilo
;

nihil Jit in its application to what physicists call
'energy.' The law of the Conservation of Energy
is often
held
though doubtless quite erroneously to assert that not only is there quantitative
equivalence between the energy which, in any
physical change, disappears in one form and that
which appears in another, but also that the sumtotal of energj- in the universe is constant.
The
latter, and illegitimate, part of the generalization

—

—
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has been a tenet of materialists and it is difficult
to reconcile it with their assertion that mental
For in every
]ihenoincna are caused by material.
^uch production of consciousness a disappearance
of physical energy should take place, unless energy
The last
is also attributable to consciousness.
view is so objectionable on many grounds to
materialists, partly because it opens the possibility
that mind can produce physical ertects, that they
have avoided working it out. Lastly, it is generally
admitted that materialism cannot explain even
the simplest type of conscious process. The difBculty of conceiving how a sensation or a feeling
could be the necessary consequence or eflect of
motion in matter or mass-points, and of imagining
how mathematical physics would cope with such
a possibility, is overwhelming; and, of course, it
has never been faced.
4. Recent substitutes for materialism: hylozoism. It is not surprising, under the pressure of
all these difficulties and in the light of tlie selfcriticism to which the structure of physical science
has of late been subjected, that materialism should
at the present time be a practically abandoned
philosophical theory. Useful as a method, it is
wanting as a metaphysic and representatives of
natural science with a leaning towards metaphysical
speculation and a preference for materialistic terminology adopt in its stead a monism which has
much in common with the ancient doctrine of
hylozoism, according to which all matter is not inert
as mathematical physics asserts for its necessary
;

—

;

—

—

postulate but living. Thus J. Tyndall was willing
to endow primordial matter with ' the promise and
potency of life' ; and W. K. Clifford, in his 'minddust' hypothesis, and Haeckel, in his imaginative

theoryof atoms indwelt byrudimentary souls, go yet
further, and couple hylozoism with pan-psychism.
Hylozoism is as ancient as the Ionian school of
Greek philosophy, and was taught in a crude form
by Thales. The Stoic doctrine of a world-soul is
another form of it, revived and developed by several
thinkers in the period of the Kenaissance (Paracelsus, Telesio, Bruno, etc.).
Hylozoism reappears
again in the writings of the Cambridge Platonists
(q.v.), as well as in the speculations of philosophers
such as J. B. Kobinet and G. T. Fechner and
pan-psychism the view that all matter is psychical
or has a psychical aspect which was held by
Spinoza (' omnia quamvisdiversisgradibusanimata'

—

;

—

[Ethics, ii. prop. xiii. note]) and Leibniz, is common
to the numerous advocates whom pluralism finds
at the present day. It is doubtful whether hylozoism, with its assertion that all matter is organized
or living, can be maintained without the further
assumption of pan-psychism, that the real elements
of the world, and all that we call
things,' are
psychical entities endowed with 'being for self;
and, indeed,' many writers seem to use the terra
hylozoism as if it included the latter doctrine.
But, without this added implication, and taken in
'

'

the etymological sense alone, hylozoism involves
the repudiation of most of the consequences drawn
from rigid materialism. For it denies the inertia
of matter and the statement that motion is exclusively caused by external forces, crediting material
bodies with capacity for self-movement, and regarding life as an inherent or essential property
of all matter as such.
Thus, as Kant saw, hylozoism is the death-blow to science
science being
understood, as Kant understood it, to mean a
The latter
priori pure or mathematical physics.
Kind ot knowledge being assumed by Kant to be
necessary and universal, lie could write thus

—

'

'

:

'The possibility of living matter cannot even be thought;
its concept involves a contradiction because lifelcssness, inertia,
constitutes the essential character o( matter {KriCik 0/ Judymttlt, tr. J. H. Bernard, London, 1S9'2, p. 304).
'
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While Kiiut lUus saw tliat liylozi)i^iii iiioaiil
ruin to science in so far as it involves the calculability (by an intelligence higher than ouis, though
strictly finite like that imagineil by Laplace) of
all past and future states of the world from a
sufficient knowledge of the position and motion
of each of its mass-points at any given moment,
modern upholders of the mindstuli' hypothesis,
and of Ilaeckel's liylozoistic or pan-psychic theory,
have not been so clear-sighted.
They would retain
materialism, for all intents and purposes, while
changing its name. Qualitative monism is, indeed,
in all its forma a position of unstable ec|uilibrium ;
or, to change the metaphor, it is a lialf-way house
(for temporary lodging) between materialism and
And, as retreat upon materialism
spiritualism.
becomes more and more impossible, as hylozoisni
is seen to possess greater
capacity to explain
actuality than the doctrine of dead and absolutely
inert matter, and as, finally, life means the power
to act or change according to an internal principle,

—

while only one such principle is known to us i.e.
thought, together with feeling, desire, and will,
which dejjend ujion it it will doubtless come to
be more and more plainly seen that the implications of natural science are not materialistic but

—

spiritualistic.
LiTRRATURB. F. A. LangTC, ExHory of MateriaXiim, Eng.
London, 1S77-S1 ; R. Flint, Antidhcistic Thraries, EdinF. Paulsen, Binleitunri in die Philosophie,
Imrgh, 1879
Berlin, 1893 J. Ward, Naturalism and Agnosticism^, London,
1907 (for epistenioloj;ical questions involved) O. Kiilpe, /7ltroduction to Philosophy, Eng. tr., do. 1897.

—

tr.,

;

;

;

F. R. Tennant.
(Chinese).— Chinese religion
and philosophy have been declared by many writers
to be materialistic one of them ' went even so far
as to regard materialism as a special creed taking
rank with Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism.
This view implies a misconception of materialism
a philosopher who does not believe in a personal
God, or who assigns to a Supreme Being a substantial body, is not a materialist.
Materialism
assumes matter to be the only basis of reality.
This is cosmological materialism,' to Ua distinguished from ethical materialism,' which sees the
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;

:

'

'

aim of life in egotism, pleasure, and sensuality.
Both are to be found in China, but they are not
at the root of her great religious systems, although
materialistic tendencies may be found occasionally.
Nobody will seriously think of imputing materialism to the Buddhist faith, which teaches that the

world
without any

nothing but a semblance, a vision
Taoism takes a .similar
view-point there exists nothing except Tao, the
Absolute, a supernatural, incomprehensible entity.
But how about Confucianism, which has often been
visible

is

reality.

:

described as materialistic?
Confucius himself owned to a benevolent agnosticism,' declining all metaphysical speculations,
but was not averse to popular beliefs and customs.
'

To a

dLsciple asking him about death he replied,
While you do not know life, how can you know
about death?' and on another occasion lie made
the remark, Show respect to the .spirits, but keep
aloof from them.' ' He believed in a superior being
which he called Heaven, but never used the personal name God a fact by which he laid himself
open to the charge of atheism. Probably he had
no clear notion of heaven, but certainly he did
not conceive it as an anthropomorphic god. Still
more than Confucius himself his followers, especi'

'

—

ally the philosophers of the Sung period (12th cent.
A.D.), have been denounced as materialists, but
The .system of Chu Hsi, the head of
unjustly.
this school, is a pure dualism.
He recognizes two
principles,
'

^

matter and reason, and to the latter

H. A. Giles, Religions o/ Ancient China.
Anal. xi. H, vl. 20.

(Chinese)

oven concedes priority. Out of
the world was evolved. Matter
elements (metal, wood, water,

tin ir

lombinalion

splits into the live

fire, and earth);
(he life- and mind-producing clement,
also contains
the virtues (benevolence,

reason

is

which

righteonsne.ss, propriety, and knowledge).
Another kind of dualism savouring much of
materialism was in vogue in ancient China, and
seems to have been the starting-point of Chu Hsi's
philosophy. At the earlier stages of civilization
religion, philosophy, and sciences are usually not
yet separated. So it was in China, where we meet
^vith the dualistic theory of >/in and i/nng in Confucian as well as in Taoist works.
It was the first
germ of a natural philosophy universally accepted
by the Chinese irrespective of their religious convictions or
ideas.
In the commentary
^lilosophic
to the Yi King ascribed to Tsesse, the grandson
of Confucius (5th cent. li.c. ), we read that the
origin of existence is due to the cosmic dual forces
yin, and ymig
yayig is the bright, male, generative
principle, yin the dark, female, and receptive
nower yuny forms the heaven, yin the earth.
Most Chinese critics look upon these principles
as material substances an interpretation open to
doubt.
But we have another testimony by the
Taoist writer Lieh-tse of the same time, showing
that he at least considered the yin and the yniig
to be substances.
The evolution theory, though
not quite scientific, reminds us of that of modern
;

;

—

naturalists.
•The sages of old held that the Yang and the Yin govern
heaven nnd earth. Now, form being born out of the formless,
from what do heaven and earth take their origin ? It is said
There was a great evolution, a great inception, a great beginning, and a great homogeneity. During the great evolution,
N'apours were still imperceptible, in the great inception Vapours
originate, in the great beginning Forms appear, and during the
The pure and
great homogeneity Substances are produced.
light matter becomes the heaven above, the turbid and heavy
matter forms the earth below (Lieh-tse, i. 27).
No divine being intervenes in the creation of the
world, and yet we are not justified in calling Liehtse a materialist, for, notwithstanding this material:

'

istic theory, the highest principle remains Tao,
a spiritual being which alone is endowed with
reality the world with all its changes is imaginary.
At an early age the Chinese had further developed this dualistic theory of yin and yang by
enlarging on the working of the five elements
which were conceived as physical and as metaphysical essences as well. They were believed to
predominate and vanquish one another in regular turns, thus bringing about the four seasons
in spring the element wood reigns supreme, in
summer fire, in autumn metal, and in winter
water to earth there is no corresponding season.
The elements have their seat in different direc;

:

;

tions

:

wood

in the centre,

the east, fire in the south, earth
metal in the west, and water in the

in

north. They are ruled by five deities, the genii of
the seasons and the four quarters.
Whereas this attempt at natural philosophy is
nothing but a medley of heterogeneous, more or
less fanciful, thoughts, the old dualistic theory
was transformed into a consistent materialistic

system by the sceptic

Wang Ch'ung (1st cent.

A.D.).

From

various utterances it would appear that he
thought of yang as a fiery and of yin as a watery
element, l^he former produced the sun, the moon,
and the other stars of heaven, while from water
and its sediments earth, the oceans, and the atmosphere were developed. Both lluids are in constant
motion, but their movement is not governed by
any intelligence or subservient to the purpose of

it is spontaneous and regulated
inherent natural laws heaven
and earth do not act on purpose, nor are they

any

spiritu.^ rector

solely

by

its

own

;

;

endowed with consciousness.
Wang Ch'ung reanthropomorphisms which have clustered

jects all

MATERIALISM
round the idea of Leaven or God. The human
body is formed of the two fluids, tlie yin producing
the body, and the yang the vital spirit and the

At death

mind.

tliey again disperse, the

yang,

or heavenly fluid, returning to its original state
of unconsciousness.
Consequently there can be no
immortality, which Chu Hsi likewise disclaims.

Wang Ch'jing's materialism has not had any
serious influence on the Chinese people, not because they had a horror of materialism, as many
Westerners have, but owing to Wang Ch'ung's
bold criticisms on the national sages, Confucius
and Mencius, which they have never condoned.
So far as we know, Wang Ch'ung is the only
Chinese thinker

who

set forth

a

scientific

system

of cosmological materialism.
Already in the 4th cent. B.C. ethical materialism
found an advocate in Yang Chu, the philosopher
of egoism and pessimism.
He maintains that in
human life happiness is far exceeded by misfortune, and that this is the result of the badness of
the world and of men's own doing. The practice
of virtue is of no avail, because in this world the
wicked thrive, and the virtuous are visited with
disasters.
Therefore men ought not to harass
themselves in striving after unattainable or useless
aims such as wealth, honour, or fame, or sacrifice
themselves for others, but should enjoy their short

span and be satisfied with the good that they have,
for with death everything ends.
In consequence
of the vehement impeachments of Mencius this
doctrine has never got a hold on the Chinese mind.
Both Yang Chu and Wang Ch'ung have been
long buried in oblivion, until they were redeemed
from it by the congenial interest of foreign admirers.

—

Literature. W. Grube, Die chinesische Philosophic,' in
AUgem^ine Geschichte der Philosophie (Eultur der Gegenwart,
H. A. Giles, Reiigions of Ancient China,
6), Berlin, 1909
E. Faber, Der Naturaiismus bei den alien
London, 1905
Chinesen; Werke des Philosophen Licius, Elberfeld^ 1877; L.
Giles, Taoist Teachings from the Book of Lieh Tzu. London,
1912 A. Forke, Yang Chu, the Epicurean, in his Relation to
Lieh-tse, the Pantheist,' in Joum. Peking Oriental Society, iii.
L. Cranmer-Byng^ and A. Forke, yang Chu's
[1893], no. 3
Garden of Pleasure, London, 1912 A. David, Les Thi&rien
individlialistes dans la philosophie chinoise (Vang-Tchou),
'

i.

;

;

*

;

;

;

information about the materialist school only a
few citations can be brought forward, and their
authenticity is not certain.'
Weare not convinced thata materialistic 'school,'
a system,' in the exact sense of the word, existed.
There have been materialists who have entertained some very well-defined theories, to whom
the 'spiritualists,' whether Brahnians, Buddhists,
or Jains, give dili'erent names, and whose opinions
are, perhaps artificially, grouped in the works of
which we have spoken.
The mostcharacteristic nameis Nastikas, literally
'deniers,' 'misbelievers,' those who say na asti,
'

MATERIALISM

A. FOEKE.
(Indian).

— We
i.

(difficult to interpret

possess

—

of all the Systems,^ and Reunion of
the Six Systems.' The systems are arranged in
the order of their increasing orthodoxy, from the
author's point of view the first, for which, as we
shall see, materialism is a suitable name, is the
worst of all, and the only one which is expressly
in contradiction with the general conception of
Indian philosophy and mj'sticism.
In more ancient sources in the Mahabhdrata,
on the one side, and in the Buddhist scriptures,
canonical or scholastic, on the other we find data
concerning this materialistic system which are
scanty but generally in agreement."
As regards the sources that would give us direct
:

—

—

1 Skr.
text. ed. Calcutta, 1S38, and Poona, 1906 The Sarvadariana-saijigraha, or Review of the digerent Systems of Hindu
Philosophy, by Madhavacharj-a (d.D. 1331), tr. E. B. Cowell and
A. E. Gough, London, 1882 ; Germ. tr. (which owes much to
Cowell's work, but does not mention it) in P. Deussen, Altgemeine
Geschichte der Philosophie, l. iii. (Leipzig, 1908).
;

^a^darianasamuehchaya, by Haribhadra (t a.d. 528), ed.
L. Suali, Calcutta, 19U5 (the chapter which interests us has
been translated into French by L. Suali, in Miiseon, ix. [19US]
277 fif.) among the other ' modern sources is the Prabodhachandrodaya, xxvii. 18 (11th cent.).
3 For the Nahabharata see E. W.
Hopkins, The Great Epic
of India, New York, 1901, and the works on materialism cited
in the bibliography
Bhagavad-Gitd, xvi. 6 (tr. L. I). Barnett,
lemple Classics Series, London, 1905, p. 168).
'

;

;

;

founder of the sect ; he is undoubtedly the demoniac ogre spoken of in the Mahabluirata) ;' (6)
Lokayatas,* 'worldly,' 'spread throughout the
v.orld' (a term which, according to T. W. Rhys
Davids, denotes primarily the knowledge of naturelore, and whose adherents are said to be the
explainers of [the genesis of] the world ') and (c)
'

;

'

Barhaspatyas, disciples of Brhaspati' (the chaplain
of the Vedic gods and the lord of wisdom).
2. In the Buddhist 6'»Kai' the doctrineof materialism is attributed to Ajita of the garment of hair,'
one of the scholars and famous ascetics of the time
'

He said
no such thing as alms or sacrifice or offering. There
is neither fruit nor result of good and evil deeds.
There is no
such thing as this world or the next. There is neither father
nor mother, nor beings springing into life without them. There
are in the world no recluses or Brahmans
who, having
understood and realised, by themselves alone, both this world
and the next, make their wisdom known to others. A human
being is built up of the four elements. When he dies, the
earthy in him returns and relapses to the earth, the fluid to the
water, the heat to the fire, the windy to the air, and his
faculties ( = the five senses, and the mind as a sLxth] pass into
space [or etherj. The four bearers, on the bier as a fifth, take'
his dead body away till they reach the burning-ground men
utter forth eulogies, but there his bones are bleached, and his
It is a doctrine of fools, this talk of
offerings end in ashes.
It is an empty lie, mere idle talk, when men say there is
gifts.
Fools and wise alike, on the dissolution of the
profit therein.
body, are cut off, annihilated, and after death they are not.'^
It will be seen (1) that these formulae show a
really autlientic character.
They are quite independent of Buddhism, for the Buddhists do not
believe much more than Ajita in the use of sacrifice
of

'

Buddha.

There

;

is

.

.

.

;

offering.

have traided

Summary

^

The most famous are (a) Charvakas
Charvaka is said to be the

^ari."

oiiK

Perhaps they come from the Agnikas
who give burnt offerings, who

or Jatilas (ascetics

several comparatively modern works which set
forth the various philosophic systems of India
e.g.,

'

'

and
eon influence, Shanghai, 1894.
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(Indian)

who

hair),

entered in large numbers

Citations in the 'summaries' mentioned in notes 1 and 2 on
previous col. ; and also in the Buddhistsources(8ee p. 494*, n. 4).
2 Maitri
Upanisad, Manu, Mahabhdrata ; the name originally
extended to all kinds of sceptics, deniers of the Vedic gods, or
of the Brahmanic laws (see below).
8 See O.
Bohtlingk and R. Roth, Sanshrit-Worterbuch, Petrograd, 1866-76, ii. 997.
* See Rhvs Davids,
Dialogues of the Buddha, i. (Oxford, 1899)
C. Bendall (Alhenceum. 30th June 1900)
14, 110, 139. 166.
rightly remarks that Rhys Davids is wrong in saving : Of the
real existence of a school of philosophy that called itself hy the
name [Lokayata] there is no trace.' The traces are numerous.
1

'

See also
5

art.

Lokayata.

i. 55
Saihyutta Nikdya, iii. 307 Majjkima
This passage
515, and also in the Sanskrit sources.
has often been translated. The version reproduced above is
that of Rhys Davids, Dialogues of the Buddha, i. 73. Attention
should be drawn to those of E. Burnouf (Le Lotus de la bonne
loi, Paris, 1852), P. Grimblol {Sept Suttas pdlis, do. 1876), and
R. O. Franke {Dtghaniknya in Austcaht iibersetzt, Gottingen,
The sacred writings of the Jains contain the same
1913).
evidence, and confirm the Buddhist tradition (see H. Jacobi,

D'lgha yikdya,

Nikdya,

;

;

i.

Jaina SUtras, ii. pp. .xxiii, 339, 343 SBE xlv. [1895]).
A more complete study would describe the opinions of PiiraQa
Kassapa, another materialist contemporary with Buddha (/>'£7An,
i. 52), who denies responsibility, and teaches what is called the
;

'

'
theory of non-action : If with a discus with an edge sharp
as a razor he should make all living creatures on the earth one
one
mass
of
there
would be no guilt thence resultflesh,
heap,
ensue ; and the opinions of
ing, no increase of guilt would
'
who
denies
There is no such thing as power
Makkhati,
liberty
or energy, or human strength or human \igour. .
Beings
are bent this way and that by their fate, by their individual
nature,' and comes very near the well-known point of view of
the Mahabhdrata, namely, the omnipotence of fate (tiaiva) and
the weakness of human activity {punisakdra). It was Buddha
who said that fate (daiva) is oiily the sum of oar former actions.
'

'

:

.

.
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into the piiinitive coiiiiimiiity, and for whom the
Iwcause they
time of novitiate was shortened
believed in the retribution of actions.'
in life after death or
(2) Ajita does not believe
he believes only in the four elements,
re-birth
earth, water, heat, wind, conceived in a materialhe therefore denies the fifth clement,
istic sense
consciousness or cognition {in/iMiia), which, under
different names and in ilillerent manners, con'orthodox' or 'spiritualistic'
stitutes, in the
systems, the essential of what the West calls the
'soul.''
The doctrine atlrilnited to the material'
ists by later sources, viz. that
thought develops
in the human body from a special mixture of the
'

;

:

elements like the intoxicating power of the fermentation of the grain or of tlie juice of the suj;arcane,' arises quite naturally from this ancient
theory of Ajila.
(3) Ajita denies the fruit of good and bad actions,
He is a NastiU.T,
and, consequently, morality.
a 'denier.'
He certainly denies sacrifice, 8U))ornatural births, etc., but, of all these denials, the
denial of the remuneration of good and bad actions
The Buddhist works teach
is the most monstrous.
that false opinion (mithyddisti) consists essenti'
ally in this denial, which destroys tlie roots of
merit and causes a man to commit all kinds of sin.'
but
Ajita seems to have led an ascetic life
'unbelievers,' 'deniers,' are usually 'libertines,'
to
them
if we believe our sources, which attribute
sayings like the following
As long^ as we live we oiiplit to live happil.v, enjoying the
'

;

:

'

pleasnrcs of tlie senses. How can the body reappear after
has been reduced to ashes ? 3

it

'

3. AVhat leads us to believe that there was,
inoperly speaking, a materialist school, is the
douole philosophical theory that our texts attribute to the deniers.
(a) 'The only means of knowledge (pntnuiria)
All
is the immediate evidence of the senses.'
orthodox Indian schools are wrong in appealing
to induction {aninnana) or to authority (the word
of a competent person, of an omniscient being
\sarvajAa\ or of the Veda).
A sentence belonging to the literature of the
materialists says
There is nothing in man except
what is visible to the senses. Look, dear friend,
at what these so-called scholars call the traces of
the wolf.'* A man who wanted to convert let us
'

;

—

—

pervert' a'woman to his materialist opinions,
went out of tlie town with her, and on tlie dust
of the road he drew with the thumbs, index fingers,
and middle fingers of Iiis two hands, marks resembling the footprints of a wolf. In the morning
the scholars said
Assuredly a wolf came last
night from the forest for otherwise it would be
impossible that there could be a wolf's footprints
on the road.' And the man said to the woman
See, dear friend, what clever thinkers the.se men
are who maintain that induction jnoves the existence of supra-sensible olijects, and who are regarded
IIS scholars by the crowd.'
(6) Denying induction, these philosophers without philosophy are forced to den.v causality. The
name Svabliavikas is given to the scholars who
1
Among the questions which the Buddha refused to examine
'

say

'

:

;

:

'

*
Is
(see Ao.sosTlcisM [lludrlliistl, vol. i. p. 221'') occurs this one
the vital principle (jir(i)the same thinp as the body {^arirn)?
Is it different from tiie body?'
The Buddha condemns the two
:

believe that things, the colour of the lotus and the
sharpness of thorns, are born from tlie svub/uivi,
'own nature.' Much could be said on the exact
value of this word; it probably means: 'Things
are not produced by causes
they are because
they are.
LiTKRATURB. — A. M. Pizzagalli, Kdntika, Cdrvtika r LokA;

'

yatikay contributo alia ttforia dcf inaterialismo nclV India
antica, Pisa, 1907, Sulla Settadcgli Svablmvavaiiinah," in i:<'iilc
L. Suali,
Jstitnto lO}iiiiardo di scieaze e leltcn-, xlvi. [1913] 104
'

;

ii
I'histoire du mat^rialismo indien,'
Besides these special works see H. T.
Colebrooke, Essaiis on the Rellgiim and Philusoph'j «/ the
Hindus^, London, 1858 A. Barth, The llelfijimig of India, do.
F. Max Midler, The Six Sj/stemn of Indian
188'3, Index
Philosophy^, do. 1903, pp. 94-104.

'Matiriaux pour servir

Musf'nn,

ix. [1908] 277.

;

;

L.
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MATHURA (Muttra).—The nameMathiira,

or

and a town in
Muttra, is
The
the United Provinces of Agra and Uudh.
borne by both a

district

District (1445 sq. ni.) lies to the north of the Agra
District, and includes many places sacred to the
worship of Krsna, the most notable bciiii; the
small towns of brindaban, Oobardhan, (Jokul, and

Mahaban

Mathura town or city stands on
(qyv.).
bank of the Jumna, on the main road
from Agra to Delhi, in 27' 30' N., 77° 41' E. (pop.
in 1901, 60,042).
Tlie city, which is of immemorial
the right

was placed by early Hindu writers in
the country of the Saurasenas, and was reckoned
by Ptolemy {c. A.D. 140) to be one of the three
cities of the Kaspeiraioi.
He calls it Modonra
(MdSovpa), 'the city of the gods' (VII. i. 5il).
name
as
Metliora
Arrian writes the
Meffopa [Indien,
viii. 5]), and Pliny [HN vi. 19) uses the same spelling.
An alternative Hindu literarj' name was Madhiipura, now represented by the village Mahuli, which
is 80 close to the cit.y as almost to form one of
its suburbs' (Growse, Memoir, p. 4).
Aurangzib,
who destroyed the temples, changed the name to
I.slamabad or Islanipur [ib. pp. 6, 35), but the new
name never became current (see Num. Chron., 4th
antiquity,

(

'

The city was plundered by
ii. [1902] 2S2).
Mahnuul of Ghazni in A.D. 1018-19 and again by
Ahmad Shah Durrani in 1757. The greater part
of the District came under British rule in 1803.
ser.,

of the seven sacred cities of the
second only to Benares (q.v. in sanctity.
The city and the western half of the District,
known as the Braj-maniial, are now associated
almost exclusively with the legend and cult of the
cow-herd demigod Krsna, but in ancient days the
locality was as .sacred to Jains and Buddhists as it
The literature conw.as to Brahmanical Hindus.
cerning the religious history and antiquities of

Mathura, one

Hindus,

is

)

is extensive, and new objects of interest
It is imjiossible
are constantly coming to light.
here to do more than indicate the importance of
the locality in the history of Indian religions and
the exceptional interest of the broken remains

Mathura

which have escaped from repeated Muslim

vio-

lence.

Mathurii, being situated between (he Muhamraadan caj'itals of Agra and Delhi, was specially
exposed for centuries to iconoclastic attacks.

Hardly any ancient Hindu building of imiiortance
is
now standing, and the valuable sculptures
which make the district famous among arclia'ologists have mostly been discovered by excavation.
The scul]>tui'es and remains of buildings in an
extremely fragmentary state are found in the
city and for many miles round.

opposite opinions and constructH a middle way.
In order to exhaust the Pali material on the question of
materialism, one must read also the Pdj/dsi Suttanta (see the
tr. in Khys Davids, f>]). cit. ii. 347), in which there is a discussion
not only on the existence of another world, gods, etc., but also
on the existence of the soul.
2 Sec
Abhidharmakoiahhdfi/a, ch. iv., tr. in Musfrm, xv.
[18141 3 1.
* Sa4dar6anaRauuichcha\iti
sec M'tJi^mi, ix. flOOi^J 282.
*
Lokalatti'nniniai/u(fxwi-n. Sac. n\iat. ital. xviii.
905] 211(1)
Sa4dariatiayamiidf/iaifa, in Utti'^ron^ ix. 880; Matlhymnakavrili, I'ctroKrad, IlXis, p. 800; SiMlkiiamakdvaUira, do. IlWfl,

1 On
the Svabhavavildins or Sviihhiivikas see O. Strauss,
Ethinrhe Problcme au8 dan Mahidihiirala, I''lorence, 191'J,
242; niiddhncharila, ix. 48 (SDK xlix. (1894) 00), and ('.
Kormichi, A>:iaiihofa porta del liuftdhinmo, Bari, 1912, p. 231
Madhyamiikiiraliira, ji. 206, tr. In ilum'on, xii. [1911] 26SfT.;
nodhicharydrnlura, Calcutta, 1911, n. 041 (ix. 117); (ittvijapiidakdrikdn, I'oona, 1900 Bull, de t'Ki'ole .franfai.tf d'ExtrPtnrOrltnt, Iv. [1(K141 1013; on the Svuhliavika serf in Nepal gee
H. II. lIodg«on, kitmttn on tAin;nia:n'y, Litffature, lidiyion 0/

p. 209.

Sfpal and

;

( J

;

p.

;

;

Tibet, l^ondon, lh74.

MATRCHETA
The objects connected with the Jain cult liavc
been discovered for the most part in the Kaukali
or JainI TUa (mound) to the S.W. of the city,
which was the site of two Jain temples, one
Digambara and the other Svetambara, as well as
of a remarkable stupa, the only Jain monument of
the kind about which details are known. In its
earliest form it dated from remote antiquity,
The Jain
possibly from 600 or even 700 B.C.
faith was vigorous in the Kushan period early in
the Christian era, and the images found came

do^vn to the 11th century. At the present day
Jains are few and unpopular in the Mathuia
District, their principal settlement being at Kosi,
where there are three temples.
The numerous Buddhist remains, which are of
great interest, disclose the former e.xistence of an

important monastery founded by Huviska Kushan,
probably early in the 2nd cent, after Christ. In
Fa-Hian's time (A.D. 405) there were twenty Buddhist monasteries with some 3000 monks in the
neighbourhood of Mathura. When Hiuen Tsiang
travelled, more than two centuries later, the

number of monks had diminished. The Muhammadan attacks from A.D. 1018 onwards wiped out
There are plain
the Buddhist establishments.
indications that the popular Buddhism of Mathura
included a sensual erotic element, which probably
has contributed to the subsequent development
of the Radha and Krsna worship now specially
associated w'ith the Mathura region.
Naga worship was much practised during the Kushan
period.

Brahmanical Hinduism appears to be the most
The Greek
ancient of the Mathura religions.
writers call the chief local god by the name of
Herakles, and the sculpture representing the fight
of Herakles with the Nemean lion is one of the

most famous

of Mathura antiquities.
of Kesava Deva at the

The temple

Katra on the

city, rebuilt early in the 17th
cent., was described by J. B. Tavemier (c. A.D.
1650 ; Travels in India, tr. V. Ball, London, 1889,
ii. 240) as 'one of the most sumptuous buildings in

western side of^the

Aurangzib destroyed it in 1669, and
mosque on the site. All the old Hindu
temples in the city were destroyed by the Muhammadans at one time or another.
Archaeological endence shows that the cnltos of
Krsna was well established as early as the 4th and

all India.'

built a

5th cent, after Christ (Bhitari inscr. of Skandacupta, c. A.D. 456; sculptures at Mandor in
Marwar [Arch. Surv. Ann. Rep., 1905-06, p! 140]),
but the Vaisnava cultus of Mathura in its present
form was not developed until the close of the
16th cent, tmder the influence of the Bengali
Gosains of Brindaban. The history and character
of the cult are well described by Growse, to whose
book the reader is referred. The great temple of

Visnu under the name of Rang Ji, built between
1845 and 1851 b.y local merchant princes, is remarkable for being designed on Dravidian lines. It cost
4J millions of rupees. The notorious erotic sect of
Vaisnavas founded by Vallabhacharya {q.v.) (born
A.D. 1479) has its headquarters in the town of

Three Christian missions (Baptist, Church Missionary, and Methodist Episcopal) are established
in the city.
Literature.— /G/, Oxford,
'

'(jobardhan,'

under

J. P. Vogel, 'The Mathura
190l)-07, pp. 137-160), Calcutta,

School of Sculpture' (Rep. for
1909
N.iga Worship in Ancient
.Mathura (Rep. tor 1908-09, pp. 156-163), Calcutta, 1912
V. A. Smith, The Jain StUpa and other Antiquities of
.Mathura, Allahabad, 1901
J. H. Marshall, JRAS, 1911,
pp. 149-163
Vogel, i'/. 1912, pp. 118-123 J. Kennedy,
Krishpa of Mathura," id. 1907, pp. 975-991 F. W. Thomas.
'Tlie Inscriptions on the Mathura Lion Capital' (Ep. Ind. x.
[1007-08] 136-147) Vogel, Catalogue of the A rchcenl. Museum at
Mathura, Allahabad, 1910 (with detailed biblio^aphy, pp. viSee also the Travels of Fa-Hian and Hiuen 'Tsiang, the
x).
Chinese pil;;:rims, in any of the trr. and V. A. Smith, A
History of Fine Art in India and Ceylon, Oxford, 1911.
'

;

'

;

;

;

;

'

;

;

,

Vincent A. Smith.
MATRCHETA. — Matrcheta is the name of a
Buddhist author, identified by the Tibetan historian of Buddhism, Taranatha, with Asvaghosa,
concerning whom and the identification itself see
art. ASVAGHOSA and the works there mentioned.
It may be pointed out that the identification is made
only by Taranatha, while a much older writer, the
Chinese traveller I-tsing (2nd half of 7th cent. A.D.),
further, the
plainly distinguishes the two authors
ascriptions of works seem not to betray either in the
Chinese tradition or, with one exception (see KavIndravachnna-sanuichchhaya, ed. F. W. Thomas,
in Bibliothcra Indica, new ser., no. 1309, pp. 25The sole reason
29), in the Tibetan any confusion.
for tlie identification is the fact that both writers
stood in relation to Kaniska. But this reason will
Ije seen upon refle.\ion to have actually a contrary
bearing for nothing is more certain concerning
Asvagliosa than that he was a figure at the court
of Kaniska, whereas we have an epistle from
Matrcheta declining, upon grounds of old age and
sickness, to visit the king.
Perhaps this is the
reason why Taranatha, identifying the two poets,
makes an untenable distinction between the Kaniska of Asvaghosa and the Kanika of Matrcheta.
According to Taranatha, Matrcheta was the son
of a rich Brahman named Sanghaguhya, who
married the youngest of ten Buddhist daughters
of a merchant belonging to the city of Khorta
(Gauda?). The time is given as during the reign
of Srichandra, nephew and successor of Bindusara
a statement which reflects the confusion of the
Tibetan author's chronological system. The name
given to tlie child at birth is said to have been
Kala that he was subsequently known as Matrcheta and I'itrcheta is set down to his filial devotion.
mtist, however, distrust the whole story
Sanghaguhya is not a suitable name for a Brahman, nor is a marriage with a Buddhist woman
very probable. The name Matrcheta, which in
later times was attached to other persons, means,
no doubt, like its equivalent Matrdiisa, servant
of the Mother (i.e. DurgS), or of tlie Mothers (i.e.
and this is quite in harmony
the forms of Duiga)
with the fact that Matrcheta was at first a worof
Mahesvara-Siva
(Taranatha and I-tsing)
shipper
;

;

—

;

We

;

'

'

;

composed hymns in his praife (I-tsing). lie
became an expert in Mantra and Tantra formulas
and a master of dialectic. In the latter capacity
he entered upon a course of controversy with the
Buddhists of Odivisa (Orissa), Gauda, Tirahuti
(Tirhut), Kamariipa, and elsewhere, forcing them
to join the heretics, whereby he acquired the sou.tnd

'

briquet Durdharsa-Kala, the unassailable Kata.'
the suggestion of his mother, who hoped for his
conversion by the leading doctors of her faith,
he proceeded to llie great Buddhist centre of

At

Gokul.

Mahaban

the East

*
;

'

'

Muttra,' Brindaban,'
E. Thornton, A Gazetteer of Terri-

India

1908, s.kv.

ami of Satire

London,
1854, s.yi'. 'Muttra,* 'Bindraban,'
Gokul,' Goverdhun,' *Muhabun'; J. Tieffenthaler, Gioftraphie de Clndoustan, Fr. tr.
by J. Bernouilli, Berlin, 1781, pp. 201-207; F. S. Growse,
Mathura : a District Memoir^, with numerous illustrations,
Allahabad, 1S^3
.Mathura Notes (JASB xlvii. pt. i. (I!i78] 97The antiquities are treated in detail in Arch. Siirr. of
134).
torie^
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Cn.

'

'

.States,

'

'

;

India, Reports, ed. A. Cnnningham. vols. i.
Calcutta, ISils:., Jiiiiual Reimrts, ed. J.

iii.

H.

xi. xvii. xx.,

Marshall;

Nalanda, where, in

fact,

aigument and joined the
According

to

he was overthrown in

order.

Taranatha,

the

agent

of

his

who showed him a
wherein he had been foretold by Jiuddlia.

conversion was Arya Deva,
fiitra
If

we must

reject the introduction of Arj-a

which involves an anacljronism and

Deva,

is due to a
certain confusion (see JA xxxii. [1903] 346), the
incident is confirmed by the statement of I-tsing
that Buddha, on hearing the notes of anighting.tlc,
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'Tlie bird, tiHusportcd with joy at sight
of me, unconsciously utters its melodious notes.
On account of this good deed, after iiiy Departure (NirvAna) this bird shall be born in human
form, and named Mfttrii-eia and he shall praise
virtues with true appreciation
{BrcDrtl, tr.
Takakusu, p. 156 f. ).
recognize here one of
the projiheeies {vyalcarana, rikurvana) narrated in

had said

:

;

'

my

We

connexion with

many Buddhist

divines and others,

'

transported with joy (at sight of) nie.'
However this may be, we have in Matrcheta's
own work ( Vartmniirhavarnana, vv. 1-3 and 30 f.)

atirhitta,

allusions both to his iirevious heretical poems and
to the supposed prophecy of Buddha.
The remainder of Matrcheta's career may be
recorded in the words of Taranatha (tr. Schiefner,
p. 91f.):
At the time when Matfcheta was converted to the Buddhadoctrine, the number of hereticH and Brahmans in the Viharas
of the four quarters, who had entered the order, was vcr\ preat.
It WH9 thought that, if the fjreateat ornanient of the BrahinanB,
Durdhar^-Kiila, had shaken off his own system like the duat of
his shoes and turned to the Buddha-doctrine, that Buddhadoctrine must be in truth a great marvel. Consequently there
were in Nalanda alone more Than a thousand Brahman monks,
and an equal number from the heretics. The Acharya, being
full of great service to relig;ion, collected on his daily perambulations in the city for alms imnitMise quantities of food, where
with he entertained five hundred Bhikgus, namely two hundred
'

contemplation and two hundred and fiftj
studying', lea\in<r them to their uninterrupted occupation.
The hymns composed by him are also spread abroad in all lands
as finally singers and strollers chanted them and faith in Buddha
grew mightily among all the peojile in the land, greater service
was, through the hymns, rendered to the spread of the doctrine.
Towards the end of his life king Kanika sent an envoy to invite
the Acharya, who, however, as he was prevented by old age
from going, composed an epistle and converted the king to the

sunk

fifty

in

.

.

.

:

He

doctrme.

sent his

own

pupil Jfianapriya to the king as in-

Irrespective of the Jdtaka stories found in the Sutras
and other works, he desired to put into writing the ten times
ten birth-stories, corresponding to the ten Pdram it/is, which
were transmitted from ear to ear by the Papdits and Acharyas
but after composing thirty-four he died. According to some
biographies, it is related that, having reflected that the Bodhieattva had given his body to a tigress and so forth, he had
thought he could do the same, as it was no unfeasible act. Seeing, accordingly, a hungry tigress attended by her young, he
essayed to surrender his body, but at first could hardly accomplish it.
But, when a still stronger faith in Buddha was
kindled in him and he had with his own blood written down the
in seventy verses, he first gave the tigress his blood to
Srayer
rink, whereby he lent her weakened frame a little strength,
and then surrendered his own body. Others assert that the
person who thus acted was an Acharya Parahitasvarakantara,
who came after Matfcheta. The latter composed the abstract
of the Prajfldpdraviitd and many other Nostras, and wrought
raany benefactions to the Bhiksus of both the Great and the
Little Vehicle
as he (Matrpheta) did not confine himself to the
Mahayana alone, and the Sravakas were very devoted to him,
he IB greatb' renowned as a general hero of the orthodox.'
The testimony of I-tsing, earlier by some 900

structor.

:

i

:

years, is not less emphatic (p. 157 f.)
*
He composed first a hymn consisting of four hundred slokas,
and afterwards another of one hundred and fift \
These
rharming compositions are equal in beauty to the heavenlj
flowers, and tlie high principles which they contain rival in
:

.

.

.

.

dignity the lofty jieaks of a mountain. Consequently in India
all who compose hymns imitate ids style, considering him the
father of literature. Even men like the Bodhisattvas Aeauga

and Vasubandhu admired him greatly.
Throughout India every one who becomes a monk

fs

taught

MMrikcth'stwo hymns as soon as he can recite the five and ten
precepts (Si\ti).
This course in adopted by both the Mahiyftna and IlinaySna
schools.
There are many who have written conmientaries
on them, nor are the imitations of them few. Bodhisattva Gin&
[Dignaga] himself composed such an imitation. He added one
veree before each of the one hundred and fifty verses, so that
they became altogether three huridred verses, called the
"Mixed" hymns. ... A celebrated priest of the Deer Park,
SAkyadeva by name, again added one verse to each of Gina's,
and consequently tlity amounted to four hundred and fifty
"
"
verses (wlokas), called the
Doubly Mixed hymns.*
.

.

.

He

proceeds to incdvule Nagarjnna and A^vaghosa
among those vlio imitated Matrdieta. Tlie renown and influence echoed in these fttatements are
further substantiated by the fact that tlie two
hymns jtarticulaii/ud were f raiiBhite<l, hh well as
others, into Tibetan, ami one of them, the Hymn
'

himself) into Chinese

;

MS

time it will be possible to form a first-liand ai)nreciation of the poet's work.
Pending the comjilete
publication,
tias

we may base our estimate upon what
made public and upon the very

already been

literal

in this ease involving, perhaps, also an interpretation of the name in I'rakrit form, Mdlichi(a = 7nd7)i

and

One Hundred and

Fifty Verses* also (by I-tsiug
moreover, the originals have
Ijeen found in various fragments among the
trouvailles from Chinese Turkestan, so that in due

in

Tibetan versions and the English rendering

of a portion of the Varnandrhavarnana hymn, and
of the whole Epistle to King Kaniska.'
The former, the Delineation of the Worthy to
'

'

be Delineated,* is represented with obvious conectness as the earliest of the author'.s Buddhist comAbjuring his previous heretical poems,
positions.
tie celebrates with great verve and abundance of
poetic imagery the neerless excellences of Buddha
and his doctrine. The hymn consists of four hundred verses, aivided into twelve chapters with
separate titles.
The Hymn in One Hundred and Fifty Verses*
is quite similar in style and matter, as may be seen
from the fragments already published, extending
The amplified version
to about half of the poem.
{samnsyd) with one hundred and iifty additional
veises by Dignaga, constituting the mixed {mUraka) hymn, quite corresponds to the description of
the further amplified edition
T-tsing quoted above
of Sakyadevaisnot known.
Concerning the minor
need
be
said.
hymns nothing
There are also two short tracts in verse, entitled
'

'

'

;

respectively Chaturviparyaya-kathd and Kaliyugapitrikathd, the former treating of the miseries and
deceptions of life, and the latter of the evils of the
present Iron Age.
Undoubtedly the most interesting of Matrcheta's
'
writings is the Epistle to King Kani§ka ( Mahdrd'

jakanika-lekha). Beginning with excuses for not
accepting the great king's invitation and for boldness in offering advice, he proceeds to counsel the
young sovereign as to his moral policy, the concluding twenty out of eighty-five verses containing
a pathetic appeal on behalf of dumb animals and
The latter topic was
deprecating the chase.
familiar on Buddhist lips, as we may see from the
whole
Edicts of A^oka. The
epistle is full of mildness, gracious courtesy, and moral worth ; that it is
an old man's writing appears on the surface, and
no doubt it is the latest of Matrcheta's compositions.

The statement that Matrcheta

set the type for
hymnologists is certainly so far true that
This
all subsequent stotras are in the same form.
may fairly represent his quality as a poet he displays great art in the use of language, much
all later

:

and copiousness of matter.
But the abstract nature of his conceptions, which

rhetorical skill, flow,

are largely concerned with the dogmatic characteristics of the person and teaching of Buddha, and in
consequence their often conventional character,
place him upon a different level from his junior
contemporary, the author of the BtcddhackaHta,
Concerning the other writers who have been identified with him, Arya-Siira, Triratnadftsa, and Dharmika-Subhuti, reference may be made to the literattire given below.
LiTKRATURK.— UiST OF M.^tiichkta'b WORKS (for details of
versions see the uurkanted below. \\\.).--Va)-nniu\rhn mrna lUXi.

stotra, iaiapaf\chd6atika-stotra SamijanhMddhatak^ujya-vtotra,
Triratnamai'ii/ala-stotra, t^kottarika-nlotra, Su/jatapaf)cftatriih,

mt-Hotra, Triratna-stotra, Arj/n-Tdradein-stotra, Mdtrchetaylti, Chaturviparyaya-kathd, Kalhiuga-parikathn.
ii. Orikntal authohitiks.
I-tsing,^ Record of the Buddhiat
A.
Jtelioum, tr. J. Takakusu, Oxford, 1S96, pT>. Iv, 16«ff.
Schiefner, Tdrandtha's (JeRchichtc den liudiihismus in J7uiien

—

;

dem

Tibctischen, Petrograd, 1869, Index.
AND OTHRlt MODBRN AUTUORfl (ttS COUCernS
lii. EUROFKAN
Advaghopa see the literature ot AAvaoho^a).— T. Suzuki,
AfvaghoKha's Discourse on the Awaki'nino of Faith in the
Thomas, 'The
Mahdpdiia Chicago, lOiJt), Introd. ; F.
Works of Ar>aAura, Triratnattasa, and DharmikaSubhuti,' lu

aits

W.
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Album Kern, Leyden, 1903, pp. 405-408, 'MatriceU and the
Jlahdrajakanikakkliu,' in lA xsxii. [1903] 345-360, 'The
Van^ndrhavarnana

of Matficeta,'

xxxiv. [1905] 145-163,
Eavindravachana-samuchchhai/at in Bibliotheca Indica, new
no.
13U0
25-29
Ber.,
[1912], pp.
;
Sylvain L^vi, Notes sur les
Indo-Soythes,' in J A ix. viii. [1896] 447-449, 456-46G, u. 1, Aijiaib,
X.
xii.
136-72
[VJOb]
'.Textea aanscrits de Toueii;
gho^a,'
Houang,' ib. x. xvi. [1910] 450-466 ; L. da la Vallee Poussin,
'Documents sanscrita de la collection M. A. Stein,' in JRAS,
1911, p. 757 £f.
i\
Thomas.
ib.

'

'

W.

MATRIARCHATE.— See Mother-right.
MATTER. —

In metaphysics matter is one of
the ultimate principles or 'substances' of which
phenomena are appearances or manifestations
(dualism), or the sole substance in terms of
which the universe is ultimately to be explained
In
(materialistic monism, or materialism [q.v.]).
this sense matter is the reality, unknowable in
the
of
all
wliioh
underlies
itself,
partiproperties
cular things, in which tliose properties inhere, or
made
on
our
as
senses, they
by which,
impressions
are caused. It is the support, or substratum, of
such qualities, supposed to be necessary In order
to explain, in any given case, their constant coexistence as a group. The British empiricists,
Locke, Berkeley, and Hume, minimized the importance of the conception of substance. Locke
found the concept obscure and of little use
an abstraction and
Berkeley dismissed matter as
a superfluity ; and Hume simUarly banished spirit.
Kant retained the conception in the sense of the
permanent in all change. Modern phenomenalism,
in so far as it preserves at all the concept of
substance, and consequently of matter, regards it
as denoting the unknown existent upon which
physical properties somehow depend.
In the physical sciences matter is the substance
not in the sense of a metaphysical first principle,
but rather in that of the 'stuff' of which the
Its supposed action
sensible universe is composed.
upon our sense-organs and nervous system gives
rise to the totality of changing physical phenomena.
Physical science dispenses with metaas perhaps an anthropomorphysical 'matter,'
matter to denote simply
phism, and employs
what is common to all material or sensible bodies,
all
their particular and diverse
after subtraction of
In the time of Descartes, Boyle,
characteristics.
and Locke a distinction was dra^vn between the
primary and the secondary qualities of matter.
The properties regarded as primary were extension,
and these
figure, and solidity, or impenetrability
were believed to inliere in matter, and to be in
no way conditioned by our mind. The secondary
qualities, such as colour, sound, and taste, on the
other hand, were held not to subsist in matter
itself
the ideas that we have of them were not
supposed to be copies of anything existing independently of the mind i.e., whether perceived or
not but were regarded as due to sensations occasioned by the different size and motions of the
;

—

—

'

'

;

;

—

—

It
particles of which matter is composed.
doubtful whether in this respect there is any
difference between tlie primary and the secondary
qualities ; and modem science retains the distinction only in so far as it tends to resolve the second-

minute
is

ary qualities into quantitative relations, and to
them in terms of analogies with the
primary.
Absolute impenetrability, as a universal and
essential property of matter, is not suggested by
actual observation. Indeed, it was in all probability the observed penetrability of gross matter,
especially in the gaseous form, that led to the first
attempt to explain the properties of matter in terms
of its atomic constitution.
The happy guess of
Democritus, scarcely based upon experiment or
observation, was revived as a genuine scientific
VOL. VIII.— 32
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theory at the beginning of the 19th cent, by Dalton.
The observed fact which seemed to this investigator
to demand an atomic hypothesis of the constitution
of matter was that chemical elements combine with
one another in definite and invariable proportions
by weight. This would naturally ensue if combination were the union of one or more atoms of
the one element with one or more atoms of another,
the atoms of each element being precisely alike in
weight and in other respects, but different from
those of other elements. The atomic theory has
ever since Dalton's time been the foundation of the
science of chemistry and without some such hypothesis its facts and laws would be unintelligible.
But the notion of simple, impenetrable, hard
atoms, such as Democritus postulated, is not free
from difficulties. These atoms must be endowed
with elasticity if they are to serve to explain
certain physical phenomena
and this is incomDifficulties of this
patible with their simplicity.
kind led to the suggestion of Boscovicli, that the
atoms composing matter are not extended, hard
bodies, but points, and centres of attractive and
;

;

—

repulsive forces forces whose magnitude varies
with the distance between tlie points in such a way
that no force, however great, can bring the points
into coincidence.
Thus extension and impenetrability

atom

;

were eliminated from the properties of the
but Boscovich's theory was never generally

because of the scientific prejudice against
accepted
'
action at a distance,' or, in other words, because
of the ingrained tendency to regard interaction
between atoms to be conceivable only in terms of
the kind of action with which we are familiar, viz.
contact action, collision or pushing.
Another hypothesis as to the nature of the atom,
and, therefore, as to the constitution of matter, is
that devised by Lord Kelvin, according to which
an atom is a vortex-ring of 'ether,' in an ethereal
plenum capable of transmitting vibrations or
waves. This hypothesis escapes at the same time
the difficulties attending the notion of the impenetrable, solid, elastic atom, and those besetting the
idea of action at a distance, or between isolated
The ether had been postulated to explain
points.
the phenomena of light, and, later, those of
It now also served to explain the
electricity.
constitution and properties of matter. It has not
furnished an explanation of gravitation, and it
seems to require modification if it is to supply a
mechanical representation of what physicists call
an electric charge. Inasmuch as the ether is nonmaterial, it is indeed unreasonable to expect it to
admit of mechanical description ; for mechanical
conceptions are derivable only from acquaintance
with matter.
On the other liand, the success
which has attended such mechanical, or semimechanical, descriptions suggests that, if ether be
not matter, it is at any rate very like it.
Lord Kelvin's kinetic theory of matter, whicli
resolves matter into non-matter in motion, differs
from that of Boscovich in that it offers a plenum
instead of isolating and empty space ; this plenum
provides for action and reaction without resort to
the notion, distasteful to physicists, of action at a
It differs again from Newton's in disdistance.

pensing with hard atoms, while furnishing atoms
which are not only extended, but also, in viitue of
their rotational movement, elastic.
It has been claimed on behalf of this kinetic
theory of matter that it enables the physicist to
deduce material phenomena from the play of inertia
involved in the motion of a structureless primordial
fluid, and so achieves the ideal of ultimate simplification which scientific description or explanation
This is so, though it must be borne in mind
seeks.
that the explanation attained is an explanation of
the world only as it has been first artificially

.
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The further claim that
by science.
thus capable of reduction to a branch of
pure mathematics is, however, not allowable; in
going too far it refutes itself. For physics professes to deal with the real or sensible material
world it indeed passes, as it becomes more and
more abstract, into pure physics but then it
no longer is a science of the real, but only of the
ideal or conceptual.
Conceptual or pure science
applies to the real world, indeed, but only partially
it exhaustively describes the
or fragmentarily
world in one aspect only, and leaves others out of
account. Thus pure or abstract science of the
material is valid, within limits, for economical
description it is not adequate to full explanation.
That this is true in particular of the kinetic theory
of matter can be seen at once when we grasp the
fact that the primordial fluid the non-matter to
which matter is reduced, or which science substitutes for matter is not a real thing, but an
A perfect fluid, in the first place, is
abstraction.
a fiction, not anything known to observation. In
the second place. Lord Kelvin's medium, in so far
as it is describable by the negative terms incom-

these beliefs have been reversed.
It has been
found, by a series of researches mainly conducteil
at, or in connexion with, the Cavendish Laboratory,
Cambridge, that the atoms are not simple, but
that portions of them can be split off and exist
separately, and that these detached fractions,
called by J. J. Thomson corpuscles,' are identical,
from whatever difl'erent kinds of atoms they may
have been broken off, and possess the same mass
or inertia. Thus it has become necessary to regard
the atoms as complex systems, and, in spite of
their dilierences, as built up of parts or corpuscles
which are identical. Furtner, the corpuscle has
been found to bear, or to be, a constant electrical
charge (electron). Corpuscle and electron would
seem to be identical, because the whole mass of
the corpuscle appears to be due to its electric
charge and ita motion. Thus mass,' the most
fundamental and characteristic property of matter,
becomes resolvable into an electrical phenomenon ;
the electron is the fundamental unit alike of

But, as Ward has maintained {Naturalism and
Agnosticism, vol. i. lect. v.), inertia, in the qualitative sense, does not suffice to supply deterniinateness to the primordial fluid inertia is a property
of matter, but not of modes of motion, and it is
precisely the property of mass in molar bodies that,
as both Clerk Maxwell and Lord Kelvin recognized,
the kinetic theory of matter fails to explain. This
theory of the constitution and nature of matter,
therefore, belongs to the realm of symbolic description, not to that of explanation or interpretation.

dealing with matter, because they serve to explain
the cause of the excitation of the ether-waves
which produce light, and also render comprehensible otlier phenomena not belonging to the realm
of the material.
But it may be noted that the
atomic (or, rather, the ultra-atomic) structure of
matter, hitherto a supposition or indirect inference,
has at length been experimentally demonstrated.
The recent discovery and investigation of radium
and other radio-active substances have led not only
to the proof that the chemical elements are transmutable helium, e.g., is produced by the breaking
up of radium but also to the revelation of single
atoms.
Sinffle atoms of Helium, shot off by Eadium as o raya, have

simplified

physics

is

;

'

'

;

;

;

—

—

pressible, frictionless, inextensible, and structureThe
less, differs in no respect from empty space.
one property in «rtue of which it has been argued
that the ether differs from space is that of inertia.

;

Science, indeed, in its higlier or more abstract
reaches, falls so far short of furnishing, as it was
once jubUantly asserted to furnish, a complete
philosophy of the world in' terms of Newtonian
mechanics that it professes to do no more than
describe natural phenomena in so far as these are
to be regarded as changes in the motion of masses.
It abstracts from the qualitative properties and
changes of matter, because these are not amenable to scientific method, and replaces them by

hypothetically representative movements of ideal
masses.' Matter, with its diversities of quality
for perceptual experience, is not only one in Idnd
as the goal and limit of
for abstract science
abstraction is reached, or as physics passes into
pure mathematics, matter becomes indistinguishable from space. It may similarly be sho^vn that
causality is eliminated by abstract science, and
replaced, for descriptive purposes, by identity,
change being explained and further explained
Tlie
until at last it is literally explained away.
development of scientific generalization in the
direction of the ideal of unification and simplicitj'
has thus not established a materialistic nietaphysic
or a mechanical philosophy, but has only provided
a provisional symbolical description of certain
aspects of the material world, valid so long as
Such is the
other aspects may be neglected.
philosophical outcome of the scientific mode of
dealing with matter.
Until recently matter was regarded as ditTsible
only so far as to the chemical atom. Tliere were
held to be some four score fundamentally different,
simple or irresolvable, kinds of matter. Matter
was the primary concept of the physicist, and
electricity was described more or less in terms of
it.
Matter was held to be strictly unchangeable
in its elementary forms, the atom being supposed
to be indestructible.
Quite lately, however, all
'

;

'

'

'

'

'

electricity and of matter, and matter is explained
in terms of electricity.
atom, in fact, is composed of a large number of units of negative elec'

An

tricity (electrons or corpuscles) associated with an
equal number of positive units of electricity.
The full importance of the discovery and isolation of electrons cannot be indicated in an article

—

—

'

Each atomic projectile produces a
in two nays.
long train of electric iona as it passes through a gas before ita
energy is exhausted, perhaps by knocking loose corpuscles out
These ions have two
of the molecules it encounters in its path.
effects.
They make the gas a conductor of electricity, while
in
a
circuit
with a batterj'
they exist, so that, by placing the gas
and" an electrometer, Rutherford has shown the effect of each a
of
instrument.
needle
the
of
the
particle by the sudden throw
Secondly,' the ions act as nuclei for the condensation of mist,
as a line of
made
visible
Wilson
has
and, in this way, C. T. B.
cloud the track of each particle (W. C. D. and C. D. Whetham,
Science and the Human Mind, London, 1912, p. 240).
been revealed

'

Recent progress in science has thus furnished
light upon the question of tlie constitution of
But the ultimate question as to what
matter.
matter is remains, as before, unsolved, and perhaps,
as P. G. Tait (Properties of Matter, Edinburgh,
To have
1885, p. 14) seemed to think, insoluble.
learned that matter is electricity is not to have

new

diminished the mysteriousness of its nature. To
a 'thing' or a
physical science indeed, matter, like
The data of science, however,
fact,' is a datum.
are for philosophy or the theory of knowledge
Hence it is to philosophy that we
constructs.
must betake ourselves if we are to hope for further
elucidation of the problem contained in the question
what matter is. As we have already seen, the
more abstract departments of science cannot help
artificial definius, because they proceed from an
tion of matter" derived simply to make abstract
science a possibility.
The bodies we deal with in abstract dynamics are just as
in Kui-lid.
They have
oompletelv known to as as the figures
no properties whatever except those which we explicitly assign
'

'

to

them

'

(J.

Clerk Maxwell,

m

Xature, xx. (1S791

214).

The fundamental property thus conventionally
is
assigned to matter with a 'let it he granted'
mass or inertia and the science of matter is then
;

MAURICE
valid of matter if

it be wholly inert, or in so far as
characterized by inertia. Whether any matter
is wholly inert is a question ; that everything is
The science of matter is no
inert must be denied.
basis for a materialistic metaphjsic.
For other philosophical questions connected with
matter see art. M.\terialism.

it is

—
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The position of Frederick Denison
Maurice (1805-72) in the history of English 19th
He regarded
cent, theology is difficult to define.
him.self as a simple old-fashioned Christian ; but
to the religious world of his time he was a most
obscure and dangerous heretic. Julius Hare spoke
of him as the greatest thinker since Plato, and
Mill thought his intellect one of the most powerful
of the age ; but to most of his contemporaries
;

;

;

MAURICE. —

Maurice seemed an obscure mystic, with a strange
love for the Athanasian Creed and the Thirty-nine
Articles, which much of his teaching appeared
to contradict.
Described as a leader [of the Broad
Church Party, he indignantly repudiated the
epithet broai,' and still more the suggestion that
he belonged to any 'party.' He spent much of
his energy in controversy, sometimes bitter and
'

occasionally hardly fair. Yet he was constantly
on the look-out for points of agreement with his
opponents, and those who knew him best were

deeply impressed by his spirituality and goodness.
The paradoxes of his position may be partly
accounted for by his family circumstances, and by
the character of the age in which he lived. He
was the son of a Unitarian minister, whose wife
and daughters wjre converted to various forms of
Evangelicalism, chiefly dissenting and Calvinistic.
They were pious, clever people, much addicted to
argument and Frederick learned much from each,
;

though he was repelled by all their tlicological
systems. He combined his father's enthusiasm for
the Fatherhood of God with his mother's convicHis
tion of the Divine Will as the root of all.
intense reverence for family relationships, together
with the discordant doctrines of his loved ones,
drove him to seek for some ground of unity more
fundamental than doctrinal agreement. This he
ultimately found in the conception of the Church as
the divine family, and in the conviction that what

God feels about us is far more important than what
we feel about God. His view of Christ as ethically
absolutely at one with the Father separated him
from his Evangelical mother as well as from his
Unitarian father. It precluded all idea of the
Atonement as a changing of the Father's Will, as
a bargain, or as a legal fiction. Similarly the
popular beliefs about the Bible, the future life, and
all the divine ways of working seemed to Maurice
tinged with materialism. He was especially repelled by all sects, because he found in himself
tendencies to fall into what he believed to be their
His controversial bitterness was often
errors.
directed in reality against elements which he knew
to be lodged in his own nature.
Everywhere he
discovered good, but also evU and his position was
;

generally a puzzle to his contemporaries.
His attitude towards politics showed the same
characteristic.
Growing up in the Tory reaction
that followed the French Revolution and the
Napoleonic wars, he was naturally disgusted by the
brutalities and bigotries of this reaction.
But he
was almost equally opposed to a Liberalism which
consisted mainly of destruction of abuses.
The
forces which carried Wordsworth and Coleridge into
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Conservatism and High Churchmanship operated
strongly upon Maurice, with his reverence for the
past and his attraction towards sacramentalism.

At Cambridge,

For a time he hesitated.

after a

distinguished career, he refused to take a degree,
because this would have involved a profession of
He wrote a novel, edited the
Churchmanship.
Atlicnmum, and engaged in various literary ventures.
Then he decided to otter himself for ordination, and, as a preparation for this, to go through
another undergraduate course, this time at Oxford.
Then he published a defence of the tests by which
acceptance of the Thirty-nine Articles was required
from all who would obtain an Oxford degree. His
arguments were, of course, fundamentally different from those used by ordinary Tories, and perhaps
equally unreasonable. He afterwards admitted
that his main position was untenable.
Maurice's first really important book was The
Kiiirfdom of Christ 1842). The book was primarily
intended for Quakers.
Their doctrine of
the
Inner Light' and of the supreme value of the
spiritual was entlaisiastically accepted by ^L^nrice
but he set himself to proclaim the sanctity of the
visible.
Forms are witnesses to the invisible, and
channels through which the divine spirit works.
The Church is a spiritual kingdom, asserting human
brotherhood, and protesting against human selfassertion and individualism, which would, if unconThe author sometimes
trolled, destroy society.
seems intensely Evangelical, sometimes a pronounced Catholic, sometimes a rationalist and a
He passes from an obscure
sort of socialist.
mysticism to teaching so simple that it seems
common|il,aee he glances through the whole his(

'

;

;

tory of philosophy and theology everywhere he
discovers two tendencies,
one belonging to the
earth, one claiming fellowship with [the] Divine ;
and the upward tendency is the search for that
kingdom which God has provided in the Catholic
;

'

'

Church.

All this seemed orthodox enough.

Its

implications were not generally recognized, and
in 1846 Maurice was elected to the professorship
of Divinity at King's College, London.
It was characteristic that his next book dealt
chiefly with the value of the non-Christian religions, the pagan philosophies, and the mediseval

The Belie/ions of the World appeared
theologies.
in 1847, UTidoneiormoi the Moral and Metaphysical
in
1848.
The latter had originally been
Philosophy
published in 1836, but it was expanded in a series
of later editions.
It illustrates the wide learning
of Maurice and his extraordinary capacity for
discovering his points of agreement with diverse

and mutually contradictory thinkers. As a history
it is open to the criticism that, instead of giving a
well-balanced account of systems, it presents only
those aspects of them towards which the writer

was attracted.

At
social

Maurice was keenly interested in
movements. He invented the phrase Christ-

this period

'

'

ian Socialism as a protest against unsocial ChristHe recognized
ians and un-Christian socialists.
the good in the aims of Chartists and Revolutionists.
He sympathized intensely with their protests
against the condition of the poor and the comHe set himself sternly
petitive basis of society.

against appeals to force, and was utterly distrustbut he started little
ful of democratic ideals
;

newsp.apers, like Politics for the People and The
(
ristian Socialist, with more revolutionary friends.
'/(

Naturally Maurice was made responsible for the
views of his less eminent associates, whom he
warmly defended against the abuse of the propertied classes and their representatives. Moreover, the co-operative schemes at which he worked
were regarded as an attack on capitalism, on the
leading political economists, and on what was con-

MAURICE

600
sidereil as the
ilasses.
The

due subordination of
'

'

respectable

working
una
Maurice, and at

press,

tlie

secular

religious, fulminated a;,'ainst
lengtli the Council of Kind's College appointed a
committee to investigate Uio matter. But there
was nothing in the Cliristian Socialism of Maurice
inconsistent with his duties or his position as a

Divinity professor.
The attack was then shifted from charges of
In
socialism to charges of theological heresy.
1853 Maurice published the volume called TheoOn most points the now book was
logical Essays.
only reiterating and expanding views previously
expressed but it made clearer the author's divergence from traditional and conventional theology,
He
especially on the subject of eternal death.
maintained, inellect, that 'eternal' means spiritual.
are
of
and
the
like
Ciod, love, truth,
Knowledge
eternal lite.
Eternal death is not a matter of time
or place, but of spiritual sci)aration from the divine.
The locality and duration of future punishment
were matters outside Maurice's message, and he
seems to have believed that it was also outside the
message of the Bible and of the Anglican formuThe religious world felt that much of the
laries.
Iwok was fatal to what passeil as Christianity, but
it was expressed in such orthodox language that it
was difficult to see how Maurice could be convicted
of heresy.
He must, therefore, be ejected from
his
professorship without the formulation of any
The Council of King's College
specific charges.
refused to adopt Gladstone's suggestion that
Maurice's writings should be submitted to theoand they compelled him to resign.
logical experts
The responsibility for their decision cannot be laid
on any one
in the Chmch.
It represented
party
the view of trie High, the Low, and the Moderate.
Some High Churchmen had been at first attracted
by the fervid sacramentalism of Maurice but they
soon came to suspect that his meaning was something very different from theirs. At length Pusey
declared that Maurice and he were not worshipping the same God. Low Churchmen were even
more disgusted with books full of intensely Evangelical sentences, which were yet fundamentally
opposed to their whole .scheme of salvation, their
doctrine of the Fall and of the Atonement, and of
the doom awaiting those who did not accept the
Evangelical tenets. Broad Churchmen alone protested against the expulsion, and even they were
puzzled as to how one who was so much in agreement with their hostility to the prevalent doctrines
of the religious world could yet enthusiastically
accept much that seemed to them superstitious and
out of date. Nevertheless, the Broad Churchmen
stood by Maurice, though he vigorously repudiated
Broad Churchmanship.
The Evangelicalism of
Wilberforce and Simeon and the Anglo-Catholicism
of Keble and Newman were the dominant forces
in the religious world.
Maurice had learned much
from both. But at bottom he was opposed to both
powerful parties, and few were disposed to forgive
this attitude, in consideration of his enthusiastic
support of some at least of their cherished principles.
Time has revolutionized the situation. At present many of the best High and Low Churchmen
speak with grateful reverence of Maurice, and
appear to ignore the great gulf which sejiarates his
views from their own. The fervent sincerity and
piety of the Theological Essays are unmistakable,
though to most readers much of the book seems
More popular are The
tantalizing and obscure.
Prophets and Kings of the Old Tistament 1853) and
Tht Patriarchs and Lawgivers n/the Old Testament
Maurice meant by revelation a literal un(1855).
veiling of truth, and especially of God's character,
bj' a direct intercourse of the divine with the
human. God literally spoke to the hearts of ihe
;

;

;

(

old heroes, and He speaks no less directly to men's
This conviction attracted
hearts in all ages.
Maurice especially to the Johannine books, on all
five of which he wrolo valuable commentaries, in

which, however, he almost ignored what Higher
Criticism had to say.
His attitude towards the
Bible was in some respects vague.
Without claiming for it infallibility, he was pained by any

and disposed to re-interpret
rather than reject. He would not join in the outcry against Colenso and Essays and Reviews but
he disliked the critical spirit, andhad littlesynipathy
with plain speaking which hurt pious souls, except
when it was in defence of some spiritual truth.
Nevertheless, he was always ready to scandalize
the religious world in cases wliere the traditional
criticism of its contents,

;

views seemed to him profoundly irreligious. Thus
Mansel's Bnmpton Lectures (1858) practically declared that man could have no knowledge of God,
except what was given him by the Bible. Such
orthodox agnosticism was horrible to one who
Manbelieved in .i Light that lightens every man.
sel taught, in effect, that men had no right to
assume that words like fatherhood,' righteousness,' and 'justice' meant, when applied to God,
all and more than what they imply in human
'

'

To Maurice this seemed practically
relationships.
atheism and in his book What is Revelation ?
(1859) he poured out the vials of his wrath upon the
Bampton lecturer. There followed a very bitter
controversy, in which Maurice for a time received
little support.
Gradually, however, the more spiritually-minded men of all classes rallied to his side.
Maurice's later years were spent in comparative
;

The number

of his actual disciples rehis ideas spread, and the charm
It
of his personality exercised a wide influence.
was also noticed that this mystic had proved singularly right in many of his ideas of practical reform.
His Working Men's College and College for
quiet.

mained small, but

Women

were imitated with more or

less modificainstitutions all over the country.
His co-operative schemes, though unsuccessful,
helped to pave the way for a great movement,

tion in

numbers of

conducted on less idealistic principles. Christian
Socialism, under that or other names, became a
great force and meanwhile the more obnoxious
features of the popular theology passed into the
background, when they were not altogether dropped
out of the conventional religion.
Accordingly,
though Maurice in books and sermons continually
reiterated his old teaching, he aroused little fresh
He continued to protest against popuopposition.
lar doctrines, orthodox or liberal, but he had
In 1866 he was
little to add to his old arguments.
;

appointed to the professorship of Casuistry, Moral
Tneology, and Moral Philosophy at Cambridge, and
threw himself heartily into the duties of that
position.
Experts are divided as to the value of
his contributions to metaphysics and to philosophy.
For all departments of thought and life he claimed
a theological basis, in a Father revealed in a Son
through the operation of a Spirit, and witnessed to
liy a Catholic Church, with Bible and sacraments.

to whom these things were either incredible
or at least disconnected \\ ith philosophy and reason
could regard him only as a somewhat muddleheaded mystic, however much they might reverence

Those

his character, learning, and ability.
LmniATt'Ri!.— Frederick Maurice, The lA/t of FreAerick
D*nUtm Maurici, vols., London, 1884, is an excellent compilation In which the editor has kept his own views and personality admirably in the backK''o""d shorter and more conF. G.
troversial, but adequate, biographies ore piven by
Masterman (London, 1907) and W. E. Collins (do. 1902). See
also T. Hughes, preface to Maurice's Friendthip of Booki^
Leslie Stephen, art. Maurice,' in DXII, do. 1894
do. 1874
and the references to Maurice in J. McLeod Campbell,
Memorialt, do. 1877, and Caroline Fox, Memorifn of Old
J. E. SVMES.
FrieruU.do. 1882.
'1

;

C

'

;

;

MAY, MIDSUMMER
MAY, MIDSUMMER.— Agricultural

peoples

throughout the world have established a ritual,
more or less elaborate, about the critical periods of
This ritual, in effect, is
their common industry.
the farmer's religion, and it may be considered the
culmination of all pre-ethical animism, and its most
important development prior to the great organized
faiths.
In the form of holiday customs its semblance survives abundantly throughout Europe,
and probably not a little of its belief is latent
underneath Christianity to-day.
We shall discuss its meaning below. This is
perhaps less complex than has been supposed but
;

clear that the agricultural meaning is associated with the popular attitude towards the changes
of the seasons, lunar and solar movements, and the
growth and decay of vegetation in general. The
calendar of this cult is that of the countryside, and
this is even suggested by the three categories to
it is

which the terms May, midsummer, and harvest
belong.

May. — The

typical European celebration of
well known. Trees, green branches,
or garlands are carried round, and a King and
Queen of May are appointed from among the young
people. According to Mannliardt and Frazer, these
objects and persons represent the tree-spirit or
I.

May Day

is

spirit of vegetation

:

'The intention of these customs is to bring home to the village,
and to each house, the blessings which the tree-spirit has in its
power to bestow.' i
They had originally a serious and, so to epeak, sacramental
significance people really beUeved that the god of growth was
The idea of the spirit^ of
present unseen in the bough.
vegetation is blent with a personification of the season at which
his powers are most strikingly manifested.''^
The custom of setting up a May Tree or May
Pole has been widelj^ spread in Europe.
typical
case is that of Swabia ; on the first day of May a
fir-tree was brought to the village, decorated with
ribbons, and set up, and the people then danced
'

;

.

.

.

A

round

remained on the village-green till the
next May Day, when a new tree took its place.*
At a later stage, at least in England, the May Pole
was permanent, while in Bavaria it was renewed
It

it.

at arbitrary periods of three, four, or five years.
When the meaning of the custom had been forgotten, and
the May-tree was regarded simply as a centre for holiday merrymaldng, people saw no reason for felling a fresh tree every year
and preferred to let the same tree stand permanently, only
'

with fresh flowers on

May Day.'-*
Instead of a tree or a branch, a branch decked
or
with flowers,
simply garlands of flowers, are frequently employed. English children use two hoops
of osier or hazel, crossing at right angles, and twine
or a pole is carried with a
flowers round them
bunch of flowers fixed on the top.^ In modern
English folk-custom the essence of the May Pole is
the long ribbons attached to the top ; each of these
Is held by a child, and as they dance round the
pole the ribbons twine round it, to be untwined
when the dancers reverse.

decking

it

;

The tree-spirit is often embodied in human form
or in a living person.
English children carry a
doll in the garland, sometimes styled The Lady
*
a little girl is selected to
In
Alsace
of the May.'
be the Little May Rose, and carries a small May
Tree. The Russian Lithuanians crown the prettiest
'

In Brie
and address her O May O May
a boy is wrapped in leaves he Is styled Father
May.' The 'Green George' of Carinthia and
Rumania is a boy covered with green branches at
the end of the procession an effigy of him is flung
'

'

!

girl

!

'

;

;

into the water.'

Here is what Frazer terms the double or bilingual
representation of the tree-spirit by a tree and doll
1
OB^, pt. 1., The ilagic Art, London, 1911, ii. 69.
2 W. Mannliardt, BaumkuUus, Berlin, 1875, p. 316 f., quoted
in GB^, pt. i.. The Magif Art, ii. 79.
3
*

E. Meier, Deutsche Saijen, Stuttgart, 1852, p. S96.

Gm,

6/fr.

pt.

i..

U.74.

The Magic Art,

ii.

70.

» lb.

ii.

eoft.

Tib.

u.

lis.
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or a living person. • Instances of the single representation by a living person are numerous, sucn as
the Little Leaf Man of Thuringia, the English

Jack-in-the-Green, usually a chimney-sweep, who
wore a framework covered with ivy and hoUy, and
the innumerable May Kings and May Queens.^

These still, in many cases, remember to announce
the coming of spring, as well as to wish the people
good luck.
Often the symbolism is that of a wedded pair,
king and queen, lord and lady, bridegroom and
bride. Trees, Frazer notes, are sometimes married
to each other.' In some cases one party is a forsaken sleeper,' who is awakened by a kiss or the
In a fev,- cases there is an indirect representalike.
tion of a marriage between the May couple.'' The
folk-drama of the marriage of Zeus and Hera in
ancient Greece may be similar to the above, and
certainly that of the Queen to Dionysus was
identical.
According to Frazer, the principle is
that marriage promotes fertility.
One aspect of these customs is that the symbolic
figure is supposed to ensure fertility to women and
cattle as well as to vegetation and the crops. This
is brought out in German and English folk-custom.
The European customs are certainly to be correlated with those of other peoples, whose definite
object is to promote the growth of the young crops
In N. Morocco, for instance, during
or of the seed.
May, or at any time in spring, the women engaged
to weed fields make a doll. A villager mounted on
a horse runs away with it. A regular pursuit
follows, and, if a man from another vUlage succeeds
in carrying it home, the vUlage where it was made
must buy it back, usually with a feast. The doll
is termed Mdta, and is dressed up as a girl.'
Another element besides that of the spirit of
vegetation is detected here by Westermarck.
'

'

Mdta

is obviously a personification of the wheat,
she is regarded as the bride of the field, and
have heard called " the wedding of the
wheats." Considering how commonly violent movements, conare
found
as rites of purification, I venture to
and
tests,
racing
believe that the ceremony of MAta is originally meant to serve
a similar purpose, that it is essentially a magical means of
cleaning the corn, which is added to the more realistic method
employed by the women on the field. Afc the same time, however, there may also be an idea of distributing baraka over the
fields by racing about with the doll. Sometimes a large wooden
spoon is used for the frame of the doll.**

'The doll

its vital

energj'

the ceremony

;

itself I

'

The two polar

ideas of Moroccan magical belief
are l-bas, evil magic, and baraka, holiness or good
The neganuigic, each being a force or substance.
tive method of assisting the latter by first eliminat-

ing the former is conspicuous in Berber custom,
lint it would be futile to attempt to decide which
method is the earlier they are obviously compleconsideration to be adduced later
mentary.
;

A

may, however, have some significance here.

The negative aspect of agricultural ritual, viz.
the imposition of tabu, has traces in European
custom, especially in the prohibition of unlucky
Tabu is best exemplified, however,
acts or times.
The Dayaks of Borneo, for
in lower cultures.
instance, consider the whole period of farming and
all its operations to be subject to supernatural
influences, while planting and harvest are especiThe most elaborate tabus are
ally critical times.
imposed, and omens are constantly taken. Merriment and feasting follow the period of tabu.'
The Assamese proclaim a genua (communal tabu) at planting
and harvest. The idea underlaying the various restrictions is
that men must not give time and attention to anything but the
'

care of the crops.' &
1

GB3,

pt.

i..

The Magic Art,

ii.

73.

s

lb. ii. S8.
E. Westermarck, CeretiwnieS
Helsingfors, 1913, p. 20.
6 lb.
p. 22.
5

'

and

2 lb.
* lb.
Beliefs .

ii.

ii.
.

80, 82, 84.

94 f.
in Morocco,

.

W. H. Furness, The Home-Life of Borneo Bead-Hvniers:

Us Festivals and Folk-hre, Philadelphia, 1902, p. 160 tf.;
T. B. P. Kehelpannala, in JAI xxv. [1895-90) 104 f.
8 T. C.
xxi. [1910] 300, and JAI xxxvi. [1906] 94.
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the riiiisliaii Lent was developeil out of a
period of ayrieullinid tiilm, there is complete
contiuuity between the old and new faiths.
The question of date may here be noticed.
European folk-custom has a largo body of simil.Tr
ritual celebrated previously to and during l-ent,
sucli as the Peath of tliu Carnival, the liurial of
Shrove Tuesday, Carrying out Death, Sawing the
If

Old >\'oman,

followiil

by a dramatic advent of

Spring, Summer, or J-ife.' The former generally
are dated on Shrove Tuesday, sometimes at MidLent, the latter sometimes follow immediately, or
at a later date the fourth Sundaj' in Lent, for
instance while in Kussia similar ritual in both
forms is celebrated in spring and at midsummer,
and also on St. Peter's Day.'' These dates suggest
that the old agricultural calendar was altered to
suit the ecclesiastical.
In the majority of these Lenten customs the
tree or brancli or doll or person is termed Summer
or Summer-tree.
'The " customs " of bringing in the May and bringing in tluThe Summer-tree uuisl
Summer are essentially tlie same.
liitewise be an embodiment of the tree-spirit or spirit of vegeta-

—

—

.

.

.

tion. '3

to the representation of Death, more
the 'Summer (Lenten) ritual than
May Day, Frazer's view is that it is an
embodiment of the tree-spirit or spirit of vegetation,' the Summer-tree being often a revivification
of the efligy of Death.' The idea is 'tlie death
and revival of the spirit of vegetation in spring.'*
There is also, as already noted, a natural identification of season or date with the spirit. The death is
represented frequently by killing, and this may be
connected with the idea of slaying the incarnate or

With regard

'

lirominent in
in that of

'

'

embodied

while still vigorous, in order that
vigour may be guaranteed.
Another feature of Alay ritual is the kindling
spirit

its successor's

of bonfires,^

though this
Midsummer-tide.

is

most conspicuous at

The Beltane fires of Scotland were liindled on May Day as late
as the 18th century. The tra^^es'of human sacrifices at them
were particularly clear and unequivocal. The most signiiicaML
example is that of the north-east of Scotland. Here the
Beltane fires were lit not on the first but 'on the 2nd of Ma\',
O.S. They were called bone-fires. The belief was that on that
evening and nijjht the witches were abroad in all'their force,
casting ill on cattle and stealing cows' milk. To counteract
their evil power pieces of the rowan-tree and woodbine, chief1,\
of rowan-tree, were jtlaced over the byre doors, and fires were
kindled by every farmer and cottar. Old thatch, or .straw, or
furze, or broom was piled up in a heap and set on fire a little
after sunset. Some of those present kept constantly tossing up
the blazing mass, and others seized portions of it on pitch. forks
or poles, and ran hither and thither, holding them aa high as
they were able, while the younger portion, that assisted,
danced round llie fire or ran through the smoke, shouting,
"Fire! blaze an burn the witches; fire
fire! burn the
witches." In some districts a large round cake of oat or barlt-yWhen the material was
raeal was rolled through the ashes.
burned up, the ashes were scattered far and wide, and all continued till quite dark to run through them still crying, " Fire
burn the witches." '*i
I

!

In Ireland, Sweden, and Bohemia Ironfires were
lighted on the first day of May and in the lastnamed country the burning of the witches is
prominent.'
Bathing, washing the face with dew, and drenching efhgies and mummers are common customs on
May Day. The Etiropean May customs are also,
among some peoples, celebrated at Whitsuntide.
This date is e.specially marked in llussifi, but also
:

'

'

occurs in the Altm.ark, Bavaria, and other parts of
Germany, Denmark, and Austria- Hungary. Tliey
are elsewhere celebrated at Midsummer, and on
St. John's Eve or St. John's Day.
One or two
'
G£3. pt. iii., Tlu Dying God, London, 1911, pp. 221*.,
228f., 233tT., 240£r., 246ff.
» Ih.
S lb.
* lb.
p. 261 f.
p. 262.
p. 26?.
»
pt. vll., BaMer the CcaM(i/u(, London, 1913, I. 159 fl.
» \V.
Folk-lore
the
Korth-Basl
Hcoltaml,
of
Oregor,
of

other dates are elsewhere fomxil, cases apparently
of arbitrary selection of a spring or summer critical
day. The Swedes celebrate a minor form of the
ritual on May Day, but are remarkable among
I'Juropean peoples for concentrating these customs
upon Midsiimnier-tide, when May Pole, garlands,
arbours, and jumping over Iwnlires are in great
It is curious that parts of Boliemia
evidence.'
have the same date, while in Russia both Whitsun
and Midsummer are celebrated similarly. The
same ideas and practices are more or less equally
applicable to May Day and Midsummer Day, but
a Pyrenean custom suggests a special causal conHere a tall tree is cut down on May Day
nexion.
and kept until Midsummer Eve, when it is ceremonially burned."
Similarly there is a continuous connexion between the ritual and beliefs belonging to the whole
trio of the Ciitical periods. May, midsummer, and
In Morocco the lirst day of summer
harvest.
(17th May) is the death of the earth, the first day
of a new season, and the lirst day of harvest.' It
i.s
quite natural that green trees and green branches
should be most conspicuous on May Day, and corn
sheaves and the like at harvest the preponderance of bonfires at midsummer, however, is a
curiously difficult problem, whether on the theory
of the tree-spirit with its corollary of sun-charms
or on that of purification and baraka.
2. Midsummer.
Turning now to the midsummer celebrations, we find that in Sweden May
Poles are set up and decorated, and the people
dance round them, and bonfires are lighted to be
danced round and jumped over. In Bohemia the
May Pole itself is burned.*
;

—

In Russia on St. .Tobn's Eve a figure of the mythical personage, Kupalo, is made of straw, and 'is dressed in woman's
clothes, with a necklace and a floral crown. Then a tree is
felled, and, after being decked with ribbons, is set up on some
chosen spot. Near this tree, to which tliey give the name of
Marena [Winter or Death], the straw figure is placed, together
with a table, on which stand spirits and \'iands. Afterwards

a

ttonfire

1881, p. 1C7.
'
pt. vii., Balder tlu Beauti/ut,
ilaijic Art, ii. 86.

am,

167, 169, pt.

i.,

The

it

in

'

round which the people dance.
to be
Sweethearts of
The two
clasp hands across the fire.

A

lighted,

who wish

couple

'

St.

young
John

'

gossips,'

suggests Frazer, may correspond to the Lord and
Lady of the May, and ultimately represent in flesh
and blood the iejiroductive si)irit of vegetation.*
In Morocco smouldering fires are made on Midsummer Day or the evening before.

•Men, women and children leap over them, believing that by
doing so they rid themselves of the bas or evil, which maybe
Llie sick will be cured and married persons
rlingnig to them
will have offspring.
ISobody is hurt I)y the fire since there is
;

bitraka in it.'?

In the Moroccan custom the

smoke

pt. vil., Baldrr the Beaotlful, i. 172.
(IB-', pt. i., The Magic Art, ii. 141.
3
Weatermarck, p. 76.
>
GBs, pt. 1., 7'hf Magie Art, II. 66, pt. \ ii.,
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178.
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15(72, p.
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.Sotujit
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People-, London,

0B'\ pt. \i\.,'The Di/imt Ood, p. 262.
Adonis, Attis, Osiris-, London, 1914,

Iv.,

261.
7

more

is

GB3,

OB', pt.

i.

and the young men and maidens jump over

In some jiarts of Russia the ceremony is accompanied by weeping and wailing for the destroyed
effigy, or by a mock combat between those who
attack and those who defend it.' In Sardinia
there is a ritual which seems to be a survival of
(iardens of Adonis.' The
the ancient Greek
village swain proposes to .a village girl early in
Then in May slie sows in a pot a handful
spring.
of corn, which is well grown by Midsummer Eve,
when it is called Ermc or Ncnncri. t)u Midsummer Day the young couple go in a procession
and break the pot against the church door. Feasting follows, and in some districts a bonfire is

Gm,

London,

is lit.

couples, carrying the figure with them. On the next day they
strip the tree and the figure of their ornaments, and throw
them both into a stream.'

Westermarck,

p. 79.

1.

244 f.,
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the practical point is
important than the blaze
fumigation of men, cattle, trees, and various

(see art.

belongings.

For the special harvest-rites see art. Hakvest.
Basis of agricultural rituals. The general
theory of agricultural ritual propounded by Frazer
can be connected with such primitive magical
rites as the Australian intichiumu for developing
the growth of food-plants and animals.
But in
many European cases it seems that the main
object is to purify the sphere in which the com
grows, and many rites are concerned not with a
spirit of vegetation but with vaguely-imagined
The burning
evils, often in the form of witches.-

;

It is also noteworthy that in Morocco at midsummer magic
forces are supposed to be active in certain species of vegetation.!
Fumigation by burning certain kinds of plants and the mere
application of leaves and branches promote fertility, act as

charms against the evil eye, and assist general well-being.
There is also a custom of eating, in a quasi-sacramental maimer,
special foods, in which there is baraka."
is probably no corner of Europe in which
has not been the custom to kindle bonfires at
Midsummer-tide.
Besides the leaping througli
the fire, there are customs of throwing blazing
disks through the air and of rolling burning
wheels downhill.^ A certain sanctity, as in the
need-fire ceremonies, attaches to the kindling of
the fire in some instances.
frequent custom
is that of making gigantic figures of wicker-work,
which are paraded and then burned, these midsummer giants being apparently analogous to the
May Kings in their leafy garb. There are also
traces of burning animals alive.*
Frazer derives these customs of modern Europe,
especially those of N. France, from the 'sacrificial rites of the Celts of ancient Gaul,' as typified
in the druidical sacrifices, and mythically in the
death of Balder.

There

it

A

'^

Two main

interpretations of these fire-rituals

have been put forward.
Mannhardt,
followed by Frazer, explained them

originall}'

as

sun-

charms.'
great turning-point in the sun's career,' the summer
man fancied that he could help the sun in
his seeming decline could prop his failing steps and rekindle
"
the sinking flame.'

At the

'

—

The wheel and disk

'

Their primary object in many or most cases is to serve as a
protection against ^vil forces that are active at Midsummer.'

In the Moroccan customs cleansing by fumigation
the chief idea, although there is also the ascription of positive virtue to the smoke. Westermarck
finds no evidence for the sun-charm theory.' Later
Frazer regarded the two views as being not mutually exclusive, but admitted the purificatory theory
as being the more probable.'"
Traces exist of what has been interpreted as
human sacrifice by drowning on this date. Various
similar customs have been interpreted as rain
charms.'' In Morocco, however, midsummer ceremonial bathing is connected with the idea of
securing health by cleansing, and the same idea
is attached to the European custom of rolling
in dew.'" Various kinds of divination, as is natural
on special dates introductory of a new season (as
is

midsummer
Mock fights,

is often
regarded), are practised.
tugs-of-war, games, and abuse of the
ceremonial figure are common incidents. These
have been interpreted as dramatic survivals of

a ceremonial and magical representation of a
struggle between good and evil influences, or
designed to produce by homoeopathic magic movement' in the weather or in the growth of the
crops." Magic plants are gathered at midsummer
'

1

Westenuai-ck, p. 88 cf. p. 82.
90 S. On the customs in general see Westermarck,
;

2 /&.
p.

'Midsummer Customs in Morocco,' in FL xvi. [1905] 27 ff.
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GB^, pt. v.. Spirits of the Com and of the Wild, London,
ii.
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GfP,

pt. iv.,

;

St.

such are fern-bloom, fern-seed,
John's wort.'

—

or destruction of the tree-sjiirit is often a doubtful
It is impossible to dogmatize on the
proposition.
origin and first intention of these agricultural
rites, but it is necessary to bear in mind the
possibility that beliefs in corn-spirits and tlie like,

and even the magical practices themselves, may
be late accretions upon some simple- psychological
and even utilitarian facts.
There is also the
sense of crisis, very strong in the primitive mind.
Thus, psychic reactions in sympathy with the
objects concerned might lead to dramatic, but

—

e.g.,
jumping to make
same way imitative ex-

unconscious, imitations
the corn grow
in the
;

might be made of such necessary
When establishea,
processes as weed-burning.
these ex post facto explanations, magical, mythor theological, obviously tend to usurp
ical,
planations

precedence.
Literature.

—This

is verj' extensive, but the
in the text.
A. E.

main

critical

CRAWLEY.

works are cited

MAYA. —Maya,

Frazer

are suggestive shapes.

also noted the purificatory aspect of these customs.*
Fire is a cleanser, and is frequently used for the
purpose, as in the need-fire. Westermarck emphasized this aspect.

and

3.

'

solstice, primitive

Dew)

mistletoe,

'

illusion, appearance,' is

a term

Vedanta applied

to the
of the empirical uniignorance {avicli/d), when in

in the phUosophy of the
illusion of the

multiplicity

produced by

verse,

reality there is only One, the brahman-dtman.
It is not till a somewhat late period that the word
assumes the technical meaning of the cosmic illusion, although this development of its sense is not
an unnatural one. The word inayd is not uncommon even in the Kigveda, where it has the

meanings 'supernatural power,' 'cunning,' 'mysterious will-power.' Sayana usually explains it
by prajila, mental power,' or kapata, cunning,'
guile,
deception.' Indra, e.g., is said to assume
many forms mdydbhih, by magic wiles, or mysterious powers
as tlie possessor of this power, he
is called mdyin.
'

'

'

'

'

'

;

[The use of the term in the Rig\'eda has been thoroughly
analyzed bv A. Bergaigne {Religion vMique, Paris, 1878-^3, iii.
80-88 ct. A. HUlebrandt, Maya,' WZKil xiii. Iisn9] 316-320).
It, or such derivatives as mCiyin, rndi/dvant, is applied to the
'

;

demons conquered by Agni

wiles of the
vati (VI. Ixi.

(v.

ii.

9, etc.)

and Saras-

3), and especially by Indra, whether alone (I. xxxii.
4, etc.) or accompanied by Visiju (vii. xcix. 4).
By overcoming
the mdj/d of the demons Indra won the Soma (vu. xcviii. 5).
Men of e\il craftiness are mdyin (I. xxxlx. 2) or durmdyu (iil.
XXX. 15) the sorceress uses mdyd (vii. civ. 24) but the mdyin
cannot overcome 'the primal firm ordainments of the gods'
The A6vins conquer the mdyd of the evil Dasyu
(ill. Ivi. 1).
;

(I.

;

cxrii. 3).

On

the other hand, the terms are applied to good deities.

rain and guard their law
the sun-bird is adorned (x. clxxvii.
Ixiii.
6),_and are vidyin (v. Iviii.
Mdyd is knov^Ti to, or used
2), or sumdya (I. lxxxviii._l, etc.).
liii.
the
by, Tvagtr (x.
9),
Adityaa (n. xxvii. 16), and Varupa and
5iitra(l. cli. 9, etc.); and it is a characteristic of Varuna (vi.
while by it the Rbhus attained divine dignity
xh-iii. 14, etc.)

Through mdyd Mitra and Varupa send
(v. Ixiii. 3, 7)
1).

;

through

mdyd

The Maruts employ

it (v.

;

wag also employed by Agni (iii. xx%-ii. 7) and Soma
and in the former deity the jndyas of the mdyins
are united (in. xx. 3). It was a mark of the A^vins (v. Ixxviii.
6. etc.), and even earthly sacrificers are mdyiii (ix. Ixxiii. 3).
Through mdyd Indra triumphs over the mdyiyi demons (I. xi.
7, T. XXX. 6, et<?.), and he 'has much mdyd' (purumdya, VJ.
Germs of the later development of the word are
xviii. 12, etc.).
found in such passages as nl. liii. S, where Indra 'assumes form
after form, working mdyds about his body,' and vi. xl\'ii. 18,
where through mdyds Indra goeth in many forms (cf. also ni.
xxxviii. 7). Sun and moon succeed each other in virtue of mdyd

{ill. Ix. 1).

It

(IX. Ixxxiii. 3),

'

'

1

2

GBS, pt

GB3,

vii..

pt. vi..

Balder the Beautiful,

ii.

The Scapegoat, London,

166, 287, 291.
1913, p. 158 ft.
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aad

IxxxT.

Iho double forni of

mdya

Pu^u and

explains
18^,
Perhaps most eignlfloant of all
Ajfiii (VI. Iriil. 1, X. Ixxxviit. C).
'
Is the
l. Uv. S :
thou didst go,
Indra, waxing

(x.

When

passage

O

nuii/a was that

in bocly. si>caking

mighty things among folk,
"ed thy battles
which liioy called
battles; neither now nor hitherto hast
thou found a foe.'
In the Athan'aveda miiyd was born from mdi/a
ix. 6)
(T)
ja (nil.
it was milked from VirftJ (on whom see Hillebrandt, Ved. Myth.
Brcslati, 1891-1902, ii. 6l>-62, and Muir, pasnm), and on it the
;

;

Asuroii (demons) subsist (viii. x. 22).
Luclc in gamliling is
invoked by the aid of
mdyn (iv. xxinii. S) the black snake
assumes wondrous forms (vapus) *by the Asura's mdyi' (vi.
Ixxii. 1) sun and moon follow one another by mdyd (vil. l.xxxi.
1
cf. XIII. ii. 11); the sorceress prevails by its means
(viii. iv.
24) by maiii the mm makes the two days' (i.e. day and night)
of diverse form (xiii. ii. S); through Agni the maj/aa ot the
Asuras are repelled (iv. xxiii. 6, viii. iii. 24) yet the gods (d«va)
go about with Asura-mrt.vti (iii. ix. 4).
Some idea as to the original meaning of the term mdifd may
be gained from its etymology. It has been connected with
Skr. md, 'to measure' (O. Bohtlingk and R. Roth, Sanskrit;

;

;

'

:

;

Worttrtnich, Petrograd, 1865-76, v. 732); with Skr. man, 'to
think '(H. Orassmann, WIMerbuch lum Rig-Veda, I^eipzig, 1873,
col. 1034
similarly P. Persson, Studien zur Lehre vonder IFurZfltnjceitenmg und Wurulvariati-m, Upsala, 1891, p. 120 the
closest cognate would bo Or. ni"!, wisdom, cunning, craft')
with Or. IUIJ.K, imitator (O. N. Chatzidakis, 'A/tetSriii. Ai-oyiiiffjiara, Athens, 190S-O4, i. 260); with Lat. iniru*, 'wonderful'
(II. Ehrlich, Zur indogerm. Sprachgesch., Konigsberg, 1910, p.
The most probable connexion, however, is with a Balto75).
Slavlc group (^\ith which ^i^llo^ may be connected) represented
O.
by
Bulg. na-matjati, to nod, indicate by a sign,' Russ. naviayaml, "I indicate by signs, deceive,' ob-mar/akH, 'deceiver,'
Bulg. za-mni/vam, 'I enchant, deceive,' I^t. nidi, 'to nod,' apMore distant cognates are, e.g., Bulg.
7/Mtt, to blind, enchant.'

With the knowledge
known as phases of it

;

'

;

'

*

'

i>-nuim<z, 'deceit, swindle, 'Russ. o6-mand, 'deceit,' lith. mOiwi,
'
'
'
sorcery,' Let. mdnit, to enchant,' O. H. O. inein, falsehood
(Germ. J/«tneirf, "perjury '), Little Russ. mara, ' phantom, dream,
deception,' O. On. Slav, tnachati, 'to swing," Russ. makhi,
'error,' Czech matoha, 'ghost,' Polish matae, 'to swindle,|lie,
deceive' (E. Berneker, Slav, etvmokig. Worterbuck, Heidelberg,
In Avesta we have the word
1908fr., ii. 7, 16, 17f., 4f., 26).
clever.' The basal meaning seems to be
mdyu, 'skilful,
to
'
move,' hence to change, to deceive.'
Loins H. Grat.)

'

'

In Upanisadic literature iiiayd is first found in
the Svetaivatara Upani^ad (iv. 10) with the meancosmic illusion
it is no longer
ing
applied
simply to the iuggler's art, but now connotes the
illusion created by him.
It is in the latter sense
that the word is henceforth
mainly used in philosophical literature.
Sahkara, in his commentaries
on the Veddntasfdras, always used the word with
the meaning
illusion,' and the technical term
'

'

;

'

employed by him became more or less stereotyped
by his successors.
Although it is occasionally asserted that the
idea of may& Is as late in origin as the use of maya
to describe it, there is little foundation for this
view, and passages may be found in the Rigveda
which show that even then it was felt that there
was an underlving unity beneath apparent multiplicity ; indeea, the doctrine that phenomena are
unreal in relation to absolute being is common to
all metaphysics.
In Riffveda, I. clxiv. 46, ekaih tad viprA bahudhd vadanti,
'

that which

one the sages call by many names,' it is felt that
a matter of words only, or in x. xc. 2, where the
whole universe is said to be purufa alone, it Is imphed that all
else but pnrttfa is illusion.
It was with the introduction of the doctrine of
all

plurality

is

Is

the atman in the Upanifads that this denial of the
existence of the empirical universe became
firmly
established in India as a philosophic doctrine.
The conception of an all-pervading atman, the
'self of the universe, necessitates the exclusion of
all that is not the self, and hence implies its unThe substance of the teaching of the
reality.
Upanisadsis 'Brahman is real, the universe false,
the atman is brahman and nothing else.' Although
it is not possible to quote
early forms of the statement that the universe is mhya, or illusion, it is
insisted
that the atman is the only
frequently
reality, which means the same thing
i.e., all that
is not the self (world, etc. is not real
it is mere
or
illusion.
This
is
the
appearance
teaching of
in
the
Yajfiavalkya
BrhadSranijaka Upanisad:

—

)

'

When

the self

is

seen,

whole universe is known
goes from death to death

'
;

'

;

heard, perceived, and knowii, the
'
he who imagines there Is pluralitv

(iv. iv. 19, v. 0).

self

phenomena become

;

We

Vedanta, which regards phenomena as absolutely
unreal, like a mirage. Ignorance, in the Upani^ds,
is an absence of true
knowledge in tlie later
Vedanta it is rather an active force wliich conjures
up the illusion of phenomena for the delusion of
the self.
In the Upani^ads also we find a kind
;

of pantheistic compromise whicli grants that the
world does exist, but holds that the sole reality
of the atman is not in the least degree affected,
for all is the cltman.
This view pervades the

Chhandogya Upanisad,
*

The dtinan

dtman

is

e.g.

:

above and below, behind and in front.

the world

is all

As time wert

;

'

of

they are provisionally real
to a certain extent, but ignorance of the atman
regards them as independent of the atman.
have not quite readied the stage of tlie later

'

(vii.

xxv.

The

2).

may& gained an ever-increasing

on,

independence as the substance prakj-ti (nature),
whioli was at first subordinate to the atman.
In
post-Upanisadic literature the term appears frequently in a iion-philosophic sense a mrgamdya is
an illusion gazelle (i.e. not a real gazelle) a man
who craftily seeks to gain money does it through
maya; amdyaya, lit. 'without maya,' means
honestly.' In these cases (for further references
see Bohtlingk-Roth, loc. cit.) the original meaning
;

'

'

;

'

of

maud

persists.

In the philosophical sections of the Mahabhdrata
the term is used in its philosophical sense. Thus
Visnu, speaking as tlie supreme god, says ' Entering into my own nature (prakfti), I arise through
this explains the famous
maya (VI. xxviii. 6 f
avatdras of the deity, 'May&vin' is one of the
thousand names of Siva (XUI. xvii. 1214). (On
the question of mdyd in the epic see E. W. Hopkins, The Great Epic of India, New York, 1901,
:

'

.

)

;

pp. 138-142.)

The doctrine of mdyd in the Vedanta forms the
cardinal distinction from its great rival system,
the Sahkhj-a [q.v.) philosophy. Vedanta is the
system of advaita (non-duality) ; the phenomenal
world does not exist ; it is only mdya, arising
from avidyd, that makes us erroneously think it
to be

real

;

mdyd

is

overcome

when he who

ignorantly believed himself to be an individual
realizes that in actuality he is one with the dtman
then only is salvation (mok^a, lit. 'liberation')
In the Sahkhya system, on the confinally won.
the Vedantic
trary, tlie phenomenal world is real
dtman is ignored (Sahkhya is atheistic) the soul
[chit, lit.
thought') is involved in the woe of life
because of aviveka (failure to distinguish between
matter and soul), due to avidyd, etc. salvation is
gained \>y the complete isolation (kaivalya) of the
soul from matter and the soul then exists as an
eternal, but unconscious, individuality.
(On the
;

;

;

'

;

;

between Vedinta and Sankhya see
especially Max Miiller, Six Systems, p. 279 ff.)
of
One
the most important of the early works
on Vedanta is the Kdrikd of Gaudapada (8th
(;ent. A.D.), one of whose pupils was a teacher of
Sahkara, He is an uncompromising advocate of
the doctrine of mdyd, and strongly denies the
existence of the universe. The waking world is
no more real than the world of dreams.
The
dtman is both the knower and the known his
experiences exist within him through the power
of m&yd.
As a rope in a dim light is mistaken for
a snake, so tlie dtman is mistaken for the variety
of experience t;Tra).
When the rope is recognized,
the illusion of the snake at once disappears ; when
true knowledge of the dtman is attained, the
illusion which makes us think of it as a multiThe world has no
plicity of experiences vanishes.
more real existence than the snake, and, as one
cannot remove or cast oir what docs not exist, it
distinctions

;

MAYANS
is wrong to speak of obtaining freedom from it.
The atman cannot be said to create or cause tlxe

universe any more tlian the rope creates the snake.
Production ^^uuhi be either from tlie existent or
from the non-existent but the former is impossible, for it would be producing what already
exists, and the latter is equally impossible, for the
non-existent e.g., the son of a barren woman
cannot be the cause of anything ; it cannot even
be realized liy the mind.
;

—

—

Gaudapada's monism assumed
the commentaries of Saukara

its final

form in

probably A.D.

(b.

Sankara

is well aware of the difficulties in
of reconciling the various views of the
and
is further perplexed by the fact
Upanisads,
that as iruti ('revelation ') they all ought to have
equal weight ; the latter ditticulty he overcomes
by his classification of knowledge as of two kinds
a higher, the knowledge of brahman, and a lower,
including all that is not this metaphysical knowHe then investigates the cause of ignorledge.
ance {avidya), and concludes that it is to be
sought in the knower. The phenomenal world is
considered real so long as the unity of the dtinan
is not realized, just as the creations of a dream are
thought to be real till the dreamer awakes. Just

788).

the

way

:

as a magician (/»a)/f7i'in) causes a phantom, having
no existence apart from him, to issue from his
body, so the atman creates a universe which is a
mere mirage and in no way aflects the self. It is
through mdyd that plurality is perceived where
there is really only the atman. Multiplicity is only
a matter of name and form, which are the creations
of ignorance, being neither the atman nor dirt'erent
from it, through the power of illusion (mdijuiakti).
The Highest One manifests himself in various ways
by avidya as a magician assumes various forms by
his wiles.
Sankara further defines two kinds of
existence, empirical and metaphysical, for the
first time emphasizing clearly a distinction which
seems, however, to be known even in the Upanisads.
The phenomenal universe is a fact of consciousness,
and therefore has a sort of existence ; all experience is true so long as the knowledge of the
atman is not attained, just as the experiences in a
dream are real to the sleeper, until he awakes.
'
.

.

.

Therefore before the conBciousness of identity with
is aroused, all worldly actions are justified (on Vedan-

hrahman
tasutras,

'

ii. i.

121).

In spite of the discussion that has raged round
since Saiikara's time, the doctrine of mdya as
enunciated by him still holds the field in India
to-day and, as one of the fundamental doctrines
of his Advaitist school, pervades the
philosophy of
the great mass of thinkeis in India.
it
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MAYANS.—The

'

territory of

what

is

now

the

Republic of Guatemala, adjoin-ng parts of the
Republic of Honduras and of the Mexican States
of Chiapas and Tabasco, and the
peninsula of
Yucatan, was. inhabited in ancient times, as it is

605

to the present day, by a number of ditierent tribes,
speaking allied idioms and forming a linguistic
family usually designated as 'Mayan,' from the
name of its most conspicuous members, the people
of Yucatan.
This population is to lie regarded as
the second of the great culture-nations of Mexico
and Central America, equal to the Mexicans in
material and intellectual civilization and in some
ways surpassing them, but, unfortunately, much
less known than the Mexicans, as
regards the

special traits of

their civilization, their history,
of their daily life.
The chief
ancient monuments in Central America Palenque
in Chiapas, Menche Tinamit on the Usumacinta
river, Quirigua in Guatemala, Copan in Honduras,
Uxmal and Chich'en ItzA in Yucatan are the
work of members of that family. They were the

and the elements

—

—

great astronomers and mathematicians who calculated the duration of the revolution of Venus
and, perhaps, of other planets as well, and were
wont to write down and handle numbers exceeding
a million. They had elaborated a system of hieroglyphic writing far superior to that of the JNIexicaus, but only partially decipliered as yet.
They
were unexcelled in the apprehension and reproduc-

tion of living forms of animals and men.
As a
whole, their civilization and their religion were
closely allied to those of the Mexicans.
In their religious practices they were not so
sanguinary as the Mexicans, human sacrifices
being much less numerous and in many cases being
replaced by the killing of dogs. They resembled
the Mexicans in their methods of prayer and
ofi'erings, fasting, and torture, and in piercing
their ears and tongues and drawing threads through
the holes. They also sacrificed living animals by
fire to the god of fire, and in some
places tortured

themselves by running with naked feet over burning coals.
Like the Mexicans, the Mayans divided the year
into eighteen periods of twenty days each, and
they
also commenced their ceremonies early in the year,
in our month of January, by
renewing all kinds of
ceremonial utensils
inceuse-burners, clay-idols,
and the like. This feast was called Ocna, and was
devoted to the chac, the gods of laboui', i.e. the
rain-gods. AVhen they had to make a new wooden
image or, as they said, to create a god, the work
began in the preceding months, and with great
[jreoautions (fasting, etc.), the artisans being confined to the house as long as the work went on.
In March they had a great fire-ceremony, performed
by the old men and directed to the rain-gods
(chac) and to the old god Itzanina, who may be
considered the god of life and the god of fire.

—

This ceremony was called tupp-kak,

'

extinguishbrouglit together every species
of animal that was at hand; aud, after having
kindled a great fire, they killed t)iem by cutting
the breasts and tearing out the hearts, which were
cast into the flame. The larger animals, such as
jaguars, pumas, caimans, were not so easily
captured, so they made imitations of their hearts
from copal, which was their incense, and threw
these into the fire.
The hearts having been consumed, the priests extinguished the fire by pouring
water from their jars upon it. This ceremony
was intended to secure sufficient rain for the
crops of the new year. Another ceremony was con-

ing the

fire.'

They

nected with this performance.

of terraced

They made a kind

of stones, which seems to
have been regarded as an image of the clouds.
Tlie priests anointed the lowest step with mud and
the upper ones with blue colour, invoking the chac
and ItzamnA. This was, no doubt, another ceremony for bringing rain.

pyramid

In April the cacao planters, who were also the
great merchants, cacao being the staple merchan-
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dLse of ancient Central Anieiiin, celebratetl a great
feast to the black god Ekchuah, the god of the
caravans and the merchants, to the char, and to
Hobnil, the god of the bee-hives. They killed a
dog of the spotted colour of the cacaopod and
ofFered blnn iguiinas, featliers of wild fowl, and
In the month of May there was another
incense.
great feast, calleil Paciimehac, celebrated to Cit
chao coh, the god of war. It began with a five
nights' watch in the temple of the god of war, and
liuring this time the war-chief, cafied nacom and
elected for four years by the members of the
tribe, was seated on a tlnoiie in the temple of the
god of war and venerated like a deity with incenseThe peo])lo performed a dance called
burning.

'warrior-dance.' At the end of the
days they performed the fire-cereuiony described above, after which the war-chief was taken
in a solemn procession all round the temple
a dog
was sacrificed, and the heart ottered to the god.
The heart was put into a bowl and covered by
another bowl, after which the assistant priests
dashed to pieces some great jars full of water
undoubtedly another ceremony intended to produce
A great Vianquet of mead and
rain for the crops.
general drunkenness followed. The same banquets
and drinking-bouts were repeated in the course
of the next three twentieths in all the smaller
These feasts were called Zabacil than,
villages.
and it is expressly stated that they were made in
order that the new year might be a fertile one and
holkon-okot,
five

;

—

bring rich crops.

The month of July was reckoned as the beginning of the new year by the Yucatecans at the
time of the conquest. The twentieth {uinal) in
straw-mat,' meaning
question was called Pop,
dominion,' reign.' They swept their houses and
'

'

'

the village streets and renewed all objects of
domestic use plates, jars, bowls, wooden chairs,
garments, and the wrappings of their idols throwing the old ones on the dust-heaps. The priests,
who had fasted for one, two, or three months,
eating only once a day and abstaining from sexual
intercourse, assembled in the temple and kindled
new fire by friction, twirling a wooden stick in the
hole of another
this new fire was put into the
brazier before the idol, and all the priests and
principal men burned incense with it to the idol.
In the foUowin" months all the professional instruments of the ilitterent classes of the people the
books of the priests, the implements for casting
lots and the fetishes of the doctors, the weapons
of the hunters, and the fishing-nets of the fisliermen were consecrated by anointing them with
blue colour. This feast was called I'ocam. In the
month of Sejilember the bee-keepers had a special
feast at which they brought offerings of incense
and honey to their god Hobnil. In the month of
Octoljer, called Xul by the Yucatecans, there was
a great ceremony in the village of Mani, dedicated
to the god Kukulcan, the
feathered snake,' the
Yucatec translation of the Mexican god Quetzalcoatl, who was venerated as a culture-hero in
Yucatan, some of the most important towns of the
peninsula, .Mayapan,and Chich'en Itza, having been
founded by Mexican emigrants. The last feast in
the year, celebrated at the time of our months
November and December, corresponded in a way
to the Mexican Izcalli, ceremonies being performed
to promote the growth of the youth and to
strengthen them. Contrary to the custom of the
Mexican.% the Yucatecans performed very particular and important ceremonies in the last five
days of the year, which they called xma kaba kin,
ilays without name,' i.e. 'unlucky' days, the
names of which it is dangerous to pronounce. On
these days they set up in the midst of the village
the image of the deity that waa to govern the

—

:

;

;

;

out of the village in the direction of the coming
year.

The

'
lords of days,'
priests were called ahkiii,
'lords of day-signs,' 'dealers in prognostics,'
sooth-sayers.' They were the leaders and teachers
of the people the learned men whose principal

i.e.
'

—

occupation was with books, pictographs, and all
the traditional knowledge emljodied in them.
There is one marked difference between Me.\ican
and Mayan priesthood in Yucatan the office of
.sacrificer {naroin}, who had to kill the victim, was
not a highly honoured one, whereas in Mexico
the highest priests and in extraordinary celebrations, such as the inauguration of a newly-built
temple the kings themselves acted as sacrificers.
:

—

—

LiTBRATi'RE.— Diego de Landa, Rcfacion de las cosa$ de
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;
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—

—
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;

'

this god being one of four who corresponded to the four canlinal points and followed
each other in turn. These gods were (1) for the
east and the years corresponding, to the east. Ah
bolon tz'acab, the god of fertility (2) for the north
and the years corresponding to the north, Kinch
ahau, the sun-god (3) for the west and the yeais
corresponding to the west, Itzamna, the old god,
the moon-god and the god of lire (4) for the south
and the years correspondingto the south, Uacmitun
ahau, the 'lord of the six under worlds,' the god
of the dead.
A number of different ceremonies and
ott'erings were performed in honour of these gods,
and the evil that was to befall the village, according to the character of the new year and of the
heavenly quarter corresponding to the god thereof,
was taken, represented by the figure of a demon,

coming year,

Persian

region

of

Mazandavan,' or Tabaristan, is bounded on the
north by the Caspian Sea and on the south by the
Alburz Mountains, and extends from Astarabad in
the east to the Pul-i-Rud in the west. The winds
from the Caspian bring abundant rain, and the
country is heavily wooded, in contrast to the arid
regions south of the Alburz. The climate is decidedly unhealthy, and the difficulty of access to
the country, increased by lack of good roads, has
combined with M.izandaran's in.salubrity to exclude
it from any generous share in the progress of Persia.
It is to these disadvantages that the district owes
its place in the history of religion in Iran.
Of the aboriginal inhabitants of Mazandaran we
know nothing beyond the statement of Stralw
cf. 520) that it was their custom to 'give
(p. 515
their married women to other men after tliey
themselves had had two or three children by
them.' The Bundahishn (xv. 28) has a fantastic
tradition of their origin, and the Divkart (IX. xxi.
19) describes them as filthy and dwelling in holes.
In rci^ard to tlie latter point, we uiay note that Firdausi
;

tr. A. O. and E. Warner, London, 1905 IT., ii. 68)
makes the Mazandanini White Div inhabit a cavern, although

{Shdh-ndinah,

one thinks involuntarily

ot

demons hide under earth
81

;

IVjirf.

iii.

the repeated Avesta Htatement that

or dwell in ra\es(}**f.

ix.

15

;

Yt. xix.

7, 10).

In the Avesta Mazand.tran
Mazainya daevas, concerning

the abode of the
E. W. West

is

whom

xviii. [18S2] 93, n. 10) expresses the general
1 The
meaning of the name Mazandaran is not certain. The
old natii e etymology (Ibn Islandiyar, tr. Browne, p. 14) makes
within [a mountain named]
it a Later form ot '.Muzandarun,
Darmesteter's etymology
Mii2 (so also Curzon, Persia, i. 354 f.
[Zend-Aveita, ii. 373, n. Slil) is incorrect); but it more probOate'
.Mlzan
'Land
ot
the
means
(T. NOldeke, dlrP ii.
ably
11904] 178. n. 1). Taliariltin, the Arab, tomiof Pahlavi Tapuritin (on coins! or TapariatAn (Bund. x\\. 17, xiil. 15. xi. 27), Is
the land of the Tairovpot of Ptolemy (vi. Ii. 0) and the Tdnpot
of Diodorus(ii. li. S)and AthenEDUs(442 B
Marquart, ErdntaJir,
K. Windis(:Iinmnn*9 idcntificftti<ni ol .Maznndar&n with
p. 129).
Media (Zoroaelr. Stud., Berlin, 18*3, p. '229) was wrong.

(SBE

'

'

;

;
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view wlien lie says that these demons were, no
doubt, merely idolaters,' while M. N. Dhalla
{Zoroastrian Theology, New York, 1914, pp. 8, 160)
'

them

nomads of Mazandaran and Gilan,
in great numbers and pillaged
the possessions of the Iranians.' A number of the

sees in
'

tlie

who poured down

to the M.izainya claevas give no
information as to their nature or habitat ( Ys. Ivii.
have,
17, 32; Vend. ix. 13, x. 16, xvii. 9f.).
however, more precise indications as to their location in tlie account of the threefold sacrifice by the
hero Haoshyangha Paradhfita on Mt. Hara to
gain the victory over two-thirds of the Milzainyan

Avesta references

We

'

demons'
as

(or,

(Yt. v. 22. ix. 4, xv. 8. xix.

it is

Hara
Hara Bere-

26), for

also called in the Avesta,

—

and probably
zaiti, 'lofty Hara') is generally
correctly— identified with Alburz, though construed
in a mythological, rather than a geographical,
sense (e.g., Spiegel, ErAn. Alferthnmskundc, i. 191,
K. Geldner,
463, 482'; Daruiesteter, i. 101, n. 28
GlrPii. 38, and especially Geiger, Ostirdn. Kultur,
Yt.
xv. 7
cf.
pp. 42-45), and the 'peak' (taera,
xii. 25
Bund. v. 4 Ys. xlii. 3) of Hara is probably
;

;

;

;

The identification of Mazan (the noun from which Mazainya is
derived) witli ^lazandariin is also made by NerioMt. Damavand (Geiger,

loc. cit.).

of
sangh (c. A.D. 1200), who, in his Skr. paraphrase
'
the Pahlavi version of the Yasyia, renders Ma'
'
Majandaradesiya
zainya' by 'Majandara' or
{Ys. Ivii. 17, xxvii. 1, Ivii. 32).
Closely associated with the Mazainya daevas are
the Varenyan daevas and dregvants, or 'adherents

demon '(K«. xx\'ii. 1; Yt. v. 22, xiii.
cf. Darmesteter, ii. 373, n.
137, XV. 8, xix. 26
33 ; Yt. X. 97, xiii. 71, and Veiid. x. 14 are unimportant in this connexion). The land of Varena

of the Lie

;

was the fourteenth best created by Ahura Mazda,
but Angra Mainyu cursed

it

with

'

untimely

in-

firmities and non-Aryan over-lords' (Vend. i. 17).'
'
It was four-eayed (iathru-gaosha, i.e. four-square
or quadrangular [?] cf. Darmesteter, ii. 14, n. 38),
and was the birthplace of the hero Thraetaona or
Faridun, who overcame Azi Dahaka (Vend. i. 17 ;
a tale which was discussed at length
Yt. V. 33)
in the lost Sutkar Nask of the Avesta (Dinkart,
IX. xxi. 17-24 ; cf. also viii. xiii. 9, ix. xxii. 4).=
The location of Varena is a matterof somedispute.
It was certainly near fabaristan (Spiegel, i. 545),
but is hardly to be identified with the modern village
of Verek, south of Sari, as argued by Spiegel (i.
72, n. 2, 545) and F. Justi (Handb. der Zendsprache, Leipzig, 1864, p. 270 [witli earlier litera'

;

—

GIrP ii. 404). Equally uncertain is the
view of C. de ^a.Y\ez (Avesta trad., Liige, 1875-77,
i.
87, u. 2) that it was the modern Kirnian.
A. V. W. Jackson (GIrP ii. 663) and Dhalla (locc.
citt.) identify it with GUan, and Darmesteter (ii.
Tabaristau
14, n. 38) with fabaristan or Dailam.
was formerly preferred hy G&iget (Ostlran. Kultur,
pp. 127 f., 184); his later view (ff/rP ii. 391),
identifying Varena with the Caspian Gates, seems
scarcely an improvement. Neriosangh was ignorant
of the meaning of the term, for he renders Varenya
by vibhramakara, 'contusing,' and kama, 'love'
(on Yt. i. 19 ; Ys. xxvii. 1), confounding theei)ithet
with the later Pahlavi Vareno, the demon of lust
(Jackson, ii. 660, 663 Darmesteter, ii. 373, n.
33 L. C. Casartelli, Philosophy of the Mazdayasnian Religion under the Sassanids, Bombay,
ture],

;

;

1 With these
'non- Aryan over-lords' Geiger (p. 185, n. 2)
compares the 'Ai'aptdxai, a tribe dwelling along the Caspian
(Strabo, pp. 607 1., 614; cf. W. Tomaschek, in Pauly=Wissowa,

R

2063;
Andreas, ib. 2195).
- In a Turfan
frag^ment Aii Dahaka, who was imprisoned in
Damavand, is called Mazan.' The adjective has thus far been
found in two other passages, but in both biases the accompanying names are illegible (0. Salemaun, Manichdische Studien,
i. [Petrograd,
For the local Muhammadan version,
1908] 96).
according to which Solomon imprisoned in Damavand the iinni
who stole bis ring-, see Tbn Isfaudiyar, p. 36.

i.

'

607

On the whole, Gilan appears
1889, pp. 91, 166).
to be the most probable identification.
It would seem that the legend of Haoshyangha
refers to an early invasion of Mazandaran and
Giian by Iranians, and their conquest of it, at
This is borne out by the local tradileast in part.
tion of the early 13th cent., for Ibn Isfandiyar
(p. 15) held that
until the time of Jamshid

it was in the possession of the demons.
level the mountains ^vith
the plains, fill up the lakes, drain the fens into the sea, open
up the country, and distribute the rivers and streams.'
The Iranian religion found some place, at all
'

He conquered them, and bade them

Mazandaran, for tradition sees in Spiti
and Erezraspa, who are mentioned in Yt. xiii. 121,
two pious men who came from Mazandaran to receive the faith from Frashaoshtra, the father-inlaw of Zarathushtra {Dinkart, IX. xxi. 17-24).
In the Pahlavi texts tlie most interesting
events, in

passage in the present connexion is found in the
Shikand-g wman'ig Fyar(xvi. 28-36), which records
a belief closely similar to the fi'equent Gnostic
concept of the entanglement of light in darkness
combined with a touch of the Iranian heresy of
Zarvanism.
The rain was the seed of the Mazandarans for the reason
when the Mazandarans are bound on the celestial sphere,
whose light is swallowed by them, and, in order to pass it from
them through a new regulation, discrimination, and retention
of the light of Time, the twelve glorious ones show the daughters
of Timei to the household-attendini; male Mazandarans, so
that while the lust of those Mazandarans, from seeing them, is
well suited to them, and seed is discharged from them, the
light which is within the seed is poured on to the earth. Ttees,
shrubs, and grain have grown therefrom, and the light which
is within the Mazandarans is discharged in the seed. '2
'

that

In
with

tlie

Shah-namah Mazandaran

little

is

described

accuracy (Ncildeke,

geographical

ii.

Kargasars ('Vulture-heads'), who
are frequently mentioned as inhabiting the country,

and

178),

tlie

like the Sagsars ('Dog-heads'), Buzgush ('Goatears'), and Narmpai ('Strap-feet, 'I/nayriTroSes'),
betray the influence of pseudo-Callisthenes upon
In his proper
Firdausi (Nbldeke, ii. 146, n. 3).
shape the king of Mazandaran had a boar's head

(Warner,
'

ii.

The land

75).

itself

was

The home of warlock-divs and under spells
Which none hath power to loose
To go or e'en to think of going thither
;

Is

held unlucky

'
!

{ib.

.

.

.

36 f.).

Nevertheless, it was invaded unsuccessfully by
Kai Kaiis and successfully by Ru.stani {ib. 30-41,

one of the great achievements of the
latter being the slaying of the '\Yliite Demon,'
whom Warner (ii. 27 f.) holds to be a personification of the Mazandarfmis, rendered pale by the
unhealthiness of their climate. This ' White Div
4'2-44, 57-78),

'

was
'mountain-tall,

With shoulders, breast, and neck ten cords across {ib. 55).
The magic exercised by the ' White Div ' against
Kai Kaiis reads like a description of a severe hailstorm (ib. 40) ; the only other point worth noting
is that his blood cured failing sight {ib, 62).
Even in the Arab period Mazandaran remained
imperfectly Islamized. As late as the 10th cent,
many of the inhabitants of Dailam and Gilan were
'plunged in ignorance' (i.e. heathenism), and some
were Magians, this being particularly the ease
with those in the mountains, valleys, fortresses,
and other inaccessible places (Mas'udi, Prairies
d'or, ed. and tr. C. Barbier de Meynard and Pavet
de Courteille, Paris, 1861-77, ix. 5). It was a
1 The zodiacal
signs, appointed as celestial leaders by Ahura
'

yLt3.7Aa.{Dlnd-l-Udinog-l-Xra{, viii. 18).
According to Darmesteter (ii. 373, n. 32) and West
ii. 110), the Pahlavi J dmasp-ndmak Tviise^ the question
whether the Mazandaranis were demons or men, and where
their souls went after death, the reply being that they were
all men, that some of them followed the religion of Ahura
Mazda and others the law of Angra Mainyu, and that most of
them went to heaven but the text, as edited and translated by

((V/z-P

;

.1.

J.

Modi (Bombay,

this matter.

1903), contains

no statement whatever on
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centre of tlie Hurramite and
Muliamiiiadniiisni (ib. vi. 1S8,

Zaidite sects of
117; cf. also

vii.

Ibn Isfandijiir, pp. 158, 189-193).

The

Zaiditcs call for no special remark, but

tlie

cheerful (i.e.
usually explained as from Pers. xurram,
so T. Haarbrucker, in his note to his tr. of
;
al-Shahrast,^ni'e Religionspartlieien utui I'hilosophenschulen,
H.ille. 1S60-61, ii. 410, and Fliigel,
xxiii. 631, note),
but it has also been dt-rived from the town of gurram near
.\rd.ibn, which appears to have been an ancient centre of
*

*

is

'

Epicurean

ZDMQ

Maalakile teaching;

(.\.

Miiller,

Islam, Berlin, 188S,

i.

606, note).

The present writer is int-lined to trace the term to the name of
Mazaak's wife, ^urramah, who, after her husband's execution,
fled to Kay, where she carried on a successful
propaganda of
Mazdakite heresy, callinp her teachinj^ ifurram-din

(cf. also
C. Schefcr, Chre.stomatfiu /jersane, Paris, 1S83-85, i. 170-175,
where the relevant ]>.issapc of Xi^am-al-.Mulk's Kitab al-Sii/di'sat
led. and tr. in full by Sihefer, Paris, 18U3] is given in text and
translation for the Mazdakite heresy see art. Mazdak).
;

The

and

IJurraniites were divided into tlie Babakiyali
Mazyariyah (the latter also called Muham-

mirah,
led-badged '). While there is abundant
material regarding the r61e played for more than
twenty years (815-838) in Tabaristan by Babak
(the Arabic .spelling of the Iranian name Pfipak),'
as well as by Mazyar,' for a knowledge of the
special features of their sects we have only two
sources^the Fihrist of Muhammad ibn Ishaq alNadim (written in A.D. 987-988, ed. G. Flugel,
'

Leipzig, 1871-72, pp. 342. 30-344. 18, tr. Browne,
Lit. Hist. pp. 324-327) and the Tabfir fi al-din
wa-tamyiz al-firqat al-najiyat 'an al-Jiraq al-haliIcin of Abu-1-Mujaffar Tanir ibn Mubaiumad alIsfaraini (t A.d. 1078 ; the passage in question is
ed. by Flugel,
xxiii. 533, note).'
From the Fihrist we learn that Babak was the natural son of

ZDMG

an

oil-seller

who migrated from Ctesiphon

to the village of
Arrajan, and married, after

Bilal-abadh, not far from .\rdabil and
amour with her, a one-eyed woman who later became
the mother of Babak. One day, while the boy was asleep, his
mother saw a drop of blood under each hair on his breast and
*
head, and from this she inferred thUt he was destined for some
glorious mission.' Babak later entered the service of Javidan.J
a Efurrami leader, and, when the latter died, in consequence of
a wound received from the rival Ilurramichieftain, Abu 'Imriim,
Javidan's wife, who had encrat,'ed in an intrigue with Babak, ami
who had concealed from the public the news of her husband's
death, told her lover that she would tell Javidan's followers
that he had decided to die and cause his spirit to pass into
Babak, who was to slay the present rulers, restore the MazdaThe plan was completely
kites, and enrich his adherents.
successful, and Babak became the acknowledged leader of the
After this, IJab.ak'B mistress
sect, claiming to be God incarnate.
called for a cow, and coumianded that it should be slain and
flayed, and that its skin should be spread out, and on the skin
she placed a bowl filled with wine, and into it she broke bread,
which she placed round about the bowl. Then she called them,
man by man, and bade each of them tread the skin with liiy
foot, and take a piece of bread, plunge it in the wine, and eat it,
" I believe in
thee. O Spirit of Bibak, as 1 believe in the
saying,
"
and that each should then take the liand
spirit of Jdwiddn
of B&bak. and do obeisance before it, and kiss it.' She then
'brought forth food and wine to them, and seated B:'ibak on her
bed, and sat bexiile him publicly before them. And when they
bad drunk three draui,'ht« each, she took a sprig of basil and
olTered it to Bdbak, and he took it from her hand, and this was
;tn illicit

'

;

their marriage

'

(Browne,

p. 327).

thus clear that Uabak held the doctrines of
hulul (the incarnation of God in human form),
ianasuh (pas.sing of the soul from one body to
another), and rij'ah (reincarnation), so that he belonged to the 'immoderate' JShi'itcs as described
It is

by al-Shahrastfini (tr. Ilaarbrlicker, i. 19911'. ; cf.
Browne, p. 328). He appears to have been hostile
to Islam, for
'

ordered the

and

Ibn Isfandiyar states

he

(p. I.i3) tliat

Muhanimadan mosques to be destroyed

all traces of Ifdaiu to be removed.'
It is
doubtful whether he was of Persian origin, for,
to
the
liis
father
Fihrist,
according
sang songs in
J
See the references given bv Browne, Lit. Iti^t. p. 323, n. S
C. Huart, in Eli. (1913) 617, oiidJusti, /ran. XammOuch, Mar'

;

burg, 1896, p. 2-12.
"Justi, p. 202.
'

On

al-Isfaraini see Haji Khalfa, ed. and tr. Fliigel, Leipzig,
Ii. 183, no. 2300 ; cf. also
Haarbrucker, ii. 378 ff.

1336-68.

* Cf.
Justi, p. 113.

'

'

Browne,

IJnrramites may be briefly described, as being one
of the many attempts at religious syncretism in
W. Asia.
The exact meaning of the name is not absolutely certain. It
'

the Nabatean tongue,' and Babak's own
tongue
was cramped by outlandish speech (see, further,

To

loc. cit.).

this information al-Isfaraini adds that
'appealed to the religion of

the

Mazyariyah

the
Muliamiiiirah,' and he saj's
'By night the Biibakiyah in those mountains {of Tabaristan]
agree upon every kind of depravity with women and tlutcand therein [i.e. at night) the men andl the
playing, etc.
women agree together. Then the lamps and llres are exttnliuished, and every one of them rises up to one of the women
:

;

who chances to sit with him. And these Ijurraiuivah assert
that in the Ignorance they had a king named Sharvin,! whom
tlicy deem greater tliau the prophets; and when they mourn
for the dead, in his name they pay tears and
lamentations,
(even) their grief for him. '2
It is clear that the liubakiyah were
only a later
phase of the sect founded by Mazdak, out in a
marred
degenerate form,
by the crueltj' which
characterized the career of Babak, who is said to
have slain at Last 255,500 persons during his years
of power.

—

I,iTEttATiRE.
F. Spisgel, Ertlnische AllerlMnnsktmde,
Leipzig, isVl-TvS. i. CC-Tm, f.s.".-r.i)2 ;
Geiger, O,i(iron. A'uffur
nil Altertnm, EllanL-en, liiS'.', pp. 42-46, 124 f., 127
f.,
184,
1S7; J. Marquart, Erdnialir, Berlin, 1901, pp. 129-136 ; G. N.
Curzon, Persia and the I'crsian Questicni, London, 1892, i.
3.')4-S89 (with abundant references to earlier travellers) ; G.
Melgunoff, 'O yuinomU beretje kaspiiska;jo morya, Petrograd,
lS63((;erm. tr.by J. T. Zenker, Das siiddche Ufer deskaspv^chen
Meeres, Leipzig, IS-OS) B. Dorn, Muham. Quel/en zur Uesch.
dersiid. Kiistenluuderdfs caspisclten Merres, 4 vols., Petrograd,
1S50-58 (edd. of the local historians Zahir al-Dm [cf. also
H. Ethe, GlrP ii. 3«2], 'All ibn Sams al-Din, 'Abd al-Fattab
Fnmani, and a volume of n-iscellaneous extracts)

W.

;

;

Muhammad

ibn al-Hasan ibn Isfandiyar, Ilist. of y'abaristdn, abridged tr.
by E. 6. Browne. London, 1906; G. Fliigel, 'Babek, seine
Abstanmiung und erstes Auftreten,' ZDMiJ xxiii. [18(59] 631542; E.G. %zovTae, Literary Hist.of Per^a/romthe Eartifst
Times tin Firdawsi, London, 1902, pp. 323-331. Much early
literature on the history of the country has been lost ?.,<;.,
'All ibn Muhammad al-Madaini's 9th cent. Book of the
Victories ojthe Mountains "/ Jabariitdn and Book o/ Tabaristan
in the Days of lia&\d, mentioned in the Fihrist /iti'i. 15. For
the Mazandarani dialect see W. Geiger, GlrP i. ii. 11901]
346 fl. (with copious references to earlier literature).

—

Louis H. Gkay.

MAZDA.— S«e Oemazd.
MAZDAK.— History.— Mazdak,
1.

son of

Bam-

dadh, a Persian (probably a native of Susiana), was
tlie leader of a communistic sect wliich towards
the end of tlie 5th cent. A.D. became a formidable
power in the Sasanian empire. According to some
accounts, the original founder of the sect was a
certain Zaradusht, eon of Kliurragiin,' on whose
behalf Mazdal-c is said to have carried on
propaganda among the populace, but in any case it was
under Mazdak that the sect first gained importance.
His tem])orary success was largely due to
the state of anarchy then prevailing in Persia.
The emperor Kawadh, who ascended tlie throne in
A.D. 488, finding himself opiiosed by the nobility
and the intluciitial Zoroastrian priesthood, entered
into a close alliance with the arch-heretic and embraced his revolutionary doctrines. The governing
classes were strong enough to depose Kawadh in
favour of his brother Jamasp ; but after liis restoration, which took place a few years later, the power
of the

Mazdakites continued to increase, though
does not seem to have supported them

Kawadh

In the concluding years of his
very actively.
a bitter struggle was waged civer the sucMazdakites endeavoured to
which
the
cession,
secure for one of KawJidli's sons who was devoted
to their cause, while the Zoroastrian priests, in
agreement with the emperor himself, regarded
reign

>
See Justi, p. 290.
2
Perhaps we may conjj.are the nocturnal orgies against which
the Gathas polemize (Ks. xxxii. 10, xlviii. 10 ; cf. U. Bartholomae,
(Va'Aa's d*« ^WMfa, Strassburg, 1906. ]>. 83 f. ; J. II. Moultun,
Early Zoroastrianism, Ix>ndon, 1913, pp. 72. 1'29) ; powibly,
however, it was merely a current bit of scandalous gossip without nmcii foundation.
^ The Mazdakites are called Zor&dushtakan in the
Syrlac
Chronicle of Joihua the Stylite, ed. W. Wright, Cambridge,

1882, 5 20.

MAZDAK
prince Kluisrau as the presumptive heir to the
throne. The course of the events which culminated
in the massacre of Mazdak together with many
thousands of his followers is uncertain. According
to the narrati\e of a Persian official who was converted to Christianity and assumed the name of
xcvii. 654
Timotheus (Joannes Malalas, in
Theophanes, ib. cviii. 395), Kawadh pretended to
yield to the Mazdakites, and, having appointed a
day for his abdication, caused his soldiers to cut
down all the JIazdakites who had assembled with
their wives and children in the neighbourhood of
Ctesiphon to witness the ceremony ; he then gave
orders that the surviving memijers of the sect
should be seized and burned, and that their

PG

;

Most Muhamproperty should be confisoated.
niadan writers place lliis massacre in the reign
of Khusrau, but the truth appears to be that,
although it was carried out under Khusrau's direction and probably at his instigation, it preceded
by two or three years.
end of 528 or the beginning of 529 {Gesch. der Perser und Arabcr zur Zeit
der Sasaniden, Leyden, 1879, p. 465). The ruthless
energy displayed by Khusrau on this occasion
accession

his

(A.D. 531)
it to the

Nbldeke assigns

earned for him,

it is said,

the

title of

AnHshak-

ruban (Anusharwan, Nushirwan), i.e. 'he of immortal spirit,' and the further measures which he
took were so effectual that henceforward the
Mazdakites vanish from history. That they were
entirely exterminated is scarcely credible. There
is some ground for the suggestion that Mazdak's
ideas maintained themselves in secret and found
expression in various Antinomian sects which
arose in Per.sia during the Muhammad^n period_{for
an account of one of these see art. M.\z.\NDAKAn).
It must be remembered that the
2. Doctrine.

—

whole of our information concerning Mazdak is
derived from hostile sources. The epitaph written
by an intolerant sacerdotal caste over heretics who
had brought it to the verge of destruction may
fairly be summed up in the words de mortuis nil
nisi malum'
and, unfortunately, we have nothing
from the Mazdakite side to set against the biased
narrative of our Zoroastrian and Christian authOn the other hand, we cannot suppose
orities.
that they have altogether obscured the essential
character of Mazdakism, however they may have
misunderstood or misrepresented it in detail. Its
socialistic basis is well described in the following
passage of Tabari Leyden ed., 1879-1901,1. 893.
11 f., translated by Nbldeke, op. cit. p. 15-1)
'Among the commands which he [Mazdak] laid upon the
(

:

people and earnestly enjoined was this, that they should possess
their property and families in common it was, he said, an act
of piety that "was agreeable to God and would bring the most
excellent reward hereafter even if he had laid no religious commandments upon them, j'et the good works with which God
was well pleafied consisted in such copartnership.'

how far they were
To take the last ques-

part of his programme, and

achieved by his followers.

tion first, Khusrau, in his speech to the priests
and nobles after his coronation CTabari, i. 896. 15 f
= Nbldeke, op. cit. p. 160 f.), dwells upon the ruin
of their religion and the heavy losses which they
had Incurred. The systematic regulations which
he made for the purpose of compensating the
.

establishing the position of children of
doubtful srigin, etc., show that the social revolution must have developed considerably, and that
tike
upper classes bore the brunt of it. Our authorities give great prominence to this
aspect of
Mazdakism, and they are justified in doing so.
Mazdak was not a philosopher, like Plato, content
to work out on paper a theory of the ideal communistic State. He was a militant social reformer,
l)ut he was something more. Nbldeke has remarked
Mazdakism from the
tliat what distinguishes
organized socialism of modern times is its religious
character, a peculiarity in which it resembles all
Oriental movements of the same kind {op. cit. p.
Orientalischer Socialismtis,' in
459 ; cf. his art.
Deutsche Rundschau, Feb. 1879, p. 284 f.). This
character is preserved in the hostile Zoroastrian
^Iazdak's asceticism he is said to!have
tradition.
forbidden the slaughter of cattle for food gave
otience to the orthodox, who saw in him 'the
ungodly fasting Ashemaogha' (Pahlavi commentary on Vendlddd, iv. 49; SEE iv.^ [1895] 48).
The passages from faban translated above, and
still more the epic narrative of Firdausi (Shahndmah, ed. Turner Macan, Calcutta, 1829, p.
1611 f.), which reflects the sentiments of the priesthood, bring out quite clearly the fact that Mazdak
identified his doctrines of equality and fraternity
with the religion of Zoroaster in its original uncormpted form.
sufferers,

'

—

'

I will

establish this

[communism]

in order that the

made manifest and raised from obscurity.
Whoever follows any rehgion except this,
May the curse of God overtake that demon (der)

In another passage (Tabari,

i.

885. 19f.

=Noldeke,

op. cit. p. 141) we read
They [the Mazdakites] asserted that God placed the means
of subsistence (arzaq) in the world in order that His servants
might share them in common, but men had wronged one another
in that respect. The Mazdakites said that they would take from
tiie rich for the benefit of the poor, and. give back to those who
had little their due portion at the expense of those who had
much and they declared that he who possessed more than his
share of wealth, women, and property had no better right to
The mob eagerly seized this opportunity,
it than any one else.
and the Mazdakites became so powerful that they used to
and
enter a man's house
forcibly deprive him of his dwelling,
:

'

;

.

.

.

his womenfolk and his property, since it was impossible for him
to offer resistance. . . . Soon things came to such a pass that
the father did not know his son nor the son his father.'
,

While the principle that every man is entitled
to possess an equal amount of property involves
logically and practically copartnership, the removal of class distinctions, and the abolition of
it
be asked from what point of view

marriage,
may
the pnnclple itself was regarded by Mazdak,
whether these results of its application formed

pure

be

'

!

'

Five things turn a

man

(Shih-niimah. p. 1613,
from righteousnaas ;

The sage cannot add to these

five

line 11

ff.).

;

Jealousy, anger, vengeance, need,
And the fifth one that masters him is covetousneaa.
If thou prevail against these five demons,
The way of the Almighty will be made manifest to thee.
Because of these five, we possess women and wealth,
Which have destroyed the good reUgion in the world.
Women and wealth must be in common,
If thou desirest that the good religion should not be harmed.
T^ese two (women and wealth) produce jealousy and covet-

ousness and need.
Which secretly unite with anger and vengeance.
The Demon (dev) is always turning the heads of the wise,
Therefore these two things must be made common property*

;

;

—

religion

May

'

;

509

(i6. p.

1614, line 7ff.).

Without claiming that Mazdak was animated by
no other motives than those which

his enemies
believe that he
regarded his communistic scheme as the only sure
means of enabling mankind to attain the object
which Zoroaster had set before them, namely, the
defeat of the powers of darkness and the triumph
The astonishing success of
of the spirit of light.
his propaganda is to be explained by the force
He would
of his appeal to Persian idealism.
not have gained extensive support for his social
programme unless it had been, ostensibly if not in
fact, the instrument by which he hoped to accomIn the main
plish a great religious reformation.
he appears to have held fast to Zoroastrianism,
and no reliance can be placed on the statements of
Shahrastanl and later writers who credit him with
cosmological speculations closely aldn to those of

attribute to

Mani.

him

—

here,

we may well

LiTERATL^E. The principal references to Mazdak which
occur in Greek, Syriac, Pahlavi, Arabic, and Persian literature
are collected by T. Nbldeke, Gesch. der Perser und Araber zur
Zeit der Sasaniden, Leyden, 1S79, at the beginning of the fourth
excursus, Ueber Mazdak and die Mazdakiten,' p. 466 f., which
'
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whole subject,
is tUe best (xinthif source of information on the
and by E. G. Browne, in his Lit.rarij Hist, of Persia, i., London,
1802 p. 169. See also F. SpieKcl. Erdn. AltKrthunuikunde,
G. RawUnson, Tlie SevmOi Great
I^il»itc 1871-78, li. 232-2Si
OrKUtat Monarchy. London, 1876, p. 342 1. al-BIrQni, The
;

;

Chmnolomi of Ancuut Nations, tr. 0. E. Sttchau, do. 1879,
P 192 Shahrastani, tr. T. Haarbrucker, Halli>, 1860-ril, i.
i.
•'»llt.; DabistAn.lr. D. Shea and A. Troyer, Paris, 1843.
Shaikh Muhammad Iqbal, The Dei'elopmtnt of Mela372 B.
The
collection ot
18
f.
I>.
in
London,
lyOS,
I'crfin,
phyria
;

;

Darib

M. N. Unvila,

214-230

Hormazdyar
rirdyats
—
the edition has not vet been published) contains a long poem,
ot

(od.

ii.

written a.b. U>16, on Miuidak and KawAdh (briefly
by F. Rosenberg, Hotiixs de lilt, parsie, I'etrognid, ia09, p. 51

summarized

Kevnold

MEAN. —The

1.).

a. Nicholson.

historic varieties of significance
associated with this term are all evolved from the
'
general idea of that which comes hetween or in
'

the
of

Hence the term has an implication
double relationship to two other terms, the
'

middle.'

beprimitive significance being that which is
tween' two other things in reference to space or
'

time.'
As subst. and as adj. mean entered Mid. Eng. from late Lat.
mediamis through O. Fr. moien. Mod. Fr. moyen. The Lat.
original medianus (like F.ng. middle through its A.S. original)
is connected with one of the oldest and most widely spread roots
Both as ^ubst. and as adj. mean,' in the
in human language.
sense here defined, is to be distinguished from adj. 'mean of
A..S. origin (A.S. nfmceiie, O.n.O. gimeini. Mod. Germ, genuine,
'

'

'

'

'

'

akin to communis), which, originally signifying 'general' or
common to more persons than one, acquired the sense of
middling or moderate and then ot low in rank or ejuality,
ethically inferior or ignoble, esp. 'avaricious' or 'penurious.'
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

The idea of the mean was given an ethical application by Aristotle {Eth. Nic. ii. 6-8), in whose
doctrine of virtue it holds the central place. Virtue
consists in reasonable moderation, involving the
avoidance, on the one side, of excess, and, on the
other, of defect ; in this sense virtue holds an intermediate position, and may be said to be a mean.
Here the mean is not quantitative, and the notion
'
of
equal distance from the extreme is not apEvery habit or action may err by excess
plicable.
or defect; between these opposed extremes {e.g.,
of activity
Bpaatrrtj! and SeiXia) stands that degree
which characterizes \-irtuous conduct (in this instance, avSpeta; cf. Eth. Nic. iii. 7, in5''-1116»).
Its 'distance' from the extremes will depend on
the nature of the agent in relation to that of the
moral case before him, and is therefore to be determined, not by any abstract considerations, but by
the concrete rational judgment of the man of insight
{<f,p6vLiios [Eth. Nic. ii. 6, 1 107*]).
This conception involves that ot an adaptation or harmony of
agent, act, and environment, similar to the hanuony ot parts
displayed in a work of art in fact, it s.vpresses the aesthetic
aspect of virtue. Aristotle is aware that, in the strictly etbic.il
sense, virtue is always opposed to vice, and is therefore alwavs
'

;

an extreme '(ii. 6. 11, 110C'>22; 17, 1HI7»6; Stewart, Notes on
the Nicoinachean Ethics of Aristotle, ii. 208). But, in laying
stress on the esthetic aspect, Aristotle is true to the Creek
geniua The traditional Greek view of lite made it natural that
moderation,' measure,' and kindred eonceptions should be
appropriated to express excellence in life and action.
The typical Greek \irtue is ata^poox'vr) (most inadequately
rendered temperance '), closely related to the traditional maxim
'

'

*

(Chinese)

of ojiposiles

Homer

the object of
Its opposite
v^pi.^.
fiti^iv ayav.
moral condemnation is ot the nature of 'excess,' 'going too
In
case of the
is
the
v^pi?.
far'; above all, 'wickedness'
strong it is the insolence of brutality, especially in reference to
weak
in
the
low
and
the
it is irreverthe weak and the helpless
ence in the presence ot something higher.2 When a man thinks
does
if
he
them, the seen
ot doing such things, he feels ai^uis
and unseen witnesses feel v«p.(iTtf, 'righteous indignation.'
In

;

;

an application

the Aristotelian
general theory of
principle
knowledge, not, indeed, explicitly stated by Aristotle, but implicit in much of his thinking, as in
that of Plato it was made by Hegel into tlie first
principle of tliought and being in the applications
of his Logic his doctrine of thought as a dialectically progressive movement through the meeting
1 From the sense ot
that which stands between two things,'
the 'mean '(or plural 'means,' often used graintnatically as a
lingular) may be used (or that which proiluces a result, or, more

There

is

of the

mean

of

in the

;

—

'

generally, for any resources capable ot producing a result.
> The case of Nebuchadrezzar (Do 427IT) illustrates a form of
In a specifically religious setting.
vfiptt, portrayed

;

^^e can seldom liiid clearly marked
theses and antitlicses (in pairs) from tlie opposition of which the higher truth springs ; we can
lind only conflicting Mpyuai, streams of tendency,

cases.

movements of thought.
A movement invol\ing truth mingled with error
is found in conflict with another movement, involving dilierent

What

errors.

is

truths

with diH'erent
a point of view above

mingled

required

is

conflicting principles, from which to
middle way,"
them. This is the true
found, not by taking what the two extreme views
have in common, and disregarding all their differences, but by tinding a principle which contains
more truth than either of the extremes, not less
The value of the conflicts and oppositions
(ruth.
of history is tc suggest tlie need for these higher
truths, and
or, to vary the metaphor, deeper
sometimes also to suggest the way to reach them.

both

the

'

criticize

—

—

LiTERATURK.— Aristotle, Eth. Nic. ; A. S. Grant, Ethics of
<m
Aristotle^, London, 1874, Essay iv. ; J. A. Stewart, Notes
Ihc Nicomachean Hthics nf Aristotle, Oxford. 1S92, i. 193-199,
The
Moral
Ideal,
2ii'3f., 208-211, 472-475; Julia Wedgwood,
London. 1888, ch. iii. ('Greece and the Harmony ot Opposites');
Gilbert Murray, Uiseofthe Greek Epic, Oxtr^rd, 1007, pp. 80B.,
S. H. Mellone, Leaders nf Religious Tlmught, London
W. Wallace, I.ugic of HegeP,
and Edinburgh, l::i'2, ch. i.
Oxford, 1904, chs. xxvi.-xxxii. For the Buddhist
•264 fl.

;

;

Prolegomena,

school of the

mean

see art. Madiiyamak-v, Madiivamikas.

S.

—

MEAN

H. Mellone.

Outside of Greece, the
(Chinese).
theory of the mean received formal attention only
in China, whicli produced the classic Chung Yung,
commonly known as The Doctrine of the Mean,'
'

'

though more exactly rendered

Equilibrium and

Harmony' (see above, p. 90''), the authorshij) of
which is attributed to the grandson of Confucius,
Tzti Sstl, who flourislied in the 5th cent. B.C.
Heaven has conferred a spiritual nature on man,
and an accordance witli this nature is called the
path [of duty],' which must never be abandoned
The terms chung ('equilibrium') and
1-2).
(i.
absence of
i/ung ('harmony') are respectively
or joy,' and
stirrings of pleasure, anger, sorrow,
those feelings have been
the state in which
stirred, and they act in their due degree' (i. 4).
Therefore, let the states of equilibrium and harmony exist in perfection, and a happy order will
heaven and earth, and all things
l)revail throughout
will be nourished and flourish (i. 5).
According
to Confucius himself, the superior man embodies
this ideal state, and perfect is the virtue which is
according to the Mean' (ii. f.); yet some err by
exceeding it, and some by falling short of it (iv. 1)
'

"'

'

'

'

'

—only

the sage

'

is

— to the history of human tliought and

it is tliis that gives to his expositions
of history all tlieir strength and value, notwithstanding the excessively rigid fornvalism with
which tlie principle is applied by him in certain

endeavour

(xi. 3).

is

in

As an example

perfect harmony with it
of the practical value of

ihung yung, Confucius cites the course pursued by
the emperor Shun (2253-2205 B.C., according to
took
Chinese tradition), who questioned men,
hold of their two extremes, [determined] the Mean,
and employed it in [his government of the people
of the
(vi.); but yet, in sjiite of all, 'the course
'

'

]

be attained to' (ix.). In a word, the
'stands erect in the middle, without
inclining to either side '(x. 5); if he goes beyond
the mean, he checks himself if he falls below it,
he puts forth every etTort to attain it (xiii. 4).
Yet 'the path is not far from man' (xiii. 1);

Moan cannot
man

sujierior

;

but, even

if

'

common men and women, however

the ordinary standard of character,
can carry it into practice
yet in its utmost
reaches, there is that which even the .sage is not

much below

;

One is not far
able to carry into practice (xii. 2).
from the path when he 'cultivates to the utmost
the principles of bis imture, and exercises them on
'

MECCA
'

'
principle of reciprocity (xiii. 3) ; and yet were
man to speak of his way in all its
greatness, notliing in the world would be found
able to embrace it ; and were he to speak of it in its

tlie

the superior

minuteness, notliing in the world would be found
able to split it (xii. 2).
The superior man does
what is proper to the station in which he is he
does not desire to go beyond this.
The superior
man can find himself in no situation in which he is
not himself,' and, if he fails in anything, he blames
only himself (xiv. 1 f., 5). He advances in regular
order from stage to stage (xv. 1), and constantly
strives to advance and develop his virtuous nature
that he may pursue the path of the mean (xxvii. 6).
When occupying a high situation, he is not proud,
and in a low situation, he is not insubordinate
and it is characteristic of the superior
(xxvii. 7)
man, though 'appearing insipid, yet never to pro'

'

;

.

.

.

'

'

;

duce satiety while showing a simple negligence,
yet to have his accomplishments recognized while
seeminglyplain, yet to be discriminating' (xxxiii. 1).
;

;

Among
many virtues of Confucius, special mention is made of the fact that he never swerved from
the

mean (xxxi. 1).
The remainder of

the

laudation of

filial

the

Chung Yung

piety,

is

devoted to

and to the duties

of

government, the obligation of absolute sincerity,
the path of the sage, and the character of the ideal
ruler all of which depend on the cultivation of
ehnng yung.
The mean is mentioned a number of times in the
other Chinese Classics; e.g., the Yi King says
be sincere and pur(xlii. 3) that the ruler should
sue the path of the Mean
but these texts add
nothing to the main discussion in the Chung Yung.

—

'

'

;

—The Chung Yung is most conveniently ed. and
Legge, Chinese Classics, Hongkong and London,
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Louis H. Gray.

(Arabic Makkah) is a city in
Central Arabia, famous as the birthplace of Islam,
and, except for a short period at the commencement of the system, at all times its chief sanctuary.
variety of the name, Bakkah, occurs once in the
Qur'an (iii. 90), and this is probably the earlier
form, though the etymology is uncertain. The
classical geographers, who devote considerable attention to Arabia, are apparently not acquainted
with this settlement for the Makoraba of Ptolemy
The
(VI. vii. 32) is derived from a different root.
'
Chronicles of Mecca,' of which the earliest extant
is by Azraqi (t 245 a.h.), so far as they treat of
the pre-Islamic period, are collections of fables, in
the main based on the Qur'an, but to some extent
influenced by the later history also. It would
appear that, when Islam arose, there were no
chronicles in existence dealing with the afl'airs of
Central Arabia, and for some generations the days
of paganism were regarded with a sort of horror,
which prevented the preservation of precise information concerning them.
The references to the city in the Qur'an throw
sura incorporlittle light on its early history.
ated near the end of the collection (cv.) reminds
the Prophet of the Owners of the Elephant, who
were destroyed by birds (nbabU), which flung at
them stones of sijjil. The tradition interprets
this as an expedition by Abyssinians against the
Meccan sanctuary, miraculously frustrated, but it
is possible that this story is an invention of exegetes, who coupled sura cv. with cvi., which more
decidedly deals with Mecca, and is itself a fragment, scarcely to be construed in its present fomi.
In it the Quraish (the tribe in possession of the
Meccan sanctuary) are advised to worship the Lord
of this House, who has given them food after
hunger and safety after fear. Tliese two plieno-

A

;

A
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safety, are mentioned elsewhere
witli the Meccan sanctuary, the
former as a result, it would seem, of visits from
pilgrims, whereas the latter probably means safety
for refugees
but the texts are not very clear.
The sanctuary itself is called in the Qur'an either
the house,' or the house of Allah, the Sanctuary,'
or the Ka'bah (a word said to mean no more than
house,' and perhaps the Ethiopic word for double,'

uiena, plenty
in connexion

and

;

'

'

'

'

'
two-storeyed), or the place of prostration, the
Sanctuary.' In iii. 90 f. it is called the first house
established for mankind, blessed and a guidance to
the worlds, containing manifest signs, the station
of Abraham, and whoever enters it is secure.'
Tliis would by itself imply that the Ka'bah was
the first house ever built, as a model for all others,
and that Abraham took refuge there and made it
his abode.
Elsewhere (xiv. 40) Abraham states
that he had settled his faniilj' by it (or in it) in
spite of the sterility of the valley, in order that
tliey might pray there regularly ; and he prays
that the town (and not the house only) might be
secure.
In xxii. 27 he is represented as doing in
his time much the same as was afterwards done by
Muhammad he was told to purify the house for
those that perform the four ceremonies called

i.e.

'

:

tawaf, standing, inclination, and prostration. In
119 f. Ishmael is coupled with Abraham; they
laid the foundations of the house, and were told to
purify it as before, the ceremony called '«^-i7/ being
substituted for 'standing.' What may be inferred
from these texts is perhaps that prior to Muhammad's time the Ka'bah was a sanctuary which enjoyed some popularity in part of Arabia, and that
the right of sanctuary had to some extent been
associated with the settlement of Mecca and with
The biography of the Prophet
its inhabitants.
certainly implies that the Meccans had the very
strongest objection to bloodshed, and possessed
The association of
little aptitude for warfare.
Mecca with Abraham is unlikely to have been
earlier than the Prophet, except so far as the
N. Arabian tribes were kno^vn by monotheists, on
the authority of Genesis, to be de.scended from
the patriarch. It seems clear, however, that the
Ka'bah was only one of many sanctuaries which
were visited, and, if the word hijjah, which is used
for 'pilgrimage,' be explicable from the Hebrew
hug, 'draw round,' the Arabian month which is
called after it is likely to mean month of goinground,' i.e. the round of the sanctuaries, as opposed
to the preceding month of squatting at home.
The word technically used of going round the
Ka'bah, tawaf, seems also to be properly used of
going a round, as, e.g., is done by a sentinel, and
this ceremony may be due to a confusion of thought.
The pilgrimage which became stereotyped in Islam
involves visits to places which are hkely to have
been seats of distinct sanctuaries, some at a considerable distance from Mecca.
The difficult sura cvi. speaks of winter and
ii.

'

'

'

'

summer

journeying,' which is traditionally interpreted of Jleccan caravans, and in the biography
of the Prophet these play an important part.
The
Muslim archaeologists suppose that the Quraish,
owing to their character as 'Allah's people,' enjoyed immunity from attack, and so had special
facilities for the carrying trade.
It is not easy to
reconcile this with the primitive conditions which
very clearly prevailed in Mecca at the rise of Islam,
and the complete ignorance wliich the Qur'an
assumes for its inhabitants. If tliere be any truth
in this carrying trade, it is likely to have been on
a small scale.
In the Qur'an Mecca is sometimes called 'the
Mother of the villages,' i.e. the chief village ; elsewhere the number of the villages is given as two,
which the commentators suppose to mean Mecca

MECCA
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it is more probable tliat only Mecca is
Of walls we first hear in the reign of
Muqt^ir (A.D. 908-932), and these did not surround the settlement, which was naturally protected by mountains, but merely blocked the
Snouok Hurgronje' is probably right in
passes.
thinkinc that the community first gathered round
the well Zamzani, which furnishes a constant

and

Tftif

;

meant.

supply of brackish water. The tradition gives us
the names of the tribes which formed the community, but scarcely hints at any sort of municipal
organization or government. Still more surprising
is the absence of all mention of priests, such as
we should have expected to be associated with a
sanctuary. The wealth of the tribes is likely to
have consisted mainly in camels, but other forms
were probably known visitors to the shrine have
at all times had to pay more or less heavily for the
privilege, and this source of wealth is, as we have
We possess only
seen, indicated in the Qur'an.
;

casual notices of the amounts demanded in later
times, but these indicate that the piety of pilgrims
often allbrded a considerable revenue. The Fatimid
khalifs expected the governor of Mecca to make
the pilgrim-tax his chief source of revenue besides
;

this visitors' fee, they

had

to

pay

for admission to

the sanctuary, and those who brought goods had
to pay import dutv.
Attempts were made by pious
sovereigns to abolish these dues, but they had a
tendency to revive, and their analogues doubtless
existed in the period before the rise of Islam.
Prior to the rise of Islam it would appear that
some notions of Christianity had penetrated to
Mecca, and the biographies of the Prophet profess
to give us the names of persons who had either
adopted that system or showed some leanings towards it. There appears to be no recollection of
the existence of any Christian place of worship at
any time in this city. The tradition represents
the pagan inhabitants as tolerant towards religious
innovators and dissentients, so long as the local
beliefs and practices were not assailed
but the life
of such a community was so intimately bound up
with the local religion that it is difficult to suppose
that dissent could remain quite immune from per;

secution.

There is reason for thinking that the Prophet's
original attitude towards the Meccan religion was
uncompromising, and that his success would have
involved tlie abolition of the ceremonies of which
the Ka'bah formed the centre. His rejection by
the Jews of Medina {q.v.) caused him to contemplate a partial return to the system which he had
abandoned, and some time before the taking of
Mecca he obtained a truce enabling him to perform
the pilgrimage with some ostentation. Doubtless
this performance paved the way for the subjection
of the place. But, when Mecca nad become Islamic,
its position was modified in two important ways.

On the one hand, it became the only sanctuary in
Arabia on the other hand, the presence of nonMuslims at the festival was forbidden. Since the
pilgrimage was now made compul.sory, Mecca lost
nothing by this innovation.
It is uncertain whether the Prophet contemplated
retaining Medina permanently as his capital or at
;

some time making

his native place the seat of
government. There is no doubt that there were
between the two places before the

iealousies
'rophet's death.

None

of

his successors (except

perhaps 'Abdallah b. Zubair, whose occn|)ation of
the khalifate lasted some ten years) seems to have
regarded Mecca as a suitable metropolis for political
but its position as the central sanctuary
purposes,
fias rarely been
Certain fanatical
endangered.
sects, such as the Carmatians and Wahhabis {gq.v. ),
times
have at
done damage to its monuments, and
1

Mekka. The

Ilairue, 1888,

1.

6.

the substitution of Baghd&d or .lerusalem for it is
said to have been considered by Umayyad and
'Abba.sid khalifs, although they recognized in time
that such experiments would have been fatal to
Islam or to their thrones.
For the history of Mecca since its adoption of
Islam we possess a series of Chronicles, of which
those published by F. Wiistenfeld ' cover the first
millennium from the Hijrah, and to these Snouck
llurgronje^ has added the substance of certain
unpublished records which carry the history up to
our time. Regular government was then introduced, perhaps for the first time, a prefect appointed by the sovereign being responsible for the
maintenance of order. This personage was leader
of the ceremonies at the time of the pilgrimage,
unless the sovereign either came himself or sent a
The governorships of the
special representative.
three towns, Mecca, Taif, and Medina were at
times united in the same person, at times distinct;
the first was much the most important of the three.
In'Abbasid times it was the custom, at least for a
considerable period, to appoint to the governorship
some member of the reigning family. It would
seem that the Alid pretenders, who lose in a fairly
constant series, usually found some support in botli
sanctuaries, and on several occasions they fell for
a time into the hands of these persons. After the
reduction of the Baghdad khalifate to impotence
a
which began in the second half of the
process
3ra cent, of Islam it would
appear that the dependence of the sacred cities on the central government became lax, though historical details are
wanting. About A.D. 960 an 'Alid named Ja'far
made himself master of Mecca, and introduced the
rule of the Sharifs, which has lasted to our day ;
this word, signifj-ing noble,' is
in Muslim
applied
countries to the descendants of tne Prophet. He
submitted to the suzerainty of the Fatimids now
established in Egypt, but in most respects was an
His successors shifted their
independent ruler.
allegiance from Cairo to Baghdad and back, according to the value of the gifts received ; and
throughout the subsequent history of Mecca recognition has been granted without difficulty to
the suzerain who offered the highest price. According to Ibn Jubair,* who visited Mecca in the years
1183 and 1185, the Sharifs were of the Zaidi sect,
which, while recognizing the rights of the Prophet's
descendants to the succession, held that considerations of expediency might justify their being ousted;
the practice of the Sharifs was then in accordance
with this doctrine. The dynasty founded by Ja'far
was displaced at the beginning of the 13th cent, of
our era by another, also claiming descent from Ali.
The foundei was one Qatadah, who appears to have
energetically supported the rising Zaidite dynasty
of Sana, but wliose successors fell back into the
former practice of recognizing the power which for
the time was capable of displaying the greatest
The 'Chronicles of Mecca' consist
generosity.
largely of the quarrels between Qatadah's dewhich
not infrequently had to be settled
scendants,
by the active interference of the Egyptian Sultans,
who, from the fall of Baghdad until the conquest
of Egypt by the Ottomans, were ordinarily recogThe Sharif
nized as suzerains by the Sharifs.
'Ajlan (1346-75), who for a time transferred his
allegiance to the Mongol rulers of Persia, definitely
rejected the Zaidi system and made that of Shali'i
'

—

—

'

'

dominant in Mecca, though the other orthodox
the dominance of the
systems were reco^ized
^anifite school, which is the official system of the
Ottoman government, dates from a much later
time. A permanent garrison was first established
;

>
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MECCA
in

the neinlibourhood

On

by the Egyptian Sultan

the Ottoman conquest of
Egypt in 1516 the allejjiance of the Sharifs was
transferred without difficulty to the Sultan of ConThe new rulers interfered with the
stantinople.
authority of the Sharifs to a greater extent than
their predecessors, and the presence of a Turkish
governor at Jeddah has constituted a permanent
restriction upon it.
The introduction of Turkish
suzeraintjr also led to the adoption by the Shaiifs
of an intolerant attitude towards the Shfites of
Persia, who could only with difficulty and at some
risk obtain admission to the pilgrimage.
In the
17th cent., owing to the decline of the Ottoman
the
who
were
almost
Sharifs,
power,
always involved in family quarrels, became somewhat less
dependent on Constantinople, and could even at
times defy the representative of the metropolis at
Jeddah. Both the sacred cities were threatened
by the rise of the Wahhabite movement towards
the end of the 18th cent., and indeed in 1793 and
1798 appeals for help against this new power were
addressed to the Ottoman Sultan. This was not
forthcoming, owing to the European complications
in which the Porte was involved, and in 1803
Mecca was evacuated by the Sharif, and presently
occupied by the Wahhabis, who reformed the place
according to their ideas. The Sharif was, however,
after a short time re-installed on his professing to
and for some years
adopt the Wahhabi tenets
Turkish subjects were excluded from the pilgrimIn 1813 an expedition sent by Muhammad
age.
"All, founder of the khedivial family in Egypt,
succeeded in recovering the sacred cities, and a
Turkish Pasha was installed in Mecca, where,
however, the rule of the Sharif was nominally
continued. After a time the Ottoman power was
again represented by the governor of .Jeddah.
Both the meaning and the limits of the sanctuary
{haram) were extended by Islam. The sense of
this Arabic word is
to forbid,' and a sanctuary is
a place where certain acts are forbidden, of which
the most important is bloodshed
it is unlikely
that this prohibition before Islamic times extended
beyond the Ka'bah itself. Azraqi is very likely
right in asserting that at this time the dwellings
of the citizens surrounded the Ka'bah, leaving only
a small area (find) ; the growth of the Muslim community rendered tihe destruction of these dwellings
necessary and operations of this kind were undertaken by the second and third khallfs. The area
was further enlarged by the pretender Abdallah b.
Zubair, but the actual mosque surrounding the
Ka'bah was first built by the Umayyad al-Walid I.
A.D. 705-715), who erected a colonnade with marble
Further
pillars and other luxurious decorations.
additions to the area were made by the 'Abbasid
Mansiii (in 755), who also built a minaret, and
who, in the inscription placed on his work, claims
Further large additions
to have doubled the area.
were made by his successor, Mahdi, who at great
diverted
with
a view to bringing
cost had a torrent
the site of the Ka'bah into the centre of the mosque.
Yet further extensions were ettected by Mutawakkil (856), who also introduced luxurious ornamentation. 'The frequent repairs required by the mosque
were due in part to the floods by which Mecca was
repeatedly visited, and to some extent to damage
Under the khalif
done during civil disorders.
Mu'tamid considerable extensions and restorations
were again carried out in the years 894-896, and the
like are recorded for the year 918 under Muqtadir.
Under this khalif serious mischief was wrought by
the Carmatians, who massacred the pilgrims, and
for a series of years practically put a stop to the
institution
their atrocities culminated with the
seizure in 31.7 A.H. of the Black Stone, which they
to
their headquarters in Hajar, whence
conveyed
VOL. viii.— 33

Jaqmatj (1438-53).

;

'

;

;

'

(

;
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some

substitute) was sent back twenty years
This fetish had already been seriously injured in the time of 'Abdallah b. Zubair, when the
Ka'bah was burned down, and, in spite of great
precautions, it again sufl'ered violence at the hands
of an Egyptian Slu'ite in the year 414, and not long
afterwards was broken into three pieces by some
Persian fanatics. The kissing of this object, which
forms one of the pilgrimage rites, is not mentioned
in the Qur'an, but probably is a survival from
it (or

later.

pagan times.
In 1399 a large part of the mosque was destroyed
by fire, and orders were presently given by the
Egyptian Sultan Faraj for its restoration with increased magnificence this was finished by 1404.
In 1551 the Ka'bah itself was found to be in need
of repair, but before this could be effected the
question was raised whether this sacred building
could lawfully be touched by the builders
and
the fanatical populace were inclined to side with
;

;

those holding the negative view. The precedent of
Abraham and Ishmael (Qur'an, ii. 119) finally decided the question in favour of the restoration. In
1571 orders were given for the complete rebuilding
of the mosque by the Ottoman Sultan Salim II.,
who, however, did not live to complete the work
this fell to the lot of his successor Murad HI.
In
the colonnades tlie principle was followed that three
marble columns should be succeeded by one of black
stone from a local quarry. Details of the numbers
and the location of the columns in the old and in
the new mosques are given by Wiistenfeld (iv. 318,
The
9), together with other statistics and dates.
existing mosque appears to be substantially that
erected by Salim and his successor.
It appears, then, from this sketch of the history
of the mosque that little remains in Mecca for
which any considerable antiquity can be claimed.
The archisological taste has rarely developed in
eastern countries, and no trouble was taken either
;

in

Mecca or

in

Medina to preserve historic buildings
sites.
The theoretic sanctity of

or retain ancient

Mecca has never stood in the way of leaders who
wished to effect their objects by violence and the
Umayyad Yazld, whose besieging forces were to
some extent responsible for the burning of the
Ka'bah in 64 A.H., did no more than would have
been done by any other Muslim ruler who was
engaged in suppressing a rebellion. Various buildings which figure in the early history of Islam were
cleared away as the need for enlarging the temple
area arose, and little regret was felt for them.
On the other hand, many myths arose which have
no justilication in the Qur'an thus a stone which
;

;

the station of Abraham has acquired
great sanctity, but in the Qur'an (ii. 119, iii. 91)
this phrase seems to mean only the dwelling-place
of Abraham.' The jurist Malik (t 179 A.H.) asserts
that this was restored by Omar to a place which it
had occupied before the Days of Ignorance, on the
faith of a chart preserved in the treasury of the
Ka'bah.' As we have seen, the Black Stone, which
is supposed to represent the
right hand of Allah,'
is of very doubtful authenticity.
Besides the prohibition against bloodshed which
theoretically covers the area occupied by the city,
there are other legal peculiarities belonging to it.
Closely allied to this prohibition is that against
the chase, which is even extended to the cutting
This ordinance
of trees and the plucking of herbs.
is modified in a variety of
ways it seems clear
that the slaughter of noxious beasts is generally
and weeding to a certain extent is also
permitted,
'The slaughter of game has to be atoned
lawful.
for by compensation, on a scale fixed by the Qur'an.
There is some difference of opinion between jurists
on the question whether rent may be taken for
is

called

'

'

'

'

;

1
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tween Muslims of various nationalities recently
placed the scene in Mecca.' Yet the cosmopolitan
character of the pilgrimage appears from the time
of the early Islamic conquests to have rendered
this sanctuary the i)lace where it was easiest to
address the ^fusliIn world as a whole. Deeds of
settlement of succession to the khalifate were
issued and deposited here by Harun al-Itashid.'
If a man wished to
procure a copy of a rare work,
he would have a crier atlvertise the want among

liouses ill Mecca ; aceoidina to modern travellers,
this question is pvirely academic, since the inhabitants largely earn their living by letting their
houses to pilgrims.
The place of Mecca in the Muslim religion is
otherwise not free from anomalies. On the one
hand, it is clear that the standard of morality and

niety practised by the inhabitants has at no time
been particularly high, and various travellers have
been shocked by their
experiences ; on the other
hand, there is no doubt aoout the sanctity of the
place and the spiritual benefits that accrue to
those who go thither. These are not indeed free
from danger ; for, just as the value of good actions
is higher in Alecca than elsewhere, so the debt incurred by evil deeds is there increased ; and, according to the Sufis, evil thoughts and intentions
are punished in Mecca, but not elsewhere.
If Aba
Talib al-Makki (t 38B A.H.) is right, pious men
in early times who went thither on pilgrimage
used to pitch two tents, one within and another
outside the sacred area, devoting the former exclu-

the pilgrims.'
In spite of the rule which forbids access to Mecca
on the part of non-Muslims, many Europeans have
undertaken the pilgrimage, some indeed having
adopted Islam for the purpose of carrying out this
In Christians at Mecca (London, 1909)
project.
Augustus Kalli gives accounts of sixteen such
a
visitors, beginning with Ludovico Varthema,
gentleman ot the city of Rome,' who reached the
forbidden city in 1503. Since the publication of
Ralli's collection two more English travellers have
been added to the list
Hadji Khan and W.
Sparroy, With the Pilgrims to Mecca, 1902, London,
and A. J. B. Wavell, A Modern Pilgrim
1905
in Mecca, do. 1912.
Among the records of these
pilgrimages that by R. F. Burton [Pilgrimage
to El-Medinah and Meccah, London, 1855-56) is
classical
it adds, however, very little topographical information to that which had been given to
the world by J. L. Burckhardt (Travels in Arabia,
London, 1829). Of the others the account of the
city by Snouck Hurgronje (op. cit., 1885) is the
most important. In several cases the travellers
were so fully occupied with the task of preserving
their lives that they had no time to make observations of value ; and in not a few instances the veracity
of the narrators has been questioned, not without
Besides these accounts by Europeans there
cause.
are many in existence
by Muslims, some of whom
have employed the French language. It is asserted
that the number of the former who have succeeded
in witnessing the pilgrimage and returning to tell
the tale is small compared with that of those who
have sacrificed their lives in the attempt and those
who have accomplished the task safely have in
most cases done so by the exercise of great cunning
and ingenuity. The plan of H. Maltzan ( Wallfahrt
nach Mekka, Leipzig, 1865), who, in order to pass
for a Muslim, borrowed the personality of an
Algerian, the latter undertaking to remain in
hiding for the necessary period, may be commended
both for boldness and for astuteness it was not,
however, free from danger.
'

:

sively to religious exercises.' The resulting danger
was one of the reasons why continuous residence
in Mecca was discouraged ; two others
urged by
Ghaziili- (t 505 A.H.) were the fear lest familiarity
should breed contempt and the fact that absence
makes the heart grow fonder. It could also be
'
urged that, according to the Qur'an, the House
is a place of returning, i.e. one to be visited, not
made a place of residence (ii. 119).

;

;

'

The various sovereigns who have been

protectors

'
servants of the sanctuaries have ordinarily
been lavish in marks of their favour and some'

or

what jealous of munificence exercised by rival potenamon^ the public works executed by these
benefactors the greatest amount of space appears
tates

;

to be devoted in the Chronicles to the aqueducts
one which conveys water from Mt. Arafat to
Mecca, utilizing a channel originally constructed
by order of Zubaida, wife of Harun al-Kashid,
occupied fourteen years (965-979 A.H.) and cost
enormous sums, owing to the difficulty of piercing
the rock and the primitive character of the methods
;

in use.

Numerous

colleges, hosintals,

;

and alms-

houses have been erected by Islamic sovereigns
and their ministers, many of them furnished with
endowments. The fate of all pious foundations in
Mecca, according to Snouck Hurgronje,' is the
same most of the houses that have any value
have been at some time or other purchased in order
to sen-e as endowment, but gradually pa.ssed from
hand to hand in such a way that they retain the
name waqf (on which see EEE vii. 877 f.), without
serving any pious purpose. The name, however,
:

prevents their being legally sold, yet sale

is

;

LiTKRATURB.

of the
one ot the most difficult and disancient Oriental history.
putable questions in
The statements of the earlier classical authorities
are not easy to reconcile with the Iranian Avesta,
and fresh elements of ditficulty have been introduced by the decipherment of the cuneiform inscrip-

ancient Medes

:

fftnatisme musulQian,
'

que
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lui

avail (ait perdre la casto sacer-

mutulmana du
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resident in the middle of the 19th cent, to declare
all such transactions invalid, but his removal was
procured before this could be carried out.
The erection of the places of learning has not
had the effect of rendering Mecca at any time a
university centre, and its printing-press has contributed very little to Arabic literature ; nevertheless as a gathering-place for the pious it has
regularly served for the dissemination of ideas,
which are worked out elsewhere. A. Le Chatelier,
indeed, attributes the part played by Mecca in
recent times to the influence of the .SanQ.sis
Ia confririe nouvetlc rendit il la Mecque le r61e de f03"er du
rtotale

authorities

article.

often

nece.ssary, and this is effected in fact, though new
names are employed to serve instead of sale and
'purchase.' An attempt was made by a Turkish
'

—The

{

The actual facts are these. As far back as the
14th cent. B.C. the cuneiform documents of Boghaz
Keui have shown that there was an Arj-an, but
not as yet Iranian, population in Mesopotamia who
worshipped the gods Mithra, Vaniiia (written
Uruwana and Aruna), Indra, and the two Nasatya,
the Vedic correspondents of the Dioscuri (cf. E.
Meyer, SBA W, 1908, pp. 14-19). In the 9th cent.
this Aryan population had become Iranian,
{7mm ahqura. Port Said, 131S.
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MEDIATION
and was settled east of the Zagros mountains,
where it was known to tlie Assyrians as MadS, or
Medes, a name also written Amadfl, like Amardi
for Mardi.
From this time forward the names of
the kings and chiefs of Media and the neighbouring
districts mentioned on the Assyrian monuments
are Iranian, and in a list of Median princes conquered by Sargon in 714-713 B.C. we find the name
of Mazdaku, proving that Zoroaster's god Mazda,
the Wise,' was already worshipped (cf. also F.
'

Hommel, PSBA,

1899,

p.

The name

132).

of

Mitra,' the sun-god, is also found in the tablets
from Assur-bani-pal's library at Nineveh. On the
other hand, Istuvegu, or Astyages, the last king
of Ekbatana, is termed in the inscriptions, not
'
King of Media, but King of the Umman
Manda' or 'Hordes,' au archaistic title given by
the Babylonians in early times to the northern
barbarians, but applied in the Assyrian age to the
'

'

Cimmerians and Scyths (qq.v.). The similarity of
the names MadS, and Manda raises the question
whether the Medes of the classical writers who
were conquered by Cyrus were not really Scythians
whose religious beliefs and practices have been
transferred to their Median subjects or neighbours.

Like the Medes, the Persians also were Iranians.'

But here again the

inscriptions

make

it

doubtful

515

liut modern scholarship is inclined to assign it to
the 6th cent. B.c .; and .Jackson ' seems to be riglit
in concluding that he arose in Media rather than
in Bactria, the tradition \\liicli makes him a

Bactrian being late.
Zoroaster is unknown to both Herodotus and
Ctesias, the earliest mention of him occurring in a
fragment questionably ascribed to Xanthus of
Herodotus
Lydia and in Plato (Alcib. I., 12'2).
makes the Magi a Median tribe (i. 101),^ but he
also implies that they were a class of priests (i. 140),
and he describes certain of them as interpreters of
dreams (i. 107). He further ascribes to them the
Zoroastrian practices of reverencing the dog and
No sacrifice
destroying noxious animals (i. 140).
could be offered without the presence of a Magus,
who accompanied it with a hyimi (the Avestan
and there was neither altar, fire, nor
Gdthd)
;

The Greek

historian adds (i. 131)
(whose priests were the Median
Magi) had no images of the gods and no temples
or altars, considering the use of them a sign of
folly.'
They sacrificed to Zeus (Ahura Mazda) on
the summits of mountains, as well as to the sun
libation

that

'

132).

(i.

the Persians

'

'

'

and moon,

to the earth, to fire, to water, and to
the winds.' The worshiiJ of the goddess Anahita,
and presumably also of Mithra, the sun-god, referred to in two inscriptions of Artaxerxes Mnemon
(Susa a, 4 f , Ham. 5 f ) was borrowed at a later date

whether Cyrus and Cambyses, the founders of the
Persian empire, were of pure Iranian stock, and from the Arabians and Assyrians (Herod, i. 131).^
On the other hand, the scourging of the Helleswhether the religion of Cyrus, at all events, was
not the polytheism of Susa (cf. art. AcH/EMENIANS, pont by Xerxes (Herod, vii. 35) is inconsistent
Both he and his son conformed to with the belief that water was divine,* and in
vol. i. p. 70).
Gaumata Herodotus's account of Magian religion Avestan
the ancient worship of Babylonia.
the Magian,' is expressly stated by dualism is conspicuous by its absence. So, too, is
(Gomates),
Darius {lih. [Pers. te.xt] i. 63 f.) to have destroyed any reference to the doctrine of a resurrection. The
the dyadand, or
prayer-chapels,' of Persia, a simplest way of explaining these anomalies is to
word which is translated temples of the gods' in suppose that the religious system described by
the Babylonian version of the Behistiin inscription. Herodotus was that of the Medes, among whom
These Darius clajms to have restoreil, along with the Magi were a sort of hereditary priests, like
and that the religious
other possessions of the Persian and Median the Levites in Israel
peoples, through the help of the gieat god Aura- system of Darius represented the religion of the
who
but
that
the origin and fundaand
Persian
heavens,
mazda,' the creator of the earth
aristocracy,
in the Susian version of the Behistun inscription mental princiiiles of the two were the same. The
the god of the conquest of Media by Persia would have intro(iii.
77, 79) is specially called
Aryans.' In the eyes of Darius he occupied much duced the Median forms of theology among the
the same place as that occupied by Jahwch in the Persian people, though their influence would have
OT he was the national god of the Persians and been momentarily checked by the overthrow of
Medes and supreme over all other gods. The ex- Gomates and his party, who perhaps would have
at stood in much the same relation to the Achseistence of the latter, however, was admitted
Behistun Darius says that he was assisted not menian aristocracy as the Pharisees did to the
only by Aura-mazda but also by the other gods, Sadducees. Meanwhile the reformer Zarathushtra
all that there are.'
Opposed to the righteous had appeared in Media, where he built upon prelaw of Aura-mazda was 'the Lie' {drauga), the existing religious beliefs and practices and attracted
Achaemenian equivalent of the Zoroastrian Angra the Magi to liis side. The result in the course of
Mainyu (Abriman [q.v.'\). But there is no refer- centuries was the Mazdteism of the Avesta.
ence to the Zoroastrianisni of the Avesta in the
Literature. — A. V. W. Jackson, Zoroaatcr the Prophet of
Ancient Iran, New York, 189;) C. de Harlez, Avesta-, Paris,
inscriptions of either Darius or his successors
1881;
J. Darmesteter, Le Zend-Avesta, do. 1892-93, Etudes
were
not
whose
their priests, moreover,
Magians,
do. 1883 Eduard Meyer, Gesch. des AUertums, i.2,
overthrow and massacre were, on the contrary, iraniennes,
1909
von PrAsek, Gesch, der Mcder mid Perser,
.

.

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

:

:

'

;

;

;

festival of the Magophonia ; '
of the Persian kings seem to have
been buried in the ordinary way instead of being
thrown to dogs or birds of prey.^ This, Herodotus
says (i. 140), was a Magian custom.''
The date of Zoroaster (Zaratliushtra) is uncertain,

commemorated in the
and the bodies

1 This is the
general view, but J. H. Moulton (Early Zoroastrianism, London, 1913, pp. 228-235) doubts whether it is
He hints that the Medes were the aboriginal inhabicorrect.
If this be so,
tants, and that the Magi ((/.f.) were their priests.
He directly
the Medes were neither Iranians nor Semites.
states (above, p. 24Jt>) that the Medians belonged to neither of
the two great races which divided Nearer Asia between them.'
Prasek {Gesch. i. S ff.) urges, in more detail, a similar view.
- P'or a somewhat different
explanation of the Magophonia,
see art. Festivals .ind Fasts (Iranian), vol. v. p. 874 f.
3 See
Moulton, pp. 163, 192 f., 202 f., 217 and cf. art. Death
AND Disposal of thk Dead (Pars!), § is* The statement of
Agathias (ii. 22), that the Medians buried
the dead, whereas the Persians exposed them, is almost certainly

Berlin,

wrong.

J.

'

;

;

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

A. H. Sayce.

MEDIATION. — Mediation is a word of extreme
vagueness, but

is here considered only in its techniIn
cal or quasi-technical applications in religion.
a sense all we are and have is mediated to us somehow. Our vei'y being comes to us through our

'

;

;

Gotha, 190tj-10 G. Rawlinson, Media,' in Five Great Monarchies of tlie Anc, East. World, London, 1862-07 J. Oppert, Le
Peuple et la langue des Medes, Paris, 1879 A. Delattre, Le
=
Peiiple et I'empire des M^des, Brussels, 18S3( 3/e7n. coiironniies
de Belgique, xiv., pt. 1).
parVacadimieroyale

The society into which we are born and
which we are trained mediates to us most of

parents.
in
1

Zoroaster, pp. 219-225.
For the argument that Magianism was Median in origin see
ii. 114 ff.
^ W.
Geiger {Ostirdn. Kultur im Altertvtn, Erlangen, 1882,
pp. 488-492) derives the Zoroastrian flre-prie3ts(«(A?ai'aJis) from
-

esp. Prisek,

Media.
*

See, however, Moulton, p. 215

f.

MEDIATION

sie

think of as intellectual, moral, and
The greater part of what
religious conviotione.
conies under these headings is not original achievement of our own, but inheritance or education ; it
comes to us in some way by the mediation of
It may be possible to make our own w hat
others.
is thus mediated to us, and to become possessors,
as it were, in our own right of what we have inherited or been taught but, to begin with, every
creature liorn in time owes to mediation of some
sort the whole capital with wliich he adventures

what we

;

upon independent

life.

NT

use of the term Mediator.'— The
technical use of the word is most easily grasped if
we start from that application of it which is most
ileiinite and concrete, viz. its application to the
work of Christ.
There are fonr NT pas-sages
where this is found 1 Ti 2», He 8« 9'° 12-^ In all
these passages Christ is represented as mediating
1.

The

'

:

and man have been
which normally subsists
between them has been ilestroyed, and the work of
between God and man.

estranged.

The

tiod

relation

In 1 Timothy tliis
is to restore it.
explicitly connected with the redemptive

the mediator

work

is

death of Christ

;

there

is

one mediator between

God and men. Himself man,

Christ Jesus,

who

gave Himself a ransom for all. The same connexion is implied in all the passages in Hebrews
there Jesus is spoken of as the mediator of a new
or a better covenant. The covenant is the religious
constitution under which God and men form one
The old and insociety, or live a common life.
ferior constitution, under which the ideal of religion
was not realized, was the Levitical one. This was
annulled because of its ineffective character, and in
place of it, through the mediation of Jesus i.e.,
by means of, and at the cost of. His incarnation
and sacrifice comes the Christian relation of men
to God.
In this the ends of religion are really
attained.
There is real forgiveness of sins, real
purification of conscience, real and abiding access
to God, and all due to the mediation of Christ.
This use of the term mediation,' which may be
called the
Christian one, is that wnich
specifically
has been mainly developed in later theology.
Christ's work as mediator is that in which He
interposes between the holy God and sinful men
who are estranged from each other, and makes
This specifically Christian use of the term,
f)eace.
lowever, is only a continuation of its use in
ordinary relations. In ancient as in modern times
a State or a person could ofterto mediate' between
;

—

—

'

'

other States or persons at war. The substantive
utalnii is used side by side with such terms as
iioXXoKTiJ!, SiaiTTjT^s, and is defined by Suidas as
= elprivoTroi6s, 'peacemaker.' The verb nfo-iTeieiv,
without an object (He
which occurs once in the
6", though some here would supply rTji- inriaxeatv,
'His promise') is elsewhere usually transitive:
fjLfffiTtvjai TTji/ SidXvffiv ewoiKus (Polyb. XI. xxxiv. 3)
= to achieve the settlement by friendly mediation.
state of hostility or estrangement, in which the
making of peace is the work of a third party, and
can therefore be called mediation, is the background of the primary Christian use of the term.
2. Extension of mediation in the
from redemption to creation. But even in the NT it is
not limited to this use. It is not only that peace
with God, or the forgiveness of sins, or reconciliation, or eternal life for the s]nritnally dead is
mediated through Christ and His redemption
Christ is presented also as the mediator of creation.
All that is has come into being through Him.
find this stated without explanation, as if it were
self-evident, or an agreed proposition among ChristIt is expanded in Col 1'"- with
ians, in 1 Co 8'.
a view to securing to Christ, who has just been
referred to as the mediator of salvation (in whom

NT

'

'

A

—

NT

;

We

we have our

redemjition, the forgivenfss of sins

a place of dignity above all angelic powers.
In CoIossa>, apparently, such powers were recognized by some as mediating between God and man
in a way which trenched on Christ's prerogative as
the one mediator and it wiis an etfective method
of precluding this to show that all such powers,
whatever they were called, owed their very being to
Christ, and could therefore in no sense become His
rivals.
The connexion of ideas in Ho 1* is similar.
It speaks of a Sou whom God has appointed heir
of all things, through whom also He made the
worlds.
The 'also' implies that the making of
the worlds through the Son is what naturally
corresponds to His being heir of all things. Probably no i<lea in the NT is .so hard to enter into
as this.
When we think of Christ as mediating
between Ood on the one hand and men alienated
from Goil by sin on the other, we know where we
are.
We can speak on the basis of experience,
and tell how Christ has come to us in our own
estrangement, and made peace between us and
God. We can speak of Him as mediator, because
that is what He has been to ourselves.
But
creation is not a process, or an act, of which experience teaches us anything i^ is not apparent
that it needs to be, or that it can be, mediated
at all.
The OT simply says that in the beginning
God created the heaven and the earth. How does
Paul come to say (Col 1"), In Him that is, in
Christ were all things created ?
How did the
thought origijiate in his mind ? What exactly did
cannot accept it merely on
it mean to Tiim ?
his authority, as a piece of information about the
beginning of things ; the content of revelation
what a man knows by the inspiration of God
never has the character of information.
Unless
we can enter into the origin and process of the
Apostle's thought, we can never really appropriate
the idea in w-hich it rests. The idea that not
redemption only but creation as well is mediated
through Christ, that to Him is due and by Him
must he determined not only all that we can call
reconciliation but all that we can call being, is so
unexpected and so astounding that we cannot but
ask how it took possession of his mind.
So far
3. Rationale of this extension in Paul.
as can be seen, there are only two possible explanations of Paul's attitude.
One is purely formal,
and reduces tlie idea of mediation, so far as it
It asapplies to all being, to a pure formality.
sumes that Paul had identified Christ with some
supernatural being to whom this attribute or
function of mediating creation already belonged,
and that with the identification there went, as a
matter of course, the ascription of this attribute
or function to Christ. This is supposed to explain
why Paul, when he introduces the idea of creation
through Christ, does it simpliciter, without any
ne is only doing what
justification or explanation
every one would concede who agreed with him in
identifying Jesus with the Christ. But to this
As far as can bo
there are many objections.
known, there was no trace whatever in the Pharisaism in which Paul was reared of any such idea as
that the Messiah was participant in the creation
of the world.
Further, though this may be discounted a-s a subjective impression, Paul writes in
Colossians with passionate earnestness on this
subject, and not like a man manipulating borrowed
ideas which have no vital relation to his experience.
And, if it be said that it is not the Jewish eschatological Messiah with whom Jesus Is identified by
Paul, but a supernatural being of another sort—
the Logos of popular (ireek pliilosophy, of whom
such things were predicated as Paul preilicates
of Christ in connexion with creation
then the
further question is raised, How did Paul come to
[v."]),

;

;

'

'

—

—

We

—
—

—

:
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doxicnl as it mivy seem, this liistorical iiieiliation
does not sliako tlic certainty of leligion the perfect religion does not become douhtful because
the mediator of it lived in time. AVe are in Him
tliat is true,' and lie that believeth hath the witness
in himself (1 .In S'"'*").
In the iirolo";ue the idea of modintion is even
more explicit tlian in the body of the Uospel, and
The lirst three verses are
it is wider in its ranj;!'.
more specuUilivc^ than anythin;; in Paul, and it is
difficult to think otherwise than that tlie author
has identified Jesus vitli tlie Logos of the current
philosoi>hy, and that he is sjieaking of Him in
terms whose antecedents are philosophical rather
than evangelical. The very ambiguity of the terui
;

'

{ratio, oralio) may have commended it to
It suited him equally well to have Jews
feel that in Christ they had (iod's last word to
man, and to have Greeks feel that in Christ they
were in contact with the reason of the world, the
rational principle or truth in which all things

Logos
him.

and moved, and had their being. The one
knowledge and the other alike, he would have
It is
held, were mediated to men through Jesus.
by no means clear, however, that the jirologue
makes the I-ogos, as distinct from the liistorical
Jesus, the mediator either of a universal revelation
lived,

man

or of a special revelation of God to
Israel.
The interest of the Evangelist in such
ideas
is perhaps less than has been
speculative
assumed. The traditional and somewhat grandiose
interpretation of the prologue, according to which
the Incarnation does not appear until v.>* an
interpretation which has so commended the passage
to those who delight in the idea of a general
revelation in nature and history culminating in a
final and adequate revelation in Christ
is almost
The movement of thought in
certainly wrong.
the prologue is sjiiral. The Incarnation appears
already in v.*, and the history of Christianity up
to the time of the writer is summarized in v.^
Revelation in its full and specifically Christian
sense, the mediation to men of that knowledge of
God which is eternal life, is accomplished only
through Jesus, the Word made flesh. The difference from Paul may be said to lie in this
in
Paul Jesus mediates revelation through redemption
know
God
as
Father
because
He
saves
us
(we
by
His Son), whereas in John He mediates redemption
revelation
are
saved
from
sin
and
(we
through
death because through Jesus we have the knowledge of the Father). But the distinction is true
only when it is not pressed. In both writers it is
the specifically Christian sense of mediation that
is vital
Jesus is the mediator between God and
men. The wider sense of mediation, according to
which Jesus mediates creation as well as redemption, while it is found in both, has not the same
emphasis. The apostles seem to feel that their
of

God

to

—

—

:

:

religion ultiniatelj' implies this, but
tliat directly inspires or sustains it.

it is

not this

Sim has no place, but only the Father, is so qualified
by other statements that its author can liarilly be
Much more uncomjiromiscited for the negative.
iiig rejiresentatives of this side are J. Weiss and

\\ Heitmiiller. The former, in Das Urchristcptum
((Jiittingcn, 1914, p. 364), in discussing the relations
of faith in Christ and faith in God (in Paul), ex.

plicitly renounces the idea of a necessary mediator
Christ was there, as a matter of fact,
of salvation.
and therefore Paul had to give Hiiii a place in liis
but Weiss, with a sense of his
religion somehow
;

daring,' declares that there was no necessity
His mission and work in the nature of tJod,
and that God's eternal love, though Paul knew it
only through Christ, must li.ave had its way even
if Christ liad failed the redeeming work of the
Father, or if God in the fullness of His love had
been able to dispense with the sacrifice of Christ.
There is not, indeed, any appeal here to the mind
of Christ, with regard to mediation, but there is

own
for

the expression of a conviction w hicli forecloses any
In Heitiniiller's Jestts (Tubingen,
such appeal
1913) the denial is even vehement:

'
It is quite beyniul doubt tliat according to the preachiuf; of
.Teaus we have 10 do in relipion only wich an immediate relation
between Gud and man nothing and no one has
of man to God
Relif^ioUB significance in the proper
place, not even Jesus.
:

'

sense Jesus in any case does not claim (p.

He admits that they disclose not merely a prophet ic
but a superproplietic consciousness e.g., the wellknown passage JNIt 1 1^. To be the bearer of a
unique revelation, the Son simpliciter it almost
It is not a divine selfterrifies us to think of it.
consciousness, but it is almost more than human.
It might impel us to ask whether it was compatible
Here is
with soundness and clearness of mind.
the point at which the form of Jesus becomes
mysterious to us, almost uncanny (p. 71). Further
on, he speaks of the riddle as insoluble (p. 89), but
apparently he thinks that he has reduced it to less
disquieting jiroportions when he writes (p. 126)
that Jesus seems to have claimed for Himself only

—

—

'

'

that He is the way to the Father. It is difficult
The
to see how He could have claimed more.
"eneropposite view, that the place which the
ally assigns to Jesus, as the indispensable mediator
between God and men, is in harmony with Jesus'
consciousness of Himself, is argued in the present

NT

wx'Aex'sJesJis and the Gu.s/w/ (London, 1908, p. 15911.
on the self-revelation of Jesus). The argument
covers both the Johannine idea of the mediation of
the knowledge of God (as in Mt 1 1") and the P.auline
idea of the mediation of redemption (as in Mk 10").
What it does not expressly extend to is he speculative idea that creation as well as revelation and
redemption is mediated through Christ.
6. Other mediators than Jesus.— Emphasis is laid
in the NT on the e.xclusive character of Christ's
there is one (iod, and one mediator
mediation
between God and men. This is the idea of such
t

:

5. Mediation and Jesus' consciousness of Himself.—-The most important of questions to the
Christian religion is whether this specific sense of

him
and

mediation, which is not only recognized by but
pervades all the apostolic writings, is conlirmed
when we turn to the mind of Christ Hini.self. He
never speaks of having anything to do with the
creation of the world, but was He conscious of
being in any sense a mediator between God and
men ? Did He stand between them to any intent ?
Did men in any sense owe to Him either the knowledge of God or reconciliation to God, or were these

Him prepare for His work, or
enable men to dispense w ith it.
ously and exhaustively denied.
tion in the Christian sense has

supreme

spiritual blessings immediately open to
hem, in independence of Him y The questions have
been answered in both ways. Harnack's famous
rlir/um (Das Wesen dcs Christ cnlums, Berlin, 1900,
p. 91), that in the gospel as preached by Jesus the
I

7o).

But HeitmuUer feels a certain embarrassment
when he deals explicitlj' with some words of Jesus.

passages as

Ac

4'-

('none other

name

dwelletli all the fulness of the

'),

Col

Godhead

2''-

('in
bodily,
(the

He 7"

in him ye are made full'),
priesthood which does not pass to, or cannot be
trenched ujion by, another), as well as of Jn 14'.
What is in view ui these passages is the idea that
Christ in His work of reconciliation may have rivals
or competitor.s, (jowers which in independence of

and

supplement it, or
This is unambiguI'he idea of mediano apiilication but
to Him.
Spiritual beings, whatever llicir name or
owe
degree
principalities, powers, dominions
their own being to Him, and have their functions,
ebrlicherweUe muss man
\\"\r miisseu C8 aussprechen

—

—

>

'

.

'

sageii

(Uf.).

.

.

MEDIATION
whatever they
God.

are, in

a world which

He has

recon-

ciled to

The exclusiveness of His mediation with regard
to nature (being) as well as redemption is strongly
asserted both in Col 1'* and in Jn P.
Probably
in botli these passages, as well as in I Ti 2*, there
is reference to forms of Gnosticism which it is diffiFor ancient thought genercult for us to define.
ally, and therefore for ancient religion, the world
was full of invisible powers of a personal or quasipersonal sort, and these easily asserted a place for
themselves in the religious

life.

They came

be-

tween God and the soul in ways that we cannot
appreciate, and the interest of the apostles is to
expel from the relations of God and the soul every
power but that of Jesus. Their argument is that
experience against uncontrolled imagination.
controversies of later theologians, Catholic
and Protestant, on the mediation (intercession) of
Those who
saints are like this, but not identical.
admit that we can pray for one another have no
ground for denying that the saints can pray for us.
All that is to be said is that we do not know anything about it but whatever the saints may do for
us they can do only in dependence on Jesus, not as
mediators who might bring us to God apart from
Him. For sl;atements on opposite sides of this quesWesttion see Calvin's Institutio, III. xx. 20-27
minster Confession, ch. xxi. 2 Thomas Aquinas,
S.
J.
Summa Tkeol., III. qu. xxvi. art. if.;
Hunter,
Outlines of Dogmatic Theology, London, 1S95-96,
der
K.
von
Handbuch
607
Hase,
§§ 574,
protestant
of

The

;

;

;

.

;

Polemik'', Leipzig, 1900, p. 294.
If we look back from
7. Mediation in the OT.
the
to the OT, we find much everywhere which
can be described in terms of mediation, though
luah-q^ occurs only once in
(Job 9^), where,
according to T. K. Cheyne (EBi, col. 3003), it
answers to '3"J'3, and means a person who could
interpose with authority between Job and his im-

—

NT

LXX

—

perfect or arbitrary God an arbitrator who would
This is akin to the Sian-rp-qs,
see justice done.
defined by Aristotle as 4 fxiaos, and often found in
Greek as a .synonym of lieaiTijs ; but it is hardly the
/j-eaiTTj^, whether we regard
equivalent of the
revelation or reconciliation as that which comes to
men through Him. li we confine our attention to
the relations of God and man, in which the term
mediation is properly applied, both aspects of it
pervade the OT. Revelation, or the knowledge of
God, is mediated to men through the prophet. It
is not necessary to ask here how it is mediated to
the prophet himself ; for the purposes of religion
he obtains it immediately. He stands in God's
council and hears His voice ; it is the voice of God
Himself, or such an echo of it as the prophet's
voice can utter, that is heard when He speaks.
There is no external criterion for distinguishing the
true voice of God from a voice which speaks lies in
His name. The secret of the Lord is with them
that fear Him (Ps 25'^) ; they have, without knowcalls (1 Co 12"') the gift of
it, what the
ing
'
As revelation is mediated
discernment of spirits.
through the prophet, so in the largest sense is reconciliation through the priest.
The Levitical system

NT

NT

'

been very imperfect— it was destined, indeed, to perish by its inadequacy ; but the idea of
it was to enable men to approach God, to give tliem
peace with Him, to put it in their power, in spite of
all that they had done, to have communion with
God, living as members of a .society of which He was
the head. The Levitical system does not, of course,
exhaust what the OT exhibits of the mediation of

may have

Much importance is attached to
prayer the hour of irremediable ruin is come the
final breach between God and His people
wlien
Jeremiah hears that, though intercessors like Moses
and Samuel stood before Jahweh, they could not

reconciliation.
:

—

—
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turn His heart toward Israel (Jer 15'). The ministry of intercession mediates for man to God, as
well as the ministry of sacrifice unless we reduce
the latter to the former, and regard sacrifice as in
essence embodied prayer.' It is another form,
possibly a form inferior to intercession because less
spiritual, of showing the cost at which reconcilia-

—

'

mediated to sinful men.
Later developments of mediation. Though
the main content of mediation in the OT may be
condensed under prophecy and priesthood, it is not
quite exhausted there. Especially in post-Exilic
literature, where the transcendence of God is emtion

is

—

8.

phasized

till

it

depresses the soul,

we

find inter-

mediate beings appear whose functions are wider
less defined.
Sometimes they have to do with
the creation of the world, sometimes with its
government in nature or in history sometimes
they are specially concerned with Israel's fortunes,
or with the giving of the law sometimes they are
interested in individual men, attaching themselves
to pure souls and making them prophets or sages.

and

;

;

Foreigninfluences as well asphilosophical necessities

determined the form of such thoughts, and they
grew to have a larger and larger space in many
minds. In A. Bertholet's Bibl. Thcol. des alten
Test., Tubingen, 1911, § 32, there is a sufficient
account of this faith in intermediate beings
{Hypostasenlehre), so far as it can be derived from
the Greek Bible. The most important of them
was Wisdom, though Wisdom, curiously enough,
in spite of Mt 11'^ Lk II*, seems to have fallen
out of favour in the NT, and is not once mentioned
where we might most have expected it, in the
Johannine writings. Perhaps this was due, as
J. Grill has suggested (Untersuchtmgen iiber die
Entstehung des vierten Evangeliums, Tubingen,
1902, p. 199 f.), to the frequency with which in
Gnosticism ao(pla. represented a lost seon which had
to be redeemed (cf. ERE vi. 236 f.).
Next in importance to Wisdom came the Word or Logos. On
this see W^. Bousset, Die Religion des Jiidentums^,
The
Berlin, 1906, p. 399, and cf. art. Logos, § 2.
doctrine of the Logos as mediating is developed
at great length and with infinite inconsistency
in Philo.
It can be best studied in E. Brehier,
Les Idies philosophiques et religieuses de Philon
cCAlexandrie, Paris, 1908, ii. ch. li. f. It is perhaps
not unfair to say that in PhUo the Logos mediates
between God and the Kdirfios ; that it mediates,
further, between God and man as made in the
image of God and participant in reason, but that
it is not a mediator in the specifically NT sense of
the term, i.e., a mediator of redemption between
God and sinners. The verbal coincidences between
Philo and the NT often, perhaps always, conceal
a wide divergence of meaning.
full discussion
of what Jewish belief in mediating powers eventually came to may be found in F. Weber, Die
Lehren des Talmud, Leipzig, 1886, ch. xiii. He
enumerates five: (1) the angel Metatrfin, (2) the
'

'

A

Word, oxMemra (q.v.), of Jahweh, (3) the Sh'khtnah,
(4) the Spirit of God, and (5) the Bath Q61, or

lieavenly voice through which revelation is given.
Where the mind starts with these genertQities,
wliether in a more speculative or in a more religious
interest, it does not seem able or impelled to bring
them to any convergence upon a single mediator ;
but the
writers, starting from their experience
of Christ as the only and the real revealer of God
and reconciler of sinners to Him, are able to regard
all these doctrines of mediating hypostases as
hints or suggestions of what they possess in Jesus,
and are not afraid in a manner to identify Him
with them all. Whatever they promised or were
intended to secure has been finally made good and

NT

secured through Him. He is the Wisdom of God
—the Key to the world of nature, of history, and

MEDINA
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of all

human

life

He

;

is

the

Word made

flesh

;

His exaltation
He is the Sjiirit. AH mediation between God and
Binful men is summed uji and exhausteil in Him.
He is Himself our Peace, liut all mediation, if
the name is legitimately extended in this sense,
between God and creation is also transacted through
Him. The last, however, is not the starting-point
the mind rises to it only inferentially throngli an
overpowering impressionof the absolute signilieance
of Jesus as the mediator of reconciliation it is one
Paul can oven say

(2

Co 3") that

in

;

;

of exjiressing the ccmvietion that

way

He

the

is

Beginning .ind the End, the First and the Last.
9. Subordinate sense of mediation (means of
Mediation in a subordinate sense is tlie
grace).
subject of the whole doctrine of the means {media)

—

is, of the divinely appointed ordinances thrijugh which the salvation of Wirist is
home
to
man. (Jrace is mediated through
brought
these ordinances, especially, according to Protestant
theology, through the Word, sacraments, and
The conditions under which the use of
prayer.
them becomes effectual for salvation
the
i.e.,
terms on wliich grace really is mediated through

of grace; that

—

them — are
less

stated in all the confessions in

more

or

experimental and argumentative forms.

Comparative religion oilers examples of mediamore or less analogous to those here considered.
Wherever there are religious institutions and
customs, they are mediatorial. It is through them
that the spirit of a religion is conveyed to tho.se
who are brought up within its pale. Sometimes
tion

Greek Qrifiri. meaning 'fragrant' or 'good.' Many
more names are collected by SamliQdi (893 A.H.)
in his mnn(jgraph on Medina (Khuli't.^at al-wafn,
Cairo, 128.')), but these are mostly honorilic
epithets ; one, however, which he quotes from the
OT is Salqali, which should rather be Salkali
(Jos 12', etc.); but this identification is certainly
erroneous.
Since Steiilianus Byzantinus gives the relative

adjective of Yathrib as'IafljjiirTriji'i!, it must have
been the home of some persons known to the
Gneco-Iloman world not later than the Glli cent.
A.u. ; and to the end of the 7tli cent, there prob-

John of Yathrib' mentioned in
a letter of James of Ede.ssa 'to John Stylites';
this Yathrib is identified with Medina by some
writers (ZDMG xxiv. [1870] 263), but it is difficult
to suppose that there can have been a 'presbyter
of Yathrib r Medina' at that time.
For the early
ably belonged one

'

history of the place, then, as well as the later we
have to rely exclusively on Muslim authorities,
who naturally have much to say about a town
which played so important a part in the history of
It is unfortunate that their notices
their system.
of its pre-Isl.lraic history are mainly fabulous,
though they must contain a little fact as well.
The settlement, wliich is often called Between
the two labas,' i.e. volcanic forntations, was at the
commencement of Islam a joint one of Arabs and
'

Jews. The former were grouped in two tribes,
the Aus and the Khazraj, whereas of the latter

and Christianity where there is no real
interdependence. Thus Mitlira was called nealr-ns
in the first instance as dwelling in the air which is
midway between heaven and hell. But the local
meaning deejiened into a moral one. Rlithra became
mediator between the inaccessible and unknowable
God who reigns in the ethereal spheres and the
human race which lives its restless life here below.
He is addressed as great Mithra, messenger of the
gods, mediator of the religion of the elect (F.
Cumont, Lcs Mysfdres de Mithra^, Brussels, 1913,
pp. 129, 139, 146). Similar phenomena are abundant
in the religions of India.
But we nowhere find a
of which we can say, as has been said of
religion

names are handed down— Qainuqa
Quraish, and Nadir. The native Jewish tradition
appears to know nothing of these colonies, whose
names surprise us for the last two are clearly
Arabic, and the first apparently so. They are
supposed to have had a dialect (or jargon ?) of
their own, some fragments of which are preserved
in the Qur'an (iv. 48), but are exceedingly puzzling.
This fact would seem to militate against the supthat they were Arabs who had adopted
Sosition
udaism. If we are justified in attributing to
them some of the Jewish matter that is found in
the Qirr'an, they must have been acquainted with
portions of the Oral Tradition, to wliich there are
occasional references and it is practically certain
that the early Islamic lawyers were indebted to
proselytes from these communitic.'i for certain

Christianity, that

technicalities

there

are

what A. M. Fairbairn used

to

call

'developmental coincidences' between other

re-

ligions

presence in

it

it is

what

it is

because of the

of the mediator.

—

James Denney.

MEDICINE.—See Disease and

Medicine.

MEDICINE-MEN.—See Shamanism.
MEDINA.-- Medina, in

Arabic with the article,
means 'the Town,' as opposed to the desert
ix.
lf)2,
(Qur'an
121), and is the name usually
given to the city whither Muhamniad fled from
sometimes
the Propliet's
Mecca,
interpreted lus
Its proper name was Yathrib {ib. xxxiii.
City.'
the
of
13), evidently
'Xi6piTira
Steplianus Byzanlinu3 (s.w. and the AaBpl^ra of Ptolemy (VI.
vii. 31), apparently identical in origin with the
Epj'ptiun AOpiSit (indeed a form Atnrib is menAnotlier name which is sometimes cited
tioned).
U Taibah or Tabiili, to be compared with the
Hebrew fob (Jg 11», etc.), and perhaps with the
'

,

;

;

personal

LiTERATmiE. As the idea of mediation involves that of ttie
nature of Christianity, and
especially r.iipTJs the question whether
Christ lias a necessary place in the Christian reli^'ion, and, it so,
what precisely that place ie, and what it implies as to Christ
Iliinself (Christ ology). the literature is really coextensive with
that of Christian ttieology. Older discussions of main aspects
of the suhject are to be found in J. Butler, Analogy 0/ lieli'juni,
ed. J. H. Bernard, London, lUOO, pt. ii. ch. v., and J. Martineau,
Sludifs of Christianity, do. 1875, 147 fl. Besides the works
mentioned In the article, all modern writings on NT theology
are more or less relevant, but the formal treatment of it, even
In the Jofui-Paul literature, ii not frequent.

)

three tribal

and even whole maxims.
The
names which are preserved are partly

Hebrew, partly Arabic.
The Muslim tradition represents the Jews as
further advanced in civilization than the Arabs of
Medina, and engaged both in trade, including
lending monev on security, and in cultivation of
the soil the elate was the most important product.
Further, they are said to have had schools, and to
have written Arabic in Hebrew script, as was done
at a later time and is done even now.
They were
untler the protection of their Arab neighbours, and
were occasionally compelled to fight in the tribal
;

wars,

much

against their inclination.

Between the Aus and the Khazraj there was
a long-standing feud, which led to the parties

summoning the Prophet

in the

m.anner recorded

his biography.'
Hellenic antiquity, which
furni.shes many analogies to that of the Arabs,
provides illustrations of this expedient for putting
an end to civil strife. He called his new adlierent*
An^ar, Helj)ers,' a name wliich, according to the
Qur'an (iii. 45, Ixi. 14), originally belonged to the
apostles, and doubtless is a popular etymology of
in

'

> azarene.
Like many

other statesmen, the Prophet found

in external" warfare the best remedy for civil
strife
and, since at least for some years all new
;

adherents were required to migrate to Medina, the
I

Ihii

Hisham,

cd. V. Wiistcnfeld, Oottingen, 18C0, p.

286H.

MEEKNESS
towTi

in

grew vastly

during his despotism.

magnitude and impoitance
Neither he nor his immedi-

ate successors liad anj' taste for arcliiteeture or

other forms of art, and, thougli buUding must have
gone on for the housing of the increasing population, it was, like the Prophet's mosque and
domestic quarters, of a primitive kind.
There
are traditions, probably deserving credit, that the
former had to be repeatedly enlarged and repaired
during this period but reconstruction on a considerable scale appears to have taken place first in
the time of the Umayyad Walld b. Abd al-Malik,
who gave orders in tlie year 88 for the destruction
of the older building and the houses of the
Prophet's wives, and the inclusion of the whole
area in a new mosque covering 200 x 200 cubits.
j

'

According to fabarl (Chronicle, Leyden, 1879-1901,
ii. 1194), the khalif demanded and obtained assistance from the Byzantine emperor, both in materials
and in workmen. The new mosque was elaborately decorated, and rewards were offered to the
artists, who, however, according to Samhudi's
authorities, were at times guilty of profanity.
The whole was under the direction of Omar b.
"Abd al-'Aziz {afterwards khalif), who introduced a
jnihrab and four minarets.
In 160 A.H. further additions were made by
order of the khalif Mahdi, and his successors
repeatedly repaired and decorated it. The whole
building was burned down in the year 654 A.U.,
and restored chiefly by the Egyptian Sultans,
whose successors continued to adorn and enlarge
it.
It was again burned down in 886 A.H., and
rebuilt by order of Qaitbai with great magnificence.
This was in the time of the local historian
Samhudi, who was absent at the time of the fire,
but lost nmch of his property owing to it.
Architectural
Qaitbai's is the existing mosque.
details connected with the various buildings are
given by R. F. Burton {Pilgrimage to El-Medinah
and Meccah, L6ndon, 1855-56, vol. i. ch. xvii.), who
also adds some details for the period since Samhiidi.
Apparently a certain amount of destruction was
ettected by the Wahhabis, who also plundered the
treasures but, when they had been forced to evacu;

ate the place in 1815, the
Visitation of Medina

damage was made good.

is
not incumbent on
Muslims, but it is regarded as a dutiful act, the
Whoso performs the
Prophet having said
pilgrimage and fails to visit me deals undutifully
me' (quoted by 5arlri, Maqdma xxxii. ). The
Dj'
visit is, of course, to the Prophet's grave, which is
the chief object of interest in the sanctuary for
the Suimis those of his first two successors and his
daughter, who lie beside him, are also of importance. For a description of the tomb itself, w-hich
is screened off. Burton goes to the traveller Ibn
Jubair (ed. M. J. de Goeje, London, 1907, p. 121),
neither having seen it himself nor having met any
one who had. According to Ibn Jubair, a place is
supposed to be left vacant beside the others for
'

:

B2I

which followed the death of the third. In normal
it counted as an annex of Mecca (q.v.),
whose governor was responsible for it hence there
is a dearth of native chronicles, and
Samliudi
times

;

makes use

of the casual notice in the travels of
Ibn Jubair, somewhat as modern European writers
use the passage. On the other hand, owing to the
continued residence of the Prophet's widows and
such of his companions as were students or devotees,
it became the first
university of Islam, where wliat
are called 'the Islamic Sciences' were founded.
Numerous jurists arose in Medina, and pre.sently
a canon of seven was formed. The people of the
place claimed that the governors should consult
them about all cases which came before them for
trial.
As late as 200 A.H. its jurists or traditionalists were regarded as more
scrupulous than others

(D. S. Margoliouth, The Early Development of
Muliammedanism, London, 1914, p. 73). On the
whole, the school of Medina, associated \vith the
name of Malik ibn Anas (q.v.), was supposed to
attach more importance to tradition and less to
inference than the school of 'Iraq, which had been
founded by Abii IJanifa. The difJ'erences which
resulted were not of primary importance, thoxigh

discussion

times

at

raged

(see

fiercely

Law

[Muhammadan]).
For at least the

Umayyad

period

Medina was

supposed to be the seat of literarj' criticism as well.
\\ hen a question arose in Damascus at the court
of one of these khalifs concerning the source of a
certain line of poetry and the relative merits of
certain poets, the khalif sent to the governor of
Medina, ordering him after his sermon in the
mosque to refer these matters to the congregation,
whicli proved able to decide them (Aghani, Cairo,
It would seem that the beginning
1285, viii. 180).
of Islamic libraries is to be sought in Medina
the
poems of the Prophet's court-poet, ^Jassan b.
Thabit, were kept there, and the copy was re;

newed when

it showed signs of evanescence.
Of the work o( Samhudi cited above the
was
the original, of about
published 1285 A.H.
abridgment
thrice the bulk, exists in the Bodleian Library. The portion of
it which deals with places of interest in the neighbourhood
is summarized by F. Wiistenfeld, Das GebiH von Mcdiiia,
Gottingen, 1873. Accounts of the modern condition of the
place are to be found in many of the records of pilgrimages,
most recently in those of Hadji Khan and Wilfred Sparroy,
With the Pilgrima to Mecca, 190S, Loudon, 1905, and A. J. B.
Wavell, A Modem Pitgrim in Mecca, do. 1912.

LiTBRATTTRE.

—

;

S. Margoliouth.
Devotion and Devo-

D.

MEDITATION.—See
tional Literature.

;

Isa

b.

Maryam

(i.e.

the Christian Saviour).

The

European fable of Muhammad's coffin being suspended by a magnet between heaven and earth
seems to be unknown to Islamic writers, tbougli it
bears some resemblance to a story told about that
of Timur-Lenk, whicli, according to Ibn lyfls
(History of Egijpf, Cairo, 13U, i. 347), had to be
so suspended because the earth was unwilling to
Various superstitions connected with
are to be found in the works of European
travellers, especially that of J. F. Keane (Six

receive
this

it.

tomb

Months in the Hejch, London, 1887, p. 225). By
some puritan sects the visitation of the tomb is
regarded as idolatrous, but this view

Medina remained the

is

unusual.

political capital of Islam

during the reigns of the Prophet's iirst three
successors, but lost that position in the civil wars

MEDITATION
sattva,

vol.

ii.

p.

(Buddhist).
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MEEKNESS. — I.
Hebrew word

for

—See

Bodhi-

DhyAna.

OT

meekness

conception.
(nij^)

is

— The

closely con-

nected with the ideas of humility, poverty, and
A great feature of OT literature is the
atBiction.
attempt which it constantly reveals to reconcile
with the facts of experience the principle that
righteousness brings prosperity, while wickedness
is inevitably followed by disaster.
In view of the
apparent contradiction of this principle by the
facts of life, some OT writers (Ps 37, Job) attempt
to vindicate the ways of God to man, and to
establish the ultimate realitj- of this principle by
insisting that the suffering of the righteous and
the success of the wicked are only temporary. In
the end divine justice will compensate the meek'
(who are thus identified with the righteous), while
the transient prosperity of evildoers wUl end in
calamity and downfall.
2.
conception. Christian teaching derivei
tlie conception of meekness from the OT, but en'

—

NT

larges

and

tion.

The deep

spiritualizes its meaning and applicasignificance attached to this con-
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hii
cention in the
loftiest

NT

identiQcation of the
profoumlest reality. Tlie
tlius ileKnetl as one who not only
lies in its

ideal with the

meek man

is

belter to sull'er than to do wrong'
(Plato), but as one who 'resists not evil' (Mt5"").
He is the one who surrenders the immediaic
interests of life, but in so doing he is not emptying

'counts

it

his life but ratlier tilling it with larger interests.
'In ceasing to contend for his own rights against
others lie makes the rights of all others his own.'
Accordingly, Jesus calls upon His disciples to
surrender even the most obvious rights of property
(Mt 5'°). But the ground of such surrender is not
the denial of individual riglits on the part of
Christ.
On the contrary, He assigns the iiighest
importance to individual work, and He confers
upon the meek a title not only to the Kingdom of
Heaven, but also to the inheritance of tlie earth
(Mt5'). Such possession, however, is to be realized
only through spiritual development ; that is to
say, such possession is not to be won by selfassertion or by insistence upon individual interest,
but only as the individual identifies the common
Hence Christ's
welfare of men with his own.
refusal to take part in a sellish struggle for private
gain, and His ultimate conquest of all opposition
by dejjriving others of the very power of setting up
interests in ojiposition to His own.
(1 ) Its place in the
3. Philosophical conception.
While other ethical systems
historij of ethics.
have in many cases been characterized by lofty
ideals of conduct, the profound conception of
meekness indicated in the preceding paragraph is
distinctive of Christian ethics.
The ethical ideal
has generally been conceived as pleasure in some
form or other. Hedonism (q.v.) conceives it as the
pleasure of the moment, but the objection to this

—

—

view is that such transient pleasure cannot satisfy
a consciousness that is not momentary. Euda>iiionism (q.v.) seeks to repair this defect by setting up
the happiness of the life as a whole as the summum
boniiDi, but a fatal limitation of this view is that
the happiness of life as a whole is incalculable.
The balance of pleasures and of pains cannot be
adjusted, and tlie values of competing pleasures
cannot be quantitatively determined though they
may be qualitatively distinguished. The same
criticism applies to Utilitarianism iq.v.), for the
greatest happiness of the greatest number is still
less calculable than the happiness of the individual
life as a whole.
A further critici.sm applies to all
three forma of Hedonistic ethics the criticism
that pleasure, if sought for itself, is not found.
This radical defect can be met only by a radical
change of ethical ideal. What the nature of the
new standard is to be will depend upon the point
of view taken. If this be the standpomt of Cliristian ethics, then the ultimate moral standard
cannot be lower than the attainment of perfection
and an essential factor in the rule of conduct by
which this ideal is to be realized is the quality

—

;

meekness [wpfdrris, irpa6Ti)s, later form TrpalJrTjs).
True liumbleinindedness, gentleness, consideration

of

for others,
without vanity, reverence,
self-respect
and perfect humility for all these qualities are
connoted by the term
meekness
alone lead,

—

'

'

—

according to Christian ethics, to the realization
of moral perfection, and at the same time to the
attainment of real temporal prosperity. In
phraseology the meek are most truly happy (or
blessed), liecause theirs is not only the Kingdom of Heaven, but also the inheritance of the
earth.
But how is such a quality of character, which
lias for its distinctive feature an utter absence of

NT

self-assertion, actually

lo

achieve the conquests

and acquire the possessions whicli are thus ascribed
to it?

—

Ac(2) Its relation to tlie doctrine 0/ eroluliun.
cording to the principle of natural selection, it
has been argued that in the evolutionary process
the unworthy or unlit' mu.st be set aside in order
to make way for
the survival of the (ittest.
There are some, therefore, who maintain that Vjy
supporting such institutions as hospitals, almshouses, and sanatoria we are retarding the process
of evolution.
It is argued that we are thus breeding degenerates and criminals, consumptives and
lunatics, and, worst of all, taxing the sane, healthy,
and law-abiding citizens for their support.
But this view fails to recognize all that the
doctrine of evolution implies.
It confuses this
principle with that of letting the weakest go to tlie
wall.
It is
to
out that by
hardly necessary
point
adopting such a principle we should blunt our finer
feelings and should therefore sink in t he moral scale.
And the cost in time, money, and elliciency for
other pursuits that is entailed in our care for the
aged and diseased is negligible when compared
with the moral gain. Thus we find that the preservation of t'le infirm and consideration for the
weak are strictly compatible with, and, indeed, an
essential factor in, the law of evolution, inasmuch
as they tend to develop a quality of human character which has the highest survival value. The
growth of the spiritual Kingdom and the dominance of the world by meekness and humility are
thus progressively realized.
'

—
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MEGARICS

(Mf^apiicoi).— Euclides of Megara
is generallj' regarded as the founder of the Megaric
school, though it would be more correct to keep
the name for his successors a generation or two
later.
Euclides himself was an Eleatic and also

The account
associate (^raipos) of Socrates.
of his philosophy given by E. Zeller (Philosophic der
Griechen, II. i.*, Leipzig, 1889, p. 244 f. ) is vitiated
identification
by his adoption of Schleiermacher's
of the Megarics w ith the ' friends of the forms
It is quite im[eldwv (pi\oi) of Plato's Sophist.
possible to reconcile the few fa%ts we know about
the teaching of Euclides with the theory of plurality of forms, and Proclus, in his commentary on
Plato's Parmcnides (p. 149, ed. V. Cousin, Paris,
friends
1820-27), states quite distinctly that the
of the forms' were the 'wise men of Italy,' that
is to say, the Pythagoreans.
On such a point
Proclus's testimony is conclusive, for he had
access to and was familiar with the works of
Plato's immediate successors.
The most trustworthy account tliat we have of
the Megaric doctrine is that of Aristocles, the
teacher of Alexander of Aphrodisias (2nd cent.
A.D. ), some extracts from whose History of Philosophij are preserved in the Prirpnratio Evnngelicn
Its Eleatic origin is at once
of Eusebius (xiv. 17).
an

'

'

'

'

a|)parent from these,
tliat

it

was

first

and Aristocles expressly says
doctrine of

the

Xenoplianes,

Tarmenides, Zeno, and Melissus, and later of
In the first place, they
Stilpo and the Megarics.
'

throw {Kara^iWiiv,
nia(le it their business to
a metaphor from wrestling) all sensation and appearance, and to trust in reasoning alone. The
method which they adopted was that elaborated
by Zeno, a method which was known as dialectic
by its admirers and as eristic by its critics. It
consisted in showing that two contradictory but
equally cogent conclusions could be established
with regard to everything without exception, and
that there was therefore no truth at all in any of
the appearances ])resented to our senses. That is
'

'

'

'

'

MEIR
what Plato

calls 0^1-1X0710, and we still possess a
carious fragment of a work in the Doric dialect,
generally known as the Dialexeis (the name is
without authority), which applies the method to
It is most natural to
certain ethical antinomies.
regard this work as a product of Megara, and we
know that the Megarians clung with special
tenacity to their native dialect.
The efi'ect of this criticism is to leave us with
nothing but the One or the Whole (tA ii>, rb SKov)
and to deprive the Many and the Parts of all claim
to realit}-.
That was the doctrine of Pannenides,
but there is evidence that Euclides understood it
in a rather different sense than the founder of his
school, and it is here that we can trace the influence of Socrates. The One of the Eleatics had
been a continuous, corporeal plenum, whether
finite (Pannenides) or infinite (Melissus), but
Euclides took the step of identifying it with the
Good, which was 'called by many names, such as

God,
in

Wisdom (<l>pl>iir](ji%), and Mind (yoCj).' It was
way that 'the Absolute' made its first

this

appearance in the history of philosophy, and its
claim to be the sole reality was based on the
inherent contradictoriness of all appearance.
The philoso]ihy of Euclides had a very gi-eat
influence on Plato, who had taken refuge with
him at Megara after the death of Socrates, and it
is to this influence that we may most probably
ascribe the unique position assigned to the Good
in the Republic.
It was impossible, however, for
Plato to acquiesce permanently in an Absolutist
doctrine of any kind ; for that excluded from
Reality what he was most interested in, the Soul,
and especially the best Soul of all, namely God.
The Pannenides and the Sophist are chiefly
occupied with this problem, and it is plain that
Plato believed himself to have disposed finally of
the Absolute. That led, of course, to a breach
between the Atcademy and their fellow-Socratics
of Megara, and from this time forward we may
discern the beginnings of a distinct Megaric
school.
As was natural, the negative dialectic
was more zealously cultivated than the central
doctrine of Euclides. When an abstract Absolute
has been set up, there is not much more to be said
about it, but the dialectical method is always
available for the criticism of rival philosophies.
Aristotle was naturally the chief object of the
Megaric attack, which was led by Eubulides.
Aristotle's own logical theory was to a large

extent moulded by this situation, and the title
given to liis course on fallacies, the Sophi-stici
Elenchi, bears witness to it ; for, since the time of
Plato's Sophist, the old term had been revived as
a name for thinkers of the class known later as
Megarics. The fallacies exposed by Aristotle are,
in fact, for the most part, Megaric arguments, and
that is the explanation of the sense in which the
words ' sojihisra and sophistry have been used
from that time to the present day. Many of these
sophisms are well known, such as the Liar (^fuSinevos), the Veiled Man {^yKeKa\vfj.fi^vos), the Heap
As an
(awpdrrji), and the Bald Man (<^a\a/cp6s).
extreme specimen, we may take the argument of
the Horns
What you have not lost, you have.
You have not lost horns. Therefore you have
horns.' Some of the arguments are more serious,
however, and raise the problem of continuity.
'

'

'

'

:

The

influence of Zeno is still felt in the ratio
ruentis arervi (<rw.oeiT7)s X47os), referred to by

Horace (Epist. II. i. 45). The most important of
from a historical point of view, however, was
the Kvpuvuv of Diodorus Cronus (t c. 307 B.C.),
which continued to be discussed in the schools for
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dorus set himself

The argument may be
Nothing impossible can proceed
from anything possible. But it is impossible that
anj'thing in the past should be other than it is.
If it had ever been possible still further in the past
for it to be other than it is, then an impossibility
must have proceeded from a possibility. Therefore it was never possible that it should be other
than it is. Therefore it is impossible that anything should happen which does not actually
happen.' Chrysippus confessed that he could not
solve this, and Epictetus still busied himself with
stated thus

tiality

and

Aristotle's favourite doctrine of poten-

actuality (Swo/nts

and

was
and Dio-

ivipyeia)

specially objectionable to the Megarics,

'

:

it.

The definite constitution of the Megaric school
as a phUosophical sect was the work of Stilpo of
Megara, who for some time after the death of
Aristotle (322 B.C.) was the most important philosophical personality in Greece. When Ptolemy I.
took Megara in 307 B.C. he tried to induce Stilpo
to return with him to Alexandria, but the invitation was declined.
From the few facts that are
told of him it is plain that he revived the positive
side of the doctrine of Euclides and insisted on the
sole reality of the One.
He argued that to speak
of man is to speak of nobody ; for it is not to
of
more
than
of B.
In the same waj',
speak
any
he refused to admit that a cabbage shown to hiiii

A

was cabbage. There was a cabbage in just the
same sense ten thousand 3'ears ago. As he further
denied the real existence of forms or species (ffo?;),
whether in the Aristotelian or in the Platonic
sense, it followed that everything was mere
appearance. But what distinguished Stilpo from
as we know, and what
reality for the first time, was
the ethical principle which he deduced from this
apparently barren Absolutism. It was the only
ethical principle that such a doctrine can yield,
that of quietism and insensibility. Plato's nephew
all his predecessors, so far

made Megaricism a

Speusippos had already maintained that pleasure
and pain were both evils, and that good men aim at
imperturbability (doxXijalo), and the word apathy
(airdSiia) occurs in the Flsiionic Defyiit ions (413 A),
which belong to the early Academy. In his
Ethics (1104'', 24) Aristotle alludes to those who
define the various forms of goodness as airiSeiai
and ijpffilai. But it was Stilpo who made the
'

'

doctrine

live.

Teles,

who

w'as his fellow-citizen

and a little later in date, holds him up as the
great example of indifierence to the vicissitudes of
fortune.
It is unnecessary to suppose that he was
influenced in this direction by the Cynics for the
;

doctrine follows quite naturally from his denial of
reality to the world of sense, which he certainly
derived from a very difierent source. As Zeno of
Citium was a disciple of Stilpo, we may certainly
regard him as a spiritual ancestor of Stoicism.
The same tendency was represented by the school
of Eretria, whose chief representative was Menedemus (c 352-278 B.C.), and which regarded itself
as an offshoot of the school of Elis, which looked
know little about
upon Phsedo as its founder.
it, but its existence bears witness to the growth of
the quietist ideal and its intimate connexion with
a metaphysical theory which rejects the appearances of the world and holds fast to the One
conceived as absolute.

We

Literati-re.—There ia little literature dealing with the
Megarics outside the general histories of Philosophy, and what
there ia may be regarded as antiquated. It will be s'lfficient to
mention C. Mallet, Uisloire de t'icoU de iUgare et des icoles

JoHN BURNET.

d'Elis et d'Eritrie, Paris, IS46.

all

centuries.

to destroy the conception of

altogether.

possibility

MEIR.

— Rabbi

Meir,

a

Jewish sage who

flourished in Palestine in the 2nd cent., belonged
to the fourth generation of the Tannaim (Rabbis
of the age of the Mishna) ; he was one of the fore-

most

disciples of

Rabbi Aqiba, and helped, with

MBIR
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give a new ini|iulse to tlie study of the
the consolidation and development of
Jewish religious thought and practice) after the
troubles nttending the persecution under Hadrian.
So great was the estimation in which he was held
that, by one authority, those disciples are styled
Meir and his associates {MUh. Itnb. to Lv 1").
Learning, mental acuteness, and a ready wit combined with a lofty character to make him the remarkable man he was. His parentage and birthplace are either uncertain or unknown.
Contrary
to the Talmudic practice, he is cited without a
])atronymic. and his doubtful descent gave ri.se to
the legend which made him a son of Nero, a fabled
convert to Judaism (Gitttn, 56«). Even his real
name, Meashah (Moses), was half-forgotten.
When Aqiba, flouting the edict of the Roman
authorities, continued to teach, Meir .stood by him
His other masters were
(T6s. B'rakhdth, ii. 6V
Kabhi Ishmael, to whom he went because he
deemed himself intellectually unequal to the task
of following Aqiba's discour-es, and
a still more
interesting fact Elisha ben Abuyali, \\lio was
later to become an apostate and a declared friend
of the Uomans.
From the latter, recreant though
he was, Meir did not altogether dissociate himself
in after years.
He listened to his doctrine, and
made discreet use of it.
'Like one who eats dates, he devoured the fruit, but threw
away the stones' {Hdgtgah, 166).
His motive was not exclusively love of learning
there united with it grateful regard for one who
had once been a cherished teacher, and likewise
the hope of winning back the renegade but his
relations with Klisha were viewed with suspicion,
and were partlj' the reason why his reputation
with his contemporaries fell short of his posthumous fame.
Returning to Aqiba later on, Meir was ordained
by that master, and began to teach in the RabbiniIn his discourses he availed himself
cal schools.
largely of the Haggada (the homiletical method
of Scriptural interpretation) and also of fables
and parables. Thus it was said of him in later
times that when Rabbi Meir died the parablemakers died with him' {S6(ah, 49rt).
He is
credited with being the author of three hundred
fables, of which only a few have been preserved
in the Talmudic writings {Sanhedrin, 386).
His
knowledge of Latin and Greek also heljied him in
his Biblical lectures.
His acquaintance with the
sacred text was so extensive and precise that,
when once, on his travels in Asia Minor, he entered
a synagogue on the eve of the Feast of Purim
and found that there was no copy of Esther forthcoming for public recital, he WTote out the entire
book from memory {T6s. M'gillSh, 2). For this
intimate knowledge of the .sacred text he was
doubtless largely indebted to his profession as a
scribe.
Compared with the exegetical metliods of
his immediate teachers, his own mode of interpretation may be said to have been rationalistic.
Keen and bold dialectic played a large part in his
expositions, so that it was said of him (Unnh. 24a)
'

flieiu, to

Law'

{i.e.

'

'

—

—

;

;

'

was like one who uprooted
mountains and ground them together. He amazed
that, in his lectures, he

and perjilexed his colleagues by his daring decisions.
He would declare the uin.-Iean permitted and the forbidden
'

clean,

and

(jive his

'

reasons {"EruhhXn, 136).

was usual

to reg.ard consecutive iiassaces in
the Bible as neces-sarily having a common suDJectmatter ; Meir, however, held a different opinion.
It

There are many such passages, he declared (Siphre
to Nu 25'), which have no organic connexion.
This originalily of his was viewed differently by
iliffcrent minds.
Some admired his rationalism
and courage;
Meir's very staff,' (liey cried,
'teaches knowledge' (Jems. K'liln'niin, ix. 1).
Others disapproved. Enough, Meir,' protested his
'

'

colleagues when once he was more than usually
daring (Midr. Bab. to Ca 1'-). Nevertheless, as
Hamburger remarks (ii. 707 as to the protest see
I. H. '\Veis.«, Gcsch. ii. 15), in virtue of his
qualities
of mind and heart, he breathed into Judaism the
V>reath of a new life.
As to the llfllakhil (the
body of decisions on ritual practice), his orderly
and logical arrangement of the material contributed
greatly to make the compilation of the Mishmi
He was a stringent upholder of the
possible.
;

Law

ritual

but he was even more

;

strict

with

himself than with others.
'

presumed to set aside, in my own personal
the decisions of my colleag^ues when those decisions

Never have

I

more strineent than mine' (Shabbdth, 134a).
strength of character is further illustrated
by bis opposition to Simeon ben Gamaliel II., then
presiding over the Sanhedrin at Usha. To Meir
liad been a^sipTied the office of hakham of that
Itody (as to the dutie.« of that functionary see JE,
'
art.
i^akam '). Holding Simeon's knowledge of
the Law inadequate, and resenting tlie President's
excessive regtiid for his own dignity, be conspired
with Rabbi Nathan, one of his associates, to secure
the Patriarch's deposition. Simeon, however, defeated the plot, and it was the conspirators who
were ejected. Later on Nathan was re-admitted,
but Meir sturdily refused to make the necessary
submission, and he narrowly escaped excommunication in consequence.
His domestic life was at once happier and
sadder.
His wife Beruria (Valeria) is one of the
great women of tlie Talmud. The daughter of
the martyr Rabbi Hananiah ben Teradion, who
suffered under Hadrian, she was noted for both
learning and moral worth. The touching story
which records her wonderful fortitude in the
hour of crushing calamity has been told again
Kr.ictice,
ave been

His

and again.
During Meir'a absence at the academy one Sahbath e^e, their
two sons suddenly died. Beruria withheld the sad tiding
from her husband until th« day of peace was ended. Then she
A friend,' she said, left me some
told him of it in a parable.
jewels to keep for him 3"ears ago so long ago that I had come
to look upon them as my own. Now, of a sudden, he has
claimed them but I find it hard to part with them. Must 1
Why ask such a question ?' answered
really give them up ?
I have done
Meir, 'you should have restored them already."
him to the death-chamber (J/rdr.
she
as
she
led
so,"
replied,
*

'

—

;

'

'

'

MishU

to Pr 31'»).
is not

the only instance in which the
enough to admit that one of its
was
greatest sages
taught by a woman Beruria
instructs her husband in the higher knowledge on

This

Talmud

is

just

;

another notable occasion.
Annoyed by the pin-pricks of uncouth neighbours, Meir
angrily calls down 'imprecations upon his ' tormentors. Hifl
let us pray that
wife rebukes him.
Rather,' she protests,
is not
they may live to repent ; for the Ff^almist's supplication
" Let sin be
" Let sinners be consumed out of the
earth," but
"'
where
the
Hebrew
allusion
is
to
Ps
is
consumed
104^,
(the
susceptible of Beruria's interpretation ; for the Btorj' see B'r.
10a).

"The Rabbi, despite a certain severity and inwas worthy of his wife. His defects
were the defects of his qualities. If sometimes
lie set his face like a flint towards other men's
tolerance,

weaknesses, he was strong and brave when life's
sorrows touched himself. He, too, could preach
and practise the great duty of submission.

'
Let thy words before fiod be few ;
Echoing Ec b"^ he says,
" Whatever God doeth He doeth well " '
school thyself to say,
'
And, again, As we should thank Ood for the good,
(i'>. 606).
God Himself suffers
so should we praise Hiin for evil '(i6. 466).
with His Borrowing children (MUh. Saiih. vi. 6).

A

'
in novel fashion the verse,
good
better than precious ointment ; and the
'
one's
birth
of
(Ec 7').
day of death tlian tlie day
he said that deatli, the common lot of men, is
a
hence
with
who
those
for
good name
|iass
good
{B'r. 17a).
Again, he said tliat what, according to
Gn 1", God saw and proclaimed 'very good' at
the Creation was death {Midr. liab. tti the verse).
The section of the Mihhiia known as AbhCth

Expounding

name

is

MELANCHOLY
(Ethics of 'the Fathers') assigns a typical maxim
to each of tlie great Talmudic Itabbis.
The
maxim associated witli Meir reads as follows
'Limit thy toil for worMIy jfoods and gi\e thyself to the

Unliendiiio- to the ignorant ('a)» ha-are.-i [q.v.])
his own people, ftleir
liberal towards men of
alien creed.
The Gentile who gives himself to the study of the Iaw is as
worthy as the Jewish High Priest for Holy Writ (Lv IS^),
speaking of God's statutes, says that if a man do them, he shall
live by them— a man, not a priest or a Levite (Bdbhd Qammd,
3Sa Sanh. 59a).

and the schismatic among
shows himself tolerant and

:

Torah

;

but be lowly of

spirit "towards all

men

*

iv. l(i).

{2.bh6th,

Meir was clearly no Pharisee of the baser sort
to be a sage was, for him, to have an incentive
not to pride, but to humility. To study the Law,
it must be made an
too, was not an end in itself
impulse and inspiration to the noble life. Thus
in another utterance of the sage he pictures God
;

;

;

He had many

;

as saying

Israel a people contemned
in subto
other
lords.
'God,' argues the controversialist,
jection
'
has made you exiles in our midst ; why, then, do you not
Meir protests against the theory.
assimilate with us ?
'
Rather,' he affirms, we are to be likened to a son whom his
father has discarded because of his evil lite, but whom the
paternal heart is ready to take back if he return penitently*

:

of

Devote thyself with all thy heart and soul to know my
ways and to watch at the gates of my Law. Keep my Law
in thy heart and my fear before thine eyes guard thy mouth
from sin, and purify thyself from all transgression. Then will
I be with thee alwaj's' {Bu-. 17a).
Equally notable are his teachings concerning
Men are not to be judged by outward
social duty.
but at what

Look not at the

many

a

new

it

flask,
flask that contains old wine,

contains

which has not even new wine in it' {XbMth,
Nor are men to be judged by the

words.

If

we have two

friends,

many

'

Beth ham-ilidrlish, Leipzig, 1863-78, i. 21). 'If,'
asks another disputant, your God loves the poor, why does He
not sustain them?' 'In order,' ileir replies, 'to give us an
opportunity of escaping Gehenna by the practice ol loving.
kindness (Bdbhd Baihrd, 10a).

(A. Jellinek,

'

there is
an old flask
;

'

iv. 20).

honey

one of

Like Aqiba, his master, Meir

of their

whom

temptation of St. Anthony. Satan, so runs the
legend, appears to the sage in the form of a beautiful woman, who would entice him with her wiles.
But he escapes them. The legend puts in concrete

;

shape the traditions concerning the Rabbi's unyielding rectitude which gathered about his name.
Another story tells of a journey which he once
made to Rome in order to rescue from a house of illfame his wife's sister, who had been taken captive
after her father's martyrdom.
It is said that his
mission was successful ( Abhddhdh Zdrdh, 18n).
Born, it is believed, in Asia Minor, Meir died in
that country. He enjoined his disciples to bury
him on the seashore, so that the waters which
laved the land of his fathers might touch his bones
He had no equal in his
(Jerus. Kilaytm, 3i-).
generation is one Talmudic appreciation of him
('Erfibhin, 13b) and, in a public eulogy pronounced
on him at Sepphoris, Rabbi Jos6 declared him to
be a great man and a saint, but humble withal

;

ate like mortals ; when Moses went up to heaven,
he neither ate nor drank (Midr. Bah. to Gn 18*).
Applying to Aaron the words (Mai 2*), 'he did
turn many aw/iy from iniquity,' Meir thus characterized the great high priest
If Aaron chanced to meet a bad man, he was careful to salute
him so that, when the latter next time meditated an evil deed,

'

'

;

:

'

how

shall

I

then look Aaron

if two men quarrelled, Aaron
would go to one of them and say, "See, my son, what thy
friend is doing he is beating his breast, rending his clothes,
Woe is me how can I look my
friend in the
and crying
"
Then he would
face, seeing that I have sinned against him ?
go and say the same to the other so that at length they embraced and were reconciled {Abh6th d' R. Nathan, 12).
;

'

1

:

'

;

'

Meir has left many maxims on the self-regardHe exhorts us to contentment
ing duties also.
Who is rich ? he asks,
with our worldly lot.
and he answers, He that hath peace of mind with
his riches' [Shab. 256).
'He that teels shame,'
he says elsewhere, ' wUl not quickly be led into
The sin of Samuel's sons
sin' (N'dhartm, 20a).
(1 S 8'), he declared, lay in their demanding what
'

'

'

The Law (Ex 22')
(Slml. 56a).
ordains that a man who steals an ox must make
fivefold restitution ; but, if he steals a sheep, the
The difference is to
restitution is only fourfold.
be explained by the fact that, unlike sheep, the ox
was due

to

them

'

a toiling animal.
Here,' cries Meir, is a proof
of the worth of labour in the sight of God
{M'khilta to the verse). In common with the Rabbis
who lived under Roman rule, and with the early
Christians (see E. Gibbon, Hist, of the Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire, London, 1901-06, ii. 17),
'

is

'

!

he condemns the theatre and the arena. The one is
the seat of the scornful (Ps 1'), the other a plaee
of execution (a reference to the cruelties or the
gladiatorial contests) (Abkdth d' R. Ndthdn, 37
Ahhddhdh Zdrdh, 18i). He emphasizes the futility
of human ambitions by an apt remark man, he
says, is bom with his hands clenched as though
he would grasp the whole world he dies with his
hands wide open, for he takes nothing with him
(Midr. Bab. Us Ec 5").
'

'

;

'

:

;

'

'

;

!

is pictured by
81a) as undergoing the

Talmud (Qiddushtn,

the

ad-

monishes us and the other flatters, we should
love the former, for he is leading us heavenwards
(AbkCtk d' E. Nathan. 29). Hepi'eaches sincerity
even in the small things of .social intercourse he
warns us against inviting a friend to dinner when
we know that he will not accept the invitation,
and against ofiering him a present which we beTSu.
lieve he will not take (Bdraitha Hiillin, 94a
Bdbhd Bath) a, vi. 14). It is a man's duty to adapt
himself to the ideas and customs of the community
in which he lives ; in Rome he should do as Rome
does.
The angels, the sage points out, when they
came down to earth and appeared to Abraham,

he said to himself, " Woe is me
in the face?"'
In like manner,

God, driven by the Master from His house, and put
'

;

*

conversations with Gentiles, chiefly

polemical.
One of these opponents designates

'

appearances.
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(Jerus. B'r.

ii.

7).

the Tannaim, Meir's name is most widely known
people. In the house of every pious Jew there is a
money-box hung on the wall, in which the inmates deposit their
alms for the poor of Palestine. This box bears the inscription
Meir, Ba'al han-Nes* (' Meir, the wonder-worker '), an allusion
to the miraculous power attributed to him in Talmudic and
popular lore (see JE viii. 435).
LiTEBATURB.
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'

—

;
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'

;

'

'
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MELANCHOLY.— In

Greek physiology the

bodily constitution of an individual, his appearance, his liability to disease, and also his mental
character were explained by the proportions in
which the four humours were distributed in his
framework. These were blood, yellow bile, black
bile, and phlegm, the predominance or excess of
which gave respectively the sanguine, the choleric,
the melancholic, and the phlegmatic
temperament.' Melancholy {/tiKas and xoX?}) was thus the
mental disposition of the melancholic temperament.
The terms passed into literary and popular use,
although the doctrine of the four humours, on
which the distinctions were based, was forgotten
or discarded. The names seemed, in fact, to correspond to certain broad differences, bodily and
mental, among men, and writers on insanity are
still careful, in their description of cases, to indicate
the 'temperament' of each patient. The difl'erenoBB are now made to depend either upon the
blood or upon the nervous system, or both. If the
blood is decisive, the difference may be sought
either in its substance th« number of red cor'

—
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—

if the nervous
or in its circulation
pusoles, etc.
system, in the strength or the rate of reaction, or
l>oth.
Henle made use of the conception of nervotone, which has since been retained and developed
No part of the
{Anthropologische Vortrage).
nervous system, he showed, is ever wnolly at rest
during life every stimulus finds a certain degree
of excitation already present in the nerve-endings
;

;

and nerve-fibres on whicli it acts what we call
rest is, therefore, a moderate
degree of activity,
which may rise or fall, and which is maintained by
;

This
internal stimuli, acting through the blood.
the tonus of the nerves, their preparedness for
action the higher the tonus, the stronger the reaction.
On the nerve-tone will, therefore, depend
the sensitiveness of the individual, his prevailing
emotional attitude, and his quickness and iirmness
of response.
low tone shows itself in the dull,
heavy expression of face (in the phlegmatic, e.g.),
the relaxed muscles, the deliberate movements,
the tendency to 'run to fat' ; a high tone in the
vivid complexion, alert expression, and quick
The
movements of the sanguine or clioleric.
melancholic, according to Henle, has also a high
nerve-tone, but reacts through the emotional or
'

'

is

;

A

system, rather than the voluntary
whereas the choleric relieves feeling by prompt and

allective

;

strenuous action, the melancholic is denied this
his melancholy is the brooding upon
and nursing of emotions, a liabit from which genius,
or, it may lie, merely hypochondria and hysteria,
Wundt's simple formula has been widely
spring.
accepted that temperament is primarily a question
of emotion, that emotion undergoes t'\\o forms of
change, one in intensity, or strength, the other in
rate hence the fourfold division strong and quick
clioleric
strong and slow melancholic weak
and quick sanguine weak and slow phlegmatic.
emotions
under modern conditions mean a
Strong
predominance of pain slowness of change means
that the mind takes time to follow out its own
thoughts, is not wliolly absorbed by the present
but looks to the evil ahead. These tendenciea
characterize the
melancholic {Grundziige der
The scheme is too
physiol. Psychologic'', iii. 637).
simple to ht the complexities and subtilties of
human character, however, and there is no general
agreement even as to the number of distinct temperaments, as many as nine having been suggested.

advantage

;

:

—

—

;

—
;

:

—

;

;

;

I.

Melancholy and pain.

— Melancholy

differs

from theother dispositions in bcinga well-recognized
temporary emotion or mood, as well as a prolonged
or permanent trait, and also in being in an extreme
form the most prominent symptom of a definite
form of insanity melancholia or mental depression.
It has formed the theme of one of the most wonderThe Anatomy of Melanful books in our language
choly, by Robert Burton, first published in 1621.

—

—

The melancholy with which he deals, and of which the causes,
and cures' are set forth with such fer'

svrnptoras, pro^jnostics,

—

a chronick or continute
tility of illustration, is *an habit,
disease, a settled humour,' but it is built up, as he recognizes,
out of 'melancholy in disposition,' which is 'that transitory

Melancholy which comes and goes upon the smallest occasion
of sorrow, need, sickness, trouble, fear, grief, passion, or perturbation of the mind, any manner of care, discontent, or thought,
which causeth anguish, dullness, heaviness and vexation of
spirit, any ways opposite to pleasure, mirth, joy, delii^'ht, causIn which equivocal and
us, or a dislike.
ing frowardness
improper sense, we call him melancholy that is dull, sad, sour,
lumpish, iIl.dispo8ed, solitary, any way moved, or displeased.
.
.
.
Melancholy in this sense is the character of Mortality'
(i. 164 (ed. London, 18961).

m

might be said that this temporary melancholy
merely mental pain, however caused, and that
the permanent disposition or habit is a state of
mind in which mental pain is the dominant tone.
The expression of melancholy is that of i>ain, tlie
pale face, the drawn look, lips and eyebrows turned
the respiration
slightly do^-nwards at the corners
slow and sighing, the pulse beat slow, the temperaIt

is

;

ture lowered, the nutrition-processes, inc luding the
appetite, impaired, so that the body seems insuniciently fed. One of the immediate consequences
is also a loss of sensitiveness to outer impressions
they lose in clearness and distinctness ; the judgment follows suit, and the whole mental character
;

is,

even though only for the moment, changed for
In particular, egoism develops

the « orse.

:

of himself and his sufferings altrufamily affection yield to an egoism of the most
exacting and extreme type' (H. Heaunis, Lis Seiuatiuiis
internes, Paris, 1SS9, p. 193 IT.).

'The patient thinks only

;

istic passions,

more
same
The dis-

Mental pain may be less acute, but it is
persistent chan physical pain, and it has the

reverberation throughout the organism.
tinction between the two is probably artificial;
mental pain accom|)anies all physical pain, ^^ liile
in its turn physical i)ain
discomfort, loss of nervous
tone is a constant accompaniment of mental pain.
The most common cause of tlie former, physical
pain, is ,the over-excitation or exhaustion of some
sensory or motor nerve so the most common cause
of the latter, i lental pain, is the over-strain or exhaustion of the brain centres and tracts concerned
in ideation, emotion, memory, and will. Love and
over-study were two of Burton's causes of melanSo melancholy may be regardeii as a pain
choly.
of fatigue, as due to excessive functioning on the
emotional or intellectual side, especially when the
strain has not been rewarded with success.

—

—

;

The extraordinary persistence of melancholy, the difficulty of
distracting the mind from it, is due, as Beauuis urges, not
merely to the fact that its causes the desires, the memories
are persistent, but lalso to 'the sentiment of the irreparable,
which is at the root of almost all mental pains, the idea that all
The mother who knows that she will
is lost and without hope.
never see again the child that has died in her arms, the artist
who sees that he will never be able to realise the ideal of his

—

—

dreams, the inventor whose discovery is held up to ridicule,
the poet whose verses, that he believes to be inspired, are laughed
at, the thinker who seeks for truth and finds only doubt, the
Christian who sees the foundering of his belief and of his faith,
all have this sentiment of the irreparable, of the lost beyond
return, which leaves behind only nothingness and despair'
lib. p. 231).

—

Melancholy and the sense of values. Melanis the mood of an imaginative mind
it is
true that an animal is sometimes described as
a dog that has lost his master, a
melancholy
wild animal in captivity in a narrow space, a bird
death, even self-inflicted
deprived of her mate
death, is known to have followed such misfortunes.
So a child may be melancholy after the loss of a
mother or a playmate. But in the strict sense
melancholy is an adult and a human infirmity.
2.

choly

;

'

'

;

:

'

'

Probably the time of its greatest frequency is the
in middle and old age it
period of adolescence
tends to disappear, to be reidaced in senility,
occasionally, by a state outwanlly similar, but inwardly different. Byron's lameness and Heine's
and Leopardi's delicate constitutions have suggested that physical disease may be the predisposing cause to melancholj'
but, as MetchnikoH
;

;

points out, Schopenhauer preserved his melancholy
and pessimism to a vigorous old age, while there
are innumerable cases of patients suffering from
serious and even deadly di-seases, yet retaining
theirnative lightness of heart. If anything, melancholy is more common among the young, liealthy,

does not really depend upon
but upon the seuseor 'sentiment'
of life.
The ty)iical case is Goethe, who in his
own youth passed through the torment which he
describes in 'J'/ie Sorrows of Werther, and had
thoughts of suicide, but in his old age is describeil

and vigorous.
the health at

It

all,

as casting off the sickly and morbid side of his
character, replacing it by a serene and even joyous
love of life (K. Metchnikotf, Essais optimistci, pt.
The intensity of feeling is greater in the
viii.).
young than in the old, both for pleasure and for
hence they are more impressionable ; but
pain
this is not due to" the greater vitalil v or sensitive;
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ness of their nervous sj-stem, but rather to the fact
that the older man is better able, through his experience, to interpret the impressions, to see them
in their true perspective, and in relation to life as a
whole, whereas for the young each impression is

taken

to the

and

of the philosopher.
Beauuis connects this
also with pain, however.
When man reflects, he
is forced to
according
to Beaunis, that
recognize,
he is bom to pain, and that pleasure is only an
accessary in his life.
There is no physical pleasure which can compensate for an
hour of anijina pectoris, no mental enjoyment which does not
disappear before the pain caused by the death of one we love,
no intellectual pleasure which is not annulled when we think
of how much is unkno\vn in our fate.
Pessimism, an irrefutable
'

in isolation, is

weighed only in its relation
immediate needs or desires of the self.

Hence the vivid colouring of tlieir life, the higher
happiness, and the deeper pain. In the same way
melancholy is more frequent in men than in women,
in the northern races than in the southern races of

pessimism,
tion

3.

—

'

the melancholy of unsatisfied
failure of satisfaction lies, not in
the resistance of external circumstance, but in the
inability of the subject to enjoy, an inability
wliich is itself a mark of exhaustion ; it is the
sotil that has lived most, felt most
strongly, indulged its passions to the full, till its power to feel
is almost destroyed, that finds life most unbearable.
Le mensonge du d6sir qui nous fait osciUer entre la brutality
Still

desire,

deeper

is

when the

'

meurtridre des circonstances et lea impuissances plus irr6parablea encore de notre sensibility (i'6. p. 142).
'

It is the

melancholy of nature after the storm,
of evening, of the grey light that comes after the
sunset, of the brown tints of autumn trees exhaustion or decay after stress and life.

—

Less tragic is tlie melancholy that is associated
with pensiveness, deliberation, thought, as in
Milton s II Penterosr the melancholy of the poet

essential

;

;

'

appears to us that the true explanation is due to mental
operations being reduced in level so far as to establish conscious
effort in lieu of the usual unconscious
operations, or lapsed
states of consciousness which accompany all intellectual
processes. The restless movements of the intellectual eye (in the
artist, poet, etc.), as well as those of the state of maniacal
excitement, bespeak in the former case the exalted muscular
element of thought, and in the L-itter a highly reflex excitability, but in the melancholic these muscles of relational life are'
usually at rest, the eye is fixed, dull, heavy, sluggish in its
movements and painful in effort, the eyelids are drooped, the
limbs motionless. The only muscles iri a state of tension are
those which subserve emotional life, viz. the sra.all muscles of
expression (Textbook on Mental Diseases, p. 121).
Failure in
the muscular element of thought has as its results on the subjective side, enfeebled ideation and the sense of objective reIt

'

;

Once an illusion so strong and so sweet has gone, says
Bourget, no substitute of less intensity will suffice ; after the
intoxication of opium, that of wine seems mean and paltrv.
Driven away at the touch of the world, faith leaves in such
souls a gap through which all ple.isure slips away. The more
the sufferer tries to escape, the more securely is he held,
until at last there remains as his only satisfaction ' the redoubtable hut consoling figure of that which frees from all
Death (Paul Bourget,
slaveries, and delivers from all doubts,
Essais de psychologie contemporaine, Paris, 1S92, p. 21).

Melancholy and exhaustion.— The

nature of melancholy has been probed more deeply
from the point of view of pathology, and in various
ways the idea of exhausted or decreased energ3'
has been brought into connexion with the known
laws of mental activity.
To Bevan Lewis melancholy means nervous enfeeblement the subject is no longer able to du
easily and smoothly even tlie most familiar and
habitual acts
it is only with eflurt that he can
think, or attend to what he hears or reads.

—

;

;

;

—

The greater the value, or, rather, the greater the
appreciation of a good, the greater the pain at its
loss, and the greater the pain at the prospect of its
loss.
Hence melancholy is, paradoxically, more
common in the idealist than in the materialist.
Paul Bourget, writing of Baudelaire, finds the key
to the profound melancholy of this rather repulsive
figure in the mysticism and idealism of his earljfaith. When such a faith, the faith in the eternal,
has been strongly held, its object deeply adored,
the loss of faith in it, and of love, is irreparable.
The individual may no longer have the intellectual
need to believe, but he still has the need to feel as
when he believed. Thedesires remain, strengthened
by habit, and iji the sensitive soul their influence
is irresistible
yet their satisfaction is impossible.
Melancholy then is the effect of failure of adaptation to the environment, in matters of faith and
belief.
The stronger the resistance of facts to the
realization of the thinker's dream, the deeper his
melancholy. To the my.stic soul faith is not the
mere acceptance of a formula or of a dogma God
is not for it a word, a symbol, an abstraction, but
a real being in whose company the soul walks as a
child in its father's, who loves it, knows it, understands it.

at the root of every reasoning, of every medita-

(p. 222).

;

from Russia, Germanj', and Scandinavia that the
melancholy school of writers of last century the
Fin de Siecle came. Suicides are said to increase
in number northwards, and one of the most common
causes of suicide is melancholy (see Burton's disand Metchnikoft', p.
quisition on suicide [i. 495]
At the back of all melancholy is feai- fear
306).
of pain in the first instance, then fear of loss, of
failure, of death, of society's judgment upon oneself.
;

is

'

Happily, he adds, most men do not reflect or
meditate upon the fate either of themselves or of
others their interest faces outwards, not inwards
they have no time to worry over problems that
great minds have found insoluble or, if they do
worry over them, they are able to set their worries
at rest by the acceptance of a solution
ready-made,
on the authority of the Church or the pastor.

A

northern race, perhaps because its
Europe.
ci\Tlization is a more recent growth, is more conscious of itself, and less conscious of the wider
group in which the loss of one individual is compensated by the gain of another. It was mainly

—
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sistance
j

[

'

*

(ib. p. 122).

The eye

sees less clearly, the mind interprets
the will acts less vigorously,
;
and less effectively; it may be that the motor
ideas, which are the cues, if not the excitants, of
action, cannot be formed or recalled accurately in
the mind ; hence apathy and inaction. The environment, the non-ego, appears as antagonistic or
foreign to the self; it is no longer the world
in which we moved freely and
easily, therefore
pleasantly, but one which is new and strange,
less

accurately

which

resists

our efforts and counters our desires.

The

result is a rise in the subject-consciousness
the mind is thrown back upon itself. The man
broods upon his sutferings, which become his
wrongs, and, in interpreting or explaining them,
suspicion of others is the simplest and therefore
the most frequent way out.
According to Pierre Janet's interpretation,
melancholy represents a stage on the way to misire
psychologique, or psychic misery, with its accompanying cfisaggregation of the personality, and
subjugation of the conscious by the subconscious
or unconscious self.
There are innumerabledegrees
of attachment and detachment of acts and ideas
to the self.
In thought-reading and in table-turning we have simple instances of how acts are carried
out which correspond to ideas or thoughts in the
mind of the subject, yet the acts are neither
voluntary nor conscious on his part ; he is aware
of the result, not of his own agency in it.
In
spiritualism the possession of the medium by the
of
the
who
the
supposed spirit
dead,
gives through
medium information which the latter, in his normal
;

—

state, is wholly unaware of enjoying— we have
a more systematized form of the same thing.
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Finally, in hvpimliaiu. '" hysteria, morbid impulses, lixed iueas, and obsessions, tliere are vivid
of
examples of liow thoughts, or, ratlier,

systems

thought, though formed by the individual, may
yet by the conditions of their occurrence appear
ho is their slave, they
entirely foreign to him
take possession of him, he is carrietl away by them.
Passions, of the source of which llie patient is
wholly unaware, dating back perliaps to a forgotten
childliood, may yet lead to actions for whicli he
cannot recognize his responsibility, which he may
indeed forget immediately afterwards and, there'
real self.
fore, wholly fail to connect with his
He is unaware even that he was the physical
agent any proof of this that can be brought forward
must have a shattering eirect upon the self-conthe patient feels tliat he no longer has
sciousneits
a grip of hiniselr, that he may do some incredibb'
act of violence, cruelty, immodesty, or crime,
lie
becomes estranged from himself and tliis doubleness is itself an added source of dejiression it is
tlie same in ell'ect whether the two personalities
succeed each other in time, as alternating personalities, or exist simultaneously, altliougli acting
separately the disaggregation means an impairment of the self, often revealed by an actual loss
of intellectual power, weakened concentration of
attention and will. The subject becomes morbidly
curious about his own feelings, his strength of will,
liis health, his prospects in life, etc.
This subjectivity is the essence of the melancholy disposition.
It remains to ask what is the cause of the
disaggregation of consciousness, the psychological
;

'

;

;

—

;

;

misery, of which melancholy is so prominent a
symptom. According to Janet, the cause may be
either physical or mental physical, as the exhaustion 01 a prolonged illness, or of a sudden shock,.
or continued over-exertion, as in heavy physical
strain ; or mental, as in the shock of terror, excessive grief, prolonged mental worry, strong
emotional excitement [e.g., religious). The great
vital crises, at puberty, adolescence, and the
change of life, with the feeling of strangeness
which the loss of old and the gain of new sensations
and impulses bring, are common causes of at least
a temporary disaggregation and depression. The
theory is not widely difterent in effect from that
of Bevan Lewis
in botli it is the co-ordinating
power that fails, through nervous exhaustion the
elementary impressions and impulses fall apart, as
it were, into their primitive independence
the
subject seems out of touch with his environment,
is unable to face the tasks of his social or occupational life.
According to the degree of disaggregation or rise of subject-consciousness, there may be
simple melancholy, hysteria, or actual insanity
Automatisme psychologique, pt. it.
(P. Janet,
;

warmth and intimacy which memories of my own
shu\ild
experiences
possess, lus comjiared with
those of others of which I have merely heard or
read. Thus in mental exhaustion and depression
the memories of my own life lose their emotional
tone; they seem to belong to another than myself.
It is true that this state lends itself to analysis,
and that the liabit of analysis, once formed, may
continue when normal life has returned.
Amiel is s&id to have written
The desire to know, wlieii it
'

'

'

:

self, ia punished hke the curioaity of l»93'che,
t)y
flij^ht of the beloved ohjeet; the outwaiti-facing look
makes for health too prolongi'd a looking inwards hrini^ts us to
*
nottiin^ness.
By anal.Nuis I aui annihilated.' And attain, .\11
personal happenings, all special experiences are for me pretexts
to nieditatiou. Sn<'b is the life of the thinker.
He depersonalises himself every day
if he eorisents to experiment and to act,
it is the better to understand
if he wills, it is to know what
will is.
Althoui,'h it is sweet to him to be loved, and he knows
he
there
seems to himself to be the ocnothing sweeter,
a^'ain
casion of the phenc--enon rather than its end.
He contemplates
the spectacle of love, and love remains for him but a
spectacle.
He is nothing but a thinking subject, he retains notning but
the form of thinus (see L. Dugas and P. Moutier, La Wpertionnalisation, Paris, 1911, p. 18811.).
la

turned upon the
the

;

;

;

'

is an exact description of the frame of mind
the milder forms of melancholy, as that of the
poet or artist, like Byron, Edgar Allan Poe, Heine,
the young Goethe, etc.
Shakespeare's Hamlet is a
classical instance
they are not real experiencers,
real agents, or lovers, but mere play-actors so far
as emotion is concerned.
Probably, liowever, their
descriptions are the more accurate in that they are
not blinded by passion, as is the cheerful ordmarj'
mortal.
somev.liat different way of putting the case of
melancholy might be drawn from the writings of
H. Freud and others of his or allied schools
viz.
that depression springs from the influence of a
morbid complex on the personality. The complex
may be any strong emotional experience, shock,

This

ill

;

A

—

terror, social disaster, etc.

'

;

;

;

V

and iv. ).
Melancholy and personality.

chs.

iii.

4.

— The

sense of

mystery, of strangeness, of po.ssession, that occurs
in melancholy deserves to be considered in detail.
In melancholy, as has been shown above (§ 3), the
sensations are less clear, their threshold is higlier,
the perceptions based upon them are blurred,
partly from the relaxation of the muscles of attention, partly from the absorption of the mind by
thepain, real or imaginary. The individual neither
sees nor hears so clearly as before
the commonest
objects may look strange, the most familiar voice
sound different but these things are interpreted
not as a change in the experiencing subject, mit as
a change in the objects experienced. One's friends,
one's country, one's world have changed, and the
subject is unable to face the great activity required
to adapt himself to the new sphere.
Still greater
is the loss of clearness in the memories.
The most
vivid experiences, when they can no longer be
and
tend
to
lose the
clearly
definitely recalled,
!

;

;

Wishes,

desires,

more

or less closely connected with the shock-complex,
are repressed, at first consciously, while suggestive
ideas and associations, which arise from tue same
root, are expelled from the mind when they enter
it.
But a train of thought, when exi>elled, and a
wish, when repressed, do not on that account cease
to exist.
They continue to live in the subconscious or in the unconscious, and may, so long as
they are incomplete or unrealized, influence the
conscious life indirectly. They may do this in two
ways: (a) the complex draws off' to itself, for its
repression, a consitlerable degree of the available
psychic energj' the individual is mentally weakened. As we have seen above, the greater eflbrt
required for the simplest, most habitual acts is felt
as strain, as exhaustion, as pain ; the self, with its
;

distresses

and

difficulties,

becomes more and more

the centre of attention, (i) But, further, the complex, though itself driven below the level of con-

and shut ott' from direct connexion by
the censor of consciousness, is still enabled durof relaxation, half-sleep, reverie, dismoments
ing
tracted attention, etc. to send disguised messengers
through. These take the form of dreams, phobias
For
or terrors, obsessions, sudden impulses, etc.
tlie most part these dreams and impulsive acts are
prcjtective
they are a means of realizing, in however imperfect a way, the wish inspiretl by the
complex but the subject him.self may be wholly
sciousness,

'

'

,

;

;

of this origin and of their meaning ; tlioj'
.seem like an invasion of hispersonality by a foreign
one.
Painful experiences and memories have a far
greater tenacity of life than plca.sant ; they have a
lugh degree of perseveration,' as it has been called,
i.e. the tendency to force their way into consciousness, of their own accord, and without any apparent stimulus or associative link. And, again, even
the slightest of associations is enough to drag up
the painful complex or its substitutes. On the

unaware

'
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'

other hand, sucli memories are not
sociable
they do not bring other thoughts in their train
determination '-value, the
especially they lack
tendency to du'ect the luind systematically from
one thought to a train of others ; they tend to clog
thought. The subject becomes more and more
conscious of inefficiency in his profession or in his
social life
and the consciousness of failure has the
usual consequence of making the actual failure all
the greater.
5. Melancholy and pessimism.
Melancholy and
pessimism are two sides of the same state of mind,
the one expressing the subjective attitude and disposition, the other the theoretical interpretation.
Happiness becomes a dream which is never realized,
and which it seems hopeless to pursue. Subjectively, indifference, apathy, want of feeling ; objecThe
tively, death, seem the only desuable things.
ideas, imaginations, and suggestions that arise in
the mind of the melancholic, accorduig to a wellrecognized law (see StoiTing, Mental Pathology, p.
222 1!'.), tend to be of the same emotional tone as
that of the disposition in which they are called up,
i.e. painful, depressing
the melancholic sees only
the sad, the tragic, the bitter side of things, the
pain that is suffered, the sins and crimes and foUies
that are committed, not the pleasures, the kindHence
ness, the goodness, that are in things.
melancholy, whatever its source, has played a
powerful part in religious movements. It is not
only that religion and its history furnish the melancholy mind with a cohort of images of the most
terrifying type, but also that the consciousness
of the suffering self sends it to religion, to the idea
of sin and its punishment, as the most obvious and
nearest interpretation and, finally, that religion
offers the only adequate relief and hope of escape.
Religious melancholy is the subject of one of
Burton's most curious dissertations (pt. iii. sect. iv.
;
;

'

;

—

;

;

membrum i. ), aijd .James's Varieties of Selirfioiis
Experience, leets. vi. and vii., on 'The sick Soul,'
give a modem presentation. It is there shown how,
as in Tolstoi's case, melancholy
may be accompanied by a total change in the estimate of the
values of things things that seemed of the utmost
value before now seem worthless they excite no
:

;

emotion or interest whatever and a consequence
of this is that the world, and people, look different
and are thought of differently as strange and unIt is also sho^^n that in a rational being the
real.
strangeness and change of feeling incite to a search
for a reason, for an explanation, either directly in
;

—

oneself or in the action of other beings upon oneself.
Either of these ways may lead to religious

conversion and

relief.

—

Moroseness. The pathologist Pinel, in his
treatise on Mental Alienation, depicted melancholies as of two distinct types the one filled with
enthusiasm for art, for literature, for all that is
great and noble, or, among ordinary people, merely
pleasant, lively, and affectionate, yet apt to torment himself and his neighbours by bursts of anger
and chimerical suspicions the other is the type
to which the Emperor Tiberius and Louis XI. of
France belonged men who are gloomy and taciturn, deeply suspicious of others, fond of solitude.
Suspicion of others is the dominant mark, with
cunning and duplicity of tire most dishonourable
and cruel kind, which, if power is added, become
fiercer and less restrained as age increases (P. Pinel,
L'Alifnation mentale^, Paris, 1809, p. 161). This
represents with some accuracy the morose type of
melancholy. Moroseness springs from the disposition to regard others as having secret designs upon
one's property or life or place, and to avoid them
in consequence.
It involves extreme self-centring
and misanthropy. Melancholy is a disease of the
imaginative, moroseness of the unimaginative
6.

—

;

—
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mind^the man who does not

aspire beyond that
M hich he has already attained, the man of narrow
range of ideas, unable to appreciate the values that

others place upon things, especially the ideal values.
Probably the pivot of the morose character is, like
that of melancholy, fear or anxiety.
As de Fursac has said of the miser, It is undoubtedly true
'

that from insecurity' springs anxiety, and that anxiety becomes
a torture and a source of trouble for the mind. It has for
effects the diminution of activity, the development of defensive tendencies to the detriment of the expansive tendencies,
the cult of absolute security, and the horror of risii. It is intimately bound up with insociability {LA varice, p. 23X
*

This

true also of the insecurity of power or of
position, in narrow and selfish characters there is
no sense of the solidarity of the race, even of the
the morose man sees only the bad side,
family
the weaknesses of his neighbours he has no sympathy with or any kind of feeling for others he is
vindictive, and, if opportunity allows, savage,
is

;

;

;

;

brutal, cruel.
Literature.— R. Burton, The Anatomy of Melancholy,
the author's name was
Oxford, 1621 (by Democritus Junior
subscribed to an Apologetical Index at the end of the volume).
For the history of the theory of the temperaments see W.
Volkmann, Lehrbuch der Psychologie, Cothen, lS!Uf., i. 205 9.
J. Henle, Anthropologische Vortrage, Brunswick, 1S76, p. 101 ff.
and W. Wundt, Gnmdzuge der physiologiscfien Psychologies,
J. Sully, Pesiimism : a Uistory
Leipzig, 1002-03, iii. 637 ff
and C'nYic<>jn3, London and New York, 1891: W. James, T^
Will to Believe, do. ISO? (' Is life worth living ? p. 32 ff.) Elie
Metchnikoff, Essais optimistcs, Paris, 1907 (pt. vii. Pesaimisme et optimisme' pt. viii. 'Goethe et Faust') P. Janet,
L' Automatisme peychologigue, Paris, 1889, and Les Obsessions et
la psycha.sthdnie, do. 1903
T. S. Clouston, Clinical Lectures
on Mental Diseases^, London, 1898 W. James, The Varieties oj
Religious Experience, New York and Bombay, 1902 J. Rogues
de Fursac, L' Avarice, Essai de psychologie morbide, Paris,
1911 G. Storringr, Mental Pathology in its Relation to Sormal
Psydtology, tr. T. Loveday, London, 1907 W. Bevan Lewis,
A Text-book on Mental Diseases, do. 1889.
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;

MELANESIANS.— I.

Extent and limits of
region of the South Pacific,
which is called Melanesia, is well defined, except
on the western side. The boundary on the east

the subject.

—The

lies between Fiji, which is Melanesian, and Samoa,
which is Polynesian. To the south the Melanesian
island of New Caledonia is separated by a considerable space of ocean from New Zealand, which is

Polynesian, as are the small islands of Micronesia
on the north from the Melanesian Solomon group,
but to the west the islands of Melanesia overlap

New Guinea. Some of the inhabitants of that vast
island are Melanesian, at
any rate in language ;
but, though Melanesians have "been called Papuans,
there can be no doubt that Papua, or New Guinea,
cannot be placed as a whole in Melanesia.
Five
distinct groups of islands are without question
Melanesian: (1) the Solomon Islands, -with the
groups which connect them with New Guinea
(2) the Santa Cruz group
(3) the Banks' Islands
and New Hebrides (4) New Caledonia, with the
Loyalty Islands and (5) Fiji.
The first discovery in Melanesia was that of the
Solomon Islands by Spaniards, under Mendaiia, in
In 1595 the same voyager discovered Santa
1567.
Cruz and in 1606 Quiros and Torres discovered
the New Hebrides and Banks' Islands. The Dutch
discovered Fiji in 1643. French voyagers in the
latter part of the 18th cent., and finally Captain
Cook in his second great voyage, completed the
general survey of all the groups. In the records
of these passing visits it is vain to seek for information concerning the religion of the natives. The
discoverers saw what they believed to be temples,
idols, worship and invocations of devils
they
interpreted what they saw, as succeeding voyagers
to
their
have done, according
O'mi conceptions of
savage beliefs. It was not till missionaries, about
the middle of the 19th cent., began to live in
closer intercourse with the native peojile and to
learn their languages that any certain knowledge
;

;

;

;

;

;
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The
Melanesian religion could be gained.
following account represents in the main the knowledge which has been gained by the Melanesian

of

Mission of tlie Church of England. The religion
of the Fijians is considered in another article (see
The account here given has been drawn
Fiji).
from the Solomon Islands, the Santa Cruz group,
the Banks' Islands, and the Nortliern New Hebrides.
It has been gathered from natives of those
groups in native language, and much of it has been
gained from what educated natives have written
in a native language.
Very little, liowever, has
come from the \Vestern Solomon Islands or the
Southern New Hebrides; but tliere is every reason
to believe that religious beliefs and practices in
these islands do not differ considerably from those
of the central parts of Melanesia.
From what2. Basis of Melanesian religion.
ever source they may have derived it, the Melanesians generally nave held the belief that their life
and actions were carried on in the presence and
tinder the influence of a power superior to that of
liWng man. This power, they tiiought, was all
about them, attached to outward objects, such as

—

stones, and exercised by persons, i.e., either by
men, alive or dead, or by 'spirits who never were
men. This 'sense of the Intinite,' as Max Miiller
{Lectures on the Origin and Growth of Religion

[HL\ London, 1878, lect. i.) calls it, was the
foundation of the religious beliefs of the Melanesians ; the general object of their religious practices
was to obtain the advantage of this power for
themselves. This power is impersonal, and not
physical in itself, although it is always put in
motion by a person and all remarkable efl'ects
in nature were thought to be produced by it.
It is not fixed in anything, but can abide and
be conveyed in almost anything.
All spirits,
beings superior to men, have it; ghosts of dead
men generally have it, and so do some living men.
The most common name for it is niana [g.v.).
The methods by which living men use and direct
this power
may well be called magical the controlling force lies generally in words contained in
chanted or muttered charms. If worship is addressed to beings who are not living men, and if
the use of their ])o\\ er is sought from them to do
good or to do harm, it is because such beings have
this mana ; the forms of words have efficacj'
because they derive it from the beings which have
mnna ; a common object, such as a stone, becomes
efficacious for certain purposes because such a
being gives it mana power. In this way the influence of the unseen power pervades all life.
All
success and all advantage proceed from the favour;

;

mnnn whatever evil happens
has been caused by the direction of this power to
harmful ends, whether by spirits, or ghosts, or
men. In no case, however, does this power operate,
except under the direction and control of a person
a living man, a ghost, or a spirit.
The objects of religious
3. Objects of worship.
worship, therefore, were always persons to whom
or
sacrifice was offered, or in whose names
prayer
charms were recited, with the view of gaining
supernatural power, or turning it, either directly
or indirectly, to the advantage of the worshipper.
These personal objects of worship are either spirits
able exercise of this

—

—

or ghosts.
in

;

By

Avhom the

meant personal beings
power already mentioned
and who never were men by

spirits are

spiritual

naturally abiiles,
ghosts are meant the disembodied spirits or souls
of dead men. To keen these distinct is essential lo
the understanding of Melanesian religion. Natives
themselves arc found to confuse them at times,
while Europeans are usually content to call all
alike deities, gods, or devils.
(1) Spirits.— K native of the Banks' Islands,
;

where

spirits are called vui,

definition

wrote the following

:

Wlmt is a rt(i? It lives, thinks, has more int«lligence than
a man knows thin^ which are out of sight without seeing is
powerful with mana has no form to be seen and has no soul,
uecause it is itself like a soul' (see Codrington, MeiantsiaiiSt
•

;

;

;

;

p. 123).

The wtn of the Northern New Hebrides is of
the same nature. Yet such spirits are seen, in
and there are
a shadowy, unsubstantial form
many spirits called by the same name to whom
the ciefinition does not accuratelj' apply, while the
stories concerning them treat them as if they were
;

men with superhuman and

quasi-magical powers.
the natives steadily maintain that these are
In the Solomon Islands
not, and never were, men.
beings were believed to exist who were personal,
who had never been men, and who lacked the
Still

yet

bodily nature of men, but they were very few
The
and enjoyed little religious consideration.
term which is applied to such beings is also applied
to some who had undoubtedly exist«d at some
time as men. The question arises whether those
beings, concerning whom stories were told and
believed in the Banks' Islands and New Hebrides
which showed them to be like men of more than
human power and intelligence, should not be
called gods.
Such were Qat in the Banks' Islands,
Tagaro, Suqe (in various forms of the names) in
the New Hebrides, and Lata in Santa Cruz. To
such as these it would certainly not be improper to
apply the word 'god.' But the native word by
which they are known, such as vui, is applicable
also to other beings for whom god is too great a
name, this category including ehes, faiiies, nameless beings of limited influence whose nature is
'

'

To deso to speak, not corporeal.
scribe all these, to distinguish them from dead
men, the best general term seems 'spirit' and it
is to these beings that the religion of the New
Hebrides and Banks' Islands looks, as possessing

still spiritual,

;

and wielding mana, the power which must be
called spiritual, which men have not in themselves,
and which they seek to obtaui for their advantage
by sacrifices, prayers, and charms.
It makes the matter clear if this
(2) Ghosts.
term be used when the beings spoken of are simply
men who are dead in the body while that part of
them that is not bodily retains activity and intelliIn the Banks Islands and New Hebrides
gence.
the word used is merely 'dead man,' such as
tamate or nntmas. In the Solomon Islands a very
common word in various forms is tindalo. The
question again occurs whether these should not
rather be called gods. There are certainly some
to whom prayers and sacrilii^es are offered, whose
place and time in human life are forgotten or uuKiiown, and whose existence as persons possessed
of powers far superior to those of living men is

—

alone present to the belief of the existin" generaSuch may not unreasonably be calleo gods.
tion.
But, whereas in the Eastern groups such beings are
plainly called 'dead men,' it seems more correct,
and .serves better for clearness, to use an English
word which shows them once to have been living
men, and separates them from any such beings as
are believed never to have belonged to human
kind.
The wonl 'god cannot be a translation of
'dead man.' AVIicre, as in the Solomon Islands, a
distinct name, such as tindalo, is in use, this objection to the use of the word 'god' docs not so
Vet the natives emphatically dejiluirily ai>ply.
clare that every tiiuhilo was once a man, that the
tindnlo is the spirit (larvnga) which once was the
seat and source of life, intelligence, and power in a
The living men
in.iu who was then in the body.
who worship the tindalo regard themselves as
possessed of that non-corporeal nature which alone
remains in the dead, and is the seat of the dead
'
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man's suiierliunian power. Tliey believe that some
them have a measure of that power, derived
by them from the dead. They believe that, when
they are dead, they will also, it may be, receive a
great access of this power. The difierence which
they recognize between themselves and the tindalo
is that they are alive and have but a comparatively small measure of spiritual power.
But it
should be understood that everj' living man does
not become a tindalo after death.
The large
majority of men are of no great importance, and
show no remarkable powers in their lifetime alive
they are nobodies, and such they remain when
dead.
But there are always some living men who
show qualities which give them success and influence. Such success and influence are not ascribed
by the natives to natural qualities, but to the possession of that spiritual power which they have
obtained from the tindalo with whom they live in
communication. M^hen a great man dies, it is expected that he should prove to be a tindalo, a
ghost worthy of worship, an elTective helper, one
whose relics will put the lining in communication
with him. Thus, after the death of Ganindo, a
chief, a famous fighting man of Florida, his name
was invoked and a sign of his power sought from
him. On proof of this power a shrine was built
for him, his head, his tools, and his weapons were
pi'eserved in it, and sacrilices with invocation were
offered to him there.
Such a one might, indeed,
appear to European visitors to be a god Imt to
the natives of the place, who now w orsTiipped him,
and among whom he had lived as one of themselves, it was his ghost, in the common English
sense of the term, who was among them.
Again, the question may arise whether this is
not the worship of ancestors.
The ghost of a
dead man, however, who was well remembered in
the flesh, and who was often, no doubt, younger
in years than same of his worshippers, is not
an ancestor. The natural tendency is, as new
objects of worship of this character arise, and
as one great man after another dies, to neglect
and desert the ghosts and their shrines of the past
generation, while the newer wonders and powers
of

;

;

new ghosts and
the object of worship thus became
an ancestor, he was less an object of
worship. But certainly there are some concerning
whose time and place of life the natives profess
themselves to be ignorant, but whose names, such
as Daula and Hauri in Florida, are known to all,
and who are now uni^•ersally believed to be very
powerful tindalo, though In ancient times they
lived in human form on the island.
These may
be called ancestors, and they are worshipped, but
not as ancestors.
The personal beings towards whom the religion
of the Melanesians turns, with the view of obtaining their nvina for aid in the pursuits, dangers,
and diflSculties of life, are thus spirits and ghosts
and it is remarkable that the Melanesians are
thus divided by their religious practices into
two groups. In the Western grciup, as in the
Solomon Islands, there is a belief in spirits who
never were men, but worship is directed to the
in the Eastern group, as in
ghosts of tlie dead
the Northern New Hebrides, the ghosts of the
dead have indeed an important place, but worship
is in the main addressed to
spirits who have never
been men. And in the arts of life and in the
advance from savagery towards civilization, the
Solomon Islander who worships ghosts certainly
ranks before the New Helirides man who worships
attract faith and veneration to

shrines.
more of

As

;

;

spirits.

—

The Melauesian native, belie\ing
4. Prayers.
himself sxirrounded with unseen persons who can
help him, naturaHj' tails upon them in di.stre.ss.
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Such
just as he called upon liis father as a child.
appeals are not prayers according to the meaning of the various native words which would be
translated
prayer in English.
Prayers in the
native sense are forms of words ; and, strictly
are
formulas
which
are
known only
speaking, they
to some, and which have in themselves a certain
'

'

efficacy

and even compelling

force.

It

may

be

said that exclamatory appeals in case of danger
at sea and in the extremity of sickness are prayers
in a true sense of the term, which yet to the
native are not strictly prayers, Ijecause they have
man in
public utterance and an elastic form.
danger by the sea may call on his father, grandfather, or some ancestor to still the storm, lighten
the canoe, and bring it to the shore ; when fishing
he may beg for success, and when successful may
thank his lielper. But in such cases a formula, if

A

one were known, would ahva3-s be preferred, and
that would be a prayer in the native sense of the
word. Charms, muttered or sung under the breath
for magical purposes and in the treatment of sickbut it must be said
ness, are easily distinguished
that in Florida, an important centre of Christian
teaching in the Solomon Islands, the word used for
Christian jirayer is taken from these charms.
It is remarkable that in the Banks' Islands and
the Northern New Hebrides, where spirits have
a more important place in native religion than
ghosts, all prayer must be addressed to the ghost of
a dead person.
Indeed, every proper form begins
with the word tataro, which is, no doubt, a word
meaning 'ghost.' It is true that in danger at sea
a man will call on dead friends to help him, but
this is not a true pra^-er (tataro) because no formula is employed. It is also true that men in
danger call on spirits, either with or without a
formula but neither is a true tataro, since it is
not addressed to ghosts. JIany forms of words,
moreover, which are true tataro prayers, are for;

;

mulas

for cursing as well as for petition. Such are
man throws a bit of his food aside

used when a

before eating, and pours a libation before drinking
when he pours w^ater into an oven, since
in them he asks for benefits to himself and mischief
tataro prayer is a spell ; a call
to his enemies.

kava, or

A

for help in danger is a cry.
There can be little doubt that
5. Sacrifices.
s.icrifices properly so called have a place in Melauesian religion.
One simple form is probaldy universal.
fragment of food ready to be eaten, a bit
of betel-nut, and a few drops of kava poured as a
libation are ofl'ered at a common meal as the share
of departed friends, who are often called by name,
or as a memorial of them with which they will

—

A

be gratified. This is accompanied with a prayer.
With the same feeling of regard for the dead, food
is laid on a gi'ave or before a, memorial image, and
is then left to decay, or, as at Santa Cruz, is taken
away and eaten by those who have made the offerIn a certain sense, no doubt, the dead are
ing.
thought to eat the food. Yet the natives do not
apply to these otierings the words which connote
In the
sacrifices in the strict sense of the term.
Western Islands the ofl'erings in sacrifices are made
to ghosts and consumed by fire as well as eaten
in the Eastern groups they are made to spirits, and
In the former
there is no sacrificial fire or meal.
in the latter native
nothing is ofl'ered but food
money has a conspicuous jijace.
;

;

—A

sacrifice in San
(1) In the Solomon Islands.
Cristoval, one of the Solomon Islands, has been
thus described in writing by a native of the place

:

think ghosts are many, very many
III mj- country they
There is one who la
indeed, some very powerful, some not.
When
principal in war ; "this one is truly nii[xhty and strong.
our people wish to fight with any other place, the chief men of
the village and the sacrificerp, and the old men, and the men
eliltr and younger, asseniMc in the place sacred to this ghost ;
'
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When they arc thus osscinblod tn
Tiie |>iy
poca and t-akes a pig.
not hy the chief sacrillcer, but by those
whom lie chooses to assist him, near the sacred place. Then
they cut it up they talie great care of tlio Mood lest it ehoulil
fall upon the ground
they bring a bowl and set the pig in it,
and when the pif is cut up the blood runs down into this. When
the cutlinjt up is finished, the chief sacrillier takes a bit of fle^h
from the pig, and he takes a locon-nut .ibcll and dips up sonic
of the blood.
Then he takes the bltiod and the bit of flesh and
enter* into the shrine, and calls that jihost and says, " Haruninc
Chief in <var we sacrifice to you with this pig, that von m.-iv
and whatsoever we shall carrv
help us to smite that place
away shall be yours, and we alyo will be \ ours." Then ho burn's
the bit of flesh in a Are upon a stone, and pours down the blood
upon the Are. Then the Are blazes up greatly to the root, and
the house is full of the smell of pig, a sign that the ghost has
heard. But when the sacriflcer went in he did not go boldly,
hut with awe and Ibis is the sign of it as he goes into the
holy house he iiiits away/'" bag, and washes his hands
thoroughly, to show that tifer COli shall not reject him with
disgust '(Codrington, p. 126flelan''
nr^inc is naniinue.
bacriflce, the chief sacriflcor

Human

ftiiti Ilia

is

kiUed

.

.

.

(i*tran(fled>,
;

;

:

I

;

;

The

:

pig tims saeriiia,^

was eaten by the wor-

When this account was written,

the older
people well rememtiered Hanimae as a living chief.
In the neighbourin;,' island of Mala a native
gives tlie names of seven kinds of saciilice. (1) A
man rptiiniing from a voyage puts food before the
case which contains the relics of his father.
(2) In
sickness, or where failure of a crop shows that
some ghost has been oHended, a pig is offered as a
substitute for the man whom the ollended ghost
is plaguing, and is strangled and burned whole on
the stones of a sacred place, together with mixed
food.
The sacriUcer calls aloud upon the ofTended
ghost and ujum many others, and sets a bit of the
food which he has left unburned before the relic
case of the deml man to whose ghost the pig was
offered. (3) To clear the soul, 'a pig or dog is killed
and cooked the sacrilicer calls upon the ghost l\y
name to clear away the mischief, and throws the
sacrifice into the sea or sets it in the place sacred
to the ghost invoked.
(4) This is performed in the
house of the sick person who is to benefit by it.
y\g or dog is cooked and cut up ; the names of
the (lead members of the family to which the
ghost to be propitiated belonged are called out,
with a petition to each on behalf of the sick man
the sacrificed animal is eaten by the males who are
(.5) (6)
present.
(7) are sacriiiees of lirstfruits—
yams, flying- lish, and canariutii nuts which are
presented as food to the ghost concerned, with the
invocation of his name, and set in a s.acred place.
In l'"lorida and Ysabel, both belongin" to the
Solomon group, sacrilice is of the same character.
There are those who know, having been taught
by
their fathers or mother's brothers, how to
apiiroach
the powerful ghosts of the dead, some of whom
were the objects of a more public and some of a
more particular worship. Such a ghost of worship,
called a tind'ilo, had his shrine in which his relics
.shippers.

'

;

A

;

—

were jireserved. The oftici.iting sacrilicer is said
to 'throw the sacrifice.'
A certain tind'ilo, whose
\vorshiii and inlluence are not local, is called

A

Manoga.

native writes

:

He who throws the sacriflce when he invokes this tindala
heaves the offering round about, and calls him, first to the East
where rises the sun, saying, " If thou ilwcllcst in the f-ast.
where risrs the sun, Manoga come hither and eat thy mashad
food." Then turning he lifts it towards where sets the mm, and
" If thou dwellest in
the West, where sets the sun, Manoga
saye,
come hither and cat thy food." There is not a quarter towards
which he docs not lift it up. And when he has Ani.she<l lilting
it he says, "If thou dwellest In heaven
abo\'e, Manoga! come
hither and eat thy food. If thou dwellest in the Pleiades or in
Orion's belt if below In Turivatu if in the distant sea
if on
high in the sun or in the moon if thou dwellest inland or by
the shore, .Manoga come hither and eat thy food
(Codrington,
V
b
'

!

!

;

;

;

;

"

'

I

.

p. 13H.).

Whether, as in this case, the oflering be vegetable food or whether it be a pig, a jiiece is consumed in the lire within the shrine, ami the people
without partake of the
moreover, the

islands,

sacrilicial food.
In tlie.se
sacritioe of the lirstfinlts

must precede the general use of the products

each

sea.son.

of

sacriiiees

were

occasiciiially

made, and

such wore thought most eli'ectual for the propitiation of an ollended ghost.
In this case the victim
was not eaten by the a-ssistants as when a pig was
offered
but a piece of flesh was burned for the
ghost's portion, and bits were eaten by young men
to get lighting power, and by the sacrilicer who
had made tlic offering.
In the island of Santa Cruz the flesh of pigs or
\egetable food is placed before the stock of wood
that rejiresents a person recently deceased for him
to eat; feather-money an<l betel-nuts are laid out for
These
ghosts, and food is thrown to them at sea.
ue distinctly offered for the ghost to eat or use,
but they are soon taken up and disposed of by the
offerers as common things. Such offerings resemble
those of food laid on graves or at the foot of an
im.age in the Solomon Islands, which would not
there have the name of sacrifices
but the full
sacrifices of the Solomon Islands, as has been
shown, have the sacrifiiial cliaracteristicB of inter;

;

cession, pro]iitiation, substitution,

and a common

meal.
(2)

—

In Banlcs' Ixlaiid.i and New Hebrides. To
no doubt, the name of sacrifice is far
properly applied, and yet it is almost neces-

offerings here,
less

sary to employ it. The offerings are made in
almost all cases to spirits, but in some cases to the
The offering is generally
ghosts of dead men.
native money nothing is killed or burned, nothing
(aten and the offering is laid upon a stone, cast
into water, or scattered upon a sn.oke or some other
creature, the stone, the creature, or the sacred
spot being chosen because of its connexion with
the spirit who is to be conciliated or from whom
benefits are sought.
Access to the spirit is to be
obtained througli the sacred object but the common worshipper or suppliant cannot obtain this
access by himself, and is consequently obliged to
use the services of a go-between who knows the
stone or whatever it may be and through it is
able to know and to approach the spirit. The
worshipper generally gives native money to the
owner,' as he is called, of the sacrea object,
who then gives a little money to the spirit, antl
perhaps pours the juice of a young coco-nut on the
stone, while he makes his request on behalf of his
client.
There is thus an intercession, a propitiation, an offering of what the suppliant valuae and
the
has pleasure in receiving. So far it is
spirit
a religious action of a sacrificial character, and
is distinct from
In the New Hebrides,
prayer.
besides similar sacrifices to spirits, offerings are
made to the ghosts of powerful men lately deceased,
either at their g'raves or in the places which they
haunt. Men who know these and have access to
them take mats, food, and pigs (living or cooked)
to the sacred place, and lea\e, or profess to leave,
them there. Nowhere in these islands is there an
order of men who can be called priests.
The
knowledge of the spirits and of the objects through
which access to them can be obtained is open to
Most of those who
all, and is possessed by many.
possess it have received it secretly from their
fathers or elder relatives, but many have found it
by happy accident for themselves, and have proved
their coniiBxion with the spirit liy the success of
;

;

;

'

their miiiisti'ation.s.

—

6. Sacred places and objects.
The sanctity
which belongs to such stones or sacred spots as
have been mentioned in connexion with sacrifice
Native life
has, of course, a religious character.
in Melanesia is, for the most ]iart, in continual
contact with the prohibitions and restrictions
which belong to this religious feeling.
The
sacred character of the object, whatever it may
be, is derived from oiie of two causes it may lie in
the nature and associations of the thing itself, or
:
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may be confeired by men who have the nianu,
the spiritual power, to confer it.
It may be said,
generally speaking, tliat amoni,' these sacred obthere
are
no
in
the
strict
sense of the
jects
idols,
term.
It is true that imaj,'es are made more or less
in all quarters to represent the dead, being set up
as memorials at funeral feasts, in burial-places, in
canoe houses, and in places of general assembly.
They are treated with respect ott'erings of food are
made, and other valuable things are occasionally
laid before them
but the images are memorials
of men deceased, likenesses to some extent, and
representations ; they are not worshipped, and are
sacred only because of what they represent.
Sacred places almost always have
(1) Stones.
stones in them. The presence of certain stones
to
the place in which they naturally
gives sanctity
lie ; and, when a place has for other reasons become sacred, stones which have that character are
brought and placed there. Here again recurs the
important distinction between spirits and ghosts.
The stones of the bmial-place of a powerful man
receive mana from him, or a man who had mana
is buried near sacred stones, thus
connecting tlie
In other cases, the stone is
ghost and tlie stone.
believed to have such a relation to a spirit, who
never was a living man, that it acquires a mysterious quality, and becomes the means by which the
man who has the knowledge of the stone can have
access to the spirit.
Many sacred stones then are
sepulchral, and this is usually the case in the
Solomon Islands. The sacrilices already described
are offei'ed upon stones.
stone is also frequently
sacred in the Eastern Islands because a vui (spirit)
belongs to it. In this gi-oup stones may be divided
into those that naturally lie where they are reverenced and those which have irutyut derived for
various reasons from a spirit, and which are carried
about and used for various purpo.ses, and as amulets.
The natives emphatically deny that the connexion
between stonas and spirits is like that which exists
between the soul and body of man. Certain stones
are kept in houses to protect them from thieves
and, if the shadow of a man falls on one of these,
the ghost belonging to it is said to draw out his life
and eat it. It has been supposed that the ghost
which consumes the man's life must correspond in
the stone to the soul in a living m.in but the
natives do not believe that the ghost dwells in the
stone, but by it or, as they say, at it they regard
the stone as the instrament used by the spirit,
which is able to lay hold on the man by the medium
it

;

;

—

A

;

;

;

of his
(2)

shadow.
Trees, streams,

and

living creatures.

— Trees

are sacred because they grow in a sacred place, or
because they have a sacred snake, e.g., that haunts
them. Some have a certain inherent awe attaching to their kind. The natives deny that they
ever regarded a tree as having anything like
a spirit of its own corresponding to the soul or
animits of man.
Streams, or rather pools, are
sacred as the haunts of ghosts in the Western, and
of spirits in the Eastern groups.
The reflexion of a
man's face upon such water gives the ghost or
spirit the hold upon the man's soul by which it

can be drawn out and

its life

destroyed.

Among

living creatures which are sacred, sharks have a
If one of remarkable size or
conspicuous place.
colour haunts a shore or rock in the Solomon
Islands, it is taken to be some one's ghost, and
the name of the deceased is given to it. Before
his death a man wUl give out that he will enter
into a shark.
In both eases it is well understood
that the sliark to which the ghost has beto.ken
himself was, before it was thus occupied, a common
shark ; but, now that he is in it, the place where
the man lived is visited by the fish, and the neighLiours and relatives of the deceased
respect and

A

5213

to some one who sacrimanner, be introduced in
the nank.s' Islands into a shark, which thus
becomes familiar.
In the Solomon Islands a
crocodile may be a tindnlo, since the ghost of a
recent ancestor may possibly have entered it, or
may be known to have entered it. Almost
any living creature that haunts a house, garden,
or village may well be regarded as conveying a

feed

known

it.
spirit,
lices for it, can, in like

Among birds the frigate-bird is conspicuous for its sacred character in the Solomon Islands the ghosts of deceased men of importance
find their abode in them, and indeed ancient
and widely venerated tindalos dwell in them. In
all the groups there is something sacred about
Snakes receive a certain venerakingfishers.
tion wherever they are found in a sacred place.
The original female spirit, that never was a
ghost.

;

human

being, believed in San Cristoval to have
of a snake, has given a sacred
character to all snakes as her representatives. In
the Banks' Islands, and still more in the New
Hebrides, snakes with which certain vui associate
themselves, and which therefore have much mana,
are worshipped and receive offerings of money in
sacred places. One amphibious snake is firmly
believed to appear in Human form to tempt a
young man or woman.
Is, then, the religion of the Melanesians altogether an animistic religion ? Nowhere does there
appear to be a belief in a spirit which animates

had the form

any natural

object, tree, waterfall, storm, stone,
bird, or fish, so as to be to it what the soul of a
it, is to his body, or, in
other words, so as to be the spirit of the object.

man, as they conceive

The natives

certainly deny that they hold any
such belief; but they believe that the spirit of a
man deceased, or a spirit never a man at all,
abides near and with the object, which by this
association receives supernatural power, and becomes the vehicle of such power for the purposes
of those who know how to obtain it.
The belief in magic
7. Magic and charms.
and the use of magic and charms do not perhaps
to
but among Melanproperly belong
religion
esians it is hardly possible to omit this subject.
The foundation of religion is the belief in the
surrounding presence of a power greater than that
of man and in great part the practice of religion
comes to be the method by which this pow-er can
be turned by men to their own purposes. The
natives recognize, on the whole, a regular course
of nature in the greater movements of things
which affect their lives, but at every point they
come in touch with what they take to be the
exercise by men of the power which they derive
from either ghosts or spirits. By means of this
power, men who know the proper formula and rite
can make rain or sunshine, wind or calm, cause

—

;

;

sickness or remove it, know what is beyond the
reach of common knowledge, bring good luck and
No man has this
prosperity, or blast and curse.
power of himself, but derives it from a jjersonal
being, the ghost of a man deceased, or a spirit of a
nature jwhich is not human. By charms (certain
forms of words muttered or chanted, which contain
the names of the beings from whom the power is
derived) this power becomes associated with the
objects through which the power is to pass. These
things are personal relics, such as hair or teeth,
remains of food, herbs and leaves, bones of dead
men, and stones of unusual shape. Through these
objects wizards, doctors, weather-mongers, prodiviners, ami dreamers do their work.
no distinct order of magicians or medicine-men, just as there is no separate order of
priests ; the knowledge of one or more branches of
the craft is handed do«Ti from father to son, from
pliets,

There

is
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iinde to sister's son, or, it may be, is bought ami
sold.
Many men may be said to make a profession
of ma^iic, and to got property and inllnenie thereA man cannot, it may be said, be a chief
by.
without a belief that he possesses this supernatural power. There is no doubt that those who
exercise these arts really believe that a power
resides in them, though, indeed, they are conscious
of a good deal of deceit.
A great part of this is sympathetic magic,
and seems to the iieojile to have reason in it.
The failure of some charm or of some magician
does not discredit charms or magic, since the
failure is due to the counteraction of another and
and one doctor who has failed
stronger charm
has been, secretly or openly, opposed by anotlier
who has on his side a more powerful ghost or
Tlius the people were at every turn in
spirit.
contact with the unseen world and its powers, and
It is not
in this religion was ccrtaiul}' at work.
necessary to go into this subject in any detail.
With regard to .-"ickness, it is often said that
savages do not believe that any one is naturally
sick.
That is not the case in Melanesia, in the
case of such troubles as fever and ague but any
serious illness is believed to be caused by gliosis
or spirits and the more important the patient is
the more reasonable it seems to ascribe liis sickness to some ghost or spirit whom he has otiended,
or to the witchcraft of some
enemy. It is not
common to ascribe sickness to a spirit in those
groups where spirits liave so great a place in the
There it is the
religious regard of the people.
ghosts of the dead who inflict sickness, and can
be induced to remove it for there is a certain
malignity l)clonging to the dead, who dislike to
see men well and
a man who wa-s powerful
living
and malevoient wlien alive is more dangerous than
ever when dead, liecan.«e all human powers which
are not merely bodily are beliejed to be enhanced
by death. So, wliether to cause sickness or to
remove it, the doctor by his charms brings in the
power of the dead. A wizard is paid by a mans
enemy to bring the malignant influence of the
dead upon him he or his friends pay another to
bring the power of other dead men to counteract
the first and to save the endangered life
the
wizard who is the more powerful— who has on his
side tlie more or the
stronger ghosts will prevail,
and the sick man will live or die accordingly.
Two parties of such ho-stile gliosts are believed in
San Cristoval to fight the battle out with ghostly
All success and prosperity in life, as well
spears.
as health and strength, are held to depend on the
spiritual power obtained by charms or resident
in objects which are used with charms
the
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

Melanesian in all his employments and enterprises
depends upon unseen assistance, and a religious
character is thus given to all his life.
This word, commonly tapu or tambu
8. Tabu.
in the islands of Melanesia now under conand
established as an English term,
sideration,
was taken from the islands of Polynesia.
In
Melanesia the belief prevails, clearly marked by
the use of distinct words in some islands, that an
awful and, so to speak, religious character can be
imposed on places, things, and actions by men
who have the mann to do it. A place, e.g., in
which a powerful man has been buried, where
a ghost has been seen, which a spirit haunts, is
holy and awful of itself, never to be lightly
invaded or used for common pnrpo.ses. But a man
who has the proper jiower can tabu a place as he
chooses, and C4in forbid approach to it and common
u.se of it.
Behind the man who exercises this
power is the ghost of the dead or the spirit whose
power the man has. Tabu implies a curse. A
chief will forbid something under a penalty. To

—

appearance it is as a chief that he forbids, and
as of a chief tliat his prohibition is respected
but
in fact the .sanction comes from the ghost or spirit
behind liiin. If a common man a-ssumes the power
to tabu, a-s he may and sometimes does, he runs a
serious risk ; but if, on the other hand, he forbids
the gathering of certain fruit, and .sets his mark
upou it, and tlien, as often naturally happens, some
one who has disregarded his proliibitidu and taken
the fruit falls ill or dies, this is at once a clear proof
all

;

that the tabu

is real,

and any future prohibition

will be respected.
Thus to a considerable degree, in the Banks' Islands at least,
men of no great consequence, as well as the
societies whicli are there so numerous, set marks
of prohibition which meet with respect.
Every
sucn prohibition rests upon an unseen power ;
there is in it no moral sanction, but there is the
consciousness of the presence of the unseen which
What is
certainly works much for morality.
wrong in itself is by no means always tabu but

made by him

;

very often what the natives
For it must not be
recognize as vrong in itself.
supposed that Melanesians know no moral distinction of right and wrong.
Disobedience to
parents, unkindness to the weak and sick, are no
but
is
a
doubt common,
there
general feeling, both
strong and marked, that it is right to respect and
love parents, and wrong to be unkind. Neighbours
will carry food to the sick whose friends neglect
them, and very plainly express their blame. Those

what

is

tabu

is

who

lie freely upon occasion respect truthfulness,
and say that it is bad to tell lies.
If totems, properly so called,
9. Totemism.
exist among Melanesians, they must be considered
in treating their religion.
A totem is defined by
J. G. Frazer (Totemism and Exogamy, London,

—

1910,

i.

3

f.,

8)

as being

'

a class of material objects

which a savage regards with superstitious respect,
believing that there exists between him and every
member of the class an intimate and altogether
The relation between a man
special relation.'
and his totem has partly a religious and partly
a social character. It is held that the members
of a totem clan call themselves by the name of
their totem, and commonly believe that they are
actually descended from it.' Each one, moreover,
believing himself to be descended from, and therefore akin to, his totem, the savage naturally treats
If it is an animal he will not, as
it with respect.
a rule, kill or eat it.'
(1) Florida, in the Solomon Islands, where the
native system as it is understood by themselves
has been carefully explained by natives of some
education, affords probably the best field for conThe people are divided
sideration of the subject.
into six exoganious kindreds, called kemn, each
with its distinguishing name, descent following
the mother. Two of these kindreds are named
from living creatures, a sea eagle and a crab.
Each of the six has some object which its members must avoid, and which they must abstain
from eating, touching, approaching, or beholding.
This is the mbtito of the kema. In one case, and
one case only, this mbuto is the living creature
from which the kin takes its name. The Kakau
kin may not eat the kakau crab, and that crab
might accordingly be regarded a.s the totem of
But the other kin which
that Crab kindred.
takes its name from a living creature, the Eagle
kindred, is quite at liberty to kill or eat that
bird
it, therefore, cannot be the totem of that
kin.
Again, a member of the Eagle kindred may
not eat the common fruit pigeon, which is his
mbuto, and would say that the pigeon was his
ancestor.
Here, then, the pigeon appears as the
totem of the Eagle kin they cannot eat it it is
But was a pigeon their ancestor
their ancestor.
'

'

-

;

;

;

I
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the sense that they are descended from it?
It was a human ancestor who
the pigeon
associated himself with the pigeon
represents the dead man, the pigeon is a tindalo,
a dead man of power. A native writes
We believe these tindalo to have been oir-c* Hviii^ men and
in

Decidedly not.

;

:

'

;

eometbhig that was with them, or v.ith whieh the> had to rio,
has become a thiny' forbidden, tamhu, and a thing abominable,
mbuto, to those to whom the tindalo (once a living man)
'

belongs (Codringlon,

That

is

p. 31

f.).

to say, the pigeon represents the

human

the man begat the generations of his
kindred before he died and entered into a pigeon.
The pigeon is not truly an ancestor, nor is it truly
a totem. The native writer goes on to give the
example of another kindred which avoids the giant
clam, the traditional ancestor of which haunted a
certain beach. That ghostly ancestor is represented by the clam on that beach, and a, native
will say that tlie clam is his ancestor, but without
meaning more than he means when he says that
an ancient weapon in a shrine is a dead chief, a
tindalo, that is, belongs to him.
(2) In another of the Solomon Islands, Ulawa,
not long ago the people would not eat the fruit
of the banana, and had ceased to plant the tree.
The elder natives would give to the fruit the name
of a powerful man whom they remembered living,
and say that they could not eat him, thus accounting for their avoidance of the banana as food.
The explanation was that this man, before his
death, aunotmced that after death he would be
in banana fruit, and that they were not to eat it.
Soon he would have been an ancestor, the banana
would be an ancestor, while clearly there was no
descent from a banana in the belief of the people.
This, then, is no totem, though it may illustrate
the origin of totems.
(3) In the New Hebrides, in Aurora Island, there
is a family named after the octopus.
They do not
call the octopus their ancestor, and they freely eat
it ; but their connexion with it is so intimate that
a member of\he family would go to the reef with
a fisherman, call out his own name, and say that
he wanted octopus, and then plenty would be taken.
This, again, seems to approach totemism.
(4) In the Banks' Islands and New Hebrides,
however, there is what comes very near to the
'individual totem.' Some men, not all, in Mota
conceived that they had a peculiar connexion with
a living creature, or it might be a stone, which
had been found, either after search or unexpecIf this was a
tedly, in some singular manner.
living thing, the liite of the man was bound up
with its life if an inanimate object, the man's
health depended on its being unbroken and secure.
man would say that he had his origin in something that had presented itself to him. In Aurora
also, in the New Hebrides, a woman dreams or
fancies that there is something e.g., a coco-nut
—which has a particular relation to her unborn
child, and this the child hereafter must never eat.
and dances.
10. Societies,
(1)
mysteries,
Societies.
A very conspicuous feature of native
life in the Torres Islands, Banks' Islands, and New
Hebrides is the universal presence in those groups
of a society, called by some form of the name
supwe. There are, or were, certain objects commonly in view which, at first siglit, could not fail to
connect this with the religion of the people. The
visitor to a village would see platforms built up
with stones, with high, pointed, shrine-like little
edifices upon them, within which were the embers
of a lire below and images in human form abo\e.
If he hit upon a festival, he would see such images
carried in the dance. But sucli appearances show,
as a matter of fact, nothing else tlian the presence
of this society, since they are merely the hearth
and the emblems of t!ie men of high rank in the
ancestor

;

;

A

—

—

—
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supwe, an institution which
has no religious character.

is

entirely social,

and

To gain advance and

distinction in it requires, no doubt, the spiritual
power of viana, as does every other form of success, and so sacrifices, prajers, and charms are
used and doubtless the supwe is under the sancIt is also true that a man's position
tion of tabu.
aftt'r death is believed to depend in some measure
;

on

his

rank and

But

his liberality in this society.

cannot come under the head of

the account of

it

religion.

—A

religious character attaches
Mysteries.
truly to the mysteries, the mysterious
secret societies which hold an important place in
native life in the Solomon Islands and in the Eastern
groups. The lodges of these societies appear to
visitors to be temples and seats of religious wor(2)

much more

the images within them seem to be idols.
are closely fenced by a strict initiato those
tion, and a rigid tabu guards them
outside the secret and unapproachable retreats the
mysterious sounds and the appearance of the members in strange disguise convey a truly religious
awe. In fact, the mysteries are professedly metliods
of communion with the dead, the ghosts which
are everywhere, more or less, objects of religious
worship. In the Banks' Islands the name of the
mysteries was simply the Ghosts.' Yet, although
within the mysterious precincts the ordinary forms
of sacrifices and prayers were carried on to gain
the assistance of the dead and communion with
them, there was no esoteric article of belief made
ship

;

The mysteries

;

'

known and no

secret form of worship practised.
There were no forms of worship peculiar to the
society, no objects of worship of a kind unknown
to those without. There was no making of young
men,' no initiation without which the native could
'

not take his place

among

The women

his people.

and the children, perhaps, really believed that what
they saw and heard was ghostly, but many an
accident betrayed the neighbour in disguise and
;

the neophyte, when introduced into the sacred
place, found himself in the comp.any of his fellows
of daily life.
Still, since the presence of the dead

was professed and

believed,

and

since so

much

of

the religion of the Melanesians, particularly in the
Solomon Islands, was concerned with the ghosts
of the dead, it is true that these secret societies
and mysteries belong to the religion of the peojile.
This is by no means the case with
(3) Dances.
dances. All the .societies have their dances, which
are part of the mysteries, and which it is the fir-st
task of the neophyte to learn. But there are dances
everywhere in the public life of the people which,

—

boys and young men desire
and have to learn in secret before they
can perform them at the feasts. The ghosts in
Hades, in their shadowy life, dance as living men

however

difficult, all

to learn,

'

Visitors are too apt to speak of devil dances
'
devil grounds ; but it may be said to be
certain that dances, as such, have no religious
or superstitious character in Jlelanesia.
'

do.

and

II.

'

Creation, cosmogony.

— The

consciousness

of the relation of men to a creator is commonly
accepted as a chief ground of natural religion.

Consequentlj', when natives are asked (perhaps
very imperfectly) who made them and the things
around them, and they give the name of the
maker to whom tlieir origin is ascribed, they
and it is
are thought to name their creator
assumed that this creator is the chief object of
Thus Qat, under the name Ikbat,
their worship.
was thought at first to be the chief deity at Mota ;
of
the supposed creator has elsethe
name
and
where been taken as the name of God.
But
creation, the making of men and things, is by no
means a proof of very great power, or a ground
for great reverence, among Melanesian people.
It
;
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almost be said that relation to a creator has
no religious influence at all, though reference to
Qat as the maker of men is made in correcting
The existence of
children in the Banks' Island.
the world, as the natives conceived of it, and the

may

course of all the gieat movements of nature, are
quite independent of that creative power which
was ascribed to certain spirits. The makers were
In the Solomon Islands the belief in
spirits.
Kahausibware is characteristic. She was a female
in the shape of a snake ; she made men,
spirit
pigs, coco-nuts, fruit-trees, and food in San Criswas a
toval ; death had not
yet appeared. There
woman who had a child. The snake strangled the
child ; the mother chopped the snake in pieces ;
thenceforward all gooa things changed to worse,
and death began. Respect is shown to snakes as
the progeny or representatives of this female spirit,
but she cannot be said to be worshipped.
In the Banks' Islands and the New Hebrides, as

has been stated before,

spirits are the principal
objects of worship, and they are also believed to
have had much to do with the fashioning of the
world of man. Vet it must be borne in mind that
they are by no means held to be originators they
came themselves into a world existing under circumstances such as those in which men now live,
where there were houses and canoes, weapons and
In the Banks'
ornaments, fruits and gardens.
Islands Qat held the higliest place.
He was bom
the eldest of twelve brothers, who dwelt in a village
in Vanua Lava.
There Qat began to make men,
pigs, trees, rocks, as the fancy took him, in a land
which already existed. His chief assistant in his
;

work was another

spirit

{rui)

named JIarawa

his brothers envied and thwarted him
wife for himself, they tried to
kill him
he instructed them and played tricks on
them. There \\ere other spirits in the world when
he was born, some enemies whom he had to overFrom one of tliese spirits, dwelling in
come.
('spider')

;

;

when he made a
;

another group, named Night, he bought the night
relieve the tedium of perpetual daylight.
Finally, when the world was settled and furnished,
he made a canoe in the middle of the island of
Santa Maria, where now is the great lake, col-

to

lected his wife and brothers and living creatures
into it, and in a flood caused by a deluge of rain
was carried out into the sea and disappeared. The
people believed that the best of everything was
taken away by Qat, and looked for "his return.
Though no longer visible, he still controlled to a
great extent the forces of nature, and he heard
and answered the cries of men. In a way the
natives looked ui)on him as an ancestor as well
as their creator, but they were emphatic in their
assertion that he was never a man himself ; he
was a spirit, a fui, of a nature difl'erent from that
of man ; and, because a spirit, he was master of
all magic power, and full of that mana which was
at work in all around.
It is, however, scarcely
possible to take him very seriously or allow him
divine rank, even though he is the central figure
in the origin of things and his influence is present
and efl'ective.
In the New Hebrides nearest to
the Banks' Islands Tagaro takes the place of Qat.
He is no doubt the Tangaroa of Polynesia. He
made things as Qat did ; he had his brothers, ten
of them, and there was another, Supwe, who

thwarted Tagaro and made things wrong. Tagaro
went back to heaven.
In other islands
Supwe appears as the chief of this band of great
In Santa Cruz, Lata corresponds, but not
spirits.
very closely, to Qat and Tagaro, since he also made
also

men and animals.
These greater

spirits are

named and known

as
indinilual
persons. Besides these, in all the islands
are spirits mnnmcrable and unnamed. These are

they whose representative form

is very often a
places which their presence
associate themselves with
birds, and the various things

who haunt the
makes siicred, who
stone,

snakes,

sharks,

through which men can communicate with them
and draw from them the spiritual power from
which comes all manner of success in life, and

whicli can be turned to injury as well as succour.
It may safely be said that tliese spirits were not

malignant beings, tliough they were spiteful at
times and were willing to do mischief to the
enemies of their worshippers. The multitude of
beings who in the Solomon Islands have power
in storms, rain, drought, calms, and especially in
the growth of food— the vigona, hi'ona, and others
seem to belong rather to the order of spirits than
to that of the ghosts of the dead, and such they
are acknowledged to be, though the natives speak

—

of

them as ghosts.
Thus the world of the Melanesians was populous

with living beings, ^asible and invisible, with men,
with the ghosts of the dead, with spirits great and
small ; and pervading and surrounding all was a
power which belonged to all spirits, to the dead
as such, and to
it

and employ

The world

many men

it,

so

;

all

these could direct

was every^vhere at hand.
inhabited was bounded to the
and

it

Melanesians by the circle of the sea which surrounded the islands which were known to them, a

which varied in place and size according to
the position of the centre. The old world of the
Banks' Islanders did not include tlie Solomon
Islands that of the Solomon Islanders was a much
wider world. Wherever the circumference of the
circle fell the sky was supposed to shut down fast
upon it. Under this firmament the sun and moon
made their journeys and the stars hung in it.
The heavenly >)odie8 were not thought to be living
beings, but rather rocks or islands. In the sun and
moon were inhabitants with wives and families, in
whom the sun and moon were personified and
about whom many stories were told ; but these
circle

;

;

have no religious character.
Without some
and after death.
12. Death
beUef in a life after death, as well as in a power
superior to that of living man, it is plain that
the Melanesian religion could not be such as has
been described. This implies a belief in a soul
of man, though what that is they find it diflicult
to explain.
'They naturally use difl'erent words in
their different languages, and these words convey
various metaphors, when they are properly understood, the use of which probably involves a certain

—

It may safely be said, however,
inconsistency.
that, whatever word they use, the Melanesians
mean that there is sometlung essentially belonging
to man's nature which carries life to the body,
which is the seat of tliought and intelligence,
which exercises a power which is not of the body,
which is invisible, and which, after it has become separate from the body in death, still has
an individual existence. It is in a sense a spirit,
and in some islands is so called but it is quite
distinct from those spiritual beings that never were
the souls of men and tlierefore never disembodied.
The soul can go out of a man in a dream or a
faint it can be drawn out of the body or injured
in the body by magic or siiiteful ghosts or spirits ;
when finally separated from the body in death it
;

;

Such a soul is peculiar to man.
It is true that, as will be seen in the account of
Hades, there is something which is like the ghost
becomes a ghost.

a pig, of a weapon or ornament,
remains and has a sliadowy form
will not allow that even a pig, an
important personage with a name,
of

;

man

(1)

.something that
but the natives
intelligent and
has a soul as a

has.

£»mM.— ItwBsnot

part of the original nature

(

MELANESIANS
men that tliey should die. In
men are represented as changing

stories the first
their skins, as
returning to youth

of

snakes cast their slough, and
and strength, until by some accident or folly life
could no longer be so renewed, and death came in.
When it came, the way to the abode of the dead
was opened and men departed to their own place,
Hades. The funeral rites do not require description.

The disembodied

spirit is

not thought gener-

ally willing to depart far from the body which it
has left or the place in which it has lived but, the
body being buried, or otherwise disposed of, the
ghost proceeds to its appointed place.
There is a great difference between
(2) Hades.
the conception of the Solomon Islanders and that
of the Banks' Islanders and New Hebrides people
with regard to tlie place where the dead take up
In the Eastern Islands Hades is in
their abode.
;

—

the under world in the Solomon Islands the dead,
though there is an under world, depart to islands
and parts of islands belonging to their own group,
and from Florida they were conveyed in a ghostly
;

'

a
ship of the dead.' In all parts of
Melanesia alike the condition of the dead in these
abodes is an empty continuation of the worldly
life ; in all parts the ghostly life is not believed to
be eternal, except in so far as the native imagination has failed to follow their existence with
any measure of time. But, though the dead congregate in Hades, they still haunt and frequent
canoe,

the homes of their lifetime, are active among the
living, and, as has been shown, in the Solomon
Islands the religion of the living is mainly concerned with the worship of the dead. In these
islands the weapons, ornaments, and money of a
man of consequence are buried with him or placed
on his grave. Whether these decorate the dead
or serve his use in Hades is uncertain. It is as
when a dead man's fruit-trees are cut down, as
they say, as a mark of respect ; he ate of them,
it is said, *hile he was alive, he wUl never eat
again, and no one else shall have them.
The notion is general that the ghost does not at
first realize its position, or move with strengtli in
and this condition depends to some
its new abode
extent on the period of the decay of the body ;
when that is gone, the ghost is active. It is to
expedite this activity that in some parts the corpse
is burned.
While in a general way the ghosts of the dead
pass to their Hades above ground, there are some
which have tlieir principal abode in the sea.
Before his death a man may declare his purpose
of taking up his abode in a sea-bird or a shark,
or the dead body may be sunk into the sea and
These sea-ghosts have a great hold
not buried.
on the imagination of the natives of San Cristoval
and the adjacent islands, and were frequently
represented in their carvings and paintings. They
appear as if made up of Sshes, and fish are the
spears and arrows with which they shoot disease
into the living.
In Santa Uruz the dead, though they haunt the
villages, go into the great volcano Tamami and
In the Banks' Islands the common
pass below.
Hades has many entrances in this they have
villages in which they dwell as on earth, but in an
empty life. Tlie ghosts hang about their graves
for a time, and it is not desired that they should
remain, though at the death-feasts they have a
portion thrown for them. The great man goes
down to Panoi with his ornaments, that is, with"
an unsubstantial apjiearance of them. In the
Northern New Hebrides there are passages to
Hades at the ends of tlie islands, the northern or
southern points, by which ghosts go down, and
also return.
In Lepers' Island the descent is by a
lake which fills an ancient crater. Living persons
;

;
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in all these islands have gone down to see their
dead friends ; they have seen the houses, the
trees with red leaves, and the flowers, have heard
the songs and dances, and have been warned not

to eat the food of the ghosts.

—

There remains
(3) Revytrds and punishments.
the important question whether the condition of
is
the
the dead
afl'ected liy
character of the living
man whether the dead are happier or less happy,
in better or in worse condition, according as they
have been, in native estimation, good men or bad
;

on earth.
It cannot be said that in
(a) Solomon Islands.
these islands the moral quality of men's lives affects
their condition after death.
When the canoe of
the dead took the ghosts of Florida across to the
neighbouring island of Guadalcanar, they found a
ghost of worship, a tindalo, with a rod which he
thrust into the cartilage of their no-ses to prove
whether they were duly pierced.
Those who
passed this test had a good path which they could
follow to the abodes of the dead those who failed
had to make their way as best they could with
pain and difficulty. In Ysabel they present themselves to the master of their Hades at a pool,
across which lies the narrow trunk of a tree. 'They
show their hands those who have the mark of

—

;

;

the frigate-bird cut in them are allowed to pass ;
those who have not the mark are thrown from the
trunk into the gulf beneath andperish.
In these
(i) Banks' Islands and New Hebrides.
islands there is something which approximates to
a judgment of a moral kind. It is true that, as a
man's rank ia the world has depended very much
upon the number of the pigs he has slain for feasts,
so the ghost fares badly who has not so done his
duty by society. So in Pentecost Island, when the
ghosts leap into the sea to go below, there is a
shark waiting which will bite off the nose of a man

—

who has not

killed pigs ; and in Aurora a fierce
ready to devour the ghost of a man who has
not planted the tree that supplies material for
the mats which are so highly valued. But there
is a kind of judgment, a discrimination between
good and bad, which has a moral character, and is,
perhaps, well worthy of remark. Thus in the
Banks' Islands it was believed that there was a
good Hades and a bad. If one man had killed
another by treachery or witchcraft, he would find
himself opposed at the place of descent by the ghost
of the man whom he had wTonged ; he dreaded
the path which led to the bad place, and wandered
on the earth. If a man had been slain in fair
battle, his ghost would not withstand the ghost of
the man who slew him. The bad, they said, were
not admitted to the true Panoi, the Hades where
there ^^ere flowers, though but shadows, and the
empty semblance of social life. But who was the
It was answered,
One who killed ane\-il man ?
other without cause or by charms, a thief, a liar,
an adulterer.' Such in their Hades quarrel and are
miserable
they haunt the living and do them
what harm they can. The others, who lived as
they ought to live, abide at least in harmony in
Panoi after death.
It is very likely that these notions of something
like retribution in the under world have not
entered very deeply into the native mind, and are
not generally entertained. But that such beliefs
should have been received at all is enough to show
that their sense of right and WTong has been carried
by Melanesians into their prospect of a future state,
a view which can hardly liave faUed to have something of a religious tendency, even if it cannot be
said to prove in itself the existence of a religion
which these islanders undoubtedly possess.
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Meletian schism in Egypt. JUXiinos
(Epiplianiu.-i) or MeXlnos (Atliana.sius) was bishop
of I.ycopolis in E;4vpt, and liis dispute with Peter,

bishop of Alexanilria, led to a scliism whii:h received attention at the Council of Nica-a.
According to Athanasius

(^l/)o/. r.

Arinnos,

59),

Meletius

was condemned about ,\.l). ;<()5 or liDG, so that the
quarrel was already of long standing when the
Council assembled. The origin of it is extremely
As Hefele iioints out (Coioicils, Eng. tr.
obscure.
i. 343 H'.), there are lliree
separate accounts (1) in
documents discovered Ijy Malllei and published in
M. J. Routh, UcliquuB Sacra, Oxford, 1814-18,
iv. ; (2) in the writings of Athanasius
(3) in EpiAll these differ in their details as to the
plianius.
The lirst of the three docuorigin of the schism.
ments preserved in Kouth is a letter of certain
Christians in prison who were afterwards martyred
,

:

;

by Diocletian (Eus.

HE

viii.

10).

It is

HE

—

;

;

supposed

—

The Meletian schism

at Antioch. The importance of the disputed episcopal succession at
Antioch is due to the fact that it hindered the
2.

good understanding between the Roman and Alexandrian Churches and those Asiatic Christians
who, though at heart orthodox, were less uncompromisingly Nieene than many of the Athanasian
The dispute, which lasted for more than
party.
lifty years, ranged the great saints and Fathers

note, added by an anonyafter the martyrdom of
gone to Alexandria and

the bishop Meletiu.s had
found two discontented men, Arius and Isidore, and
proceeded to excommunicate the visitors {TrepwSevrat) appointed by Peter, who thereupon wrote
the letter wliich makes the third of our documents,
to the ]ieoplo of Alexandria, bidding tliem to avoid
all comnuinion with Meletius.
From this very
early and contemporary evidence we learn that
Meletius's otfence was that of trespassing on tlie
rights of Peter and the other bishops by conferring
orders out of his (j\vn diocese.
It is to be noticed
that these irregiilarities took pl.ace before the
Athanasius says nothing
deposition of Meletius.
about the irregular ordinations. In his AjjoIdiji/
against the. Arians (eh. 59) he gives as the cause
of the deposition of Meletius that he had been
guilty of many oliences, particularly of having
sa<'riticed to idols jvnd of having cahimniated the
bishops of Alexaiuiria, Peter, Achillas, and .\lcxander (ch. 11).
In his Letter to the Bishojis of
Ei/iipt and Libi/a he asserts (<-h. 22) that the
Meletiana were declared schisnuitics fifty-six years
before, and that the Arians thirty-six years ago
were convicted of heresy. Socrates [HE i. fl) gives
practically the same account as Athanasius, and
may, as Hefele suggests, have copied from him.
The third version of the origin of the schism, however, dillers materially from those wliich \\ c have
hitherto cimsidcred.
It is given by Epiphanius

the later years of the 4tli cent, in opposite
camps. Against St. Basil, St. Gregory of Nazianziis, St. Flavian of Antioch, and St. John
Chrysostom were opposed St. Damasus of Rome,
St. Ambrose of Milan, St. Peter of Alexandria,
and, much again.st his will, St. Athanasius himself.
The merits of the controversy are perhaps
as evenly distributed as the names on either side.
To understand it aright it is nec-essary to trace the
of

the patriarchal Church of Antioch
tlie Nieene Council.
Eustathius,
the bishoii, who had been one of the foremost
champions of the accepted creed, was the first to
sutler in its cause, being deprived of his see in a.d.
330, though not without a serious tumult in the
city, owing to the machinations of Eusebius of
CiBsarea and the conservative! faction. The see
divisions of

from the days of

'

'

Antioch was now lilled by prelates who were hostile to the Nieene formula
Eulalins, Euphronius,
Flacillus, Stephen, and Leontius, the last of whom,
by prudently concealing his real opinions on vexecl
questions, preserved jieaco till his death in 357.
lie was succeedeii by Eudoxius,
the worst of all
the Arians,' who was installed as bislioi) of Conof

—

'

Ixviii.), and printed in Kouth (iv.
105).
Meletius, .says this writer, was a i)erfectlv orthodox
Indeed, he credits him with liaving acbishop.

(Hcer.

cused Arius to Alexander, with whom Mcletiu-^,
though a .schismatical bishop, was on good terms.
The real cause of the dispute was, according
to Epiphanius, the question of the treatment

and contradicts the

LriincATURK. Besides tlie liisloriaris and -Mhaiiasius, C. J.
Hefele, A History of the Christian Councils, Kng. tr., 1.2,
Edinburgh, 1894, p. 341 ff. A. P. Stanley, Lectures on the Historn of the Eastern Church, London, 1884; H. M. Gwatkin,
Studies of Arianisrn'^, Canibrid<;:o, IDUO
H. Achelis, art.
'Meletius von Lykopolis,' in PRE-'.

that the actual writer of the letter was Phileas,
Meletius is addres.sed as a
bishop of Thmnis.
fellow-minister (comministcr, the document being
preserved in Latin), so that the schi.sm has evidently not yet begun, and he is blamed for ordaining clergy in strange dioceses, without the consent
of his fellow-bishops or even of Peter of Alexandria.

The second document is a
mous hand, to say that

Ei'ljOianius's account, as Hefele

the severe disciplinarians.
Epiphanius had, moreover, special knowledge of the Meletians from their
schism having spread to his native jiliice, Eleu(hcropolis.
Perhaps because of his doctrinal orthodi).\y, Meletius and his party were treated very
It may be that
leniently by the Council of Nic;ea.
canon 6, affirming the authority of the bishop of
was
directed
them
but in the
Alexandria,
;
against
synodal letter (Soc. LIE i. 9) Meletius was not permitted to ord.ain or a]i]point clerics any more, and
those whom he had ordained were to be admitted to
the Churc'li (^uiwr-xur^^;! x;cipoTo»'(y) and to rank below
the clergy ordained by Peter and his successors.
.\th.anasius was much troubled by those schisnuitics who joined his opponents ; and from their
ranks came Idt bitter enemies, the priest Ischyras,
Arsenius, and many others. Athanasius bitterly
regretted tlie decision of Nica>a in this matter
(Apol. c. Ariatios, 71 f., where a list of the followers
of Meletius is given).
The schism lasted down to
the middle of the 5th century (.Soc.
i. 8).

were two Meletian
schisms, earh liaviiij; con.siderable inilueiice on the
fortunes of the Arian controversy.
The earlier
took its name from the Meletius wlio was bishiip
of Lycopolis ill Egj'pt
tlie later from the Meletius
who was consecrated bishop of Antioch in a.d.
360.

But

full of inac( nracies,

earliest evidence, as wlicu, cij., he makes Meletius
a fellow-prisoner with Peter. IJut he may have
been correct as to thu underlying cause of the
schism, Meletius being, like Novatian at Koine
and the Donatists in .Vfrica, the representative of

the }Iead'IImtt<:rSy Solomon
Romilly, The Hi sffrn Pacific

Islands, /ijn-ii, do. 1890 ; H. H.
Sew Uitinfa, do. 18S0 H. B. Gwppy, The Solomon
Islands and their ifatives. do. 1887; R. H. Codringrtou, The
ilelantnians : their Anthropolmjy and Folklore, (.)xford, LS-.H.

ttt\d

is

'

It now became necessarj'
stantinople in A.D. 360.
to provide a successor at Antioch, and Meletius
was chosen, being siipjiosed to he a man of peace
in accord with the iiarty in power (F. ('avallcra,
Le Srhlsmc d' Antiochc, p. 72, note). In his sermon, however, on Pr 8-- he declared himself on
the side of tlie Nicenes (Epijih. //ct/-. Ixxiii.),
and was at cmce deposed and exiled, and Euzoi'us
put in his place. Thus Meletius, once the Arian
Since
nominee, had become a Catholic confessor.
the deposition of Eustathius, the faithful Nieene
remnant had remained apart under the care of the

MEMORY
priest Paulinus, and did not enjoy tlie prospect
of communicating with the followers of Meletius,
who, unlike tlieni, had not borne the biirden of tlie
contest.
The party of Paulinus, however, was

—

not considerable perhaps its insignificance induced
Euzoius, who is said to have had a regard for its
leader, to allow it the use of a small church.
Meletius's party, on the other hand, was numerous
and increasing owing to the popularity of the
bishop, and it seemed probable that under him
the Catholics would ultimately be united. In 362
Athanasius held the small but important Council

Alexandria (see Arianism, vol. i. p. 780). A
synodal letter, the Tomus ad Antiochenos, was sent
to Antioch by the hands of the bishop Eusebius of
but on
Vercelli, who had attended the Council
his arrival he found that his companion in exile,
had
taken
Lucifer, bishop of Caliaris in Sardinia,
upon himself to consecrate Paulinus bishop of the
old Nicene party at Antioch. As far as Antioch was
concerned, the schism was unimportant. Meletius
was universally beloved, and his moderation in
regard to the points at issue in the controversy
was more in consonance with Asiatic and Syrian
Christianity than the uncompromising attitude of
Alexandria and the West. Nor was Athanasius
averse to a settlement, which let bj'gones be bygones, and allowed the good work done by Hilary
of Poietiers in reconciling the bishops of Asia
Alinor to the Nicene Creed to bear fruit. But, not
wishing to disavow Lucifer, the bishop of Alexandria recognized Paulinus, as did also the Roman
see.
The dispute had now reached a stage at
which principles were involved not unlike those
which made the unhappy Donatist schism so incurable in Africa the difference being that the
Donatists [q.i\) rejected bishops who had been
unfaithful in regard to heathenism, and the Eustathians of Antioch those who had once been
infected with heresy.
The Koman see under
Damasus declared unhesitatingly for Paulinus ; but
throughout the East Meletius was regarded as the
champion of orthodoxy and he was a sufferer
under Valens for his adherence to the Nicene
Creed.
The Cappadocian fathers, Basil and the
two Gregorys, were devoted to Meletius, and John
Chrysostom belonged to his church and was first
ordained reader and afterwards deacon by him.
The schism at Antioch embittered the life of St.
Basil, who in vain appealed to Athanasius to recognize Meletius, and was seriously troubled by
the uncompromising support which Damasus gave
to Paulinus. Things ^^ ere further complicated by
Apollinaris, the famous bishop of Laodicea, who,
though condemned for his erroneous opinions, is recognized not only as a defender of Nicene theology,
but also as one of the profoundest thinkers of his
time (see Apollinaeism). Among his friends was
the presbyter Vitalius, who had been made priest
by ileletius, but was ultimately consecrated by
Apollinaris as rival bishop to Paulinus (c. 375).
Thus, including the Arians, the Church of Antioch
was now divided into four parties, the three Nicene
bishops being Meletius, Paulinus, and Vitalius.
Strangely enough, not a shadow of suspicion rested
on any one of these three rivals in regard to
character.
Meletius and Paulinus were both recognized as saints, while, despite the suspicious
orthodoxy of his consecrator, Vitalius was highly
respected by the most honoured chm-chmen of the
day. Some hope of ending the schism was given
when the six leading presbyters of the Church
agreed to recognize either Meletius or Paulinus,
If one survived the otiier.
In 381 Meletius was
at Constantinople, taking a leading part in the
Second General Council.
This Council was
destined to affirm the creed of Niciea and reunite
the Church, though it proved unable to bring
of

;

—

;
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peace to the distracted community at Antioch.
Meletius died during the Council and, for some
unexplained reason, Flavian, one of the six presbyters whc had agreed to recognize Paulinus if he
survived, consented to be consecrated successor to
Meletius.
His action appears on the face of it indefensible but, as he proved a remarkably saintly
bishop, there may be some extenuating circumstances for his conduct of which we are not aware.
The appointment of Flavian was one of the reasons
for the Roman see's regarding the Council of ConPaulinus was supstantinople \^ith disfavour.
ported by the bishops of Egypt, Cj'prus, and
Arabia, whilst Palestine, Syria, and Phoenicia adhered to Flavian. Theodosius recognized Flavian,
and, when the serious att'air of the statues was
causing anxiety in the city, it was he as its bishop
who pleaded the cause of the people at Constantinople (A.D. 387). Paulinus died in 388 and before
Ids death he consecrated Evagiius in his place
a most uncanonical proceeding. The Westerners
seem to have supported the claims of Evagrius,
and Ambrose urged Theodosius to compel Flavian
to come to Italy and submit his claims to the
decision of the Church there
Theophilus of
Alexandria was naturally opposed to him, as
were Epiphanius and Jerome.
When, however,
Evagrius died, no rival bishop was consecrated.
On Chiysostom's appointment to Constantinople
(398) he managed to heal the schism so far as
Alexandria and Rome were concerned and Flavian
placed the names of his two rivals Paulinus and
The
Evagrius on the diptychs of the Church.
Eustathians continued to held separate meetings
till the time of Alexander (41-1-415), who healed
the schism by an act of Christian courtesy, visiting
the Eustathian church on Easter day and being
accorded a hearty welcome by the congregation.
The schism was finally ended when Kalandion,
patriarch of Antioch (481-485), brought back the
relics of Eustathius. The schism of Antioch would
be no more than a somewhat dull chapter in ecclesiastical history were it not for the underlying
causes, indispensable for the right understanding
of the intricate questions which make the religious
divisions of the East so complicated.
As has been
indicated, there was a singular absence of bad feelhear
ing and, we may add, of bad motives.
nothing of the disorder and even crimes which
mark the course of the Donatist schism. But
throughout we can see how incompatible were the
ideals of the great patriarchates of Rome and
Egypt with those of the East. Meletius, Flavian,
.John
Chrysostom, and Nestorius, the great Antiochenes, all felt the encroachments of the bishop of
Alexandria supported except in the case of Chrysostom by Rome. What has been called the
Meletian schism was a foreshadowing of troubles
to come which rent the Church asunder, and It is
a phase in the long struggle between the rival
theologies of Alexandria and Antioch, which dates
from the days of Origen.
;

;

—

;

;

—

—

;

We

—

—

LiTERATCRE.— Eusebius, Vita Const, iii, 59-62
Rufiiius,
Philostorgius, Z/iTv. Socrates. HEn.-\i. Sozomen,
Theodoret, HE ii.-v. Epiphanius, £I(er. Ixxiii.
Basil, £/>/<. 66, 120, 214, 2f.s; Ambrose, ipp. 12-14,66; Jerome,
Ejtp. 15, 16; Greg. Naz., i> 240, Carm. n. ii. 1614-1624;
Chrysostom, Pan^rgyric^ on Meletius and Eustathius ; C. J.
;

UEi.

;

;

HE iv.-\i.

;

;

;

;

Hefele, Bist. of the Councils of the Church, Eng. tr., ii.*,
Edinburgh, 1896, pp. 276, 27S, 348, 378, etc. H. M. Gwatkin,
Studies of Arianism'^, Cambridge, 1900, p. 21111.; A. Harnack, LehrOuch der Dxiiutengeschichtc^, Leipzig, 1S94, Eng. tr.,
nist. of Doqma, London, 1894-90, iv. (esp. p. 89 fF.); F.
Cavallera, Le Schisme d'Antioch^, iV si^cle. Pans, 1905.
;
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F. J.

Use

Foakes-Jackson.

—

of the term.
(a) The
term memory can be used in a wide biological
sense to signify retention of the efl'ects of stimulation.
In this sense it is regarded by some writers
as a fundamMital attribute of living matter a view
'

I.

'

—
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which was put fuiward bv Ewalil Ilding in 1S70,
a paper read before tlie Imperial Academy of

portrays the relation of body to soul
each may
enter into the service of the other.
'The lio.lily memory, made up of the sum o( the sensori;

in

Science at Vienna, ' On
Memory as tlie Universal
Function of Or^-anized Matter.
Wherever there
is life with growth and
development, tliere memory
must bo predicated, since each new process is the
outcome of the old and implies its retention.
Memory is a (acuity not only o( our conscious statce, but also,
and much more so, of our unconscious ones.
Our i<lfas do not
.

.

.

exist continuously as ideas ; whot is continuous ia the
special
disposUiou of nerve substance in virtue of which this substance

out to-day the same sound which it ;;avc yesterday, if it
.
Tlie reproductions of or^iiicproce'iscs,
proi>erly struck.
brouglit about by means of the memory of the nervous svsleni,
enter but partly within the domain of consciousness,
reniaining
unperceived in other and not less important respects.
.
The memory of the so-called sympathetic ganglionic system is
no less rich than that of the brain and spinal marrow. ... A
nmscle becomes stron^-er the more we use it.
Alter each
individual action it becomes more
capable, more disposed
towards the same kind of work, and has a greater aptitude for
repetition of the same organic processes.
It gains also in
weight, for it assimilates njore matter than when constantly at
rest.
We have here
the same jiower of reproduction
which we encountered when we were dealing with nerve substance. .
This growtli and multiplication of cells is onlv a
special phase of those manifold (unctions which characterize
organized matter. .
Reproduction of performance, therefore,
manifests it-scK to us as reproduction o( the cells themselves, as
may be seen most plainly in the case of plants, whose chie(
work consists in growth, whereas with animal organism other
(acuities greatly preponderate.' i
irives
IS

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Hering states the doctrine of the heredity of
acquired characteristics with great simplicity.

We have ample eridenca o( the (act that characteristics o(
an organism may descend to
which the organism did
offspring
not inherit, but which it acquired owing to the special circum.
stances under which it lived.
What is the descent o(
special peculiarities but a reproduction on the part o( organized
matter of processes in which it once took part as a germ in the
germ-containing organs o( its parent, and ol which it seems
still to retain a recollection that
reappears when time and

motor pystcniB organized by

habit,

then a quasi-insUnlaneous

is

memory to which the
... the memory of

true memory of the past serves as bnse
the past oflers to th« sensorimotor
mechanisms all the recollections capable of
guiding llieiu in
their task and of giving to the motor reaction the direction
suggested by the lessons ol experience.
.
But, on the other
hand, the sensorimotor apparatus (urnish to ineffective, that
18 unconscious,
memories, the means ol taking on a body, ot
materializing themselves, in short, ol becoming present. For,
that a recollection should reappear in
consciousness, it is
necessary tliat it should descend Irom the heights ol pure
memory down to the precise point where aelivn is takine
•
1
.

.

place.'

James Ward would subscribe to the biological
doctrine of memory, but finds it
meaningless save
as interpreted in terms of the
psychological.
'Nay, the bare term "retention"

itsell,

and

all

cognate

"
"
trace "or
terms, such as
residuum," are meaningless unless
some present circumstance can be related to the past thus
they presuppose memory. The analogy o( inscribed records is
;

a lavouritc resort ol those

memory by
1/Ocke, (or

who

physical imagery

example.

;

strive to elucidate the nature ol
we find it again and again in

Suih an analogy

is

about on a par with

that between the \\ e and a telescope— the one is a natural, the
other an artilicial, organ or instrument ol vision ; but neither
will explain seeing as a
'Records or
psychological (act.'»
memoranda alone are not memory, (or thev presuppose it.
They may consist o( physical traces but uieiuorv, even when
the mnemic theory
called" unconscious," suggests mind . .
then, il it is to be worth an\ thing, seems to me clearly to require
not merely physical records or " engrams," but
living experience
or tradition.' 3
;

;

.

'

.

.

.

occasion serve? '3

For Hering the marvels of instinct are but the
marvels of habit handed on from generation to
generation.

He who

marvels at the

with which the spider weaves
learn her art all
on a sudden, but that innumerable generations o(
spiders
acquired it toilsomely and step by step." 3
her

web should bear

in

skill

mind that she did not

Samuel Butler, in Life and Habit (1877), set
same doctrine, although he was at that

forth the

time ignorant of Bering's paper. Into a later
book, entitled Unconscious Memory, he incorporated a translation of the German lecture.
At the present day a similar view of memory is
presented by such biologists as Francis Darwin,
R. Semon, and H. S. Jennings. It should be
noticed that in such a biological doctrine of
memory
there is no neces.sary reference to consciousness.
The structural development and behaviour of plants
and animals may testify to memory in this wide
sense without thereby giving evidence of consciousness.
(6) la a psychological use of the term such a
reference is essential. As generally understood in
psychology, memory denotes the retention of experience, and its subsequent reproduction with the
consciousness that it belongs to the past. To remember is to refer back. The distinction between
memory as a conscious experience and memory as
a biological fact has been
einph.asized by II. Bergsoii
in his distinction between the
memory which

and
imbues
habits

bodUy

the
are

memory which repeats. All our
memory in the latter sense, but

not necessarily in the former.
Acquired skill implies practice with the retention ot
past progress,
but in the exercise of .'!kill there need not be

any
whereby

conscious reference to those past exercises
this skill was acquired.
Both forms of memoiv
mav be combined when performed habit or acquired
skill is guided on
any occasion by a conscious reference back to past ellbrts, successes, and failures.
For I!crgson the relation of the two forms of
memoryAp. 8. Butler, Uncomdmia Uemory, pp. 109, 116, 117 (.
'

'

on psychiatry, such as Morton Prince, S. Freud,
and C. G. Jung, use the term memory for the inliuence of past on present experience, whether the
subject is conscious of such influence or not.
When we conceive ol memory as a process we have in mind
'

pp. 113, 122.

» lb.
p. 129.

'

*

the whole mechanism throughlihe working of \Oiich this
past
experience is registered, conserved and reproduced, whether
such reproduction be in consciousness or below the surlace ol
consciousness.'*

In this sense all perception and all behaviour involve memory. Not only so, but these writers
would include in their reference past experience of
which the individual took no conscious note.
Sensations received, and actions performed, with
no consciousness of their occurrence, are said to be
remembered and to be of great importance in
determining future experience.
(rf) As iLsually interpreted, memory belongs to
cognition, but, inasmuch as all experience cannot
be reduced to processes of
co^ition, so, it may be
urged, neither can the retention and reproduction
ot"
experience. Such a theory requires that the
emotional aspect of experience, feeling-tone, and
conation be reproduced in memory as emotion, as
feeling-tone, and as conation. Just as these aspects
of consciousness are never
experienced alone 'in
abstracto but always in a concrete whole of experience, so they will never be reproduced 'in abstracto,'
but in a concrete whole with an idea or with an
object of sense-perception in this or that action.
In this article memory will be treated as
implying
the retention of past experience and the explicit
of
such
in
the
form of
reproduction
experience
'

ideas.

—

2. Reproduction of ideas.
It is a disputed point
whether ideas of jiast experience ever arise spontaneously in consciousness or are always suggested
by the datum of present consciousness. Evidence
in favour of the former view is found in the experimental work of G. E. Miiller and F. Schumann,
A. Binet, and other experimental psychologists.
1

2

'

/''.

'

(c)
Memory may be used to denote the retention of past experience without reference to the
explicit reproduction of such experience.
The
essential dill'erence of this use of the term from
the biological use lies in the word
'experience'
with its implication of mental processes. Writers

3

*

Bergson, ilatUr and Memory, p. 197.
Ward, yaluraiient and Agiutgtieisin^, Ixtndon,
Ward, JUrrfdity and Memory, p. 661.
Morton I'rince, The Uneonsciotu, p. 2.

190S,

il.

167.

ft
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latter view certainly represents the coniiiioner
form of memory. The attempt to classify the relation in which the suggested idea stood to the
present consciousness gave rise to tlie laws of
'

association.' The types of relationship, contiguity
in time and place, similarity and contrast, were
erected into principles of explanation. The present
datum X was said to suggest the past experience y
because previously x and y had been contiguous in

time or place, or because they were similar, or,
again, because they contrasted three very diH'erent

—

lines of explanation (see art. A.';80ciation'). Modern
writers seek to find an explanation for thi.s association of past and present in the direct and indirect
connexions of experience brought about through
our purposeful activities. Association is but a
special form of the bonds existing between different
moments of experience in virtue of the organization
Direct or indirect
of experience into systems.
participation in some common system or whole
which enables a
of
union
constitutes the bond

datum to suggest past experience. The
laws for the organization of experience, for the
formation of spatial wholes, temporal wholes, trains
of perception, trains of ideas, systems of conduct,
are the ultimate principles of association. The
conditions which determine the actual line of
association followed on any given occasion are of
two kinds those which relate to the whole in
which the present datum and a particular past expresent

—

perience participate, and those which relate to the
special circumstances of the present moment of
suggestion.

A whole which is closely organized will form a
stronger basis for association than one which is
loosely organized or which lacks a definite principle.
whole which has occuiTed repeatedly or recently
is more influential than one which is of rare or long
past occurrence. Experimental investigations have
served to demonstrate the efficacy of close organization, intrinsic interest, repetition, and recency in
determining suggestion. As illustrative of the influence of close organization one may cite H. EbbingThe only
haus's work with nonsense syllables.
principle for organization was the spatial arrangement and time sequence of a string of syllables
memorized by reade.g., duk, lU, bap, pom, etc.
ing aloud. Any interference with the spatial and
temporal organization of the series rendered rememorizing of the same syllables slower, and the
difficulty of rememorizing the syllables was in proportion to the degree to which the original spatial
As
and temporal organization was disturbed.
compared with a whole which has meaning e.g.,
a passage of prose or verse these strings of nonsense syllables are more dilliciilt to memorize, a
fact which illustrates the influence of an intrinsic
The work of
interest as a basis of organization.
L. Stefl'ens and P. Ephrussi has emphasized the importance of attention with respect to tlie basis of

A

—

—

—

—

It has proved more economical to
memorize material by repeating it as a whole than
to memorize it piecemeal, provided the material is
such as can be attended to without undue difficulty.

organization.

Continuity of interest is preserved bj' this so-called
'global' method, whereas it is destroyed by the
or piecemeal
artificial sections of the
partial
learning. The value of rhythm in organizing a
sequence of experiences has been shown by Miiller
and Schumann, and is a commonplace of school
'

'

The

influence of rejjetition in renderpractice.
ing suggestion certain and swift is illustrated l)y
Miiller and Schumann's researches.
Experimentnl
work by Miiller and A. Pilzecker demonstrated
the effect of recency in determining which of
two possibls lines of association suggestion should
follow.

Of the conditions relating to the moment

of
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—

the
suggestion, two seem to be predominant
emotional attitude of the individual, and the trend
of his ideas.
The influence of the first on the line
of association is demonstrated by the emotional
congruity between the attitude of the present and
that of the experience recalled ; in a Micawber-like

mood we

and

only ambitions
of the trend
of present consciousness has been sliown in much
recent work. An investigation by H. J. Watt
brought out the control over association exercised
by the Aitfgabc, or task, before the mind at the
moment. On the relevance or irrelevance of the
reproduced idea depends very largely the serviceableness of our memory in any given difficulty.
Appositeness for the purpose of the present moment,
for what W. James termed the topic of the stream
of thought, will give one line of association the
advantage over another.
question which has become important for
jisychology is dissociation. Some writers hold that,
just as experience becomes organized into wholes
and these wholes are interrelated one with another
in still larger organizations, so also there takes place
the opposite process, viz. dissociation. Through
dissociation certain episodes of past experience or
certain aspects of that experience drop out of a
given organization ; such episodes cannot then be
reproduced ; no suggestion of normal consciousness
can connect itself with the dissociated contents of
past experience. The theory is of great importance
to psychopathology in its bearing on the amnesia
of hypnosis and hysteria and on multiple personThe process whereby the insulation of nonality.
suggestible memories is brought about is described
Dissociation ia
differently by different writers.
the line of description followed by Morton Prince
repression (without the implication of dissociation)
in virtue of .some pain value i.s the line of description followed by the Freudian school.
3. Obliviscence and reminiscence.— The failure
of reproduction, whatever may be the view taken
as to disintegration, is by no means the same
forget failures

and achievements.

recall

The importance

'

'

A

;

psychical fact as failure of retention inability to
recall does not in itself pro^e obliviscence or the
decay of past experience. Whether there can be
total obliviscence, whether any experience can
cease to be influential in mental life, may be open
to dispute.
Certainly it would seem that many
experiences cease to be retained as explicit ideas.
In the absence of any interest to organize items of
experience obliviscence would be the natural fading
out of processes which had fulfilled their function.
;

Ebbinghaus's experiments with nonsense syllables,
already referred to, furnished a typical curve of
the rate of forgetting such items. The principle
of organization was mere spatial and temporal
contiguity no interest gave value to the series of
syllables or rendered one sjdlable of greater worth
tlian another.
Ebbinghaus's curve shows that
after an interval of twenty minutes 41 '8 per cent
;

of
of

any series learnt was forgotten, after an interval
an hour 55 '8 per cent was forgotten, after

twenty-four hours 663 per cent, after six days 74 -6
per cent, after thirty-one days 789 per cent. The
fading away of the processes is rapid at first and
very gradual afterwards. Experimental work, however, would also seem to indicate that experience
does not necessarily begin to fade from the moment
when it ceases to be present experience. On the
contrary, there is a certain amount of evidence
that processes ripen or mature, the reproduction
of past experience being clearer or fuller after
some short lapse of time than immediately after
the original occurrence. Some of the experimental
work of A. Jost suggested this, and recent work
with school-children has brought out the same
feature.
Thus, if the amount of ballad poetry
'

'
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whicli cliiUircn nfred 12 can loiiroiluce correctly imthe
mediately after learning be reiuesented by 100,

rejirodnce forty-eight hours
A
later without any further learnin" will be 110.
similar increase in content reproduced is found in
other kinds of scliool material. In the case of nonsense syllables, althoiigh forty-eight hours later

amount which they can

not
syllables can be reproduced which have
been remembered immediately after learning, the
This tendency
totAl amount reproduced is less.
for reminiscence,' as it has been termed, is more
marked in children than in adults. The greater
organization of adult consciousness would enable

some
'

to attain its full v.alue and a.ssociation speedily, and, when reproduced, it is already

any experience

developed, and henceforward decay ratlier than
growth will be its life-history. In the case of the
less organized experience of the child it maj' well
be otherwi.se. The meaning and association of an

experience would develop more slowly, ami miglit

he incomplete when the demand for reproduction
followed at once uiion its first reception.
4. Function of imagery.— Paist experience reproduced as ideas depends very largely upon imagery.
Imagery is of the same character as sense experience—visual, auditory, tactual, motor, etc. P'rancis Gallon proposed grouping individuals into
classes according to the kind of imagery used in

—
reproduction

e.g., an audile, one who reproduced
experience in terms of auditorj' imagery,
East
card words descriptive of the facts recalled. Most
people were said to belong to a mixed type, i.e. to
use all varieties of imagery. It would seem, however, that the kind of imagery nsed, even Ijy a socalled audile or a visualizer, depends very
largely
upon the idea reproduced and tlie purpose tor whicli
The fragmentary character of
it is reproduced.
images, their instability and lack of localization
as compared with sense presentations, has always
been recognized. The schematic and symbolic
character of imagery with respect to the idea fur
which it stands has received more attention in
The function of imagery would
recent research.
seem to be to jirovide a focus for attention, and

thereby to give clearness and definiteness to ideas.
It has been noticed that, where the process of reproduction takes place with ditficulty or where a
train of ideas develops slowly, there the presence
of imagery is marked, and the imagery seems
indispensable to the realization of the ideas in
Whore, on the other hand, ideas are
question.
reproduced easilv or a train of ideas develops
familiar in its character, there imagery
is sketchy and in some cases scarcely recognizable.
The question lias been raised whether reproduction
is possible without imagery, without even the
symbolic imagery of words standing for the ideas
reproduced. Here, as in so many other p.s3cho

rapidly or

is

no dogmatic, answer is possible
the present state of knowledge. There is much
patient research in connexion with the question,
and from it there should arise a clearer conception
of the problem and of its solution.
On the develoiiment of memory and memory
training see art. l)i:VKi.0PMn:NT (MJental).
LrriiRiTi'Ri!.— S. Butler, UncmscUma Memory, London,
1880; J. Ward, HeralUji and Mci/wry, Cambridge, 1913; H.
H.
Ber^son, Maitrr and Memorn, V.w^i. tr., London. 1911
Pi^ron, Eoolution rf-? la m^moire, I'aris, I'.UO; Morton Prince,
logical problems,
in

;

Tht Uncnnsciniig,

New

York, 1914

S. Freud,

;

Tl''-

ratholoriy

H. Ebbinghaus,
Life, Eng. tr., liOnrton, 1914
vbrr dnsi (icdachtiiiit, Leipzig, 188.'j E. Meuniann, t}h>jumtlr
unii Technik dea Geditchtninseg, do. 1908 ; G. F. Stout, Blanvnl
ofPsychotntiya, I/>nrton, 1913, lik. iv. ch. lii. : H. J. Watt, The
Economy and Training 0/ Mfmory, do. 190!'.
of Kvtryitay

;

:
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tendency of Hebrew imagery
to personify abstract powers, .such as sin, sbcol,
wisdom, is evident also in the manner in whi(-h the
divine wonl or speech is represented in poetry and

elevated language, (iod's liat by whicli creation
came into being and continues to exist is sjiokeu of
as emanating from Him to execute His will.
By
the word of .lahweli 'were the heavens made'
He sendcth his word, and healeth them
(I's 33').
In Is 55 the word proceeding from God's
(107"°).
moutii assumes form and accomplishes His will
In the Apocryiiha also
as His plenipotentiary.
we meet witli a few instances where the word
stands for God
It was the word that descended on the offspring of the fallen
it entered
nti^els to pierce them with the sword {Jub. 6U)
'

'

:

;

.Abraham's heart (12"); it slew the first-bom in Egypt:
'thine all-powerful word leaped from heaven out of the royal
throne' (Wis ISiS).

But, while these instances are of rare occurrence

Targumim^though nowhere

in the

else in

—

Jewish

post-Biblical literature the word is already hyposThe Aram.
tatized under the form of Memra.
memar, eniph. slate mvmru, from' emar, to speak,'
a word,' without
signifies, like X67o!, from Xiytiv,
'

of 'reason' connoted by
about 180 times in the Onljelos
Targum, 100 times in the so-called Jerusalem
Targum, and 320 times in the pseudo-Jonathan (in
the last two also i<"!i3i) for God.
It stands either in the const, state—e.3., On 15« He believed
tlie

additional

meaning

It occi^rs

\6yos.

'

Jahweh' (Onlj. renders in the MC-nira of Jahweh '), Ex 19"
Moses brought forth the people before the MOmra of Jahweh
(in Jonathan 'before the .Sh-khinah '), Nn 23-1 'The Memra
'

in

'

*

of

Jahweh

their Gotl

their king

is

is

and the Sh^khiniih

their support,

among them

'

—or

with suffixes

'
:

It

of

a sign

is

between my Slenira and you (Ex 31") "This Memra is a consuming fire" (lit 93) 'I will shield thee with my Memra until
I have passed by
(Ex 3322). it was employed by the Targumista in the place of God wherever anthroiwniorpiiisms, anthroor
any act inconsistent with the nature of a tranpopathisms,
scendent God, are predicated. Thus, By my Mcnira I have
founded the earth, and by iny strength I have hung up the
heavens (Is 4S1^). The mouth of Jahweh becomes the Memra
of Jahweh (Gn 3'- •»). The Israelites said
Behold, Jahweh our
Godhasshownnshis":lory (ikara), andhisgreatne.-is, and we have
htard the voice of his MSmr.a (Dt 624). u is His Memia that
for
r<
-pcnts (On 6'' et<-.); God swears by His Memra (Nu
nivsake' is rendered for the sake of my Memra' (Is48il). The
Memra gave the Law (Ex 20). 'These are the st.atutes
which Jahweh made between his Memra and the children of
Israel' (L\ 2641). The Memra accomplished the exodus from
'Jahweh thv God, his Memra, is thy
Etrvpt (Ex 312, et«.).
land of EgjTt (Dt 20'). Isaiah
lielp who brought thee out of the
of
the
Sh'khinah of the King of the worlds
saw the glory
Jahweh S'lih.aoth' (Is G'), and then heard 'the voice of the
'

;

'

;

'

*

'

'

:

'

W)

'

;

'

.

.

.

'

'

Memra

'

(ti-t).

Tlie above are only a few typical passages of the
use of the Memra (for an exhaustive list see F.
\Veber, Jiidisrhe Tkcoloqie, Leipzig, 1897, p. 180
A. Edersheim, Life anil Times of Jesus*, London,
1887, ii. 659 H'. ; he was followed by W. Fair;

weather in HDIi v. 284). ^ATiat, then, did the
Targumists understand by the Memra ? A cursory

glance at the Aramaic version will be necessary
before

we answer

this question.

The demand

for

a version in the Aramaic vernacular by the relumed
it is
exiles must have been supplied very early
ilillicult to say how far back we are to place the
institution of the office of tlie ISMliurg'man ('Dragoman,' 'Interpreter'), who rendered into the
\ernacular each verse of the Law and each three
verses of the I'rophets, as they were read publicly
in the synagogue (of. tlie office of the'E/j/n')''fi'r'i5 in
(he e.'irly Christian communities). The frequent
have produced a stereotyped verii>pctitii)"n must
The exclamaliim of Christ on tlic Cross in
sion.
the Aramaic of Ps 22' indicates that the Bible was
familiar to Him in that language and St. Paul's
68" in Kph 4" is more in accordance
i|iiotation of Ps
with the Targum than with our Mas. Text or the
A written Targum on Job existed at the
I. XX.
Although neither
time of Gamaliel (Shab. \l5a).
Origen nor Jerome mentions the existence of a
Targum, that of Onkelos had already at that time
the posit iim of a kind of aiilhorized version.
;

;

*R. Jehudah says, whosoever (ransiOants a verse (of the
the text, and whosoever ad<ls
Bible) 08 it stands misrepreseiils
I/el him render it in accordance » ith oiii
to it 18 a lilas(>heincr.

Tnrijum' (Kid.

49a).

MEN, THE
Jewish scholars agree that tliis refers to Onlselos
Maimonides, in Yad, tshuth viii. 4 see also
L. Zunz, Gottesdicnstlichc
Vortrage', Frankfort,
The aim of the version was to give
1892, ch. v.).
a correct rendering of the text. Where he diHurs
from the original he does so in favour of the
Halakha and popular usages
(e.g.,

;

:

Ex

2319 342J, Dt. 1421 are rendered Ye shall nnt eat flesh with
'
the fruit of the goodly tree (I,v 23-"i) is already called
'The Passover shall be eaten in 07ic assembly' (Heh.
clhrdg.
one house ') (Ex 12J6) iu accordance ivith Pesalf. 86a.

milk

'

'

'

;

It is obvious that the version was intended to
embody Palestinian theologj' for popular use, and
deviation from the original in the case of the names
and acts of God was to guard against misconception of the nature and irreverent usage of the name
of God.
find, accordingly, the divine iinity
insisted on
Elohim with a plural predicate is rendered in the siufrular
(On 36") Dt 435 ig translated to know that Jahweh is God,
there is none beside him
Who is like nnto thee among the
gods?' (Ex 1511) becomes 'xhere is none beside thee. Thou art
Oofl
so ISii 'Jahweh is great, and there is no other God.'

We
:

'

;

'

'

;

'

;

Jahweh may not even be contrasted with other
gods. Not even may the term god be applied to
'

'

other divinities.
They are
(31S2); 'he

either ' errors,'

'

'

'

'

abominations (Gn 355), or terrors
brought him up to the high place of his terror'

(Heb. Baar)(Nu22Ji).

To avoid contrasting God with man or ascribing
the same action to both, Oiikelos would introduce
a paraphrase
They believed in the Memra of
Jahweh and in the prophecy of Moses' (E.\ 14''),
the people murmured against the Memra of
Jahweh and strove with Moses' (Nu 21'-') or the
construction would be changed into the passive
Let it not be spoken to us from before Jahweh
(Ex 20'"). The same construction is employed when
human actions and passions are ascribed to God
'

:

'

;

:

'

'

:

"The voice

was heard before God' (On 21"); 'the
labour of my hands is revealed before God (Sl^a)
it is revealed
before me' (Heb. 'I know') (Ex 319); a Memar from before
Jahweh came to Abimelech (On 203)
Balaam met with a Memar
from before Jahweh' (Nu 233.4). This construction explains
Onljelos's rendft-ing of Dt 332^, which accidentally resembles
Jn 110 By his word the world was created.' In the plane of
of the lad

'

'

;

'

;

'

D71V nini, 'the everlasting arms,' he reads, like the Peshifta
version, oSiyn yil 'he (the Memra) sowed ( = created) the
world,' which in the passive assumed the above rendering.

It is evident that a version made under the influence of rigid uncompromising monotheism and
accepted as embodying Rabbinic theology would
avoid the assumption of an intermediate being
distinct from ("!od.
To compare the Memra with
Philo's Logos would credit the Targumists with
more theosophy than they otherwise claim, and it
would be also unaccountable why only this term
and nothing more of Philonic exegesis and mysticism should have found its way into the Targums.
Its use in all the Targums rather warrants the
assumption that its adoption is older than the
Alexandrian Logos. We are inclined to think that
it was introduced by the
M'thurgi^manlm when the
name IHVH ceased to be pronounced and Ijefore
Adonai was substituted, some time during the
Persian period. The Memra, therefore, is the deity
revealed in its activity, just as the Sh''khlnah and
Ikara represent the divine majesty and glory. The
term is based on Gn V, emphasizing the fact that
the world came into being by divine command.
Onkelos uses Memra when speaking of human
authority
The Memar of Pharaoh (Heb. the mouth of Pharaoh ')
(Gn 4521); 'he does not receive our Memra' (Heb. 'will not
:

'

'

'

obey our \ oice ') (Dt 2120).
Liter ATCRE,— Resides the works referred to in the art. see./ 7?,
art. 'Memra'; S. D. Luzzatto, I'hitmrnvs, Vienna, 1830;
W. Bousset, Die Religinn des Judentums im neute&tamenU.
Zeitalter-, Berlin, 1906, p. 399.

MEN,

THE. — In

A. E. SUFFBIN.

the Gaelic-speaking portion

of .Seotl.ind 'the Men' were for about twn centuries the ieo<ignized leaders of
religious thought,
anil the jiopnUir
representatives of spiritual and
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They were called the Men
because they were laymen, and not ministers.
The circumstances in which they arose varied in
different districts
the causes to which they owed
their origin admit of little doubt.
Ill the
reign of James VI., Robert Bruce, the eminentEdiuburgh preacher, was banished to Inverness.
In aletter, written in Feb. 1613, to Sir James
Semple,
the laird of Belvise, the exiled minister
says

'

'

evangelical worship.

;

:

'It his Hieness wold comni.'ind nie to the scaffold. I have
a good conscience to obey him, and it wold be more welcome
to me nor this lingering death tliat I am in
(D. Calderwood,
Hist, of the Kirk of Scotland, Edinburgh,
1842-49, vii. 183).
'

The lingering death which Bruce deplored resulted in the establishment in Inverness of
meetings
for prayer and fellowship, and in the
gathering
together of bands of godly men whose influence
continued to mould the religious life of the Highlands for many generations.
After the restitution and re-establishment of
Episcopacy in Scotland in 1662, nearly 300 ministers
relinquished tlieir livings, and their places were
filled in the
number of parishes by minigreater
sters who did not possess the confidence of the
In the more populous districts of the
people.
South, the unity of the people, and their devotion
to Presbyteriaiiism, enabled them to maintain
their religious zeal by means of 'conventicles,'
meetings for purposes of worship held in despite of
the law. In the North a number of the ministers
readily turned Episcopalian, and retained their
The people were less devoted to Presbylivings.
terianism, but, even so, the more devout among
them were roused to opposition by the manner in
'

'

which the vacant livings were filled. The parishes
were large, the population was sparse, and com-

bined action for the holding of religious meetings
was almost impossible. Religious instruction was
for a time neglected.
The curates,' as the new
incumbents were called, exercised little or no in'

fluence.
When ministers were no longer regarded
as leaders of the people in sacred things, there
rose to take their place men of devout lives, of
integrity of character, familiar with the Scriptures,
and recognized as possessing spiritual gifts, who,
going from parisli to parish to hold meetings, were
accepted as religious guides.
At a later period, the arbitrary manner in
which patronage was exercised in the Presbyterian Church, and acquiesced in by Church
courts, revived the influence and importance of
an institution which had already obtained a foothold in many districts. Bands of earnest Christians boldly denounced legal arrangements which
ignored religious needs and aspirations, and the
people honoured them for doing so. Interest in a
common object drew them together. They deplored
the low state of religion in the land, they yearned
for spirituality of worship and a greater
knowledge
of Holy Scripture among their countrymen.
They
held month l.y or quarterly meetings for prayer
and fellowship.
These were occasions of^ high
Sometimes the company sat
spiritual enjoyment.
up during the whole night, and passed the time
in prayer and praise and spiritual conversation.
In order to prevent any misconstruction of their
aims they provided themselves in some cases with
carefully drafted constitutions.
document,
dated 17th September 1788, setting forth the
and
rules
of
the
of
the
Men in
objects
society
Ross-shire shows that, while they deplored the low
state of religion throughout the land, they did so
not in a spirit of self-righteousness ; they -were at
tlie same time faithful in
dealing with one another.
Among various evils they note, ' thrusting in
ministers on reclaiming congregations with the
force of the law of patronage— pastors who have

A

nothing in view but the

fleece.'

The same docu-
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givea as one of the rules of the society
Thirdly, as the Word of God requireth, that we
should consider one another, to provoke unto love
and Rood works therefore, if one or more of ue
see or hear anything unbecoming in the walk,
conduct, or expressions of one another, tliat we be
free with one another acoordinjj to the Scripture
" Go tell
rule
thy brother Ins fault," etc. (Mt
" Thou shalt
not hate thy brother in thine
18") ;
heart: thou shalt in any wise rebuke thy neighIt
bour, and not sufter sin upon him" (Lv 19").
adds
are aware that this our meeting together, out of dillcrent parishes, will be misconstructed
but, so far as wo know ourselves, we
have no divisive views in it nor do we make a

the congregation gathered that
To rise to
day.
the question on a Communion Friday 8tami)ed the
with the hall-mark of public recognition.
speaker

and we desire to give none offence.'
Soundness of judgment characterized their utterances and their conduct. Their activity was far
removed from that fanatical enthusiasm into which

increased their popularity.

ment

:

'

;

:

'

'

:

We
;

;

faction,

'

'

Henceforward

one of

The

his position

the Men.'
popularity of the

Ho was

was assured.

'

Men was

a menace to the
services were not character-

Church wherever its
by evangelical faithfulness. Many of them
would not partake of the Sacraments at tlie hands
of ministers of whom they did not ai)prove, and
approved ministers were prevented by ecclesiasized

from receiving those who held aloof
from the worshij) of their own parishes. Resolutions against the Men were passed in Presbyteries
and Synods, but all etibrts to crush them only
tical discipline

The people believed

them, honouring them for the strictness of their
lives, and frequently asserting that they were
in

One excepreligious zeal frequently degenerates.
tion, still referred to with bated breath, when
referred to at all, indicates their general abhorrence of fanatical excess. They organized meetings
for prayer and the reading of Scripture among the
people. The first Sabbath school in Ross-shire was
by one of them Findlater, known as the
opened
'
Quaker merchant.' Before the Bible was translated into Gaelic, many of them were experts in

possessed of tb" gift of prophecy.
In earlier times, wherever the doctrines of grace
were faithfully proclaimed, the Men were faithful
to the Church, and they undoubtedly created a
taste for the more spiritual and evangelical preaching which began early in the IPth century. With
the revival of evangelicalism the special circumstances in which they proved a religious force
But power and influence once
passed away.
In many
acquired are not readily abandoned.

making a running

districts the

—

translation from the English
version into the language of the
The
people.
more gifted among them expounded the Word, and
not a few liecamo eloquent and powerful preachers,
though lacking the training of the schools. The
deep respect of the people for an ordained ministry was reflected in the fact that these spiritual
guides, even when their influence was most powerful, were called not ministers or preachers, but
the Men {na Daoine).
By the Men the evangelical spirit was kept
alive in large districts, and the comforts of religion
were administered in many a stricken home and in
'

'

'

'

many a remote hamlet. They generally set apart
one night of each week for prayer, and another for
fellowship or conference. On the latter a portion
of Scripture was selected to be the subject of discussion.
This passage was referred to as the Bonn
The Men, each in turn,
Ceist, or the 'Question.'
gave an ex])osition, generally bearing on experimental religion, and thus their gifts of speech and
Fitof scriptural interpretation were developed.
ness to expound Scripture in public assemblies,
combined with blamelessness of life, secured recogThis exercise became
nition as one of the Men.
BO popular that, whenever the Sacrament of the
Lord's Supper was administered, a day was set
apart for the Men. Generally it was the Friday
between the Fast-day and the day of Preparation.
It was known as Id na Ceist ('the day of the
Question '). Great gatherings were expected when
Worpopular Men came to 'the Communion.'
shippers often travelled long distances, and from far
and near multitudes, who never became church
members, attended faithfully on the Men's day.
The presiding minister opened the service with
praise, prayer, and the reading of Scripture, and
afterwards called for the prissage which was to
become the 'Question.' One of the more highly
honoured of the Men announced a passage, indicating its bearing on Christian experience, and
requesting speakers to deal with some such topic
as 'marks by which God's children are distinguished from the world,' marks of true conThen the
version,' 'marks of saving faith,' etc.
jiresiding minister called upon the most aged and
experienced Christians present to give the marks
to their fellow-Christians.
This service was geneIts po|>ularity was
rally held in the open air.
uch that the largest church could seldom contain
;

'

'

'

Men

heartily

welcomed and warmly

supported an evangelical ministry in others they
persistently and fiercely opposed all ecclesiastical
influence.
The estrangement continued too long.
In parts of Sutherland, Inverness, and Ross-shire
they continued to stand aloof, and in the more
northern districts they formed bodies known as
Separatists.' The more they diverged from the
Church the more they developed contempt for all
learning except a literal knowledge of the Authorized Version of Scripture.
They became narrow
and intolerant. Utterly disregarding all outward
culture, they attempted to force upon the people a
From one extreme it
religion of loveless gloom.
was easy to pass to others. Antinomianism was
openly professed in some districts, and exorcism
;

'

practised in others. These fitful throes were
the spurious imitations of a life that had gone. In
later times opposition to instrumental music and
church choirs, a severe observance of the Sabbath,
a blind devotion to the recognized translation of
Scripture, a general condemnation of scholarship,
and a zeal for the doctrine of election which
merged into fatalism characterized generally the
scattered fragments of a body whose sway was at
one time both powerful and beneficent.
But the old spirit has not altogether disappeared.
A different type is occasionally met with. Men,'
tender-hearted and spiritually-minded, still preserve the best traditions of a past age. In the
absence of the minister one of these may be found
liere and there to conduct the Sunday service in
church or meeting-house.
Standing at the precentor's desk, equally ready to give an extempore
address or to read a portion of some 18th cent,
divine, he follows devoutly the usual order of
service, except that he iloes not jironounce the
These Men live saintly lives, they
benediction.
are honoured ))y the people, and tliey help to preserve the simplicity and spirit u.ality of religion.
G. ft. Macphail.

was

'

MEN

OF GOD.— Lv"''i bozhii, or Men of
God,' is the self-assumeil name of a Russian sect
who regard themselves as the only true worshippers
of God
they believe that God is to be found only
among tliemselves, ordinary Christian church-goers
By the outside
being, in their view, worldlings.
world they are usually known as Khlysti,' i.e.
'

;

'

Flagellants,' though they themselves repudiate
this title. As a matter of fact, they are essentially
'

MEN OF GOD
not flagellants but dancers, llagellation being a
of the dance, and not even
a universal practice. Tlie name is probably a corChristii,' the oldest traceable title
i-uption from
by which they designate themselves as those who

mere accompaniment
'

have Christ in their midst, in their leaders.
Although the Men of God have many 'Christs,'
they are not a Christological sect in the proper
sense of the word, for their Christology is only one
side of their doctrine of spiritual ecstasy ; that is
to say, they are a secret sect who practise asceticism and fall into trances. Their principal means
for drawing down the Spirit is dancing (ntdeniye) ;
other devices are the singing of songs, of which
they have a great number, couched in highly
member of this
poetical language, and fasts.
sect who succeeds in receiving the Spirit in full

A

measure becomes a Christ or even a God Zebaoth
(a Christ of the highest rank) or a Mother of God ;
those who receive the Spirit in a less degree are
invested with the title of one of the apostles, or of
the ecclesiastical saints, and honoured as prophets
or prophetesses. In their belief, even Jesus of
lirst became a Christ only through receiving the Spirit at His baptism. While these
persons have received the Spirit as a permanent
possession, ordinary members of the community
may obtain Him temporarily through the same

Nazareth

means.
Besides severe and often protracted fasts, complete se.Kual abstinence is a feature of their asceticism.
Those who enter the sect as manied people
must henceforth live as brothers and sisters.
Others are, as a rule, not permitted to marry at
all, but may take a young woman into their house
as 'spiritual sister' in 'spiritual marriage,' exclusive of sexual intercourse.
The latter constituted the trespass of Adam and Eve, and is condemned as the sin kut i^oxw ; iu accordance with
this view, cluldbiitli is regarded as extremely
sinful, while children are despised as little .sins.'
Generally speaking, the Men of God aim at a
monastic stjde of living, their houses being
arranged as convents and the women wearing a
kind of nun's dress. Like aU Russian sectaries,
they enforce complete abstinence from intoxicat'

ing liquors even cotfee, and in many communities
On the whole the Klilystic
tea also, is forbidden.
system of morals lays so much stress on the
mortification of the flesh (the resurrection of which
they deny) that it has not been able to set up a
Altruism appears among
practical ideal of life.
them essentially as sympathy, which has to display
itself in the bestowal of alms.
Besides practising
asceticism, they lay great stress on the voluntary
of
endurance
persecution from the State and from
the Church, and the sect is persecuted even to the
as
'extremely pernicious.' In earlier
present day
centuries the persecution was excessively brutal
attempts were made to crush them by the rack
and the scatt'old, but in vain, and they furnished
many martyrs. Since the beginning of the 19th
cent, those methods have been replaced by imprisonment and transportation to the Caucasus
;

;

and

Siberia.

The Men

of God, however, seek to show the
courage of their opinions not by open confession of
their faith, but by concealment of it, and it is precisely their obstinacy in this matter that has often
brought upon them increased severity of punishment. This concealment of their belief is due to
their view of the Holy Spirit, whom they regard
as a power which shuns observation, revealing
Himself in secret and averse from publicity. If a
man talks about the Spirit, he loses Him. Consequently not only are their ecstatic religious
services secret, but they generally conceal the fact
of their adherence to the sect.
They outwardly
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conform to the State Church, and attend Confesand Holy Communion, although the3' spit out
the wine afterwards. They themselves celebrate
communion with kvan (a sour drink from rye meal
and malt) or with water.
Any one who desires admission into the sect
must, at an initiatory rite, conducted with an
extremely elaborate ceremonial, swear a solemn
oath that under no circumstances whatever, not
even under the severest persecution, will he dission

close his belief either to his nearest relatives or to
the ecclesiastical confessor.
In reality this sect

tlioroughly despise the State Church as the world,'
the kingdom of Satan, and regard the ' popes '
(clergy) as .lewish priests and Pharisees. In opposition to the Orthodox Church, they are sure that
they are the only true Church, the Kingdom of
God on earth, because they alone possess the Spirit
of God.
The services of the Orthodox Church are
useless, since they dispense with dancing, the
proper means for bringing dovra the Spirit from
heaven.
'

The Men

of God have also services in which
no dancing these are the usual conferand
consist
in singing, and the reading and
ences,'
exposition of Holy Scripture but they are only
assemblies for attracting adherents, and they hint

there

'

Ls

;

;

'

darkly at the better services.' In reality the
source of re\ elation for this sect is not Holy
Scripture, but the Spirit which descends on them
during the dance. Any one who feels the desire
for the 'better services' must undergo long preparation before he is received into the sect by one
of the leaders and admitted to them.
In the
'
better services a kind of frenzied dance takes
place, consisting of a series of variously arranged
'

movements performed singly and collectively, while
songs are sung without any instrumental accompaniment. The object of the dance is to induce at
least some of the performers to fall into an ecstasy
bath of regeneration,' since the
(named the
'

radeniye is regarded as the real spiritual baptism
in opposition to the mere water- baptism of the
The 'Christs,' 'Mothers of God,"
Church).
prophets and prophetesses especially, but sometimes also the ordinarj' members of the community,
when in the ecstatic state, break into improvised
doggerel, and prophesy the 'common fate' of their
sect and the 'private fate' of individual members.
This secret service closes with a common meal
the love-feast
which is regarded as the true
communion. The services generally begin in the
evening, and continue far into the night.
The sectaries have also provided a substitute for
the other sacraments of the State Church. But
the ritual varies in the difl'erent congregations and
even in the same congregation, according to circumstances. The Men of God do not believe, \rith
the Orthodox Church, that a sacrament must have
the prescribed form in order to be efficacious in
their view, the Spirit operates unfettered and
'

'

—

—

;

creates for Himself whatever form He chooses.
They seem to have special rites of their own, such
as dancing round a tub filled with water at the
summer solstice. Here, doubtless, we have to do
with a relic of Slavic heathenism, and vestiges of
heathen ideas are also found in their songs and
This rite, however, has reliturgical formulae.
ceived a Christian colouring in the vision of the
'golden Christ,' who appears out of the steam
above the vessel.
The attribution of sexual excesses and sacrificial
rites to the Men of God appears, according to the
Russian official reports themselves, to be utterly
slanderous and merely a device of the State Church
to combat the sect, and brand as hypocritical
an asceticism which is more strenuous than her
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Our earliest sources of information reganling
the sect, which they call
Christovshtchina,' nre
Yevrosin (who wrote in 1091), Dimitri, bishop of
Rostov (who wrote between 1702 and 1709), and
Theophylact Lopatinski (17-15), and further information is found in the reports of two trials of
Khlysti held at Moscow between 1733-39 and
The first shows the sect reckoning its
1745-57.
adherents for the most part in the Moscow monasteries, among monks and nuns and peasants connected with the monasteries ; it also comprised
some trades])eople. In the monasteries it seems to
have marked a reaction ajjainst deeply - rooted
immorality. It also spread beyond Moscow, to the
district of Moscow itself, to Yaroslav and Uglitch,
and to the town of Venyov, south of Moscow. In
the first trial Prokofi Lupkin, a soldier of the
'
bodyguard (streletz), appears a.s Christ,' his wife,
Akulina Ivanov-na, and the nuns Nastasya and
Marfa (who were both finall}' behcnded in Petro'
grad) as Mothers of God.' Altogether more than
'

300 persons were condemned.
According to the reports of the second trial, the
sect had considerably diminished in the Moscow
monasteries, but, on the other hand, had spread
much more widely among the peasant population
as far as Petrograd and in the government districts
of Vladimir and Nijni-Novgorod, while, at the
same time, Moscow maintained its central position
as the head -quarters of the sect.
Moscow was the scene of operations of the
Christ! Serge Osipov, Vasili Stepanov, and, more
famous than these, Andreyan Petrov, who, known
as the
Hai)py Idiot,' had the entree to the
houses of the aristocracy, and carried on his propaganda there for the sect not entirely without
success.
The communities of Khlysti in other
'

'

'

places also possessed

'

Christs

'

and

'

Mothers

of

God.'

Lupkin and Petrov belong

'

'

to the seven Christs
the legend which describes the origin of
the Men of God (as the seventh they reckon
Selivanov, the founder of the Skoptzy sect, which
off from the Khlystovshtchina in
1772).
split
Since the reports of the trials prove the correctness
of the a-ssertions of their tradition regarding the
seven Christs' and the Mothers of God Akulina
and Nastasya, tlic tradition may be trusted as to
what it relates concerning the earlier 'Christs'
Danila Philipov and Ivan Suslov. Of these the

named by

'

'

'

said to have aI.so ranked as ' God Zebaoth
to have founded the sect about the middle
of the I7th cent, in the government district of
Kostroma, while the second, as his disciple, spread
it in the Oka and Volga districts and introduced
it into Moscow.
The evidence of Dimitri and
Theophylact as to the founder of the Khlystovshtchina applies to Suslov ; but ancient songs of the
'
Khlysti speak of one Christ,' Averyan, who lived
in the 14th cent., and of anotlier, Yemelyan, who
laboured in Moscow in the time of Ivan the
Terrible.
The majority of Russian scholars consider the sect much older than historical information reaches.
Although the attempt to derive it
from the heathenism of the Slavs and Finns must
be pronounced unfortunate, owing to the decidedly
Christian character of the sect, the suggestion
which derives it from the Bo^omiLs (g.w.) seems
extremely credible ; but, on the other hand, the
Khlysti are entirely devoid of a trace of the
'

first is

and

Uogomilian cosinologj', and they suggest rather
the Messalians or Eiicliites {q.v.).
In the 19th cent. Kostroma and Moscow maintained their central importance in an iileal sense
as places hallowed by tradition, e.spccially in con.-sequcnce of the intense activity of the

Mother of
The actual centre,
Ulyana Vasilyevna.
was
shifted
in
of
the
middle
tlie
however,
century
God,"

'

south-eastward into the goverumeut districts of
Nijni-Novgorod, Samara, and Tambov, through
the activity of

Radaycv and the

'

Christs

'

Vasili

Shtsheglov and Avvakum Kopylov. The former,
with his peculiar mystical teaching, and like some
later
Christs,' takes a special place among the
Khlystovshtchina inasmuch as, by appealing to
the trance-producing spirit, he caused asceticism
to fall into abeyance, and shamefully abused the
devotion of his female followers. On the other
hand, ^'a.sili Shtsheglov and the 'Christs' resembling him have no immoral rites ascribed to them,
but merely unchastity.
In the further course of the centui-y the centre
of the sect was pushed still further southward into
the Caucasus territory, especially through the
conspicuous energy of Kopylov's pujiil, l^erphil
Katasonov. He and his followers again took the
title
God Z-ibaoth,' and ruled not only all the
communities of the Caucasus, where the Khlj'sti,
under their new name Shaloputj' ('eccentrics'),
lead a considerably harassed existence, but also
those of Southern Rus.sia upwards to Smolensk,
each of which has its own Christ.' Many Khlysti
communities honour as a Christ the orthodox
Father John of Kionstadt,' famous through
Russia for his faith-healing.
The Khlysti communities are not large, since
they depend for their increase, as they must, on
account of their sexual abstinence, almost entirely
on nroselytism. Although they are now generally
to ue found everywhere in the Russian Empire
where there are Russian peasantry, their total
number, which can be only approximately
Their signifireckoned, cannot exceed 200,000.
cance for the national life, however, is, on account
'

'

'

'

'

'

of their sober, industrious mode of life, far greatei
than this number would lead one to suppose.
This article, the attitude of which is \ery different
from that of Russian scholars, is based upon the
writer's book. Die russischen Sekten, i.
(Leipzig,

which, besides the Khlysti, deals with such
Skakuny, Malyovantzy, and Paniyashkovtzy, all of which are dependents of the diderent
1907),

sects as the

bodies of the Khlystovshtx;hina. The latter have
special forms as thej- passed from the
sphere of influence of the Greek Orthodox Church
to that of the Lutherans, the Stundists, and the
Molokani Milk-drinkers '). Among the Lutheran
Finns of Ingermannland the sectaries are called

assumed

'

(

Kondrati Malyovanny
('Hoppers').
founded a sect intermediate between the Khlj-stovshtehina and Stundism in Tarashtchain the government district of Kieff about 1890, and his teaching
The
caused an epidemic of trance-phenomena.
Molokani- Khlysti are called Pryguny ('Jumpers ').
There were, and still are, numerous other Doilies
which, on account of some peculiarity, split off
from the sect.
Although the Worshippers of
Napoleon,' who used to revere him as a Christ,'
seem to have died out, the Adamites, who seek to
get rid of modesty as a relic of the Fall, and,
therefore, go naked at divine service and in their

Skakuny

'

'

houses,

still

exi.st to-daj-.

The

sect of the Pani-

yashka regard the body as not only sinful but
directly possessed by the devil, and intensify their
asceticism accordingly.
LiTKRATi RR.—The most important Russian works on the se<.-l
are; I. Dobrotvorski, Lyudi bozhii : JtuBitk\tt/a tfktatak nazyvayemtfch dudwrnych christian (' The NK-ii of God the Russian
Sect of the so-'-nlled spiritual Christi.ins'), Kasan, 1869: fragmente of this liave V)ten translrvted into German by A. Pflzni.iier
A B'xxxiv. (18S4)and xxxv. 11885);
civ. (I&s3)and
in
N. Reutski, l.yudi Bozhii i Shtp'zy ('The .Men of God and
Slcoptzis '), Moscow, 1872 ; K. Kutecov, Srktii Khlystov i
Skopttov (' Tlte Sects of the Khlysti and 8l<nntzis '), Kasan,
18S2, SStavropol, 1900 ; A. Rozlidestvenski, Kht;»lomhtchina
i Sktyptzuhestvo r Rottsii (* Khh-stovslit^-hina and .SIvoptzism in
:

SWA W

Ruisia), Moscow, 1833.
ne«ipapcri.

bW

Tliere &ri

:iIso

numerous

articles in

K. fiHAS.S.

MBNOIUS
MENCIUS.—

I.
Life.— Mencius, or Meugtse
(371-288 B.C.), second only to Confucius in the
annals of orthodo.x Chinese philosophy, was born
in T.sou of a family whose ancestral home was in
Lu, the native State of Confucius. While still
very young, he lost his father ; he was educated
by his mother, who is famous among the women
of China for the care with which she brought up
her son.
Nothing is known of his other preceptors, except tliat tliey were of the school of
Confucius, whom Mencius regarded as supreme
among men, and proposed to himself as example

(Mencius,

II.

i.

2,

IV.

ii.

22).

When we

get cer-

knowledge of him, he is a person already
well known and accompanied by disciples, moving
from one State to another according as the reception of himself and his doctrines was favourable
or otlierwise, accepting such gifts as he deemed
consistent with his self-respect, and devoting himself to the exposition of his views on ethics and
This he did with acumen and considerpolitics.
able liveliness, frequently using illustrations, some
of which are famous.
tain

From the man of Sung, who assiated his corn to grow long
by pulling it up, we are to learn the need of patience in the
development of character (ll. i. 2). The moral absurdity of
not putting an immediate end to unrighteous practices is
illustrated by the man who stole his neighbour's fowls, and
who replied to one who remonstrated with him, 'I will
diminish my appropriations, taking only one fowl a month
till next year, and then I will make an end of the practice
The Niu mountain, whose natural vegetation is
(in. ii. 8).
destroyed by axes and bills and the browsing of cattle, is a
figure of human nature, which, through the occurrences of
dail.v life, loses its native goodness and cannot regain it
during the brief respite of the night or the calm of dawn
'

(VI.

i.

8).

In addressing himself to the princes and governors
of his time, Mencius may sometimes have been
guilty of undue compliance with the faulty dispositions of those with whom he dealt (I. ii. 5) ;

was from no unworthy motive, but only
more ready acceptance of his teachFor thcvmost part he spoke his mind with
ing.
an admirable freedom, not overawed by the pomp
and display of the great (VII. ii. 34), but acting

if so, it

to secure the

'

'

according to
best

his

own teaching that

shown by giving righteous counsel

respect is
(II. ii. 2).

He
quite conscious of his own worth.
alone in his age could bring tranquillity and good
order to the empire (II. ii. 13). His words will
not be altered by any future sage (III. ii. 9). He
has, accordingly, a keen sense of the respect due
Mencius

is

to him (II. ii. 11, IV. i. 24), though he occasionally
employs unworthy shifts to maintain his dignity
(II. ii. 2).
Looking on himself as the continuer
of the Confucian teaching (Vll. ii. 38), he regarded
it as an urgent duty to oppose the teachings of
Vang and Mo (III. ii. 9). This he did with vigour
and acuteness, whUe always willing to receive
repentant heretics without reproaches, not tying
up the leg of a pig which had already been got
back into the pen (vil. ii. 26). The last twenty
years of his life Mencius spent in Lu, where, with

the assistance of his disciples, he prepared that sole
record of his teaching which is called by his name
and now forms one of those standard writings
known as The Four Books.
2. Ethics.— Mencius's view of human nature is
fimdamental. Man's n.ature is good in the sense
that from the feelings proper to it it is constituted for the practice of what is good' (VI. i. 6).
The four cardinal virtues benevolence, righteousare not infused into
ness, propriety, knowledge
man from without, but liave their rise fiom the
'

—

—

feelings of commiseration, of shame and dislike,
of modesty and compliance (reverence and resps'Ct
[VI. i. 6]), of approving and disapproving (il. i. (j).
These four principles are accejited as psychological
facts not reducible, e.ij., to any form of selfinterest (II. i. 6).
All that is needed for perfect

647

which a man becomes possessor of him-

virtue, in

4), is that these innate principles be
developed (II. i. 6, vil. i. 15; cf. also 'AH things
are already complete in us' [Vil. i. 4]); and for
this human nature is selfsufticient failure arises
not from lack of ability, but simply from not
making the necessary effort (I. i. 7, iv. i. 10).
From another point of view Mencius analyses
human nature into chih ('mind,' 'will,' I'oCs) and
ch'i ('passion-nature,' ^vxn)^'he former is supreme, but the latter is not to be violently
but
in
accordance with
suppressed,
developed
Otherwise one's nature suffers
righteousness.
defeat as it also suffers defeat through action
in which the mind feels no complacency.
The
mating of the passion-nature with righteousness
is to be accomplished only by persistent practice
of righteousness ; but, given a mind set on right-

self

(III.

i.

;

—

eousness, this result necessarily follows (II. i.
Tlie violent suppression of the passion-nature,

which the integrity

of a

man's being

must be distinguished from

tlie

is

2).

by

impaired,

abscission of de-

sires in an ethical interest (Vll. ii. 35).
in basing his ethics on human nature,

Mencius,
appears to
have been not unaware of the ambiguity of the
teiTu nature.' Such seems to be the drift of a
Socratic argument in which he maintains that the
nature is not to be confounded with the phenomena of life' (VI. i. 3 [Legge's tr.]). Elsewhere
he points out that there are desires which are
natural, but in connexion with them there is the
appointment of heaven, and tlie superior man does
not say of them,
There are
It is my nature.'
also moral propensities which are the appointment
of heaven, but which the superior man recognizes
rather as natural (vil. ii. 24). In things equally
natural there is a gradation of worth, whicli can
be recognized by thinking (vi. i. 14 f.). Moreover, the sense of shame, which a man may not
lack (VII. i. 6f.), is indicative of his having a
moral constitution, which alone is properly his
In the possession of this nature, good
nature.
in its composition, all men are alike, evidence
of this being found in the fact that, as in
matters of physical taste, music, and beauty
'

'

'

there are

common

standards, so

also

in

it

is

morals (VI. i. 7). This originally good nature is
the child heart (IV. ii. 12), which ditlerentiates
man from the lower animals (IV. ii. 19) and in
possessing it the ordinary man is of one kind
with the sages (II. i. 2, III. i. 1), who simply have
;

apprehended before

me what my mind

also ap-

proves (VI. i. 7). The sages, however, are spontaneously what other men attain to by effort
(IV. ii. 19, VII. ii. 33), though they, too, learned
from other men (II. i. 8).
'The great man is he
who does not lose his child heart (iv. ii. 12) but
fur most men it is lost, and the grand aim of
education is its recoveiy (VI. i. 11). Morality is
the supreme task laid on each man (IV. i. 19),
whicli requires unremitting diligence (VI. i. 9, Vli.
ii.
21).
Nothing can be done with self-satislied
conformists to current standards, those thieves
of virtue' (Vli. ii. 37); for it is necessary that
morality should criticize itself (VII. i. 5). The
way to sage-like virtue begins in ordinary duties
(VI. ii. 2), and the carrying out of principles alvigorous
ready possessed by all (Vll. ii. 31).
action according to the law of reciprocity is the
;

'

'

'

closest approximation to perfect virtue (vil. i. 4).
It is also perhaps hinted that virtue is the mean

between extremes

(ii.

i.

9,

IV.

ii.

6f.,

10).

For
'

of the greatest inqiortance
to
estimate the mind,' i.e., to become acquainted
with the real nature of one's motives (I. i. 7), and
seiond thoughts are often best (iv. ii. 23). Life
pr«.sents a series of allurnatives of which the
higher is, by rcUexiou, to be chosen in spite ot

self-direction

it is
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obscurations of sense (Vl.
to be v'^'ferrcd before

and

Beductions

the

l{if;lilcou.>ness is
15).
i.
life itself (Vl.
10).
i.

The

ri;;liteous

ni.an

is

calamity (IV. ii. '28, vii. i. 21).
The only inevitable calamity is self-incurred (IV.
True greatness is to iiractise virtue for the
i. 8).
sake of oneself and of others, superior to the
seductions or threats of riches, honours, poverty,
and force (ill. ii. 2). To rejoice in virtue breeds
unconscious grace of deportment, which is the
perfection of music (IV. i. 21; cf. VII. i. 21
'Benevolence, righteousness, self con.secration,
fidelity, with unwearied joy in these virtues

beyond the reach

of

.

-

—

these constitute the nobility of Heaven' (VI. i. IG).
Kealized virtue is sure of a transforming influence
on others (IV. i. 12) failure to evoke a response
should lead to self-e.xamination (IV. i. 4). Virtue

goodness of his nature

;

Kach man is responsible
(III. ii. 10).
to the e.\tent of his moral attainment for the
instruction of others (v. i. 7), and to instruct

earthworm

others is the greatest fidelity (II. i. 8, lll. i. 4),
while neglect of this duty degrades the virtuous
to the level of tho.?e whom they should teach
Of the special virtues, filial piety
(IV. ii. 7).
is the only one that is referred to in any detail.
Mencius quotes the definition of it as serving
one's parents with propriety, burying tliem with
propriety, and sacrificing to them with projuiety
i. 2).
The service of parents is the greatest
of all services and the root of all others ; it has
regard not only to physical sustenance, but to the
^vishes of the parents (IV. i. 19) ; and it takes unquestioned precedence of duties to wife or children
(III.

piety completes itself in the
13); and, in view of the
importance of sacrifice to ancestors, lack of posterity is the gravest instance of unfilial conduct
(IV.

ii.

funeral

30).

rites

Filial
(IV.

ii.

i'.
26).
3. Politics.

(IV.

— ileucius has no scheme of social reconcuE.xisting social usages
—
binage) and tlie existing political arrangement an
construction.

(e.^f.,

empire consisting of small States, each with its
own king, but owning the su)iremacy of one State
who.se ruler

is

emperor— all

this

Mencius .simply

What he is concerned with is the rectihaccepts.
cation of moral relations within this existent social
framework. He follows the current analysis into
the live relations of father and son, .sovereign and
minister, husband and wife, old and young, friend
and friend ; and desires the cultivation of the
corresponding virtues, all'ection, righteousness, harmony

in dift'ercnce, order, fidelity

(III.

i.

4).

Of

these relations that male and female should dwell
togetlier is the greatest (v. i. 2) ; and within the
family we have in service of parents and obedience
to elder brothers the fundamental exemplifications
of benevolence and righteou.sness (iv. i. 27. vil. i.
Mencius 0])poses any such obliteration of
16).
natural relations as he finds in Mo's doctrine of
iiniversal love.
Men have 'a root,' i.e., they have
a special relation to lli^'ir parents and therefore a
So,
special duty correspoiiding thereto (III. i. 5).
too, Mencius opposes all pantisocratic .schemes, and
teaches that society implies a dillerentiation of
function in which those who labour with the mind
govern, and those who labour with their strength
are governed (ill. i. 4), and in which the teacher
of righteousness has his due place (III. ii. 4).
In Mencius's doctrine of the State two points are
to be noted especially the emiih.'isis on morality
:

and the democratic
force,

Itule is based not on
but on willing sulimissjuu accorded to virtue
bias.

If the ruler be \iiliious, his
3, IV. ii. 16).
inllucMce will extend to all his subjects (iv. i.
There is no secret of statecraft
it
20, ii. 5).
needs only that the ruler give scope to the innate
(II. i.

—

7,

II.

i.

6).

Let him

'

*

When

how

;

cannot be selfish to lind purity by withdrawing
from all contact with evil one must become an

i.

(I.

dismiss all t;ilk of profit ,' and think only of benevob-nce and righteousness (I. i. 1). In the disordered
times of Mencius such a benevolent government,
having regard for the people's welfare (IV. i. 3, 9),
would be immediately successful (II. i. 1). The
truly benevolent ruler has no enemy within the
empire (Vll. ii. 4). Hulers are the shepherds and
of their people (I. i. 4, 6), and must n\ake
paients
It their first bu.sine.ss to .see that they (the peojde)
have a certain livelihudd, for without that thej'
will abandon them.selves to crime (I. i. 7). Mencius
is very emphatic on the necessary precedence of a
sound economic condition.
)iulse aixl prain are as abundant ag fire and water,
shall the people be other than virtuous?' (vii. i. 2:i).

Agriculture, therefore, and then education are
prime interests of State (III. i. 3). The strength of
a kingdom is mi its morale (I. i. 5, IV. i. 1). Destruction is only self-incurred (IV. i. 8). A wise
prince will be guided by his ministers (I. ii. 9), but
he is himself ultimately responsible for the governhe must treat his
ment of bib State (I. ii. 6)
ministers with respect (II. ii. 2), regarding them as
his hands and feet, and tliey will tlien regard him
In the appointas their belly and heart (iv. ii. 3).
;

ment of ministers members of old established
families are to be preferreil, an ancient kingdom
being one in which there are families with this
tradition of service (I. ii. 7).
Indeed, the art of
governing lies in securing the approbation of these
great families (iv. i. 6). New men, however, are
not to be excluded (I. ii. 7); only the ruler must

whom

he may be taught (II. ii. 2).
good is the main qualification
for being a minister, since those who have good
thoughts will gladly lay them before him (VI. ii.
Let the ruler be guided in the appointment
13).
and dismissal of ministers by the voice of the
people (I. ii. 7). In a State the jjcople are the most
the spirits of the land and
important element
and the sovereign is the
grain are the next
seek those by

The

love of

what

is

;

;

way

to

is the
voice of

Therefore to gain the peasanti-y

lightest.

become emperor

ii.

(VII.

The

14).

determinative of the sovereignty in a
ii.
10), and in accordance with it a
prince may rebel even against the emperor (I. ii. 3).
For a sovereign forfeits his rights by w iekedness
and becomes a mere fellow (I. ii. 8), and, if not
removed by the members of the royal house (v. ii.
9) or other ministers vil. i. 31), he may be removed
by the leader of a righteous rebellion. He who
takes on him this duty of removing his sovereign
must be sure that he is the minister of heaven
He who is such is marked out by
ii. 8).
(II. i.
the appointment of heaven show ing its will by his
personal action and his conduct of affairs, which
are such as to win universal submission.
the peojile

kingdom

is

(I.

'

'

(

'

'

,'),

Heaven sees according as

my people see heaven hears
my people hear (v. 5).
All wars of ambition are condemned (IT. i. 14,
VII. ii. 2), and ministers who encourage the ambi'

;

'

according,' as

i.

tions of their prince are

'

'

robbers of the people
right government jtrevails in the
enii>ire, the princes of the feudatory States will be
submissive one to another in jnoportion to their
virtue, and not in proportion to their strength (IV.
As for the details of a truly benevolent
i.
7).
government, 'never has any one fallen into error
who followed the laws of tlie ancient kings' (IV.
i. 1),
whence sovereigns should imitate Yao, and
ministers Shun (iv. i. 2, VI. ii. 10).
References in the writingsof Men4. Religion.
cius to religions worship are merely incidental, .and
show that be accepted without criticism such worhip of s]>iritsaiid of ancestors asw.is then current.
Of more interest are his reierences to heaven. He
quotes, with approval, from the Hhii King, or Bovk
(VI.

ii.

9).

If

—

MENDELSSOHN
of HUtory the saying that heaven, having produced the iiifeiioi- people, appointed for them rulers
and teachera to be assisting to God (I. ii. 3). As
heaven protet-ls all, so, in glad imitation, should
the ruler of a great State protect a small State,
while the ruler of a small State should recognize
the decree of heaven and he willing to serve the
great State (I. ii. S). Such obedience to heaven
ensures preservation, while disobeilicnce entails
destruction (IV. i. 7). So, generally, 'calamity and
happiness are men's own seeking (ii. i. 4), although
heaven's decree and man's causality are both recognized
,

'

:

'

That which happens without a man's causing

ordinance of heai en

it is

from the

'

(v.

i.

G).

a decree for everything, and a man
should receive submissively what can be correctly
ascribed thereto but he who understands what is
meant will not stand under a precipitous wall, nor
can death under fetters be justly ascribed to
heaven's decree, though deatli in the discharge of
duty may be so attributed (vii. i. '2). Man's duty,
therefore, is to do the right and lea\e the issues to

There

is

;

heaven

14, vil. i. 1), which in its painful
individuals has moral ends in view

ii.

(I.

discipline of

i. 18).
From man's nature we can
and to preserve one's mental constitution and nourish one s nature is the way to serve
heaven (vii. i. 1). To have no shame before
heaven is one of the things in which the superior

ii.

(VI.

15, VII.

know heaven

;

man

Heaven
delights (VII. i. 20).
ideal after which man aspires (IV. i.
suggestive
'

is

this .saying

is

the realized
Specially

12).

:

man may be wicked, yet if he adjust hia thoughts,
and bathe, he may sacrifice to Shang-ti (iv. ii. 25 for the

ThoiiL^h a

'

fast,

;

God [Chinese]).
5. In conclusion a few miscellaneous points may
be noted. Mencius indicates the conect method
for understanding Nature by obedience and not
by violence in the investigation of her phenomena (IV. ii. ^26). He gives us a good canon of
full

connotation of Shanfj-ti see

interpretation

art.

:

Those who explain tlie Odes [i.e. the classical Shi King] may
not insist on one term so as to do violence to a sentence, nor on
'

a sentence so as to

To

do violence

'

to the general scope (v.

i.

4).

be added his comment on the Book
of Historij, which may perhaps be generalized
this

may

:

'

It

would be better to

to give entire credit to it

—J.

\it

without the Book of History than

'

(vii.

ii.

3).

Legge. 7'Ae C/ti/tese C/(tss/cs, Hongkong and
The i^rolei^oniena and translation, without
London, 1S61-73,
the Chinese text, are published separately, The Life and \Vorks
of Menciiai, London, 18";"i. ^ee also E. Faber, The Miiid of
LiTBRATCRB.

ii.

jf«ic('u5, tr. A. B.

Hutchinson, London, 1SS2.
P. J. M.\CL.\GAN.

MENDELSSOHN. — Moses

Mendelssohn,

otherwise Kabbi Moses of Dessau, philosopher,
writer, and Bible translator, was born 6th Sept.
1729 at Dessau, where his father, Mendel, was a
poor scribe and teacher in a family descended from
Kabbi Moses Isserles, a distinguished Talmudist
and philosopher of the 16th cent., known us
Rema.' Moses Mendelssohn was taught Rabbinics by the local Kabbi, David Friinkel, who
published a commentary on the Palestinian Talmud
Frankel was called to the Rabbinate of
in 1742.
Berlin in that year, and the young student followed
'

him there

At

in 1743.
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was also born in 1729, began in 1754, when he
defended Lessing's drama Die Juden against adverse criticism. Lessing became his lifelong friend,
and dubbed him the second Spinoza.
It was
Lessing who had Mendelssohn's first work printed
the Philosophlsrhe Gesprdche (1755).
In 1755
they collaborated in an anonymous and piquant
attack on the Berlin Academy Pope ein Metaphysikr.r ! and the next year Mendelssohn translated Rousseau's Disrours sur I'origine
de
Vinigalite piiiiiii Ics hvinmc.':, though he ridiculed
the author's partiality for man in a state of nature.
Though M. Stein.schneider (Cat. libr. Hebr. in Bibl.
Bodkiatut, Berlin, 1852-60) enumerates 39 separate
Hebrew works of his, and though he wrote Hebrewpoetry when a child of ten, it is as a ^v^iter of
classical German that Mendelssohn became famous.
His essay on a'sthetics, Voik Erhabencn (1757), was
studieil by Schiller and Herder.
In admiration,
rather than in Lessing's pity and terror, he found
the moral object of Tragedj'. The stories about
his friendship with Frederick the Great are legend(Jn the contrary, he criticized the king's
ary.
Poesies divcrses in 1760, and found fault with him

—

—

,

.

.

.

for writing in Frencli.
The royal displeasure was
so great that he was threatened with expulsion
from Berlin, but the JIarqnis d'Argens intervened,
and as a 'philosophe mauvais catholique' pleaded
with his Majesty as a 'philosophe mauvais protestant to grant to the 'philosophe mauvais juif
the privilege of residence.
In 1763 Mendelssohn was awarded by the Berlin
Academy a prize of 50 ducats for his essay Ueber
die Evidenz der metaphysischen Wissetischaften.
In 1771 the Academy elected him a member, but
Frederick the Great refused to conlirm the appointment, and no protest, not even that of Queen
Ulrica of Sweden, was of any avail to get the king
to alter his decision with regard to the beriihmter
Jude.' Among his own brethren, and especially in
Berlin, Mendelssohn enjoyed the highest esteem.
In 1764 he was freed from Jewish communal dues,
and in 1772 further honour was shown to him by
'

'

'

his co-religionists.

His Socratic Dialogue called Phaedon, oder iiber
die Unsterbliehkeit der Seele was published in 1767,
and created an immense sensation. It was translated into nearly all European languages.
Hebrew translation by I. B. Bing, with a preface by
N. H. 'Wessely, appeared in 1787, and an English
translation by C. Cullen in 1792.
That work
showed a notable reaction against the free thought
of Voltaire, and was welcomed by the learned as
well as by those in high places, from Winckelmann
to Prince Carl of Brunswick.
It was the first book
of
read and discussed by Goethe and
philosophy
later by Schiller, and dissuaded from suicide many
disappointed or degenerates. Mendelssohn rapidly
acquired a unique position among the intellectuals
of Berlin.
His chief friends, besides Lessing, were

A

Hamann, Gleim, Wieland, and Herder, and the
Swiss writers Zimmermann, Iselin, Gessner, and
Lavater.
The last was the famous physiognomist, immortalized by Darwin but it was in his capacity as
a very zealous pastor that he caused the .Jewish
He
philosopher much trouble and annoyance.
publicly dedicated his translation of C. Bonnet's
;

Berlin Mendel.ssohn was taught French and

English by A. S. (luniperz, and taught himsi-lf
Latin and Greek. His taste for philosophy w.-is
Guide of
inspired by the study of Maimouides'
the Perplexed.' He earned a precarious livelihood
of
a
as tutor in the home
well-to-do Jewish silk
merchant, Is.aac Bernhard, in whose warehouse lie
afterwards, and throughout his life, was employed
as book-keeper.
His evenings and all his leisure
he devoted to philosophy. He was a follower of
Wolf and Leibniz, but was much intiuenced by tlie
English School of empirics, especially Locke and
His acquaintance with Lessing, who
Shaftesbury.
'

Palinfj(n(sie philosophique (1769) to Jlendelssohn,
and urged him to abandon Judaism and become a
Christian. The Jew, having obtained the sanction
'
of the
Consistorium zur Censur,' replied in his
Schreibeii nn den Hcrrn Diakoti'is Lacatcr zti

Zurich

(1770),

manfully defending

his position.

It

was not only yesterday that he had examined the

evidences of his own religion. What but conviction would induce him to remain a persecuted
Jew ? He would never change his religion.
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This

leiily [hikIiulmI

Kolliple in

liis

who heaped
lets,

of

a stonii of protest.

Antiji/uidoii (ITTO)

J. B.

was among those

invective upon him in various pauiphhis hest biographer, M. Kayscrlinj;,

which

Next year an anonymous Progives a full list.
mrmoria appeared in his defence.
The attaclc, though it injured his health, turned
his thoughts to .luaaisni and the Jews.
As early
as 1761 he had
prepared a Hebrew Commentary on
the Logic of Maimonide.s, and had presented the M8
to one Samson Kalin, who publislied it as his own.
Perhaps his most important work, so far as his
influence on his co-religionists was concerned, was
translation of the Pentateuch into classical
hhlr, or commentary, in Hebrew.
His first assistant was Solomon Dubno (t 1813),
his

German with a

who quarrelled witli Mendelssohn in 1780. Mendelssohn's brother Saul took Dubno's place in the
translation of Exodus, but Hartwig Wessely, a
scholar born ricli, but iifterwnrds impoverished,
later became his chief collaborator.
This translation of tlie Pentateuch met with much opposition
from the orthodox Rabbis Landau, Jacob Lissa,
Elijah Wilna, and Hirschel Levin (formerly chief
Rabbi of London and then of Berlin) because of
what tliey thought a heretical mistranslation in
Lv 19", where 'thou shalt rebuke thy neighbour'
was toned down to ' canst
but the storm of
opposition ceased, largely through the aid of
Italian Rabbis, who, though orthodox, were also
'

;

enlightened.

Mendelssohn's translation of the Psalms, which
had been begun before 1770, was not completed for
thirteen years. During this period the translator
took up the work only spasmodically and just
when some particular Psalm suited his mood of
the moment.
It was intended for Christian ratlier
than for Jewisli readers, and it was first printed in
German characters, not Hebrew. The publislier
Maurer bouglit the MS for 500 thalers and published it in 1783, but lost money by the publication
next year it was published in Hebrew characters
with a biur by one Joel Lowe.
The Song of
Deborah and the Song of Songs were the other
Bible translations completed by Mendelssohn.
His commentary on Ecclesiastes he had published
anonymously In 1769. It was clear and sympathetic, but, though gieatly admired by Herder, is
;

notable chiefly for a novel diWsion into sections,
Mendelsdiffering from the traditional chapters.
sohn was a keen opponent of the higher criticism
o£ those days, and scouted Bishop Benjamin Kennicott's textual alterations of the Bible.
One immediate result of the translation was a change in the
course of education of Jewish boys, and the inculcation of German rather than Jewish ideas.
Part
of the Jewish Liturgy was also translated by him,
viz. the HaggSda, a Passover service
a fact which
seems to have escaped the notice of bibliographers.
In 1776 Mendelssohn collected money
and
students for the unsectarian college
PhilanIn 1781 he and his rich
thropin' of Dessau.
disciple, Isaac Daniel Itzig, founded the Jewish
Free school in Berlin, the first institution of the
kind, where not only Bible and Talmud, but also
German, French, and sciences were taught by
Jewish and Christian teachers.
Similar institutions were afterwards founded on the same plan
in Breslau and other cities.
After his wife's death, Lessing had to battle for
tolerance in his Anti-Goeze, and conceived the idea
of meeting the theologians ^vith a comedy. This
was the orgin of his famous drama Nathan der
Wcise, which appeared in 1779, and which was in
some respects a development of his youthful production Die Juden.
Lessing himself founds the
play on the story of the Jew Alelchizedck in

—

—

Boooaccio's Decameron.

—

'

About no German work

except Goethe's Fntist has so much been written.
Nathan is Mendelssohn, Recha his daughtci'
Oorotlica, the teni]ilar I.essiiig, the Swiss wiilow
Daja is intended fi'r Lavater, the dervish is Men-

mathematical friend Abraham Wolf
Rechenbnrg, and so on. The play itself is not a
for
Jews
and Judaism, but for toleration and
plea
humanity, and an at tack upon religious persecution
of all kinds.
In Vienna it was confiscated. The
controversy engendered by NatJutn der Weise led
to a plea for the civil emancipation of the Jews
by C. W. von Dohiii Cfhrr die. biirgerliche Verbesseruitff der Jnden, Berlin, 1781), translated into
French by Mirabean (London, 1787). Six hundred
copies of this translation were forwarded to Paris
for the use of the French States General, but lost
in that troublous time, and eventually burnt in the
iu '782 Mendelssohn published a transBastille,
lation of Manasseh ben Israel's Espcranna de Israel
(Amsterdam, 1650), with an introduction pleading
delssohn's

(

for emancipation.
He was again reproached for
remaining a .Jew, or for being a wobbler between
Judaism and Christianity, and this induced him to
write hie Jerusalem (1783), a work on religions
power and Judaism. In this book, translated into
English in 1783, he vindicated his Judaism and
explained why he was not a Christian. It is a plea
for the separation of State and Church, and urges
that
Kirchenrecht is incompatible with true
Judaism, he urged, has no dogmas or
religion.
chains upon belief ; Joseph Albo (t 1444), who had
reduced the thirteen creeds formulated by Maimonides to three (cf. EJiE iv. 246"), was no heretic.
Judaism required conformity with ceremonial law,
but tolerated complete liberty of opinion.
In a Reader for his children, Mendelssohn subI
stitutes in the creeds the words
recognize as
I
for the words
believe.'
true and certain
Ceremonial laws he regarded as a sort of living
scripture and the great bond between Jew and
Jew, urging that, even if their utility were no
longer clear, they were still binding. Actions are
our duty, but creeds, symbols, and formulas are
the fetters of reason. In this way he reconciled
tlie deism of Leibniz and the Ennlish deists with
revealed law. His Jerusalem and his unfinished
Betrarhtungen iiber Bonnet's Palingenesie are both
pleas for toleration, but not for uniformitj' of
In both he warns his disciples against
belief.
enthusiasm.
prejudice,
superstition, and even
Jerusalem excited an enormous sensation. Kant
said that it was incontrovertible, and wrote a
highly appreciative letter about it Mirabean said
that it ought to be translated into every European
Michaclis found fault with its conlanguage
demnation of Anglican bishops for consenting to
sign the Thirty-nine Articles, and Mendelssohn
had to explain his position in the Berliner Monatssrhrift, of which lie was one of the founders in
1783.
By some contemporaries he was attacked as
.an atheist and by others as a Talmud Rabbi,' but
he saw no inconsistency between his philosophical
His Hebrew works are writ ten
belief and his faith.
entirely from the Rabbinical standpoint, and he
was a good Talmudist, as is proved by his correspondence with Jacob Eniden.
Mendelssohn's Morgenatiinden, like his Bible
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

;

'

translation, was in the first instance intended to
Its
lead his son Joseph to a tnie belief in (Jod.
publication, in 1785, was designed as a refutation
as of the cliar''e that
of
Spinozism itself as well
In 1853 Alcx.-inder von
Lessing was a Spinozist.
Humboldt, in a letter to M. Mortara, described

how, in his youth, he and Mendelssohn's sons had
heard these very Morgcnstnnden given forth by
the philosopher in his study. In the first part
the
Mendelssohn proves the existence of (Jml
nature of the Divine Being and His characteristics
;
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>vere to be treated in tlie secoud part.

LlTERATl'RE.^M. Kayserling, J/i^.vs Mendelssohn. Leipzig,
is the standard biography; H. G. R. Mirabeau,
la r^orme politique des Juifg »t en
sur
la revolution tcntee en leur faveur en 175S dans la
pai-ticuUer
Grande Bretagne. London, 1787; M. Samuels, Memoirs of
Moses Mendelssohn^, do. 1837 M. Schwab, Moses Mendelsohn :
sa vie et ses oeuvres, Paris, 1868 M. Kayserling:, Moses Mendelssohn ; Ungedrucktes und Unhckanntes, Leipzig, 1883 E.
Schreiber, Moses Mendelssohn nnd seine Verdienste um das
Judenthum, Bonn, 1879 REJ, passim M. Tuzber, $idqath
M6sheh, Hebrew Manuscript (MS Adler no. 162); A. S. Isaacs,

Its philo-

1862,21888.

an attempt to advance upon the sensualism
He
of Wolf by the help of English empiricism.
claimed that human common sense, when working
hand in hand Avith reason, was infallible.
Though self-taught, Mendelssohn \\as neither a
dilettante nor a popular philosopher.
Hegel deBophy

is

Sur Moses Mendelssohn^ sur

;

;

;

him as a

philosopher, but, as a writer of
German, his style furnishes the best example of
German prose after Goethe and perhaps Lessing.
Its characteristic was its Socratic ironj-.
predecessor of Kant, his writings are far easier to
Kant himself was proud that the
understand.
Jewish scholar had attended one of his lectures,
preciates
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:

;

E. N.

Step by atep, Philadelphia, 1910.
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and was always

polite to him, though he expressed
disappointment that Mendelssohn had not reviewed
his Kritik der reincn Vernunft, when it appeared
in 1784.
Simultaneously with the publication of
the Morgenstundcn appeared F. H. Jacobi's treatise
Ucbcr die Lehre des Spinoza an den Herrn Moses
Mendelssohn. Lavater had rebuked him for not
being a Christian Jaeobi now charged him with
He was profoundly disturbed bj' what
atheism.
he considered a cruel attack, and retaliated with
He brought
his addre.ss An die Freunde Lessings,
the manuscript to his publislier Voss on 31st Dec.
of
a
later
1785, and died two days
paralytic stroke.
There is little doubt that Jacobi's attack, in which
Lavater, Herder, and Goethe had all sided against
the Jewish philosopher, brought about his end.
He left three sons and three daughters. His
sons Joseph and Abraham founded the famous
banking house of Mendelssohn and Co., which still
exists.
The former in 1840 reviewed Rossetti's
The great musician Felix Mendelssohn
Dante.
was Abraham's son another grandson, G. B.
Mendelssohn, edited the philosopher's complete
;

;

works

winded (T6l'dh6th RambamAn, Berlin, 17S6).
There is much difference of opinion among Jews
as to whether his influence has been benehcial to
them or not. The general view seems to be that
it has proved better for Jews than for Judaism.
His chief opponents were the 19th cent. Russian
intellectuals known as the Maskhlltm, especially
Perez Smolenskin, who denounced him for denying
Jewish nationalism, belittled his knowledge of the
wisdom of Israel, and characterized him as a merchant rather than a Rabbi. Yet without doubt
he was the first and most typical of modern Jews,
the first to identify himself with another nation
and yet remain a Jew.
Judaism, which hitherto had impressed the whole mental
actiWty of the Jew,' says Segai in Aspects of Hebrew Genius
was narrowed down by Mendelssohn into a mere
(p. 1S3),
religion. ... He separated the man from the Jew. ... To
Mendelssohn's followers such a dual life became diflicult. .
Traditional Judaism did not easily lend itself to be compressed
Mendelssohn's followers experienced the
and squeezed.
conflict between Judaism and Germanism at every step.
But ... the period
burden
of Judaism.
They threw off the
was followed by a period of religious
of tile great apostasy
to
the new conditions
and
the
of
Judaism
reform
readjustment
of Jewish existence.'
'

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Jewish nationalists of the present time, not quite
fairly, regard Mendelssohn as the chief cause of
the desire for assimilation felt by a small section
of their co-religionists.
Mendelssohn was an
apologist for religion in general rather than for
Judaism in particular. That was his chief merit
The
in a Voltairean age and In sceptical Berlin.
finest epigram about him, and one which he himself would have appreciated, is the distich,
'

Es

derive their name.
TheMennonites have congregaI. Distribution,
tions in Switzerland (1500 souls), Germany (18,000),
France (1200), Russia (70,000), the United States
(about 120,000), and Canada (about 90,000) those
in the Netherlands, though not the greatest in
number (65,000), are the most important section.
Their true fatherland is Swit(o) Switzerland.
zerland
they originated there in 1524, when
and
Konrad Grebel
Felix Manz, members of the

—

;

—

;

Zwingli, dissatisfied with their
of infants as the
greatest abomination of the devil and the Roman
pope.' They founded a separate congTegation in
1525 and baptized their members on confession of
a year afterwards they rejected the oath.
faith
It is possible, though not probable, that their
opinions are connected with those of sects of the
Middle Ages, especially the Waldenses.
They
wished to re-establish the Christianity of apostolic
ceremonies
times and preserve only the two
therefore they denied the
ordained by Christ
Christian character of the civil authority, rejected
paid ministry and the use of the sword, and
demanded the exercise of the apostolic excommunication.
In the persecutions of the 16th cent, many of
them died as martyrs or fled to South Germany,
where they propagated their tenets. In the 17th

congregation of
leader,

'

condemned the baptism

;

'

in 1843-45.

Mendelssohn's first biographer, his pupil I. A.
Euchel, described him as short and broadshouldered, but feeble and pigeon-breasted, with
thick black hair, dark complexion, bright eyes,
and high forehead, a voice soft and gentle, and in
conversation crisp and persuasive, but never long-

.

'Mennonites' is the name
applied to those Protestant Christians who, on
such subjects as the management of the congregation, baptism, oath-taking, ecclesiastical discipline,
civil office, and the bearing of arms, agree wholly
or partly with Menno Simons, from whom they

ist ein Gott,

das sagte Moses schon,
t,'ab ^[ose8 Mendelssohn.'

Doch den Beweis

'

;

cent, also tlie Mennonites in Switzerland were
oppressed by the government imprisonment and
deportation to the Italian galleys greatly diminished their number. Again, at the beginning of
the 18th cent., the persecution recommenced, and
even in 1811 the Mennonites were molested. In
the midst of these sufferings there arose diflerences
between them: the more rigid called 'Ammansche or Amische after their leader Jftcob Amman
disapproved of every luxury, and demanded that
in case of excommunication all intercourse, even
between husband and wife, should be, during the
period of excommvmication, broken off; the less
of these
rigid followed Hans Reist ; the names
;

—

'

'

'

—

'

parties (also

Mennoniten

')

Obere Mennoniten' and

'Untere

among

the Men-

are

still

preserved

nonites of America.
At the present day the Mennonites in Switzerland are enjoying a new prosperity.
They are
now free citizens of the State, which allows them
exemption from oath-taking and from military
service.
They have their own organ, Der Zionspilger ('The Pilgrim to Zion
(b)

Germany.

—The Mennonites in Germany have
').

continued to survive in spite of great difficulties
In the year 1867 they were
and oppressions.
obliged to give up one of their characteristics, viz.
their defencelessness.
Many of them, however,
agreed with the resolution of the government, and
obtained permission from it to serve in the baggageInterest in their history has
train of the army.
been aroused recently by the writings of L. Keller
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and, in 1SS4, in order to meveut the decline of their little number, the Mennonites founded the Vereinigung der Mennonitcngenuinden im deutschen Bcirhc (' Union of the Conof Mennonites in the German Empire'),
'heir periodical, Mennonitische Blatter, has been
fregations
issued since 1854.
They have congregations in Alsace, the Bavarian
Palatinate, Baden, Wiirtemberg, Hesse, Nassau,
at the lower part of the Rhine, in Westphalia,
East Friesland, at Hamburg, Friedrichstadt, and

and Mrf. A. Brous

in

;

'

—

;

West and East
(c)

first

Prussia.
France. In France the Mennonites lield their
conference at Toul in 1901 j their paper, Christ

—

appeared in 1908.
An emigration of Mennonites to
(d) Jiussia.
Kussia took place when the celebrated empress
Catharine had promised them great teiTitories in
her empire, where they would be permitted to
live according to their own religion and customs.
About 2000 left Prussia in 1788 and many others
followed them until 1824. At first they suflered
many trials, not the least of which were due to
discord among themselves. As they persisted in

seul,

—

;

their lielief in apostolic succession, their congregation needed an elder who had received the imposition of hands.
Tliey prospered, however, in their
new fatherland, which gave a shelter also to the

At present
fugitive Mennonites from Hungary.
they have congregations in the districts of Jekaterinoslaw and Tauria, Warsaw, the Crimea, Saratow,
Samara, Caucasus, and Chiwa. In their colonies
the school

management excellently ordered, the
church affairs are managed by the elders of the
congregation, and the preachers, selected from
among the brethren, fulfil not only the duties of
their ministry, but also those of their civil calling.
In 1874 a great danger threatened tlie Mennonites
exemption from military service was
abrogated, and thus the privilege conceded to
them by the empress Catharine and the emperor
Paul was anniliilated.
Large numbers of Alennonites prepared to quit Russia in the years 187480 more than 15,000 left for America. This made
an impression upon the Russian government the
emperor sent the minister, F. E. I. von Todtleben,
to them after mutual deliberation the resolution
was made that the Mennonites could perform their
military duties in the forestry of the State. This
favourable arrangement has been maintained ever
since the Mennonites, however, according to their
old traditions, have always sought to relieve the
sufferings of war.
The Mennonites are far more
(e) America.
numerous in America than in any other country.
is

:

;

;

;

;

—

The

first

settled

colonists
in New

were Dutchmen who, about 1650,
Amsterdam (now New York).

Under the pressure of the lieavy persecutions in
the Rhine-land, thirteen families at Crefeld resolved to emigrate to the New World.
They
landed on 6th October 1683, three pioneers ha\ing
already bought 8000 acres of land in Pennsylvania
from William Penn, and they founded Germantown (now part of Philadelphia).
Seven other
families followed in 1688 and from that time the
emigration continued during the whole of tlie 18th
cent, and still more during the 19th.
In 1820
Swiss Mennonites came to America, followed in
1836 by many South Germans, and afterwards, as
we have said, by whole congregations from Russia,
;

Ijesides

the New World the true Kingdom of God
It was only after
according to His Ordinance.
long deliberation that they dared to entrust the
ministry of baptism and of the Lord's Supper to
an elder who had not received the imposition of
hands in Europe and even now the most rigid of
them will not permit their fellow-members to enter
a church.'
The Mennonites have a great regard for their
past history and not unjustly. Their forefathers
were the first to protest against slavery they
committed their scrujiles to writing on 18th April
1688, and delivered the document to the magistrate.
In a manly and Christianlike spirit they declared
Freedom of conscience reigns here, which is right
lish in

;

one from Galicia and one from West

Pnissia.

The emigrants formed many friendly connexions
with the Quakers and other sects, but they preserved their independence. They came with the
hope of remaining free from all hindrances in
following their own customs and institutions
some of them even entertained the desire to estab;

:

'

and

rational, and personal freedom ought to reign
here for every one, criminals of course excepted.'
In the War of Independence their defencelessness
was resjiected
nevertheless many emigrated in
1786 to (Canada, as they could not approve of insurrection against the British government. Conservative in all things, they have not even yet,
•

two

after

given up their old language,

cei turies,

'

Pennsylvania Dutch.'
The Mennonites in America are divided into
(1) Old Mennonites, who form the great majority

:

;

their periodicals are the Mennonititiche Rundschau
and The Herald of Truth (the Germ, ed., Herald
dcr Wuhrheit, has ceased to appear since 1901— an
evidence of the decline of the German language

among them)

'

;

(2)

Amish

'

Mennonites

;

and

(3)

Since 1860 the lastmentioned party has endeavoured to form an organization between all the Mennonites of America, respecting the autonomy and the peculiarities of each
The foundation of Bethel College
congregation.
at Newton, Kans., was favoured by them.'
the 'General Conference.'

2.

Characteristics.

— in

— Wherever

Mennonites are

Switzerland or in Germany, in Russia
or in France, in the United States or in Canada
they are known as excellent husliandmeu, simple
in their manners, blameless in their behaviour,
honest, conscientious, and diligent, so that most
of them are in easy circumstances. In consequence
of their seclusion "the civilization of later times has
had little influence on them ; they are very con-

found

servative

—

and often suspicious of opinions which
(An exception must be
tlie case of the German Mennonites who

from their own.

differ

made in
live close to the frontiers of the

Netherlands

— East

Friesland, Westphalia, and on the Rhine
they
have been influenced by the Dutch Mennonites [see
where
their
forehave
remained
below].)
They
in order to
fathers stood three centuries ago
understand their 0|iinioiis, it is, therefore, necessary to consult the writings composed by their
fellow-believers in the 16th and 17th centuries.
oldest defenders of
3. Religious beliefs.
baptism after confession of faith entertained a
They
strong aversion to the papal hierarchy.
;

;

—The

would not reform the Roman Catholic Church
they would destroy it by the foundation of separate and wholly autonomous congregations. The
preachers were elected by the majority there was
no tie between the congregations except that of
commuiiitj' of faith and of love. According to the
;

;

exami)le of the segregation of Israel, the people of
the Lord, from the Gentiles, the congregation of
Christ ought to be separated from the world this
was done by the external bond of laws and commandments that formed a sort of fence round the
true believers. As the congregation of the Lord
consists only of believing and regenerate children
of the Lord, only those who are sutticiently advanced in years and experience, and, therefore,
;

I

of the iiiOHt reriownod professors of this college was
Wetiol, ftuthor of the Abriits der Oeschichle dfr Men.
who died in 1810.

One

C. H.

nonilen, Newton, lSOO-04,
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able to IjcUeve, can be admitted into the conHence they hi<;lily valued
gre^'ation by baptism.
baptism as a token of the confession of faith, but
did
not
acknowledge the baptism of children
they
as a baptism ; he who was baptized as an infant
was not baptized at all. The name of Anabaptists
(q.v.), therefore, wa.s an undeserved nickname,
given them by their enemies.
They sought to maintain the purity of the congregation by excommunication, and taught that
true believers must avoid all intercourse with an
excommunicated member. The charge has often
been brought against them that, since they regard
themselves as the perfect or holy congregation of
the Lord, they do not admit that they are poor
lost sinners.
Their lives and their writings, however, contradict this accusation most positively.
It is true that they separated themselves from all
those who were of a different opinion, but it was
from fear of seduction. By the simplicity of their

manners and

their dress they showed their rejection of the world.
wedding outside of the
'
congregation was a worldly,' a sinful, wedding.
They were strangers on the earth ; therefore no
interference with the powers of the world, no using
of the sword, was permitted.
The oath is for-

A

bidden, not only by the gospel (Mt 5" and Ja 5'-),
but also for conscience' sake, since in the spiritual
Kingdom of God on earth the truth is the highest
and the onlj' law. By their sharp contrast between
the world and the congregation the natural and
the spiritual they insisted on the necessity of rebut their doctrine on this subject is
generation
legal rather than evangelical in character.
They

—

—

;

regeneration is an OT contrition,
awakened in the soul by the threats and the
of
God, who moves us through these to
promises
avoid sin and to live according to His will. These
threats and
promises are \\ritten in His word
therefore it is the seed of regeneration.
They
meant in gobd faith to be orthodox, but their dislike of all scholastic terms and their desire to use
only the phrases of the NT caused them, sometimes, to disagree with the faith of the Church
hence they refused to acknowledge the Holy Ghost
as a person they called Him a power of God and
yet they believed that they professed purely the
doctrine of the Trinity.
They rejected every
dogma from which they feared damage to the
practice of their piety, for the tenor of their rehence
ligious life was above all things ])ractical
they repudiated most positively the Calvinistic
tenets of predestination, irresistible grace, and the
perseverance of the .saints. In the doctrine of the
Lord's Supper they followed Zwingli
but, for
them, it was more a token of mntual love and
combined
with
it
the
of feetrite
unity.
They
washing.
Such were the tenets of tlie community with
which Menno Simons (1496-1561) became connected
in 1536.
He had been a priest at Witmarsum in
Friesland, but after a long inward struggle he left
the Roman Catholic Church. From that time he
defended in sermons, writings, and disputations the
opinions of his fellow-believers so eagerly that they
were called after him Mennonites. They had
already suffered heavy losses by persecutions but
they struggled bravely on no torture not even
death at the stake could terrify them. The congregation in Amsterdam was founded in 1530 by
.Jan Volkerts Trijpmaker, who died a martyr in
1531.
In his preaching be always exhorted his
followers to l)e peaceful and obedient to the magistrate, but Jan Matthijs, by his fanatical impetuosity, prepared the way for the notorious Jan
Beukels of Leyden (John of Leyden), whose fatal
doctrine was that the time of enduring oppression
had passed away, that the sword must be drawn.
teach

that

;

;

—

—

;

;

—

—

;

—

;
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and that the true believers were summoned to
subjugate the kingdoms of the world, and especially Munster. The majority, however, disapproved
of such violence ; every day during the winter of
1534 the congregation of Amsterdam enrolled about
one hundred acTditional members ; and a party of

forty insurgents, who ou lOtli Maj' 1535 conquered
the town-hall of that city, found no support. When
the terrible tragedy of Munster had terminated,
a separation took place throughout the Netherlands
between the rebellious and the moderates
the
latter party being called at first Obbenites and

—

then Mennonites.

These increased greatly

in spite of all obstacles,

but their unity was soon broken by disagreement
about the practice of excommunication. The more
lenient Mennonites lived chiefly in Waterland (a
part of North Holland) ; hence they were called
Waterlanders. The more rigid were the Flemish
and the Frisian Mennonites
but among those
parties so manj- schisms have occurred that it is
to
enumerate
them all. Let it suffice
impossible
to say that the Waterlanders formed the most
tolerant and liberal
party. They would not apply
the epithet 'believing' or 'unbelieving' to any
one ou account of his particular opinions on articles
of faith with which God in His word has not clearly
connected salvation or condemnation. They even
took an inttrest in the things of this world ; e.g.,
they supported with their money the gieat William
of Orange in his efforts to liberate the Netherlands
from the Spanish yoke. Afterwards many of them
lield magistracies, but the influence of the State
;

Church has put an end to that.
The Mennonites exercised a remarkably attractive influence upon the Brownists who, from 1593,
had settled in Amsterdam to evade the persecution in England (see art. Brownish).
One of
them, John Smyth, came to Holland in 1606 with
his friend, Thomas Helwys, he forsook Brownism
in 1608, administered baptism on confession of faith,
and founded a separate congregation. A year afterwards he tried to amalgamate it with the Mennonites in this his followers were successful (1615).
Helwys, on the contrary, though he entertained
friendly relations with the Mennonites, maintained,
his independence
he returned to England in 1611.
His followers, influenced by Edward Barber (1641),
came to the conclusion that only baptism by immersion was legal. Henceforth they called themselves Baptists, and broke ott' community of faith
;

;

;

with the Slennonites.
In the 17th cent. Socinianism exercised such a
great influence on the Mennonites that the Reformed theologian, J. Hoornbeek, could write
Anabaptista indoctus Socinianus, Socinianus
:

'

autem doctus Anabaptista.'

The more conserva-

tive desired to defend themselves against the
intrusion of this dreaded heresy by maintaining
the old confessions of faith a dangerous measure,
for these confessions had never had any binding
authority. At last a great schism took place in
1664 between the liberal and the orthodox members

—

'

Lamisten and Zonisten '). With regard to the
practice of Christian charity, howexer, the unity
was not severed ; the two parties worked together
to relieve their suffering brethren in the Palatinate
and elsewhere.
In the golden age of the Dutch Republic many
of its poets and painters
among them probably
the celebrated Rembrandt
were Mennonites.
They formed more than one-tenth of tlie whole
population, but as a rule neither the nobility nor
the lower classes joined their ranks.
In the 18th cent, their number declined for
many reasons. The lay-preacher.s, elected from
among the brethren, no longer satisKed the congregations
consequently, a great number of
'

('

—

;

—
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families i>assed into theStiite Church. The foundation of a theological seiuinuiy in Anisterilani (1735)

did not produce any lasting improvement. At
many places, fortunately, the piety of the forefathers continued, and tlie spiritual well-being of
the people and the spreading of a hi^rher civilization were objects ot great care.
'I'lio
Tei/ler's
Genootschap ('Society of Teyler') and the Moattot
Nut
van
't
Alijcmeen (' Society for the
schappij
Promotion of the General Good') two institutions
that to this day do a lar^e amount of useful woi Ic
were founded in I77S and 1784 by Mennonites.
Thejr fully agreed witli the Revolution of 179o,

—

—

for their old ideals

appeared to

them

tu

be

realizt(l

it
they gladly supported it by many sacrilices,
but their prosperity greatly declined in the hard
times of Napoleon. To improve this state of things
the Algetiteene Doopsgezinde Societcit ('General
Society of Mennonites ') was founded at Amsterdan\
in 1811 by some wealthy congregations, and at
present all the Mennonite congregations are members of it. This Society took upon itself the care
of the theological seminary and the support of the

by

;

indigent congregations. By its inlluence the desirable end was obtained that all the congregations,
in the course of time, possessed onlj' ministers who
had received a university education. P'rom that
time their seclusion from the other Protestants
ceased.
In the theological sciences the Mennonites
are diligent and able co-operators {e.g., S. Hoekstra,
J. G. de Hoop Scheffer, A. W. Wybrands, C. Sepp,
S. Cramer).
Often their ministers preach to congregations of another confession in other words,
they exchange pulpits. The professors of their
seminary are also professors of theology at the
university of Amsterdam.
Still the Mennonites have remained congregationalists ; they are zealous for the entire indejjendence of each congregation. Consequently, in the
respective congregations there is some diflerence
in the form of public worship e.g., in the use of
and hymn-books and there is also a
Ssalters
ifference in the manuals used for religious teaching.
Nevertheless, they are strongly attached to each
other and to their comraunity, and promote their
common interests in fraternal unanimity. Theii
ministers are elected by the majority of the brethren
(and often also of the sisters) or, in many congregations, by the church-committee.
They are
not ordained and wear no oflScial dress, for they

—

—

—

form no class and have no authority.
In regard to baptism and oath-taking the opinions
of the Mennonites are unchanged.
Self-reliance,
evident in the voluntary act of becoming a mem-

ber of the congregation, is still the condition of
membership, so that they would rather abolish the
whole rite of baptism than permit the baptism of
infants.
They have no confessions of faith and
would not tolerate them. They dislike dogmatic
speculations, and hold that the characteristic of a
true believer is not his creed but his life.
Hence,
their toleration allows persons of very dill'erent
to
live
in
the
same
opinions
peacefully together
congregation. The majority of them are liberal
the more conservative profess a Biblical orthodoxy.
Their original tenets concerning ecclesiastical
discipline, bearing of arms, and civil office are at
present abolished.
Considering that the Menno;

nites form little more than one-hundredth part
of the population, it is a significant fact that an
important number of ministers, representatives of
the nation, burgomasters, etc., have for many years
belonged to them. The connexion with the Mennonites of other countries is maintained chiefly by
the means of the missionary society, which propagates the gospel in Java and Sumatra. The missionaries and the rontribiitiona come principally
from their foreign brethren.

—

LiiBRATirr The lit«ra(me uonccrnim,' the Mennoiiit«9 \n
very extensi'. r, but there is no good history o( them, based on
the advancij-1 science o( our days. The most ixuportant worl;s
on the subject arc the following
i. Oeseral woRhs.—],
H. Ottius, AnnaUi AnabaptUtici,
Basel, 1672 C. H. A. van der Smissen, Kurzgejaaste Grgch.
der Mennonitfn, SuutmerfichI, llhnois. 1S95
A. Brons,
Urtprung, Entivickelwxg riud Schicksate der SleunoniUn^,
Amsterdam, 1912 C. H. Wedel, Abriss dtr Uesch. der UennoniUn, New-ton, Kans., 190(M)4.
W.SPBCIAL woKKS.—C. \.Coii\i\ms,Gesch.det iliruUruichen
Avjruhra, Leipzig, 186&-€0 L. Keller, Gesch. der Wiedertau/er
und ihret Reidis zu Munster, Miinster, 1880; M. Schoen,
MennonxUidhum in Westpreiisseii, Berlin, 18SC J. P. Miiiler,
Slmnoniten in Oii/ricsland, Kniden, 1SS7; D. Musser, The
S. W.
Reformed MeimoniU Churrfi. Lancaster, Pa., ISTd
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

Pennypacker, Uiit and Biu'jraphical Sketches. Philadelphia,
18S3 H. P. Krehbiel, The Uit-t. n/ Oeneriit Cunferenee of the
Mennonites of .V. Ameriea, Canton, O., 1898; C. H. Smith,
The ^fennoni'eft of America, Ooshen, Ind., 19*M> S. Blaupot
;

;

ten Gate, Gesehiedenis der Doopifgezinden in Sedrrland, 5 vols.,
Leeuwarden and Amsterdam, IS3d-47; S. Hoekstldi, Beginseten
en leer der oude Doopsgezinden, Amsterdam, 1863; a great
number of essay., in the annual periodical Doopsgezinde Bijdragen, 50 vols., .\msterdam, Leeuwarden, and Leyden, 18611912 Bureau of the Census, Special Kr^orts, Religious Bodies,
1906,' il. [Washington, 1910] 402-12.S
Schaff-Herzog, vil. (1910]
29&-310. An almost complete bibliography of the \vritinf,^s concerning the Mennonites of all times and all countries will he
found in the new catalogue of the hbrary of the congregation of
the Mennonites at Amsterdam (at present in the pr«.s).
J. KttHLEK.
'

;

;

W.

MENTAL RESERVATION.— It seems to be

universally admitted that there are cases in which

we

shotild do a grave wrong by suppljing a
questioner with the information which he demands,
and that we are, therefore, justified in misleading
him. Yet there is considerable difficulty as to the
ethical grounds on which .such deception can be
defended.
Does it not necessarily involve either
implicit or explicit falsehood ? And can a lie ever
be right ? The problem is an old one, and moralists
have answered it in diU'erent ways. The doctrine
of mental reservation is the solution offered
by
many theologians both medieeval and modern. This
doctrine depends so closely on the traditional
Roman Catholic teaching as to the intrinsic malice
of lying that in order to explain it it will be
necessary first to state briefly what that teaching is.
Roman Catholic theologians are unanimous in
holding that a lie is always and necessarily sinful
there can be no such thing as a permissible lie.
This is the teaching of St. Augustine {de Mendacio,
contra Mendacium ad Consentium, Enchiridion,
xvii. ff.)
and every Roman Catholic theologian of
weight is in agreement with him. The utterances
of Scripture on the subject are, they believe, quite
decisive, and leave no room for dispute. Moreover,
the Scholastic theologians reach the same conclusion
on rational grounds. .\ lie, they teach, does not
it
necessarily presuppose the wish to deceive
consists in the intentional assertion of what is
contrary to a man's inward thought ('sermo
prolatuscum intentionedicendi falsum ). The liar
may know that his lie will not deceive yet, so
long as he intends to assert what is false (and is
nut manifestly joking), his words are a lie. Nature
hits provided us with the power to express our
thoughts by external signs. He who employs this
faculty to convey to others the very opposite of his
thought is violating moral order he is using his
power for an illegitimate purpose and his act
contains an intrinsic turjiitude. The wish to
deceive is an aggravation of the oU'ence but it is
not requisite to make the words a lie (Thomas
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

Aquinas, Sunvna Theol. II. ii. qu. 110, artt. 1, 3).
Falsehood is, further, an ollence against justice
we owe the truth to our fellow-men. But, even
apart from this aspect of it, the act is intrinsically

;

evil.

It is plain that,

where so

strict

a view

is

taken

as to the oljligation of truth, the ca.ses which we
are considering constitute a grave difficulty. Whatever be the circumstances, a lie can never be
Augustiue seems to have thought that
justified.

MERCY
tlie only choice lay between silence and a frank
declaration of the truth irrespective of consequences
But it is clear that this does not
((/« Mend. xiii.).
solve the problem
for in many cases silence is
and it may well he
equivalent to an admission
that to answer the question proposed, whether by
words or by silent assent, would constitute a
violation of the
flagrant breach of justice.
;

;

A

elementary principles of justice Is not a whit less
wrong than a sin against veracity.
Here, then, arises the question as to the permissibility of 'mental reservations.' A speaker is
said to employ a mental reservation wlien his
statement is true only if qualified by a restrictive
clause, and when he does not openly express this
clause but 'reserves' it within his own mind.
Thus, e.g., should a member of the Government
replytosorae impertinent inquiry regarding matters
I do not know,' bis answer is in all
of State,
likelihood qualified by such a reservation, and is
to be understood as signifying, I do not know in
my capacity of a private citizen.'
The general verdict of theologians is that a man
may lawfully use mental reservations under certain
given conditions, viz. if there be a real need of
preserving a secret, and if the external circumstances are such as to indicate that the words may
have to be understood in a restricted sense. Where
these conditions are present, he may use reservation, even with the full prevision that, for one
reason or another, his questioner will not advert
to the restriction. Thus, to take aclassical example,
if murderers inquireof a man whether their intended
victim is lying concealed in his house, it is allowable for him to reply that no one is concealed there
for the circumstances are such that even the murderers themselves should be aware that the words
may have to be understood with a restrictive clause
No one is concealed there, of whom I can justly
'

'

;

:

'

speak to men^like yourselves.' Mental reservations
of this kind are termed restrictiones late mentales.
It is only in a loose sense {late) that they can be
called 'mental'; for their presence is externally
recognizable through the circumstances of the case.
It is contended that these statements are not in
any sense falsehoods. For it is a principle universally admitted that, in judging of the meaning
of words, we must take into consideration the
circumstances in which they are used. No one
regards the prisoner's plea of Not guilty as a lie.
The concrete surroundings show that his words
signify only that he is not guilty juridically, in the
eye of the law. A priest is not looked on as guilty
of falsehood when he professes never yet to have
heard of some matter which was long since revealed
to him in confession all are aware that what is
spoken in confession is to him as if it were unknown. In each case the circumstances indicate
that the words may be employed in a restricted
Taken in that sense, they are true they
sense.
correspond with the speaker's real judgment. The
same holds good in the CEises where we are justified
the circumstances
in using mental reservation
show that there may be a qualifying clause.
It may be urged that in a mental reservation we
use language with the deliberate purpose of deceiving
'

'

;

:

;

another, and that this is, to all intents, falsehood.
But the objection is not, in fact, justified. In the
first place, our true purpose is not to deceive but
to protect our secret a thing that we have every
may not, indeed, in order to do
right to do.
but we are not bound to supply the
so, tell a lie
questioner with the information which he unjustly
seeks to extort. And, secondly, in such cases it is
more correct to say that the questioner deceives
himself than that we deceive him. He is well
aware that to such a question we may be unable
to give a full' answer without the betrayal of a

—

We

;
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and he must expect an cv;i>ion. If he
ihooses to take it as an unqualitied statement of
the whole tnith, let him attribute the error to his
own folly.
may be the < ccasion of his mistake ;
we are not, properly speaking, its cause.
It stands to reason that mental reservation may
be employed only where there is real necessity of
preserving a secret, and where there is no other
way of so doing to employ such a method in
matters of little moment would not be mental
In the ordinary
reservation, but plain falsehood.
intercourse of daily life men assume that no exwill
be
taken
to
their
inquiries, and that
ception
the replies which they receive will be frank there
is nothing in these matters to suggest to them the
This, however,
possibility of a restricted reply.
is not the case if the restriction is such as to be
manifest to all except the extremely unobservant.
Under such circumstances a comparatively slight
cause e.g., to set aside an inconvenient question
will be justification enough.
Again, if the person
who asks has a right to demand the information
from us, then, unwelcome as the question may be,
secret,

We

;

;

—

—

we must answer fully. It would not, e.g., be
justifiable to practise mental reservation to the
income-tax commissioners.
In the 16th cent, a prolonged controversy arose as
to the permissibility of the restrictio pure mentulis,
viz. a mental reservation the presence of which is

not indicated by any external circumstances whatever. The first to put forward this opinion appears
to have been the famous canonist Martin de
Aspilcueta ('Doctor Navarnis'; 1491-1586). His
authority was so great that he was followed by
not a few authors of note, including L. Lessius, A.
Diana, etc. On the other hand, theologians no
less eminent maintained what is clearly the case,
that such reservations differ in no wav from falsehoods. This was the view emphatically taught by
P. Laymann, J. Azor, G. de Coninek, and many
others.
In 1679 Innocent XI. condemned three
propositions drawn from the works of those who
defended the use of the restrictio pure mentalis
(H. Denzinger and 0. Bannwart, Enchiridion SymSince
bolorum}^, l<>eiburg, 1911, nos. 1176-1178).
that time the opinion has been acknowledged to be
theologically indefensible.
Protestant moralists reject the doctrine of mental
reservation, and those of them who deal with the
cases at issue solve the problem by adopting a less
rigorous view as to falsehood than is taken Ijy the
Roman Catholic theologians. They teach that the
malice of lying consists in its being an ofl'ence
against justice, truth being a debt which we owe
our fellow-men ; and that, where that debt ceases,
falsehood is legitimate
thus, e.g., Grotius (de
Jure Belli et Pads, III. i. 11), J. Milton {Treatise
of Christian Doctrine, in Prose Works, London,
1848-53, V. 115-119), Jeremy Taylor {Ductor Dubi-

—

tantium, in Works, London, 1828, xiii. 351), W.
Paley {Principles of Moral and Political Philosophy, bk. iii. ch. 15, in Works, London, 1821, i.
For reasons given above this view is regarded
135).
as erroneous by the Roman Catholic theologians.

LrraRATiTRB.— P. Laymann, Theologia Moralis, Munich, 1630,
IT. 13 ; T. Raynaud, Opusc. de JSquivocatione ft Mentali
D. Viva, Theses
Restrictione, in Opera, Lyons, 1665, xiv. 71
III.

;

VIJ., Innoc. XI., AUx, VIII., Padua, 1708;
Waffelaert, DiMertalion sitr la malice du menswige,
Bruges, 1884 J. H. Newman, Apologia pro Vila Sua, London,
Mental Reserva1864, Appendix 8 T. Slater, artt. Lying,'
A. Ballerini, Opus Theologicum Morale, Prate,
tion,' in CE
and the moral theolo^'ians generally.
1890, VI. ii. 4
Protestant criticism R. Sanderson, Dejuranienti promissorii
Obligatione, London, 1647, pral. \n. n. 6; E. Stillingfleet,
sermon xvii. (1679), in Works, London, 1710, i. 2b'i O. Zockler,
art. Reservatio Mentalis,' in Pi?£3.
G. H. JOYCE.

Damnatce ab Alex.
G.

J.

;

'

'

;

;

;

:

;

'

MERCY. — Mercy,
able of both

as an ethical quality predicbe useftally dis-

God and man, may

MBROY
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tinnnislied

from love or kinclnoss

.as

coiiiiotiiig in

object a certain inferiority, whetlier natural or
It excludes the idea of equality, in this
spiritual.
or that relation, as hetween ]L;iver and receiver.
In the Bible the divine mercy .signihes active pity
it is manifested
for the L'uilty or the miserable
in countless ways, but preeminently in the bestowal of salvation in Christ, and may therefore
be described as the form assumed by divine love
in the presence of the sinful or the frail.
Either
moral failure or crcaturely weakness is suHicient
to evoke it, and both things are always found in
all men.
Hence mercy in tJod is rather a permanent disposition than merely an intermittent source
of specific acts.
As exhiljited at its noblest in
Jesus' personal demeanour, mercy has in it nothing
of condescension, which is an attitude bordering
on scorn; it was because He sought to establisli
its

;

with them such communion of spirit as might
produce inward renewal that Jesus showed compassion to the needy, and under these circumstances
nierey became the instrument of His tr\ist in the
divine capacities of man. Ere long Jesus was able
to call the recipients of His mercy by the closer

name of 'friends.'
The ascription of mercy

to God implies a positive
estimate of religious cognition, or at least the
rejection of some negative estimates which have
To
figured prominently in 19th cent, philosophy.
say of mercy, with Shakespeare, that it is an attribute to God Himself,' is the equivalent of holding that anthropomorphic judgments do not necessarily or siibstantially falsify our apprehension of
the flivine reality, and that moral qualities which
faith sees in God are not essentially different from
qualities in men called by the same names.
Apart from special tenets of the schools, Christian minds have usually held that the divine
mercy is characterized, or even constituted, by two
(1) It is free; it is not forced by any
qualities.
outward constraint, nor does it come to manifestation as the automatic response of reason to the
facts of the world.
God is love, love which has its
measure in the Cross and His niercj', as everlasting as Himself, is greater than we could either
ask or think. It is misleading to speak of Him
as constrained to mercy, if we mean simply that
His action is the free expression of a perfectly
loving Will His pity is evoked, not by merit, or
by tears of repentance, but by the need or ruin of
His creatures. (2) It is absolute, and covers the
'

;

;

whole of human

it acceijts no limit from
but puts all men in debt for
every goodgif t. For St. Paul the mercy of God has
the aspect of miracle or paradox as being vouchsafed to the unworthy and even to the actively
hostile, whose worth it creates but does not presuppose. Our part is not to measure or explain
it, but rather to enjoy it with wonder and adora-

human

life

;

prejudice,

tion.

Yet the best religious thought has never held
the divine mercy to be incompatible with hostility
to sin.
Ethically pure compassion is a real capacity for holy anger ; there is no mercy in allowing
a bad man to go on in badness. Doubtless to an
evil conscience mercy and judgment appear to be
in conflict, but for Jesus both were living expressions of the Father's love.
Mercy in God asks for mercifulness in man. In
the parable of the Unmerciful Servant (Mt 18^-")

Jesus made this plain for good and all. Mercy for
Him is an element in the righteousness of the
Kingdom, and it has been pointed out that 'it
nee<led

much

to

be inculcated in Christ's time,

when .sympathy was killed by the theory that all
suffering was {lenalty of special sin, a^theory which
'

fostered a pitiless type of righteousness (A. G.
Bruce, in Expn.iitor's Greek Testament, i. [1897] 99).

(Indian)

To seek

at God's hands a pity which we refuse to
others is insincere not only so, but in the absence
of a merciful spirit we arc morally incapable of
appreciating the free, unlmught mercy of God.
Hence the promi.se to the merciful that they shall
receive mercy (Mt .')') expresses one aspect of the
;

moral nature of things.
Human mercy must take the mercy of God as
its model and inspiration.
Iiike its exemplar, it
not to be accurately doled out in proportion to
the receiver's deserts
in its perfectness it will
rather exhibit a certain abandonment and overllowing munificence, and will ask no questions about
the otfender save as to his penitence. But feeble
and complaisant mercy is as demoralizing as indiscriminate charity.
Be ye merciful, even as your
Father is merciful (Lk 6^") is a call for discipline
is

;

'

'

no

less

than lenity.

The

supren; . motive of mercifulness, whether to
the guilty or to the necessitous, is not the natural
desire to be treated mercifully in our own time of
need it is the thankful memory of pity bestowed
on us by God. And the living sense that from the
mercy of God all our hopes begin, the sight of its
glorious freedom and absoluteness in Christ, is far
more than a mood of comfortable security it is
charged with moral inspiration enabling Christian
men to do and bear all things for the sake of the
unmeasured divine love that for them has made all
;

;

things new.

—

LiTER.\TCRK. R. C. Trench, Sew Testament Si/noni/ins, ed.
London, 1901 H. Jacoby, NeutcMainentliche Klhik, Koni^berg, 1S99; T. C. Hall, Uislori/ nf Ethics within orriani--ed
Christianity, London, lillO W. Herrmann, Communion of the
Christian with God, Eng. tr.2, do. 1906.
;

;

MERCY

H. R. Mackintosh.

— Adequately

to discuss the
of the quality of mercy
within the range of the Indian jjeoples would
demand a book or treatise of no inconsiderable
All that is practicable within the limits
length.
of an article is to attempt to exhibit the natural
significance

(Indian).

and operation

qualities and general tendencies that have been
at work, to estimate the etlicacy and worth of the
influences that have been brought to bear, and to
indicate the broad results in the character and
disposition of the inhabitants of the country, as

they are found in evidence at the present day.
It is manifest that environment and ethnological
origin and development, no less than religious
prejudice and ethical culture, have contributed to
a resultant quality or characteristic which can be
defined only in the most general tenns.
It is clear, moreover, that, from early historical
times at least, the expression of this quality in
the races of India has been obstructed and almost
stifled in two directions, the one more or less a
The barriers raised
consequence of the other.
by caste, which bixame only more formidable
with the lapse of time, while permitting or even
enjoining the exhibition of kindliness, generosity,
and pity within the narrow caste limits, formed
insuperable obstacles to the exercise of these
qualities without, and therefore temled inevitably to isolation and degradation. And religious
pride and prejudice, allying themselves with caste
distinctions, promoted the growth of a narrow
partisanship and class organization, within which
the development of a spirit of fraternity and
human kindliness was as little practicable as
The earlier
that of community of interest.
periods of Indian history and social life also
show clearly the presence of those feelings of
niutual hostility and dislike which exist universally among groiijis of primitive peoples dwelling
in a wide land, among whom isolation and the
elfective
difficulties of communication are an
ground of suspicion and of ]ierpptual fear of
lliat

which presents

it.self

as of

unknown

char-

MERCY
Thus the isuspicion enacter and inteutions.
gendered by mere strangeness leads not seldom
to acts of cruelty, which ultimately obtain the
sanction of custom and are fortified by religious
precept and rule. An unreasoning dread of that
which is exceptional, rather than any other
natural impulse, is probably at the basis of all
such ruthless practices.
Tlie angry and hostile
feelings thus aroused check the growth of the
and the
spirit of sympathy and mercifulness
latter must wait for the rise of a wider and more
intelligent and generous outlook upon life and
;

human

relationships.

The claims, moreover, of a religious ritual which
not only sanctioned, but enjoined, animal sacrifices were hostile to the development of the
kindlier qualities of jiity and regard for the
weaker or less fortunate members of the tribe
or community.
Familiarity with the taking of
life has always tended, not only in India, but
elsewhere, to deaden sensibility and to bring into
play the har.sher and more cruel passions. When
the sacrificial act claims the sanction of religion,
and is transformed into a sacred rite and duty,
the performance of which in all its rigid details
is obligatory and of the highest merit, the debasing effect of custom and habit is reinforced
by an appeal to the strongest human motives and
That which

in many instances it
prejudices.
would revolt a man to do for himself he will do
determinedly and witli a clear conscience under
what he conceives to be divine authority. The
elaborate Vedic sacrifices, with their large demands and imposing ritual, could have had in
this respect only one consequence
to familiarize
men's minds with thoughts of savagery, and to
close their hearts and ears to the cry for comWith facilities for mutual intercourse
passion.
and the advance of civilization, and with a higher
estimate of the value of life in all its forms,
these practices, changed their character, or tended
Offerings of fruit or
altogether to disappear.
flowers, or models in paste of animal form, took
the place of the living sacrifice at the altar, and
bear witness to an alteration of feeling on the
part of the worshipper, and a desire to free his
ritual from acts and observances which had become repugnant to a more cultivated and sensitive

—

nature.
It is probable also that a distinction should be
distinction due to racial characteristic

made — a

—

as well as to natural environment between the
primitive peoples of India and the later Aryan
tribes, who entered the country in successive
bands of invasion from the north-west and north.

The

latter

were swayed

by the

gentler,

more

peaceable, and kindly temperament incident always to tlie pastoral habit of life. Eventually
this tendency, though with many a set-back and
cross-current, triumphed, and gave its general
tone to the character and disposition of the entire
Indian people. The primitive tribes, for the most
part isolated from one another in gloomy and
treacherous forest homes, received a training which
developed the suspicious and harsher elements of
human nature, brought into prominence the rugged
aspects of nature as a whole, and was calculated
to present few attractive features of generosity
or humanity. Thus they were taught lessons of
stern pitilessness and disregard of the life or wellbeing of others, and more or less unconsciously
cultivated a disposition akin to that of the wild
beasts against which they had continually to be
on their gxiard. These two currents of thought
and feeling may be traced all through the course
of Indian history, and are observable at the ])resent
time among the racial and caste divisions of the
country. It is to the credit of the innate courtesy

667

(Indian)

and sympathetic kindliness of the native Indian
that a merciful and generous spirit has, on the
whole, maintained itself against religious and
social

prejudices, and, in the face of influences

from within and from without, has to a large
ex tent prevailed against isolating class-feeling and
sectarian pride.
In the Indian sacred books the duty of pitifulne.ss

and compassion to
theme.

curring

all

is

a constantly

re-

Mercy (dayd) and abstinence

from

injurj' to life (ahithm) are primary obligations.
Especially in the Bhagavad-G'itd (q.v.),
and in the type of religious thought and experience which it represents, the enforcement of this
duty occupies a prominent place. The tnie Brahman may be kno%vn by his friendliness to all ;
and not only the Brahman, but other castes also,
are bound by the same rule. The best sacrifice
is that which refrains from doing hurt to any
creature
respect should be shown for the life
and happiness of even the lowliest of creatures,
;

and no animate being should ever be subjected
to injury or wrong.
In a similar manner the
religious teaching of the schools that are in sympathy with the Bhagavad-Gltd repeats and enforces the same res]ionsibility.
Two comments

upon these injunctions are jjerhaps natural and
inevitable.
They seem, in the first place, to show
more regard for animal than for human life it
is probable that the original authors assumed the
;

latter, or regarded it as inclusively stated in the
larger precept. And, further, the interpretation
placed upon the rule has been, at least to the
Western mind, in practice so one-sided and exaggerated as to destroy in large part its operative

worth. The general tendency, however, it can
hardly be doubted, has been in the direction of
the cultivation of the qualities of mercy and
mutual consideration. These qualities naturally
find little or no statement or emphasis in the
books on law or ritual, or among the regulations
for the detailed observance of the sacrifices.
The
Vedic hymns, while they extol the forbearance
and mercy together with the justice of the gods,
leave it a matter of inference rather than of command that men should follow in their steps. In
general it may be said that the decisive influence upon Indian character and belief has been
exercised not by the ritual precepts, but by the
humanitarian teaching of the BJiagavad-Gltd, by
the popular epic poetry, and by the tradition of
the lives of the heroes of olden time.
The first organized protest against the sacrificial
rule in the interests of a kindlier and more humane
The character of
spirit was made by Buddhism.
Gautama Buddha, as depicted in the extant literature and stereotyped in painting and sculpture,
In practice
is singularly gentle and attractive.
as well as by precept he would seem to have urged
the duty of forbearance and brotherliness to all ;
to do no harm to any living thing was a rule enjoined upon all who desired to unite themselves to
his company and be enrolled among his disciples
and the purpose of the law whicli forbade the
;

Buddhist monk to move from place to place
during Vassa, the season of the rains, was at

much to avoid the otherwise inevitable
destruction of animal and insect life which would
ensue, at a time when the multiplicity and
activity of all such life are most apparent, as
in recognition of the difficulties of travel incident
Hindu monks and ascetics appear
to the season.
least as

also

to

have observed

Vas-'ia,

although

not

so

The merciful
universally or to the same extent.
spirit, of which the rule of ahii'nsd was the outcome and logical conclusion, pervaded Indian Buddhism as long as it remained in its native land,
found expression in the acts and edicts of its
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greatest emperor, Aioka, ami emphasized and
extolled a generous tolerance towards the feelings and opinions of others, which, with rare
exceptions, has characterized its attitude and
life in all countries to which it has been carried.
In India the influence which it exerted in this
respect w as strong, and remained as a permanent
force in the life of the people after the Buddhist
faith itself had become decadent and had perished
from the land. In the wider aspect also, and as
illustrating this spirit, Buddhism aloue of the great
religious of the world has never been guilty of
liersecution.

Jainism, the ancient sect contemporary with
of similar views and doctrines, inherited also from Hinduism the principles of mercifulness and regard for life in all
its manifestations, but carried these principles to

Buddhism and possessed

an extravagant and abnormal length.
Even
noxious creatures, however initating or in.sigand
the literal
nilicant, may not be destroyed
interpretation of the injunction to do no hurt to
has
led
with
them
to
practical inliving beings
conveniences of a serious nature, which are not
counterbalanced by an equivalent development of
the qualities of a real compassion. Buddhism,
moreover, in the days of its strength in India,
made piovision for sick, infirm, or worn-out
animals in special hospitals and similar institutions, established and maintained by adherents
of the Hindu and Jain faiths, for nianj' centuries
past and even at the present time, bear witness
to a compassionate spirit worthy of all commendation.
To Western thought, however, these institutions appear not seldom to defeat their own
object, and to be accompanied by contradictions in
feeling and jiractice which it is difficult to reconcile with the spirit of the implied
religious
The form has been preserved and
teaching.
the letter of the law obeyed; but the meaning
and motive of the whole have, in many instances
at least, lost their force and been disregarded
ill the external fulfilment of an
obligation which
satislied the conscience, but did little to effect
a change in the character or disposition of the
;

;

individual.

AVith the
coming of the Muhainmadans a new
invaded India, antagonistic to the old, the
consequences of which were great and permanent.
Born of religious fanaticism, and nurtured in the
caniji and on the field of battle, the warlike spirit
of Islam bore down all religious opposition and
refused to accept the symbol and confession of
faith of the vanquished creed.
From the minds
of the conquerore religious fanaticism, in alliance
with a temper naturally stern and self-contained,
had banished all feelings of compassion towards
aliens or foes.
Thus a spirit of inhumanity, based
ultimately upon religious precept and belief, not
only inculcated indifference to life where the
honour or extension of the faith was concerned,
but urged the entire elimination of the infidel by
force of arms.
In a further respect also, and
that wholly new to India, the example .set has
l>een followed with results calamitous for the
whole peninsula, the untoward effects of whicli
have only begun to be repaired within comparaTliere is no evidence that
tively recent years.
before Islam led the way religious prejudice or
rivalry ever found expression to any considerable
extent in overt ficts of persecution. The warfare
between the sects was waged by word and argument in the schools and royal courts, but not by
spirit

The followers of Muhammad taught
violence.
men to throw t he sword into the scale ; and the
spirit of division and liatred has never since that
time been otlier than latent on both sides, ready
to spring to arms and perpetrate cruelties on any

(Indian)
violation

of religious
religious conviction.

comity or outrage

upon

Two

further external influences deserve consideration, but are of very unequal weight and
Of non-Christian ethical systems
importance.
that of the Parsis is unrivalled for its merciful
spirit and regard for the poor and necessitous
of its own religious community ; and the largehearted generosity of wealthy members of the
Parsi faith has always been beyond praise.
In
general, however, the obligations of kindliness
and mutual helpfulness are valid towards those
of their own faith alone ; and, except by way
of example, it cannot be said that their principles
or practice have made any deep impression on
the nation as a whole. Their numbers, moreover,
are too few, and their social severance from Hindu
and Muhammadan alike too complete, to enable
them to exercise a wide-spread influence for good
in this respect.
They are and remain strangers in
the land, whose character and lite have been for
the most part for themselves aloue, neither shared
in nor sought as a pattern by those among whom
their lot

was

cast.

With Christianitj' it has been entirely otherwise.
From the beginning it threw itself into the
national and social life of the country, and, as
far as the religious sentiment and pride of its opponents would permit, endeavoured to permeate
society with its principles and to uplift the people
as a whole to the level of its own ethical ideal.
The influence of its temper and teaching has
always been wider than the limits of its acknowIts exledged churches or professed disciples.

ample has been pervasive and powerful, and
mainly through its preaching and its schools it
has exercised a far-reaching ethical influence on
the doctrines and practice of the Indian peoples.
Whether or liow far early Buddliism was indebted
to Christianity for moral precept and belief remains an open question, to which it is improbable
that any ilefinite or certain answer can ever be

The later centuries, however, aflbrd abundant evidence of the extent of Christian influence
and the attractiveness of Christian ideals in modifying the hold of cruel rites upon the popular mind
and in securing, although not always permanently,
the acceptance of higher standards of right and
given.

mutual regard.

The influence described was never stronger than
during the last and present centuries, and it was
especially marked in the reform movements of
the 10th cent., whose leaders never hesitated to
acknowledge their indebtedness to Christian teaching and to the Christian Scriptures. Kam Mohan
Koy, Kesliab Chandra Sen, and others, to a large
extent accepted the principles of the Christian
faith, whUe repudiating its more distinctive doc-

trines (see art. Beahma Samaj).
Moreover, it
was on the ethical side that most would seem to
have been learnt and adopted. The broad and
kindly tolerance of all sects, which is a marked
feature of the religious life of the Reformed
churches, the gentle habit of mind and speech,
for the rights and consideration
the needs and sufferings of others, if not
altogether due to the leaders' knowledge and
appreciation of Christian principles, were thereby
greatly strengthened. With the exception of the
Arya Samaj (q.v.), however, which exercises a
growing ascendancy in many directions, the contribution of these sects to the spirit and thought
of India has not been so eHe(^tive or lasting as at
The leaven of their
one time was anticipated.
influence has been restricted in its range, although
within (hese limits a genuine ell'ect has been

and the rcganl
for

jiroduced.

At the

basis

of

liuliau

religious

and

moral

MERCY

(Muslim)— MERIT (Introductory and non-Christian)
of

tliought, therefore, at least in its earlier stages
of
the gods, lay a belief in the generally beneficent
and merciful character of the divine powers. The
Vedic deities are, for the most part, kindly disposed
towards mankind.
It is reasonable to suppose
that in those remote ages also the quality of
mercy found a place among the attributes of the

and as regards the conception of the nature

gods because

it

On

'

'

'

the other hand, the awe-

friendship with them (v. 56). The words probably
apply to Christians who become Muslims, for the
passage goes on to address those who believe
;

'

walk

may

be

basis, is

:

'

The Merciful One hatli taught
One,' and begins
the Qur'au, hath created man, hath taught him
articulate speech.' The phrase God is merciful'
is in constant use, and in practical daily life has
overshadowed the idea of His righteousness and
justice. It too often leads to complacency and self:

'

satisfaction.

A man

commits

and

sin

'

saj's,

God

is

'

instead of leading to repentance and
amendment of life, his idea of the mercy of God too
often tends to make disobedience easy and safe.
merciful

;

so,

Literature.—There is no special literature on the subject
under Salvatio.v (Muslim).

;

see literature

Edward

Sell.

—
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Literature.— The subject is discussed more or leas incidenworks on the religions and pliilosoph.v oMndia. See
artt. Hinduism, Jainism, Parsib, Biiakti-Marqa, Brahma-Samaj.
tally in all

A. S. Geden.
despair- of God's mercy
is one of the gi'eat sins, for mercy is one of the
attributes of God, and to doubt whether He will
show it implies disbelief in this divine attribute.
O my servants ^ho have transgressed to ,vour own hurt,
despair not of God's mere}', for all sins doth God forgive'
Who despaireth of the mercy of his Lord,
(Qur'an, xxxix. 64).
but they who err ? (xv. 56).

MERCY (Muslim). — To

'

'

'

The words In the name
'

of God, the Merciful
One,' form the heading of all chapters of the
Al-Eahman, the MerciQur'iin except the ninth.
ful One, is one of the names of God ; it is used in
The Qur'au refers in
some suras for Allah.
various ways to the mercy of God. The angels
Our Lon!
who celebrate His praises cry out
'

!

thou dost embrace all things in mercy and knowledge' (xl. 7). Satan issaiil to have claimed mercy
on the ground that he was a thing and, therefore,
part of the 'all things.' The reply is that the
'
mercy refers only to the obedient and adds to the
ruin of the wicked (xvii. 84).
The treasuries of
the mercies of the Lord' is a Qur'anic expression,
and the word 'mercy 'is used as a description
of divine book.<.
'flic hook of Moses is spoken
'

are

)

of India are exceptionally numerous owing to the many elements
that have entered into the life of the inhabitants
of the counlr,^'.
An appreciation can take account of little more than the general characteristics of the majority, their habit of mind, and
mode of action. These considerations, however,
justify to the fullest extent the description of the
native peoples of India as by nature indulgent and
merciful.

'

portions

'

the case

:

;

'

Indian faith

impracticable.

'

'

merciful has, on the whole, found
expression in the Indian creed, and been translated into Indian practice. To generalize, however, with regard to races so diverse in origin,
history, and character, on any but the broadest
cross-currents in

will

serve its possessor in his perilous walk over that
One chapter of the Qur'au (Iv. is called
bridge.
Smat-al-Bahmdn, the chapter of the Merciful

is

and most general

He

than a hair, over which all must pass at the Last
Day, then the light is true faith which will pre-

dependent have no

said, therefore, that the

;

two portions of His
bestow upon you a llghb to

His apostle

in

one for believing in
for belief in the former
prophets (Baidawi). The light is either the Qur'au
to enable the convert to walk in the right path, or,
if the walking refers to the bridge ((il-Sirut) finer

of

that heaven

you

Muhammad, and one

philosophy, if not actively hostile
to considerations of humanity and brotherly love,
at least stood aside, and found their interest and
life in a region where the kindly mutual relapart.
It

will He give to
in (Ivii. 28).

The two

and kindred works, and was put into practice by
those sects which more or less sincerely acknowledged its authority and were permeated by its
Lower and tlarker forms of religious faith
spirit.
maintained a cruel and lilood-stained ritual, the
effect of which on those who followed it could
not fail to promote hardness and insensibility
And the more influential
to
or need.
suffering

is

Fear God and believe

mercy

;

upon which mercy

*

*

acteristics or tendencies met, and, being incapable
of complete reconciliation, existed side by side
throughout the entire development of Indian
Like most Orientals
Bpiritual and ethical history.
the Indian is by nature gentle and disposed to
kindliness and Generosity and this aspect of his
disposition found expression in the Bhagavad-Gitd

tions

'

and a medicine for what is in your breasts, and a guidance and
a mercy to believers
And we send down of the
(x. 58).
Qur'an that which is a healing and a mercy to the faithful, but
it shall add to the ruin of the wicked
(xvii. 84).
It is said of those who follow Jesus that God put
'
and
into their hearts
compassion (Ivii.
mercy
27) ; but this is not consistent with the denunciation of them (ix. 29-35) and the prohibition of

some and threatening character which a naturereligion often and quite naturally assumes must
The two elementary charnot be overlooked.

systems

The Qur'an
a.s a guide and a 'mercy
(xi. 20).
frequently called a mercy.'
O men, now hatli a warning come to you from ^'OurLoni.
'

is

was appreciated and practised by

their worshippers.
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(Introductory and non-Christian). In
the earlier stages of religious development, as is
attested by abundant examples in artt. Blest,
Abode of the (Primitive and Savage), EsCHATOLOGY, and STATE AFTER DEATH, the moral character of life in this world is not a factor either for
securing immortality at all or for determining rank
and status in the future world, whether immortality be attained by an individual or be vouchsafed
In tliese early stages earthly position,
to all.
notably chieftainship, or a particular manner of
death e.g., in battle is a requisite qualification
for life in the future world
character, whether
good, bad, or indiH'erent, has no weight in deciding
the question. When, however, religion advances,
when immortality is not conferred automatically
(if the religion in question believes it to be conferred
at all), but is a boon which must be achieved by
lung and toilsome endeavour, then three conditions

—

—

;

— sometimes

separated, but usually combined in
greater or less degree are imposed works, faith,

—

:

and

love.
The ideal
found in

combination of these three requisites
and
but one religion Christianity
within Christianitj' only Roman Catholicism gives
full recognition in its official statements to all
Tlie doctrine of the merit of good works
three.
has fared poorly. Some religions practically ignore
it, notably the Bhakti-marga {q.v.) of India and
the Siifiism {q.i\) of Persia. In both of these the
attitude may be due to what they regard as undue
stress on good works in Hinduism and Muhammadanism respectively but, on the other hand,
over-emphasis on faith and love to the exclusion of
good works is dangerously apt to degenerate into
an antinomianism which is a pitiful parody of
is

—

;

;

Love alone is practically the
religion at its best.
sole condition of salvation to tlie Sufi and to the
follower of the Bhakti niarga faitli is scarcely
concerned except in so far as one naturally believes
;

MERIT
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(Introductory and non-Chrietian)

with lirniness what one loves with fervour. Faith
and works <are the essential bases of Mand.-eanism

(W. Brandt, Mitnduische Religion, Leijizig, 1889,
Mere intellectual faith, without love
pp. 171-174).

or works, has never been held, so far as the writer

knows, to avail for salvation, except po.s.sibly in
extreme Luthei'anism.
The stress laid by St. Paul on justification 'by
faith apart from the deeds of the l;nv (Ro 3™ ; cf.
5', (jal 2") must not be wrested from its itontoxt
'

the Apostle's teaching, for he hiuiself tells us
that love is greater even than faith (1 Co 13), and
that 'faith worketh by love' (Gal 5« cf. 1 Th P,
1 Ti 1' et<;.).
There was reason for him to speak
in

;

—

dispara>'ingly of works it
to couibat the excessive

was necessary for him
nomism of Judaism.

Paul was a man of balanced judgment,
and to say that he condemned all works because he
deprecated reliance on them alone would be a mis-

But

St.

representation of his true attitude. He recognized
the value and the merit of good works (2 Co 8f.),
enjoining the church at Philippi to work out your
own salvation with fear and trembling' (Ph 2"),
and at Thessalonica to establish their hearts in
'

'

every good «ork and word (2 Th 2"). There is no
doubt that he would have subscribed heartily to
the famous passage of St. James (Ja 2"; cf. v.™)
that faith, if it have not works, is dead in itself.'
The doctrine of the merit accruing from good
works may be viewed from two sides from the
side of man antl from tlie side of the deity.
From
the human side, the more good a man does, or
even tries to do, the greater is the merit which he
'

'

—

from the divine side, it is recognized,
practically by Christianity alone, that no man can
ne so rich in good works as to merit salvation
'all have sinned, and fall short of the glory of
t!od' (Ko 3^); all human righteousness is, as
Isaiah said (Is 04"), but as paunus menstruatiB.'
Only a shallow thinker would stress the apparent
antinomy here set forth ; the two partial truths
blend harmoniously in the perfect truth of the
Christian faith.
Indeed, the Christian is saved
Our Lord
solely l)y merit, though not by his own.
could
Himself
say, as His earthly life drew to its
that
He
had
work
the
which
close,
accomplished
His Father gave Him to do (Jn 17*), and He
emphasized the necessity of work (5" 9*). Only
through the work consummated on Calvary did
salvation come to man
only through the merit
of the Sacrifice of the Atonement can we hope at
last to attain to heaven (cf. Council of Trent, sess.
deserves

;

;

'

;

of the merit of works of supererogation also
dojjma
falls within this general category.
The doctrine of merit is, on the whole, a char-

We

acteristic of the higher types of religion.
find
true, among the lower races, as when the
Brazilian I^anna ' say that the souls of the brave
will become beautiful birds feeding on pleasant
fruits, but cowards will be turned into reptiles'
(PC'ii. 7); and a similar belief is recorded of the

it, it is

African Maravi and of the Santal of India [ib. pp.
Elsewhere, as among the Nicaraguans and
tlie Negroes of Guinea, the good alone enjoy immortality, the wicked being annihilated (ib. p.
22 f.). Among the Greenlanders the condition of
happy immortality is to have been a hard worker
in this life (ib. p. 86
the manner of death e.g.,
by dro\vning or in child-birth— is also a factor).
In all these cases, which might be much multiplied
e.g., from African and American Indian tribes (i6.
the distinction between good and bad
p. 94 f )
must invariably be interpreted by the standards of
the particular peoples concerned. If this is done,
there is undoubtedly a very real ethical basis and
a true morality even though quite rudimentary
as the foundation of the belief in the future destiny
of the soul.
The doctrine of merit is much developed in the
higher religions, as in Egyptian (cf. art. ETHICS
AND Morality [Egyptian], § 7f.) and Vedic (cf.
Muir, V. [1872] 284 Vi'.), and reaches its non-Christian culmination in the Zoroastrian triad of good
thoughts, good words, and good deeds' as antithetic
to bad thoughts, bad words, and bad deeds.' The
course of the evolution is well summarized by E.
B. Tylor(/'CMi. 84 f.):
S, 10).

—

;

—

—

.

'

'

'

'

—

—

'

'

The idea of the next life being: similar to thia seems to have
developed into the idea that what gives prosperity and renown
here will give it there also, 80 that earthly conditions carry on
tlieir contrasts into the changed world after death.
Thus a
man's condition will be a result of, rather than a compensation
or retribution for, his condition during hfe.
Through such
an intermediate stage the doctrine of simple future existence
was actually developed into the doctrine of future reward and
punishment.*
Turning to the higher religions, we observe,
first, that the teaching of Muhamraadanism on the
subject of merit is practically to the effect that
'

.

.

.

works are requisite, but that the true
believer, being guided by Allah to perform them,
is, in reality, saved only by divine grace, while the
wicked are punished eternally for the sins which
they have committed, and for their refusal to subThe problem is complirait to divine guidance.
cated here by the fatalism of Muhammadanism
good

Fate [Muslim]).
At the Last Day every

V. ch. 3, sess. vi. chs. 3, 16, can. 10).

(see art.

In the primitive stages of religion its essence
may be regarded as works. Beliefs are fluid;
ritual is stable every rite must be performed with
minute scrupulosity. If the proper rites are thus
exactly observed, the result is certain (provided,
of course, that no sirronger counter-force opposes)
and, if a hap))y hereafter is the object of such
rites, that blessedness is thereby assured (cf. PCP
ii.
90 f.).
Not all, however, are content with
the discharge of minimum requirements and, conwith
niinimuni results. If one wishes for
sequently,

soul shall be recompensed as it hath deserved: no injustice on that
It is equally true that
day' (Qur'ivn, xl. 17).
whosoever of the People of the Book' believeth
in God and the last day, and doeth that which
is right, shall have their reward with their Lord
cf. ii. 76, 106, 215, iii. 194, iv. 60, 121-1'23,
(ii. 59
172, v. 73, vii. 40, xi. 14, xxv. 64-76; the idea is
closely |)aralleled by Ac 10"*) and elsewhere faith
is conjoined with observance of almsgiving and the
appointed times of prayer (ii. 2-4), while throughout faith and works go together (e.g., iii. 190-199).
The whole altitude of Ishim on this matter may
thus be summarized from the earliest sura (xxxvii.
22-55) which deals extensively with it
and
'Gather together those who have acted unjustl.v,

;

;

more, he must do more perhaps, also, it will be
well for him to provide a store against unforeseen
In that ca.se also he must Ije more
contingencies.
energetic in the doing of such works as will efl'ect
such a result it is even possible that merits may
be delilierately amassed for the purpose of achiev.
ing results unattainable for those wlio are content
with the requirements imposed on every one and
in some ca.ses the merits thus stored up are available
;

;

;

for othei-s as well as for him who originally accumulates them.
The doctrine of the merits of our
Lord's Passion and, in Roman Catholic
theology,
of the merits of the saints at once come to mind
the latter connexion
and the Uoman Catholic

m

;

'

'

'

'

;

;

:

.

.

.

guide them to the road for hell.
But on this day they shall submit themselves to God.
"Just, therefore, is the doom which our Lord hath passed
.

.

.

.

us."

upon
Ye shall surely
.

.

.

.

.

taste the jminful punishment,
And ye shall not l)e rewarded hut as ye have wrought,
Save the sincere servants uf (I'Mi ....
" But for the fa\'onr of
my Lord, I had surely been of those
who have been brought (unto danmation)."
In a word, the .saved ileclare (vii. 41): 'Praise
had
be to God who hath guided us hither
!

'

!

We
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not been guiiled had not God guided us
(cf. also
E. M. Wherry, Comprehensive Commentary on the
and
ii.
note
index,
Qurdn, London, 18S2-86,
12,
31,
s.v.
Salvation).
The most complete development of the theory of
merit among the ethnic religions is undoubtedly
'

!

'

found in India. Tlie main aspects have already
been considered at length in the art. Karma,
where it will be seen that the Indian concept of
merit is closely connected as it is in several other
religious systems with belief in transmigration

—

—

One aspect, liowin asceticism (q.v.).
ever, calls for mention here the accumulation of
merit for the attainment of supernatural results
in this life.
On the theory of sacrifice as set forth by the
Brahtnayias^i.e., that it is a rite which ipso facto
(q.v.)

and

—

—

compels the result at whicli it aims it follows
that the accumulation of merit not only by sacrifice but also in other ways will constrain the gods
themselves to bow before the might of the ascetic.
This power may be used for good or for evil, according to the purpose of him who possesses the
merit in question. The records of India are full
of stories of sages who liave won enormous powers
by tlie accumulation of merit, almost wholly by
asceticism.
Thus, Bali conquered Indra and all the other grods except
and ruled the world until \ jsnu outw itted him Chya-

Vi^iju,

;

vana constrained Indra to do

{Mahdbhdrata, iii. 122125) the particularly ill-tempered Durvasas by his curse brought
the ffods so completely under the power of the demons that
only the famous churning of the Ocean of Milk, which produced
the ami'ta ('ambrosia'), restored the divine sway (l-'i'fnu Purdna, i. 9) Harii^chandra's patience under trial deservedly raised
him to heaven, though he unhappily boasted of his merit and
fell, but, repenting in mid-air, still remains in his aerial city
half-way between heaven and earth (Mdrkani^eya PurdtT^a, i7ff.); Kaudu's austerities, like those of many other sages, were
BO perilous to the gods that Indra sent the Apsaras Pramlocba
to seduce him (['/.wik PurdTia, i. 15) Kartavirya thus obtained
great boons, which he used wisely {Lb. iv. 11) the demon
Rava^a, the evil figure of the lidmdyana, won supernatural
power by the merit of his austerities ViSvamitra, whose conflicts with the almost equally merit-endowed Vasistha form an
important theme in the earlier Sanskrit literature, rose to be
a Brahman instead of being merely a Ksatriya (Muir, i.2 [1872]
317 ff.). Indeed, the idea recurs constantly throughout .Sanskrit literature, the implication being always that the sage
owes his power solely to the merit which he has accumulated
and in modern folk-belief the same supernatural might is accredited to the Yogi and Faqir.
his will

;

;

for admission to the Buddhist priesthood, the canLet the merit that I have gained
didate prays
be shared by my lord- It is fitting to give lue to
share in the merit gained by my lord' (J. F.
'

:

Dickson, JMAS, 1875, pp. 7, 9).
Buddhism,
however, stands almost alone in thus transferring
merit during this life. Tlje transfer of merit from
the living to the dead is less common, altliough
the Marcionite practice of baptizing for tlie dead'
may possibly belong here (cf. J. Bingham, Antiquities of the Chr. Church, London, 1843-45, iii.
It is, however, taught by the Roman
451-456).
'

Catholic Church that, in virtue of the article of
the Communion of Saints, tlie faithful living may
transfer their merits for the benefit of souls in
purgatory. More frequently the transfer is made
in the future world, particularly at the examination
of a recently arrived soul. Thus, in Muhammadanism, according to al-Gliazali (Perle pricieiise, ed.
and tr. L. Gautier, Geneva, 1878, p. 79f.), the man
whose good and evU exactly counterbalance is
bidden by Allah to borrow some small merit from
a more fortunate soul that the balance may be
turned in his favour (for other solutions of this
problem cf. the discussions connected with the
al-A'raf of Qur'an, vii. 44-46, and see J. B.
Rilling, Beitrdge zur Escluitologie des Islam, LeipM. Wolff, Muh. Eschatologie,
zig, 1895, p. 37 f.
In late Zoroastrianism sacrificial
do. 1872, p. 85).
merit [kirfak) of which the officiating priest is unaware goes to the treasury (ganj) of the angels,
who give the ensuing enjoyment 'to the soul of
that person who h,as at once become righteous in
mind (Sdyast la-Sdyast, viii. 4).
;

'

Literature.— PCS
360

;

;

;

In later Zoroastrianism merit conditions very
strictly one's position in tlie future world. Through
full renunciation of sin and complete confession
of it 'tlie duty and good works w;hich were.before
performed' come bacl» to a man (Sdyast Id-Sayast,
Those whose good and evi! exactly
viii. 5-9).
balance go neither to heaven nor to lieil, but to
Hamestagan, the 'Ever-stationary' (cf. L. H.
Gray, Mtisfon, new ser., iii. [1902] 178), which in
one text (Datistan-i-Dln~tk, xxiv. 6, xxxiii. 2) is
divided into two parts, one for those whose goodness slightly preponderates, and the other for
those whose evil minutely overbalances the scale.
Not only is punishment in keeping with one's sin
Dhalla, Zoroastrian Theology, New
(cf. M. N.
York, 1914, pj). 56 f., 273-275, 280 f.), biit in the
future world justice is so strictly observed that
even the good deeds of a wicked man receive
reward.
For instance, a man whose whole body was either cooked in
'

the caldron or was undergoing some other torment had one of
his legs stretched out unmolested, because he had either shoved
a wisp of hay before a hungry animal that was tied and could
not reach it or killed some noxious creatures with it. He had
not done any other good deed his whole life long' (Dhalla,
cf. also L. C. Casartelli, Philosophy nf the
p. 281, with 'reff.
Mazdayasnian ReligUm under the Sassanids, Bombay, 1SS9, p.
;

f.).

Merits avail, as the doctrine of the merits of the
saints teaches, not only for one's self, but also for
others.
This has been recognized
by otlier religions
as well as by the older form of Christianity.
In
the Buddhist Upasampadd-kammavSchd, or ritual
VOL, VIII.— 36
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;
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— Merit

is,

properly speak-

It implies the existence of at
ing, an ethic.l idea.
least tliree tilings (1) a moral law under which man
is placed, (2) a free will which enables him to obey
:

and (3) a system of rewards and punishments
which obedience or disobedience to the law
it,

bjr
is

Meritorious conduct is such as is
agreeable to the law, and is at tlie same time
as meritorious, it claims honour or
voluntary
reward. Demerit, on the other liand, is the mark
of such voluntary conduct as is not correspondent
to the law
conduct to which this mark attaches
demands punishment (for this general conception
of merit see .J.
Martineau, Types of Ethical
Theory^, Oxford, 1889, ii. 80 IF.).
In Christian theology the idea of merit is closely
connected with that of good works and there is
an important inter-confessional controversy between Roman Catholicism and Protestaiitism conBoth
cerning the relation between the two.
confessions recognize the ethical character of
Christianity by declaring good works necessary to
salvation, but, whUe Catholicism views good works,
with certain limitations, as meritorious of eternal
salvation, Protestantism denies that the standpoint of merit is at all v.alid in the Chiislian life.
I. The Jewish and Hellenistic doctrine of merit.
The conception of the merit of good works and
the demerit of disobedience was inherited by
It does not belong,
Christianity and Judaism.
strictly speaking, to the prophetic religion of
While the prophetic religion is, above all
Israel.
sanctioned.
;

;

;

—

things, ethical, and its demand is for righteousness, the point of view under which right conduct
is regarded is, in the first place, rather that of
loyalty to Jahweh than that of the accumulation
of* merit and demerit, and the consequent hope of
reward and fear of punishment. Typical of the

prophetic attitude to the subject is sucii a sentence
as Mic 6* He hath shewed thee, O man, v.hat is
good and what doth the Lord require of thee, but
'

;

MERIT
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A

brief glance at Hellenistic Judai.sra of the
will conclude this part of our survey.
The morality of the book of \\ isdom and of Philo
combines with the Jewish idea of obedience to the
Law Plato's philosophical doctrine of virtue. On

and to love mercy, and to walk

to do justly,

humbly with thy God ?

same period

'

Nevertheless, there is
of a judgment by w hich
always the idea iii reserve
evil-doers are to be cut oft'; and in such a passage
as Is l""- the alternative of reward for obedience
and punishment for disobedience is very clearly

the subject of moral retribution Wisdom remains
earlier Ecclesiasticus.
practically one with the
Philo, liowever, further distinguishes himself both
from the Wisdom literature and from the teaching
of the scribes by avoiding the princijile of atomism
and carrying back all virtues to one root, love or
The punishment of sin, moreover, he regards
faith.
as a living death, the reward of virtue as com-

also 3"").
AVith the codification of the prophetic morality
in the Law, however, the standpoint of merit
became much more clearly defined. In Dt 27-29,
is brought under
e.g., the whole duty of religion
the heads of the blessing which rewards obedience
to the divine commandments and of the curse
which follows disobedience. In Dt 6" 24'* also is
found the important idea of a righteousness before
God' established by the performance of the preProphecy after the establishment of the
cepts.
Law tends more and more to be conformed to the
The general idea of reward and
legal standpoint.
in a very atomistic way to
is

propounded

(cf.

'

munion with God
in

'

HUB

V.

'

Philo,'

As regards the views of educated paganism,
when Christianity came into being, the doctrine of
Plato WHS a formative iiitluence.
several dialo^'ues expresses the thought that a
all souls Ukcs pLice at ikMth, at which they
both the reward for their
i^iay {I'hceAu, 113 E),
good and the punishment tor their evil deeds (Hep- ^- 'Ultl.,
the mere concephowever,
Ph-rdo.
Here,
113f.).
623ff.,
Gorg.
tion of merit is overlaid by the other, that he who strives after
and therefore
seeks
and
virtue
o/ioioCcr^ai
9t^,
righteousness
will not be overlooked by God {Hep. x. 613 A B) (J. Kunze, in

Plato

'

in

applied
the individual by Ezekiel (cf. 3>«=' IS'''; other
notable passages of a similar general tendency in
later prophecy are Is 65"-" ee""'", Mai 3>-4S).
The practical way in which the motives of the

judgment upon

hope of reward and fear of punishment operated in
the post-Exilic legalism can be studied in Proverbs

PRE^ XX.

receive, Kora

r!ii'

'

Pr

It
19", Sir 12"'- 29'").
should be noted, however, that so far there is no
idea of rewards or punishments in a future life.
The life after death is conceived in all the earlier
(cf.

art.

207).

punishment

and Ecclesiasticus

Drummond,

(see J.

disstages of the Jewish religion as without moral
In the further development of religion
tinction.

during the Greek period, however, moral distinctions are extended into the next life, while in the
Palestinian Judaism antagonistic to Greek influence the scribes further developed the preceding
legalism into a complete formalism.
In this formalism the different moral duties are
regarded in great detail and in separation from
one another. The moral task is not viewed as a
whole, but as the sum of single observances. Tlie
duties of fasting, prayer, and almsgiving are
prominent. Reward varies precisely as
especially

601).

The last thoughts carry us beyond the sphere of
the doctrine of merit. Nevertheless, there can be
no doubt that in paganism, as well as in Judaism,
the view that regards God above all things &a a
rewarder of good and evil, and tends to review
His relation to men under legal analogies, was the
dominant and most usual religious tlieory. The
total position of things is well summed up by
Schultz in SK Ixvii. 9
'When Christianity entered the world and found its first exas well as among the
pression in the dominant Jewish circles,
:

the

spokesmen of the idealistic Hellenic popular culture,
thought of a divine repayment deciding according to legal
accordstandards, and therefore of a merit or demerit of men
was a self-evident
ing to which their fate was to be settled,

axiom. A different relation of man to God, now that the
be influential, was not
prophetic type of religion had ceased to
With faith in Ood as the representative
in general imaginable.
of the moral order of the world, there appeared to be evidently
to the
given the faith that He rewards and punishes according

human law.'
doctrine of the NT.— The teaching of
Jesus links itself on to that of the OT prophets,
and also to that better side of the later Judaism
Cambridge, 189", p. 69).
It is,
insist.
upon which Montefiore and Dalman
The reward is partly present, partly future
in the first place, essentially ethico-religious
where this world fails fxiUy to reward or punish, religion and morality are completely blended in it.
the next world redresses the balance.
Jesus demands of His disciples an absolute conThe result of this atomistic conception of moral formity with the will of God (Mt 5«), a righteousduties is to give great prominence to the external ness better than that of the scribes (5-'"}. Without
and ceremonial duties. It leads naturally to that this none can enter into the kingdom of heaven
idea of righteousness by works which was so preThis better righteousness is, however, not
(7™).
valent in Pharisaic circles in NT times.
to be attained by a closer conformity to the Law.
Life under the Law was certainly not wholly Jesus further teaches that the only true righteousformalism and externalism.
Examples of real ness is heart righteousness that, apart from a
heart religion were still to be found among the Jews
to the Law is
right motive, outward conformity
C. G. Montefiore rightly insists that worthless.
of this time.
Again, the idea of tJod as the Father,
one
the tendency to formalism represents only
so central in His teaching, is the very antithesis
aspect of the later Judaism, and that it is not fair of and makes impossible a legal conception of the
and
alone
to judge it by this aspect
(see Oricfin
The righteousness which
relation of man to God.
Growth of Religion a.s illustrated by the Religion of Jesus demands is, therefore, in the end just the
the Ancient Hebrews [H^, London, 1897, lect. ix.).
of sonship, energizing in the imitation of the
The same truth is emphasized by G. Dalman in his spirit
Father (5«).
,
Worte Jesu (Eng. tr., The Words of Jesus,
While thus rejecting the legalism of the scribes,
ethical
Edinburgh, 1902).
teaching the current
Jesus employs in His
Nevertheless, the formalistio aspect of the re- ideas of reward and imnishment. That rightCDUsfor
ligion of the scribes must here be emphasized,
ness shall be rewarded and wrong-doing punished
the following rea.sons (I) it distinguishes it from He reiterates again and again (Mt 5'"- G" 19^' etc.).
the earlier prophetic stages of the i)rophetic re- He speaks once (unless it be the Evangelist) of
(2) it explains the protest of the
works '(i'Mw'Ta itaXd ?p7'»,Mt o") he did not
ligion of Israel
NT against the religion of the scribes (3) it still 'good
What shall I do that I
reprove the question
influences the Homan Catholic conception of merit.
inHisanswer,
may inherit eternal life?' (Mk 10")
Just because the catechisms (or the elementary schools
moreover, lie points the asker to the keeping of
Catholic
adduce i)a»a.iges like Dn 4»< l»ii:l, To 128 tor the Roman
the commandments. Of., further, the teaching of
doctrine o( good works, we nmst go tack to the religion of
the parables of the faithful and unfaithful servants
JiuUism'
in FRK' zxi.
rule of

performance
Ho who performs one
:

precept has gotten to himself one
advocate and he who comnut3_one transgression has gotten
to himselt one accuser [Pirqi AbhOth, iv. 16, ed. 0. Taylor^,
*

2.

The

;

'

;

;

;

,

;

;

;

'

;

:

;

'

(K. Ttaieme,

110).

MERIT

and ot the talents (25''"'-). and observe
4H
again the principle expressed in
The principle of merit, Uieiefore, occupies a
somewhat ambiguous position in the teaching of
On the one hand, there are fundamental
Jesus.
doctrines which appear to leave no room for it
on the other, we find in places a general recognition of it.
Tlie position of things in the NT as a
whole is much the same.
The rest of the
corresponds exactly in its
ethical demands with the teaching of Jesus Himself.
The necessity of righteousness is absolute,
alike for the Jewish Christianity of the Epistle
of James and the anti-Jewish Christianity of Paul,
as well as for the other NT writers (cf. Ja 1="-,

(Mt

24-"''-),

Mk

;

NT

Gal

S''-^',

Eph

1

5',

Jn

3'-" esp. v.').

Through-

out the NT also the doctrine of the Fatherhood of
God is fundamental, though not so dominant as it
The idea of retribuis in the teaching of Jesus.
tion according to works is also generally prevalent.
Paul, indeed, in the most important cycle of his
teaching that upon justificatiou appears to exclude tlie principle of merit altogether. Justification is by faith alone by the works of the Lawno man can be jusUfied'(Ro S^" 4», Gal 2« 3";
observe especially the direct exclusion, in so many
words, of the principle of merit in Ro 4'"-). Yet
the Apostle teaches also that reward and punishment are according to men's works and he regards
this doctrine as axiomatic, feeling himself here on
common ground not only with the Jews, but also
with the Grseco- Roman world (Ro 2^"- ; cf., further,
2 Co 5" 9", Gal 6', 2 Th 1», and also Col 3=S Eph
6», I Ti 48, 2 Ti 4*).
Even more prominent is the doctrine of retribution according to works in the Apocalypse, and the
Epistles of James, 1 Peter, and to the Hebrews

—

—

:

:

(cf.

Rev

He

10"

2i°-=» 3'-

'"

»

1186.35 122).

etc.,

Ja 3" i}\

1

P

The current idea

V>-

"

etc..

of retribu-

the NT,
is tlierefore almost universal in
though, as Schultz says (op. cit. p. 13), 'without
systematic development.' Only in the Gospel and
The reason
Epistles of John is it almost wanting.
for this is assigned by Schultz as follows

tion

:

'At bottom there is no room for it. The true lite work,
which the community elect of God performs, is belief in the
Son of God, and in this belief eternal life is already given, as
possession and as hope (p. 13).
'

Here, then, enters a problem which the NT
writers do not themselves seem to have felt much.
What is the relation of the doctrine of retribution,
has in common with the current
which the
thought of its age, to the specifically Christian
ideas, such as those of the Divine Fatherhood, or

NT

of justification by faith ? This is a problem whose
full signilicance was later to be brought to light.
may, however, refer here to the passages in

We

the NT \yhich suggest the limitations with which
the doctrine of retribution is to be taken.
To begin with Jesus Himself, when He describes,
as He often does, the relation of God to men by
comparing it to that of a master and his household
servants (cf. Mt 24«''- 25i-'"-, Lk 17"), He thereby
does away with the idea of merit and reward in the
strict sense.
'The servant

in the sense of atitiqaily can acquire no merit.
60OA0J axpeto5, even when he ha.s done all he should (Lk
can reward him, but that remains at bottom
His
master
179).
an act of good pleasure' (Schultz, p. 15).

He

is

In the one instance where Jesus actually does
the way
speak of paid labourers, and so leaves
to
open for the strict idea of reward according
merit. He emphasizes by contrast the truth that
to
reserves
God will not be bound by this rule, but
Himself the right of graciously transcending it

(Mt

20"-).

Finally, Jesus opens out the view of a reward
to the personality revealed
in the work than to the performance as such.

which belongs rather

663

(Chrietian)

12S2
'Only where the tree is u-ood, cau the fiuii be ^ood (Mt
It is the conduct ol life, the irpaf .s, which is recognized
and rewarded in the individual deeds (Schultz, p. 14).
138S).

'

Paul, again, suggests a reconciliation between
the idea of justification by faith and judgment
according to works in the conception of good
works as the fruit of the Spirit (Gal 5"'-).
Where Justification is, there is also the gift of the Spirit,
'

and therefore also good works. Thus the verdict of present
must coincide (R. S.
justification and of the future judgment
Franks, Man, Sin, and Salvation, London and Edinburgh,
'

1908, p. 128

1.).

Again, in Eph 2'-"' good works appear not as a
'Somecondition, but as a result, of salvation.
times, however, the ethical interest so predominates
that Paul even comes to represent future salvation
as conditional on perseverance in faith and obedience '(i6. p. 129). Cf. Ro 8", 1 Co9«-«, Ph S*'-*

with exposition given by Franks {ib.).
Finally, we may take into account the recession
of the idea of retribution in the Joliannine writThe tendency
ings, which has already been noticed.
in the NT, at any rate in the most important
of
parts of it, is in general to limit the principle
merit and retribution in favour of the doctrines of
But it must be admitted that such limitagrace.
tion is by no means universal or absolute (it is least

and there
observable in the minor NT writers)
remains, therefore, a fundamental antinomy in the
Christian religion, as originally stated, which
theology is called upon to solve. How difficult
the task is, the history of doctrine reveals.
Church.
3. The doctrine of merit in the Christian
begin with primitive Gentile Christianity,
and note that the whole cycle of Christian ideas by
no means passed over equally to the Gentile Christwhat they received was naturally condiians
tioned by their previous preparation. As to the
intense moral
necessity of good works, we find an
earnestness in primitive GentUe Christianity.
But, further, the idea of the twofold retribution
according to works (reward or punishment) was
familiar to the whole Gneco-Roman world hence
this element of NT doctrine was easily assimilated,
and, indeed, emphasized in more than its proper
have to recognize
proportion, so much so that we
in the early Cliristian Church a return to a great ,
extent to the Jewish doctrine of works. The'
doctrines, on the other hand, which should have
the
prevented this return, such as, above all,
Pauline doctrine of justification by faith, found
but little receptivity awaiting them. Hence the
doctrine of good works in the Apostolic Fathers is
Christ- fc
very similar to that of the Jewish Rabbis.
and eternal life as"3
ianity appears as a new law,
Just as in later Judaism
t he reward of keeping it.
stress is especially laid on the merit of fasting and
Clem. xvi. 4 (almsgivmg bealmsgiving. Cf.
comes a mitigation of sin) Bcirn. xix. S Clem.
ix.
5; Hernias, Sim. IX.
iii.
3f., viii. 4-6,
xxviii. 5, X. ii. 4.
actually find already the
idea of a work of supererogation (Hermas, Sim. v.
'If thou doest a good work beyond the
iii.
3
;

— We

—

;

i

J

,

;-'

;

;

We

:

of God, thou shalt win for thyself
more abundant glory ').
In the Greek Fathers this line of thought continues, side by side, indeed, with the idea of grace,

commandment

with which, however, it is never properly corA more important and characteristic derelated.
velopment belongs to Western theology, and begins
with Tertullian. Himself a jurist, he gave to the
doctrine of good works an essentially juristic
Latin Catholicstamp, which it has never lost in
A typical sentence is:
ism.

A good deed has God as its debtor, just as also an evil one,
because a judge is a rewarder ot every cause (rfe Pan. 2).
Tertullian, in fact, looks upon the whole life
'

'

Christian after baptism as strictly a
under the Law, its motives hope of reward
and fear of punishment, and the result deter-

of

life

the
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mined purely according to legal standards. All
"ood works are in general meritorious
merit,
;

however, in a peculiar sense attaches to such as go
beyond the strict demands of God^e.g., fasting
and the maintenance of virginity. Retribution is
strictly according to merit {Scorp. vi., de Pat. x.,

ad

Scaj). iv.

).

These ideas are continued by the later Latin
Fathers. Ambrose, however, begins to correlate
them with the idea of divine grace— a work completed by Augustine. The latter still maintains
that eternal life must be won by merit, and that
good works establish merit, but the divine grace

alone can enable men to perform good works, so
that all our merits are God's gifts, and, when God
crowns our merits, He crowns in reality simply His
own gifts (Ench. cvii., Ep. cxciv. 19).
The teaching of Augustine is systematized and
modified by the mediaeval schoolmen. The idea
that eternal salvation must be merited by good
works is common to them all. Baptisuial grace
simply puts men into a condition to win merit.
Works are not properly meritorious unless done
from an inner principle of love (caritns), which is
infused in the heart by the Spirit of God. Alexander of Hales, however, moditied this doctrine by
distinguishing between two degrees of merit,
meritura de congruo and meritum de condigno,'
and two degiees of grace, 'gratia gratis data,'
general grace, and gratia gratum faciens,' saving
He further taught that, while meritum de
grace.
condigno,' or merit to which God owes a reward in
strict justice, is possible only by the help of saving
meritum de congruo,' which God rewards
grace,
because His mercy goes beyond strict justice, is
In this way
possible by the help of general grace.
even the first grace can be merited (F. Loofs, DogThomas
menqeschichte*, Halle, 1906, p. 544 f.).
Aquinas was more cautious. He denied the possibility of merit Ijefore baptism. All merit, however,
so far as it proceeds from the free will is de con'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

so far as it proceeds from grace, it is de
gruo
condigno' (ib. p. 549 f.). Duns Scotus taught that
meritura de congruo was possible to a man in
'
puris naturalibus
according to God's potentia
absoluta,' not, however, according to his
potentia ordinata' (li. p. 596 f.).
the NominalFinally,
ist, Gabriel Biel, the disciple of William of Occam,
taught without hesitation that he who does what
is in him can merit 'de congruo' the grace which
enables him de condigno to merit salvation {ib.
It is from this point that the Reformation
p. 615).
antithesis to the Roman Catholic doctrine of good
'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

works takes

its start.
Luther, returning to Paul's
principle of justification by faith, declares that
the doctrine that salvation can be merited by good
works, however modified by a reference to the cooperation of divine grace, is absolutely opposed
to the pure gospel.
ought to notice that Luther's point of view
is not altogether without parallel in the Middle

We

Ages. Above all others Bernard of Clairvaux presents simil.ar thoughts.
He is foolish and mad, whoever he be that trusts in any
merits of his life, who trusts in any religion or wisdom but only

lic

C'hurcli at the Council of

'

1

other passages are given
Versohnung, i., Eng. tr.,
;

p. 99).

Luther, however, elevated what was thus occasionally expressed in the Midille Ages as a devotional point of view into the central doctrine of the

—

This teaching. In its ultimate form there
stages of development is that salvation is by faith alone.
Works are not the condition
of righteousness, but righteousness received as a
divine gift by faith is the condition of good works.
Faith works by love, and its natural fruita are
good works.
In opposition to Lather's view the Roman Cathofaith.

were

many

—

its

:

'

The common

opinion of all Catholics is that good
works are truly and properly meritorious, and
that not merely of some particular reward, but of
eternal life itself {de Jnstificatione, v. 1 [Disputationes, Ingolstadt, 1588-93, vol. iii.]).
Protestantism as a whole, both Lutheran and
Reformed, completely agrees with the position of
Luther, as expressed above. In the early Lutheran
Church there was, however, a controversy as to the
If they were not to be
necessity of good works.
regarded as the meritorious cause of salvation, the
question was in what relation they stood to it.
Melanchthon used phrases which were thought to
imply that good works, though not the ground of
justification, were nevertheless a cansa sine qua

non of our acceptance with God. To this mode of
expression Luther objected, as good works are the
consetjuence. and in no sense the condition, of justification.
Agricola, a pupil of his, went further,
and taught that good works are not necessary to
salvation, the believer being not under the Law but
under grace, and accepted for Christ's sake apart

from any works of his own. Luther denounced this
view also, maintaining that the Law remained
under the gospel, not indeed as a means of justification, but as a revelation of the will of God as to
what men ought to do (C. Hodge, Systematic Theulogy, London and Edinburgh, 1872-73, iii. 238).
'Fhe controversy was renewed not long afterwards
in consequence of the doctrine of George Major,
professor at Wittenberg, who had also been a pupil
of Luther and Melanchthon.
Major was accused
of teaching that good works were necessary to jusHe maintained that
tification, but denied this.
good works were not necessary as meritorious of
salvation, but were necessary as fruits of faith.
He admitted that the sinner was in a state of salvation as soon as he believed, but taujiht that, if his
faith did not produce good works, it was not saving
faith. N. von Amsdorf, his chief opponent, taught,
on the other hand, that, though the statement that
good works were necessary to salvation might be
true in a general way, it was misleading. Good
works are necessary to sanctification, but not to
salvation in the proper sense, which is identical
with justification. Amsdorf went so far as even to
say that good works were harmful to salvation {op.
cit. p. 239 f.).
These controversies were closed by the Formula
of Concord (1580), which, on the one hand, condemns the statement that good works are necessary
to salvation, but, on the other, equally rejects the
doctrine that they are harmful to salvation. Men

shown how necessary it is to exercise
themselves towards God in good works, but also
how necessary it is to avoid all thought of good
works in the matter of justification. Finally, the
Formula condemns the idea that faith in Christ can

are to be

consist >vith intentional or wilful sin

*

humility (de Diverfis, sernio xxvi.
in A. Ritsohl, Rechf/ertigung umi

Trent stamped with

a])proval the media\ al doctrines of good works (see
sess. vi. can. 32).
It. Bellarmine
briclly sums up
the Roman Catholic point of view when he says

tome, ed. Leipzig, 1857,

'

ix.,

(cf. F. C. Epide Bonis Operibus').

The Formula of Concord closes the history of the
doctrine of good works in orthodox dogmatics. It
remains now only to notice that, since the Formula
was composed, the whole question of the place of
good works in Christianity has passed into a new
phase. The essentially ethical character of modern
Protestant theology, with its emphasis on the
teaching of the OT prophets, and still more on that
of Christ, makes the question whether good works
are necessary to salvation seem almost absurd.
At
the same time, in the sense in which the Formula
of Concord denies that good works are necessary to
.salvation, modern Protestant theology is absolutely
at one with it.
It repudiates the Roman Catholic

r
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conception of salvation by merit, and views good
works, in essential agreement with the prophets,
with Christ, and with Luther, as the expression of
the filial attitude towards God.
There is, however, a powerful tendency not
simply to deny the applicability of the category of
merit to the matter of justification, but to regard
it as a complete intruder in the domain of Christian
theology. Justification by faith is regarded by
Ritschl not as an alternative to justification by
works, coming in in view of the failure of the latter,
but as from the first the only method of salvation.
The consequence of this view is an attempt to remove from theology the conception of the reward
of good works in any other sense than that of their
immanent fruition. The Pauline doctrine of twofold retribution is regarded simply as a remnant
of Pharisaism or as a dialectic concession to his
Jewish opponents (cf. Kitschl, Rechtfertigung
und Verso/inting, ii. 319 also W. Beyschlag,
T/ieol., Eng. tr., Edinburgh, 1895, ii. 179; H. J.
Holtzmann, Lchrbuch der neutestamentl. Theol.,
Freiburg i. B., 1896-97, ii. 129). Our Lord's use of
the category of reward is regarded as merely popular and not fitted to be the basis of a theological
statement (cf. Holtzmann, i. 192 f.).
The question is really that of the rights of
'natural theologj'' witliin the Christian religion.
The doctrine of twofold retribution has alwaj's
been regarded as one of the pillars of a natural
Ritschl, however, regards the whole of
theology.
the traditional natural theology, and in particular
the doctrine of a twofold retribution, as due to
the Hellenization of Christianity, and as being no
proper part of Christian theology (cf. Rechtfertigung und Versohnung, iii. 24 f., Eng. tr., p. 260 f.,
also ii. 318 f.), maintaining that the doctrine of
twofold retribution, in a word, is Jewish or Greek
but not Christian. The Ritschlian doctrine on this
point has been by no means generally accepted.
Many would Still agree with C. Gore when, commenting on Ko 2", he speaks of natural religion
as the necessary and essential basis of all evangelical teaching ( TAc Epistle to the Romans, London,
It must, however, be admitted
1899, i. 108 f.).
that the co-existence in the NT of the doctrine
of justification by faith and of reward according
to works remains one of the antinomies of the
Christian religion, of which, if the Ritschlian position be refused, no satisfactory synthesis has yet
been attained.
And, further, Ritschl is surely
right when he says that the rubric of good works
is unsuitable as a comprehensive designation of

NT

;

'

the ethical side of Christianity' (iii. 627, Eng. tr.,
The phrase 'good works' suggests just
p. 663).
that Pharisaic atomism which is the very opposite
of the teaching of Christ, and, while emploj'ed in
the NT like many other phrases derived from
Jewish thought, it is not one in which the specific
genius of Christianity comes out, but rather one in
connexion with which there is a perpetual danger
of a reversion to a lower stage of religion.
Literature. — The usual Biblical Theologies and Histories of
Dogma also the great systematic theological works, among
;

which A. Ritschl's liechiferti^ung tnid Versohnunfj^, Bonn,
1889, is specially important (Eng. tr., Jxtstification and Reconciliation, vol. i., Edinburgh, 18T2, vol. iii. 2, do. 1902, vol. ii. still
untranslated). The great monograph on merit is H. Scholtz,
'Der sittliche Bcgriff des Verdienstes und seine Aufwendung

auf das Verstandniss des Werkea Christi.' in SK Ixvii. [189-1]
See also artt. Verdienst' and Werke,
7-50, 245-313, -145-665.
Robert S. Franks.
gute,' in I'RKi.
'

MERLIN. — The name

'

Merlin is a modification,
first found in its Latinized form Merlinus, of the
Welsh Myrddin or Merddin. That the latter form
in Welsh is not a mere orthographical variant of
the former is shown by a line of the poet Dafydd
ab Gwilym (uiiddle 14tli cent.), which attests the
pronunciation with c in the first syllable. In
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mediasval romance

Merlin played a prominent
conjunction with the Arthurian
In the
legend, as a prophet and as a magician.
part,

in

close

earliest references which we have to him in Welsh
literature he appears as a bard, while, later, he is

represented in Welsh and other prophetic literature as a seer, until finally, in the Merlin romances,
his character as a magician predominates.
The
origin of the name Myrddin or Merddin is uncertain, and it is only by accident that it has become identical with the second element of Caer
Fyrddin, the Welsh name for Carmarthen, since,
in that name, Myrddin (in its mutated form Fyrddin) is the later phonetic equivalent of the Celtic
Mori-dtinon ('the fortress near the sea'). The
reason for the substitution of I for dd ( = soft th) in
the Latin and other forms of the name is uncertain.
Probably it was due to the absence of the soft
sound of th from these languages, and the consequent necessity for substituting for it some other
sound, but it is not clear why that sound should
have been I. As for the derivation of the name,
it may be stated that there is one obstacle, and
that a doubtful one, to its derivation from the
Latin Martinus. This should give Merthin (with
hard th), but there is a bare possibility that this
form might change to Merddin, in accordance

with a Welsh sound-change of th to dd which
operated in certain words, but which was arrested
before

it

afiected all instances of rth.

There

is

probably an instance of this sound-change in the
place-name Gogerddan, in Cardiganshire, which
doubtless stands for 'Gogerthan,' another form of
Gogarthan,' a diminutive of Gogarth (' an eminence '). This derivation of Merddin is only a
possibility but, if it is sound, it is just conceivable
that some of the early legends of Merlin contain
distorted accounts of St. Martin, to whom St.
Ninian is said to have dedicated the church called
Candida C'asa or Whithorn. A magician called
Melinus is mentioned in the Vita Patricii of
Jocelyn (x. 79, ed. AS, II Mar. [1865] 556), written
in the 12th cent., but whether or not the name
stands for Merlinus is uncertain in the Vita
Patricii which is ascribed to Bede, though more
probably by Mellanius Probus (ed. J. Colgan,
Acta Sanctorum
Hibernice, Louvain, 1645-47,
It is interesting to
ii. 51-63), he is called Locrus.
in
his Life of St. Columba
that
Adamnan
note
makes no mention of Merlin.
in Welsh legend.— So far as the
I. Merlin
earliest allusions to Merlin in purely Welsh literature are concerned, it is clear that his name belonged to the same legendary zone as the majority
of the heroes and saints commemorated in
early
Welsh literature and included in early Welsh
Men of the
genealogies, namely to that of the
North,' who are represented as having come into
Wales from Northern Britain, more especially
from the region of the Clyde and the Forth. This
is the zone, e.g., of Cunedda Wledig, LIrien Rheged
and his son Owain, of St. Kentigern (the patron
saint of Glasgow and of St. Asaph), Caw, Rhvdderch Hael, Gwenddolen, Cynon ao Clydno Eidd^in,
and of Arthur himself. The d6bris of the ancient
British legendary cycle is to be found in Nennius,
as well as in poems of the Black Book of Carmarthen, the Book of Aneirin, the Book of Taliessin,
and the Red Book of Hergest, while fragments of
the same cycle may be detected in the Mabinogion,
'

;

;

.

.

.

'

the Triads, and the Briits. It is in the Book of
Aneirin, a MS of the 13th cent., but containing
much older material, that the first reference to
Merlin by name occurs in Welsh literature, in the
phrase he defended the fair song of Mirdyn,' the
form 'Mirdyn' in this passage being undoubtedly
a variant for
Myrdin,' the mediaeval Welsh
equivalent of the Myrddin of later Welsh.
'

'
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Since il is clear that tlie legend of Myrddin
(Merlin), in its eiivlier developments, must have
arisen on British soil and have heen circulated in
the ancient British tongue, it will be of interest,
before considering its later evolution in Latin and
other non- Welsh sources, to review the forms in
which we find it in tlie literature of Wales. Infortunately, the Welsh materials of tlie Merlin
legend do not go further back th.an the l'2th cent.,
but they doubtless embody more primitive features,
though it is no longer easy to determine these

elements with certainty. The Myrddin legend
owed its popularitj' in Wales, in the 12th cent.
and later, to its convenience as a vehicle for the
enunciation of prophecies as to the ultimate success of the Welsh in thrir struggle against the
In this form of the legend Mynldin is
English.
repre.sented as having, in the battle of Arderydd
(often wrongly written Ardderyd), caused the
death of the son of liis sister Gwenddydd, who
apparently was the wife of Rhydderch Hael, a
pnnce of Strathclyde, who, in the battle in question, was the opponent of another Northern pnnce,
Gwenddolen, with whose court Myrddin as a poet
appears to have been connected. According to
this Welsh legend, smitten with remorse, he flees
in his frenzy, under the pursuit of Rhydderch
Hael and his hounds, to the Forest of Caledonia
(Coed Celyddon), to which, in Wel.sh mediaeval
legend, allusion was sometime.^ made a-s the home
of sprites and departed spirits.
In his flight the
bard's sole companion is a little pig, and with his
companion he reaches the shelter of an apple-tree
in the heart of the forest.
Under this apple-tree
he is rejiresented as uttering prophecies concerning
future events in the history of Wales. It would
appear from some of Myrddin's utterances tliat,
in the cour-^e of his
wanderings, communications
were sometimes made to him by a female friend,
who bears in Welsh the name Clnvimbian or Chwiplein, ^\lio is probably the original of the Viviane
of the later Merlin romances.
It is possible that,
in earlier forms of the legend than those known
to us from Welsh literature, this nymph or Egeria
may have originally played a less shadowy part
than that which comes to view in Welsh 12th cent,
legend, when the chief use of the Myrddin story
was as a vehicle for encouraging vaticinations. It
is noteworthy that in no part of early Welsh literature, not even in the Black Book of Carmarthen,
which was written in the Priory of Carmarthen
in the latter half of the 12th cent., is there any
attempt to connect Myrddin with Carmarthen (in
Welsh, Caer Fyrddin), as was done by Geoffrey
of Monmouth.
Hence we may conchule that the
story of the connexion of Merlin with the North
and with the battle of Arderydd fought, according

—

Avnnlcs Camhrirr, (ed. Hlonumenta liid.
BrUannica, i., London, 1848, |>p. 830-840), in A.D.
was
traditional and well-established.
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The
Northern associations of the story are further conlirmed by the fact that Nennius mentions a Ridereh
to the

to

show that Llallogan (Laloiken)

is

a

jiruiier

name, found, r.cj., in a Breton document called
the Redon Cartulary as Lalocant ami Lalocau (see
Romania, xxii. 504). The simpler form of Llallogan,

Llallawc

Welsh

variant.

(

= Llallog), is probably a
may be stated that the

It

purely
precise

an older form in the
Arderydd
.Innales Cambria, as Armterid) has not been fixed
with certainty, the usual identification with
Arthurcl being based on a false pronunciation, but

site of

it is

(given in

probable that the

name Gwenddolen

survives

place-name Carwhinelow (Caer Wcnddolen)
near (J.arlisle. In the fragments given above,
Laloiken is said to have been driven mad by the
in the

events of

tfie great battle 'in campo inter Liiiel et
Carwanolow situato.'
The attribution of i)rophecies in Welsh literatui'e
to a l)ard Myrddin is not an isolated phenomenon,
but is also found in the case of the Welsh poet

Taliessin, in who.se case, as in that of Myrddin, a
legendary nucleus has survived, the chief feature
of which is an account of his transformations.
It
is probable that the connexion of the name Taliessin with prophecy was earlier than that of Myrddin, as is sugi'csted by a statement put into the
mouth of the latter in the first poem of the Blark
Book of Carmarthen, in a dialogue between him
and Taliessin about the battle of Arderydd, to the

that Myrddin's prophecy Mould be widely
The conception
after that of Taliessin.
of a poet that is implied in the utterance of such
vaticinations resembles
the medL-Bval idea of
Vergil, who was then viewed more as a prophet
and magician than as a poet (see D. Comparetti,
Vergil in the Middle A<fcs, Eng. tr., E. F. M.
Benecke, London, 1895). As for the genesis of
such propliecies as those of Myrddin, the original
models were probably the so-called Sibylline Oraclc.t,
and such imitations of them as bridged over the
time between the period of their composition and
the Middle Ages. In the Middle Ages and even
latei' there was a congenial mental atmosphere for
the composition of prophecies and the practice of
magic, nor was an interest in vaticinations confined to Wales, as may be seen, e.g., in the popularity of such writers of prophecies as Atterhury,
Bannister, John of Bridlington, Thomas of Erceldoune, and others in England, not to speak of
Merlin himself.
In the Black Book of Carmarthen (12th cent.)
the two chief forms of prophecy that are associated
with the Myrddin legend are those known as the
Afallenau ('The Apple-trees') and the Hoianau
Botii poems contain prophetic
('The Hails').
iiUusions, mainly to events of the 12th cent, in
efl'ect

known

The former poem mentions Coed Celj'ddon
the forest of Caledonia'), which was represented
as the scene of the Myrddin legend, as well as
Prydyn (Pictland) in the North, Mon (Anglesey),
Ardudwy (N.W. Merioneth), Dinwythwy (near
Wales.

('

ad ann. 597, ed. Mon. hist. Brit.
prob.ibly to be identified with Rhydderch Hael, while the life of St. Kentigern (xlv.,
ed. an<l tr. A. P. Forbes, IHstorinn.t of Scotland,

in N. Wales, Cors Fochno and Pumlumon (I'lynlimmon) in Cardiganshire, and the
rivers Tawe, Taf, Teifi, Towy, Machafwy, and
Edrywy in S. Wales. The Hoianau |ioem refers
to the disagreement between Henry II. and
Henry
and also to the Welsh prince, Llewelvu ab
III.,

v., Edinburgh, 1874) names a KiMlerech, who is
doubtless also to be identified with the same person,
and a Laloiken, or Laloicen, whose name is clearly
the same as that of Llallogan, identified with
Myrddin in a i)oem purporting to be a conversation

There are allusions in this jmem to Gwynedd
(N. W. Wales), and to Tir Etlilin, the Land of the
Heir-Apparent, which w.as the district situated in
N. Wales between the rivers (lonway and Clwyd.

Hen

i.

{ITist.

75),

who

Brit,

is

Carnarvon)

lorwerth,

lord

between Myrddin and

The student

in the

lioeins

as

and

his sister Gwenddydd, found
Red Book of Hrrijcst and generally known
the Kyvocssi Myrdin ('The Conversation of

H. L. I). Ward (in Romania, xxii.
[1893] 50411".) has published another version of
the Laloiken story, from two fragments in the
Brit. MuB., and has adduced conclusive evidence
Myrddin').

the

of

Gwynnedd

or

N.W.

Wales.

of the prophetic allusions of these
to constilt the Introduction
notes of J. Gwenogvryn Evans's edition of

would do well

BlackBook of Cannnrthen.

Here, again, most

of the topographical allusions are to i)iaces in S.

Wales, such as Oyfed (S.W. Wales), St. Davids,
Milford Haven, Mynwy (Monuioutli)i y Sarfl'reu
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and Castell C'ollwya in Radnorshire, together with
the rivers Taradj-r, M\nwy (the Monnow), Machaf\vy, and Teili, while there are also allusions to
certain famous battles of early Welsh history,
which are probably taken from some current
bardic list of such battles.
In the Book of Taliessin (14th cent.) there is a
similar proplietic poem (but witliout any account
of the Myrddin legend itself), put into the mouth
of Myrddin under the title Arymes Prydein Fawr
The events
('Tlie Prophecy of Great Britain')which are foretold are similar in character to
those of tlie Afallenau and Hoianau. Tliere are
other poems in the MS which, without expressly
mentioning Myrddin, are clearly cognate with the
Myrddin jioems already mentioned.
In the lied Book of Hergest (14th cent.) there
are two poems which have clear links of affinity
with the Afallenau and Uoinnau, but which may
have been composed later. They undoubtedly
belong, like the latter, to the Welsh Myrddin
tradition.
These two poems are (1) Kyvoessi
Myrdin a Gwendyd y chtvaer, The Conversation
'

Gwenddydd,' and (2)
G^vasgargerd Vyrdin yn y bed, The Diffused Song

Myrddin with

of

his sister

'

of Mj-rddin in the grave.' Though there are allusions which make it clear that their writers were
familiar with the legend of the Northern Myrddin,
Myrddin in these poems is little else than the
instrument of prophecy. It may be of interest to
note that a common feature of the Myrddin and
other prophecies of the Middle Ages was an
expectatiuu of the return of the princes Cynan and
Cadwaladr to life, in order to lead jointly the
Welsh forces to victory over the English.
It is in theKyvoessi poem that the term Llallogan,
already mentioned, occurs. Though this word is
doubtless in origin a proper name, yet W. O.
Pughe (Nat. Diet, of the Welsh Lang.', Denbigh,
1832, s.v.) interpreted both it and llallawg as
meaning twih brother.' It is not improbable that
the term was misunderstood in this sense, even by
the author of the Kyvoessi, since he makes Gwenddydd speak of my llallogan Myrddin,' while the
term Uallaicg, as a synonym for llallogan, is doubt'

'

less invented from it by analogy.
In the original
narrative on which the Kyvoessi poem was based,
Llallogan was doubtless a proper name, as it is in
the Life of St. Kentigern, in the passage 'in curia
eius(Rodarci)(erat) homofatuusvocabuloLaloicen,'
and it is this Laloicen that is identified in the
Scotichronicon (iii. 31
ed. W. Goodall, Edinburgh,
1759), as in the Kyvoessi poem, with Merlin. Poems
xix., XX., and xxi. of the Bed Book of Rergest (in
Skene, Foiu- Ancient Books of Walts) clearly belong
to the same cycle as the preceding.
Occasional references to Myrddin are found in
the Welsh poets of the Gododin period (A.D.
1100-1300), as, e.g., in CynAAeUy's Elegy to Owain
Gicytiedd
(Myvyrian Arehaiology of Wales'',
Denbigh, 1870, p. 152^), where the poet says that
;

Owain was

'fairer than Myrddin.' Gwynfardd
Brycheiniog, too (ib. p. 193''), speaks of the Lord
Rhys of Deheubarth (S. Wales) as having been
prophesied by Myrddin. Elidr Sais (ib. pp. 243',
244^) refers to Jlyrddin's brilliancy in song, and

likewise Gwilym Ddu o Arfon (ib. p. 277*) speaks
of the excellent Myrddin of the stock of Meirchion.

'

'

The poet

Sefny-n, also, in an elegy on lorwerth
Gyrriog, compares the dead bard to Myrddin (ib.
Further, a cynical and sarcastic poet,
p. 334'').
Madog Dwygraig, satirizes the Afallenau in one
of his poems called Dyelian i Ferch ('A Satire on a
Woman'). In Dafydd ab Gwilym (poem xxviii.)
there is an echo of the fame of Myrddin as a
to
lover, wliile in poem xlvii. he is said
Eoetic
ave made with the craftsmanship of love a house
of glass about a-mistress.'
The few other allusions
'
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Myrddin in Dafydd ab Gwilym are unimportant.
Later legend (see MS 162 in the Peniarth Collection, now in the National Librarj' of Wales, Aberystwyth, written about 1600) associated Myrddin with
the Island of Bardsey, ofi' the coast of Carnarvonshire, and located his grave there (cf. R. Higden,
in Polychronicon [ed. T. Gale, Oxford, 1691, i.
187]), and Giraldus Cambrensis may have had
this legend in view when he spoke of Merlinus
Celidonius' grave (see below) as being shown near
Nevyn in Carnarvonshire.
That Wale.s was not without an interest in the
prophecies of the Sibyl, which are probably the
prototypes of the Merlin and similar vaticinations,
is shown by the fact that MS 5 of the Peniarth
Collection, belonging to the second quarter of the
14th cent., contains a Welsh translation of the
to

tSibylline prophecies, called Llyma Prophuydolyaeth
Sibli doeth (' Here is the prophecy of the wise
Sibyl'), based on the De Sibillis of Isidore of

This translation

also found in the
and in PeniThe latter bears the title
14, pp. 45-57.
Sibyl's Dream,' and belongs to the middle of

SevUle.

Red Book of Hergest
arth
'

MS

The

is

(cols. 571'-577),

the 13th century. It difl'ers both from the versions
of Peniarth 5 and from the Red Book text.
The
popularity of prophecies in this and the subsequent
century in Wales is further shown by the inclusion
in Peniarth
3, written about 1300, of the

MS

Kyvoessi poem, together with the Afallenau and
Hoianau, while MS 20 of the same collection (15th
cent.), by its inclusion of the same poem and the
addition to it of a further prophetic extension,
shows that this popularity continued.
This is
further proved by the fact that we find in the
Cwtta Cyfarwydd, a MS written at varying dates
from 1415 to 1456, copies of the Afallenau and
Hoianau with the Gwasgargerd Vyrdin poem together Avith English prophecies by Bridlington,
Bannister, Thomas of Erceldoune, and others.
find the Afallenau and Hoianau in Peniarth MS
59, a MS of the first half of the 16th cent., while,
in the latter half of that century and in the 17th,
the Welsh Myrddin poems still continued to be
copied, as we see from Llanstephan M.S 41 (161030), now in the National Library of Wales.
In the foregoing account the fortune of the
Arderydd or Northern legend of Merlin, with the
The
associated prophecies, has been traced.
Merlin thus depicted is sometimes called in Latin
Merlinus Silvestris,' and in Welsh
Myrddin
Wyllt' (' Merlin the Wild') while another Latin
name by which he is known is that of Merlinus
Celidonius or
Caledonius,' being so called in
order to distinguish him from Merlinus Ambrosius,
who is a creation of Geofirey of Monmouth, through
the substitution of Merlinus for the Ambrosius of
a narrative which Geoflrey found in Nennius.
later MS of the Annates Cambi-ice, in its account
of the battle of Arderydd, reflects the Merlinus
Silvestris tradition, in its addition to the original
entry of the words inter lilios Elifer et Guendoleu
in quo bello Guendoleu cecidit
filium Keidiau
Merlinus insanus efl'ectus est.' In keeping with
the Northern conception of Merlin already mentioned, but also influenced by Geortrey's account in
connexion with the name Laloicen, the Life of
St. Kentigern (Scotichronicon, loc. cit.) refers to
Merlin's sutiering in the words that are put into
his mouth
Ego sum Christianus, licet tanti nominis reus, olim Guortigirni vates, Merlinus vocitatus
in hac solitudine dira patiens fata,' though the
influence of Geoflrey is here unmistakable in the
reference to Vortigern.
2. The Vita Merlini.— This is a Latin hexameter
poem, giving, in verses of considerable ease and
fluency, an account of Merlin's life and adventures.
Nearly aU writers upon it have taken it, owing to

We

'

'

;

'

'

'

A

'

:

'

:

:
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work of Geoliiey of Monlegend which it embodies is so
entirely ilillerent fron) that given in GeoftVey's
Ilistoria that it is in the liighest degree improbable
that he is its author. The legend which it incorporates and expands is essentially that of the
Welsh AfalUnan and Iloinitnu and of the Laloicen
tradition that is contained in the Life of St. KentiFerdinand Lot has published an analysis
gern.
of the Vita Merlini (Ann/ties de Brefafjne, xv.),
and has shown it to be later than the Laloicen
fragments already mentioned but he too readily
as.sumes that GeoH'rey was its a\ithor, and goes too
far in seeking to trace the influence of the Vifn
Merlini on the Welsh Myrddin poems of the Black
Book of Carmarthen and of the Red Book of Hcrgest,
wifli tlie exception of the lirst poem of the former,
which purports to be a dialogue between Myrddin
and Talie.ssin. The Latinized proper names of the
Vita Merlini show quite clearly that thej' were
formed by some one who was familiar with the
Welsh names of the Myrddin legend, such as
Ganieda for Gwenddydd, Telgesinus for TaliAt the same time, there are
essin, and the like.
important departures from the Welsh form of the
for instance, the opposition of Gnenlegend, as,
nolous to Merlin but in the Vita Merlini, as in
tlie Afallenau, there are prominent allusions to
apples, and the whole setting of the Latin poem
and of the Welsh poems, in spite of certain disThe
crepancies, is for the most part the same.
Vita Merlini, however, contains one name, Mtcldinus, which, as Lot has pointed out, is probably
derived from an Irish rattier than from a Welsh
source, being, in all likelihood, that of the hero of
the voyage of Mrelduin. Though the Vita Merlin I
appears to be the work of some one other than
Geoffrey, it appeared during his lifetime, having
been written about 1148, while he died in 1154.
It was dedicated to Bishop Alexander's successor,
Robert, who was a man of considerable influence
at the court of Stephen. The poem is of groat
interest as showing the popularitj' of the Northern
and Welsh type of the Merlin legend in cultured
circles in Britain in the 12th cent., but familiarity
with Geoffrey's history is already shown by the
reference to Vortigern (1. 681).
3. Merlin in Geoffrey and in the Chronicles.
The introduction of the figure of Merlin into the
mediaeval Chronicles is due to Geoffrey of Monmouth, who deliberately transformed the Ambrosius
of one of his sources, Nennius, into Merlinus.
This
is clear from the fact tliat, in the Prophecy and in
the last part of the preceding book, Geoffrey calls
Merlin Ambrosius Alerlinus. The innovation in
question was first made by Geoffrey, when he published The Prophecj' of Merlin as a separate work,
before the
appearance of his Ilistoria Ecginn Britannice.
This Prophecy must have been published
early enough for Ordericus Vitalis to quote from
it, as he does in bk. xii. of his History, written
about 1136 or 1137. Later it was incorporated in
Geoffrey's Ilistoria, and forms bk. vii. of tliat work.
The Ambrosius with whom Geoffrey identilied
Merlin lir.st conies to view in Gildas (de Excidio
its

dedication, to be the

mouth, but

tlie

'

'

;

;

—

'

'

xxv., ed. Mon. hist. Brit. i. 15), as
Ambrosius Aurelianus, but the first to make liim
into a legendary person was Nennius, who describes
him (xli.-xlv. as a child without a father, for
whom Vortigeni searched, by the advice of his

Britannia:,

)

sorcerers, in order to render stable the foundations
of a tower that he was building.
He was found,
according to Nenniu.";, in tlie lield or plain of Elleti,
in the region of Gleguissing (
=Glywyssing in Monmouthshire), and in Nennius's narrative lie is also
a-ssociated with the ancient Carnarvonshire fort of
Dinas Emrys (Emrys being the Welsh derivative of

Ambrosius), near Beddgelert, and

is

represented

a.s

a sorcerer (iiiaijus), who prophesies the linal overthrow of the English by tlie Welsh. Ambrosius in
Geoffrei,' appears as a separate character {Hist.
Brit. viii. 1), but the r61e which he plays in that
autlior

was

(Vortimer).

Merlin with

in
lilled
Nennius by Guorthemir
It is Geoffrey, too, that first connects
Carmarthen (Hist. Brit. vi. 17).

Another new clement which GeotlVey introduced
into the story, and which became a notable feature
of the Merlin romance, was the suggestion that the
boy's father \vas a supernatural being of the type
known by the name of incubus. The suggestion

that the boy was the son of a
omitted by Geoffrey. The idea
of introducing an incubus into the story probably
came from a reminiscence of the iiseudo-Bede (dc
Elcm. Phil., bk. i. [Pi xc. 1131]), who doubtless
The
reflects a view jiut forward by St. Augustine.
germ of the cc'"..'eption of Merlin as a sorcerer was
the
idea
of
putting proalreadj' in Nennius, and
phecies into his mouth was ready to Geoffrey's hand,
and even then a practice of the times, as is seen

made by Nennius,

Roman

con.sul, is

by Geoffrey's own references

(ii.

9,

xii.

18) to the

prophesying of the eagle at Shaftesbury. Giraldus
Cambrensis, too, quotes prophecies of Merlin that
are not found among those given by Geoffrey (see
K. H. Fletcher, Arthurian Material in the ChroniHe makes a discles, Boston, 1909, p. 93, note 1).
tinction between Merlinus Ambrosius and Merlinus
Silvestris

(or

Celidonius),

and attributes

to

the

former only prophecies taken from Geoffrey, and he
likewise states {Itin. Camb. ii. 6, 8) that he discovered, in an out-of-the-way locality, a copy of
the prophecies of Merlinus Celidonius in the British
tongue.
Geoffrey gives prominence to Merlin's
powers, not only as a prophet, but as a magician,
and represents him as one whose magic power conveyed Stonehenge from Ireland to Salisbury Plain
and changed the forms of Uther and his companions.
In Geoffrey, however. Merlin is not mentioned later
than Uther's reign, but subsequent legend and
romance could not resist the temptation to associIn romance,
ate him with Uther's son, Arthur.
Merlin, as a magician, tended to come more and
more into prominence, until at last he became a
figure second only to that of Arthur himself.
In the case of subsequent chronicles the following
The Welsh Brut Tysilio, an
points may be noted.
adaptation of GeoftVey's History, shows a development on the lines of the later Romances, and probably under their influence. For example. Merlin
is represented as owing his birth to the machinations of Lucifer and other evil spirits, and the increased prominence of the magical conception of
his character is seen by the statement that he, by
his magic art alone, is able to draw the stones that
are to be carried from Ireland to Salisbury Plain
as far as the ships, after the complete failure of the
The same tendencies may be noted in
warriors.
Wace, who omits Merlin's prophecies, with the
exception of those about Vortigern, on the ground
that they are imintelligible to lum, Avhile he invests
Merlin throughout with superhuman powers, and
does not even mention any mechanical tussistance
in the transmission of the blocks of Stonehenge.
Traces of romantic influence come to view also in
the Chronicle called Draco Normnnnicus (c. 1170;
cd. R. Howlett, Chron. of the lieigns of Step/ten,
etc., London, 1884-89, ii. 589-757), which, it may
be stated, contains many allusions to the section of
Merlin's prophecies that relate to the first half of
the 12th century.
In Layamon's Brut there are a few additional
touches "to the story of Merlin, such as Merlin's
explanation that the immediate cause of the fall of
the tower which Vortigern was trying to build was
the fighting of two dragons with one another at
In this narrative, again, there is a
mi<lnight.

MERLIN
marked emphasis on the supernatural conception
of Merlin, which

shows itself on the side both of
supernatural knowledge and of supernatural power.
There are some points of contact in the narrative
with the Vita Merlini, as in tlie account of the
discovery of Merlin in a forest, at Uther's instance,
when he wislied for his aid to obtain Igerne as his
mistress.

In the Latin hexameter poem called Gesta Begum
Britannia; (ed. F. Michel, London, 1862), Merlin
is entirely supernatural, as, e.g. where he transmits
the stones to Stonehenge bj' means of magical songs,
or where he magically changes Uther's form.
Merlin, too, gives Arthur new strength in his contest with FroUo.
Here, again, there is a link with
the Vita Merlini, where it is said that Arthur was
conveyed to an ever-to-be-remembered i-sland, on
which a royal maiden dwelt. In the ease of other
chronicles, some omit the prophecies or certain of
them, as, for instance, Alfred of Beverley (c. 1150
ed. T. Hearne, Oxford, 1716), who omits most of
them, and Richardus Cluniacensis (in 1162), who
omitted the prophecies in the first edition of his
Universal Chronicle (ed. L. A. Muratori, Antiquitates Italicm medii cevi, Milan, 1738-42, iv. 10791104), but who found it advisable to include them
in his second and third editions.
Again, it is clear
that all chronicles did not share equally in the
tendency to exaggerate the powers of Merlin e.g.,
Ralph Niger in his Chronicon (ed. R. Anstruther,
London, 1S51) has a mere allusion to Merlin's
transportation of the stones of Stonehenge.
There are, as already stated, traces in Giraldus
Cambrensis of an attempt at the fusion and reconciliation of the Caledonian tradition and that of
Geofl'rey, in his theory of the existence of two
Merlins. He follows (ieoli'rey in his connexion of
Merlinus Ambrosius with Carmarthen, while he
knows of the madness of Merlinus Caledonius, but
attributes it not to remorse at having killed his
sister's son, but to fright at the sight of an apparition in the air.
Giraldus, like many of the chroniclers who succeeded Geofl'rey, succumbed to the
of
temptation
bringing Merlin down to the time of
King Arthur. One story, which Giraldus records
(Itin. Camb. ii. 6), to the effect that Merlinus
Caledonius had been found near Ne^-yn in Carnarvonshire, is probably connected with the legend
that associated him with the island of Bardsey.
Merlin's burial appears to have been located in
some traditions at Carmarthen, where a ' Merlin's
Grave was pointed out, while in Scotland it was
located at Drummelzier, anciently Dunmeller, in
Tweed-dale.
The wide-spread popularity of the prophecies of
Merlin may be gauged by the fact that two Latin
poems appear to be extant embodying a number of
them from the pen of a Scandinavian monk called
Gunlangus Ijein of Thingej'ra, while a similar MS
in the Copenhagen Library was translated into
English, with the History of Hulfdan Einar, and
published in London in 1718 (see San-Marte, Die
Sagen von Merlin, Halle, 1853, p. 18).
In 1185-89 there appeared a commentary on
the prophecies of Merlin by Alanus de Insulis, and
in 1603 it was published at Frankfort.
In this
commentary Alanus testifies to the existence, in
the Brittany of his day, of a strong belief in the
prophecies in question. Further, John of Cornwall,
a disciple of Peter Lombard, commented on these
prophecies publicly in the University of Paris (see
Prophetice Merlini cum expositions Johannis Cornubiensis, ap. K. J. Greith, Spicileg. Vatican.,
Frauenfeld, 1838, p. 98). The credence given to
the Merlin prophecies continued, in Britain and in
France, well into tlie 17th cent., if not later, and
(he Council of Trent sought to counteract the considerable eflects of this popularity by putting the
,

;

;

'
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similar attitude of
prophecies on the Index.
mind to that of the Council of Trent is reflected in
the work called Vincentii Bcllovaceyisi^ Speculum
Historiule (xx. 20). For English editions of the
Life and Prophecies of Merlin, see Literature.

—

Merlin first comes to
4. Merlin in romance.
view as a character of romance proper in a poem of
which only a fragment has come down to us, probably dating from the 12th cent., and usually
attributed to Robert de Borron (ed. Paris and
Ulrich, in their ed. of the Huth Merlin see Lit.).
This poem was the basis of a French prose work
which forms the Romance of Merlin, and this,
again, is thought to be partly the work of the same
author. It has come down to us in two forms,
the first being generally called the ordinary or
vulgate Merlin, while the second is known as the
;

'

'

'

'

Suite de Merlin. Of the latter work Malory's first
four books are an abridgment, and from it is
derived one of the minor Arthurian stories, namely
that of Balin and Balan. In the Merlin romances,
as in the later developments of the Arthurian
story (see Aethde, Arthurian Cycle), there Is
an ecclesiastical or theological development, the
leading motive which led to the birth of Merlin
being the conspiracy of the world ofi demons to
produce an Antichrist, who would be the means of
rendering the work of the Incarnation inefli'ective.
Thus the birth of Merlin is represented as a kind
of counter-incarnation, and, through the machinations of the demons, he is brought into the world
as the child of a woman whose family has been
ruined by the evil spirits, and who is herself seduced
by a demon. Proviilentially, however, Blaise, the
confessor of Merlin's mother, bajitizes the child as
soon as it is born, and thereby brings it into the
Christian fold. The child, nevertheless, retains,
though a Christian, the demonic gifts of magic and
prophecy, and these powers he puts to beneficial
use even in his infancy, by saving his mother's life
and startling her accusers by revealing their family
secrets.
The narrative then proceeds on the lines
of Geoffrey's Zfis<o;y in the account of his relations
with Vortigern, Ambrosius, and Uther.
After
this, Arthur is represented as having been committed as an infant to Merlin's care, and Merlin
hands him over to Antor, who brings him up as
his own son.
It is Merlin who reveals to Arthur
the fact that he is the son of Uther I'endragon and
Igerne, and it is to Merlin that Arthur looks for
guidance and counsel during the earlier period of
his rule.
At the termination of this period Merlin
vanishes from Arthur's court. The stories account-

ing for his disappearance vary in dift'erent forms
of the romance.
One story states that he was
betrayed by a maiden called Niniane or Viviane,
probably the Chwimbian of Welsh legend but in
some versions of this narrative she is represented
as a water-fairy, in others as a king's daughter.
With this lady Merlin is in love, and she, in the
spirit of Delilah, obtains from him the secret of his
magic power, and uses this knowledge to cast him
into a profound sleep and to impri.son him alive in
a rocky grave. According to this account. Merlin
uttered a loud cry, called the Brait,' before he
died.
Apparently this form of the story was the
most popular. In another version his prison is
not of stone but of air and, though Merlin in
this prison can see and hear everything, he can
be seen by none.
He can also hold converse
with wayfarers who pass his prison, and one of
these happens to be Gawain. The prose Perceval
contains another form of the story, according to
which Merlin is not imprisoned by his mistress,
but retires of his own accord to an edifice called
an 'Esphimeor,' which he himself builds, after
which retirement he is never more seen. The
Romance of Merlin eventuallj' became a long
;

'

;
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Wynltyn de Worde, Li/tel Trtatyt of the Byrth and
Prophecy if Merlin, do. 1510 (known only through the last leaf
of its reprint, pub. 1529, said oy the late Bernard Quaritch to
be extant); T. Heywood, The Life of Merlin, gurtiained
Ambrosius, his Prophecies and Predictions, London, 1041,

the

;

Arthurian cycle generally.
Tlie Romance of Merlin, as already indicated, is
to be found first in the fragmentary poem, attributed to Rottert de Borron, tiiving, however, only
the introductory part of the story, in a single
of the Bibliothi^que Nationsile, ana, secondly, in the
prose version based on this poem in combination
with the earlj- histoiy of the Grail, which bears
In two cases the
the name Joseph of Arimnthea.

MS

l^erlin story forms a small Arthurian cycle through
the addition ni a. Perceval situ\ a Mori Artus. Of
tlie 'ordinary' or 'vulgate' Merlin, which is a
long and elaborate romance, several copies are
extant. This story is continued in two forms, each
of which has survived in a single MS.
One of
called the tltiih Merlin, after the distinguished patron of learning, Alfred Huth, who bore
the expense of its publication. It is a version of
which Malory made use in his rendering of the
story, and the Spanish and Portuguese translators
also based their versions upon it. The other sequel
is
337, also in the Bibliothfeque Nationale, and
is called by Paulin Paris tlie Livre ArUis.
In English the earliest form of the Merlin
Romance is a metrical translation called Arthvur

these

is

MS

Merlin's Prophecies and Predictions Interpreted, do. 1661 ;
Merlin's Life and Prophecies, do. 1668 ; The L\ft of Merlin,

suriMined Ambrosius, Carmarthen, 1812, London, 1813; Les
Prophecies de Merlin, 3 vols., Paris, 1626; La Vita de Merlino,
etc., Venice, 1507
Prophetia Anglicana et Romana, hoc est,
Merlini Ambrosii Briianni ,
vaticinia, una cum septem
libris explanationum in eandem Prophetiam
Alani de
art. 'Merlin,'
in Dublin
Insulis, Frankfort, 1603, »1608
Univ. Maoazine, June 1865; Merlinus-spd,' in G. Vigffiisson
and F. Y. Powell, Corpus poet, boreale, Oxford, l(sS3 T.
Malory, -Vortf d".4r(Aur, 1st ed., London, c. Us.'i; Historia di
Merlino, Venice, 1430; El baladeo del sahio Merlin, Burgos,
1498; Hersart de la Villemarqu^, Myrdhin ou fenchant^'iir
Merlin, Paris, 1862; T. Stephens, The Literature of the
San-Marte, Die
Kymry, Llandovery and London, 1849
Arthursaoe, etc, Leipzig, 1342; F. G. Freytag, Dissertatiode
Merlino Britannico, Nauniburg, 1737 F. E. de M^zeray,
Hist, de France, Paris, 1GS5
Giraldus Cambrensis, Itin.
Camb., Ix>ndon, i^'Ol, Rolis Series, do. 18t>l-91 ; Tennyson,
Idylls of the King, 1st ed., do. 1859; Sharon Turner. A
Vindicatitm of the (yenuinertc!^ of the Ancient British Poems,
do. 1803; Catastrophe Mundi or Merlin Revio'd (anon.), do.
1683 A. Nutt, Strulies on the Legend of the Iloly (rrail, do.
1888; J. Rhjs, Arthurian Legeni, Oxford, IS'.tl C. Chabatraduction proven<;ale du roman de
neati^ Fragments d'une
Merlin, Paris, 1883. Further literature is given by V. Chevades
sources
hist, du nwyen dge bio-bibliog., new
lier, ii-v'trfot're
;

certaine, v(ritable ct infaillible, composed about
1533, wliile in his Gargantua he exposes the life
and prophecies of Merlin to further ridicule. The
contrast between the spirit of Cervantes or Rabelais
and that which delighted in the prophecies and
romance of Merlin illustrates the change from
the characteristic mental attitude of the Middle
Ages to that of later times.

LrrsEATUBC-H. L. D. Ward, CatcUngut of llomanca
Britith

Mtumm,

i.,

London, 1^S3

;

W.

m the

F. Skene, The Foin-

Aneimt Hooks of Waies, 2 vols., Edinburgh, 18(58; J. Gwenogrryn Evans, The Black Book of Carmarthen, PwUheii, to
subscribers only, 1906
Geo£Erey of Moumoutb, Prophetia
Merlini, ed. San-Marte (A. Schufz), Halle, 1853 J. Rh^s and
J. G. Evans, The Text of the BruU from the Red Book of
;

;

Bergett, Oxford, for subscribers only, 1890 ; Gaufridi Arlhurii
devita et raticiniis Uerlini Caledonii carmen heroieum,
Ix>ndon, 1830; San-Marte, Sagen von Merlin, Halle, 1853; F.
Michel and T. Wright, Vita Jlerlini, Paris and London, 1837
H. O. Sommer, Le Roman de Merlin, or tht Sarin History of
Kind Arthur (from French MS Add. 10292 in Brit Mus. [c. a.d.
l:U61), Ix)ndon, to subscribers only, IStil, The Vulgate Version
of the Arthurian Romances, ed. from MSS in Brit. Mus.. vol.
ii., 'Lestoire deVMerlin,' Washington, 1903; G. Paris and J.
Ulrich, Merlin, Roman en r/ro.te du xiii' siicle d^avriti le manttrrrit a}>part''nanl .i A. //. lluth, Paris, 1886; Arthur : Arthour
and Merlin, e<i. W. B. D. D. Tiirnbull, Edinburgh, 1S38; E.
KSlbing, Arthour and Merlin, Leipzig, 1890; H. B. Wheatley,
Merlin or thr- Earbi Uistory of Kinj Arthur, with valuable introdurtiong and btblioi^raphy, 2 vols., London, 1899; J. Rh^s,
Itit)bert lectures, London and Edinburgh, 18^ ; F. Lot, in
Annates de Bretagne, xv. [I899-I900); H. L. D. Ward, in
Romania, xxii. (1893J; A. C. L. Brown, In RCet xxii. [1901);
R. H, Fletcher, Arthurian Material in the Chronicles,
Boston, 1900; L. A. Paton, MeHin and Oanic<J.a,' in Modem
f,nnfiuane Sotes, Baltimore. June 1903; J. G. Evans, Calaiogues of It'eUh MSS (tor Hist. MSS Comm.), LK>ndon, 189».
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ed., Paris, 1905-07, col. S202f.
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MESMERISM.— See Hypnotism.
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;

'

and

Merlin, which was made from French at the
beginning of the 14tli cent. and a later translation, generally known as the great prose Merlin,
was made about the middle of the 15tli century.
Spenser (Faery Queen, canto iii.)Jalludes to Merlin,
and there is reference to his deception by the Lady
of the Lake in Ariosto (Orlando fnrioso, canto iii.
St. 10).
The romantic development of the Merlin
story is doulitless mainly due to the desire of the
French trouvires to bring the legend of Merlin,
like those of Arthur and Tristan, into harmony
with the general civilization and culture of their
In the 19th cent. Tennyson utilized the
time.
Merlin legend in his Idulh of the King, and gave
a version of his own of the character of Viviane.
Like the other mediteval
5. Merlin in satire.
romances, tliat of Merlin tended, in the eyes of a
more critical age, to provoke satire, and so it is
not strange that Cervantes ridicules and parodies
it in his Don Quixote, while Rabelais also parodies
the propliecies in his Paniagrudinc prognostication

.

.

MESSALIANS.—See Euchites.
MESSIAH. — L Scope of tbb articlb.—
-Much confusion is caused by the fact that the term
Messianic is used in a much wider range of meaning than Messiah.' It has come to be applied by
Christian writers to everything in the OT which is
thought to refer, however vaguely, to the coming
and work of Christ or to the Church, while, even
where this implication is wanting, it is given very
generally to all passages which speak of the hope
of a better and glorious future.
Messiah,' on
the other hand, refers definitely to a person, and
term
it would seem, therefore, that the
Messianic
should be confined to passages which imply the
of
an
coming
extraordinary person, normally regarded as a king, who is to be in a special sense
.sent and endowed by God, and whose advent is to
mark the end of a world-age. It would, indeed,
be an advantage if the looser tise of 'Messianic'
could be dropped it suggests that, in the hope of
a Golden Age, the principal and original element
was the expectation of a Saviour- King, which
might here and there be ignored, or which might
be assumed to be implied even where it was not
In fact, however, the reverse
actually mentioned.
is the case ; the oldest and the most general ejfpectation is that of the era of happiness, and with
this the liope of the Messiah was sometimes combined in later times. For it is quite clear that a
majority of the OT passages which deal with the
hopes of a glorious future do not speak of the
King of the future at all Jahweh Himself is the
agent of deliverance and of judgment He alone
'

'

'

'

'

;

;

;

and Redeemer in the OT the nation
as a whole, or the
dynasty of its kings, is the
In such cases the Christian
object of HLs favour.
interpreter may have good ground for maintaining
that, from the religious point of view, such hopes
were realized in the coming of Christ, but historically they are not the same as the expectation
of a Messiah, and can be called Mcs-siauic only in
is

.Saviour

;

the la.x sense. All this wider expectation beloujis
to the subject of eschatologv (q.v.), and this article
will, therefore, be confined to the consideration
of the Messiah in the strict sense, and the term
'

used only in connexion with
be added that, while eschatolo^y
does not always imply a Messiah, neither docs the
'

Messianic

hira.

It

will be

may

MESSIAH
Messiah himself always appear in a strictly
tological setting.
II.

Meama'O op tee

word.

esclia-

as the passage which is most clearly typical of
the OT belief, at any rate on one side. It seems

tenii

to be Deuteronomic in tone, and can hardly be
earlier than the reign of Josiah.
Its main purport is to insist on the permanence of the Davidic
dynasty (vv."- "). In its context this is contrasted
with the fall of Saul's liouse (v.'°), but we may
also assume an implied contrast with the various
short-lived dynasties of the Northern Kingdom

— The

'Messiah' represents the Heb. Mashiah, the
Aram. M'shlha, 'anointed one.' It is used quite
generally in the OT as an epithet, both of priests
(Lv 4° 6^^ etc., and perhaps Dn 9^) and of kings,
esp. of Saul (1 S 12^ etc.), while in Is 45' it is
Nowhere in the OT does it
applied to
Cyrus.

its later technical sense, which is first
found in Enoch and Psalms of Solomon (see below,
IV. I). In the OT language any Jewish king is
the Lord's anointed,' and the phrase is in no way
confined to a single pre-eminent king. In I's 105'°
and 1 Ch 16-- 'anointed ones' occurs in the plural,
of the patriarchs.
Dalman' suggests that Messiah
in its later sense is a shortened form of 'Jlivh's
Anointed,' and that no single passage of the OT

occur in

'

was responsible

for its adoption.
Christ is, of course, X/3i<rr6s, the Gr. equivalent,
which translates the Heb. Mashlah in the SeptuaIn view of discussions connected with its
gint.
use in the NT, it is well to note that it is sometimes used without the article even when it is an
'

'

epithet standing in apposition to a proper name
—e.a., 1 S 26»- ".
The general significance of anointing is discussed
in the art. under that heading.
In >'iew of the
fact that
Messiah did not become a technical
term till late, the primitive meaning of anointing
is quite irrelevant in considering the ideas associated with the figure e.g., even if it he true that
anointing was originally transferred from the
image of the god to the king, we cannot argue
that the Messiah was regarded as a divine being.
Anointing liad come to denote the two ideas of
consecration and endowment.
III. Teachijug of tee OT.— In order to discover the general trend of the OT teaching it is
essential firs^t to discuss, however briefly, the
exegesis of the separate passages which speak,
or may be reasonably thought to speak, of the
coming of a Messiah ; in no other way is it possible to realize the precise extent and nature of
the hope. The examination is complicated not
'

'

;

merely by difficulties of interpretation, but also by
Here it~
questions as to authenticity and date.
should be noted that, if critics reject as late certain
passages wliich refer to the Messiah, it is by no
means always from any a priori un^^ illingness to
allow the Messianic hope to be of early date or
to find it in a particular prophet, but because on
external evidence such passages seem to be inconsistent with the context. In many cases they
presuppose the Exile in a way which seems to be
impossible in a pre-Exilic writer in others the
;

note of hope and promise seems to nullify the

message

of

and

judgment

punishment which

occupies the central place. Here the criterion to
be applied is a very delicate one. How far did
threats and promises actually exist side by side in
the message of the same prophet ? At what point
do the promises become so contradictory of the
threats that they can be regarded only as later
insertions ?
However these questions may be
answered in any particular case, it may not be
superfluous to point out that, when a passage is
regarded as un.authentic' and late, it does not
'

lose its value, either historical or religious
and
it still remains evidence of the Messianic hope,
in n difl'erent age ami circle from that to
;

only

which it is commonly assigned. The principle being
admitted that the prophetic books are composite
works, comprising elements of various periods, each
case must be judged solely on its merits.
I. The data.— It will be well to
begin with 2S 7
1

The Words

of the term.

(if

Jesm,

p. 201

;
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see p. 292 for later Jewish use

The passage itself does not speak of
8'').
single pre-eminent or final .successor of David
is in no way eschatological, but
precisely in
proportion as the actual occupants of the throne

(cf.

Hos

any
and

proved themselves unworthy would it be natural
to look for some one king who could realize the
ideal.
And, if at the same time there were other
expectations of a wonderful Saviour, the two lines
of hope would easily coalesce.
At any rate, the
personal Messiah in the OT is nearly always
associated with the Davidic dynasty, and the
references in the early prophets wliioh have any
claim to be regarded as Messianic are all connected
with it. They may, indeed, be older than 2 S 7,
and in any case this passage will hardly he the
origin of the hope it rather embodies and gives
literary form to something which already existed.
In
9"-i6 there is a promise of the restoration
of the Davidic dynasty, with no reference to a
personal Messiah, but the passage is almost certainly an Exilic addition (so J. Wellhausen, K.
Marti, G. A. Smith, etc., though S. K. Driver*
defends it with some hesitation).
In Hosea it may not be necessary, with Marti
and Volz, to reject all passages which speak of
future happiness, Ijut the only verse which is in
any way Messianic in the strict sense is 3°, Afterward shall the children of Israel return, and seek
the Lord their God, and David their king.' Here,
again, the stress is laid on the Davidic dynasty
but either the whole verse or at least the words
David their king are of doubtful authenticity.
The cru.x of the question with regard to early
Messianic prophecy is reached when we come to
;

Am

'

;

'

'

Isaiah.
(a) Is 7"*-.

t— Until

a

new

factor

was introduced

by considerations derived from comparative religion, it was becoming generally agreed that the
passage had no reference to tlie birth, miraculous
or otherwise, of a Saviour-child or king at all.
As Gray points out, the promised sign is not
necessarily a marvel or miracle (cf. Ex 3'-, 1 S
2"*-), but is to be found 'in the chain of events
predicted.' By the time a child shortly to be born
reaches a certain age the promised deliverance
will have come.
His name Immanuel does not
imply the divinity of the child, or even that he
will play a r61e as God's agent in the deliverance
(as a matter of fact, there is not the least hint
that he does anything of the sort), but, after the

common Hebrew

expresses the point of

usage,

view of the parents it is the reverse of Ichabod
H. Gressmann,J however, and others
(1 S 4^').
argue that the passage is intelligible only if we
suppose an already existing belief in the advent of
a divine Saviour-child, who is to be born mysteriOn this view the virgin is ' the virgin of
ously.
prophecy,' the mother spoken of in the tradition
;

;

butter and honey are the food of the gods, as in
Iranian and Greek myth and the whole passage
'

'

;

'
Cambridije Bible, 'Joel and Amos,' Cambridge, 1897. p.
1198.
f Reference should be made to the very full and excellent
discussion of this and the other Isaianic passages in G. B.
Gray, ICC, 'Isaiah,' Edinburgh, 1912.
I Der
Ursprung der israetituscb-jwlischeti Eschalotogie,
Gottingen, 1905, p. 272 ff.; A. Jeremias, Baliylonisches im
Neuen Testament. Leipzig, 19(15, p. 64 ff. C. F. Burney, JThSt
X. [1908-09] 680 ff.
For criticism see C. Clemen, Primitire
Christianity and its Non-Jewish Sources, Eng. tr., Edinburgh,
;

1912, p. 143.
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The theory has
iiiytliolopical backpronnd.
an umieiiiable fascination, but its main hypothesis
cannot yet be regarded as i)roved (see below, 2 (</)).
In this case it rests on the probal)ly false assumption that the sign must be of a miraculous nature.
Further, neither the article nor the noun in
has a

linalnuih requires the meaning' put uiion it.
If
we reject the reference to the wife of Isaiah or
Ahaz or to some other particular mother, the
definite article may be generic ;us in
3", wliile
it is now generally agreed that 'almdh does not

Am

necessarily tlenote virginity, and is certainly not
tlie word wliich would have been chosen if the
.-supernatural character of the birth without a
human father had been the point to beenipliasized.
'Butter and honey' may be merely a symbol of
'
plenty, a variant of the common milk and honey.'
But perliaps the chief objection to the mythological view is to l>e found in the fact, to which
attention lias already been called, that Imnianuel
does not play any part in the deliverance, nor
docs he afterwards appear as a factor in this or
any other prophet's hopes for the future. The
apparent reference to Iiumanuel in 8' is quite
meaningless there has been nothing to suggest
that the child is the king to whom the land be'

;

LXX

longs, and we should probably read with
'for God is with us' (cf. v.'")."
(b) Is O''"- is a passage of a very difTerent char-

We have here a true Davidic Messiah, but
important to note that the restoration is the
work of Jahweh Himself the child is not himself a conqueror, but is born to be Prince of Peace.
The fourfold name is remarkable, and, as Gray
points out, mighty God' must not be toned down
to 'mighty hero
it is unique in the OT.
Clemen"
admits that all four titles are perhaps mythoacter.

it is

;

'

'

;

'

logical,'

and the passage suggests the iniluence

of

the Hufstil (see below). The child apparently
ascends the throne at once a suggestion that it is
empty at the time of his birth this may perhaps
imply an Exilic date, though there is nothing else
in the passage itself which necessitates its being
It is, in fact, the clearl>laced later tlian Isaiah.*
est and best passage to establish an early expectation of aMessiah.
Itis, however, very remarkable
that the passage seems to have had no influence
on later literature, being never referred to either
in the OT or in the Apocalypses or the NT.'
""•
(f Is 1 )
had, on the contrary, a great influence
on later thought, and lies behind the picture of the
as
drawn
in many apocalyptic passages
Messiah
in particular, the term Branch' became teclinical.
Here, again, the Messiah is Davidic, with a
special endowment of the Spirit.
note, too,
the stress laid on the return of the Golden Age a
feature which may be derived from foreign mythology. At any rale, we have the Davidic Messiah
in a clearly eschatqlogical setting; v.' seems
to imply a date after 5.SG B.C. ;'> the metaphor is
that of a tree cut dowrt to the stump and sending

—

;

)

;

'

We

—

not necessary for our present purpose to enter on the
vexed question whether the p.issage is u thre.it or a promise
in either case we must suppose a certain amount o( later insertions or of combination of passaj^es written at difTerent
periods. Those who re^^ard the passage as a threat take
butter and honey as a sj-nibol of scarcity and nomadic fare
a view which Gray criticizes severely.
2 The fart that the LXX has this
rendering here sugf^ests
that its rendering napQivm in 7^* does not, as is often argued,
imply that it inton^reted the passage MessiauicAlly. For, if it
had done 80, it would surely not have dropped the only other
]>o&sible reference to the divine child.
*

It is

;

—

*

'

»P.

lir..

* See
ad loc. (p. 168), for a rriticisni of R. II. Kennett's
^iraij,
argrument {The Compottition of the Book o_f Haiah, IX)ndon,
1910, p. 71 ) that the word used for boot means a military boot
worn by Syro-Oreek soldiere, this implying a Maccahean date,
nray hnnself leaves the date open.
*
Paluian, p. 317, n. 1.
S'» (Jmy, et'-.
l*ri\er, B. Puhm, anrl (i. .\. Smith, howii.
ncr, keep the Isaianlc date see
488, for Smith's
argumenUi.
'

'

fi

;

;

HUB

out fresh shoots, which would describe exactly
the revival of the kingdom after its ruin at the
fall of Jerusalem.

Mic o"'- is peculiarly difficult.* Omitting minor
questions of reading and exegesis, the main points
are as follows, (a) The passage follows, though it
may not be originally connected with, an e-schatological passage in oh. 4 (cf. Is 2) where there is no
mention of a Messiah. (6) It speaks of a Messianic
king born at Bethlehem Ephrathah, and, thereDavidic

fore,

;

in

spite of

his

humble

origin (so

G. A. Smith, The Twelve Proplitis, London, 1896, i.
41.3 ff.), he is to be a great and apparently a peaceful ruler.
Is more than this hinted at
In particular, does v.-^ imply pre-existence or merely
the antiquity of the family from which he springs ?
And what is the meaning of she which travaileth ?
tJressmann and others explain it of the divine
mother, and j. M. P. Smith admits this, but
regards the verse as a late gloss, implying a
Messianic interpretation of Is 7'* ; the change of
per.son from Ixjth v.-'' and v.* is very awkward,
and so is the contradiction between Jahweh's
abandonment of His people and the jirevious verse.
But, even if a mysterious birth is hinted at, there
is no suggestion that the mother is a virgin or that
the child is in any way connected with Immanuel.
Whatever the date of the verse, it is far better to
follow some of the older commentators (Calvin,
Orelli, etc.) and see in the phrase a reference to
the birth-Jiangs of Zion in 4'"-, where exactly the
same word is used for travaileth,' while in both
passages the return of the remnant is referred to
Hos 13", Is 26", where the same figure of
(cf.
She which travaileth' is, theretravail is used).
^
fore, Zion personified, (c) Verse certainly implies
that there is no reigning king and, therefore, sug'.'

'

'

'

'

'^seem to belong
(rf) Verse
prophecy (tr. 'This' not 'This
The Messiah
shall be our protection ').

gests an Exilic date,
to

a

man

—

difl'erent

'

—

'

drops out, and the confidence of the passage rests
on a difl'erent basis.t
In .Teremiah the main stress is laid on the continuance of the Davidic line, and this figures
prominently in the book as we have it a feature
which is significant in view of the Deuteronomic
origin of the fundamental passage 1 S 7. In 'JS"-!
we have the righteous Branch or Shoot {semnk, not
neser as in Is 11), with the name Jahweh SidqenO,
'The Lord our Kighteousness,' perhaps witlj an
ironic reference to Zedekiah, the reigning king.
But the application of the same term to Jerusalem
in the parallel passage (33'°) shows that the main
stress 18 on the dynasty rather than on any single"
or final representative, and this feature appears
clearly in 1'-' 22* (' kings sitting upon the throne
of David '),§ while in SP*'- a very special emphasis
is laid on the covenant witli David, interpreted as
meaning that he should never want a successor.
In 30" ('they sliall serve the Lord their God, and

—

,

'

whom

I will raise up unto
to be to each successive
representative rather than to any single descendant,
or to a belief in the actual return of David himself.
Finally, we note that Jahweh Himself is consistently the' agent of deliverance, the Davidic king
appearing only after the salvation is completed.
with
~> 'The
general presentation in Ezekiel agrees
have references to ' David
that of Jeremiah.
of
future
ruler
tlie
(34" "''*),
my servant,' as the
with pictures of the Golden Age and a strong

David their

king,

them ') the reference seems

We

•See J. M. P. Smith, ICC, Micah, Zcphaniah and NahuDi,'
Edinburgh, 1912, ad toe. Oressmann, pp. 278. 284.
t P.
Haupt, in Trans, of the. Congress for the BtMory of
Religions, Oxiotxl, 1»08, 1. 268, argues for a Maccabcan date
'

;

;

so Marti.
!

C

H. Cornill and Marti accept

\ .So in ^i"":;*

the plural

(cf.

I

lie

the

'

tht- passa-.-e n-i '.'enuine.

rulers in the Im]']'. (iitur--- are shepherds, in
saviours ou mount Ziou,' Ob •!).

MESSIAH
on tlie presence of .Tahweli Himself. In
the teilav twig planted on the mountain of
the height of Israel may he a reference to the
prophecies of Isaiah (?) and Jeremiah, while until
he come whose right it is' (21-'') suggests the
Shiloh prophecy of Gn 49"'-.* On the other hand,
in the ideal State of chs. 40 if. the Prince is only
one of a series of kings, and plays a very suhordinate part in the reformed Jerusalem.
The
general impression given by Ezekiel is that he was
acquainted with popular hopes of an individual
Messiah and, in particular, with the promises
attached to the Davidic dynasty these were too
strong to be entirely ignored, but the priestprophet himself had little real interest in them.
In Hag 2^ Zerubbabel is to be the ruler in the
Messianic Age. 8o in Zee 3* 6'^ t he is the ' Branch
and the servant of Jahweh. The importance of
stress
IT--"'

'

'

'

;

'

is twofold
(a) we have the first
undoubted example of. the identification of a
higtorical person with ^he Messiah
(b) the reference to the Branch shows, even more decisively
than in Ezekiel, that earlier prophecies were being
studied and interpreted in accordance with contemporary conditions.
Zee 9' belongs to another and a later prophecy.
Though the ass may originally have been the
symbol of royalty (cf. Gn 49"), it here stands for
humility. The king is victorious over his enemies
('saved' rather than 'having salvation'), but the

the passages

:

;

stress is

on the peaceful character of his

rule.

He

not explicitly Davidic.
In the Psalms we are concerned with a group of
royal Psalms, especially 2, 45, 72, 89, 110, 132.
Here we are met with almost insoluble problems as
to date, since there is not even the a priori presumption which we have in the case of passages
which stand in the writings of a particular prophet.
Further, we must allow for the possibility of
glosses in the course of the many editings through
which the vitrious Psalters passed such glosses
may have emphasized a supposed Messianic reference— e.^., Ps 72''=.t In all these Psalms we find
startling language used of kings, the extent of
their dominion, and their power, usually with
stress on the Davidic covenant.
It is common
ground that such language was never strictly true
of any Israelite king in either kingdom.
Are these
Psalms, then, addressed to the expected Deliverer
of the future, i.e. to the Messiah? 'The
t^j^ctipn
to this view is the strong impression made in most
cases that a definite living king is addressed ; e.ff.,
Ps 45 is clearly an actual marriage song and is
accepted as such, e.g. by Kirkpatrick and Briggs.
And, if some of these Psalms are to be understood
historically, the general similarity of language
suggests that the same principle is to be applied to
all.
A. F. Kirkpatrick,§ in fact, argues that all
have a primary historical reference, of course without prejudice to their spiritual application. In
interpreting the language we are helped by the
existence of the Hofstil, or Court style,' to which
Gressmann and others call attention. Exaggerated language of this kind was a regular feature of
the court addresses and poems in honour of Oriental
monarchs; cf. the language of Ps 21*-', which is
is

;

.

,

'

||

*

Aa showing that

The text

earlier propheciea

see

definitely studied,
Jer 3-6, Zeph 1'.

38'",

where there

were by
is

this tinie
of

a re-editine

Zerubbabel must have been orij^int
'crowns' ill the plural and 'theni
ally mentioned
both in V.13. Possibly when the power was centred in the
hiph
priest the text was deliberately altered, giving us perhaps the
first example of the LeviticarMessiah (see Driver, Cambridfj^
is

in disorder ;
in 611; cf.

'

Bible,

ad

loc).

tSee C. A. and
ad /oc
See Cambridge

E. G. Briggs,

ICC, 'Psalms,' Edinburgh,

5

'

Bible,

Psalms," Cambridge, 1892-1912, vol.

i.

p. Ixxviff.
II

P. 260ff.

;

It is poscertainly addressed to an actual king.
sible that this Hof-.fil in Israel, and perhaps elsewhere (see below, 2 ((/)), included elements derived
from the Messianic expectation. If it was believed
that some one member of the Davidic dynastj'
should be the greatest of all, it was natural for the
admirers of any king to suggest on his accession
that he and no other was the long-desired. In this'
case the Psalms may be called quasi -Messianic, and
at least illustrate the nature of the Messianic hope.
warning against too strict an interpretation of
this Hofstil is to be found in the phenomena presented by the Babylonian hymns.
find Nannar
addressed as ' begetter of gods and men,' ' King of

A

We

kings who has no judge superior to him ; but then
precisely the same flattery is oftered to Assliur,
Ishtar, or Nebo.
As H. F. Hamilton points out (The People of God, London,
the ascription of universal dominion to so many of
1!)12, p. 8),
them [sc. the gods] was merely a piece of inexpensive flattery
which no one mistook for serious truth. ... It was a sound
'

'

policy to avoid too

In the same

much

E. Sellin,

Leipzig, 1912, p. 169

ff.

Der altteetamerUliche Prophetismiis,

much

partiality.'

way we must beware

of laying too

on the uniqueness, majesty, or finality
ascribed to the king addressed in any particular
Psalm. Its language, taken literally, may seem to
be applicable only to a imique Messiah, but in the
mouth of an Oriental its application is less strict
stress

or exclusive.

The following

points are further to be noted,
in the Prophets, the stress is on the Daridic
2
S
7 seems to be continually before
;
the poets' eyes.
This is especially marked in
Ps 89, which refers to the nation and the dynasty,
the nation itself being personilied in v.'""'- (cf. Is 5,
Ps 80'^). So firstborn in v.-^' seems to refer to the
description of Israel in Ex 4--, while 'servant' in
v.3» suggests a parallel with 2 Isaiah.
The Psalm
as a whole is a prayer for the restoration of the
dynasty and the nation, rather than for the coming
of any particular king who is to mark a new epoch.
The same applies to Ps 13'2, though horn of David
to bud' (v.") may refer to 'the Brancli.'
Ps 45,
however, is not Davidic (Briggs and Sellin ascribe
it to N. Israel), nor is Ps 110
except in the title.
(ii.) The language of the Psalter had great influence on later Messianic ideas, terms being used
which afterwards became titles of the Messiah.
As they occur in the Psalter they are, however,
hardly technical ; they are not used of one definite
AVe
figure or king to the exclusion of all others.
have 'anointed' (Ps 2^ 89S8-" 132'"- ") used in its
(i.

)

As

covenant

'

'

'

'

general sense (see above, § II.), son (2', probably
not in 212), firstborn (89^'), while thy throne, O
'

<

God'

'

'

mai/ imply deification.*
Ps 110 stands alone in speaking of a priestit is very
king, who is not, however, Levitical
generally regarded as Maccabean, referring to
Simon (see, however, Briggs, ad loc).
There remain a few other OT passages, mainly
fragments of poetry embedded in the historical
books, which require brief notice.
Gn 49'<'.t— It may be taken for granted that
Shiloh is not a personal title of the Messiah. The
first hint of such a view is found in the Talmud
(Sank. 9SJ), and it was not so used till the versions
of the 16th century (Driver).
The reading and
interpretation are both doubtful, but it is possible
that the passage is Messianic
until he come
whose right it is' (Ezk 21=' see above) may be a
reference. t The question then arises whether the
(45"),

(iii.)

;

—

'

;

'

So Oressmann, p. 256. This interpretation, however, which
that of LXX and He ISf., is open to grave objections ; note
that in v. 7 we have ' Jahweh thy God.' Brings supposes
an interpolated address to God ; Kirkpatrick favours, out of the
'
many suggestions, thy throne is the throne of Uod,' or else
thy Throne shall be for ever and ever,' Ehhim having been
substituted for an original
or jhrh, misread as Jahveh.
;A^'A
t See Commentaries by Driver and Skinner, ICC, ad loc.
; O. C.
Whitehouse, however (DCG ii, 172), thinks that the
Genesis passage is moulded on Ezekiel.
is

esp_.

'

1906-07,

573
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is a late addition on tlie basis of the Isaianio
prophecies (Driver), or whether, with Gunkt-l,
Gressmann, and Selliii, we are to regard it as a
fragment of pre-proplieticeschatology, not specifuBut it is a strange eulogy to say
ally Davidie.
that Judah shall rule only till the great one from
elsewhere comes. Skinner holds that the reference
is simp]}' to the Davidie
dynasty Judah is to be
independent till it is mergeil in the kingdom of its

verse

;

hero.

U

AV

are certauily misleading.* In v.** the anointed
one, the prince,' is either Cyrus or Jeshua in v.**
he is Onias the
priest.
'

;

Of Gn 3" the most that can be urged in the way
of Messianic interpretation is that the passage is a
prediction of the ultimate victory of man, the seed
of the woman, in the conflict with evil, typified by
'
the serpent. The seed cannot be understood as
in the
referring to any definite descendant of
The same applies to the other predicsingular.
tions in Genesis with regard to the seed of Abraham,
where the thought is of the nation the exegesis
of St. Paul in Gal 3" is admittedly untenable.
24" is usually understood as referring to
David's conquest of Moab. But, on the ground
'
that star suggests a semi-mythological figure.
Selliii* and others find in the passage a trace of a
primitive Messianic hope ; others regard it as
'

Adam

;

Nu

'

Messianic but late. Note that the passage is
certainly corrupt at the close.
Dt 33" may refer only to the dominion of Ephraim
(the Song belongs to the N. Kingdom), but Sellint
again urges that the hyperbole is too stron" and
that we have an echo of an early Messianic hope,
In later times the pastransferred to Ephraim.
sage influenced the idea of the Messiah ten Joseph.t

Dt 18" (applied Messianically

in

Ac 3^

7^') is

of prophets, not
clearly a promise of a succession
of a single and final prophet.
A word must be said with regard to the Servant
passages of 2 Isaiah. Very few critics now consider these to be Mes.sianic in the strict sense, the
reference being either to the actual nation or to
the ideal Israel. This is so clear in the early songs
that it must also hold good of Is 53 this is best
understood of the sufferings of the Exile, whicii
are seen to have a redemptive value not only for
the nation, but for the world as a whole.§ Gressmann,!! however, on the ground of the obscure and
oracular character of the language, argues that
;

is using already existing material which
would be understood by his readers. Is 53 is a
mystery hymn, addressed to a dying and rising
God He IS treated as an eschatological figure,

the writer

;

parallel to that of the Messiah, who is here neither
Davidie nor s]>ecificallj' a king. It cannot be said
that there is any real evidence for this view (for a
criticism see Clemen, p. 149).
Nor, again, is it
po8.sible to find a suffering God or Messiah in Zee
12'°, which clearly refers to some historical martyr.
In Dn T"'- IT there can be little doubt that "the
'
a son of [a] man appearing ' on ' or
figure of
'
with the ( louds of heaven ** is, in the context, a
symbol of Israel itself, a human being in contrast
to the beasts,' the hostile world empires.
But it
is equally clear that the expression came to be
understood of a
Messiah (see below, IV.
'

'

'

personal
2 (d) (2)), and it is urged with some reason that it
did not; originate with Daniel, but had a history
behind it. The figure is introduced as familiar,
and no explanation is given in the ch. of the
coming with clouds, which may, therefore, be
assumed to be a recognized element in the concep• P. 171.

t

lb.

Bousset, Religion de* JudentvmSt p. 266.
I P. 301 ft.
f See art. jTOilSM, vol. vii. p. BSSb.
5 Th-,' liUfrature is very extensive reference may be made to
Driver, Cavxhridge BibU,
Daniel,' Carabridge, 1900, Dalman.
F<'r
p. 241 ff..aii(l toarit. in the Dictionariea, 5.r. 'Son of Man.'
the llnguio^Sc problem Bee art. JK-St Christ, vol. viL pp. 516-61!'.
•• It is
pointed out that on tiie "-louds,' which is read by LXX,
U used only of God Dahnan ri-^r.irds this as the orig-inal readBousset, p. 301, n. 1, the rever»e.
inif
t

;

'

!^

*

;

;

Gressmann' believes that we have a figure
tion.
of foreign origin, parallel with the Messiah and
afterwards identified with him. To Sellin" he
the Messiah transformed, the Urmetisch, or 'primal
man,' of Paradise, who is to return once more ;
Clemen' is inclined to agree with this explanation
of the origin.
In 9"'- the references in the
to the Messiah

2.

Survey

of

high
OT
teaching.— (a) From our review

OT passages it becomes clear that the expectation of the Messiah in the strict sense occupied
a comparatively subordinate ]>la(e.' The fact that
of the

a large number of books and jjassages which
deal with the future he is not mentioned at all is
of the greatest significance as showing that his
coming was not an essential or invariable element
in

in the national hopes; e.g., he is never mentioned
in Zeplianiah, which is entirel}- eschatological, nor
in Joel.
It cannot be assumed, as the Christian

interpreter often unconsciously assumes, that the
-Messiah is in such cases taken for granted. There
is, in fact, no hint of him, and often no room for
him. Further, even in books or groups of writing
where we have found possible references to him,
there are many passages where he is completely
ignored {e.g., in Isaiah). The idea is introduced
suddenly and sporadically and as suddenly dropped.

Jahweh

Himself is always the Redeemer and
Saviour, and this is the essential and unvarying
element in the Of teaching the stress is on His
coming and manifestation and not on that of any
;

representative.^
{0) There are constant references to hopes connected with the dynasty of David, and these some-

times take the form of the expectation of another
David, a specially endowed ruler. During the
degradation and after the fall of the monarchy the
earlier period was naturally idealized and became
to the nation its Golden Age, while it became more
and more necessary that he who was to revive its
glories should be regarded as no ordinary man,
but as the special representative of Jahw eh.
(c) The way in which the references to the Messiah
are introduced and the fact that they are so frequently enigmatic in form suggest that the Messianic belief was, above all, an element in the popular
It is wanting in the
religion.
Priestly writings,
and, as we saw, F.zekiel seems to have been somewhat suspicious of it the prophets do not use it
consistently, and it appears and disappears in an
extraordinary way. Its connexion with the kingdom would commend it to the mind of the people,
while religious teachers could avail themselves of
it only with caution and jeserve, though it could
not always be entirely ignored. It is obvious that
these were, in fact, the features which determined
Christ's attitude to the hope in later times.
(rf) In recent years the whole' subject has been
reconsidered in the light, of comparative religion.'
Gunkel and, especially for our present subject,
Gressmann have urged that Jewish eschatology,
including the Messianic hope, is not a new development in the prophetic or Exilic periods, but that
it goes back to a far earlier age and is really not
They argue that the
specifically Jewish at all.
hope of a semi-divine Deliverer, or Heilbringer,
;

IP.

3 p. 62.

2 p. 177.

S40ff.

* Sec, for a full discussion o( the traditional
'
pretations, Driver, Daniel,* ad toe.
6

See E. Kautzsch,

UDIS

v.

CM,

and other

inter-
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Daluian, p. 295 f. Sellin, p. \n.
H. Gunkt-l, Schopfung xtml Chao9, GotUnffen, 1896 Gressmann, rii^r Ifrspnnig der israelifUctt.iudiachfn Ssehatolotjie ;
T. K. Cheyne,
Sellin, Dcf altUntamftitliche Frophetinmus
BihU ProhlftM, London and New York, 1!KI4 W. O. E. Oesterley,
1908
the
Messianic
criticisnu in
Evolutimx o/
;
Idea, London,
Gray, Isaiah.' and Clemen.
«

;

7

;

;

;

'

MESSIAH
was a common possession of the ancient world,
Egypt and Babylonia, and that the

especially in

OT

is

language

intelligible only

when understood

Sellin essentially
as one expression of that hope.
agrees as to the antiquity of the belief, which he
regards as not merely pre-prophetic but as preDavidic, while he rejects the hypothesis of its

foreign origin, being ready to admit foreign influence only in colouring and details.'
have already had examples of the principles
of this school as applied to such passages as Is 7,
Mic 5, etc. It is further suggested^ that the
Messiah is the Unnensch, or primal man, the heroking of Paradise, who is to return with the Golden
Age at the end. Gressniann rightly points out
that the Messiah is the prince of peace rather than
a conqueror ; i.e., he is the king of the Golden Age
Sellin' develops this idea.
restored by Jahweh.
Job 15' suggests a tradition of the first man as prehe
existent with God and sharing His wisdom
*
finds a trace of this in Gn 3", to make one wise,'

— We

;

'

while the same word is used in Jer 23', Is 52'* cf.
the stress on wisdom in Is 11-. He is, further, the
son of man of Ps 8 and of Daniel, while his preexistence is hinted at in Is 49' 51". Gressniann
further argues that the idea of world dominion
cannot be Hebrew in origin cf. Ps 72*, where the
river Euphrates is the centre of empire (it cannot
be a boundary parallel to the ends of the earth ').
Again, it is suggested that the descriptions of
Jahweh ascending the throne and becoming king
must have originally referred to a divine Messiah
;

'

'

;

'

;

the latter, Gunkel and Zimmern believe, is Babylonian in oiigin, while the same may be the case
-'
with the Hvfstil in general.
The point of view is fascinating and has been
argued witli great ingenuity, but it has been generally felt that it lacks definite proof when we come
to the details, whether of the OT passages or of
the supposed parallels. As we have seen, tlie interpretation of t|ie crucial passages is very doubtful.
The Immanuel passage does not seem to refer to
the Messiah hope at all, while, if 'she which traTaileth in Micah is understood of Zion, the idea of
a mysterious origin disappears the Shiloh passage
is open to so many interpretations that it is very
unsafe to build on it. It is quite true that with
regard to eschatology in general (and it must be
remembered that the view Avhich we are consider'

;

ing starts from eschatology and not from t!ie
Messianic hope in particular) the prophets from
Amos onwards give the impression of dealing with
ideas already to some extent familiar, and it is
equally true that the same is sometimes the case
with the Messianic passages, but this does not
justify us in finding the solution of every obscure
We
in hypothetical popular traditions.
f)assage
lave already argued that the way in which the
allusions to the Messiah are introduced does suggest that the idea was general and popular, used
only occasionally and with some reserve by the
prophets, so that it cannot be regarded as the discovery of any one of them. But of its great antiquity there is no real evidence. The passages in
which it occurs are in many cases placed late on
definite grounds, and we could hardly prove
I quite
that it existed before tlia Exile except in the form
of expectations connected with the permanence and
glory of the house of Uavid.^We must, in fact,
admit that data are wanting whereby we might
,fix with any certainty the period in which the hope
We can only say that the way in which the
'.arose.
are introduced does militate against its
jallusions
origin being placed in tiie Exilic period, in spite of
the lack of definite evidence to the contrary, though
j

\

1

Pp. 176, 191, 22Sff.

* Skinner and
O^ord
'ftvn, 'to look at.'

3 P. 179 ff.
Gressniann, p. 288ff.
Heb. Lexicon, however, translate

2
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it back to a dim
they do not in any way carry
antiquity.
'
similar verdict of not proven must be passed
on the hypothesis of a foreign origin (with regard
to foreign influence on details, such as in the Ilofstil and partial parallels, especially at a later period,
the case is somewhat diflerent). The preceding
discussions have already dealt with many of the
Sellin ' discusses the suppo.sed parallels in
points.
some detail, and concludes that there is no real
parallel to the expectation of a divine deliverer to
come at the end of history or to usher in a new era.
The most that we find is a yearning for the return
of the Golden Age of Paradise, together with the
courtier's flattery applied to some particular king
that he will be the one to bring this about
A. H.
e.g., the famous Letter to Assui-banipal.

A

'

—

Gardiner' has shown that the Leyden Papyrus has
been misinterpreted and contains no reference to a
Messiah,' while the Golenischetf Papyrus refers to
a contemporary king Amen-em-het I. In all these
cases we have examples of Hofst'd, with the natural
hope that each new king will bring in an era of
peace and happiness, but no real evidence of a
genuine expectation of a Messiah, which, Sellin
The ancient East
concludes, is peculiar to Israel
'

'

:

knows no

To

eschatologieal king.''
return to the OT, the hypothesis of the

wide-spread expectation of a Redeemer- King is not
necessary to explain its language. We have in the
earliest Messianic passages expectations connected
>vith the revival and increased glory of the dynasty
of David.
There are also the eschatologieal hopes
of the return of the Golden Age, which probably
go back to a comparatively early period this is to
;

by Jahweh Himself ; but, since all
critical periods of progress are in actual experience
connected with the appearance of some specially
great individual (Israel was familiar with the work
of an Abraham, a Moses, a David, or an Elijah), it
was natural to believe that this salvation of Jahbe brought about

weh might be mediated by His earthly representative, who would then be looked for among the
descendants of David in this way tiie national
;

and the eschatologieal hopes wouli easily be combined as we find them combined in the late passage
So far from the Davidic Messiah being the
Is 11.
precipitation of widelj- diffused ideas of a world
Saviour, the latter seems to have developed later as
the ofl'spring of the union of national and eschatologieal hopes.

IV.

—

Development subsequent to the

—

OT.

The data. In passing to the period covered
by the Apocrypha and the apocalyptic literature,
it will be well again to begin by some examination
of the actual data.*
(a) Books where the Messianic hope is ignored.
In the eschatology of the Apocrypha, with the
exception of 2 Esdras, the Messianic hope is pracIt is just possible that there may
tically ignored.
be a hint of it in the reference to the coming of the
faithful prophet in 1 Mac 14« (cf. 4«), but, if so,
the hope appears in a very attenuated form. In
2" the permanence, or, in tlie context, the restoration, of the Davidic kingdom is mentioned with no
In the rest of the books,
reference to the Messiah.
though there may be hints of the Messianic kingdom in the wider sense {e.g., 2 Mac 2'*, Bar 4-',
Sir 44-50), nothing is said about a personal Messiah.
Wis 2fi'. deals with the sutt'erings of thy righteous
in a way that recalls Is 53, and with the future
life, but is clearly not Messianic.
I.

—

'

'

1

p. 231

fl.

;

see also Clemen.

3 Admonitions of an
3 P. 177.
* The references are

Egj/ptian Sage, Leipzig, 1909.

generally to the Apocnjpha and Pseudepigrapha of the Old Testaiiunt, ed. R. H. Charles, Oxford,
the
r.^13, as well as to Charles's aditions of the separate books
dates given are generally those adopted by him see also his
;

;

Eschatology^.
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A

similar silence is fomiil in some of the apocalyptic literature, ami Iutc this silence is all the
more significant sinio the writers are dealing
The Mesdirectly witli the hopes for the future.
siah does not figure in Enoch i.-xxxvi., Ixxii.Ixxxii., xcii.-cviii., except in cv., where my Son'
'

suddenly introduced Charles regards the chaj)In the pictures
ter as an independent fragment.
of the Golden Age in .Tub. i. '_'9, xxiii. 26 there is
no Messiah in xxxi. 18 he figures, though not prominently, as the descendant of Judah and as ruler
in the temporary Messianic kingdom
Charles,
however, considers the clause to he an interpolaIn the Assumptiov of Moses, which comes
tion.
from a Pharisaic Quictist,' there is again no
reference; Taxo (ix. 1) cannot bo the Messiah;'
Jahweh Himself is the avenger, and Moses the only
mediator. The Messiah is in the same way ignored
in 3 and i Mac., the Secrets of Enoch, the Letter of
Aristens, and the later parts of the Ajiocahjpse of
Banich.
In
(6) Books where the Messiah is mentioned.
Enoch Ixxxiii.-xc. (166-161 B.C.) the Messiah apafter the judgment as the 'white bull,' a
f)ear3
lunian figure, with no very active or definite r61e.
~In the parables,' however (xxxvii.-lxxi. 94-64
li.C), we have rich material.
Especially in xlv.Ivii. he is the central figure, the preexistent Son
of man, judge, ruler, champion, and revealer.
Besides Son of man, he is called 'the Elect One'
and the Righteous,' titles which appear in the NT.
Messiah or His Anointed also occurs in xlviii.
10, lii. 4, and Charles regards these as the first
example of the use of the word as a technical title,
^
thougli Dalman strikes out the passages as interis

;

;

;

'

—

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

whole earth

for all ages, thougli,

judgment follows;

In the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs the
salient point is that the Messiah is descended from
see Test. Beub.
Levi, and is a priest (cf. Ps 110)
;

vi.

Test.
etc.

'7-12,

Levi,

viii.

Jud.

2'est.

xviii.,

14,

In Test. Jud. xxiv. 5f., however,
we find the usual Messiah ben Judah so perhaps
Test. Naph. iv. 5.
According to Charles, the
former cnnce|)tion is the original, and the book
dates from 109-106 B.C., the palmy days of Hyrcanus, the Maccabean dynasty, wliich came of a
priestly family, being then regardeil as Messianic.
But, after the breach between it and the Pharisees,
and the infamies of HjTcanus' successors, additions were made to the book, reverting to the
ordinary view. The conception of the Messiah is
that he is a priest and a warrior, sinless, with
power over evil spirits, and bringing sin to an end
the ethical note is strongly marked.
In the Psalms of Solomon (70-40 B.C. ) there is no
reference to the Messiah in i.-xvi., though the
future deliverance is dealt with. In xvR. and
there is a very important descrip,^xviii., however,
He is Davidic in contrast to the non-Davidic
tion.
though himself
dynasty of the Hasraonseans
human, he comes with the power and special eu<lowments of God ; he is to conquer the nations and
purge .Jerusalem of sin. The whole picture is full
of entlmsiastic and vigorous touches, but there are
no transcendent traits in the conception. The end
and the duration of the Messiah's kingdom are not
clear, but tliroughout his days in xvii. 42 suggests
that he is regarded as mortal. He is called His
or
the Lord's anointed,' the title being here
certainly a technical one, its first occurrence, if the
passages in Enoch are rejected.'
In the Sibylline Oracles, iii. 49 (168-51 B.C.), we
read of a holy prince who is to reign over the
Sec Charles, ad loc. F. C. Burkitt, Jewish and Chrittian
xxiv.

1ft'.,

;

;

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

tl'.

'

'

'

'

•J

P. 209.

' In xvii.

ncofn'izet)

Anointed.'

.10

'

Anointed Lord

'

i)^pi(rTbi (o-pio?) is

ni a mistranslation or misreading of

*

generally
tbo Lord's

f

;

'

;

'

'

;

'

;

in III. viii. 9, and see Suet. Vesp. ch. 4, and
Tac. Ifist. V. 13,' passages wliieh are good evidence
that the existence of the Messianic hope was a

emperor

Besides the works already quoted see also a survey of recent
on the book by J. W. Litrhtley, in the Londoti
Revuw, Jan. 19l'f), p. !.'>.
3 See JE, e.v. * Messiah,' [or similar ideas connected with
Alexander, on the basis ol the Interview recorded in Jos. Ant.
1

literature
Quarterly/

Apocali/psei, London, 1914, p. 39.

incon-

iii.

'

'

polations.

somewhat

652 (c. 140 B.C.)
speaks of a king from the sunrise sent by (Jod who
is to bring peace to every land.
In the later fifth
book (before A.D. 13U) we have (in 108) again a king
.sent from (Jod who apparently destroys Nero rcdiincus (Antichrist), while 414
speak of a blessed
man from the plains of heaven, who destroys
evil-doers and sets up the new temple.
Tlie Frar/ment of a, Zadokitc. 11 ork,^ first published by S. .Schccliter in 1910, is placed by Charles
in 18-8 B.C. and by most scholars before A.u. 70,
and seems to have come from a reforming [larty
A Teacher of righteousness
anion" the priests.
has already appeared (i. 7, etc.), and a Messiah is
expected (ii. 10, viii. 2 [?], ix. 10, 29, xv. 4, xviii. 8)
who is to arise 'from Aaron and Israel.' Charles
interprets this phrase as pointing to the sons of
Mariamne and Herod. This is not quite certain,
but the Messiah is clearly Levitic, as in the Testaments, the book being marked by hostility towards
Judah. The 'Teacher of righteousness' or the
Lawgiver (viii. 5) is a forerunner of the Messiah,
though at a considerable interval, and is identified with the '.star' of Nu 24", the '.sceptre 'of the
same piissage being applied to the Messiah.
In the composite (Sijriac) Apoc. of Baruch the
Messiah appears in the three earlier Fragments,
In xxix. f.
A', A^ A*, written before A.D. 70.
(A') he is revealed mysteriously, apparently from
heaven, whither he returns in glory his rOle is a
passive one, and the whole conception is materialIn xxxix. f. (A-) and Ixxii. IF. (A") he is
istic.
the warrior slaying enemies and ruling over the
In
Gentiles; the influence of Is 11 is marked.
Ixx. 9 the phrase my servant Messiah occurs, but
the whole verse is regarded as an interpolation. In
the three later Fragments, B', B'-, B^, there is the
so-called Messianic Kingdom without a Messiah.
In 7""' (Ezra
4 (2) Esdras is again composite.
Apocalypse) we have the remarkable conception
of 'My Son the Messiah' revealed with his
companions and dying after a reign of 400 years
In 12^2 (the 'Eagle Vision') he is the
(cf. 14").
Lion of the seed of David who destroys sinners
the text has been interpolated to represent him
as preexistent and dying at tlie end, in order to
agree with 7". Of chief importance is the Son
of man' vision (ch. 13), where the Messiah is 'the
man,' as in Daniel, My Son,' preexistent, destroying the ungodly by the fire of his mouth and the
breath of his lips, and restoring the ten tribes to
the heavenly Zion.
Philo makes only very slight references to the
Messiah, who is really foreign to his system. That
he is mentioned at ail must be regarded as a concession to the popular standpoint. l>c Execrat. 8 f.
speaks of the restoration of Israel on one day the
dispersed are to return led by a divine superliuniau
appearance, which, though unseen by all others, is
So in de Praim. el
visible only to the delivered.'
Posn. 15-20 the Messiah is a man of war, reference
being made to Nu 24'.
In the same way the Messiah is recognized by
Josephus only very occasionally, and that in a way
wliicm shows that he did not take the subject verj'
In BJ VI. v. 4 he practically treats
seriously.
in the sense that he is to
Vespasian as the Messiah
be the destined 'governor of the habitable earth'
cf. the account of his interview with the same
.sistently,

XI. viii. 6.

•

MESSIAH
recognized feature of Judaism. In Ant. X. x. 4
he refuses to explain the stone of Dn 2''* on the
ground tliat his nistory is not concerned with the
'

'

future.

As evidence

of popular views, though not of the
belief of Josephvis himself, we have the various
Theudas
quasi-j\Ie.ssianic risings which he records
{Ant. XX. v. 1), the Egyptian {Ant. XX. viii. 6,
II. xiii. 5), and the unnamed impostor {Ant.
:

BJ

XX.

viii. 10).

A Samaritan Hymn for the Day of Atonement,^
dated a.d. 1376, but certainly embodying earlier
material, speaks of the Messiah under the title
Taeb, which probably means the Restorer,' tliough
A. Merx explains it as redlois, i.e. probably Moses,
whose return was expected. This Tach is not
supernatural, but restores the lost dominion of
the people, and is a prophet, the conception
being based on the figure of Moses in opposiHe
tion to the beliefs of the Jerusalem Jews.
dies after 110 years, and his death is followed
by the Judgment and the end. Jn 4-"''- shows the
antiquity of some Messianic belief among the
Samaritans (cf. Jos. Aiit. xvill. iv. 1).
z.^Survey of the teaching. {a) We note the
sporadic character of the Messianic hope, as in the
OT. Certainly the Messiah is mentioned somewhat more frequently, and when he appears we
have in some cases a few more details, but it is
still true that until the fall of Jerusalem he is not
an essential element in Jewish religious thought
or even in its eschatology.^ If it were not for the
NT, we should never have imagined that there was
a period when the expectation of his coming could
be taken for granted as accepted in almost all
circles and as the centre of the hope for the future.
This aspect is sometimes discussed {e.g., W. Baldensperger. Die me^sianisch-apokalyptischen Hojfnungen des Judentums, Strassburg, 1903, p. 92 ff.) as
though the projjlem were the disappearance of the
Messianic hope during the Maccabean period. If
our interpretation of the evidence is correct, this
misrepresents the factSj since there is nothing to
show that the hojie was at any previous period
either universal or essential. It may be true^ that
the ligure of the Davidic king came to seem too
small for the larger stage on whicli Israel now
found itself, and that the rule of the Maccabees
left tlie pious Jew for a time well content, but it
is best to recognize that the data are insufficient
for anything like a chart of the rise and fall of the
Messianic hope. The one thing we can say is that
in the 1st cent. A.D. the Messianic hope had become
more universal than ever before. We recognize
tliat even then it is absent in the A.'is. of Moses, and
is not taken very seriously by Philo or Josephus ;
but the NT evidence is indisputable, and is confirmed by the fact that the Messiah is an integral
part of the creed of later Judaism. The explanation is probably to be sought in the political circum'

—

stances of the day and in the dislike of the rule of
Herods and the Romans.
/
(i) There is some evidence which suggests that,
/ as before, the hope was mainly an element in the
rtihe

I

/

The Apocalj'pses in which it
were largely popular products, and the NT

popular religion.
figures

proves that its chief strength lay
1

See A. Cowlev,

6th ser.,

'

among the people ;*

Samaritan Doctrine of the Messiah,' in Ezy,

£f. ; Bousset, pp 268, 265.
that the place of the Messiah was sometimeB
tit,'are ; in Dn 121 he, and not the
Messiah, is the champion of Israel ; so in Ass. Mosc.^, x. he is
the angel who avenges Israel note his prominence in Rev 12.
Rousset {TtU 0,fenbarung Johannes, Gottingen, 1S96, ad loc.)
suggests that the Christology of Hennas can he understood
only by seeing tb.ab Christ takes the place formerly filled in
Jewish thought by Michael ; cf. also Rev 141^, where the Son
of man on the cloud seems to be an angel ; note the language
i.

[1895] 161

2 It is
possible

taken by Michael, as a parallel

;

of V.15.
3
*

Bousset, Ret. des Judentums, p. 266 fl.
lb. p. 257.
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the popular risings recorded in Josephus show the

same

thing.

We may

(c)

see

two

influences at

work which

tended to throw into higlier relief the person and
function of the Messiah. From the religious side
there was the growing tendency to remove God
from active interference with the all'airs of the
world and to fill His place with a series of intermediate beings.' Hence the role of the Messiali becomes more important, and functions which in the
OT are ascribed to Jahweh Himself are now tiansferred to him.
He becomes the Deliverer and
Saviour, as in the Sib. Or., Baruch, and E.sdras, and
the new conception thus meets a real religious need.
Again, as outward conditions became more hopeless, it was inevitable that he who was to restore
the nation should be increasingly conceived of as
endowed with supernatural pow ers, or as himself
more than man. His coming is to aflect the whole
world, though it is still always regarded from a
As a
strictly Jewish and national standpoint.
keener interest is taken in the fate of the individual, so the conception is linked with beliefs in

judgment and resurrection, and receives altogether
a more decided and more varied eschatological
colouring, though we remind ourselves once more
that it is not an essential element In the eschatology of the time.^
(rf) Attempts to distinguish varying types of the
hope at different periods and in ditlerent classes of
writings are not always verj' convincing.
can,
however, trace a double development,* though the
two lines overlap, and each includes contradictory
elements derived from the other e.g., in the combination of the conceptions of a Warrior-Conqueror
and of a supernatural Avenger and Judge, or of
earthly and heavenly bliss.* (1) We have the conception, which is essentially that of the OT, of the
Messiah as a human figure, however miiaculou.sly |
endowed, a warrior and a conqueror, and the Son of |
David. This is seen best in the Psalms of Solomon
(where the title 'Son of David' occurs for the first
time), and is implied in many passages of the
Gospels dealing with the popular hope, especially
in the attempts to make Christ king, and in the
charges brought at His trial, as well as in the
Messianic movements mentioned by Josephus.
This Messiah is to conquer the nations {Sib. Or.

We

—

,

t

653, V. 108 f., 416 ff. ; Bar 39' 70') and sometimes
to convert them {Test. Jud. xxiv. 6 ; En. xlviii. 5),
though their conversion is also often disconnected
iii.

tlie Messiah (To 13" 14», En. xc. 30,
etc.)._
Parallel to this conception is that of the Messiah
ben Levi," found in the Testaments and the Zadokite

from

Fragment (cf. Ps 110), and represented in the NT
by the heavenly priesthood of Christ in Hebrews.*

(2) We find a belief in a transcendent Messiah,
connected chiefly with the title 'Son of man,'
in the parables of Enoch and 4 Esdras (cf also Sib.
Or. V. 414). The phrase is derived from Daniel,
.

and, whatever its meaning and origin there,
there can be no doubt that in Enoch and Esdras it
has a definite Messianic significance ;' it is possibly
even a recognized technical title. ^ The fact is, as
Baldensperger' points out, that Daniel, though not
1

See Baldensperger, ch. M.
2 This
eschatological colouring, the signs of the coming of the
Messiah (' the Messianic woes,' etc.), the duration and nature of
the Messianic kingdom, and^its relation to the Judgment and
Resurrection, together with the varying ideas as to the fat€ of
the Gentiles therein, are dealt with in art. Eschatology, to
which reference should be made. See also Schiirer, HJP IL ii.
137

flf.

;

W. V. Hague, JThSt

lii.

[1910] 67.

*
See Hague, p. 72 ff.
Baldensperger, p. HI B.
We have not sufficient material to justify us in regarding
Sadducean
this as a specifically
conception as opposed to a
I'harisaic Messiah ben David.
For connexion with the Testaments, etc., see H. Windisch,
Hebrderlrrie/, Tubingen, 1013, p. 67.
3
6

ij

7

Dalmau,
»P. 97fif.

p. 243.

8

So Charles, Eschatology'^,

p. 201.
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in itself directly Messinnic, revived hopes for the
future and prepared the way for tlie apocalyptic

This transcendent Messiah
an
plays
champion of the righteous in Enoch
and still more decidedly in 4 Es 13™. s-ff.
The most siguiKcant feature, however, is his apjiearance as judge, not only of men and the
Messiah.'

nations, but of evil spirits (Enoch Iv. 4, etc.);
this fimction is not ascribed to the human king.
E.\cept in 4 Es 12^-, a Christian interpolation, the
transcendent Messiah is never represented as a descendant of David a fact wliich may throw light on

—

our Lord's question (Mk li'^"-) He may liave been
following a recognized line of thought which found
the Davidic descent too narrow for the great conception. As is well known. He never speaks of Himself
as 'Son of David.'
We may note that, though
the Apocalypses apparently reject the Davidic descent, they yet use Davidic passages, such as Is 11,
I's 72, 89, in their picture of the Messiah.'
;

Pre-existence

(e)

and mysterious

—

The
origin.
jtfe-existent in
in 4 Es 13 and

f>on of

man

Enoch

{e.g., xlviii. 3, 6, xlvi. I) and
in 7^' 12'-, though the former

is

clearly in

some sense

passage
perhaps
IS doubtful, and G. H. Box regards the latter
as interpolated.' The question arises how far a
pergonal pre-existence is really implied. In Jewish
thought everything of supreme value was regarded
as pre-existing in the mind of God,
perhaps to some
extent under the influence of the Platonic doctrine
of ideas.
This applied to such things as the Law
and the Temple, while even Moses is pre-existent
in Ass. Moses, i. 14, iii. 12
it is this sort of preexistence tliat is ascribed to the Messiah or his
Name in the Targums.* But it must be allowed
that in Enoch and Esdras the Messiah seems to be
regarded as pre-existent in a personal sense and
revealed from heaven, and this was certainly the
view of St. Paul. It should, however, be noted
that in 4 Es 7^ my Son, the Messiah who is
thus revealed dies after 400 j'cars i.e., he is not a
divine being.
This point of view should be distinguished from
the hints which we have of the mysterious origin
and birth of the human Messiah, since the Son of
man of Enoch and Esdras is, of course, not born as
a man at all.
have doubted the existence of
such ideas in Isaiah and Micah, but they are clearly
found at a later period— e.y., in the mysterious star
of Test. Levi, xviii. and in the king a?r' ^eXi'oio of
;

'

'

'

'

;

We

iii. 652 (cf. Bar 29').
We have definite
evidence of the belief in Jn 7", Justin Martyr
(Dial. 8, 110), and the Talmud, the general idea
being that the Messiah was to be born in secret (at
Bethlehem) and hidden on earth, or even in Paradise, until the time of his revelation." Some such
tradition seems to underlie Rev 12 on the question
of foreign influence see below, (g).
At the same time the passages cited as evidence
of a belief in his birth of a \'irgin or divine mother
are unreliable.^
Test. Jos. xix., which seems to
speak of a virgin-birth, is with good reason regarded
by Charles as comipt; so in Enoch Ixii. 5, Ixix. 29
he reads for son of a woman ' Son of man,' while
the Midi-ash Ehhah on La 5' is obscure and of
very doubtful date. Nor, again, can the travail
pangs of the Me.'^siah' imply anything of the
kind the expression is figurative, and applies to
the Messiah, not to his mother. According to
1 Im 7'3 is
interpreted Messiaiiically by Aqiba (c. A.n. 120),
and •;ave rise to the- later name for the Messiah, Amitii, Cloud
Man (Dalman, p. 2-15).

Sib. Or.

;

'

'

'

;

'

'
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LXX

U

Ps 109 [nO]-1,
yao-Tpbs irpb lai(T-l>6iiov efry^iinriaa at, RU^jgests some kind of pre-fxistenee.
* In
J£', s.v. Messiah,' it is, however, arjjjned that there are
traces in Rabbinic literature of a real
pre-existence of the
of

Messiah.

p. 801
Jeremiasi p. 30

is

the

tliat

the first or the spiriUial man.' Something has been
said of the tlieory tliat this underlies tlie figure of
the Son of man (see aliove. III. 2 (d)).
Philo (Leg.
Alleg. i. 31, p. 49, de Op. Miindi, 134, p. 32) knows
of an earthly and a spiritual man, the latter,
whose creation is recorded in Gn 1, coming first,
while the former is tlie man of Gn 2. St. Paul
(1 Co 15"''-) represents the spiritual man as coming
after the psychic or earthly, evidently opposing tlie
other view, and identities him with tlie Messiali.

So

in Test. Levi the Messiah brings back Paradise,
while the Samaritan title 2'aeb seems to mean
Restorer (cf. xpi^voi aTroxaToo-Tdcrcws in Ac3-'). Tlie
general idea in St. Paul, Ixjwever, is the identilication of Clirist with the ideal archetypal man," as
opposed to the historical Adam, and not with any
'

'

king of Paradise.
Forerunners of the Messiah. The startingpoint is Mai 3f., where Elijah is to return before
the Day of Jaliweh (cf. Sir 48'°) the Messiah is
not mentioned, and possibly Elijah is a kind of
substitute for him.' In the Gospels, however,
he has become a forerunner of the Messiah (Mk P
6" 8'-'* 9", Ju 1"). There are again traces of a
belief in the return of Moses, based on Dt IS'", and
the two are combined in the Transfiguration these
are probably the two witnesses of Rev 11'.
In
first

—

(/)

;

;

'

'

the later Antichrist legend the two witnesses are
Enocli and Elijah,^ who were translated without
death. There are also hints of other companions
of the Messiah in 4 Es 6^ 7-^* 13*=
Ezra appears
as such in 14', Baruch in Bar 76=, Jeremiah in
2 Mac 2' 15" cf. Mt 16". We may compare the
two predecessors of Saoshyant (see below, (g)).
We were doubtful of
(g) Foreign, influence.
tlieories which traced the origin of the Messianic
idea to foreign sources, but tliis does not exclude
the possibility of foreign influences at a later time
on the details of the conception. Such influence
is undoubtedly found in the development of Jewish
We cannot discuss the wider question
Apocalyjitic
of the syncretistic character of its eschatology in
general, but must confine ourselves to points wliich
directly atl'ect the conception of the Messiah. Naturally it is in the transcendent Messiah that foreign
and mythological traits appear most clearly.
Hague,' following Gressmann, argues that such
ideas lie behind 4 Es 13, and even goes furtlier in
holding that a star myth is implied in the appearance of the man 'from the sea.' He also traces'
the whole idea of a mysterious revelation of the
Messiah to Is 45", Verily thou art a God that
hidest thyself,
God of Israel, the Sa\iour,' which,
he agi'ees with Gressmann,' cannot be of Jewish
He traces it to language such as that
origin.
I was born in the midst
used by Assurbanipal
of mountains which no man knowcth
thou
bast brought me forth from the
(Ishtar)
mountains, hast called me to shepherd thy people.'
Many critics ^ argue in the same way with regard
to the conception of a miraculous birth, comparing
the language used by Sargoii I. (' My mother was
poor, mj' father 1 knew not '), the beliefs connected
with Saoshyant, and the legends of the birth of
Cyrus, Alexander, and others; there is, in fact, a
general tendency to regard extraordinary moii as
See U. Lietzinann, llandbuch :uiil NT, Tubingen, 1910, on
'

'

;

;

—
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'

'
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Clemen,

p.

162

IT.

This conreption seems to oocur in Barnahas v. 5, vl. 12.
For later developments see Boueset, HauptproUi'me dcr Gnosis,
Cluttingen, 1911, p. 172 ff., Ki/rioK ChrMos, do. 191:!, p. 26 f.
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Dahiian, p. 318.

The

the Jewish

49,

to be born uvBpu-iro^ i^ avSpuiirov.
To the circle of ideas connected with pre-existence belongs the identilication of tlie Messiah with

Messiah

active rOle as
Ixii. 2,

Dial.

Justin,

'
J
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;
;

Ha^ue, p. 83.
see Clemen, p.

292.

BaIdensperR:er, p. 9ti.
Bousset, The Antichrist Le{)nitl, Eng.

2nr!

Ir.,

London,

IS9C,

ff.

si'. 9i)ff.
8 Jcremias,

6

pp. 28

IT.,

38,

'P. 311.
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46 ff.

;

Clieyiie,

passim.

MESSIAH
wonderfully boru, and this was particularl3' marked
Avith regard to Egyptian and Babylonian kings.
Without pronouncing on the question of direct influence, we niaj' admit that we find the same geneial
tendency at work with regard to beliefs as to tlie
origin of the Messiah, but always with the important proviso that we liave found no real evidence,
except in Christian circles, of the idea of his birth
from a virgin or divine mother, nor have we yet
found any complete parallel to the expectation of
a final eschatological king.'
Something must be said of the possible influence
of Zoroastrianism.^ Here, again, we would at once
admit a general influence in the sphere of eschatology. Moulton allows this, though to a less extent
even than Clemen. He draws attention to Bousset's' admission that Parsi influence must have
to Israel by way of Babylon when strongly
tainted with Babylonian elements,' and argues,
further, that Zarathushtra himself had very little
influence in the West.
Hence, all that the Jews
can ha\e known was Parsiisra in a comparatively
debased form, as represented by the Magi {q.v.),
and this compels us to regard most of the parallels
between the higher doctrines of the two religions as
are concerned here mainly
jiure coincidences.

come

'

We

with two points.
(1) A great deal has been said of the connexion
between Yiraa, the first man, and the Messiah. It
*
Son of
is held that this lies behind the idea of the
man' (see above. III. I and 2 ((/)), which, Clemen
agrees, 'comes ultimately from Parsusm.' Tliere
is, no doubt; some connexion between Yima and
the fall story, though Moulton" holds that Parsiism is the borrower. Further, as Bousset allows,
there is the important ditt'erence that, while
Yima is king of Paradise, der Urzeit, tlie
Messiah is king der Endzcit, and there is no
trace of this transformation in Iranian legend.
We may add that there is also no trace in Hebrew
legend of thd Messiah as originallj' kuig of the
first Paradise (see above, (c)).
(2) There is undoubtedly a remarkable similarity
between the Messiah and Saoshyant, which is
The
originally an epithet rather than a title.
renovation of the world is accomplished by the
present labours of "those that will deliver,' the
In the Gathas these are simply ZarasaoSyanto.
thushtra himself and his fellow-workers, whom the
Prophet's faith pictures as assuredly leading on an
'

'

immediate regeneration.'* The hope failed, and
Zarathushtra himself was to return as Saoshyant.
This is certainly the one real parallel with the
Messiah proper, but it seems impossible to suppose
'
any direct influence. Moulton dismisses it among
fortuitous coincidences,'
while
that the connexion is between
Saoshyant and the forerunner Elijah, rather than
with the Messiah himself. At the same time there
may have been some reaction between the two,
aftecting details of the conceptions, especially in the
idea of the Messiah coming from the sunrise cf.
the air rjeXloio of Sib. Or. iii. 652, and the
'branch' in Jar 33^^ Zee 6'^ (cf.
dvaTo\-/i for
'

the

certainly

Bousset* holds

;

LXX

Lk

!'«).»

We

must

also allow for the influence of Graeco-

For foreign influences in Rev 12 see Bousset, O^i'iibarung^
ad loc, and Cheyne, p. 77 ff., with criticism in Clemen, p.
1

303

fl.

2

See art. Eschatologv, vol. v. p. 381, with literature there
cited, and add J. H. Moulton, Early ZoroastHanisw.. London,
1913, esp. Lect. ix,, 'Zarathushtra and Israel,' with discussions in Clemen (summar.v on p. 368). W. Fairweather (II DB
V. 297, 307) accepts influence in details without 8upposin<j direct
borrowing.
2 Rd. d^RS Jxidfntuma.
p. 550.
1
Gressmaun, p. 290 ff.
Bousset, Rel. des Judt^nlums, p.
267 U.; Clemen, p. 164 ff.
5 P. SOS.
6
Moulton, p. 168.
' P. 300.
s Rel. des
Jiidentums, p. 684, u. 2.
» Sec A.
HJ
v. [1909-07] 166.
Smythe Palmer,
;
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I'lOman ideas' alfectiug at any rate the periphery of
the Messianichope and its development under ChristAfter Alexander the title o-wr^pC Saviour')
ianity.

became common, with deification of kings and
emperors, accompanied by hints of tlieir wonderful
We may instance the well-known Priene
origin.
connected with
inscription, witli the legends
Augustus. But here, again, it is doubtful whether
we really liave proof of the existence of a belief in
a final world-Saviour who is to usher in a new era,
or only the inevitable court flattery which regards
each king as greater than anj' of his predecessors.
The single exception is Vergil's famous Messianic
Eclogue." Here, whether the child who is to be born
be the son of Octavian and Scribonia or not, we have^
a remarkable and almost unique agieement with
OT conceptions— the era of Paradise and its king,
the Golden Age following on his conquests, plenty
without toil, animals sharing in the regeneration,
together with the ethical note. Whether through
the Sibylline Books or directly through the LXX,
Jewish teaching may have penetrated to Roman
literary circles, or we may have an echo of Zoroastrianism.' On the other hand, the parallel may
point to an independent spread of something like
a Messianic hope in pagan circles.
A feature of
(A) Interpretation of prophecies.
this period is the habit of working on earlier
prophecies a tendency which we have found as
early as Ezekiel and Zechariah for a later example
see To 14'.^ In the apocalyptic books there are
certain prophetic passages and ideas which became
part of the stock-in-trade and are constantly reThe
ferred to in dealing with the Messianic hope.
chief are Dn 7, Is ll," used continually {e.g., Ps.
Sol., Bar.), Ps 2« {e.g., Ps. Sol.), Ps 45 {e.g.. Test.
Jud. xxiv. 1), Nu 24", the star of which is applied
Messianically in Test. Levi xviii. 3, Jud. xxiv. 1,
but understood of the Teacher of Righteousness in
Zad. Frag. ix. 8.
have in this use of prophecy many examples
of the scribal methods' working mechanically on
the data and fusing the old and new into a single
picture, of course not without contradictions. The
application of a passage does not decide its historical meaning, but only the interpretation which
had come to be put upon it. The vagaries of later
Rabbinism had already begun e.g., the interpretation of
5"^'- in Zad. Frag. ix. 5 it.
have
an interesting examijle of independence in 4 Es 12'-'-,
where the interpretation of the fourth kingdom as

—

—

;

We

—

Am

We

given in Dn 7^ is definitely rejected.
It is important to ask in this connexion whether
by the first cent. A.D. the OT was in any circles
interpreted as pointing to a Suflering Messiah. It
is almost certain that it was not.
The conception
in 4 Es 7 is the quite ditt'erent one of a human
Messiah who is to die after a reign of 400 years (cf.
the Samaritan Taeb). There is no evidence that
Is 53 was interpreted Messianically until a later
period, and, when it is, the verses which speak of
suflering are applied not to him but to the nation."

1
Bousset, Rel. des Judenlums, p. 258; Jeremiad, p. 58 ff.
A. Deissmann, Light/rom the Ancient East, Eng. tr., London,
1911, p. 368 ff.
- See J. B.
Mayor, W. W. Fowler, and R. S. Conway, VirgiCs
MefA-utnic Eclogite, London, 1!)07.
3 So Moulton,
p. 91, interpreting the simile of theclosing lines
as a reference to the story that Zoroaster laughed when he was
born.
^ It
may be remarked that there are hardlj- any traces in the
T.YX of an attempt on the part of the translators to introduce a
Messianic meaning xpitno^ is never introduced where the Heb.
has not Messiah. Is 7 is no exception (see above. III. i), but the
title of Ps 46,
Song of the Beloved,' fur Song of Loves,* may be
intended to suggest a Messianic interpretation. For araroA^
for 'Branch see above, {g).
6 But not Is 9 (see abo\ e, III. x) or 7.
6 This, however, is comparatively rare (Dalman, p. 268 ff.).
7
Baldensperger, p. KM.
8 V. H. Stanton, ///-'/>', art. 'iles^iah': see, further. Driver and
A. D. Neubauer, Jewish Interpretefs oj la. tiii., London, 1S77 ;
;

;
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The most decisive proof of this position comes from
the NT. It is clear tliat the death of the Messiali
was not expected in any quarter, and that tlie
craciflxion of Jesus was tlie "reat stumbling-block,
was not easy to find proof of its necessity
from the OT. The storj' of the Ethiopian euuuch

while

it

(Ac S^"-) seems to be intended to call attention to
an interpretation of Is 53 which is evidently not
that generally accepted. The admissions of Trypho
(Justin, Dial. 68, 89 f.) do not express the Jewish
belief, but are put into his mouth under the stress
of the argument, while the 'pangs of the Messiah'
do not refer to his ller^onal suflerings, but to the
woes which are to precede his coming.

The Mes.siah ben Joseph, who does, in fact, die,
in contrast to the Messiah ben Judah, appears
clearly only after A. D. 135. According, to ISousset,'
he is the Messiah of the ten tribes, slain in the
battle by Gog and
Magog ; the conception seems
to be derived from Ut 33'', Zee 12'°, and certainly
has no connexion with Is 03. It is possible that
this figure is connected with the failure and death
of Bar Kokhba, explaining them on the lines of the
expectation of a preliminary Messiah who was to
fall in battle against the enemies of Israel (Rome).
V. Develophest under CBiiisTiAxrrr.—
The starting-point of the evidence of the NT, and

way in which the
Messianic hope is represented as universal. As we
have seen, it is taken for granted in the Apocalypses where it occurs, but it is stiU sporadic in its
appearances, and the future can be jiainted Mitliout
reference to it. But in the Gospels the expectation
of the Messiah is common to all. It appears, indeed,
to be taken more seriously
by the common people
than by their leaders but Pharisees, priests, and
Saddueees all accept the hope without questioning
its validity.
The point at issue is only whether
Jesus is really the Messiah. As regards the nature
of the hope, it would appear, as against A.
Schweitzer, that it was at least as much political
and national as transcendent, corresponding closely
to what we find in Ps. Sol.
The Messiah is to be a
king descended from David, and his rule will be
opposed to that of the Romans.
full discussion of our Lord's own attitude to
His Messianic claims will be found in art. Jesus
Chrlst, We may here emphasize the salient points,
(rt) As'against W. Wrede, it is certain that He did
regard Himself as in some sense the Messiah. He
did not, in<leed, proclaim Himself as such in His
public teaching it was His 'secret,' discovered by
St. Peter at Coesarea Philippi, and first avowed to
the world at His trial. (6) His favourite designation of Himself in this connexion was Son of man,'
the title being chosen as containing in it elements
of transcendence and mysterj', and as free from the
political implications of Messiah, and still more of
Son of David, a title which He avoids. The difficulty is to reconcile His use of this phrase with the
absence of any public proclamation of His claim,
since from its use in Enoch we should infer that it
would at once be recoOTiized as a synonym for
Messiah itself. The difficulty is eased by eliminating, on literary grounds, a certain number of
the passages in which it occurs (cf., e.ff., Mt 5'°
with Lk 6'-, or Mt 16^ with Mk 8="), while in others
its use is ambiguous, since it might be supposed to
refer to some other unnamed person (Mk S*").
It
is not, however, possible, except
by somewhat
drastic criticism, to eliminate all passages where
especially of the Gospels, is the

;

A

;

'

'

'

Dalman, Der Uidende und der gUrhe.ndf Messiat, Berlin, 1888
II. ii. 184.
Uouwel, Kyrins Christot, p. 27 fl., ngrecii,
though he leaves open the bare possibility that the widc-sproaa
III) ths of the dying and rising god may have influenced Jt-wish

used publicly of Himself or privately to the
disciples before St. Peter's confession.'
must,
therefore, suppose, in spite of Enoch, that it was
it is

Wo

regarded as Messianic only in certain circles, and
that it could still be used, as in Ps 8 and Ezekiel,
in a wider .sense.
(c) He did not regard Himself as the Messiah
merely in the strict sense in wliich we have used
the term, but as gathering
up in Himself the various
lines of O'V hopes and jiromises.
It does not, however, appear that direct aigunient on the basis of
the OT played any considerable part in His teaching, excejit as recorded in the Fourth Gospel. The
proofs from the OT in the NT seem rather to reflect
a later stage of controversj' between Jew and
Christian, in which each adopted the same scribal

methods of interpretation.
(d) Christ added considerably to the content of
the Messianic iiope, especially in His teaching as
to the necessity of the death of the Messiah.
It is
not possible to decide with any
to the
certainty as
lines

Messianic ideas.
'
Rfl. de$ Judentuim, p. 2«1, Antichrist Let/end, p. 103. But
in JB, t.v.
Messiah,' toe connexion with the ten tribM is
denied.
'

led to this conviction,

though

and this quite independently of whether
such passages technically applied to the Messiah
or not.
Though in Acts and 1 Peter the Servant
passages are directly quoted, they are used but
little in the Gospels, and hardly at all in Christ's
own teaching (see Lk 22", Mk 10" 12'"f). It would
seem, then, that as the ultimate source of His
conviction we are forced to fall back on an intuition
which the Christian will regard as a revelation
from the Father.
In the light of the expectation of the Parousia,
the idea of a twofold advent of the Messiah was introduced, assuming that Jesus was not merely the
Messiah of the future during His lifetime. There
is no trace in earlier literature of any belief in two
comings of the Messiah.
Messiah or
(e) It follows, finally, that the title
'Christ,'* as used in the NT and in Cliristian
literature generally, has a far richer meaning and
content than any that we have felt justified in
It gathered into
ascribing to it in earlier periods.
itself the ideas associated with the Wisdom and
Logos,^ and came to include the whole work of
redemption from sin and spiritual regeneration
accomplished by Jesus. He has become the centre
of history and the inangurator of a new aire in a
way which both differs irom and transcends anything that we find in the OT or Apocalypses as
He is the
associated with the future Deliverer.
mediator of a new covenant and the beSirer of a
new revelation to a world of which the outward
conditions remain unaltered, while with the passing of the Jewish State the nationalist element
dropped away once for all. At the same time, the
title Christ,' with its historical associations, is a
reminder, even to those to whom the promises of
sull'ering,

'

'

'

'

'

the ()T may mean little in themselves, that the
coining of Jesus of Nazareth was not something
new and unexpected, but was the true climax of
the long preparation of the chosen people. In
]iarticular, the fact that functions which in the OT
are reserved for Jahweh and not for the Messiah
'

;

Srhurcr,

by which He was

was, no doubt, helped by a growing recognition
of the hostility of the ruling powers to His claims
and of the 'inevitable results of their attitude.
Further, He must have meditated on the deeper
teaching of the OT as implying, especially in Ps 22
and Is 53, that the means of redemption and the
condition of glorification were to be found only in
it

But sec Dalman, Words

nf.lfstis, p. 20011.

5 It must he remembered that '('hrist' tends to become a
proper nanu- and to lose its tt-chnical Messianic implications ;
the distinctive title of Jesus in Hellcni^jtic Christianity is Kvfitos
See Bousset, Kyrios Christos, esp. p. 01 IT.
(' Ijord').
Note that in Philo the Ixipos largely takes the place of
in d/- Cn)\f. 11. p. 4U, thu •uranch' ol Zee 0" i»
Mcs-'iah
applied to the Logo*. Ct. also art. Logo*.
•'

;
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are in the NT transfened to Christ is of the
deepest signifioance. The real desire of the highest
spirits of Israel was uot so much for a representative of Jahweh, however exalted, as for a revelation
of God Himself.
Christian belief finds this satisfied
in the Incarnation, and we shall not be disturbed
when we find that the OT says comparatively
little about the Messiah.
The vital question is
whether the hopes which it entertained with regard
to the coming of God did find their fulfilment in
the Christ.
VT. The Messiah in later Ji/DAisM.^~From
the end of the 1st cent. A.D. a belief in the Messiah
was an integral part of the Jewish creed a proof
that the representation of the universality of the
hope which we find in the NT is substantially
The Messiah is indeed strangely absent
correct.
from the Mishna, possibly owing to fear of Rome,
but he figures both in the Palestinian and in the
Babylonian recensions of the Sh'm6nch' Esreh a
fact which indicates that his presence therein
must date from the 1st cent. A.D. and appears
constantly in the Talmud. The failure of the
Bar Kokhba rising in A.D. 135 marks an important
stage.
Attempts to anticipate the Messiah's
coming were then abandoned, the principle being
a plague on those who calculate the end,' and the
political side was almost dropped. What remained
of it was transferred to a temporary Messianic
Kingdom, in which Israel was to be restored to
Palestine, this national kingdom being, generally
speaking, only preiiaratory to the '6ldm hab-bd,
the world to come, where universal istic features
are found. The Messiah is Son of David' and an
eartlily deliverer, though in some sense pre-existent
and appearing mysteriously (see above, IV. 2(e))
features which need not imply divinity. With the
fall of Jerusalem apocalyptic fell into disfavour,^
and with it the belief in a transcendent Messiah.
Polemic with Christians also worked in the same
direction, an3 to this we may attribute the disuse
of the title Son of man
the form of the Beatitude
in Lk 6-^ may be a hint of such controversies.*
The spiritual side is strongly emphasized in the
Rabbinic teaching by its insistence on the need for
repentance as the condition of the coming of the
Messiah, while we also find considerable detail as
to the features of the JNIessianic era, the Messianic
woes, etc.
The twelfth article of the present Jewish creed,
I
as drawn up b}' Maimonides, is as follows
believe with perfect faith in the coming of the
Messiah, and though he tarry I -will wait daily for
his coming.' Liberal Judaism, however, would
seem to have abandoned the hope of a personal
Messiah, though it still retains the Messianicjjope
a sensajjn
in .a wider and spiritualized sense'
which it may fairly claim to have the general
trend of the OT c(n its side.
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JE, s.v.
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Messiah
Oesterley and Box, Religion and Worship of the
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- Yet
Aqiba, who spoke of tlie thrones of Dn 7 as prepared
for God and David, supported Bar Kokhba, who was not
Davidic
1
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!

3 Burkitt. ch.
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Messiah,' for traces of belief in

a transcendent Messiah in later Judaism.
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5 See C. 0.
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MESSIAHS (PSEU DO-).— From the final loss
tlie independence of the Jewish State until
within a few generations ago, Jewish history has
known the frequent advent and passing of selfstyled Messiahs, prophets of hope in the darkest
periods of the Diaspora, self-appointed leaders of
the Jewish race in the Return to the land from
wliich their ancestors were exiled. The appearance of a Messiah was often, especially in the case
of the earlier ones, accompanied by revolts and uprisings, and these almost invariably occurred at
times when, and in localities where, anti-Jewish
persecution was prevalent. Moreover, these Messianic movements were frequently, especially iu
the latter cases, of a political nature.
The religious aspect of the rising was, however, seldom
absent, and in many instances the new teacher,
anxious to signalize his activity and to secure his
influence by religious innovations, endeavoured to
subvert the basic teachings of Judaism, to which, in
conseqaence,considerable harm sometimes occurred.
New sects were created on some occasions on
others wholesale adoption of Muhammadanism or
Christianity took place.
Although it is to some extent customary to
include a number of Jewish reformers and revolutionists in the category of pseudo-Messiahs, only a
proportion of these agitators in reality attributed
to themselves the Messianic semi-divinitj'. Others,
often against their own wish, were hailed by their
enraptured followers as the divine leader, promised
in Jewish tradition to bring the scattered and
troubled people back to their inheritance. Just
as there existed a belief in an Ephraimitic Messiali
who was to be the forerunner of the Davidic
Messiah, so, among the pseudo-Messiahs, many
pretended to be not the Messiah Himself but His
forerunner. The opening of the Christian era saw
in the Holy Land a number of these local minor
Messiahs. Thus we learn from Josephus (Ant.
XX. v. 1 ; also Ac 5^") that about A.D. 44 one
Theudas, claiming to be a prophet, told his followers
that he would divide the Jordan and enable them
to cross dry-shod.
They collected on the bank of
the river for the miracle to be performed, but
before the prophet could take steps to carry out
his prophecy the whole party was massacred by a

of

;

detachment of Roman

soldiery.

A

similar fate

overtook the followers of another Messiah, an
Egyptian. They collected, it is said to the number
of 30,000, on the Mount of Olives to watch the fall
of the walls of Jerusalem at the command of their
leader, but tke proceedings were interrupted by
Felix and his soldiery (Jos. Ant. XX. viii. 6, BJ II.
A third pretender preparing
xiii. 5; and Ac 21**).
to lead the people into the wUderness was destroyed
with
his
followers
by Festus the Procurator
together
(Jos. Ant. XX. viii. 10).
A Messiah of a ditt'erent description was Menahem, the son of Judah theGaliloeau and the grandson of Hezekiah the leader of the Zealots. He
seized the city of Masada together with a large
store of arms, with which he supplied his followers,
and then attacked Jerusalem. In battle with the
soldiers of Agrippa II. MenaVem was successful,
and as a resiilt captured Antonia, one of the deEmboldened by his success,
fences of the capital.
Menahem claimed the leadership of all, and thus
aroused the jealousy of his colleagues and was
Menahem was the last JudiBan
assassinated.
Messiah before the destruction of the Temple.
Contemporary with these Messiahs of the 1st cent.,

similar personages arose

among

the Samaritans,
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of whom, ailer an existence more or loss liiiof,
passed away. I'rominent among theiu were Simon
Magnus, who endeavonrcil to induce the early
Christians to join his mo\enient, but who is said
nltiniatcly to have become converted to Christiwith many of his followers, and
anity, to^'ether
Dositheus, who, instead of restoring the Hebrew
State, founded a Samaritan sect that survived
until the 6th century.
The destruction of the Temple led for a time to
a cessation of pseudo-Messianic activity. For sixty
years no new Messiah arose until at length, on tlie
accession of Hadrian, the milder government of

all

Trajan gave way to sterner rule. The repressive
policy of the Komans aroused once more the spirit
A rebellion
of the Jewish people still unsubdued.
broke out and a leader was immediately to hand
in the person of Bar Kokhba or Bar Kozibah
(probably from the name of his birthplace). Of
the personality of this leader little is known. His
It is conjectured
original name is even doubtful.
that he was one Simeon of Cozeba (1 Ch 4^) or
Chezib (Gn 3S°). The name Bar Kokhba, or sun
of a star,' was given to him by the famous K.
'

who

AljCiba,

him was

believed that in

fullilled

the

There shall come forth a star out of
prophecy
Jacob
and shall smite through the corners of
Moab, and break down all the sons of Sheth' (Nu
24"). Bar Kokhba does not appear to have adopted
the designation of Messiah himself. This dignity
was attributed to him by R. Akiba and other sages.
On the outbreak of the rebellion, the whole province,
composed of Judtea, Samaria, and Galilee, was
evacuated by the Romans. The army of the Jews
at this time has been estimated at as many as from
400,000 to 580,000 fighting men.
Unfortunately,
little is known of the campaign, but it is certain
that the Roman garrison and the generals in command at the time of the outbreak proved respecThe services of
tively inadequate and incapable.
'

:

.

.

.

Julius Severus, the greatest soldier of the age,
were requisitioned from Britain, where he had been
waging an arduous war with the martial natives,
to recover the pre-^tige of the Roman arms.
But
even he, with iinlimited resources, was at first
compelled to remain on the defensive, and trusted
to his tactics of cutting off detached parties and
In
supplies to wear out his formidable enemy.
the course of the operations 50 general engagements were fought, and with every victory the
numbers of Bar Kokhba's followers increased.
From the most remote of the Jewish colonies men
came to fight under his banner. Recruits were

not drawn solely from Israel Bar Kokhba's army
included non-.Jews in its ranks. Those who could
not fight helped to fill the rebel coffers. At first
the campaign proved a series of successes for the
pretender. Jerusalem was soon captured, and
served as a capital for Bar Kokhba, who was proclaimed king, and duly carried out the duties of
For three years the Holy City resovereignty.
mained in his possession, and during that time his
armies succeeded in taking 50 walled towns and
985 villages. At length the tide turned. After a
desperate struggle, Jerusalem was captured by the
Romans, and no two stones of its buildings were
left standing on one another.
Other towns fell
into the same hands until, of all the territories of
Bar Kokhba. the town of Hither alone remained.
Here the hero made his last stand, but not with
the undi\'ided support of the inmates of the fortress.
Dissensions broke out among the garrison, and on
the 9th of Ab, already the blackest anniversary in
the .Jewish calendar, Either was stormed, Bar
Kokhba killed, and his body brought in triumph
to the Roman camp.
Durinjj; the pacification that followed the males
were slam by the thousand, and the women and
;

children sold into slavery.
Unhciird of and unspeakable tragedies were enacted. In Bilher alone
more are said to have been slain than those who
took jiavt in the E.xodu^ from Egypt. The number
of dead was counted by hundreds of thousands.
All those who were alile escapeil from a countiy
wbidi offered them the only alternatives of slavery

and death with torture.
Many lied to Arabia,
and the considerable .lewish population of that
country, even to this day, niay be reckoned one of
the results of Bar Kokhba's abortive insurrection.
R. Akil>a, who had been thrown into prison at the
outbreak of the rebellion, died under torture at its
The war led to the final breach beconclusion.
tween the Jew s and Judseo-Christians. The latter
suffered .severities at the hands of Bar Kokhba and
his followers, in ci>nsequence of their refusal to
join in the national uprising.
The fatal results of the Bar Kokhba movement
discouraged for some centuries personation of
In fact, an attractive opportunity
the Messiali.
did not occur again until the 5th cent., when, in

accordance with a Talmudic computation, the day
It
of the Messiah was supposed to be at hand.
was at this juncture that such a one, self-styled
Moses, appeared in the island of Crete. Of his
origin or his subsequent fate nothing is known.
He induced the .Jewish population of the island to
support his pretensions, and on a specified date
promised to lead them dry-shod to the mainland.
On the appointed day the Jews gathered round
him on a promontory and at his direction some
threw themselves into the sea, expecting a path to
The
be opened for them through the Avaters.
miracle did not occur. Many of the enthusiasts

were drowned others were rescued. The Mes.siah
himself disappeared.
The pretender next to come under notice was
Isaac ben Ya'kub Obadiah Abii 'Isa al-Isfahani,
who tiomished at Isfahan at the end of the 7th
century. There are two estimates of his claims.
The one w as that he was merely the forerunner of
the Messiah, the other that he was the Messiah
Himself. His call came to him through a sudden
and miraculous cure from lejirosy, and in support
of his divinity his disciples pointed out that,
although an illiterate before his call, he was able
after that event not only to read and write, but
even to compose books. The affairs of the khalifate were at th.at period in a chaotic condition, and
a military movement, such as Isaac's soon became,
had good chances of success. The pretender and
his followers met the army of the khalif in battle
at Rai (Rhag*), hut Abu 'Isa was defeated and
slain, and with his death the rising came to an
end. The movement, however, did not die with
It survived among the'Isavites, the
its founder.
earliest of the Jewish sects of the Diaspora, who
did not disappe.ar until a couple of centuries later.
Abu 'tsa's influence on 'Anau, the founder of the
^iaraites (q.v.), and on his ritual was, however,
more enduring.
;

Abu

Isa left at least one disciple of influence.
of Hamadan, called al-Rai ('the shepdid not himself claim to be more than a

Yudehan
herd

),

prophet, although his admirers, in accordance with
His teachprecedent, insisted on his Messiahship.
ings showed undoubted traces of Sufiism, then at
the o]iening of its career
they were opposed to
anthropomorphism, and to a great extent resembled
those of his master Abu Lsa. After Yudghan's
death his disciples adojjted an additional doctrine
that of the immortality of their master, who,
would appear
they contended, was not dead, but
;

—

again.

Contemporary with Yudghan al-Rai was Serenus, a Syrian, who was both a politii'al and a reHe promised to restore the Jews
ligious reformer.

I
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to the Holy Lar.d, and, perhaps in consequence, his
influence s juead as far as Spain.
His career commenced in A.D. 720, but -was very shortlived. He
was speedily captured and brought before the
khallf Yazid II., to whom he excused himself by
stating that he had never been serious in his
claims ; he had merely been amusing himself
at the expense of his co-religionists.
Serenus
was accordingly handed over to the latter for
while
his
followers, repenting of their
punishment,
heresies, were readmitted to the fold.
For the next three centuries and a half no
Messiah arose in Israel. Then there was in the
West a small group of unimportant pretenders in
France {c. 1087), at Cordoba (c. 1117), and at Fez
Of these there are practically no records
(c. 1127).
:

beyond the mere mention by Maimonides. About
1160, however, one of far greater importance arose
in Kurdistan.
David Alroy (or Alrui) came from
the north of Persia, probably Adharbaijan, being
a member of one of the free Jewish tribes which
claimed descent from the Ten Tribes, and to
which the Afghans, the Afridls, and Pathans of
to-day trace their ancestry. The period was again
one of political disorganization. One great element of disturbance was the etiorts of the Crusaders
to recover and to keep possession of the Holy Land.

Moreover, intertribal warfare was incessant, and
the weakness of the Sultan led almost to a paralj-sis
of the Government.
It was in these circumstances
that Alroy visited Baghdad, and on his return to
his own people he raised the standard of revolt.
large following immediately collected, and Alroy,
who had meanwhile proclaimed himself the Messiah,
determined to break the j'oke of the Mirhammadans
and to lead the Jews back to Palestine. From this
point truth and legend have so intermingled in the
story of Alroy that it is impossible to disentangle
them. His command of the magic arts led to the
acceptance of his mission far and wide. Only the
Jews of Bag^hdad were sceptical, but his hold on
the others was so strong that those in Baghdad
were quite incapable of suppressing the movement.
Alroy is said to have been summoned by the Sultan,
to have appeared in answer to the summons and
proclaimed his divine mission, to have been cast
into prison, and to iKive miraculously escaped.
Despite his magic powers, Alroy's movement was
undoubtedly a failure. In all probabUity he was
killed in an unsuccessful attack on the stronghold
of Amadia.
According to a less reliable version,
the governing powers, unable to overthrow tlie
Messiah by fair means, bribed his father or fatlierin-law to put him to death. On the death of
Alroy his followers, in order to appease the Sultan,
had to pay a considerable hue. In Alroy's instance
also the pretender's death did not mean the end of

A

The

sect of Menahemites, named after
traditional designation of the
Messiah, adopted by Alroy, continued for many

his cult.

Menahem,

the

years.

A century passed before the next prominent
pseudo-Messiah appeared upon the scene, but
before that period, in 1172, a minor propliet arose
in Yemen. His course lasted hut a year, at the end
of which term he was beheaded, it is said at his own
request, in order to show by his return to life that
he was indeed the Messiah.
Abraham ben Samuel Abulafia was horn at
Saragossa in 1240. While still a youth he was
attracted to kabbalistic studies, and it was as a
kabbalist rather than as a pseudo-Messiah that his
career was of most influence.
His life was spent
in wandering from to«-n to town and from country
to country.
In 1281 he was in Kome attempting
to convert the pope to Judaism of course without
success.
His boldness involved him in imprison-

—

ment, from which he

is

said

to

have

escaped
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Four years later, when in Sicily,
proclaimed himself the Messiah, and
announced the millennium for the year 1290. The
year denoted came and went, but the millennium
still tarried.
Abulaha continued his picturesque
career for one more year and then disappeared
from history. He also, however, left his spiritual
descendants, for his teachings were continued by
miraculously.

Abulatia

two of his disciples, Joseph Jikatilla and Samuel,
both of Medinaceli. Wliere Abulatia had failed,
they were little likely to succeed, and it was but
for a moment that these two meteors flashed in
the firmament.
Immediately following them came Nissim beu
Abraham of Avila, who pointed to 1295 as the
There were sufiBcient
year of the millennium.
believers to fill the Synagogue on the appointed
day, there eagerly to await the divine manifestation ; but again disappointment \\ as the prevailing
emotion, and, when the watchers found mystic
little crosses on their garments, manj', accepting
tliera as heavenly manifestations, embraced Christianity. The fate of the prophet, as of many of his
predecessors, is unknown.
A century later Moses Botarel of Cisneros
appeared. As a prophet he was of little consequence. In 1.502 Asher Lammlein suddenly arose
in Istria and announced that, if the people would
prepare themselves, the Messiah would appear that

very year. At his suggestion fasting, prayer, and
almsgiving became general throughout the empire.
Jews and Christians alike accepted his teachings
and prepared for the advent of the Messiah and
the return to the Holy Land.
Here again the
no Messiah appeared
precedent was followed
the prophet disappeared.
At the close of the 14th cent. Jacob Carson (or
Carcasoni), a minor prophet, appeared in the north
of Spain, and David Reubeni, the picturesque
emissary of his brother the mysterious king of
Khaibar, or the East, also came upon the scene.
Khaibar, according to the generally accepted
locality of the kingdom, was a district in S. Arabia
inhabited by nomad tribes of Israelites, although
the view has been put forward that Keubeni
came from India (see E. N. Adlcr, in Aspects of
the Hebrew Genius, p. xxii, and Auto de Fi and
Jew, p. xxx).
Reubeni arrived at Venice in 1524 after having
visited Palestine and Egypt.
He immediately
proceeded to Rome, \\here be procured an audience
of the pope, Clement vil., to whom he announced
that he had been sent by his brother to obtain
allies and assistance in his war with the Sultan.
In support of his claims Reubeni brought letters of
introduction from Portuguese officers in the East.
The Jews of Italy foimd the means for him to proceed to Lisbon, and he arrived in Portugal in 1525,
with the view of inducing the king, John HI., to
ally himself with the king of Khaibar. For a time
the Portuguese policy seemed to favour such an
alliance, and King John definitely promised a fleet
of 8 ships and 4000 cannon for the assistance of
At the same time the pressure that
his new ally.
was being put upon the Marranos of Portugal was
rela.xed, doubtless out of deference to the susceptibilities of Reubeni.
The embassy, the ambassador, and the circumstances that surrounded them, as well as the
accompanying legends that immediately began to
be woven, endowed Reubeni with almost superhuman powers in the eyes of the Jews, for whom
the only hope lay in the future to which all their
:

faculties

were ever strained.

;

The

interest

and

excitement aroused by his advent were no less
intense among the Marranos than among the JeA\s
themselves.
Miraculous powers, a semi-divinity,
were attributed to him. If any proof of these
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«ere needed, his existence as a Jew unmolested at the court of one of the most relentless

cluiins

persecutors of .lews and JiuUiizers was
considered sufficient. Tlie people looked eagerly
towards him and expected, not a momentary

of the

palliation of their tortures, but a final release.
15y no means the least of tho.se who were
dazzled by the appearance and favour of Reubeni

was Solomon Molkho (previously Diogo
1501-32), an
Jewish descent.
(c.

official

of

Pires)
of

the Government,

who was a young man

Pires,
of great promise, aroused

by the stir caused by
Eeubeni's mission, abandoned Christianity, adoptin" his ancestral Judaism in place of it, and
endeavoured to attach himself as a disciple to the

The latter, however, severely disnewcomer.
couraged all conversions to Judaism, fearing
probablj- lest in consequence of them trouble
might react on him and his mission, and Molkho
Molkho's
found little or no favour with liim.
conversion to Judaism had placed his life in great
and, deprived of the protection of
i'eopardy
Jeubeni for w Inch he had hoped, he left Portugal
for Turkey. In the East Molkho, although hitherto
in Jewish lore, is
supposed to be quite unlearned
said to have displayed a remarkable acquaintance
with that subject, and by his eloquence and learning, and the mysterious manner in which he had
acquired the latter, he soon collected around him
a school of disciples who considered him almost
;

divine.
His teachings went without disguise far
into the domain of mysticism. By him the advent
of the Messiah was foretold for 1540, and the sack
of Rome in 1527, an oft-foretold precursor of the
millennium, seemed to confirm Molkho's prophecies.
The one ambition of the prophet was to earn a
martyr's crown, and in pursuance of this aim after a
brief sojourn in Turkey he returned to Christendom.

As was expected by Reubeni, the conversion
and flight of Molkho, added to other incidents,
shook the po.sition which Reubeni had acquired
at the Portuguese court.
The royal promises,
although made apparently in good faith, lacked
fulfilment, and the undoubted excitement of
which he was the cause among the Neo-Christians
of the

kingdom rendered

among them most

his continued presence
;
and, after having

undesirable

spent a year at the Portuguese court, Reubeni was
asked to withdraw. The ship in wliich he sailed
was wrecked on tlie coast of Spain, and for a time
he was in the hands of the Inquisition. His release
was, however, ordered by the emperor, Charles v.,
and he settled at Avignon, then under the
sovereignly of the pope. From Avignon Reubeni
removed to Italy, jireceded everywhere by the
mysterious reputation which he had acquired, and
followed by a host of believers, who hailed him as
the precursor of the Messiah and even as the
Messiah Himself.
Meanwhile Molkho had also come to Italy with
the reputation which he had acquired in
Turkey,
enhanced, if possible, and a following that grew in
numbers from day to day. In Rome Molkho,
imbued with Messianic tendencies, had visions
and foretold floods and eartliquakes, which, it
must be added, subsequently occurred. More
valuable to him, however, were the favour and
protection which he had obtained from the pope,
Clement VII., and from some of the cardinals.
With their assistance he was able to defy his
enemies, who were drawn not only from among
the emissaries of the Inquisition, but also from the
Jews, some of whom shrewdly considered his
influence and p.seudo-Messialiship harmful rather
than beneficial to
Jewry. His critics among his
own community were, however, numerically insignificant, and his influence among the Jews
increased until he became indeed their accepted

prophet. By Graetz Molkho has been described at
this period of his career as
the Jewish SavonaIn order to avoid the flood
rola {Ilht. ix. 274).
which he had foretold would overtake Rome,
Molkho repaired to Venice, and here he met once
again the first inspirer of his enthusiasm, David
Reubeni. His position in regard to Reubeni had,
however, undergone a change since their previous
meeting ; his fellow-prophet, Molkho, met him
now, not as a disciple, but as an ecpial.
Reubeni was still endeavouring to obtain assist•ance for his brother, the king of Khaibar, and
from the authorities in Venice he received some
encouragement in his mission. After the flood
Molkho returned to Rome, where he was received
with enthusiasm as a successful prophet. The
pope, the cardinals, and the ambassadors of the
Powers vied with one another in their flattering
His influence was so great at
attentions to him.
this period that lie was able to secure the indefinite
postponement of the introduction of the Inquisition
mto Portugal but his Jewish enemies, especially
Jacob Mantin of Venice, were untiring, and they
ultimately succeeded in securing his arrest by the
Inquisition as a renegade Christian, and Molkho
was condemned to be burned. All the preparations for the auto da fi were made and the victim
was in due course consumed by the flames. It
was then discovered, however, that the pope, in
order to protect his favourite, had gone to the
length of substituting another victim, and that
Molkho himself was safely hidden within the
papal apartments. In the circumstances it is not
surprising that Molkho was smuggled out of
Rome at the first opportunity.
Molkho thereupon rejoined Reubeni, and the
two decided to journey to Ratisbon to plead with
the Emperor the cause of the Jews of Khaibar.
There is a tradition that advantage was taken of
the interview with Charles to endeavour to convert
'

'

;

to Judaism, and it was possibly this attempt
that led to the arrest of both the ambassadors.
They were put into chains and canied to Mantua,
where at the Emperor's request Molkho was again
tried by the Inquisition and sentenced to be burned.
At the last moment pardon was offered him on
condition that he returned to the Christian fold,
but he rejected the ofl'er with scorn. He had only
one cause for repentance, was his reply, and that
was that he had been a Christian in his youth.

him

Molkho's ambition was thereupon gratified and he
earned a martyr's crown. Some of his addresses
were imblished by him in 1529 under the title of
Reubeni was taken to
ThR Book of Wonder.
Spain and there handed over to the Inquisition.
His ultimate fate is surrounded by mystery, but
he appears to have died while in the hands of the
Holy Office. The evidence tliat he was burned is
insufficient.
copy of Reubeni's diary is in MS
at the Bodleian. Graetz published a portion in his
History', ix., and Neubauer published the whole
of it in Mcdiceval Jewish Chronicles, ii.
Concerning the existence of Reubeni there can
be no legitimate doubt. His mission, however, is
not so well authenticated, and there are those, no
mean authorities, who consider him to have been
merely a charlatan and impostor. Graetz (ix. ch. 8),
for instance, judging from the language of Ueul)eni'8
Journal, expressed tlie belief that it had been
written by a German Jew, and Neubauer held the
same view, only more positively.
Rieger and
Vogelstein (Gesch. dcr Jiiden in Horn, ii. 41-46,
5.3-58) are also very sce|)(ical about his botia JIdes,
liut they express the opinion tliat he did come from
Adler [Auto dr. Fi and Jew, p. 301F.)
Arabia.
seems to have more confidence in Reubeni's credentials, but locates the source of his embassy at

A

Cranganore

in India.
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Strictly speaking, neither Molkho nor Reubeni
should perliajis he included in the list of pseudoMessiahs, for neither ever claimed divinity. Tliey
were Messiahs for the most part against their own
inclinations.
The same may be said of Isaac ben
Solomon Ashkenazi Luria (Ari) (1534-72), tlie
founder of the iinHlern kabbala. An ascetic and a
mystic, he never pretended to be more than the
forerunner of the Messiah, not the Messiali Himself.
His principal disciple, Hayyira Vital Calabrese (1543-16"2U), was acclaimed by his master as
Around him
possessing a soul unsoiled by sin.
also a group of mystical legends have collected.
On Luria's death Vital succeeded to his position
and also claimed to be Messiah ben Joseph, the
precursor of Messiah ben David. Both Luria and
Vital made Safed the scene of their principal
activities.
In the time of Vital a rival Messiali
arose in the person of Abraham Shalom, who in
1574 sent a messaue lo Vital pointing out that
the latter was only Messiah ben Joseph, but he,
He ofl'ered,
Shalom, was Messiah ben David.
moreover, to shield Vital from the death that
would otherwise have been his fate.
The most remarkable and influential of all the
pseudo-Messiahs was Shabbathai Sebi, born, tlie
son of a Sephardi agent of an English mercantile
firm, at Smyrna, on the 9th of Ab (the anniversary
of the destruction of

Jerusalem and a

fast

day

in

the Jewish calendar), 1621 or 1626. He is generally believed to have died on the Day of Atonement
in 1676.
Even as a boy Shabbathai was note-

worthy for his jihysical beauty and his strange
introspective liabits. For the ordinary learning of
the Jew, that of the Talmud, he had no liking,
and the time spent by him at the school of R.
Joseph Escapa was for the most part wasted. On
the other hand, the kabbalistic mysteries of the
Z&har had a great attraction for his mind. He
threw himself ardently into the study of them,
and endeavo,}ired, by carefully following out the
ordinances laid down therein, and especially by
the practice of asceticism, himself to solve the
mysteries that the Zuhdr professes to offer its
students. On attaining manhood, Shabbathai had
already acquired a considerable reputation as a

kabbalist, which was enhanced by his mode of life,
his obvious belief in his magical powers, and his
determined aversion to marriage, probably without
precedent in the society in which he lived. Meanwhile Shabbathai's father had learnt, through his
correspondents in England, something of thehopes
and beliefs of the English millenarian sects, then
prominent in English thought, and had in particular
tieen apprised of the identification of the year 1666
with the opening of the millennium. By a coincidence, according to the computations of theZdAar,
the year 1648 was to mark the appearance of the
Jewish Messiah. Shabbathai, encouraged by these
signs and by the almost worshipful attitude of his
father, who attributed the whole of his material
good fortune to his son's saintliness, by nature and

education already prepared for the r61e that he was
about to adopt, revealed himself in the latter year
to a select circle of his followers as the Messiah.
In support of his claim he uttered the Tetragrammaton an act permitted only to the high priest in
the Temple on the Day of Atonement. Shabbathai

—

remained at Smyrna for some years after this event,
surrounded by a circle of fervent believers, but
with little if any influence outside of the district
in which he lived.
He and his teachings were
closely watched by the Rabbinical authorities, who
xiltimately, considering that he had overstepped
the permissible limits, excommunicated him and
his disciples on account of their heresy, and
banished him from Smyrna. This occurred about
1654 (according to Graetz, 1651).
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From Smyi-na Sliabbathai is believed to have
gone to Constantinople, supported in every sense
b}- his disciples and strengthened in particular by
two of them
Moses Pinheiro, a man of some
scientific knowledge and of mature years, and
Abraham Yachini, a distinguished preacher, ^\ho,
by means of an alleged ancient MS of very doubtful autlienticity, rendered Shabbathai still more

—

steadfast in the belief in his

own

divine mission.

doubtful whether Shabbathai, if he ever
intended to visit Constantinople, did so on this
occasion, but it is certain that he arrived at
Salonica, where mysticism was likely to find a
sympathetic atmosphere, shortly after his banishment from Smyrna.
In Salonica Shabbathai
showed himself even more intoxicated with the
consciousness of his new role than he had been at
Smyrna, and his acts led here also to his practical
expulsion by the Rabbis. After leaving Salonica
the new Messiah spent some time wandering about
the Orient, promulgating his views and his claims
in every city that he visited and gaining adherents
in all parts.
In 1660 he was in Cairo, where he
remained for about two years. There he gained a
valuable supporter in the person of Raphael Joseph
Chalebi of AJeppo, a mystic who had long awaited
almost with impatience the coming of the Messiah,
It

is

and whose wealth and influence were

botli

ex-

tensive.

The approach of the apocalyptic year, 1666,
attracted Shabbathai to Jerusalem, where, suppressing temporarily his extravagances, he built
up an influence over the people on less theatrical
As the representative of tlie people of the
bases.
he was sent abroad to obtain funds for their
city,
relief from an impending calamity, and the success
of his mission rendered liini all the more popular
among the grateful people in whose midst he was
sojourning. While in Cairo, Shabbathai succeeded
in yet another mission.
Polish Jewess, who at
the age of six had been left an orphan and whose
subsequent career was almost as romantic as that
of Shabbathai, was at the time in Leghorn, where
she was reputed to be living an immoral life. Of
great beauty and, moreovei', of an eccentric disposition, she was already famous beyond the
limits of the town, and her announcement that she
was intended as the bride of the Messiah made her
known to even a wider circle. In fact, her renown
spread as far as Cairo, where it came to the ears of
Shabbathai he sent for and married her, declaring
that she was his tlivinely appointed spouse.
Shabbathai thereupon returned to Palestine.
Passing through Gaza, he met there Nathan
Benjamin Levi, otherwise known as Nathan
Gazati, who immediately became the leading advocate of the new Messiah and took unto himself
the r61e of Elijah, the forerunner of the Anointed.
One of his first steps was to announce the opening
of the Messianic Age for the following year, 1666.

A

;

This prophecy, together with

was promulgated

many subsidiary ones,

and wide, spreading even to
the shores of the North Sea. These claims were,
however, not by any means encouraged by the
authorities at Jerusalem, and Shabbathai thought
far

more congenial centre for his
returned to Smyrna, his journey
thither taking the form of a triumphal progress
which culminated in a reception at his destination,
remarkable for its enthusiasm. At Smyrna, overwhelmed by his reception, he put the final touch
to all the rumours that were current regarding his
divinity, and formally announced his Messiahship.
He was forthwith entrusted Avith absolute power
as the sole ruler of the local Jewish community.
Wherever Jews were to be found, the rise of the
new Messiah attracted attention. The business of
the exchanges of Euro]ie was neglected in order
it

well

to find a

activities.

He
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t!iat

the lutcst

i)f

inii\u-les

might be discussed.

raeri-h.ints of the Noitli Sea ports wrote to
(heir agents in the Levant for information.
Tribute ))0urcd in upon the Kini,' of Kings.' Em-

The

'

bassies were sent to him from (lie four corners of
In the sj-nagogues he was publicly
the earth.

hailed as the Messiah, and

went

in

danger of their

who doubted
Kven anu>ng the
mi.s.sion were to be
those

lives.

Christians believers in his
found.
In Hamburg i'rotestants went to their
have almost certain accounts
pastor and said
not only from Jews, but also from our Christian
at
correspondents
Smyrna, Aleppo, Constantinoijle,
and elsewhere in the East that the new Messiah
of the .lews does many miracles, and the .lews of
What will then
the whole world flock to him.
become of the Christian doctrine and tlie belief in
our Messiah ?
Prophets, male and female, in accordance with Joel's prediction (Jl 'I-^), arose and
'

:

We

'

exclaimed in Hebrew, a language with which they
Shabwere supposed to have no acquaintance
bathai Sebi is the true Messiah of the Race of
'

:

David

him the crown and the kingdom are
The daughters of R. Pehina, Shabbitterest enemy, blessed the name of

to

;
'

given

!

bathai's

In Persia
the pretender, as had been foretold.
the Jewish agriculturists refrained from work on
account of the advent of their deliverer who would
lead them back to the Promised Land.
At the beginning of the year 1GG6 Shabbathai
left Smyrna for Constantinople, but before doing
so he distributed the kingdoms of the earth among
his princi|ial followers.
As soon as he bad landed
on European soil, he was arrested by an officer of
the Sultan, who placed him in chains, and it was
in this condition that Shabbathai approached the

Despite his undignified landing, Shabbathai's popularity in no wi.se languished, and he
his divinity,
was received by hosts of believers
who, by the gifts which they brought, enabled the
'Messiah' to secure a considerable alleviation of
the lot that would otherwise have fallen to him.
Shabbathai's courage did not, however, equal his
popularity ; and, when questioned by the authorities regarding his claims and intentions, he replied
capital.

m

that he was merely a Rabbi sent from Jerusalem
to collect funds for charitable purposes.
Despite
this falling away, the influence of the pretender,
instead of waning, grew stronger, and in his prison
in Constantinople Shabbathai held a court which
was attended by Muhammadans and Jews who
alike proclaimed his divinity.
After two months
the pris.incr was removed to Abydos, and there his
court was continued with, if possible, e\en greater
success than in the capital.
His renown and exaggerated reports of the roj'al manner in which he
was treated spread throughout the civilized world.
The castle of Abydos became a place of pilgrimage
to .lewries far and near.
In parts of Europe the
Jews made preparations for the return to Palestine
under Messianic guidance. In innumerable synagogues prayers for the pretender's welfare were
regularly offered and with every day the excitement both within Abj-dos and throughout the
world increased. Meanwhile Shabbathai, in order
apparently to justify his existence, abrogated
certain of the Jewish fast days.
Shabbathai's fall was due to the appearance of
a rival, one Nehemiah Ha-Kohen, who po.sed as a
forerunner of the Messiah.
Shabbathai, learning of Neheraiah's prophecies, summoned him to
Abydos. After a long journey Nehemiah arrived.
An interview with Shabbathai was followed by
dissatisfaction on both sides.
Nehemiah, fearful
of assassination by the Shabbathaians, fled to Constantinople, where he embraced Muhammadanism
and denounced to the authorities the treasonable
intentions of his rival.
Removed to Adrianople,
;

Shabbathai at length reali.'.ed the critical position
in which he was placed.
Hoping thereby to save
his life, lie also embiaeed Muhammadanism, and
\vas followed in this course by his wife and some

The Sultan was much pleased
of his ailherents.
at this act and api)ointed the pretender one of his
Shabbathai, in order to retain his
doorkeepers.
hold uiion the Jews, announced
(Jod has made
me an Ishmaelite He commanded, and it was
done.
The ninth day of my regeneration.' His
the loyalty to him of many
ajiostasy, despite
ot his adherents, shattered his influence in Jewry,
and hosts of Jews, their eyes at length opened
by the last act of their prophet, repented bitterly
For a time,
of their support of the movement.
in consequence of the schism caused by Shab'

:

;

bathai's apostasy, Turkish Jewry was in great
danger of extermination, the fear of whole.sale
conversions to Mubammadanism being accompanied by that of the massacre of those who
Powerrefused to follow Shabbathai's example.
ful influences, however, warded oft the latter

danger.

Shabbathai seems never to have abandoned his
He managed to found a Judceo-

Messianic claims.

Muhammadan

sect of believers, the

Donmeb, who

have survived, especially in Salonica, to the present
After a time iie fell into disgrace, was
day.
deprived of his ofiiee, and banished to Dulcigno,
where he died, it is believed in 1676, leaving
behind him a controversy which long continued
in Israel.
The Donmeh are in a sense oryjitoJews, inasmuch as, while outwardly conforming
to Muhammadanism, they practise certain Jewisli
or debased Jewish rites in secret. There is, howe\er, in practice little secrecy concerning their
difference from the Muhammadans, from whom,
although thej' mix in commerce, socially they keep
carefully aloof.

Shabbathai was succeeded by quite a shoal of
petty Messiahs. The first of the line was Jacob
Querido, or Jacob Sebi, who was the real founder
of the sect of
)onmeh. He was in reality the
brother of Shabbathai's fourth wife, who for her
own purposes pretended that he was her son by
the Messiah.
Querido's principal doctrine was
tliat the redemption could not come about until
the world was either entirely good or entirely
wicked, and, as the latter state was by far the
easier of attainment, he preached and jn-actised
licentiousness in order that the day of the millennium might dawn. Querido died at the end
of the I7th cent., and was succeeded in due course
by bis son Berehiah (c. 1695-1740). Other Shabbathaian Messiahs who flourislied at this period
1

were Miguel (Abraham) Cardoso (1630-1706),
a Marranu, Mordecai Mokiah (c-. 1650-1729) of
Eisenstadt, Lobele Prossnitz (t c. 1750), and
Judah Hasid. These were all, more or less, prophets of Shabbathai so long as he survived, and
they endeavoured to step into his place w hen he
Mokiah flourished and preached in Italy
died.
and Poland. Prossnitz was of the class of clumsy
nevertheless he attracted many adconjurers
herents in Austria and Germany.
IJasid, who
was a leader of the sect of IJilsldhim, the Ultraholy,' traversed Europe at the head of a considerHe
able following whom he led to Jerusalem.
;

'

died, however,

immediately after bis arrival in

that city, and with his disappearance his followers

and destitute.
most luominent of the successors
He
of Shabbathai was Jacob Frank (1726-91).
was born in Podolia, where his lirst occupation
His original name was
was that of distiller.
Jankiev Leibovicz, but he obtained the new
Frank
from
the
surname of
subjects of the Sultan
An
in whose midst he sojourned for a long time.
wore

left leaderless

The

last of the
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undisguised cliarlatan and an apostate from more
tlianone faitli, lie pursued a career of unceasing warfare against Kabbinical Jv.daism, and in the peculiar
views to which he gave expression lie described
liimself as the re incarnation of all the prophets
and Messiahs who had preceded him. In Turkey
he obtained considerable renown on account of his
kabbalistic learning, and on the return to his birthplace the remnants of the Shabbathaian party, who
were known as Zoharites, appointed him their prophet. The Talmudists, however, disapproved most

vehemently and forcibly of his teachings, which
were leading directly to tin; destruction of Judaism
and of morality in Poland. Frank and the Frankists were excommunicated, but they found a powerful friend in the bisliop of Kamenetz, whom tliey
ingratiated by pretended points of strong resemblance between their faith which was bitterly
opposed to Rabbinic Judaism and Christianity.
With his assistance the tables were turned, and
for a time the upper hand was gained over the
orthodox element in Jewry. With the death of
the bishop, however, another change came over

—

—

the fortunes of the parties. The position of the
Fraukists became precarious, and in order to
secure the safety of his followers Frank instructed
them to accept baptism, he himself setting the
example. Conversions to Christianity followed on
a considerable scile but, when the converts were
discovered to be leading double lives, and, while
outwardly Cliristians, to be following Jewish practices in secret, the attention of the ecclesiastical
Frank
authorities was directed towards them.
was himself arrested in 1760 on a charge of heresy
and imprisoned in the castle of Czentschow, where
This Imprisonhe remained for thirteen years.
luent did not by any means put an end to his
movement or his teachings, and his prison became
a centre for the promulgation of his doctrines.
The invasion of the Russians in 1772 led to his
liberation, antt he was then free to make a
triumphal progress through Poland, Bohemia,
and Moravia. He lived in state until his death
in 1791, latterly as the Baron of Ofi'enbach, in
various continental capitals, always with an immense retinue and a vast treasure, derived from
His
his infatuated adherents, at his command.
later history, however, hardly belongs to the
annals of Jewry, for his influence on Judaism
had ceased long before his death. Ilis followers,
the Frankists, although for a time they kept
themselves apart as pseudo-Jews of a peculiar
description, were ultimately absorbed into the
;

population in whose midst they lived.
Frank was the last of the series of pseudoMessiahs to be accepted seriously by any considerable section of Jewry, but there is one other who
deserves mention, before the catalogue of these
actors on the world's stage is brought to a close.
Moses Hayyim Luzzatto (1707^7) diflered considerably from most of his predecessors in the r61e
With most, if
in which he also essayed to live.
not all, of them there was a spirit of charlatanrj'
manifest.
Not even Luzzatto's most determined
enemy could sincerely suggest any such charge
against him. One might almost say that he was
merely a victim of his own delusions his predecessors for the most part found the victims of their
delusions outside of themselves.
Luzzatto, the
cultured son of wealthy Italian Jewish parents,
was a poet by nature as well as by profession.
Early in life, however, he fell under the influence
of the kabbalists and the Zo/iur, and soon the
mysteries of this literature took complete possession of bim and he lirnily believed himself to be
;

He even went so far as to
divinely inspired.
create unaided a second ZShdr, and bj- the w ork of
his

own hands and nund he was convinced

of his
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divine mission.

soon

circle of J'oung devotees

round him, and his fame began to spread
to the confines of Jewry.
The leaders of orthodox
Judaism in Germany were scandalized and, after
souie difficulty, brought pressure to bear upon the
newly arisen prophet to undertake to refrain from
teaching, by means of either the spoken or the
written word, the new doctrines. Luzzatto gave
the desired promise, but was unable to observe it
for very long, and, m hen he once more reverted
to the forbidden studies, he was excommunicated
by the board of Ilabbis of Venice.
Ultimately
Luzzatto wandered to Palestine, where he died of
.settled

plague shortly after his arrival.
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METALS AND MINERALS. -i.

Metals.—

Fire ami metulhir*,n;^ may be regarded as the two
main bases of material culture. The results of
the iiiodoni applications of steam and electricity
have been described as ' puny and insignificant
when compared with those which followed the dis*
covery of metals by tlie men of the stone age ;
and with the finding of the art of extracting metal
from ore 'human culture was revolutionised.'^
Possibly the first attempts at utilizing metals were
made by applying a modification of hammer-work
on stone to fragments of surface-ore. Copper and
its alloys, especially a native bronze, would naturbut the usual order of disally be observed first
covery copper, bronze, iron is not absolute the
order varied in ditlereut regions. For instance, it
is unlikely that the West and Central Africans
found any metal earlier than iron, which is so
abundant in their country.
Observing the importance to humanity of tlie discovery of metals and the invention of metallurgy,
philosophers have inclined to attribute them to
some remarkable cause. Lucretius, c.t/., imagined
a mighty conflagration ; this, in consuming forests
covering metalliferous ground, would reduce the
outcropping ore to a metallic state.^ But, with
the discovery of fire-making, there are many possibilities, and various lines of discovery may have
converged. Gowland suggests that the origin of
metallurgy is to be found in the camp-fires of tlie
Neolithic age.* When these were made on metalliferous soil, the lumps of metal mehed out would
at once attract the attention of a stone-working
people, and the blows of the stone hammer on the
hot and malleable mans would indicate its possibilities.
The camp-fire may thus be regarded as the
prototype of tlie most elaborate modem furnaces."
Naturally, a feeling of the importance of metals,
and a primitive appreciation of the * marvels of
science' in connexion with the working of them
and of their mechanical capability, reacted upon
early man with the results usually found when
superstition meditates on critical things. The
body of beliefs about metals and, in a less degree,
minerals is enormous, but reducible to a few simple
types which are found everywhere and survive in
'

—

—

;

;

peasant psychology to this day. Special properties
of this or that metal or mineral are taken into account, and cultural reactions of all kinds modify the
various beliefs and usages. These may be typically
exemplified without unnecessary multiplication.
In common with ail skilled crafts in early culture, the miner and the worker in metal are regarded with wonder, and often with its entailed
superstitious feelings.
Amonj,' the Bangrala o( the Upper Congo no one is allowed to
Btep over a smith's lire or blow it with his mouth such acts
would pollute the fire and cause bad workmanship. The smith
is siipposed to use witchcraft in order to
perform his smithiti-*
well.
Neit,'hbourin<? peoples simply regard the smith with
the mythical
respect.** Some African smiths form sacred gilds
Wayland Smith of Scandinavian loie is a natural deification, as
is part at least of the fi^^ure of the Creek
Hephaistoa.
;

Tiie usual tabus and animistic beliefs are attached
to the working of metals, to mining, and to the ore

and metal themselves.
The tin-miners of Malaysia have a remarkable code of tabua
and body of superstitious idea?, htit they are outnumbered by
tiie Chinese workers, who, however, as will be seen, have a
similar faith. The ore is supposed not only to be alive but to
to be able to move from place to place, to reproduce
p;row,
itself, and to have special likes or affinities for certain people
and things, and vice versa. ' Uence it is advisable to treat tinore with a certain amount of respect, to consultits convenience,
and what is, perhaps, more curious, to conduct the business of
mining in such a way that the tin-ore may, aa it were, be
obtained without its own knowledge.' ^ Of the tabued acts
observed by the miners, the chief are that no living creature
may be killed in the mine ; that the sarong may not be put on
that shoes may not be worn, or an umbrella used. Numerous
charms are employed by the 'mining wizards' for the purpose
of clearing away evil si>irit3 and U) induce the ore to show
;

it8elf.2
The Malay paicangs (* medicine-men '), or mining
'
wizards, used to enjoy an extraordinary reputation, some of
them being credited with the power of bringing ore to a place
where it was known that no ore exisited, ... to possess the
power of steiilisiijg such ore as existed, and of turning it into
mere grains of sand.' No one but him was allowed to wear a
black coat at the mine. He used a special languatre {bahCifia
pantang, 'tabu language') for his professional duties, and he
had 'a wonderful "nose" for tin.'S Sometimes each separate
grain of ore was credited with personality.* It was believed
that tin could ' announce its presence by a peculiar noise heard
in the stillness of night.' ^ Sometimes the personality of the
tin is described as a buffalo, in which shape it makes its v/a.y
underground, 6 this being perhaps a sophistication of the lode.
'In Sumatra the spirits of the gold mines are treated with as
much deference as the spirits of the tin-mines in the Malay
Peninsula. Tin, ivory, and the like, may not be brought by
the miners to the scene of their
for at the scent of
operations,
such things the spirits of the mine would cause the gold to
vanish. . . . In some cases, for example in removing the grains
of the gold, a deep silence must be observed
no commands
may be given or questions asked, probably because the removal of the precious metal is regarded as a theft which the
spirits would punish if they caught the thieves in the act.
Certainly the Dyaks believe that gold has a soul which seeks to
avenge itself on men who dig the precious niptal.*'
In Manipur the iron-ore deposits are under the protection of
an U7na7iij lai (' forest god '), who is propitiated before the iron
is worked.**
He capriciously moves the iron about. His
symbol is a piece of iron a few inches st;uare. The lai-harauba
the
(' pleasing
god') is an annual festival. 'The first thing to
be done is to bring the lai into a state of activity. Ordinarily
he
is
speaking
supposed to remain inert, unless offended in any
He * particularly affects two plants called .Leisang
way.'
Leirel and Langthei, and when he is about to be pleased the
Leirangba, a specially selected official, has to fetch them.'
The plants are placed in the house of the lai, and then taken in
a brass vessel by an old lady to the river. She wades about,
suddenly stumbles, and then emerges with a vessel full of
water. The god has now come. 9 A procession with music is
made to the lai-pham ('god's place'), where his images (the
pieces of iron) are set out. By them is placed the vessel, and a
ser\ice of prayer and praise is celebrated, after the lighting of a
sacred fire for the sacrifice. The god's servants or priestesses are
two old women, termed maibis, who are often inspired by him
and babble incoherently. If a man is similarly possessed by the
god, he is known as maiba and during the ceremonies weai-s the
dressof a maibi. Dramatic performances end the list of events. 'o
;

The

last example is a perfect one for showing the
development of an organized cult around a metal
and the processes of its acquisition. There is some
vagueness, which is worth noting, as to whether
the metal itself is personified. As for its being
deified, this is

1

W. Gowland, 'Copper and
xxxvi. fl'.HKM 15.
Prob;U)ly the

its

The god appears to be rather the owner of the
resembling the Hebrew Baals.
The Malays regarded gold in a similar way.
The gold

'spirit' is 'believed to be under the care and in the gift of a
It has the form of a golden roe-deer.^i The
is analogous to that of tin.

d^wa, or god.'
theriomorphism

The same

ideas are found at tlie other side of the
world.
Gold was regarded by the Central Americans as possessed of
'divine qualities,' and it was gathered in fasting and penance.l1
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METALS AND MINERALS
An iuteiestiug detail with regard to the personality of metals is supplied by Malay superstition.
The Malays believe that so long as gold is in the
earth

it

has a

When

soul.

the gold

taken by

is

soul flies away.' The idea is parallel to
those found in agricultural lore ; presumably the

man, the

corn - spirit leaves John Barleycorn when he is
The idea is
ground, if not when he is reaped.
elaborated in Celebes, on the principle that the
soul may be retained and will assist the usefulness
of the implements when made.
the Alfoers of Celebes iron-working ia ft prominent
Iron is credited witii a soul, wliicli is apt to desert
the metal under the hammer. Everj- smithy, therefore, includes a bundle of lamoa (' gods '), consisting of wooden imitations of iron implements, and in this the soul of the iron resides.
' *'
If we did not hang the lamoa over the anvil, the iron would
"
on account of the absence of
flow away and be unworkable
the St «1. '2

AmODg

industry.

This is an interesting application of the principle
of the external soul.
The Chinese in their elaborate animism have not neglected
They consider metals and ores when in the ground to
possess a sAen ('soul') of animal or human shape, and this
metals.

'

Gold, jade,
figure is either the mineral or a spirit guarding it.
and pearls . . . are the tsing of Heaven and Earth.' 3
A particular development is towards the Scandinavian idea of
gnomes. The Chinese have tales of silver men and of 'women
in white'; when they were attacked and knocked down, they
disappeared, and silver mines were found on the spot.*

The same kind

of analogj' connects various metals
with various things, according to colour or other
The Greeks of to-day call jaundice
properties.
'
the golden disease,' and heal it on the homoeopathic principle with a decoction from an English
sovereign, English gold being the best.'
One or two examples of the miscellaneous wonderlore which has gathered round metals may be

cited.
Fern-seed, itself a mythical vegetable gold-dust, guides to
hidden treasures. 6 A ftlalay recipe for turning brass into gold
Is to kill a wild pig, and sew up in it a quantity of 'scrap'
brass then pile timber over it, and hum it when grass lias
grown over the remains, 'dig up the gold.' 7 Paracelsus made
a magic ring of a n-.isture of all metals joined under certain
constellations,^ and Van Helmont concocted a ring of magic
met^l which cured disease. 9 An obvious connexion is practically universal between gold and the sun, silver and the moon.
Silver is the lunar metal hence peasants like to have silver in
their pockets when they see the new moon, and to turn it for
luck, i.e. douhling.io Throughout the world magnetic iron and
ore have excited wonder.
;

;

;

The relative value of the familiar metals is the
same in superstition and ordinary usage. It is
interesting to note that the Hindus regarded alloys
as impure, and never used them for religious purposes." Here may be detected the notion of mixture, adulteration, as a component of the idea of
impurity. Another popular division of metals is
into precious and base.' The Chinese consider
'

'

'

the most genuine matter.' '^ In all the analogous estimates found in every age it would seem
that testhetie ideas supersede economic. Clearly
the festhetie value of gold and silver rather than
their importance as cmrency is to the fore, and
either view preponderates over the mechanical
'

gold

importance of

iron.

A

similar predilection is shown in the genealogies of the metals.
Manu said that gold and silver arose from the union of
water and fire.13 In Chinese philosophy tin Ms produced by the
influence of the feminiue principle in nature, being classed
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between silver and lead. The metal arssuic generates it<^elf in
two hundred years and after another two hundred years is converted into tin. Tin, being a product of the feminine principle,
hastender qualities. Wlienitissubmitted to theinfluenceof the
masculine principle, it is converted into silver. It is sometimes
found th.at wine kept in tin vessels has a poisonous action on
man, which proves that the arsenic had not been completely
transformed into tin.'i
This notion of transmutation of metals is a curious parallel to modern discoveries of the degeneraThe
tion of radium into a series of lilial metals.
search of the alchemists for the philosopher's stone

included a similar hypothesis.
According to the Pahlavi BundahiSn, gold,

silver, iron, brass,
lead, quicksilver, and adamant arose from the various
'
of the dead Gayomart ; and on account of the perThe
fection of gold it is. produced from the life and seed.' 2
Pahlavi Sdya.'^t td-Sdyast speaks (xv. l.'i) of the duty of ' promelted
i.e.
of
heart
so
habits
the
metal,
pitiating
practising
unsullied and pure that, when they shall drop melted metal
it
does
not
burn.'
But
the
ordeal
a
sinner.
upon it,
slays
Metal, especially gold and silver, is a counterjiart of Shatvairo himself in "the world.' 3 From the divided body of Indra,
tin,

members

'

'

'

according to the Satapatha Brdhmarta, metals arose, as well as
all kinds of substances and living creatures ; e.g. from his navel
came lead.* The five elements in Chinese natural philosophy
Wood produces fire,
are water, fire, wood, metal, and earth.
The
fire earth, earth metals, metals water, and water wood.^
idea of animal souls for metals already referred to has proljably
no cosmological intention.

In the multitudinous superstitions relative to
the protective, curative, or dangerous properties of
metals or metallic implements, the analogy of their
relative value and efficiency e.g., between gold
and steel seems to predominate. The Satapatha
Brahmana lays down that the slaughtering-knife
for the horse should be of gold, that for the paryahgyas of copper, and that for the other sacri-

—

—

Gold is a symbol of
to Prajapati of iron.
the nobility, copper of heralds, messengers, ami
the like, iron of the peasantry.* The intrinsic
value of gold, its brilliance, analogous to lire and
the sun, connect it with vitality. Hence its extraordinary popularity as a panacea to this day among
the Chinese, in the form of leaf, dust, decoction, or
It is placed in the mouth of tlie dead to
grease.
assist revivification and to delay decomposition.'
The Chinese also put mercury in coffins in order to
reserve the body.* With no knowledge of emE alming they endeavour to insulate, as it were, the
The use of quicksilver may
coffin against decay.
be referred to the analogy between a moving and
fices

apparently living metal of worth and organic life.
British folklore advises rubbing ringworm with
silver.'

Metals, in virtue of their various properties, are
used both as medicines and as amulets, in either
The Burmese
case dependent on magical notions.
believe that the wearing of silver and gold is
itself protective, and base metals may be used in
default of precious. i" Lumps of gold are worn under
the skin to secure invulnerability. There is a common practice of covering amulets with gold-leaf to
add to their efficacy." For a person to wear something, as if a part of himself, which has a value of
its own, adds to his own value and resisting power.
On the same line of reasoning, metals of worth are
the more useful in warding off ghostly enemies.
In European as in Semitic folklore, the most efficacious bullet against a witch is one of silver, or a
crooked sixpence " but all metals have efficacy in
;
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To kt'cp off e^il B[>irila, luouniera in India carry a piece of
In Scotland after a
iron a lie> or a iinlfeor any iron object.
death a piece of iron was placed in all the provisions in tiie
house to prevent death from entering them, and similar cusWhen .Scotch fishertonu obtain in I'eylon and Morocco.'
men wore at se.-\, ancl one of them hajtiwiied to t;;ke the nan\c
of God in vniii, tlie first man who heard him called out "Canlii
aim," at whi'-li every man of the crew enisped the nearest bit
of iron and held it between his hands.'- To this day in parts
of Scotland there survives a queer superstition almut
pies

—

'

'

*

and

*

iron.'

when

'pig'

'

'

*

unlncl<y to utter the words sow,' swine, or
flshinjf ;^ if you hear a man do so, you must shout
It is

'Cold iron.'
It is a mere coincidence

that in nioilerii medicine
iron is used ;is a tonic mid that in early culture its
strength was absorbed by men.
'

'

The people of Nias wear iron arui-rinss to keep off evil
and they place iron by the side of sleep:
In Sarawak biting a piece of
ing infant^i for the samepurjwse.
iron is a similar protection. The
Torajas believe that iron
strengthens one's soul, and hold ceremonies at smithies for thi.s
The
of
llahnahera
drink water in which iron
purpose.
people
has oeen dipped. ^ In Surinam iron arm-rin|?s are supposed to
l!ie
wearer.
Btrenglhen
Several Malay sultans have in their regalia a sacred lump of
iron, 'a piece of old scrap-iron with supernatural powers.'*
liOng iron nails are used by the Malays to protect new-born
infants, betel-nut scissor? to drive away evil si>irits from the
dead, and a sword is put in a strange river before a man will
drink of it. \\'hen eating alone in the forest a man will sit on
his sword, not only to drive away evil but to 'confirm' himself.
Such iron implements are called * representatives of iron.' '
Scraps of iron are used in ointments for curing the eick.s
spirits or witchcraft

^^

The supernatural power

of a sharp instrument
of course, to be added in many cases to the
intrinsic power of iron and steel as such.
is,

Lead appears but rarely in superstition. The
Atharvaveda speaks'-' of a charm against demons
and sorcerers by means of lead.
Here, as in
mediaeval Eniope and classical antiquity, the softness and malleability of the metal, and ])erhaps
its weight, were possibly connected with ideas of
image-making, for whicli it is as convenient as
•wax.
The practice of injuring a person by damaging his image or etfigy is world-wide, durses inscribed on leaden tablets were common objects of
Greek and Roman superstition a leaden arrow,
;

in classical belief, destroyed love."
The \-irtues of metal may be enhanced, as is
seen in the last-cited cases, by the form and pur-

pose of the manufactured article. The ring has
the additional advantage of entdosiug and keeping
safe the coin has the furtlier values of currency
and of the personality whose head is stamped on
British folklore adapted the royal
the obverse.
'touch' for King's Evil by using crown-pieces
Sufferers
bearing the head of King Charle« I.
from paralysis or rheumatism collected coppers
from the charitable at tlie church-door, .and these
were commuted into silver rings whicli were worn
lo cure the inliriuity."
The acoustic properties of metals have also been
;

important

in jiopular religion.

'The idea that the sountl

spirit.s
it

of brass or iron has power to put
to flight pre\ailed also in classical antiquity, from which

may have been inheriletl by medi.eval Christianity.' t2
In the Far East the virtues of the gong as
Brass is conrepeller of evil are well known.
sidered by tlie Chinese the most effective metal
"
the sound of a brass instrufor repelling demons
ment IS the most terrifying.
A remarkable set of beliefs and practices has a
strong tabu against the use of iron and the substitution of other metals or substances, previously
ii

;
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used or not. These rules usually ajiply to
circumstances and persons.
Iron was not allowed
The Archon of Plataw

critical

to touch the body of the king of Korea.
w.is forbidden to" touch iron.
Tools of

might not be introduced into Greek temples, and tlie
.-\rvnl Hrotliers oOcred an expiatory sacrifice when an iron
Roman priests were not allowed iron
L'raving-tool was used.
razors.
Tile hair of the t'lamen Dialis might be cut only with a
iron

bronze knife. It appears that the Creeks ascribed purificatory
powers lo bronze. The Pawnees, llopis, Hottentots, and tJoId
Coast Negroes retain stone implements for sacred purposes.

Circumcision is performeil with a quarts knife by the Hottentots and the Ovambo.'
Among the Itainaras blood was ceremonially drawn from the sla\ er of a man or a lion, but with a
flint knife.
Tlie druids cut the sacred mistletoe with a golden
sickle.
Wlieu making need-fire, the Seota removed all iron
from their persons. In making tlie Yule-tide flre-wheel (ctarie),
the hammering must be done with a stone. Simitar tabus were
No iron tool was
observed in ancient Palestine and Itjily.
'-^

employed in making Hebrew altars or in the building of the
Temple at Jerusalem. The Roman Pons Sublicius. a sacred
bridge, was made and repaired without any use of iron or even
bron-«. Hindus have believed the use of iron for buildings l-o
be productive of epidemiia.^

Frazer considers that the tabu against iron in
ceremonial perhaps dates from that eai'ly time in
the history of society wlien iron was still a iio\ city,
and as snch was viewed by many with suspicion
and dislike.'^
Thus, when iron ploughs were
introduced in Poland, some bad harvests followed,
and the farmers reverted to the wooden impleIron
The hypothesis is inconclusive.
ments.'
and steel are used in virtue of their death -dealing
i]ualities to ward off siii>ern!itural (no less than
physical) evil, and weaimnt. made from them are
Now, ceremonies
essentially dangerous weapons.
practised at critical seasons or with reference to
persons or things in a critical and sensitive condition call for special treatment with special appa'

ratus, or at least for peculiar delicacy and c.irc.
is quite a sufficient reason for the
employment of less dangerous tools, such as Hint,

This attitude

quartz, or the human hand in critical operations,
and it also sufhciently explains the ceremonial use
of flint or bronze in.stead of iron, and particularly
the use of gold or silver in connexion with very
In Morocco the last
sacred persons or things.
sheaf ot harvest is regarded as an incarnation of
It may not be cut with a
the baralm of the crop.
sickle of steel or iron, Init is plucked with the
hand. Compare with this the Moroccan custom
of placing steel and salt underneath the stack of
wheat in older to keep oil' the attacks of ziiiin.^
In the first case, steel is evidently too dangerous a
substance for dealing with the delicate sanctity of
the Bride of the l'"ields in the .second, its very
It is
dangerousness makes it an ideal defence.
quite possible that in certain sacred operations
and
the
mistletoe— the
cutting
cfj., circumcision
;

—

phenomenon

may

of rust, indicating decay,

also

Lave been a deterrent from the use of iron. This,
or the general notion of the dangerousness of haril
metals, may have inspired the Chinese rule that
metal buttons may not be used on grave-clothe.s.
They would 'give trouble to the dead by injuring
his body while it is decaying in the grave.'' On
the other hand, the Chinese use gold, jade, and
mercury to retard the decay and facilitate the
future revival of the ilead.
'
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METALS AND MINERALS
—

The religious associations of
2. Minerals.
minerals in general are fewer and less marked
than those of metals, excejjt in the case of salt.
The use, however, of stones of various sorts and
shapes as fetishes and vehicles of magic is very
widely spread but, as it demands a special studj(see art. Stones), it is touched upon here onl}' to
illustrate the general attitude towards the mineral
world.
;

-Australian medicine-men possess sacred stones full of
more or less regarded as living spirits.' They
swallow them or rub their heads with theiu to acquire their
virtue.1
In Melanesia magic and worship are closely connected
with sacred stones. The stone is not the vut (the spirit) nor is
the vui in the stone, but there is a 'connexion.' The stone is,
as it were, the outward part' or organ of the vui, and the
owner of such a stone is its priest.2 'These stones are kept in
houses in order to bring mana to the inmates. There are
special stones for promoting the growth of the crops and for
bringing rain or sunshine. The stone is rubbed with food e.tj.,
Food placed on a stone and
coco-nut to induce it to act.
then eaten gives mana to the eater.3
'

strength,

'

*

'

—

—

Both shape and material are concerned in the
prestige of sacred stones.
The Australians are partial to a small round black stone,
which is easily manipulated the medicine-man cures a disease
by pretending to exuact such a stone from the patient's body.^
In some tribes every man carried a round black pebble of magic
power, bulk placing this in contact with anything coming
from an enemy sent the magic force into his body, procuring
;

;

his death or sickness.s Rock-crystal, or quartz, is a favourite
material for these purposes. 6 Australian medicine-men used
bits of rock^:ryslai for making rain, curing or causing di-scise,

To cure

disease tliey would extract a
piece of rock. crystal, alleging that a hostile sorcerer had placed
It in the patient's body. 7
To make rain the sorcerer breaks off
a piece of rock-crystal and spits it towards the sky.** White
quartz is used for this purpose in Queensland. The stones are
fixed to a stick and placed at the bottom of a pool, while in
some parts a quartz crystal is ground to powder, which is scattered over the women, who pretend that it is rain, 9 the liquid
appearance of the crystal possibly suggesting its connexion with
rain. The Wa-wamba of Central Africa anoint a rain stone and
place it in water ; Mongolians use a bezoar stone. 10 In the
Banks' Islands a round stone, called 'sunstone' (''a( loa), is
decorated with radiating feathers and hung in a tree to produce sunshine. 11 In New Guinea a ' wind-stone is tapped with
a stick to produce wind. If it were struck heavily, a hurricane
would result The people of Vancouver have a number of
stones, each representing a particular wind, and the required
wind is obtained by slightly moving the corresponding stone.i2
Pebbles, being obviously suitable for counting (cf. caictdus), are
naturally used as representatives of persons; in Scottish folkritual at Hallowe'en each member of a family is represented by
a stone.l3 In Greece a black stone is placed on the head to produce strength, and people carry stones on their heads while
jumping over the bonfire. ^

and poisoning water.

'

The use of crystals of quartz or other mineral
for 'seeing' is world-wide, and needs no special
illus-tration here (see art. C'RVST.\l-Gazing). Again
there is to be noted the analogy between the
and the liquid stage.
In the Middle Ages the term bezoar covered
mineral as well as animal concretions.!^ One
madslone,' curative of madness
variety was tli'j
and poisoning." The adder-stone was worn to cure
whooping-cough, ambir to ward oft' croup, the
snake-stone to remove serpent's poison, the loadstone to cure rheumatism, in recent Si-ottisli
custom." Precious stones particularly have in all
ages commanded interest by their unique beauty

crystal

'

'

'

of

colour,

or

sparkle,

Greeks wore

'

'

amethysts

The
phosphorescence.
to prevent intoxication
;
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1815, ii. 310, SM.
» A. L. P. Cameron, in J AT idv. [1885] 362.
8W. E. Roth, A'orth-West-Central tiueensland Alorigineg,
Brisbane and London. 1S97, p. 167 ff.
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agate was a panacea of disease ; the bloodstone
checked bleeding. '
The lore of jewels is a subject in itself, but
mainly built up of fanciful analogy rather than of
But the Dayaks, among
genuine superstition.
others, suggest the .same elements of animism as
have prevailed in the case of metals, when they
regard a special form of diamond as the soul of
diamonds.' ^ At the other end of the scale there is
the modern English burglar who carries a lump of
coal in his pocket as a charm, possibly a cliarm for
'

invisibilitj'.^

The ceremonial use of flint implements for extraordinary purposes, while steel is used for ordinary,
has been alluded to above.
The fine jade of China has attracted to itself
almost a special cult it is identilied with the
heavens, since all jireciuus substances are from
the sky.
Like gold, it possesses intense vital
Some jade is of a beautiful azure
force, or ynng.
colour a fact with which its heavenly origin may
be connected.
Chinese folklore has stories of
jade-wine flowing from mythical rocks of jade.
Jade prolongs life, and even produces immortality.*
In folk-medicine it was used as a sovereign panacea,
and administered as a decoction or ointment.
Jade-water was procurable from streams flowing
;

—

by jade rocks, or was made with powdered jade.'
In accordance with the idea that death is a protracted sleep, the Chinese place in the mouth of
the dead objects possessing vital energy (yang) to
facilitate revival and retard decomposition, such
being jade, jasper, nephrite, and agate. Jade, the
most precious mineral, being identified with the
heavens, intensifies the souls, or shen, of those in
contact with it and the same vvas the case with
gold, sometimes identified with jade."
;

When

the Sovereign fasts, the jade which he swallows
procured by the Manager of the Jade Stores.'
'

is

This would accelerate hLs intercourse with disembodied shen, the object of his fast.' There were
many stories of a luminous variety of jade.'
The discovery of salt* and its employment in
food-preparation constitute an epoch as socially

important as the discovery of metals. Neither has
been achieved by the Australian natives ; and
many metal-using savages are still ignorant of
But its discovery generally comes earlj' in
salt.
culture, though long suhseqiient, in most cases, to
the discover}' of metal. Owing, perhaps, to its
quasi-medicinal properties, as much as to its effect
on food stuffs, salt has attracted an extraordinary

amount of superstitious and religious attention.
The bond, e.g. created in Arabic and other customs
,

by eating salt together is in the highest degree
saltsacred, and may deserve the name of
communion.
Very holy obligations were covei"
nants of salt.'
Salt has analogies with blood and
all strong foods ; on another side it lias analogies
with strong metals like iron. Primitive peoples
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

ignorant of salt are supposed to correct its absence
from their food by drinking fresh blood.
Harmless superstitions about salt have lasted
into modern civilization, owing to its having been
a sort of symbol of food-communion and of the
comiuon meal.
'

In medisevalism the salt separated the family from the reIn Leonardo's fresco of the Last Supper,
t.ainers in hall.n
Judas was to be recognized by the salt-cellar which he had
overturned the detaif is visible in the copy by his pupil, Marco
d' Oggiono, in the Brera Gallery.
;

2

Kruijt, Bet Animisme, p. 160.
* De
Groot, i. 276, 272 f.
6 III. i. 269, iv. 328.
lb. iv. 330.
8 76. i. 277 f.
7/i). i. 271.
9 First found in the form of rock -salt and marsh-salt.
10 Nu
1819, 2 Ch 135 ; J. Wellhausen, Reste arab. Heidenturm'^,
Berlin, 1897, pp. 124, 189 ; I. Benzin^er, JE, s.r. 'Salt.'
II The Latin salinum was
placed u\ the centre of the table,
I

3

Black, p. 176.
Black, p. 219.

6

and rendered

it

sacred.
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Salt has been iiiuoli used in sacrifice, iuUicatiTig
Mie analof^y between sacred and ordiuai-y meals.
Moln sii/sa was oli'ereJ by the Latins to tlio lares,
and salt was spiinkled by Greeks and Latins on
the head of the sacrificial animal. On the other
hand, the Itabbi Chia, in the 3rd cent., stated '.hat
in all salt there is sumo portion of the salt and
sulphur of Sodom, whicli blinds the person whose
AVe thus get tlio two poles
eyes it touches.'
usually found belongins to sacred substances,
positive and negative, optimum and. pessimiim.
Salt has been widely used in protective and
curative magic, and tlie association of ideas may
be the same as is seen in the word preserve.'
Lao and Siamese womeu after childbirth washed themselves
daily with salt and water, salt beinjj a protection against \vitch'

Moors carry

craft.-

salt in the

dark to keep

oft ghosts,'

and

in

Teutonic countries" it is placed near infants to protect them."*
In Morocco it is put in the wheat stack to guard it from zjiun,
and is sprinkled on the hand-mill before grinding the corn.^
British folk-custom has the charm of carrymg salt withershins
round a baby before taking it to be baptized.

Salt is a cure for many sicknesses, and procures
Like blood and iron, it is a
disenchantment.''
favourite medium for the oath in early Teutonic
custom the swearer dipped his finger in salt, and
;

then took tlie oath.'
As with other trades, sacredness has attached to
salt-mining.
In Ijaos salt-miners observe continence and other tabus.8 In
ancient Germany salt-workinj; was a sacred business.^ The
peoples of Central Ameri'ja worshipped a goddess,' Huixtocihuatl, of salt, who was believed to have invented the pan*

proce8s.io

Prohibitions against the use of salt are instrucCertain professions,
tive for the theory of tabu.
and persons in certain states, are forbidden to use
salt, as they are forbidden other critical substances.
Mourners may eat no salt among Hindus, Africans, and other
peoples. Priests and medicine-men (as among the Egj'ptians,
the Dards, and Central and S. Americans) may eat no salt
throughout their lives." The salt-tabu of the Egyptian priesthood is especially empliasized.ts When travellings the Central
African might not use salt. If he did, and his wives were not
1^
behaving well, the salt would act as *a corrosive poison.'
During the ceremonies of firstfruits among the Yuchi Indians
n
of California continence and abstinence from salt are ordered,
as is also the case after a solemn communion with a god by the
Huichol Indians. IS No salt m.ay be used in cooking the flesh of
the beast or any food at the Gilyak Bear Festival. 16 Some
Dayaks after taking heads may not eatfsalt, or touch iron, or
have intercourse with women. Baganda fishermen have the

same combined tabu. 17

In Indian ritual the

young student,

brought to his teacher, and the newly-married pair
must abstain from salted food for three daye.l'*
The following is a luminous instance of the
setiology of the associations of salt.
after being

the Nyanja-speaking tribes of British Central Africa
the girl at puberty is secluded and may eat no salt. After the
seclusion slie is married. On the wedding-night she puts salt
in the relish which she cooks, and this is set out next morning
for relatives to rub on themselves, though not if the husband Is

Among

impotent.

On
theii'

this

and similar customs,

and chOdren

viz.

that

women

at

salt in food, lest husband
contract a disease, Frazer says

may not put

:

I J.
Basnage. Hist, dcs Juifs depuis Jisiia-Christ, The Hague,
1716-26, iv. 1'324.
- O.
Bock, Temples and Elephantu, London, 1834, p. 260.
3 A. Leared, Morocco and the Moors, London,
1S76, p. 275 ;
Black, p. 131.
4
Grimm, Teutonic 3li/thology, tr. J. Stallybrass, London,
1882-88, iii. 1049.
» Westermarck,
pp. 27, 81, 47.
'
» Black,
Grimm, 111. 10)9.
p. 131.
» Grimm, iii. 1047.
B aB3,
pt. ii.. Taboo, p. 200.

10

NR

iii.

389

p. 283, pt. vii.,

"

f.

;

fiB'>,

pt. vi..

The Scapegoat, I.«ndon,

Balder the Beauti/tU,

i.

1913,

1910, iv.

223-227.

'2

riut. dc It. el Osir. xxxii.
1» J. Macdonald, in .lA I xxii.
[1893) 104.

4

Speck, The Yuchi Indians, Philadelphia, 1909, p. 86 f.
0/?i, pt, v., Spirits of tlie Com and of the Wild, London,
1912, ii. 93, quoting C. Lumholtz.
II lb.
p. 195, quoting L. von Schrenck.
" »7i?8,pt.ll.,2'nW<i,
pp. 167, 1!M.
i»01denberg, pp.411, 413f.
19GB3, pt. vil., Balder the BeautyftU, i. 26f., quoting B 8.
Uattray.
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F. O.

A

analysis is assisted by the
theory of kilayim, the mixture of
things dilleriiig in species or substance, and by
the princiiih; underlying the contrast between
Apollo and Dionysus in Greek thought. Persons
the keynote of chastity
in a crisis must be chaste
The
is avoidance of alien influence, of mixture.
Apolline ideal is static, that of Dionysus dynamic.
Tlie votaries of the latter god celebrated orgies
with consumption of llosli, wine, and blood. The
principle of the orgy, whether alcoliolic, cannibal,
flesh-eating, or sexual, is distinctly dynamic a
stimulation of human energy to the utmost degree.
psyoliological

Rabbinii-.il

;

—

Movement and change

are among its cliaracterand, in a humble way, salt, as producing
chemical chango, is in the list of dynamic vehicles.
In connexion with sexual intercour.se it is analogous
there is some idea of the process of
to leaven
fermentation, so to say, about the sexual act, as
well as the expenditure of vital energy in an ultraistics

;

;

dynamic

process.

Alum and

sulphur^ are used, but in a far
Alum is
magical substances.

less

an
Egyptian charm against the evil eye,' and both
are employed in Slorocco to protect ploughing
oxen from the evil eye.'' Cinnabar was used in
Greek charms for producing invisibility."
degree,

as

The use

coloured ochres, chalk, pipeclay,

of

gypsum, kaolin, and other earths for decorating
the body on ceremonial occasions is very widely
spread in the lower culture. Magical ideas naturally attach to bituminous deposits and such
sources of rock-oil as are found in Western Asia.
Chinese folklore includes magical use of oil.'
The metallic and mineral
3. In metaphor.
world has naturally developed a large literature of
metaphor. Gold is in the OT a symbol of purity,
of nobility, and of value, and 'brass' = bronze or
copper) is used in the OT as a symbol of liardness.'
Iron connotes strength and severity 'a rod of
'
walls of iron,' an iron
a yoke of iron,'
iron,'
sinew.'*
teacher of the law, said the Eabbis,
must be as hard as iron. Being also breakable
into pieces, it is a symbol of the Tdrah with its

—

(

—

'

'

A

numerous parts.'
The symbolism of Dn 2 and 7 comparing the
kingdoms of the world to metals was popular in
mediaeval literature.
'

Gold is Babylon ; silver is Media copper is Greece iron is
not mentioned'either at the time of the First or of the Second
Temple, since it symbolises Edoni (Rome), which had destroyed
the Temple.' 10 The Iranians had a longer series of ages gold,
silver, brass, copper, tin, steel, iron.n
;

;

—

Philo elaborated a metallic sj'mbolism gold is
The Sabians associated each planet with a metal, of which the statues
of the planetary god were made '^ and in Mithraism the soul passed through seven gates, each of a
different metal
lead, tin, bronze, iron, alloy,
and each corresponding to a
silver, and gold
well
as
to
a psychic quality." Hesiod's
planet as
famous metallic series of the ages of the woTld
inspired a considerable literature. The first aj;e,
which was the best, w as golden that in which
:

;

—
—

;

Balder the Beautiful, i. 28.
GB>,
20. Gruppe, Griech. Mythol. und Religionsgesch., Munich,
1

pt. vil..

11)06, p. 889.
3 E.

W. Lane,

244.

Frazer, ToUmi>nn and Exogamy, London,

'

wisdom; copper perception. i-

IS

periods

Abstinence from salt is someliow associated with the idea
Primitive man connects salt with (he inter,
of chastity.
course of tlie sexes and therefore forbids the use of that
condiment in a variety of circumstances.' i

Modem Egyptiam,
'

4

Westermarck,

6
7

De Groot,

8
9

p. 16.

London, 1836,

Thompson,

Job 231», La 41, Is 13H, Dt 2823, Lv
Dt 28-'s, Pa 2», 2 Mac 11', Is 4S'.

2619,

Job

10

n

612 4018_ Is 48*.

Ta'an. 4a Suk. 526 ; 8. Krauss, art. Metals,' in JB.
" SBE v. 199 ft.
Krauss, loc. eit.
De Leg. AUrg. (Mangcy, i. 2.'^) iii. 4.
Krauss, loc. cil. J. H. Gladstone, in Sature, April 1898,
'

;
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i. 323.
p. Ixvii.

L 23.

;

pp. 694-598.
'*
Origcn,

c

Celf. vi.

22

;

cf.

Griippe, p. 1037.

METAMORPHOSIS
we

live is iron.'
The principle behind this is
•esthetic.
In Italy Saturn and in Greece Cronus ';wa8 believed to have
been a kin^ who reiyned in heaven or on earth during the
bUssful Golden A^e, when men passed their days like gods
without toil or sorrow, when life was a long round" of festivity,
and death came like sleep, sudden but gentle, announced by
none of his sad forerunners, the ailments and infirmities of
age.'

2

LiTERATiTRE.— To the authorities cited add R. Andree, Die
bei <len Saturviilkem, Leipzig, 1SS4
O. Schrader,
Sprachvergliichung und C'rcjfscA.a, Jena, 1907, ii. 3-99; K. B.

Metalk

;

Hofmann, Das Blei bei den Volkem des Atterttttns, Berlin,
1SS5
V. Hehn, Das Salz^, do. 1901 R. Garbe, Die ind.
;

;

A. E. Cp.AWLEY.

Mineralierit Leipzig, 1SS2.

METAMORPHOSIS. —

Evidence for the
transformation, or shapea
shifting
power universally believed in at low
levels of culture.
It survives at higher levels,
especially among the masses, tliough it is also found
in myths ^^hich are current among the educated or
where popular belief tends to take the form of
dogma, as when 17th c^nt. theologians accepted the
werwolf superstition as a fact. The evidence for
this universal belief is copious, and is found in
belief.

— Metamorphosis,

I.

is

593

magical means to change their form, but more
usually he himself casts a spell upon them and transforms them. This is usually done through malice
and no incident is commoner in folk-tales than
this but it is sometimes meted out as a punishment, though transformation for this reason is
generally the act of the gods. In such cases the
transformation may be for a longer or shorter
period, but it is often of a permanent character.

—

—

Instances are found at all levels of culture. Classical mythology knew many such punishments for impiety. The incident
enters also into Christian tradition, though it is derived from
earlier sources.
Thus Christ is represented as a tired traveller
who is refused food or on whom a trick is pla\ ed bj' a peasant
or a Jew, and the result for them is the
punishment of transformation to animal form. In many cases groups of megaUths
are said to be human beings changed to stone for some act of
impiety— the idea perhaps originating in the belief that the
stones embody ghosts of tlie dead buried beneath them.l Other
instances of petrifaction, in some cases also for a
punishment,
are found in all mythologies— Australian, American Indian,
Greek, Hebrew, etc. The idea of petrifaction may be connected
with the fact that many rocks bear some resemblance to human
form. 2 In folk-tales the power of petrifying is usually in the
hands of witch or wizard, and a touch with a wand, binding
the victim with the witch's hair, or the repeating of a spell
suffices.
Cf. Medusa's head.

myths, legends, and sagas, as well as in poetry from
(b) The power of transformation on the part of
all lands
in folk-tales, of which it is one of the commen was reflected back upon the gods in all mythomonest themes or the most important incident, as, logies, from the lowest to the highest Bushman,
e.g., in the 'Transformation Combat' or the 'True
Australian, Polynesian, Peruvian, Celtic, Greek,
^
Bride
in existing folk-belief, whether
Hindu, Egyptian, etc. There was no limit to the
cycle
among savages or the peasantry in the writings forms which they could take, animal or human, in
of modern travellers, explorers, and missionaries, as order to serve their purposes— to
escape danger, to
well as in older literatme Egyptian, Babylonian, benefit men, to carry on amours, and the like. As
and
in
Celtic.
Hindu, Greek,
Egypt, men looked forward to Ijeing able to
2. Varieties of metamorphosis.
Metamorphosis assume any form in a future life, like the gods.^
is asserted of every order of
The
gods, too, as has been seen, had the power of
beings and even of inanimate things, (o) As far as men are concerned, causing metamorphosis as a punishment to men.
where the belief is current all men do not neces(c) Demons and supernatural beings of all kinds
were also believed to have similar powers. The
sarily claim the power of transformation, but any
man wiU readily admit that others have this power. jinn of Arabia, the bhiits of India, the de\'ils of
Hence we have beliefs in the existence of distant early and mediasval Christianity,* the water-horses
tribes or gioups possessing the power of transforand other monstrous beings of popular belief, can
mation. Generally those who are credited with assume any shape to carry out their ends. Often
this power are medicine-men, shamans, sorcerers,
the form is that of an attractive girl or youth who
wizards, and witches. To multiply instances is un- lures away a human victim to destruction.
Ghosts
necessary suffice it to say that, wherever such a of the dead may appear as animals, or project
class of people is found, shape-shifting is
always themselves into animals temporarily, but there is a
one of their magical powers. No European peasant wide-spread belief in their more permanent assumpbelieves that he can change his form, though his tion of animal forms (see Animals, vol. i.
p. 493"').
savage ancestors did so with him the belief sur(rf) Animals themselves are sometimes believed
rives in his lirmly-rooted opinion that e very witch can
to be capable of self-transformation.
This is true
do so (see Lycanthropy). Among certain peoples, of the fox in Japan and China and of the tiger in
one
is
believed
to have some conhowever, every
Malaysia (see Lycanthropy), and the seal and
nexion with an animal form. Thus among the similar animals are well known in folk-belief to
nations of W. Africa the bush-sovd, one of the souls have tlie power of changing into human
shape.
which each man possesses, exists in an animal in
(e) Inanimate objects may also be changed into
Indo-China one of the souls of a man has the power other forms by magical power. The best instance
of appearing as a man or as a wer-animal.
This of this occurs in the Transformation Flight group
aspect of the subject is fully discussed under of Jildrchen, in which, e.g., a girl escaping with her
Lycanthropy.
lover throws down small objects which become a
"While metamorphosis into animal form is more forest, a mountain, or a lake, and impede the progeneral, that into tree, plant, or flower is also found gress of the pursuer (see MacCuUoch, CF, p. 171 tt'.).
here and there. Besides this, numerous myths and Examples of this are found not onlj' in European
and Asiatic folk-tales, but in Samoan, American
tales from all parts of the world explain the origin
of some tree or plant by saying that it sprang from
Indian, and Basuto stories.
the body the arm, leg, head, or, blood of some
3. Orig-in of the belief in metamorphosis.— An
human being. Similarly, men are sometimes held examination of the enormous mass of evidence for
to have sprung from plants.
the
belief in metamorphosis suggests that man's
M'here a tree springs
from a dead human being the identity of the two is idea of personality, or perhaps rather of the forms
obvious, and here the stories may be based on the in which personality may lurk, is an exceedingly
fact that trees often do grow from the barrows of fluid one.
There has everywhere been a stage of
the dead. They are supposed to be tenanted by human thought when no clear distinction was
the dead man's spirit or are identified with the man drawn between man and the rest of the universe,
between human and animal, between animate and
himself.''
1 A. J.
Evans, The RoUright Stones and their Folk-lore,' FL
The medicine-man or wizard has also the power
5 ff.
of transforming others.
He may supply them with vi.2 [1895]
L. J. B. Berenger-Feraud, Superstitions et survivnnees, Paris,

—

;

'

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

—

'
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cit.
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4 L. F.
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1860, p. 103

A. Maury, La Magie, Paris,
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inanimate. In this stage of thought animate and
inanimate are equally believed to be alive men,
animals, and things have the same feelings and
in the same manner. Or,
passions, or act and speak
when the idea of soul or spirit is attained, all are
of such
equally ali\e l)y virtue of the possession
a soul or spirit. Such beliefs in the underlying
similarity of all things hindered men from having
a clear notion of personality. It was not fixed and
unalterable; it might assume various forms. There
was thus obtained a practical, working belief that
men, animals, and spirits or gods, as well as inanimate things, might assume some other form than
Hence it is not surtheir own from time to time.
if what he now sees as a man
prising to the savage
he sees immediately after as an animal or a bush.
Where the idea of spirit or soul exists, and where it
is thought that the spirit can leave its containing
body, nothing is easier than to believe further that
it can enter for a time into an animal or a tree.
Other lines of thought also served to support the
belief in the solidarity of men, animals, and things,
and in metamorphosis. Totemism, with its assertion of the kinship of a human clan and an animal
or plant species, has given rise to various myths
which are rooted in this primitive stratum of
thought, and in turn have served to deepen it.
Thus it is sometimes thought that at first all
animals were as men,' as the Algonquins say,^ and
only later took animal form. As the Hareskin
Indians think, in the beginning men were animals
and animals were men, but afterwards changed
their roles or, according to the Zuuis, all things
were originally animals, but now men, trees, etc.,
are degenerate animals with souls which can leave
their bodies.''
Again, men were once animals
who became men a common Polynesian belief.'
Where a clan of one totem dislike the animal
which is the totem of another distant clan, they
may come to regard the men of that clan as possessed
In all
of its nature and liable to assume its form.
such cases, whether totemistic in origin or not, it
is easy to see that men and animals might be supposed to revert temporarily to the other forms
which once were theirs.
It is also possible that an analogy between the
habits of certain animals and those of human beings,
in life or after death, may have aided the belief in
metamorphosis. Thus, where ghosts of men are
believed to return to the house in which they lived
and which is also the haunt of such animals as
snakes or rats, it is easy to imagine that these
are forms of the dead man. This is the case in
Zululand with the snake. Night-roaming animals
like the cat, tiger, or wolf might be identified, as
they were, with witches, who also roamed in dark;

'

;

—

ness.

Hallucination might be a potent factor in aiding
the belief. Savages have often declared that they
have witnessed such a change of shape. The preconceived idea suggested the hallucination, and it
Or persons to
in turn gave support to the belief.
whom drugs had been administered might have
hallucinations of themselves as animals, as in classical and medieval instances (see LYCANTHROPy,
Madness, again, has also had its part to
§ 2).
Its victims, especially where the belief in
play.
metamorphosis prevails, often imitate the cries,
motions, and actions of animals, and this could
only serve to establish the belief more securely.
The wer-wolf superstition was largely moulded out
of such cases of mania (see Lycanthkopv, § 3).
0. Q. Iceland, Algonquin Legends oj Sew Engtaml, London,
1884, p. 109.
s E.
Petitot, Traditioiis indieuneJt du Canada nord-outgt,
F. H. Gushing, Zuni Folk-TaUn, New
Paris, 1886, p. 275 f.
York, 1901, Introd. p. ix.
1

;

•G. Turner, Samoa a Hundred Years

pp. 296, 330.

A(io, IjOndon, 1881,

The custom

of dressing in an animal skin at sacred
dances, or before a bear-hunt, or of wearing animalmasks in war, would also aid the belief in metamorphosis. The frenzy of the dance would suggest
self-transformation to the dancer, while the onlookers or the enemy would imagine that they saw
There is no doubt also that
human animals.
medicine-men have often strengthened the belief
by exploiting it e.g., dressing as an animal, imitating its howls and its actions.'

—

In practice

tlie belief in Llie

power

of

metamorphosis

of

men

generally limited to the medicine-man, sorcerer, etc., who
transforms his victims usually by a spell, talisman, or potion.
Self transformation is caused in many ways, most of them ma^cal.
Sometimes, however, it is the result of a divine, supernatural, or demoniac gift.
is

See, for a further discussion and examples, the
LVCANTUROPy cf. also TRANSMIGRATION.

art.

;

LiTBRATPRB. — A. Lang, Myth, Ritual, and Religion-, London,

A. MacCulloch, CF, do. 1906, oh. vi.,
E. B. Tylor, PC*, do. 1903, passim.
Transformation
J. A. MacCulloch.
It is not easy to give a
quite satisfactory definition of metaphysics. The
name throws no real light upon its nature, having
referred originally merely to the order of some
but it suggests that the
Aristotelian treatises

1899,

118

i.

f.,

160
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;
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METAPHYSICS.—

;

subject is concerned with topics that can be
properly dealt with only after the more special
sciences (which may be taken to include the vital
sciences as well as the more purely physical ones)
For the purpose of this
have been discussed.
sketch, it may suffice to state that the subject of
metaphysics is the most fundamental problems of
knowledge and reality. It will be convenient to
divide the treatment of it into three parts (1) the
general nature of knowledge, (2) the conception of
reality and its chief applications, and (3) the bearings of metaphysics on other subjects, especially
:

ethics

and

religion.

—

The first thing that has to be
noticed about Tcnowledge is the ambiguity of the
term. It is here employed in a very wide sense ;
I.

Knowledge.

very commonly understood in a narrower
Thus, knowledge is frequently distinguished
from those modes of apprehension which are called

but

it is

one.

It is thus
sensation, perception, and imagination.
confined to those modes of apprehension which
involve definite thought or conception. Again, it
is common, especially since the time of Kant, to
contrast knowledge with belief. It is now custom'
'
ary to use the term cognition to include all these

modes

of apprehension

and

;

it is

in this

extended

here employed. But even
cognition is generally distinguished by recent
psychologists from other modes of consciousness,
which are called feeling, or ati'ection, and willing,
or conation. There are valid grounds for these
sense that the term

is

distinctions, but it is important to remember that,
so far as we are directly aware of these distinguishable aspects of our consciousness, they are, in the
widest sense of the word, known or cognized.

We

apprehend pleasantness and unpleasantness and
the fact of striving just as truly as we apprehend
sounds or colours, trees or stars, triangles or
systems of philosophy. There are, liowever, some
ditl'erences in our ways of knowing which it is
very necessary to bear in mind. The most fundamental are those that have been expressed by the
terms simple apprehension and judgment,' immediacy and mediacy,' acquaintance and description,' 'enjoyment and contemplation,' 'experienc'
It may be well to take
ing and experienced.'
'

'

'

the last of these first. Whenever there is knowledge of any kind, there is some one who knows
1 See M.
Dobrizhoffer, Arcottnt 0/ the Abiponel', London, 1822,
77 ; U. M. Donnan, The Oriijin 0/ Primitive Superstitions,
Philadelphia, 1881, p. 248 ct. tTCANTUEOpy, § 3.
3 These are the antitheses that are
specially emphasized by
O. F. Stout, W. Hamilton, B. Russell, S. Alexander, and 0.
Uoyd Morgan respectively.

ii.

;
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and something that is known. Knowledge does
not exist in vacuo, but at some particular centre
and that centre is not primarily aware of itself,
but of some particular object. Whene%er any one
reflects upon his knowledge, however, he at once
becomes aware of this double aspect he realizes
not only that something is apprehended, but that
he apprehends it. What exactly he is, and what
the something is that he apprehends, are matters
for further consideration
but the general fact can
hardly be disputed. Now, when any one reflects
further upon liis knowledge, and especially when
by intercourse witli his fellowmen he is able to
compare his own knowledge with that of others,
he very soon comes to realize that some of the
things that he apprehends are more closely connected with his particular way of apprehending
them than others are. He finds that some things
;

;

;

are cognized by others in substantially the same
way in which they are cognized by him. To this
class belong especially facts relating to number,
to spatial and temporal order, to the forms of
objects in space and time, and to the general conSuch
ditions under which such objects occur.
things come to be regarded as being in a special
sense objective, i.e. as being independent of the
particular nature of the being by whom they are
apprehended. Some other things are more open
to doubt in this respect.
There is not the same
amount of agreement about colours as there is
about forms and there is still more dift'erence of
opinion with regard to the extent to which beauty
;

ugliness, agreeableness and disagreeableness,
are to be ascribed to particular objects that we
apprehend. Thus we are led to distinguish some
of the things that we know as not specially belonging to ourselves, but being simply objects that we
contemplate and others as being more peculiarly
our own, things that we have or enjoy, things that
are not merely experienced, but that are bound up
with our attitude as experiencing. The things
that appear to be most emphatically in the latter
class are such characteristics as pleasantness and

and

;

unpleasantness, beauty and ugliness, emotional
but the division between
experiences, values
these and such experiences as those of taste, smell,
colour, etc., is not a very sharp one.
Hence,
instead of placing objects in one or other of these
divisions, we may be led rather to recognize a
;

subjective and an objective aspect in all modes of
apprehension.'
Once this important distinction has been duly
recognized, the next that claims our attention
is that between immediate and mediate apprehension. Some things are known to us in a quite
When any
direct way, and cannot be doubted.
one has an expeiience of pain, he may be very uncertain with regard to its source and even with
regard to the part of his organism to which it is to

and he may even have some difficulty
in distinguishing clearly between the pain that he
is experiencing and some other fact that he is
experiencing or that he has experienced but he
cannot really doubt that he is having this experience, whatever lie may be, and however the object
be refei'red

;

;

of his experience is to be described or interpreted.
Every man is in some degree a man of sorrows
'

The lack of words to distin^'uish properly between the
subjective and the objective aspects of cognition has been a
greatsource of confusion. Sensation, e.g., has had to do duty
both for sensing and for what is sensed
and it is only very
1

;

recently that it has been common to distinguish between perEven now we
ception and percept, conception and concept.
do not readily grasp what Goethe meant when he said that all
the thinking in the world (subjective activity) may not bring us
to thought (the apprehension of an objective concept). It is
largely the failure to realize this distinction that makes it' so
difncult for most people to understand such an Idealism as
that of Plato or Hegel, in v^'hich ' ideas,' or thoughts,' mean
certain objective forms, orders, or universals.
The New
Realism has greatly, helped to make this distinction clearer.
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and acquainted with grief,' and he cannot have
any doubt about the grief with which he is
acquainted, though he may be quite unable to

analyze or describe it, or to explain how it has
arisen. As soon as we begin to analj-ze, to describe,
or to explain, we enter into the region within which
doubt is possible. Even the naming of an experience may involve some error ' for to name it
implies that we class it along with some other experiences, and we may be wrong in supposing that
it is essentially the same or similar.
It may be
that what I call my grief should be more properly
characterized as simple unpleasantness or as resentment or remorse and, when I think that I am
grieving over my neighbour's misfortimes, I may
in reality be considering rather the way in which
they aft'ect myself. Knowledge ceases to be immediate as soon as it ceases to be the simple apprehension of something and becomes, implicitly or exHere also,
plicitly, a judgment about something.
however, we have to recognize differences of degree.
Though we may conceivablj' be in error in thinking tliat grief is the right name for what we are
experiencing, yet, if we are really
acquainted
with grief,' we can hardly be mistaken in thinking
that what we are experiencing is of the same
general kind as what we have experienced before.
But we may easily pass to something that we cannot so immediately Know. When Lady Constance
says, 'Grief tills the place up of my absent child,'
we are not likely to be ignorant of what she means
by grief, and we can partlj' apprehend what the
rest of her statement means
but, if we have never
had any similar experience, our apprehension has
very little immediacy. We may even be inclined
to doubt whether it has any real meaning at all.
It is a description of something that might be
apprehended, but with which we do not happen to
be acquainted.
Now, the various theories of knowledge turn
largely on the distinction between what is immediate and what is mediate, and between what is
subjective and what is objective. One theory of
knowledge which, in difl'erent forms, has played a
very conspicuous part in the history of philosophy
is to the efl'ect that we liave no immediate knowledge of anything but what is essentially subjective.
One of the most extreme forms of this theory is
found in the doctrine of Descartes, that the only
thing of which we are immediately certain is the
existence of the self as a conscious or thinking
What he really brings out, however, ia
being.
rather that everything of which we are immediately
;

;

'

;

certainly exists as something apprehended. What thus certainly exists is a complex,
including certain objects that are apprehended
and the fact of their apprehension. But Descartes
considered that the objects thus apprehended might
be properly described as being in the mind,' and
that the individual mind should be regarded as a
persistent thing within which such objects are
contained and he called the objects ideas.' He
was thus led to think that the individual mind
exists both as something known, i.e. as an idea,'
and as something that persists in a way that
is independent of its being immediately known,
whereas the other objects that are known are
known only as having what he calls objective
reality,' i.e. the kind of reality which consists
simply in their being immediately known. But
he recognized that some of these other objects
carry with them the sugi^estion of a more complete
reality than that whicli belongs to them in the
simple fact of their immediate apprehension and
he sought, by various arguments, to give grounds

conscious

'

'

;

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

1

The

difficult

subject of error, its nature and conditions,
But see the references given at the

cannot be here discussed.
end of this article.
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to justify the belief in this more complete kiiul of
In doing this, lie founded the doctrine
reality.
which hns heen referred to as that of ' representative
ideas,' which had a gieat influence on subserjuent
According to this doctrine, the
speculation.
individual mind may be compared to a picturethe
pictures being 'ideas.' One of the
gallery,
pictures is the picture of itself, and that must be

supposed to have been always in it. Some others,
such as that of God, must also be supposed to have
been always there.
Some may be supposed to
have been painted by itself. Some are daubs of
si<'nilicance.
But there are some
that apnear to be portraits ; and these may be
supposea to be the portraits of other beings outside the mind, and to have been, as it were,
handed in by them. This is, no doubt, a somewhat crude way of stating it but it appears to be
substantially what Descartes sought to ni.aintain
and, with some moditications, it reappears in the
writings of several other philosophers. Berkeley
dealt it a severe blow
contending that, if we

no particular

;

;

by

an iiidepL-ndfiit study, and may almost be said ti>
have given rise to a new science. This is the
S('ience that has been called by Meinong Gcffeiistandstheork.
It is the attempt to distinguish
and arrange the dillVi nt kinds of objects that we
apprehend. It is obvious that tliere is a very
great variety of such objects, when this term is
understood in its most comprehensive sense. We
apprehend, c.(/., a great variety of sense-data
sounds, colours, pains, strains, and so forth we
apprehend a great variety of percepts— stones,
we apprehend orders, such
plants, animals, etc.
as those of time and space, intensive and qualita-

—

;

;

tive difl'erences, causal dependence, etc. ; we ai>))rehend hypotheses, valuations, distinctions of beauty
and ugliness, good and evil, etc. The study of
these corresponds to some extent to the doctrine
of categories ; but, when it is approached from
this point of view, it becomes very much more
comprehensive than any of the lists of categories
that are commonly set forth ; and, in fact, it has a
rather dilierent aim from that implied in any of

see pictures only in a gallery, we have no ground
for supposing that they ever exist in any other
way than in a gallery ; and Hume improved on
this by arguing that, if we see only the pictures,

these lists.
The problems raised by any such
attempt to distinguish and arrange the various
types of objects are evidently of a fundamental
character, and seem, therefore, to belong properly

the gallery is an unwarranted supposition. The
metaphor that he uses is that of actors on a stage.
^Ye see the actors only, and have no reason to

It is
subject-matter of metaphysics.
however, to discuss some of them to a
considerable extent without any definite attempt
at a systematic metapiiysical construction.
This
brief indication of the general nature of these

suppose that there is a stage. Tliis reduced the
whole doctrine almost to an absurdity and the
conception of representative ideas was denounced
with considerable force by Thomas Reid. What
he had to put in its place, however, was not very
clear.
Kant took a more fruitful line by urging
that we cannot w ithout absunlity regard our knowledge as being confined to what is immediately
apprehended by us at any time. We have to recognize certain fundamental orders, such as those of
space, time, and causation, which carry us beyond
our immediate data and inevitably suggest a coherent system of connexions.
In his
Refutation of
Idealism' he urges, against Descartes and Berkeley,
that the recognition of such a coherent order is
more directly involved in the apprehension of
objects distinct from the self than in the apprehension of the suljject and that our knowledge of
the persistent reality of the self must, consequently,
be regarded as derivative. He contends, however,
that the order that we are l)Ound to recognize in
the objects which we apprehend is an order that
can never be completely systematized, and must,
consequently, be treated as
phenomenal and
distinguished from the real order, which may be
supposed to belong to 'things in themselves,' and
which we are led to postulate chiefly on moral
grounds. But Kant's doctrine carried conviction
at least with regard to the necessity of
recognizing
that some kind of reality belongs to the more
mediate forms of apprehension as well as to those
that are more immediate. When the significance
;

'

'

'

;

'

of this

that

is

fully realized,

it

leads to

'

tlie

doctrine

be characterized as that of 'epistemological realism,' i.e. the doctrine that everything
that we in any way cognize has a kind of reality
which is not simply to be identified with the fact
that it is immediately apprehended at a particular

may

moment.
The acceptance

of a doctrine of this kind gives a
interest to the study of the objects of cogniSo long as these objects are regarded merely
as a flow of presentations, the interest in them
tends to be almost purely psychological— i.e. it is
directed simply to the way in which they come to

new

tion.

be apprehended by the individual consciousness.
When they are regarded as things possessing

permanent characteristics and permanent orders
of their own, they become tlie
subject-matter of

the

to

po.ssible,

problems must

suffice here.

—The

study of the theory of knowledge and Gegenstandstheorie leads to the recognition that, in one sense at least, there is no meaning
in the antithesis between the real and the unreal.
As Parmenides and Plato urged, pure non-being is
not to be thought or spoken of. But there is still
a sense in which the things that we apprehend may
he said to be more or less real. Sometimes our
apprehension of things is very incomplete and,
when we gain a fuller apprehension of them, we
may be said to know them more truly. Again,
the things that we know are in many cases parts
of larger wholes
and, so long as we do not apprehend the wholes of which they are parts, we cannot
be said to have a full apprehension even of the
This is at least the case when they are
parts.
could not be said
parts of an organic unity.
lo know much about the brain if we did not understand the function which it fulfils in the life of the
organism. Our apprehension of the part, in such
a case, is not the apprehension of what is unreal
l)ut it may be said to be less real when it is thus
apprehended than it is when its relations to the
whole are understood. And, if the universe is an
organic whole, this distinction will apply to the
apprehension of all the objects in it. Hence there
may still be a sense in which it is legitimate to
2.

Reaiity.

;

;

We

;

speak of an antithesis between appearance and
reality, or of dilierent degrees of reality, though
lioth these expressions are open to some objection.
Now, in apprehending and arranging the various
objects of our cognition, we are at least trying to
regard tl'.em as forming a complete cosmos, such
that every object has a definite place in the total

and constructive metapliysics, as distinorder
guished from Gegcnstitiidstheorie; tries to find the
way in which the objects of our experience can be
Here we are met at the outset by
so regarded.
various forms of scepticism. Such a scepticism as
that of Hume, no doubt, is ell'ectively removed by
a more thorough doctrine of knowledge, such as
that of Kant. But oven Kant ends with the view
tliat our knowledge is only of appearance, and that
we can never hojie to a|)preheno things as they are
and such an agnosticism is defended,
in themselves
in different ways, by a con.siderable number of
;

;
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If it is strictly pressed, it
philosophical writers.
means that ^^•e have to be content witli the theory

of

knowledge, snppleniented by Gcgenslandstheoric

.

The doctrine of the newer Realists, of whom
Meinong is one of the ablest representatives, tends
in this direction, though tlie siipporters of it vary
considerably in their applications. In the case of

Kant himself, the attitude is modified by the two
circumstances that, on the one hand, he had not
fully reached the point of view of Gegenstandstheoric, not having completely freed himself from
the subjectivism of Hume, while, on the other
hand, he recognized that, though we cannot know
anything about things as forming a real cosmos,
we are justitied in entertaining certain beliefs with
regard to such reality, chiefly on moral grounds.
This view of belief, as contrasted with knowledge,
has been developed hj the Pragmatists, who maintain that the ultimate ground of belief is not knowIn general, the
ledge, but rather practical need.
Pragmatists hold, further, that there is no real
need to think of the world as a complete cosmos
but this is not an essential part of the Pragmatists'
point of view. Bergson, again, while agreeing
with the Pragmatists that our purely intellectual
beliefs are based on practical needs, thinks that it
is possible to reach a more perfect knowledge by
means of intuition a view which to some extent
connects him with such earlier philosophers as
Plotinus and Schelling. All these ways of thinking, and perhaps some others as well, tend to discredit tlie attempt to form a constructive doctrine
of the objects of knowledge as constituting a cosmos.
Yet the attempt continues to be made and Kant
at least recognized that, however futile it may be,'
it is hardly possible for the human intelligence to
refrain from trying it, when the scientific interest
has been fully developed in it. All that can be
done here, however, is to indicate some of the chief
way.s in which this attempt has been made.
The earliest attempt at a constructive theory of
the cosmos, and certainly one of the most interesting and remarkable, is that wliich is set forth in
the Upairisnds. The difficulties of the .subject,
especially at so early a stage of human thought,
prevent it from being dealt with in a perfectly
lucid way
and it relies, in consequence, partly on
poetic metaphor and partly on vague paradox but
the doctrine that the cosmos is to be conceived as
an unchanging spiritual unity, manifesting itself,
especially in human life, in a process of slow development, appears to be definitely indicated and
this view, showing itself most clearly in the conception of a long series of successive embodiments,gained a firm hold on Eastei'n thought. It is a
view to which Western thought also lias recurred
from time to time but in general Western thought
starts rather from the multiplicity of existing
things, and makes only ^•ery tentative efforts to
apprehend the central unity. Among the Greeks
the earliest attempts to frame a theory of the
unity of the cosmos took the form of a somewhat
crude hylozoism, such as that of Thales. Pj'thagoras is suiiposed to have introduced conceptions
more akin to those of the East; but, if so, they
became gradually modified among his followers
through the influence of the more materialistic
;

—

;

;

:

;

;

Kant's view of ite futility is mainly based on the difficulties
brinjjs out in liis 'antinomies.' The solution of these
one of the main problems of constructive metaphysics but

1

which he
is

;

this subject is too large and difficult to be discussed here.
Ileg-el's dialectic is the most elaborate attempt to deal with
such difficulties. Attempts have also been made ity H. Bergson,
B. Russell, and others.
- The
philosophical conception of the continuity of spiritual
life ought, no doubt, to be distinguished from the cruder forms
of the doctrine of reincarnation
but this is a subject that can
only be hinted at here. The bearings of modern philosophy on
this subject are best brought out bv .1. M. E. McTaggart, Same
Dnri.iiax of iLlhiimi London, 191.16, and B. Bosanijuet, The
VttUie and
dj the Individual.
;

DeMnu
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ways of thinking that were current around them,
and eventually through the growing interest in

mathematical conceptions. In the end their speculative doctrines seem to have been largely lost in
a barren formalism and a rather fantastic play
with numerical analogies. The early representatives of the Eleatic school were perhaps more faithful to the conception of the
unity of the cosmos ;
but in the poem of Parmenides it is difficult to distinguish wliat is to be taken literally from what
is only metaphor.
He sometimes seems to deny
altogether the reality of multiplicity and change ;
but perhaps he meant only that the cosmos as a
whole has to be thought of as one and unchanging,
tliough change and multiplicity are contained
within it. In any case, a view of this kind would
have been very difficult to set forth clearly with
such technical language as he had at his disposal ;
and it is probable that his views were not well
understood by his followers. Anaxagoras recognized very definitely the essential unity of tlie
cosmos and connected it with mind or reason but
he does not draw
any clear distinction between
mind and matter, and, in attempting to contrast
the order that is brought about by mind with a
pre-existing disorder, he makes use of an antithesis
which is as difficult to justify as that between the
real and the unreal.'
It is with the philosophy of
Plato that we first come upon a really coherent
attempt to set forth a conception of the cosmos
;

;

and, in many respects, it may be doubted whether
that attempt has ever been surpassed. His main
conception is that of the Good as the principle of
order and he combines this with the recognition
of a number of subordinate principles, all regarded
as universal types in accordance with which the
particular objects of our experience are formed.
;

I'liis

view was made in some respects clearer by

the Aristotelian conception of a hierarchy of forms
leading up to the perfect intelligence but, on the
whole, Aristotle's main interest lay rather in the
establishment of special sciences on the basis of
this conception of fundamental forms.
Plotinus,
at a considerably later time, working largely under
the influence of Oriental sources, but lielped by
the Platonic doctrines, succeeded more fully than
any one else in ancient times in arriving at a conception of a cosmic system unfolding itself by a
;

process from unity to multiplicity and returning
into unity again but his views are difficult to disentangle, and he tends at times to appeal to a
mystical intuition rather than to a clearly reasoned
doctrine.
In more modern times the system of Spinoza is
the first attempt at a thorough constructive theoi'y
of the cosmos.
In his emphasis on tlie unity of
the whole he recalls Parmenides. The fact that
Parmenides described it as finite, while Spinoza
insisted on its infinity, is perhajis a somewhat superficial difterence ; for they probably understood the
term infinity in different senses. More signifi;

'

'

Spinoza's antithesis, derived from the Cartesian philosophy, between the unity of the spatial
world and that of the world of thought, and his
attempt to represent these two forms of unity as

cant

is

This results in a quasiessentially identical.
mathematical conception of the universe, and
James describes as a
it
as
what
makes
appear
block universe.' Leibniz endeavoured to remove
this defect by his conception of monads, which has
served as the basis for subsequent theories of
Yet lie combines the
spiritualistic Pluralism.
conception of the complete independence of the
monads with the recognition that they are parts
of a world-order, the iLiture of which is definitely
'

I The
meaninglessness of any conception of pure chaos or
disorder, such as that with which Anaxagoras appears to start,
is wl-U brought out in Bergson's Creatirc Evolli : ioii, Eng. tr.,

London, 1911.
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6d8

is selected as the best from
of possible world-orders.

dcternnncd, and which

an

inliiiite

number

How

from actuality is
problems that are raised
by his philosophy ;' but, on the whole, it must be
confessed that his philosophy in fjeneral, notwithstanding its great ingenuity, is much more remarkable for the number of problems that it suggests
than for the convincing character of the solutions
His attempt w.as followed by
that are proposed.
a great deal of critical work, especially that done
by Hume and Kant and the constructions that
possibility is to be distinguished

one of the most

ditticult

;

followed upon this critical work are deserving of

more careful attention.
The most important

that of Hegel, and

it is

arrange all the fundamental concept* involved in
thinking about the world in a definite order from
the simplest to the most complex. By this means
he sought to show that a certain conception of
spiritual unity is the most comprehensive of all
conceptions, and the only one by means of which
a coherent view of the universe can be obtained.
He then proceeds to interpret the non-human
world ('nature') and the world of human life
('spirit') as an order of growth through which
the spiritual significance of the whole is gradually
unfoMed. It is generally recognized that a considerable part of the working out of his dialectic
carries conviction, but that there are several places

which the movement

is difficult

to follow.

The

treatment of human life is generally recognized
as being highlj' instructive, while the interpretation of nature is much more open to criticism.
No subsequent writer, however, has succeeded in
making substantial improvement on the general
view of the cosmos that He^el has presented.
Most of those who have made attempts at definitely constructive \\ ork are chiefij' distinguished
from Hegel by the more tentative character of
'

'

They seem to provide, at most,
only the disjecta membra of a more complete
Some of them may also be criticized on
system.
their doctrine.

the ground that they rest on a subjective concep-

tion of knowledge, in a few cases approximating
even to the point of view of Berkeley. But into
the details of their work we cannot here enter.
It may seem disappointing, after so many
centuries of more or less continuous philosophic
endeavour, that it should not be possible to refer
more definitely to results that are Generally accepted as conclusive. But it is hardly surprising
that the interpretation of the whole should present
more difficulty than that of some special parts.

probably necessary that we should have a
thorough appreciation of the kinds of order
that are c<mtaino(l in the parts before we can have
any definite conception of the order that is involved
It is

fairly

in the whole.
By the help of mathematics we are
getting a more and more thorough insight into the
relations that are involved in the orders of number
and space. The Platonic conception of Good has
been made more definite by moaern discussions of
orders of valuation.
Physical science is helping us
to interpret the causal order with more and more
definiteness.
Such dialectical discussions as those
of Bradley, and such attempts to determine the
various kinds of objects as those that are made by
No sharp diHtinclion can be drawn lietween the possible aii'd
the actual. To s-iy that anything ia possible is to say that it
'

would be

if

—

;

and wtiat woulfl bo depend** entirely on the

Btructure of tlie actual. In peneral, things are aaid to he
posaible in philosophy when they are not inconsistent with the
structure of some
order (e.g., time or space), though
6^>ecial
they may be inconBiat«nt with the structure of the cosmos.

An

aotion, e.g.,

ctaoM to do

it.

is

po-y^ihle

TtaU

is

knowledge and reality is almost bound to make
some attempt to tliink about the universe as a
but the discussion of the .special problems
be treated as an end in itself, and the value
of .such discussion is to be found largely in the
light that it throws on other sulijects that are
commonly and conveniently regarded as distinct.
The debt of the special sciences to metaphysical
discussion could not easily be over-estimated.
Almost all the special sciences, especially those
that are concerned with human affairs, were first
established on a firm foundation by Aristotle, who
used in their establishment his fundamental conceptions of form and matter, potentiality and
actuality, together with his general doctrine of
categories and causes. The atomic theory was
mainly due to Leucippus and Deiiiocritus, working
on the foundations that had been laid by the
Eleatics.
Mathematics, physics, and astronomy
owed much to the Pythagoreans and, in later
times, to the metaphysical analyses of Descartes,
Some of the most important
Leibniz, and Kant.
ideas of modern biology were anticipated by the
early hylozoists and, in many other ways, the
foundations of almost every department of knowledge and action can be traced to metaphysical
This tends to be forgotten owing to the
analysis.
fact that, once the results of such analysis have
been well established, they are incorporated in the
body of the special sciences and arts and habits of
life, and the work of clearing up the fundamental
just as, in our more
principles is largely ignored
ordinary life, we are sometimes apt to forget the
labours of those by whom the means of living are
Hence it may be worth while to make
provided.
some reference here to the fundamental conceptions that seem to be involved in several of the

whole

is

What
also one of the most dilUcuIt to interpret.
of a
can be said with conlidencu is that,
by means
more definite interpretation of the I'latonic dialectic, he made a very thoroughgoing attempt to

in

Meinong, may be expected to throw fresh light on
the most fundamental concepts, and thus supply
new instruments for tlie remterjiretation of the
But proliubly our interpretation must
whole.
always remain, to some extent, tentative.
3. Bearings of metaphysics on other subjects.—
It would be a great mist;ike to suppose that the
value of metaphysical speculation is to be measured
exclusively by its success in providing us with a
coherent doctrine of the cosmos. Any one who
thinks seriously about the ultimate luoblems of

when

it

would happen

if

some one

well brought out in U. E. iloore's Hthiet.

;

may

;

;

most important

subjects.

—

The fundamental aim of psychology appears to be that of studying the growth
It may seem
of cognition in the individual mind.
strange to say this in view of .some recent .attempts
to produce a ])sycholugy without cognition,' which
does not appear to differ very markedly from other
forms of psychology. But in general the roots of
any subject, like those of a plant, may often with
We may have
advantage be kept out of view.
psychology without a soul,' because we can take
the soul for granted and it is certainly not the
business of psychology to consider the soul except
We may even have
as cognizing or cognized.
because it is
psychology without cognition,' just
entirely concerned with that, and consequently
need not single it out as one of the special things
with which it has to deal. So we may study wealth
without welfare, though apart from welfare wealth
would have no meaning. Naturally, in studying
psychology, it is the modes of apprehension,
rather than the fact of apprehension, that chielly
call for attention.
But, whether we are consider(a) P.^ycho!o(jy.

'

'

;

'

ing sense-data or objcct.s of perception or feeling
or desire or emotion or attention or thought or will,

the primary question for psychology is, What is it
that we apprehend ? 'f hat there are very many
modes of apprehension seCTus clear, but they are
The recognition of this
all forms of cognition.
ought to guard us against any attempt to divide

.

I
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up our conscious

life iuto separate faculties, though
leaves us free to recognize many distinctions and
Hence psychology is best
many stages of growth.
studied genetically ; ' but it is important to guard
against the misconception that, in studying the
order of growth in our cognition, we are either
explaining cognition itself or accounting for its
special modes or giving an account of the genesis
of the objects that are cognized.
The order of the
growth of cognition is one thing other things
have orders of their own. These [are perhaps the
chief ways in which the consideration of the funda-

it

''

;

mental problem of psychology

may

help to guard
study.
The fundamental conception of logic
(6) Logic.
appears to be that of implication. It sets itself to
consider the conditions under which one bit of
knowledge may be taken to imply another. In
order to discover this, it is necessary to determine
the precise significance of the knowledge from
which we start. Hence the importance of definition and of what are called the 'laws of thought,'
the aim of which is to ensure fixity of meaning.
Obviously, if A fluctuated in meaning, its implications could not be determined.
Formal logic is
concerned simply with the attempt to tie down
and
to
discover
what they imply. In
meanings
more concrete forms of logic the doctrine of causation is the chief instrument for the discovery of
Hume did much to clear up the
implications.
general signification of causation by doing away
with the obscure conception of efficiency and substituting that of a definite order of sequence.
Kant urgpil that the sequence is essentially logical
rather than temporal, and that the general prinus against misconceptions in

—

its

—

implication— if A, then B has to be accepted as expressing a necessarj' order among
phenomena. More recent discussions have given
still more definiteness to the conception.'
The
dialectic of
Hf gel is another way in wliich implications can be brought out. According to this,
every conception implies its opposite. The value
of these methods cannot be discussed here
but it
seems clear that the general significance of implication is one of those ultimate problems that concern
metaphysics.
The mathematical sciences are
(i;) Mathematics.
As soon as
closely connected with formal logic.
the general characters of the orders of number and
space have been made apparent, the working out
of their implications requires no extrinsic considerations.
The relations contained in these
orders are, however, more complex than the
relation of a predicate to a subject or of an individual to a class.
But there are many orders
from which implications can be directly drawn
Hence
e.g., the order of time and that of value.
it seems possible to regard mathematics as one of
several ways in which the general principle of
direct or formal implication can be developed.
It may be well to notice one caution that is
suggested by metaphysical reflexion with regard
to the application of mathematics.
The conclusions reached by the study of the two orders of
number and space are so precise and convincing,
aod some of them can be so readily applied to
spatial and temporal objects, that there is a
considerable temptation to regard all of them as
being directly applicable to such objects. Such
an assumption does not appear to be legitimate.
It may be doubted, e.g., whether some of the
speculations with regard to possible dimensions of
ciple of

;

—

—

1

This method was, to

all

intents, inaugurated by Aristotle,
in this, as in many other respects, a sounder grasp
of the essentials of the subject than many of its later ex-

who showed

ponents have had.
2 It is here that the associationist
psychology and such a
genetic psychology as that of H. Spencer are at fault.
3 See
csp. U. A. 3^^ Russell, 'On the Notion of Cause,' in
'

A ristoli'lian Society's

Proceedinys,

'

xiii. [I9I'2-13J.
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in excess of three, have any direct
space,
application to existing objects.
similar caution is
with
to
the
of
regard
necessary
infinity.
conception
On this point reference may be made to the art.

A

Infinity.
The natural sciences
(d) The natural sciences.
have nearly always presented a stumbling-block
in the way of metaphysical construction.
This ia
due chiefly to the apparent lack of definite order
in what are sometimes called the brute facts of
the natural world. Hegel compared nature to a
bacchantic dance. For Plato also, and for many
others,' it has tended to appear as a falling off
from the unity and intelligibility that are postulated by the conception of a complete cosmos.
The
objects of nature seem to dift'er in kind, and no
in
the
of
kinds
is
continuity
ordering
readily discoverable.
This applies to the objects of sense
as well as to the objects of perception.
There
seems to be a gulf fixed between colours, sounds,
smells, pains, etc., as well as between mechanical
systems, chemical combinations, and organic
bodies.
Hence it has been sought to bridge these
gulfs by teleologica! conceptions i.e. by the view
that ditterences of kind are to be interpreted by
reference to the conception of value, as in some
way required for the constitution of the best
possible world.' But this is at most a postulate
and it is generally recognized that we are not entitled to apply this interpretation in any direct
way in the scientific study of natural objects.
Apart from this, the chief forms of order that are
available are those of time and space, extensive
and intensive magnitude, causation, and the
general law of continuity in the quantity of what
is called energy (a conception that is perhaps still
in need of more precise determination).
No doubt

—

'

'

—

'

;

the doctrine of
evolution supplies, to some
but it is
extent, another principle of order
erroneous to suppose that the earlier stages in this
order can be regarded as, in any direct way, implying the later. Epigenesis, or, as Bergson has
called it, 'creative evolution,' has to be, in some
form, recognized i.e. the doctrine that what
;

—

comes

later

is

distinct in kind

from what comes

It does not follow from this, however,
that there is not a definite and intelligible order.
But there are still fundamental problems in the
earlier.

study of nature for which metaphysics can as yet
ofl'er no very satisfying solution.
Still, there is at
least the suggestion that a solution might be found
the conception of value. Evolution, in parvery naturally thought of as a progress,
though a somewhat discontinuous one, towards

in

ticular, is

what

is intrinsically better.
.Esthetics.
In aesthetics at lea.st the conception of value becomes prominent ; and its legitimacy
within this sphere, where it is applied very largely

—

(e)

to objects that can be perceived or imagined, is
hardly open to dispute. It is true that sometimes
what is described as beavtiful may have little
claim to be regarded as more than pleasant, and
even pleasant only to certain individuals. In this
case the valuation is highly subjective, and may
hardly deserve to be described as a definite valuation at all.
But in the higher forms of art at least
an ettbrt is being made to produce something that
has intrinsic value ; and in some cases it is difficult to resist the conviction that something that
intrinsically valuable— something that may
properly be described as 'a joy for ever' has
actually been secured. But the science of sesthetics
is still largely in the making.
is

—

1
Cf., e.g., what is said by Aristotle in Met. xii. 10, where the
lack of order in nature ia likened to the life of a slave to whom,
on account of his low estate, a certain licence is permitted. The
'
'
religious conception of a Fall appears to be closely connected

with

this.

See H.

S.

Chamberlain, The Foxindatimu of the

Xineteeitth Century, London, 1909,

li.

34.
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— It

is in othica ratliur than in testlieconception of intrinsic value comes
Etliioal writers may
definitely into pioniinence.
(lill'er in their views of what is iutrinsioally valuable
whether it is the good will or pleasure or some
form of perfection or completeness of self-conscious
but almost all recognize that in the moral
life
life men are engaged in the ellort to realize something that is intrinsically good, and in the end

(/) El/lies.

tics

that

tlio

—

—

what

is

intrinsically

best.

Yet

it is ditlicult

to

make the

conception of such an ultimate good
and some are inclined to doubt its
jierfectly clear
It must be confessed that we seem to
validity.
begin with valuations that have little conscious
ground. Our primitive likings appear to be based
on organic needs and it is only gradually that we
are led to regard them as means to ends that ha^e
a truer and more lasting value.
begin with
organic impulses, and advance through the pleasant
to the beautiful and good.
Hence the moral life
is still, on the whole, as it was in the time of
Socrates, a struggle towards a good tliat is very
imperfectly aj)prehende<l, and sometimes even nut
very consciously pursued. It tends to be guided
by custom, convention, positive laws, and generally
recognized opinions rather than by any clear ai)prehension of a good that can be either defined or
;

;

We

attained.
But in ethical science some attempt is
made to define it ; and this involves a discussion
that may properly be called metaphysical. The
discussion of its attainability seems even to involve
a general theory of the cosmos.

Apart from the fundamental conception of inmost important i)roblem that

trinsic value, the

concerns ethics is that of freedom. This is closely
connected with the conception of value and also
with that of causation. It is doubtful whether
any definite meaning can be given to moral freedom
except that which may be expressed by saying
that choice has a real place in the chain of causes
and choice can be interpreted only as a mode of
valuation.
It is essentially preference, i.e. the
regarding of one thing as essentially more valuable
than another. Thus the problems of value and
causation are those that chiefly connect ethics
with metaphysics.
Ethical valuations have important bearings on
economics and politics; but these cannot be considered here.
Nor can we attemjit to appraise
the signilicance of what is described by Nietzsche
as the 'transvaluation of all values' (Umivertung
;

aller Werte).

—

A chief element in the higher
(g) Belifiion.
forms of religion consists in a certain intensification
of the moral consciousness by its more definite
concentration on the conception of intrinsic value
as in such sayings as What shall it profit a man,
if he shall gain the whole world, and lose his own
soul ? Or what sliall a man give in exchange for his
soul?' (Mk S''*).
This intensification is generally
combined with the conviction that the object of
ultimate valuation is real and attainable. A conviction of this kind is sometimes based on a definite
metaphysical doctrine. At other times it is based
rather on some form of intuition or of revelation,
or on the authority of sonic great teacher, or
simply on the intrinsic force of the moral principle
itself.
The foimders of religions and their most
influential
prophets have generally connected their
teaching with some doctrines of a more or less exBuddhism, which
plicitly metaphysical character.
is perhaps the most purely ethical form of religion
that has ever had an extensive infiuenco, seems to be
rather intimately connected with those Indian forms
of metaphysical construction that had their origin
in the Upanisads.
It conceives of what has ultimate value as the realization of the higher self, to

—

'

be achieved by the control of the lower, and

e.sjjcci-

ally

—a

by the suppression of the lower forms of desire
process which is supposed to be, in general,

attainable only through a cycle of reincarnations.
The doctrine of tlie Pythagoreans, which was
largely religious, had a somewhat similar character;
and tiio iniluence of I'lato, so far as it can be
described as religious, tends, on the whole, in the
same direction as that of Plotinus even more
;

definitely does.
Christianity was perhaps in its
origin less definitely metaphysical; but it has
been to a large extent interpreted, in the cour.se of
its historical development, by means of Platonic
and more or less kindred conceptions, and in some
of its more recent phases is hardly distinguishable
from the more esoteric forms of Buddhism. The
relations have been thus ex])ressed by Holmes:
Plato reasoned about God. Huddha kept silence about him.
Asa speculative
Ctirist made bim the theme of liis po-.'tiy.
thinker he does not compete with i^lato. As a systematic
teacher he does not compete with Buddha. But as a source of
spiritual inspiration he has no rival (Creed of Buddha, adfin.).
The gospel of love is the most inspiring, because
it implies, when its meaning is fully developed,
'

.

.

.

'

—

that everything has value a more thorough
optimism than anything that is involved in the
Platonic Good or the Buddhi.st Nirvana (whatever the exact interpretation of that may be).' It
is sometimes urged that metaphysical and religious
views of the co.snios, by representing the attainment of the moral ideal as involved in the nature
of things, have a certain tendency to weaken the
moral motive, by makingit appear that individual
effort is unnecessary.
No doubt some metaphysi'

systems have claimed to advance beyond
and the same may be said of some
good and evil
forms of religion. But, on the whole, none of the
deeper forms either of metaphysical construction
cal

'

;

or of religious insight has represented the ideal
as attainable in any other way than through the
individual choice of what is best.

—

The literature of the subject is so vast that
a selection can be made. A. E. Taylor, EUirn'iitsof iletaF. H.
phyaics, London, 1903, fives a pood general survey.
Bradley, App/'arance and Reality'^, do. 190S, supplies the
most remarkable of recent atteniitls at metaphysical (construction.
L. J. Walker, Throne-'^ of Knoicledge, do. 1910, should
be consulted. On the special subject of error, the essay by G.
F. Stout, in Personal Idealism, do. 1902, is very valuable and
it should be supplemented by reference to B. A. W. Russell,
Philosophical Essays, do. 1910, and F. H. Bradley. Essays on
Truth and lirality, Oxford, 1914. A. Meinong's views about
Oetjaistandstheorie will be found in his rntersuchun(jt;n zur
Gegenstandstheorif und Psychotofjie, Leij)zi!;f, 1904, and his Ge.
samtn^tte Abhandluniien, do. 1913. His important book Cebtr
Annahinen, do. 1902,-1910, ihrowamuchlitrlitupon the subject.
On the various attempts at mct.ipbysical construction the
Histories of Philosophy must be referred to ; E. Caird, The
Evolution of Theolofiy in the Greek J'hilosophers, Glasgow,
1904, and R. Adainson, The Development of Modern Philosophy, Edinburgh, 1903, may be specially commended. On
some of the earlier pb.ises of speculation E.Schur6, Les fjrands
Initios*, Paris, 1899, Kng. tr., London, 1912, is extremely interesting, though periiaps some of his statements are too conjectural and lack evidence. A. Drews, Plotin, Jena, 1907, is
instructive on a ]jhilosopher who is too little known. G. F.
Stout, Analytieal Psychology, London, 1909, indicates the
most fundamental problems in that subject. On formal logic
J. N. Keynes, Studies and Exercises in Formal Lotjie,* do.
1006, and F. C. S. Schiller, Formal Logic, do. 1912,' may be
consulted— the former is constructive, the latter critical. On
the foundations of the more concrete type of logic A. Rug:e
and W. Windelband, Encyeloiuvdia of the Philosophieal
J. M. E.
S'riencfS, do. 1913, furnish all that is needed.
McTaggart, .S7»«/f>s in Hegelian Dialectic, Cambridge, 1896,
LiTERATtrRE.

onlj'

;

yl Commentary on Uegel's Logic, do, 1910,
supplies interB.
esting material, both for interpretation and for cnticisni.
Croce, n'hat is livinq and what is dead in the Philosophy of
the
most
search1915,
gives
perhaps
Hegel, Kng. tr., London,
methoft On mathematics,
ing' examination of the Hegelian
B. A.
Russell, Principles of Mathematics, Cambridge,
The J'nncipia Mathe.
1003, should certainly be consulted.
matica, London, 1910-13, by the same writer, in conjunction
with A. N. Whitehead, in.ay be referred to a*^ showing the
way in which the logical foundations of the subject can be
worked out. J. Ward, Xaturalism and Agnosticism'^, do.
1003, discusses the foundations of the natui-al sciences.
Ostwald, I'ortesungen itber SatHr]>hilosophie, Leipzig, 1902,

and

W.

W.

1 The
contrast, in this respect, is well, though perhaps too
emphatically, brought out by H. S. Chamberlain, i. 187-200.

METHOD
may also be specially referred to. B. Croce, yEslhelic as
Science of Expression and General Lint]vi$tic, Eng. tr., do.
1909, is probably the most instructive of recent works on the
On ethics reference should be made to
basis of that subject.
the art. Ethics (by J. H. Muirhead). The conceptions of
value and freedom are well discussed by G. E. Moore, in his
Eihics, do. 1912. The philosophical significance of the conception of value is brought out with great wealth of illustration
by B. Bosanquet in The Priiu^iple of Individuality ami Valtie,
do. 1912, and Tke I'aiw anii !! <iiny of the Indicidval (Gifford
A. r,teinong-, Psychologisch-ethische
Ivecliires, 1912), do. 1913.
and C. EhrenlTntersuchuii!/en z«r Werlh-Theorie Oraz, 1>94,
der
.yi/.v(f
Werlli'heone,
Leipzig. 1897-93, are also import,
fels,
ant on'this subject. The Giford Lectures have done much to
show the metaphjsical foundations of religion. Perhaps E.
Caird, T/ie Erolution of Religion, Glasgow, 1893, J. Royce,
The World and the I ^dividual, New York and Loudon, 190U-01,
and J. Ward, Tke Realm of Ends, Cambridge, 1911, are the
most noteworthy, in addition to those already mentioned.
The Creed of Christ^, London, 1906, and The Creed of Buddha,
New York, 190S, bv E. G. A. Holmes, are interesting as
forms of
bringing out the relations between the two highest
that
religion, and emphasizing the metaphysical ' conceptions
conservation
underlie them. H. HoSding's emphasis on the
of values' as the fundamental aspect of religion in his P/a7oa very special interest ;
sophy of Religion. London, 1906, hasalso
'
and so has the characterization of the free man's worship in
B. Russell's Philosophical Essaps. The general views exEtersitt
pressed in this art. are further developed in the artt.
and ISFIXITY, in the writer's articles in Mind, new ser., xxii.
and
xxiii. (1914),
of
of
a
'A
Sketch
Order,'
Philosophy
(1913),
'
The Meaning of Realitv," and A Manual of Ethics'', London,
1915, esp. bk. ii. ch. vi. Reference may also be made to artt.
,

m

to which t!ie several faculties proper to a conviction have actually played their part in it.

Systematization.— The most general impulse
make a double approach to reality,
by analysis and by synthesis. The impulse has
been recognized in various logical contexts ; in
Aristotle's distinction between problems of reason
or of essence and problems of fact or of existence
1.

of thinking is to

;

in Descartes's rule of method to divide the difficulties of an investigation, and his rule to conduct
our thoughts in the order of simple to complex ; in

requirement that natural philosophy
should proceed from compounds io ingredients,
from motions to forces, and, in general, from effects
to causes, before explaining phenomena by causes
as principles. The impulse follows, as it were, an
There is neither
indefinitely receding h.oriznn.
simplicity nor complexity that is final, whether in
the world of possible peiceptions or in the exten-

Newton's

sions

scientific

imagination

point, the physicist in the

PoincarS, Science

Even

atom, the biologist in the cell (H.
tr., London, 1911, p. 19).
a.s these are pro-

simplicities so laboured

them is provisional.
advance of science an uninterrupted, butprogres.
mental construction.'
gives us an approximate
(but only approximate) idea of the inter-connected system of
Bealit\' ''(F. Enriques, in Encyclopmdia of Phil. Sciences, i. 234).
Under this impulse the course of thinking will
lead to the actualization of the primary ideals of
not in
concept, judgment, and inference, but does
itself commit our whole nature, as they do, to
submission, and reaction. Its niore
science based on
*In the

METEORS, METEORIC STONES.— See

METHOD (Logical).— Be.sides the ideals proper
judgment, and inference, there
are certain secondary ideals for thought in general.
These supjilement the primary ideals in a way comparable with that in which, according to the ethics
of Butler, tlie
adaptations of human nature
to virtue
supplement the eternal litnes.«es of
behaviour' which had been described by Clarke.
The secondary ideals should be stated with definite
reference to the order and process of thinking,
whereas the primary ideals are descriptions of
truth when thought.
wide licence has been taken by logical writers
to the concept, the

.

.

.

immediate end

'

formed through single perceptions, by a happy
distincvariety of observations and a steady attention to their
tions and resemblances do v, e gradually become cognizant of the
more general and essential connections, and our conception of
shows the necessary prethings ever more and more adequately
'
in the heterosuppositions of the understanding to ' hold good
world
(H. Lotze, Microcoemvs,
geneous nuterials of the actual
4 (i. 230)).
tr., London, 18S5, bk. ii. ch. iv. §
'

Eng.

;

—

through the use of
the topic made by Descartes in introducing his
reformation of philosophy, and through the canonic
and
of empiric al science introduced by Bacon

'

nor contained in any subject' (Aristotle), 'the
"It" without anything added' (Occam), 'the
the
point in the tissue of reality where it accepts
isolated and
predicate' (Bosanquet), may be newly
This unity is more directly imposed in
identified.

;

fair

:

*
Just as the doctrine of elements in logic has for its aim the
conditions of perfectness in a knowledge related to an object
... so, general methodology, as the second part of losic, ouglit
to treat, in contrast with it, the form of science in general, or
the wav to evolve science from a diversity of knowledge'

96).

An

'

'

'

'

Its claim is among the inevitable
atic coherencies.
paradoxes of permanence and change.
Even the unity of the indi[a) Indinduation.
vidual, of that which is neither said of any subject

Method emerged from an outworn analytic and
and won a place in

dialectic of Aristotelian origin,
modem logical theory, chiefly

'

'

'

The perceptions here spoken of are already
permeated with the results of sifting critical energj'
of mind,' but the spirit of reform, more expressly
than that of systematization, claims to pass by anj'
warnings from ancient realism as to the sanctity
of universals, and equally by those of our modern
pure logic as to identities, necessities, and system-

to reconstitute concepts, judgments,
inferences, in correspondence with it ; and to
realize tlie mutual support that these give to each
otiier, as dealing with the same cosmos.

'

reform within the ideational

tions of ideas

and

even more explicit reference to the course of
our thinking is desirable, because only in some
relation to ordered sequence can the ideals of concept, judgment, and inference become a personal
discipline, and give not a mere consciousness of
our
validity or of fallacy,' but a development of
.J.
natural
sense of method
(cf.
Brough, The
Sliidy of Mental Science, London, 1903, p. 5tr.).
The sense of piethod is an estimate of the extent

.

2. Reform.— Analysis and synthesis provide for
continuous revision and reconstitution of such
ideational contents as have previously been available for actualizing the primary ideals.
Only inasmuch as we are set free from the accidental associa-

'

A

'5

is

.

content.

in articulating method, methodologj-, and applied
logic ; and it is here proposed tentatively to name
a.s secondary ideals systematization, reform, and
The course of thought must be
development.
such as to approach reality in the subtlety of its
constituents and the comple.xity of their inter-

(Logic,

.

expectation,

'

Kant's subsequent definition of it was in
accordance with the Cartesian tradition

—

visional, if only because the structure of systematic

Mackenzie.
Transmigba-

Prodigies and Portents.

connexion

into

'

it

and Method, Eng.

sive series of

'

may make

[the simple fact '] in the two
extremes, in the infinitely great and in the infinitely small'
in
distances
so
the astronomer
great as to reduce a star to a
Scientists have tried to find

'

Epistemologt and EnaoR and Truth.

J. S.

which

the imperceptible.

'
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!

1

;

perception and is more firmly sustained by social
reference and consent than the conceptual, yet
there still continues scientific controversy on the
more optional identities, such as independent
organs or organisms in botanical or zoological
in
groflth, concrete standards of measurement
and even as to whether units are
calculation
or
possible at all within the flow of psychical life,
whetlier a distinction of persons shi.mld be made
when consciousness has become pathologically
discontinuous.
The special store of concepts
(b) Cln.'i.^if cation.
embodied in the language of a people or in technical
;

—

METHOD

602

terminology may bo secu in course of reform, as
needs and circumstances without methodical
A more
of words.
analysis modify the meanings
methodical initiative in reform proceeds through
'natural
kinds,'
classification
by
persistent
'series' c.q.,
'species,' 'types,' or evolutionary
But
organisms.
metals, grasses, temperament,
classification can follow only where individuation
leads and also our ultimate interests lie in actual
events, open to our influence, rather than in the
a
stereotyped possibilities in a thing, a class,
group, or a series.
of practical
(c) Tabulation.— \Vit\i the purpose
control of nature, Bacon urged the tabulation of

—

;

instances of event.
Natural and experimental history U eo various and diffuse,
it confounds and distracts the understanding, unless it be
ranged and presented to view in a suitable order. We must
therefore form Tables and Arrangements of Instances, in such a
method and order that the understanding may be able to deal
» ith them (A'on«m Organum, ii. 10).
with them is not by way of further
If our
'

'

dealing
form as
analysis into the elements of natural
Bacon intended, but is numerical, the tallies
'

'

and statistics may be summarized through
graphs : and the duplication of
tables into affirmative and negative may be avoided
by averages' and inevitable lapses from accuracy
'

'

statistics

;

'

'

'

;

be regularized as

may
((/)

hypolhcsh.

'

probable
— Method
can

error.'

pursue the syn-

thesis or simple elements required in

judgment,
while still suspending the assent or final submission
course of
The
its
of our nature to
necessity.
subjects and predicates,
thouglit freely varies its
'
'
each tentative form,' causal connexion,'
expands
or ' law into exemplifications, or each imagined
fact into natural consequences, and verifies these
as independently true or real, or as not so. Many
recent writers, including Jevons, Sigwart, and
Bosanquet, teach that such a development and
trial of ideas is essential for all inductive inference.
Thus, if a pencil of light is a composite of varicoloured rays, and is passed tlirougn a prism, we
shall see the spectrum band ; if the process is reversed, we shall reconstitute the untinted whiteness.
If eoliths are of human origin, they should serve
some purpose, and our ingenuity may discover one.
'

'

'

(e)

Collifffition.

— A hypothesis may command an

of such exemplifications or conand waiting for
sequences, both already known
Thus the theory of elliptical orbits
verification.
for planetary motion covered manj- planetary positions already registered, and the possibilities of
further registrations. This is the colligation of
facts by means of
appropriate conceptions'
(Whewell, Novum Organum Renovatum, bk. ii.
of
the
or
types of order (Royce, in
iv.),
discovery

indefinite

number

'

'

'

i. 90)— an achievement of
Encyc. of Phil. Sciencen,
intelligence which Whewell considers to be all
that is serious in scientific investigation, but which
Mill considers as an operation 'subsidiary to induction,' that is to say, to induction as inference
iv. ch. ii.).
(Logic, bk. iii. ch. ix. § 3, bk.
Lotze in his pure logic,' and independently of
methods of investigation,' undertook to exhibit a
serial order of schemata for judgment and inference,
'

'

in

which was shown an increasing complexity

of

conceptual distinctness.

'The variouB forms of thought will be arranged in an ascendmember attempts to make good
ing series, in which each higher
a defect In the preceding one, due to its failure to satisfy, in
regard to

iti

own

—

e.g.,

the atom in chemistry,

biology, the vibration in acoustics— may
call for readjustments thronghout increasing com-

the

cell in

plexities of science.

—

Development. But in method, as in organic
Nature is
tlie whole may decide the part.
more than a 'tissue of uniformities,' as Mill
ideal of
And
the
It is a unity.
described it.
development means that the system of our thinkIn
content.
ing reacts upon its diversity of
and
perceptual observation, historical narrative,
and inexplanatory conceptions of fact objects
stances are made possible by the growth of knowledge as a whole.
3.

life,

/

Perceptual extensions.— Y'\e\Aa of perception
beyond those of the natural senses may be opened
through science— eg-., in space by the telescope
and microscope, in time by the chronoscope and
substances by the
bioscope, in composition of
And extensions of
spectroscope and radioscope.
artificial
sensitivity may be supplemented by
mechanisms of record, the chronogiaph, logograph,
(a)

that

become

of a single concept

particular problem, the' general impulse of
(.Loffic, Introd. § 11).

thought to reduce coincidence to coherence

and aiitomatograph.
(6) Ilistoi-ical

events

means

tnterprctaiion.—B.ecoris of

past

be given new values by cumulative

may

of interpretation.

Even mere

relics

may,

of interpretative liypotheses,
through a convergence
as with the relics of prehistoric man, newly disThat
methodical
close remoter ages for
retrospect.
our foresight of events yet to come is not similarly
from time to time newly lengthened is connected
with the fact that here the way of hypothesis
cannot be confirmed by verification. Methodical
of alternatively
procedure can only assume a number
to each a probability.
possible events, and assign
theory.— A given fact newly
(c) Explanatory
known, or more tully observed, may present many

A

varied facets for

hypothetical explanation.
be conceived a,s a geological proa surface
duct, an elastic molecular substance,
chemically stained, a contrivance of manufacture,
And on each facet may centre
a tool of

chipped

flint

may

purpose.

a separate stress of hypothesis. We may collect
contributory explanations of fact in a science predominantly concrete, such as archjeology, geology,
in sciences comgeography. On the other hand,
we may systematize
paratively or purely abstract,
derivahypotheses among themselves, as empirical,
tive, or ultimate,

making

exemplification
—

or con-

c.?., in physiology,
sequence incidental only
But the deei)est
chemistry, mathematics, ethics.
difl'erence within the 'form of science' is that
between a priori science, where exemplification or
under the magic
consequence flashes into inference

of intuitive construction, described by Descartes,
and empirical science, where the ordered sequence
aims and waits to fulfil tlie primary ideals of inference in 'I
judgments (see artt.
'

'

posteriori synthetic

INFEKENCE and Logic).
LiTKBATrRK.—See works mentioned under art, IXKHc. The
may be followed in the works of Aristotle
IJ'oaUriur Analulics and Topics), Descartes (ItriniUr, and
of thuMethod), Arnauld, Bacon, and Whewell il-hilosophji
in J. Herschel, I'rtmvrry. London, 186U) as mentiomd and
liminanj Discourse on the Sl\iili/ 0/ Natural I'hitosophu',
London, 1861 W. WheweU. II stun/ of ScieTUijic Idtasi, do.
18S8 and .^oimm Organtim /tenniatu7ii'-\do. I808. Of recent
R. H. Lotze, C. W. von
loginal systems, those of J. S. Mill,
London,
Sigwart, W. Wundt, and J. Venn {Empirical I-oyiifl,
Besides the definitely
method.
to
1907) give prominence
methodological books of Davidson, Venn, Jevons, Pearson,
and Poincar*, also mentioned, the following nuiy be referred
of Ohsercalton and
to on special topics G. C. Lewis. .Methods
Art of Scientific
Reatoning in JPolilics, I/ondon, 185'2 G. Gore,
historical progress

;

1

;

:

;

categorical form 'S is P,' is followed
by the hypothetical, 'if S is X, it is P.' The
syllogism, if not a mere petiHo priticipii, involves
tlie further conceptions which constitute the induction and analogy supporting its premisses, and
tlie.se, again, send their roots into larger systems
of classiiication and explanation. Thus the reform

Thus the

La Logiqut de fhijifilh^te,
Ditcovery, do. 1878 ; E. Naville,
Paris, 1880; H. Hughes, Theory of Ii\ference, I^ndon, ISM;
B* Strong, and others, lectures on the Method of Science,
and Uypothefis. Kng. tr.«,
Oxford, 1906 ; H. Poincar^, Science
I»ndon, 1914 F. Enriques. Prohletits 0/ Science, Eng. tr., do.

T

;

1914

J.

Royce, 'The

I'rinciples of I^igic,' in EncycloiKtdia
i., Eng. tr., do. 1913.

Philotophical Science*, vol.

J.
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In that decisive hour he entered into an experinew so far as he was concerned, but an old
experience not only among Moravians but also

In this article we shall conline ourselves to a description of the origin, growth, and leading features
of the Methodism which is connected with tlie

ence,

John Wesley. The Methodism witliin
the Church of England which resulted in the rise

extraordinary fact, however, that it had become
nnintelligible to the mass of English Christians.
Wesley's 'conversion' filled him with the spirit of
the evangelist. He would gladly have borne his
testimony in the churches, but he was compelled
to wait until a wider sphere ojiened before him.
In April 1739
3. Beginning of field-preaching.
Wesley found his opportunity, and began his

name

of

of the Evangelical party

is

not within our province

Evangelicalism).
1. The rise of Methodism.
According toWesley,
the first rise of Methodism was in Oxford, in
Novemher 1729 the second, in Savannah, Georgia,
in April 1736 and the third, in London, on 1st
May 1738. We pass over tlie Methodism that
found expression in the 'Holy Club' at Oxford,
and in the 'Society' formed by Wesley in Savannah,
and strike the path which leads to the origin of
Methodism as an existing organization. The date,
1st May 1738, is significant.
Wesley had returned
(see

—

'

'

;

;

to England, having learned many bitter lessons in
Georgia. By his contact with the Moravians he
had been enlightened and disheartened concerning
He had learned that,
his religious experience.
although he had followed after the law of righteousness,' he had not attained to it. His disappointment at discovering that he had been pursuing
The Moravians exa wrong path was intense.
plained his failure by showing him that he had not
'

sought righteousness 'by faith, Ijut as
works.' His conversations with them

it

were by

left in his

question. What is the faith
that leads to salvation ?
Waiting in London for
a solution of the problem that baffled him, he
assisted in forming one of the Religious Societies
His instinct for 'fellowso numerous at the time.
forces of his life,
ship was one of the dominant
and explains mucli that happened in his career.
which
he
The Religious Society
joined met in the
It owed much of its
house of James Hutton.
character to the advice of Peter Bolder, a iSIoravian
to whom Wesley was unspeakably indebted for

mind the unanswered

'

The Society was founded on
spiritual guidance.
1st
Rules were drawn up for its
1738.
management, and, as was the case in Savannah,
the members of tlie Society who were intent on
cultivating a deeper religious life were divided into
The Societj' grew,
little companies called 'bands.'
and its meeting-place was changed to a room in
Fetter Lane. At first the Society, like the other Religious Societies, was in connexion with the Church
of England ; subsequently it was dominated by Moravian influences, and this connexion was broken.

May

2.

Wesley's spiritual

crisis.

— Methodism,

as

it

now

exists, can be understood only by realizing
the facts concerning the progress of Wesley's religious experience. By mucli conversation, by close
study of the NT, by prayer without ceasing,'
'

he advanced from an intellectual understanding
of the meaning of
saving faith to the understanding that comes thro'.igh experience. While
he «as in the stage of an ever-brightening intellectual apprehension, he preached tlie doctrine of
'

'

'

salvation
churches.

Homilies

;

by

faith

He

but

'

taught
it

in
it

many
as

it

the London
stands in the

of

was resented by clergymen and

their congregations, and the churches were closed
against him. In this way a policy of exclusion
from the churches was commenced, which, after a
time, profoundly affected AVesley's relation to the
Church of England.
During this preliminary stage, Wesley ' was oppressed with a 'burden' which was to him intolerThat load
able' the burden of unpardoned sin.
was lifted on '24th May 1738, in a room in
Aldersgate Street, the meeting-place of one of the
Religious Societies.

—

'

'

among many Churchmen and

Dissenters.

It is

—

George Whitefield, a memVier
Holy Club,' had entered into the

evangelistic work.
'

Oxford

of the

'

'

conscious salvation before Wesley,
and had made a deep impression in Bristol by the
preaching of the 'new doctrines." Being excluded
from the churches, he went into the open air,
and addressed great crowds of people in Bristol
and at Kingswood. Having to leave England for
America, he wrote to Wesley asking him to take
his place
Wesley consented, and on 2nd Ajjril
1739 he commenced his famous campaign of lield-

experience of

;

'

In addition to preaching in Bristol
preaching.'
and to the Kingswood coUiers, he got into close
touch with the Religious Societies in the city.
His genius for administrative reform found scope
in them.
He divided them into 'bands.' The
Societies in Baldwin Street and Nichol.as Street
so increased that it became necessary to build a
'
site was
Room ' for their accommodation.

A

secured near the Horsefair, and the Room was
Afterwards Wesley
opened on 3rd June 1739.
went to London to assist in composing disputes
which had arisen in the Fetter Lane Society. He
again met Whitefield, who, being detained in England, had spent his time in preaching to multitudes
'

'

on Kennington Common, and elseWesley joined him in his field-preaching.
On 11th November 1739 he held a service amid the
ruins of the King's Foundery of cannon,' a building near Moorfields, which had been shattered
Wesley acquired the site and
by an explosion.
built a Room' upon it, which became famous in
in Moorfields,

where.

'

'

Methodist history. Some who indulge in regrets
concerning the separation of the Methodists from
the Church of England point to the building of
'

Rooms as the parting of the ways
Methodists m.aintain that it was the closing of the
churches that led to the opening of the Rooms.'
While he was still
4. First Wesleyan Societies.
a member of the Fetter Lane Religious Society,
Wesley formed a Society of a diflerent type at
It was started, probably, in the
the Foundery.
latter end of the year 1739, and is looked upon
In July
as the Mother Society of Methodism.
1740 Wesley was practically excluded from the
Those who left with him
Fetter Lane Society.
joined the Society at the Foundery. By that time
Societies, under the special direction of John and
Charles Wesley, existed in London, Bristol, and
In 1742 Newcastle-upon-Tyne was
Kingswood.
visited by Charles Wesley, who formed a Society
These Societies are
there on the new pattern.
called by John Wesley, in the 'Rules' which he
these

'

'

'

;

'

—

drew up for them and published in 1743, 'The
United Societies,' and they were the nucleus of
the Methodist Church. In the Rules a Society
is described as 'a company of men, having the
form and seeking the power of godliness; united
in order to ipray togetln^r, to receive the «ord of
exhortation, and to watch over one another in
love, that they may help each other to work out
'

'

their salvation.'

In these

new

organizations the

'

system was a prominent feature but, in
addition, the Societies were divided into classes,'
each containing about 12 jiersons who were placed
under the care of a 'leader,' not only for theii
'

band

;

'

did trust in Christ, Christ alone for salvation and an
assuraiico was ^iveu me that He had taken away Miy sins, even
»nt?i<:,audsaved7JU;ironi the law of sin and death '(i/owj-7(a;,i. 4713).
*

I felt I

;

an
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own

spiritual edification, Imt also that Wesley
At
assisted in las pastoral supervision.
hers at their
tirst the leaders visited the
houses ; but, that method proving inconvenient,
the members were expected to meet their leader
at some fixed place, week by Meek. The Rules

might l)e

mem

'

mentioned above are
the

'

'

with slight alterations,

'

for Metliodists, the pai"ticular
]mssed in after years, being contained in

"eneial rules

rules,

still,

'

the disciplinary 'codes' of the <liilerent Methodist
In the classes contributions, usually a
churches.
penny a week, were made for the poor. At a later
date these contributions were given for the support
of the ministry, a special poor-fund being raised
from other sources. Stewards were appointed to
manage matters of finance, and tlie leaders met
the ministers and stewards of e.ich Society once
a week to p.ay in the moneys tliat they had re-

and

to give information concerning an}sick or might need special
pastoral attention. Out of these arrangements the
Leaders' Meeting ai'ose, which became an integral
part of the Methodist organization. The oversight
of his Societies weighed heavily on Wesley's mind.

ceived,

member who was

He

never worshipped numerical success he was
content to gather together a miscellaneous
crowd of people of whom he knew nothing. He
supplemented the work of the leaders by visiting
the members himself in their homes, and met them
once a quarter in the classes for personal conversaIf satisfied, he
tion on their religious experience.
gave them tickets in recognition of the fact that
were
of
members
the
Methodist
they
Society.
Those who have
5. Attitude of the clergy.
studied the constitution of the Religious Societies
will note the affinities and divergences between
them and the United Societies.
One line of
divergence was caused by circumstances which
Wesley deeply regretted. The Religious Societies
«ere in close connexion witli the Church of
England, and many of their members were frequent communicants at the churches.
Wesley
would have gladly preserved this connexion and
but such a course was made impracpractice
ticalile by the conduct of the clergy.
In some
places they arranged among themselves to repel
the Methodists from the Lord's Table. In Bristol,
on 27tli July 1740, Charles Wesley and a company of Kingswood Methodists were sent a^ay
from the s.acrament in Temple Church. Charles
Wesley, therefore, administered the Lord's Supper
to the -Methodists in the school at Kingswood
which had been built for the training of the
;

not

—

;

children.
In Newcastle-upon-Tyne a
similar crisis arose.
It is significant that in Newcastle the
was aggi'avated by the fact
difficulty
that three of the dissenting ministers of the town
agreed to exclude from the communion all who
would not refrain from hearing tlie Wesleys.
The effect of these exclusions, and of Charles
Wesley's action, was speedily seen. The Methodists ^^•ere diverted into a path which grailually but
decisively diverged from the Church of England.
6. Enlisting of lay-preachers.
Another line of
divergence from the practices of the Religious
Societies must also be noted.
John Wesley's
colliers'

—

He longed
evangelist.
to
proclaim the gospel not only to select comHis heart responded
panies but to the world.
to tlie counsel of L.ady Huntingdon: 'Attempt
made him an

conversion

'

nothing less than all mankind {.fuiiriuil, iii. 48,
note 1). Hut how could that advice be followed
by a man in his circumstances? His work taxed
all his strength.
Charles Wesley helped him,
especially in the opening years of his mission,
and a few friendly clergymen gave him occasional
ii^sistance
but such iielp was inadequate. The
double task of the pastoral care of his Societies
;

and the e\angelization of the country was too
I!ut tlie wily oi)ened.
great for a single man.
He had great skill in di.scoveiing and using the
working-powers of laymen, and be soon found
himself at the head of an order of lay-preachers
who shared witli him the hardshijis and the sucIn 1738 .and 17o9 Laymen had
cesses of his work.
preached with his consent, but the order of laypreachers is usually considered to <late from 1740.
The iiii))ortance of this step cannot be exaggerated. The lay- preachers were divided into 'itiner-

and 'local preachers.' They
abandoned their business and gave themselves
entirely to the wandering life of the evangelist,
P'or that
under Wesley's personal supervision.
work, at the beginning, they got no pay later
on a small sum was given them but many years
elapsed before they were rescued from the pinch
of poverty.
Assisted by them, Wesley went out
ants,' 'half-itinerants,'
first

;

;

'

to reform the nation, particularly the Church,

'

and to spread Scriptural holiness over the land
{Minutes of Conference, i. 446).
Wesley's work
as an evangelist, an educationalist, a philanthropist, a social reformer, and a pioneer in
enterprises that have deeply atJected the condition of the nation must be passed over here.

Some

idea of the toils of himself, his preachers,

and those who were associated with them in his
Societies may be gathered from the fact that,
when he died in 1791, there were 136,622 members
in the Methodist Societies in Great Britain and
Ireland, in other parts of the British Dominions,
and in the United States of America.

—

It is now
Institution of the Conference.
7.
necessary to indicate certain facts which have
determined the character of modern Methodism.
Wliile Wesley was the head of his order,' and
spoke the last word in matters of administration,
lie thoroughly lielieved that there is safety in
a
multitude of counsellors.' He consulted the bands,
the leaders, and persons of experience in his Societies, but the chief evidence of his reliance ou
the counsel of others is to be seen in the conferences which he held with the clergy who helped
He also ashim, and with his laj'-preachers.
sembled the stewards at intervals in difierent
parts of the country and comersed with them
on financial and spiritual subjects.
Out of his
annual conferences with the clergy and laypreachers, with whom lay-officers of the Society
the Yearly
were sometimes associated, arose
Conference of the People called Methodists.' Towards the end of his life the vagueness of this
description of the Conference was seen to be a
danger. The jiower to appoint preachers to the
numerous chapels that had been built would
revert after Wesley's death to the Conference so
To meet this contininadequately described.
gency, on 28th Feb. 1784 Wesley signed a Deed
Poll explaining the words
the Yearly Conference of the People called Methodists, and dewhat persons are members of the said
claring
Conference, and how the succession and identity
thereof is to be continued.' One hundred preachers
and expounders of God's Holy Word' then 'under
the care of and in connexion with Wesley were
declared to be the Conference, and they and their
successors, to be chosen in the manner laid down in
the Deed, were 'forever' to be 'the Conference of the
People called Methodists.' This Deed Poll received
decisive confirmation in 1835, when the Lord High
Chancellor. Lord Lyudhurst, and the Viee-Chaucellor. Sir Lancelot Shadwell, upheld its validity
In his
in trials which took place in their courts.
judgment the Vice-Chancellor affirmed that theCon
ference had been the supreme legislative ond executive body' in Molhodism since the deatli of Wesley.
The Conference in Wesley's day was more than
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

METHODISM
a consultative af^sembly.

It

Influence of Charles Wesley.— John Wesley
considered aa the founder of the Methodist
Church, and we have, in the main, dwelt on hit.
in
actions
describing the origin and development
of the United Societies.
It would be unpardonable, however, if we failed to emphasize the services of his brother, Charles Wesley.
During the

took complete over-

9.

It kejit an eye on
people.
the moral diaiacter and doctrinal beliefs of the
preachers, and stationed them in their Circuits.
shall accentuate only one part of its functions.
In the form of ' Model Deed for the settlement
of chapels then called
Preaching Houses,' published first in 1763, a clause appears which constitutes Wesley's Notci upon t/ie New Testament
and his four volumes of Sermons as the standard
by which trustees were to judge the orthodoxy
of the preachers appointed by the Conference.
may also add that the rights of trustees were
strengthened by the clause in A\esley's Deed Poll
which provided that, with the exception of clergy
of the Churcli of England, the Conference might
not appoint a preacher to the same chapel for more
than three years successively.

sight of pi eaclievs

is justlj'

aiitl

We

'

'
early days of the Revival he wa.< a daring and
successful evangelist, facing the violence of mobs
and rivalling his brother in the acti^'ities of the
wandering preacher's life. Later he settled down
in Bristol, and then in London, and his itinerant
work was restricted. But his influence as a hymnwriter was strong, and it is still felt not only
in
Methodism but throughout the Protestant
Churches. He died on '29th March 1788.
10. Events following Wesley's death.
John
Wesley died on '2nd March 1791. His death produced a dangerous crisis. Many thought that the
time had come when the Methodist Societies would
fall in pieces.
Their stability had been secured,
in great part, by his firm and reasonable autoVVas that autocracy to be exercised by
cracy.
a successor ? The answer was in the negative.
Then how was the supervision to be maintained
which he had exercised over preachers and people
during the intervals between the annual meetings
of the Conference?
The Conference gave the
answer by dividing the kingdom into Districts,
each containing a small number of Circuits, the
preachers in which, being formed into committees,
were answerable to the Conference for the maintenance of Methodist discipline.
The functions
of these Committees were enlarged from time to
time, and chairmen, appointed by the Conference,
'

We

—

—

One other
8. Provision for the sacraments.
point remains to be considered at this stage. The
of
the
sacraments
of
the
administration
question
The bulk of
to the Societies had to be settled.
the Methodist people would not go to the parish
churches for the sacrament of the Lord's Supper,
and provision for its administration in their own
chapels was urgently desired. In November 1778
Wesley opened his new chapel in City Road,
London. In that chapel the sacraments were administered as they had been in some of the other
Methodist chapels in London and the countiy.
Wesley was pressed to extend similar privileges
He saw, however,
to the rest of his Societies.
that, if he yielded, he would have to qualify and
appoint some of his lay-preachers to administer
the sacraments ; and, in his opinion, such ajipointment necessitated ordination. Time and circumstances led him to a solution of the problem.
In
1769 he had sent two of his lay-preachers to New
York to direct the work which had been begun
there by certain Methodist local preachers. The

work

in

War

of

Amaj'ica proved very successful, but the
Independence gave it a new complexion.
The Anglican clergy were scattered, and many of
the Methodists had been without the sacraments
for years.
The Americans would have solved tlie
difKculty by ordaining a sufficient number of their
lay-preachers, but Francis Asbur\', who had been
sent out as a preacher from England by Wesley,
checked this movement and advised that Wesley
should be consulted.
Wesley had satisfied himself that he, as a presbyter, had the power to
ordain other presbyters
but he hesitated to do
In 17S4 the American crisis became acute
so.
so, after much thought, he appointed Dr. Thomas
Coke, a clergyman who acted with him, and Francis
Asbury as superintendents in N. America, and
;

;

'

'

With the exAmerica, these
ception of Asbury, who
preachers were set apart by Wesley, assisted by
other presbyters of the Church of England, by the
imposition of hands. In this way the American
difficulty was met, and the Methodist Episcopal
two other preachers

as

'elders.'
was in

Churches, which now number their membership
by millions, entered on their remarkable career.
Wesley afterwards ordained preachers for Scotland and for Foreign Mission stations. At last
he took a still more decisive step in this direction.
In 1788 he ordained Alexander Mather

and 'superintendent,' and in 1789
he ordained Henry Moore and Thomas Rankin
presbyters,' empowering them to administer the
'deacon,' 'elder,'

'

sacraments in England.
He exhorted them to
maintain as close an association as possible with
the Established Church
but, when that association was no longer practicable, they were to
proceed to confer on other preachers the orders
which they had received {.see Proe. Wesleyan Hist.
;

'

Society, ix. 145-154).

COS

'

This arrangement has
were placed over them.
been greatly developed in more modern times.
The Committees have grown into District Synods,
which exercise great influence in the administration
of Methodism.
After Wesley's death the demand for the sacraments became urgent. The party most favourable
to the Church of England was first in the field
and issued manifestos against administration by
the preachers.
These provoked replies, and a
controversy on the subject was continued until
1795, when an arrangement was made between
the Conference and the representatives of the
trustees of chapels.
This arrangement, contained
in the Plan of Pacilication,' led to the administration of the sacraments in all Methodist chapels.
As to ordination, it was decided that the reception
of a preacher into
full connexion with the Conshould carry with it the right of adference
ministration without ordination by imposition of
hands.
In the case of Foreign Missionaries an
exception was made, and they were ordained as
in the time of Wesley.
In 1836 the Conference
determined that all its ministers should be ordained
by the imposition of hands.
Another subject of
11. 'Plan of Pacification.'
cardinal importance pressed for settlement. The
question had to be answered. Who shall possess
the predominant ruling power of Methodism ? The
country, at the time of Wesley's death, was agitated by the discussions which had accompanied
the American War of Independence and the French
'

'

'

—

Revolution. The doctrine of the sovereignty of
the people' fascinated many minds, and led to a
strong wish on the part of some to introduce into
Methodism a democratic form of government. But
the most serious contest was between the claims of
the Conference and of the trustees of ch.ipels. That
contest was settled, for the time being, by the
Plan of Pacification and by certain regulations
that were passed at the Leeds Conference of 1797.
In these documents we find the fundamental principles which still govern the Mother Church of
'

'

'
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Methodism. The pastoral power of the preachers
was safesuarded but itii exercise was limited by
;

giyinn to the Leaders" Meeting additional rights,
as representinfj the Societies, while matters <>{
linance were placed move completely under the
control of the Circuit Quarterly Meetings in which
laymen predominated. Thus, in 1795 and 1797,
was instituted that remarkable balance of power
which is a peculiarity of the system of Methodism.
The settlement was almost universally approved.
Out of a membership of nearly 100,000, about 5000
persons who were desirous of a democratic form of
government united themselves into a Society under
the leadership of William Thom and Alexander
Kilhani, and became the Methodist New Connexion.
12. Connexional system of Wesleyan Methodism. Speaking of Methodism in the present time,
we may say that the Wesleyan Methodist Church,
the mother church of the Methodists, has pursued
its course along tlie lines laid down
by John
'

'

—

Wesley.

The Connexional system

is intact.

The

Circuils consist of the several Societies within
their boundaries, the Districts are composed of the
'
Circuits in their areas, and the Connexion is the
aggregate of all the Societies, Circuits, and Districts in those countries in which Methodism is
established in association with the Conference.
'

This great organization is kept together by the
unifying power of the Conference. Every attenijit
to introduce the principle of 'Circuit independency
has been successfully resisted. It is impo.ssible
here to describe minutely the organization of
Wesleyan Metliodism. It is the result not only of
the work of Wesley, but of the continuance of his
work, done in his spirit, for more than a hundred
years since his death. We may briefly note some
of the changes which have taken place in the
Conference since the Deed Poll was signed in 1784.
'

The specific naming of the 100 preachers wlio
composed the Conference produced excitement and
ill-feeling, especially among preachers who were
not nominated in the Deed. In 1791 the Conference, in accordance with Wesley's request conveyed
in a letter, resolved that all preachers who were
'in full connexion' .should enjoy every privilege
that the members of the Conference enjoyed. That
resolution almost completely allayed the ill-feeling
that had been excited.
13. Lay-representation and the constitution of
Conference. The action of the Conference in 1876,

—

is of still greater interest.
AUhougli no
alteration can be made in the composition of the

however,

Conference created by Wesley's Deed Poll, save by
process of civil law, it has been found possible
to a.ssociate laymen, as well as ministers, with
the Hundred.' The Conference, which assembles
annually towards the end of July, now meets in
'

two

Sessions.
Its representative Session is held
and consists of 300 ministers and 300 laymen.
The resolutions they pass are made valid by the
'
confirming vote of tlie Legal Conference.' .Some
of the laj'-representatives are chosen by the ministers and laymen present at the preceding Conference ; but the greater number are elected by
the separate vote of the Laymen assembled in the
representative Sessions of tlie District Synods held
first,

in May.
Those Sessions have been much enlarged,
not only by the inclusion of many laymen who are
members of District sub-Committees, but also by

the addition of the rejjresc'ntatives of the Circuit
Qaarterly Meetings, which, in their turn, have
been greatly enlarged through alterations made in
the comnosition of the Le.ailers' Meetings. The
most striKing of the alterations in the Leaders'
Meetings is the addition to them of persons elected
by the Society Meeting in each place to represent
the members of the Society. The vot«s for the
laymen and the duly qualified women chosen to

attend the Conference represent a wide constitAs there is a permanent ministerial
uency.
element in the Kei>re.sentative .Session of the
Conference consisting, for instance, of members
of
the Hundred,' there is also a permaneiU lay
element. It is composed of the lay-trc.isurers of
certain funds, along with 48 laymen elected by the
at the Convotes of ministers and laymen
present
ference.
One-lbird of this nunilier retire annually,
and are not eligible for immediate re-election. In
the Kepreseutative Session it is estimated that
nearly l5o members of the Hundred will be present,
a quorum of 40 being necessarj' for the transaction
of business, according to the Deed Poll.
To these
are added several ministerial officials, such as
cliairnicn of Districts who are not members of the
'

Hundred, 8 representatives of foreign missionaries,
and others. The rest of the 300 ministers are
chosen

in the Pastoral
liy the votes of the ministers
Session of each Synod in Great Uritain, the number of ministerial and Iay-re|)resentat;ives being
governed by the principle of proportion of members
of Society in the several Districts.
The Representative Session of the Conference deals with all
questions in which the expenditure of money is
involved, and reviews the work done by the committees of ministers and laymen that have managed
the afl'airs of the several Church 'Departments'
during the year. New legislation may also be
proposed on subjects within the jirovince of the
Session, but such new legislation is not confirmed
until it lias been submitted to the Representative
Sessions of the Districts for consideration and

report.

At the close of the Representative Session the
This consists of the
Pastoral Session is held.
Legal Hundred,' the ministers who have been
members of the Representative Session that year,
and other ministers who have received the permisWhen the scheme
•sion of their Synods to attend.
'

of lay-representation was adopted, it was agreed
that all questions of doctrine, discipline, and the
stationing of ministers should be reserved to the
Pastoral Session, as also the management of the
Book Room, the great publishing department of
Methodism. The Pastoral Session exercises strict
discipline over the ministers of the Connexion, and
also considers all a)ipeals in cases of iliscipline

The Circuit Quarterly Meetaffecting members.
ings have a right to memorialize the Conference,
on
(Jonnexional subjects, and
in both its sessions,
to propose alterations in Methodist rules and regu-

When provisional legislation is passed
by the Conference in its Pastoral Session, that
legislation has to be submitted for the consideration
of the ministers of the Districts when assembled in
the Pastoral Session of the .Synods.
The work of
14. Home and Foreign Missions.
Mefcliodisni has always been deemed of greater
lations.

'

'

—

The wide-spread
its machinery.
character of that work may be judged from the
The
Miniites of Confircnce annually pulilished.
work of the Home and the Foreign Missionaiy departments is worthy of special consideration. In
recent years the evangelistic campaign has been
quickened by the erection of large Mi-ssion Halls in
some of the principal towns of England. The
example of renewed evangelistic enterprise in Wesleyan Methodism has made a deep impression on
the Churches of (!rcat Britain and other countries.
The Foreign Missionary work of Methodism dates
In
from 1769. The work gr.adually increased.
1785 aiipoiutments in tlie United States, Nova
Scotia, Newfoundland, and Antigua appear in the
importance than

Working in connexion
with the ('onfi'ience, Coke was the leading spirit
of Methodist Foreign Missionary enterprise until
In that year the work became
his death in 1813.
Minutes of C'infcrencc.
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the Eastern Section, 6,794,471, and, in the Western

more completely organized, and the present Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society was formed.
In estimating the importance of the work done by
that Society, it must be remembered tliat its present
operations are carried on in a field that is only a
fragment of the area once occupied. Independent
and alfiliated Conferences formed in the United
States, Canada, France, S. Africa, and Australia
have taken over almost aU the work which was
begun by the British Conference in the several
countries mentioned.
I.
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Section, 25,934,076, making a total of 32,728,547.
The statistical tables show that there are many
separate Methodist Churches in the world. It
must, however, be understood that the divisions
i

'

that have occurred have not been caused by
doctrinal ditl'erences in almost all cases they have
arisen fi-om varying opinions concerning ecclesiIn the
astical constitution and administration.
Western Section the ' colour question has had an
influence on the number of churches.
;

i

CHURCHES OF THE EASTERN SECTION.

'
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Methodism in tlie United States of America has
been remarkable. ^Ve have mentioned some facts
concerning its origin in 1769, and the action of
Wesley in ordaining Coke as a Superintendent,
and two other preachers as presbyters, in 1784.
When Coke arrived in America, he ordained
Francis Asbury as a Superintendent. Asbury's
work and influence have left a deep mark on
Methodism in the United States. Like Wesley,
he was a man of high spiritual tone. He rivalled
Wesley in evangelist^ic enterprise, and gathered
around him men who possessed the courage and
of

devotion of the pioneer preacher. The War of
Independence had made the whole country the
sphere of the most enterprising Evangelism. In
settled towns, in clusters of huts, in lonely backwoods, the Methodist preacher became a familiar
figure, as he preached and formed and visited his
little Societies.
The growth of the churches in
tlie immense areas in which the pioneers worked
necessitated the helpful supervision not only of the
Presiding Elders,'
Superintendents but also of
who rode hither and thither, constantly giving into
the
and
scattered
evangelists
guidance
spiration
and churches. For a considerable time the work
was carried on in close connexion with the British
Conference, and on lines similar to those followed
in England.
Conference was held in the States
in 1773, at which time there were 6 Circuits, 10
From these small
preachers, and 160 members.
beginnings American Methodism has advanced to
'

A

its

present position.

The

Methodist Episcopal Church and the
Methodist Episcopal Church (South) occupy the
chief positions among the Methodist Churches of
the United States. They separated in 1844, in
consequence of discussions which involved the

We

question of slavery.
may refer to some of
the constitutional arrangements of the Metliodist
Episcopal Church. The members of the Church
are divided into local Societies, one or more of
which constitute a pastoral charge.' A quarterly
conference is organized in each pastoral charge.'
The travelling preachers' throughout the States
are members of their several Annual Conferences,
the sessions of which they are obliged to attend.
In addition to the ministerial Annual Conferences,
a General Conference is held e\-ery four years composed of delegates from all the Annual Conferences in the States. It consists of pastors and laydelegates, the admission of the latter into the
General Conference dating from 1872. The ministerial delegates are elected by the Annual Conferences, each of which is entitled to one delegate at
least.
The General Conference fixes the ratio of
representation and the manner of election. Every
four years a Lay Electoral Conference is constituted within the bounds of each Annual Conference
for the purpose of voting on constitutional changes
to be suomitted to the General Conference, which
is the supreme
The Lay
legislative assembly.
Electoral Conference is composed of lay-members,
one from each pastoral charge, chosen by the laymembers of each charge over twenty-one years of
age, in such manner as the General Conference has
determined. Each Lay Electoral Conference is
entitled to elect as many Kay-delegates to the
General Conference as there are ministerial deleIn the
gates from the Annual Conference.
Gener.al Conference the 'General
Superintendents,'
as the bishops are called in the Dtsr.iplinc uf tlie
Methodist Episcopal Church, preside in such order
as they determine
but, if no General Superintendent is present, the Conference elects one of
its other members to
preside pro tempore. The
of two-thirds of the whole number of
Sresence
elegates constitutes a quorum for the transaction
'

'

'

;

of business.

The General Conference

elects

by

many General Superintendents as it may
necessary from among the
Travelling
as
the former I'residin" Eldeis are now
Elders,'
called.
The Conference has full jjower to make
rules and regulations for the Church, under the
limitations and restrictions laid down in the
The principal restrictions are that it
Discipline.
cannot revoke, alter, or change the Articles of
ballot as

deem

'

which were prepared by John Wesley,
lirst apjieared in The Sunday Service of
Methodists in the United States of America,

Jicliffioti,

and which
the

published in 1784. Nor can the General Conference establish any new standards, or rules of
doctrine, contrary to the present existing and
established standards.
In addition, it cannot
change or alter any part or rule of government so
as to do away witli episcopacy or destroy the plan
of Genei'al Superintendency.
It is also unable to
revoke or chain'e the 'General Rules' of the
Church. Those Rules are, with slight variations,
tlie 'Rules of the Society of the I'eople called
Methodists,' as drawn up by .John AVesley in 1743.
As to the procedure of the General Conference, the
Discipline shows that, in voting, the ministers and
laymen vote together but it is provided that a
separate vote 'by orders' may be taken on anj'
question when it is requested by one-third of either
order of delegates present and voting. In all cases
of separate voting the concurrence of the two
orders is required for the adoption of the proposed
measure. If the proposal concerns a change of
the constitution, a vote of two- thirds of the
General Conference is required. Such, in bare
outline, is a sketch of some of the outstanding
features of the organization of the Alethodist
Episcopal Church, but it should be supplemented
by a study of the book of Doitrines and Discipline
In J. H. Rigg's Comparative View of
(1912).
Church Orqanisations there is a chapter on
American Episcopal Methodism which contains
important information enabling the student to
compare the constitution of the Mother Church of
Great Britain with that of the Methodist Churches
in the United States.
For many years the visits
of fraternal delegates, representing the Conferences
of Great Britain and Ireland and America, have
served to strengthen the bond of union between
the Methodists of tlie two countries. The American
Methodists hold a conspicuous position among the
Churches devoted to the work of Foreign Missions.
17. Early secessions.— We have mentioned the
'

'

;

important Methodist secession in England,
taking place in 1797. As the Methodist New
Connexion i.s now part of the United Methodist
Church, it is not necessary to describe its original
constitution.
In 1810 a small Society, numbering
first

10 members, was formed by Hugh Bourne in
Staffordshire, and became the germ of the PrimiIn 1815 a Society, contive Metliodist Church.
sisting of 22 persons, was formed by William
O'Bryan in Devonshire out of which arose the
Bible Christian Church. The reasons for the institution of these two Societies were similar.
In
the former case Hugh Bourne and William Clowes,
two earnest evangelists, were indisposed to submit
to the restrictions of MethoiUst discipline and
manner of work. They sought and found a sphere

which they could have a larger freedom. They
to agitate the Church from which
they were separated. They gathered their members out of tlie neglected classes, and displayed in
their work much of the .spirit of ancient Methodism.
The same may be said of William O'Bryan, the
founder of the Bible Christian Church.
18. Primitive Methodist Church.— Next to the
Weslcyau Methndists, the Primitive Methodists
hold the strongest position in Great Britain. The
constitution bears, in several points, a strong rein

made no attempt
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to

tliat

of

the Wehlej'ivii

Metlioilist

Church, hut there is a marked dilfereiice in tlie
composition of the (Jonference. H. B. Kendall,
in his Handbook of Primitive Methodist Church
Principles and Polity (London, 1913), saj's
:

'

The Deed

I'oil

members

provides that

shall be

formed into

Classes, Societies, Circuits, and Districts, and that Societies
shall have their Leaders' Meetings, and Circuits their Com-

mittees and Quarterly Meetings

'

(p. 61).

Dealing with tiie functions of the Annual Conference, he sets fortli the provisions of the Primitive
Methodist Deed Poll. First of all, the Conference
is to be composed of 12 Permanent Members, irremovable from office except for incompetency or
incapacity. Next, it is to be composed of other
persons not exceeding 4, whose appointment is to
be made by a by-law of the Conference. These
may be ministers or laymen, official or unofficial
members. Lastly, the Conference is also composed
of delegates, who have been elected thereto by
their District Meetings, one-third of whom must
be travelling preachers and two-thirds laymen, and
no layman is to be appointed who is not a local
preacher, or a class leader, or a Circuit steward.
After long consideration and much discussion it
was decided by the Conference of 1876 that the
number of delegates to be sent by each to the
highest court should be determined by the number
of members in the District, 3000 being made the
unit for one minister and two laymen
61 i.).
(p.
Kendall is of opinion that the Primitive Methodist
polity is a modified Presbyterianlsm,' one evidence
of the fact being that the Churches are jointly
governed by ministers and lay-officials, and that
all ministers are in theory equal, the Superintendent diflering from his colleagues only in
function and responsibility (p. 62).
Up to the
present the Primitive Methodists have not shown
for
any strong desire
corporate union with other
Methodist Churches. Their Foreign Missionary
'

work

is

confined to Africa.

19. United Methodist Church.— In 1827, 1835,
and 1849 there were secessions from the Wesleyan
Methodist Church resulting from serious controversies concerning questions of government and
administration. The first was occasioned by the

introduction of an organ into one of the chapels in
Leeds. In its course constitutional questions were
raised touching the power of the Conference, which
re-emerged at a later stage. In 1835 the creation
of the Theological Institution for the training of
candidates for the ministry roused strong opposiThe first occasion of the disturbance was
tion.
soon nearly forgotten, and the controversy turned
into an attack on the constitution of the Wesleyan
Methodist Church. The agitation was elaborately
organized and vigorously conducted in all parts of
the country, and brought about the secession of
several thousands of members, who formed themselves
into
the Wesleyan Association.
The
Association held its first Annual Assembly in
Manchester in 1836. The Leeds reformers of 1827
joined the new Church.
The largest of all the secessions from the
Wesleyan Methodist Church took place in 1849.
Its immediate cause was the action taken by the
Conference in dealing with certain anonymous
publications in which the personal character of
ministers holding high official responsibility was
attacked. But, as before, the controversy soon
involved the question of the constitution and,
It is
especially, of the power of the Conference.
difficult to state the number of persons lost to the
Wesleyan Methodist Church through this agitation.
The aggi-essive work of Methodism was
paralyzed for several years. When the strife subsided, it was found that the number of members
in the

Wesleyan Methodist Church was nearly

100,000 less than when the agitation began.
VOL, viii. 39
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Reformers of 1849-52 formed themselves into
a distinct community, which, by union with the
Methodist Association,
the
became
United
Methodist Free Churches.'
In 1907 an Act was passed by Parliament authorizing the union of the Methodist New Connexion,
the Bible Christians, and the United Methodist
Free Churches, under the name of 'The United
Methodist Church.' The constitution of the new
Church shows the usual indications of compromise
but it retains the strong marks of original Methodism.
The Conference, which is compo.sed of ministers and laymen in equal numbers, meets once a
year. It includes the President and Secretary, the
President-designate, 12 ministers and 12 laymen,
who form, in a sense, a permanent nucleus, the
Connexional officers, the
of
representatives
District Meetings, and such representatives of
Connexional Funds and Institutions as the last
preceding Conference has determined. The wbole
number of the Conference, exclusive of the Guardian Representatives and Connexional officers, is
about 300. The Conference appoints a General
Connexional Committee which exercises a general
oversight over the aft'airs of the United Methodist
Church during the intervals between the Conferences.' The authority of the Church Meeting, the
Leaders' Meeting, and the Circuit Quarterly Meeting is great. These meetings are, to a considerable
extent, independent of the Conference, but the
Conference has certain rights which it can exercise
'

'

;

'

in cases calling for its interference.

The

constitu-

the United Methodist Church may be
studied in the Oeneral Rules, approved by the
Conference in September 1907, a new edition of
tion of

which was published in 1911. Foreign Missionary
work is being done by this Church in China,
Africa, Central America, and the W. Indies.
20. Smaller Methodist Churches.
The Wesleyan
Reform Union consists of those Churches and
Circuits which held aloof from the amalgamation
producing the United Methodist Free Churches.
In 1859 a constitution was formed which is fully
described in a pamphlet published by the Wesleyan
Reform Union Conference, the latest edition being

—

issued in 1896.
In 1805 several small Churches formed a union
which held its first Annual Meeting in Manchester.
The distinctive characteristics of the churches so
united are an unjiaid ministry, conjoined with the
free church-life of the Quakers and the doctrines
and methods of Wesleyan Methodism (J. Vickers,
Independent Blethodism [Wigan], 1910, p. 3). In
1898 this union assumed the name of the Independent Methodist Church. Its churches are situated
chiefly in Lancashire, Yorkshire, and the northern
counties, with some outlying churches in Nottinghamshire and Leicestershire, and a few besides
in Bristol and the south-west.
The Independent
Methodists excel in Sunday School work.
Although sharply divided by constitutional
distinctions, the Riethodists of England have so
much in common, especially in their practical
work, that they are being drawn nearer together.

The Ecumenical and other Conferences have done
much to promote the spirit of fraternity among
In Canada and other countries the
them.
Methodist Churches have united, and ^lethodist
reunion in England is often sympathetically
discussed.
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—
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II. Doctrine.— Ijct us look into the 8oul animating the hotly which has been desuribnil.
Methodism was the oflsprinrr of the Evangelical
Kcvival that took place in England during the
its iloctrine w,as moulded under the
ISth cent.
religious condaions of that age.
A rationalistic deism
1. Methodism and deism.
then lar.L'cl.v prevailed amongst educated men -a
system of thought which fenced God utrfroni mankind behind the laws of nature and bounded human
knowledge by the limits of sense-jierception and
The Deity was treated as an ablogical reason.
and men conseqnenlly
sentee from His world
became godless in practice as in thought. The
Re\ival swept down these artificial barriers. God
was realized in living contact with His cliildren.
The sense of the divine was recovered the transcendent became again immanent to conseiousne.ss.
According!}', 'the life of God in the souls of men'
the work of
was Wesley's definition of religion
God was the habitual Methodist designation for
the Revival, because in its phenomena God's immediate action upon human nature was discerned.
Hence the emphasis laid in the teaching of the
Wesleys on the witness of the Spirit (Ko 8). The
doctrine of assurance the personal certaint j' of the
forgiveness of sins and of restored sonship toward
God
was the outstanding feature of original
To most Churchmen of the time
Methodism.
professions of this kind appeared a strange 'enthusiasm' (.see G. Lavington, I'/ic Enthiisinsiii nf
;

—

;

;

'

;

'

'

'

—

—

Methodist.'s rind

Papists consieierccP, London, 1833);

man might know

forgiven was
.\long with the
Fatherliood of God, the Deity of the atoning
Saviour and of the witnessing and sanctifying
an arrest
Spirit came to he freshly recojjnized
was made of the Socinianism which l)y the middle
of the 18th cent, was rife among both Anglicans
and Dissenters.

that a

his

sins

deemed a dangerous presumption,

;

2.

Methodism and Calvinism.— The Melhodist

forces were soon divided on the question of predestination.
Predestinarianisin, like deism, magnifies the transcendence of God at the expense of
His immanence, redncing finite will to an illusion
and making man, even in his acceptance of divine
gr.ace, the passive creature instead of the consenting child of (iod. The Puritan tlieology, in its
prevailing strain, was intensclj- Calvinistic ; and
to it Whitefield, with the Welsh Methodist leaders

and the Evangelical clergy generally, adhered,
while the Wesleys espoused Arminian views upon
election and grace, in tliis res]iect inlieriting llie
High Anglican tradition. Uul the sjiring of llieir
univer-salism lay in the sen.se of God's mercy to
mankind revealed within theii' own bretvst and
interpreted in the broad light of the

sang

NT

;

tliey

:

'The boundless grace that found out ine
For every soul of man is free
'

I

that God 'willrlb all men
to be saved' under the reservation that lie has
doomed some, of His mere jdeasurc. to perilition
as Christ's amba'-sadois, they cried, without any
misgiving, Ye all may come, whoever will '.' The

They could not preach

;

'

METHODISM

en
'

a cloud from the charbrouglit salvation to thousands
themselves predestined reprobates.

works by love ; it enforced
alone, a true faith
the teaching of St. James side by side with that of
St. Paul, and found the two entirely consistent.

Wesley veliemeutly contended against another
tenet of Calvinism, maintained by contemporary

Their home-training and Anglican schooling stood
the Wesleys in good stead at this crisis.

Evangelicals that of the necessary inherence of
sin in the redeemed. The current orthodo.xj' limited
the salvation of Christ in the degree of its attainability as well as in the persons by whom it is
attainable. John Wesley arrived at the conviction
that the man who is in Chri-st may become even

4. Methodism and the Church of England.
John and Charles Wesley were sons and mhiisters
of the Church of England, and taught (as they
supposed) her true doctrine. John Wesley quoted
the Articles and Homilies in vindication of his
most oppugned tenets. For the guidance of his

on earth a thoroughly

people he revised the Thirty-nine Articles, reducing
their number by omission and abbreviation to 25
(so printed in the Wesleyan Methodist Service
Book) the changes are in many instances significant.
There disappear, with others, artt. viii.
('Of the Three Creeds'), xiii. ('Of Works before
Justification '), xv. (' Of Christ alone without Sin '),
xvii. ('Of Predestination and Election'), xx. and
xxi. ('Of the Authority of the Church' and 'Of
the Authority of General Councils'), xxiii. ('Of
Ministering in the Congregation'), and xxxiii.
The title of art.
(' Of Excommunicate Persons').
xvi. becomes 'Sin after Justification' in.stead of
Sin after Baptism,' and Ministers is substituted
for Priests in xxxii.
Traditions is paraphrased
by Rites and Ceremonies in xxxiv., the substance
of the art. being preserved with notable alterations

Wesleyan
acter of

teaehiiiL; lifteil

God

it

;

who had deemed

—

'

'

new

'

creature,' that it

is
'

cleansed from all sin
possible to be actually
'
freed (as
through the blood of Jesus (1 Jn 1')
'

—

'

'

'

'

on
from the last remains of sin
the strength of God's promises and the warrant of
experience, he taught his jjeople to seek and e.xpect
the power to keep continually the Two Commandments of Jesus and so to become altogether holy
and happy. To this effect he used to quote the
Communion Prayer, that we may perfectly love
thee, and worthily magnify thy holy Name,' insisting that this is to ask from God no boon beyond
His giving. From the moment of conversion the
Methodist was set at war with inbred sin,' inspired
The Class
by the prospect of its extirpation.
Meeting, with this ideal before it, became a school
he would say)

'

;

'

'

The

'

'

glorious hope of perfect love
proved an abiding spring of spiritual ardour and
a powerful spur to moral endeavour'. Sometimes
the extravagances and self-delusions of unbalanced
minds discredited the doctrine of Perfect Love ; to
such abuse all earnest religious teaching is liable.
But the sight of the goal of faith given to Methodism quickened and sustained the race for multitudes.
The endurance of the Wesleyan Revival is
due to the spiritual breadth and sanity of its programme. In this sense Wesley defined the object
of Methodism as being to spread Scriptural Holiness throughout the land.' The hymns of Charles
Wesley are thi best exposition of Methodism in
the fundamental respects which we have stated ;
they served as its keenest weapon in the arduous
of holiness.

'

which it waged with Calvinism. Along
with the hymns, the doctrine which inspired them
has leavened the whole Methodist Church.
Methodism
3. Methodism and Moravianisra.
owes a peculiar debt to the Moravian Brethren
their hand led the two AVesleys out of the legal
wilderness' into the liberty of the sons of God.
From this simple people, as well as from William
Law and the mystics, John Wesley learned deep
lessons respecting faith and in\\ard religion.
But
there came here also a parting of the ways. Leading members of the Unitas Fratrum in England,
and others of Wesley's early associates, were infected with the mystical tendency to despise the
external duties of religion. Regarding the inner
light and the Holy Spirit's witness as the sum of
conflict

—

;

'

Christianity, men of this persuasion treated fellowsome of
ship and Church order as superfluities
them verged in theory, if not in practice, upon
Antinomianism.
Among the latter the maxim
was current, which Wesley denounces as an 'enthusiastic doctrine of devils,' that we are not to
in other
do good unless our hearts are free to it
>vords, that we should leave disagreeable duties
undone (this was a temporary, but widely operative,
In this outbreak
aberration in Moravianism).
Wesley saw the peril of the Revival he raised a
barrier against it in the Rules of Society (dated
1st May 1743), which bear strongly u])on private
and social duty, and by the mutual oversight
secured through the Class Meeting.
Thus the
experimental in religion was balanced by the
Inward
holiness
found
in
outward holijiractical
ness its complement and safeguard.
Methodism
recognized that, while salvation is through faith
;

'

'

—

;

'

'

;

'

'

'

—

:

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

in detail.

turns into
'

The Civil Magistrates '(xxxvii.) Wesley
'

the Rulers of the British Dominions,'
to the King's Majesty,'

adding his Parliament
merging' Ecclesiastical

and

'

'

and

Civil 'in 'all Estates,'
conclnding with the first paragraph of the art. ;

he ignores the Royal Supremacy over the Church.
The artt. on 'the Sacraments' and 'the Lord's
Supper are reproduced almost verbntim but that
Of Baptism is curtailed, the definition ending
with the words sign of
new Birth
the
statement that by baptism persons are grafted
into the Church is avoided, while the clause commending the Baptism of young Children is re'

;

'

'

'

'

.

.

.

;

'

'

'

'

Of Original or Birth-Sin,' is also
cut down materially the Wesleyan teaching on
tained.

Art.

'

ix.,

:

Sanctification appeared to conflict with the asser'
tion that
this infection of nature doth remain,
yea in them that are regenerated.' The reference
'

'

flesh and bones is dropped from the art. Of
the Resurrection of Christ.' The general ett'ect of
the recasting is to emphasize the Protestant and
Evangelical character of the formulary, to set aside
the principle of State-establishment, and to eliminate Calvinism.
Neither the Articles of
5. Doctrinal standards.
Religion nor any other Anglican document or dogmatic creed was laid down by Wesley as the ground
of Christian fellowship.
Tlie revised Articles of
Religion were, however, from the first incorporated,
with certain necessary local adaptations, in the
constitution of the Methodist Episcopal Chmch of
America (see Ductrine and Discipline, etc., of this
Church, pp. 21-26). 'There is only one condition
previously required,' the Rules state, in those ^^ho
desire to enter these [the Methodist] Societies, viz.
a desire to flee from the wrath to come, to be saved
from their sins.' This narrow gate leads into the
tiTie way
the earnest seeker of salvation approves
Christ and the gospel as the sick man his remedy
a deep repentance affords the best guarantee for

to

'

'

'

—

'

'

'

;

;

To his preachers, however, Wesley
prescribed his Notes on the A'j and the first four
volumes of Sermons (ed. 1787-88, containing 44
Discourses) for the basis of a common understanding. These standards are introduced into the Model
Deed regulating the trusts upon which Wesleyan
Methodist church-falirics are secured, and into the
ordination vows of the ministers.
Every Local
Preacher also decl.ares his ns*ent to 'the general
doctrine' contained in the above writings as being

orthodoxy.
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tlir holy Siriptuies,'
While
they present no foiniul confession or «U)gniiitic
scheme, the Notes ami Scmunis contain the full
evanKolical creed in solution they are a workinj;
standard framed for a preaeliinf; ministry, and have
proved a sudicient regulative canon for a Church

'in aooonlaiioe willi

;

that retains

its

l^'angelical consciousness

and

is

concerned aliove all things to preserve the lifeconveying spirit of tliese authoritative dorunients.
A Conference Resolution of 1807 forbade tlie tenure
of office in the Societies to any person
holding
opinions contrary to the total depravity of human
nature, the Divinity and Atonement of Christ, the
infliience and witness of the Holy Spirit, and
'

Christian Holiness, as helieved by the Methodists,'

—

Tlie characteristic
6. Four salient points.
features of Methodist teaching may be summed
up as follows.

—

(1) Universal redemption.
Wesley and his
preachers nnitlored in the name of Jesus Christ
'a free, full, and present salvation' to every sinner
a salvation based on the Sacrifice of the ("ross,
bestowed on condition of repentance toward God
and faith toward our Lord .Jesus Christ,' and certified inwardly by the witness of the Spirit of God
bringing peace of heart and the sense of God's
fatherly love, and outwardly by a life of holy
obedience.
Methodism holds the
(2) Entire sanctijication.
gospel to be as large in its intension as in its extension, to be designed fur the 'rooting out' from
human nature of every plant which the Heavenly
Father planted not'; it encourages the Christian
man to look for the perfect cure, in himself and in

—

*

—

'

his race, of sin's disease.
The Rules of Society,
illustrated by Wesley's social work, virtually in-

clude the community with the individual man in
the scope of Christ's redemption.
Methodism stands
(3) Thefclloivship of believers.
for Christian brotherhood.
It honours the ministry and cherishes the two sacraments but, in its
view, the proof of Church-membership lies essentially not in observance of sacraments, nor in obedience to priests, nor in subscription to creeds, but in
the fullilling on the part of Christ's brethren of His
law of love by their seeking one another's company
and bearing one another's burdens.
This is the love
(4) Ordered Christian service.
of God, that we keep His commandments': the
Wesleyan Rules of Society were conceived as an
application of the commandments of Christ to the
situation of the Methodist people in early days.
Interpreted with good sense and according to the
spirit in which they were framed, those rules are
found applicable to later times and to the circumstances of Methodists all over the woild. They
signify that the Christian man is Christ's in body
as in spirit, and is called in concert with his fellows to bend everything in life to the furtherance
of God's kingdom upon earth.
The above sketch is a narrative, not a criticism
a narrative of the genesis of Methodism as a product of and a factor in the life of Christendom.
The changes which the system has undergone in

(Ancient)
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;

;

;

:

;

;

;

Modem

logy, Ao. 18Sr>
J. H. Riggr,
1880, Oxford High Atiglieanism-, do.
;

Anglican
18:l!)

;

Theology'^, do.

M. Randies,

First
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G. FiNDLAY.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

GEORGE

—

;

—

'

—

thought and spiritual character, due to its wide
expansion and the reaction upon it of later religious movements, cannot here be traced. Sutlice it
to say that through its manifold divisions and
diversities of government a striking identity of
doctrine prevails. Ecumenical Methodism retains
the stamp of

its origin.

LrrBRAiuRR.'— John Wesley,
31 (chiefly iniportniil, for

Original Sin^
1

The

ApiHaU

to

H'or/ts', 14 vols., Ixiiidoii, 1820<I",;tritic are Srrmonn, Doctrine of
M>-n of li,'amn and livlifiioti, /'tain

letters A..M. attncheil to the

name

of antbors si!.'nif\
Q.M., Gernmri Milliodist; M..N.CV,
Methodist of tlie New Coniu-xion I'.hl., Primitive Metiiodist
l;.M., ot the l?niUil JltlhodiBl Church
the undistinguiahed
luimw are WeHlejati AleUioUUt,

American Melhodint

;

;

:

;

MEXICANS (Ancient).—The

territory of

what

the Republic of Mexico was inhabited in
ancient times as in part it still is by a great
The pl.tins of
diversity of nations and tribes.
Northern Mexico were the domain of tribes of a
low culture stage, living mostly without fixed
abode, relying chiefly on the produce of the chase,
and to some extent on agriculture. These tribes,
of whom we know very little, received from the
Mexicans the general name of Chichimecs. Tlie
more cultivated nations were concentrated in the
central highlands, and in the ravines, valleys, and
is

now

—

—

Though belongcoast-plains of Southern Mexico.
ing to ditlercnt linguistic stocks, and dillerentialed
as to their advancement in culture, art, science,
and political power, thej' were, nevertheless, identical in the special traits of their civilization,
forming, so to speak, one great geographical culture
province.

The name Mexicans belongs properly to the
inhabitants of the city of Mexico or Tenochtitlan,
who were otherwise called Aztecs, but the designawas extended to all tribes and tribal fractions
the same idiom, and wore known to the
citizens of Mexico by tlie name Nana or Nauation

who spoke

tlaca, i.e., speaking intelligibly.' Their abodes in
historical times were the centr.al highlands, the
Federal District, the States of Mexico, I'uebla,
.and Morclos, and the territory of TIaxcala, where
they lived intermingled with fr.actions of the Dtomi
'

nation, with

Mazaua-s,

Matlatzinea.s,

Popolocas,

and other primitive nations. From that central
liome jiarts of the Mexican nation emigrated, in
I lie
.\tl;intic coast, reaching
])re-historii' times, to
as far as (Inatemala, San S:ilvailor, and the coasts
of ISii'aragua.
lake
Those
islamls
of
the
and
great
were the tribes ]iarticnlarly connecliMl with the
To (he Maya speaking
mythical name of Tolte<-s.
people of Guatemala these emigrants were known

MEXICANS
by tlie name of Yanui, which seems to be bul
another name of the Toltecs, who were commonly
designated by tlie Mexicans as the Tonatiuh iixco
Yaque, 'those who went to the rising sun.' For
all these tribes, undoubtedly, a long succession of
ages of cultural development must be taken into
account, since their civilization, at the time of the
Conquest, might have equalled, at least in many
respects, that of the ancient nations of the other
side of the globe.
Their religion had reached a
correspondingly advanced stage of development,
and was very elaborate, while their pantheon was
unusually rich.
As with all the other
1. Religious
ideas.
nations of the world, the religious faith and the
metaphysical ideas of the Mexicans had in part
developed from attempts to grasp the connexion
between the things of this world according to the
principle of causality in part they were the outcome of religious practice, and the crystallization
of magic ceremonies, intended to produce certain
effects by way of imitation.
The great problems
that presented themselves to the human mind because of the movement of the sun, the changes in
the shape of the moon, and the varying location
of the great star
the morning star have been
treated by the Mexicans in a great number of
mythical tales and mythical personilications.
The most prominent and the most widely worshipped Mexican god, of whom the largest number

—

;

'

'

—

—

and myths were reported, Quetzalcoatl,
the 'feathered snake,' the creator of men, the
wind-god of the later priestly school, was, in fact,
nothing else than a mythical personification of the
moon, who in her decrease travels to the east, i.e.,
draws every day nearer to the sun, and finally dies
away In the rays of the rising sun. It was believed
that, when dying, this god, or his heart, was transformed into the morning star. The counterpart of
this deity, Te^catlipoca, the young warrior, who
was regarded as the watching eye, the god who
sees and punishes all kinds of sin, and the sorcerer
who roams about in the night, is, in reality, the
new, waxing moon who makes her appearance in
the evening sky, and will travel on in the night,
as the eye of the night. On the other hand, deities
like Centeotl, the
maize-god,' have developed
from certain religious practices e.g., the placing
of maize-stalks or young maize-ears in tlie houses,
in order to get rich crops.
Xipe Totec, the
'flayed,' the god who wears a human skin, the
hide of a sacrificed man, has probably originated
from well-known ceremonies celebrated in the beginning of the year in the time of sowing, in order
to bring about tlie re-birth of vegetation.
The
two classes of deified beings met in the one great
idea that the celestial powers, the sun, the moon,
and the god of thunder and lightning, were at the
same time the promoters of the growth and ripening of the fruit, and in the conviction that the
new-born god (the rising sun) and the increasing
agency (the waxing moon) were the causes of all
birth and growth and of all that maintains and
keeps up human life, and that they Were the source
of tales

'

—

of

human

The
two
tribe
lived

life itself.

dead are to be added to these
— thetheancestors,
the founders of the

spirits of

classes

who liad died in ancient times, and who had
when the sun had not yet made its appear-

ance in the sky.

These deified ancestors were
believed to awaken and to live in the night
and, consequently, were identified with the stars.
Xiuhtecutii, the god of fire, who had likewise
existed in the 'time of darkness and night,' before
the birth of the sun, and was, accordingly, named
Ueueteotl, the 'old god,' became in some way the
prototype of these ancestral gods.
2. Origin of the world.— the Mexicans believed
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that heaven, earth, and the sun had not been
created at once, but that four ages of a somewhat
imperfect creation had preceded the formation of
the present world. The first of these pre-cosniic
creations was named Ocelotonatiuh, 'jaguar-sun.'
This was the sun of darkness, or sun of the earth,
for the jaguar was considered to be the animal
that swallowed the sun in time of eclipse, and,
as the earth was the realm of darkness, the jaguar
was identified with the earth. This first period
came to an end by darkness, when the jaguars
were eating men. The second period was called
Ecatonatiuh, 'wind-sun.' This period came to an
end by great revolving storms, and men were transformed into apes. Tlie third period had the name
Quiauhtonatiuh, 'rain -sun,' meaning 'fire-rain.'
In this period tire rained from the sky, volcanic
ashes and lapilli were strewn over the earth, and
reddish lava-clifts arose. Men were transformed
into birds. The fourth period was called Atonatiuh,
'water-sun.' In this period a great deluge took
place, men were transformed into fishes, and the
sky fell down upon the earth. The fallen sky was
raised by the joint action of the gods Quetzalcoatl
and Tezcatlipoca, and the earth was revived. It
was only then, in the year called ce tochtli, one
Its
rabbit,' that the present world was created.
name is Olintonatiuh, or 'earthquake -sun,' because this present world is to be destroyed by
'

One year after this creation, in
earthquakes.
the year ome acatl, two reed,' the god Mixcoatl,
the
'cloud-snake,'
god of the North or Tezcatli])oca in the form of Mixcoatl— 'drew fire out of
the wooden sticks,' kindled fire by means of the
'

—

fire-drill.

Then men were

created, and

war was

begun, in order that there might be human hearts
at hand for nourishing the sun.
The first who
was killed in war, i.e., was captured in war and
ottered on the sacrificial stone, was Xochiquetzal,
the goddess of the moon, for it is the moon who
dies every month in conjunction with the sun, and
by her death gives life and strength to the rising
sun.

Men being created, and war being commenced,
there was opportunity for the creation of the sun.
At the end of the first half of the first Mexican
cycle of 52 years, in the year thirteen reed,' the
sun was created.
'

The gods assembled in Teotiuacan, the ancient city of the
sun, and took counsel, askini^' each other who should take
of lighting the world.
The first who offered himself was
nliar^re
Tecciztecatl, the moon-god.
Again the gods asked which other
deity would take charge of lighting the world. As no one replied, the gods requested Nanauatzin, the 'bubonic,' the luetic
god, to undertake it, and he consented. The gods kindled a
great fire in the ti^otexcaUi. the divine stove,' and Tecciztecatl
tried first to throw himself into the fire, but he was afraid and
drew back. Then Nanauatzin shut his eyes and threw himself
at once into the fire, and after him Tecciztecatl did the same.
This took place at midnight.
Then the gods conjectured in
what direction thesun was to rise. It was in the east, where the
sun rose at day-break, followed by the moon. The chroniclers
relate that originally the moon possessed the same splendour
as the sun, but the gods struck her in the face with a rabbit,
so that her splendour darkened, and now the figure of the
rabbit is seen on the face of the moon. After having risen, the
sun and the moon stood still for four days and four nights,
whereupon the gods resolved to sacrifice ihemselves in order
to give life to the sun. After the gods had killed themselves,
the sun conmienced to move, and e\er since has made his
regular courses, alternating w ith the moon.
When heaven and earth were created, the
3- Origin of men.
gods took counsel and asked where to get beings to dwell on
the earth. Then Xoloti, the dog who jumps down from the
sky the god who carries the setting sun to the under world
\vent to the kingdom of the dead to fetch a bone of the dead.
\Vhen he h.ad given his message to Mictlantecutli, the king of
the dead, the latter asked him to move four times round the
SL-pulchre in the stone-circle, blowing the conch. The god called
upon the worms to make a hole in the sbeU, and thus he blew
the conch. The king of the dead gave the bone to him, but
ordered bis vassals to follow him and to dig a pit in his way.
There the god stumbled and fell, the bone slipped out of his
hand, fell to the ground, and was broken in pieces. The god
was much grieved, hut he arose, pii-ked up the frai^uients, and
brought them to Tamoanchan, a region situated far in the west.
'

—

—

—
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There thu (.-oadess I'iuacoaul or Quilazlli ground down the fraginenUi on the urindinn -stone, and put the inilvcrizort niati'rial
into the c/ia}rhiiihiii'a:lti\ the bowl hollowea out of a jn-ecious
stone, antl set with genia. On this pulverized material (Jiietzulcoatl Bi)riiiklc(1 blood tirawn by piercing his penis with a knife.
In this way men were [generated, and food was found for tliem
ft was llie maize, whose plaee
in the same region of the west,

the

bla'-'k

ant and

tlie

red ant showed to the nod.

—

regions or heavenly .spheres (illmicntl),
tTie earth downwards there were nine
The second,
regions or nnder worlds (uiir.tlan).
third, and fourth of the heavenly spheres were
the regions where tlie moon and the clouds, the
stars and the sun moved, while the uppermost or
thirteenth region was the abode of Umetecutli,
OmeciuatI, or Tonacatecutli, Tonacaciuatl, the
gods of generation. The second of the under-world
regions was the Chicunauhapan, the nine streams,'
the water that encircled the realm of the dead and
was in a way identified with the ocean of the
western region. The third under- world region was
the tcpetl hiionamiquian, the gateway liy which
the sun entered the underworld region.
The
undermost rej^ion was the abode of Micllantecutli
and Mictecaciuatl, the lords of the dead. To this
under-world region there went, however, only the
men and the women who had died in their homes
from sickness, injury, or the infirmities of age.
Men who were drowned, struck by lightning, or
carried away by malignant fever or contagious
disease were believed to be taken by Tlaloc, the
Their corpses were not burned, but
rain-god.
buried, blue colour the colour of water and rain
having been [tut on their foreheads. They went
to Tlalocan, the home of the rain-god, situated on
a great mountain in the east, a paradise of vegetaMen killed in
tion, in order to .serve him there.
war or sacrificed on the sacrificial stone and women
who had died in childbed belonged to a thinl
order, and went to heaven, to the house of the
sun.
The warriors went to the east, to receive
the rising sun and to accompany him up to the
zenith. The women had their dwelling in the west,
in the region of the setting sun.
In the morning
they climbed up to the zenith, where, at noon, thejreeeived the .sun from the hands of the warriors,
thirteen

and from

'

—

—

and accompanied him on

his

downward

course.

At

sunset they delivered the sun to the dwellers
for at night the sun
illumines the under world, and the dead awaken
in the under-world region,

and
5.

live.

Principal

deities.

—A

detailed

sister C'oyol.\auhiiui (the moon), seeing their molher
pregnant, wished to kill her, but just at lliis mo-

.-Vrmed with shield
Uitzilopoihtli was born.
and spear, he came forth from his mother, decapitated his ehler sister Coyolxauhqui, and <liovc
the 'four hundred Southerns' from the '.Snakemountain (the sky). The oilier war-god Camaxtli,
or Mixcoatl, the "od of the 'I'laxcaltccs, Ihc shooting god,' \vas prohalily a mythic conception of the
morning star. Tlaloc was the rain- and thuiidergod and the god of the iiiimntains. He had his
residence on tlie top of a mountain in the east,
where he owned four chambers anil four barrels,
from which his servants, dwarf-gods, bailed out the
water and poured it down on the earth. Stone
images of this deity are to be found all over the
country. Tezcatlipoca was the god of the Tezcocans
and of the tribes dwelling on the .slopes of the volHe was the sorcerer who roams about in
cano.
the night, the god who sees and punishes sin, and

ment

'

Heaven, earth and under world, and the abode
of the dead.
Tlie Me.xioaiis wero of oiiiiiion tlial
from tlie earth (tlalticpav) niiwarils tliere were
4.

(Ancient)

study

of

Mexican mythology ami the character of the
Mexican gods leads to the conclusion that the
forefathers of the Mexicans worshipped the sun,
the moon, the morning star, the hearth-fire, the
maize-god, and the other deities of vegetation, the
god who pours down the beneficial rain, and a
host of numinn and spirits who were believed to
dwell in particular places, as mountains, caves,
water- holes, etc. In the course of time those cosmic
potencies assumed very ditlerent shapes in the
mythopoetic im.agination of the people, coalescing
in part with a deified ancestor, or being merged in
certain regional festivals, thus giving rise to certain
well-defined divine personages, who in the dilierent
tribes, towns, and villages were acknowledged as
the altepcyiillntli, the lieart (or living principle)
of the town.'
Thus Uifzilopochtli, the war-god, the particular
protector of the citizens of .Me.vico (Tenochtitlaii),
must originally have been the rising sun, or the
morning star. His mother (conceived him from a
feather-ball coming down from the sky.
Her
other children, the Centzon Uitznaua, the four
hundred Southerns' (the stars), and their elder
•

'

'

the patron of the tc/pochcnlli, the club-house of the
and certainly developed from the
conception of the new, waxing moon. Xiuhtecutli,
the 'lord of the turquoise,' or Ixi'Ofauhqui, the
'god with the yellow face,' the god of fire, was the
tutelary deity of the citizens of Tlatelolco and
their brethren on the western mountain slope, the
Tepanecs of Tacuba and Coyouacan. Tonatiuh,
the sun, and Metztii, or TecciztecatI, the moon,
had in ancient times been worshipped atTeotiuacan,
north of the valley of Jlexico, and two great pj'iamids dedicated to them are still lo be seen in that
The moon alone was the principal deity of
place.
the inhabitants of Xaltocan and of the province
of Meztitlan, on the borders of the Huaxteca.
Quetzalcoatl, the feathered snake,' the creator of
human life, the wind-god, was another conception
He was
of the waning and resuscitating moon.
the great god of the merchants of Cholula and all
the Mexican commercial colonists, down to the
Xipe
])rovince9 of Guatemala and San Salvador.
Totec, our lord, the flayed,' the god of the sowing
time, the god of vegetation, was generally worshipped in the whole country but it seems that
the Nauatl tribes on the borders of the State of
Oaxaca, the inhabitants of Tehuacan, Cozcatlan,
and Teotitlan del Camino were particularly
He is also called god of the
addicted to his cult.
goldsmiths, because the goldsmiths, located in
the town-quarter, or clan Yojiico, regarded him
fioweras their tutelary deity.
Xochipilli, the
prince,' the lord of the green maize, the god of
all
his
the
had
Atlantic
food,
along
worshippers
He was believed to be incorporated in the
slope.
fowl
the
wild
that chants in the
tjuetzalcoxcoxtli,
morning. He had a brother called MacuilxochitI,
Five flowers,' or Auiateotl, the god of voluptuousness,' who was the deity of pleasure, of music,
dancing, gaming, and debauchery. Ome tochtli,
two rabbits,' the pulque-god, the ^lexican Bacchus,
was the town-god of Tepoztlau, in the State of
Morelos.
Female deities were Couatlicue, the mother
of Uitzilopochtli, worshijiped in Mexico City
CiuacouatI, the female warrior, the goddess of
Colhtiacan
Itzpapalotl and Quilaztii, the earthgoddess and the tire-goddess of the towns of
Teleo iunan, the
liuauhtitlan and Xochimilco
mother of the gods,' or Tooi, our grandmother,'
also called Tlazolteotl, the 'goddess of ordure,' or
Tlaelquani, 'mire-eater' ((.''. sinner); she was
generally worshipped as a harvest-goddess; Xochiquetzal, the goddess of flowers and of love, had her
worshippers throughout the country, and a magnificent pyramid dedicated to her is still to be seen
All these
in Xochicalco, south of Cuernavaca.
goddesses, without any doubt, were originally
moongodilesses, but developed into goddesses of

young warriors

;

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

;

;

;

'

'

MEXICANS
and j^eueration, into earth-goddesses and
patronesses of women's art. Clialcliiuhtlicue, the
goddess whose garments are precious stones,' was
the impersonation of running water, brooks, and
lakes
UixtooiuatI fchat of the salt water, and
accordingly the patroness of the salt-makers.
Centeotl, the maize-god, was repre.sented either as
a female or as a male deity, and was particularly
related to the gods of generation, the authors of
fertility
'

;

life.

6.

—

The Mexicans were
Religious practices.
by a fofliiig of absolute dependence on
them
as the givers of
They regarded

jienetrated
their gods.

and as those who inHicted punishments
upon them, and they were convinced that most of
these punishments were brought down on them by
all things

their own sins.
In order to obtain the favour of
their gods or to appease their wrath, they used to
address them with prayers, to present oU'erings to
them, to humiliate themselves in their presence,
and to torture themselves in their honour. In the
work compiled by ]5ernardino de Sahagun, the
original of whicli was written in Aztec, he has
preserved many prayers directed to several gods,
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sacrificed to the lire-god by casting into the fire all
kinds of animals that could be found in the fields,
and they also offered human prisoners in the same

way. The warriors who had captured them brought
them, their limbs tied together, and hanging on a
pole, like captured game, for the fire-god was the
god of war and of the chase. The Mexicans killed
quails by decapitating them, as an ofl'ering to the
sun and other deities such as Uitzilopochtli, for the
quail was the spotted bird, the image of the starry
sky.

They fastened prisoners with extended arms
legs to a wooden frame, and shot them with
arrows. This was a sacritice for the earth-goddess,
and was intended to fertilize the earth. There is
no doubt that it was originally meant as an imitation of the sexual act.
They decapitated a woman
and

as an

'

—

the paste obtained by grinding certain seeds, the
high priest sacrificed the image and cut it into
The assembled persons ate the pieces, and
pieces.
those who had partaken were obliged to pay for
a year all expenses for the cult of the god in

of the mother of the gods
the moongoddess, the harvest-god and flayed her, for the
old moon, the waning moon, is cut into pieces,
and her splendour is stripped off. Yet she would
revive, and therefore the flayed skin of the victim
was donned by a man \\\\o, in the following ceremonies of the feast, represented the goddess.
The Mexicans practised to a terrible extent the
oti'ering of human hearts, torn out of the bodies of
living men. They used for that purpose a sacrificial
stone of a rounded p}'ramidal shape. The victim
was thrown backwards on the top of it, his extended arms and legs were held by four men, and
the sacrificer, armed with a big stone knife, made
a broad cut across the breast, under the ribs, and,
putting in his hand, tore out the heart. The heart
itself was presented to the sun, and with the blood
they moistened the mouth of the idols, while the
heads of the sacrificed were put in rows on poles.
The body was delivered to the man who had captured the prisoner and had presented it as a
sacritice.
He cooked the flesh with maize, and
made a feast of it with his relatives and friends.
With the thigh-bone of the dead man he made a
bundle that was hung up on a high pole in the
middle of the house-courtyard. This was a token
of the valour of the owner, and probably, at the
same time, a fetish for luck and protection.
The Mexicans divided the
7. Annual festivities.
year into eighteen sections of twenty days each and
five remaining days.
On each of these twentieths
they had a feast with many elaborate ceremonies,
dedicated successively to various special deities, all
these feasts being intimately connected with the
exigencies of the ditlerent sections of the year with
regard to the culture of the soil, sowing, and
harvesting, and with the changing aspects that
in the ditlerent years those important afl'airs presented to the anxious eye of the labourer. They
commenced with the ceremonies early in the year
in the time of our February.
At that time, in
the houses and on sacred spots mountains, caves,
water-holes, and localities considered as the abodes
of the rain-gods
they set up poles to which papers
painted with the emblems of the ntiininaoi these
localities were attached
and they carried children,
who were bought from their parents, to the same
localities and sacrificed them to the rain-gods, in
order that these divinities might grant rain in
sufficient quantity for the crops of the new year.
In the second twentieth they celebrated a great
feast to Xipe Totec, the god of vegetation, a form
of the ancient moon-god.
This was just before
sowing, and it seemed to those ancient philosophers
to be necessary to fertilize the earth, that she might
receive the germ and bring forth the crops. For
this important business a sacrifice of value and a
vigorous man were required.

question.
Finally, the Mexicans felt compelled to bring
living beings as an ofl'ering to their gods.
They

They took a prisoner of war, the most gallant whom they had
at hand, and with him pL-rformed a ceremony that waa in a way
a testhig. He was fastened by a rope to the central hole 01 a

distinguished by a high and noble feeling, and by
a wonderfully refined and poetic language, while
another chapter of the same work contains twenty
ancient and very curious songs, which they used to
sing in honour of their gods at the ditlerent anniversary festivals (te.vt. Germ, tr., and commentary
in E. Seler, Gcsamnidte Abhandlungen zur amerikan. Sprach- u»d Altertumskitnde, Berlin, 1902-08,
ii. 959-1107).
The oflerings which the Mexicans were accustomed to bring to their gods consisted of food and
garments, flowers and green twigs {acxo>/atl) to
adorn their altars, copal, rubber, and difterent
kinds of aromatic herbs to burn, and piles of wood
to heap up and kindle on the top of their temple)jyraniids.
They humiliated themselves in the
presence of their gods by eating earth (tlalqualhtli).

by touching the earth with the finger and
it to the mouth.
When they requested
something from their gods, and before every festival
I.e.,

putting

dedicated to them, they fasted, eating only once in
the day, avoided red pejjper sauce and e\ery kind
of spices, abstained from sexual intercourse, and
ilid not wash their heads.
Wlieu the request
which they had to make was a very earnest one,
tliey tortured themselves by piercing their tongues,
or the margin of tlieir ears, sometimes drawing
stalks or tlireads through the hole made in the
tongue, and oil'ering the blood issuing from their

wounds, collecting it on agave leaves. If they had
committed a sin such as intercourse with the wife
of another man, and wished to atone for it, they
went to the priests of the goddess Tlaijolteotl and
made confession, and the priests, after having
heard the confession, imposed some penance e.g.,
to go naked in the night to some shrines of the
'women-goddesses' (ciuateteo), there to deposit
garments made of the common bark-paper. Bj*
performing this penance they w-ere believed not
onlj' to have got rid of tlie sin comniitted, but also
of the punishment for it enjoined by the law.
A

—

Mexican religious practice that excited the curiosity
and even the amazement of the Christian priests
was the so-called eating of the god (teoqualiztli).
'

'

At a certain festival a number of devotees assembled,
and, after liaving made an image of the god from

'

image

—

—

—

—

—

;
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shape, the^ocalled temalacall (spinii.ng
There he had to flifht with tour otlier inen
waa exhausted, after which they bound hiin with
arms and le^s (»m»M..»«A(,,<;M), to a wooden trame
on
was shot with arrows, so that the blood might drop
form of the
earth and fertilize it. This was the original

etone of

flat cylincirical

wheel of
until he
extended
where he
the

etone).

was

perceremony, as it is seen in the pirlograplis, and
formed in certain ancient towns up to the time of the conquest.
exhiuislcd and
In Mexico City, however, when the prisoner was
in the regular
no longer able to defend himself, he was saorifleed
wav by cutting the breast and tearing out the heart and many
The bodies
him.
after
same
way
prisoners were saorifleed in tlie
donned by certain
of the saorilieed were skinned, and the skins
to
the
ceremonies,
in
following
men who represented the god
show by this garb that the earthgod had put on a new cloak.
called
Tlacaxiwas
feast
annual
From this custom this second
Tiie feast concludeil with a great
peualiztli, 'Haying men."
maizeceremonial dance, where priesU disguised as maizeears,
or as beings connected with the
and
other
vegetables,
stalks,
which
the
food
of
abundance
exhibited to the people the

as

it

;

fields,

new year was expected to bring.
In the third and fourth twentieths, called
the temples and shrines
Tovoztii, 'awakening,'
were adorned with green stalks, and the ear.s
destined for sowing were hrought to the^ temple
The liftli
of the maize-goddess to he consecrated.
time when the
feast, called To.\catl, fell at the
to the zenith.
sun, shifting to the nortli, came
This was regarded as the real feast of tlie new
writer has shown, in his
year, and the present
that the
explanation of the Humboldt Codices,
the
day-names by which the Mexicans designated
ditl'erent years correspond to the days with which
the feast Toxcatl began. In this feast a living
of
image of the god Tezcatlipoca, i.e., a prisoner
war who in the disguise of this god had represented him all the year round, was sacrificed, and
immediately replaced by another prisoner, wlio,
invested with the paraphernalia of the god, had
The sixth
to represent him in the new year.
set in,
twentieth, the time when the rainy season
was celebrated by a general and severe fasting of
all the priests of all the temples, including the
The Mexicans
little boys in the priestly schools.
ate at this feast a certain meal prepa,red with
maize in grain and beans, called etzalli, whence
it bears the name Etzalqualiztli, the 'eating of
the meal of maize and beans.' In the seventh and
eighth twentieths the sprouting of the young
maize-ears was celebrated by a ceremonial dance
of the kings and rulers of the town, and a general
feeding of the people, the feast being called
ninth
TecuiUiuitl, the feast of the kings.' The
and tenth twentieths were called Tlaxochimaco
and Xocotl uetzi, 'when the Xocotl conies down
the feast of the
(or is born),' or Miccailhuitl,
dead.' At these festivals living prisoners were
thrown into the fire as a sacrifice to the god of
Xocotl or Otontecutli,
fire, and the image of
the 'god of the Otoini,' the 'soul of the dead
a butterfly,
warrior,' having the shape of a bird,
or of a mummy packet, was placed on the top
of a high pole, and brought down by the male
to the
youth, vying with each other in climbing
'

'

top.

The eleventh

twentieth,

called

Ochpaniztli,

'sweeping the roads,' was the harvest feast, and
at the same time a great expiation ceremony, by
which evil was taken out of the town.

A woman representing Teteo innan, the mother of the gods,'
having been decapitated at midnight and flayed, a priest put
on the skin and represented the goddess in the following
ceremonies. From a portion of the skin of the thigh, a mask
was made and worn by the son of the mother of the gods,'
Oenteotl-itztlacoliuhqui, the maize-god, the curved obsidian
knife,' who is described as the god of cold and punishment,
and is, in fact, only another form of the morning star, the
son of the moon-goddoss. The principal ceremony consisted
In a ceremonial impregnation of the goddess by Uitzilopochtli,
Teteo innan was accomand, on the way to meet the god,
deities called Ouexteca
panied by warriors and by pliallic
(men of the province of the Huaxteca). Ceremonial dances
maizefollowed, where Teteo innan was replaced by the
At the end of tlio feast warriors, racing witli
KOddess.
each other, took the mask out of the town, and burieil il
somewhere in the territory of their enemies. The goddess
'

'

'

(Ancient)

herself, t.c, the priest wearing the skin of the victim, waB
Ukewise driven out of the town, and the skin was hung up,
beyond the Iwundarics of the town, on a frame-work dedicated

to Teteo innan, being her sanctuary.

In

the twelfth

twentieth,

called

the

Teotleco,

Mexicans celebrated the return of their gods, i.e.,
of the fire-gods, who were reputed to have gone

out of the country during the rainy season. The
feast may also be called the birthday of UitziloIt concluded with another fire-ceremony,
pochtli.'
in which living prisoners were thrown into the
Hames. The thirteenth feast, called TepeilhuitI,
the feast of the mountains,' was another harvest
of fecundity
feast, when the pulque-gods— the gods
'

'

sacrifices, and ofi'erings were
of the
brought to the rain-gods, i.e., to the gods
mountains. The fourteenth feast, called Quecholli,
was dedicated to Mixcoatl, the god of hunting and
ceremonial
war, and was celebrated by a great
Arrovj and other weapons were made.

—were honoured by

hunting.

The

'

fifteenth feast, called Panquetzaliztli,

rais-

feast of the god
ing the banners," was the great
of the birtli of
Uitzilopochtli, when the myth
this god and the victory which he obtained over
his brethren, the Centzon Uitznaua (the stars),
were dramatically represented by a combat between the warriors and the prisoners designated
The fire-snake, the weapon with
for sacrifice.
which Uitzilopochtli had killed his sister Cothe ujiper platform
yolxauhqui, came down from
of the temple to burn the. ofi'erings heaped up on
the great cylindrical stone at the foot of the staircase leading up to the platform. The sixteenth
Atemoztli, was dedicated to the rain-gods.
feast,

The seventeenth,

Tititl,

was a commemoration

the dead, at which the ciuatctc6, the
the
'women-goddesses,' i.e., the deified women,
who died in child-bed, and
spirits of the women
their patroness Ilamatecutli, the old goddess, the
feast of

The

an important part.
goddess of fire, played
was called Izcalli, 'ineighteenth and last feast
to Xiuhtecutli, the
creasing,' and was dedicated

of all
god of fire, who was honoured by oil'erings
kinds of animals thrown into the flames. The god
was represented in this feast by two diflferent
a god of vegetation, clothed
figures— at one time as
of
in green quetzal-feathers and wearing a mask
and at another time
turquoises and green stones,
as the god of the burning fire, clothed in feathers
of the red macaw and wearing a mask of red and
black stones. The five last days of the year, called
nemontemi, were deemed unlucky. No feast was
celebrated on them, nor any business of importance
taken in hand.
Other ceremonies were performed to the deities
who were believed to rule certain days, according

name of the day in question, these names
of one of the numbers one to
comjiosed
being
As
thirteen and of one of the twenty day-signs.
not
these names, in the different years, were
the initial days of the
assigned to a fixed date—
names— the feasts of the
years bearing diflerent
rulers of the days were denominated 'movable
to the

fpusfcs

—

For the performance of all these
8. Priests.
of the
ceremonies, filling out, in the true sense
and for the regular
word, nearly the whole year,
were
service of the diflerent gods, many priests
'servants.
Ihey
employed, called Uamacazque,
as the
were divided into diflerent classes, such
incense- burners,' the tcouaquS,
tlenamacaque,
old
the
qmiquaeuiHin,^
'guardians of the idols,'
pulque priests, who
priests,' and the omdochtzin,
were at tlie same time the musicians and the
At the head of all these priests there
singers.
were in Mexico City two high priests, called
and tjnetzalcoatl
CJiietzalcoatl Totec tlamacazqui
'

'

of the
Tlaloc tlamacazqui, i.e., the snecial prit-its
two great gods, Uitzilopoolitli and the raingod

MEXICANS
Tlaloc, whose sanetuaries were situated close to
one anotlier on the top of the principal pyramid.
In spite of tlieir
9. General characteristics.
adherence to bloody sacrificial rites, the Mexicans
were sober, honest people, of tender susceptibility,
governed by laws of a high moral standard, respecting the rights of property, detesting lying
and falsehood, cheerful with their friends, brave
in war, and unflinchingly obedient to their native
Their governors and princes exercised
kings.
arbitrary power, but were restrained by unwritten
laws, handed down from their forefathers, and by
public opinion. Their punishments were severe,
but never cruel. Vices such as drunkenness and

—

untruthfulness arose with the misery and slavery
In material culture, too,
of the Spanish times.
the Mexicans were nearly equal to their conquerors.
Spanish government did not add very
much to their cultural standard, and to-day the
Indians are, if not the most refined, certainly the
most honest, component of the population of the

Mexican

territory.

—
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(Modern)

garlands of roses in their hands, and they went to
heaven accompanied by angels, while on another
vessel the Indians were shown fighting with one
another, ogling women, becoming intoxicated, and
According
receiving glasses of wine from devils.
to J. de Acosta's statement {The Natural ami
Moral Hist, of the Indies, ed. C. R. Markham,
London, 1880, bk. vi. ch. vii.), in illustrating the
doctrine of the Trinity, God was pictured with
three carved heads, and St. Peter and St. Paul
were dra^vn as two carved heads with keys and
sword. As Sapper remarks
:

'
It is easy to suppose that this sort of jiicture must have been
absolutely incomprehensible to an Indian, but there is little
doubt that the effect of these pictures was extremely favourable
to the spread of Christianity (Globus, Ixxx. 126).
'

The Spanish ^arfi-cs were not content with these
mnemonic and symbolic methods of teaching the
Christian religion, but soon learned the languages
of the country, translated the Catechism into the

various

and

dialects,

preached

the

in

Priests taught the Indians

native

how

to record
their languages phonetically by the use of the
Spanish characters, and from the early days of the

tongues.

Conquest there was a constantly increasing amount
and MS material in the languages of the
difl'erent peoples of Spanish America.
With a knowledge of the native languages, together with the names and attributes of tlie various gods, the Spanish priests had a wonderful asset
in their teaching, and they used their knowledge
to good effect.
Their explanation of the native
pantheon was an earnest attempt to incorporate it,
of printed

much as possible, into their own religion, and,
accordingly, we find many of the ancient myths
turned into a new setting, witli the saints now
It is
figuring as tlie actors in the ancient tales.
difficult to determine how much of this transforntation was due to the initiative of the priests of the
new faith, and how much may be attributed to the
Indians' own attempts to reconcile their old religion
with the new. Knowing the tendency of primitive
as

(Modern). —An

intimate knowledge of the religion of the ancient peoples of
Mexico is necessary in order to understand the religious life of the present native population of the
On first acquaintance with the people
country.
an impression is given that the Roman Catholic
religion is everywhere present, yet many of the
pre-Columbi»,n religious ideas remain. Too much
cannot be said of the energies and the fervour of
the Roman Catholic priesthood in their attempts
to Christianize the natives.
The originality of
their methods and their enthusiasm for the work
resulted in a marked success. They learned the
native languages, and collected much data upon
the customs and religion of the people, and to these
early accounts we owe practically all our knowledge of the pre-Columbian life.
The clergy soon noted the ability of the people
to read in pictures, and this was turned to account
in their teaching of the Roman Catholic Catechism.
Figures were drawn on large pieces of cloth representing most ingeniously, in a series of pictures,
the various teachings of tlie Church. These pictures
were also made in books, some of which, according
to N. Leon {Am. Antk., new ser., ii. [1900] 72U),
are still used among the Mazahuas of Michoacan.
more ambitious attempt was made by the priests
to teach the natives the Latin words of the Lord's
native
Prayer and other Articles of the Church.
monosyllabic word was selected, the sound of
which was similar to a syllable of the Latin word,
and this word was represented by a picture. The
first .syllable, pa, of pater, was shown by a picture
of a flag, winch in Nahuatl was pantli, and the
second syllable, ter, was represented by a drawing
In this way, picture
of a stone, tetl in Nahuatl.
by picture, the native word was known, and each
word recalled a similar word or syllable in the

A

A

Latin.
J. de Torquemada tells us (Monarquia Indiana,
Madrid, 1723, xv.) that the Christian priests illus-

trated the vicissitudes and the instability of life
by pictures representing a great expanse of water

on which were vessels manned by sailors. On one
ship Indian m.en and women were praying, with

man

his own
we may suppose that many of the
strange metamorphoses which came aljout were the
to explain everything in terms of

mental

fabric,

natural result of implanting ideas upon an older
foundation, but a result not recognized or authorized by the Church.
In many cases the gods of
the ancient religion were incorporated into the
new, as when the three most important gods were
sometimes turned into the Trinity, while the lesser
gods became the saints of the Church. The evil
one already had a counterpart in the Mexican
religion
among the Mayas he was Kisin, the
;

earthquake.
The present population of Mexico may be
divided, for the purposes of this article, into four
classes as regards their religion ( 1 ) those of Spanish
descent who are true Roman Catholics (2) those of
mixed descent who are nominally Roman Catholics,
but still retain some of the ancient pre-Columbian
(3) those of mixed blood who are
religious ideas
fundamentally pagans from the Christian point
of view, with religious rites coloured by Roman
Catholic teaching and (4) those who show no trace
of the Roman Catholic teaching, and still continue
to practise the ancient religion.
It is, of course,
impossible to draw a hard and fast line between
any two of these classes ; the two middle diWsions
are differentiated only by the degree in which the
Christian or the native religion predominates.
Class I. In the large cities and towns there is
a numerous population of Spanish-speaking people
who have little or no Indian blood, and these carry
out the rites and ceremonies of the Roman Catholic
Church as practised in Spain. Tlie festivals of the
Church are celebrated with great pomp and ceremony. An interesting survival of the teaching of
the early Franciscans is seen in the Nacimientos,
:

;

;

;

—
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the Pasloriiks, and the Mystery I'lays performed
Corpus Christi and at other times. Soon after
the Conquest the .-;icred dramas, so popuhvr in
Spuin at that time, were introduced into Mexico,
and were reganled as an important means of jiropalit

jj'anda.

—The

casual observer seldom sees any
of the native element among the peoples who have
been placed in t.\)U division, and he considers the
population good Uoman C;'.tIiolics. It is only after
close intimacy extended over a considerable period
of time, to;;ether with a knowledge of the nature
of the native practices, that one gradually linds
that the underlying principles of the religion are
based on the native ideas rather than upon the
Christian faith. The veneer of Roman Catholicism is removed, and the native religion stands out
The greater part of the population of
clearly.
Mexico are of mixed blood, with a strong preponderance of the Indian over the Spanish strain.
This type of native is present even in the large
cities and towns, where a great proportion of tlie
people fall into Class 2, whose religion is Roman
Catholic, with an undercurrent of the old ideas.
The gente of Jlexico City, e.g., are of this class.
Hol3- Week throughout Mexico is a time of great
In addition to the Passion
religious enthusiasm.
Plays which have already been mentioned, there
is a constant round of festivals, many of which are
strongly flavoured bj' the native elements. The
season of prayer and fasting appeals to the natives,
some of whom wear the crown of thorns and flagellate them.selves.
From Holy Thursday until the
Gloria of Saturday the bells of the churches are
silent, and the mntvacas, or rattles, take their
Each child and adult has a rattle, and the
place.
streets are full of vendors, each selling some sort
of noisy toj'S.
On the Sabado Ue Gloria new fire
is struck from the blessed Hint.
The burning of
Jadas is a common sight in every Mexican town ;
figures of Judas, representing him as a man or
woman, a negro, a soldier or a knave, a devil or
a gentleman, are burned in every village plaza.
Many of these figures contain jars filled with various objects, and, when the container is broken,
the contents fall into the struggling crowd. Firecrackers and rockets often form the hands and
feet of these Judas figures.
It is a time of much

Class

2.

merriment.
In Mexico City on Viirnes cle Dolorci, the eve
of Palm Sunday, there is a long procession of
decorated boats in the Viga Canal and flowers,
small shrines, and altars are displayed everywhere,
;

the native love of flowers and their varied use of
them as decoration being seen at this time at its
best.
These religious festivals play a very important part in the life of the people.
The custom of erecting wooden crosses along
the roads and trails is verj' common in Mexico.
The traveller, in passing one of these crosses
for the first time, usually deposits a stone or a
flower before it.
It is on the magical side of the religion that we
find the greatest number of survivals at the present
time.
Symbolic and contagious magic abounds
among all strata of the popuhuion. Some of their
idea.s are, of course, ueri\ed from the Spanish
element, but the greater number are purely native.
Hypnotic suggestion is the important feature in
all the ceremonies which deal with healing the sick.

The

air is full of evil spirits,

which linger round

the entrances of the villages, and precautions
mast be taken to placate or outwit them.
Class 3. This class is represented in the small
pueblos in the country districts, where the headman of the village performs the oHices of the
Church, except at infrequent intervals when the
priest of the district makes his visit to celebrate

—

(Modem)

Mass and
The native

to

perform

marriages and

l>aptisni.'<.

religious ideas are much in evidence,
for the visits of a j)riest of the Church are oft«u
too infrequent to make much headway against the
presence of the strong native religious element.

This cannot be stamped out among the peojilc, and
it remains a sturdy growth unless persistent and
energetic efl'orts arc made to counteract its inlluence
by Christian teaching. It is among people of this
class that the blending of pre-Columbian and
Christian ideas may best be studied.
The native elements come to thi' front especially
in connexion with agriculture an<l the burial of the
dead.
Incense is burned and ofl'eriiigs are made
to the gods of fertility at the time of sowing other
in some
gifts are i)resented to the gods of rain
cases oH'erings are given to the wind-gods when the
burning of the brush of the maize-field is undertaken
anil ab Icntion from sexual intercourse
before the planting is anotlicr of the survival.s.
-Vmong the Otomi an idol is buried in the nuiizefield, anotlicr is kept in the domestic house, and
a third in the granary. Tlie hunter niiiy burn
incense for a successful hunt, the traveller for a
prosperous journey. Every house has its sanio, or
saint, often the crudest kind of picture or im.age,
;

;

;

and the

firstfruits of the harvest are usually placed
before this shrine in time of sickness and death
many oft'erings are made and incense is burned. It
is the nature of the gifts and the spirit in which
they are made, rather than the act itself, that sho«the pre-Christian ideas.
In many of the prayers the native element is
seen.
Sapper tells {Das non/t. Mittd-Amerika,
'
Thou art my
p. 270) of the Kekchi praying,
mother, thou art my father,' a form common in the
Popol Vuh (q.r.). The Indian origin of many of
the prayers is seen in the poetical form, the
parallelisms, the antitheses, and the repetitions of
Seler tells of a stone
single words and phrases.
idol discovered in a cave in the State of Puebla
before which oilerings of flowers, eggs, and wax
candles were found. In another case the visiting
jiadrc saw, to his indign.ation, a stone idol occupying the place of honour beside the crucifix, on the
In a cave in Oaxaca
altar of the village church.
a pottery incense pan and two turkey feathers
were discovered, the feathers having undoubtedly
been used in connexion with the sacrifice of human
blood, so common a part of the religious ritual of
the ancient Mexicans. These definite examples
will show the hold which the older ideas have
upon the people, who are nominally good Roman
Catholics.
Class 4. The number of individuals wdio have
been placed in this division is comparatively small,
and, as might be expected, they are found only in
the most unsettled and inaccessible portions of the
country. They show jiractically no influence from
the outside world in their customs, their languages,
or their religion. Spanish is seldom understood,
and the native languages show little change from
those portions which ^^ere rcdjri'cd by the early
Spanish conquerors. It is among these people that
one can obtain a clear picture of the pre-Columbian
The polytheistic ideas arc still mainaborigines.
t.ained, and many of the gods now worshipped may
be identified with the ancient deities of tlie people
—-Sakaimoka of the Uuichols, e.g., is recognized
It is seldom that the
as the old rain-god, Tlaloc.
ancient gods of the sun, the moon, the morning
star, and other i)lanets can be noted in the present
liantheon, although among the Seri of Lower
California the sun and moon find a place among
the gods, and among the Tarahumare there is a
'father-sun' and 'mother-moon.'
Among the
present-day Mayas the sun and moon are servants
of the gods.
;

—
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Worsliip by means of praj-er, divination, and
takes many dill'erent forms. Human
lias lieen aboli>lied, although there are
a few sporadic cases \vliere it has been reported
within the last centmy. Blood sacrilice is not
uuconimon among people of this class, the ear and
other parts of the body being cut with a stone
knife, and the blood allowed to drop upon the idols.
Offerings of food and drink now form the main
portion of the religious practices of the population,
although burning of copal or other incen.se to the
gods is also very common. Compulsory intoxication
a common feature of the ancient religion is still
carried out by means of thepiilque of the Mexicans,
the hikuli of the Huichols, the tcsvino of the
Tarahumare, and the balche of the Lacandones.
Divination is jjractised in many forms, and among
many peoples there is a class of soothsayers who
look into the future by means of the movements
of saeriticed animals, the smoke of the incense, the
crystal, the image on the surface of a basin of
water, and many other ways. The prayers of the
Cora, collected and translated by Preuss (Die
Nayarit-E.cpedition), furnish an excellent criterion
of the native point of view towards the gods and
The dances of the people are
religion in general.
often held for magical purposes.
Among the
Tarahumare, e.g., tlie dance is a prayer, a petition
for prosjierity for the harvest, or for health and
sacvitioe
sacrifice

—

—

freedom from

ill-fortune.

The idea of renovation, the renewal of the incensebui'ners and the cleansing of the houses and of the
places of worship at certain times of the year, is an
ancient practice.

the Lacandones, at the
main ceremony of the year, when the tirstfruits
are offered, the entire collection of incense-burners
is renewed.
The old ones are dead,' and new ones
are made to take their place.
Priests no longer

Among

'

form a distinct
the head-man

class by themselves in
of the village or the

Mexico, but
head of the

now

{lerfomis the priestly functions, and
among some of the tribes the class of shanuins still
remains. It is claimed that one-fourth of the
Huichols (q.v.) of Northern Mexico are shamans;
the name of the tribe signifies 'the doctors or
It is they who have the power to look
healers.'
into the future and who understand and interpret
the will of the gods. Religious temples, so common
a feature of the pre-Columbian culture, no longer

family

play a part

in

the

religious

life,

though the

Lacandones still make pilgrimages to the ruined
structures where they believe their gods reside,
carrjring with them incense-burners and other
offerings.

The religious practices are usually carried

on either

in the domestic habitations or in a house
set apart for the purpose, this house being called
topinn, 'the house of all,' among the Huichols.

Women

are usually excluded from these religious
places, except at the termination of the worship,
when general feasting takes place, and the offerings, previously made to the gods, are consumed
by the worshippers. Perhaps the best example of
a people who have had no contact with Spanish
ideas are the Lacandones, who live in the State of
Chiapas on a tributary of the Usumacinta River,
which forms a portion of the boundary between
Mexico and Guatemala. The early efforts of the
Spanish to Christianize these people met with
failure, and they have remained undisturbed for
three hundred years. The customs, and especially
the religion, of this people are important as an aid
in understanding much of the life of the early
Maya tribes, and many of the ceremonies are
counterparts of those represented in the pre-

Columbian MSS.

A geographical

survey of the principal religions
shows an interesting change
From the religious point of

of the native Mexicans
from north to south.
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of the tribes of Sonora and
directly associated with those of
the natives of the south-western portion of the
L'nited States the
of the I'uebloan peoples
relifjion
and of the Navahos and Apaches shows a striking
similarity to the religious ideas of the Huichols,
the Cora, and other peoples of Northern Mexico.
The rain and the importance of rain are the prime
factors in the religion of all these peoples.
The
symbolism of the Huichols centres in the phenomena of nature. In Central and Southern Mexico
the religious ideas of the present native population
show a great number of survivals of the ancient
religion of the formerly highly cultured peoples
belonging to the Nahua, the Maya, and Kindred

the

view,

ideas

Chihuahua are
;

civilizations.

—
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'

;

m

'

;

'

'

;

;
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I.

The

and the Michael churches
ill

origin of the festival

in Italy.

— The Marfiloge

Englijsshe, translated by Richard

Syon monastery and printed

Whytford

of

de
and Saruui

Wynkyn

by

Worde in 1526, records the Roman
tradition of the origin of the festival
'The xxix day of September. In tlie nioiit
:

reuerend

memory

hym

chirche of

is

of gargaue the
saynt Mychaell
archaugell where a
is but of poore bu,\ Id^ng yet
adoumed w* man> grete vertues (Henry

of

t!ie

cosecrate that

"

notw'standynjj

it Is

Bradshaw Society,

iii.

[1891] 153).

The Sarum Missal

in the calendar has: '3 kl.
and in the text :
.
Sanan,
Michaelisarchangeli' (J/iss. arfwsHJrt

Michaelis

Oct.
'

archangeli,'

.

.

Burntisland, 1861-83, pp. 25", 918). The calendar
iii kl.
of the Westminster Missal of 1362-86 has
Oct. Sancti Michaelis archangeli (H. Brailshaw
Soc. i. [1891] p. xiii).
The Missal of Robert of
'

:

'

Jumi^ges, an English Service-Book w-ritten, probably at AVinchester, between the years 1008 and
iii. Kl. Oct. Sci.
1023, has in the Kaleiidarium
Michahelis archangeli.' The rubric in the text
iii Kal. Oct.
Dedicatio Basilicas Saneti
reads
Michahelis Archangeli' (H. Bradshaw Soc. xi.
This
[1896] 17, 215).
agrees with the title in the
Leofric Missal (A), a French MS of the hrst half
of the 10th cent.
iii. Kal. Oct. Dedicatio basUicae
sancti Michahelis archangeli' [Leofric Mi.i.ial, ed.
F. E. Warren, Oxford, 1883,
The Kalen162).
p.
darium of the Leofric Missal (B), a Glastonbury
MS of the latter part of the 10th cent., has: 'iii.
Kl. Oct. Sci. Michahelis archangeli' {ib. p. 31).
The Leofric Missal (A) is a Gregorian Sacramentary, and the title is based upon that in the
Codex Vaticanus (ii.) published by Muratori 'iii
Kalendas Octobris id est xxix Die mensis Septembris. Dedicatio Basilicae Sancti An^eli
(L. A.
Muratori, Liturgia Roiuana Vetus, Venice, 1748,
vol. ii. col. 125).
This is evidence of the 9th
'

-.

'

:

'

:

:

'

century.

The earlier Gelasian Sacramentaries carry the
evidence back to the 7th century. The Vatican
MS of the 7th or early 8th cent, has Orationes in
Sancti Archangeli Michaelis.' The Rheinau MS
and the S. Gall MS, of the 8th or early 9th
Dedicatio Ba,silicae Angeli
cent., have the title
Michaelis' (H. A. Wilson, The Gelasian Sacramentan/, Oxford, 1894, p. 200).
'

'

:
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The

Sacnimcntjiry throws
on Mie origin of tlie festival. It
stands alono in assigning it to 301 h Sept. and not
29th Si'|)t., bnt it adds a note of locality which
luluic in

tlie Leoiiiiin

still fiiiiher liRlit

that of the later Koiiian tiiuHlion

trnni

ditlcrs
'

N

:

Angelo, .assigning its dedication to Boniface III.
(()06) or Boniface IV. (()07-(il4), in memory of the
staying ol the plague under Gregory the Great
{C, Baronius, Mdrltfruloqinm Jioiiiaiiuin, Venice,
160'2, p. 514).

—

Sahuia'
(C. L. i'oltoe, HacrinHcnlariuin Lconiannm, CamKeltoe refers to a 9th cent.
bridge, 1896, p. 106).
MS at Padua, which roads 29 Sept. Dedic. basil.
S. angcli Michahelis via Salaria
(ih. p. 203).
Martin Rule, in his 'Analytical Study of the
Leonian Sacranientary (JThUt ix. [1908] ,'il.'>fr.,

ii.
Thr. II iirrh on the Via Salaria.
The dedication festi\al of Sept. 29 would seem to have three
steps in historical progiess. The earliest has reference to the church on the Via Salaria, the second
to the Apulian cluiroh on Monte Gargano, the
tliird to the church on the Castel S. Angelo.
The
sixth mile-stone on the Via Sal.aria is north of the

traces the materials of this Verona
of the 7th cent, to three collections made
during the pontilicates of Leo I. (440-461), Hilarus
This can-ies
(401-46S), and Simplicins (468-483).
the evidence of the rubric to the 6tli century.
The festival is, therefore, in its origin the dedication festival of a church.
The evidence is not
conlined to the liturgical books of the Roman rite.
The early Mozarabic rite is represented in a
of
the nth cent, at Paris (liibl. Nat. nov. acq. lat.

site of Fidena-,

Knl. (tct.

I'ricl.

JIasilicao Anj;(>li in

'

:

'

'

X. [1908]

MS

.')4 II'.),

MS

In a short treatise, Adnuntiationes Festi'
Advitatum, the festival is announced thus
veniente diae il. festivitas erit dedicatio sancti
Micahelis archangeli vel sociorum eius (MS 2171,
And in the Martirum Lcgium, a calendar
p. 2.5).
in the same MS under Sept. 29, is:
iii.
(Kal.
dedicatio
sancti Micahelis arcangeli' (G.
Oct.)
'Liber
Morin,
Coraiciis,' Anecduta Mnrcdsolana.,
i. [1893] 392, 402).
A contemporary MS from the
2171).

:

'

'

same Spanish monastery of Silos in Old Castile
(Brit. Mus. Add. MS 30851) has two hymns: 'in
diem Sancti Micaeli Arcangeli,' where reference is
made to the 'socii.' The first hymn has the line
ut glorietur in deo cum consortes socios'; and
:

'

'

'

the second
Urielo Gabrielo Rafaelo socius
(Mozarahic Psalter, H. Bradshaw Soc. xxx. [1905]
The Ambrosian rite in the 12th cent,
254, 256).
refers to the 'dedicatio in monte Gargano.' The
Kalendarium has
iii.
k. Oct. s. Michaelis in
monte Gargano,' and the ordo pro dcnariorum
divisione: 'dedicatio s. Michaelis in nionto Gargano' (Beroldus, ed. M. Magistretti, Milan, 1894,
:

'

:

pp. 11, 17).
i.
The Castello S Angela at Rome. Quentin has
sifted the further evidence of the Martyrologies.
Th(! earliest entry is that of the Martyrology of
iii.
Bede
Kl. Oct. Dedicatio ecclesiae sancti
angeli Michaelis.' This is modified by the Mftcon
Romae, dedicatio basilicae sancti angeli
Koniae, dedicatio basilicae
by the Clermont
sancti Mikaelis archangeli'; and by the Bologna
with the insertion of the words miliario
sexto' between 'Romae' and 'dedicatio.' The
earliest evidence supports that of the Leonian
Satramentarj', and points to the dedication of a
church at the sixth mile-stone on the Via Salaria.
'
of Toul and Remiremont read
The
In
Monte Gargano, dedicatio basilicae sancti Michaelis
archangeli.' This is the source of the entry in the
Martyrology of Ado, archbishop of Vieune, c. 870 ;

—

'

:

MSS

'

'

:

MS

;

'

:

MS

'

MSS

but he adds
'Sell

:

nnn mtilto post, Uomae,

pontifex
cavit,

:

in

(.'cclesirtm

veneraliilis

sancti Micliaclis

etiam Bonifatiua

nomine constrnctam
miro opere

suninntate

dediallissime

circi, criptatim
Undc ot isdeiu loi-ua, in Binnniitale 6ui continent
porreetani.
ticclesiam, inter nubes eitus vocatur (Quentin, Les MartyrologeH
'

historitjiuB, p. SOI).

The entry in the Martyrology of Ado is the most
ancient testimony to the consecration of the tomb
of Hadrian to St. Michael.
century later
Liutprand of Cremona witnesses to this church on
the top of the Castel S. Angelo

A

:

'Munitio vero ipsa

.

.

.

tantae altitudinis est, ut ecclesia

in eius vertice videtnr, in honore summi et caclestie
iniliciae principis archantfeli .Michaelis fabricata, dicatur sancti
Au^'eli ecclesia usque ad laelos' (ib. p. GOl)

quae

Baronius also identified the Church of
Michael 'inter nubes' with the Castle of

St.
S.

I

somewhere between Castel tJiuliileo
and Casale Marcigliano. The Casali Kette Bagni,
which lies on the hill-side north of the little stream
of the Allia, cannot be f.'ir from the olil Basilica of
St. Michael. The evidence from the Michael shrine
near Spoleto, whi<'h was known for its healing
exj.iain the origin of tlie dedication.
church on Monte Gargano.
Monte
Gargano juts out from the north end of Apulia
into the Adriatic.
The Michael shrine is on the
Monte S. Angelo, about ten miles from Manfredonia, the ancient Sipuntum. The dedication is
assigned to the last years of the 5th century.
Baronius refers to it under the yeax i'dZ [Annates
Ecclesiastici, ed. Mainz, 1601-05, sub anim xliii. ;
cf. his Martyr. Rom., p. 261).
The Apparitio S.
Mich. Ang.' is kept on May 8. The Liber PontiHuius
ficalis of Anastasius Bibliothecarius reads
temporibus inventa est Ecclesia sancti Angeli in
Monte Gargano' {Liber Pont. eh. 50, S. Gelasius).
It was a great centre of pilgrimage in the 10th
Otto III. visited the sanctuary in 998.
century.
The fact rests on the credible witness of the Vita
S. Romiialdi of Petrus Damianus (F. Gregorovius,
Storia delta cittd di Jionui, Ital. ed., Venice, 1872In the church was a spring of water
76, iii. 559).
which was held to be a cure for fever
Ex ipso autem saxo quo satrracontundituracdes adaquilonem

springs,
iii.

may

—

The

'

'

:

:

'

:

nimiuiu lucida ^'utUitim aqua dilabiLur quani
Ad hoc et vitreuni vas
ar^entea
pendet catena suspensum
denique noninilli post lousras
febrium flaunnas hac austa stilla celebri confcstira refrigeno
potiuntur salutis
(6. Mombritius, Sanctuariuni, ed. duo
altaris dnlcis et

:

incolae stiUam vocant.

.

.

.

.

.

.

*

Monachi Solesnienses,

Paris, 1910,

i.

391).

—

The Michael sanctuary in Umbria.
The
Antonine Itinerary thus notes two stations on the
way from Rome to Milan by the Via Flaniinia:
civitas spolitio
mil. vii mutatio Sacraria
This 'mutatio' is placed at Le Vene,
mil. viii.'
near Spoleto (Itin. Ant. Aug., ed. G. Parthey and
M. Finder, Berlin, 1848, pp. 288, 378). Wesseling
rejects the theory of 1*. Cluver that this referred
to a sanctuary of Jupiter Clituninus, and accepts
iv.

'

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

that of L. Holstein that there was a Christian
sanctuary on this site when the Itinerary was
written (P. Wesseling, Vet. Rum. Itincrarhi, Amsterdam, 1735, p. 613). H. Leclercq states definitely
that the sanctuary cannot have been dedicated to
the God of Angels' before the epoch of Thnodosius,
or at the latest before the l)eginning of the 5th
century. The inscriptions of the Tcmpio di Clitunno
belong to this date. _The inscription over the
scs DEUS ANtiEl.ORUM QUI
central door reads:
'

'

FECIT RiOSUKUKCTlONEM.'

Leclercq says:

'

Cet6diflce,dontla premiiredestination n'd-tJiitpaschrdtienne,
et qui portait priniitivemont le iioin dc sacrarinin, n*a pu Gtre
transfoini6 et dedii^ au Dieu des an'.,'C8 qu'il rei)oque de
Th6odose'(/)/iCi:/, art. 'Alices,'

p. 2147).

And

agjiin, after examining the theory of H.
Grisar th.it these buildings [i.e. the Tempio di
Clitunno and the Church of S. Salvatore at Spoleto)

are works of a school of the 12th cent., he concludes :
Nous pcnsons done, jusqu*^ nouvellc demonstration, que
contrairement A I'opinion do Luc Ilolsti-in, le tempietto di
Clitunno a eu tine (IcHliriation priniitivi-tiient pai'enne, it fut un
de CCS tiacraria qui bonlaient en asseK (^raiui nombre la rive du
'

Ulitnnne pour
d'litape

silutl-

avf)ir fait

donner

lo

cnLiu .Spolele et Trevi

noni dc .Saeraria au git«

*

(«6. p. "JUy).

MICHAELMAS
—

There are important referiii. Constantinople.
ences to the Michael churches of Constantinople
and the neighbourhood in the Imperium Orientate
of Anselnio Banduri (Hist. Byzant., xxiii. and
xxiv.) and in the Constantinopolis Christiana

The conscciatioii of the liealing water of tlie
Clitumnus to the God of Angels suggests a similar
origin for the basilica on the Via Sala.rla, and may
perhaps lie behind the dedication on MonteGargano.
The early Christian association of angelic agency
with healing springs is recognized in Jn S''. Leclercq

The
of C. D. du Gauge {Hist. Byzant. xxii.).
latter gives a list of hfteen churches (Const.
Christ, iv. 3) in the city and five monasteries in
the suburbs (ib. iv. 15). The chief festival of St.
Michael in the Eastern Church is kept on Nov. 8.
The Annats of Eutychins of
iv. Alexandria.

states that there is evidence of the prevalence of
the cult of angels in Umbria from the first half of
the 5th century. The Church of S. Salvatore outside the walls of Spoleto is on the site of a small
church originally dedicated to St. Michael in 429.
There is another in the parish of Mandorleto near
Perugia, of the same epoch, called in the inscrip'
tion
basilicam sanctorum angelorum {ib. p.

—

Alexandria (t 940) have a legend connected with a
Michael church in Alexandria. It was on the site
of a temple of Saturn, in which had been an image
of brass named Michael.
The image was broken
up, and the pagan festival was transferred to St.
Michael (R. Sinker, DCA, p. 1179).
In Italy
3. The Michael churches in the West.
and the East, headland, hill-top, and spring sanctuaries now dedicated to St. Michael were formerly

'

:

2148).
2.

The Michael churches in the East.— 1. St.
— The Church of St. Michael

Michael of Khonai.

—

the Archistrategos was the centre of the angel cult
of Asia.
the hill-station of Khonai took the
place of Colossoe in the 7th cent., the Church
of Colossai became known as the Church of
St. Michael of Khonai.
The legend tells that St.
Michael had saved the people of the Lyeus valley

When

escaped them, but the threshing-floors along the
valley were destroyed, and the great church was
burnt (Nicetas Choniates, Annates de Isaaco
Angela, bk. ii. ch. 2 [Hist. Byzant., Venice, 1729,
The legend also explains the origin of a
xil. 210]).
spring of sweet water on the north of the city
(Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia, i.
214 fl'.). St. Michael of Khonai in the later Christian legend l^akes the place of the Zeus of Colossoe
The power associated with
of pagan tradition.
Zeus was in the Christian period attributed to St.
Michael. Ramsay sums up the importance of the
legend in its bearing on early Christian history
:

in Phrygia.
Paul warned
the Colossians against it in the first century (Col. ii. 18). The
Council held at Laodiceia on the Lycus, about a.d. 363, stigmatised it as idolatrous (Cone. Laod. Can. 35). Tlieodoret, about
420-50 A.D., mentions tliat this disease long continued to infect
Phrygia and Pisidia (Interpr. Ep. Col. ii. 16). But that wliioh

The worship

of angels

was strong

was once counted idolatry, was afterwards reckoned as piety
{Church in the Roman Empire, London, 1S93, p. 477).

'

—

Michael the Archangel was honoured
ii. Asia.
throughout Asia. His name is preserved in Mikhayil near Prymnessos, in Mikhalitch on the
Saugarios, and in other city names (Ramsay,
Phrygia, i. 31 f.). He is connected with the intro-

duction of Christianity into Isaura, and is associated with the cities of Akroinos-Nicopolis and
Gordium-Eudokiaa. Sozoraen speaks of the cures
wrought at the Michaeleion, a shrine built by
Constant ine on the north shore of the Bosphorus
{SE ii. 3). Its ancient name was Hestise, and was
traditionally associated with a temple built by the
Argonauts (Cedrenus, Hist. Camp. [Hist. Byzant.
96] Ramsay, C'hurchinEom. Emp., p. 477, n.).
was 35 stadia from Constantinople, and is now
represented by Arnautkoi.
vii.

;

It

Procopiua deacribes the rebuilding of this basilica
of another under
the dedication of St. Michael at Proochthous on
the Asiatic shore (Procopius, de Mdificiis, i. 8).
He built another on the Asiatic coast at Mokadion
(ib. i. 9).
Procopius also mentions the Michael
churches erected l>y Justinian at Antioch {ib. ii.
Ill) and at the healing springs of Pythia in
Bithynia, with a house of rest for the sick (ih. iv.
3), while at Perga in Pamphylia stood a ptocheion
of St. Michael (i6. v. 9).

by Constantine, and the building

sacred sites of earlier religions. The associations
the testimony is that
rest frequently on folk-lore
The same
of legend and tradition or place-name.
In
associations are to be expected in the West.
some cases the legend may be traced in others it
and
can
be
looked
for
only
may linger in folk-lore,
in local tradition.
But, given an ancient dedication to St. Michael and a site associatetl with a
headland, hill-top, or spring, on a road or track of
early origin, it is reasonable to look for a preChristian sanctuary.
i. Headland and coast churches.
On the French
coast are St. Michel near the mouth of the Loire,
St. Michel on the Pointe du Raz in Brittany, St.
Michel en Grfeve to the south of Lanuion, the lie
St. Michel near the Cap de Frehel, and, best-known
The legend associated
of all, Mont St. Michel.
with Mont St. Michel suggests the tradition of an
The
ancient sanctuary of Celtic heathendom.
giant slain by Arthur on the site is said to have
come from Spain, the Hades of Celtic mythology
(Rh^s, Celtic Heathendom, p. 90 f.). He is said to
have ravished Elen, who is equated with a goddess
of Welsh mythology (ib. p. 161).
Thus, by the
overthrow of a giant by the champion of Christendom, the Celtic sanctuary becomes the sanctuary
of St. Michael.
Among the coast and headland churches in
England are St. Michael's Mount, the church of
Lyme Regis, and that of Bere near Seaton, all of
ancient origin. There are also St. Michael near
the mouth of the Camel opposite Padstow, St.
Michael, Mawnan, overlooking Falmouth Bay, and
On the west coast there
St. Michael-Caer-hayes.
is a Michael church at Workington in Cumberland
on the east coast, Garton in the East Riding,
Sidestrand and Ormesby St. Michael, in Norfolk
on the south coast, Newhaven in Sussex and East
Teignmouth, Devon. With a few exceptions the
majority are in Dorset, Devon, and Cornwall, where
the old lore lingered longest.
These are to be found
ii. Hilt-top churches.
throughout the West, sometimes as hermitage
chapels, sometimes as town and village churches.
St. Michel is the central churcli of Limoges, the
Augustoritum or metropolis of the Lemovices. St.
Michel is also the central church of Casteluaudary
on the old road between Carcassonne and Toulouse.
These sites are frequently the high-places conseThe church of
crated to early religious rites.
Penkridge in Staffordshire is dedicated to St.
is
the
Celtic
site of the
Michael.
Penkridge
ancient city of Pennocrucium, a place-name which
bears evidence to the worship of the heathen god
in the centre of ancient Britain' (Rliys, Celtic
Heathendom, p. 202 f ). It is the Bry tlionic equivalent of the Irish Cenn Cruach, the Chief of the
Mound,' who bowed before the stafl' of St. Patrick.
;

from inundation by clearing the gorge outside
The miracle of Khonai in its present
Colossse.
forms is of the 9th cent., hut it represents the
foundation legend of the great Church of Colosste.
W. M. Ramsay has no doubt of the identity of the
Church of St. Michael of Khonai with the Church
of Colossce.
The raid of the Turks in 11S9 swept
along the Lycua valley. Khonai on the hill-side

'

621

;

—

;

;

—

'

.

'

MICHAELMAS

6SS2

Penkridgo was

fornierlj-

the sanctuary of the Celtic

ZeuN.

A

church

Micliiiel

often witness to

may

some

of relif;iou8 worsliip.
pre-liistoric centre
The story of a bull is associateil with
foundation-legend of the Clmrch of St. Michael

Monte

Uarfjfano.'

on a

'I'he le),'cnd rests

the
'

in
'

'

lihellus
Gar<;anus, a rich

which was kc'iit in the cluirch.
Sipuntum. missed his Itull from the herd

citizen of

'Quelii donitnus collccta

servoruiii

iDiiUitiuliiie

iiicedoret ; statini corripit ira niotus arcuni, et ajtpetit ilium
sa^ita tossicata que vcnti flaiuine retorta euni a quo iacta est
:

niox versa piTt-ussit' (Monibritius, Sancluariuint i. 390; cf.
Hereford BrL\iarv in Chapter liilirarv, Worcester, 15th cent.,
ap. H. Bradshaw Soc. xl. (imil .):»).

The sanctity of the bnllshrine is here vindicated.
The terror is averted by the dedication of the site
to St. Michael.
The life of St. Francis of Assisi alludes to the
It was
forty days' fast in honour of St. Michael.
It was on the
kept 'ad heremum Alvcrnae.'
occasion of one of these fasts that the birds
gathered round his cell.
They are called his

aviculae' (Monibritius, Sinic/. i. 512).
vision of the stigmata is assigned to the same

".sorores

sanctuary.
.
'Biennio itaque antequam upiritnin rederet caelo
perin montem excelsuni seorsuni
cui nomen Alvernae.
Cum igitnr iu\ta solitum uiorem quadragessimam ibidem ad
honorem archangeli .Michaelis ieiunare coepisset
coepit
innnissionum cuniulatius dona sentire' (t&. i. 624).
.

ductus est

.

:

.

.

.

— The dedication of wells

T/ie sprinij i-/nirchcs.
to St. Jlichael

iii.

and sinings

'

Coi-porilms occisorum sepelliendis insolitae magnitudinis
coemeteriuni (|Uod fano Divi Michaelis adiacet, fertur inserviisse
quod ferunt Augustino, qui Anglorum Apostolus dicitur, cum
illas insulae partes inviserat, religione venerabilc fiiisse*
(M>S
Hist, h'ccl. Lirhf.,ap. II. E. Savage, The Chiiivh lleiitaye o/
;

hichfleld, Mchfield, 191-1, p. 14).

:

per ciovia

queque requirens, iiivenit tanciem in verti'-c moiitia foribus
cuiusdam asistere spelunrae. Itmiuc pronioUis cur solivaprus

The

MS

St. Michael's at Lichliehl is referred to in the
Historia h'rrlesiir LichfelilciisU in the Catliedral
Library at liiclilield. It was a venerated site even
in the lime of St. Augustine:

be noted in the
Michael cliurclies of Asker.swell, at the head of the
Asker Valley in Dorset, at IJarwell in Lincolnshire,
and atllouglilonle-Spring in Durham. In Portugal
near Leiria on tlie Monte de SSo Miguel a warm
and a cold spring issue close together from the
Olhos de Sao Pedro.

may

A

'

'

:

'

In piiniordiis iiascentis Ecdesiae Anglicanae ceinoteria erant
paucased amplissimaet spaciosa: utcemeterium Avelloniae
sanctum in quo Rex Arthurius sepultus est; cenieterium Doroverni Cantiorum ; Eboraci IJrigantium
Lindisferne
at<iue
adeo cemeterium l>ivo Michaeli sa<'rum Ijchcfcldiae ah Augustino Anglorum Apo»tolo, ut faina est, consecraiuni (ib. p. 14).
rara,

;

a remarkable example of a Michael church in association with a spring at lilanmibangel near IJantwit Major in
Glamorganshire. The church is in a dell, and just outside the
N.W. corner of its church,^ard is a spring. The spring-head is
ornamented with Ihe bust of a woman, and the water used to
issue from the breasts.
It is now (April 1915) nearly filled up
with mud.

There is a passage in Bede which iirobably refers
a similar buriar-place in the neighbourhood of

to

Hexham

:

'

Kst mansio quaedam secretior, neninre raro et vallo circuninon longe ah Ilagust^ildcnsi ecclesia .
liabens clymeterium sancti Michali _lis arcliangdi, in qua vir Dei saepius,
.
iiianere cum panels, atque orutionibus ac lectioni quietus oiieram
data,

.

'

{HE v.

churches in

Wales.— It has

been noted by W.L. Bevan {Dioc. Hist, nf fit.
David's, London, 1888, p. 36, cp. Willis Bund', The
Celtic Church of Wales, p. 336) that the Michael
churches in the diocese of St. David's, to the
number of forty-live, with one excei>tion, are in
It has l)een suggested
the country districts.
by
Willis P.nnd ([). 33fi) that tlicy mark a second stage
in the sjiread of Christianity in Wales
*The group of Michael churches would therefore represent
the villages of the lay tribe that had become Christian, but
which still belonged to the lay tribe, and so could not be called
by the name of the Saint, or the tribe of the Saint, or of his
family. They thus form a group which marks the spread of
The term selected was one that would celetUiristianity.
:

.

.

.

brate the victory of the cross over

The Michael churches

tlie I'.igan

The Church of St. Michel at Bordeaux is on the
an ancient cemetery, the soil of which has
the property of
the bodies.
pre.serving
vi. The Atif;cl Victor in Ireland.
The Genair
of
the
St.
Place in honour of St.
Patraiec,
hymn
has
two
references
to
St.
Michael
under
Patrick,
the name of Victor.
In v. 4 it is by his command
that Patrick went across the seas

—

:

*

(iV>.

Anglesey
;

—

Asbert Victor

gniad
Mil i:oii tessed for tonna,'
'Said Victor 1o Milchu's bondsman, that he sliould po o\er
the waves' (Irish lAtier Itymtwriim, il. Bradshaw .Soc. xiii.
fri

[1898J98, xiv. [1898)32).

In 1. 47, an angel sends Patrick to Victor, who
stopped him from going to Armagh at his death
;

Dofaith fa-des co Victor,
ba he ar id ra lastar,'
•

'

He sent him

him

'

south to Victor

•

:

it

•

was he

(Victor) that slopped

lib. xiii- 102, xiv. 34).

The

gloss on v. 4 reads

:

'

victor, i. angel cominiiiiis Scotticae gentissein quia Michael
angeluH Ebreicae gentis, ita Victor Scottorum (ib. xiii. 9S).
The translation of the Irish gloss on v. 46 reads
i.e. to meet him, to summon him to go to Victor.
He waa
his soul-friend, and he is the common angel of the IJaels [aingel
coitcend na ntioedelj
sicut est Michel ludeorum ita Victor
:

'

:

'

;

Scotonim

'

(ib. xiii. 102, xiv. 184).

The hymn seems based on notes written by
Muirchu Maccu Macthcni in the 7th cent, and preserved in the Book of Armagh. The hymn itself
belongs to the 8th century {il>. xiv. 176). The
name Victor may be traceable to the inlatlo of the
Mozarabic Missal for Michaelmas

;

'K celo missus: iniquum hostem jieriinens submittet in
inferno: et ipse victor exultans victori plaudet a quo victor
manebit' (Mis$aU Mixturn dictum Mvzai'abea, ed. A. Lesle\,
:

Rome,

1756, p. 392).

'

p. 3;J0).

out this
suggestion. There are four of them and they are
all in the near neighlniuiliood of sites of great
anliipiity, as.sociated with the legend and myth of
Wales.
Llanlihangel-ty'n Sylwg, on the coast
north-we.st of Meauniaris, is wilhin the pre-hisloric
site of Bwrdd .Arthur.
IJanlihangel Tre'r Beirdd
derives its name from the ancient Carncddau Tre'r
Beirdd. Itlies to the eastof Llanerchymcdd. J^lanfihangel-yn-Nliowyn, south-east of V'allcy, is near
thesiteof C:cr-Ellen. Llanlihangel Esceiliog is parochially connected with the old site of Plas Berw.
This association of the Michael churches of Anglesey, taken together with the evidence of the
churches in Italy ami the E.ast, can hardly lie
accidental.
It would seem to supjiort the evidence
that the Michael churches occupy the shrines and
sites of Celtic heathendom.
V. The Michael
The churchyard of
chtiiuhjj lids.
of

.

2).

site of

is

T/ic TJ'inJihnnr/cl

.

.

dare consueverat

_

iv.

;

'

'

There

MS

note de ("emeteriis in tlie same
speaks
of certain national burial-]ilaces in the early ages
of the Church

be.ar

It is a point of aflinity between the liturgical
uses of Ireland and Sii;un.
But the name Michael is not sunk in the title
Victor. J. H. Bernard, in his note im the Hymn of

Colnian
says
St.

Mac Murchon

in

honour

of St. Michael,

:

'

In the iSecond
St. Michael was very popular in Ireland.
" the
\'ision of .\dainnan we re.'in in section 19 :
three hostages
that were taken on behalf of the Lord for \\arding off every

—

disease from the Irish are IVter the A]»ostle, and Marv the
Virgin, and Michael the Ari-hangel." There are a large number
of fragmentary Irish poems in praise of St. Michael in the manu*
script collection of the Uojal Irish ,\cadeiii.\. There were
churches flcdicated to him in many localities the i>lace-namc
of 7 counties' (II. Bradshaw
Templf-.Mirhari still exists in
Soc. xiv, 1 :).-!).
;

The Michaelmas

goose. —Tlieie is an old
<in Mi<di:telmns-day
you will never want iiumcy all the year round
(Hone, lyrcrif-Dai/ ]',iiiik, i. 13.'}!)). In Herefordshire in 14711, 'one goose tit for the lord's dinner on
the feast of St. Michael the archangel was due aa
4.

saying:

'If

you eat goose

'

'

MICIUS
G. Gascoi^ne,
of service or rent for land ^ib. ].
in his poems imblislied in 1575, alliulea to a similar
jiart

custom

At Christmasse a capon,
At Michaelmasse a goose,
And somewhat else at New-yeres

:

'

—

(EEE

'

'

.

.

.

'

:

'

'

:

title

S.

Maria

degli

Angeli shows the same

intention.
The Collect 'Dens, qui miro ordine' 'the
services of Angels and men in a wonderful order
Its subject is the
is common to all the uses.
ministry of angels. The gospel, oti'ertorium, and
are also common to all. Tlie Gospel
postcommunio
'
Quis putas maior' refers to the guardianship
'
of the angels, the Offertory
to
Stetit Angelus
the incense of prayer, the Postcommunio— ' Beati
tui
.Michaelis'
to the intercession of
Archangeli
Tlic Epistle common to the Roman
St. Micliael.

—

'

—

—

—
—

'

—

—

—

and Sanim and mo~t of the Western uses 'significavit Deus quae oportet fieri cito
commemorates
the Angel of the Apocalypse (H. Bradshaw Soc.
'

xii.

The English

—

[1897] 1595).

The Epistle in the English Prayer-Book, There
was war in heaven,' repre.sents a different strain of
'

liturgical tradition,

and celebrates the victory

of

'

Michael over the dragon, tJiat old serpent,
called the devil and Satan, which deceiveth the
whole worlil.' The Westminster Missal of c. 1375
has this Epistle as a First Lection, followed by the
usual Ejiistle,
Signihcavit Deus.' It is a rare
St.

triumph

'

Instance of two prophetical lessons before the gospel,
which of itself shows the influence of Galilean use.
This inference is strengthened by its use as the
First Lection in the Jlozarabic Missule i\Iixtnm (ed.
It also appears as a Matins lesson
Lesley, p. 389).
in the Milan Tjxey\a.xy (Breriayinm Ambrosianum,
Milan, 1890, Pars Aestiva, ii. Prop, de Tempore,
Wickham Legg traces it in the Missals
p. 403).
of Durliam, Abingdon, and Sherborne among old
English uses; And in that of Rouen of 1499 and

Soc.

the thought
heathenism,
ideas as the

E|)istle is insjdred by
of Cliristianity over

to the same
-Angel Victor in Ireland.
Literature.— /> .4 C/, Henvy Bradshaw Society: DCA\ F.
Arnold-Forster, Studies in Church Dedications, London, 1899
W. Hone, Ercrij-Dav Book, do. 1.S30 H. Quentin, Lee

and belongs

tide.

'

Bradshaw

xii. 1595).

of the

For feare their lease die loose (t6.)Such customs lie deep in the folk-lore and reGeese have sacred asligious ideas of a people.
sociations.
They saved Rome (' anseres non fefelThe
Junoni'
lere
[Livj', v. 47]).
quibus sacris
goose-pond, or fuente de las ocas,' is still preserved
in the cloister court of tlie cathedral of Barcelona.
The cathedral is built on the site of a Roman
Some
temple a temple ascribed to Hercules.
columns in an adjoining street still witness to the
There were sacred geese
antiquity of the site.
Geese were
i.
in the Greek temjiles
518).
tabu to the ancient Britons (' leporem et gallinam
et anserem gustare fas non putant [Ca\s. de Bell.
Gall. v. 12]).
They also have a place in the story of
St. Werburga ( in Wedune mansioue, qiiod est iuxta
intinita aucarum silvestrium ...
Hamptoniam
multiludo' [Nrjvn Legcnda Anglic, ed. C. Horstmann, Oxford, 1901, ii. 423]). The witness of East
and West, the folk-lore and le.ucnd of Britain,
alike point to the sacred associations of the Michaelmas goose. This establislied Michaelmas custom
rests, together with the sites of so many of our
Michael clmrches, on a foundation of primitive
religion, and in ]5ritain they are no less sacred
to Cliristianity for thus keeping alive the deeprooted religious convictions of Celtic heathendom.
meaning of the festival :
5. The
liturgical
St. Michael and All Angels.— The festival of
Michaelmas is specially in lionour of St. Michael,
but the words of the officium or introit to the m.tss
Benedicite Dominum
in all Western uses are
omnes angeli.' The festival thus includes All
The English Frayer-Book entitles the
Angels.
The Colfestival
St. Michael and All Angels.'
bertine Breviary of c. 1675 (H. Bradshaw Soc. xliii.
S. Michaelis
[1912] p. xxxvi) agrees in this title
et omnium Angelorum.' The Dedication of the
Great Hall of tlie 13aths of Diocletian in 1564 under

the

the Cistercian Missal of 1627 (H.

:

'
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cycle of

;

;

;

W.

M. Ramsay, Cities
Martt/rolv.n'S historiqiies, Paris, 1908
and Bishoprics of Phri/gia, O.xford, 1895-97 J. Rhys, Celtic
Willis Bund, The Celtic
Heathendom^, London, 1S98 J.
Church in Wales, do. 1897.
;

;

;

W.

THOMAS BaRNS,

—

Micius is the latinized form of the
MICIUS.
words otherwise transliterated Mill Tsze, or Mo
Tsze, meaning the philosopher Mih.' His personal
name was Teih (or Ti). He was a native of the
State of Sung, and is regarded by some as a
younger contemporary of Confucius (E. Faber,
E. II. Parker), and by others as
very little
His opinions are
anterior to Mencius' (,I. Legge).
preserved in 71 chapters arranged in 15 books
but 18 of the chapters, in some oases along with
their very titles, have been lost.
Faber speaks of
him as an ancient Chinese socialist, and Parker
calls him 'a Quixotic Diogenes,' head of 'the
.school of simplicity, socialism, and universal love'
{China and Religion, London, 1905, p. 67). It is
this doctrine of uni\ersal love by which he is best
known, largely because of the criticism of It by
Mencius iq.v.). All social disorders in the empire,
and between persons, families, or States, spring
from selfishness, and would be imjiossible if men
loved the persons, families, and States of others as
they love what belongs to themselves. Such universal love may be difficult
but, if men can be
induced to sacrilice their lives for the sake of
'

'

'

'

;

;

pleasing their sovereign, how much less difhcult
should they find it to practise universal love,
which, moreover, would be responded to by love.
Others would follow if only rulers would lead the

way by administering

their

government on

principle, taking pleasure in it, stimulating
to it by rewards and praise, and aweiug them

this

men
from

opposition to it by punishment and lines. Micius
.adduces the ancient kings as examples, for equally
with Confucius he builds on the ancient books.
What gives rise to hate and all its evils is the
In spite of the
principle of making distinctions.
brevity of life and the selfish desire to make the
most of it for oneself, each man should be for the
other as for himself. There is no one who would
not prefer as his friend or his sovereign one who
practises universal love rather than one who acts
on the opposite principle. To the objection that
universal love is injurious to filial piety Micius
replies that the filial son is one who wishes to
secure the happiness of his parents by inducing
men to love and benefit them, and that to love ana
benefit the parents of others is precisely to secure
for one's own the .same treatment in return (bk.
It is here that Mencius joins issue with the
iv.).
Mihist I Tsze. Taking Micius's doctrine as inculcating eqtinl love to all, he argues from the
actual facts of human nature, (lointing out tliat
a man's affection for his brother's child is not
merely the same as his afl'ection for the child of his
neighbour, and that man is related in a special

to his own parents, heaven ha^ing made man
have this one root (Mencius, bk. iii. pt. i. ch. 5,
pt. ii. ch. 9).
Legge admits that IMicius appears

way
to

to lose sight of the other sentiments of the human
mind in his exclusive contemplation of the power
of love, but denies that Micius taught equal love
to all.
It is true that we do not find in Micius th4
'
without difference of degree,' used by
J)hrase
Tsze, though it may be held that I 'Tsze represents the logic of his master's doctrine.
I Tsze
!
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himself ti> .Mfiicius's criticism by liia
exaKj-'ination of his master's teaching on sim]ilicity
in funeral rik's (Menoiiis, bk. iii. pt. i. cli. 5).
Mii'iiis did no more than discourage extravagance
on utilitarian gnmnds, as being of no prolit to men
or gods, while he allowed all that was necessary
for a decent interment (Micius, bk. v. eh. 2.5).
Among other points worthy of notice are these.
In Ilk. iii., on the value of uniformity, Micius
holds that men originally were hopelessly at sixes
and sevens, each having Ids own view of right, and
that order is based on suV>mis.sive acceptance of
the judgment of the supreme ruler, whose judgment, however, must conform to heaven if heavenHence the
sent jiunishments are to be avoided.
Micius is lirmly conpiety of the ancient kings.
vinced of the existence of sjiiritual beings, the
instruments of heaven's righteous administration,
and so far adirms the necessity of religious belief
for social stability (bk. viii.).
Of two chapters
school one survives,
criticizing the Confucian
inclined
to deny this
editors
are
Chinese
though
On the whole Slicius
reference of his remarks.
an original
deserves Legge's praise of him as
thinker,' who exercised a bolder judgment on
things than Confncius or anj' of his followers.
also

e.\|ii>sed

'

—

LrrBR.\TDBB. J. Legge, Chinese Classics, London, 1867-76,
Proleponiena ; E. Faber, Die Grundgedanken des alten
chincaisckcn Socialistnus, Elberfeld, 1S77.
P. J.
ii.

MICMACS. —See Algonquins

Maclagan.

to seek,'

'

'

inquire

')

'

research,'

signifies

inquiry,'

Applied by the Chronicler to historical
writings of didactic import,' as the Midrash of the
Prophet Iddo (2 Ch 13-'^) and the Midrash of the
book of Kings (2 Ch 24"), it assumed later, with
the advent of the s6f'Hm, or scribes, upon the stage
of Jewish history, the connotation of free exposition or exegesis of Scripture, eventually becoming
a general term for pure theoretic study as opposed
to a practical pursuit of knowledge.^ From the
latter usage the Jewish academy received its name
In a narbetfi ham-midrash, 'house of study.'
rower sense, midrash is employed to mean any
specific exposition of a Scriptural passage differing
essentially from the p'shCd, the literal meaning
(the plural form in such case being midrfislMh),
and the name is then transferred to a collection of
such free expositions, known collectively as 7/iidrashlm, Midrashic works.'
The intellectual activity of the Rabbis with regard to this free exposition of the Bible was developed along two distinct lines, the Hftlakhah and
the llaggadah, and a few brief remarks on the
basic diilerences between these two currents of
Rabbinic thought, flow ing in parallel streams, are
'study.'

of

paramount importance.

Reduced to

their bare
'

etymology, the terms signify hdldkhah, way of
haqgdddh (also
acting,' habit,' rule of conduct
known in its Aramaic form 'aqqdddh or 'arjn.dn),
The
Halakhahconlines
narrative," explanation.''
the
itself to the legalistic aspect of the Scriptures
:

'

'

'

;

'

;

Haggadah

to their moralizing

and edifying

aspect.

From

the Rabbinic standpoint, the liible is a microwhich is reflected every move and event of
the great universe. One teacher comments 'Turn
for the all is therein, and
it, and again turn it

cosm

in

:

;

Cf. .S. K. Driver, Inlroduction U> tlw Literature of the OT^,
EdinburRh, 1913, p. 629.
2
Not the
e.fj., Rabban Simeon, the son o( Gamaliel, adds
midrash (pure theoretic study) is tlie groundwork, but the deed
1

'

:

'

{Sailings of the Jewifh Fathers, ed. O. Taylor-, Cainbridj;e, 1S97,
p. 5, Ileb.'text).
3 Of. W.
Bacher, Die exegetische Terminologie der jiidischen
TradilionMliUratur, lyeipzig, 1899-1905, 1. 103.
J
Hacher(JC" >>• llhiW] 4n(>-429) derives this word from the
formula ma(i^Ul sh', the lext explains that,' in use in the
earliest Midraahic works.
'

all

is

therein

It requires

p. 96).

:

;

t

;

spirit.'

Midrashic study, therefore, assumes a twofold
On the one hand, it is concerned with the
evolution of leg;ilism the Hftlakhah on the other,
it centres about the problems of God, man, and the
aspect.

universe

—

;

— the Haggadah.

The

origin of Alidrashic

shrouded in the gloom of antiquity. The
Rabbis themselves often assign Midrashic interpretations of Scripture to Biblical personages, but
such statements are not to be taken literally. A
study

is

noteworthy instance of this occurs in the Rlishna
This is the midrash which Jehoi(Sh'kdlim, vi. 6)
'

:

(Eastern).

MIDRASH AND MIDRASHIC LITERATURE. — The term midrash (from the root ddrash,
'

'

(Sai/inr/s nf the Jewish fnthcrs,
only the light of a great thinker
to extract from its compact pages all this esoteric
wisdom like a hammer which strikes the inherent
sparks from the rock, it is pos.siblc to unravel all
the secrets which lie beneath the surface of the
The Halakhah
cold letter of the text {Sanh. 3ia).
takes up this work of rekindling the mystic spark
in all other fields
of knowledge in the legal field
of human activity hat task is undertaken by the
Haggadah. The Ilillakhah relies, for its powers,
mainly on the intellectual and logical faculties
of man
the Haggfulah on the imaginative and
emotional faculties. The Halaklmh strives to preserve the letter of the law by insisting on the
observance of all the details in the ritual; the
Haggadah, by a well-defined analysis of the relation
of man to his environment, seeks to preserve its

thy

ada, the high-priest, taught,' etc.
By such assertions the Rabbis probably meant to emphasize the
continuity and binding force of the traditional law.
There can be no doubt, however, that this free
method of inquiry into Scripture was well established during the period of the early scribes, the
men of the (ireat Synagogue, who took up the reconstructive work initiated by Ezra.- The author
of Daniel u.ses Midrashic exegesis quite liberally in
interpreting the words of Jeremiah (2.5'"- 29'°) in
With
his famous prophecy of the weeks (ch. 9).
the advent of the scriljes Midrashic study becomes
a permanent institution in the Jewish intellectual
world and pas.ses through its process of evolution
Three historical
during the succeeding ages.

periods are generally distinguished

:

{n)

the period

of the sd/'rim, or scribes, 400 B.C.-A.D. 10; (J)
the period of the Tanndim, the early Rabbinical
(c) tlie jieriod of the
authorities, A.D. 10-220
Amdraim, later Rabbinic authorities, A.D. 220-500.
The historical side of the development of Midrashic
study has been ably dealt with in the works of L.
;

Zunz, Die gutlesdienstlirhen Vorlraijc der Juden,
Frankfort, 1892 Z. Frankel, Hodegetiea in Mischnrim, Leipzig, 18.59, and Introduetio in Talmud
Hierosolmnitanum, Breslan, 1870; P. Hoffmann,
Zur Einleitung in die halachischen Midraschim'
(Beilage des Rabbimi-Seminars zu Berlin), 1887;
and especially in the works of W. Bacher, Die
Agada der Tannaiten, Strassburg, 1903, Die Agada
der babylonisehen Amorder, do. 1878, and Die
Agada der paldstinisehen Amorder, do. 1892-99.
Only few traces remain of the Midrashic exegesis
of the early scribes (cf. Mishnah HCtdh, viii.
Ma'dsUr She.ii i, v. 1 f. ). During the second period,
the Tann.aitic, Midrashic study must have developed to grand proportions, as is evident from
the fact that the various .schools of Rabbis, begin1 Of. I. H.
Weiss, Zur Geschichte der jiidischen Tradition^,
;

'

;

Wilna, 1904, iii. 220.
2 The following
passage is of interest as conflntiinfj this posiItabbi Levi says; 'We have received this midrash from
the men of the Great Synagogue. Wherever Scripture uses the
" and it came to
pass," the phrase generally implies
expres-sion
calamity' (M'ljill'ih, 106). Parallel passacea on the authority
of a number of differunt teachers are found in B^ri'^hith Jtabbd,
xlii. 3; Waifi^tt Rahbd, xl. 7; Hiith Raljljd, \. 7 proutm,; Ester
Habbd, i. 1 proujm.; P^stlfta liahOdtht, fi. In these the jieriod
of the Babylonian Exile is nssit,'nt-d aji the date for this niulrash
(cf. N. Krochmal, itHreh Xebdkhe hazZ'man", Warsaiv, 1894,
tion.

p. 224).
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ning with Hillel, laid down speciiic rules for exegesis to keep the_ study witliin definite bounds.'

The

period of the Anioraim was most prolific in the
Midrashic research, most of the collections,
in fact, having their beginnings during that period.
The legalistic exegesis
I. Halakhic Midrashim.
of Scripture did not proceed in an unsystematic
manner. Each school of Rabbis would hand over
the results of its work to the next in the form of
rules of legal hermeneutics which were derived
from a collation of similarly worded passages in the
Pentateuch.
Accordingly, the school of Hillel,
at the beginning of the first century of our era,
left seven such rules, which, in the school of Rabbi
Ishmael, were later amplified into thirteen.
These are either based on some logical syllogism or
Thus the seven
of purely exegetiea! character.
original rules laid down by the school of Hillel
embrace the following: (1) the inference from
field of

—

minor and major

(at

the bottom of which

is

a

fortiori reasoning) (2) the analogy of expressions
(3) the generalization of one special provision
(4) the generalization of two special provisions
(6)
(5) the etl'ect of general and particular terms
the analogy made from anotlier passage ; (7) the
explanation derived from the context.^
From the school of Rabbi Ishmael a complete
commentary on the legal portion of the Pentateuch
was issued, the following parts of which have been
;

;

;

;

;

preserved.

The M'khiltd (Aramaic

for 'rule' or 'measthe earliest Rabbinic work extant,
is a running commentary to the legal portions of
Exodus. It begins with the injunction concerning
the Paschal lamb in \'2^^-, and ends with the injunction concerning the kindling of fires on the
Sabbath (33^). A large portion of Haggadic material
has also been added. In the M'khiltd, as well as
in all the other Halakhic Midrashim, the activity
in
of the Rabbis in the legal field is analyzed
the Mishna it ^is synthesized. The M'klnltd went
through the hands of later redactors, whose work is
still traceable.
The editio princcps was Constantinople, 1515, and the two critical editions are
Mechilta
von I. H. Weiss (Vienna, 1865) and
von M. Friedmann
Mechilta de Rabbi Ismael
(a)

ure'),

which

is

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

(do. 1870).-'
(i)

The existence

from the same school

of a
is

commentary to Leviticus
by Hofimann (' Eiii-

posited

leitung,' pp. 72-76) from fragments preserved in
various places in Rabbinic literature.
(e) The Halakhic Midrash to Numbers from the
same school is the Sifre to Numbers, forming a
running commentary to 5-35*^ with omissions, 'fhe
work is generally bound together with the Sifre to
Deuteronomy, and both were, for a long time, considered of similar origin. The latter work, however, originated in the school of Rabbi Akiba.
The name Sifre probably nieans books.' The first
edition was printed in Venice, 1545, and a critical
edition was issued by M. Friedmann, Sifre deb(
'

Rab (Vienna.,

1864).

pp. 1-32.

Opposed to the methods pursued by the school of
Rabbi Ishmael was the more rigoristie school of
Rabbi Akiba. The latter, in expounding the law,
followed a method known as extension and limitation' (ribbili u-intut), introduced by his teacher,
Nahum of Gimzo. According to this system, it
'

Cf. S. Horovitz. in JE viii. 549.
For these see JE x. 511 f.
scf. TCsf/fu, Sn)i/i«ir!j!, ch. 7; SbMOi of RahU SatMn, cti.
37 and Sij'rd, introductorv ch.
* C(. J. Winter and A.
Wiinsche, Die judische Litteratur,
1

a

;

i.

— 40and JE

371-41tj

VOL. VIII.

;

was necessary

to consider the amplifying or limiting
value of certain particles used in the Pentateuch
when considering the legal question involved in the
passage, in order to include the additions of tradition or to exclude what it no longer sanctions.
Thus the particles 'even,' 'everj-,' 'also,' 'with'
were considered as amplifying, the particles but,'
only,' from as limiting, the original law. Rabbi
Akiba's disciples includeil the most distinguished
teachers of the Law, such as Rabbi Me'ir, Judah
ben Ilai, Simeon ben Yohai, and Y6sS bar yalafta.
His disciple, Aquila, followed his methods of exeFrom the
gesis in his Greek version of the OT.
school of Rabbi Akiba the following Halakhic
Midrashim have been preserved (i.) the M'khiltd
of Rabbi Simeon ben Yohai on Exodus, contained
in the Midrash hng-Gddh6l, and published by D.
Hott'mann (Mechilta de Rabbi Simon b. Jochai,
Frankfort a. M., 1905);' (ii.) the Sifra or T6rath
Kvhdnim, the Law of the Priesthood,' wliich is a
'

'

'

'

:

'

most complete running Halakhic commentary to
Leviticus, and was edited by Rabbi IJiyya (middle
of 2nd cent. cf. HoH'mann, Einleitung,' p. 22) the
editio princeps was Venice, 1545, and the standard
'

;

edition

is

Sifra,

;

Commentar zu

Leviticus

.

.

nelst

.

Erlduterung des R. Abraham ben David und I. H.
Weiss
herausgegeben von Jakob Schlossbcrg,
Vienna, 1862; (iii.) the Sifre Ziitd, the Halakhic
commentary to Numbers from the school of Rabbi
Akiba, existing only in fragmentary form in various
collections, foremost among whicn is the Yalkut
Shim''uni, the editio princeps of which uses the
expression Zutd, smaller,' to distinguish this Midrash from the Sifre to Numbers mentioned above
(cf. Hoffmann, 'Einleitung,' pp. 59-66); and(iv.)tlie
Sifre to Deuteronomy, which is the legal commentaiy to this book issuing from the same school. It is
usually bound with the Sifre to Numbers emanating
from the school of Rabbi Ishmael (cf. above).
These Midrashic collections are but small remnants of the great number of such works which
the ravages of time have destroyed. They were
compiled, for the most part, during the first two
AVhile their scope is primcenturies of our era.
arily Halakhic, the Haggadic content in each
instance forms no mean proportion, for the Rabbis
felt themselves bound by no rigorous diWsion-line
The later Mishna
in arranging their material.
and Talmud are similar extensive collections which
comprise the greatest efforts of the Rabbis in tlie
realm of Halakhah and Haggadah.
To illustrate the methods of the Halakhic
Midrash the following passage, in which the legal
.

.

.

'

aspect of tort is discussed, will be of interest
'"Eye for eye" [Ex 21^4] means a money-compensation.
This, however, is a mere assertion perhaps we are actually to
:

;

understand the passage in its literal sense. Says Rabbi Eleazar
".Scripture unites in one passage [Lv 24-i] the two injunctions,
He that biUeth a beast shall make it good and he that killeth
a man shall be put to death.' For what purpose is this collation ? in order to establish a like precedent for the laws of tort
Just as the damage inflicted on
in the case of man and beast.
a beast is punishable by a One, so the damage inflicted on a
human being is punishable by a fine." Rabbi Isaac adds " In
the case where one's beast had repeatedly inflicted death on
several human beings, Scripture specifically imposes a fine on
the owner to escape a deserved death-penalty [Ex 2I''^-] in
this case, where the Scriptural penalty is only the loss of an
;

'

:

—

:

Fragments, from the same school, of a commentary to Deuteronomy were published by D.
Hollmann, in Jubelsehrift zum siebzigsten Gcburtstag des Dr. Israel Hildesheimer, Berlin, 1890,
(rf)

Tri'ves, 1894,

625

viii.

554

f.

;

eye, there is all the more reason to believe that the text
to allow a money compensation"' (cf. iUkh\ltd 0/
Uhina<'l, Miskpdthn, 8).

meant
Rabbi

The binding force of the decisions of the Rabbis
with regard to their interpretations of the Mosaic
law is clearly expressed in the following
:

of the words of the scribes.
'Concerning the authority
"
According to the tenor of the law
Scripture says [Dt 17nj
which they shall teach thee." It does not say which the Torah
;

1 Cf. S.
Schechter, Midraah Uaggadol, Heb. preface, Cam'
I.
Lewy, Ein Wort fiber die Mechilta des R.
bridge, 1902
Simon,' Jahresberirht des }iidiscb-tb''ohgi^ch€n Seviinars
Frnnckehcker Stiftung,' Breslau, 1SS9; and L. Ginzberp, in
Festschri/t zu 1. Lcwy's 70ten Geburtitag, do. 1911, pp. 403;

'

436.
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teach thee, but rather which Ihfj/ shall teach tliee.
Furthermore, it eiijoinii, "Thou Bhalt not turn aside from the
which they sliall shew thee, to the riglit hand, nor to
the left," which means that thou shalt listen to their opinions
in reference to what is right, if they tell thee that it is rii;ht,
and in reference to what is left, if they tell thee that it is left
and even if they were to tell thee concerning the right that it^
is left, and concerning the left that it is right, thou must yield
to tlieir opinion {Shir ha.shShlrim Udhba, i. t).
Bhall

.

.

.

sentoiice

;

'

Haggadic Midrashim.

— The Haggiidah

the
expression of the philosopliy of Jewish life, and, as
a result, had a wider appeal than the more abstruse
Halftkhah.
With a Keen appreciation of the
consoling powers of the Haggadah, Rabbi Isaac
informs us
Generations beforGj when the penny had a freer circulation,
there was a desire to listen to lectures on Mishnah and Tahuud
but to-day, however, when the nenny is scarce, there is only a
desire for Scripture and Haggadah (P^sllfta v/ Kav Kahana,
2.

is

:

'

:

'

BatiOdtsh hash-SheltsM).

The Haggadic Midrashim are

of two kinds
exegetical, and (2) hoiniletic. The first form
commentaries
to
the
text
of the various
running
books of the OT, and in this respect follow the
method of the Halakhic Midrashim. They are,
however, frequently introduced by several proems
opiiniiig remarks generally based on soiue text
in the Hagiographa which is rather a characterThe latter are
istic of the homiletic Midrashim.
collections of homilies or sermons which were
delivered during the Sabbath and festival services
in the synagogues, and which were based on the
portion of the law read during such service. The
Iioniiletic Midrashim, therefore, differ essentially,
in structure as well as in the treatment of their
:

(1)

—

—

subject-matter, from all the other Midrashic works.
They are regularly introduced by proems in which
a passage from the Hagiographa or Prophets is
explained and introduced into the context.
Several homiletic works (notably the Tanhuind)
also resort to a Halakhic exordium.
The lesson
of the day is then attached to the opening verses
of the portion of the law read during the service,
the text being often used merely as a basis for

a lesson on morals quite fully developed. The
homilies close, for the most part, with verses of
encouragement, prophesying the redemption of
Israel and the advent of the Messianic era.
Two
cycles of homiletic Midrashim are in existence
(a) those originating in the three-year-cycle of
Scriptural Sabbath readings then in vogue in
Palestine the S'dharim cycle' and (6) those
based on the readings during the special Sabbaths
in the Jewish calendar (occurring before Purini
:

—

and Passover) and on the

—the

—

festivals

and fast-days

P'stkta cycle.

Exegetical Midrashim.— Of these the oldest
and most im]iortant is B'ri'slitlh Jiabba, a Haggadic
3.

commentary to Genesis." It is the first in the
collection known as Midrdsh Rabbd, or Midrdsh
wliich comprises ten Midrashic works,
one for each book of the Pentateuch, and one for
each of the Five Scrolls (the books of Esthei',
Canticles, Rttth, Lamentations, and Ecclesiastes).
The works included in this collection are of a
miscellaneous character, and their time of composition extends from the 6th to the 12th cent.
the period in which the different Haggadic Midrashim were redacted. Of the Haggadic Midrashim
B'reshUh Rabbd is, no doubt, the oldest as well as
the richest from the point of view of subjectmatter. Like most of the Midrashim, it had its
origin in Palestine, and was put into its final form
no later than the 6th century. Older authorities
a.ssign the work to Kabbi Hoshaiah, a Palestinian

liabbi'ith,

—

teacher of the 3id cent, (with whose remarks the
book opens), but he cannot be res|ion9iblo for the
' Cf. J.
Theodor, in Monat9itchr(ft /iir GffchichU und Wissentcha/t dti

Judenthuma. xxxiv. 1188B-87J

2

.S60.

For introductions to the various Midrashic works cf. JE,
title; Winter and Wiinsche, i. 411-001; and the
introductions to the separate work-j.

under each

work

in

The historical and
present foim.
content of Genesis furnishes ample

its

legendary
material

for

Haggadic

exposition.

The

ten

Midrashic works forming the collection Midrdsh
Rabbd were printed for the first time in Venice,
1545.
The standard edition is that of Wilna,

The

1878-87.

German

by

collection

August

was

translated

into
in liiblivthrca
alter Midra.scldm,

Wiinsche

cine Samvdung
Leipzig, 1880-85, and L. Sliajiiro translated a part
of B'reshith Rabbd into English (Midrash Ritliba,

Rabbinica,

New

York,

1906).

Ekhd Rabbdtht, a Haggadic commentary

to

Lamentations, is also a very early exegetical
Midrash, and is included in the Midrdsh Rabbd.
This work (as well as }'/'rrxliith Rabbd) is introduced by many elaborate )iroems followed by
commentary to the text of Lamentations. The
book is especially rich in anecdotes and legends of
the pathetic events that transpired during the
A critical edition has
destruction of Jerusalem.
been issued by S. Buber, Echa Rabbaii, Wilna,
1899.

Shtr hnsh-Shtrltn Rabbd

is

an exegetical Midrash

to Canticles, included in the Midrash Rabbd.
The
entire work is an elaborate allegorical rendition of
the relation between God and Lsrael implied in the
dialogues between the shepherd and his bride.
Rath Rabbd (also included in the Midrdsh Rabbd)
is an exegetical Midrash to Ruth.
The book is
introduced by a series of proems, and the conversion of Ruth furnishes many a beautiful lesson to
the Rabbinical commentators.
KdheUth Rabba (also included in the above
collection) is an almost complete exegetical com-

mentary on

Ecclesiastes.

The

autlior

utilized

much

of the material found in the Talmud and in
various earlier Midrashic works, and mentions
several sources by name a sign of the late origin
of the Midrash.
Finally, Ester Rabbd is an exegetical commenEsther included in the Midrdsh Rabbd.
tary on
This is one of a number of extant Haggadic
Midrashim to the book of Esther, very popular
because of its use during the Purim festival. The
others were published by S. Buber, Sammlung
agadischer Commcntare zum Buchc Esther, Wilna,

—

1886, and Agadisrhe
Est/ier, Cracow, 1897.

Abhandlunrjen zum Buche

Besides the above-mentioned Midrashim to the
Five Scrolls, Buber published several other extant
Midrashim to the books of Canticles, Ruth,
Lamentations, and Ecclesiastes, in Midrasch Suta,
Berlin, 1894.
Tliere are still extant several

Haggadic Midrashim dealing with the remaining books of Scrijiture.
There can be no doubt that originally such exegetical works existed on all the books, but they
have been lost. Foremost among them is Midrdsh
T'hilltm, a Haggadic commentary to the book of

Psalms. It is also known as Shdher J'OOh, He
that seeketli good' (Pr ll"), which are also the
opening words of the book. This Midrash is
especially rich in the rhetorical devices employed
by the Haggadists analogies, legends, fables,
'

—

A

edition was issued by
A
Buber {Midrasch Tehillim, Wilna, 1891).
Midrash to the Ixjok of Samuel has, likewise, been
It is a
preserved, known as Midrdsh Sh'muel.
collection of Haggadic comments on the book,
iiiaxims,

etc.

critical

gleaned from various parts of Rabliinic literature.
The first edition of the work was Constantinople,
1517.

A

critical edition

was issued by

S.

Buoer

(Midrasch Samuel, Cracow, 1S9.S). Midrdsh Mis/Ue
is an inconijdete Haggadic Midrash to Proverljs.
The comments in this Midrash are exceptionally
brief, so that the work approaches the character
of a Biblical

commentary.

A

critical edition

was

issued

MIDRASH AND MIDRASHIC LITERATURE
— In order to make their teachings
Uiiber {Midraseh iVischlc, AVilna,

S.

by

Tlie Midrasliim to the books of Isaiah and
Job are mentioned by older authorities, and, of
tlie latter, extracts aie found in tlie collection,
Yalhlt Mdkhiri (to Is 61"), and in a few other old
works. Several fragments of a Midrasli to the
book of Jonah have been published by A. Jellinek
1893).

{Beth ham-Midrasch, Leipzig, 1853-77,

i.

96-10.5)

;

and by C. M. Horowitz (Summlung kleincr Midraschim, Berlin, 1881).
Finally, there are in existence a number of works
known as Yalkuiim, 'collections,' which are in the
nature of thesauri to all the books of Scripture,
and which give (with their proper sources) a wealth
of Haggadic material for each of the books. Three
of these works are very important
tlie Yalkiit
Shim''6nt, frequently known merely as Yalkilt,
ascribed to Rabbi Simeon, the preacher (last
edition, Wilna, 1898), the Yalkiit ham-Makhiri,
ascribed to Rabbi Machir ben Abba Mari, only
:

portions of which have appeared (Buber, Yalkut
Machiri
zit
den 150 Paalmen, Berdyczew,
1899), and the Midrash hag-Gddh6l, of which the
part to Genesis has been published by Schechter
{op. cit.). and the part to Exodus by D. Holliiiann
.

.

.
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most

effective,

the Rabbis resort to well-known rhetorical devices.'
Foremost among these is the use of the mdshdl,
analogy.' The analogy, or extended metaphor,
is a well-known figure in literary composition
in
the hands of the Rabbis it readied the zenith of its
didactic powers. The analogies were drawn from
two sources first, from the events of every-day
life, and, secondly, from the institutions of the
Roman empire, during which period the Rabbis
lived.
On the subject of the political institutions
of Rome as depicted in the mashdl an interesting
volumeof no mean size has been written (1. Ziegler,
Die Kbnigsglciehnisse desMidraseh heUnchtet durch
die rbmische Kaiserzeit, Breslau, 1903).
On the
comparative side, Paul Fiebig has contributed an
volume
on
the
differences
between
the
interesting
Rabbinic and the NT use of the mashdl (Altjiidische
Gleichnisse und die Gleichnisse Jcsu, Tubingen and
The analogy was most helpful in
Leipzig, 1904).
explaining difficulties in the textual narrative, and
often in accounting for extraneous matter in Scripture not quite adaptable to preacliing purposes.
few examples will suffice to illustrate the use of
the mashdl.
A matrona once asked Rabbi Yus6 bar HSlafta, Why does
Scripture say "He givetli \visdom unto the wise, and knowledge to them that know understanding" (Dn 221 ? It were
meet that the passage should read, " He giveth wisdom unto
the unwise, and knowledge to them that have no understandThis Rabbi Y6s6 met with the following
Let me give
ing."
you an analogy. If two men, one poor and one wealthy, were
to approach thee to borrow a sum of money, to whom wouldst
'

;

—

A

'

(Berlin, 191,3-15).'

—

Homiletic Midrashim. The purely homiletic
Midrashim belonging to the S'dhdrtm cycle (based
on the triennial readings of the Pentateuch in the
synagogues of Palestine) are: (1) the Tanhuma,
(2) Aggftdath B'reshith, and (3) the four remaining
works in the Midrash Eabbd on the four last books
of the Pentateuch.
The Tanhdmd (also known as
Y'lamm'denH, Let him teach us,' because of the
frefjuent use of this formula to introduce the Halakhic exordiums in the Midrash) is a complete homiletic commentai-y to the Pentateuch, extant in two
versions, containing also special homilies for the
days of the P'stktd cycle. A third version is known
to nave existed.
critical edition was issued by
'Q\xhQX(MidrdsehTanchuma,'\\'MivA, 1885). Sh'moth
Rabbd on Exodus, Wayikrd Eabbd on Leviticus,
B'midhbar Babbd on Numbers, and D'blidrim
Eabbd on Deuteronomy are four homiletic works
of different origin belonging to the same cycle.
Of
these the liomilies to Leviticus are, no doubt, among
the oldest, and are characterized by a frequent use
of popular sayings and proverbs to illustrate the
lesson of the day.
The other three works include
many homilies that are already found in the Tanhuma collection. Aggddath B'rcshith is a collection of homilies to portions of Genesis and to
portions of the Prophets and Psalms, and was edited
by Buber (Agadath Bereshith, Cracow, 1902).
Two collections of homilies of the P'siktd cycle
have been preserved: (1) P'siktd of Eav Kahana,
and (2) P'siktd Eabbdthi. "The first consists of
thirty-four homilies on the lessons for the special
4.

'

A

Sabbaths and the feast days. It was edited by
'BMhex (Pesikta
von Eav Kahana, Lyck, 1868).
The P'stktd Eabbdthi is a later work, and also contains homilies for the special days of the P'siktd
It was edited critically by M. Friedmann
cycle.
{Pesikta Eabbathi, Vienna, 1880).
5. Style and content of the Haggadic Midrash.
.

.

.

:

]

'

'

:

thou lend the money, to the poor man or to the rich?' 'Of
course to the rich man,' she replied, tor, in the event of its
loss, he atill has assets from which I miglit recover, whereas
from the poor man I could not get a penny.' Thereupon Rabbi
Would that thy ears would hear what thy
Y6s6 replied
If the Holy One, Blessed be He, were to
mouth doth utter
grant wisdom to simpletons and fools, they would decant this
wisdom from the public baths, the theatres, and at other unseemly moments He therefore granted wisdom to the wise,
who confine it to its proper place in the synagogue and the
academy {K6heleth Rabbd, i. 7).
In commenting upon the fact that the Pentateuch
does not enumerate by name the participants in
the sedition of Korah, the Rabbis use the follow'

'

:

!

;

'

ing mashdl

:

Rabbi Judah, the son of Simon, explained, on the authority
of Rabbi Levi ben Parta — This may be compared to the son of
a decurion who once committed a theft in the public bath, and
the keeper of the bath does not desire, for tactful reasons, to
" a handsome
reveal his name; but describes him as
youth
dressed in white." Similarly the Pentateuch does not mention
the names of all the participants in the sedition of Korah, but
"
merely describes them in the following terms
princes of the
'

:

congregation, called to the assembly,

B'midhbar Rabbd,

cf.

men of renown " (Nu 162
'

;

xiii. 5).

Another form of the mashdl was the fable or
Collections of parables are already assoparable.
ciated in the Jewish world with the name of the
wise king, Solomon, who is said to have spoken of
'

beasts,

and

fishes' (1

K

and of creeping things, and of
In the Talmud two collections

of fowl,
4^^).

—

are mentioned on several occasions a collection of
fox-fables and a collection of date-tree parables

Suhkdh, 28«; Bdbhd Bathra,

(cf.

uses the parable in the speech of

K

and

The OT
134a).
Jotham (Jg 9*'")

A

in that of Jehoash (2
casual example
14^*).
will illustrate its use in the Jlidrash.
In the
following, the fable of the fox and the fishes is

effectively employed by Rabbi Akiba
During one of the persecutions, when the study of the Torah
was forbidden under penalty of death. Pappus discovered Rabbi
Al^ba busily engaged in its study. Pappus asked him, Rabbi,
art thou not endangering thy life in transgressing the royal
mandate?' Whereupon Kabbi Akiba replied, Let me give thee
an analogy in the following story Once the fo.x rambled alongside the bank of a river and, beholding the fishes, exclaimed,
" Come out to
me, and I shall hide you from all liarm in the
crevices of the rock, where you will never fear capture." To
which the fishes replied, "Thou, who art the most clever ol
beasts, art nothing more than a simpleton. Our whole life depends on the element of water, and thou wouldst have us leave
It for the dry land."
Similarly, the life of Israel is wrapped up
:

1

Besides the collections already meutioned, there are special
of didactic import based upon a large amount
of material in previous works, but not arranged in the form of
to
the Scriptures. Such aj-e thePirlfS d'^ Rabbt
Qpmraentaries
Eli'ezer, Warsaw, 1879; Tannd d'bke Elii/dhu, crit. ed., M.
Friedmann, Vienna, 1907 and the whole collection known as
Smaller Midrashim, dealing with Haggadahs on special subjects, such as the Decalogue, the death of Moses and Aaron,
etc., scattered in various collections, and especially in the

Haggadic works

;

works

of Jellinek (op. cit.) ; C. M. Horowitz (op. cit., and lifth
'EJeedh Haagildoth, Frankfort, 1881); S. A. Wertheimer (ZJ«(/.^
Midrdslioth, Jerusalem, 1893); L. Grmihui (SaimnlunguUerer
ilidraschim, do. 1858-94); and J. D. Eisenstein (CJjnr J/iiirosUm, New York, 1916), The Midrash known as Leiialf fdbh
(fd. Buber, Wilna, 1880), of Toblah ben Eliezer, is not a true

Midrash, but rather a commentary on the Pentateuch.

'

'

:

1

For the following,

pp. 222-'230.

cf.

Zunz, pp. 102-179

;

and Erochmal,
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—

the study o( the Torah, as it is written, " For
"
thy life, and the length of thy days [Dt yo-""), and tliou
wouldst have nie leave it because of personal dant^er' (Tanhtun<i
Tdbhd, i B'nikhdih, 616).
In one element

h©

is

;

means
aphorism, maxim,

of impressing a lesson is the
or proverb.
The
already
contains exteii.«ive gnomolopies in proverbial form.
The wisdom of the great Ben 8ira later added to
this original store, and the Siiyinrjis of the Jewish
Fathers is a
historically arranged gnoinology writ-

Anotlier

OT

ten in the Tannaitic period, and comprising tlie most
important maxims of the learned teachers from the
time of Simon the Just to the period of the
Am6ralm.
later author, Kabbi Natlian, is said
to have made a large collection of such maxims
and in the AhhOth of Rahbi Natluin {{iA. Schechter,

A

;

Vienna, 1887) a substratum of his original work
remains. This work is characterized liy tlie frequent use of the numerical proverb, in which a
number of sayings are associated by means of a
numerical kej'.' The material in these collections,
as well as the sayings current among the masses
as the
(generally introduced by the formula
people saj' '), was emi)li>yed bj' the Rabbis in
teaching their lessons. Many of these proverbs
are also found in the Gospels.'- For example, the
well-known saying in the Sermon on the Mount,
With what measure ye mete, it shall be measured
unto you' (Mt 7-), is very frequent in Haggadic
literature (cf. Tanhuma, 'B'reshilh, 33; T'kilUin,
xxii. 2
and Mishndh Sotdh, i. 17). Similarly,
'
Enough for the servant that he be as his lord (Mt
10^) is found in Tanliuma, L'kh L'kha, 23 T'hiliim,
xxvii. 5 and in the Talmud {B'rdkhdth, 586). Only
a few of these gems can be quoted here
A sinijle coin in an enipt\" jar makes a loud noise (^Vhilllm,
'

'

;

'

;

;

:

'

i.

'

21,

and, in the T.ilmud, ISahhfi il'sfa, Hob).

'

Say to the

want not thy honey and I crave not thy sting (T^hilUm,
i. 21; B^midhhar Rabbd^ xx.
'Woe to the dough which
10).
the baker condemns as unfit (T^hillim, ciii. 14).
Woe to the
living who implores aid of the dead, woe to the hero who intercedes with the weakling, woe to the seeing who ask help from
the blind, and woe to the generation whose leaders are women
bee,

'

I

'

*

'

(16. !txii. 20).3

Another rhetorical device

for impressing a lesson
This leads into the field of Kabbinic
humour. Scripture has s;'t the precedent for its
usage in carefully executed word-plays and puns
especially on the names of individuals.
And she bare Cain, and said, I have gotten (Heb. jfdnilht)

the pun.

is

'

'God

shall enlarge (.un/().Tapheth'(i/«/.>(A)(Un 921). The
'
prophet Isaiah (.5") very eloquently says, He looked for judgment (mw/i/xif), but behold oppression imiipafi) ; for righteous-

(Gn4l).

ness

(('d/iiiki'ih),

but behold a cry

'

(f cVi(»A).

Similarly, the Rabbis take great liberties in pun-

ning on proper names.
Wherefore w.-w the prophet called Jeremiah? Because,
during his life, Jerusalem was left in a state of f 01^^.10. (' desola'The name of tlie daughter-intion') (K6lieklh Rabbu, i. 2).
law of Naomi was Orpah because she turned her back ('<5rc/)
to her mother-in-law.
The name of the other was llut'h,
because she apprehended (rd'athdh) the words of her motherin-law (KuUi Rabbii, ii. 9).
'

'

'

The Rabbis decide from a pun that the language
of the creation was Hebrew.
'

" She shall be called

oat of

Man

('t,«/i]"

Torah was given

in

Woman y Ulishdh], because she was taken

[On

2'^],

from this it is evident that the
Rabbi I'hinehas and Itabbi

the holy tongue."

^Ukiah claim the following on the authority of Rabbi Simon
'Just as the Torah was given in the holy tongue, so was the

:

world created with the holy tongue. For, "hast thou ever heard
anyone derive a form gynia from the word gyiif (Or. yui-jj,
woman ')? Or does one derive anthropia from the word
anUirvpos (Gr. ivBpiaiio^, man '), or g^bhartCi from gabhra (Syr.
for man ')? But one does say 'Uhsbdh [lleb. for woman 'J from
•

'

'

toft

'

[Heb. for

The

'

manJ"'(B'rMAttA iiabbii, xviii. 4).
Mas-soretic variations of the Heb. text of the

Bible open up new channels for Haggadic exegesis.
The Midrasfi often assigns explanations for the
A. Wiinsche has collected all the numerical proverbs in the
in Du' ZabUtufpriuhe im Taimud utid
Midratch, Leipzig, 1912 (reprinted from
Ixv.-lxvi.).
2 For the
Haggadah, as used by the Church Fathers, the work
of L. Oinzberg is important {Die Ha'jijada bei den Kirchm1

Talmud and the Midrash

ZDMO

eiUtm,

i.,

Amsterdam,

1B99,

ii.,

Berlin," iooo).

*
Among the great number of collections of Rabbinic proverbs the work o( M. Schul (SenUncea el pronerties du Thalmiid
<( du MidroKh, Paris, 1873) deserves mention.

defective writing in the text or for the marginal
variations (k'ri and k'lhib). The following is an

example

:

Wlien it giveth \X» colour (lit eye *) in the cup " (Pr. 28*i)
is rendered "the script reads 'in the purse
(Ilcb. bakkit), not
in the cup (Heb. bakkiK), referring, on the one band, to the
drunkard, who giveth his eye in the cup and, on the other
hand, to the merchant who fixeth bis eye on his purse"' {Tan'

' '

'

'

'

'

;

tiuitui Sh^inint^ 7).

The

Midra.sh also employs the well-known kab-

balistic method of exposition, rj'iiMtrin, which consists in deducing hidden meanings from the numerical value of the letters in the Heb. words.'

Finally, the Midrash employs the anecdote to
advantage. The value of tlie anecdote as a didactic
force is generally recognized.
Rut, more than this,
we are to seek in the anecdote for historical events
witnessed by contemiioraries, for folk-lore, for
primitiveconceptionsof natural science, etc. Only
a few examples can be given here. The following
is one of a series of anecdotes depictpathetic tale
ing the events that transpired during the destruction of the Holy City
:

The story

'

told of Miriam, the daughter of Na1$dim6n [Nicothe sages had grunted an allowance of 500 {sie)
gold denarii for her daily omtment expenditures, and who
maligned them for it in the words "Thus mistreat your own
Says Rabbi Eleazar "So sure may I be of
daughters!"
seeing [Zion's] consolation as I am that I saw her [some time
after the destruction] in Acco, picking barley-grains from beneath
the stalls of horses, and I applied the Biblical verse to her case,

deratls],

is

whom
.

.

.

:

thou know not, O thou fairest among women, go thy way
by the footsteps of the flock, and feed thy kids beside the
shepherds' tent"' (Ca V)' (Bkha Rabbdlht, 1, 48).
The superstitions of the day were shared alike
by Rabbi and priest. Many are the stories told
'

If

forth

of

demons

infesting wells

and desert places

(cf.

Tanhfimd, B'reshith, 27 ib. K'dhdshhn, 9), often
driven out through the opportune intervention of
the Rabbi who called magical formuh-e to his aid.
"Very often the heathen practices of antiquity are
recorded. Thus, in Ekhd Rabbuthi (proem 23),
The Arab slays a lamb and inspects the
it is said,
liver for the purpose of auguring future events.'
This practice is « ell known to students of Kultur;

'

Philosophy, primitive conceptions of
geschkhfe.
science, natural history all cater to the one end
of teaching a lesson in ethics or morals, which is
ever the ultimate aim of the Haggadic Midrash.
Literature. —This is given throughout the article.
Solomon T. H. Hurwitz.
See R.\ce.

—

MIGRATION.—

—

MIKIRS.— I. Name

and history. The people
Assamese by the name Mikir are
one of the numerous Tibeto-Burman races of
Assam. Their own name for themselves is Arl^ng,
which (like many other tribal names in this region
and elsewhere) means man in general. Their
numbers, according to the Census of 1911, were
a large total for a homogeneous Tibeto106,'2o9
Burman group in Assam of these 736 were classed

known

to the

'

'

—

;

returns as Hinclus, 1182 as converts to
The
Christianity, and the remainder as animists.
race occupies the central portion of the Assam
range, looking north to the Brahmaputra, and
the isolated mountainous block south of that river
between Nowgong and Sibsagar called the Mikir
Hills; a few have settled in tlie plains of Nowgong and Kanirup, and north of the river in the
Darrang district, and follow plough cultivation,
but the main strength of the tribe is found in
the hilly region of the Kfimrup (about 11,000),
Kha.si and Jainiia Hills (15,600), Nowgong (45,000)
and Sibsagar (2.'j,000) districts. They are essentially a hill race, practising the form of cultivation
Their
by axe, fire, and hoe known as jhtim.
remembered history, like that of most tribes of
in
time.
the kind, goes back a very short distance
There is reason to believe, from tlie local names of
places and streams, that they once occupied the
in

the

1

In Heb. the letters have numerical values.

MIKIRS
soutliein iiortion of the hill tract north of the
Kachar valley, where they are not found at the
it is certain that they afterwards
present day
resided in mass in the eastern portion of the
Jaintia Hills, as subjects of the Jaintia Raja ; and
a still clearer tradition relates that, being harassed
by warfare between Khasi (or Jaintia) chiefs, they
resolved to move into territory governed by tlie
Ahoms, and thereupon migrated into the tracts
;

liold in the Nowgong and Sibsagar
This migration probably took place, as
can be gathered iruni the Ahoni annals, about
As the figures just given siiow, large
A.D. 1765.
numbers continued to live in the Khasi and Jaintia
Hills and along the Kararup border, which tract
they call Nihang, the territory into which tliey
migrated in the east being called Nilip. They are
a peaceful and unwarlike race, and are said to
have given up the use of arms when they pjaced
themselves under the protection of the Ahom
Their traditions tell of tights with tlie
kings.
Hill Kacharis, or Dimasa, but these were anterior
to the migration into Jaintia territory, or at any

which they now
districts.

Ahom

ilominions.
rate to that into the
2. Physical characteristics.
riiysically they
present the ordinary features of the Tibeto-Burman hill races of Assam a light yellowish-brown
complexion, an average height of about 5 feet 3
The nose is broad at
inches, cephalic index 77 '9.

—

:

the base, and often (but not always) flat, with a
nasal index of 8.51 and an orbito-nasal of 107'7.
The facial haii' is scanty, and only a thin moustache
The front of the head is sometimes shorn
is worn.
the hair is gathered into a knot behind, which
The body is
hangs over the nape of the neck.
muscular, and the men arc capable of prolonged
;

exertion.

They have been

largely employed (like

the Kh.asis) as porters in frontier expeditions in
Assam, and carry heavy loads, the burden being
borne upon the back and secured by a plaited
bamboo or fcane strap passing round the forehead
this, however, is the general method of carriage
from Nepal eastwards along the wliole sub-Himalayan region, and not peculiar to the Mikirs. Tiie
staple food is rice, (ish, and the flesh of pigs, goats,
and fowls, but meat is chiefly eaten at sacrifices.
The flesh of cows is not eaten, nor is milk drunk.
Large quantities of rice-beer are made and consumed, being pi'eiiared by each household, and
Opium is used to a large
spirit is also distilled.
extent, as by other races in Assam. Tobacco and
betel-nut are also commonly used.
The Mikir people
3. Marriage and inheritance.
are divided into_three sections, called Chint6ng,
RbnghJing, and Amri. These, however, are only
local names, the first representing that portion of
the tribe iidiabiting the Mikir Hills, tlie second
the central portion, in the liilly parts of Nowgong and N. Kachar, and the third those in the
Khasi .and Jaintia and Kfimrup Hills. The whole
tribe, wherever settled, is divided into live large
exogamous groups, and these into sub-groups.
The five main groups are called Ingti, Ter^ng,
Within
Lfekthe or Inghi, Tert}n, and Timung.
each of these groups intermarriage cannot take
The scheme of societ.y is patriarchal, the
place.
children being counted to the father's group. The
most usual marriage, however, is between first
cousins on the mother's side, and the maternal
uncle occupies a privileged po.sition at the funeral
ceremonies this may lje a custom adopted from
the Kliasis, among wliom the strictlj' matriarchal
system prevails. Onlinarily the son on marriage
brings his wife home to his parents' house but,
if lie has to make a payment io his father-inlaw, he may stay a year, two years, or even for
life, according to agreement, giving his work to
There are
the family iu return for his bride.
;

—

;

;
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traces of a former condition of things analogous
to that which obtains among the Naga tribes, in
which the boys of a village lived together in the
terang, or bachelors' house, and the unmarried
girls are said also either to have had their own
terdnff or to have lived in that of the boys, when

promiscuous intercourse and illegitimate births
were common. This practice, however, no longer
obtains anywhere. The marriage-tie is said to be
ordinarily observed -ndth strictness, but divorce is
permissible.
Polygamy has been adopted sporadically from the Assamese, but generally monogamy

The sons inherit if there are none, the
them the deceased's nearest agnate
own exogamous group. The wife and

prevails.

brothers
of

his

;

after

;

daughters get nothing, but retain their personal
property, ornaments, clothes, etc.
The religion of the Mikirs has been
4. Gods.
to some extent aft'ected by ideas borrowed from
the Khasis, and in a Larger degree by Hinduism.

—

One of their gods, Pirth^t Kecho (the god of
but borrowings
thunder), bears a Khasi name
here are chiefly noticeable in the funeral ceremonies
Hinduism has
and the methods of divination.
contributed the name of J6m, or Yama, as the god
of the dead, and the abode of spirits is called J6mflriing, or Yama's town.' Possibly Mahadeva may
= 'the great
be the original of Arnim-kethe
god '), who is a house-god worshipped by a trienand one of the gods, called Arnkmnial sacrifice
paio ( = 'the hundred-god'), includes under this
name Kamakhya, the Hindu goddess of Nilachal
;

'

(

;

The original Mikir conception of
deity is, like that of the rural population of India
generally, open to the adoption into the pantheon
of any divine agency venerated or propitiated by
The word amain ('rad') may
their neighbours.
be generally defined as anything felt to be mighty
or terrible.' All natural objects of a striking or
imposing character have their divinity. The sun
and moon are regarded as divine, but are not speciabove Gauh.ati.

'

Localities of an impressive kind,
such as mountains, waterfalls, deep pools in rivers,
great boulders, places where a river disappears
underground, have each their drndm, who is concerned in the aftairs of men and has to be placated
by sacrifice. Such local divinities of the jungle
are propitiated chiefly to avert mischief from tigers,
which are a terrible plague in some parts of the
ally propitiated.

Mikir country.
Besides these divinities of flood or forest, there
are other deities of a more specific character.
These may be classified into house-gods, concerned
in the welfare of the household, and gods concerned
in the prosperity of the village generally, while a
third class preside over various kinds of disease or
1 he most important of the house-gods is
trouble.
Hfemphii ('head of the house,' or 'householder'),
who owns all the Mikir people. With him is associated Mukrkng, who is slightly lower in dignity.
These two gods, the preservers of men, are approached by the sacrifice of a fowl or goat. Everybody can sacrifice to them at any time, and Hfemphu
must be invoked first in every sacrifice, being the

owner of men. Peng, another house-god,
lives in the house, and gets the ottering of a goat,
sacrificed once a year in the space before the house ;
maize, rice, and a gourd of rice-beer are placed for
him above the verandah of the house, and the firstfruits of the harvest are ottered to him.
peculiar

Amim-

another house-god,
but lives in heaven, not, like Pfeng. in the house
He is propitiated by the sacrifice of a casitself.
Both Pfeng and
tjated pig once in three years.
ArnJira-kethe have to be specially invoked to take
up their abode in the house, and their introduction
to it is generally due to the action of a diviner
{uche), called iu on the occurrence of a case of sickkethe, already mentioned,

is
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ness, who declares (after ihe appropriate incantations) that Arniim-kethe or Pfeng wishes to join the
household. If it were not for this, Mikir families
wonld generally be satisfied with Ufemphu and

Mukrfing.

The

^•illage

or

communal gods

are called Rfek-

= mountain of the community') or
i\nglhng
and Arnilni priro,
InJ;l^ngpi = 'great moiiutiun
'

(

'),

(

already mentioned. The Mikir villages are nomadic,
moving from place to place as the soil in the neighbourhood becomes exhausted. R^k-imglc'mg is the
"od of the hill on which the village stan<ls, the dens
He is
loci, with whom they have to be at peace.
worshijiped in the field, and only men eat the
sacritice, which is a fowl or goat per house once
a year. Arnilm-paro is the name of a god who
takes a hundred shares of rice, rice-flour, betel-nut,
and the red spathe of the plantain-tree cut up the
name seems to be a collective, and to indicate all
the divine powers in the neighbourhood. He is
worshijiped with a white goat and a white fowl.
These two gods figure particularly at the Bdng-ker,
or great annual festival, celebrated for the most part
in June at the beginning of the year's rainj'-season
cultivation, or in some villages during the cold
weather. The sacrifice is eaten in common by the
men only of the village, and they keep apart from
their wives on the night of the festival.
The
observances correspond with the custom of genua
(village tabu), which is common among the neighhouring Naga tribes.
The gods named above are all invoked and propitiated to grant prosperity and avert misfortune,
both generally and specially. There are, besides,
numerous gods who take their titles from the
special diseases over which they preside or which
they are asked to avert such gods are called after
rheumatism, cholera, barrenness among women,
goitre, phthisis, stone, diarrhoea, dysentery, smallpox, black and white leprosy, elephantiasis, etc.
Each worship has its appropriate ritual, often of a
complicated character. Among these deities perhaps a trace of Hinduism may be discovered in the
name for smallpox, pl-dmir, the mother's flowers
in Assamese and Hindi the goddess of smallpox is
known as 'the mother' (Mata, or Sitala Mai). It
is diflficult to draw the line which divides the gods,
dmdmdtum, who preside over these plagues from
the demons or devils, hl-i, who are also said to
cause continued sickness. They too are propitiated
with sacrificial ott'erings in the same manner as the
;

;

'

'

:

gods.

An interesting name in the list of gods is Laraaphu, the head or master of words,' a power probably of modern origin. He is the deitj' sacrificed
to by a man who has a case in court the sacrifice
is a young.cock, which should be ottered at night,
secretly, by the sacrificer alone, in a secret place.
There is no worship of trees or animals, and the
gods have no visible shape, temples, or shrines.
Idols are not in use.
At the time of the sacrifice
the gods to whom it is offered are addressed in set
forms of words l)y the worshipi)er, but there does
not appear to be any separate class of priests
charged with the sacrificial ritual. The animal
sacrificed is beheaded, as in Hindu sacrifices, by a
stroke delivered from above with a heavy knife.
The most important person with
5. Diviners.
reference to the worship is the diviner (uche, fern.
uchc-pi), who decides on the deity to be invoked.
Here, again, there does not appear to be any ca-ste
or hereditary function any one may be an tiche.
The diviners are of two kinds — the inferior, generally a man, called sdng-kr/diir/dbdrig, he who inspects grains of rice, whose art is acquired by
instruction and jiractice and the superior, called
lorlH or lodatpi, invariably a woman, who works
under the inspiration or afflaitis of divine powers.
'

;

—

:

'

;

The services of these persons are generally sought
in cases of sickness, the lodit being inquired of in
the more serious cases.
Thf humliler practitioner proceeds by arrangfing grains of
rice, taken at random from thuae left in the pot, in particular
fashion in email heaps the pr.iins in the heaps are then counted,
and, if the odd nunil)ers predominate, the omen is good. Cowries are sometimes used insle.id of f,'rains of rice. Another way,
aijp.ireiitly borrowed from tlie Khasifl, is to arrange in a circle,
equidistant from a point marked on a board, as many tittle heaps
of clay oa there are gods suspected in the case, each heap being
called by the name of a god.
An egg is tlien sharply thrown at
the point marked in the middle of the board when it breaks and
the yolk is scattered, that heap which receives the largest splash
of yolk, or towards which tlie hirgest and longest splash points,
indicates the god responsible for the affliction. Another mode
is to hold upright in the hand a long iron knife of special form,
called the iiokjir, which is invoked by a spell to become inspired
and to speak tlie truth. The holder then asks questions of the
ndAyir as to the probability of the sufferer's recovery and the god
responsible for his sickness, and the nukjir shakes at the correct
atiswer and name.
;

;

The /cx/tV is ar. ordinary woman (not belonging
any particular family or group) who feels the
divine afflatus, and, when it is upon her, yawns
continually and calls out the names and will of
the gods. Her as.sistance is invoked when witchto

craft (maja) is suspected.

She bathes her hands, feet, and face in water in which the
sacred basil (oci/inttin saiu'luin, the tttlsi of Indian
langu.i^es)
has been steeped, and begins to shake and yawn. A gourd of
rice-beer is brought, of which she drinks some, and begins to
call out the names of gods, and they descend upon her.
She is
now inspired, and, wlien questioned, indicates, by indirect and
the
who
has
bewitched
the
riddling answers,
sufferer, or
enemy
the gods to whom sacrifices nnist be offered.
Charms are much used for the treatment of disease, as they are everywhere else in India, and do
not present any special features. Oaths and imprecations take the place of ordeals, the speaker inviting evil on himself if he swears falsely or fails to

perform a promise.
6. Funeral ceremony.
The most elaborate celebration is the funeral ceremony, of which a long
account, full of detail, is given in Stack and Lyall's
monograph on The Mikirs cited at the end of this
Much money is spent upon it, and it is
article.
spread over several days. It is the only occasion
on which dances are performed hy the young men
of the village or music used, except (to a nmch
The ceremony is
less extent) at the harvest-home.
considered obligatory in all cases except that of a
child who has been born dead, or who has died before the after-birth has left the mother in such
cases the body is buried without any ceremony.
Victims of smallpox or cholera are buried shortly
after death but the funeral service is performed
for them later on, the bones being dug up and duly
cremated. When a person is killed by a tiger, if
the body or clotlies are found, they are buried at a
distance from the village, because the tiger is supposed to visit the burial-place. Such persons cannot gain admittance to Jom-ar5ng unless elaborate
funeral and expiatory ceremonies are performed
for them.
Being killed by a tiger is generally imputed to the victim's sin his spirit is believed to
dwell in the most dreary of the places where dead
men's spirits go. Except in such cases, the dead
are disposed of by cremation, the burnt bones
being afterwards buried.
What is chiefly noticeable about the ceremony,
as described in the work referred to, is the confident
assumption of the continued existence of the dead
person s spirit, for whom food, specially prepared
by the uche-pl, or divining woman, is set apart
the insistence upon the due jjerformance of the
and
rites in order to get admission to .lom-arbug
the use of dancing, which is marked by its name
(chomAngkdn) &s adopted from the Kliasis, in the
ceremony. If the deceased is a person of unusual
importance, a still more elaborate ceremony is
required, and monumental stones, upon the model
of those erected by the Klifisis, are set up.
7. Ideas of future life.
Ajiart from the ritual of

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

MILINDA
the funeral, the Jlikirs seem to have a strong conviction of the survival of the dead.
They speak
'
'
'
of having seen tlie sliaile or image (drjcin) of a
dead man a sickly or neurotic person catches such
glimpses in the house, on the road, etc. Phaiio,
'
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sympathetic inquirer into the religious beliefs of
his subjects.'

MILINDA. Milinda is the Indian name for
the Greek kingofBactriacalled in Greek Menander.
When Alexander's empire broke up on his death,
Greek soldiers on the east of India founded separate
States, and the names of about thirty of theiu and
their successors are known by their coins. Of these
the most powerful and successful was Menander,
who must nave reigned for at least thirty years at
the end of the 2nd and the beginning of the 1st
cent. B.C.
He died probably about 95 B.C., but we
know ncitlier the boundaries of his kingdom nor
how far he was merely over-lord, rather than the
actual administrative sovereign over the various
portions of his vast domain. He is the only one of
those Greek or half-Greek potentates whose memory
has survived in India and he is there remembered,

This has found expression in a very remarkable
book, the Milinda Paiiha ('Questions of Milinda ').
Just as in one of the most popular of the Dialogues
of the Buddha Sakka, the king of the gods, is
represented as coming to the Buddha to have his
doubts resolved, so in this work the Greek king
is represented as putting
puzzles in religion to
Nagasena, a wise teacher among the Buddhists of
his time. In all probability it was with the Hakka
Paiiha Suttanta in his mind that the author of the
Milinda Panha, whoever he was, framed his work.
The Milinda Panha is divided into seven books.
The first is introductory, and is very cleverly so
drawn up as gradually to raise the expectations
of the reader regarding the great interest of the
encounter of wit and wisdom which he will find in
the following books. Bk. ii., On ethical Qualities,'
and bk. iii., 'On the Removal of Difficulties,' contain a number of questions, put by the king and
answered by Nagasena, on tlie elenitntary doctrines
of Buddhism.
On the conclusion of this book the
king is converted, and devotes himself to a long
and careful study of the text of the Pali canon.
In bk. iv. the Mendaka-panha, or 'Dilemmas,' the
king submits to Nagasena the difficulties which he
has met in the course of his studies. The discussion
of these difficulties leads up to and culminates in
the meaning of nirvana, and closes with an eloquent
peroration on that subject.
Having thus brought his reader up to the bracing
plateau of emancipation, the author proceeds in
the next book, the Amimdna Paiiha, Problem of
Inference,' to describe what is to be found there.
In an elaborate allegory of the City of Righteousness he sets out the various mental and moral
treasures enjoyed by the arahant who has reached
in this life the ideal state.
The next book, the
Vhutaiigas, 'Extra Vows,' is devoted to an exaltation of those who have adopted the ascetic practices
so called.
The last book, incomplete in our existing MSS, consists of a long list of types of the
arahant, 8ho^ving how he has, e.g., five qualities
in common with the ocean, five with the earth, five
\vith water, and five with fire.
The details of
sixty-seven such similes are given. Of the remaining thirty-eight only the list is given, the detailed
explanations being lost.
There are peculiarities both of merit and of
defect in this book. The author, or authors, have
an unusual command of language, both in the
number of words used and in the fitness of the
words chosen in each case. There is great charm
in the style, which rises occasionally throughout
the book to real eloq^uence and there is considerable grasp of the difficult and important questions
involved. On the other hand, there is a great
weakness in logic. The favourite method is to
invent an analogy to explain some position, and
then to take for granted that the analogy proves
and quite often,
the position taken to be true
when the right answer to a dilemma would be a
matter
of
historical
criticism, the answer
simple
given savours of casuistry, or is a mere play on the
of
Then
words.
the
author, though he
ambiguity
naturally avoids the blunders so often repeated in
European books against Buddhism— that nircana,
e.g., is a state to be reached by a 'soul' after it
has left the body, or a state not attainable except
'
does not stand on the
by a priest or a monk
ancient Path. His description of the arahant,
whom he calls a yogi (a term not found in the older
books), lays more stress on those qualities afterwards ascribed to the bodhisattva (q.v.) than on
those belonging to the Path, or mentioned {of the

characteristically enough, not as a political ruler,
nor as a victor, in war, but as an hitelligent and

Einfj Milinda,

;

'

spirit,' is

used both of living persons and dead.

They say of one deceased, Last ni<;ht in my spirit
I saw him,' wliere phCtrlo is the
spirit of the s"leeping
'

man. When such glimpses are experienced, betel
and food are set aside in the house, and after a
time thrown away. After a death a chant is composed, setting forth the parentage and life of the
You will now meet your granddead, and ending
parents, fatlier, deceased brother, etc., and will
with
tliem
and
eat with them.' As already
stay
'

:

mentioned, food is regularly provided for the spirit
until the completion of the funeral after that there
are no regular offerings, but occasionally a man or
woman puts aside from his or her own share of food
a portion for the dead, as, e.g., when another funeral
reminds them of those who have died before. There
is said to be no fear of the dead coming back to
;

the

trouble

The

living.

Mikirs'

'

conception of

Jbm's town is that everything there is different
from the earth-life. An iiiea, perhaps borrowed
from Hinduism, is said to prevail that the spirits
of the dead do not stay for ever in .J6m-ar6ng, but
are born again as children, and this goes on indeOn the other hand, Stack records, in the
finitely.
words of his informant, the following
'

:

'

The Mikirs give the names of their dead relations to children
born afterwards, and say that the dead have come back itut
bhev believe that the spirit is with J6m all the same {Mikirs,
;

*

p. 29).

—

,

'

8. Conclusion.
The unwarlike character of the
Mikirs has prevented them from becoming, like
their neighbours, the Nagas and Kukis, split up
into ditlerent units, with hostile feelings towards
all outside the community, and with languages
gradually diverging more and more from the
common staivdard. Their speech is very uniform
wherever they are found, and a large amount of

co-operation and friendly intercourse exists among
them. On the other hand, the gi'oup diHers very

much,

'

in habits, institutions,

and particularly

in

language, from the other tribes by whom they are
surrounded. A study of their speech and social
institutions has led to the conclusion that they
should be classed with those tribes which form the
connecting link between the Nagas and the KukiChins, and that the preponderance of their affinities
lies with the latter race, especially with those
dwelling in the south of the Arakan Roma range,
where tlie Chin tends to merge into the Burman
of the Irawadi valley.
LlTKRATURE.— All that has as yet been put on record about
is summarized in the volume in the series of Assam
Ethnographical Monographs entitled The Mikirs, from the
papers of E. Stack, edited, arranged, and supplemented by
C. J. Lyall, London, 1908.
C. J. LyALL.
the Mikirs

—

;

;

;

'

1

'

'

—

See the authorities quoted in Rhys Davids, Qusttions oj
i. (SBE xxxv.)
pp. xviii-xxiii.
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His Hiuldliology lias
Nihli/as. The uUucs
the
of tlio Aryan I'atli are barely referred to
doctrine of lauFalion, the necessity of secinc; tliinj;s
as tliey really are {yathahhntai'ii pi jfniiiitam), is
liot even nu'iitionod, notwithstanding its cardinal

arahant) in

tlio

ailvaiieed l)e.voiil

Ni/cCii/ns.
of tlie

lliiit

;

The author
importance in the earlier tcaclun^;.
devotes a whole hook to the clhutdiujns, a term
not occurring in the Niknija.i, and in that book
manifests a spirit entirely opjiosed to the early

and
teaching.' All these peculiarities of style
mental attitude are uniform throughout the work.
It would seem, therefore, most probable that it
was the work either of one author or of one school
within a limited period of the history of that school.
to be
Probably the latt«r will eventually be found
the right explanation.
The work is four times quoted as an authontj^
by the great IJuddhist commentator, Buddhaghosa.^
It is the only work outside the I'ali canon which
It is also quoted as an
lie thus quotes.
authoritjy
in the mammapada commentary (i. 1^7).' All
these references may be dated in tlie 5th cent. A.D.
fourtli
They are taken from the second, third, and older
books, which at least must be considerably
than the work.s in which the Milinda is quoted as
an authority. None of the quotations is exactly
word for word the same as the corresponding
of the text,* and
passage in Trenckner's edition
tlie present writer lias pointed out elsewhere the
various interpretations possible of these interesting,
though slight, discrepancies.' In one passage (p.
102 of the text) Ituddhaghosa seems to have the
better reading.
Nagasena is also quoted in the
Abhidhaniia-kosnvyakhya, a Sanskrit Buddhist
work which may be dated in the 6th cent. A.D."
There are also several incidental references in
Chinese translations' of Indian books. When we
know the dates of the latter, and can be sure that
the references really occur in thera, those references
'

may have

importance.

of the work (p. 2 of the text)
there is a table of contents giving the titles of the
subdivisions of the book. The editor, V. Trenekner,

At the beginning

also gives us titles, which differ, however, from
those in the table of contents given in the text.
Hinatikumbure's translation into Siiiihalese'' like-

from

the

much

wise gives titles, presumably
The.se titles differ
older Pali MSS which he used.
from both the other lists. Trenekner, who has
certainly made one glaring mistake (p. 36-2), gives
no nppiti-atus criticns for his titles and, as he used
work known to
only three of the seven MSS of the
exist in Europe,* one would like to be informed
also as to what readings are given by the other
four. Even for the canonical books the discrepancies
in the subsidiary titles are very frequent, and it is
often probable that such titles are later than the
text to which they refer. It is clear that, pending
further information, Trenckner's titles to the
divisions of the Milinda cannot be relied on as
;

original.

B. Naniio, in his most useful catalogue of
135S
Cliinese Buddhist books,' gives under no.
'
the title of one called Nusien liikhin King, Nagasena the Bhikkhu's Book.' The attemjit to reproduce the sound of the words of this title sugge.sts
that the words before the translator must have
1

-

Sec aliove, liltK ii. 711'.
See the reterencee given in Rhys Davids, op. «(. pp. xiv-

(or
"^'Dhammapada A. i. 3S0 miKlit. at flret siglit, be taken
another, but it is from ilaiihiina, li. .'^1.
1880.
V.
London,
cd.
Trenekner,
••The Uilinda-pnfxhn,
» On. «(.
p. XV ff.
., ..„
J ,,
Sec nhV3 Darids' note in J RAF!, 1891, pp. 470-4.8, and Max
Miiller /n((in. What can ii teach ua*, l^ondon, 1S<:1, p. 209.
7 See on this traiulatlon Rhys Davids, (jueslions 0/ King
ililiiula, I. p. xlin.
s lb. p. xvii,

»

1883.
Catalogue of Ckiruu Buddhial Litciatui-e, Oxford,

but I'ali {l/hikkliii) or
akin to I'ali. J. Takakusu
has discussed lie date of this work, wliich purports
to be a translation of .some liulian book with the
same title' It is tirst mentioned in a catalogue
dated A.D. 785-804, and subsequently in others.
But, though the compilers of all these catalogues
are usually careful to give the name or names and
the date of the translators or authors of the books
which they mention, they do not do so in this case.
They add, however, a remark
Tlie Iranslalor's name is lost, .iiid we register it as belonging
been, not Sanskrit

some other

(i/ii7,-,yH),

Indi.iii dialect
I

:

'

to the K.%8tern Tsin dyiiasl.v

(A.li. :U7-42i)).'

So Ave have a book known to have existed at the
end of the SI h cent., and then believed, on grounds
not recorded, to have existed in the 4th cent. A.D.
There is no evidence that the original was in
Sanskrit.
There are two recensions of this book in Chinese,
the longer one about half as long again as the
shorter one. The dillerence arises mainly from the
omission in the shorter of two long passages found
In other matters the two are much
in the longer.
the same. These omissions are probably due to a
mere mistake, perhaps of the translator, perhaps
of the printer, and the two recensions may he conThis bears to the I'ali text
one.
sidereil as
really

tlie followins; relation.

translation into English by the present
writer consists of 58U jiages. The Chinese corresponds more or less to 90 of these pages (one
Tlie
recension omitting about 34 of those 90).
and Pali are
paragraphs corresponding in Chinese
those on pp. 40-135 of the English version. But
tliere are seven or eight omissions, and three
additions of whole paragraphs, and quite a number
It is clear
of smaller variations or discrepancies."
that there is some connexion between the Chinese
and Pali books. It is possible that the Indian
of the Cliinese
original (for there was only one)
book may be the original out of which the Pali
was developed, mainly by the addition of the last
three books. It is equally possible that the Indian
work translated into Chinese was itself derived
from an older work in seven books, and that its
author or authors omitted the last three books as

The

in which he (or they)
dealing with rtr«Arm<-ship,
took no interest. This would be precisely in accord
with the general feeling in the north-west of India
at the period in question— the end of the 3rd cent.
The doctrine of an emancipation to be reached
Ii. C.
in this life by strenuous mental exertion was, not
doctrine of salvaunnaturally, yieliling place to a
tion in the next life through bhCtkti, personal
devotion to a deity. The psychological detaUs of
the old system of self-control rather bored people.
So the Milinda may, quite possibly, have been
reduced to a short and easy book, with the sting
of arahant -nhif taken out of it.
solution of this Milinda problem would be of
the utmost importance for the elucidation of the
darkest period in the history of Indian literature.
Unfortunately, each of the alternatives .suggested
above involves great difficulties, and none of the
scholars who have written on the subject has so
to accept his
f.ir been aide to persuaile any other
conclusions. The evidence at present available is
When the Tibetan translation has
iusufficieut.
been iiroiierly examined, when all the quotations
from the Mdinda in the Pali commentaries are
references elsewhere (and
edited, when all the
those in the numerous Buddhist Sanskrit
,

A

,

,

especially

we
still buried in MSS) have been collected,
v.alue of the
shall bo better able to estimate the
Milinda
external evidence as to the history of the
works

literature in India.
>

When

an adequate compari-

j;?i4S. ISOO, p. 12IT.

2 See

llie

Fragen do

,

talile

given

Konigs ilenandrot,

p. 120

i-oniparativp

liy
(.

,

r,'

F. O. Scliradcr, Vie
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son has been made between the words used and the
ideas expressed in the Pali 3IUincln and those found
in tlie canon on the one hand and the commentaries
on tlie other, we shall have more valuable internal
evidence than is yet available. The lists of about
a hundred words peculiar to the Milinda pulilished
by the present writer in 1S90' was necessarily inadequate, and has not since then been improved

upon.
LlTERATfRE.— 3/r7m(fap«Hfto, ed. V. Trenckner, Ijondon, 1880
W. Rhys Davids. (,'i/fi.!it)?is o_f King Milinda, SBE xkkv.
F. Otto Schrkder, Die Frayn des KOniris
(18901, xxxvi. (1S94I
Menandros, Berlin, n.d., but probably 1906 R. Garbe, Deutsche
Rundschau, cxii. [1902] 2uS ff. (reprinted in Bcitrarie zur indiachen Kultuiyeschichle, Berlin, 1903, p. 9511.); A. Pfungst.

;

T.

;

;

Aus der

indischen

KuUurwdt.

Stuttgart, 1891

;

J.

Takakusu,

'Chinese Translations of the Milinda Panho,' t^/v.4.S, 1S96, pp.
Rhys Davids, Nagasena," ib., 1S91, pp. 476^78 E.
Specht, Deux Traductions chinoises du Milindapanho,' Trails,
M.
ef the 9th Oriental Congress, London, 1893, i. 618-629
Winternitz, Gesch. der ind. Literatur, ii., Leipzig, 191.S, pp.
139-146 L. A. Waddell, A Historical Basis for the Questions
of King "Menander,"'./i;^.S', 1397, pp. 227-237; Hinatilcum1-31

•

;

;

'

;

'

;

bure Sumangala, Milinda Prahiaya (Siiiihalese), Colombo,
For the historic UiUnda see V. Smith, Earlj/ Uigt. of
1877.
T. W. RHYS DaVIDS.
Indian Oxford, 1914.

MILITARISM.— See War.

MILK (Primitive Religions).—That milk should
have become an object of sacred importance in the
mind

man was inevitable. All food was
and milk, so beneficial in every way, has

of earlj'

sacred,

been accorded a special place among the objects
of religious veneration by mankind at nearly all
stages of his development. Anthropologists have
not specifically dealt with the first stages in the
domestication of animals, except as a part of the
larger question of totemism. There are people who
have practicallj' no tamable animals, and these are
in the lowest stages of savage culture. An observation of O. T. Mason is clearlj' indicative of where
these first stages must be looked for.
*

Women

were

associated especially with the milkBefore the domestication of milkthe two continents where they were not
known in aboriginal times, the human mother had to suckle her
young two or three years until they were able to walk at her
side and partially t.ike care of themselves. The effect of this
upon her nature and all social life was on one side in her favour,
but on the other dreadfully increased her burdens and retarded
the growth of population (Women's Share in Primitive Culture,

and

alv.-ay8

fleece->'ieWing species.

yielding animals and

in

'

London,
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The ritual connected with the
bullaloes is sacred.
'
buffalo and with the dairy is
certainly of a religious character,' and there can be little doubt
tliat the dairy forinnla' 'are intercessory and that
they bring the dairy operations into definite relaThe
tions with the Toda deities' {ih. p. 231).
dying are given milk to drink when on the point
of death {Vi. E. Mar.shall, A Phrenologist amongst
the Todas, London, 1873, p. 171), and the dead body
is taken into the dairy (Rivers, 339 tt'.).
From
these facts, carefully marshalled by IMvers, it is
clear that these people have developed the sanctity
of milk to its highest point.
With them it is an
essential feature of organized worship.
There is nothing like this in any other part of
the world.
It is the Iiighest specialized use of
milk in religious observance.
The sacred character of milk in other parts of the primitive world
is shown by its use in various ceremonies of a religious character, but not in connexion with an
organized religious cult, as among the Todas.
Both in Africa and in India these ceremonies reach
a high grade in places, but do not attain the Toda
level. Perhaps the royal milk-drinking observances
of the king of the Unyoro, a section of the Bantu
people in Africa, affords the nearest parallel (J. G.
Frazer, Totemism, London, 1910, ii. 526-528) to
An interesting Kaffir folktale,
the Toda practice.
The Story of the Bird that made Milk (G. M.
Theal, Kaffir Folk-lore, London, 1882, pp. 1-46),
appears to be founded on the first use of milk and
refers to events which preceded the use of milk, but
it contains details which bring it within the general
condition of the African beliefs.
'They used to
'

'

mUk from a tree. Tliis was got by squeezing,
and the people who drank it were alwaj'S thin.'
The Kaffirs now drink a kind of fermented milk,
and it is noticeable that, when poured out for use
by the master of the household, who is the only
get

'

one permitted to touch the milk sack, a portion is
always left behind to act as leaven' {ib. p. 195).

These are clearly religious practices w hich require
further investigation, but in the meantime it is
permissible to classify them as less developed in
form than the Toda example.
Every one knows the reverence paid to the cow
in India
but, in spite of the attempt of the early
mythologists to identify the cow with the higher
forms of Hindu religion (A. de Gubernatis, Zoological Mythology, London, 1872, i. 1-41), the fact
remains that the cow is not a god. The reverence
for the cow is quite human in its character, and
the 4th book of the Laws of Manu contains the
clearest evidence of this.
Crooke points out that respect for the cow in
India is of comparatively modern date, and gives
some interesting data to show the lines along which
it has developed (PR ii. 226-236).
This view is
confirmed by the uses to which the products of the
cow were put. According to Visnu, a house is
purified by plastering the ground witli cow-dung,
and land is cleansed by the same process cows
alone make sacrificial oblations possible by producing sacrificial butter, and among six excellent
productions of a cow which are always propitious
milk and sour milk are included (Institutes of
;

1895, p. ISl).

The two continents here

referred to are

America

and Australia, and E. J. Payne has succinctly
summarized the economical and social results of
the absence of milk-producing animals {Hist, of
America, Oxford, 1892, i. 287-292).
These results may be contrasted with the corresponding condition of the people inhabiting the
European, Asiatic, and African continents, who
have, as far as observation goes, always possessed
milk-producing animals. Milk takes an important
part in their religious belief and ceremonial. It is
not clear, however, whether the diverse practices

among the varied races of these continents have any relationship as stages in the
evolution of man's religious attitude towards milk.
Consideration of the subject from this point of view
obtaining

can be conducted only by the widest survey of the
evidence, and it will be well to approach it from
the higliest form to which religious belief concerning milk has attained and proceed thence to some
of the lower forms of the cult.
The u.se of milk in religion has reached its climax
among the Toda tribes of India. The sanctity of
the dairy among these people is the chief element
in their religion.
The gods take part in the
churning, antl the dairy organization marks off two
The most important dairy
great clan divisions
institutions of the Todas belong to the Tartharol,
but their dairymen are Teivaliol (W. H. R. Rivers,
T/ie Todas, London, 1906, p. 680). The milk of the
>
(iutstions 0/ Kinn llilinda, i. p. xlii ff.
'

:

'

;

Vishnu [SBE

vii. (1900)], xxiii.

[1SS3] 56-61).

On

the other hand, tlie evidence from the Panjab
is that, when a cow or Imflalo first gives milk after
cahing, the first five streams of milk drawn from
her are allowed to fall on the ground in honour of
the goddess (D. C. J. Ibbetson, Punjab Ethnology,
Calcutta, 1883, p. 114). It is also a protective from
the evil eye, and has various uses in m.agic and
divination. This suggests that in the Panjab milk
is

on

its

way towards a

definitely religious position.

In Europe the once sacred character of milk is
indicated by the evidence of folk-lore, which records
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the protective mensiin-s which liave to be taken to
secure it against harm from witcliesand other malevolent powers {GB', pt. i., The Magic Art, London,
1911, ii. 52 f.).
The best examples are fovmd in Russia, where
the people on Aliilsunimer eve drive the cattle
through the tire to protect the animals against
wizards and witches, who are then ravenous after
milk (AV. R. S. Ralston, Sungs uf the linssian
'

with milk in the surviving forms once more takes
us back to ancient pagan religion.
That bathing in milk was al.so a death rite is
shown both in traditional ballad lore and in tradiIn the beautiful ballad of ISurd
tional games.
Kllen,' preserved liy R. Jamieson (Popular liallads
and Songs from Tradition, etc., Edinburgh, 1806,
'

p. 126), is tlie

This rite aflbrds
People^, London, 1872, p. 391).
the ex))lanation of a curious story told of an Irisli
It is
prince, Kress, son of the Fomoriau Klatlia.
'
related of him that he arrogated to himself the
milk of all the hairless dun cows in the land,' and
he caused a great fire of ferns to be made, and all
the cows in Munster to pass through it, so that
'

they might fulfil the necessary conditions, and
their milk become the royal proi)erty (H. d'Arbois
de Jubainville, Irish Myfholoijical Cycle, Eng. tr.,
Dublin, 1903, p. 95). Included in this tradition are
the following ritual observances the restriction to
cows of a single colour, the passing through fire to
secure iirotcction, and the right of the king to a
royal supply of milk. The restriction as to colour
also appears elsewhere in Irish folklore (C. Plumnier,
Vital ,'^awtonim Hihcrnim, Oxford, 1910, vol. i.
p. cxlvi, and K. Jleyer and A. Nutt, Voyage of
Bran, London, 1895-97, ii. 186). The legend of the
Dun Cow of Whittingham near Preston is of the
same order, the attacking witch being successful in
this case (J. Harland and T. T. Wilkinson, Lancashire Legends, London, 1882, pp. 16-19).
Ritual in custom and ritual in mj-th are parallels,
and it would be well to inquire whether in folklore
there is more than this suspicion of sanctity in the
attitude of popular belief as to milk. The milkmaid is almost everywhere an important personage
in the social fabric of the village, and her utensils
share her importance. The present writer ditters
fi-oni Ladj' Gomme in her explanation of the famous
game of Milking Pails' as a mere teasing of the
mother (Diet, of Traditional Games, London, 189498, s.v.) in that it appears to be a cumulative esti'

—

'

mate of tlie superior value of the milking-pail as
an article of domestic use, and it is pertinent to
note in this connexion that the Irish chieftain had
'in his house constantly a cask of milk' {Anc.
Laws of Ireland, Dublin, 1865-1901, iv. 311). That
mUk was poured on the ground is attested by J. G.
Dalyell (Darker Superstitions of Scotland, Glasgow,
1835, p. 193), and W. Gregor states that at death
all the milk in the house was poured out on the
ground (Folklore of N.E. ofScotlaiul, London, 1881,
This must have originally been an offering
p. 206).
to the earth-god as in the Panjab.
In Ireland it is
called an oblation to the fairies (W. G. WoodMartin, Traces of the Elder Faiths of Ireland,
London, 1902, ii. 7), and the fairies are the
successors of the gods. It was offered every Sundaj'
on Brownie's stone in the island of Valay and other
islands (M. Martin, Western Islands, London, 1716,
pp. 67, 110).

This brings us very close to the stage when milk
.sacred object in the cult of the cods.
In the Christian Church it was substituted for
wine in the elements of the communion. This was
afterwards prohibited by canon law Dalyell, p. 193,
quoting Gratian, Decretalia, p. Ill), but it may be
surmised that it originated as one of the surviving
rites of ancient pagan religion.
St. Bridget was in
some degree regarded as the 8])ecial jiatrim of milkas a|)pears in the beautiful milking-songs
ing,
of Scotland (A. Carmichael, Cartninu Gadelica,
Kdinburgh, 1900, i. 261-275), and she was at her
birth bathed in milk {Lives of Saints from the
Hook of Lisnwrr, ed. Whitley Stokes, Oxford, 1890,
St. Bridget is in many of her attrilip. 184, 318).
butes a pre Christian goddess, and her association

was a

(

verse

:

my bonny young son,
Gar wash him wi' the milk.
up, tak up my fair lady,
Gar row her in the silk.'

'

*Tak up, tak up

Tak

Gomme

has analyzed the different versions
game of 'Green (have),' and has
shown from the general movements of the game
that it is derived from a funeral rite. This view
is confirmed by the fact that the most constant
formulae in the game rliymes include the line,
Waah them in milk and clothe them In silk

Lady

of the children's

'

*

(i.

172).

There seems little doubt that these words are
survivals of an ancient burial rite.
In the religions of antiquity there is more definite
J. E. Harrison, in her discussion of
primitive baptism (Prolegomena to the Study of
Greek Religion, Cambridge, 1903, p. 596 f.), asks
'
what was the exact ritual of the falling into milk ?
Did the neophyte actually fall into a liath of
milk, or ... is the ritual act of drinking milk
from the beginning metaphorically described ? and,
in spite of a useful parallel from Egyptian ritual,
comes to the conclusion that 'of a rite of immersion
in milk we have no evidence.' This, however, cannot be quite true if St. Bridget represents, as there
is strong evidence to prove, an early Celtic goddess
who has brought into her Christian attributes tradi-

evidence.

.

.

.

'

and rites of pre-Christian origin. There is
the further example of the Picts in Ireland saving
themselves from the poisoned arrows of their FirFidga enemies by taking a bath tilled with the
milk of one hundred and twenty wliitc hornless
cows, where the single colour condition is again
repeated. The rite of bathing in milk attributed
to St. Bridget was certainly not of Christian origin
any more than the offering of milk and honey in
early baptismal rites was Christian (ib. p. 597 f.),
and we must take it that these rites come from
tions

The offerings of milk and
early Celtic religion.
honey were made to the nymphs and to Pan
(Theocr. Id. v. 53 f. and 58 f.), and to this day
in modern Greece they are made to the Nereids
(.1. C. Lawson, Modern Greek Folklore, Cambridge,
1910, p. 150 f.).

To sum up the evidence— it would appear that
in primitive religions there are three stages in the
sacred characteristics attributed to milk : (1) where
it is a detinite part of the dominant religious cult ;
(2) where it is extensively used in religious ceremonial, but is not an exclusive or predominant

element in the ceremonial (3) where it is looked
upon as a religious object, and is, consequently,
subject to danger from outside forces, from which
The survey
it demands various formsof protection.
seems to make it clear that the unique example of
(lie Todas is a highly specialized dcveloimient of
the religious conception of milk, and not a normal
condition, while the evidence of folklore and of the
;

religion of antiquity leads us to conclude that the
endowment of milk with sacred properties arose
from its enormous social infiuences, which led to
specialization of its use on .solemn and important
occasions. This would be the normal position of

milk in religious thought. A last stage is represented by the necessity of protecting it from malignant influences. This is survival from the normal
stage, and arises only when it was no longer a protective force itself.
LiTKKATDRK.— This i> given

fully in the article.

L.

Gomme.

MILK
MILK
sacrifice.

As food
Religions).—
—(Civilized
Since man
a mammal, milk

and

i.

is

is

mii-

known

versally
;
and, as man early learned to u.se
the milk of goats, cows, and camels, milk became
a natural symbol of nourishment. The ancient
Egyptians sometimes pictured the heavens as a
woman with hanging breasts, and sometimes as a
cow with full udder,' thus suggesting tl-.at the
heavens nourished men. The liabylonians suggested, similarly, that milk is the divinely given
nourishment of man by picturing the mothergoddess with breasts so full that she must support
them with her hands.'' Since milk is so universal
an element of human diet, it is but natural that it
should have been ottered at times in sacrifice to
deities, as meat, meal, and firstfruits were.
Thus
in i^aSt xv. of the Avesta there is
frequent mention of a sacrificial gift of boiled milk, and it was

mingled with luioma {g.v.) in sacrifice.' Among
the Arabs flesh seethed in milk is still a common
dish,* yet the Hebrews were prohibited from boiling a kid in its mother's milk. AV. R. Smith
thought that this was because milk for boiling is
usually sour, so that such boiling would involve
the offering of a fermented sacrifice, or that
possibly milk was here regarded as a substitute for
blood.

ate scheme of Hebrew mythology, which formed, he
believed, the basis of the prophetic eschatology.
Before accepting this view, it should be noted
just what part milk and curdled milk, or laban,
played in the life of the Hebrews. Milk, like
wine, was in early Israel a .symbol of prosperity and
plenty. An old poet sang of Judah
:

'His eyes shall be red with wine.
And his teeth white with milk (Gn 4912).
was a dish so relished as an article of diet
'

Laban
that Abraham

is said to have offered it to his
18«), and Jael to the tired Sisera (,lg 5=')
and
laban
honey
along with wheat, barley-meal,
beans, and lentils were furnished as food to David
and his men (2 S 17-''-™). It is natural, therefore,
that laban and honey, the two most delicious viands
known to them, should enter into poetical descrip-

guests (Gn

Curdled milk (the modern labati) and
honey are also mentioned in Is 7'° as the food of
the child that is to be named Immanuel.' It occurs
again in the same chapter (7^), where it is more
difficult to interpret, and where its occurrence
may
be due to editorial redaction. The phrase
flowing
with milk and honey' occurs in the J document
850 B.C.), and continued to be used till the
(c.
time of Ezekie;. T. K. Cheyne « in 1901 noted that
the phrase is more poetical than the context seems
'

'

to justify, and suggested that it
might be a survival
of a description of Israel's idealized
Since
past.

ancient jjoetry is always tinged with mythology, he
thought it not improbable that this phrase was of
mythological origin. Usener' in 1902 held that
the phrase was of mythological origin, and that
it was borrowed
by the Hebrews from Iranian
mythology, -Hhere, according to him, we hear of
and
heavenly honey
holy cows. The phrase had,
he thought, descended by one line to the Hebrews
and by auotlier to the Greeks, who described the
food of the infant Zeus on Crete as curds and
honey.
Stade,* in commenting on Usener's article, claimed
that the phrase flowing with milk and
himey was
not used earlier than the time of Ezekiel, that in
the J document and Jeremiah it was a later addition, and that Usener was right in claiming that
in Jl 3'' the use of the figure was due to Greek
influence.
Whether curd and Iioney could have
been a mythological phraseintroduced from Assyria,
he thought, was a problem for Assyriologists. H.
Zinimern" inthe next year, 1903, claimed from the
Assyriological side that honey and curd played a
great r61e in the Babylonian cult, and that it was
of mythological origin, though he oflered little
proof for the statement. Finally, Gressmann '" in
1905 endeavoured to work this view into an elabor'

'

'

'

H. Breasted, Uinturj) of Egypt. New York, 1909, p. 65.
2 See,
e.g., M. Jastrow, liildermappe zur Keligion
"
Babylonicna
1

See

und
'

an

J.

Assyrieiis, Qiessen, 1912, Tafel 7, No. 23.
x. 13; Nydi/iiii, i. 16;
Nirangistan, 76;

Yama,

hy itself in
A'ir. 67, 60, 108.
offeriiii;

'

Yama,

See PEFSt, 1888,

London, 1894,

p. 188,
p. 221 n.

iii.

1,

S, lv.

1

;

it

is

Visparad,

W. R. Smith,

•

Rhein.

8

^^Tirxxii. 321-324.
» EAT3,
p. ^26.
UTiprung der israel.-jud. EKhatologie, pp. 209-221.

'"

•

and W. K. Smith, Rel. of Semite a\

5

6

loc. cit.

Museum fiir

also
3

xi.

Phil.

Ivii.

EBi ii.

2104

f,

177-196.

fertility, or prosperity (see
32""-, .Job 20'' 29», Sir 392«).
The natural uses

of these articles of food are sufiioient to account for
these poetic allusions.
The strongest arguments of the

mythological

school rest, however, on the highly-coloured language of Joel and later ajiocalypt'ic writers, and

upon supposed Assyrian

(EV
'

'^

20«-'^

;

tions of abundance,

Dt

3'»)

And

it

we read
shall

In

i)arallels.

4'*

to pass in that daj- that

shall drop sweet wine,
the hills shall flow with milk
the water-courses of Judah
Shall iiow with water.
And a spring shall come forth from the house of
And water the valley of Shittim I

And
And

Jl

:

come

The mountains

2. In a supposed Semitic
myth.— In the OT
'flowing with milk and honey' is a phrase frequently used to designate the fertility of Palestine.
It occurs in E.x 3«- " 13= 33^ Lv 202<, Jer IP 33=2, ^nd

Ezk
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all

Yahweh

'

;

in the Sibi/lline Oracles, iii. 74-t ff.
'For Earth the universal mother shall give to mortals her
:

best
Fruit in countless store of corn, wine and

oil.

Yea, from heaven shall come a sweet draught of luscious honey,
trees shall yield their proper fruits, and rich flocks.
And kine and lambs of sheep and kids of goats.
He will cause sweet fountains of white milk to burst forth

The

'

;

and again,
'

ib. v. 281 f. :
But the holy land of the godly alone shall bear all these things.
An ambrosial stream distilling honey and milk shall flow from
rock and fountain for all the righteous.' -

In view of the aridity of the desert, it would
to need no mythology, but only a little poetic
exaggeration, to lead to the designation of Palestine by the nomads as a land flowing with milk
and honey.' The use of these viands in the life of
the Hebrew nation easUy accounts for the poetic
use in Deut. and Job, ami these in turn furnish the
point of departure for the later more hyperbolic
language in Joel and the Sib. Or. Unless we can
find some outside parallels, there is, then, no need
for the mythological hypothesis.
Most of the Assyrian parallels hitherto cited
turn out to be unreal. Thus a passage cited by

seem

'

Zimmern simply enumerates honey and laban
along with oU, wool, gold, and silver as desirable
things.* Another passage deserves more attention.
It is part of an incantation for driving the demon
of sicKness from a man's body.
It runs
Laban from a pure stable they shall bring,
:

'

Milk from a pure corral they shall bring,
Over the pure laban from liie pure stable utter

an incantation
the man, son of his god, become pure
that man become pure as laban
Like that milk may he become pure '<
It is clear that no mythological
meaning can be
involved in this passage. It is the purity of the
:

May
May

I

!

!

laban and the milk that is emphasized. A
mythological quality is as much out of place as it would
be in the Avesta, when milk is enumerated
among
the foods which may be given to a woman who has
1
So J. A. Bewer, in ICC, 'Obadiah and Joel,' Edinhureh
191J, p. 140 f.
- U. O. O.
Lanchester, in R. H. Charles, Apocrypha and
Pseudepigrapha, Oxford, 1913, ii. 391, 402.
•'
H. Zimmern, RUualta/eln fiir den
Wahrsagtr, Beachtnorer
und Stinger, Leipzig, 1901, p. 239.

*
Cuneiform Texts from Bab. Tab. etc. in Br. Museum, ivii.,
London, 1903, pi. 23, U. 170-181 cf. Jastrow, Rtl Bab. und
;

Aetyr.

i.

(Oiesscn, 1905) 347.
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bronglit I'ortli a still-liorn fliild, in orJor to eirect
her imrilication (see Vendidad, v. 52, vii. 67).
Milk is hero only one of several infrredients meat,
As she had first to drink oxbread, wine, water.

—

urine, t!ie milk can hardly have been chosen for
mythological reasons. Another fragmentavy text
which has been frequently cited on the basis of an
indetinitc reference by Friedrich Delitzscli ' runs
as follows ^
:

*

Crown

o(

.

.

A

pray a prayer

.

.

.

.

•

ntitl iaban abundantly
mountain bearing produce

Honey

.

.

.

,
.

,
.

.

.
.

.

The steppe, the field bearing fruit
.
The orchards bearin;^ fruit
On his left hand may the god Sin .
To the king in person may they do homage
This is clearly a prayer for a liabylonian ruler.
The petitioner a-sks that great fertility and prosThe language
jierity may come in his time.
resembles that of Joel and the Sibyl, but tiie
imagery is capable of as natural an explanation as
is that of tlie Hebrew seers.
The other passage which has been thought to
show that the Babylonians and Assyrians held
mj'tliological views of milk and honey occurs in an
incantation.
The part in question reads :
,

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

!

*Pure water bring into

!t«

midst.

lord, the great serpent of heavea,
his pure hands sliall establish thee ;
Ea to a place of purity shall brine: thee.
To a place of purity shall bring thee,
With his pure hands shall brinif thee,
Into honey and Iaban shall bring thee.
Water of an incantation he shall put to thy lips.
Thy mouth with an incantation he shall open.' 3

By

la.=t we have a passage that moves in
a realm of heavenly imreality tliat it may
fairly be regarded as based on a myth, but the
mytliical part does not centre at all in the honey
and Iaban, but in the action of the god. Honey
and Iaban are used to denote a place of fertility
and plenty, and it may fairly be claimed that they
wore iutrodticed here from such usage as that of
the preceding passage, and are no necessary part
of the uvyth.
The Semites probably had their origin as a
separate people in Arabia,'' which was a land of
desert-s and oases.
It was thus that the oasis and
its palm-tree liecame one of the symbols of paradise and an emblem of the Golden Age, and finally
entered as one of the elements into the Christian
symbolism of the New Jerusalem.^ It seems probable that in the primitive language of the desert
an oasis or a fertile land like Babylonia and Palestine may have been designated as a land (lowing
with milk an<l honey.'
The occurrence of the
phrase among both Babj-lonians ami Hebrews
points in this direction it probably had an origin
in their common ancestry.
As the phrase is lacking, however, in the description of paradise bolli
in Gn 2, 3 and in Ezk 28, it can hardly have formed
an integral part of the traditions of the Golden
Age, or have entered as an important element into
the mythology of the Semites.
Indeed, in the paradise story of Gn 3 the food
which makes man like God is not milk and honey,
but tlie fruit of a tree. So in the corresponding
Babylonian .story, the Adapa myth, it was not
milk and honey, but 'food and water,' that might
have gained i'mmortalit}' for Adapa." As these

Here at

.such

'

;

1

In George .Smith,

in

:
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Homage was rendered to it,' and it was regarded
as a divinely i)urilied |>rovision in the breasts of
females, as was the seed in males;' a jirosiierous
woman was 'rich in children and rich in milk.'^
The cow wtvs regarelcd as a benelicent animal
guardeil by Ahura Mazda as he guarded all other
things on which the pros|>erity of people dei>ends,*
but in no sense .a heavenly animal. So far from
Jews having borrowed a myth from Persians, a.s
Usener thought, the elements of the sup|K)sed
myth appear only in the later syncretistic Mitlira
cult, and would seem to have been borrowed from
the Semites.
4. In the Vedas.— In India milk was viewed as
<ii
nourishment.
The Atliarvaveda
regards a Imuse full of nurture as one full of milk,'
and the earth is a mother who c^an pour forth milk
for her suppliants.* Nevertheless in the Kigveda
both milk and honey were emidoyed in the ritual,
though tliey were both subordinate to the all-preWhen milk was used as an otiering,
vailing soma.
it was sometimes sweet and .so-aietimes sour, both
kinds of ofierings being recognized.' As in Iranian
ritual, the milk was often mixed with soma, the
lacteal element sometimes being sour.'
Honey
was in the same way used as an ottering sometimes it was mixed with soma,' but sometimes
with milk. Thus Rigveda, viii. iv. 8, addresses
Indra '"

a symbol

The exalted

S85n.

—

Among the Persians these
3. In the Avesta.
ideas apparently did not in the early time play a
Milk was oli'ercd in sacriHce and
l>roniincnt role.
was used in certain incantations, as noted above.

.

scoplrc of lapis laziiH may liis hand [pra-sp] .
Kor the shepherd of the blaek-headed [people]

Tfie

—

future.

.

For the shopherd of the black-ficaded [people]
I

accounts arc iloubtle.ss Ixjth variants of the same
primitive paradise myth, it is impossible to resist
the conviction that milk and honey fornieil no jiart
of that jiiytli among the Semites, but was siiii|dy
a descrijitive phrase cmjjloyed by the dwellers in
the deserl to describe fertile lands a ])lirase which
survived both in Babylonia and in Palestine, and
which came only in post-Exilic times among the
Hebrews to designate a Golden Age that was still

;

:

'

With honey

Come

quicit,

of the bees is the milk

run and drink

mixed

;

'
:

Milk was created in kine by Varuna, even as he
gave cool breezes to the forests, swiftness to horses,
wisdom to the heart of man, lightning to the
clouds, the sun to the sky, and .foma to the
mountains (Rigveda, v. Ixxxv. 2). This reveals a
high estimate placed upon milk and honey as foods,
but lacks any mythical element," as does the
pas.sage (x. Ixiii. 3) in which the sky {(/yau) gives
milk to the All-Gods.

The Sanskrit poets often allude to the ability of
the swan to separate milk from water but this, as
C. R. Lanman has shown, has no mythological
It is a reference rather to the fact
signiticance.
that these birds fed on the milk. like juice of the
lotus stalks, which grew beneath the water."
Similarlj- the religious teachers of India often u.«e
as an illustration of a changing existence the relationship between sweet milk, sour cream, and
butter, not because they saw anj-thing mythological in them, but because they illustrated change
in forms of existence."
In India, then, it can only be said that milk and
honey were .so liighly valued as food that they
;

1

s
^

Vasna, vi. 17, \ii. 20, \iii. 1, xvi. 8.
Vend. x\i. C. 7 Vait xxiv. 13, 49.
Atharvavcda, ix. iii. 16.
;
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naturally funnel a part of the most valued ofter- Similarly Ovid
Now rivei-s of milk, now rivers of nectar run.
ings to the god.s.
I'eiliaps tlie proper mixture of
And yellow lionc\ distils from the green iles.'^
these liaiids was supposed to have some
magiu
AV'ith
these poets milk and honey have become
siguificance, for one passage (Rigveda, IX. xi. 2)
emblems of the Golden Age, but with many others
says that they were mixed by the atharmnt:
but
arc
there is no trace of such a myth as some have they
simply symbols of ])lenty.^
Latin writers are, of course, dependent on Greek
supposed for the Senates.
models for their imagery, and it is possible that
5. In Egypt.— In Egypt, as already noted, the
Tibulhis and Ovid were influenced
directly or insky-goddess was pictured as either a woman or a
cow with full breasts but this was only to symbolize directly by Semitic ideas.
usage of milk and
her nurture of her earthly children. If milk had honey, however, which goes back to Homeric
times cannot have been borrowed from the
in early Egyptian thought
any mythological signi- Persians.
Possibly it may have come from Semitic
ficance, we should expect to find it prominent
among the foods promised to the deified kings to Mesopotamia through the Ilittites, since Hittites
whom the pyramid-texts of the Old Kingdom appear to be mentioned in the Odyssey,^ but we
know as yet too little of Hittite ritual to regard
promised a place amimg the gods.
True, the
this as more than a remote
possibility.
departed king is frequently represented as suckled
Possibly,
by the sky-goddess or some other divinity con- too, it may have lieen carried to the jEgean
lands
nected with Re.
by Phoenicians, but it is quite as proThe goddess is once thus adbable that the uses of milk and honey
dressed
O mother of this king Pepi
developed
give in the
vEgean lands independently of Semitic
thy breast to this king Pepi, suckle this king Pepi
ideas.
therewith.' The goddess replies
O my son Pepi,
The many references to
7. Among Christians.
my king, my breast is extended to thee, that thou milk
and honey in Patristic literature collected
mayest suck it, my king, and live, my king, as
by
^
Milk was, then, the food Usener* are clearly echoes of Joel and the Sibyl.
long as thou art little.'
Some
curious Cliristian myths connected with the
of the celestials only during their
heavenly childhood.
When Pepi was grown, he was promised milkof the Virgin Mary are, however, still current
'bread which cannot dry up' and 'beer which in Bethlehem and its vicinity. There is at Bethlecannot grow stale. '^ Later he is given a 'snared hem a cave called the Milk Grotto.'^
legend
has it that the Holy Family once took
fowl." Bread is called 'the bread of the
refuge
god.'
Pepi is invited to sit down to thy thousand of bread, there, and that, as the Virgin nursed the Child ,°a
of her milk fell on the floor.
Because of this
thy thousand of beer, thy thousand of oxen, thy drop
it is .still believed that a
thousand of geese, thy thousand of
sojourn in the grotto not
everything
increases
the milk of women and animals,
whereon the god Hveth.'^ Another source of food only
but cures them of barrenness. In reality this
for the deitied king is the tree of life situated in a
arose
to
Christianize a grotto that was
mysterious isle at a distance, and this king Pepi legend
a shrine of Ashtoreth.*
soughl; and attained.* This tree of life is probably originally
All about Bethlehem the limestone crumbles
a survival from a desert and oasis life similar to
and forms little white pebbles about the size of
that of the Semites.' Milk jdays
little part in
very
These are accounteil for by the
these Egyptian myths. « It is
that
only the food of the peas.
a drop of the Virgin's milk fell on the story
deified kings,during that part of their celestial life
rock, and
that these pebbles are the miraculous result.
which corresponds to childhood on earth.
it is said that, as the
6.
In Graeco-Roman literature.—
Virgin nursed the
Among the Similarly
Greeks and Romans, as among the Semites and Child by the wayside, a drop of her milk fell on
a thistle, which on this account became flecked
people of India, milk and honey were delicacies
with white and is called Mary's thistle.' ' These
that were much appreciated, and their use
goes
myths are the outgrowth of the transfer to the
back to an early time.
Liliations of milk and
honey were, according to the Iliad, ^ poured out for Virgin of the old grotto of the mother-goddess, and
the dead, and such libations appear to have con- are really much more exotic to Christianity than
tinued down to the Christian era.'" In case of the quotation in the Patristic writers about the
:

'

'

A

;

'

:

.

.

.

'

—

:

A

'

'

'

pestilence milk and honey were among the offerings presented at the sacred mountains of Pelion
and Ida " and, before eating, milk,
honey, and
;

bread were offered to Hestia.'^ Milk and
honey
were also symbols of plenty and prosperity. Thus
Pindar (t 442 B.C.) .says
'Rejoice, my friend! Lo, I send you, though at late hour,
:

honey mixed with white milk, fringed witli the froth
blending, a draught of song conveyed in the breathings
^3
this

Aeolian

of
of

flutes.'

Though here metaphorical
metaphor attests the use

for aweet

of

poetry, the

milk and honey as

In course of time both milk and
honey
became symbols of plenty. Thus Tibuilus (t 18 B.C. )
says
delicacies.
:

'

The oaks themselves give honey, and beyond the sheep
Bring udders of milk ready to the hand of the care-free.' n

1
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given milk and honey to taste (or, in some Western
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MILL, JAMES

The two

JAMBS AND JOHN STUART

AND JOHN STUART. -

Mills, latlior

mnl sou, Ofiupy a uniquo

Thoy
positiun ill the histi'iy of British thouglit.
were, after Bentham, the greatest li^ures- in the
utilitarian school and tlie leaders of the philosophical raditals in politics.
I. James Mill.
Next to Bentham, James Mill
was the force that moulded the early expression of
utilitarian doctrine.
He was a Scotsman by birth,
the son of humble parents (hi8 father a country
shoemaker and his mother a farmer's daughter),
born at North Water Bridge, cm the North Esk,
in the parish of Logie-Pert, Forfarshire, on 6th
April 1773. By his intellectual ability and his
indomitable power of work, he raised himself to

—

position tliat he ultimately atHis early education was I'eceived at the
tained.
his
school
of
native place, and afterwards
parish
at Montrose Academy, where he had .as schoolFrom Montrose Academy
fellow Joseph Hume.
he went to Edinburgh University (in the palmy
days of Dugald Stewart), where he gracfuated
M..\. in 1794, and forthwith proceeded to the study
of Dinnity, and was licensed as a preacher of the
The
gospel in the Church of Scotland in 1798.

the

commanding

was not destined to keep him
Being appointed tutor to the only daughter

ministry, however,
long.
of Sir

John Stuart

of Fettercairn (Member of
Kincardineshire), he came under
the special notice of Sir John, and went with him
to settle in London in 1802.
He was not long in
London before he made his presence felt. In 1803
we find him active in originating Tlic Literary
Journal and making many contributions to it.
In 1804 he produced his pamphlet on the Corn
Trade. Thenceforth he contributed articles, in an
unceasing flow, to innumerable periodicals and

Parliament

for

—

magazines The Philanthropist, The Annual Review, The Westminster Beoiew, The London Review,
The Edinburgh Review. But his most outstanding
were written for the Supplement to the fiftli
essays
edition of the Encycloptedia Britannicn, the chief
of them being on ' Government,' ' Education,'
re'Jurisprudence,' and 'Laws of Nations.'
print of the Enoyclopmdia articles was made in
book form and had a wide influence. For about
eleven years (from 1806 to the end of 1817) he
worked strenuously at his History of British Intli'i,

A

which, on

its publication, produced a great imThe immediate result was his appointpression.
ment to a post in the India House, in the department of Examiner of India Correspondence, where
he became hea<l of the office in 1830. Besides a

on Mackintosh. This is really a vigorous defence of
empiricism against intuitionism, though ita.ssumes
the form of a velicMieiit criticism of Mackintosh,
and is chiefly valuable as presenting Mill's philosophical positions in a clear and loudensed light,
rendered all the more efi'ective by the polemic
setting.
Mill's fame as a psychologist rests on his consistent experientialism, his thoroughgoing application of association to the phenomena of the mind,
and his uncumpromising insistence on the power
of as.sociationisni to explain the mind and all its
But this has already been brought out
processes.
in the art. Association, .ami need not be further
dwelt on.
word, however, ma^' be said on his
Mill's ethics is essentially
psychological ethics.
the
human will is moved by pleasure
liedonistic
(or the avoidance of pain) and by this alone ; and
with a view tn the attainment of pleasure (or to
the getting rid of i)ain) men habitually act. But

A

:

there is such a thing as disinterested conduct and
bj' the utilitarian himself benevolence is regarded
as the suprenie virtue.
How, then, explain this?
In the first place, Mill has recourse to the distinction (of which Bentham bad made so much) between
motive and intention, and maintains that, while
our intention in benevolence is disinterested, our
motive is interested in other words, a benevolent
action pleases the individu.al, gives hira satisfaction,
else lie would not do it, but it also promotes the
;

;

happiness of others. Now, this being pleased with
acting benevolentlj- towards another what el.se is
it than the individual identifying another's happiness with his own ? And what more could be de-

—

Can any greater degree of social
manded of him ?
love be required,' asks Mill, ' than that the good of
others should cause us pleasure ; in other word8,tliat
their good should be ours?' (Frag, on Mackintosh,
Then, again, there is the ethical principle
p. 294).
of transformation (the phrase is not Mill's) to be
considered the principle that we see at work in
'

—

the miser, whose nature is so changed by his traffic
with money that the original desire of money for
the pleasure that it can procure him becomes ultimately the desire of monej' for its own sake. What
happens in the case of the miser happens in the case
of disinterestedness and benevolence.
Although
individual pleasure lies at the root of a man's
benevolent action, he has come, through continued
intercourse with men and the experience of mutual
help, to submerge the thought of his own pleasure
and make benevolence itself his end.

What, then, of conscience, with its intuitions
book on the Elements of PuUtical Economy and its vaticinations? Conscience to Mill is not a
(1821), largely reproducing Adam Smith, but emsimple and elementary faculty in human nature,
bodying also the distinctive principles of Ricardo, but the product of association. That gives to it
he produced his great psychologi(;al work, the its power, and explains its peculiarities, and indeed
Analysis of the Phenomena of the Human Mind, constitutes its value. The ultimate test of morality
which was brought out in 1829. This at once is utility right and wrong are qualities of conduct
raised him to the position of psychologist in chief and are to be gauged by the tendency of actions to
of the utilitarian school, filling the gap that had
produce pleasure or pain.
been left in the elaborate and multifarious teaching
P'.ilucation oc-cujiied a large share of Mill's attenof Bentham.
With Bentham himself Mill was on tion. As a utilitarian radical, he was eager that
terms of the most intimate friendship, and the the peoide should be educated educated so as to
master regarded him as his most stalwart disciple. develop and improve their intelligence, and render
So staunoTi a Benthamite, indeed, was Mill that it them nt to be worthy citizens. Hence, he took a
has been doubted whether he was anything more practical interest in the educational movement of
than a brilliant reproducer of Bentham's opinions. the time, and entered as a keen polemic into the
That, however, does Mill an injustice. He was no controversy between the Lanca-sterian and the Bell
mere echo, but a voice. His psychology alone systems of education he tried to establish a school
proves it and he was potent as a political force to (but failed) on the principles of Bentham Laid down
an extent that even Bentham hardly equalled. in his Chrcjitomathio
of useful things');
When he died (his death took place in London, on and he "as one of the ('Study
small band of ardent educa23rd June 1836), he was generally admitted to be tionists who originated the University of London.
the great inspiring spirit of radicalism and the But his claim to honour as an educationist rests on
one man who could have made the radical propa- his broad iniiuled theory of education, .as developed
ganda the success that it had become. In the in his Enryclopccdia article, where education is
year liefore his death (1835) appeared his Fragment shown to be the work of a man's life-time, where
little

:

—

;

;

JAMES AND JOHN STUART

MILL,
the roots of

it

are laid in assoeiationist psychology,

and where the principles of Helvetius regarding
the almost unlimited power of education in transforming the individual are vigorously enforced.
In the realm of jurisprudence MUl made for
himself a great name in the sphere of international
law.
His EncyclopcEdia article on that subject is,
within its limits, almost perfect. It might be
elaborated at points and more fully illustrated, but
it is everywhere wise and suggestive.
Particularly
striking are its handling of the rights of nations in
the time of war, and its treatment of the possibility
of an eft'ective court of arbitration in international
quarrels.
As a philosophical politician Mill achieved fame
by his theory of government. It is not a theory
that is invulnerable. It lays itself open to objection as to the adequacy of its analysis of human
it was attacked by
Macaulay on the
gi'ound of its deductive metliod and disregard of
the inductive mode of procedure ; and Sir James
Mackintosh attacked it on the side of its extreme

nature

;

advocacy of popular representation, which seemed
to ignore the danger of democratic tyranny, or
the abuse of power on the part of the masses in
'

'

defiance of the interests of the

'classes.'

The

foundation of the theory is that the individual
man is by nature self-centred, that he aims at
pleasure for self and as much of it as he can obtain,
and that, in his pursuit of personal interest, he is
ready to lay hold of everything that ministers to
his gratification, regardless of the pleasures and
desires of others.
Hence the need of government,
and its meaning government just signifies keeping
one man from grasping at and mercilessly pursuing
what belongs to another. But the members of a
government are themselves men, with men's selfish
passions and readiness to tyrannize over others,
and, consequently, need themselves to be restrained.
The restraint comes and only can come from the
people ; ancj the only tolerable form of government
IS a representative government
a government
where the people's representatives act as a check
on legislative abuse. It is only when the people
are governed by men elected by themselves and
representing them that the interests of governors
and governed can be identified. Yet this identilication of interest is liable to be broken through,
if the representatives are not themselves watched.
A body of representative men, if left entirely to
:

—

own

their

actions, will

and may become as

'

have sinister interests
and oppressive as an
'

selfish

may be. The safeguard lies in frequent
parliamentary elections thus only (so it appeared
to Mill) could the people retain a proper hold on

individual

:

their

own

Greek, which was his chief study for the next
five years,
English and arithmetic being added as
secondary subjects. This created in the youthful
learner a love for Greek not only for the language,
but for the literature and the thought of Greece
that lasted throughout his life. Tliere is nothing
more noticeable in his writings than his genuine
appreciation of the dialectic method of Plato and
his constant use of the Socratic mode of inductive
defining, in order to secure clear concepts and
exact verbal expression of them, with a view to
truth.
At the age of eight, the boy had Latin
added to his Greek and, bj' the time that he was
fourteen years of age, he was indoctrinated into
the principles of logic, psychology, and political
economy. These were stiff subjects for a boy of
that age but they were the subjects in which he
afterwards excelled.
All the time that these subjects were being set

—

;

effected.

—

2. John Stuart Mill.
The eldest child of James
Mill was John Stuart Mill (born in London on iOtli
1806
died
at
May
Avignon, in France, on 8th
May 1873). His early education was conducted
;

by his father, who, although constantly
occupied in literary and exacting work, did not
grudge to act as schoolm.ister to his son. His
method of teaching was altogether of an exceptional kind
and, although the result of it was
also exceptional, the method has not been imitated
by others or regarded as generally practicable.
At three years of age the boy was set to learn
solely

;

—

;

;

the father was making the boy his
constant companion, sharer in his daily walks,
and, through liis conversation and judicious crossquestioning, was gradually developing the boy's
mind and imparting to him clearness and exactness of thought and confidence in thinking. This
Socratic procedure was supplemented at the
earliest moment by making the boy himself a
teacher.
He was set to superintend the education
of the younger members of the family, thereby enabling him to gain further clearness of ideas and
No wonder
to strengthen his intellectual faculty.
that the precocity of young Mill became proas tasks,

verbial.

A

further stage in his education was a year's
sojourn in France, as the guest of Sir Samuel
Bentham, at the age of fourteen. This introduced
him to the French language and to French literature and politics and, through excursions in the
Pyrenees and elsewhere, aroused in him an enthusiasm for natural scenery and a love for botany and
zoology. These things all influenced him in later
;

life.

On

his return from France, he was further taken
hand by his father. He was now directly introduced to Bentham's teaching, in the French translation and exposition of it in P. E. L. Dumont's
Traitis tie. Ugislation (London, 1802).
'The readin

ing of this book,' he .'^n.ys (Autobiugi-aphy, p. 64),
was an epoch in my life one of the turning
points in my mental history.' At this time also he
studied Koman law under !iohn Austin, the jurist.
At the age of sixteen, the youth was beginning
to feel his intellectual independence.
Burning
with enthusiasm for Bentham, he started a
Bentham Club of young men, which he designated
'

;

'

representatives.

Into social reform Mill threw himself with much
energy. Reforming zeal was the great characterThis was but the practical
istic of the utilitarians.
side of their all-controlling principle, the general
welfare, or the greatest happiness of the greatest
number.
Prisons and prison discipline, mendicancy, the Poor Laws, and such like engaged his
pen and it was through the influence of his views,
to no small extent, that subsequent reforms were
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The

Utilitarian Society.'

Somewhat

later he

became a member of 'The Speculative Society,'
and was also a prominent figure among the youths
who met, at stated times, in George Grote's house
for
discussion of philosophical and economic
Later he took an active share in The
questions.
Political Economy Club.' Thus was the development of young Mill's thought and mind further
aided by a variety of powerful intellectual
agencies.
In 1823, at the age of seventeen, came his appointment, by the East India Company, to the
post of Assistant Examiner, under his father, in
the Office of the Examiner of India Correspondence.
This continued till he reached the position of Chief
of the office in 1856
two years before the abolition
'

—

of the

A

East India Company.

life was his break-down
There is little douljt that hard
work, long-continued and unintermitted, and the
over-strain of early education under his father's
tuition were largely the cause of this.
But there
was something more. There was the emotional

turning-point in his

in health in 1S26.
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nature of the jouufr man, « liioli lm<I ln'Cii ciivmiicil
but not (icstrojcil by liis fatlier's oue-sUled tiainin>;,
The end of the crisis
craving for satisfaction.
was what he himself regards as auulogous to a
'conversion.' It canio in large measure through
study of the poetry of Wordswortli and the pliilosophy of Coleridge, and showed itself in a revolution both in his intellectual opinions and in his

He was no longer the undiscriniinating
Bentham that lie had been lie was no
longer neglectful of the emotional side of human
nature. He emerged from the ordeal a new man,
character.
follower of

;

with wider mental outlook and deeper and intenser
The extent of the change may be
sympatliies.
seen by reference to his two remarkable es.says on

Bentham and Coleridge, republished in vol. i. of his
Dissertntlons iind Discussions (London, 1859-67).
Another important factor in his life was the
influence over liini of Mrs. Taylor, who became his
wife in 1851.
His work in connexion with literary journals
was enormous. He wrote articles almost without
number and on an exhaustless variety of subjects
They
(philosophical, political, economic, .social).

began with The Wcstmiiister Review and extended
to other magazines especially The London Hevicw
and, afterwards. The Lontlon and Westminster

—

Review. They are valuable as enabling us to trace
the development of his opinions, the growth of his
views in philosophy, and the gradual modification
of his radicalism in politics.
His first great intellectual

work was

his Sj/s-

of Logic, Raiiocinative and Inductive, which
This was followed, in due
appeared iu 1843.
course, by his Essays on some Unsettled Questions
of Political Economy (1844), and Principles of
Political Economy (1848).
In 1859 appeared his
tern

little treatise on Liberty, and his Thoughts on
His Considerations on
Parliamentary Reform.
Representative Government belongs to the year
1860 ; and in 1863 (after lirst appearing in magazine

form) came his Utilitarianism.., In 1865 came his
Examination of Sir Williar-s ^'r^nlton's Philosophy in 1867 his Rectorial J^^!':\p' 'I Address at
St. Andrews University, on te^.v'^j.lue of culture
in 1868 his
pamphlet on England and Ireland;
and in 1869 Ins treatise on The Subjection of Women.
In 1869 also was published his edition of his father's
Analysis of the Phenonuna of the Human Mind,
with
many valuable notes illustrative and
critical
by J. S. Mill himself, by Bain and Grote,
and by Andrew Findlater. His two posthumous
works are his Autobiography (1873) and his Three
Essays on Religion (1874). To these have to be
;

;

added the two large volumes

of Letters (ed.

Hugh

R. Elliot) published in 1910.
phase of Mill's life has still to be noted his
parliamentary career. In the Parliament of 186568 he sat as Radical member for Westminster.
Three things in chief did he advocate in the House
of Commons women sutl'rage, the interests of the
labouring cla.sses, and land reform in Ireland.
In philosophy J. S. Mill's fame rests chiefly on
his Logic, his Political Economy, and his E.camination of Sir William Hamilton, to be taken in
connexion with his notes in his edition of his
father's Analysis.
Asa logician he stands out as the great empiricist
who formulated and elaborated inductive logic,
who re-stated and in part revolutionized deductive
lo^c, who made systematic application of loj;ical
principles to the moral .sciences (including politics),
and wlio enforced, in polemic form, the power of
experience to be the criterion or ultimate test
of truth.
The brilliancy of his thought and the
clearness of his style (inchnling an unwonted aptitude for felicitous illustration, ranging over a wide
field of knowledge) cannot be too highly
praised.
S.

—

A

—

The stimulus

to the student derivable from a study
The epoch-making
Logic is undoubted.
character of his great work must be acknowledged
without reserve. Hut how far he has succeeded in
bridging the gulf between inductive and .syllogistiieven Bain, his intimate
logic may be disputed
friend and associate, has his doubt.s (see his Disscrtatio7is on Leading Vhilosuphical Topics, London,
1903, pp. 21-26); and empirical logic has made
On the other hand,
great aovances since his day.
must be allowed that these advances were
it
rendered possible only through Mill's work.
In p.sycliology Mill upheld the associationism of
his father, but "ave a more attractive expression
of it as 'mental chemistry.' He carried forward
his psychology into theory of knowledge and formulated ills doctrine of psychological idealism (founding on Berkeley), which, resting on the empirical
genesis of kiio»iedge through the various senses
operated by association, issues in the conception of
matter or objective reality as 'the permanent
pos.sibility of sensations' and of mind as 'the permanent possibility of feeling.' In the case of
it
is
mind, however, there is a peculiarity
conscious of its states. This we must accept, as it
is given in our experience, but we must accept it
as inexplicable no further account of it is possible.
He was unbending in his opposition to those who
base truth on intuition. Not that he denied the
fact of intuition, but he demanded that it should
be tested by experience, so that it niay not become
(as it had become to a school of philosophers at
the time) the bulwark of prejudice and irrationality and the hindrance to intellectual, political,

of

his

—

:

—

and

social progress.
Mill's great work on Political Economy (equal
in originality of thought and in importance to his
Logic) is a clear exposition of the various branches
of the science wealth, distribution, consumption,
and exchange, and all the various topics that arise
out of these. It shows him also as a keen, but
But his chief merit lies in his widenfair, critic.
ing the scope of political economy and removing
from it the repro.ach of being the dismal science.'
This he did (partly under the influence of Auguste
Comte) by intusing into it human feeling and associating it with the philosophy of society. Economic
principles were now conjoined with their practical

—

'

applications,

and a transformation took

Not only do we have a minute and

scientific

place.

hand-

ling of svich things as labour, capital, rate of
interest, money, international trade, and all the

other points that the ordinary political economy
dealt with, but also a stimulating discussion and
wise treatment of such deeply interesting problems
as the future of the labourbig classes, the land
In explanation of the
question, socialism, etc.
exceptional popularity of the treatise he himself
says

:

It was, from the flret, continually cited and referred to as
an authority, because it was not a book merely of abstract
science, but also of aiiplieation, aiitl treated Political Economy
not as a thint^ by it-seU, but as a frnifrocnt of a preater whole ;
a branch of Social IMiilosopb^', so interlinked with all the other
branches, that its conclusions, even in its own pe«Miliar province,
are only true conditionally, subject to interference and counteraction from causes not direcll\ within its scope while to the
character of a practical f^uide it has no pretension, apart from
'

:

other classes of considerations

That

'

(.A

utobiog., p. 230).

doubtless, absolutely correct.
utilitarian ethics, as expounded in his
is
Utilitarianism,
extraordinarily significant;
both the matter and the style fascinate, not less
than the glow of conviction that permeates the
Justice has rarely been done to it by
whole.
opponents, because they have failed to see (a) that
it is not a treatise of pure abstract reasoning, but one
written out of the living conviction of a man who
loved his fellow-men (4) that it is pra' tical in its
and (c) that,
object, and not merely theoretical
is,

Mill's

;

;

K
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altliougli it sets forth pleasure or happiness as the
standard and test of human conduct, it makes
supreme tlie conception of man as a social being and

conditions all by the conception of the general welfare,
llis view of the human will as determined by
character, and of character as formed btj a man,
and not for him, is liis contribution to the solution of

tlie

free will problem,

and

his defence of

the position that there can be such a thing as a
science of ethics and, if of ethics, then also of

—

economics.
Mill as a political thinker is a great subject.
radical democrat, he loved tlie people and

As a

worked hard for them in parliament and out of it.
But he would not submit in any degree or for a
moment to their irrational desires and expectations.
They had to be led and not followed. He was
acutely conscious of their tendency to tyrannize
and their selfish disregard of justice. He was
e.\ceptionally alive to their readiness to domineer
over minorities
hence, he powerfully advocated
the principle of parliamentary pioportional reThus alone, he thought, could
presentation.
He saw
minorities of electors get their rights.
the people's jealousy and suspicion of the educated
and refined classes of society hence, he stood fast
by the principle of plurality of votes, as determined
He was very
by culture and social position.
sensitive to the tendency in the masses to act unthere8cru])ulouslj' and in an underhand fashion
fore he opposed vote
by ballot.
On the other hand, he was a strong upholder of
and he gave a
the liberty of the individual
powerful defence of individualism in his treatise
defence
of
of
the individual
the
Liberty a
right
to holcl his own opinions and to give free expression to them, and his right to live in such a way
as seemed fit to himself, so long as his mode of
livinj; did not interfere with the rights and liberties
of others.
In the same spirit, though he was quite
alive to the necessity of the government dictating
and controlling within limits, and, therefore, restricting the liberty of the individual to that
extent, he thought that the less government interhis legislative principle, with
fered the better
;

1

;

'

;

;

—

\

:

necessary qualifications, was laissez-faire.
Another object that lay near to Mill's heart was
that of women sufJ'rage. His book on the subject
has exhausted the handling of the theme from
that point of view. But he added active support
to theory by consistently advocating universal
franchise in parliament, and by pushing on and
personally guiding the Women Movement in
London and the provinces.
The problems of the universe were constantly in
Mill's thoughts.
He puzzled himself long and
anxiouslj' over the question of the freedom of the
will, and ultimately reached the deterministic
solution that has just been referred to.
The
nature of the external world and of the human
ego also exercised his mind and his doctrine of
'
psychological idealism was the result. But there
still remained the
problem of God. With the conception of the Deity as the Absolute,' unknown
and unknowable, to whom no attributes (such as
knowledge, mercy, and love) could be apjdied, he
had no sj'mpathy. His criticism of H. L. Mansel's
view, as set forth in his Bampton Lectures on The
Limits of Kclifjious Thought if London, 1870), is
scathing and eii'ective. But Mill's thought on the
great theme is best given in his supremely interHis honesty of charesting posthumous Essays.
acter and his
inditierency to truth (as Locke
would express it) here come out in a very striking
fashion.
Discouraged from theistic thinking by
his father in his early training, and not encouraged
to it by his utilitarian friends and fellow-thinkers
in after life, he yet had that openness of mind that
VOL. VIII.
41
;

'

'

'

—

'
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would willingly receive truth to whatever extent
might reveal itself. He fain would have been
optimistic in his view of the universe, but he could
not and the most that he could do was to allow
it

;

a conception of God that conserved His goodness
but limited His power. In face of our harrowing
experience of Nature red in tooth and claw with
ravin
and of the unutterably hard and harsh
experiences of life in general, he could not rise to
the idea of a Great Power who was All-loving,
Omniscient, and Omnipotent. But he was willing,
or, at any rate, not unwilling, to believe in a Power
of Goodness or of Love who would, if He could,
subdue evil and put an end to sufl'ering and misery
and was only hindered by the recalcitrant circumstances of the world. This admission, combined
with his admiration of Jesus of Nazareth as the
highest of ethical teachers, shows his power of
detachment from early upbringing and from immediate social environment, and his readiness to
respond to the light whenever it came. This was
the noblest trait of his character.
Mill's nature was, in many ways, an attractive
one, characterized by high and sterling qualities.
He was generous in his outlook and sympathetic
with men in their struggles, aspirations, and
doubts. He was eager to be fair in his estimate
'

'

of others and of their
opinions, and always ready
to admit that there is likely to be some truth in
every doctrine and belief that has been sincerely
held ; there was nothing of the persecutor in him.
His disinterested regard for truth was unbounded ;
and he took little care to cloak or hide unpalatable

opinions, but expressed himself freely without re-

gard to personal consequences. He delighted in
championing persons and causes that he conceived
to be unjustly treated by society or by the law of
the land.
His public spirit was intense and he
never feared to attack legislative or other injustices, and to uphold unpopular views, in the
interest of the working classes or of the downtrodden. His life was consistently devoted to one
end furtherance of the good and welfare of his
;

—

fellow-men.
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MILLENNIUM.— See Eschatglogy.
MILTON— I. Life. —John Milton was

born in
the Spread Eagle in Bread Street,
on
9th
Dec. 1608. He was the eldest
Cheapside,
son of John Milton, a London scrivener, whose
conversion to the faith of the Anglican Church
had led to his being disinherited by his father, a
yeoman of Shotover Forest and a staunch Roman
Catholic.
The poet inherited the stubborn self-will
of his grandfather and the more sensitive and
cultured spirit of his father, from whom he also

London

at

derived his taste for music. From the first the
boy was studious, and his father supplied him
with the best teachers. When in 1625 (Feb. 12)
he entered Christ's College, Cambridge, at the

age of sixteen, he had already acquired, under
his first tutor, Thomas Young (a graduate of

/
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Amhews), and at St. I'aul's Scliool, uudor the
older and the younger Alexander Gill, a mastery
of Latin, a competent knowledge of Greek, and
From the
even some acquaintance with Hebrew.
twelfth year of my age I scarce ever forsook my
nightly studies for bod before midnight' (Defcnsio
In English poetry he was familiar
Secuntlii, 1654).
with .Joshua Sylvester's translation of Du Bartas
(1605), Fairfax's Tasso (1600), and probably Spenser,
Dniminond, and others. "The older Gill was a
reader of English literature, but probably ShakeSt.

'

si)eare

and play-books were not welcomed

a

in

religions family like that of the scrivener's, where
'last of all, not in time, but as perfection is last,
that care was ever had of me, with my earliest
capacity, not to be negligently trained in the precepts of Christian religion' (Ajwlogy for timcctym-

Milton was not attracted by the
niius, 1642).
dialectical and theological studies of Cambridge.
The lines At a Vacation Exercise and some Latin
pieces show that he took his part in the prescribed
work, but his favourite studies were literary and
'

classical,

grave orators and historians,' the 'smooth

elegiac poets,' from whom he passed in riper years
to the shady spaces of philoaophj' ; but chiefly to
the divine volumes of Plato ann his equal [i.e. contemporary] Xenophon.' To a knowledge of the
'

'

'

he added now the Italians, the two
famous renowners of Beatrice and Laura,' the
fables and romances' of Boiardo and Ariosto
'lofty
On the
{Apology for Hmectymnuiis, Introd,).
world of mediieval romance Milton looked out
through Italian windows, but he was familiar
(later, at any rate) with GeoflVey of Monmouth
and probably with Malory. The poems of this
period, both English and Latin, bear witness to
'

classical poets

—

the double source of Milton's poetic inspiration
and the Biblical Christianity of

classical literature

Puritan England. The finest expression of these,
not always
tastes is the tender
entirely compatible,

(an epithet so rarely applicable to Milton's poetrj')
the Morning of Christ's
Nativity (16^9); while some lines of the At a
Vacation Exercise and the shoi-t odes. On Time
and At a Solemn Mvsic, show the poet of Paradise

and beautiful ode, On

Lost 'mewing his mighty youth' and meditating
the sublimest flights of religious song
:

'

Yet

I

had

r.ither,

if I

were to choose,

Thy service iii some graver subject
Such as may malie thee search thy

uae,
coffers round,

Before thou clothe my fancy in fit sound
Such where tiie deep transport«d mind mai' soar
Above the wheeling poles, and at Heaven's door
Look iu, and see each blissful deity,' etc.
:

(.Ala Vacation Exercise,

;

;

;

Calvinists. WhatalienatedMiltonfrom theChurch
of England was less its dogma than its practice, the
rigour of Laud and the identification of Episcopacy

with the Court and

its arbitrary policy.
His intense and ideal love of liberty was awakened, and
the first notes of the coming storm were heard in
Lyridas (1638), the most pas.sionate, plangent, and
musical poem which Milton had yet written. In
the same year he went abroad, still intent rather
on self-culture and the preparation for the task of

writing a great poem than on controversy and
In Paris he met the Dutch savant Hugo
theology.
Grotius, whose Adamus Exul was one of the
sources of Paradise Lost.
He spent two months
in Florence, conversing and interchanging Latin
and Italian verses with young Academicians. He
to Rome, where he visited the Vatican
£roceeded
ibrary and the English College, and heard Leonora Baroui sing at the palace of Cardinal Barberini.
The elevated strain of compliment in the
Latin verses addressed to her
the influence
betrays

of Italian preciosity.
At Naides lie met Manso,
Marguis of Villa, Tasso's patron and Marino's,
and
a Latin poem addressed to him prays that
he may find a like patron when he undertakes to
sing 01

m

*

reges,

29ff.).

Milton left the University in 1632 without taking
orders, and the next six years of his life were
spent at Horton in the quiet prosecution of his
studies in classical literature, history, mathematics,
and music, with occasional visits to London to
purchase books, to visit the theatre, to be an
onlooker perhaps at Court ceremonials,
Where thronj^s of knights and barons bold
In weeds of peace high triumphs Iiold {V Allegro, 119 f.),
and to enjoy the company of friends, among whom
the first place was held by Charles Diodati.
young Italian girl, too, of whom we know
'

'

A

only

that Iier first name was Emilia, seems to have
touched his fancy and occasioned the writing of
Ids earliest Italian verses.
The experience is
perhaps referred to in the seventh of his Latin
these
elegies.
During
years he also extended his
knowledge of English jioetry from Chaucer and
Piers Plowman to Shakespeare (at Cambridge he
had already written his famous lines for the second
folio), Jonson, and the later Elizabethans.
All
the poems written at this period bear witness to
this native and Elizabetlian influence, and some of
them, as
Allegro and // Pcnseroso, are composed
ill a
lighter, more secular and Epicurean vein than

V

of the Latin elegies are
very much in this vein) had been or were ever
again to be written by Milton. But in C'umus, or
A Maskc Presented at l.ndlvw Castle (1634), which
he composed at the invitation of Henry Lawes, all
the resources of Milton's learning and art were employed to set forth his ilcepest ethical and religious
convictions, his passionate love of purity, his sense
of the dependence of all human virtue on the protecting grace of God. The theme of the second
book of the Faerie Qiicenc is rehandled by a poet
of a higher moral temper and a no less, though
more controlled and classically educated, sense of
beauty.
Milton had gone to Cambridge with a view to
taking orders, and, though he left without doing
so, there is no evidence that ho had ceased to lie,
when he settled at Horton, an orthodox Anglican.
He was a comr-.unicant he had signed the Articles
nothing had yet betrayed that he was by conviction
a Presljyterian in his views on Church government
while on the doctrine of predestination in its relation to the iiuman will his position was always
closer to that of the Arminians than to that of the

any English pieces (some

Arturumque etiam sub ten-is bella moventem,
Aut dicam invictae sociiili foedere mensae
Magnanimos Heroas, et vO luodo spiritus adsit !)
Frang&m Saxonicas Britonum sub .Martc plialaiiges

'
I

(Syliia, 'Mausus,' SOU.).

But MUton was not destined to sing of kings or
the knights of the Round Table. The meeting of
the Long Parliament determined him to return
home, and he made his way back to England by
Venice and Geneva to plunge soon into that long
course of controversy, ecclesiastical and political,
which determuied the choice of themes, the doctrinal framework, and the temper and spirit of
Paradise Lost, Paradise Regained, and Samson
Agonistes.

The first of the controversies into which Milton
plunged Avith ardour and xehemenee was that concerning Church goveriinieiit, and the rival claims
of a Presbyterian ami I'relatical organization.
In
the first iiamiihlet, Of liifurmation in England
(May-June 1641), he raises the question why the
English Reformation had laggeil behind that on
the Continent and attacks Episcopacy and English
from Cranmer and
bishops and their
])olicy
Riilley to the promoter.s of the war with Scotland,
closing with an amazing denunciatory prayer.
Of
Prc/atiral
Episcopacy (Jiinc-.Tuly 1641) is an examination of the origin of Episcopacy in reply to a
'

'

MILTON
tract by Archbishop Ussher. Of the other pamphlets two, Animadversions upon the Remonstrant's
Defence against Smectyinnuus (July 1641) and An
Apology against a Pamphlet called a Modest Con-

futation of the Animadversions of the Remonstrant
against Smectyinnuus (March-April 1642), were
contributions to a controversy on Episcopacy between Hall anil certain now little-known Puritan

The
divines, of whom Thomas Young was one.
most fully reasoned and interesting statement of
Milton's ideal Presbyterianism is contained in The
Reason of Church Government urged against Prelaty (Jan. -March 1641-42). Two undercurrents of
thought run through the main stream of controversy, rising to the surface from time to tune, the one
with unmistakable and eloquent distinctness, the
other mth less obtrusive yet sufficient clearness.
The hrst of these concerns the great poem which
he was meditating; the other shows him full of
high thoughts concerning the mysteries of love and
marriage. The Puritan movement had heightened
men's ideals both of purity and of marriage, and
^lilton was as impassioned a champion of chastity
as he was an enemy of asceticism.
Love had

touched his fancy in youth, but, when in May
1643 he married, it was clearly the act of one

whose choice of the individual was too hastily
determined by an ideal regard for the wedded
estate and the result was, what, as MUton himself complains, is more often the fate of the chaste
and un^^orldly student than of the libertine, the
discovery that in the wife whom he had chosen
was to be found none of the qualities that he had
so fondly anticipated, no intellectual help-meet,
but an unconversing inability of mind,' 'a mute
and spiritless mate,' begetting that melancholy
despair which we see in many wedded persons'
;

'

'

(Doctrine and Discipline of Divorce, i. 4). Otliers
have experienced the same misfortune and in the

end have managed to work along but Milton
was no average man, and he turned passionately
round to disco\'er an escape, and that one which
;

shoifld

enjoj' the approval of his

and the Christian Church.

own

conscience

The Doctrine

Discipline of Divorce Restored (Aug.

1643)

and revolters from

their

own

principles.

The

Eikonoklastes, of the same year, follows chapter
by chapter the Eikon Basilike in Milton's most
scornful style. To Salmasius and other impugners
of the King's execution Milton replied in his tirst
and second Defensio pro populo Anglicano (1651,
The Defensio contra Morum (1655) was a
1654).
savage onslaught on one who, he believed, had
His last purely political
slandered himself.
pampUet, the Ready and Easy Way to Establish
a Free C'ommonivealth (March 1660), was published
on the eve of the Restoration.
That conception of the Church's inlluence and
authority as purely spiritual which is evident in
Milton's first sketch of an ideal Presbyterianism,
and had been intensihed by his rupture with the

him to disapprove of Cromwell's
attempt to combine religious endowment with a
wide though still limited toleration and his own
position was expounded in the Defensio Secunda
(in the middle of a eulogy of the Protector and
his associates) and, after Cromwell's death, in
Presbyterians, led

;

A

Treatise of Civil

Power

in Ecclesiastical Cases

(Feb.-March 1659). When the Rump superseded
Richard Cromwell and the question of tithes was
raised, Milton published his Considerations touching the likeliest Means to remove Hirelings out of
the Church (Aug. 1659), a bitter onslaught on the
clergy, Presbyterian or Independent, who' claimed
tithes or fees instead of trusting to the benevolence and free gratitude' of their flocks. Milton's

Religion, Heresy, Schism, ana what best
Means nuiy be used against the Growth of Popery
(1673) and the body of divinitj' De Doctrina Christiana, on which he had been busy for many years,

'

;

issued in jlarch 1645 Tetrachordon, a discussion
of four pa.ssages in Scripture, and Colasterion, a
savage onslaught upon a certain Joseph Caryl, one
of the licencers.
Incidentally the divorce controversy called forth the most famous of Milton's
pamphlets, Areopagitica, A Speech .
for the
.

Liberty of Unlicensed Printing (Nov. 1644).
The outcry which the divorce pamphlets evoked
opened Milton's eyes to the interval that separated
his ideal Church from the Presbyterian Church
which its votaries were seeking to invest with all
the divine 7'ight and intolerant authority of the
overthrown Episcopal Church of England, and
helped him to formulate his own conception of
Christianity a.s independent of any visible and
authoritative Church. He never, therefore, identilied himself witli the Independents, but from this
time to tlie close of the Commonwealth liis .symand,
pathies \\ ere witli that party in politics
when tlie death of tine king completed the rupture
between them and the Presbyterians, Milton came
forward as the champion of regicide and the impugner of ;'ll connexion, whether of authority or
State.

'

last religious

ground for separation. An enlarged and improved
edition appeared in February 1644 with a signed
introductory letter to the Parliament of England
with the Assembly.' A second tract. The Judgment of Martin Bucer concerning Divorce, followed
in July of the same year, vindicating Milton's
and to the same end he
position against critics

endowment, L^^weeu Church and

—

was

written and published (anonymously and without
before his wife hacl given any definite

;

On 13th February 1649—a fortnight after the
execution of Charles appeared The Tenure of
Kings and Magistrates, proving that it is la«full,
and liath been held so through all Ages, for any
who have the Power, to call to account a Tyrant
or wicked King, antl after due conviction to depose
and put him to death, if the ordinary Magistrate
have neglected, or deny'd to do it. And that they
who, of late, so much blame deposing are Men
that did it themselves.' The sting in the tail of
this bold title is intended for the Presbyterians,
who are roughly handled throughout as hypocrites

and

licence)

.
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works were

tlie

short pamphlet

Of

True

but which was not printed

till

1S25.

Throughout the rule of the Commonwealth
Milton's life had been the twofold one of a private
student and tutor (to children living in or coming
to his house) and of a servant of the State as Latin
secretary to the Council of State (1649-59). The
In 1653 his
incidents of his private life are few.
wife died, and in 1656 he married Catharine
Woodcock, whose early death in 1658 is referred
His
to in the most touching of his sonnets.
marriage with Elizabetli MinshuU in 1663 was a

convenient arrangement.
During all these years Milton had written very
little poetry.
From 1640 to 1642 his mind had
been full of his great projected work, and th
commonplace-book preserved at Trinity College
Cambridge, shows the steady trend of his thoughti
towards a drama on the subject of the Fall. Two
sketches of the drama are set do^vu, and his nephew,
Edward Phillips, reports that the speech of Satan
at the opening of the fourth book of Paradise Lost
is part of the original scheme.
The interest of controversy and the shock of his unhappy marriage
interrupted the work and it was not resumed till
1658.
In the interval the only English poems which
Milton wrote were some sonnets on public events
or persons and private incidents in the dignified
manner of his Italian predecessors in similar poems,
and iu Italian form, lor even the device of iiiniiiiig
the sense on from octave to sestet (which has been
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thouglil a device peculiar to himself) liinl been iiionl, aii<l such a pollution as sin is, himself so
In highly ransomed and ennobled to a now friend.'<hip
practised by Italian poets known to Milton.
1658 rm-niiUc Lost was resmiied in epic, not dra- and lilial relation with liod (ih.). Such a I'onception of Christian conduct as springing from a
matic, form was <'omposed to dictation, corrected,
and coiiijilcted by 1665 and pnblislied in 1667. Milan's sense of his own worth, a worth conferred
It was followed in 1670 by Paradise lieijaiiicd, an
by (Sod from the beginning and renewed by redempthe brief moilel of the book of Job, and tion, is as characteristic of Milton, nurtured on the
e])ic on
Samson Affonistes, Milton's sole experiment in Jtible but nurtured also ujion the classics, as it is
dramatic constitutions wherein Sophocles alien to the general trend of Protestant thought in
those
Milton's England, which laid more stress on man's
and Euripides reign.'
Of Milton's early worthlessness than on his worth, and appealed less
works.
2. Thought and
poems no more need be said here. Apart from (c(o blianie as a motive than to fear of death and the
their rare i)oelic beauty they l)ear delightful wit- judgment to come.
Hunyan and Milton are sepaness to the delicate purity and profound piety of rated by a wide gulf ; and the noble temper of
the poet's childhood and youtli, combining in Milton's early lines 0?i Time shows as little of
an ell'ect of unique and too transitory loveliness Konsard's or Shakespeare's regretful sense of
hand' as of such a
literary and classical culture with the liner spirit the ravages of 'Time's fell
of a I'nritanisni which was not yet heated an<i
preacher as Donne's awed apprehension of the
of
tlie
Christian's death.
hardened by the tires of religious and political terror and I'ue ecstasy
i>urely
controversy. The purpo.se of the present article is And the iilea of a Church w hose authority
to outline the creed of Milton as it took shape in
s]iiritual is even more remote from the thought
the years of storm and stress which followed his and practicp of PiesbyterianLsni in ]iower whether
It was not to
return to Englan<l and to consider the rettexion of in Geneva, Holland, or Scotland.
this creed, and the temper which it at once e.\promote general toleration that the Scottish
'

;

;

'

'

'

—

i.--

pressed and intensified, in his longer poems.
In his earliest pamphlets Milton ranges himself
on the side of the Presbyterian reformers of the
The Scriptures are the sole
Anglican Church.
autTiority for the right government of the Church,
which is not a matter th.at has been left to human
discretion and experience to devise.
God, who
shaped to its minutest detail the government and
should he not
worship of the Jewish temple,
rather now by his own prescribed discipline have
cast his line and level upon the soul of man which
is his rational temple, and, by the divine
sijuare
and compass thereof, form and regenerate in us
of
virtues
and
the lo^•ely shapes
graces, the sooner
to edify and accomplish that immortal stature of
Christ's body which is his church, in all her
glorious lineaments and proportions ? {Beason of
Church Government, i. 2). But the
I'ecognizes
only two orders, bishops or presbyters (they are
the same thing) and deacons so Paul writes to
Timotliy (' not once naming anj' other order in the
K Church '). Prelacy is an addition of man's devising
and ambition ('Lucifer
was the first prelate
angel') opposed to 'the rea.son and end of the
'

'

NT

—

.

.

.

'

»K

gospel ((6. i. 3(1'.).
But, Avhen Milton came to state the respect in
which Episcopal jurisdiction opposes the reason
and end of the gospel, he parted company at once
(how far consciously it is hard to say) with his
Scottish and English sympathizers, and with the
actual ])ractice of dominant Presbyterianism. For
his objection to Episcopal
jurisdiction is the, for
that jurisdietive
Milton, fundament.al principle
power in the Churcli there ought to be none at
His objection is to the archidiaconal courts
all.'
with their penalties and fines, and the Star
'

Chamber.

Over the outward man, person, and

»^.property, authority belongs to the State, whi<Oi

is

not concerned with inner motives but with 'the outward peace and welfare of the commonwealth, and
civil happiness in life' ((6. ii. 3).
The authority of
the Church is over the inward and spiritual man,
and her sole wcajwiis are instruction, admoniliim,
reproof, and, finally, excommunication, the last
to be so used as always to keep ojicn the door of
reconciliation to repentance.
The motive to which
the Church aiipeals is not t<irror, but shame, the
reverence ami due esteem' in which a man holds
himself both for the dignil y of Oncl's image iiiion
him and for the price of his redemption which,
he thinks, is visil>ly marked u]ion his forehead,'
making him account liimself a lit person (o do
the noblest and godlle-t deeds, and much better
worth than to deject and delile, with such a debase'

'

'

Presbyterians signed the Solemn League and
Covenant.
Milton was quickly made aware of the interval
that separated liim from the Presbyterians by the
The
l)ubli(atiun of his iiamiihlets on divorce.
ojiposition w liich they excited seems to have taken
him by surprise, but the anger which followed
was intense and coloured all his subsequent
thought.
Keijelled by Protestant orthodoxy
though he maintained strenuously that .some of
the greatest Protestant di\'ines were on his side
he was driven to reconsider the whole question of
orthodoxy and he set out, with all the contidenee
wild
of
of Satan voyaging across the
abyss
cliaos, to articulate a creed for him.self in tlie dogmatic manner of Trent and Westminster. The
record of this progress is to be found in the controelaborate De Doctrina
versial pamphlets, the
Christiana, and, finally, in Paradise Lost and
Paradise Rega ined.

—
—

;

'

'

.Two principles control all Milton's findings.
The first is that the ultimate arbiter of every question

is

the individual reason and conscience

man

is

fast

by

'

than

The mind of each
greater.'
absolutely free to try all things and hold
his own conclusions uncontrolled by State

which God only

is

This liberty
or Church.
]irivilege of the (iospel, the

'

is

the

fundamental

new

birthright of every
true believer. Christian liberty (A Treatise of Civil
De
IJoetrina
Christiana, DediPower, etc., also
catory Epistle). No one ('ould assert more absolutely the fundamental principle of the Renaissance
the emancijiation of the individual ; and Milton
ai)proaches the solution of each question in the
spirit of the later age of reason, with this ditlerence
'

—

tliat he accejtts .as a fundamental experience not to
be re.asone<l upon— more than one can reason upon
the fact of an external world the Christian consciousness of sin and of redemjition and regeneration through (yhrist as set forth in the Scriptures.
This directs ns to the second of the principles on
which Milton's conclusions rest. The final .source
It
of all saving religious kuowk'dge is the Uible.
is on this that theemancijiated mind must exercise
itself, fro;n this its conclusions must be drawn.
Milton's method, therefore, in discu.ssing every
question which he takes up, from the divinity of
(Jlirist to the lil>erty of the press, is twofold when
the subject admits of both lines of argument:
lirstly, what does reason dci hire ''—and Milton is as

—

conlident of the

on

and

compcteme

of

a

jiriuri rea.soning

questionsas any later theorist
of revolution
secondly, what has Seiipture declared, to what conclusion does it leuil us when
political

;

social

MILTON
passages are duly compared and when all
are interpreted in the light of the Christian law of
the sabbath
charity, in the spirit of the words
was made for man, and not man for the sabbath ?
The one consideration to which Milton never condescends is expedience, the ditliculties and the
practical means of obviating these revealed by exhe has none of Burke's reverence for
perience
'prudence constituted as the god of this lower
world.'
Milton's polemical pamphlets are, accordingly,
a bewildering blend of ideal reasonings, high
a priori principles set forth in glowing and
harmonious but elaborately Latinized periods ; a
pedantic, at times captious and wrong-headed,
citation and cross-exanuiiation of Biblical texts
truculent polemic, condescending not infrequently
and withal a general
to coarse personal abuse
absence of the mellower wisdom that proceeds
from experience and charity. There is much to
inspire and delight in these pages burning with
fires that are perhaps not yet altogether extinct
there is little
but in general have died down
If
Milton's pamto interest the statesman.
phlets yet live, it is as eloquent statements of
high and abstract ideals, to ignore which altogether is to reduce political expedience to sheer
ditt'eient

'
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classical republicanism and
history,
by the fires of civil war
There can lie slain
'

No sacrifice to God more acceptable
Than an unjust and wicked king

'

;

;

;

;

opportunism.

The

divorce pamphlets have nothing to say upon
the difficult problems of children and the mutual
relations of the family and the State.
They combine elevated reflexions on the ideal significance
of marriage as a spiritual rather than a carnal
\inion (regarded solely from the point of view of
-the man) with a tedious, passionate, wrong-headed
attempt to reconcile Christ's prohibition of divorce
but for adultery with Moses' permission. God
'

'

cannot have at any time permitted An. The later
command cannot have been intended, therefore,
to annul the earlier, but merely to check certain
prevalent abuses. Milton was not without apprehension of the fact of moral and religious progress.
He went beyond the English Protestantism of his
day in asserting that under the new dispensation
the Mosaic moral as well as ceremonial law had
been abolished. But the new law was, he maintained, a law of liberty, of greater responsibility
because of gi'eater freedom. Such a rigid law of
marriage as the Churches asserted was a curtailment of the liberty which even the Law had
granted, a fresh enslavement of the spirit to the
letter.
Looking at the question exclusively from
the man's point of view, he advanced to an assertion of divorce as the private concern of the individual and to a defence of polygamy (De Doclr.
Christ, i. 10).

The Areopagitica was an overflow from the
divorce controversy, and is a magnificent a priori
vindication of freedom of thought and speech
as the fundamental condition of the successful
quest of truth. The practical difficulties which
have beset the attempt to find a solution, other
than a compromise varying in difi'erent countries,
nor could he foresee all
laj' outside Milton's ken
the evils that have attended the freedom allowed
to a Chauvinist or a commercial press to deceive
;

and to

pervert.

The same lofty but o priori Idealism combined
with exposition of texts and interchange of personalities characterizes the pamphlets, Latin and
English, written to vindicate the execution of
Charles I., and those on, what became his
favourite themes, an unendowed clergy and a
universal toleration of all religious bodies, the
Koman Catholic Church alone excluded. Of the
original and inalienable rights of subjects and the
duties and responsibilities of kings Milton wnites
with all the passion of a mind nurtured upon

and heated

:

*

(Sene<-a, Here. Fnr. t'O'^, tr. in 2'fie
of Kin'ja aiid .Magistrate:^).

The doctrine

of the civil contract

is

Tenure
''

buttressed by

precedents from the turbulent annals of Israel,
the early history of the Britons, the rebellions in
Scotland and Holland. Of the real difficulties of
the problem, as Hobbes saw them, of the fact
that somewhere in every society there is and must
be an authority against which no rights can be
pleaded, Milton shows no suspicion. He was at
work recasting with the utmost confidence the
government of England at the moment of the
His S3'mpathies were aristocratic
Restoration.
the best should rule. Of the difficulty of securing
Hooker's claim for a
this he knows nothing.
divine sanction attaching to usage and expedience
is spurned by Milton's contempt for tradition,
confidence in a priori reasoning, and conception of
the Bible as the sole oracle of God, of authority in
His Latin
all fields of thought and experience.
orations and English pamphlets on the issue be:

,

!
'

tween parliament and king made noenduring contribution to the political thought of the 17th century.
Milton's denunciation of an endowed clergy a
subject on which he found himself at variance
with his hero Cromwell and his claim for com-

—

—

tolerance of all religious dlH'erences of
opinion were the natural outcome of that conception of the purely spiritual character of ecclesiplete

authority with which he set out, of his
growing dislike of the Presbyterian clergy and
their claim to usurp the privileges and intolerance
of their Anglican predecessors, and of the purely
astical

his
character of
philosophical
E'rom rejecting ecclesiastical discipline and authority Milton was driven onward by a
ruthless logic to the denial that any regard is due,
in religion or ethics, to the collective consciousness
Yet without such collective
of Church or society.

individualistic

Christianity.

«<

consciousness, however imperfectly developed, is
either religion or morality possible ? For Milton
every man is his own Church ; his creed the pro- «
duct of his own study of the inspired text. The
true heretics are those who follow a Church against
their conscience and their convictions based on

Congregations of like-minded men,
Scripture.
meeting to worship together, Milton seems to
assume there will always be but for the service
of a clergy, except to teach the young and to
exhort the careless, there is no need.
If men be not all their life-time under a teacher to learn
logic, natural philosophy, ethics or mathematics, which are more
;

*

—

certainly it is not necessary to the attainment of
Christian knowledtje that men should sit all their life long at
the feet of a pulpited divine (The likeliest Means to revtove
Hirelings).

ditflcult

'

Let there be a voluntary, simple, itinerant clergy
living by the labour of their hands and the freewill offerings of the richer congregations.
This conception of Christian doctrine as something as definable and demonstrable as mathematics (but easier of comprehension) is crucial for
a right apprehension of what Milton was in
quest of throughout these years of theological and
that justification of God's ways
political polemic
to men which was to be the theme of his great
poem. For a study of that thought as finally articulated we must go to the De Doctrina Christiana.
Universis Christi Ecclesiis
Joannes Milton

—

'

An^lus
Necnon Omnibus Fidem Clnistianam Ubicunque
are the dedicatory words
Profitentibns
Gentium
uf the MS in which was set down the creecl of the
Church of John Milton, the final result of his resolve
'

done with traditions and definitions, counand assemblies, and to formulate for himself.

to have
cils
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from a study of tlie text of Scripture, a coiiiijlote
and articulate body of divinity and morality.
Tho creed so formulated is, as niisht have lieen
in essential respects witli
anticipated, at variance
the creed both of orthodox rrotestantism ami of
Milton's faith raight be
historical Christianity.

deavour after righteousness, at le.ast to make him
is so
responsible for liis sins, though its power
small as to atl'ord liim no subject for boasting.
In accordance witli the same high reganl for the
will, for conduct as the test of a living religion,
Milton refuses to accept the orthodox distinction
of faith and works ami the ascription of justificaIn the text 'A man
tion to the former alone.
is justified by faith without the deeds of the law
(Ro 3**), he insists that stre.ss must be laiil on the
words 'of the law.'
For Paul does not say simply that a man is justified without

described ;is }'rotest^int Christianity acconimod.itcd
to the spirit of the classical Itenaissance, for the
stands most resolutely
points on which Milton
aloof from orthodox Calvinist Protestantism are
seemed to comjust tho^e in which the latter
of the human
nor yet by faith
promise the dignity and liberty
works, but" without the works of the law
mind which the Renaissance had re-asserted.
hv faith which worketh by love," Oal. v. C. Faith
alone, but
In this respect Milton's Arianism, though the has its own works which may be different from the works of
We are Justified therefore by faith, hut by a living
most startling, is not the most important of the the law.
not a dead faith and that faith alone which acts is accounted
Yet
it reflects the
formulates.
he
whicdi
.lames
ii. 17. 20. '.;G' (ii. i. '-'3).
dogmas
living.
is in harmony with the
The same spirit makes Milton assert more compoet's temperament, and
The doctrine of
Westminster Confession the
religious tone of the two epics.
pletely thai, the
the divinity of Christ regarded on its psvchological liberty of the Christian under the new dispensaworth
side is the" expression of the transcendent
It is not the ceremonial law alone that is
tion.
ascribed by the Christian consciousness to the abolished, but the entire Mosaic law, inclmling
the
intellectu.-vl
Jesus it is
the Decalogue {ib. i. 26 f.), the place of which is
pei-sonality and life of
Milton's taken
devotion.
expression of a passionate
by a higher law written not in tables of
of
the
finisher'
and
reverence for the 'author
stone, but in fleshy tables of the heart,' the law
is
but
it
and
is
sincere
faith
Christian
profound,
of love given in our Lord's words, Thou shalt love
not animated with the ardent flame of love which the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all
throbs in Dante's Divina Com/media or Bunyan's thy soul, and with all thy strength, and with all thy
Musica mind and
In
Pilgrim's Progress or Thomas Ji Kempis'
thy neighbour as thyself (Lk 10-').
Ecclesiastica, or many others of the great distincthe Decalogue is included the Fourth Commandment {ib. i. 10, ii. 7), on which English Puritanism
tively Christian works of feeling and imagination.
In his first pamphlet .Milton
high and austere monotheism is of the innermost laid so much stress.
texture of Milton's soul.
had joined in the general condemnation of the Uook
The same high, not to say proud, soul is revealed of Sports and its instigation to 'gaming, jigging,
which
in Milton's refusal to accep't the Calvinist doctrine
wassailing and mixed dancing 'on that day
of predestination and the complete corruption of God's law, and even our reason, hath consecrated.'
man's soul after the Fall— his refusal to sacrifice But in The likeliest Means to remove Hirelings,
the reality of human freedom, the intrinsic worth 'the seventh day is not moral, but a convenient
of human nature.
Predestination, he declares, recourse of worship in fit season, whether seventh
extends to election only, not to reprobation. It or other number.' Our rigid observance is an undid not determine man's fall, but the means of his necessary cause of separation from the Reformed
redemption, since God foresaw that of his own Churches of the Continent. The argument {e.g.,
free will man would fall
of the Westminster Confession) that the Jewish
For man will hearken to hi3 glozing lies.
law of the Sabbath bad been transferred intact to
And easily transgress the sole command,
the first day of the week is invalid {De Doetr.
Sole ]>letl2:e of his obedience so will fall
He and his faithless progeny. Whose fault ?
Christ, ii. 7).
Whose but his own ? Ingrate, he had of me
'Under the gospel no one day is appointed for divine worship
All he could have I made him just and right,
in preference to another, except such as the church may set
of ita
Sufficient to have stood, tliough free to fall'
apart of its own authority for the x'oluntanj assembling
(Paradise Lost, iii. 93 ff.).
members, wherein, relinquishing all worldly affairs, we may
as
far as is
services
to
ourselves
dedicate
wholly
religious
The redemption purchased by Christ is in the .same
'

\

'

;

;

;

'

'

'

;

A

'

:

'

:

;

ottered to all, not to an elect, predestined
freely
'
'
number. To all, God gives grace, though not in
equal measure yet sufficient for attaining knowledge

way

'

and

final salvation
I will clear their senses dark
\Vhat may suffice, and soften stony hearts
To pray, repent, and bring obedience due.
To prayer, repentance, and obedience due,
Though but endeavoured with sincere intent.
Mine ear shall not be slow, mine eye not shut

of the truth

'

:

for

'

— and

(»"&.

18S

flf.).

diverged from
apprehension of
and aspiration after good extinguished in man as
a result of the l'"all. The result, indeed, of Adam's
sin is not only guilt but spiritual death, which is
'the ob.scuration to a great extent of that right
reason which enabled maTT to discern the chief
good,' that slavish subjection to sin and the devil
which constitutes, as it were, the death of the will.'
Yet the divine image in man's soul is not wholly
Jlor

orthodox

here again
Protestantism

—

Milton
is

all

'

extinguished.

is e\ide!it, not only from the wisdom and holiness of
of the heathen, manifested Vtoth in words and deeds, but
what is said Gen. ix. 2 the dread of you shalt be upon
every baaitt of the earth, v. 6. w/toxo ^Iteddeth marl's blood by
thatl Aw blood be thed : for tit the image of God made Be man.
These vfwtiges of orignnal excellence are visible, first, In the
understanding. Ps. xix. 1 the heavens declare the glory of God^ \
which could not be if man were incapable of hearing their
votc«.
.
Nor. secondly, is the liberty of the will entirely
*
destroyed (Dd Doetr, Christ, i. 12 [Sumner's tr. J).

•This

many

also from

.

Mkn

man

.

retains sufficient liljerty at least to en-

consistent with the duties of charity

Such are some

of the

'

{ib.).

most important divergences

of Milton's creed from the creed of the Protestant
Churches around him. Of this creed Paradise
Lost and Parndise Regained are the poetical
setting forth. Like the Dirina Commedia, the
Paradise Lost is not primarily an epic, but a

didactic exjiosition of a theological creed ; and, as
all the details of Dante's creed may be discovered
in the Svmvm of Thomas Aquinas, so Milton's
conception of (Jod, of Christ, and of the angels and^

that which he has set down more drily
and the purpose which Milton
declares he has in view
the
To justify
ways of God to men —
His poem is not an atis theologically conceived.
tempt to reconcile the heart and the imagination to
It is a restatement in
truths already accejited.
doctrines in such a way as will
poetic form of the.se
man. 'Therefore thou
finally justify God and indict
art inexcusable, O man, whosoever thou art ihat
devils
in the

is

De Docfriva
'

;

—

'

judge.st'(Ro2').
Looked at steadily from this point of view, it
cannot justly be said that Paniriisr Lost will bear
comparison with the Dirinn fommrdin or tlie De
Natiira of Lucretius. Take aw.ay from cither of
these poems the high purpose that shines through
them, and half their lieauty is gone. It is its
to
symbolic, mystic character that gives sublimity
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every detail of Dante's heaven and hell. Few today read Pnycuiise Lost with any desire to discover
Milton's creed, or, if they do, will accept with any
conviction, any such willing suspension of criticism
us it is the function of poetry to beget, his justification of God's way to men, this stern and harsh

rendering of Paul's 'as in Adam all died.' The
time is past in which Milton's poem was read
almost .as if it were the Bible itself, the poetic
presentation of those momentous events as if they
actually occurred, to judge of the justice or inNow we can see
justice of which was forbidden.
that the epic form and the spiritual intention of
the poem are not capable of being harmonized.
The poem is held together from the first line to
the List by tlie miracle of Milton's style a veritable
'cloth of gold' encru.sted with all the barbaric
and by the
spoil of his multifarious learning
miracle of his verse harmonies. But, when We
look beneath this dazzling surface, we see that the
unity is not so complete as we imagined, that a
magnificent epic story is troubled and rendered
abortive by the cramping theological purpose. All
that is greatest in Panirlise Lost is uie product of
MUton's creative, mythopoeic faculty working as
freely on the scanty material of Biblical record
and ecclesiastical tradition as did Homer or any

—
—

primitive

poet

popular myths.

when shaping and embroidering
But

tlie

result has nothing in it

that is essentially Christian. The splendid scenes
and his companions
of the
opening books Satan
debating in hell, Satan voyaging through chaos or
descending through the heavenly bodies in the first
freshness of their creation, the scenes in Eden, the
wars in heaven these might be fragments from
the primitive mytlis of some forgotten religion,
and perhaps nowadays we should read them with
greater and less troubled interest if we might do
so without the necessity of a reference to our own
religious traditions and feelings, without having to
ask ourselves Is this our God ? Is this the Second
Person of the Trinity ? For, as Milton approaches
liis proper theme, in the theological disquisition in
heaven, in the story of the Temptation and what
follows, we cannot but feel, despite frequent beauties, a steady subsidence of the creative power of
the opening the didactic displaces the epic poem.
The magnificent promise of the opening books
seems to be unfulfilled. The great characters there
Even
brought upon the stage achieve nothing.
the Satan of the Temptation strikes us as not quite
the Satan of the first and second books, of whose
dauntless, passionate soul we should have expected
some action larger, more magnificent, than this
rather over-elaborately treated temptation of a not
too wise woman. The simple Bible story will not
adapt itself to the classical epic treatment. The
large, creative movement of the earlier episodes
is lost as the poet feels himself confined by the
original story and the didactic purpose.
The harmonizing of story and didactic is better
achieved in Paradise liegained, Milton's epic on the
brief model' of the book of .lob but it is so because
the didactic and argumentative strain is, as in .Job,
dominant throughout. The poem is a finely ^vTought
presentation of Milton's ideal Christian virtues,
obedience, temperance, and the scorn of worldly
But, beautiful poem as it is, austere in
glory.
rich in texture, there is none
.spirit and chaste yet
of the wonderful creative power of the great episodes and characters in the longer poem and its
austerity of tone marks its limits as a religious
poem, for obei' ^nce, temperance, and unworldliness
are Christian virtues only as they flow from or
lead to charity, and but little of the radiance of
Christian love illumines and warms this severe

—

—

'

'

;

'

;

;

and stately poem.
The pasp'ion which sleeps under Milton's austerest
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lines flowed forth like a flood of lava in the work
Samson Agonistes has the
his career.
rare interest and beauty of the personal

which closed

passages
Unfettered oy
Milton
pours
Scriptural details or didactic purpose,
in

J^tjcidas

and Paradise

Lost.

tlie artificial mould of clas.sical trageily all the
passionate feeling with which he re\iewed the
course of his own life and the history of the cause
with which he had identified himself so wholeThe never-closed wound of his first
heartedly.
marriage, the loss of his sight, the defeat of the
high hopes which he had conceived for his country
a Kingdom of God on earth, the
as a chosen
people,
triumph of tlie hated prelates and the despised

into

'sons

Of Belial flown with insolence and wine

'

—

found utterance in the severely moulded lines
and choruses of this tragedy, not a lament, as
Treitschke called it, but the last utterance of
Milton's indomitable will, that unshakable selfconfidence fl Inch he called faith in God a fitting
close to the career of the loftiest soul among
English poets
all

—

:

Samson hath quit himself
Like Samson, and heroicly hath lanish'd
A life heroic' {Sanison Atjonistes, l/Oyff.).
*

Of Milton's supreme greatness as a poet there
no question. In sustained loftiness of soul,
elaborate magnificence of language, and mastery
His works
of varied cadences he has no superior.
have become the touchstone of poetic taste, for,
unless a reader has an ear and taste for the technique

is

may not find much to
he does, he will find endTo the question whether he is also
less delight.
to be considered a great Christian poet a more
modified answer must be given. A study of his
articulated creed bears out the impression communicated by his poetry that Milton's was not an
anima naturaliter Christiana. His was rather
the soul of an ancient Stoic, blended with that of
a Jewish prophet, which had accepted with conviction the Christian doctrine of sin and redempThe spirit of his poetry wants two of the
tion.
most distinctively Christian notes humility and
Milton's soul was as proud as Dante s he
love.
and music
attract

him

of poetry,
in Milton ;

he
if

—

;

less conscious of the failing {Piirg. xiii. 186 ff.).
It is the absence in all his poetry of the note of
self-surrender to the love of Christ that

was

passionate
from a
separates him, not only from Dante, but
Puritan like Bunyan, an Anglican like Herbert,

Roman like Crashaw and Vondel, among his
It was on another side that
contemporaries.
His work begins
Christianity claimed Milton.
and ends in the idea of liberty and its correlative
duty, human freedom and the responsibility that

a

with

it carries
'

it

As ever

of living
in the great Taskmaster's eye.'

the great Taskmaster,
is, for Milton, indeed
the victories of the
but he rejoices in the tasks
conscience are gained by the commanding charm
which all the severe and restrictive virtues have
for him' (Emerson, in North Amer. Review, xlvii.
for Milton freedom is obedience in the
[1838] 65)
highest and hardest tasks. To restore this freedom

God

'

;

;

the great service of Christianity, the fruit of
Christ's perfect obedience and the regenerating
work of the Holy Spirit. Christianity alone is

is

perfect liberty, a liberty that no human authority,
Churcli or State, may limit.
Milton, with all his
defects, is an ethical and religious poet because of
the conviction w-hich his poetry imparts that, in
the words of a recent French writer,
'God ia for Milton the all in all of life. There is no more
terrible evil than sin which separates us from God there is no
more sublime mystery than the Redemption which reconciles us
to God' (P. Chauvet, La Religion de Hilton, Paris, ia09, p. 241).
All his acts and writings were inspired by his
desire that the Kingdom of God might come on
;

,/
"^
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it that his conception of that Kingdom
was in some way maimed and incomi)lete, that it
was not always given him to distinguish between

earth, be

his
*

own

will and God's
may wo soon apain renew that song,
And keep in tunc- with Heaven, till God
:

O,

ere long

To His celestial consort us unite.
To live with Him, and sint; in endless mom of light I'
(At a Solemn Music, 26 ft.)Edd. of Milton's poems are
LiTEIUTi'RB. — i. ElUTJOSS.

—

niuuerous, but a really good annotated ed. has yet to be made.
T. Newton's ed. (London, 1749-,'J2) is still valuable because of
Of lat«r edd. mention may
its collection of clasj^ical sources.
be made of D. Masison'a ([,ondon, 1874) and W. Aldis Wright's
(Oambridpe, 190a). Collected edd. of the prose works are J.
Toland'a (Ajnsterdam, 109s), T. liireh'a (London. 17;iS, 1763),
and J. A. .St. John's (Bohn's Libr.iries. 18:)6). Souie of the

—

have l)een edited separately.
ii. CHITlcISil.—l\\it criticism of Milton begins with Dryden's
cpigr.im and includes J. Addison, The Spectator, l»ec. 1711May 1712; S. Johnson, Liren of the Puetn, Ixindon, 1778-81 ;
S. T. Coleridge, Liferiiri/ Remains, do. ls:Jti-39, Seven
Lectures, do. ls;"iti T. B. Macaulay, Critical and Historical
Kssaj/g, do. 1S54 (the essays on 'Milton' ajipeared in the
KihnbHrtjh Review, 1.S25, on the occasion of the publication by
C. R. Sumner of the newly-discovered De, IJoctrina Christiana,

pamphlets— e.f;., AreopaijiHca

;

(Jambridi,'e. 1S25)
xlvii. [1S3§) 50 ff.

W. Emerson, 'Milton,' North Amer. Rev
W. S. Landor, hnagiiiary Conversations,

R.

;
;

London, 1546; T. De Quincey, Collected Works, do. 18.'i'3,
vols, vi., X.
E. H. A. Scherer, fjlude.t critiques de litterature,
Paris, 1870; H. von Treitschke, Historische und politische
Atijsdtze'^, l,eipzig, ISOJ
J. R. Lowell, Amontj tnji Books,
Matthew Arnold, Mix^'d Essays, do. 1879,
Boston, 1876
Essays in Criticism, 2nd ser., do. 188S; Mark Pattison,
Milton (Knrflish Men oj Letters), London, 1879; T. H. Ward,
English J'oets, do. 188U E. Dowden. Transcripts and Studies,
do. 1888
R. Garnett, I.i/e a/ John Milton, do. 1890
'W.
Raleigh, Milton, do. 1900.
H. J. C. GUIEKSON.
;

;

;

;

;

;

MlMAIilSA. — Mlmamsa

in Sanskrit signifies

'investigation,' 'explanation.' The word is usually
employed as the title of one of the six systems of
philosophy recognized as orthodox by the Bralinians.
The Mimamsa system is most closely related to the Vedanta (see art. Vedanta)
for
in them both the subjects of ancient Indian speculation which meet us in the Brahmanas and
;

Upanisads .are methodically developed.
The two systems form a connected whole in the
sense that tlie Miuiaiiisa comprises the ritualistic
doctrine of works, the Vedanta the doctrine of
salvation by knowledge. Each, while limited to
its own sphere, makes reference also to the other,
so that it is impossible to doubt that they received
a literary form at tlie same time. It is due chiefly
to this close connexion with the Vedanta doctrine, and in the second place probably to the form
into which it has been cast, th.nt tiie Miiiiaiiisa
has found a pla<^e in liidi.i .among the philosophical systems;

for witli philosophy its particular
snbiect-matter has nothing to do.
Mimaiiisii as a name of tlie ritualistic system is

an .abbreviation

of ffirvii- or Karinrt-mimdiiisd,
explanation,' or explanation of the function
of work.'
These names are explained by the connexion of the system with the Vedanta, which on
its side is termed Utlara- or Brahma- mlmanisu,
'second explan.ation' or ' explanation of the AllSoul,' also SCtrlrnka-mlmdnisu,
exiilanation of
the incarnation
The oldest and
(of Brahma).
most iinjiortant text book of the Minifuhsa is the
Afhiidi'in'M/arsiina of Jaimini.
H. ,Iacobi ])laces
the composition of this work (and the contemporary
completion of the Vedanta- or Brahmasutras) between c. A.I). 200 and 450 {JAOS xxxi. [1911] 1 li'.).
The aim of the Mimariisa is to give rules for the
correct interpretation of those Vcdic texts whose
Since these
Bubject is the Brahmanical ritual.
texts contain in great parts an imperfect and
obscure description of the ceremonies, and, besides,
are interspersed at every step with speculations
on the mystical meaning of the separate acts and
implements, the assistance of rules was, in fact,
absolutely necessary for the sacriticer, who believed that lie had to dread the most serious con'

'fir.st

'

'

sequences from the least mistake iu ceremonial
The Mimamsa oilers a solution of all
doubts which might present themselves with
regard to the details of the sacrilice, and also
professes to remo\e the discrepancies Mhich are
actually found in the Vedic texts. These last,
however, according to the view of the Mimaihsa,
are in every instance only apparent. The system,
moreover, discusses at the same time the rewards
which are oUered for the correct performance of
so that the Miinaiiisa is a comthe sacrifice
pendium of the special theology of the Brahmans.
The Mimaiiisa does not recognize the exi.stence
of God.
Nevertheless this fact interferes as
the Sahkhya and the other
little heie as in
systems with belief iu the supernatural lieings of
If we ask on what
the popular Indian faith.
authority the instruction given with regard to the
observance.

;

and it- conseiinences rests, the Kliiiiumsa
answers that the Veda needs no authority, but is
and that its revelation
eternal and uncreated
concerns only things existing from eternity, and
self-evident.
This conviction is in India maintained with remarkable tena(tity, and is strangely
opposed to the entirely personal wishes, for the
most )jart quite vorldly, which were continually
presented to the gods by the authors of the ancient
Vedic hymns.
In reality the teachers of the
MimaiiiSii associate the word Veda less with these
ancient hymns than with the ritualistic texts of
the second period of Ve<lic literature, in which the
individuality of the authors is not so prominent.
It has been already remarked that the form in
which the Mimaiiisa is jiresented m.'iy have (tontributed towards its being regarded, iu spite of its
essentially unphilosophical character, as a system
on a level with the other live .systems of Indian
For the contents of the Veda are
philosophy.
here classified under definite categories, and every
sacrilice

;

subject of investigation

is

explained according to

a method which represents already a high degree
This methodical
of logical skill in arrangement.
and established scheme, which the other schools
also adopt as their standard, contains the following
five divisions: (1) the proposition, (2) the doubt
its correctness, (3) the erroneous method of
treating the question, (4) the refutation of the
erroneous method by the true argument, (5) the
result of the investigation.
Occasionally .also, for
the purpose of establishing the special doctrines of
the Mimaiiisa, questions of
pliilosojihical import
are discussed. '1 his is true especially of the projiosition that sounds and therefore words are
eternal, and likewise the connexion of words with
On the basis of this theory the
their meaning.
Mimariisa teaches that the relation of word and

as to

is not dependent on general agreement,
but that the meaning is naturally inherent in the
word. The Mimaiii.sa was compelleil to iirojiound
this theory in order to protect the Veda from the
.suspicion of fallibility which att.aches to all human
works. If the Veda were to be regarded not as a
collection of books composed or inspired, but as
something uncreated, existing indcjiendently from
eternity, then the conne.\iini of the words oi which
the Veda is compose<l, with their meaning, could
but the
not be the result of human act ivity
words, and in the last resort the sounds that form
the words, must have existed from all eternity
a view which could ha\e held sway only within
the narrow horizon of a school to which one language alone w.as known.

meaning

;

—

—

LiTFRATr'RK.
Mimtiiiistidariia^a, ed. MahetSachandra Nyiya.
ratna, Calcutta, I.s73-Sit
Arthasaflijraha, ed. G. Thibaut,
A. Barth, Reliijions of
Benares, 1882, Introductory Keninrks
F.
/n<ftV(3, London, 1S91
Miiller, Six Sitstems of Indian
do.
cb.
v.
IViiloHophy,
1809,
."^arva-darSana'Saiigraha, tr.
E. B. Cowcll and A. E. Oough, 2nd ed., do. 1894, ch. xii.
;

;

;

Max

;

II.

GAIiHE.

MIND
MINiEANS.

See

Arabs (Ancient), Sab-

to music,

MIND. —

Questions of empirical psychology and
of the relations between body and mind are discussed in other articles (see BODY, Body and
Mind, Brain and Mind). The present article
must be limited to a discussion of the metaphysical
theories of mind.
Owing to the peculiar position
which these problems occupy in philosophy, as well
as in the study of ethical and religious problems,
it is advisable, first of all, to make explicit some
of the epistemological problems which especially
confront the student of the nature of mind ; and,
in order to do this, we must, in view of numerous

which
'

'

knowledge
knowledge of universals, of relations,
or of other such abstract' objects. 'The SocratiePlatonic theory of knowledge called attention from
its very beginning to universals and relations, and
'

consequently made this type of linowledge specially prominent.
No doubt, even if one is disposed to cling to this
merely dual classification of knowledge, one may
well question whether all knowledge which is not
merely knowledge of acquaintance is of the grade
of conceptual knowledge.
For there is much
'knowledge abo>it' concerning which we should
all hesitate to say that it is knowledge of universals.
Socrates himself, in his eHbrt to define the knowledge of universals, met at the start with the fact
that much of our knowledge of universals is confused and inarticulate. But if, for tlie moment,
we neglect the intermediate cognitive states in

which we more or less mingle knowledge of acquaintance and conceptual knowledge, or possess
conceptual knowledge in imjierfect degrees of development, we may readily admit that this tradi'

'

and their familiar contrast
although

familiar and often more or less explicitly mentioned
was first distinguished with sharpness, for epistemological purposes, by the American logician, Charles
shall speak first of the two well-known
Peirce.
types of cognitive process, perception and con,

We

ception.

The name perception is used in psychologj'
with special reference to the perceptions of the
'

We

are here interested only in
various senses.
the most general characteristics of perception.
William .lames has used, for what is here called
perception, the term knowledge of acquaintance.'
'

'

kno\fledge of acquaintance
In the simplest possible
case one who listens to music has knowledge of
acquaintance with the music; the musician who
listens in the light of his professional knowledge
has not only knowledge of acquaintance,' but also
'
knowledge about ; he recognizes what changes of
key take place and v.hat rules of harmony are
A deaf man who has learned about
illustrated.
the nature of music through other people, in so far
as they can tell him about it, but who has never
heard music, has no 'knowledge of acquaintance,'
but is limited to knowledge about.'
Knowledge
distinguishes

knowledge about.'

'

'

'

'

'

'

of acquaintance

is

'

also

'

'

every developed cognitive activitj' and interwoven
Of these two
in more or less complicated fashion.
have been recognized throughout the history of

'

'

is

—A

'

'

'

'

I. Perception and conception as fundamental
careful study of the procognitive processes.
cesses of knowledge, whether these occur in the
work of science or in the efforts of common sense
to obtain knowledge, shows us three, and onlj'
three, fundamental processes which are present in

He

occasion, mental

may

'

We

from

of the

vary very widely and which
may be mingled with knowledge of acquaintance
in ways which are far too complex to analyze here.
But knowledge about is especially opposed to
knowledge of acquaintance in one class of cases
which need to be emphasized through the use of a
We may name that class by calling
special name.
the kind of knowledge involved in it by the name
ah'eady used, conceptual knowledge.' Conceptual

this threefold classification and briefly illustrated
it, we shall go on to apply it to the special problems
whicli we have to face in dealing with mind.
siiall then consider in some detail what kinds of
mental fac'ts correspond to the three different kinds
In conclusion, we shall
of knowledge thus defined.
deal with some problems of the philosophy of mind
in the light of tlie previous discussion.

'

Knowledge about' includes, on
'

knowledge.
problems
The history of epistemology has been dominated
by a well-known contrast between two kinds of
knowledge, namely, perceptual knowledge and
conceptual knowledge. This dual contrast seems
insutticient to supply us with a basis for a really
adequate classification of the fundamental types
It is proposed in the present article
of knowledge.
to base the whole discussion upon a threefold
of
classification
knowledge. Having begun with

third,

more than the immediate hearing

processes which

of

The

is

music.

traditional complications which beset the theory
of the knowledge of mind, open our discussion with
some general statements concerning the nature of

has dominated epistemology.

but who also considers the person of the

artist, the relation of the music to the programme,
tlie name of the compo.ser, or the place of this experience in his own life, has in his knowledge that

MAHS.

science and philosophy,
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sometimes called immedi'

ate knowledge.' In the actual cognitive process of
the individual human being it never occurs quite
alone, since, when we know something perceptually or by acquaintance, we also always ha\e more
or less 'mediate' knowledge, i.e., one who listens

tional dual classification of cognitive states is sufficient to call attention to a distinction which is of
the utmost importance, both for empirical science
and for metaphysics.
While the distinction between perceptual and
conceptual knowledge is of great importance in
determining the distinction between the deductive
and the inductive methods in the sciences, the
classification of these two modes of cognition does
not of itself suffice to determine what constitutes
the diflerence between inductive and deductive
we have clear and accurate concepscience.
tual knowledge, we are in general prepared to underfake scientific processes that in the case of further development will involve deductive methods.
Thus, in particular, a conceptual knowledge of
universals leads, in the mathematical sciences, to
the assertion of propositions. Some of these propositions may appear at tlie outset of a science as

When

Whether accepted as necessarily
{q.v.).
true or used merel3' as hypotheses, these propositions, either alone or in combination, may, and in
the mathematical sciences do, form the startingpoint for a system of rational deductions. The
type of knowledge involved in this deductive process will be, in the main, the conceptual type.
In
what sense and to what degree a 'knowledge of
'
acquaintance enters into ,a process of mathematical
reasoning we have not here to consider. All will
admit that the sort of knowledge which dominates
axioms

such a deductive process is abstract,' is concerned
in reaching results which are true about the propositions that themselves form the premisses of the
And so our knowledge concerning
deduction.
numbers, the operations of a mathematical science,
and similar cases form exceptionally good instances
of what characterizes conceptual knowledge in its
exact and developed form.
In the inductive use of scientific methods we
find a more complicated union of the peneptual
'

MIND

eso

When a
tlie coTiceptual types of knowledge.
foimula for gravitaliypothesis, such as Newton's
tion, or Galileo's hypothesis conocrninK the laws
of falling bodies, is stated, the type of knowledge involved in formulating and in understanding
and

When
the liy)>othesis is prevailingly eonceptual.
the hypothesis is tested by comparing the predictions based upon it with experience, the test involves appealing at some point to perceptual knowThe
ledge, or 'knowledge of acquaintance.'
proces.ses of experiment used in an inductive
science might seem to l)e typical cases of processes

involving perceptual knowledge. And experiments
unquestionably do involve such knowledge. But
an experiment reveals a truth, because it brings
concepts and percepts into some sort of active
Upon such active synthesis depends
synthesis.
tne process of validation which is used as the basis
for the delinition of truth used by recent pragmatists (see EuBOR .\ND Thuth).
In so far as we insist upon this dual classification
of fundamental processes of cognition, the questions which most come to our notice, regarding
both knowledge and its objects, concern (1) the
relative value of these two cognitive processes, and
(2) the degree to which, in our actual cognitive
processes, or in ideal cognitive processes (such as
we may ascribe to beings of some liigher order
than ours), the two can ever be separated. These
two questions have proved especially momentous
for the theory both of knowledge and of reality.
(1) Reg.arding the relative value of the two
fundamental types of cognition, Plato, as is well
known, held tliat conceptual knowledge is the
ideal type, the right result an expression of reason.
Conceptual knowledge gives truth
perceptual
knowledge gives illusion or appearance such is,
on the whole, the Platonic doctrine. In recent
discussion the pragraatists and still more emphatically Bergson have insisted upon the relative
superiority of the perceptual type of knowledge.
The familiar expression of this view is the thesis
of recent pragmatism that conceptual knowledge
has only a sort of credit value
perceptual knowledge furnishes the cash of experience
conceptions are bank notes
perceptions, and perceptions
only, are cash.' The statement of Bergson goes
further, and declares that, if we had unlimited
perceptual knowledge, i.r. knowledge of acquaintance' whose limits and imperfections we had no
occasion to feel, because it had no limits and
no imperfections, then conceptions could have no
In
po.ssible interest for us as cognitive beings.
other words, we iise concepts, i.e., we seek for a
;

—

—

—

'

'

;

'

'

;

'

'

;

'

'

knowledge of universals, only when our perceptions in some way fail us.
Conceptual knowledge
its very essence a substitute for failing i)erceptnal knowledge. The opposition between Plato
and Bergson regarding this estimate of the relative
significance and truthfulness of the two kinds of
cognitive processes is thus characteristic of the
contrast which is here in question. Of course all
the philosophers admit that, in practice, our knowledge makes use of, and from moment to moment
consists in, a union which involves both conceptual
is in

and perceptual processes.
(2) On the question whether the two foregoing
types of knowledge, however closely linked in our
normal human experience, can, at least in i<leal,
be separated— ».<•., whether a knowledge by 'pure
reason is possible on the one hand, or a knowledge of pure experience is ever attainable on
the other hand —the historical differences of opinion
are closely related to well-known metaphysical
controversies.
For Plato, as (in another age, and
'

'

'

in a largely ditrerent metapliysical context) for
.Spinoza, it is at least in ideal possible for philosophy,
or for the individual philosopher, to attain a purely

intellectual insight into the realm of
ideas' or
into the nature of the 'substance.' For various
forms of mysticism, .as well as for theories such as
Ihe one set forth in the Krilik (hr reiucn Erfaki1888-911) of K. H. L. Avenarius,
iDif) (Leipzig,
'

a mental transformation may be brought about
through a process vvliich involves either a practical
or a scientific correction and gradual sui)prc.ssion
of erroneous intellectual illusion
and, at the limit
of this process, reality becomes immediately and
perceptually known, without confusion through
;

abstractions.
The radical empiricism of .James's later essays
makes use of a theory of knowledge which attempts,
as far as
to report, ap.-irt from conceptual
po.ssible,
constructions, the data of jiure experience.
2. Interpretation through comparison of ideas
as a third fundamental cognitive process. It is
an extraordinary example of a failure to rellect in
a thoroughgoing way upon the process of knowledge that until recently the third type of cognitive
process to which we must next refer has been
neglected, although every one is constantly engaged
'

'

—

and in exemplifying it.
a man understands a spoken or written
word or sentence, what he perceives is some sign,
or expression of an idea or meaning, which in
general belongs to the mind of some fellow-raan.
When this sign or expression is understood by the
one who hears or who reads, what is made present
in using

When

to the consciousness of the reader or hearer

may

be any combination of perceptual or conceptual
knowledge that chances to be in question. But, if
'

cries Fire ', the sort of knowledge which
takes place in my mind when I hear and understand this cry es.sentially depends upon this fact
I regard
my fellow's cry as a sign or expression of
the fact either that he himself sees a fire or that
he believes that there is a fire, or that, at the very
least, he intends me to understand him as asserting that there is a fire, or as taking an interest of
his own in what he calls a fire.
Thus, while I
cannot understand my fellow's cry unless I hear
it, unless I have at least some perceptual knowledge, and while I equally shall not have a
'knowledge about' the nature of fire, and so
a 'knowledge about' the object to which the
cry
refers, unless I am possessed of something which
tends to be conceptual knowledge of his object,

anyone

I

:

my

'

knowledge of my fellow's meaning, my grasping of his idea,' consists neither in the percept
of the .sign nor in a concept of its object which the
sign arouses, but in my interpretntion of the sign
as an indication of an idea which is distinct from
any idea of mine, and which I refer to a mind not
my own, or in some wise distinct from mine.
It is to be noted that, however we reach the
belief in the existence of minds distinct from our
own, we do not regard these minds, at least in
ordinary conditions, as objects of our own perceptual knowledge.
For the very motives, whatever
they are, which lead me to regard my perceptions
as my own even thereby lead me to regard my
fellows' perceptions as never present within my
ovvn field of awareness.
My knowledge of my own
physical pains, of the colours that I see, or of the
sounds that I hear is knowledge that may be
That is, these
called, in general terms, perceptual.
are objects with which I am, or upon occasion
could be, acquainted. But with my fellow's pain8
I am not acquainted.
To say this is merely to say
that, whatever I moan by 'myself and Viy 'the
.Vlter,' the very distinction between the two is so
bound up with the tyjie of cognition that is in
question that whatever I am acquainted with

through mj' own perception

ia ip.to

facto

my own

object of acquaintance. 'I'liua, then, in general,
perceptual knowledge has not as its object what is
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same time regarded as the state of another
mind than my own.
But, if the mind of my fellow, in particular his
at the

ideas, his feelings, his intentions, are never objects
of perceptual knowledge for me, so that t am not
directly acquainted with any of these states, must
we regard our knowledge of the mind, of the ideas,
of the intents, purposes, feelings, interests of our
fellow-man as a conceptual knowledge?
Is our
fellow-man's mind the object of a concept of our
own ? Is the fellow-man a universal, or a relation,
or a Platonic idea ? Wherein does he diti'er from
a mathematical entity or a law of nature? Unquestionably we regard him as possessing conceptual knowledge of his own, and also as engaged
in processes of knowledge which may be conceptual,
or which may involve any union of percept and
But the fact remains that neither by
concept.

our own perceptions can we become acquainted
with his states of mind, nor yet by our own conceptions can we become able to know the objects
which constitute his mental process. In fact, we
come to know that there are in the world minds
not our own by interpreting the signs that these
minds give us of their presence. This interpretation is a third type of knowledge which is closely
interwoven with perceptual and conceptual knowledge, very much as they in turn are bound up
with it, but which is not reducible to any complex
or combination consisting of elements which are
merely perceptual or merely conceptual.

Every case of social intercourse between man
and man, or (what is still more important) every
process

of

inner

self-comprehension

carried on

when a man endeavours to make up his own
mind or to understand what he is about,' involves
'

'

'

type of cognition, which cannot be
reduced to perception or to conception. It is to
this third

this third

cognitive process that,

following the

terminology which Peirce proposed, we here apply
the name interpretation.'
In order to distinguish more clearly the three
types of cognition, we may say that the natural
object of perception is some inner or outer datum
of sense or of feeling, such as a musical tone, a
colour, an emotional state, or the continual flow of
the inner life upon which Bergson so much insists.
'

For these are typical objects of perceptual knowledge, i.e. of 'knowledge of acquaintance.' The
typical objects of conceptual knowledge are such
objects as numbers, and relations such as identity
and diti'erence, equality, and so on. But typical
objects of interpretation are signs which express
the meaning of some mind. These signs may be
expressions of the meaning of the very mind which
also interprets them.
This is actually the case
whenever in memory we review our own past,
when we reflect upon our own meaning, when we
form a plan, or when we ask ourselves what we
mean or engage in any of the inner conversation
which forms the commonest expression of the
activity whereby an individual man attains some
sort of ex[)licit knowledge of himself.
The form of cognitive process involved in the
social relations between man and man is essentially

the same as that involved in the cognitive
process
by which a man makes clear to himself his own
intent and meaning.
For, despite well-known
assertions to the contrary on the part of Bergson,
nobody has any adequate intuitive 'knowledge of
If such perceptual
acquaintance' with himself.
or mtuiti%'e knowledge of the self by the self were
possible, we should not be obliged to acknowledge
that the world of human beings is dominated by
such colossal and often disastrous ignorance of
every man regarding himself, his true interests,
his real happiness, his moral and
personal value,
his intents, and his powers, as we
actually find
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In brief, man's
characterizing our human world.
knowledge, both of himself and of his neighbour,
is a knowledge which involves an interpretation of
This thesis, very ably maintained by Peirce
signs.
in some of his early essays, involves consequences
which arc at once familiar and momentous for the

theory of knowledge.
That the type of knowledge involved whenever
signs are interpreted is a fundamental type of
knowledge which cannot be represented either to
perception or to conception can be exemplified in
most manifold waj's, and will appear somewhat
more clearly through the illustrations given below.
It may be useful to point out here that, while all
our interpretations, like all our perceptual and
conceptual knowledge, are subject to the most
manifold illusions in detail, it still remains the
case that, whenever one is led to attempt, propose,
or believe an interpretation of a sign, he has actually become aware, at the moment of his interpretation, that there is present in his world some
meaning, some significant idea, plan, purpose,
undertaking, or intent, which, at the moment
when he discovers its presence, is from his point of
view not identical witli whatever idea or meaning
is then his own.
If somebody speaking to me uses words which I
had not intended to use, I may misunderstand the
words, or I may not understand them at all. But,
in so far as I take these words to be the expression
of a meaning, this meaning is one that just then I
cannot find to be my own i.e., these words do not
express my ideas, in so far as these ideas are by

—

me

interpreted as my own. The cognitive process
here in question divides, or at least distinguishes,
that part of the objects, ideas, or meanings in
question into two distinct regions, provinces, or
modes of mental activity. One of these regions is
my own present
interpreted at the moment as
the
idea,' 'my owti purpose,' 'my own meaning'
other is interpreted as some meaning not just
now my own,' or as 'some idea or meaning that
was once my own '—i.e., as my own past idea,' or
as
my neighbour's meaning,' or perhaps as a
meaning that belongs to my social order,' or 'to
the wond.' or, if I am religiously minded, to God.'
In each case the interpretation that is asserted
may prove to be a wrong one. Interpretation is
fallible.
So, too, is conception, when viewed as a
cognitive process, and so is perception, whose
character as acquaintance with is no guarantee
'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

of its accuracy,

'

whether mystical apprehension or

ordinary observation is 171 question. The fact for
our present purpose is not that our human knowledge is at any point infallible, but that there is
the mode or type of cognition here defined as
interpretation.
Interpretation is the knowledge
of the meaning of a sign.
Such a knowledge is
not a merely immediate appreliension, nor yet a
merely conceptual process it is the essentially
social process whereby the knower at once distinguishes himself, with his own meanings, ideas,
and expressions, from some other self, and at the
same time knows that these selves have their contrasted meanings, while one of them at the moment
is expressing its meaning to the other.
Knowledge
by interpretation is, therefore, in its essence
neither mere 'acquaintance' nor yet 'knowledge
;

about.'

There is another way of expressing the distinction of these three kinds of knowleilgc wliich proves
useful for many purposes.
Knowledge of the first
'
kind, knowledge of acquaintance,' may for certain
purposes be characterized as 'appreciation.' Conceptual knowledge, owing to the means often
employed in making a concept explicit, may be
for many purposes called 'description.'
In each
case, as will be noted, the main character of the
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type of knowleilgo in question can l)e designated
or ilcsuripliy a sin;;le term, n.imely, iiiiiueciation
lie foro^oinj; tlicso two types of
lion, iu>t as in
have
lieen
eaoli
kno^vll•llj;r
desi^iiat^Ml
liy ii single
term, ari|iiaintauee in one case and conception in
the oilier.
In dcsii^nating tlio instances of interpretation it
is well to note tliat every
interpretation lias three
P"or the one who interprets il is an
aspects.
With reference
expression of liis own meaning.
to the ohject, i.e. to the sign, or to the mind whose
sign this is, the interpretation is the reading or
ren<lering of the meaning of this mind by another
mind. In other words, every interpretation has
so far a dual aspect it at once brings two minds
into quasi-social contact and distinguishes between
them or contra.sts them. In the light of this contrast and with reference to tlie direction in which
it is read, the two minds are known each in the
xVs has already been said, the
light of the other.
two minds in question may be relnted as a man's
own past self is related to his present or future
And in fact, as Peirce lias pointed out, every
self.
act of interpretation has also a triadic character.
For the cognitive process in question has not only a
social character, lait what one may call a directed
'sense.'
In general, M-heii an interpretation takes
place, there is an act B wherein a mental process
A is interpreted, read, or rendered to a third mind.
That the whole process can take place within what,
from some larger point of view, is also a single
mind with a threefold process going on within
it has already been pointed out.
Thus, when a
I

:

man

on his plans, purposes, intents, and
meanings, his present self, using the signs which
reflects

offers as guides, interprets his past self to
Ids future self, the cognitive proce.ss being well
exemplified when a man reminds himself of his

memory

own intents and purposes by
randum made yesterday for

consulting a memothe sake of guiding

his acts to-day.
Every explicit proce.ss involving
self-consciousness, involving a definite sequence of
of
and
action,
jilaiis
dealing with long stretches of
The present
time, has this threefold character.
self interprets the past self to the future self ; or
some generally still more explicit social process
takes place whereby one self or quasi-self has its
meanings stated by an interpreter for the sake of
some third self.

Thus, in brief, knowledge by interpretation is(l)
an expression (by an interpreter ') of (2) the idea
or meaning whereof some other mind gives a sign,
and (3) such an expression as is addressed to some
third mind, to which the interpreter thus reads or
'

construes the sign.
3. Self-interpretation, comparison of one's own
When such interideas, and knowledge of time.
Ijretation goes on within the mind of an individual

—

man, it constitutes the very process whereby, as is
sometimes said, he finds himself,' comes to him'

'

or 'gets his bearings,'
especially with reference to time, present, past,
and future. In the inner life of an individual man
this third mode of ciigniliun, thi'reforo, iippoarsat
once in its most fumlami^nlal and simplest form as
the cognitive process whose being consists in a
compari.wn of ideius. The ' ideas compared here
but they
belong in one sense to the same self
'
differ as the ideas of
past self and future self :
or, in various other ways, they belong to different
self,'

'directs

himself,'

'

;

'

'

'

That such a process is, indeed, irreducible to
pure perception, to pure conception, or to that
active .synthesis of the two which .James has in
mind when he uses the term idea,' readily becomes
manifest if we consider what takes i.lace when two
'ideas' are 'compared,' whether these two belong
'

men who

'

or syiilliesis ol
various perceptions,
images, an<l other immediate data nor yet is it
a mere conception, whether simple or complex.
collection

;

It
'

for

is,

James and

his

allies,

a

'

leading,'

an

active tendency,' a 'fullilment of
purpose,' or an

towards such fulfilment, an adjustment to
a situation,' a seeking for the 'cash,' in the form
of sense-data, such as may, when found, meet the
requirements, or 'calls,' made by the conceptual
aspect of the very idea which is in question. This
'

ellbrt

concept has, in bergson's phrase, its 'credit value.'
Eventual sense-data may furnish the corresponding
'cash.'
The idea is the seeking for this 'cash.'
When the wanderer in the woods decides to adopt
the idea that 'yonder path leads me home,' he
makes an active synthesis of his concept of home
and of his present sense-data. This active syntheI am homeward bound,'
sis, expressed in his idea,
is a 'leading,' which, if he is successful, will result
in furnishing to him, when his wanderings cease,
the perceptions of home which constitute the goal
of his quest.
This, then, is what is meant by the
term idea in that one of its senses which pragmatism has recently most emphasized.
In this way we may also illustrate how the
cognitive process possesses the two forms or aspects
which have usually been regarded as the only fundamentally distinct aspects of knowledge perception
and conception. We meanwhile illustrate that
active union of these two which constitutes the
But we
'idea' as defined by recent pragmatism.
do not thus illustrate an aspect of cognition which
is equally pervasive and significant, and which consists in the
comparison of ideas. It is just this
aspect of cognition upon which our present theory
most insists. For by what process does the
wanderer, when he reaches home, recognize that
this home which he finds is the very home that he
had sought ? Not by the mere presence of a homefeeling,' not by a perception which, merely at the
moment of home-coming, pays the cash then
required by some then present conception of home,
hut by a process involving a comparison of his
ideas aliout his home, at the moment when he
reaches home, with his memories of what bis ideas
were while he was lost in the wooils and while he
still inquired or sought the way home.
In order to consider what such a comparison
essentially involves, it is not necessary to suppose
that the art of comparison must take place in a
form involving any high grade of self consciousness,
or depending upon a previous formation of an elaborate .system of ideas about the self, the past, and
similar objects. The es.sentially important fact is
that whoever begins, even in the most rudimentary
way, to take account of what seems to him as if it
were his own past, whoever is even vaguely aware
that what he has been .seeking is the very object
which now he linds, is not merely perceiving the
present, and is not conceiving the past, and is not
simply ttecoming aware of his present successes
and disappointments as present tacts he is comof jiresent success or failure with
paring his ideas
This conip.arison is
his ideas of his past efforts.
'

'

'

:

'

'

'

—

essentially an interpretation of some portion of his
past life, as he remembers that life, in the
light of his present successes or disappointments,
third cognitive
as he now experiences them.
This interpretation comproce.ss is then involved.
pares at least two ideas: (1) the past idea or

own

'ipia-Hi-minds.'

to

past, present, or future selves of one who iR, from
another point of view, the same man.
An 'idea,' when the term is used in the .seii.^e
which recent pragmatism has made familiar and
prominent, is not a mere peneption, nor a more

are 'different individuals' or to the

A

'leading' (i-ff., the past search for home by the
path through the woods) ('2) the present success
:

I

.Seo

W.

Jaiiiea,

I'raijmatUw, London, 1907.
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or failure (e.g., the reaching liome itself, or getting
to the close of some stage of the wandering) ; anil,

making this comparison, this interpretation
estimates the result, iierhaps in the light of one's
idea of one's own future ('and henceforth I need
search no more'), or perhaps in the light of one's
idea of one's entire self (' I have succeeded,' or I am
a knower of the truth,' or 'So much of the world
In any case two comments
of reality is mine ').
may be made upon every such act of comparing
two ideas and interpreting one in the light of the
in

'

other.

ideas
(1) Unless such processes of comparing
were possible, and unless, in at least some rudimentary form, it took place, we could never make
even a beginning in forming a coherent view of
our own past and future, of our own selves as
Our ideas
individuals, or of selves not our own.
both of the Ego and of the Alter depend upon an
The simplest
exjjlicit process of comparing ideas.
comijarison of ideas such as the case upon which
recent pragmatism lays so much stress the comparison upon which tlie very idea my success also
depends, the comparison, namely, which is exWhat I sought at a past
pressed by saying,
moment is the very same as what, at the present
moment, I now find,' is an instance of an act of
interpretation, and is not reducible to the two
other types of knowledge.
(2) All such processes of comparison are equally
characteristic of the cognitive activity which goes
on during our explicitly and literally social life
and of the cognitive activity which is needed when
we think about our relations to our own individual
past and future. In brief, neither the individual

—

—

'

'

'

Ego nor the Alter of the literal social life, neither
past nor future time can be known to us through
a cognitive process which may be defined exchisively in terms of perception, of conception, and of
the ideal leadings of the pragmatists. The self,
the neighbour, the past, the future, and the
temporal order in general become known to us
through a third type of cognition which consists of
a comparison of ideas a process wherein some self,
or quasi-self, or idea interprets another idea, by
means of a comparison which, in general, has reference to, and is more or less explicitly addressed to,
some third self or idea.
4. The relation of the three cognitive processes
to our knowledge that various minds exist and
to our views about what sorts of beings minds
The use of the foregoing classification of the
are.
'

'

—

—

types of cognitive processes appears of special
importance as soon as we turn to a brief outline of
some of the principal theories about the nature of
mind which have plaj-ed a part in tlie history of
philosophy. Nowhere does the theorj" of knowledge show itself of more importance in preparing
the way for an understanding of metaphysical
problems than in the case of the metaphysics of
mind. No attentive student of the problem of
mind can easily fail at least to feel, even if he
does not very explicitly define his feeling, that in
dealing with the philosophy of inind both common
sense and the philosophers are accustomed to
combine, sometimes in a very confused way, a
reference to different more or less hypothetical
beings, while the ideas that are proposed with
regard to the nature of these beings are of profoundly ditt'erent types.
Thus it may be a question for common sense or
for a given metaphysical doctrine as to whether or
not there exists a so-called soul. Now it makes a
great dili'erence for the theory of the soul whether
the kind of soul wliicli is in question is viewed as
in its essence an object of a possible immediate
acquaintance or perception, as an object of a
possible

adequate

conception,

or

as

an object
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lieing consi.>ts in the fact that it is to be
Unless the three kinds of
interpreted thus or so.
cognition are clearly distinguished, the one who
advances or tests a given theory of the soul does so
without obscrN-ing whether he himself is speaking
of the soul as a jiossible perception, or is treating
it as if it were, in its iinuost nature, an object

whose

which can be known only through some adequate
If one has called to his attention the
conception.
fact that he is speaking now in perceptual and now
in conceptual terms of the mind or soul which his
theory asserts to be real, he may then attempt to
solve his difiiculties in the way which recent
pragmatism has emphasized, i.e., he may declare
that his doctrine is of necessity a working hypothesis about the nature of the soul, that it is, of
course, in part stated in conceptual terms, but that
'

'

the concepts are true only in so far as they prove
to be somewhere directly verifiable in terms of

immediate percepts.
Yet nowhere does recent pragmatism, in the form
which ^yilliam James left it, more display its
inadequacj' as a theory of knowledge than in the
case where it is applied to an eftbrt to define the
in

truth of hypotheses concerning mind, or to test
such truth. For, as a fact, nobody who clearly
distinguishes his neighbour's individual mind from
his own expects, or can consistently anticipate,
that his neighbour's mental states, or that anything which essentially belongs to the inner life or
to the distinct mind of his neighbour, can ever
become, under any circumstances, a direct perception of his ow n.
For, if my neighbour's physical
pains ever became mine, I should know them by
immediate acquaintance only in so far as they
were mine and not my neighbour's. And the s.ame
holds true of anj'thing else which is supposed to be
a fact essentially belougin" to the individual mind
of my neighbour. At best I can hope, with gTeater
or less probability, to interpret coiTectlj' the meaning, the plan, or some other inner idea of the mind
but I cannot hope to go beyond
of my neighbour
such correct interpretation so far as to perceive
my neighbour's mental states. For, if my neighbour's states became the immediate objects of my
;

mj' neighbour and I would so
far simply melt together, like drops in the ocean
or small pools in a greater pool. The immediate
acquaintance with my neighbour's states of mind
would be a knowledge neither of himself as he is
in distinction from me nor of myself as I am in
For this general reason
distinction from him.
'
working hypotheses about the interior reality
which belongs to the mind of my neighbour can
never be 'converted into the cash of experience.'
neighbour's mind is never a verifiable object
of immediate acquaintance, precisely as it is never
an abstract and universal idea. The one sort of
knowledge for which recent pragmatism has no
kind of pdace whatever is a knowledge, statable

own acquaintance,

'

My

in pragmatistic terms, concerning

my neighbour's

mind.

James himself follows a well-known and ancient
philosophical tradition by declaring that our assertion of the existence of our neighbour's mind
depends upon the argument from analogy. Because of similar behaviours of our organism we
regard it as by analogy probable tliat both our
neighbour's organism and our ow n are vivified by
more or less similar mental lives, so that we have
But to regard or to believe
similar expei'iences.
in the mind of our neighbour as an object whose
existence is to be proved tlirough an argument
from analogy raises a question whose answer is
simply fatal to the whole pragmatistic theory of
knowledge. Surely an argument from analogy is
not its own verilication.
For pragmatism the
tiuth of a hypothesis depends upon the fact that
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its cum'e]itual coustiuctious are cajiable of imiiieiliate vt'iilkatioii in terms of certiiiu facts of iiii-

But my nei;»hbour's inner
mediiUi' oxperience.
states of niiml can never become for me objects of
imniciliate aciiuaintance, unless they become my
states of mind and not his, precisely iii so far as lie
and I arc distinct selves.
The hypothesis that our mental lives are similar
may thus be sugfjested by analogy or may be
stated in terms of analogy ; but the analogy in
question is essentially nnveriliable in the required
terms, i.e., in terms of immediate jjerceptions.
neighbour can immediately perceive only
I, in so far as I am not my
neighbour, can verify only my own states. From
the point of view, then, of the argument from

For

his

my

own

states, while

analogy, my neiglibour, in observmg his own
states, does tiot verify my hypothesis in the sense
in which my hypothesis about him demands verification, namely, in terms of the experience of the
From this ]ioint
self who makes the hypothesis.
of view, the problem of the mind of my neighbour

remains hopeless.
It is possible, of course, to

say of the foregoing

argument from analogy what is also said both by
common sense and by science, on the basis of a
theory of truth which is in its essence conceptual
and realistic. One can, of course, assert that in
actual fact the mental states of my neighbour
really exist and are in a certain relation which
makes it true to saj' that they are analogous to
mine. This real relation may be asserted to be as
much a fact as any other fact in the universe. If
this fact of the real analogy is granted, then it
may be declared that my hypothesis to the etl'ect
that my neighbour's mind is a reality is actually
true.
This, however, is precisely the type of
truth which William James's pragmatism undertakes to reject.
very diHerent appearance is assumed by the
whole matter if we recognize that there is a third
kind of knowledge, which is neither conceptual nor
perceptual, and which is also not the sort of union

A

that

it

occurs because the sign already expresses a

meaning which is not just at the present moment
our own, and which, therefore, iiccils for us some

interpretation, while the interpretation which at

moment we oiler is itself nut complete, but
requires further interiu'ctation.
In literal conversation our neighbour utters
words whicli already express to us ideas. These
ideas so contrast with our own pieseut ideas that,
while we hnd the new ideas intelligible, and, therefore, view them as expressions ofa mind, we do not
Hence, in general,
fully know what they mean.
our neighbour having addressed us, wc in reply
ask him, more or less incidentally or persistently,
whether or not this is wliat he means— i.e., we give
him back our interpretation of his meaning, in
order to see whether this interpretation elicits a
new expression w hich is in substantial agreement
with the expression which we expected from him.
Our methoil in a, conversation is, therefore, unworking liyjioijiiestionably the method of a
But since this 'working hypothesis'
thesis.'
refers to our neighbour's state of mind, it is never
conceivably capable of direct verification.
Nor does what the pragraatists are accustomed
to call the successful working of this hypothesis
consist in the discovery of any perceptible fact
with which we get into merely immediate relation.
the

'

'

'

Our interpretation of our neighbour satisfies our
demanils, precisely in so far as our interpretations,
which are never complete, and wliich always call
for new expressions and for further interpretations,
lead to a conversation which remains, as a whole,
essentially coherent,' despite its endless novelties
'

and unexpected incidents.
Our whole knowledge of mind, in so far as by
this term we mean intelligent mind, not only
depends upon, but consists in, this experience of
a consistent series of interpretations, which we
obtain, not merely by turning conceptual credits
into the cash of immediate acquaintance,' but by
seeking and finding endlessly new series of ideas,
endlessly new exiieriences and interpretations.
'

'

'

and ))erception which is completely
terms of the favourite metaphor of
Bergson and the i>ragmatists, namely, the metaof
the
conversion
of conceptual credits or
phor
bank-notes into perceptual cash, i.e., into immediate data of ex))erience.
F'or interpretations are
never verified merely through immediate data, nor
through the analysis of conceptions. This is true
whether I myself am the object of my own interpretation or my neighbour is in question. If we
seek for metaphors, the metaphor of the conversa-

This never-ended series of ideas, in so far as we
can hold them before our minds, tends to constitute
a connected, a reasonable, a comprehensible system
The essence of
of ideal activities and meanings.
mental intercoiirse we may at once say the essence
of intelligent mental life and of all spiritual relations not only depends upon, but consists in, this
coherent process of interpretation.
Or, again, an interpretation is not a conceptual
hypothesis which can be converted into perceptual
it is a hypothesis which leads us to
knowledge

alrea<ly u.sed, furnishes the best means of
indicating w herein consists the relative, but never
immediate, veriliability of the truth of an inter-

anticipate further interpretations, further expressions of ideas, novel bits of information, further
ideas not our own, which shall simply stand in a

of conception
expressible in

tion,

pretation.

When

interpret (whetlier my own jiurposes or
intents or the ideas of anothei' man are the objects
I

seek to interpret), what I first meet in
is neither a matter of acquaintance nor
a mere 'knowledge about.' What I meet is the

which

I

experience

1 now understand or interpret
myself, I ha\'c also liccome aware, not
inmiediately but in the temporal process of my
mental life, that ideas have come to me which are
not now my own, and which need further expression
and interpretation, but which are already partially
Under these circumexpressed through signs.
stances, what happens is that, as interpreter of
these signs, I ofler a further exjiression o(^ what to
me they seem to mean, and 1 m:ike the further
hypothesis that this expression makes more mani
fe^t to me both the meaning of this sign and tlx'
idea of the mind or self whereof this sign gave
It is of the essence of an
partial expression.

fact that, in so far as

what

1 call

expression which undertakes to interjiret a sign

—

—

'

'

;

coherent connexion with one another and with
what the orighial interpretation, as a hypothesis,
had led us to expect. When I deal with inanimate
nature,

I

may

anticipate facts of perception, and

hypotheses about these facts work,' in
so far as t^ie expected perceptions come to pass.
liut, when I deal with another mind, I do not
meroly expect to get definable perceptions from
then

'

my

mind I exjiect that mind to give me new
new meanings, new plans, which by contrast
are known at each new stage of social experience
that

;

ideas,

to be not

my own
But

it

own, and which may be opposed to
in
many respects repellent to me.
is essential to the social intercourse be-

my

and

tween minds that these endlessly novel ideas and
meanings should, tbroughall conllictsand novidties
and surprises, retain genuine coherence. Thu.s, in
dealing with other minds, I am constantly enlarging my own mind by getting new interi>retations,
The
b(.th of myself and of my neiglibour's life.
contrasts, surprises, conllicts,

and

\n\7.7.\ei

which
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new ideas present to me show me that in
dealing with them I am dealiiii; «itli what in some
The colierence of
respects is not my own mind.
the whole system of interpretations, ideas, plans,
and purposes shows me just as positively that I am
dealmg with a mind, i.e., with something which
through these expressions constantly interprets
itself, while, as I deal with it, I in turn constantly
interpret it, and e\en in and through this very
It will and must be
process interpret myself.
observed that this Alter, with which I have to
these

own mind and in
deal, both in reflecting on
neighbour, is never
seeking for new light from
a merely single or separable or merely detached
or isolated individual, but is always a being which
is of the nature of a community, a
many in one
mind knowable through
and a ' one in many.'

my
my

'

'

A

'

is never merely a monad,' a single
detached self its unity, in so far as it possesses
genuine and coherent unity, tends, in the most
significant cases, to become essentially such as the
unity which the apostle Paul attributes to the
ideal Church many members, but one body many
an essentially social
gifts, but one spirit (Ro 12''^-)
unity, never to be adeqiiately conceived or felt,
but properly the object of what the Apostle viewed,

interpretation

j

—

:

;

in its practical and religious aspect, as the spiritual
gift of charity, in its cognitive aspect as inter-

pretation
(1

Co

:

pray rather

tliat

may

ye

interpret

14«).

Metaphysical theories of the nature of mind.
The
(a) Predoininantly jjerceptual theories.
nature of mind may be defined by a given metaphysical theory mainly in terms ^^llich regard
mind as best or most known through possible
'
perceptions or through possible acquaintance
with its nature. Such theories have been prominent throughout the whole history of human
thought. 'They depend, first, upon ignoring the
fact that what is most essential to the mind is
known through the cognitive process of interpretation.
They depend, further, upon making com-

—

—

5.

'

'

'

paratively light of the efi'ort to give any abstract
conceptual description of what constitutes the
essence of mind. They depend upon turning to
what is sometimes called introspection,' or, again,
intuition,' to bring about an immediate acquaint'

'

ance with mind.
Since, in general, any one who forms a predominantlj' perceptual idea of what mind is very
naturally is not depending solely upon his own
personal experience, but upon the experiences
which he supposes other minds to possess, these
l)erceptu.'\l theories of the nature of mind actually
make a wide use of the reports of other people and
so, more or less consciously, of arguments from

analogy.
The simplest and vaguest, but in some respects
the most persistent, of all theories of mental life
appears, upon a largely perceptual basis, and also
upon a basis of an argument from analogy, in
countless forms of so-called 'animism.' Leaving
aside all the historical complications, we may sum
perup the animistic theory of mind thus.
ceive, within ourselves, certain interesting processes which include manj- of our feelings, embody
many of our interests, and characterize many of
our activities. These activities, which in ourselves
we more or less directly observe, are closely connected with the wliole process of the life of the
organism, i.e., of the body in whose fortunes each
one of us is so interested. That which produces
all these feelings, awakens in us all these interests,
vitalizes our own body, and forms for each of us
a centre of Ids own apparent world this is the
mind. The mind, then, strives and longs. It
feels pain and pleasure.
It prospers as the body
prospers, and sulfers as the body sutlers.

We

—
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Analogy shows that other people have such
These minds are a,s numerous as the
organisms In question. They resemble one another
and dili'er from one another, much as the organisms
resemble and differ from each other. An extension
minds.

of this analogy, on the basis of many motives,
leads us to regard the world about us as containing

are not connected with liuman
precisely the same way in
which our minds are connected with our bodies.
When the vast mass of superstitious beliefs which
have made use of such analogies and such experiences can be more effectively controlled through
the advances of the human intelligence, this primitive animism tends to pass over into tlieories of

many minds which
bodies

— at

least

in

which we find some well-known e.xamples in early
Greek philosophies. These early Greek theories
of mind appear, on a somewhat primitive and
already philosophical level, as hylozoistic' The
world, or, at all events, the organic world, has life
principles in it which vary as the organisms vary,
and which are also of a nature that feeling and
'

knowdesire reveal to ourrelatively immediate
ledge of acquaintance' with our own minds.
The theories of mind of this type have played
a great part in the life both of philosophy and of
'

As a general theory, animism has proved
very persistent, and that for obvious reasons.
One of the Hindu Upain§ads 1 well suggests both the origin

religion.

—

—

and the logical basis such as it is of these theories when, in
an allegory, it represents the question arising within the body
as to where and what the soul most is. The question is disputed amongst the various bodily organs, each asserting itself
to be the principal seat of life and also of mind. To discover
which view is true, the members of the body talie turns in
leaving the or^^'anism. When the eyes go, blindness ensues,
but life and mind continue, and so on with various other
members. But, when the breatli starts to leave the body, all
the other members together cry, Stay with us
You are the
life, you are the soul, you are tlie self or Atman.'
'

!

This allegory sufficiently indicates how primitive,
how vague, and how stubborn is such a perceptual
theory of mind when defined in terms of immediate
intuition, and of a more or less pragmatic testing
of various views about the physical organism.
Later in its origin, but contimiing in its inlluence
to the present day, is another perceptual theory of
mind, which the later Upanisads pveaent 3.1 length,
and which, in another form, is exemplified by a
notable assertion of H. Bergson in his Introductiun
to Metaphysics^
namely, that of one object at
least we all have intuitive knowledge, this object
being the self. The entire history of mysticism,
the history also of the efforts to discover the nature
of mind through intiospection, can be summarized

—

by means of these instances in the Hindu Upanisads
that discover the true self through the experiment
with breathing, and of the latest vision of Bergson,
who defines the nature of mind, and also its contrast with body, in terms of tlie Han vital
for all
these views emphasize, in various more or less
primitive, or in more or less modern, forms, essentithe e.ssence of the
ally the same theory of mind
mind is to be known through immediate acquaintThat which Schopenhauer calls the will
ance.
to live, that which Bergson chiuacterizes in the
terms just mentioned, that which tlie shamans
and medicinemen of all the more intelligent tribes
have sought to know, is, in every case, mind viewed
as an object of possible perception.
In the historj- of thought such perceptual theories
of mind have become more highly developed and
diversified, and \r.\\e assumed other and very
widely influential forms, by virtue of an insistence
that we have an immediate perceiititm of what
is variously called
mental activit},' the active
;

:

'

soul,'
1

'the jirinciple of

'

individual selfhood.'

BxhaddrarLjjaka Uvrtni^ad, vi. i. V-14, tr. in P. DeuBsen,
ITpatii.-^had's des Vfda, Leipzig, 1S97, p. 503.
Eng. tr., London, 1013.

Sechzig
2

or
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Motives

nliicli

as a

fat-t

are not statatOe in [micly

with
iierceptual terms have joincci

tliis

fondness

terms to make
this theory of mind
oui;ht to be stated in expressly phiialistie' terms.
It Tias, consequently, been freely asserted that we
'immediately know' our own self to be independent, to be distinct from all other selves, and
thus to be unic|iie. Since it is also sometimes
asserted that we know, or that wc know intuitively,' upon occasion, the fact that we can never

mind

lor ilelininK

in

iiercoiitual

emphatic the assertion that

'

'

be directly act^uainted with the conditions of our
noiphboiir's mind, such perceptual theories have
given rise to the so-called problem of 'Solipsism.'
For, if we know mind by i)erception only, and if we
are sure of it only when we perceive it, and if
ciicli of us can perceive only his own mind, then
what proves for any one of us that there is any
mind but his own? The analogy which primitive
animism so freely and so vaguely used oecomcs,
In
for the critical consciousness, questionable.
consequence, the juoblem of iSolipsism has remained in modern times a sort of scandal of the

philosophy of mind.
The solution of the problem of Solipsism

lies in

the fact, upon which Peirce so well insisted,' that
no one of us has any purely perceptual knowledge

own mind. The knowledge of mind is not
statable, in the case either of the self or of the
neighbour, in terms of merely immediate acquaintance.
If the truth of this pi-oposition is once
understood, the entire theory of mind, whether
is
for metapliysics or for empirical
jisychology,
altered.
Until this inadequacy of
1)rofoundly
;nowledge throirgh acquaintance to meet the real
end of human knowledge is fully grasped, it is
impossible to deline with success either the mind
or the world, either the individual self or the
of his

neighbour.

—

As is
(6) Prcdominanthj conceptual theories.
the case \vith every highly developed doctrine,
the conceptual form is very naturally assumed
by any philosophical theory of mind which seeks
for theoretical completeness.
The conceptual
theoiies of mind have been in history of two
general types (1) the purely conceptual, i.e. 'the
abstractly rational
metaphysical theories and
(2) the more inductive conceptual theories based
upon the more or less highly developed empirical
psychologies of the period in which these theories
have flourished. We need not enumerate these
theories or give their history.
Of princijial importance in their history have
Iwen (1) that type of vitalism who.se most clas.sical
representative is the Aristotelian theor3' of mind
(2) the monistic theory of mind, which often depends not so much upon the general metaphysical
tendency to deline the whole universe as One, but
rather upon the effort to conceive mind and matter
by regarding them both as the same in substance
and (3) the various types of monadology, which
are characterized by the assertion of the existence
of m.'iny real and more or less completely independent minds or selves, who.se nature it is eillier
to l)e themselves persons or to be beings which
un<ler certain conditions can assume the form of
;

"

;

'

'

;

;

remains How are these conceptions of the various
mental sulistances, or principles, or monads, which
are each time in question related to the sorts of
experience which the p.sychologists, the students
of the natural history of mind, liave at any stage
of knowledge iliscovered or may yet hope to discover? l''roiii the point of view of modern pragmatism, conceptual theories of mind might be
entertained as « orking hypotheses if they led
:

'

'

to verification in perceptual terms.
In fact, the modern phj'sical sciences, in conceiving the nature of matter, deal with manifold

juoblems, but use concc|itual hypotheses regarding
the nature of matter w liich are, in a large measure,
Molecules and atoms
subject to ]iiagmatic tests.
and, of late, various other ty])es of conceptual
l>hysical entities, which were formerly suiiposed
to be incajiable of becoming objects of physical

experience, now a|)pear to come within the range
of the experimenters verifications.
Therefore the
proees.ses of the experimental verification of physia
on
the
direct
relation
cal hypotheses have,
whole,
to the sort of k'lowledge upon which the pragmatists so much insist.
The 'conceptual credits' of
physical hypotheses are, on the whole, vcrihable
in terms of the
perceptual cash of laboratory
When this is not the case, there
experience.
is a tendency towards such direct verification.
Hence physical hypotheses, at least regarding
what is generally called the phenomenal nature
of matter, have generally proved to be topics for
an inquiry within the strict realm of inductive
'

'

science.

But it has been, in the past, the reproach of the
conceptual theories about the nature of niind that
no pragmatic test can be discovered liy which one

might learn what difference it would make to an
observer of mental processes and, in particular,
of his own mental processes whether minds are
'soul substances,' or Leibnizean monads, or not,
or whether the introspective observer of his own
sensations or feelings is or is not himself a Leibnizean monad or Aristotelian 'entelechy'; or,
again, whether he is essentially persistent and indestructible.
Thus, from the pragmatic point of
view, the majority of these conceptual hypotheses
regarding the nature of mind show little sign of
promising to prove more verifiable than they thus
In consequence, the outcome of
far have been.
conceptual views reganling the real nature of
mind has been, for many reasons, on the whole
In fact, the whole nature of mind cansceptical.
not be adequately conceived, and could not be so
conceived even if one's power to perceive mental
processes were increased indefinitely, unless another
type of cognitive processes were concerned in such
an enlargement. For a mind is essentially a being
that manifests itself through signs. The very
being of signs consists in their demanding interThe relations of minds are essentially
pretation.
so that a world without at least three
social
minds in it one to be interpreted, one the interpreter, and the third the one for whom or to whom
the first is interpreted would be a world without
any real mind in it at all. This being the case,
it might well be exjiectcd that a conceptual theory
of mind would fail luvciscly as a percejitual lieory
Such theories would fail because they do
fails.
not view the cognitive process as it is and do not
take account of that wliich is most of all needed
in order even in the most rudimentary fashion to
grasp the nature of an intelligent mincl.
(c) Theories mnking ii.se of the coijnifive proves.'!
Despite the inadequate
of the interpretation.
development of the doctrine of interpretation thus
far in the history of epistemology, there have not
been lackinj; theories regarding the nature of
mind according to whiih mind is an object to be
;

—

—

t

I>er8ons.

Of those various important theories which are
expressed in the predominantly conceptual form
that of Aristotle is very deeply and interestingly
related to primitive animisra on the one haml,
while, on the other haml, it looks towards that
development of the idea of the distinct individual
self upon which more modern forms of monadology have depended.
Whatever special forms the concei>tual theories
of mind may assume, the well known problem
-

1

See Royce, ProttUtn o/ Chrittianitj/,

ii.

—

MINIM
known through

interiiretation, while its manifesta-

tions lie not merely in the fact that it possesses
or controls an organism, but in the fact that,
whether through or apart from an organism, it
expresses its pui'poses to other minds, so that it
not merely has or is a will, but manifests or makes

comprehensible its will, and not merely lives in
and through itself, as a monad or a substance, but
is in essence a mode of self-expression which pro-

gressively makes itself known either to its fellows
or to minds above or below its own grade.
That theories of mind which are based upon
such a view have existed, even from very primitive
times, is manifest wherever in the history of religion a consultation of oracles, discovery of the
future or of the will of the gods through divination,
or, in fact, any such more or less superstitious
appeals to other minds, and readings or mterpretations of these appeals, have taken place.
Primitive belief in magic arts has apparently, on the
whole, a conceptual type of formulation. Therefore magic has been called the physics of primi-

man. It depends upon the view that man is
subject to laws which, if he could discover them,
he could use for his purposes, just as we now make
use of the known laws of physics for industrial
tive

purposes.

The supposed realm

of

magic arts

is

thus analogous to our present realm of industrial
The view of pragmatism that primitive
magic is not true merely because its hypotheses
regarding how to cause rain or how to cure diseases do not 'work
is in this case fairly adequate
to express the situation both epistemologically
and metaphysically.
Moreover, as we have seen, animism, in its
more primitive forms, expresses a predominantly
perceptual theory of mind, and whether such a
theory, either of mind or of the relations between
mind and the physical world, is held in some simple
form by the medicine-man of an obscure tribe or
is impressively reiterated in a Hindu Upanisad,
or is fascinatingly placed in the setting of a modern
evolutionary theory by Bergson, makes comparatively little difference to the essential views of the
philosophy of mind which are in question. But
that view of the nature of mind which gained,
apparently, its earliest type of expression when

—

arts.

'

—

men

first consulted, and hereupon more or less
cautiously interpreted, the oracles of their gods
has (as befits a theory of mind which is founded
upon a fundamental cognitive process) persisted
throughout the history of human thought. This
way of viewing mind has, in fact, persisted in a
fashion which enables us to distinguish its expressions with sufficient clearness from those which
have had their origin either in the conceptions of
primitive magic or in the perceptions which guided
primitive animism.
From the point of view of the cognitive process
of interpretation mind is, in all cases where it
reaches a relatively full and explicit expression,
equally definable in terms of two ideas the idea
of the self, and the idea of a community of selves.
To an explicit recognition of what these two ideas
involve a great part of the history of the philosophy of mind has been devoted. Both ideas have
been subject to the misfortune of being too often
viewed as reducible either to purely conceptual
terms or to purely perceptual terms. If the self
was defined in predominantly conceptual terms,
it tended to degenerate into a substance, a monad,
or a mere thing of some sort.
Under the influence
of a too abstract epistemology (such as the Kantian)
the self also appeared as the 'logical ego,' or else
as the pure subject.'
The fortunes of the idea of the community have
been analogous. In religion this idea has proved
one of the most inspiring of the ideas which have
VOL. viii.— 42

—

'
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gradually transformed tribal cults into the two
greatest religions which humanity possesses^Buddhism and Christianity.
In ancient philosophy
the community, viewed as the soul 'writ large,'
inspired some of the most fruitful philosophiciil
interpretations of Plato, Aristotle, and the Stoics.
In the general histoiy of civilization loyalty, which
is identical with the
practically efiective love of
communities as persons that represent mind on a
level higher than that of the individual, is, like
the Pauline charity (which is explicitly a love for
the Church imiversal and for its spirit), the chief
and the soul of the humanizing virtues— that virtue
without which all the others are but sounding
brass or a tinkling cymbal.'
Yet, in the history
of thought the idea of the community has
greatly
suffered, less frequently from the attempt to view
it as the proper object of a direct
mystical perception than from the tendency to reduce it to a purely
form.
As a conceptual object the
conceptual
mind of the community,' the corporate mind,'
has tended to be thought of as an entity possibly
significant in a legal or in a sociological sense, but
difficult, and perhaps unreal, in a metaphysical
'

'

'

sense.

shows, however, that the two ideas
— Experience
the idea of the individual self and that of the
community — are peculiarly adapted to interpret

each the other, both to itself and to the other,
when such interpretation is carried on in the
spirit

which the religion of

what undertook

Israel first

made

central

be a world religion, and
which the apostle Paul laid at the basis both of
his philosophy of human history and of his Christin

to

ology.

Modern

idealism, both in the more vital and
formal expressions of Hegel's doctrine and in
its recent efforts at a social interpretation of the
self, of the course of human evolution, and of
the problems of metaphysics, has already given a
partial expression to a theory of which we tend to
become clearly aware in proportion as we recognize
what the cognitive process of interpretation is,
and how it contrasts with, and is auxiliary to, the
processes of conception and perception. Only in
terms of a theory of the threefold process of knowledge can we hope fully to express what is meant
by that form of idealism which views the world as
the process of the spirit and as containing its
less

'

'

own

interpretation and its own interpreter.
LiTKRATURB. The epistemology of Charlea Peirce is discussed at length by the present writer in The Prohieui of Christ-

—

'

London, 1913, ii. (in Index, s.v. Peirce,' references will
be found which will serve as a guide to the understanding of
Peirce'8 theory of knowledge, and its relation to the metaianity,

physical theories of the nature of mind).

JOSIAH EOYCE.

MIND AND BODY.— See Body and Mind.
MIND AND BRAIN.— See Brain and Mind.
MINERALS.— See Metals and Minerals.

—

MInIM. Certain persons of Jewish origin
mentioned in the Talmud and contemporary Rabbinical literature,
usually with severe disapproval, are
called Minim.
Considerable difl'erence of opinion
has existed upon the question who the Minim were
but the view is now generally, though not universally, held that they were mainly Jewish-Christians.
This theory has the support of Graetz, Jost, Weiss,
Bacher, and L^vi ; the chief opponent is Moritz
Friedliinder.
The writer of this article, from an
independent study of the evidence, decides for the
Jewish-Christian interpretation, while admitting a
wider denotation in a few passages. The evidence,
consisting of the whole of the passages (so far as
they are Known to him) where mention is made of
the Minim, is presented in full in the wTiter's work
;

MINIM
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CKristinnity in Talmtid and Midrash, to which tlie
reader is referred for details which cannot be given
in the short sjiace of this article.

Siphre. § 115, p. 35*, quoting Nu 15''
ve shall not walk after your heart,' says,

The book

'

And

—

'This us Minuth' meaning tliat this is the state
of niinil, or principle of conduct, characteristic of
This is the earliest attempt at a
the i\linim.
delinition of the term, thougli the word itself was
Mln
in use earlier.
It amounts to saying that a
(singular of Minim) was one who followed the
dictates of his own sellish nature as against those
of the lawful authority.
The result of doing so is,
iudirectly, the reject iou of beliefs and practices en'

'

A

Miu,
joined on those who hold the true religion.
accordingly, disregards the authority of the Rabbis,
as teachers of religion and expounders of the Torah
both written and unwritten, and also maintains
doctrines and practices which are not those of the
true religion. Tos. Snjih. xiii. 4 f. has the following censure on the Minim
:

'The sinners ol Israel, and the sinners of the nations of the
world, descend into Gehenna, and are judged there twelve
months.
But the Minim, and the Apostates, and the beGehenna is shut in their
trayers, and the ApiqOrusiii.
faces, and they are judged there for generations of generations
.

.

.

.

.

'

If the term Minim denoted all unfaithful Jews,
there would be no need of four descriptive names.
The distinction between the four is as follows.
The betrayers (M'sdrAth) are political informers,
'delators.'
.\postates are those who wilfully and
openly transgress some part of the ceremonial law,

thereby proclaiming their disloyalty.

Apiq6r6s5n

'

are Epicureans,' free-thinkers, whether Jewish or
Gentile.
The Minim are those who are false at
heart, but who do not necessarily proclaim their
aposta.sy.
They are the more dangerous because
more secret they are not an open enemy, but the
foe within the camp
and it is in accordance with
this that the Talmud refers to the Minim more frequently and with more hostility tlian to the other
classes of unfaithful Jews.
The Min miglit be an
apostate or a delator, and could hardly fail to be a
free-thinker but the real nature of his offence was
moral rather than intellectual.
was the name Miu given to such persons ?
Various derivations of the word have been given,
some of them mere fanciful gue.sses. The best explanation seems to be that proposed by Bacher (in
;

;

;

Why

REJ

xxxviii. 45) and accepted by I. L6vi {ib. p.
according to which min ([) is at first the
ordinary word for sort,' kind,' and is translated
in the LXX, tin 1'-, by yivos.
p'iguratively tlie
word is used to denote a sect' (ai'/jems), and more
particularly the sect of the Sadducees (t6 ^aSSovKaluy
y(iio%, Jos. Ant. XIII. X. 6, where r; ZaSSovKalwv
atpecrii is also used).
Gradually the term lost the
meaning of 'sect' and took on that of 'sectary,'

205),

'

'

liinder (Der vorchristlwhe jiidische Gnosiieismus cf.
also a defence in reply to criticism in
xxxviii.
194 ff.), but it is a serious defect of Friedlander's
;

REJ

book that the argument is based on Rabbinical
texts from which he strikes out, as interpolations,
passages of crucial importance, without mentioning the fact. By this method any liy]>othesis could
be proved. Bacher and Levi, in articles in REJ
(xxxviii. 38, 204) have severely handleil l<"riedUinder's hypothesis as well as his peculiar method
of proof, and Levi elsewhere refers to it as
cet
li.
6chafaudagc de propositions pu^riles'
The evidence for the view that the
[1905] 412).
'

(RHR

Minim were Jewish-Christians may be brietly
summed up as follows. In many of the pas.sages
where they are mentioned tlicre is nuthiiig distincbut in
tive, certainly nothing delinilelj' Christ inn
a few j)assages a connexion between Minuth and
so
stated
that
it
cannot
definitely
Christianity is
be excludea from neutral passages except on the
delinite
statements
to
the
conof
ground
equally
Such contrary evidence is not to be found,
trary.
1
and even Friedliinder does not produce any.
In
a famous passage, Bab. Abhodhuli ZdrCih, 16i (and
in three other places), it is told how a certain Rabbi
Eliezer (end of 1st cent.) was arrested for Minuth.
He accounted for this afterwards by saying that
he had once met one of the disciples of Jesus the
Nazarene, by name Jacob of K'pliar S''khanya,'
who told him the exposition of a text and added,
Thus hath Jesus the Nazarene taught me.' Also,
in the same treatise, p. 27o, the same Jacob is
called
Jacob the Min,' and it is said that he
oft'ered to cure a sick man, while in Tos. Hull. ii.
22 f. the same Jacob proposed to work his cure in
the name of Yeslma ben Pandira,' i.e. Jesus.
;

(

)

'

'

'

'

'

(2) In Bab. Shabb. 116« there are mentioned, in
close connexion, the books of the Minim and the
i.e. the Gospels.
(3) The characterdoctrine of the Minim that of Two Powers
in Heaven
is closely allied to, if not identical with,
the teaching of the Ep. to the Hebrews, and is not
The conthe Gnostic doctrine of the Demiurgns.
nexion of this doctrine with Christianity is shown
If the son
by a passage in P^slqta Rab." xxi. 1006
There are two Gods,"
of the harlot saith to thee,
etc., where the son of the harlot' denotes Jesus.
The combined force of these arguments, which
could be supported in great detail if space allowed,
seems conclusive in favour of the Jewish-Christian
interpretation and this view is strongly confirmed
by a passage in Jerome

Evangelion,
istic

—

—

'

;

'

'

;

:

'

the

Jew who sejiarated

and adopted

himself from the

false doctrines.

community

If this

explanation
correct, it throws light on the fact that in the
Rabbinical texts the reading sometimes varies between Min and Sadduki (Sadducee). It is usually
said that the latter word is due to the Christian
censor, who objected to the word Min, but in some
cases the reference is certairdy to the Sadducees,
while yet the word Min, or po.ssibly both words,
may have been read. The writer of this article
proposed another derivation of the word Miu {ou.
cit. p. ,362), but now surrenders it in favour of the
is

one just set

forth.

The -Minim, then, were Jewish heretics of some
kind. The question is. Of what kind ? The an.swer
resolves itself into a choice between Jewi.shChristians and .lewish-Gnoatics. That they were
Jews is beyond dispute, for a Gentile ia never called
a Mln, unless in one or two instances through
ignorance or inadvertence. The only conspicuous
advocate of the Gnostic interpretation is l''ried-

'

Usque hodie per totaa Orientis synagoj^as

inter ludaeos hae-

quae dicitur Minaeoritm. et a I'harisaeis nunc usque
quos vulgo Nazaraeos nuncujiant, qui credunt in
Christum, fllium Dei, natum de virgine Maria, et euni dicunt
esse qui sub Pontic Pilato passus eat et resurrexit, in quern et
nos credimus sed duin volunt et ludaei esse et Christiani, nee
Judaei sunt nee Christiani' i.Ep. cxii. [Ixxxix.] 13 {PL xxii.
resis est,

damnatur

;

;

924)).

The general conclusion to be drawn from the evidence, of which the foregoing is the most important,
is that, wherever in the Talmud and Midra-sli
mention is made of the Minim, the author of the
statement intended to refer to Jewish-Christians.
At the same time it is pos.sible that the Rabbis
attributed to Minim actions or opinions which, in
and, further,
fact, were not tho.se of Christians
that the Rabbis occasionally applied the term Mln
to Gentiles as being enemies of .ludaism.
The references to the Minim in the Rabbinical
The passages
literature are few and fragmentary.
where they are mentioned amount to about I'iO,
either
most of wliich contain
pcdemical dialogues
between a Min and a Rabhi or allusions to heretical interpretations of texts, although a few are
anecdotes of events in connexion with the Minim. It
ia not possible to construct a history of the Minim ;
the material is sufficient only to give a few glimpses
;
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of them, ami to throw some little
li>;ht upon their
relations with orthodox Jews.
The Jliuim, as stated above, were apostates who
concealed their apostasy, and it was
necessary,
therefore, to have some means of
them.

set forth in the Ep. to the Hebrews.
No mention
made in any of their polemical discussions of the
Messiahship of Jesus, nor is there more than one
very slight trace of the doctrine of the Trinity
(Jerus. Ber. \2d, 13a).
Jerome identities them
is

detecting
This was the object with which the Formula
against
the

with the Nazarenes, and the
corresponding name,
A'tfi-Wwi, is found in two passages (Bab. AbhSdhah
6rt
Bab.
Zarah,
Taan. 276). The name Ebionite
;
does not occur in the Rabbinical literature.

Minim was

introduced. It is stated (Bab. Ber.
286, 29rt) that R. Gamaliel II. (president of the
Sanhedrin at Jabneh) said to the Kabbis
Is
there any one who know^s how to compose a Benediction of the Minim ?
Samuel the Little stood
up and composed it. The following year he forgot
and
to
recall
it for two and even three
it,
.sought
hours, and they did not call him up (from the
The
Benediction
of the Minim was an
lectern).
addition made to the Eighteen Benedictions {Sh<mdneh' Esreh B'rakhoth), which are short prayers,
some of them very ancient, forming the nucleus
of the Jewish liturgy.
The twelfth in order, as
composed or adapted by Samuel the Little, runs
'May there be no hope for the Minim.' Those
who were Minim could not, of course, join in this
The introduction
prayer, and would be detected.
of this formula marks the official condemnation of
the Minim by the Rabbis and the date
may be
placed at A.D. SO, or thereabout. This does not
imply the separation of the Minim from the strict
Jews at and after that time they were still to be
found, as Jerome says, in all the synagogues of the
East in his time but it is true, nevertheless, that
the Minim did to some extent possess a
separate
organization, with synagogues of their own.
The reason why a formula of detection against
the Minim became necessary about -\.D. SO, was, in
part, that the Temple had been destroyed ten years
before.
As long as the Temple stood, JewishChristians in Jerusalem appear to have taken
part in the ritual observances equally with nonChristian Jews. After the destruction of the
Temple, however, it was possible to argue that
the ceremonial law was not merely de facto suspended (as the Jews admitted), but de jure abrogated and this is the link wliiuh connects the
original Jewish-Christians with the Minim. The
latter apiiear, from the notices of their
doctrines,
to have held a theology closely akin to that set
forth in the Ep. to the Hebrews
and, if so, the
inference is ready to hand that it was the symbolic
interpretation of the ceremonial law that opened
the way for a
more highly developed
Christology
than that of the original Jewish-Christians.
The hostility towards, and dread of, the Mlntm
were at their height in the 2nd cent. afterwards
they declined, till in the 4th cent, we find comparaThe Minim of
tively friendly relations with them.
Caesarea applied to R. Abahu to hnd them a teacher,
and he sent them R. Saphra, a_ Babylonian Jew of
unquestioned orthodoxy (Bab. Abh6dhah Zarah,4:a).
The meaning of this gradual change is that at first
it was not evident to the Rabbis that the Cliristian Church would not develop on Jewish-Christian
lines.
When, in course of time, it appeared that
the Minim did not represent the strength of the
Christian movement, there was the less reason to
dread it there was less danger to Judaism from a
Gentile Christianity than from a Jewish form of it.
Of Gentile Christianity the Rabbinical literature
takes scarcely any notice. Space does not allow
of illustrations of the polemics between Minim and
Jews, or of the anecdotes which represent the
former as being not onlj^ apostates but licentious.
It must suffice to say that they
appear to have
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been a dwindling sect, in Judaism but not of it,
spurned alike by Jews and by Christians. In their
theology they departed from the strict monotheism
of Judaism, and held a doctrine— called the Doctrine of the Two Powers in Heaven
w hicli corresponds with the relation between God and Christ

—

;
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MINISTRY

(Early Christian).-An attempt
made in this article to collect the more
important facts in connexion with the ministry as far
as the lirst live or six centuries of our era are concerned. About the facts themselves there is
general
agreement but the interpretation of the facts has
been disputed.
summary will be made, as briefly
as possible, of the theories" that have been deduced
from the facts as to the institution of a
ministry
by our Lord, and its development in subsequent
But
a
discussion
of
ages.
these theories is not
part of the design of the article.
I. The Apostolic
Age.— In Acts and in the
Epistles of the NT we Hnd in active operation a
ministry of two kinds, itinerant and local.
i.
The itinerant minlstry. We read of
will be

;

A

—

apostles, prophets, and evangelists, all of whom come
under this heading. The first of these terms includes
at least a few (even in the
early ages) who were
not of the Twelve (see below, §2). The
qualification of an apostle seems
originally to have been

that he should have seen our Lord, and have been His
witness (Lk 24« Ac I*). Thus, when the
vacancy
number of the Twelve has to be filled up,
the qualification mentioned by St. Peter is that the
'

'

in the

person chosen should have companied with [the
Eleven] all the time that the Lord Jesus went in
and went out among (or over,' ivl) them,
beginning from the baptism of John, unto the day tliat
he was received up from them so that he
might
become a witness with them of Jesus' resurrection
(Ac I-"-). St. Paul received his qualification, though
in a diUerent way, at his conversion (cf. Gal
An
1',
apostle, not from men, neither through man, but
through Jesus Christ, and God the Father '). Tliat
St. Barnabas and the others mentioned below
(§ 2)
had seen Christ is not stated, but is quite probable.
ii. 1) that Barnabas was
Hegesippus says (Ens.
one of the Seventy. This qualification
may have
been waived in the sub-apostolic period.
Hort (Christian Ecclesia, p. 28) thinks that the
word apostle,' which is of comparatively rare
occurrence in the Gospels, referred originally
only
to the mission to the villages,
though such passages
as that about judging the twelve tribes (Mt
19^,
'

'

'

'

'

;

'

HE

'

Lk

were indications of tlie extended signifiname which we find in Acts.' It is
clear, however, from Lk 6'^ (the reading in
Mk 3'*
is doubtful) that our Lord
gave them the title ; and
that He intended more than a mere mission to the
villages by the designation appears almost certain
from such passages as Lk 12^i", where He speaks of
a commission for future ages (see below, § 9). St.
Luke certainly uses the name without reference to
22*^)

cation of the

||

the mission to the villages.
Christian prophets are frequently mentioned in
the
Agabus and others (Ac H-""- 21'"} those
at Antioch, 'prophets and teachers,'
including
1 The
name apostles for the Twelve is found, accordinu to
Westoott and Hort's text, only in Mt 102, Mk 3H 63", Lk 613 910
175 -ijn 241", and not at all in Jn, though 13'« Beems to be an

NT—

;

'

allusion to the title.

'
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Barnabas and Saul, also Symeon Niger, Lucins of
Cyrene, and Manaeii (Ac 13') Judas and Silas
(15") and an unstated number in 1 Co 12^'- (see §2)
Pioiihets are mentioned as a class in
J4S»-S8
;

;

Eph 2*' y 4''
Kev 18* 22'.

also in
1 Th 2"
They are coupled in Eph. and Rev.
with apostles.'
Ihey are described as receiving
revelations 1 Co H"**-). Christi-an prophetesses are
also mentioned (Ac 21', Philip's daughters). But it
(see § 2), possibly in

;

(

may be doubted

'

prophets ought to be described
as a class of the ordinary Christian ministry.
Their office was purely charismatic (see below, § 3).
It is otherwise vith
evangelists.' These are
mentioned in Ac 21 (Philip), Eph 4" (see below, §2),
2 Ti 4' (Timothy). This name would seem to be
that given to those who, though not apostles, because they had not the qualilication stated above,
yet were itinerant officials and not of the local
Eusebius {HE iii. 37) gives the name to
ministry.
those who occupied the first place among the successors (cSiaSox^s) of the apostles and were itinerant preachers of the gospel. He saj-s that, when
they had only laid the foundations of the faith in
foreign places, they appointed others as pastors
(iroi/u?vas) and then went on to other countries and
if

'

'

'

nations.

A

'

evangelists,*

few lines later he talks of pastors or
and seems to mean by the former the

by the latter the itinerant, ministiy.
Apostles and prophets are also mentioned in the
Didache (§§ 10-13), a manual probably of the beginThese were normally
ning of the 2nd century.
itinerant officials, and were perhaps identical (see
local,

Did. §11).
J.

by

The value of

this evidence is discounted

A. Robinson (Jl'hSt

.\iii.

[1912] 339),

who

thinks that the writer does not describe the conditions of his own day, but those which be thought
had been in force at an earlier time. This theory,
however, is very doubtful (for Robinson's earlier
view see his Com. on Ephesians^, London, 1904, p.
98, n.).

The

function of the itinerant ministry was evan1 Tb 28'-, 1 Ti 2').
The itinerants might
time at a place, as Timothy settled at
Ephesus, Titus in Crete, and St. Paul himself at
various places where he founded churches but this
was not their normal work. In the Didache it is
recognized that a prophet may settle in a place
(§12f.).
ii.
The local ministry. Under this heading are included in the
bishops,' 'presbyters,'
and 'deacons.' For other names of these officials
The functions of the local ministry were
see § 2.
administrative and pastoral. Thus baptism seems
to have been specially entrusted to it (cf. 1 Co 1'*,
In the beautiful
and perhaps Ac 19' ct. v.*).
story of St. John and the young robber related by
Clement of Alexandria (Quis dives, 42), the apostle
does not himself baptize the young man, but gives
him over to the local bishop-presbyter to baptize
(see below).
During the period covered by the
(a) Bishops.
NT, we read of this name being given to Christian
ministers only in Gentile churches
at Philippi
(Ph 1'), at Ephesus (Ac 20^, 1 Ti S'*-), in Crete
So St. Peter, writing to the churches
(Tit l'").
in most of the provinces of Asia Minor, uses the
participle iirtiTKoirovtirei, 'exercising the bishop's
'
office '(IP 5-). That the bishops are the same as
presbyters' in the Apostolic Age seems to follow
from a comparison of Ac 20" with 20^, where the
same individuals are called by both titles and of

gelistic (cf.
settle for a

;

—

NT

'

;

—

—

'

'

;

In Eph 220 the Church is said to be built upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets (no article before prophets ').
Both here and in 3^ prophets come after apostles, and Christian
Hort (p. 166) t'ivcg
propheta must therefore be meant.
grood reasons for thinking that hero (not in 4U) the same persons are meant by both desi^'nations. All the apostles wore
1

'

probably prophets, though
apostles.

all

the Christian prophets were not

1 Ti 3'-' with 5"-'», the lirst of wliiih
passages
describes the qualifications of bishops,' the second
of which gives regulations for
presbj'ters as for
those who have already been mentioned in the
Epistle and of Tit 1' with v.' (' appoint presbyters
for the bishop must be blameless')
in every
city
also from the use by St. Peter of iwi.iTKoiTovvT(t when
speaking of presbyters (see above, and 1 P 5').
'

'

'

;

.

.

.

;

apparently found in Clement of
where the local ministers are
called bishops and deacons,' and yet presbyters
are spoken of, and their 'episcopate' (eiriaKOTr!)).
He says that the apostles knew through our Lord
Jesus Christ that there would be strife over the
name of the episcopate. In the Didache also (§ 15)
the local ministry consists of bishops and deacons.'
expressed the rank, and
Perhaps
presbyter
bishop the function.
He holds
Hort (pp. 9S f., 1S9-212) takes a different view.

The same thing

Rome

is

(Cor. 42, 44),

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

that the words bishops and deacons are used in a nontechnical sense in the NT as meaning those who have oversight' and those who minister.* He thus interprets the words
in Ac '.iO'^, 1 Ti S^"^-, and deduces the conclusion that the
same holds good in Ph 1^, where cirttricoiroi? and Staicovois
He does not deny that 'deacons' may have
have no article
become the name of the otfirials before the Pastoral Epistles
were written, but he thinks that St. Paul uses the word in a
non-technical sense.
'

'

'

'

'

—

The name was perhaps taken
(b) Presbyters.
over by the Christians from the Jews, wlio gave it
But
to the members of the Sanhedrin and others.
inscriptions show that the heathen Greeks used it
the
same thing
for members of a corporation, and
appears from the papyri. A. Deissmann thinks
(Bible Studies, Eng. tr., Edinburgh, 1901, p. 154 fF.)
that the Christians of Asia Minor may have
adopted the term, not from the Jews, but from
In Egj'pt, as Deissmann shows
the Greeks.
(p.

pagan

233),

priests

were called

'

presbyters.'

[It may be added that inscriptions also prove that
the title ^Trdr/coiros was used for certain officials in
Greek-speaking countries in pre-Christian times
(Deissmann, p. 230f.).] In the early Church the

presbyter was specially used, as it wouhl
seem, at Jerusalem (Ac IP" 15" etc. 16^ 21i8), but
it was also used by the Christian Jews of the
Dispersion (Ja S'''), and in the Gentile communities,
for Paul and Barnabas appointed elders in every
church on a journey in Asia Minor (Ac 14^*).
The identity in the NT of 'bishops' and 'presbyters' was completely forgotten before the end of
the 2nd century. Thus Irenoeus (Hmr. III. xiv. 2),
referring to Ac 20"*-, speaks of St. Paul meeting
at Miletus bishops and presbyters from Ephesus
and the other cities the last four words are no
doubt due to the plural bishops,' as to Irenoeus
the idea of more than one bishop (in the sense in
which the word was used in his day) in any city
would be quite foreign. Clement of Alexandria,
at the end of the century, was also ignorant of the
identity he speaks (Pa:d. III. xii. 97) of commands
in Holy Scripture given to presbyters, bishops,
deacons, widows (in that order), as to distinct
In Quis dives, 42, he speaks of a single
persons.
bishop in one of the cities of Asia in St. John's
time this is doubtless historically correct, yet we
may notice that a few lines later he calls the bishop
the presbyter.' This is an instance of that fluidity
of phraseology which we shall have occasion to
In the 4th cent. Jerome and
notice Ixilow (§ 2).
other Fathers had learnt that the bishops and
presbyters of the NT were the same persons (see
references in Lightfoot, Philippians, p. 9Sf.).
These ministers are mentioned in
(c) Deacons.
'» '='
the NT in Ph 1', 1 Ti 3«only.
They are
not found in the Epistle to Titus. They are also
mentioned, together with bishops,' in Clement of
Rome and the Didache (as above). The usual view
has been that they represent the Seven whose
appointment is recorded in .\c 6. Others think

name

'

'

'

'

;

'

;

'

'

;

'

—

'
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ordination with prayer and laying on of hands.

iii.
The position of James the Lord's
BROTHER AT JERUSALEM. — Christian antiquity
agrees in giving St. James a local ministry at Jerusalem, and yet in making him, in a real sense,
equal to the Twelve, and in ascribing to him rule

—

'

the
it

;

'

'

;

'

;

;

;

:

'

by our Lord, strove not after honour, but
The Lord after
chose J.iiri'js ihe Jusc bishop of Jerusalem.
His resurrection imparted knowledge to James the Just and to
John and Peter, and they imparted it to the rest of the apostles,
and the rest of the apostles to the Seventy, of whom Barnabas
was one.
if

also preferred

.

.

.

'

The phrase about imparting knowledge to
James may probably be a reference to 1 Co 15'.
The description of him as bishop of Jerusalem
'

'

is

an anachronism

of

nomenclature, but

it

roughly

His office at .Jerusalem is a
describes his position.
'
favourite theme in the Clementine literature, but
the date of these works is uncertain.
iv. Angels in the Apocalypse.— Tlie 'angels'
in Kev l^O-S- have been taken by some to be the
chief ministers of the Church in the province of
Asia.
But this interpretation is so doubtful that
'

no argument can be Ijuilt \ipon it.
V. There is no certain trace of any local

Timothy might have been included under
same designation but that he is excluded from
liy 2 Co 1', Col 1', doubtless because he had not

cf. 1').

he and Cephas
perhaps, called an apostle (see § 2)
are visited by Paul at Jerusalem. In 2' he is named
before Cephas and John, and the three are 'reputed
In 2'^ the Jewish Christians who
to be pillars.
come from Jerusalem to Antioch are said to come
'from James.' Of the Fathers the earliest to bear
witness to St. James's position in Jerusalem is
Hegesippus, known as the father of Church history
He says that James, the brother of
(f. A.D. 160).
the Lord, succeeded to the government of the
Church in conjunction with the apostles' (Eus.
ii.
he describes the appointment of
23)
Symeon, a cousin of the Lord, as the next
bishop' (iv. 22). So Eusebius, who depends on
Hegesippus, says (iii. 11) that thej- pronounced
Symeon to be worthy of the throne of that diocese
(TTopoi/tia), and (iii. 32) that Symeon was the second
bishop of the Church of Jerusalem in the former
passage he says that there was a second Apostolic
Council on the occasion of Symeon's election. The
but the tradition
last statement is very doubtful
probably gave rise to the detailed pseudepigraphy
of the Church Orders, which assign all sorts of
The same supposed
directions to the apostles.
council has been thought by some to have decreed
the establishment of diocesan episcopacy but the
latter v>-as probably of gradual growth rather than
the result of an enactment of a formal council
The position of James is also
(see below, § 4).
spoken of by Clement of Alexandria (Hypotyiioscs,
ii. 1)
bk. vi., quoted by Eus.
Peter, James, and John, after the ascension of our Saviour,
as

NT

—

or presidencj' over the presbyters, though nothing
is said of any autocratic powers possessed by him.
This account of his position is borne out by the
NT writers. In Ac 12" Peter bids those who are
;issembled in Mary's house tell of his escape unto
Jamesand to the brethren.' In 15''"- James presides
o\ er, or at least takes a leading part in, the apostolic
council, and gives the decision, i.e. interprets the
evident sense of the assembly. In 21'" Paul and
his companions visit him assembled with the
presbyters in a formal meeting. In Gal 1'^ he is,

HE

NT

'
inferior to the
bishops and deacons.'
Interpreters are mentioned in 1 Co 14**, for those
who speak with tongues (cf. 12'°). But there is no
indication that an ecclesiastical office is intended.
2. Fluidity of phraseology.— It is important to
remember that the names of Christian ministerial
offices were not stereotyped in the Apostolic Age.
Many theories have been erroneously built on the
supposed identity of offices in diS'erent centuries,
because of the identity of names. In the earliest
age the names of the orders of the ministry were
in a fluid condition, even if the functions and
duties of the offices were lixed, which is doubtful.
This is used in the
(a) The name 'apostle.'
of the Twelve (see above, § I).
It is also used of
certain other persons who had equal authority
with the Twelve in the earlj' Church
Paul,
Barnabas, probably James the Lord's brother
95
cf.
1
Co 15'),
;
(see Lightfoot, Galatians^, pp. 8-t,
probably also Andronicus and Junias, who were
'of note among the apostles' (Ko 16' ; but some
think that the latter was the name of a woman),
perhaps Silvanus, who was associated with St.
Paul in writing to the Thessalonians (1 Th 2';

in the

that the Seven were the prototypes both of the
(liaconate and of the presbyterate, and that at
some time after St. Stephen's death the office
Anotlier
was divided into those two branches.
view is that the appointment of the Seventy (or
Seventy-two) in Lk 10' was the foundation of tlie
presbyterate. Tlie Seven of Ac 6 were appointed
in the first instance for the administration of relief
(v.'), but that they were also preachers of the
gospel is seen from the history of Stephen and
Philip, and might be inferred from their solemn

HE
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officials

seen Christ (see §1). The name is also used in
of messengers simply (2 Co 8^, Ph 2-'), and
the
In the
cf. Jn 20^').
of our Lord Himself (He Z]
Syriac-speaking churches it was given to any
missionaiy and so the Greek-speaking Irenseus
After the twelve apostles,
says (H(Br. II. xxi. 1)
our Lord is found to have sent forth seventy others.'
TertuUian {adv. Marc. iv. 24) gives the name to
the Seventy as well as to the Twelve (' he chose
also seventy other apostles besides the twelve').
Note that St. Luke (10'), in describing the appointment of the Seventy, says that Jesus sent them
forth
(aTriareiSev), whence the name dTrocrroXos
It means 'one commissioned.'
comes at once.
Certain persons, called false apostles,' arrogated
the name to themselves (2 Co 11'^, Rev 2-).

NT

;

;

'

:

'

'

'

—

and 'presbyter.' We
(b) The names
bishop
have already seen that the name bishop was
used in the 1st cent, in a sense diB'erent from that
which it afterwards acquired. And we may notice
how fluid was the phraseology with regard to both
bishop and presbyter.' Our Lord is called a
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

bishop
1

P

'

in

P

1

2-'

Peter a

St.

;

'

'

presbyter

in

Jn 3 Jn '.
presbyters came to be
John

5' (<TviJ.Trpe<Tp&repo$), St.

in 2

',

'

In the 2nd cent, the term
used somewhat as we use the term the Fathers.'
may also notice how easy was the change from
so much so tliat it is
presbyter to old man
not always easy to determine in any given passage
which translation ought to be taken. In 1 P 5'
St. Peter, who has been addressing the presbyters,
Likewise, ye younger [men], be
suddenly says
Clement of
subject to the elder (Trpeo-jSii-epois).
Rome {Cor. 1) says: 'Submitting yourselves to
your rulers {riyovnivoii), and rendering to the
'

'

We

'

'

'

'

;

'

:

'

older men '] among you
presbyters [Lightfoot
and so in § 21.
little later
honour,' etc.
Polycarp, after saying that the young men must
be blameless,' goes on to exhort the Pliilippians to
submit themselves to the presbyters and deacons
The association of the presbyterate and
{Phil. 5).
It is found in
old age survived for a long time.
the Apostolic Church Order (Bohairic version),
where it is said that presbyters should live after
the manner of old men (§ 18 H. Tattam, Apost.
The
Const, in Coptic, London, 1848, p. 20).
ordination prayer of a presbyter in the Testainent
of our Lo7'd(c. A.D. 350 ?) speaks by a paranomasia
of the Spirit [masc] of the presbyterate who doth
not grow old' (i. 30). Pseuilo-Pionin<i (4tli cent.)
in the Life uf Polycarp (§ 17
Lightfoot, Apost.
'

:

A

;

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

;
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'

Fnthcrs,

pt. ii.,

iii.

I'olycarj),'

447

'

f.)

oM man

I'olyoarp to be an

makes

unliistorically
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80 perliaps
jiresbytcr.
IIcrma.s, Vis. ii. 4 ('2nd cent.), where tlie presbyters are the oRicials of the irpea^vripa ('aged

before

woman

who

'),

is

as

interpreted

Nazianzus (Urat.

of

Gregory

ordained

is

lie

Church.

tlie

4th cent.)
honoured for years

xlii.
'

11,

speaks of the presbyters being
and wisdom.'
In addition to the use
(c) Tin; nrum 'deacon.'

—

word

StaKovos in the non-eccle.siastical sense
servant,' as in Mt 2"2", Jn 2^ ', and elsewhere

of tlie

of a
in the Gospels, and (metaphorically of a ruler as
God's servant) in Ro IS'', or of a 'follower' (of
Christ) in Jn 1'2*, we have it used frequently of
others thau the ordinary 'deacons.' Our Lord is
called a deacon in Ro 15* ('deacon of the circumcision'); St. Paul in Col l^^-^^, 2 Co 3« 6< (pi.),
'

'

'

3', 1 Co 3» (also Apollos)
Timothy in 1 Th 3=
(Westcott-Hort's text), 1 Ti 4'' (cf. the technical
of
in
use
SiaKoyot
3™-) Epai^hras in Col 1' Jewish
Christians in 2 Co 11^. Satan's 'deacons' are

Eph

;

;

;

mentioned in 2 Co ll'". This fluidity of expre.ssion
would be realized by the English reader if the
translation deacon (instead of minister ') were
adopted throughout, and if it were borne in mind
how often StaKofla and SiaKov^a are used in the NT,
always in the non-technical sense of service and
'to do service.'
(rf) St. PauVs liMs of the ministry show a great
But they do not give
fluidity of nomenclature.
'

'

'

'

'

names to the various classes of the
ministry. In 1 Co 12^ we have apostle.«, prophets,
teachers, powers, charismata of healings, helps,
governments, kinds of tongues. These cannot all
be othces some are (as we see from v.^) purely
charismatic, namely powers (working of miracles),
healings, tongues.
Proliably no orders of the
ministrj- are here explicitlj' enumerated, but only
kinds
the difterent
or work done in the Christian
Church. On the other hand, officials of the ministrjare enumerated in Eph 4", where we have apostles,
prophets, evangelists, pastors' and teachers (the
last two are one class).
These offices are said to
be for the perfecting of the saints unto the work
of ministering,' i.e., to equip the members of the
body for the function of service to the whole
(Robinson, Ephesion.s-, p. 98 f. ; the RV inserts a
comma after saints,' but the two clauses probably
go together). In this list we have no 'bishops,'
deacons,' and yet these oflicials
presbytei-s,' or
existed at Ephesus (Ac 20"=», 1 Ti o'"""-)- Hence
in this Pauline list we cannot look for technical
designations, but rather for a description of the
technical

:

;

'

'

'

'

work done by

different officials.
The pastors and
teachers' appear to lie the local ministry. In Ko
12"- we have the abstract charismata or gifts
prophecy, ministering (SiaKovia), teacliing, exhortaIn
tion, giving [alms], ruling, showing mercj'.
1 Til .5'- we have leaders (rpoiaTaiJievoi.)
cf. 1 Ti
3«. IS 517^ where this word is used of ' bishops and
'deacons.'
In the NT
(e) Fluidity of 'hieratic' languatie.
and the sub-apostolic writers the word Uptm is not
used of a Christian minister, though Christians as
a body are called 'priests' and 'a priesthood'
'

:

;

'

—

(Updrema)

in

1

P

•2^»,

Rev

1« (cf.

Rev

5""20»), just

priests' (Ex 19"). Our Lord
'priest' or 'high priest'
* 10=', et«. Clement of
(apxifpews) in He 3' ;V'- I"Rome, Ignatius, and Irenaeus do not use hieratic'
language of the Christian ministrj", 'but the Didcu-he
says of the Christian prophets
thej' are your
'Tlie wor*l 'pastor' or 'shepherd' (rot/i)7f) is used of our
Lord in He 13-*, 1 P '2=5 (ct. 1 P S'. .In lO'i-H). It was often
applied to hishops by later writers (e.g., Apost. Cotigt. ii, IX
The \ erh rroiftaiyetv is use<l of the Christian ministry in Jn 21'^
Ac 2028, 1 p r,2 (..f. .lurte 1^. In Ac 131 • prophets and teachers

as all Israel had been

Himself

is

calleil

'

a

'

:

'

are Joined together

(ci. 1

Co

12^).

'

'

(§ 13).
Polycrates, bishop of Ephesus,
A.D. 190, says (quoted by Ens.
v. 24) that
'
St. John w;is a priest, wearing the mitre (or golden

high priests

HE

c.

ireVaXoi')
5)late,'
lustin

MartjT

but the meaning

;

a.u.

{c.

150)

calls

is not clear.'
the Christian

the true high-prie.stly race of God" (Dial.
Tertullian at the end of the century speaks
of the bishop as high-priest ('summus sacerdos,'
de Bapt. 17), and, in reference to the Christian
ministrj', speaks of 'functions of iiriestliood'
('sacerdolalia miuiera,'rfe/'/'rt'*fr. 41). liippolvtus,
early in the 3rd cent., uses similar language {Ihrr.
'

liody
116).

'

'

'

i.

pref.):

We

being their [the apostles'] successoi-s

and participators in this grace of high-priesthood,'
etc.
In Cyprian the bisliop is frequently called
sacerdos,' and his office sacerdotium.' The Older
'

'

Didascalia (3rd cent.) calls the bishops 'highpriests' (Funk, Didasc. ct Cun.it. Apost., Paderborn,
1905, i. 102), and says that the Jewish priests and
levites now correspond to the deacons, presbyters,
widows, and orphans. The names high-priest
for the bishop, and priests and le^"ites for the
presbyters sud deacons respectively, were frequently used in the 4th cent, and onwards, and
are often found in the Church Orders (for references
see Maclean, Antient Clituch Orders, p. 67, n.). In
the ordination praj-er for a presbyter in the Apost.
Const, viii. 16 (c. A.D. 375) and in the Epitome
known as Constitutions through Hippob/tus, % 6
(Funk, ii. 80), his functions are called icpovpyiai,
'priestly duties.' Of other 4th cent, writers we
may take as an example Epiphanius, who uses
iepem for a Christian priest (Exp. Fid. 21), and
whose priesthood (iepwo-wi;) includes subdeacous,
but not readers (ib.). Jerome calls his famous
treatise on the ministry Concerning priesthood
At the Council of Laodicea (c.
(Ilepi ieputrwijs).
A.D. 380, can. '27, 30), 'hieratics' {UpartKoi) are the
liishops, priests, and deacons, as opposed to the
'clerics' (vXtjpikoI), who include the minor orders.
In Apost. Const, iii. 15, and in the Apost. Canons, 63
(c. A.D. 400), the minor orders are included among
the 'hieratics.' In the Syriac-speaking Churches
the word kalmutha (which is the translation of
UpuirvvTt) is used for all orders of the ministry.
The use of this language does not mean that a
new conception of the ministry was entertained by
those in whose writings it is first found. It was
not likely to be used as long as any Jewish priests
or ]evit«s were in the ranks of the Christian
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

For example, Barnabas was a levite
and could not well have been called a
without considerable confusion. When
priest
'hieratic' language was first used in the Christian
Church, it was a new nomenclature, but did not
imply anj' new functions. It is a fallacj- to describe
some 2nd cent. Christian writers as unsacerdotal,
ministry.

(Ac
'

4**),
'

and some as .sacerdotal. The use of 'hieratic'
language meant that the writers who employed it
ascribed to Christian officials the ministry delivered
sense the Only,
by the Great, and in the strictest
High Priest, our Lord Himself. The writers like
Ignatius who do not use 'hieratic' language are
even more emphatic about the authority of the
ministrj' than those who do.
3. Charismatic ministry.— This term properly
indicates those who are endowed with anj- spiritual
gifts, called xaf»ff,uaTa ('gifts') in 1 Co 12-' or simply
irvfvimTiiii ('spiritual [things']) in 12' 14' ; but it is
con venientlj' used fortlmse who had 'extraordinary'
must distinguish lietwecn the
charismata.
'charismatic" and the nlhcial ministry. .As long as
extraordinary charismata continued, the two went
on side by side. Yet the same person might be of

We

1 H. l>elff'fi
theory is tliat the 'beloved disciple' (whom he
distinguishes from the apostle .John) was a n.iiive of Jerusalem
and belontfed to one of the lii^h-priestlv families (\V. Sanday,
Critieitm 0/ Ihe Fourlh Gotpel, Oxford, J905, p. 09t.).
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both ministries thus St. Paul was an apostle, and
yet spoke with tongues more than all (1 Co 14").
Tlie charismata enumerated in 1 Co 12*-"' include
wisdom, knowledge, faith, healings, miracles,
prophecy, discerning of spirits, tongues, interpretaOf these probably the most
tion of tongues.
prominent was prophecy. For the passages in
which Christian prophets are mentioned see § i,
above these, however, do not imply that Agabus,
Judas, Silas, and others held office in the Church
as prophets, though they may have done so in
another capacity. It is recognized that any one
might receive a revelation, and so be a prophet
Thus those whom we should call
(cf. 1 Co 14^").
laymen,' as not being of the official ministry,
But
spoke in the Christian assemblies (i'6. ).
women were not allowed to do so (v.*"), though they
might be prophetesses (Ac 21"). In 1 Co 14 the
charisma of tongues is soiuewhat disparaged as
compared with prophecy.
Prophecy long continued. For the prophets in
the Didac'he see above, § I. Quadratus, earljr in
the 2nd cent., was renowned for his prophetical
iii. 37).
Polycarp is called in the
gifts (Ens.
letter written by the Smyrnseans an apostolic and
prophetic teacher {Mart. Pol. 10 A.D. 155 or 156).
Hernias received revelations, and his Shepherd (c.
A.D. 150?) was widely received as a prophetic
Even in the 4th cent, the Church Orders
writing.
speak of charismata, and in particular of revelations,
being expected e.g., the Test, of our Lord speaks
of those expected by the bishops, presbyters, widows,
and by any Christians (i. 21, 23, 29, 31 f., 40) gifts
of healing or of knowledge or of tongues are referred
to as being a possible endowment of any Christian
Such a one was not to be ordained ('a hand
(i. 47).
is not laid on him'), but to be had in honour (ib.).
See also below, §§ 6-8.
The term 'charismatic ministry' is capable of
being misunderstood, as if the official ministry was
considered a purely mechanical one, and only of
human appointment. But St. Paul clearly recognizes the official ministry as charismatic in
another sense. Timothy had the charisma in virtue
The official ministry
of his ordination (1 Ti 4").
had the 'spiritual gift,' though it was not of the
same nature as that of those who had extraordinary
;

;

'

'

'

HE

'

'

;

;

;

endowments and the two
seen, might overlap.
;

ministries, as

we have

4. Bishops, presbyters, and deacons from the
2nd cent, onwards. (a) Bishops. In the Epistles

—

—

of Ignatius (r. A.D. 110) we iind bishops in the later
.sense of the word fully established.
may here
make an endeavour to collect the facts \\'ith regard

We

to the diocesan episcopate, postponing a statement
of the theories that have been advanced as to its
'

The phrase diocesan episcopate is perhaps
the best that we can use, as it begs no question as
to the relation of the bishop to the presbyter the
phrase monarchical episcopate,' which is used by
'

origin.

;

'

open to this objection.
The establishment of bishops in the later sense
in the Churches of the province of Asia and elsewhere is ascribed by a steady tradition to .John the
of Alexandria (Quis dives, 42)
Apostle. Clement
'
John reafter the tyrant's death
says that
turned to Ephesus from the isle of Patmos,' and
went away, being invited, to the contiguous

many

writers, is

'

'

'

territories of the nations, here to appoint bishops,
there to set in order whole Churclies, there to

such as were marked out by the Spirit.'
Tertullian similarly says {adv. Marc. iv. 5) that
'the order of the bishops' [of the Seven Churches
of Asia, or of all the Churches of the province]
when traced up to their origin rests on John as
their author.' And the Muratorian Fragment {c.
A.D. 180?) says that John was exhorted by 'his
fellow disciples and bishops to write his Gospel.
oi'dain

'

'

'

'
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(Early Christian)

Ignatius speaks of bishops being established all
over the world {Ejth. 3). But we do not find the
diocesan episcopate established in all places at an
equally early date. Thus Ignatius writes to the
Philippians, but makes no mention of their bishop.
Clement of Rome (c. A.D. 95) likewise omits all
reference to a bishop at Corinth when writing to
It is, of course, possible that
the Corinthians.
the office at Philippi and Corinth was vacant at
b\it this hypothesis
the dates of these letters
cannot be proved, and the deduction has usually
been made that the diocesan episcopate was not
established in these two places so soon as elsewhere. The position at Rome at the end of the
Clement
1st cent, has been considered doubtful.
writes in the name of his Cliurch (not of the
presbyters), but he does not call himself its bishop,
nor does he name himself at all we have to
gather information about the authorship of this
;

;

Epistle from subsequent writers. Clement obviously held a prominent position in the Roman
Church and, though nomenclature and organization matured themselves more slowly at Rome
than elsewhere, the testimony of all antiquity
must be taken as showing that he held the first
place in it. Thus Irena;us makes Clement the
third bishop of Rome in the list which he gives of
bishops of that city up to his own time (Heer. III.
iii. 3).
He says that Linus, the first bishop, received the office from the apostles Peter and Paul,
and that Anacletus succeeded him, and was in
turn succeeded by Clement. Before Iren;cus,
Hegesippus had already made a list of the bishops
of Rome, as all the Greek MSS and the Syriac
iv. 22 assert (see Lightfoot,
versions of Eus.
Apost. Fathers, pt. i., 'Clement,' i. 154). The
alternative (rejected by Lightfoot but accepted by
Harnack) of Siarpifi-fiv for SiaSox';'' is a conjecture
of Rufinus.
15ut, as
based on the loose
;

HE

paraphrase
Hegesippus's list is not extant, we cannot tell
We notice that Ignatius, in writit began.
ing to Rome, mentions no bishop there, and that,
as G. Salmon remarks {Introd. to the NI^, London,
1892, p. 519, n.), all through the first two centuries
the importance of the bishop of Itome is merged
in the importance of his Church.
Dionysius of
Corinth (c. A.D. 170) writes to the Church of Rome,
not to Soter its bishop, though he mentions him
in the third person.
Long before the end of the 2nd cent, the diocesan
was universal, so much so that writers
episcopate
like Clement of Alexandria, as we have seen, did
not know that the 'bishops' of the NT were the
same as the presbyters. It is therefore unnecessary
to carry further an investigation into the spread
of the system in the 2nd century (for detailed
information reference may be made to Lightfoot,

where

But it is
Dissertation,' in his Philippians).
desirable to refer to the conception of the episco'

pate which we find in the works of Cyprian,
bishop of Carthage in the middle of the 3rd
century. Ignatius and Irenicus had described
the bishop as a centre of unity, and Cyprian
emphasizes this still more in his treatise de UniIn this connextate Ecclesia; and in his Epistles.
ion he dwells strongly on the sin of schism from
the visible unity symbolized and guarded by the
It has been said that he
magnified his
bishop.
yet
office,' and extended its claims to autocracy
no one emphasizes more than he the necessity of
constitutional action on the part of the bishop,
'

;

his obligation to carry his clergy and laity
He also dwells on the
{b)).
election of the bishops by the people (see art.
There is no real foundation for Hatch's
Laity, §

and

with him (see below
4).

view, from which his German translator Harnack
dissents, that the rule that there should be only

one

bishop in

each

community was not

fully
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round him on either side. Thus in the Apost. Ch.
Ord. (c. A.D. 300; for the Syriac text and tr. see
JThSt iii. [1901] 59} the presbyters are appointed
by the bishop, and sit on either side of him, those
on the right being the regulators of the service of
the altar, those on the left the regulators of the
sharers in the
people and the presbyters are
mysteries' with the sliepherd (the bishop; see
In the Older Didasc. (ii. 57 Funk, i.
above, § 2).

established before Cyiniaii's time, and was due to
his dispute with Novatian (Organization of the
Early Christian Church, p. 103 for an account
of Cyprian's view of the ministry reference may be
made to Gore, The Church and the Ministry', pp.
151-156, with his quotations in the footnotes).
It would seem that at the first the primary
;

object of a local ministry

was

liturgical.

'

;

Thus

'

'

immediately after mentioning the
Sunday worship (§ 14), continues: 'Appoint (x"poToi'vcoTf) for yourselves therefore
Dishops and
deacons' (§ 15). And so in the succeeding ages
one of the principal functions of the diocesan
bishop was to celebrate the Eucharist. In the
Churcli Orders of the 4th and 5th centuries the
newly-consecrated bishop himself begins to exercise
his functions by doing so, rather tlian the princithe Didache,

;

the Apost. Const, (ii. 57), and the Test, of
our Lord (i. 19) the same arrangement is found.
In the last-mentioned manual the more exalted
labour in the
and honoured presbyters, who
word,' sit on the right, and 'those of middle age'
2 [b) for the
(i.e. the younger ones; see above, §
association of the presbyterate and old age) sit
on the left. For an ambiguity as to the position
of the bishop and presbyters when ministering at
the altar, see Maclean, Ancient Church Orders,
158),

'

The same
pal consecrator, as in modern times.
idea underlies the ancient practice, still preserved
in some parts of Christendom, of 'concelebration,'
that is, of the newly-ordained presbyters joining

aloud with the bishop who has just ordained them,
in consecrating the Eucharist.
(In the early ages
concelebration was not confined to ordinations.)
which
also survives,
the
AVe may compare
custom,
of a newly-ordained deacon reading the liturgical
gospel, that being one of his functions whicli he
immediately begins to discharge. In this connexion we may notice that the bishop and the
presbyter were the only persons allowed to celebrate' the Eucharist (see art. LAITY, § 5 (n)).
The Council of Nicsea enacted that bishops were
not to be translated from one see to another (can.
15; A.D. 325). But this rule wasalmost immediately
disreg.arded (see Athanasius, Apol. c. Arian. 25).
The Nicene Council applied it also to presbyters

37.

p.

The presbyters were charged with celebrating
the Eucharist, at least when the bishop was absent
pnd with pastoral duties to the flock.
In the 4th cent, the Apost. Const, thus sum up
the functions of bishops and presbyters (viii. 28)
(see above),

:

The bishop
lays on hands
'

blesses,

but does not receive the blessing

;

he

ordains (xetpororei),! offers (the
(,\(;tpo0eTei),
Eucharist), receives a blessing from bishops, but not at all from
presbyters ; tlie bishop exercises discipline (Kaddipei) over every
clericwho deserves discipline, except over a bishop, for alone
he cannot (do this). The presbyter blesses, but does not receive
the blessing except from a bishop or fellow-presbyter, and 80
he gives it to a fellow-presbyter he L-iys on hands but does not
ordain ; he does not exercise discipline, but he separates those
Inferior to him,' etc.
;

An interesting feature is that the presbyter is
allowed to contirm, for this seems here to be the
meaning of xf'/'o*"'^'''-* blessing and ordaining
and deacons.
being mentioned as different actions. Ordinarily
In early Christian literature the the presbyter baptized, and brought the neophyte
(b) Presbyters.
presbyters are frequently recognized as the coun- to the bishop for conlirmatiou this is the reguJar
cillors of the bishop.
Ignatius, who says that the practice in the Church Orders and was the earlier
presbytery is attuned to the bishop as strings to custom in both East and West. In the East the
a lyre (iph. 4), bids the people submit to the
both
presbyter has for many centuries confirmed,
bishop and presbyters {Eph. 2, 20, Trail. 13), and in the Orthodox and in the Separated communions,
do nothing without them {Magn. 7, Trail. 2f., 7)
but he uses chrism consecrated by the bishop.
he speaks of the bishop presiding (irpoKaOriiJi^i'ov) The same thing is also found in the West, but only
after the likeness of God, and the presbyters after in
to
exceptional cases. Innocent I. in his Epistle
the likeness of the council (o-weSpiou) of the apostles
A.D. 416) shows that Western
Decentius (§ 3
{Magn. 6) in ^myrn. 8, the bishop is compared to presbyters had the power by custom, though he
our Lord, and the presbyters to the apostles (cf. did not approve of their exercising it. The Council
Magn. 13: 'with your revered bishop and with of Orange (A.D. 441) says (can. 1, 2) that in the
the fitly-wreathed spiritual circlet of your presby- absence of a bishop a presbyter may receive penitent
tery, and with the deacons who walk after God ).
heretics, marking them with the chrism and beneIn the same way, more than a century later, diction, i.e. (apparently) confirming them. Still
Cyprian says (Ep. xiv. [v.] 4, 'To the presbyters earlier the first Council of Toledo (A.D. -100) shows
and deacons') that he had determined from the the same thing by implication. It forbids (can. 20)
beginning of liis episcopate to do nothing without a presbyter to consecrate the chrism, and allows
the advice [consilium] of the presbyters, and the only a bishop to do so, but says that deacons or
concurring feeling (consensus see art. Laitv, § 8) subdeacons shall fetch the chrism from the bishop
The presbyters are here recognized before Easter. The Council of Carthage, A.D. 390
of the people.
as councillors of the bishop in a higher sense tlian (can. 3), also forbids presbyters to consecrate the
the laity. This is not quite the same position as chrism. This implies a regular practice of conin Ep. xxxviii. (xxxii.) 1 ('To the presbyters,
firming by presbyters (for further references
deacons, and people'), where Cyprian speaks of see Duchesne, Christian Worship, p. 338, n.). For
ordained
he
them
all
before
clergy.
consulting
Egypt we have the evidence of the writer known
This is the equivalent of the more modern Si guis as Ambrosiaster {in Eph. iv. 12), who says that in
or public intimation of a proposed ordination.
that country the presbyter 'signs' (consignat) if
Origen likewise compares the 'councillors' and the bishop be not present and we read the same
of the Church with those of the city,
rulers
in Quaist. Vet. ct Nov. Test. § 101, printed as an
to vol. iii. of tlic Benedictine ed. of
clearly meaning the presbyters and the bishop (c.
A similar state of things is seen in appendix
Cels. iii. 30).
Augustine (another reading there has consecrate,'
the Older Didasc. (ii. '28, 3rd cent. Funk, i. 108), i.e. consecrat e the Eucharisl). Lightfoot Dissertawhere it is said that the presbyters are honoured
1 One
ordains, does not lay on hands.'
good JIS reads
as apostles and councillors of the bishop, and the
of peni- It
has, however, been interiTeted of the absolution
crown of the Church, for they are the council and tents. C. H. Turner (.fThSt xvi. (191.i) 01), who adopts the
on
of
hands
of the
this
alternative reading, interprets
laying
curia of the Church.' Tlie derived Apost. Cotist.
custom of the presbyters laying on hands at the ordination of a
(ii. 28) use nearly the same language.
in
the
fact
that
is
the
.ipost.
presbyter, .\gainst this, however,
It is for this reason that the bishop had his
Const, that custom is not mentioned, and is perhaps negatived
throne in the church with the presbyters sitting (see below, } 8 (a)).

—

;

;

'

'

;

;

;

;

'

'

'

'

;

(

'

'

:

'

'
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tlie surely strange error of sup'
consignatio means ordination.
There are traces in our period of a very close
connexion between presbyter and bishop. Thus
in the Canons of Hippolytus, which in their present
form are perhaps of the 4th cent., but which adhere
very closely to their 3rd cent, source, we read
that a bishop and a presbyter are ordained with the
same prayer except for the name of the office, and
except that in the case of the presbyter enthronization is omitted.
The bishop is in all things put on
an equality mth the presbyter, except the name of
the tlirone and ordination, for the iiower of ordination is not given to him,' i.e. to tlie presbyter (can.
iv. ; ed. H. Achelis, Leipzig, 1891, §§ 30-32).
So in
the Egyptian Church Order (§ 32) there is only one
ordination prayer for bishop and presbyter. The

tion,' p. 231)

posing that this

'

'

'

'

later

Church Orders have separate prayers.

A bishop is still called a

'

'

presbyter in the 2nd and

later centuries (see, e.g., Iren. Ear. III. ii. 2, 'successions of presbyters,' which in iii. 2 he explains
as ' successions of bishops '). In his letter to Victoi'
Irenseus speaks of
the presbyters before Soter
who presided over the Church which thou rulest
v.
(Eus.
24).
Dionysius, bishop of Alexandria
'
(c A.D. 258), speaks of
fellow-presbyter
Maximus' (Eus. vii. 11). For Clement of Alexandria see above, § i (6), and for Firmilian see
'

'

HE

my

below, § 8 (a).
This was a numerous and import(c) Deacons.
ant order in all the early ages. The deacon's functions are svimmarized by the author of the Apost.
Const, (viii. 28), by saying that he does not bless
or baptize or offer [the Eucharist], but that, when
a bishop or presbyter has offered, he gives [tlie
sacrament] to the people, not as a priest (iepeiJs) but
as one who ministers to the priests. He is described
in the oldest as well as in the later liturgies as
assisting at the Eucharist, and especially as saying the short exhortations and the ectene, or litany
(see, e.g. the liturgies in the Test, of our Lord and
in the Apost Const, viii.)
he keeps order in service
time (Test. i. 34; Older Didase. ii. 57, etc.); he
assists at baptism in all the Church Orders which
describe the rite in some authorities he is allowed
to baptize in the absence of bishop and presbyter
he often reads the liturgical
(see art. Laity, § 5)
vii. 19
gospel at the Eucharist (Sozomen,
Test. i. 27), as at this day in the West
he administers the eucharistic gifts in Justin Martyr (^/)o/.
i. 65), and often in the Church Orders (for details

—

,

.

;

;

;

HE

;

;

and A. J. Maclean, Test, of our Lord,
Edinburgh, 1902, p. 223; iox Apost. Const, see above);
he has many pastoral duties, such as visiting tlie
sick [Test. i. 34, Apost. Const, ii. 32, 44, iii. 19, Egyp.
see J. Cooper

Ch. Ord. 33), entertaining strangers (Test.

HE

i.

34),

vii. 11).
arranging for burials- (ib. and Eus.
The deacon also attends to the eucharistic offerings
'
1 The
present writer can find no good instance of consignare
or its Greek equivalent u^payi^tLv, or their substantives, being
to
ordination.
The
Greek
and
its Oriental
applied
o-'/»payis
equivalents usually refer to baptism or confirmation, or both, or
to the sign of the cross ; by analogy Tertullian [adv. Vak-nt. 1)
'
uses
consignare of admission to the Eleusinian mysteries
(see also Lightfoot, Apo^t. Fathers, pt. i., Clement,' ii. 226, n.
Maclean, Ancient Church Orders, p. 109). In the Verona
Latin Fragments (ed. Hauler, p. 110) ' consignare ' is used in
contradistinction to ordination, for the part played by the
presbyters at a presbyter's ordination (see below, § 8 (a)) :" The
presbyter at the ordination (ordinatione) of a presbyter signs
lconsi(jnat) when the bishop ordains {epi^copo ordiiuinte).'
Ducange (.Gtossarium Mediee et Injimai Latinitati^, Paris, 184050, Niort, 18S3-S7) gives no instance of consi<jiiatio meaning
*
ordination,' thougli he gives instances of its meaning 'contirma.
tion.' .Suicer(7'/if.^fl('/-u.^, 3199) gives one instance from pseudoDionysius Ai-eopa;^ita (Eccl. Bier. v. p. 312 IPG iii. 609]) of
ordination,' but this instance is very doubtful.
<Tittpayi<; meaning
*
2 It has been
sugijested that the young men of Ac 56- 10
the
definite
(note
article) who buried Ananias and Sapphirawere
of the deacons in this respect. For tlie opiates, or
prototypes
'
grave-diggers (mentioned by Epiphanius, Exp. Fid. 21), and
the parabolani (visitors of the sick) see J. Wordsworth, Ministry of Grace, p. 195 f.
'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'
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and is often the almoner of the Church (Older
Didase. ii. 57 ; Apost. Const, iii. 19). In some
authorities the bishop and presbyters exercise the
discipline of the laity through the deacons (Test.
i. 36 f.
Apost. Const, ii. 16 Ethiopic Didase. § 4).
As time went on, deacons pressed their claims and
relegated several of their lesser fimctions to the
minor orders.
find several writers repressing
deacons for this reason e.g., Cyprian (Ep. iii.
'ad
[Ixiv.] 13,
Kogatianuni '), the Council of Aries
A.D. 314), which says that many deacons
(can. 15
attempted to celebrate tlie Eucharist, tliat of
Niccea (can. 18; A.D. 325), and almost all the
Church Orders, the Test, of our Lord being a solitary exception, for in that manual the jjosition
both of deacons and of widows who preside is
greatly extolled.
(d) Nuiahcr of the clergy.
Cornelius, bishop of
Rome, writing to Fabian or Fabius, bishop of
Antioch, A.D. 251 (the letter is given by Eus.
vi. 43), enumerates the various orders and classes
at Rome as follows one bishop (about this he is
emphatic), 46 (var. led. 36) presbyters, 7 deacons,
7 subdeacons, 42 acolytes, 52 exorcists, readers,
and doorkeepers, and more than 1500 widows and
persons in distress (for the minor orders see belo^v,
But in unimportant places the clergy were
§ 6).
much fewer. In the Apost. Ch. Ord. (c. A.D. 300)
there were one bishop, 3 presbyters, 3 deacons (so
the Syriac), one (?) reader, 3 widows. In the Test,
of our Lord (c. A.D. 350?) we have (i. 34), besides
the bishop, 12 presbyters, i deacons, 14 subdeacons,
13 widows who preside (the Greek original no
doubt had irpoKadrniffai). Seven was a very ordinary
number for the deacons, because of the Seven in
Ac 6. Sozomen says (BE vii. 19) that even in his
day (5th cent.) there were only 7 deacons in Rome,
though in other Churches the number of deacons
is a matter of indifference.'
The Council of NeoCsesarea, appealing to Acts, says that even in the
largest towns there are not to be more than 7
deacons (can. 15 c. A.D. 314, or perhaps a little
The number twelve for the presbyters in
later).
the Test, of our Lord may be due to the comparison
of their order to tlie apostles.
Eutychius (10th
cent.) describes Alexandria in old days as having
had twelve presbyters but his evidence is quite
untrustworthy (see below, § 8 (d)).
At Neo-Csesarea it was
(e) Age of ordination.
enacted (can. 11) that no one was to be ordained
presbyter before he was thirty years of age, because
our Lord then began to teach. This became the
general rule for many centuries. There was no
similar rule about bishops, but the 2ud can. of
Nicaea says that no novice in the faith is to be
ordained presbyter or bishop. The minimum age
;

;

We

—

;

'

'

—

HE

:

:

'

'

'

;

;

—

for deacons seems to have been twenty-live.
The
Council of Hippo (A.D. 393) says that no one is to
be ordained at all under that age (can. 1) but this
rule can hardly have applied to the minor orders,
for the same Council (can. 18) speaks of readers
who are appointed as quite young boys. So Cyprian (Ep. xxxviii. [xxxii.] 1) and Socrates (HE
vii. 41) speak of veiy young readers.
The Gallican Statutes (c. A.D. 500; see below, § 6 (<)) say that
'
a bishop must be of the prescribed age,' but does
;

not say what that is (§ 1).
It may be convenient to note here some

later rules as to age
of ordination.
The Maronite rule is that a presbyter must be
over 30, for the reason stated above (H. Denzinger, Ritus Orientalium, Wurzburg, 1863-64, ii. 148), and a deacon must be over 21
The East Syrian or Nestorian SunhddhUs, or ' Book
(i4. p. 128).
of Canon Law (vi. iv. 2
Maclean and W. H. Browne, Calhoticos
uf the East, London, 1892, p. 201), says that readers must not be
'

;

ordained till past boyhood, subdeacons when ne.irly grown up,
deacons a little later, presbyters about 18, though ("it adds) the
ancient age was 30. The Anglican minimum age for deacons is
i::, tor presbjters 24, for bishops 30, and this is the usual Western
custom some relaxation of the rule has rarel v been made in the
case of deacons.
;

5.

Development of the supervisory offices.— («)
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Metropolitnns. ^Tlie name

(Early Christian)

lirst found in the 4tli
cent., liefiire which there is no certain trace of prothe
vincial organization,
'eparchy' in tlie Apost.

lix. (liv.) 14, both to Cornelius;
Cyprian says that
appeals are not to be carried outside the province
in which the cause began.
The custom of giving the nallium to metropolitans hardly falls within tne limits of this

is

Ch. Ord. l)einfx apparently the civil province. At
Nic;ea metropolitan.s arc mentioned by that name
(can. 4, G), and the word
eparchy is apparently
used of an ecclesiastical province, though, as the
'

'

(6)

in Encaniis (A.D. 341) metropolitans are recognized
in efl'ect, though the name is not given to them

'

In Christian
Hadrian visited Egypt A.D. 130.
literature we find the term first applied to Christians non-officially.
Basil seems to use it as
'
equivalent to bishop when he says (Ep. clxix.
'

'ad Greg.') that the deacon Glycerins assumed the

An example in
and title of patriarch.
Gregory of Nyssa's Funeral Oration on Mclctius,
bishop of Antioch (t -^.D. 381), when he exclaims
Behold these your patriarchs,' is perhaps purely
style

'

;

'

'

'

'

of the Councils-, Eng. tr., Edinburgh, 1872, i. 162).
In spite of his position at Carthage, Cypri.an
affirms that all l)ishops are equal.
Tims in de
he says that the ei)isco]>a(e is one and
Unitate,
that all bishops are full partners in it with joint
and .several responsibility for this is the meaning
of his jihrase 'cuius a singulis in solidum jiars
tenetur.' So in E)i. Iv. (li.)2I, 'ad Aiilimiaimm,'
he says that every bishop dis])oses and directs his
own acts, and will have to give an account of his
purposes to the Lord. Cf. also Epp. Ivii. (liii.) 5,
.'),

;

he is referring to the bishops who
attended the second Ecumenical Council at ConCiregory of Nazianzus explicitly uses
stantinople.
the term of senior bishops (Orat. xlii. 23): 'aged
bishops or, to speak more accurately, patriarchs.'
But it came to be used of the bishops of Rome,
Constantinople, Alexandria, Antioch, and Jeru.salem, though not by canons of councils till long
after our period not before the 9th cent. ; the
whole subject is treated in detail by Hatch in
DCA ii. 1573 (art. Patriarch '). The growth of
the authority of these sees is shown by the 6th
the
can. of Nicrea, and the 28th of Chalcedon
The
of Rome.
latter was rejected
by the bishop
ultimate result was the joining together of several
or eparchies, each of which was governed
Erovinces
y its own metropolitan, under a single patriarch,
oratorical

cally universal.

'

NT

—

;

'

prob-

;

;

'

was

'

'

HE

patriarch

Churton, Uncnnonical and Apucr,/phal Scriptures,
London, 1884) it is used of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob,
and others.
In the early centuries of our era a
Jewish patriarch,' or representative of the nation,
is several times mentioned
e.g., by Cyril of Jerusalem (Cat. xii. 17 A.D. 348), who speaks of the
Jews' 'recent measures relative to their patriarchs
as they now call theui.' The Emperor Hadrian
(A.D. 134?) refers to the Jewish patriarch in his
letter to the consul Servianus about religion in
Alexandria (see Lightfoot, 'Dissertation,' p. 225).

:

'

'

'

In the
or subdivision of a tribe.
it is
2-"), the sons of .Jacob (7"), and
Abraham (He 7*). In 4 Mac 7" IG-^ (ed. W. R.

used at Laodicea (can.
12 <. .\.D. 380).
On the other hand, there is no
mention of a metropolitan in the Church Orders,
and this is a cogent argument against their being
dated later than the 4th cent., and for their not
being assigned to any of the great centres like
Alexandria or Antioch.
In these manuals the
neighbouring bishops come together for the election
of a bislioii. and the whole as.sembly of bishops,
clergy, •inti laity elect, just as they do in Cyprian
To the clergy and people in Spain ')
{Ej>. Ixvii. 5,
but there is no metropolitan. There is perhaps
just a faint trace of a primacy in Apost. Const.
viii. 4, which speaks of 'one of the first
bishops'
saying the ordination prayer of a bishop and so in
the Arabic Didasc. (c. A.D. 400?; §36, 'the first
bishop among them'). But this is all. A rather
stronger trace is to be seen in the Apost. Canons
c. A.D. 400).
(can. 35 [also numbei-ed 34 or 33]
After the 4th cent, metropolitans became practi-

We

ii.

used of David (Ac

is

Although there was no regular organization of
provinces before the 4th cent., yet bishops of certain
important cities, like Rome, Carthage, Ale.\andria,
Antioch, wielded great influence over the neighsee this in the case of Cypbouring bishops.
rian,
^it Nicsea the authority of the bishops of
Alexandria and Rome is spoken of as an ancient
cu.stom, and no one is made bisho]) without the
metropolitan (can. 6). Alexandria is to have, as
before, authority over Egypt, Libya, and Pentapolis, i.e. over more than one civil province (ib.).
Tlie growth of this intluence was promoted by the
holding of synods, when external circumstances
permitted. Synods would ordinaril5' be held in
the metropolis' (chief town) of the civil province
or eparcliy, and the bishop of that city would
naturally preside. So the civil metropolis tended
to become the ecclesiastical metropolis.
But this
was not always the case with synods. At that of
the bishops of Pontus held to consider the Paschal
riuestiou, Palmas as the oldest [bishop] presided
Palma.s was bishop of Amastris
V. 23).
(Eus.
At the end of the 4th cent, the Council
(iv. 23).
of Hippo decreed that a bishop of a princijial see
(priimi scdes) was not to be called prineeps sacerdotum or sumnius sacerdos,' but simply iirinne
seilis episcojius' (can. 2.j).
Thus the name metropolitan was apparently not in use in the province
Africa' ; and Hefele thinks that, except at Carththe metropolitan rights went to the oldest
age,
bishop of the province, and that the same thing
held good in Spain before Constantine's time (Hi.it.

1174).
— The
name

TroTpid,

'

the bishop presiding in the metro(can. 9, 19) ;
polis' {i.e. in the civil capital) is tlie phrase u.sed,
and the corresponding verb is employed in can. 19.

The word metropolitan'

Patriarchs.

ably borrowed from the Jews. In the LXX of
1 Ch 27^- it is used for the head of a tribe, and in
24" and some MSS of 9" 23** for the head of a

and

ecclesiastical provinces nornially coincided,
this is not quite certain.
At the Council of Antioch

civil

DCA

article (see

I

;

—

'

;

whose jurisdiction was somewhat loosely defined,
just in the same way as in civil affairs several
'
eparchies were grouped together into one diircesis,
which was a very diflerent thing from our diocese.'
This term, which in the West
(c) Archbishojis.
became the customary title of metropolitans, was
not so used in the East. It was a title of honour
conferred on bishops of some of the gxeatest sees,
'

'

—

its apjdication was not always uniform.
In the 4th cent. Epiphanius uses the term {Hcvr.
Ixix. 3) of Meletius, bishop of the Thehais, and
At Chal(Ixviii. 1) of tlie bishop of Alexandria.
cedon (A.D. 451) it is applied to the bishops of
Con.stantinople, Alexandria, and Rome (can. 28,
30 the last is not considered to be a canon proper
see Hefele, iii. 422).
(d) Chorepiscopi.— These 'country-bishops' were
assistants to the diocesan bishops for the work
In the Greek-speaking
of the rural districts.
Churches and in the West they were, at least
normally, bishops .such is the trend of the evidence, though Morinus denies it but in the Syriacspeaking Churches, at a later ilate, they were often
confused with the Trf/tioSfvTai, or visitors,' and
were i)resbvters. They somewhat resemldcd the

though

;

;

—

—

'

and (()a<ljutor bishops of
the present day, in that they worked under tlie
direction of the diocesan bishop, though their
assistant ('suffragan')

MINISTRY

functions were not entirely the same. They are
lirst nieiitioiK'd at Ancyra (can. 13 [see below,
A.D. 314
§8 (ft)]; A.D. 314), Neo-Cfesarea (can.
;
or a little later), Nicaia (can. 8 A.D. 325).
From
the loth can. of the Council of Antioch in Enceeniis (A.D. 341) we may perhaps gather that not all
chorepiscopi were bishops, for it uses the expression even if they have received consecration as
bishops.' Thej' are also mentioned by Athanasius

U

;

'

c.

(Apol.

Arian.

85),

Basil {Eji.

.\xiv.

etc.),

and

other 4th cent, writers. But they are not referred
to in the Church Orders, and it is probable that
they were to be found only in the busy centres,
from which, as we have seen above (a), these
manuals did not come. In the Edessene Canons,
i.e. the Syriac Teaching of the Apostles (see AnteNic. Chr. Lib., 'Syriac Documents,' p. 42 f.), a
'ruler' is to be appointed as head over the village
and these rulers must have been
presbyters
itinerant visitors, for a reference is made to Samuel
also making visits from place to i)lace and ruling
The Council of Sardica in
(can. 24; c. A.D. 350).
lUyricura (c. A.D. 347, or earlier) does not appear
to recognize the existence of chorepiscopi.
The
6th can. says that a bishop is not to be ordained
in a village or small town for which one presbyter
suffices, for it is not necessary there that a bishop
should be made, lest the name of a bishop and his
authority become cheap (the authenticity of these
canons is disputed).
Among the functions of the chorepiscopus were
the appointment and ordination of minor orders,
but not as a r<ile of deacons and presbj'ters. To
ordain these he must have the explicit consent of
the diocesan bishop who had appointed him
He could also
(Antiocli in Encaniis, can. 10).
confirm see the 3rd can. of the Coiincil of Riez or
'

'

;

;

Regiuni in Provence (Hefele, iii. 157 A.D. 439).
Schismatic bishops when reconciled were sometimes made chorepiscopi, as there could not be
more than one diocesan bishop in each see (Nicfea,
;

HE

can. 8 Socrates,
i.
9 ; Riez, can. 3).
Lightfoot (' Dis.sertation,' p. 233, n.) looks upon chorepi'
as
a
survival
of
the
scopi
presbyter-bishops which
his theory of the origin of the diocesan episcopate
postulates (see below, § lo) but there is absolutely
no evidence for this survival, and indeed it is very
unlikely that chorepiscopi existed before the 4th
;

'

;

century.

An attempt was made towards the end of that
The Council of
century to abolish the office.
Laodicea (can. 57 c A.D. 380) forbids their appointment for the future, and says that there are
t« be onlj' periodeuUe (apparently presbyters), while
chorepiscopi who had alreadj' been appointed were
to act only with tlie consent of the diocesan bishop
(this points to a certain self-assertiveness on the
part of the chorepiscopi). But this canon did not
put an end to the office. Chorepiscopi are found
frequently in the Far East (see Iielow), and were
revived in the West for a time (Hefele, i. 18).
;

There were some

of this order present at the
Council of Ephesus, A.D. 431, but not at that of
Chalcedon, A.D. 451.
In the East Syrian Snnhddhus (vi. 1) there are
three orders of the ministry, each with three subdivisions.
In the second order (the presbyterate),
chorepiscopi or periodeutie (both these names
are transliterated into Syriac) form the first subTheir duties
division, and seem to be identical.
were to visit the villages and monasteries as repre-

sentatives of tliebishop( Maclean-Browne, Cf(?/(t;/(Vos
of the East, p. 182).
They were not specially
ordained, for the Sunhcid/u'is saj's that bishops
ordain all readers, subdeacons, deacons, and presbyters, give a blessing to periodeutse, and say a
'

prayer over archdeacons' {ib.).
Neither the
(e) Archdeacons.

—

name nor
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the

an archdeacon is found before the end of
the 4th century. The name is found in the Pilgrimage of Silvia' (' Elhcria'), which has usually
been as.signed to that date, though some jilace it
later
but even there it is not the name of a distinct office.
Neither the name nor the distinct
office is found in the Church Orders, though in the
Tef:t. of onr Lord the. principal deacon has certain
duties assigned to him. Some writers at the end
of, or later than, the 4th cent, give to certain
famous deacons the name 'archdeacon,' as when
Augustine calls Laurence by that title (Serni. dc
office of

'

;

so Theodoret
diversis, cxi. [ed. Ben. ccci.] 8)
i. 25) calls Athanasius the
leader of the chorus of

{HE

;

'

deacons, though a young man.' There is no archdeacon in Cornelius's list of Roman officials (above,
Jerome {Ep. cxlvi., 'ad Evangelum ')
§ 4 (d)).
mentions archdeacons as an order, and after his

time they were

common

in

both East and West.

In the Ordo Roman us Prinms the archdeacon plays
a very important part in the eucharistic liturgy at
Rome {e.g., §§ 18, 20, ed. E. G. C. F. Atchley,
London, 1905). But this work is probably of the
8th cent., though founded on a similar document
of the 6th (.atchley, p. 7).
The archdeacon was
at first a deacon, and in some cases the senior
deacon succeeded automatically to the office but
Sozomen {HE viii. 9) speaks of Clirysostom appointing Sarapion as archdeacon, and therefore he could
not have succeeded automatically.
There was
only one in each diocese in the time of Jerome {loc.
F'or the later development of this office see
cit.).
;

DCA

i.

136.

In the East Syrian Church the archidiaconate is
the middle subdivision of the second order, i.e. of
The office is still
the presbyterat« (see above).
used in that Church as an honorary one, and an
influential presbyter is appointed 'arkan,' or archdeacon. In the West the office is in frequent use,
and in most Western countries each bishop has at
least one archdeacon, called the eye of the bishop.'
The archdeacon is a senior presbyter, deputed to
relieve the bishop of some of his minor functions.
At an
6. Development of the lesser offices.
early date we find the existence of some orders of
the ministry lower than those of bishops, presAVe read at various times
byters, and deacons.
of subdeacons, readers, singers, interpreters, doorkeepers, acolytes, exorcists. There was also a
'

—

—

of
women
widows, presbyteresses,
deaconesses. It must be noted, however, that
some of these offices were not always and in all
places reckoned as orders; e.g., exorcists were
long considered to exercise a charismatic ministry,
and were reckoned as being outside the ordinary
roll of the clergy.

ministry

—

This is prob(fi) Readers {avayvuxjTai, lectore.'s).
ably the oldest of the minor orders. In Justin
Martyr's description of the Eucharist {Apol. i. 67
c. A.D.
150) the reader of the lections plays an
important part, though Justin may not mean that
he was of a separate order in the ministry. In
the A2-iost. Ch. Ord. (§ 19 c. A.D. 300) he comes
before the deacon, and Harnack thinks {Sotcrces
of the Aj)ost. Canons, Eng. tr., London, 1895, p.
71 f. ) that his office was at hrst a charismatic one,
and that he was not originally included among the
;

;

Stress

clergy.

is

manual just named

laid in the

on the necessity of the reader being learned. He
must be able to instruct or narrate {Siriyi]Ti.K6^),
•and he
fills the place of an evangelist.'
This
qualification is not always insisted on in the case
of a bishop
this Church Order .says (§ 16) that, if
a bishop does not know letters, at least he is to be
meek. The Test, of our Lord also insists that
the reader must be learned, and have had much
experience (i. 45). Probably he had, at first, the
duty of expounding what he read but, when he
'

'

'

'

'

;

;
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Rome in the 3rd century. As there were 14
regions in that city, there would be one deacon
or subdeacon and three acolytes for each region
An
(Ilarnack, Sources of the Apo.st. Can., p. 95).
acolyte was sent by Cornelius as a messenger

to tlie mere reading of tlie lections,
his position fell, as it did at Rome in the middle
of the 3rd century (see above, § 4 {'I), where the
readers are classed with the exorcists and door-

42 at

was limited

In tlie other Churcli
keepers, below the acolytes).
Ordsrs the reader comes, sometimes before, and
sometimes after, the subdeacon. In Snrajiivii's
Sacramentarji (§25; c. A.D. 350) the minor orders
are ' subdcacons, readers, and interjjreters.' There
are indiiiitions in some of the ;iuthorities that
Tlu' Older DUlasc.
readers were not numerous.
and the -•) ywsi. CoH.s^ (ii. '-'8; Funk, i. 108f. )sugcest that it is probable that a church may not
have a reader at all ami in several Churcli Orders
there is an indirect indication that there was only
one in eacli place (Alacleaii, .1 iicient V/iinr/i Orders,

xlix. [xlv.]
(Cyprian, Ep.
(a) Singei's

— (ypdXrai,

;

pp.

14

Readers come below deacons

87).

f.,

Tertullian (do Prmscr.

:

Grace,

p. 189).

Subdcacons {viroSidKovoi, innip^rai, subdiaconi,
These officials, whose chief duty was
mmistri).
to assist the deacons at the Eucharist and in their
other functions, are mentioned in the 3rd cent, by
Cornelius at Rome (above, §4 he speaks of seven)
(b)

—

;

and Cj'prian

Africa (Ep. xxxiv. [xxvii.] 3, 'To
the presbyters and deacons
he speaks of two
subdcacons by name and a certain acolj'te), and in
the Older Didasc. (E. Hauler, Verona Latin Fragi)ients, Leipzig, 1900, p. 40; Funk, i. 116; see
In the 4th cent, we find them in Spain
below).
at Elvira (can. 30; c. A.D. 305; no other minor
order is mentioned in the.se canons), in Egypt in
Sarapion's Sacramento ry (§ 25), in the Church
Order.s (but not in the Apust. Ch. Ord.), at NeoCsesarea in Cajipadocia (can. 10 A.D. 314 or later),
at Antioch in Encceniis (can. 10; A.D. 341), at
Laodicea (can. 20-22, 25: c. A.D. 380), and in
Athanasius (//^tsi. Arian. ad Monaehos, 60; A.D.
At Neo-Cossarea and Laodicea, and in
358).
Apost. Const, iii. 11, and elsewhere the subdeacon
is called vTntpi-nis, or
minister.' The existence of
subdeacons in the East before the 4th cent, has
been disputed, and it has been thought that the
passage in the Didascalia where they are mentioned
IS an interpolation ; yet it occurs both in the Latin
and in tlie Syriac versions. Eusebius (HE viii. 6)
makes their existence in most parts of the East
during the Diocletian persecution uncertain. He
says that a royal edict directed that the presidents
(irpoeo-TuJrfs) of the Church everywhere should b»
imprisoned, and that the prisons were filled with
bisliops, presbyters, deacons, readers, and exorcists ; he omits
any mention of subdeacons here.
In the Canons of Hippolytus (can. xxi. [ed. Achclis,
§ 217]) they are mentioned together willi jnesbyters and readers, in a jiassage where deacons
are omitted but this may be due to the present
form of the Canons ; the omission of
(4th cent.
deacons may be a mere clerical error.
in

'

:

;

'

;

':)

or collets (dK6\ov6oi, acolythi, acoliti).
mentioned by Cornelius (above,
§ 4), and by Cyprian (lor. cit.).
Thej' are also
mentioned in the Gallican Statutes (as J. WordsAcolytes,
—These
are
(c)

first

worth has conveniently named them [Ministry of
Grace, p. 58]) or Slatuta Ecclesiie antiqua, u collection of canons which used to be ascribed to the
so-called
Fourth Council of Carthage' (can.
'

;

410; their real date is c. A.u. 500).
Acolytes assisted at the Eucharist, and ]>erformed
various minor functions in the services.
Tliey
Hofele,

^j/aXrcfSol,

cantorcs,

'

in

are frequently
mentioned in Cyprian ; and they often had the im
portaiit duty of reading the liturgical gospel at
the Eucharist this they did from a desk, or amho
In
{Ep. xxxix. [xxxiii.] 4, 'About Celerinus').
the Diocletian persecution they had the custody
of the Scriptures (.J. Wordsworth, Ministry of

They

41).

3).

(fiSol,

In theeadier Church Orders singers
psaltw, etc.).
are mentioned, but not as a separate order.
'I
ney
hail, however, already become such in the Apost.
Const, (iii. II, vi. 17; c. A.D. 375), at Laodicea
(can. 23), in the Apost. Canons (can, 43 [42], 69
[68]; c. A.D. 400), and in the Arabic translation of
the Test, (f our Lord (i. 45), which adds a chapter
to that manual about their appointment, and reduces the le.sser orders in the Te.it. (see above, § 4)
to four subdeacons and readers, three widows and
the date of this Arabic translation is unsingers'
known. .Sin^'ers are a separate order also in the
Gallican Statutes (can. 10).

ii.

are found only in the Went, where they became
very numerous. Cornelius says that there were

;

Interpreters
— These
are not mentioned in
(e)

(ipix-nvti^,

ipiirfvevraX, interpretes).

the Church Orders.
They naturally are found only in bilingual comitries.
Eusebius mentions them in Palestine (Mart.
Palest., longer version, § 1, tr. A. C. McGiliert,
and Post-Nic. Fathers']) ; he says that
p. 342 [Kic.

Procopius was a reader, interpreter, and exorcist.
Sarapion (§ 25) mentions them in Egypt, Epiphanius
(Exp. Fid. 21) in Syria and Palestine. In the
Pilgrimafie of Silvia' (' Elhcria') we read (vii. 5)
that at .lerusalem some spoke Greek only, and
'

some Syriac only, and

that, as the bishop,

though

he knew Syriac, yet spoke only in Greek, a presbyter stood by to translate the bishop's Greek into
For 1 Co 14^ see above, § i (e).
Syriac.
These are
(f) Doorkeepers (irvXwpol, ostiarii).
mentioned in Cornelius's list, and in the Apost.
Const, (ii. 57, iii. 11), and the Ethiopic Didasc.
(§ 10), but not in the other Church Orders, which
retain (as indeed do also the Apost. Const., rather
inconsistently) the old direction that deacons are
to guard the doors.
For the devolution of the

—

deacon's functions see above, § 4 (c).
(a) Exorcists (iiopKia-raL in the NT, Josephus,
and elsewhere, but iiropmaTal in Apost. Const, viii.
26, and Epiphanius, Exp. Fid. 21, exorcistce).
Jewish exorcists are mentioned in Lk 11" (where
'your sons' can hardly mean the disciples, but
must be the Jews), Ac 19", and Jos. Ant. vill. ii. 5
Christ(he is speaking of the time of Solomon).
ian exorcists are mentioned by Cornelius, as
who
in
his
letter to
above, and by Firmilian,

—

Cyprian speaks of exorcists in Cappadocia twentytwo years before his time (Cyprian, Ep. Ixxv.
[Ixxiv.]

demons

But the Christian exorcizing of
10).
is mentioned by Justin (Dial. 85, Apol.

11, dc Prwscr. 41),
the other hand, canditlates for baptism were exorcized by the bishop
before Easter (Maclean, Ancient Church Orders,
T. Thompson, Offices of Baptism and Conp. 97
firmation, Cambridge, 1914, p. 28). The Council of
Laodicea (can. 26) says that no one may exorcize
in churches or houses unless authorized by the
The office of an exorcist was at first enbishop.
tirely charismatic, and he was not originally one
can well
of the clergj- (see below, § 8 (g)).
understand that unrestrained exorcism became an
abu.se, and that exorcists needed stringent regulaii.

6),

Origan

Tertullian
(c.

(de

Cels. vii. 4).

Idol.

On

;

We

tions.

—

It is not very easy to
(h) Ministry of women.
distinguish between the 'widows' who were on
the Church roll for relief and those who were, in
some sort, in the ministry. The widows in Ac 0'
come under the former category ; those of 1 Ti
15S-16
perhaps under both, fur v.""- seem to imply
A deaconess, Phujbe, is mentioned
ministering.
in Ro 16', though Ilort (Christian Ecclesia, i>. 208)
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thinks that Sidkovos (fem.)

here used in a non-

is

teclinieal sense, and merely means that Phoebe
ministered to the needs of tlie Church. Many
think that women in 1 Ti 3" [ywaiKas without
note the qualifications
article) means deaconesses
also
for deacons which precede and follow.'
read of Prisca (Priscilla) joining with Aquila in
doubt
this
was
no
his evangelistic work (Ac 18™) ;
in private teaching, as St. Paul forbids a woman
In the
to speak in church (1 Co 14=^'-, 1 Ti 2'").
we find frequent
Christian literature after the
'

'

;

We

NT

mention

of a niinisti-y
'

by women.

In the Apost.

'

widows is to visit the sick,
while the other two are to pray and receive
Ch. Orel, one of the

In the Test,
(Trporaof our Lord the widows who preside
they are also
B-qti^vai.) are an important order
called 'presbyteresses,' as corresponding to presbyters, while deaconesses are mentioned as cordeaconesses carry the
responding to deacons
Eucharist to a sick woman (ii. 20), just as a deacon
does to a sick man (cf. Justin Martyr, Apol. i. 65).
At Laodicea presbyteresses (irpeff/SiTiSes) are identiand their
fied with those who preside' (can. 11)
appointment for the future seems to be forbidden,
though the interpretation is not quite clear. In
early times widows or deaconesses were employed
The deaespecially in the baptism of women.
coness is sometimes called ^ 5i6.Kovoi (Ro 16'), but
usually 7] SiaKdviaaa (Nica^a, can. 19 Apost. Const.
For further
viii. 19; Epiphanius, Exp. Fid. 21).
details see JIaclean, Ancient Church Orders, p.
83 f.; J. Wordsworth, Ministry of Grace, ch. v.
(see above, § 3).
spiritual revelations
'

'

;

;

'

;

;

It may be interesting to give here Epiphanius'a list of
clergy aiid other classes of Christiaos in Exp. Fid. 21. He
mentjons bishops, presbyters, deacons, subdeacons, readers,
virgins, monks, ascetics, widows, those who marry honestly,'
deaconesses (especially for baptism), exorcists, interpreters,
grave-diirifers (or copiaUs, see above, § 4 (c)), doorkeepers ; and
he adds Ka\ tj iraaa evTo^t'o.
It is a common, and in the
(j) Promotion.
'

—

;

West

the usual, thing for a deacon and the lower officials
to be in due course promoted but it is doubtful
if this was often the case in the lirst three centuries.
The 'good step' (^aSiibv Ka\6v see § 8 [g]) of
1 Ti 3'^ has been interpreted by Ambrose, Jerome,
and some modems, of promotion, though this is not
very probable, and does not well suit the rest of
the verse. The only instance of such a course in
the 1st cent, is perhaps Philip, who in Ac S is one
of the Seven, without authority to lay on hands,
but in Ac 21' is called the Evangelist,' that is
(probably) one of the a])ostolic men like Timothy
and Titus who, though not apostles, yet shared the
apostolic office (above, § l (a)). But, at any rate
from the 4th cent., perhaps earlier, promotion from
the lower to the higher offices became common.
Those of readers and subdeacons are referred to in
th&Tcst. of our Lord (i. 44 f.), Apost. Const, (viii. 22,
readers), and are implied by Basil {Ep. canon, tert.
ccxvii. 69).
Cyprian (Ep. xxxix. [xxxiii.] 5, 'To
the clergy and peojile ') speaks of promoting readers
to the presbyterate this was because they had
been confessors (cf. § 7 below). The promotion of
deacons is mentioned in the Apost. Ch. Ord. 22 (to
the episcopate), Apost. Const, viii. 17 f., Ethiop.
Ch. Ord. 24, and probably in the Test. i. 38; explicitly also in the Codex Canonum EcclesicE
Hefele, ii. 470). Polycarp is
Africancz (can. 31
said by tlie 4th cent. pseudo-Pionius (see above,
§ 2 (6)) to have been successively deacon, presbyter,
and bishop (§§ 11, 17, 23); and the Council of
Sardica (can. 10, if genuine) says that a bishop must
have been a reader, deacon, and presbyter, some
time before becoming bishop.
It appears from the
7.
Honorary offices.
Church Orders that confessors, i.e. those who had
been apprehended in the persecutions and had con;

;

'

'

'

—

;

^

'

Another interpretation makes these women the wives of
but then we should have expected the article.

the deacons

'

;

'
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fessed their religion, but had escaped martyrdom,
enjoyed an honorary presbyterate. A confessor
tlie honour of the presbyterate
(oyuoXo-p/T^s) had
by his confession' [Egyp. Ch. Ord. 34 Ethiop. Ch.
Canons of Hippolytus, vi. [ed. Achelis,
Ord. 25
It is, however,
43-47], Test, of our Lord, i. 39).
enacted in these manuals that, if a confessor is
wanted for a bishop, lie must receive the laying on
There is no evidence
of hands, or ordination.
that confessors were ever allowed to minister, or
to celebrate the Eucharist, without ordination.
Indeed the Canons of Hippolytus (loc. cif.) say that
a confessor has not got the form of the presbyterAn honorary
ate, but he has obtained its spirit.
presbyterate was possible, as there were many presbyters in each place but an honorary episcopate
was not possible, both because there was only one
bishop in each see and because the bishop had the
duty of ordaining others, which an uuordained
person could not do. It is noteworthy, and a
sign of the earlier date of the Church Orders
above mentioned, that the Apost. Const, (viii. 23
c. A.D. 375), while giving honour to confessors, yet
repress their undue claims. This work says that
a self-asserting confessor is to be cast out confessors are not to be ordained unless wanted as
bishops, priests, or deacons, in which case they
are to be ordained. It says nothing about the
'

;

;

;

;

;

honorary presbyterate.
That confessors were in some cases entitled to
an honorary office is not the same thing as saying
that confessors were preferred to others for the
higher offices of the Church when they became
vacant. Tertullian {adv. Valcnt. 4) tells us that
Valentinus was indignant, when he expected to
become a bishop, because another was preferred
before him by reason of a claim which confessorIt is not said
ship {martyrium) had given him.

th.at the confessor who was preferred was made
Eusebius (HE
bishop without being ordained.
V. 28),
quoting an unnamed writer about the
heresy of Artemon, mentions a confessor Natalius
who was chosen by the heretics as their bishop,
apparently because of his confessorship (early 3rd

Hippolytus {ffcer. ix. 7) relates how
having been imprisoned in Sardinia, succeeded Zephyrinus at Rome as bishop. Asclepiades,
a confessor, became bishop of Antioch (Eus.
But these and other instances prove nothvi. 11).

cent.).

Callistus,

HE

ing as to confessors

becoming bishops Avithout

ordination.

—

In this section
8. Transmission of the ministry.
we enter on the consideration of a series of facts

An

endeavour
whose significance is much disputed.
will be made to state the whole of the facts as far
as they are relevant to the earlj' period with
For a description of
which this article deals.
rites used in transmitting the ministry see art.

Ordination.
In the NT we find, in the case of the Seven
that tlie people 'elect' (v.^ fteX^fa;To),
while the apostles 'appoint' (v.^ A.-arao-r^a-Oiaei') and
set apart by prayer and imposition of hands (v.*).
ordain
In 14^ Paul and Barnabas
{x<^'P'"'ovnfor
the people of Pisidian
o-avres) presbyters
etc.
The
word
used
is
a general
Antioch, Iconium,
one, and does not necessarily implj' laying on of
hands. It is used for election by a show of hands,
In the case of
or (as here) simply for appointing.
the elders (presbyters) at Ephesus, Hort (Christian
Ecclesia, p. 99) remarks that there is no indication that St. Paul appointed them.
Yet the phrase
the Holy Ghost hath made you bishops (Ac 20^)
cannot be pressed to mean a direct authority of
the presbyters received from God without human
intervention, such as St. Paul himself had (Gal 1').
(iod works through human means and the analogy of 6"- 14^ will lead us to suppose that, though
(a)

(Ac

6'-«),

'

'

'

'

'

'

;
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i)COi)le probably elected fhoir presbyters, St.
I'aul ai)])ointeiI them.
.St. I-uke is not accustomed
to rei)eat details of tliis nature.
In 1 Ti 4'^ the
are
said
to
have laid hands on Timothy,
presbytery
and in 2 Ti 1" St. Paul is said to have done so
probably hero we have the counterpart of the
custom wliicli is found in later a},'es of the presbyters and bishop joining in the ordination of a
presbyter (see below). In 1 Ti 5"= Timothy lays on
tlio

;

hands, though it is doubtful if ordination is here
referred to.
In Tit 1" Titus appoint.s (xaTairTvo-us)
We nuiy notice,
presbyter.s in every city in Crete.
by way of ansilogy, another haying on of hands in
Ac 8" 19", which is not ordination this is reserved
for the apostles in those passages,
though ordinarily
thOT did not bajitize (8" 10" 19', 1 Co I"-").
For the sub-apostolic period we have very little
evidence on the point which we are now considerBut Clement of Kome describes in general
ing.
terms liow the ministry w^as appointed.
'

'

;

'

[The apostles) preaching everywhere in countrv nnd town,
appointed their flrst-fmits, when they liad proved lliem hv the
Spirit, to be bishops and deacons.
They, appointed {Kart<rrriiTa.p) the aforesaid persons [the bishops and ileacons), and
afterwards they provided a continuance,* that if tliese should
fall o.sleep, other approvo.l men should succeed to their niitiistration.
Those therefore who were appointed by them (the
ai)08tle,s), or afterward by other distinguished (('AAo-yi>u)i) men
with the consent of the whole Church
these men we consider to be unjustly thrust out from their ministration' (Cor.
.

.

.

.

.

.

42, 44).

Here we have popular election, and 'appointment' (naT-do-rao-is for this word see art. OfiDlNATION) by 'distinguished men,' i.e., not by the
'bishops and deacons,' but by such viri apostolici
as Timothy and Titus.
¥o\- the 3rd cent, we have evidence that
only
;

bishops

(in tlie later sense)

Novatian had to

could then ordain

;

for

lieen written by him, it -ecius
likely that this
Jso "oes
back to Hippol'ytu.ss" time
explicit rule also
at least (see iv. [ed
id. Achelis, §
the power
32]
pow of
ordaining is not given to [a presbyter]'
In and after the 4th cent, (we have no earlier
evidence on the point) we find a custom whicli is
'

:

1

prevalent in the West, that at the ordination
a presbyter the presbyters should lay on hands
together with the bishop, though he alone says the
prayer of imlination. This is found in the Eui/n.
still

of

Ch. Ord.
Test,

the Ethiup. Ch. Vnl. (§ 22), the
(i. 30), the Gallicun Statutes (§ 3;

(§ 32),

of our Lord

Ilefolc,
411), and the Verona Latin Fragments
(Hauler, pp. 108-1 lu). These manuals emiihasize
the fact that the bishop acts alone in
ordaining a
deacon. This (as the last manual s.ays) is because
ii.

the deacon

ordained for the service of the bishop,
]iart in council with the clergy,
while on a jucsbyter the presbyters also
lay (their)
hands, becauf of the common and like spirit of
the clergy (eleri)
for a presbyter can only receive,
he cannot give [this spirit], and therefore he does
not ordain the clergy, but at the ordination of a
luesbyter he signs when the bishop ordains' (see
above, § 4 (6)).
is

and does not take
'

;

The custom of presbyters joinin? in the laying' on of hands
a presbyter is ordained w,as apparently not known to the
writer of the Apost. Const. He says (viii." lU); 'When thou
ordainest a presbyter, O bishop, lay thy hand upon his head in
the presence of the presbyters and deacons, and
pray,' etc. He
uses almost exactly the same words about the ordination of a
deacon, while he docs not, as the other Church Orders do,
emphasize the fact that a bishop acts alone in ordaining a
deacon. So in iii. 2U we read, according to the best .MSS 'A
presbyter and a deacon [are to be ordained] by one bishop .ind
[so are] the other clerks.' Three JISS here read by one
bishop
and the other clerks
but this cannot in any case be the right
reading, for deacons were never ordained "by the bishop and
presbyters jointly, and moreover 'clerks' miist here mean the
minor orders. See also above, § 4 (b).

when

:

'

'

;

by a disre])utable trick, three
bishops to ordain him (see below (e) and (/)). FirmThelimitation of the power of ordaining to bishops
ilian of Cappadocia, writing to
Cyprian about the is
found in a large number of writers. For the
re-baptism of heretics (Cyjuian, Ep. Ix.w. [Ix.xiv.]
Canons of Hij>j)o!.i/t us !^ee above. The Apost. Const.
7 f. ), denies that heretics can baptize, and
says that
'all powers and graces are established in the
say that a presbyter cannot ordain even tlie minor
Church where the presbyters preside who possess orders (iii. 11, 20, viii. 28). So also the Ethiopic
the powers both of baptizing and of imposition of Didasc. (§ 14) limits ordination to bishops. Jerome,
bands and of ordaining.' Then, referring to St. who energetically enunciates the closeness of relaPaul's having baptized (sic) John Baptist's dis- tion between bishop and presbyter, yet denies that
the latter can ordain
What does a bishop.' he
ciples again, and having laid hands on them that
they might receive tlie Holy Ghost, Firmilian goes writes, that a [iresbyter does not except ordination?' {Ep. c.xlvi. 1, 'ad Evangelum'). The case
on to say that the bishops of these times can
by
imposition of hands alone give the Holy .Spirit (i.e. of Ischyras, which hapjiened early in the 4th cent.,
by confirm.'ition). His argument is against admit- is important in this connexion, and is related by
ting heretics without re- baptism, because of St. Athaiiasius {Apol. c. Arian. 11 f., 76).
Ischyras
had been ordained presbyter bj' Colluthus, who
Paul's action in Ac 19 but his words
necessarily
mean that none in his day but bishops could receive was, Athanasius tells us, never other than a
get,

'

:

'

'

'

;

heretics

Ijy

With regard

conlirmation.

to

the

words which he uses in the earlier part of the
paragraph, we may remark that by
presiding
presbyters he must, being himself a bishop in the
later sense of the word, mean
bishops, even if lie
alludes to the custom of the presbyters
joining in
the ordination of a presbyter (see below) and it
is significant that
translates
Firmilian's
Cyprian
vpfapihepoi by niaiores natu' and 'seniores,' not
cf. also § 4 in the same
by
presbyteri
Epistle
'
we the i)resbyters and prelates.' We notice here
another instance, besides those mentioned above
'

'

;

'

'

'

;

:

in § 4 (i). of bisho]JS being still called
Tpea^vrepoi.
At least from the 4th cent, onwards we find
e.xidicitly stated the rule that only a bishop can
ordain ; possible e.xceptions will be noted below.

Ah

the C'mwtis of Hippuli/lus, though not in tlnlr
present form of the 3rd cent., reproduce very faithfully the lanjniage of their source, which prob.ably
goes back to Hippolytus's time, and may even have
>

tVifior^i-.
_
ciriiofi^f. and

Tliis is a conjecture
the M.SS have t"7rii'o)j>ii',
the Syriac versions apparently read «irl SoKiii-^y or
;

«iri «oyei(»n

'

(see Lightfoot, Apott. Falhers.'pl. i., Clement,' ii.
O""* "« Ministrii, p. ass, n.) renders • (jave
J 1*^"'''* (^''""''
an additional
injunction,' rctainiiiK iiritoiii^i. on the atri'liRth of
a recently discovered f.atin version, which has
let'em dederunt.'
'

When after the Meletian schism in
presbyter.
Egj'pt at the beginning of the 4th cent. Alexander
(bishop of Alexandria, A.D. 313-326) admitted the
who had been

ordained by Meletius
Ischyras was not even
numbered among them, and therefore he did not
receive ordination in that quarter (§ 11); but he
was ordained presbyter by Colluthus, and all
ordained by that man were, after the schism, reduced to the rank of laymen
and, .\thanasius
adds, no one doubts it (§ 12). The .same writer
quotes (§ 76) a letter of the clergy of Mareotis (in
Egypt) saying that Ischyras was no presbyter;
that he had been ord.ained by Colluthus whoTJrctcnded to f/ie episcopate [thh is significant for the
and that
[loint of view of the clergy of Mareotis]
all ordained by Colluthus resumed (at the end of
the schism) the same rank that they had before,
and so Ischyras proved to be a layman. Alexander
himself, in a letter quoted by Tlieodoret (/IE i. 3),
accused Colluthus of making a trade of Christ for
lucre,' and .says that he set u|i his sect before
Arius's separation,
("olluthus was cleclareil by
the Council of Alexandria (A.D. 324) to be only a
must notice that the refusal to
presbyter.
])resbyters
of

(bishop

Lycopolis),

;

;

We
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recognize Iscliyias' ordination was not due to the
fact that Collutlms was in schism (as also Meletius
was), but to the fact tliat he was only a presbyter,
and therefore could not ordain (on Colluthus see
also Epiphanius, Hccr. Ixix. 2).
may now consider certain possible exceptions
to the above-named rule.
(6) ThAi ISlh canon of Ancyra [A.T>. 314).— This
canon, according to one reading, seems to say that
under certain circumstances a presbyter was allowed in Galatia to ordain. It runs thus

We

:

It is not permitted to chorepisoopi to ordain presbyters and
deacons, oAAa [fj.ijv] ^T)5e irpetT/SuTepous (var. led. irpea^ure'poce)
ffoAews, unless permission be given by the bishops in writing in
every (yar. led. another) parish [i.e. diocese].
'

'

The words

left

untranslated are uncertain botli

The

as to the reading and as to their signification.
dati%'e wp^ir^iripois is adopted by Lightfoot, who
translates ' nor even to city presbyters, except
permission be given in each parish by the bishop
in writing.' This would recognize that city presbyters might, if allowed by the bishop, ordain.
On the other liand, Routh, Gore, and Ilackham
read the accusative, and the last writer has gone
into the readings with great care (in Studia Bibl.

Ecdes., iii. [Oxford, 1891] 139, 194). This would
forbid chorepiscopi to ordain citj-presbyters without leave. If so, there is still a doubt as to the
meaning of dXXd firiv firidi. Kouth renders much
while Rackham follows
less
Gore no, nor
he
not even
Lightfoot here and translates
takes the middle clause as a parenthesis, and
understands the canon to say that chorepiscopi
may not ordain presbyters and deacons in another
parish, not even may they ordain town-presbyters
(in their own parish) without the bishop's permission.
On the whole, the readings of this canon
are so uncertain that no argument can safely be
It is a decided objection to Lightbuilt upon it.
foot's general interpretation that, if it were the
true one, this canon would stand absolutely alone
in 4th cent, literature
the Alexandrian case (see
below) is quite different. Another objection is
that it would place the city-presbyters on a higher
not even ')
level as to powers of ordination (cf.
than the chorepiscopi, who at any rate were normally bishops. For detailed discussions on this
canon see Liglitfoot, 'Dis.sertation,' p. 232 f. Gore,
Chtirch and Ministry^, note D, p. 338.
(c) The Canons of Hippolyt 11.1 say (ii. [ed. Achelis,
§ 10]) with regard to the ordination of a new bishop
that one of the bishops and pi-esbyters, who laj's
his liand on his head,' is to say the ordination
prayer. This canon has sometimes been quoted as
one of the bishops
if it said that
presbyters is
As we have seen, the Canons say that a
to do so.
presbyter cannot ordain, and therefore this is clearly
not a permissible interpretation. But what does
the canon mean ? Gore (p. 132, n. 5) supposes that
in the original (we have the Canons only in a
translation of a translation) the direction was
that one bishop and one presbyter were to lay on
hands and to say the prayer. This would be in
accordance with the close relation between these
orders elsewhere hinted at in the Canons (see above,
Yet this explanation does violence to
§ 4 (6)).
the grammar of the text as we have it for all the
verbs are in the singular. Another explanation
may therefore be preferred, that unus ex episcopis
means 'one who has both the
et presbj'teris
episcopate and the presbyterate,' for we have
already seen (in § 4 (6)) that a bishop was not considered to cease to be a presbyter when he became
bishop. The facts of the transmission of the
et

'

'

'

'

;

;

'

'

—

;

'

;

'

c

'

'

;

'

'

Canons make it precarious to fix certainly on any
one translation of the words but they cannot be
adduced as an exception to the rule which we are
;

considering.
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Much more
(d) The succession at Alexandria.
important than the above is a peculiarity said to
have existed at Alexandria in the earliest ages.
(The matter is full of difficulties and may be
studied in detail in Lightfoot, 'Dissertation,' p.
230 f., and in JThSt ii. ['l901] 612f. [E. W. Brooks,
Turner], iii. [1902] 278 [Gore].) Jerome says (Ep.
cxlvi., ad Evangelum ') that at Alexandria till the
middle of the 3rd cent, the presbyters nominated
'

(nominabant) as bishop one of their own number,
and placed him in a higher grade, as if an army
were to appoint [faciat) a general, or deacons were
to choose from their own body one whom they
knew to be diligent, and to call him archdeacon.

He

then goes on to
deny that a presbyter can

Somewhat
ordain, in the words cited above (a).
Severus, Monophj-site patriarch of
similarly,
Antioch in the 6th cent, (we have his letter only
in a Syriac translation), says that the bishop of
Alexandria used in former daj's to be appointed
Greek verb was doubtless Kad'nyraadai) by presbyters, but 'afterwards the solemn (or mystical?)
institution of their bishops has come to lie per(the

formed by bishops.'
tion,' mettasr/ulniithd,

The word rendered
may mean either
'

'iu.stitu-

election

'

or 'ordination' (R. Payne-Smith, Thesaurus SyriaJerome may
cus, Oxford, 1S79-19IJ1, ii. 2737).
mean, as some later writers understood him to
mean, that the Alexandrian presbyters elected
their bishop from their own number, and that no

further ordination was necessary we should thus
have, as an exceptional custom, a body of what we
may call presbyter-bishops, who had been entrusted
when they were ordained with the full powers of
the ministry, including the ordination of others,
though they delegated the function of ruling to
one of their number. Or the meaning may be
that, unlike other presbyters, the presbyters of
Alexandria had the right of electing their own
bishop without the intervention of the neighbouring bishops.
;

Confirmation of Jerome's statement has been
found in three writers besides Se\ erus. Ambrosiaster's testimony, however, as we have already
seen in § 4 (b), is irrelevant. In the apophthet;ms
of the Egyptian monk Poemen {JThUt ii. [1901]
613) it is said that certain heretics accused the
archbishop of Alexandria [probably Athanasius or
his successor] of having his ordination (xcporovia)
from presbyters. This was in the latter half of
the 4th cent., and Jerome distinctly states that
the custom which he mentions had ceased a hundred
years before. Certainly Athanasius was elected
by the people and the bishops, and ordained by the
latter
ness,

(cf.

art.

made no

Laity,
reply

;

Poemen, in his meekbut, though the accusation

§ 4).

was doubtless a pure calumny, it may probably be
an echo of some former peculiarity at Alexandria.
The third writer is Eutychius, an Arab patriarch

Alexandria in the 10th cent., who says that the
twelve presbyters of Alexandria, when the patriarchate was vacant, chose one of their number, and
the remaining eleven laid their hands on him, and
blessed him, and created him patriarch, and that
this lasted till the time of Bi.shop Alexander (.\.D.
Those who are familiar with the late
313-326).
ecclesiastical histories of the Eastern Churches,
which are full of fables and of impossible statements, will hesitate to accept Eutycliius's testimony
as an independent confirmation of Jerome.
He
probablj- depends on Jerome at third or fourth
hand, and it is not surprising that he flatly contradicts him.
We are, then, met with a perplexing series of
contradictory statements. But they can hardly
be all dismissed as entirely devoid of truth. Probably there was at Alexandria in very early times
some peculiarity in the appointment or in the
of
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ordination of bishops, whether it took the form of
the preshj'ters electing liiin or of tlieir ordaining
him. A great diHiculty in tlie way of the latter
supposition is the fact that Jerome makes the
change to have taken place in the time of Origen.
Yet Drigen, who siifl'croil much from the autocratic
anthorily of the hisliops of Egypt, and especially
of the hisho]) of Alexandria, and who was prompt
to castigate bishops for going beyond their powers,
gives no hint that in his own day a great change
was taking place by which (he Alexandrian presbyters were Vicing deprived of their rijjhts {on this
point see, furtlier, Gore, Church and Ministry', p.
On the whole, the remark of C. H. Turner
1-27 f.).
(JThSt ii. 613) seems just, that it becomes harder
than ever to discover the history and character of
'

this exceptional

in detail.'

system

Some other exceptions which have been alleged are due to
(e^
a misapprehension. Thus Paphnutius, a presbyter and hermit
in the .Scetic desert in E^ypt in the 4th cent., is .';aid by his
the historian ot Oriental hennits
younger contemporary Cassian,
*
{Conferences, iv. 1), to have promoted a certain Daniel to the
'

aiaconat« and presbyterate. The meaning here must certainly
be to nominate.' as is often the case even with the words conWe read, e.g., of kings
etituere," 'ordinare,' and the like.
ordaining bishops and popes (see Gore, p. 341). To suppose
tliat at the end of the 4th cent, a presbyter in Egypt laid on
hands to ordain, and that Cassian, writing at Marseilles in the
5th cent., mentioned it without surprise, would indeed be an
anachronism. Another instance is the statement by Cyprian
that Novatus, a schisnmtical presbyter in Africa in the 3rd cent.,
appointed {constituit) Felicissimus deacon (£/;. Hi. [xlviii.J 2,
ad Cornel.'). The meaning here is capable of being tested. A
few lines later on Cyprian says that Novatus, who had made
But Cornelius
(Jecerat) a deacon, made [Novatian] a bishop.
tells us {Eus.
vi. 43) that Novatian got three rustic bishops
from a remote part of Italy to come to Rome, and when they
were drunk to ordain him through a counterfeit and vain imposition of hands.' Thus 'making' a deacon or bishop here
means 'getting him ordained.' [Eusebius calls Novatian
•Novatus'; on this see DCB iv. 58.] The story of Aidan lies
outside our period, but it may be liere briefly referred to. Bede
says (//£ iii. 5) that the seniors of lona, A.n. 634 or 635, ordaining' {ordinanten) [Aidan] bishop, sent him to their friend King
<">8wald to preach the gospel.
Here ordaining' can only mean
procuring the ordination of.' We know that the Irish and
Columban monks had a bishop with them for episcopal acta,
though they had no system of diocesan episcopacy. But in any
case it is impossible to believe that Bede, the ardent upholder
of the customs of Rome, would have accepted (as in fact he did
accept) Aidan as a true bishop if he had been ordained by
presbyters only.
*

'

'

'

'

*

'

'

'

HE

'

'

'

'

(/) Bishops ordained by not fewer than three
bishops.— T\\e earliest example of this rule, as a
definite enactment, is at the Council of Aries in
Gaul (A.D. 314), which says that ordinarily seven,
but at any rate not fewer than three, bishops are to
take part in the ordination of a bishop (can. 20).
The 4th canon of Niccea says that a bishop is to be
appointed {KaOlaraadai) by all the bishojis of the
at any rate at least three
eparchy (province)
shall meet and ordain, the other bishops giving
their assent in writing. The Apost. Const, (iii. 20)
say that a bishop is to be ordained (xfi-poToveXaBai.)
by three bishops, or at least by two, and is
not to be appointed {Ka.9i'jTaa0ai)\>y one so Apost.
Canons, 1, Elhiopic. Didasr. § 16. But this rule
must have been in force long before the 4th century.
Cornelins was ordained by 16 bishops (Cyprian, Ep.
Iv. [li.] 8, 24, 'ad Antonianum ').
Novatian was
ordained, as we have seen (e), by three had the
rule not been then in force, he would have been
content with getting a single bishop to ordain him.
Much stress is laid by Athanasius on the number
of bishops who took part in his own election (see
art. Laity, § 4).
At the third Council of Carthage
(A.D. .397) it was [iroposed that twelve bishops
should be the minimum
but this proposal was not
;

;

;

;

carried (Hefele,

An

ii.

408).

exception to the rule is found at Rome,
where, at least from the 6th cent, onwards, the
acted
alone in consecrating bishops (Duchesne,
pope
And in the Celtic Church it was common
p. 361).
lor a bisho]) to be consecrated by a single bi.shop.
The object of the rule seems to have been to

secure the assent of the
comjirovincial bishops to
the election. Hut in the ordination it.self thei'e is
a varietj' of usage as to what part the bishops took
(see art.
(g)

cent.,

ORDINATION).
Appointment of the minor orders. In the 4lli
when minor orders were developed, there was

—

a certain discrepancy of usage as to wlietlier certain
cl.asses of per.sons were 'ordained' at all, i.e. set
apart by some solemn ceremony and also a distinction was frequently made between ordination with,
and ordination without, laying on of hands. Basil
distinguishes the ministers who were ordained
without it from those 'in onlers' (^i- /Satf/iy, Ep.
can. tert. ccxvii. 51).
So the Apost. Canons
(82 [81]) speak of the xf'/«""ovfa /SaflytioD, meaning
'ordination to the higher ministry.''
In the Text, of our Lord (i. 44 f.). Canons of
nippolytus (vii. [ed. Achelis, § 48 f.]), Eqyp. Ch.
Ord. (35 f.), Ethiop. Ch. Ord. (27), snbileacons and
readers are ordained without imposition of hands ;
so the reader in the Const, through Ilippoh/tus
(13); and the subdeacon in the Gallican Statutes
(§ 5), which take the same thing for granted in the
case of the ordination of an acolyte, exorci.st, reader,
doorkeeper (§§ 6-9). On the other hand, the Apost.
Const, (viii. 21 f.) press the laying on of hands, and
appoint it for the ordination of both subdeacon and
The Const, through Hippolytus appoint
reader.
it for a subdeacon (11), but not for a reader.
In many of these manuals persons holding charismatic ofhces are not ordained at all. Such are
confessors, virgins and ascetics, widows, exorcists.
But there are exceptions, in which some of these
classes receive an ordination of some sort, though
without imposition of hands. In the Test, widows
'who preside' are ordained (i. 41) in the Canons
of Hippolytus (viii. [ed. Achelis, § 53 f.]) one who
wishes to be ordained because he has the gift of
healing is not to be ordained until it is made clear
that the gift is of God (other manuals say that one
who has a charisma is not to be ordained, i.e. merely
for that reason) in the Gallican Statutes (§ 7) an
exorcist is ordained, and a book is given him in
which the exorcisms are written. Virgins (ascetics)
receive a blessing on their profession, not from
presbyters, but only from the bishop, in Gallican
Statutes (§ 11) and the 3rd canon of the Council of
Carthage, A.D. 390 (Hefele, ii. 390).
9. The institution of a ministry by our Lord.
We now enter upon the consideration of theories
as to the origin and development of the ministry.
There are two main trends of opinion, and an
attempt will be made to summarize them, without
going into questions of detail, and without going
beyond general principles.
our Lord founded a ministry
(rt) It is held that
to be a means of bestowing grace on the Church
For this purpose He
and for its government.
founded an apostolate, and gave to it a commi.ssion
apart from the Church at large. It is clear from
Acts, and to a certain extent from the Epistles,
that the apostles exercised an authority over the
Church, and it is difficult to conceive that th.at
authority was due to delegation from the people
themselves. Of such a delegation there is no trace
in the NT, and the position of the apostles after
Pentecost appears to presu]ipose a distinct commission from our Lord Himself. The ministerial
commission, whether given to the apostles or to
the Church as a whole, was not liestowed till after
but our I,ord foretells the gift
tlie Resurrection
Whatever be the true
in more than one passage.
exegesis of the promise to St. Peter after his confession of the Christ (Mt KV"'-), and of the phra.sc,
Upon this rock I will Imilil my Cliurcii,' the
;

;

;

—

;

'

1

For

EuB.

iii.

'21

The wort! is used in
(1).
Ephesus (can. 1, Ji.B. 431)

Tl S>^ see above, S 6

/Sulfide in 1

HE

and at the Council

in the sense of the

'

'

position

or

'

of

order' of bishops.
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passage about giving the keys of the kingdom of
heaven carries a commission of binding and loosIt is not a commission
ing, i.e. of government.
then given, but a promise that it will be given and
the promise was fulfilled after the Resurrection.
The commission is, however, not here promised to
the Church as a whole.
On the other hand, in
Mt 18"'- the Church ( iKKXrjaia) is spoken of as
and
our
Lord then gives (apexercising discipline,
parently to the Twelve, but this is disputed) that
promise of binding and loosing which had alreadj'
The supernatural
been given to St. Peter.
;

'

authority does inhere in the Church as a body,
but the Church has (not by her own but by Christ's
authority) executive officers, and it is through
them that her judicial power is put into eti'ect'
A distinct
(Gore, Church and Ministry^, p. 207).
stewardship, however, apart from the powers
promised to the whole flock, is foretold in the
parable of Lk 12^'-^. This parable, as F. Godet re-

marks

(Com.*, Eng. tr., Edinburgh, 1887, ii. 108),
assumes that the apostolate will be perpetuated till
Christ returns, a ministry of the word established
by Christ. The same writer adds that the theory
which makes the pastorate emanate from the
Church as its representative is not Biblical this
ofBce is rather an emanation from the apostolate,
and therefore mediately an institution of Jesus
Himself. It may be added that in the parable
the stewardship is appointed by the Lord (note the
;

future: 'shall set over his household'), in order
that the household may be fed, and that it will
last until the Lord comes.
The ministerial commission was given after the
Resurrection, but it is disputed whetlier it was
given to the apostles or to the Church at large.
The commission in Jn 20"'^, with the gift of the
Holy Ghost (i.e. iri'eO/ia iyiov without the article)
and the po\ver of binding and loosing, was given
on the evening of Easter Day, when only ten of
the apostles were present, Thomas being absent
It was distinctly a 'mission': 'As the
(v.-^).

Father hath commissioned (iTiaraXKe) me, I also
send (wi/iira^) yon.' But it is uncertain whether
others were present on this occasion besides the
Ten.
The disciples' are mentioned (v.'"), but this
'

often

means the

apostles.

In the description in

Lk

which seems to refer to the same appearance
of our Lord, we read of the Eleven and them that
were with them.' The number 'eleven' is only
24S3ir.^

'

a general way of speaking, for Thomas was not
present in this passage there is no word of any
commission.
Putting the passages together, we
may conclude that it is probable that others besides
the Ten were present, but the indications point
to tlie commission having been given only to the
That Thomas had the commission given
apostles.
to him at another time can onlj' be conjectured.
In the First Gospel the commission is given when
the eleven disciples are assembled on the mounAll authority hath been given unto
tain in Galilee
me in heaven and on earth. Go ye therefore,' etc.
It has been suggested by H. Alford (Com. in loc.)
that others besides the Eleven were then present,
because 'some doubted.' But this is against the
grammar. The 'some' must have been certain
of the Eleven nor is it at all improbable that the
apostles, or some of them, though they believed on
Easter Day, yet allowed doubts to assail them afterwards. This hesitating faith was characteristic
it was finally confirmed only by the Pentecostal
We do not know what account St. Mark
gift.
gave of the ministerial commission but the author
of the Appendix certainly conceived the commission
as having been given to the Eleven {' Mk' 16'''*-).
;

'

'

'

:

;

;

;

1 This word
marks nothing: more than the immediate relation of the sender to the sent,' while the other verb denotes a
delegated .•vuthoritj' (see B. F. Westcott, Cam. in loc).
'

_
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The more probable

conclusion seems to be that
the special ministerial commission was given to
the apostles to hand on in perpetuity to succeeding
generations, although the Church at large was
given a supernatural authority to be exercised by
For a fuller exposidivinely appointed ministers.
tion of this view see Gore, op. ci(., ch. iv. and (in
the later editions) note M.

A

(b)
very difi'erent view is taken by Hatch
(Organization of tlie Early Christian Church) and
Hort (The Christian Ecclesia). Hort holds that
the commission was given to the Church as a
whole, and that the Church as a whole appointed
the apostles, whose authority was due to the
spontaneous homage of the Christians in Judaja.
He thinks that the apostles were not commissioned
by our Lord to govern the Church, but only to be
witnesses of His resurrection that they were not,
strictly speaking, oflScers of the Church as the
Seven were (p. 231). He doubts if they had any
authority outside Judn?a. An indefinite authority
grew up round them because they were personal
;

witnesses.

the

sum

'
The Ecclesia itself, i.e. apiiarently
of all its male adult members, is the

primary body, and, it would seem, even the
primary authority (p. 229). With regard to the
commission in Jn 20, Hort thinks that otheis
besides the apostles were probably present, and
that, though perhaps the charge was directly and
principally
spoken to the apostles, yet it was
spoken to them as representing the whole community (p. 32 f. ). [There is no scriptural authority
'

'

'

for Hort's addition
of
narrative. ]
On these various views

'

adult

male

'

to

the

it may be remarked that
that the apostles were given
the commission as representing the Church. The
point in dispute is whether they received a commission from our Lord direct, distinct from the
Church, i.e., whether they derived their authority
from Him immediately or from the people to whom
it is

common ground

they were to minister.

— We

The origin of the diocesan episcopate.
in conclusion state very briefly the main
theories which have been advanced to account for
the universal existence of the diocesan episcopate
from the 2nd cent, onwards.
10.

may

The first view is that the diocesan episcopate
the successor to the apostolate, but localized.
The old local ministry was represented by the
and
presbyters and deacons of the later period
the supervisory ministry of the apostles, which
was formerly itinerant, by the bishops who were
now settled in one place. In this view the complete
commission, which was held at first by the apostles,
was given to certain viri apostolici and then to
bishops (in the later sense) only, and presbyters
and deacons never from the first possessed the
commission to hand on the ministry to others.
This was the more usual patristic view. For an
able statement of it reference may be made to
Gore, The Church and the Ministry.
(b) The second view is that the diocesan episcopate was evolved, by apostolic direction, from
the presbyterate ; or, to speak more accurately,
from the body of presbyter-bishops. This evolution was eft'ected by one of the members of this
body being given certain sole powers, notably that
In this view the old presbyterof ordaining.
bishops had the complete ministerial commission,
even as the apostles had it, but the complete commission was restricted at an early date to one of
This is the view of Jerome,
their number.
Ambrosiaster, and some other Fathers. It may be
studied in J. B. Lightfoot's Dissertation,' which
upholds it.
It is clear that either of these views is comOn
patible with either of those described in § 9.
(a)

is

;

'
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the one hand, the second view is compatible witli
the hiyliest doctrine of apostolic succession, such
as Jerome himself held. And, on the other hand,
the first view is compatible with the belief that
the apostles derived all their authority from the
people.

Wiiatever view be taken of the matters touched
on in this and the preceding section, it is important
The
to notice a point on which all are agreed.
Christian ministry is not vicarious, but repreThe members of it do not form a class
sentative.
having a closer relationship to God than the laity,
for every Christian holds personal communion
with the dinne Head of the Church (Lijrhtfoot,
Gore, p. 76). All have direct access
pp. 181, 268
to God, and the minister does not perform the
He represents
people's religion instead of them.
the people to God by acting as their mouthpiece,
but the worship which he ofi'ers is the people's and
not merely his own. The sacrifice of prayer and
praise is otfered by all, though the minister may be
the only one who gives audible utterance to it.
;

He

represents

God

to the people, as the

human

instrument by whom the word is preached and the
But he is not a
sacraments are administered.
barrier between God and the people.

—

Literature. The following works represent very various
opiDions, Anglican, Presbyterian, Roman Catholic, and others :
J. Morinus, de Sacrii Ordinalionibus, Paris, 1665, 2nd ed.,
Antwerp, 1695 ; C. Gore, Tke Church and the Ministri/>,
Loudon, 1902 (Ist ed., 1S89) ; J. B. Lightfoot, Dissertation on
the Christian Ministry (in his Commentary on Philippians\
1st ed., 1S63 (quotations from edition of 1903); see also his
ai)pended note on 'bishop' and 'presbyter,' p. 95 ff. ; T. M.
Lindsay, The Church and the Ministry in the Early Centuries,
'
London, 1902 ; E. Hatch, in DC A artt. Archdeacon,' Orders,
Holy,' 'Ordinal,' 'Ordination,' 'Priest,' 'Patriarch' (a large
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also Organization of the Early Christian Church, London,
1881; A.
Hadd'an, in DCA. art. 'Bishop'; B. Shaw, in
'

'

'

,
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'
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;

;

;

;

;

MINOTAUR. — 1. The

myth.

— Minotaur

(i

Micwraupos, 6 TaOpoj 6 MiVoj KaXovfieyoi,^ 'the Minosbull' or 'bull of Minos') is in Greek myth the
offspring of Queen Pasiphae's union with a bull,
and is represented as a man with a bull's head and

As Apollodorus tells the story, ° her husband,
Minos, had become king of Crete through the goodwill of Poseidon
after telling the iieople that the
gods had chosen him and would grant whatever he
asked, he prayed Poseidon to send a bull from the
sea that he might sacrifice it. But he broke his
vow, for, when the splendid creature came forth
from the deep, he added it to his herd and offered a
substitute on Poseidon's altar.
To punish him the
god inspired Pasiphae with an unnatural passion,
gratified through the artifice of Daidalos, who
concealed her in a wooden cow. She bore a child,
tail.

;

the bull of Minos,' who had
a bull's head, but was otherwise like a man.
"Warned by an oracle, Minos imprisoned the
monster in the labyrinth built by Daidalos.
Moreover, the bull from the sea was made savage
by Poseidon, and it was one of the labours of
Herakles to capture it and carry it to the Peloponnese thence it wandered to Marathon in Attica,
and ravaged the country.
Androgcos, son of
Minos, liaving come to Athens and beaten all
opponents at the games. King .^igeus challenged
him to go forth again.st the bull, which killed him.''

Asterios,

surnamed

'

;

Minos, to avenge his son, made war on Athens, and
exacted as a condition of peace that every year
(every ninth year, according to Plutarch, I'/ieseus,
' Pam. I. xxlv. 1.
» Apollod. II. V. 7, ni. I. 3, XV.
7, Eplt.
' Sctaol.
PlaU), Minoi, 321 A.

i.

7ff.

14) the Athenians should send seven youths and
seven maidens to be devoured by the Minotaur.
On the third occa.sion Theseus, who had overcome
many robbers and, last of all, had captured the
Marathonian bull, was chosen or offered himself as
one of the victims. When he landed in Crete,
Ariadne, daughter of Minos, fell in love with him,
and, on his promising to take her to Athens as his
wife, contrived with Daidalos that he should escape
from the labyrinth, giving him a clew of thread
which he was to make fast at the entrance. Holding the thread, he penetrated to the Minotaur's
Then he made
lair and slew him with his lists.
his way out and escaped by night with Ariadne

and

his com])anions.

Apollodorus omits the incident of Minos' ring
and Poseidon's recognition of Theseus as his son.'
The story is further rounded off by I'herekydes ;'
Thesens sacrifices the Minotaur to Poseidon, and
the injured god at last gets his due.
In this form the story owes much to Attic
dramatists, who depicted Minos as a cruel tyrant,
while the general tradition saw in him a wise hiwgiver and founder of Hellenic civilization.' The
Attic version became an intricate romance in which
Daidalos was almost as much the hero as Theseus.
It credits Athens through him with the miracles
Minos'
It
of Minoan craftsmanship.
emphasizes
fraud on Poseidon, because the god s son, the Attic
prince Theseus, is to be the instrument of his
vengeance. When, outwitted by Theseus, Minos
imprisons the other Athenian hero, Daidalos
makes himself wings, and his escape is the motive
for Minos' futile campaign and ignominious death
in Sicily.

The genuine Cretan elements in the rambling
composite tale are the sea-born bull, so closely
resembling the divine lover of Europa, the Minotaur and the labyrinth, both figured on coins of
Knossos, and the fall of the Minoan Empire in a
The break
Sicilian expedition (cf. Herod, vii. 170).
between pre-historic and Hellenic Crete was in
the
coins
but
make it
many respects complete,
probable tnat the legend of a bull-monster clung
to the prehistoric palace at Knossos, and was
adopted bj- the Dorian settlers. A. J. Evans, the
excavator of the site, has shown how the complex
of ruined walls, adorned with frescoes of bull-tights,
in which boys and girls took part, and processions
the
of tribute-bearers, must have helped to
shape
story.* The name of the labyrinth is explained
with the help of \d^pvs, the Lydian word for
'
double-axe,' as meaning house (or place) of the
axe.' a sacred emblem which stood in shrines
within the palace and was often engraved on its
walls and pillars. This may have been the ancient
name of the palace, placed under the protection of
a deity with whom both axe and bull were closely
associated (hence the frequent juxtaposition of
double-axe and horns see art. ."Egean' KklioioN',
The remarkable preservation
vol. i. p. 145, Dg. 5).
were respected by
of the ruins
proves that they
the Greek ancl Koman inhabitants, perhaps as the
remains of the labyrinth, which the ancients
Diodorus mentions
the
located at Knossos.
foundations of Rhea's house and a cypress-grove
'

'

:

'

describing a paintiri'.,' of the 5th cent B.C.
Baocbvlides. xvii.
Frag. 106 (FUG i. 97)=schol. to Od. \\. 820 (Theseus is
told how to surprise the Minotaur as he sleeps in the m"X«.
the central point of a conventional maze ; cf. { 3
evidently
*
below).
3 This conflict of vie»-8 is discussed in the Platonic dialogue
Both writers
Minos, .ilSD and 320E, and in Plut. Then. 15.
remark that Minos made a mistake when he quarrelled with a
city like Athens, whose tragic poets could make or mar a
1

Paus.

by Mikon

I.
;

xvii. 3,

cf.

'

reputation.

*JHSxxi. [19011 li»9 If., BSA viii. (1901-02) 103.
6 Plut. QwtsL Grac. 302A.
A cognat« tonii would be the

name
Zeus

of
w.'is

Labraunda, the Carian town whore an a\e-wieldiiig
worshipped.

MINOTAUR
which lias been hallowed siuce ancient times ' as
existing there in his ilay ; the tabus attached to
such a precinct
go far to account for the survival
of the pre-histonc walls in the midst of a classical
He denies that any trace of the labyrinth
city.
'

remained, = but seems to be combating an accepted
belief
I'hilostratus,^ writing early in the 3rd cent,
after Christ, mentions the labyrinth as tlie chief
'sight' of Knossos. l.ate writers* transfer the tradition to the subterranean passages of a quarry above
Gortyna, described by P. Belon'and other travellers.
2. The Minotaur in ancient art.
In the Cretan
art of the bronze age we meet with a series of
a
human
hybrid monsters, combining
body with
various animal-heads, which seem to represent
demons (cf. ^gean Religion, vol. i. p. 145) the
types may have been influenced by the animalheaded deities of Egypt or have been generated
locally by ritual dances in which animal -masks
were worn.
Among them is a Minotaur-like
Hgure, the most significant instance being a clay
seal-impression from Knossos which shows a seated
monster with calf's head and forelegs and a bearded
man standing before it.* Bull-headed men appear
in the archaic art of Greece and Etruria, and until
the reforms of Marius a figure of this kind was one
of the standards of the Roman army.' The earliest
representation of Theseus and the Minotaur is a
small gold plaque from Corinth (Berlin Museum,"
a work of c. 600 B.C.). In the second half of the
6th cent, the slaying of the Minotaur appears on
black-figure vases, and, according to Pausanias,
the Minotaur was twice figured among the mythological groups on the Amycliean throne (a) bound
and led captive by Theseus {cf. the sacrifice to
Poseidon mentioned by I'herekydes), (b) being
slain by him.' At first isolated, the killing of the
Minotaur is associated on later black-figure and
red-tig-ure vases with other deeds of Theseus, a
cycle which took shape at the beginning of the
5th cent., when the Attic hero was exalted into a
second Herakles. The Minotaur is drawn as a
man with a bull's head and tail his body is often
spotted or brindled, and once sprinkled with stars
(in allusion to liis name Asterios), once w ith eyes,
like that of Argos.'" He is naked and unarmed,
but sometimes clutches one or more stones.
Theseus usually attacks him with a sword, but
;

—

;

:

;

an interesting group of vase-paintings shows him
dragging the dead monster out from a building
with columns here we maj- suspect the influence
of stage-representations.
Athene, Ariadne, and
even Minos are sometimes present as spectators.
Later designs treat the combat as a wrestlingmatch, the finest example being a bronze relief
from Pergamon now in the Berlin Museum.'^ In
sculpture we have a metope of the Theseion at
Athens, fragnients of a group found on the Acro])olis (where Pausanias saw and described it), and
fragments of two other groups in Rome, all repre;

senting the combat.'-

Campanian wall-paintings

Diod. V. 66 ; cf. Evans, in BSA \. [1903-04J Bl, Sa-ipta
Minoa, Oxford, 1909, p. 103.
2 Diod. i. 01.
3 Piiilost. Vita
ApoUmi. iv. 34.
* Tlie first is
Claudian, cle Sexto Consul. Hon. Aug. 634,
written in a.d. 404.
5 Les Observations de
pltisieurs singtUaritez, Paris, 1653, bk.
i. oil. vi. ; plan in T. A.
B. Spratt, Travels and Researches in
1

Crete,

London, 1866,

6

BSA

7

Plinv.

vii.

ii.

49.

[1900-01] 18,

UN X.

fig.

7a

(cf.

76

and

To), 133, fig. 46.

16.

Archnol. Zeitunq, xlii. [1S84J pi. 8, fig. 3.
9 Pans. III. xviii.
11, 10.
11
Probably a nuftt.ike on tlie part of ihe vase-painter, who
copied a stage-dress, the edges of which are seen at wrists and
ankles. The vase is in the British Museum (E 4S), and is signed
bv Douria (see A. B. Cook, Xeiis, L, Canibridjie, 1914, p. 494).
11 A.
Bauineister, Denkmuler des klass. Altertums, Munich,
1884-88,
'-

.S.

fig.

show Theseus standing over the dead Minotaur,
while the rescued boys and girls press rouiiii, and
some mutilated marble groups seem to have represented the same scene.'
Evans traces the origin of the Cretan type to
certain Egyptian cylinders found in the Delta,
which influenced Cretan sealstones from about
the Vlth djmasty onwards. These in their turn

borrowed types from early Babylonian cylinders.'
On coins of Knossos
3. The labyrinth in art.

—

the labyrinth is represented by a pattern of
increasing complexity, advancing from a simple
fret-pattern, through a more or less elaborate
swastika, to a developed niaze.^ On several vases
of the 5th cent, the scene of Theseus's combat with
the Minotaur is indicated by a panel of ma\anders
and similar patterns, evidently a conventional
representation of the supposed ground-plan.'' The
labyrinth, in fact, became assimilated to the mazes
which have been familiar in most parts of Europe
from antiquity to the present day a large subject
which cannot be
discussed here." In Italy,
fully
where the maze had been known as the Game of
Troy (Truia inscribed upon a maze on an early
Etruscan vase), the name 'labyrinth' took its
place, and the Minotaur is figured in the centre of
several Roman mosaic mazes.
Similar pavements
were constructed in Christian churches they are
especially common in the cathedrals of N. France
Chartres, Amiens, and others ; they were known
as Domus Dedali or Chemin de, Jerusalem, and to
tread their windings was a recognized form of
penance. It seems that the original use of the
maze, wherever found, was to serve as the track of
a ritual dance. Plutarch tells a story which was
evidently intended to establish a connexion between
Greek dances of this type and the Minotaur legend ;
Theseus had landed at Delos on his voyage home,

—

;

—

and with his companions danced a dance which is
still kept up by the Delians
in imitation of the
windings of the labyrinth.*
Explanations of the myth. (a) Rationalistic.
— 4.
According to Philochorus,' the (Cretans said that
the Minotaur was a general named Tatirus wliom
Theseus defeated at an athletic meeting the tribute-children were kept prisoners in the labyrinth
and given as prizes to the victors or else he was
a captain whom the Athenians beat in a sea-light.
A modern writer, E. Fabricius,* who assumed that
the quarry near Gortyna was the labyrinth, explained its narrow entrances as a device for the
guarding of prisoners made to work in its galleries,
and supposed that this gave rise to the story of the
'

'

—

;

;

tribute-children.

1875.

son, was originally the bull-god himself. The story
of Theseus and the Minotaur is a doublet of the
stories of Herakles vanquishing the Cretan bull
and Theseus capturing the bidl of Marathon ; in

each case the story

ii.

69a.

is

allegorical

and represents

1

Baumeister, fig. 1870 Reinach, ii. 610.
Scripta Minoa, L 122 ff., Nine Minonn Periods (in the press).
^ Brit. Mus. Coin
Catalogue, Crete, London, ISSO, pi. iv. ff. ;
Cook, i. 476 £f.
;

2

4 Illustrated by P.
Wolters, in bJUA, 1907, p. 113ff., plates
L-in.
6 For the literature see J. G.
Frazer, GB^, pt. iii.. The Dyinrf
God, London, 1911, p. 76 ff. and Cook, i. 484-490. Exans found
on
painted
maze-patterns
wall-plaster at Knossos in his forthcoming Nine Minoan Periods he derives the labyrinth-pattern
in Crete, through the simple key-pattern, from the Egyptian
sign for the palace in its court' which was taken over mU> the
Minoan system of hieroglj plis.
Pint. Tlu!y. 'Jl. Lucian, dtf Salt. 49, mentions the labyrinth
;

'

et

romaine.

*

'

Cretan dances.
Quoted by Pint. Thes. 16.
Roscher, s.v. Labyrinthns.'
Vber Selene und Verwanatvii, Leipzig, 1890,
Rhein. Miu. Ixv. [1810] 214 ff.

in a
7
**

Reinach, Rtuertoit-e de la statuaire grecque

—

W. H.
(6) The Minotaur as an old hull-god.
Roscher " equated Minotaur = Cretan bull = Minos.
'"
E. Bethe
has argued that Minos, son of the bullZeus and husband of Pasiphae, who bears a bull-

;

8

Paris, 1897-1904,

676

9

'0

list of

'

p. 136

ff.
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Herakles, who
the overthrow of Cretan rule.
the bull, stands for the
goes to Crete to capture
Dorian colonists ; Theseus, who overcomes the
same bull in Attioa, delivers the country from a

Cretan conqueror.' • On somewhat different lines
J. E. Harrison argued in ii paper read before the
Hellenic Society in 1914 that the slaying of the
Minotaur, son of the sea-born biill, expresses the
the Minotaur was
downfall of Cretan sea-power
the primitive "point de repfere" round which
ultimately crystallised the complex figure of
Poseidon.
(() The solar interpretation.
Pasi])hae'8 name
connects her with the moon ' her bull is often held
Two recent writers have seen in
to be the sun.
the Minotaur a human actor impersonating the sunJ.
G.
Frazer
maintains 'that Cnossus was
god.
the seat of a great worship of the sun, and that the
Minotaur was a representation or embodiment of
the sun-god,' and suggests that Ariadne's dance,
the track of which was the labyrinth, may have
been an imitation of the sun's course in the sky.^
A. B. Cook, after showing that in Cretan myth
the sun was conceived as a bull and that the
labyiinlh was 'an orchextrn of solar pattern presumably made for a mimetic dance,' goes on to
suggest that the dancer who imitated tlie sun
masqueraded in the labj'rinth as a bull the Minotaur, in fact, was the Knossian Crown Prince wearing a bull-mask, a piece of ritual borrowed perhajjs
'

;

—

;

—

from Egypt.*

;

;

'

;

;

coast-guard of Crete, who killed strangers by hugging them to his red-hot breast, was by some called

Tauros(Apollod. I. ix. 26), and a gloss of ncsychius
makes him a by-form of the sun-god. A tradition
1 Rhein. ilus. Ixv.
218, 225.
3 Paus. III. xxvi. 1.
*
Op. cit. i. 490 C. ; cf. Diod.

'
•1

iwfij,

(p.

61.

3

Op.

»

Rosclier,

cit. p. 77.
ii.

3011.

ii. 56. and Euaebius.
Praip. Evamj. iv.
both quotinf^ from a lost work by l8lros on

sacriflceB.

Eur. CreUt, tn-i. 472 (Nauck).
B'rliner Elassikeyte.rle, lierlin, 1907, v.
de Brrure pro/, rel.

" Firniicu8
Maternus,
'»
Op. cit. p. 74 t.

" Died.

ii.

76.

vi. 1 ff.

schol. Plal. Rep. 337 A, and other passaj^es
colieoud by M. Mayer, in Roscher, ii. 15U1 ff.
>' 8e« relereoces iu
Cook, i. 72;i, note 1.

XX. 14

KnossoS.
LiTHF-ATDBB.

—This

ia

sufficiently cited thro«s;hout the article.

R. C.

BOSANQUET.

MIRACLES.— I.

Introductory.— Miracles have
often been studied in vaciio—a, mclhoil which does
not tend to belief in them. It is better to have a
standard of comparison, to study them in the light
of those alleged of their chief worker, who, if any
one can work miracles, is most likely to have
'iliis is the jmint of view that will l>e
done 80.
(Christ's miracles suggest
taken in this article.
unusual and striking ])Ower, presumably divine,
used for beneficent ends, not to cause wonder, and

We

therethis points to the essence of miracle.
fore define miracle as an occasional evidence of
direct divine power in an action striking and

unusual, yet by its beneficence pointing to the
God. Mere wonders, ny whomsoever
wrouglit, would have a thauraaturgic aspect and
would not reveal character e.g., spiritualistic
marvels. Christ calls His miracles Ipya, works,'
or ariiieia, 'signs.' 'ZriiJ.ua may be combined witli
wonders,' in describing what the Jews
ripara,
seek or the work of false Chrisls. His own miracles
are not called by Him Tipam, though Ho calls them
Siii'ctjueis,
'powers.' But the stress is on that of
which they are signs— the love of God.
All three words— works,' 'signs,' 'powers'— are used by
goodiie.ss of

—

:

'

'

His disciples' miracles, by

tlie Evangelists,
The first two are favoured in the
critics.
and iui'djicit are
and
In
Acta
Tt'paTo
Epp.
Gospel.''
combined with o-Tjfieia in speaking of Christ's and the apostles'
miracles. In Kev 13" the beast, in 1614 devils, in 19^" the false

Cliiist in describinj;

and bv

friends

and

I'^ourth

prophet, work
(Ttiiitlov

iy

rw

anii^fla.:

oipo.v.Z,

cf.

2

Th

29

and

lit 722r.5

Kev

121-3,

throws light on the sign expected by the

Pharisees (liksli, Lk U16).
2. Miracles in the lower culture.— Whether the
savage does or does not Ijclieve in a cosmic order
Some savage mythologies certainly
is uncertain.
But he believes
seem to suggest that he does.
the
that
medicine-man, or shaman, has power to
alter certain concrete events e.g., to produce rain
In so far
in time of drought, to allaj[ storms, etc.
as he recognizes any order in nature, this action is
and thus
really supposed to be contra naturavi
corresponds to the popular view of miracles.
Hence it is not only a religious view of the universe which suggests to the savage mind an elasas Frazer insists."
ticity in the order of nature,
It is' elastic to the magician, as it is elastic to the
This power of altering events is the
divinity.
power of magic in which every savage believes.
He himself may practise it to some extent by
means of fetishes obtained in various ways, but in
that case tlie jwiwer is in the fetish. But more
to the
usually he attributes magical power

—

1

Uesych.w.v. ToAw?* 6 jjAio?; Zenobius,
fi.u. 2ap5orio? ye'Aw?.

8.v.

SapSofto? yf'Aoa^;

Suidas,

Hull, ralclmil. Hal.. 1909, pp. 159-177 ; Slon. Ant. del lAncei,
Thesel WAoi may bo the very buildings
xxiii. [19161 318-436.
which Greek writers aUrilmted to Dai<lalos see pseudo-Arist.
2

;

i.

"Porphyry, de Abst.
Cretan

worshipped a bull-god in subteiTancan temples.Snggestive as these combinations are, however, wo
have no real evidence of any cult of the Minotaur,
nor of human sacrifice to a Cretan bull-god ;' al
most they prove tliat the Greeks were familiar with
the rites of adjoining countries and used them to
add a touch of horror to the local legends of

'

—

of human sacrifice. The Minotaur, like tlie horses of Diomede, is a man-eater
that
it was necessary for Minos to
the myth implies
gratify this appetite. W. Helbig' saw in the story
another version of Kronos devouring his children
Kronos was banishe<l by Zeus to the under world,
the Minotaur by Minos to the labyrinth. There
was a tradition that in old days in Crete the
Kouretes had offered human sacrifices to Kronos,"
and the feast of raw flesh '' which Euripides mentions in the famous chorus from his traged_y Tlic
Cretans, as part of the initiation to the service of
Idaian Zeus, was open to a similar suspicion in a
recently discovered fragment of this play Pasiphae
taunts lier husband in terms which leave no doubt
as to the charge.' Euripides probably had in mind
the Cretan mysteries in which the votaries tore
with their teeth a living bull in commemoration of
the eating of the boy Zagreus by the Titans." But
these mysteries stand in no direct relation, so far
as can be seen, to the substratum of Minoan religion
they explain the caimibal element in the
Euripidean storj-, but not the bull-form of the maneating demon. Frazer has conjectured that in
Crete, as in other parts of the Mediterranean,
children were sacrificed to a Moloch-like image
with the head of a bull.'"
Phccnicians and Carthaginians sacrificed children
to a bronze image of Kronos { = El ?), so contri\ed
that victims laid on its outstretched hands fell into
a furnace beneath."
Kabbinic writers descrilie
Moloch's image in similar terms, and add that it
had the head of a calf.'- Now 'Talos, the brazen
(d) TIic suspicion

xvi.

as old as Sinionides connects him with Sardinia and
with huni.an sacrifices there;' recent excavations
have shown that the Sardinians of the bronze age

de Mirab. 100 (2) Diod. iv. 29, v, 16.
3 Q. Murray, Rise of the Greek Epic'', Oxford, 19U. p. ISCIT.,
thinks that Minos' periodic visits to the cnic of Zeus imply a
ceremony of sacrifice and rejuvenation, and asks whether the
tribute-children may not have died with, or for, the king in the
cave of the bull-god.
4 CI. also ri
Ctti/j»iiiri<i(Ml 21"^), li .'iSofa (Lk 13'.), irapaSofa
;

(Lk

62").
6 It is

a tact that psychic
and bad people.

gifts arc often possessed

by un-

attractive

Naiiic An, London, tuil,
OOB^ pt. i.,
Balder the Beautiful, do. 1913, ii. 806.
'J'ke

I.

'2'24,

pt. vii.,
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medicine-man, to traditional culture-heroes,' to
the gods ('white' or benelicent raagic), or to
black or antisorcerers (those wlio practise
social magic).
Magic is a sort of thaiuuaturgic
and
is
looked
as
miracle,
ujion
something almormal.
If it were a normal thing, it would have no aspect
of mystery, as it has, and the magician would not
be regarded as he is by his fellows. For the savage
magic is mysterious, and everything mysterious
is more or less abnormal, magical, rarraculous.
JIagic or thaumaturgic miracle, as believed in by
the savage, includes power over nature protlucing
'

'

—

or stopping rain, sunshine, and wind ; cui'ing sickness, exorcizing spirits and demons, and removing
baiTenness ; producing fertility or increasing the
food-supply ; causing success at hunting or fishing ;
causing sickness. Injury, or death. Other powers
are shape-shifting, invisibility, and raising the
dead. Generally the power by which these things
are supposed to be done comes from an exterior

entity of which

some persons possess a large share

nuina, the Annamese tinh, the
works to
It is that which
ett'ect everything beyond the ordinary powers of
man, outside the common processes of nature.' It
is a miraculous power, a theoretical force by which
tlie savage aecoimts for magic in all its forms.
magic should have come to be believed in,
w hy some men should have been thought to possess
magical power, is not clear, though various causes
might be suggested. One of these is the unex-

—the Melanesian
Siouan iKakan,

'

etc.-

Why

—

plained phenomena of the x region telepathy,
hypnotism, cure by suggestion, clairvoyance, in-

spirational possession.' These exist among savages, and would be regarded as magical, as to
us tliey are supernormal.
They would suggest
other powers still more fantastic.
Magic or
thaumaturgic miracle belongs to a quite primitive
>tage of thought, but many of the actions attributed to the shaman are reproduced in the miracles
ascribed to Lao-tse, Buddha, Muhammad, or to
ethnic and Christian saints.
3. The miraculous in the ethnic religions.
Mii'acles occur plentifully in religions at a higher
level than those of savagery, and are freely ascribed
to tlie great ethnic teachers and to saintly persons
Asceticism and
or ascetics in those religions.
austerity are, in fact, sometimes a necessity as
well as a guarantee of miracle, as they axe also
in the case of Cliristian saints.

—

for the great religious founders, it should be

clearly noted that they themselves
IAs
to work miracles. This statement
I

own

most

made no claim

is

supported by

be
sayings
proved from the early writings describing the
In the Gdthds, the
origans of these religions.
earliest part of the Avesta, there are no miracles,
and no very high place is ascribed to Zoroaster.Confucius was largely inditlerent to spiritual
matters and avoided anything dealing with the
theii'

in

eases,

or

may

it

He is most unlikelj' to have made
supernatural.
any claim to miracles, and in fact he said
'To search for what is mj-sterious, and practise marvellous
[arts], in order to be mentioned with honour in future ages ;—
this is what I do not do.' »
Lao-tse was opposed to all magic, and was a
man of humble mind. Buddha himself protested
'See Heroes asd HeeoGods; G. Grey, Polynman Myth;

ology,

London, n.d.

[1S55],

II

p.

f. ;

R. H. Codrington, The

Melanesians, Oxford, 1891, pp. 156, 163, 16S.
P. Giran, ilagie et religion
-Codrington. pp. llSf., IJl
annamites, Paris, 1912, pp. 21, 22, 157 ; E. S. Hartland, Ritual
and Beliff, London, 1914, p. 26 ff.
3 0. StoU,
Suyije^tion itnd Hypnotismiti in rfer Volkerpsycholofjie^, Leipzig, 1904; A. Bastian, i'eber pgychische BeobachtU}igen bei Saturrolkeni, Leipzig, 1S90 ; A. Lang, The Makiwj
of Religion-, London, 1900.
4 Cf. J. H.
Moulton, Early Zoroastrianism, London, 1913, p.
;

80.

5i!

Ei, xxviii. 1. 20 ^SBK xxviiL [1SS5] 303 f.); ct. G. O.
Alexander, Confuciits the (rreat Teacher, Ix)ndon, 1890, p. 290.
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against miracles, and, though he knew of miraculous
When a disciple
acts, he was indiH'ereut to them.
gained an almsbowl by a display of miracles, he
caused it to be broken and forbade these.' Some
sayings of his |ioint to his dislike of miracles
''There is no path through the air, a man is not a Samara by
:

—

outward acts" perhaps a reference to the supposed gift of
walking on air. When an arkat flew through the air, Buddha
This will not conduce either
is represented as rebuking him
'

:

to the convei-sion of the unconverted, or to the increase of the
converted, but rather to those who have not been converted
back of those who
remaining unconverted, and to the turning
'
have been converted.' He also said : I command my disciples
not to work miracles." -

Muhammad

also knew of miracles, but he disthem and wi'ought none himself. The people
demanded signs, but he disclaimed these, usually

liked

on the ground that they are powerless to convince.
In earlier ages they had been reo;arded as lies or
God's revelation to
sorcery, not as divine acts.
the Prophet was the true miracle, and the Quran
contained it.*
Nor did any one of the great ethnic teachers lay
claim to divinity.
Yet, in spite of this and of
their own utterances about miracles, miracles are
freely ascribed to them, sometimes even in the
actual works which contain such disclaimers. How
soon this process began it is dithcult to say, yet
probably no very long time was necessary for the
In many cases,
giowth of miraculous legend.
however, as in similar Instances in Christian hagiography, it is possible to trace the growth of a
miracidous story In successive versions of the same
Incident.^ The miracles and supernatural events
associated with the lives of these men are either
coimected with their conception and birth or acts
alleged to have been pertormed by themselves.
The miracles of the former class are invariably
lacking in lives contemporary, or nearly so, where
these exist. There is sometimes a semi-miraculous
origin (Lao-tse, Zoroaster, Buddha), but not a
in the
virgin-birth, for both parents are concerned
act of conception.' The moment of birth is hailed
by a great variety of portents on eartli, in the sky,
or in the lower regions.
Unearthly lights are seen,
mysterious music is heard. Prophecies of future
greatness are made. The chUd himself speaks,
laughs, stands, walks, or annormces his intention
of saving the world.
Or, again, the child Is miraculously saved from persecution and danger of death.
There are also wonderful signs at the death of
some ethnic teachers, especially at Buddha's death.*
For wonders associated with the birth of a bodhisattva or
with the Dalai Lama in Tibet, see SEE si. 46 L. A. Waddell,
The B^iddhiain of Tibet, London, 1895, pp. 247, 249 and for
those connected with future beings in Zoroastrian belief, SBE
;

;

xlviL 105

f.,

lllf., 115

f.

In the case of miracles of the second group beneficent actions are extremely rare, i.e. miracles
As a rule, the
performed to benefit others.

miracles merely exalt their worker, and sometimes they are of a kind to force belief in him.
Lao-tse is said to have raised the dead, and
Buddha to have healed wounds but these are
occasional, and are in a minority compared with
the great number of thaumaturgic acts.' These
largely consist of power over nature and complete
control over its processes, and are often of a most
;

1

i

W. Rhys Davids, Buddhism, London, 1880, p. 71.
Dhammapada, xvili. 254 (SBE x. [ISSl] pt. 1, p.

T.

63f.);

Chullavagga (SBE^x. (1885] 81); E. Bumouf, Introd. a Vhistmre
du b&uddhismf indien, Paris, 1844, p. 170.
3
vi.

See Qur'an, v. 110, vi. 34, x. 21 f . xvii. 60, xxvii. 10 f. {SBE
[1900] 113, 119, 195, 233, Lx. [19U0] 7, 35 f., 16, 92, 100, 106,

HI).
4Cf. Rhvs Davids,

London,

'SBE

13 f.;

p.

W. Muir,

Life of

ilahemet,

1S'7S, pp. 369, 590. .SOO.
x\. [1891] 313, xlvii. [1897]
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grotesinie and ub\ iously inipiobable kiinl. BiuUUia
made floods iC(^ode, or passed miraculously from
one side of the river to another. I.evitaticm, flying tliroufrh the air, and aseent to heaven are
frequent miracles, or, as in the case of Buddha,
treading on water, entering earth as if it were
water, and passing through a wall.' Understanding or influencing tlie thoughts of otliers d r/istance,
change of form, and invisibility oceur. Frequently
the miracle-worker saves himself from accident or

death.

Some of these miracles are simply repetitions
of the magical acts attributed to medicine-men.
They are traditional stock incidents easily fitted
on to the life of any person. Others are slieer
inventions.
Others may be exaggerations of
actual events, perhaps in some cases of real supernormal powers possessed by this or that teacher,
or of great shrewdness or spiritual insight. But
they are generally of a most unlikely character,
and have seldom a beneficent purpose, nor is tliere
any historic evidence for them, even if they were
of such a kind as would require it.
In most of these religions miracles are commonly
attributed to saints, sages, and ascetics. They
bear a similar character in widely distant regions
and under different creeds, and often run on
Here again these miracles bear
parallel lines.
a curious likeness to many which are ascribed to
Christian saints.

Taoist, Zoroastrian, Buddhist,
Hindu, and Muhammadan all believe in the possiof
the
miraculous
in the case of gifted
bility
In Taoism those who througli asceticism
persons.
'
and saintliness rise to the Tao liecome like gods
and are superior to the laws of nature.' In Buddhism the cause is profound meditation. By this
the arhat gains transcendent faculties the five
abhijnas {'magical powers') and iddhi, saintship,
but also the power of working miracles.' Holy
men in Islam possess similar powers as a result of
their faith, piety, and self-denial.
They are also
helped to them by the jinn and by knowledge of
the divine name.' The range of these wonders in
the different religions is very wide. It includes
a great variety of powers over nature— the production or cessation of storms or sunshine, causing the
sun to stand still, drinking up river.s, superiority
to fire or water (e.g., not being wet in heavy
showers, or walking or passing through water)
superiority to the limitations of matter and space
'

—

;

(a common Buddhist attribute), the power of
invisibility, change of form or of sex, invulnerability, levitation and swift passage through space,
penetrating walls, mountains, earth, lengthening
beams of wood, opening doors without keys, swift
transference fronr one place to another. Again,
light is made to stream from the fingers or hands,
or miraculous supplies of food are provided.
Inanimate objects are made to act as if alive.
Supernormal knowledge of distant events or of
men's thoughts is asserted. The power of exor-

cizing and dispelling demons commonly occurs.
Less rarely the cure of disease and the removal of
barrenness and even the raising of the dead are
found." One method of curing disease used by
1

SBExi.

104, .\ix. 222, 240, 251
o/ Gaudttma, Rangoon, 1866,

21, xvii.

Life or Legend

;

'J. J. M. de Groot, Religion in China,
p. 182

Thr
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i. 218.

New

York, 1912,

1.
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xx\. [1884] Iff., xi. 40, 207 1., 214; Rhys Davids,
p. 174 f. ; art. Magic (Burldhiyt), § i. These powers sometimes
result from religions exaltation in a. previous life.
* E. W. Lane, Tlie Modern
Egnplians, London, 1886, ii. 46,
Arabian Societu in the Middle Ages, do. 1883, p. 49
i. 218.
* For these miracles see
de
Douglas, p. tlo and pasnim
\\vii. 1-J.. 106 f., lllf.. 116 f.,
Groot, pp. 841., 162,186, 271;
ixi. 421 f.. 426, 428 f., xvii. 3, 76, 270, xiv. (1882) MO, xix. 2(iu,
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M. Monier-Willintns, Brdhmanism and Hinduism*, London,
1891, pp. 247, 268.

Muliamniailan wcmder-workors is to pass the hand
over the fiart affected
pcrliaps a species of
mesmerism.' As to these miracles as a whole,
there is no evidence lliat they ever occurred, and,
as Burton says of the incredible miracles of Isliiiii,
collateral or contemporary evidence is never s(>u;,ht
for.^
The q\iestion of superuornial powers will be
discussed later.
Occasionally, especially in Buddhi.sm, Hinduism,
and Islam, miracles are wrought by relics or at the
graves of saints. As far as Buddhism is concerned,
these are of a very dazzling kind.
In Islfmi tiiey
are mainly, tliough not wholly, works of healing
or the removal of barrenness.^ In the case of the
latter the spirit of the dead saint begets the child
a form of primitive belief (see Faiey, § 9, vol.

—

—

v. p. 687).

Such miracles are occasionally said to cause
Those to be wrought in future ages on

belief.

behalf of Zoroastrianism will make all mankind
believe in the good religion {e.g., causing the sun
to stand still).
Those wrought by Buddhists also
cause conversion, especially incredible marvels in
the world of nature.''
This group, as it in4. Classical miracles.
cludes so largely mir.acles of healing, may be considered by itself. These were mainly the result of
divine rather than human agency and they cluster
around the practice of incubation (?.«.), or temple-

—

'

sleep.'
slept in

The

patient, after

the temple

ritual

and

sacrilice,

in the course of his sleep

;

he

dreamed that the god touclied and healed, or
opened his body and cured him (? an operation
under hypnotic influences), or indicated a remedy
either directly or by symbolic means.
The actual
healing was speedy or more gradual, and in some

—
—

instances e.g., that of Aristides in his Sacred
Orations it was prolonged over many years, yet
the god was always supposed to intervene. The
sie/o! recording miraculous cures found at Epidauios are obviously fictitious— a kind of advertisement of the shrine.'' There is no reason,
however, to doubt that cures of a more or less
miraculous aspect did take place— the result of
faith-healing or of a strong mental suggestion,
aided by all the adjuncts of the place (the ritual,
the dream, the medicaments).* It is not impossible
that in sleep the subconscious self may cau.se
dreams about diseases, of the early indications of
which it has become aware, or might even suggest

The dream-cures may liave been based on
phenomena of this kind. The hero-god mainly
concerned was Asklepios, who was thought once
to have been a human healer and to have raised
a cure.

—

the dead, while wonderful events e.g., brilliant
light were associated with his birth.'
Healing miracles were also wrought by images
of gods, heroes, or famous jjcrsons. Other miracles

—

—

were wrought by such images they moved, wept,
spoke, and gave advice and there are numerous

—

parallels to this in all religions, even in Christianity." Mythology and popular belief also ascribed
1
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great wonders to relics of gods or heroes. Some of
these were multiplied exactly as mediaeval relii;s.
They were miraculously found, and various places
disputed their possession.'
Healing also took
Less common are
place at tombs of heroes.
miracles
Tacitus
by human wonder-workers.
speaks of \ espasian curing blindness and lameness,- and the fictitious life of Apollonius of Tyana
by Philostratus contains miracles at his birth and
death, healings, and exorcizing of demons. He
may have had supernormal healing gifts, but some
of the stories are modelled on the NT miracles.
Others are told by none but Philostratus.^ The
emissaries of the impostor Alexander of Abonoteiehos {g.v.), according to Lucian's life of him,
credited him with healing and with raising the dead.
5. On the whole the miracles of ethnic religions
do not possess an air of truth. They are incidents
ascribed to this or that person, some of whose
doings, on account of his greater insight or skill,
may have seemed miraculous. Some, however,
may be supernormal phenomena. As to the cases
of healing, they are seldom asserted of individual
teachers, but rather in connexion with shrines and
relics.
Suggestion or hypnotism may explain such
as are genuine. Whether anj" influx of life or healing

power from another sphere was also present is a
question which must always be an open one (see § 12).
6. Miracles in the OT.
Roughly speaking, the
miracles of the OT fall into two groups, those connected with Jluses and Joshua, and those connected
with Elijah and Elisha. The documents describing
these are of a date far removed from the events
described, and their evidential value is thus small.

—

Some of the miraculous events are doublets of each
other, and in those of Elijah and Elisha a kind
of artificial parallelism is to be observed.
The
narratives are in some cases composite, and a more
or less non-miraculous substratum may be traced.
have a strong thaumaturgic
aspect, and they suggest that, as in the case of
ethnic religious teachers and the Christian saints,
it was not enough that the outstanding character,
insight, and leadership of Moses or Elijah should

Many

of the miracles
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the latter a reminder that miracles as outward
parallel to thunder, fire, etc., are a
fihenomena
ower kind of testimony to God). Some of the
miracles e.g., the ten plagues are regarded as
direct di\ine interpositions.
It is possible, doubtless, to suppose that God made use of existing

—

—

to effect His purposes.
It is equally
possible that phenomena coincidental with a crisis
the nation's history may have been regarded
as direct Providential interpositions. Especially
would this be the case if prayer for deliverance
had preceded them. Such answers to prayer must
not be ruled out, and all such answers have a
miraculous aspect. They show the superiority of
This is ahso
spirit to matter (see below, § i6).
true of the event on Carmel, when Jahweh's
superiority to Baal was clearly seen in answer to
There Avas some divine intervenElijah's prayer.
tion, even if that is explained thaumaturgically or
associated with rather ruthless methods. Again,
we need not doubt that God led His people with

phenomena

m

'

a mighty hand, and with an outstretched arm,
and with signs, and with wonders' (Dt 26*). We
need not doubt that in the movements of history
He does make a way to His indignation (Ps 78")
against the unrighteous. But whether the leading and interpositions were in the manner depicted
is open to question.
A strong belief in divine
deliverance might easily lead to the fonuation of
legendary accounts of it. The real miracle in the
OT is the growth of the idea of God, the strong
.

'

.

.

'

sense of the divine presence in the world, divhio
guidance in the affairs of the universe and of men.
The real religion of the OT lies elsewhere than in
the accounts of separate miracles. It is found in
the growth of a spiritual religion, in such documents as that whicli tells of creation, in the records
of spiritual experience and aspiration, in the

phenomenon

of proiihetism.

—

miracles of Christ. (a) When the documents composing the Gospels are examined, it is
found that even in the earliest there is no nonmiraculous substratum all alike contain miracles,
By every one Christ's teaching is admitted to be
marvellous, yet authentic. This raises a presumption that the marvellous deeds are also authentic.
The date of the documents is sufficiently near to
the events recorded to admit of authenticity, and
the evidence is as good as anything short of signed
scientific eAidence is likely to be.
The writers
were men who knew tliemselves to be witnesses,
and had regard for truth.
(d) Christ ascribes His miraculous power to God,
as He does His teaching (Jn U'"). "There is a real
divine work being done (Lk IP",
5'^ Lk 8^»
cf. Jn 93 lli*-^ 141").
So also the witnesses of
the miracles regard them (Mk 2'-, Mt 9^* 15^', Lk
Yet power is inherent in Christ, as
71a 943 1843)^
the method of the miracles shows, or the definite
I will
(Mk 1^'). Here also the people recognize
this inherent power (Mk 7-").
All power is delegated from God, as Christ taught. Hence the
power to work miracles is not necessarily confined
to Christ (Mt 12-'), though He has that power in a
7.

The

;

be recorded, but miracles should also be ascribed
to them.
While, in the case of Elijah and Elisha,
it is not impossible that they had some gift of
healing which might then be the point d'appui
of the miraculous legend attached to their history
it is remarkable that in the case of the greater
prophets, save once with Isaiah {2 K 20"-), there
is no thaumaturgic element.
The idea of God
which the miracle stories reflect is not of the
loftiest kind, but rather that of men at a lower
The spirit animating some of the
Mk
spiritual level.
miracles resembles that which animates barbarous
men. There is aggressiveness, ruthlessness in
dealing with human life where men do not know
or worship God, and intolerance. Few of the
miracles have that beneficent aspect which we
find in the majority of the NT miracles.
Again,
there is a certain materialism in the method of
describing the miracles e.g., in the idea of speaking face to face with God. Some of the miracles
are magical, and are alleged to have been copied supreme degree.
(c) Christ as sinless is a moral miracle without
by pagan magicians (Ex 71"-^ 8'). Others seem
a priori likelihood, therefore there need be no a
to reflect the traditional beliefs of the Semites
or are priori objection to His miracles, which generally
e.g., that of God's manifestation in fire
tend to rectify an unnatural, disordered state in
traditional stories rather than true histories.
Some, no doubt, have a symbolic value, as when the world. Unlike Buddha, Christ had not to
a record of spiritual revelation is told in material grope His way to perfection an instructive conThe sinless Christ was in unison with the
trast.
terms (the burning bush, the revelation to Elijah
forces of the di^dne wUl.
Hence power to cure
1 Paus. V. 13. 7
HiV xxviii. 4 Herod,
67
Plutarch, de
Genio Socr. 4 f., Theseus, 36 P. Dechariiie, Mythologie de la disease flowed from Him who was untouched by
L. F. A. Maury, Hint, del
Qrlct antique, Paris, 1ST9, p. 302
disease.'
So, also, in whatever way He was divine

—

—

:

'

—

—

'

—

—

—

;

i.

;

1.

;

;

f.

;

religioivt de la Grtce antique, do. 1857-59, ii. 52.
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; Suet. Vesp. 7.
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Oxford,
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Edinburgh, 1897, pp. 117 f., 157 A. Morris Stewart, The Croim
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He was

His powers
certainly more than man.
would thus be greater than those of ordinary men,
and mif,'ht therefore lie miraculous.

harmony with His
I
and teaching.
There is an air of
jpersonality
and Ciise about the miracles not found
paturahiess
He never doubts His own power to
/elsewhere.
work them, never falters in exercising it. His
method, unlike that of other healers or exorcists,
causes amazement, showing that it was not simUar
to theirs.
He casts out demons with a word, or d
distance, and no mere faith-healing or magical
exorcism accounts for these cures. \et there is an
economy in the use of miracles which we do not
lind in ethnic narratives, while, again, Christ never
((/)

Christ's niiracle.s are in

works miracles

for Himself.

,

is

from eye-witnesses who had no wish to

deceive.

No

Baptist.

The

miracles are recorded of John the
basis of the narrative is true, and it
contains miracles as well as the wonderful teaching.
V
In several cases the teaching is intimately connected
with the miracles, indeed springs out of them.' If
\
Christ ^^TOught miracles at all, it is not impossible
that there would be a tendency in a biographer
to exaggerate the miraculous.
But, again, the
miracles as a whole are very difierent from those
ascribed to ethnic teachers, as may be seen by
have eveiy reason to believe that
comparison.
Christ wrought miracles, even if the truth of any
,
given miracle cannot be asserted or demands
1
Tlie miracles are in keeping with
investigation.
Christ's personality, and nice versa, and the impression made by them on the people, on inquirers
(Jn 3-), and on liostile critics who admitted their
truth is of great importance.
(/) Comparing Christ with ethnic teachers or
Christian saints, we find that tiiey never claimed
to work miracles, and disliked them, while Christ
made such a claim. If He refused to work a sign
from heaven (Mk 8"), this is really a proof of His
power to work signs of a kind,^ but not of the kind
so liberally allowed to ethnic teachers.
Christ's
miracles are beneficent, never egotistical like
Buddha's or even those of Christian saints their
is
different from those of the ethnic
religions they are liarmunious with tlie character
of the
(settingworker they have invariably a moral and
*
spiritual quality not found elsewhere.
Miracles, properly regarded, assist faith.
(g)
But was this the primary purpose of Christ's
miracles?
Were they mere credentials of His
mission?
This is doubtful.
Benelicence was
primary, and often forestalled the faitli of tlie
person concerned (Mk 3', Lk 7", Jn 5'-"-), as it did
in the case of demoniacs.
Crowds of peo))le were
doubtless influenced by the miracles, especially
by
their unique cliaracter, for they produced fear or
amazement even if that was followed by praise to
God (Lk 7'«, Mt \&'). The result was that crowds
of peojile flocked to Christ and forced on Him
a popularity which He di.sliked and from wliich

We

I

;

;

;

He sometimes withdrew (Mk 1", Lk 5'"). One
whose credentials were miracles would liave acted

The multitude connected the miracles
with Christ's Messialiship (Mt 12-», Jn 16'"-)— a
belief which He did not at first
encourage (cf. Lk
When John sends to know if He
4«, Mk 1^ 3'"-).
is Messiah, He
points to His works of mercy (Mt
otherwise.

'

C(. P. Gortet, Lecture) in Defena; nf the ChrUlinn Faith^,
189.';, p. 114 f. ; A. B. Bruce, The Miraculous EUin lite Goapela, do. 188(1, p. lOi.
« Pact P. W.
Ecce
Schmicdel, KUi. rol. 1881 ; of. J. R.

Edinburgh,

mml

HomoS, London,

Scelcy,

188(1,

Prefuce, p.

viii.

f

;

1

1-'-^,

Lk

Mere

ijopularity was distasteful,
is often enjoined.
explainable because Clirist was
Uadara and was leaving it. What the man was to
10"-").

and silence about a cure
The exception in Mk 6'9 is
unknown

in

waa the divine mercy.
True, Christ's compassion often overcame
dislike of mere popularity, while this
tell of

His

popularity

(e) But, if miracles are so easily ascribed to
'great ethnic teachers, why should they not have
been ascribed to Christy This is certainly a
possibility, nor need we deny that there was time
enough for a miraculous legend to grow. But all
tlie facts must be faced.
The greater part of the

Gospels

the stress is on these, rather than on
Miracles are not wrought to cause
belief in it
miracles are works of mercy, and
their merciful rather than their miraculous (liaracter is importiint.
They arc part of a spiritual
mis.sicm ralher tlian proofs of it.
Pisbidiel in the
worker's power shows hardness of heart, for the
mercy and love displayed, rather than the miraculous power, are spurned (cf. Mk 3-"- 5" 6", Mt
IP"-);

Messiahship.

might sometimes indicate a genuine faitli and love.
But, if Christ works miracles at all to evince faith,

it is not the faith of a fickle crowd, but the faith
of the individual.
Such an individual or those who

intervened for him woiUd already have faith, ami
that faitli would be augmented (Jn 4''', Lk 17"'').
Yet even here it is an existing confidence that J
is rewarded rather than a divine mission that isB
'
.

[iroved.
Christ does not appear to rank His works* very hi^h, as the
phrasing of Jn 5^6 shows. Works are of less importance than
the personal appeal of Christ (Jn lO"'.
cf. UWf).
Christ's
personality and His Avords are witnesses far more than His
works (Jn 5^"f- C33f. cf. s^l), Xhis lower position corresponds
to the refusal to work a sign to sceptics cf. also Jn 202y,
'

;

;

;

The

a result of
the impression which His personality had made on
them. Later the effect of His miracles— those only
of the non-healing group on them is sometimes
noted.
In spite of the comment in Jn 2", the
In other
disciples must already have believed.
cases new thoughts are suggested to them, or a
confession of belief is made (Alk i*^ 6" cf. Mt 14-'^).
The miracles, however, were not wrought primarily for these purposes, but to quell fears or to
confirm existing confidence. Even the lesson of
the withered fig-tree is not that of the power of
Christ, bnt of faith in God and of what faith can
do (Mt 21™). The true attitude is seen in Jn 21',
when recognition follows the miracle. The act is
consonant with a personality already known and
loved.
The cumulative etl'ect of miracles was no
disciples followed Christ first as

—

;

doubt to quicken understanding of Christ, and we

remember that the great miracle of the Kesurrec-,
tion was what finally convinced the disciiiles of
Christ's true nature.'
Still, on the whole, the
miracles were not meant to force belief or to act as
credtMitials.
They were part of a divine mission,
and had their value, but it was rather that of contributing to a better understanding of a personality,
not as a proof of it, and tliat because they were
As for the
signs (ffTj/neia) of a divine compassion.
people, their amazement was at the authority,
ease, and natur.-ilness of Christ's method, seen also
in His teaching (Mk I^^- " cf. Mt 7'-«'-).
Signs are
part of a revelation which confirms itself, for, when
as thaumaturgic displays they are sought," refusal
follows, or a symbolic answer, or some piece of
;

spiritual teaching.^
There is no real contradiction in Jn \b'^, for elsewhere the
works are a witness to divine love (3^ 7^1 i>^^ lO^'-'-i"), not as a
mere proof of it, but because they are done out of love. Men
who no not see such love are spiritually blind, and to that
degree in sin (cf. Mt ll^o, .Mk lU™). In the miracle on the
])aralytic, which is said to witness to <livinc authority, Christ's
authority had been derided, ami proof was necessary (Mk 'Jiuf).
In the CASe of tlie raising of Lazarus, this is done that 'they
Idisciples and bystanders] may believe' (Jn 1118.42).
Many
Yet Martha's existbystanders did believe others did not.
;

irig faith is

the condition of this miracle

(cf.

v-'.^'-'^-

with

v.-^O).

Even by the apostles miracles are seldom referred to as
having an evidential character. Cf. A. T. Lyttleton, The Place
1

of Miraclen in Relini^m, London, 1809, p. 53"f.
2 Lk ll'«
Id", Mk 8". Such a sign from heaven

Rev
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121.3.

Mk

8"'-,

Mt

1238

10"

;

cf.

Jn 218 4«

630.

Lk

11»-
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is

seen Id
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Here and elsewliere in this Gospel a theory of its author that
miracles cause helief is at work (2" 93 UJ). In this miracle
helief of a specifii; kind— in Christ's
power over death— is to be
taught to those who believed in Him already.

Geiicially healing is the reward of faitli, Christ's
There is
'Ijower working with the person's faith.
thus more than subjective faith-healing, for with
Christ there is
to
obvious
lieal,'
power
enough
where the faith of the person healed is not in
Wliere
there
was
no
but
consciquestion.
faitli,
'

ous opposition, miracle was naturally impossible
(Mk 6'). Christ could have forced a miracle, but
this was against His method, though even here He
did heal 'a few' who believed.
\vriter who
recorded this was not one wlio was likely to invent

i

A

,

or imagine miracles.
Christ also Himself had faith
in God, as His words show (Mk 9^-^ 11-'- ; cf.

Mt

14=').

The miracle in Mk 528ff. shows in a crude way that power to
heal was in Christ, and was made effective by the patient's faith.
In lit O-**! the ^voman thought that by merely
tou«^hing His
garment healing- would follow (of. Ilk 3i» e'-"'; lit 14*', Lk 6'^).
Christ was somehow aware of this, and, rewarding' her faith,
healed her. Mark and Luke suggest that He was aware of tlie
woman's touch by power going out of Him. This would seem
to reduce the miracle to magic.

—

Possession.
Not all but only certain kinds
of sickness were regarded by the Jews scientifically
or colloquially as possession. Only once does Mark
connect bodily disease mth possession (9'"'-) ; Matthew and Luke do so on three occasions. In
9"
(h)

a

dumb

Mk

spirit is

mentioned

;

Luke

makes

(8*)

it

a

Matthew (17'^) of epilepsy (aeXtiPi'epileptic'), though later the demon is said

case of possession,
dferai,

Epilep.sy was a kind of intermittent
4--'), as also was lunacy (Mk 5"-

to be cast out.

possession

(cf.

Mt

;

Jn 10-°), or any apparent eccentricity.' The
recorded cases are eight in numlier, with a few
general instances. Whatever be the explanation
of possession, the fact of the cure is not in question.
Christ's healing of it was thorough,
masterly, immediate, probably permauent,^ and sometimes d
distance.
His method was not that of mere exorcism, as has been insisted.^ Both the manner of
the cure and its result show that it ditt'ered in
degree, if not in kind, from that of the exorcist.
Yet Christ taught that others might or did use it,
if they had faith (Mt
Serious
17"'-,
11=3).
cases are healed by a word, and the superlative
nature of the cure is recognized even by hostile
mtnesses (Mk 3~ cf. G"').'' It had thus a miraculous quality here was the 'finger' or the spirit'
cf.

Mk

;

'

:

of

God(Lk

11™,

Mt

1'2=8).

demon

Possession by a

is

a world-wide savage

explanation of sickness, and, as a survival at higher
levels, of certain diseases, where the symptoms
seemed to suggest the demon's movements or his
siieech in a voice different from that of the patient.

But was the

disease more than epilepsj', lunacy,
hysteria, clounisme, or such a psycho-pathological
state as that of alternating personality, temporary
control of the organism by a widely divergent
fiagment of the personality, self-suggested in soine
dream-like manner into liostility to the main mass
of the personality '? = In such cases the person
may believe himself possessed by the devil, or he
may speak in another voice, simulate another
personality, or develop automatic writing." As to
epilepsy,
1 Mt
cf. Mk 3=if1119, Jn 71" 1020
Thi is implied in MU 615 cf. <JJi and 169. Cf. Bruce, p. 191.
W. Bousset, Jems, Eng. tr., London, 1906. p. 60, regards the
'

;

-'

i

;

cures as temporary, appealing curiously to Mt 12J3ff..
s As
by J. M. Thompson, Miracles in fhr. NT, London, 1911,
For the Jewish method «ee Joseptms, Ant. viii. ii. 5.
p. 37.

Mk

i Cf.
5 F. W.

l27f-,

Mt

S13 933,

Lk

Human

436,

Jn

lli7.

H. Myers,
Personality, London, 1903, i. 200 ;
B. Sidis, The Psychologij of Stiggestton, New York, 1910,
p.
283 f. ; D. Sidis and S. P. Goodhart, Multiple Personality, New
York, 1905.
6 Cf.
Lang, MaMng of Religion^ p. 139 1. ; O. Lodge, The
Survinal of Man, London, 1909, p. Ill, and passim ; Myers,
cf.

passim.
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'No demon could by possibility produce more fearful results
by entering into a man than I have often seen resulting from
i
epilepsy.'

is often a characteristic
those believed to be possessed, knowledge of
which the ordinary self could not be aware. This
is ascribed to the demon
rightly it should be
ascribed to the subconscious self or the fragmenthe demoniacs show
tary personality. In the
knowledge of Christ which He wishes to be kept
secret, or they assume that He has power over
tliem.=
The fragmentary or subonscious self,
identifying itself with a demon, speaks in accordance with the belief that Messiah would
destroy
demoniac power and asserts that Jesus is Messiah.
Yet these men, in lucid intervals, may have heard
that He was so regarded. Thus their
knowledge
would not be supernormal. Lunatics often dread
one particular person.

Supernormal knowledge

of

;

NT

A man's belief in his possession by a demon is paralleled by
the belief that he is a wolf. Both are pathological
states, and
where the belief in transfomiation disappears Ivcanthropy is
apt also to disappear. This is more or less true of the belief in
demons and the supposition of possession (see LYCANTHR0Py).3
Demon-possession as a belief continued long
after, as it had existed long before, Christ's time.
It is not explained, therefore, by
saying that

demons were allowed to torment men while He
If Christ
lived, so that His power might be seen.
then accommodated Himself to an existing belief,

He did not accept it in all its current forms,
least of what is ascribed to Hi;n may
be the thoughts of His reporters.'' Christ could
have
cured
the patients save by sympathetihardly
So also for
cally accepting their point of view.
the sake of refuting an argument He accepts the
of
view
of
the
without
point
Pharisees,
categorically .saying that He actually casts out demons
yet

and .some at

(Mt

Lk

122«-,

ll'S;

cf.

Mt

12'3,

Lk

10"^').

An

accurate explanation would not have been understood, and might even have gone beyond present-

day science. Or, ^nth power to heal, was Christ's
knowledge here limited? Did He believe in possession ? In any case there is no doubt about His
healing this strange disease instantlj- and permanently, and differently from exorcists, or from
modern physicians in the cases of apparent possession.
Of course it is a large assumption to .say
that there are no existences which might not take
possession of a human personality and act through
it.°
Psychical research tends to admit that there
are such existences in the case of discarnate human
spirits, but has no evidence of diabolical or hostile
This, of course, does not exclude such
possession.''
possession e.g., by some alien power at the centre
of man's being where consciousness and will reside.
Yet an imexplained mental disease is not necesIn a sense, it is true, there was
sarily possession.
possession if disease was caused by sin or vice,
disease being objectively regarded as evU.
I5ut
there is no clear proof that the cases cured were
directly the result of sin.
For alleged demon-possession in modern China and elsewhere
see J. L. Nevius, Demon Possession and Allied Thgines
(LonAon,

—

1S97), though it is doubtful whether the cases are not explainable
on other grounds. Much of the evidence comes from Christian

natives, whose earlier beUef in demons was still strong.
Healthand life-giving influences of Christianity may explain the
cures where jiagan methods failed, as Justin long before asserted
(Apol. ii. (i) and also H. A. Juiiod, of Thonga cases (The Life of
a South African Tribe, Neuchatel, 1912-13, ii. 400). On Neviua's
theory see W. R. Newbold, Proc. o/ Hoc. for Psychical Research,
ful

xiii.

[1897] 002.

—

Mealing. Christ's miracles of healing are not
explainable by M. Arnold's 'moral therapeutics,'
i.e. the cure of neurotic diseases
by mental iiiflu(f)

1 T. S.
Clouston,
2 Cf. Ac 1C16.
4 John does not

Unsoundness of Mind, London,
3 Cf.

Bruce,

1911, p. 237.
p. 187.

appear to accept the theory of demon-possession, though he refei-3 to the Jewish belief.
5 The
demons, if they existed, were not necessarily like the
horrible figures of later imagination.
»

Myers,

ii.

198.
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^^Ilny of these diseases were not neurotic,
mid were such as do not yield to mental treatment,
while the evidence for their cure is as good as that
ences.

Occasional miracles at Loiirdes
for neurotic cases.'
are also wrought on more tlian neurotic diseases,
and they su^jjcst an influx of liealing power from
without. But Christ's miracles of this kind are
more than occiusional. Here surely some healinj;
tlie power of tlio Loid' (Lk 5")
wrought
power
through Him. It was neither variable nor uncertain, and it enabled the patient to throw off
It was communicated to the
disease immcdiatelv.
sick by an act of will, a word, a touch, or sometimes
d (listanrr, perhaps by telepathy. To this use of
such a power there is no authentic parallel. If it
be said that Christ had merely superior access to an
X region, to wliicli others might have access, yet
His access was so superior as to be miraculous.
His faith in the power awakened faith in the
patient, so that in a sense there was suggestion
both fromwithout and from within. There wjis more
than mere 'faith-healing,' a word which is apt to
If it is used as mere auto-suggesbe used loosely.
Diseases
tion, there was obviously more than that.
which apart from scientific diagnosis were plainly
If
most serious were cured without difficulty.
Christ merely did what one day may be more
did act perfectly
generally possible," at least He
in a way as yet undiscovered.
The
instances of this are
{jj Hdisitiij the dead.
so few in number as to raise a presumption of their
truth, for here is exactly where miracles would
probably be exaggerated in a fictitious narrative.'
The possibility of eataleitsy or trance cannot be
excluded, yet we may assume that Christ would
know the truth. To Him, indeed, death was no
more than a sleep (Jlk 5''*, .In 11"'"), from wliich
the sleeper might be roused in the presence of the
Lord of life, who could command the return of the
principle of life to the lifeless body, whenever He
was beside the dead.*
The evidence for these
{k) The nature qroup.
miracles is as goocl as for those of healing.
Here
again their small number six {or, admitting duplicates, five)
suggests genuineness, as do also
generally the narratives which relate them, as well
as the manner of the relation.
The attempts to
interpret them as .sj-mbolic teaching related as
miraculous action do not command respect any
more than the various rationalistic methods of
explaining them away. The real questions are
concerned with their adequacy to the occasion,
with the power involved was it one accessible to
others? with the method of its use to excite
wonder or to minister beneficence. Was there
again a real breach of the order of nature ? a state-

—

—

'

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

ment which no one

is competent to assert (§ 15).
'
For, though it is easy to assume a reversal of the
natural physical order,' ' some of the miracles of
healing are just as contrary to our experience.
If Christ's was a unique personality, we must take
account of what may be proper to Him either in
or out of nature.
Such a one on occasion may
as eiisily walk on the sea as on dry land. The-^o
miracles suggest the superiority of the spiritual
and moral order to the material. They, with one
possible exception, are in keeping with tlie personThe question
ality and character of the worker.
of adequacy ' to the occasion may be safely answered
1 See R. J.
Ryle, The Xeurotic Theory oJ the Mirucles of
v- (ISOD 672 ff.
Healing,"
3 See a
suggeHtive passage in Stewart, p. 182 ff.
3 Contrast the large number of raisings from death by the
relic* of St. Stephen alleged by St. Augustine, de Civ. Dei,
'

BJ

xxii. 8.
* Little

touches of ex x^'geration in the story of Lazarus need
not detract from the essential fact
* W.
.S:in'Iay, Bishop Gore's Chatleryje to CrUicitm, pp. 19, 23 f.
* There is no
question of working these miracles in answer
to aoy

demand

for a sign.

the affirmative as regards stilling the tempest,
sea, and feeding the multitudes.
In the lirst two, lessons of faith were iinmediately
taught, Init they also have a permanent value in
this direction as well as in showing the supremacy
In the third the adequacy
of spirit to matter.
is seen in the beneficence of the action involveil.
It is more difficult to prove adequacy in the case
of the change of water to wine.
Was it probable
that such a great miracle would be wrought to
enhance the joy of a wedding-feast ?
Yet the
narrative has an air of genuineness, though, if it
for
were performed
symbolic reasons also, these are
not hinted at. As to the power involved, it is
that
of men in the cases of stilling
certainly beyond
the tempest, changing water to w ine, and multiplying food. Yet, in a universe ruled by divine
will, was it impossible for one in whom tliat will
was supreme to use it to still a storm, or to perforin
such probably creative acts as the other miracles
involve? No breach of tlie order of nature is
involved, for in the first two there is but a quickening of natural processes the storm woulil sooner
or later have ceased a change is slowly effected
in the moisture taken up by the growing vine.
In
the third, though the act is incomprehensible to us,
can it be said that there was any breach of nature
involved? ^Vhile it is not impossible that a miraculous aspect has been here given to a nonmiraculous action, the narratives have a genuine
air, and the numerous different rationalistic explanations suggest that there is an inexplicable
tact.
In the case of walking on the sea a supernormal power which might be open to others might
be suggested, if the story of D. D. Home's floating
in the air be accepted, or if there is genuine fact
behind the numerous stories of levitation. The
difference, however, is that Christ used such a
ill

walking on the

—

;

'

power consciously and purposively
observable in the other eases.-'

;

this is

not

The withering of the fig-tree presents ilittiiMilties ds to adequacy, and because it is contrary to the principle that Christ
never wrought miracles for Himself. The tree was destroyed
because it had no fruit for Him. Is He liitely to have acted
thus? There is no hint in the storj' or its context tiiat it is an
acted parable. While we need not question Christ's power, it
is open to us to seeit explanations of the origin of such a story,
and these are much easier to find, and have much more
verisimilitude, than those offered for the other nature miracles.
(I) The story of the stater and those of the draught
of fishes need not be interpreted miraculously.
The first appears to involve supernormal knowledge
and directive purpose in bringing the fish to the
spot, and this is again contrary to the principle of
economy in the miraculous observed elsew here, for
the money might easily have been obtained other\vise.
Probably an ordinary incident has been
given a miraculous aspect. As to the others, there
is no note pointing to the miraculous (as, e.g., in

Mk

4*' 6'"-,

to assert

it

Jn 2"),
here.

and

it is

perhaps not necessary

—

(m) Incarnation and virgin-birth. The idea of
incarnation involves no breach of an order of nature,
for we have no evidence that such an event was
It
necessarily contrary to any existing order.
begins a new order, and it is a superlative instance
the
influence
familiar
with
of what all are
already
To such an event virgin-birth
of spirit on matter.
and
been
have
consonant, since no
may
necessary
ordinary child was concerned. Sinlessness is as
much a miracle in the moral as virgin-birth in the
but it need not be said that the
physical sphere,
This is a theolatter was necessary to the former.
logical speculation, not f(mnd in early writers who
speak ot the Virgin- birth,' nor in tlie NT itself.

—

1 H. H. L.
Carrington, The Phytieal Basis 0/ Spiritualism,
lx>ndon, n.d., p. 37tj.
3 Evidential value is also found in the fact that this is the sole
instance o[ such a miracle in Christ's life, unlike those of miraculously crossing a river so often told of Buddha.
^
«f. Asc. 0/ Isaiah x. 8-xi. 19.
F.17., Ignatius, arl Etches. I*)
;

I
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Parallels to incarnation and virgin-biitli have been
alleged from pagan sources, but there is no real
analogy. The idea of divinity becoming really
incarnate in human flesh was alien to iTewisli

Hence it is
thought, and probably also to pagan.
really imjiossible to assert that the story was invented in Jewish-Christian circles at the early date
involved.
That it is an early story is undoubted,
and the evidence for the two version.s of it in
Mattliew and Luke must go back to Joseph and
There is some evidence that it was known
even in Christ's lifetime that He was not Joseph's
son a knowledge apt to be perverted by hostile
As to tiie story itself, it has only to be
critics.
compared with the version.s of it in the Apocryphal
Gospels to see how an existing story could be
exaggerated without being recast. The lack of
such exaggeration in Matthew and Luke points to
Comparative mythology is often
genuineness.
relied on to show that \-irgin-birth is a universal
myth, but examination of the instances shows no
Alary.'

—

real parallel.
in a material

A human

or divine father regarded

sense, or some material means, is
always involved. This is true even of the late
miraculous stories of the birth of Buddha, whose
human father appears all through, and also of the
birth of the future saviour Saoshyant in Zoroastrianism." Yet, even if such stories were more
nearly parallel, the question should be faced Do
myths never come true ?
(») The Res^irrection.
Arguments against the

—

—

Resurrection usually make much of the discrepancies in the narratives. Are these more than
may be looked for regarding such an event ? Or
do they really discredit tlie central fact to whicli
Without discussing them in
all bear witness?
detail, it may be said that they oft'er evidence as
good as that for the Crucifixion, and, if they do not
prove a real resurrection, do they prove anything
at all about Clirist ? Certain facts are important
the empty tomb, the definite date never varied
from, as well as the personality involved no
:

—

man whose

resuscitation to a normal
human life might be rejected, as Huxley would
have rejected that of the hypotlietical ordinary
man' and the vast change efiected in the apostles'
characters and methods of action.
may here
consider the main modern explanations.
or
(1) Visions, subjective
objective, or telepathic impressions are really inadequate to acNo such experiences have
covuit for the story.

ordinary

—

We

ever produced such a result, and they could not
have given rise to the story of the Resurrection or
of the empty tomb, or have so changed the disciples.
phantom would only have made them
The disciples already knew of
afraid (Lk 24'"-).
the existence of Christ's spirit, for this was the
common Jewish belief, and as Jews they also
looked forward to a future resurrection. How
then could such alleged communications from such
a spirit have so altered them or originated such a
belief in the Resurrection with the definite meaning which the word had to any Jew ? If it be said
that it was precisely this Jewish belief in a future
resurrection that made the disciples imagine that
their experience of a phantasm was really that of
a Risen Christ, this is in effect to make them the
most credulous and untrustworthy of men which

A

—

no one really believes of them.
which
(2) Equally inadequate is the theory
would derive the story from myths and cults of
mucli
to
is
too
It
slain and risen gods.
claiming
1

For arfjuments a sUentio see A. C. Headlani, The Miracles

p. 277 f. ; and, regarding the jienealogies, J. Jloflatt,
Introd. to the Literature of the NT, Edinburgh, IHIl, p. i'iO t.
-See J. A. MacCalloch, in Relifiion and 3Inder,i Thought,
p. 130ff. ; 0. Clenipn, Primitive Christianity, Eng. tr., Edin-

of the NT,

buivU, 1912, p. 2S8 If.
8 T. H.
Huiley, Hume, London, 1879,

p. 137.
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assert that the apostles were influenced by these,
supposing they knew of Ihem, which is unlikely.
Was there anywhere a myth of a god who had
The revival even of
died and risen again on eartli
No such
Osiris took place in the Other-world.
myth bad ever been applied to the history of any
man, as tlie theory supposes it to have been to that
'!

Such myths were sensuous, and had
How could they
sprung out of nature-cults.
originate a whole new world of ethical and spiritual ideas? The theory produces the greater out
of the less with a \'engeance, and sets aside every
shred of historical evidence, wliile it has never
explained why Christianity supplanted such mjrths
and cults as it is alleged to have sprung from.'
On neither theory is the Resurrection or its vast
results explainable, and each postulates a miracle
of Jesus.

as great as the miracle of the Resurrection

itself.

The change involved in the Resurrection is beyond
our ken yet there was a change, not merely the
;

We

resuscitation of a dead body.
know too little
of the laws of the universe to assert that such a
change is impossible, or that there is no law of
resurrection of whose working Christ's resurrection is the first instance. The new theories of matter
seem to make the change conceivable, if the basis
of matter is to be found in a strain in the ether
giving rise to the electrons of which the atom is
Ether is described as sub-material,
composed.
while electrons might conceivably be resolved into
'

'

ether again. Matter would thus be destroyed. Others regard matter as a complex of energies.*
If these theories be true, might not Christ's body
be resolvable without corruption into the ultimate
constituents of matter and then re-formed as a
new etherial body, since ether is sub-material,
the indwelling spirit moulding it as if it were a
material body, yet not subject to the limitations
of such a body ? At all events these new theories
lessen the difficulties in the way of accepting the
Resiurection.
(o) The Ascendon was probably a final vanishing
(Lk 24") from the sight of the apostles, interpreted
conventionally and symbolically as ascension, and,
as far as the vision of angels is concerned, objecHeaven being regarded as a place above,
tively.
this was inevitable, and was in keeping with the
symbolism of up and down, high and low. Christ
vanished out of space conditions into a higher
state, and this is the essential truth behind the
descriptions, while it is the natural corollary of the
Resurrection.
The miracu8. Miracle in the Apostolic Age.
lous powers included in the apostolic commission
may have received additions e.g. raising the
dead (Mt 10')— while some are allegorical (Lk 10").
16'"- probably is an addition mingling the
authority with the record in Acts and this passage
in Luke.
Certain it is that some miraculous
power was transmitted to the apostles or made
In Acts we see it at
accessible by their faith.
work. Faith on the part of the recipients of cure

—

—

,

Mk

also clearly in eWdence, sometimes of a superstitious kind (5" 9") perhaps resulting in cures by
St. Paul both appeals to these
auto-suggestion.
powers of healing and refers to them (Ro 15'",
1 Co 12"- ^'s Gal 3^).
They are regarded as credentials of the apostolic mission— perhaps not a

is

Those who believed because they
signs and wonders had not the highest faith,
Pagan sceptics never tried to derive the Resurrection story

sound theory.

saw
'

from their own mythology'.

.See, further, J. A. MacCuIloch, in
Religioyi and the Modern World, p. 137 ff.
2 O.
Lodge, The Ether oj Space, London, 1909, pp. 83, 87, Li/e
and the Universe-,
and Matter, do. 1905, pp. 2S, 32f.,
p. 172, 3lodem Views on Matter, Oxford, 1£(03. p. 13 ; W. O. D.

Man

The Recent Development of Physical Sciejice*,
Ixindon, 1909, pp. 36, 244 f., 266 t., 2S0ff. T. G. Bonney, The

Whetham,

;

Present Relations of Science and Religion, do. 1913,
•

Whetham,

p.

26.')

f.

p.

26

f.
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unless the signs were accepted as tokens of divine
love.

mere

It is

obvious

fiiith-healiii};,

Paul meant more Mian
some actual miraculous ^Ut,

tliat St.

his vaplffiiara ianAruy or i^fpyr/fiaTa ovvaiituv
There was, in some cases at least, the
(I i'u 12").
l>y

In the
intlu.Y of divine power into I lie diseased.
case of Kutychus it is doiilitful if a miraculous
return to life is intended. lu that of Dorcas it is
so, though some unusual recovery from ajiparent
death may have heen locally exaggerated into a
miracle.

Pentecost and its marvels <lescrilics an incursion of (he spiritual audibly and
Such an incurvisibly into the material world.
sion would bo ditlicult to describe, but it is no more
than what might he expected on such an occasion.
be found in the phenomenon
distant analogy

The account

of

A

may

of light or of a cold breeze accompanying jihantasmal appearances.* As to speaking with tongues,
the phenomenon is perhaps no more than ecstatic
utterance, and it is one which i.s apt to be degraded.
The kindred phenomena of trance-utterance and

address studied in our daj- have little
Wlialever might be the value of the
tongues at Pentecost or at other times, St. Paul
came to have a low opinion of the gift. The
etl'ect of a spiritual invasion would vary with the
nature of the person invaded. The real miracle of
Pentecost was the power shown by St. Peter and
his fellows, and the spiritual results following.
The stories of release by means of an angel have
been regarded as symbolic accounts of connivance
iuspiration.'il

value.

or friendly interposition interpreted as divine aid.
Yet, if otiier orders of beings exist, they might so
intervene, and might have power over matter.
The real question is one of adecjuacy to the occasion, and we find no such intervention in the case
of James (Ac 12-).
St. Paul's experience on the way to Damascus is really
Resurrection appearances, though there
If these
is more splendour, so that he is blind for a season.
appearances are accepted, St. Paul's vision at once falls into
should
he
hiuiself
That
even
if
the
accounts
vary.
place,
cause hlindness is perhaps no more wonderful than that he
should heal. Did his words cause a temporary auto-suggestion
The incident of the viper (28"''-),
ot blindness to Elymas?
thoutfh viewed as miraculous, is not necessarily so. 'This is
Emotional
also true of the death of Ananias and Sapphira.
shock might account for the deaths, and this would lend itself to a miraculous intei-pretation.
sinular to that of

tiie

'

'

—

The question as to
Ecclesiastical miracles.
the time when miracles ceased, if at all, used to be
much debated. Some supposed that they continued down to the .3rd. 4th, or .'5th cent. ; others,
9.

made them end with the age

like Middleton,
t

he apostles and

them

of
characterized all later records of

as stupid and untrue.^

The evidence

alleged

for miracles is continiious to the present time ; how
far it is based on fact is an open question if
miracles are possible at all. The iniraoles of some
individuals in the early Church are far more
amazing and numerous than those of Christ. They
.sick or the dead, but
Miracles of the last class are of a most
on the face of them
stupendous character, incredible
and quite beyond all adequacy to the occasion. The
ai'e was doubtless one of consiilei-able credulitj',
wlien miracles had to be forthcoming to rival those
of paganism, in which the ecclesiastical writers
believed, though attributing them to demons.
Many accounts of miracles are too rhetoriital to be
taken .seriously c.ff., the Hcmedictine editors of
Chrysostom's account of the miracles of St. liabylas
say that it is rhetorical and for the most part
destitute of truth." In some cases, again, natural
Cf. Myers, ii. 128, 323, 616, 538; E. Gurney, F. W. H.
Myer«, F. Podniore. Phantasms of the Living, London, 1888,

were wrought not only on the
on nature.

—

1

i.

.^i.'O,

and yassim\ Carrington,

2 0.

Middleton,

'

p. ^06.

Free Enc|uiry into the .Miraculous Powers
in the Christian Ohurch,'

which arc 8upi>0Hed to have subsisted

Uiscelianeotis Works'^, Ixindon, 176&.
3
Opera, Paris, 1718-38, IL 630 ( = /•(?

1.

627

f.).

or jierhaps supernormal events have lieen interpreted miraculously. Many are wrought to support .smiie doctrine or practice not alw.tys of the
essence of Christianity c.rj., the use of relics, at
bottom a species of fetishism. Some concern the
Kucharist, but many of tlicse are magical rather
than miraculous.
Some miracles copy those of the Bible. Others are such as

—

are found in ethnic sources
river,

—

e,ff.,

drying up a lake, causing a

changing the course

staff to

become a

of a

tree.i

The healing of the sick and the possessed is
onwards.
referred to from the time of Justin
The evidence for many of these miracdes is of a
very slender kind credulity ac(«pted them, sometimes pious fraud suggested them but their possibUity need not be denied. Gifts of healing may
have existed with certain persons who had faith
to use spiritual power or to aid the faith of others.
In ' an age of spiritual exaltation and .spaciousness,
of enlarged eoiis'.nou.sness and deepened faith and
more buoyant hope'^ such miracles miglit be expected. On the otlier hand, there are few instances
Most are
of such cures as our Lord performed.
MTought in coi.nexion with relics or the Eucharist.
That cures should thus occur need not be doubted.
Where the power of these was belie\eJ in or the
patient's faith was strong, suggestion might heal,
even if there was no power to heal in these media
themselves.'' There may also have been an influx of
power from another sphere, as a reward of faith or
an answer to prayer, and this would be a miraculous cure (§ 12).
So in the case of exorcism, while,
here again, the use of relics or the Eucharist is found
quite as much as prayer, it need not be doubted
that the patient might respond to the treatment,
which was reaUy a form of suggestion. Indeed,
where the resources of a spiritual religion were
called upon, why should not these have brought
calm and order to the disturbed mind (see § 7 (A)).
There is, however, no such evidence for cures as
Patients conexists for Christ's healinr; method.
tinued to be afflicted at intervals in many cases.
Exorcism tended to become a business, and the
cure was often of a very drastic kind.'
The most circumstantial accounts of raising the
dead come from St. Augustine." These are all connected with the shrine or relics of St. Stephen.
'-

;

;

'!

'

'

is perhaps no more than hears.ay, and
no real proof that the per.sons were really
Elsewhere Augustine describes wdiat was
death.
really a case of trance as the return from
10. Mediaeval miracles.
During the Middle
Ages nothing seemed too incredililc to be related
or believed.
Every saint was expected to work
miracles, and miracles freely adorned tlie popular
It was said of St. Vincent
Lives of the saints.
Ferrer that it was a miracle when he performed
no miracle.
Any saint in whom a particular
district, monastery, or church was interested was
opt to have many miracles attributed to him.
'Hhe people seemed incapable of being content with
his spiritual victories these had to t.ake material

The evidence
there
dead.

is

—

;

As in the
form, to be sj-mbolized as mii'acles.
earlier period," many miracles were allege<l in
or
practices the
support of particular doctrines
cult of the Virgin and saints, of relics, the
Protests were made
Eucliarist, the use of images.
from time to time by theologians, but in vain.'
1 Some of these are accepted by J. II. Newman. Two Eiiays
on Biblical ami on Kecles. Jliracks-, I.ondon, 1S70.

—

^ Atml.
S
*

ii.

0,

Dial. SO, 85.

W. F. Cobb, Spiritual Heating, p. t.'^.
The right reception of the Eucharist might have

effect in

Cf. the words, preserve tliij luidt/ and anul.'
J.iBingham, Originea Eccleaiaslica:, London, IS'Jl-'-'O,
'

ill-healtli.
s

182, v. 33.=i.
De Civ. Dei, xxii. 8.
mainly in eviibiice.

i.

284,

iii.

Prayer was also used, but the reliesare

7 See passages in J. A. \V. Noander, tjeneral litstory qf the
Christian Rfliaion ami Chtirch, F.ng. tr., London, 1861-68, vii.
433 f.
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nected with liealing, though supernormal phenomena in connexion with spiritualism have been
cases are asclaimed as miraculous.'
Typical
sociated with shrines and relics— 6.(7., the cures at
the tomb of the Abb6 Paris or by tlie Holy Thorn
related by Pascal =— or are accomplished by various
of Christianity,
personages representing every form
or by mind-cures, faith-healing (q.v. ), and Christian
Science (q.v.).

folk expected miracles, and miracles were
IMany of the miracle
freely pro\ided for them.
stories are repeated in countless Lives of saints ;

The

one biographer plagiarized freely from another,
and later Lives are often more full of miracles than
Biblical
the earlier Lives of the same saint.
miracles were freely imitated only in any given
Other
case they were multiplied a hundredfold.
miracles belong to a floating tradition, and repeat
in
classical
sources
or
those already found in ethnic
;

are versions of folk-tale incidents.
the particular
Frequently the quite ordinary or
into miracles.
gifts of a saint were exaggerated
Others can be traced to a misunderstanding of
Christian artistic motifs— e.g., the stories of saints
hands can be traced
carrying their heads in their
to pictures where they were thus represented to
or to the
symbolize their death by decapitation—
visions or liallucinations of hysterical devotees,
though these were supposed to belong to the highest
state of ecstasy, in which reason played no part.
All these miracles may be divided into four classes
often of a most
(a) miracles wrought' on nature,
extravagant type— arresting the sun's course, hangmiracles -nTought
ing a cloak on a sunbeam (6)
movby or upon inanimate objects— the numerous
met with in
ing, talking, smiling images, already
doors at the
paganism, or the opening of locked
touch of a saint's finger (c) miracles occurring to
writings.

Some

:

;

;

a saint— e.7., light streaming from his

fingers, talk-

ing at birth, caiTying fire, bilocation, le\'itation
and [d) miracles of healing, exorcism, and raising
the dead.
;

The practice of incubation passed over to the Christian
Church and was mainly associated with St. Cosmas and St.
Damiau, but the cures were often of a prolonged character.
The methods were much the same as in pagan temples, mutatis
mvtandis.i As to healing miracles in general, what has
already been said of these applies here also

(cf.

also § iz).-

instances of
Possibly some miracles were actual
supernormal phenomena of' the x region, so long
scoffed at, but now more or less investigated by
There are incidents corresponding to
science.
cases of hypnotism, telepathy, clairvoyance and
clairaudience, telekinesis— the movement of objects
Nvithout being touched appearances of phantasms
of the living or dying (perhaps that which underlies
cases of bilocation), and the occasional superiority
Of
of the senses to outward effects (carrying lire).
these as well as of levitation there has been a constant tradition through the ages, and in the mass
of alleged occurrences there may have been some
Such phenomena are not
genuine instances.
of saintlinecessarily miraculous or even evidence
On the other hand, if mind can communiness.
cate with mind, communications from another
sphere may be made to minds on this earth, and
these would have a miraculous quality— ci/., the
voices and visions of Jeanne d'Arc or those which
The
Kerin.'
prefaced the liealing of Dorothy
communication may be coloured by the preconceptions of the percipient— a divine message may
or saint, or a
appear as a voice or vision of Virgin
case of real spiritual healing may be associated
with belief in a relic. Divine power might also be
manifested from time to tune through the supernormal phenomena referred to, making them
miraculous. There should, in fact, be no cleavage
between normal and supernormal and supernatural
in our appreciation of the divine working.
II. Modern miracles.—These are mainly con-

—

190"

M.

L. Deubner, Eosmas mid Damian, Leipzig,
Hamilton, p. :09f.
Vie
- For these
groups of miracles see AS J. J. von Gorres,
clirMliche Mj/sttk, Regensbuig, 1836-42; Gregory ot Tours, de
other
and
tlie
Fathers, Martyrs,
Miraadis; A, Butler, Lines ui
PriMipal Saints, Dublin, lS;!:?-36 S. Baring-Gould, Lives of
the Saints'^ London. 1897-98; cf. W. K. Inge, Christiati
1

;

;

;

do., 1912, pp. 143f., 264; J. A.
Saintly Miracles,' Exj'T xix. [1908] 403 ff.
3 On this see E. L. Ash, Faith and Sun'jestion,

llysticisjn-.
'
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MacCuUoch,

The cures at Lourdcs (9.'^) are associated with the vision of
the Virgin seen bv Bernadette Soubirous in 1858, though nothing
was said to her about these. The number of pilgrims amounts
to some 600,000 yearly, but no more than 2 per cent of the cures
are regarded as 'miraculous.' Some vouched for are of an
almost instantaneous nature, s Christian Science is associated
with a theory of the unreality of matter and of pain. Disease is
the result of false thinking. The Divine Spirit heals by casting
out * mortal-miud.' ^

All these various methods of healing are traced
to the spiritual value and truth of the creed or
theory or practice with which they are associated.
Yet some of them flatly contradict each other.
are rather means by which a cure is mediated,
A key to
quite apart from their truth or value.
the problem is perhaps found in 'spontaneous
cures' occurring in medical practice, which may
be traced to suggestion. This is probably the
main factor behind the cures effected by these
various methods. It is the power of the unconscious as well as of the conscious self over the
body, when once an idea has been accepted.^
Existing beliefs are strengthened new hopes are
initiated fears and inhibitions are removed and
the physical processes by which pathological conditions are removed begin to be atl'ected. Thus in
the diilerences are suball the various metliods
diilerences in the
jective rather than objective,
mind of the sufferers, rather than in any scientific
evidence as to the nature of the healing agency.'"
and it
Susceptibility to suggestion may vary,
should not be forgotten that there may Ije evil as
But that it is a real
well as healthful suggestions.
The suggestion
psychic process is undoubted.'
may come from belief in a relic, a saint, or from
the mystic theism of Christian Science. The
main fact is that it often works, even if the cures
are seldom instantaneous, though they may occur

They

;

;

;

'

'

'

a quicker manner than in ordinary physical
We are still left to imiuire, howworks in
ever, whether any other exterior force
connexion -ndth the vital healing force inherent in
the organism, and set in motion by suggestion.
If so, we sliould be in presence of the miraculous.
This possibility must now be considered.
12. Mental and spiritual healing- in relation to

in

therapeutics.

Christ's miracles of healing-.- Psychic forces affect
the body in normal life, and of these suggestion is
But is there also at times, with the healing
one.
of
suggestion or as an answer to prayer, an influx
exterior, divine, spiritual power to heal ? This
would correspond to the exaltation of mind by
It would be a
spiritual influences in inspiration.
of what -we
particular and outstanding instance
find everywhere, if all life Is dependent for its
energy on some all-en\ ironing Life. It might not
be regarded as miraculous or supernatural, for, if
mii-acle is part of the process of the universe, in a
But in so far as the result
sense it is natural.
testifies clearly to processes outside our ken, to the
power of a divine person thus making Himself
1

A. R. Wallace, Miracles

-D. Hume, 'Of

and Modem Spiritualism see § 14.
Essays and Treatises on Several
;

Mirs,c\es,'

131, ed. Green and Grose, ii. 88 ; B. Pascal, (i'liercs
coynpli'tes, Paris, 1858, ii. 143.
3 J.
Jdrgensen, Lourdes, London, 1914, p. 101 f. ; A. T. Myers

Subjects,

ii.

and F W. H. Myers,

'

Mind Cure, Faith Cure, and the Miracles

of Lourdes,' Proc. of Soe. fur I'sych. Reseoreh, ix. [1893] 1C0-2I0.
4 M. B. G. Eddv, Science and Health, Boston, 1902, passim.
5 B. Sidis, The Psychology 0/ Suggestion, pp. 16, ISO.
6
Myers, i. 213.

t It is accepted by medical science
see British Medical
Journal, Supplement, July 16, 1911, p. 211.
;

London, 1912.
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kuuwn, the runcnt

of

whose energy

is

existence would .simply extend our view of nature. Miracle Is
conceivable, and involves no contradiction, yet cviclcuce for it
must be complete.' It may be added that Hume's 'experience' is such as he only would admit. His own criterion of
evidence, even when fulfilled, is at once rejected by hnii,'- and
some of his admissions e.g., as to the hyimthetical eight d-ij s'
darkness— tell against his own argument. A particular volition
of deity may reveal a world transcending ours without violating
laws of nature, which are also volitions of deity, t'hrist's signs
are part of our experience of the working of God. As to
miracles establishing a doctrine, the argument has little force
now. Mira<-It's of healing, e.g., need not prove the truth of the
system in which they are found (§ 11), and it is questionable
whether anv ethnic system was founded on a miraculous b:isis.
Christ, not His miracles, established Christianity, but His
miracles are inherent in His religion in a way that those alleged
of ethnic teachers are not.

enteriii},'

a

or
The spirit lias let loose life-giving forecs
luiniilo.
of
sickness
and
which sweep heiore them the evils
I'here is more than mind-cure; faith
disease.''
lias tapped a, divine sonrec, and it has aided the
Tliat this has never taken
naconscious mind.
place cannot be allirmed, thou^'h a leader of the

our

life for

a partieuhir inivpose, this
'

is

siKii,

—

movement

for applying' the spiritual powers of the
disease- in conjunction with medical
for
an authentic
treatment is still seeking
The appeal to spirit in one form or
instance.
another has been made in all religions where

Church

to

healing wa^ practised, and doubtless the divine
spirit has not conKned His work to any one of
But, while uncerttiem, if thus He works at all.
tainty attaches to all mental therapeutics, our
Lord's healing methods were never uncertain. He
always set free the healing power, the divine
life which healed, whether His own or acting
through Him as a perfect channel, unsuscejitible
This is seen by His words, I will, be
to disease.

German

'

clean.'

not credible.^
Hostile criticism of miracles.— Though the
Schoolmen were probably refuting current objections to miracles, no serious criticism appeared
The
until the 17th cent, with Spinozas attack.
laws of nature are the decrees of God. Miracles
cannot hajipeu because they violate the order of
nature, and thus God wo\ild be contradicting HimMiracles
self, for nature is fixed and changeless.
could tell us nothing of (Jod, since they surpass our
13.

Deists op))Osed miracles on the ground of a
of nature.
God, having made the
world, never interfered with it, and to assert
miracle was a kind of treason to Him. Hence the
Gospel miracles were e.vplaii'ed aw.ay or allegor-

The

fixed order

Miracle was a possibility, but it never
This also was the position of Ihirid
occurred.
Hiinie, whose argument, aimed at lloman Catholic
miracles primarily, was regarded by him as invulMiracle was a violation of the laws of
nerable.
nature by a particular volition of deity, of whose
attributes or actions, however, we could knownothing otherwise than from our experience of
them in the ordinary cour.se of nature. No testimony couKl establish a ndracle, iinless its falsehood would be more miraculous than the alleged
miracle itself. The hcliif in miracles arises from
the plea.sing sensati(ms which they arou.se, and they
are common adjuncts of religious enthusi;ism. A
miracle <'c)uld never be proved so as to be the
foundation of a system of religion.''
ized.

Huxley

criticizes

every event

ia

Hume's argument on the pround that
of nature and i>roof lo the contrary is

a part

'Calling our oft«n verified experience a law of
impossible.
nature adds nothing,' to its value,' since we cannot atlirm that
the experience will be verified again. Any seeming violation of
the laws of nature would be investigated by science, and its

Spinozan principle, and regarded miracles as
legendary accretions a halo of wonder jilaced
round Christ's head by the early Church, because
the Messiah had been expected to work miracles.
Yet, mythical as they are, the miracles are symbols
of metaphysical ideas.
Literary criticism in the persons of E. Benan,
M. Arnold, and W. E. If. Lccky set aside miracle
Miracles do not ha|)pen,' was Arnold's
altogether.
catchword. Kenan maintained that Jesus had to
either renounce His mission or become a tliaumaMiracles were a violence done to Him by
turgist.
His age— a statement incompatible with Lk 13'-'
and yet He believed in miracles, and had no idea
of an order of nature.
Arnold, while opposed to
explaining miracles in detail, thought it a mistake
to rest Christianity on miracle, for, when that -ivas
discredited, as he believed it had been, Cliristianitv
was apt to go with it. Both Kenan and he admitted some truth in the miracles of healing, but
Kenan's description of these comes short of what
is said of their thoroughness and ease, and is, in
moral theraArnold's idea of
fact, grotesque.^
illness was due to sin. while
jieutics' assumes that
Christ, as bringer of hajipiness and calm, addressed
the moral cause of disease. Such a method might
be used extensively in the healing art.''
'

—

of comprehension.''

Spinoza's view is mechanical and takes no account of the
interaction of existing' 'laws,' their interference with each
other without \ iolating the order of nature. This may also be
Tlie material universe may be
true of miraculous action.
subject to the spiritual order. God may brijig in new; forces
from time to time, or combine existing forces for a definite end,
and His guidance exists through all. Moreover, even if miracles
are incomprehensible, they do tell us cei-tain definite things
about God, as Christ's miracles did.
.Spinoza's pantheistic
doctrine of God deprived God of all real freedom.

S. Bei-

—

The

is

powers

H.

liy

—

result was swift and certain
cure.
Thus Christ as healer difi'ers in degree and
kind from all media of occasional cures. That He
cannot eil'cct .such cures where perfect faith exists

thou

rationalism, represented

marus, opposed miracles as impostures ellected by
II. E. G. Paulus, however, regarded them
Christ.
as ordinary or perhaps unusual events intcrpretetl
which the authors
by readers as miracles a thing
of the Gosjiels never intended, though they sometimes hail mistaken ordinary action for miracle.
f).
F. Strauss started, like Paulus, from the

\

'

The assumption that'illiicss was due to sin is not proved, and
some healing miracles are notexplainableby moraltherapeutics.
In any case Christ had a power which has not been imitated,
and the other miracles are quite as well att<.'8t«d as those of
healing.

The literary pantllci.•^m favoured byii. M Emerson (y. v.) saw miracle everywhere, therefore definite
Miracle as taught by the
miracles nowhere.
churches was a monster.^ Christ's mir.icles are
.

explained by saying that He felt mans life and
domgs to be a miracle— an insurtii ieiit account of
There is some truth, however, in the
ffTjyucia."
saying that to aim to convert a man by miracles,
Not dissimilar is
is a profanation of the soul.''
he adUarlylc's natural snpei naturalism,' though
mitted that such an event as the raising of one
from the dead would violate no law, but prove the
entrance of some deeper law."
Materialism rejects miracle altogether and
too
refuses to investigate individual miracles
Agnosticism, as
often the attitude of .science.
the possibility
represented by HuxUij, admitted
of miracle, biit, in the event of such 'wonderful
'

'

—

'T. Dc
1
Huxlev, Hk.m, p. 129 ff. cf., for further criticism,
of Testimony, H orka, EdinQuincey, On Miracles as Subjects
t.
burgh, 1882, vii. 224
;

'•

1

Cobb, p. 'iH.
*
McConib, Worcester, and Coriat, Rduiiniiaml Medicme. p. 4.
3 Cf. the reniarksot V. beamier, ftiHli/aiul SmU,
.1. .M.
p. :liri
Dickson, TKt Heaiinn oj Christ in His Church, n.d., and J'he
iiealrr, passim.
* Tractatxis
ThrnluijicoPoUticus, Eng. tr., Ix)ndoii, 1862, ch. 0.
^Op.cit.W. H.^fT. For the sources of lluuie's argument sec
J. H. Burton, Li/eanU CurnaponUtnct qf D. Hume, Edinburgh,
184«,

i.

»7.

122, 131 witli p.

4S.':.

'-'

Cf.

*

Lileralme and Dogma,

;

ii.

\it de Jtimu, Paris, 1803, ch. xvi.
p. 12«fl. (Works,

*"» Vorts, Kiverside ed.,
Ii

8

/''.

i.

London, 1308,

i.

128;

ii.
''

128.

Sorlor Itesartiu, bk.

l,ondon, 1008,

cf.

iii.

ch. b, Etnai/s,

Iv. 87.

66.

""•

'•
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events' happening, would widen its view of nature.
All that \\ ould thus be shown would be that all
experience, however lony; or uniform, is apt to be
incomplete. There would be no necessary divine
power behind such a wonderful event.
But, while science might investigate any 'wonderful event,'
it yet explained even an onlinary event?
Christianity
inregards all events as expressions of diWne will, direct or
direct, and such as are miraculous are more striking evidence
of that, not just because they arouse wonder, but because of
their appeal to what is ethical or spiritual in us. They witness
to the supremacy of spirit over matter (§ 15).

has

the whole, the scientific attitude to miracle
is less hostile now than it once was.
Many
scientific men are also religious men, and the new

On

vistas open to science have made a spiritual interpretation of tlie universe more possible.
of miracles.— The Apologists
14. The defence

and
generally connected miracles with prophecy,
showed that they fullilled predictions of sucli deeds
made long ago. They are by no means the sole
evidence for Christianity, though, as tlie Greek
Fathers maintained, they might help those who
through sin could not see God in His works.
not
Origen pointed out that Christ's miracles were

for show, like a juggler's wonders, and that,
unlike a juggler, He demanded a new way of life.'
The Fatilers commonly appealed to the miracles
done in their day, and Arnobius devotes nuich
attention to miracles as proving Christ's divinity.
Augustine first gives a philosophy of the miracuGod's wiU is the ultimate source of all
lous.
naturam which
things, and nothing can be contra
happens by God's will. Everything is natural,
not to us, but to God. Miracles are part of an
established order. Tliey are not contra naturam,
but may be contrary to what is known to us of
nature.^ The Schoolmen start from this idea of
uniformity, forestalling the ideas of science, but
not on experimental grounds. There is a higher
and a lower order of nature, the former at once
natural and supernatural, God's ideal plan. In it
are causales rationes et primordiales of miracles.
In the actual order, known to us, with its chain of
causes and eflects, miracles could not originate,
but these have the capacity for higher powers being
inserted in tliem— all parts of God's original plan.
Miracles are not such to God, who can interfere
with the ordo secundarum causarum which is
Miracles are prcBter hanc
subject to Him.
ordinem the order known to us but not contra
naturam.^ Again, as the course of things can
be changed by creaturely power, so God's power
may bring an event to pass otherwise than in the
usual course, so that men may know His power.
This is equivalent to the view that there may be
guidance of forces in nature to a particular result
which may appear miraculous to us (§ 15). Later
the idea came generally to be held that miracles
were a real suspension or violation of the laws of
natirre, the view attacked l)y Spinoza and Hume,
both sides arguing as if all nature's 'laws' were
known to them. Bishop Butler wisely points out
that, while we see nature carried on by generi^l
laws, God's miraculous interpositions may have
Natiue is
also been by general laws of ^\isdonl.
unknown to us.
plastic to ilim, and these laws are
There may be beings to wliom the miraculous is as
natural as ordinary nature is to us. Butler was arguing against the Dci.sts, but lie sometimes forestalls
Hume's objections, as when he says that miracles
should be compared not with ordinary but ^^ith
extraordinary events in nature. With the Sclioolmen he tends to regard miracles as part of the
He again forestalls Hume
original plan of tilings.
wlien lie argues that fraudulent miracles do not

done

—

—

>

c.

- f.

Cels.

III.

i.

68

;

Fmistum,

s Cf.

Aquinas,

xcix.

1.

Cf. iii. 22.
20, de Civ. Dei, xxi. 7 f., de
Theol. i. cv., cvi.,

Summa

he

vi. 13.

Gentiles,

on

disprove tliose of Christianity, but
sure ground when he says tliat Christianity was
offered and received on the ground of miracles
J. B. Mozley
publicly wrought to attest its truth.
continued Butler's position that miracles are
necessary to a revelation,' but argued witli him, that
no miracle could make us accept anytliing contrary
to moral or true religion. Tliere is order, cosmos, in
nature, but tlie mechanical expectation of recurrence which would keep out miraclecannot be proved
is

less

,

Anything contradictory to experience might
be either some event in accordance with an order
of nature or a direct divine interposition, spirit preSuch a miraculous event, as
vailing over matter.
the act of a Personal Being, would show moral will
and intention and be evidence of a higher world.
The order of nature might be suspended, if there was
use in suspending it. But the laws of nature would
be suspended, not tlie laws of the universe, which
would be a contradiction. Suspension of the laws
of nature is possible, and it happens e.g., where
the laws of matter are suspended by tlie laws of life.
If spirit be regarded as above matter and capable of
moving it, miiacle becomes possible.
In opposition to German rationalism Schleiermacher, in his Dcr christliche Glaiibe (Amsterdam,
1830-31), maintained that nature admitted of new
elements, consonant as it was to God's will and
work, even if conditioned by it. Nature may contain the cause of the miracle, but it appears only
when God calls it forth. Christ had a supernatiual
Yet
origin and, as sinless, was a moral miiacle.
the Virgin-birth, Resurrection, and Ascension were
set aside along with many of the miracles, though
miracle was admitted, since God has complete
power over nature. Our belief in Christ, according to bim, does not depend on miracles. Thus,
though Schleiermacher still opposes certain
miracles, lie oflers a constructive theory of miracle.
Later A. liitschl refused to rej;ard miracles as
contrary to natural law, and held that they were
akin to Providential action. J. Kaftan argues
from the same side that laws of nature are unto grasp the
real, a mere formula allowing us
Miracle is such an unusual
course of nature.
event as wUl awaken us in a special manner to
God's living government of the world. He works
in all things, but can use special means to enable
faith to trace His presence.- Heitnann Lotze also
refuses to regard miracle as setting aside laws
true.

—

'

'

The miracle-working power, by virtue
of nature.
of its internal connexion with the inner states of
of
things, can alter these and so modify the result
Law is thus turned to account. Even
the laws.
if there be mechanical necessity, this change in the
internal state of things subject to it causes it to

produce an external miraculous phenomenon. The
elements of the universe are not selfless and void
attachment for unalterable forces,' but
points of
No law is altered
living parts of the living One.
when miracle occurs, but the bearers of the forces
obedient to these laws are altered. The conditioning cause of miracles is in God and nature both,
hence there is no arbitrariness in miracles. Yet
Lotze sets aside Christ's miracles, partly because
the change in man's conceptions of nature has
'

made them

dubious.^
On the whole, modern theologj* tends to regard
the universe as plastic to God and miracles as the
evidence of wUl. E\-en man can produce eU'ects in

nature not producible by nature itself. Such a
view is elaborated by H. Bushtiell.* Again, as by
1
Eight Lectures tyn Miiucles. Miracles, far from being a
decisive proof of revelation, have now themselves to be proved !
2 Ti-uth
of the Chrisliau Religion, Eng. tr., Edinburgh, 1894,

393ff.

ii.

Gen. ad Lit.

Summa c.

687

3
3licrocos7nu3, Kng. tr. , Kdinburgli, 1SS5, i. 450 f.,
* Nature and the
Supi^maturai, London, 18C3.
iii.

45^.

ii.

478

f.

See £ii£
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a. I/liiiijuoii/i, ilivino imiiiancnro is made tlie
'I'licre is
gronnrl of niiriulo.
imily rather tlian
uniforinily in nature ; it is due to spirit whieli uses
Tlie
iiionil aspect of
matter for its purposes.
miracles is also emphasized by him and by other
Christ's miracles do not interfere with
^vriters.
law, but restore lavs which were broken. Disease
As to the Resuris hero rej;arded as due to sin.
rection, there is no reason why a sinless soul should
not resume at will a sinless body.^ The supremacy
to an extraordinary dejiree of spiritual force over
the mere material is also emphasized by A. C.
Headlam in his recent bonk on miracles. From a spiritualistic point of view A. R. Wallace argues for
miracles oil the ground thai intelligent beings, unperceived by
us, have power over mritter, producing snperiiornial phenomena,
the occurrence of which has been noted in all ages. By this
view he claims that Christ's miracles as well as answer to prayer
•T.

find

new

support.^

miraculous. — Miracles

15. The question of the
are not fortuitous events, breakinf; in upon a, fixeil
order of nature. Both they and that order are
evidences of divine will.
The more the nature of
the universe is revealed to us, the more impossible
is it to believe that it all merely hapiiened, tiiat
there was no guidance or control to produce such
a vast and comjilex result. This impossibility is
only the more increased by recent discoveries in
science.
If there is an inlinite number of ultimate
elements all of jirecisely the same form, it is most
unlikely that all these sliould have happened upon
the same form. Neither matter nor energy posse.sses the power of automatic guidance and con-

Hence some form of guidance is essential,
some directing mind and will. Life is outside the
categories of matter and energj-, yet it can use
both, guiding and controlling them in accordance
with the laws which govern tliem. Such guidance
should not be denied to a supreme ^^ill and source
trol.

such guidance

is granted, then
instances of that guidance
fixed order of nature does
become possible.
not necessarily mean that nature is self-contained
and self-sufficing or subject to unalterable mechani-

of all

But,
— particular

life.

miracles

if

—

A

We

do not know all of that order,
likely that it is the only possible order.
cannot assert that a limit has been set to
every combination of matter and energy, to every
method of guiding these, to every possible result.
If so, a miracle is not a breach of the order of

cal necessity.

nor

is it

We

nature, which, modifying St. Augustine's formula
of known ;vnd unknown, may be regarded as one
of which we do not know everything.
As to the
laws of the universe,' all that this means is goverof
nance
the universe according to law.
If things
always happen in an unvarying sequence, this does
not exclude guidance, nor does it mean that the
ultimate cause of the sequence has been discovered.
Nor, if some phenomenon happened but once,
would it be outside law or happen apart from
guidance. Man can interfere with nature, utilizing its forces to produce new results, without
breaking any single law of nature. What man
can do is possible for the mind and will behind the
universe.
Law, again, if it exist in the material,
must also exist in the super-material universe
which interacts with the former. By its laws those
of the material universe may be
suspended, and in
so far as any such action is purposive and beneficent it reveals a law of love, a universe governed

to

He was or because
harmony with that supreme

either becau.se of wliat

Him,

He was

in

perfect

spiritual jiower.
It is easy to hold a
of nature or, rather,

wrong idea
its

of the uniformity
unity, to adopt Illing-

worth's dictum. Theology has been apt to insist
upon miracle as a sort of catastrophic gap in an
Science lias tended to forget
existing uniformity.
the possibilitj' or, rather, the fact of endless
Such variety is only
variety in that uniformity.
the more in evidence with the new discoveries of
science, which now jiostulates cither an energy as
the only physical reality or a sub-material basis of
matter with a p.sychical significance. But, apart
from that, how endless is the diversity even in a
uniform nature, not even two blades of grass preNor is life explainable in terms
cisely the .same
of mechanical uniformity.
It uses and controls
matter and energy, and may exist apart from
with
them.' Hnity,
endless variety, is a better
description of the universe than mere mechanical
In
the
interaction
of tliejorces of the
uniformity.
universe a sli^'ht increase of one force wfj^^upduce
a diH'erent result. And, if the forces, the inWtaction, the result, are guided and controlled, this
would not detract from, but only augment, the
theory of science that this is an orderly universe.
Such guidance and control are not occasional but
continuous, for a true theology can never postulate
a God outside the universe, interfering with it on
!

He ahvaysdoes what is best for it, and all
that the universe contains not merely its physical
contents is utilized for definite ends. Thus, if a
slight increase of one force in any combination of
forces a re-arrangement of forces will produce
a different result from what is generally iiroduced,
miracle becomes jiossible. The result would show
more definitely will and beneficence in the guiding
Science might investigate this result,
process.
occasion.

—

—

—

—

might even conceivably reproduce it. Could it
explain the process? Could it tell how Christ
could do such things in a pre-scientific age t There
must have been some intfuence working with Him

Him

to produce such purposive, intelligent
Science might create life, say, out of
certain chemical combinations of dead matter.
But could it explain why precisely that combination, that anangement of forces or conditions,
proiluced life ? There would not be an act of
creation, but the setting in motion of certain
forces already possessing the potency of life.
Why or how they possessed this would remain un-

or in

results.

'

through according to law by a competent and
good w ill. A miracle would thus be a beneficent
and intelligent control and guidance of existing
forces in accordance with law by a supreme spiritual power, and this is precisely what we find in
the miracles of Christ. They were natural actions
all

'

-

Divine Immatuncc, ohs.

iv. and v., Tlte Goapel Miracle).
The Miracles 0/ the NT.
MWaeUt and Modem Spititualitm.

explained.
As there are physical so there are moral and
facts, not expl.ainable in terms of the
former, though they interpenetrate.
Miracles, as
such, are not isolated physical phenomena or
prodigies.
They are not vmrelated to any moral
or spiritual sequence.
They have a moral and
spiritual purpose, a clear relation to surrounding
circumstances.
Unlike the vast majority of ethnic
miracles, Christ's miracles have that moral and

spiritual

spiritual quality which differentiates them from
pliysical prodigies.
They are distinct revelations
of C,od or of Cod's nature in relation to the universe
and man. As in a less degree in all His miracles,
in a higher degive in the Resurrection, there is
a union of physical and spiritual, such as is seen
also wherever mind and life control matter and
Matter is here completely controlled,
energy.
sjiiritualized, and such an event could scarcely
have been imagined or invented. All mir.acles
imagined or invented would have been little et.se
than wonders. But Christ's miracles, with their
sjiiritnal and moral quality, are continuous with the
.so

' O.
Lodge, Life and Mnttrr, ji. IMfT. .1. S. ITaldane, Mcchoni>m, Li/e^ and Permnality London, 1013, p. 60; cf. H.
BergsoD, Crtative Ecolution, Eng. tr., do., 1011, p. 13.
;
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pystem

of the universe as

a whole.

So again

many

are not miracles
they do not show a direct moral, purposive action
on the part of a divine power, but reveal unsnsalleged supernormal

phenomena

;

and unexplained human powers. If God
whole universe, miracles are in no
sense a rectifying of His o\vn mistakes. They are
instances of the overcoming of evil and disorder
in a universe where these exist and where evil
may have been necessary to the world-process, a
stage on the way to perfection. Yet that perfection is being brought about, and miracles are an
instance of this, since they clearly show God's
purpose, more clearly perhaps than the more
Sected
irects the

They show, as Lotze
so related to matter that it cannot resist Him at all. So Christ's healing miracles
show that spirit and will are superior to the causes
which produce disease. Thus in no sense is miracle
contra nattu-am ; rather is it an expression of
divine action in ways which may contradict our
ordinary experience, i.e. our real ignorance of the
universe.
The unchanging nature of radium might have been regarded
quietly-working process.

says, that

God

is

as an unalterable law ; yet the lapse of time (it takes 2500
years for an atom of radium to change) would show that this
was a mistaken view, a parable ol our knowledge of the laws
of the universe.

The

may

divine will, acting normally in certain ways,
act in different ways, perhaps in our limited

One set of laws is put
just as man can transcend
his will.
Yet order is not
interrupted, for the whole order of nature all that
is just the divine will to which, e.g., a
happens
swift muaculous process of healing may be as
natural as a slower process, or the turning of water
to wine as natural as the slower growth of the
In either case there is a quickening of a
vine.
natural process, and yet to God that quickening
may be perfectly normal. Does this take away
view contrary to these.

aside for the

moment,
the physical order by

—

—

'

'

the miraculous from what we call miracle ? In
a sense it does, for we tend to draw too straight a
line between natural and supernatural. All events,
inasmuch as they express the divine mU, are
natural, yet they are supernatural in so far as they
What constitutes a
all end for us in mystery.
miracle is its quality, its instant suggestion of
and
Man's
divine power
goodness.
spiritual vision
is clouded, and he does not always see these in
the ordinary event, nor is that always the fullest
revelation of God. All things speak of God, but
some speak more clearly. Yet these are by no
means abnormal they do not occur on inadequate
occasions, nor do they contradict the fundamental
laws of experience. The reign of law is not set
aside, for the ways in which miracle is brought
about are still in accordance with law, even if the
miracle happen but once.
Certain persons, for no very obvious reason,
seem to possess supernormal powers, or these are
others have genius
manifested through them
'

'

j

;

men
powers may
others,

whom

of

God, have spiritual

;

gifts.

What

not be open to one like Christ, in

divine power existed and whose sinless will
was in perfect harmony with God's ? He claimed
to possess divine power, and He said that He came
to do the Father's will.
Things were therefore
natural to Him which might have been unnatural
to another.
Yet His miracles were in subordination to the moral miracle of His sinless personality,
and therefore in harmony ^vith it. Divine power
and goodness overflowed, as it were, from Him
upon nature and man. His miracles are perfect
examples of the control of the material by the
spiritual, and they prove that all force, all guidance, are in the last resort spiritual. Yet the real
reason for following Him was Himself, not His
The power by which He wrought these
signs.
VOL. VIII.— 44
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was in Him because of what He was. It might be
open to all who live upon the same plane, as He
pointed out.
As has already been said, there is no evidence in
Christ's miracles of the lawless breaking of a law
of nature.' Rather is it as if existing forces were
bein" directly influenced, whether neutralized or
quickened, or as if a new force was working with
a natural force to produce a result diflerent from
what the latter could produce. In the case of
healing disease a slow process gives place to a
swifter process.
So in the calming of the sea a
natural process is heightened. In either case there
is the power of will.
When walking on the sea,
Christ must have exerted a power which witnessed
to some law quite as much as the law which for
the moment it displaced.
When water was
changed into wine, was this more marvellous for
Christ than the transmutation of one element into
another as proved possible by science ?
In the case of feeding the multitudes analogy is more difficult
to find. Were bodily needs forgotten through a miraculous
'

mental exaltation, so that a sacramental partaking of a small
portion of food sufficed? This does not account for the fragments that remained. We cannot trace the method, but our
limited vision need not detract from its miraculous aspect.
Those most concerned believed that a miracle had occurred,
unless the texts are wholly fictitious.
In Christ it is not a question of divinity break-

ing through a humanity in acts which are superhuman, but of a constant superiority to humanity
in one who is its perfect type.
It is therefore no
stranger that His actions should be more wonderful than those of other men than that His teaching
or His sinless life should surpass theirs.
Apart from the general control or guidance of
the universe, divine will may work through normal
or supernormal actions, or may act directly in
specific cases, for what are to us miraculous pur-

Speaking is a normal action, but where a
speaks under the influence of the Spirit there
is inspiration.
Healing by suggestion is supernormal, but, if the suggestion is aided by spiritual
influences, there is a miraculous cure.
Again, as
poses.

man

in

some of Christ's miracles, we trace more direct
upon material things. Such action may be

action

regarded as supernatural because mysterious yet
All action, human or divine,
to God it is natural.
part of an ascending series we cannot say where
the natural ends and the supernatural begins
what we can assert is that Christ's confidence in
His power or in God's power working through Him
never faltered.
He intimates tliat, if men had
faith enough, they could do even greater works.
Have we yet sounded 'the abysmal depths of
personality,' or used to the full the power of the
divine spirit working with us ?
The relation of miracle to prayer
l6. Prayer.
may be briefly touched on. If miracle is a special
instance of divine control, then answer to prayer
has a miraculous aspect. Human mind and will
can control existing physical forces or overcome
the laws which govern them. There is readjustment without catastrophe. To every single fact
;

is

;

;

—

there are countless antecedents, and a little of less
or more will produce a new result, as is seen, e.g.,
by the diflerent chemical products obtainable by
the number of simUar
even the slightest increase
atoms combining with others to produce these.
Man himself can produce new effects in the physical
He
world.
"Slnst we deny this power to God ?
can surely guide, deflect, or neutralize one force
by another, or act directly upon matter and energy
so that a new result will follow, subject, of course,
How
to every limitation of reason and order.
little exercise of power on God's part would be
cause
rain
in
answer
to
to
necessary
prayer
Since man and man's actions and thouglits, hence
also his prayers, are a part of the forces of the
universe, when we do not pray, the result, even in

m

!
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the phvMcal world,

may

be different from what

it

we

woulil liave been had

Prayer is energy,
prayed.
and earnest prayer cannot be useless, even if its
If God's plan
result is not just what man wants.
for the universe is so far conditioned by man's
misuse of free will, how speedily \v\\l that plan be
accomplished when man's will is at one with God's
and every answer to
It is His will that we
jpray,
prayer, as a direct manifestation of His will, is .so
far miraculous, and yet, like all miracle, quite
natural. God foresees all that will happen in the
universe therefore He foresees whether we shall
pray, and whether any particular prayer will be
answered in one way or another. I f the occurrence
!

;

of certain things in God's plan depends on prayer,
then we must pray. Are we then not free ? Still
we have the feeling of acting as free agents, and
feeling is perhaps here truer than reason.

—
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;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

the antiphonal tropes of the liturgy to its final
expression in the great Passion-plays, Mystferes,'
'

and 'Miracle-cycles.'

The probability of some survival of classical influence in the mediaeval drama has led some writers
to trace all possible ancient dram.atic and mimetic
traditions in the [leriod between the closing of the
theatres and circuses in the 6th cent, to the establishment of a developed liturgical drama in the
10th and 11th ; but, notwithstanding the efforts of
the modern Greek scholar K. N. Sathas I(rro/jt«rAi'
SokL/mov trepi too dearpov Kal rrjs piovatKTJi rdv BufacTivHv, Venice, 1878) and his followers to found the
mediaeval religious drama on the ruins of the
ancient Greek, preserved in Byzantium and carried
to the west by the returning crusaders, it is the
opinion of most scholars that no more can be said
than that there was possibly a continuance of the
mimetic tradition, kept alive by wandering, outlawed entertainers a tradition that may have
helped the development of the drama by .aiding
the survival of some feeling for dramatic form, ,ana
may later h:ive had a part in the secularization of
the religious drama. (For the Byzantine stage see
('

—

K.

views of Sathas, J. S. Tunison, Dravuxtic
for
Traditions of the Dark Ages, Chicago, 1907
the subject in general. Chambers, The Mediceval
for the

;

Stage,

I.

Introduction.

As was

—

i.)

Play,' in Publications of the Modern Language
Assoc, of America, March 1914), seems to have
developed into a considerable play as a trope of
the introit for the day, and to have sent out

branches which, combining with otlier ceremonies,
such as the Visitatio sepulchri,' and other dramatic
forms, such as the Prophetae,' grew into the great
Passion-plays and Miracle-cycles.
This earliest form is
'

'

:

'Interrogatio.
Quern quaeritis in sepulchre, Chrlsticolae?

Besponsio.

Jesum Nazarenum crucifixum,

MacCulloch.

RALITIES. —

ch.

interpolations in the liturgical text for certain
feast-days. The most important from tlie standpoint of dramatic history were the tropes of the
Easter mass, the earliest dramatized form of which
is the 'Quern quoeritis.'
This, a.ssigned to about
the year 900 and ascribed to the trope-writer Tutilo
'
of St. Gall (Karl Young, The Origin of the Easter-

;

MYSTERIES,
—

i.

The antiphon, of
2. The liturgical drama.
Eastern origin, introduced into Italy by St. Ambrose, was the germ from which the mcdiicval
drama developed. Certain antiphonal services had
many dramatic possibilities, which more or less
unconsciously began to take form in the tropes, or

;

MIRACLE-PLAYS,

Krumbacher, Geschic.hte ih-r hyznntinischen
Munich, 1897, pp. G44-()48, 746-749;

Littcratur^,

Non

MO-

ite,

indicated

o caelicolae.
est hie, 8urre.\it sicut praedixerat
nuntiate quia surrexit de sepulchre.
Reaurrexi.'
;

last word, Resurrexi,' is the first word of the
Easter introit. By textual accretions, partly by
additions from the Vulgate, but more often by
free composition,' and by the development of a

in the introduction to the art. Drama, the origin
of the mediaeval drama, like that of tlie Greek, is
to be found in religious observances.
It is true
that from the earliest reigns of Norman kings in

The

England secular pageants were common features
of any day of special rejoicing but these were not

dramatic setting (the sepulclirum') and truly
dramatic personalities (the three Marys, the angel
at the tomb, etc.), this troj>e grew into a welldeveloped though brief liturgical play (MS Brescia,
15th cent., quoted by Young), and attained a much
larger development as a 'Visitatio sepulchri' at
the end of Easter matins.

;

dramatic in their nature, nor did tliey contribute to the es.sential development of the form.
The true beginning of the long course which leads
up to Shakespeare and Racine is found in the
Churches ; the most striking fact in the history of
the mediaeval drama is its evolution from the
simplest germs in the resi)on8es of tlie liturgy into
anel.alioratenewform without the influence of either
antecedent or contemporary dramatic material.
strictly

Though many .-.tcps and many dates in the history
of the Miracles and Moralities are still to be discovered, and their due place to beas.signed to many
influences, it is possible to write a clear history (if
the drama in the Middle Ages from its origin in

'

'

'

The altar served as the setting for the Quem
quoeritis' plays, as was natural, for it symbolized
This made
t^ie tomb of Christ (Young, p. 45).
easy the transition to the use of the 'Quem qua>ritis' as jiart of the 'Sepulclirum' ceremony at
E.aster matins (the Elevatio crucis' following the
'

'

Adoratio crucis 'and Depositio cnuis'on Good
Friday ; the ceremonies were symbolical of the
burial and resurrection of Christ). This second
'

'
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and drainaticaily more fruitful use of the Quern
quseritis' grew by textual additions, such as the
sequence Victimae paschali,' and by additions of
'

'

—

incident first, details of the Biblical story (e.g.,
the visit of the three Marys to the tomb, and of
Peter and John)
secondly, secular imaginative
details
the visit of the Marys to tiie un[e.g.,
guentarius,' or dealer from whom they bought the
necessary spices, a character who later became
popular in the vernacular Pa-ssion-plays).
Though there was a considerable dramatic de;

'

'

velopment of tlie Quem qua?ritis,' it remained
it was chanted, the
strictly a liturgical drama
parts were taken by churchmen, there was little
real dialogue, and the setting was of the simplest.
In certain late forms there are introduced motives
that do not belong to the events of Easter morning,
such as the kiss of peace accompanying the greeting Surrexit Christus,' or the loUite portas ceremony prescribed by the ritual for the dedication of
a church. These point to the pos.sibility of a development of the Easter play which, however, was
not to take place in the 'Quem quseritis' proper.
This matter will be considered in speaking of the
;

'

'

'

Passion-play.
But the Quem qu.-eritis ' was not the only drama
of Easter-week.
The ' Peregrini,' attached to the
vespers of Easter Monday, established in the 12th
cent.,was known in England, France, and Germany.
The simplest form tells of the journey to Emmaus
and the supper there (Petit de Julleville, Les MysUres, i. 67 ; Chambers, ii. 37). In others Mar}'
Magdalene appears, or the Virgin and the other
Marys greet the risen Christ ; or a new scene is
added of the incredulity of Thomas ; or there is
even a merging of a developed form of the ' Quem
quseritis,' the Peregrini,' and the Easter morning
'
ceremony of the Elevatio crucis.'
Parallel with the plays of the Kesurrection,
other liturgical plays developed as parts of the
office of other feasts.
The Christmas season was
the most productive ; but there were plays for
and
certain
saints' days, particularly
Epiphany
that of St. Nicholas.
Though evidence of their
existence has been found, the plays for many
occasions have entirely disappeared.
Christmas
'
drama, the Pastores, commemorating the visit of
the shepherds, gi'ew out of a Christmas introittrope, modelled on the Easter 'Quem quaeritis.'
'

'

A

It begins
It

dicite.'

'

Quem

quaeritis in praesepe, pastores,

purely liturgical, very simple in
form, and of infrequent occurrence in the JMSS,
but is of interest for its connexion with the ancient
and still popular representations of the crib, or
creche, of the infant Christ (see B.\mbino), and for
its influence on the more fruitful dramatic forms
into which it was absorbed. The essence of the
play is the visit of the shepherds, a crib with
images of the Virgin and Child, the announcement
of the birth of Christ by a boy in similitudine
angeli,' the singing of the 'Gloria in excelsis' by
the angels and a hymn by the shepherds, a dialogue
between the shepherds and two priests 'quasi
obstetrices,' the adoration of the shepherds, and
is

'

a

final

hymn.

A more

common form

of Christmas

drama was

'

the Stella,' a play of the visit of the Magi, originally consisting of antiphons and simple prose dialogue, representing the following of the star, the
visit to the Infant, the offering of gifts, and the
warning to the Magi (Creizenach, Geschirhie des
neiicrcn Dramas, i. 60
Chambers, ii. 45 Petit de
texts in du Meril, Origines latines,
Julleville, i. 51
;

;

;

and

in

Coussemaker, Dramcs

liturgiques).

The

simplest and probably the earliest examples are

from Kouen and Limoges. This form of liturgical
play developed early. Dates are uncertain, but
MSS of the laie 11th cent, have the play in a well-
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developed form. As the Easter 'Quem quseritis'
centred about the Sepulchrum and that of Christmas about the Prsesepe,' the 'Stella 'had as its
A gilt star, the points
starting-point the star.
sometimes holding candles, was lowered from a
hole in the ceiling or held up by an assistant.
Like the Nativity plays, the 'Stella' developed
partly from dumb show, and the simpler forms
continued parallel with the expanded forms and
outlived them.
The dozen or so complete extant versions of the
play vary considerably. Tlie drama developed by
the representation, in action instead of narrative,
of the visit to Jerusalem, by the addition of various
scenes in which Herod plays a part, as, e.g., his
anger at the escape of the Magi and his order for
the massacre of the innocents, and even the actual
representation of the massacre, and finally the
lament of Kachel, which had received independent
dramatic treatment. As Chambers puts it, the
absorption of the motives proper to other feasts of
the 'Twelve Nights into the Epiphany play has
This absorption was to
clearly begun' (ii. 48).
'

'

'

'

and more complex plajs
joining of the Pastores,' the
It is only in view of
'Stella,' and the 'Kaohel.'
the result from this fusion and of the expansion of
the
certain parts that
'Stella 'is of great importance for the later history of the drama. The part
of Herod grew by expansion and emphasis even to
take the first place in the English Corpus Christi
result in certain larger

made up by the

'

cycles.

More important for the future of the medifeval
drama than any of the forms thus far considered
was the 'Prophetse,' which had a curious origin,
first studied by Sepet [Les Prophites du Christ).
It was based on the apocryplial Sermo contra
Judmos attributed in the Middle Ages to St.
Augustine, but really of later origin, and used in
as a lesson in the Christmas offices.
In the passage so employed, the author invokes
thirteen witnesses to the divine mission of Christ
and calls upon them to predict His coming. The
prophets invoked are Isaiah, Jeremiah, Daniel,
Moses, David, Habakkuk, Simeon, Zacharias,
Elisabeth, John the Baptist, Vergil, NebuchadThe dramatic growth of
rezzar, and the Sibyl.
this sermon had certainly begun by the llth
century. In the earliest forms the play follows
the sermon closely, but is written in verse. Classical language and even direct quotations from the
Eclogues appear in the prophecies of Vergil and
the Sibyl. In later examples from Laon and Kouen
the dialogue is expanded, the 'precentor' is replaced by two 'appellatores' or 'vocatores,' and
Balaam is added to the prophets. More remarkable is the little added drama of Balaam and his
ass, which has been considered by many writers
the origin of the notorious Feast of the Ass, but
which is perhaps more probably a reaction from
the disturbing festival. In the Rouen text the
part of Nebuchadrezzar is also expanded into a
miniature play: Shadrach,Meshach,andAbed-nego
refuse to worship the image, are cast into the fiery
furnace, and escape all harm, whereupon the king
testifies to the might of the coming Saviour.
It will be seen that at this stage of development
the Prophetw necessitated a much more complex
setting than was usual with liturgical drama— the
throne of the precentor, the fieri' furnace, distinct
costumes (described in the rubrics), Balaam's ass.
This was a beginning of the complexity that was
to characterize the great Miracles.
This complexity and the fusion alluded to above
may be seen in a Latin play preserved in a 13th
cent. MS (Royal Librarj-, Munich
text in du
It is a combination of most of the ChristMeril).
mas dramatic forms. St. Augustine sits with the

many churches

'

'

;
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riglit, the chief of the synagogue
left.
Tlie prophets foretell the

prophets at hie

and the .lews at his
Messiah the head
;

of the

A

synagogue

is

angered at

new character, the bishop
their blasphemies.
of the children,' interposes the suggestion that St.
Augustine shall be qiiestioned. The Rabbi in
'

anachronistic and pedantic words argues the impossibility of the Virgin-birth, and St. Augustine
answers. The argument is taken up by the choirs
of prophets and Jews, the one singing
Res
miranda,' the other 'Res neganda.' So far the
play is an expanded
Prophetre,' still mostly
The prophets take
liturgical in feeling and form.
their places in the church, and a play of the
Annunciation begins abruptly. This part is brief.
The Scriptural dialogue between the Virgin and
the angel is followed by the visit of Elisabeth.
The next direction is that Mary vadat in lectura
suum
et pariat filium.' The choir h.ails His
coming, and immediately the 'Stella' begins.
star shines forth, the three kings follow it, and
an angel announces the
appear before llorod
coming of Clirist to the shepherds (the 'Pastores'
element). The devil hints that the angel has
deceived them, but they are convinced by the
chanting of the Gloria in excelsis by a heavenly
choir
they seek the cradle and worship Christ
they meet the Magi bearing gifts. The Magi are
warned not to return to Herod, who orders the
killin" of the innocents.
The mothers lament
their lost children (the Rachel element) Herod
falls dead, and is seized by demons.
An angel
sends Joseph into E^ypt. The king of Egypt
advances, accompanied by a choir singing choses
fort
in Egypt;
profanes.' The Holy Family arrives
the idols fall, and the priests, unable to restore
them, are converted. Finally the choir chants a
malediction against Herod and the Jews. The
last part is free and individual in composition.
Petit de Julleville thinks it unlikely that it
was played in church (because of the episcopus
puerorum'), and that more likely it was given in
'

'

'

.

.

.

A

;

'

'

;

;

'

'

;

'

more

seen in the expansion
Propheta?,' in tlie freer
and more poetical composition of many of the later
in their compaiativelv iinlependent
liturgical jilays,
position in relation to the Churcli ollicca, are

Christian faith. The degrees of popularization
were innumerable. In the loth cent., even when
the purpose was editication, whole scenes were
often frankly amusing and vulgar, with no religious
significance whatever e.q., in the scene or playlet
of Mak and the shepherds in the Towneley cycle,
and in the comic scenes of theGerman Passion-piays.
The vernacular came by slow degrees to replace
Latin. At iirst the two languages appear side
by
side
in the earliest examples the local speech
appears only in refrains or in the lines of a few
minor chara"ters, or in the less impressive passages.
But there is no discoverable rule the same character may speak Latin in one passage, French in
another. One of the earliest cases of the two
languages used together is the 'Sponsus,' a 12th
cent, play of the wise and foolish virgins from

—

;

;

Limoges (text in Bomania, xxii. [1893] du Meril).
Here a considerable part is in the 'langue d'oc';
the angel who announces the coming of the
;

bridegroom speaks only French, the virgins both

to the congregation
'

Most

interesting, because the first liturgical play
'
attributed to a delinite author, is the ' Daniel of

Hilarius, a cosmopolitan Goliardic scholar, disciple
of Abtlard, who flourished in the lirst half of the
12th cent, (text in J. J. ChampolUon-Figeac,
Hilarii versus et ludi, Paris, 1838, and in du
The 'Historia de Daniel representanda '
M6ril).
opens with the feast of Belshazzar ; the mystic

words appear, and Daniel interprets them ; Darius
enters Babylon with his army and kills Belshazzar ;
Daniel apjiears at court, refuses to worship the
king, and is thrown to the lions ; the angel brings
Habakkuk to him ; Daniel is again in favour.
The play is expanded by choruses in honour of the
various personages, 'conductus Danielis,' 'con-

The chant

to Daniel (as also
in the similar play from Ueauvais) is a hymn in
honour of the birth of Christ. This, as well as
the rubrics, indicates the connexion of the play

but the note at the end, 'This
the play has been given at matins, let

done, if
Daniel sing the

:

Amen

dico

V08 jgnosco.
Nam caretia lumine ;
Quod qui perdunt [MS pergunt]
Procul perg^unt
Hujus aulae limine.
Alet, chaitiva8 alet, malaureaa
tot jors mais vos penas livreas
En efern era seret meiieias.
!

—

;

Te Deum,

at vespers the Magnificat,' indicates that it was not a regular part of
the office. In this partial detachment from the
liturgy we see the beginnings of tliat development
which was to take tlie drama entirely out of the
hands of the clergy.
The indica3. The secularization of the drama.
tions of a tendency to make the liturgical drama
if

—

final

in

!

A

this play well represents the form attained
by the liturgical drama through the combination
of types and free composition, certain plays founded
on the stories of Daniel and Lazarus represent
another development
the expansion of single
scenes in the older plays into independent dramas.

The

are in French.

which Christ condemns the foolish virgins
are first L.atin and then Freiuli, ending tlius,
perhaps to make the lesson clear and impressive
words

As

with the liturgy

The refrains

languages.

a monastery school.

etc.

'

emphasized by the gradual change in the language,
spirit, and setting of the plays, as they progressed
towards that final and almost complete secularization which should take them out of^the Church and
out of the control of the clergy, and make them
great popular spectacles rather than expositions of

'

ductus regine,'

we have

that

pojiular
of certain themes in the

;

'

Occasionally, as in the 'St. Nicholas' of Hilarius,
the vernacular is found only in the refrains.
In
other plays it is a translation of the preceding
Latin lines an indication of the reason for the
u.se of the common tongue
as in the l'2th cent.
Adam (text from Tours, first ed. by V. Luzarche,
Tours, 1854 ; K. Bartsch, Chrestmnnthie dcl'ancien

—

—

'

'

frangais', Leipzig, 1880), and in many German
days. Latin and tihe vernacular were even in ingled
in the lines, as in the Beauvais
Daniel (text in
)

'

'

Coussemaker, no.

iv.):
•
Vir propheta Dei, Daniel, vien al Eol,
Veni, desiderat parier h toi,' etc.

Some late dramas are wholly in the vernacular,
except for refrains or certain impressive passages.
In France p.articuUuly the development of the
drama was marked by the adoption of a more
varied versification. The earliest liturgical plays
were entirely in prose, the later ones mostly in verse.
In these later forms tlie versification ia rather complicated,
very varied ; almost all are written in stanzas. But these
stanzas differ in the numherof liius and in metre the lines are
svllahic, but vary in length from four svllables to ten (Petit de
'

;

'

Julleville,

i.

23).

Dactylic hexameters also are used, sometimes
leonine, as in the lament of Rachel in the Fleury
Iiiterfcctio puerorum' (cf. Petit de .Julleville,
in Orleans Library)
text in du M6ril
;
O dolor O patrum mutataquc gaudia matruni

'

49

;

MS

1.

:

'

*

1

!

Occasionally lines are (juoted or imitated from
the classics c.(f.,
;

'

Quae rerum novitas aut quae voB causa subegit
Ignotas temptare vias?

Quod genus?

Quo tenditis er^o?
I'ndedomo? Paecinne hue fertis, an arma?'
(cf.

As important

^.n.

viii.

112-114).
is the

as this change in language

I

»
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gradual secularization of the spirit of the plays.
The last part of the composite Munich play referred to above will illustrate this point. Though
written in Latin, one part is an original secular
poem in praise of spring, hlled with pagan allusions and with no liturgical or Biblical connotation.
The introduction of the comic element and
of the melodramatic in the passages relating to
Balaam's ass and Herod points to an equally strong
secular influence, one that was to lead to some of
the most striking and unfortunate developments of
the great Miracles and even of the Passion-plays
We must not make the misof the 15th century.
take of ascribing all the crude humour and vulgarfor such
ity of Miracles to a naive and simple taste
things as Petit de JuUeville points out, even in
plays as eai'ly as those of Hilarius a conscious
vulgarization has begun, a conscious appeal to an
audience rather than a congiegation, and the
author's intention is even satirical.
The secular tendency which perhaps had most
to do with the final almost complete secularization
of the mediteval drama was the elaboration of the
setting required by the constantly increasing
for this
length and complexity of the plays
development brought about the transference of the
or
square
plays to the open (first the churchyard
in front of the cliurch, then the main square of the
still
more
at
or
several
once), and,
town,
places
important, gradually brought the plays under the
control of the laity.
It is a long way from the
the two
or
praesepe,'
simple
sepulchrum
chanted parts, the lack of appropriate costume,
of the Quern quaeritis to the varied setting, the
many characters, the costumes of the Conversio
Pauli (Petit de JuUeville, i. 69 text from Fleury
MS, mentioned above, in du MerU, and in Cousse;

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

mth

'

'

several sedes for Saul,
and DamJudas, etc., its two scenes, Jerusalem
'
ascus, its armed men, and its lectus for Anani.as,
or the Munich 'Prophetse' described above, with
'
'
sedes for the prophets, its lectus for the
its

maker, no.

xiii.

)

its

'

'

'

Virgin, its shining star, its mouth of hell, its
many characters. Henceforth the change in setthe
ting was one of degree rather than of kind
elaboration merely followed the increasing complexity of the plays as they added one incident
Within the church, the crucitix,
after another.
the altar, the sepulchrum,' the rood-loft (representing heaven), and the crypt furnished the chief
To these, which were in
accessaries of the play.
the sanctuarj' and choir, were probably added in
the more elaborate plays 'sedes,' 'domus,' and
loca
extending down the nave. This natural
arrangement was apparently followed when the
drama left the church, as in the 12th cent. Norman
Kesurrectio.
Chambers (ii. 83) suggests such an
arrangement of the lius,' mansions,' and estals'
required by the prologue, following the analogy
of a Uonaueschingen Passion-play of the 16th cent.
the plan of which is extant (given in Froning, Z)«x
Draiiui des MMclalters, p. 277). The prologue
gives the order of the required sets the crucitix,
the monument (' sepulchnim '), the gaol, heaven,
hell, Emmaus, Galilee, and six 'estals' or 'sedes.'
The only other extant French religious play of the
same period, the Adam,' shows even better how
far the drama had outgrown the simplicity of the
Quern quieritis.' The Latin rubrics indicate not
only a complex setting, but gieat care in stage
management, even extending to the gestures and
voice of the actors.
;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

,

;

'

'

For instance
Let there be built a paradise in a higher
There shall
around it let there be draperies of silk.
be sweet flowers and foliage various trees from which shall
Then the Saviour shall arrive, clothed in a
hang fruits. .
dalmatic before him shall be placed Adam and Eve, Adam in
a red tunic, Kve in a woman's white robe and a veil of white
eilk (Uh£mb«r«, IL 80).
'

:

place

.

;

;

.

;

'

.

.

.
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The

rubrics mention not only the costumes for
the characters, and the localities paradise,
but also properties '—a
hell, a cultivated field
spade, a rake, chains for the devils to use, cauldrons for them to beat upon, flames.
The development of the liturgical drama was
Therepractically complete by the 13th century.
after the growth was mainly outside the church,
secular and more vernacular, much more rapid and
national.
The liturgical drama was much the same
in dift'erent countries, but the vernacular religious
plays took on national characteristics in the 14th
cent. ; so that thencefortli, to be understood with
any clearness, the special literary types that developed must be studied by countries. Furthermore, the influence of particular authors and of
particular methods of representation makes itself
all

—

—

felt.

'

—

The early dramatic history of
4. England.
England is difficult to trace, for much the larger
number of plays have been destroyed. The development of the liturgical drama in England
must be partly guessed at from that of F'rance.
Only the slightest indications of what it originally
was are extant. The earliest dramatic piece is the
Quern quaeritis from the Winchester troper
dating probably from about 979 (text in W. H.
Frere, The Winchester Truper, London, 1894).
'

'

This

is

not nearly so simple as the St. Gall

quaeritis'

More

mentioned above.

the very full account of the

'

Quem

'

Quem

interesting

is

quaeritis' cere-

mony in Bishop Ethelwold of Winchester's Concordia reijularis, which probably dates from 965
to 975 (Chambers, ii. 14, 306 text in Anglia, xiii.
This includes a simple trope not much
[1891] 365).
more elaborate than the St. Gall one. Of it, how;

ever, Chambers (ii. 15) says
The liberal scenario of the Concordia regularis makes plain
"
"•
the change which has come about in the
Quem qusritis
since it was first sung by alternating half-choirs as an introittrope. Dialogued chant and mimetic action have come together,
and the first liturgical drama is, in all ita essentials, complete.'
The only other extant English text of the
liturgical period is a 14th cent. 'Quem quteritis'
:

'

But church inventories, accountbooks, and statutes indicate the existence of the
Resurrectio,'
'Stella,'
Pastores,' 'Peregrini,'
Prophetse,' etc., at a number of places, including
and
York, Lichfield, Salisbury, and Lincoln
William Fitzstephen, writing of the late 12th
cent, in London, records
from Dublin.

'

'

'

;

repraesentationes miraculorum quae sancti confessores operati
sunt, 8eu repraesentationes passionum quibus claruit constantia
martvruni* (Vita S. Thomce, quoted by J. P. Collier, History 0/
Engliah Dramatic Foetrj/2^ Loudon, 1879, i. 11).
'

Of a Beverley 'Resurrectio' (c. 1220) the (bilingual) text of only one actor's part remains. So
little do we know of this
early period that it

cannot be decided whether the liturgical drama
passed directly from Latin to English, or w hether
there intervened a Norman-French period.
The full development of the English Miracleplay came in the 14th cent., and during the next
two centuries and more it can be studied more
clearly from extant texts. Whether or not the
English drama received a special impulse from the
establishment of the Corpus Christi festival in
1311, the most characteristic English dramatic
form, the Corpus Christi processional cycles, were
founded soon after that date. The Chester plays
were probably given first in 1328. The dates of
the establishment of the other cycles are not
known, but references to them are found as follows
Beverley, 1377 York, 137S Coventry, 1392. In
1350 there is a reference to a 'ludus tiliorum Israelis'
From this time on there was the
at Cambridge.
greatest activity throughout the countiy.
It will be impossible to analyze at all adequatel}'
even the chief monuments of the period under consideration ; the four great Corpus Christi cycles
:

;

;
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of dramatic activity can
hardly be mentioned. Generally the English
Miracle-plays were represented in separate scenes,
each by a difl'erent trade -gild, on its own

and the minor instances

'

'

pageant

—

'a hiffh scafolde with two rowmee, a higher and a lower, upon
four wheeles. In the lower they apparelled them selves, and in
the higher rowme they played.
They hetjanc (Irst at the
abay gates, and when the flrste papiante w.\h played it was
wheeled to the hij^he Crosse before the mayor, and so to every
Btreete
to se which playes was greale re.<Jorte, and also
scafoldes and stages made in the streetes in those places where
I
determined
hey
toplaye theire pagiantes* (Arolideacon Ropers'
description of a play at Chester, 1694, quoted by Pollard,
Btwli^h Miracle Plai/s, p. xxv).
.

.

.

.

.

.

Though the plays were given by the gilds, thev
were under the direction of the town council,
which made the strictest rules concerning the
manner, thoroughness, and promptness of the performance e.g., at York (1415)

—

*And

:

maner of craftsmen yat bringeth farthe ther
pageantez in order and course by good players, well arrayed
and openly spekjng, upon payn or lesyng of O.s, to be paide to
the chambre without any pardon' (York Plays, ed. Lucy
Toulmin Smith, p. xxxiv).
The plays of the cycle were not the work of one
all

author, but an 'organic growth.' The number of
gilds acting varied ; hence there was also a variety
in the number of plays or scenes.
The play for
each gild was often slight in subject e.g., Adam
and Eve, an angel with a spajie and a distatl'
assigning them to work,' played by the armourers
An outline of the subjects of the York
at York.
cycle (probably composed towards the middle of
the 14th cent.) will give an idea of the wide range
of the plays
the Creation, the Temptation, the Fall, Noah and the Ark, the

—

'

:

Sacrifice of Isaac, Moses in the Wilderness, the Prophecies of
Christ, the Annunciation, the Birth of Christ, the Shepherds,
the Ma<;i, the Slaughter of the Innocents, Christ in the Temple,
the Temptation, the Woman taken in Adultery, the Raising of

Lazarus, Judas, the Last Supper, the Crucifixion, the Harrowing
of Hell, the Resurrection.

this list is incomplete, we can see in it
all the elements that we liave found in the Continental liturgical plays, and may be permitted to

Although

suppose that the Miracle-cycles developed by the
extension and amalgamation of liturgical forms
such as the Prophetae,' the Stella,' the Pastores.'
'

'

like

French

their

'

German

contemporaries, the authors allowed themselves considerable freedom in expanding the Biblical text
(as, e.g., in the part of Herod), yet the characters
most freely drawn are almost exclusively those of
persons to whom neither Scripture nor legend
ascribes either name or individuality.
Such
personages as Cain's 'garcio,' or servant, Noah's
wife, the sliepherds, are introduced for the sake of
relief— often mappropriately, it seems to us, as in
the Crucifixion scene.
It is to this desire for dramatic relief that we owe the gtory

Though,

anti

*

Mak and his sheep-stealing in the Coventry cycle
English comedy' (Pollard, p. xli).

of

—our

first

In the Coventry cycle there are various characters that link tlie Miracle with tlie Morality, tlio
dramatic form more characteristic of the later
years of the pre-Elizabethan drama. Such characters appear as Death, Veritas, Misericordia, Pax.

The earliest known English Morality
was a 14th cent, play,

is lost.

It

'

setting forth the goodness of the Lord's Prayer ... in which
play allmanner of vices and sins were held up to scorn, and the
virtues were held up to praise' (J. Toulrain Smith, English

London, 1870, p. I.'C).
earliest Morality that has survived is 'The
Castle of Perseverance.'
It« purpose was 'to trace the piritual history of Unmanum
Oenxu
from the day of his birth to his appearance at the
Judgment Seat of God, to personify the foes by whom his pathIfl beset, the Guardian
Angel by wOiose help he resists them,
way
and the ordinances of Confession and Penance by which he is
Gilds,

The

.

.

.

strengthened in his conflict

The play

'

(Pollard, p. xlvl).

wordy but impressive it has logical
The stage
development and unity of purpose.
directiona show that it was elaborately presented.
is

;

The most famous morality

is
Everyman,' comit is thorouglily dramatic
posed in the 15th cent.
in language and treatment.
The great Moralities were followed by shorter
'didactic
ones dealing with narrower subjects
interludes,' Pollard calls them. From these arc derived most of the common notions regarding Moralities.
One of the earliest is Hycke Scorner.' Some
are written in praise of religion, others in praise
of learning (e.g., the 'Interlude of the Four Ele'

;

—

'

Some of the later interludes are real plays,
the modern sense e.g., 'A New and Pleasant
Enterlude intituled the Marriage of Witte and
The amusing lines, the
Science,' licen.sed 15G9-70.
act-division, and the characterization make the play
modern rather than mediaeval. John Heywood'a
was
l>lays illustrate still better the change that
ments').

—

in

;

taking place in dramatic art

—a

change which was

to lead rapidlv to the splendid Elizabethan drama.
The development of the liturgical
5. France.

—

drama outlined above

carried us into the 12th
century. In France there are few plays kno^\^l of
the 12th and 13th centuries, the period when the
Of the
drama became thoroughly secularized.
12th cent, two plays are known, Jean Bodel's Jeu
Miracle de
de Saint Nicolas and Kutebeuf's
Th6ophile.' In the 14th cent, the French drama
Petit de
first acquired its national character.
Julleville says that forty-three plays of the period
Miracles de
are extant, all except one being
Notre Dame.' Here we have a form not found
That there must
generally in other countries.
have been other forms of plays in this century is
the derivation of the dramas of the 15th
certain
cent, from those of the 12th and 13th makes this
clear.
Forty of the plays of the Virgin are in one
MS in the Bibliothfeque Nationale. These plays,
'

'

'

'

;

however they vary in story and in source, all have
theme a miraculous event brought
about by the intervention of the Virgin— always a
mechanical and unexpected intervention. In other
respects in style, stage-management, songs the
as a central

—

—

plays are so similar as to make them seem, if not
the work of one author, at least the repertoire of
one company and this is the more likely as such
;

'

plays were performed by societies, called Puys,'
formed for the purpose.
In the 15th cent, for the first time the word
Mystfere appears as a dramatic term, and in this
century it meant a representation of either Biblical
The NT was more used
story or the lives of saints.
than the OT, for, as we have seen, the interest of
the Middle Ages in the OT was chiefly in the foreshadowing of the redemption of mankind. This
view accounts for the inequality and lack of dramatic feeling in the use of OT story. Furthermore,
the mediteval drama was not original it did not
build up a play from a situation as did Corneille or
Racine, but transcribed Scriptural narrative re'

'

;

gardless of dramatic effect.
Though the French Mystferes seldom approach
the completeness of the English cycles, they are
The
often cyclical in form and extremely long.
'

'

famous Passion of Arnoud Gretan is about
65,000 lines, a length attained not merely by prolixity but by following the career of each of
The French
the apostles after the Crucifixion.
Passion-plays, the most notable of the Myst<;res,'
centred, of course, around the Passion, which they
but
developed in a painfully realistic manner
they were extended at the pleasure of the author
by the addition of any scenes preceding or following the main event. The Mysteries based on the
legends of the saints, also popular in this period,
had often a local interest.
'

'

'

;

'

Many were composed for a certain province, oity, or brotherhood, in order to celebrate a patron saint, to commend a relic,
or to give sanction to a pilgrimage U'ctit dc JullevUlc, 1. 2S0).
'

MIBROR
6.

Germany. — The

early texts

are scarce

in

Germany, but from those that are extant it
appears that the liturgical play had much the same
history as in other countries, and that tlie transition from the Latin to the vernacular took place in
the same manner. As early as the 12th cent, the
'

Tegerusee Antichristus' (textin Froning, p. 206),
though written in Latin, has several secular characteristics
an ambitious plan, allegorical figures,
and particularly a political motive, for it is 'a
subtle vindication, on the one hand, of the Empire
on the other of the "rex
against the Papacy,
Teutonicorum " against the "rex Francoruni"'
(Chambers, ii. 64). In the 14th and 15th centuries
:

the religious drama flourished in Germany, its
most characteristic form being the Passion-play, of

which numerous texts survive. There were also
some cycles, such as those for Corpus Christi from
Swabia (loth cent.). The Passion, which came in
the 14th and 15th centuries to be the chief theme
of the religious drama in France and Germany,
had seldom been represented in the liturgical
drama. The nearest approach to a Passion-play
was found in the dialogued versions of the Planctus
Marias.' The earliest Passions seem to have been
in Italy (Siena, c. 1200
The
Padua, 1244).
earliest text is German from Benediktbeuem.
'

;

Like other mediajval dramatic forms, the Passionplay grew by additions and by amalgamation witli
other forms, either
of Christ or
prefiguratious
events following His Passion. By the 14th cent.
the form was well developed, but its main period in
Germany was from 1400 to 1515. Great Passions
were played at Frankfort, Alsfeld, Friedberg, and
other towns. Some, as at Eger and Donaueschingen, were cyclical in extent.
Traces of mediaeval dra7. Modern survivals.
matic custom can be found here and there in
to
the
Europe
present day. In general the survivals are no more than dumb show like the
popular
crdche, or representation of the infant Christ at
Christmas, which is, however, rather a reversion
to the ceremony from which the Christmas play
was derived than a survival of the play. Most
notable in this way are the representations of the
Passion-play that have been either kept alive in
out-of-the-way places or revived, most famous
among them being that of Oberammergau. The
first mention of it is in 1633, and the oldest text,
dating from about 1600, contains traces of two
earlier texts (K. Trautmann,
Oberammergau unci
sein Passionsspiel, Bamberg, 1800).
In 1662 the
text was altered by the weaving into it of the
version of Sebastian WUd, the Augsburg MeisterIn
singer, and parts of that of Johann Aelbel.
the middle of the 18th cent, it was further remodelled by the Benedictine Rosner after the
model of the Jesuit drama, and in 1780 Rosner's
bombastic version was simplilied by Knipfelberger.
Its present simple and dignihed form is the work
of two authors, P. O. Weiss and M.
Daisenberger.
The play is given every ten years, in pursuance of
the original vow on deliverance from pestilence.
Other versions of the Passion-play have been performed in recent times at Brixlegg and Vorderthiersee in the Tyrol and at Hiiritz in southern
Bohemia (A. HauSen, Ueber das Horitzer Passionsspiel, Prague, 1894).
Representations of this kind
occur to this day in southern Italy (T. Trede, Dns
in
geistUchc Schauspiel
Siiditalien, Berlin, 1885).
'

'

'

—
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MIRROR. —The invention

A. D. Compton.

of the mirror ' seems
to coincide \vith the beginnings of the higher civilization, following upon the institution of metalIt is clearly an instance of adaptation of
lurgy.
the polished reflecting surface of metals. The
Egyptian mirror apparently set the mode for all
subsequent developments of the instrument, at
least in the Western world.
I. Mirrors of the ancients.
These were almost
invariably hand-mirrors for ladies' toilette purposes.
The Egj'ptian were made of bronze (not brass, as
often stated), or similar mixed metal. From six
to eight inches in diameter,
they were elliptical in
shape, with the long axis at right angles to the
which
also
served
as
a stand. The polish
handle,
was extraordinarily line, and in some cases still

—

remains.^

Mirrors are not mentioned in Homer, but were
used in classical Greek times, and borrowed bj'
Rome. Few Greek mirrors are extant, but their
shape suggests derivation from Egypt, as does
that of the Roman mirror from Greece. Both

Greek and Roman artilicers preferred the absolutely circular form, with the handle as in the
Egyptian original. They were usually made of
bronze, with 20 to 30 per cent of tin some specimens are silver or silver-plated. The Romans
developed the box-mirror, consisting of two circular disks joined by a hinge.
At the back of Greek
and Roman mirrors embossed work was usual.'
The most numerous collections are from Etruria.
The Etruscans were sedulous imitators of Greek
art, and much of their work on mirror-backs is
interesting and intelligent, though lacking the
fineness of Greek technique.
Pliny notes the
manufacture of glass mirrors backed with tinfoil
at Sidon,* but the invention did not succeed, and
had to be repeated in the l^Iiddle Ages. The
Romans made large mirrors also, similar to the
modern cheval-glasses, but fixed in the walls of
rooms, and working up and down like a windowsash." The mirror-case was especially developed
1 The word is derived from
Lat. miratorium {mirari) (OED,
;

Similar formations are found in Skr. darparia, ' mirror ;
Gr. SpuTTa^iti, fipwTTTw, 'see'; Pers. di/i7i£iA, Baluchi dd^iik,
'mirror'; Av. di, 'see'; O.K. Genn. spiagal. Germ. Spiegel,
'mirror'; Lat. speculum; O. Ch. Slav, zrucalo, 'mirror,'
'
pozrucati, see.' The mirror ifi also connected with the shadow
O.K. Germ. scUkar, mirror,' *«/, 'shadow' ; O. Ir. scathdn,
"
'mirror,' tcdth, 'shadow'; O. Ir. scaterc, mirror,' for scdthrfprc, 'shadow-seeing' (0. O. Uhlenbeck, Kxirzgefasstes etymol,
Wort-erb. der altind. Sprache, Amsterdam, 1899, p. 122'Geiger, ABAW, 1 CI. xix. i. [1890] 113; O. Schrader, Reallex.
der iiutogerm. AUertmnskunde, Strassburg, 1901, p. 784). Here
also belong Heb. 'IX'lp, 'mirror,' HN"!, 'see.'
2 J. G.
Wilkinson, Manners and Customs of the Ancient
'

S.V.).

—

'

"

W

Egyptians-, London, 1878, ii. 360.
S W.
Wroth, in Smith's Diet, of Gr.
S.V.
*
5

'

Speculum

BN xxxvi.

'

and Rom. A7itiquiti*s^,
(Karoirrpov [class.], itroirrpov, evoTTTOoi').

26 (193) ; one wai found at Sau
J. H. Freese, In ££»n, t.v.

Ramo.

MIRROR

696

Metal mirrors were known in northern
artists.
India by the Christian era,' and thej- were used to
some extent by the Central American peoples,"
while the Hebrews were familiar with them at
an early period for women's use.' In Greek art
Aplirotlite is sometimes represented as holding a
mirror and in the Indian marriage ritual a mirror
is placed in the left hand of the bride to enable her
to dress her hair.'' A minor and a comb are not
infrequently found on Scottish sepulchral monuments of the early mediaeval period, but their

by

and consciousness. The philosophy of
Hinduism was fond of mirror-analogies when dis-

soul, self,

cussing tills connexion.
The person
that is seen
'

in the eye, that is the Self.
lirahinan.' ^ 'The person that is in the mirror, on
meditate.* * 1 meditate on him as the likeness. Whoao
meditates on him thus, to him a son is bom in his family who
.

This

him

precise signification is still uncertain.'
The mirror-case continued
2. Mediseval mirrors.
to be popular among the rich, but the mirror itself
became smaller, and was usually carried on the

—

person.
'

Probably the largest mirror
not exceed the size of a plate.**

The

was

circular shape

known

in

the Middle Ages did

retained.

•The refleclinjr Burtaoe was usually of polished steel or other
raetal, and eteel mirrors were still in use in the sixteenth century.'
There is a reference to a round " looking-jjlass " of Catherine
of Aragon, which was probably a polished metal surface with a
sheet of glass over it. An arrangement of this sort had been
employed since the thirteenth century, and in the inventories
of the Dukes of Burgundy, dating from the fifteenth century,
'

we hear

of the Verre d mirer, evidently a looking-glass. '?

This method

is

a noteworthy, but

futile,

attempt

at a combination of metal and glass.
*

Considering the great quantity of glass manufactured for
windows from the thirteenth century onward, it would have

been curious if the idea of employing a substance admitting of
so high a polish had not suggested itself to the mirror-makers
of the day.
But until a really satisfactory metallic backing
was discovered, the advantage of a looking-glass over a steel
mirror would be slight, and this fact may account for the
persistence of the latter for domestic use down to so late a

The amalgam of mercury and tin which gives the
modern looking-glass its efficiency was not known before the
sixteenth century.' s
final improvement was effected in the middle
period.

A

by the French invention of plateBacking for glass was known in the 13th
and in the 14th there was a gild of glassmirror-makers in Niiremberg, but it was first in
Venice that mirror-making acquired commercial
of the 19th cent,
glass.
cent.,

importance."
The mirror naturally has lent itself to the production of curiosities, mostly the result of experimentation. The effects of concave and convex
surfaces seem to have been known at an early time
in both the East and the West.
The magic mirror'
of China and Japan reflects on a screen an image
of its back.'"
In mediaeval Europe small spherical
glass mirrors were known as Ochsenaugen. The
use of reflectors to produce light and heat was
early discovered, as by the Greeks and Central
Americans." Mirror-writing is often practised by
ambidextrous persons, its by Leonardo, and it also
occurs pathologically in forms of aphasia.
3. Superstitions connected with the mirror.— The
property of reflecting images naturally inspires
wonder, and thus tends to produce superstitious
beliefs and practices.
Most of these are connected
with the common idea that the reflexion of a
person is his soul.
A savage who had been made to look
into a mirror exclaimed,
•*
"
I gaze into the world of
One of Darwin's children,
spirits
'

'

I

at nine

name

months

old,

called.' 12

turned to the looking-glass on hearing his

1

Milindapafiha, iv. i. eo(SBE xxxy. [1890J 189).
0B3, pt. i.. The Magic AH, London, 1911, ii. 243.
Jacobs, in yif, ». II.'; Ex 888, Is 3^, Job 37'8, 1 Co 13". ^y
glass refers to the metal mirror.
< A.
Hillebrandt, liituallUUratur ( = GIAP iii. 2), Strass.
2

3.1.

'

burg, 1897, p. 66.

* J.
Anderson, Scotland in Early Chr. Times, 2nd
burgh, 1881, pp. 61, 62, 68, 178, 181 f.
8

Guidt

to the Medicei3al

ser.,

Edin-

British lHuseuni, 1907, p. 213.
' lb.
9 lb.
p. 213 f.
9
10 /t.
£Brll, ».!!.
'^ Archimedes was said
to have set fire to enemy ships by
means of gigantic mirrors or burning glasses.
12 H.
ilofjding, Outiiwe ot I'sychulaijtj, Eng Ir., London, 1891,
p. 7.

Room,

.

.

.

one who

is

not his likeness."

'^

In the simpler thought of uncultured peoples,
however, the reflexion is a spiritually real soul.
The Andamanese 'do not regard their shadows, but their rsfltctitms (in any mirror) as their souls,' ^ and in one account of
the Fijians a man's likeness * in water or a looking-glass' was
Savages of New Guinea when first
regarcled as his soul.*
looking into a mirror thought their reflexions were their souls,*
while the New Caledonians believed that their reflexions in
mirrors or water were their souls,'' and the Macusis of Guiana
held the same belief about the reflexion in the eye of another.'
Many terms for the soul point to the same notion. The Melan-

esian atai ('soul') uieans reflexion,* 8 and the
belongs to many terms among the Indonesians.^
*

same meaning

Hence the frequent notion that there is something uncanny about a mirror, a belief which
culminates in the idea that the reflecting surface
has abstracted and retains the soul.
There is a pool "d a Saddle Island river (Melanesia) into which
any one who looks dies the malignant spirit takes hold of his
life by means of his reflexion in the water. i*>
The Zulus have a
similar terror of looking into any dark pool a beast therein
will take away their reflexions.il The Aztecs supposed that to
see one's reflexion in water wherein a knife had been placed
meant a stab to the soul, 12 and the Galelarese forbid their
children to look in mirrors, which will take away their beauty.i3
Manu said (in rules for a sndtaka)
Let him not look at his
own image in water.' 1* The old Greeks had the same maxim to
dream of seeing one's self reflected foreboded death, and Frazer
explains the story of Narcissus on these lines.i5 The Rabbis
laid it down that one must not look into a mirror on the
Sabbath, unless it were fixed on a wall. Later they forbade
;

;

'

:

;

men generally to use mirrors, as being effeminate, reser\'ing,
however, the privilege to their own relatives, as being 'close to
the government.' 16 The Rabbinical. idea was doubtless merely
puritanicaL

With these notions is connected the custom of
covering mirrors or turning them to the wall after
a death.
*

It is feared that the soul, projected out of the person in the
shape of his reflection in the mirror, may be carried off by the
ghost of the departed, which is commonly supposed to linger
about the house till the burial.' 17

This practice is widely spread over Europe, and
occurs in Islam. i* Similarly, sick persons should
avoid looking into a mirror, and it is advisable for
a bride to refrain from using a mirror in modern
Greece." Since the mirror holds the soul, it is
said to be extremely unlucky to break a looking'^

glass.
'
*

is

I

a
8

A

mirror,* say the sectarian Russian Raskolniks generally,

an accursed

thing.'

21

Chhdndogya Upanifod, vm. vii. 8 (SBE i. [1900] 135).
KttUfitaki Upanifad iv. 11 (SBBi. 304).
E. U. Man, On the .aboriginal Inhabitants of the Andaman
*

Islands,'

JAl

xli.

11882] 162.

* T.

Williams and J. Calvert, Fiji and the Fijians, London,
1868, L 241.
» J. Chalmers,
Pioneering in New Guinea, London, 1887, p.
170.
6 GB3,

pt.

ii.,

Taboo and the Perils 0/ the Soul, London, 1911,

p. 92.
'

E. F.

im Thum,

in

JAI

[1882] 363.

xi.

8R. H. Codrington, The Melanesians, Oxford,

1891, p. 260 1.
A. 0. Kruijt, Bet Aniinisrne in den Indischen Archipel,
The Hague, 1906, p. 13. See generally GB3, pt. ii., Taboo,
A. E. Crawley, The Idea 0/ the Soul, London, 1909,
p. 92 ff.
p. 196 ff.
10
Codrington, in JAI x. [1881] 313.
II H.
Callawav, Nursery Tales, etc., 0/ the Zulus, Natal and
London, 1888, p. 342 f.
12 OB^,
pt. ii., Taboo, p. 93, quoting B. de Sahagun.
13 lb.,
quoting M. J. van Uaarda. For further instances of.
J. von Negelein, AliW v. |1»0-') '^4-26.
14 iv. 38
{SBE XXV. 11880] 136).
IB Loc. c%t.
n Jacobs, in JE, s.v., quoting Shah. 149a.
1' OBS,
ct. PR- i. 233.
pt. ii.. Taboo, p. 94 f.
18 Jacobs, loc. cit.
Gm, pt. ii., Taboo, p. 96.
15 J. 0. Lawson, Stodern Greek Folklore and Ancient Orsek
Religion, Cambridge, 1910, p. 10.
20 F. T. Elworthy, Evil
Eye, London, 1895, p. 83, and esp.
von Negelein, p. 'J;M.
21
GB\ pt. Ii., Taboo, p. 96.
;

These two cases illustrate the connexion between

*

.

bis likeness, not

is

;

.

is

I

;

;

I

I

k

MISHMIS
On

the other hand, a mirror, as when set in a
be used to repel demons.'
Divination by means of a reflecting surface is an
ancient and world-wide practice, its principle being
that figures representing the souls of persons at
the moment or in future actions may be seen. A
pool of ink is a common substitute for the mirror

may

ring,

(cf. art. Ckystal-gazixo), and a combination of
mirror and pool of water was used at Demeter's
sanctuary at Patrse, where was a sacred spring,
but its use was permitted only in cases of

sickness.
'They tie a mirror to a

.

.

It is also used, especially in German and Slavic
lands, to discover one's future husband or wife.'
Divination by mirrors is a variety of a widespread method of 'seeing,' the most frequent

instrument being the crystal ball.* A magic mirror
possessed of the power of speech is not uncommon
in folk-tales
and in Shintoism actual worship is
rendered to mirrors which, originally presented to
deities, have come to stand for the divine beings
'*

;

themselves.^

The supernatural

associations of mirrors are
chiefly the foregoing, but one or two of a miscellaneous order may be noted, as illustrating the
general subject.
Pausanias describes a temple near Megalopolis, within which
was a mirror fixed on the wall. 'Any one who looks into this
mirror will see himself either very dimly or not at all, bub the
images of tlie gods and the throne are clearly visible.''' The
Greeks kindled sacred fires by means of the mirror or crystal,
and the same was the case in China and Siam, while in the Inca
kingdom the new fire was kindled at the summer solstice by
means of a concave mirror turned to the 8Un.8

—

The

mirror in metaphor. The optical properties of the mirror are so important and impressive
that all civilized thought is permeated by ideas
derived thence. One or two only can be cited.
The Hebrew paroemiographer says
As in water
face answereth to face, so the heart of man to
man,'* while the Buddhist sulfas speak of 'a way
of truth, called the Mirror of Truth.''"
Mirror
4.

'

:

was a favourite component

of titles of books in
its meaning of 'true
and
its
of
description,
meaning
pattern, exemplar,
model is similar. Shakespeare writes the mirror
of all Christian kings.'
'To hold as 'twere the
mirror up to Nature' uses the simplest connotation of the term.
An interesting metaphor is

Elizabethan literature, in
'

'

'

'

used of psychic processes
the mirror of the
mind occurs both in Chaucer and in Shakespeare.
'

;

'

Among new

sources of metaphor are the two remarkable biological and chemico-physical analogies
to the optical fact of mirror-image (in which right
becomes left and vice versa).
All vertebrate
animals, many invertebrate, and the leaf and

other systems of plants ara bilateral, one side
being the mirror-image of the other, while the
formation of right-handed and left-handed crystals
is connected with the division of acids into right
and left according to the ett'ect produced in relation
to polarized light.

—

LrrERATURE. With the exception of the well-known archaeological works on antique mirrors and popular folklore collections, the relevant literature ia included in the article.

MISHMIS. — The
habit the Mishmi
1

2

Pi(2 ii. 36 f.
Paus. vn. xxi. 12

3

Von Negelein,

**

Eng.

•

'
'

crystal
5
6

CF.

W.

mirror

(OED,

7
8
10

hills,

(tr. J.

Paus.

VIII.

who

tribe

in-

a section of the mountain

G. Frazer, London, 1898).
'

a magic glaas

*

or

s.v.).

Buddhism
xxxvii.

'

1905, pp. 218, 72, 134
of Tibet, do. 1896, pp. 893, »45.

London,

1.

;

of.

7.

pt. i.. The Manic Art, ii. 243 ff.
Malidjiarinibbdna-sutta ii. 8 (,SBE xi. [IQOOJ

OB^,

8

26).

Pr

2719.

'

;

To

their east are the Slithun, or Bebijiya,
who speak practically the same lanEast of the Bebijiyas are the Taying or

'outcasts,'

guage.

Digaru Mishmis, beyond the Digaru river. The
Mijus are still further east, towards the Lama
valley of Dzayul, a sub-prefecture of Lhasa. Most
of these live beyond the British frontier.
The
numbers counted at the last three Censuses in
Assam were 217, 98, and 271 (Ce7isii.<: Eep. Assam,
1891,

i.

203

;

1901,

i.

139

1911,

;

i.

134).

Ethnology.— The Mishmis have been identified
by some authorities with the Miaotzu or Hmeng,
the aborigines of Yunnan, whose name has been
1.

interpreted to mean 'children of the soil,' 'roots,'
or as a contemptuous reference to their
'simple
dirt' (J. G. Scott and J. P. Hardiman, Gaz.

Upper Burma,
597

pt.

i.

vol.

i.

[Rangoon, 1900]

p.

ff.).

'So far as the means at our disposal permit us to draw
conclusions, it seems most probable that these four tribes
belong neither to the Tibeto-Himalayan nor to the Assam-

Burmese branch of the Tibeto-Burman languages. They seem
when the parting of the ways
between the two branches took place, accompanied neither,
but made their own way at different periods into the hills overlooking the Assam valley from the north (G. A. Grierson,
to he descendants of clans which,

'

Ceiisut Rep. India, 1901,

i.

263).

Relations with the British Government.—
first came in contact w ith the Mishmis
in 1825, when Lieut. Burlton
reported that the
Mishmah were inhabited by tribes who were
very averse to receive strangers.' Other officers
visited them between that time and 1851, when
M. Krick, a French missionary, was murdered
by them. Then followed a succession of outrages.
In 1885 one of their headmen was taken to visit
the Calcutta Exhibition.
Soon after his return
he died, and the tribe, holding the British Government responsible for his loss, decided that the
head of a British subject should be buried with
him, in order to propitiate his spirit.
So they
slew a British subject and carried ofi' his head.
An expedition in 1S99-1900 reduced them to submission, and since that time they have given little
trouble.
But they are keen tappers of rubber,
and it has been found expedient to prevent them
from crossing the Brahmaputra into British territory for that purpose (B. C. Allen, Gaz. Lakhimpur,
1905, p. 55 ff.).
3. Religious beliefs.— The best account of their
religious beliefs is that by E. T. Dalton, De.Kriplive Ethnology of Bengal, Calcutta, 1872,
p. 16 f.
2.

The

British
'

'

'

:

'

of

The religion of the Mishmis is confined to the propitiation
demons whenever illness or misfortune visits them. On

these occaaions the sprig of a plant is placed at the door to
intimate to strangers that the house is for the time under
tatm.
They appear to have no notion of a supreme or
benevolent deity.
They worship Mujidagrah as a god of
destruction, Damipaon as god of the chase and knowledge,
and Tabla as a god of wealth and disease, and a great many
others without name.
It appears both from Lieutenant
Rowlatt and the Abbi Krick's notes that the Mishmis have
but
are
few
in number and have to be
priests,
they
brought
from a distance when required. M. Krick describes one that
he saw at a funeral ceremony.
For several days previous
to the arrival of a priest, an attendant was employed in
singing a devotional chant to the accompaniment of a small
bell.
There was also a prehminary sacrifice of a red cock
and hen, the blood of which was received in a vessel containing some other fluid, and the mixture carefully examined,
as it is supposed to indicate if the result will be fortunate
or otherwise.
At last the priest arrived, dressed like an
ordinary chief, but he wore a rosary of shells, and, attached
.

has the meanings of

p. 34 f.
G, Aston, Shinto,

L. A. Waddell,

A. E. Crawley.

Mishmis are a

p. 28.
'

ranges on the northern frontier of Assam, which
shut in the eastern end of the Brahmaputra valley,
between that river and the Dihang, a region
practically unexplored, consisting of steep ridges,
covered as a rule with tree forest, and including
some peaks 15,000 ft. in height {IGI xvii. [1908]
377 f.). They are divided into four tribes, speaking three distinct but probably connected lanThe most western tribe is known as
guages.
Midu, Midhi, Nedu, or Chulikata, hair-cropped
they inhabit the Dihang valley with the adjoining
hills.

fine cord, and let it down so far that
not plunge into the spring, but merely graze the surface
of the water with its rim
.^they look into the mirror, and
it shows them the sick person either living or dead."it shall
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to the Trout of his headdress, two appendages like horoa.
For two days, at ii)t«rvals, the priest and tiis son employed
themselves in singing chants, marlcin^ the time by waving
a fan and ringing a bell ; on the third day he put on his
chief's Tibetan robe, and assumed what may be re^'arded as
his pontiflcal dress a tiirht-fltting coat of colored cotton,
a small apron, a deer skin as a mantle ; from his right shoulder
descended a frin^je of long goats' hair dyed bright red, and

—

over his left shoulder he wore a broad 'belt embossed with
four rows of tigers' teeth, and having attached to it fourteen
small bells. On his head lie placed a bandeau ornamented
with shells, and round the knot of hair at the top of his
head a movable plume which turned like a weathercock.
This was followed ny a wild demoniacal dance but whether
aptuseiU by the priest, or one in which the people generally
joined, we are not informed. The object was, however, to
make as much noise as possible to frighten the devils. After
this, lights were all exunguished, till a man suspended from
the roof obtained a fresh light from a tiint. He was to be
careful not to touch the ground as he produced it, as the
light thus obtained was supposed to be fresh from heaven
fof. GB-i. pt. i., Tht Magic Arl, London, 1911, ii. 234ff.
pt.
Balder the BeautiJiU, do. 1913, i. 2ff.). When the burial
yii.,
is of a pereon of note, animals are slain, and the skulls
arranged
round the tomb (ct. ERE\. 499
ii. -IZb
L. A. Waddell,
Buddhism o/ Tihet, London, IB9!}, p. 4S4 n. 1), and under the
shed built o\er the grave, raw and eooked flesh with grain and
are placed (the share of the dead), and all the arms,
spirits
clothes, and iniplentents he was in the habit of using when
The poor, it is said, bury the dead without much cereliving.
mony, or throw the bodies into the river.'
;

;

;

PR

;

—

TU

—

About 1872 the writer gives no clear dates
T. T. Cooper {The Mishynee Hills, London, 1873)
visited tlie tribe, and gives some account of their
appearance, dress, manners, and customs (p. 180 B'.),
An earthquake occurred, and they told the chief, Chowsam,
that the devil residing in a neighbouring mountam had been
and rent the side of the mountain (p. 193).
angry,
'
The Mislunees being polytlieists, though of the lowest order,
it was not difficult to make Peso (another chief] understand the
existence of one Great Spirit above ail' (p. 197).
'The Mishmees.* he said, are very unfortunate. We are everywhere surrounded by demons ; they live in the rivers, mountains, and
trees ; they walk about in the dark and live in the winds ; we
are constantly suffering from them. ... In answer to a question as to which demon he thought the strongest, after some
hesitation he said that the demon of fire was the strongest
and most dangerous, as he dried up the water and burnt tlie
mountains ; he was also good-natured, as he warmed them
and cooked their food (p. 198).
•
As to religion, their notions are very vague. Polytheism,
encumbered with all the rites and ceremonies of fetishism,
is their true creed.
The yearly sacrifice and feast in honour
of their deceased parents shows that they have some idea
of a future state, but 1 could not find out their
particular
ideas, as death is a disagreeable subject of conversation among
them, and Chowsam always declined to interpret questions re'
The two most important ceremonies of
lating to it' (p. 238).
the Mishmees are undoubtedly those attending deaths and
marriages. In the case of sickness a soothsayer is called in,
and he generally prescribes the sacrifice of fowls or pigs, according to the state of the patient. These sacrifices he orders as a
propitiation of the demon who is supposed to be instrumental in causing sickness.
When death ensues, particularly in
the case of a chief, mhittons Imithan, also called gayiil, bos
/rmlalit(W. T. Blanford, Fauna of Brilifh India, Mammalia
London, 1S9<)-91, p. 487 ff.)), pigs and fonls are killed without
stint, and all the old men and women feast to their heart's content, hospitality being considered a great virtue, "rhey eat in
honour of the departed, talkiug the while of his great arid good
qualities. The body is burnt after two days, and the ashes are
collected and placed in a miniature house, erected close to the
family residence. This unique tomb is then surrounded by some
of the skulls collected by the chief during his lifetime, whicli
serve as a monument of his past
hospitality, while the rest of
liis treasures are divided amongst his sons, the son.and-heir
the
lion's
share.
When
there
are no sons the skulls go
taking
to the nearest male relations. The eldest son takes the title of
gam, or chief, and holds a yearly feast in honour of his deceased
father, which is considered one of the most sacred observances
'

'

'

'

among them'

When

(p. 237).

Cooper suffered from an abscess

in his

ankle, a soothsayer or exorcist was called in.
He
was dressed like the other MLshmis, but allowed
his hair to fall in long, unkempt masses over his
shoulders.
After inspecting the patient's foot, lie
stripped himself naked except for a small loinand
clotn,
produced a handful of rushes from his

These he began to plait and uuplait,
accompanying the operation with a buzzing noise,
as though he were
counting. Occasionally he
would place his hand on the painful spot, and then
shake the rushes over it, keeping his eyes shut the
whole time. After nearly an hour he announced
waistbelt.

(Inner)

that two fowls must be killed, which would ensure
He declined to answer what devil had
recovery.
been at work, and what efi'ect the rushes had on

him

(p. 252).
LiTBKiTURE. The chief authorities are quoted In the

—

MISHNA.—See
MISSALS.—See
MISSION

article.

W. Crookb.

Talmud.
Ritual.

—

Die innerc Mission is the
(Inner).
in Gcrin.any to describe tlie sum-total
of those effort* which are made by I lie Frot«.--tant
Churches to ameliorate the conditions of the
suffering of the poor and to bring the institutions
and usages of society into harmony with the will
of God.
It is to be distingmshed from Die nussere
Mission ('foreign missions') in that it confines its
activities to Germany and Germans resident or
sojourning in foreign lands. It is an endeavour to

name used

overcome the heathenism found within the borders
of a country professedly Christian.
It is to lie
distinguished from mere humanitarian effort in
that it definitely makes temporal and material aid
a means to spu'itual redemption, and from the
official activity of the pastors and paid otlicers of
the Church in that it works through the voluntary
agency of individual Christians or groups of Christians, the pastor's office being to arouse the spirit
of willingness and marshal its powers for the purpose of redeeming love. It aims at realizing in
sacrificial service
the nniversal priesthood of
believers.
The movement originated after the close of the
Napoleonic Wars when orphan homes were established for children whose parents had lost their
lives in the war (.Johannes Falk, Graf Adalbert
von der Kicke, C. Heinrich Zeller).
number of
societies and institutions arose organized on a large
scale for the care of the poor, the nursing of the
This
sick, and the saving of destitute children.
grew out of the pietistic movement (see Pietism),
and was largely inspired by the efl'orts of Great
Britain in the foreign missionary field, the foumlation of the Bible Society, the work of Mrs. Eliza-

A

beth Fry, and the City Missions. Conspicuous
the leaders were Joliann Hinrich Wichern
(1808-81), who in 1833 founded at Hamburg the
Bauhe Ilati.i (a reformatory institution built upon
the household system with a training home for
layworkers), and Theodor Fliedner (1800-64), who in
1826 founded at Kaiserwerth the first society for
prison-visiting in Germany, in 1833 the first refuge
tor discharged female prisoners, and in 1836 the
famous Diakonisseninstitul for the training of
nurses and infant teachers.
The name Innere Mission was first employed in
a narrower sense by Friedrich LUcke, of Gottingen,
in Die zwcifm-hc, innere nnd aiisscrc Mission der

among

'

'

evangelischen A'/ro^e (Hamburg, 1843), to mean work
among the lapsed members of the different Christian communities and the fortifying of a weak
church with the help of a strong, while Wicheni
broadened out the meaninj: of the term to inchide
all practical Christian work in the homeland and
among Germans in foreign lands (Diaspora).
It was Wichern who first organized the move-

ment on a comprehensive

scale

in

1848.

The

revolution of that year roused the Church from its
apathy, and opened its eyes to the glaring evils of
heathendom which had grown up in the mid.st of
the nation.
Church Diet was summoned at
Wittenberg, where 500 representatives of I'lotestant German Churches assembled. Standing on
Luther's grave, Wichern delivered a memorable
address, picturing the widespread power of the
paganism which had arisen in their midst and the
fruits which it had produced, and calling upon the

A

MISSION
Chmches

to join

He

hands in remedying these

evils.

sketched on large and statesmanlike lines the
programme of the remedial activities needed, and
proposed the formation of a central committee
{Centfalausschuss), consisting of ministers and laymen, to make a survey of the fields of work, place
the various societies already at work in touch with
one another so as to save overlapping, point out
the need of new effort and help such effort to
succeed, guide the movement as a whole, and,
above all, make it clear that all the several ministries, of whatever kind, were animated by the
one divine spirit of redeeming love in Christ. Thus
was established a free confederation of alt the
activities of the Protestant Churches, so far as
these were extra-ofiicial. The object of the Innere
Mission, as defined in the first report of the Centralausschuss, is that the Christian Church with all
'

and through all its agencies, may fill
and quicken the whole life of the people in all ranks
of society, inspire all social arrangements and
institutions with the might of a love energizing
heart and life and tlirough all its living members
labour to save the neglected and the poor.' The
Innere Mission was to be the practising doctor
its resources,

—

'

Its programme
in the great hospital of the people.
and policy are set forth in fuU in Die innere
Mission der deutschen evanqclischen Kirche, eine
Denksckrift an die deutsche Nation, written by

Wichern at the instance of the Central Committee
and published in April 1849. This book sets out the
scope of the work and the relations of that work
to the activities of the State on the one hand, and
For twenty years
of the Church on the other.
Wichern remained practically the directing spirit.
Pamphlets (Fliegende Blatter) were published annually at the Rauhe Haus giving reports of the
various agencies carried on.

The most comprehensive survey of the work is
given in two Jubilee publications of the Centralausschuss in 1899 (Statistik, Fiinfzig Jahre). These
contain reports by different authoritative writers
on the work done in each of the following departments
(1>

:

The care

of

children, crfeches, infant schools, care of

Sunday schools and children's
and orphanages, country holidays

cripples,

refuges

services,
for city

children.
(2)

The care

of

adolescents, associations

and homes

for

apprentices and

journeymen, schools of domestic
economy, Rescue homes, Jugendbund /ilr entschiedenes
Christentum (analogous to Christian Endeavour
Societies).
(3)

(4)

(6)
(6)

(7)

(8)
(9)

The care

of tramps and the homeless, colonies for unemplo}'ed, homes for girls, railway-station missions,
Girls'
Friendly Societies and Lodges, missions to
soldiers and sailors, river and canal 'uoat population,
railwaymen, navvies, brickyard-worliers, waiters.
The quickening of the Christian spirit, city missions,
men's brotherhoods, support of weaker Churches,
Christian art associations, lectures.
Work among emigrants and Germans in foreign lands
{Diaspora), pastorates at holiday resorts.
Care of the poor, sick, and Infirm, district nursing
associations. Red-cross work in war, homes. for imbeciles,
epileptics. Inebriates, blind, deaf and dumb.
Combating of social evils, Sunday observance, housing
reform, prison missions, temperance work, savings
banks, anti-gambUng work, friendly societies, building
societies. Christian education.
Christian literature, dissemination of Bibles, tracts,
and sermons, periodicals, libraries, colportage.
Organization of Inner Mission according to province
and district, conferences.

(10) Training of workers for prisons, asylums, unemployed
colonies, nursing, etc., courses of Instruction for
social workers.

As the result of the Innere Mission the whole
of Germany has been covered with a network of
philanthropic agencies, imbued with the Christian
the social conscience has been quickened and
spirit
enlightened, and the eflbits of the Churches have
been co-ordinated and wisely directed. The State
has co-o]jerated.
In 1852 the brothers of the
liauhe Haus were allowed to act as warders in
;
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Prussian prisons, and Wichern was commis-sioned
to visit the prisons, investigate their conditions,
and suggest reforms. Later, Wichern was appointed
Councillor of the Ministry of the Interior and made
a member of the Evangelischer Oberkirchenrat.
The work of the Innere Mission paved the way for
the social legislation which followed the FrancoGerman War. The most notable results of the
Innere Mission are the mobilization of women for
Christian work, especially in sick-nursing, the
Elberfeld system of poor-relief and its extension to
other German towns, and the work of Pastor F. v.

Bodelschwingh

(b. 1831),

who founded

at Bielefeld

a colony for epileptics and unemployed, and organized, with the help of the Government, the national

scheme of relief-stations for tramps.
In the Church the Innere Mission has given the
laity, and especially women, their sphere of .service
;

led to the official institution of the diaconate
in the Evangelical Church in 1856, and gives
material expression to the universal priesthood of
It has filled a place in the educational
believers.
system by caring for orphans and infants, and
counteracting the movement for the secularization
of schools.
The movement has affected other countries,
especially Switzerland (J. A. Host), Denmark
(Wilhelm Beck), Norway (P. Harem), and Holland
Florence Nightingale received
(O. G. Heldring).
her first training at Kaiserwerth. The work of
it

Thomas Guthrie (Ragged
father

Schools), William Penne(Miklmay Conference), and John Brown

Paton (Lingfield Homes for epileptics, training
colony for unemployed at Wallingford, National
Home Reading Union, Social Institutes, Boys' Life
Brigade, Girls' Life Brigade, Civic Leagues of
Help) was consciously influenced by the Innere
In 1873 J. B. Paton and Francis Morse
Mission.
summoned a conference at Nottingham to con'

sider the practical relations of Christianity to the
social wants and evils of our time,' at which Paton
expounded the Innere Mission of Germany, and a
union of all existing Christian charities and societies
working for social ends was formed at Nottingham.
W. T. Stead took up the same idea in his agitation
The nearest approach in
for a Civic Church.
England has been the organization of Civic Leagues
(or Gilds) of Help (beginning 1906), which represent
an attempt to adapt the Elberfeld system to the
conditions of English city life and bring all the
social activities of the civic community into touch
with each other.
LiTERATDRE. J. H. Wichem, 7)te innere Mission der deut-

—

schen Kirche, Hamburg, 1849, Kongressvortrdge, do. 1891 (see
esp. 12 theses at Second Stuttgart Congress, 1850), Primipielles
T.
zitr inneren Mission {Collected Works, vol. lil.), do. 1902
Fliedner, Eurze Geschichte der Entstehung der ersten evang.
Liebesanstalten zu Kaisertcerth, Kaiserwerth, 1850, Nachrichten
liber das Diakmiissenwerk in der christlichen Welt alter und
neuerZeit und iiber die Diakonissenanstalt zu Kaisencerth^, do.
1867 ; T. Schafer, Die weibliche Diakonie in ihrem ganzen
Umfange dargestellt, Hamburg, 1879-80, Lcil/aden der inneren
ifissitm, do. 1903; Monatsschnft fiir die innere Mission, GiitersI. Nitzsch, Praktische Thevlogie,
loh, 1876 fl. (ed. T. Schafer)
Boim, 1867-68, vol. lil. F. Oldenberg, J. U. Wichern : sein
Leben und Wirken, 2 vols., Hamburg, 1SS4-S7 G. Uhlbom,
P.
Die christliche hiehestdtigkeit, Stuttg-art, 1SS2-90, vol. iii.
Wurster, Die Lehre von der inneren Mission, Berlin, 1895
P. Wurster and M. Heimig, Was jedennan heute von der
inneren Slission wissen muss, Stuttgart and Berlin, 1902 W.
Martins, Die innere Mission, ihre Bedeutitng und ihr Wesen,
ihr Verhaltnis zu Eirelie und ,Staat {ein Wort zur Orientining
vndzur Maknung), Guterslob, 18S2 J. B. Paton, The Inner
Mission of Gennany and its Lessons /or tts, London, 1S88 W.
Fleming Stevenson, Praying and Working, do. 1S87 J. S.
Florence Nightingale,
HowsOQ, Deaconesses, do. 1802
Account of the Institution for Deaconesses, do. 1851 R. Volf,
Indre Mission, dens Eistorie og Grundtanker i kort Udtog,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Copenhagen, 1S70.
Adverse critics have not been wanting F. v. Holtzendorff,
Die Brilderschaft des rauhen Hause^, ein protestantischer Orden
im Staatsdieiist, Berlin, 1861 F. A. W. Dlesterweg, Die
innere Mxssion in ihrer Gefahrlichheit, Berlin, 1852 G. Rasch,
:

;

;

Ein

protestantisches Manilikloster in Moabit, 1870.

J. L.

Paton.
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(Buddhist)

MISSIONS.
Buddhist (M. Anesaki),
Christian

—

—

Christian
Protestant (H. U. WkitbreCHT),

p. 700.

Early and Medisval (C. R. Bbazley),

Roman

Catholic (M. SPITZ),

Zoroastrian

p. 713.

MISSIONS

(Bvidaiiist).— I. In China.— Budmissionary enterprises outside of India were
started by Kinj,' AAoka in the latter half of the
3rd cent. B.C. On the other hand, a later Chinese
record informs us that in 217 B.C. (in the reign
of Shili-HuiinKti of the Tsin dynasty) eighteen
Buddhist monks were brought to the capital of the
empire. The authenticity of the information may
be questioned, but, when we take into account the
facts that Chinese Buddhists used to asicribe the
7th cent. B.C. to Anoka's reign, and that, in spite
of that, the date of the story almost agrees with
the historical date of A^oka, the tradition seems
not to be a mere forgery. About one hundred years
after that event, as stated in an official record,
another contact of Buddhism with the Chinese
took place. An expedition sent to the Western
regions by the Emperor Wu, the most ambitious
sovereign of the former Han dynasty, in 121 B.C.
and in
brought a golden statue and prisoners
2 B.C. the Yuechi ambassadors are said to have
brought some Buddhist scriptures. These stories
point to the spread of the Buddhist missions in
Central Asia in the centuries immediately after
Asoka's missionary enterprises.
Historical records agree in assigning to A.D. 67
tlhist

;

the first official introduction of Buddhism into
The Emperor Ming, stimulated by a
China.
dream, sent an expedition In search of the golden
man of whom he had dreamt (A.D. 64), and, when
the expedition returned in 67, it brought not only
Buddhist statues and scriptures, but also two
monks, both Indians, Kasyapa Mataiiga and
Dharmarak§a by name. The hrst Chinese Buddhist book, containing the forty-two sayings of
Buddha, was written by Kasyapa, and translations
of several texts are said to have followed it.
The
Pai-ma, or White Horse Temple, was built in
Loyang, the capital, and soon after the emperor's
brother built another temple. Conversions en
inasse are said to have taken place in 71, many
nobles and Taoist priests being among the converts.
The new religion was received with open arms and
the way must have long been prepared
heart
;

for

it.

There is a gap of about eighty years between the
mention of the first missionaries and the advent of
two other monks, one of whom was Shih-k5o of
Parthia, who came to China in 148 and worked till
He is said to have been of royal blood and to
170.
have left his country because of the fall or decline
This is one of the eviof his own royal family.
dences that ISnddhism had a strong foothold in
Parthia and Central Asia. It is quite conceivable
that Chinese Buddhism had its source close to
China's western borders at that time. Shih-kao's
works are mostly texts from Agamas,'^ the counterparts of the Pali Nikdyas, and some of them treat
of hygienic matters, connected with the practice
of counting the respirations, or dnapana. Perhaps
we may see here the first of the medical works of
the missionaries.
For a century after the great Parthian translator
we have only scanty records of missionaries, yet
we have reason to suppose that missions were
going -on slowly. The Buddhist propaganda in
'Of.

n.

Nanjio,

Catalnguc, n. 382;

Buddhist Aganiu lo Chinese,'
17I.,SS-S4.

Aiiosuki,

m TAHJ

xnxv. S

'The

Four

llilUSJ,

t>p.

p. 727.
(T. W. Arnold), p. 745.
(L. H. Gray), p. 749.

Muhammadan

p. 705.

this period consisted chiefly in translations of the
scriptures and in miracle-working.
Certainly the
worKs of art and architecture in a ne»\' style, aided
by elaborate rituals and music, were great attractions ; the I'ai-ma temple is said to have been

decorated

with

Buddha and

his

mural
saints

;

paintings representing
but the worship of

Buddha's relics and the miracles worked by them
are mentioned oftener than the works of art.
The relics (i-"~-lra, Chin, shoti) were represented
by pearls of mysterious origin, and the miracles
ascribed to them were mostly the rising of variegated mists from them. Little is heard of works
of charity, though they are sometimes mentioned
later than the 4th century.
That the translations
played a great part in the Buddhi-st missions is
proved by the work done during tlie five centuries
after the first undertaking. This was quite natural,
because the Chinese already had rich literatures,
both Confucianist and Taoist, when Buddhism
came to Cliina, and the new religion found it
urgent to confront them with scriptures of its own.
Besides the translations, the first apologetic
writing is ascribed to A.D. 195, and a series of
apologetics and polemics followed.' This literature
continued throughout the whole history of Chinese
Buddhism. Its most flourishing period was in the
4th and the 5th centuries, during which Taoism
was a powerful rival of Buddhism. These polemics
were mostly carried on by native teachers, while
foreign missionaries were occupied with translations.

Though polemics do not belong properly to missionary works,
we may here consider one instance, in order to throw a sideon our subject. In 195 Mou-tzu, a Confucianist convert,
wrote 37 sets of questions and answers in defence of his new
These questions may be divided into two groups (1)
faith.
those from the Confucianist side, asserting that Buddha's
ascetio religion was against humanity, and (2) those from the
Taoist side, asserting that immortality (or, rather, physical
was attainable only by Taoist practices, not by
longevity)
Buddhist teaching. Mou-tzu defended his religion with abundant quotations from Confucius and Lao-tse, but the doctrines
with which he confronted the attacks were really Buddliist.
The transcendental idealism of supreme enlightenment was the
position which he assumed against Confucianist positivism, and
the teaching of impermanency of physiail life was his standingground against Taoist mysticism.^ This may be taken as a
light

:

typical e.xample of the apologetic writings of the period.

The fall of the Han dynasty in 220 and the
subsequent division of the country into the Three
Kingdoms were of great significance for the history
of the nation, both politically and religiously.
From this time down to the close of the 6tli cent,
the country was divided into many contending
dynasties and kingdoms, and in a country like
China, where the ruler's will determines everything, the fate of the Buddhist mission was always
by the vicissitudes of the ruling
Centres of missions were identical
dynasties.
with the residences of dynasties, and the missionaries worked under their patronage, or were
expelled by rulers wlio preferred Taoism to
Buddhism.
Under these circumstances three
important centres of the mission grew up :
influenced

There are collections of these writings see Nanjio, nos.
U72, 147SJ, HSO. USl.
The question begins with 'Who is Buddha?' The answer
shows
that the author was acnuainted with Buddha's life
it
to
through information which is very similar to the LalitavUtara.
Some critics doubt even the existence of tliis person, on the
ground that the polemic literature flourished not earlier than
the 4th cent., but we omit discussion of the question and follow
1

1471,
2

the legend.

;

MISSIONS
Chan<r-an (the modern Sing-an), (2) Lo-yang
(on the Hoanplio) in the north, and (3) Chien-yeh
(the modern Xauking) in the south.
During the
first lialf of the 3rd cent, the last two nere the
respective capitals of two of the Three Kingdoms,
while the third was situated far in the west,
beyond the reach of Buddhist influence. After
a short intei-val of unity (280-302) these three
places remained as the three centres of China in all
the vicissitudes of rulers and States. Thus the
missionaries who came to China by land routes
worked mostly in the north, deriving their sources
from Central Asia or the north-west of India,
though some went further to the south.
The 4th cent, was a period of confusion in China,
caused by a hopeless division of tlie country and
by intrusion of invaders from the north. Yet
Buddhist missions proceeded to cover the greater
part of [the land, and many of the contending
rulers welcomed missionaries fiom Central Asia.
One of these men, Fo-t'u-cheng, who came in 310
to Loyang from a ' western country,' laboured not
as a translator but as a social worker. It is said
that he was ' well versed in magic formulae and
saved many people from diseases and sufferings by
his supernatural attainment.'
No fewer than 893
monasteries and sanctuaries were established by
(1)

'

numbered 10,000. But
disciples
his significance in Chinese Buddhism lay perhaps
more in his having educated one of the most
powerful thinkers, Taoan, than in his actual
him, and his

works

'

though he laboured mostly in the north,
his influence was later propagated to the south by
;

his disciples.

The demarcation between north and south became more conspicuous when, at the beginning
of the 5th cent., two comparatively powerfiu
dynasties divided the country into two. While

Wei

the northern, the

who came from

dynasty, patronized those

through Central Asia, the
southern, the Sung dynasty, invited missionaries
from S. India, who came by the sea route. Moreover, the repeated persecutions of Buddhists by
Taoist rulers of the northern dynasties drove many
missionaries and Chinese monks to the south, and
it was througli them that a start was made in
establishing groups of men of similar tendencies,
which became the origin of sectarian divis-ion in
Chinese Buddhism.
Among those who worked in the north the most
prominent was Kumarajiva, a native of Karachar.
He came to Chang-an in 401, having been invited
by the prince of the Tsin dynasty, and, being
highly patronized by the latter, he worked there
with great success for more than ten years. His
lectures were attended by crowds from various
or

classes of people, and his work of translation was
assisted by the best scholars and men of letters.
It is no wonder that the translations ascribed to
him are ranked as classical Chinese, and that his
translation of the Lotus of the True Law ([?.v.]

Saddharmapundarika) remains the most valued
and revered of the Chinese Buddhist scriptures.'
Kumarajiva was apparently a monk, but his conduct was very irregular, for he lived with many
concubines yet his talent was so appreciated and
his fame so high that his patron and the people
;

honoured him, despite his neglect of Buddhist
discipline and in spite of attacks heaped upon him.
A powerful rival, however, appeared in the
person of Bnddhabhadra, who was invited to
Chang-an in 398. He is believed to have arrived
at the coast of Shantung by the sea route, having
once failed to come by land. In contrast to
Kumarajiva, he observed austere rules of monastic
1

Later

in

the

6th

cent.,

the

Jnanagupta, the famous translators

worked

in

the north.

Indians
of

Bodhiruchi and

many M&h&yana

texta,
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life,

and instructed

his followers in discipline

At last a
two great men broke

in meditation.

critical

and

rupture between

the
out, and Bnddhabhadra
took refuge in tlie south, where Tao-an's disciples
were living secluded in a monastery on Mount
Lu-shan, in the modern province of Chiang-hsi.
The leader of the group was Hui-yiian (t 416), and

members were monks, poets, and
who v?ere disgusted with the troubles
its

to

philosophers
of the world
meditation and con-

versation with one another.

Here Bnddhabhadra

and devoted themselves
found

men more

congenial than the Buddhists of
the north, and instructed them furtlier in the
secrets of Buddhist mental training. In this group
of thinkers we see Chinese Buddhism quite acclimatized to the native soil, especially to the
poetic and transcendental mood of the southern
Cliinese, and preparing for further union of
Buddhist meditation with Chinese quietism. It
was on this ground that a definite school of
meditation, known as Shan-no (Skr. dhyana), later
established itself and further impressed Butidhism
with the poetry of the valley of the Yang-tzu.
Although the followers of the Shan-no school trace
their origin to Bodhidharma, who is believed to
have come to China by sea in 520, the further
source is to be found in the group of recluses at
Lu-shan who welcomed Bnddhabhadra. After all,
we can assign the foundation of Chinese Buddhism,
relatively apart from foreign missionaries, to Taoan and Hui-yiian. Yet, parallel with this native

movement, missionary work was proceeding, both
and in the south.
As we have mentioned, the south welcomed
Indian missionaries, many of whom came by sea,
and we find a sudden growth of sea-communication
with India from the dawn of the 5th century.
The pioneer of the sea-voyage from Ceylon to
China was the famous pilgrim Fa-hian, who
arrived at Shantung in 414, and who was followed
by a series of Buddnists who sailed to China and
worked mostly under the patronage of the southern
The most eminent of these was
dynasties.
Gunavarman, who came to Canton from Ceylon,
via Java, in 424.
He laid the foundations of two

in the north

monasteries called Chao-t'i (Chetiya) and<;h'i-yuan
(Jetavana) in Nanking. Here he instructed his
followers in the strict discipline of the Vinaya and
instituted the system of ordination, as an initiation
into Buddhist mysteries, by establishing a special
centre for the purpose, after the model of the Sima
of Nalanda {q.v.). The arrival of a number of Simhalese nuns in 434 under the leadership of a certain
Tissara (?) was probably connected with his institutions and intended for starting nunneries after the
model of Sinhalese Buddhism. Another group of
nuns came from Ceylon in 438. Among those who
followed the footsteps of Gunavarman are to be

K.ilayasas and Dharmamitra, both
translators of Mahayana texts ; Gunabhadra, the
translator of the Samyukta-agama ; and Sanghabhadra, the translator of the Pali Samanta-pasddikd, a commentary on the Vinaya written by the
famous Buddhaghosa. The last of these is said to
have come together with his master, a Tripitaka-

mentioned

acharya.'
In the 6th cent,

we have two notable instances
One was the journey of Bodhidharma, mentioned above, who is said to have

of sea-journeys.

remained silent for nine years after his arrival in
China, but who yet succeeded in impressing his
spiritual influence and in opening a powerful stream
of meditative naturalism in China and Japan.
See J. Takakusu, Pali Chreslomathy, ToUto, 1900, pp.
Takakusu's conIxxiT-bcxvi, and JRAS, 1896, pp. 416-139.
jecture that this "master of the Three Baskets' might have
heen Buddhaghosa himself is plausible, but requires further
confirmation.
The translation of the SamanUtrVdead^ea is
1

dated 4S9.
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Tlie next instance was the voj-age of Paramartha,
who arrived in China in 546 and was invited to
in 648. To him we owe the translations of

Nanking
many of Asahca's and Vasubandhu's works and
some other boolcs. He was the first propagator of
the Yogachara Buddhism in China, even before
Yuan-chwang, the great translator of the 7th
century.
to the
routes,

one vin Central Asia and the other via Ceylon.'
Their works of translation laid the foundation for
the further development of their religion in the
East, and have given us a rich store of information.
On tiie other hand, we must not forget the pious
zeal of the Chinese pilgrims who went to the West
in search of truth and scriptures, the most prominent of whom was Fa-hian. It is related that the
missionaries coming eastward and tlie pilgrims
going westwaril met one another everywhere in
the olh and Ctli centuries. By the conjoint labour
of these men were completed the translations of
the four Agamas, together with several of their
the V'inaya texts in various verbelonging to ditl'erent schools;" and the
imjiortant Mahayana texts, such as the Lotus, the
Fluii":rgarland (Arntamsaka), etc. From these
works we can see how Buddhjst ideas and expressions were naturalized in the Chinese language,
which is totally of dill'erent structure from tlie
These books and expressions now form
originals.
an integral part of the Chinese language and
single parts

;

sions,

literature.
to the 5tli cent. Buddhist missions in China
consisted chiefly in tlie work of translation, tliough

Up

we may

suppose that populiir i)ropaganda was not
neglected. Besides these, the monastic institutions
were an integral part of the Buddliist religion.
The first translation of the Pratimoksa (Pali
Putimokkha) and the regular monastic discipline
based on it were carried out by Dharmakala, an
In the
Indian, who came to Lo-yang in 250.
5th cent, we .see a further establishment of the
regular method of ordination under the government's patronage and supervision, carried out by
Gunavarman in the south, as mentioned above.
The sustenance of tliese ordained monks and nuns
was eagerly patronized as a deed of great merit by
rulers as well as private persons.
We hear that,
when, in 446, Emperor Ta-wu of the northern Wei
dynasty persecuted Buddhists, there were 3,000,000

monks and nuns

in his territory alone.

be an exaggeration
conceivable that there were

but it is quite
83,000 ordained
(reigned 502-54U)
patronized by tlic Emperor
of the Liang (southern) dynasty, the great protector
of Buddhism, and himself an ordaineu monk.
Besides these regular monks many ascetics were
revered as saints by the people, and they contributed nmch to the propagation of the religion, but
as much to the dissemination of superstitions.

This

may

;

Wu

eclectic element in Buddhism by
adopting Taoistic and Indian ways of living and
practices, but there were some who were really
Their lives
saintly, or at least beyond the world.
are described in the Book of Saints and Miracles
(Nanjio, no. 1484), and many of them are hardly
to be distinguished from the Taoist
men of
mountains.' The people accustomed to look upon

They formed an

'

*

According to Nanjio, App.

worked between 67 and
Parthians, 7 Kubhans,
Chinese

;

amon^

ii.,

amon^

72 translators wtio

420, there were U> In<lian8, 7 Yuechis,
21 from the western countries and 17
tliem 22 worked in the soutli, of
6 were

.'J

whom

Chinese. Among 43 workers who worked between 420 and fioO,
14 were Indians, 10 from Kubha and other western countries,
4 Siihhaleee and Indo-Chinese, and 4 uncertain. Among them
27 worked in the south.
' For the whole extent of tlie work done
up to 520 sec
Nan]ia, pp. xiii-xvii; for the Agama texts see Anesaki,
op. etc.

the Taoist miracle-workers a;3 holy men were also
attracted to these Buddhist saints.'
can mention only one instance of a definite
record of charitable work. That w.as a method of
famine relief, called Sr.ng-chi-sn, or Church grain
'

We

'

'

{Senq-chi = Va.\\ Saiighika), which

was inaugurated

by Than-yao, a man

of unknown origin, in the
southern kingdom in 461) a certain percentage of
the crops was stored in monasteries and distributed
in cases of famine.
While missionary work was advancing, the
foundations of doctrinal division, based on the
;

Tims the Buddhist missionaries came
Middle Kingdom from two sides by two

of these

(Buddhist)

schools prevalent in India, began to arise. The
man who stood foremost in systematic treatises on
doctrines was Tao-an, mentioned above, who wrote
commentaries and essays and emphasized the
vacuity of the phenomenal world. In his time a
translation of an Ahhiilliaymn text (Nanjio, no.
1273) was produced, and prcp.ired for the promul-

gation of Vasubandhu's philo-ophy by Paramartha
The group of Lu-shan, already
sixty years later.
mentioned, was another sign of sectarian division,
men
and these
opened the way for the later growth
of the meditative .Sban-no .school and of the pietistic
The.se were,
religion of the Buddha Amitabha.
however, only precursory movements for real
sectarian division and dogmatic .systematization
a really independent growth of Cliiuese Buildliism
and formation of branches date from the latter
half of the 6th cent., and then we pass from the
;

missionary stage.
The unity of China achieved by 580 and the ri.se
of the glorious Tang dynasty in the beginning of
the 7tb cent, mark a new era of Cliinese hi.story,
and we m.ay close
political as well as religious
our survey of the Buddhist missions with this time.
It remains to be added that, in the 8th cent., the
mystic Buddhism, known as the Mantra sect, was
introduced by two foreign missionaries, SubhakaraThis form of Buddhism
siiiiha and Amoghavajra.
became influential in .Japan after the 9th century.
Towards the close of the 10th cent, there was
again an influx of Indian missionaries, but they
are of no great significance.
As in the case of China, the early
2. In Tibet.
history of Buddhism in Tibet is shrouded in
nebulous legends. The missionaries dispatched by
King A.^oka touched the Tibetan borders, probably
along the western parts of the Himalayas but it
is more than a hundred years after his time that
legend tells us of the establishment of a Buddhist
temple on the Tibetan side of the mountain range.
This legend and the story of the miraculous descent
of four caskets containing Buddhist treasures, in
the 4th cent. A.D., may be taken as indications of
Tibet's contact with Buddhist missions. Dismissing
these legends, the first date that can be assigned
with certainty for Buddhism in Tibet is the 7th
The reigning king was Srong-btsan
century.
Gam-po (t 698), and Buddhism was introduced into
Tibet by his marriage with a Chinese princess and
also with a Nepalese princess. The former marriage
the n.ime of the
is confirmed by Chinese history
princess was Wen-ch'eng, and the marriage took
place in A.D. 641. She brought with her Buddhist
statues and books, and probably some priests, and
established a firm fooling for Buddhism in that
country, which had gradually been coming into
-ontact with the religion through its eastern and
southern borders. The Nepalese jjiincess was the
agent in introducing the occult worship of the
Buddliico-Hindu goddess Tarfl, the event which
determined to a great degree the nature of
;

—

;

;

Buddhism destined

The

to prevail in Tibet.

concerning this introduction of
Buddhism into Tibet and the succeeding events
throw little light on the nature of the missionary
we are
labonrs undertaken by the P.uddhists
legends

;

MISSIONS
told only of the actions taken by the rulers and
their ministers.
Certainly the propaganda proceeded among the people by supplying them with
new objects of worship and new methods of cult,
but the most important factor in determining the
fate of the new religion was in the hands of the
The stimuli gi^en by the Buddliist conrulers.
sorts of Srong-btsan Gam-po caused him to send
his able minister Thummi Sambhota to India,
where he performed a great service for Buddhism

and

for Tibet

by inaugurating a Tibetan alphabet

Translaafter the model of the Skr. Deranagari.
tion of Buddhist books, partly from Chinese, but
much more from Sanskrit, was made possible by
decisive step
this system of Tibetan letters.
in the work of translating Buddhist books into

A

Tibetan was taken more than a century later,
in the reign of Khri-Srong De-btsan (reigned 740786), who was a successful conqueror of borderlands.
It was he who invited learned Buddhists from
India and gave a decided turn to the nature of
Tibetan Buddhism, because those Indians mostly
advocated occult mysticism based on the belief in
the efficacy of dharanl, or mystic formulae, and
magic practices. Among these agents of mystic
Buddhism we mention two names Padmasambhava (or ' Lotus Growth,' with an allusion to the
lotus as the womb of the cosmos), who introduced
many writings, and his disciple, Pagur Vairochana,
the Great Translator.'
The 9th cent, was a period of confusion in
Tibet, and the fate of Buddhism passed through
various vicissitudes in association with the inclination of the rulers and with their rise and fall.
:

'

the latter part of the 10th cent, we see fresh
streams of N. Indian Buddhists and a firmer
establishment of mystic Buddhism. Besides the

From

translations, many original writings, historical
and doctrinal, were composed in Tibetan ; and
the missionary stage may thus be closed in this
After all, accessible material concerning
period.
Buddhist missions in Tibet is scarce, and what is
known relates only to political support by the
government, and to translations produced by

foreigners and Tibetans.
The 13th cent, was an epoch-making period in
the history of Tibetan Buddhism, in connexion

with the conquest of Asia by the Mongol Kublai
Khan. Buddhist missions seem to have been
active before this time in Mongolia, and the
Mongol conquerors were partly converted to
Tibetan Buddhism, though all of them were eclecTibetan Buddhism
tics of promiscuous nature.
was definitely established as a theocracy by tlie
of
and
ability
Phagspa, the ally of Kublai
energy
Khan, and its influence was extended to the
northern countries and even to China. The detinitely independent, and totally isolated, growth of
Tibetan Buddhism is to be dated from the latter
part of the 14th cent., when the Mongol dynasty
in China fell and the Tibetan reformer Tsong-
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the construction of temples and of the arrival of
missionaries, both Indian and Chinese, fiom China,
but little information is given of how they worked
in their propaganda, this fact being partly due to
the circumstance that these records were compiled
by the Confueianists of the anti-Buddhist dynasty
of the 15th century.
The Buddhist propaganda advanced to the
southern extremity of the peninsula in the middle
An ascetic, nicknamed the
of the 5th century.
'
Black Foreigner,' preached the Three Jewels in
the south and is said to have cured a princess of
the Silla kingdom by means of incense and spells.
He was followed by some missionaries who came
to the south and gained hold of the people's minds.
The worship of Buddha was received officially by
the king of Silla in 528, and this monarch and his
successors were not less zealous in the Buddhist
cause than the rulers of the north. The construction of temples and organization of Buddhist rites
came into vogue. A king who ruled in 540-576
became a monk, and his consort became a nun
and the propaganda advanced so far in his reign
that a Korean priest was appointed archbishop of
;

the realm of Siua.
In nearly a century and a half
4. In Japan.
Buddhism had converted the wliole of Korea, and
it was quite natural tliat the tide of the mission
should also reach Japan, which had a close communication with the peninsular States and had
introduced Chinese learning in the beginning of the
5th century. The religion was first advocated by
the Korean immigrants, and then by some natives.
After these preparations, it was presented officially
by the king of Paikchyoi to the Japanese court
as a sign of homage and friendship in 538 (the
date is usually, but erroneously, given as 552).
The presents consisted of a gilt statue of Buddha,
scriptures, banners, and other ritual instruments,*
and the message which accompanied these presents
said

—

:

'
This teaching {dha yma) is the most excellent of all teaching.
It brings infinite and immeasurable fruits to its believers, even
to the final enlightenment (bodhi). Just as the Chuitamarii^

jewel is said to give inexhaustible wealth to its possessor, so
the jewel of this glorious Law never ceases to give response to
those who seek for it. Moreover, it has come to Korea from
India, far distant, and the peoples of the countries lying between these two are now all adherents of it,' etc.

These words, accompanied with a fine image and
works of art, were a marvellous revelation to a

people who knew only how to invoke spirits supposed to be little superior to men. The court, on
the other hand, was divided into two parties, one
favourable to the new worship, and the other hostile, the point of their dispute being whether the
newly-offered deity was more powerful than the
national deities or not. The hidden motive of the
difference, however, was the political clan strife,
intermingled with the difference of progressive and
conservative policies. During fifty years of strife
the fate of the new religion seemed always waverBut the presents were foUowetl by an ining.
cessant influx of priests, monks, artisans, and
Kha-pa arose.
When, in the 4th cent., Buddhism physicians, as the rearguards of the religion. It
3. In Korea.
was being naturalized in Chinese culture, its pro- was natural that elaborate rites and the practice
pagation furtlier eastwards began. At that time of medicine should be most effectual means in the
Korea was divided into three kingdoms and several conversion of a rather primitive people like the
minor States. Of these three Koryo (or Kokuryii) Japanese at that time. Though the religion was
was situated in the north, and tirst came into con- not yet accepted officially by the court, some
tact with Buddhism. In 374 two monks, Atao and sovereigns cherished it as their faitli, and the Soga
Shnntao, both of whom are said to have been family, the head of the progressionists, became its
zealous advocates. They built topes and temples,
foreigners, were invited from N. China to the capital of Koryo (the modern Pien-yang), and in the
and we hear of a nunnery founded by the famUy
next year two temples ' were built for them, while in 584. The fall of the conservative party in 587
in 384 a certain Malananda was welcomed by the
marked a decisive step in the progress ot Buddhism,
court of Paikchyoi, which was situated in the and to commemorate this event a temple was built,
middle of the country. Historical records tell of
1 Cf. W. G.
Aston, Xihoniii, ii. 65 f.

—

1 The names of
these temples,
neither Chinese nor Korean.

Syo-mun and

I-puI-lan,

2

sound
*

The chintamani

is

to bis heart's content,'

a mjthical jewel
is not accurate.

;

Aston's translation,
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The erection
for the first time at State expense.
of these and other Buddhist buildings caused constant importations of Buddhist statues, utensils,
etc., accompanied by missionaries and artisans,
and these displays of art were associated with
works of charity. Three institutions an asylum,
a hospital, and a dispensary were attached to a
temple built in 593, and .similar institutions were
founded here and there in tlu> subsequent centuries.
In the regency of Prince Shotoku, the Constantine of Japan (reigned 593-622), the new religion
became the State Church. Not only were mis-

—

—

and learned monks in\'ited from Korea,
but direct communication with Chinese Buddhism
was opened (605), and J.apanese monks were sent
Tlie number of the Korean
to China for study.
sio'i.iries

missionaries who worked in this period was considerable, and their achievements in preaching
religion, in teaching science, especially astronomy,
and in other matters, were a great credit to them ;
but the new religion found native teachers in
less than a hundred years after its introduction.
The prince himself gave lectures on Buddhist
In
scriptures and organized various institutions.
short, the Buddhist propaganda in this century
consisted first in the display of forms, then in
works of charity, chiefly medical practices, and
The mission, however, did
lastly in teaching.
not extend very far from the capital in Yamato.
The acceptance of Buddhism was closely connected
with the diplomatic relations with the Korean

States and China, on the one side, and with the
efforts to centralize the government and to unite
the divided clans by religion, on the other. The
development of religious institutions and the
management of State affairs assisted each other.
After the decisive step of the adoption of the
Buddhist faith had been once taken, the progress
of the religion was sure and steady.
Its influence
was propagated gradually from the capital to
the provinces, ^lany Korean immigrants, some of
whom were usually monks and nuns, were offered
homes in various provinces, and the number of
native workers increased, some of whom studied
in China or Korea. The donations given not only
to large monasteries and to clergy of higher ranks,
but also to the poor and aged monks and nuns,

show how numerous were the ordained natives and
immigrants. Besides these Korean and Japanese
priests, a certain number of Chinese, Indians, and
other foreigners carried on the Buddhist propaganda, the most famous of whom were Kanjin, a
Chinese, and Bodhisena, an Indian. The former
founded the central institution for ordination and

monastic discipline, and was appointed archbishop
(754-763 in Japan).' He was also an organizer of
medical practice and founded a botanical garden.
The Indian was of the Brahman family Bharadvaja.
He came to .lapan in 736 with his Annamese and
Chinese followers, some of whom were musicians,
and worked as a bi.shop till his death in 760, being

known

as the Brahman bishop.' These missionbrought many useful arts and things Indian,
which contributed to the influence of the religion,
such as musical instruments, Indian harps, and
'

aries

the bas-relief in the Graeco-Bactrianstyle, preserved
in the Imperial treasury-, dating from the 8th
eentury. Among the native woiTcers there were
some learned men, who laboured mostly in the
capital as teachers and bishops others were i)ractical men who worked in the provinces in bridging
rivers, constructing roads, canals, harbours, aiul
ponds, opening mountain passages,
planting
do not know how or where
avenues, etc.
these men learned their arts and crafts, but their
works were so wonderful to the people that many
miraculous stories are told of them even to this
;

We

>

TravtU of Kanjin,

Ir. J.

Tokakusu

(in preparation).

(Buddhist)
day. The mention of some Ainu monks, whom
the court favoured with gifts in 689, shows the
advance of the propaganda to the far north east.
The elaborate system of ritual, medical worl;,
etc., which had been the chief means of the propaganda, remained in vogue for a long time. The
distribution of medical stores and the dispatch of
combined bands of monks and jihysicians into the
provinces are constantly mentioned in the 8th
century. In addition to these methods, religious
ceremonies for the welfare of the ruling families
and for the tranquillity of the country became the
order of the day in the court as well as in the
temples, and were patronized by the government
and by the nobles. These pious deeds wore extended to the provinces, and scriptures were distriThe
buted wherever there were any l^riests.
founding of provincial cathedrals (kokalmn-ji) was
followed by the founding, near the capital, of the
central cathedral, which was dedicated to the
great statue of Lochana Buddha, now known as
the Daibutsu in Nara, and was completed in 754.
These works and dedications converted the whole
of Japan into a Buddhadom before the close of the
8th century. There are many remains of these
works to this day, and Japan owes the sculptures,
which have never been excelled by later works, to
the same period.
It is obvious that the methods of the religious
mission contributed to the unihcation of the
country. Charitable works were regarded in the
provinces as the boons not only of the Church but
also of the State ; splendid religious buildings were
It was
held to be signs of the power of the court.
not merely by the mvsterious efficacy of the worship and ceremonies tliat the security of the throne
and the tranquillity of the country were maintained
and increased the Buddhist mission in the provinces during these two centuries was at tlie same
time a political mission.
By the 9th cent, the unity and centralization of
the national government were complete. From
that time Japanese Buddhism began to stand on
its own feet, even though the Jajianese Buddhists
were still indebted to tlieir co-religionists on the
continent. The two brightest stars of the Buddhist
;

Dengyo (t 822) and Kobo (t 835),
were once students in China, but these two men
opened the way for the development of Japan's
own Buddhism. Thus the beginning of the 9th
cent, may be taken as the end of the Buddhist
history of Japan,

mission in Japan.
One thing remains to be added, viz. a new influx
of Chinese influence in the latter half of the 13th
century. The introduction of the Zen (dhyana)

Buddhism, which was produced by Bodhidharma
in China, as mentioned above, necessitated a fresh
influx of monks and artists, whose great influence
upon Japanese art, literature, and social life in

the 14th and 15th centuries must lie recognized.
Tea, fans, kakemono, and similar things, now
known in the West as things Japanese, Japan
owes to these conmiunications with Chinese
'

Buddhism.
Taking a general survey, we see a remarkable
contrast between the Buddhist missions in China
and those in Japan. In China works of charity
seem to have played rather an insignificant part
and translations of scriptures an im|iortant part
the opposite was the case in Japan no Japanese
translation of the Buddhist scriptures was made
Chinese has remained the
till quite recent times.
sacred language of Japanese Buddhism almost
throughout, though there have been some original
writings in Japanese. This antithesis is due to
the ditlerent levels of civilization on which China
and Japan stood at the time of the introduction of
Buddhism.
;

;
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(Christian, Early and Mediaeval).
the close of the Apostolic Age to the
conversion of the Empire (c. A.D. 100-323).
Mission.? were the main external activity of tlie
Christian community in the earliest time. Before
the middle of the 2nd cent. (c. 140) Justin Martyr
claims for them a very wide field of operations not
merely over the Helleno-Roman world, but beyond.

— I.

From

—

—

•There exists not a people, wliether Greek or barbarian, or
any other race, by whatsoever title or manners they may be
marked out, liowever ignorant of arts or of a;,,^riculture,
whether they dwell under tents or wander in covered waggons,
among whom prayers are not offered in the name of a crucified
Jesus to the Father of all things (Dial. c. Tryph, 117).
'

Much

to the

same

efl'ect,

but more guardedly,

Irenteus tells us (c. 180) that even then many
barbarous nations held the Christian faith, written
not with pen and ink, in books or papers, but by
the Holy Spirit in their hearts (adv. Har. m. iv.
Tertullian likewise (c. 200) boasts of the rapid
2).
spread of the Church
We are a people of yesterday, and yet we have filled every
.
place belonging to you
your very camp, palace,
forum ... we leave you your temples only. We can count
your armies our number in a single province will be greater
:

'

.

.

.

.

.

'

;

Britons beyond the Roman pale, Sarmatians,
Germans, and Scythians are among the more
distant races that he reckons as already touched
by Christianity (adv. Judceos, 7). Origen (c. 230240) declares the gospel not merely to have won
'
myriads of converts among all nations,' but, more
precisely, to have penetrated into many parts of

the barbarian world (c. Cels. i. 27, ii. 13) while
Arnobius (c. 304) denies that any nation of the
barbarians was then without some Christian influence (adv. Gentes, i. 16, ii. 5). From Eusebius
(c. 320-330) we hear of the ex-Stoic Pantajnus of
Alexandria undertaking a missionary journey to
India about 180 (HE v. 10) here Pantaenus is said
to have found a Gospel of St. Matthew in Hebrew
which had been left there by the apostle Bartholomew. Even if by this India is understood the
Lesser or Third India of some early geographers,
including parts of the S. Arabian shore-lands and
of Abyssinia, this is a noteworthy journey. Origen
again, about 215, was invited to teach the Gospel
in Ai'abia, and accepted the invitation (Eus.
j

;

'

'

'

'

'

HE

From Edessa

in N. Mesopotamia, where
the Church was firmly settled by 150, Christianity
was propagated in the Persian kingdom, even to
of Persia and Great
Bactria.
Bishop John,
Council in 325.
India,' attended the Nicene
vi. 19).

'

Armenia, which may, however, be reckoned as
usually within the Roman Empire, or at least
within

its sphere of influence, till the disasters of
the later 4th cent., was won by the Church, shortly
before the winning of the Empire, at the end of the
3rd century.
Gregory the Illuminator was the
leading person of this mission (c. 302), and Armenia
was the first country in which Christianity was
adopted as the national religion. In the early days
of Constantine (c. 311) Bishop Hermon of Jerusalem
'
sent missionaries (Ephraim and Basil) to Scythia
and to the Crimea, part of which at least may be
considered Roman. About A.D. 100 St. Clement,
the fourth bishop of Rome, had been martyred
at Kherson, representing the modern Sevastopol.
2. From the conversion of the Empire to the
rise of Islam (c. 323-632).
Important extensions
of Christianity followed the conversion of Constan'

—

tine.

who

consecrated him as bishop of Ethiopia, or

Nearer India, was the leader of this mission. From
356, again, the Arian emperor Constantius entered
on a far-reaching scheme of Arian proselytism in
Abyssinia, Southern and South-Western Arabia,
and the coast lands of Persia and India, as far
as the Indus, and perhaps beyond. Even before
250, perhaps by 200, Christianity had begun to
spread among the native African tribes, on the
fringe of the Roman Empire, in modern funis and
In the 6th cent., in the reign of Justinian,

Tripoli.

and largely through the influence of the empress
Theodora, Christianity was planted among the
Till the 14th cent, a
Nubians (from c. 548).
Nubian Church maintained itself, though cut
short by ^luhamuiadan conquest, when, less fortunate, if not less heroic, than the Abyssinian
(protected by its highlands, and saved, at a critical
moment, by Portuguese aid), it succumbed to Isl.am.
(b) Asia.—-In Asia, beyond the limits of the
Empire, Christianity, Orthodox or Nestorian,
went far afield, before the outbreak of Muliammadan conquest in the 7th century. Bishop John,
'of Persia and Great India,' as we saw, attended
the Nicene Council in 325 in 334 we hear of a

—

is

!

;

bishop of
'

ri

Merv

;

the line of the metropolitans of

Ktesiphon and Seleukeia [SeAeiiiieia
Ba/3uXiin]) likewise began in the 4th cent. ;

Babylon'
ev

and

iu

(i.e.

the

same period the Persian Christians

suti'ered fierce persecutions

from the government,

Magian instigation. In the 4th cent.
a Syrian mission went to Malabar. Arnobius even
largely at

speaks vaguely of Christianity having been
Seres,' or Chinese of the
preached among the
interior
'China as approached by land '^before
the conversion of Constantine, but this is unsupported and in itself doubtful.
In the 5th cent. Nestorius and his followers were
cast out of the Church (431) a Nestorian comluunion was rapidly organized and a wonderful
missionaiy energy was shown by this ProtestantIn 498 the Nestorian patriarcliate
ism of the East.
this in 702
of Babylon or Ktesiphon was set up
'

—

;

;

'

'

;

followed the' Abbasid khalifs to their new capital
of Baghdad. About 505 Christianity reached China
In 551 Nestorian monks
in Nestorian form.
brought the eggs of the mulberry silkworm from
China to Constantinople. Before 540 Nestorian
bishops appeared at Samarqand and Herat, and
from the same time we have sepulchral evidences
of Nestorian Christianity as far as the Semiryechensk, or 'Seven Rivers,' district of the
Balkhash basin, close to the Russo - Chinese
These funeral monuments
frontier of to-day.
extend from A.D. 547 to 1027, but are mostly
of the 10th and early 11th centuries; they com-

One reclergy, laymen, and women.
'
sent round to visit the churches,'
perhaps something of a missionary. Gregory of
Tours in the 6th cent, collected some information
memorate

fers to a priest

about Indian Christianity, partly from an Indian
Christian who had come to Western Europe from
the Thomas Country near Madras. Nestorian
missions had now penetrated to India, and were
transforming the native Christianity.
Cosmas Indicopleustes of Alexandria, the author
'

'

of the Christian Topoqraphi),

who

in

his earlier

was probably a Nestorian himself, describes
the vast extent of an Eastern Christianity, beyond
the Imperial limits, which must have been largely

life

Churches were then to
Nestorian, about 550.
be found, he declares, in Ceylon, Malabar, and
Socotra, with a bishop and clergy ordained and
in Bactria and among the
sent from Persia
'

— Among these one

African. The
Abyssinian Church was founded, or at least ChristVOL. VIII. 45
(a) Africa.

705

ianity became the religion of the nation, from
about 330, through the work of missionaries from
Alexandria. Frumentius, a follower of Athanasius,

{Apol. 37).

'
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'

;

Huns

;

in

Mesopotamia, Scythia, Iljrcania, and

^
|
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tlie Kiixine (see bks. iii. and xi.,
ed. [Co!/, nnrn
esp. p. 178 f. of 15. de Mimtfaueon's
Pad: ct Script. GrcBC, I'aris, 1706, ii. 113 iX.] =
At no time, perhaps, till tlie
Ixxxviii. 168 f.).
Russian colonization of Nortli Asia was Christianity more strongly supported in Eastern lands

other lands east of

PG

than at tliis time.
St. Patrick's conversion of Ireland
(f) Europe.
(from c. 430) opened to Christendom a land that
liad never been Roman, and was i)ractically vinknown to Continental Europe, after Honorius
The full
withdrew the legions from Rritain.
discovery of Ireland was the work of Christian
Within a century of St. ratrick's
missionaries.
death the Irish took up a great mission-work of
their own.
From about 550 to 800 the Irish
Church showed its greatest energy abroad, and perhaps reached its highest pros])erity at home. Its
followers preached with remarkable success aniong
the English who had overrun Eastern Britain.
They carried the gospel further into Caledonia
than Agricola had ever carried Roman conquest.
Some of their pioneers reached the Orkneys, the
Faroes, the outermost Hebrides, and even Iceland
(of tlie last Irish monks were the first discoverers,

—

in 795).

Despite the fictions with which the early history
of Scotland is overlaid, it need not be questioned
that some progress was made by Christian missions
beyond the Firth of Forth even in the 5th century.
St. Ninian, the founder of
Candida Casa in
Galloway, who was apparently working in the
sovith-westand centre of modern Scotland about 390430, is specially associated with these enterprises.
The Roman mission dispatched by Pope Gregory
I. to England in 597 was concerned with a
country
lying within the Old Empire, and so outside the
proper field of this article. It was, however, the
commencement of a movement which in course of
time penetrated to non-Roman lands Scotland,
Central
Ireland,
Germany, the Scandinavian
kingdoms and played a great part in winning
them to Christianity, or in turning them from
their native Church to Roman allegiance.
3. From the rise of Islam to the Crusades (6321096).— The vigour, or at least the extent, of
Nestorian missions in South Asia in the first age
of Islam is evident from a letter of bitter complaint
from the Nestorian patriarch to the bishop of Fars
It was owing to
(or Persia' proper) about 650.
his neglect, the patriarcli declares, that the people
of Khurasan had lapsed from the faith, and that
India, 'from Fars to Colon' (Kulam, or t^uilon,
near Cape Comorin), was now being deprived of a
find the same patriarch
regular ministry.
writing to the Christians of Socotra and of Balkh,
and undertaking to provide a fresh supjily of
bishops for his .spiritual subjects of the Ujiper
Oxus. His successor, in order to apjiease an old
quarrel between the Christians of Bactria and the
metropolitan of Per.sia, visited Balkh about 661.
But the crowning achievements of early Nestorian enterprises
were in China, and of
these we have an account in the famous monument of Si-gan Fu. In 635-6.36 a missionary, who
appears in the Chinese Record as 'Olopan'
(Rahban), entered the 'Flowery Land,' and
reached Si-gan Fu, the capital of the Tang dynasty.
He had come, we are told, from Great 'Cliina'
(the Roman Empire) he was received with favour
his teaching was examined and approved
his
were translated for the Imperial
Scrii)tiires
library; and within three years an Imperial edict
declared Christianity a tolerated rcligicm.
With
the speculative fairness of his race (and of one of
the greatest of Chinese rulers) Tait-sung welcomed
'

'

—

—

'

We

'

;

;

;

any
and

relisrion

pacific'

whose spirit was virtuous, mysterious,
'
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Tlie radical principle of the new faith, he thought, *(fave
birth to perfection and fixed the will.' It ' was exempt from
verbosity, and coiiBidercd only jrood results.' Thertlore it waa
'useful to man, and should be published under the whole
And I conunand the magistrates to
extent of the Heavens. .
erect a temple of this religion in tlie Imperial city, and twentyone religious men shall be installed therein.'
.

.

Tait-sung's successor was no less friendly.
fertilized the truth, and raised luminous temples (Christian Churches] in all the provinces,' till they 'filled a hundred

'He

cities.

.

.

.

The households were enriched with marvellous

joy.'

'Olopan' himself became a 'Guardian of the
Empire,' and lord of the Great Law.'
Then followed, from about A.D. 683, a time of
disfavour and ojipression. Chinese conservatLsin
rallied against the new worship.
'

'The children of Che [Buddhists] resorted to violence, and
low-class men of letters put forth
spread their calumnies
;

jests.

.

.

But

.'

Church in China,
India (and about the same time), revived.
Fresh ni!ssi<jiiary euterjirise was one cause of this,
in both fields.
In A.D. 744 tbere was a religious man of Great China named
on his arrival
Kiho, who travelled for the conversion of men
after a time the Nestorian

as in

*

'

;

'

in the Middle Kingdom, illustrious persons united
to restore
*
the fallen I.AW.' In 747 the emperor brought back the venerable images' to the Temple of Felicity, and firmly raised its
altars with his own hand he wrote a tablet' (probably for the
great church of the capital). His three successors all honoured
'

;

'

the luminous multitude.' One observed Christmas by burning
incense another instituted nine rules for the prop.agation of
various high officials of the court, a member of
the doctrine
the council of war, and several go-.\;rnors of provinces rendered
perpetual service to llie luminous gate.' The inscription closes
with words of thankfulness never had the mission been more
prosperous than when in the year of the Greeks 1092 (A. p. 781),
the days of the Father of Fathers, the Patriarch HananYeshuahjthis marble t.ihlet was set up with the history of the
preaching of our fathers before the kings of the Chinese.'
Hanan-Yeshuah died in 778, but news of his death would
naturally take a considerable time to travel from Baghdad to
Si-gan Fu.
'

;

'

;

'

;

'

m
.

.

.

The general truthfulness of this record (the most
remarkable witness that we possess of Christian
activity in the Further East before the 13th cent.)
is supported by what we know of the Chinese
mission from other sources.
Between 714 and 728 the Nestorian patriarch
appointed the first metropolitan for China in 745
the Chinese emperor decreed the name of Roman
temples to the Christian churches of his emiiire
about 790 tlie patriarch of Baghdad sent a new
metropolitan to Si-gan Fu, and after his murder at
the hands of robbers a successor was dispatched,
with six other bishops and a party of monks.
Like the Chinese mission, the Indian was revived
About 745 a
in the middle of tlie 8th century.
party from Baghdad, Nineveh, and Jerusalem,
under orders from the arch-iiriest at Kdessa, arrived
the
the merchant Thomas
in India, with
;

'

'

;

—

of the

Roman

'

of Gibbon (Decline
Empire, ed. J. B. Bury,

'Armenian merchant

and loll
London,

1896-1900, V. 1!)0).
In 774 the Hindu ruler of the Malabar coast
granted a charter, graven on copper, to the ChristA famous inscrijition disians of his dominion.s.
covered in 1547, on St. Thomas .Mount near Madras,
probably of the 8th cent., but iierlians even earlier,
another charter of 8'24, to the Malabar Christians,
the journey of Bishoji Abraham about 8O11 from
Basra to Oliinii, and the .Vrab references to the
strength of Christianity at this time and down to
the Far Eastern revulution of 878, may also bo
cited.
Finally, the tontiuuance of the lines of
metropolitans" in China, India, and the Merv
region, and the permission granted them, about
850, to be absent from the central coum ils of the
Nestorian Church (at or near Baghdail, every four
years), are other fnigmeiits of evidence to the
vigour of Ne.;torian missions at a time {'. 750-850)
which perhaps marked the close of their gieatest

development.
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From the end of the 9th cent., however, this
Nestorian expansion began to be seriously cheeked.
The Nestorians liad been in high favour, not onlj'
with the Chinese emperors, but also with the
Muhanunadan khalifs, as guides to the Greek
treasures of letters, science, and medicine. But,
as Arabic learning projji'essed, the Nestorian position became less important and privileged
the
spread of Islam tended more and more to contract
the area still left open for Nestorian activity in
many regions and in China the old conservatism
revived.
The disorders of 878 and the years
following produced another Chinese reaction
against alien importations. The baleful effects of
;

;

war were attributed to foreign devilry, and
the next century Chinese Christianity much
Thus a Muslim -wTiter of the later
declined.
10th cent. (f. A.D. 987) reports a conversation in
Baghdad with a monk who had been sent to
China seven years before, and had returned in
despair on finding but one person of his faith
still extant there.
This was probably pessimism.
Nestorianism, even to the 14th cent., maintained
a certain position in the Far East ; it was the
only form of Christianity that the Polos found
(and in many a cit3' they "found it) scattered, howin
ever thinly, throughout the Chinese Orient
the 11th cent, ithad won fresh triumphs in Central
Asia. About 1007-08 the Khan of the Keraits (one
of the four main branches of the Mongol Tatars,
living in the basin of Lake Baikal) was converted
to Nestorian Christianity.
With him doubtless
went many, perhaps the bulk, of his tribe and in
this event is apparently the ultimate source of the
tradition of Frester,' Presbyter, or Priest, 'John.'
In all its earliest forms this tradition is not
it refers to a Christian
African, but Asiatic
potentate in the
extremity of the East or the
heart of Asia, supposed to unite in himself royal
and sacerdotal power and office, to have great
military and political importance, to rule extensive
dominions, and to uphold the faith of the Cross,
though surrounded by unbelievers, and cut ofi" by
vast distance from the main body of the Church.
This is the story, as it takes shape in the 12th
cent. and as it is referred to by the gTeat European
travellers of the 13th
not till the 14th (from
c.
1330) do we find it transferred to Africa and
associated Mith the 'Emperor of the Ethiopians'
or Negush of Abyssinia.
In Northern Europe, beyond the limits of the
Old Empire, the Koman missions advanced rapidly
in the 8th cent., after success in England hatl
once been achieved, and largely as a resxilt of the
reflex action of that English mis.sion. The movement that Gregory had started flowed back upon
the Continent with new force from the converted
In Frisia, Thuringia, and Bavaria the
island.
tribes beyond the Rhine were gradually converted
by Prankish, Irish, and English missionaries in
chief among these was
the obedience of Kome
the church-statesman and martyr St. Boniface or
\Vinfrith of Crediton (680-755), who became the
'apostle of the Germans,' the first bishop of Mainz
and primate of Germany, the reformer of the
civil

in

;

;

'

'

;

'

'

,

;

;

Frankish Church.
Charles the Greats very forcible conversion of
the Old Saxons, bet^\een the Ems and the Elbe,
again advanced the borders of Christendom on the
The same emperor compelled
North (77"2-804).
the prince of the Slav Czechs of Moravia to receive
but the real conversion of this
baptism (801)
;

people, as well as of the neiglibouring sister-race of
Bohemia, Mas begun by the Byzantines Cyril and
.Methodius of The.ssalonica, the 'a]iostles of the
Slavs,'

with

from about

gr-eat success

of S. Rus.-)ia.

863.

Cyril had already worked
the (Turkish ?) Kliazars

among

Like UltUas with the Gothic

script,
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and his brother formed a Slav alphabst still
IJrevailing in Russia, Serbia, and Bulgaria, and in
Moravia down to the 16th century. Greek formed
the basis of the Cyrillic letters in most cases ;
Cyril

'

'

—

but some were entirelj' new either invented by
the missionaries or adapted from various Oriental
writings.
By the diplomacy of Pope Nicholas I.
CyrU and Methodius were brought into close relations with, and obedience to, Rome, and all their
Central European work was turned to the profit of
the Roman Church. By the end of the 9th cent, the
victory of Latin Christianity among most branches
of the Czechs may be accepted as complete.
The conquests of Charles the Great brought
Frankish Christendom into close proximity to the
Scandina\-ian peoples and the Slavs of the North
European plains, and soon after tlie death of
Charles the conversion of these races was seriously
commenced. Ansgar or Anskar, the apostle of the
North,' was bom about 801, and about 826 left the
monastery of Corbie for the Northern mission.'
First he worked (with his helpers) in Nordalbiugia
the Danish border, and in
(or Holstein) on
Schleswig
obliged to quit this field by a pagan
reaction, he made his vay even to Sweden in 829,
preached before the king, won a great measure of
success, and in 831 was consecrated the first archbishop of Hamburg. He was driven hence by a
Scandinavian invasion about 845 but in 848 he
was appointed to the vacant see of Bremen, with
which the missionary diocese of Hamburg was now
'

'

;

;

united.

He resumed

his

work

in

Denmark

(848-

won

the favour of the Danish king, converted
a large part of the people, and again opened his
campaign in Sweden {c. 853). At his death in 865
Danish, Swedi.'-h, and perhaps even Norse Christianity had been securely founded, thougli complete
triumph was not reached for more than a century.
The Bulgarians of the Balkans, settled within
the limits of the Old Empire, received Cliristianity
from Constantinople about 845-865, largely by
means of the patriarch Photius. This gain was
fiercely disputed between Rome and the East, for
the Bulgarian Czar, instnicted and probabl}' baptized by Photius, also turned his inquiring mind to
Pope Nicholas I., and received from him a further
supply of Christian teaching and practical advice.
The struggle over Bulgaria was one of the chief
surface-causes for that schism of Eastern and
853),

Western Christianity which now became decisive,
But the
and was never really healed again.
Orthodox Church remained in iiossession of her
Bulgarian gains

— in spite of the ypiieal of Nicholas
Rome

amidst the claims of conand to cleave to that Church
which had always been without spot, or wrinkle,

to listen first to

flicting teachers,
'

or anj' such thing.'
In the 9th cent., after the sack of lona by the
Northmen (806), the relics of St. Coluuiba seem to
have been translated to Dunkeld, which became
for a time the centre of Scottish Christianity tUl

—

Andrews, from about 905, took its place.
Poland perhaps received its first knowledge of
From
Christianity from Bohemia and Moravia.
about 967 the court and ruling classes accepted
the new faith in its Roman form, and before 1000
the establishment of Latin Christianity was completed, under the great conqueror Boleslav, who
first raised Poland to the position of an important
European State.
The earliest mission among the heathen Prussians
was probably midertaken by Adalbert (or VoySt.

tyech), second bisliopof Prague, who travelled into
I'russia in 996, ami was martyred on tlie shores
of the F'risehe Hall in .April 997.
lioleslav 'the
Great of Poland, who had encouraged this nii.ssion,
the
relics
at
the
iiairt-town
of
martyr's
jdaced
'

Guesen, which

now became an

Archbishopric.
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The Huugariaus, whose attacks on fJenuanic
and Italian Eurojie were finally ended by the
defeat on the Lechfeld in 955, at the hands of Otto
the Great, were rapidly won to the Western Chunli
by mission enterprise. By about 975 considerable
the reigning Hungarian
jjrogress had been made
prince Geisa (972-997) was a nominal, if semibut the complete victory of
pagan, Christian
Christianity was gained by the first king, Stephen
the Saint, baptized by Adalbert of Prague aliout
9S3.
Stephen was called t.o succeed his father
Geisa in 997 he took the royal title in 1000 he
and before his
put down the pagan ojiiMisition
death in 103S he had completed the establishment
of the Latin Church in his kingdom, liad organized
that kingdom with remarkable success, and had
He
civen it a first impression of civilization.
Founded colleges, hospitals, and monasteries for
;

;

'

;

;

;

Hungarians in Rome, liavenna, Constantinoi)le,
and Jerusalem, and his hospitalitj' to pilgrims wa.s
so generous that the overland route through the
Hungarian plain came to be generally preferred by
the mass of those travelling from Western Europe
to Constantinople and Syria.
Roman Christianity, as introduced by Ansgar,
won the allegiance of tlie king, court, and ruling
classes of Denmark in the days of Harold Blaatand,
or
Blue Tooth,' a century after Ansgar, from
about 966. Yet even after tliis there was a pagan
reaction, accompanied bj- some persecution (1000Forkbeard,' the
04), under Svend, or Swegen,
conqueror of England, who vacillated between the
old heathendom and the new faith, but finally
embraced the latter, after his triumph in the
West. Cnut the Great, Svend's son and successor
(1014-35), was almost a Danish Clovis, and identified his policy with the work of the Christian
Church in all ways.
Christianity in Sweden, likewise founded bj'
Ansgar, did not become the faith of the court and
the governing classes till the end of the first
millennium, under Olaf the Lap-King' (955-1022).
Pagan reactions still occurred till far on in the 11th
cent., a final one on the eve of the First Crusade
but the battle was really won by 1020.
'

'

'

—

The first faint beginnings of (Latin)
Norway may also be traced back
time.
Under Haakon I. (935-961)

in

Christianity
to

Ansgar s

began to
the king for a long
struggle for predominance
time endeavoured to promote it, but in his later
years, for political and other reasons, he yielded
much to the wishes of the pagan party. Heathen
and Christian struggled for ascendancy till the
short and brilliant reign of Olaf
Trygg\ason (9951000), who forced the gospel on the bulk of his
subjects with every kind of violence and every art
The work was completed by Olaf
of persuasion.
it

;

the

Saint,

TiTggvason

the godchUd

and third successor of

(1015-30).

From Norway

Christianity

was carried

to the

Norse colonies of Icelatid and Greenland. The
Gennan priest Thaugbrand, a truly militaTit
missionary, who killed opponents in single combat,
was sent to Iceland by Olaf Tryggvason in 997
;

the new faith was accepted (with some
important concessions to heathenism) in a National
and at the same time the gospel
As.sembly
in

101)0

;

readied Greenland, where it soon won the allegiance of tlie colonists.
Leif Ericson, probably the first discoverer of
America, was commissioned by Olaf Tryggva.son
1000 to proselytize his countrymen, on his
return from the court of Norway to his home in
Eric's Fiord, but the missionary journey was
interrupted by storms, which drove Leif to
in

Vinland (Nova Scotia?).
Russia was not really won till the time of
Vladimir the Great ('.St. Vladimir," 9S6-1015).

and Mediaeval)

The

patriarch Photius, it is true, claims (c. 867)
that the fierce and barbarous Russians had already
be«n converted by the missions of the Eastern
Chvirch, but even a century later the ma-ss of the
people were thoroughly heathen. Decisive Christian
success began with the conversion of Olga, the
princess-regent of Kieff, and widow of the grandprince Igor, who visited Constantinople in 955,
and was there baptized into the Greek Church.
The full triumph of the faith was delayed for a
generation bj- tne refusal of Olga's son Svyatoslav
to abandon his heathenism. The work was finished
by Vladimir, son and successor of Svyatoslav, and
the most efi'ective and powerful head of the Russian
people that had j'et appeared, under whom Russia

gave premature and deceptive promise of playin"
a first-class part in the world, in the 10th antl
11th centuries. After his capture of the Imperial
(Byzantine) dependency of Knerson in the Crimea
(on the site of the later Sevastopol), and bis
marriage with an Imperial princess in 988, he
accepted the Christianitj' of the Eastern Church
and his court and the mass of his people followed
the example of the grand-prince of Kiefl'. The
progress of the faith was both rapid and deep
no part of Europe became more intensely attached
to its Christianity, and no nation perhaps has done
more to spread the Cliristian faith, as it has understood the same. Vladimir died in 1015, but under
Yaroslav the Lawgiver (1019-54), who with his
f.ather must rank as the chief Russian statesman
before the Tatars
of the earlier and freer age
the establishment of the Cliinch was completed.
4. From the First Crusade to the end of the
mediaeval time (1096-1453). Thus, before the close
of the 11th cent., nearly all Europe had been won
to Christianity of the Roman or the Greek allegiance, and the borders of Christendom had been
extended, to North and East, far beyond the limits
of the Old Empire to Greenland and Iceland, to
Norway, Sweden, and Denmark, to the shores of
the Baltic, the plains of Poland, the Carpathian
highlands, and the western regions of Modern
Russia Kieff, Smolensk, Novgorod.
Novgorod
enterprise, it is probable, had by 1096 carried the
religion as well as the trade of that great Republic
into some of the regions and among some of the
tribes of the furthest North and North-East— in
the Wliite Sea basin and in the valleys of the
Dvina and Pechora.
little later, in 1121, the
bishop of Greenland
undertook what was probably a missionary journey
but we hear no
to America he seeks Vinland
more of him.
Christendom, as thus constituted, included some
pagan enclaves, mainly along the South and East
of the Baltic, such as the countries of the Lithuanian.s, the Finns of Finland (and N. Rus.sia), the
Old Prussians, and the Wends and other Slavs of
Pomerania and other lands afterwards included
In the 12th cent, much of
in Eastern Germany.
The Finns of Finland
this land began to be won.
were conquered b3' the Swedes in a war which had
something of a crusading character (c. 1157-58), and
the profession of the Roman Catliolic faith was
gradually enforced. Russian Christianity meanwhile appears expanding in the far North and
East by its foundation of the St. Michael's monastery, on the site of Archangel (in the 12th cent. ),
and of the important Novgorod colony of Vyatka,
north of Kazan (1174). Latin Christianity acconiuanied the early victories of Germanism lieyond the
Elbe in the 10th century. The pagan and antiGerman reaction wliicli si't in about 983 was equally
injurious to Teutonic Christendom and Empire,
ami much of the new mission ground was lost.
Polish and German attemjits to convert the
Pomeranians led to small result till well on in the
;

;

—

—

—

—

—

A

—

'

'

—
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stronger.

German Christianity (accompanying German
colonization) was planted as far east as the Diina
or Western Dvina (the river of Riga) in the later
12th cent. ; some Bremen merchants formed a
settlement on or near the site of Riga about 1158,
and about 1168 lleinhard, an Augustinian canon
The
of Holstein, headed a mission to Livonia.
less race

difficult, for

mann

of Salza, and the Poles, mainly represented
by duke Conrad of Mazovia. The emperor Frederic II., the intimate friend and patron of Hermann, gave the fullest support in his power, bestowing on the Order the sovereignty of all such
territories as they had acquired by gift or should
win by conquest. A long, bloody, and desperate
struggle of over fifty years brought about (by 1283)

the Livonians were a faithproper sentiments when

who profe-ssed the

the complete submission of the Prussians, the parextermination of the race, the enforced conversion of the remainder, and the German colonization of a great province which was to become one
of the most Teutonic of lands, and to give name,
by union with Brandenburg, to the chief German
State of modern times, the creator and core of the

advantage was to be gained from them, but turned
upon the mission with mockery and insult when
they no longer needed its help (Meinhard built them
not only churches, but fortifications). An eclipse
brought the missionaries into peril they were
accused of swallowing the sun. Their danger was
hardly less when they were justly suspected of a
more successful cultivation of the land than was
then usual in Livonia. Baptisms were constantly
'washed off' in the Dvina by lapsed converts.
Meinhard, consecrated bishop of Livonia in 1170,
died in 1196, without having achieved much sucHis second successor, Albert of Apeldern
cess.
and Riga, had superior fortune, tact, and abilities.
He organized a Livonian Crusade (permitted by
Innocent III. to rank as a fulfilment of the vow
he enlisted considerfor the Holy War in Syria)

tial

—

German Empire.
The opening of intercourse in 1245 between
Western Europe and the new Mongol masters of
present

;

able forces of warriors and missionaries ; in 1200
he founded, or re-founded, the city of Riga as
a new base for conquest and proselytism, and as
the seat of the bishopric ; and in 1202 he started
'
the Fratres Militue. Christi, the
Knights or
Brethren of Christ,' or of the Sword,' the Sch werttritger or Port-glaives of German and French historians, an important element in the Teutonic
Order and a main source of its dominion on the
Baltic.
Pope Innocent gave the Sword-Brethren
the statutes of the Templars. Albert's mission'

'

'

'

'

crusade had rapid success, and most of Livonia
was baptized before the close of 1206.
mission in Esthonia was commenced a little
earlier than this by Bishop Fulk, formerly a monk
of La Celle and Dietrich, Meinhard's cliief lieutenant in Livonia, became bishop of Esthonia in
1213.
He was killed in 1218, and the next bishop
transferred the headquarters of tlie mission (now
thoroughly German) to Yuryev, Derpt, or Dorpat,
A Danish mission in Esthonia, at this
in 1224.
time largely in Danish hands, was organized from
Reval, wliiili became a bishopric in 1218. Even in
Lithuania a Roman mission appears to have started
in the first half of the 13th cent., but its progress
was slow, and general or definite success was not
attained till the first Union of Poland and Litva

A

;

'

'

in 1386.
'

In 1236-37 the Sword-Brethren united with the
Teutonic Knights, founded at Acre in 1190, and
summoned to help in the conquest and conversion
of Old Prussia in 1226.
They had much in common an origin from Bremen, a constitution on the
model of the Templars, the patronage of the Virgin, the protection of the emperors, the duty of
lighting for the Cross,' the championship of the
'

—

'

German race and German
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In 1215
again, with better appearance of success.
a Prussian bishop was consecrated. But a violent
heathen reaction soon followed, accompanied by
massacre, and by the destruction, it is said, of 250
churches. The supporters of the mission now fell
back on the idea of a holy war, and in 1218 Pope
Honorius m. allowed a Prussian Crusade as a
In 1226 the Teutonic
substitute for the Syrian.
Order, already despairing of much permanent ettect
in the Levant, though its nominal headquarters
remained at Acre till 1291, was invited to help, and
terms were made between the grandmaster, Her-

of Bamberg (in 1124-28)
From the
of this country.

time wlien the main German advance beyond the
Elbe was permanently resumed, about 1130, the
progress of Christianity was rapid between the Elbe
and the Oder ; and the extension of the bishoprics
of Magdeburg, Oldenburg, and Ratzeburg witnessed to this. German colonization followed
German conquest, and, as the colonists were at
least nominal Christians, the Church grew steadily

work was
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interests against all other.

This brings us to the Prussian crusade and mission.
The early unsuccessful attempts at proselytism in Old Prussia, mainly under Polish patronIn 1207 the Poles began
age, have been noticed.

Asia, through the embassies sent by Pope Innocent IV. to the Tatar courts, proved to be the beginning of an important and romantic chapter of
mission history. Among the distant enterprises of
the Christian Church, or the forgotten incidents of
past intercourse between remote civilizations, there
are few more interesting than tlie early Roman
missions in Further and Central Asia, and in the
Iiave seen
border-lands of Eastern Europe.
how, in the earlier Middle Ages, Nestorian mis
sionaries carried the gospel to China, Turkestan,
and the Indies. Almost to the close of the crusading period, their creed was practically the sole
representative of the Nazarene faith in Asia, outside the narrow limits of the shrunken Byzantine
Empire and the crusading principalities. But in
the 13th cent, the Church of Rome began to be
heard of in the depths of Tartary,' and between
1245 and 1255 the great overland travellers of the
first generation, the Friars John de Piano Carpini,
William de Rubruquis or Bubrouck, and Andrew
of Longumeau, appeared in the Mongol courts, on
the Volga, or in the Baikal or Balkhash basins.
Yet their work was primarily that of diplomatists,
of envoys from the pope or the king of France, in
the missionary
their capacity as Christian leaders

We

—

'

;

was not prominent in their work
Rubruquis
alone, of this famous group, seems to have spent
;

time or energy in doctrinal discussions or proselyin any
tizing ettbrts, and even he does not claim
way to have founded a mission church in Asia or
in Russia.

The

Polos, again,

who

represented

Roman

Chris-

to 1295, and
gave us our first good account of the Chinese and
so
much
of
Central
Indian worlds and of
Asia,
cannot be considered active propagandists. Kublai
Khan expressed a desire for official Christian inbut his wish remained unfulfilled.
structors
Marco Polo and his relatives were primarily merNo mischants, adventurers, men of the world.
sion work can be credited to them.
But, while the Polos were still in China, the
founder of the Latin churches both in Cathay and
Friar John de Monte
in India started on his way.
Corvino, a Franciscan like Carpini and Rubruquis,
and a man of untiring energy, courage, and patience, began his life-work in Asia about 1275, and

tendom among the Mongols from 1260

;
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in 1280

was

the great

sou! Iiy Tope Nicolas IV. willi letters to
of the Tatar empire ami of ncigh-

tihje to build a line churcli for his

men

bounng lands— the

supreme Khan

in

the South Asiatic sea-route from
Orniuz, niaUiiig a long halt upon the way in the
Madras region (or St. Thomas's country '). He
achieved conspicuous success in the Far East he
was rejieatedly reinforced from home; and his work
led to tlie creation of a regiilar llonian hierarchy,
with at least two bishoprics, in the Middle King-

'

'

'

dom.' He was even credited,
by one tradition,
with the conversion of a Mongol-Cliinese emperor.
To him is due not only the first planting of Western
Christianity in China and in the Indies, but the
earliest noteworthy Christian account of South
Indian climate, people, manners, and customs, and
some valuable evidence upon the overland and
oversea routes which connected the Levant and
the Far Ea.st, as well as upon the association of

Western traders and Western missionaries
European penetration of Asia.

in the

—

'

elapse before the friar committed himself to the
frail barks of the Indian seas
flimsy and uncouth, without nails or iron of any sort, sewn
like
with
twine
without
clothes,
together
caulking,
having but one mast, one sail of matting, and
some ropes of husk (cf. Milnchner gelehrte

—

'

'

.x.xii.

[1855] 175).
Ameifjen,
In the sacred region of St. Thomas's shrine, near
Madras, he remained eighteen months, and here
died his comrade, Nicolas of Pistoia, on his way
to the Court of the Lord of all India.'
He was
buried in the Church of St. Thomas, while Corvino
transmitted to Europe (22nd Dec. 1292) a quaint
and memorable sketch of the Deccaii and its people
from his own observation one of the earliest pictures of Indian life drawn by a Roman Christian
'

—
European — which

Western
awakened the papacy
or

seems to have
to the possibilities of Hindu

conversion.
Aleantime, while Friar John was
writing, the Polos were off the Coromandel coast
on tlieir return to Europe and here Messer
Marco Millione may have met the man who was
to represent Christendom in the Middle Kingdom'
during the next thirty years, as the 'Venetian
merchants had done for the past thirty.
next meet with Corvino in China itself at
His second letter (of 8th Jan.
the Imperial city.
'
1305) is dated from Peking, or Cambalec,' and tells
how for eleven years, from 1293, he had laboured
in Cathay ; how he had struggled against prejudice and calumny ; how brilliant successes had
followed dismal failures ; and how, in 1304. he had
at last been joined by a colleague. Friar Arnold of
Cologne.
Probably he landed at the great port of
'Zayton,' or Amoy, in Fokien ; apparently he
his
made
way immediately to Peking. In any
case, he failed to convert the emperor, Tiniur
Oljaitu, son and successor of Kublai, ami a great
favourer of the Buddhist lamas ' nimis inveteratus in idolatria,' as Corvino puts it. But he was
not long without a triumiih. In his first year at
Cambalec he won the Nest orian Prince Ceorge, 'of
the family of the great King Prester John of

—

—
'

—

We

—

'

'

'

basin, apjiarently convi-rtcd to Nestorian Christiin the nth century (cf. above, p. 707'').
Nor
was this all. Prince George's heir was named
after the missionary ; a translation of all the
Roman service-book.s was ordered and begun ;

anity

many Nestorians embraced Corvino's faith.
With the death of King (ieorge, however,

the

sky was again overcast apostasy succeeded cimversion
there was no more translation of the
Latin ritual and Corvino « as left alone to endure
;

;

—

;

the slanders of the Nestorians a community professing the Ciiristian name, but deviating from the
Christian faith,' and now so powerful in Cathay
that they would tolerate no Christian rivals (iS.
'

vi. 69).

Corvino seems to have made his way into Peisia
by much the same route through Sivils, Erzerum,
and Kars as merchants then took between the
Gulf of Scanderoon and Tabriz. At Tabriz, however, he was joined by a
great merchant and
faithful Christian,' Peter of Lucolongo, and with
this companion he turned aside from the continental main track and made his way south into
India, with the view of there taking ship for
Cathay (1291). Some time, however, was yet to

—

allegiance,

—

'

liy

;

new

Itoman Church,' at a place twenty
days' journey from Peking ]ierhaps at Tatung in
Shan si, just east of the great Ho-ang-ho elbow,
where Friar Odoric seems also to lix the capital of
Prester John (iJ. vi. 70). The Prester John and
Prince George here referred to are probably of the
royal house of the Kerait Tatars, of the Baikal
'called the

Cathay, the
Ilkhiln in Persia, the 'emperor of Ethiopia,' ami
Corvino reached Cathay in 1292 or 1293,
others.

apparently
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Tndia
(Wadding, Annnlrs Mlnonim, vi. 69).
George died in 1'299, but before his death he found

At last the prospect brightened a leading
enemy confessed in 1.303 the friar was at last
;

;

permitted to live at court

him

in 1304

;

Brother Arnolil

with a little more aid the emperor
Imperator Cham,' might be gained. The
writer was now old and grey, more with toil than
with years, for he was but
he was
tifty-eight yet
now building a second church in Peking; New
Testament and Psalms he had just done into the
For
'language most used among the Tatars.'
one tiling he still yearned news of Europe, of the
Church, of his Order. Twelve years had passed
and now a farrago of incredible blasin silence
phemies about tlie court of Rome, the Order of
St. Francis, and other matters of the Western world
had been spread abroad by a Lombard surgeon
newly come to Cathay 'ante duos annos,' otherwise in 1302 or 1303. Brother John, therefore, on
every account was anxious for fresh help but,
warned by his own troublous sea-voyage, he laid
down the best route for subsequent travellers— by
the Crimea, the Volga, and the Steppes. By this
overland path, travelling along with the Imperial
messengers, a man might get through to Peking
in six months.
Corvino's third letter is also from Peking, and
was written on Quinqnagesima Sunday, 13th Feb.
its record is one of
Its tone is hopeful
1306.
steady progress. In 1305 a new church and adliad
been commenced in
mission
buildings
joining
the emperor honoured the friar above
Cambalec
joined

;

'

himself,

;

—

:

—

;

;

'

'

;

'

other prelates at his court and, like Kublai,
his great ancestor, he desired earncstlj' to see
envoys from the see of Rome and the nations of
Western Christendom. With such a soil to work
upon, the writer joyfully anticipated the harvest
that might reward the friars who had lately arrived
in Persia and the Crimea.
In a postscript Corvino tells of yet another
triumph. Some time previously, either during his
stay in India or after his arrival in the Flowery
Land, an embassy from Ethiopia had waited on him
with entreaties to come over and help them, to visit
their country himself, or to send good preachers
there.
Since the days of St. ilatthcw and his
disciples, they declared, they had never seen a
Christian teacher. It is with Nubian Christianity
that tradition especially associated St. Matthew
the local Church, thougli long doomed, was not
everywhere extinct and the earlier 14th cent, sawmore than one efVort of the Roman see to win this
difficult and dangerous country.
Corvino addressed these letters to the Brethren
of the Franciscan and Dominican missions in Persia
and the Steppe lands of Southern Russia. His
all

'

;

;

;
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appeal was uot unheeded and the authorities of
tne Church, tired with his own enthusiasm, took
up the mission that he had begun with something
of the spirit that lie desired.
New conquests seemed now to open before the
Church of Koine. Friar John was created archbishop of Carabalec (with exceptional powers) in
the spring of 1307, and seven bishops (of whom
three only persevered) were dispatched to conseIn
crate and help tlie new primate of Cathay.
130S these three suffragans Gerard, Peregrine,
and Andrew reached China, and carried out the
consecration of Corvino. Each of them appears
successively in the history of the mission as bishop
of 'Zayton' in Fo-kien, where a powerful Latin
mission was gradually established, and where some
Genoese traders appear to have settled in the early
Franci.scan tradition
years of the 14th century.
maintained that the emperor Khaishan Kuluk
(1307-11), third of the Yuen, or Mongol, ilynasty
in China, and grandson of the great Kublai, was
and it may have
converted by Monte Corvino
been the news or legend of this success that led
Clement v. in 1312 to send three more suffragans
;

—

—

A

;

to the aid of Archbishop John ; in any case, we
find one of these later bishops, Peter of Florence,
becoming head of a monastery in this harbourtown of Zayton.'
The remaining fragments of our knowledge of
'

In

he appoints

Andrew

Corvino are soon told.
of Perugia, one of his first group of suffragans, to
the see of 'Zayton'; in 1326 Andrew, writing
home, refers to the Archbishop, without naming
him and about 1350 the Franciscan chronicler,
John of Winterthur, makes a confused allusion to
what is evidently Corvino's first Peking letter,
supposed by the annalist to be the work of a nameless Franciscan of Lower Germany, possibly the
very Arnold of Cologne who joined the mission
in 1304.
Lastly, in 1328, we hear of the death
132-2

;

of that aged missionaiy who first carried Roman
Christianity as an active faith to India and China,
who perhaps converted the 'Emperor of Emperors,'
and who was the first and last effective European
bishop in the Peking of the Middle Awes.
The best days and brightest hopes of the Chinese
mission really closed with the life of its founder
;

but the Church at Iiome showed no consciousness
A certain Brother Nicolas, apof failing energy.
parently a Franciscan like Corvino, was nominated
to succeed him, and, with twenty friars and si.x
laymen, set out for Cathay. We are not -sure,
however, that he ever reached the Middle Kingdom.
All that we do know of his journey is that he
arrived at Almalig, the modern Kulja, now on the
Central Asian frontier of China and Russia, that
he received good treatment there, and that in
1338 Pope Benedict XII. wrote to the Chagatai
Khan (June 13), thanking him for his kindness to
Nicolas.

Jleanwbile, a little earlier (in 1338), an embassy
from the Great Khan then reigning Timur Ukhaand
gatu had appeared before Benedict XII.
with this embassy letters had arrived from certain
Christian princes of the Alan nation in the Khan's
service, begging for a bishop and legate worthy to

—

—

;

In reply to these conmiunicareplace Corvino.
tions, four Franciscan envoys and a large company
of less important representatives carried the papal
briefs from Avignon, by way of Naples, Constantinople, Kaff'a in the Crimea, and Almalig-Kulja,
After
to Peking, which they reached in 1342.
four years in China they returned, like the Polos,
by the southern waterway from Amoy to Ormuz,
making a lengthy stay in Southern India, and

The hisfinally re-appearing at Avignon in lf;53.
torian of this embas.sy, John de Marignolli, draws
a glowing picture of the prosperity of the Roman

'
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but of the
Catholic mission in the Far East
mission history after this time we know almost
the
nothing. Of one thing we may be certain
Chinese national reaction which broke out in 1363
set the Ming dynasty upon the throne, and expelled
the Mongol Yuen, put an end for centuries to
Western Christianity and to European trade within
;

:

the Middle Kingdom. AVhen this calamity befell,
said that the friars, tlying across Asia from
Peking to Sarai and the Volga, carried with them
the relics of the Grand Khan converted by
Corvino.
In Persian, Mesopotamian, Armenian, and Caucasian lands the religious explorations of the
Western Church began about the middle of the
13th century.
The Dominicans penetrated to
Tiflis about 1240; in 1255 Rubruquis found several
friar-preachers in Armenian towns, and tells us of
Yet it
their travels to Tabriz as well as to TiHis.
was only with the Tatar conquest of Baghdad, and
with the overthrow of the khalifatc, in 1258, that
Roman Catholic infiuence assumed real importance
From this time to the early years of
in Persia.
the 14th cent., Latin missions and Latin trade
played an important part in the empire of the
Ilkhans ; several of Hulagu's successors seem to
have been almost persuaded to accept some form
not till about 1304 did they
of Nazarene faith
definitely end their religions hesitation by embracing Islam. Even then, for more than half a century, Rome struggled bravely against the current
though her cause might be declining, she continued
to maintain the airs of a conqueror
founding
bishoprics, creating provinces, vaunting the subIn 1318 we hear
mission of heretical patriarchs.
of the inauguration of a complete Persian hierarchy,
with a metropolitan at the Ilkhans' capital of
Sultaniyah (a little south of the Ca.spian), whose
jurisdiction included not merely Persia, but also
Central Asia, India, and 'Ethiopia.'
Yet after the death of Abu Said, the last true
Ilkhan, in 1336, Roman proselytism seems to have
completely lost touch of the governing classes
among the Mongols of Soutli-West Asia ; in the
age of Timur (1380-1405) the Islamizing of the
The Middle, like the
latter was fairly complete.
it is

'

'

;

;

—

Farther East, though less completely, shut its
door on Christian enterprise before the age of
Henry the Navigator.
The first trace of a Roman Catholic mission in
India is the visit of Monte Corvino to the Madras
region in 1291-92, an incident of deep significance
in the history of mankind, not only as evidencing
a fresh opening of intercourse between India and
Europe, but also as bearing upon the Persian and
Chinese enterprises of the Roman Church, and as
representing the first joint effort of the Franciscan
and Dominican Orders, under papal direction,
upon the remoter heathendom of Southern and
Eastern Asia. The chief incident in this chapter
of European enterprise is the foundation of a
Roman mission in the Bombay region and in Malabar, and the establishment of a Roman bishopric
near Cape Comorin a generation Later (1321-30).
In the Letters and Mnrvcls of Bishop jordanus,
the first and apparently the only occupant of this
see in the Middle Ages, in the Recollections of
John de Marignolli, in the Travel Record of Friar
Odoric, and in the official -1 nvals of the Franciscan
Order and of the Roman Church, we learn a little
Its history
aliout this remarkable undertaking.
cannot be traced below the middle of the 14th
but its leader's references to
cent. (c. 1349-50)
L.atin intercourse with Nubia and Abyssinia, and
plans for a European fieet upon the Indian Ocean
like his repetition of Indian prophecies of a coming European domination, and his personal conviction of the ease with which such domination could
;

—
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—

be established are among the carisnt things of
medimval literature.
We have seen something of the vigour with
which the Latin missions and Western commerce
of this time fought to win and maintain a j)osition

in China, in India, and in Per.sia.
During the
same period (c. 1245-1370) the fates of Christianity
and of Islam were decided in Higher Asia, and
Latin missionaries and traders fought no less
keenly, no less vainly, than in Cathay and Persia
for the victory of their creed and coniuierce in
Turkestan, in the Volga basin, and in the Crimea.
But of the latter enterprises we have a slenderer
record, and what we know of them is frequently

incidental to the larger story of Koman Catholic
proselytism in the Celestial empire or in Iran.
Before the great Tatar invasion of Eastern
Europe, in 1237-43, Dominican missionaries had
penetrated into the countries lying east of the

Middle Volga, even if the expeditions of Carpini
and Rubruquis in 1245-55 had not to any large
extent the character of proselytizing ventures. It
was apparentlj' in the early part of the 14th cent.,
and especially under Uzbeg Khan (1321-40), that
Rome exerted herself most strenuously for the
winning of the North- Western Mongols, and that
the mission stations at Astrakhan on the Lower,
and at Kazan on the Upper, Volga, at Torki, and
other places on the west shore of the Caspian, at
Khiva, near the Lower Oxus, at Samarqand, and
at Kuija in the Balkhash basin, by the RussoChinese frontier of to-day, came into being. Even
more, perhaps, than in China or India, these Latin
outposts, from the Caspian to the Kama, from the
Caucasus to the Altai, represent the exploring
spirit of the European at this time in its most
daring form. For where could the enmity of
nature and men be defied more recklessly ? Wliere
in all the known Avorld could distance, barbarism,
sterility, and fanaticism present a more formidable
combination of obstacles ?

Even as late as 1362 we find traces of Roman
Catholic effort in Northern Tartary. But about
this year the Latin missions in Central Asia may
be supposed to have ended in a final .storm of
persecution; and before Timur's death, in 1405,
European missionary activity had really withered
away in other Western Mongol lands.
In Europe the later 14th cent, witnessed the
conversion of the last considerable people which
still professed heathenism.
The Litva,' or Lithuanians, whose central region is the Vilna country,
had become an important power by conquest from
the Russian nation, now lying, for the most part,
helpless and crushed beneath the heel of the Mongol
Tatars. Most of Western Russia had fallen into
their hands (some valuable districts had become
Polish), and the Lithuanian dukes aspired to a
great position in the world. In 1382 the Polish
throne was left to a woman, the daughter of Lewis
•the Great'; and Yagielo (or 'Jagellon'), the
'Litva' prince, hoped that by marriage with this
heiress (in spite of her strong distaste for his
person) he might become one of the chief European
His hopes were realized and a Roman
sovereigns.
Catholic Polish-Lithuanian State was thus founded
the marriage- and con version -treaties of 1386.
bjr
This State gradually became a Polish empire under
one faith and one sovereign, with one (terribly
defective) constitution and administration (1501
'

;

;

With

Vitovt, or Vitold, the last great
'Litva' conqueror, ended the brief hope that
Lithuanian conversion might after all turn to the
profit of the Eastern Church.
1589).

For 'Prinrc Vitovt,' the Russian atinaiisb laments, 'had
previously bi-en a Christian . . . hut he renounced the Ortho.
dox faith, and adopted the Polish, and perverted the holy
churches to service hateful to God' (Chronicit of Novaorod,
A.D. 1399).

and Mediaeval)

In the 14th cent, we also hear of the progress
of Russian missions, the pioneer or attendant of
Russian colonization, in the most distant regions
of North-Eastern Europe.
About 1376 the monk
Stephen, afterwards canonized as the apostle of

Perm ('Stephan Permsky '), founded the earliest
Christian church on the Upper Kama. It was a
venture of some risk, for a former missionary in
this country had been flayed by the natives, while
they were yet but infants in the faith.' Before his
'

death (in 1396), however, Stephen had confounded
the heathen priests and sorcerers of the Kama,
overthrown the idols of the Vmj)cl and the Ciolden
Old Woman,' stopped the sacrifice of reindeer,
secured the triumph of Christianity, and founded
Moscovite influence in a region from which, two
centuries later, Moscow overthrew the Siberian
Khanate. Under Stephen's successors, Andrew,
Isaac, and Pitirim (1397-1445), the Russian Church
took root in the Pechora country, just as it did on
the White Sea during the same period, through
the foundation of the most famous monastery of
the Far North in the island of Solovki, or Solovetsky (1429). The Solovetsky monastery began
with the hermitage of the monk Savvaty, or
after this, Zosinia, with the
Savvatii, in 1429
sanction of Archbishop Jonas of Novgorod, joined
in founding the community which became so celebrated.
On the neighbouring mainland Christian
enterprise appears much earlier the St. Michael
monastery, the germ of Archangel city, was established in the 12th cent, by Archbishop Ivan of
In Lapland, again, religious enterNovgorod.
Like
prise accompanied political and commercial.
Stephen in the Kama, and Isaac in the Pechora,
Iliya of Novgorod and Theodorite of Solovetsky
appear as apostles of faith and culture to Kola and
the Lapps.
The Portuguese, in their great oversea expansion
of the 15th cent., especially from 1445, undertook mission-work with enthusiasm, perseverance,
'

;

:

and at least considerable temporary success.
Even from the beginning of his enterprise (c. 1415)
Prince Henry 'the Navigator' did not entirely
forget the duty of proselytism, though at first more
absorbed by the idea of Crusade. His biogi-apliers,
even in his earlier years, emphasize his purpose of
'extending the Catholic religion,' of showing the
natives the way of the holy faith,' of
making
'

'

increase in the faith of Christ.' The new slavetrade was used to help to create a native African
Church. From 1445 a policy of friendly intercourse
with the Negroes of the Sudan and the Moors of
the Sahara w as adopted, as leading to conversion,
as well as trade, in place of the raiding and kidnapping of earlier time. For tlie prince's purpose was
to make Christians of them.' Professed missionaries were soon (before 1453) sent out to Negroland.
But the historj- of this development, and most of
the Portuguese success in the mi.ssion-lield, belong
to times after the close of the medi;vval period.
LiTERATtTRE. — Jerome, de VirU lUvsinlncs (e.g., ch. 36);
'

Eusebius,

HE

(f.g., v. 10);

Socrates,

II

H

i.

{e.g..

19);

Sozo-

HE (e.g., ii. 24); John of Ephesus John Malalas
Cosmas. Topunraphia Christiana (e.g., hks. iii.. xi.); Dicuil,
d''. Mensura Oriis
Tcrrtv (e.n., vii. 11-14); C. Baronius and
O. Raynaldus, Aimaies Kcclesiastici, Rome, 104i>-77 (e.g.,
1278, 1235, 1338, 1370); Gregory Abul.
1274,
.«6, 1260, \H~,
men,

;

;

CompeiuUosa Dt/nastiaruyn, ed. K. Pocock,
Oxford, 1063 (e.g., 427); J. S. Assemani, Bilil Orienlnlis,
Rome, 1719-28 (e.g., m. i. 130f., 165-167; ii. 77-176, 41.3-017);
Carpini and Rubruquis, ed. M. A. P. d'Avezac, in Reeitexl de
de Parit), ed.
\'oyages, iv. |18S'.)J (Mem. de la Sac. giographigue
C. R. Beazley in Ilakluyt Soc. Publications, London, 1903;
Corvino and 'Jordanus, in L. Wadding, Annates Minontm-,
Home, 1731-4.i, vi. Andrew of Perugia, Pascal of Vittoria,
etc., ib. vii.
J. de Maripnolli. in Fonlr:s Henim tiohemicarwn,
Prague, 187;i-S2, iii. Chronicle o.f 'Sector' [Ivicft Chronicle);
Chronicle of yorgorod; Chronicon Liconiciitn. I>/im; J. L.
von Mosheira, Uistoria Tartaroruin eeeleRiastica, Helmstadt,
1741; 1. Halberg, Extreme Orient, Gothenburg, 1906; A.
Harnack, Hrpansion of Christianity, London, 1904-05;
H. Zimmer, Celtic Church, Eng. tr., do. 1902 A. Hauck,
faraffius, Hi^toria

;

;

;

;
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Kirchengfsch. Deutschlanda, Leifizig, ISSO-IOOS J. Labourt,
Christianisitie dans I'empiie perse sous la dynastic eassanide,
A. Fortescue, The Lesser Easteiti Churches,
Paris, 1904
London, 1913 Beazley, The Davm of Modem Geofjraphy, do.
i.
1897-1906,
205-242, ii. 275-381, iii. 100-309 J. C. Robertson.
Hist, of (he Christian Church, do. 1876, esp. i. 214-216, 411-418,
iL 204 f., 254 ff., ui. 30-37, 62-80, 457-4S0, iv. 73-116, v. 27S-288,
G. Milne Rae, The Sj/rian
vi. 300-377, vii. 41611., viii. 333 fl.
Church in Malabar. Edinburgh, 1S92 A. E. Medlycott, India
and the Apostle Thomas, London, 1905 J. A. Letronne,
Mat^riaux pour I'hibt. du Christianising, Paris, 18o3 T.
Wright, Early Christianity in Arabia, London, 18.^>5 Trans, of
Russian .irchaological Society (Oriental section) G. Paxithier,
De I'Autltenticite de I'inscription nestorienne de Si-nqan-fou,
Paris, 1857; G. T. Stokes, Ireland and the Celtic Church^,
London, 1892; N. M. Karamzin, Uist. of Russia, Petroiirad,
V. O. Klyuchevsky, Lives of the Saints as
1842, vol. V.
Historical Material, Moscow, 1871.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

Raymond Beazley.
MISSIONS (Christian, Roman Catholic).—
When Jesus Christ, the Son of God and the ReC.

mankind, had fulfilled His divine mission
had sealed it with His death, and
endorsed it by His resurrection, He empowered
His apostles, and through them His Church, to
continue the same in His name and by His authorThat apostolate of salvation was to be
ity.
catholic, or universal in space, doctrine, and time,

deemer

of

in the world,

times
(Mt 28'8-=»). Mindful of the Last Will and Testament of Christ, the Church has always looked upon

to

teach

nations

all

all

things

at

all

missionary work as an essential and solemn obligation, and upon its progress as an unfailing gauge
Since the day of Pentecost, when
of her vitality.
she received her baptism by the Holy Spirit, the
Church has carried on the apostolate with more or
less success in the midst of constant persecutions

from within and from without, and in spite of unfavourable political conditions and anti-Christian
The missionary character which she
legislation.
displayed in apostolic and sub-apostolic times
equally manifested itself in the Celtic, Germanic,
and Prankish missionaries, till the Benedictine
missionaries SS. Gregory, Augustine, Wilfrid,
Boniface, Ansgar, and Adalbert gave to the missionary

movement

its

definite shape.

When

in

subsequent ages new countries were discovered
or opened up, the Orders of St. Francis and St.
Dominic became important factors in the missions
among the followers of Islam and the Mongols, in
Morocco and Egypt, in Syria and Palestine, India
and China. In 1252 a special missionai-y congregation was formed out of members of the two orders
known as Societas peregrinantium propter Christum. A new impetus to the Roman Catholic apostolate was given when, in the 14th, 15th, and 16th
centuries, Spain and Portugal took the lead in
exploration, conquest, and commerce in the East
and the West. They gave freely of the wealth
that they had won in their respective colonies to
found missions, schools, and colleges for the propagation of the faith, and their fleets never set forth
without having on board missionaries
Augustinians, Dominicans, Franciscans, or Jesuits
destined for the peaceful conquest of souls. To
avoid political troubles and to further the cause of

—

—

VI. in 1496, by the
demarcation, assigned the East to
to
the Spaniards, and
the Portuguese and the West
with a remarkable zeal they devoted their protection for nearly three centuries to the spread of the
gospel, though this Protectorate had its serious
disadvantages for a healthy development. Fran-

Christianity,

famous

Pope Alexander

line of

ciscan missionaries accompanied Columbus in 1493,
and they were followed by others to the Antilles
(1500), "Mexico or New Spain (1519), Yucatan,

Guatem.ala, and Honduras, Nicaragua and Costa
In S. America the Franciscans had misRica.
sions in Colombia and Venezuela, in Peru and
Ecuador. At the request of the king of Spain
Franciscans went to Chile and Bolivia, to the
Indians in the Pampas of Argentine and in Gran
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Chaco, and in 1538 they landed in Southern Brazil.
When in 1664 NarvAez undertook an expedition
into Florida, five Franciscans went with him, and
from there they extended their work to New
Biscaya, New Mexico, Arizona, Texas, and CaliFrench Franciscans were the first missionfornia.
aries in Canada (1615) and Nova Scotia, while in
Africa they continued their work in Morocco,
Tunis, Tripoli, Egypt, and Abyssinia.
The Society of Jesus, founded by St. Ignatius
Loyola (tl556) in 1534, placed itself from the very
beginning at the disposal of the Church for misSt. Francis Xavier inaugurated
sionary work.

Roman Catholic apostolate in India,
Under Francis
Jlalacca, and Japan.
Borgia (1565-72) Jesuit missionaries were sent to
Florida, Mexico, Peru ; under Acquaviva (15811615) to Canada, Chile, Paraguay, the Philippines,
and China; under Vitelleschi (161.5-40) to Tibet,
in 1542 the

Ceylon,

Tongking, Maranhao, etc. What the suppression
of the Society of Jesus (1773) meant for the Roman
Catholic apostolate may be best realized by the
fact that by one stroke of the pen the Churcli was
deprived of 3300 Jesuit missionaries alone in that
year.

Besides the Franciscans and Jesuits, other missionaries belonging to various religious orders were
engaged in the mission field of the Roman Catholic
Church, although not to so large an extent. Among
these may be mentioned the Theatines (1524),
(1528), Barnabites (1533), Oratorians
Carmelites (1565), Augustinians (1588),
Lazarists 1624), the missionary seminaries of Rome
(1608) and of St. Sulpice (1642), and, l.istly. La
Soci6t6 des Missions fitrangeies of Paris (1663).
For the sake of unity and conformity all these
various missionary organizations were finally

Capuchins
(1575),

(

centralized from Pope Gregory xill. (1572-85) to
Gregory XV. (1621-23). By the brief of 22nd June
1622 (Inscrutabili) the latter, with the help of the
Carmelite Thomas a Jesu and the Capuchin Girolamo da Narni, instituted the Congregatio de propaganda fide, or Propaganda, whose sphere of
jurisdiction has recently been circumscribed by
Pius X. (29th June 1908). The Congregation consists of 25 cardinals with a cardinal-prefect, 4
secretaries, 10 minutanti, and some 50 consultors.
Their chief work is to establish and circumscribe
the boundaries of the missionary jurisdictions or
districts, i.e. mission, prefecture, vicariate, dioce.se,
etc., to entrust the particular field to the various
iiiissionarj' societies, to appoint the missionary
superiors, etc.

Thus from the beginning of the 16th cent, the
Catholic Church carried on her apostolate

Roman

throughout the world

in

N. and

S.

America, in

Africa and the adjacent islands, in Asia, China,
On the other hand, the struggles and
India, etc.
the storms which she had to endure in the 18th
cent, from the tyrannical absolutism of European
rulers, from the crippling tutelage of the State,
from a false philosophy, the Encyclopedists (q.v.),
and finally from the French Revolution and the
subsequent suppression of almost all the religious
orders and missionarj' societies, brought her apostolate to a temporary standstill, till it was revived
between 1820 and 1830.
The 19th and so far the 20th centuries are witnesses of the unswerving fidelity of the Church to
the command of Christ and a pledge of her vitality
and energj' in the mission field. Unsupported by
emperors and kings as her protectors and promoters,
nay, hampered in her eftbrts by Roman Catholic
governments and anti-Christian legislation, she
has carried on the work of reconstruction and
reorganization, has recovered her ground, and,
finally, has carried her propaganda into every
comer of heathen lands. The ancient orders have
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llioir work in the field, new missionary
!mve been fosuideJ ihuing the course of
the century.training colleges have been estalilislicd,
and religious orders ot wnmen, foriiiorly almost.
excluded from the missions, are now to l)e foniul
everj-whcre, about 20,0U0 taking their share in the
educational, charitable, and industrial work. To
support tlie missionaries and the missiims materi-

taken

uii

societies

Association for the Propaj,'ation of the
Faith (18±2) and the Society of the Holy Childhood liave done good work, while Popes Gregory
XVI I'ius IX., Leo XIII., and Tins x., as well as
the Honian Catholic hierarchy throughout the
world, have given their supjiort to promote the
revival of missionary work among the heathen.
According to H. A. Krose (Kafhotischu Missionsstafisti/:, Freiburg, 1908), tlie total result of missionary work on the part of the Koman Catholic
Churcli in the 19th cent, amounted to 8,321,963
converts from paganism. Tliis flock is attended by
12,3ii5 missionary priests, of whom 5369 are natives,
4863 brothers, and 17,284 sisters, witli 30,414
stations, 22,730 churches, 17,834schools with791,878
Wlien we add the results of the Koman
pupils.
Catholic missions since the time of the Reformation,
have
in the Roman Catholic mission tielil
we
30,000,000 native converts.
ally, the

,

M

According to Ear! Sire'it (EathoUscher issionsatlas, Leipzig,
1906) there were ; 7933 European .intt 5S37 native priests, 5270
brothers, 21,320 sisters. 24,.524 catechiats, 42,908 stations, 28,470
churches, 7,441,215 native members, 1,517,000 catechumens,
24,033 schools with 840,974 pupils, etc. The Atlas Ilierarchicus, b.v the same author, published at Paderborn in 1913, does
not give a suaunary of the apostolate.

The review of niission.ary societies and their
respective missions given on the opposite [lage will
help the reader to understand the position of the
Roman Catholic missions in our own days.
I. Asia.
As far as missionary work in its
strictest sense is concerned, Asia may be divided
into: (I) India Proper, or the British Empire of

—

India with Ceylon, Burma, and Malay Peninsula,
the Cliinese Empire, including Mongolia,
Manchuria, and Tibet, (3) Indo-China, with Siam
and Laos, and (4) tlie Japanese Empire, with
Korea. The early history of missions in this continent has been outlined in the
Early and
Mediaeval section, above.
I. British
British India and Ceylon,
India.
with an area of 1,800,000 sq. miles and a population of some 300,000,000 .souls, is one of the most
important and probably one of the most difficult
mission lields of the Roman Catholic Church
owing to the babel-tongued tribes (120), the many
non-Christian religions (Hindu, Braliman, Buddhist, Muhammadan, pagan) and Christian denominations (40), and the prejudices of the higldy
developed caste system.
In 1498 Vasco de Gama landed in Calicut, the
capital of Malabar, accompanied by the Trinitarian
Pedro de Covilliam, who in 1500 became the protoIn the s.ime
niartyr of the missions in India.
year eight secular priests and eight Franciscans
arrived witli Pedro Alvarez Cabral, three of whom
were put to death by the Muhammadans. Yet, in
.spite of persecution and death, the Franciscans,
and after 1503 the Dominicans, went forth to
India as the pioneer missionaiies, to sow the seed
(2)

'

'

—

Cochin (1503) and Goa (1510),
and gradually e.xtended their work to Bombay,
Madras, Daniiio, Bengal, Agra, Ceylon, Mailapur,
etc., under Fatliers Antonio do Lazal (1530), do
Porto, and Padrrto. To establish the Church on a
of Cliristianity in

firm footing I'opo Paul in. erected the bishopric
of Goa (1534) with Bishop John of Albuquerque as
its first occupant; the see was raised to an archbishojiric by Paul iv. (1557) witli three sull'ragans
at Cocliin (1557), Cianganore (1600; archbisliopric
1605),

and

Mailainir

(IG116).

Two

Franciscans,

Roman

Catholic)

James

of Borbas and Vincent of
Lagos, founded
the college of St. Paul at Goa for the purpose of
training a native clergy.
In 1511 the Jesuits entered the mi.ssion held of
India and, at the request of .John III. of Portugal,
St.
Francis Xavier, accomiianied by Paul of
Camerino and Francis Mansilhaes, set out to
inaugurate a new period of missionary labours.
From tioa he extended the faitii to tlie Fishery
Coast, Travancore (1544), Cochin, tiuilon, and
His .Jesuit successors took up and carried
Ceylon.
on his work de Nobili among the linihmans of
Madura (1605-48), Tanjore, and Mysore (30-100,000
converts), Criminalis on tlie Fishery Coast (901.30,000 converts) (1602), de Britto among tlie
Maravas (1693), Acqnaviva at the court of Akbar
the Great F"ather Goes jjonetrated from India into
China, and Andrada crossed the Himalayas and
went to Tibet.
They were followed by other
members of the '-'ociety such as da Costa, Martinez,
Laynez, Bouchct, Martin, Calmette, C<Eurdou.\,
ami Constantiiie Bieschi (1700-40).
F'ranciscans
in Agra and Uelhi, Capuchins in .Madras (1642),
:

;

Bamabites and Augustinians (Archbishop Menezes
of Goa [1594-1610J) in Hyderabad and Bengal,
Theatines and Oratorians (F'ather Vaz, apostle of
Ceylon [tl711]) shared with them in this new
harvest of souls in India, whilst, after 1656, the
Carmelites worked for the return of the Syrian

Roman Catholic unity.
many missionary labourers in the Indian

Christians of Malabar to

With

so

mission field, hopes of a speedy conversion of India
were entertained, and, no doubt, would have been
realized to some extent, had Portugal remained
faithful to the duties and sacred oblig.ations that
she had promised in connexion with the Padroado
the right of patronage which the Holy See
from Leo X. to Paul v. (1514-1616) had granted to
her kings. When, however, the power and the
influence of Portugal began to decline and the
Dutch and the English took her Held in the East,
the supply of mis.sionarics became limited, the
missionaries themselves were put to death or
expelled, the churches were destroyed, and the
native Christians were cruelly persecuted. The
Sultan Tippu Sahib of Mysore between 1782 and
1799 put 100,000 Christians to death, forced 40,000
into apostasy, and sold 30,000 as slaves to Muhammadan dealers. The dispute regarding concessions
to Hindu usages or Malabar rites, commencing
with de' Nobili in 1606 and ending in 1744 with the
bull of Benedict xiv.. Omnium sollicittidinnm,
greatly divided the missionaries to the disadvantage of their work, which suffered a heavy blowby the supi)ression of the Society of Jesus in the
Portuguese dominions in 1755, in the French possessions in 1762, and throughout the world in 1773.
There were at this time 150 Jesuits in Goa, 47 in
True, their
Malabar, and 22 in Pondicherry.
places were partly iilled by Capuchins, by the

—

—

Missionary Seminary of Pans (1776), and by some

native priests, who were ordained without a vocaThus the missions
tion or an adequate education.
in India, which in 1700 numbered some 1,500,000
or even 2,500,000 Roman Catholics, were only
ruins and wreckage (500,000 or even less) in 1800.
The archbishopric of Goa, with its three snil'ragans
of Cianganore, Cochin, and Mailapur, numbered
340,000 members with 400 priests, and outside the
Goanese jurisdiction there were four missions
Agra, with 5000 converts under the care of 10
Capuchins, Pondicherry, with 42,000 and 6 priests,
the Carmelite missions of Alalaljar, with 88,000
1
converts and 5 priests, and Ceylon, with
missionary and 20 native priests for 50,000
due
to
the
anti-Christian,
members. All this was
policy of Poml>al and the neglected obligations of
of
Padroado.
The
the
Portugal's right
Holy See,

—
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and the unwillingness
recognizing the inadequacy
of Portupal, hegnn to provide for the neglected
Hitherto only missionaries of
I'ortuguese origin had been admitted, and lliis
For years Portul>y way of Lisbon and Goa.
gal loft the bislioprics vacant and in IS'27 withdrew all material subvention.
The misery was
too evident, and Gregory xvi. took matters into
liis own hands without consulting the interests
of Portugal.
India was opened to all Roman
Catholic missionaries irrespective of nationality
or religious orders.
In 1837 the French Jesuits
enteriHi Madura, and thoy were followed by the
Germans (Bombay and I'oona 1S.')4, 1857), the
Belgians (Calcutta 18,19, Galle 189o), and the
Italians (Mangaloro 1878).
The Missionaries of
Paris took up their work in Malacca (1810) and
Burma (1857), those of Milan in Krishnagar (185.'5),
Hyderabad (1863), and E. Burma (ISGfi), the Oblates
in Jalliia (1S47) and Colombo (1883), etc.
In 1832
tlie Propaganda asked Portugal either to fill the
vacant sees or to renounce the Padroado. As no
Held

of

India.

for two years,
to institute vicars-apostolic in

answer arrived

Gregory xvi. began
Bengal and Madras
(1834), in Cevlon and Pondicherry (1836), etc.
But new trials and difficulties commented. The
Portuguese Goverament protested against sending
missionaries into India and against the establishment of new vicariates without the consent and
the co-o|)eration of tlie kings of Portugal, and the

patriarch of Goa placed himself at the he.ad of a
schism in India the Goanese schism which was
maintained under the patriarchs of Goa, Joseph
de Silva y Torres and Joseph de Matta. Pius IX.
tried in 1857 to come to a settlement, but this was
Leo XIII. on 23rd June 1886.
accomplished only by
A million and a half of native Cliristians were
again under the allegiance of the Holy See when
on 1st Sept. 18S6 Leo xili. established the hierarchy
in India
8 archbishoprics
Goa, Verapoly, Colombo, Pondicherry, Madras, Calcutta, Agra, and
to
which
Simla
was
added in 1910, the
Bombay,
patriarch of Goa holding tlie dignity of primate,

—

—

—

:

and twenty-live
of the mission

dioceses, etc.

work Leo

For the furthering

also established a
papal delegation for India in 1884, which since then
has been ndministered by the titular archbishops
Agliardi (1884-87), Ajuti (1887-92), and Zaleski.
The fust thirty years of the Indian missions
after the reorganization under Gregory xvi. was a
period of reconstruction in fathering together and
strengthening in the faith tlie remnants of the old
Roman Catholic congregations. With the decline
of the Goanese schism and establishment of the hierarchy a steady flow of conversions began, and since
then remarkable progress has been made, more conspicuously among the Tamil races in S. India and
Ceylon, less so in the Aryan lands of the north. In
1887 the numbers of Roman Catholics in India were
XIII.

:

India

.

9S9,3S1 1

.
.
Ceylon
207,692 V 1,224,427
Three vicariates of Burma
27,354 I
to
the
Census
of
1911
According
(inchidinjf Burma)
Native iloman Catholics of the Latin Rite
1,394,000
Native Roman Catholics of the Syri.-in Rite
413,142
Eurasian and European Roman Catholics
97,144
.

.

.

:

.

.

Total
Ceyloo (native lioman Catholics)
Total for India

l,904,'28e

.

.

.

.

322,163

and Ceylon

.

2,226,449

To complete the survey of the Roman Catholic missions in
we subjoin the genTal statistics taken from the
Altcu Uicrarehicus (1913) the hierarchy consists of 9 arch,
bishoprics, 22 dioceses, 3 vicariates, and 4 prefectures, with
1268 foreign and 1230 native priesU. 638 brothers, 8692 sisters,
2770 catechists, 4920 native teachers, 2,215,682 Catholics, 1108
prmcipal and 7208 secondary stations, 6891 churches, 27 theological seminaries with 1121 students of theology, 2.S43 elementary schools with 163,690 pupils, 619 higher schools with 32,610
Ik)>'» and 16,273 girls, 200 orphanages with 14,706
orphans, 48
hospitals, 176 dispensaries, 18 printing presses, etc.
British India,

:

/

Roman

Catholic)

2. China.— Tlie revival of Roman Catholic missionary activity in China after the cl(i,se of the
median-al period dates from the time when the
Jesuit Father Ricci was allowed to settle there
Science was to pave the way for religion
(1583).
and missionary wurk. In lOiiO Ricci went to Peking and with tlie help of his. lesuit brethren started
mi.ssions at Canton, Nanking, and Kian-si, receiving converts from the highest to the lowest classes
of the population, till his death in 1610.
The per.secution which broke out in 1617 was brought to a
speedy end by the invasion of the Manchu Tatars.
In 1628 the Jesuit Adam Schall arrived in Peking,
gained groat inlluence by his learning, an<l turned
it to the advantage of religion.
In the meantime
the Dominicans, who in 11125 had established thom.selves on the island of Formosa, had also opened
missions in l'"u-kien.
One of these Dominican missionaries, the native priest Gregory Lopez, or A-Lo,
known as the Chinese Bishop, the first and the
only Chinaman who has been raised to the episcopate, rendered the greatest services to tne
Roman Catholic Church in his native land (1654).
At the request of Bishop Pallu, Clement x.
divided China, which had hitherto been under the
jurisdiction of the bishop of Macao, into two vicariates and entrusted the northern part to Gregory
Lopez, consecrated bishop at Canton in 1685.
About this time the emperor K'ang-hi, a pupil
of F.ather Sohall, repealed all the edicts
against
the Christians, and the missionaries who had been
imprisoned were released and resumed their work.
Like Fathers Ricci and Schall, Father Verbiest,
another learned Jesuit, who arrived in China in
1660, became the favourite of the Mandarins, and
K'ang-hi appointed him president of the faculty of
mathematics and gave the missionaries permission
to preach the gospel throughout China.
Through the influence of Verbiest and his learned
successors Christianity made great progress within
a century, and when he died the Roman Catholic
Church was in a flourishing condition, honoured at
Court, professed by the highest mandarins, and
numbering about 300,000 members. Since, however, the Roman Catholic religion was not otficially
recognized, and the natives were forbidden by law
to embrace the faith, the local mandarins put
many obstacles in the way and caused many a
local persecution, till Father Gerbillon, in 1692,
obtained an edict from the emperor giving full
liberty to all his subjects to embrace and practise
the Roman Catholic religion.
But, whilst the Church was enjoying peace from
without, she was sadly disturbed from within by
a controversy about the Chinese rites, i.e. the
lawfulness of taking part in the Chinese ceremonies
in honour of Confucius and of using the word Tien
(' heaven ') to express the idea of God, and whether
the prostrations and sacrifices in honour of Confucius and of the ancestors were merely civil ceremonies or connected with idolatry and superstition.
Instead of preaching the gospel, converting the
infidels, and applying their abilities to other
clamant duties, missionaries of the first class

wasted their talents, time, and work in useless and
fruitless discussions, for Jesuits and Dominicans
were divided in their opinions. Father Ricci, as
well as the Chinese bishop, (Jiegory Lopez, and
most of the Jesuit missionaries, considered the
Chinese rites as merely civil ceremonies, wliile
the Dominicans strongly objected to this view.
In 1693, however, the controversy became acute
by the action of Bishop Maigrot, vicar-apostolic of
Fu-kien, who condemned the rites and tlireatcned
with interdict all the missionaries who refused to
conform to his command. To settle the dispute,
a papal legate wa.s .sent to China in 1705, who,
owing to lack of tact, only ofifended the emperor.
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In 1706 K'ang-hi made all the priests in China
promise that they would teach nothing contrary
to the received usages in China, and in the following year issued an edict threatening deatli to all
who should preach against the rites. Alarmed lest
the Government should be provoked to harsher
measures, the Jesuits appealed to Rome, asking
for instructions.
A new papal legate arrived in
China in 1721 with letters to K'ang-hi, assuring
him that the Holy See would ask nothing more
than that the Christians should be allowed to pay
their respects to the dead in a manner not preIn spite of this decision
the controversy continued till 1742, when Benedict
XIV. condemned the rites and forbade the Christians to take part in them. After peace was restored, Jesuits and Dominicans, Franciscans and
Augustinians, priests of the Society for Foreign
Missions of Paris and Lazarists worked hand in
hand for the evangelization of China. Some shed
their blood, while others, such as GerbUlon,
Bouvet, and Parenin, became the scientific advisers
to the Court or wrote learned books and treatises
or published works of piety for their converts.
judicial to their religion.

The emperor

K'ang-hi, during his long reign of
sixty years, treated the Christians with justice,
revoked all the edicts against them, raised them
to the highest offices in the empire, and made the
ministers of the Christian religion his companions,
He died in 1721 without
friends, and advisers.
embracing Christianity, although he desired to be

baptized in his last illness.
After the death of K'ang-hi, a reaction took
His son and successor, Yung-chin (1722place.
35), drove the missionaries from the Court, and
ordered them to leave the country, with the exception of Father Parenin and three of his colleagues.
general edict of persecution was issued in 1724,
the missionaries were seized and banished, and 300
churches were destroyed or turned into pagan

A

whUe 37 Manchu princes who had become
Christians, with 300 of their servants, were sent
into exile (1724).
The accession of Kien-lung
temples,

(1735) to the throne of China mitigated for a time
the severity of the anti-Christian laws, but in 1745
a new persecution broke out in Fu-kien, where, in

the following year. Bishop Sanz and four Dominicans were tortured and beheaded, and soon the
flame spread to other provinces. All the hatred
was turned against the priests, who were obliged
to seek refuge in flight.
Scarcely had the Church recovered from her
trials when a new misfortune overtook her.
The
Jesuits, who from 1583 to 1773 had worked iii
China as elsewhere, were suppre.ssed. At the request of the Propaganda, the Lazarists took charge
of the Jesuit mis.sion3 in Cliina i.e. four large
churches in Peking and the missions in 13 out of
For many years, however,
18 provinces in 1783.
the Lazarists were unable to send a sufficient
number of missionaries to continue the work of
the Jesuits; seven missionaries seem to be all that
were sent from 1773 to 1793. Finally the French
Revolution cut ofl' the supply of ndssionaries from
F'rance, and for over tliirty years the Lazarists
were unable to send a single priest to China. The
Roman Catholic Church in China, which in the
reign of the emperor K'ang-hi is said to have
numbered 800,000 members, was reduced at the
beginning of the 19th cent, to 220.000, divided
among the Lazarists at Peking and Nanking, the
Franciscans in Shan-si, the Dominicans in Fu-kien,
the Missionaries of Paris in Sze-ch'uen, and the
Portuguese secular priests at Macao and Canton.
Yet, in spite of bloodshed and persecution, of
cruel edicts issued by the emperors, and the antiChristian hatred of provincial and local mandarins,

—

—

and notwithstanding anti-foreign policy fostered
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Catholic)

by members
and Boxers, the
Roman Catholic Church has made good progress
during the course of the 19th and specially since

by the

literati

and carried into

eH"ect

of secret societies, the Taipiiig

the beginning of the 20th century. The Franciscans and Dominicans, the Jesuits and Augustinians,
the Lazarists and the Missionaries of Paris who
had been in the Chinese missions for the last two

centuries, have strengthened their ranks and extended their work, while new missionary societies
founded in the 19th cent., such as the Scheutveld

and the Steyl missionaries, and the nnssionary
seminaries of Milan, Rome, and Parma, haveopened
up new fields, and all the European ndssionaries
engaged in China have strengthened their ranks
with a large number of native priests.
True, the opening of the 19th cent, did not
promise a bright future, for Kia-k'ing (1795-1820)
proved to be one of the greatest persecutors, having
revived the old anti-Cliristian laws. Bishop Duf resse was beheaded in 1 825, Father Clet in 1 820, and
Father Perboyre in 1840. But China was shaken to
her very foundations when in 1842 Britain declared
war on her and compelled her to open certain
ports, while France demanded religious liberty for

the Roman Catholic missionaries in 1844. The
Chinese Government acceded, and in 1844-45 two
edicts were issued by which Christianity received
legal recognition in the empire, and in 1846 a third
ordered the restoration to Roman Catholics of all
the churches which they had lost since the reign
of the emperor K'ang-hi.
The eighty missionaries
who at this period were at work in China were
strengthened in 1841 by the arrival of the first
missionaries of the Society of Jesus, who were once
more entrusted with one of their former fields of
labour, the vicariate of Kiang-nan.
Though religious liberty was granted by the
edicts of 1844, 1845, and 1846, they remained a
dead letter in many of the provinces in the interior.
In 1851 the emperor Hien-feiig revoked them, and
renewed those against the Christians. The murder
of Father Chapdelaine (1856) brought matters to
a crisis. France joined Britain in a war against
China, and the result was the Treaty of Tientsin
the
(1858) and the Convention of Peking (1860)
churches were restored as well as the religious and
charitable institutions, the missionaries obtained
free passports throughout the empire, the faithful
were guaranteed unrestricted exercise of their
religion, and all the edicts against tlie Christians
were abrogated. Yet the Christians were not safeguarded from local persecutions, which broke out
in Kiang-si, Kwang-tung, Sze-ch'uan, Uu-nan, and
After the accession of
finally in Tientsin in 1870.
Kwaug-su in 1875 the Roman Catholic Church
enjoyed a long period of peace, and, though the
empress Tsz'e Hsi was not favourable to Christianity, yet she did nothing against its progress and
development. In 1895 and 1899 the French minister
in Peking obtained new concessions for the Christians, among them the privilege that the Roman
Catholic missionaries were put on an equality with
the Chinese local authorities— a privilege which
was cancelled a few years later.
The political plunders of Europe in China, by
;

taking

Kiaochow (Germany,

1897),

Talienwan

Wei-hai-wei (Britain, 1898), and
Kwang-chou-wan (France, 1898), resulted in the

(Russia,

1898),

Boxer riots, whichbrought saddaysforthe missions.
Bishops, priests, and sisters lost their lives
churches, schools, and hospitals were levelled to
the ground and native Christians were slaughtered.
Peace was restored only when a strong international
army entered Peking on 14tli Aug. 1900 and ten
foreign Powers dictated their terms in the Chinese
Capital on 7th Sept. 1901. A movement towards
the Roman Catholic Church tlxen began, a great
;

;
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of Chinese entering tlie list of the cnleit has stejuUly advanced sinee tlie
Tlie overthrow of tlic Miinchu
iu ciiina anil the proclamation of a Chinese

to Indo-Chiua; such were Francis Buzoni,
Diego Carvalho, and Francis del Pinu, who in 161.)
entered Cochin-China and Cainljodia in 1617, and
they were followed by .Mexander of Ilhodes, the

republic have not interfered with missionary work.
Yuan-ShiKai, the first president of the new republic, promised absolute religious liberty, mandarins and governors eulogized the tact of the
Roman Catholic missionaries, and Christian and
non-Christian sects look up with admiration to the
spiritual power of the Church whose missionaries
are living examples of the poverty, zeal, and heroism of apostolic times.
Daring tl'.e flourishing period of the Roman
Catholic Church in China, from 1583 to 1773, the

pioneer missionary of Indo-China, in 1624. From
Cochiu-China Father Julian Baldinoti extended the
work to Tongking in 1626. In a short period of
time the Church made such rajiid progress that, in
spite of repeated jiersecution.s, the number of Christians amounted to 108,000 in 1641, while Father
Ti.ssanier on his arrival in 165S found 3ii0,00O converts under the charge of only 6 Jesuit i>riests and
30 lay catechists. To plead the cause of the Church
in Indo-China and the insulficient number of workers, Father Rhodes returned to Europe to appeal
for help.
In the meantime
j^ierseiutions raged
ag.aiust the native Christians in 1644, 1645, and
1647
but, on the other hand, a new missionary
society was founded iu Paris (Les Missions fitrang^res), whose members were to become the instruments for a rich harvest in the East. Among the
first mis.sionaries of the Society of Paris we find
Fathers Chevreuil, llaingues, Brindeau, Maliot,
and A'achet.
To strengthen the work Poi)e
Alexander vil. appointed in 1659 two. members—
the actual founders of Les Missions Etrangeres
viz. Francis Pallu and Pierre de la Mottc Lambert,
as
vicars-apostolic of Tongking and Cochin China.
Under their administration jjarishes were established, schools and seminaries were opened for the
training of a native clergy, and de la INIotte founded
a congregation of native sisters called Les Aiuantes de la Croix.'
persecution which broke out
in 1664, during which the Jesuits were
temporarily
expelled till 1669, greatly reduced the number of
native Christians, partly by martyrdum, partly by
apostasy, so that on the arrival of the Missionaries
of Paris there were only 100,OtiO Christians left,
but this number was increased to 200,000 in 1681.
To strengthen the position of the missionaries
Pallu in 1672 urged Colbert, the French minister,

chuiiiens, and
Boxer rising.

dynasty

was not developed, though the Propaganda had resolved in 1651 to appoint a patriarch,
two or three archbishops, and twelve bishops. In
1577 Gregory Xlll. created the diocese of Macao for
China and .lajian, which was divided into two, viz.
Macao and I'unay (Japan) in 1587. In 1659 Alexander VII. crecteu within the diocese of Macao two
vicariates for China, and to satisfy i'ortugal
Alexander vui. created the dioceses of Peking and
Nanking under the jurisdiction of Goa, to which
liierarclij'

were added three vicariates, viz. Shan-si, Fu-kien,
and Sze-chuan. In 1800 there were in China live
niissionavy districts divided between the Franciscans
(Shan-si), the Dominicans (Fukieu), the Missionary
Society of Paris (Sze-ch'uan), the Lazarists (Peking,
Nanking, Hunan, Hupeh, Kiang-si), and the
secular priests (Jlacao) with 200,000 memlwrs.
Fifty years later the number had increased to 18
districts vith 330,000 members, in 1890 to 40
ecclesiastical jurisdictions with 601,000 members;
in 1905 we find 43 vicariates with 931,000 members, and in 1911-12, 48 vicariates and prefectures
with 1,345,376 members (1913 = 1,431,000; 1914 =
1,605,107) and 496,912 catechumens.
According: to the Atlas Hicrarchicu^, we find for China and
her dependencies, Mongolia and Manchuria, the followinj,'
statistics
411 missionary dioceses or vicariates and
prefectures,
:

1365 European and 721 native priests. 247 European and SO
native brothers, 745 European and 1429 native sisters, 4327
male and 2752 female catechists, 7191 native teachers, 1,406,659
native Christians and C13.0O2 catechumens, 1442 principal and
13,803 secondary stations, 9214 churclies and ctiapels, 54 theoseminaries with 163S students, 6974 clementarv schools
lOfrical
with 129,320 (>) pupils, l.i7 hi-hcr schools with 4439 ('O'boys and
906 (') girls, 592 orphanages with 29,198 inmates, 97 hospitals,
427 dispensaries, and 21 printing presses.

—

Indo-China. Indo-Cliina, the bridge between
India and China, the most easterly of the three
j>eninsulas of S. Asia, is )>olitically divided into
Upper and Lower liurma (Uritish), the Malay Pen3.

insula (British and Siamese), Siani (independent),
French Indo-China, which consists of Cochin China,
Annam and Tongking, Cambodia and Laos, covering a total area of some 735,000 sq. miles with a
population of 35,000,000 or 40,000,000 souls. As
Burma and the Malay Peninsula are ecclesiastiincluded in British India, we have to deal
cally

—

—

here only with French Indo-China, Cambodia,
Laos, and Siam.
The area of French Indo-China has been estimated
at 262,000 or 309,000 sq. miles with a populatiim of
The first
16.000,000 or 21,000.01)0 inhabitants.
attempts to preach tlie go.speI in French IndoChina were made in the 16th cent, by a French
Franciscan, Bonfer (1554), and two Portuguese
Dominicans, Gaspard of the Cross, who penetrated
into Cambodia, and Sebastian de Cantu
both
were put to death in Siam in 1569. These were
followed by Lopez Cordoso, Sylvester Azevedo, and
John Madeira, wlio preached in Siam and Cambodia, while Louis I'onseca and Diego Advarte
;

(martyied in 1000) went to Cochin China in 1596.
These early missionaries, however, had little sueces.s.
When the Jesuits engaged in the missions
of Japan were expelled in 1614, they made their

way

;

—

'

A

to establish commercial relations between France
and Indo-China, and persuaded Louis Xiv. to use
his influence on King Le-hi-tong to allow the free-

dom

of Christian worship.

In 1678 the vicariate of

Tongking was divided into Eastern and Western
Tongking the former, since then divided into
Northern and Central, was entrusted to Spanish
Dominicans, and the latter to the Missions Etran;

'

'

geres

of Paris.

The rapidly growing

religious influence exer-

and priests led to renewed
persecutions, which have scarcely lieen interrupted

cised

by both

bishojis

till our own day.
Yet in 1737 we find there 250,000
Christians, i.e. 120,000 under the care of the Jesuits,
under
the
Missionaries
of Paris, 30,000 under
80,000
the Augustinians, who in 1676 had entered the
field, and 20,000 under the Dominicans.
This
number was not only maintained but increased in
of
civil
wars
and
spite
uninterrupted persecutions
during the 18tli cent., and notwithstanding the
of
the
.suppression
Society of Jesus and the consequent decrease of European missionaries. In ISOO
we find the following table of statistics
Cochin China 1 vicar-apostolic, 5 missionary and 15 native
:

:

priests, 60,000 native Christians (Missionaries of Paris).
1 vicar-apogtolic, 6 missionary and 63 native
:
priests, 120,<K)0 native Christians (Missionaries of Paris).
Tongking E. : 1 vicar-apostolic. 4 missionary and 41 native
priests, 140,000 native Christians (l>oniinican8).

TouKking W.

3

bishops, 15
Christians.

In the

missionary and 119 native priests,

meantime a

political

310,(X)0

movement had taken

Indo-China which at first .seemed very
favourable to the spread of Christianity, but whicli
in reality became tlie cause of serious hindrances,
obstacles, and per.secutions.
During the civil war
which commenceil in 1777, Nguyen anh, the ruler
of Cocliin China, implored the help of the European
place iu

MISSIONS
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Powers against the rebellious TaiShaus. Ijiitaiii,
Holland, and Portugal willingly otl'ered their help,
but Pierre-Joseph Pigneaux de Behaine, since 1771
vicar-apostolio of Cochin China, otl'ered to enlist tlie
help of France, and Nguyen-anh .accepted the proposal.
Accompanied by Prince Canh, the king's
son, Pigneaux set out for France, and, as plenijiotentiary of the Annamese king, signed a convention

on 28th Nov. 1787, according to which France was
to assist Nguyen-anh to recover liis throne. But
to liis dismay the bishop, on his return to the East,
found that France had abandoned the project, and,
therefore, he persuaded 20 officers and 5U0 men of
Pondicherry to come to the rescue of the king,
who defeated his enemies and in 1802 proclaimed
himself as emperor of Indo-China and Annam
under the name of Gialong.
Owing to this success Gialong was favourable to
Christianity, which niadesplendid progress throughout the Annamese empire. This period of peace
(1802-20), liowever, was only a preparation for
future trials. In 1819 the Christian community
included 4 bishops, 25 European and 180 native
Gialong
priests, 1000 catechists, and 1500 sisters.
was succeeded by his son, Minh-mang (1821-41),
a cruel and profligate tyrant and a bitter enemy
of Christianity and foreigners.
He dismissed his
father's trusted friends, summoned all the missionaries to appear at court, and resolved to obliterate the very name of Christianity within his realm.
Though his object was defeated for a time, he
issued a new edict in Jan. 1833, ordering all Christians to renounce tlieir faith, to trample the crucifix under foot, to raze all churches and religious
houses to the ground, and to punish all the misHundreds of
sionaries with the utmost rigour.
Christians, 20 native and 9 European priests, and
4 bishops fell as victims to this tyrant Fathers

—

Gagalin (1833), Marchand (1835), Cornay (1837), de
(1840), Mgr. Borie (1838), and Mgr. Belgado (1838), 84 years old. The i)ersecution abated
under Minh-mang's successor, Thieu-tri (1841-47),
who did not possess the energy of his predecessor,
and was afraid of Britain's successes in Cliina and
of a threatened interference of France.
Instead of
being annihilated, the Church's missionaries and
converts increased year after year in spite of all the
In 1840 we
edicts and tortures of Minli-mang.

laMotte

find:
Cochin Cliina
and 27 native

1

Ton^king- W.

1

;

vicir-apostolic, 1 coadjutor, 10 missionary

priests, 80,000

Roman

Catliolics.

vicar-apostolic, S missionary and 76 native
Catholics.
priests, 180,000
Tongking: K. 1 vicar-apostolic, 1 coadjutor, 6 missionary and
41 i:ative pri ests, 160,000 Roman Catho lics.
3 bishoj^s, 2 coadjutors, 24 missionary and 144 native priests.
420,000 Roman Catholics.
:

Roman

:

To facilitate the work of the
Annamese empire, Gregory xvi.

missions in the
1844 divided

in

Cochin China into two vicariates, Eastern and
Western, and W. Tongking into Western and
Southern in 1848, while in 1850 Cambodia and N.
Cochin China were also raised to vicariates.
Though King Thieu-tri did not shed the blood of
the priests, yet they did not escape iminisonment
such were Fathers Gali, Bemeux, Charrier, Miche,
and Duclos, who were set free by Captain Leveque
This and similar interferof the Hiroine in 1843.
ences by the French in 1847 and 1856 provoked the
resentment of King Tu-duc (1847-83), whose reign
of 36 years is one uninterrupted jieriod of persecuIn
tion of the bishops, priests, and Christians.
1848 he is.sued an edict setting a price on the heads
of the missionaries, and in 1851 he ordered the
European priests to be cast into the sea and tlie
native priests to be cut in two
I''atliers SchatUer
(1851), Bonnard, and Miiih (1852) were martyred.
In 1855 a universal proscriiition of Cliristians followed, and in 1857 Bishop Peileriu, vicar-apostolic
;

;

Roman

no

Catholic)

N. Cochin China, appealed to Napoleon iii. to
In August 1858 France and Spain,
roused by the slaughter of their countrymen, took
joint action, and seized Touran (1858) and Saigon
The persecution meanwhile raged with
(1859).
unabated vigour. Bishops Diaz, Hermosilla, Garcia, Cuenot, etc.
altogether 5 bisliops, 28 Dominiof

intervene.

—

cans, 3 Missionaries of Paris, 116 native priests,

—

over 100 native sisters, and 5000 Christians were
put to death, 100 towns, all centres of Christian
communities, were razed to the ground, 40,000
Christians died of ill-treatment, and all the possessions of the remainder were confiscated.
Peace
was restored in 1862, when Annam ceded to
France the southern provinces of Cochin China
and guaranteed freedom of religious worship.
Tliat peace, however, did not last long
it was
broken by the interference of the French freebooters Dupuis, Dupr^-Garnier, and Philastre, and
jNIgr. Puginier, vicar-apostolic of W. Tongking,
became involved to the detriment of the missions.
A new treaty was signed between France and
Annam on 15th March 1874, which again guaranteed religious freedom and the safety of the
missionaries, and from 1874 to 1882 the Christians
enjoyed a period of relative peace, till the Annamese mandarins disregarded the treaty and
compelled F'rance to interfere. Hue was captured
on 25th Aug. 1883, the Annamese were defeated,
and on the same day tlie new treaty was signed,
and on its ratification, 23rd Feb. 1886, Annam became a French protectorate. Yet, before this was
accomplished, the Christians, who were considered
;

as friends of F'rance and enemies of Annam, had
to sutler severely.
At the close of the year 1886
Tongking, Cochin Cliina, and Laos had to mourn

20 European and 30 native puiests, and
E. Cocliin-Ciiina alone lost 8
European and 7 native priests, 60 catechists, 270
sisters, 24,000 Christians, 17 orphanages, 10 conYet the blood of the
vents, and 225 chapels, etc.
martyrs has been here as elsewhere the seed of
Cliristianitj', and surely during tlie 28 years of
peace the Roman Catholic Church has made marvellous progress in Indo-China, and has never been
in so flourishing a condition as she is to-day.
Of
this the statistics given below are ample proof.
Siam. The first Roman Catholic missionary
who entered Siam was the French F'ranciscan,
Bonfer, who preached the gospel there from 1550
He was succeeded by
to 1554, but without result.
two Dominicans, Jerome of the Cross and Sebastian de Cantu, who converted some 1500 Siamese
from 1554 to 1569, when they were put to death.
The Dominicans were replaced by Jesuits in 1606
and 1624, and in consequence of a persecution the
tlie loss of

50,000 Christians

;

—

field

was abandoned

made

till

1662,

when Alexander

VII.

a vicariate and in 1669 entrusted it to the
Missionary Society of Paris with Mgr. Laneau as
The Siamese king, Phra Narai,
its first bishop.
in 1687 signed the treaty of Louvo with Louis xiv.
of France, by wliicli the Roman Catholic missionaries obtained permission to preacli the gospel
throughout Siam. This was done till 1727, when
a serious persecution broke out which lasted without interruption for the rest of the century. After
the Burmese inroads and wars were over, the
12,000 Siamese Christians were reduced to 1000
with Bishop Florent and 7 native jiriests in charge.
In 1826 and 1830 fresh Euroiiean misiiionaries
arrived, among them F'athcrs Bouchot, Barbe,
In 1834 Courvezy was
Pallegoix, and Courvezy.
appointed bishop, and under his administration
Siam had 6590 Roman Catholics with 11 European
and 7 native priests. His successor, Bishop Pallegoix (1840-62), the best Siamese soliolar and the
most successful mi.ssion.i.ry among the Laos, induced
Napoleon lU. to renew the French alliance with
it
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Pedro Martinez, also a Jesuit, appointed in 1591
and consecrated at Goa in 1595, arrived in Japan
in the following year.
In 1593 four Spanish
Franciscans Peter Baptist of San Estevan, Bartholomew Ruiz, Francis de Parilla, and Gonsalvus
arrived in Japan and started work at Meako,
Nagasaki, and Osaka, thus trespassing upon the
granted by Gregory xni. in 15S5 to the

—

—

The progress of Christianity roused the
who accused the Roman Catholic mission-

Privilege
esuits.

Bonzes,

Roman

were abolished. In 1876 Japan was divided into
two vicariates, and under Leo xill. two more were
added in 1888 and 1891, till on 15th June 1891 Leo
XIII. re-established the
i.e.

the archdiocese of

aries of Steyl.
The number of Roman Catholics,
which in 1870 amounted to 10,000 with 13 priests,
reached 23,000 in 1880, 44,000 in 1891 with 82

69,755 in 1913.
of the

and his successor, JeyasuDaifusania( 1605-15),
Church in peace, which was then governed
by the Jesuit Bishop Luiz Serqneyra. In 1602 the
Jesuits were reinforced by Franciscans, Dominicans,
and Augustinians, and by the year 1613 we find in
Japan 130 Jesuits and some 30 priests belonging to
the other missionary societies. The actual number
of native Christians, however, is doubtful.
Between 1549 and 1598, 500,000, between 1598 and
and
between
1614
and
1630, 25,000
1614, 152,000,
adults were baptized, and we are told that the
actual number of native Christians in 1614
amounted to 1,800,000. But the peace and prosperity were the prelude to one of the most terrible
persecutions begun by Jeyasu for some unknown
reason.
In 1614 Bishop Serqneyra died and was

succeeded by the Franciscan martyr. Bishop Louis
In order to
Sotelo, who was burned alive in 1624.
weaken the Christians the Shogun arrested 117
Jesuits and 27 other missionaries, togetlier with
the Roman Catholic leaders, and transported them
to the Philippines (1614)
but many of them
;

returned.

Jeyasu died in 1615 and was succeeded by
Hidetada, who renewed the edicts of his father,
and from 1617 to 1640 the persecution went on
without interruption.
The 'Great Martyrdom'
took place at Nagasaki on 2nd Sept. 1622, when
10 Jesuits, 6 Dominicans, 4 Franciscans, and 32
Japanese nobles were put to death. Jemitsu, the
following Shogun, is said to have killed about
Over 200 of the
20,000 every year from 1623.
missionaries, some 800 native catechists, and
200,000 Christians sulTered actual martyrdom.

From tlie year 1638 Christianity appeared to be
extinct in Japan ; though sporadic efibrts were
made by Jesuits in 1642 and later, all these failed.
Father John Sidotti was the last Roman Catholic

priest who entered Japan (1708), and he was put
to death on 15th Dec. 1715.
The blood of so many martyrs, however, was
not destined to be shed in vain. When in 1832
Gregory xvi. erected the vicariate of Korea,

Japan was included. In 1844 Father Forcade and
Ko, a catechist, landed on Liu-Kiu Island, and
they were joined by Father Leturdu in 1846. In
the same year the vicariate of Japan was erected
with Father Forcade as vicar-apostolic.
But
Japan was still a forl)idden land till, in 1853, the
United States broke down the barriers by a treaty,
which was followed by others with Great Britain,
Russia, etc., and Father Petitjean was able to
build a Roman Catholic church at Nagasaki,
which, on 17th March 1865, became instrumental in
finding that there were in Japan still 25 Christian

thousand Christians who for
200 years had kept the faith. In 1866 Petitjean
was appointed vicar-apostolic. Though some minor
persecutions broke out, the Church made progress,
and in 1873 the laws and edicts against Christianity
VOL. viii.— 46
villages with several

Catholic hierarchy,
three suttiagan

Osaka, and Hakodate, which
were placed under the care of the Missionaries of
Paris, to which have since been added the prefectures of Shikoku (1904) and of Niigata (1912)
under the care of the Dominicans and the Mission-

destroying Christianity, however, the persecution
only helped to make it known. Hideyoshi died in
1598,

Roman

Tokyo with

sees of Nagasaki,

aries of being only political agents of Spain and
Portugal, and Hideyoshi gave the signal for a
cruel persecution, during which 6 Franciscans,
15 Japanese Tertiaries, 3 Japanese Jesuits, and
2 servants, known as the '26 martyrs of Nagasaki,'
were put to death on 5tli Feb. 1597. Instead of

left the
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European and 15 native priests, 63,000 in 1910
and 33 native priests, and

with 150 European

A'orea.— From 1636 to 1876 Chosen, 'the Land
Morning Calm,' was known only under the
name of the Hermit Kingdom of the Far East on
account of the rigorous enforcement of her policy
'

'

against all foreigners. Yet Roman
Catholic missionaries made their way and found
their faithful children in Korea, whose very name
became known in Europe as the symbol of persecution and martyrdom.
When, in 1592-94, Taiko
Sama of Japan sent his soldiers to Korea, the
Jesuit Gregorio de Cespedez accompanied the
troops as chaplain to the numerous Roman
Catholics in the army, and in his spare time
instructed the Koreans also, baptizing, on bis
retui'n to Japan in 1593, some 300 Korean prisoners
of war.
Nothing, however, is known of the fate
of his converts in Korea, as in the beginning of the
17th cent, all traces of Cliristianity had disappeared
from the land. In 1783 Seng-hun-i, one of the
Korean literati, joined the annual embassy to
Peking and interviewed there Alexander de Govea,
the Fi'anciscan bishop, who baptized him by the
name of Peter. On his return he was joined by
two friends, Pieki and Il-sini, who became the
pioneers of Christianity in Korea. From 1784 to
1794 they received some 4000 neophytes into the
Church, who were persecuted by the Bonzes from
1785 to 1791. An attempt made by de Remedies
in 1791 to penetrate into Korea failed.
In 1794
of isolation

Father Jacob Tsiu (alias Padre Jayuie Vellozo),
a Chinese priest, succeeded in entering, and for
six years continued the apostolate, during which
time he baptized 6000 converts and thus increased
the flock from 4000 to 10,000 souls. In 1801 new
edicts were published against the 'new religion ;
among the martyrs were Peter Seng-hun-i, Father
For thirty years the
Tsiu, and 300 of his flock.
Cliristians in Korea remained without a pastor in
spite of repeated requests both to Peking and to
'

to persecutions in China.
In 1827
the mission field of Korea was entrusted to the
Soci^td des Missions fitrangferes of Paris, and on
9th Sept. 1831 Korea was made a vicariate with
Bruguiere as its first bishop. Fathers Chastan and
Maubant being his only assistants. The bishop
died in the sight of Korea, while Fathers Maubant
and Chastan reached Seoul in 1836 and 1837 reAt the end of the year the newlyspectively.
appointed bishop, Imbert, arrived and found the
flock reduced from 10,000 to 6000, which was increased to 9000 two years later, when the bishop
and the two priests were put to death (1830). In
1845 Bishop Ferreol, accompanied by Fathers
Daveluy and Kim, the first native Korean priest,
took over the field, but the latter died the death
of a martyr in the following year.
I'rom 1846 to
1866 the Church in Korea enjoyed comparative
peace, during which numerous converts were made
both under Ferreol and under his successor. Bishop
Berneux— from 11,000 to 25,000. This was the
most flourishing period in the annals of the Church
in Korea, which then possessed 2 bishops (Berneux

Rome, owing
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and Davehiy) and 10 priests. In 1S66 the persecution raged again, and during it the 2 bishops with
7 priests were put to death and 3 priests had to
leave tlie country. In 1807 attempts were made to
reopen the mission, but failed. In 1869 Ridel was
appointed bishop, but was not able to enter Korea
until 1874, was expelled in 1877, and died in 1884.
The treaties of Korea with Japan, the United
States, Britain, France, and Austria again opened
the gates of the Hermit Kingdom. Bishop Blanc
found on his arrival in 1883 only 13,000 Koman
Catholics out of 25,000 in 1866, but the flock
numbered 10,590 at his death in 1890. During the
long reign of Bishop Mutel (since 1800) the missions
in Korea, which was declared an
independent
kingdom in 1895, a Japanese protectorate in 1905,
and a Japanese general residency in 1910, have
enjoyed freedom. In 1897 we find 32 European
and 3 native priests with 32,217 members in 497
stations, in 1909, 46 European and 10 native priests
with 68,016 members. At the request of Bishop
Mutel, Korea was divided in 1910 into the two
vicariates of Seoul and Taiku, and numbered, in
1913, 58 European and 17 native priests with 59
principal and 978 out-stations, and 150 churches
with 80,500 members.
There is hardly a more glorious
II. Africa.
chapter to be found in the annals of the Roman
Catholic Church than that of Africa. After the
decay of early Christianity there, except for a few
sadly corrupted remnants snr\aving in Kabylia,
and among the Copts and the Abyssinians, Africa
remained for many centuries a closed continent to
Christianity, though the Franciscans and Dominicans, the Trinitarians and the Order of Our Lady
of Mercy tried their best in the 13th, 14th, and

—

15th centuries to alleviate the lot of Christian
captives and to instil the lessons of Christianity
into the hearts of the Muhammadans of Morocco,
Tunis, and the Barbary States. When in the 15th
cent, the Portuguese, under the leadership of Henry
the Navigator, son of King John I. of Portugal,
began their discoveries and expeditions along the
west coast of Africa, passed Cape Bojador (1433),

reached the Rio de Ouro (1442), and doubled Cape
Verde (1444), they unfurled the banner of the Cross.
In 1471 they crossed the equator, Diego Cam discovered the Congo ( 1484), Bartholomew Diaz doubled
the Cape of Good Hope 1 487 ), while Vasco da Gama
came as far as Mozambique, Malindi, and Mombasa (1497). Pope Alexander VI. in 1494 assigned
to Spain all the lands discovered and still to be
discovered 370 miles west of Cape Verde Islands,
and to Portugal all the land to the east, with the
one obligation to further the propagation of Christianity and to support mission work in the east
(

and west. Dominicans and Franciscans, Augustinians and Jesuits, Capuchins and Carmelites,
sui)ported by secular priests, vied with one another

in carrying into ell'ect the command of Christ to
teach all nations.' Bishoprics were founded on
the adjacent islands of the Dark Continent, viz.
I^as Palmas in the Canary Islands, Funchal in
'

Madeira (1514), SiVo Thiago do Cabo Verde (1532),
Sao Thome (1534), etc. King Kmmanuel of Portugal took a special interest in the evangelization
of the Congo, and from l.TOS to 1512 sent annually
some missionaries of dillerent religious orders
(Dominicans, Franciscans, and August inians), who,
supported by the native King Alphonsus, made

The bishop of St. Thomas ((Julf of
[irogress.
Guinea), to whose jurisdiction the Congo belonged,
adopted the title of bishop of the Congo, transferred
his see to San S.ilvailor, and erected a chapter conAs the mi.s^ionaries already
sisting of 28 canons.
engaged in the Congo did not siitlice for the growing demand.s, St. Ignatius, at the request of the
king of Portugal, sent some Jesuits among them
good

—

Roman

Fathers
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Vaz, Ribcra, Diaz, Soveral, Noguera,
who founded a college at San SalvaFrom 1.5.'>4 to 1592, 8 bishops occupied the see

Gomez,

etc.

—

dor.
of San Salvador, and,
of Angola was united

when

in 1592 the bishopric

with that of the Congo, tlie
see of San Salvador was transferred to St. Paul
With the growth and expansion
de Loanda.
of Portuguese power in the E. and W. Indies,
however, Portugal neglected to supply the Congo
with a sufficient number of missionaries, so that
in 1587 we find only 12 priests for tliousands
of Christian villages.
King Alvaro II. therefore
applied to Rome for help in 1608 but it was only
in 1640 that 6 Italian Capuchins under Francis of
Pamplona were sent, and these were strengthened
between 1648 and 1683 by It.iliansand Portuguese,
such as Dionysins Mareschi, Bonaventuie Carriglio,
Joseph of Antiquera, Jerome of Puebla, Francis of
Monteleone, and Anthony Zuchclli, as well as by
Carmelites who arrived in the Congo in 1659. It
seems that these earlier missionaries extended their
work as far as Stanley Pool and to the valley of
;

the Kassai. Carmelites, Franciscans, Jesuits, and
secular priests also started missionary work in
Senegambia, Sierra Leone, the Gold Coast, Benin,

Angola, and Upper and Lower Guinea.

Among

these pioneers we may mention the Jesuits Barreiva (t 1612), Fernandez, Barros, Almeida, Netto,
and Alvarez, and the Capuchins Bernardine Renard
and Angelus of Valencia. On the east coast missionary work was commenced soon after its discovery in Mozambique by the Jesuits Sylveira
(martyred 11th Aug. 1561), Acosta, and Fernandez at Sofala by the Dominicans (1580) John
dos Santos, John de Pietate, and Nicholas de
Rosario in Madagascar by the Lazarists (1648)

—
;

;

Nacquart de Champmartin, Gondren, and Bourdaise (1657). In Egypt the Franciscans continued
their work among the Copts, and the Jesuits
among the Ethiopians (Bermudez, John Nunez,

Andrew Oviedo, Melchior Carneiro,
The various wars waged between

etc.

).

the Dutch and

the Portuguese, the slave-trade which was encouraged by the Christian European Powers, the
civil feuds among the natives, the more promising
colonies in the east and in the west, and the decrease of Portuguese power in Africa soon made
the Portuguese forget their solemn obligation, and,
instead of furthering the welfare of Christian civilization, they only became a standing obstacle to
the work of evangelization, since they would not
allow any missionaries but Portuguese in their
colonies. Unable
or, rather, unwilling
tosu])port
the missionary work, the flourishing churches on
of
Africa
became
and
east
coasts
weaker
the west

—

—

and religious
sectarian policy of
Pombal, the anti-Roman Catholic attitude of
Holland and England, and, iinallj', the F'rench

and weaker, and
disturbances,

such

social,

as

political,

the

Revolution, brought every missionary enterprise
in Africa to a standstill.
According to Louvet
(Les Missions catholiques au XiX'*^ sidcle), the
total number of Roman Catholics of continental
Africa at the beginning of the 19th cent., including
Uniate Copts and Abyssinians, amounted to 47,000.
With the formation of the Society for the Propagation of the Faith in 1822 we )>erceive the first
signs of a change for the better. The conquest of
Algiers by France in 1830, which broke down the
ramparts of Muhanimadan fanaticism, and the reopening of the missions among the Copts in Egypt
and their kindred in Abyssinia by de Jacobis in
1839 were the preludes to the Christian awakening
of the Dark Continent. The son of a Jewish Rabbi
was destined to take up anew the Roman Catholic
missions in Africa and to inaugurate the magnificent apostolic movement, for i^ibermann became
the founder of the Missionary Society of the Holy
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Heart of Mary and the Holy Ghost, usually called
the Conf; legation of the Holy Ghost, whose members
(since 1843) liave devoted themselves to the evangelization of the Negroes in SenegamVjia and Gabun
(1844), Sierra Leone (1864), the Portuguese Congo
(1873), French Guinea (1878), Cimbeliasia (1879),
Kunene (1882), Loango (1883), Lower Nigeria (1885),

Ubanghi

(1887),

Zanzibar

(1863),

Bagamoyo

(1891),

N. Madagascar, etc. When Mgr. Marion de Bresillac returned from the depth of India to France
in 1858, his feelings were drawn to the Dark Continent, and he founded the African Missionary
Society of Lyons, whose fields principally lie in
the districts known as the White Man's Grave
—Dahomey (1861), Benin (1868), Gold Coast (1881),
Ivory Coast (1895), Liberia (1906), E. and W.
Nigeria, Korhogo (1912), and the Nile Delta. Ten
'

'

years later another missionary society came into
existence, viz. the Missionaries of Oar Lady of
Africa, or the White Fathers, whose field of action
extended rapidly from Algeria to Kabylia, from
Tunis to the Sahara and the Sudan, till the bold
hand of its founder. Cardinal Lavigerie, came tt)
drive it, in spite of all obstacles, right to the heart
of the African continent. To-day they have charge

—

Kabylia, Gardaia, W.
Sudan, Nyasa, Bangweolo, Upper Congo, Tanganyika, Unjanjembe, S. and N. Nyanza, and
Kivu, with 187,129 members, 196,000 catechumens,
138 principal stations, 502 priests, 52 brothers, 244
sisters, 2289 catechists, 85 native sisters, 2 native
priests, 30 students in minor orders, 378 aspirants,
1974 schools with 79,521 pupils, and 341 charitable
of 11 missionary districts

institutions.

Besides these three African Missionary Societies
par excellence, work is also carried on by the orders
which in days gone by laboured as pioneers in
Africa, such as the Franciscans (Egypt, Tripoli,
Morocco), the Capuchins (Erythrea, Galla, Somalilaud, Seychelles), the Trinitarians (Benadir),
the Lazarists (Abyssinia, S. Madagascar), the
Jesuits (C. Madagascar, Kwango, Zambesi), and
the Missionary Seminary of Verona (C. Africa), the
Benedictines of St. OttUien (Dares-Salam, Lindi),
the Trappists (Natal, Congo), the Belgian, English,

and German missionary
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appearance confirmed him in his opinion that he
had at last reached India, and he called the in'

habitants, therefore,

Indios,' or

'

Indians.'

Subse-

quent navigators and explorers found that the
same race was spread over the whole continent
from the Arctic shores to Cape Horn, and that the
people were more or less everywhere alike in their
main physical characteristics, whence they extended the name Indians to these aborigines in
both S. and N. America with the exception of the
Eskimos in the extreme north. Much has been
written about the atrocities and cruelties of the
white invaders
Spanish, French, Portuguese,
Dutch, and English committed against the lied
Men, the original inhabitants and owners of the
soil.
The Roman Catholic Church, from the very
outset of the political conquest of S., C, and N.
America, has acted as the protectress of the down'

'

—

—

—

trodden Indians, and her missionaries Franciscans, Dominicans, Jesuits, and Hieronymites such
as Las Casas, Montesino, Nobrega, and Ancliieta
have taken up tlieir cause of liberty and religion.
Lopez de Vega, one of the greatest Spanish poets,
unfolds the whole aim and purpose of the Spanish
conquerors in S. America in two lines :
*
AI re}' infinitas tierras

—

Y

'

a Dios infinitas almas,'

extend the boundaries of the Spanish
empire over the vast territories of the new world
and thereby to gain an infinite number of souU to
God.' Religion was her great end and aim, her
all-pervading motive. The soothing influence of the
i.e.

to

Roman

Catholic missionaries in

S.

America

is still

to be seen in the splendid churches and colleges
and the thousands and millions of devoted converts ;
and, as long as Spain remained faithful to her
solemn obligations, she was successful and prosThe destruction of the Indian missions,
perous.
in which the Roman Catliolic missionaries had
worked for two hundred years, was due to the antiRoman Catholic policy and legislation of Spain
and Portugal the revival is to be ascribed to the
eflbrts of Pius IX., Leo XIII., and Pius X., who
worked in harmony with the rulers of the difi'erent
States and republics through their apostolic dele;

To describe the Roman Catholic missionary
work among the Indians in S. and C. America
would mean to write the history of the Roman
Catholic Church in the colonial period of these

societies of Scheut (Congo
Free State), of Mill Hill (Upper Nile), of Steyl
(Togo), the Oblates of Mary Immaculate (Natal,
Transvaal, Orange, Kimberley, Lower Cimbebasia,

gates.

Basuto), etc.
The missionaries, if they do not precede the
explorers or conquerors, accompany them nowhere
are they wanting. From the valleys of tlie Atlas

It may suffice to
countries from 1520 to 1820.
note the work of the Franciscans and the Jesuits
this
during
period.
Franciscan missionaries accompanied Columbus
in 1493, and they were followed by others to the

;

to thehigliland plains of Abyssinia, from the Sudan
to the Cape, on the great rivers and lakes, in tlie
desert jdains and in the equatorial forests, in the
heart of the continent and in the islands, the Cross
of Calvary is found to-day set up as the sign of re-

demption. Where the missionaries have been able
to labour they have laboured, and where they
could only die they have died. According to the
Katholische Missionen, Oct. 1912, Africa, as far as
it is a missionary country, consists of 6 dioceses,

44 vicariates, and 28 prefectures apostolic, 1 prelature nullius, and 7 independent missions, with
1,100,000 native members and some 600,000 catechumens. When Ave add the dioceses of Africa
and her islands which are not under the jurisdiction of the Propaganda, and, therefore, do not fall
under the heading of the African mission field
strictly speaking, we find the total number of
Roman Catliolics amounting to 3,742,000 insignificant when comiiared with the number of inhabitants, which is said to amount to 165,000,000 or
180,000,1100 or even 200,000,000 souls.

—

III.
N. AXD S. AMEHICA.— When, in 1492,
Columbus landed on the island of San Salvador,
he found a brown-skinned people whose physical

in 1500, to Mexico or Nova
of Ghent, Martin of Valencia,

.Vntilles

(Peter

Hispania

Molina,
the famous Zuramaraga [1548], the first
archbishop of Mexico, and Martin of Coruna), to
Yucatan (Didacus of Landa [1579]), Guatemala
and Honduras (Peter of Betancourand Maldonado),
Nicaragua and Costa Rica. In S. America the
Franciscans had missions in Colombia and Venezuela (John a S. Philiberto [1527], Louis Zapata,
and Ferdinand Larrea) with some 200,000 baptized
Indians, in Peru (Mark of Nizza and Jodokus
Ryke), in Ecuador and Ucayali (Philip Luyando,
Dominic Garcia, and Francis Alvarez [1686]). At
the request of the king of Spain, Franciscans went
to Chile (1553) (Martin of Robleda and Angelus
of Espineira (177S]), to Bolivia (Aiuliea Herrero
Rilieira,

[1838]

and Antonio Comajuncosa

[1814]),

and into

the Pampas of Argentine and to Tueuman (Francis
Solanus [1610]). In 1538 they landed in S. Brazil
(Bernard Armenta, John de los Barrios [1547],
Bernardine of Cardenas, and Louis Bolaiio8[1629]).
Between 1565 and 1572 Jesuit missionaries went
to Florida, Mexico, and Peru, and, under Claudius
Acquaviva (1581-1615), tlie second successor of St.
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and rnraguay, mid later on to
as Nunez, Ooiiea, Nol)rega, and Ancliieta have become household words
among the Indians in S. America, while the name
of Azevedo, who, with 39 of his follow-Tnissionaries,
to Chile

I-jnatius,

Names such

Maranliao.

martyrdom in Hrazil (1570), stands for
At the time of the suppression
loyalty to duty.
of the Society of Jesus the Jesuits were represented
in Brazil by 445, in Maranliao by 146, in Paraguay
564, in Mexico and California by 572, and in

suB'ered

by
>Jew Grenada, Chile, I'eni, and Ecuador by 192,
242, 526, and 209 members respectively.
Equally famous among the defenders of the
Indians are the Dominicans Las Casas, Louis
Bertrand, Antonio
Jlontesino, Dominicua de
Betanzos, Dominicus Ortiz, the Augustinian FranWith the suppression of
cis John de Medina, etc.
the religious orders and tlie downfall of t lie Spanisli
supremacy in S. and C. America came also tlie

The
destniction of the flourishing missions.
Christian Indians and Negroes were allowed to
drift, nay, were often driven back into paganism,
were slaughtered by their cruel white tasn<masters,
their plantations were destroyed or ruined, their
schools and churches were reduced to ashes, and
the missionary work which had been accomplished
among them by the self-sacrificing heroes of Christian charity during two hundred years with the
outlay of money and valuable lives was
freatest
estroyed. The political upheaval and the masonic
influence in the beginning of the 19th cent., with
the subsequent scarcity of priests in the S. American
Republics, scarcely allowed the missionaries to
resume their work among the remaining Indians
and Negroes. In recent years the Propaganda
has once more appealed to willing workers among
the various religious orders and missionary societies
for help to establish missionary work among the
Indians yet it remains a difficult task to ol)tain
a precise record of their work, since most of them
are at the same time engaged among the numerous European colonists in the S. American ReIn the following we give only the names
publics.
of the vicariates, prefectures, and missions in the
various States, the dates of their erection, and the
missionaries engaged.
;

Colombia

:

V. Goajira (Capuchins), 1905

;

V. Casanare(Augu9-

V. Llanoi! dc S. .Martin (Society of Marv),
tinians), isns
1903; P. CaqnetA (Capuchins), 1904; P. Choco (tmniaculate
Heart ot Mary). 1908.
;

Guiana V. Denierara (Brit. Guiana) (Jesuits), 1837; V. Surinam (Dutch Guiana) (Redenijitorists), 1825 0852); Cayenne
(Krench (luiana) (Congregation of the Holy Ghost), 1043 (V).
Ecuador V. Can<^l08 y Micas (Dominicans), 1S93 V. Mendez y Gualaquiza (Salesians), 1893
V. Napo (Jesuits),
;

:

;

;

1893; V. Zamora (Franciscans), 1S93.

P. Amazonas (S. Leon) (Auj^uatinians), 1900
P.
P. Urubamba (Dominicans),
Ucayali (Franciscans), 1900
1900 M. Putumayo (Franciscans), 1912.
Brazil
Prel. Santarem (Franciscans), 1903
M. Rio Branco
(BeneJictlnes), 1907 Prel, Araguaya, Iflll P. Rio Negro,
1910; P. .SolimSea (Capuchins), 1910"; P. Tctfii (Congregation
of the Holy Ghost), lOlii.
^'. Patagonia N. (Salesians),
1884
P.
Argentine-Parafiruay
Patagonia S. (Salesians), 1883 Gran Chaco and Pampas

Peru

:

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

:

;

;

(Franciscans).
Chile : V. Autolagasta (secular priests), 1895
V. Tarapaca
(secular priests), 1894 ; P. Araucania (Capuchins), 1901.
Mexico V. Cahtornia, 1874.
Central America : V. British Honduras (Jesuits), 1888 (1893).
Antilles ; V. Curasao, 1842 V. Jamaica (Jesuits), 1837.
Krose (op. cit.) reckons the number of the uncivilized Indians
in America at 1,500,000 or 1,760,000, i.e., Brazil, 000,000 ; I'aragliav, 100,000
Argentine, 30,000 Chile, 50,000; Peru, 350,000 ;
Bolivia, 2.'>0,0(X)
I'^juador, 200,000 ; Colombia, 1.10,000 ; Venezuela, 60,000. To these must be added some 200,000 or 260,000
in these missions European
Coolies, Negroes, and Chinese,
colonists live side by side with the Indians, etc.
According to
Krose, some 401,000 are Roman Catholics, and, allowing some
IfiO.OOO as being European.s, there remains a Roman Catholic
Indian and Negro population of 260, noo souls. In the whole
mission field there were 476 jjricsts, 230 brothers, 435 sisters,
418 stations, and 340 churches. In C. America and the W.
Indies there are still 500,000 or 600,000 )>agans, among whom
Jesuits, Dominicans, Redemptorisls, and Lazarists are at
work, some 180 missionaries among 330,000 native Roman
Catholics.
;

:

;

;

;

;

Roman
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I'liifrd States of Aincrira are coiiipuscd
formi'r British, Spanish, and French colonies,
and their population— 91,972,266 (Census of 1910)—
consists of a small remn.ant of the original American Iiulians (270,000, according to some, 330,0(10
or 444,000, according to other writers), of importeil
Negro slaves and their des(H;ndaiits (9,S27,763), of
yellow or Asiatic immigrants (14(),S63), and of
white or Kuropian settlers and their descendants.
In the former Spanish
Florida, Texas,
New Mexico) and French (Ijouisiana) colonies the

T/ic

of

(

Roman Catholic missionaries have worked for the
conversion and Christian civilization of the Indians
from the beginning of the colonial epoch. Dominicans entered Florida in 1560, and they were supported in 1568 by the arrival of 12 Franciscans, 5
secular priests, and 8 .lesuits, among whom we
may mention Fathers Martinez, Segnra, <le l^niros,
and de Solis. In Texas and New .Mexico .Spanish
Franciscans Marcos of Nizza, John of I'ailill.a,
and Louis of Escalon had commenced in l.')39,
but made little progress. In Arizona Francis of
Porras (1083) and in California Juniper Serra( 1784)
commenced missionary work among the Indians,
and along the Mississijipi we find Fatlier Marquette.
The conquest of N. America by the white immigrants drove the Indians further and further, and
'spoliation, outrage, and murder' were the cnders
for almost one hundi-ed ye.ars.
According to H.
G. fJanss ('The Indian Mission Problem, Past and
in
Culholic
no.
13 [New York,
Thf
Min<l,
Present,'
1904]), there remain in the United States some
270,0f)0 Indians, of whom 100,000 are Roman
Catholics, 40,000 Protestants (74,000?), 110,000
follow the old ways,' and 20,000 have no Church
affiliation.
Accoriling to Streit(,4</rtA"7/i(,nov/( (>»,<,
1914), there are in the United States 440,931
Indians, of whom 64,741 (67,255) are Roman Catholics.
These are scattered in 33 dioceses, possess
306 churches, and are attended by 163 priests
(Benedictines, Franciscans, Jesuits, etc.) and 391
sisters
100 schools are attended by 7359 children.
Famous among the Indian missionaries in the 19tli
cent, are Father de Sniet and Bishop Marty.
The Negro population in the United States (oneninth of the whole population), descendants of the
slaves who for two hundred and fifty years had

—

—

'

;

been imported into America, have for tlie last
liftj' years been emancipated, but are still treate<l
as

Owing to hostile legislation, the
Catholic Church had for many decades a
poor chance of alleviating the miserable conditions
of the Negroes, since baptism was considered inAfter the
con.sistent with the state of slavery.
emancipation of the Negroes (1863) and the second
Plenary Council of Baltimore (1806), Archbishop
Spalding raised his voice for their conversion. The
same cour.se was pursued at the third council (1884)
by Archbishop (Cardinal) Gibbons, who established
a commission for Roman Catholic missionary work
among the Negroes and the Catholic Board for
Mission Work anion"; the Colored People.' It is
dillicult to obtain the exact number of Negroes
professing the Roni.an Catholic religion in the
United States, since .some live in coloured parishes
while others are mingled with the white population, and of the latter a report is hardly ever made.
The Cnthulir Encuclopa'itid (xii. [1911] 6'29) gives
the number as amounting to 200,000 or '225,000,
while, according to the Atlas Hicrarvhicus, there
are only 103,436 .scattered in 33 dioceses, with IdU
churches, 162piiests(Josepliitos, Missionary Society
of Lyons, Congregation of the Holy Ghost, and
Mission of Steyl), and 173 .schools with 14,181
outcasts.

Roman

'

pupils.

The 'Catholic Board

for Mission

Work among the Colored

People,' in its semi-annual publication, Our Colored Missions,
1912, gives the followiirg statistics
churches, 72 ; priests work:
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ing exclusively for Negroes, 99 s'-iiools, 1*26 with 11,270 pupils
charitable institutions, 27 with 2520 inmates Roman Catholics,
260,000. Two rehgious orders of priests devote themselves
exclusively to coloured missions, namely the Josephite Fathers
and the Fathers of the African Missions (Lyons). Besides these
two there are eight other orders of men in the field the Jesuits,
Francisci,ns, Dominicans, Marist«, Lazai-ists, Fathers of the
Holy Ghost, Fathers of the Divine Word, and the Capuchins
(see also Our Negm Missions, by the Fathers of the Divine
;

;

;

:

Word, Techny,

lU., U.S.A., 1914).

In Canada the de.scendants of the aborigines are
divided into four families (1) the Huron Iroquoi.s,
(2) the Innuits or Eskimos, (3) the D6n6s, (4) the
Algonquins. In 1905 their total number amounted
to 107,637, of whom 8.5,553 lived inside, the others
outside the reservations. In the earliest days of
the French colonial jjeriod Franciscans in 1615,
Jesuits in 1625, and Sulpiciaus in 1657 devoted
themselves to the comersion of the Algonquins
some 100,000 .souls.
and the Huron Iroquois
Famous among these missionaries are d'Olbeau,
Le Caron, Viel, Sagard (Franciscans), Brcbeuf,
Lallemant, Lejeune, Gamier, Chabanel, Daniel,
Jogues, Jolliet, and Marquette (Jesuits). In 1659
the ecclesiastical hierarchy was established in
Canada, and the Church entered from the
missionary to the colonial period among the
immigrants.
Of the 107,637 Indians to-day 35,060 are Roman
Catholics
the remainder, with the exception of
10,906 who are .still pagans, belong to various
Protestant denominations, who are scattered in 33
The Itoman Catholics are attended by
dioceses.
some 160 juiests in over 110 stations, with 104
schools, and 200 sisters.
IV. Oceania. The southern realm of islands
which stud the Pacific Ocean has been named
Oceania, and for convenience of reference has been
divided into four districts, viz.
:

—

;

—

Austraha with Tasmania.
Melanesia (New Guinea, New Pomerania, Bismarck Archipelago, SoIom<:)n Islands, New Hebrides, Loyalt.v
Islands,

Micronesia

New Zealand).
(Marianne, (I3aroline,

Marshall,

and

Gilbert

Islands).

comprising all the smaller islands between
Hawaii in the north and Easter Island in the

Polynesia,
east.

Discovered in the 16th and 17th centuries by
Spanish and Portuguese admirals, such as Balboa,
Magellan, Mendana, Quiros, and de Torres, who
were followed by Dutch, French, English, and

German

—

explorers Roggewein and Tasman, La P^rouse and d'Urville, Cook and von Humbold thej'
remained more or less in obscurity till the beginning of the ISth and even the 19th century. That
Roman Catholic missionaries set their foot on the
islands soon after their discovery, although only
Padre rigafetta accomoccasionally, is certain.
panied Magellan to the Ladrone Islands in 1521,
another priest landed on the Marquesas in 1595,
two Spanish missionaries visited Tahiti in 1774,
and Abljo de Quelen converted a few natives in
the Hawaiian group in 1819. As Spanish and
Portuguese supremacy declined, the discoveries
were of little consequence to Christianity, and,
owing to the political and religious revolution in
Europe, the suppression of religious orders, and
the scarcity of missionary vocations and pecuniary
support, the Roman Catholic missions were to
The
a large extent neglected in the Pacific.
Marianne and Caroline gi'oups were the only ones

—

where progress was made. The former was visited
by the Jesuit Diego de San Vittore, who landed
with four other .lesuits on Guam in 1668, and these
were followed by live more in 1670 but nearly all
tlie Spanish missionaries were killed in 1670, 1672,
and 1684.
From 1700 to 1766 the Marianne
missions were entrusted to German Jesuits, who
in 1731 extended their work to the Carolines.
After the suppression of the Jesuits the Marianne
;

Boman

Catholic)
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Archipelago was handed over to Spanish Augustinians in 1786,

and the latter were replaced by

German Capuchins

in 1907.

Several attempts were made by the Jesuits on
the Philippines to open a mission in the Caroline
Islands in 1700, 1708, 1709, and 1721, but all of
them failed, till Father Cantova succeeded in 1731.
Owing to the serious loss of lives, however, the
Jesuits abandoned the field, and it was only in
1886 that twelve Spanish Capuchins were able to
resume missionary work once more in the CaroIn 1911
lines; they remained in charge till 1904.
the German Marianne and the Carolines were
united into one vicariate-apostolic \\ith WaUeser
as its first bishop, while the United States posses-

Guam was made an independent vicariate
charge of Spanish Capuchins. The vicariate of

sion of
in

Guam

numbered, in 1913, 12,000 Roman Catholics,
and that of Marianne-Caroline had 5395 in 1914.
With the exception of these two island groups,
the beginning and de\elopnient of Roman Catholic

missionary enterprise in the Pacific belong to the
It was on 7th JiUy 1827
19th and 2iith centuries.
that Alexis Bachelot, accompanied by Abraham
Armand, Patrick Short, and Robert Walsh of the
Piepus Society, landed in Honolulu (Hawaii) to
resume the apostolate in Oceania, the whole of
which was placed under the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of Solages, then prefect-apostolic of Mauritius
Three years later the vicariate of Oceania
(1830).
was established, and in quick succession the
Roman Catholic missions were extended to the
various island groups and entrusted to the two
pioneer missionary societies in the Pacific, viz. the
Missionaries of the Sacred Heart (Piepus) and the
Society of Mary (Marists). From 1827 to 1845,
under Cardinal Prefect Capellari of the Propaganda and under his pontificate as Gregoiy xvi.,
the Society of Piepus sent its missionaries to
Hawaii (1827), the Gambier Islands (1834), the
Martiuesas (1838), and Tahiti (1841), while the
Marists went to Wallis, Tonga, New Zealand
(1837), New Caledonia (1843), Fiji (1844), and
Samoa (1845). Gregory XVI. divided Oceania into
two distinct vicariates: Eastern (1833-44) and
Western Oceania (1836^8), from which Central
These three
Oceania was separated in 1842.
vicariates form, so to speak, the roots of the
From
ecclesiastical jurisdictions in the Pacific.
tlie Eastern vicariate were
separated those of
Hawaii, Marquesas, and Tahiti (1844 and 1848),
and from the Central those of New Caledonia
(1847), Samoa (1851), and Fiji (1863 [1887]), while
W. Oceania was divided into the vicariates of
Melanesia (1844-89) and Micronesia (1844-97).
F'rom Melanesia were separated New Guinea and
New Pomerania (1889), and from Micronesia the
Gilbert (1897) and the Carolines (1886). Some of the
groups were again divided and subdivided, such as
New Guinea and New Pomerania, from which
were separated the Solomon (1897-98) and the
The Marianne gioup
Marshall Islands (1905).

depended upon the diocese of Cebu (Philippines)
till it was made an independent vicariate.
The

new helpers in the ever-expanding field, and during the colonial period of Oceania
three
other
(1882-1903)
missionary societies were
asked to help to the Capuchins were entrusted
the Caroline (1886 and 1904) and the Marianne
Islands (1907), to the Piepus Society the Cook
or Hervey Archipelago and Kaiser Wilhelmsland
W. (1913), to the Society of the Divine Word
Kaiser Wilhelmsland E. (1896), to the
(Steyl)
Marists the New Hebrides (1887) and the Solomon
l.slands (1898), and, finally, to the Congregation
of the Sacred Heart (Issoudun) New Pomerania
(1882), New Guinea, British and Dutch (1884
and 1903), the GUbert (1888) and the Ellice
divisions demanded

:
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Islands (1897), aud, lastly, the Marshall Islands

the Gilbert and Castanid of the

(1899).

lastly,

were — with

Where eighty years ago there
the
exception of the JIarianne group scarcely any
Roman Catholics, and no priest or bishop, we find
today an established hierarchy, with 14 bishoprics,
4 prefectures-apostolic, and 1 mission with 131,000
native and 63,000 European members, 427 priests
(8 native priests), 227 brothers, 418 sisters, 1000
stations, 990 churches and chapels, and 700 schools
with 30,000 pupils. The population of Oceania
proper (without Australia and Tasmania) amounts
to 2,650,000 or (without New Zealand, no longer a
missionary country) 2,000,000, or, according to
The Roman Catholic
others, 1,340,000 souls.
population is, therefore, comparatively small, and
the work, especially in New Guinea, the Solomon
group, and other islands, is little advanced. But,
bearing in mind the social, moral, religious,

—

^.-SUMMARY OF

Cook

R.C.

Islands, and,

Brother Eugene Eyraud, the lay apostle of

Easter Island.
As space does not allow of a detailed history of
the interesting work of Roman Catholic missionary enterprise in the Pacific, we give on p. 726
a table of statistics which wiU tell the story of
the heroic work which the missionaries have
achieved within the years 1830-1913 under very
trying circumstances of persecution, hunger,
poverty, and death.
In the follo\\'ing table of statistics we give the
summary of missionary work during the 19th cent,
and the results of previous centuries since the
Reformation.
These statistics we borrow from

Krose {op. cit. p. 123).
Literature.— H. Hahn, Gesch. der kalhol. Missianen sea
Jesus ChrLmis bis aiif die neueMe Zeit, 6 roU., Cologne, 185765 F. Schwager, Die kathol. Ueidemnis^cn der Gegemrart,
L. E. Louvet, Les J/w'viVm* catholiqu^s au
Sleyl, 1907-09
xixme «»cfe2 Paris, 1898 J. B. Piolet, Les Missions catholiqujsa
au
xixme
frantaisea
siich, <m La France au dehors, 6 vols.,
do. 1901-02; P. M. Baumgarten, Das Wirken der kathol.
Kirche auf dem Erdenruml, 3 vols., Munich, 1901-03; A.
Huonder, Die Missiim auf <-ler Kanzel und im Verein. 3 vols.,
Freiburg, 1912-14 R. Streit, Miisiotispredifjten, do. 1913-14 ;
;

;

and

linguistic problems of
the various groups and their natives, the unhealthy
climate, in many cases absolutely unsuitable for
Europeans, the variety of dialects even among the
inhabitants of the same islands, and, lastly, the
political, ethnological,
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extensive missions from tlm Ititli to the IStli cent.,
the Reformed t'hunhes ilnrinj; the same period
were doinj; practically notliinj^.
Indeed, their
divines, «hen they touched the subject of the
Christian obligation to evangelize tlie world, were
mainly occupied in elaborating arguments to show
that t\ie command of Christ to do this had lapsed
in their day.
The causes of this inaction are complex.

After the great crisis of the Reformation the
Protestant countries of Europe had not only to

adapt their religious life to new conditions, but
also to maintain their political existence against
powerful hostile combinations. Meanwhile it was
to Spain and Portugal, the great representatives of
the old creed, that the discovery of America and
of the Cape route to India had fallen.
To them,
accordingly, tlie pope had committed authority
over the newly-found regions of America and
Africa as well as the E. Indies, and this dominion
they were able, to a considerable extent, to make
The revival of the Roman Church which
effective.
followed the Reformation naturally threw much
of its best force into these national undertakings,
sanctioned hj' 'holy Church.' With the armies
and administrators of Spain and Portugal went
the priests and friars, whose task it was to
bring these new territories into the Roman
obedience.
With the I7th cent, began the colonial expansion of England, which resulted in the Christianization of N. America, not by the labour of
missionaries, but by the migration of Christian
little later the Netherlands, freed from
peoples.
the rule of Spain, began to take over tlie dominions
of Portugal in the East, and eventually founded a
great empire in the Malay Archipelago they also
colonized the extremity of S. Africa and thereby
founded a white nation in yet another temperate
clime.
To the Dutch also largely belongs the
credit of opening commercial relations ^dth China
and Japan. Meanwhile, in the course of the 18tli
cent., the great Indian empire of Britain came into
existence, and, following on this, relations -with
the Further Ea.st developed during the 19th century.
The same period saw the penetration of Africa from
south, east, and west, and its partition between
Western Powers, among whom Britain and,
latterly, Germany represented the Reformed faiths.
It was through these political developments that
the missionary sphere of the Protestant nations
was opened up, so that, when their religious life
was efl'ectually revived towards the close of the
18th cent., the niis.sionary call of an open world

A

;

which they were specially responsible came to
Reformed Christendom with irresistible force.
When we have indicated the main features of the
expan.sion of Protestant nations, we have indicated
also the main lines of their missionary development as comparecl with that of the primitive and
for

At

Christianity was
universal destiny, but
was practicnfly contined by a'limited world-outlook
and the lack of communication between East and
West. In the Middle Ages the Church on the
one Bide was straitened by Islam, and on the otlic;r
was grappling with the nntinished task of absorbing and training the barbarian nations of Euroi>e.
In both these periods the evangelist and the evangelized were, on the whole, of similar races and
of cultures not radically ditlerent.
In the modern
])eriod the world-outlook has become complete and
with
the
of
jjractical, while,
intercourse,
facility
the immensely greater progress in arts and .sciences
since the 15tli cent, by the Christianized nations
has made the intellectual and social difference
between the Christian and the non-Christian far
'J'liis
is at
greater than at any earlier time.

the media'val Church.
conscious in principle of

its

lirst

once the ad\ antage and the impediment of modern
missions as coin|iared with ancient.
Modern missions generally are continuous with
the primitive expansion of Christianity, and in the
case of Protestant missions in particular we must
go back to the primitive records of the faith and
to its early history in order to estimate their work.
15ut in so doing we are at once struck by certain
outstanding contrasts connected with the historical
situation.
Since in jiriniilive times the missionary and his hearers belonged broadly to the same
level of culture and to the same s]>here of thought
and language, and were members of the .same or
similar communities, the whole range of problems
connoted by tbe terms homo base and foreign
'

'

'

for them non-existent, and the economic
problem of modern missions was present only in
germ, or even in an inverted form, financial help
being sent by the daughter Churches to the mother.
Not unconnected witli this feature of early condiThe propagation of the faith
tions is another fact.
was the work of the Church in each place, whether
'

field

was

or through its ordinary members,
was the evangelizing body.
Hence in the early records of expansion the jirofessional missionary, as distinguished from the
ordinary minister or layman, is conspicuous by his
absence. There were great leaders in the work of
evangelization among the bishops and others, but
for associations distinct from the Church, set apart
for evangelism, there was no place.
Pinally, the
political relation of the missionary to his hearers
was either simply that of a fellow-subject of the
same great empire or that of a stranger from a
land of no very different conditions.
Following on the adoption of Christianity as the
religion of the Roman State, the irrujition of the
barbarians, and the rise of monasticism, these conThe missionary trained and
ditions were modified.
set apart for the work appears on the scene, more
often as a member of an order than as an isolated
The conversion and control of virile
evangelist.
and turbulent liarbarians seemed to demand a
sterner discipline than the Church alone could
exercise ; repeatedly the arm of the State was
\igorously used, and orders came into existence
that were half-monk, half-warrior, such as the
Knights of St. John and the Order of Teutonic
Knights. The Christianization of the West was

through

its officers

for the

Church

itself

largely accomplished through monastic and military
agencies, though the individual missionary was
not absent. In Asia the wide-spread missionary

work of the Nestorians had little of the political
element, but it \\ent down before the great onrush
of Asiatic migrations either under the militjiry
impact of Islam or under the unified forces of
Buddhism. On both sides of the world the faith
spread or receded amid the reciprocal contact and
strife of nations whose land-frontiers were conThe more stringent organization of mistiguous.
sionary work and tlie training of the worker had
made progress, but the political factor had de-

—

teriorated its texture.
The doctrine of the Reformation insisted on the
liberty of the individual conscience and tlie freedom
i>{
individual access to (!od, together with the
absolute sovereignty of His grace in the work of
The result of this in principle, although
salvation.
slowly realized in practice, was the elimination of
the political factor from the spiritual activity of

the Church, more especially in missionary work.
The missions of the conutcr-Reformatiim were
still closely linked with political conquest and administration, but so also were the earlier Dutch
Both were in
Protestant missions in the East.
The
reality survivals of the meilia-val method.
modern missionary method, both in the Roman and
in the Reformed communions, is substantially that

MISSIONS

of free associations, working on a basis of voluntary
co-operation. Tlie missionary orders of tlie Roman
Church have indeed retained continuously their
historical

organization,

adding new orders,

as

needed, on a similar basis but tlie missionary
societies of Protestant Christendom are, in eli'ect,
an expression of the same principle, only that in
them the exercise of individual freedom has been
combined with obedience to superimposed organization and discipline for a common purpose. It would
not be correct to say that Protestant missions are
differentiated from Roman by a lack of direct subordination to Church authority, for many of them
are directly administered by tlie governing bodies
There is, however, this obvious
of their Churches.
difference, that the missions of the Roman Church
are all co-ordinated and guided by a single central
authority which is conspicuously lacking in ProtOn the other hand, the
estant Christendom.
Protestant organizations are now systematically
endeavouring to gain the benefits of unity, together with those of freedom, by voluntary cooperation and co-ordination in missionary work,
not only as between Churches but also as between
;

nations.
II.

—
— Up to

History.

i.

Formation and development

the 18th cent, the missionary
societies in Britain and on the Continent were
closely connected. The Dutch East India Company,
founded in 1602, was enjoined by its charter to care
for the conversion of the heathen in the newly-won
possessions of the Republic, and it appointed
but the work was
preachers for the purpose
carried on mechanicallj' under government pressure.
After a century the number of registered Christians

of societies.

;

Ceylon was 350,000, in Java 100,000, and in
but few were left of these mj-riads
in Cej'lon after English rule came in, and onlj* a
small minority in Java under Dutch rule. In NewEngland the Pilgrim Fathers at first had to defend
life and property against the Indian tribes who
surrounded them, but in 1646 John Eliot, pastor
of Roxbury, gave himself to work among the
in

Amboyna 40,000,

aborigines, learning their language, carefully teaching them, and gathering them into organized

churches

— the

first

real

Protestant

missionary

In 1649 the Corporation for the Proenterprise.
pagation of the Gospel in New England was formed,
and it is still extant, but its activities have conIn 1698 the
sisted chiefly in the collection of funds.
efforts of Thomas Bray, Rector of Sheldon, Warwickshue, resulted in the formation of the Society
for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge. During
the 18th cent, this aided the Danisli-Halle Mission
and other missions in India, but its principal work
since 1813 has been the publication and circulation of

Christian literature, both at home and abroad. In
1701 the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel
was founded to piovide clergy for the colonies and
dependencies of Great Britain and also to take
but little
steps for the conversion of the natives
was done for the latter object till after 1817. These
three societies are connected with the Church of
'

'

;

England.

The
known

revival of spiritual religion in Germany
as Pietism (q.v.) resulted in two missionary
Frederic
movements during the 18th century.

William

IV., king of Denmark, feeling responsibility
for his colonial dominions, found the men whom
he needed in Bartholomoeus Ziegenbalgand Heinrich
PlUtschau, followers of the great Pietist leader,

Hermann August Francke.

They were

sent out

in 1705 to the Danish settlement of Tranquebar in
S. India, and there founded a work which was
developed by many successors of note, especially

Christian Friedrich

Schwartz (1749-98).
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Their

work was partly maintained by the S.P.C.K.
The other far-reaching missionarj' movement of

Members of the
origin was the Moravian.
Unitas Fratrum of MoraWa, driven from their
homes for their faith, were settled by the Pietist
Nikolaus Ludwig, Count von Zinzendorf, on his
estate at Herrnhut in Saxony in 1722.
Very soon
their zeal led them to send missionaries to the
Negroes of the W. Indies and to the Greenlanders
who had been evangelized by the Norwegian, Hans
Egede, but were left after his return uncared for.
This was the beginning of a world-wide work,
carried on by a community never nun\bering more
than 40,000 souls in Europe, but with 100,000 converts abroad, and a roll of more than 2000 missionaries, sent out since its foundation.
See, further,

German

MoRA\^ANS.
The Presbyterian Society

art.

for the Promotion of
Christian Knowledge, founded in Scotland in 1709,
deserves mention, because among a few missionaries
whom it sent to the Indians of N. America was
David Brainerd, the evangelist of the Delaware
Indians.
He died after only three years' work,
but his biography powerfully influenced William
Marsden of New Zealand, William Carey and
Henry Martyn of Bengal, and many others.
By the middle of the 18th cent, these early
movements of Protestant mLssions had greatly
slackened owing to the religious deadness wliicn
had overtaken the various Churches.
But the
antidote to this was already working in the exangelical revival connected on the Continent Avith
the names of Francke and Zinzendorf, and in
England with those of John Wesley (1703-91)
and George Whitefield (1714-70). The inevitable
result in the revival of zeal for the evangelization
of the oxitside world became manifest towards the
end of the century. The two great leaders and
their immediate followers were ministers of the
Church of England, but, owing to the deadness of
her leaders and people, the movement, while powerfully influencing the Church, resulted in the formation of the strongest of the Protestant bodies, the

Methodists of England and America. But it was
to another dissenting body that the missionary call

came effectively. The gi'eat pioneer William
Carey and his fellows founded the Baptist Missionlirst

ary Society in 1792.
society, at first
It was
Society.

In 1795 followed the second
simply the Missionary

called

founded by Church of England,
Independent, and Presbyterian ministers. In 1796
two Scottish associations were established, known
as the Edinburgh and Glasgow Societies.
In 1799
Evangelical members of the Church of England
decided to establish the Church Missionarj- Society,
and the undenominational society already mentioned became known as the London Missionary
Society. Though others are not excluded, it has
since then practically remained the organ of the
The British and
English Congregationalists.
Foreign Bible Society was set on foot in 1804 by
the joint action of churchmen and dissenters. The
Wesleyan Methodists had already been carrying
on missionary work in East and West since 1786
under the personal guidance of Thomas Coke, but
after his death in 1814 they established their own
The societies named, together with the
society.
revived operations of the S.P.G., represent the
formative beginnings of Protestant missionary

in Great Britain.
The American Board of
Commissioners for Foreign Missions, formed
mainly by Congregationalists in 1810, and the
American Baptist Missionary Union (1814) were
the earliest societies in America. Before sketching
tlie
development of these and indicating the minor
societies, it is desirable to mention two outside
movements which greatly influenced the history of
missions in Africa and the East.
It is reckoned that the African slave-trade
during the hundred years preceding 1786 conveyed

work
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Negroes into British

chieHy the W. Indies and British N.
Americn but even in England Negroes were sold
and bought till the judgment pronounced by Lord
As soon as any
Chief Justice Manslield in 1772
slave sets his foot on English ground, he becomes
This formed the starting-point for the
free.'
campaign against the slave-trade in the entire
British possessions, carried on within and without
Pailiament by William Wilberforce from 1789 till
its victorious climax amid the throes of the PeninThe abolition of the slavesular War in lbl07.
trade did not as yet do away with slavery in
British possessions outside the United Kingdom,
nor with the slave-trade carried on by foreign
nations.
But it gave a powerful impulse to
missionary work among IS'egroes, and arrangecolonies,

;

'

:

ments were made at Sierra Leone for the reception
of liberated slaves, of whom many tliousands were
settled there under the care of C.i\LS. missionaries,
the same thing being done later on the E. African
coast near Mombasa.
Meanwhile, the agitation
against slavery in the British dominions was
continued by Wilberforce and his successors till
it was crowned with success in the Emancipation
Act of 1833, which liberated 1,000,000 slaves in the
W. Indies at a cost to the State of £20,000,000 paid
to the owners as compensation. Slavery in the
United States, and the trade that fed it, continued
tUl Emancipation Proclamation in 1863. Since then
what remained of slavery under Christian rule has
been abolished, and slavery in Muslim and pagan
lands has been greatly limited. As a result of
the shifting of populations, there are now some
12,000,000 Christianized Negroes in the United
States and

W.

Indies, apart

from those who have

been brought in through missionary eft'ort in Africa.
In the East the greatest of all colonial empires
was buUt up by English merchant adventurers.
The East India Company dates its charter from
the year 1600, but for 150 years little was done for
the spiritual benefit of its European servants, and
nothing for the evangelization of the natives of the
land.
After the battle of Plassey in 1757 things
improved somewhat among Europeans, but, when
Parliament, on the motion of Wilberforce, in 1793
was ready to afford facilities for missionary work
in India, the opposition of the E.I.C. threw out the
clauses, and for the next twenty years Christian
missionaries were rigorously excluded from its
At length in 1813, when the E.I.C.
territories.
charter was once more revised, not only was the
entry of missionaries conceded, but an ecclesiastical
establishment was provided for Europeans, the
representatives of which have done not a little to
forward the cause of missions.
The later development of British
i. Britain.
societies, especially Anglican, was strongly in-

—

The
by several religious movements.
Irish Revival of 1859 atlected England in 1860 and
gave an impetus to the formation of undenominational societies, such as the China Inland Mission.
In 1875 Dwight L. Moody's first revival in London
fluenced

first Keswick
Convention marked the
beginning of a movement which resulted in an
immense growth of missionary zeal, both in offerings and in service on the part of university men,
The
especially in connexion with the C.M.S.
Tractarian Movement had influenced one side of
the Church of England for a generation before it
began to appear extensively on the mission-field
during the last quarter of the century.
The Society for the Propagation
(a) Anglirnn.
of the Gospel in 1817 was supporting a few clergy
and schoolmasters in the N. American colonies and
elsewhere. From that time it began its missions
to non-Christians (1823) by sending men to Bengal
and to S. India, where Robert Caldwell was dis-

and the

—

tinguished as linguist and bishop. It has caiTied
all its missions nnder the direct superintendence
of the diocesan bishops in the mission-field, and it
has included in its activities the provisiim of
ministration to white men in the colonies and on
the continent of Europe. Its work among nonChristians has steadily increased and now absorbs
In
£165,000 out of an income of £250,000.
India it has occupied Calcutta, Lucknow, Delhi,
Bombay, Madras, Assam, and Burma. In 1821 it
advanced to S. Africa, in 1848 to Borneo, in 1862 to
the Pacific, in 1863 to N. China, in 1873 to Japan,
in 1889 to Korea, in 1892 to Manchuria, and in
1903 to Siam. By constitution the S.P.G. is as
broad as the Church of England, but as a matter
of fact it has represented mainly the High Church
side.
It has developed in varying degrees the
community type of missions. The Oxford Mission
the Camto Calcutta (1881) is now independent
bridge Mission to Delhi and the Cawnpore Christ
Church Brotherbootl are stUl connected with the
S.P.G. Its most flourishing missions are those to
the Tamils of Tinnevelly and to the Kols of Chota

on

;

Nagpur, both

in India.
principal other societies of this type are :
(1) the Melaiiesian Mission, founded in 1846 by
George A. Selwyn, afterwards bishop of Lichfield,
and carried on by the martyr Jolin C. I'atteson ;
(2) the Universities Mission to Central Africa, a
response made in 1859 to the call of David Livingstone, who appealed to the youth of Oxford and
Cambridge to carry on his work. Bishop Edward
Steere was its most distinguished scholar and

The

statesman.

The earliest missionaries of the Church Missionary Society, like those of the S.P.G. and S.P.C.K.,
were Germans, and the Basel Missionary Institution, established in 1815, supplied no fewer than 88
C.M.S. missionaries, including the Arabic scholar
and Avriter, K. G. Pfander, and the E. African
Its first
explorers, J. Rebmann and L. Krapf.

W. Africa (1804). India was
when 'Abd-al-Masih, the disciple
In 1814
of Henry Martyn, opened work at Agra.
Madras and New Zealand were occupied Travancore in 1816; Ceylon in 1818; N.W. Canada in
1822 in 1820 C. T. E. Rhenius began work in Tinnemission was in
entered in 1813,

;

;

went to E. Africa,
L. L. Noble began the
Mission in S. India. In 1847 China was

In 1837 L.
velly.
and in 1841 H. W.

Telugu

Krapf

first

Fox and

entered by W. A. Russell and R. H. Cobbold. In
1850 the Sindh Mission was begun, and in 1852 the
Panjab Mission was started at Amritsar. The
N.W. Frontier was first touched at Peshawar in
1854, British Columbia in 1856, and Kashmir in
1864.
Uganda was opened up in 1876, Persia and
Japan in 1869, Egypt (the revival of a previous
mission) in 1882.
The C.M.S. represents the Evangelical school of
the Church of England, in touch witli the more
pronounced Anglicanism on the one side and with
effort on
Its missionaries, after the first supply
of German recruits, were drawn hirgely from its
college at Islington, but of late years they have
been furnished in increasing numoers by the uniIt is the largest of the Protestant
versities.
missionary societies, with a missionary roll of 1340,

nonconformist and interdenominational
the other.

an annual income of £400,000, and 450,000 adherents
in the mission-field.
The Church of England Zerunm Missionary
side with
Society, founded in 1880, works side by
the C.M.S. in India and China. In 1913-14 it had
in
zenanas
224 women missionaries, 27,2.39 pupils
and schools, and an income of £60,000. The South
American Missionary Society (1851) carries on the
Patagonian work begun by Allen Gardiner, and
also

works

in

Paraguay and

S. Chile.
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Most of these societies liave associations in
Ireland and Scotland, but the contributions and
missionaries from those countries are not separately given.
(J)

English Free

Churches.

— Only

the

Madagascar, India, Ceylon, China, and Syria.
Like the Moravians, though very much later in
time, the Friends prosecute their missionary operations to an extent that is in striking contrast to
the smallness of their community, reckoned, as it
is, at some 30,000 members.
The Presbyterian societies,
(c) Presbyterian.
like the Methodist, are part and parcel of the

chief

The earliest is the
London Missionary Society (1795). The discoveries
of Captain John Cook moved the founders to send
societies can be dealt

with here.

—

Church organization.

their first mission to the South Sea Islands, where
after years of work, was martjrrcd
on the island of Erromanga (1839). In 1798 S.
Africa was occupied, and the labours of Robert
Moffat, followed b}' those of his yet more distinguished son-in-law, David Livingstone, became
classical. The most remarkable of L. M. S. missions
was that in Madagascar, founded in 1820, and
resumed, after long expulsion of the missionaries,
with extraordinary fruitfulness. In N. and S.
India L.M.S. work has been going on since 1804,
extending to Bengal, the United Provinces, Madras,
and Travancore. Robert Morrison of this society
was the first missionary to enter China (1807), and

John Williams,

Scottish Churches.

Missionary

and

The English Presbyterian Church

(1847) is

work-

ing in China, Formosa, the Straits Settlements,
and India; the Irish Presbyterian Church (1840)
in

Manchuria and

India.

All these societies have their organizations for
women's missionary work, in some cases distinct
from the main body, but mostly as a department
of it.
Generally speaking, the women's societies
or auxiliaries are later developments, for it >\'as
hardly practicable to send out unmarried women
as missionaries till after the middle of the last
before this, work among women was
century
carried on by the wives of missionaries, to whom
some of the most important organizations owe
their foundation and
development. In the figures
given the women's work is included in that of the

on by Carey
Joshua Marshman
and William Ward. From Bengal the English
Baptists extended their work eastwards to Assam,
north-westwards to Agra, Delhi, and Simla, and
southwards to Orissa
also to Ceylon, where a
considerable work is done, to three provinces of
China, and in Africa to the Lower and Upper
Congo; they also did work in Kamerun, which
was eventually made over to German missionaries
when their government occupied the country. In
1913-14 they had 463 missionaries, an income of
£99,000, and 25,170 Chui'ch members.
The Wesleyan Methodists had already begun
work in the British W. Indies under Thomas Coke
in 1786, and in W. Africa from 1811.
After
his death the Wesleyan Methodist Missionary
was
as
a
founded
Society
separate organization,
and the work advanced in 1814 to Ceylon, in 1815

;

;

main
(d)

society.

Undenominational.

we

— Among

undenomina-

notice the two most prominent.
The Indian Female Normal School and Instruction
Society was founded in 1852 for the educational
In 1880 the
purposes indicated in its name.
majority of the Church of England members
and
started
the
Church
seceded,
of England Zennna
Missionary Society. Under the new name of the
and
Medical
Mission
the original
Zenana, Bible,
body has continued to co-operate with Church of
England and Presbyterian missions in India, and
tional societies

to S. Africa, in 1817 to India, in 1822 to Australasia,
and in 1851 to China. In the last region, and in
S. Africa and the W. Indies, many of the churches
are no longer under the management of the society.
Like the Baptists in the north of India, the
Wesleyans in the south have done much for the
cause of vernacular literature. In 1913-14 their
missionaries numbered 392, their income was
£130,000, and their adherents 307,000.
Of societies connected with the minor sects of
Methodism it must suffice to mention the Methodist

has developed medical work. The China Inland
Mission was founded in 1865 by J. Hudson Taylor,
who had already worked in China as an evaimelist
from 1853. Vocation and spiritual preparation are
insisted on, but not high educational attainments
careful training, however, is given in languageschools on the field. No direct appeals for funds
;

made at the home base, and no fixed salary is
guaranteed to the missionary. The plan of advance
has been to 'occupy' province after province by
stationing missionaries in the inland provincial
capitals, instead of remaining in or near the treaty
The sending out of seven
ports on the coast.
are

New

Connexion (1824), working in China; the
United Methodists (1837), in China, E. and W.
Africa, and Jamaica and the Primitive Methodists
The Methodist missions gener(1869), in Africa.
ally are an integral part of the Church organizations.
The Welsh Calvinistic Methodists (1840)
are, properly speaking, Presbyterian.
They have
an exceptionally successful work among the Khasis
:

hills.

For convenience we

may add here the Friends'
Foreign Mission Association (1865), working in

Glasgoio and Scottish
in 1796, carried on

founded

industrial missions.
At the Disruption in
1843 the missionaries in India and Kaffraria cast
in their lot with the F'ree Church, and this new
body soon greatly increased its operations, adding
Natal, Nyasaland, the New Hebrides, Syria, and
S. Arabia.
Since the union of the Free Church
with the United Presbyterians the United Free
Church field has included operations in W. Africa,
the W. Indies, China, and Japan. The work of
the Established Church was also reWved and extended in India, C. Africa, and China.

linguistic work, carried

Assam

— The

among

^vith the help of his colleagues,

of the

Societies,

their work in the face of <tonsideral)le indifference
and even opposition. In 1824, at the instance of
John Inglia, the General Assembly undertook a
mission to India, and the sending out in 1829 of
Alexander Dufi', followed by Murray Mitchell and
John Wilson, marked an epoch in the history of
educational missions in India, which these men
opened up with marvellous ability and zeal. The
work at Lovedale in KafiTaria(1841) became famous

missions are now planted in S., C, and N. China.
C. Africa was taken up as a memorial to Livingstone in 1877. In 1913-14 this mission had 294
missionaries, an income of £214,000, and 316,000
adherents.
The Baptist Missionary Society, founded in 1792
on the impulse of William Carey, cobbler, preacher,
missionary, and linguist, sent him out as its first
messenger. Moved by the nan-ative of Cook's
voyages in the South Seas, his first desire was to
go there, but his destination was changed to India,
and, being debarred by the E.I.C.'s regulations
from settling in British territory, he started the
first mission in Bengal at the Danish settlement of
Serampore. This became the centre of a unique
literary
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Cambridge athletes in 1885 created great enthusiasm. The work of the C.I.M. lias spread
rapidly and given an impetus to advance by other
societies into Inland China.
In the Boxer Rebellion of 1900 the martyr roll of missionaries of
this society far exceeded that of any other.
The
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Saltation Arm;/ has been doing missionary work,
in India, since 1883; its operations
j>riucipally
have iieeu mostly of a social kind, such as industrial undertakings and reclamation of certain
criminal tribes. The North Africa General Missiun
works mainly in Algeria and Morocco the Egi/pt
General Mission as indicated by its name tlie
Regions Beyond and the Sudan VniteU Missions in
;

;

W: and

C. Africa.

—

In all Protsocieties.
estant missionarj' work the rule has been to give
converts and others access to the Cliiistian Scriptures as soon as possible.
Occasionally this may
have resulted in premature productions which have
afterwards been the cause of misunderstanding or
hindrance, but, taken as a whole, the translation
of the Scriptures into the languages of the nonChristian world has been one of tlie most signal
(e)

and

The

Missionary publishinrf

fruitful achievements of modern missions.
Bible, as a whole or in part, is now printed

about 500 languages and dialects. The great
bulk of this work has been and is being done by
th& British and Foreign Bible Soriety (1804), whicli
in

issued 487 of these versions uj) to 1914. Tl'.e
of these is being increased year by year,
and the work of revision of older versions in the
light of the best scholarship is constantly proceeding.
Many scores of these languages possessed
neither book nor script before they were reduced
to writing by the missionaries, who soon followed
up the spelling-book and the school-reader with
the Gospels, and gradually added the whole
and in many cases the OT also. The B. and F.B.S.
circulated, in 1914, 10,162,413 copies of the ScripIt received a cliaritable income (exclusive
tures.
of sales) of £90,000.
The National Bible Society of
Scotland and the Trinitarian Bible Society in the
same year circulated respectively 2,762,616 and
154,952 copies in 13 and 2 languages (besides those
dealt with by the larger society).
For the production of Christian literature of a
more general kind the Society for the Promotion
of Christian Knowledge, already noticed, is the
oldest society. It helps Church of England missions
li<as

number

NT

in all parts of the world, principally with books of
devotion and theology, but also with works of a
more general nature. It has published in 99 lan-

The

Religious Tract Society (1799), with
an income (apart from sales) of £17,196, does a
simUar work on an interdenominational basis, and
it has been the means of founding several daughter
societies in India and Cliiua.
It publishes in 200
languages. The Christian Literature Society for
India was founded in 1858 as a Christian reply to
the mutiny.
Under John Murdoch (1859-1904) it
developed a wide-spread activity in production,
both of educational works and of religious and
similar Christian Literature
general literature.
guages.

A

Society for China has done much in producing
high-class literature under the leadership of
Timothy Kichards and others. The Nile Mission
Press at Cairo (1902) produces Arabic literature
for missions to Muslims in the Near East.
But
the mission presses at work in the four quarters of
the globe run into manj' hundreds.
ii.

America.'

— The

American Board of Com-

missioners for Foreign Missions, founded in 1810,
sent out its first missionaries to India in 1812 but,
owing to the hostile attitude of the E.l.C, they
did not secure a footing in W. India till 1814, and
in the same year tliey entered Ceylon.
The other
;

steps forward were to Oceania (1819),
\V. Africa (1830), S.E. Africa (1835), China (1847),
and Japan (1869). Since the separation from this
' The
figures given are exclusive of work among Indians or
others in home territories. Unless otherwise specified, thej'
are for the year ending l>er. mil. Genernlly sprakinfr, these
.\:iierif.'in Boards are mrt of the ofHcial orKanizution of their
respective Oburcbes. The principal ones only are mentioned.
iirinciiial

the Dutch Reformed and the Presbymissions the A.B.C. F.M. represents the
of
the
U.S.A.
Congregationalists
Income,
£200,978 missionaries, 615 adherents, 193,742.
The American Baptist Missionary Union came
into existence in 1814, when Aduniram Judson
entered Burma. In 1827 he began a remarkably
successful work among the Karen trilie, which has
come over in masses to Christianity. Another
Indian mi.ssion of the A.B.M. U. in the Telugu
country (from 1840) has been the sphere of a large
movement. The Union entered China in 1843, the

Board

of

terian

;

;

Congo Territory in 1866. and Japan in 1872. The
Soutliern Baptist Convention, an oil-shoot from the
maiu body, carries on missions in China, W. Africa,
and Japan. Income, £222,885 missionaries, 701
adherents, 505,600.
The Methodist Episcopal Church represents the
Wesleyan movement in the U.S.A. The larger,
or Northern, bidnch carries on its missions to nonChristians in S. In.lia (1833), China(1847), N. India
;

Japan

(1856),
(1889).

(1872),

Korea

;

(1885),

and Malaya

The Southern branch began missionary

and carries it on in India, China, and
foreign \\ ork of this denoiuina tiou has
Income, .t'296,.506 ;
spread rapidly and widely.
missionaries, 1396
adherents, 687,368.
The Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. is also a

work

in 1846,

The

.lapan.

;

leading missionary force. It separated its work
from that of the A.B.C.F.M. in 1837, and has missions in Syria, Persia, India, Siam, W. Africa,
Its educational work in India
Cliina, and Japan.

The Presbyterians
especially is of a high order.
of the Southern States (Presbyterian Church in
the U.S.A.
1861) work in China, Japan, Congo
;

and Korea. The United Presbyterian
Church (1859) maintains a vigorous work in China,
India, and Egypt (the last named chiefly among
in their Panjab Mission accessions have
Copts)
been very large. The Dutch Reformed Church.
(1832) works in China, Japan, India, and on the
The Disciples of Christ have
Persian Gulf.
missions in China, Japan, India, and Turkey.
The first of these denominations in 1914 had an
income of £561,142, 1537 missionaries, and 370,238
Territory,

;

adherents.
the U.S.A., number(and, say,
are divided into six chief
sects, whose tirst mission was undertaken in 1841.
They work mainly in India, w here their most im-

The Lutheran Churches of
over

2,000,000
10,000,000 adherents),

ing

communicants

portant mission is in the Telugu country. Income,
£68,907 missionaries, 81 adherents, 70,426.
The total figures for Protestant Missions in
N. America amount to 6627 missionaries and
1,396,631 adherents.'
Canada has eight leading Protestant missionary
societies.
The principal of these are the Baptist,
the Methodist, the Presbyterian, and t\ie Anglican.
In addition to the Boards connected with the
various Churches, one organization, connected with
no Church in particular, has powerfully influenced
the missionary life of all, not only in America, but
in the United Kingdom, and on the continent of
Europe. The going out of the Cambridge Seven
to China in 1884 excited great interest among the
students of America as well as among those of
Great Britain, and at a conference of students
summoned in 1886 liy Moody at Mount Hermon,
Mass., tlie Student Volunteer Missionary Union
was formed on the basis of a declaration by each
member of his or her intention to become a foreign
missionary. The same movement continued in a
less organized form in Britain till it was formally
It
established there also, in Edinbiir'di, in 1892.
soon became evident that the apjieal for missionary
;

;

'

1

It is

impossible to estimate

ai;cin-alel.v

Income between home and foreign missions.

'

the distribution of
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service could not be effective without a stren^theniug of the general Cliristian life of the student
world at lar^e, and in 1803 the Student C/irlstia7i
BIovcmcDt fur Great Britain and Ireland was
started.
This has now a membership of over 9000

students, inoludiiiy those in theological coUeges,
and it is affiliated to the World's Student Christian
Federation, with a membership of over 180,000
students in some 40 countries. The S. V.M.U. has

Muhammadans have been brought in, together with
masses of pagaut-.
The year 1836 saw the foundation of three German societies. The Bremen Missionary Society has
had a chequered career, its principal mission being
in W. Africa, where the deadly climate has carried
off many missionaries.
The Leipzig Missionary
Society was first established in Dresden, and transferred to Leijizig by its director, K. Graul, in 1848.
It makes more use of university graduates as missionaries than do the other German missions, which
generally employ seminarists. It also more than
others represents tlie luonounced LuUieran element. The Leipzi" M.S. in 1840 took over what
remained of the old Danish-Halle Mission, and in
1892 it opened work in German E. Africa. The
Gossncr missionary Society was founded
by a Berlin pastor of that name.
He began on his own

of the more general work.
has systematized the study of missions among its members and outside by the formation of study circles and the provision of suitable textbooks for them. The Liverpool Conference of 1912 co-ordim.ted the foreign missionary
and home social problems of the movement more
clo.sely than before, and the S. C. M. works at the
solution of both as inseparable the one from the
From the British branch of the S. V.M.U. responsibility to train missionaries in Scripture and
other.
over 2000 students have left in thirteen years for the devotional life, and within 22 years he had
the mission-field 700 are still in college, and 600 sent out 178 to Australia, British and Dutch India,
are undergoing post-collegiate training for mis- N. America, and W. Africa. Not a few of them
After
sionary work. The Union sends out no mission- proved able and successful evangelists.
aries itself, but only through the societies.
Gossner's death in 1858 many of them joined other
iii. Geemany.— In the latter part of the 18th
societies, but the work among the Kols of Chota
cent, the Danish-Halle Mission died out, its misNilgpur, which had been specially fruitfiU, was
sionaries beuig taken over by other societies.
put under a board, since then known as the GossThe Moravians quietly continued their work and ner M. S. Notwithstanding the secession of several
celebrated their iirst centenary in 1832 with much missionaries with their flocks to the S.P.G. in 1868,
cause for rejoicing their influence was felt, too, in the Gossner Mission (113,000 adherents) represents
new undertakings elsewhere. During their second the largest group of Christians in the Province of
century the work has increased till it embraces 21 Bengal.
mission- lields, mostly in America, but also in
Another mission which belongs to the extreme
Africa, Australia, and India. The income from Lutheran section of German Protestantism, and
home contributions is little more than one-third of which also owes its origin to the enterprise of
the total expenditure, the balance being met from a single man, is the Hermannsburg Missionary
free-will offerings in the mission-field, government Society, begun by Ludwig Harms in 1849.
After
The fields of work are parting with certain fields to others, this mission
grants, and trade profits.
largely the most remote and inhospitable lands, has work now in S. Africa and India.
such as Greenland, Labrador, Alaska, the MosBesides the eight societies mentioned above,
the folloM'ing have been founded later Schleswig
quito Coast, N. Australia, and Lesser Tibet.
Other German Protestant missionary efforts Holstein (1877), Neukirchen (1882), General Evanbegan with the training of missionaries for societies gelical Protestant (1884), Berlin Missionary Society
outside'of Germany. Johann Jaenicke from 1800 for E. Africa (1886), together with a number of
to 1827 carried on a missionary seminary in Berlin minor bodies, including several small societies for
whose alumni were sent out from Holland and women's work. The G.E.P. Society is the only
England. They included pioneers in Tinnevelly body representing a modernist standpoint approxiIn S. mating to Unitarianism.
It has a few missionaries
(C. T. E. lUienius) and China (C. Guetzlatt").
Germany Christian life was strongest in Wiirtem- in Japan.
iv. Holland.
berg, Baden, and German Switzerland, and here
Owing, perhaps, to the State
missionary interest resulted in the foundation of propagation of the faith in former years, indepenthe Basel Missionary Institute in 1815, from which dent missionary societies have not multiplied here
88 candidates were passed on to the C.M.S., many so rapidly as elsewhere. The Dutch
Missionary
of whose early missions were founded or conducted
Society, founded in 1797, has worked in the Malay
by them. In 1822 the Basel Evangelical Mission- Archipelago, and the results of its work have
ary Society was founded, largely through the largely especially in Minahassa in Celebes been
efforts of Christian Gottlieb Barth.
Their first taken over by the Established Church, which
permanent mission was started on the Gold Coast maintains 36 pastors and 26 assistants, who
in 1828. In 1843 work was begun on the south-west minister both to converts and to colonists.
A
coast of India, in 1846 in China (Kwantung), and number of minor societies have been formed from
in 1886 Kamerun, becoming a German colony, was time to time.
The Dutch missions have had
taken over from the Baptist Missionary Society. Considerable success among the Muslims of their
The Industrial Association connected with the colonies.
Basel Mission has taken a lead in industrial work
V. France.— In France the cause of Protestant
in S. India, where it carries on weaving, tilemissions is represented by the Sociiti dcs Miss-ions
making, etc., at Mangalur and other centres.
EoangHiques, founded in Paris in 1824. Its chief
The Berlin Missionary Society sent out its first mission is the very successful one among the
missionaries to Africa in 1834, and in 1872 it took Basutos in S. Africa with which the name of
over work in S. China, and in 1891 in E. Africa. Francois Coillard is connected. It has also taken
The valley of the Wupper in Rhenish Prussia was over work from English and American societies in
a strong centre of active Christian life, and here, territories such as Madagascar, Gabun, and the
after much preliminary work, the Rhenish MisSociety Islands, wliich had come under French
sionary Society was founded in 1828. This, too, domination. In French Switzerland the Mission
began work first in S. Africa, extending in 1834 Bomande was founded in 1879 it works in N.
to Borneo, in 1862 to Sumatra, in 1865 to Nias, in
Transvaal and Delagoa Bay.
1846 to China, and in 887 to Kaiser Wilhelmsland.
vi. Scandinavia.— In Scandinavia the Danish
The missions in S. Africa have attained a large Missionary Society^ was founded in 1862, and works
measure of self-support, and in Sumatra many in S. India and China. The Norwegian Missionary

become a department
Since 1S96

it

;

;

:

—

I
i

—

—

;

1
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has missions among the Zulus and in
Madagascar. There are minor missions connected
with the China Inland, the Alliance, and other
societies. Sweden also has had its own Sucdish Mis-

Soiieti/ (1842)

sionari/ Society since 1835, working in S. India and
S. Africa, and a Sweitish Missionary Union, since
1878, with missionaries in Algeria, the Congo, Ural,

Persia, China, and Chinese Turkestan, besides
minor associations. Finland has a Lutheran Missionary Society with work in S. Africa and Free
Church missions in China and India.
vii. British colonies.
The British colonial
Churches of various denominations maintain a
considerable and increa.sing amount of niissionarjwork. This is done partly through societies locally
formed, partly by assisting the older societies iii
home lands. Australia and New Zealand, in
addition to work among their own aborigines, send
men and women principally to Asiatic countries,
the S. African churches to the pagans of their

—

own

territories, the

now independent W. Indian

Churches to their ovra neighbours and to their
race-fellows in Africa. In India and China, though
very few churches are as yet self-supporting, various
indigenous missionary societies have been formed,
such as the Tinnevelly Missionary Socirtij and the
National Missionary Society, for work in various
parts of Indi;v. These two had 2416 adlierents, 5
missionaries, and an income of about £4000 in
1912.

aries

up to

1913, of

whom

:

Hartford, Conn., the Missions Department of Yale
University, the Bible Teachers' Training School,
New York, the College of Missions, Indianapolis,
the Cincinnati Missionary Training School, in
Britain the U.F.C. Women's Missionary College,
Edinburgh, and the Kingsmead Training Institution, Birmingham, take up many of these subjects,
and it is in contemplation to merge the British
Board of Study in a Central College of Missionary
Study.
The lack of unity
3. Missionary conferences.
and co-ordination in I'rotestant missions has long
exercised the minds of their promoters, and the

—

ell'ort has been made to overcome (his dithoulty by
gatherings for common counsel. The general missionary conferences thus far were held in Liverpool
in 1860 (126 members)
London, Mildmay Park,
1878 (158 delegates); London, Exeter Hall, 1888
;

New York, 1900 (2300 members)
(1494 delegates)
and Edinburgh, 1910 (1206 delegates). The bulk
of the membership in these has consisted of delegates of missionary societies and boards, supplemented by missionaries from the field and experts
;

;

The composition of these conferences
has become increasingly interdenominational and
international and in Edinburgh not only did High
Anglicans attend as members, but messages of
of eminence.

—

Preparation of missionaries. In the beginnings of societies the first step taken was frequently the establishment of a missionary seminary.
As a rule, the candidates required some school
training before entering on their theological course.
The fact that many of them had been engaged in
trades or handicrafts rendered them all the better
suited to the pioneer worl; which largely fell to
their lot, but not a few distinguished scholars
The Free Churches in
developed among them.
England and America have drawn their missionaries mainly from the theological colleges of their
denominations, but the Scottish Churclies have
usually sent out graduates of the universities. In
the Anglican Church, missionary seminaries have
a more important position, the most prominent
being the C.M.S. College at Islington (797 mission2.

missions, phonetics, linguistics, comparative and
special study of religions, ethnography, anthropology, sociology, hygiene, business methods, educational methods). Some colleges already give themselves more or less to the teaching of these subjects
in America the Kennedy School of Missions at

13 are bishops)

and

St.

Augustine's College at Canterbury (307 and 5 reOn the Continent the great majority
spectively).
of missionaries are seminarists, but their training
is generally most thorough, and they seem to have
I)roduced as many scholars in proportion as the
In American missions it
university-trained men.
is dillicult to distinguish accurately between university and non-university men. In any case, both
there and in Europe the S.V.M.U. tias greatly
tended to bring men and women of good university
attainments into the missionary ranks a tendency
emphasized by the rapidly increasing demands of
higner education in the mission-field.
Till recently good theological training with a
university degree was considered the ne plus ultra
of missionary preparation from the intellectual
side.
But since the beginning of this centurj- tlie
conviction has been gaining ground that the task
of the missionary demands, besides these, a technical training proper to it. This opinion was voiceil
by Commission VI. of the Edinburgh Conference,
which recommended the establisliiiicnt of Boards
of Study for the special preparation of missionaries
both in Britain and in America. This was carried

—

into ell'ect.
The American Board of Missionary
Studies is working on a somewhat wider basis,
taking in theological subjects as well as others,
where.'is the British Board of Study, by mutu;il
agreement, tis an interdenominational body, ileals
only with general subjects (liistory and methods of

;

greeting were received from Greek and

Koman

prelates, while Asiatics, Africans, Australasians,
Americans, and Europeans of many nationalities

took part. The conferences have no legislative or
executive authority, but the 'findings' which are
formulated as the result of their debates exercise
great practical influence on missionary work and
methods. The reports of these conferences form a
valuable record of the progress of missionary life
and policy and a storehouse of missionary thought
and argument. The report of the Edinburgh Conference espet ially (in 9 vols., London and New York,
1910) is indispensable to the student of missions.
Its investigations and discussions are carried on
by a Continuation Committee which publishes
the quarterly International Review of Missions.
The same kind of work has been carried on in the
mission-field by periodical conferences of representatives from different missions at such centres
as Madras and Shanghai, and in 1912-13 J. R.
Mott convened a series of Continuation Committee Conferences in India, China, and Japan,
the findings of which are published in a bulky
volume (New York, 1913). By these and other
large amount of practical union in work
has been attained, and the tendency in the missionfield and at the home base towards closer unitj' has
been promoted.
i.
America.
The spread of
4. The field.
Christianity in this continent )ias been mainly
through immigration. Paganism is now only a
fringe of the total population of 170,000,000.
The
work of Protestant missions has been chiefly in N.
and
America, among Eskimos, Indians,
Negroes.
For our purposes the W. Indian Islands and Guiana
America.
S.
America
has been
with
N.
go together
touched in Patagonia and Paragu.ay.
The Norsemen who immigiated to
(a) Eskimos.
Greenland in the Middle Ages had a bisliopric of
their own, but both they and their faith died out
In 1721 a Norwegian
l>efore the 18th
century.
pastor, Hans Egcde, having heard of them, rejiaired
to the west coast of Greenland and began work
among the Eskimos under great diflicullies owing
It was continued, howto their utter indifVcrcnce.

means a

—

—

—
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by his ion, and eventually taken up by the
Danish M.S. The we.st coast population in this
is Christianized, and missionary work is
region
on among the pagans of the east coast,
foing
'urther south on the west coast the Moravians,
beginning in 1733, founded the settlement of New
Herrnhut, and from that centre Christianized the
tribes, so that in 1899 they were able to hand over
this territory to the care of the Danish Church.
In Labrador since 1771 the scattered Eskimos have
been mainly brought in bj' the Moravians, and they
are oared for with the help of trade carried on by
the mission ship Harmony.' On the other side of
the continent the U.S. territory of Alaska contains
a relatively considerable population of Eskimos,
besides Aleutians, Indians, immigrant Chinese, and
Here in 1877 a Presbyterian mission
wliite men.
was founded, followed by Moravians, American
Anglicans, and others, totalling about 6000 Christians.
Tlie race, about 40,000 in number, is intellectually apathetic and feebly organized hence its
contact with white traders has been unfavourable
to the development of independent Church life, but
missionary work has meant their salvation from
extinction through strong drink, disease, and exever,

'

;

ploitation.
(b)

Indians.

—These number now in the U.S. and

Canada under 400,000.

Over one-half live on reserthe rest are scattered among their white
From the 17th cent, onwards the
fellow-citizens.
relations of the colonists, whetlier French, English,
or Dutch, witli the Indians were those of perennial
warfare and commercial exploitation, till the peace
of the country was fully established and a more
sensible and humane policy was gradually introduced.
Missionary efforts were never entirely
wanting. John Eliot (from 1646), David Brainerd
(from 1743), and David Zelsberger (from 1745)
gathered many thousands of Indians into Christian
congregations of peaceful citizens, but again and
again their work was destroyed Ijy civil war. The
later and more gradual settlement of Canada was
advantageous to the Indian population, as the
missions of all Churches were able to gain a hold,
before land-grabbing and commercial greed came
strongly to the fore. The first Protestant mission
was begun in the Hudson's Bay Territory in 1820
it has been developed largely by the C.M.S., and
much heroic work was done by its pioneers among
the sparse native population before the colonists
came in. Now the whole dominion is parcelled
out in dioceses of the Anglican Church, and
work among the Indians is carried on by other
vations
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;

;

also, Presbyterians and Methodists
being speoi.ally active. Since the separation from
England tlie evangelizing of Indians in the U.S.
has been more and more t;\ken over by the various
Churches, and the still pagan Indians are a small
Their assimilation as citizens of the
remnant.
Republic is still an incomplete process.
These number (including coloured
(c) Negroes.
or mixed population), in the U.S. 9,827,763 (1910),
and in the W. Indies 1,280,000. Their introduction
into the latter dates from the Spanish conquest, into
the U.S. from 1640. Organized missions among the
U.S. Negroes practically began about 1S60, but
during their time of slavery large numbers had
been Cliristianized, especially by the Methodists
and Baptists. The bulk of tliese Negroes are now
connected with the various Protestant Churches.
In 1913 they contributed about 120,000 for home
missions and £10,000 for foreign missions, besides
maintenance of cljurches, ministry, and education.
The Negroes of Cuba and Haiti are but little
touched by Protestant work, but in the remaining

denominations

—

islands they are incorporated into self-supporting
churches, the result of previous missionary ett'ort,
and their economic condition is less complicated by

an overweight

of white population than in the U.S.
1,000,000.
America.
The territory of Guiana is
(rf) S.
connected
with
the W. Indies. Anglicans,
closely
Moravians, and Methodists liave gathered converts
amounting to 90,000. These are partly from among
the E. Indian indentured coolies working on the
sugar-plantations (who are also to be found on the
Catechists and clergy of Indian nationislands).
ality work among them, and coolies returning home
help to spread the faith in India.
Of the 38,000,000 in S. America the aborigines
number about 5,000,000, mostly belonging to the
Roman Catholic Church. Protestant missions liave
touched them in Patagonia, where the work set on
foot by the heroic pioneer, Allen Gardiner, changed
the opinion of Charles Darwin as to the suscepti'ihe
bility of a savage race to higher culture,
Indians of tlie Cliaco in Paraguay have also begun
to come in, and the mission among them has been
recognized by the government of the Repultlic as

They number about

—

the best mediator

between white and coloured

peoples.

Africa. —

—

It is this part of
(a) W. Africa.
the continent that, owing to the slave-trade, has
had the earliest and most intimate connexion with
Protestant lands, especially with N. America. The
endeavour to inlluence Africa directly by means of
the liberated slave is chiefly represented by the
little reijublic of Liberia, founded in 1824 by the
American Colonisation Society. Tlie Christian
Negi'oes who settled there were hardly ripe for
administering the Free State proclaimed in 1847,
but from this centre work is being carried on by
sundry societies among the neighbouring nonii.

A certain number of American Negroes
have been sent as missionaries to Africa by their
Churches in the U.S.A., but the effective shaping
of their work is a problem that awaits solution.
The north-west coast of Africa as far as the
Senegal borders on sparsely-inhabited Muliammadan territory which has scarcely been entered
Christians.

From this to the mouth of the Congo is
the region of Protestant mission-work.
At Sierra Leone the settling of liberated slaves
began in 1808, after the abolition of the slave-trade,
and its capital received the name Freetown. Up
to 1846, 50,000 African slaves had been brought
as yet.

For years great
there, chiefly by British cruisers.
loss of life was experienced among the C.M.S. and

other missionaries who worked there, and among
the welter of tribes represented the only common
language available was English. To some extent
the varying elements were sifted o\it, and Christianity spread by means of those who rejoined their
kindred elsewhere. In 1S52 an Anglican bishopric
was constituted, and in l,s61 the Cluirch, in Avhich
meanwhile education had spread rapidly, was made
It carries on missions among its
self-governing.
pagan neighbours. Here and elsewhere in W.
Africa the missionary comes into contact increasingly with Muslims from the north. Among a
population of 75,000 in the colony 57,000 are Protestant Christians.
The Gold Coast Colony has a population of
1 ,500,000.
The western part is worked by Wesleyan
missionaries, the eastern by the Basel Society.
The latter, since 1828, has penetrated efl'ectively
into the back country formerly under Ashanti rule
the Wesleyans, too, have moved into the northern
The country is being opened up by railterritory.
« ays, and the rapid increase of commerce is enriching the Christian community here as elsewhere in
\'r. Africa, to the advantage of
self-support, but
not alwa,ys to that of sjiiritual life and morals.
The Christian community now numbers upwards
;

of 30,000.

The German colony

of Togoland, next

on the
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east, has considei-ably

(Christiaxi,

developed missionary work

from tliut country, during the last few years,
ainouK the Ewe nation. Ciood linguistic work has
been done. The community numbers some thousands.

The work in the lower basin and delta of the
Niger has a.'ssumed increased importance since the
constitution of Nigeria, the richest of Britain's
African possessions, jis a Crown Colony, with a
population of 18,000,000. The first mission stations
(from 1S46 onwards) were started to look after
natives of the Yoruba country who had ret\nned

from Sierra Leone to their own people. La^^os,
the great port of the i>almoil trade, and the large
Interior towns of Abeokuta and Iliadan were occupied, and considerable Christian communities were
gathered, amounting (1913) in the Yoruba province
to 50,000.
Economic development is going on
rajjidl}', and the demand for education, especially
in English, is increasing year by year.
After the Niger had been opened up by three
voyages of exploration (1841, 1854, 1857), an African
priest of the C.M.S., Samuel Crowther, was sent
He planted several stations, and
to this region.

The work was
in 1864 was consecrated bishop.
carried on by Africans, with some vicissitudes but
Avith substantial progress, till Crowther's death in
1891,

when W. Equatorial

was placed under
by two Africans, the

.\frica

an English bishop, assisted
wealthy churches of the Delta being granted selfgovernment. In N. Nigeria the town of Lokoja
had been occupied in 1865, but it was not till the
end of the centurj' that an ett'ective advance was
made into this territory, wliere a predominantly
Muhammadan population alternates with large
patches of paganism, while the spread of Islam
continues in a southerly direction. The work here
is still in its beginnings.
In Calabar at the southeast corner of Nigeria a Christian community of
11,000 has been gathered in by the U.F.C. mission.

Kamerun, a German colony since 1884, was originby English Baptists, but their
work was taken over mainly by the Basel Society,

Nania or Hottentot, and the Bushman, the last
two
the first virile and
scarcely remaining pure,
prolific.

into the back country before

the outbreak of the great European war. The
Cliristians number about 15,000 out of an estimated
population of .3,000,000.
The Congo River was first opened up completely
by Stanley in 1876-77, and the Congo Eree State,
under the protection of Belgium, has been the
scene of rapid missionary advance along the river.
Yakuso, the furthest point, near StanleyvUle, is
1200 miles from the mouth. Among the first explorers in detail were the English Baptists G. Grenlell and W. H. Bentley from 1879 onwards.
Other
missionaries of various nationalities followed.
Owing to the difficulties of climate and the great
multitude of tribes and languages, progress has
been limited, but some dozen societies are now at
work in this area. Indigenous churches are being
formed, and elementary education is being pushed.
The characteristic problems of the W. African
missions generally are presented by the constant
advance of Islam from the north, the demoralization of commercial intercourse caused by the liquortrade, and tlie unsettling ellects of a rapid acquisition of wealth formerly undreamt of.
On the
other hand, the removal of the evils connected
with the slave-trade, the increase in prosperity and
intelligence, and the creation of a Christian standard
of conscience and morals, with the opportunity
given to the natives of rising to a higher life, are
elements in appreciable progress towards the regeneration of the Negro peoples.
In this we include the regions
(6) S. Africa.
south of the river Kunene on the east ami the
Zambesi on the west. It contains three African
races: the Bantu (including Zulus and Kafirs), the

—

The climate being temperate,

Christian-

by immigration from western nation.-,
and the white jxipulation is reckoned at 1,300,000.
Hence the racial problem is at its acutest in S.
Africa, and it specially atlects the work of missions,
which aim at raising the native populations to a
higher level, religious, moral, and social, and at
giving them the best education which the}' are
ity has spread

capable of assimilating. The earliest Dutch colonists regarded the natives as an inferior class of
beings whom it was both lawful and expedient to
keep in subjection, and this attitude has not been
confined to one section of the white races. Thus
there has been a persistent prejudice against, and
often actual antagonism to, the work of missions,
sometimes aggravated by lack of ijrudcnce on the
part of the missionary and by unbalanced policy on
the part of the government. I'he conviction is gaining ground, however, that without the moral inlluence of Christianity the jjroblems resulting from
the contact and blending of two cultures cannot be
thoroughly solved. Among some 4,000,000 natives
there are now about 750,000 Christians, the result
of the work of 30 missionary societies belonging to
8 nationalities.
The racial factor is especially in
evidence in the ' Ethiopian Movement,' composed
of groups of congregations who in 1892 formally
seceded from their missionary connexions. Some
'
of them in 1899 joined the Anglican Church as the
the
remainder
do
not
Order'
;
Ethiopian
ajipear to
be progressive either in intemal life or in external

expansion.
In what became in 1886 German S.W. Africa
the principal work has been done by German missionaries of the Rhenish Society since the forties.
The fruits of their persevering and systematic
efforts have s\ifrered greatly through colonial wars.
Protestant Christians in the colony number, by last
figui-es, 13,000.

The

ally evangelized

who were pushing

Protestant)

largest indigenous Christian population is in
of a total of

Cape Colony, numbering 1,145,000 out

2,500,000 it comprises westwards, broadly speaking, bastardized Hottentots, and, eastwards, Kafirs
;

of relatively pure race.
The Moravians, who
began work in 1737, were followed in 1799 by the
L.M.S., whose missions in Bechuanaland are remarkable for their great pioneers, R. Mofl'at and,

above

all,

Livingstone.

'Through the persistence

of John
British

Mackenzie and the intervention of the
Government, all attempts to block the
northward way of the missionary were frustrated,
and the path of the gospel was opened up to the C.
African lakes and eventually from the Cape to
The converts of the L.M.S. in Cape Colony
Cairo.
now form a Congregational LTnion with some
Eiiorts of later dates are repre35,000 adherents.
sented by the adherents of the \Vcsleyans (over
90,000, now independently organized), Rhenish
M.S. (16,000), Beriin M.S. (50,000), and Scottish
The majority of the
Presbyterians (25,000).
white colonists belong to the Dutdi Reformed
Church, which for a long time held aloof from
Since the middle of the 19th
missionarj' work.
cent, its attitude has changed, and it carries on

missions within and beyond Cape Colony.

In the

latter it counts over 80,000 native Christians, the
m.ajority of whom are under the charge of its
The Anglican Church in the
])arochial clergy.
three dioceses of the Colony claims over 70,000

adherents.
of

Among the Zulus and Swazis of Natal the work
many denominations has been greatly hindered

by frequent and destructive wars, but Christian
congregations have grown, and some convert.s have
been gained from among the Indian coolies. Basutoland, blessed with a more quiet develojimcnt since
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Swahili Christian interpreter he put the Christian
case before the monarch and straights ay appealed
to English Christendom to enter this open door.
The result vias the sending of the well-known
C.M.S. mission in 1875. The murder of James
Hannington and the barbarous persecution of the
early converts only served to increase zeal and
enthusiasm. After sundry conflicts and imminent
risk of abandonment hj the Colonial Ottice, Uganda
became a British Protectorate, under which mission
work has gone forward peacefully. The country
now contains 96,000 Protestant Christians, with a

became a Crown Colony in 1884, has been worked
principaUy by the Paris M.S., which now counts
about 70,OUO adherents. Among tlie Bechuanas
of the Transvaal and Orange River Colony Dutch,
Anglican, Wesleyau, and Lutheran missions have
gathered a Christian community of considerable
importance. The problems of moral and social
development are greatly complicated by the congestion of labourers, both Christian and non-Christit

ian, in the

mine compounds of Johannesburg and

The thinly-populated Beclmanaland
the Rand.
Protectorate includes Khama's Country, where a
Christian African jjrince rules his people well.
Madagascar has been a land of great vicissitudes
The first missionaries of
in missionary work.
the L.M.S. began work with considerable success
among the Hovas, the ruling race of the central
In 1836 the accession of a
in 1820.
Erovince,
ostile queen brought about the expulsion of the
missionaries, and for twenty-five years the Cliristians were severely persecuted, j'et they increased
In 1861 a new ruler recalled the
considerabl3'.
missionaries, and, when another queen was bapTo
tized in 1869, conversions began in masses.
cope with the situation other societies. Friends,
S.P.G., and Norwegians, entered the island. In
1895 Madagascar was annexed by France, and
Protestant mission work was so severely hampered
that the L.M.S. was fain to give over a large part
The total number
of its work to tlie Paris M.S.
of Protestant Christians in Madagascar is estimated now at 287,000, while the scholars number

somewhat larger number of Roman Catliolics and
a smaller number of Muhamniadans. The schools
contain scholars up to a secondary standard. The
growing Church now forms an effectual breakwater

E.

and

helped to

C. 4/'' '(;«•— Missionaries

against the rising tide of Islam.
The two protectorates of E. Africa, the English
and the German, have each brouglit the country
under civilized administration, and the British
Government has opened up its territory by a railway, preceded or accompanied by missionaries.
The English work in German territory has been
over to German missions since the
partly made
establishment of the colony in 1884, but a group
of C.M.S. missions remains round Mpwapwa, and
another of the U.M.C.A. opposite Zanzibar. The
German work is chiefly on the northern frontier
and on the north shore of Lake Nyasa and its
The principal missions of the Nyasaland
vicinity.
Protectorate are those of the Scottish churches,
with the two industrial centres of Livingstonia in
the north and BlantjTe in the south fit memorials
His
of the great Scottish missionary pioneer.
successors have seen the slave-trade entirely wiped
the
influout and fierce aniiiiist tribes subdued by
ence of Christian love, exemplified in medical
missions, and brought under training in civilized
The Anglo-Egyptian
industry and commerce.
Sudan in its Muhamniadan parts is closed to misamong the
sionary effort by government ruling
pagan Dinkas, Azandi, and other tribes missionary

—

44,577.
(c)
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open up these lands both from the east coast and
In 1844 Ludwig
from the interior southwards.
Krapf, a German in C.M.S. service, landed on the
island of Mombasa and began work on the mainland opposite. He planned (1) to carry a chain of
mission stations across Africa from Mombasa to
Gabun (2) to establish on the east coast a colony
for liberated slaves like that in Sierra Leone on
the west ; and (3) to work for an African ministry
under an African bishop. The second of these
objects was accorapliahed at Freetown in 1874 ; the
first and third are in process of realization now.
In 1846 Krapf was joined by Johann Rebmann.
After nine years Krapf was invalided Rebmann
held on for twenty-nine years. By their discovery
of tlie snow-peaks of Kilimanjaro and Kenia on
the equator, and of the great inland-sea of Nyanza,
they revolutionized the geography of C. Africa,
and their linguistic labours prepared the way for
later workers in a fruitful field.
The yet greater work of David Livingstone is part
From his first station of Kolobeng in
of history.
;

;

he constantly pressed northwards, crossed
Africa fiom east to west, and opened up the lake
regions of Nyasa and Tanganjika, exploring ceaseIn his opinion
lessly tUl he died at Ilala in 1873.
the end of the geographical feat was the beginniag
He desired to uproot
of the missionary enterpiise.
the slave-trade, and to open up Africa to legitimate commerce and to Christian culture with
faith as its root. The Universities Mission to
Central Africa undertaken by members of the
Church of England, the L.M.S. mission on Lake
Tanganyika, and the Scottish Presbyterian missions
in Nyasaland are the direct results of his lifework
but it att'ected the whole missionary enterprise of
inland Africa. To Stanley it was given to complete the work of Livingstone by his exploration
of the Congo valley, and in the course of it he
gave the impulse which has resulted in the formation of a virile Christian State in the centre of
Africa, now the kingdom of Uganda.
Stanley
found the king, Mutesa, hesitating between the
claims of Christianity and Islam.
Through a
VOL. VIII.— 47
S. Africa

;

;

work

is in its first

— stages.

Oceania. Missions in Oceania date from
and owe their first impulse to the interest
excited by the story of Cook's voyages in the South
Seas. The major part of tliis area is suitable for
European colonization, and the aborigines belong
to more or less primitive states of culture, in which
their physical as well as mental stamina has remained weakly. Owing partly to this and partly
to unscrupulous exploitation by white settlers and
traders, the result of contact with the white races
has been the rapid diminution, and in some cases,
as in Tasmania, the entire extinction, of the native
The work of missions lias therefore largely
races.
consisted in the rescue of weaker races from exteriii.

1769,

mination through contact with exponents of higher
civilizations not imbued with the Christian spirit.
In no part of the world have the results of missions
been more rapid and wide-spread, but stability is
sometimes lacking. The ettects of kidnapping,
strong drink, and disease have been appreciably
counteracted.

Work

in New
in 1814,

Zealand was started by Samuel
and after a time made rapid proIn 1840 the islands became a British
gress.
colony
broke out, and in 1864 the
wars
unfortunately

Marsden

;

Hau Hau

a recrudescence of
strong
apostasy,
pagan cults mixed with Christian heresies, drew
away great numbers. In spite of tliis the leading
missions of the C.M.S. and Wesleyans were able,
before the end of the century, to make over their
converts to the local Church organizations. The
New Zealand Parliament also has its Maori
members. The Maori population of New Zealand
is about 50,000, of whom some 30,000 belong to
Reformed communions. There appears to be some
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of decliniii!;, the native populain
place
tion is beginning to increase.
In Australia the aborigines have dwindled to
74,000, living mostly in tlie northern parts of the
After several abortive attempts miscontinent.
sions, with a strong industrial element, have been
continuously carried on since 1851 by English
bodies of various denominations, as well as by

hope that,

Moravians and Lutherans. Despite pessimism,
the aborigines have proved susceptible to the
elevating influence of the gospel, and decadence
has been to some extent arrested, though independence is not yet in sight. The number of Protestant Christians is computed at (iUOO.
Tlie Inlnnih uf the Pacific may be roughly
grouped into l'olynesia(80uth of Hawaii), Melanesia
(west of Polynesia), and Micronesia (north of

Among

the larger islands of Polya United States territory with

Melanesia).

nesia, Hawaii, now
Honolulu for its capital,

was lirst evangelized by
American Board from 1820 onwards and Christianized within fifty years. It has sent out and
tlie

supported missionaries to several other islands.
Tahiti, occupied by mis.sionaries of the L.M.S., had
a similar history, but after the annexation of the
group bj' France it became necessary to transfer
the work to the Paris M.S. Raiatea, the spliere of
the famous John Williams, has remained in British
connexion.
In the Tonga and Viti, or Fiji,
Islands the Wesleyans have been the principal
workers. Practically the entire population is
Christian,

same

and

is

elficiently ruled

by princes

of the

Education is wide-spread, and evanfrom Fiji have carried the faith to many

faith.

gelists
other islands.

Melanesia

lias

a population of 475,000, of

111,000 are Protestant Christians.
in of these

numbers has

cost not a

whom

The gathering
few missionary

resentment on the part of islanders
oppressed by traders. The missionaries are British, German, Dutch, and Norwegian.
The martyrdom of Bishop Patteson in 1871 called
lives,

owing

to

who had been
forth

much enthusiasm and

service,

and during

long life .John G. Paton of the United Presbyterian Mission saw 20,000 natives converted in the
Ills

New
for

Hebrides and contributing £1300 in one year

Church purposes.

On

the Micronesian Islands, now under British,
German, and American protection, developments
since 1852 have been similar.
Missionaries from
Australia have taken part. Roman Catholic work
is

out
stronger here than in the other islands
Roman Catholics claim
;

of 30,000 Christians the
12,000.
New Guinea, or Papua,

was first entered in 1871,
Christians from L.M.S. missions in Polynesia
volunteered for the work, in which many or them
laid down their lives.
They had a great leader in
James Chalmers (1876-1901). The Christians now
number S.'i.OfX).
Anglican, Wesleyan, German,
and Dutch missionaries have taken part.
In various parts of Oceania, especially Australia,
Hawaii, and Fiji, missionary work is carried on
anion" the Asiatic immigrants from India,
Japan,
and China with the help of native preachers lunn
those countries, not without some result. The
barriers of caste and social opposition are less rigid
than at home, but the restraints of conventional
morality are also loosened.
The total population of Oceania, excluding
Australia and New Zealand, is reckoned at some
2,000,000, of whom 320,0(X) are Christians.
iv. India.
The impact of Christianity on India
has lieen conditioned by certain outstanding
features of the land and people. The peninsula is
isolated by land and sea.
The culture of the
ranges from the most primitive to a highly
Scople
Its religion
eveloped, though station.irj', form.

when

—

contains a similar variety of cults, ranging from
spiritual adoration to cruel and obscene orgies,
all bound together intellectually by a subtle
pantheistic philosophy, socially by the unique
system of caste (q.v.). Its contact with the outer
world during recent centuries has been mainly
through the immigration of foreign invaders, who
have lirought with them the monotheistic religion
and polity of Islam, so that Indian Musalmans
now constitute by far the largest Muslim nation
of the world.
Most recently, however, India has
come into connexion with a seafaring nation of the
West more intimately than any other Asiatic land.
Here, as elsewhere, the mi.ssionary has employed
in the first instance the agencies of preaching and
persuasion, but the form which the results of his

work have assumed has mainly been determined

by the conditions of the classes to whom he has
addressed hir message. To bring out the chief
features of it, we may deal with mass movements,'
education, and philanthropy as main channels of
'

evangelization.

The earliest form of Christianity in India is that
of the Syrian Churches of Travancore and Cochin,
which probably owe their origin to the Nestorian
community of Persia, whose members traded with
From
the Malabar Coast in their early days.
about the 4th cent, a trading and landholding
acce])ted the Christian faith, and has
continued as a local caste to the present day.
Early in the last century they were aroused from
lethargy by contact with Anglican Christianity,
and the work of the C.M.S., iirst in combination,
and afterwards side by side, with the Syrians, has
stimulated reform and progress, both in education
and in evangelizing zeal. The work of St. Francis
Xavier, Roberto de' Nobili, and other great Roman
Catholic missionaries of the Portuguese period is
principally in evidence now in the masses of fisher
folk and other labouring castes in the west and
south of India
and in the earliest Protestant
missions the same factor of community-movements
appears. In the Danish-Halle Mission of the 18th
cent, the greatest name is that of C. F. Schwartz

community

;

(landed 1750, died 1798).

The

20,000 Christians

whom

he gathered in Tanjore and elsewhere were
mainly from the village labourers. After his death
the work dwindled, till it was taken over by the
Anglican Church, and during the first half of the
19th cent, the work of the C.M.S. and S.P.G. in
Tinnevelly (principally among the palm-tree
climbers), together with that of the L.M.S. in
S. Travancore, yielded much more than half the
entire number of Protestant converts in India, and
naturally also the best organized churches. In
1851

these missions

had 51,355

adherents,

the

remainder of the Madras Presidency 23,821, and
the rest of India 16,916. In the succeeding
sixty years these missions and others in S. India
have greatly developed, largely through the agency
The Protestant Christians
of American societies.
now numlier 870,425 (besides over a million and a
half Roman Catholics and Syrians), and they contribute £33,721 to the sujiport of worship and
The Indian ministry includes 492 orschools.
dained men as against 487 foreign missionaries,
and the self-administration of the churches is on
the increase. Self-extension, too, is shown by the
activity of more than one mission of the Indian
Churches. The largest is the Tinnevelly Missionary Society, with an income of 12,000 rupees, 4
ordained men, and 2000 converts in a mission
which they carry on in the Nizam's territory.
Part of their work was made over to the diocese of
the iir^t Indian bishop, V. Azariah of Dornakal,
when he w«,s consecrated in 1913.
In Travancore a similar movement has made
headway in the L.M.S. an<l C.M.S. mi.s.sions, which
all
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73,000 and 57,000 Cliiistians respecmore wide spread is the movement
in the Telugu country north of Madras.
Here,
especially since the great famine of 1877-78, the
out-caste village labourers have pressed into the
churches in myriads. The Christians belonging
to Anglicans, American Baptists, Lutherans, and
others are estimated at some 150,000.
In Bengal an older movement in the forties of
the last century left a considerable church in the
Nadiya district more recentlj' the Namasudras
of E. Bengal are turning their hopes towards
Christianity, and the B.M.S. has admitted some
hundreds from among them. In the United Provinces of AgTa and Oudh the Chamars (leatherworkers) and sweepers have been principally
gathered in by the American Methodist Episcowho record congregations numbering
palians,
102,000 adlierents, while other Protestant missions
Still

tively.

;

The most rapid movement during
22,000.
the last decade was in the Panjab, where the
Christians entered in the government Census
returns had increased from 37,000 in 1901 to
163,000 in 1911 chiefly in the American Presbyhave

terian missions.

The movements among the Indian

village proin these large and
to
all
form
accessions
Christianity
part of
growing
one upward tendency of populations representing
pre-Aryan inhabitants, enslaved by the Aryan
conquerors and kept for millenniums in servitude,
but now afforded the opportunity of emancipation
by rulers whose political and social ideals are bound
up with Christianity and whose rule has been
accompanied by active Christian efforts of teaching
and philanthropy. The effect of these efforts in
raising the masses v/ho have responded to them is
letariat

which have resulted

expressed thus by the Hindu Census superintendent
of the Mysore State
:

*

The enli^htenmg infiuence

lligher standard of

of Christianity is patent in the
comfort of the converts, and their sober,
{Census of India, 1911, Calcutta,

disciplined and busy lives
1913, vol.

i.

pt.

i.

'

p. 13S).

To this we may add that evidences of spiritual
regeneration and devotional life are also to be
found.
The populations so far referred to are the ' untouchables
who live among the Hindus and
Musalmans of the plains.
They may number
'

(accuracy is very difficult to secure) some 30,000,000.
But there are some 10,000,000 more of non-Hindu

aborigines, living mainly in hilly regions, among
whom the Christian faitli has found ready entry.
Such are the Karens of Burma, the Khasis of
Assam, the Kols and Santals in Bengal. The
Christian corammiities among these amount to
Both among these and
some 200,000 persons.
among the out-castes the expansion of the movement appears to be limited only by the capacity of
the Christian Church adequately to shepjierd and

educate the candidates for discipleship. The effect
of education and Christian influence in raising the
status of the Christian community as compared
with its Hindu and Muhamniadan neighbours has
been very marked. Some progress has been made
in
in improving their position as agricidturists
the Panjab the Christians h.ave been recognized by
Government as an agricultural tribe, and in the
;

irrigation colonies there are several flourishing
villages of Christian cultivators, holding land
direct from the State.
Education of a simple kind, including that of
girls, was from the first a regular part of missionary activity, but it was brought into prominence

by the Scottish missionary, Alexander Duft (ISoO-

He set out to evangelize the upper classes
of Bengal by means of higher education, given
through the medium of the Englisli language,
57).
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which, through the ellortsof Macaulay and others,
had already been adopted by CJovernment as the
Duff' was assisted in
vehicle of learning for India.
his plans by Raja Ram Mohan Ray, the founder
Duff's converts were
of the Brahma Samaj (q.v.).
counted rather by the score than by the hundred,

but they included

men who made

their

mark on

the Christian Church as leaders throughout N.
India.
His school also had a powerful eftect on
the development of the Brahma Samaj and other
liberal movements in Hinduism, and not less did
he influence the educational policy of the Government of India, which in 1854 founded departments
of public instruction, and in 1857 established
universities in Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay,
followed later by others in Lahore and Allahabad,
and recently by a Hindu university at Benares
and a Muslim one at Aligarh. Duff's school soon
developed into a college, and no fewer than 8
other colleges were founded in different parts of
India during Duff's lifetime. The most noteworthy
contemporary of Duff' as an educator was John
Wilson of Bombay, who founded the college which
bears his name, and added to his English work a
profound acquaintance mth Hinduism. There are
now 38 Protestant missionary colleges in India,
containing, in 1912, 5447 students, including 61
women, the latter practically all Christians. Of
the total, 4481 students were Hindus, 530 Muhammadans, and 436 Christians. There is a
fully-

organized missionary college for women in Lucknow and a college department works in connexion
\\ith a girls' high scliool in Lahore.
The work of elementary and secondary education
was powerfully forwarded by the system of grantsin-aid which the Government instituted in 1854.
The grants are made in proportion to the educational efficiency of schools, regardless of the religion
Educational efficiency being
of the managers.
greatest among the missionaries, they have earned
the chief portion of the grants, though their lead
in this respect is no longer so marked as it was.
Their secondary schools number 283, with 62,602
boys and 8400 girls 880 boarding-schools contain
22,193 boys and 17,566 girls, all Christian. In 87
theological schools 1852 students are in training,
and 127 training-schools have 1904 male and 1173
female students. The boarding-schools are partly
The result of
secondary and partly primary.
secondary education in conversions has been small,
but the influence on social ideals and practice and
on religious thought has been very great. The
care bestowed on the education of the Christian
community, especially the women, has made it,
with the exception of the Parsis, the most literate
in India, far above the average of the Hindus
generally, and little, if any, behind the Brahmans.
The number of Christian officials and teachers is
large in proportion to the size of the community,
and it is not easy to keep pace with their need for
a highly educated ministiy, while satisfying the
wants of the large rural populations. The provision of elementary education for these is the
most urgent missionary problem of the day. True,
the elementary pupils in mission schools throughout India number about 450,000, but the gi-eat
majority of these are non-Christian. In missionary
colleges and schools of every kind 576,371 persons
were being educated in 1912 about one in ten of
;

;

—

all

pupils.

Christian literature took its first effective start
with the work of the great pioneer, William Carey
(1793-1834).
Together with Marshman and Ward,
he worked chiefly at Bible translations into a
multitude of different languages, and also founded
a missionary college in Serampore. Most of these
versions were mere ballons d'essai, but the Bengali
became the foundation of all further work in that
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at the same time

jiio-

NT, ami
ami authors foUoweil,

kalile t'nln version of the

of translators

a long line
supported by tlie publishing societies nientioncil
Krishna Mohan IJancriea among Hindu
above.
converts, Inifulal-Din among Muslims, and John
Murdoch among English writers and imblishers
of Christian literature are outstanding names.
Besides I$ible versions there is also an incipient
Christian literature in all the principal Indian lan-

guaMs, amounting in some of them to several
hundred works. These are directed both to the
training of the Christian Church and to convincing
and persuading outsiders.

Among the philanthropic auxiliaries to the
gospel message, medical work takes a foremost
The efl'ective prosecution of this in India
place.
nates from tlie middle of last century, when W.
Lockhart of the L.M.S. was sent to Travancore,
and Henrv M. Scudder

of tlie

American Board

to

Ceylon. Tl>e chain of medical missions on the N.W.
Frontier was benun in Kashmir in lS64,and has since
then e.\tended to Peshawar, Bannu, Dera Ismail
Khan, and t^uetta. The attitude of a turbulent,
fanatical, and treacherous Muhammadan population has been greatly modified by the work of medical missions, and, while converts have sho^^'Tl their
faithfulness in martyrdom. Christian Scriptures
and literature, illustrated by the example of disinterested Christian love, have penetrated far into
regions otherwise inacce.ssible to the missionary.
Similar effects have been produced on the intolerance of the caste-proud Hindu, and, while suflering
is impartially relieved, regardless of creed or condition, the ministry of healing has brought many
to the discipleship of the Healer.
The first qualified
woman-doctor came to India in 1880, though medical work by women had been carried on long before.
Medical missionary women have led the way in
relieving the once hopeless suffering of secluded
Indian womanhood, given over to treatment by
ignorant and clumsy midwives and barber- women.
Of the Indian women-doctors now serving under
the Dufferin Fund and other public bodies the great
majority are Christians, with a sprinkling from the

Brahma

Saniaj.

Closely allied with general medical work is that
of the leper missions.
Of the unfortunate leper
community, hitherto uncared for, several thousands
are under care in Christian institutions, and many
of them have accepted Christianity.
Christian
institutions for the blind and the deaf and dumb
are the only ones for these classes in India. Famine
orphanages are common, and liave furnished an
appreciable fraction of the Christian community,
these have in recent years
especially in N. India
found imitators among non-Christians, and, owing
to the influence and example of mission schools
and colleges, the conception and practice of social
service are spreading among Indian students, as
.shown
the society of the 'Servants of India,"
;

by
promoted by

(i. K. Gokhale.
India affords the largest and most influential
sphere of work among the Muslims of the world.

Its

Musalman community numbers

65,000,000,

and

Indian in type and cosmopolitan by ties of religion— a fact which gives this
community a greater political importance than
its numerical proi)ortion to the Hindu
population
would warrant. The largest Muhammadan comof
that
of
now
India,
munity
Bengal,
numbering
24,000,000, came under British rule after the battle
of Plassey in 1757, but the first effective Christian
work among them was done by the chaplaininissionary llenrj- .Martyn when he translated the
NT and much of the OT into the Muhammadan
the ITrdu, or camp dialect
lingu't franca of India
of Hindostuni.
His one convert, 'Abd-al-MasIll,
it is Ijoth specifically

—

was the forcr\inner of many ex-]SIuslims who have
It is impossible to
joined the Christian ministry.
estimate accviralcly I he number of converts among
the laity, but with their descendants (hey must
run into several myri.ads. The circulation of the
Scriptures, which the Muslim professedly recognizes as divine, is especially effective as a means of
evangelism.
Anion" the Buddhists of Burma and S. Ceylon
the results of work have been similar to those
among the middle classes in India; i.e., conversions have been sporadic, occasionally in families,
with here and tnere outstanding personalities.
The Census of 1911 gave the number of Protestant
Christians in India as 1,452,759, compared with
970,385 in 1901. The largest proportion is in S.
India (626,000), where the work has been established
longest and is most systematic. The distribution
elsewhere varies chieliy according to the incidence
of mass movements.
Protestant Chiistians in

other parts number Bengal, 178,000 ; United Provinces, 135,000 I'anjab, 155,000 Bombay, 51,000
In the
Central Provinces and C. India, 24,000.
native States they are generally fewer
e.g.,
Haidarabful, 29,000 ; Mysore, 9,000 Punjab States,
500 ; Kashmir, 700.
Syncretism, in the shape of reform movements,
both religious and social, is much in evidence.
The earliest organized body of this kind is the
theistic Brahma Saiiiaj, founded in 1828 by Raja
Ram Mohan Ray a small sect, but infiuential
o«ing to the social standing, literary ability,
and philanthropic zeal of its members. The teaching of its sections ranges from a modified Hinduism
to a kind of Unitarian Christianity with Indian
atmosphere. The Arya Samaj (y.r.), founded in 1875
by Dayanand SarasvatI, represents a cruder modification of original Hinduism, professing to hold
to the Vedas as absolutely inspired, and accordingly forcing their interpretation to fit modern
It has a strong political and nationalist
standards.
but it
vein, and is bitterly hostile to Christianity
has done good work in the cause of education and
It prevails chiefiy in the Panjab
social reform.
and United Provinces. In Bombay the Prarthana
Samaj (q.v.) does a similar work. These bodies,
following missionary example, are beginning to
interest themselves in the amelioraHoii of the
depressed classes by education, and the Arya Samaj
:

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

actually admits them and also Muhammadans into
the Vedic religion by a ceremony of purification
'

'

(Middhi).

Modernist movement among the Muhammadans
dates from the eiforts of Sir Sayyid Ahmad, who
began in 1858 to arouse his feliow -religionists to
the imperative need for English education, which
resulted in the establishment of the AngloMuliammadan College at Aligarh and the AllIndian Muslim Conference. It has also produced
more
something of a school of liberal theology.
wide-spread movement was inaugurated by Ghulam
Ahmad of Qfidian in the Panjab in the year

A

1879.

sacred

He, like Dayanand, harked back to his
the Quran as
Scrijitures, and treated

verbally inspired, interjireting it in a new fashion
This sect, too,
^^•ith an eye to modem
thought.
is
strongly opposed to Christianity, and some
to England at
a
mission
members of it have started
Woking. Despite their attitude of opposition,
these new sects all owe more or less of their originating impulse and of their specific doctrine to the
message of Christian missions. The Indian national
movement has a tendency to bring the reformeil
sects nearer together, and its influence is being felt
in the Christian community al.so in a certain
touchiness and impatience of foreign influence.
At the same time there are signs of an increased
feeling of responsibility for the evangelization of
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marked by the establishment of tlie National
Missionary Society and other efforts.
The Dutch possessions known as Indonesia were
previously under Hindu rule, but since the 12th
cent, they have gradually been overrun by Muslim
chieftains, and out of the total ])opuIation of
38,000,000 all but 2,000,000 are now Mnliainniadan.
The Dutch East India Company, \\ldle building
up its Eastern emjiire, also Christianized the
natives after a fashion, but their condition at the
beginning of the 19th cent, was very low. Since
then it has improved, and the so-called permanent
congregations {gevestif/te gemeenten) are under the
care of clergy appointed and maintained by the
State churches of later converts are from time to
time placed under this organization.
Modern
missionary work began in the second decade of last
century, and has been carried on mainly by Dutcli
and German missionaries on the four principal
islands of Sumatra, Java, Celebes, and Borneo, as
well as on some of the smaller ones. Large numbers
of converts have been gathered in Java, in the
Bata k country on the north coast of Sumatra, and in
the Minahassa district of Celebes. In the second
of these an eflective barrier has been erected to the
inland advance of Islam. The total number of converts from Islam in these islands is estimated at

ing to the remotest interior of the Kepublic. This
mission alone now numbers 1076 foreign missionaries, as against 473 of all societies and nationalities
in 1877.
In that year the number of converts was
reckoned at 13,000.
The final break-up of the Manchu dynasty was
lirst marked by the Boxer outbreak of 1900, directed,
with the connivance of the Empress, against both
135 missionforeigners and Chinese Christians
aries, with 53 of their children, were killed, and
some 16,000 Chinese Christiana were massacred,
many of them accepting death -willingly rather
than deny the faith.
A strong impression was
created by the refusal of missionary societies to
a
accept money ndemnity from the Chinese Government for the missionary lives laid down freely for
the gospel.
During the succeeding decade the
number of foreign missionaries in China increased
almost 50 per cent (2785 to 4175, including wives
of missionaries), and the number of converts more
than doubled (204,672 to 469,896 in 1910). In 1913
the number of full members was given as 235,303.
Counting children and other adherents who are not
included in their statistics by many bodies, the
total may be estimated at about 500,000.
Foreign
missionaries, including wives, are 5186, and Chinese

40,000.

The revolution of 1911-12 was the final stage in
the opening up of China to Western culture and
There has, it is true, been a slight
Christianity.
reaction fi'om the abolition of Confucianism as the
religion of the State, but a stronger power than
the iconoclasm of the Taipings is snaking the
foundations of the old cults, namely the re-casting
of the world-old system of Chinese education in
Western and 20th cent, moulds. iSIoreover, the
official request made by the Chinese Government
on 27th April 1913 for the prayers of its Christian

India,

;

V.

China.

— In

contrast with India, China has

but one standard language and literature, and

may

therefore be regarded as a unity, despite its size

and diversity.
Modern missionary work was
begun by Robert Morrison of the L.M.S. in 1807.
He baptized tlie first convert in 1814, and before
his death (1834) he had translated the Bible into
But
Chinese, besides writing many pamphlets.
neither he nor his colleague, Bobert Milne, was
enter the jealously-guarded empire of
they could only reside in the Portuguese
settlement of Macao or in British territory at
Malacca. The opening of China to foreign intercourse, including missionary eflbrt, was tlie result
of a series of wars, internal and external, the first
of which, whUe it helped to admit the missionary,
did much to discredit his message. The three
*
opium wars of 1842, 1858, and 1860 resulted in
the opening of twenty-four treaty ports to foreign
intercourse, and it was in these, especiallj' Shanghai,
Hangchow, Tientsin, and Canton, tliat Protestant
missions first gained a footing. Up to 1850, 3
English societies, 1 German, and 7 American had
begun work, and the converts may have amounted
The preponderance of American workers
to 100.
in China became more marked as time went on,
and the same is true of Japan.
The next great convulsion was an internal one,
the Taiping rebellion, which lasted from 1850 to
1864, and was eventually suppressed by the ever
of a Western leader. General
victorious army
Charles George Gordon, himself in deep sympathy
with Christian missions.
The leader of the rebellion li:'.d once come under the influence of a
Christian missionary, and he claimed to have received a divine revelation to destroy idolatrj* and
to put an end to the Mancliu dynasty. The second
of these aims was accomjilirthed half a century later
by another great convulsion, and we may believe
that the Taipings did much towards preparing the
way for the first, which is yet to come; but we
may also lie thankful that their iconoclasm did not
prematurely succeed before the constructive forces
of Christian faith and practice were ready to step
into the breach. Meanwhile, missions on the coast
were increasing their work, and the year after
interior China had been quieted (1865) Hudson
Taylor formed the China Inland Mission, which
led the way to the forniation of a network of
stations (hiring the last lialf century, now extendable

China

to
;

'

'

'

'

'

;

i

'

workers

'

17,879.

subjects,

whatever motives of

jiolicy

was a recognition

may have

in-

of Christianity as a
power affecting deeply the interests of tlie nation ;
and Sun Yat Sen, the leader of the Cantonese
revolutionary section and almost of the Republic,
is a Christian who seeks to model his political
policy on the principles of the Bible.
Happily,
too, the establishment of the Chinese Republic has
coincided with the final abolition of the Indian
opium traffic once forced on China by Britain.
The situation thus created has oflered to the
Christian Chui'ches unexampled opportunities of
access to the educated classes of China. These had

spired

it,

hitherto looked with contempt on teachers who
in very few cases could master the intricacies of
their literature, but now they are ready to wel-

come Western language,

literature, and science.
have been made, especially by the
American missions, to grapple with the task of
providing centres of higher education on a Christian
basis throughout China, and in this, as well as in
general work, the tendency towards co-operation
between allied bodies is strong and helpful. No
fewer than 9 university colleges are in efi'ective
operation, 7 in coast provinces, 1 in the centre, and

Great

efforts

1 in the west.
In several the medical faculty is
strong, and Christian missions at present lead in
the training of qualified doctors for China. There
are some 264 mission hospitals (1913) with 126,788
in-patients and 2,129,774 out-patients for the year.

the agencies which have been particularly
active in taking advantage of the present opportunities the Y.M.C.A. has been specially in evidence.
The evangelistic meetings conducted by J, II. Mott,
and still more by George Sherwood Eddy (1912-14),
were attended by large audiences oif educated
Chinese, sometimes up to 4000, in many of the
{irincipal towns of China.
Among the hearers
were officials of high rank, of whom one was

Among

baptized, while thousands of

men

promi-sed to study
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Bililc, luul liuiuheds liave actually joined the
Chrisliaii Churcli.
The creatiiiii of a Cliristian literature for China

the

has been carried on mainly by cooperation between
the missions represented in t lie Christian Literature
Society for China, under the guidance of Timothy
The rapiil openiiij,' of the
Ricliards and others.

mind of
Western

CliiiiM

to ajiiireciation

and reception of

has given missionary scholars
both the opjiort unity and the task of jirovidingnot
only religious but general and scientilic literature
tlllpu^llt

for readers, whether Christian or non-Christian.
Both (his and the work of Bible translation in
China have been greatly facilitated by the existence of a common standard of written language,
though versions of the Bilde are being produced in
several local vernaculars, as also in a popular form
of the Mandarin.
The circulation of the Bible is
increasing by leaps and bounds; in ItllO a million
and a half copies of Bibles, New Testaments, or
single books were circulated in 1914 two million
;

and a quarter.
The first L.M.S. woman missionary to China was
.appointed in 18GS.

The work among women has

been gi'eatly hampered by the custom of footbinding and by social prejudice, but these have
been in great measure overcome, largely as the
result of missionary effort, and the desire for the
education of women is greatly on the increase
some are using their education not only to qualify
for the medical and teaching professions, but also
for social service.
Over 600 members have been
enrolled in a Student Volunteer Movement for
;

the Christian ministry, jiutting aside
prospects of
lucrative careers.
The tendency in this class is to

work

for the formation of an indigenous Chinese
free from Western control, and some progress is being made in the self-support of nati\ e

Church

churches.

Meanwhile the various cognate bodies

which have hitherto been carrying on separate
missions, such as Anglicans, Presbyterians, and
Methodists, are amalgamating their organizations
as a first step towards larger union.
In the outlying provinces of China work is still
in its beginnings. It is furthest advanced in Manchuria, where Presbyterians and Lutherans have a
community of some 33,000. Tlie devoted work of
James Gilmour (1870-91) in Mongolia left little
visible result, and the societies which are following
it
up are gathering a few converts amid great ditiiculties.
In Chinese Tibet tliese are insu|ierable,
and the only quarter from which the gospel has
entered that land is Little (or Western) Tibet,
belonging to India, where Moravian missionaries
have some small congregations, and have done
much for the investigation of Tibetan Language,
literature, and history.
Among the Muslims of
Chinese Turkestan Swedish and China Inland missionaries are in the early stage of work.

vi. Japan, Korea, and Formo.sa.— Here, as in
China, we have countries in which, after periods
of notable success on the part of Roman Catholic
missions, the native rulers have turned upon them
as politically dangerous, and have violently per.secuted the Christian Church, almost to extincticm,
till, through political changes, intercourse with the
West has bi-en resumed, but on a diU'crent footing,
and with this the way has been opened f(jr mi.ssions
of the licfurmed communions also.
In the case of
Japan this reo]jening dates from the year 1859,
when American missionaries were the lirst to settle
in the country. The first Protestant Christian was
baptized in 1HG4, but meanwhile per.sei ution of
Christians continued, sometimes witii severity, till
the Revolution of I8G8, which <mce nuire brought
the Mikado to power, and inaugurated the modern
G. En.sor (C.RLS), who
government of Ja|>an.
arrived in 1869, was the lirst English missionary,

full religious ^deration was not granted till
1873, to be speedily followed by the serious suggestion that Christianity should be made the State

but

This was, however, negatived, and subsequently there was a distinct reaction against
reli.gion.

foreign inlluences, among which Christianity was
included, especially iluring the first decade of this
century. But a sw iug back of the ]jcndulum was
indicated by the act ion of the Minist<'riif Kilucation
in lyi'2, when he announced that the tiovcrnnu;nt

had

resolvcil to recognize Christianity, .alongside of

Shinto and liuddhism, as a religion deserving of
encouragement, exin-e.ssing, at the same time, the
hojie that Christianity would conform itself to
In this connexion it is notenational a.spirations.
worthy that the Christian nicssajje in Japan has

A quite
specially to men of culture.
disproportionate nuniber of Christians are found
among numibers of Parliament, high military and
naval ollicers, aoctors and professors, and Count
Okuma has recorded that the indirect inlluence
of Christianity has poured into every realm of
Japanese life' {Intern. licview of Misaiotm, (Jet.
The number of Protestant Christian
1912, i. 654).
adherents in Jajian may be reckoned at about
100,000.
Forty per cent of the mission stations are
said to be self-supporting. Three-fourths of the
converts are attached to one or another of four
amalgamated Churches rei>resenting the .Anglican,
Congregational, Presbyterian, and Methodist missions resjjectively.
The great majority of the
Protestant missions have established an organization for the promotion of common work, called the
'Federated Missions of Japan.' This has formed
a general Christian Literature Society, and ]M()moted joint ellorts for evangelization, l«)th in the
towns and in the hitherto neglected rural districts.
The work of missionary education bulks less
largely at present in Japan than in China, owing
to the fact that from the lirst opening of the
country education has been steadily taken in hand
by the State, which now provides a comidetely
organized system of education from the primary
schools (at which attendance is compulsory) up to
the universities and technical schools. There are
14 Protestant middle schools, with about .WOO
scholars, and two colleges of university grade, of
which the Doshsisha College at Kj'oto, founded by
Elementary
Joseph Niishiraa, has 700 students.
missionary education is backward, as Christian
children have access to well-worked Government
.schools.
The educational work of the Y.M.C.A.
has been much aiipreciated in Japan, and has
strongly intlueiucd the student world; and the
Y.W.C.A. is reaching women increasingly. Christian missionary ellorts among the aboriginal Ainus
of Yezo have been ai)pre<iated by the Japanese
Government, who bestowed a decoration on .John
Batchelor of the C.M.S. in recognition of his work
.appealed

'

for this

dying race.
the dependencies of Japan, Formosa,

Among

entered in 1865, now has some 30,000 ChristKorea, after three and a half centuries of
absolute seclusion, was not eli'ectively entered till
1882, first by American missionaries, and, in 1890,
by Anglicans. The growth of the work has been
phenomenal, especially in the years following the
lirst

ians.

Adherents in
KussoJapanese war of 1905-06.
1913 numbered 185,000, over lil.Ouo childivn were
under education in mis.sion schools, and 20 hospitals
and 23 disjiensaries were in operation. This progress has been accompanied by remarkable zeal in
the study of Scripture and by reformation of
life.
vii.

'J'hk

Nkau

East.

— Under

this

term we

in-

stretching from Morocco l« Persia,
in which Islam first arose aiul spreail.
Owing to
the long dominance of Islam the work of Christian

clude the

lanils,

MISSIONS

missions to Muslims in this region is either nonexistent or in its infancy.
For our present jjurpose,
we are not dealing witli missions to the surviving
Abyssinian, Coptic, Armenian, Syrian, Nestorian,
or Jacobite Churches.
may, however, note
that the educational work carried on among Oriental Christians, principally by American missionaries, in the Turkish empire and Egypt has resulted
in the formation of considerable fiotestant communities, whose progress in intelligence, morality,
and zeal has raised the Christian name in the
eyes of the Muslims and reacted favourably on
the ancient churches by stimulating a desire for
reform and progress. There is among the Protestant Orientals also the dawn of a desire to
evangelize the Muslim a feeling that had been
eradicated from the Oriental Christian by a thousand years of oppression and misrule, which prevented hira from seeing in the Muslim anything
but an irreconcilable tyrant. The most effective
missionary work done by men of these nationalities
is that of Bible colporteurs.
The Muslim verbally
to
acknowledges the Scriptirres of the OT and

We

—

NT

be inspired, and,

if

once induced to study them, he

cases led to see that the theory of their
corruption subsequently to Muhammad is a figment of his divines. Thus their witness to Christ,
as well as their incompatibility witli the Qur'an, is
a powerful influence in the conversion of the Muslim.
The British and Foreign Bible Society employs in the countries referred to 71 colporteurs,
and has 27 depots, through which 128,920 copies of
Bibles, Testaments, and portions are circulated.
Individual conversions through these means are
fairly frequent, but the building up of Christian
is in

many

communities

is

a slower

process,

hampered by

special obstacles.

In Morocco, Algeria, Tunis, and Tripoli, among
a total population of about 14,000,000, work is
carried on mamly by the N. Africa Mission and
otlier undenominational agencies.
There are converts hero and there.
The principal agency, besides that of colportage, is schools, which are
elementary. In Egypt work was begun in 1854
by the American United Presbyterians, principaUj'
among the Copts, and resuscitated by the C.M.S.
in 1882. Considerable access has been gained among
the Eli'endi class, and a number have been baptized,
while medical work has to some extent reached the
masses, in both town and country. Schools, primary and secondary, contain 17,094 pupils (largely
of Coptic faith or origin), and a scheme for the
establishment in Cairo of a Christian university is
being actively promoted by American missionaries.
German and English missionaries are pushing out
into the Anglo-Egj'ptian Sudan, and, though
Christian propaganila is barred among the Muslims
of that region, yet in Omdurman some educational
work is being done. Cairo is the chief literary
centre of the Mubammadan world, and from the
Christian side vigorous eflbrts are being made by
the Nile Mission Press, an Anglo-American undertaking, to produce and circulate evangelistic literature in Arabic.

In Asia Minor and SjTia Protestant work has
been done chiefly by American missions working
among the ancient churches. The system of education which they have developed, from primary
schools to colleges, especially the Roberts CoUege
in Constantinople, has notably atl'ected the Muslim

in thought and attitude towards ChristRledical missions, in Palestine especiallj',
have tended in the same direction. Arabia is touched
on its outskirts at Baghdad, Bahrain, and Aden by
Persia was
schools, medical work, and colportage.

community
ianity.

first

entered by Henry Martyn,
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when he completed

his translation of the
at Shiraz in 1811.
1829 K. G. Pfander visited Persia, and wrote

In
liis

celebrated Balance of Tiuth, laying the foundation of a Persian Christian literature, built upon
In 1871
later by W. St. Clair Tisdall and others.
x^merican Presbyterians organized work among the
tribes of N. Persia, and in 1875 S. Persia was occupied by R. Bruce of the C.M.S. Medical and
educational work has developed largely, and the
demand for schools on a Western model far exceeds
the power of the missionaries to supply it. The
modernist sect of Bahaism, sprung from the Babi

reform movement, has borrowed freely from Christianity but does not so far make much return (see
art. Bab, Babi-S).
Throughout these missions work
among women, visiting, teaching, and medical, has
initiated or helped on the movement perceptible in
Muslim lands for the elevation of the female sex.
viii. Mlssions to .Jews.
The Jewish population
of the world is approximatelj' 12,000,000.
Protestant missionary work among them is carried on
by 95 societies, maintaining 500 men and 350 women

—

missionaries.

Christianity

income in

The London Society for Promoting
among the Jeics (253 missionaries
;

£51,000) is the principal one.
Statistics are quite imperfect.
Some 250 of the
Anglican clergy are converts or sons of converts
1914,

from Judaism. J. F. de le Roi estimates baptisms
during the 19th cent, in Protestant churches at
Roman Catholic, 57,300 Greek, 74,500.
72,740
The theologians Neander and Edersheim, the
missionary bishops Schereschewsky, HeUmuth,
Alexander, and Gobat, were Christian Jews.
;

;

—

III. General aspects.
i. Principles. —As
a result of the work of missions by the Reformed
Churches since the end of the 18th cent, there is
now a growing community of some 6,000,000 native
Christians belonging to the most varied races and
cultui'es, from the primitive aborigines of Australia
Yet in the
to the progressive people of Japan.
age which has seen this unexamjiled expansion of
in every direction the question has
Christianity
been raised whether Jesus of Nazareth ever intended that His disciples should carry the message
of His redemption into all the world, though it is
fully allowed that the world mission of His faith was
the legitimate and necessai-y consequence of the
principles which He enunciated and exemplified. To
suppose that the Originator of this life and teaching, which have persisted in spreading their vital-

izing influences among the nations for nineteen
centuries, was Himself without desire for or intention of producing such an efl'ect would be to face
the most insoluble enigma of history. The development which we have slvetched makes it abundantly
clear that the mainspring of this world-wide enterprise of missions has been the conviction that its

promoters and messengers were carrying out the
conscious purpose and explicit command of the
Saviour of the world. At the same time it would
be unnatural that the reconstruction of thought

which our age

is experiencing in every sphere of
should leave the conception of foreign missions
entirely unaffected. Among the Reformed Churches

life

'
souls for
especially Zinzendorf's motto of
as the one goal of missionary eflbrt has
expanded, under the influence of teachers like
O. Warneck in Germany and B. F. Westcott in
England, into the wider and deeper conception of
a call to regenerate the nations spiritually, morally,
intellectually, and socially, and to build up the universal Church of Christ.
Moreover, the results of
research into Christian origins have helped us, with
a truer historical perspective, to test our contem-

more
the

Lamb

'

porary missionary work by the example and spirit

From subsequent early and
of the Apostolic Age.
mediaeval history, too, the Churches have been
learning lessons of the manifold adaptation of the
form of missionary work to the conditions and needs
of different ages and peoples, and of these lessons the
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(Christian, Protestant)

aniiilitication.

Bnt this larger sweeji of outlook and effort has by
no means made the lirst aim of individual conver-

On the contrary, this remains
sion snperfluons.
tlie vital centre of the whole, and it is as this is
in the larger aim that
the true end of missionnrj- work is attained.
2. Methods,
apostolic and contemporary. The
ra<lical question is raised again juul again whether
the close following of tlie methods of St. Paul is
not the true solvent of our most fundamental difliculties, particularly of the lack of spiritual and
economic imlependence in our mission churclies.
Were the evangelist to make brief sojourns instead
of sett ling down, to devolve authority straightway
on native helpers instead of keeping them in long
tutelage, to demand instead of giving pecuniary
assistance, Christian congregations might, it is
urged, be smaller, but they would be stronger and
self-reproducing. Each of these paths has been tried
in modern missions, generally with scant success, for
the same end under dill'erent conditions may demand dilFerent means. Where there was a Jewish
dia-spora standing at the threshold of Christianity,
teacliing and discipline had been assimilated which
may now require a generation where habitat and

expanded and co-ordinated

—

;

of evangelist and evangelized were
practically identical, the problems now arising
from disparity of civilizations and distance of
civilization

abode wore non-existent. Recognizing these and
other special difficulties and defects of modern missionary work, we have to seek their solution not in
the forms of apostolic, or any other, evangelism,
but in the prmeiples embodied in those forms.
Thus in the adventure of faith undertaken by tlie
C'.I.M., wliicli has so remarkably opened up China
to the gospel, we have a contemporary adaptation
of the Pauline method, rapidly following the main
lines of communication and occupying the chief
cities of an empire which in culture and administration offers much analogy to that of Rome.
Or,
in the revival of community life in the
brotherhoods and sisterhoods of Anglican missions
we have a useful adaptation of early andmedianal
monasticism to the conditions of the mission-field
of to-day.
But both of these have the defects of

again,

their qualities.
The effect of modern thought on the adaptation
of
princiides to contemporaneous missionary
work may be traced in the development of the
chief missionary methods.
The mission school and

NT

college have

no precedent in apostolic times, and
they differ greatly from the cloister school of
monastic missionaries, their original purpose being
to serve as a means of conveying the message to
the children of the literate, or would-be literate,
classes who are otherwise not easily reached, and
of bringing them into the Christian Church when
they have arrived at years of discretion. The most
notable eflect of earlier educational work was the
conversion of men of mark, who exercised great
influence on flic development of the Church.

Within the

last generation this aspect of the work
has receded into the background the conception of
educating the mind of a nation and creating an
atmosphere permeated by Christian ideals has
exercised increasing influence on niis.sionarj' educators, especially in high schools and colleges, and it
is certain that their successes have lain mainly in
this direction.
The value of such preparation of
the community for the eventual receiition of Christ
•OS Lord and blaster is immense, and
it may be
hoped that much of the work which commonly falls
to he done after conver>iori is thus being acconiIJut there is need of balanced
plislied beforehand.
judgment and steadfast will, lest elaboration of
the scaffolding delay or even prevent the erection
of the building.
Similarly, in tlie now indispens;

able work of medical missions the physical benefits
conferred were at lirst entirely subsidiary to the
but the conce])tion of a Kingdom of
spiritual aim
God to bo realized in things tempcual as well as
has led to emphasis upon the fact that
spiritual
tlie work of healing, oven apart from any spiritual
This
effects, is a worthy aim of the mi.ssioiiary.
involves the risk tiiat the meilical missionary may
be merged in the philanthropist. The modem
medical missionary would not, if he could, ignore
the demand for the greatest possible scientific
elHciency, for he will not allow Christian zeal to
be the bosom friend of second-rate professional
skill
yet he will lay the decisive emphasis of his
calling on the specilic aim of the missionary to
carry home his me-s-sage. Again, in the delivery of
that message by the general missionary a comparative study of religion and sociology has moditied the metnod of apjuoach by the Christian
messenger to non-Christians, lie is less inclined
to attack their observances and rites than to elicit
the need latent in each human heart of something
higher, less prone to contro\'ert their doctrines and
deities than to set forth Christ in life and teaching.
The conviction is gaining ground among his hearers
that he is no ruthless iconoclast of their national
religion, but a sympathetic guide who would lead
them to satisfactions which it fails to supply. But,
if he is to do this, his aim must still be that they
may be redeemed from the vain manner of life
handed down from their fathers '(IP 1'*) and come
Without attacking
to know the only true God.
concrete sin and error this cannot be done. The
manner of controversy has been rightly modified,
and it is well to use points of agreement as a basis
for approach
but the reason for adopting one faith
in place of another cannot lie in tlieir points of
resemblance, but only in those of difterence.
Hence controversy or polemic, in the right form,
can never become obsolete as a missionary weapon.
Once more, in the case of missionary work for
;

;

'

;

women

its first,

and most worthy, aim was simply

deliver sisters whom the Christian woman
found in degradation, ignorance, and sufl'ering
from these evils into the liberty of Christian
womanhood. As, in the course of generations,
they laboured for this end, the great task of training new types of Christian motherhood suited to
to

each nation gradually dawned upon them, and
they became aware that they had stimulated a
greater awakening than they had dreamed of
the women of Cliina, India, and Africa.
Cliristian personality remains the key of the
position, and the feminist movement, which is
finds its true
growing in East and West alike,
regulative everywhere in the jirinciples of the

among
But

gospel.

—A

bare mention
3- Cognate activities.
suffice of the achievements of missionaries in

must
works

The names of
ancillary to their main calling.
Livingstone, Krapf, and Rebmann among explorers,
of Jaraes Legge, R. Caldwell, H. A. Jaeschke,
and Carl Meinliof among jihilologists, and of R.
Codrington and .John Roscoe among anthropologists
are but a few among many. In civil life, too, mis-

—

sionaries have sometimes "lield a prominent place
in Tanjore and John Mackenzie
e.g., C. F. Schwartz
in Bechuanaland ; and in India municipal olHces
have occasionally been held by them. To outsiders
these public .services have been a vindication of
the missionary's usefulness; to some among the
missionary ]m1)lic it has seemed that they might
be a hindrance to it. In the nature of things such
services must remain exceptional, rendered bj'
iscdaled individuals who possess the ability and
energy. As by-work they have been of service ;

were they more than
hindrance.

this,

they would prove a
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Results and problems.— The present condition

of the world mission-field shows ofl'shoots of the
Ileformed Churches in every stage of growth.
Their members, as always, vary in genuineness and

strength, but everywhere they include wholehearted followers of Christ, and, as a body, they
have advanced greatly in tone and conduct from

their former non-Christian manner of life. The animist, the pantheist, the agnostic, and the deist have
come to believe in one almighty Father, one sinless
Sa^dour, one indwelling sanctifying Spirit. From
this faith grow the fruits, both of higher morality
and of social amelioration, enhanced culture, and
In many directions the
intellectual progress.
desire is shown to hand on the benefits of the
gospel to others, and readiness to make sacrifices
It has been remarked that
in so doing is evident.
the churches of the mission-field Iiave produced no
first-class heresy, implying thereby a lack of serious
But other causes may more
intellectual striving.
reasonably be assigned for this. The intellectual
training and status of the foreign teacher is so far
of
superior, in the great majority of cases, to that
his converts that it would be difficult for them to
maintain positions contrary to those which he has
laid dovm
all the more so as the possible variations of intellectual formulation have been fairly

—

fully

worked out by previous

heresies, the

weak-

nesses of which have been pointed out to them.
Moreover, no inconsiderable part of the effect produced by Christian missions is to be fou7id in the
change of attitude, the new beliefs and ideals of
conduct, individual and social, taken over from
them by the still non-Christian world. In this process the analogues of earlj' Christian heresies are to
be found in the teachings of bodies outside the
Christian Church. Thus the Brahma Samaj reform
of Hinduism represents a kind of Arianism ; the
Bahai ofi'shoot of Islam would stand for one variety
of Gnosticism, and theosophy {g.v.) for another.
Generallj' speaking, syncretism is largely practised,
and in many cases by men of noble character who
are striving for a reconciliation of the old and the
new, but tlie religion of the amateur collector is
not more likely to stand now than in tlie early
centuries, though it is a pitfall of which the abler
intellects of the young churches need to beware.
Analogous to this is the problem of unity in the
Keformed Churches. The majority of the divisions
which have sprung up in the West from local and
temporary causes have naturally no meaning to
the Eastern convert and the same holds good of
many dividing lines in doctrine. The resulting
tendency to unity in faith and practice, in face of
;

powerful opposing forces. Is healthy and hopeful.
is, however, a danger that members of the
young churches should regard all distinctions in

There

doctrine and discipline indiscriminately as mere
Western peculiarities which may be swept aside
in order to construct an edifice ot truly indigenous
A sound attitude of the missionary
Christianity.
teacher towards questions of race and nationality
will do much to meet this danger.
Nest to the essential spiritual element no factor
in missionary work is more weighty than the social
progress Avhich it has initiated or stimulated.
F'roni these successes a difficulty often springs.
In the contact of two deeply-separated ci\'ilizations
the convert naturally assimilates that of his
Western teacher, but without the exercise of
wisdom and restraint he may evolve a mere caricatnre of Western culture without its balance and
restraint, thereby repelling alike his own countryami
men and his Western fellow-Christians
among higher races he may acquire needs anil
habits which will involve him in economic difficulties.
Meanwhile, Western culture and commerce are ceaselessly flooding into mission lands.
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and the change of

life

connected with them

is

aflecting non-Christians scarcely less than Christians.
As a result of this the efforts of the missionary to promote a simple indigenous style of
living may be resented as intended to repress the
progress of the native Christian. One of the
missionary's most difficult and delicate tasks is to

decide and to convince his charges what is justly
due to the decencies and progress of Christian life
and what is illegitimate as ministering to extra-

vagance and parasitic growth.

Thus social progress is intimately connected
with the great difficulty presented by the economic
dependence of the mission churches on their parents
at the home base. The amount annually expended
by home churches on the maintenance of ministers,
and teachers of indigenous races is
estimated at £7,000,000. The amount recorded as
raised by the native churches in the same connexion
preachers,

is

£1,500,000.

Allowing

for

a

liberal

margin

of

immense, even when we
consider that a large number of the converts are
drawn from impoverished strata of society whose
financial weakness must be great for some time to
come. Almost every advance is dependent on
fresh exertions made by the mother churches, who
also contribute largely to the maintenance of
worship, pastoral care, and teacliing. In the last
resort the economic dependence of mission churches
is part of the larger problem of the economic dependence of tlie coloured races on the white, and
in all probability the one will not be solved without the other.
Everywhere we are brought up again.st the racial
problem. It was there from the first, and the
success of missions has been in proportion to that
of the messenger in understanding and treating
with wise sympathy people of a foreign race. As
tlie races have become conscious of their common
ideals, traditions, and interests, the racial question
in the mission-field has developed into the national.
Everywhere the missionary is met, actively or
passively, by insistence on the rights of the race
in its own sphere and a demand for equal opportunity, as against the old idea of the inlierent
superiority of the \\ hite man. The opposition thus
engendered reacts against the white man's religion,
and there is on each continent a restiveness and
impatience of control on the part of converts and
churches suoii as did not exist a generation ago.
To deal with this firmly and sympathetically as
a sign of healthy growth, and as a pathway to
new and fruitful relations, is the part of wisdom.
Premature independence and unduly delayed emanSmartness and
cipation both have their dangers.
but it is also a
efficiency may be made an idol
temptation to take the easy path of lowering the
ideals of the gospel, and this leads to deterioration.
The problem is to be solved only by patient,
tenacious charity on the part of the missionary
who understands the national and racial feeling,
and whose watchword is the responsibility of the
error, the disparity is still

;

stronger.
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(Muhanmiadan).— The materials

lor the histoiy of Muhammadan missionary activity
are much less abundant than those for the history
of the propagation of Christianity.
Muhammadan
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historians ajipear to have licun sin^ilavly incurious

as to the spread of their own faith, and only
scanty references to conversions are found at rare
intervals in the va^t historical literature of the
Muhauiniadan world. The absence of a priesthood in Islam, implying the setting apart of a
separate body of men as exjionents of the doctrines
of the faith, has had its counterpart in a lack of
ecclesiastical annals
there have been no Muslim
missionary societies (excejit towards the end of
the 19th cent.), no sjKcially trained propagandists,
and very little coiilinuily of missionary etlbrt
even the religious orders of Islam, which have at
times done much for the spread of the faith, have
not cared to set on record the story of the success
that has attended tlieir preaching.
There is,
therefore, nothing in Muhammadan literature to
correspond to the abundant materials for the
history of Christian missions provided in the
biographies of Christian saints, the annals of the
Christian religious orders, and the innumerable
journals and other publications of the various
Roman Catholic and Protestant missionary
In fact, the fullest details as to Muslim
goeieties.
missionary activity are generally to be found in
the writings of tiie Christian clergy who have
watched with apiirehcnsion the rapid extension of
Islam. Yet to this poverty of information from
Muliammadan sources there is one notable exception, namely, the biography of Muhammad himself.
The missionary activity of Islilm begins
with the life of the founder, and the numerous
biographies of the Prophet are full of stories of his
efforts to win over unbelievers to the faith.
In the Quran itself, the duty of missionary work
is clearly laid down in the following passages
(here quoted in chronological order according to
the dale of tlieir revelation)
Summon thou t-o the way of thy Lord with wisdom and with
;

;

:

•

with them in the kindest manner'
(xvi. 126).
'They who have inherited the Booli after them [i.e.
the Jews and Christians] are in perplexity of doubt concerning
For this cause summon thou (them to the faith), and walk
it.
and say. In
uprightly therein as thou hast been bidden
wnataoever Book God hath sent down do I believe I am "com.
manded to decide justly between you God is our Lord and
3'our Lord we have our works and you have your works between us and you let there he no strife God will make us all
one and to Him shall we return (xlii. 14).
Say to those who
have been given the Book and to the ijjiiorant, Do you accept
Islam? Then, if they accept Islam, they are guided arijfht
but if they turn away, then thy duty is only preaching (iii. 19).
*Thus God clearly showeth you His signs that perchance ye
ma.v be guided, and that tiiere may be from amon^ you a
people who invite to the Good, and enjoin the -lust, and forbid
the Wrong and these are they with whom it shall be well (iii.
99 f.).
To every people have we appointed observances which
they observe. Therefore let them not dispute the matter with
thee, but summon them to thy Lord
Verily thou art guided
but if they debate with thee, then say
God best
aright
knoweth what ye do'(xxii. C6 f.).
If any one of those who
join gods with Qod ask an asylum of thee, grant him an asylum
in order that he may bear the word of God
then let him reach
kindly warniiij;

:

disinite

.

.

.

:

:

:

:

:

'

*

:

:

'

'

;

'

:

;

:

*

;

'

his place of safety (ix.

6).

was to be preached
to all nations, and all mankind were to be
summoned to l>elief in the One God.
Further, the faith of Islam

'
Of a truth it [i.e, the Qur'an] is no other than an adTuonition
to all created beings, and after a time shall ye surciv know its
'
This (book) is no other than an admomessage (xxxviii. 87 f.).
nition and a clear Our an, to \varn whoever liveth '(xxxvi. 69 f.).
'
Wehavenoteenttnee save as mercj'toall created beings '(xxi.
107; cf. also xxv. 1 and xxxiv. 27). 'He it is who hath sent
His apostle with guidance and the religion of truth, that He
may make it victorious over every other religion, though the
polytheistt) are averse to it' (\xi. 9).
'

In the hour of Muhammad's deepest despair,
the
of Mecca turned a deaf ear to his
people
preaching, when the converts that he had made
were tortured until they recanted and others had
to flee from the country to escape the rage of their
jiersecutors. the promise was revealed
One day xve will raise up a witness out of every nation (xvi.

when

:

'

'

86).

The life of the Prophet himself presented, for
succeeding generations, an ensample of Muslim

When

missionary activity.
phetic career, his

first etfnrts

he began his prowere directed towards

his earliest converts
persuading his own family
were his wife, Khaiiijah, his atloptcd children,
Zaid an<rAli, and some members of his immediate
circle,
lie did not begin to preach in public until
the third year of his mission, but he met only with
In the
the scoffing and contempt of the Quraish.
fourth year of his mission he took up his residence
in the house of al-Arqam, one of the early converts,
and many Muslims dated their conversion from
the days when the
Prophet preached in this house,
which was in a central position, much frequented
The conversion of
by pilgrims and strangers.
'tlmar b. al-Khattab about two years later was
a source of great strength to the little band of
Muslims, who now began publicly to perform their
devotions together round the Ka'bah.
Though
Muhammad continued to teach for ten years, the
number of conv.jrts remained very small, and an
attempt to win adherents outside Mecca, in the
town of Ta if, ended in complete failure but some
pilgrims from Yathrib (or, as it was afterwards
called, Medina) showed themselves to be more
receptive, and Muhammad sent one of his early
converts, Mus'ab b. Umair, to Yathrib to spread
the faith in that city. Mus'ab's mission was so
successful that in the following year he was accompanied by more than seventy converts in the
they invited Muhammad
pilgrimage to Mecca
to take refuge in Yathrib, and he
accordingly
migrated thither in September 6'22 a date which
was afterwards adopted as the beginning of the
Muhammadan era. In Medina the little Muslim
community gradually developed into a political
organism that spread over the greater part of
Arabia before the death of Muhammad in 633, and
tended to thrust purely
political expediency
religious considerations into the background but
the proselytizing character of the new faith was
not lost sight of, and the Arab tribes that submitted to the political leadership of Muhammad
accepted at the same time the faith that he taught.
But of distinctively missionary activity there are
only scattered notices, and for some time after the
death of Muhammad there is a similar lack of
evidence of distinctively proselytizing ell'ort on
the part of the Muslims during the expansion of
Arab rule over Syria, Persia, N. Africa, and Spain,
;

;

'

;

—

;

in all these countries large numbers of
persons from among the conquered populations
passed over to the dominant faith. There is one
notable exception in the case of the pious' Umayyad
khalifah, 'Umar b. "Abd al-'Aziz (717-720), who
was a zealous propagandist and endeavoured to
win converts in all jiarts of his vast dominions
from N. Africa tx) Transoxania and Sind.
With the decline of the Arab empire the Mu.slim
world was faced with the task of converting its
new rulers. The conversion of the Turks prothe earliest converts appear
ceeded very slowly
to have been the Turkish soldiers who took service
under the khalifah in Itaghd.ad there are a few
legends of pro.selytizing eli'orts in Turkestan, but
the history of the conver.sion of the Turkish tribes
is obscure, .and Islam seems to have made little
way among them before the 10th cent., when the
Seljfiq Turks migrated into the province of Bukhara, and there adopted Islam. The conversion
of the main body of the Afghans prob.ably belongs
to the same period or a little earlier, though
national tradition would carry it back to the days
of the Prophet himself.
A more formidable task was the conversion of
the Mongols, and here Islam had to enter into
competition with two other missionary faiths,
Buddhism and Christianity, both of which at the
outset met with greater success. The devastations

though

;

;
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Mongols had brought ruin to the centres of
learning and culture in the Muhammadan countries
which they overran, and it was only by slow
degrees that Islam began to emerge out of the
ruins of its former ascendancy and take its place
again as a dominant faith. From the latter part
of tlie 13th cent, converts began to be made from
among the Mongols, and a new epoch in Mu.slim
missionary history then commenced, in which the
religious orders, and the Naqshbandi in particular,
played a prominent part. In the profound discouragement which tilled the Muslims after the
flood of the Mongol conquest had poured over them
their first refuge had been in mysticism, and the
pir, or spiritual guide, who during this period
began to exercise an increasing influence, became
of special importance among the proselytizing
agencies at work. The first Mongol ruling prince
to profess Islam was Baraka Khan, who was chief
of the Golden Horde from 1256 to 1267
according
to one account, he owed his conversion to two
of the

;

merchants whom he met coming with a caravan
from Bukhara but the conversion of their prince
gave great ofience to many of his followers, and
half a century later, when Uzbeg Khan (who was
chief of the Golden Horde from 1313 to 1340)
attempted to convert the Mongols who still stood
aloof from Islam, they objected, 'Why should we
abandon the religion of Jenghiz Khan for that of
the Arabs ?
In other parts of the Mongol empire
the progress of Islam was still slower and more
fluctuating, and it did not become the paramount
religion in the kingdom of the Ilkhans of Persia
untU 1295, or among the Ohaghatay Mongols until
three decades later. The first Muhammadan king
of Kasligar (which the break-up of the Chaghatay
dynasty had erected into a separate kingdom) was
;

'

Tflqluq Tiniur

Khan

(1347-63),

who

said

is

to

have owed his conversion to a holy man from
Bukhara, by name Shaikli Jamal al-Din but so
late as the end of the 16th cent, a dervish named
Ishaq Wall found scope for his proselytizing actiWties in Kashgar and the neighbouring country,
where he spent twelve years in spreading the
;

faith.

The extension of Mongol rule over China gave
an impulse to the spread of Islam in that country
though Muslim merchants had been found in the
coast towns from a much earlier period, the firm
establishment of their faith in China dates from
the 13th cent., and the settlements of immigrants
from the west, which were founded from that
period, developed into the great communities of
Chinese Muslims of the present day through
various causes, of which proselj'tism has been one.
The rise of the Mongols was also incidentally the
cause of renewed missionary activity in India
Islam had gained a footing in Sind and on the
Malabar coast as early as the 8th cent., and in the
;

—

;

north after the establishment of

Muhammadan

rule at the close of the 12th cent., but the terror
of the Mongol arms caused a number of learned
men and members of religious orders to take refuge
in India, where they succeeded in making many
converts.
To the period of the Mongol conquests though

—

in

no way connected therewith — is traditionally

ascribed the

first establishment of Islam in the
Sumatra appears to have
Malay Archipelago.
been the first island into which it was introduced
traders
from India and, later,
probably by
Arabia but the extension of the new faith was
very slow, and even to the present day large
sections of the population of this island remain

—

;

unconverted. The conversion of Java, according
to the native annals, be^an in the 15th cent, and
spread from this island into the Moluccas and
Borneo. The arrival of the Portuguese and, later,
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of the Spaniards, in the 16th cent, checked for a
time the growing influence of Islam in the Malaj'
Archipelago, and the rival faiths of Christianity
and Islam entered into conflict for the adherence
of its peoples ; but the oppressive behaviour of the
Spaniards and their attempts to enforce the acceptance of their religion ultimately contribvited to the
success of the Muslim propagandists, who adopted
more conciliatory methods for the spread of their
faith, intermarried with the natives, and confonned
to their manners and customs.
The missionary
activity of Islam has been carried on spasmodically
in these Islands up to the present day
for the
most part by traders. From the very nature of
the case, there has been little historical record of
their labours, and this little is chiefly found in
the reports of Christian missionaries. Legendary
accounts of the arrival of the earliest apostles of
Islam in several of the islands have been handed
down, but they are uncritical and of doubtful
historical value.
The history of the spread of Islam in India by
missionary effort is not quite so scanty, but it has

—

largely been overshadowed by the absorbing interest of political events
for, though the Indian
;

Muhammadans have produced a large body of
historical literature, their references to the propaganda of their faith in these histories are few.
The biographies of saints, however, and local
traditions contain many references to a successful

propaganda, and, among much that is legendary
and fantastic, there is evidence of the acti%'ity of
a number of missionaries from the beginning of
the Muhammadan period. Among these may be
mentioned Shaikh Ismail, a Bukhari Sayyid who
preached in Lahore in 1005, Sayyid Nadir Shah,
the patron saint of Trichinopoly (where he died in
1039), and 'Abd Allah, who landed in Cambay in
1067, and is said to have been the first missionary
of the Musta'Ii Isma'Ili sect (known in India as

Towards the close of the same
'Bohorahs').
century another Ismaili missionary, but of the
Nur
al-Din (generally kno\vn as Nur
Khojah sect,
Satagar), carried on a successful propaganda in
the Hindu kingdom of Gujarat. In 1236 there
died in Ajmer one of the greatest of the saints of
India, Khwajah Mu'in al-Din Chishti, who settled
in that city while it was still under Hindu rule
and made a large number of converts ten years
later died one of the apostles of Islam in Bengal,
Shaikh Jalal al-Din Tabriz!, the forerunner of a
long series of missionaries in that province. Of
importance in the history of Islam in the Panjab
is the settlement in that part of India of saints of
the Suhrawardi order
e.g., to the preaching of
Baha' al-Din Zakariya, and of Sayyid Jalal al-]3in
and his descendants, many of the tribes of the
Panjab owe their conversion. These are but a
few out of the long series of preachers of Islam
who carried on a distinctively missionary work,
side by side with the various influences, social and
that contributed to the spread of Islam
political,
in that country.
Of the vast history of the spread of Islam in
Africa it is not possible here to give more than a
;

;

brief sketch.
conquest of

For the early period of the Arab
E»ypt and N. Africa, though con-

versions took place on a large scale, there is little
evidence of active missionary ettbrt. The opposition of the Berbers in the west and the Nubians
in the Nile valley checked for a time the southward
movement of Muslim influences. By slow degrees,
however, Islam penetrated among the Berbers,
but acquired an ascendancy over them only when
it assumed the form of a national mo\ement with
the rise of the native dynasties of the Almoravids
in the 11th, and the Almohadsin the 12th, century.
The Berbers introduced Islam into the lands
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watered by the Senepal and the Nit;ci-, and Arabs
from Ejrvpt sinead their faith in the eastern Sudan
during' tlie li-'tli cent., to wbicli period tlie conversion of Kordofan and Kaneni apjiears to belong.
In the 13th cent, the Mandingos eonie forward as
zealous missionaries of Islam, to be followed by

whom

they had eonvertcd, and the
Hansas have carried their faith with thoin from
one end of the Sudan to the other. Their projial^andisl cH'orts were intermillent, however, and
jiarls of the Sudan remained untouched by
the Hausas,

many

Muslim

inlluences until the 19th century.

in India and the Malay Archipelago,
there are few records of Muslim missionary activity
from the 15th to the 18th century. Nevertheless
many conversions occurred during this ]i»riod I'.ij.,
the Turkish conquests in Europe in the 14th and
loth centuries were followed by conversions to
Islam on a large scale, and in the 17th cent,
thousands of Christians in Turkey in I'^urope went
over to the religion of their rulers similarlj' the

Except

;

:

conquests of

Ahmad Gran

in

Abyssinia (15'2S-43)
were signalized by numerous conversions to Islam
of
but there is little evidence
any direct propagandist eliorts on the i)art of the Muslims.
A great revival of the missionary spirit of Islam
this movefollowed the AVahhabi reformation
ment stirred the whole of the Muslim world
either to sympathy or to opposition and thus
directl}' or indirectly gave the impulse to the great
;

—

;

—

missionarj'

India

tlie

movements

of

the 19th century.

In

W'ahhabi preachers aimed primarily at

many Hindu practices that caused
the Muslims to deviate from the ways of strict
orthodo.xy, but incidentally they carried on a
proj)aganda among unbelievers, and their examiile
was followed by other Muhammadan missionaries,
whose preaching attracted to Islam large numbers
of converts throughout the country.
In Sumatra
Wahhabi reformers stirred up a revival and made
But a more momentous awakening
proselytes.
was felt in Africa. 'Uthnian Danfodio returned
from the pilgrimage to Mecca full of zeal for the
Wahhabi reformation, and under his leadership
his people, the Fulbe, who had hitherto consisted
of small scattered clans living as shepherds, rose
to be the dominant power in Hausaland
the
methods of the Fulbe were violent and political,
and they endeavoured to force the accejjtanee of
Islam u|ion the (lagan tribes which they eonqi;ered.
On the other liand, a peaceful propaganda was
carried on in the Sudan by members of the Amirghaniyyah and QAdiriyyah orders; the former takes
purging cmt the

;

its

name from Muhammad'Uthmanal-AmirGliani,

whose preaching won a large number of converts
from anmng the iiagan tribes about Kordofan and
Sennaar after his death in 1853 the order that
;

he founded carried on his missionary work. The
tjadiriyyah onlcr had been introduced into Western
Africa in the 15th cent., but awoke to renewed lif<'
and energy in the lyth. Up to the middle of that
century most of the schools in the Sudan were
established and conducted by teachers trained
under the auspices of the Qadiriyyah, and their
organization jirovided for a regular and continuous
system of propaganda among the heathen tribes.
Another order, the Sanusiyyah (founded in 18.'i7),
ha.s also been very active and successful in pro.selytizing.
fresh outburst of

A
Muslim missionary zeal in
Africa exhibited itself when the gn-ater part of
that continent was partitimieil among the Towers of
<;hristi.an Europe— IJritain, France, and Germany
by establishing ordered methods of government
and administration, and by facilitating coimnunication by means of roads and railways, they
have given a great stimulus to trade ami have
enabled that active iiropagandist, the Muslim
;

trader,

viously

to extend
closed to

his

inllucnce in districts jneto traverse familiar

him and

ground with greater .security.
Throughout the (bourse of Muhammadan history
Islam has at times received large accessions of
converts for various rea-sons political and social
wholly uncoiniected with missionary enterprise
at the same time it has always retained its jirimitive character as a missionary religion, without,
however, having any permanent org.anization to
serve as a medium for its expression. Societies for
carrying on a continuous propaganda were unknown in the Mvislim world liefore the last decades
of the 19th cent., and .such. Muslim missionary
societies as are now found in Egypt and India
appear to have owed their origin to a conscious
imitation of similar organizations in the Christian
world. The most characteristic expression of the
mis.sionai\y spirit of Islam is, however, found in the
proselj'tizing zeal of the individual believer, who is
prompted by his personal devotion to his faith to
endeavour to win the allegiance to it of others.
Though there have been religious teachers who
may be looked upon as professional missionaries of
Islam, especially the members of the religious
orders, it is the trader who lills the largest place
in the annals of Muslim propaganda
but no profession or oci:upation unfits the believer for the
otfice of preacher of the faith, nor is any
priestly
ministrant mcded to receive the convert into the
of
the
faithful.
to
Some
entitled
observers,
body
respect for their knowdedge of the Muhammadan
world, have gone so far as to saj' that every
Muslim is a raissionaiy

—

—

j

;

:

A t-out imisulnmn, qnelti\ie niomlain t[U*il soil, le prOHelytisnie
tremble 6tre eii (|MfIi(Uf sorte inn^' (Siiouck Hurgronje,
Ivii. [1908] IKl).
'The Muslim is by nature a missionary
.
and carries on a propaganda on his own responsibility and at
his own cost (W. Munzinger, Pt'fennann's Miitheilungen, 1867,
'

UHR
.

.

'

p. 411).

However exaggerated such an opinion may be,
stated thus as a universal, it is certainly true that
there is no section of l\Iuslim society that stands
aloof from active missionary work, and few truly
devout Muslims, living in daily contact with unbelievers, neglect the precept of their Prophet:
Summon thou to the way^ of thy Lord with wisdom and with
*

'

kindly warning (Qur'an, xvi. 120).

Even the prisoner

will on occasion take the
opportunity of preaching his faith to his captors or

The first introduction of
Islam into Eastern Europe was the work of a
.Muslim juriscons\ilt who was taken prisoner,
probably in one of the wars between the Byzantine
empire and its Muhammadan neighbours, and was
brought to the country of the Pechenegs (between
ho lower Danube and the Don) in the beginning
of the 11th cent.
before the end of the century
the whole nation h.ad become Muhammadan.
In
India, in the 17lh cent., a theologian, named
Shaikh Ahmad Muiaddid, who had been unjustly
imprisoned, is said to have converted several
hundred idolaters wdiom he found in the prison.
Women as well as men are found working for the
spread of their faith the influence of Muhammadan
wives made itself felt in the slow work of converting the pagan Mongols, and in Aby.ssinia in the
lirst half of
the 19th cent, the Muhamnmdan
women, especially the wives of Christian princes,
who had to pretend a conversion to Christianity
on the occasion of their marriage, brought up
their children in the tenets of Islam and used every
means to sjiread their faith. In the jiresent day
the Tatar women of Kazan are said to be zealous
to his fellow-prisoners.

I

;

:

l)ro|iagandists of I>lrim.
The individualistic character of Muhammadan
missionary effort partly explains the absence of
detailed records of convcrsii.a ; there is a similar
lack of the connnou apparatus of modern Christian
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—

missions e.g., tracts aiul other missionary literature for general (listiibiitiou bnt in learned circles
a vast controversial literature has heen produced,
to which some of the ablest of Muslim thinkers
have contributed— CI/., al-Kindi (tS73), al-Mas'udi
(t958), Ibn Pazni (t 1064), al-Ghazali (t 1111), etc.,
as well as a number of converts who have written
apologies for their change of faith and in defence
of their new religion.'
beveral documents making
a direct appeal to unbelievers have been preserved the earliest of these are the letters^ which
Muhammad addressed to the great potentates of
liis time, the emperor Heraclius, the king of Persia,
the governor of Yaman, the governor of Egypt,
and the king of Abyssinia. To the reign of alMa'mun (813-833), who himself is said to have
been zealous in his etlbrts to spread the faith of
Islam, belongs the interesting treatise of 'Abd
Allah b. Ismail al-HashimI, in which he makes an
impassioned and afl'ectionate appeal to his Christian
correspondent to accept Islam.' Of a much more
formal character are the two letters, one in Arabic
and the other in Persian, which the Timilrid
prince. Shah Rukh Bahadur, addressed in 1412 to
the emperor of China, inviting him to observe the
law of Muhammad, the Apostle of God, and
strengthen the religion of Islam, so that he might
exchange the transitory sovereignty of this world
for the sovereignty of the world to come.'''
similar royal missive was sent by Mawla'i Ismail,
Sharif of Morocco, to King James II. in 1698.''
Coming from such an exalted source, these documents have been preserved, while the efforts of
The
humbler folk have remained unrecorded.
;

;

'

A

publication of

and periodical reports

tracts

of

missionary societies makes its appearance only in
the latter part of the 19th century.
LiTBRATURE.— Some attempt to give a bibliography of the
scattered notices of Muslim missionary activity is made in The
Preaching of Islnm", London, 1913, by' the present writer. For
the early period the most valuable source is Annali deW Islam,
by Leone Caetani, Milan, 1905ff., with exhaustive references
to authorities, both Christian and Miihammadan. China is the
only country to which any detailed monograph on the spread
of Islam has been devoted, in Marshall Broomhall, Islam in
China, London, 1910 see also J)li.i;slon d'Ollotie, Recherches sur
;

Musulma}is chinoi^ j^^tr l^ coininainh'nt. d'Ollone, etc., Paris,
f.
For different parts of Africa se]iarat« monographs have
appeared, e.(j., C. H. Becker, 'Zur Geschichte des ostlichen
Sudan and Materialien zur Kenntnis des Islam in DeutschG.
Ostafrika,' Dcr Ishtiii, i. and ii., Strassburg, 1910, 1911
Bonet-Maury, L'Islamisme et le Christianisme en A/rique,
occiL'lstam
dans
A.
Le
Chatelier,
Paris. 1906;
I'Afn'que
M. Klamroth, Der Islam in Deutschostdentals, do. 1899
afrika, Berlin, 1912. For the Malay Archipelago see the article
Mohammedanisme and the various place-names in Encyclopaedie van Ntderlandsch-Indie, ed. P. A. van der Lith and J. F.
Snellenian, Leyden, 1S99-1906 C. Snouck Hurgrronje, Nedcrland en de Istdm", do. 1915 G. Simon, Idamiind Christentnm
irti Kajnjtf um die Eroberrmg der anirnlstischen lleidenwelt :
Beobachtungen arts der ^lohammedanenni-ssion im Niedcrles

1911

*

'

;

;

'

'

;

;

Idndisch'Indien, Berlin, 1910. Much material may be gathered
from the works of travellers in Muhammadan countries, from
the journals and other periodical literature published by the
various Roman Catholic and Protestant missionary societies,
and from the periodicals specially demoted to the study of
Islam, viz. Revue du moiide musulmau, Paris, l!)06ff., Der
Islam, Zeitschrift fiir Geschichte vnd Kultur des tslatnischen
Orients, Strassburg, 191011., The Moslem World, a Quarterbf
Review of ffuifent Events, Literature, and Thought among
Mohammedans, London, 1911 ff., Mir Istama, Petrograd, 1912ff.,
and Die Welt des Islams, Zeitschrift der deutschen Geselischaft

fiir

Islamkunde, Berlin, 1913ff.
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W. ARNOLD.

— Zoroastrianism

Accordreligion.
For an account of such writings see Moritz Steinschneider,

began as a distinctly mis.sionary
1

und apologetische Litteratur in arabischer Sprache,
zwischen Mttslimen, dhri^tcn und Juden, Leipzig, 1877; Ignaz
Ueber nmhammedanische Polemik gegen Ahl alGoldziher,
Poleinische

'

kitab,'
2

ZDMG

sxxii. [1S76] oil

On

ff.

the doubtful authenticity of these letters see Oaetaui,
dell' Islam, i. 725if.
3 Risdlah 'Abd Allah b. Ismd'U al-Hdshimi Ua 'Abd al-Masih
b. Ishdg al-Kindf, London, 18S5, pp. 1-37.
* E. Blochet, Introduction d I'histoire des
ILotujoU de Fadl
Allah Rashid ed-Din, London, 1910, p. 249 1.

Annali

6

RBR xlvii.

[1903] 174

ff.
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(Zoroastrian)
iiig to

tradition,

Abode of the
asked by Ahura

Yima

whom

(on

[Prrs:,an])

.M.izda

'

see art. Ble.st,

was the tirst mortal
to remember and to

cherish' the faith (Vend. ii. 3), but he professed
unless the
himself unequal to the tji.sk and
tradition is devoid of all meaning contented himdomain
of
Iranian
self with extending the
temporal
power. Previous to the rise of Zoroaster there is
no record of any conscious endeavour to propagate
Iranism, which, like all religions which have no
With
personal founder, was non- missionary.'
Zoroaster's advent, however, the attitude changed,
and he himself, convinced that his religion was
the best for existent beings, to further my crea'
tures when followed in accord with righteousness
for
( Ys. xliv. 10), and that it would confer blessing
all eternity {Vs. liii. 1), besought Ahura Mazda
and Asa to reveal to him their divine plan that he
could rightly know how to proclaim (srdvayaema)
the religion (Ys. xlix. 6), to the end that he might
'convert all men living' (ydjvanto vlspeng vanraya,
Ys. xxxi. 3).
The potency of the faith would
convert many hearers ( Ys. xlvii. 6), and the promise
of Paradi.se would turn the wicked (Ys. xxviii. 5).
Indeed, a later text ( Yt. xiii. 87-94) celebrates the
greatness of Zoroaster, destined to spread the
Mazdayasnian faith over all the world. Such was
the merit of the religion that, if a non-believer
accepted it and did not sin in future, all his past
transgressions, even the most heinous, were forgiven (Vend. iii. 40 f.).
Zoroaster was successful in winning to his doctrine King Vistaspa of Balkh, who spread the faith
with his conquests (cf. Yt. xiii. 99 f. ; Sdh-ndmah,
tr. A. G. and E. Warner, London, 1905 tl'., v. 76 f.,
85 ; A. V. W. Jackson, Zoroaster, New York,
1899, pp. 80-92) ; and among the converts were
Turanians," such as Fryana and his descendant
Yoista (Ys. xM. 12; Yt. v. 81, xiii. 120), Arejahvant (Yt. xiii. 113), Frarazi (Yt. xiii. 123), Saena
cf. Dlnkart, IX. xxxiii. 5), and Isvant
(Yt. .xiii. 97

—

—

'

;

96; Dinkart, toe. cit.). Zoroaster is represented as praying that he may be able to cause
lieads of houses, villages, districts, and lands to
think, speak, and act in accordance with the religion (Ys. viii. 7), and missionaries went afar 'to
them who in [other] lands seek for righteousness
(Ys. xiii. 6), whUe, according to a Persian rivdyat,
some account of the Zoroastrian propaganda was
contained in the lost Vistasp Nask of the Avesta
(SBE xxxvii. [1892] 424). Itinerant (pairi-jaBan)
priests are mentioned side by side with those who
laboured at home (dainhdurvaesa [Visp. iii. 3, ix.
2; Yt. xxiv. 17]), and in some cases such priests
were evidently invited abroad, since they are
(Yt.

xiii.

'

1 In one of the Aramaic
papyri from Elephantine a Persian is
mentioned as head of a city (perhaps Syene cf. E. Sachau,
Aram. Papyri und Ostraka aus
Elephantine, Leipzig,
1911, pp. 51-54) in the reign of Darius ii., and is described as a
Since
this
word
(Av. mazdayasna) is
Mazdayasnian (pmc).
frequently used in the Younger Avesta to denote a Zoroastrian
col.
(cf. C. Bartholomae. Altiratt. Wortcrhuch, Strassburg, 1904,
1160 f. ; the borrowed Armenian mazdezn is employed in the
same sense [H. Hiibschmann, Ai-men. Gramm., Leipzig, 1S9597. i. 190]), it may possibly support the theory (opposed by the
present writer in art. Ach.ehkni.vns, but .advocated by J. H.
Moulton, Early Zoroastnanism, London, 1913, p. 39 ff.) that
the Ach»menians were Zoroastrians. On the other hand, the
writer has always maintained that the Achiemenian Persians
were Maztlayasnians in the rigid sense of the word, so that the
Av. term would prove little in this connexion.
3 The
ethnology of the Turanians is uncertain. They have
commonly been supposed, since the days of F. Max Miiller, to
be non-Iranian, but this seems to be true only in part. T^eir
names, as recorded in the Avesta, are Iranian, and the Sahndmah (i. 189) records that they were descended from Tur, son
;

.

.

.

'

'

while the name Tiira appears to be Iranian
(Bartholomae, col. 656). It is possible that they were Scyths
(J. Marquart, Erdniahr, Berlin, 1901, pp. 163-167; S. Feist,
der Indogerm<inen, do. 1913, pp. 405 f., 425, 471
Kultur
While they may well have been a congeries of
cf. art. SOTTHS).
the
like
races,
Scyths, the^\' appear to have been regarded, by
the Avesta, as nomad Iranians as opposed to the pastoral (oil:
who evoh ed the .\vesta. See, farther, art. Turantans.
of FaridQn,

.

.

.

;
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(Zoroaetrinn)
'

inimitJible delight of my kingdom (11-19) ; and to this all his
success during a long and ha7.aidous career was due. When he
ascenfled his ancestral Ihroiie, he appointed ii common abode
for alt the gods (KOllT|^•^(^.,t' diTtti'Twf
.
fctaiToi'), adorned their
images w ith every device according to ancient Persian ' ami
^Jreek regulation, and honoured them with sacrifices and laudations (;iop<f>jJ9
iraiTOioi Te\i'i)t Ka9' & TToAatb?
fxef (t)i*cdva9
Aoyo?
Ilf pcrwf Tt Kal EAAiji'oji
<^oi)yerous ti'Tyx^imirT) pi'^a napeSinKf
icat Tronwvpetra' (2l>-34)).
lie was not,
Kotrti.ritTa<i diftrt'aic i<

'desired afar' (dfiraefralcdta [Yt.
the other hand, tlie missionaries
8ometimes encountered opposition, as when Kcre8&ni sought to suppress tliem, but was driven from
xvi.

a.«

On

17]).

.

kingdom by Uaoma

his

(Ys. ix. 24), tliough the
present writer is inclined to regard tliis account as
an Iranian reflex of a Vedic myth, the mlc of tlic
hero being reversed, as is the case also in certain
other ligures surviving from the ])criod of IndoIj-anian unity.' When, in lilie manner, the Palila\'i
bikand-f/umanlk-Vijar states (x. 67 f.) that the
sons of Vistasija 'even wandered to Arum [tlie
Byzantine empire] and the Hindus, o\itside the
realm, in propagating the religion,' the tradition
of missionary activities in tliese countries (on wliicli
see Jaclison, pp. 85-90) deserves no credence, and

—

however, content with

Having determined to found a
(icpo^cffiov) most nigh the heavenly thrones
ayxKTTa Spitvtav), where, after he had sent his soul to
the heavenly thrones of Zeus Oroinasdes,' his body might
slumber till boundless time,' - he declared that holy spot to be
tlie common enthronement of all the
gods, who were imaged in
token of his piety (34-,'^3). Accordingly, he set up statues of
Zeus-Oromasues, Aiwllo-Mithra-Helios. Hermes, .ArtAgnes [VerethraghniiJ-lierakles-Ares, Uonimageije, and himself^ in gratitude for the imniortal care ((ieararou i^poiTi^os) whicli had
aided him in all his times of trial (54-00). lie made every provision for the upkeep of the shrine, the
priests of which were
to wear Persian vestments (71 ff.). Besides the sacrilicos enjoined by old and new custom alike, be directed that the
anniversary of his birth and of his coronation be observed
annually by .ill, and that in each montti the jiriesf^ should
commemorate the days— tile 10th and the lOlb -on which the
gods had caused these two events to take place. All this is
safeguarded by a law which 'my voice spake, but the mind of
the gods ratified (121 f.).
At the festivals the images of the gods should be clad in
Persian fashion and be crowned with golden diadems (132-139)
incense and perfumes were to be offered (142 f.), and an
abundant feast was to be provided for all comers (110-161).
The service at these banquets was performed by hu'voduitloi
iq.v.), who, with their children, were inalienable (101-101), as
were akso the villages, etc., dedicated for the maintenance of
the shrine (191-205); and the inscription closes with the hope
that the dedicator's children will follow his example, and with
blessings on those who observe his will and curses on those who
seek impiou.'.ly to undo his work (205-237). For a fragmentary
inscription which begins in closely similar fashion see Dittenmighty monument

'

'

'

;

berger, no. 404

also of interest.*

An

inscrijjtion of Antiochus I. of
(1st cent. B.C.) at Nimrud Dagh is of

Commagene

much value
as the expression of the religious fervour of a
prince
who traced his lineage, on the paternal side, to the
Aclijemenians themselves, and also as showing the
character of a late Zoroastrian cult in a foreign
land.
The relevant portions of this te.xt (ed. most
conveniently by W. Dittenberger, Orlentis Gneci
iTiscripf. selcctw, Leipzig, 1903-05, no. 383 [i. 593603]) may be summarized as follows (cf. also I"".
Cumont,
culte

89-91,

ii.

monuments

Tiij-tcK et

ftijuns rdatifs

Miihra, Brussels, 1896-99,

lie

and below,

i.

au

11, 233, 23S,

p. 754''):

'

I considered
piety (eicre^siai-) not only the strongest foundation of all things t'ood, but also the sweetest joy to men, and
held it to be the criterion both of fortunate power and of
blessed usefulness (Kpitriv Ka'i Swdfieu^ evrvxov^ «ai

luucafiarijt)

holiness

;

my

throughout

(6(7i<iT-7Ta)

I

was seen by

all

to

Furdna written after the middle of the 6tb cent. A.D., priests
called Magas were brought from Sakadvipa (' Scyth-[i8j land ') to
ser\e sun-temples. This is scarcely to be construed as Iranian
propaganda for the function of these foreign priests see art.
Sauras and Maqas, and cf. D. B. Spooner, JR.t S, 1915, pp. 03- S9,
405-466.
;

AVith the rise of the house of Sasan Zoroastrianism not merely revived, but again developed a
According to the
maikedly missionary spirit.
Dinkart (ed. and tr. P. B. and U. P. Sanjana,

both the most faithful guardian and the

1

;

82J

is

quite improbable).

Ck)ntrariwise, much of a very second-rate character was
current in Qreek under tlie names of Zoroaster,
Ostanes,
Hystaspes, etc. (.1. A. Fabricius, Dibliotheca drirca, Hanibur1705-28, i. 245-252. 92-95) ct. also the folk-medicine and magTc
ascribed to Zoroaster in Geoponica, \. vii. f., x., xii., n.
xv., v.
'I

;

xlvi., VM. V.

•On

f.,

xi., X. Ixxxiii., xi. xviii. 11, xiii. ix. 10, xv.

i.

the Parthian religion see O. liawlinson, Sizth Great

Ontnt. Monarchy, London, 1873, pp. 898-402

:

F. Justi,

GIrP

A. V. W. Jackson, t7>. p. 694; J. M. Unvala,
(1904J 486f.
'The Religion of the Parthians,' in Sir
Jainsetjee Jejeebhoi/
Madressa Jubilee Vol., Bombay, 1914. pp. 1-10. Ct. also art
Pabtiiians, For the Seleucids see E. R. Bevan, rioiise uf
Seteu«/.«, London, 1902, i. 290 1.
ii.

8

;

It is implied in Yt. xvii. 16 that Dai-nn
(Religion personified)
the daiirjhler of Ahura Mazda and
Armaili, but she is neither

Ills

sister

uor his wile.

f.).

Deities on Indo-Scythic Coins,' in BOR, 1887, pp.
155-166 ; and especially A. von Sallet, Zcitschr.
fiir Numismatik, vi. [1879] 386-409; A. Cunningham, 'Coins of the Kushans, or Gre.at Yiie-ti,' in
Numismatic Chron. lU. xii. [1S92] 40-82, 98-159
and plates xiv.-xxiv. ; P. Gardner, Coins of the
Greek and Scythic Kings of Bactria and India in
the Brit. Miis., London, 1886, pp. 129-161 and
plates xxvi.-xxix. ; Cat. of Coins oftlie Ind. Museum
[Calcutta], Calcutta, 1893-96, iv. 39-50; further
literature in E. J. Kapson, Indian Coins, Strassburg, 1898, p. 18).
According to a section (ch. cxxxvi. [cxxxix.])of the Bham.^j/a

deem

Keresani is apparently to be identified with the Vedic
Kr^nu, an archer wlio shot at the eagle which was carrying off
Soma (Rigi-eda, iv. xxvii. 3f. ;nf, A. Bergaigne, UrUr/ion n'di"iue,
A. Uillebrandt, Ved. Myth., Breslau,
Paris, 1878-83, iii. 30f.
1891-1902, i. 448 f.; A. A. Maodonell, r«d. jl/y(A., Strassburg,
For Keres.ini see F. Justi, Iran. Namfnbxicli,
1897, p. 137).
Marburg, 1895, p. 161 (J. Darmesteter'e identification of him
with Alexander the Great [Xend- Avesta, Paris,
1892-93, i. 80-

021

regards India, we note that on the coinage
of the Kusan kings Kaniska {q.v.) and Huvi.ska
(lst-2nd cent. B.C.) a number of Zoroastrian deities
appear along with Greek and Hindu gods and
ethgies of the Buddlia (M. A. Stein, 'Zoroastr.

xpij(reais

life

(i.

As

:

is

'

;

We

llranianj, 5 2)

—

this.

(oxipai'twi'

eaually apocryphal is tlio statement of the DhUciirl
{SBE xxxvii. p. xxxi) that the Avesta was translated into Greek."
From the clo.se of the Avestan period to the
dynasty of the Sasanids (224-651), there is almost
a Wank in the historj' of Zoroastrianism, for neither
Seleucids nor Parthians seem to have taken mucli
interest in tlie religion.' Nevertheless, there \v:>s
considerable diBusion, if not of orthodox Zoroastrianism, at least of Iranism during this time.
have already had occasion to note the spread
of Iranian concepts in Cappadocia as shown in the
month-names of that country (art. Calendah
[Persian], vol. iii. p. 130") and a curious amalgamation of Semitic and Iranian religious ideas is
revealed by a Cappadocian Aramaic inscription of
the2ndcent. B.C. (JI. Lidzbarski, Ephemerisjfursem.
Epigraphik, i. [1902] 67-69), which runs as follows
'This (?) Den-JIazdayasnii (N-C'JcniDJn), the queen (?), the
sUter and wife (xnnjNl NnnK) of Bel, spake thus: "I am the
wife of King BCI." Thereupon Bel spake thus to Den-M.azdayasnii: "Thou, my sister, art vcrv wise, and fairer than the
goddesses; and therefore have I made thee wife of Bel (?)."
The reference to xvaitvadulha (on which see MAaRiASE

.

Bombay, 187411'., vol. x. p. 12), Ahuia Mazda commands that the faith be spread through the world ;
and

in elucidating the

profess,' the P;ililavi

meaning of Av./;(((verdne, 'I
commentators add that every

Zoroastrian endeavours to propagate tlie religion
all mankind, while the highest praise attaches to the quondam non-believer who renounces
his former tenets in favour of Zoroastrianism (SBE
xviii. [1882] 415). _ Sapor II. (309-379), aided
by
his great priest Adarbad (on whom see Justi,
Namenbuch, p. 49), worked zealously in the cause
of proselytism (Dinkart, vol. ix. [>. 579), and the
Dinkart (vol. viii. p. 26) directly sanctions pro-

among

That this was by no means a
Ijy force.
Imaoks AND Idols (Persian). The terai laudations
like
a literal translation of Av. yaSta,
looks
very
(jraiTjYi'pttni)
Yafit,* panegyric nf an mdividual deity.
- Ti>v
anripo'f aiuna may possibly translate Av. zroan akarana.
3 For the brief individual
inscriptions to all these see Ditten.

paganda
'

'

Cf. art.

'

berger, nos. :tS4-:iss

(i.

Oii4-0(it').

'
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wretched to allow more than a reluctant and hostile toleration at best from the dominant MuhamThose who, In the 7th cent. migi-ated
madanism.
to India and thus gave rise to the communities of
Parsis {q.v. were received with none too warm a
welcome. As Dhalla observes (p. 323), with regard
to their abstention from propaganda in India,

is amply proved by the
records of persecution of the Christians by the
Sasanid rulers in Persia.' The Pahlavi portion of
the Nirangistan (ed. D. P. Sanjana, Bombay,
1894, fol. 16", 17") bears witness to the admission
of proselytes, and the Pahlavi Mdtigdn-i-Hazar

merely academic attitude

Datistan

(ed.

J. J.

Modi, Poona, 1901,

WZKM

p.

1

;
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(Zoroastrian)

'

,

)

tr.

*The precarious condition in which they lived for a considerable period made it impracticable for them to keep up
their former proselytizing zeal. The instinctive fear of diswhom
integration and absorption in the vast multitudes among
a
they lived created in them a spirit of exclusiveness and strong
and
discharacteristics
racial
of
the
for
the
preser\ation
feeling
tinctive features of tlicir community. Living in an atmosphere
felt that their own
caste
Hindu
with
the
they
system,
surcharged
barriers.'
safety lay in encircling tlieir fold by rigid caste

xxvu. [1914] 347 ff.) states
Bartholoraae,
that a slave belonging to a Christian should be
ransomed by Zoroastrians from his master if such
a slave embraces Parsiism, though he is not to be
set free if he becomes a Zoroastrian together with
or after his master.
During the period under consideration there was
some extension of Zoroastrianism in China (cf.
Jackson, pp. 278-28U), though no details are thus
It would appear, however, from the
far known.
discoveries made by M. A. Stein, A. Griinwedel,

Nevertheless, a certain amount of proselytizing
continued as late as the 18th cent., especially in
the case of slaves purchased from low-caste Hindus.
Such procedure, however, instead of being welcomed
A. von Le Coq, and P. Pclliot in Turkestan, where as extending the faith, aroused hostility on social
Buddhist, Persian, Turki, Greek, and Chinese grounds, some Parsis being unwilling to permit
relics lie intermingled, that Zoroastrianism passed
such converts to prepare sacred cakes (t^rons) for
doubted the festivals or to allow the proselytes to be exalong the gi'eat trade-routes. It may be
whether there was any active propaganda.^
after death on the Parsi Towers of Silence.'
We have just seen that the Sasanids proceeded posed
The question was referred more than once to the
by force against non-Zoroastrians in Persia they Zoroastrians in Persia, whose replies were in favour
Ample of admittuig converts. From the point of view of
pursued a similar course in Armenia.
Armenian historians,^ orthodox Zoroastrianism, there cannot be the
proof of tliis is given in the
and much further information is doubtless to be slightest question that the ruling of the Irani
Acts of
On the other
gleaned from the hitherto untranslated
(Persian) Zoroastrians was riglit.
the Armenian Martyrs.* As an example it will hand, it was felt by the Parsis of India that an
cent,
of
the
5th
the
data
be sufficient to summarize
iniiux of low-caste Hindus would be prejudicial to
writer Elisieus (Hist, of Vartan, tr. C. F. Neumann, the purity of their Iranian community.
London, 1830)
The only cases in which proselytism has been
All non-Zoroastrians were oppressed in Armenia from theuroed in recent years have been instances in which
Artases iv. (422-429).
reign of ArSak in. (341-367) till that of
a Parsi has married a non-Zoroastrian wife, or has
The Persian YazdagirJ n. (438-457) followed this example,
the sect of
desired to have children born by such a wife, or by
urged bv the Zoroastrian priests to exterminate
the Christians,' and he deprived them of their property and
a non-Zoroastrian mistress, received into the Parsi
to
martyred those who remained steadfast. Some he induced
community. In all these cases admission has been
that
'Oh
and
become apostates by money
high ranli, saymg,
souls
granted only in the face of intense opposition.
you would but receive the doctrine of the Magi into your
The motives of the converts have been, in practically every
Oh that you would but exchange the heresy of your souls for
'

;

:

'

!

have been
instance, worldly, not religious, and the conversions
are harmful
purely nominal. Parsis hold that such ]>roselytes
to the faith, and that, if converts are admitted at aU, it must be
under conditions which put the sincerity of the neophytes'
The Zoroastrian comreligious convictions beyond suspicion.
munity has no organization for training new converts ; the
of Parsi girls are lessened by the
matrimonial

The Magi exliorted
the true and excellent laws of our gods
and his
him, il he would prove his gratitude for his power
In
victories, to make Zoroastrianism dominant everj-where.
Zoroastrians
the
endeavours
promulgated an
the course of his
which the
interesting Zarvanite statement of theology, to
Christians replied (pp. 11-20). The persecution provolied a
revolt, which was not suppressed until the Christian leader,
Vardan, fell in battle in 461. The whole account of Ehsasus
shows the clash of two religions, each of uncompromising
character. Cruelty and craft were only too evident, but the
must be recognized.
spirit of sincere conviction
'

!

With

the overthrow of
the Arabs the missionary
ism practically came to
those who remained in

opportunities

wives of other rehgions ;
possibility of converting prospective
and the admission of illegitimate children of Parsis is felt to be
of
a
immorality.
condoning
virtually

This attitude— so different from that of Zoroaster
and of Zoroastrianism until the migration to India
—is fraught with grave possibilities to Parsiism.
The age of marriage is rising, and the birth-rate is
There is a steady leakage towards agnosfalling.
ticism (not towards conversion to Christianity,
Muhammadanism, or any form of Hinduism). Even

the Sasanian dynasty by
enterprise of Zoroastriana close. The plight of
Persia was and is— too

—

S. E. Asseuiani, Acta martyrum arienlalium, Eome, 174S
G.
P. Bedjan, Acta martiirum et sanctorum, Paris, 1890-97
Hoffmann, Ausziige a'tis syr. Akten pers. Mdrtyrer, Leipzig,
sous la
1880; J. Labourt, Christianisnw dans Vempirc perse
1

;

;

among those who regard themselves as Zoroastrians
there Is much laxity. Theosophy ((/.f.) is making

'

Zoroastrian
dynastic sassanide, Paris, 10ii4 L. H. Gray,
Material in the Acta Sanctorum,' in Journ. of the Manchester
further material
Orient.
37-56;
and
1913-14,
Soc,
pp.
Egyp.
is given in the Bollandists' liibllotheca hatjiographica orientaiis,
towards
Ohristiamty
For
Zoroastrian
1910.
hostility
Brussels,
and Judaism see artt. Jesus Christ in Zoroasteiasism, Jkv.s
Justi {GIrP ii. 621, 529 f.), followed by A.
IS ZoROASTRlASisM.
J. H. W. Brandt (3tanddische Religion, Leipzig, 1889, p. Kl,
note 1), holds that the persecutions were political rather than
State protection
religious in motive, the Nestorians enjoying
and even favour, whereas the Catholics, owning allegiance to
a non-Persian power, were objects of hostility.
a As ilUistrating the extent to which Iranian ideas were
current in China it is interesting to note that a long Manicliiean
P.
treatise exists in Chinese (ed. and tr. E. Chavannes and
Un Trait* manicliecn retrouvi en Chine,' in J A x.
Pelliot,
.

;

.

.

a form of 'esoteric' Zoroastrianism which can
Avesta. Some of
scarcely be reconciled with the

the ratUcal wing of the 'reforming' party, at the
other extreme, rationalize the religion until it
becomes a travesty of its real content. Against
all this must be reckoned many wisely conservative Parsis, both priests and laymen," but
whether, so long as all accessions from without
are forbidden, they can advance and extend tlie
for the future.
good religion is a question
'

'

'

:
passiones
patrum, 2 vols., do. 1855 (all in Armenian only).
Passion of SS. Abdas, Hormisdas, Sahin, and Benjamin

Vitiie
'

;

The

'

is tr.

P. Peeters, Analecta Bollandiana, xwiu. [1909] 399-415.
For further details see the Bibt. ling, orient, cited above.

by

LrlERATimE.— M. N. Dhalla, Zoroastrian Theology, New
York 1914, pp. 11-13, 72-76, 198 f., 323-325, 807 f. letter of
writer (6th
Rustamji Edulji Dastur Peshotan Sanjana to the
;

xviU. [1911] 499-617, Xl. i. [1913] 99-199, 261-394).
3 M. Brosset, Collection d'histuriens annhuena, Petrograd,
V. Langlois,
1874-76, Deux histnriens anniniens, do. 1870;
Collection des historiens anciens et modernes de I'Arminie,
1867-69.
Paris,
acta pletnora, 12 vols.,
*e.g., J. B. Aucher, Sanctorum
22
Venice, 1810-14 ; L. Alishan, Bibliotheca ArnKniaca,
vo^s.,
Vitce et
t^anctorum, 2 vols., do. 1874
do. 1853-61

July

1916).

MISTLETOE.— See

Louis H. Gray.

Celts,

vol.

iii.

p.

295

f.

See art. Gabaes and the literature there cited, to which may
now be added Bve papers by KhudayarSheriyar in theJcjeebhoy
jKiiice J'oi., pp. 299-318, 432-438.
'iOn all these movements see esp. J. N. Jarquhar, Modern
New York, 1915, pp. 84-91,
Religious ilunemenls in India,
1

343-34(;.
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MITHRAISM. —Tlie

religion generally

known

name, which enjoyed a widespread popularity in the eeutiiries immediately preceding and

by

this

following the Christian era, centred in the wor.sliip

of Mithra, a divinity worshipped in the Indo-Iranian jierioil by the two most easterly branches of
the Aryan race, as is shown by the fact that his
name appears in the form Mitra among the gods
of the V edic pantheon and in that of Mithra in
the early religious poetry of Persia. The name
coincides in form with a common noun which in
or
Sanskrit means
friend
and in
frienilship
Avestan compact,' ' and it would seem to follow
that from the earliest times the conception of
Mithra was an ethical one.
'

'

'

'

'

—

1. Mitra in Vedic religion.
In the only hymn
addressed exclusively to him in the Rigveda (iii.
59) Mitra is said to
bring men together, uttering
his voice and to watch the tillers of the soil witii
unwinking eye' phrases which suggest a .solar
divinity and from the numerous hymns in which
Mitra and Varuna are conjointly addressed it is
abundantly clear that both divinities are maniIn the Bidhmanas,
fested in the celestial light.
indeed, the view prevails that Mitra represents the
light of day, especially that of the sun, while to
Varuna belong the thou.sand eyes of night. This
seems, however, to be a later refinement, the beginnings of which may be traced in the Atharvaveda,
especially IX. iii. 18, where Mitra uncovers in the
morning what Varuna has concealed. The theory
of Oldenberg,^ that the group of divinities known
.as Adityas, who are said in Rigveda IX. c.xiv. 3 to
have been seven in number,^ ori'^inally represented
sun (Mitra), moon (Varuna), and live planets, and
W£is borrowed from a Semitic race, has little to
commend it. It is more probable that Varuna
was by origin the all-encompassing vault of heaven
(^var, 'cover'), Mitra the light which proceeds
therefrom.
Ethically the two gods were probably
differentiated in the Indo-Iranian period, Varuna
being the supreme upholder of physical and moral
order, Mitra the all-seeing witness who guarantees
good faith between man and man. This is not so
clear^in the Vedas as in the early religious poetry
of Persia, where the place of Varuna is taken by
Ahura Mazda ( = 'Wiae Lord,' the word Ahura
corresponding to Skr. asiira a term which in later
Vedic literature means 'demon,' but in the Rigveda is applied to gods, more especially to Varuna
and Mitra, and is plausibly suggested to have connoted the possession of occult power).
2. Mithra in Iran.
Among the Iranian peoples
the worship of .Mithra attained an importance
which it never possessed in India.
The early
history of this worship is very obscure, owing to
the uncertainties which beset the interpretation of
the ."Vvestan texts. From the inscriptions found
by H. Winckler at Boghaz-keui in 1907, 'especially
the treaty between the Hittite king Subbiluliuina
and Mattiuaza, the son of Tushratta, king of
Mitanni, it appears that Mitra, Varuna, Intlra,
and the
or 'Twins,' were worshipped in
Nasatya,
the district of Mitanni in the 14th cent. B.C.
Kduard Meyer (' Das erste Auftreten der Arier in
die Geschichte,',SJ3.4 W, 1908, p. 14 tf. ) regards this
fact as a proof that an Aryan community existed
in Mitanni
in EBr'^ xxi. 2U3 he suggests that the
Aryans in question were a caste rnling over a nonAryan people. It is, however, uncertain w hether
'

'

'

—

;

'

'

—

—

;

These words are ooniiected by etymolojfy with the base *niei,
'exchange,' Been in Lat coin-rnunh, Goth, ga-maui^, M.H.O.
ge-mein, etc. see K. Bni^niann and B. Delbrtink, Gnindriss'-,
1

;

Strassburg, 1897 8.,
X. tl907) 143-1S9.
'

Relimon

da

ii.

i.

?Ai,

and

Veda, p. 186 ff.

especially A. MeiUct,

JA

x.

s Six
Adityas are enumerated in Rigveda n. xxril. 1, and
eight in x. Ixxii. 8 f.
'
* Of. H.
Winrltler, Die Arier in den Urkunden Ton Bogliaxk«l,' OLZ. 1910, pp. 289-301.

we

regard them as the anceslors of the
(a-s J. H. Moulton bus
suggested, Eaibj Zurodslrinniim, London, 19i:!,
pp. 7, -ti) that we have here the relic of a pn:tiistoric migration backward from India to the
North-West. It is to be observed that the name
Varuna is otherwise imknown in Iranian texts,
whilst Ahura Mazda, who takes his jilace, appears
under the form Assara Mazash in an .\s.syrian li.st
of divinities of about 650 ii.C. (published by F.
Ilommel, PSBA, 1899, pp. 1'27, 138), and had, no
doubt, been borrowed from an Iranian people at a
considerably earlier date. To the s.-ime period
belongs a tablet from the library of Assurbanipal
in which Mithra is identilied with Sliamash (R. iii.
Our next evidence dates from the
69, 5, 1. 7'2).
slio\ild

Iranians, and even jiossible

Achajmenian dynasty. The inscriptions of Cyru.s,
it is true, throw no light on bis worship of Iranian
divinities, and Uarius I. mentions Ahura Mazda
only but the evidence of thc^ophoric names (Mirpa;

Sririjs

1'26,

[Herod, i. 110, 121], .'M iT/)o;SdTj;s {ib. iii. 120,
127], and, earlier still, MiTpa7otfi7S, if this is

the correct reading, in yEsch. Vers. 42) makes it
plain that Mithra was prominent in the Persian
pantheon,' while Artaxerxes Mnemon (403-358
B.C.) names as his divine protectors Ahura Mazda,
Anahita, and Mithra (Art. Siis. a, 4f., Ham. 5 f
The coupling of Mithra with the
[O. Pers. text]).
goddess Anahita reminds us of the confusion
between the two of which Herodotus is guilty
in the passage (i. 131) in which he describes the
Persian religion, and identifies Mir/ra with the
'Assyrian' Mylitta (an appellative of Islitar).
We have
3. Mithra in early Zoroastrianism.
next to consider the position of Jlithra in the
religion of Zarathushlra.
Adopting the position
(1) that the Gatluls go back to the time of the
Prophet himself, and that this was not later (and
very possibly earlier) than the traditional date (7th
cent. B.C.), and (2) that the Yanhts, at any rate as
regards the metrical portions, are not nianj'
centuries later," we observe that Mithra is never
mentioned in the former, and was ignored by
Zarathushtra in his reform.
It may even be
possible to go further, and to hold that the
Prophet regarded him as a daeva, or demon,
whose worship was to be banished from the pure
faith.
In Ys. xxxii. 10 we hear of the teacher of
evil who 'declares that the Ox and the Sun are
the worst thing to behold with the eyes,' which
may perhaps refer to the nocturnal .sacrifice of the
bull by Mithraists
and it is also possilde that the
Ox-Creator (Geitsh-tasluin) named in Y.i. xxix. 2
was a substitute for Mithra devised by Zarathushtra. The.se are (miy conjectures;* but we
shall find in later Mithraic ritual abundant proofs
of the survival of primitive conceptions such as
Zarathushtra endeavoured to eradicate. It is not
necessary here to discuss the ditlicult questions
regarding the measure of success attained by the
Prophet's reform and the origin of the countermovement (perhaps Magian) wliich restored the
more primitive worships. It may be worth mentioning, however, that in the Persian calendar,
which there is reason to think (on astronomical
grounds) was introduced into Cappadocia by
Darius l.,^ the names of the months are derived
from divine names, which include those of Mithra
.

—

;

1
CI. also the names Mi9(>o^apfai-7n (Corn. Nepos, DaJom.vi. 8,
Diod. Sic. XV. xci. 8), Mi9(io/3oi'fiii'>)s (Diod. xvii. xxi. 3 ; Arriaii,
Anah. i. xvi. 3). MtTpnArpn)? (Nioolaus Danuiac. h'HQ iii. 363),
MiSpoirauarin (Pint. Tlmtiut. 29;, MiSpnvcmK (.\rrian, Analt.
m. viii. r.), etc. (I". Justi, Iran. Xamrnh., Marburg, 1896, pp.
2081., 213, 210 I., and c»p. Oumont, Teiles. ii. 70-8S, 464-188).
2 A
popular account of the present st.Tte of the quefition will
be found in J. II. Sloulton's Karlu Rftyiious Foftry oj Pertia,
Cauibricljje, 1911, and further details in the same author's
Rarly Xoroagtrinnism.
"Moulton, Kady XoiuaUriar.ism, pp. 129, S67.
* See
excursus, i^. p. r'f* ft.

MITHRAISM
(but not Anfihita) and the six Aniesha Spentas
(or Amsliaspands), which are among the most
characteristic features of Zoroastrianisra properly

For our knowledge of Mithraworshiii

so called.

we

the Persians

among

naturally turn

3Iihir Yasht (17. x., Eng.

SBE

the

to

xxiii. [1883],

Darmcsteter, more accurately in

J.

by

tr. in

German by

¥. Wolir, Ai'csta
itbersctzt, Strassburg, 1910,
The opening lines of the poem show
pp. 198-221).
clearly the high position enjoyed by Mlthra,
although, as a yazata ('adored one') he stood
.

.

.
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ritual of Mithra- worship the Yasht tells us little ;
haonui (q.v.) and milk were offered to him in
libation ; and the Mazdayasnian is bidden to
'
beasts small and great, and birds that
sacrifice
himself for the sacrifice by
fly,' and to prepare

ablutions and penance (Yt. x. 119-122).'
Mithraisra.— (a) In
4. External influences on
and
The picture thus sketched
Babijioniii.

—

—

nothing essential would be added liy drawing on
the later portions of the Avesta or the Pahlavi
texts is in many ways veiy different from that of
Mithraism as known to us from the inscriptions
technically on a lower level than the six Amsliasand monuments of the Roman period, and the
pands of Zarathushtra's creed.
'Thus 8p,ike jVhura ILxzda to the holy Zarathushtra When I
problem of accounting for the difference is one
which the evidence at present available does not
created Jlithra, lord of wide pastures, then, O Spitama, I
created him as worthy of sacriBce, as worthy of prayer as
enable us to solve. It is, however, clear that the
x.
l'(.
Mazda
(
1).
myself, Ahura
transformation was due partly to Babylonian
either
voice
no
uncertain
with
The Yasht speaks
influence, partly to contamination with beliefs
of
the
character
of
the
ethical
or
of the physical
current in Asia' Minor. The former influence, no
god:
to exert itself at an early date, since
The first of the spiritual Yazalas, who rises over the doubt, began
the confusion of which Herodotus was guilty, in
.Mountain ' before the immortal sun, driver of swift horses who
foremost attains the gold-declied, fair summits, whence he
identifying Mithra (as a supposed female divinity)
surveys the whole dwelling-place of the Aryans, he, the most
with Ishtar, and the coupling of -Mithra with
mighty '(I'!, x. 13).
Anahita (q.v.), who, in spite of her associations
This is clearly neither the sun himself nor any with the Oxus, was a
goddess of an easily recogindividual object, but the heavenly light in nized Semitic
tj'pe, point to a close mjijji-ochcment
the
with
it
well
and
suits
recurring
general,
between Persian and Babylonian cults. The most
formula of the hymn
feature of later Mithraism, due to
important
To Mithra, the lord of wide pastures, we sacrifice, the truth- Chaldaean
influence, was the prominence of astrothe
the
in
thousand-eared,
shapely,
assembly,
speaking', eloquent
There is nothing to show that this was a
the myriad-ej ed, the exalted, (lord of) the broad look-out, the
latry.
feature of early Iranian religion, whereas we know
strong, the sleepless, the vigilant (l'(. x. 7, etc.).
Here the ethical and the physical are already that the observation of the heavenly bodies and
combined and in the second stanza of tlie hynui the belief in their influence on the att'airs of men
the god and the
compact over were of great antiquity in Babylonia. When,
promise or
whose fuUilment he watches are almost identilied
therefore, we find the busts of sun and moon and
for Zarathushtra is thus addressed by Ahnra the circle of the zodiac standing features in
Mithraic monuments, we can ha\e no doubt as to
Mazda
'Break not the compact [mifArem], whether thou make it
the ultimate source of this element nor can it
with the faithless or with the righteous fellow-believer, for
be questioned that the elaboration of a body of
Mithra stands for both, for the faithless as for the righteous.*
doctrine, expressed in and through myth and
Throughout the Yasht the invincible might of
in the Farther East,
also took
Mithra is invoked against the mithraclruj, which symbols, the details ofplace
the process escape us. We
although
may he tran.^lated either deceiver of Mithra or can say no more than that the dualism of Iranian
It is this guardianship of
'promit^e-breaker.'
furnished a clue both to the cosmic

—

:

'

'

;

:

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

;

:

;

'

'

truth and good faith that gives Mithra his special
but he is also invoked, like other
character
divinities, as the protector of the needy,
whom the poor man, who follows the teaching of righteousness, when wronged and deprived of his rights, with uplifted
;

'

'

'

for help (¥t. x. 84), and his aid is sought in
both worlds, in this world of the body, and in the world of the

hands invokes
spirit '(i&.

1*3).

The

last trait may remind us that among the
functions of Mithra was that of assisting the
souls of those departed in the faith on their
journey to Paradise.
He is implored to ' be present at our sacrifice, come to our
bear them for atonement, lay them down in the
libations
.

House

.

.

of Praise

'

(l'(. x. 32).

natural, therefore, to find as his companions
Sraosha ('obedience') and Rashnu (' justice'), who,
in later Zoroastrianism,- are found beside Ahnra
Mazda in the Final Judgment. In the Yasht,
however, they figure as his henchmen in the great
struggle between the powers of light and flarkIt

is

ness.
Mithra strikes terror into them, Rashnu strikes a counterfear into them, Sraosha drives them together from every side
toward the protecting angels '(}'(. x. 41).
*

Throughout the poem Mithra appears as

jire-

he was, therefore,
eminently a god of battles
especially fitted to become, as he did in later times,
;

Roman

soldier.
Of the
name elsewhere applied to the peak
upon which 'Ahura Mazda the Creator fashioned for Mithra a

the favourite deity of the
1

Hara

ba-'-zaiti is the

dwelling where is neither night nor darkness, nor chill wind,
nor hot, nor death-dealing sickness, nor pollution wrought by
demons, nor do mists rise thereon (57. x. 50). To the Iranian
this meant Mt. Alburz.
' See L. C.
Casartelli, Philosophi/ of the Mazdaiiasnian
Religimi under the Sn-ssaniV/s, Bombay, ISSO, pp. 79-81 Dhalla,
Zoroastrian Theology, p. 239 1. ; Cumont, Textes, i. 37.
'

;
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process
religion
and to the destiny of the individual soul, and that
from
the
doctrine
were
flowed
whicli
the results
worked out in detail on the banks of the Euphrates.
The brief account of Zoroastrianism given by
Plutarch in the de Iside et Osiride" shows us
how far the Magians had already carried the transformation of the simple Persian faith into that
which meets us in the Bundahishn and other
Pahlavi texts of the Sasanian era, and enables us
to rely on these to some extent for the interpretaEssential
tion of doubtful details in the evidence.
features are: (1) the separation in the material
'
universe of the province of Ahura Mazda, withdrawn beyond the sun as far as the sun is from the
earth,' from that of Angra Mainyu, the prince of
darkness, and the intermediate position of Mithra,
the fieaiTTjs ; and (2) the doctrine that the soul is a
divine spark of light descending from the highest

heaven and acquiring a gross and earthly envelope
which taints it with corruption and makes its
existence on earth a continual struggle with the
power of evil. The moral consequences of this
doctrine, particularly the inspiring conception of
Mithra, the Mediator, as at once the commander
under whom the individual shares in the fight
against the prince of darkness and the Redeemer^
who grants to his faithful servants final deliverance
from the body of death, followed by the return of
1 At the close of the Yasht
(x. 145 ; cf. 113) Mithra and Ahura
are jointly invoked, just as Mitra and Varu^a are in the Vedic

hvmns.
'2Ch. xlvi.f.
^ In a Manich^ean Turf.in
fragment Mithra is designated as
'redeemer and benefactor' {bijxtdr ud xriiUji; O. Salemaini,
i d, 2
Manichaeifche .Studien, i. [Petrograd,
(p. OJ).
I'.'i.'S'l
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the puritied sjiirit to Hie spliere from which it
cmiie, we inay believe to he cliaraoteristically
Iranian
to Chaldtea we sliall
attrilmte tlic
elaboration of the astrological dogmas connected
with the mfluence exercised by tlie [ilanets upon
the Roul in its passage through their spheres, and
the ])r()minence given to the conception of Destiny
as revealed in the unchanging order of the heavenly
process, carried on throughout unending time
Fatal(zrvan akarana in later Zoroastrianism).
ism was the necessary corollary of these doctrines
but its acceptance in theory did not prevent
Mitliraism from becoming an intensely practicau
creed, full of stimulus for the activity of the
;

;

individual.'

—

It is much more ditficult to
(6) In Asia Minor.
say what was the effect upon Mitliraism of its
dillusion throughout Asia Minor.have no
cont«m])orary evidence for the stages by which
this took place, but it is at least probable that the
l.^ter Achaemenian kings, who were, as we have seen,
ardent votaries of Mithra and Anahita Artaxer.xes
Ochus is said' to have erected statues of the
goddess in many places established the worship of
these divinities in the outlying portions of their
dominions. It was not long before they became
assimilated to those which were indigenous to the
land
Anahita was readily identified with the
Great Mother whose worship was so deeply rooted in
Anatolia (see art. MOTHER OF THE GODS), and thus
the way was paved for an alliance between Mithra
and Cybele (j.j». ). Mithra himself took the shape
of Men in Pontus (see below), and was assimilated
in art with Attis (q.v.), in spite of the profound
differences of nature and function between the two.
More than this we can hardly say, for the primitive features of Mithraic ritual, to be considered
later, were not necessarily borrowed, but may go
back to Iranian antiquity.
The taurobohum,
however, is believed by Cumont (i. 334 f.) to have
been taken over by Rlithraism from the cult of
the Great Mother. The
propagation of Mithraisin
in the West had its political as well as its religious
side.
One of the earliest conceptions of Iranian
religion was that of the glory,' or hvareno.* This
was conceived as a kind of mystical effulgence or
aureole derived from the heavenl5' light, and
possibly borrowed some of its features from the
widely diffused conception of the external soul.
In the story of the Fall, embodied for the Iranians
in the mj'tli of Yima, sin entailed the loss of this
precious talisman and in the Mihir Yasht the
dushhvnrcnd, 'he of evil glory,' is the man who
thinks that Mithra sees not all his evil deeds and
lying' (Yt. x. 105). But the hoarcno was more
especially the talisman of the royal house of Iran,
and as such is the main subject of an entire Yasht
{Yt. xix.), which deals with those who have or will
possess it, beginning with Aliura Mazda himself
and ending with Saosliyant, the future deliverer of
the world from evil, but giving in the main, as
Darmesteter points out {SBE xxiii. 286), 'a short
history of the Iranian monarchy, an abridged
Shah Nani.ih.' Historically, therefore, the hrnreno
is the token of Iranian kingship and the talisman

We

—

—

;

'

;

'

'

1

'Astral theology as a syBleni is foreipii to the Aveeta ; the
worship of Tishlrya (s=8irius), to whom Yt. viii. is addressed,
forms no real exception to this rule. Of the constellations only
the Great Bear is mentioned in this hymn (I'f. viii. 12).
2 That Mithraisra came to Asia Minor from .Semitic sources is
proved by the Grseco-Aramaic bilinjjual inscriptions of Cappadocia. in one of which (from Rhodandos) a Persian records now
he ifiayrviT* fiiffprt (Comptes rendus df I'acad. dfn ivsciiptions,
1908, p. 434), anrl also (as Cumont points out) by the fact that the
form Mayou(7atoi is A transliteration from the Aramaic.
» Clem. Alex.
Prolrept. 6.
4 The word
appears in tlie coi]ipound names which the

Oreeks wrote Tiaira-ibtfit'Tti, •l-apt'a ^a^o«, etc Cf. for other
names Jusd, pp. 90-98, 178, 18H., 403. On the 'glorv' itsplf
'"
see
lly E. Wi""
ilhelm, 'Ilvareno,' in Sir Jamseli^e Jrjet'
especial!)
l/hoi/ kadrfita JubiU* Vol., Bombay, 1914, pp. US-lOC.
•

'

which gives victory over the Turanian. Naturally
enough, the Near Eastern dyniislies which sprang
from the wreck of ,<\Ic.\ander's empire were anxious
to secure this token of legitimacy, and were therefore fervent worship|iers of Mithra, 'the sjiiritual
Yaznta who rides through all the Kar.-livars,
bestowing the hi'io-cuo' (Yt. x. 16). The iirevalence of this concejition is hut thinly veiled by the
disguise which the hvnrcnn attained among halfIlellenized Asiatics as the tvxn fiatriXiwi.
It was
doubtless at the courts of these mushroom nionarchs
that the Ilellenization of Mithraisin, which was
the indispensable condition of its further ilifl'usion,
was brought about. In this respect our most
instructive monument is tlie enormous cairn set up
b3' Antiochus I. of Commagene (69-38 n.c. on the
)

tumulus of Nimrud Dftgh, on either side of which
was a terrace with identical series of five statues.'
These, as the king tells us in his inscription,
represented u) Zeus-Oromasdes (=Ahura Mazda),
Apollo-Mithras-Helios-Hermes, (3) Artagnes(= Vcrethraghna, 'victory'), (4)
Commagene. (5) Antiochus liini'^elf of the last
the king says that by setting up the fashion of his
own form he has caused the honour of ancient
deities to become coeval with a new Tiix'?' The
identification of Mithras with three Greek divinities illustrates the elastic methods of syncretism
Hermes is probably chosen as the guide of souls in
the world beyond the grave,- and, at the same
time, it may be, with allusion to the planet
assigned to him (in common with Apollo) by the
Greeks, since Antiochus w as a convinced astrologer
and has left us his horoscope in relief on tlie
retaining-wall of the tenace yet Mithras is also,
as so often later, identified with the sun himself.
Antiocluis's father, it may be added, was one of
the numerous bearers of the name Mithradates
and another of the reliefs shows Antiochus clasping
the right hand of Mithras, represented in Persian
costume with the radiate nimbus. This grou]iing
of the god with the ruler whom he protects is a
motive which recurs in various quarters, especialls',
as M. I. Rostowzew * has show n, in Scythia. Ou
the coinage of Trapezus (Cumont, ii. 189-191)
Mithras, in Persian costume, appe.irs on horseback
in one instance flanked by the figures of Cautes
and Cautopates (see below) hence we are able to
recognize him in the mounted divinity (generally
trampling on a prostrate foe) represented on various
works of art found in the tumuli of the Scythian
princes in the Caucasus and Southern Russia.
A notable example is the silver rlii/ton from
Karagodeuashkh,* where Mithra, holding sceptre
and drinking-horn, is faced by a Scythian prince,
also mounted, Avho uplifts his right hand in the
gesture of adoration.
S. Contact with Greece and Rome.— It was in
Asia Minor that Greek art was enlisted in the
service of Mithr.aism and created the sculptural
types which were diffused throughout the West
and form the chief source of our knowledge of the
cult.
The group of Mithras the bull-slayer, to be
described presently, thougli ultimately inspired by
(2)

Herakles-.\ies

:

'

;

;

;

—

;

the bull-slaying Nike of the .\thenian acropolis, is
manifestly the creation of a Pergamcne artist, and
adorned every sanctuary of Mithras. In spile of
this fact, however, it is to be noted that Mitliraism
never became popular in Greek lands ; it is not
found, e.g., at Delos, where so many foreign cults
flourished in the later Hellenistic age, and its
For liiis inscription see K. Huinann and O. Puchstcin,
1

istn t'n Kldn-Asirn t/nrf Surd:Sl/ricn. Berlin, ISDO, p. 202 IT.,
anrl cf. Cumont, ii. SH-fll, 1S7-189.
- Cf. the dedication ' Deo invicto Milhrie Mercni-io' found at
Ii>

.Slnckstadt topelher with a statuette (F. Drcxel, /^rtiJ Kaxtftl
Sih-kstadt, Heiilplbertf, IDUi, p. SB; Cumont. Mjifl.Tfi'i,\\.\Hj).
i PrfdMavUnie o inonarchUcheskm vtasti v ifkithii i na

Bosporf, I*etrograd, 1913, p. tB.
* lb.
pi.
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MITHRAISM
traces are rare (and generally of Imperial date)
throughout the Helleuized East, in Syria, Egypt,
etc.
Even in the '2nd cent. A.D. Lucian writes of
Mithras as a barbarian god, oiidi cWtji'IS^oiv ry <j>(jir§
{DeoriuH Cone. 9).
The cult of Mithras is said by I'lutarch (Pomp.
24) to have been brought to Rome by Ciliciau
pirates taken captive in 67 B.C., and there is no
reason to doubt the statement ; but it certainly
failed to achieve the popularity already attained
by some other Oriental religions until almost the
close of the 1st cent, after Christ, for the earliest
Mithraic inscription as yet found in Konie was set

up by a freedman of the Flavian dynasty (CIL vi.
782 = Cumont, ii. 105 f.), and, although the British
Museum contains a statuary group of Mithras and
the bull dedicated by a slave of Ti. Claudius
hivianus, prcefectus prcctorio in A.D. 102 (Cumont,
ii. 228
cf. 106), Mithraic monuments and inscriptions do not become common in the West until the
Antonine period.
;

6.

world. —
Bj/ the
—The dillusion ofRoman
Mithraism was largely the

Diffusion in the

army.

(a)

of the army.
Pontus, Cappadocia, Commagene, and Lesser Armenia precisely those regions
in which the specialized form of the cult had been

work

—
—
developed were recruiting-grounds largely drawn

upon by the Romans, even while as yet only clientkingdoms of the empire, and still more when they
were annexed and became provinces. During the
Parthian wars under Claudius and Nero a considerable Oriental element thus entered the ser\ice of
Rome, largely as auxiliaries, but also in the legions.
Whetlier or no the soldiers of the Third Legion
who saluted the rising sun at the second battle of
Betriacum (A.D. 69) were Mithraists, it is at least
certain that the Eifteenth, which served in the
Parthian wars of Nero and was transferred by
Vespasian to the Danube, brought the cult of
Mithras to its camp at Carnuntmn in A.D. 71.
Another important centre of the cult in the same
region was Aquincum, the headquarters of Legio II.
Adjutrix, founded bj' Vespasian from the sailors of
the Ravenna fleet, who, as freedmen, were doubtBut the
less in many instances of Oriental birth.
wide spread of Mithraism on the frontiers was
cohortes
largely due to tlie auxiliary corps alee and
raised in the East under the Flavian and succeeding dynasties and used to garrison the line of the
Danube and the Rhine or the Vallum in Northern
Britain.
Except for a relief found in London
(Cumont, ii. 389 f.), all the Mithraic monuments
and inscriptions found in Britain belong either to
the legionary camps at Isca (Caerleon-on-Usk {CIL
vii. 99 = Cumont, ii. 160]) and Eboracum (York
[Cumont, ii. 391 f.]) or to the forts on or near the
wall, such as Borcovicum (Uousesteads [C'/i vii.

—

—

645-650= Cumont, ii. 161, 393-396]), Amboglanna
(Birdoswald [t7L vii. 831 = Cumont, ii. 162]), Bremeuium (Higli Rochester [CIL vii. 103 = Cumont,
ii. 162]), Vindobala(Rutchester [Cumont, ii. 392 f.]),
and others. So, too, in the Two Germanys the
sanctuaries of Mithras (with some few exceptions')
are found either in legionary camps, such as Vetera
Castra, Bonna, and Moguntiacuiu (Cumont, ii. 389,
385 f., 381-383), or in the forts along the limes
Geniianicus, where they are lacking in none of the
Hutzbach, Friedberg, Saalburg,
principal posts
Heddernheiui,
Osterburken,
Grosskrotzenbui'g,
Bbckingen, Murrhardt {ib. ii. 354-360, 472 f., 362We have
381, 351-354, 348-351, 154), and others.
already mentioned the military settlements of
Carnuntuiu and Aquin(-um, on the Upper Danube,
as centres of Mithraism the same might be said
of practically every important post on that river

—

;

down
1

to its

Fom- out

p. 766»).

mouth —

e.g.,

Viudoboua, Brigctio,

of tweuty-six, accordiug to

Toutain (see below,

7BS

Viminacium, Oescus, Duio.storum, and Troesmis
i.
363, ii. 329, 275, 130, 489 f., 272), to name
In Africa also the camp of
the principal centres.
the Third Legion at Lambssis, and several military

{ib.

posts, such as

Mascula and

Sitilis {ib.

ii.

168, 170,

405 f.), have furnished Mithraic monuments; and
in the countries where traces of Mithraism are
relatively rare they are often found in the colonies
of veterans e.g., Emerita (Merida) in Spain' {ib,
ii. 166) and Patrse in Greece.
Next in importance to the army,
{b) By slaves.
in the ditfusion of Mithraism, came the .slave
population employed by the State, the munici-

—

—

palities,

or private individuals.

The

class

first

comprises more especially the employes of the
custom-houses and the State-properties, such as
mines and quarries. Thus in the Danubian provinces, especially Dalmatia and the Pannonias, the
stationes of the customs-barrier at which the
veetigal Illyrici was levied have furnished a
number of Mithraic dedications, due to slaves
and freedmen in the public service, several of
whom bear Greek names and were, therefore,
doubtless natives of the Eastern provinces. Again,
the presence of numerous Mithraic monuments in
Noricum {ib. ii. 150-152, 335-339, 472) is accounted
for, not so much by the military occupation
though the station of Commagene, which clearly
takes its name from an auxiliary regiment, forms
a natural exception as by the mines owned by the
State in that province. In Italy the scrvi publici
of the municipalities contributed largely to the
At Seutinum, which has
s))read of the religion.
yielded an inscription (CIL xi. 5737 = Cumont, ii.
121) giving a list of thirty-live patroni of a Mithraic
congregation, the slaves and freedmen of the rauniat Nersie
cipjflity figure side by side with ingenui
a slave employed as arcarius restored a Mithrajum
(CIL ix. 4109 f. =Cumont, ii. 120). It goes without
saying that private slaves— especially in the households of the wealthy in Rome itself played a large
part in the spreading of Mithraism.
We may in part trace to
(c) By trade-routes.
imjiorted slaves the spread of Mithraism along the
trade-routes which were in communication by sea
with the Eastern Mediterranean, though doubtless
the merchants themselves were often -worshippers
Thus in the African provinces, apart
of Mithras.
from the military stations mentioned above, the
only traces of Mithraism are to be found in such
coast towns as Cajsarea, Cirta, or Rusicade (Cumont,
ii. 171, 168, 170, 406 f.); in Southern Gaul we can
trace by the presence of Mithraic monuments the
spread of the cult on the trade-route which followed
the valley of the Rhone and in the towns of Narbonensis, which were always open to transmarine
and
influence from their nearness to Massilia
Aquileia, whence the trade of the Mediterranean
found its way into Central Europe, was itself both
a centre of Mithraic worship and a stage in its
further ditfusion. It is thus, e.g., that we must
explain the remarkable prevalence of Mithraic
monuments in the upper valley of the Adige and
on the Brenner route to the Upper Danube, as
well as on the North-Eastern route via Eniona and
Poetovio.
No province of the empire is richer in
remains of Mithraism than Dacia, where all the
principal sites Sarmizegetusa, Apuluin, Napoca,
Potaissa, etc. (Cumont, Ii. 131-139, 280-306, 308319) have furnished material of this kind.
can hardly explain this entirely by the influence of
the army which occupied Dacia and tlie neighbouring Danube provinces, and are forceil to conclude
that among the settlers planted bj' Trajan in the

—

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

We

1
It may be uoted that an officer of the Seventh Legion
deilicated an altar iTi this satirlnary (L'Antie'' '}ii;iraphi'iitc,
Tlie tintki have recently been publibUed fully by
190.'. no. •lit).
Pierre Paris (HA u. (1914J IS.).
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naturally taken to indicate seven grade.s through
which the iicojihyte pas-scd in successi<m and this
is cimtirmcd
The inscriptions
by other text.s.
found in a Mitlirwum in Kome (CIL vi. 749fl'. =
ii.
mention
93
ceremonies
described by
Cumont,
f.)
tradiderunt hierocoracica, leontica,
the words
the
adjectives clearly
persica, heliaca, jiatrica'
correspond with live of the grades mentioned by
St. Jerome.
lind also
ostendci unt (or tradi-

province and

iliii« II 'e.\ ttjtoorlio l\omano'(Eutiop.
were nianv Orientiils who brought wilh
them thoir native taiths, anion;; which the worsliip
of Milhras soon assunieil a commanding jtosition.
The
7. Geographical and social distribution.
viii.

6)

;

—

the monuments of
Slitliraism may most easily be gras])ed by an examination of the map which accomjianies Cumont's
volumes, upon which the sites, when they have
been found, are marked in red. It will be seen at
a glance that, except in the places and districts of
which mention has already been made, traces of
the cult are few and far between. In Greek lands,
in Western Gaul, and in Spain, taken together,
the sites wliere its monuments liave been found
may almost be counted on the lingers. Hence
Toutain has argued that tlie cult of Mithras never
became widelj- ditlused in the West, outside the

geographical

ilistrilmtion

'

of

;

We

last word seems to
derunt)crylios(chrylios).''
be equivalent to (cpi/0ios, and has been substituted

nymphu.^ in the text of St. Jerome.
(or pater patritin) for the highest
grade is common in inscriptions ; and a passage of
PorphjTy refers as follows to the others:
for the corrupt

The

certain regions in direct communication
with the East, and that the notion that it was at
one time not far from achieving the triumph which

army and

for Christianity is

We

much exaggerated.

—

flc

a i)a.ssage of St. Jerome (Ep. cvii.), who
describes the destniction of a 'cave of Mithras'
and the 'monstrous images' used in the initiation
of the votaries, who are enumerated as follows
Vorax, Gryphtts (yiU'A iiiiiiphus or iii/iiiji/tii.s), nil/i:';,
Tlie.se names are
leo, Perses, heliuilromun, pater.
of

tlie.se is

:

1

Let CulUt vat€Hi ilatu Cemjiirc rvinain,

3 Xotiiie
drgli

Scan,

1912, p. 3r23.

ii.

U4 ff.

The mention

15]).

of

women

;

'

'

fi'.

'

'

'

In the centre of the scene are two figures reclining on a
couch, in front of which is a table with four loaves niarke'l with
a cross beside the table are seen a lion and a bucraniuin. On
either side are two Bffures
on the left a xopo^. i.e. a luan
w-earing the mask of a crow, and a Persian,' distinguished by
his dress
to the right a leo, wearing a lion's mask, and a figure
the upper portion of which is unfortunately lost. It will be
noticed that the iniUs of St. Jerome does not appear in the
other sources though the use of the term in Mithraism is conflmied by a passage of Tertullian {di" Prce^cr. Ucer. 40) and by
;

;

*

;

—

'

—

Antra Nnmph.

vuvm stands alone it has been proposed to
read XeoiVos, and some confirmation may be found
in the discovery of a tomb at (Ea in Tripoli in
which a husband and wife were buried and described as leo and lea (Comptes rendns rlc I'acad. des
For the eagles and
).
inscriptions, 1903, p. 357
hawks independent evidence is not forthcoming,
unless two inscriptions from Lj'caonia which mention ieroi are Mithraic (cf. Bonner Ja/irbiirher, 19t)2,
p. 12).
Porphyrj", it will be noticed, speaks of
the animal disguises worn bj' the hones. In the
Quccstioncs veteris et novi tcstanunti falsely attributed to St. Augustine (PL xxxv. 2348) we read
how some flap their wings like birds and imitate
the voice of the crow ; others roar after the manner
of lions'; and the passages quoted are strikingly
illustrated by a relief found at Konjica, in Bosnia,
carved on the reverse of a slab which shows the
usual subject of Mithra the bull-slayer (see below).
called

ment bj' a consideration of the social condition of
the adherents of Mithiaisni. He points out with
justice that the dedicators of votive sculptures and
the builders or restorers of Mithraic sanctiiaries are
\ery largely drawn from the oHicial classes and

8. Grades of initiation.
Our knowledge of the
doctrines and ritual of Mithraism is largely drawn
from the inscriptions and monuments discovered in
the Mitlira-a, to the interpretation of which something is contributed by ancient texts, especially
those of Cliristian apologists. The most important

pater

infer tiiat the )t6po| was a low grade, and
that initiation into the mj-steries jiroper began
with that of Ico (cf. toU to XEoi/Tiicd fivovfUm^ [Porph.

Toutain leaves out of account Rome and Italy
whidi makes his presentation of the evidence onesided.
But he endeavours to reinforce his argu-

]irovincial governors,
military commanders, or
prociiratuics, etc., employed in tlie civil aclministraAs carl}- as the age of the Antonines we lind
tion.
lerjati and tribuni militares anion" the votaries of
Mithras ; in the reign of Commoaus, M. Valerius
Maximianus, governor of Dacia, dedicates an
ottering to 'Sol invictus Mithras' [CIL iii. 1122 =
Cnmont, ii. 133) ; under Septimius Sevenis, C.
Julius Castinus, governor of Pannonia, consecrates
an altar to Mithras (CIL iii. 34S0 = Cumont, ii. 141),
and the number of similar instances is multiplied
in the 3rd cent, after Christ, while imperial procuratorcs in Noricum and Dacia follow their
It would be natural to infer that
example.
Mithraism was at least favourably regarded by
the government ; and, in fact, we learn from the
nUtoria Anqtista (cap. 9) that Commodus wa.s
initiated into tlie mysteries, while an inscription of
the age of the Severi (CIL vi. 2271 = Curaont, ii.
100) mentions a sacerdos invicti Mithrae domus
Augustanae,' and the largest Mithrajum at present
known was discovered in 1912 in the Thermoe of
Caracalla; in this was found an inscription in
honour of Zeus-Helios-Sarapis-Mithras,' and this
unusual identification is explained by Caracalla's
This
special devotion to the Egyptian divinity.
far to explain the popuimperial patronage goes
of
in
the
3rd
cent.
it
also
;
larity
Mithras-worship
accounts for the fact that, thougli by no means
confined to the iiublic services, military and civil,
it was mainly found among their members and
took no general hold on the jiopulation of the
western provinces, so that the withdrawal of
imperial favour was a fatal blow.

title

TOu* (t.iv fteWvoiTa? Ttiiv avTiav opyituv fj-vtrrai Ae'otTas icoActi',
TO? &i ywaZKas vaiyai, TOv? Si i/Tn^ptTovyrai KopoJiai;' fvi re Tutv
re
TTaTcfitiiV . . . arroi yap KaX icpoKcc ovToi irpotrayopfvoyra*'
Ta AeotTtKa irapaXafxfiaviov ntpiTtdeTai irayToSuntxs ^wav fiop'^ac
(de Abstin. iv. 16).

'

was reserved

'

The

miUf piujs in two inscriptions from Wiesbaden {CIL
7570, 7571), in Greek (TrpaTituTTr; evo-ejSrj? (inscription of
It is
.\masia, hecttei/ dcg in^cr. du Pont. Brussels, 1910, 10s).
ixjssible, therefore, that the mutilated figure of the Honjica
relief represents tlie cryjiug, and that the mileg, though he
belonged to the rank and tile of Mithras's soldiery, was not
admitted to partake in the mysteries. He was, however, initithe title

xiii.

ated by a ceremony described by Tertullian (de Corona, 15) a
crown was set before him, interposito gtadio, and then placed
on his bead, but removed by the Deophyte, who exclaimed
;

'

Mithras

is

my

crown.'

In the passage previou.sly quoted Tertullian
speaks of a soldier of Mithras as branded in the
forehead' and tlie KoiVeis yuiwriicai of which Gregory
of Nazianzus speaks (Orat. iv. 70 [PG xxxv. 592])
may refer to tlii.s. "Tertullian (rfc Bnpt. 5) also
mentions a Mithraic purification 'per lavacrura'
and it is to be
resembling the rite of baptism
noted that the Mithnea which have been excavate<l
either contain natural springs or have water specially laid on. Of the ceremonies which accompanied
the higher degree.s of initiation we know little
Porphyry (loc. cit.) tells us that the leo li;ul both
hands and tongue purified with honey, which was
In the
al.so used in the initiation of the I'ersa.
pa-ssage quoteil alx)ve tiregory of Nazianzus mentions the /Siffai-oi to which the initiates were snbA relief from Ar.'er. now at Soda {ARW w. (1912) pi. i. 4),
'

;

1

;

;

1

show* a kneeling lignre wearing the 'Phrygian' cap, ttartly
hidden by a ^eil held by two other figures. Koslowzew (p. 53)
explaiuB this with reference to the phi^se quoted iu the text.
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jeeted ; aiul liis coiniiientator Nonnus (PG xxxvi.
989, mo, 1(11-2) enl.uj;c.s on this topic ami speaks
of '
water and fire, frost,
eiylity iJUiiislimeiits' by
hunger, thirst, and journeyings, in an ascending
scale of seventy.
These may to some extent be
imaginary; but it must be remembered that the
Mihir Yasht (§ 122) speaks of ablutions and
Tertullian (dc Prcescr. Hwr. 40) uses the
stripes.
phrase 'imago resurrectionis,' wliich suggests a
simulated death ; and the biographer of Conimodus
tells us that the emperor
sacra Mithriaca vero
'

homieidio polluit.' ' Thus the little that we know
of the Mithraic rites of initiation sliows that they
were of a type well known in primitive religion,
and carry us back to a stage far earlier than the
Kor
developed theology of later Iranian times.
can we say more of the rites in which the initiates
Christian writers found an analogy to
partook
the eucharist in the Mithraic communion of bread
and water (dpros nal noTiipiov vSaroi [Justin, Apol. i.
;

66], /imiis ablatio [Tert. loc. cit.]), which
be rejiresented on the Konjiea relief.
g.

Sanctuaries,

seems

and monuments.

ritual,

to

— The

central act of worship in Mitliraism, however,
appears to have been the sacritice of the bull, the
prototype of which was tlie slaying of the bull
by iMithra himself, represented in relief in every
Mithraic sanctuary. Tliese places of worship were
described by the term spelwum (OIL iii. 4420=
Cumont, ii. 146), for which we also find crypta
(CIL iii. 1096 = Cumont, ii. 132) and antrum {GIL
vi. 754 = Cumont, ii. 94), and were often established
in natural caves or grottoes, as, e.g., on the north
slope of the Capitol at Rome, beneath the church
of Araceli.
As a rule, however, the place of the

grotto was taken by a subterranean crypt, approaolied by a stairway the chapels attached to
private houses were naturally placed in cellars
e.g., the Mithra'um below the cliurch of San
Clemente in Rome. It should be noted that the
Mitluiea are never of great size, and, where the
adherents of the worship were numerous, the
number of apcUm was multiplied. Thus Ostia possessed five, Aquincum at least four, and Carnuntum
three sanctuaries. The more elaborate examples
show a fore-court, or pronaos (the term is used in
CIL xiv. 61), leading to a small chamber, whence
the staircase descended to the crypt in which the
mysteries were celebrated. This was traversed by
a central passage, on either side of which were

—

;

podia about six feet broad with inclined surfaces.
Whether, as Cumont supposes, the worshippers
knelt upon these, or reclined upon them while
partaking of the ceremonial banquet, it is hard to
At the extremity of the crypt, which often
say.
took the form of an apse (called exedra in CIL iii.
1096), was placed the relief of Mithras and the bull,
often accompanied by other sculptui'es, such as
ligures of Cautes and Cautopates or the lionheaded Kronos.
The symbolism of these monuments is not easy
of interpretation, and ancient texts help us little.
In the central scene, the type of which (as was
mentioned above) was certainly fixed by a Pergamene artist, probably in the 2nd cent. B.C., Mithras,
clothed in the conventional costume which in Greek
art signified the Oriental, places his left knee on
the back of a bull, and, seizing its horn (or muzzle)
with the left hand, plunges a knife into its throat.The scene of the action is a cave, the prototype of
the spelceum, which sometimes contains plants or
Vita Corninddi, ix. 6. The statement of Socrates (UE iii. 2)
tlmt human sacrifices were offered in Mithraism is unwortfiy of
credence.
- In the best
examples Mitliras wears an expression of pathos,
as though he were the unwilling instrument of heaven
A.
Loisy (RSR Xxyi. [19131 538) suggests that this is because
and
victim
in
a
one
t)ut
this
seems
fanciful.
god
are,
sense,
The Alexandroid' type used by tlie artist was a 'romantic'
1

;

757

even trees. A scorpion fastens on the testicles of
the dying bull, while a dog, and usually a serpent
also, drink the bluod which Hows from the deathwound. ^V crow is almost always present, perched
either on Mithras's mantle or on the edge of the
cave.
Finally, we have a significant detail in the
ears of corn in which the tail of the bull terminates
(or which, in some instances, spring from the
wound). In interpreting the scene we must also
take into account a second representation with
which the reverse of the slab is decorated at
Heddernlieiin (Cumont, ii. pi. viii.). Here Mithras
stands beside the body of the slain bull, holding a
drinking-horn in his left hand and receiving from
the hands of the sun-god a bunch of grapes. On
cither side are the figures of children holding
baskets of fruit ; in the background a radiate cap

planted on a pole and in an upper register we
have a scene in which a central figure, unfortunately defaced, is surrounded by animals (dogs, wild

is

;

The explanation
boar, sheep, ox, possibly horse).
of these scenes can hardly be doubtful.
read
in the Bundahislm (esp. .xiv. 1) of the bull which
was the first creation of Ahura Mazda, and was
slain by Ahriman, but through its death gave birth
to vegetable life on the earth ; from its spinal
marrow grain grew of fifty-five species, anil twelve
Moreover, its seed
species of medicinal herbs.'
was carrieii up to the moon, where it was purified
and produced the manifold species of animals' (ib. 3).

We

'

'

From

'

its blood, again, sprang the grape-vine from
which they make the wine' (ib. 2). Though we
cannot definitely trace this cosmogony to earlier
Avestan sources, it is indubitably of great antiand the Mithraic monuments offer a requity
markable modification of it.
Here the central
doctrine that the death of the bull was the source
of life, both animal and vegetable, remains the
same but the killing of the animal is not the act
of the evil spirit, but a sacrifice performed by
Mithras himself, probably acting as the minister
of Ahura Mazda, whose messenger we may see in
;

;

the

crow.'

The function

of

the

creatures of

Ahriman

(scorpion and serpent) is limited to that
of endeavouring to nullify the miracle in process.
But the significance of the scene was not only
cosmological ; it was also eschatological, for the
new creation to which the Zoroastrian looked forward at the end of time was to be heralded by the
sacrifice of a second bull, this time by the
re'

deemer' (Saoshyant) (Bandahishn, xxx. 25). Nor
can we doubt that these myths, like so many others,
were interpretations of a rite older than mythology,
and that the sacrifice of the bull was in origin intended to promote fertility and ensure the annual
renewal of life on the earth, the bull being chosen as
the victim on account of his great generative power.
The myth of which Mithras was the
10. Myth.
hero ami the slaying of the bull the culminating
episode can no longer be reconstructed in its details,
but many of its episodes are represented on the

—

monuments.

The

often enclosed in a

reliefs of

the bull-sacrifice are

framework broken up into small
which an episode of the myth is

panels, on each of
The chief of these are the following.
On several monuments
(1) Birth o/ Mithras from the rock.
tire figure of the god is seen eniprcjing from a rock, the 'petra
iii.
of
several
8679 = Cumont, ii. 139,
genctrix
inscriptions {CIL

shown.

—

'

etc.)

;

relifj.

scene

cf.

the expressions 6eb?

t*c

n-eVpa? (Firmicus,

lie

Err. pro/.

The
2U), TreTpoyeiT]? MttJpas (I-yd. dc Meiis. iii. 26), etc.
sometimes completed l»y tlie addition of a shepherd or

is

shepherds who witness the miraculous birth.
On some monuments the figure of
(2) Mithras ami the tree.
Mithras ia seen half-concealed by a tree from wliich lie seems to
be emerging, or, again, which he is stripping of its foliage.
The first might be considered as a variant of the birth-scheme,
in any case, it
if it did not occur on the same monuments
seems to show that ilithras was on one side a vegetation-spirit.
Mithras, in Oriental costume,
(3) The archer aiid the rock.

—

;

—

;

'

creation.

1

Kor the crow in Zoroastrian literature

xix. 22.

c(.

Biaidahiahn,
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from which a Blroam

j-ushes
disohartti's an iiiiow iil a rock,
or reont; a krLeollnK flKiiri' iccoives the watpi- in his Immls
Mithras
Ireslies liia throat. Sometimes a suppliant lineels liefore
and implores liim to perform the miracle.
there is a series of scenes, of
(4) yiiffiras and thf kjmi.— Here
which the tollowiiiK are Ihc most important : (a) investiture of
the Bun l>v Mithras; the sun-god kiiocia hefore Mithr.ia, wlio

on his head with the left haml, while
places the radiate crown
in the right hand he liolils an indistinct object, prohnl)l.\- a
two
drinking-horn ; (fc) alliance of Mithras and the sun ; the
the right hand in token of
figures are represented clasping
the
friendship ; (c) Mithras conve.ved in the sun's chariot across
Greek
ocean, represented as u reclining figure in the style of
art ; (rf> hanqnet of Mithras and the sun (sometimes with other
guests) ; they recline on a couch, generally holding drinkinghorns, and hefore them is a small table with viamls.
the slaying of the bull is
(6) Mithras and the ((i(«f.— Though
never found except as the principal scene, other episotles of
the legend arc often used in the decoration of the side-panels.
The following are the chief (n) and (h) the bull Iti a boat, the
bull issuing'from a gabled building; these two scenes, when
found on the same monument, are always in Juxtaposition ; in
one case (a relief found at Raarburg in I/)rraine) two figures in
Oriental costume arc setting tire to the building ; (c) the capture
this is represented in a series of scenes, which disof the bull
Mitlir.as seizing it by the
play, llrst the hull at pasture, then
horns, vaulting on its back and riding on it, and eventually
either carrving it on his shoulders or, more often, dragging it
the
by the hinii-legs, while its fore-feet hang on the pround ;
last scene seems to be described by the word trunaitus (Clf, iii.
:

;

14864, 27 anil 28).

takes iw part.— These are either
(6) Seems ill which Mithras
in the form given to
simple representations of other divinities
them by Orcek art, such as the unex-plained head of the Oster=
the
relief
burken'
figures of the EarthKronos),
(perhaps
scenes in
goddess, of Atlas, of Oceanus, and the three Fates, or
the
tliunderbolt as the
either
is
which Zeus
shown,
receiving
of power at the hands of Kronos or in combat with the

symbol
giants.

;

Wo

two torch-bearers, dressed in the same Oriental
costume as Mithras himself, who reoularly appear
on either side of the scene of the bull-slaying, and

One holds
are also found at the birth of Mithra.
his torch aloft, the other lowers it, and tliese
actions clearly symbolize the rising and sotting of
the sun,'' so that Mithras and the torch-bearers
form a triad liinled at in the phrase MWpa;
vii.
2).^
Tpnr\dirios (pseudo-Dionys. Areoi>. Kp.
But the monuments show that the heavenly phenomena played a still more important part in Mithraism. Mention has been made of the lion-headed
the coils of a
figure of human form, wrapped in
found
serpent, of which a large number have been
The ligure often has four wings and
in Mithraia.
holds in its hands a pair of keys, or a sceptre and
thunderbolt. The symbolism of the ligure wouUl
be easy of comprehension even apart from the fact
that we find the signs of the zodiac engraveil on
It represents eternal
int-tances.
its
body in some
time, the zri'dii (ilonutnn which became tlie cliief
divinity in one of the theological systems that
sprang up in the bosom of later Zoroastrianism,
and seems to have been described in Oreek as
Kpicos, though we have no direct proof of this.''
Explanations differing

in

some respects from those

Cumont are given by Toutain, RJl It
8 But see also § 9 suit Jin.

of

xlv. lv.)Vi] 141) 9.

* No
explanation can be given of the names ('antes and CautopatCB applied, as the inscriptions show, to tliese figures; that
they were by-forms of Mithras himself is proved by the full
expression 'Deo M(ithr») O(auto)|i<ati) 8(oli) I(nvicto),' e.g.

C/LvU.
< P.

zodiac

framework

is

also

e.'iO

= (,'nmont,

ii.

f^gg (PSUA xxxlv.

1(U.

[1B12I l38fT.) pretere to sea in thit

commonly fotmd
the sccni! of

cii<-l(ising

either as a

llic

hull-slay-

lie ///»..>•
ing or, as in mo.-t of tlic reliefs from
Gcrmntiicnn, as a bonier to tho upper edge of the
In addition to
unrliriiM in whicli this takes place.
this, the more el.iborate reliefs are almost always
and
decorated witli htists of sun
moon, wliile many
also exhibit tlio planets, or symbols whicli repreWo also lind the seasons and the
sent them.'
winds; audit is beyond doubt that the lion,- the
with
crater,^ and the serpent must be combined
It may be
these last as emblems of tho elements.
I

added that the sea {oceanm) and heaven {ctelns)
•are both mentioned on a stele from lledilernlKum
(Cumont, ii. 15(5). It is dear, therefore, that in
the Mithrait^ mysteries a comiilete system of
nor can there he any
cosmography was taught
doubt of its application to the suul and its destiny.
Tho doctrine of the microcosm, which pervades all
;

the speculations of later antiquity, was popularized
by tlie Stoics, especially l)y Posidonius, and,
doctrines whicli
together willi the .astrological
accompanied it, was derived from Oriental sources.
It formed part of the common stock of teaching
various 'otherimparted to the votaries of the
was one)
worldly' religions (of which Mitliraism
which became diffused throughout the West from
the beginning of the Christian era onwards.
should be able to give a more dclinite account of
Mithraic eschatology if we could assume that the
Mithrasliturgic published by Dictcrich from^the
Paris magical papyrus {Hlhi. ynt. Siippl. Grcc.
This document, com574) deserved that name.
mitted to writing about A.D. 300, is in its present
form part of the stock-in-trade of an Egyptian
voces tnagktc
magician, and is interspersed with
directions for its use in the
and

We

'

'

successful attempt has been made to explain
the
the series of representations just describetl
last class, no doubt, clothe in Greek form conidenceptions derived from Persian sources, the
tification ftf which can at best be a matter of
can, however, be certain that,
guess-work.'
whatever the orit,'inal content of the Mithraic legends, it had been profoundly modified by the astral
Mithras, as we saw, was
religion of Babylonia.
by origin a god of the heavenly light ; and it is
possible that his birth from the rock may symbolize
either the appearance of the dawn on tho mountainof
tops or the ett'ulgence of light from the vault
heaven conceived as a solitl dome. At any rate,
there can be no doubt as to the meaning of the

No

1

Tho

supplemented by
this

of

.liances

practitioner.

The question

is

whether the compiler made use of a genuine
this is suggested by the
Mithraic document
translated as
opening words, which may be
;

follows
'
Be gr,%oious
:

am

me, Providence and Fortune, to me, who
these, the first of all traditional mysteries,
of
grant inmiortalitv to my onl> ciiild, an initiate worthy

writing

and

untfl

down

the Sun, Mithras,
mighty power, which the Great God,
an eagle, might
Ilia archangel transmit to me, that I alone,
all
behold
and
heavens
things.'
the
soar through
this
that
be
noted
It is to
pri\ate revelation
made by the initiator to his only child resembles
Ilcrmetirum. (the product of
those o'f the
this

bade

'

'

Corpus
an Egyptian school of theosophy) rather than the

community; also that the 'eagle' is
introduced into the text by a conjectural emendaIn the revelation itself we lind
tion of Dieterich.
other
nothing that distinguishes Mithraism from
deal which is definitely
tlicosophios, and a good
Dieterich lays stress on the
golden
E'4yi)tian
sliimlder of the ox, which is the(!reat Hear,' which
Mithras
he would recognize in the object held by
in the investiture of the sun as rejiresented on a
ritual of a

'

;

from Virunum (Cumont, ii. 336, lig. 213)
but the identification is extremely doubtful other
at all
examples of the same subject show nothing
case the
resembling an ox's shoulder, and in any
the whole,
conception is specifically Egyptian. On
as
therefore, it is .safer to regard the papyrus

relief

;

;

figure a representation of

Ahriman, whose worship by

Mitlira-

'

attested liv dedications deo Arimanio (Cumont, n.
A mutila'led relief ot York (Cumont, li. 393) seems to
98, 141).
reiiresent this figure with some variation from the usual type,
and the inscription (also mutilated) contains the name
Arimaniv(8).
..„.,,
„ J
1 On a relict from
Apnium (Cumont, n. 311) we find a series
of the following four objects : (a) sacrificial knife, ('/) altar, (c)
These symbols represent
vilevs, (rf) tree, repeated seven times.
the clemenLs, and their repetition indicates that each planet
isls

'

is

contained all four.
v
.
a Ardenlis natural sacramenta leones Mithrie philosophantur

.

'

(Tert. adv. Marc. i. 13).
'
iropa Tw Mi'Opa o Kpa-nip airi

Antra Nymyh.

18).

Trt^ ^ryfyrfi Te'roiCTai

(Porph. a$

MOAB
It is
uotliiiig move tliaii a syncvetistic product.'
likely eno»j;li, however, that the ascent of the soul

through tlio seven spheres was taught in the
Celsus {np. Origen, c. Ccls,
Mithraic mysteries
ladder with seven
vi. 22) explicitly tells us of a
gates made of the seven metals assigned to the
planets which was shown to the initiates Porphyry,
quoting a certain Eubulus, who attributes to
Zoroaster the doctrine that the 'cave' was a
symbol of the universe, of which Mithras was the
creator, speaks of it as containing Kord o-i^/i/ifrpoi'?
;

'

'

;

dTroaTdaets (Tvfj.^o\a tujv KojfiiKuiy ffroix^t^v Kal

K\ifia.-

can be no accident that in one of tiie
Mithrosa at Ostia six semi-circles are traced on tlie
floor of the central passage, while six planets are
represented on the walls of the podia and the signs
of the zodiac on their upper surface (Cumont, ii.
Toil' ;-

and

it

and
Beyond this all is speculation
Porphyry himself probably knew little more than we
do, for he mentions {de Ahstin. iv. 16) as his chief
authority on the mysteries a certain Pallas, who
explained the animal disguises worn by the initiates either as symbols of the zodiacal constellations
or as shadowing forth the doctrine of metempsychosis (which Eubulus also stated to be Mithraic).
243-245).

;

It is not necessary to repeat the astrological speculations, confused in themselves, by means of which
I'orphyry endeavours to interpret the symbols of

but there can be no doubt that the
all-pervading influence of astrolatry affected MithThus we sometimes find that the
raic doctrines.
ligures of Cautes and Cautopates hold the symbols
of the bull and the scorpion, the signs which mark
the beginning of spring and winter.
In its linal phase MithraII. Final phase.
solar pantheism
ism was absorbed into the
which supplied Roman society in the 3rd and 4th
centuries with a theology reconciled w^ith contemporary philosophy and science, and became,
under Aurelian, the official religion of the Roman
State.'
Sol invictus,' as the niler of the universe
was called in a phrase of Oriental associations,
was represented on earth by the emperor, and his
identification with Mithras was far easier than

Mithraism

;

—

'

'

'

others which syncretism was able to effect.
invictus Mithras,' deus invictus Mithras,'
or (in full) deus Sol invictus Mithras' became the
commonest title of the god. It was with this
modification that Mithraism bade fair during the
last quarter of the 3rd cent. A.D. to become a
The State-cult of Sol was no more
world-religion.
fitted than the worship of the emperor to satisfy
the religious instinct but Mithraism could supply
the defect through its mystical teaching and its
and it was, besides, par
ties of brotherhood
excellence the religion of the army and the official
In A.D. 307 Diocletian, Galerius, .and
classes.
Licinius, meeting in conference at Carnuntum,
fautori imperii
dedicated an altar to Mithras,
Bui,' in one of the oldest centres of his worship in
of
but
the
Constantine
disthe empire
victory
possessed him in favour of a rival creed, which had
struck its roots more deeply in those populations
of the empire which were less immediately in
touch with the legions and the official hierarchy.
It became clear that the vogue of Mithraism was
in large measure an artificial one, created by the

many
Thus

'

'

'

;

;

'

;

1

We

do not even know what was the lang^uage

officially

used

iD the Mithraic communities. The inscriptions are naturally
Some Persian words occur «.,(;.,
for the most part in Latin.
nabarze (usually connected with Pers. nabard, nabardah,
'
courajjeous ; this etymologrj', proposed by G. Kuun, Arch,
epitjr. Mitteilungen, vi. [1S82] 107, is uncertain because of the

—

'

Persian was scarcely spoken
as an epithet of Mithras, and
as early as
tiaina sebesiOf where naina probably=' praise' (cf. Cumont, i.
314, note i).
- de Antro
Nymph. 6.
*
3 For this see
esp. Cumont, La Th^olo^ie solaire,' M^moires
pri8tntifs li Vacad. des inscriptions, xii. [Iy09}.
Pahlavi form,

7i('')parf, 'battle';
tiie Mithraic period),
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powerful machinery of the imperial government.
VVhen Mithraism sank from a position of privilege
to one of toleration, and before long became an
It
object of persecution, its days were uvnubered.
lingered on, on the one hand, in certain less civilized outposts of empire and in the Alpine valleys,
while, on the other, it became the symbol of a
lost cause to the group of cultured pagans which
maintained the defence of paganism in the senate-

The emperor

Julian, whose oration, eis
characteristic exposition of
but his
solar theology,' was a votary of Mithras
attempt to revive the defunct creed of the pagan
emperors and to give it an organization resembling
After his
that of Christianity was still-born.
death persecution began in earnest, and, as far as
the evidence enables us to judge, the destruction
of Mithroea was wide-spread during the reign of
Gratian. The letter of St. Jerome quoted above,
house.

/SaffiWa

"HNioj',

is

a

'

;

which enumerates the seven Mithraic grades,
describes such an act performed in Rome by
The latest
Gra.ccUns, lii-refectus urbi in A.D. 377.
inscriptions in which Mithras is named are those
of the groitp of senators belonging to the society of
which Macrobius's Saturnalia gives us a picture.
Vettius Agorius Prretextatus (t A.D. 385) is called
=
'pater sacrorum' (CILvi. 1779 Cumont, ii. 95)
and pater patinm '(CILv\. 1778 = Cumont, ii. 95),
and these inscriptions are the latest datable evidences of the cult. The measures of Tlieodosius
gave the death-blow to the practice of pagan
worship ; and the Mithra;um at Saarburg in
'

Lorraine was destroyed in his reign.
12. Relations with other cults.— Mithraism lent
itself readily to alliances with other worships,
especially those of female divinities, which supplied
what it was unable to ofi'er to women and it
seems to have l.ieen specially associated with the
We find their sanctucult of the Magna Mater.
aries adjoining each other at Ostia and on the
Saalburg ; dedications are commonly made simultaneously to both divinities and the taurobolium,
which (whatever its origin) was certainly attached
to the worship of Magna Mater in the West, received an added significance when interpreted in
terms of Mithraism, in which the life-giving blood
In
of the bull became the pledge of immortalitj-.
the Danube region a curious by-form of Mithraism
is revealed to us by a series of reliefs and leaden
plaques which have been interpreted by Rostowzew
Here a
in the article (in Russian) quoted above.
female goddess, whose attribute is a fish, no doubt
;

;

a local derivative of Analiita,

whom

is

accompanied by

we must recognize
figures, in
a duplication of the horseman Mithras found on
the coasts of the Black Sea.
two mounted

LrrERAT0RK.

—The

great work of

Franz Cumont, Textes

et

ttumuinents figures relatifs aux mt/stires de Mithra, 2 vols.,
Brussels, 1896-99, supersedes all previous treatises, a list of
which he gives in vol. i. p. x.«ii ff. he h is also published an
abridgment of his larger work under the title Les ityUeres de
Mithra^, Paris, 1913, in which the bibliography of the subject
is brought up to date ; the earlier editions of this work have
been translated into English and Genuan. Among recent works
the most important are A. Dieterich, Eine Mithrasliturgie(ed. R. Wiinsch), Paris and Berlin, 1910, and J. Toutain, Les
Cuttes pa'iens dans I'empire romain, Paris, 1908-11, vol. ii. ch.
;

*Le Culte de ilithra.' Other works and articles dealing
with special points are referred to in the course of the article.
For the Vedic Mitra see A. A. Macdonell, Vedic Mytholotjii,
iv.,

Strassburg, 1897, §§ 13, 44, and authorities there cited, especially
A. Hillebrandt, Varuna und Mitra, Breslau. 1S77 H. OldenA. Eggers, Der
berg:, ^'"« Religion dcs Veda, Berlin, 1S94
arische Gott Mitra, Dor|iat, 1S94. For the Avesta Mithra see
especially M. N. Dhalla, Zoroastrian Theology, New York,
1914, pp. 103-111.
H.
Jokes.
;

;

Stuakt

MOAB.— The

name

'

Moab,' like that of the

neighbouring peoples, Israel, Edom, Amnion,
Aram, etc., appears to have been the name of a
race rather than of a district, for, as G. A. Smith
has pointed out (EBi, art.
Moab,' § i), in Nu
'

MOAB

760
21"-" (cited
C. A. Bripgs,

by ¥. Brown, S. R. Driver, and
Heb. and Eng. Lexicon of the Old

A

Testament, Oxford,

name Moab='

I9ii6, p. oi)5,

as evidence that the

of Moab'), 'in v.'* Moab
is parallel to the Cientilic Amorite ; in v." also it
is the people.'
The derivation and meaning of the

name

territory

unknown.

are

The etymoloj^y "¥?>

'

from

father,' given in Gn 19" (LXX), which doubtless gave rise to the malicious story of Moab's

my

Since Moab and
merely popular.
are represented as related to Israel through
Lot, Abraham's nephew, whereas Esau is Jacob's
twin brotlier, we may conclude that at the time
when these stories took shape the Israelites considered that the Moabites and Ammonites, though
is

origin,

Anunon

of kindred stock, were by no means so closely
related to them as Edom.
Moab is said to be
descended from Lot's elder dauj;hter (Gn 19^')
therefore it was probably supposed that tlie settlement of Moab preceded that of Amnion. Whether
the Moabites themselves possessed any tradition of
a migration from Mesopotamia may well be doubted,
the statements of Gn 1 P' 12*'- being perhaps mere
inferences from the belief that the Israelites were
;

connected with Mesopotamia.
the expression children of Lot
'

Since,

however,

'

Ps 83*)
upon Gn 19"'-, Lot was
probably more prominent in early times than the
OT as a whole would imply but whether the
Moabites and Ammonites regarded themselves as
children of Lot,' or succeeded them in the districts
which they occupied, cannot be determined. The
(Dt

2"-

",

scarcely rests directly

;

'

late antiquarian note in
population of Moab was

geneous,

while

the

Bt

place

implies that the
not altogether homo-

2'"

names

clearly

show

Canaanite influence.
The constant boundary of Moab on the west was
the Dead Sea and the Jordan the north, east,
and south frontiers varied from time to time.
Probably the Wady el-5asy represents the farthest
extent of Moabite territory to the south and the
Pajj road that to the east. The Wady Nimrin,
some 8 miles north of the Dead Sea, may be taken
as the extreme northern limit (see G. A. Smith,
;

op.

cit.

§ 2).

Beyond the mere mention of Moab
in the conquests of Ramses II. nothing

as included
is

known

of

before the period of the Israelite invasion of Palestine. According to Nu 21-'-^',
shortly before the arrival of Israel, an Amorite
king, Sihon, seized the Moabite territory north of
the Amon. What circumstances determined the
Israelite invasion of Palestine from the east is not
certainly known, but it is not unlikely that the
its history

Sihon in response to an appeal
from the Moabites (as Wcllhausen, EBr^, art.
Israel,' has suggested), and that it w;us only after
the defeat of Sihon that the Moabites discovered
that their allies had no intention of giving up the
fruits of their victory.
There is certainly no valid
Israelites attacked
'

reason for disputing the general historicity of the
tradition.
The statement that Reuben was the
first-born son of Israel natur.ally implies that
Reuben was the first tribe to obtain a settlement,
while the assignment of Moabite territory to
Reuben, and the belief that Moses died and was
buried there, as well as the tradition that the
Israelites crossed the Jordan near Jericho, all
t)oint to a belief that N. Moab «as
occupied at
least for a time by Israel.
After the invasion of
W. Palestine, however, the Israelites were disintegrated and engaged in a perpetual conflict
with the Canaanites, Philistine.-i, etc. (see art.
IsBAFX), with the result that the Moabites were
able to recover their own.
The tribe of Reuben,
in spite of its reputation for
bravery,

was nearly

exterminated (Gn 49^'-, Dt 3;?«), and Moabite rule
was extended even over the Jordan valley west of

the river.

For a time, indeed, Moabite aggression

was checked by Ehud, but we find Israel and
Moab again at war during the reign of David, and

Hut, although
perhaiis also during that of Saul.'
David 8 treatment of Moab is said to liave lieen
drastic enough, Moab was not incorporated in
The Aloabites merely became servants to
Israel.
'

David, and brought presents' (2 S 8-). It may be
inferred that Reuben had already been nearly
exterminated or practically absorbed in Moab.
Whether Moabite inllueiue was strong in Jerusalem
in the
daysof Solomon, notwithstanding 1 K 11'"'-^,
Solomon's idolatry is described
is very doubtful
in terms of a later age.
It was probably during
his reign or that of Rehoboam that Moab recovered
independence.
Under the vigorous rule of Omri the Moabitea
again felt the hand of Israel. According to the
inscription of Mesha found at Diban [Heb. Di bhOn]
in 18G8, comiiioi'lv calleil the Moabite Stone), the
period of Israelite domination occupied forty
years.' It is not necessary to suppose that Mesha s
inscription is earlier than the events recorded in
2 K 3, for it is clear from that account that the
campaign of the allied kings was unsuccessful.
Moreover, an ancient king in recording his
achievements was naturally silent about his
;

(

reverses.

The independence which Moab recovered under
Mesha was perhaps lost again in the reign of
Jeroboam II. It is, however, impossible to speak
with certainty on this point, for the south limit
Jeroboam's kingdom is given as the sea of
the Arabah' (2 K 14'-^), and may refer only to
For tlie sea of the
the north of the Dead Sea.
Arabah' Amos (6") speaks of 'the brook of the
Arabah, '__which has been identified with the brook
of the ArCMiini' or 'willows' (Is 15'), which by
some has been identified with the Wfidy el-l.Iasy.
These identiUcations are, however, bj' no means
certain, and the order of names in the precedthe brook of
ing verses of Is 15 suggests that
the willows' is to be sought in the north of
Moab. Amos (2^) mentions a judge of Moab in
lieu of a king, and it has accordingly been
argued that at the time Moab possessed no
king of its own ; but this cannot be decided with
'

of

'

'

'

'

certainty.

During the Assyrian period Moab ap])ears to
have shown more prudence than the Israelite
kingdom in bowing to the storm. Tiglath I'ileser
exacted tribute, and, although in 711 B.C. Sargon
mentions Moab in conjunction with Philistia,
Judah, and Edoiii as having fcniued an alliance
with Egypt, Jloab probably avoided an invasion
by a timely submissi(m. It continued subject to
Sennacherib, Esar-haddon, and Assurbanipal, and,
according to 2 K 24-, furnished troops to NebuchadDoubtless iu Moab as
rezzar against Jerusalem.
in Judah there was throughout a party bent on
regaining the national independence, and at the
beginning of the reign of Zcdckiah of Judah
(Jer 27) this ]iarly appeal's to have been in jiower.
Yet no actual revolt from Nebuchadrezzar seems
to have taken place, ami Moab all'orded an asylum
It is not improbable
to fugitive .Jews (Jer 4(i").
that after the destruction of Jerusalem the policj1

The sumniarv

ot .Saul's

wars

resernblam-e to that ot David's

(1

('2

.S

licars such a stroii),'
S) that it may he douhtt-d

S IJ 'T

whether there was any dclliiitc tradition ol a ranipaifn o( Saul
Hostilities between Saul and aioab would not
a^-ainst Moab.
indeed be inconsistent with 1 S i'S"-, and David, when he
succeeded to the throne, would at once stand in a different
relation to the king o( Moab from that w hich he had occupied
as a rebel ajjainst Haul.
2 A discussion of the way in which this statement is to be
the scope
harmonized with the Biblical chronoloity lies out«ide
'
the son of
It is to be noted that, althouxli liy
ot this article.

Mesha probably means Ahab, the expression would not
preclude a lat«r successor (see W. H. Bennett, Tht itcabite
Omri

'

Stoiu, pp.

20-'>2).

MOAB
Moal) coiiK-iileil with that of the kiiig of Aiiiuion,
whoapijarently intended by the murder of Gedaliah
to compel Judah to join a confederacy against the
of

Chalda'ans.

Moab was menaced,

however, by a danger even
that from Assyria or
east and south the country was
Babylonia
exposed to invaders from the desert, and Ezekiel
Tlie
(25*'-) alreadj- perceived the coming disaster.

more

formidable

tlian

:

criticism of" Jeremiah (48), whicli describes the
devastation of Moab, is extremely difficult ; the
chapter, however, appears to be to a great extent
a cento of various earlier passages, and this in
Is 1.5-lti'-, which is used
itself implies a late date.
by the author of Jer 48, notwithstanding the
text
and later modificaof
the
corrupt condition
tions, gives a clearer picture of Moab's disaster.

Here

lit

is

if

evident,

we argue from the names

of places which may be identified with tolerable
certainty, that the invader advances from south or
south-east to north or north-west, and therefore

cannot be the Assyrian, Clialda?an, or Persian,
but must be a foe from the desert.' With this
invasion the national existence of Moab came to
an end, though Jewish writers long continued to
mention the country by the old name (Is 25'",
Ps 60" 83" 108^). It is remarkable that the name
Moab does not occur in 1 Maccabees. It is found,
however, in Dn II'", and Jo.sephus {Ant. I. xi. 5,
Moabites to
XIIT. xiii. 5, XV. 4) uses the term
denote the Nabatoean Arabs.
as
we
know
from
Mesha's
of
The language
Moab,
'

'

was Hebrew, dillering
from the language of the UT.
inscription,

onlj^ dialectically

It is, indeed, not
impossible that what we regard as peculiarities of
Moabite speech once belonged also to the spoken
Hebrew of W. Palestine. Although portions of
the OT are earlier than the 9th cent. B.C., they
were probably long preserved in an oral form, in
which case peculiarities of dialect may well have
been modified.
The land of Moab affords many pioofs even in
these days of its former fertility and prosperity.
The OT has several references to the cities of
Moab, many of which are named, and mentions
its vineyards as well as its sheep.
Being situated
line of communication between
ott' the direct
Asiatic
empires, it was less
Egypt and the great
liable than W, Palestine to be made a battlefield,
though doubtless there was constant need of
warding otf the attacks of dwellers in the wilderOn the whole, however, Moab seems to
ness.
have had a far more peaceful history than Israel.
In the words of Jer 48", Moab had been at ease
'

from his youth, and had settled on his lees, and
had not been emptied from vessel to vessel, neither
had he gone into captivity.'
religion of Moab presents many parallels to
the popular religion of Israel in pre-Exilic times.
There is no evidence, however, that any great
Moabite prophets, if such existed, could point, as
did the Israelite prophets, to a tradition of purer
Like Israel, Moab had taken
religion in the past.

The

possession of a land containing stone circles (in OT
language, gilgdls) and other primitive monuments,
and it is proljable that in the land of Moab, as in
W. Palestine, some of these were adapted to the
worship of the later strata of population. From
the occurrence of such names as Baal-Meon and
Baal-Peor it may be inferred that the pre-Moabite
religion of the land i-esembled the pre-Israelite

W.

and was in fact Canaanite.
confirmed by the occurrence of the
Ashtar - Cheniosh
curious compound
(Moabite
Stone, line 17) ; for Ashtar is probably a masculine
form of the name familiar to us as Ashtoieth, and
religion of

This inference

Palestine,
is

The Composition o/

the combination of

the

Book of Isaiah,

it

with C'hemosh suggests that

some ancient sanctuary of Ashtar or Ashtoreth
had been appropriated by Chemosh, just as the
aueient sanctuaries of Canaan in W. Palestine
came to be considered sanctuaries of Jahweh.
We know both from the OT and from the Moabite
Stone that Chemosh was the national god of Moab
exactly as Jahweh was the national God of Israel.
Indeed, the Moabite conception of Chemosh appears to have coincided with the ordinary Israelite
conception of Jahweh. The name Chemosh appears compounded in proper names precisely as the

name Jah«eh. Thus Mesha's father's name was
Chemosh in combination with some word which
has been variously read as niclekh and gad a
Chemosh-nadab (cf. the Israelite name Jonadab)
and the name
paid tribute to Sennacherib
Chemosh -y alii (cf. the Israelite Jehiah) is inscribed
on a gem found near Beirilt (EBi, art. Chemosh').
Mesha speaks of Chemosh in precisely the same
;

;

'

terms as an Israelite of his day might have used
speaking of Jahweh, and in Is'u 21^-' the Moabites

in

'

are called
the people of Chemosh and also his
sons' and daughters.' Evidence of the existence
of other cults in pre-Moabite times may be found
in the occurrence of such a name as Nebo, but
there is no reason for supposing that such worship
continued among the Moabites. The name Dawdah,
or Dawdoh, occurs on the Moabite Stone (line 12)
apparently as a divine name ; but, since Ataroth,
where the altar-hearth of Dawdoh was seized, was
Gadite, the name throws no light on Moabite
Whatever the worship of Chemosh may
religion.
have been before the permanent settlement of
Moab, it is extremely probable that it was thenceforth largely intermingled with Canaanite elements. 'I'he OT makes it abundantly clear that
the worship of Jahweh was tainted in precisely the
same way, and Nu 25 aflbrds no evidence that
'

'

'

Moab was worse than Israel in this respect only,
whereas, by the 6th cent. B.C., Israelite religion
had to a considerable extent been purged of the
grosser Canaanite elements, that of JNloab remained
unreformed. Besides religious prostitution, indications of the prevalence of drunkenness in Moab
liave been found in Gn IS'-"^-, Jer 48™ ; and, having
regard to the references to vine-culture, this is not
improbable, though the Israelites were scarcely in
a position to throw stones. It is related (2 K S")
that Mesha, when hard pressed by Israel, sacrificed
his son, and we may therefore assume that human
sacrifice was a definite feature of Moabite religion.
Human sacrifice, not only of the infant first-born,
but on occasion of other victims also, was common
Mesha's
in Israel down to the 7th cent. B.C.
sacrifice of his son should probably be compared,
not with 2
16', Mic 6', for in the case of Ahaz
probablj' only the ordinary ofJ'ering of the infant
Cf.
first-born is meant, but rather with Jg 1P<".
Further evidence of
also Gn 22, 2 S 2P, 1 K 16^'.
the general agreement of Moabite religion with
that of Israel is to be found in Mesha's boast
(Moabite Stone, line' 17) that he has banned or
made tabu the population of Neljo.
The danger to Israel of intimate intercourse
with a people clofclj' akin in race, speaking
the same language, aiul holding religious ideas
similar to those of which the prophets had so
earnestly laboured to rid Israel, was clearly perceived by the Israelite reformers, and will partly
account for the stringent law in Dt 23^, though
political considerations may also have dictated
;

K

this.

'

'

1 See R. H.
Kennett,
I.ondon, 1910, p 34 f.
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—See

the excellent articles on 'Moab' in BDE
W. H. Benuett, The ll<vbili- Statu, Edinburgh,
with the bibliograplij Iheie ^-ivL-n (p. li4).

LiTRRATl'RK.

and EBi
1911,

;

also

K.

MOCHI.— See Cham.\es.

li.

Kennett.
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MODERATION. —

Cicero in an

interesting

some hesitation as to the proper
of the tir. word <rii<t>puv

passiijie e.\i>resse8

Lai. equiv;ilnnt
'Viricliam siniilo

:

qucni Graeci
ffw^poi-a ftppellajit, catiique virtut«m ffw^po<rvi*^i' vot-ant, quam
(ioleo c'luiflfiii turn teniperantiam, turn inoderationem appellate,
ea
non
ujuain ctlam iiiodesliam ; sed haud scio an rtcte
virtus frugtilit-is appeUari possit (ruse. QtUKiL iii. 8).'
in
virtue
to descrihe the
He
question
illud est, qui sit (eiiiporans,

'

proceeds
as follows
:

Kius videtur proprium, motus aniini appet«Dti8

*

sedare, sempcrque adversantem libidini,
sorvare coiistaiitiani.'

re^re
omni
mcweratam
in

et
re

Moderation, according to this view, is a part of
temperance. If temperance consists in self-control
in regard to tlie pleasures of sense, moderation is
exercised in less difficult sphere.s.
Limitation (modus, modercUio) is, of course, a
feature in all virtue this idea has a long history
in the philosophy of Greece, and takes formal
shape in Aristotle's doctrine of the mean which
gives expre.ssion to the peculiarly Greek notion
that virtue in its essence means harmony, grace,
and beauty in action (see A. Grant, The Ethics of
Aristotle', London, 1866, vol. i. essay iv.).' The
word moderation,' however, is in Cliristian ethics
'in least
specially assigned to the virtue which
concerned
things sets the limit.' If temperance is
with strong passions, moderation controls those
which are less vehement. Such, at any rate, is the
view of Aquinas in his discussion of modestia
self-control

;

'

'

'

'

'

{Samma, u.

ii.

160).

Following the guidance of Aquinas, we find that
concerned with four
is
moderation
chielly
matters (1) tlie desire of excellence or superiority
'

'

;

:

as to which Trench

(Synonyms of

NT, Cam-

the

bridge, 18.54, § xcii.) draws the following distinction :
Whatever there may he implied in icdff^ios.'
.something
more is involved in fft^co?. If the xnapno^ ortiors himself well
is
a
and
of
whieh
he
an ornathat
in
support
earthly iroAiTfta,
ment, the uti^vo^ has a grace and di^-iiily not lent him from
earth but which he owes to that higher citizenship which is
'

.

.

:

also his,' etc.

Aquinas deals at length with the que.stion of
but says little as to the duty of
moderation in work. This point is one which has
its importance for us owing to tlie conditions of
modern industrial life. It has been said of the
Anglo-Saxon race that an excess of industry,'
intemperate labour,' is one of its most prominent
recreation,

'

'

characteristics (A.

Luxury, new

ed.,

Wylie, Labour, Leisure, and
London, 1SH7, p. 19). Christian

moderation implies such self-restraint in the
matter of lal)Our as will give fair play to the faculties, spiritual an-l mental, which are not absorbed

the business of life (on this point W. Law
writes suL'};estively in his Serious Call^", London,
On the other hand, pleasure1772, ch. iv.).
worship is a more obvious peril of our time. In
every class there are multitudes who are 'lovers
of pleasures more than lovers of God (2 Ti 3''),
and the result is seen in a wide-spread enfeeblement of will and conscience. Recreation is, of
in

'

—

course, a duty which we owe to our nature a duty
distinctly implied in the Fourth Commandment,
and there is a virtue concerned with the due regulation of the natural desire for relief from labour.
Ludendi etiara est quidam modus retinendus (Cic, de OJf. L
'

*

29

cf. 34).

;

the desire of knowledge ; (3) the outward
actions concerned with the conduct of life, business,
and recreation, work and rest, etc. ; (4) apparel,
furniture, and the external apparatus of life.
Each of these points is fully discussed by
Aquinas in II. ii. 161-169.
(1) As regards the desire of superiority,_ the
virtue which moderates it and regulates it is

We

humility

18=<).
(Pr
'
It is contrary to reason tor a man to make himself irksome to
their
others, taking uo pains to please them and even hindering
pleasures (-'yumma, lI. ii. 168. 4 resp-X
is to be sought with a
Still, since
view to labour (Arist. Eth. Nic. x. 6. 6 : Trait^em

(2)

(q.v.).

virtuotis control of the desire of knowcalled by Aquinas atvdiositas as opposed
ledge
to a form of excess which he calls curiositas (cf.
Aug. Conf. X. XXXV. 54). Little needs to be added
to the discussion in the Suinma (u. ii. 166, 167).
may, however, call attention to a fine passage
(2)

The
is

We

Bernard

in

(in Cant, xxxvi.
Co 8' St. Paul

3),

who

points out

'non probat multa
that in 1
scientem, si sciendi modum nescierit.' Christian
moderation, he says in eft'ect, will prescribe the
limitations under whicli knowledge should be pursued, in respect of the choice of subjects, the
of the student.
degree of zeal, and the purpose
He lays great stress on the question of motive.
Those wlio wish to know merely for the sake of

knowing give way to 'turpis curiositas.'' Those
who pursue knowledge ut aedificent' are guided
by charity those who seek it ut aedilicentur,' by
Maxims of Piety and
prudence (cf. T. Wilson,
'

'

;

'

Morality,' no.

429 [Works, Oxford, 1847-63,

v.

423]).

of work and
(3) Moderation in the matter
recreation and other corporal actions and movements is discussed in Suin»ia, II. ii. 168. What
Aquinas says practically amounts to this that
man's external behaviour is to be consistent with
his dignity as a reasonable being and with the
claims made upon him as a member of a comWhat St. Paul means to imply in the

—

munity.
words affifin and
1

Cf.

KcKr/jnot is

Orat. pro Deiol.

ix.

20

here in point (1 Ti 32 *),
Ego frugalitatein, id est,

modestiam et temperantlam, virtutem case maxiniaiu iudico'
Beata Vita, 31). Ambroae, in dt Off. ilin.
(quoted by Aug. (U
L 43, treata mwieralion and temperance as synonymous.
2 Ct.
de
A'at.
Boni, 3 ; Aquinas, Summa, ii. ii. 141. ".
Aug.
• Cf. Seneca,
Plus scire quam sit satis,
Ep. Ixxxviii. 80 :
'

lotemperantiae yenus

est.'

i.e. a sense of fitness trained by exercise
reflexion.- Aquinas points out that, as there
can be sinful excess in the matter of amusement,
so there may be a wrong defect, for a nian in'
'
show himself friendly
social intercourse must

decide,

and

'

amusement

happiness does not consist in amusement, and to make a serious business of it is
Christian tact in
foolish and very childish (i6.).
these matters was what the Puritans of the 17th
cent, lacked.
They were credited with the opinion
that 'no honest inirth or recreation is lawful or
tolerable in our religion' (see the Declaration of
Charles I. of 18th Oct. 1633, which may be found
in H. Gee and W. J. Hardy, Documents illustrativcofEuq. Church Hist., London, 1896, p. 528 ff.).
The Puritan, says J. K. Green, lacked 'all sense
of measure and proportion in common matters.'*
John Bunyan's sin w liich he could not let go was
'a love of hockey and of dancing on the village
It was in the midst of 'a game of cat'
green.'
that the converting voice 'did suddenly dart' into

ojrwi ciroiSdi'r]),

'

'

'

'

his soul (Green, v. 103 f. ).
finds scope
(4) The virtue of moderation finally
in the minutim of external apparel, furniture,
and other conveniences of life (ct. Cic. de Off. i.

eadera mediocritas ad omnem usum cultnmque
39
see also i. 35, and cf.
vitae transferenda est
and Ambrose, de
Ba-sil, Horn, de Humilitate, vii.,
'

:

'

;

1 Theodoret
(on 1 Ti 3=) remarks that the word Ki<rii«>t implies
atrrt ««i 6ia roi,
good behaviour in voice, appearance, and gait,

<ru>uaTO« (tQii-to^a*

ttj*- tt7?

^i'X^< aut^pwrvvuv.
recreation, according to Anstotle,

SThe virtue concerned with

'

:

can scarcely on this point improve upon the

maxim of Aristotle that in determining the right
mean in such matters tact alone (^TriSefiin)?) can

which urbanitas or comilas might be a fair
As to the peculiarly Greek grace of «vT(>aIjitin equivalent.
cf. Thuc. ii. 3S, 41.
irtAia see KtJi. -Vic. iv. 8
cl.
» But. !>/ the Engluh I'mplt, Ixindon, lS»:i-96, v. 108
a mode
Ambrose, dt Off. Min. i. lb ITsJ, who derives modestia
is

nrrpoirtAio, tor

;

;

•

scientise quid deceret.'
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Off.

\.

We may

18).

necessary to insist that, in the earlier stages
development, the various movements
grouped together and logi(7illy correlated by the
author of the encyclical PtiS'-riidi, li.ad little or no
conscious connexion, and tliat it was <mly the external pressure of adversity that gradually forced
them at a later period into mutual relations of a
more intimate kind.
It may be well in the first place to sketch briefly
the history of this complex movement as a whole,
and then to give some account of the various forms
which it has assumed. These may perhaps be
treated most conveniently under the heads of (a)

note that the word

it is

apjilicd to the dress of women (1 Ti '2'),
and a similar exjiression, iv Kara(rTr}naTi iepotrfKwfh,
is found in Tit -'.
The principle iiii|)lied seems to
lie that a person's dress is to be proiiortioned to

of

/cZiTjuios is

his station or office in life, or to the occupation
in which he may chance to l)e engaged (work, or
recreation, or worship).' Law goes to the root
'
of the matter when he represents Paternns as
advising Ids son on these points
Let your dress be sober, clean, and modest, not to set out
the beauty of your person, but to declare the sobriety of your
mind, that your outward f?arb may resemble the inward plainness and siniplicity of your heart. For it is hiy:hly reasonable,
that you should be one man, all of a piece, and appear outwardly such as you are inwardly (Serious Call, ch. x\'iii.).2 As
to the dress of women see what is said of Miranda (ch. ix.).
It may he objected that tins entire account of
'
'
moderation is somewhat arbitrary. The fact is
that moralists have evidently found difiicnity in
distinguishing between the different spheres of
'

:

*

(<;) ecclesisocial reform.
It must not be forgotten that the
I. History.
Vatican Decrees were the result of a liberal movement in the Church. For its founders, or at any
rate for most of them, Ultramontanism was the
vision of a Roman Catholicism freed from the entanglements of ancient dynastic contentions and
in its new independence pledged to the spiritual
It was
leadership of the rising democracies.
natural that the movement should find its fruitful
seed-bed in the countries which had yielded most
Lamenreadily to the spell of the Revolution.
nais, Lacordaire, and Montalembert were its chief
names in France ; in Italy, Gioberti and Rosmini.
But the hopes of the earlier Ultramontanism, open
to all the winds of the century, perished in 1848.
The consolidation of the spiritual empire of the
papacy M'as to he achieved by other instruments
and in another spirit. The Council of the Vatican
seemed, both to the \ictors and to the vanquished,
to be the definite reproof of the generous dreams
which had made it possible. Its reactionary char-

astical

'

action in behaviour which are regulated by moderation, sobriety, and temperance respectively. There
the
is, however, practical convenience in following
line suggested

He may

hy Aquinas.

as over-systematic, but

be criticized
that

we need not suppose

The
his classilication is intended to be e.xhaustive.
modum jionit' will be
differently estimated according to the various circumstances in which men find themselves placed
'Quaerendum etiam in omni actu quid personis, quid
teniporibus conveniat atque aetatibus, quid etiam singulorum
ingeniis sit accommodum. Saepe enim quod alterum decet,
alterum non decet (Ambrose, de Off. Min. i. 43 [212], speaking
virtue which 'in minimis

:

'

of moderation).

It remains to

AV

occurs in
the word

RV

add that the word 'moderation'
In
only in Ph 4'' [rb ^ttuik^s).
'

translated

is

The

forbearance.'

—

considerategrace which St. Paul has in mind
ness or reasonableness
is, of course, a form of
which Wilson demoderation
that beautiful
scribes in Sacra Privata (ed. Oxford, 1849, p. 41
[Works, V. 31]) as the way of an happy life'
Lay nothing; too much t« heart desire nothing too eagerly
'

'

'

—

'

'

:

'

;

:

for disasters ; be
rejoice not excessively, nor j^rieve too uuich
not violently bent on any desi;.;n ; nor let any worldly cares
hinder you from taking care of your soul ; and remember, that
it is necessary to be a Christian (that is, to govern one's self by
motives of Christianity) in the most common actions of civil life.'

This
Paul

is

Co

(1

18 [70]

the

essentially
V-"-^')-

Cf.

spirit

Ambrose,

de.

felt that tlie Church was in danger
of being paralyzed by the Syllabus and the Vatican
decrees, and were resolved that this danger must
at all costs be averted. The accession of Leo xill.
in 1878 seemed to give them tlicir opportunity.

among them

St.

enjoined

by
Min.

Off.

i.

:

Magna igitur modestia, quae cum sit etiam sui juris remissior,
nihil sibi usurpans, nihil vindicang, et quodammodo intra vires
'

suas contractiur, dives est apud Deum.'

Literature.

— Ambrose,

de

Officiis

Ministr.

i.

;

Thomas

Aquinas, Suinnia Theologue, ii. ii. 161-169 J. Taylor, IIol//
H. L. Martensen, Christina Elhlc.s{ImiiLivinq, ch. ii. § 5
mduat), Edinburgh, 1881, 5 170 J. Ruskin, Modtrn I'aivtfrs,
i. ch. 10 (on the relation of moderation to art).
sect.
3,
pt.
R. L. Ottlev.
;

;

;

by the papal encyclical which condemned it to a
complex of movements within the Roman Communion, .all alike inspired by a desire to bring
the tradition of Christian belief and practice into
closer relation with the intellectual habits and
These movesocial aspirations of our own time.
ments arose spontaneously and, for the most part,
in entire independence of one another during the
Since they had
last decade of the 19th century.
thus a common inspiration and a common purpose,
it was neither unnatural nor unfair that the authorshould unite them under
ity which condemned theni
a common designation in a common censure. Yet
In classical writers sentiments of this kind occasionally
Ter. Ueaut. u. iii. 47 Cio. de
e.g. Hor. Carm. l. v. 5
a forma removeatur omnis viro non dignu° omatus
Off. i. 3G
et huic simile vitiuni in gestu raotuque caveatur.'
2 We are reminded of the advice of Polonius to Laertes in
Bamlet, act i. bc. 3. Ambrose says strikingly {de Off'. Min. i.
Vox quaedam est animi ."corporis niotns.'
Ii 1711)
1

:

;

;

*

;

'

:

His numerous encyclicals, while conservative and
traditional in tone and perhaps still more so in
intention, were nevertheless so framed as to be
capable of being turned to account by the progresOf these encyclicals, three may be specially
sives.
yEterni Patris (4th Aug. 1879), which
recalled
enjoined a return to the traditional metaphysics of
St. Thomas Aquinas as the necessary foundation
for the demonstration of the chief points of Christian belief; Rerum Novarum (15th May 1891),
which dealt with the condition of the working
classes; and Providentissimiis Dcus (18th Nov.
:

MODERATISM.— See Evangelicallsm.
MODERNISM. — Modernism is the name given

occur

—

—

'

'

and

acter was accentuated by contenipoi-ary happenings
the consolidation of the Italian kingdom at the
expense of the temporal power, and the establishment of the Third Republic in France. Yet, in
Both in the intelfact, a new era had dawned.
lectual and in the political spheres new and strange
[iroblems urgently demanded the attention of
Roman Catholic scholars and thinkers. Many

'

'

their

apologetic, (6) historical criticism, and

'

'

763

;

1893), which expiessly condemned 'disquieting
tendencies' in Biblical interpretation 'which, if
they prevailed, could not fail to destroy the inspired and supernatural character of the Bible.'
The warnings and counsels contained in these
documents were resumed and reinforced in a
further encyclical, dated 8th September 1899, and
addressed to the archbishops, bishops, and clergy
It may be said that the whole history
of France.
of Leo XIII. 's pontificate, its success and its failure,
is to be found in a comparison of the last of these
documents with its three predecessors. Such a
comparison reveals a growing alarm on the part of
authority at the development both of those new
tendencies in apologetic or exegesis which it had
attempted to repress and of the social action of the
clergy which it had encouraged.

MODERNISM
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was not without justilicalion. It is
Kraiioo, intclleotuiilly ami politically tlie most
lii^hly (leveloneil country ot tlio Koman Coniluunioii, (hat the reason for it can be most clearly
In 1875 the French episcopate secured
traced.
from the government of the Third Itcpublic the
rij;lit to eslahlish what were practically Uomau
Catholic universities tree from all .State control.
Tliat alarm

ill

I

Of the foundations thus aulliorized the most important was the Catholic Institute of I'aris, which
came into existence in 1878. Among its lir.-t professors was Louis Duchesne, a scholar who, thouf;!!
then only thirty-live years of age, had already
adiieved considerable reputation as an ecclesiastical
historian ol wide knowledge .uul independent judgment. Three years afterwards one of Duchesne's
pupils, Alfred Loisy, a young priest belonging
to the diocese of Chalons, was appointed to the
chair of Hebrew at the Institute.
Both scholars
claimed the right to apply a rigorously .scientific
n>ethod to their respective spheres of research, the
one to ecclesiastical history, the other to Biblical
Their contention was that it was not
exegesis.
only possible, but necessary, to distinguish between
Duthe reiiuirements of history and of faith.
chesne's critical boldness in the treatment of ecclesiastical legend speedily aroused the hostility of the
traditionalists, and in I8S5 he was compelled to
suspend for a year his course at the Institute. It
was not till 1893 that Loi.sy was forced to resign
his chair
a resignation which «as followed Viy
the condemnation, in the encyclical Pruvidcntlssiof
the
mils,
principles of Biblical interpretation
which he had upheld. During the decade of his
connexion with the Institute, however, a group of
scholars had been formed who, having become
teachers in their turn, carried an entlmsiasm for
the critical method into tlie other Catholic Institutes and many of the diocesan seminaries.
The new movement towards a positive theology,
as it was called, had its ell'ect also upon the lay
world. The beginning of the nineties was marked
in intellectual France by what Brunetifere described
as the bankruptcj- of .science.' This meant that
science had proved unequal to the needs of life, that
man could not live by science alone, and that
religion was coming into its own again.
But, if

—

'

meant a revolt
meant equally a
it

a;4ainst scientific

dogmatism,

it

revolt against philosophic dogmatism. New tendencies in philoso]>hy were beginning to appear which assigned to the will or to

the total activity of the

human

spirit

A

the princi-

young Konnm
pal role in determining truth.
Catholic philosopher, Maurice Blondel, turned
these new tendencies to account in the interests of
Christian apologetic in a thesis entitled L' Action,
sustained before the Sorbonne for his doctor's
degree on 7tli June 1893.
year or two earlier,
a group of young members of the university,
attracted by the new s]>irit among the teaching
clergy and prejiared to find in it a promise or
reconciliation between religion and contomporarj'
knowledge and ways of thought, had founded a
society which was to embrace those who desired
to retain or reg.ain religious belief without sacrifice
of intellectual lionesty.
The society (its title,
L' Union puiirl'action morale, sulliciently indicated

A

its object)

had among

its

members

religious, free

thinkers, Roman Catliolics, I'rotestants, and/lews.
On the occasion of a congress of Bom.an Catholic
youth, held at Grenoble in May 1892, Leo XIII.
h.ad written a letter to the bishop of Grenoble in
which he declared that it was the pari of Christian
wisdom to promote the co-operation of all men of
goodwill, whether believers or those who, while

not believers, were yet niitiiralitcr Ckristiani, in
the pursuit of individual and social good. This
Uetlaration was received with entliusiasni by the

membei's of the new Lliiion, and its president, I'aul
Desjardins, sought an interview witli the pojjc and
obtained from him the a.ssurance of his entile
sympathy with its aims. .Meanwhile many of the
younger clergy had found in he encyclical Heriim
Noviiriima.\u[ in Leo XIII.'s advice to French Koman
Catholics to rally to the Republic the long-awaited
opportunity of religious action upon the democracy.
Numerous Roman Catholic democratic journals
were started, the ilemocratic clergy were invited
by many bishops to explain their views to the
students of the diocesan seminaries, and public
conferences were organized at which men of all
shades of democratic ojiinion were welcomed.
Thus throughout the French Church a new era
of intellectual and social activity seemed suddenly
to have dawned under the immediate sanction of
Leo Xlll.'s later pronouncement, it is
.authority.
true, aimed at keeping in check the various phases
of the comidex movement which his earlier encyclicals had been interpreted as in .some degree
encouraging. Yet uji to the eiul of his pontificate
no individual condemnation had taken jilace, and
that though it was believed that determined ett'orts
had been made to procure the condemnation of
Loisy's lirst attempt to utilize the results of his
critical studies for popular apologetic jmrposes in
This book,
his little book L'Ki'ani/ile ct I'l-i/'i'iC.
published towards the end of 196'2, was afterwards
described by its author ;is '(1) a liistorical sketch
and explanatory account of the development of
Christianity, and (2) a general philosophy of religion and an essay in the interpretation of dogmatic formulas, official Symbols, and conciliar
definitions, with a view to bringini; them into
agreement, by the sacrifice of tlie letter to the
spirit, with the data of history and contemporary
ways of thinking' (RHLR xi. [1906] 570). It precipitated a ferment which had been slowly and
silently working throughout the Roman Church
during twenty years. In Italy, Germany, England,
America, and even in Spain, Loisy was suddenly
hailed as an interpreter of ideas which had long
been more or less clearly present to many minds.
His treatment of religion on its side of human
growth had welded together the philosophical and
the more strictly theological elements of the new
His treatment of the nature
apologetic method.
of ecclesiastical authority in the AiUour dan petit

!

'

I

!

livre (a sequel to L'6m>itjile et Viglise) served to
demonstrate to the social reformers within the

Church a close kinship between their own aims
and methods and those of the theological reformers.
Loisy had all unconsciously become the nucleating

centre of a movement which knit together all the
various elements of reform and extended its lamitications throughout large sections of the Roman
Catholic world.
The election of Pius x. to the papal chair was an
opportunity for stern dealing with this new threat
For
to the fixity of Koman Catholic tradition.
some years before the desith of his predecessor the
peril of the new doctrines had been vehemently
proclaimed by the traditional theologians, notably
and J.
i>y C. F. Turinaz, the bisho]) of Nancy,
F(mtaine of the Society of .Jesus. Leo XIII. had
luob.ibly nosympathy whatever with theattempteil
reconciliation between the ('hurch and modern
life, but he had himself aimed at .wme reconciliation, and he therefore shrank from directcoiulemnaK<'( nnciliaI'ius X. had no such ditliculty.
lion.
tion implied that tradition w.-us perfectible, which
he could not admit. He hastened, within a few
months of his election, to strike .at both the theological and the social activities of the reformers.
On 16th December I'.IOS live of Loi.sy's books were
placed on the Index, and two days aflerw.arda a
iitutu projiiiu

was

issued

which aimed

at regulating

MODERNISM
'popular C'hristiau action.' The war, which was
to be wage<l during the next four years, liad been
varied and continued literary actideclared.

ii., in Allgcmeine ZeitSupplement, 1895, no. 211 the letters were
signed Spektator,' one of the pseudonyms adopted
by Kraus see Schnitzer, Der katholischc Modernismus, in the series Die Klussiker iter Religion, p.
39, where the letter is given in full as the w ork of
Kraus). Kraus, however, died in 1902, too early
to be involved in the distinctively Modend.st controHermann .Schell, a professor in the Theoversies.
logical Faculty at AViirzburg, had as early as 1896
published a book entitled Katholizisnnis als Prinzip
des Fortschritt-s, which provoked long and bitter
As a result certain bishops of
controversy.
Northern German}- forbade their priests to attend
his lectures.
Two years afterwards controversy
was renewed over Schell's views on eternal punishment, and four of his books were placed on the
Index. Schell made a formal submission after receiving an assurance from the bishop and the Theological F'aculty of Wurzburg that such submission
did not imply any sacrifice of conviction on his
But he withdrew none of the condemned
part.
hooks from circulation, and continued till his
death in 1906 to be the leader of a strong liberal
('

on the one side, was met by repeated condemnations, on the other. Loisy indeed made a
formal submission, and devoted himself in silence
to the preparation of his great work on the Synoptic Gospels.
But Blondel's philosophy of action
was popularized by Lucien Laberthonniere, a priest
of the Oratory, in a series of articles published
for the most part in the Annales de philosophic
chreticnne, and afterwards i-ssued in two small
volumes Essais cle philosophie religiensc and Le
In the QuinRialisine chrdien ct I'iclealismegrec.
zaiiie, a review edited by Georges Fonsegrive, a
professor of the university, another university professor, Edouard Le Roy, inaugurated a discussion
of the nature of religious dogma which provoked
a considerable controversy. Le Roy afterwards
publislied, in the form of a volume entitled Dogine
ct critique, a collection of replies to his critics,
In Italy
together with the original articles.
Antonio Fogazzaro, the novelist, launched a programme of ecclesiastical reform, having for its
object a general renewal of Christian life, in his
novel // SiDito (Milan, 1906). In the same country
Giovanni .Semeria, a Barnabite, did much by his
lectures on both the historical and the philosophical
aspects of apologetics to disseminate the new
ideas, while Itomolo Murri, a secular priest of the
diocese of Fermo, continued his crusade on behalf
of Christian democratic action, undismayed by
numerous manifestations of hostility on the part
of authority.
Among his chief supporters in this
crusade was Salvatore Minocchi, a professor of

;

'

—

who had

also

movement in German Roman Catholicism. Among

his most influential disciples were Albert Ehrhard
of Strassburg, Joseph Schnitzer of Munich, and

Hugo Koch

become known

through his studies

of

;

'

vity,

Hebrew at Florence,
as a Biblical critic

Kirchenpolitische Bricfe,'

(nig,

A

'
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Psalms and of Isaiah. In England the movement
was represented principally by the writings of
George Tj-rrell, a member of the Society of Jesus,
and Friedrich von Hiigel. The latter had read
a paper on the progress of OT criticism as it
concerned the Hexateuch at a Roman Catholic
Congress held at Fribourg-in-Switzerland in 18'J7,
which afibrded ample evidence of his accurate
scholarship and of the freedom of his critical
method and conclusions. Since then he had been
engaged on an important work on The Mi/stical
Element of Eel ig ion {it was not published till 1908),
which revealed his originiility and depth as a
thinker on all the problems connected with religion,
while it gave further proof of his competence as a
critical historian.
Meanwhile he had contributed
articles to the Qimizaine, II Rinnovamento, and
other Modernist reviews, notably a reply to an
article by Blondel which had impugned the right
of criticism to a complete autonomy in the religious
domain, and a defence of critical conclusions with
regard to the Pentateuch against a judgment of
the papal Biblical Commission affirming its Mosaic
authorship ('iTth June 1906). Tyn'ell was already
widely know n for his frank and bold handling of
religious difficulties, but it was his acknowledgment of the authorship of A Letter to a Univertriti/
Professor, which had been privately circulated, and
his consequent expulsion from the Society of Jesus
(F'eb. 19<J6), that brought him to the forefront
of the Modernist movement and made him its
universally acknowledged leader till his death in
July 1909. In Germany the movement was for
the most part confined to an agitation for ecclesiP'ranz Xavier Kraus, a professor
astical reform.
at Freiburg-im-Breisgau, was the determined
opponent of Ultramontanism. An Ultramontane
he defined as one who [daces the Church before
religion, who identities the pope with the Church,
who is ready to sacrilice a clear decision of his own
conscience to the sentence of an external authority
'

'

of Braunsberg.
Pius X. did not fail to replv to the growing
menace of this movement, jburing the years
1905-06 he issued a series of encyclicals in condemnation of the Christian Democratic movement
in Italy.
Another series of decisions by the
Biblical Commission which Leo xill. had appointed
in 1902 reproved the audacities of criticism in
questioning accepted beliefs as to the authorship
and authenticity of certain books of Scripture.
In AprU 190G the works of Laberthonniere and
Fogazzaro's II Santo were condemned by the
Congregation of the Index. But it was not till
the beginning of 1907 that the storm burst in its
full fury.
Miuri was suspended 'a divinis' on
loth ApiH. Two days later the pope delivered an
allocution in which he denovmced the new movement as the compendium and poisonous essence
of all heresies,' and called upuii the cardinals to
aid him in eradicating these evils from the Church.
At the end of the same month the Cardinal Prefect
of the Index w rote to Cardinal Ferrari, archbishop
of Milan, enjoining him to procure the suppression
of // Rinnovamento, a Modernist review which had
been launched at the beginning of the year. The
Cardinal Prefect's letter was remarkable not only
for the strong terms in whicli it denounced the
review as 'notoriously opposed to Catholic spirit
and teaching,' but also because it took the unusual
course of expressly naming certain writers
Fogazzaro, Tyrrell, von Hiigel, and Murri. In
May the archbishop of Paris, inspired, no doubt,
by similar action on the part of the Cardinal Vicar,
prohibited the reading of Le Roy's Dugmc et
critique, and at the same time forbade any priest
'

—

in his diocese to collaborate in Loisy's Revue
d'histoire et dc littiraturc rcUgicuses.
The professors of the Catholic Institute of Paris were
at the same time forbidden by the bishops who
controlled that seat of learning to contribute to

Demain, a small Modernist weekly which had
been founded at Lyons in 1905. In June Pins x.,
in a letter of felicitation to Ernst Conimer, a professor at Vienna, who had written an attack upon

the theology of Hermann Schell, described those
who had projected a monument to Schell's memory
as either ignorant of Catholicism or rebels against
the authoritj- of the Holy See," though among
them were the archbishop of IJamberg and the
'

bisho]! of I'assau.
By this long series of

censures the

way was
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.sUiiifjunI' and inclusive conthe various lieresics, exegetic,
and social, that were
apol<>;,'flic, philosojilucal,
That controuliliiiy thi) IJoiiiiiu Catholic world.
demnation was pronounced in the decree of the
Inquisition, LamentabUi sane cxitii, dated 3rd
July 1907, and the encyclical Pacccndi Dominui
The
ijrcgis, of 8tli Se|iteniber in the same year.
decree Lamcntabili was a mere collection of sixtyNo
live propositions whicli were to be condemned.
indication was given of the sources from which they
had been derived, and no writer was condemned
name, but thirty-eiglit of the propositions were

urciiuicd for a

demnation

of

more

all

by

directly concerned with Biblical criticism, and
Loisy, in some notes on tlie decree whicli he
publislied at the beginning of the following year,
accepted its condemnation as directed in large
measure against himself. Tlie encyclical Pascenc/i
was a document of much greater importance, and
was recognized as sucli by the leading Modernists.
Tyirell met it with vigorous criticism and open
defiance in two articles which appeared in the

Times on 30th Sejitcniber and 1st October, in the
full knowledge that he was exposing himself to
the severest "censures of the Cliurch. On 2Sth
October a more detailed reply was published in
Kome under the title // Prugramma del niodernistl.

encyclical had deduced from an unsound philosophical principle all tlie various errors which it
grouped together under the name of Modernism,
and it maintained tiiat the false conclusions of the

The

Modernists with regard to history, dogma, and
the Bible were all the necessary result of an
erroneous jdiilosophy. To this the Prvgrainma
replied that it was, on tlie contrary, the undeniable results of liisturioal criticism that had made
necessary a new apologetic of some kind.
The attitude of Tyrrell and of the authors of the
Programnui revealed a determination to resist the

action of authority. The watchword of this resistance was to be 'No scliism.' Even if excommunicated, the Modernist leaders were resolved to
claim their inalienable right of spiritual domicile
within the Cliurch. Authority might cut them oil'
from its outward conimuniou, but could not atl'ect
their inward communion with it.
Tyrrell expounded the new policy in an article contributed
to the Grande licvue, and remained till his death
But tlie difficulty of
its most consistent adherent.
giving effect to the policy soon became apparent.

chief dilhculty lay in tlie economic dependence of the Modernist clergy, which prevented their
On the morrow of the publicaaction in the open.
tion of the Proriramma, e.g., the reading of the
book was forbidden to the faithful and its authors
were excommunicated. But as they still remained
anonymous, the ed'ect of their protest upon the
outer world was largely discounted. Yet it was in
Italy that resistance to the encyclical was most
obstinate and prolonged. In spite of the assiduous
suppression of Modernist journals, both scientific
and social, new ones continually appeared in that
country. Among tliese the must influential was
Nova et I'l'lern, founded in January 1908, in
which for the lirst time theological views of a
decidedly negative character, such as found expression in the Lcttere di un prete modeniista, jiubli.shed at Koine in the same year, began to appear.
Meanwhile condemnations were launched against
the leaders who had apiie.ared in the open. Loisy
was formally excominuuicated on 7tli March 190.S.
The same sentence was ))ronounced against Murri,
who had been elected as a deputy to the Italian
Chamber, on 22nd M.ircli 1909. Tyrrell had been
deprived of the .sacraments on 22Md October HloT.
Tlie same fate befell .S<linitzer at the beginning

The

,

;i
Mimicclii was siis]H'iidcd
of February 190S.
divinis'in January of the same year, ami in the
'

following October voluntarily withdrew into secular
This series of personal condemnations was
life.
followed u() and completed by a blow aiiiiwl at the
Chri-stian Social movement in France. The Si/faii,
the organ of the movement, was formally con-

denined on 25tli August 1910, and its ])rom()ters
ordered to work henceforward for social reform
under the direction of their respective liisbo])s.
Marc Sangnier, the lay leader of the movement,
made his submission, but Pierre Dabry, its mo.st
prominent clerical representative, withdrew into
secular life.
The various measures of repression set forth in
the encyclical Pascendi having failed, after a
lengthened trial, to produce the desired cfl'cct,
I'ius X. issued, on 1st September 19U1, the iiiatii
jyroprio Sarrorimi Antistitum, in which he enjoined
the imposition of a special oath of adliesion to all
the condemnations, declarations, and prescriptions
contained in the encyclical Pa.sxcndi and the
decree LamentabUi upon all professors of seminaries and lloman Catholic universities and institutes on admission to their otKce and upon all
ordinands. It fell, however, not to a priest or
'

even to a layman, but to a woman, to make a protest against what she conceived to be a violation
of Christian liberty. Maude Petre, the biographer
of Tyrrell, having been called upon by the bishop
of the diocese in which she resided to subscribe to
the condemnations contained in the encyclical
Pascendi and the decree LamentabUi as a condition of her admission to the sacraments, refused
to do so on the ground that such subscriiilion
would imply a readiness to defend, if necessary
with her life, every word of those documents
as being equally important for faith with the
Apostles' Creed itself. About the same time an
anonymous document, purporting to represent the
views of a numerous group of ecclesiastics belonging to all the French dioceses, appeared in a
Parisian newspaper, the Sidclc. It contained a
declaration that its authors desired, before taking
the oath under constraint, to protest before tlod
and the Church that they did not regard their act
of submission as in any way binding upon tlieir
consciences or as implying any modilication of
Whether with this reservation or
their opinions.
not, the anti-Modernist oath was generally taken
by most of those suspected of being Modernists,
and the history of Modernism as an open move-

ment

Roman

in the

an end.
2. Forms.
was the aim

— («)

Catholic Church had come to

—

It
Apvlogetic of immanence.
of the philosophic Modernists, notal)ly of Laberthonnifere, to establish the cardinal
points of Christian belief by the aid of the modern
evolutionary or dynamic view of the universe.
That involved a departure from the traditional
But they did not
scholastic method of apologetic.

abandon scholasticism arbitrarily, simply because
On the contrary, it was their sincere
it was old.
belief that the Aristotelian metapliysic and logic
utilized by the scholastic theologians provided a
less perfect instrument for the illustration and
defence of specifically Christian belief than the
more modern conceptions of life. It is, e.g., an
essential part of Christian belief that God is
But it is only in
personal ami that He is Creator.
the light of a dynamic conce|)tion of the universe
that the full signilicaiice of these alfirmations is
The God of Aristotle was a logical
disclosed.
Creation was but
abstraction, the ultimate Idea.
the logical derivation of the divine Idea in specific
It
fiuius towards a passively receptive matter.
was in no sense a luoductive ellort realizing new
Bill that is just what the Christian belief
life.
demands. I'or it (!od is the sovereign source of
power, and that power goes forth, must by its very

MODERNISM
nature go forth, in a real creative effort issuing in
new life independent of and yet closely united
vith its source. And the very essence of that
new life is again real creative action. For action
is always creative, an extension of life beyond
itself, its prolongation into another life, not itself,
of which it remains the constitutive principle.
Tlius creation is God's transcendent reality introducing itself into the world and becoming immanent in it. And this act of creation is the act
of the divine love by which God is eternally pledged
to His world, by w-hich His world, becoming selfconscious in man, needs and can receive His grace.
Again, as Laberthonnifere points out, it is just
because God is not the pure act of Aristotle, but
the power which by His own nature acts continua society
ally, that we can conceive of a plurality,
engendered within the unity of His own Being.
The doctrine of the Trinity assumes a vital and
not a merely formal character.
Thus the reality which we assign to life, because
we already feel it there, is itself the motive of our
That personality
belief in the personality of God.
is not a mere idea to which we attain by logical
from our total
inference
It is a vital
inference.
experience of life as free creative action. That
experience implies a more or less conscious communion of each separate creative unit with an
'

'

original infinite source of creative life, and of all
the units with one another in and through that
All the terms which this essentially religious
life.
experience has formulated to express itself com-

—

—

munion, inspiration, revelation, faith, judgment
imply a concretely personal character in God. On

the other hand, these terms, when interpreted to
us and by us through the logical abstractions of
the Aristotelian metaphysic, lose much of their
The concepdistinctively religious significance.
tion of faith, e.g., as an assent of the intelligence
to the truth acquired extrinsically, by tlie teacliing
of a divinely deputed authority, fails to do justice
That concrete reality of
to its concrete reality.
faith is an immediate response of the whole jjersonal
nature to the personal divine action upon it, a response in virtue of which it recognizes authority
and the measure in which authority mediates the
divine action to it. The intellectual element in
faith exists, but it exists as a derivative from some
profounder and more vital action of faith. So,
again, revelation, when conceived as the final and
imperfectible deposit of truth-statements to be imposed ujion the intellect from without, is shorn of
much of its religious character. Assent to such a
revelation nee^l not be religious at all. The real
concrete revelation of God is to the whole personal
nature apprehemling His action upon it. And the
of that revelation are Christ,
perfect instruments
the Incarnate Word, and the life of His Church in
The
so far as it is a real extension of His life.
thought of the Church, it« dogmas, its truthstatements, are but the partial and ever-perfectible
translation in terms of one aspect of man's activity,
his power of intellectually apprehending reality,
Thus
of its living apprehension of God in Christ.

even the Gospels themselves are not a completed
revelation.
Tliey indeed enshrine the perfect
But that revelation
revelation of the Christ-life.
can be apprehended onlj' in proportion as it is

and by those by whom it is lived. The
Gospels were but the earliest attempt of those
who had li\ed it to read and interpret its mysteries.
Thus histoiy is not of merely accidental importance to Christianity, but is, on the contrary, of its
."Vs
Laberthonnif're frequently jjuts it,
essence.
,?»6
Christianity has dared to conceive of God
God condescends to weave the
sperie teniporis.
texture of His vast designs with human hands.
The divine inspiration of each uidividual life is

lived,

iel

a free product of the total inspiration of past
humanity and a contribution towards all future
So tradition acquires a vital, and not
inspiration.
a merely formal, value.
It was the aim of tlie
(i) Historical criticism.
philosophical Modernist to vindicate the Church
as the supreme organ of the vital religious tradiThe historical Modernist sought
tion of mankind.
to do the same thing in his own special field of
study. The orthodox apologist, grounding himself on the closed character of revelation as imperfectible truth-statement, had to prove the practically formal identity of the dogmatic statements
of the Church to-day with the Scriptural revelation.
For the historian, however, tlie admission of such
formal identity was impossible. The development
of dogma from the most general to the most exact
forms of statement, from the simplest to the most

—

complex and detailed forms, was a fact of history.
As a historian, the Modernist had merely to trace
the development and expose its character. But,
as a Christian apologist (the role which alone constituted him a Modernist), he had to undertake
the much more difficult task of reconciling this
development of dogma with its jiermanent truthvalue. This he attempted to do by distinguishing
between the spirit and the form of each dogmatic
statement, ascribing to the former an absolute and
permanent, to the latter a merelj- relative, instrumental, and mutable value. By the spirit of a
dogma such apologists meant its witness to some
aspect of religious experience which was necessary
to the reality of the religious life, and therefore
universal or capable of becoming universal. But
that witness could pass current between mind and
mind only by the aid of some intellectual symbol
capable of

suggesting the

actually experienced

Such symliols, necessarily sliaped by tlie
reality.
intellectual methods and habits of their period of
growth, were clearly perfectible. But the growth
of dogma was something more, and more truly
organic, than the adaptation, as it were consciously
and from \\ ithout, of more perfect thought-forms
For thought reacts upon
to a constant experience.
life, the clear perception of an experience upon
the experience itself, enlarging and deepening its
And so many of the Modernist apologists
import.
were ready to find in the more developed forms
of dogma a fuller expression of its spirit, the experienced reality actually deepened by the more
adequate form of the witness to it. A similar
method of treatment was applied by the Modernist
historian to the growth of ecclesiastical government and institutions and all the formal aspects of
the Church's life. As a historian, he had to denj'
tlie orthodox contention that the actual fabric of
Church order had been instituted by Christ HimBut he claimed that the Churcli as a society
self.
had grown out of the spirit of Christ, and that
each stage in the evolution of its order could be
shown to have been the necessary means, under
the circumstances of its particular historical
moment, of preserving or extending the operation
of that spirit.
Yet the
(c) Ecclesiastical a7id social reform.
movement did not propose sim|ply to divinize the
Her actual institutions came
existing Church.
into existence in a distant past in response to the
needs of the spirit tlien operating within her. But
to-day those institutions may be sufibcating her
true life. They may even, as Fogazzaro's saint
suggests, be introducing false and destructive
the spirit of falsehood,
spirits into her system
the spirit of clerical domination, the spirit of
(// Santo, pp.
avarice, the spirit of iiimiobility

—

—

'

'

Yet none of the chief Alodernist \\ riters
can be said to have put forward any definite jirogramme of ecclesiastical reform. They urge rather
:)36-342).
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that Church aiithorily
spirit

it

is,

wliat

reniemlier of
exists to serve

slioultl

spirit

it

what
and

extend.
•The Church ia llie hierarchy with iU (raditional concepts,
»nd it is tlie world with ita continuous hold upon reality, witli
the Church is olHcial
its continuous reaction upon trarlition
theology, and tlie inexhaustible treasure of Divine truth which
reacts iipon otlicial theology; the Church does not die, the
Church (iocs not Rrow old, the Church has in it.s heart more than
on it« lips the l,ivi?jtr t'lirist, the Church is a laboratory of truth
;

in

<'ontinuous action

'

{iO, p. 2'j:i).

Only when

possessed by siidi a conception of her
character and mission will the Church discover
what reforms she needs to make her equal to both
in the profoumlly changed circumstances of contemporary life. It i.s the conception which has
He
inspired the Modernist social reformer also.
hits aimed at making Cliristianity the leaven of
national, political, social, and economic life, and
therefore tlie principle of a larger and liumaner

which may embrace and harmonize all these.
has conceived of the Church as an instrument
of world-civilization rather than of world-reiinnciation, and of world-renunciation only in so far as it
is involved in and necessary to a genuine world-Vnd so he has tried to understand
civilization.
symjiathetically and to co-operate with all the
generous hopes and endeavours of the modern
democratic movement, whether among Churclimen
or among those who are out.side the Church's pale.
It has been perhajis the diief burden of his olfeiice
The Modernist social
in the eyes of authority.
reformer' has been at one with the Modernist
ecclesiastical reformer in tliinking that the Church
needs especially to be saved from the danger of
becoming increasingly a clerical autocracy, exacting from the laity as the sum of their duty a
It may be said
passive submission to its decrees.
in conclusion that the one purpose which was
common to all the allied but independent movements grouped together under the name of Modernism was the self-reform of the Cliurch, a reform
life

He

belief in life, in the totality of
action, as itself most likely to provoke
man's need of God and to ensure a genuine satisfaction of that neetl a reform, therefore, which
was to be sought along the lines of contemporary
thought and action. It was a generous imrpose,
arising out of a genuine revival of intelligent
Though authority, taking a
religious faith.
different view of the religious needs of the time
and of the method of their due satisfaction, has
succeeded in suppressing the open activity of the
movement, it is as yet impossible to predict its
ultimate success or failure. One thing, however,

inspired

human

by

—

may with some confidence be asserted, viz. that its
apparent failure for the moment ha.s been due less
to the action of authority than to the prevailing
lack of interest among the Latin peoples in thought
about or discussion of religious questions. If that
interest should ever be revived, it is certain that
it will demand and procure throughout the I.atin
churches reforms similar in inspiration, in range,
and in effect to those for which the Modernist
leaders contended during the last decade of the
19th cent, and the hist decade of the 20th.
LiTBRATCBS.— For the history of .Modernism the followinj;
books are the most important A. HoutiD, IlUtoire dn modi-rnisme catholi'/rte, Paris, 1012, La Qucxfion bihli'pic cftei les catftu'
liques de France au xix' gi^cle^ do. 1902, and La Qneslinn
bibtujuf au XX'- siede. do. 1906 J. Schnitzer, Der katlt<iliscbe
:

'

;

Modernisnuis,' in Zeilsehri/t/iir Polilik. v. 1 (1911): J. Kiibcl,
M.
t^i'iichichte drr katholigchen 3/orf«*m>((MM, Tiibingen, 190'.f
Petre, Aitlobwfjrauht/ and Life of Georgt; Tyrrell, London,
1912; A. Loisy, cfi'isfs pasUes, Paris, 1913. Among the chief
Modernist documents are : A. Loisy, L'Evatujile et IVjlh'',
Paris, 190'2, Autour d'un petit Here, do. 1903, Simples r^llexion*,
do. 19<1S, and i/ueltiues f^llreu, do. 19(>s ; G. Tyrrell, j .Viich;

Litter. I^ndon, litOO, Ijex Orandi, do. 1904, LfX
Crfdriidi, do. 1007, Thnniqlt Sciilla and Charybdit, do. lOnT,
Medievalism, do. t;tn>, Chrislianili/ at thr Cronit-ltiiaih, do.
I9u:i; L. Laberthonnitrc, Rumii dr fthilrmophie religieure,
Pari*, 1008, Le lUatitine chrltien el i'ideaiitme yree, do. 1904 ;

Abiied

Diniine et rririi/ue, <io. 1907; F. von Htigel. The
Elenw'iit »f lleli^xon, London, 1908; G. bemeria.
iSV/c/iza e j<idi--. Home, 1903, Dogma, gerarehia, e citlto, do.
1902 ; R. Murri, La Vita religiosa nel Cri.stianesimo, do. 1907,
Delia Keli'jione, delta chitsa, e dello statu, Milan, 1910 ; U.
Fracassini, Che con't' la Bibbia, Rome, 1910 ; /( T'rojramma

E.

Le Roy,

Mysti<-'.il

deimodernigli, do. 1907, Eng. tr., IiOndon, VMS. To these may ho
added an excellent anthology.representativeof the chief Modernist writers of (ierinanv. Krunce, Italy, and Kiijjliiud, selected by
Per katholiache
J. Schnitzer, .ind published under the title
Miidemismui in the series Die Kla^ilh-r der liilOjion, Berlin,
1912.
Unfortunately this anthology bears the same title .is the
same author's critical study of Modernism mentioned above.
The chief pontifical condeiunations are con\eiiieiitly given in
17ni-S0 ('Syllabus errorum '), 2001-65
Denzingrerii, nos.
Pascendi '), 21 l;i-47(anti..Modernist
(' L.anienlabili'), 2071-2109 ('
oath) and all the documents are collected by A. Vermeersch,
De Moderiii.'iino tractulm, Uruges, 1910 (cf. also his art.
A. 1.. LiLLEV.
Modernism,' in CE x. [19111 415-421).
;

•

MOGGALLANA.— Moggallana was one of the
two chief disciples of the Buddha. He was a
Brahman by birth, and his mother's name is given
in
the Dlryavarl'iiut (p. 52) as Bhadra-kanya.
Nothing is known of his youth, but in a very early
document' we are told the story of his conversion.
There w,-isaWanderer(orSophi9t)atU.ijagahanamedSaii]'aya.'

Hr.^linian from a
Mogi,^1ll.^na and a fri'^iid of his, another young
iiciKhbouring village, h.ad become 'Wanderers' (paribbnjakd)
under Sai\jaya. Each bad given his word to the other that the
Dne day his
first to find 'ambrosia' should tell the other.

friend, Sariputta, saw Assaji, another Wanderer, pajising through
Rajagaha on his round for alms. Struck by Assaji's dignified
demeanour, Saripulta followed him to his hennitai^e and, after
his
compliments had been exchanged, asked him who v\as
teacher and what was theidoclrine he professed, seeing that
his mien was so serene, his countenance so brigbt and clear.
There is a great man of religion, one of the sons of the Sakiyaa,
who has gone forth from the .Siikiya clan, lie is my teacher ;
Well, what is the
it is his doctrine I profess,* was the reply.
'

'

I am but a novice, only lately
asked .Sariputta.
uonc forth. In detail I cau not explain, but I can tell you the
ineaningof it in brief.' .Sariputta told him that th.-it was just
what he wanted— the spii-it, not the letter, of the doctrine. Then

doctrine

Assaji quoted a verse
*

'

'

,'

:

Of all phenomena sprung from a cause
The Teacher the cause hath told
And he tells, too, how each shall come
For such is the word of the Sage.'
;

to its end.

'

On hearing this verse Sariputta obtained the pure eye for
the truth ; that is, the knowledge that whatsoever is subject
to the condition of having an origin is subject also to the condition of passing away. (This is the stock phrase in the early
Buddhist books for' conversion.) lie at once acknowledged
that this was the doctrine that he h.ad sought for so long a time
'

in

vain.

He went immediately

to Moggallana,

and

told

him

that he had found the ambrosia, and. when he explained how
Ibis was, Moggallana agreed with him in the view that he had
Uken, and they both went to the Buddha and were admitted
into his order.

The story here summarized is rejieated, in
almost identical terms, in various commentaries.'
In the first place, who,
It is curious in two ways.
on being asked to give the spirit of the Buddhist
doctrine in a few words, would choose the words
of Assaji's verse? One may seiirch in vain most
manuals of Buddhism to find any mention of
*
the point raised in the verse ; and yet the verse
has been so frequently found on tablets and
monuments in India that Anglo-Indians are wont
to call it, .somewhat extrav.igantly, the Buddhist
The Buddhists, of course, have no creed
creed.'
in the P'iiropean sense of that word, but any one
who should draw up one for them ought to include
*

a clause on this matter of causation. The
may very well have made a special imand Moggallana. They
pression upon Sariputta
had already renoitmed the sacrilice ns a satisand were
factory soh'ition of the problems of life,
seeking for something more .satisfactory than the
vague liints now to be found only in later pas.sages,
such as lifl 14, where the ambrosia is biought into
a mystic connexion with cause and with jiassing
in it

quotation

in Rhys
1
Vinaya, ed. H. Oldenberg, i. 39-44 translated
DaviiU and H. Oldenlwrg, Vinaya Texts, i. 114-1.11.
as
the
same
a It i« not stated that he was the
Sanjaya of
ntgha, 1. .W, the famous cebwriifgler
Com.
on verso
i Dhammapada Corn. i. 8.1-9.'.: T/ieragathu
1017
AAiiultara Com. on i. 8.'t, etc.
* But see the ihapter on causation in C. A. F. Rhys Davids,
;

'

;

Budtlhitin, London, 1912, pp. 7S-100.
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away. Here, in this new theory of causation, was
a quite dilleient view of things, which seemed to
these inquirers to meet the case.
It is also, at first sight, curious that they should
Iiave called this particular doctrine 'ambrosia'
(aiiiata).
Though this expression was no doubt
first used of the drink that preserved the gods from
deatli, it must before the rise of Buddhism have

acquired,

the Wanderers,

among

tlie

secondary

of salvation as being the ineffably sweet.'
It is true that the other idea of salvation, as being
a deliverance (from evU, or from the eternal round
of rebirths and redeaths), is also found in pre-

meaning

Buddhistic

works

MoKSA).

(see

But

it

was

natural, in the beginnings of speculation, to have
varying attempts at the expression in words of so

and it is improbable
complicated a conception
that the early Buddhists invented such a phrase
as
it
as ambrosia, connoting,
does, so much of the
earlier polytheism.
Moggallana is frequently mentioned in the
canon, and usually with the epithet Maha (' the
A number of verses ascribed to him,
Great').
including one long poem and several shorter ones,
are preserved in the anthology called Theragathd
('Psalms of the Brethren')." The Dlfjha is curibut a whole book is
ously silent about him
'
assigned to him in the Samyutta ; and about two
score of passagesin the Majjhinia and the A hguttara,
and elsewhere in the Samyutta, record acts done
or words spoken by him.^
need not give the
details of these passages.
The general result of
them is that he was considered by the men who
composed them to have been a master of the
philosoiihy and of the psychological ethics, and
especially of the deeper and more mystical sides,
of the teaching.
There is, e.g., an interesting
passage where the Buddha compares Sariputta
with Moggallana
Like ft woman who gives birth to a son, brethren, is S.ariputta to a youn;; disciple, like a raast«r who trains a boy so is
;

;

We

:

*

Mo^rralhina. Siiriputta leads him on to conversion, MoggaUana
to the highest truth.
But Sariputta can set forth the four
Aryan Truths and teach them, and make others underst.and
them and stand firm in them, he can expound and elucidate
them.' 6

In one characteristic Moggallana is stated to
have been supreme over all the other disciples.
This is in the power of iddhi ('potency ').* Both
word and idea are older than the rise of Buddhism ;
and the meaning is vague.' The early Buddhists,
trying, as they often did, to pour new wine into
the old bottles, distinguished two kinds of iddhi

— the one

lower, intoxicating, ignoble ; the other
higher, temperate, religious.* The former has preserved for us the belief common among the people,
the latter the modification which the Buddhists
sought to make in it. The former reminds us of
the mana of the South Seas, or the orcnda of some
American tribes, or sometimes of the strange
accomplishments of a spiritualistic medium. Birds
have iddhi, with especial reference to their mysterious power of flight.' Kings have iddhi '" of
four kinds (differently explained at D'lgha, ii. 177
and Jataka, iii. 454). It is by the iddhi of a
hunter that he succeeds in the chase." Iddhi is
the explanation of the luxury and prosperity of a
young chief.'- By iddhi one may have the faculty
r Cf.

the use of the phrase by a non-Buddhist, and before the
been uttered, at Vinaya^ i. 7. 8.
1U6-1208, tr. 0. A. F. Rhys Davids, in Psaltns
of the Early Budd/iists, ii. 387 f.
8 Moggallana Satliyutla, iv. 262-281.
4 See the index. volumes to these works.
first sermon had
a Theraqatha.

5

8

Majjhima,

iii.

248.

i. 23
cf. MiUnda, 188, and Divydvaddna, 396.
See art. Mioic (Buddhist), § i.
8
Digha, iii. 112, 113.
9
Dhaminapada, 175 but the commentary, iii. 177, interprets
the passage otherwise.

Afiintttara,

;

'

;

10
1'-

u

Udana,

p. 11.
Dl(jlia, ii. 21 ;

AAguttara,

VOL. VIII.— 49

i.

146.

Majjhmia,

i.

162.
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of levitation, or of projecting an image of oneself
to a distant spot, or of becoming invisible, or of
walking on water, or of passing through walls,
or of visiting the gods in their various heavens.'
All these are worldly iddhi, the iddhi of an unconverted man. That of the converted, awakened

man

is

self-mastery,

equanimity.''

Both these

kinds of potency were regarded as natural, that
of them was, according to Indian
is, neither
thought, what we should call supernatural. And
neither of them, in Buddhist thought, was animistic, that is, either dependent upon or involving
the belief in a soul as existing within the human
body.
In both these respects of iddhi, the worldly and
the spiritual, Moggallana, in the oldest records, is
regarded as pre-eminent. An amusing and edifying story is preserved of the way in which, like an
ancient St. Dunstan, he outwits the Evil One.*
We are also told how, in order to attract the
attention of the gods to the very elementary exposition of ethics that he thought suitable to their
intelligence, he shook with his great toe the
pinnacles of the palaces of heaven.* Other instances of Moggallana's instructing the gods are
given in the Moggallana Samyutta referred to
above, and in the Aiiguttara (iii. 331, iv. 85),
while two anthologies, probably the latest and
certainly the most dreary books in the canon, the
Vimdna Vatthu and the Pcta Vatthu, consist
entirely of short poems describing interviews which
Moggallana is supposed to have had •with spirits in
the various heave iis and purgatories.
Most of the episodes in which Moggallana
figures are localized, that is, the place where the
incident or conversation took place is mentioned
by name. The names are very varied, and it is
clear that no one place could be regarded as his

permanent residence.
Tradition has preserved no further account of
life, but the manner of his death is explained
two commentaries, the two accounts being

his
in

nearly identical.'' Both S.lriputta and Moggallana
died in the November of the year before the
Buddha's death, just before the Buddha started on
his last
died a natural death ;
journej;.^ Sariputta
Moggallana, it is said, was murdered, at the instigation of certain jealous Jain monks, by a bandit
named Samana-guttaka, at the Black Rock cave
on the Isigili Hill near Rajagaha.
When Cunningham opened the topes (memorial
mounds) at S.anchI, he found in one of them two
boxes containing fragments of bone and inscribed
respectively 'Of Sariputta' and 'Of Moggallana
the Great' in Pali letters of Anoka's time.'
similar discovery was made in the neighbouring
group of topes at Satdhara.^ It is evident that
more than two centuries after their death the
memory of the two chief disciples had not yet died
out in the community, and that the Buddhist laity
who erected these monuments considered it suitable
that their supposed relics should be enshrined in
the same tomb.

A

The name Moggallana was occasionally adopted
as their name in religion by candidates for the order
until the 12th cent, of our era.
The belief that the
power of iddhi had been actually exercised by
the
Great
and
in the ancient
others
Moggall.ana
days is stUl held by those of the orthodox who
adhere to the ancient tradition, though, except as
practised long ago, the belief in it soon died out.
There is no evidence, later than the canon, of any
1 The stock
passages are at Dlgha, ii. 83 ; MaJJhima, i. 34,
494; Aiiguttara, i. 265, iii. 17, 28.
'
^
Digha, in. 113.
</6. 1.262 ff.
Majjhima, i. 3320.
5 Jataka Com. v. 126
Dhammapada Com. iii. 66 ff.
;

8 Jataka Com. i. 391.
7 A.
Cunningham, The Bhilea Topes,
8 lb.
p. 321.

London, 1854,

p. 29".
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contemporary cases of the lower, worldly
the uiieonvertefl man.
LiTERAxrRB. — Vinai/'^

H.

Pt'tdka, ed.

ii!ilhi

of

Oldenberg, London,

18T»-ti3 T. W. Rhys Davids and H. Oldenberg:, li)in;/a TexU,
(SEE KiVi. 11831), x%ii. (l!i»3J, xx. (1886)) C. A. F. Rhys Davids,
Buddhistn, lyOndon, 1012; Dhammapada Comirvniiartj, cd. H.
;

;

Norman, Oxford, 1000-14 U'l'S); Thfrigdlhtl Cominentani,

0.

E. Muller, do. 1893 {I'TS); Saihi/vKa, ed. L. Keer and
O. A. F. Rhys Davids, do. 1884-1904 O'TS); C. A. F. Rhys
Davids, Ptaltns o/ the Early JSuddhisU, do. 1909-13 iPTS);
Afiinillara, ed. B. Morris and E. Hardy, do. 1886-1910 (PTS);
Miiinf1a-patUia,e<i. \'.Trt'nckner, London, 1880; Dirydvaddjia,
ed. E. B. Cowell and R. A. Neil, Cambridjrc, 18S0 Maiihima,
od. V. Trenckner and R. Clialmers, Oxford, lsSi-99 (PTS);
Uddna, ed. P. Steinthal, do. 1883 (PTS) Dhammapada, ed. S.
Sumangala, do. 1914 (PTS); Dlgha, ed. Rhys Davids and J. E.
Carpenter, do. 1890-1911 (PTS).
ed.

;

;

W. Rhys Davids.
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VIMUTTI

(Skr., also mtikti] and
(Pali, also (!'i)Hio(/;)A/i<i).— The.'ie terms, other prefixes Ijeing sometimes substituted, are all deriva'
tives from much, to let go,' 'discharge,' release,'
and, with varying import, are identical in
'

primary
with our 'deliverance,' 'emancipation,'
meaning
'

freedom,' liberty,' release.' Whichever equivalent be selected, the inquirer may .start with two
general way-marks. In the first place, the concept
in question has a negative side, viz. a having got
loose from, or rid of, and a positive side, viz. the
ctenaesthesis, or general sense of expanded outlook,
calm, security, attainment, power to be and do,
without whicii the getting freed from were in
some cases too costly a gain. If these two aspects
be held together in the mind, then the common
terms for tliem, stated above, may and this is the
second way-mark be considered as, more perhaps
than any other idea, the pith and kernel of the
religious faiths of India, and as coming nearer
to the Christian salvation than any other. It
should, however, be added that the concept grew
within those faiths, and that it was by no means
'

'

'

'

—

—

'

'

alwaj's and everywhere given this paramount emphasis and importance. Awareness of emancipation as such, or of its absence and desirability, is
not patent in the earliest recorded expressions of

The

the Indian mind.

importance of solicustom and convention

vital

darity, either with tribal

or with the decrees and the very life of his gods,
is far more pressing on the man of primitive culture than is any revolt or self-exclusion from, or
independence of, any order or destiny, socially or
Moreover, the particular
divinely imposed on all.
deliverances or riddances that came in time to be
generalized under a common notion varied in kind.
Before making good these general considerations
bj' analysis, it may be well to guard the reader of
translations from Indian literature .against gaining
an inaccurate idea of the frequency of allusions to
'freedom,' etc. Perhaps no language is as rich in
or negative inflexions as is that of the
i)rivative
ndian classics, whether it be Vedic, Prakrit,
have ourselves a few terms
Pali, or Sanskrit.
where the negative form exceeds, in inspiring
emphasis, the positive form e.g., independence,
Such terms are very
infinite, immortality, etc.
numerous in Indian literature, and it often happens, notably in translations by Max Miiller and
Fausbijll, that, to give the force or elegance of the

We

—

originals,

—a,

words with a negative prefix
by 'free from,' and even

— are rendered

'

ni,

i>i

freedom

'

'

'

'

!

:

'

;

list' (kdmachrlra)
and in SlailrdyaxM Upani^ad, l. 2,
'had obtained freedom from all desires' (M. Midler) is, in the
had turned to renunciation (Deussen).

they

;

•

'

original,

very possible that the translators were encouraged in this habit by consulting the media-val
It is

commentaries of S.aiikara, in whose i)liilosophy
mokfa was a well-evolved concept, and who uses it
liberally in his naraphrases.
For instance, in Katha i'pani^ad, n. vi. 18— Nachiketa
became free from passion (vi-raja) and o>»tained Brahman'
'

—

'

explained as heirame freed (>inikto 'bhavad).
tbn-. advised to discount much factitious

the last clause

In being

'

is

in these ancient works on a notion
that was evolving in them, the reader may contend
that most at least of the translations criticized
render only what is really implicit in the various
riddances referred to, namely, a liberty emerging
through the abandonment of this or that. It is
true that the Indian mind did indeed work its way
to a positive concept of mol'sn or vimuffi chiefly
through an austere elimination viewed as the
getting relieved of discarded burdens. Even a
Buddhist commentator of probably the 5tli cent.
A.D. chose to define vimolcha as so-called because of
the being set free (vimuclichanato) from opposing
But the state
t\\mi^s' (Pugriala-PahrMtli Com.).
of emancipation, as a conscious a-ss\irauce, belongs
none the less to that more evolved and positive
side of its psychology which, in the West, is
usually associated with political autonomy and
social or personal self-congratulation. The freedom
in which the Indian gloried was spiritual

emphasis laid

'

:

'

O

free indeed

1

O gloriouslj-

free

am

I

.
In freedom from three crooked things
Ay, but I'm free from rebirth and from death,
And all that dragged me back is hurled away
.

.

'

(Psalm.i nf the Sisters, 11).
Henceforth in the real (or true) Brahman he becomes perfected and another. His fruit is the xmtyinri nf ht^nds; without desires he attains to bliss imperishable, iuuneasurable, and
therein abides' (Maitrdyana Upani^ad, vi. 30).
'

And Katha-vatlhu, ix. 1, is intended to bring
out the fact that, whereas one enters on 'the Path'
to salvation, full of a sense of dangers to be got
rid of, the gi'adual putting o(f of fetters' converts
'

this consciousness into expectation of the bliss of
i.e. of Nibbana.
For vimutti is comparable to Nibbana, and the holy life is
leads
to
and
culminates in Nibbana (Majjhima,
planted on, and

perfected deliverance,

'

'

'

'

1.

SOI; Sailiyutta,

v. 218).

There is but the faintest anticipation of this in
the Vedas. The only setting free in those pages
is the resting-iilace (vimochana) where horses are
eased for a while from harness. Gods are called
upon to deliver from sin but it is such as clings
cf. I. xxiv. 9,
to our bodies' {Rigveda, VI. Ixxiv. 3
and to let the enemy
VIII. xviii. 12, munchatam)
catch snares and be slain (vil. lix. 8). But such a
prayer as May I be detiiched from death like a
gourd from its stem, but not from the immortal
[rimrtny (ib. 12) is the precursor of the later
thought. Beyond such expressions the vocabulary
The
of freedom was, it would apiiear, unborn.'
Brahniaiias give, in the elaliorate ritual of the
aUarbuilding, a rite to be chanted while laying
the 'bricks of .saving' (spjlali), that is, from evil
I JMiiifi is said in O. Bohtllngk and B. Roth (.SansilnMf'arffr'

'

—

'

—

;

'

from.'
Thus we

'

find such renderings as free from evil,' a-pdpa ;
'
'
free from fear,' a-Ohaya ;
free from crief,' vi.tioka ;
free from
desire,' nifk/ima; 'free from the body,' a-iarira; 'free from
'

decay, death,' vi-jara,

vi-tnrti/a,

a-mfta

;

and many

others,

bein(^ freed from good and freed from evil,' vi-ttuktta,
ri-duffcrfa, '.*. 'sundered from (vi) the well-done and the illdone,' in other words, rid of the effects of his actions or kanna
'

notably,

(KaufUaki f'pani^aa,

i.
'

4).
'

other liberties taken by tlie lavish use of ' free from
to swell this misconception. Tlie phrase JiiPt quoted occurs
f^o
n an arriiaic account of sath^dra, or transmigration. Now, It
is true that the imtkti, or mokfa, concept centres in the release
of the soul or self, not only from this IkxI^', but also from all

Many

future bodies. But the only term expressive of release here is
'
in the translation.
All who depart from this world go to the
a man make reply Ion arriving) to the moon, it
'
(atinj^jale), i.e. he does not return to he reborn
on earth. Tliis is translated, in SEE, 'sets him free.' I^urlher
on, in ii. 7, in an ancient sun. hymn occurs the uninue appella*
tion varga, twister or turner ; Thou art the twister twist
thou the sinning of me' (f« ?;/.» 'si pdjnnanath nu" vft'idhi). This
*
is translated (ib.)
Tliou art the deliverer, deliver me from sin.'
In the Taittiriya Upanvjad, ii. 9 ' he frees himself is. literIn the Jifhtiddra^j/aka
ally, epT^ute, 'he saves himself.'
Upani^ad, iv. iv. 23, Regnaud renders uparatim (M. Muller:
In
•satisfied,' Deussen : 'entsagend') by 'libre de toutd^sir."
the Chhdndogya Upaniaad, vni. i. 6, the words rendered
'freedom in all the worlds'are, literally rendered, 'faring as

moon ... if
passes him on

'

huch, Petrograd, 1866-75,

patha Urdhmaxia, but
writer cannot trace it.

8')1) to occur once in the Sata^
a faulty referem-e, and the present

v.

it is
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and from death {Satnpatha Brdhmcma,
hut elsewhere

(XI.

iii.

vill. iv. 2),

that none but a

3) it is said

re/JfliJeHx is exempted by Braliman
from death, and only on the condition that he

brtihm'iclmrin or

daily tends the sacred

Not here any more

fire.

than in the Vedas does the grasp and realization of
an emancipated consciousness appear. It is still
apparently only inchoate in the Upanisads ranked

as the oldest. Of these the Kena Upanisad is silent
on the matter. In the Aitareya Aranyaka, an
ancient mystic nature-monologue, there are hymns
prescribed for rites proficiency in which brings the
compassing of 'all desires.' These desires are

—

—

enunciated long life, luck, wealth, fame, etc.
but liberty is not among them. Progress in
spirituality is revealed in the Taittirlya and Chhdndogya Upanisads, but the emancipation-spirit is
still immature.
The former shows the growth of
it at the end of the second part
•He who knows the bliss of that Brahman whence sjioech,
'

'

:

tortures not himwhence mind turn back, not finding it,
" What
self with
good have I left undone? What evil have 1
done ? " He, knowing tliis, saves himself.'
.

.

.

:

(Chhundogya, VI. xiv. 2) shows a
growth in the parable of the man brought
blindfold from his Gandhara home into the desert,
and thence, with sight restored, directed how to
get home again even so does one who has gained
true knowledge through his teacher know that
I sball.only so long belong to this [system of rebirth] till I am

The

latter

parallel

;

771

where the emaucipatiou described is that of
spiritual ecstasy rather than of a disembodied
spiritual unity, or full realization of the ssnie, the
freedness, on the one hand, is made more explicit,
and, on the other, the liberation is described as
'from evU.' But, whether emancipation be fiom
the power of the body during life or from the body

and from all subseq^uent bodies at final death,
the main positive consciousness, realized in this
early stage of Vedantlst mokm, is, intellectually,
discernment of the identity between the Absolute,
Brahman or Atman, and the soul located in man,
and, emotionallj', the sense of security and assurFor the individual
ance resulting therefrom.
becomes invested with the powers, negatively
undecaying,
expressed, of the Absolute Being
imperishable, unattached, unbound, unlimited,
itself

:

unsuftering,
u. 4).
If a

.

.

Upanisad
He who

'

eternal

death

.

;

the
has perceived the soundless, the intangible
the unchangeable, is freed from the jaws of
.

.

.

.

.

'

(i. iii.

16).

(ih. 11. v. 1) we see
idea is finding expanded expression
There is a town with eleven gates of the Unborn, of thought

But

in the following passage

how
'

tlie

:

influctuate.

Whoso approaches (Deussen

grieves no more and, emancipated,
vimuchyate). Verily this is that.'

From what

is

'set free' is not

'honours') it, he
set free {vimuklai cha
:

unambiguous (M.

bonds of ignorance Deussen the body),
but liberty is becoming realized as an ideal.
Turning now to the long Bfhadaranyaka
Upanisad, we come at length to an emphatic
designation of certain attainments as constituting
'
The priest asks the Vedaliberty (III. i. 3 ft'.).
teacher how he who institutes a sacrifice may be
freed from the influence and thraldom of death, of
day and night, and of the waxing and waning
moon, and how the bright worlds shall be reached
up a stairless sky. By this or that celebrant
priest are given the several replies, and to each
That is liberty, t/uit is utter
reply is added
liberty {sd imiktih sa atimttktih).' These are then
termed the atimoksas.
Rliiller

:

:

;

'

'

'

'

:

'

noteworthj' that, while these four liberaare alone so emphasized, aspiration does not
(in the adjacent section) stop at heaven.
Urged
by another interlocutor, a Ksatriya, again and
again, with profl'ered largess, to speak of that
It is

tions

'

'

emancipation,'
higher thing which avails
Yajnavalkya, the Veda-teacher, finally discourses
soul
and
of
the
as God.
soul
of the
beholding
for

'

Scarce visible and old there lies a path
That reaches into me, was found by me.
Thereon the wise whose is the Uiahnia-lore
Fare onward to the world of light, and thence
'

O'erpassing that are utterly released
{tltkvamya scarijafii loharti ito vimuktdh),
of a snake lies on an anthill dead and cast
a.\v&y, there lies this body, but thatdisembodied, that immortiil,
that life, is Brahman only, only light' (iv. iv. S, 7).
This with its context is not designated as aii'

As the slough

or as mukti. "When we find again the
snake-skin simile, in the Prahux Upanisad, v. 5,
'iiwksa,

IV.

.

.

.

.

I'roceeding to the less ancient Upanisads, such
as may have been influenced by Buddhist and
other developments, we find in the
Upanisad of
the Shavelings' (Mnndaka) the comjiound pari'
muchyanti (III. ii. 6), completely freed
'

'

:

*

They who have grasped the sense

of Veda-lore,

All anchorites, their inmost being purged
In earnest resignation, at the final death
In Brahma-heaven become immortal, wholly freed.'

;

*

{Brhaddranyaka Upanisad,

clearly beholds this self as lord of all that is and
who has entered into this patched-together hidingwill be,
he
is
creator, maker of ail, his is the world, he is the
place,
then is he no more afraid' (i6. iv. iv. 13, 15).
world

'

emancipated (viinok^j/s) then I shall go home' (so Ueussen).
And in the closing section occurs the favourite
simile for deliverance :
Freeing mj self from the body, as the moon frees himself
from Rahu's jaws, I go into the world of Brahman.'
The same simile is hinted at in the Katha

etc.

man

'

in the ^vetfiivatara Upanisad, and the
but perhaps stUl later Mailruyana Ujjanisad,

But
allied

the reader finds himself
against the older ones.

among new

ideas jostling

—

These are j-et present
soul and Brahman, release from life and death, and
knowledge as giving release but the current has
widened, if not deepened. The theism of Yoga,
the theory of separate souls and their self-emancipation from conditioned, mutable concomitants of

—

the Saiikhya system, the critical, scientific attitude
Buddhism, and the tragic earnestness of the two
former and of Jainism all these have caused a
revolution in outlook that strikes a new note at
the very first words
Om The Brahman teachers say What is the primal cause,
what Brahman? Whence are we?* {Svetd^vatara Upanisad,
of

—

:

'

:

!

i.

1).

Through it all the
work of a creator

moksa-ides, appears as the

:

'The Deva' or ISvara ('Lord'), 'himself self-caused, is the
condition (the cause) of the maintenance and the movement
(sthiti, sajiisdra), the bondage and the liberation (baiidha,
mokfa) of the world (ib. vi. 16). To know hiin, to see, making
his own being a lamp, the behig of the Lord,' is to have 'all
fetters fall .iway, all sufferings destroyed, and the cea'-ing of
birth and death come lo pass" (t6. i. 11, ii. 16).
I, seeking for
freedom, take in him my refuge, supreme Causeway to thatwhich-is-not-dead (amrtasi/a paraih sctuih\ Fire that burneth
where no fuel is {ib. vi. 18 f.).
As soon a man might wrap the atmosphere
About himself like any cloak, as reach *
The end of suffering, not knowing God {ib, vi. 20).
'

'

'

'

'

Yet both here and in the Maitrdyana Upanisad
the Atmanistic monism is none the less maintained,
and all personal deities are recognized as names of
the self (IV. V. f., VI. v. 8).
Much, it is true, is made of a disparate 'element-soul or self,
bound by the fetters of the fruits of (rood and evil, crippled,
'

'

and as one in prison, till by knowledge, by tapas (austerities),
by meditation he is freed from those tilings by which he was
filled and overcome, and obtains union with the 3tman' (rv.
ii.

4).

this concept no longer satisfies
Having seen his own self as the .Self (or soul), he becomes

Yet
'

:

and, in virtue of selrtessness be is to be
conceived as immeasurable, unconditioned. This is the highest
euiancipation
through selflessness he
betokening
mystery,
has no" part in pleasure or pain, but attains absoluteness
xx.
f.)—
(VI.
(teua(oli'n)'
selfless (iiirdtman)',

.

.

.

a wondrous blend of Buddhist and Sahkhya concepts.

Yet another new term re", eals a fresh and notable development of the j«oA-ia-consciousness, that
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or independent— «cn/((H<irt (v.

of

'autoiiotnous,'
xxviii. :!S)
:

he contemIndcpeii'lont, Btanding on his own preatness,

*

'

plates

hu

thi'

iverc a rolliiiK chariot-wheel (tliat
Ct. the 'autonomy' prescribed iii
(Digha Sittii/a, ii. 100, and clsewlierc).

cvclc of rebirth ns

it

ceased to convey him).

and vital (or Buddhism
Tlie j)sycliolo.;,'y al.so of tho process of self-liberation has attained an interesting development
(Maitrayatm Upaniyid, VI. xxxiv.). Manas (i.e. the
mental mechanism of sonse-cognitjon, a narrower
concept than 'mind') is, like Isvara himself,
called the cause of bondage and of liberty.' And
to bring it to its right anchorage, to bring it, in
'
fact, to an end in the heart' (the seat of the Boul)
'

— 'that

that
is knowledge, that is moksa
wholly freed {piirimuchmtc).' Nor does
this austere discipline, nor does the evohin" power
of introspection dull the rapture a.ssoeiated in the
earlier books with this setting free. With a poet's
licence, or through theistic influence, the poet
pictures the Absolute soul (Brahman) as reciprocally
'
longing for a true (or real) man (i6. VI. xxx.).
That the yet later Ujianisads could use nwkm
as jiractically synonymous with religion appears
in the iSiukti Upaiusad, which recommends him
who seeks for moksa to study the Mandnlnja

man

.

.

.

is

not, of course, absent from the earlier Vcdantic
literature, liut it attains cmpha.sis only in that
which must have felt the impress of Buddhism, to
say nothing of Jainist and Sahkhyan influence.
Now, in the doctrine of Arahantship, or tho release
is

from continued deaths and rebirths by the perfected
character, vimutii is not only dominant to the same
extent as is mnkti (mokMi) in Veilanta, but the
treatment of it is more consistent and therefore,
In it viinniti, vlmutta, 'freejierhaps, simpler.
'
freed, express the actual and consciously
realized achievements ; vimok(k)lui nearly always
refers to certain prescribed courses of rapt men-

dom,'

whereby such a state might be sooner

tality,

if acquired independently, quickened
morning sacrament (IliqJia Ni/alya, ii.
112 ; PuggalaPafuuilti Com. [JPTS, 1914, p. 177])

acquired, or,

— a sort of

:

'

'

'

if that suffice not, certain others,
The one named
all are included.
concise
ellbrt to define the essence
consists in a
More pertinent is
{sdra) of the soul or Brahman.
the definition of mo/.sa in another of the aforesaid
Upanisads, the Sarva-sdra, as the destruction of
the illusion that the material body, or anyother
factor of the phenomenal self, is the Atman
The illusion is the bond,
('soul'), who is God.
ignorance its cause. (This illusion is the first of
tSe 'Ten Fetters of Buddhism.)
Moksa as the supreme aspiration runs through
that best known portion of the Mah&bharata epic
The allusions occur
called the BhagavadGUa.
almost entirely in the parts judged by R. Garbe to
find moksa
be older (see Bhagavad-GitX).
the
applied to liberation from evil (iv. 16), from

Upanifnd, and,

and so on

till

'

We

body (V. 23), from lusts and anger (v. 26), from
decay and death (vii. 29), from works (ix. 28),
from the illusion of oppo.sites (xv. 5). But, how
ever the bondage be conceived, release is effected,
here also, by a spiritual uiuon with Brahman,

or as behind, Isvara, lover of the
invites his utter self-surrender,
and bestows on him, in virtue of that surrender,
release from this or that form of limitation (cf. i.\.
26 f., xii., xiii. 9f. ). Another section of the epic
is called 'the jnoA-.yn-dootrine' ; yet it is in the
AnugVd section that the complete picture of the
emancipated individual occmts- {Adhyaya, 19). In
this we see him eontemi>lating Atman, attaining
Brahman, sunken in this one goal, oblivious as to
the past, freed from results, heedless of this' or
'that.' Yet he is a friend to all, suffering all,
master of sense and self, fearless, wrathless, meek,
upright, treating all creatures as if they were he,

conceived

human

as,

soul,

who

'

inditl'erent to opposites, lost to social
ties,

He

and domestic

wanting naught, cleaving to naught, detached.

All classes, the trader
and the labourer, too, may enter on this upward
the Brahman
way, and even women, but much more
ann the Ksatriya w ho study, joy in their duty, and
hold the Brahma world as 1ii"hest ; for the fruit of
achievement is liberty, and tlie utter abatement of
ill.
Beyond that lies no greater bliss.
This notable climax is in complete harmony with
Buddhist thought. It is more than probable that,
before the epic attained its linal form, the influence
of J'uddhist oullnio liad mailc itself deeply felt,
and that to it is largely due the breaking down of
<lass and sex disaMlity to attain the highest, the
humaneness of tlie lonely .saint, and the crucial
emphasis on the ending of suU'eriiig. Dukk/ia (' ill ')
'

is in

every sense

free.'

He who before he breaks Itis fast can touch
Mental emancipation's ci<,'ht degrees,
In gradb ascending and su back again
O'salms of the BreUtnn,

1172).

'

Hence

freed by understanding,'
the terms
freed-both-ways,' meaning emancipated by the
work of understanding only, or emancipated both
thus and by the eight vimokhas or similar exercise
in samdd/ii (cf. Majjhhna Nikuya, i. 477).
Moreover, vimutti, as expressing final achievement, with the rapturous assurance of it, was at
the heart of the Buddhist Dhamnia from the first.
In that which is recorded as his second sermon—
the Anatta-lakkhana Sutta (Vinaya Tcj:ts, i. 101
cf. 107)
Gotama Buddha stated how emancipation
grew out of the rejection of the cosmic soul as
immanent in and identical with the sense of
individual personality ('self being only an abstract
idea inseparable from bodily and niental factors).
Perception of the absence of Atman-nualities
in these denuded
(permanence, omniscience, bliss)
'

;

—

'

them

Craving to renew

of factitious attraction.

hem in future lives fell away. The freed individual
knew that he was free, and thenceforth needed only

t

to await the final hour in quieted but blissful welllieing

and righteous

living.

Again, in sending

forth his first missionaries, the Buddha nanied as
his and their supremely adequate qualification :
I am freed from all snares human and divine
ye are freed
from all snares human and divine ... Go ye now ... for the
.' (Cinayo Texts, i. 112(.).
welfare of the many
The subjective awareness of the freed state, held
to be also valid objectively, is further enhanced by
the use of such terms as 'realizing,' 'touching,'
;

.

'tasting'

.

iii.

Nikaya,

{D'igha

230;

Majjhima

ii. 244, i. 36,
Nilcarja, i. 477 ; Ahguttara Nikaya,
iv. 203, etc.).
'Wherefore thus must ye study: "more and ever more
"'
striving our very best shall we realize supreme emancip.ition
\AtigMHara Sikdya, iii. 218).
Having liberated his mind with respect to things that should
be let go he tovuhes perfect liberty (A. ii. 196 cf. 244).
'The eight deliverances (mnokhd) are to be realized by
personal cont.T-t' (iiiijAu Nikaya, iii. '230).
Few are they who obtain the taste of liberty (Ai'ijutlara
'

'

;

'

'

Xikaj/a, i. 86).
As the ocean has but one taste, that of salt, so has Nibbana
but one taste, that of emancipation (ib. iv. 203 ; Vinaj/a Teztt,
'

'

iii.

304).

Awareness of full attainment was realized as a
timeless moment of ecstatic consciousness (Kathdvatthu, iii. 4), but the reverberations formed an
abiding joy

:

'Gladness springs up within him, and rapture thereto; the
thoughts of his enraptured consciousness become tranquillized
thu» tranquillized he knows bliss and in that bliss his consciousness is stayed (Z>ig*a Sikiit/a, iii. 241, The five occasions
cf. i. (3).
of emancipation
;

;

'

'

'

;

Imagination plays about the term
•He with

:

Liberty enwreathed.
Sane and immune, shall reach tlie perfect peace'
{I'salnm nf Ihr Diithren, 100).
'Above the rolling liariot of this earthly life spreads the
silken canop.\ of emanci)i.ition' (S(ii(ii/i<"o Sikiiya, Iv. -203).
fair flowers of

<

Anil in the later ('tw^tiovs of
•As the ocean
ripple of its

is all in

waves, so

is

King Mitinda

Mnssntn with the innumerable

Nibbana all

in blosooni, as it were,

:
.

.

.

uith
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But to be emancipated by intuition or insight is
to liavc broken all the ten 'fetters' by the four
successive stages of tlie Ariyan Path— Stream-

the innuuierable, diverse, delicate flowers of purity, knowledge,
'

(iv. viii. 69).

emaucipation

Araliaiitsliip, again (ib. v. 17), is called
'
the P^xalted One's jewel of emancipation (vimutti-ralana),
chief diadem of all.'

winning, Once-Returning, Never-Keturning, Araall
liantship— and to have reached the going-out of
fevered desires as to lives on earth or in the

Tlie three terms here brought together— Nibbana,
Araliantship, eniancipatiou are largely, tliough
not wholly, coincident in range, presenting dift'ertlie having
ent aspects of the ideal, Nibbana
eliminated the lires of evil and of craving for
the
divine
contintied life human or
;
contemjjla-

—

heavens [Digha Nikaya,

iii.

108).

'For not by the slothful nor the fool, the undiscerning, is
that Nibbana' to be reached which is the untying of all knots
'

:

'

'

(Iti-vattaka, 102).

of vimutti were the haunts
wit)i the world well lost,'_ had
those who,
its
developed the symptoms of life's culminating in
Hence it is in the two works containing
final end.
the Suttatlie legacies of such matured creatures
Nipctta and the anthologies of Theras^ and Theris—
that the theme of emancipation is maintained moat

The mountain ranges

an Atmanless Absolute
Arahantship
supreme positive attainment in life on earth
Vimutti the subjective aspect of both, the negative force in it never far oft'
tion of

'

of

:

;

j

—

:

:

'
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Let go (iim/lc7in) that which has been, let go what will be,
Let go w hat thou art midst of, thou that dost
On every side freed-minded
Transcend Becoming
Thou'lt not again come toward birth and dying
I

'

steadily

(Dhammapada, 348).
But the self-kno-ivledge that he is free is a clause
in the formula confessing Arahantship

unity connecting the negative and
may be discerned in the Sutta

.

.

'

And as the sun rose up out of the dawn
Lo then my heart was set at liberty (ib. 477).
Whose range is in the Void and the Unmarked

'

'

—

1

What sort of freedom [waits] for him ?
No other freedom [waits] for him (1089 f.).
In the Nikayas vimutti and Nibbana are declared to be 'comparable' one with another (in
the same thought-category, Majjhima, i. 304).
But in the Dhamma-saiigani vimutti is distinguished into higher mental freedom and Nibbana
cf. Digha Nikaya, i. 174).
(p. 234
As the subject of a distinct group {kfiandha) of
in the
religious e.xperience, vimutti is r.inked
ethics (sila), conSiittas fourth with the groups

'

And

'

'

'

O

see,

!

;

'Tho' I be suffering and weak and ail
My youthful spring be gone, yet have

I

334),

come,

Leaning upon my staff, and clomb .aloft
The mountain peak. My cloak thrown off.

bowl o'erturned

My little

centrative studies (samadhi), and insight (pani'ia,
i. 12.5, jiasMnj/'/iiitui, i. 214; Aiiffutfara NikSya,
sim), while for the Arahant a fifth was reckoned
knowledge and Intuition of vimutti (vimutti-iidnn-

:

so sit

I

here

Upon the rock. And o'er my spirit sweeps
The breath of Liberty (ib. 29, SO).
Passion abandoned, hatred and illusion.
'

1

'

:

'

Sundari who comes
Master
To tell thee of Emancipation won
And of the night no more to be reborn
Who hath herself from passion freed (I'itoi'iJffa),
Unyoked from bondage (Psalms of the Sisters,

And

'

'

darsana, ib. i. 16-2, etc.). Closely a.ssociated with
the fourfold path to Arahantship, and called, later,
modes of progress, avenues, or channels to vimutti,
are the studies in Eniptiness,' the Signless,' the
Not-hankered-after (Ulgha Nikaya, iii. 219 Sam344 f., and
yutta, iv. 295-297; Dhamma-sahgani,
Compendium, of Philosophy, London, 1910, p. 216).
A very frequent allusion to emancipation in tlii3
Nikayas is that of chetovimutti pailndoimutti,
of heart
corresponding fairly well to emancipation
and head. The systematic expansion of etlncal
emotion was not peculiar to Buddhism (see LoVE
But the founder of Buddhism is re[Buddhist]).
that lie
presented {Samyutta, v. 118) as claiming
alone inculcated in such exercises emancipation of

Liberty :— as flight of birds in air
is it to track the trail of him (ib. 92).

So hard

;

'

liou-Uke

let

Or

'In

'

who

.

Passed he away fraught with the seed of rebirth,
as one wholly free ? That would we know
(Psalms of the Brethren, 1274).

'

positive aspects
Nipata verses :

:

.

'

;

whom no sense-desires do dwell.
whom no craving doth exist.
Who hath crossed o'er [the sea of] doubt

.

.

;

For

us see Gotama,

us ask of him
and
How can we be set free from snare of death t
Declare to us who ask as to the way
How may a man from sorrow be set free
{Sutta-Nipata, 164 f.).

:

the

let

Doth roam alone

'Emancipated by right (or perfect) gnosis (sdinmadaflflovimuHn)' 'in liim thus set free there arises the knowledge
" freed "!'...
(Nikayas, passim Dialogues, i. 93).

And

:

Come now,

'

Shattered the bonds, nor is there any trembling
In that the springs of life are wholly withered :—
Like the rhinoceros let him wander lonely
(Sutta-Sipala,
'

'

'

74).

E'en as a fish that breaks its net in ocean.
E'en as a fire that turns not back to burnt stuff :—
Like the rhinoceros let him wander lonely (*. 62).
'

'

;

tlie lieart.
In this way, in suffusing the idea of more and more beings
with (1) love—' let all beings be void of enmity and malevolence,'
free from sufferin;,',' (3) sympathy—' let
(2) pity—' let all be set
all are the o\vners,
.all be happy and fortunate,' (4) equanimity—'
the heirs of their deeds,' these mental esercises, if fully practised,
result in a thorough self-mastery through complete emancipation from the respectively opposed moods of (1) enmity,
Maha(2) harmfulness, (3) antipathy, (4) passion (Ledi Sadaw,
tiiera, in a letter to the writer).

Taken

alone, apart

from that supreme enfranchconditions for rebirth, they

isement from all tlie
constituted the best way to Brahma-heavens.

to share
•Sariputta: This, I told Dhananjani, is the way
existence with the Brahma gods.
that
establish
did
nudtiha:
Why
Dhananjani
The
you
inferior Brahma-world, when there was more to be done?
Brahmans
these
that
I
preferred
judged, lord,
Sariputta
that heaven (Majjhima, ii. 195).
All other bases of meritorious acts which are stuff for rebirth
of the
(npddhika) are not to be compared to the emancipation
heart bv love. That takes all those up into itself, as the moon
outshines the stars, the sun t!ie niivk, the mornin;,' star Ihe

m

:

'

'

night, shining in radianceand in splendour

'

{Iti-vuttaka,

19-'il).

'

in pity, and in freedom.
In friendly joy, in balance, each in season.
in the world disturbing his composure

Dwelling in love,

Nought

Like the rhinoceros

let

him wander

:

—

'

lonely

(t6. 73).

The evolution of mukti, or moksa, in Jainism
cannot be adequately dealt with till its early

more fully accessible. As evolved,
clearly presented above (art. Jainism,
vol. vii. pp. 468, 470).
Similarly the (vi)inoksa, or apavarga, concept of
Sankhyan thought, wliich survives in mediasval
commentaries, and which, even in the apliorisms
on whicli these are based, shows a later and a more
habile metaphysic than such as the foregoing discussions reveal, will be dealt with in art. SaiIkhya.
In those aphorisms {Sutiris] the individual soul,
eaWedpurusa, is conceived as 'neither bound, nor
liberated, nor migrating' (Ixii.), as is the rest of
literature

the idea

is

is

man's nature, physical and mental. Emancipation
consists in having discerned tlie subtle difierence
lietween this [dual] nature (pradhdna) and the
soul' (xxxvii.).
'By knowledge is liberation
is bondage'
ijiianena cha'pavargo), by the opposite
With this knowledge the work of good and
(xliv. ).
the union of soul and organism may
evil is done
go on like the potter's wheel revolving from the
'

;

'

liis impact]' (Ixvii.) after the Unislied pot
removed, but, when nature thereupon ceases to
act, tlie soul obtains absoluteness (kaivaiyam

effect [of
is

upnuti)

(Ixviii.).
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— Works quoted from

The Upanishads^ tr. Max
11831]; P. Deussen, Scch^ig Upani1897; P. Regnaud, MaUriaux pour
:

(1S70), xv,
thad'siies Vrda,
Lripziz,
strmr <^ Vhistoiro rt« fa phihrnphii de VIndt\ Paris, 1S7G-79
(translates many selections, >;ivin(r the original as well); P.
Deussen, I'lcr philusnphischc Texle des Mahabharatam,

AUjanfine GfSchiMe der PhUosophxe, i. pt. 3, iv.
Vtnatm Texts, tr. T. W. Rhvs Davids and H.
SHE xiii., xvii., xx. [1881-86); Qwstions nf
W. Bh.VR Davids, .Sflfc' xxxv -xxxvi. [isWlthe tour Xihrii/as, Dhaimnapada, Siitla-Xipnln, and other

I/eiuzii;. 1006,

do. 1911S;

8,

Oldenlien.', 3 vols.,
King Miliiuia, tr. T.

94);
Pali worlds:

nt

the

PT-S.

two last tr. Max Miillcr anil V.
Psalms nf the Early Ituddhistt, 2

vols.,

piihlications

London, 1882

Kauaholl,

SHU

f.

(tlie

\.i (1808));

and Points of Contin-

versy (Kalhdeatthu), PTS; Dialogues of the ISiitlillia, tr. of
Digha Xikdj/a, i. (in SBB, ii., iii.). The blend of theism and
atroanisni handed ilown from the stajje of Vcd.intist
thought
indicated in the Maitrdynna and Svetdhalara Upanifads, and
in the Bhagamd-liitd, mav be studied in P. Naradeveloped
simbas description of mukii in 'The Vedantic Good,' Mind,
Jan. 191.1. Anotlier interesting account of uwkfn, with a criticism on P. Deussen's treatment of the place of moral considerations in the doctrine, is by Dvijadas Datta,
'Mokaha, or the
Vcdtotic Kelease," JHAS xx. pt. 4 [I8S7-&S), p. 613.
'

'

C. A. F. Khy,s Davids.

MOLINISM.— There isno problem in theology
more tliJliciilt than that wliich has reference to the
knowledge and causality of God, on the one hand,
and the liberty and eternal (lestiny of human
The problem includes three
beings, on the other.
difficulties:

How

to reconcile
God's foreknowledge with the freedom of the
human %vill ? (2) If the entire physical reality of
our free acts
proceeds from God as the First Cause,
how is it possible for our will to be a free cause,
or for evil actions to be imputed to us ? (3) Given
the sincere will of God to save all men, how account for the terrible fact that many die ^vithout
the light of faith and never attain to eternal
salvation ?
The endeavours of theologians to throw light on
these difficulties have brought forth two
systems
Thomism and Molinisra. The doctrine of the
Thomists, which is the old traditional doctrine of
(I)

is

it

po.ssible

:

St. Augustine and St. Thomas
Aquinas (qg.v.),
was attacked by Molina at the close of the 16th

cent.

ra^ed
I.

;

since then
in

Roman

History

13th cent.

St.

an unending controversy has
Catholic schools of theology.
of the coNTRovERsy.—ln the

Thomas Aquinas, a Dominican,

synthesized the siun of human knowledge with
regard to (Jod as the First Cause and Final End of
all things in a work called the Sumnui
Theologim.
Herein is contained all that the human mind,
aided by revelation, can know
concerning God's
providence, universal causality, grace, etc.
So
great became the renown of St. Thomas for the
and
of
his
doctrine
that
at
the
sublimity
solidity
Council of Trent tlie Summa Thcolotjira, alone of
theological treatises, was thouglit fit to be
in consultation with the sacred
Scriptures.
The Order of St. Dominic is sworn to love and
defend the doctrines of St. Thomas as by hereditary right ; and it is their loyalty to these doctrines
that has earned them the well-merited name of
all

iLsed

Thomists.
At the clo.se of the 16th cent, the Jesuit Luis de
Molina (15.3.5-1600) published a new doctrine on
predestination, grace, free will, etc.

The

basis of

the whole system is the so-called scientia media, a
theory borrowed by Molina from his master,
Pedro da Fonscca, who, knowing it to be
entirely
new and against the traditional doctrine, had not
dared to publish it. Molina's book was
iiublishcd
at Lisbon in 1588 and is entitled: Concordia lihcri
arbitrii cum gratia: donis, divina
prwscientia,
providentia, prredeslinatione et rfprobatione.
Had
this theory been known,
says .Molina, Pelagianism
would never have existed, Luther would not have
denied free will, and Semi- Pelagianism would
easily
have Ijcen stamped out. .Molina further adds that
St. .fVugnstine and the other Fathers would have

onanimouHly approved of

this theory of predestina-

tion .and this

manner

the foreknowledge

nf conciliating tree will with
inovidcnce of God, if it had

;ui(l

been propounded to tlieni {(.'uiirordia, cd. Paris,
This new doctrine, however, did
1876, p. .548).
not arrest the teachings of Michael Bains, nor did
it prevent the rise of .Jan.senjsm
{q.i'.), but was itself
the cau.se of an unending and hitter
coiitiovcray
which has Iju>tcd for centuries between Thomists
and Moliiiists. The aliove a.ssurtions of Molina

aroused the indignation of the followers of St.

and

Augustine

St.

Thomas.

Dominic Banes

vigorously attacked the new theory, and so great
was the dissension caused by the ensuing controversy that in 1594 the m.'itter came before Pope
Clement vill., who, in 1598, instituted a special
board of inquiry, known as the Congregatio de
Auxilii.s.'
There were, in all, 181 a.s.scmblies of
this congregation, which debated the doctrines
'

under discussion. Three condemnations in succession were drawn up by tlie consultors ;igainst
Molina. On 13th Miircli 1598 they declared that
the Concordia and the doctrine of Molina must be
unreservedly ( ondemned. On 19th Dec. 1601 they

condemned 20 propositions taken from the Con-

At the a.ssembly of the Cardinals (8t!i
March 1606) it was decided to give orders to the
consultors to draw up a bull for tlie condemnation
of 42 propositions taken from tlie Concordia.
The
bull was actually prepared for publication, but on
28th Aug. 1607 Paul v. held a congiegation of
cardinals in which it was decided to postpone the
condemnation. Tlie result of the
Congregatio
de Auxiliis was, then, a moral defeat for Molinism.
So forcibly was this brought home to Acquaviva
(the General of the Jesuits) and his counsellors
that the Congruism of F. Suarez was substituted
for Molinism and imposed upon the
Society by
Acquaviva by his decree of 14th Dec. 1613. For
more than 200 years Congruism (see below, p. 776'')
was tauglit by the Jesuits in obedience to the
decree of Acquaviva, but pure Molinism has now
been revived by some Jesuit theologians.
In this matter an important point to be noted is
the declaration of Paul v. that both Molinisra and
Thomism agree in substance with Catholic truth,
but differ only as regards the mode of explaining
the efficacy of grace, both of ichich opinions may be.
held.
Innocent XII., in reply to the University of
Louvain (7th Feb. 1694), and Benedict xill., in a
brief (De.missas prcces, 6th Nov. 1724), vindicated
the Thomistic doctrine of the ellicacy of grace ab
intrinscco and the gratuity of predestination.
Lest, however, the words uttered by Benedict XIll.
should be understood to minimize the doctrines of
Molinisra, Clement XII. said (2nd Oct. 1733)
We do not wish the eulogies (which we iterate, approve,
and con(lrni)ofour predecessors (Clement XI. and Benedict xin.)
in praise of the Thomistic school to detract in any way from
cordia.

'

'

:

'

the authority of other Catholic schools (BullariumOrd. Prtett.
'

viii. 291).

Since the encyclical jSierni Patris of Leo Xlll.
(4th Aug. 1879), Roman Catholic schools of theology
liave done their utmost to claim as their own not
only the doctrine, but the very name of St. Thomas
Aquinas. Inspiteof the remonstrancesof Thomists,
Molinists have endeavoured to drag St. Thomas to
their side, and even to impose on St. Thomas the
theory of .icientia media, which, before Molina,
was not even dreamed of ('no per sonmium
quidem'), as C. Tiphauus, himself a Jesuit, declares.'
The first crossing of swords took i)lace
between R. P. Beaudoin and C. JMazzella. Not
long after, G. Schneemann published a work in
1881, in refutation of which A. iM. Dummerniuth
published a work at Paris in 1880, %\hich contains

acompletedemonstrationof themindof St. Thomas.
In 1893 V. ?>ins es-sayed a reply, and in refutation
of this

Dnmmermuth
'

))ublished another
Dt ordine deque priori et poiteriori, 24.

work

in
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1895.
Since t!ien there liave been many minor
publications, chiefly in theological and philosophical Bevicus.

—

II.
(1)

EssEXCB OP MOLINISM.— I. Natural order.
God's fureknoivledfje ami fixe will. — The

knowledge of God, considered in itself, is one and
indivisible
considered with reference to objects
which are the term of His knowledge, it is divided
:

according to t!ie diversity of objects into speculative and practical, into necessary and free, etc.
The division which concerns us now is that into
the knowledge of vision (scientia visionis) and the
kno^^ ledge of simple understanding {scientia simThe former has reference to
plicis intelliijcntice).
things which have existed, exist, or will exist;
the latter has reference to the purely possible, i.e.
to objects which have not existed, do not, and
will not exist (of. Summa Theol. I. qu. 14, art. 9).
Now, if this division is adequate, God must know
a future free act by the 'knowledge of vision.'
But, according to St. Tliomas (I. qu. 14, art. 8,
and art. 9 ad tertium), this knowledge necessarily
implies an act of God's will or a divine decree.
Hence a future free act is known by God by virtue
of, in fact in. His decree, and therefore no future
free act can exist unless God decrees its existence.
This is the doctrine of the Thomists.
For Molina this is subversive of the freedom of

the human will. Hence, he says, a means must
be found whereby God knows a future free act
before, and independently of, the divine decree.
Now there is a third kind of object, continues
Molina, which neither is purely possible nor yet
belongs to the category of those oojects which, in

some

There

difference of time,

have actual existence.
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it will infallibly do in such and
This is the direct denial of

such circumstances.
free will, for the
certain know ledge of an eil'ect in its cause is the
knowledge of a necessary efl'ect. (6) Therefore
Suarez taught tliat God knows the future free act
in His decree foreseen as future.
But it is impossible even to conceive of a future decree in

God

the di\'ine decrees are eternal, and are therefore neither past nor future.
Unable to answer
this, Suarez had recourse to another medium : (c)
God knows future acts in their truth, which is
either formal or objective.
The reality of the
future free act is the objective truth
the pro:

;

position expressing that reality is tlie formal
truth. Some Molinists (G. Vasqucz, M. Liberator!,
H. Kilber, D. Palmieri, etc.) hold to the formal
truth, asserting that of two contradictory pro-

positions expressing a future contingent event one

determinately true, the other determinately
from all eternity, and this independently of
God's will
but God knows all truth ; therefore
This medium is rejected, not only by all
Thomists, but by many Molinists, by Billot, G.
Lahousse, etc. Others (F. Suarez, J. B. Franzelin,
Mazzella, etc.) hold to the objective truth, since
the truth of a proposition expressing the future
depends on the objective truth of a future event.
This medium is rejected by other Molinists by
Lahousse, who sajs tliat God sees future free
acts, not in their trutli, as such, but in their
is

false

;

.

.

.

—

Billot, among others, refutes
reality (in ipsismet).
this.
Others— J. Kleutgen, P. Carnoldi, T. de
Regnon failing to find a medium which does not
involve absurdities, admit the scientia media, but
acknowledge their ignorance as to its process of
Hence, the scientia media, invented to
operation.
explain a difficulty, is the greatest ditliculty of all.

—

the future event which would exist if
certain conditions were realized, which, however,
will not be realized.
Under this head are to be
God is the
(2) God's causalitfi and free will.
classed all those free acts which, though never First Cause
therefore no being or mode of being
destined actually to exist, would exist if certain can escape His causality. Thomists teach that in
conditions were fulfilled.
These are called con- ^'irtue of the divine clecree the human will is
ditioned future events (futura conditionata, or physically, i.e. eHiciently, predetermined
by God
futurabilia) ; and God knows these by the scientia to produce a fi'ee act. This divine inllux precedes
media, a knowledge which is midway, as it were, the action of the will by a priority of nature and
between that of vision and that of simple under- causality, and applies the will to act {i.e., makes
standing. Although a future conditioned event is the will pass from the state of not acting to the
that which will never come to existence, because state of acting), thus rendering the will in actu
the condition on which it depends will never be jjrimo capable of freely determining itself in actu
secundo. The free will infallibly consents to that
fulfilled, the scientia media, as such, abstracts
from the realization or non-realization of such a to which it is premoved
i.e., the promotion is
condition hence, by the scientia media, God ex- efficacious yet tlie
power to dissent remains with
plores and knows, with infallible certainty, what the will, for the premotion, divinely efficacious,
the human free will will infallibly do by its own efl'ects that, although tlie will has the
power to
innate liberty (consent or dissent, do this act or dissent, it infallibly consents and does not dissent.
that, etc.) if it be placed in such or such cucum- According to pure Molinism, the divine influx
does'^
stances.
God, if He wishes, e.g., Peter to consent, not precede the action of the free will, but simulto do this act, etc., decrees to put Peter in these taneously co-operates with it,
helping, as a partial
or those circumstances, and decrees conditionally cause, to produce the same action and the same
to grant His help or concurrence for the particular efl'ect. This divine action, called simultaneous
action determined upon by Peter's free will (see concom"se,' is, therefore, not; received into the m ill,
below, simultaneous concourse '). In this decree, but is rather alongside of it, and is recei^ed
which follows the foreknowledge of the future immediately into the action and effect of the wUl.
free act, Molinists say God knows the absolute
In order to safeguard the universal causality of
future consent witliout prejudice to the free will
God, it is said that, although God and the free
but the certitude of His knowledge is due, not to will are partial causes of the free act, nevertheless
the intrinsic efficacy of the decree, but to the the effect is wholly produced by God as the First
scientia media, which sees the consent before the Cause, and
wholly by the will as the secondary
decree.
cause. The simultaneous concoirrse is not efficaThe unanimity among Molinists is mainly nega- cious, but is, of its very nature, iudifferent, and is
modified or determined by the free will, and hence
tive, namely, that God does not know future free
acts in any absolute, actual decree of His will
can be used for volition or nolition, for this act or
as
the
medium
in
which
sees
God
a that act, indiscriminately, according to the deterbut,
regards
future free act, quot homines, tot sententim.
mination of the free will. Other Molinists reject
Molina
after
R.
M.
this simultaneous concourse, and admit a kind of
(a)
and,
him,
Bellarmine,
Becanus, etc., teach that God knows the future premotion, i.e. a physical influx received into the
free act in the super-comprehension of the free
faculty of the will previous to the determination
will
i.e., God's knowledge penetrates into the
(action) of the will.
By this influx the will is
innermost recesses of the will and sees there what moved and deteruiined to general or universal
good.
is

—

;

;

;

;

'

'

;

;

;
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but of itself the influx is indifferent and ineflicacious for this or that particular pood without any
further influx from Cod, the will determines itself
to act, not to act, to <lo this, or to do that.
Tlioniists are accused of making God the cause
of sin by the physical preniotion wliieh is efficacious, but the diliieulty of sin has to be solved by
Molinists also.
Physical premotion efl'ects, it is
true, that the will cannot but infallibly do that to
whicli it is preinoved, but no Thomist allows that
God predetermines to sin qua sin (see Tuo.MlSJl)
the simultaneous concourse of the Molinists is a
co-operation of God with the will, not indeed to
produce tlie sinful action as sinftil, but to produce
the physicfil reality of the action. It is a lesser
evil to
co-operate than to make another commit a
sin
Molinists have cho.sen a lesser evil, but have
not solved the difiicult v.
Against the two theories of Molinism with
regard to the divine influx Tliomists object that
neither safeguards the universal causality of God.
The self-determination of the will is not nothing
:

:

;

;

a

therefore, cannot escape
God's causality.
To argue, as does a recent
Molinist (Lahousse, Theol. Nat., Louvain, 1888,
cap. 9, art. 3, no. 502), that there seems no reason
why this quality (i.e. the determination of the
will whereby it makes itself pass from the state of
not willing to the state of willing) cannot be
it

is

reality,

eliiciently

which,

produced by a created being

is

not

onlj-

to beg the question, but manifestly to deny, in
very words, God's universal causality.
2. Supernatural order.
(1) Grace and free will.

—

—Against Pelagians

both Thomista and Molinists
defend the necessity of grace for the production of
a s;ilutary act. Against Semi-Pelagianism both
defend the necessity for the very beginnings of
faith, and for the desire to do a salutary work.
Both teach the absolute gratuity of actual grace,
even for the very beginnings {prima gratia vocans)
of justification.
Against Calvin, Luther, and
Jansen both teach that sufficient grace is given to
all without exception, and that, under the influence of efticacious grace, the freedom of the will
remains intact.
'The first point of dilVerence
between Thomism and Molinism concerns the
of
nature
sufficient and ethcacious grace, which
both agree to be a di^•ision of actuaK grace. For
the Thomist efficacious grace is entitatively, i.e.
intrinsically (ab intrinseco), different from sufficient
Sufficient grace gives the proximate power
grace.
of producing a salutary act it raises the will to a
supernatural level, and constitutes it in actu prima
capable of performing a salutary act but in order
to produce that act de facto an efficacious grace
(which is a physical premotion in the supernatural
Hence sufficient grace in
order) is necessary.
Thomism gives the posse, efficacious grace the
For the Molinist the same
agere (see Thomism).
it remains
grace can be sufficient or efficacious
sufficient if the will resists
it becomes efficacious
if the will consents.
Grace, therefore, is efficacious, not intrinsically or of its \ery nature, but
extrinsically, by the consent of tlie will (gratia
In the natural order, as
efficax ab extriiiseco).
.said above, the divine indifferent concourse is not
received into the will, nor does it precede the
action of the >vill, but in the supernatural order it
precedes (owing to which it is called gratia prasvtniens) the action of the will, and is received
into it, thus elevating and making the will the
principle in actu primo of the salutary act (this
saves Molinism from Semi-Pelagianism).
Prevenient grace is a physical reality produced by
God in the soul moving it (owing to which it is
called gratia exciian-s) morally (not
pliysically, i.e.
it co-operates (owing to
efficiently) to consent
which it is called gratia cooperans) with the will
;

;

;

;

:

act ; but tlie consent does not
s,alutary
follow infallibly, necause this grace is not of its
very nature, or intrinsically, efficacious (cf. Molina,
Concordia, qu. 14, art. 13, disp. 41). According to
this doctrine, one and the same grace can be
merely surticient for oue individual and efficacious
for anotlier ; furtlier, a lesser grace can be efficacious for one person, while a greater grace can
remain merely sufficient for another. Nevertheto elicit a

less, an efficacious grace is a greater boon than
a grace merely sufficient. Thus, (iod from all
eternity foresaw (by the .icicntia media) that, if
He gave grace
to Peter, he would consent, but,
if He gave grace B,
I'eter would not consent.
When, therefore, God gives to Peter grace A,
which He foresees will be efficacious, that grace is
a greater gift than grace B, which He foresees

A

would be merely

sufficient (Molina, L. Lessius,
Mazzella, H. Hurter, Palmieri, P. Tepe, etc.).
Bellarmine, Suarez, Vasquez, etc., modified this
In
doctrine, and held what is called Congruism.
tills form
of Molinism sufficient grace is not
indeed intrinsically different from efficacious grace,
but differs only as reg-ards the manner in wiiicli it
Efficacious grace (called gratia
affects the will.
rongrna) is that whicli is so accommodated to man's
temperament and to the circumstances of time
and place that the will infallibly, but freely, consents
sufficient grace (gratia incongrua) is that
which is not so perfectly adapted to a man's
character and to the circumstances of time and
If,
place, etc., and hence the will de facto resists.
therefore, God wishes Peter to consent to grace.
He decrees to give him congruous grace i.e. a
;

—

—

grace perfectly adapted to Peter's cliaracter to
put him in the most fitting circumstances, etc.
(2) Predestination.
According to the two
theories of grace in the Molinist system, there are
two theories of predestination predestination due
to foreseen merits (post prwvi.ia merita) and gratuitous predestination (ante pra visa merita).
God
(a) Predestination due to foreseen merits.
be saved (the
truly and sincerely wishes aU to

—

:

—

to all he gives sufficient
God)
Foreseeing, by the scicntia media, who
will consent to grace and persevere in It, God preIn this opinion predestidestines them to glory.
nation to glory presupposes the good use of grace
not
and is therefore
gratuitous (Lessius, Va.squez,
.\s is
Becanus, Franzelin, H. Toumely, etc.).
all the insoluble diffithis
entails
evident,
theory
culties of the scientia media.
Moreover, all that
salvific will of

;

grace.

man

has he receives from God, according to St.
Paul (Ko ll"'- Who hath fii-st given to him, and
it shall be recompensed unto him again ?
For of
him, and througn him, and unto liini, are all
things'; cf. 1 Co 4' 'What hast tliou that thou
didst not receive ? but if thou didst receive it,
why dost thou glory, as if thou hadst not received
Now Pelagians, Semi-Pelagians, and Molinit? ).
ists deny the gratuity of predestination, for no
otlier reason tliaii because they presuppose sometliing on man's part which is tlie reason why God
The
])redestines some to glory and not others.
i'elagians presuppose good works, the Semi-Pelagians the ijeginning of o^ood works, and .Molinists
the good use of grace. But, if all these things are
from God, He cannot look for or await them in
order to predestine some ami not others on the
(•ontrary. He gives even tlie good use of grace to
some because he pre-elected tliem to glory. In
'

;

accordance, then, with tlie teaching of St. Paul,
with the doctrine of St. Augustine ami St. Thomas,
Thomists, and some Molinists of high refiute,
teach the absolute gratuity of predestination, i.e.
irrespective of foreseen merits.
God wishes all
(b) Gratuitovs predestination.
to all He gives sufficient grace.
to be saved
By a

—

;

MOMENTARY GODS
special act of love and mercy He electa some to
glory in preference to others, without any other
reason than that of His own divine will. To the
chosen He gives graces by which they will infallibly

reach heaven (8uarez, Bellarmine, J. de Lugo,
Billot, etc., and all Thomists, after St. Augustine
and St. Thomas). On this point tliere is practically no ditt'erence between Thomists ami this
group of Molinists the difference between them
has reference to another question treated above,
namely, the origin of the efficacy of grace. Some
;

teach that God gratuitously elects
certain ones, not to glory, but to congruous grace,
to which they will infallibly consent, and in which
they will persevere. Foreseeing this consent by
the scientia media, God predestines them to glory.
Against the latter opinion Thomists object, in
particrdar, that God is made to act in a manner
that implies the denial of an axiom received as
true not only by all schools of philosophy but by
common .sense. In theorderof actual realization the
means must necessarily precede the end but in the
order of intention the end must precede the means,
for it is impossible to choose and adapt means to
an end without a preconception of the end. Now,
since God must act as an intellectual being, He
must (according to this axiom) first of all conceive
the end, then choose the means for obtaining that
end. But grace, good use of grace, merit, are the
means, and glory is the end. Therefore He must
first predestine to glory before He predestines to
congruous grace. In the Congruist theory He does
exactly the opposite. To this simple and irrefragable argument no Congruist has ever essayed a
reply that is not suicidal. Molina also teaches
the gratuity of predestination (Concordia, qu. 22,
art. 4, 5, disp. 1, membr. xi. ), but his explanation
is very different from tliat of the
majority of those
who follow him. In eternity God knows all possible universes, infinite in number in each universe
or order there is a series of free acts, all of which
God knows by the scientia media independently of
any act of His will. In each of these possible
orders certain jieople are predestined, not, indeed,
through the efiicacy of a divine decree (which as
yet has not intervened), but through grace made
efficacious by the consent of the human will, in
which the will perseveres unto the end. The omniscient God knows all this by the scientia media.

Congruists

;

;

By His own

free will, without

any regard what-

soever to foreseen merits, He gratuitously decrees
to bi'ing one of these orders to existence.
The

difference between Molina and Suarez on this point
comes to this, that the former teaches predestination to glory before a prevision of absolute future
merits, but after the prevision of conditioned
future merits, whereas the latter teaches predestination to glory before prevision of future
Molina
merits, whether absolute or conditioned.
explains his own theory in a manner more subtle
and more profound than any of his followers. But,
apart from the insuperable difficulty of the ««•(>»;/«
media, there are difficulties in this explanation
which absolutely destroy free will.
deny
absolutely tliat a free act can be connected with
one
order
it
is
in
the
denial
words
of
any
very
the freedom of the act. It is absolutely false that
a free act is connected with any circumstances
whatever, in the sense that, given the circumstances, a particular free act must follow. All
those possible universes are contradictions, and
have therefore no reality or conceivability ; God,

We

;

therefore, could not conceive them.
It is a defined doctrine
(3) Reprobation.
Catholic faith that no one is destined by God
eternal damnation except after a prevision
'
demerits; this is called positive reprooation.'

—

the theory of gratuitous
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very fact that God gratuitou.sly elects some and
not others, those not cliosen will infallibly not be
saved hence a reprobation of some sort is conconutant with the predestination of some to glory ;
this is called negative reprobation.' The difficulty
is to conciliate negative reprobation with
the
universal salvific will of God. Suarez and his
followers say it is a positive act of nolition to
elect ; some Thomists (as J. B. Gonet, V. Contenson, etc.) that it is a 'direct exclusion from
others (as A. Goudin, C. R. Billuart, etc.)
glory'
that it is the omission of an effectual election to
heaven. It is, however, very difficult to safeguard the salvific will of God if negative reprobation be a positive act on God's part.
Why not
say, therefore, that it is the entii-e absence of any
act of the divine will, wlietlier of volition or
nolition ? It is the mere absence of the act of
assumption.
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jELEED Whitacre.
GODS.— Momentary gods'

MOMENTARY

'

(Augenblirksgotter) is an expression coined by H.
Usener {Gotternainen, Bonn, 1896, p. 279), and one
whose credentials are open to question. It must
certainly be admitted that the phenomena which
Usener brings under the term are of very diverse
kinds.
It is true, of course, that human beings
whose minds are dominated by fetishistic and
animistic ideas may, under the influence of a
momentary impression, ascribe to objects or occurrences a divine or dajmonic character
but the
;

question is whether it is worth while to differentiate such procedure from the general mass of fetishistic and animistic phenomena by the use of a
Thus we frequently meet with the
special term.
practice of worshipping the lance or other weapon

(L. Deubner, AlilV viii. [1905], Beiheft, p. 71),
such being often invoked to witness an oath (.Esch.
Siypt. 529; schol. Apoll. Rliod. i. 57); but these
facts in reality furnish reasons for doubting whether
the weapon was only then deified, and suggest
rather that it was thought of as permanently possessed of divine qualities.
Thus, too, while Vergil
makes Mezentius say
dextra mihi deus et telum
quod missile libro,' and is imitated in this artifice
by later epic authors (Silius Ital. v. 118, vi. 137
Statius, Thcb. iii. 615, ix. 548), such poetic fancies
'

:

'

of
to
of

In
predestination, by the

;

throw no
feeling.

light whatever upon primitive religious
lightning-flash smiting down upon

The

1

.Hn.

s. 773.
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rp^nnleil cveiywiiere with a relijiioiis
.-iiul
Umiians alike avoided all
contact witli the snot wlicre it liad struck, tliis
being for the former a consecrated place (ijXi'irioi',
^i/Xi'i/ioi'), and for the latter a bidcnliil, «liich is
'
'
Thus
e\|i!.iincd by the jihrasc fulgnr condituni.'
the lighlning-llasii actually came to be regarded as
a divine being some of tlie Uiadoclii adopted the

the earth

is

and Greeks

drciid,

:

name Keraunos

Seleucia

in

;

Nicator

Seleucus

instituted a cult of the Kcpavvb^ (Appian, dc Rebus
Syr. 58), the existence of which is attested by
numerous coins ; and there is an Orphic hymn
dedicated to this deity.
Keraunos is often represented as subordinate to Zeus, who in this capacity
is called Keraunios, Kataibates, and Kappotas,
just as .luppiter Fulgur is designated Fulgurator

and

Kleinc Schriftcn, iv.
The natural phenomenon
Leipzig, 1913, p. 471).
here involved is, of course, one of relatively rare
occurrence, and but seldom arrests .special attention by leaving visible traces of its action, but the
worship of lightning, in its essential features, cannot be separated from that of winds and meteoric
stones.
Quite a ditFerent case, again, is presented
by the worship of the last sheaf, or of the harvestwreatli (Gr. eipc<nJiyr]), and by other practices which
have been explained by W. Mannhardt " the harvest-wreath, which was wound round with white
and red woollen threads, and for the year remained
hanging at the door as an amulet for the house, is
unmistakably a fetish, i.e. a sacred object fashioned
and consecrated by human beings (1{. M. Meyer,
AJ:ir xi. [1908] o20) in the last sheaf, however,
and things of similar formation, is concealed the
corn-spirit which, according to animistic ideas,
renews the life of the corn, but, while it is only at
harvest-time that the spirit becomes in a manner
manifest to sight, it is in reality always present,
and is therefore not a momentary god in the
proper sense. Usener likewise adduces the conceptions of the Salfiuv and the genitis of the individual.
It is very difficult to come to a definite conclusion
regarding the ultimate origin of these conceptions
they have undoubtedly been influenced in part by
ideas of the soul, and, in the case of the Sa.lij.av, by
the notion of
(J. Tambornino, Dc
possession
antiquorum d(xmonismo, Gie.ssen, 1909), while the
snake-form of the qmiiis seems to point in quite a
l*'uliiiinator

(Usener,

;

;

'

'

;

'

'

(W. F. Otto, in rauly-Wissowa,
In any case, the
present \vTiter can
see no rational grounds for bringing Sai/xuv and
uniler
of
the
genius
category
gods.'
momentary
'
Wliile, however, the conception of momentary
is
thus
in
a
rather
indeterminate
gods'
part
one,
and in part of limited significance, the introduction
of the term
(Germ. Sondergiitter)
special gods
has proved to be of real advantage. This term,
too, we owe to Usener, who framed it on the suggesti<m of E. Lehmann in connexion with Varro's
di certi like the latter, the special gods are deities
with a clearly defined sphere of action, and thus
Usener has
closely allied to the momentary gods.
shown that in the development of religion .so far,
at lea.st, as Greece was concerned they are anterior
to the great deities, and this result might, no
Unmistakable
doubt, be very widely generalized.
examples are found in Greek heroes like Euodos
(G. Kaibel, Kpigrammnta Grwca, Berlin, 1873, no.
dill'ereiit ilirection

vii.

ll.'jf)!!'.).

'

'

'

;

—

—

Myiagios'lPaus. Vlll. xxvi. 7), Teichophylax
(Hesych. s.v.), or Horophylax (./'/^i'viii. [1887] 236),
who never had more than a local significance and a
narrow sphere of action. Other beings of this type
were absorbed by the great Olympian {i.e. Homeric)
deities
thus Kourotrophos (also in plur., Kphem.
825),

;

Arch., 1809,

Amm.

p.

143)

was

originally an independent

Marrell. xxvA. 5.13 * hoc modo [i.e. fuliiiine] contacta
loca nee inlucri Dec calcari dcbere ful;^urale8 pronuntiaiit libri.'
i AhUIk ^\•ald ti»d
Fflilhille, Berlin, 1877.
1

:

deity who at length became a mere epithet of
Ge, Artemis, Deinetcr, etc., and Zeus Ercchthcus,
Athene Hygieia, etc., are to be interpreted in the
same way. We may even venture to say that the
displacement of these sjiecial deities by the Olympians was one of the most important processes in
the development of Greek religion within historical
times.'
Among the Ilomans such .special deities
are found move especially in the Indigitamenta

—

in which every particular operation
e.g., in
agriculture was assigned a distinct tutelary spirit
Vervactor, Kedarator, Imporcitor, liisitor, Obarator, Occator, Sarritor, Subruncinator, Messor, ConIt is said, indeed, that
vector, Conditor, Promitor.
even the lu/mnnria, culinte, and mrceres had each

—

((/.«.),

—

(td.
Nat. ii. 15).'
however, we derive but scanty information as to the earlier state of things whicli had been
disturbed l)y the incursion of the Greek religion
even in Varro's 'ists of these gods wi; already find
many names of extraneous origin, and we are ijuite
unable to say what degree of importance attached
to the individual deities.
Very valuable data are furnished by the accounts
of the Lithuanian special gods, as critically discussed by VseTXQV (Gottr rna men, p. 79 cf. Deubner,
ix. [1906] 284
O. Schrader, ERE u. 31 f.) ;
here we find Austheia, the goddess of bees, Babilos,
the honey -god, Budintaia, the goddess who arouses
from sleep, ICiauliukruke and Kremata, the swinegods, Meletele, the goddess of the colour blue,
Kaugupatis, who causes the fermentation of beer,
and NV'ejopatis, the lord of the wind. Kindred
figures are found among the Letts.
As regards the existence of such special deities
in other religions
with the exception, however,
of the heathenism that was not wholly submerged
by the Roman Catholic Church (see below) our
knowledge is at fault, partly from lack of materials
and partly from lack of research. AVe may unhesitatingly take for granted, however, that, e.g.,
the pantheons of the Vedas and the Avesta ^ correspond with that of Homer in presenting various
types of deities, and that the place of the great
gods who hold sway in these literary monuments
was, among the people, i.e. in the living religion,
taken by a multitude of less imposing beings, of
whom, it is true, our knowledge is most imperfect.
The I'hcenician religion provides an instructive
example here it was not, strictly speaking, a
single self-identical Baal to whom divine honours
were paid on the contrary, each several tribe and

their

From

special deity (Tert\ill.

this,

;

;

AEW

;

—

—

;

;

had its own special Baal, and worship])ed him
The data which lie
as a tribal or tutelary deity.
most readily to hand are found in countries where
residual elements of heathen views still co-exist
with or underlie the Roman Catholic religion in
the practice of saint-worship, and have to some
extent been countenanced by the Church (D. H.
city

Kerler, Die Patronate der Hciligen, Ulm, 1905).
Thus, e.g., among the Zaraaites of Prussia, St.
of the household lire and St.
Agatlia took care
Nicholas was the guardian of boatmen, St. Apollonia cured toothache and St. Laurentius rheumatic pains, St. Crispin was the patron of shoemakers and St. Goar of potters.'' In the Vosges
St. Abdon is believed to drive away Heas, St. Catherine to secure husbands for maidens, St. Sabina to
'
let., however, the criticism by L. R. Farnell, Tlic Place of
"
Sonder-Gotter" in Greek Polytheism,' in Anlhnrpological
81-UHl.
Essays presented to . . Tylor, Oxford, 1807, pp.
2 The
necessary corrections of Usoner's statements in this
connexion will be found in G. Wissowa, Uesamtnette Abhaiuilungen zur rum. Itet.- taut Stadlgesch., Munich, 1904, p. 304,
and W. F. Otto, Rlicin. JIus. Ixiv. (1909) 44'.i. 4t>S.
'
3 On Iranian '
special gods cf. the remarks of .1. H. Moulton,
Earli/ ZoroaHtrianism, London, 1013, pp. tiO-Tl, 105, 150. A
notable instance is Veretliraghna. Victory.'
4 On the saints who overcised an oHicial function
Deubner, /)«
Incubalioiie, Leipzig, 19<J0, is well worth consulting.

the

.
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must be acknowledged

number of
allay the pangs of love, and so on.
these tutelary offices of snints are universally
recognized by the Komau Catholic Church, ami
are entered in the Diario Romano, in which we arc
told, for instance, that St. Blasius cures sore throat
and St. Liberius pains due to calculus, and that St.

it

Martha

out that in
opposing Sabellius many divide and cut to pieces
and destroytlTaFniost sacred doctrine of the Church
of God, the Divine monarchy, making it as it were
three powers and partitive subsistences and godheads three.''' An example of t'ais unintentional
vagueness may be found in Justin, Di<tl. cxxix.,
and, what is even more remarkable, in those who
most strenuously resisted the Noetians and their
Thus Novatian, while
successors, the Sabellians.
insisting on the divinity of Christ and urging the
precision with which Christ Himself says 'land
the Father are one (eV, one,' that is, in the neuter,
and consequently not in person, but in substance
or nature), yet oflers no explanation of how this
can be. The retort was obvious Then you hold
that there are tioo Gods!^ Even Tertullian, in
spite of his lawyer-like precision of terms and his

Almost every
protects from epidemics.
district has its own particular patron saint, and in
him
cases
to
with
marked
clings
many
tenacity.
Literature.

—This

has been

sufficiently

article.

indicated in the

W. KkOLL.

MONADISM.— See Leibniz.
MONARCHIANISM. — Monarchianism

is

a.

term generally used to designate the views of
those heretics who, to safeguard the Divine unity
{monan-hia), so refined

away the

distinction of the

Divine Persons as to destroy the Trinity. Hippolytus has left us a summary account of their
A certain Noetus, so he tells us, was the
origin.
protagonist of these ideas they were upheld by
his disciple, Epigonus, and further propagated by
the latter's disciiile, Cleomenes.' From Epiphanius
we gather that Noetus must have died shortly
before a.d. 250.^ But Hippolytus, who appears to
have been martyred about A.D. 240, and who composed his Philosophumcna V)etvveen the years 230
and 235,^ says in his Tractate against Nodus, i.,
And this
that he 'died not very long since.'*
seems more probable for Cleomenes, the disciple
of Noetus's disciple Epigonus, according to the
Philosophumcna,^ caused much trouble during the
pontificates of Zephyrinus and Callistus, viz. 198;

;

222.«

'

Noetus and hia disciples hold, says Hippolytus, these Heraclitean tenets, for they say 'that one and the same God is the
Creator and Father of all things ; and that when it pleased
Him, He appeared.' 8 .\nd ay. tin: 'When the Father had not
[yet] was justl.\' styled Father; and when it
Him to undergo generation, having been begotten. He
In this manner,'
Himself became His own Son, not another's.'
adds Hippolytus, 'he thinks to est.ablish the sovereignty [of
and
that
Father
Son, [so] called, are one and the
God], alleging
same [substance], not one individual produced from a different
Himself
and that He is styled by name
but
Himself
from
one,
Father and Son, according to vicissitude of times.' f
Hippolytus, as we have seen, says that Noetus set

been born, He
pleased

'

;

forth his views as a means of upholding the Divine
sovereignty, but, as a fact, the term monarchia
{/jiofapxlo.) was ambiguous and could be used as the

watchword

Thus Eusebius

of both parties.

tells

us'" that St. IreniBus wrote a work, de Monarchia,
against those who held that God was the author of

Similarly Justin Martyr has left a treatise,
de Monarchia, to prove that God is the sole
" see also
Athenagoras,
governor against paganism
Legatio viii.'^ But, as was only natural, the. Apoloof
to
the
Council
Nica;a
were faced
gists previous
with the grave difficulty that, while combating
polytheism, they had to maintain the divinity of
Christ without impairing the Divine unity. And
2 Hmr. Ivii. 1
1 Phil. ix. 2.
(,P0 xli. 994 f.).
3 See A. C. McGiffert's 'Eusebius' {Niixne and Post-Nietne
evil.

;

HE

vi. xxii. 1.
Fathers, i. (1890)), note on
4
Hippolytus, Fragments (from A. Gallandus), in Antc-Niceiie
Fathers, ix. [18S3] pt. ii., p. 61.

Noetianism with being ditheists ; and
sius felt himself compelled to point
'

vi. f.

'

HE

8 lb. ix. 5.

lb.

HE

nept 0eou Morapxcas, tr. in Antc-Nicene Fathers, ii. [1892]
329 ff. iPG vi. all), but probably not the work referred to by
iv. xviii. 4
and note Origen, Cota. in Ep. ad
Eusebius,
Titum i^PG siv. 1304)
philarchiiie morbo languentes dogmata

HE

;

'

:

statue rint.'
I'-J

'

:

—

undoubted orthodoxy on this point even in his
Montanist days has some most misleading expressions which the post-Nicene writers would have
avoided at all costs.'' Yet these things are inevitable, and it is by such discussions, with occasional
lapses from exactitude on either side, that the
Church can come to a full knowledge of the deposit

—

of truth.'

A remarkable exception to this prevailing vague-

ness

furnished by Athenagoras, who, in his

is

Legatio, says
The Son of God
'

is the Logos of the Father, in idea and in
for after the pattern of Him and by Him were all

operation
things made, the Father and the Son being one. And, the Son
being in the Fatlier and the Father in the Son, in oneness and
power of spirit, the understanding and reason (voi)^ xal Adyos)
But if, in your surpassing
of the Father is the Son of God.
intelligence, it occurs to you to inquire what is meant by the
Son, I will stale briefly that He is the first product of the
Father, not as having been brought into existence (for from
the beginning, God, who is the eternal mind [roOs], had the
Logos in Himself, being from eternity instinct with Logos
[AoytKo?]): but inasmuch as He came forth to be the idea and
energizing power of all material things.'^
;

Nor is it surprising that these so-called Monarchians should have had a strong following. God
is One.
For this monotheism the prophets had
fought and prevailed. But, if God is One, then,
though there may be diversity of actions ad extra,
1 Phil. ix. 7. Much
capital has been made out of Hippolytus's
violent attacks on the orthodoxy, and, indeed, on the personal
character, of Popes Zephj'riims and Callistus. But Hippolj'tus
himself says (Phil. ix. 7) tliat Callistus excommunicated Sabellius,
though he maintains that Callistus did so out of fear of himself,
Hippolytus.
Perhaps the best commentary on Hippolytus's
diatribes is furnished by the absolute silence of all other v.Titer8
of the period.
2
Quoted by Athanasius, Epistle in Defence of the Nicene
Definition, 26 (PG xxv. 462); J. H. "Newman. Athanasivs,
Oxford Library of the Fathers, 1S42-44, i. 45 ; also AnteNicene Fathers, xviii. [1S95], 'Tertullian.' iii. 3S5-387, a,fragment of au epistle or treatise of Dionysius, bishop of Rome,
against the Sabellians ; cf. also Dionysius of Alexandria, adv.
Sabellium, given in Ehisebius, Prcep. Evang. viii. Vd (PG x.
1270); Mansi, Concilia, i, col. 1011.
3 Novatian, de Trin. xi. -xviii., xxvii.
4 Thus in adr. Prax. iii. (PL ii.
158) he speaks of the angels
as being 'members of the Father's own substance,' and in iv.
(ib, 159) of the monarchia as committed bv the Father to the
'

Athenagoras, Uf,€afitia{PO
ft.).

vi.

9U3

;

Ante-Kicene Fathers,

'

Son.
6 Cf. St.

Augustine's remark apropos of the re-liaptism controversy
Quomodo enim potuit ista res tantis altercationum
nebuHs involuta ad plenarii concilii luculentam illustrationem
confimiatiouemque perduci, nisi prime diu tius per orbis terrarum
re^iones multis hinc atque bine disputationibus et collationibus
episcoporum pertractata constaret? Hue autem facit sanitas
pacis, ut, cum diutius aliqvia obscuriora quajruntur et, propter
inveniendi difficultateni, di\ ersaa pariunt in fraterna disceptatione sentcutias, donee ad verum Uquidum perveniatur, \ inculum
permaneat unitatis, ne in parte pra3cisa remaneat insanabile
vulnus erroris' (de Baptismo c. Donatistas, ii. iv. (fi) [PL xliii.
1'29] : the whole passage is worth reading in this connexion).
8
Athenagoras, Upeu^sia, x. (PG vii. 907; Ante-Nicene
Fathers, ii. 385) cf. xxiv. (PG \ii. 946).
;

McGiffert's notes.
' Phil. ix. 4.
10
V. XX. 1.

U. 376

Pope Diony-

'

'

ii.,

Zephj-rinus was pope, a.d. 198-217 ; Callistus reigned only
v. xxviii. 3 and vi. xxj. 1, with
five years, 217-222; cf.
<*

n

upon

:

Hippolytus endeavours to show that Noetus's
views were in reality only those of the philosopher
Heraclitus the Obscure, who held that the Father
is an unbegotten creature who is creator.''

Six.

that, in insisting

the divinity of Clirist, they often, through lack of
precision in their choice of terms, laid themselves
open to the charge of ditheism. Thus Hippolytus
says that Callistus reproached the opponents of

;
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can be no sucli diversity of action ad intra
imply ili^liiiction of rcvsons. But Christ
is(!od, and Cliii>-t suUeied iiuon the Cross. ThereThe coiiflusion seemed
fore llic Kather sult'ered !'
compel liii^r hut the Noet ians and Sabellians shrank
from it and endeavoured to explain that this sullerinj; of the Father was in some sense not really Uis.^
Theirs was a strong position. They seemed to be
the advocates of orthoilo.xy against the ortliodox
themselves. It was in vain that the latter rejoined
Then, accordini; to your argument, it is the Father
who sits at His own right hand
For, while the
NT as a whole clearly taught the divinity of the
tliere

the Father suffer' in

as

Methodius

sliall

;

:

!

S(m and the distinction

of Ferscms, j-et there

were

certain texts which, while maintaining the former,
seemed expressly to deny the latter. Thus Fraxeas
insisted on 'I and the Father are one' (Jn 10'°);
this it was easy to explain in a monotheistic sense,
as TertuUian does.^ But it was not so easy to
He that hath seen me hath seen the
explain
Father and I am in the Father, and the Father
in me' (Jn 14'"),
TertuUian treats this passage at
considerable len-'th,* but it can hardly he said that
his answer precludes the retort
Then there are
'

;

:

two Gods

!

the

the Son.

of

person

commenting on Hev 12'",
who have gone astray with regard to

(t

<'.

312),

likens thusr,
of the Three I'ersons in the Trinity to the third
part of the stars that fell
As when tliev sav, like Sat'ellius, that the Almighty Person

one

:

'

of the

Father Himself suHered.'

It is of interest to
ofi'

i

note how these heresies sh.aded

Thus

into one another.

Sabellius apparentlj-

denied that he was a Patripassian
but, in order to
do .so, he seems to have held that our Lord came
into being only on His human birth.- The Arians,
on the contrarj', said before tlie ages,' thus agreeing, so it would seem, with the Patripassians.
Again we note that, whereas Sabellius claimed to
rank as a Mon.archian, yet the .\rian liishnps, writing to Alexander, say
;

'

:

'

We

do not do as did Sabellius who, diinding

the Oiie, speaks

of a Son-Father.'3

Thus their groi"-.d of complaint against Sabellius
was precisely that on which he jilumed himself on
not doing,
Similarlj'

viz.

separating the Divine monarchia.

Athanasius says

:

Sabellius supposed the Sou to have no real subsistence, and
the Holy Spirit to be non-existent ; he charged his opponents
with dividing the Godhead.'-* And once more: 'Sabellius,
dreading the division invented by Arius, fell into the error
which destroys the Personal distinctions.' ^
'

only when we turn to such an analysis of
these passages as is furnished by Athanasius [e.g.,
on Jn 14'°, in Orat. hi. 23) and Augustine (Tract.
xix. 13, xxi. 4, xxii. 14) that we realize the distinction between ante- and post-Nicene clearness
of expression when handling the questions ventilated by the Noetians and their successors.
St.
Phoebaiiius (t c. A.D. 393) puts the dilemma

It mtist, however, be remembered that no one
can at this datesay what precisely were Sabcllius's
opinions, partly because of the inevitable fluctuations through which he passed, partly, and chiefly,
because history is apt to confuse him witli his
disciples, as in the passage last quoted from

clearly

Athana.sius.*

It is

:

we speak

one God in the singular, excluding the word
Pei-son," we thereby approve that mad heresy which
says that the Father Himself sutfered. If, on the other hand,
we admit of number combined with division, then we join hands
with the Arians wtio hold that God was made from God, and
who say that lie fashioned a new substance out of nothinjr.
We must, then, hold to the rule which confesses that the Fallier
is in the Son and the Son in the Father, to the rule which while
preserving the oneness of substance acknowledges an economy
'

If

of

"Second

{tU.^positionem) in the Divinity.'

Both

5

claimed to be the sole upholders
of a true conception of the Divine monarcliy
sides, then,

:

'
Marcellus and Photinus,' says .\thanasiu8, 'negative Christ's
existence before ages, and His Godhead and unending Kingdom, upon pretence of supporting the divine monarchy. '^

TertuUian states the

manner

case

usual

his

in

pithy

:

'We, say they, maintain the monarchy.
Yes, but while
the Latins lake pains to pronounce mmiarchia, the Greeks
refuse to understand oeconmnia
for, extolling the inonarchia at the expense of the wcoiunnia, they contend for the
i<lentity of Father, Son, and Spirit.''
And then he puts his linger on the real difficulty
which the Noetians had to face
'Praxeas put to flight the Paraclete, and he crucified the
.

.

.

.

.

.

:

Father!

'8

Hence the opjirobrious nickname for the so-called
Monarchians Patrijassians," i.e.. 'those who made

—

1
-'

^

Tert. adn. Prax. x.Yix.
Philoa. ix. 6 ; cf. x. 23.

Ado. Prax.

xxii.

(PL

(PL

ii.

ii.

194).

183).

* lb.
xxiv.; cf.
^ Liber c.

Novat. de Trin. xxviii. (PL iii. 940-942).
Arianos, xxii. (PL xx. 29f.); cf. also Zacchsus,

Conmiltationes,

ii.

Vt (ib.

1 135).

"Athanasius, Dc Synodk, 26(vi.)(rG xxvi. 731) Newman,
Athanatiius, i. 114.
'! Ade. J'rax.
iii. (PL ii. 168), and ix.
Tertullian's
(ib. 104).
use of the term a-ctjtwmia is unusual. In the NT it gencraUv
refers to the ministry of the Word of God (e.g., 1 Co nn) ; also
to the divine counsel as fulfilled in the Incai-nation
(Kph P").
And thus it is used by the Greek Fathers of the mystery of the
lnoarnation(cf. J. C. Suicer, Thcs. n-c.lr.s., Amsterdam, 1728, s.v.).
Hut here TertuUian uses it of the relationship of the Three
Persons of the Trinity, a usa'jre of which Suicer takes no notice.
» lb. i.
(PL ii. 15(1). Of Praxeas himself very little is known.
Hippol.vtus apparently knows notliing of him, though, if we are
to argue from hi.^ silence, wo could equally well argue from
Tertullian's sllenre regarding Noetus, Oleomcnes, and SabelliuB.
For some of the views which have been held rcgar<liiig his
'
identity see DCD, s. v. Praxeae.'
"Ct. Augustine, TVacf. xxxvi. 8, in Joan.; cf. xxxvii. 6,
Iix. 2, Ixxi. 2 (l-L XXXV. 1«G7, 1672, 1819,
1«0); and Origen,
Cam. in P.p. ad Tilum (PQ xiv. 1304).
;

How grievous were the ravages worked by these
Monarcliian views can be seen by the frequent
condemnations of them in the shape of Sabellianism.
Thus Pope Damasus condemned them in the
Council held at Rome in 380 (or [?] 382)
of Sabellius
We anathematize those also who follow the error
"
:

'

saying that the Father

in

is

the same as the Son.'

Similarly, in the ecumenical Council of Constantinople (A.D. 3S1) the lirst canon is directed against
various shades of Arianism, and finally against the
Saljellians, Marcellians, Photinians, and Apollinarists.^
By the time of the provincial Council
of Braga (561) we see how tbese Monarchian
principles have verged into Priscillianism ami are
The same compretainted with M.anichajism."
hensive condemnation was repeated in the Lateran

Council of 649 (can. xviii.).'° Lastly, Eugenius iv.
found it necessary to remind the Jacobites, in his
decree dated 4th Feb. 1441, that the Church 'condemns Sabellius for confusing the Persons ami for
thus altogether doing away with the real distinction Ijetween them.'"
The subsequent ramifications of the Monarchian
Suttice it to say
tenets do not concern us here.
that they spreail very widely, tliough in forms
which varied considerably from those origin.ally
Thus Kusebius mentions that Beryllus,
set forth.
bishop of Bostra, 'deserted the ecclesiastical standi.e.
the Kule of Faith, and asserted that
Christ did not pre-exist in a distinct form of His
own, neither did He possess a divinity of His own,
but oidy that of the Father dwelling in Him.'*
Tliis is clearly a derived form of Monarchianism.
The most prominent, perhaps, among the later
ard,'

1

The Banquet of

the

Ten

Virqins,

discourse

(AnU-Nicenr, Fathers, xiv. [19061 77).
2 Athanasius, Orat. iv. 3 (P(f xxvi. 471);
ii.

cf.

Ix.

Ne«nnan,

ch.
i.

10

114,

629, n.
3
4

Newman,

i.

97.

Athanasius, at,: Apoll. i. 21 (PS xxvi. 1130); W. Bright,
Uiatoricai Writimis nf Athana-tius, Oxford, 1881, p. 114.
i Ib. ii. a(P(i xxvi. 11380); Hright, p. 1'20.
6 Orat. iv. 3 (PG xxvi. 471)
Newman, ii. 629.
» Jb. iii. 667
' Mansi, iii. 481, 486.
;

9 Ib. ix. 774,
11

'J

canons 1-14.

Ib. xxxi. 17.1-..
xxxiii.

UE VI.

1,

10 Ib. X. 1161.

with McOilfert'8 notes.

MONASTICISM
Monaicliians were the riiscillianists. They are
by reason of the strange influence whicli
they had on the I,atin text of the Gospels' e.g.,
To them are due the Monindirectly on 1 Jn 5'.
archian Prologues which have attracted so much
attention in later years."
It is usual to embrace under the
heading Monarchianism the so-called Adoptianist heresies.
But, while it is true that the Adoptianists may be
regarded as the legitimate outcome of the Monarcliians, yet they approach the question from an
of interest

—

For Adoptianism is
entirely different standpoint.
a Christological heresy, whereas Mouarchianism, at
least in its original form as Patripassianism, concerns the Father rather than the Son. To embrace
the two heresies under one heading is to obscure
the issue. See art. Adoptianism.
LiTRRATiiRE.— In addition to the works referred to throughout the artifle. see A. Harnack, History of Dn;ima, Eng. tr.,
London, 1S;>4-01>, ii., iii., s.r. 'Modalism'; j. A.'W. Neander,
History o/ the Planting and Training of the Church by the
Aponttes, ed. Bohn, do. 1851, ii.
Harnack, art. MonarrhiaiiismuB.'in PRE^; J. H. Newman, The Arians of the Fourth
Century^ (written previous to the discovery of Hippolytus's
Fhilosophuniena). London, 1871; J. Chapinan, art. 'MonL. J. Tixeront, Uistoire des
archians,' in CE DC'D, s.vv.
dogmes^, i. Paris, 1905, ch. viii.
PoPE.
'

;

;

;

HUGH

MONASTICISM.—

tion. — The

Etymology; defini-

I.

'

word nionasticism is derived from
the Gr. word nSvoi, 'alone,' 'solitary,' from which
a whole family of words has been formed //oj'^
'

:

and

'

'

novaaT-qpiop,
monastery
'solitary'; nova^eiv, 'to lead

monk or
the solitary life';
'

'

;

ixovax&s,

'nun'; ixovaSiKos,
'monastic
fiofdi^ouaa,

/xoi/dfofrcs, 'solitaries'; ixovaarpta,

'

fiopaxtKds, /j.ova.ariKds,

fioi'TjpTj^,
'

fiovaxovua,

novaxri,

'

ticism

nun

;

'

ri)

;

'

ixovaxiKiv,

monastically

ii,ova(TTt.Kw,

;

/ioyaxi<r/i.6!,

'monachism.''
In Latin this word has given monachus and its
derivatives, monacha,
7nonachatus, monacharc,
monachizare, monachismuTn, monachatio, monasterium, and a few other words. ^
'

Interpretare vocabuluni monachi, hoc est nomen tuum
quid facis in turba qui solus es?' (Jerome, Ep. xiv. [PL .txii.
Sin autem cupis ease quod dioerie, monachus, id est
solus, quid facis in urbibus, quae utique non sunt solorum
habitacula sed nuUtorum?' {Ep. Ux. [PL xxii. 583]).
;

'

350]).

All these words, derived as they are from the

same root, indicate the idea of solitude, of isolation.
This solitude must not, however, be interpreted as

—

implying absolute isolation such as that of the
hermit in the desert. As we shall see, the term
'
monk has come to he applied to men living the
same life in common a life in which they are
indeed separated from the world, but not from one
'

—

another.
In common usage the word
monasticism is
often incorrectly extended to embrace the idea of
the religious state in general, comprising even
those religious orders which cannot be regarded as
belonging to this category
such, e.g., as the
Dominicans and Franciscans, the Jesuits and other
clerks regular. Strictly
speaking, the term should
be reserved for the form of religious life led by
those who, having separated themselves entirely
from the world, live in solitude as, in fact, the
etymology of the words monk,' monastery,' etc.,
'

'

—

—

'

'

We

shall see below (§ III.) in
clearly indicates.
special characteristics of the monk properly so called consist, the special conditions of the

what the

The monks,
life, and its various types.
Thus note canon xvii. of the Council of Braga (a.d. 561)
If any one reads the Scriptures which PriscUhan corrupted in
accordance with his own erroneous views
.let him be
anathema' (Maiisi, ix. 774).
2 John
Cliapman, Notea on the Early history <^ the Vulgate
monastic
1

:

*

.

Gospels, 0>cford, 1908,

.

clis. xii.-xv.

Cange, Glossarium,

—

—

—

Religious Orders).
At the present day monks are represented in the
Catholic Church by the Basilians and other monks
of the East
by the Benedictines, Cistercians,
Camaldolese, Olivetans, Carthusians, and other
religious families of less importance.
They must
;

be distinguished from the ascetics who existed in
the early a.ues of the Church, and who were simply
Christians living a more austere life in the world.
Nevertheless, after the monastic life properly so
called had been instituted, many of these ascetics
of both sexes entered the monasteries
hence we
find the name ' ascetic applied sometimes to the
monks also (see, e.g., the Peregrinatio Ethcrim
cf. art. Asceticism, vol. ii.
The canons
p. 63 f.).
regular and the rmlitai-y orders should also he distinguished from the monks, although there were
are
many points of contact between them.
not, however, concerned witli them here.
;

'

;

We

MONASTICISM OUTSIDE OF CHRISTIANITY.
— Monasticism
cannot be regarded as an institution
II.

belonging exclusively to Christianity, although it is
chiefly in that religion that its full development is
to be sought. Examples occur in the non-Christian
religions as well, and we shall see in what relation
these stand to Christian monasticism.
1.

Worship of Sarapis.

become the fashion

— In recent years
—

Amsterdam, 17li^,
Byzan-

Roman and

Favre, 10 vols., Niort.

it

has

to see in the ndroxoi. p.igan
recluses who lived in the temples of Sarapis iuid
their dependencies the authentic ancestors of the
Christian monks. Weingarten, to whom this tlieorj'

—

owes its origin, has even maintained that St.
Pachomius, the founder of Christian cenobitism,
not only drew a large part of Ms Rule from the
usages of these Karoxot., but had been liiniself a
Kdroxoi of Sarapis, before his conversion to Christ'This
ianity, at the Sarapeum of Chenohoscium.
theory, however, rests on a series of irnverified

hypotheses. Pachomius was never a /cdroxos. All
that can be gathered from the most ancient life of
this saint is that he withdrew to an abandoned
temple of Sarapis, and that, while there, he had a
vision of God not, however, of the pagan divinity,
but of the God of the Christians. Moreover, the
analogies that have been dra^vn between these
hierodotdoi and the cenobites of Christianity are
only apparent.'
2. Neo-Platonism
The Alexandrian school of
philosophy in the 2nd and 3rd centuries taught a
kind of mysticism, more philosophical than religious, in wliich moral ideas and ascetic practices
The attempt has
occupied an important place.
been made to find in this mystic philosophy the
source of Christian asceticism. The latter, however, was in existence before this date, and under
a very different form. Moreover, it seems difficult
to avoid the conclusion that the Alexandrian jihilo-

—

—

1 With
regard to this question of Karoxot and cenobites cf. H.
Weingartfu. Der Ursprung des Monchtimis im nachkonstantinischen Zeitalter,' in ZRG i. [1877] Iff.; E. Preuschen, Monchtiim
und Sarainshult : eine religionsgcschichtliche Abhandlung,
Qiessen, 1903; E. Re\'Ulout, 'Le Rcclus du Strapium, sa biblioth6que et ses occupations mystiques,' in REg i. [1880] 160, also
Rapport surune mission en ltalie,y&x'K, 1878, p. 38 P. Ladeuze,
Etude sur le cinobitismc pakhomien, Louvain, 189S, p. 37 J.
Mayer, Di£ christliche Ascese, Freiburg, 1894, p. 37 Brunet de
Presle [0. M. Wladimir]. Memoire sur le S<Jrap6um,' in Sfevioires
prisentispardii'ers savants, I. ii. [185'2] 575 A. Bouch6-Leclercq,
'Ijes Reclus du S6rap6um de Memphis,' in Melanges Perrot :
Recueilde niimoires concenumtl'archeologie elassiouc, la litterature et t'histoire anciennes, Paris, 1903, p. 21 f.; A. Rusch, De
Serapidc et Iside in Gra-cia culti.s, Berlin, 1907 Leclercq, arc
Cinobitisme," DACL ii.'- 3063-3056.
'

;

;

;

'

;

s J. C.
Suicer, Tkesaunis ecelesiastietui,
s.vv.; E. A. Sophocles, Greek Lcucoii of the
tine Periods, Boston, 1870, s.vv.
* 0. du F. du
ed. L.

1885-87, s.vv.

in fact, form a class
apart among what are known
as the 'religious orders'; they must be distinfrom
those
that
are commonly termed the
giushed
'mendicant orders' or 'friars' e.g., Dominicans,
Franciscans, or Carmelites from the clerks regular,
such as t!ie Jesuits, and from other forms of the
religious life and religious congi'egations e.g., the
Redemptorists, Oratorians, Sulpicians, etc. (see art.

nionas-

'

'

;

781

;

'
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sopliy,

deeply

far

from iiiHuencing Christianity, was itself
Cliristiaji ideas (cf. Asceti-

iiiibueil willi

cism, vol. ii. ]). 65').'
3. Druidical communities.

mention

tlic

llioory of

— It will be enoujth to

.Moxandre Bevtraiid, who

saw

in the dniids the aneestors of the C'liristinn
This theory, which re^'iirds the monks
eenobites.
not only as the imitators, but as even the legitimate descendants of the conmiunities and brotherhowis of the old Celtic religion, ha.s no solid
foiuulation, and has been nnaniniously rejected by
hence we need not discuss it in detail. specialists
4. Orphic communities.
Orphism, which had so
much in common with l'ythaq:oreani.sm, had, like
certain
to
resemblance
t'latonism and Neoit, a
I'iatonism ; it counselled ]iractices of asceticism,
some of which resemble those of Christianity. It

—

;

'

'

—

The monks live together in monas.teries, in the
practice of poverty as mendicants, in fact and
celibacy. Sucli monasteries are still to be found in
Japan, Korea, China, India, and Ceylon.
The lamaseries of Tibet are the most curious
examples of this form of nionasticism. The monastic capital of Tibet (j.f.) is Lhasa, and of the
30,000 inhabitants of this city lU.OOO are monks,
who are divided among 2500 jnonusteries. In the
nrovinces of China there are also monasteries of this
kind, some of which contain from 300 to 400 bonzes.
They have the head sliaven, and spend their time
reciting prayers and ijerforming ceremonies before
the statue of Buddha. Many of them condemn
themselves to a life of absolute silence, others to
complete immobility.
Tlie/nyi;* of Inclia oti'er another variety of the
life of mortification and renunciation.
A. Hilgenfdd .and other writers have tried to establish the
influence of these instituti(ms on Christian nionasticism.
But it is easy to show, with the advance of
scholarshiii, that it is the contrary that is true, and

—

—

from this source (Ann
Urchrlsteitlhum, Zurich, 187S, p. 204 1.).
Apainst this
theory cf. D. Vblter, Der Vrgprung des MvnchhniUf^ Freiburg,
19(X), p. 89, and G. Grutzmacher, 'Monchtum,' in PRKi \m.
1

T. Keiin derives Christian asceticism

(tern

217.
2 A.

Bertrand, Nos Orighifs, iv. La Kelifiion des Gauloit: Lea
DruideK el le dnudisme, I'aris, 1S97, jip. 4 17-li4., appendix J,
'l*H prandes Abbayea chrt^tiennes d'Irlande, (l'lCcos>je. et du
Pays de Ualles, heritieres des communaiites druidi'|ues de ces
contri-es'; c(. G. Uois.sier, in Journal des Savants, 1S9S, pp.
67S-680 Q. Dottin, Ui Bclik'ion dea Oaulois,' in HUH xxxviii.
fisasu-iu.
'

;

8 Cf.

E. Zcller. Die PhiUntopliie der Oriechen, Tiibinpen, ls-1452, i. 88 ; L. K. \- .Miiurv. Hist, deg reliitimix de la Qri'ce nnti(jue,
raris, 1807-69. iii. 3011 o. Gruppe. DiegrUch. Cuttc uwl ili/tlteii,
Leipiig, 1887 ; E. W. T. .Ma.-u», Orphtut, Munich, 1305.
;

owe

their inspiration to Christ inn iufhicuic.'
6.
Monasticism among Jews and Muhammadans. («) Essoics. TTio Essenes {q.o.) may
be regarded as one of the most striking examples

—

—

the monastic life <mtside of Christianity.
Whetlier tliey be looked on as a sect, as a tribe,
or as a religions community, the Ks.sencs (150
B.C.) ofier all the principal cliaractoristics of the
of

—

cenobitic

life
coniTiuinity of goods, practice of
jioverty and niortilication, prayer, ami work, meals
and religious exercises in <;ommon, silence, celibacy,
etc.
Although there is no direct relatiou.ship

between them, it is nevertheless true that both
Essenian and Christian asceticism derived much
practice from the same source, viz. the

of their

.Jewish religion.

'

imjwsed on the pure and the holy a rigorous
system of penances and privations, among which
were the practice of ^•cgetarianism and numerous
purifications. Although our information regarding
these t/iinsoi, or Uri)hic societies, is not very extensive, we know that they were not only spread
throughout Greece, but were also found in Italy,
Africa, Gaul, and the whole of the Western world.
Lactantins alludes to tluvse confraternities {de Div.
Jnstit. i. '22 [Pi vi. 242 f.]).
There were rites of
initiation, mysteries, prayers, hymns, and unbloody
sacrifices, which were celebrated during the night.
But the doctrines and mysteries of Orphism have a
very special character of their own and very little
in coniuum willi those of the Christian religion.'
Both Buddhism and
5. Buddhist asceticism.
Brahinanism possess institutions that have certain
characteristics analogous to those of Christian
nionasticism.
In the sacred books of the Hindus
mention is made of hermits forming colonies and
dedicating their lives to the study of the Vedas
and to the contemplation of Brahman. They are
vegetarians, and practise mortification in all its
forms.
While in Brahmanisin the monastic life
has preserved its eremitic character, in Buddhism
we find it, on the contrary, in tlie cenobitic form.
'

that certain luiutices of Buddhist nionasticism

2'heriipcHta;.

(6)

— The

Therapeut.-e

(,q.v.),

whose

very existence h.a-s been dis]>uted, are ([escribed by
riiilo ((/c Vita t.'o«<c»yi/''/?im) as eenobites, leading
a life almost identical with that of the Christian
This description bears .so striking a
eenobites.
resemblance to the life led by Christian monks that
more than one writer has been led to deny it-s
authenticity as a work of Philo and to uphold the
opinion tliat it is a Cln-istian compilation undertaken with the view of providing a \enerable
ancestry for the Christian eenobites. Renunciation of the world, prayer, life in common in real
mona-sterics, vigils, chants carried out by alternate
choirs, the practice of fasting and other mortification such are the chief characteristics of the
life of the TherapeuUe.
Nevertheless, they do not

—

seem to have exercised any direct influence on
Christian nionasticism.^
The Nazirites (g.i-.) were men who
(c) Nuzirites.
lived an austere life, abstained from wine and all
fermented liquors, never cut their hair, avoided

—

scrupulously all legal impurities, and took a vow
to consecrate their lives to God.
They had
certain practices in common with the monks,
although their ideal was not the same. Regarding such resemblances we may point out that, as
in the case of the Essenes, since Christianity itself
had its ancestor in Judaism, it is not astonishing
tliat there should be certain resemblances between
their respective institutions on many points.'
Some (cf. T. K. Cheyne, EBi
(d) liechabitcs.
iv. [1903] 4019) regard the Rechabites as forming
a sort of religious order, analogous to the
Nazarites,' and St. Jerome himself saw in them
the precursors of the monks (£/;. Iviii., ad I'aulin.,'
5 [_PL xxii. 583]). But such analogies should not
be pressed too far. The Rechabites were distinguished by certain special observances, such as
abstinence from wine, the jirohibition against
building houses, and the obligation to live in tents,
but it is difficult to see in them anything more than
a tribe of Bedawi such as still ex'ist in these day.s
and observe the customs of their aneestors with

—

'

'

such

zeal.*

Muhammadiins. — Muhammad.anisni has given

{e)

'

the chief of
the Maulavi, the Baqtaslii,
the Rufa'i, etc. The mimks are called Dervishes
('poor') Ihej' live together, 20, 30, or40atatime,
1
Cf. Griitzmaclier, in PRE'^ xiii. 217
Ileiiiil)ucher, Die
OrJen und Konf/rer/ationen der katJiotij^chen Kirche, i. 64 f.
J.'J. Cocliint?er, La Vie contemplative asaiti<jue et jnonastiQUt
cft'ez les Indtens et chez /<*• prupUs bouddhittes, 18^U.
On the Therapeuttc and Ihe question of the authenticity of
birth to several

which are the

religious orilers,'

tjadiri,

;

;

;

'^

tlie

famous

Since

t.lie

subject,

treatise of Phiio, cf. I.eelercq, in

DACL

ii.2 ;i063.

worits of H. Miisseliieau and F. 0. Conybcare on the
the .authenticity of tlic treatise would seem to be

solidiv establi8he<l.
3 Of. G.
Less, De Xazirealu, Gotliujcen, 1789

J. B. WirthIt. Duhin, Die
niiiller, Die Mazoraer, Kaiislwn, 1S04
Gotlgeweihten in der altteMainentl. lieliijitm, Tiibinj^en, I9tl5.
4 Cf. A. CalmeL, 'Dissertations sur des Rt^chatiites,' in Coin;

;

nienfatrc liltirai {Jirimie), Paris, 1724-20, pp. xliii-Uii
iv. 203.

;

UDli
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The Der-

a monastery under a head {shaikh).

in

vishes wear a long robe of coarse stiiir.
Reception
into their order is preceded by a time of probation,
which lasts sometimes 1001 days. As regards tlicir
religious practices, these Muhanimadan monks
have prayers, sacred dances, and sometimes ]ienances, such as the privation of sleep, immobility
(ensured by fetters on the feet), fasting, and solitude (see art. Dervish). Many of them are also
mendicants. Some of the orders claim to go back
to the time of the Prophet himself, although he had
said ' In Islam there are no monks,' and although
no mention of the monastic life is to be found in
the Qur'an. Even during the lifetime of Muhammad, however, the Sufis gave themselves up to
certain practices of monasticism and lived togetlier
Abu Bakr and
in community (see art. SuFiisM).
'All, contemporaries of the Prophet, formed, with
Other
his approval, communities of the same kind.
orders were founded on the same model in Egypt,
Arabia, Persia, and Turkey. Tliere were no fewer
than 27 monasteries in the island of Crete alone.
One of the most celebrated of Muhanimadan
monasteries, that of Konia in Asia Minor, possessed

500

cells.

III.

this case, as in that of the history of all institutions,

however striking such resemblances

may appear
they are not sufficient of themselves
This is a principle
a relationship.
now accepted by all serious students of history.
between
the institutions of
To prove relationship
Christianity and those of other religions, it is
necessary to produce facts clearly demonstrating
tliat one institution has been derived from tlie other.
We shall
This, however, still remains to be done.
therefore regard Christian monasticism as a plant
that has grown up on Christian soil, nourished
exclusively on the principles of Christianity. This
.seems, for the moment at least, to be the only
theory that can safely be maintained.^
Principal ch.\racteristics.
Christian
i.
monasticism possesses certain characteristics all of
which are not equally essential, but which, nevertheless, when taken together, are necessary to

at

first sight,
to e.stablisli

—

constitute a

monk.

—

Poverty, chastity, humility, and obedience.
The first munk>-, .after the example of tlie Christian
ascetics, practised poverty, chastity, and humility
virtues which, along with obedience, soon came
to he regarded as essential to the monastic life.
In order to carry out the evangelical counsels and
to imitate the life led by Christ Hiiuself and, after
Him, by the apostles and first disciples, it was
necessary to give oneself up to these virtues
I.

—

:

'

'

'

Beati p.iiiperes spiritu (lit 5-^) ; si vis perfectus esse, vade,
vende quae habes. et da pauperibus' (Mt 19-1); ' non poteatis
Deo servire et lilauiinonae . . . ne solliciti sitis aniniae vestrae
(luid inanducetis, neque corpori vestro quid induamini,' etc.
'Sunt eunuchi qui seipsos castraveruut propter
(.Mt O--"'-).
potest capere, capiat (Mtl9i-). Cf. St.
regnum coeloruni. Qui
•
Si quis vult post me venire, abneget senietPaul (1 Co V^- 3*205).
ipsum, et tollat crucem suam, et sequatur me (.Mt 10-* ; cf. 10^8).
'

'

monks, like the ascetics before them,
took these words of the gospel literally and aban1

first

Heimbucher,

1527

f

i.

51

f.

;

art. *Dervich,' in Katk. Lexicon,

iii.

.

should be remarked that this ia the conclusion now reached
by writers of very different opinions, such as Berlifere, L'Ordie
2 It

inonastiijua

done<l all that they had in order to live in poverty
and by tlie labour of their hands. They practised

chastity under the form of complete celibacy and
The practice of obedience
perfect continence.
consisted in following in the footsteps of Jesus
as their Master, and in
Him
Clirist, recognizing
submission to those who represent Him here below.
In the case of the cenobites this obedience w^as the
The moment that
result of their very life itself.
many monks united to live together, they were
obliged to adopt a rule of life which would be the
same for all, and to submit to the authority of a
head. This, again, was but to obey Christ, by
showing obedience to the Rule or to him who was
its guardian.
Schenoudi of Atripe obliged his
monks to make a profession of obedience to the
Rule of the monastery. This profession was a
written and signed engagement, and was preserved
in the archives of the monastery.'
The greater
number of monasteries had the same custom under
one form or another. These virtues were taught
and practised by all the early monks, and, as soon
as monastic customs began to be drawn up and
codified, we find severe laws laid down to ensure
their practice.

1

Christian monasticism.— la Christian

monasticism derived from one or other of these
sources, or is it an original institution? This is a
question that has often been discussed. On account
of certain undeniable resemblances between Christi.an
monasticism and the various forms just
described, some writers have not hesitated to
regard the one as the child of the other. But in

The
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,

T.eclercq.

loc.

cit.,

Griitzniacher,

ioc.

cit.,

and

Workman, Tim Evolution of the Monastic Ideal, p. 8f!f. An
exception must be made, as we have already pointed out. for
certain Jewish institutions, since between Jews and Christians
many principles and relii^ous ideas are held in common.

—

z. Mortification
Along with
(f.rxsting, etc.).
these virtues we find others which in reality flow
from them or complete them, and which were
always practised by the monks and prescribed by
MortiKcation is essential to
the different Rules.
the practice of asceticism ; it takes the form of the
renunciation of the pleasures of sense (chastity,
celibacy, fasting, etc.) ; work, silence, prayer even,
may all be considered forms of mortification. As in
all schools of asceticism (Neo-Platonist, Buddhist,
etc.), fasting is considered one of the essential
exercises of the Christian 'athlete'; .Jesus taught
and
it to His disciples and ju'actised it Himself
it was regarded by the monks as one of tlie most
The
efficacious of all exercises of mortification.
;

the early solitaries tells of intrepid
passed two, three, and even five days
without touching food. The custom of taking
food only once during the week from Monday to
Saturday which was observed by those known as
history of
fasters

who

'

Hebdomadarii was common.^ There is, in fact,
no monastic Rule in which restraint in matters of
food and drink is not arranged for.
It is chiefly in the monasteries of the East
(Syria, Palestine, Asia Minor) that one comes
across e.xtraordinary forms of mortification though
these must be regarded as exceptional cases, they
cannot be passed over in silence. There were,
first of all, the Stylites and the Dendrites, who
'

;

condemned themselves

to perpetual immobility,
the former on their columns, the latter on the
branch of a tree. Then there were the §o<tkoI, or
Browsers,' mentioned by Sozomen. These were
'

solitaries of

Mesopotamia, and

«'ere so called be-

cause they lived on grass like cattle. Others,
again, chained themselves to a rock, or bore on
their shoulders a species of cangue, or yoke.
Sozomen also speaks of a Syrian monk who abstained from eating bread during eighty years.'
All these are exceptional cases, and are even re-

garded by some as mere

eccer.tricities, recalling

the practices of the faqlrs of India. It should be
noted carefully that the monastic Rules not only
never prescribe such feats of strength, but even

condemn

them.''

E. Ami^lineau, MiHtwires publics par tcs membres de la
mission archeolorjique franeai^e au Caire, iv. i. [18SS] 234-236.
- Cf. F.
Cabroi, ^ticde siir la Pereejrinatio Silmce ; les iglises
de Jerusalem ; la diiicipline et la liturgie an I V<: sitcle, Paris,
f.
135
1895, p.
vi. 33 f.
3Soz.
(PC Ixvii. lS91f.); cf. C. Clermont'
CJanneau, L' Abstinence de pain dans les rites syrien, paien
et Chretien,' in Recneil d'arch^ologie orkntale, u. USUSJ 134,
1

BE

n. 45.
* Cf.
Leclercq, in
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Certain fanatics, sucli as tlio Mes3. Work.
salians or Encliiles (i/.v.), maiutaineil tliat the
life of a monk shoulii be cntiri'ly f;ivcn up to
prayer ; hence they conilenincd all work or other
This tendency was early rerornis of activity.
probated by the Church : all moniustic founilcrs or
legislators realized the danger of such exa>;{,'erations ; and one and all signalized the vice of idleness as the one most to be dreaded in the monastic
life.
St. Au-iustine, in his treatise rfc Lahore Monachorum, coudenms this error, and shows the real
necessity of work for tliose who follow tlic monastic
vocation.
Already in the Kast, during the 4th
cent., it was an established principle that the monk
should live by the lal)our of his hands. The work
of the monk was of two kinds : (a) manual, and
(b) intellectual.

—

Tlie manual labour of the early
consisted cliietly in the weaving of luats or
the cultivation of the soil. These occupations had
as their principal motive not so much interest or
gain as mortification in addition to all the mortilicalions already forming part of their existence, and
(a)

Manual.

monks

The proceeds
especially the avoidance of idleness.
of their work were usually handed over by the
monks to the poor or to the prisoners, or else they
served to sustain the community itself (Cassian,
tie

Ccenobiorum

In

tlic

iitxtitutis, x. 2-2 [PL xlix. 388 f.]).
case of the monks of the West this manual
work was carried out in so orderly and methodical
a manner that it resulted in tlie clearing of a large
^
part of the waste- land of Europe.
The various aits and crafts nad also their place
in monastic acti\-ity, but in the West rather than
in the East.
monastery came, in course of time,
to form a little city in itself.
Founded, as most
monasteries then were, far from the towns and
centres of worldly activity, they were obliged to
provide for themselves, and, besides cultivating
the soU, the monks had to give themselves to the
exercise of the various trades neces.sary for their
wants e.g., baking, carpentry, weaving, etc. In
addition to the arts of^ drawing and miniature
painting, architecture, sculpture, and the fine arts
were cultivated with great success.
The intellectual work of the
(6) Intellectual.
monks consisted chiefly in the lectio divina, i.e.
the reading and study of the sacred Scripture and
other holy writings. In the West this part of the
monastic curriculum underwent a great development. More and more time was given to intellectual work.
The copjing of ancient MSS in the
scriptorium of the monastery became one of the
principal occupations oi the monk, and it is to this
fact tiiat we owe the ]ireservation of the greater
part of the works of classical antiquity. The arts
of calligraphy, di-awing, painting, and the illumination of MsS soon followed as a natural consequence, and some monasteries had attached to
tnem studies, from which came forth works of art
that arc now among the most precious possessions
of the libraries of Europe.The
(c) External ^cork ; the sacred ministry.
monks, especially in tlie East, retired from the
world into solitude, there to lead lives of prayer
and labour apart from all intercourse with it.
They took part in the external ministry of the
Church only on rare occasions ami by force of
number of monasteries,
special circumstances.
however, received 'oblates,' i.e. children conse-

A

—

—

—

A

crated from an early ago by their parents to the
monastic state. These it was neces.sary to instruct ;
hence schools were established in the monasteries,
some of which became famous and were attended
by secular students as well.'
In the West the monks were led in time to take
up in certain countries— e.(?., England and Ijermany
the work of evangclizin" the people. They thus
became missionaries, and had, in fact, a large part
in bringing about the conversion of Europe.

—

—

But it was always clearly under4. Prayer.
stood that neither work nor any other occupation
should absorb the whole of the monk's activity.
considerable part of his time was always devoted
to prayer.
In substance this prayer consisted in
meditation on, or recitation of, tlie Psalter, wliich
was distributed according to the days of the week
or the hours of each day.
It was organized more
methodically when regular monasteries began to
be established ii. greater numbers and from it
has evolved the divine office as we now have it,
with its difl'erent 'Hours' for the nij'ht and the
Matins, Lands, Prime, Tierce, Sext, None,
ilay
Vespers, and Compline."
Silence, recommended by philo5. Silence.
sophers as a necessary condition for meditation or
intellectual research, was one of the practices most
enforced in the monastic life. In the
rigorously
case of the hermits, living in complete isolation,
silence was practically absolute, and rare were the
occasions on which they could indulge in conversa-

A

;

—

—

tion.
They did, however, occasionally visit one
another, and sometimes returned to their monasteries for a certain length of time.
For the cenobites talking was naturally of more frequent
but
severe
occurrence,
regulations were established
on this point in the greater number of monasteries.
6. Solitude.
Solitude, as iu the case of silence,
was interpreted in a more or less wide sense. For
the anchorites, hermits, and Stylites, living in
their caves, in their tombs, or on their pillars,
solitude was absolute and complete.
For the cenobites it consisted rather in their separation from
the world, in the practice of silence, and in certain
restraiots.
It is this need of solitude tliat may be
said to have given to monastic architecture its
principal characteristics and the disposition of its
various parts. The monastery was enclosed by
walls
one gate alone gave access to it. Communication with the outside world was subject to
strict control, and, to render the necessity less
frequent, the monasterj', like a little city, was to
be self-contained. There were exercised all the
ditferent trades and crafts demanded by the needs
of the community.
7. Stability.
Stability, i.e. the engagement
vmdertaken by a monk to remain all his life in the
same monastery, was only an accidental condition
of the monastic state, and was not established
In certain regions a monk could,
everywhere.
without any breach of his vows, pass from one
monastery to another. The abuse of this custom,
as seen in the wandering monks, or 'Gyrovagi'
(see below, iii. 6), and other considerations as well,
led to the establishment of stability as a law of
the monastic state, which little by little became
S(. Caesarius of Aries imposes it in his
general.
liule, and also St. Benedict.'

—

;

—

For the monastic schools cf. L. Maitre, Lcs EcolCA ipisropaUn
viona^Hmies de Incident, Paris, 1866 A. T. Dranc, f^hristian
and Scholars, London, 1S67 G. von Detteii, Ueber dw

1

et

;

H. Ilallim, Middle Ages*, London, 1S26, iii. 436 M. Giiizot,
HUl de Ui civilisation en France^, Paris, 1851, i. 378 M. P. E.
Littri:-. Kludet sur leu harbares et le nio.i/en age, Paris, 1807;
L'OIuvre civilisatrice
E. Levosseur, *Le
BerliLTe, ch. iii.,
Trav;iil des inoines dans len nionastisres,' S/ances et trat^aux de
Pacad. des fciences uuiralen et p«lit., Nov. 1900, pp. 449-470; (;.
Duvivier, ',Ho8pit«»: I>efrichpnient.sen Europe, et sp^l-dalenient
dans no* canti«cs onx XI', Xl|e ci .XIII' siccles,' Jienue d'hisl. et

KlosterschtUen des Mittelalters, Paderbom. 1893;
'
BerJi6re, IjCs Ecolcs abbatiales au moyen flge,' in itessager des
fidiles, vi. [1884J 499-.'ill, also L'Ordre monastiqve, iii. Il6f.
3 L. Dudiesne, Christian Worship, Eng. tr.*, IX)ndon,
1912, p.
446. 'The Divine onii^c'; S. niumer, Oeeih. dea Breciem,
f'reihurg, 1895 ; 1". Uatiffol, lli.it. du brtviaire tvmain, Paris,

d'archiel. i. 118591 74-su, i:;i-i75.
' Ct. art. BiWiolhiqne," in DACL.

3 A. Malnory, .Saint
Cesaire, eveque d'ArUs, Paris, 1894,
10-12 IlegfUa Sancti Btnedicli, cap. Iviii.

1

;

;

*

'

;

'

Schools

;

Dom- und

1893.

Eng.
;

tr., Ix)tjdon,

1888.
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MONASTICISM
ii. Customs, organization,
hierarchy, constitutions OF THE MONASTERY, RULES, COSTUME.
The hermits and anchorites lived separate and
hence they were their own
alone in the desert
It often happened, however, that the
masters.
hermit, sensible of the dangers resulting from this
independence, would submit himself to the direction of another, whom he regarded as his spiritual
father.
Sometimes colonies of hermits were formed
under the direction of a head, to whom the others

—

;

rendered obedience.
Again, we find hermits
living near a monastery of cenobites, to which
they were obliged to return at certain times,

generally on Saturday and Sunday and on feastwith regard to the monastic hierarchy and
days,
the organization of authority among the cenobites,
great variation is to be observed in primitive

It \\ as generally, however, fairly simple in
ages.
At the head of the monastery was a
character.

at once spiritual father and temporal
administrator, who was known by the various
superior,
titles of
{iyyefiJiVf

ifi/ia),^

archimandrite
iiys/iovevs,

{dpx^i^a-i'SptTTis),

ijyovfievo^),

priepositus,

TrpoeiTTus,

abbot
or

hegumenos
(d^/5as and

provost,

etc.

This superior governed the community, sometimes
with the help of an assistant and other officials
who fulfilled various charges, such as cellarer,
He was generally assisted also by a
porter, etc.
council composed of the older members of the

The
who were nominated by the
community

(seniores).

the seniors,
superior himself, ex-

office of

The government of
pired at the end of tlie year.
these monastic societies was a monarchy rather
than an oligarchy often it was even an absolute
;

((ceXXapfr?;!, whence celhrarius, 'cellarer'), the official who had charge of
the stores of the monastery, had, as a rule, very
wide powers over tlie temporal afi'airs of the
Sometimes the abbot, as already
monastery.
mentioned, was assisted in his office by an official
who ranked second after liimself in the monastery
sometimes there was a third as well (prior and

monarchy.^ The cellarer

;

subprior).

Tne monasteries thus constituted usually enjoyed
complete autonomy. There was nothing resem-

bling the modern order or congregation, in whieli
the different religious houses are united under a
superior-in-chief or

which

'

general,'

and depend upon one

the mother-house of the whole conIn the West it was not tUl the time
gregation.
of St. Benedict of Aniane that the idea of grouping
monasteries together under a central autliority
was actually realized. For example, St. Basil in
his Rule, which was the law everywhere in the
East, contents himself mth giving a few general
principles as to the choice of the superior and the
In certain monastic colonies,
exercise of authority.
too, the organization was very rudimentary in
character.
St. Anthony and St. Hilarion, e.g.,
were the spiritual and temporal heads of the communities founded by them, and unity and order
were maintained by visiting the various houses
to them (Vita S. Hilarionis, ch. iii.).
subject
Nevertheless, even in the early age of monastihave instances of the attempt to group
we
cism,
certain monasteries together under a central
Pachomius, e.g., formed his monasauthority.
teries into a real
congregation.' He visited each
house in turn he assembled the superiors together
four times a year in what closely resembled the
general chapters of later days. In these assemhou.se,

is

'

;

1

The word 'abbot' did not

art.
'^

originally designate the superior

M. Besse, Les Moines d'Orient, Paris, 1901, p. 16S also
Ama,' DACL i.2 1306-1323).
Monastic t^ovemment has even been presented as a kind of

(cf. J.

;

'

This is true, in a
'spiritual democrar^y' (Workman, p. 132).
sense, but the monastic form of government cannot in reality
be ranged under any very definite category. It possesses the
characteristics alike of monarchy, oligarchy, and democracy.
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blies the interests and affairs of the various communities were discussed and settled. Pachomius
himself nominated the superiors of the difi'erent
houses, and a procurator-general for the whole
confederation. Tabeuna, the head-house of this
congregation, was an almost mOitary organization.
The monks were divided into companies, often
under an official called the dean ten companies
formed a further division, at the head of which
was another offi cial. At an ea rly period the Rules,
or constitutions, of the various monasteries came to
be written down.
great number of these exist,
some of which can be safely attributed to the most
ancient masters of tlie monastic life. We shall
speak only of the principal ones.
'

'

;

A

The Regula Autnnii cannot be regarded

as the

work

of St.

Anthony himself, but it is extremely ancjent.l This collection
of maxims on the monastic life was brouglit toi.^ether in Eg)T)t,
in tiie course of the (jth cent., but there is nothing against the
belief that many of them are authentic and of much earlier
date than the collection itself. 2 The eame may be said of
the authenticity and age of the Reinda ad Monachos Macarii
Alex.

{PG

xx.Kiv.

and the Reiiuta ad Monachos
et alterius Macarii (PG xxxiv.

967-970),

SerapionU, Macarii, Paphnutii
971-97S).

The Rule of St. Basil COpot Kara irXaro^, Regulee fumts
tractates ; 'Opot kclt iiri-oixTJi', Regulce brerius tractatw [PG
xxxi. 889-1052, 1080-1305], tr. Kulinus, in L. Holste, Codex
Rei/ularum, Paris, 1661, i. 67 f.; cf. O. T. O. Sclioeiiemann,
Bihl. Patr. Latina, Leipzig, 1792-94, i. 619ef.) has Lad a wide
influence on Oriental monasticism, and is at the present day
Rule existing.
Even in the West its
practically the only
mtluence was considerable, as may be seen to cite but one
examule from the reference made to it in the Rule of St.
Eenettict.
A long letter, written by St. Basil to .St. Gregory
of Nazianzus before the drawing np of his Rule, may be regarded
as an outline or rough draft of the latter.^
The Rules attributed to St. Pachomius and to Schenoudi,
although not authentic in the same sense as the Rule of St.
Basil, are, nevertheless, substantially their work in spite of later
retouching and additions.^ The Rule of Pachomius, written
originally in Coptic, was translated into Greek and Latin
Tliere are three texts of the Rule of
(Ladeuze, p. 272).
Schenoudi (cf. Moimments de la mission arch^olixjique fran^aise
ii.2 3U1).5
au Caire, iv. 235 f., and Leolercq, in
The Book of the Governors of Thomas of Marga, of the Cth
life
led
cenobites
and anchorites of
describes
the
the
cent,
by
the Nestorian monastery of Beth-Abhe in Mesopotamia.^
In the West, besides Cassiaii, whose two works exercised the
widest influence on monasticism in that part of the world, 7 we
must mention the Rule of St. Benedict, Regula S, PatiiA

—

—

DACL

Bcnedicti.^

Other Rules are the Regula incerti auctoris, later than the
works of Cassian, but earher than the Rule of St. Benedict
(llolste, Codex Regularum, ed. M. Brockie, Augsburg, 1759, i.
137 t), tlie Regula Sanctorum Pauli et Stephani, almost contemporary with that of St. Benedict (t6. i. 13Sf.), the Rule for
nuns attributed to St, Augustine, Ep. ccxi. (16. i. 141). For
this Rule and those of S3. Fructuosus and Isidore, see, further,
:

iii. I (tf) below.
Several Rules written for the Celtic monks are in existence.
in verse, and attributed to St. Ailbe, is not,
That attributed to St. Coluniba is a
strictly speaking, a Rule.
short collection of prescriptions and maxima of asceticism, and
was written for the use of solitaries. There are also other documents of the same character, attributed with more or less
likelihood to St. Comgall of Bangor and others. The Rule of

V.

The Rule written

1 Cf.
B. Contzen, Die Regel des heil. Anfonius, MettenApophthegmata Palntin (PG
gymnasialprogranm, 1805-96
Ixv. 71-440); Verba Seniomm (PL Ixxiii. 739-SlO); and J. B.
Cotelier, Ecclesice Greecte Monuvienta, Paris, 1677-S6, i. 524.
2
Regarding the edd. of these maxims, cf. K. Krumbacher,
Gesch. der byzantinischen Littcratur-, Munich, 1897, p. ISS
C. Butler, The Lausiac History of Palladia, 2 vols. [T.S vi.],
Cambridge, 1898-1904, pp. 208-215 S. Vailh(5, Les Apophthegmata Patrum,' in Echos d'Orient, 1902, pp. 39-46 Leclercq, loc.
;

;

'

;

;

cit.

3 St. Basil,

xxxii. 223-233; cf. Paul Allard, 'St.
Ep.
Basile avant son 6piscopat,' Revtte des questions historiques,
Ixiv. [1898] 29 f.); Zockler, Askese und Monchtum, p. 287; A.
Kranich, Die Ascetik in ihrer dogtnati-schen Grundlage bei
ii.

(PG

Basilius dem Grosscn, Paderborn, 1896 ; K. Holl, Enthusiat-mus
und Eussgewaltbeinigriechisehen Mihichtuni : Stud ie zu Syyneon
dent neuen Theologen, Leipzig, 1898, p. 140 f. On the authenii.- 3147 f.
ticity of the Rule of St. Basil cf. Leclercq, in
4 For the discussions to which these Rules have
given rise cf.
Ladeuze, p. 259 f.
5 P. E. Lucius, ' Die
Quellen der altesten Gesch. des agyp.
Moncbtums,' Zeitschri/t fiir Kirchengeschichte, vii. [1885] 163 f.
6 E. A. W. Budge, The Book 0/ the Gorernors : Itisloria
Monastica o/Thonms, Bishop 0/ Marga, A.D. ShO, ed. from Syriac

DACL

MSS,

2 vols.,

London, 1803.

7

See below, V. iii. i (6).
the Rule of St. Benedict, the authenticity of which
incontestable, and its various edd. see below, p. 792'', note 1.
s
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Oolumbftn, his PeniU-ntiarj*, and that of St. Cummian, are
the only onefl Oie authentic character of wliich is really estabAt an early date coUectinns were made of alt these
lishoti.'
monastic Kulea.^
St.

The question of monastic costume is one with
repard (o which the different Rules show a bewildering variety. It is also, from the archaeoIt
logical point of view, one of (he least clear.
seems tliat there was originally no special dress
for monks.
The only rule on t^iis point seems to
have been that the monk in his character of
ascetic should, like certain ancient philosophers,
show in his costume the outward sign of the
and humility of his state of life and of
from the things of this world.
Even St. Benedict, at a time when monasticism
already had customs and traditions both numerous
and of long-established date, does not seem to
have given much importance to the form, colour,
or quality of the habii worn by his monks (licgula,
ch. Iv.).
Nevertheless, at an early date certain
garments worn by the monks, and borrowed in all
probability from the peasant population among
{)0verty
lis detachment

whom

they lived, came to be regarded as traditional, antf in time even had a mystic meaning
attaclied to them, as in the case of the liturgical
vestments. In spite of this the monastic habit

must always be

carefully distinguished from the

latter category.

We may now enter into greater detail regarding
the various garments worn
by the ancient monks
both in the East and in the West. Many of these
are
still
in
use
garments
among their descendants.
The ancients did not know the use of linen. The tunic of
wool was their only imder-garment {Kf^iriov, ltoAo^>j, colobitt^n).
The monks adopted this. It had short sleeves or was sleeveless.
The an'^horites often wore the tunic made of goatakin or camel's

which acted as a veritable hair-shirt (Cassian, Jnstit. i. S
[PL xlix. 74]). The tunic was girded by a cincture, which
recalled that worn by John the Baptist (* zona pellicea circa
lumbos suos,' Mt 3*), and which soon became an essential part
of the monk's habit.
It was usualiv made of leather {citictura,
zona, ^tiivri, halteits, cimiubnn, etc.).^ The hood and the scapular
are also characteristic of the monastic habit. The first (ciu:uUu.^,
cttcuilio) was originally merely a covering for the head. It was,
in fact, the ordinary head-covering of peasants, and is found in
both East and West. It protected the head against the heat or
the cold, and could be thrown back at will on the shoulders.*
The hood came in time to be attached to a garment covering
the shoulders and breast to protect them against the weather,
and fin.illy developed, after various transformations, into the
cowl an ample vestment falling in wide folds to the feet and
hair,

—

with large sleeves. The cowl is the distinctive choir-habit of
the monk. The scapular {scapularc) seems to be peculiar to
Benedictine monks, since there is no mention of it before the
time of St. Benedict. Still it is evident, from the text of his
Rule, that it was not his own invention. By some it has been
compared to an analogous garment worn by Eastern monks
but It is more probalile that it was originally a kind of blouse
or smock-frock with hood attached, such as was worn by
peasants in the neighbourhood of Monte Cassino. St. Benedict
prescribes it aa a working dress
scapulare propter opera.' It
was worn to protect the rest of the habit, and replaced the
cowl. It.s etj-mology indicates that it covered the shoulders.'^
The Eastern monks usually' went barefooted. St. I'arhomivis,
however, gave his monks sandals, and St. Benedict speaks of
;

,

—

'

Holste gives two other Rules attributed to SS. Comgall and
Coluniba. For this question see L. Oougaud, Inventaire des
rfegles monastiques irlandaises,' in Rcmte BAnMictine, xxv.
tl90S) 107-1S4, 3-21-333 O. Seebass, Ueber Colmnba von Luxeuils
Klosterregel, Dresden, 1883 Leclercq, in DACL ii.2 .3212 f.
3 The earliest and most celebrated of these collections is that
made by St. Benedict of Aniane (t 821), entitled Concordia
Rrnularum (Concordia Re/futarttm nunc primwn edita ex
liioliotheea htoriact^ncie Monasterii, notisgue et observationilnis
illugtrata ab U. ilnard O.S.B., Paris, 1633 [ = PL ciii. 701138DJ); cf.L.Traube, BibliothecaGoerresiana,' in XeuesArchiv
For
fiir altrre deutsche Qeschichtskunde, xxvii. [19t)2] 737 f.
other attempts of this kind see J. Trithemius, Aubert Le Mire,
et«. ; cf. also Heimbucher, i. 76.
Of more recent date: L.
1

'

;

;

'

Holsto, Codex Jieguiarum Atonaslicarum et Canonicarum,
H vols., Rome, 1661, completed by Brockie, Ilohttrnii Cod.
regular, etc. nunc auctus, ampUjicntiut it observ. criticis
hiMoriclit iUuitratu^, Augsburi^, 1769 (PL ciii. 393-700).
' Cf. art
'Ceinturo,' In DAC'L ii.'-i 2779 f.
•"
ll.l
Darcmbcrg-Saglioa, I. flg. 2094; artt.
Birrus,'
907 f., and Capuohon,"
ii.a 2127 f.
5 Cf. It
A, May-June 1892, pp. 331 and 333, for representation
of peiviants wearing the scapular
cf. also J. Mabillon and
L. d'Achery, Acta Sanctorum O.S.li. scec, Venice, 1733-3S, v.
B., Paris, 1703 39, i. 506.
pral. p. xixi. Annates
'

'

DACL

;

OS

DACL

'

pedules et callgae,* which seem to have been a kind of stocking,
or sock, and sanilala.
Ari'h:eologists h.ive disputed at lciii;th
as to tlie exact meaning of these terms and also regarding the
other parts of the monastic habit.l

UiKFERKNT TYPES OF MONKS.— The mouks

iii.

be divided into various classes.
The hermits (iprnxirai, from tpnixoi,
1. Hermits.
desert ') lived in solitude in the desert St. John
the Baptist, and later St. I'aul the Hermit and
St. Antnony, were the first of these.
2. Anachorites or anchorites (d>'axwp'?Tol, from
This title is synonymous
imxwprjfia, 'retreat').
with the first, and indicates those monks who
This form of the
practised the solitary life.
monastic life is the most ancient it spread, first
of all, in Egypt, then in Palestine and Syria,
through the whole of the Eastern world, and,
In course of time the Camalfinally, in the West.'
dolese, Carthusians, Hermits of St. Augustine,
and certain jther institutions of like character arose.
These may be grouped under the class
of anchorites or hermits, since they liave preserved, along with the cenobitic element in their
lives, many of the characteristics of the eremitic

may

—

'

;

—

;

state.

—

With the hermits
3. Recluses and Stylites.
and anchorites must be classed the recluses and
Stylites, who, on account of their relatively small
number, may be regarded as exceptional cases.
The former lived enclosed in cells, sometimes completely walled up and communicating with the
exterior only by means of a small window. The
latter, who are found almost exclusively in the
East, lived on the top of a pillar, more or less
elevated from the ground."
Dendrites.

4.
'

tree

')

— The

Dendrites

(from

UvSpov,

lived in trees.

one who lives in
kolvS^ios,
This was the general term
for all monks living together in community.
During the primitive period the comparative advantages and excellence of the solitary and cenobitic forms of monastic life formed the subject of
frequent discussions. St. Basil stoutly maintains
his preference for the cenobitic life over the
eremitic life, and his preference is shared by
St. Benedict.
It is undeniable that in early days
5. Cenobites (from
common with others').

'

—

the eremitic life had the greater number of adherents but in course of time it declined, even in
the East, while, in the West, it cannot be said
ever to have existed except as an exceptional
state of things.
After the 16th cent, it almost
;

completely disappeared.''
6. Sarabaites and Gyrovagi, or Circumcelliones.
Among the other monastic types, ancient
authors draw attention to the Sarabaites and tlie
Gyrovagi, who were regarded as an evil kind of

—

monks.

The

first,

name

mentioned by St. Jerome under

'Remoboth' {Ep. xxii. 34
together in twos and threes
in a monastery, in order to live a life without

their Syriao

[PL

of

xxii. 419]), lived

1
See especially A. Calraet, Comnwntario littfrale, istorico, e
morale sopra la Recfola di S. Benedetto, Arezzo, 1753, ii. 179 ff.,
and the Comtrwntaire sur la rt-gle de S. Benott by (D. Delatte)
the abbot of Solesraes, Paris, 1913, p. 394 f. On the question of
monastic costume in general cf. P. Bonanni, Ordinum religioi^orum in ecclesia milifante catalogua eormnque indumenta,

Rome, 1722; lUlyot, Hist, des ordres 7nonast)ijw^8,
R. A. S. Macalister, Ecdesiaslicai
retigieux et militaires, etc.
'
Vestments, Ix)ndon, 1896, App. I., Costumes of the Reli^ous
Orders'; J. Braun, Die lilurgiiehe Oewandung im Occident
und Orient, Freiburg i. Br., 19U7.
2Cf. Heimbucher, i. 41.
s For the recluses of. Hist. Laus. 43 ; Theodoret, Hist. rel.
21), SO, etc. (/'G Ixxxii. 1490-14041; R. M- Clay, 'The HerniiU
and Anchorites of fingland,' in The Antiquam's Book, London,
1914; Heimbucher, i. 146, note; for the St.vlites, all quotations
I,es
in II. Delehave, Lei Stylites, Brussels, I89ri ; Vailhi*,
.stylites de Constantinople,' in Echof.d' Orient, 1898; for the
diilerent classes of monks of. Besse, p. 19 f.
6 vols.,

;

'

* Of.
Synod of Vannes, 465, canon 7 Svnod of Agde,
canon 38; G. D. Manet, Concilia, Paris reprint, 1901-ls, vll.
;

vili-

881.
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either rule or lav, following no other rule tlian
that of their own will or ca]>rice. The (iyrova;;!
orCircunu-elliouesC vjigabomls") went from monastery to monastery, tlemanding a lodging for a fe^v
(lays, and scandalizing all true Christians by their
excesses.^
As the name indicates, these monks
7. Catenati.
loaded themseh'es witli chains.
They took no
care of their bodies, allowed their hair and beards
to grow neglected and untrimmed, went barefooted, and wore a black cloak (Leclercq, in

—

DACL

ii,^

3218).

8.

Apotactites (from airoTdaaeaOai,

Lk

*

— These

to renounce

'
;

formed a class intermediary
between the earlier ascetics and the monks properly
so called. They are found in Jerusalem, in the
East, and in Asia Minor. Some of them followed
the example of the Gyrovagi, and spent their life
wandering about, and some fell into the heresy of
cf.

14^'').

the Eucratites.2
IV. History

THE

of monasticism.—I, Origin of
LIFE
THE ASCETICS. — The

MONASTIC

;

ascetics of early

Christianity

may

be regarded
The greater

as the ancestors of the monks.
number of the characteristics of which we have
already spoken as belonging to the essence of the
monastic life are found among the ascetics
poverty, celibacy, the practice of mortification,
The ascetics were,
fasting, silence, prayer, etc.
in fact, simply monks living in the world.
Asceticism and cenobitism are inseparable. Asceticism is
an individual phenomenon, cenobitism is a social institution.' ^
It was but natural that, as Christians gradually

—

'

became more worldly, the ascetics should retire
from their midst and betake themselves to the
desert
and here we have the origin of true

—

;

monasticism the first monks were ascetics living
retired from the world in the desert.
This is not the place to enter upon a detailed
history of these Christian ascetics (see art. AscetiBut it may be remarked, in passing, that
cism).
Christian asceticism, while recognizing among
some of the prophets and just men of the Old Law
(such as Isaiah, Jereuiiah, and John the Baptist)
its ancestors or forerunners, claims, above all, as its
source and foundation the doctrine of Jesus Christ,
who taught renunciation under all its forms. Not
to mention certain texts occurring in the writings
of the Apostolic Fathers in those, c.^., of TertuUian, Origen, and Clement of Alexandria, whose
true Gnosticism otters many characteristics of
asceticism
one may consult certain documents
that will give assistance in arriving at a knowledge
of this movement precursory of monasticism,
especially the Epistles of pseudo-Clement 'To
Virgins' and the work of pseudo -Cyprian, de Singu-

—

'

'

—

laritate Clcrkoricm.'^

Monasticism in the East.— i. Sources.—
ii.
The question of the authenticity and truthfulness
documents on which the history of the early
years of Eastern monasticism is founded has given
rise, in recent years, to lengthy and impassioned
of the

disputes.
1 For these different kinds of monks cf.
Cassian, CoUationes,
f. (PZ- xlix. 1093f.), and Iiistitufwnes, v. 36, with
the notes by A. GaZL^e (i'L xlis. 255); Re<jula S. Benedicti, i.
Regula Mayistri, i. St. Jerome, -Ep. xxii. 'ad Eustochium'(P^
xxii. 4I9f.); St. Auijustine, de Opere Monachorum, 2b {PL xl.

xviii. ch. iv.

;

;

675

f.).

DACL

'

2 Cf. art.
\.- 2604 f. ;
Apotactiques, Apotaxamfenes,' in
Cabrol, Ktude snr la Peregrinatio Silvice, p. 135 f.
3
n." 3048f. ; cf. Zockler, Askese und
Leclercq, in

DACL

Monchtinn.
Cf. Leclercq, in DACL ii.2 3078-3090
Heimbucher.^i. S6f.
N. M. Antonelli, Dissertatiode Ascetis,' in Sancti Patris Jacobi
Episcopi ?>^isiheni sermones, cum prmfatione ,notis, etc., Rome,
1756; S. Schiwietz, Vorgesohichte des Monchtums oder das
Ascetentum der drei ersten christl. Jahrh.,' in Archiofur kath.
Kirchenrccht, i. [1893] 3 f., ii. 305 f. and especially F. Martinez,
•
L'Asc^tisnie chreticn pendant les troia premiers siecles dt'
r6g:Iise,' in Les Etudes de th,'ohu]ie historiqne de I'lnstUul
CathoUque de Paris, Pai'ia, 1914.
*

;

'

*

;

;
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(a) Vita Pauli.—lhe Vita Pauli, written by St. Jerome, is
sometimes considered to have no serious historical basis. The
first of the hermits withdrew to the desert not before the
middle of the 3rd cent., and, towards he end of his life, would
have made the acquaintance of St. Anthony.'
I

—

Vita Anto}iii. If the authentic character of St. Jerome'a
life of Paul the first hermit be denied, it is St. Anthony who
must be regarded as the father of the eremitic life. The Vita
Antoiiii, attributed to St. Athanasius, has serious historical
foundation, despite the discussions of which it also has been
the subject.2 In it St. Athanasius describes the life of a man
whom he has himself known, and who died between 356 and
362.
According to this life, Anthony was born at Coma, or
Comon, in the middle of E^ypt. At the age of 20, on huaringthe passage in the Gospel of St. Matthew regarding the rich
young man (19i'ff ), he sold his belongings and put himself
under the direction of an ascetic in order to learn the practice
of Christian renunciation. Then he retired to the desert and
led the life of a hermit for twenty years, a number of disciples
gathering round him. During the persecution of Maximian,
lie went to Alexandria to fortify his brethren in the faith,
returning there again, later on, to refute Arius. Living retired
in lais desert, he visited from time to time the colonies of
hermits who had been his disciples and who peopled the
desert.
He died in 356 (or 362), at the age of 105. We have
The letters
already seen what is to be thought of his Rule.
and sermons attributed to him are not more authentic in char(6)

(PG xl. 963-1006).
Latisiac History of Palhidivs. Another document which
much disputed is the Lausiac History of Palladius
(PRE-^ xiii. 219); it recounts the origins of monasticism.
Weingarten and Lucius see in it nothing more than a romance,
and Amelineau has further complicated the question by the
unjustifiable use of the Coptic sources. IJutler, in liis excellent
work on the subject, The Lausiac Histoi-{/ of Palladixf3 (Cambridge, 189S-1904, i. 267-277), has re-ebtablislied the real text
and demonstrated its importance from the historical point of
view.3
(d) Rufinus.—B.nSnuQ of Aquileia (t 410) travelled through
Egypt in order to visit the most celebrated' solitaries, and his
Uistoria Monach&rum furnishes interesting details on the
acter

—

(c)

has been

monastic

4

country.
— that
Far more important

life in

for the history of monand teaching are the two works of
Cassian — de Instiluti&ne Coenobionuii (12 books), and Cnlla(fi)

Cassian.

astic institutions, customs,

tiones
Patnim (24 Conferences).
Cassian, like Rufinus,
travelled about from one monastic colony to another in Egypt
and Palestine in order to be initiated into the manner of life

there observed. ^
(/) Peregrinatio Etherice. The Percgrinatio ad loca sancta,
of which the date has been so much disputed, but which can,
in all probability, be assigned to the latter half of the 4th
cent., is the account of a pilgrimage to the monasteriee of
Egypt, the peninsula of Sinai, Palestine, and Syria, and g\\QS
many interesting details regarding the hermits and the monasteries of the period. 6 There are many other sources of Eastern
monastic history, but the historians and writers of the 4th, 5th,
and 6th centuries, sucli as Eusebius, Theodoret, Sozonien,
Socrates, etc., afford less room for discussions as to authenticity and credibility, and their testimony serves to control the
truth of the accounts furnished by Palladius, Rufinus, and the

—

others.

—

2. History.
Apart from the life of St. Anthony,
summarized above, the general lines of monastic
history in the East may he presented as follows.
Amun (Ammonius), a contemporary
[a) Egi/pt.
of St. Anthony, founded colonies of hermits in
1
Weingarten, PRE^ x. 760; Grutzmacher, PRE^ xiii. 217.

—

and Hieronymus, Leipzig,
of the

1901, i. 160 see, however, in favour
reality of his existence, Butler, Laus. Hist. i. 231 ;
;

Workman, p. 96.
- On the Vita Antonii

'

cf.
Wein^'arten, Ursprung,' p. 31 f. ;
Gwatkin, Studies of Ariamsm, C^ambridge, 1882, pp.
F. \V.
102-107, Aria7i Cont rovers!/*, London, 1893, p. 48
Farrar, Lives of the Fatheri', Edinburgh, 18S9, i. 451 ; in favour
of the historic!^-, A. Robertson, 'Athanasius,' in Poat-Nicene
Fathers, iv., Oxford, 1892, p. 189 Butler, i. 178 ff. ; Workman,

H.

;

;

p. 354.
^ Cf.

Ladeuze, op. cit. E. Preuschen, Palladius und Rufinus:
ein Beitrag zur Qitellenkunde des dltesten Monchtums (I'LT),
;

Giessen, 1897.
•*
The authenticity and veracity of the Historia Monackoriinh
liave also been the subject of much discussion, but it has a
certain historical value. For discussions regarding the text
see the works of Butler, Ladeuze, and Preuschen, already cited
in reference to Palladius
see also Leclercq, in
ii. 2*3098 ff.
&
ii.- 234S-2357; O. BardenCabrol, art. 'Caspian,' in
hewer, Patrology, Eng. tr., Freiburg i. Br., 1908, p. 515 ff.
The te.vt of the Rule of Cassian, which was believed to be lost,
has recently been discovered in Munich and at the Escurial
(cf. H. Plonkers, Untersnchungcn zur Vl>erliifervngs>iesch. der
dltesten lateiniscken Monchsregeln, Munich, 190G, pp. 70-84).
^ Sancton Silvice
Aquitance Peregrinatio ad loca sancta, ed.
G. F. Gamurrini, Rome, 1887 ; other edd. P. Geyer, Vienna,
*
E.
A.
1893,
Bechtel, Chicago, 1902 cf. M. F^rotin, Le veritable
Auteur de la Peregrinatio Silvias, la vierge espagnole Etheria,'
in Revue des questions historiques, Ixxiv. [I9u3] 367-397 ; and
;

DACL

DACL

:

;

PRE^ wiW.

345-347.
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Lower Egypt, and was

tlie

father of monasticism

His disciples lived in huts and met
in Nitiia.'
tojjetlier in the monastic church on Saturdays and
Sundays. There wore 8 priests in the colony to
carry out the liturgical functions for tlie community. According to the Lnusiac Histori/, there
were tiOO hermits in the desert of Nitria. Idleness

was carefully excluded, each monk being obliged
In the
to provide for himself by liis own labour.
evening i)saluis and hymns were chanted. The
Ammonius
discipline of the life was very strict.
His disciples continued his traditions in Nitria. The theological works of Origcu
were studied there, and the tall brothers,' Am-

died before 356.

'

monius, Dioscorus, Eusebius, and Euthymius, who
made such a disturbance in the theolo^cal world
later on, belonged to this mona.stic fainay.'
About six miles to the south of the mountain of
Nitria was the Desert of Scete, where another colony
of hermits was established.
The brethren observeil
periietual .silence as at Nitria, they assembled in
church for the offices only on Saturdays and Sundays. 'Their cells were cither mere caverns in the
rocks or else wattled cabins. Macarius the Greater
He
(t 383 or 387) was the lirst of these hermits.
has left behind him among the Apophthccjmata a
series of remarkable maxims and Iiomihes that
show him to have been one of the founders of
Christian mysticism.^
Macarius the Younger,
Evagrius Ponticus, and Mark the Hermit are also
figures that stand out among these solitaries.*
The Desert of Scete still preserves the ruins of their
ancient monasteries, one of which, known as the
monastery of St. Macarius, is inhabited by a few
Coptic monks."
Besides Nitria and Scete, the whole of Egypt
was strewn with hermitages the Thebaid, Lycoolis, Kopres, Oxyrhjnchus (where there were to
;

—

^ found,

it is said,

10,000

monks and

20,000 nuns),
and Arsinoe, where there were also 10,000 monks
(Hist.

Laus.

5, 18).

In Upper Egypt the name of Pachomius attracted special attention.
He was instructed in
the monastic life
by a venerable lieriiiit named
and
established himself at Tabenna
Palamon,
(Tabennlsi) a name that was to remain famous in

—

monastic history.

Pachomius

is the real founder
His disciples lived together
under the same roof and were subject to the same
Other mona.steries were founded which
discipline.

of the cenobitic

life.

followed the same observance, and thus cenobitism
was e.stablislied. Regarding the organization of
the Pachomian monasteries see above (p. 785 cf.
also W. E. Crum, Theologiral Texts from Coptic
Papyri, edited with an Appendix upon the Arabic
and Coptic Versions of the Life of Pachomius,
Anecdota Oxoniensia, Semitic ser., pt. ii., 1913).
;

of Pachomius, we must not omit
to mention one of his disciples named Schenoudi
of Atripe, whose history has oeen revealed recently
through Coptic MSS, and who, although he did
not exercise so marked an influence as Pachomius,
played an important part in the history of the
cenobitic life.
The profession of obedience whidi
he imposed on his monks is the oldest document of

While speaking

1

ZfW.

ilontut. SO; Uitl. Laus. 8; Sozomcn, L 14 (PG
Ixvil. (100 1.); Socrates, iv. 23 (PC Ixvii. ."iOOf.); L. Bulteau,
Bssai de thUt. moiuut. d'Orient, Paris, 16T8 ; Bessc, op. cit. ;
S. Schiwietz, Das morgentdndisehe Monchtum, Mainz, 1904 ;
R. N. C. Curzon, Visits to Monasteries in ths Levant, London,
1S49.
3 P.

van CouenberKh, Etude sur les moines d'BgypU d^puis
Chale/doni^ jusqu'd ("invasion ambf, Loiivain, 1914.

s
Ap'phthegmata Patrum, in Cotelier, EccUsia Grtrca
i.
24 (PG Ixv. 2571.); UmnilUs, in A. Gallandi,
Prolet;oiueiia in Vitas et Scripts SS. Macariorum,* Bibl. VeL
Pair. Ant. Script. BecUs., Venice, 1766-81, va St. (,P0 xxxiv.
44St.).
4 Hist. Laus.
20, 86.

Honiiiiienla,
'

* O.
Bteindorff,

•

Durch die iihvsche Wiiste naoh der Oase
des OrvHiter Amnion, 'Z?er/i"nfr Lokalanzriffer, IStii March 1900.

this kind that we possess, and it marks a st.ige in
the history of mona.stic Rules. Schenoudi made
the attempt to combine the eremitic with the
cenobitic life, and he succeeded to a certain

extent.'
{!>) Sinai.

—

Krom Egypt the monastic life soon
spread as far as the Sinaitic peninsula, on which
there were later several flourishing monasteries.
St. NUus the Sinaitic (t c. 430) and St. John
Climacus were its shining lights, and may be regarded as the gieat doctors of the ascetic life.
The Pcrcgrinatio Ethcrice gives interesting details
regarding the monasteries of Sinai (see below,
iu. I id)).

—

The monastic foundations of
(c) Palestine.
Palestine were no less illustriotis.
It will suilice
to quote the names of Hilarion of Gaza, a disciple
of St.
Anthony of Egypt, and es]>eeially those of
Melania the Klder at the Mount of Olives, Paula,
and St. Jerome.'' In this region monasticism made
considerable lieadway. The number of mon.asteries
and lauras rose to 100, and the influence of these
religious hoiises in the quarrels between Origeuism,
Eutychianism, Monotheletism, and iconodasm was
very important. It would be impossible to give
here even a resumd of this liistory ; we must be
content to refer the reader to the authors cited in
note 2 below, and also to the attempt at a classilication of some of the Palestinian monasteries in
Ledercq, DACL ii.- 3165-3175. It was only with
the Arab invasion of Palestine that the progress
of these monasteries was arrested.
{d) Syria.
Syria bec4ime at an early period a
land of monasteries. It has even been questioned

—

whether the mon-istic life there was not indigenou.s,
i.e., whether it did not, as in Egypt, spring directly
from the native practice of asceticism— which must
be regarded as an
of monasticism or
early phase
whether, on the other hand, it was an importation
from without. The latter opinion seems to be the
more likely. The Syriac life of Mark-Arogin,
beneath its legendary surface, contains a residue
of history tliat can be extracted with little difii.According to this history, he came from
culty.
a Pachomian monastery, established himself among
the mountains near Nisibis, and died there in
363, leaving behind him a flourishing monastic
house.' The recently edited works of Aphraates
give some curious information about other solitaries
{fiofij^oma), who seem to have been ascetics living
in the world rather than real monks.*
At Edessa and in Osrhoene we have Julian

—

regarded as the founder of monastic life in that
country, and especially Ephraim the Syrian, a
contemporary of St. Basil. He lived many yeais
as a hermit, then went to study monastic tradiWitli regard to Schenoudi see AnuMinean, M&inoires publics
la misswn arch^ol. an Caire, iv. (1885 f.J, i. ; J. Leipoldt,
von Atripe und die Entstehung des national'
I'Kiyplischen Christentums (,TC), I.eipzig, 1903; Ladeuze, Xeette
'
Les Orisrines du
d'husloire eccl. vii. (1906J 76-83; Kevillout,
st'Iiisme ^gj-ptien : le prtjcurseur et inspirateur Senuti le proVie de
in
kuli
viii.
545-581
;
Am^Uneau,
[1883]
401-467,
ph^te,'
ii.2 3104(.
Schnnxidi, Paris, 1889; Leclercq, in
'
» IIM. Laus. 117-129
Vita .^lelaniee Junioris,' A nalect. Boll.
Hilarion von Gaza,' in Seue
™i. [1884] 11 ff. ; Zockler,
Jahrbiicher fur deutsche Theot'>gie,\\\. [1894) 146-178 : Vailhi,
Les premiers Monast^rea de I.i Palestine,' in Bessarione, iii.
[1897] 39- .10, 209-228, 834-3.10. iv. [1898] 193-210; A. Couret,
La Palestine sous les empereurs grecs, Paris, 1869, pp. 326-6.36.
s P.
Beiljan, Acta Mart]/rttm et Sanctorum, Pans, 1800-97,
iii. 376t. ;
J. Lalwurt, Le Christiani.'nne dans T empire perse
sous la diinastie sassanide, do. 1904, p. 302 f.
'
4 Cf. a'llisoiTssion on this
point in R. H. Connolly, Aphraates
and Monasticism,' in JThSl vi. (1904-n5J 522-639; F. C. Burkitt,
'Aphraates and Monasticistn,' ib. vii. (190.MK;i 10-16. Earln
Christianiti/ outside the lioman Empire, Cambridge, lSi>9, and
See, further,
Early Eastern Christianittj, London, 1904.
Connolly, 'Some early Rules (or Syrian Monks,' in Dotmiside
Kei-iew, XXV. [lom] 162-102 ; O. Bert, Aplirahat's, des persisehen
1

par

Schenute

DACL

;

'

'

Weisen, Ilomilien : aus dem Syrisrhen {TU), l,eipzig, 1888,
ed. J. Farisot, Paris, 1894 (cf. esp. Otii horn, to tlie ascetics) ;
P. Schwen, Afrahat, seine Person und sein Verstdndnit des
Christentums, Leipzig, 1007.
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tions under the guidance of St. Basil, and perhaps
visited Egyjit filso.
He is one of the principal
scholars of the Syrian Church, and his numerous

works contain much information regarding the
monastic-

life.'

There were colonies of hermits
about Antioch, and in the Desert

in Cilicia, round
of Chalcis in the
Desert of Clialcis was known as

4th century. The
the Thehaid of Syria, and there St. Jerome lived
as a hermit from 373 to 380.- In the 5th cent, the
first of the Stylites, St. Simeon, makes his appearance in the north of Sj'ria (Theod. Hint. !!•:/. 26
[PG Ixxxii. 1464 tl'.]). This strange form of monastic life survived as late as the 15th century.^
In Asia Jlinor in the 2nd cent.
(e) Asia Minor.
Montanisra {g.v.) had appeared a movement in
the direction of an excessive ultra-asceticism. In
Pamphylia in the 4th and 5th centuries the Euchite
or Messali.au monks allowed themselves to be
carried away by the same excessive views, and
appear also to have undergone Manichiean influences.
They were always resisted by the Church
and were finally condemned, but revived during
the Middle Ages in the sects of the Paulicians and
Bogomils.
Eustathius of Sebaste, who introduced monasticism into Armenia, Paphlagonia, and Pontus, was of
Egyptian ori<jin and a disciple of Arius. He exercised a wide influence on monasticism in that part
of the world and also spread his errors abroad.
His disciples, the Eustathians, were condemned by
the Church.* The Council of Gangra, in 340, gives
valuable information concerning the history of the
ascetics and monks and the excesses of some of
those whom it condemns.^

—

—

—

It was chiefly in Cappadocia
if) Cappadocia.
and under the inspiration of St. Gregory of
Nazianzus, St. Gregory of Nyssa, and St. Basil,

monks of the East, that
monasticism started its true development. Basil
had become acquainted with the monastic life in
He declared himself
S>Tia and in Palestine.
distinctly in favour of the cenobitic type, and it
was for cenobites that he wrote his Kule, or rather
The Rule of St.
liis Rules (see above, p. 785'').
Ba-sil has remained in use in the East to the
It does not enter iuto details, but
<l;iy.
firesent
ays down in general the virtues and duties of the
the real legislator of the

mona.«tic state. The monk is the perfect Christian ;
the ascetic life does not consist merely in eaiTying
out certain practices, but in the sanctification of
one's whole being and in the love of one's neighbour.
One must raise up and perfect nature and

not destroy

it.
Christian perfection completes,
elevates, and purifies the \risdom of the ancients.
In his monasteries the education of children was
undertaken, and work was recommended and encouraged. The public prayer of the community
was already organized, and we find the various
Hours of Matins, Tierce, Sext, None, Vespers,
and the Night Office i,ixf(rovvKTiov).''
((/) Cyi'rus.
According to St. Jerome, monasticism was brought to the island of Cyprus by
St.
Hilariou.
Epiphanius, who had himself been
a monk in Palestine, defended the monks with

—

ardour.
(/()

Constantinople.

—When Palestine and Egypt

h.ad ceased to be the chief centres of monastic life
in the East, it was Constantinople, and, later,

Mt. Atlios, that succeeded to that position.
1

Kiihraiiu,

Opera mnnia, Rome, 173i—IG

;

The

for the other edd.

PliE'-i V. 41-UJ ; R. Duval, Hist, politique, religicuse ef
litti'iuire d'Edesfie jiLsqiCd la premii^re croisade, Paris, 1891,

r(.

piu 160-lCl

; Bardeilhewer, pp. 3S7-39S.
Grutzm.icher, Hieroiiymus, i. 355 1.
i*
Delehavc, op. eit. ; see also above, p. 786^.
4 F. Loots, Eustathius von
Sebaste,' in PRE3 v. 627-630.
«
Mansi, ii. 10(i,i-1106; C. J. Hetele and H. Leclercq, Hist, des
conciles.Vms. 1907 ff., i. WZ).
e E. F.
Morison, St. Basil and hit litUe, Oxford, 1916.
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'

'
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foundations attributed to Constantine or to the
time of his immediate successors can, however, be
admitted only with reserve.' It was not till
towards the end of the 4th and especially during
the course of the 5th cent, that monasticism began
In the reign
its development at Constantinople.
of Justinian there were no fewer than 80 monasteries at Constantinople,^ and the emperor legislated for the monastic life as for all otiier institutions of the empire.
The Acoemetai and the
Studites deserve a long study to theni.'^elves they
have already formed the subject of monographs,
to which we can here only draw attention in
;

The names of St. John Damascene and
passing.
Theodore the Studite recall the long strife maintained by the monks on the question of the iconoclasts.^

—

From the 9th, but especially
(i) Mount Athos.
during the 10th, cent, the peninsula of Mt. Athos,
in the ."Egean Sea, became a monastic centre of the
highest importance, and formed a kind of monastic
Safe in their monasteries, built for the
republic.
most part on steep cliff's, defended by the sea and

by the thickness of their walls, the monks of this
peninsula, which is connected with the mainland
only by a naiTow isthmus, were able to defy all
attacks, and the cenobitic life has been maintained
there up to the present day. The history of this
monastic colony

may be

given in a few words.

The origin of monasticism on Mt. Atlios is obscure.
The flrst testimony on which we can depend is
in the 9th cent., but it is probable that long
before that there were hermits living among the
rocks and in the forests of this peninsula, so well
The year 963 is the
fitted for the solitary life.
date of the foundation of the first gi'eat monastery by St. Athanasius, one of the most celebrated
From this date onwards
of the Athos monks.
foundations followed one another in rapid succes-

found

The great monasteries

sion.

of Ivhon, Vatopedi,

Esphigmenon, Dochiaru, Agios
Paulos, etc., rose up in different parts of the holy
mountain from the 10th to the 14th century. The
latest in date is the monastery of Stavronikita,
A number of smaller houses
founded in 1542.
and simple hermita^s depend upon these greater
monasteries. The Rule followed is that of St.
BasO. The monasteries form a kind of confederation or little republic, which is represented by 20
members, constituting at once a parliament and a
tribunal under the direction of 4 presidents, one
In each monasof whom has the title of wpuros.
tery the 7]yovij.eitos enjoys supreme authority. In
the 14th cent, the idiorrhythniic fonn of life ((5io/iin accordance with which,
fivSp-la) was introduced,
Xeropotamos,

in certain of the monasteries, the monks possess
money of their own and enjoy a number of dis-

Autonomous during a certain period,
the governing council of Mt. Athos was finally
to
the jurisdiction of the patriarch of
subjected
Constantinople. Under the various governments
and dynasties that succeeded one another in the
East the Comneni, the Palaeologi, even the Turks
themselves, and the hospodars of Wallachia the
liberty of the monks of Mt. Athos was always
Painting, architecture, and calligraphy
respected.
were cultivated with success, and their libraries
contain MSS of the highest value.*
pensations.

—

—

1 Cf.
E. Marin, Les Moines de Constantinople depia's la
/(nidation de la ville 'jusqu'd la jnort de l'hotiu:> {.i.WSi'S), Paris,
Les Debuts du nionachisine k Constanti1897 ; J. Pargoire,
nople,* in Reime des questioiui hu^t. ixv. [1899] 68-72 ; art.
ii.2 1445-144S.
in
Constantinople,"

DACL

•

-

Cf.

Marin and Pargoire,

luce. cilt.

I.a
See 'Actmites,' in DACL' i.^ 307-321; A. Tougard,
I'ersdcuiion iconoclaste d'aprts la correspondance de St.
hist.
in
iJeD««
des
vi.
80-118.
Tliiodore Studite,'
[1890]
questions
i V.
Langlois, Le Mont Athos et ses monast^res. Paris, 1867;
W. Gass, Ziir Geseh. der Athos-Klostcr, Giessen, 1865 ; A. Riley,
Athos: the Moun'ain o.f the Monks, London, lSo7 ; E. Jliller,
'

3

Le Slont Athos,

Paris,

1889

;

Porphyrius Uspensky, Hiet.
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MoNASTlcisM IV THE WEST.— I.

Before
been
remarked, and with justice, that while, in the
inscriptions of the catacombs, careful mention is
made of all the various degrees of the ecclesiastical
hierarchy even down to that of /oMor no allusion
lias ever been found to ascetic, anchorite, cenobite,
iii.

St. Benedict.— (") Itomc

and Italy.— \t

—

lias

—

existence at Kome of monks,
and of monasteries at that
leave on
period cannot, however, be denied.
one side the legend of Boniface and A>;1<t, which
is,
moreover, of Eastern origin.*
Constantia,
Constantine, gathered
daughter of
together
around the tomb of St. Agnes a community of
It
was
in
a
Roman monastery also that
virgins.
St. Marcellina, sister of St. Ambrose, consecrated
herself to God (352-366.)'' I'animachius, another
Roman patrician, along with Fabiola, lived the
ascetic life, and founded near the mouth of the
Tiber a hospice w hich was served by monks.* St.
Athanasius arrived in Kome after 339, accompanied
by two Egj-ptian monks. He remained there three

monk, or nun.'

The

of consecrated virgins,

We

years and insjiired this community, so deeply
Christian in spirit, with admiration of and sjniHe
pathj- with the monastic ideal of the Thebaid.
made proselytes even from among the highest
society of Kome, and Marcella, daughter of the
widow Albina, along with Melania the Elder,
devoted herself to the life.
A community of
ascetics and cenobites was founded on the Avenfrom
which
stand
out
names such as those
tine,
of Sophronia, Asella, Paula, and Fabiola.
The
favour shown towards such institutions by Pope
Damasus and, in particular, the arrival In Kome
of St. Jerome, who became the spiritual fatlier of
the community on the Aventine, greatly accentuated the movement.' The attempt made by Vigilantius to oiir)o.-.o it in favour of moiiasticism had
no other result than that of starting a controversy
with St. Jerome, from which Vi^ilantius came
forth utterly crushed and humiliated (c. 385).*
In the rest of Italy the progress of nionasticisni
was scarcely less rapid than in Rome itself. In
the middle of the 4th cent. Eusebius of Vercelli.
till then exiled in
Egypt, returned to his church
(in 363) and obliged the clergy of his cathedral to
submit to the monastic rule of life. His example
was soon followed in Milan, under St. Ambrose,
and at Aquileia,' while Cremona, under the bishop
Vincent (407-422), Novara, under the bishop

Gaudentius (397-417), liologna, Ravenna, under
St. Peter Chrysologas, I'avia, under the bishop
Ennodius, and Turin, under the bishop Victor, all
favoured the monastic movement.
In S. Italy, besides Nola ^vith its illustriou.«
bishop, St. Paulinus, we lind monasteries at Naples,
at Capua, and in Etruria, Sabina, Umbria, Picenum, at Tusculuiu, Monte Calvo, Fundi, on the
Atho) and its MonivUriea, 3 vols., Kieff and Moscow, 1843-92
E. M. <ie Vogiit-. Syrie, PaUntine,
Curzon, op. cit.
ro/zaj/e aupaj/Adupa**r', Paris. 1870
Krumbacher,
pp. 511-515, lU5Sf. ; D. Placide de Xleestcr, Voyage de tlettx
hfnfdictiiis aux monasUres de Mont Atkos, Paris, 1908
V.
VannuteUi, Monte Athos e U ineteore. Rome, 1888; K. Lake,
Early Days of Monasticism on Mt. Atkos, Oxford, 1909.

(Russ.);

;

Mont Mhos,

;

;

1

Leclercq, in

2

DACL U.2 3176.
;

;

;

;

ft

;

Rome.
prima

—

present at

'

1044-62, iv. 747. 680, vi. 44, etc. ; Albers, El Monachismo
di a. Benedettu,' liivista Storica Bmtdettina, x. (1915J.

the obserjuies

of

St.

Martin.'

St.

Martin Avrote no Rule for his monks, and the
latter seem simply to have followed the general
traditions of the ascetic life.
Se\eral of his disciples applied themselves in company with their
master to the work of the apostolate. This would
explain why this first attempt at monasticism in

Gaul did not leave any lasting traces behind it.
We find, about the same date, that there were
monks at Rouen, in the Morinie (Boulonnais,

W. Flanders), in the forests, along the seacoast, and even in the islands of the coasts.*
St. Sulpicius Severus, the historian of St. Martin,
established a community of ascetics in his villa of
rrimuliacum.' Gregory of Tours (t 594) gives in
his works most valuable information regarding the
monastic movement in Gaul in the 5th and 6tli
centuries. The gieater number of the monks w hose
lives he wrote, while possessing their own characteristic spirit, are still
largely under the influence of the teaching of St. Martin.
The most interesting of all these experiments in
the monastic life at this period is the foundation of
the celebrated monastery of Lerins on an island of
that name oil' the co.ist of the Mediterranean near
'aunes.
Mona-stic life, inaugurated there towards
the year 410 by St. Honoratus, was to continue
Artois,

1

through

many

beginnmg

long

almost

centuries,

without

own

It was at the
day.
a mingling of the eremitic and cenobitic

interruption,

to our

elements.
Both manual and intellectual work
were held in honoui-, and great was the influence
exercised by the monks of Lerins thronghout the
Middle Ages.' It will be suflicient, for this earlier
1

2
'

279-283 Duchesne, Notes sur la topo^Taphie
AS, May,
de Borne,' in Milaruiet d'arch^ot. et d'histoire, x. [1S90] l-Yanchi
de Cavalieri, 'Dove fu scritta la legenda di S. Bonifacio/' in
Auoro bolMtinv di arch*-(il. erinliana, vi. [1900] 205-t::'4 A.
Dufourcq, Ktudes sur Us ticsla Marti/ruin rumaitu, 4 vols.,
cf. Anal. Bvlt. xx. (1901) 337 f.
Paris, 1900-10, i.
3 E.
Spreitzenhoter, 2>jV Kntieicklung des align Afotu:htums
in Jtalien ion seinrn er.'fen An/angen bis zum Auftreten des
heit. Bfnedikl. Vienna, 1S91. p. 29; U-clero|. DAC'/.'ii.- 3176.
' Of. O. B. de
Kossi, Lulltlltnudianheul.cnstiana, laOO, p. 1(I3.
C. Daax, 'Amedi'f Tliierry et les premiers monasteres
d'ltatie aux 1 Vc et V< siedes,' iu Jtevxu des questions hist. xxi.
HS77H(>l-473.
• On ViKilantius of.
below, p. 791k
7 Spreitztnhofer,
i'.
p. 13 f.
U^'helli, Italia sacra, 9 vols.,
iii.

of Lake Fucino, on the islands olf the
Mediterranean coast of Italy, Gorgona, Capraja,
Sardinia, and the Isle of Cabis (near Torrcntum).'
It would be ditlicult to draw up even a simple catalogue of these monasteries, so numerous were they.
Cassiodorus {c. 570) was contemporary with St.
Benedict. It has even been conjectured that his
Rule was borrowed from the latter, but this is no
more than a conjecture. What is certain is that
the minister of Theodoric, on his i)roperty of
A'ivarium, gave the example of a monastery where
the ascetic iiractices of the monastic life were
allied with a high degree of intellectual culture.
While, on the summit of Mt. Morius, the hermits
gave themselves up to their solitary vocation, in
the monastery built at the foot of the mountain
the cenobites spent their time in the diligent
copying of MSS.'
[6] Gaul.
Monasticism, which was to play so
considerable a part in Gaul, was established there
at an early date (2nd half of the 4th cent.) and
with great dclat by St. Martin of Tours. At first
it took the eremitic form.
The disciples of St.
Martin lived as hermits, meeting for exercises in
common only on certain occasions. The first
monastery founded in Gaul was that of Liguge, in
"60.
There were, besides, Marmoutier (Martini
.Monasterium) and, no doubt, a great number of
other houses, for we read that 2000 monks were
b.-inks

and

and Leclercq, toce. citt.
Works of Cassiodorus, ed. J. Oaret, Rouen, 1679 (fi Ixix.
A. Franz, M. Aurelius Cassiodorus Senator, Breslau,
Ixx.)

Cf. Spreitzenhofer
;

1872; Chevalier, Repertoire: Bio- Bibliographie s.v. 'Cassiodore.'
For his library cf. A. OUeris, Cdssiodore conservateur
deJt livres de rantiqjiitt- latins, Paris, 1841.
^
F. Chamard, Saint
Sulpicius Severus. Vita S. Martini
Martin et son inonastire de Ligu^^, Paris, 1373 ; E. Marline,
'Hist, de Marniouticrs,' in Miinoires de la society ari^/n'tit, de
,

;

l\turaine,'Io\m, 1874-76: Lecoy de la Marche, Saint Martin,
A. Hauck, Kirchengesch. Ueutschlands, Leipzig, 1898,

do. 1881
p. 62

;

f.

4

Malnory, op. cit.
t A.
Curic-Seimbres, Recherches sur Us lieux hahilis par
Sulpiee Stir,-:re, premiers monast^res instiln^s en .l<^uitaine,
Tarbe«. Is75; F. Mouret, 5Wpi'cc5t^r^fy (i/*nHM#/ifl/-, Paris, 19<>7.
8 Blalnory,
L. Alliez, Hist, du uioiiast'-rt de Lirins,
oji. cit.
2 vols., l>ra);ni};nan, 1862 P. I^ahar^ou, De schota Lerinensi,
cclaU meronngiaea, Paris, 1892 DACL ii.s 3196-8198.
;

;

;
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period, to cite the
Salvianus.

names

of

Vincent of L^rins and

Another important influence exercised over tlie
development of monasticism in Gaui during this
period was that of Cassian. His works were in
reality the first monastic code in Gaul (see above,
it may be said, in the whole of the
p. 7S7''), and,
West.
He founded the monastery of St. Victor at
Marseilles, which became renowned, and other
monasteries

also.

'

Cajsarius, bishop of Aries, must also be
regarded as one of the principal monastic legiscan only mention the
lators at this date.^
St.

We

m

tlie diocese
monasteries founded by Leonian
of Vienne, by St. Theudaire in Isfere, in the Isle
Barbe, at Condat (St. Claude), and at St. Maurice
of Agaune, and by SS. Romanus and Lupicinus in
the Jura.^
The monastic
the Celts.
(c) Britain, Ireland,
life
was established fairly early among the

—

Celts

and

and

an

underwent

Anglo-Saxons,
Its
extraordinary development among them.
introduction into Great Britain was due to St.
Germanus, bishop of Auxerre, who came to the

791

shown that the

recently been

JHei/ula C'onsensoria

Monac'horum, attributed at first to St. Augustine,
then to a contemporary of St. Fructuosus, probably comes from a Priscillianist source, in tlie 5th
century. It is a Rule for cenobites, original in
chriTfLptcr

The Rule of St. Isidore (t 636) and that of St.
Fructuosus of Braga (c. 660) also deserve mention.
They enjoyed considerable success until the advent
of the Rule of St. Benedict in Spain, which became
there, as in almost the whole of the Western
world, the only Rule for monks.^
Vigilantius, who represents the element hostile
to the monks and ascetics, was a priest at
Barcelona in 396. During the year 409 the invasions in Spain, as everywhere else, resulted
Mention
in the destruction of the monasteries.
of this is to be found in the chronicles of the
period.^

The Council

of Tarragona, in 516, turned its
St. Martin, abbot of
near Braga, who is known as St. Martin of

attention to the monks.''

Dumio

Braga, and who nad been a monk in Palestine and
played so important a part in the history of the
island in 430 to restore ecclesiastical discipline. conversion of the Suevi, laboured at the restoraIn Wales Llan Lltud, Llaucarvon, Ti-Gwen, and tion of the monastic life in Spain."
Two other bishops, SS. Leander and Isidore,
Some of the
Bangor soon became renowned.
monks from these monasteries St. GUdas, St. also worked for the same end. The first wrote
Lunain, St. Paul Aurelian, and St. Samson- a Rule for the use of virgins, and the second
The latter was
established the monastic life in Brittany (Armor- drew up a Rule for monks.^
Monasti- already known to St. Leander, the friend of St.
ica), where it also made great advance.''
cism in Ireland has much in common with that of Gregory the Great, and to Tajo, bishop of Saraadmirer of the works of
Brittany, to which it seems, in fact, to owe its gossa (c. 650), the great
The name of St. Columba and that of his St. Gregory and of his Difdogiies, in which the
origin.
foundation at lona stand out conspicuous in its praises of St. Benedict are syt forth. This bishop
Another saint whose name we must not did much to spread the knowledge of these works
history.''
these names, we find, between
forget to mention among the Celtic monks, althougli in Spain.' Besides
the date of the conversion of Visigothic Spain
his chief foundation, Luxeuil, belonged to Gaul, is
St. Columban, the rival and namesake of Columba.
(587) and that of the Arab invasion (711), those of
His Rule, inspired entirely by the principles and certain monks and hermits the African Donatus,
traditions of Irish monasticism, spread rapidly in who, along with 70 monks, also from Africa, took
Gaul and disputed for a time the predominance of refuge in the monastery of Ser«tanum, in the
that of St. Benedict.'
province of Valencia; St. Emilian, who enjoyed a
In Spain the beginnings of the mon- wide-spread cultus in Spain the liermit, Valerius,
(d) Spriin.
The Council of in the neighbourhood of Astorga, etc'
astii: life are somewhat obscure.
In Africa the first monastic centre
Elvira (c. 3U0) makes no allusion whatever to either
(e) Africa.
The Peregrinatio Etherice seems to have been formed around the person of
ascetics or virgins.
studied the monbelongs to the last quarter of the 4th century. It St. Augustine. This saint had
astic life both in Rome and in Milan, and, on his
is the account of her journeying in the East and
her pilgrimages to the holy places, sent to her return to Tagaste, he installed himself with some
nuns in Spain by a Spanish virgin named Etheria, of his friends in a house, where they gave themOrdained
or Egeria, who was, in all probability, abbess of selves to the practices of asceticism.
We find priest, he founded a second monastery at Hippo,
the community to which she writes.'
further traces of the ascetic and monastic life where he lived himself tUl he was made bishop in
He then transformed his episcopal dwelling
396.
among the Priscillianists of Spain, in this century.
Priscillian gave himself out as an exaimde of into a monasteiy like those of the bishops of
It has
asceticism (see art. Peiscillianism).
Milan, Vercelli, and others at this time, and so
founded what we may call a cathedral monastery,'
2
1 Cartulaire de
de
de
St.
Victor
Mareeille,
vols.,
I'abbaye
or, as he himself called it, monasteriam clericorum.
Paris, 1867.
Others of the African episcopate soon followed this

—

—

—

;

—

'

'^

Malnory, op.

cit.

Niepce, L'fle Barbs : son ancimne abbaye, Lyons, 1S90 ;
r. Benoit, Hi!<t. de I'abbaye et de la terre de Saint-Clatide,
2 vols., Paris, 1890-92; B. Krusoh, 'Vita Patrum Jurensiuni,"
Mon. Germ., Script. Merov., iii. [1896-97] 125-160; Duchesne,
'La Vie ties P^res du Jura,' tlelaiuies d'archiol., xviii. [189S)
ii.2 3197-3193 ; Besse, ies Moines de
1-18 ; Leclercq, in
Vancienne Fyanci; ;, P^riode gallo-romaine et mArovingienne,
3 L.

DACL

Paris, 1906.

Les Monastferes celtiques aux VI«
Annates de Bretagne, ix. [1893] 183-209,
eiecle,'
J. W. Willis379-394. Uiit. de Brelaijne, Rennes, 1896, i.
Bund, The Celtic Church of Wales, London, 1897 DACL ii.2
<

A.

et Vll'i

de la Broderie,

'

in

;

;

3207.

.

,

O. F. R. de Montalembert has devoted to the history o( the
Celtic and Ansjlo-Saxon monasteries a large portion ot his book,
Les .Moines ci'OccidenI, Paris, lSUO-77 ; see esp. bks. x.-xiii. ;
see also L. Gougaud, loc. cit.
'
y Seebass,
Maluory, op. cit. ; L. Gougaud, L'CEuvre
op. cit.
des Scotti dans I'Europe continentale,' in Reini^ d'hist. eccUs.
ix. (1908) 21-37, 250-277 ; G. Bonet- Maury, 'St. Oolomban et la
tondation des monast^tes irlandais,' Rev. Hist. Ixxxiii. [1903]
277-299.
7 Ct.
above, p. 787''.
5

;

1

Ed. in Holste-Brockie, Codex Reglilamm, i. 136 f., and in PL
993-996; cf. D. de Bruync, 'La RegiUa consensoria : One
moines priscillianistes,' in Remie Bin(dictiiie, xxv.

Ixvi.

r^gle des
8S-88.

2 On the Regula Communis ot St. Fructuosus see T. Herwegen,
Das Pactum des heil. Fructuosus von Braga,' in KirchenUntersuchungen, xl. [1907] 71-79 and Leclercq, in
DACL ii.2 3223. With regard to the Patlum of St. Fructuosus
and the Pacta a curious form of religious profession besides
Herwegen, see R. Klee, Die Regula Monachoram Isidors von
Sevitla und ihr Verhaltnis zu den iibrigen abendldndischen
Monch^regeln jener Zeit, Marburg, 1909.
3 Ct.
Leclercq, L'Espagne chrilienne, Paris, 1906, p. 213 f.
'

rechtl.

;

—

—

«

lb. p. 241.
Leclercq, in
di S. Benedetto

DACL 11.2 8222

5

;

i]

Albers, El Monachismo prima
nella Spagna,' Rivista sttjrica
'

;

monachismo

Benedettina, ix. (1914).
8 Leander, Libeltus ad Florentinam, in
Isidore,
7

Regula Monachorum,
of Saragossa,

Tajo
Montalembert,

8 Ct.
p. 825

f.

il.

186 f.

;

PL

Ixxii. 874-894 ;
Ixxxiii. 867-894.
720 ff.
Leclercq, L'Espagne chritientie,

in

PL Ixxx.
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the necessary oflices and work-shops.
The
to be specially taken care of, and
the monks and the oblati receive nece.ssary instruction,
tiueslsare to be received with honour.
Those \\ho offend against the Rule must receive

example, and llndrumetuin, Uzala, Calame, Cirta,
Jlileve, and Carthage became real centres of
monastic life. The Jlcqula pro Monai-his attributed to St. AufTiistine is not liis under this form,
as we h.ive already said, but it is drawn from his
letter (coxi.) to relij;ious bodies of both sexes
living; in poverty and diastity, passin" their time
in praj-er and ascetic practices, and in certain
of charity.
The oouns(!ls of the great
bishop are characterized by tlie charity, discretion,
breadth of mind, and lii<,'h spirituality to which
all his works bear witness.'
^Ve have already
spoken of his famous treatise, de Open Monackoritm, composed in the year 400.
The Vandal persecution was unable to destroy
all these monasteries, but it arrested for the time
the i)rogress of monaaticism in Africa. Byzantine
rule (533-709) restored peace and liberty, and a true
renaissance of religion took place, in which monasticism naturally benefited. Several new monasteries
were founded, notably at Ruspe and at Tebessa.
The ruins of the latter still exist.' Hut the
Muhammadan inva.sion was to destroy monastic
life in Roman Afiica as well as Christian life iji

all

sick, too, are

punishment according to their deserts.' .Such is,
in summary, the Rule of St. Benedict
a Rule
characterized by great simplicity, but in which is
clearly reflected that spirit of wise discretion and
justice which was the genius of the Roman char-

—

works

general.

On

the Danube, in the region of Noricum,
to mention the wonderful work among
those people of St. Severinus (t482), called 'the
apostle of Noricum.'*
2. From St. Benedict to the 13th century.
St.
Benedict, born at Nursia (c. 480), died at Monte
(/)

we have

—

Cassino (c. 540), deser\'es a place apart in the
history of Western monastieism. The influence
exercised by his Rule in the West may be compared to tiiat of St. Basil in the East. Having
dwelt, at first, as a hermit among the Sabine

mountains, he later gathered disciples round liiiu,
founded monasteries at Subiaco and Monte Cassino,
and wrote a Rule which, after the lapse of two
centuries, was to become the one monastic Rule of
the West. It may, in fact, be said that the histoiy
of Western monastieism is practically identical,
for the greater part of the Middle Ages, with that
of the Benedictines.* The Rule of St. Benedict,
which is divided into 73 chapters, is \vritten for
cenoliites, and addresses itself exclusively to those
who follow that form of monastic life. It teaches
the virtues of humility, obedience, and poverty,
and enioins the practice of silence, hospitality, and

manual work. It regulates the hours ftu- prayer
and lays down the order of the psalmody. The
monasteiT forma, as it were, a little city or, better,
a complete society provided with all its necessary
organs. At the head of all is the abbot, assisted
by his provost, or jirior, and his seniors, while at
the head of every 10 monks is the dean. Then
there are the cellarer, who is charged with the
temporal affairs of the monastery, and the various
other otiicials that divide between them the difl'erent functions necessary to the well-being of the
house.
The monastery should, as far as possible,
provide for itself and possess a garden, a mill, and
1

Cf.

Leclercq, L'Afrique chritUnnt, Paris. 1904,

ii.
73-77,
Moimi'hisme africain.
prim.a di S. Benedetto 11
monachismo in Africa,' Rivu/ta st&rica B^n^dettina, i.\.
2 H.
Saladin, 'R.ippnrt sur une miflsion en Tiinisie,' in
ArehiveK deg mi»noiis fcicntifiqxus^ 3rd ser, xiii. il887J 179-lSl
cf. O. Diehl, SouvelUx archives cUs mis.^inng scUntiUqitef, iv.
[1893] 331-336, also L'A.friiue byzantine, Pnris, 1898, p. 429f.
Form list of ttie monasteries cf. Leclercq, in
ii.2 3-231^
and L'Afrique chr^ti-'mie, ii. 73-77.
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* On

St Benedict and the r.enedietinea see Mabiljon, opp.
O. Kratzinger, Der lirneiliktinerorden xind die Kultur,
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tins.'

;

while at the same time it is penetrated
tlirough and through by the purest spirit of
Christian asceti<^ism, and rivals in its discretion
and its sublimity of view the Rule of St. Ba.sil
acter,

itself.

St. Gregory (t 604), the greatest of all the popes
of the early Middle Ages, in giving to this Rule
the sujiport of his authority and in recounting, in
his Dialogues, the life and miracles of its author,

a-ssured its jireuominance over all other

Rules.

He

own house

monastic

himself founded a monastery in

liLs

(the Monastery of St. Andrew, on the
Coelian), in which the Rule of St. Benedict was
observed, and sent to England one of its monks,
his disciple St. Augustine, who, while commencing
the work of converting the Anglo-Saxons, at the
s.ame time implanted in their midst that Rule
Mhich was destined to take such firm root there
and to spread far and wide over the land.
The Christianity established by
(o) England.

—

Augustine among the Anglo-Saxons was
thoroughly monastic in character. In the greater
number of towns e.g., at Canterbury, York,
London, Ripon, Peterborough, etc.. the monastery
St.

—

—

new

The
Christianity.
church of the monastery became the cathedral,
and the abbot the bishop of the diocese that was
thus gradually formed. Tlie kingdoms of the
Saxon heptarcliy were one after another converted
bj' the disciples or succe.ssors of St. Augustine,
and the history of the four centuries extending from
the death of St. Augustine in 605 to the Norman
Conquest in 1066 is one of the finest j)arts of the
was the centre

of

the

history of Western monastieism.' It would be
impossible to give even a summary of it here.
cannot do more than cit« some of the principal
characters and the names of the chief monasteries
that stand out in its pages. Among the former
wc have the abbots and monks Aidan, Oswald,
Wilfrid, Theodore, Cuthbert, Benedict Biscop,
Aldhelm, Boniface, BcmIc, Alcuin, Odo, Dunstan
among the latter are Canterbury, Westminster,
Malmesbury, York, Lindisfarne, Ripon, Peter-

We

;

borough, Yarrow, Wearmouth, Croyland, Wliitby,

Coldingham, Tynemouth, and Hartlepool. Even
Norman Conquest in 1066 the history of
monastieism in England does not come to an end.
It was still flourishing in the 11th cent., and the
Normans, far from destroying the Enjjlish monasLanfranc and Anselni,
teries, founded new ones.
archbi.shops of Canterbury, re-peopled the Saxon
monasteries with colonies of monks brought over
from the famous abbey of Bee and from other
Norman monasteries. Cluny, too, made several
foundations in the country, and the Cistercians,
in their turn, established themselves at Waverley,
Rievaulx, Fountains, and many other places.
St. Steplien Harding, who exercised so great an
influence on the order of Citeaux and gave it
The order
its organization, was an Englishman.
after the

1 On the Hole of SI. Ilenedict see the edil. and works of E.
Schmidt (Ralisbon, ISIU), V.. Woelfflin (Leipzig, lSi%), L.
Traulie (Munich, 1S!)S), C. Butler, Morin, et«., as cited in art

B«n<Kiictin-,' in DACL ii.2 664
Plenkers, op. cit.
2 It is to this
liistory of the Anglo-Saxon and Celtic monks
that Montalenihert has consecrated the greater part of his
see also W. Dugdale,
history of the monks of the West
Sfonagticon Anfth'cannm, new ed., London, 1817-30; E. L.
Taunton, The Engltnh Black Monks 0/ St. Benedict, 2 vols., do.
1897 F. A. Oasquet, h'ngliah llonaetic Life, do. 1904.
'

;

:

;
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of Savigny, which also had
in England, was absorbed

numerous foundations
by that of Citeaux.

But with the 14th and 15th

centuries English
inonasticism began to decline.'
However great the success of the
(6) France.
Benedictine life in England, it may he said with
truth, if its history be regarded as a whole, that
France was the land of its predilection. The story
of the Rule of St. Benedict being brought to

—

Merovingian Gaul by

his disciple, St.

Maurus, and

of the latter's foundation of the abbey of Glanfeuil
on the banks of the J.ioire as the first Benedictine
monastery in that country, has been contested.^
AVhatever the truth of this question may be, it is
certain that the Rule was introduced into France
at an early date— from the beginning of the 7th
cent.
and it spread there with such rajndity that

—

soon succeeded in supplanting the Rule of St.
Columbau and in imposing its authority on all
the monasteries. A synod held at Autun, in 670,
speaks of it as though it were the only monastic
Rule in existence, and that of Chalons, in 813,
declares formally that it is followed in almost all
the monasteries of the country.^ The movement
attained its a])ogee under Charlemagne, the great
protector of the Benedictine monks, and under
his son, Louis le D^bonnaiie.
The reform of St.
Benedict of Aniane witnesses at once to the unity
and to the vitality of Benedictine life.
It is again in France that we must seek the
origin of the important monastic reform of which
Cluny was the cradle, and which; little by little,
spread beyond the limits of France into Italy,
Spain, Englajid, Germany, and Poland. The abbey
of Cluny, near Macon, was founded by William,
Duke of Aquitaine, in 910; the monks were
brought from the abbey of Baume, where the
Constitutions of St. Benedict of Aniane were
followed
hence the Cluniac reform sprang from
that of the 9th century. Its first abbots, Bernon,
Odo, Mayeul, Hugh, Odilo, and Peter the Venerable, raised Cluny to the highest degree of prosits intluence to every country
perity and extended
The work of Cluny, in the
in Christian Euroj)e.
it

;

and political order, was considerable during the 10th, 11th, and a part of the 12th
centuries it exercised an unrivalled influence on
Christian morals and institutions. From the political and religious points of view, it offered to the
popes valuable and indispensable assistance in their
struggle against the emperors of Germany, and
the latter, as well as the kings of France, were
obliged, more than once, to reckon with the powerreligious, social,
;

ful abbe}-.

Among the monasteries tliat accepted the
Cluniac reform and flourished under it must be
cited especially the great abbeys of Moissac, St.
Martial, Uzerches, St. Jean d'Angdly, St. Bertin,
St. Germain d'Auxerre, and A'ezelay in France,
and Cava, Farfa, and S. Paolo fuori le mura in
Italy.''

At the very moment when the influence of Cluny
began to decline, a new star arose on the monastic
1

Dugdale, op.

eit.',

AnnaUs

Monaslici, ed.

H. R. Luard,

Rolls series, 5 vols., London, lS64-(i9, and several other vols, of
the series; A Ilisl. of the Emjlixfi Chnrch, ed. W. R. W.
Stephens and W. Hunt. London, 1B99-1910, ii. 273, iii. 306 ; L.

Janauschek, Origines Cistercienses. Vienna, 1877, i. 22 f.
2 C. de la Croi.\, FouUles arcMol. de i'abbaj/e de Glanfeuil,
Paris, 1899

;

C. Port, Diet, histor. de llaine.et.Lmre, do. 1879,

iii.

428-431.
3
Hefele-Leclercq, Concilfs, iii. 1144 ; Besse, Les Moines de
Vancienn? Frajice, Paris. l'.)OH.
4 P.
Lorain, Essai historiqite sur Vabbaye de Cluny, Dijon,
1839; J. H. Pignot, Hist, de I'ordre de Cluny, 3 vols., Paris,
1868 ; E. Sackur, Die Ctuniasenser in ihrer kirchlichen und
allgemeindeschichtlicben Wirksainh'it bis zur Mitte des cl/ten
Jahrh., 2' vols., Halle, 1892-94; Bcrlitre, L'Ordre monastique,
p. 188 f. ; cf. Chevalier, R^.pertoin' : Topo.bibliographie, s.v.
*
Clunv ; and esp. A. Molinier, Les Sources de I'hist. de France,
Paria,'l901-04, 1. ii. 231-244.
'
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On 21st March 1098, Robert, abbot of
Mole.smes, founded in the diocese of Dijon the
abbey of Citeaux, which was to become the centre
of a new reform of Benedictine life.
While Cluny,
although careful to remain faithful to the spirit of
St. Benedict, had become the seat of culture, of
tlie liberal arts, and of letters, and had exercised
considerable influence on the external world,
Citeaux, under the inspiration especially of St.
Bernard, returned to an austerer conception of the
monastic life. All sumptuousness and solemnity,
even in the liturgical offices, were proscribed,
monastic architecture was reduced to its simplest
expression, and intellectual and artistic culture
was set on one side, manual labour and the
exercise of every kind of hard work taking its
horizon.

place.'

The Cistercian reform, whose influence, while
not to be compared with that of Cluny, was nevertheless of considerable importance,
especially
during the l'2th cent., spread beyond France and
took in a large number of monasteries in other
countries.
It continued to exercise its influence
till the end of the Middle Ages, and was revived on
a new basis in the 17th cent, in the celebrated
reform of La Trappe under the Abb6 de Ranc6.^
Before the introduction of the
(c) Germany.
Benedictine Rule into Germany, monastic life was
but feebly represented in that country.
The
Anglo-Saxon monks, SS. Pirmin and Boniface,
with their disciples, brought to Germany, along
with their missionary zeal, the traditions of
Benedictine life, which scarcely existed there at
that period, the only known trace during the 6th
cent, beuig foimd in the life of St. Eugendus.'
During the 7th and 8th centuries the Celtic

—

monks

of St.

Columban came

Germany and

into

founded a number of monasteries. Among these
we may mention St. Gall, Ebersmiinster, MoyenMoutier, St. Odile, Honau (Onogia), and Aschatt'enburg, not to speak of those at Strassburg, Mainz,
Cologne, Ratisbon, Wiirzburg, Erfurt, and Heggbach.*
In 1185 all the Scottish monasteries of Germany
were united to form a congregation, under the
jurisdiction of the abbot of St. James of Ratisbon,
by Innocent IIL Gradually the numbers of ScotoIrish monks that were at first continually coming
into Germany began to diminish, and by the 15th
cent, they were replaced, in most of the monasteries,
by Germans. This congregation ended by entering that of Bursfeld and becoming one with it.
Mention, however, is made in the 17th cent, of a
Scottish abbot, Ogilvie by name (t 1646).
Reichenau on Lake Constance began, in 724, a
history glorious in monastic annals, and Murbach,
Fritzlar, Hersfeld, Heideiiheini, and Bischofsheim
are scarcely less famous.
Fulda, in the days of its
prosperity, counted 100 monks among its inmates

and became a nursing-ground for missionaries, of
whom the chief were to play an important part in
Such were
the history of Christian Germany.
Sturmius, Willibald, Wunilmld, and also SS.
Walburga, Lioba, and Thckla.
Synods held in
Germany in 744 and 745 discussed monastic att'airs
and prescribed that all monks were to live according to the Rule of St. Benedict. Worthy of special
1
P. Guignard, Les Stonurnents primitifs de la r^fjlc cisterH. d'Arbois de
cicnnc, Dijon, is78 ; Janauschek, op. cit.
Jiihainville, Etiide surVHat iiiteneur desabbayes cistercienjxes,
Fiiris, IS-SS ; Berli6re, op. cit. ]tp. 271-274 ; Chev alier. Repertoire :
;

*

Topo-bibliographie , s.v. Cisterriens.'
'^
La Trappe (in the diocese of S6ez, Ome). On La Tnippe and
its history see Chevalier, Repei'toire : Topo-bibliographie, t,v.
Trappe.'
3 Ach6rv and
Mabillon, Acta Sanctorum O.S.B., i. 558; cf.
Hauck, ii.' 732 1. ; Heimbiicher. i. 226.
4 A.
Bellesheiin, t^'csch. der kathol. Kirche in Irland, 3 vols.,
Mainz, 1SS>0-91. i. 33Sf.,6SSf., 'Die Benediklinerstiftungen in
dem Rheinland,' in Studien und Mittheilungen, \x. [ISSS] 446 t.
'
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mention in this coiiuexiou is the Synod of AixlaChapellein 8i»2, fiimouis for the legislation wliicli it

for the monks.
Under Dukes Ottilo and
no fewer than 29 cloisters were founded,
which have left a name behind them in
history e.g., Te<,'enisee, Benediktbeuem, Polling,
and
Scharnitz,
Wessobrunn,
Kremsmiinster,
Metten.
Charlemagne and Louis the Pious were the great
protectors of the Benedictine monks. At their
courts were to be seen Alcuin, Adalhard, Wala,
Angibran, Arn, Ansegise, Paul the Deacon, and,
above all, Benedict of Aniane, the great monastic
reformer. The Cluniac reform found its way also
to (Jermany, where it conuuenced a new era of
The
activity and prosi)erity for the monastic life.
monasteries of Keichenau, St. Ma.\imin of Tr^ve-s,
Echternach, St. Emmeran of Ratisbon, Tegernsee,
St.
Maurice of Magdeburg, and Weissenburg
flourished anew under its protection.
Einsiedeln,
whose patron was St. Meinrad, a hermit who died
in 861, oecame likewise the centre of an important
monastic reform,' which extended to the aboeys of
Petershausen, Disentis, Pfaffers, St. Blaise and
Muri, Hohentwiel, Kempten, Ebersberg, and
Rheinau (near Schaflfliausen). The monastery of
St. Emmeran of Ratisbon in its turn introduced
its own customs into the monasteries of St. Peter
of Salzburg, Tegernsee, Priill, Weltenburg, and
several others.
Ulrich of Ratisbon (or of Cluny,
t 1093) was one of the most active agents in the

down

laid

Tassilo,
some of

—

Cluniac movement in Germany and Switzerland.
Hiisau, or Hirschau, founded about 830, was
also of great importance from the monastic point

The constitutions of this monastery were
adopted by 150 other monasteries. Hirschau, as
well as Cluny, offered valuable assistance to St.
Gregory vil. in his struggle against investitures
and against the abuses among the clergy. Like
the great Burgundian abbey, it also had much
influence on art, architectuie, and culture in
The reform of Hirschau, while keeping
general.
its own spirit intact, was, to a large extent,
inspired by that of Cluny. The annals of the
of view.

abbey were written by Tritheraius and Baselius.'
Another reform, which, like that of Hirschau,
drew much of its inspiration from Clunj^, while
keeping certain special characteristics of its own,

maae

not only in Italy, the land of its
but in Germany also. This was the reform
inaugurated by the monastery of Fructuaria
Its con(Friidelle), near Turin, founded in 1003.
stitutions were adopted by many Italian monasteries and in Germany, notably by the monasteries
itself felt

bii-th,

Maximin

of Gorze, St.

of Treves, St. Blaise, in

the Black Forest, and by Muri, Garsten, Gottweig,

Lambach,

etc.'

Besides these reforms issuing fiom within the
monastic order itself, mention must be made of
the efforts made by ecclesiastical councils to bring
back the monasteries to the practice and observance
In particular may be cited the
of the Rule.

Rouen (1074), and those of Poitiers (1078),
(1083), London (1112), and Paris (1212-13).
decrees of the last council, which received the

Synod

of

Rome

The

Innocent III., exercised a great
approbation
influence on the monastic order as a whole. The
4th Council of the Lateran (1215) established rules
that are still in force at the present day, especially
as regards the convoking of general chapters a
On Einflicdelii see .4 nnaiei Einsidleiiset, in Pertz, J/ on. Germ.
of

—

1

Uhl.

Script, iii. [18:«ll 146 IT. ; Chevalier, K./ifrtoire:
'
tiibliographU, s.v. Einsiedelu.'
2

.1.

littJO

;

Trithemius, Chrviiicon Monasltrii IJirsati'iiemtis, Basel,
P. CJiseke, Atisbreitujuj iUr Uirschauer licyel durch

Klogter UenUchlandg, Halle, 1877

(lie

Hole

Topu-

;

cf.

ileinibuciier,

i.

Sfi3,

2.

V

nti-rgttchunnen zu d«n dlUsUn ilonchsgewohnhrittn, Uuiiich, 1906 ; ct.Heimbucher, L 266 ; Berli^re, L'Ordre
inontutiquTt p. 189.
5*

All>er8,

kind of monastic council, composed of abbots and
dele''at€S from the various monasteries, wherein
are discussed matters relating to the discipline and
general interests of the mona-stic life'
In the
3. From the 13th to the 20th century.
13th cent, whilst nionasticism, in spite of all these
attempts at reform, continued to decline, new
forms of the reli;4ious life arose which answered
better perhaps to the spirit of the age, but which
none the less drew numerous souls athirst for
perfection and formed a current which, althougli
not actually inimical to the ancient monastic institutions, was nevertheless very distinct from it.
Such were tlie great Dominican and Franciscan
orders and a few other religious families iMs])ired
with the same principles. No other attempt at
raonasticism that was really original and powerful
remains to be considered, with the possible excepHence it
tion of the congregation of St. Maur.
will be sufficieat to give a brief outline of the

—

principal cliaracteristics of monastic history during
the last centuries of the Mid<l]e Ages.
The great schism of the West and the Hundred
Years' War dealt another terrible blow to the
monastic orders, but the attempts at reformation
were not less numerous than in the preceding
The Council of Constance (1414-18)
centuries.
consecrated some of its decrees to the reformation
of the Benedictine order, and was the factor that
inspired a great meeting, comprising 131 abbots
of various monasteries, which was held at Petershausen in 1417. In 1418 Pope Martin v. sent the
abbot of Subiaco, Nicholas Seyringer, to Melk, the
great Austrian abbey, to lay the foundation of
that restoration of monastic life. The enterprise
was successful, and a great number of the monasteries of Austria, Bavaria,' and Swabia rallied to
inter alia, Mariazell, Seitten*
the movement
stetten, St. Peter of Salzburg, Kremsmiinster,
St. Emmeran of Ratisbon, Braunau, Tegernsee.
The great Italian abbeys of Subiaco and Farfa
In other respects
also accepted this reformation.
all these monasteries reTuained independent and
did not form a real congregation.*
The Council of Trent dealt with the question of
monasteries as it did with all other Christian
The 25th Session (3rd Dec. 1563)
institutions.
treats de regularibus et monialibus, renews the
decree of Innocent UI. and of the 4th Lateran
Council, unites the exempt monasteries to form
congregations, institutes, general chapters, and
cloisters, and legislates concerning visitors, presidents of congregations, novices, and the election of
superiors and nuns in a word, it establishes a collection of rules and laws concerning the monastic

—

;

Congregations were immediately after
founded on those principles.*
Even more important than the Melk refonualife.'

Germany is concerned, was
that of Bursfeld. Founded in 1003 on the banks
of the Weser and colonized by Corby, this abbey
was destined Ito play an important part in
monastic history from the 15th century. John
tion, so far at least as

We have already seen that, e\ en as far l).t'-k as the time of
Pachomius, the endeavour was made to unite monasteries in
a species of federation ; another example of this occurs in the
9th cent., under the authority of .St. Benedict of Aniane. But
it ii not, in reality, till the lith cent, that wo find among the
Cistercians the usaj;© of general chapters properly so cilled.
From the Cistercians the practice passed to the' Benedictines,
and from them to other orders (of. licrlitre, I*s Chajiitres
1

St.

giinSraux," in Mltanqes tVhist. bintdUUine, Ith ser., Maredsous,
1902, p. 629., and Heinibucher, i. 274 f.).
> A. Schram, Chronicmi itdUctnse. Vienna. 1702; M. Kropfit,

K

Bibliotheca Mellicensul. do. 1746;
Keiblinger, Geaeh. 'drt
BerliJire, l.a
Btiudictiiiersti/tes JfrU;, 2 vols., do, 1861, 18U»
si^cle," in Itemu BiiUdictine, xii. (1895j
204 U.
> Petrus ab Audomaro (Walloncapcllo), 1 mtitulionum numatticarum SK^indxim ConcUium Trideiilinum Dtcreta, Cologne,
;

IWforme de Melk au XV'

16S4.
<

Set

tfae li*t In

Helmbucher,

I,

300
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Dcderoth (1 1439), who bad already reformed the
abbey of Chis, took Biirsfeld in hand in 1433 and
also Kheinhauseu. The three monasteries remained
In 1446 the abbot of Bursfeld
closely united.

In all it has been estimated that 578
1560).
monasteries, of wliich 63 were J!enedictine, were
confiscated. Besides the falls and lamentable defec-

became the president
constitutions show a

martyrs, and who paid with their lives their fidelity
to their vows.' Benedictine life was maintained
throughout all these centuries of persecution, and
the Ajnglo-Benedictine congregation has preser\ed
the inheritance of its ancestors to the present
day.
The Reformation which destroyed the monasteries in England and Germany did not succeed
in establishing itself in France.
There the monasteries held out.
The 17th cent, was marked by an
important monastic restoration, the Benedictine
congregation of SS. Vannes and Hydulphus in
Lorraine and that of St. Maur in France. These
two congregations, with an end and a constitution
that were similar, had for their common object to
re-establish a stricter mode of observance in Benedictine monasteries and to bring back the monks
to the rigorous practices of the Benedictine Rule.
The very large part played by the congregation of
St. Maur in intellectual work bore splendid fruits
and helped to found a school of erudition that lias
given to France a MabiUon and a Montfaucon, a
Denys de Sainte-Marthe, a d'Achery, a Constant,
a Ruinart, etc. a school that has never been

of the congregation.
Tlie
solid organization, with
and
means
of
safegeneral chapters, ^^sitors,
every
guarding the observance of piety and regularity.
The success of this reformation grew from day to
The cardinal of Cusa,' Nicholas v., and
day.

Pius II. became its ardent promoters.
At the
death of Abbot Johann von Hagen (1469) the congregation numbered 36 monasteries, which later
increased to 230. In 1579 the abbey of Bursfeld,
whicli up to this time had been the head-house of
the congregation, went over to Protestantism under
the influence of Julius of Brunswick, and the
congregation was itself secularized in 1803.We have already spoken of the monastic origins
in Spain.
For a long time the Rule of St. Isidore
was observed in that country, side by side Avith
that of St. Benedict. The Synod of Coyaca (1050)
prescribed that either the Rule of St. Isidore
or that of St. Benedict should be observed in all
monasteries in Spain. Not many years later,
however, the influence of Cluny began to he felt
and to spread throughout Spain gradually it predominated, until it finally eliminated the observance instituted by St. Isidore. In the 14th and
15th centuries two important congregations rose
up, those of Valladolid (1390) and Monserrat
The latter made foundations in Portugal,
(1492).
Peru, and Mexico.' The movement of the claustrales at Saragossa and at Tarragona were less
important.*
The Low Countries were a monastic land for
Wilfrid of York, on the occasion of a
centuries.
journey to Rome in 67S, having been thrown on
the shores of Friesland, was there welcomed with
great warmth. After liis return to his monastery
at Ripon, he sent over WUlibrod, one of his monks,
;

who

established himself at Utrecht, and became
the great apostle of Friesland, having St. Boniface
as a fellow-labourer for some time.
Other missionaries soon came from lona, and, like England, the
country became Christian and monastic at the
same time. The most celebrated of these foundations was the monastery of Echternach.''
The Reformation in Germany in the 16th cent,
led to the expulsion of the monks from their
monasteries, the closing of monastic buildings, and
the handing over of their revenues to laymen, and
great number
especially to Protestant princes.
were sacked. It has been calculated that in the
Peasant War more than 1000 nionasteiics and
A few monasteries were,
castles were destroyed.
however, saved from the general ruin (cf. Heimbucher, i. 295).
In England the effects of the Protestant Reformation were still more terrible for the monasteries.
In 1524 the Holy See had caused Cardinal Wolsey
to make a visitation of the monasteries, and one
of the consequences of this general visit was their
confiscation and almost complete secularization by
Henry vill. and his minister Thomas Cromwell
Elizabeth finished the work of destruction
(1534).
Scotland's turn came later on (1559in 1560.

A

1 For this
great man's influence in the reformation of the
monasteries of Germany, Switzerland, and Spain, cf. Heinibncher, i. :!9'2, note.
- On Bursfeld see J. G. Leuckfeld.
Antiquitates Bitrs/ttdeases,

Leipzig and VVolfenbtittel, X713 ; Eerli6re, La Congr6jjation de
Bursfeld,' in Reiue Benedictine, x\i. [1S99] SCOf., 3S5f., 4Slt.,
'

66uf.

—

-

equalled.
certain

A

number

of

new

orders which practised

monastic life and accepted the Rule of St.
Benedict as their fundamental guide may be regarded as branches of the Benedictine order.
We can give only a very brief outline of tlieir
the

history here.

—

The first of these orders sprung
(a) Sylvestrines.
from the Benedictine trunk is the Sylvestrines, so
called from tlie name of its founder, Sylvester
Gonzelin, of the family of Gozzolini (t 1267). In
1227 he retired to Osimo and followed the Rule of
St. Benedict, adding new austerities, until in a
short time a few ancient monasteries took their
place imder the new discipline. At the time of
its greatest prosperity it comprised 56 monasteries,
the greater part of wliich were in Italy and a few
in Portugal and Brazil.
At the present day this
number is greatly diminislied. The churcli of St.
Stephen del Cacco in Rome now belongs to them.
The Celestines are a more im(6) Cdestines.
portant branch than the Sylvestrines. They owe
their foundation to the pope of that name, St.
Celestine v. who at first was a hermit on Monte
Morone in the Abruzzi, and then at Mt.
He endeavoured to combine under one
Majella.
manner of life the cenobitic principle of the Benedictines and the practices of the anchoretic life.
When he became pope, lie protected and favoured
the order which he had founded, approved of its
constitutions, and accorded it many privileges.
His congregation, having made numerous foundationsin Italy, spread.into France, Saxony, Bohemia,
and the Low Countries. It possessed 150 monasteries, of which 96 were in Italy and 21 in France.'
The Olivetans were founded by
(c) Olivetans.
Bernard Tolomei (t 1348), a professor of Law at
Siena, who, in company witli a few companions,
retired to Mount Oliveto, some leagues from Siena,
1 A.
Savine, English MonaUeries on the Eve of the Dissolution,
Oxford, 191)9 Gasquet, Henrr/ viit. and the English Mojias-

—

,

—

:

London, 1888 Taunton, up. cit.
St. Vannes and
St. Hydulphus congregation
see
H61yot, \i. 272 f.; on St. M:iur, ib. p. 2S6 Heinibucher, i.
B. Pez, Bibliotheca Benedictino-Mnunana, seu dc ortu,
;i05f.
vitis et seriptis patrum Benedietinontm e congr. S. Mauri in
Francia, Augsburg, 1710 P. I.e Cerf de la ViiSville, Biblioteries,
'

;

On

;

;

;

3

Helyot, vi. 236 f. : Curiel, Congregatio Hispano-benedictina ;
Stuiiien unci Mittheitungen, xxv., xxvi., xxvii.
* Besse, Review
Beniidictinet xvii. [1900] '27a f.
5 0. Reiner?. Die
St. Wiltibrod'Sliftvuri in Echternach,
ixhCernach, lti05 ; Ileimbucher, i. 2.S3 ; Chevalier, Repertoire :

cf.

2'o-po-bibtitxjraphie, s.e.

wanting monks who became

tions tliere were not

*

Echternach.'

des auteurs de la congr. de St.
cf. Ileimbucher, i. 306 ; Cheva;
Topo-bibliogyaphic, s.v. 'B6n6dictins.'
di dlanfredouia. Historic degli nuinini ilhistri
per santitd del ordine dei Celefitini, Bologna, 164S on Celestine
V. cf. AS, ilay, iv. 418-637, and Ueimbucher, i. 279.
thiqxte historiiitte

Maur, The Ha^'ue.
lier, iJ(';)er(oire
3 Coel, Telera

et critiqite

1720, etc.

;

;
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wlieiipe his congregation tnkes it-s name.
They
lived as Iiermits, wliilo following the Kule of St.
Benedict in so far as its main principles are concerned.
Pope John XXII. g:ive his approbation
Fourteen years after its
to their constitutions.

foundation more than 100 monasteries, inchiding
Monte Cassino, had rallied to this mode of life.
Their principal monasteries were those of San
Miniato in I'lorenee, and Settignano and S. Francesco Koinana at Home. Anion" their menibers
are counted 4 cardinals, 5 archbisliops, 30 bishops,
and a few savants, such as Lancelotti, Bianchieri,
etc.'
(rf)

Humilinti, Pulsano,

and Monte

— Vergine.
—

—

Three other orders or conCTegations the Ilumiare also ofl'liati, Pulsano, and Monte Vergine
in Italy of the Benedictine tree.
The lirst
was founded in the 12th cent., with the aid of St.
Bernard, by St. John Oldrado (t 1159) near Cosmo,

.slioots

but later t'liey joined the partisan demagogvies of
Arnold of Brescia and then the AA'aldenses. St.
Charles Borromeo made a futile attempt to reform

them the rebel monks tried to get rid of the saint
by endeavouring to brinj; about his death, and Mere
consequently suppressed by St. Pins v. in 1571.'The order of Pulsano, which never made any
great progress, was founded in Apulia by St. John
(le Matera (t 1139).'
That of the Guilhelraites,
or hermit Benedictines of Monte Vergine, was
foiindcd by a friend of St. John de Matera —St.
;

William (Lat. GuUielmus) of Vercelli (t 1142), who
liad at lirst lived as a hermit on ^lonte Vergine,
in the neighbourhood of Naples.
He had a certain number of followers, and biiilt several other
monasteries in Italy and even as far oft' as SicOy.
The monastery of Monte Vergine became and
lias remained the centre of a very flourishing
pilgrimage.''

—

(f) Fontavellane.
Among the reforms in the
Benedictine order we must not omit to mention
that of Fontavellane luider the
inspiration of
Dominic of Foligno (I 1031) at Faenza lu Unibria.
St. Peter Damian (t 1072) was its most jiowerful

and most fenent promoter, and St. Dominic le
Cuinusse (' the armoured') is also one of its glories.
Its Ihile added new austerities to those of St.
Benedict's.
In 1570 it was united to the Camaldolese.'

(/) Camaldolese.

— This

of the

most

the cenobitin with the anchoretic mode of life. At
one time they numbered 2000 monks, and their
history is intermingled with the most important

events of the Church in Italj' in the 11th century.
Their founder was St. Komuald (t 1027), who
was at lirst abbot of San Apollinare in Classe at
KaveniiM, and withdrew thence to Campo Maldoli
(wlicncc the name Cainahloli or 'Camaldolese')
ill the Apennines with a
colony of bciinits.^
The order of Vallombrosa was
[g) Vallombrosn.
founded by St. John (Jualhert (t 1073) at VallomThe founder, who was not
lirosa in Tuscany.
ignorant of the attempt of the CamaMolose, also
took up the idea of uniting the anchoretic life with
the cenobitic motie, basing his plan on the Rule of
'

'

—

1

2

6.

IW

Lancelotti, HistoricB Olivetance, 'Venice, 1023

;

H»Jh*ot,

f.

For the llumiliati

P. SalKiUcr,

—

arose in certain great abbeys which we might
call monastic capitals, Chaise-Dieu, L'Abbaye de
Cluse, Sasso-Bigno, Sauve Majour, Le Bee, Thiron,
Savigny, Saint-Sulpice, and Cadouin.'
The Mechitarists represented
(i) Mcchitarists.
one of the most curious attempts at reform in the
Benedictine order. Mechitar (Mechitliar or Mekhitar, t 1749) was an Armenian who, with the
object of enlightening his fellow-countrj'iiien concerning the Roman Catholic Church, resolved to
found an order consecrated to the work of the
mission and the education of youth and the comIn
position or the translation of Catholic works.
Armenia ho was subjected to long persecutions on
the part of the schismatics, but, far from being
discouraged, he succeeded in founding his congregation in Armenia. His mo.st celebrated foundation,
however, was in the island of St. Lazarus, near
Venice
it
became a very active centre for

—

studies.
The monastery of Vienna,
founded in 1810, is also celebrated for its jirintingpress and its seminary.

Armenian

—

The Carthusians, like the
(j) Carthusians.
Camaldolese, represent a mixture of the anchoretic
and the eremitic modes of life in Western nionasticisin.
St. Bruno, their founder, withdrew to
the desert of the Chartreuse (whence the name
Carthusian ') in the diocese of Grenoble, France,
where he established a little colony of hermits,
whose successors have succeeded in keeping together
and maintaining their traditions down to the
present day. A great number of foundations were
made throughout all the n.atioiis of Europe. In a
Carthusian monastery each monk lives in his own
cell and cultivates his little garden.
They come
together only for divine olfice in choir, for conference, or for chapter, and on certain days they meet
in the common refectory and for the weekly walk.
They have always been noted for their fervour,
'

5.

Francois tl'AssU'',
Paris, 1804, p. 158 (Eng. tr., London, IliOI); H. Tiraliosclii,
Mcmorie deifti UumUiari. Modena, 1706 Vetera Uumiliatorum
Mnnrimeula, 3 vols., Milan, 1760-69 Il(Slyot, li. 162 1.
cf.

—

;

was one

numerous and most powerful of the congi-egations
of the Benedictine order. They essayed to combine

vl.

Benedict. This congregation, like that of the
Camaldolese, also phiyeti an important part under
Leo IX. and St. Gregoiy Vll. in the refoviiiation of
the Church in its light against simony.'
I'rance, which,
(h) Grammont and Fontcvrault.
in Cluny and Citeaux, had given birth to the two
most illustrious reformations of the Benedictine
order, has still two more interesting attempts to
its credit, although of much less imiiortance
the
order of (Jraninumt and that of Fontcvrault. The
Its founder,
first resembles the Camaldolese order.
St. Stephen of Mniet, near Limoges (+ 1142), where
he lived a very mortified life, withdrew to Grandmoiid, or (irammont, a place which was at that
time a desert in the same countrj-. His order was
more or less of a success in France, ami at one
time numbered aboutCO monasteries.'' Fontcvrault
(Fans Ebraldi), in the Department of Maine-etLoire, gave its name to the order founded by
Robert d'Arbris.--el, who renewed an ancient institution, namely, that of double monasteries."
The founder's inllucnce as a mis.sioiiaiy and
preacher was enormous, and at his death 3000
monks and nuns were united under his guidance.
His Rule spread to Eiigl.and and Spain, but I'onteThe mcst
vrault remained the principal bouse.
rigorous discipline maintained the sjiirit of St.
Robert in the monasteries thus brought together.*
There were also a few partial reformations that
St.

;

;

» H^lvot, vi. 135 1.
* T.
Costo, Storia deW origine del S. luogo di Monte Verghit',
Venice, 1691; O. Giordano, Crvniche di Monte Vergine^ Naplet),
1048; Hil.vot, vi. 122 (.
fi
R. Biron, Tie de Saint Pierre Damieii, Paris. 1908.
* A.
llistoriarvm
Klorentinus,
Camai'htb-ntiiuui,
etc.,
Florence, IS?.** ; G. Grandi, Difvertatintw-t Cmnatdulensen,
Lucca, 1707; c(. Chevalier, lliperioirc: Topo-bil/liographie, a.v.
*
Camaldules.*

1 V.
Siniius, Catatngxis virorum iiiu^trium eongregatumit
Vallin Uiitbrostt, Home, 1693; IIill.Tot, v. 298 1.
' J.
l/Cvfque, Annates ordinis Grandi- Monlemia, Troyes, 1G62.
»(in the double niunasterics cf. Mnry Itateaon, 'ciripTi and
early llistorv of iloulile Monasteries,' 7'raTis. o/ the lioi/ai Bint.
'
Society, xiii."[ls991 137-198 J. Varin, Meinoire sur les cau.scs do
disjidences entre I'lJglise bretonne et r^^'lise romaine,'
;

y.

11868]
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and among theiu there have been a few ascetic
writers of hij;h merit.
Some of their chapterhouses are celebruteil for their uriliitectunil beauty
and for the art treasures which they contain.'
The 19th cent, was one of restoration for nionasticism. While In England, Germany, Austria, and
Italy the ancient monastic congregations and the

great abbeys were maintained
culties, some attempts at monastic restoration were
made in France, Italy, Switzerland, Germany, and
America. It will suffice to refer the reader to the
article Benedictine Order, in CE ii. 443-465, for
a fuller account of these attempts {cf. Heimbucher,
in spite of all diih-

'

'

i.

600).

—

In an article that must
V. Conclusion.
necessarily be brief, Ave have been able to give
only a very ."liort summary or historical outline.

To

give it any degree of completeness one should
study in detail the influence exercised by the monks
on the Church and on society in general consider
what has been their work of sanctification, of
;

of apostleship
enumerate the services
which they have rendered to civilization as savants,

charity,

;

litterateurs, artists, agriculturists, and, at times,
It would then be seen that, although
vowed by their monastic profession to a life of
retreat and renunciation, which is the kernel of

as politicians.

their vocation, the monks have accomplished a
work that has been equalled by no other society
down to the present day.
If this resume of monastic history had any pretensions to completeness, .some mention shoukl here
be made of the nuns, in whose ranks are found
characters as remarkable as those of Lioba, Mechtild, Gertrude, Hildegarde, Roswitha, and others.

From

the historical point of view, however, this
unnecessary. The nuns brought no new element
into the monastic life, but were content to follow
in the footsteps of the monks under the influence
of the great reformers of the monastic order.
LiTERATCRE. — U. Berliire, L'Ordre monastiqtte des origines
au XI I^ si^cle, Maredsous, 1912 E. C. Butler, 'Monasticiam,'

is

;

in

Cambridge Medieval History,

i.,

Cambridge, 1911, pp. 521-

des sottrcea historiquesdu
; tJ. Chevalier, Pl^pcrtoire
'
: Topo-bibliographie, Paris, 1894-1903, .t.vv.
Ascites,
'
ABc6tisme,' Moines ; H.J. Feasey, Mimaaticism : What is it f
London, 1898; J. O. Hannay, The Spirit and Origin of Christian Mhiiaitici&n, do. 1903 ; A. Harnack, Das Muiuhtu in, seine
Ideale und seine Qeschichte, Giessen, 1896 (cf. Reilen iind
Aufsatze, i. [Giessen, 19041), Eng. tr., London, 1901 ; M. Heiijibucher, Die Ordenund Konaregationen der katholischen Kirche,
Paderbom, 1896 f.; P. Kelyot and M. BuUot, Histoiie des
ordres retigieux, 8 vols,, Paris, l&GO (orig. ed. 1714-19); H.
ii.2 (1910] 3047-3248;
Leclercq, art. 'Cinobitisme,' in
C. Montalembert, Moiiks of the West, Eng. tr., London, 1896
H. B. Workman, The Evolxitifm of the Monastic Icieai from
the Earliest Times dotcn to the Coming of the Friars, do. 1913 ;
O. Zdckler, Ankese und Monchtum, 2 vols., Franltfort, 1S97.
For a complete bibliography see Heimbucher, i. 46 f.; art.
'
Monasticisra,' in CE x. 463, 464, 467, 472; art. 'Monchtum,'
in PRE^ xiii. 214 fF. ; Berliire, op. cit. (bibliography at the
end of each chapter), and Bulletin d'hist. bew^dictine, 1907-12,
Suppl. to Revue B^nhlieline, Maredsous, 1912; Butler, op. cit.
Leclercq, loc. cit., and Chevalier, Repertoire :
pp. 6S3-687
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(Buddhist).—!. The mon— The monastic
order in Buddhism, as

astic order.
instituted by

Gautama Buddha himself, was not
essentially a new creation in India, but was derived
from ancient Hindu usage and practice. Separation from the world, in the solitary existence of a
hermit or ascetic or in regulated communities, had
been almost from time immemorial a characteristic
feature of Indian life. In adopting the principle of
monastic rule and self-discipline as the basis of his
religious system, and defining this as the sole way of
religious attainment, the Buddha presented to his
1 A.
Miraiua, Origines monasteriorum Carthusianorum per
orbein nnirersiim, Cologne, 1009; G. Corbin, Hist, sacrie de
tofrdre des Chartreux, Paris, 1653 ; C. Le Couteulx, Amuiles
Ordinis Cartusiensi^, new ed., 8 vols., Nenville-sous-Montreuil,
1888-91 ; on the bibliography of the Carthusians cf. C!hevalier,

Repertoire: Topo.bibli'ographie,

s.v.

'Chartreux.'

(Buddhist)

li'7

hearers no new doctrine or ideal, but urged and
enforced a duty familiar to them from the teaching
of their own sacred books.
The distinctive feature
of tlie

from

Buddhist order,
its

at least,
was the

predecessors,
it

owed

its

which it was differentiated
and to which, in large part
wide extension and success,
in

removal

of all restrictions of caste.
Membership of the order was open to all from the
highest to the lowest, without distinction of race
or birth. All alike were bound by the vow of
poverty, relinquished all personal or individual
possession of worldly goods, and sought in meditation and spiritual endea\our that deliverance from
the bonds of existence and misery which, the
Buddha taught, could never be achieved in the
turmoil and distraction of a life in the world. To
indicate, therefore, the life of renunciation and
strenuous pursuit of the highest aim to which they

pledged themselves the monks were known as
hhiksus,
beggars,' Sramatias or irdmaiicras,
endeavourers,' the latter term being given to the
novices or junior monks, and sthaviras, 'elders,' to
those who were the senior or ruling members in
the monasteries. The community of monks as a
whole was known as the Sahgha, or order, and
with the Buddlia himself and the Dharma, the
sacred rule or law, formed a Buddhist triad, each
member of which was idealized and invested with
a sacred character, and ultimately became the
object of a definite worship.' On the sculptures
the Sahgha is represented as a man holding a lotus
in his hand, the symbol of stainless purity.
In inception and intention tlie monasteries were
not the established homes of the monks. To the
latter no permanent abodes were assigned, but
they were to follow the wandering life of au
ascetic or beggar, dependent for their livelihood
upon the gifts of tlie laity, their only shelter
the trees of the forest, or booths constructed of
leaves and branches (pnrnctAdlu, pannasdla). Only
during Vassa Varsa), the season of the rains, when
travelling became impracticable or could be prosecuted only at the grave risk of injury to living
'

'

(

beings,

was

incumbent upon them

it

to

remain

in

a definite place or a permanent building. Caves,
either natural or artificially excavated in the rock,
seem to have been among the favourite dwellingplaces of the early Buddhist monks. Gautama is
represented as giving permission for five diti'erent
I allow you, O
kinds of abodes (pancha lendni)
Bhikkhus, dwellings of five kinds, viliaras, addliayogas, storied dwellings, attics, caves.''' The more
elaborate and permanent dwellings were, in the
first instance, apparently
always the gifts of
'

:

wealthy laymen, who desired in this way to do
honotrr to Gautama himself or to the order which
he had founded. A usual name for the larj;er
monasteries was sanghdrdjna, the abode or delight
of the Saiigha
and the term vihdra was employed
also to denote the temple where the images were
enshrined, in a building which, in the gieat
monasteries at least, was usually distinct from
;

main hall.
became necessary, moreover, at an early date
to place restrictions upon the absolute freedom of
entrance into the order. Such restrictions took
the

It

the form of the prohibition of admission to those
any mental or bodily defect, as the
and to the vicious in habit or life,

suflering from
blind or lame,

*

'

1
Thus in the three-refuge formula which every candidate
for admission into the order was required to repeat the Saihgha
is personified, and to each in succession the suppliant applies
Buddhaih inrauaih gachchhdmi, Dharfor protection and aid
math iarariaiii iiachchhdmi, Saiighaiii ^aranaiii gachchhumi,
'I seek refuge in the Buddha, the Keli^cn, and the Order'
;

(3foAdf. i. 12. 4).
2 Chultav. vi. 1. 2 ; SBE xx. 158
cf. Mahav. i. 30. 4,
;
where these are termed 'extra allowances'; a44hayoga is excommentator
to
mean
a
the
plained by
gold-coloured Bengali
house.
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{^amblers and those involved in debt.' The consent
of paionls also w as required in the case of a minor.

No

dislinctiun or prinrity of caste, however, was
ever recognized in Hiiddhisni, althout,'U it scenis In
liave been true that the earliest converts were for
the niosl part Braliuians. Inasmuch as in and
throufih the order alone was final deli\crance to
be attained, it was an essential feature of the
Buddha's gospel that no accident of liirlli should

hinder a man from entering upon and prosecniting
the path that led to salvation, to nirvana. It was
impossible for the layman to work out his own
salvation while in the world, fettered
by its ordinances and under the spell of its attractions. He
must renounce the world and become a monk, that,
undistracted and at leisure, he might ])ursue the
highest ends and win for himself linal deliverance.
The earliest ceremony of admission to the
monastic order appears to have been as simple as
threepossible, and confined to a recital of the
refuge formula,' together with a declaration on the
of
his
the
of
desire
to
become
a
part
applicant
monk. At first Gautama himself received and
admitted all candidates. Later he entrusted this
right to the monks themselves, each monk being
Tins rule .again
jjermitted to ordain one novice.
was found to be too strict, and ultimately the
only limit to the number that a monk might
himself receive was the condition of efficient
'

oversight.^

On

admission the candidate provided himself
with the usual ainisbowl and the appropriate three
vestments (trirldvnrn) which constituted almost
his sole possessions.' The colour of the robes
seems to have been originally diill red or reddisliyellow, as woi'n by most of the Hindu ascetics, but
varies at the present time in dirterent countries;
in the south it is usually yellow.
They were to be
made in patches or torn pieces, like the rice-fields
of Magadha.'' Besides the almsbowl the ordained
monk carried also with him a staff, a razor and
tooth-pick, and a water-strainer, the last in order
to ensure that no living creature should inadvertently be destroyed by him when drinking. The
use of the rosary in addition was a jiractice of later
origin.
Frequently the robes were the gift to the
Buddha or his discijiles of wealthy laymen, who
sought to secure merit for themselves by generosity
to the order.
Upon converts from other sects who came
desiring to receive vprisampadii a probation
(l>arivdsa, 'sojourn,' 'delay') of four niontlis
was impo.sed. l''ire-worship|)ers .and .Jatilas (wearing the jntn, i.e. with matted hair), however, were
to be accepted forthwith, on the ground of their
orthodox belief ; Sakyas also, because of their

kinship with the ISuddha.'
The daily routine of monastic

life

admitted of

The day began

early with recitation and prayers, followed liy the regular round
for alms.
Silently and with downcast eyes the
little variation.

monks moved in procession and presented themselves before the householders' doors, to receive
whatever food might be placed in their bowls.
For this they were not allowed to make request,
as the Brahman students and ascetics were accustomed tt) do. Whatever was bestowed they were
to accept with gratitude if no gift were olibrcd,
they were to pass on to another house without
showing resentment. On their return a simple
noon-day meal was followed by rest and meditation,
the day closing with service and recitations in the
temple or hall of the monastery. In most of the
1 Mahdr. i, 39-76.
;

(Buddhist)

monasteries regul.ar instruction was given to the
^nimancras, or junior monks, and iin cIciik iitary
education was thus availalile for the entire male
Tlieie were no public services, liowpopulation.
over, within the monasteries, nor any worship in

sen.s<! of the term.
Only in Vn.isn did the
ordinarily engage in preaching, or place
themselves at the service of the laity for the reading of the Scriptures or prayer. Twice a month at
the new and full moons on the uposnthn
the
days,
days of abstinence and fasting, the prn/imoKMi,^ or
confession of sin, was to be formally recited at a
full chapter of the monks.
Later a weekly recitation was instituted, which included the intermediary days, on- the seventh and twenty-first of
the lunar month.
In intention and practice, therefore, the Sahgha
formed a brotherhood, within which no distinction
was made of rank or birth age, learning, and seniority formed the only title to authority and respect.
The contiol of the monasteries was in the hands
of the sthavirii.'!, thii elders or senior monks.
The
iipadhyuyas or o hdrtjds were ordained members
of the fraternity, of some years' standing, qualified
by character and learning to give instruction and
to conduct the recitations and prayers.
The novices
or junior monks were required to devote themselves
to study, to perform the necessary services of the
monastery buildings, to wait upon the senior monks,

the usual

monks

:

and sometimes to attend them when they moved
All .alike pledged themselves to obey the
There were,
rules and discipline of the order.
however, no irrevocable vows. The monk was
fi'eeat any time without blame to discard his robes
and return to the world. In this way in some
Buddhist countries the entire male population
passed through the monastery scliools, and for .a
longer or shorter period wore the yellow vestments.
By his return to the world the monk definitely
desisted from his emieavour to secure for himself
for only
deliverance from sullering and misery
abroad.

;

within the order, according to the teaching of
the Buddha, was salvation to be attained.
Lay
brethren also (updsaka, 'worshipper,' 'servant')
were admitted to the monastery as labourers and
servants, and upon them a less strict discipline and
Nothing further ju-obobligation were imposed.
ably was required of them than to recite the threerefuge formula.' They took no part in the regular
life of the monastery, did not join in the daily
itinerancy for alms, and were in all matters under
the direction of the monks. The outside laity ahso
were accustomed to visit the monasteries to make
olferings at the shrines.
The rules of extreme poverty incumbent upon
the monks individually did not extend to the monasteries in their corporate capacity.
These might
be and often were powerful and wealthy corporations, possessed of great resources, and wielding a
corresponding influence in the neighbouring districts.
Their property consisted for the most part
of land and the revenues of estates or villages
which had been granted to them in perpetuity by
wealthy patrons, whose piety and liberality earned
its recompense in the merit which thereby accrued
to the donor.
Gifts in money as well as in kind
were frequently bestowed. Sometimes also these
donations took the form of the laiilding and furnishing of monasteries for the use of the brethren.
Such benefactions are recorded within the lifetime
of Gautama himself.
He gave his permission for
the dedication of the estate and buildings, expressed
his pleasure at the meritorious service of nis followers, find proi)heBied of the future good which
'

2 lb.
See art. Initiation (Biiddhist).
.'>*, .^5.
3Tlie rt-^tilations with regard toclothini; appear to have been
in part poh-mioal and diretrted a^jaiiist the Jain nsi>L-tic:9, who

1 Pall
Tliat tlie term
lil>eralion.'
iKtIInwkklin, 'release,'
Its
ordinarii.v corivejed Ulia meaninjf there can be no doubt.
orii,nnal significance is in dispute (see liern, pp. 74 and uote,

wentai^iut iiiKlothed.
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In respect,
theirs as a certain reward.
however, of their wealth and resources the monasteries of Buddhist countries difl'er to a considerable
In Ceylon, with the exception of a few
extent.
that are more influential and renowned, the buililines are small, and slielter few inmates. In Mongolia and Tibet they are large and elaborately
furnished and decorated, and frequently occupy
imposing positions of great natural beauty. Burma

hand, the kings interfered in the maintenance of
ecclesiastical discipline, and are themselves said to

would be

and Siam possess buildings of much architectural
merit and the monasteries and temples of Japan
are not excelled for stateliness and charm by any
The Chinese monasin the whole Buddhist world.
teries have sufl'ered much from neglect and decay,
and in many instances have within recent years
;

been altogether abandoned, or diverted to secular
purposes.
2.

Nuns.

— Apparently only with much reluctance

did the Buddha consent to the establishment of an
order of nuns (bhiksunis, Pali bhikkhmiis). The
traditional account relates that at tlie thrice-

repeated request of Mahapajapati, Gautama's aunt
and nurse, strongly supported by Ananda, the
Buddlia gave his permission for women to go out
from the household life and enter the homeless
state under the doctrine and discipline proclaimed
by the Tathagata.' The concession, however, would
prove disastrous, so Gautama prophesied, to the
prosperity and duration of the faith which he taught;
the pure religion and tlie good law would endure
only for hve hundred years instead of a thousand.
On the same occasion he prescribed the obligations
and duties of the bhikkhnnls contained in Eight
Chief Rules,' to which they were bound in strict
obedience. The regulations involved subservience
to and dependence upon the order of monks in all
A nun even of a hundred years' standing
respects.
was to rise and respectfully salute even the youngest
monk, nor was a nun to venture to admonisli amonk,
tliough she must submit to receive admonition from
him. Further a nun may not keep Vassa in a disIt is probable
trict in which no monk is resident.'
that the ordination of women as bhikkhnnis and the
establishment of nunneries are in reaUty due to a
later age than that of the founder of Buddhism.
The institution has never become popular or gained
a strong hold in any Buddhist country and the
number of the nuns has always been small relatively
to the number of monks.
The Chinese pilgrims, Fa-Hian, Hiuen3. India.
Tsiang, and others, in the 5th and following centuries of the Christian era, found monasticisni
flourishing in N. India, and the great monasteries
with their thousands of learned and studious monks
exercised a powerful and attractive influence.
They belonged in almost equal proportion to the
two great schools of Buddhist doctrine, tlie Hlnayana and the Mahayana {qq.v.). In the time, however, of the visit of Hiuen-Tsiang, themost renowned
of the Chinese monks (A.D. 629-645), they seem to
have been losing ground everywhere to the rival
The most famous Buddhist
sects of the Brahmans.
monastery was that at Nalanda, the modern Baragaon near Gaya (q.v.), a description of which is
given by the latter pilgiim.^ See, further, art.
'

799

(Buddhist)

lia\e taught publi(-Iy and expounded the principles
The most flourishing period of
of the religion.
monastic life, when the comm\mities of the monks
were most numerous and wealthy, ajipears to have
been from the 2nd cent. B.C. to the 10th cent, after
tJhrist, when the Tamil invaders from S. India
began to overrun the northern half of the island,
which was then the chief home of religious faith

and prosperity, destroying the monasteries and
introducing the beliefs and practices of Hinduism.
Towards the close of the 12th cent, a brief revival
of national religion took place \vith the re-establishment of national independence under Parakrama
After the death of
the Great (t c. A.D. 1107).

the king, however, a decline of national and religilife again set in, during which the monasteries
and schools of Buddhism manifested little vigour
or initiative, and, although the religious life of the

ous

community maintained

itself outwardly, it gradua low level of intelligence and spirituOnly within the last few years have there
ality.
been signs of a renewed vitality and interest in
the purer doctrines and principles of the faith, and
of energy or zeal on behalf of its preservation and

ally fell to

extension.

The

chief authority for the history of the order
Great Chronicle,'
is the Mahdvaiksa, or
a native record of religious and political events in
the island from the introduction of Buddhism by
j\Iahinda (Maheudra), the son, or, according to
Hiuen-Tsiang, the younger brother, of Ai^oka, at
the close of the 3rd or the beginning of the 2nd
cent. B.C., to the reign of King Mahasena in the
earlier part of the 4th cent. A.D.' There is also a
'
'
'
collection of devotional songs or psalms of the
in

'

'

Ceylon

'

monks {Theragatha) contained

SiUta-Pituka
of the Pali Scriptures, which throws much light
on the thoughts and aspirations of the inmates of
the monasteries, and gives on the whole a high
conception of their piety and self-denying sphit.
A similar collection of Therigdthd, Son^s of the
Nuns,' forms part of the same Pitaka." The defect
of the Mahdvamsa regarded as an autliority, over
and above its obvious exaggeration of details and
naive acceptance of miraculous traditions intended
to glorify the course of Buddhist history, is its
partisan character. Written in the interest and
from the point of view of the monks of the Mahavihara at Anuradhapura, the capital city of
N. Ceylon and for many centuries the centre of
Buddhist monastic life and enterprise, it takes no
account of the development of doctrine or teaching
in the two great rival communities of the Abhayagiri and the Jetavana monasteries, each with an
independent life of its own. For a period of more
than ten or twelve centuries, to the close of the
12th cent. A.D., when the leading sects were
reunited, no record is available of the activities or
influence of these two important monastic institutions.
Apparently they were protestant in their
beliefs and practices as regarded the leading and
established church of the JIahavihara. To what
extent, however, their teaching diverged fiom the
orthodox standard, or their manner of life was
Nalanda.
In Ceylon the power and influence nonconformist, we have no means of ascertaining.*
4. Ceylon.
1 See Mahdvaihsa, tr. into
Engr. by W. Geiger and M. H.
of the community during the early centuries of the
with Introduction and references to
Christian era, under the rule of the native Ceylonese Rode, Oxford, 1914,
other literature. The text of the Mahdvaiiisa was edited and
kings, who were enthusiastic Buddhists, attained a jHiblished by Geiger for the PTS in 19US, and an earher tr. by
high level, and were exercised not only ecclesiasti- G. Turuour and L. C. Wijesiiiiha was reprinted at Colombo
The rulers them- in 1889.
cally but also in political affairs.
The Pali text of both collections was edited by H. Oldenberg
selves received abhUeka (q.v.) at the hands of the and R.
Pischel, London, 1893. Translations of the Thertgdthd
monks, who not only offered advice and exerciseil and Theragatha by C. A. Rhys Davids under the titles of
Buddhists, the Sixtera, and Psalms of the
authority in matters of State, but as judges decreed t'salms of the Early
On the other Early Buddhists, the Brethren, were published at Oxford in 1909
penalties for breaches of the law.
in the

'

;

—

—

'^

i

1

ChuUm.

X. I

;

SEE xx.
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1

ff.

as. Beal, Si-yu-ki, London, 1900,

ii.

107

1.,

170

ff.

I
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^

1913.

See Cave, Ruined Cities of Ceylon

Magadha and

Ceylon^, ch. xxiv.

;

Copleston, Btiddhiam in
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More recently there lias been a recrmlescoiRe of
sectarian dilVerenccs in the island.
I'liese, liowever, coniern monastic usage and liabit rather
than belief; and in tlie latter respect there is
little if
any variation throughout Ceylon. There
are three chief sect.-*, the origin of which appears
to have been due in all instances to external
initiative and influence ; and one of these at least
seems to owe its existence to a distinct protest
against laxity of demeanour and rule. The earliest
and most numerous sect is known as the Siamese,
established about the middle of the 18th cent, by

a number of monks from Siam, who came
to restore,

it is

to Ceylon
said, the (rue succession whicli hail

been lost. About lifty years later a separation
took place, apparently on disciplinary, not docgrounds, and the Amarapura sect was
founded, its leaders being monks who owed their
rank and ordination to the Burmese city. The
third and protestant sect, the most recent and
numerically the least important, is the Ramanya
or Uangoon.
The Siamese is the most wealthy
and numerous, including among its foUowei-s
about half of the monks of the island. Most of the
important and popular temples and shrines are in
their bands.
From ten to fifteen per cent belong
to the Ramanya.
These last pledge themselves to
a stricter observance of the vow of poverty, and
neither individually nor collectively do they own,
as do the others, landed property. They follow
also a simpler mode of life, and avoid with the
greatest scrupulousness all contact with the worship or customs of Hinduism.
Outwardly the
sects differ in the manner in which the yellow
robe Ls worn the Siamese leave the right shoulder
uncovered, but the Ramanya and the Amarapura
draw the robe over both shoulders. The Ramanya
is most influential in the southern part of the
but
island, the Siamese in the central provinces
the latter is said to be losing ground to its younger
trinal

;

;

rival.'

(Buddhist)

the control of the northern and southern provinces
kingdom, the general oversight of morals
and ritual, and the management of the intereste of
the wandering monks or ascetics who are unconnected with any of the wats, or monasteries.
These hermits, who make their home in the jungle,
are now few in number, but are said to have been
The inmates
very numerous in former times.
of the monasteries them.selves frequently spend a
considerable part of the year in journeyuig from
one shrine or sacred place to another. Parties of
these pilgrims are known as phra todung, and as
they lile in procession along the roads they form a
Each
picturesque element in the country side.
monk is accompanied by a sisya, or attendant,
who carries his almsbowi and other utensils, and
a portable shelter or tent cimsisting of a large
Chinese umbrella, which is .set up in the ground
at halting places and a white cloth thrown over
it.
There are also a few nuns, known as rhi-sCitg,
who live for the most part in huts in the neighbourhood of the monasteries. They are usually women
advanced in years who are without relatives to
provide for their well-being or maintenance. There
are no regular nunneries.
The four chief abbots, together with four coadjutors or assessors, form a sort of Court of Final
Appeal in all matters of religious or ecclesiastical
The general control
atfministration or discipline.
is in the hands of provincial ministers of
the
Church, who exercise jurisdiction within districts
that correspond usually with the civil divisions
The ecclesiastical organization,
of the country.
and the ruler of
therefore, is parallel to the civil
the State is supreme over all.
In Siam, as in Burma, the rule obtained that
every male member of the nation should at some
time in his life take upon himself the monastic
vows, and become resident in a monastery. The
accepted minimum period of residence was three
months after this the monk was free to return to
the life of a layman. Most of the boys also'passed
through the monastery schools, receiving an elementary education in reading and writing and the
fundamental doctrines of Buddhism. The layman
retained an attachment to tlie monastery of wliich
he had been an inmate, and once at least in the
twelve months, at the religious celebrations in the
autumn at the close of Was, brought gifts and newrobes for the use of the monks during the coming
At the more important monasteries in
year.
Bangkok the king himself, as head of the Church,
goes in procession with much ceremony, bearing
In
rich presents and costly robes for the monks.
all the festivals and numerous public holidays the
monks take a considerable if unofficial part, and
are the recipients of much attention and many
generous gifts. In Siam tlie obligation of individual and personal povert j* is less strictly observed
than in most Buddhist countries. In some instances
the moniistic cells are adorned with books and
pictures and furnished witli ornaments and other
objects of luxury, and the monks may be seen
The
driving about the streets in carriages.
majority, however, live a simple life, and are
regular in their duties and apparently sincere in
The monasteries also frequently
their devotion.
derive considerable revenues from land or other
endowments granted to them by Government, or
from the gifts of private donors.
The routine of ;life within the monasteries is
practically the same as in Burma and elsewhere
The day begins and ends at an
in the south.
Morning jirayers in the h6t, the
early hour.
before
principal hall or temple of the monastery,
the great gihled image of the Buddha, are followed
The
food
round.
by the usual early begpng
and eaten
placed in the bowl is received in silence,
of the

;

;

The monasteries

most part
small, rarely containing more than from ten to
twenty monks. The few larger and more important institutions alone, as at Kandy, will accommodate up to forty inmates.
In the country
districts frequently only two or three monks live
Recitation, confes.sion, and preaching
together.
by the monks take place especially at new and
full moou, and on the mid-days intervening
thus
four times in the lunar month.
More formal
of Ceylon are for the

;

services last for ten days or a fortnight without
intermission, and are carried out at the expense of
who by charity to the monks
wealthy

laymen,

secure merit for themselves. During the three
months of Vassa ( I Vas) the monks leave the monasteries and live in the villages, either in specially
constructed sheds or booths or by invitation in
the houses of rich laymen, who entertain them
own expense. The rule that
generouslj' at their
the sea-son of the rains, corresponding in Ceylon

m

summer and autumn, no joumejdng

to our late

may be undertaken is interpreted in the sense that
no monk may be absent from his village or tem-

home for more than six or seven days.'
Siam. Perhaj)S the most distinctive feature
Siamese monastic rule is the control exercised
by the monarch. Otherwise the habit and disciporary

—

5.

of

monks are similar to the practice of
The king is visitor and patron of the

pline of the

Ceylon.

and himself nominates thesnjii/AAarfti,
or archbishop, the supreme ecclesiastical dignitary
of the
He .selects for the office one of the
country.
four chief abbots, who are entrusted severally with
mona.steries,

» .See
Modem Monaatic Life,* wheri;
Copleston, ch. xxvii.,
other and minor differences between the sects will he found
recorder! A. 8. Oe<len, Studif^ in the Religions 0/ the Eatt,
'

;

1013
London,
"

ilahav.

111.

p. h'Mtl.

IS.

;

Copleston, pp. IMf., 261
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immediately on the return to the monastery. No
solid food is taken after mid-day.
The intervals
in the morning and afternoon are occupied with
study and meditation and in giving instruction,
in recitation from the sacred hooks, or in preachThe usual title of the monk is phra, 'saint,'
ing.
or tclepoin.
The latter name is said to be of MOu
ouy Master.'
The Japanese
origin, signifying
term hunze is also in use among Europeans.
6. Burma.
The monastic life of Burma is in its
'

—

essential features similar to that of Ceylon.

The

monastic buildings themselves, however, are on a

more elaborate and costly scale, and the lives of
monks are more strictly ordered and devotional.
The monasteries also have been more closely in
far

the

touch with the laity, both because the monks have
mingled freely with the people in their festivals
and religious ceremonies and, more especially, on
account of the inHuential position which they have
occupied as centres of learning and education.
Previous to the establishment of European missionary and Government institutions, which to an
increasing extent have supplanted them, every
Burmese lad passed through the monastery schools,
owed whatever book knowledge he possessed to the
teaching of the senior monks, and for a longer or
shorter period himself participated as a recognized
member of the community in the orderly life of
the monastery.'
Thus, although the majority
returned to a secular life and to the pursuit of
agriculture or trade, the entire male population of
Burma had practical acquaintance with the life of
a monk, and knew from within his requirements
and aspirations. The system contributed effectively to national unity and strength, and for many
centuries made of the Burmese a literate people,
even if the standard of attainment was not very high
The boys learnt also respect for their elders and
habits of regularity and obedience which served
them well in their after careers. See art. BURMA
.

AND Assam (Buddhism

—

in).

The distinctive feature of the monas7. Tibet.
ticism of Tibet is its elaborate and gorgeous ritual,
recalling in many respects the ceremonial of the
Roman Catholic Church. The similarity is due
for the most
part to the influence of the early
Nestorian missionaries, who, whUe leaving little
trace of their doctrinal teaching, succeeded in impressing upon the religious life of the country

much

of tlie outward form and observance which
had been developed in Western lands and on Christian foundations. But, further, the Lamaist ritual
includes ceremonies of exorcism and magic, accompanied by music, dancing, and dramatic performances, the whole most widely divergent from the
spirit and simplicity of primitive Buddhism, the
source of which is to be found in the ancient native
superstitions and practices of the people, which the
Buddhist missionaries from India tolerated either
from necessity or of choice, if they did not actually
foster them.
The monastic communities of Tibet
are wealthy and powerful, with large revenues and

The buildings themselves are often of
great size, sheltering as many as ten thousand
inmates, and are imposing rather from their
unrivalled position on the sides or summits of
possessions.

lofty rugged hills than fiom any architectural
excellence.
At the other extreme, among the

anchorites and hermits has been developed a rigor-

ous and cruel asceticism, which is no less opposed
to the true Buddhist spirit, but which is closely
allied to and probably derived from the Saivite
mysticism and practices of N. India. See art.

Lamaism.

—

8. Central Asia.
That for a considerable period
Central Asia was the home of a broad and vigorous
Buddhist life has long been known. That life
1

Education (Buddhist),
VOL. VIII.
51

.See art.

—

vol. v. p. 177 S.
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naturally centred in the monastic communities
established in the several cities on the important
roads of pilgrimage and traffic that skirted the
central desert of sand on the north and south. In
the countries, however, that were subjected to
Muhammadan invasion and conquest little trace of
the faith remains. The Chinese pilgrims repeatedly

make mention

of monasteries with large numbers
zeal and piety excited their admiration
these for the most part if not entirely
were adherents of the Mahayana school. Their
narrative, nevertheless, conveys the impression that
the real influence of the faith upon tlie character
or habits of the people beyond the monastery walls
of inmates

whose

'

;

was but

Kecent exploration and excavaslight.
have entirely confirmed the record of the
Chinese, and suggest a fairly strong and prolonged
Buddhist hold upon the country. Ruined stiipas
are numerous, and bear witness to Buddhist traditions and the presence of Buddhist monks. The
monastic buildings themselves would be of less
solid construction, and either have perished or are
tions

unrecognizable.^

—

Of the monastic life of other Bud9. China.
dhist lands which follow the Mahayana with more
or less concession to native modes of thought and
superstitions there is little further that requires
notice in a general survey.
It will be sufficient to
refer to the articles on the several countries.
The
main character and type have been everywhere
preserved, but the details of mode of life and profession have varied greatly with environment and
the genius of the people. In China the monks
have occupied generally a degraded position, with
a few honourable exceptions, holding a creed and
practising a ritual in which there was more of
sorcery and magic than of Buddhist faith. The
exceptions were the highland monasteries, and
those remote from the centres of population, where
the monks, though ignorant, were simple, kindly,
and pious, seeldng salvation through self-denial
and right living. The nuns were no less degraded
and for the most part despised. Kecent events in
China, however, with the diversion of numerous
temples and monasteries to educational purposes,
the desertion or destruction of others, and the
spread of Western influence and science, have entirely changed the situation as far as the religious
life and thought of the people are concerned.
It is
not easy to forecast what the ultimate ett'ect upon
Buddhism \vill be, or how far it will modify or
even destroy so essential and characteristic a
feature of the Buddhist faith as monasticism has
ever been. That the effect will be profound and
far-reaching there can be no doubt.'
The monastic institutions of Korea
10. Korea.
resemble those of China, whence both doctrine and
have
been derived.
practice
Keligiously as in
other respects the country has always been dejiendent on its greater neighbour to the south, and

—

neither in belief nor in rule of life does Korean
Buddhism present much that is novel or of interest.
Overshadowed by Confucianism and ancestorworship, it has developed few distinctive features,
and has for some centuries exercised a decreasing
influence on the thought and habits of the people.
1

Khotan,i6. 309 fl., Fa-Hian,ch.
e.g. Kashgar, Beal,ii.306f.
(Legge, p. 16£f.); Yarkand, Deal, ii. 307 f. Sarikol, *. 29Sff.
act. M. A. Stein, A.ncicnt Kholan, 2 vols., O.Nford, 1907,
pagsinty and Ruins 0/ Desert Cathay. 2 vols., London, 1912 artt.
;

iii.

;

;

hy L. Giles. J. Pelliot, and others, in JRAS, 1914, etc. Stein
found that the memory of the Chinese Buddhist pilgrim,
Hiuen Tsiang, is still retained at the Halls of the Tliousand
Buddhas,' in the west of the province of Kansu, and elsewhere
'

in Central Asia to the present day. The tradition of his learning and devotion, and of the miraculous powers willi \vhich he
was credited, proved to be a real power in the minds of the
priestliood.
3

Hackmann, Buddhiiui as a

Edkins, Chinese Buddhi^nS
'

Monachisme,'

p. 133ff.

;

Religion,

bk.

iU.

ch.

vi.
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The monasteries

are iisually

stiiiill,

tlie

minilni- of

inmates rarely exceeiliug twenty-live or tliirtj-,
anil sometimes, as in Ceylon, no more tlian three
The
or four monks are fonnd livinjr tojjetlier.
more important institutions are grouped aronucl
the capital, but none are allowed within its walls.
Their numbers also are decreasing. The monks
themselves command little respect, and are drawn,
for the most part, as in China, from tlie lower

The

and inllncnce

Japan also
some of
the buildings, which are fortihed and buUt onhjifh
ground to dominate the country at their base. In
the neighbourhood of Seoul a few nunneries exist.
The most distinctive feature of Korean monclasses.

may

exanijile

perhaps be traced

asteries

is

of

in the cliaractcr of

the presence of pictures on the walls.

These are drawn and coloured on paper and mounted
on silk, and usually represent scenes from the
lives of the Buddlia. Often the entire surface of the
interior walls is thus hung with pictures, presenting a remarkable contrast to the monasteries of
other lands. Externally the walls are covered with
paintings in bright colours of borlhisattvas or other
supernatural beings. The .sanctuaries often contain only a single image, rarely more than two or
three and these are small, and for the most part
of clay or wood.
Metal images are almost If not
entirelv unknown.
In their dress the monks have preserved the
national costume in the foim of a long cloak with
;

and generally « hite. The
head is shaved, in conformity with Buddhist
The shaven head,
practice, but not the beard.
however, is not branded after the Cliinese custom,
be effected on other parts
although branding may
sleeves,

worn over

all,

of the Dody, as the breast or arms.
The order is
recruited mainly from boys received by dedication
or adoption in early chUtlhood.
Endowments are
not numerous. Most of the monasteries are dependent for their maintenance upon the gifts of the
laity, or, where opportunity serves, upon the personal labour of the monks in the cultivation of the
temple lands.

—

11. Japan.
The temples and monasteriesof Japan
are large and well-appointed, and give the impression of a reality of creed and life which is almost
altogether wanting to those on the continent. The

numerous Buddhist sects of Japan have their home
and distinctive life in the monastic communities,
and the monasteries themselves in the details of

their architecture present varieties of construction
according to the sect to which they belong. In
creed and belief the sects differ greatly among
themselves, and have few features in common with
the Buddhism of the soutli. In the past the
activity and strenuousness of the national life
found their almost complete counterpart in the
monasteries, which formed associations of fighting

monks

at war with one another, oppressing and
plundering the common people. In more settled
times speculative thongnt, mystical, devotional,
and idealistic, lia.s been highly developed, perhaps
most conspicuously in the Sect of the Pure Land,'
who hohl a theistic creed, and expound and practise a moral code which has much in common with
that of the NT. Accompanying a revived religious
life also, at ditierent periods of the nation's history,
missionary ell'ort and preaching have been prosecuted with zeal and success. Both at home and in
Cliina a similar work of propagandism is being
canied on at the present time \ntli much devotion
'

and

energj'.'

—

12. Conclusion.
It is n."tural to compare and
contrast the monastic prin<:iples and life of
Buddhism with those of the Cnristian orders of
the Early and Middle Ages in Europe. In the
1
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of discipline and government there
general features
IS much
obvious similarity.
All communities
vowed to poverty ami a celibate life, whether
Hindu, Muhamiuadan. Buddhi.st, or Christian,
almost of necessity or;:anize themselves on someThe essentiallj' distinctive
what similar lines.
features of Buddhist monasticism would seem to
be two: (1) the practice of literal mendicancy,
which takes the lortn of a daily round, eiiuipped
with staff and begging-bowl, to receive whatever
portions of food the charity of the householders
may bestow. In the countries where the Mahayana
type of Buddhism has prevailed this custom is not
and probably never has been obligatory or usual.
It forms a distinct and characteristic element,
however, of earlj- Buddhist rule and observance.
(2) According to Buddliist teaching, sidvation is
to be found only within tlie limits of the order.
The layman co.n achieve his own deliverance only
if and when ho dons the robe of the monk, and
takes upon himself the monastic vows. He must
seek refuge from the worM in a life of retirement,
meditation, .aid self-denial, for not otherwise can
the fetters of fc(;')>wi be broken and nirvana gained.
In Buddliist polity and doctrine, therefore, the
order holds a pre-eminent place distinct from and
above that which it occupies in any other gieat

religious system.

—
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MONASTICISM
monasticism owes

—

The habit of
(Hindu).
has been said, to the

its origin, it

natural tendencies of mankind towards mysticism
and asceticism. These are developed, set in order,
and satisfied, in the rule and restraint of the monIn India, more perhaps than elsewhere,
astic life.
and the
the practice is of very great antiquity
motives and instincts suggested, although true in
general of the rise and history of Indian monasticism, in two respects at least render an insulficient
account of the cau.ses at work. In the routine
existence of the monasteries, as far as this is distinct
from the solitary or wandering life of the hciiiiits
and ascetics, mystical devotion has played but a
small part. Mysticism in India has shunned companionship. The mystic aim has been the cho.scn
and cherished pursuit of the lonely ascetic. And
the latter, the ascetic motive or ideal, has been
overwhelmingly predominant among the cau.ses
that have urged such great numbers of Indian men
and women at all times to ado]>t the monastic
A third motive, howrolies and manner of life.
ever, exercised a powerful influence in determining
the choice of the monastic profession. This was
;

MONASTICISM
the Indian a iew of life as a whole.
By the Indian
life has ever been regarded as
essentially evil, and
relief from the burden and sorrow of existence a»
the chief and final goal. In many forms of Indian
doctrine, especially the Buddhist, but also in that of
Hindu leaders and teacher.s before Gautama, this
cud was to be achieved only in and through a monastic dedication and life. It was impossible for the
layman, distracted by the cares and encumbeied
by the possessions of the world, to secure salvation.
I'huancipated from these, he Avas free to devote
himself to the highest aim, and to win his way to
deliverance (nioksa [q.v.yi.
second respect iii which historically Indian
monasticism in general has been distinguished
from l>uddhi.st or Cliristian is the deliciency of
co-ordination or of a central control. The various
orders have been for the most part loosely organized,
and that from want not of organizing power but of
inclination and will.
The ideal of the Indian monk
or ascetic is not and never has been a fixed residence
and occupation, but rather freedom to wander at
pleasure, to visit the various sacred places and

A

shrines,

and

to dispose his

manner

of life

and

his

time independently in all respects as seemed best
to himself.
Apparently the habits and methods
of the monastic life have undergone little change
or develoiiment since the earliest ages. The mendicant, or wandering ascetic, rather than the resident
community of monks, has been the characteristic
feature of Indian religious life; and the monasteries
have served in a greater degiee as lodging- or resthouses than for fixed and permanent habitation.
The earliest delineations of Indian social and religious life present the same features as are seen
in modem times a large drifting population of
mendicants and ascetics, who find only a temporary
home in the monasteries, and after a longer or
shorter stay move on entirely as their own inclination prompts.

—

The

habitual practice of a life thus ordered and
is of extreme antiquity in India.
It
would seem to be based ultimately upon the Hindu
regulation of the four airamas (q.v.)y according to
which every Brahman towards the close of his
life must renounce the world and
adopt the homeless life and the ascetic garb.
In intention, thereno
low-caste
or
out-caste
man
could become
fore,
a monk, but
the twice-born.' In practice, of
only
course, the wandering population is recruited from
all castes
and many follow the life as an easy and
convenient mode of gaining a subsistence without
trouble to themselves.' The ancient Indian custom,
familiar to Indian thought and in closest harmony
with Indian ideals, formed the model for the great

determined

'

;

Buddhist and Jain communities of monks, and
gave to them precept and habit and rule. Only in
organization did the daughter communities go far
beyond anything that Was developed in Hinduism.
Here the preference for an independent and selfregulated life pro\ed itself the stronger, and broke
away from all attempts at a settled and established
order or government.

The Hindu monasteries, or maths (Skr. mntha),
are in\ariably of small size, providing aciuunnodation for only a few inmates.
Except at the important pilgrim centres, as Hardwar or Benares
Iqq.v.), where durable buildings of brick are found,
they are often little more than a collection of
huts or cells ranged around -a central court-yard.
I'ermanent quarters are |irovided for the ma'hant,
or iiresidiag abhot, of the numastery and his resident
The remaining buihlings are occupied
students.
at the ))erio<lical festivals by the members of the
'

'

The abbot of a mouastery in tlie Paiijfib made complaint to
C. Oni.in of the cru\'rl of idlu and wnrtliless satiltim who
fharueil llicniselvea upon him and took aitvantage of his
hospiulity {Myatice, Ascetics, and Saints 0/ India, p. 262 f.).
'
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order to which the monastery belongs. Attached
are a temple or shrine for the service of the deity,
and in the larger monasteries at least a sepwrate
dharmamlCi, or rest-house, for the accommodation
of travellers.
The term ma/hn appears to have
been originally applied to the solitary hut of the
religious recluse, and then to sin\ilar dwellings of
the communities of hermits living together in the
forest in the practice of austerities.
Of such a
woodland hermitage an attractive description is
given in Kalidasa's ^akuntala. The name was
ultimately extended to include all more or less
permanent homes or residences for the monks.

The maths

exist in considerable numbers all over
India, but the inmates for the most part live a
retired life, keeping to themselves, and both they
and their homes are little known to outsiders or
Europeans. Each sect or monastic order has its
own maths, that of the founder of the order being

regarded as the chief. There is, however, no
central control, nor any interference in the management or aft'airs of another monastery. The older
monastic buildings are of the siuiplest character
and architecture. Later more elaborate buildings
were erected, sometimes of more than one storey ;
but they never compete in size or architectural
pretensions with the great Buddhist viharas.
When the latter faith died out in Bengal, some of
its monasteries passed into Hindu keeping and
were appropriated for the use of Hindu monks.
To erect a monastery for the service of the
monks and wandering ascetics has always been
regarded as an act of religious merit. Tlie math
is the gift of a generous and pious layman
and of
such donors there has never been any lack in India.
In most instances an endowment for the upkeep of
the monastery is provided either at the time of
erection or by subsequent grant, and this is increased from time to time by the gifts of patrons
who endeavour thus to secure merit for themselves.
The individual monk is bound bj' a vow of poverty,
but the monasteries often become e.\ceedingly
wealthy in revenue and lands. Since the monks
themselves do no manual labour, nor indeed work
of any kind, the lands are u.sually farmed out to
;

Hindu

lay-proprietors.

The management, how-

by the tem]ile authorities of their large
revenues has sometimes been so defective that the
British Government has been comiielled to interfere, and take over temporarily the control of the
monastic estate.
The Hindu monk is known as yatin, one who
curbs his passions and has renounced the world, or
vratin, the devotee who has taken upon himself
the vows of renunciation and consecration. The
former term is technical among the Jains also, but
is said to be regarded with disfavour.
The naisthika is the religious student, who engages himself
to remain with the (luru as pupil and disciple after
the close of the regular period of service as a brahinacluTrin.
The titles yogin and sannyusin are
more approiniate and more usually applied to the
wandering ascetic, without home or stated means
of livelihood.
The former denotes the Hindu
mystic and saint, who endeavours to attain to
union with God by the way of self-control and
a.sceticism.
The annnydsin has 'cast oft"' all
w orldly fetters and attachments, and is separated
from all earthly wants or ties. Bhiksu, beggar,'
describes rather the common characteristic of the
class.
In the Pali form of hhikkhu it has become
the usual term for th» Buddhist monk
Hindu
usage ordinarilj- gives the jnefereiice to other
names. All monks depend for their livelihood
The
solely upon the charitable gifts of the laity.
daily round with the begging-bowl for doles of food
at the door of the liiiulu hoii: i.!;ol(U"r is never
made in vain, and the fiow of Indian charity and
ever,

'

;
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Tlio red- or
hospit&litv to ascetics is unstinted.
yellow-coloured robe of the monk is an unfailing
passport to generosity and benevolence all over
Such generosity accrues to the merit of
India.
the giver, and has no regard to the character or
motive of those who receive the alms. Among tlie
latter there are not a few whose robes cover avarice
and greed, or perhaps more often mere Indolence
and a desire to save themselves the trouble of
providing for their own wants. But there are also
among tliem sincere men, often of considerable
learning, earnest and devoted in their pursuit of
the truth.
Tlie Sanskrit law-hooks contain rules and regulations for the guidance of the ascetic life.
The
si.xtli l)Ook of ilanu is entirely devoted to this
Hermits and ascetics are to beg for their
subject.
food once a day, to be indifl'erenl to their reception,
neither vexed at a refusal nor exultant when their
bowl is well lilled, to restrain their senses and
appetites, eating little, and always to be on their

guard lest they accidentally destroy life, watching
the ground before them as they move, that theii"
feet may not crush any living thing.' The same
purpose is in view in the rule that a monk must
not change his residence during Vassa, the season
of the rains.' Elsewhere it is provided that
students, ascetics, and others shall be free from
tolls and taxes.'
They are not to be allowed to
bear witness in the law-courts,* probably because,
being separated from the world, their testimony
with regard to its doin<;s would necessarily be unnor do they inlierit
reliable
Penances
property.''
also are prescribed for those who for successive
days omit to go on the begging round or neglect
their other duties.' The oversight of the monastery
and the responsibility for entertaining itinerant
monks or strangers are in the hands of a presiding
elder oT a.hhot{mathd/hipati}. Around him usually
is gathered a band of young disciples, who are instructed by him in the Hindu scriptures and render
him personal service in accordance with ancient
immemorial cu.stom. There is, however, no delinite
or fixed hierarchy or gradation of otfice.
The
inmates of the monastery are free to come or go at
their own will, and neither their movements nor
their actions are in any way controlled.
They
must wear the monastic garb, observe the vow of
and
the
poverty,
depend entirely upon
bounty of
others for their daily sustenance. Beyond these
simple conditions they do as they please. The
actual possessions which the monk or sannyasin
carries witli him vary to a slight degree with the
sect to which he belongs.
The essentials are the
robes and a begging-bowl
to which are usuall}'
added a stall", water-pot, and rosary, a strainer, a
pair of sandals, the materials for smoking and
betel-chewing, and perhaps one or more vessels for
carrying or cooking food.
The vows (vrata) which the ascetic or monk
undertakes to observe are five in number avoi<liiig
hurt to any living creature, truthfulness, absti;

;

:

nence from theft,
ahinisd,

satya,

self-restraint, and liberality (Ski-.
astcya, hrahmachdrya
tm'iija).
,

These have "been adopted, witli the exception of
the last, in the Jain and Buddhist systems. There
are also five lesser vows; equanimity of mind,
obedience to the guru, gentleness, cleanliness, and
purity in eating.' The third is explained as having
reference to tlie danger to living beings involved
1
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rough or hasty conduct.

There

is

considerable

ditt'erence between the sects in respect of the ilegrce
of ascetic self-denial or actual dijicomfort and pain

which they voluntarily endure. Saivite monks are,
as a rule, more extreme in their manner of life and

The Vaisnavites allow themselves
greater liberty and seldom, if ever, inflict upon
themselves the prolonged bodily tortures by wliicli
the others seek to gain notoriety or accumulate
In all the monasteries the chief Hindu
merit.
festivals are observed with religious rites and free
entertainment for visitors, and the introduction or
austerities.

appointment of a new abbot is attended with much
ceremony. Of the routine details of the ordinary
monastic life, however, little is known.
The Sikhs also have monasteries of their own
and religious orders. The three principal are those
of the Akalins, Nirmalins, and Udasins (yy.r.).'
They vary in lx)th their dress and manner of
wearing ttie nair, some being shaven and others
displaying the loose dishevelled locks of the typical
sadhu. In one instance at least in a monastery
visited by J C. Oman the nuxhant wore robes
a white
differing from those of the ordinary monk
long-sleeved coat or tunic and a turban of bright
colours.
The chief and largest monastery is at
Amritsar (q.v.) near the Golden Temple, buOt of
brick in two storeys and with two open courts,
The other sects
belonging to the iJdasin sect.
also possess monasteries and temples of considerIn all a large part of the religious
able size.
worship consists in the reading of the Gianth
books.
(q.v.), and sometimes of other Hindu sacred
Except at the seasons of the great festivals the
monasteries are usually almost deserted, but on
these occasions they are thronged with monks and
others who have come to join in the feasting and
religious ceremonies.
The monastic institutions of the Jains in some
respects hold an intermediate position between
Their
those of the Hindus and the Buddhists.
rule and order are more definitely framed than the
Buddhist
the
former, but are less exacting than
and allow more freedom to the individual. As in
Buddhism also, the existing system or practice of
the Brahman monks or ascetics formed the model
on which the founder of the Jain faith ordered his
own community. Mahavira himself is said to have
had a following of fourteen or fifteen thousand
monks, and more than twice that number of nuns.
Over the monastic schools into which the community was divided were placed ele\en chief ilisif Gosala be
ciples, or ganadharas, or twelve
reckoned, who proved himself the unworthy rival
and opponent of his master. Jain writers are said
to compare the twelve disciples of their founder
with the twelve apostles of Christ, and to assign
to Gosala the part of Judas the traitor.
The prevision and independence of the founder
of Jainism are shown in the recognition which he
accorded to tlie laity. It has been urged with much
chief facts
l)robability that this was one of the
that enabled Jainism to withstand the stress of
|)ersecution and the steaily pressure of the d(jminant
Hinduism, when Buddhism, based solely upon a

—

Mahavira
priesthood, decayed and fell away.
established four orders of society within his oystem,
(•ach with its respective functions and rights monks
(bhiksus or yalins) and nuns (bhiKyuiils), laymen
:

The Jain
and laywoiiien (irdvihix).
in the Church by
laity thus hold a definite place
the side of the ecclesiiistical order. The Diganibaras, however, refuse to women the right to enter
tlie order, and a.ssert that they cannot attain salvation (m<iA«j).
The five vows of the Jain monk are the same
as those of the Brahman ascetic with the ex(xnlvak-as)

>
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MONEY
ception of the last, for which is substituted
aparirjrahn, the renunciation of all desire, i.e.
entire inditierentism.' This was the aim also of
the Hindu monk ; and it is probable that this was
the original meaninf; of the iifth vow in Hinduism,
sixth
although it is now diHerently explained.
vow is said to be undertaken by some of the
Svetambaras, never to eat after dark lest they
should inadvertently destroy life ; others declare
that this rule is implicit in the first, ahim.ia. To
tliis duty of avoiding in every way injury to life

A

Jains of every sect attach greater importance than
either Hindu or Buddliist monks.
The Jain layman is hardly less rigorous and careful than the
monk. All Jain ascetics carry a piece of cloth
to place over their mouths lest they should cause
injury when inhaling.^ The stricter sect of the
Sthanakavasins (Dhundhias) wear the mouth-cloth
the other
always, by night as well as by day
sects are
less
These precautions
scrupulous.
against the taking of life do not under all circumstances apply to the monk's own life. When the
twelve necessary years of asceticism have been
passed, which every monk observes in imitation
of the founder of his faith, religious suicide is
not
innocent but an act of merit and may be
only
even a duty. Most, of the gaiiar/harcis are said to
have thus ended their lives by voluntary starvation, and the practice is reported to have been
not infrerjuent in former times.
In addition to the mouth-cloth the Jain monk
bears the usual begging-bowl, and a strainer for
his drinking-water. The members of all sects carry
also an instrument for sweeping the path before
them, which in the case of th^ Diganibaras is
usually a peacock's feather ; the Svetambaras and
Sthanakavasins use a broom, of greater or less size.
Tlie head is shaved, and the two last-named sects
wear the monastic robes of five pieces, of a white
or yellow colour. The Diganibaras (' sky-clad ') go
about unclothed. These last are for the most part
found in the south of India. All monks are subject
to the vow of personal poverty, but it is said that in
many instances this is evaded, even to the extent
of carrying coin or bank-notes on their person.
The monastic life both of the monks and of the
nuns is ordered on similar lines to the Buddhist.
In the ordinary course the inmates of the monastery
rise early, and eat-h then makes confession of tlie
;

known or unknown sins of tlie past night, and proceeds to the temple for morning worship. This consistsin meditation, bowing down before the idol with
recitation of a sacred man tram, and in pradakfina,
or circumambulation, which is performed four or
seven times. About ten in the morning the round

made

to beg for food. One monk, however, goes
on behalf of all the inmates of the monastery ; and
in this respect Jain practice difiers from Hindu
or Buddhist.
The food may not bo eaten in the
houses of the laitj-, but is brought back to the

is

monastery and di\ided among all.
According
to rule the begging round should be made only
once a day, but it is often repeated in the afternoon. After returning confession is made to the
guru before partaking of the morning meal. The
hours from one to three are devoted to study and,
if an afternoon circuit is undertaken for alms, it
is succeeded, as in the morning, by confession.
The second and last meal of the clay is taken
about sunset, and no monk is allowed to leave the
monastery after dark.'
;

1 For a Jul] sliitenKiit a:id discussion of the Jain vows see
Stevenson, Heart of Jainlsm, p. 234 ff.
2 It i3
usuiilly supposed that the purpose of this is to avoid
liillintf inserts or minute animalcules in the air hy drawing
tliem into the mouth. Mrs. Stevenson, however, maintains, on
tlie authority of some of the Jains themselves, that it is done
lest the air itself should suffer harm {Heart of Jainism, pp.

luu, 227).

SSteven?OD,

p. 228 8.
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Initiation (iViksd) into the monastic order takes
place at the hands of a priest after a year's probation.
The novice lays aside his lay garments
and ornaments, and adopts the robes of a monk.
AMtliin the nmnastery itself three grades or orders
are recognized, liased upon seniority or the choice
of the community.
The ordinary sadhu, monk or

than a year's standing, may be
elected upddhydya and it then becomes part of his
duty to give instruction to the younger monks.
Further powers of administration and discipline,
including the right of excommunication, are in the
hands of the dclulrya, who is appointed on the
ground of seniority, or for recognized knowledge
and ability. Confession is usually made to the
acharya. For the greater part of the year most
of the monks itinerate from place to place.
It is
only during the rainy season and at the principal
festival seasons that the monasteries are fully
occupied.
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MONEY. — Money

is

name

the

S.

GEDEN.

applied to the

instrument devised by man which enables him
conveniently to effect exchanges of goods and
services.
It was a great advance upon barter when
an intermediary was adopted by the trafficking
parties that jirovided at the same time a measure
of values and a generally acceptable medium of
exchange. As man advanced from simple barbarism, he acquired some elementary forms of
personal wealth, and the practice of exchanging
with others to satisfy his growing diversity of
wants would naturally arise in course of time the
advantage of possessing an intermediary which
formed a unit of comparison of worth and represented a standard of values would come to be
recognized. For this purpose objects of common
utility or ornament were early adopted oxen,
;

—

cattle,

stones,

furs, slaves, shells, nuts, precious
bits of metal are examples of the

sheep,

and

various substances used as money in ditferent
circumstances and stages of civilization. These
selected substances illustrate the kinds of wealth
that were accumulated as stores of value and used
as means of paying tribute and debt.
They thus

became also a form
modern economics.

of

what

is

called

'

'

capital

in

Gradually the defects of some of the various
substances employed to satisfy the money-function
became apparent in their inconvenient bulk and
lack of divisibility for small payments, their
perishableness and absence of equality and stability.
Thus by degrees tlie essential attributes of good
money emerged it was found that the superior
metals (gold and silver) possessed in an exceptional
degree the qualities desirable in a good medium
and a measure of value. Money should have
it should be durable, portable,
stability in value
divisible
it should be easily recognizable and
capable of being coined. No substances possess
and retain all these attributes absolutely, but gold
and silver display them in the highest degree consequently they have been generaOy adopted for
money by civilized nations. Since they are natural
products, variations in their supply create some
;

;

;

;

fluctuations in value, as do also changes in demand which follow on the growth of population
and the irregularities of trade. But, on the whole,
gold has responded best to the needs of society as
a basis for its complex and ever increasing trade
and commerce. Standard money has the attribute
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of HMiv(MS!il acc-ciilaliility ; it oomiiiaiids confnlcnco
that it will ho i>ioini>Hy rcceivoil liy I'tliers widiout loss of value. It iiicasurcs the value of the
serriccs of lahoiir ; and wages as well a-s goods are
estimated in tcirns of money. The value of goods,
when expiossed in money, is called their price.
The busine.ss of money-changing, of banking and
finance, consists largely in the ni.inii)ulation of
money in its various forms and of obligations^
debts, credits, loans, etc.
e.xpressed in terms of

—

money. These claims are discharged either by
gold and silver or by documents (notes, cheques,
bills, etc.), i.e. by paper money, representative of
sums of metallic money and ultimately redeemable
in

standard coin.

The introduction

of credit-instruments, as the
paper substitutes for gold are called, is an extension
of the money-function and a refinement upon the
employment of metallic money. It is virtually a
kind of return to barter for, while itdiminislies the
nse of coin, it simplilies exchanges and substitutes
for payment in metal a promise on paper
this representative money becomes a valuaole commodity
and multiplies business by its convenience. Debts
are set ott' against debts by means of credit-instruments, substitutes for money that circulate quickly
they become a peculiar currency of promises or
claims that do temporary duty, and they are easily
transmitted by post thus they vastly facilitate
the business of exchange. The term 'credit' implies that these instruments are promises, and they
rest in the long run upon the recognized metallic
basis gold
therefore an adequate amount of gold
must be accumulated and safely stored in order to
give stability and confidence to the system.
In OT times money was always weighed (Gn
This was a necessary precaution in earlier
23'*).
periods, but in modern times the process of coining,
exercised as an exclusive function of the Government, confers absolute certainty, accuracy, and
uniformity, and inspires confidence the stamped
coin carries with it evidence of the amount and
value of the gold that it represents, where gold is
the accepted standard of value. The subsidiary
coins of silver and bronze are legal tender only
within moderate limits, viz. two pounds in .silver,
and twelve pence in bronze in Great Britain they
are only token coinage, and do not correspond to
their intrinsic value in metal, which is small.
The
value of gold, like that of other commodities,
depends ultimately upon the law of supply and
demand the valne varies with the amount avail;

;

;

;

—

wage-receiving classes,

;

;

able for money purposes, for large quantities of
the precious metals are absorbed in the arts and as
personal ornaments.
The quantity theory of money i.e. that the
value varies inversely as the quantity— assumes
that all exchanges are made in the standard coin,
but the use of paper substitutes, while it does not
nullify the abstract theory, introduces modifications too technical for detailed explanation in an

—

article which is mainly descriptive.
The system
of substituting paper currency for the standard
coin
for security that such paper shall be
rec^nires
convertible into gold on demand. To provide this
most essential requisite an adequate cash reserve
of gold must be maintained.
This is one of the
responsible functions of the Bank of England.
The management and control of the reserve are
matters too intricate for present discussion. The
excessive issue of inconvertible paper i.e. of

—

—

notes which cannot be met by gold on demand
has led many countries into great ditliculties, and
has frequently caused much loss and suli'ering.
Paper currency debased by over-issue drives ont
gold, destroys confidence, raises prices, and j)rodnces financial disaster business is checke<l, and
the injury falls with peculiar severity upon the
;

fiiul

that their wages

greatly in Imying
There is no remedy but lie re-instatemcnt
ptjwer.
of the curren<y (ma sound basis.
.V large number
of interesting economic problems arise in conof
nexion with the use
money they are, however,
too technical for present consideration, which is
restricted to a general account of the nature and
services of this useful instrument of civilization.
Money is a powerful factor in the spread of
fall

t

;

advancing progress, in distributing
the varied products of nature throughout the
world.
Money, in fact, may rank with roads,
vehicles, beasts of burden, railways, .steamships,
posts, and telegraphs in the advancement of human
material well-being. The oft-cjuoled passage, The
love of money is the root of all evil, is frequently
misapplied as casting a slur upon money itself
and upon those engaged in occupations concerned
with its employment. The dictum was, however,
intended as a condemnation of greed, selfishness,
worldliness, and ab.sorption in gain its profound
truth and ser'ousness render it in no sense condemnatory of the use of money, which is of as
great service to society in the distribution of products as a ship, a railway, or any other instrument subservient to the material needs of man.
In many of the remarks of Jesus in the parables
and in the gospel narratives reference is made to
money in its ordinary uses; in all these cases its
civilization, in

'

;

practical

taken for granted and its
unquestioned.
JevoDs, Mom;/ and tfie Mechaniim 0/

utility is

economic service
LrrERATURB.

;

;

who

paid in jiapcr at sui-h times

— W.

is

S.

Ezchawjc, London, 1875

;

J. S.

Nicholson, Trfatise

Money,

i>ii

and Essai/s on Monetary ProfiUinti'-'-, Ktlinburgh, 1SU5 F. A.
Walker, Money in its Relatione to Trndr and Induslry, ijondoii,
;

1880; H. Withers, The Meaninri 0/ Money, do. 1909; J. W.
Gilbart, Hist, and Prinriples of liankinrf^, do. 1837; W. Bagehot, Lombard Street, do. 1873, new cd., do. 11)10; G. J. G.
Goschen, Theory of the Foreign Exchanges, ed. do. 1890 G.
Clare, The ABC of Foreign Exchanges*, do. 190.i.
;

G. AltMITAOE-SiVIITH.
I. Ethnology and habitat.— Like
the Ainus and the Dravidians {ijq.v.), the Mongols
are a race distinctively Asiatic. They fall into
three great divisions Buriats (q.v.), Western Mongols(Kalmuks), and Eastern Mongols. The habitat
of the Kalmuks extends from the Hoang-ho to the
Manich (a tributary of the Don), their special centres
being Astrakhan and the Caucasus, Zungaria,
N.W. Mongolia, Alashan, N. Tibet, and the Chinese
The Kastern Mongolians
province of Kokunor.
inhabit chiefly Mongolia, the southern portion
being divided into a number of tribes, such as the
Tumets and Chakhars, while the northern section
consists of the more homogeneous Khalkas.
The Mongolian type is best represented by the
Kalmuks and the Khalkhas

MONGOLS.—

—

:

'

Nearly average statu re (Im. 63-64) head,3ub-brachyr,ephaKc
(ceph. ind.on tlieliv. eub. 83): bl.iclt straii^ht hair, piloua system
the skin of a p.ale-yelIow or brownish hue,
little developed
prominent cheek-bones, thin straight flattened nose, Mongoloid
eyes,' etc.
(J. Deniker, Races of .i/an, London, 1901, p. 379).
Another peculiar characteristic of this race is the
Mongolian spot,' small dark patches of pigmentation, especially in the sacrolumbar region, frequently observable in infants, but disappearing in
;

;

'

early childhood.

The

'

'

Mongolian spot is not,
to the Mongols ; it occurs
sporadically elsewhere, instances having been noted,
of Mexico (cf. also
i:(/., among the modern Indians
however, restricted

Deniker, p. 51).
As a result of migrations, the Mongolian race
has spread far beyoncl its original habitat. It has
profoundly afl'ected the Chinese (iiarticularly in the
in Bengal and Oris.sa the
south) ana Japanese
crossing of Mongolian with Dravidian has given
rise to the Mongolo-Dravidian type, and other
;

'

'

Mongoloid types apjiear
and in the Far East.

The

in the Iiiniillaya region

chief Asiatic area occupied

by non-Buriat

MONGOLS
Mongols (Kalrauks, Khalkas, etc.) is bounded on
the north by Siberia, on the sonth bj' China, on the
west by Kussian Turkestan and Chinese Tuikestan,
and on tlie eaet by JIanchuria. It forms a liigh
but depressed undulating plateau, roughly 2500 feet
in altitude, hemmed in by an immense double or
triple chain of forest-covered mountains, known
togetlier as the Hingan and Yinshan, on the one
side, and by the Altai range and its oHshoots on the
other.
Although the gTeater portion is Gobi (a
Turki word), or 'Great (Desert) Expanse,' and is
destitute of rivers sufficiently broad and deep to
impede seriously tlie swooping movements of horsemen, there are plenty of salt lakes (only one of
which escapes into JSussia by a river), innumerable
oases and pasture lands, suitably located sweetwater wells, and even cultivable or forest lands
dotted about and available in turn at different
seasons of the year to the nomads who know the
This fact
peculiarities of the country so well.
explains how armies of millions can easily move on
the simple condition that they possess sufficient
cattle, horses, sheep, and camels to drive before or
with themselves as food and clothing ; nothing else
matters, for wood and iron can be picked up by
the way at various well-known places, and women
with babies can be carried with the tents in huge
carts.
This vast rim of mountain range nearly all
round constitutes a huge watershed, and on the
outer side rivers run into Manchmia, Russia, and
Turkestan but the gravelly expanse of Gobi with
its parched atmosphere soon causes the sources
Mov, ing into the depressed desert portions of Mongolia to dry up or disappear into the sands, so that
in many places recoui'se must be had to rude cisterns
or reservoirs, automatically collecting fresh water
after each summer storm.
The Onon and Kerulon
rivers, the valleys of which have during the past
2000 years witnessed the successive rise to political
prominence of several obscure tribes, bring the north
centre of Mongolia proper into direct water communication with Siberia (i.e. Russia) and N. Manchuria {i.e. China).
2. Civilization and religion.
Mongol family life
has been admirably described in a series of articles
written (anonymously) by a Protestant missionary
for the Chinese Recorder (a Shanghai publication)
in 1S75.
Immovable property is scarcely conceived
of, and the idea of personal property and indi\ddual
rights is almost equally lacking, except in reference
to one's horse and saddle, clothing, and weapons.
Even one's wife who, so far as nature allows it,
seems to be the absolute equal of her husband is
only a life interest, for all wives (except one's own
actual mother) pass over on the death of their temporary possessor, with the felt tent and the stockpot, to the eldest son, or, failing sons, to brothers,
In case of great warlike expedicousins, or uncles.
tions, of course, there are temporary aggregations
of men, and the modern Mongols, like the Turks
and Huns, always have an annual tryst but as a
rule tribes scatter, families scatter, and individuals
scatter, so that the yurtii, or the felt tent (or mlnggu bo, as the Chinese call it in E. Mongolia), is the
sole economical unit.
In 1760 the entire Kalmuk
nation, four subdivisions, consisted of only 200,000
tents all told, i.e. before they were conquered. In
the distance, on the prairie or grassy plain north
of the Great Wall, one sees one or more black spots
like dung-lieaps.
These turn out on closer inspection to be felt bo, firmly attached by long ropes to
pe^s or other firmer anchorages fixed in the ground.
It IS the correct thing to make some sound on approaching otherwise one or more powerful dogs,
often of Tibetan breed, may attack the intruder.
The tents are composed of thick felts, arranged to
withstand .he wind and snow. According to
wealth or poverty the interior is hung with hand;

—

—

—

;

;
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some or shabby

and the exterior

is sometimes
with Chinese oil-paper or
other such impervious material
but severe simall luxury is makeshift.
plicity is the general rule
If a man has horses and dogs, or even only one
horse and one dog, and maybe works for someone
else as a herd, he is a poor man
a ricli man may
have as many as 1000 or more horses and 100 or more
camels (all of the two-humped or Bactrian kind),
not to mention sheepj and goats (never pigs) ; but,
rich or poor, the mode of life is always the same—
stuft's,

additionallj' protected

;

;

;

rougli, strong, home-made clothes, harness, and
equipment one or two trimks to contain treasures
and best clothes a hospitable reception for any
no tables or chairs and a
traveller, poor or rich
;

;

j

;

fixed etiquette as to privacy, precedence, or the
riglit to squat in certain honoured or tabued places.

No one who carefully reads all that has been
recently written about the eastern and western
nomads from the Shilka to the Volga can doubt
that in physique, mode of life, and even in basic
language, thej- are and always in historical times
have been practically the same people, i.e. a congeries of tribes whose national designations have
no deeper significance than that from time to time
an eponymous hero or a brilliant familj-, clan, or
tribe has succeeded in bringing most other tribes
under his or its own name or banner.
With regard to the modern Mongols especially
the Khalkas who had (sometime before the Manehus seized their opportunity of taming them

—

—

through Lamaism and saintly infiuences) already
succumbed to drink and earlier strong religious
infiuences, they may be said to have now entirely
lost the ferocity, warlike initiative, and passion
for plunder that characterized the conquering
hordes of Jenghiz Khan in the early 13th century.
Even Jenghiz himself, though a mere shamanist,
'

or casual idolater,' and, so far as is known, destitute of any religious training, seems to have been
by natural rectitude of character susceptible to
ethical influences when not injudiciously thrust
upon him ; and this quite spontaneously, for he
sent for and respectfully consulted a humble
Chinese Taoist philosopher who travelled all the
way from Shan Tung to Samarqand to advise him
as to the humanity of his own warlike proceedings.'
The religion of the Kalmuks and of the Eastern
Mongols is Lamaism (q.v.) ; the older Mongol religion,

however, was shamanism, which

by the Buriats
3.

(q.v.).

Present-day distribution.

Ming dynasty

is

retained

— When the Cliinese

in 130S sent the

Mongol tyrants

in

Peking back to their steppes, the old division into
the Western or right wing and the Eastern or
left 'wing'
practically Kalmuk and Khalka
was reverted to by the ejected Mongols, and these
two wings were subdivided into the Djirgugkan
Tumen, or 'Six Myriads.' When the Jtanclius
conquered or conciliated the Chakhars and other
inner (Eastern) Mongols in 1628-3,'i (i.e. before
they became emperors of China in IG44 as well as
Manchu emperors), they organized all of them
except the Chakhars into six chogolgan,^ or
'leagues' (translated by the Chinese word meng,
'sworn alliance'). These six leagues, four east
(Chill Li) and two west (Shan Si), are again subdivided into 24 aimak, or 'tribes' (translated by
the Chinese word pu this word aimak occasionally
appears in Chinese Jenghizide history as aima, and
'

'

—

—

:

in Chinese

Manchu

history occa.sionally as aiman).
'

1 See E.
Eretschneider, Travels of the Taoist Ch'anjj Ch'un,'
Chinese Record, 1; v. [1874) 173-199, vi. [lS7o] 1-22
also
Traces of Christianity in Mongolia in the XIII century,' by the
archimandrite Palladius, ib. vi. [1S751 104-114.
2 W. F.
Mayers, The Chinese Gmwriiment. Shaiii;hai, 1S7S,
suggests that, in so doing, the Manchus were continuing the
of
the Six Myriads, and Cj^-'iding the conquest at a
principle
later date of the Khalkas and Kahnults) were applying it to the
Inner Monj^ols along the Great Wall.
;

'
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This is not the place to introduce a discussion on
language or a long list of niitive Mongol tribal
names l)Ut it may be mentioned as specially
significant that the Khartein tribe of the Chosotu
league are the absolutely direct descendants of
Jenghiz and Kublai they now occupy the steppes
north of J^hol (thrice visited in 1869-71 by the
;

;

present writer).
Besides the 24 tribes of Inner Mongols under
their own native jassaks, and irregularly subdivided into 49 flags, or banners, there is still a
more intimate class of Inner Mongols known as
the herdsmen,' who are not ruled by their own
princes at all, but by the military governors at
The extramural area
I'enduc, Kalgan, and Jehol.
of which Kalgan ( = 'tlie gate' in Mongol) is the
governing centre is popularly known as Chakhar,
ii
word derived from the leading tribe, called
during the Min" dynasty Chakhar, or Chakhan-r.
There are also tlie Mongols of Kokonor, descendants of a collateral branch of Jenghiz's family,
with whom have been associated a number of
Kalmuk tribes from the west they also intermarry with the Manchus, but were not entitled,
like the Inner Mongols, to style themselves
'cousin.'
Besides these main divisions, there are
the Tumet tribes of N. Shan Si, the Bargu, the
Urianghai, the Mingad, the Jakchin, and other
'

;

odd remnants mostly of K.alnmk type, which
for convenience are ranked among the herdsmen,
and are under the administration of one or the
other of the Manchu (now Chinese) tutungs, or
military governors, from Ulia.ssutai in the west to

The Outer Mongols mainly consist of two races
the Khalkas and Kalmuks — between whom there
were prolonged and bloody wars until the Manchus

—

having subdued the Inner Mongols and
reduced both to complete subjection.
Even after the ejection of the Jenghizide dynasty
from China, when both classes of Mongols were
thrust back upon their deserts, they frequently
crossed the desert and fought incessantly between
(after

itself)

themselves, besides, separately or in unison, making
raids upon the Ming empire.
The Khalka area is
easily recognizable on any map because the four
(originally three) tribes or khanates into which
they are divided are usually plainly marked as the
Tu-shdtu, Tsetsen, Jassaktu, and Sainnoin khanates the last-named was carved out of the first,
during the Ming dynasty, by the Dalai Lama of
Tibet as a reward for services rendered to the
Yellow-hats at the expense of the Red. These
four Khalka tribes, or khanates, were again subdivided into over 80 flags, or banners, but this
arrangement was complicated by two of their
banners having been incorporated with the Inner
Mongols, whilst, on the other hand, three Kalmuk
banners were incorporated with the Khalkas. The
other two of the four Khalka khanates used to fall
under the high political influence of the Mongol
hutuktu, or saint, at Urga, who had a Manchu
resident to keep things riglit. A certain proportion of the Kalmuk race was moved to the neighbourhood of Lake Kokonor after the Manchu
conquest of 1753-54, and it there falls under the
control of the Chinese military governor at SiThese Mongol tribes are divided among
ning.
themselves
the Kalmuks have their own local
saints l>oth in the west and at Kokonor, but the
Khalkas, though kinsmen, are almost hereilitary
enemies.
Nor can the Khalkas easily coalesce
with the 49 flags or 24 tribes of Inner Mongols.
The latter represent the true historical Tata, as
;

;

1

See Parker,

'

Manchu Relations

;

Kalmuks were some generations later. They have
always been kindly treated by and have intermarried with the Manchus, some of whose
emperors have married pure Mongol women, recognizing them as legitimate empresses of China.
When the Republic was first declared in 1912,
there was some talk of the Inner Mongols from a
racial point of view joining their countrymen, the
Khalkas, under the united rule of the rebellious
hutuktu at Urga, but this uprising was averted
by the moral delinquencies of tlie hutuktu, the
political acumen of President Yiian, and the lack
of sympathy between the pure outer nomads and
their inner brethren, who are now by long habit
more or less impregnated with Chinese civilization,
political pri.ilege, and economic luxury.
LiTSRATmE.
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Jtihol in the east.'

China

the immediate descendants of the Jenghizides were
by the Ming dynasty after nearly
200 years of warfare with China tliey joined the
Manchuf honourably and nearly as equals, for
they were never conquered, as the Khalkas and
officially styled

vrith Mongolia,'

'

Cnnipai(,'Ti3

a^inat the Khalkaa and Oclote,' and other papers on thisi
subject in China Her. \v. [1SS6-87), xvi. [1888-89] also a paper
on "Kalmuck Ori-anization," ib. ixiii. (1898-99).
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MONISM. I. The term. The term monism
was coined by Christian WolH'(1679-1754), and was
used by him to denote the philosojihical theories
which igcognized onlx-g,—singla,inad-Qf_j:fiality,
'

'

psycliieal, so that he could
'monists' equ.illy well to the
materialists and to the so-called idealists of his
It is easy to understand why the word in
age.
this artificial sense should never come into general
use, and in fact it was so employed only sporadically by individual thinkers of the 18th century.
In the 19th cent, the term 'monism' came to be
tised by the disciples of Hegel as designating their

whetheriiuysical or

ap|)ly

own

the

name

mode

thus, e.g., K. F.
entitled,
Der ^[onismus des Gedaiikeiis ('The Monism of
Thought'). In this sense too, however, the term
had but a limited usage. In point of fact, it first
])eculiar
in

Goeschel,

1832,

of thought

published

;

a Avork

found a place in current speech as the designation
of a philosophical movement closely related to the
modem theory of biological evolution, and it was,
in particular, the biologist

Haeckel and the philo-

MONISM
who brought tlie word into general
In Germany the philosophical movecurrency.
ment referred to has found concrete expression in
a 'monistic society' (Monistcnhund), which has
drawn to itself a considerable body of adherents.
Nevertheless, certain other applications of the
term still maintain their ground. In especial, the
name monism is given to the philosophical theory
which, instead of subordinating the soul to the
body, or the body to the soul, interprets them as
equivalent aspects of a single fundanientp.l process,
and on this ground constantly refers each to the
other.
Of monism in this sense Spinoza is generFinally,
ally regarded as the leading exponent.
taking the term in its widest sense, we might
of
which
to
mode
seeks
to
it
thought
every
apply
transcend the distinction between the physical and
the psychical, and to reach an ultimate unity. The
fact that these various significations are often
mingled together in common usage has led to great
confusion and much unproBtable controversy.
2. Monism as expressing an inherent need of
the mind.^In its widest sense monism is the exlogist Schleicher

'

'

pression of a

demand which no philosophy and no

The human
religion can in the last resort evade.
mind at length refuses to allow the real to fall
apart into the irreconcilable opposites of body and
and every system of
soul, of nature and spirit
thought must ultimately arrive at some kind of
In this sense Christianity itself is a monunity.
ism a spiritual monism since it traces all reality
to the divine Spirit.
In the philosophical realm,
however, monism usually stands for the Spino;

—

—

zistic view, which recognizes an exact correspondence between extension and thought, the visible
and the invisible, finds the same laws and forces to

work

in each,

and interprets the order and con-

nexion of thought as identical with the order and
connexion of things (Spinoza, Eth. ii. prop. 7 ' ordo
et connexio idearum idem est ac ordo et connexio
rerum '). This view has the advantage of providing a solution of the simplest kind for a problem
:

—

which cost Spinoza's predecessors much trouble
the problem, namely, of the interaction of soul and
body for, on this theory, according to whicli the
two series of facts proceed side by side quite independently, and yet remain ever in mutual harmony,
there is no interaction at all, the specihc data of
either series being explained by the relations of
;

Modem psychology, in following
has propounded the doctrine of
'psychophysical parallelism,' and strives to apply
the doctrine to mental and bodily processes in
As this whole mode of thought appardetail.
ently permits each aspect to develop its own distinctive character, without severing it or keeping
it apart from the other, it has proved remarkably
attractive to the human mind.
Its power of
3. Its tendency to one-sidedness.
attraction, however, lasts only as long as we keep
outlines
of
to the general
the problem, and every
attempt to give the idea a more precise application
encounters great difficulties, and results in giving
the preponderance to one or other of the two sides
either the physical becomes predominant, and the
psychical a mere reflexion or concomitant of it, or
else the psychical is assigned the superior position
and the physical becomes simply its outward expression or a means to its ends. Thus monism
inevitably breaks up into two forms an idealistic
and a naturalistic and there never has been, nor
can there ever be, a pure monism, i.e. a monism
maintaining a perfect equipoise between body and
that series alone.

up

this theory,

—

:

—

—

spirit.

The

clearest

exemplilication of

this

is

found in Spinoza himself a closer scrutiny of his
thought shows that he is never purely monistic, bxit
always leans more either to naturalism or to idealism the former in the groundwork, the latter in
;

—
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the consummation, of his system, as appears more
In the beginning of that
especially in his Ethics.
work the supreme factor, the core of the real, is
nature, wlii'.r' psychical life is a mere representation of the natural process, and simply follows its
order at the close, however, this naturalism is
transmuted into an idealism, for Spinoza's doctrine
that all reality is supported and integrated by a
divine life, and that nature only moulds that life
into visible form, as well as the doctrine that man
is capable of assimilating the whole universe, and
of attaining infinity and eternity by the intellectual
love of God ('amor dei intellectualis'), cannot be
called anything but idealism.
Whatever Spinoza
may have meant, he certainly did not reach a pure
monism and the subsequent development of
philosophical thought shows that the monistic
movement always inclines either to the one side or
to the other.
;

;

—

monism. The classical period of
literature was dominated by an idealistic
monism, and, in particular, Goethe gave his full
adherence to the view. In the philosophy of the
period, this type of idealism found powerful support
in Schelling's philosophy of identity.
Yet, while
in art and philosophical thought the outer and
(a) Idealistic

German

inner worlds were made closely dependent upon
each other and were firmly interlinked, they were
not regarded as of co-ordinate authority ; on the
contrary, the universe of reality seems here to be
pervaded by an inner life, and the union of the
visible and the invisible world is brought about
upon the basis of the spirit. It was, however,
strongly insisted upon that the inward life cannot

come to its own, or realize itself perfectly, without
in some way embodying itself and taking perceptible form in the external.
Here we have the
genesis of an sesthetic and phUosophical monism of
the idealistic type.

—

On the other hand,
(6) Naturalistic monism.
the monism frequently associated with the modem
theory of evolution exhibits a naturalistic tendency.
It regards the phj'sical world as the essential substance of the real, and ditS'ers from mattrialism only
in the circumstance that it conceives the psychical,
not as derived from physical processes, but as
present from the first even in the most minute
elements of the material world, and as forming an
essential constituent therein.
Even so, however,
the psychical is not thought of as attaining to
it has no powers
independence and spontaneity
or laws peculiarly its own, but is in every respect
subordinate to, and wholly interwoven witli, external nature
nor again, on this theory, is human
life endowed with any special significance or accorded any distinctive vocation.
It is true that
this naturalistic monism, in its theory of practical
life, recognizes the ideal ends of the Good, the True,
and the Keautiful, and undertakes the task of
furthering them. But it can do so only by contravening its own naturalistic principles, and thus
it comes to exhibit the fatal inconsequence of theoretically recognizing unity as its supreme aim while
in practice falling into an absolute contradiction
;

;

between thought and

The progress that

action.
tliis

theory of naturalistic

monism, in spite of its inherent flaws, is making in
contemporary life, in Germany at least, is due to
the concurrence of various causes. Nature, formerly so often sadly ignored, has come to mean more

and more

for the

reveal ever

more

modern mind.

Not only does she

fully the delicate texture of her
being, but in yielding herself to the practical arts
she has added vastly to our command of the environment. The importance of the material factor
for human well-being is much more
widely recognized in modern civilization than was once the case.
The result of these various
is that

developments
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Xiituic now exercises a much more profound influeuce even upon our tlio-i^'lits ami convictions than
she formerly <li<l. 'I'liis Joes not, of course, l(!;iil
necessarily to a ii.-iluralislic philo-sopliy, nor was
tliero any t;reat danger of sucli an issue as lon^' as

Romanes, Mind and Mutton and Monium, London, Is9j
Ostwald, l'nrhsun(/en nlier XaturphilosnphieS, Lcipzi'^,
Monistischr Sonntansprcriifitai, Berlin, 1911 ff.;
Monisiiius in alter uml netirr Zcil, Rnsel, 1908

Haeckel,
ICng.

Eng.

ends lield sway amouij human bcinj;s
and dominated tlicir common ellbrts. But sucli
higli sijiritual

spiritual ends liavc been, if not
lost sight
entirely
yet iarj^cly obscured, in tlie development of
life ; with regard to the ultimate
questions
of human existence mankind is now in a state of

to special tendencies of
thought ; and this
condition is fulfilled when it insists
upon a higher
of
the
natural
factor in human life, and
recognition
demands that the assured results of modern science
shall not be ignored by those who
speak in the name
of religion.
Its weakness, again, shows itself in
the positive aspect of its work, and in its claim to
serve as a guide to human life and to
satisfy the
human soul. For such ends it has, in truth, nothing
to otter but an intellectual
interpretation of things

—an

interpretation which purports, by improving
our conceptions of nature and by showing that man
forms parD of nature, to be able to supply the human
heart with powerful impulses and endow it with
happiness. But between ends and means, between
claim and achievement, there is a wide
disparity.
The scientific procedure of monism, moreover,
suffers from the defect of
confusing natural science
with the philosophy of nature, and of too
rashly
transforming the results of natural science into
of
the
cosmos, while giving no recogniprinciples
tion at all to the peculiar character of
spiritual life
or the process of universal
But, whathistory.

ever

judj^'ment we may pass upon this modern
it is
certainly a notable feature in the life

monism,

of the present day.
I.iTERMrp.B.— A. Biin, ilind and Body',
London, 1873 R.
Eisler, GmchicMc des Manismim, Leipzig, 1910; R Eacken
.tfoin Curmiti of Modern
Thoiujht, Eiik. tr., Loudon, 1912'
A. Forel, '."nAirn imd.Sec&ll, Leipzig, 1910; C.
Lloyd Morgan
•Three
;

Aspectf of .Moninm,' in Monint,

iv,

[18911 321; G.

J

;

ytittirticlie Schop/jnidsgrschicfttr, Herlin,
1868, i«'190-/,
London, ISOa, Aiithropoijciiie, t.eipzin, 1874, ''lOO.ii

tr.. Tin:

Kmhdiiin of Man,

I_,ond«n,

Ih'r

lOn.'i,

Moniimus

Band zwhrhen li.-lii]ion nnd Win.^iiisc:ha/t, linnn, WXi,
Eng. tr., Lojidnn, 1S91, Die Wellruthael, IJonn, 1809, Eng. tr.)
The Riddle 0/ the Unieerse^ London, 19U0.
R. EUCKKN.

MONKEY.— See Animals.
MONOLATRY AND HENOTHEISM.— .\

modern

tives

W.

lOO.")'

als

or,

grave disunion, and common eilort has given place
to widely divergent tendencies.
Amid so much
diversity regarding the content of the spiritual
life, the longing for a single all-embracing theory
of existence readily attracts men to the
path of
naturalism, which prollcrs what seems to be the
simplest and most intelligible solution of the great
problem. In reality, therefore, it is the defects of
the opposite view that here lend strength to moni.sm.
Another factor which— in Germany at leastoperates in favour of naturalistic monism is found
in the perplexities that have
emerged in the province of religion and the Church. That
religion
at the present day bristles with problems, and that
the minds of men dili'er widely in the treatment of
them, are facts that cannot be denied even by those
for whom religion is a
In
supreme interest.
Germany, however, the situation is greatly aggravated by the intimate relations between Church and
State, since in such circumstances the doctrines of
religion readily come to be felt as a restraint imposed by the State upon thought ; and, where large
numbers are already alienated from religion, or in
dubiety regarding it, there is a natural tendency
to look with sympathy
upon movements that set
forth with perfect candour the conflict of
ideals,
especially the conflict between natural science and
the teaching of the Church, and seek to
bring it to
a decisive settlement.
From this position the
monist may regard himself as a
champion of
freedom and truth.
4. Its function and limitations.— When we have
in this way explained the
spread of naturalistic
monism, we have at the same time shown its
limitations.
It possesses a certain
power and has
also a degree of rightful
authority as long as it
maintains a critical attitude and provides incen-

tr.*,

;

J.Wendland'
and csp. k!

whole group of words, some of them classical, are
fibvo^ as a prefix.
Ecclesiastical
usage added not a few others— c. jr. 'monogamy,'
marriage only once, re-niairiage after the death
of one's wife being forbidden,
Monophysites,'
Monotheletes.' To these was added, in modern
times, 'monotheism' (y.y.) this term was touched
with ambiguitj-. since it was sometimes a synonym
for unitarianism.
Last of all, apparently by Julius
Wellhausen,' 'monolatry' was coined to express
not belief in the sole existence of one god, but
restriction of worship to one object of trust and
loyalty, although other races might admittedly
have other supernatural helpers.
If the first half of the word shows it to be akin
to monotheism, its atlinities on the other side are
with idolatry (see Images and Idols). Christian
usage, from the Bible downwards, vacillates
between interpreting idolatry as image-worship
and as worship of false gods in the sense of nonexistent beings.
In the Iloman Catholic Church
the distinction is made between latrin, worship
paid only to the Persons of the Trinity, and dulia,
veneration of the saints {even the Blessed Virgin
recei\es not latria, but hyperchiUa).
Both in the
Roman and in the Greek Churches adoratio (irpoaKvurjcns) or diiliii is rendered to images or icons of
the Divine Persons and saints, as well as to the
Gospels, relics, etc. (cf. Denzinger", nos. 302, 337,

compounded with

,

'

'

;

'

'

342, 985

f.).

Unhappily, there

is

another term which habitu-

ally presents itself as a synonym for monolatry
and as a rival henotheisiu.
This word was
coined by F. Max Miiller while under the influence of Schelling. In a review of Renan, entitled
Semitic Monotheism,' and contributed to
the Times in 1860 (reprinted in Chips from a German Workshop, i. [1867], and again in Selected

—

'

Essays,

ii.

[1881]),

while

Miiller,

repudiating

Kenan's theory of a monotheistic instinct peculiar

to the Semites, finds at the basis of all religion a
crude or vague faith in the divine, not yet articulated either into polytheism or into monotheism,
and calls this ' henotheism.
As thus defined on its
first emergence, henotheism is a
hypothetical construction, belonging to a period earlier than recorded history. E. von Hartmann' is fairly in
line with this when he speaks of henotheism as
the original nature-religion ' ; as the ' indill'erence
of mono-, poly-, and pan-theism ; as the '
identity
of e.ssence of all the gods.'
'

'

'

Much

gieater

attaches

however,

importance,

to Miiller's later usage, introduced in a
Lecture
on the Vedas' of 1865 (also reprinted in Chips,
i.
and Essays, ii.).
Here we have a pair of
'

synonymous terms

— which

— 'henotheism'

and

'

kathcno-

refer to a well-marked historical
phenomenon. Study of the Vedas had impressed
Max Miiller with the way in which each deity, out
of a large recognized pantheon, is treated in turn
aa if the supreme or even the sole god.
While
Indian religion oilers the classical illustration of

theism'

Huxky (Xineteenth Cent., xix. (1886] 495) ia quoted by
tins sense
Robertson Hniitb ia also qnote<i (OTJC,
Semitic monolatry ').
Edinlmrgh, 18^1, p. 273; 'niitiiral
- .Vs snnnnarized in O.
PMeideror, Phil, r/ Religion, Eng. tr.
London and Edinburgh, 1886-88, ili. 19.
1

T.

OED

II.

in

;

.

.

.

MONOPHYSITISM
this attitude, it recurs elsewhere.
Max Miiller
recognizes it in Orecce, Italy, ami (iermany {IIT.,
as
well
as
in Fiiilan.l
1878, Loii.loii, 1879, p. 286),
(Covtribiitions to Scinirc of ]\f>/tho/ogf/, London,
lioth these 'hooks speak of heno1897, r- -64).
theisiu or kathenotlieisni
{IfL, p. -'71), kathcnotheisni or by a shortene<l name henotlieisni
{Contributions to Science of Mythology, p. 140).
When P. Asmus describes the whole of Indogernianic' religion as henotheistic,' because of the
alleged tendency of all its divinities to pass into
each other, he is inspired by Max Miiller's second
usage, though he distorts it.
It may seem to us that Miiller has himself been
guilty of a certain confusion. But the worst confusion of all is introduced by Plleiderer (Zoo. cit.),
without regard to either of MUller's definitions, and
in conscious opposition to Hartmann and Asmus.
He recoguizes distinctively among the Semites
'

'

'

'

'

—

—

of course, a monotheistic instinct, but a
national or relative monotheism which in the case
of Israel was the porch to pure monotheism (iii.
34n. ); and this he calls henotheism.
cannot
wonder if high authorities have proposed to suphenotheism
because of its
press the term
ambiguity [e.g., J. Estliu Carpenter, in iJi?»-"
xxiii. 72"
H. Oldenberg, Rel. dcs Veda, Berlin,
1894, p. 101, note 1 E. W. Hopkins, Henotheism
in the Rig Veda,' in Cla.is. Studies in Honour of
H. Drisler, New York, 1894, pp. 75-83, RcUgioi'is
of India, Boston, 1895, p. 139 f. A. A. Macdoncll,
Vedic Mythology, Strassburg, 1897, p. 16 f., with
references to earlier literature).

not,
'

'

We

'

'

;

'

;

;

'

Kathenotheisin

The word
found

regarded by Gai-penter as already extinct.
cited by E. B. Tylor (PC ii. 364), but lias certainly

is

little

'

is

favour.
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of our attituile.
Faith is choice of God
pouring out of our humble all in His .service.
Liter ATURK.

God

and a

— Besides

the references given above, see art.
'
(Biblical and Christian), noting bolh monolatrv (vol. vi.
'

and 'henotheism' (|ip. 262''i', 2rr,i',
The student must carefully observe in
37l)», 277.',l283>', 28ni>).
what sense either word is employed by the different writers.
Kathenotheism is not employed
at all in the articles.
"
pp.

201'',

252»,

and

2.53>')

'

'

lloBKRT Mackintosh.
Before the Monophysites.
Monophysites,' as denoting
a party in the Christian Church, ought in strict
usage to be applied only to those who regarded as
erroneous the doctrine formulated as a standard
by the Synod of Chalcedon (A.D. 451), i.e. the
I.
MpNOPHYSITISM.—
— The name
'

doctrine of the two natures (Sco ipiicreis), divine and
human, in the one person (u7r(i(j-7-a(Tis or irp6(Tonroi') of
Jesus Christ, and who took as the watchword of
their faith the one nature of the incarnate Word
of God (fila <pv<ris ToO 9eoD \6yov u((iapKuiij.ivov). The
doctrine of the single nature of Christ, however,
did not then emerge for the first time, and we
begin by narrating the history of Monophysitisni
prior to the rise of the Monophysites proper.
The formula fj-la ^iVis is first found among the
Arians (see art. Arianism, vol. i. p. 775 ft'.). Lucian
of Antioch and bis followers had spoken of the one
divine or, more properly, semi-divine nature (0wit
or inrosTaaii, the two terms not being as yet distinguished) of the Logos, in which iiiliered liability
to suffering (Tradri) and limited knowledge (ayvofiv).
Eudoxius of Constantinople (t a.d. 370) acknowledged the Word made flesh but not become man
'

'

ovk ivav6pijnr-qaa.vTa.), who
had not
{(XapKuffeyra,
assumed a human soul, but became flesh in order
to manifest Himself to us as God through the tiesh
as tlirough a curtain it was therefore quite wrong
to speak of two natures (Si/o ^ccjcis), since the Word
was not man in the full sense (rAeios dydpunros),
;

One might have wished

'

to see ' kathenotheism
and 'monolatry' spared, as names for two very
difierent approaches towards monotheism, while

the word henotheism might either be wholly suppressed or else generalized to include both kathenotheism and monolatry, together with any other
workings of monotheistic tendency that fall short
'

'

monotheism properly

so called.
There is much
significance for theists in irrepressible movements
towards recognition of one great help, one supreme

of

power, one sovereign goodness.

Allan Menzies's distinction {Hist, of Religion^, London, 1911,
ch. iv. p. 55 ; he has been good enough to confirm or ex^ilain
his meaning in a private letter) between henotheism and kath-

enotheism follows Pfleiderer (and makes henotheism cover
But any suggestion
exactly the phenomena of monolatry).
that this distinction is Max Miiller's own must be repelled. Cf.,
further, MuUer's Phi/^ical Rfligion, 1891 (Glasgow Gifford
Lecture of 1S90), p. 181 n. : • It is to be regretted that other
scholars should have used the name henotheistic in a different
sense from that which I assigned to it. Nothing causes so
much confusion as the Cfiuivocal use of a technical term [but is
Miiller himself quite clear of blame?], and the framer of a new
term has generally had the right of defining it.'

The

classical region of

monolatry is the religion
whose phenomena, as we saw, probably
the
name.
The
First Commandment
suggested
of Israel,

(of the greater Decalogue, Ex 20 or Dt 5) crystallizes the requirement and carries it into the moral
Kindred Western Semitic races possibly
region.
other races too may have known something
similar, upon its lower side.
Moab or Ammon or
Edom may have been loyal to the tribal god in mere
patriotic prejudice.
Loyalty to the God of righteousness, in Israel or in all lands under heaven,
means vastly more. The only real justification for
monolatrous behaviour is the monotheistic fact. It
is indeed true that
the distinction between monolatry and monotheism is often a narrow one (art.

—

—

'

'

God

and Christian], vol. vi. p. 253). It is
also true that there will be an element of
monolatry
[Biblical

in religion as
as earthly conditions endure.
lonjj
faith
is no
theistic, or fully Christian
bare recognition of facts which exist independently

Human

—

—

>

Pfleiderer,

iii.

20.

but God in the flesh {$fds ev a-apKi), i.e. viev/ed as
a whole, one composite nature {/xia rb 6\ov Karb,
(Tivdecnv 0ciris).
ApoUinaris of Laodicea (see art.
Apollinarism, vol. i. p. 606 tf.) expressed himself
in similar terms, though in a line of
thought
It was his
directly contrary to that of Arianism.
firm conviction that the perfect God {6eii rAeios)
had descended upon the earth, and in this belief
he felt that he was at one with the Nicjeans as
opposed to the Arians ; but no less decisively he
maintained also that two complete entities cannot

become a unity (oco rAeia fv yevicrOai o6 dui/arai.),
and thus that the union of perfect deity with complete manhood is impossible (el avSpwirif Te\el(^ aw-

Hence ApoUinaris, in
rAeios, Si'o hv -ijaaf).
writing to the emperor Jovian, expressed himself
as follows
V(j>8ti ffeos

:

We acknowledge,

not two natures in the one Son, one worshipped and the other not worshii»;)C'd (/j.iav TrpoaKviTjrqv Kal niav
aTTpoaKvt'ijTOf), but ouc uaturc ot the Divine Word ii^Cav ifivtriy
ToO Beov Ao-you), incarnate, and --vorshipped together with His
flesh in one worship (aeaapKw^ii^jy xal
irpotrxvi'ovnelnjf /icri TTJS
I

(TapKos ai/ToiJ

ffamMa

fj-ta

Trpo<rKvtn}<T^i)' ("ETriffToAij Jrpo? 'lofitav'ov t'ov
'

TU

[J. Draseke,
Apollinarios von Laodicea,'
341 ; H. Lietzraann, * ApoUinaris von Laodicea
Schule,' TUi. [1904] 1, p. 25UJ).
3, 4, p.

vii.

(1892]

und

seine

This, however, involves a deification of the flesh,
and it is but a short step to the inference that all
the conditions which rendered the Logos liable to
suffering during His earthly course are in the flesh
brought into connexion with the divine nature
(iradtjTi]v effat tt^v

tov 6eov de6n}Ta).

For a time Christian theologT was in danger
of surrendering to this illusory logic, as was the
case, e.g., when it undertook the task of coming
to terms with the Antioehene scliool (see art.

Antiochene Theology,

vol.

i.

p.

584

ft'.).

The

Christological interest of the Antiochenes, in contradistinction to that of the .Vpollinarians, culminated in the view that a perfect
humanity was
retained along with perfect deity in Christ.
These
theologians, accordingly, spoke'of

two natures

{Sio

'
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<t>i<rett

or

tlieir

c'onreptions,

JiJo wroo-rdo-fi?)

equivalent

tpriiis

—

in the

— since for

one Christ

called

too, 0iVis ami iViSiTT-acris were
anil tlins secmcfl to endim^or

In reality, therefiue, the l>est soluiiTriffToins.
tion of th(! problem seemed to be that formulated
by Pope Leo in his letter lo I'lavian of Constanti-

by

IIU jierson. Their loadin;; opponent,
Cyril of Alexandria, wa."! supri'incly conccvnod to
niaint:iiii lliis unity, Imt he ilid it only liy leaving;
out of account every clement of hninaii i>crs(mality in the Saviour.
According to t'yril, we must
assume that two natures, tlie divine and the
human, existed in Christ before He became man,
and that at His becoming man these two natures
were fused together in an indissoluble unity {<rvi>^\€i'aL^ Si'o 0iVf u)!* Katf' ivu)(Tiv ddid(Tira(7Tov daiiyx^''^^^ ^'*^
dT-p^irrus), and could thus be distinguished only in
theory {Ocapiif iiifij). To denote this tlivine-human
nature Cyril likewise availed himself of the
formula /jda tpViTis toO $eov \6yov tretrapKoyfitvij he
borrowed it from a confessional work of Apollinaris
the llepl riji (7ap/cw<rcws tov Osov \6yoii
i.
(cf.
GOS), of which, it is true, he believed that Athanasius was the author.
We
can see how closely he approaches Apollinaris at
this point.
The Ale.xaiulrian, nevertheless, did
not proceed to the conclusions drawn by the
Laodicean, who rejected the view that the Saviour
had assumed a com])lete humanity and a ^vxv
To Cyril the formula remained a religioiLs
Xoyo.!;.
postulate, and he used all the resources of an
.artificial logic to give it also a theological validity.
Here lie takes ^lo-is simply as a Kmv6i' the divinehuman nature, however, is something new in
relation both to the divine nature and to human
nature, and the properties of these, viz. sovereign
tlie >iiiiiy of

nojdc (dated 441); the .so-called Ti/iot
xxviii., 'ad Flavianum') as follows:

.
affit utnujue forma (juopt^ij) cum alterius
I'oiiimunione, (luod proprium est
propter hanc unitatem
jtersonae in utra*iue natura intelligendam et F'ilius lioutinis
(licitur desfendisse de coelo
.
.
et rursus Filius Dei crucifixus
dicitur et Bepultui? (PL liv. l^b flf .).

irtute infirniitA3

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

What was

subsequently termed the communuatio
idiomatum (dvTLSo<ri.i tCiv Idiu/xdroiv) thus already
tinds clear expres.sion in Leo's words.
Nevertheless tiibbon is quite right in saying
:

'An iuvisilile line was drawn l)ftween ttie heresy of Apollinand the faith of !St. (Jyril and the road to paradise, a
bridge as sharp as u razor, was suspended over tlie ai)yB8 hy the
master-hand of the tiiculogical artist' {Decline and Fait of the
aris

ERE

;

Roman

Empire, v. 120).
In point of fact, while Western
theology thus
avoided the extreme of ApoUinarism, it was
menaced by the spectre of the Antiochene peril.
Here too it could be said
incidit in Scyllam qui
vult vitare Charybdin,' and at all events the doctrine of the two natures in one person (Dyophysi'

:

tism, or, grammatically more correct, Dipliysitism)
onlj' failed to compose perturbed minds, but
actually fanned the latent elements of controversy
In this controversy the disputants,
into flame.
moving on the lines of Cyril (and Apollinaris),
went back to the watch-word fila ipiai^ ; now, however, they spoke, not of the one incarnate nature
of the divine word, but of the one nature of the

not

;

majesty and passibility respectively, m.ay be in
mutual communication in Christ without forcing
us to assume that there is any blending of them.
In this way, accordingly, two natures go to form

incarnate word {ae(TapK(ij/j.4vov, not aeaapKw/j.^fi]), the
intention being to indicate decisively that the
point involved was not fila. <f>v<ns merely /lerA ttJi'
^Ve now jjroceed to trace the history of
adpKUKnv.
this Monophysitism properly so called.
2. The Council of Chalcedon and its results.
After Cyril's death in 444 the episcopal throne of

{4k di'o (p^aecov /xia tpvtjt^ [or iiTricrraffiy]).

To

follow such intricate theories was a task
beyond the power of simple and unlearned minds.

—

ft is true that, of the subtleties of Cyril's discriminative logic, Eutyches, the aged archimandrite of
a monastery near Constantinople, had come to a
knowledge of tlie idea expressed in the phrase ^leTa
Ti)v ivuaiv ixia 0i'<ns, but precisely on that ground
he would not grant that Christ's bodily form was
identical in character with the human (oiioovaioi
at the local Synod of Constantinople in 448,
qutv)
addressing the tribunal of bishops, he declared, oiV(Tttov ffiJixa dvdpioTTOv rd ToO Oeov awaa
and, although
in the course of the proceedings he further modified his statements, he was condemned on the
ground of the Doeetic tendencies which he could
not conceal (see art. Docetism, vol. iv. p. 832 H'. ).
Thenceforward, in the memory of the Church the
name of Eutyches was one of reproach, and Eutyohianism was stigmatized as heresy.
Another
group who would not renounce the idea of SOo
^vaeis tierd ti)p adpKMTiv were those who in their
deepest hearts assented to the formula )ila (pvtns toO

Alexandria" was occupied by Dioscurus,
destitute of

theological

learning

a

man

and possessed

with a more daring ambition than even his preHis great aim was to secure the supremdecessor.
acy of Alexandria, .and the Alexandrian theology,
in the Eastern Church, and, as long as he had the
ear of the emperor, and Rome did not contest his
claims, he seemed to be on the fair way to attain
his end.
At his instigation Theodosius ii. summoned a general Synod to meet in Ephesus in 449
(shortly afterwards stigmatized by Leo I. as latroHnium, auvoSo^ \ri(rTpt.Kii, 'the Roblier Synod').
Here, with the assistance of the civil power, and
the physical violence of fanatical Egj-ptian monks,
he succeeded in giving full etfect to his claims ;

;

;

and, while Eutyches, who enjoyed the protection
of Dioscurus, was restored to the communion of
the Church, Flavian of Constantinople, Domnus of
.Vntioch, and Theodoret of Cyrus were deposed.
The triumph of Dioscunis, liowever, was but
short-lived, for not only did he damage his case by
his ruthless dealings, but he committed the blunder
of the proof irritatin" Leo
by refusing, in spite
test of the Roman legate, to have the Epistula ad
The
result
Flavutniim read at the Council.
was a
swift revulsion. The emperor died on 28th July

Bead \ityou

defended by Cj^ril.
p'or
tT€tTapKo:/x<:'t'Tj
them it served to ease the situation that a distinction was now being made between the terms <f>v(7is
and uTTuffrao-is. This distinction, in fact, soon came
to be

quite as important as that between ovala
the doctrine of the Trinity. In
the development of that doct'iiie the latter distinction had served to make intelligible how three
divine persons (Mro<7T<£ff£(s) could participate equally
in the divine being {oiala)
and in like manner it
inrdaTaais in

and bis sister rulcheria, tlie moving spirit of
the aduiinistratiou, had even before his death come
to recognize that the transference of the eccle.siastical centre of gravity from the capital to
Alexandria, and the consequent liberation of the
Church from political control, might be attended
with the gnavest consetjuences. .As empress, with
the acquiescence of her hu.sband, he military commander M.ircian, who was little interested in
ecclesiastical or doctrinal att'airs, she actively pro4,'JO,

;

w.os now thought possible to explain how two
n.atures (^iVcts), the divine and the human, could
enually inhere in one person (inrdaTatm), viz. Jesus
Clirist.

The theologians of the West, from the days of
TertuUian, had been accustomeil to speak of the
'duplex status, non confusus, sed coniunctns, in
una persona, deiis et homo .Jesus.' What they

Ep.

'Salva proprictate utriusque naturae et 8ul)9tantiae et in
pdisonani suscepta est a niaieslate hiimilitas, a

\

—

and

\4oirros,

nnam coeuntc

;

one

natura (substantin) found an equivalent
tpi'va, and j)cisoiin could be rendered

expression in

I

i
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uioted a plan of co-operating with Leo to put an
end to the theolofjical dispute at a great assembly
of the Church and thus to restore the ecclesiastical
balance in the East.
To achieve this desirable end was the task of the
fifth Ecumenical Council, held in 451 at Chalcedon
in the vicinity of Byzantium.
The deposition of
Dioscurus, as it could quite well be justified on
grounds of ecclesiastical polity, was efi'ected without difficulty. The demand that Leo's doctrinal
letter should be accorded the authority of a symbol,
however, was resisted with the utmost tenacity by
a
of the members.
After protracted dismajority
cussions tne Council at length agreed not, indeed,
without menaces from the throne upon a fonnulary
designed to make for reconciliation, although, as
a matter of fact, it involved, in its most decisive
passage, a rejection of the Cyrillian tradition.
The formulary, which was carried on 22nd Oct.
451, starts from a recognition of the Councils of
Niciea (325), Constantinople (381), and Ephesus
(431), and reproduces the Nicene and the so-called
Nicaeno-Constantinopolitan creed it then affirms
that CjTil's letters to Nestorius and the Orientals,
as well as Leo's Epistle to Flavian, have been
adopted as attestations of the true faith. It next
proceeds to the confession of belief in Jesus Christ
as perfect God and perfect man, consubstantial
with the Father according to His deity, consubstantial mth us according to His humanity, in
two natures (iv Svo (piffeffiv, not 4k 5i/o <j>vaeav as in
portions of the literary tradition), without confusion or change, without division or separation

—

—

;

{d.avyx'^^^1

o.Tp}TrTcos,

dSiatp^rws,

dx^jpiffrois).

The

confession ends \vith a statement already quoted
from Leo's letter, now rendered as follows
:

8k

^oAAo^

rV)S ifitOTTjTos

txarepas t^vaetoi KoX eis ev np6<Tutnov Kal

fLlav vnoiTTatTiv (TVi'Tpexoutrrj?.

A

decree, promulgated (7th Feb. 452) by the two
emperors Marcian and Valentinus III., imposed
severe penalties upon all who should henceforth
ottiending
dispute in public regarding the faith
clergy and army officers should be deprived reof
their
and
military status,
spectively
priestly
and others proceeded against by law. Dioscurus
was exiled to Gangra
Paphlagonia, where he
died in 454.
The results of the Council were not long in
manifesting themselves. In Palestine an active
revolt broke out among the monks.
Juvenal,
bishop of Jerusalem, who had become prominent
at Ephesus (449) as an energetic partisan of Dioscurus, had at Chalcedon, in fear of a diminution of
his ecclesiastical power, deserted the Alexandrian
;

m

and

his protege Eutyches, and had also accepted
the formula, taking part, indeed, in its final revision.
By this defection he lost the confidence of

of monks in Palestine,
elected the monk I'lieodosius as bishop in
opposition to him. The spiritual leader of the in-

a large and influential body

who

surgents was Peter the Iberian, monk and bishop
of Mayuma, the port of Gaza.
The rebellious
monks found a patroness of high rank in the
empress-doAvager Eudocia, then resident in Jerusalem. It is told of one of these fanatics that,
when Leo's Epistle was brought to him, he took it
to the tombs of the Fathers and asked whether he
should accept it or not, and that a voice cried from
the tomb
Cursed be the ungodly Leo, robber of souls, as his name
siguifies cursed be his profane Tomus cursed also be Marcian
:

'

;

;

and the ungodly Pulcheria cursed be Chalcedon and its
Symbol and all who yield acceptance to it cursed be he who
acknowleil<,'es two natures in Christ, the Son of God, after the
union' (E. Renaudot, Hist, patriarcharwn Alexandrinorum
;

;

Jacobitarum, Paris, 1713,

p. 120).

This wild outburst of hate expresses most appositely
the state of feeling tlieu prevalent in Palestine.
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A.D. 453, however, the movement was suppressed for the time by military measures.
In Egypt the situation was still more troublecertain Proterius was forcibly thrust by
some.
the government upon the Alexandrians as bishop
On the accession of the
in place of Dioscurus.
emperor Leo I. (437-474), the presbyter Timotheus
Aelurus (i.e. 'the Weasel'), who had been on
friendly terms with CyrU and was known as a
rigid Slonopliysite, was raised to the episcopal
throne by methods of sheer violence. At Easter,
457, Proterius was murdered by the populace in
the bajjtistrv of the cathedral church, while Timotheus purged the Egyptian sees of Diphysites, and
pronounced the anathema upon Chalcedon ('the
bynod,' as it now comes to be called in the sources).
Timotheus held his position until 460, when, after
fierce conflicts, he was driven from Alexandria and
banished to Gangra ; he was subsequently sent to
Cherson, and there devoted himself to the composition of a Refutation of the doctrine laid down
at the Synod of Chalcedon,' a work which only
recently (1908) came to light in an Armenian

By

A

'

translation.

The patriarchate of Antioch was likewise kept
a state of unrest by long protracted dissensions.
Here the presbyter Petrus Fullo (Tfo-'pivi, the

in

'

who

no long time supplanted Bishop
Martyrius, zealously opposed the tcacliing of the
CotincU, and contended for the doctrine that God
had been crucified (Sn deAs iaravpuB-q). To the
liturgy he added the singing of the Trisagion (Is 6')
supplemented by the phrase 6 crranpuffeis Si rjpLas
and he also introduced the Credo (the Nicene) into
the Mass, probably with a view to emphasizing hiu
opposition to the Chalcedonian formula, as also,
however, to Eutychianism. But his tenure of the
see did not last long, for in 471 the emperor Leo
ordered him to be deposed. The imperial government thus found itself confronted by a serious
task.
On the one hand, it was a matter of urgency
to preserve unity between East and West, between
Byzantiiun and Rome, and this could be done only
if there was no deflexion from the Imes marked
out at Chalcedon on the other, those in the East
whose dissatisfaction and resentment were due to
the Council had to be restrained, pacified, and, if
The
possible, reconciled to what had been done.
emperors Zeno (474-491) and Anastasius (491-498)
Fuller'),

in

;

'

'

;

exerted

all their energies to establish ecclesiastical
equilibrium in the East, but they failed altogether
in the task of maintaining peace with Rome at the
same time.
proceeding of signal importance
was the attempt of Zeno (482) to gain acceptance
for a new formulary, the so-called Henotikon, in
place of the Chalcedonian symbol. The Henotikon
was designed to give emphatic expression to what
was common to all parties, and accordingly it recognized the Councils of Nicfea, Constantinople,
and Ephesus as witnesses to the faith, disclaimed
Nestorius and Eutyches, and condemned
every one
who now or ever, at Chalcedon or elsewnere,
thought or thinks otherwise.' The formula; expressing the doctrine of the natures of Christ were
adroitly kept in the background, so that every
cause of ofl'ence might be removed. In sjiite of
all, however, the project of the emperor failed of
complete success. It is true that Acacius, the
court - patriarch of Constantinople, and Petrus
Mongus (i.e. 'the Stammerer'), who now occupied
the episcopal chair of Alexandria instead of Timotheus Aelurus, worked straightforwardly for the
union of the warring factions, but the policy of
reconciliation was repudiated by the uncompromising Monophysites, especially in Egypt, where the
extremists {a.Ki<j>a\oi.) actually severed themselves
from the rest of their partj-. On the other hand,
the convinced Diphysit«s, including the Acoemete

A

'
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iiiunks of Coiistantiuoiilc, bitterly resented the
virtual rejimliatioii of Clialredon. Tlie most seriou^
result \vH^ (li( ni]iluri' of poo'I relations with Konio.
This was due in pail, no doubt, to the di>giuati(
jiroblein, but icrtainly not less to jealousy of the
cver-growinj; asceudamy of tlie C'onstantinopolitan

—

as
eeumenieal imtriarih' a title tliat
begins to gain eurrency. 'I'hus the rui)ture
of couuiiuniou between East and West which was
brou'dit about in 484 by Kelix in. of Home pre.sents
Tliat
itself a' the outeome of an inner necessity.
ecele-siastie excomnuinieated
Acacius, and dethat
in
ctiiixriDei
the
should
manded
tlie
emperor
subordinate liis own will to that of Christ's priests.
The two communions remained apart for thirtytive years.
Tlie first overtures for peace were miide
by the emperor Anastasius in negotiations with
Tope Hormisdas, the proposal of calling another
general synod being taken as a basis; but the
demtiiidsof the lloman pontifV, who insisted upon
the recognition of Cluilcedon and the condemnation
of the now long deceased Acacius, brought the
It was not till the acnegotiations to an end.
cession of Justin I. (518 -5'27), wlio left the administration of afl'airs to his nephew Justinian, that the
'

bishoji

now

hour of reunion struck. To win Kome seemed
well worth a sacrifice and all Koine's conditions
were accepted, the name of Acacius, as well as
tliose of the emperors Zeno and Anastasius, being
removed from the di])tychs of the Church.
This renewal of amity with Rome, purchased
at so great a cost, carried with it, of course, a
complete rupture w ith the Monophysites. Buring
the reign of Anast:isius the latter had gradually
won a position of greater influence in Church
Anastasius too, no doubt, tried to steer
politics.
a course in line with the Henotikon, but his own
Monujihysite convictions tempted him, especially
towards the close of his reign, to show an imjirudent complaisance to the more fiery and impetuous sjiirits in the Monophysite camp, and it is
not without good cause that his name stands in
The aggrestlie Monophysite calendar of saints.
sive movement of the malcontents began in Syria,
•where the Monophj'sites, under the leadership of
Severus of Antiocli and Philo.xenus of Uierapolis
(cf. § 3), gained an ascendancy over the Henoticists.
;

At

the Synod of Tyre (513, or, more probably, 515)
they renounced the Council of Clialcedon, and thus
publicly proclaimed their repudiation of the policy
directed from Constantinojjle.
Palestine, too, was
the scene of a Mono|ihysite reaction, while in
Egypt they completely gained the upper hand.
of policy begun in Justin's reign was
dictated mainly by a desire to put an arrest »ip(m
A iierce persecution was the
these successes.
result, especially in the diocese of Antioch, many
bishops, including Severus and Philoxenus, being

The change

banislied from tlieir sees.

—

The views of
3. The Monophysite theology.
theMonoiihysito regarding the theological probloni
were by no means homogcneou.s. The one luiinl in
which the sect were unanimous was their oppo.silion to Leo's Timiiis and Ihe symbol of Chalcciioii
that idol witli the two faces, .as Zacharias Rhetor
called it.
Only a few of them drew from tlu;

—

doctrine of the one nature the Docetic inferences
of Apollin.aris or even of Eutychos.
The majority
tried to keep to the lines markeil out in the
theology of Cyril. This was the case, <•.(/., witli
Timotheus Aelurus, and, above all, with Severus
of Antioch, e(«le»iastically the most inlluential,
and theological Ij' the most outstanding, <hampiiui
of moderate Monopliysiti^m. while .luliaii of Ilalicarnassus and Philo.xenus of Uierapolis were nion'

extreme

luirn

c.

Jftr. ;il

Sozopolis in

;

who expected

the conferences in Constantinople (h'i&)
But the fall of
he was excoincountry southwards from Alexandria. He died at Xois, on the Sebennitio
arm of the Nile, probably on 8th February 538 (not 54:1).
01 his numerous writings all that has come down to us in
(ireek is frajjments in Catenio and antholotjies. There are,
however, Syriac translations of his works by Paul of Callinicus,
Jacob of Kdessa, and others. Of his exe^ctical and doctrinal

Pii^idia. \va.q

a biaho]! and the son of a lowii-couiicillor.

thr

.^mticlROri

He

studied

that

would

set the seal of success upon his efforts.
.Vntliinius iri. § 4) brought disaster to him too
niuiiicated in .^i:i6, ai.d withdrew to the desert

;

wrilinj^s may be mentioned aTroKpiVft? irpbs EvTrpa^ioi' »cou3f
«ouAa/)ioc, and Karti 'Iwoi'i'ou yfio.ixtxa.Tt.KOv Toi' Ktucrapctaf.
Other writini,'s worthy of note are his Aoyoi i-m.dfioi'iok or «e0po
KtrriKoi (125 homilies dating from the years he spent in
Antioch, ed. R. Duval and others in the Patmlnt/ia OrwntatiSt
Paris, 1900 ff.). his letters, extant in 23 books (1*. vi. cd. K. W.
Brooks, London, 1902-04), and his hymns (the so-called
Octocchus, ed. E. W. Brooks, I'atrologia'Orientalis, 1910; cf.
also art. Hymns [Greek Christian], vol. vii. p. S'').

Philoxenus, whose native name was Xenaya, was a student
Edessa while Ibas was bishop of that city, and we may thus
From Edessa he went to Antint-b,
infer that he w.ii( horn c. 450.
where his ardent championship of the Henotikon brought him
into conflict with the patriarch Kalandion, who had liiTn expelted from the city. In 435 he was ordained by Peter the
Fuller as Metropolitan of Uierapolis (Mabu^c). From the time
when Flavian of Antioch, who w;is an adherent of Chalcedonian
views, held office, Pliitoxenus appears as the spokesman of the
Monophysite party in the patriarchate subsequently, however,
he was thrown into the background by Severus. Like the
latter, he was e\'entu.ally exiled (518 or 519), being sent first to
Thrace, and then to Gaugra in Paphlagonia, where, perhaj^s in
He ranks as one of the most
523, he diffl a violent death.
eminent of Syrian writers, though inost of his works still lie
dormant in the British Museum and other libraries of those
that have been published the most important is the Diacmirses
on Chyialan Vuctriiie (U. E. A. W. Budge, London, 1804-95).
Our knowledge of Julian rests upon verj- meagre data. The
date of his birth is unknown. While bishop of Halicarnassus
in Caria, he was concerned in the intrigues which led to the
in

;

;

downfall of Itacedoniiis, patriarch of Constantinople, in 511.
He was hiinsell expelled from his bishopric in 518, and took up
his abode in the monastery of Enaton, outside the gates of
Alexandria. Here be was embroiled in a doctrinal controversy
with Severus (see below), who was then resident in that city,
and this resulted in a temporary rupture within the party. At
the death of the Monophysite patriarch Timotheus iv. the
followei-9 of Julian were able to secure the chair for their
candidate, Gaianus, in place of the regulaily elected Theodosius,
and Theodosians and Gaianites were soon involved in a bitter
Of Julian's later fortunes we have no knowledge, nor,
strife.
indeed, can we say definitely whether he was alive when, for
the second lime, the ban was pronounced upon him at Constantinople in 530. of his writings we still possess a number
of letters from bis correspondence with Severus, and a Commentary on Job, transmitted in a Latin translation, and wrongly
ascribed to Origen.

It was far from the minds of Severus jind those
« ho shared his \'icws to argue for a fusion of the
divine and the huiiian in the person of Christ.
Their insistence upon the singleness of Christ's
nature after the Incarnation rested ujion their conviction that the hypolhesi^, of two natures necessarily inijilied two subjects or individual entities.

fotiml specially objectionable was tlio
in Leo's letter from the permanently distinct character of each nature the
inference, n.aiiK'ly, that in the unity of Christ's
each naiiire, while no doubt in eoiii-

What they

inference

drawn

person

—

wilii the other, maintains its own
function.
According to the Monoascribed to each of the
pliysites, the theory that
two natures a distinct mode of action {in^pyeia.)

muuication
distinctive

in their view.s.

Severus.
ol

While
l^rainniar aii'l rlietoric at AJexaiidi-i.-i and law in Beirut.
ill
.\lexaiidria hf had been in touch with pietistic rirclei
was i-onvcrtt-d Ihrougrh the influence o! Zachari.ia Scliolastii'UH, subsequently his hioKr.ii>her. in Beiritt.
He
was baptized, and ;:ave himself devotedly to fastinir and prayer.
Ill a Hhort while lie joined the monks of I'elcr the Ibcrian*s
monastery at Mayiima ; for a time he lived as a hermit in the
Desert of Kleutheropolifl, and afterwards built a monastery of
In
his own, soon winnintj great renown as a director of souls.
.^)08-51l we find him in Rome, actinj,' as the represt^tati^e of
the monks wIio were hrin^ perseruteil for their Monophysite
principles. At the court of Anastasius he laboured for the
principle of the Henotikon. At the expulsion of Flavian he
was raised, despite the opposition of the sulTragan bishops, to
the patriarchal chair of Antioch (*!th Xov. 512). The Synod of
Tyre (51,1 cf. § 2) marks the summit of his work as an ecclesiaiitic.
He was very active in the visitation of his diocese, and wa«
most willing to preach either within or beyond the confines of
his episcopal city.
At the a-cession of Justin (Sept. 518),
however, he was driven from his see, and fled to Alexandria.
Considerably later, the administration of Justinian seemed to
open a prospect of further ecclesiastical activity for Severus,
('^^A6Irol^»), hilt
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tlie one Christ into two vpStraira, since no
nature could iiossibly assert itself {(vepydv) that
did not remain self-subsistent (('{piaraaffat)
the
hypothesis of two 0i'(reis led to that of two
iroo-Tdircis, and so to the abhorred heresy of Nestorius.
In conformity Avith the position of Cyril,
and Avith a mode of expression first met with in
the writings of pseudo-l)ionysius the Areoi)aa:ite,
viz. df5pw$€h 6e6s and His Kaivii dco.vbpt.Kri fi'^/yyeia
(cf. art. MoNOTHELETISM, § I, p. 82-2»), Severus
took as the basis of his speculations the inherently
complete divine nature and person of the Logos.
The Logos, in His act of assuming flesh flesh

divided

;

—

—

animated by rationalitj- becomes flesh and man,
and, as man, is born of woman, but still remains,
even as He had been, One, since, in virtue of
such an indissoluble union, and without detriment
to His inherent character, He transmutes and
transfigures the flesh with His own glory and
power. The united elements thus form a coma divine-human hypostasis, and
posite nature and
it is to this that all His activities are to be traced.
The thesis that the body of Christ was subject
to the laws of nature was deemed of the utmost
importance by the Severians and Theodosians,
who saw in it an expression of the identity of
essence between that body and our own, and were
thus able to avoid the heresy of Eutyches. It was
precisely this thesis, lio« ever, that gave offence to
the extremists of the party. To Julian and his
followers it was simply inconceivable that Christ's
body had been subject to corruption {<t>Bopa), which
has been a characteristic of human nature since
the Fall. In order to understand the precise
usage of this term in the present connexion, we

must note that
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not be regarded as omnithe adherents of this doctrine their
opponents applied the n.ime agmoetes.'
4. Justinian and the new orthodoxy.— On 1st
August 527 Justinian became sole emperor of
Home. It does not fall to us here to set forth
spirit could

animating

To

scient.

'

fully his

far-reaching ecclesiastical

transforming eHect upon all tilings.
factor in his attituile towards the

policy in its
The decisive
'W'est was his

recognition of the Roman chair as the supreme
tribunal of the Church, though this ilid not
prevent him, after his victory over the Goths,
from giving the popes an experience of his
autocratic power.
The defection of the Eastern
Church gave the imperial ecclesiastic many an
anxious hour. He soon came to recognize that
his persecution of the Monophysites (see g 2 at end)
had been a grave error. Little as he might wish
to displace once more the orthodoxy now officially
recognized, he could hardly help desiring to reconcile the Alonophysites, especially as the empress
'I'heodora was working with gr-owing fervour for
the rehabilitation of the party with which she

A

few years
sj'mpatliized in her devout moods.
after Justinian's accession to the throne, accordingly, uegotiations were opened with the insur-

and the most eminent

gents,
in

518

—not,

however,

of the bishops deposed
including Severus were

—

summoned to Constantinople, where, it was hoped,
they would be won over at a religious conference.
In this conference, on the orthodox side, only such
theologians were to take part as unequivocally
accepted the tiiesis that one of the Trinity had
suffered in the flesh (eva t~}s rpidBos irtirovOevai <rapKl).
This

Theopaschite

formula

was manifestly a

did not rc.'er to the <j>dopd wliich
denotes the complete dissolution of the body into
its elements at death ; all parties were at one in
asserting that Christ's body was not subject to
The
<j>dopa in that sense, i.e. as decomposition.
question at issue here had to do with the natural
its
infirmities of the human body (di'SpuTrira rdOt]]
liability to hunger, thirst, weariness, sweating,
weeping, bleeding, and the like. The view of

But the
friendly overture to the Monophysites.
Collatio cum Severianis' (533 [or 531]), after two
daysof verbal controversy, came tonothing. On 15th
May 533 Justinian issued an enactment in which
he once more declared Chalcedon to be a standard
of faith co-ordiuate with the three earlier councils.

Julian, Philoxenus, and the Gaianites was that,
while Christ certainly hungered and thirsted, it
was because He desired, not because He required
(oi'K ifdyKri 0[Vews), to do so
because, in short,

yielding to reiterated pressure, went at length to
the capital, where in 535 Anthimus, a protege of
the empress Theodora and a theological partisan
of Severus himself, had been raised to the episcoBut the interlude was not of long duration.
pate.
In the following year (536) Pope Agapetus was
able so to influence the emperor that the doctrinally suspect patriarch was superseded by the orthodox Menas.
It is nevertheless the case that,
during the entire reign of Justinian, the Monophysites firmly maintained their position at the
court, while in Syria and Egypt their ecclesiastical

it

—

—

according to the divine counsel

(™7-'

oiKovoiilav),

He had

voluntaril}' taken upon Himself human
pains and needs. He was the Son of man, as man
was before the Fall, while all other men, though
sons of Adam too, were possessed of a body and
a soul of a n.ature that was due to Adam's fall.
are thus able to understand the heretical

We

designations applied by the warring Monophysite
parties to one another. The Julianists or Gaianites charged their opponents with phthartolatry,
the worship of the corruptible. These 'plithartolat«rs,' however, retorted upon their accusers with
the epithet aphthartodocetists or phantasiasts,'
i.e. those who would change the reality of Christ's
human experience into a mere appearance. As
a matter of fact, the latter view was quite a
natural inference, and many of the extremists
'

'

'

were led astray by it. The most extravagant viewseems to have been reached by those Gaianites
who asserted that the body of Christ, from the

moment

of its union with the Logos, should be regarded not only as uncorrupted (itpSapTov) but also
as uncreated (iKniTTov). These were stigmatized
as aktistetes by their opponents, whom in return
they called ktistolaters,' i.e. 'worshippers of that
which was created.' Divisious arose even among
the Severians themselves. Theniistiiis, a deacon,
taking his stand upon sn.-'li Scrijiture passages as
Mk 1.'?'^ and Jn ll*', maintained that, as the' body
'

'

'

of Christ

was subject

to natural conditions, so its

'

The negotiations with the Monophysites were,
still proceeding, and communications
were now opened with Severus as well. Severus,

nevertheless,

power was supreme

(cf. § 5).

Justinian himself made zealous eflforts to comprehend the points of the doctrinal controversy.
His great aim was to reconcile the teaching of
In tliis he
Cyril and the Symbol of Clialcedon.
fouud eli'ective support in that most eminent of
his theologians, Leontius of Byzantium (t 543 as a
monk in Palestine), who, in his 'ETriXiais tUv i'lrb
^fl'Tjpov Trpo^e^\i)p.4vwv (jv\\oyi.<Tp.C:v^ Kara. yeaTOpiavwy
Kal E^Ti'xiaciffrwi' and other Avritings, won renown
as a prolific author and an able a.ssailant of the
Severian Christology. The theologj- of Leontius
is based wholly ujjon the Aristotelian logic.
A
novel feature of it, how'ever, was his ingeniou.s
application of the idea that the uiro.rrjji'ai of Christ's
human nature was ^f rij XAyv, so that that nature
is
not dvvwdj-Taros, but ^fvirdjTaTos.
The term
It seemed to
enhj'postasis operated like a spell.
obviate in the happie-st way all the difficulties that
beset the doctrine of the Godman.
By its means
the Chalcedonian Symbol could, without violation
of its actual words, be interpreted in the sense 1^1
'

'
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It was nevertheless the use of
leU to the introduction of
the
scholasticism into
Byzantine theolo^'j'.
in
dieil
565.
Under his successors the
Justinian
Monojihysitcs of the city and diocese of Constantinople had much to hear, and their harsh experiences have heen graphic-ally described by John of
Ephesus, himself a Monophysitc, in his Church
History.
Negotiations for a union of the warring

Cyril's doctrine.

tms expression that

factions, it is true, were once more resumed, but
were foredoomed to failure by the circumstance
that the ecclesiastics of the imperial court would
not surrender the understanding witli Rome, while

the Monophysites regarded that understanding as
the root of all evil. The consequence was that in
the course of the 6th cent, the Monophysite communities in the Byz.antine patriarchate were
Tlie Churches of
destroyed one after another.
Egypt and the Eastern provinces, on the otlicr
haml, remained quit« impervious to the ecclesiastical influence of the capital, and the severance
of the purely Monophysite communion from tlie
Catholic Church became ever the more complete.
5. The independent Monophysite churches.
The Monopliysites of Syria never ce.ased to regard
the banished Severus as the rightful patriarch of
Antioch, and declined to recognize the standing
of those wlio were successively appointed to the
office by the emperor.
The organizer of their
church life was Jacob Baradai (i.e. 'he with the
horse-cloth
t 578), who, originallj' a monk in
Constantinople, had been ordained, e. 541, bishop

—

'

;

of Edessa by Theodosius of Alexandria (cf. § 3),
then also resident there and in consequence the
Syrian Monophysites came to be called Jacobites.
Baradai, in his long journeys in W. Asia and
Egypt, instituted communities, and consecrated
;

patriarchs, bishops, presbyters, and deacons.
chief representatives of literature in Syria

The

were

all Monophysites.
In addition to Severus, Philoxenus, and Julian (cf. § 3), the
following writers of the earlier period deserve mention Jacob
of Sarug (t 521), the author of widely read metrical homilies,
which earned for him the title of Flute of the Holy Spirit
Sergiu3 of Resai'na (t 536), physician and priest, who translated
into Syriac several works of Aristotle and Galen, as also oi the
pseudo-Dionj-sius Areopagitica Jacob of Edessa (t 708), equally
renowned as theologian, liturgical writer, philosopher, historian,
exeeete, and grammarian
George, bisliop of the nomadizing
Arabs, a WTiter whose letters have come down to us in large
numbers. Of^the mediaeval authors one of the most prominent
wa8 Bar Uebrccus (Abulfaraj t 1286), whose Chronicle forms
one of the most important sources of information regarding

nearly

;

'

'

;

;

;

;

Monophysitism.

From the time when Islam became the dominant
power in Syria, the Jacobites decreased in numbers
more and more. At the present day tliere are
some 200,000 of them in the Turkish empire, and
about 1,000,000 in India on the Malabar coast
Their ecclesiastical superior
and in Ceylon.

—

(formerly entitled 'maphrian,' now 'katholikos')
resides in the monastery of Deir-Safaran, near
Mardin. Efibrts made by the Jacobites, from the
close of the 18th cent., to effect a union vdth Rome
liad a very meagre result.
At the present day
the Roman Catholic Syrians number about 30,000,
and are subject to a patriarch, who takes his title
from Antioch, but lives in Mardin.
In Egijpt the conflicts between the Severians
and the Julianists or Gaianites (cf. § 3) at length
ruptuied the unity of Monophysitism, whieli,
nevertheleas, became the faith of nearly the whole
Coptic pofjulation. The patriarch of the orthodox,
the Melchitcs (i.e. 'Imperials'), who was also procurator of the province, could count upon the
homage of very few outside the higher otliuial
ranks in .\lexandria and .some of the larger towns.
Tlie

Monophysite propaganda was cariipd also

(<i

the Nubians and the Alodians.
From 016 marauding bands of I'ersians ravaged the religious stations
on the Upi>cr Nile, and it was only after the

Arabs, with the hearty good-will of the Copt«,
took possession of the country that the Monophysite {lalriarch \entured to leave his place of
rem^e in the Upper Kijyptian desert. During the
Middle .-Vges the conditum of the Coptic Church
was a fairly prosperous one, but subsecjuently it
was sorely "harassed and ravaged by Muslim fanaticism, and it is only within recent times that it has
been able to make a fresh advance. The Christian
Copts of the present day still maintain their

Monophysite creed (see, further, art. Coptic
Church).
Finally,
Monophysitism penetrated also to
Armenia. The Armenians, while still engaged in

battling for their own faith with Parsi Mazda-ism,
were quite unaffected by the dogmatic controversies of the Imperial Cliurch.
The expanding
propaganda of the Persian Nestorians. however,
induced tliem to adopt the Hcnotikon of Zeno
(cf. § 2). Thereafter they maintained close relations
with the Syrian Monophysites, and at the Council
of Dvin, in 554, they overtly accepted the more
radical position represented by Julian of Halicarnassus.
From that time tliey have remained
faithful to Monophysitism, though they subsequently gave their adherence to the more moderate
Severian school.

—

—

LiTBRATURa
i. Soi'RCES.
(a) Decrees of the Councils,
Declarations of Synods, papal briefs.
workii and Chronicles.
Zacharias Rhetor
(fj) Historical
(Scholasticus), shortly after the accession of Anastasius,
wrote, from the Henotic standpoint, a record of ecclesiastical
events from the Council of Chalcedon to the death of Zeno
(extant only in a Syriac version ; see below, under Uistoria
Miscellanea) ; Theodorus Lector, Anaj;nost«s in the Church
of St. Sophia in Constantinople at the beginning of the 6th
cent., wrote, from the orthodox standpoint, a history of the
Church from Nestorius to Justin I., which now exists only in

—

fragments

;

Johannes Malalas, Chronwjraphy, composed

in

Evagrius, Ecclesiastical History, written
Bidez and L. Pamientier, London, 1899) ;
Theophanes Confessor, Chronogrophi/, composed between
SIO and 815 (ed. C. de Boor, Leipzig, 1883-S5). Of the Latin
chroniclers Liberatus, Breviarium causes Xestorianorutn et
Eutj/chianorum, is worthy of note. The most important of the
Syrian authorities are Chronicon Edessenitm (ed. I. Guidi, in
Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum- Oricntalium, 'Chronica
Minora,' 1. i., Paris, 1903), datin;: from the middle of tlie 6th
cent. Historia Miscellanea, a compilation of the same period
by an unknown Monophysite writer, and including the history
of Zacharias Rtietor mentioned above (ed. K. Ahrens and G.
Kriiger, Leipzig, IS39 also F. J. Hamilton and E. W. Brooks,
Justinian's rei^oi
after 5-16 (ed. J.

;

:

;

;

London,

ISi'O)

;

John

of

Ephesus

(t

c.

585),

Ecclesiastical

History (3rd part ed. W. Cureton, Oxford, l^S'i).
The Plerophories of Johannes Rufus of
(c) VarioMS.
Ma.vuma, a collection (c. 515) of the sayings, prophecies, visions,
and revelations of various distinguished Monophysites, and
especially of Peter the Iberian (ed. F. Nau, in Patrolotjia
the biography of Peter the Iberian,
Orientalis, Paris, 19H)
probably by the Johannes Rufus just named (ed. R. Baabe,
Leipzig, 1805) ViUjc virorurn apud Slonophi/tiilns celeberrimorum
(ed. E. W. Brooks, in Corpus Script. Christ. Orient., 'Scriptores
the biographies of the Syrian
S^-ri,' ui. .X.XV., Paris, r.Xta)
monks Euthymius and Sabas, by Cyril of Scythopolis (t after

—

;

;

;

557), etc.

Vimmns

S. Le Nain de TiUemont,
servir d I'hiM. eecUsiastiquc d':s six premiers siiciet^,
Thf Hist, of the Decline and
xv.
E.
f.,
Gibbon,
1701-12,
Paris,
Fall 0/ the Roman Empire, ed. J. B. Bury, 7 vols., London,
Hist,
der Kezereien . . . bit
F.
and
C.
Walch,
1901-06,
aufdie Zeiten der Reformation, Leipzig, 17U2-S5, vi.-viiL, are
Of more recent works on the general history
still indispensable.
of the period the following deserve special mention
J. B.
Hist, of the Later Roman Empire, London, 1889 ; H.
Bury,
Gelzer, 'Abriss der byzantiniselicn Kaisergreschichte,* in K.
Krumbacher-B Gesch. der bi/zantinischen Literature, Munich,
1897; C. Diehl, Justinien et la cirilisation byzantinc an rt*
G. Holmes. The Ape of Justinian
siteU, Paris, 1901 ; and
and Theodora, Ijondon, 1905-07. On the questions of literary
consult
should
the
reader
(in addition to Krunibacher)
history
Wright, .4 Short Hist, of Syriac Literature, London,
Littiraiure
/>a
and
K.
syriaque?, Paris. 1907. lit
Duval,
1894,
llistories of the Church and of Dogma, the most important arc
the following: I. A. Dorner, Entiricklungsgeseh. der Lehre.
von der Person Christi, u.-, Berlin, 1S63 (Eng. tr, Edinburgh,
lBei-«S); C. J. von Hefele, Comiliengeschichtt'', Freibur;;,
1873-90, Ii. (187.'i) (best form now in the Fr. revised eii. of 11.
ii.

Modern wokks.—1-.

pour

W.

:

A

W.

W.

Leclerci, Paris, U>07-13)

o««AicAM,

;

A. Hariiack, Lehrbudi der

Tiiliingen, li>0»-10,

ii.

(Eng.

tr.,

flo./m.-ii.

Ix)ndon, 1891-09);

dans Vantitptiti chritienne,
J. Tixeront. Hist, des do<jme^
L. Duchesne, Hist, ancienne de
3 vols., Paris. l;>iH>-12, iii.
L.

;

ol the 5th cent. A.D.),
rtglise, Paris, I'.lu6-10 (only to the close
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iii.
the beat moiiogiaph on the subject is J. Lebon, Le MoitoIn wriliut,' the piesc-iit
physisme s^v^rien, Louvaiii, 1909.
article the author lias drawn upon his contributions to PRK'^
Monophysiten,"
('Julian von Halikarnas^,' 'Justinian I.,'
;

'

Philoxenus,' 'Severus,' 'Zacharias Scholastikus,' etc.), and
upon his Uaiidbvch der Eirchengexchichte, i. (Tubingen, 1911);
additional literature will be found both iu the articles and in
the book.
G. KruGEK.
'

MONOTHEISM.—

In the history of religion
monothei.sni, the doctrine that there is one God,'
'
or that God is One,' is somewhat sharply opposed
to a very \vide range of beliefs and teachings.
The contrast, when it appears in the religion ot a
people, or in the general evolution of religion,
tends to have an important bearing both upon religious practices and upon religious experience,
One God means, in general,
since to believe in
to abandon, often with contempt or aversion, many
older beliefs, hopes, fears, and customs relating to
the 'many gods,' or to the other powers, whose
'
'
place or dignity the One God tends henceforth
If these
to take and to retain.
many,' as the
older beliefs, wliich some form of monotheism refor
places, had dealt with them, were themselves
the okler faiths gods,' then the monotheism which
'

'

'

'

'

each time in question opposes, and replaces,
some form of polytheism.' This is what happened
when Judaism and Muhammadanism replacetl
If one were satisfied to view
older local faiths.
is

'

the contrast in the light of cases closely resembling these, and these only, then the natural
opponent of monotheism as a belief in One God
would appear to be, in the history of religion,
polytheism as a belief in many gods.'
Since, however, there are various religions and
many superstitions which recognize the existence
of powers such as, despite their more or less divine
character, lack some or all of the features which
'

'

'

naturally belong either to God or to gods, and
since demons, the spirits of the dead, or magic
powers' may be in question in such religions, the
name polytheism can hardly be quite accurately
in
applied to the whole class of beliefs which are
'

any important way opposed

to monotheism.

So,

the history of religion, monotheism has two
opponents (1) polytheism proper, and (2) beliefs
that recognize other more or less divine beings
besides those that are properly to be called
in

:

gods.

In the history of philosophy, however, monotheism has a much narrower range of contrasting or
opposing beliefs. Polytheism, as an explicit docof
trine, has played but a small part in the history
To the doctrine God is One or
philosophy.
'There is one God,' where this doctrine forms part
of a philosopliy, there are opposed forms of opinion
which are often classified under three heads: (1)
'

philosophical atheism,
divine
(3) philosophical scepticism regarding the
The modern name 'agnosticism has been
beings.
which
freely used for a phOosophical scepticism
or to other matters
especially relates either to God
of central interest in religion.
Frequently, in summaries of 'the varieties of
has
philosophical doctrine, the term pantheism
been used as a name for such philosophical doctrines
as 'identify the world with God.' Pantheism is
often summed up as the doctrine that All is God,'
'Everything is God,' or, finally, 'God is everyBut a more careful study of the philothing.'
the name
sophical doctrines which have gone under
of pantheism, or wliich have been so named by
their opponents, would show that the name pantheism 'is too abstract, too vaoue in its meaning to make
any clear insight easily obtainable regarding what
ought to constitute the essence of a philosophical
pantheism as opposed to a philosophic monotheism.
The two propositions (1) 'God is One,' and (2)
vol.. VIII.
52
philosophical pantheism,

(2)

'

'

'

'

—
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God is identical with all reality,' or with the
principle upon which all reality depends,' are not,
on the face of the matter, mutually contrary proHow far, in reference to a given creed,
positions.
or theology, or religious tradition, the first proposition appears to be contrary to the second depends
'

'

special interpretation, and sometimes
special prejudices of critics, sects, or
philosophers of a given school.
One who asserts the ' unity of God may or
may not be laying stress upon the fact that he
also makes a sharp distinction between the reality
called God and other realities e.g., the world.
That such sharp distinctions are often in question
is an important fact in the history of philosophy.

upon the
upon the

'

—

Nevertheless the doctrine that 'God is One' has
been philosophically maintained at the same time
flith the doctrine that
God is all reality.' For
such a view, the two doctrines would simply be
two ways of expressing the same centrally important fact. One who wishes to understand the
'

controversies, subtle distinctions, and
religious interests which at one time or another

numerous

have been bound up with the name pantheism
must be ready to recognize that the term pantheism,' when used without special explanation, is
a poor instrument for making clear precisely where
the problem lies. In brief, one may say that, while
the term pantheism has been freely employed by
philosophers, as well as by those who are devoted
'

'

'

'

'

to practical
torical

interests, it is, as a
of confusion

religious

name, rather a cause

his-

than

to clearness.
The proposition, God is
One,' has, despite the complications of doctrine
'

an aid

and
for

of history,

a comparatively definite meaning

any one who advances a

philosophical opinion
But the proposiis all reality,' has, in

concerning the nature of God.

God is all,' or God
the history of thought, no one meaning which
can be made clear unless one first grasps all the
essential principles of the metaphysical doctrine of
the philosopher who asserts this proposition, or
who at least is accused by his critics of asserting it.
If we endeavour, then, to make clearer the essential meaning of the term monotheism by contrasting the historical forms of monotheism with philosophical doctrines which have been opposed to it,
we may attempt to solve the problem of defining
what is essential to philosophical monotheism by
dwelling upon a contrast which, especially in recent
'

'

tion,

'

'

One may
discussion, has been freely emphasized.
assert, e.g., that in speaking of the nature of the
One God who is the essential being of monotheistic belief, either (1) one holds that God is immanent' in the world, thus asserting the doctrine of
the ' divine immanence,' or (2) one holds to the
doctrine of the transcendence of God, thus as'

'

'

'

'

being in some fashion
the world which He has created or

serting that the divine

transcends

'

'

with which He is contrasted. But here, again,
one deals with two doctrines which, in certain
philosophical contexts, do not appear to stand in
contrary opposition to each other. For, as is well

known, there are philosophies which insist that
God is in a certain sense 'immanent' in the world,
and also in a certain sense transcendent in His
'

'

relation to the world.
Aristotle, iu a well-known
passage {Met. xii. 10), gave a classic expression
of the relations of the doctrines which are here in
f|uestion, when he stated the question as to whether
the divine being is related to the world as the
'
order is to the army, or as the general is to
the army. Aristotle re]>lied by saying that in a
'
certain sense God is both the order of the world
and the 'general,' 'although rather the general."
Thus the opposition between divine immanence
and divine transcendence does not precisely state
the issue and class of issues which one finds play'

'

'

'

'

'
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ing the most important part in the

liistorj'

of

monotheism (see art. Immanence).
Another attempt to get the issue between monotheism and the contrasting or opposed [jliilosopliical doctrines clearly before the mind may take the
well-known form of declaring that monotheism,
perproperly so called, lays stress upon the
philosophical

'

sonality of CJod,' while the ojjposed or contrasting
doctrines, which so often are regarded as constituting or as tending towards pantheism, have as their
essential feature the tendency to view God as
'impersonal.' From this point of view, it would
be of the essence of monotheism to declare that
the One God is a person, while it would be of the
essence of those tfoctrines which are opposed to
monotlieism to declare, in a fashion which might
remain simply negative, that the divine being is
not personal.
It would then remain for further
definition to consider whether the divine being is
superper.sonal or is 'merely material,' or, again,
is 'unconscious,' or is otherwise not of a personal
character.
Hut the ditliculty in this way of defining the
contrasts which have actually appeared in the
history of thought lies in the fact that the verj'

'

conception of personality is itself, in the history
of philosophy, a comparatively late as well as a
decidedly unstable conception. It is fair to ask how
far the most \\ idely current modern ideas of personality were present to the minds of such Greek
philosophers as Plato and Aristotle. AJl the ideas
of personality which philosophers may now posse.ss

have recently been vastly influenced by the whole
course of modern European civilization. The problem of how far the Occidental and Oriental minds
agree regarding what a 'person' is is one about
which those will be least likelj' to dogmatize who
have most carefully considered the accessible facts.
In fact, the whole experience of the civilized consciousness of any nation or philosopher is likely to
be epitomized in the idea of personality which a
given philosophy expresses. It seems, therefore,
inconvenient to make one's classification of the
philosophical doctrine about the nature of God
depend upon presupposing that one knows what a
philosopher means by the term 'person.' It is
true that whoever makes clear what he means by
'
person will thereby define his attitude towards
nearly all fundamental philosophical problems.
But the idea of personality is, if possible, more
iliiiicult to define
than any other fundament,il
phUosophieal idea. Therefore, to define monotheism as a belief in a personal God' will give little
.aid to the understanding of what sort of belief is
in question, so long as the idea of what constitutes
a person remains as obscure as it usually does.
still further effort has been made to define
'

'

A

monotheism by making

explicit reference to philosophical doctrines concerning the question whether
the world was cieatcd or is self-existent.
As a
matter of fact, that set of Christian theolo'dcal
doctrines and of scholastic interpretations of Aristotle which goes by the name of creatioiiism has
played an important jiart in the liistory of the
more technical forms of monotheism.
Yet the
issues regarding creation are, after all, spec-ial
issues.
Uow they bear upon the problem of nionotheisni can hardly be understood by one who luis
not already defined monotheism in other terms.
Creationism is the familiar doctrine that ' the
world was created by God.' This doctrine can
become clear only if one first knows what one
'

'

means by God.
The effort to make some further advance towards
unravelling the great variety of interwoven motives

which appear in the history of monotheism, and
which have been sngge.sted bj- the foregoing conaideratiuiis, will be uiiled by atteni))ting, at Ihi-

point, once more to review the issues with regard
to the nature of God, but now from a somewhat
The problems, both about
difl'ereiit point of view.
and about the gods,' have everywhere
(iod
'

'

'

been inherited by the ])hilosophers from reli^ons
whose origins antedated their philosophy. In a
few cases, notably in the case of Greece on the
one hand and India on the other, the origin of
the plulosopliical traditions regarding the divine
being can lie traced back to ancient religious
tendencies, while the transition from religion to
philosophy is fairly well known, and pa.sses through
In one other instance, the transidefinite stages.

from a tribal religion to a fonii of monotheism
which was not due to ]>liilosophers but which has

tion

deeply influenced the subsequent life of philosophy
is also decidedly well kni>\vii, and can lie traced in
This is the c.ise of the reliits essential details.
gion of Israel. Now in the three cases in question
that of India, that of Greece, that of Israel the
rise of a doctrine which is certainly in each case a
monotheism can be fairly well understood. The
three forms of monotheism which resulted led in
the sequel to contrasts of doctrine which, in the
case of the history of philosopliical thought, have
been momentous. Ignoring, then, the complicrations of early religious historj', ignoring also the
eflbrt further to define and to classify those doctrines which have been summarized in the various
definitions of monotheism and its opponents which
we have just reviewed, it seems well to recon.sider
the important varieties of philosophical belief regarding the divine lieing in the light of the great
historical contrast of the three forms of monotheism which India, Greece, and Israel put before us.
shall discard the name pantheism,' and make
no attempt to define the contrast between divine
immanence and divine transcendence, or to speak
of the problem in what sense God is personal and
in what sense impersonal. Nor can we here exhaust
the varieties of philosophical opinion. But the
threefold contrast just given will help us to make
clearer the philoso]ihical issues of monotheism by

—

—

We

'

certain varieties of philosophical thought
which have both a definite historical origin and a
great influence upon the character of opinion about
the divine being. Simplifying the whole matter
in this somewliat artificial but still well-foundeil
way, we may say that, from the historical jioiiit of
view, three difierent wa3's of viewing the divine
being have been of great importance both for reNo one
ligious life and for philosophical doctrine.

naming

of these three ways has Ijeen exclusively confined
to the nation of which the form of opinion in question is most ch.'tr.acteristic, and in the history of
philosophical thought the three motives are interwoven. Hut a comparatively clear distinction can

we emphasize the three contrasting
and then jioint out that these doctrines, while not exclusively due each to one of
the three nations or to philosophies which have
grown out of the religious traditions of the nation in
question, are still, on the w hole, fairly to be associated, one with the tradition of Israel, the second
with the influence of Greece, and the third with
the influence either of India or of nations and
be made

if

doctrines,

civilizations which, in this respect, are closely
analogous in spirit to the civilization of India.
(1) The monotheism due to the historical influence of the religion of Israel defines God as the
the Doer of
righteous Kuler of the world,' as
'

'

one ' whose law is holy,' or who
secures the triumph of the right.' The best phrase
to characterize this form of iloctrine, to leave room
for the wide variety of special forms which it has
assumed, to indicate its liislorical origin, and also
to imply that it ha.s undergone in the course of
the
history a long process of development, is this
'

justice,' or as the

'

;
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of the Prophets of Israel.'
under tliis phrase that form, or type,
or aspect of monotheism, which characterizes philosophies tliat have Ijeen most strongly influenced,
etliical

We include

The monotheism which has

historical

its

origin very largely in the Greek philosophers
defines God as the source, or the explanation, or
the correlate, or the order, or the leasonableness
of the world.
It seems fair to call tliis form
'Hellenic monotheism.' In the history of philosophy, and especially of that philosophy whicli has
grown up under the influence of Christianity, this
idea of God has, of course, become interwoven

—
—

sometimes consciously, sometimes unconsciously
with the ethical monotheism of Israel. But, when
a philosophy of Christian origin is in question,
while in some respects this philosophy, if positively
raonotheistic, is almost sure to be strongly influenced by ethical monotheism, the most important
and essential features of the philosophy in question
will be due to the way in which it deals with the
relation between the order of the world and the
nature of the One God.' Aristotle's statement of
his own problem regarding whether God is identical
with the 'order' or is related to the world as the
general is related to the army is a good example
of the form which the problem of monotheism takes
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

from

this point of view.
The third form of

(3)

monotheism

is

very wide-

spread, and has actually had many different historical origins.
In the history both of religion and of

philosophy this form of monotheism, somewhat
like the Ancient Mariner,
passes, like night,
and has strange power of
fi-oni land to land
Often unorthodox at the time or in the
speech.'
place where it is influential, it has indirectly played
a large part in the creeds of various times and
Usually fond of esoteric statements of
places.
doctrine, and often condemned by common sense
as fantastic and intolerable, it has had many times
of great popular influence. The official Christian
Church has had great difficulty in defining the
relation of orthodox doctrine to this form of
In the history of philosophy the more
opinion.
technical statements of it have formed part of
extremely important systems.
This form of monotheism is especially well
marked in the early history of Hindu speculation.
'

'

It

but an 'appearance' or, if better estimated, is a
'dream.' If we attempt to make more precise
the vague word pantheism merely by saying, God
and the world are, according to pantheism, but
If they are but
one,' the natural question arises,
But what we may now
one, then which one ?
call, in a general way and upon the general historical basis just indicated, 'Indie monotheism,'
whether it appears in Hindu philosophy, in Spinoza,
or in Meister Eckhart, tends to assert, Tlie One
is God and God only, and is so precisely l)ecause the
world is but appearance.' This definition of the
third form of monotheism relieves us of some of
the ambiguities of the term pantheism.'
The threefold distinction now made enables us
similarly to review some of the great features of
the history of philosophical monotheism in a way
which cannot here be stated at length, but which,
even when summarily indicated, tends to elucidate
many points that have usually been unduly left
obscure.
The ethical monotheism of the Prophets of Israel
was not the product of any philosophical thinking.
The intense earnestness of the nation into whose
religious experience it entered kept [it alive in the
world.
The beginnings of Christianity soon reis

'

directly or indirectly, V>y the religion of Israel.
(2)
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is

often called

'

'Hindu pantheism'

;

and

it

is

indeed fair to say that it is in many respects most
purely represented by some systems of belief and
doctrine which have grown up on Indian soil. On
the other hand, it has a less exclusive relation to
Indian jihilosophy than the Hellenic form of monotheism, in its later history, has to Greek philosophy,
so that the connexion here insisted upon between
this kind of monotheism and the early history of
Hindu philosophy must be interpreted somewhat
In fact, at the close of the history of
liberally.

Greek philosophy

this third

form

of

monotheism

appeared as a part of the Neo-Platonic philosophy.

an Oriental origin or direct influence is extremely improbable. Examples of the
tendency of this form of monotheism to take on
new forms, and to be influenced by other motives
than those derived from the religion or philosophy
of India, are to be found in the recent revival

Yet

in this case

of Buch types of doctrine in various forms of intui'
'
tionalism and anti-intellectualism in European
'

'

thought.
The essence of this third type of monotheism
sole
is that it tends to insist not only upon the
reality of God,' but upon the 'unreality of the
world.' The name acosmisra therefore is more
It
.suggestive for it than the name 'pantheism.'
might be summed up in the proposition God is
but
all
else
to
be
real
besides
God
that
real,'
appears
'

'

'

'

quired

philosophical interpretation,

and

in

any

such interpretation the doctrine of the righteous
God must inevitably play a leading part. In the
course of the development of the Church this
doctrine sought aid fiom Greek philosophy. Consequently, the whole history of Christian monotheism depends upon an explicit effort to make a

synthesis of the ethical monotheism of Israel and
the Hellenic form of monotheism. This synthesis
was as attractive as, in the course of its development, it has proved problematic and difficult. The
reason for the problem of such a synthesis, as the
philosophers have had to face that problem, lies
mainly in the following fact. Whether taken in
its original form or modified by philosophical reflexion, ethical monotheism, the doctrine that
'God is righteous,' very sharply contrasts God,
'the righteous Ruler,' or, in Christian forms,
'God the Redeemer of the world,' with the world
On
to which God stands in such ethical relations.
the other hand, forthe Hellenic form of monotheism,
the problem wliich Aristotle emphasized about the
order and the general indeed exists. But in
its essentials Hellenic monotheism is, on the whole,
neutral as to the kind of unity which binds God
and the world together. Our later philosophies, in
so far as they are founded upon Hellenic monotheism, must therefore attempt explicitly to
solve the problem which Aristotle stated.
And,
on the whole, such philosophies tend towards
answering the question as Aristotle did God is
both order and the general of the army w hich
Hellenic monotheism,
constitutes the world.
moreover, is influenced by strongly intellectual
On the other hand, the monotheism
tendencies.
of Israel was, even in its ante-philosophical form,
a kind of voluntarism. God's law, viewed as one
term of the antithesis, the world which He rules,
or which He saves, viewed as the other, are much
more sharply contrasted than Aristotle's order
and 'general' tend to be. When, in the development of the philosophies which grew out of the
Greek tradition, the Hellenic concept of the Logos
its
(q.v.) assumed its most characteristic forms,
intellectual interests were, on the whole, in favour
of defining the unity of the divine being and the
world as the most essential feature of monotheism.
But, at each stage of this development, this intellectual or rational unity of the Logos and the
world gradually came into sharper and sharper
conflict with that ethical interest which naturally
dwelt upon the contrast between the righteous
'

'

'

'

:

'

'

'

'

'

'
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Ruler ami

tlie sinful

world, and between divine

grace and fallen man.
TliiTcforc, licliind many of the confliets between
so-called pantheism in Cfiristian tradition and the
doctrines of 'divine transcendence' and 'divine

there has

meanwhile, we recognize that the contemplative
higher (li.an the |iractical life, and that an
immediate vi, ion of (loil leads to an in.sight whicli
no jiractical lutivity, however righteous, attains.
To teach such doctrines as matters of perscmal
life is

liiin

the conHict between

chaiacteristie of the mystics.
To
articulate the idea of God thus ilefined
has formed an important part of the ottice of
is

jiersonality.'
mtellectualisiii and voluntarism, between an interpretation of (he world in terms of order and an
interpretation of the world in terms of he conllii t

experience

between good and

Without this third type of monotlieism, and
without this negative criticism of tlie work of the
intellect and this direct appeal to immediate experience, Christian doctrine, in fact, would not
liave reached some of its most characteristic forms
and expressions, and the ]ihilosophy of Christendom
would have failed to put on record some of its most

I

evil,

righteousness and unright-

eousness.

Meanwhile, in terms of this antithesis of our first
and second types of philosophical monotheism, we
can state only half of the jiroblem. Had the monotheism of Israel and the Hellenic doctrine of (ioil
as the principle of order been the only jiovvers
concerned in the.se conflicts, tlie histniy both of
philosophy and of religion would have been, for
the Christian world, far simpler tlian it is. Tlie
motives which determine the third idea of (ioil
have tended both to enrich and to complicate the
situation.
It is true that

a direct connexion between ancient
Hinduism and early Christian doctrine cannot be
traced.
Hut « hat wo have called, for very general
reasons, tlie Indie type of idea of God became, in
the course of time, a part of Christian civilization
for very various rea.sons.
As we have seen, the
doctrine that God alone is real while the world is
illusory depends >ipon motives which are not eonfined to India.
In the form of what has technically
been called 'mysticism,' this view of the divine
nature in due time became a factor both in Christian experience and in philosophical interpretation.
The Neo-Platonic school furnished some of the
principal technical formulations of such a view
of the divine nature.
The religious experience of
the Gneco-Roman world, in the times immediately
before and immediately after the Christian era,
also in various ways emphasized the motives upon
which this third type of Christian monotheism
depends. The Church thus found room within the
limits of orthodoxy for the recognition, with certain restrictions, of the tendency to view the
world as mere
appearance, ordinary life as a bad
dream, and salvation as attainable only through a
direct acquaintance with the divine being itself.
The very complications which for philosophy have
grown out of the eflbrts to syntnesize Hellenic
monotheism and the religion of the Prophets of
Israel have repeatedly stimulated the (Christian
mystics to insist that what the intellect cannot
attain, namely, an understanding of the nature of
God and His relation to the world, the mystic
experience can furnish to those who have a right
to receive its revelations.

—

Philosophy intellectual
philosophy fails (so such mystics assert) to solve
the problems raised by the contrasts between good

—

and

evil, between C;od and the world, as these
contrasts are recognized either by those who study
the order of the univer.se or by those who thirst
after righteousness.
What way remains, then, for
man, beset by his moral problems, on the one hand,
and his intellectual difficulties, on the other, to
come into real touch with the divine ? The mystics,
i.e. those who have insisted upon the third idea of
God, and who have tested this idea in (lieir own
experience, have always held that the results of the
intellect are negative, and lead to no definite idea
of God which can be defended against the scei)tics,
while, as the mystics always insist, to follow the
law of righteousness, whether with or without the
aid of divine grace, does not lead, at. least in the
present life, to the highest type of the knowledge
of God.
approach the highest type of knowledge, so far as the present life permits, if we
recognize, in the form of some sort of 'negative'
theology, the barrenness of intellertualism, and if.

We

make more
tlieology.

fascinating speculations.

obvious that, on the face of the matter, the
inti'itions upon which mystical monotheism lays stress are opposed to the sort of insight
which the intellect obtains. Even here, however,
the opposing tendencies in question are not always
in any very direct
contrary ojniosition in the
thcmght or exjiression of an indi\idual thinker or
Thus, in .in indiviilual case, an exphilo.sopher.
position of mysticism may devote a large jiart of
its philosophical work to a return to the Hellenic
type of theism. That this was po.ssible the NeoI'latonic school had already shown (see art. NkoPlatonlsm). Wherever Christian monotheism is
strongly under the Neo-Platonic influence, it tends
to become a synthesis of our second and third
types of monotheism. In such cases the monotheism is Hellenic in its ff>ndness for order, for
categories, and for an intellectual system of the
universe, and at the same time devoted to immediate intuitions, to a recognition that the Unite
world is an appearance, and to a definition of God
in terms of an inefiable experience, rather than in
terms of a rational system of ideas. Such a synthesis may, in an individual system, ignore the
conflicts here in question.
Nevertheless, on the
whole, the opjiosition is bound to become, for great
numbers of thinkers and, on occasion, for the
authorities of the Church, a conscious opposition.
And the opposition between the ethical and the
It is

immediate

mystic types of monotheism is in general still
Despite all
sharper, and is more fully conscious.
these oppositions, however, it remains tlie case
that one of the principal problems of Christian
theology has been the discovery of some way to
bring the third of the ideas of God, the third of
the tendencies to define God as One, into some
tolerable and true synthesis either ^vith the first
or with the second of the three types of monotheism, or with both.
In the technical discussions of the idea of God
which have made up the introductory portions of
many sy.stems of so-called nature theidogy," it has
been very general for the philosophers of Christendom to emphasize the Hellenic type of theism.
The so-called philoso^ihical proofs of the divine
existence make explicit some aspect of the Hellenic
The
interest in the order and reason of the workl.
design argument,' first stated in an elementary
form by Socuates, and persistently present in
])o]iu!ar theology of the monotheistic type ever
since, is an interpretation of the world in terms of
various special analogies between the ]miticular
sorts of :iila]itation which the ]ihysical world shows
us and the plans of which a designing intelligeni'e,
The so-called
in the case of art, niaki's u.se.
eosmological argument' reu-sons more in general
terms from the very existence of this 'contingent'
world to the Logos whose rational nature explains
The highly leclinical 'ontological
the world.
argument' insi.sts upon motives which arise in the
course of the eflbrt to define the very nature of an
'

'

'

'

'

MONOTHBLETISM
In its briefest stiiteiiient the
orderly system.
ontological argument is eintomized by Augustine
when he ilelines God as Veritas and declares that
Veritas must be real, since, if there were nu
Veritas, tlie proposition that there is no Veritas
would itself be true. The more highly developed
forms of the ontological argument reason in similar
fashion from our own ideas of the nature of the
Logos, or of the rationallj' necessary order system
of the universe in other words, from the realm of
Platonic ideas, in so far as it is manifested through
and to our intellect, to the reality of such a system
'

'

—

beyond our

intellect.

has been insi.-ted, and not without very
genuine basis, both in religion and in the controversies of the philosophers, that all such etibrts,
through the intellect, to grasp the divine nature
lead to results remote from the vital experience
upon whicli religious monotheisju and, in particulai-, Christian monotlieisni must rest, if such
It

monotheism

to retain the confidence
at once critical and religious.
Into the merits of the issues thus indicated, this is
no place to enter. In any case, however, both the
warfare of the phUosophical schools and the contrast between intellectual tlieology and the religious life have often led to philosophical efibrts
to escape from the very problems now emphasized
to some more immediate intuition of the divine, or
else to assert that there is no philosophical solution
to the religious problem of theism.
Thus intellectualism in theology, in the forms in which it

of a

is

permanently

man who

is

has historically appeared, has repeatedly tended
to bring about its own elimination.
The more
highly rational it has become, and the more its
apparent barrenness, or its inability to combine
the various motives which enter into the three
diH'erent monotheistic tendencies
has become
manifest, the more the result of a careful analysis
of the intellectual motives has led either to the
revival of mysticism or to a sceptical indifference
to jjhilosophical theism. To say this is merely to
rejjort historical facts.

Some negative results of the more purely Hellenic
type of monotheism became especially manifest
through the results of the Kantian criticism of
reason and of its work. It is extremely interesting, however, to see what, in Kant's case, was the
result of this criticism of the traditional arguments
for the existence of God.
By temperament Kant
was indisposed to take interest in experiences of
mystic type. For him, therefore, the failure of
the intellect meant a return to the motives which,
in no philosophical formulation, but in the form of
an intenselj' earnest practical faith, had long ago
given rise to the religion of Israel. Tlierefore the
God of Kant is, once more, simply the righteous
Kuler. Or, as Fiehte in a famous early essay
defined the idea,
God is the moral order of the
world.' This Kantian-Fichtean order is, however,
not the Hellenic order, either of the realm of
Platonic ideas or of the natural Avorld. It is the
order of the kingdom of ends,' of a universe of
free moral agents, whose existence stands in endless contrast to an ideal realm of holiness or moral
perfection, after which they must endlessly strive,
out of whose real prc-^ence they can never become
aware through a mystical vision or by a sure
The righteous man, aclogical di'uionstration.
cording to Kant, says: 'I will that God exists."
Kant delines God in terms of this will. Mouotheism, according to this view, cannot be proved,
but rationally must be acknowledged as true.
Vet, in his Ci-iliqiie n/Juihjment, Kant recognized
that the renuirement to lu'iug into sj'nthesis the
intellect and the will, and to interpret our a;.sthetic
experience, i.e. our acf|uaintance with the kind of
perfection which beauty reveals tiiis ideal, a
'

'

—
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synthesis of the ethical, the intuitional, and the
rational remains with us. And, despite all faUuies,
this ideal is one from which philosophy cannot

—

escape.

The revived interest in intuition and in religious
experience which has characterized the transition
from the 19th to the 20th cent, has once more
made the mystical motives familiar to our present
interest.
The permanent significance of the ethical
motives also renders them certain to become prominent in the attention of serious-minded men,
even though the Kantian formulation of the ethical
ideals seems for the moment, in our mobile contemporary philosophical and religious thought, too
abstract and rigid. And so we are not likely, in
future, to accept any merely one-sided Hellenism.
While no attention can here be given to the
solutions of the problem of philosophical monotheism which have been propo.sed during the la.st
century, the problem of monotheism still remain.s
central for recent phUosopliy.
It may be said that
dogmatic formulations are at the present time
often treated with the same indifference which
is also characteristically shown towards the faith
of the fathers, viewed simply as a heritage.
Nevertheless, the problems of philosophical monotheism remain as necessarily mipressive as they
have been ever since the early stages of Christian
theology. They are as certain to survive as is
philosophy itself. What the whole history of the
monotheistic problem in philosophy shows becomes
to-day, in view of our explicit knowledge of the
phUoso[ihy of India, and in view of our wide comparative study of religions, more explicit than
ever.
Philosophy is a necessary effort of the
ci^Tiized consciousness, at least on its higher level.
Monotheism is a central problem of philosophy.
This problem is not to be sufficiently dealt with
by merely drawing artificial or technical distinctions between Platonic or Neo-Platonic theories ;
nor can the problem be solved by calling it the
problem of the immanence of CJod as against His
transcendence. The question 'Is God personal?'

becomes and will become

more explicit in its
modern formulation the more we become aware
of what constitutes a person.
Meanwhile, as wa.s
remarked above, the problem of monotheism has

other aspects besides the problem of personality.
The essentials of the great issue remain for us,
as for our fathers, cajiable of formulation in the
terms which have here been emphasized.
To
repeat, the phUosophical problem of monotheism
is (1) In what sense is the world real?
(2) In what
sense is the world a rational order ? (3) In what
sense is the world ethical ? The effort to answer
these questions cannot be made by exclusive emphasis on one of them. For, as we have seen, the
problem of monotheism requires a synthesis of all
the three ideas of God, and an answer that shall
Whether monol)e just to all the three problems.
theism is true or not can be discovered, in a philoa
clear
recognition of
sophical sense, only through
the contrast of the three ideas of God, and the
which
shall
them
into
some sort
briuf'
synthesis
of harmony. The further discussion of the natvue
of this harmony does not come within the scope of
this article (see art.
Literature.

—
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first glance to be a mere sequel to the Monoa knowledge of which is assumed
physite conflict,
On a closer examination,
"the present article.
however, we see that the later controversy lias a
character of its own, since it shows how tlie adoption of the orthodox Piphysite point of \iew was
not regarded as leading necessarily and directly to
In theart..".Muxiir'iiYSiflSM
Dithelcteconclusions.
it was indicated how the new orthodoxy
(p. 811
came to terms with the jirobleni of the two natures
in the one person of Jesus Christ— tlie problem
The person
raised by the Syml>ol of Clialcedon.
of the God-man was conceived as arising from the
person {lnr6(TTairti) of the Logos, which assimilated
the human attributes, and upon which, as the
core of personality, human nature was, so to
speak, engrafted by the process of ivviriirrtKni. On
this hypothesis it might seem entirely justifiable
to ascrioe ever}'tliing that Christ said or did to the
one volitional activity (ivipyeia) of the God-man,
and actually, indeed, to regard all as emanating
from His undivided will ($d\iiixa). Such a view,
moreover, could be supported by the evidence of
earlier Fathers.
Cyril, with reference to Lk 8'"^,
liad said of Christ
/xiav re Kal (rvyyivv 5* an<^o1v \i,e.

at

m

11".

)

:

word and hand]
possible, above

iinSeiKvi'S rrjv cvipyeiaf

;

and

it

was

all, to adduce the witness of a
passage in the fourth Epistle of the pseudo-Dionysius a passage containing the phrase ula BcavSpiKT)
ivipyeia, which was destined to ]>lay so important
a part in the coming days. The Monenergists
were possessed with the idea that tlie redemptive
activitj- of the God-man emanated wholly and
solely from His divine nature, that nature providing the stimulus which was mediated hy His
rational soul and brought to realization in His
body. Nor had even the natural operations of
Christ as a rational being their source in His
human nature purely by itself, as that nature
subsisted, not by itself alone, but in the divine
nature conceived as inherently personal. Hence
that which in Christ corresponds to human nature
was itself the work of God it was one energy,
whose source is God, and whose instrument was
His humanity it was one will, and that will was
To Sergius of Constantinople (cf. § 2) it
divine.
seemed perfectly obvious that the rationally endowed body of Christ effected its natural movements only in accordance with the measure
assigned bj- His divine will, and that, just as our
bodies are governed by our rational souls, so the
whole couijilex of Christ's human nature was con-

—

:

;

stantly directed by His deity.
The objections urged b3- the opposite party
against this theory of the oneness of Christ's
tutpyeia were based upon the feeling that it surrendered the distinctively human element in Christ's
activity, since it implied that His human nature
was a mere pa.ssive instrument, and must therefore
lie (^onceivca as inanimate or, at least, as nonlational.
Such a view, however, was in reality a
if the
reversion to
Apollinarism (q.v.); and, even
Monenergists did not go so far, yet their idea of
the one composite energy really presupjiosed that
of the one composite nature as ^leld
lield by the Severby
ians.
In point of fact, the theses of the Monenergists approximate very closely to those of the
Severians the more moderate party of the MonoA> the Monenergists themselves came
|)liysites.
to recognize this, they surrendered the phrase a^'o
M/ryfia and rallied around the ty OiXij/ia. This
i

—

position they regarded as unassailable, since

two

distinguished from mere impulses or
natural tendencies to action) seemed inevitably to
involve two subjects endowed with volition (5™
vTTCKrTaacis).
They rightly recognized that, if there
was in the fJod-man a will which diverged from
Uis divine will, that divergent will could spring
wills

(as

from nothing else than an ungodly tendency in
the nature w liich He had assumed. Such a view,
however, would have been in conflict with the

doctrine of the sinlessiiess of Chri.st's human
nature, in which all jjartics were at one, and would
therefore havebeenaccounted blasphemy. Gregory
rb iKdrov
of Nys.sa, writing long before, had said
The
0^\itv ovSiv vireyavTioi' ti^j ^ey, Oewdey 6\oy,
:

adverse party was wont to appeal to passai,'es like
Mt 26*', where the human will and the divine will
seem to stand in opposition I'ut the Monutheletes
sought to show from the Fatliers that, on a strict
;

interpretation of this text, Christ had a human
will Kar oiKtiwaiv only.
They did not mean to
deny the presence of a human activity in the one
will of Christ, but they held that this activity was
In relation to
entirely due to His divine will.
His divine itripytia, they maintained, the human
ivipffia becomes a irdSoi, and, when Gregory said
of Christ tliat His soul wills, he meant that the
volition of Christ's soul was due to the will of the
Deity who was personally united with His soul,
and that, accordingly, it was divine volition in a
human form.

The Monenergists and Monotheletes sought to
support their contention also on the ground that
the phrase Svo if^pyeiai had never yet been heard
in the doctrinal controversy
and, while this claim
was not absolutely valid, yet Sergius could say
with some show of reason that none of the 0(6nvevcTTOi Tn% eKK\ri<rlas /ivnTayioyol, i.e. none of the
recognized Fathers of the Church, had made use
As regards the formula of the Svo
of the phrase.
ffeXi/llMTa, again, the Monothelete case was a still
stronger one. In earlier writers the phrase 5ias
eeXriij.dTui' is used only as expressing a linal consequence foisted upon those wno held the doctrine
The use of the phrase in a
of the two natures.
positive sense can be traced only in a single work,
written if genuine before the Monothelete controversy, viz. the treatise vepl rijs aylas rplados Kal
to Eulogius of
Trepl T^j $elas okovofilai ascribed
Alexandria (t 607). But, while the Ditheletes
were thus unable to call tradition to their aid,
they operated all the more zealouslj' with the
inherent logic of their case. In point of fact, no
logical objection could be urged from the standpoint of the new orthodoxj', as, e.ff., from that of
Leontius of Byzantium, against the procedure of
ascribing 5vo tpvaiKai evdpyeiai to the Suo ^iVets.
Indeed, it was, more than all else, this logical
inference, i.e. the consistent development of the
position aliirnied in the formula' of Clialcedon,
that helped the doctrine of the two wills to gain
the day. It is true that the contradiction involved
in the doctrine of the two natures was rendered
Hut
still more palpable in that of the two wills.
those who had come to terms with the former
doctrine had no difficulty in accepting the latter,
and it is the aim of the following historical sketch
;

—

—

to

show how

this point

was reached.

of the controversy.— The
secession of the Monophy.site.s did serious damage
It smoothed the
to Byzantium and its Church.
way for the advance of the Arabs and of Islam.
Far-seeing and energetic iioliticians sought to
arrest the mischief by working for the ecclesiastical
reconciliation of the eastern and southern iiroThe most outstandingvinces of the empire.
wore the emiiemr Heraligures in this movement
Clius (610-6-tl) and the patriarch Sergius (610-638).
was
Sergius, a Syrian born of .lacobite p.-ueiits,
already giving his mind to the thought of union in
He caught
the early years of his tenure of office.
2.

The beginnings

fiia. tVtVyfin and /lio 9A))o-i! iiyovv
which had apparently been introduced
into the controversy by the Alexandrian Monoon the
physitcs, and he succeeded at the outset,

at the watchwords
tf WXijM".

MONOTHBL.BTISM
basis of the doctrine implied by these expressions,
in winning the emperor's approval of his designs.
Soon afterwards (022) Heraclius issued an edict
proscribing the doctrine of the Svo ivipyeiai.
But,
although Sergius l)rought all the weapons of
to
bear
the
Armenian
and
patristic learning
upon

Syrian Monophysites, the negotiations made

little

was not until 633 that indications of
real progress began to show themselves.
Cyrus,
patriarch of Alexandria, whom Heraclius had
translated to tliat city from Phasis in Lazica,
It

headway.

succeeded in bringing about a union with the
Theodosians, i.e. the Monophysites (see art. MONO-

PIIYSITISM, § 3). The doctrinal programme drawn
up by Cyrus, while setting the doctrine of the two
natures in tlie forefront, guarded it carefully by
special clauses ; it distinctly recognized the Cyrillian terminology of the one incarnate nature, and
adopted the Areopagite formula of the one
Tlie Monophy.sites had some
theantliropio energy.
grounds for thinking that, as one of our sources
puts it, it was not they who made alliance with
it

Chalcedon,

but

rather

Chalcedon

with

them.

About

this time, too, the metropolitan church
succeeded in effecting an understanding with the
Armenian, though this did not last long. The
greatest triumpli, however, was the winning of
Athanasius, the Jacobite patriarcli of Antioch ; for
now the occupants of the three great Oriental sees
were all on the same side. But at this juncture

the union that had been brought about with such
was gravely imperilled by the action of
a Palestinian monk.
This was Sophronius, who had at an early date
maintained relations with the Alexandrian patriarchs Eulogius and John the Merciful.
He now
made his way from Palestine to Egypt in order to
lodge a protest with Cyrus against the articles of
union, in which he thought he discerned Apollinarism.
As Cyrus hesitated to withdraw the articles
at the request of Sophronius, the latter proceeded
to Constantinojile and tried to induce Sergius to
delete the expression ula evipyna. from the document. The patriarch was not prepared to take
that step, but for the sake of peace he agreed to
send his Alexandrian colleague a letter recommending him to have done with the dispute as to one
ivipyeia or two, but forbidding him to sanction the
thesis of the two wills, which he stigmatized as
difficulty

blasphemous

was

satisfied.

(Svirffepis).

With

this

Sophronius

Sergius, moreover, secured another

triumph in gaining the support of Pope Honorius
for his pacific policy (cf. § 3).
Shortly afterwards
(634) Sophronius was appointed to the see of
He broke away at onco from the
Jerusalem.
accepted understanding by referring in his inaugural encyclical to the two natures, though he
certainly avoided any overt acceptance of the
His action was deeply
doctrine of the two wills.
resented by Sergius, and Honorius tried, though
without success, to peisuade him to drop the
objectionable expression. Eventually the emperor
issued a decree, framed by Sergius the so-called
Ecthesis of 638 forbidding all mention either of
one energy or of two energies of one, because the
mention of it might lead to a denial of the two
natures, and of two, because two energies seemed
logically to involve two mutually antagonistic

—

—

:

wills.

The

—

Honorius of Rome,
of Ids attitude in the Monothelete controversy, was, as will be ex[ilained below (§ 5), put
3.

case of Honorius.

by reason

This
tlie lian by an Ecumenical Council.
proceeding has had such important consequences
in the war of the confessions that the historian
cannot afford to ignore it. Here we must iirst of
all ask what
Honorius had really said. Tlie
missive in which he explained his theological

under
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position to his colleague in Constantinople is extant
only in a Greek translation, but the agreement of
this translation with the Latin autograph was
In this letter
definitely confirmed at the Council.
Honorius had set in the foreground his desire that
the controversy as to one or two energies should
be allowed to rest or relegated to the grammarians.
The introduction of the new phrases into
the doctrinal terminology might bring those who
used them under suspicion either of Eutychianism
or of Nestorianism.
He nevertheless adhered
impartially to the view that, whatever decision
mi"ht be made between the hypothesis of the one
and that of the two energies, it was at all events
necessary to accept the doctrine of a single will
(Udev iv 64\-qfxa o/JLoXoyoO/xev toO Kvpiov'lijixoO Xpiarou) ;
for, as the Son of God had assumed a pure and
supernaturally begotten human nature, the idea
of a second will, disparate or antagonistic (bi.6.(popov
out of the question.
)) ivavTlov 0iXrjp.a.), was simply
Passages like Mt 26^'-' or Jn 5**, in which Christ
seems to mark a contrast between His own will
and the will of God, did not in any real sense
indicate a different will, but simply referred to
the economy of His assumed humanity ( ouk eiirl
TavTa 8ia(p6pov ^eXiJ^aros, dX\d t^s oUovofiias ttjs
avBpiOTrdTTjToi ttjs 7rpojXi;09e(tr7js).
Christ, as our
example, adopted this manner of speaking for our
sake, i.e. in order that we should follow His
footsteps, not seeking our own will but the will of
.

God.

The

Honorius reveals throughout an
and accurate grasp of the situation. To

letter of

intelligent

writer with ha\ing adopted the docreproach
trine of the one will is simply an anachronism, for
that doctrine had not yet become ecclesiastically
Even Sophronius himself, in fact, as has
suspect.
already been said, had not put the doctrine of the
two wills upon his programme, and the question
as to the Monotheletism of Honorius is of a piece
with that regarding the Monophysitism of Cyril of
Alexandria. We might venture to say, indeed,
that, if Honorius had, a generation later, occupied
the Roman chair in place of Agatho, he would
have given the same judgment as the latter did,
its

and thus, to speak paradoxically, would have pronounced his own condemnation. Agatho and the
Council of 681 stood face to face ^vith a situation of
a totally difi'erent kind. As Monotheletism had
then become a thing of evil repute, they were
simply bound to condemn it, and, in doing so, they
could not avoid reprobating the missive of Honorius
as well. Above all, however, we must not forget
that Agatho not only refrained from protesting
against the anathematization of his predecessor,
but by the voice of his legate actually gave it his
sanction.
In the follo%ving year Pope Leo II. expressly ratified the condemnation in a comnumication to the emperor, in which he spoke of Honorius
as one qui banc apostolicam sedem non apostolicae
traditionis doctrina illustravit, sed profana proditione immaculatam tidem subvertere conatus est.'
This judgment is, no doubt, unduly severe, and,
measured by the standard of historical truth,
Still, it certainly shows the repositively false.
markable freedom from prejudice with which the
authority of a pope in matters of doctrine coiUd
then be viewed even in Rome itself. It Is quite
incompetent, on the other hand, to bring the case
of Honorius into the question of papal infallibility.
If we keep in mind the provisions of the Vatican
dogma regarding the import and scope of the pope's
infallibility, we shall see at once that they do not
If the
apply at all to the missive of Honorius.
latter is declared to be without error, the same
attribute might with equal justification be applied
to any other utterance of a pope.
in conflict.
After the
4. Byzantium and Rome
'

—
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it the emperor Constantiue IV. I'ogonalus
(668-685) resorted to the plan of holding an imperial
Synod. Iji November 680, accordingly, the Eastern
of Pope Agatho,
prelates, together with the legates
a3seml>lcd in the Hall (rpoOWos, hence TruUan
(Jouneil) of the ini)>erial palace at Constantinople.
This Council, which sat, with considerable interofficiru])ti<ms, until September 681, is recognized
Ecumenical
ally by both Churches as the 6th

death of the emperor Ueracliiis, and the hrief
his grandson, Constans II.
reijirns of his two sons,

with

(G41-C6S, son of f'onstantine III.), was raisccl to the
throne in conse(]ucnce of a court revolt. Constans,
too, adhercil to the Ecthosis, which, however, had
meanwhile encountered a keen resistance, esi)eciIn Rome
ally among the clerjiy of the West.
IV. olliiially condemned Monotheletisni
the N. African hishops raised a vigorous agitation
against it and soon the whole western province
was ringing with passionate debate. Constantinople, on the other hand, remained loyal to the
Ecthesi.s.
The patriarch Pyrrhus, who had succeeded Sergius, was deposed by Constans on political grounds, being superseded by Paul, a man of
like doctrinal views with himself.
Pyrrhus went
to Africa, and there intervened vigorously in the
conflict.
With Maximus, an abbot of Constantinople, who had likewise removed to Africa, he
conducted a discussion the records of which are
among the most notable documents of the whole
Here Maximus proved the Wctor.
controversy.

Pope John

;

The members, with abundant excerpts
from the Fathers in their hands, carried the debate
from one point to another, until at last the Roman

Council.

;

doctrine of
representatives won acccjitance for the
the two wills, and procured the condemnation of
its opponents, living and dead alike, including, as

we saw above
point of view

terms in which the Chalcedonian formula defines
the relation of the two natures are ajiplied to
the two inherent wills {Svo ^iwirai 0<:\r)aeis iJToi
Thus the two wills corresponding reee\-/i/ia.Ta).
to
spectively to the two natures are not opposed
each other (oux vrepaPTla) on the contrary, the
human will is obedient to tlie divine and omni-

'

;

potent will
duBptiinvov
&.VTLnl'nTov

ri
firj

Tt^

nal inroraff-

Oeit^

secure the acceptance of the Council's decrees
The most zealous antagonist of
in the West.
Ditheletism in the East, Macarius, patriarch of
Antioch, was prevented from doing further misThe second
chief by confinement in a monastery.
TniUan Council, the so-called Concilium Quinisextum (692), homologated the condemnation of
Monotheletisni. This does not mean, of course,
that the conflict was wholly at an end, and, in
fact, it was intermittently fanned to fresh outbursts by the wranglings of the Byzantine court.
Eventually the emperor riiiliiipicus Bardanes (711713) undertook to deal with it, while his successor,
Anastasius II. (713-715), restored the authority of
the Council of 680-681. But Monotlicletism was
still faithfully adhered to by the Maronites of

adherence

Mt. Lebanon.
LrrERiTrRE.— i. Sources— (V) Letters and other written
conmmnications of those who took part in the controversy, as
found in the documents of the Lateran Synod and the 6th
Kcumenical Council (2) contemporary works, esp. the writings
of Maximus Confessor (Opu^ntta tln'o!n;]ica et polfmica ad
Marimiin, Disjmtatio cum I't/rrbo) and statement* in Anas-

his suft'erings.

—

;

tasius Sinaita, Ilepi toO Kar

c(*c(ir(i

Ka'i

Nam

Ka$' o/iot'oxni-, bk. iv.

Cnll.. Rome. 1S'21, vi. Wilt.); (3)
(A. Mai, Script. Vet.
later chronicles and historical works, as, c.«/.. the 'luroptn <rt'cTOand the \povoyi>ii'liia of Tbeo)io5 of the patriarch Nicephorus,

;

;

fxiv oi'v

Kal

was stUl preserved.
Agatho did not live to see the triuniph of his
cause, and it was left to his successor, Leo II., to

to the doctrine of two wills and two energies
corresponding to the two natures of Christ. The
action of Martin raised an agitation in both East
and West, and the emperor, bitterly resenting this,
as well as the pope's friendly relations with the
exarch Olympius, then lying under suspicion of
high treason, had him sent to Constantinople
(6.53), and, after a criminal trial, banished to the
Chersonese, wh'^re in 655 death released him from
5. The 6th Ecumenical Council and the end of
the controversy. Eor a time it apjjcared as if
the new policy of peace would be attended with
success.
Pope Vitalian entered into friendly alliance with the emperor; ecclesiastical communion
between East and West was t.acitly restored and,
when Constans Wsited l!ome in 6GH, he was received
with due imperial honours. At the murder of the
emperor, however, the antagonism broke out more
liorcely than ever, and the dissension led to a fresh
rupture of ecclesiastical relations. Such a state of
matters was felt by the ])oliLicians, as formerly in
Justinian's time, to be intolerable and to deal

^aWov

{iwi/j.evoi'

d^XTjfia

cation, but

aflirmed, in explicit conformity
its

subject

\uyov]

Just as the flesh of the God-Logos (tov 9eoC
\&you) is called flesh, and is flesh, so the natural
will of this flesh is called, and rightly called, the
will of the God-Logos.
And, as His holy and
stainless animate flesh was not taken away in
being made divine (BeuBelaa ovk 6.vQp(er}), but remained within its own limitations and relations (^i'
so the human
T(f iolifi ai>T77S bpif Ka.1 \6yii> di^i^ewen),
will likewise was not alioli.shod in the act of deifi-

;

Rome,

avTtno.\a.1ov^

is

will.

declaring that the dispute regarding the doctrine
The
of the wills must come to an end at once.
Typus, unlike the Ecthesis, avoids all argumentation on matters of detail
disobedience to its
pro\'isions was to be visited with severe ecclesiastiBut the Ditheletes would
cal and civil penalties.
not V)e silenced. They had now their centre in
Rome, and a Council conducted in 649 by Pope
Martin in tiie Constantinian basilica of the Lateran
Palace, and attended also by the Greek monks who
fled to

7)

to which it
avTov [i.e. roO

aiToO Kal 7rar(T(^ei'et OeX-Q^an), for it
was necessary that, while the will of the flesh inust
indeed act, it should be subordinate to the divine

<rd/j.iyov

The vehement opposition of the Ditheletes, however, did not wholly fail to influence the ecclesiastical policy of tiic emperor.
Already in 648
Constans, acting on the advice of the patriarch
Paul, had issued a decree, the so-called Typus,

with the declaration of Chalcedon,

The Roman

{§ 3), Pope Honorius.
is set forth in the comprehensive

statement laid by Agatho before the emperor— a
document that came to be regardeil as a counterMONOPIIVpart to the Touius of Leo I. (cf. art.
In the Symbol of the Council the
siTLSM, § i>.

This Maximus was the most eminent and effective champion
of Ditheletism, and liis constancy to his creed won him the
title o(
Confessor.' He was l)orn r. iSU at Constantinople.
nis career was that of a high .^UiLe functionary, and he acted
From 630 he
as imperial secretary in the reign of Heraclius.
lived in the monastery at Chrysopolis (now Scutari), where he
soon attained to the dignity of an abbot. He worked energetically on behalf of Ditheletism both in Africa and at Rome, and
it was at his insti^r.ition that the Lateran Council of 649 (see
As the part which he thus played ran
lielow) was summoned.
counter to the policy of the emperor, he was at lenfrth put
he
was arrested and taken to Constantihis
trial.
In
O-Sa
upon
nople, and two years later he was banished. In 662 the unfortunate man was once more subjected to a legral process, as a
result of which his tongue was cut out and his right hand struck
off, and he died wittiin the year in Lazica on the east coast of the
Eu\ine. The best known of his extant works is his Scholia to
the pseudo.Dionysian writings, and it was, in fact, the commenta of Maximus that secured the Church's recognition of
these texts.

had

'

'

pliancs.

ii.
MODKitN irORTS.—The reader sliould consult the works
MoNornvslTlsM those o( Gibbon, Walch.
Dorner, Hefele, Harnack, and Krumbacher arc well worth

cited at the art.

;

regards Monotheletisni. The dismites in
Armenia touched upon in 5 » of the present article arc discussed
in
care
G. Owsepian, D'> EiilsUhlimmricgchichle.
with special
attention also as

:

I

,lrs l>l,iiwthetelis/nits luic/i ihrf,i

The best recent discussion

(,ii/^(/<-)i

of the case of

;;.v„•,l/^ l.cipzi;;, ISOT.

Honorius— though from

MONSTERS
the standpoint of papal infallibility— is j^iven in J. Chapman,
The Condemnation of Pope HunoriuH, London, 1907 { = Dublin
Review, cx,x\ix. (UI06] 129 fl., cxl. [1907J 42 ff.). For the relation
of the present ail. to the writer's artt. in PRE^, cf. the closing
note in the literature of art. Monopuvsitism.

Kruger.

G.

MONSTERS (Biological).—' Mon.stra vocantur
quia monstraiit.' This; ancient platitude may Keeni
ridiculous to-day, but it lias not yet lost its meanDoubtless in a modern civilized
ing entirely.
society the birth of a two-headed lamb, of a bullor
of
a
dog calf,'
cyclopian child no longer excites
attention as a portent of disaster or jn'oof positive
of witchcraft.
Yet to a certain section of the
communitj' the objects present opportunities of
enlarging the common store of biological know'

The specimens themselves demonstrate
eloquently the possibilities of aberration in the
processes of normal development and growth.
They testify to the existence of numerous independent forces or influences, balanced delicately
under normal circumstances.
They point to a
disturbance of the balance.
They reveal the
nature of individual influences, as manifested
when one has been exerted in excess, to the exclusion or suppression of the countervailing factors.
In biology monsters are regarded as extreme
instances of developmental varieties. Variations
of lesser degrees constitute the class of
abnormalities,' although, as explained in art. AbnorMALITIE.S (Biological), no hard and fast line
separates the two groups. Manj' monstrous formations are determined by disturljances aftecting the
embryo or the foetus, though the post-natal period
ledge.

'

of

growth

is

by no means

free

from

disorders

productive of a comparable result. And instances
of the latter kitid, such as retarded adolescence, or
Jirecocious senility, may be included fairlj' with
others showing the extreme tenuity of the neutral
zone between health and disease.
The study of monsters falls naturally into two
divisions
(a) the investigation of their actual
structure, and (b) research into the mode of their
production.
(a) On the anatomical side a classification has
been attempted, and it is based upon consideration
of the part or parts actually affected.
In view of
the vast number of categories thus recognized, only
the most cursory survey is possible here; and,
instead of rehearsing the long list of classes and
their subdivisions, it must suffice to note that,
while the whole body has sufiereil in some cases,
in others certain parts only will be found to be
:

distorted.

The developmental history of monsters shows us
that, as a general rule, the departure from what is
normal will be greater and more complete in proportion as the clisturbance was early in its occurrence.
For in the first phases of development,
when the total mass of the embryo is almost
infinitesimally small, even a slight error will affect
the ruditnents of every organ and structure that is
to be perfected subsequently.
At this point again
two distinct groups of monsters must be contrasted.
In some cases the uterus may void its contents
prematurely as a shapeless mass to this, in human
pathology, the antiijuated term 'mole' is still
Or, again, the disturbance may lead to
applied.
partial gemination,' i.e. to some distorted kind of
twin-formation.
Thus twins of equal size niaj'
continue to grow though connected with each other,
and at the birth may produce such a phenomenon
as the Siauiese twins.' In other instances of this
class the twins are quite unequal in point of size
and, it may be, of development. As a result, an
almost normal cliild may be boru with an imperfect
twin attached to it. The two are then distinguished
as the autosite and parasite respectively. The
parasite is inosu commonly attached to the autosite
;

'

'

'

'

'

'
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in or about the middle line of the body.
It may
present almost any appearance, from that of a
mere wart-like excrescence to that of a headless
trunk with arms and legs. In rare instances the
parasite has been found to be entirely enclosed
within the body of its host, so that it is not visible

externally at all.
Lastly, in yet another class of monsters, the
process of gemination may have been complete but
unequal, and one twin is born in a normal state,
while the other is represented by a spherical
mass, consisting of various tissues and rudiments
of organs in the most complete confusion.
Even
the latter may be maintained alive throughout
the intra-uterine period of existence.
Apart from thc*e instances of 'twinning,' we
may notice that certain jiarticular structures such
as the heart or the brain maj' be defective to the
point of obliteration, whOe a large class bears
witness to interference m ith such normal processes
as the formation of the face or the closure of the
walls of the body to protect the viscera.
(b) The study of the normal processes of development throws a flood of ligiit on the problem of
explaining the particular aberration responsible
for the occurrence of a monster.
Physiological
investigations have dealt with the nature of the
and
to
these
we
shall now
disturbing causes,
turn.

The

production of monsters first claims
In fish-hatcheries the occurrence is

artificial

attention.
accidental

and unwelcome, yet tlie frequency with
grotesquely formed individuals appear
among the fry is so well known as to be almost a
matter of common knowledge. The eggs of the
domestic fowl have been used for experimental
purposes for at least fifty years past. In this
ilepartment of biology the name of the French
observer, C. Dareste, deserves special mention.
The more usual modes of procedure are to subject
the eggs during artificial incubation to selected
abnormal influences. These may be of the nature
which

magnetic force, variations of temperature, or,
again, the disturbances caused by partially varnishing the eggs, or by subjecting them to incessant
In these ways various physical agencies
rotation.
of

have been shown to be influential in producing
monstrous forms. Eggs of other animals (often
those of Invertebrates) have been employed to
test the effects of chemical agents or of altering
the chemical constitution of the media in which
the developing eggs normally rest. Such ova have
also been the subjects of experiments in which the
element has been varied.
fertilizing
Physiological research of this kind has estabthe susceptibility of the egg-cell to a
variety of influences, whether these be physical,
or
chemical.
At this point another
mechanical,
The influence
possibility seems to demand notice.
lishecl clearly

of

so-called

discussed

maternal impressions has long been

by those who are not prejudiced on this
Only the highest forms of life are suit-

subject.
able for observation or research in this respect,
and it cannot be said that the potency of such
impressions has been established.
Turning more particularly to human beings, it

be mentioned that medical research has shown
that certain monstrous developments, viz. Acromegaly and Achondroplasia, are due to the excess
or deficiency of certain fluids which normally pa.ss
with the blood to bathe the tissues of the body.
In this department of research only the first steps
have been taken as yet.
In such w.ays the anatomical study of monsters
shows the investigator what parts have sullered,
while the physiologist is able to point to the disturbing element. Thus we are left with the impression that, where the balance of reacting forces

may
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80 delicate, no absulule standard of what is a
normal individual
normiil form is possible.
is connected witli others which we call abnormal by an iiilinito number of intermediate forms.
And the abnormal examples in turn lend on to

is

A

monsters.

That which is born is the outcome of a host of
Its cajiacity to maintain existinteracting forces.
ence and to reproduce its kind depends lirst upon
its conformation, and then upon the environment

Two

remarks may be
it finds itself.
in conclusion.
Though the attribute of vast
size is commonly associated with our ideas of
from the biological point of view
monsters,
which

in

made

yet

this is not necessary,

and huge monsters are but

representative of one out of

And

lastly,

while

many

possibilities.
in this article the occurrence

monstrous forms among animals has been reviewed, it is to be remembered that most of the

of

considerations here set forth are applicable equally
to the vegetable kingdom.
LiTFnATURK.—Special mention may be marie of C. Dareste,
Rechcrclics sur la production artifiaelle dis monstriwsiUs,
1877; other contributions to the literature are so
numerous as to preclude even a partial enumeration here.
Reference is made specially to the exhaustive biljliotrraphy
providort by E. Schwalbe, ilmyhologie der Missbildanrjen,
Paris,

W.

Jena, 1006.

DUCKWORTH.

L. H.

—

MONSTERS

I. Various kinds of
(Ethnic).
monsters. The existence of monstrous beings,
Imman, animal, or diabolic, is believed in at all
levels of culture.
They are referred to or described
in stories, traditions, or myths, or they are depicted
or represented in some artistic form.
Among
savages monstrous animals are often supposed to
a
e.xist, like the Bun-yip of Australian tribes—
mythic water-monster who carries oft' women or
the monsters or dragons said to swallow youths at
initiation in New tiuinea.'
Frequently more or less
distant tribes are believed to have some monstrous
or abnormal featui-e one eye, more than two eyes,
eyes under the arms, vast ears, two or more heads
to be headless or featureless or of jjreat size, or to
possess tails. Ghosts, especially ghosts of those
who have died a violent death, are often visualized
as monsters of a more or less horrible kind, usually
with a fondness for human blood. Among barbaric
in
peoples similar beliefs are found, especially
Here whole
Oriental mythology and folk-lore.
classes or tribes of monstrous beings exist, like the
raksasoa of Hindu myth hideous fiends witli
or the
shape-shifting powers or the evil jinn
ghouls of Arabic belief, or the satyrs, centaurs,
Here also
and cyclones of Greek mythology.
human trioes of monstrous form are a subject of
popular belief. The people of Jabah (Java ?) were
supposed by the Arabs to have their heads in their
breasts.^ Herodotus describes some of the tribes
supposed to live beyond the region of the Scythians
men with goats' feet, men with one eye (the Arimaspi)— and other tribes believed in by the Libyans
monsters with dogs' heads or headless with eyes
in theii- breasts.'
i'liny also writes copiously
about such tribes.* Irish mythology speaks of
tribes of men with dog, or cat, or goat heads.''
Tribes or individuals covered with an abnormal
growth of hair are often mentioned by ancient or
mediseval travellers from the Carthaginian llanno
In I'.gypt monstrous creatures were
onwards."
often figured on tombs, and the god Bes is depicted
as a dwartish but monstrous and repulsive figure.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

K. Neuhauss, DeutschNeu-GiuiKa, Berlhi, 1911, iii. UDtJ,
4021., 489,4931.
' 8. Lane- Poole, Arabian Society in the Middle Ages, London,
1

1383, p. 45.
» iv.
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(Ethnic)

The monstrous

creatures of Babylonian and Assyarc well-known winged bulls or lions
with human heads, and other abnormal forms.
These were set in front of entrances as a means of
frightening away evil spirits, and a similar use of
hideous ligures is known elsewhere (see Dooii, vol.
iv. p. 848 f.), at both lower and higher levels.'
Among the folk everywhere monstrous beings
have a real existence to the imagination, and are
doubtless survivals of similar beings believed in by
But the intiuence of Christitheir forefathers.
anity was often to give a sinister as]iect to the
supernatural beings of the older i>a.L:iiuism. The
water-horse and water-bull of t'cltic lore are

—

rian art

which have still
typical examples of monsters
a real existence to the folk in remote districts.
Demoniac, beings are also often envisaged as inonsters, and everywhere more or less repulsive giant.?
and dragons have been subjects of popular belief
(see Demons and .Spirits, Giants).
The mytholoe:ies of most races tend to give a demoniac,
form to the supernaltiral enemies of
gigantic,' or monstrous
culture-heroes- or he gods— Tiaraat and her brood in liaby.
of beings whom Ha daily conipicred in
losts
the
Ionia,
opposing
monsters who strive
Eg\T>tian belief, the demons, giants, or
with gods in Hindu, Greek, Teutonic, or Celtic m\ th. They
the
typify chaotic powers as opposed to and conquered by
be rogarded
powers of order, and hence they constantly tend to
ami
goodas evil, while their opponents embody righteousness
I

As early as the days of primitive man monstrous
forms have been depicted in various ways. Thus
in caves at Marsoulas and Altamira grotesque
faces may represent demons, while other curious
been
hybrid figures, half-human, half-animal, have
variously interpreted, but may represent monsters
of the imagination of the .Stone Age.^ Savage art
tends to give all its human or supernatural subjects
a grotesque, if not monstrous, form, often, no
doubt, from lack of skill, but there is sometimes a
deliberate exaggeration, in a horrible or grotesque
direction, of features or of one or more members of
the body. This monstrosity of feature is also seen
in masks worn on ceremonial occasions by savages,
and often meant

to represent the faces of particular
art delighted to represent its
divinities as many-headed or
many-armed— a
method which has spread into adjacent countries.'
Tibetan representations of demons or gods are often
spirits.''

Indian

Reference has
their monstrosity.
already been made to the monstrous Babylonian
In mediicval and later Christian art
ligures.
demons and the devil were depicted in the most
sinister and horrible form possible— half-human,
half-animal, or with exaggerated features, tusks,
horns, tails, or with faces on chest, stomach, or

repulsive in

knees."
2. Origin of the belief in monsters.— Probably
no single origin is to be looked for. There may
have been dUl'erent origins for the belief as a
whole, or particular monstrous forms may have
had an origin ditt'erent from that of some other

forms.

Imagination is doubtless responsible for
of the monstrosity that is attributed to
men, mythical animals, or demons in niythology
As man's imagination peopled
or primitive art.
the world around him with spirits, so these apas
goigons, hydras,
))eared to his imagination
(a)

much

'

Ct a monstrous figure for scaring evil spirits from the
Nicobar Islands (Handbook to the Ethmmaphical CoUecttons,
cf. KRE in. 436»).
Brit. Musmin, London, 191U. p. 77
1

;

'.^Cf.

HUE \i.

038

f.

W. J. Sollas, /iJin'iiiI IlunUrs and their Slodern
(iw.v, London, 1911, p. •.;47.
3

4

K

new

Audrce, EthnoiiraphLtehe I'aralleUn

ser., Leip/.iK,
IjlbreUi,' etc., 3

1SS»,

p.

107fr.

RBE W (1884), p. 07

;
;

vnd

liepretenlaI

mileiche,

W. H. Uall, 'On Masks,
Handbook to the Ethnogra-

See also art. Mi8K.
phical Collections, Brit. Museum, passim.
Cf. 1I.4M1, HK.4D, for other instances.
6 This is particularly noticeable in illummulod M.SS or in
Of. Le
pictures of the Temptation ol St. Anthony type.
Double and Uoiuuy, passim.

MONSTERS
and

chiiiueras tiire.' There was a constant tendency
to visualize tlie creatures of belief as human and
yet as more than human, as animal and yet as
more than animal. As man drew little distinction
between himself and animals, as he thought that
transformation from one to another was possible,
so he easUy ran human and animal together.
This
in part accounts for animal-headed gods or animalOr, where gigantic
gods with human heads.
superhuman strength, wisdom, or productiveness
was concerned, man represented these to liimself
by forming images of the beings who possessed
them witli numerous or enormous heads or arms or
There is little doubt also that the lack
phallus.'
of skill in depicting the human form tended to
lill with suggestions of
monstrosity the minds of

who gazed on such images.
This last fact may have in turn infliienced
the dreams of men, and, as dream figures were
realities, such forms were believed to have a real
existence.
But, apart from that, and especially
those
(b)

when we consider the way in which dreams are
deliberately cultivated by the medicineman (see
Austerities), they have, no doubt, had strong
influence in the creation of monsters, of which the
mind in waking hours could no more rid itself than
could Frankenstein escape his monstrous creation.
The combination of existing but diverse forms
would easily occur in sleep, and such monstrous
forms would play a part in the drama enacted
during the hours of sleep. Such forms, seen in
sleep by men to whom dreams had an intense
reality, became a real part of the contents of
the actual world in which they lived.'' Primitive
and savage men are like children, and they no
doubt had their night terrors, caused by fantastic
or horrible figures seen in dreams and still appearing to haunt them when sleep was rudely broken
by the effect of fear. Again, hallucinations seen
in waking hours by those whose mental balance
was deranged might also aid in the creation of
monsters, as they form part of the world inhabited
by persons with certain kinds of mental affliction.
Long rows of hon-ible characters may jiass in endless ]>ro'

cession before tfie Btrained and wearied ejes ; pictures of a
vividness scarcely ever realised in normal life ore presented, in
which the most horrible acts are being committed by personages
of frightful mien.'S

Such hallucinatory appearances, described to the
would by them be accepted as real, and it is
probable that the medicine-man, living an abnormal
life and given to seeing visions, is never quite sane.
But, again, the savage in his waking life is probsane,

ably the subject of hallucinatory impressions to
a far greater extent than the civilized man. His
psychic state when awake bears a close resemblance
to his psychic state when asleep.
What he thinks
he sees is actual to him, and every illusion, however incredible or monstrous, is a fact.* Even in
cultured Egypt there were figured on the tombs
the monstrous forni.s which the deceased thought
he had seen in his lifetime.'
('.)
Monsters, again, may owe their origin to a
basis of fact. Any large predatory animal ^vhose
coming and going was obscure would tend to be
'
Cf. Hand, Hkad
cf. the images of Hermes and similar
images among the Bushmen, Admiralty Islanders, tribes of the
;

See A. Lang, Myth,
Coast, Yorubana, Fijtans, etc.
Ritual, and Rtli'jiun-, London, 1899, ii. 275 ; J AI xwiii. [1899]
110 ; A. B. Ellis, 'I^he Yoruba-speakinij Peapte^, London, 1894,
p. 78 : T. Williams, Fiji and the Fijians, i., do. 1S58, p. 177.
2 Cf. L.
Laistner, Das Kdtsel d^r Sphinx, Berlin, 1889, for the
creation of myths and mythical beings from dreams.
s B.
Hollander, The Fir6t Signs uj Insanity, London, 1912, p.
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envisaged in still more awful guise. Some, indeed,
have argued that belated survivals of now extinct
animals may have suggested the dragons and other
monsters or folk-tale and tradition, and, if this
were true, it is certain that the impression made

by them would easily become legendary.' Most
traditions of monstrous animals,
which are really exaggerated forms of actual
animals seen by tlieir ancestors, but unknown to
savages have

—

their descendants in their new habitat e.g., the
monstrous lizards of Maori tradition are the
crocodiles of the land whence the Maoris migTated.'
Perhaps actual abnormal or monstrous births
may have assisted in the formation of mj^thical
monsters, or would tend to be regarded in popular
belief as matters of common occurrence.
Thus in
China the standard histories are full of such proIt
is
certain
also, apart altogether from
digies.'
the possibility of abnormal births as a result of
that
men
have
often speculated upon this
bestiality,
or imagined the eft'ects of such unnatural unions
between diflerent species of animals or between
beasts and human beings.
This is seen in universal
folk-lore and in ancient myth, as well as in the
half-gossiping histories and chronicles of bj-gone
days and in the pseudo-scientific works on natural
history from the time of Pliny onwards.* Mediceval
theology also believed that the union of demons
and human beings resulted in the birtli of monsters.
The brutality or merely the hostility of other
tribes, nearer or more distant, would inevitably
cause them to be regarded in a still more sinister
or monstrous aspect.
Horrible deformities were
attributed to them, or this or that feature was
or
habits
of
a peculiar vileness were
exaggerated,
ascribed to them e.g., forms of loathsome cannibalism.
Even remoteness or ignorance of such
tribes would invest them with distorted forms.
Here, probably, is to be seen the origin of the
belief in those monstrous tribes already alluded to.
Invading peoples, behaving with brutalitj', are sure
to be regarded as monsters.
In the same way the
monstrous cannibalistic ogres of folk-tale are exaggerated forms of actual cannibals (see Cannibalis.Ai). Again, where certain deformities are assumed
by warriors to strike ten-or into their opponents,
where faces are painted or tatued, masks or animal
head-dresses worn, these are apt to become a real
part of the men themselves.' They are regarded
as monsters rather than as men.
(d) Lastly, the misinterpretation of fact may
This is especially
easily give birth to monsters.
seen where the bones of fossil animals of large size
have been regarded as those of monsters or giants,
or their tusks as the claws of monstrous birds the
Hence the rise of many myths
griffin or the rukh.
about these beings e.g.,ol how they were slain by
gods or spirits beneficent to men.'
There is no doubt that the belief in the existence
of monstrous forms has liad a profound influence
on the mind of man, probably for the reason that,
as has been proved experimentally, any abnormal
shape has a strong power of suggestion.'

—

—

—

;

—

U. Aldrovandi, Monstroruin Historia, Bonn,
E. P. Evans, AniTnat Symbolism in Ecclesiastical ArchiC. Gould, Mythical Monsters, do.
London, 1896
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p. 395.
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Freud and his school have argued that the mythoptBic
is one akin to dream fancy.
Myth is a kind of waking
See his Der Dichter und das Phantasieren,' in his
Sammlung kleiner Schriften zvy A'eurosenlehre, Leipzig, 1911 f.
Cf. K. Abraham, Travm irnd Miithti.^, Vienna, 1909.
5 A.
Wiedemann, Religion of the Ancient Egyptians, Eng. tr.,
London, 1S07, p. 179. The sphinxes, griffins, etc., were thought
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6 Cf. B.
Thomson, Sacag,- Island, London, 1902, p. 127 f. C.
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MONTANISM. —

iii.

J.

A.

MacCulloch.

iiiovement now generally known, from tlic imnic of its founder, as Montiinisni liiul its birth at a village called Ardabau in
Mic iiart of Mysia adjoining I'lirygia, |irol)ably not
far from Pliiliulelphia (Uanisay, Cities and Biskru'i).
There, as it seems,
iji'rics of Phriirjin, p.
aliout A.I). 156, Montanus, a recent convert,
w ho had been a pagan priest, began to prophesy.
His propbesyings were accompanied by strange
phenomena resemblin" tliose associated with demoniacal jmssession. In what way his exercise of
the j)roplietic cliarisma was regarrlod by his opponents as ditl'ering from tliat of the genuine prophets
we have various hints from nearly contemporary
documents lie spoke while he was actually in a
state of ecstasy tlie true prophets received their
message in ecstasy, but did not deliver it till their
Morefaculties roturnecl to a normal condition.
over, the
ecstasy of Montanus was a kind of
madness, deliberately induced, whereas prophets,
acknowledged as such by the Church, even when
the
in a state of ecstasy, were of sound mind
so-called ecstasy of Montanus was, in fact, not
iKaTaaii, but rather, as a contemporary writer (ap.
In
V. xvi. 7, 14) calls it, irapiKaraatt.
Eus.
agreement with these statements an oracle of
that
the
is
as
a
Montanus declares
lyre
prophet
played upon by the divine plectrum and the form
in which most of his extant utterances are cast
implies that he was a mere passive instrument,
and that the phrases which fell from his lips were
His
actually the ipsissinui verba of the Deity.
opponents reminded him of the style of the ancient
prophets, who as human agents proclaimed the
will of God— 'Tlius saitb tlie Lord.'
as seems to be implied, a con2. After a time
siderable time
Montanus was joined by two
women, Maximilla and Priscilla, or Prisca, who
with his sanction deserted their husbands, and
who also claimed to possess the prophetic charisma.
Their utterances were similar in matter and in
manner to those of their leader.
3. There can be no doubt that Montanus maintained that this 'new prophesying' differed essenThus the
tially from all preceding prophecy.
novelty of its form was to be explained. It was
the fullilment so it was alleged of the Lord's
promise of the coming of the Paraclete (Jn 14'-").
The apostles had not the perfection of the Holy
Spirit (1 Co 13'"'°); this was reserved for the new
of whom Christ spoke in Mt 23".
This
prophets,
IS stated to be the Montanist doctrine by many
writers, and it is the basis of the exaggerated
assertion of Eusebius {HE v. xiv.) that Montanus
claimed that he himself was the Paraclete.
l.

The

:

;

'

'

;

HE

;

—

—

—

—

not '--leaf whelber in the earliest period the prophetesses
were regarded as mouth-pieces of the Paraclete in the same sense
.as Montanus.
Kusebius su^jKCsts the contrary when he reports
that, while Montanus was held to be the Paraclete, the women
were 'as it were prophetesses nf Montanus' (cf. l>id. Alex. */''
Trin. iii. 41. 2; pseudo-Tert. II(er, 7). It is possible that .'it
first they were put in a lower position, Mt23^, but not Jn 141-1'',
heiny taken as referring to them and that it was only at a
later time, perhaps after the death of Montanus, that they were
regarded as on a par with him.
4. It is

;

evident that the accejitance of the

S. It is

'

'

nt^w

prophecy as embodying the liiial teacliing of the
Paraclete, and as in some i^ense superseding earlier
revelation, was the cardinal principle of Montanism.
This is mad« manifest by the very i)lirase new
proiiliecy' constantly used by its adberents; )>y
the title irfd'/iariKoi which they arrogated to themselves, as distinguishing them from other Christians (xpvx'Kol) (Tert. passim; Clem. Alex. Strom.
iv. 13 [PG viii. 1300 C])
and by the polemics
of anti-Moutanist writers, whose argument was
'

;

mainly directed to proving that this 'so-called prophecy' was in truth a false prophecy proceeding
from the spirit of evil.
The charisma was not regariled as conlined to
Montanus and the women.' Theodotus, c.;/. wa.s
an ecstatic, and was reportetl to have died while in
an ecstasy.
6. We arc not surprised to learn that this sudden
outburst of prophecy, and the claims that were
made for its leaders, provoked much opposition.
Many of those who heard Montanus .-inaliiscomwould have silenced them. Two Phrj'gian
ji.inions
bishops made an inett'ectual attempt to jirove and
refute the spirit that spoke in Maximilla another,
who had coiue from Anchiale in Thrace, attempted
'

,

'

'

;

Priscilla.
At first, we are told, the
movement advanced slowly: 'but few of the
Phr5'gians were deceived.' But after a time, it

to exorcize

seems, the majority of the Piirygian Christians
became adlieiei.ts of Montanus. Thus only can we
account for the fact that at an early period his
followers were commonly spoken of as the Phrythe heresy of the
gians,' and their teaching as
Phrygians {ol ^puyes^ ij Kara 'Ppvyat al'peffty, whence
the Latin catnphri/gcs, catapltrycjiani).
In due
course formal protests were issued by the bishops.
While the movement was still in its infancy, Claudius
ApoUinarius, bishop of Hierapolis, wrote a treatise
against it, to which were appended the signatures
of many bishops, at least one of w bom came from
Thrace.
Other confutations of the new teaching
followed it (Eus.
V. xvii. 1).
Many sjmods
met in Asia and excommunicated its adherents.
On the other hand, the Montanists used scathing
words about the ecclesiastical rulers, and stigmatized them as slayers of the prophets.
They put
forth treatises in which the arguments of their
opponents were answered. It is impossible to
determine with accuracy the date of the inevitable
crisis
but it is certain that in Phrygia before
the year 177 the Montanists were excluded from
the Catholic Church (Eus.
v. iii. 4; cf. xvi.
22, which clearly refers to the persecution under
Marcus Aurelius).
'

'

'

HE

;

HE

7. It is difficult to fix the date of the beginning of the prophesying of Montanus. The choice is usually held to lie between
A.D. 172, under which year Eusebius records the origin of the
movement in his Chnmkon. and A.D. 150-157, which is .•supported
by Epipbaniua {Beer, xlviii. 1). It is not elear, indeed, that
these two dates are inconsistent, for Eusebius may be giving
the year, not of the earliest prophesying of Montanus, but of
some prominent event which he regarded as the starting-point
of the heresy* e.j;., the migration to Pepuza (see below, J 9),
or the promulgation of one of Montanus's more startbn^ innovations.
In any case it is proliable that Euscl)iu8'8 date is a mere
infeu'iice from the fact that Clatidius .-Xjiollinarius wrote his
anti-Montanistic treatise which Eusebius appearsto have dated
on insufficient grouncls after 174 (Lawlor, tlusebiana, "p. l&Of.)
— when Montanus with his false prophetesses was in the act of
introducing his error* {HE iv. xxvii.). It must therefore be
regarded with caution. It is to be observed that ApoUinarius
wrote some time after Montanus had been joined by 'his false
prophetesses {ib. v. xix. y) an event which was itself probably
a good deal later than the beginning of the prophesying.
Further, (1) the history of which a short account has been given in
the preceding section requires a jieriod of a good many years ;
and ('2) Maximilla, the last of the three leaders, died in 179-180.
The movement uuist have enjoyed the ad^nntage of their supervision for a sufficiently lon^ time to yive it the strength and
stability whii'h it undoubtedly possessed. These considerations
point to an origin nnich before 172. The earlier date is therefore to be preferred, though with the misgiving which neces.sarily attaches itself, in such matters, to the statements of
Epiphanius. He has certainly fallen itito error in one passage
(perhaps two) in which he gives datcH (^ormected with the Mon-

—

'

—

'

—

*

movement {litfr. xlviii. 2, li. ^3).
t he Paraclete wa.suianifestedin Montanus,
and ill him ami his companions revealed the fullness
of Cliiistian teachin;:, w.is, as we have seen, the
Hut,
original and essentia doctrine of Montanisni.
since it was the ollice of the Paraclete ti) supplement the teaching of Christ, it was to be expected
that this doctrine would be made the b.Tiis of a
system dilt'ering at many ]points from (he teaching
of the Church as usually understood.
Montanos,
tanist

8. Thiit

I

MONTANISM
true, did not consciously deviate from ecclesiastical dogma.
His opponents beai" witness that
it is

he accepted the canonical Scriptures and was
orthodox with regard to the resurrection of the dead
and the doctrine of the Trinity. But in another
sphere his inno^•ations were considerable.
9. Not long after the beginning of the prophesying Montauus crossed the Phrygian border and
established himself with his followers at a city
called Pepuza, which Kamsay (pp. 213, 573) places
west of Eumenia, and not far from the Plirygian Pentapolis. Pepuza, with the neighbouring
To this
village of Tj'niion, he named Jerusalem.
settlement, which ;Aas thenceforward the centre
and holy city of Eastern Montanism, he endeavoured to gather adherents from all (juarters. These
facts, coupled with the lavish promises made by the
prophets to their adherents and certain predictions
of Maximilla (Eus. HE V. xvi. 9, xvii. 4
Epiph.
Hcer. xlviii. 2), apart from a more explicit oracle
attributed to another prophetess (Epiph. Hm-.
xlix. 2), would lead us to the conclusion that the
'new prophecy' taught men to expect in the near
which S"'*' Pepuza, the linal Parousia of the Lord
'

'

;

'^
primitive Montanists, in fact,
Tertul"' ^^''
of chiliasm, but chiliasm of a
of the riri'loctrine
nt.
was this hope of the Parousia at their
tijQ„p..n
Jerusaic.i that gained for them the name of Pepuzians.
10. Connected in some measure with their chiliastic teaching was their view of the prophetic office
in the Church.
The prophetic charisma was not
an occasional gift, bestowed as the need for its
'
the
exercise arose ; according to the dictum of
Apostle' (1 Co 13-'- ?), it was perpetual, one of the
notes of the Church. Consequently Montanus,
Maximilla, and Priscilla received their office in a
line of succession.
Quadratus and Ammia of Philadelphia were the links which connected them with
Agabus, Judas, Silas, and the daughters of Philip
V. xvii. 3, 4 ; Epiph. Hmr. xlviii. 2).
(Eus.
But, since Montanus and his companions were the
channels of the ultimate revelation, they were the
last of the proplietic succession.
After them would
.-.

HE

come the

end.

Again, the exalted position given to the 'new
prophets led naturally to the assignment to them
of prerogatives generally regarded as belonging to
the bishops, and thus to a contiict betw-een the
prophets and the regular hierarchy. The prophets
had the power of absolution (orac. ap. Tert. de
Pud. 21). This power they shared with the 'mar11.

'

'

or confessors (Eus.

tyrs

HE v.

xviii. 7).

Once more, the association with Montanus

12.

of

two prophetesses involved the recognition that
women might hold high office in the Church.
Maximilla and Priscilla seem to have made independent contributions to Montanist teacliing(Hipp.
19; cf. Did. Alex, de Trin. III. xli. 3;
xxvi. 486)
and they were probably in the
habit of prophesying in the congregation (Eus.
There is evidence that, at any
V. xvi. 9
aKalj>u)i).
rate in later times, other women followed their
example (Orig. ap. Cramer, Cat. v. 279), or even
outdid it ; for we read of a prophetess in Cappadocia in the 3rd cent., perhaps a Montanist, who
baptized and celebrated the Eucharist (Firmilian,
ap. Cypr. Ep. Ixxv. 10), of female bishops and priests,
and of virgins who regularly officiated in the congregation at Pepuza (Epiph. Hcer. xlix. 2f. ; Did.
Alex, de Trin. ni. xli. 3).
13. Montanus made laws regarding fasts (Eus.

Phil.

viii.

ZKG

;

HE

:

HE

V.

xviii.

2:

6

i-ijffTeias

vofio$(T^<ra!

;

cf.

Hipp.

This does not mean,
Tert. de lei. 13).
or the
apparently, that he increased the number
rigour of fasts, but rather that he reduced them to
rule, eliminating thereby the element of free will
in such matters, making them a duty to be obser\ed
Phil. X. 25

;

fi29

all Christians alike, and not oidy by those who
used them as a means for attaining higher jierfcction.
Among these ordinances (perhaps a later
the women [Hipp. Phil.
development, due to
viii. 19]) were some which enjoined abstinence from
particular kinds of food {(7]po<paylai, f>a<pavo(pa,ylai).
There is sonic evidence that in Phrygia the Montanist rnle as regards the number of fasts fell
vii. 19, where
below Catholic custom (Soz.
the two weeks of Lent seem to correspond to the
'dnae hebdomadae xerophagiorum of Tert. de lei.
15), while in the West it did not gTeatly exceed it
The regula(see de LabrioUe, La Crisc, p. 399 f.).
tions about fasting are therefore to be regarded
as instances of the Galaticizing or legal tendency
which was descried in Montanism by its adversaries
This was the natural outcome
(Tert. de lei. 14).
of a system which invested the exhortations of the
prophets with a divine sanction, giving them the
character of unalterable laws, to be observed as
ends rather than as means for the attainment of

by

'

'

HE

'

holiness.
14. Under the same category may be brought
the Montanist re|)udiation of second marriages.
For on this point their divergence from the Church
must not be exaggerated. The Church discouraged second marriage ; the Montanists held it to
be fornication. That which the Church permitted
in special cases the Montanists excluded by a law

which admitted no exception.

BE

We

learii (Eus.
v. xvi. 20, xviii. 5)lliat the Montanists
15.
lield martyrs
(including confessors) in high honour, and even
set special store by their opinion on questions of doctrine and
But this waa no peculiar feature of their system ; it
practice.
reflected the general feeliiij^ of the age.
And, when they went
a step further and allowed them the power to forgive sins, they
were in agreement with the orthodox of the West (Tert. de
Pud. 23), if not also with those of Phr.vgia. It must be added
th.at there is no proof of the statement, often made, that
Phrygian Montanism inculcated a severe asceticism, or that its
adherents were more antagonistic to heathenism than other

same district, or displayed special eagerness
martyrdom. Such evidence as exists points in the opposite
direction (Lawlor, Eusebiana, pp. 127-135).
Christians in the
for

16. Jlontanism, after its severance from the
Church, though it retained the hierarchy of
bishops, priests, and deacons, developed in its

Montanus
organization some peculiar features.
was responsible for the innovation (as it was
of
and
for
salaried preachers,
the instiesteemed)
tution, doubtless connected therewith, of collectors of money, headed, as it seems, by a steward
V. xvi. 14]).
St. Jerome (Ep.
(eVIrpoTTos [Eus.
xli. 3) reports, in agreement with an ordinance of
Justinian (Cod. Just. I. v. 20. 3), that the hierarchy consisted of the patriarch of Pepuza, *oii'u;'o/
(apparently the successors of the stewards), bishops,

HE

and

inferior ministei's.

Of the peculiarities of Montanism here
enumerated some were a revival perhaps rather a
survival of the belief and practice of an earlier
17.

—

—

period such, e.g., are the recognition of prophets
as a permanent order (1 Co 12^, £ph 4" Didache,
1 1 ft'. ), the prohibition of second marriage ( Athenag.
Leg. 33 ; Theoph. ad A utol. iii. 15 Iren. III. xvii.
III.
2), chiliasm (Just. Di'-il. c. Tnjph. 80 ; Eus.
xxxix. 12 f.). Others are in harmony with what
is known of the Oriental religious temperament,
especially that of the Phrygians, and may be
accounted for by the influence of environment.
Among these are the enthusiasm of the prophets
(Bonwetsch, Geseh. des Montanismiis, p. 62 ft".), the
ministry of women, and the expectation of an
immediate Parousia (Hipp, in Dan. 18 f. Orig. c.
The substitution of Pepuza for
Cels. vii. 8-10).
the literal .Jerusalem may be due to the same
influence.
It had, at any rate, the practical
advantage of providing a holy citj' in the district
from which Montanus drew the greater number of
his adherents.
18. It is not necessai-y to pursue the history of
;

;

:

HE

'

'

;
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830
Eastern Montanism

detnil.

in

For some years

after the death of Maximilla, the last of the
original trio, in 179-180, there were no prophets,
and the Church and the world enjoyeil peace facts which, as anti-Montanistic writers pointed
out, disproved the claims of the first prophets.
But the spread of the sect was not permanently
checked thereby. A revival of prophecy seems to
have taken place shortly heforo A.n. '2i>m (Ens.
V. xviii. 3-12), and iiUiiimtcly adlierents of the
movement were found in every part of Asia Minor,
in Egypt (Clem. Alex. Strom, iv. 13 [PG viii.
1300 C] Did. Alex, de Trin. etc.), and even in

HE

;

Constantinople,

though they were always most

The sect survived the
various emperors, and was
perhaps not wholly extinguished till the period of
the Turkish invasion (Ramsay, p. 574).
19. Before we t\irn to its history in the West,
some important facts may be mentioned.
The
early Montanists were prolific writers. Their controversial tracts have been referred to above (§ 6).
Here it is to be noted that Caius (c. A.D. 200)
accuses them of composing new Scriptures (Eus.
VI. XX. 3), while other authorities attribute
numerous writings to Moutanus, MaximUla, and
Priscilla.
certain Asterius Urbanus compiled a
collection of oracles of the prophets (t6. v. .\vi. 17)
and Themiso wrote a Catholic Epistle in imitation of the Apostle' (ib. xviii. 5).
An anonymous
author quoted by Eusebius alludes to literature of
this class when he states that he hesitated to write
against the Montanists for fear of being charged
with adding to the Canon {ib. xvi. 3). It is clear
that the new prophecy was propagated by wtiting as well as by oral teaching.
necessary result of this was a tendency to
division.
The Montanists must have regarded the
writings of their own prophets as of at least equal
value with the Scriptures
they constituted in
fact, if not in intention, an enlargement of the
Canon.
It was inevitai)le that the}' should lie
used, like the canonical Scriptures, as authoritative expositions of dogmatic Christianity, and
that, like them, they should be variously interpreted.
By the end of the 2nd cent, there were
two parties of Montanists, wlio took difi'ereut sides
in the Monarehian controversy, and both of them
appealed to tlie oracles of the propliets as well as
to the Scriptures (Hipp. Phil. viii. 19
pseudoTert. titer. 7
Did. Alex, de Trin. ii. 15, iii. IS,
xxvi. 452 AT.
Tert. adv. Prax. 2,
23, 38, 41
Thus the authority ascribed to the writ8, 13).
ings of the prophets produced a tendency to the
numerous

in

stringent

edicts

Phrj'jjia.

of

HE

A

;

'

'

'
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:

;

:

;
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;

formation of parties
from one another in
ditiering
matters of faith, ami probably also in matters of
This
would
be greater if, as
discipline.
tendency
seems likely, such writings were not collected into
a Corpus.
Each community would follow the
teaching of such books as they happened to possess,
without the obligation of harmonizing it with that
of the books possessed by other communities.
ao. A similar tendency is revealed in the fact
that in the earliest times, apart from the title of
Phiygians, which merely indicated the place of its
origin (Clem. Alex. Strom, vii. 17), there was no
generally accepted name for the sect. The various
communities seem to liave been commonly designated by the names of local leaders. Thus «e
hear of the followers of Proelus or of yEschincs
(pseudo-Tert. Hmr. 7), the adherents of Montanus,

HE

v. iii. 4), the
Alcibiades, and Tbeodotus (Eus.
followers of Miltiades (ib. x\i. 3
probably the
Montanists of the Pentapolis), the Priscillians,
and the Qiiintillians (Epipli. llmr. xlix. 2; on tlic
latter name see Voigt, Eine verschollcne Urkundc
de3 antimontanisti.^rhen Kampfes, pp. 107, 129 f.).
Apparently the l.i.st name of this <-la.s.s to emerge
:

was that with which we arc most

Monfamiliar,
tanists' (first founil in Cyril, Cat. xvi. 8).
There
wliich
we
also
are
nicknames,
may suppose to have
been merely local, and to have witnessed to local
customs (cf. Jerome, in Gol. ii. 2). Such are the
Artotyrita? of Calatia (from the use of Inead and
'

cheese in the mysteries), the Tascodrugitte (from a
peculiar way of holding the hands in prayer of this
cf.
PassaloiyndiitM' is a variant form
Kamsay, |>.
576), anil the Ascodrugitfl? or Ascitie of Galatia
(from orgies connected with a wine-skin [Epiph.
Ha-r. xlviii. tit. 14 ; Filast. 49, 76 Aug. Ua;r. 76]).
;

;

;

perhaps scarcely correct to speak of Montanism as a sect.
In its later stages it was rather a
congeries of sects somewhat loosely held together
by an acknowledgment of the manifestation of
the Paraclete in >fontanus (cf. Vuigt, p. 131).
It is

earliest notice which we possess of anj'
of the Montanist movement in the
West appears in the year 177. In that year the
of
Christians
Gaul, acting as ambassadors for the
peace of the churches, wrote letters to Pope Eleutherns and to the brethren in Asia and Phrygia
expressing their opinion of the movement. SigSPe
Eusebius (HE v. iii. 4) pronounces their ju
21.

The

knowledge

'

'

pious and most

jjj'

j^g

may be in^ y^h^p^"
have been, on the whole, anti-Montan;" njj^^i^i!
this conclusion is confirmed by an exa.'^f '^ ..on of
the account of the persecution at Vienne and
Lyons, written at the same time (de Labriolle,
La Crise, p. 225 ff.). If we may judge from two
passages of Iren;ius (H(rr. III. xi. 9, IV. xxxiii.
6 f ), who was their emissary to Rome, though they
avoided the extreme position of the Alogi (see art.
Logos, above, p. 137'), who in their zeal against
Montanism rejected the Johannine writings, and
though they refused to deny the existence of prophetic gifts or the right of women to prophesy in
tlie church, they yet condemned the followers of
It would seem that
Montanus as schismatics.
Eleutherus confirmed their judgment.
It is difticult to explain this incident without
supposing that there was at the time a Montanist
propaganda in Rome. No doubt the Montanist
missionaries there were quicklj- followed (perhaps
preceded) by representatives of the orthodox party
in Phrygia
and it ma}' be conjectured that among
these was Avircius Marcellus of Hierapolis in the
Pentapolis, the chief figure in the resistance to
Montanism in the latter part of the second century
(Ramsay, p. 709). He certainly visited Rome with
a purpose in some way connected with the welfare
of the Church and in one of the passages from
Irenaius just referred to there are phrases which
recall both the labours of the Galilean Cbiistians
for the peace of the churches (cf. Ireu. Hier. iv.
v. iii. 4) .and a treatise
xxxiii. 7 with Eus.
dedicated to Avircius almost at the time when his
famous epitaph recording the visit to Rome was
written (cf. Iren. Hmr. IV. xxxiii. 6 with Eus.
V. xvi. 7 f., .and see Ram.say, pp. 709 If., 722 flf.).
22. Twenty-live years later, under Pope Zephyrinus, a fresh attem])t was made to introduce
orthoclox,' it

.

:

'

'

;

HE

HE

The Montanist leader
into Rome.
Proelus held a disputation there with Caius, which
was afterwards publislied, and some fragments of
II. xxv. 6f., VI. xx. 3).
which remain (Eus.
The pope favoured the 'new prophecy,' and had
actually put forth letters of peace to the churches
but in the end, under the
of Asia and Phrygia'
influence of Praxeas, these lettei-s were withdrawn
There were doubtless later
(Tert. adv. Prax. 1).
attempts of the same kind one is referred to by
But Montanism was never
St. .lerome (Ep. xli.).
strong in Rome, and it is not heard of there after
the beginning of the 5th century.
Bnt of
23. ft secureil some foothold in Spain.
its historj- in that region wo know nothing except
Montanism

HE

'

;

;

MONTANISM
tliat it had some adherents there at the end of the
4th century (Pacianus, Ep. i. 1 ff. ).
24. In Africa tlie propafjanda liad more success.
By the end of the 2no cent, knowledge of the new
prophecy had reached Carthage perhaps from
Rome, less probably direct from Phrygia and it
gained there its most illustrious convert in the
person of Tertullian. St. Augustine seems to have
gone beyond his evidence when he stated that
Tertullian at first opposed the movement he was
certainly in later life a sincere and ardent champion
of the teaching of Montanus, as he understood it.
for
25. The qualifying words are necessary
Montanism, as it appears in the pages of Tertullian,
iliffers so much, and withal is so little conscious of
ditference, from the Montanism of Phrygia that
we are compelled to suppose that his acquaintance
with the teaching of the prophets was imperfect.
He can hardly have received direct instruction
fi'oni Eastern Montanists
his knowledge of tlieir
tenets must have been, in the main, derived from
note
books, including a collection (de Fuga, 9
the words 'et alibi') of the oracles of Montanus
and Priscilla (he never quotes Maximilla by name),
which was apparently incomplete.
Tertullian accepted, without resei-ve, the claim
of the prophets to inspiration by the Paraclete.
But, though he speaks of prophetic speech in a
state of ecstasy (rfe lei. 3), we find no hint in his
writings of the strange phenomena which were
the normal concomitants of Montanist prophecy in
the East. He tells us {de An. 9) of a sister who
fell into an ecstasy during a church ser\ice
but
she was not permitted to communicate the revelation which she had received till the congregation
had departed. None of the usual anti-Montanist
arguments (see Epiph. Hcer. xlviii. 3-8) would
have had any force against ecstasy so well controlled as this.
Tertullian, indeed, identifies
ecstasy with amentia [adv. Marc. iv. 22, v. 8),
but with such qualifications of the meaning of
amentia {de An. 45) as to bring him very near to
the standpoint of Eastern orthodox writers. Moreover, with habitual inconsistency, he affirmed, in
direct opposition to the Phrygians, that the apostles
had the fullness of the Spirit.
Further, Tertullian seems to betray no consciousness of the doctrine that there was a succession of
from the days of the apostles to Montanus.
})rophets
n his view prophecy ceased with the Baptist ((/e
An. 9, de lei. 12), till it was restored in the
prophets of the Paraclete.
Again, Tertullian never mentions Pepuza. He
was a chiliast, and he expected the Parousia in the
near future ; but he believed that it would take
He cannot
place in Jerusalem {adv. 3Iarc. iii. 24).
nave read the oracle (Epiph. Hcer. xlix. 1) whicli
declared that the New Jerusalem would descend at
Pepuza.
Tertullian agreed with the Phrygians in allowing
to the prophets authority to absolve from sin,
though he has some ditBculty in reconciling this
view with his own opinion that certain sins are
unpardonable (de Pud. 19, 21). But he is indignant
with those who bold that martyrs have a like
prerogative {ib. 22).
On another subject he is in conflict with the
Phrygians. He will not permit a woman to speak
in the churcli, nor to teaifh, nor to baptize, nor to
offer, nor to assume any function which belongs to
a man' (de Virg. Vel. 9). If the sentence had
been less trenchant, one might have supposed that
it came from an anti-Montauist polemic.
26. Thus Tertullian rejected much that in Asia
Minor was counted Montanist. And he added
much, especially in the direction of rigor'sin, of
acute opposition to paganism, and of avidity for
martyrdom. For it is not to be assumed that,
'

—

'

—

;

;

;

;

;

'
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\\hen his later views differ from his earlier, and
when he proclaims them as taught by the Paraclete,
tliey were really derived from primitive Montanism.
Thus in his de Fvga he denounces flight in persecution as sinful,

though

in

liis

ad Uxorcm

3)

(i.

he

counts it lawful and in his de. Pudiritia, forsaking
the milder teaching of the de Pwnitentia, he denies
the power of tlie Church to forgive grosser sins.
But in the former case he quotes oracles which
make no reference to flight, and in the latter one
which flatly contradicts his thesis (de Fuga, 9, de
Pud. 21 ). In both, the oracles are more in harmony
with his earlier than with his later opinions.
Visions also enabled him to add, now a new doc;

trine (de An. 9), now a fresh rule of discipline (de
Virg. Vel. 17), to the official teaching of the new
'

prophecy.'
27. Even on subjects in which he was in entire
accord with Eastern Montanism we find no essential

between his earlier and later teaching
he expressed disapproval of second marriage
in his pre-Montanist treatise a,d Uxorem
the
arguments used are identical with (hose of his de
Exhortatione castitatis and de Monogninia, including that founded on the nearness of the end, which
is more strongly stated in the earlier work.
His
description of marriage as a form of fornication
occurs in all three. The result of his adoption of
Montanist principles is seen merely in the fact
that an absolute prohibition takes the place of a
difference

;

e.g.,

;

strong expression of
words, that he draws
his argument.
Here,
oracles or visions only
already formed.

disapproval ; or, in other
the logical conclusion from
as elsewhere, he found in
a new sanction for opinions

28. Thus we see that, if the form of Asiatic
Montanism was largely determined by environment,
and possibly by the influence of individual leaders,
the form of African Montanism, or, as it was
afterwards rightly called, 'Tertullianism,' was
determined by the personal force of Tertullian
himself, and doubtless in some degree by the
environment which moulded his character. We
cannot forget that the home of Tertullianism was
later to become the home of Novatianism and

Donatism.
be asked, Wliat was there in Montanism
man as Tertullian ? it must be
remarked that he was unaware of, or ignored,
29. If it

to attract such a

of those features of the movement which to
Eastern opponents caused most scandal. There
remained the proclamation of the inspiration of
the living Church, burdened with a few corollaries,
most of which had been anticipated by his own
thinking.
Premising this, we may accept the
answer of Swete (Holy Spirit, p. 79)
For Tertul-

many

'

:

lian the interest of

Montanism

chiefly in the
the New Prophecy seemed to give
Spirit was still teaching in the
laj-

assurance which
that the Holy
Church.' It need only be added that the acceptance of the Montanist oracles as embodying wie
teaching of the Paraclete was made easier for him
by the support which they seemed to give to
opinions which he mamtained in opposition to
other Christians.

The Tertullianists seem to have become an
body after the death of their founder.
are
never referred to by St. Cyprian, in spite
They
of his veneration for Tertullian.
The last adherents of the sect returned to the Church when St.
Augustine was at Cartliage, and he reports that,
30.

insignificant

when he wrote
was

in Catholic

work on heresies, their basilica
hands (Hwr. 86).

his
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England, a number of persons interested in the
training of the young began to study methods of
imparting moial instruction un .in ethicul basis
pure and simple, and in such a manner as to meet
the needs of children drawn from all denomina-

The Union of Ethical Societies seized the
tions.
of the
opportunity of an appnuuliing election
London School Board to invite a wide variety of
In
societies to send delegates to a conference.
July 1897 the delegates met under the presidency
of Frederic Harrison, and adopted a policy of
which the two leading statements were as follows:

;

H.

writers, with introduction).

LAWLOR.

J.

(1) 'That there is urgent need of introducinjj systematic
moral instruction without theolo-ical colouring into the Board

schools in place of the present religious teaching'.'
be made the central,
(2) 'That this moral instruction should
of eleculminating and converging point of the whole system
and
organic connection to all
mentary eilucation. giving unity
the other lines of teaching, and to all the general discipline of
the school life.'

MOON.—See Stars.
is
MORAL ARGUMENT.—' Moral argument' of
A
in the nature

distinguislieJ from logical either
the facts to witich appeal is made or in the as-surance which the conclusion expresses. It is possible

that hoth implication.s are associated with its meanoften used to denote some
ing. But in general it is
it as distinguished
probability in the nature of
from the certitude of logical argument.
It is probable that the term derived its specific
moral argtiimport fi-om the implications of the
ment' for the existence of God and immortality
In this method of
in the Kantian philosophy.
the impossibility
'proving' them Kant remarked
of meeting the demands of the moral law in this
the adjustment of
life, and, as this law required
in a
duty and happiness, he sought this realization
To effect this adjustment the existlife to come.
ence of God was supposed to be required. This
all the
argument was assumed to be valid when
same conclusion were
logical arguments for the
The want of absolute assurance
null and void.
to all
implied in the conclusion was transferred
which gave what is called 'moral

direct result of this conference was the establishment of the Moral Instniction League at a
well-attended meeting in St. Martin's Town Hall
on 7th December 1897, and annual meetings have
been regularly held and reports issued since
1898.

January

The

original object, 'to substitute
for

systematic non-theological moral instruction
the present religious teaching in all State schools,'
was changed, in 1901, to the purely constructive
policy 'to introduce systematic non-theological
moral instruction into all schools.' On the same
in 1909, relieved of the
principle, the object was,
run thus:
phrase non-tlieolo;iral,' and made to
'To urge the Introduction of systematic moral and
civic instruction into all schools, and to make the
formation of character the chief aim in education.'
At the same time the title of the society was
altered to the Moral Education League. The
it 'works
League, however, definitely atlirms that
on a non-theological basis,' and both its considerable output of literature and its practice during
the seventeen years of its history (1898-1915) have
from all forms
arguments
obviously exhibited its detachment
Its
certainty.'
of sectarian and denominational principles.
imthe
from
made attempts,
It also derives part of its meaning
supporters in the earlier stages
or
favours
of
things
with some success, to induce parents to take adplication that the moral order
of what lies
Education
expresses the ultimate significance
vantage of the Conscience Clause of the
of
assumed
the
That is,
behind it.
rationality
Act of 1870, withdraw their children from religious
causal
the
of
nature
the
to
imply
things is taken
instruction, and apply for special moral lessons.
is an
These efforts ceased as the League became more
agency behind it, and the moral argument
be implied by the absorbed in its scheme for building up a sound
expression of what is supposed to
admission of an actual moral order in the world, method of civic teaching, and for illustrating that
while tlie logical argument is supposed to be limited method by lessons publicly given under the direcThe Circle
to a physical order and its implications.
tion of a Moral Instruction Circle.
fuller exposition of Kant's moral argument
was nominally conducted by the Union of Ethical
for the existence of God and immortality is the Societies, but naturally proved very useful to the
and it was
following
League as a means of i)ropaganda,
in the
maintained for several years. Active disseminaHappiness is the natural condition of a rational being
In
virtue.
of
fact,
world, and is the natural accompaniment
tion of the League's views by meetings, in the
a union or synthetic conne.\ion
the moral law itself
'

'

.

'

'

A

:

requires

But in the present natural
between virtue and happiness.
order this ideal union is not effected, and we -annot treat the
world as rational unless it provides for this connexion between
them. The connexion requires an infinite tiiue for its realizaas the contion, and hence we have to postulate immortality
dition of realizing the demands of the moral law whicli holds
a
necessity of
valid for the present. Immortality thus becomes
a rational order. But this union of virtue and happiness, not
a necessary one, requires the (-ausal interi»o>,tit'a of somebeing
thing to

brini;

it

about-

Since

we

postulate immortality as the

contfilion of rationality, we postulate the existence of God to
eflect the realization of happiness in connexion with virtue
The argument, thus, is that morality, if valid and binding at all,
God and immortality to make ita imperatives rational

requires

and

rewards possible.

its

Education Committees and
Parliament gradually leavened public
In 1904 the Government Education Code
opinion.
appeared with a preface in whicli character-traimng
was emphasized in 1905 the official volume of
Teachers and
Suggestions for the Consideration of
Others concerned in the Work of Public Elementary
Schools contained a section on the formation of
character and in lOdG the Code, issued by Augusdevot*
tine Birrell, directed local authorities to
press,

and among

.Members

of

;

;

and more systematic attention' to the
incior
though the choice of 'direct'
debate
dental methods was left open. In 1909 a
on moral instruction, led by G. P. Oooch and
'

i;ieater

'

subject,
'

LiTFEATXR*.— I. Kant, Kritik dfr reinen Vernun.ft, ed. G.
Hart«nstein, Leipzig, 1867, iii. -i.ll-.MO, and Kritik drr praklitchen reruunft, ed. Harteiistein. do. I3«7, v. 137-lW; B. P.
Bowne, Theory of Thuufiht and Kw-u-lfdijc, London, 1S97, pt. ii.
Knno Fischer, Immanuel Kant utid seine Lthie,
ch. V.
;

Munich, 18S2,
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MORAL EDUCATION LEAGUE.— Following on the rise of the Ethical

Movement

(^.f.) in

took i^ilace in the Hou.se of
a depuUitwn, largely comnosed of
League representatives, waited unon the .Minister
of the
of Education (W. Runciman) in May
b|Mne
Since that date the Lea;.;.ie has been
year.
field, and has mainly
in the

WUliam

Collins,

Commons, and

l|uiescent

political

MORAL LAW
ilevoted its energies to influencing the opinion (^f
return
educationists and the general imljlic.
issued by the League in 190S showed tliat, of the
327 local education autliorities in Kngland and
Wales over 100 liad taken definite action in
eni[ihasizing moral instruction in their scliools, in
some cases by setting apart a lesson in the secular

A

but usually by incorporating special
moral elements in the religious course and twenty
autliorities had adopted the syllabus drawn up by
the League. Besides this syllabus, which supjilies
a detailed series of notes for the seven standards,
the literature of the League includes a number of
text-books by A. 1\L Chesterton, Baldwin, Waldegrave, Robson, Keiil, Wicksteed, and V. J. Gould,
numerous pamphlets, a Quarterly (beginning April
1905). and a volume designed for use in Lidia
{Youth's Nohlc Path, 1911). The education authorities in Bombay, Ceylon, and Mysore have evinced
time-table,

;

practical interest in the methods of the League ;
and signilicant sympathy has been shown by H.H.
the Gaekwar of Baroda, and many other Indians
Each annual report
as well as Anglo - Indians.
testifies to a spirit of inquiry aroused in various
remarkable
colonies and foreign countries.
testimony to this spirit was afforded in 1907, when
a committee of inquiry into moral instruction and
training in schools examined witnesses and collected jjapers, its rejiort being published in two
volumes in 1908 (vol. i. ' United Kingdom,' vol. ii.
'
Foreign and Colonial'). The inquiry was carried
on independently ; but several members of the
League sat on the Committee and contributed to
still more striking
the volumes just named.
reinforcement of the League's endeavours appeared
in 1908 in the shape of the first International

A

A

Moral Education Congress, held

in

A

London under

similar conthe secretaryship of G. Spiller.
gress was held at The Hague in 1912.

MORAL LAW. —The

F. J.

Gould.

concept of law is one of
the two concepts which may be taken as fundamental in an ethical system.
According as we
start from the idea of a good to be attained or of a
law to be obeyed, we have a teleological or a jural
theory of ethics. The former of these was the
the latter
characteristic type of Greek theories
became predominant in Christian times. LTnder
the teleological conception morality is looked upon
;

as fundamentally a matter of self-expression or
self-realization, and its laws are regarded as rvdes
for the attainment of a good which every man
naturally seeks. It is in this sense that Socrates
was able to maintain his paradoxical position that
no man is willingly vicious and that all vice is
ignorance. Such a position is essentially a naturalistic one, implying a native goodness in human
nature which needs only enlightenment to realize
Moral conduct is the rational
its natural good.

pursuit of happiness.
In a jural system of ethics, on the other hand,
human nature is conceived as divided against itself
and therefore in natural opposition to the good.

Morality is not a harmonious development of
natural powers guided by the idea of happiness,
but a life of discipline and subordination to an
authoritative law. It is not the natural value or
the pleasure of an act that renders it moral, but its
value as commanded by the law. It is not commanded because it is good, but it is good because

commanded.
It is evident, therefore, from this distinction of
starting-points and attitudes tliat the term moral
law,' in its stric:t meaning, denotes an imperative,
regariled as having practical efticacy in conduct.
The idea is of an order which is to be imposed
upon human nature and, accordingly, to be accepted
One must, therefore, disby the rational will.
VOL. VIII. 53
'

—
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does
tinguish between such an imperative, which
not rest upon any natural desire for happiness, and
a moral rule or law in the teleological sense of the
term. The moral laws, in the teleological view,
are not imperative, but counsels of prudence, pointing out the best ways for the attainment of happirests ujion a natural
Their practical
ness.
efficacy
desire for satisfaction, and hence, in their hypothetical character, they have more the nature of
\iniformities in the scientific sense of the term
'law.'
They are rules of applied psychology.
Although such rules are often spoken of as laws,
yet, lacking the element of imperativeness, they
are perhaps better not designated by that term.
Historically, the conception of morality as law
is an early one, primitive morality consisting in
obedience to tribal custom regarded as ultimately
imperative for the individual. When ethical reflexion awakes, however, -vvith its scepticism and
questioning of authority, the natural view of
morality is the teleological one, and the concept
of moral law gives way to that of good.
Experience and a deepening of the moral and religious
consciousness, such as occurred in the Hellenistic
age and in early Christian times, revived the dualistic idea of morality, and we have the Christian
theories with their central doctrine of moral law

and obligation.

While these were at

first

theo-

logical in character, in modern philosophy we find
the idea of law maintained also upon a natural
basis.

Considered with reference to the nature of moral
law and its authority, three types of system may
be distinguished
(3)

rational.

;

(1)

theological, (2) natural,

and

—

In the theological systems
1. Theological.
moral law is regarded as a rule of conduct which
has its ground in the nature or will of God and
not in the nature of man or in the consequences
involved in obedience or disobedience to the law.
The rule may be for the good of man, but it is for
his good because it is the divine will, and not the
Man's chief
divine will because it Is for his good.
end istoglorifyGodandtoenioy himforever.' God
is the beginning and the end of the moral world,
man but an incident in the creation. Sometimes
it is the will, sometimes it is the intellect, that
sets the standard, but in all cases systems of this
type are theocentric in nature. To this type belong
the various forms of scholastic theory, so far as
they succeed in really breaking away from their'
classical originals, as well as the chief systems of
I'xotestant moral phUosopliy.
The serious difficulty in theological systems has
always been the question of the authority of the
Emdivine law and its hold over the individual.
phasis upon the divine has tended by contrast to
'

new centres of interest in the human, and
men have always refused to remain satisfied with
raise

the idea of a law whose basis is outside themselves.
The significant element has therefore been found
either in the consequences of the law for man, in
which case we have a utilitarian principle, or in
the human nature itself, under which hypothesis
we have a natural basis for morals.
Natural law as a basis for morals
2. Natural.
may therefore be described as an order of human
nature, known to be such by the unaided reason of
man, and recognized as binding without reference
to the desires or pleasures and pains of the sentient
life.
Man knows himself as properly of a certain
nature, and cannot reasonably depart from the
These rules are
lules involved in its realization.
not imposed from without, but are the cxjiression
To
of his own nature and binding only as such.
be moral is to be truly a man, and to be truly a
man is to be truly a rational animal. The norms
This type of theory
of reason are the moral laws.

—

MORAL OBLIGATION
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was prevalent

in the earliest period of modern
and represented the attempt to place morals
basis.
a
rational
The general idea takes
upon
various forms as it is expressed in the Stoic formuhe
of Grotius and the Neo-l*latonic doctrines of the
Cambridge Platonists and their like. While theistio in their philosophical implications and foundations, these systems agree in their desire to free
morals from theological authoritj' and to found
them upon an immanent rather than a transcendent

ethics,

basis.
Yet in so doing they tend to lose their jural
character and revert to the teleological type of
their Greek originals.
The dictates of reason
which reveal these moral or natural laws are
indeed authoritative, but their authority really
rests upon the value of the good end or ideal which
they express. Moral law, when rationalized, ceases
to ue supreme, whence it was very easy for the
transition to be made from these Platonizing
systems to the early forms of English utilitarianism.
Indeed, in spite of their legal terminology,
it is hardly accurate to include them at all under
the jural type; they are the natural compromises
of the transitional i>eriod.
The rational interpretation of
3. Rational.

—

moral law finds

in Kant.
It is true that Butler formulated the traditional
English theorj^ of conscience half a century earlier,
but even in his conception the sujiremacy of conscience does not involve indeiiemlence of conse(juences ; its function is to decide between the rival
interests of self-love and benevolence, not to dictate
a law irrespective of either. It was Kant's merit,
as he conceived it, to separate out the pure
principle
of a moral law and j>resent it free from any admixture of motions drawn from a consideration of consequences. v.To be moral is not to seek to satisfy a
desire for anything, however good, but to obey
a dictate of reason determined by uotliing outside
its

clearest

e.xpositor

A

ovm rationalitj'.
moral law is thus a categorical imperative addressed by the reason to a
being not naturally inclined to obedience. The
motive to obedience is respect for the law itself
whose authority we feel in our sense of moral
The law, as grounded neither in the
obligation.
nature of God nor in its consequences for man, is
thus absolute and the expression of a free reason
which commands of itself alone, or is autonomous
to use Kant's term.
That there is such a categorical imperative is the only fact given us by pure
reason, and that, if there are free beings, they must
its

—

govern themselves by such laws is eWdent but how
there can be free beings at aU, and how we as
sentient beings can be subject to such absolute
dictates of reason these are matters involved in
the mysteries of personality.
The form of such
a law, as independent of consequences, must be
abstract. >^e rational, or 'act fiom a maxim fit
for universal law,' is the formula.
It is thus
essentially negative— a critical test rather than an
informing principle. No act is to be done whose
maxim is not capable of universalization, but no
principle is given us, apart from e.xperience, by
which to determine any positive control for the will.
;

—

In its illustration of this rational concept of
morul law, Kant's theorj' also illustrates most adequately the jural concept of morality in general,
tlie essence of which, as in Kant's
system, is the
primacy and absoluteness of law. In the theological forms the law tends to become heterononious
and foreign, and hence immoral, while in the natural
systems it tends to subordinate itself to the concept
of good and tlius lose its jural cliaracter. In Kant's
system alone is it at once a law and absolute.
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MORAL OBLIGATION.— The

word 'obligacomes from Lat. ubtigare, and implies that
wo are bound to some rule or norm. \\ hile legal
obligation involves, in any last analysis, some
external coercion, moral obligation as<umes an
tion'

inner compulsion, a sense of the personality being
bound by that which may have no external authority to enforce it, and which, indeed, maj' be but
very imperfectly foruiidaled. Language bears witness to a universal human experience of a sense of
this obligation or 'oughtness.'
Even the most
primitive speech reveals the sense of an inner cominner
voice that says 'I must.' In its
pulsion, an
actual history, However, this inner compulsion lia.s
been
rarely
quite se])aratcd from the sense of some
external coercion.
tind it first expressed in
a series of nimo or less delinite inhibitions. Its
earlier chapters are written in a series of command-

We

ments, saying, 'Thoushalt not,' and this primitive
morality is based upon customary and largely external usage. It is, moreover, shaped and sustained
in an increasingly elaborate system of tabus,' which
form a link between the external and internal
authorities. The realization of an internal authority as compelling as any external coercion is a
Indeed, only quite
relatively recent conception.
'

recent discussions have clearly distint'uislied in
theory what practical purpose early made detinite,
namely, that to the extent that coercion becomes
foreign to the agent's will, to that extent it ceases
to be the agent's action.
Moreover, older moral
reflexion failed to draw any sharp line between the
sense of moral obligation, as a category of the
practical understanding, and that empiric content
of the rule or norm to which the moral agent feels
himself bound.
J. Uncritical religious intuitionalism ascribed
both the sense of moral obligation and the content
of the ethical code to an innate sense, and regarded
both as a divine implanting in the human soul.
Thus to both was ascribed a certain absolute and
fixed character that often ended in an unreal and
static morality. Religious and philosophical hist ory
and reflexion have revealed the fact that all codes
are, in part at least, subject to change according
as social and economic conditions change. And, as
it became clear that empiric morality was thus con-

ditioned, the question naturally arose whether the
whole sense of moral obligation was not equally
empiric and destitute of any normative or permanent character. Men began to seek its origin
Thus
in the ebb and flow of human tradition.
arose the question of the seat of this inner voice
and the historic genesis of conscience.
2. Greek intellectualism was prone to seek the
origin of this sense of obligation in the rational
Plato represents Socrates as identifying
process.
all moral obligation with rational insiglit, and he

himself taught that morality recognized llie given
heavenly types or norms of conduct in the eternal
ideas ol the good.
And, Ibou^'h Aristotle |i:i]lcd
company at this point with Plato, and saw the
social and empiric character of the ethical norms,
yet on the wnole Greek intellectualism never succeeded in keeping clearly ajinrt these two elements
the code of morals to
in every ethical situation
which a moral agent is bound and the inner comHellenistic ethics
pulsion by which he is bouml.

—

thus swung between an uncritical inliiitionalism
and an equally uncritical empiric rationalism. It
may now be liaken for granted thai, though the
discursive reason is and always must be concerned

MORAL OBLIGATION
in every ethical situation, and is more particularly
interesteil in the critical analysis of every given
code of etliics, nevertheless it is vain to seek the
of the sense of moral obligation in the
origin
rational process alone.
Nor can we successfully
resolve moral obligation into clear rational insight
into consequences of any kind.
3. Critical rationalism began ivith the work of

Hobbes, Locke, and Hume. Locke had little difficulty in showing how untenable was the uncritical
intuitionalism that
morals.
But both

sought for

innate codes of

Hume

and Hutcheson leave
unanalyzed a moral sense as something ultimate.
'

'

This moral sense Adam Smith, in his brilliant
ethical treatise, sought to resolve into symjiathy,
or at least to trace its origin to sympathy as a
natural attribute of man. It was distinctly on
the basis of this critical rationalism that Bentham
and the two Mills made their famous analysis of
the sense of moral obligation in terms of utility,
and more especially of social utility. So far as
this empiric rationalism dealt with the codes of
morals found in human history, it was fruitful and
stimulating in a high degree. At the same time,
it became increasingly evident that empiric utilitarianism could buUd no bridge from the socially
useful to tlie sense of personal
to be
responsibility
And, when John Stuart Mill consocially usefiU.
ceded an intuitive capacity for estimating values
as higher and lower, and thus also a capacity for
the intuitive recognition of moral values as higher
over against other types of value, clear-eyed critics
of rational utilitarianism realized that Bentham's

system had gone into bankruptcy.
4. Biological evolution, however, infused new
life into tlie discussion as to whether the origin of
the sense of moral obliu:ation might not be found
in the socially useful. It was suggested by Darwin
himself that the conflict of instincts, and the survival of gioups obeying the instincts that made for
group-preservations, would in a long process of development link the socially useful with the morally
right, and this Ime of inquiry has been followed
up by Leslie Stephen, Alexander Sutherland, E.
Westermarck, L. T. Hobhouse, and others. The
exceedingly useful light that this line of research
has thrown upon the gradual development of empiric codes of conduct has led to confusion of the
two issues involved. It may be readily conceded
that the socially useful has determined in a measure,
perhaps we may say in large measure, what men
consider morally right, but the origin of the catemoral obligation
remains unexplained.
gory
Evolutionary analysis has not as yet succeeded in
a
between
the
bridge
building
socially useful and
the sense of moral obligation to the group. Somewhere at some time such a sense must appear in
unmoral life as a variation, and, this variation
having been once assumed, law and morals link
themselves with group purpose, as von Ihering
abundantly shows [Der Zivec/c im Eecht^, esp. vol. i.
ch. vi. ), but the biological analogy has been distinctly overworked, and it is becoming increasingly
evident that evolutionary philosophy must assume
variations and does not explain them. Thus on the
ethical fiehl origins are no more explained than on
tile biological, and the sense of a moral obligation
cannot so far be successfully analyzed into unmoral
elements.
Moreover, even in detail the sense of
individual moral obligation presents many difficulties in connexion with the socially useful, for
liistorically it is easy to show that the sense of
moral obligation has time and again pnitei'ted
'

'

courses of

<'iindiict

paleiilly socially detrimental.

many

re-state

Lotze. There is some return to Jacobi and Fries,
and the philosophies of Wundt, Eucken. Eisler,
James, and Bergsoii are suggesting new lonnulations for the sense of moral obligation as a categoi"y

further

the practical reason incapable of
analysis
—an
true, in this form, whose
empty concept,
of

it is

content

is

given

m

empiric experience and

is

sub-

ject to the laws of evolutionary process and progress, among which laws the socially useful is one
of the most important factors.
Thus from the
psychological point of view Wundt and James, a-s
well as Eisler and others, assume the capacity for
moral distinction and the sense of moral obligation,

without attempting to analyze the category further,
while realizing that the content of moral appreciation is a subject for scientific examination, and has

own evolutionary history. From this point of
view the feeling of moral obligation arises as a
variation, and maintains itself by its social usefulness.
Bergson has as yet given no development of
his philosophy along ethical lines, but the revival
of a critical intuitionalism has found support in his
main contention, and followers of Fries and Jacobi
see in the sense of moral obligation the evidence of
a capacity for reaching beyond the phenomenal,
and link Qiis with a re-statement of the Kantian
argument for God's existence. According to this
school, the fundamental significance of the sense
of moral obligation is the compelling power of the
The unity of our
purposeful character of life.
mental and spiritual life demands that moral judgments be not irrational, even though complete
rationalization may be beyond our power.
However divergent the empiric codes of social behaviour
may be, the existence of a moral obligation is an
element everyw here hence the very rational process itself is involved in a defence of the inherent
validity of moral obligation.
Moral obligation may then be
6. Conclusion.
said to so far defy any further ultimate analysis,
and its origin is as mysterious as are all other
It is a category of the
origins and variations.
practical reason, and is in so far super-rational, but
the^ contents of the moral judgment are subject to
the rational process, as in the sphere of the phenoThus the total ethical complex reveals
menal.
rational, sympathetic, eudaemonistie, and hedonistic elements.
But into no one of these can the
fundamental sense of personal obligation be quite
successfully resolved. Moreover, this sense of inner
compulsion, covering as it does fields of action which
no external coercion could regulate, is everywhere
its

;

—

becoming the regulati\e principle of human societj',
displacing in the moral man outward law, and
giving the sense of new freedom, because our
obligation is the categorical imperative of the informed conscience, and has its seat within, and is
not based upon, outward law with

its

concomitant

of external coercion.

—
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MORAL SENSE

Tliu term moral sense' is
practically i;i|uivaleiit to 'conscience,' ami shares
the tielil (if ctliics with such piinci|)les as rectitude
In the
and duty, haiiiiincss and social health.
'

<if (rt'yeidrjim, the term 'conscience' appears
as early as I'eriander ami Bios (Stobieus, p. 192.
21); as an npprovuii,' and fortifyinj^ moral sense,
Kpictetus uses the synonym (riveiSd^ (bk. iii. ch.
xxii. ), while the disapproval of roH«(Jc?)^i« is referred
to by Cicero {Laws, i. 14).
Upon the basis of
a natural moral sense, St. Paul speaks of the
Gentiles as those who performed by nature {(j)v<rei)
the works of the law, being guided by conscience
The ap|)reciation of an inner
{(TwelSriaiS, Ro '2'°).
moral sense distinct from external commandment
seems to have been indicated liy Sophocles in the
Antiflone, where the heroine ajipeals to a higher
principle of action, while she repudiates the estalithe Sophists
distinction between
lished law
further marks off the internal
0I/I71S and flfffis
sanction of conduct from all forms of external
However important the principle of a
statutes.
moral sense may aj)pear to be, it cannot be denied
that the most profound moral systems have been
elaborated in independence of it. Socrates based
Greek ethics ujjon the general principle of knowledge, whence Plato and Aristotle, Stoic and
Epicurean, perfected the ancient ethical ideal,
leaving the ethics of conscience to the minor
moralists.
The meagre development of ethical
theory in medi;eval times failed to develoi' the
notion of a natural moral sense ; it is in modern
systems of ethics that the analysis of the moral
sense is to be found ; even here such ethical philosophies as those of Kant and Spinoza were perfected
without appealing to a special sense of morality.
When modem ethics began with Hoblies, it was
the opposition to relativism and egoism tliat led
K. Cumberland {de Lrgibus Natural, London, 1672)
to postulate conscience and benevolence as the
true foci of conduct, although it was the latter
As a deist,
principle that received chief emphasis.
Shaftesbury insisted upon a natural sense of right
and wrong' {Inquiry concerning Virtue, London,
1699, bk. 1. pt. iii. 2), which he identified with con'
science, and thus spoke of
religious conscience
and a 'displeasing consciousness' (bk. ii. pt. ii. 1).
With F. Hutcheson the moral sense was discussed

form

'

;

'

'

more

S'sthetically than ethically in the form of a
disinterested regard for universal humanity, whence
he inquires,
'If there is no moral sense ... if all approbation be from
the interest of the approver, What's Uecuba to xts or we to
"QecvLbAt' (Inquiry concerning Moral Good and Evil, London,
1725, sect.

i.

2).

Bntler was the first to subject the moral sense
to exact jisychological analysis, whence he regards
conscience as the principle in man by which he
approves or disapproves his heart, temper, and
actions' {Sermona upon Human Nature, London,
1726, serm. i. [Works, ed. J. H. Bernard, London,
This inward sense of approval ancl
1900, i. 31]).
disapproval is further regarded as a jirincijile of
'reflexion' whose essence is that of 'authority'
Butler tends to com])licate the problem
(serm. ii.).
when he asst'rts that the dictate of conscience is
ever in accordance with the impulses of rea.sonable
self-love, while the supremo sanction of the moral
sense is found in the principle of harmony with
nature.
Among tlie ethical idealists of the 18th cent.,
liichard Price and Kant opjmscd the notion of a
moral sen.se .as >uch, .and sought in reason the
ultimate moral authority.
In his Review of the

J.

'

I'rinripiil

Questions

Difficulties

in

Montis

Price denies the validity of
'moral sense,' and apiieals to the
understanding as the ground of etiiiial distinc-

(London,

1758),

llutcheson's
'

nnd

'

tions, although Price's treatment of the understanding makes it possible for him to depart from
mere rationalism, and repose in a Platonistic
'intuition' (ch. i. sects, i., ii.).
Kant, who derived
moral distinctions autonomously from reason,
whence also sjirings the categorical imperative,
treats the moral sense with contempt when ho
says
:

'

As

to moral feeling', tliis sui>pose(l special sense, the
appeal
indeed saperlioial when those who cannot think believe
that feeling will help thcni ont, even in what con<;erns ,'eneral
laws (Metaphysic of Morals, tr. T. K. Abbott, London, 1889,
to

it is

)..

01).

'

In its treatment of the moral sense, then, the
Enlightenment (q.v.) insisted upon something even
more rationalistic than conscience.
If the tendency of the 17th and 18th centuries
was to regard the moral sense as something rational,
the tendency of the l!)th and '20th centuries has

been to reduce the principle in question to the
social.

In

the rju<ldle of the 18th cent.

Adam

Smith inaugurated the career

of social ethics when
he
the source of moral sentiment in ' symsought
The
first
to
raise
the question concerning
pathy.
the origin of moral sense. Smith had no hesitation
in founding the ideas of propriety, merit, and duty
upon the in.stinct of natural sj'inpathy {7'heory of

Moral Sentiments, London, 17.59).
A century
Darwin connected the moral M'ith tlie biological, and thus made the moral sense dependent
upon the predominance of the social tendency in
man. To 'sociability' Darwin adds the principle
later

of

'

reflexion,' witliout which the social could not
ethical, so that the ideals of Butler,

have become

whom Darwin pays due tribute, have not been
wholly lost to view {Descent of Man, London, 1871,
ch. iii.).
Equally significant with the departure
from the rational is the change from the individualistic to the social
for, where Butler identified
to

;

conscience and reasonable self-love, Darwin united
conscience with the non-egoistic in human nature.
When biological ethics transferred the seat of
the moral sense from the self to society, much of
the phenomenology of conscience, shame, approval,
obligation, etc. seemed intelligible at any rate,
'scientific' ethics has assumed that the .social is
conclusive, as appears from such a work as L.
Stephen's Science of Elides (London, 1882), where
biological, social, and ethical are firmly linked (ch.
In opposition to Stephen, and in the general
viii. ).
style of Butler, J. Martineau has insisted uiion the
rational and individualistic conception of the
moral sense (Types of Ethical Theory, Oxford,
;

,

1885, vol.

ii.

bk.'ii. ch.

ii.).

Where

the moral individualism of the 18th cent,
has practically succumbed liefore the advance of
social ethics, there has arisen an lesthetic individualism which, while not allying its(df with
the moral-sense theory, has not failed to make
vigorous warfare upon the social conception of life.
Beginning with the romanticism of Friedrich
Schlegel and the realism of H. B. Stendhal, and
advancing with the Decadence of C. P. Baudelaire,
this anti-social view has come to a climax in
Nietzsche, who stigmatizes the compunctions of the
bad conscience from
.social moral sense as so much
'

'

whose terrors he would emancipate mankind (A
Genealor/i/ nf Morals, tr. W. A. Ilaussmann and J.
Gray, London, 1899, pt. ii.). In the .same manner
Ibsen sjieaks of the modern man as one who,
suttering from 'sickly conscience,' stands in need
of a 'robust con.science' {The Master Huilder, tr.
E. Gosse and W. Archer, Lomlon, 1S93, act ii.),
while II. Sudermann, with more direct reference
to social ethics as such, speaks derisively (if the
'con.science of the r.ace' {The Joy if lAriny, tr. E.

Wharton, London, 1903, act iv.).
sions of anti-social immoralism

Sindlar exjuesbe found in

may

Anatole France, August Striudberg, and Bernard
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Shaw. Thus, the status of the moral sense in contemporary thought seems to consist of a dogmatic
assertion of the social on tlie part of science and a
violent repudiation of the principle by culture.

—

Literature. M. J. Guyau. /iVv^jz/.s-.s-t' d'linc itioraU: iiaiia obliP. R^e, Die Entstehung dfs
sanction-, Paris, Ib^l
Geifiss^nn, Berlin, 1S>3; J. G. Schurraan, The Ethical Imptrrt
Wundt, Elhik, Stuttof Darwinism, New York, 1SS7 ;
F. Brentano, Vom Urspmng sdtlicher Etkenntniss,
gart, 1886
Leipzig, l&b9 T. Elsenhaus, W'escn uiui Entstehunf/ des GeicisJ. Dewey and J. H. Tufts, Ethics, London,
sens, do. 1S94
1909; C. G. Shaw, The ^altie and Dignity of
Life,

gatwn ni

;

W.

;

;

;

Human
Charles Gkav Shaw.

Boston, i9n.
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ments, but of equal devotion. The Church's doctrines soon became distinctly evangelical
thus, at
the Synod of Reichenau in 1495, the Brethren
decided the great question, How shall a man be
justified before C4od?' by the answer, 'Through
the faith of our Lord Jesus Christ and the righteousness which is of God.' They laid special stress
on Christian character and conduct hence their
strict discipline, which later excited the admiration of the Reformers.
By the year 1500 they had
over 200 congregations with more than 100,000
members and in l.j.So these figures had doubled
themselves. It was the Brethren who issued the
first hymn-book in the vernacular, in 1501
they
set up some of the finest printing-presses in Europe,
and used them largely for the production of their
own translation of the Bible, which is still the
standard Bohemian version of to-day.
Their
schools had a well-deserved reputation Bohemia's
best literature was the product of their scholars.
Their church nnisic became famous, especially for
the congTcgational part-singing. Family worship
was a feature of their homes the children v,eie
early grounded in the Scriptures the catechisms
;

'

;

;

;
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;

History.— The Moravian

Church, or the Unitas Fratrum, belongs to the
For more than
historic Churches of Cliristendora.
four and a half centuries it has never wavered in
its claim to be a part of the Catholic Church,
possessing the historic episcopate and the three
orders of the ministry, administering the sacraments and preaching the Word according to apos-

;

;

laying special emphasis on the importance of Christian unity, the cultivation of
pei'Bonal religion, and the necessity of personal

were clear, concise, and practical. The Church
government was Presbyterian, with the Synod aa
the supreme court.
Under its authority the
bishops controlled their own dioceses, and they
alone ordained
the presbyters preached and administered the sacraments the deacons acted as

service.

assistants.

tolic precept,

Whatever obscurity surrounds

certain points in
history, there is nothing doubtful as to its
It dates from the year 1457 ; Bohemia
origin.
was the land of its birth and the more spirituallyminded followers of John Hus were its first
members. Hus, the gifted rector of the University
of Prague, an earnest reformer and eloquent
preacher, owed nmch of his religious enliglitenment to the writings of Wyclif, introduced into
Bohemia by the wife of Richard II., a princess of
that couutrj'. After his martyrdom at Constance
in 14b) the greater part of his followers took up
the sword in ilefence of their religious liberties.
Some wei'e pacilied by concessions, such as their
partaking of the cup as well as of tlie bread at the
its

;

Holj' Supper but others, whose convictions went
deeper, the Puritans of their day, withdrew from
political life, retired to a remote corner of the
country, and settled down in the Barony of Lititz.
Here they formed themselves into a religious comlines, in which many of the institumunity on
tions of the early Christian Church were revived,
under the leadership of duly elected elders.
At the Synod of Lhota in 1407 they further proceeded to elect their own ministers, and for these
;

NT

they obtained ordination from the Waldenses (i/. r. ),
whose bishop, Stephen, consecrated Michael Brabishop of the Unitas. The
episcopate was given and received in the conviction
of its apostolic origin, coming from the Eastern,
not the Western, Church, transmitted possibly
through the so-called sects, such as the Euchitcs,
the Paulicians, the Cathari, etc. The validity of
these orders was recognized even by the enemies
of the Unitas and, as the step thus taken involved
complete ecclesiastical separation from Rome, it
resulted in tierce persecution, despite which, however, the membership increased, the congregations
multiplied, and the Church's influence spread far
and wide, not merely in Bohemia, but beyond its
The name adopted was Jednota
borders also.
Bratrskd, the Latin rendering of which, Unitas
Ecclesia
Fratrum,' fails to give the exact meaning
Fratrum,' 'the Church of the Brotherhood,' would
be more correct. The leaders in those early days
were Peter of Chelteic, Gregory the patriarch, and
Lucas of Prague men of very different temperadacius as the

first

;

'

'

;

—

;

;

Infant-baptism was practised, followed
by confirmation.
As the Church expanded, it came to include
three separate branches, in Bohemia, Moravia,
and Poland yet the three remained organically
one, and thus the Unitas became the earliest
International Protestant Church.
Its history
during the greater part of the 16th and I7tn
centuries is one long record of persecution, broken
;

by intervals of rest and of official favour'. It
suffered terribly during the period of the CounterReformation, especially after the disastrous battle
of the White Mountain in 1620.
veritable
Book of Martj'rs might be compiled dealing with
the days when Rome set itself to exterminate the

A

'

'

Unitas.

Its

foremost leader's

among

the nobility

were executed, its clergy imprisoned, its members
sent to the mines or kept in dungeons its churches
were closed, its schools destroyed, its Bibles and
hymn - books, catechisms and histories were
burned.
More than 36,000 families fled from
Bohemia, and with them their sole surviving
.John
Amos Comenius, the herald of
bishop,
humanistic and religious training for the young.
He was at that time the leading educationist in
Europe, and his writings still rank among the
standard authorities. His wanderings took him
to Poland and Hollanil and he was also invited
to England to re-organize the very defective system
of education which prevailed in that country.
Much sympathy for the Bohemian martyrs had
already been aroused during the Commonwealth,
when Cromwell offered the Unitas a home in
Ireland and this continued afterwards also, when
collections on its behalf were made in many of the
Anglican churches. In the belief that the days of
the Unitas were numbered Comenius drew up a
i-emarkable document in which he says
;

;

;

:

'

customary to make a Will, we hereby
Iiequeath to our enemies the things of which they can dispossess us but to you our friends (of the Church of England)
we bequeath our dear llother, the Church of the Brethren. It
nia.v be Uod's will to re\ive her in our country or elsewhere.
You ought to love her even in her death, because in her hfe she
ha8 given you an example of Faith and Patience for more than
two centuries (Batio DiscipUna, Amsterdam, 1660, Dedication).
He also secured the episcopal succession, apart
from the Polish branch in which it still continued,
conseby having his son-in-law, Peter
As

in siicli cases it is

;

'

Jablonsky,
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crateil ns l)iNlK)ii by Bishop Bytliner at Milenezyn
in I'olancl.
\y\{\\ the (lonth of Comenius in 1672 the lirst

part of the history of the Unitas ends. 'Die sciond
part oiiens at Herrnhnt, in Saxony, wliero in \~22
a eonipiiny of fnnitives from tlie Sloravian hiinh'r
valleys, in whicli isolated families of the ancient
Church had still preserved the faith of their
fathers, found a refuge on the estate of a young
nobleman. Count Nicolas Ludwig von Zinzendorf.
They were soon joined by others from Bohemia
and in association with a number of German
Pietists they formed themselves into a society
similar to those which then existed within the
Lutheran Clmreh. But this did not satisfy the
ilescendants of the Unitas they insisted that they
were not l<utheranR, they belonged to a much older
Church and, being now in the possession of a
certain amount of religious liberty, they desired
To this Zinzendorf was at
its re-establisliment.
first opposed, till from a chance copy of the writings of Comenius he learned what the history of
the Unitas had been, how glorio\is its past, how
evangelical its doctrine, how strict its discipline,
how firm its faith and steadfastness under suffering.
Almost unconsciously he found himself being led
on to devote his life, his moans, and his talents to
the re-organization of this venerable Church, and
But the Reits equipment for further service.
newed Church was not of Zinzendorf's creation.
Its points of contact with the Unitas He in the
personal descent of many of its members, in the
church regulations which were again introduced,
and, above all, in the orders of the ministry, whicli
in 1735 were restored, when David Nitschman was
consecrated bishop by Bishop Daniel Ernst Jablonsky, whose father had received the succession
from Bythner with the written commission of
;

;

;

Comenius.

The

Herrnhut rapidly increased and developed in spite of the banishment
of Zinzenilorf by order of the Saxon Government,
on the ground of his having introduced unauthorized
religious novelties and of teaching false doctrine.
Its fame spread far and wide, since in it a striking
union of spiritual life with good works and industrial activity was to be seen.
Tlie danger of a
narrow type of Pietism {q.v.) was averted by a
wonderful experience of revival and a wave of
evangelizing zeal, which visite<l the Church in
1727, under the impulse of which it embarked on
that particular work in the doing of wliich lay the
little

community

at

pledge of its continued existence. At the lieginning of the 18th cent, foreign missions werealmo.st
entirely unknown among tlie Reformed Churches
it was left to tlie Moravians to inaugurate the
modem missionary movement. This dates from
the year 1732, when two of the Brethren set out to
evangelize the enslaved Negroes in St. Thomas,
wiliiag to become slaves themselves if that should
be the only way of winning them for Christ. In
;

the same spirit others went to the Eskimos in
others settled in S. America, and
Greenland
carried the gospel for the first time to the natives
in the Dutch Colony of Surinam.
Work was also
begun among the N. American Indians, to whom
David Zeisberger devoted sixty-three strenuous
years of life. In S. Africa these early missionaries were to be found teaching Hottentots and
Kaffirs the faith of Jesus.
They penetrated to
Persia and (!eylon, they preaclied in l''gypt and
Algiers, they established their stations on tire Gold
Coast and in eight of the W. India Islands, they
started a mission to the Jews— and all this as
pioneers, and within a few years after the founding
of that little Saxon village whose inhabitants
numbered only some 600. They formed the first
Protestant Church that recognized and attempted
;

the duty of world evangoli/alion and in
thov stood alone for sixty .years. This
eharact
eristic (if the Henewed (niurch still
early
remains its oulstandiiig distinction
and tliat is
why, alone among all others, it po.'^sesses no
separate missiiMiary sdciety, since the whole Churcdi
is the society, and witliin il- the loinciplo
prevails
that to be a Moravian and to further missions are
to

fiillil

;

thiseli'ort

;

'

identical.'

From Herrnhut strong religious influences began
to spread at home as well as abroad among the
.students in the (ierman universities, the landowners in the Baltic provinces, the merchants of
Amsterdam, and the military in Berlin. Zinzendorf
and his Brethren were invited everywhere, and, as
the result of their evangelistic work, societies or
congiegations, known as settlements,' s]jrang up
in Denmark, Holland, Russia, and Switzerlancf,
and in several of the I lerman principalities. Each
became, like Herrnhut, an industrial as well as a
religious centre, for the apostolic rule of being
'diligent in business' as well as 'fervent in spirit'
was insisted on. It was hir.gely by means of these
industrial undertakin.gs, supplemented by the unstinted generosity of Zinzendorf, that the cost of
the mission work was met not to mention the
fact that most of the missionaries provided for
their own necessities.
The first official visit was jiaid to England in
1735; and here it was that Peter Biihler three
years later met with John Wesley and became the
means of his spiritual enlightenment. Here ahso
the name Moravian came into use given origin'

—

'

'

;

ally as a convenient

nickname

(like 'Methodist'),

has now gained a kind of permanence, though it
cannot be regarded as satisfactory, since it emphasizes only one point, and that a comparatively
unimportant one, in the long history of the Unitas.
it

The Moravian inlluence was uni|iiestionably
one of the main factors in the early days of the
for a time it equalled that
Evangelical Revival
of the Methodists.
Moravian evangelists preached
the
length and breadth of the United
throughout
Kingdom, leaving tlieir ni.irk especially in Yorkshire and the Midlands and, through the preaching of John Cennick, to a yet greater degree in
Ireland and the west of England.
;

;

In America also the Church took root in the
middle of the 18th cent., around two centres,
Bethlehem in Pennsylvania, and Salem in N.
and from each of these two places it
Carolina
spread rapidly. Thus the Church came to consist
again of three distinct provinces, according to
the dill'erent nationalities— Ueniian, English, and
American. These form the home base, and, though
widely separated, they are organically one. Each
province is independent as I'cgards the conduct of
;

own affairs, elects its own bishops, appoints its
own administrative boards, and legislates for itself
through its own synods. The main outward bond
its

between the parts (and the seat of final
authority) is the so-called General Synod, made
up of delegates from all the provinces. This bond
may seem a very slight one, yet through these
many years the spirit of brotherliood in Christ has

of union

been strong enough to prevent any kind of schism
in the body.
The death of Zinzendorf in 1760 had important
It involved a severe financial strain which
results.
at one time threatened disaster and dissolution,
but it also led to the framing of a distinctive system
of church government, the settlement of its constitution, the definition of its doctrine, and the reorganization of its undertakings. The administrawhere during the
tive centre still lay in
Germany,
latter part of the 18th cent, the Moravians found
of
the
themselves in the forefront
controversy with
rationalism
they became the recognized chain;
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of orthodox Evangelicali.siu.
Here also their
[lions
induenee was as fiir-reaching as in England, though
In this case it wjis due largely
in a difierent way.
to the writings and the personality of Bishop
AuOTst Gottlieb Spangenberg, originallj" a professor
It made itself felt in the universities
Schleiermaclier learned his reli^on and gained his
conception of the historic Christ at a Moravian
college and Kant, the philosopher of Kbnigsberg,
referred his students, when searching for peace, to
the little JMoi'aWan church over the way that,'
he said, is the place in which to find peace.'
2. Characteristics.
(a) Diaspora.
unique
feature of the Cliurch's work on the Continent was,
and still is, the so-called Diaspora, an extensive
agencj" for promoting spiritual life and fellowsliip
within the National (Protestant) Churches. It is
carried on in many parts of Germany, in Denmark,
Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, and Russia and,
according to synodal resolution, no worker in it is
allowed to seek converts for the Moravian Church
from among the members of other communions.
The effort is in the interests of the Kingdom of
God as a whole, supplementary to the existing
leligious agencies, and is designed to strengthen
and promote the unity of believers. This accounts
to a great extent for the good-will sho^^-n to the
Moravians by those who know the disinterested
nature of their labours, and the catholicity of their
Had there been more denoiuinationalism,
spirit.
no doubt a larger numerical increase would have
resulted, but it would have meant the loss of that
kindliness of mutual feeling which has marked the
Church's relationship to other Cliristian communi-

at Halle.

;

;

'

;

'

—A

—

;

ties.

—

Education. Another Moravian characteristic
the educational system, officially recognized and
regarded as belonging to the Church's work and
Love of education, and enthusiasm
responsibility.
for it, formed a part of the inheritance which had
come down from the days of the Unitas. It was
held that, just as the Church had its mission to
the heathen, who had never heard the gospel, so
had it also a mission to the young to ground and
To carry this
train them in its divine precepts.
out was a priceless privilege ordained of God, to be
undertaken %\ith prayer, and to be done for Him.
In this spirit numerous boarding schools w ere
opened in Germany, HoUand, England, Switzer(6)

is

-

land,

and America

many

;

of

them have become

famous, not only on account of the education given,
but also by reason of the pupUs who have gone forth
from them, men distinguished in almost every calling and rank of life. The standard was high j and,
if in many cases the discipline was strict, it was
always blended with the kindly influences of a
distinctly Christian atmosphere.
The third, and the most
(c) Missionary zeal.

—

characteristic, feature of Moravianism is its missionary zeal. Never since the beginning of the
work in 1732 has this waned ; the Church lias sent
forth its sons and daughters in an unbroken stream,
in some cases through five generations of the same
family. Most of its congTegations have their rein the missions, and through these
firesentatives
iving links the bond of sympatliy with the foreign
field is maintained.
The Church's energies flow
largely along this channel, in support of what
represents, and is felt to be, its God-appointed
work in the present as much as in the past, a glory
that has not faded. Hence the surprisingly large
number of Moravian missionaries in proportion
to the membership
and also the relatively high
standard of financial support. AYhilst in the Protestant Churches at large the proportion of missionaries to members is about 1 to 5000, among the
Moravians it is 1 to 60. These are the words of
J. R. Mott on the subject
;

:
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If members of the Churches in Ureal Britain and America
gave in like proportion [as the Moravians], then the Missionary
contributions would aggregate over £12,000,000 per annum
instead of some i:o,000,QOO. .\nd if they went out as Missionaries
in corresponding numbers, we should have a force of nearly
iOO.OOO foreign workers, which is vastly more than the number
of Missionaries estimated as necessary to achieve the evangelisation o! the World' {Report of Sew York Ecumenical Musiojiary Conferemce, New York, 1900, L 97),
'

The work abroad has to a great extent been
among primitive races, some of them now approaching extinction, in out-of-the-way parts, in lands
that are peculiarly unpromising and uninviting,
and that have been neglected by every one else.
These have been taken up by the Moravians in
accordance with Zinzendorf s early desire and determination, when, as a school-bov, he established
among his companions the so-called Order of the
Mustard Seed,' for the purpose of seeking the conversion of the heathen, having in mind especially
such as others would not trouble themselves about.'
Thus the Moravian Brethren were tlie pioneers in
work among the lepers, first in the Cape Colony,
where as early as 1S18 a missionary and his wife
cut themselves oft from their fellow-Europeans,
and settled down in a lonely valley among the poor
outcasts, in order to care for their bodies as well
as their souls. The result was remarkable, for
within sixyears over 90 of the lepers were converted
and baptized. Afterwards the work was continued
on Robben Island, a sandy stretch lyin^ oil' Cape
Town ; and still later a spacious hospital has been
built outside the walls of Jerusalem, \\here the aim
is to gather all the lepers of Palestine, and to alleviate the sufferings caused by this dread disease.
Continuous expansion has marked the missionary
enterprise of the Chirrch, till now it is to be found
The fields are as follows
in every continent.
Labrador, Alaska, California, the W. Indies
(Jamaica, St. Thomas, St. John, St. Croix, Antigua,
St. Kitts, Barbadoes, Tobago, Trinidad, San Domingo), the Mosquito Coast, Nicaragua, Demerara
(British Guiana), Surinam (Dutch Guiana), S.
'

'

:

and West, Nyasa and Unyamwezi

Africa, East

E. Africa), W. Himalaya, and N.
Queensland 14 dirt'erent countries, 343 stations,
with 1503 preaching places. The workers include
367 European and American missionaries, among
them doctors, educationists, deaconesses, etc., 48
ordained native ministers, 459 native evangelists,
1663 native helpers ; with a total of 107,379 souls
The annual expense amounts to
in their care.
£114,000, exclusive of the Leper Home, which
Mission
costs an additional £1.500 per annum.
colleges exist in England, Germany, America,
the W. Indies, and S. Africa ; hospitals in
(in

German

—

Jerusalem, Surinam, and Kashmir,
where Zenana work is also carried on.
The above figures, if not large in themselves, are
strikingly so when compared to the size of the
home Church. This consists of the continental
congregations, in Germany, Austria, Switzerland,
France, Denmark, Russia, Sweden, and Norway

Labrador,

;

the British province (England, Scotland, Ireland,
and Wales) and the American provinces. North
and South. The last-named have 134 congregations in Great Britain there are 45, and on the
Continent 30 or 74, if the Diaspora centres are
included.
joint undertaking of the whole
Church, apart from the foreign enterprise, is the
evangelization of the lands of its birth and early
;

—

;

A

history, viz. Bohemia and Moravia. Work among
the young is carried on in both day and boardingthe home Sunday schools number 179,
schools
and have 23,000 scholars abroad there are 189
schools, with 1430 teachers, and over 25,000
In England an agency known as the
scholars.
Rural Mission works on lines somewhat similar to
the Diaspora on the Continent.
The worship of the Church com3. Worship.
;

;

—
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llie litiiiyical element with a large measure
freedom in extempore prayer— a blending of
order and liberty. The British Book of Worship
includes two liturg^ies for public service, an alternate form of prayer, a confession of faith, and

bines
of

formularies for the ba[itism of infants and of
adults, lor confirmation, ordination, marriage, and
burial and combined with these is a newly-revised
It is the latest
collection of hymns of all ages.
successor of the first Protestant hymn-book ever
The Church's ritnal is marked by simissued.
plicity and directness of purpose, due largely to a
wise caution in the use of symbolism, and also to
a dislike of whatever would serve to quencli the

—

A

stately dignity
spiritual impulse of the moment.
marks tlje special services and the doxologies in
of
and
the ordinause at the consecration
bishops
The same applies in a measure
tion of ministers.
to the confirmation service, whicli, as in the Greek
is not considered an exclusively e])iscopal
function, but may be performed by a presbj'ter.
At all Ihese services the surplice is worn, as well
as at the administration of the sacraments. The
Apostles" Creed is in use as representing the oldest,

Church,

simplest, and most generally accepted expression
of the faitli of Cliristendom ; and in addition a

confession, based on that compiled by
Luther and made up mainly of a connected
sequence of ScriiJture passages, is recited on the
great Church festivals, such as Easter, Whitsunday,
etc.
In it the Trinitarian belief of the Church finds
the Fatherhood of Cod, the
marked emphasis
Creator of all things and the Author of salvation
the redemptive and mediatorial work of the Son in
His perfect humanity, the Lamb of God once
the presence and
slain, now risen and glorified
power of the Holy Spirit, Who proceedetli from
the Father, and Whom our Lord Jesus Christ sent
special

—

;

'

'

;

'

have a seat in virtue of their office. 'I'he same
applies to the provincial synods, and al.so to the
authorities of tlie individual congregations. The
the
prinoi|)le at work in Clmnth aflUirs is that of
government of the people, by the ]icoplc, and for
the people,' under the sole headship of Christ.
'

The

bishops have no administrative powers on
account of tlieir |)ositiou, though, as a matter of
fact, a bishop is almost inv.ariably the president of
the board of elders which directs the work of eacli
These boards are elected by synod,
jjrovince.
the members holding office only during the intersynodal period they are responsible to the synod
;

The foreign
doings.
of the whole Church,
stand under the management of an international
mission board, on which each of the home provinces, as well as the foreign field, is represented.
This has at present its seat in Herrnhut, though
In
it might just as well be located anywhere else.
addition there is a general directing hoard of the
Unity, which has to see to the carrying out of the
principles laid down by the General Synod in
regard to constitution, doctrine, worshi]), orders,
It exercises
congregation rules, and discipline.
also the functions of a court of appeal ; it suunuona
the General Synod, and acts as the standing repre.sentative of the Church in its entirety.
All appointments in the ministry are made by
the directing boards of the respec^tive provinces ;
each congi'egation is entitled to suggest names for
the filling of a vacancy, and each minister has the
right to accept or decline a call sent to him. The
for

administrative

their

as the concern

missions,

different jirovinces make tlieir own arrangements
for the training of their students, whilst in all the
various colleges the standard is equally high. The
normal cour.se includes the work necessary for a
University Degree in Arts, which each student is
expected to gain ; then follows a three years' study
of theology.
As a rule, some period is devoted to
teaching in the boarding-schools. Later on comes
ordination, in the first instance as a deacon when
acting as assistant minister ; and, on being appointed to a sejiarate charge, a second ordination
Thus the Church
admits to the presbyterate.
possesses and combines within itself many of the
features which in other cases separate some of the
larger religious bodies. Its orders are strictly episcopal, for only bishops can oidain, but its government is presbyterian. Its teaching is distinctly
evangelical, though no formal subscription to any

after that He went away
that He should
abide with us for ever.'
The main points of doctrine as
4. Doctrine.
held and taught are defined in the Church Book
the doctrine of the
under the following heads
total depravity of human nature
the doctrine of
the love of God the Father tlie doctrine of tlie
real Godhead and the real humanity of Jesus
Christ
the doctrine of onr reconciliation unto
God and our justification through the sacrifice of
the Cross
the doctrine of good works as the
e\'idence of faith; the doctrine of the fellowship
of believers
the doctrine of the Second Coming
of the Lord
and tlie doctrine of the Headship of specific Creed is demanded, or expected, from
Christ over the Church, wliich is His Body. Tims ministers or members. The individual conscience
the bond of union lies
is that of the
is bound by no formularies
in essence the
theological position
Nicene Creed, the XXXIX Articles, the Augsburg not so nm'ch in a common Confession as in the
and the Westminster Confessions but, since no exercise of mutual love as the supreme mark of
one Creed can be said to be a complete statement discipleship. Infant-baptism and confirmation are
of the wliole range of Christian dogma, liberty is
practised at the Holy Supjier the wafer is generallowed for difference of view in non-essentials. ally used the Churdi seasons are observed with
The Holy Scriptures are regarded as the only rule very special stress on the services of Holy Week
of faith and conduct, the basis of all teaching, and
and Easter. In some of these observances thei-e is
the final i-ourt of appeal. More stress is laid on a marked element of ritual, liallowed by tlie usage
.and tradition of jiast centuries; but at the same
f!liristian life and character than on perfect agreement of opinion. Devotion to Christ, and personal time the Church is as free from the bondage of
union with Him, form the foundation of the form and ceremony as it is from all sacramenThe Church has kept itself free tarianism.
Brotherhood.
from anything approaching sectarian peculiarities
The whole body, scattered over the world's
of doctrine, and this because it came out from
surface, un the Continent, in Great Britain, in
Rome on the broad ground of gospel truth and America, and in the 14 mi.ssion-fields, is still an
organic Unity, each portion maintaining its own
liberty, and did not separate itself from any other
national cliaracteristics, the Germans attached to
Evangelical Church.
The constitu- their German ways, the English and Americans
S- Constitution and government.
tion and governnxMit nf the Chun^h, which at one
equally loyal to their own country's interests
time was something of an olig.archy, is now essenti- ami customs. Jointly tliey form .an international
brotherhood, comiioscd of men of ni.iuy races and
ally democratic, as may lie seen from the f.ict hat
in the General Synod, which meets every six years
differing opinions, all b.andc(l together, not to proand controls the funds and the work of llic entire ]iagate any special system of church government,
body, the elected members outnumber those who or .any kind of ritual, or any particular point of
.
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MORBIDNESS
doctrine, but to evidence and promote the oneness
of believers in Clirist, and to prove the possibility
of annion, organic as well as spiritual, which rises
abo\e all barriers of nationality and opinion. The
Moravian Church does not work in opposition to
any other evangelical Church, nor does it seek to
increase its membership by an}* system of proselyIts aim is to gather into the fold of Christ
tizing.
those who are still outside, and then to further
that growth in grace and that fruitfulness of
service which are the divinely appointed means
for the spread of the Kingdom of God among the
children of men.
It is above all else a missionary

and a union Church.
LrTBRATCRE.— i. AXCIEXT ClWRCS.

— Anton Gindely, Gesch.

der bohmischen

Briider, Prague, 1857-58 ; Jaroslav GoU,
der thhtniachi^n Briider, do. 1878-82; E. de
Schweinitz, Hist, of the Unitas Fratrum, Bethlehem, Pa.,

QufUen

zxir Gesch.

J. T. Muller, Die deutschen Katechi>rmen der Mhmischen
Bnider, Berlin, 1S87.
ii. R]:yEWKD Church.
David Cranz, Ancient and MmJcrn
Hist, of the Brethren, Eng. tr., London, 1780 A. G. Spang'enCount
Zinzendorf,
of
J. E.
Life
bergr.
En|r. tr., do. 1S36
Button, Uist. of thf. Moravian Chiirch-, do. 1909 G. Wauer,
the
Brethren's
in
do.
llJOl
Church
of
Emjland,
Beginuinfjs
E. R. Hass6, The Moravians {' Leaders of Revival Series), do.
1912. and Count Zinzendorf (in preparation); J. E. Hutton,
Hist, of Moracian Mi sions (in preparation); J. T. Hamilton,
EiM. of the Moravian Church, Bethleiieni, Pa., 1900, and
Hvit. of the Missions of the Moravian Church, London, 1901
cf. also Bureau of the Census, Special Reports, 'Religious
Bodies: 1906," Washington, 1910, ii. 494-199: and see art.
Hdssites.
E. R. Hass6.
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MORBIDNESS.—

The term 'morbidness' as
applied to moral and religious states of mind is
popular rather than scientific. It designates particularly any unduly depressed state connected
with one's moral or religious status. Little effort
has been made thus far to di.seover a scientific
differentia for religious and moral disease or morOne author, essaj-ing a moral pathology,
bidness.
treats largely of ordinary moral faults .and classes
as pathological even such habits as result from
mistaken conceptions of the moral life.
Here
'

'pathological' loses all definite meaning; as well
class as morbid the misspelling of a word.
<!)n
the other hand, neurologists and medical
writers tend, on the whole, to limit moral and
religious morbidness to certain jihenomena of the
insanities, such as the delusion that one is God or
Jesus Christ, or that one has committed the un-

might we

pardonable .sin. While it is difficult to diflereutiate between sanity and insanity, a useful mark
of the insane is that they are incapable, for the
time being at least, of fulfilling their social
functions. Thns, all the insanities are cases of
moral inability and, in this sense, of moral morbidness.
There is, however, a broad expanse of moral

morbidness that is neither insanity, on the one
hand, nor, on the other, mere defte.xion from a
moral ideal through erroneous thinking or through

common

instinctive impulsions.
The best
the moral distortions frequently found
among adolescents. Under the stress of the neural
and intellectual re-organization that is going on
at this period of life, the following types of morbidness are not uncommon.
(1) Excessive or minute intros-pection of one's
desires, motives, or choices, often with the application of excessively severe standards to one's self.
In religious communions that emphasize such
experiences as conversion, regeneration, and the
witness of the Spirit, this introspection often consists in a search for signs of the divine presence or
of divine operations within one's soul.

the

example

is

(2) Hypersensitiveness to moral and religious
situations and distinctions.
To be wrong at ail is
to be heinous only perfection is really good this
is the attitude of mind.
This is what is often
1 A. E.
Giles, Moral Pathulogt/, London, 1895.
;

—
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called 'morbid conscience.'
The victim of it is
likely to put absurd emphasis upon the exact
performance of trifles that seem to be duties.
Habitual self-condemnation or censoriousness
towards others may also appear.
(3)
passion for certituile, and refusal to live

A

ordinary, commonsense .assumiitions, proband 'rule o' thumb' devices of mature
Sometimes a sense of uncertainty
practicality.
becomes almost an obsession. The victim feels
uncertain, for instance, whether he has locked the
door, although he knows, in the ordinary sense of
knowledue, that he has done so. So, also, he
may feel that he ought or otight not to do a
certain thing, although he understands, in away,
that his feeling is tinreasonable.
(4) Feverish or self-annihilating devotion to a
Here morliiilness
person, a cause, or an ideal.
consists partly in emotional excess, partly in the
self-assertion
egregious
upon which the supposed
sublimity of self-obliteration depends.
In
the
four
thus
far named we behold a
(5)
tj-pes

by

tlie

abilities,

'

A

sort of psychical congestion .and soreness.
fifth
type displays the opposite insensibility and failure
to function in the presence of normal .stimuli.
Callousness towards the pains and pleasures of
others and lack of a sense of obligation are its
marks.
In less extreme cases the callousness
appears only in spots, as tow.ards some one person,
human interest, or kind of duty.
These adolescent twists illuminate the whole
subject of moral and religious morbidness. For,

—

the five types be broadly interpreted, they will
be found to cover all cases of such morbidness at
whatever stage of life. Here we have over- and
if

under-sensitivene.ss, excess of action and defect of
it, excess and defect of introspection, over- and
under-caution, and disproportion in thinking.
is not norm.al or healthy, yet it includes no
insane delusions .and no such failure of practical
adjustment as puts one outside the pale of social

This

toleration.

The causation of morbidness in
now grows towards definitenes^

the sense that
includes two
factors
neural depression (or at least lack of
vitality), and some incidental experience that
starts an unfortunate mental habit.
The fundamental f.acts with which we liave to deal are excess,
defect, and distortion of emotion. Not infrequently
morbid persons cherish a conviction tijat their
mental processes are rational rather than emotional even though observers easily discover the
lack of emotional balance.
Conduct, and what
passes as reason, are alike detemiined by some
or
soreness, or by abnormal callouscongestion
ness.
These emotional tendencies are primary
The depresp.sychical signs of neural conditions.
sion may be a liereditary or temperamental trait, an
incident of a disease, or the product of an internal
The reason why
irritant, of a drug, or of fatigue.
morbidness occurs so frequently in adolescence is
that the pubertal change and the consequent reorganization of habits put extraordinaiy demands
upon the nervous system. To this cause must be
added the peculi.ar loads in school life, economic
life, and social life that our occidental customs
impose upon youth. Finally, in many ca-ses sexual
perversions and difiiculties connected with the firm
establishment of a healthy sexual life increase the
tendencies to depression. In mature life the same
general principles apply. Morbidness may safely
be assumed, in practically all cases, to spring
partly out of nerve depres.sion, which, in turn,
:

may have many
The

causes.

Last of the five adolescent types enumerateil

does not readily reveal
insensibUily, indeed,
special neural basi«.

its

neural

liasis.

Moral

may not seem to require any
May it not be a matter of
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mere habit?

HiiliK luiglit, |iuiliaps, aocouiit for it discussion of depressiv e slates of the neurasthenic type will be
older persons, but, wliniover a ohild or youth found in E. Worcester and others, Rclinion and Metlicinr, New
York, 1908. See also J. Brcsler, Jtelifiionshi/tjicie (iinniphlcl),
I'xliibits it, the [jrc^iiiuption is tliat st.rt'ii<;tli for a
Halle, 1907.
tiKOKOK A. COE.
full sorial reaction is laikiiiij.
I^ct it be remciniK-reil that socialized eonduci is an achievement
I. Introduction and sources. that imjdies power to fee! in i>articular ways, and
I'he Mordvins form a br.anch of the
to resist anil organize iiupulscs.
In the gann!s
I'innoUgrian
race
vol.
vi.
of children and youth 'foul play is often simply
(cf.
p. •22''), and consist of two tribe?
called
the resort of individuals who have not suflicient
Our
respectively the Erzii and the Moksha.
ranseular
or nu'iital power to hoM their knowledge of their ancient religion, coming, as it
stren^tli
almost
from
a
own wliile playing the game according to the rules. does,
time when, in name
exclusively
In social situations that present stimuli of normal at least, they had been converted to Christianity
the
and
when
a
child
of
normal powers will react by
llussians,
strength
they could practise the
rites of tlieir earlier faith
socially unless some positive counter training has
only in secret, is very
After the Mordvin people,
Persistent unresponsiveness to social scanty and defective.
preceded.
stimuli is strongly suggestive of constitutional as a whole, in consequence of the victory by which
the Kussians finally overthrew the Tatar kh.anate
weakness or of incidentally depressed vitality.
But the neural b.asis of morbid moral and religious of Kazan (15.5-J), had come under the sway of the
states is not nearly the whole explanation of tlieni.
conquerors, measures of a more or less violent
Neural depression is generic rather than specific ; nature were tak'-n here and there to convert them,
and were continued in the 17th century. It was
it puts consciousness into a minor
key, but it does
not of itself construct the melody. The particular not, however, till about 1740-50 that they came to
reaction depends upon particular stimuli and upon submit en masse to the rite of Christian baptism,
incidental as well as permanent subjective condi- and the follow'ng decades witnessed the disappeartions.
The same neural background may be ance of the last vestiges of their heathenism. Yet
present in a person who worries about his soul's for a long time their conversion w,as, in the main,
a merely nominal change, and,
salv.ation and in one who worries about his health.
accordingly, even
Further, habit plays a leading r61e in the whole in quite recent times the exploration of remote
districts
has
matter.
morliiil reaction, once induced in a
yielded much valuable material for
the elucidation of their ancient religion.
period of weakness, may become fixed as a habit,
Our earliest information on the subject comes
and so persist even after the original neural depression has been partly or wlwdly removed.
The from an Italian traveller, G. Barbaro, who visited
relation beween moral and religious morbidness the district now called Eastern Russia in 1446, and
and neurasthenia is often close. In both we find who gives a short account of how the victim was
.a general
background of neural depression and a dealt with in the horse-sacrilice of tlie Moksha
foreground of habitual ideas and practices, often tribe. The notes on the religion and sacrificial
highly systematized and therefore regarded as practices of the Mordvins made by N. Witsen, a
rational.
Dutchman, at the close of the 17th cent, are altogloomy theology or moral theory rarely, if gether negligible ; nor can we gather much of value
from the accounts of P. .1. Strahlenberg, K. Miiller,
ever, produces settled morbidness in the absence
I.
of predisposing nervous weakness or
Lepechin, J. O. Georgi, and P. S. Pallas, in the
depression.
more u.seful source (in spite of
Healthy and nervously strong persons, if they 18th century.
accept such doctrines at all, usually hold them in errors due to misapprehension) is the Russian
a theoretical way for the most part, or yield to written by a land-surveyor named Miljkovifi in
their terrors only now and then when attention is
1783, and several times printed (most recently in
There is truth in the Tiimbov.ikija Eparchiaijnyja Vedomosti, no. 18,
specially directed to them.
popular observation that, if men really believed in Petrogr.ad, 1905, p^ 815 tt'.). From the middle of
the "rim theology that some of them profess,
the 19th cent, we find in Russian newspapers and
they
woiild 'go wild.' The fact that, even in circles in periodicals (especially those of the provinces), as in
which such theologies are accepted, men pursue other publications, sporadicnotices andilescriptions
and enjoy the common values of life, such as of local conditions. Accounts of a more general
family, home, property, and social recognition, is character have been given by Meljnikov, Mainov,
and Smirnov (ef. Literature at end). Meljnikov
direct evidence that any settled emotional realization of the prevailing belief depends upon some- (writing c. 1850) draws his material mainly from
sources but, as regards the ideas of the gods,
thing more than a set of ideas.
If, however, any
individual in such a circle h.as a
tendency to deals with his data too freely, and adds imaginative
nervous weakness, religious instruction may
embellishments. The same may be said of Mainov,
easily
become the decisive factor in producing morbidness who, some thirty years later, devoted himself to
of a serious kind.
In the aggregate the spiritual the investigation of Mord\in ethnogiaphy, and
havoc thus wrought is undoubtedly large, although even travelled over the Mordvin district ; in many
the cases of it are scattered.
It is most unfortunmuch
points he merely follows Meljnikov.
ate that among those who are susceptible to such more valuable production is that of Smirnov, who
injury are many persons whose sensitiveness and carefully utilizes theav.ailable literature as well as
fineness of organization adapt them for
sources, and also draws upon his
high tasks. a number of
It is .sometimes, no doubt, the
own observations. The following account is based
possible prophet,
not only on the published .sources, but also upon
uoet, reformer, or thinker whose energies are fruitcollections made by the present writer among the
lessly introverted by depressing instruction.
LiTKRATimi!.— G. Vorbrodt, 'Zur
Mordvins themselves, an(l the fairly abundant MS
Religionspsychologle, Priiizipien und I'atholopie,' TktnlogiKhe Stuilirn, Jena, 1906, p|).
material subsequently fonvarded by native Mord237-30.3, ar^es ag.iinat the view that religion as such is a
morbid phenomenon. Josiali IVIoses, Pathulnnical Aspects of vins to the Finno-Ugric Society in Helsingfors it
likewise draws upon some (in part very valuable)
Rtliqions, Worcester, llass., 1908, gives an extended analysis of
E. D. Starbuck, The
religious extremes of various sorts.
MSS dating from the middle of the 19th cent, and
Ptyclwlogy nj IMiijion, London, 1R99, shows that conversion is,
now
in the keeping of the Imperial Geographical
In general, a normal rather than abnormal
phenomenon, chiefly
of adolescence (ch. xiil.), but lie presents numerous cases of
Society, or else deposited in the Asiatic Museum
adolescent doubt, brooding, depression, and introspection (oh.
of the Imperial Academy of Sciences, Petrograd.
G. A. Coe, The Spiritual l.if,\ New Tork, 1900, also
xril.).
The latter group of M8S h.ad been already used in
discusses adolescent difTicuUies, particularly doubts and morbid
ill
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conscience,
ogif,

London,

.\salrea.ly indicated, A. E. Giles, lloral I'alhnl.
1896, is not significant for our topic.
A popular

part, though very unscientifically, by Meljnikov
and Mainov.

MORDVINS
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Life after deatli was regarded as
2. The dead.
adirect ouiitinuation of eartlily life. Tliedeparled
in their <;ravus live and occupy Ihemselves in iniuli
the same way as they did upon earlli— honce the
articles required by them were phiced beside their
fn dcatli as in life kith ami
bodies in tlie {jiave.
kin are still toyetlicr, so that the graveyard is the
of
the
there is no realm of the
counterpart
village
From the graveyard
dead in a universal sense.
the human-like shades come forth to visit the
Kach family worships its own <lead, the
living.
foremost and mightiest of whom is the first who
was buried in the particular graveyard, i.e. the
progenitor of tUe family (together with his wife),
who was often tlill spoken of by his own name and
was honoured with tlie title of ruler of the graveyard (kalmon' kirdi). The prevailing idea seems
to be that this progenitor should not belong to too
remote a past thus among certain Erza Mordvins
in the government of Saratov, who migrated
thither some 200 or 250 years ago, the earliest
ancestors to whom worship is accorded are positively stated to have been the first settlers the
memory, and thus also the worship, of the earlier
Festivals in
generations having faded away.
honour of departed individuals are celebrated
one immediately
first year after deatli
during the
after burial, and others at specified times, as, e.g.,
six weeks, or the fortieth day, after death, from
which time onwards the shade of the dead becomes
more closely attached to the corpse in the grave,
while prior to that time it lingers chielij; in its
former home or, it may be, in places which the
;

'

'

;

—

—

At
living person had been accustomed to visit.
this festival the previously deceased members of
the family are believed to be in attendance, and
are implored to take the newly departed into their
midst.
General festivals for all departed ancestors
grandfathers and
{pokitSrit hribat, o\ at'nt hiibat,
grandmothers' [ = ancestors]), again, are celebrated
at least twice a year, in spring and autumn
(latterly the dates of both the individual and the
general festivals were for the most part brouglit
into accordance with those of the commemorative
celebrations appointed by the Kussian Church).
The ancestors are invited in due form to a feast in
the village, the several houses of the family-group
being taken in rotation for this banquet of the
According to a tradition
living with the dead.
from the beginning of the 17tli cent., joint festivals
for the dead were in an earlier period held by larger
family-groups or clans also at intervals of some
'

Formerly, animal -sacrifices were
years.
offered at the celebrations, and the ceremonies
with
them contain features that seem to
connected
point to a still earlier practice of human sacrifice.
The living approach the ancestors with prayers
and gifts in all circumstances in which, as they
think, they reqiiire the help of these ancestors
either for their own benefit (particularly in cases
of illness, which may t)e sent by the ancestors
themselves, if angered) or in order to injure others.
Moreover, at the sacrificial feasts w hich are held
by the community in honour of the. (nature-) gods,
the ancestors are in some districts conjoined with
these as objects of worship, being invoked in the
prayers immediately after the deities, and besought
for the same earthly blessings— success in tillage
and cattle-rearing, good fortune, and health. The
dead, when thus present by invitation, are welcome
guests, from whose benignity all good things may
be expected though at the close of the festival,
it is true, they are driven away, sometimes with
threats but, when tliey appear on their own
initiative, they are greatly feared, especially as
causing disease. Peculiar terrors are excited by
fifty

—

—

the dead

who

—

perish by aceident^

e.g.,

by drown-
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—

ing or who for other reasons have not received
proper burial, as al.so by those who die without
such unfortunates .are, accord.surviving kindred
ingly, attended to only in the festivals for their
;

own

ancestors.

In connexion

with

the

ceremonial

of

this

ancestor-wor.ship, special mention must be made
of the f.act that at the festivals for deceased individiials, according to some older accounts, a wooden
image or a doll representing the dead was set on
tlie bench by the festal table
subsequently this
was replaced by articles of clothing belonging to
At these festivals, however, the departed
him.
has also a living representative, a person of the
same sex and of about the same age, who acts his
part, and is treated by those present as if he were
the deceased.
He presents himself in the clothes
of the dead, an<l frequently is coiuhicted from the
graveyard, and then, ,at the end of the feast, taken
back to it. According to some accounts, he never
speaks at all, but partakes heartily of the banquet,
and receives the tokens of respect accorded by
;

those present. Other accounts inform us, however, tJiat lie carries on an active conversation
with them : he tells them of the life of the under
world, and of those who have gone there before

him he gives them good counsel, admonishing
them to live in unity, to abstain from theft and
;

excessive drinking, to look well after their cattle,
and the like he blesses man and beast, settles
;

disputes regarding inheritance, etc.
According to some authorities, the dead, during
their existence in the grave, undergo a second
experience of death, passing thereby into a higher
state,' in which they no longer maintain direct
relations with those living upon the earth, but
have intercourse only with those who have died
once, and through the latter alone influence the
fortunes of the living.
Although the ancestors are worshipped and
invoked like the gods, and to some extent conjointly with them, the two classes are, nevertheless, rigidly distinguished from each other.
Still,
there seem to be cases where the people have quite
the
human
of
a
dead
whom
forgotten
origin
person
they worship, and he is invoked as a 'god (pas).
Among the Erza in the governments of Kazan and
Samara we find a deity called Staka pas, the
'

'

'

heavy god,' who is honoured with special sacrificial
festivals, and is entreated not to launch 'his
heaviness' {i.e. evil generally) upon the people.
In some parts a divine pair bearing various proper
names e.g.. Onto and Bonto (who are popul.arly
—
supposed to be husband and wife) are invoked by
the epithet of Staka pas, while elsewhere the
heavy god is addressed in the sacrificial prayers
also as Kan pas, Kuvan pas, and regarded as living
in the black earth.'
The word kan, the signification of which is now unknown to the people at
large, is simply the Tatar krtn, 'prince,' so that
knnpa.i means 'the god-prince'; kuvan, again, is
in all likelihood traceable to the Turkish princely
title kagan in its Chuvash or Bulgar phonetic form
kogan or kugan (\\ ith o or u instead of the commonTurk, a), which, though it has not come down to
us, would correspond perfectly to the Mordvin
kuvan. As the Mordvins, in part at least, were
at one time among the subject peoples of the
Volga Bulgars, the ancestors of the Chuvaslies of

—

'

'

'

to-day,

we may be permitted
'

to conjecture that

heavy god was origin.allj' the spirit of a high
Turkish ruler similarly, the other heavy gods,
the

'

;

such as Onto, etc., perhaps represent native princes
of a bygone age.
With the Mordvin cult of the dead is probably
connected in some way also the worship of the
deity or spirit called Keremet (Erza) or Keriimat,
Keiamiid (Moksha), a name of Chuvash origin (in
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the Chuvash tongue of to-day, Kirfimfit, originally
an Arab. word). .Xniong tlie Moidvins this deity
bears the title solfan, .inlhln, wliicli is obviously
What is
the same .as the AraboTurkish siilidn.
told of him amon^; the Murdvins i.s lueagie and
inconsistent.
Amoiif; the Muksba, according to
an early account, he was a ilcity of great prestige
and power, and superior to all others in his inlUience upon everyday life in no sense a malign
like Kercmet
spirit,
amonjj the Cliereraisses.
Although he bears a name of foreign origin, and
was regarded by the Mokslia as born and bred
with the eartli' a fact which shows that the
peojde had no idea of his human origin it would
seem, nevertheless, that his worship contains
certain elements of a former native hero-cult.
In
the legal proceedings of the community oaths are
taken in the name of Keriimat, and it is believed
that he punishes those who are guilty of crime.
In the Erzii tribe
{a) Air ami .iky.
3. Nature.
the ileity of the sky is called Vere-p.as, i.e. \the
also find mention of Skigod who is above.'
pas and Niske-pas or Niske, the latter of whom,
while now identilied by some of the Erzii with
Vere-pas, was originally in all likelihood a distinct
god (probably of foreign orifjin). In a number of
ancient IMSS the name NiAce occurs in the form
Ineske, whence it appears that the name is really
a synthesis of ine, |_great,' and the first element in
the divine name Ski-pas just mentioned.
Ski,

—

'

—

—

—

—

We

a participle of an

is

again,

verb Ska-,

obsolet;e

'

'

procreate,' so that Ski-pas signifies literally
the generative god,' ' procreator-god,'
and Niske, 'the great, procreator.
The sky-god
of the Moksha is called Skaj
a name corresponding
exactly to the Eizii Ski or, with the addition of
the term for god,' which among the jMok.sha is still
found in the more primitivedissyllabic iownpavas,

meaning

bear,'
'

—

—

'

Skabavas (also Skabas and Skajoas), which accordingly corresponds in form with the Erza Ski-pas. In
the prayers he receives the designation Vilrda, he
who is above,' or Ot's'u, the great one (see above,
the explanation of the Erzii name Niske). The
Erza Niske or Niske-pas has a consort named
NLske-ava, Mother Niske,' who is worshipped at
any rate by \vomen in their homes (she is now
often identified with the Virgin Mary, the Tlieotokos) he has also two daughters, I^astargo and
Vezorgo, while in the songs we likewise hear of a
son.
Among the Mokslia the wife of the sky-god
is, so far as is known, mentioned, along with a
daughter, only in a single song, where she is
called Skabas-ava, Mother Skabas.' Strahlenberg
states that the higliest deity of the Mordvins' (by
which term he obviously means the Erzii tribe) is
•Tumlshipas in the first portion of his name, y«;ni',
we have perhaps a cognate form of the Cheremiss
term Jumo, applied to both the sky-god and the
sky, and of the stem in the Vmmsh jumaln, god,'
vyhile the second element is either equivalent to
Si-pas, 'sun-god,' or, more probably, an incorrect
form of Ski-pas (see above).
Among the Mordvins generally the sky -god ranks
as supreme among the gods, and to him must
frequently be ottered the first sacrifice and prayer.
It may be noted, however, that, according to a
report from the middle of the 19th cent., the
Moksha, or at lea.st part of them, did not oiler
.sacrifice to Skaj at all, but simi<ly, at the beginning
of every sacrificial festival, addressed him with a
'

'

'

'

;

'

'

;

'

brief

A
the

prayer for protection.
special deity of thunder,

communal

Erzii.

He

is

who

.sacrificial feasts, is

named Pur'gine

is worshipped in
found among the

'thunder'),

(lit.

01

god Thunder,' 'thunder-god'),
and the worshippers beseech him to send a l)eneI'ur'gine-pas ('the

ficial rain,

but not the noi.some hail his figure has
liy that of the |)rophet

been strongly inlluemcd

;

in

Elijah

pojmlar Russian

Moksha thunder is called

Among

belief.

the

a derivative of "<'",
'grandfather,' 'old man,' and this, together with
tlio fact that the rainbow is termed at'nni-jnnkn
— '])i)\Y,' cross-bow '), seems to in<licatc that
(Jonk.s«!<'«»),

'

the

Moksha

peisonilied thunder, though the
imperfect sources certainly say nothing of a
thunder-cult among them.
In the prayers and elsewhere the sun as well as
the moon is designated a god {pax, paras), viz.
Tsi-pas (Erzii), Si-bavas (Moksha), 'the god sun,"
the god
sun-god,' and Kov-bas, Kov-bavas,
moon,' 'moou-god.' S|>eoial oblations are accorded
to the sun at the sacrificial feasts. The worship of
the moon .seems to involve no more tij.in that,
when a person first descries the new moon, be bows
before it with a pr.iyer for good hf.ilth, and
promises it a whole {i.e. uncut) lo.af. The morning and tlie evening glow are invoked, with Russian
proper names attached to the terms, almost exal.so

'

'

clusively in magic formula-— e.f^. as

'

—

morning-glow

Mariya,' 'evening-glow Dariya' and were probably derived along with the formuloe themselves,
from the Russians, resembling in this the spirits of
midday and midnight, and otliers of similar character, which are likewise designated by Russian
proper names in the magic formul.'e.
Among the deities of the sky should perhaps be
included a godde-ss styled Azer-ava,
mistress,'
who, in addition to Keramiit, was once highly
revered among the Moksha, at least in some
districts.
She was said to dwell in the high
place, in the upper parts of the atmosphere,' and
bore the epithets
and 'corn-berain-bringer
she seems, however, to have been rather
getter
closely related in some way to Keriimiit, as in the
local law-courts oaths were taken in her name and
in his (see above).
Here, too, may be mentioned
an obscure goddess named Angepate or Ange-pate
elder
pas {pate, more correctly pat'a, means
sister'), who is said in one MS to have been worshipped among the so-called Teryuchans (Russianized Erzii in the government of Nijni Novgorod),
but is otherwise unknown.
The name Ujsud or UjvCs'id a word of obscure
origin is used among the Moksha to denote a hoBt
of spirits who move about in the ujiper atmosphere
amid harmonious sounds (mingled, indeed, with
inharmonious) and to whom girls make oH'erings
of their hair.
Should one who catches a glimpse
of these spirits at once imjilore them to send him
good fortune, he obtains his wish, though at times
With this host may be
their gift may be death.
compared the celestial spirit known among the
Chuvashes as Kcvak Xuppi, the gate of heaven
the personification of some luminous appearance
when the gate of heaven opens, one obtains what
one asks for.'
In some districts the Mordvins worshipped the
wind, mostly under the name of V;iriiia-ava,
'mother wind,' 'wind-mother,' both privately
and at the communal sacrifices and in her divine
capacity slu! was spe<dally implored not to damage
the corn and hay crops. Worsliip, with oflerings
of food, was a<«orded also to frost, usually as
Moroz-at'a or Kelmeat'a, 'old man frost,' but
only within the house the ceremonial of this cult
'

'

'

'

'

;

'

—

—

'

'

—
:

'

;

;

manifestly of Russian origin, as is probably also
the spirit itself.
Earth, field, and grain.
Mnstor-ava,
(6)
'mother earth,' 'earth-mother,' especially among
of
one
the
most
revered of
as
the Erzii, appears
deities, being often named, indeed, immediately
thus in the songs we often find
after the sky-god
the set jihrase, First he bowed before the sky-god,
and then before mother earth.' At the communal
sacrifices the Erzii besought her (o give them a
:'ood harvest and to bestow j'ood lieiillh upon the
is

—

:

'

MORDVINS
the lieM. She seems sometimes to have
borne the epithet Mastor-pas, 'god earth,' 'earth•;od,' althovigh elsewhere Mastor-pas appears as a
distinct (male) deity, whom people invoked in their
imprecations to bring their enemies to destruction.
The Moksha, too, had their MastCr-ava, ' mother
earth,' but in their oflBcial worship her place is
taken by Paks'ava, 'motlier field,' field-mother,'
tillers of

'

or Paks'-azCrava, 'field-mistress,' 'field-hostess,'
or, again, Noru-paks'a, 'corn-field.'
Among the
Erza there is little mention of the spirit of the
'
"tilled field; here, along with
mother earth,' we
find the place of that spirit usually taken by
'
'
mother corn,'
Norov-ava,
corn-mother,' also
'
designated Norov-pas, the god (goddess) corn,' to

the Moksha, corresponds S'or-ava
sometimes Noru-ava), mother corn
S'or-ava,
however, is found mainly in the magic formula*
Each tilled field had its own
and tlie songs.
For the meadow likewise there
particular sjiirits.
was a special presiding spirit, called Nar-azerava,

whom, among

'

'

(or

'

;

mead-mistress,' or the like

but,

;

as far as

we

know, she was not the object of a distinct cult, or,
at most, she was presented before the hay harvest
with a few pieces of bread, accompanied by a prayer
for

her protection.

(r)

and

Forest

tree'.

forest has one of its

— The
own — is

— each

forest-spirit

usually designated

mother forest,' forest-mother,' and is
Vir-ava,
now generally an evil-disposed being, whose characteristics (with the exception of her sex and her
large breasts) have been borrowed in detail from
Ljesyj, the evil forest-spirit of the Russians (on the
iv. 628)
she is not woi'shipped.
Ljesyj see
According to our older records, however, the
forest-mother, who among the INIoksha is also
known as Vir-azgrava, 'forest-hostess,' forest
mistress,' was a friendly deity, to whom hunters
and those who gathered fruits, berries, or mushrooms prayed for protection against wild beasts,
serpents, and ill hick of all kinds, and for success
in their efforts, presenting her at the same time
with small oblations of food, drink, and monej'.
Among the Moksha similar petitions are addressed
also to Virfi-pavas, 'the god forest.' While, according to the extant sources, the forest-spirits
were not worshipped at the communal sacrifices, it
seems likely from certain reports that sucli worship
was paid to particular trees oak, lime, birch, pine
which were entreated to grant prosperity to crops
and cattle; we read, e.g., of Tumo-pas, 'the god
'

'

ERE

;

'

-

—

—

oak,'
oak-god,' to whom were addi'essed prayers
In tlie spells there is frequent mention
for rain.
of Cuvto-ava, 'tree-mother,' who, as in the case of
many other spirits, was asked to pardon some
unwittingly done to her e.g., by
supposed
'

—

a push — and who punished the
ing him with disease.
injui-y

Water.

{d)

Mordvins
'

wat-er,'

oft'ender

by

— The water-deity common

Ved-ava,
water-mother,'
is

afflict-

to all the

Vedmastor-ava, 'mother

known among

the

Moksha

'

'

water-ho.stess, 'water-misShe holds an important position in the
tress.'
as
the
cultus, principally
spirit who presides over
the fecundity of the earth, of women, and of cattle
though, at least latterly, less as the sender of

also as Ved-azfirava,

—

fish,

probably on account of the small importance

of fishing as

water

— river,

an

Each

industrj'.

distinct

—body

of

brook, lake, fountain, well has its
special presiding spirit, who may bear a more
definite name
Rav-ava, 'mother Volga,'
c^.g.,
Volga-mother,' As-ava, mother fountain,' etc.
In the songs we find mention also of a sea-mother
(Mor'ava), probably of Russian origin with her
should perhaps lie identified the Ot's'uved-azfirava,

—

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

sea-mistress (ot's'u-ved, lit.
great water,' also
sea '), of an older Moksha account, although our
informant interprets her name as Ot's'u ved''

846
'

azCrava, tlie great water-mistress,' i.e. as denoting a universal supreme water-goddess, the ruler
of all local w-aters.'
In an Erza sacrificial piayer
we find Veden'-kan, khan or prince of water,' or
Ved-kan, 'water-prince' (the sense of the word
A-a?!, whicli is of Tatar origin, is not know n to the
people generally) mention is made also of J^is'man'
the god who presides over the well.'
girde pas,
special water-spirit is Ved-eraj, 'water-dweller,'
or Vetsa-eraj, he who inhabits the water
there
are, in fact, many .such spirits
they are
'

'

;

'

A

'

'

;

malignant
beings, who, like vampire spirits, lie in wait for
newly-born cliildren, devour the grain that has
been cursed by an enemy, etc. So far as we know,
It is probable that
they are not worshipped.
these water - spirits, our information regarding
whom is very meagre, were originally the souls of
persons who had been drowned.
;

—

(e) Fire.
Among the nature-spirits should also
be included Tol-ava, 'fire-mother,' 'mother fire,'
who is often named in magic formulae and in songs,

know

but of whose public worship we
nothing.

virtually

—

the village. The
spirit of the dwelling-house bears various names.
Among the Moksha it appears as Kud-azcrava or
Kudzi-azCrava, 'house-mistress,' 'house-hostess,'
and also as Kud-ava, 'house-mother,' and Kudzipavas, 'house-god,' 'the god house' ; while among
the Erza we find Kudon'-tsin' pas, 'god of the
house' {tii. Si or it being the analogue of kudo,
'
kud, house '), or Keren' sotskon' pas, god of the
lime-bark and the beams,' lime-bark and beamgod,' sometimes (perhaps through a misunderstanding and corruption of the original name) Ker'an'
sotskon' pas,
the god of the hewn beam, or
beams,' and in some districts also Kudo-jurtava,
4.

etc.

House, court-yard,

;

'

'

'

'

house-mother

'

'

(lit.

dweUing-pIace-mother of the

house').'

The dwelling-place as a whole, i.e. the court-yard,
the dwelling-house, and its adjoining buildings,
which the JSlordvins designate by the name jiirt,
a word borrowed from the Tatar language, has a
special spirit of its own, the Jurt-a^•a, dwelliiigplace-motlier,' known among the Moksha also as
Jurt-az6rava, 'dwelling-place-mistress.' This spirit,
especially among the Erza, has in many cases dispossessed the above-mentioned household-siiirit in the
proper sense, and taken its place ; in this capacity
it is also called Kudo-jurtava (see above) by w'ay of
distingiiishing it from Kardas-jurtava,
dwellingplace-mother of the yard,' and is represented as a
dwarfish female being, or as a cat-like creature,
which lives under the stove, being thus obviously
connected with the Russian domestic spirit Domovoj
iv. 626 f.), which likewise lives
(on which see
near the stove, and has the form of a dw arf or a cat.
Common to all the Erza is a special spirit of the
court-yard named Kardas-s'arko, court-s'arfco (a
word of obscure meaning in this connexion), who
1 More
particularly in the magic formulae we fiud a vast
number of domestic spirits, gMasZ-personifications of various
'

'

ERE

'

'

parts of and articles in the living-room, and gene^all^- described
as mothers,' 'mistresses' or rulers'— f. (7., Putnakud-azCrava
(Moksha), 'atove-mistresa,' Ustuman' kirdi<Erza), 'ruler of the
door-mother,' etc Among the Moksha
stove,' KenkS-ava,
Kujgerfeg, and among the Erza T'r'amo, is a benevolent domestic
of
dwarfish
human
form, who, however, is not worshipped.
sprite
He brings to his master whatever of other people's property the
latt«r may desire, but a task must be set for him every night,
Those
else he will begin to carry his nuaster's goods to olliers.
who wish to obtain such a spirit must keep an egg of a hen or a
cock (!) from seven to twelve weeks in the armpit, remainiuE
meanwhile under the floor it is then hatched out. It is also
possible to kiU this spu'it. The name T'r'amo seems to be derived
from the verb fVa, 'to nourish,' while KujgCres is probably a
compound formed of kttj, serpent,' and i-or<'.;, owl,' and thus
originally meant serpent-owl
though the Mordvins no longer
think of it as having such a form. With this we may compare
the fact that, e.g., among the Lithuanians the analogous spirit,
the Kaukas (on which cf. KRB iii. COG), is represented now as
an owl and now as a fiery dragon cf. also the myth of the
'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

—

;

basilisk.
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beneath a stone situated in the court,' and ih
generally represented as a male, thouch sometimes
as a female.
Among some of the Moksha wc hoiiv
of a uourt-spiril named Korara-ot's'unii, the chief
of the court,' while others speak of a snocial spirit
called Kaldasava, cattleyard-mother.

which with the epithet /licrfi, 'ruler (fcm),
e.g., Mastoron' Kirdi Mastor-ava, 'earth inntber,
the ruler of the earth '- -is the general term of most
frequent occurrence in the names of the deities, lie
regarded as ini|ilying the attribution of per.sonalily
to any particular deity ;' these mothers,' in fad,

these house- and ('onrt-s])irits sacrilices are
oH'ered by the individual family at stated seasons,
and also on special occasions the birth of a child,
the birtli of a cow's lirst calf, etc.
At the legal
tribunals hidd by tlic licad of the bou.schold with
his family, acconlinj; to an early Moksha account, it
was the pr.-iclice toswear by theliouse- and the dwelling-place-sidrits as well as by deceased ancestors.
As protectors of the cattle we also find, sometimes
oven at the communal sacriiices, certain saints of the
Rus.sian Church— cy., Frollavrol (a distortion of two
saints' names, l'"lor and Lavr), surnamed Alasan''horse-^od,' Nastasija (Russ. Anastasia),
•pas,
with the epitliet Keven'-pas,
sleep-god(dess)
Miljkovif mentions also a swine-god ('fuon'-pas),
etc.
Moreover, the store-pit, the bathroom, the

are, esiiecially in the sacrilici.al prayers, only (he

lives

'

'

To

—

'

'

;

'

'

threshinj;-]dace, etc.,

bad each
'

spii'it.

its

special presiding

mother,' or (among the

Usually designated

Moksha)

'mistress,' 'hostess,' as, e.g., Ban'-ava,
'bathroom-mother,' or Ban'-az6rava, 'bathroommistress,' and on certain definite occasions ott'erings
of food and drink were presented to these spirits.

Likewise

tlie

bee-garden, sometimes forming part
sometimes situated in the

of the house-garden,
forest,

had

its

particular

spirit

:

Neskfiper-ava

(noil),

'

'

'

amorphous and indistinct souls of natural objects,
etc.
Thus men 'dig' the earth-mother, and 'sow
'

—

corn in her'; the field-mother in )ilaco of whom
the tilled ficlil is sometimes invoked niay be
crushed by the horse's foot,' and 'carried away to
the corn-mother, it is true,
another person's field
appears in a popular lyriir as singing songs in the

—

'

'

'

'

;

festive attire of a Monlvin woman, but this personification is not long maintained, for in her .song the
I was .sown
corn-mother speaks of herself thus
in the morning twilight, reaped in the evening
twilight, I brown into the granary in order to lie
brewed into .aall beer at Easter, and baked into
'

:

pastries at Christmas' the water-mother 'streams,'
wells forth like silver' the fire-mother 'blazes,'
and so on. So, too, with the household-spirit, wc
;

or

'

;

can still to some extent distinctly trace the original
idea that it is the animate dwelling-house itself,
or, in other words, the amorphous soul of the house.

Thus we

find it said in a Moksha magic prayer,
Kud-azerava ('house-mistress'), pardon him who
in an Erzii jjetition of
built you and heats you
similar character we read, Kudo-jurtava (' housemother'), aboveis thy lime-bark [the roof is thatched
while a parting
with this], beneath are thy beams
utterance of a girl who has just been married runs,
=
'Dear house [ soul of the house], I have sojourned
much in thy warm house.'
In conjunction with the spirits designated
'mothers' (aval) and 'mistresses' or 'hostesses'
(nzer-avat) are found the correlative (male) 'old
ones' (at'at) and 'lords' or 'hosts' (azcrht) e.g.,
Ved-at'a, 'water old one,' Ved-azfir, 'water-lord,'
Kud-at'a, 'house old one,' Kud-azer, 'house-lord.'
They are for the most part absent from the sacrificial prayers, belonging rather to the sphere of
the magic formuhe and of folklore, wheie such
married couples are even represented as having
children.
Here we have obviously a later development, perhaps not unconnected with ancestorworship, in which male and female progenitors are
generally named together as married pairs. It is
only in tlie case of the god of the sky and the god
of thunder that personification has reached a more
advanced stage. These two deities are always represented as human-like figures, and it is mainly
with them that the few myths current among the
Mordvins have to do. Thus, the thunder-god
appears in the songs as the son-in-law of the skygod Niske, while the latter, again, finds a M'ife for
his son (of whom otherwise nothing has come down
to us) in a Mordvin maiden whom he bears uj) to
the sky in a silver cradle upon a chain. This
myth-making process, M Inch perhaps was to some
e.\tent due to foreign influence, does not, however,
aippear in the worship the saeiilicial prayers -at
'

'

;

'

'

(Moksha), 'bee-garden-mother,' Neske-pas (Erzii),
Mention is made even of an
beehive-god,' etc.
'

alley- or lane-god (Ul't's'a-pas).

had

named

The

village, too,

'

village-mother,' or
Vel-azgrava, 'village-mistress,' or Velen'-pas, 'god
or goddess of the village ; this spirit was worshipped at the communal sacrifices.
its spirit,

Vel-ava,
'

Evil spirits.— To this class belong the spirits
.?'yV'((n ('Satan'; pi. Sajt'at), who dwell in
marshes and waters (especially in deep parts), but
also on dry land, in caverns.
They beget children
they appear in various forms, imduding that of a
fish.
In the Mordvin spells they are found also as
servants of the wicked earth-god Mastor-])as (see
above, p. 845"). The Erzii believe in a distinct
spirit of curses, the ruler of the curse,' called Ert,
curse,' Ert-pas, curse-god,' the god curse (also
Erks), and is anthropomor|)hically figured as having .a wife and a large family. .-Vnotlier evil spirit
is AvCs', or JaviSs' (Moksha), Eves', Evs' (Erza),
called also Idem-eves' {idem, fierce'), etc.
According to a Moksha account, this spirit and his wife
children
])roduce seventy-seven
every year every
year, however, the « hole family is killed b^' thunder
who
in
the
followini'
two,
except
year beget other
seventy-seven, ami so on. The Erza seem to regard
this spirit as a wicked sorcerer, who flies in the air
as a nieteoi'.
Numerous diseases are personified,
and addressed as mother
some of these diseasespirits, too, are thought of as married people,
while others take the form of chickens, etc.
6. General observations on Mordvin mythology.
Among the Mordvins the personification of the
deities (nature-spirits) is of a very feeble character,
especially in the cultus a fact sigmilly attested ))y
linguistic usage, and more particularly by tliat of
the sacrificial prayers. Thus the rising and setting sun-god (god sun) and the moon-god (god
moon) who moves in a circle an; simply the sun
and the moon in their visible form, but regarded as
animate in the sacriliiial prayers there is nothing
that would |ioint to their persdnilication, .'iiid, \\ hiUin the mytholngy the sun is
.as a maiden
dej>ictcd
and the moon as a man, this is piobably due to
foreign influence. Nor can the designation 'niotlier'
5.

called

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

:

'

'

;

—

—

'

'

'

'

:

I

The

blootl of i,ai:rin<:iul aniiimls is

Ctvicy under

thiit btoiie.

allowed to

iiiu into

the

;

—

—

while among the Moksha the name of the skygod, the form of whiidi certainly suggests personisee above, p. 844"), is
fication {ikaj,
procreator
also used as the designation of the natural sky e.g.,
in the jihra-se SkajV tiinzciii.i', 'the sky reddens.'
The older conception of nature as animate merely,
but not ]ier,sonal, still tends to maintain its ground,
and to impede the jjrocess of personification.
Virtn.illy no limits were set to the practice of
In the magic
ascribing life to iiKinimatc Ihings.
forinulie we find tliat, e.g.. plants, the claw of ;u\
otter, the handle of a jian, a dist.itl', a laundry
beetle (the last three are invoked by the magician
a. (Ii<j Mordvin name (or the pupil of the eye s'eiine-ava,
all,

'

'

—

;

1

:

'

lit.

e.\e-n»other.'

MOTHER OP THE GODS
as his 'elder sisters'), are all endowed with life,
and their aid is sought to expel disease.
It is manifest that, in the course of centuries,
the religion and worship of the Mordvins have

been affected by foreign (Aryan, Lithuanian,
Turkish) influence, as is shown, for one thing, liy
a number of mythological terms e.g., pavas, jms,
•god' (cf. O. Ind. bhitgas, O. Pers. baga), Pur'gine,
the thunder[-god] (cf. Lith. /icr/:ii/ias), Keraniat
= ChuYash Kiramat), Sajt'an, an evil spirit (cf.
(
Tatar Sajtan, Chuvash Sujttan) in later times
they have also been greatly influenced by Kussian
popular beliefs, especially in ancestor-worship.
Besides the oblations performed
7. Worship.
at home by the indi\-idual family, usually under
the direction of the head of the household or his
^vife, ajid accorded mainly to the domestic spirits
and to ancestors, every village community held its

—

;

—

own

sacrificial

feasts,

in

which the participants

frequently arranged themselves in "loups corresponding to their families or clans. From certaui
reports and imtications, however, it would seem
that at an earlier time there were joint sacriThe places at
ficial festivals for larger districts.
which sacrifices were paid to Keramiit appear to
have been fenced in. On at least some of the
.sacrificial sites stood a simple building without
windows, which, like the ordinary dwelling-house,
was called kudo, and was used for religious
purposes. The deities were not represented in
material forms the obscure indications of such
likenesses found in Kussian sources probably refer
The ofl'erings comto representations of the dead.
prised all kinds of edible animals, from horses to
fowls, while, as has already been said, allusions to
an earlier practice of human sacrifice are not
wholly absent from the tradition. Parts of the

—

animal— especially, but not exclusively,
the inner parts were presented to the deities, and
in the sacrifices in honoiir of the dead the idea that
the soul of the victim is to serve the dead person
in his under-world life is brought out quite disThere are indications that the colour of
tinctly.
the animal sacrificed corresponded with that of
the natural phenomenon or the object worshipped,
so that the earth-spirit received a black animal,
and so on. The ceremonial of the sacrifices to the
nature-deities sometimes included magical actions
(analogous magic), while the form of the prayer
used occasionally recalls that of a magic formula
The ceree.g., 'Sky-god, may the corn prosper !'
monies have, on the other hand, been noticeably
influenced by the cult of the dead
thus, in the
sacrificial feast, the sky-god, like the dead in
the mortuary feast, had a human representative,
who in his stead responded to the person praying.
The notices regarding the sacrificial priests show
great divergences. According to some accounts,
there were priests and priestesses designated respectively m-at'a, 'great old man,' and im-baba,
'great old woman,' among the Moksha who held
a life appointment, and who did duty also at
marriages and in the legal proceedings of the
community, while other reports indicate that thej"
were selected for definite periods of longer or
In addition to the designations
shorter duration.
just given, we find the following: at'a, 'old man,'
sacrificial

—

—

;

—

—

voz-at'a, meaning something like 'sacrificing old
man,' oznit's'a, 'he who sacrifices or prays,' oznibabii, 'the old woman who sacrifices or prays,' and
poki-bciba, 'great old woman.' In some of the
sacrificial feasts both sexes took part, but there
were also distinct festivals for males and females
The public worship of the deities
respectively.
was connected in tlie closest way with agnc\dture.
the principal emplojinenl of the people, and also
with the related industry of cattle-rearing, and
the deities were specially besouglit to grant success
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in these.
In the cult of the nature-deities there
is no trace whatever of an ethical element, prayers
being addressed to them for earthly boons alone ;
but that element, as already indicated, does not
seem to have been wholly absent from the cult of
the dead, or from the worship of Keriimat (and
the obscure Az6r-ava), and the spirits of the house

and the homestead.
From
8. Magic.

—

the sacrificial priest should
be distinguished
the sorcerer and sorceress,
although there is certainly a suggestion that the
priests were selected from the family or caste of
the sorcerers. The latter are now usually designated by a term borrowed from the liussian, viz.
orozija, voroija (Kuss. vorozeja), but we find also
a genuine native term, sodit's'a, sodaj, 'he (she)
who knows.' These sorcerers prophesy; they discover lost things
they find out the causes of
disease and all misfortune with the aid of fortyone (or forty) beans or other objects like beans, or
by gazing into water fn-shly drawn fi'om a well in
the early morning, or by looking into the face of
the person afflicted they cure diseases by magic
spells and magic prayers conjoined with the appropriate otterings, and among these prayers there
is a specially large number in which a spirit (e.^.,
the earth-mother) is solicited to pardon a presumptive injury unwittingly done to him by a fall,
a push, etc., and punished by a vi^^itation of disease
or other calamity.
Other kinds of disease (diseasespirits) are driven out by threats and by magic
practices, special magic formulae serve to protect
against the evil eye, and so on. Magic might, of
course, be emjiloyed also to cause injury.
The magic formulee and associated practices of
the Mordvins show, on the whole, strong evidence
of Russian influence, or, to speak more accurately,
have for the most part been borrowed from the
;

;

Kussian people.
LiTKRATi RE.

Meljnlkov,

W,

'

—

Besides the writings cited in 8 x, cf. P.
Ucerlii Mord\-j-,' in Russkij VHtiiik, v. xxi. [1867]

;

'

Mainov, LesRestesde iamythologie mordvia^^— Journal
socUU finno-ouyrienne, v.), Helsingfors, 1889; I. N.

de la

Smimov, 'Mordva.

Istoriko-etno;;raficeskij ocerk,' in Izr^stiia

Obbitstva Ai-cheotogii, latoni i £tno<jra/it pri Jmpcr. Kazanskovi UniversiteU, x.-xii. (also separately, Kazan, 1895 ; contains
abundant references to further literature ; F>. tr. P. Boj er. Lea
Populations jinnoises des ba^fiins de la Volga et de la Kama,
H. Paasonen, 'tjber die urspriiuglichen
Paris, 1898, pt. ii.)
Seelenvorstellungen bei den finnisch-ugrischen Volkern und die
Benennungen der Seele in iliren Sprachen,' in Journal de la
socUU jinno-mujrienne, xxvi. [19U9] (also separately); V. J.
Mansikka, Uber russi...cbe Zauberformeln,' etc. (with FinnoUgric supplement), in A nnales Acadeinice Scienttaniin Fcnnicce,
;

'

*

U. Holmberg:, Die Wasseryottheiten der, finnischugrischen yblker,' iri Memoires de la ^ociete nnno-ovgrienne,
xxxii. [1913] 132-159; H. Paasonen. 'llj-tholdsisches, EtymoM. E. Evsevjev, Bratoiny i drugie
logisches,' ib. xxxv. [1914]
religioznye obriidy niordvy Penzenskoj giibernii," in Zivaja
i.

[1909]

;

'

;

Starina,

H. PAASONEN.

xxiii. [1914].

MORMONISM.— See Saints,
MOSQUE.— See

dan

in

Latter-day.

Architecture (Muhamma-

Syria and Egypt).

MOTHER.— See Children,

Family, Mother-

Pi ight.

OF THE GODS (Greek and
Roman). The Mother of the Gods was identified
by Homer (//. xv. 187) and Hesiod {Theog. 634)
with Rhea, the wife of Cronos. She was famous
in legend for having prevented Cronos from swallowing Zeus by providing him instead with a large
stone which she had wrapped in swaddling-clothes
(Hes. Theog. 485
Apollod. i. 5). The story was
localized in Crete, which thus became the fabulous
There is some evidence of an
liirth-place of Zeus.
old-established cult 0! the Mother of the Gods at

MOTHER
—

ft'.

;

various places on the mainland, although the name
Thus,
scarcely appears in this connexion.

Khea
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tliore «;i.s

an altar of

llie

Mother

of the Gods in
and asanctuarj'
which was used as a

the a^ora at Athens (.-Eschin.
fl'aus.

(tir)Tp'^iof

I.

iii.

5]1,

i.

60),

An ancient festival,
reconi otlkc (Lj'eiU};. U(>>.
kno^ii as (ialaxia, on tlie occasion of which a
harloy caUo was boiled in milk, was celcbnited in
her honour (I. Beliker, Anscd. Grceca, Uerlin,
The .etiological legend which
1SM--21, ]!. 2:29. 5).
ascribes the foundation of the sanctuary to the
expiation required for the uinnler of a Phrygian
HTjTpayupTiji (schol. Aristoph. Pint. 431 ; Phot. Lex.
p. "268. 7) shows clear traces of the later conviction
that the worship of tlie Ureal Mother had been
inor.
The same inlluence '
imported from Asia
may be present wlien Pindar speaks of a sanctuary
of the IMotlier close to his own j;ate, where slie was
worshipped in conjunction with Pan {Pi/fh. iii. 77
[137 ll'.J), and the scholiast, who does not hesitate
to identify her with Klica, relates that Pindar
liim-self sot up her statue near his house in consefiuon('eof a stone image of tlie Mother of the Gods
having fallen from the skj* at his feet. I'ausanias
(VIII. XXX. 4) records the e.xistencc of a mined
temple of the Jlother of the Gods at Megalopolis
in Ai'cadia, and of another, which was roofless,
close to the sources of the Eurotas and the Alphcus,
and of two lions made of stone in its immediate
neighbourhood {ib. xliv. 3). But the oldest of her
temples in the Peloponnese, containing a stone
image of the goddess herself, was at Acriie in

M

11".

Laconia

{ih. Iii.

xxii. 4).-

Yet another temple was

at Corinth (i6. II. iv. 7) witli a stone throne, and a
stone image of the goddess.
From the 5tli cent, at least Rhea came to be
identitied with tlie I'hrygian tireat Mother (Eur.
Bacch. 58 if., 127 tt'.), whose influence in Greek
religion

Already

was henceforth increasingly important.
Homeric prelude {Htjinn xiv.) the

in the

Mother of the (iods is addressed as rejoicing in the
clash of cymbals, the beating of drums, the blare
of pipes, and the roar of wolves and lions.
In
another passage (Soph. Phil. 39111'.), where the
name of Kliea is not mentioned, she is clearly
referred to as the mother of Zeus, and is identitied
with the Phrygian Mountain-Mother, the mistress
of the swift-slaughtering lions.
She is there also
addressed as 'all-fostering Earth,' and there are
other p.issages in which the earth-goddess is
described as Mother of the Gods (Hym. Horn.
XXX. 17 Solon, frag. 36. 2 Soph. frag. 268)— a
title which she might well have claimed as mother
anfl wife of Uranus according to the Hesiodic
theogony (117 fl'.). But it is impossible to explain
the worship of the Mother of the Gods as merely
;

;

a development from the vague conception of a
motherly earth. The identilication of the Mother
of the Gods by certain 5th cent, poets (Eur. Hd.
1301 H'.
Melanippides, frag. 10 [T. Bergk, PoeUc
Pind.
Lyriri GrKci*, Leipzig, 1878-82, iii. 592]
Isthin. vii. 4) with Deuieter, who, according to the
received genealogy, was a daughter of Rhea (Hes.
Theog. 454), is a further cause of perplexity. The
existence of a Metroum at Agr;e [FHG i. 359 J. G.
Frazer, Pansanias, London, 189S, ii. 204), where
the lesser mysteries were celebrated in honour of
IJemeter, may assist those who maintain that the
Athenian Mother was another form of Demeter
Qtff/xotpopoi {L. I'rellerand C. Robert, Gricch. lifyt/i;

;

;

vlorjie,

i.',

Berlin, 1887, p. 651).

Lastly,

we must

take into account the antiquity of the cult of the
Mountain-Mother in Crete, which has been abundantly establislied by the archieological iliscoveries
* I'indar
(frag. Slij is tlu- c-arliesl writer wlm is known to have
given the name Cvbck- to the Mother of tlic (iods (of. Aristoph.
Av.h7il.).
3 The reference of I'ausanias to Ml.
yipylus indicates the
permanence of the lielief tliat the tirjTrtp 6tutf was idcnticAl with
the i;odde88 worshiii)it-'d in Asia Minor.
There is a ctirions
reference to the cult of an anoiiymoue Mother-yoddess iu
Alexis, (rag. 207, ii. Wb K.
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of recent years.

Most

signilicant in this connexion

the impression of a signet-ring found at Cnos.so»,
which represents the goddess standing on the apex
of a mountain and guarded on either side by a hon
is

(see art.

To

Mddnt.mn-Mothee).

disentangle the actual course of develoimient

from these extremely complicated facts is one of
the most puzzling tasks within the sphere of Cireek
mythologj'.

though

tlie

The leading consideration is that,
name of Rhea was often associated with

Cybele, the identity of the two goddesses was
never .so completely merged that the Rhea of the
Greek theogonies did not remain distinct from the
partner of Attis (t^ruppe, Gricch. Mythologic,
Some modern investigators hold the
p. 1521).
opinion that the fusion did not take place until the
period subseiiuent to the Persian Wars (J. Ueloch,
Griech. Ge.irUichtc, Strassburg, 1893-1904, ii. 5.,).
Others, wliile maintaining that the cult of the
Motlier belonge-^ to the oldest stratum of Greek
religious thought, believe that her legend and ritual
passed from Crete to the Greek settlements in
Asia Minor, where she was completely assimilated
to Cybele in tue 7th cent, or earlier ((iruppe,
p. 1526 f.).
Beyond this lies the question whether
the goddesses subsequently identitied were in origin
entirely distinct (Wilamowitz, in JJcrmcs, xiv.
[1879] 195), or whether the Phrygian Cybele and
the Cretan Rhea both developed in their separate
manifestations from an identical substratum of
belief belonging to the pre-Helleuic and prePhrygian inhabitants of Crete and Asia Minor (P.
Kretschmer, Einlcitung in die Gesch. der tjricch.
194 f.).
Modern
1896, p.
Spracfie, (iottingen,
theory inclines to go further (A. Rapp, in Roscher,
ii.
1660), and to distinguish from Rhea a Greek
Mother of the Gods, whose relation to the Phrygian
Mother is to be explained by the fact that she
belonged to a period anterior to the separation of

Greeks and Phrygians.

It is

argued that, though

the evidence of the cult of Rhea is scanty, its existence as distinct from that of the Mother of the
Gods is well attested in Arcadia (Pans. vill. xxxvi.
10), and at
2), at Olympia (schol. Pind. 01. v.
.\thens (Pans. I. xviii. 7). To this it has been
replied {CGS iii. 296) that the double title justified
the establishment of distinct sanctuaries, and that
it

was quite

possible

for

Greek

travellers

who

found in Crete the worshiji of a great maternal
goddess of fertility, bearing the name of Rhea, to
transfer her cult to the mainland, using sometimes
her original name, and .sometimes the title )iMvp
BiCiv, in reference to their own god Zeus, whom
they attiliated to her. I'rom this point of view it
becomes signilicant that the cult of the Mother
prevailed especially in districts which are known
Into have been affected by Cretan influences.
stances of such coincidence are the ajipearance of
vii.
the Idasan Dactyls at Glympia (Pans. y.
6)
and the legendary connexion of Athens with Crete.
Cretan
discoveries
of
recent
the
result
Moreover,
enables us to gauge better the extent of the influence which Cretan civilization must have exerOn the other hand,
cised in pre-historic times.
althougli Cybele did not appear in myth as the

Mother of the (!ods, the supposition that she was
originally distinct from Rhea, and that some
accidental resemblance led to their coalescence,
seems to be refutuil by the remarkable agreement
of the traditions relating to the two goddesses.
Thus, the birth of Zeus in a cave on Mt. Ida in
Crete corresjioiids to the worship of Cybele in the
hollows of Trojan Ida (Eur. Or. 1449; Lucr. ii.
61111'.); the stone whicli Rhea offered to Cronos
to the sacred stone of Cybele at Pe.ssinus (Livy,
xxix. 11) the noisy rites of the Cretan Curetes to
those of tlie I'lirygian C'orybantes (Lucian, de Salt.
8) ; and the Kbeau Dactyls, the attendants of Rhea,
;
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were located

Ijutli

in

Phrygia and

in

Crete (Soph,

frag. 337).

Since it appears to be established that there was
a primitive cult in Crete and Asia Minor, and to
a lesser degree in Greece proper, devoted to the
celebration of the Mother of the Gods, or Great
Mother, but, on the other hand, the specifically
Oriental features attending the ritual of Cybele
were regarded as essentially foreign to Greek sentiment and were introduced to the mainland at a
comparatively late period, it must be inferred that
the character of the Asiatic cult had been largely
modified by barbarian, especially Semitic, influences.
The native Hellenic conception of the
Mother is best illustrated by an Attic relief (now
at Berlin) dated about 400 B.C. and in the form of
a i'ai<TKo$, where the beautiful and benign figure of
the goddess is represented enthroned and holding
the tj"mpanum, with lions couching at her feet
(reproduced by Rapp, p. 1663, and by Farnell [CGS
iii.

pi.

xxxiv.]).

The general

characteristics of

Cybele-worship

have been described elsewhere (see artt. Attis,
Cybele), and consequently we may limit ourselves
to the impression which it made upon Greek civilization at various epochs.
Attis was a youth
beloved by Cybele, and the story of their relations
is parallel to that of Aphrodite and Adonis.
According to the various narratives, none of which is
earlier than the Hellenistic age, Attis was either
a hunter who, like Adonis, was killed by a boar
(Hermesianax, ap. Paus. vil. xvii. 9), or a hind
(Theocr. xx. 40) that mutilated himself under a
pine-tree and died from loss of blood (Ov. Fast. iv.
223 ff.). At the festival held in his honour a mimic
representation of his death, burial, and resurrection took place, in which a pine-log was substituted
for the corpse {GB- ii. 130 if.).
The story, which attests the identification of
Cybele with her Semitic counterpart Ishtar or
Astarte (Lucian, cle Dea Syria, 15), must have been
current in Asia Minor from a very early date for
;

clear traces of Attis are recognizable in Herodotus's
narrative of the death of Atys, the son of Croesus,

at a boar-hunt (Herod, i. 34 tf. ), and the herdsman
Anchises, the favourite of Aphrodite, is obviously
a double of the herdsman Attis. Theopompus, the
comic poet, whose plays belong to the end of the
5th and the beginning of the 4th cent., refers to
the association of Attis with Cybele (frag. 27, i.
740 K.), and it is probable that the name is to
be recognized in the cry ;i);s Sttt/s mentioned by
Demosthenes (xviii. 260) in his famous account of
the vulgar initiation-rites
doubtless of Asiatic
origin in which yEschines took part as an acolyte.
In classical times these barbaric cults became
familiar to the common people as a congeries of

—

—

superstitious practices (C. A. Loheek, Aglaop/iamus,
Kdnigsberg, 1829, i. 116 Lucian, Icarom. 27, etc.),
so that the worship of Attis and the Mother waa
apt to become confused with the observances proper
to Dionysus (Strabo, p. 470), Sabazius (Aristoph.
;

Av. 875), and Artemis (Diog. frag. 1 [A. Nauck,
Tragicorum Grcecorum Fragmenta-, Leipzig, 1889,
With Artemis in particular Cybele was
p. 776]).
associated as the protectress of lions, bears, panthers, and other wild beasts ; and with Hecate,
who was identified with Artemis at an early date,
she shared the title Antiea (schol. Apoll. Rhod. i.
1141; Hesych. s.v.) as the sender of nocturnal
apparitions (Gruppe, p. 1539).
The worship of the Mother was distinguished
from the indigenous Greek cults chiefly by its
emotional, ecstatic, and mystical character. In-

deed Phintys

Pythagorean pronounced that
participation in the rites of the Mother was inconsistent with the requirements of womanly modesty
In the Corybantic initia(Stob. Floril. Ixxiv. 61).
VOL. VIII.
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was placed on a chair (Spdvoiiris),
while the celebrants danced round him, accompanied by the wild notes of soul-stirring music
(Plat. Euthi/cl. 277 D, Legg. 790 D).
Although, in
consequence of the syncretism already explained,
the mysteries of Cybele are sometimes associated
with tlie Eleusinian mysteries of Demeter, the
symbolic words of initiation, as recorded by two
of our authorities (Clem. Alex. Protrept. I. ii. 13,
p. 14 P. ; schol. Plat. Gorg. 497 C), are undoubtedly
derived from the Phrygian worship of the Great
I have eaten from the timbrel, I have
Mother
drunk from the cymbal, I have borne the sacred
vessel, I have entered into the bridal chamber'
(J. E. Harrison, Prolegomena to thu Study of Greek
The last
Religion, Cambridge,' 1903, p. 158).
to
the mystical communion
phrase relates
between the goddess and her lover, which was
ritually enacted all over the East, whether in
connexion with the names of Cybele and Attis,
of Aphrodite and Adonis, or of Isis and Osiris
(Gfi* iii. 15911'.).' It was common to each of
these legends that the lover was put to death and
afterwards restored to life, if not always in the
same incarnation. The mystical marriage may
have been in its origin a magical process intended
to stimulate the reproductive forces of nature,
while the subsequent death and resurrection of
the priest-king represented the annual decay and
tion-rites the novice

'

:

revival of vegetation.^
The self -mutilation of
Attis, which is, of course, the transference into
myth of a primeval custom uf priestly emasculation, though at first sight not easy to reconcile
ivith the other data, probably belonged to the
same circle of ideas. Whether we should regard
the act in its primary intention as the final oblation
by means of which the votary seeks to assimilate
himself to the essential nature of the goddess (E.
Meyer, Geseh. des Altertums-, Stuttgart, 1907-09,
I. ii. 649), or whether it was intended to secure the
continued frnitfulness of the Earth-mother and
the renewal of her crops {GB', pt. iv., Adonis,

London, 1907, p. 224 ff. ; Cumont, in
Pauly-Wissowa, vii. 681), is notaltogether certain,
and the two ideas are not necessarily inconsistent
with each other. Considerations bearing on the
question may be deduced from the fact that the
severed genitals were dedicated in the sanctuary of
Rhea-Cybele (schol. Nicand. Alex. 8), and from the
statement of Lucian that they were thrown into
some particular house from which the Gallus
received female raiment and ornaments {de Dea
Attis, Osiris,

Syria, 51). Anyhow, it is unnecessary to suppose
that the custom was introduced into the cult
owing to a fresh impulse of mysticism which,
moving from East to West, perhaps in the 6th
cent., aimed at the liberation of the worshipper
from the indulgence of sensual desires (Gruppe,
p. 1542).
Certainly asceticism was by no means
characteristic of the begging priests of the Mother
(urirpayvfyrat),^ who earned their living by vulgar
quackeries imposed upon the superstitious masses,
and who, altliough they are first known to us
from the fragments of the poets of the New Comedy
a play of Antiphanes, ii. 74 K. ; cL
( Mi)Tpa7u()T7)s,
^Ienand. frag. 202, iii. 58 K.), were probably
familiar figures in Athens at a much earlier date
(R. C. Jebb, on Soph. (Ed. Tyr. 388 [Tragedies,
Cambridge, 1904] ; cf. Plat. Rep. .364 C). It may
be conjectured with some probability that the
influence of this traffic was considerable, although
1
Gruppe, p. 1641, points out that the names 6a\dfiat, KoXv^at,
and naxna&e^ given to sanctuaries of Cyhele (schol. Nicand.
Alex. 8; Hesych. s.v. Kii^eAa Anth. Pal. ix. 340. 4) are to be
interpreted in the same way.
2 The notion that
Cybele and Attis stand for the generative
principle and its terrestrial process survives in the KeoPlatonic treatise of Sallustius Trepi $ewv (iv. ; tr. G. Murray,
Four Stages of Greek Keli'gion, New York, W12, p. 191 fl.).
3 Some of these
may liave been eunuchs (Bal)riu9, cxxxvii. 1).
;
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the conception of tlie frenzied Galli who scourged
tliemselves with whips (I'hit. adv. Colot. 33, p.
1127 C), and lacerated their flesh with knives
(Anth. Pal. vi. 94. 5), cannot be traced to an earlier
source than the Alexandrian writers (Cumont, on.
ciC, ool. 675), and has become known to us chiefly
through Latin literature («•.(/., Sen. Again. 723;
Lucr. ii. 6141?.).
In the year 205 B.C. a Sibylline oracle was discovered by the Decemviri, directing them, as a
condition of .success in the war, to introduce into
Konie tlie worship of the Great Mother of I'essinus
Accordingly, the sacred stone,
(LiN'y, -xxix. 10).
which was then in the custody of Attains, king of
Perganuis, having been removed by him from its
origmal home at Pessinus (L. Bloch, in Philul. Hi.
[1895] 580 If.), was brought to Italy in circumstances of great ceremony, and reached its
destination in the year 204.
Strange happenThe ship conveying
ings marked its arrival.
the sacred object grounded on a samlbank in the
Then Claudia Qiiinta, a noble matron
Tiber.
whose freedom of speech had provoked censorious
tongues to slander, prayed to tlie goddess that her
character might be cleared by the ordeal, if she
succeeded in drawing oil' the ship after strong arms
had failed. The ship at once began to follow her
direction, and Claudia's innocence was triumphSuet. Tib.
antly vindicated (Ov. Fast. iv. 291
2; Tac. Ann. iv. 64). On the 4th of April the
goddess was received as a temporary guest, until
a permanent home could be provided for her, in
the temple of Victory on the Palatine, and the day
was set apart for a festival to be known as the
Megalesia, on which gifts were presented to the
shrine, and a lectistcrnhim and public games were
Ten years later scenic
held (Livy, x.xix. 14).
performances were for the lirst time exliibited at
the Megalesia {ih. xxxiv. 54).
Subsequently,
thirteen years after the contract had been placed,
a temple on the Palatine for her sole and separate
occupation was dedicated to the Magna Mater
Idsea on the 10th of April 191, when the Ludi
MegaUnses were included for the first time in the
State calendar (ib. xxxvi. 36). Somewhat later,
if not immediately, they were extended so as to
occupy the entire interval between the 4th and
10th of April (CIL i.* 314). On the first day of
the festival the prtetor urbanns made a solemn
offering to the goddess in her temple (Dion. Hal.
Ant. Bom. ii. 19). The tliird day was reserved for
the performance of stage-plays (Ov. Fast. iv. 377),
and we know that four of the extant works of
ff".

;

Terence were presented on this occasion. Races
(circcnses) were held on the last day (Marquardt,
Mom. StaatsvenvaU ling-, iii. 501), and in the age
of Nero and Domitian these had become by far
the most popular feature of the whole celebration
xi. 193).
The recurrence of the festival «as
marke<l by general merrymaking and licence
clubs were formed to promote social enjoyment
and so lavish was the expendi(Cic. de Sened. 45)
ture of the upper classes on reciprocal hospitalities
that in 161 a sumptuary law was found necessary

(Juv.

;

;

to restrain it (Aul. Cell. ii. 24).
In the last two centuries of the Republic the
of State officials in the cult was
fiarticipation
imited to the extent alreadj' described ; but,
dating from the time of Augustus, who restored
the temple of the Magna Mater after it had been
burned down in A. I). 3, there is evidence of a
further ceremony of a primitive character which
took place on the 27th of March. This was known

as the lavdtio, wlien tlie symbolic stone and possibly
also the knife of the (lallus (Mart. III. xlvii. 2)were
conveyed, by the direction of the Quindecimviri,
through the Porta Capena, and washed in the
waters of the Almo, which debouches into the Tiber
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just outside the city (Ov. Fast. iv. 337 ; Lucan, i.
In all other respects the administration of
599).
the cult was left in the hands of its foreign
ministers, particularly the Galli with their Ardiigallus (CIL vi. 2183), and no Roman citizen was
alloweil to acquire any official status in relation to

The Phrygian priests, liowever, were permitted
on stated occasions to march in procession through
it.

the city iu their sacerdotal dress, singing their
wild songs to the accompaniment of flutes and
tympana (Dion. Hal. loc. ciV. ), and collecting alms
from the bystanders (Cic. de Leg. ii. 22).
In the latter part of the 2nd cent, a complete
re-organization of the cult seems to have taken
Henceforth, as the evidence of uumerouH
[dace.
inscriptions shows, Roman citizens were permitted
to assume priestly offices subject to the approval
of the Quindecimviri, but the privilege was exerTo the cerecised chiefly by the freedman class.
mony of the iicvatio on March 27tli there was now
added a further festival of five days, the opening

ceremony

Canna

of

which on March

15tli

was denoted
(CIL

intrat on the Calendar of Philocalus

i.-264), wliile the remaining four days, the 22nd,
24th, 25th, and 26tli of March, were designated

respectively Arbor intrat, Sangucn, Hilaria, and
The ceremonial represented in detail
Requielio.
the various incidents of the story of Attis with
which we are already familiar. On the 22nd the
procession of reed-bearers (Cannophori) which
entered the city was intended to recall the fact
that Attis as a child was exposed among the bulrushes of the river Gallus (Julian, Or. v. 165 B).
Similarly on March 22nd the Dendrophori carried
to the temple on the Palatine a pine-tree, encircled
with fillets of wool and adorned with violets, as a
representation of the tree under which Attis mutilated himself. The day of blood (24th) was given
up to lamentation for the death of the god, and,
whereas originally tlie act of self-mutilation was
then performed by the priest, subsequently it was
sufficient for the Arcliigallus to make an incision
in his arm and symbolically to sprinkle his blood
The climax of the festival was
(Tert. Apol. 25).
leached in the rejoicings over the resurrection of
the god which occupied the day of the Hilaria. It
was recognized in antiquity that the renewal of
the sun's power after the vernal equinox was here-

by symbolized (Macrob. Sat. I. xxi. 10), and that
the whole festival was devised to celebrate the
decay and rebirth of vegetation (cf. Pint, de Is. et
Modern scholars have noticed
Osir. 69 [378 F]).
the parallel presented by our Lenten and Easter
.services, which occupy a corresponding position in
the calendar

(CGS

iii.

301).

remains to mention the rite known as tauroboHum, performed on 28th March, the existence of
whicli is attested by a series of inscriptions extending from the 2nd to the end of the 4th century.
Although during this period it was invariably linked
to the service of the Great Mother, there is no
doubt that it belonged originally to the cult of
some other deity, and it has been conjectured that
this was the Persian goddess Anahita, who had
been identified with' ApreiM Tai'po7r6Xos (F. Cumont,
Rev. archiol. xii. [1888] 132 if.). There is also
It

much obscurity in the details of the rite. In the
earlier period the chief incident of the tanrobolinm
and of the certainly similar criobolium was the
but at a later date,
sacrifice of a bull or a ram
according to both the epigraphic (e.g., CIL vi. 511)
and the literary (Prudent. Pcriste/ih. x. 1011 ft'.)
records, the recipient of the taurobolium stood in
a cavity liaving a iierforated roof through which
the blood of the bull was poured over him so that
;

he might sufl'er a re-birth." The whole ceremony
was under the control of the Quindecimviri.
'

In the

[{(iiiian

Imjieria! jioviod the cult of

the
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Great Mother, by passing under State control, lost
many of its original cliaraetcristics but the power
of the Roman organization was such that, by the
adoption of suitable accretions from outside, and
by its association with the cults of IsLs and Mithra,
it exercised duriug the last days of
paganism a
wider and more potent influence than at any earlier
;

time.

LiTKRATiiRK. — E. Gerhard, Ucbcr das Metroon zu Athtn und
uber die GoiUrmutter der griech. Mythologie, Berlin, 1851 A.
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Griechische MytholofjU und ReligionsgeachichU, Munich, 1906,
Grant Showerman, The Great Mother of the
pp. 1621-1655
Gods ( = BuiUtin of the University of Wisconsin, no. 43, phil. and
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vii. e74ff.
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;
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A. C. Pe.^esox.
I.

Introduction.—

a form of

social organization in
Mother-right
which the rights of a person in relation to other
members of his commnnity and to the community
is

as a whole are determined by relationship traced
through the mother. In this condition the duties
which a person owes to society, the privileges
which he enjoys, and the restrictions to which he
is subject are regulated, and their scope is determined, by the relations in which the person stands
to his mother's relatives and his mother's social

group.

Mother-right is a highly complex condition in
which a large number of social processes are
involved.
The following are the chief elements
that can be distinguislied.
Descent.
This term should be limited to the
(1)
process which regulates membership of the social
group, such as clan, caste, famUy, etc. In motherright descent is matrUineal ; a person belongs to
the social group of his mother. The use of the
term is most appropriate when the community is
divided into distinct social groups, and this distinctness is most pronounced in the clan-organization in which the practice of exogamy separates
the social groups called clans clearly from one
another.
The social organizations based on the
family or kindred are made up of social gi-oups
less clearly distinguishable from one another, and,
though we may speak of descent in the family
whether in the limited or extended sense, the
term is here less appropriate.
In a commnnity based purely on
(2) Kinship.
mother -right kinship would be traced solely

—

—

through the mother and would not be recognized
with the relatives of the father. Everywhere in
the world, but especially among peoples who
possess the clan-organization, kinship carries with
it a large mass of social duties, privileges, and
restrictions (ERE vii. 70.5), and in a typical condition of mother-right these social functions would
exist only in connexion with the mother's relatives.
We have no eWdence, however, of the existence
of any society in which kinship is not recognized
with the relatives of the father, although in many
cases the functions are very restricted as compared with those of relationship traced through
the mother, good examples being those in which
marriage is allowed with any of the father's relatives, but is strictly forbidden with equally near
relatives on the mother's side.
In a condition of typical
(3) Inheritance.
mother-right children would inherit nothing from
the father
their rights to property would be
determined solely by relationships through the
mother. Motlier-right does not imply that rights
in property should be vested either mainly or ex-

—

;

On the contrary, in many
clusively in women.
cases in which children inherit nothing from the
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women are debarred from holding properly,
though they form the channel by whicli it is tran -mitted from one member of the community to
another. Tiio usual rule of inheritance in motherright is that the property of a man passes to his
brother or his sister's .son. Often it passes from
brotlier to brother, and, on the death of the last
surviving brother, to a sister's sou.
This term is most conveniently
(4) Succession.
used for the process whereby rank, office, or other
father,

—

In mother-right
succession usually follows the same rules as inheritance, a chief, priest, or other holder of rank
or office being succeeded either by his brother or
social distinction is transmitted.

by

his sister's child.

—

Authority.
Mother-right has often been
supposed to imply mother-ruie, but in the great
majority of the societies which furnish us with
examples of mother-right authority is definitely
(5)

—

vested in the male in the father or oldest male
as the head of the household, and in the chief as
the head of the tribe or corresponding social group.
In some societies, however, authority in the household is vested in the mother's brother, giving rise
to a form of social organization which has been
called the avunculate,' and the authority of the
mother's brother in one form or another is very
common, not only associated with other features
of mother-right, but in societies in v> hich descent,
inheritance, and succession are patrilineal.
Only
very rarely is authority in the household vested
in the mother or oldest female.
The term matriarchate,' widch is often used loosely as the equivashould
be
limited
in its scope
lent of mother-right,
to this condition of mother-rule.
Many societies
exist in which women are chiefs or monarchs, but, as
a rule, this condition is not associated with motherright.
Among peoples over whom women rule the
father is usually the head of the household.
'

'

— Mother-right

in its typical form
of marriage, most suitmatrilocal,' in which the husband
ably called
In its extreme form
lives with his wife's people.
the husband may be only an occasional visitor to
his wife's home, so that the children grow up with
little or no social obligation towards their father,
and live under the authority of the mother and
the mother's brother.
In a state of typical mother-right a person would
belong to his mother's social group. He would not
recognize the existence of anj- kind of social dutjexcept towards his mother's relatives, and would
ignore the relatives of his father ; property, rank,
(6)

is

Marriage.

associated with a

mode

'

office would pass solelj' through women.
It is
not a necessary feature of mother-right, however,
that authority should be vested in the woman. It
might be so vested, but, if the woman is not the
In
ruler, it would be vested in her brothers.
mother-right in its most typical form the father
should have no authority in the household.
The condition thus described as typical motherright occurs very rarely, being found most purely
among such people as the Iroquois and Seri Indians
of N. America and the Kliasis of Assam. In many
cases which have been regarded as examples of
mother-right some of the social processes included
under this head depend ou the tie with the mother,
while others are determined by relationship traced
through the father, producing social conditions of
the most varied kinds.
Thus, while descent is
Kinmatrilineal, succession may be patrilineal.
ship is everywhere, so far as we know, recognized
through the father as well as through the mother,
and authority in the household is often paternal
where descent, inheritance, and succession are all
matrilineal.
Aloreover, a mixture of social groupings may be present, one of whiili may be patrilineal while the other is matrilineal, this being

and
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osjwcially the case

when

local oiijanizations

accom-

pany (litlerent forms of cxo^;aiiiiius grouping.
There are cases in which uiatriliueal processes
show themselves only in certain departments of

Thus, a people who possess patrilineal
institutions in general may yet show the presence
of matrilineal practices ii\ connexion with slavery.
The chililren of a free father and a slave mother
may be slaves even if the father is of high rank,
while the children of a free mother and a slave
father may be free, and even noble, if the mother
belongs to the nobility.
Another condition in acconlance with motherright is that in which marriage between halfsocial life.

brother and sister is allowed when they are the
one father and different mothers, while
it is forbidden when they are of the same mother

offspring of

by

different fathers.

The form

of marriage w liich

forbidden would be impossible with mother-right,
while that which is allowed would be natural,
provided that tlie mothers belonged to ditl'erent
exogamons groups.
Another large group of matrilineal practices is
characterized by the authority of the mother's
brother.
Among a people who practise patrilineal
descent, inheritance, and succession the mother's
brother has sometimes more authority than the
father, and this authority maj' be accompanied by
a number of other social functions which show
that the tie with the mother's brother is closer
than that with the father. Thus, mother's brother
and sister's son may hold their property in common,
or the sister's son may take the goods of his uncle
without restraint.
The mother's brother may
act as the special guardian and instructor of his
nephew, he may initiate him into the mysteries
of secret societies, or may take the leading part
in such rites as circumcision and its variants, earboring, knocking out teeth, and other operations.
2. Distribution and varieties.
Owing to ignorance or neglect of the complexity of mother-right
on the part of ethnographers, the available evidence often leaves us uncertain how far the social
processes of a people correspond with those of
is

—

mother-right.

—

America. Mother-right' exists in America
an especially pure form. Not only are descent,
inheritance, and succession purely matrilineal
among many of its peoples, but the woman takes
a place in social life which would justify the use of
the term matriarchy.' A striking example of this
condition is found among the Iroquois and Hurons,'
where women are the heads of the households, elect
the chiefs, and form the majority of the tribal
Almost as striking an example occurs
council.
among the Pueblo Indians, where, with the exception of the Tewa,' descent is matrilineal, the house
is the property of the woman, marriage is matrilocal, and the children are regarded as belonging
to the mother.
Other purely or predominantly
matrilineal stocks are the Caddoan (Pawnee,
Ankara), the Muskhogean (Creek, Choctaw,
Seminole), the Yuchi, and the Tiniucua.
In other cases matrilineal and patrilineal tribes
are found among one stock. Thus, though the
Siouan tril^es are mainly jjatrilineal, the IJiloxi,
Tutelo, Crow, Hidatsa, Oto, and Mandan are
(1)

in

'

while among the Winnebago the
;
son formerly succeeded, a woman could be
chief, and the mother's brother exercised much
authority.* Again, though the majority of Algonmatrilineal

Huians are patrilineal, the Moliogans arc niuhilineal, succes^sion formerly passea to the sister's
son among the Ojibwa,' and there is evidence of
matrilineal inheritance and of the authority of the
mother's brother among the Menomini.'- Another
stock with both modes of <lesccnt is the Athapascan.
While the outlying Navaho and Apache in
the south are matrilineal, the main body of the
people in the north vary. The western tribes,
such as tlie Loucheux, Takulli, Tahltan, and
Knaiakhotana, have matrilineal moieties or clans
with inheritance and succession in the female line.
The eastern tribes, on the other hand, are made up
of bands within which social rights pass patrilineally.'

The

tribes of California,

broken up into

a large number of linguistic stocks, are organized
in villages.
Marriage is often matrilocal, but inheritance and succession are patrilineal. A totemic
clan-organization has been recorded among the
Miwok, and the totemic organization of the Yokut
is said to be associated with matrilineal descent.*
The Ynman stock practise patrilineal descent, but
have also another form of social grouping which
may stand in some relation to mother-right.'' The
local form of organization seems to prevail in the
Shoshonean stock, except among the Hopi, who
are, however, Pueblo Indians in general culture
t
hough they speak a Shoshonean language. This
form of organization also extends northwards as
far as the Salish, beyond whom the Kwakiutl form
an intermediate link with the matrilineal Hciltsuk,
Haida, Tsimshian, and Tlingit. The Tsimsliian

show
lineal

and patrithough a man belongs to his

traces of a mixture of matrilineal

modes

;

for,

mother's clan, he takes the name of his father's
totemic crest as part of his personal name." This
mixture is still more evident among the Kwakiutl,
where a man belongs to his father's clan, but takes
the totemic crest of his wife's father when he
marries, and transmits it to his son, wlio bears it
till his marriage, when, in his turn, he takes the
crest of his father-in-law.'
It is very doubtful whether the Eskimos possess
any form of clan-organization. The chief social
unit seems to be the family, the social rights of
which pass from a father to his children.
Southward of the United States, the Seri Indians

possess mother-right in a most complete form."
Women take tlie chief place in government, sometimes putting their decisions into execution themselves, wliile in other cases their brothers execute
their wishes and are consulted by them in cases of
The husband only visits his wife and
difficulty.

takes a very unimportant place in her household,
though he may occupy a leading place in another
household in Ins capacity of mother's brother.
have little knowledge of the social organization of the peoples of Central America, but the
Aztecs appear to have been matrilineal, at any
rate so far as snccessiou was concerned, the ruler
being followed by his brother or by his sister's son.
Our knowledge of the social organization of
S. America is more fragmentary than in any other
part of the world, but there are definite records of
the presence of mother-right in several regions
and facts which suggest its presence elsewhere.
One centre of the practice is the Santa Marta
are
peninsula in Colombia," where the Goajiro
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organized in toteniic clans with matiilinual descent.
Property passes to the sister's sons, and compensation for injury goes cliiefly to relatives on the
mother's side. Among the Aruacs, who are said
to have been the original inhabitants of the peninsula, we have no record of the nature of the social
organization but the people trace their descent to
an ancestress, and women take an important place
in social life.' Another centre of motlier-right is
in British Guiana," where the Arawaks practise
matrilineal descent and niatrilocal marriage. Tlie
neighbouring Warau and Makusi are also said to
be matrilineal. If a JMakusi woman marries a man
of another tribe, the children will belong to the
Makusi; but, as it is said that these people may
marry the daughter of tlie sister, it is improbable
that they have a matrilineal clan-organization.
Apparently this region is in an intermediate condition, and the presence of patrilineal succession
among the Siusi,^ a branch of the Arawaks, also
points in this direction. The Arawaks who have
wandered into Brazil are matrilineal,'' and there is
another centre of mother-right in this country on
the Kulisehu branch of the Xingu Kiver." The
Bakairi of this region are matrilineal in that the
children of the Bakairi woman who marries a man
of another tribe belong to the Bakairi, and this is
true of other tribes but, as in British Guiana, we
tlo not know
of any definite matrilineal clanSuccession appears to be in an
organization.
intermediate condition, a chief being succeeded by
his son, his sister's son, or his daughter's husband.
The mother's brother shares the exercise of authority with the father.
Among other peoples of S. America, such as the
Caingang^ and the Tsoroti,' there is niatrilocal marriage but we do not know whether this custom is
as.sociated with other features of mother-right.
Since the great majority of Poly(2) Oceania.
nesians do not possess any form of dan-system,
and we know little of their local organization, the
nature of descent is doubtful but where the clanorganization exists, as in Tikojiia, it is definitely
patrilineal.' The tomniunism of the people also
makes the nature of inheritance doubtful, but
there is certainly no evidence of any of the modes
of transmission which accompany mother-right.
Chiefs are usually succeeded by their children, and
this mode of succession also holds of hereditary
In Tonga, however, succession may
occupations.
pass to the sister's son, and a woman may be chief
in several parts of Polynesia.
As a rule, the
father has authority in the liousehold
in some
islands, such as Tonga and Tikopia, the mother's
brother has certain social functions, but not of a
kind that shows any special exercise of authority.
In New Zealand," and perhaps elsewhere, matrilocal
;

;

;

—

;

;

is frequent.
Micronesia, on the other hand, is the seat of
definite mother-right.
In the Marshall and Mortlock Lslands and in the Carolines, with the exception of the island of Yap, the matrilineal mode of
transmission is general.'" In Ponape there are
1
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exogamous clans with matrilineal descent, and
property passes to the sister's sons.' Only in Yap
does the son follow his father, who elsewhere is
said to be a stranger to his children.
Marriage
appears to be largely matrilocal. In the Marianne
Islands all that we are told is that the woman
commands absolutely in the house." In the Pelew
Islands there are exogamous toteniic clans with
matrilineal descent.^
Melanesia has usually been regarded as one of
the most definite examples of mother-right ; but,
even where descent is matrilineal, its social organization departs so widely from the typical condition
as to make it doubtful whether the term should
properly be used.^ Descent is often matrilineal,
but follows the father in New Caledonia, and in
many islands of the New Hebrides as well as in
one part of Santa Cruz. In otlier places, such as
most parts of Fiji and one region of the Solomons,
the absence of a clan-organization makes the nature
of descent doubtful. Cliieftainship is always patrilineal where it is hereditary at all, and inheritance
is in an intermediate condition.
Property passes
to tlie children in some places and to the sisters'
children in others, while elsewhere difl'ereiit kinds
of property follow different rules of inheritance.
In Santo in the New Hebiides, people take the
totem of the father as part of tlie personal name,
but belong to the mother's clan, and in Vanua
Levu in Fiji, where there is matrilineal descent,
a man pays special respect to the totem of his
father, though he belongs to his mother's clan and
inherits her sacred land.' Matrilocal marriage is
not frequent even where descent is matrilineal,
and there are often definite social relations between a man and his mother's brother, though not
always of a kind to show any special exercise of
authority on the part of the uncle.
There are at least four forms of
(3) Australia.
social grouping in this continent
the moiety, the
matrimonial class, the local group, and the totemic
group since two or more of these may co-exist,
there may be more than one rule of descent.
Wherever there is a simple dual organization, as
among the Dieri and Ngarabana (Urabunna) of
Central Australia, descent is matrilineal so far as
the moiety is concerned.
The peculiarity of descent in the case of the
matrimonial class is that it is neither patrilineal
nor matrilineal, but the child belongs to a class
different from that of either father or mother.
Where marriages follow the orthodox rule, it is
not possible to tell definitely the nature either of
descent of the class or of the moieties of which the
classes may be regarded as subdivisions.
Marriages do not always follow the ordinaiy rules,
however, and A. R. Brown has used the exceptional marriages of certain eight-class tribes as
the means of detecting the true nature of descent.'
By means of evidence provided by R. H. Mathews
he shows that among the Aiunta the children of
the chief form of irregular marriage belong to the
class to which they would have belonged if they
had been the children of the man by a regular
marriage, thus showing that descent among this
people is determined by the father. Among the
Tjingilli, on the other hand, the children of an
irregular marriage belong to the group to which
they would have belonged if they had been the offspring of the union of their mother with a husband
married according to rule, showing that here descent is properly matrilineal so far as the class is
concerned.
F. W. Christian, The Caroline Islands, London, 1899, p. 74.

—

:
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The local group is proliaWy always jiatriliueal,
but this form of social prouping has been largely
neglected by ethiiograi)Uers, and we must await
further information to show whether this mode of
descent

is universal.
toteniic grouping shows
great variety of
Sometimes the toteinic group corredescent.
sponds with the local group, and where this is

The

is nece.=sarily patrilineal.
In other
cases, where the toteniic groups form subdivisions
of the matrilineal moieties, they are of equal
Among tlie Dieri there are
necessity matrilineal.
two forms of toteniic organization one kind of
totem, called pintara, is transmitted from father
to son together with special knowledge of legends
and rites, while a man takes another kind of
totem called mndu (the murclit of Howitt) from
his mother.
The intermediate condition of the
l)eople between matrilineal and patrilineal transmission of the totem is shown by the fact that the
father often transmits his niadn as well as liis
pintara to his son. Each man also obtains from
nis mother or her relatives special knowledge of
legends, etc., relating to his maternal ancestors.'

80 descent

:

The communistic habits and the poor development of personal property in Australia make the
subject of inheritance of little importance, but in
so far as it exists it seems to follow the same
lines as descent of the moiety or class.
Thus,
among the Arunta, whose irregular marriages
point to patrilineal descent, certain objects, and
especiallj' churinga, or ancestral bull-roarers, pass

man to his son, or, if he has no son, to his
brother and his brother's son. Among the Tjingilli and other tribes whose irregular marriages
show them to have matrilineal descent, property
passes into the possession of the mother's brothers
or the daughter's husbands, the inheritors being
men of the moiety of the mother of the dead man.
The latter mode of inheritance also occurs among
some of the tribes of the northern territory. Since the Australians have neitlier chiefs nor
the subject of succession is also quite unpriests,
The special powers of a wizard or
important.
leech are acquired by special processes of initiation.
Perhaps the topic which comes most definitely
under this head is the knowledge of native legends
and rites, the double character of which among
the Dieri has already been considered. Elsewhere
this kind of knowledge is closely connected with
totemism, and probably follows the laws of transmission of the totem.
The most definite example
(4) New Guinea.
of mother-right in this region occurs among the
Ma-ssim of the south-eastern islands." This people,
who speak a Melanesian language, practise motherright in a purer form than is found anywhere in
Melanesia proper. Xot only does a man belong
to the toteniic clan of his mother, but property
passes to his sister's children in some localities,
and eveiywhere a chief is succeeded by his brother
or his sister's .son.
In jiarts of the Papuan Gulf
descent is probably matrilineal, but succession to
the rank of^ chief is patrilineal. Another locality
where mother-right apparentl3' prevails is on the
Mamberaino Biver, in the Dutch portion of NewGuinea,* where a boy belongs to his mother's tribe,
from a

—

its distinctive dres.«, even when he lives
with his father's people.
Elsewhere in Kew Guinea patrilineal customs
are found, though here and there indications
of mother-right occur.
Thus in the Mekeo district, which has a form of the dual organization,

and wears

1

O. Siclicrt, GM/un, xovii. (191(1] 48.
- B.
Spencer, A'aliri; Tribes vj the Northern Territory of
Afftralin, lyjndon, i;>U. p. 250.
^ C. G.
Setigmnnn, Tfic MetaneHans oS BritUh New Guinea,
Cauibrir;,-.-. 1910, n, 43.5 f.
4 M.
MoezkowBlti, Zi' .\liii. |1911) 323.

descent sometimes passes in the female line, and
among the nciglibouring Pokao descent is sometimes matrilineal, and a woman may be chief and
be succeeded by her child.
Among the Koita,
Motu, Koro, and Mekeo peoples the mother's
brother has certain social functions, and these
functions are liighly developed in the western
islands of Torres Straits, where, side by side with
inheritance, and succession,
the mother's brother has more authority than the
patrilineal descent,
father.'

—

(5) Jndimcsia.
Father-right prevails throughout the greater part of the M.alay Archi^ielago.
There is a peculiar form of matrilocal marriage in
one part of the Tinior,^ in which the husl>and
returns to his own home after a time, leaving behind him his children, who inherit their mother's

property.
In several parts of Sumatra mother -right is
present in its most definite fomi.^
Among the

Malays of Minangkabau, of Upper Padang, and
certain other districts there are matrilineal dans
and the extreme form of matrilocal marriage in
which the hufband continues to dwell in his
mother's house and only visits his wife.
The
people live in long houses, which accommodate a
family in the extended sense, consisting of persons
descended from one woman, the head of the household being the eldest brother of the leading woman.
He takes the place of a father to his sister's
children, who inherit his property after it has
been enjoyed by his brotliers and sisters.
form
of organization intermediate between the condition of Minangkabau and father-right occurs in

A

Tiga

Loereng,

where

husband

and

wife

live

together, but the father has little power over
his children, authority being exercised by their
mother's eldest brother.
Property belonging to
husband or wife at the time of marriage passes
to their respective elans, but that acquired by
them after marriage is divided between their
children and their sisters' children.
There are no examples of mother(6) Asia.
right in E. Asia, with the possible exception of the
Aanus in the north and Cambodia in the south.
Among the Ainus relationship through the mother
is said to be more important than that through
the father, and the mother's brother is the most

—

important member of the family group, but we
have no definite information about descent or

The peoples of Siberia are usually
organized in patrilineal clans, but matrilocal maris
riage
frequently present.*
In India there are two centres of mother-right.
One of these, represented by the Khasis and Synteng of Assam, allords a most definite example of
the condition." Descent is matrilineal in the clan,
which is traced back to an ancestress and embraces kindred groups consisting of the female
descendants of a great-grandmother. The house
and other property belong to the women, and the
husband or father has no authoritj' except in those
cases in which, at some time after marriage, he
removes his wife and children to another house.
Property is inherited by daughters, the house and
its contents go to the youngest daughter, and, in
default of daughters, the inheritance passes to a
daughter of a mother's sister. The sieiii, or chief,
is a man, except in Khyrim, but is succeeded by
his brother or the .son of his eldest sister.
The
neighbouring WAr people show an intermediate
inheritance.

Rep. Caiiihriihjr Kxv. lu Torres St raiu, v. (1904) 144.
H. O. Forbes," A yaluraiist's Wandet^ings in the Kastem
Archipelago, Ixiiidon, 18S5, p. 4C7.
For a more complete account of the distribution of motherright in this island, see J. O. Frazer, Totemifm and t'j-ojamy,
1

•

=1

ii.

185

ff.

* H. A.
Czaplicka, Aborigijtal Siberia, Oxtord, 1914, p. 23
« P. R. T. Ourdon, The Khaiii, London, 1907, p. esi.
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form in that both men and wunieu inherit, but the
yountjest daughter obtains an additional share.
The (iarus, who live to the west of the Khasis, and
the Megani, or Lynngara, who are a fusion of

Khasi and Garo, practise a form of mother-right
closely resembling that of the Khasis.
Though
a man cannot inherit property and can possess only
that acquired by his

own

e.xertions,

he neverthe-

some

control over the property of his
wife, and can even appoint a member of his clan,
usually bis sister's son, to exercise this control in
the event of his death,'
Among the Kochs of
less e.\ercises

N. Bengal, who are in contact with the Caros,
marriage is matrilocal, and a man is said to obey
his wife

and her mother."

The other Indian centre of mother-right is on
the Malabar coast, where matrilineal descent, inheritance, and succession are practised by the
Nayars, northern Tiyans, and other peoples, including even the Muhammadan Mappilas, or MoiiThis system of law, known
lahs, of N. Malabar.
as marumakkatdyam, is closely connected with the
so-called polyandry of this part of India.
In the
unions of Nayar women with Nambutiri (Namburi) men, which are habitual in this region, tlie
father has so little to do with his own children
that he cannot touch them without pollution.
Elsewhere in S. India where descent, inheritance, and succession are patrilineal, matrilocal
marriage occasionally occurs in the form known
as illatani. This custom is especially followed in
families where there is no son, male heirs being
obtained by the daughter staying at her own home
after marriage.
Matrilocal marriage also occurs
in Ceylon.

Several peoples of the Caucasus show traces of
mother-right. Thus, in marriages between slaves
and free persons the child follows the station of
the mother, and a woman may habitually go to
her father's house for the birth of her children.*
The maternal uncle has much autliority, and in
Georgia takes the leading part in all that concerns
blood-revenge.''
The earliest record of mother-right

comes from

where, according to Herodotus, the people
took the motlier's name, and the status of children
in mari'iage between free and slave was determined
by the condition of the mother.
Lj'cia,

Among the Arabs of Yemen succession passes to
the sister's son, and many records of the Semites
of Arabia and Palestine have been regarded as
evidence of an early condition of mother-right.'
The marriage between half-brother and sister,
the story of Abraham att'ords an
of which
example, accompanies mother -right el.sewhere,
and se\eral passages in the OT, such as Gn 31^
and Jg 8'", suggest this form of social organization.

At

the present time the mother's brother has
of authority in Palestine, and a
formula used in the Bcdu (Bedawi) marriage ceremony shows that great importance is attached to
motherhood."'
The Semites of N. Africa are
(1) Africa.

some degree

—

definitely piitrilineal, but in

some Arab

tribes of
the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan the wife returns to her
own home for the birth of every child a custom

—

l>robably

connected

with

matrilocal

marriage.

Though the Hamitic Beja are now patrilineal,
there are records which show that five centuries
1 A. Plavtair, The Garos, London, 1900,
p. 62 f.
2 B. H. ilodsson, Proc. Asiat. Soc. B^'iiijal, xviii. [1849] 707.
s W. Sobolsky, Uuss. Rev. xii. 2 [1883] 176.
* M.
Kovalevsky, Tableau ties origines et de I'livolutum de la
/amilte et dc la jrriyprUU, Stockholm, 1890, p. 21.

W. Robertson Smith, Kinship and Marriage in Early
Arabia, new cd., London, 1903; G. A. Wilken, llet tnatriarchaat bij d*? orirfe Arabieren, Amsterdam, 1881, Germ, ed.,
Leipzig, 1884 and J. R. Wetzsteiii, ZE xii. [1S80|.
'•>
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ago they counted genealogies in the female

line

and practised succession

and

to the sons of sister

the Bogo, Barea, and other
allied Hamitic or partially Hamitic peoples the
mother's brother takes an important place in social
life, though the patrilineal character of their institutions is otherwise very definite.^
The Nubas of S. Kordofan form a striking exception to the patrilineal institutions of most of
the mixed Hamitic and Negro Nilotic peoples,
such as the Shilluks and Dinkas as boys grow
up, they spend nmre and more time with their
mothers' brothers, who are held to be more closely
daughter.'

Among

;

them than their fathers. Property is
transmitted to the sister's sons, and a man lives
for some time with his wife's people.* The Masai,
Nandi, Suk, and other partially Hamitic peoples
of the northern part of tropical E. Africa are purely
related to

patrilineal.

The Bantu peoples show much variety in the
mode of transmission of social rights. About
Lake Nyasa and the Rovuma Kiver^ there are
a number of definitely matrilineal tribes, such as
the Wa-Yao, Achewa, Wa-Makonde, and WaMakua. The children take the totem of the
mother, a chief is succeeded by bis sister's son,
and the mother's brother is regarded as the nearest
relative and the natural guardian of his sister's
children.
The Anyanja practise both modes of
descent, but the patrilineal sections are said to
have derived this form of transmission from the
Angoni, a branch of the Ama-Zulu. This people,
together with the Ama-Xosa,' Ba-Suto,^ BaThonga,' and other Bantu peoples of S.E. Africa,
are definitely patrilineal, though the mother's
brother exercises much authority.
Passing northwards from Lake Nyasa, we find
a more or less gradual change from matrilineal to

The VVa-Sagara and Wapatrilineal descent.*
Digo are definitely matrilineal, while among the
tribes about Lindi inheritance and succession pass
to the sister's children.
In other tribes, such as
the Wa-Niamwesi and AVa-Jagga, the mode of
descent varies according as the bride-price has or
has not been paid, the children belonging to the
mother's people in the latter case and to that of
In general in this
the father in the former.
region the social institutions tend to become more
patrilineal on passing from the coast to the
interior.

The Ba-Ganda, Ba-Hima, Ba-Nyoro, and other
Bantu peoples of Uganda are definitely patrilineal.*
The only exceptional feature is that, while the

mode of succession is purely patrilineal, the king of
Uganda belongs to the totemic clan of bis mother,

though he also takes certain other totems connected with royalty.
The Bantu of the northern part of the Belgian
Congo are mainly patrilineal.'" Among the BaNgala children inherit, but the mode of descent
is determined by a family council, which usually
ordains that a child shall take the totem of its
1

See

3

W.

SelifcTliann, .//i.lS xliii. 649.

Munzin^jer. Ost-afrikanischc Stndien, Schaffhausen,
f.
527 f., Ueber die SMen und das Recht der
Bogos, Winterthur, 1859, p. 76.
y The writer is indebted to Professor and Mrs.
Seligman for
this information.
4 H. H. Johnston, British Central Africa^ London, 1897,
p. 471 ; A. Werner, British Central Afrie'a, do. 1906, p. 252 ff. ;
K. Weule, Native Life in East Africa, En;;, tr., do. 1909,
1864, pp. 207, 477

,

p. 309.

G. Fritsch, JHe Eingeborenen SUd-Afrika's, fireslau, 1873,
p. 117.
6 E. Casalis, Les Bassmttos, Paris, 1859,
p. 190.
7 H. A. Junod, Lt/e of n Soath African Tribe, Neuchat«l,
6
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ff.
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Here the same rule holds as
institiitious become more

fatlier.

Africa
lineal
coast.

social

;

in

E.

iiiatri-

on passing from the interior towards the
Mother-ri},'ht also occurs in

Loango and

both

in

lines,

and a chief

is

succeeded by his son.

That

kinshiji through the mother is regarded as
of great iniiiortance is shown by the fact that
children of one father bj' diH'erent mothers are

The proscarcely considered as Mood-relatives.
a group of Bantu i)eoples in the S.W, perty of a man passes to his sous, and that of a
P'ree Congo' property and rank are transmitted
woman to her daughters. Next to the Yoruba
to the brother or tlic sister's son, and among one
come the Edo,' who practise two forms of marof these peoples, the BaMbala,
kinship is said to riage. In one, the amuiya marriage, apparently
be counted farther in the female than in the male the more regular, the children belong to the clan
line.
Not only is succession matrilineal, but the of the father, while in the other, called isomi, they
mother of the chief enjoys great esteem, if not belong to the mother's clan, unless they are bought
We are not told of any delinite social by the father, or unless in later life they elect
authority.
In the Sobo
groups with either line of descent, but respect is to stay in their father's country.
shown to animals by not eating their flesh, and country, whence the Edo are said to have come,
this ikina hari is transmitted from father to sou.
The Ibo,- still
there is matrilocal marriage.
This institution is almost certainly a kind of farther eastward, practise male descent, and prototemic groiiping, so that these people show a perty passes to the sons, except in the idchwe form
condition almost exactly the reverse of that found of marriage, corresponding with the isomi marriage
in Melanesia, descent being patrilineal, while inof the Edo, in which the children belong to their
heritance and succession are mainly matrilineal. mother's clan and are the heirs of their mother's
As a rule, a man allows his daughter to
father.
If, as seems almost certain, the ikina bari is a
form of totem, we have here an example of the contract this form of marriage only when he has
connexion of totemism with patrilineal descent, no son, the custom thus resembling the illatam
and this association comes out still more strongly of S. India.
There is hardly a European people
(8) Europe.
among the Ova-Herero of S.W. Africa. This
people possess two distinct forms of social group- of antiquity to whom some form of mother-right
has not been ascribed.' Perhaps the clearest eviing, one matrilineal and the other patrilineal, and
the most recent and trustworthy account' shows dence comes from the Basques, among many of
that, while there is no delinite association of whom the father has little authority, whereas
animals or plants with the matrilineal eanda, the women hold property, and transmit rights to
their children, even when they cannot exercise
liatrilineal oruzo is definitely totemic.
In Nigeria and the countries west of it, we find them themselves.* According to Strabo,' women
an interesting series of transitions between mother- were the heads of families in Spain, and the Picts
and father-right. The westernmost people of whom are said to have been matrilineal,' the chief line
we have knowledge are the Tshi-speaking peoples of evidence being that where the fathers of kings
of the Gold Coast.*
They have totemic groups are mentioned they are neither kings nor Picts,
with matrilineal descent, property passes to the but belong to neighbouring tribes.
Among the
eldest brother born of the same mother, and, in Celts the king and magician are said to have been
default of brothers, to the eldest sister's son. Only succeeded by the sister's son.'
In Ireland the
if there are no
nephews does the son inherit and, sister's son was important,' and the frequent menif there is no son, the chief slave inherits.
Suc- tion of this relative in English ballads has led
cession passes to the brother and the sister's son. In F. B. Gummere' to infer the close relation beaddition to the totemic clans, called abusua, there tween a man and his mother's brother which is
are also groups, called ntoro, which appear to have one of the features of mother-right. The account
a totemic character.' In these groups descent is in by Tacitus'" of the authority of the mother's
the male line, or, as the people them.selves put it, brother affords the chief evitlence in favour of
a person takes the fetish of his father and the mother-right among the Teutons, but the position
family of his mother,' the condition thus having a of a woman at the head of the genealogical tree
remarkable resemblance to the two totemic group- of the Lombards and passages in the Nibelungenings of the Dieri of Australia. Among the neigh- lied and Edda point in the same direction." The
bouring Fanti-speaking peoples the son inherits inscriptions on tombs and other facts point to the
only the property of the mother, a slave inheriting prevalence of some form of mother-right among
the property of a man if he has no sister's son.
the Etruscans," and this form of organization has
Amon^ the Ewe-speaking peoples of Dahomey' also been claimed for the earl)' inhabitants of
IS
counted
females
in
Latium."
the lower,
The evidence for matrilineal institukinsliip
tnrough
and through males in the upper, classes. Among tions among different elements of the population
the former property passes to the brother and to of Greece has been much discussed. '* Perhaps the
the sister's son, while a chief is succeeded by his
1
Thomas, Edo-speaking Peoples of ^,'igeria, London,
son.
The Ewe of Togoland are said to count re- 1910,N.i. W.
47 f.
2 Thomas,
the
father
rather
than
lationship through
Ibo-speaking Peoples of Nigeria, London, 1913,
through
the mother, but the mother's brother is the proper
31, 80, ii. 60.
3 O.
Schrader, ReaUex. der indogerm. Allertumskunde, Strass.
heir.
It is noteworthy that the knowledge of the
burg, 1901, pp. 664-566, 676; H. Hirt, Die Indogermanen, do.
art of circumcision is transmitted from father to 1005-07, p. 700 1. B. Delbriick, Das Mutterreclit bei den Indoson.' Among the next people, passing eastwards,
germanen,' Preuss. Jahrbikher, Ixxix. [1895) 14-27.
^ E.
Cordier, I)e VOrganisation de ta/amille chezles Bosquet,
the Yoruba,* we do not know of any delinite rule
Paris, 1869, p. 42 f.
of descent, but the people are said to trace
6 P. 16fi.
kinship
Angola.'
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strongest evidence is tliat in Athens half-brother
sister were allowed to marry when by the same
father. Lastly, though in, rather than of, Europe,
may be mentioned the Gypsies of Transylvania,'
among whom a father shows little interest in his
children, who remain with their mother's people
if their mother dies and tlieir father, as usual,
marries a woman of another clan.'

and

'

—

Mixture-forms. The preceding survey lias
shown not only that descent may follow one mode
of transmission, while other social processes, such
3.

as inheritance and succession, may follow another,
bnt that there may also be two kinds of descent.

where a local grouping
combined with exogamous clans or moieties, the

This
is

is

especially frequent

usual rule being that the local grouping is patrilineal, while the grouping in clan or moiety is
Another kind of mixture is that
matriiineal.
found among the Dieri of Australia and the Tshi
of W. Africa, in which there are two forms of
totemism with different modes of descent. The
condition of the Ova-Herero of S. Africa, where
a patrilineal totemic grouping is combined with
matrilineal clans which are probably non-totemic,
affords another example of the combination of two
less definite condition is that
modes of descent.
in which, combined with one or other definite
mode of descent, there are customs which bring
.a
person into definite social relations with relatives
on the side from which descent is not counted.
An interesting example occurs among the widely
separated Tsimshian of N. America and the people
In both of these
of Santo in the New Hebrides.
localities a person belongs to the totemic clan
of liis mother, but takes tlie totem of his father
as part of his personal name. Another form of
totemism which shows mixture of the two modes
of transmission is found among the Massim of
New Guinea and the people of Vanua Levu in Fiji,
where persons belonging to the social group of the
mother pay special respect to the totem of the
still more eccentric example is that of
father.
the Kwakiiitl of the N.W. Pacific coast, who belong to the clan of the father, but are indirectly
brought into relation with the clan of the mother
by receiving from the father the totemic crest
which he had adopted from the father of his wife
when he married.
It is not at present
4. Associated conditions.
It
possible to connect mother-right with race.
occurs side by side with father-right and with
intermediate forms among many peoples, including
the Australian, Melanesian, Indonesian, Bantu,
W. African Negio, and N. American Indian. At
the present time it is absent among Caucasian and
Mongolian peoples, but it is doubtful if this has
always been so. 'There is more reason to connect
mother-right with scale of culture. Most of the
peoples who practise it rank low in the scale, but
there are definite exceptions to this generalization
in the Khasis of Assam, the people of the west
coast of India, the Minangkabau Malays of

A

A

—

N. America.
mother-right in its
purest form can occur only in conjunction with
the clan-organization, but it is not connected with
any special form of this organization. The dual
sy.stem, in which the whole community forms two

Sumatra, and

many

tribes of

As already pointed

exogamous

out,

is

moieties,

always

matrilineal

in

Melanesia and, where

not complicated with a
class-system, in Australia, but the dual sj'stems of
are
sometimes
America
N.
patrilineal.
Totemism is still less habitually associated with
As was said above, one
either form of descent.
people may even possess two forms of totemism,
one associated witli matrilineal and the other with
H. von Wlislocki,
burg, isgu, p. 66.
1

Vom

wandeitidni Zigfvnervnlke, Ham-
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The special regard for the
patrilineal descent.
father's totem which accompanies some cases of
matrilineal transmission suggests a peculiar connexion of totemism with father-right, and other
considerations also imply that the totemic organization tends to be patrilineal.'
Social organizations founded on a local basis, especially those
with local exogamy, are usually patrilineal, and in
societies devoid of the clan-organization, in which
kinship is equally important on the two sides, it
is exceptional for inheritance and succession to be
matrilineal.
If mother-right is especially connected with the
clan-organization, Ave should expect to find it
associated with the classiticatory, or 'clan,' system

We

it is.
do not know of
definite mother-right who do not
use the classificatory system. The correlation is
especially striking in Africa, in more than one
part of which classificatory and kindred systems
exist side by side.
Thus, in the Anglo-Egyptian

of relationship,

and so

any people with

Sudan the only people who use the
system are the Nubas, and they are

classificatory
also the only
to
people
practise mother-right. Again, in the
series of
peoples of W. Africa who show so definite
a transition from matrilineal to patrilineal institutions (see above, p. 856") it is the Tslii, with their
classificatory system, wliose social institutions are
most clearly matrilineal.
There is some reason to suppose that mother-

be peculiarly associated with agriIn N. America typical clan-systems are
found especially in the maize country,^ and in
Africa mother-right seems to be present especially
among peoples who live chiefly by agriculture,
while father-right is associated with pastoral life.
The association is, however, b3' no means uniright

may

culture.

versal.

—

Survivals of mother-right. By this expresis meant social customs found in societies
organized on a patrilineal basis which are the
natural concomitants of mother-right and are,
therefore, assumed to be vestiges of the earlier
presence of this form of society. The most prominent of the customs which have been so regarded
is the relation between a man and his mother's
5.

sion

brother. Many peoples among whom descent, inheritance, and succession are patrilineal show the
existence of just such relations between a man and
his sister's child as are prominent among the social
That they are such
practices of mother-right.
survivals is especially probable wliere they show
the authority of the mother's brother, while the

power of the nephew to take any of the property
of his uncle is also a natural survival of a social
condition in which the sister's son is heir to his
uncle's goods.
Advocates of the vi&w that these
relations between a man and his mother's brother
are survivals of mother-right regard it as psychologically natural that such rights to authority or
property would not easily be relinquished, but
would persist in one form or another long after
the formal laws of the comnmnity had ordained
a different disposition of authority or property.
The marriage of half-brother and sister when of
the same father but different mothers has also
been regarded as a survival of mother-right. In
a society which attached any great importance to
kinship through the father such a marriage would
be impossible, while it is natural among people
who pay special regard to kinship through the
mother. When, therefore, this form of marriage
is found among a patrilineal people, it has been
held to point to an antecedent contlition of motherright.

Other survivals
1
-

of mother-right

have been seen

For Melanesia see Rivers, ii. 337.
Swanton, Amer. Anth. vii. 671.
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in tra'litioii

ami

iiijUi.

U

is

frequently the case

mnou},' iiiatrilineul j>eoples tliat the descent of the
I'lan or trihe is nscribt'il to a female ancestor, and
the heliof In a female ancestor anionj: a patrilini al
people has Keen regarded as a survival of mother
similar supiwsed survival is the wideright.
si)read mythulojrical theme of unwittinj^ patricide.'
This absence of knowledge of the father would be
natural in the more pronounced forms of matriloc^vl
marriage, and, in ci)n.sc(|uence, the occurrence of
the theme in the niythoiogv of a people has been
regarded as evidence tliat t\\e people were once in
a stage of mother-right.
Amazon-legends have
also been interjireted as relics of mother-right.
Less direct is the relation of certain social
customs, such as the couvxrir. and the cross-cousin
marriage. According to one theory, the couvaric
is associated with the desire on tlie part of the
father to assert his rights over his cliild, and those
who adopt this explanation of the custom will
regard it as a survival of mother-right when it is
found in a patrilineal society. Again, there is
reason to believe that in some parts of the world
the cross-cousin marriage (see above, p. 425 f.) has
come into existence through the desire of a father
that his son shall acquire his property by marrying
a woman who would be one of his heirs under a
condition of mother-right. Another custom which
niaj' be a survival of mother-right is the rule found
in several parts of Africa that the daughter or
Such
sister of a king shall not bear ehildren.
a prohibition would put an end to succession by
the sister's son.
Etymology has also lieen called upon for evidence
of former mother-right.
Thus, tlie fact that the
Chinese word for clan-name means born of a
woman' has been held to point to matrilineiil
descent in China,- and the derivation of the Arabic

A

'

'

word for clan has been adduced tosupport a similar
conchision in the case of early Semitic society.'
6. History.
In several parts of the world we
have definite evidence that a condition of motherright has changed either into one of father-right
or into a form of social organization in which
social rights are recognized with the relatives of
both father and mother. Thus there is evidence
that some form of mother-right once existed in
Europe, while in the Sudan there is historical
proof tliat live hundred years ago the Beja, who
are now delinitely patrilineal, kept their genealogies in the female line and transmitted property
In Melanesia,
to the sons of sister or daughter.
again, and iu some parts of America, there is
positive evidence of a change from matrilineal to
patrilineal institutions, the transition being still
progress in some parts of Melanesia. On the
other hand, there is no unequivocal evidence fioni
any part of the world of a change having taken
in the opposite direction.
Consequently, it
as been held by many students that the change
Elace
from matrilineal to patrilineal institutions has
been a universal feature of the history of human
'

—

m

and this proposition has become a dogma
among many anthropologist.s.
This dogma has recently been attacked from
two quarters. The idea of the priority of motherright is supported in many parts of the world by
the low stale of culture of the peoples who possess
society,

form of social organization, but, as already
pointed out, this is not universally true, and
student-s of the ethnology of N. America have
been led to iiue.stion the dogma, largely because
the matrilini-al Iroquois and Pueblo Indians are
among the most advanced peoples of the continent.
The other line of attack is closely connected with
this

)

M. A. Poller, Suhrah and Rustem.

a II. A. Giles. China and the
Chineat,
> Wilkeii, Oeriu. ed.
p. 38.

New

York, 1902, p.

87.

a change «hi<h has recently taken place in the
attitude of many stmlcnts (owards the history of
The idcri that any product of
social institutions.
human society, such as mother-right, has been
universal is closely connected with the belief that
human society as a whole has been the product of
a relatively simple process of evolution which has
proceeded everywhere on similar lines and passed
through similar stages. To those inspired by this
belief it was only necessary to show that niotherriglit has often changed into father-right, and it
followed that this order must have been universal.
Among many students, however, the conviction
has been growing tliat human .society is not the
proiluct of a simple process of evolution, but has
been built up by a highly complex process in which
a vast variety of forms have been produced by
If the transitions between
lilending of cultures.
mother-right and father-right have arisen as the
result of the nii.xture of peoples, we should not
expect to find that one form has always preceded
the other, bui it is probable that in tlie va-st comof human progress matrilineal should
)ilexity
sometimes have been superposed on patrilineal
institutions, and that sometimes father right
would have changed into mother-right. One school
of students who have adopted this point of view,
viz. that of which F. Graebner and \V. Schmidt
are the most distinguished adherents, believe that
in most parts of the world matrilineal migrants
-

have settled among earlier patrilineal peoples, so
that the main change lias been from father-right
to motlier-riglit, and not in the reverse direction.
According to them, people pos.sessing the dual
organization with matrilineal descent have settled

patrilineal totemic peoples, and have thus
produced the various forms intermediate between
the two kinds of society which are found in so

among

parts of the world. .According to this school,
the undoubted changes from matrilineal to patrilineal institutions which are found in certain
regions are the result of later movements, the
change in Melanesia, e.q., being due to relatively
late Polynesian settlements, and that in N. America

many

European influence.
There is much reason to suppose that Graebner
and Schmidt have gone too far in their reaction
against the prevailing view, and that the endence
on which they base their opinions is fallacious.
But, while it is almost certain that by far the most
frequent process throughout the world has been a
transition from mother- to father-right, the reverse
change may have occm-red. The region which presents the strongest evidence of a change in this
Not only do some of
direction is N. America.
its matrilineal peoples, such as the Iroquois and
Pueblo Indians, possess the most advanced cultures
of the continent, but, where one people, such as the
to

D6ne

or northern Athapascans, practise both lines
it is the less cultureil who use the
Moreover, it is said that t here is
patrilineal mode.
definite evidence that matrilineal institutions have
Ijeen taken o^er from others by people a\Iui were
previously patrilineal or were devoid of any form of
Several peoples of N. America
clan-organization.
of descent,

possess a custom which provides ,a mechanism for
changing one mode of descent into another. Personal names are often definitely connected with a
moiety or clan, each social group ha\ing names
Among .some
especially resened for its members.
matrilineal people of N. America, such as the
Shawnees, a father gives his own clan-name to his
child, tlius taking' a definite step towards the transference of the child to his own social grouji. This
or some similar mechanism might well have come
into jilay to a.s.sist a change in the opiHisite direction.

One

of the cases

most often [mt forward by

MOTIVE

do. 1909 ; J. G. Frazer, Totemism and Ezexjamy, do. 1910.
Ct. also A. H. Post, Gmndriis der ethnolog. Jurispnidem,
Oldenburg and Leipzig, 1804-95, i. 71-79, 8:j-90, 212-216.

American ethnologists as an example of ehauge
from father- to niother-riglit is tliat of tlie KwaThi.s

kiutl.'
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people practise patrilineal descent,

MOTIVE. — I.

but the peculiar system by -which a man takes tlie
crest of his wife's father has been ascribed to the
influence of tlieii- northern niatrilineal neighbours,
the Tsimsliian and Haida. Other examples are the
who
Athapascan tribes bordering on the Tlingit,
arc said to have adopted the matrilineal dual
and the Babine branch
organization of the people,
of the Takulli, another Athapascan tribe who are
said to have taken their matrilineal four-clan system
from the Tsimshian.
In other parts of the world there is definite evidence that the change has been from the matrilineal
There is a large body of
to the patrilineal mode.
evidence pointing to the change having been in this
Jlelanesia ;= but even liere it is possible
direction
that certain conditions, such as the highly develNew Guinea,
oped mother-right of the Massim of
may have been assisted by some later matrilineal

motive

'

'

is

used in

W. H.

R. Rivers.

senses.— The term
philosophy and psychology in

Different

four different senses.
it means
(1) In the first and most general sense
any force, of an internal or mental character,
wliich impels to action or prevents some kind of
action, be the force conscious or unconscious, and
Thus
the action voluntary or nonvoluntary.
Benthain defines motive as any thing that can
contribute to give birth to, or even to prevent, any
kind of action (rrinciphs of Morals and LegislaIn this sense motive includes what
tion, p. 46).
Reid calls mechanical principles of action, such as
'

'

and habit, and also what Benthain calls
'speculative' motives, which influence acts that

instinct

m

rest purely in the understanding.
'
(2)

motive

In a second sense

'

is

taken with a

more restricted signification, as limited to some end
In Africa, again, there is much reason which we present to ourselves and of which we are
influence.
to believe that the change has been in the patri- conscious.
Bentham has this meaning in view
The transition from matrilineal when he defines motive as any thing whatsoever,
lineal direction.
to patrilineal institutions which occurs among the which, by influencing the will of a sensitive being,
the Tslii to the Ibo is
peoples of W. Africa from
supposed to serve as a means of determining
infiltration of immigrants him to act, or voluntarily to forbear to act, upon
points to the gradual
the chiefs
occasion' {ib.). Such motives are termed by
coming from the north-east, who became
While intro- any
of those among whom they settled.
Bentham practical,' and are, he holds, ultimately
in
reducible to pleasure and pain, though whether it
ducing their patrilineal institutions completely
the east, they did not succeed in altering descent be the expectation of the pain or the pain which
as
of
the
they pro- accompanies that expectation that is the motive he
people
among the general body
'

'

transitions found among
gressed westwards. The
the Bantu and the association of patrilineal transmission with high development of culture among
such people as the Ba-Ganda and Ama-Zulu would
seem to be the result nf the settlement of a
a matrilineal
patrilineal pastoral people among
thriven upon agripopulation who, till then, had
culture.

leaves undetermined (p. 47, note). This contains
the germ of an important distinction. In motives
a
in this sense we may distinguish two tilings
sometimes called
subjective and affective element,
and an obaffect, a spring of action, Tricbfeder ;
intellectual element. Whether
jective, presented or
this subjective element is reducible to pleasure or
and in what relation it
pain, or includes more,
stands to the objective, intellectual element and to
the conative factor in mind, are among the most
ditficult questions in the psychology of the feelings.
Here it is taken as standing in relation to certain
volitions as a spring of action (see Morell, Outlines
:

.

of this
Orig-in.— Until we know tlie history
form of social organization, it is hardly profitable
to discuss its origin at length, but some of the
forward may
leading views which have been put
be mentioned.
In the first place, mother-right has been widely
held to be the natural consequence of sexual pro7.

of Mental

chs.

vii.

and

i.

ii.

;

;

be driven to base its social rights upon the mother.
Another view is that matrilineal descent is a
secondary consequence of matrilocal marriage.
Where a husband merely visits his mfe and is only
an outsider in her household, descent and other
social processes must be expected to rest on the
A third view
relation between mother and child.
social state which has
regards mother-right as a
resulted from the dominance of woman, and especiAs
in agriculture.
ally from her importance
motheralready seen, there is reason to connect
of the art of agriright with a high development
is noteculture, especially in N. America, and it
that we have
worthy that it is in this continent
our clearest evidence of the dominance of the

(infra).

A third

sense of the word

'

'

m

motive occurs
Accordthe writings of
more is
ing to the' teaching of Green, something
the conscious
required to constitute a motive than
In the analysis of one of
presentation of an end.
Green's followers, the voluntary satisfaction of a
(3)

Green and

want involves

five

things

his followers.

;

An idea of an
An idea of tlie

(3)
(2) The- feeling of the want.
object by which the want can be satisfied. (4)
satisfaction actually tailing place, the work of the
'

(1)

The want.

imagination.

The presentation of this satisfaction as, under the circumitself with the
stances, the greatest good. The self identifying
attainment of the object ; finding in the reaUsation of the idea,
not the satisfaction of a want merely, but the satisfaction of
self (D'Arcv, Short Study of Ethicfi, p. 32).

(6)

woman.

'

LiTERATTiKB.— J.

J.

Bachofen,

/Ja-s

ilutten-echt, Stuttgart,

It is only to

1861 2Basel, 1897, Die Sage rem Tana.qnU, Heidelberg, I81O,
18S1 ; J. F. McLennM,
Antitjuarisihe Brieje, Stnissburj,',
L. H.
Studies! in Ancienl Hiilarji, 1st ser., Loniioii, I816;
do.
1877; L. von Dargrun, MutterMorgan, Aneimt Society,
Recht und
Tfcht vnd Kaubehe und ihre Rests im gcnnani.ichen
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ff.
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scttaft, Freiburg and Leiuzi!;, 1896
Rustem, London, 1902 ; E. "S. Hartland, Primitivt Paternity,
;

1

'

F. Boas. Rep. U.S. Nat. SIus., 1895, p. 3S4.
Rivers, ii. 90, 319.

motive.'

and
a strongest motive an absurdity (Green, Prolego-

;

B. Tylor, Siiwleeiilh Century,

'

trines that a conflict of motives is impossible

Paris 1884; C. N. Starcke, The Piimitire Family. London,

E

Green and
Hence the doc-

this last stage (5) that

D'Arcy apply the term

A

1889-

Philosophy, pt.

Baldwin, Handbook of Psychology, ii. 313-316,
332 f., 354; Stout, Manual of Psychology^, bk. i.
Mellone and Drummond, Elcincnts of
ch. i.
ch. iv.).
Psychology, Edinburgh and London, 1907,
Cf. Bentham's figurative and unfigurative motives

miscuity and group-marriage. The less important
is fatherhood in a society, the more wUl that society

I

mena, to Ethics, bk. ii. ch. i.).
word 'motive' belong.'^
(4) A fourth sense of the
to Kant. Kant reserves the term Betvegungsgrund
for the objective ground of the volition, which lie
or
opposes to the subjective ground of the desire,
the spring (Triebfeder). The objective ground of
the self-determination of the will is the end which
is assigned by reason alone, and is free from all

MOTIVE
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but do not determine, according to inIf, on the other hand, our will hajt
no such power, what we call inducing and inclining
must be merely the subjective side of the collisiim

{Werke,
of passion and sensuous
Uoseiikraiiz and Schubert, viii. 55 ; Abbott,
KatU's Thconi of Ethics^, London, 1909, p. 45). Sucli
all rational
objective ends are common to us with
from subjective
beings, and arc to be distincuished
ends, to whidi we are impelled by natural disposiUnlike all inclination and fear, respect or
tion.
aft'ection

mixture

incline,

evitable law.

ed.

of preilestined forces, of which we are the theatre
If this be the case, the
or rather the play itself.
appearance of a causation, which may yield to conscious motives, but is not controlled by them, must

reverence for the moral law is an ell'ect, not a
cause (Kant, Werke, viii. 21, note). Kegarded as
a spring, this feeling acts negatively only.
these four senses of the word motive we see
a progressive change of meaning from that of a
mere imiielling force, not even necessarily accompanied by consciousness, to that of an internal
impulsion to the existence of which consciousness
is essential
pas.sing thence to the idea of an object

m

'

be an illusion. The illusion demands explanation,
to furnish in his
'riiis Miinsterberg undertook
WilUnshandlung (1879). In Man's Place in the

'

Cosmos

;

which gives satisfaction tinally ending in Kant in
as an object which is fiee
tlie
conception of motive
from, and even opposed to, all subjective ground
tireen s view, though later in point of
of desire,
time, seems not so developed as that of Kant, since
in Green the object is still made to be a motive by
relation to u want or internal principle of desire,
j

tbougli such

want

or desire

is

again conceived

a,s

doctrine.
'
Whether we shall give to the term motive' the
extensive signification contained under (1) maj'
appear a mere question of the use of language
but, as is the case in most questions of terminology,
important issues lie concealed beneath the purely
This extensive use of the word
verbal discussion.
early aroused dissent. Reid in 1793, criticizing
Crombie's Essay on Philosophical Necessity,' said
I understood a motive, when applied to a human being, to
;

'

:

*

be that for the sake of wiiicli he acts, and, therefore, that what
he never wag conscious of, can no more be a motive to determine his will, than it can be an argument to convince hi-^
judj^ment.
Now, I learn that any circumstance arising from habit, or
some mechanical instinctive cause, may be a motive, though it
never entered into the thought of the agent.
From this reinforcement of motives, of which we are unconscious, every volition may be supplied with a motive, and even
a predominant one, when it is wanted (Reid, Works, ed.
Hamilton, p. 87).
'

Reid then acutely remarks that ' this addition to
his [Crombie's] defensive force takes just as much
from his ollensive,' since it undermines the evidence
for the necessary action of motives known or felt.
In other words, necessitation by efficient is fatal to
At this stage the
necessitation by final causes.
distinction seems to turn upon the presence or
absence of consciousness. But, even if we regard
consciousness as the condition of the existence of
motive in sense (2), this does not prevent the
motivation or impelling force being essentially
mechanical as when non-voluntary in sense (1).
Green's doctrine tries to evade this by assigning to
self-consciousness the power of determining the
predominance of the motive which actually does
succeed, while still admitting that the end to
which we thus determine ourselves is assigned by
the pathological or att'ective element. Kant, on
the other hand, assigns to reason a power of determining action to an;end, which is quite independent
of, and even opposed to, the pathological feeling.
Motive in this sense has passed over entirely from
the meaning of an impelling force to tliat of an
object determined and decided upon by rejisou.
These distinctions are closely bound up with the
If our
inquii-y regarding tlie freedom of the will.
will is possesseil of an original power by which it
can control the direction in which it utters itself,
then the caus.il action of motives mu.->t lie distinct
from mechanical impulsion ; they may imluce, or
'

Edinburgh and Loudon,

1902), J. Setli

'

dependent on the object with which the self identiKant's distinction of motive and spring
lies itself.
and relegation of these terras to different classes
of action get rid of the wavering between contradictory points of view implicit in Green's

'

(^

I'ringle-Pattison gives an acute analysis of MiinAccording to Miinsterberg, the
sterberg's views.
Our activity,
will is only a complex of sensations.
wliether the inner activity of attention or the outer
activity of muscular contraction, appears to us to
be free, just because the result of tlie activity is
already present in idea, and is, in all cases, accompanied by the sensations flowing from previous
The feeling of innervation
motor innervation.
itself is just the memory-idea of the movement,

anticipating the movement itself.' In the Grundziige aer Psychologic (1900) MUnsterberg's position
The
is modilied by a Fichtean point of view.
action theory of mind here put forward makes
the consciousness of sensation dependent on motor
'

'

It, tlierefore, precludes any theory of
discharge.
action other than that of mechanical causation.
Nor is this conclusion altered by the theory of
taking an attitude [Stcllungnahme) towards the
world, which Miinster'oerg puts forward. Sucli
outside consciousness could not
activity as lying
even give rise to the illusion of voluntary activity.
It was maintained by Hartley (Obscvvntions on
TWrtji, London, 1810, i. 522) that 'to prove that a
man has free will in the sense opposite to mechan-

ism, he ouglit to feel that he can do diflerent things
while the motives remain precisely the same,' au<l
that here the internal feelings are entirely against
free will where the motives are of a sufficient
magnitude to be evident,' while he admits a power
Such a power, on Hartley's
of resisting motives.
view, can come only from some other and stronger
'

motive ; tliat is, there is no intrinsic power of reThe attribution to the self of an
sisting motives.
intrinsic power of strengthening indefinitely certain desires, which then become motives (in tJreen's
sense), seems the essence of the third theory of
motives. There is an illusory atmosphere of determinism about (ireen's theory. The will is determined by moti\es. That desire only is a motive
which is successful. There is no conflict of motives,
nor any strongest motive. But then the strongest
desire is made to be the strongest, i.e. to be a
motive by the action of the eternal consciousness
which is perpetually reproducing itself in us, and
which helps to constitute, in cognition and action,
the objects of knowing and will. Is now this
action of the eternal consciousness something from
The result is
all eternity, unalterably the same?
practically identical with Hartley's— the only freedom in it is that the ego, since it determines the
all

motive, is consequently, in being determined by
This is only
the motive, determined by itself.
But, if the action of the
Spinozistic necessity.
eternal ego on the finite ego is not so predetermined, is something which, at the moment of
decision, may fall out ditt'erently on ditterent occa-

notwithstanding identity of desire and circumstances, then such action is not diflerent from
free will in the ordinary sense, and implies a
surplus of undetermined' or self-determined free
sions,

activity of the ego, as in tlie Kantian doctrine.
Green's theory of motives must be carefully
distinguished from a modern iisychologiial doctrine, to which it bears a strong verbal resem-

blance.

Green says {Proleg.

to Ethics, p. 93) that

MOTIVE
'

an

appetitii "v wniit
only becomes a motive, so
far as upon llie want there supervenes the presentation of tlic want liy a self-conscious subject to
himself and with it the idea of a self-satisfaction
to be attained in the filling of the want.' Stout,
too, says {Maniinl of Paiichologif, i>. 7U9)
*
Motives are not nitre iDipulses.
They come before consciousness as reasons why / should act in this or that way.
They are not independent forces fighting out a battle among
themselves, while the Ego remains a mere spectator. On the
contrary, the motives are motives only in so far as they arise
from the nature of the Self, and pre-suppose the conception of
the Self as a determining factor. From this it follows that the
recognised reasons for a decision can never con.stitute the entire
cause of decision. Behind them there always lies the Self as a
whole, and what this involves can never be completely analysed
or stated in the form of definite reasons or special motives.'
:

verbal similarity of this to what Green
But to Green the self-conscious
evident.

The great
Is

says

subject, through determination by which a want
becomes a motive, is ' a principle of otlier than
natural origin,' is, in fact, an entity of a sort. To

Stout the self as a whole, even if what it involves
can never be completely analyzed or stated, is not

an entitative principle eternal or otherwise, but,
rather, the thought of the self.' In deliberation,
he says, the concept of the Self as a whole will not
directly tend to reinforce or suppress a desire' (p.
'

'

708).

A certain line of action being suggested as possible, I contemplate myself as I shall be if I put it in execution, so as to
make it part of ray actual hfe-history, and on the other hand
I follow
I contemplate rajself as I shall be if I leave it undone.
out this representation of a hypothetical Self in more or less
detail until that turning- point in the process which is called
Voluntary Decision emerges (it. p. 709).
'

'

This theory, that motives arise and are constituted by relation to the conception of self,
whether we take it in Green's metaphysical or in
Stout's psychological form, as a general tlieory
of motives, seems not to be true. 'That very many
motives are determined by conscious relating of
the end in view to the self is true notably the
self-regarding ones. But it is difficult to regard
altruistic motives as necessarily related to the
concept of self. They may sometimes be so, but
not necessarily or universally. The highest moral
ends are disinterested. The disinterested character
of aesthetic emotion has been emphasized by Burke
and Kant, Hegel and Schopenhauer. Molinos,
Fenelon, and iladame Guyon have maintained
the possibility of a disinterested love of God.
It must, therefore, be admitted that, while the
analysis of the term motive given under (2) and
(3) is in many cases a correct and complete analysis,
there are other cases where, even if impelled to-

—

'

'

wards the end by some subjective

affective element,
the self-conscious satisfaction of this impulse need
form no part of the objective end in view nor even
of the subjective impelling force.
It is when we come to the fourth sense of the
term 'motive' the strict sense given to it by
that we find the most striking deKant
tachment of the term from all association with
the subjective self. It may still bear relation to
something universal, common to the individual
selves, but the ends are then ends in which the
individual self loses its individuality. They are
This is the essential of morality to
objective.
Kant, and the point which separates the ethics of
Kant from the ethics of Green. It was to retain
in tlie moral motive tlie reference to self that
Green was compelled to characterize the good as
or ' selfthe
perfection of human character
devotion to the perfecting of man.' D'Arcy (Short
Study of Ethu-s^, p. 277) has seen this defect in
the ethics of Green. The defect is, however, a
necessary outcome of Green's initial position. To
Kant, on the other hand, reason, not the mere
self, is able to give itself an end, which, though
realized in the matt<"r of desire, is independent of

—

'

—

'
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the relation of that matter to Che pavlicular self.
Kant is often criticized as if the categorical imperative set u]i ends, detached from all the material
of desire and inclination, as if purely formal ends
It is tlie impenetration
existed by themselves.
of particular desires and inclinations by the categorical law of duty that gives to the individual
the absolute value expressed in that form of the
'

so
categorical imperative which is expressed
treat humanity whether in thine own person or
that of another always as an end and never as a
:

means.'
We have, therefore, in our highest ends, moral,
Eesthetie, and religious, the singular paradox that
in them an element, wliich comes into existence
only through particular feelings and inclinations,
becomes, as regards its essential character, independent of these and a motive of selfless and disinterested action.
In the above discussion we have considered the
'
several distinct senses in which the term motive'
may be used. There are, however, some ambiguities connected with its use which, while not
really adding to the multiplicity of senses, might
Bentham says
nevertheless appear to do so.
Owing to the poverty and unsettled state of language, the
word motivp is employed indiscriminately to denote two kinds
:

*

anderstanding of the subject,
necessary should be distinguished. On some occasions it is
of
those
to
denote
really existing incidents from
employed
any
whence the act in question is supposed to take its rise. The
sense it bears on these occasions may be styled its literal or
unjjgurative sense. On other occasions it is employed to denote
a certain fictitious entity, a passion, an affection of the mind,
an ideal being, which upon the happening of any such incident
is considered as operating upon the mind, and prompting it to
take that course, towards which it is impelled by the influence
of such incident.
Motives of this class are Avarice, Indolence,
This latter may be styled the
Benevolence, and so forth.
of
the
term motive (p. 46 f.).
sense
figurative
of objects, which, for'the better
it is

.

.

.

*

The

incidents — motives in

real

—

sense are
1. The internal perception
'

the unfigurative

:

any individual lot of pleasure or
pain, the expectation of which is looked upon as calculated to
determine you to act in such or such a manner 2, any external
event, the happening whereof is regarded as having a tendency
to bring about the perception of such pleasure or such pain.'
of

;

Each
as it

of these is further distinguished according
is in prospect or in esse, meaning by the

former the posterior possible object which is looked
forward to as the consequence of his action [or
inaction], by the latter, the present existing object
or event whicli takes place upon a man's looking
forward to the otlier.
These distinctions partly depend on Bentliam's
doctrine that the only motives are pleasure and
pain, whieli has been ably criticized by Sidgwick
(Methods of Ethics, bk. i. ch. iv.). They may be
reduced to those drawn by Fleming (Manual of
Moral Philosophy, ed.ljondon, 1870, p. 176) between
the external object, the internal principle, and
the state or aft'ection of mind resulting from the
one being addressed to the other.' The internal
principle may be dismissed as, at any rate for the
purposes of this article, a 'fictitious entity.' The
distinction, however, between the external object
and the resulting state or atiection of mind has an
important bearing on the foregoing discussion. It
might seem plausible to say, as Fleming says, that
'speaking strictly it [the term 'motive'] should
be applied to the terminating state or affection
'

mind whicii arises from a principle of human
nature liaving been addressed by an object adapted
to it ; because it is this state or atiection of mind
which prompts to action.' This is true in all cases
where an affection is the spring of action. But
there are cases in which tlie affection does not
exist, or the action takes place without, or contrary to, its prompting. In the 'beautiful soul'
in Schiller's Anmuth und Wiirde, affection produces
moral results, but, to Kant, true moral action is
independent of such affection. In art, however

of
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it cannot be considered
feelinj; may puule,
as the motive. In true art it cannot even lie said
that there is a conscious image or ideal wliicU
In art, as Schelliiij;
impels the artist to produce.
unconscious in regard to its
is
says, tlie ego
product (St/stem des transundentalen Idealismtis,
Werkc, Stuttgart,
vi., Tiibinpen, 1800 [Sdmmtl.
1856-61, iu.]).

ii.

much

slrainin;;, and ilccidini,' amonj,' them,
The conscience— a counitive power involving certain beliefs and judgments (/nluifioiis c/ "" .Vind, p. '.'43 lf.\
More important than any of these classifications is
He begins by disthat of Martineau (ii. 129-175).
tinguishing between two .sets of impelling principles
in man: (1) 'those which urge him, in the way
of unreflecting insUiut, to appropriate objects or
'
natural expression,' and (2) those which supervene
lii.

An important distinction is tliat between motive
and intention. The nature of intentionality is
thus stated by Benthara

which
upon self-knowledge and experience, and in
the preconception is present of an end gratifying to
he
The
former
some recognized feeling' (p. 135).
calls primary springs of action, the latter sec<mUnder the primary come— (1) propensions:
daiy.
including organic appetites and animal spontan-

:

Let us observe the connexion there is between intentionality
and consciousness. Wlicn the act itself is intentional, and witli
as
respect to the existence of all the circumstances adeised,
also with respect to the niaterialit.\- ot those circumstances, in
relation to a fiven consequence, and there is uo mis-Bupposal
wiUi re^rd to an\' preventive circumstance, that consequpnce
moat also be intentional. In other words, advisedness, with refrom the missupposal ot
spect to the circumstances, it clear
from
any preventive circumstance, extends the intentionality
the act to the consequences (p. 44).
The distinction itself is most clearly expressed
'

the.se
eity; (2) passions: antipathy, fear, anger;
do not arise as forces from the needs of our own
hands
nature, hut are rather what we sufler at the
atl'ections : parental, soci:il, coinof
;

'

by Martineau (Types of Eihk-al TUorxf;
'

ii.

272)

:

;

;

into
Dividing the intention as Martineau does
and neutral consequences,
persuasives, dissuasives,
It is only the lirst that fall under the heading of
motive (cf. Mill, Utilitarianinn, London, 1879,
ch. ii. p. 27
Muirhead, Elements of Ethics^, p. 61;
Mackenzie, Manual of Ethics, p. 64 tt'.).
This e-xcludes from intention all motives in sense
It inor involuntary.
(I) Aviiich are unconscious
cludes motives in senses (2) and (3). It is more
difficult to say whether it includes motives in sense
The particular object or end is certainly
(4).
included in the intention, but the law which the
will gives to itself, whUe controlling and determinform
ing the intention, seems not necessarily to
if done for the sake of
part of it. The act, even
the law, has not the law in its universality as its
end. To make Martineau's statement true we
must understand persuasives in an atlective sense.
The various classi2. Classification of motives.
fications reflect the difficulties which have attended
the foregoing discussions. Our impulses or active
Reid into mechanical,
principles are classified by
but onlv to the last two
animal, and rational
does he apply the term motives.' Stewart has
criticized tliis classification on the grounds that
'
mech.anical cannot be applied to instincts and
habits (which is done by Keid), nor to any of our
active principles. It is capricious to call our appetites animal principles, because common to man and
brutes, and to distinguish our instincts as mechaniso stron»
cal, in regard to which our nature bears
an analogy to the lower animals. Mechanical
action produce their efiect without
)>rinciples of
any will or intention on our part. Animal prinand will, but not
ciples of action require intention
judgment. Kational principles of action require
not only intention or will, but judgment or reason.
Stewart censures Reid for including under animal
of
principles of action the desire of knowledge,
esteem, pity, patriotism, etc.
Stewart's own classification falls under five heads
'

;

'

'

—

;

'

'

:

(1) appetites, (2) desires,
love, (5) moral faculty.

all'ections, (4) selfThis eIa.ssification has

(3)

been ably criticized by Martineau (ii. 134).
McCosii gives the following classification of the
orective or motive powers, or, as he prefers to say,
of the motive and moral powers
:

I.

of the mind leading to emotions.
(1) the inclination to exercise every

The native appetencies
These include

:

native power voluntarily or involuntarily : (2) the
desire to receive pleasure and avoid pain ; (3) tlte
appetites: tendencies to seek for ki:ov.U^d'.,^c, esteem,
(4) an inward principle that
society, power, propertv
impels to seek for the beautiful ; (6) the moral power
as a prompting energy ; (0) unselfish motives prouiptln(t to action In relation to other beings, *.?;. sympathy.
;

(3)
objects
as attractions towards
passionate ; t'aese operate
wonder, admiraother persons
(4) sentiments
these direct themselves upon
tion, reverence
ideal relations, objects of apprehension or thought
that are above us, yet potentially ours.
Under the secondary principles which are characterized by their interested nature or invariable
aim to produce certain states of ourselves come—
love of pleasure, money,
(1 secondary propensions
vindictivepower (2) secondary passions malice,
:

The Intention comprises the whole contemplated operations

of the act, both those lor the sake of which, and those in spite
o( which, we do it The Motive comprises only the former.'

'

will not as furnishing incilententa, inducements, or
motives, but as scatetl above these, sanctioning, re-

The

:

)

:

;

afi'ections

:

suspiciousness; (3) secondary
self(4) secondary sentiments
sentimentality
culture, a;stlieticism, interest in religion.
The secondary series is the self-conscious counterT!iese principles give
part of the primary .series.
rise to ulterior combinations, .such as love of praise,
emulation, fellow-feeling. In addition to these
are prudence and conscience, but neither is, acso as to
cording to Martineau, a positive principle,
Each exercises a
range in the series of impulses.
the secondary
judicial function— prudence among
over the whole.
principles, conscience
If we examine these various classifications, we
shall find much to confirm the wide view of motives
which we have taken. Martineau's distinction of
of action directly
primary and secondary springs
contradicts the narrow view of motives taken by
Green, which would limit motives to those associated with the notion of self. Such association
of action.
Again,
gives rise to secondary springs
some of these classifications rightly regard conmotive
as
powers
science and the moral faculty
se incapable of
prompting to action and yet per
In
element.
affective
with
an
being identified
Martineau's theorj' the moral element consists in
relative position in a scale of excellence intuitively
Other moralists might seek to analyze
discerned.
further in what this excellence consists, and this
to the intuitive scale,
analysis might be dangerous
of a spring varies
might show that the position
with circumstances; but the insight that the
ness,

:

;

moral element is not an afiective spring of action,
remains
primary or secondary form,
and with it remains the necessity of recognizing
of
which,
a fourth form of motive, the motivity
whether proceeding from an autonomy of the will
itself or from a recognition of an intrinsic authority
in certain imperatives of action, or from a recognition of superiority or authority in inward springs
or outward courses of conduct, demands a unique

in either the

;

classification of those
position for itself in the
action.
forces which impel the human will to
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MOUNTAIN - GODS. —

MOUNTAINS,

There are few peoples who have not looked upon
mountains with awe and reverence, or Avho have
not paid worship to them or to gods or spirits
associated with them in various ways. Their
height, their vastness, the mystery of their recesses,
mist or cloud now shrouding them, now
dispersed from them, the stiange noises which the
wind makes in their gorges, the crash of a fall of
the

veil of

rock, or the etl'ect of the echo, their suggestion of
power, their appearance of watching the intruder
upon their solitude all give to them an air of
personality, and easily inspire an attitude of reverence and eventually of worship. They are next
thought to have a spirit akin to, yet gieater than,
man's, and such a spirit may become separate from
the mountain and exist as a god of the mountain.

—

The natural dangers encountered by the

traveller
or mountain-dweller, as well as the mystery of
gorge, precipice, or cavern, suggest the presence of
spirits, dangerous or at times beneficent, and in
many cases also ghosts of the dead are thought to

haunt the mountains. Their summits, being near
the sky and often surrounded by cloud, suggest
their connexion with gods of sky or rain or the
remoteness and mystery of their peaks cause them
;

to be regarded as dwellings of gods or of ghosts.
Sporadically we find no cult of mountains or mountain-spirits,
but that is generally where no cult of nature exists, or, of
course, where no mountains exist. Where they are feared, it
is generally as much because of the demons supposed to infest
them as because of their own suggestion of terror. The horror
of mountains found in writers froin Waller to the time of Scott,
Byron, and Wordsworth was perhaps a literary affectation as

much

as genuine lack of appreciation.

Wordsworth's

the mountains has generally made a strong appeal to
has given a great impulse to the imagination.
'

'

voice of

men and

—

The variI. The personification of mountains.
ous impressions which mountains made upon men's
minds led to their being regarded as alive, or
possessed of a power lurking behind their massive
forms, and, finally, to their personification in a
greater or less degree. The next stage was that
the mountain-god the personified mountain which
received worship became a god of the mountain,
separate from it, yet connected with it. It is diflicult in particular cases to say M'hich of these stages
is intended, or to disentangle them, since the
human mind so easily adopts either attitude and,
even where a god of the mountain is worshipped,
the mountain itself still looms vast and, as it were,
In this section we shall examine inpersonal.
stances where the mountain seems to be worshipped
for itself alone or to be regarded as sacred and to
some extent personal.

—

—

;

The Choles of Itza regarded one particular hill as god of all
the mountains, and on it burned a perpetual fire.^ To the
Huichol Indians every hill and rock of peculiar shape is a deity, and hills as well as lakes, rain, etc., are tribal gods of the
Thompson Indians.^ The Mexicans had gods of mountains
(§ a), but they regarded all mountains as divine and personified
Iztaccihuatl was the wife of Popocatepetl.
Molina
them.
describes the hill Huanacauri as the chief htiaca of the Incas.^
In Korea mountains are personified, and the idea of guardianship, e.g., of towns, is associated with them (cf. § 5). Yet
there are also spirits of moimtaius.'* In Japan the term kami,
applied to deities, is likewise applied to mountains, which are
supposed to possess great power.'' Similarly in China, where

mountains have always been worshijtped, mountains
tiiemselves are incUided among the shen, or beneficent
gods. There are ten principal mountains iin-Iudtd .-iinong the
or earth-gods the five yoh. of which the greatest is
f.'i-ki,
T'ai Shan in Shantung, and the five cAen.l of each of these
there is one in each cmef cardinal point (the fovn- mountains),
and one in the centre. The chief minister of Yao was called
2 To
these, or to their spirits,
'president of the mountains.'
sacrifices are made on the great altar of the earth at the
summer solstice. Other mountains are also included in the
category of gods and in the official worship (see also § 7).s In
Tibet Mt. Kancbinjunga was once an object of worship, but is
now regarded as tlie dwelling of a god of the same name.
There are four great deified mountains in Tibet.^ In Media
spirits of

—

and in Phrygia gods were identified with mountains, and a
was paid to them on their sunmiits.^ Araony; tlie Celts a
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of

;

'

'

—

*

:

ascetics, as well as the haunt of demons of all kinds.
\irtues are supreme. To think of it is to gain vast
to see it is to have one's sins removed. It was personified as Himavat or Harivaint^a, father of Gai'jga and Uma Devi,
or Parvati, the mountain-goddess, identified with one of the
peaks.8
An ancient story tells how Parvati covered up the eyes of

saints

But

and

its

merit

own

;

Mahadeva when be was performing tapas on Himavat. Flame
burst from his forehead and scorched the mountain but, when
she assumed a submissive attitude, her father was restored to
;

former condition. ^
Among the aboriginal tribes of India mountains are personiThe Santals sacrifice to Marang IJurii, at once a mountain
fied.
and a god. Other tribes have no other gods but mountains,
rivers, and the dead.io Among the Semites mountains and hills
had been personified, and many of them were regarded as
peculiarly sacred— the dwelling-place or seat of a god (§ 5).
But the evidence is mainly that of cults upon hills or high
places to a god associated with these (§ 7). The pagan Slavs
are described as worshipping mountains.il
Where a god associated with a liill or mountain bears a name
similar to it, it is probable that the mountain personified gave
A Celtic
this name to the subsequent god of the mountain.
god Poeninus was god of the Pennine Alps, Vosegus was god of
the Vosges mountains. Cf. other examples above.
Evidence of the personification of mountains Ls
also to be found in the sporadic cases of alleged
his

descent from mountains, possibly because these
mark the region whence some tribe took its origin
or migrated.

The Navahos thought that they came from the bowels of a
great mountain near the San Juau.i^ Some Mexicans regarded
the mountain Cacalepei as their mother.i3 The Iranian kings
were supposed to have descended from the mountain Ushidarena.i-*

Gods and mountains. — Besides being

2.

fied,

personi-

mountains are associated with clearly defined

gods, either as their occasional or as tlieir more
permanent seats or abodes, or there are gods of
the mountains distinct from tiiese as personified.
The house of the Masai god Ngai (Ea-ai) is in the snow^ ol
Kilimanjaro. 15 Among the Yoruba there is a god of the mountains called Oke.

In Hawaii several distinct deities of the

volcano Kilauea were recognized, each of these being connected
with some part of it.!** Among the Todas most^ deities are
associated with hills, each occupying a separate peak, on the
summit of which is a stone circle, bairow, or cairn.17 The

de Groot, Religion in China,

I J. J. M.
16, 201 ff.

New

York, 1912, pp.

^SBEm.

[1879] 35.
3 Ih. xxxix. [1891] 244 ; de Groot, loc. cit.
1 L. A. Waddell, Buddhism of Tibet, London, 1S95, p. 370f.
5 Diod. Sic. ii. 13 ; L. F. A. Maury, Bist. des religions de la
Grhce antiqite, Paris, 1857-59, iii. 185.
6 J. A. MacCulloch, Religion of the Ancient Ceto, Edinburgh,
1911, pp. 39, 172
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cult
cult

gods of mountains, is to be traced.
One inscription was 'To tlie Mountains'; the mountains are
often invoked in spell or prayer or invocation in Irish texts
and Gildas speaks of the blind people who adored mountains
and other parts of nature. 6 While the Greeks adored divinities
associated with mountains, some mountains still retained a
degree of persoiiifi«ition e.g., Mt. Ida as a nymph." In India
as early as the Rigveda (vn. xxxv. 8} there is a direct appeal to
the mountains
May the mountains be propitious to us.' The
Himalaya is king of mountains, the great di\ine range par
It 'cannot be shaken,' and it
excellence, preeminently sacred.
is the aboae of the dead, of mighty creatures, and of living
of

10
1

2
4
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xviii.
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Khondfl wonship a got! of liHIi:. nmi among the KolB the yrcat
deity Marang Buru, or 'Great Mountain,' istherain-^od, Marang
Burii being a i oubpicuous peak in Chota Nagpur which is either
the god himself or hlB dwcUiiig-place. Before the time of rain
nlaborate ccrcincuioa take place on the mountain for rain and a
Mt. Shasta is thought by American Indian
fruitful season. 1
tribe;? to hnv'.' been made of snow and ice oy the Great Spirit
from the sky, after which he stopped down upon it and hollowed
*J
it out as a wigwam where he mi^'hl live on nis visits to earth.
Among the Thompson Indians the 'Old Man' is a being living
scratchrain
or
snow
and
there
on high mountains,
by
making
ing hmiself.3 The Master of Life is thought by other tribes to
dwell in tlie Rocky Mountains.* The Mexicans thought that

Tloloe, gotl of rain, dwelt on the highest mountain-tops where
the clovuls gather. Other gods, bis lieutenants, bearing his
name, dwelt in hills and were worshipped as gods of water and
of mountains. The cult of Tlaloc was of great importance, and
was connected with festivals of the first rank.'' In Central
India the sun-god is supposed to dwell on hills, and isolated
rounded hills are hence called sun-rays.' Several outstanding
peaks of the Himalaya are the seat of gods— Kailasa of Siva and
'

Other
a title o( Siva is the 'mountain-god.'
mountain chains or peaks are associated with divinities e.g.,
the Vindhya ranges with Maharayi Vindhye^wari, the goddess
In earlier times Rudra was believed to dwell
of the range.
among the mountains, or on their tops, and Durga was called
Manu is said to have descended on
the dweller in Mandara.'
a slope of the Himalaya called Manu's Descent,' and to have

Kubera— and

—

*

*>

'

As has been seen, there
a constant confusion between the mountains personified and
In Greece certain
in
India.
mountains
of
the personal gods
gods were closely associated with mountains. The habitual
of
Mexican Tlaloc,
like
that
the
on
of
Zeus
cult
mountain-tops,
shows his earlier connexion with rain, cloud, and lightning sent
down from the height^;, and he probably had been identified
with and had absorbed similar earlier gods there worshipped—
In several
e.g., at Mt. Lykaion in Arcadia (Zeus Lykaios).
other instances the mountain where the cult took place gave a
cult
no longer
the
Zeus
titJe to the god
Olympics (here
e.g.,
was observed), Zeus Laphystos (Bifiotia) on Mt. Pelion he was
on
Akraios.s
Clouds
as
Zeus
resting
peaks where
worshipped
Zeus a^ rain-god was worshipped were a sign of rain. 9 Hennes
of
Mt.
and
a
on
summit
had temple
the
Apollo on the
Cyllene,
Artemis was also worsliipped on high places
hill of Phigaleia.
like
the
in Arcadia. The Cretan Mother-goddess,
Phrygian
Cybele iq.v.), was represented standing on a hill (cf. art. Mountain-mothbr). Cybele was the Mountain-mother (ai^ttjp 6peta),io
and she loved the mountain and its recesses, called by her
name Ki/)3eXa.ii Another divinity associated with mountains
was Pan, who was born on Mt. Lykaios and had one of his
sanctuaries there. Several mountains e.g., Mt. Msenalus, Mt.
Lauipea— were sacred to him. There he loved to hunt, and
there he might be heard piping.^- The personalized nyraphs
were also of the mountains, and were worshipped there. They
had caves on Mt. Cithnsron, and ga\e oracles from them.
Certain njmphs, called 'Opeo-riaSes or "OpetdSes, presided over
mountains, and were companions of Artemis. 13 Mt. Olympus
was Bupj>osed to be the seat of the gods, with the palace of
Zeus on its summit. In Cappadocia, according to Strabo,i-*a
mountain was called after a god Omanos. Some Babylonian
gods were called ruler of the mountains,' and Enlil is described
a reference to Babylonian
as 'the great Earth-Mountain'
cosmogony and to the belief that he was god of all the forces of
For his worship, and later that of all the gods, an artificial
life.
mountain was erected in the plain. ^5 Xhe wo rid -mountain was
the seat of the gods. Among the Celts gods were associated
with hills, where some cult was offered to them, or with mounds.
Within these they were believed to have retired on the coming
of Christianity, and there they live as fairies. ^^
ii. 506.
For Berbers see
tied his ship to a peak'after the flood.?
is

—

;

—

'

—

ERE

—

To some
3. Ghosts dwelling on mountains.
e.vtent the belief that ghosts haunt mountains or
that the Othei-worUl of the dead is situated on a
mountain -top may have arisen from the custom of
burying t\ie dead on hills, but the belief often
exists where this custom is not found.
It was
doubtless connected with the fact that mountains
are lofty and touch the clouds or are swathed at
times in mists. They are near the sky-land which

Thcv are

the dead.

so often associalcil nith

is

and mysterious and, as they are the dwellthan human, it
ing-place of gods and spirits other
was natural enough to regard tliem as also the

lofty

;

habitation of ghosts.

Burial on hills is only one o! many methods of disposing of
the dead, and is by no means universal. It is found among
the (Jomaiuhes, Arapahos, and other N. American tribes, the
('aribs and Patagoni-ins, in Arabia and Tibet, and among the
Parsis where no dakhnia exists (the body is surrounded by
Hill-burial was also favoured by the
stones, not buried).

Norsemen. 1

In Melanesia the idea that ghosts dwell on mountams is
that of
frequentlv found—<'.fr, in British New Guinea (lifelike
earth [Ko'ita]; a blissful Elysium [Aroma]; ghoyts as a light or
a fungus [Uoro-speaking tribes]), and among the ICaiof German
New Guinea (ghosts as animals haunting wild glens). In the
D'Entrecasteaux group is the spirit-mountain Bwebweso, the
happy spirit-land which the ghosts reach by a snake-bridge
over a chasm. No mortal dare climb it or speak above a
2
In Tahiti the heaven of the dead,
whisper when passing it.
Tamahani, is on a mountain on the north-west side of Raiatua.
and frequently in Polynesia a mountain-top or rocky defile or
the surrounding mists are the abode or resort of ghosts.^ In the
Shortland Islands the dead go to certain mountains, and, after
remaining there 'cr some time, depart to a volcano.^ Among
the Davaks of Borneo hill-tops are associated with ghosts. The
heaven of the Idaans and other tribes is on the top of Kina
Balu, and the ghosts feed on the moss on its sides. Among the
Sea Dayaks a hero who becomes the object of a cult is buried in
a lonely spot on the crest of a hill.^ Various African tribes have
similar beliefs.

The Akamba think that ghosts dwell on hills, and that
volcanic veins are their paths. Sacrifice is made to them there,
and they fear to approach the hill among the woods of which
the ghosts dwell." Among the Kagoro ghosts dwell in groves or
on mountams.'? The Bondei god, Mlinga, is a mountain, and
souls go thither, storms come from it, and in war drums are
heard upon it. Death is the penalty for trespassing on it. 8 The
spirit-hill, or drums
Anyanja hear the ghosts talking on their
9
Mala;.'asy ghosts and
beating. To hear these is dangerous.
animal spirits reside in a great mountain in the north. 10
In N. America the Sonora Indians thought that ghosts dwelt
Of other
in caves and rocks, the echo being their voices.^i
tribes It is said that souls of the dead go to Wakondah, who
dwells in the Rocky Mountains, and there live in bliss. 12 Tlalocan, a Mexican Elysium in the mountains, was the place of souls
of those sacrificed to Tlaloc and of those who died of leprosy or
by drowning or lightning. is The Hindus regarded the Himalaya
as the home of the sainted dead.i-» One Chinese paradise is in
the Kuen-lun mountains, and is for those who attain holiness
or divinity ; many tales are told of its wonders. 15 Similar
Certain clans had
beliefs lingered on in the W. Highlands.
hills 'to which the spirits of their departed friends had a

lit when a
peculiar attachment,' and which were supernaturally
member of the clan died.16
In pagan Slavic belief the dead must climb a steep glass
mountain, on whose top is paradise, and in Mdrchen, Scandl«
navian and Slavic, this idea reappears as the rescue of a princess
or a fair being from the top of a glass mountain by a hero. 17

The road which the soul has to t raverse to the
region of the dead is often a difficult one, and in
some savage instances it passes over mountains, or
the entrance to the Other-world is from a cave in
a volcanic vent (see DESCENT TO Hades [Ethnic],
§1).
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MOUNTAINS, MOUNTAIN-GODS

is a shrine where prayer is made to them or an offering laid.
They control tigers and give the hunter power to catch them.l
In China mountain spectres are much feared, and evil spirits
haunt mountains, their power being proportionate to the size of
these. Only on certain days should mountains be crossed, and
only after fasting and purification. The genii of mountains are
more friendly and have a regular cult (§ 7).^ In Indo-China the

In Mexican bulief the soul of one <Iying a peaceful death liad
to pass between two mountains which threatened to meet and
if he were not armed with a
passport.l Mt. Demavend in Pei-sia wa5 the restiny-place of the blessed on their way
to paradise," and Mt. Alhurz was one of the supports of the
Chinvat bridge. In ancient Egyptian belief the Mountain of
the West,' through which lay the road to the region of the dead,

crush him,

'

was guarded by TaQrt or Hatbcr, who is represented emerging
from the mountain, 3 where Ra, also ;rit5. At the tomb the coffin
was set on a small sandhill, representing the mountain.-*
Many folk-tales and myths tell of a deliverer,
some rex quo7id^tm, rex fnturus, like Arthur, "who
is one daj^ to return as tlie saviour of his people.^
In some of these he is in fairyland or heaven, but
*
the cruder and more archaic belief is that he
^
Sumetimes he is seen
sleeps -within the hills.'
there by one "who has been able to penetrate into
the hill. Such tales are told of Arthur, Merlin,
Fionn, Brace, and many another hero, and there
are innumerable Celtic, Teutonic, and Slavic
instances.^ The story is also found in Korea.**
Hartland suggests that these heroes are gods of

Thai believe in the phi dwelling on steep mountains, wiio have
the power of imitating storms by night. 3 In Annaui female
spirits or fairies called chu vi dwell in forests and mountains,
and for each hill there are genii good and bad.* Among the
Bantu of S.E. Africa demons haunting mountains are nnich
feared. 5 On the other hand, the Awemba believe in guardian
spirits attached to hills, etc., who send rain and fertility .6 For
similar Berber beliefs see ERE ii. 506''.
The Babylonians
In Persia
thought that evil spirits dwelt on mountain-tops.
Demavend is the home of genii and demons,'* and wizards
assemble there. It is a general Muhammadan belief that the
mountains of Qaf, supposed to be the circular boundary of the
earth, are the chief abode of jinn and ifrlts.^ European folklore makes hills and mountains one of the dwelling-places of
elves, fairies, dwarfs, and similar beings.io and the ders (demons)
of Armenian folk-belief live in mountains, n while fairyland is
often within a hollow hill (see art. Fairy, § 11). So the Serbian
vilas^'^ and the Nereids of modern Greece haunt hills and
mountains. Certain mountains were trysting-places of spirits,
demons, and witches e.g., the Horselberg, the Brocken, the
Puy de Dome, and innumerable others in every part of Europe,
these gatherings probably being reminiscent of sacrificial rites
in pagan times on the same spots. 13
"^

—

the earlier faiths, vanquished Ity Christianity but
not destroyed.^ So in Irish myth the Tuatha De
Danann had retired within the hills. ^^ But, while
this is not impossible, the idea seems to be linked
more directly with that of the dead being alive in
or barrow or in hills (as in Scandinavian
frave
elief), whence they might come in the hour of
their people's need.

—

In Australia Twanjirika is the mountain-spirit of the S.
Arunta, and in the Lake Macquarie district Yaho lived on the
tops of high mountains and was hostile to the blacks. The
Arunta also fear spirits called oruntja, dwelling on a hiJl.li In
British Kew Guinea the Koita dread a spirit living on a hill
which they mil not approach, but a spear made from a tree
growing near it is peculiarly effective.^- In Polynesia spirits
people the mountains and are generally dangerous.i3 The yaku
ol the Veddas people rocks and hill-tops, among other places,
and are named from them. Tliey send disease, and are much
feared. Some of these yaku are spirits of the dead of headmen
or their wives. They also have a dangerous aspect sending
sickness or stealing children and are placated by offerings.!^
The Kayans and other tribes of Borneo believe in spirits manifesting themselves in parts of nature—e.^., mountains. Spirits
of this kind are called toh, and are malevolent; hence people
are careful not to offend them. The most dangerous are found
on the most rugged summits, which the natives will hardly
15
Among the Lushei Kuki clans laski are beings
approach.
dwelling in precipices and controlling animals, but demons
16 In Chitral
people hills, streams, etc., and cause much trouble.
bad spirits with feet turned backwards dwell on Tirich Mir.i"
Among the Oraons every rock and natural feature is haunted
by demons, and this is true of every part of India. 18 The
iiimalaya is the dwelling of innumerable beings, its recesses the
haunt of demons, its caves of witches and fairies. Other hills
are equally infested and consequently feared. As early as
Vedic times such beliefs are found, and in the Mahnbhdrata
witches are said to live in mountains. i^ In Korea the spirits of
mountains are duly worshipped by sacrifices, and on every pass

—
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— "Wherever mountains are

mountains have a peculiar sanctity.
Legend
clusters thickly round them, and they are places
of pilgrimage or sources of merit.
Among the Western Nandi there is a sacred hill called CheGhosts are suppel-oi, the hill to which the spirits set fire.
posed to fire the grass there annually, and no Nandi will go
near it.i* In Japan Fuji-yama is the sacred mountain, regarded
as a goddess or connected with a goddess of the same name.i*
Pilgrims ascend its summit in vast numbers annually, and it is
a frequent object of Japanese art. The Kwan-Iun mountains
are the sacred mountains of Taoism, and have given rise to
numerous fanciful legends. i^ In early Hinduism Mt. Mandara
It formed the stick with
in Bihar was a kind of OljTnpus.
which the gods churned the ocean for ambrosia. But more
usually Himavat (Himalaya) is the sacred mountain-chain,
the ivine mountain, beloved of the gods.' As has been seen,
it is extolled as a god.
There are many temples on it, and it is
It is inhabited by
the ohject of innumerable pilgrimages.
beings whose mere presence adds value to the merit of the
also
Other
mountains
are sacred
of
ascetics
i).
§
(see
penances
an object of devotion and prayer,
e.g., the Vindhya range
and have their temples or shnnes.i' In ancient Persia Alburz
or Hara Berezaiti was peculiarly sacred, the first of mountains.
The sun and stars revolved round it ; light came from it and
returned there on it was no night or darkness, no cold, no
wind, no sickness on it the Amesha Spentas built a dwelling
for li^tbra, and he looks upon all the material world from it
below it was the Chinvat bridge. All mountains are said to
have grown from its roots. is In the Qur'an Safa and Marwah
beacons of God,' and pilgrims are advised to
are said to be
compass theui about. Idols formerly stood upon thenJ and
were worshipped, but Muhammad ordered their destruction,
though the visitation of the mountains is an important part of
the Hajj rites.is Mt. Sinai was also regarded as sacred, and
oaths were taken by it. 20 Among the Semites several mountains
were sacred as the dwelling* or resting-place of gods or the
'

—

—

;

;

;

'
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Sacred mountains.

5.

personified or associated with gods or are the seat
But some
of a cult, tlieir sacredness is obvious.

Besides
4. Mountains as the abode of spirits.
being the seat of gods, mountains are also peopled,
like other parts of nature, by spirits, or are
haunted by fierce demons.

—
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866
scene of a cult (§ 7).
the Law from it. and

Sinai

Israel received
called the mount of God
Se\ eral other sacred mountains

was sacred before

it is sppciflcjilly

K

OT (Ex 31 4'-^ '1-i^'^,
1^).
are also mentioned there— Moriah. Nebo (perhaps originally the
peat of the god Nebo), Hor, and Zion (Gn 22^, Dt 32-*y, Nu
The last remained sacred in much later
20^*'", Is 22f- 25^).
times'as the central seat of worship, and was regarded as God's
^
In
holy mountain, the 'mountain of the Lord's house.'
ancient times Mt. Atlas in Morocco was held in great reverence.
Religious fear seized tho>5e who approached it, and the Libyans
are said to have regarded it as a temple and a god, the object
2
by which they swore, and a statue.
In China mountains have a curious importance, especially
the two groups of five already referred to and other sacred
mountains. According to the doctrine ot/ejvi-shniiq.v.), every
house, temple, field, etc., should be so situated that the
beneficent influences of the universe may be freely exercised
upon it. These influences are modified by the configuration of
the earth. Hence hills intercept noxious influences—f.f?., bad
winds or they send far and wide the beneficent influences of
water, the chief element in nature ; or they are bearers of
heavenly influences to man ; or, standing around a town, they
svmbolize the animals of the four quarters, and bring it
The sbajie of hills or of any part of them may also
prosperity.
influencea villatre or its inhabitants for good or evil. Hence it
is important to select a site near a favourable contour, or a hill
or rock in which there is a beneficial combination of elements,
as given in the books of geomancy.S Similar ideas are found in
Korea. Towns, houses, and graves must have their guardian
peaks, and care must be taken to avoid or to counteract
hostile influencea from a hill.
People are born according to the
mature of the hill on which graves of ancestors are—f.*;., a
craggy hill denotes a warrior. There are currents or veins of
influence in mountains, and prosperity depends on the proper
circulation of these. ^ In India it is held that mountains as
well as rivers or temples are places whicli destroy sin, this
In the Laws of Maim,
being especially true of Himavat.*
however, it is said that a student who has completed his term is
6
In Zoroaatrianism mounnot to reside long on a mountain.
tains are said to have been created by outgrowth from the root
of Albiirz, the first mountain, in IS years, after their substance
was formed in the earth during 1000 years. High mountains,
beini,' near heaven, are apt to become seats of heavenly beings.
On the top of one Ahin-a revealed the law,? and mountains are
said by the Spirit of Wisdom to be moderators of wind, wardersoff, rest-places, and supports of rain-flnuds, smiters of Ahriman
and the demons, and maintainers and vivifiers of the creation
of Ahura Mazda. ^ Of him who goes to the lofty mountains'
their glory is said to bless him and be friendly' (of. Himavat,
10 Yet
§ i).9 Some are said to have been made by Ahura Mazda.
their creation is connected in the Bandahi&n with the rushing
in of the spirit of evil," and at the restoration of all things earth
is to receive its original perfect state of a level plain, because
mountains are the work of the evil spirit.^^ Even Alburz, whose
summit supports the Chinvat bridge, will no longer exist.13
Perhaps also this conception accounts for the tabu in the
Sad-dar against women after child-birth looking at a hill.i'l J.
H. Moulton regards this idea, so contrary to Parsi and Aryan
notions of the sacredness of mountains, as one of the beliefs
bro'i;ihtin by Magian influences, neither Aryan nor Semitic, and
superimposed upon Zoroastrianism-if* A similar idea is seen in
the description of the Buddhist paradise, Sukhavati, which will
be level and contain no black mountains nor jewel mountains,
nor Suraerus, king of mountains, nor Chakravatas, great kin^rs of
mountains.' I6 The friendly influence of the hills is especially
marked in the OT. as is natural where so many of them were
sacred, and Zion was in particular the seat of God's house.*'
They are symbols of God's might, yet are subject to Him.
They melt like wax before Him or smoke at His touch. They
rejoice with the worshipper, or are bidden to do so, or they
break forth into singing before the return of the exiles. They
are symbols of God's righteousness; they bring peace and
righteousness to the people.
1

in

—

'

'

'

—

As the piecedin<^'
Fabulous mountains.
has shown, actual mountains are often
e.^., Alburz in
regarded in a mythical light
Zoroastrian belief, Himavat in Hindu, Kwan-lun
Some mythologies, however, have
in Taoist.
invented mythical mountains, mainly in connexion
with cosmogony.
Among such is the Bab. mountain of the world (§ 9 CO). In
or
6.

section

For many others see Baal, voL ii. p. 287*, and references
cf. Ps 481- 2 871.
V. 1
Max. Tyr. Dissert, vlii. 57; see Berbers, vol. ii.
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;

p. 506.
3

De Groot, Religious System of China, iii. 947 ff., Religion in
China, pp. 285, 294 ff., 301, 314 cf. Shih Kintj, iii. 6.
;
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by the heavens. Seven concentric rings of vast mountains
surround it, with intervening seas. Between these and an
Meru the
eighth outmost ring are the four continents.'-^ Round
sun, moon, and planets revolve. In Tibet the Lamas offer to
the Buddhas daih- the universe in efligy Meru is represented by
;

Baudkdyana Dharma-

;

;

;

;

cf.

Plutarch, de Is. et Osir. 47

'
:

the earth

having become flat and level.'
!•*
u Sad-dar, xvl. 4.
Bund., loc. cit.
w Early Znmastrianism, London, irti;J,
pp. 214, 403.
»«
S'uhhnvatl'Vyuha, 17. Is 40* is probahlv not analogous, but
Cf.

Rev W^K

"

Ps 1211

1252;

Mountain Glory.'

JIuhammadan

In

belief the

mountains of t^af are believed to encompass the earth and its
surrounding ocean like a ring, as Albiirz was held to do in
Zoroastrian belief.-* They arc of green chrysolite, and are UKchief abode of the jinn. Our earth is one of seven successive
earths, rising above each other, and supported by a rock communicating with Qaf by veins or roots, the origin of earthly
mountains. In Malay belief Qaf (which may = the Caucasus) is
being bored through by people called Yajuj and Majuj, and,
when they succeed, the world will cometo an end. The Malays
believe in the existence of a central mountain Mahameru a
borrowing from Hindu belief.^
Cult of mountains.— < ult ofVered to moun-

—

A

7.

tains or to divinities connected with them cannot be
sharply divided from a cult on mountains, whether
In some cases,
that is to such gods or to others.
no doubt, mountain-tops were selected for altars,
shrines, or temples because of their sui^posed nearness to heaven— one seat of the gods.*" Here and
there, however, the difference can be seen even in

the same religion.

Among the Nandi, after harvest the people of each geo.;jrraphical division hold a feast on the top of a hill, and in drought
look to Tindiret or Ohepusio hill every morning and say,
people
*
Rain, Tindiret '7 The savage Malays of Malacca Bacrifice to
I

the mountain-spirits on the summits, make a wish, addressing
the spirit, and then partake of the saciificp. This may be drme
three times, if not successful should a third visit fail, another
mountain is visited. 8 Amongthe American Indian tribes Bancroft
says that a direct worship of hills was unusual, but there was a
liking for hills and mounds as places of worship.^ The Thomjifion Indians, however, offered the first berries of the year to the
mountains, an old man dancing and holding the offering up to
;

The Mexicans worshipped mountains and mountainwhen no hills were available for temples, made artificial mounds, or teocalli, for worship.
Effigies of the mountains were m.ide of dough and eaten in connexion with human
sacrifices to the Tlalocs and mountains.il Infants and hairless

them. 10

gods, and,

dogs were also sacrificed on high mountains.i- In China from
ancient times mountains and rivers share with heaven th(;
reverence of the State. There are many historical notices in
the sacred books of this or that emperor or king worshipping
towards the hills or going to famous hills and sacrificing the
appropriate sacrifices to them, usually to the five mountains
(§ i), or to the spirits of the hills.i^ This was done on festivals,
at the successful conclusion of war.i^ or on the occasion of a
progress through the kingdom. In this way rest was given to
the spirits of the hills. i^ Omission to sacrifice to any of these
was deprived of
spirits was an act of irreverence, and the ruler
16
At Peking is the greataltarof 'Empress
part of his territory.

and here at the summer

solstice,

when

sacrifices to

heaven are made, the emperor sacrifices to earth's chief components mountains, rivers, and seas. Similar sacrifices are
oflfered to the ten mountains on other State occn-^ions, as well
as to the ranges dominating the site of the imjierial mausoleums. i'

—

1
Fo-8ho-hing-tsan-kino, T. i. 25 (SBE xix. [18S3] 6); Mahdbhdrata, m. clxiii. 14 cf. i. xviL 6, i. xviii. 1.
2 Waddell, p. 78 S. Beal, Buddhism iii China, London, 1886,
;

p. 172 f.
3 Waddell,

7 So the Mosaic Law was revealed from Sinai.
In Gnostic
books Christ's esoteric revelations are gi\en on a mountain—
perhaps a combination of Mt fii 24^ and 28*8. Of. also the
Apocalypue of Peter.
Dind-i-M al7wg-i- Xrat, Ivi. 2-6 cf. also Yt. i. 31 Binid.
viii. .2-5
Selectioyis of Zat-sparam, vij. 1-7.
9
lO
Sayast Id-Sayast, xix. 12.
Nydyivn, v. 6 f.
11 Bund. viii. 1 ff.

Bund. XXX. 33

the middle. 3

a dole of rice in

;

;

idftra, in. x. 12.
6 iv. 69.

12

'

'

Hindu and, more particularly, Buddhist mythology Meru
Sumeru, the abode of the gods, occupies a prominent place. It
is the primeval and the chief of mountains, the 'golden
It holds fast the eartli, yet it swayed at the
mountain.'
coming of Buddha. 1 It is 84,000 miles higli, and is surmounteil

Earth,'
1

there:

—

cf.

J.

Riiskin,

Modrrn

Painferf^,

'The

Yt v. 21, xix. 1.
p. 397 f.
Lane-Poole, pp. 37, 100, 104 f. Skeat, p. 1 f.
In the Li Kl(\'iu. ii. 12) ancient kings appointed wise men
who ascended famous hills and there announced to heaven the
good government of the princes.
6

•*

;

6

7

Hollis, p. 47 f.
8 W. W. Skeat and 0. O.
Blagden,
Pf7iinsula, London, 1906, ii. 326 f.
i»

NR

iii.

Pagan Races

of the

Malay

122.

10 J.
Teit, Thompson Indiaiis of Britush Columbia, p. 345
(Jesup N. Pacific Expedition, Memoirs of Amcr. Museum of
Nat. Hist., 1900).
11

NR

"

De Croot, Rd.

FL

12 lb.
xviii. 276.
iii. 123, 343 ff.
p. 330 f. ;
13 Li Ki MI. ii. 14-16, iii. 6, mr. il. 7, ii. 12.
i4 5All
1.
V.
iii.
in.
i.
91.,
Kinq,\\,'\.,
1"^ Cf.
15 Shih
Douglas, pp. 12, SOf.
King. \. 8.

in China, pp. 194

f.,
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1.

MOUNTAINS, MOUNTAIN-GODS
In India from early times a cult has been paid to or on mountains (§i). The Institutes oj Vi'fmu saj that mountains are excellent places for performing brdddhas,^ and the Grhj/asutras speak
of au oblation of butter made on a mountain to east or north. The cult of sacred mountains, on which shrines or temples are
commonly built, has already been referred to. Aboriginal
tribes attach a high importance to this cult, and many sacri-

and

take place upon hills and mountains (Santals,
Konvas, Kols, etc.).* In Korea people go once a year to worship the popular god of hills. Pilgrims ascend mountains for
merit, and carry a pebble, \vhich is placed on the heap at the
top dedicated to this god. * In ancient Pei-sia there are frequent
references in the sacred books to worship and sacrifice being
offered to mountains 'glorious nith sanctity,' or 'brilliant
with holiness.' 5
The mountains which give understanding are worshipped with libations, as part of the liturgical
service.^ The Yasjia mentions worship of Sraosha by Haoma
on the highest height of high Haraiti,' ^ and Herodotus speaks
of the custom of ascending the highest peaks and offering
sacrifices to Zeus, calling the whole vault of the sky Zeus,
probably some Zoroastrian sky-god representing the primitive
Indo-European god of the sky. 6 In Greece numerous mountains were crowned by temples dedicated to some particular
god, but no deity was so much worshipped on mountain-tops
as Zeus, who from his heights was supposed to rule the world.
The Greek cults on high places were of ancient date, and perhaps concerned gods supposed to dwell in heaven, rather than
gods of the heights. In modem Greece monasteriesoften stand
on the site of these ancient mountain-shrines.i*
Pausanias describes the cult of Zeus on ilt. Lj'caon. There
was a mound of heaped-up earth for an altar with two
Here also and on Mt. Tmolus
pillars facing the rising sun.
the priest performed certain rites for the production of rain.^*"
In ancient Anatolia festivals in honour of Cybele were celebrated on the tops of Ida and Berecyutus, where she was supposed to reside, and where the trees were sacred to her and
nevQT cut down.ii
Among the Samogits on a certain mountain-top there was a
perpetual fire in honour of the god Pargn. who controUed
thunder and tempest.^- Among the Semites hills or high places
were favourite places of worship, and are frequently referred to
in OT in connexion both with pagan tribes or peoples and with
Israel.
Jahweh was commonly worshipped on high places, and
was supposed to dwell there, according to an older stratum of
thought, while Israel also offered sacrifice and incense on tnem
to the local u'ods— the Bealim of hills or other gods from time
to time (cf.^Hos 4i3, jer 220 36 172, Ezk W^, 1 K 11' 1423 > K
le* 1710).
For the Canaanite cults see Dt 12-', Nu 3352;
Moab, Is 15- 1612; cf. Nu 22^1-23. The references to the
worship of Jahweh on high places, whether natural or artifices

rites

'

—

ficial,

Jg

are frequent—e.^,, 1 S

tj2«,

Dt

7i- 17

9l2£, 2

S

1532, 1

k

3* lS20f.,

27-1.

Archseological research has discovered remains of
manj' *high places,' often on hills, and even now
remains of temples and sacred groves are to be
seen on Hermon and other mountains. On some

mountains worship and sacrifice still take place,
and circular enclosures of stone crown the summits.
on Mt. Hor, and is supposed to visit it
twice a week. Muharamadan saints have also shrines on hillIn
European folk-survivals from earlier paganism,
tops.l3

Aaron has a

—
—often takehill-w^es
place on
'

ritual acts

summer

shrint^

e.g.,

'

or bonfires at May-day or mid-

hills.i'*

high places are probably artificial con-

Many

structions.

The Bab. temple-tower (ziqqurat) was an eartlily copy of the
world-mountain, and served the purpose of the worshippers,
whose ancestors had been accustomed to worship on heights,
gaining nearer access to heaven (cf. ERE i. 690^). The
Mexicans and other American peoples built mounds, pyramids,
or t^ocalli, where no hills were available for worship. Some of
these mounds were of great size. On them sacred buildings
were erected, and the higher these coidd be placed the more
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Teocalli were also erected on high
sacred they seemed.
mountains. The mounds are found in the bottom lands,
^
though occasionally on higher ground.
Heaps of stones, often dedicated to the local

genius on the highest point of mountain -passes, to
which every traveller adds a stone, are found in all
parts of the world and at all stages of culture.
The added stone may be an oii'ering (in Ladakh
the mountain-spirit is said to be oflended if no stone
is given-), or may cari"y off weariness (it is often
alleged that weariness leaves the traveller when he
offers it), or the contagion of evil, or it may drive
away evil spirits, or it ma}' be a materialization of
the prayer made at the moment. See Landmarks,
vol. vii. p. 794 f.
GB^^ pt. vi., The Scapef/oat,
;

London, 1913,

p. 11

fl'.

In all religions which have encouraged asceticism men have chosen to live a solitary life among
mountains, partly because of their loneliness, partly
because of their sacred associations. Their living
there tended to increase the sacred aspect of some
mountains.
In India Himavat has always been the resort of saints and
ascetics.3 Buddhist monasteries in Tibet are often on almost
inaccessible heights, like many in Eastern Christian regions.
Taoist hermits have been fond of mountains,^ as also have
Christian ascetics.

Symbolism,

8.

— Mountains are everywhere symand everlastingness

(c-f. the fre'the everlasting hills,' though
Jahweh they are as nothing). To

bolic of strength
quent phrase in

OT

compared >s-ith
the Hebrews they were symbols of Jahwehs
righteousness, His kindness, His guardianship.^
In the 17 King a mountain is a symbol of resoluteness.* The Bab. Bel is called the great mountain,'
or * the great Earth-Mountain.' ' The Zulus speak
of their king as being *high as the mountain,' or
*

him as 'Yon mountain,'* and elsewhere
'mountain' is a title of honour.^ Buddha is said
to be composed and firm as Sumeru, or lie is called
the golden mountain,' and he is illustrious among

address

'

men

Sumeru among

as

mountains.^*'

The name

montagne was given to the extreme French Revolu-

who occupied the higher

tionists,

part of the hall

where the Assembly met.
{a) The creation
9. Mountains in cosmogony,
of mountains is referred to in some cosmogonies.

—

In an American Indian mj'th they were made by the crow
and the hawk from mud brought' up by a duck.U In W.
Australia one myth tells how they were made from a heap of
roots which a man kicked in all directions. 12 a Maori mi,-th
describes how the mountains and valleys of New Zealand were
carved out by the knives of Maui's brothers, and an Australian
myth of the god Bunjil and his knife is like this.'^ Scandinavian, Cochin-Chinese, and Orphic myths recount how the
mountains were made from the bones of a giant or of Zeus. 14
An Indian myth regards certain mountains as offshoot-s from
the Himalaya, brought for Rama when he was building a

bridge 15 (see also §§

s, 6).

As

to the ordinary observer the sky seem.s
near the tops of mountains, so many mj'ths regard
it as so near as to be easil\- reached from them ;^®
or, again, the mountains, real or mythical, support
the sky or the heavens.
1 A'ii iii.
F. S. Dellenbaugh, Aorth Ainericatts
123, iv. 765 ff.
(0)

;

1 Ixxxv. oS.
2 Gobhila-G^rhj/asutrat iv. viii. 14
3 Monier-Williams, p. 349 f. ; Hopkins, p. 368(.

;

;

cf.

ERE

ii.

482b.

*FL\\.
5
i.

[1904] 449.

ro*na,

i.

14,

ii.

14,

6, ii. 8.
6 y•^ i. 31.

8
»

Herod,

FL

131
501 ;

i.

xii.

i'>Paus.

VIII. ii.

iii.

16, xsdi. 26, xUi. 2, etc.

;

Visparad^

7 1vii. 19.
;

cf.

Moulton, pp. 60 f., 391 ff.
50 ff.
R. Paton and E. L. Hicks, Imcriptions

CGS i.
;

W.

Cos, Oxford, 1891, no. 2S'l.
of
"
u F. Cumont, The Oriental Religions in Roman Paganism,
Chici^o, 1911, p. 47 f. ; Virgil, .A'n. ix. 85.
12 FL xu. 298.
13 See W. W. Baudissin, Studien zur semitisehen ReligionsgeS. I. Curtiss, Primitive
schichte, Leipzig. 1876-78, ii. 231 1
Semitic Religion To-day, London, 1903, pp. 79 ff., 139, 142 f. ;
P. S. P. Handcock, Latest Light on Bible Latids, do. 1913, p.
244. Cf. Baai*, vol. ii. p. 287, HiviH Placb, vol. vi. p. 67Sf.
li FL xxii.
36; ff£3, pU vii., Balder the Beautiful, London,
;

1913,

i.

149.

of Yesterdai/, New York, 1901, pp. 195, 206, 391.
2 FL XV. 44S
cf. Royal Commentaries of the Yncas^
R. Markham, London, 1869-71, bk. ii. ch. 4.
3

Pie

4

De Groot.

6
6

i.

tr.

C.

tiO.

Rel. in China, pp. 84, 139.

Ps 366 793 1252

cf. Is 5410.
;
i. hex. iv. {SBE x\n. [188l*] 271).
7 Farnell, Greece and Babylon, p. 104.
8 A. F. Gardiner, KarratUe of a Journey tothe JConlu Country,
London, 1836, p. 91 ; J. Shooter, Eajirs of Natal, do. 1857,
p. 290.
9 H. Spencer, Prino'ples of Sociology, London, 1S93, i. 367.
10
Fo-sho-hing-tsan-kingt L i. 49, iv. xix. 1549 ; cf. v. xadv.

App.

ii.

sect.

iii.

124.

1890.
11

NR

12

FL

x\. 341.

A. Lang, Myth, Rituai, and Rcb'-jion'', London, 1899, i.
186; R. Brough-Smyth, Aborigines "f V'i.ctoria, do. 1878, i. 42:?.
13

PR

15
14 Grimm, pp. 559, 570.
j, 63.
16 K. L. Parker, More Australian Legendary Tales,

London,

1898, p. 84 ; G. Turner, Samoa a Hundred Years Ago, do. 18^4,
JAI xvi. [1S861 233 [Borneo] ; E. A. W. Budge, Egyptian
p. 13
u. 6S2b.
Magic^, London, 1901, p. 51 f. ;
;
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MOUNTAIN-MOTHER
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Mt. AtKia was (orniorly known ne the Pillar of Heaven.' ^
In B»h. cosmogony the sky rested on tlie 'mountain o( the
i.e.
the world ilaelf conceived as a hemispherical
mountain wiUi gently sloping sides. ^ In Hindu and Buddhist
cosmogony the various heavens are arrangetl on and above the
mythical Mt. Mem in an ascending series (see Cosmooonv
(Buddhist}, [Hindu]). Fra^'inents of Celtic myth suggest that
with the Celts also a mouidnin supiiorted the sky e.g.y a
mounUiin near the sources of the Rhone was called the column
o( the sun,' perhaps hearing up the sky while the sun revolved
round it.s We may note the Greek myth of the Titans piling
tit. Ossa on OI^iupus, and Pelion on bi^sa, i[i order to scale
heaven.*
(c) In Hebrew story the ark rested on Mt. Ararat after the
Flood (tin S^). So in Bab. niylh the 'mountain of the land of
Nitjiir" held the shin fast and did not let it slip, and on it« top
ITtnapislitini ofTerea sacrifice and incense to the gods.6 The
Hindu flood-myth tells how the fish bade the seven r*tV l>ind
the ship to the highest peak of Himavat. Manu descended
from it on Himavat; hence the northern mountain is called
Manu's descent ^ (of. Deluoe).
'

world.'

—

'

*

'

—C.

LiTKRATUBE.
apuit Graces,

BohencuUus

Albers, I>e
Zutphen, 1901

nnd

asiatifcher

;

Diis in
F. F.

l.ocrs

Editis

von Andrian, Der
Vienna,

Volkcr,

europiiischer

;

;

LIeUi(ie

;

;

MOUNTAIN -MOTHER. — Tlie

Moiintain-

the only Greek tUvinity certainly known
Motlicr
to be of lire-historic origin.
In the acconiiianying
figure we have a seal-itnpression of late Minoan
style ('. 1500 B.C.) found at Knos;>o,s.' It is of
cardinal importance and embodies, indeed, nearly
all that we certainly know of the Mother.
She
i.-;

wears the typical

nounced Minoan

skirt,

—

making of (ireek religion the southern (^-Egean
or Anatolian) str.ttum has the dominant Mothergod, the northern (Indo-European) the dominant
Father god, the head of a jjatriarchal family, who
is, ostensibly at least, the monogamous busbaiul
of a subordinate wife.
The northern religion
obviously rellects patrilinear, the southern niatrifurther distinction is
linear, social conditions.
of importance
the Homeric (i.atriarchal Olympus
is the outcome of a
heroic condition of society ;
it emphasizes the individual
it is the result of
warlike and migratory comlitions ; the worship of
the Mother focuses on the facts of fertility, and
emphasizes the race and its continuance ratlicr
than the individual and his proAvess.
Mothcrworshii) is of the group rather than of the single
lind the Mother and her subworshipper.
ordinate son or lover attended always by groups of
divmonic per.sonages Kouretes, Korybantes, Tclchines. Dactyls, Satyrs, and the like.
further characteristic of this southern niatrilinear gioup- worship of the Mother is that it is
mystical and orgiastic. The mysteries all centre
not on Zeus the Father, but on the Mother and

A

—

'

'

:

C'liltis

T. C. BanBeld, De 3lunlwm Ciiltti, do. 1S34 R. Beer,
htjhen Ut'r aiUn Griechen und liomer, do. 1891
J.
Ruskin, Modf:rn Painters, London, l.'*43-60, pt. 6, esp. ch.
19 f.
E. B. Tylor, Primitife Ctillure', do. 1903, ii.
J. A. MacCitt.loch.
1891

always the Mother is dominant. This dominance
of the Mother divinity is of prime importance,
ami is in marked contrast to the Olympian system
of Homer, where Zeus the Father reigns supreme.
The Motlier- and the Father-cults are, in fact,
characteristic of the two strata that go to the

and,

We

—

A

—

the subordinate son Demeter in Greece, whose
daughter, Kore, is but her younger form, and
Khea or some other form of the great Mother;
the Dionysos of the mysteries is son of the EarthMother. The reason is simple mysteries are now
known to be simply magical ceremonies, dramatic
rejiresentations of birth, marriage, and death,
enacted with a view to (iromoting fertility. Mysteries, in fact, .siiell magic, and the mysteries of
the Mother stand again in marked contrast to the
rational worship of the Olympian I''ather.
In the
Olympian system the worshipper approaches his
god as he would his fellow-man, with prayer, praise,
and presents his action is rational and antliropomorphic, not magical, not mysterious, not orgiastic.
The mysteries of the Mother are based, like all
other mysteries, on initiation-ceremonies, which
have for their object to prepare the boy for adult
life and especially for marriage (see Initiation
[Greek] and Kouretes and Korybantes). Each
young man, each member of the band of Kouretes,
or grown youths, became by initiation not only
the son but the prince-consort of the Mother
he went through a mj'stical and magical Upbt
This explains at once the expression
7d/ios.'
usetl by Euripides {Bnnhcg,
120), Ci $a\dfievfm
It also elucidates the confession made
Kovprp-av.
by the Or(iliic initiate, Aeo-Tro/vas Si virb KbXirov (Sw
xOovlai ^a<ri\(la!.' Marriage is the mystery par
In the matrilinear Axorship of the
excellence.
Mother the series of consorts was (lerennial. In
Crete the fructifying of the Mother was mimetic
and dramatic in some Asia Minor cults it was
attended by the horrors of castration.' In the
Cretans of Euripides (frag. 472, Nauck) the mystic
'held aloft the torches of the Mountain-Mother'
(firiTpl T opclt)! 5(i5os dvacrx'ii'), the blazin'' torch being
;

;

Impression of signet-ring showing Mountain-Mother and
pillar-shrine.

holding either sceptre or lance, stands flanked by
CTiardian lions on the peak of her own mountain.
To the left is a Minoan shrine with pillars and
*
horn.s of conseciHtion
the symbols that connect
'

—

her with plant ami animal
only a shaped and stylized

life,

the pillar being

The mountain

tree.

stood for earth, and the earth is Mother because
she gives life to jilants, animals, and man.
Earth
sends uj) fruits, so praise we Earth the Mother (Pa
Kapnovs ivUi, iib K'Sriiere inrfripa 7aiai') was the litany
chant«d by the jiriestesses of Dodona.*
On the seal ligured here the Mother rules alone,
with an ecstatic male worshipper before Iter, l)ut
on other gems a male divinity appears, .sometimes
descending from the sky. It is noticeable, however, that he is always young and manifestly subordinate.
In Cretan religion the male
divinity is
sometimes a child, the necessary attribute of
'

'

motherhood, sometimes a young man, and sometimes a sky-pow er fertilizing Mother Earth ; but
'

Herod,

2 L.

W. King, Babylonian Religion and

1899, p. 29
»

»

iv. 1S4.

f.

MacCulloch,
ging,

Miitholomi, London.

<

p. 228.

Homer, Od.

xi.

316

f.

;

;

a familiar

and
of

purifier of liclds

and

Homer — a product

age — the

cro|ps.

of the

Achaean heroic
Mother was never ailmitted even Demeter had there only a precarious
in
15ut
footing.
post-Homeric days, when north
and south were fused, a place was found for her in
a more elastic pantheon as Mother of the Gods.
;

p. 135.

"Sdtapatha Urdhmaxia,

i.

viil.

1.

'1

B.

;

Mahdbharata,

iii.

1
'-'

A. Evans, nSA
> Pmus. X. xii. lu.
'

fertilizer

To the Olympos

vil.

(1900-01) 20,

flg. 9.

'

a. B. i:ook, Xetif, i., Cambridge, 1913, p. 060.
J. E. Harrison, ProUtiotiuna, p. Witt.
For an explanation of the pr.aciice sec J. G. Frazer,

Attis,

OsirW, Loudon,

1907, p. 224.

Adonis,

MOUTH
She lent iii.iny of her sacred animals, attributes,
and traits to the women-goddesses of Greece to
Hera her iepbs 7d/.io!, and sometimes her lion, to
Artemis lier function as v6rvia ffrjpwy, to Aphrodite
her dove, to Athene and the Erinyes her snakes,
to Demeter her mysteries.
How far these several

—

goddesses were indigenous forms of the Mother,
how far they were directly immigrant from Crete,
cannot certainly be stated, but undoubtedly the
dominant Mother with the male attendant— e.i/.,
Attis and Adonis half son, half lover, is echoed in
Hellenic mythology in the
fibres of the great
patroness-goddesses with the heroes whom they
protect, in Hera and Jason, in Athene and
Perseus. The Mother has many names Rhea,
Cybele, Dindymene, Ma but her functions remain
the same her characteristic attributes and sacred
animals
lion, bull, and goat
varj' with the
culture and local surroundings of her worshippers.
Cf., further, ait. Mother of the Gods (Greek

—

—

—

—

—

;

and Koman).

—

LiTRRATL'RE. Roschcr, s.vv. 'Met«r,* 'Gaia'; DarembergSaglio, s.v. 'Cvbele'; L. R. FameW, Cults oft he Greek States,
Oxtord, 18%-1!«)0, ill. 289-306 J. E. Harrison, Prolegomena
to the Sttuli/ of fiieek Religion, Cambridge, 1903, pp. 260-286 and
497-501, and'r/i.-mts, do. 1912, p. 492; A. Dieterich, Mutter
Erde, Leipzi;,', 1905 see also art. jEqean Religion, vol. i.
For tlie Hittite form of the Mother see H. A. Strong
p. 142.
and J. Garstang, The Syrian Goddess, London, 1913.
J. E. Harrison.
;

:

MOURNING.— See

Death and Disposal of

THE Dead.

MOUSE.— See Animals.
MOUTH. — In many ways the

month

of im-

is

portance from a religious point of view. It is that
by which man speaks to the gods in prayer, or
utters or sings their praises manj' wind instruments used in sacred rites are blown by its means
sacred things and persons are kissed
(see Music)
with the lips, and the kiss has an important part
to play not only in sexual but in social and religious
life, while it has also a large folklore of its own.'
Silence is sometimes even more important than
speech with the lips in religion and magic as well
as in social aftiiirs.-' Laughter is also a function
of the mouth, and plays a large part in life, while
it has likewise a ritual and foliclore
aspect.^ The
Bhagavad-Gita regards the body as the city of
nine portals,' of which the mouth is one.'' Voice
and breath are two of die immortal parts of the
body, according to the ISatapatha Brdhnuina, and
it calls India the breath and Sarasvati the tongue.'
On the lips sit the seven r^is (the senses), and the
tongue is an eighth which communicates with
Brahman.* In the account of the creation of the
difierent classes in the Kigveda, priests are said
to be from the mouth of the primeval man.' In
the Egyptian Book of the Dead the god Anubis has
charge of the lips, as other gods have of other
parts of the body.*
;

;

'

often conceived in Christian literature and art as a
monster with a vast mouth into which souls fall and are
^f.
swallowed, as already Sheol in Hebrew tbou<,'ht (l*r 112
Nu lG3"-i-). In Scandinavian mytholO£jy Hel has also a gapin^^
mouth. Mythology often makes ni^ht a monster which devour"
the li^ht or the sun. Cf. Skr. rajaniimikha, * the mouth ol
Hell

night,' evenin;^'.
I.

—

The mouth and the soul. Whether the soul
regarded as a breath, a mannikin, or a tiny

1

See KissiNO

;

Grimm, Teutonic Mythology,

cf. J.

Stallybrass, London, 1SS2-SS, pp. 1101. 1632.
2 lb.
pp. 1102, 1633 ; cf. Ps 1413, ja 3-''«- »',
frequent praise of silence.
3

See Laughter

et religions, Paris,
4 V. !.?.

5 X.
6

i.

;

S.

Reinach,

1905-12

3. 4, Xi;. ix. 1.

;

Rigveda,

x.

xc. 12

*

Le Eire
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li.

Satyaiin while he sleeps and draws out his soul,
which is afterwards gi\en to his wife, who replaces
it in his mouth.
Ovid tells how Hylonome applied
her lips to those of the dying Cyllarus to prevent his
breath leaving him.= Homer says that life cannot
return once it has passed the lips.° On the frescoes
of the Campo Santo, Pisa, the soul is
depicted as
a sexless child leaving the body by the mouth.
Similar beliefs are common among savages and with
the folk everywhere. Hence, where the soul as a

ghost is feared, precautions are .sometimes ta,ken to
prevent its egress from the mouth. The mouth and
other orifices are forcibly closed or stopped up, as
among the S. Australians, Itonamas and C'ayuvavas (S. America), Malays, New Caledonians,
and Marquesas Islanders.' In some cases the jaws
are bound for the same purpose, and it is possible
that, where this is done merely to keep the mouth
closed, its real origin may be traced here.' The
Ainus bind the mouth of a fox when killed first at
a hunt, lest its ghost come forth and warn other
animals of the hunter's coming."
On the other hand, the desire of recalling the
soul to the body gives rise to certain practices connected with the mouth. In China it is stuU'ed with
things endued with vital energy, so that, if the soul
returns, revival of the body may be aided and
decomposition prevented. Among these are certain
minerals, cowries, pearls, grain, and coins, and a
ritual is prescribed for the purpose.'"
Similar
practices are found in Bali (gold ring on tongue),
in Tongkiiig (gold and silver in mouth), and elsewhere." De Groot holds that the placing of a coin
in the mouth of the dead had the same
purpose.
This practice is best know n from its use among the
Greeks and Komans, but it is also recorded in India
(small pieces of gold in mouth, etc. or melted butter
allowed to trickle down [Hindus]
coin, etc.,
placed with dead [non- Aryan tribes]), and among
the Litu-Slavs and Teutons. '^ This has been generally regarded either as a fee for the ghostly ferryman, as held hy Greeks and Romans themselves,
or as part of a gift to the dead, or a commutation
of such a gift.'' The Chinese practice, however,
,

;

1

3
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At death, in the belief of many peoples, the soul
makes its e.\it by the mouth.
In the
Mahabharata (iii. 297) Yama opens the mouth of
finally

i.

1. 13, v. 2. 4).
ii.

also J. Muir, Orig. Shr. Texts,

'

back ' when any one yawns. The soul may escape
from the mouth during sleep, as is illustrated
by
many tales where, in the form of a small animal,
it has been seen doing so.
By preventing its reentering one can cause the death of its owner.*

11 lb.

Bfhadaranyaka Vpani^ad,

'

'

'

is

;

is

animal, the mouth is one of the orifices by which
it may leave the body cither
during life or at
death.' I'oimlar sayings like to have one's heart
in one's mouth
or the soul on the lips' illustrate
this.2
It is also .seen in the
precaution taken by
the Hindus of snapping the thumbs to keep the soul

;

13

ii.

Grimm,

A

238).

MOUTH

870
throws now

liyiiL

possible origin

on

tlio

tlio

l'(ir

subjoit, and )ioiiits to a
practice elsewliore,

same

came lo be re;,'ar(lefl otherwise.
To the same origin may be ascrilioil tlie maetico

tlion^'li it

of filling the inoutli of the corpse with fooa before
burial.
This, often regarded as a sacrificial feeding of the dead, may have been intended as,a means
of recalling the soul, though each instance must

be examined in its own context, and it must 1)6
that unite different reasons are often
i^iven by those who practise this rite.
Yet, if the
dead \ised earthly food, this would keep them from
the
food
of
the Other-world, which binds
eating
the eater to that world. Thus they might be able
ailniitted

to return.'
found among the

Ton^king (ERE iv. 418«), some
and the Badayas (de Groot, i.
357 f.). In the Panjiib leaves of the tulasi plant and flanges
water are placed in the mouth as ofterings to Yama, that he
may be mcrcitul to tlie dead (P/i ii. CD). In S.E. India the
Kumi fill the corpses month with rice and rice-beer (T. H.
At
I<ewin, Wild Racfs of S.K. India, London, 1870, p. 230).
It ia

Tlifl of

Papuan and Polynesian

tribes,

the funeral feast of the father among the Kukis food is placed
beside him and his pipe is put in his mouth, and he is bidden
to eat because he is iioing on a long: journey (i7). p. 273). The
un.!ietit Persians dropped haoma juice, which produces immortality, or some pomegranate seeds into the mouth of the dying
{EliE iv. 502'>). With this ni.iy be compared ttie practice of
putting the Host in the moutli of the dead, which was condemned at the 3rd Council of Carthage and at other councils

and synods

(J.
V. 3!i8, rii. 344).

Bingham,

Orif/infs Ecctesiasticie,

London,

1829,

Of course, if the de.ad are to he feil at all, it is
most natural to place food in the mouth, and in
some instances a tube connected with the mouth

made

is

to protrude from the grave so that nourish-

ment may be poured down through it.- Where
headhunting is practised, the heads or, rather,
the spirits connected with them are often fed by
liaving food placed in the mouth.' The Egyptian
ceremony of opening the mouth and eyes was
performed that the deceased might see and eat the
food offerings and utter the right words in the
'

'

right manner.
As a preparatory rile the mouth and eyes of the mummy or
statue representing tlie deceased were rubbed with part of the
food to excite the appetite. Then the seta priest addressed t!\e
deceased
I have
set in order for thee thy mouth and thy
teeth.
I
open for thee tby mouth, I open for thee thy two
'

the Hood peninsula (Mrry the husbaufl's jaw-linne.i Tbc Tamos
of flerman New fluinea exhume the corpse after some montlis
and with great ceremony remove and ]ireserve the lower ^aw.
.Similar customs are oliserved by other tribes of this region. 3
Again, the Saa (Solomon Islands) preserve it with the skull in a
hollow unoden image of a fish or in the imblie canoe-house.^
In New Britain the jaw-bone is worn by a relative as a means
of obtaining its owner's help.4

These customs are perhaps akin to that of making trophies of
the jaw-bone or lips of enemies, as in Ashanti, Dahomey, Tahiti,
etc. (see Hkad, vol. vi. p. .'i:i4''), if the purpose is to secure
power over the ghost of the dead man.

The Egyptian custom should be compared with
'way of purifying the three deeus' — bodj',

the

—

mouth, and heart as practised on the deceased by
the Shingon sect in Japan. ° Among the Basoga
the lijis of the dead are smeared with oil."
2. Hostile spirits and the mouth.
The mouth
as a spirit-opening is naturally one which is exto
the
of
which
take
hostile spirits
posed
entry
In India o/iilts are thought
possession of a man.
to enter by the mouth, and in Egj'pt in common
opinion all k'fds of evil sjiirits try to do the same.
Various customs are more ov less clearly connected
with this belief, and have for their object the
warding off of such noxious influences. Eating in
private is ono of these uttering a charm or performing some ritual act after yawning is another
scrupulous teeth-cleaning, as with the Hindus, is a
third veiling the face is a fourth.' Probably the
wide-spread custom of knocking out or liliiig the
teeth, usually at puberty, is also connected with
these dangers at initiation to man's food.* Though,
from the savage point of view, tatuing the li|is or
boring one or both lips and inserting feathers or a
wooden or metal plug, which is often increased to

—

;

;

;

large dimensions, is regarded as ornamental, the
The
origin of the practice is perhaps magical.
lip-ornainent is a protective charm against spirits
entering by the mouth door, or perhaps also
This custom is
against the escape of the soul.
found among the Eskimos, Ilaidas, and other N.

American tribes, and very coiiuuonly in S. America
(the most extravagant use of it being among the
Botocudoes), as

well

as

among many African

tribes.''

—

:

1 have opened tby mouth with the instrument of
Anubis,
the iron instrument with which the mouths of the gods were
opened.* Mouth and eyes were touched witli this instrument,
and Ilorus w.as asked to open the mouth of the deceased as he
had opened that of Osiris. With another instrument the lips
were touched so tb.at right words might be spoken. Then the
mouth was touched with other articles to give life and colour
to the lips, and touched again so that the jaw-bones might be
established
and, finally, food was then placed in the mouth. 4

eyes.

;

The

establishing of the jaw-bones probably refers
to an old custom of dismemberment.
Various texts
of
speak
restoring the jaw-bones and the mouth in
the reconstituted body. The lists of the members
of Osiris include lips, mouth, and jaw-bones,° and
there may have been an ancient rite of cutting out
the jaw-bone and preserving it separately. This

done by some African and Melanesian

is

tribes.

In Uganda the king's jaw-bone is cut out and preserved in a
special house, where it is consulted as an oracle, as the spirit is
supposed to attach itself to it.* Widows among the tribes of
1

Cf.

ERE Hi. 681f.,liv.
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London,
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'C. Hose and W. McDougall, Pagan Tribes of Borneo,
I/jndon, 1912, ii. 21, 118; H. Ling Roth, Xatires of Sarawak,
do. 189C, ii. 170.
4 H. M.
Tirard, The Book of the Dead, London, 1910, p. 23 ft. ;
K. A. Wallis Budge, Egyptian JHttfric, do. 1899,
p. 19611.,
OHris and the E'j^iptian Jiesurrection, do. 1911, ii. 49, 92.
'
Tlie Book 0/ the Slaking the .S'/ii'n't of Osirii
says, O Form, thou
hast thy mouth, thou speakest therewith.' Horns has preserved for thee thy moutli. O Form, thv jaw-bones are on thee
(Irmly fixed.' Cf. The Book o/ Opminj the Mouth, ed. and tr.

Budge, London, 1909, ii. 162.
*
Budge, OsiriH and the Egyptian Resurrection, i. 387, ii. 49.
« J. Roscoe, The
Baganda, London, 1911, p. load., J AI x.vxi.
(1901] 130 ; J. F. Cunningham, I'ifanda and
1906, p. 220; .1. II. Speke, ./oiii-,in( o/ the
Source of the Nile, do. 1908, p. 207.

iU Proplen, do.
Discom-y of the

the breath. As the soul or
often connected with the breath whether
breath in general, or, as ha-s been suggested, the
last breath
which may be expelled by a sneeze or
yawn, and which leaves the body hnally at death,'"
certain rites in connexion with the mouth have
arisen.
In some instances a relative receives the
last breath into his own mouth, by application of
his lips to the dying man's, or by a kiss." The
Alfoors, on the other hand, close the mouths of
animals at a birth lest they swallow the infant's
soul, and the mother and otliers in the house must
keep the month shut.'- The breath, again, may
Hence the Eskimo
have life-giving properties.
anrjekok will breathe on a sick man to cure him or
'^
or, as among the Bribri
give him a new soul ;
Indians, the medicine-man purifies a woman after

The mouth and

3.
life is so

—

—

"
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MUGGLETONIANS-MUHAMMAD
by breathing- ou lier.'
Healing by
breathing or blowing upon a patient is also found
among American Indian medicine-men and in
Oriental countries. On the other hand, the breath
as connected \\ ith the life may contaminate sacred
Hence these must not be breathed upon,
objects.
or tlie mouth must be covered when one is near
them.
In Timor the common people, in addressing the Raja, place
child-birtli

the hand before the mouth, lest they profane him by their
breath. 2 Among: the Parsis the priest must cover his mouth
and nose wilh a thick veil the paitidana on approaching the
sacred fire and other sacred objects. s
Giraldus Cambrensis
relates of the sacred fire in the shrine of St. Brigit at Kildare
that it must not be breathed on by those who tended it probably an earlier pagan Celtic tabu.-*" Similarly the Lawsof Manu
forbid the Briiliman to blow the sacred fire with his mouth. ^
A tabu of this Idnd is found among the Balkan Slavs in connexion with the sacred house-fire on the hearth. 6
Shinto
priests have also to veil their mouths when cooking the sacrificial food, and so have the cooks in the Mikado's kitchen. 7
Saxo Grammaticus tells of a shrine at Rugen so sacred that the
priest miglit not breathe in if, but had to go to the door for
that purpose. 8 On the other hand, a Maori chief w-ould not
blow upon a lire lest his sacred power should pass to it and so
to the food cooked on it, and then to the eater of the food,
causing his death. 9

—

—

—

The old custom of scoring above the breath,'
making an incision on a -witch's forehead to
'

i.e.

neutralize her evil po-iver, may have been connected with the idea that her evil life-influence
came forth with the breath.'" Saliva, as connected
with the mouth, is at once a tabued thing and a
source of danger and magic influences and also a
safeguard e.g., against witchcraft as well as of
use in healing rites (see Saliva)."
See also Breath.

—

—

Literature.

—This

is

given throughout the article.

J. A.

MacCulloch,

MOZOOMDAR.— See Brahma SaiUj.
MUGGLETONIANS.— The followers

of the

London prophets, .John Reeve (1608-58) and his
cousin Lodowicke Muggleton (1609-98), were designated Muggletonians.' Both Reeve and Muggleton were originally Puritans, but Reeve became
a Ranter and Muggleton dropped all public worship, being attracted by Boehme's writings and by
the prophecies of John Robins and Thomas Tanj'.
In 1651 Muggleton had inward revelations interReeve had the same expreting the Scriptures
perience next year, and on 3rd-5th Feb. 1652 Reeve
announced an audible commission urging him to
rebuke Robins and Tany and constituting him the
'

;

messenger of the third and final dispensation,
Muggleton being his 'mouth.' They were the two
witnesses of Rev II, to announce a new body of
doctrine and to declare the eternal destiny of individuals.
By 27th July 1652 their Transcendent
last

Spirituall Treatinc wa,s complete for publication.
They declared that all succession had ceased for
1300 years, and, when challenged to prove their
new commission, their last resort was to curse their
opponents a few accidents or deaths from fear
established their credit.
Being imprisoned for
blasphemy in 1653, they issued two more pamph;

I H. Pittier
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pp. XV, 214, note 31, 241. note 1 M. Haug, Essays on tfw .Sacird
Language, Writing.^, and lieligiun of the Fai'sis^, London, 1S64,
cf. Strabc'xv. 3. 14.
p. 243
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Gir. Cambr. Top. Sib. ii. 34 f.
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Moore, History of Religions, Edinburgh, 1914, i. 104.
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CP,

1656, as to the person of God, person of angels,
person of devils, condition of Adam at his creation
and how he lost his estate, heaven and glory, hell
and death. The same year a full exposition appeared in The Divine Looking Glass, or the Third
and Last Te.'itament printed in the style of the AV.
The leading doctrines run thus. Matter is eternal
and independent of God this earth is the centre
of the universe, sun and moon being fixed in the
firmament about as big as we see them. God is
one and eternal, with a material body rather larger
than human, clear as crystal. The One God came
to earth as Jesus, entrusting the temporary charge
of the universe to Elijah.
Angels have spiritual
bodies and rational natures
Adam's body was
natural, and his soul spiritual.
Eve, however, is
the important person one angel and one only fell
he tempted her, entered bodily into her, and there
Eve tempted
dissolved, whence was born Cain.
Adam to carnal intercourse, and thence arose Abel
and Seth. Thus in the Morld are two distinct races,
cursed and blessed. The soul is mortal, generated
with the body, and returning to dust, whence it
shall rise with the body. At the resurrection each
person shall be re-created where he died, the wicked
lying immovable in eternal lonely misery.
Reeve died in 1658, and Lawrence Clarkson
aspired to fill his place, publishing three vorks.
At the Restoration Muggleton was abandoned by
many, but he regained his influence, even over
Clarkson. He added the new doctrine that God
has ceased intervening in the world, so that prayer
is useless.
For the ne.xt few 3ears he was at war
with the Friends, till William Penn, in 1672, published his Neiv Witnesses Proved Old Heretics.
A
second secession took place in 1670 in consequence
of his Nine Assertions, but Alexander Delamaine
and John Saddington vigorously supported him.
In 1676 G. Sheldon found some followers near .4shford.
Next year he was again indicted for blasphemy, pilloried, imprisoned, and fined. He then
wrote liis autobiography, and, thougli no new revelation came, he was highly respected during the
,

;

;

;

;

An

rest of bis life for practical counsel.

anony-

mous attack by Bishop J. Williams in 1694 was
promptly repelled by Thomas Tomkinson, who, in
1699, published his correspondence and autobiography, under the title Acts of the Witnesses.
Though one early revelation was quite explicit,
that the end of the world was imminent, belief
persisted.
Many
after Swedenborg

works were reprinted in 1756,
announced a kindred system, and

others were written. Then James Birch led a reformation back to the views of Reeve but, in 1778,
he claimed direct inspiration, so that a secession
took place, known especially in Pembroke and
revival
Bristol, as well as in London till 1871.
occurred about 1829-31, resulting in a fine edition
of the primary works in three quarto volumes ;
and The Looking Glass was reprinted even in 1S46.
;

A

Prayer and [ireaching not being practised, public
worship was confined to reading the standard books
the chief
aloud, and singing the Divine Songs
reading-room was in New Street, off Bishopsgate
Street.
Since 1870 worship seems to have ceased,
though annual meetings were held at Denby in
Derbyshire within living memory.
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Demands for new truth were met by Reeve
down six principles, published I5th Aug.

;

405.
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MUHAMMAD.—

I.
Historical sources.— Mu7th June A.D. 632 called also Ahmad,
and by poets Matmiiid) Abu'l-Qasim, sometimes

hammad

(t

;

MUHAMMAD

872

'

as AlTilmmi ('of the TihamaU [Mutauabbi, ed. V. Dieterici, Beiliu, 1861, p. 331]),
known by his folluweiR as tlie Apostle or the
Prophet of Allah,' and also by numerous other
names, variously estimated at 30, 300, or even
1000 (see the collection in Qastallani's Mawahib
Ladaniijyah, Cairo, 1278, iii. 133-179), was the
founder of the religious and political system called
in E<#bpe after him, but named by him Islam or
The event in his life which furnishes
yanilisin.
his followers with an era, viz. his migration
(hijrah) from Mecca to Medina, is fixed by synchronism with the Jewish Day of Atonement for
That era was intro'20tli September, A.D. 022.
duced se\eral years after his death, and, indeed,
for the purpose of arranging tlie events in his
career, by his second successor 'Omar I. (Mubanad
[t285 A.H.], h'amil, Cairo, 1308, i. 325), whereas the
calendar on which it is based uses a lunar year of
354 days, introduced by the Prophet near the end
of his life.
Since both the calendars and the eras
previously employed in Central Arabia are only
vaguely known, and the story of 'Omar implies
that he had not before heard of an era (which
the fact that the word used
perhaps is eonfiriued by
for 'era' signifies 'month-making'), accurate dating
of events in the Prophet's life is impossible. There
(xxx. 1)
is, however, an allusion in the (^ur'an
to the victory of Chosroes in the Nearer East,
which took place A.D. 616, and this agrees with
the tradition that Muhammad preached for some
ten years in Mecca before his migration. Probably
the earliest written account of him is that in
the Armenian Chronicle of Sebeos (Arraen. text,
Petrogiad, 1879, pp. 104-106; Russ. tr. by K.
Patkanian, do. 1862, pp. 116-118), of the 7th

locali7.eil

'

veiy scanty, giving little more than
the statement that he was an Ishmaelite who
taught his countrymen to return to the religion of
Abraham and claim the promises made to the
descendants of Ishnuiel. His career may, therefore, be said to be kno>vn entirely from Islamic
sources, which contain no biography that is quite
contemporary. The earliest w'ork that was intended to be a chronicle of his life is that by
Muhammad b. Isbiiq (c. 1.50 A.H.), who composeil
his Slrah (' Biography') for the 'Abbasid Khalifah
Mansur (136-158 A.H. =A.D. 754-775) at least a
century and a quarter after the death of his
This work does not appear to exist in its
subject.
entirety, though probably the bulk is preserved in
the Compendium of Ibn IJisham (t 218 A.H.) and
the Chronicle of 'fabari (1 310 A.H.), Its author
was in communication with eminent members of
the Prophet's family, but is said to have been a
man of indifl'erent morals, besides being a Shiite
and a Qadari (believer in the freedom of the will)
he employed versifiers to compose poems to be put
into the mouths of the personages who figure in
his narrative
and his credibility was otherwise
impugned,' Contemporary with Ibn Isbaq was
cent.

;

it is

;

;

Musa

b.

'Uqbah

(t 141),

whose

collection of

Cam-

paigns was studied in Cairo as bate as the 15th
cent., but of which hitherto only some fragments
have been discovered (ed. E. tjachau, SBA W,

and those

of little value.
Shati'i (f 204)
quotes this author once for what is clearly an
edifying fable (Umm, Cairo, 1321, iii. 100). Later
by some fifty years is the work of Waqidi (t 204),
which to some extent embodies the same materials
as the work of Ibn Isliaq
and somewliat later
still the encyelopajdic work of Ibn Sad (t 23U),
secretary of Waqidi, on the Prophet, his family,
and his followers. Tlie memoirs or table-talk of
the Prophet's associates were collected and tabulated (with infinite repetitions) by the jurist
1904),

;

1

See Yaqut, Diclionary of Ltarned Men, ed.

goliouth, London, 1907

fT., vi.

399-401.

I>.

S.

Mar-

Ahmad

b. tlanbal (t 241), and the recollections
of these persons, after being critically sifted, were
arranged in the order of subjects for the use of
by numerous authors shortly after this

lawyers

by some considerably earlier. Very
material has historical value. In the
main, then, our knowledge of the Prophet's career
conies from the work of Ibn Isbaq.
There is reason for thinking that shortly after
Muhammad's death some sketch of his life, comparable to the Christian jjaradosis, was communicated orally to those who embraced Islam, enabling
them to understand allusions in the IJur'an ; but
this is likely to have been brief, and statements
indicate that considerable
in
early law-books
uncertainty prevailed with regard to events of
in the Prophet's biography.
jirimary importance
It is of interest that the Khalifah 'Abd al-Malik
(6.5-86 A.H.) wrote to 'Urwah b. Zubair (born 22)
for an account of the battle of Badr, and his letter
in reply is i>reserved by fabari (i. 1284) —as usual,
not from a copy but from oral tradition. This
personage was born twenty years after the event,
and appears in treating the subject to have conAnother letter of this jurist in
sulted the Quran.
reply to a question about the sense of the Qui'an
has the appearance of a conjecture as to its meaning rather than of a historical tradition (Tabarl,
Commentary, xxviii. 24). The general suspicion
of and objection to writtien matter other than the
Sacred Book which prevailed prior to the foundation of Baghdad, and indeed for some time after,

date,

and

little of this

prevented

the

perpetuation

of

memoranda

or

memoirs which would have formed a secure basis
for the biography.
Although the work of Ibn

Ishaq contains a certain number of ostensibly cone.g., letters and Statetemporary documents
seems in every case
papers their authenticity
liable to question, not only on internal grounds,

—

—

but because

difl'erent authorities are in disagTee-

inent about them.

It

is,

indeed, clear that no

was ever made of Muhammad's
Shafi'i
correspondence, treaties, and rescripts
(t 204), who appears to have made accurate search

official collection

;

Arabia, could find nothing in writing referable
Prophet except the tjiir'an and one apocryjdial document, of which he knew only by
hearsay.
Contemporary treaties, produced in
ancient and modern times, have been shown to
be fabrications by the anachronisms which they
contain (.see Yaqut, i. 248).
The Qur'an appears to be for the most part
authentic, but those who collected it avoided
in

to the

chronological arrangement as much as possible,
combining in the same surahs, or chapters, matter
belonging to widely different periods. In order to
use it for historical purposes the re.ader has to
but there
interpret it by Ibn Ishaq's biograijliy
are many cases in which that biography appears
It
to be conjectural interpretation of the Qur'an.
is true that the commentaries on the latter, of
;

which one on an enormous scale was compiled by
the historian fabari in the middle of the 3rd
Islamic cent., profess to locate most or all of the
texts; but, unfortunately, they give a variety of
locations, and leave on tlie mind the impression
that nothing was certainly known or remembered
about the occasions of revelation beyond what
the texts themselves imply.
If, in spite of these considerations, the general
trustworthiness of Ibn Ishaq's narrative is probably
to be maintained, there are three reasons for this.
Khalifah of
(1) The practice ascribed to the second
assigning pensions to the Muslims, which varied
with the length of time during which they had
been members of the commnnity, accounts for the
existence of lists of fighters in various battles, and
for the preservation of the chronological order of
'

'
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those battles, since each was followed by some
accessions.
(2) Tlie biography rarely has recourse
to the supernatural, and, when this element is
introduced, it does not appear to affect tlie causation ; where, crj., angels or the devil take part in
battles, they do not really contribute to the result.
(3) The character which the narrator ascribes to
his prophet is, on the whole, exceedingly repulsive.
To this may be added the fact that, although Ibn
Ishaq wrote for an 'Abbasid patron, he takes very
little trouble to "lorify his ancestor 'Abbas, whereas he paints a pleasing picture of Abii Talib, the
uncle of the Prophet, whose son 'Ali was the head
of a family which also claimed to succeed the
Prophet. Hence it is clear that this biographer
has not as a rule yielded to the temptations which
lead astray men in his position.
For the present purpose the briefest
2. Life.
sketch of the Prophet's career, as Ibn Ishaq
narrates it, will suffice.
It is not possible to throw any serious doubt on the
location of Muhammad as a member of a numerous Sfeccan
fannilx though the name of his father excites suspicion, since
Abdallah (the equivalent of some one ') is used at a later
period as a substitute for an unknown name perhaps it is in
this case a substitute for a n.ame of which the second element
was that of a paj^an deit3'. Few have accepted the suggestion
of Sprengeri that the name Muhammad' itself was adopted
for the
b3' the Prophet when he entered on his prophetic career
name is found in pre-Isliimic inscriptions, and its connexion
with the prophecy Hag 27, 'and the desire {Jtemdath) of all
nations shall come,' seems to be an afterthought
there is

—

,

*

'

'

;

*

;

;

therefore no reason for supposing that this name or its variants
had Messianic associations. According to the biography, the
life of Muhammad falls into four periods.
(1) For forty years
he lived as a ]tagan at Mecca (which comes into history with his
enterprise, not iiaviny' been mentioned previously). At the age
of twenty-five he married a woman nmch older than himself,
who bore him one or more sons (who died in infancy) and four
daughters. In his fortieth j'ear he became the recipient of
revelations, wherein the office of prophet was conferred upon
him. (2) For three years he carried on private propaganda,
wiiming some adherents in his ou n family, among his private
friends, and among the humbler classes in the town. (3) For
ten years he carried on his mission publicly in Mecca, for the
greater part of the time under the protection of his uncle Abu
Talib, who was not a believer after his death the mission had
for a time to be transferred to 'Ta'if, until another protector
could be found among the Meccian magnates. Meanwhile a
temporary refuge had been obtained for the Prophet's persecuted followers in Christian Abyssinia. Towards the end of
this period the continuance of civil war at Yathrib (Medina)
suggested to some of the inhabitants the desirability of securing
a prophet to settle their disputes. Muhannnad was invited to
undertalio this task, and accepted ; but he wisely sent his
(ollower.H before him to Yathrib to serve as a hod3;,'^uard when
he arrived; he himself escaped with difficulty from Mecca,
;

where danger was anticipated from

this move.
(4) Once in
Medina, he proceeded to organize his followers as an army,
internal
ruthlessly suppressed
opposition, secured the alliance
of various Arabian tribes, and started raiding the Meccan
caravans. Involved in war with his fonner fellow-citizens, he
inflicted on them a series of defeats, culminating in the capture
of the city in the eighth year of his migration. By the end of
his life he had imposed his doctrine on the whole of Arabia,
exterminating the Jewish communities, with few excejitions,
rendering the Christian communities tributary, and abolishing
paganism.
So far as this career is that of a military and

political adventurer, countless parallels could

be
can organize an armed force
and lead it to victory may rise from obscurity to
autocracy anywhere. Probably every century of
Islam hawts tale of such personages. The 'Abbasid,
Fatimid, Buwaihid, Seljiiq, and Ottoman dynasties
and in most of these the
all arose in this way
The
religious appeal played an important part.
success of the founders was clearly due not to the
objective truth of the doctrines with which they
were associated, but to their skill as organizers
and military leaders. In Muliamniad's case, owing
to the amount of information which we possess
about him, it is easier, to analyze the qualities
which produced success than where the records are
scantier. In the first place, h is ability to p,iip;o.*4<.c apacities of o
mal hence in tli!^
utliers j\va.s alanor

adduced.

A man who

;

:

(^loice of subordinates_Tjfi_^seeius to have iiialle no
luisteTies. Tn the secontl place, he was thoroughly,
as Lebeii uad die Lehre des Mohammad, i. 158.
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familiar with t he foibles of tb p Ara.b j, .a nd utilized
theii7To"tlie iitmost ad vanta.ggj
The stories of his"
successes as told ijyTtiirlsEaq indicate a complete
hilt,
"ihhf'CP of 'T'lrn^ ^^cviiplc
they also show a
combination of patience, courage, and caution,
ability to seize opportunities, and dislrust of loyalty
when not liackeii by interest, which fully explain
the certainty witli which results were won. If his
age is correctly recorded, and no events of gi'eat
importance in his early life concealed, his military
career began when he was over fifty this seems
.'

;

astonishingly late, yet analogies, if not parallels,
can be found. Surprise is also excited by the ease

with which

tlie

Arabs abandoned

their gods

and

the logic of the stricken
goddesses, readily accepting
held for, though new propliets arose after Muhammad's death, there appears to have been no re;

crudescence of paganism. Yet to this, too, some
analogies can be discovered. The fact of primary
importaiifip ill thn
T'ilani is th at the moveji"" ;]f
Hient becamii-efmsidprnl>lp only wJ}£ILits originator
wash able to draw tln' ^^\vold imj haadEoESicciiSar'
I'liai lie~was suniinoiieil to Yathrib was
-flUly l
;,

douDtle.ss due in part to tlie presence of a Jewish
element in that community, intellectually further
advanced than the Arab tribes, which at first
evidentl}' favoured this advocate of monotheism ;
that he was able to make the fullest use of that
opportunity was due to his own ability. The only
difficulties which are to be found in his career are,

therefore, those

which render

all

history difficult.

It is impossible to say why one man should be
his fellows, or why opportunities
should occur for the development of special talents.
According to the Qur'an (xliii. 30), he was not a
'
great man in his city, and, if the words of xciii.

more gifted than
'

are to be taken literally, he lost his parents at
an early age, and at some period was poor and
burdened with a family. The question whether
he could read and write has been much iliscussed,

and it is unfortunate that we do not know certainly
whether those accomplishments formed the basis
of education in JNIecca when he was a lad
there
is, however, some slight reason for stipposing that
;

The evidence indicates that he could
they did.
do both of them, but not well.
Thus, when he
records the charge made against him of copying
the ancient history which he reproduced in the
Qur'an from dictation (xxv. 5f. ), he does not rebut
it by the assertion that he could not write.
The
tradition makes him a tradesman, and can even
name his partner and the goods in which he dealt.
Some have tried to find evidence of this in the
language of the Qur'an, which undoubtedly takes
metaphors from sale and barter, profit and loss
but whether it does so to a greater extent than
other books may be doubted.
Some stories say
that he was employed by his first wife Khadijau
in the conduct of a caravan
and others tell of
;

;

him following

this occupation early in

life.

It is, on the whole, probable that he travelled in
his youth, for, though the geography of the tjur'an

vague, the descriptions of travel which it contains
to be based on personal experiences.
Moreover, the charge of ignorance which is repeatedly
made against the people of ;\Ie<'ca is more likely to
have been brought by one who had some acquaintance with a higher civilization.
The
3. Origins and development of system.
is

seem

—

tradition does, indeed, name precursors of Muhammad at Mecca, among them a relative of
his wife who had either copied or translated a
portion of a gospel. Since (Jhristianity had made

progress in both K. and S. Arabia, it is not unlikely
either that missionaries had foun<l their way to
Central Arabia, or that travellers thence had had
their curiosity aroused and made inquiries into the
The phenomena of the Qur'an on the
system.
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whole ioikUt it iiiiinoliaWo tliiil any part of it is
on liook-lcjunin^' for, lliungU in one jiliue
the Psalms are ijiiotid with fair aecuracy (\xi. 1U5
= Ps37-''), the nature of the references is ordinarily
l>ased

;

explicable only as the reproduction of hearsay.
Thus it rites (liii. 37 f., Ixxxvii. 19) 'the Scrolls of
Moses and Abraham for maxims that are analogous
to those occurrinj; in the I'mphets or the NT,
and the
though not ([uite identical witli them
mode of quotation implies that the writer had a
vagne notion of the hook cited, svicli as actual
perasal would have corrected. Further, the form
assumed by the proper names and the religious
technicalities indicates a great variety of linguistic
sources; for in these Ethiopic, Greek, Syriac,
Hebrew, and perhaps other languages are represented.
Some of the proper names are not at
present traceable to any version of the Scriptures
Moreover, from
e.g., Tfilut for Saiil, Isa for Jesus.
the manner in which the Biblical narratives are
told it is liilliiull to im.a^L:ine that the writer was
acquainted with the continuous history of the
Bible ; he knows only stories out of it. All this
points to the jirohnbility that Muhammad heard
the stories from narrators of different nationalities,
who translated them orally into Arabic, leaving
on their hearer a decidedly vague impression, in
of the fact that they interested him keenly.
.sjiite
Besides the canonical books, various uncanonical
works contribute to the matter of the Qur'an,
which, in addition, refers to prophets not menThe Prophet was charged with
tioned elsewhere.
employing as mentor a resident in Mecca, and
after the migration to Medina, where there were
Jews, he may have been able to utilize the Biblical
learning of one or other among his converts. But
it seems probable that what was reprodticed during
the Meccan period had been heard from travelling
companions or from Jews and Christians whom he
'

;

—

'

had met

in foreign parts.
Prior to his call Muhammad is said to have
practised ascetic retirement on Mt. l;Iira, and for
this an old technicality, tahannuth, is preserved,
which is said to mean ' to acquire merit,' and certainly has nothing to do with the Heb. t'hinnCth,

The call
a command

'supplications.'

evidently took
read, which the

it.self

form of
to
Prophet reluctantly obeyed. Xhe c ommunications
embodied in the Qur'an were, acconlinj: tn rhi>
ffaHitirrirgnaileTo Th&PropTiet and utirnil l.yliini
in tram:e he wouTn^TapTlthiself in a blanket and
the

;

A

certain number
Ijerspire copiously at the time.
of these stories may be inference from surahs Ixxiii.
and Ixxiv., where the Prophet is addressed as 'Thou
that art wrapped up,' combined with surah xcvi.
(.supposed to be the first revelation), where he is

bidden 'read.'
The form of the utterances at times approaches
verse, i.e. a series of sentences in whicyi the same
quantity and quality of syllables are reproduced,
the termination of each unit being marked by
rhyme, whereas more usually rhyme only, and
this of a somewhat loose character, is observed.
The relation of this Qur'iinic style to the verse and
rhymed prose of cla-ssical Arabic is an enigma which
ca,nnot at present be solved.
An artifice bsised on
the recurrence of letters is obviously literary i.e.,
it depends for its existence on the practice of
writing, since only those who are accustomed to
read and write think of their words as agglomerations of letters to the illiterate the word, if not
;

;

the sentence,

is

the unit.

Indeed, in

what

is

sup-

posed to be the earliest revelation the deity is said
to have taught with the calamus, or reedpen. The
exbtence of poets before the Qur'an is attested by
a surnh which is directed against them (xxvi.) anil
a text in which the deity states that He had not
If the
taught Muhammad poetry (xxxvi. 69).

whi('h existed before the tiur'aii was analogous to the classical poetry, the people of Mecca
cannot have been in the state of naive ignorance
with which the Qur'an credits them yet the poetry
which is ascribed to the Uinayyad period i.e..
the second half of the 1st Islamic cent. is to a
great extent clearly authentic, while its authors
represent the continuance of a pagan tradition.
With regard to rhymed prose, probably we ha\e
nothing in this style that is certainly genuine and
older than the '2nd cent, of Islam.
It is, however,
a much easier performance than verse, though no
less dependent on writing.
Oracles are supposed
to have been delivered in it by pre-Muhammadan
wizards.
Now the respect of ignorance for knowledge is a
well attested phenomenon,
displayed in the desire
of the Prophet that .lews and Christians should not
be molested in the exercise of their creeds. It is
therefore unlikely that the poets and wizards who
preceded Mul.amniad presented a higher stage of
education hence, accordin" to natural sequence,
the style of the Qur'an would seem to come between
such naive jingles as may have counted for versitication in Arabia and the highly artificial products
with which we meet in the Lmayyad period. It
would follow that all the pre-Islamic poetry as well
as all that ostensibly belongs to the time of the
Prophet and his immediate successors is spurious
but, as has been seen, the spuriousness of that
which is incorporated in the t'rophet's biography
is otherwise attested
and the most distinguished
philologists of the earlj' Abbasid period, to whose
labours we owe our collections of early poetry,
[loclry

;

—

—

;

;

;

were unscrupulous fabricators.

The Prophet, then, claimed to introduce literature into his native language, and the form was
probably modelled on the quasi-poetic experiments
which had preceded the Qur'an. It is, however,
very noticeable that in his lifetime his book resembled a newspaper in having a fluid rather than
a stationary existence it was as a whole continu;

ous,
'rhe

but each number had ephemeral importance,
it-was-w
t,lip'"-y yna^jj-nrliinVh^' evolved ^tbiil

reproihictiSnoTa divine arcTietype^rst as a series
The complete
of copies, then as a single copy.
development of this theory was not possible before
the collection of the Qur'an and the Prophet himself never thought of attempting such an under;

taking.

The dift'erence between his first conception of a
proghet and that current in ancient Israel, before
the literary prophet had arisen, was jierliaps not
very great. The oracles were partly spontaneous,
partly required for emergencies their form differed from that of ordinary speech by the presence
of an artifice and the prophet delivered them in
what spiritualists call the superior condition."
At times the oracles were supplemented by dreams.
warner,'
Further, the Hebrew prophet was a
which is one of the epithets applied bj' Muhammail
he foretold misfortunes, which, howto himself
;

;

'

'

;

were ordinarily contingent, since it was his
business to indicate the line of conduct whereby
they could be averted. Muhammad's notions of
pi-ophecy seem to have been chiefly influenced by
those cases in which the prophet also claimed to
be the head of the community, its priest and its
ever,

king.

Attempts have been

made by Sprenger and

others to specify the epileptic fits which in .Muhammad's case ostensibly accompanied the revelations
but it is doubtful how far these are to be regarded
It is clear that he was a man
as real occurrences.
of great physical strength, since his life as tyrant
of Medina was spent in constant military expeditions, added to the cares of a rapidly increasing
community, of which he was at once priest, legis;
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ami jmlfje. Yet we never liear of his
The 'fits'
breakinj; down under the strain.
seem to have 'noon exiiericnced only when tliej' were
required for the ilelivery of the revelations, and in
no case to have interfered with his activities.
message must have matter as well as form,
and, when Muliammad became head of a State,
his Qur'an served as government organ, containing
rescripts and something like an official chronicle of
lator, rnler,
litaltli

A

important events, with comments upon them. But
before the migTation the matter was not so easily
supplied. To a certain extent it reproduces narratives from tlie Christian Bible, wliicli ex hypothesi could not have been known to Muhammad
from books, and therefore must have been communicated to him by direct inspiration, and so are
a proof of the miraculous character of the \\ hole
work. Thgchief purpose of tliese .and of the other
messages is to insist on tlie impoTtance nf "licying
rJod's messengers imidicitly.
It is not easy to saj- whether Muhammad had
to inculcate any particular doctrine, for
therg_ai]pears to be none which he was not prepared to :il>;nuliin under political pressure, and tTie
tradition represents his followers as far more
than himself to the dogmjis. The main
Jatt.ached
doctrines of the early teaching are the, future Mis.,
i^.t tliejjnity of God, and the lolly of idolatry.
Since
he ultimateTy~retained in his system the kissing of

any desire

ERE

vii. 743"), it is difficult
the Black Stone (cf.
to treat the campaign against idolatry as quite
The doctrine of the future life was
serious.
preached in the early days as 'a warning of the
approaching end of the world and the Day of
Judgment yet he liad afterwards to make the
martyrs in his cause enter Jjaradise at once, and
his enemies enter hell immediately after death
a belief not easily reconciled with the former.
According to Tabarl, during the Meccan period he
;

—

at one time, under stress, issued a revelation admitting the Meccan goddesses to his pantheon
and, though this text was expunged from the
ynr'an, the apology for it, viz. that it was the
;

remains (liii. 19-23, xxii. 51 ;
vii. 150).
He even consented at one time
see
to erase his title 'Apostle of God' from a document, when it stood in the way of the ratification of
a treaty. Even the formula >vith which the surahs
and other documents commence shows clear signs
'
of compromise : In the name of Allah the Rahnuin
the Merciful.' Since the last adjective is an Arabic
rendering of the second, which is Aramaic, used as
a divine name by Jews and pagans, and in Arabic
devil's interpolation,

ERE

not an epithet, but a name, some mystery must lie
behind the employment of this name with a transThe tradition suggests that
lation following it.
the name Allah was familiar to the Meccans,
the
name
but not
Rahman,' which, indeed, had
been adopted by one or more false Messiahs. In
certain parts of tlie Qur'an, however, it may be
This formula, then, was
said to be dominant.
doubly accommodated to Meccan prejudices.
The tradition does not conceal the fact that the
it
s
canons of Islam w ere of slow growth
probable that the part of tlie programme which
never vaiTeil was the restoration of the religion~or
Abrahani One of Muhamiiiad's precursors, ZaicT
b. *Amr, is represented as travelling with the view
of discovering the religion t)f this patriarch, from
whom the tribes of N. Arabia, according to
It is not probable that
Genesis, are descended.
'

'

'

'

'

i

;

his

name was known

introduced

it

;

but

Muhammad

in Mecca before
in doing so he was treading

on

safe ground, since the 'people of learning,' i.e.
Jews and Christians, \\ ere agreed about the relaIf the tradition is to be trusted, the newtionship.
system was called by the Meccans 'Sabism,' a

name connected

historically with ^arran,

where
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a cult of Abraham is likely to have existed the
^larr.anians appear to have been called ^lanpe,
heatliens,' by their Christian neighbours, and
;

'

possibly this

is

the solution of the puzzling

name

'jjanif applied in the Qur'an to the religion of
Alirahani, and synonymous with Muslim,' w hich,
according to the same book (vi. 163), was a title
The Qur'.anic tales
invented l>y the patriarch.
about Abraliam are traceable to the Jewish Midrash what is chiefly known about his religion is
that he was an iconoclast, and was not one of the
inushrikdn, i.e. polytheists. When the Prophet
decided to make the Meccan pilgrimage part of
his system, he ascribed the Imilding of the Ka'bah
to Abraham and Ishmael (ii. 119 ft'.), and brought
the prayer • ceremonial into connexion with the
It is probable, though not certain, that
former.
both that ceremonial and the faisting^ month af%
garfaniaaThere is reason for thinking that, besides the
prohibitioujt£_idolatry, tlie earliest form of Islani_
enjoined ceirtain daily ceremonies which were a fter-,
wards developed and regulated until tlicy becama
stereotyped as the five sulatcdl and it is not easy
to dissociate from these tlie theorj- of legal purity,
which, however, seems to have existed in parts of
pagan Arabia, since some of the technicalities are
Of the actual
found in Sabseau inscriptions.
gTowth of the ritual or liturgy nothing certain is
known the prayer which corresponds with the
Paternoster, and is called the Futihah (' Opener')
because it is prefixed to the Qur'an, contains
'

;

;

;

polemical references to Jews and Christians (' those
who have incurred anger and those who go astray '),
which point to a late period in the Prophet's career
for his hostilities with the Jews did not commence
until after the migration, and those with Christians
were some years later. Moreover, the p'^iy^i'"
ceremonies were connected with military drill,
which is unlikely to have been required before the
raising of an army was contemplated.
The other canons or main institutions of Islam
pilgrimage, the fasting month, and the tax
ailed
'alms' (zakat or .jaf/ayaA)— belong to tlie
^he
(Medina period, thougli they cannot be preciselj'
dated. 'Tlic establishment of the first indicates
the Prophet's resolve to conciliate so far as possible
the pagans of Mecca, and to abandon Judaism,
which on his anival at Medina he was inclined to
adopt it belongs to the same policy as that which
dictated his making the Meccan temple the direction of prayer instead of Jerusalem {ii. 139 f.). The
fasting month, whatever its origin, is evidently a
military exercise on the one hand, it accustoms
the fighting men to endure privation, and, on the
The
other, it trains them to turn night into day.
alms or income-tax of 2\ per cent is organized poor
An
innovation
which
is
at
as
imleast
iielief.
fportant as the canons, though it is not termed
one, is the tabu on intoxicants (ii. 218, v. 92),
which is said to have been introduced in the tliird
year of the migration, and appears to belong to
military discipline. There may, however, be some
truth in the idea of W. G. Palgrave' that this
tabu is definitely anti-Christian in intent.
'"
Ill
pyohnble, t hen, that the posit ive parts o f
lalamic Reaching belong to tlie pOTtwt after the
migration, and tiiat these were largely suggested,
by tlic Judaism which the Prophet gut to knauL^
His usual plan when he adopted institutiierp.
but he also
tions was to disguise the borrowing
introduced serious modifications.
Thus, in the
case of the Sabbath he not only shifted the day
from Saturday to Friday, but reduced the time
when business might not be transacted to the
period occupied by the mid-day religious service
Instead of the elaborate system of
(Ixii. 9f.).
Central and Eastern Arabia, London, 1866, i. 428.
;

—

;

;

;

1
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food-tabus which lu'iupies so prominent a place in
tho Mosaic code, lio iuloptcil the ininiTiuini retained
by tho Council of .lonisaleni, recorded in Ac 13,
with llio tabu on 8wino.s tlosh which .sonio tliinU
was originally to be found in those refjulalions
He helil tliat each of the
(ii. KiS, V. 4, xvi. lUi).
communities (Jewish and IMuslim) ini^dit eat the
food of the oHier, an<l, indeed, went out nf liis way
to record in the Quran what he supposed to be the
Jewish rules on the subject (vi. 117).
Froni Christianity he appears to iiave taken very
little in the way of either doctrine or practice.
His first relations with t/hristians seem to have
been friendly, and, as has been seen, during the
Meccan period he is said to have found a refuge for
at a
persecuted followers at Christian Axum
later period he used eulogistic language of Christian monks whom the Qur'an had allected to tears
Ho 3UDD08(^d (v. llfitthe Christians to
(v. 85 ft'.).
worship three deities, Allah, tlie Virijin Manara,

.Muhaiumad's sincerity

in his

claim to be the spokes-

manor jrpo^^rij! of the deity has often been discussed,

and various views ha\e been held on the subject
as examples we
may quote that of Sprenger, who
regards ftluhammad s assertions on this subject as
a case of epileptic mendacity,' while J>. Caetani
finds no contradiction between his suppo.sed elaborate preparation of revelations and his ascription
of them to direct communication from the deity. The former view, as has already been seen, is
;

scarcely tenable ; nor does the latter correspond
with the facts, for the revelations furnish little
indication of elaborate preparation, and, when once
delivered, they appear to have been neglected ;
there are, indeed, traditions of collections of revelations having been made by some of his followers,
but it seems certain that Muhammad himself kept
no such collection. Caetani's theory, however, is
probably sound to this extent, that in Muhammad's
case, as in those of many other men of vast energy
an(r~t53I7'wTiohi Tie Identilieir witli flie spiriE""uL and ability, there was a belief or consciousness oi
When he being directed by the deity, which, however, by mi
GcitTTJuf also calbd a Word Cn ir.'ii.
BePame acquainted with the division of Christen- means led to his trusting anything to chance ; an("
dom on the subject of the nature of Christ, he while the angels whom he declared to have won
conceived that it was his mission to settle the his battles vere partly pious, partly poetical per
dispute; it is noticeable that he fully accepted the sonilications of the heroism of his followers, he was
Virgin-birth and the Ascension, though not the fully conscious of the value of attributing his
Resurrection, as he denied that Christ had been victories to these supernatural auxiliaries ; to be I
but he rejected with vehemence the defeated by angelic cavalry was no discredit to
crucified
doctrine of the divinity of Christ (xix. 17 ft'., iii.
He was, also quite conscious of the
any foe.
40 tl'., iv. 156). Sprenger fancies that he horrified vfilufi attajUuag^to^ie.-nglitlto.digjn^
his Christian visitors by his harlm as much as he
law,.
shocked his Jewish subjects by his ignorance of the
6. Moral reforms.
As a moral reformer MuhamOT;' what is certain is that the enibas.sy from mad has to his credit the abolition of infanticide.
Christian xvajran which waited on him in Medina, which, if we may trust the Quran (xvl. UlU,
when his power was making progress in Arabia, Ixxxi. 8f.), was commonly practised in Arabia in
On the (dher hand,
ultimately eschewed religious discussion and re- the case of female infants.
seri ous evil was caused by his institution (v. 91) of
signed themselves to the payment of tribute.
4. Relation of system to paganism.
Comparison compensation for oaths, i7e. tlie principle tEaJ^P
between Muliamma<l's system and that of those "OaJTin light Tie Tiolated-at the pleasure of the persuu
which it displaced in non Christian Arabia is who had sworn it, if he performed some sort^-of
difficult owing to the fragmentary nai;ure of our
penance. Wliile the Qur'an scarcely formulates
information about the latter. The name applied any general principles of morals, it on the whole
to the heatlien Arabs in the Qur'an, mushrikun, if
insists on / |in«/i'iv>//<i» ji^ml probably aimed atjue
it really means
those \vho assign associates to considexal!Je_dgpfi);turfi,.froui I'lurent iu.Uliiis ^n
wouhl
that
these pagans were to tTiese^natters.
Hence it tolerates polygamy and\\
Allah,'
imply
some extent nionotheists, i.e. recognized one unlimited concubinage, and assumes the institution \\
Supreme Power but it is curious that the sub- of slaver J'. In the matter otthe blood - feud Muhamordinate deities are called their' partners, i.e. of mad did not contemjilate compTeEe abolition, but
their worshippers (vi. 138).
It is likely that the
he endeavovired to initigate its consequences and
communities liad their tribal and local culls, the favoured"' mild reprisMts trr. 473^'i75]. WltlT the
abolition of which was regarded as a preliminary institution of private property and the acquisition
for the political union of Arabia.
In order to of wealth he found no fault, and he (lepiecatinl
employ monotheism for a political and, indeed, extravagance in aluis^viiig as in other matters. 1
imperialistic object the deity had to be treated as llTCTfualTty' of pereonal courage he rated very high,|i
a tribal god, favouring one community and hostile and, though he often inspired it by the promise oft!
to all others.
The men whose accession to
paradise, it is clear that his followers were largelyil
after the migration led to its great military sucpersons who required no such stimulus to makeli
them brave, 'the ascetic morality afterwards'
ces.ses, especially Khfdid b. aMValld and 'Amr b.
al 'As, appear to have had little or no religious
taught by Sufi preachers and, if the trailition is
conviction, but to have been moved by adniiratiun to Ije believed, approved by some of Muhammad's
for the Prophet's military and diplomatic skill, and
early adherents linds little support in any interanxious to serve under so able a chief.
So far pretation of the Qur'an that is reasonably literal,
as religion entered into tlieir consideration, they and clearly rei'eives no countenance from the
probably thought of the god of the community .as Prophet's own career, if any credibility attaches to
Like other sovereigns, he
leading it in w.ir, and found the deity of the his biography.
claimedjl
Muslim society able to defeat the others. More a large share of the booty won in his raids asU
devout members of that society regarded the liis perquisite, and apjiropriated territory as hisVl
Prophet as able to call in the divine aid whenever domain.
he was in need of it. As the politi<al programme
It is not clear, then, that Muhammad can be
increased, doctrine diminished in importance ; and credited with any considerable reform except inji
tlie institution of
practices seems to have been the matter of infanticide, whereas in the sukirdi-y
baaed on the desire to give the new system the nation of the family tic to the religious brother- ll
equivalent of what other systems possessed, in hood he ajijiears to have weakened one social sane- l\
order that those others might have no rival attrac- tion \vithout introducing any other equally strong I
tions.
by way of compensation. The history of this sub;

'

'

.

I

;

—

—

'

;

'

j
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lie traced in the mur'an rather more
continuously than most institutions.

ordination cau

Where moral codes are drawn up, as is the case in several
surahSy honour to parents is given a high place in the list of
commandments. ^^ heu Abraham is first introduced, he pi-ays
for his parents ; then he becomes involved in a dispute with his
father on the subject of idolatry, but promises to pray for him ;
and this, when Abraham nest comes on the scene, he actually
does. But after the migrration, when the younger generation
were joining Muhammad against the wishes of their parents,
such filial duty towards their unbelieving parents was thought
undesirable ; hence they are forbidden to pray for the latter, and
Abraham's conduct is excused on the ground that he had made
the promise finally, Abraham himself is represented as repudiating all parental claims, and his conduct is declared exemplary
I
except for his undertaking to prav tor his father (xiv. 42, xix.
42^9, xxvn. 70 a., xliii. 25, Ix. 115, 'ix. 4).
;

Thig-4sgOnly one exainple^ of the jnatsnieutia-ihe
directioiToOiitoferance wliicli the Qtw ^an-exhihit.s
as it proceeds. TlfB" PTopliet undonbtedly wished
to make Muslim life as sacrosanct within the Muslim world as in the old tribal system the tribesman's life had been within the tribe but in this
he failed, since his first followers eventually waged
civil war with each other, and in the history of
Islam the victims of massacres by Muslim Sultans
have frequently been Muslim communities, and,
indeed, families claiming descent from the Prophet
himself.
On the question of religious tol7. Toleration.
eration the t^ur'an contains a series of utterances
;

—

belonging to different periods, and varying from
large-minded tolerance to extreme fanaticism. In I
one text (v. 73) future happiness is promised to four 1
communities believers, Jews, Sabians, and Christ- I
ians on condition of their belieWii" in Allah and
|
in anotheu
the last day, and doing good works
the last three communities are mentioned with the
pagans and the Mazda^ans in a context whiclu
implies that the prospect before them is less satis^
factory (xxii. 17). At times no form even of controversy is permitted except rivalry in kindness
elsewhere the Mualiina_are.told to fight with other
communities relentlessly until they accept Islam

—

—

;

;

or pay 4irBiite» -^vhislLthey are^ to__biui^ in bunni-.
ifttion.
Friendship ^^^tTl members of other com^
munfties is forbidden. The most intolerant utterances are the latest ones, but the progress in
this direction does not seem to have been regular.
permission granted the Muslims to conceal
their faith if confession is dangerous (iii. 27, as
nThe
llordinarilj' explained) is characteristic of
llwhich is mo^e political than religious.

a

sj'steni
The ulti-

matS^system adopted wa's~t(r~|5ermit the existence of communities which jirofessed to follow a
revealed book, but to disarm them and make them
this condition is identified by some
tributary
The existence of comjurists with that of slaves.
;

%\ liicb this
description did not apply
forbidden. Since the chief Christian doctrine
is said in the Qur'an (xix. 92) to be so blasphemous
as to be calculated to produce a general convulsion
of nature, this toleration, though praiseworthyj
is clearly illogical ; for we can scarcely conceive a

munities to

was

convulsion of nature bem- .iverted by the payment
oFarmoderate~poir-tax.
As jl legislator MuJiammad
8. Legislation.
jjrobably perpetuated current practice rather than
introduced a fresh system, and the Qur'an is on
many grounds ill-suited for a basis of jurispruIt is imperfect, self-contradictory, and
dence.
So far as any principle can be
destitute of order.
traced in its arrangement, the collector seems to
have been anxious to avoid any semblance of
chronological order, whence, in the case of conflicting enactments, it has to be supplemented by tradi-

—

Where there is anjthing like systematic
treatment of any topic e.g., the laws of inheritance in silmh iv. the signs of improvisation are
and even a little consideration
very apparent
should Iiave shown the barbarity and folly of the
tion.

—

;

—
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i here
haiui-cutt ing for theft (v. 42).
a curious tradition that on his death-bed Muhammad desired to frame a code for the guidance
of the community ; but to those who supposed that
thej'had in the Qur'an the actual word of God this

punishment of
is

utterance not unnaturally seemed delirious. The
State, however, sufl'ercd very seriously for the want
of guidance in the matter of appointing successors
to the sovereign
and until the introduction of
European codes it was never able to get rid of the
doctrine that all Ijiw was to be got from the
Qur'an or the Projihet's equally inspired conduct,
and so lacked the power to legislate on a sound
;

basis.

—

9. Philosophy.
Though it is not probable that
Muhauimad_ had anyl iloiigig''"^ ^tapliysical specu
-

TaHnrij thRrlsTp~wliicJiTie_ had'assuiued rendered

it

necessary for him toforniulate views on various
matters which any form of religious propaganda
brings to the front. The reduction of these ques-

and their answers to precise and philosophical
form probably belongs to a later age, and, indeed,
in the tradition INIuhammad names sects which
tions

came

into existence a century or more after his,
death but in a vaguer form the Qur'an deals with
them, and so furnishes a basis for theology, though
one of doubtful firmness. His the ory of thejdeit;^
is, on the wholcj naively anthrof>onTOTphicT~tli'e
Allah ort1i"e"Q,ur'an hasTieen compared to a magnified Oriental despot.
royal court is formed by^
the angelsj Jibiil conveys messages to the Prophet (ii. 91), whereas others are sent, mounted on
horses, to fight the Prophet's battles (iii. 125, viii.
Other intelligent beings are thei
9, ix. 26, 40).
Iblis
the second
jinn, or s/uiitdJis, whose iirince
word is taken from the Ethiopic, the third from
the Syriac transliteration of the Greek the 5 of
oid/SoXo! was mistaken for the Syriac sign of the
genitive, somewhat as 'OSiVo-em gets transformed
into Liber essentiw. To these the Propliet jireaches
(perhaps through a vague remini.-scence of 1 P 3"),
and some are converted (xlvi. 28-30, Ixxii. 111'.).
Satan himself is the power that makes for evil,
causes men to forget, and even interpolates the
oracles of prophets.
Hejias the divine-yetaiissjon
te mislead mankind for a seasoiu(xv._37-39).
The
on
the
whole, seems to favour the theory
Qur'an,
of predestination, but there are passages which
contradict if, and to those who impugn it an evasive '
answer rather than a rejoinder is given (see art.
Fate [Muslim]). The resurrection of the bodyih.
taught iu a crude~76rm, and the future. Jife. is_
thought of as one of bodily pain^ and pleasures-;
hence metaxdiysical questians concerning the squl
are scarcely touched. The creation is narrated
mainly as in Gn 1, but- with the addition of soSe
apocryphr.l matterr The teleologieal argument for.
the existence of God is often emphasized.
10. The Prophet's apologists.^The distinction
drawn in the case of tlie founder of Christianity
F. Strauss between the historical and the
D.
by
mythical can be accommodated to that of the
founder of Islam, though as regards Muhammad
we have not so much to sift canonical documents
as to contrast the impressions left by the biography
of Ibn Ishaq with the character of the Prophet as it
appears at later periods of Islam. That biography,
as will be seen, left room for some important
supplements and called for modification in certain
;

A

'

i.-s

;

;

1

'

respects.

attributed to Muhammad in the
is, as has been seen, exceedingly unfavourable. In order to gain his ends
he recoils from no expedient, and he approves of
similar unscrupulousness on the [lart of Iiis adherents, ^^•heu exercised in his uiterest. He profits
1 Das Lehen Jetu
/ur dot deutsche Volk bearbeiUt, Leipzig,

The character

biography of Ibn Ishaq

1864, p. xxiv.
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to the utmost from the
cliivahy of the Mecciins,
but rarely requites it with the like. He organizes
wholesale massacres.
assiissinations and
His
career as tyrant of Medina is that of a robberthief, whose political economy consists in securing
and dividing plunder, the distribution of the latter
being at times carried out on principles which fail

to satisfy his followers' ideas of justice.
He is
himself an unbridled libertine and encourages the
in his followers.
For whatever he
does he is prepared to plead the express authorization of the deity.
It is, however, impossible
to find any doctrine which he is not prepared to
abandon in order to secure a political end. At
difiFerent points in his career he abandons the unity
of God and liis claim to the title Prophet.
This is a disagreeable picture for the founder of
a religion, and it cannot be pleaded that it is a
nicture drawn by an enemy
and, though Tbii
Ishfui's name was for some reason held in low
esteem by the classical traditionalists of the 3rd
fslamic cent., they make no attempt to discredit
those portions of tlie biography which bear liardest
on the character of their Prophet. The theory
that this person's conduct was a model for his
followers lia.s in consequence done serious mis-

same passion

:

chief.

Muhammad were started in the
by H. de Boulainvilliers,' who was

Apologies for
I8th cent,

favoured by (iibbon because this apology provided
some instruments against Christianity. More importance was attached to the lecture of Carlyle on
The Hero as Prophet,' incorporated in the collection called On Heroes and HeroWor.ihip (London,
1841), in which Muhammad was taken as the type
of a heroic prophet, just as Odin was made the
(type of a heroic divinity, the author's knowledge
of the two personalities being about equal.
Another apologist who acquired some popularity was
^
Bosworth Smith, who, too, was satisfied with
superficial and second-hand information, and com'

mitted the error of basing his estimate of Muhammad's character and aims on the ill-recorded
Meccan period instead of on the far more accurNo European
ately chronicled period of Medina.
apologist for Jluhammad seems to have possessed
any proper acquaintance with the Arabic sources.

Only after the definite assertion of European
superiority over the world of Islam, which may be
dated from the Napoleonic invasion of Egypt, and
the acqmsition of European nationality or its
equivalent by large numbers of Muslims, has the
necessity for apologies made itself felt in Muslim
communities. The most prominent writer on this
sideisSyed Ameer Ali,' but there are many others.

These apologi.sts endeavour to discredit the biography of Ibn Ishfiq where it shocks the European
rcjider
and, where this cannot easily be (lone,
;

they suggest honourable motives or suppose the
course followed by the Prophet to have been tlie
lea^t objectionable of those that were open to him
at the time. Thus his toleration of polygamy is
declared to have been a limitation with the view
of ultimate suiqiression, and his attitude towards
slavery is regarded as similarly intended to lead to
it« abolition.
He has even been made to set an
example of monogamy, but the ingenuity required
for this is so great that the result is unconvincing.

B ut, whij e^Miislim dogma,

been distorted and a mythical character substituted
have in the main been three.
(1) In the Quran Muhammad on the whole disclaims the character of thaumaturge, arguing that
his predecessors were ordinary men, though he
accepts the most important of the mil acles ascribed
to Moses, .Jesus, and others (e.g., vii. lUO, iii. 43).
The miracles which he claims are victories in the
field, won by the a.ssistance of angels, and the/
yur'an it.self, which is a miracle either as contain-'
ing historical matter to which the Pioidiet had no
natural access or as being of unattainable eloTo these it is
quence (cf. xlvi. 111"., liii. Ift.).
possible that one case of foretelling the future, viz.
the recovery by the Komans of the territory seized I
by the Persians in the Nearer East (xxx. 2f. ), should
be added, though the text of the Qur'an does not
insist on this as evidence of mysterious knowledge.
Since the miracles of earlier prophets are attested
l>y the Qur'an, this scarcity of the miraculous
doubtless fro-i the first constituted a .serious dilli.'

.

culty to Muslim controversialists, and it is likely
that in Muhammad's lifetime many miracles were
attributed to him w hich he did not himself claim
in time he was credited with the analogue of every
miracle of consequence in either OT or NT, witli
the exception of raising the dead, which perhaps
was not a.scribed to him on the ground that his
own resurrection never became a dogma of Islam.
In works of the 4th cent, of Islam these miracles
are collected and, as is usual in Muslim works,
attested by chains of witnesses, under the title
'Proofs of the Mission.'
The most frequently
narrated of these miracles is the splitting of the
moon,' for which it seems possible to adduce
Qur'anic attestation (liv. 1), tliough perhaps the
text should be taken hypothetically rather than
as an assertion. Another form of miracle which
was popularly attributed to him was foretelling
the future even the reverse which he sustained at
Uhud was, according to the tradition, revealed to
him in a dream, though the official account of that
atl'air in siirah iii. 133ff. makes no allusion to the
warning. Of marvellous experiences that whicli
has attracted most attention is his supposeil
ascent into heaven,' which grew up round a text
of the Qur'an (xvii. 1), which merely saj's that God
took His servant by night from the sacred place of
prostration to the furthest place of prostration,
usually supposed to mean from Mecca to .Jerusalem.
It is probable that this is the dream to which
reference is made in the same surah (xvii. 62), where
it is coupled w ith
the accursed tree in the Qur'an
as a tem))tation to the people, i.e. a stumbling-block
to those whose faith was weak.
Nothing more is
known of this dream,' of which we should gather
that the Qur'an had contained an account wliich
was afterwards expunged but in th.e tradition it
has been so expanded as to form tlie analogue on
the one hand of the Christian Transfiguration, on
the other of the colloquy of Moses on Sinai. There
is even a tendency to ascribe to this ascent into
lioaven such non-Qur'anic legislation as is generally
adopted by Islam, in the same way a.s analogous
Jewish legislation is called 'rules given to Moses
on Sinai.' In the story that the Projihet was
transferred from Mecca to Jerusalem and from
;

'

;

'

'

'

'

:

to heaven we probably have a combination of glosses on theexpres.sion the furthest place
of prostration," the meaning of which is obviously

Jerusalem

'

Jjy- as«>«iiuiii^_jjj4l

whatever flie'l'ropIicr^dH. juiist necessaril^have

1>een righE, renders ajjology unnecesssn-yi^froni^ffiu- obscure.
earliest Bmes there liasTSeen hiuch edifying fiction
(2) The Prophet's sayings
in which the Prophet is shown to have juactised
into a source of law,

the virtues which mankind agree in admiring.
The lines on which the historical character has
all

1

2
5

La Vi^df Mati'iuirft, IjOlutoil, 173U.
Mohnmifwd awl MohaniinManuim, Londnn, ls7a.
Life and Teachings of Mvhammaa, lK>iidon, 1S91.

and doings were made
corresponding with the Oral
Law of the Jews, and, like the latter, not at first
written down. The great collections of these precedents or rulings date from the second half of the
3rd Islamic cent., but their accumulation goes
back to the 1st cent, of the migration, when the
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system of jiirisprudence began to be established
of jurists of Medina. The impartial
criticisni of these traditions seems to lead to a

by the labours

purely negative result the practice of inventing
scenes in which the Prophet delivered some judgment or of fathering saj'iiigs upon him nas so
common from the very beginning of the Islamic
empire that any genuine sayings of his are inextricablj' mixed up witli such as are apocryphal.
The native criticism of this tradition consisted in
ascertaining if possible the credibility of the persons who had handed it down. This was by no
means easy, and various motives prevented those
who endeavoured to criticize it from exercising
their judgment freely lience the chains wliich are
technically regarded as strong appear to the nonMuslim critic fatally weak. The Prophet's merits
as a legislator must, therefore, be judged exfor, though the rest of
Iclusively by the Qur'an
ithe sacred code is ascribed to him, there is little
(reason for thinking it to be his.
(3) The Prophet is supposed to have expi'essed
opinions upon all sorts of subjects— e.j/., medicine
I— and writers of essays usually start by quoting
Those which have to do with the
these dicta.
commendation of various virtues or the condemnation of vices were collected on a considerable
scale by Ghnzali (t 505 A.H.) in his Revival of the
Religious Sciences (Cairo, 1282 A.H.), the standard
text-book of ortliodox Islamic theology he was,
hoMever, criticized severely for employing so many
spurious dicta, many of which could be traced to
;

;

;

'

'

;

fabricators.

II. The Prophet's Companions. — No account of
Muhammad, however brief, could omit all notice

Companions, the persons by whose instruManj' of
mentality he accomplished so much.

of his

these

became

historical

governors, or generals
of them undertook the

;

figures,

it is

as

sovereigns,

remarkable

tliat

none

biographer or even
The tradition implies that
collector of memoirs.
certain institutions were suggested to the Prophet
by one or other of these adherents but there is
no evidence that lie was seriously influenced bj
any one of them, and we should gather that their
attitude towards him was that of worshippers.
Although the later parts of the Qur'an approach
the character of official documents, and we actuaDy have a State paper inserted in surah ix., it is
not clear tliat these associates had any share
in their composition.
Indeed, such participation
would liave been at variance with the theorj- that
the sfirahs were direct communications from the
office of

;

deity.

The

tradition represents

Abu Bakr and

'Omar, both of whom gave their daughters to the
Prophet, as the innermost cabinet; tlie former is
said to have beeu regularly in favour of mild, the
latter of severe, measures.
Of emissaries sent to
teach we hear very little an agent was sent t«
Medina to prepare for the arrival of the Prophet,
but the duties of tliis person were probably political,
;

much as religious and, when the
policy of winning the Arab tribes had commenced,
missionaries were sent to teach neo]ihytes those
portions of the Qur'an which were to be employed
in the liturgy
these missionaries appear, however, to have had in part military character.
"When the time had come to extend the mission
outside Arabia, envoys were sent bearing copies
of the Prophet's letter to all monarchs known to
him ; but, as these contained a command to adopt
Islam on pain of being attacked, there was no
occasion for the messengers to endeavour to persuade.
The theory that Islam is primarily a political
adventure is borne out by the subsequent careers of
at least as

;

;

I
I

Uts most distinguished adiierents.
Tlicy accumuand otherwise obtained conspicujlated fortune:-,
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ous worldly success 'Omar is credited by some
historians with consummate statesmanship, and
several others displayed talents as commanders
of armies ; but there was much rivalry for the
first place, and a quarter of a century after the
Prophet's death dirterent groups of Companions
The later legend
led armies against each other.
transforms all of them into saints and preachers,
This is done in
and sometimes into ascetics.
particular in the case of 'Ali, of whom a sort of
cult arose, especially in Persia history, however,
presents him as an ambitious libertine, endowed
with personal courage, but little else that merits
admiration.
The women of the
12. His domestic affairs.
Prophet's family enter into the story of his career
somewhat as they enter into the subsequent history the tradition makes the first wife, Khadijah,
a woman of wealth, whose acceptance of her husband's claim to a supernatural mission was an
important element in determining its success.
Her death is said to have occurred shortly before
the migration. Since his followers at Mecca were
at least to some extent persons who required temporal support, it is likely that her wealth (whatever that term may have meant) was devoted to
this purpose and, indeed, consumed therein. After
her death the Prophet began that course of polygamy and concubinage which has given ott'ence
to European students of his career, but does not
appear to have scandalized his Arabian contemporaries, except, indeed, in the case of his marriage
with the wife of his adopted son, which is defended
On two other
in a Qur'anic revelation (xxxiii. 4).
occasions the pages of the sacred book are devoted
to the Propliet's domestic troubles once when his
girl-wife 'A'ishah had incurred the suspicion of
unfaithfulness, and was defended by a special
oracle (xxiv. lift'.); and another time, when,
owing to the introduction of a Coptic concubine
to the harlm, the remaining members of it were so
embittered that the Prophet threatened to divorce
them all, and the revelation which he jjroduced
assured him that he would be able to find adequate substitutes (Ixvi. 1 ff. ). Since mutters no less
private and delicate find a place in the prophetic
books of the OT (Hosea and Isaiah), perhaps their
presence in the Qur'an ought not to shock us
nevertheless the tradition states that, according
to 'A'ishah, the Qur'an would have profited b>
the omission of the affair of the adopted son, ami
this criticism might be extended to the other.'!,
In several of these marriages it is eas
MutTiat poTittEar TOnsiderations^wergjJnTTnn
"Rammad, like oTlreTTeaders, wished to unite his
chief helpers to himself by as many bonds as
possible, and to get a hold on dangerous opponents.
Had he had sons, he would probably have utilized
them in the pursuit of this policy. Of these women
'A'ishah, the daughter of his most faithful folloMer,
Abvl Bakr, played a historical part of great consequence, and in the first civil war herself took the
The descendants of the Prophet, distinfield.
guished since the year 773 A.H. by green turbans,
all trace their pedigree to Fatimah, his daughter
by Khadijah the other d.auglitcrs appear to have
Fatimah herself, the wife of
died without issue,
A IT, seems to have been cruelly treated by the
died six months after her
first successor, and
father, being called to play a jjolitical part for
which she Avas unfitted in supportmg her husband's
It is curious that the
claim to the succession.
exact number of his sons is unknown, though it is
Of one, born late
certain that all died in infancy.
in his life of a Coptic concubine, sent as a present
by the Byzantine governor of Egypt, the death
synchronized with an eclipse of the sun, supposed
to be that of 27th Jan. 632.
;

;

—

;

—

;

;
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LlTBR-\Ti'RK.— Thlt», ill l>olh tlio Islamic and the Christian
is cnoniions, and e^eii a li:jt of important works would
Uesides the botirces eniuiit>i-at«d above, the
be len^hy.
Islamic general liiatorics mostly devot« a ^rreat deal of space
to the Prophet's bio^jraphy— <•.(;., Isma'il Abu'1-Fida (f 722
A.H-X whose account, cd. with Lat. tr. by .1. Ga'.;ni'-T, Oxford,
1723, was for more than a century the ))asis of European reMany Arabic monograiths in prose and verse are
searches.
enumerated by Hsjjl Khalifah, cd. O. Klut;el, Leipzig, 1836-58,
To these should be added the work called Insdn
iii. 634-()3«.
al-'l't/u'^ of Burhan al-din al-Halabi (1 lu-tt \.u.), published
Cairo, 1202, with the biography \)y a modern writer of Mecca,
The niodern European
AI;iinad Zaini Dahlan, on the margin.
study of the subject was started by G. Weil, Mohammad der
was
it
popularized in Knglieh by
Prophet, Stutli^art, 1S43:
Washington irving, lAv^t^ vj' Mahomet and his Sutxessors.

MUHAMMADANISM (in

T. H. Weir, 1912.

N. Afnca)

More recent biographies arc those by H.

Grimme. Mohammed, Munich, lOm, and D. S. Margoliouth,
Mtihainmed and the iCiVtf of leiam, Ijondon, 190.'>.

l&nguai^eSt

Besides bio^^mphics. numerous works deal with either the
prophetic character of Muhammad or certain aspects of his
work. One of the most popular of the former sort is the Shifo
./7 ^u^w? at'Mti^ta,fa of the <j(i(fi 'lyad (t ^U A.H.), on which
there is a vast literature, described by l.iajjj Khnlifab, iv. 56-61
the ed. of fonstantinople, 1315, in 4 vols, with the commentary
of Khafaji (t lOliO A.H.), is probably the best. Somewhat similar
is the Maieahib Laduniyyah of Qastallani (t 923 .^.ii.) with the
commentary of Zurqani, 8 vols., Cairo, 1278. Of European
works mention may be made of O. Pautz, ilohammedx Lehre
poll der OJenttarunfj, Leipziar, 189s; O. Procksch, Uber die
Blntraehc und Mohammed-^ SteUung ru ihr, do. 18S»9 P. Casa;

;

Mohammed et tajindt' nuuide, Paris, 1011 H. Lammens,
Mohamet, fnt-it sinctre
The ninth volume of
I'aris, 1914.
V. Chauvin's Dibtiographie ne.s ouvrages arahes, etc., Lici,'e,
on the subject from
contains
a
all
works
list of
int)8,
E-iropean
nova,

London, ISoO. The work of A. Sprenger, iMts Ltben und die
Lehre des Mohnmnutd, Berlin, 1869, claimed to be based mainly
on new materials much the same were siinultaneonsly employed by W. Muir. Life of Mahmm-t atul Hist, o/ Jslam,
London, 1866-^1, reprinted in an abridjjed fuira, 1S77, and ed.

;

.',

:

1810 to 1885.

D.

S.

MARGOUOUTH.

MUHAMMADANISM.
India T. W. Arnold),
Persia (W. A. Shkou),

Central Africa (D. S. Margoliouth), p. 880.
North Africa (1>. S. MargoUOUTH), p. 880.
Arabia I). S. .Margoi.ioUTH), p. 883.
Central Asia (A. Vamb£rv), p. 885.
China (M. Hartmanx), p. 888.

(

Syria, Egypt, and

(

Turkey

Ghadanies to Timbuktu,
and Algeria via Wargla. Certain details of the
dates of its introduction into various communities
were collected by the traveller, H. B.arth about
A.D. 1000 it fouud its way into Songlii, near the
end of the 11th cent, into Kaneni, about 1500 into
It was
Bajrirnii, and not much later into Katsena.
introduced into Logon about the beginning of the
19th century. In Iflii? it was computed that the
number of indigenous Muslims in British Central
Africa was 50,000 as compared with 950,000
certain places

647, however, that an expedition on a great scale
was organized for the subjugation of Africa, where
the Patricius (iregory had declared himself independent of the Byzantine emperor, and made SI leitla
The Arab
(in Timisia) his seat of government.

;

1500.

The

Isl.nm of Central Africa seems to be everywhere of the Malikite school ; and, if it has produced a literature, few monuments of it have as
yet come to light. In Recite du month mu-mlman,
xii. [1910] 197 Ismacl Hamet gives a summary of

the Kitab al-Tcrii' if hy

Muhammad

b.

al-.Mukhtar

of the Kounta tribe of Azawad ; this personage
died in 1826, twenty years after the comidetion of
his work, wliich consists of an edifying biography
of his parents, containing the kind of matter which
In JRevue du
is usually found in hagiographies.

xiv. [1911], Hamet gives extracts
of a somewhat earlier writer Sidi
al-Yaddali
Muhammad
(t 1752), a jioeiii by whom
in praise of the Prophet was published by L.

monde mu.fulinan,

from the works

\-iii.
Some contem(ib.
[1909] 199).
one Bakai were published
porary i>oems (satires) by
by Barth. There appears to be nothing in these
specimens that-is distinctly African. In the same
magazine (viii. 409) Massignon published the
catalogue of a library belonging to a Central
the editor notices
-African chieftain Shaikh Sidia
the alisence of books bearing on philosophy,
alchemy, and music, but otherwise it does not
differ in character from other Islamic libraries, and
the want of representation of these subjects may

Massignon

;

l)e

due to

.accident.
'

LiTFRATniiK.— 1. Hamet,
Ia Civilisation arnbe en Afrlque
centralc,' in lievue da tnoiuU musubnan, xiv. {1011] 1-35.
D. S. Margoliouth.

MUHAMMADANISM (in N. Africa). —
— Tlie introduction of Islam into N.

i.

History.

AM

invader, 'Abdallah b.
Sarh, who had advanced
through the interior, defeated the forces collected
by Gregorj' in the battle of Akuba, where Gregory
himself perished, took and pillaged Sbeitla, and
proceeded to devastate the country southwards as
far as Gaf.sa and Jerid and northwards as far as

[

is

connected with the names of historical personages
the chief missionary for Central Negroland was
one Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Karim b. Maghili, a
native of Buda in Tawat, who flourished about

(F. Giese), p. 905.

as far as Barca, and in the follnwing year took
It was not till the autumn of
Tripoli by storm.

;

in

H. Weir),

commenced shortly after the conquest of
Egypt by 'Amr b. al-'As, wiio in A.D. G41 jienetrated

Trijjoli via

Its introduction

(T.

.\frica

is

fetishists.

897.

Mesopotamia

p. 898.

MUHAMMADANISM (in Central Africa).—
said to have reached Central
Muliiiiniu.ail.inisni
Africa from three sources — Egjpt bj- the Nile and
it8 affluents,

p. 895.
p.

Marmajanna. Permanent occupation was not yet
contemplated, and the conquerors were satisfied
with a heavy money payment, on the receipt of
which they,\vitlidrew certain conversions, however,
were made. The civil war Avhich followed the
ileath of 'Uthman delayed the activities of the
Muslims in this region for a time, but in 665 the
lirst Umayyad Khalifah, Mu'awiyah, dispatched an
expedition" thither, which overcame the troops
sent by the Byzantine emperor, and in 669 established a province Ifriqiyyah, with 'Cqbah b. Nafi'
for its first governor, who for the first time
employed Berber converts as soldiers, and founded
the city of Kairawan. Since the Islamic programme
was carried out liy this governor, who threatened
the pagans with extermination, the religion began
In 675
to spread fast among the Berber tribes.
Uqbah was replaced by a less vigorous governor
but he was sent back to his province by Vazid I.
shortly after his accession, and proceeded to
organize an expedition which finally reached Ceuta
in the extreme west of Africa, whence he turned
south and saw the .\tlantic before starting homeward but he did not again reach Kairawan, as his
army was attacked by superior forces snd annihiHis defeat and
lated at Tehuda, N.E. of Biscra.
death (683) were followed by a general revolt of
the Africans from Arab nile, and an independent
Berber state, with Kairawan for capital, was able
In 690 this city
to maintain itself for five years.
was re-taken by the Arabs, who, however, evacuated the province, wliich lapsed into anarchy. An
end was put to this by Musah b. Nusair, nent in
705 to Kairawan as governor of Ifriqiyyah, who
traversed as far as Ceuta the country previously
invaded by 'I'qbah, penetrated us far south as the
Oasis of Sijilmasa, took Tangicr.s, and installed
;

'

;

;

MUPIAMMADANISM
a Berber con\ert there as governor. He returned
to Kairai\:iii in 708, having definitely won N.
Africa to Islam, and put an end to Christian
The pious
domination, where it still existed.
Umayyad'Omar II. is said to have manifested zeal
in the propagation of Islam among the inhabitants
of these territories.

The

who were giving much trouble
dominions of the Khalifahs, also sent
missionaries to the \vest, where they found a ready
hearing among the recently converted tribes.
Kharijites,

in the eastern

The

Sufri doctrine spread

among

the westerly

In 740 a
tribes, the Ibadi in Ifrlqiyyah proper.
revolt broke out in tlie extreme west against the
ruler in favour of the Kharijite docmet with some initial success, it
spread over Muslim Africa ; a Syrian force sent
the
Khalifah
Hishani to quell the rebellion was
by
defeated on the Sebu. Another force headed by
the governor of Egj'pt in 7-12 was more fortunate ;
but, though Kairawan was rendered secure, the
Kharijites maintained themselves at Tlemsen and
in the neighbouring parts of the modern Morocco,

Umayyad

trine, and, as it

and various independent Kharijite communities
established themselves to the west of the continent.
At the beginning of the 9th cent., while the
dj-nasty of the Aghlabites was establishing itself
at Kairawan, under the nominal suzerainty of the

Khalifahs of Baghdad, but virtually independent,
an 'Alid dynasty called the Idrisid became dominant in the west, and in 808 founded the city of
Fez.
Other petty dynasties were also established
in various places.
The great event in the history
of Muslim Africa during this century ^vas the
arrival of the Fatimid missionaiy Abu 'Abdalliih,
who won adherents among the Ketama, and by

and strategy was able to overthrow the Aghlabites, and install at Kairawan
a Shi'ah dynasty, which presently substituted for
Kairawan a new city, Mahdiyah, as metropolis.
The petty .principalities to the west of Kairawan
alternated
in
their
between the
allegiance
Umayyads of Spain and the Fatimids of Mahdiyah,
but the latter remained the dominant power in N.
Africa until they, liaving conquered Egypt, transskilful organization

ferred their capital to Cairo, leaving in possession
of Mahdiyah a
dependent dynasty called the
Ziiids, who in the middle of the lltli cent, threw
off Fatimid suzerainty.
As the 11th cent, neared
its end, the Almoravid dynasty, founded by an
adventurer named Yusuf b. Tashifin, with its
capital at Morocco, obtained the hegemony ; and
this, in the middle of the 12th cent., was displaced
by that of the Almohads founded by Ibn Tumart,
which under its first actual sovereign, 'Abd alMu'min, obtained possession of all N. Africa as
well as Spain. This dynasty lasted one century
and was succeeded by three the Merinids
only,
with their capital at Fez, the Ziyanids with theirs
at Tlemsen, and the 5afsids, with theirs at Tunis

—

—whose

constant disputes kept N. Africa in a
In
state of turbulence for some two centuries.
the 16th cent, various points on the north and
were
and
west coasts
seized by Portuguese
Spanish
forces and then by Turks
the three native
whereas
dynasties gradually disappeared, and,
that of Tunis gave way to Ottoman domination,
which had Algiers for its centre, in the west a new
empire, that of the Sharifs, arose. The capital of
the Sharifs was at difl'erent times Morocco and
Fez, and sometimes Meknes their first dynasty,
that of the Sa'dians, lasted from 1520 until 1654,
when it was ousted by that of the yassanians,
;

;

which became prominent in 1633. The Sharifs
and the Turks ^ucceeded in ousting the Christian
invaders from the places which they had occupied,
but in 1830 Algiers was occupied by the French,
whose empire has ever since been extending in N.
VOL, VIII.— 56
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The connexion of the Turkish settlements
N. Africa with the government of Constantinople
gi'ew constantly looser from the time of their
establishment, and the pasha of Algiei's had difficulty in maintaining his authority over the territories which lay to the west of tJKit place.
The population forming the Islamic communities
has remained Berber in the main, but, besides the
influx of Arabs at the time of the urigiual invasion,
Africa.

in

the introduction of the Arab tribes HUal and
Sulaim in the 11th cent, has been of great imports
ance for the political development of the country
These tribes, which had been located in Egyjit,
were, it is said, sent westwards by the Fatimid
Khalifah Mustansir, by way of avenging himself on
the Zirid Mu'izz, who in 1048 liad accepted the
suzerainty of the 'Abbasid Khalifah, destroyed the
Ismailia college at Kairawan, where the Shi'ite
doctrine was taught, and burned in public all tlrat

was indicative of Shi'ism. The Arabs advanced
victoriously, and compelled the Berber sovereigns
to make terms with them
under the Almohads
some of the divisions of these tribes were introduced into the western [jrovinces and employed bj'
the government as a military force.
;

Far from attaching themselves to the soil as the al-llohads
had hoped, these tribes continued to live in the nomad state and
to annoy the government by their turbulence' (E. Michaux'

'Les Tribus arabes de
Archives luarocaines, iv. [1905] 59).
Bellaire,

la

valine

du Lekkous,'

in

Indeed, their risings form many a chapter in the
history of N. Africa. Towards the end of the 17tli
cent, the 5assanid Sharif Isma'il purcha.sed or
procured a great number of Negroes, of wlioni he
formed agricultural colonies, chiefly in the neighbourhood of Morocco, enjoying various privileges,
but bound to place all male children from the age
of ten at the disposal of the sovereign, to be trained
for his guard, while various employments were
also found for the females.
By the end of his
reign as many as 150,000 of these black soldiers

were registered in his lists ; they were placed
under the patronage of Bukharl, the author of the
chief collection of traditions, whose sanctity in
certain parts of the Islamic world approaches or
even exceeds that of the Prophet. The purpose of
this scheme was to provide the Sultan with a guard

unconnected with the native population, on whose
A Turkish and a Levantine
fidelity he could rely.
element, neither very considerable in magnitude,
were introduced into the eastern provinces by the

Ottoman conquests.
2. Sects and orders.
from

this sketch that

— It

wiU have been seen

during the

first four centtiries
of Islam both Kharijite and Shi'ite opinions held
sway in ditl'erent parts of N. Africa. The former
are still represented by certain isolated communiwhen the Zirids asserted
ties (see art. Khawaeij)
their independence of the Fatimids, Shi'ite opinions
were condemned, and a general persecution of
;

who

them took place (1014) some years
on the occasion of a lurther dispute
between tlie Zirid and the Fatimid monarchs, the
former asserted the legitimacy of the Abbasid
Khalifate and proclaimed the orthodoxy of the
Malikite system, upon which the Almoravids also
The founder of the Almohad dynasty
insisted.
was a follower of the Ash'arite theology, and
himself propagated it in Africa, displacing that of
those

held

;

later (1045),

the Zahirites (Qalqashandi, Siibh al-A'shfi, Cairo,
The further changes of dynasty
1915, V. 191).
appear to have produced no alteration in the
dominance of these systems. The historians of
the earlier period call attention to two purely
African sects, both of which olatained some hold.
The first of these was that founded by Salib b.
Tarif, prophet of the Bargwata in Temessna, who
about A.D. 750 promulgated a Quran containing
surahs named after the Cock,' the Elephant,'
'

'
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'the Asses,' 'Adam,' etc., and was recognized by
his tribe.
After a reitrn of forty-seven years lie
departed to the East, promising to return under
the seventh sovereign of his dynasty and leaving
This successor
Iiis son Eliasto continue his work.
reigned, we are told, lifty years, professing Islam,
but secretly harbouring his father's heresy, which
was openly professed by the third of the line,
Yunus. Yunus endeavoured to enforce its acceptance under penalty of death, and is said to have
razed numerous cities and massacred crowds of his
subjects in his endeavour to propagate the doctrine.
The doctrine seems to have ditiered from

orthodox Islam

in

matters of ceremony chicHy.

;

of five

its sacrificial

;

day was Uth Muhariam

;

its

alms-tax was a tithe of all fruits its ceremonial
cleansing was much more elaborate than the
orthodox some of the prayers consisted of gestures
without bending of the body and the formuliB
were in the vernacular of the tribe. The cock
served instead of inu'adhdhin
its tlesh was a
forbidden food, whereas that of the hen was only
disapproved. Eggs also were forbidden. The sect
survived till the middle of the 11th cent., when it
was exterminated by the Almoravids.
Another Berber author of a Quran Avas 5amlm,
jnophet of the Ghumarah near Tetuan, who came
forward in A.D. 925; in his system prayer was
only twice a day, and the only attitude adopted
in It was an inclination in which the ground Mas
touched with the back of the hands. He prescribed
fasting all Thursday, and on Wednesday till noon.
He reduced the fast of Ramadan by a numlier of
days, abolished pilgrimage, purification, and the
total ablution, and permitted sow's flesh to be
eaten, on the ground that the Quran of Muhammad
forbade that of the boar onlj'. Specimens of his
Quran, which was in the Berber language, are
given in the Kitab al-Utibmr (tr. E. Fagnan,
Constantine, I9U0, p. 143), and relics of the sect
which he founded existed in the time of the historian
Ibn Khaldtin (c. A.D. 1400), who asserts that the
greater number of sorcerers came from the Jabal
5amim, which took its name from this personage,
whose actual career appears to have been very
short.
He was defeated in the neighbourhood of
Tangiers by a force sent by the Simnish Umayyad
al-Nasir in the year 927, and his head was sent to
Cordova.
In the year 1228 another prophet arose among
theGhumarah, called Muhammatl b. Abi'l-Tawajin,
who performed miracles and instituted a code he
was, however, cursed by the saint and ascetic
'Abd al-Salam b. Masliish, in consequence of which
most of his Berber followers withdrew from him.
The prophet in retaliation caused the saint to be
assassinated, but was himself shortly afterwards
defeated by the garrison of Ceuta, and killed by a
Berber his descendants are still to be found in the
neighbourhood of the Wad Ras, where, however,
they are under a .sort of ban, and forbidden access
to the Jabal Alain, where the saint Ibn Mashish
dwelt, of whose cult hatred for the Baui T.iw.ajin
forms a part (Archives mcirocairws, ii. [I'Joo] 24).
Ibn Khaldun gives no details of the system which
this prophet tried to establisli {History, ed. Cairo,
;

;

;

;

;

;

The title '.Malidi' is sai<l to have
1284, vi. 222).
been taken by the hist of these propliets, and,
bein^ less likely to ofl'cnd popular prejudice tlian
the title Prophet,' it has been a.ssunieil hy many
pretenders in Africa e.g., the founders of the
Fatimid and Almohad dynasties, a contemporary
of the former, a young man at the commencement
of the reign of the Fatimid Mansur (A.D. 940).
It
is noticeable that the Almohad Ma'mfin, at his
triumphal entry into Morocco in 12.W, dcliiiitely
'

—

'

'

N. Africa)

of the founder of his dynasty to
rejected the claim
this title, asserting that the only Malidi was Jesus

the Son of Mary, and that the ascrijition of it to
Ibn Tum.art was a fable. Nunienms claimants to
it have risen since that time (see iul. MahdI).
Of an obscure sect called the Badadwa, located
on the right bank of the Sebu, an .account is given
by G. Salmon in Archioe.i inarocaines, ii. [1905]
358-363.
A branch of these called the sect of
Yusuf is mentioned as having arisen in the 10th
century [ib. xix. [1913] 214). Apparently they
base their system on the Qur'an, but dider from
'

'

otlier

Muslims

in points of ritual.

The general dominance

It

substituted Kajah as fasting month for Ramadan
it prescribed ten daily and nightly
instead
jjrayers

(in

of the I^I.Ilikite code, of

which the most familiar compendium is that of
Sidi Khalil (Abu Diya), was not all'ected by the
dynastic changes, except that in the provinces
governed liy Turks the official system of the Ottomans, that of Abu Hanifah, was introduced without
displacing the otlier in these regions there were
two qOdis. In the cities of N. Africa there were
theological schools which produced orthodox writers
and teachers of eminence, and sucli were to be
found as far south as Timbuktu, which was made
subject to Morocco in 1590 one of the prisoners
then taken, Ahmad Bilba, who belonged to a
family of theologians, complained that the conquerors had pillaged his library, which, though
containing 1600 volumes, was sm.aller than others
which belonged to his relatives. The Islam of N.
Africa was greatly influenced by the introduction
of the form of Sufiism connected with the name of
'Abd al-Qadir al-Jilani {[q.v.'] t 561 A.H.), to whom
the establishment of orders is traced. In one of
the earliest European accounts of the orders (E. de
Neveu, ic? Khounn: Ordres rcliijieiix chcz le-i
Miisiilmnn.i de VAIgfrie, Paris, 1846) various popular beliefs about this personage are collected.
;

;

He it is wliose name ia ceaselessly repeated by beggars demanding- alms, and whose name is invoked by all whom any
Wlien a man falls, the bystanders and he
"
himself cry out, " Ah, my lord 'Alxl al-Qadir
The miserable
in their sufferings, and women in travail, pray him to intercede
for them.
In the month Safar 380,000 evils of all sorts descend
from the sky: of these be bears three-quarters himself' (p.
'

accident, befalls.

I

•at.).

Lists of the orders established in N. Africa were
this writer, and more complete registers
were later drawn up by L. Rinn, O. Depont, and
X. Cop])olani. Some of these either originated in

made by

Africa or are only known to exist there.
In the 15th cent. Shadliiliism was propagated in

Morocco by

Muhammad

b.

Sulaiman

al-.Iazuli,

who counts

as the starting-point of all the orders
and sdwiyahs of this region. An account of this
personage, who died in 1464, and is famous
throughout Islam as the author of the Dalail al-

Khairat, is given in Archives maroraincs, xix.
277 tt"., as an appendix to the treatise Ddwat alNOshir of Ibn Askar, which contains the lives of
ascetics of Morocco
A. Graulle, who is the translator of this work, added to it as a continuation
in vol. xxi. [1913] the Xnshr idMathanl of
;

Muhammad
to

b. al-Tayyib al-Qadiri, and proposes
add as another supplement the Ghurb al-Muhtaal-Kittani.
The Salwat al-unfas,

ditr of Ja'far

is of similar import.
of historical matter contained in these
lives is small
their purpose is diielij' to edify.
The growth of the orders throughout N. Africa,
ultimately (according to French ani liorities) rendering possible a territorial division by zCnciyriJi.^ like
]iarishes, does not appear to have at any time had
a benelicial effect eitlicr on tlie religion or on the
morals of the inhabitants. In an es,say, ' Sur la
Mentalitc religieuse dans la region dc Rabat et de

published at I'cz in 1316,

The amount

;

Sale' {Archives marocaiiii's, vi. [1906] 423-435), E.
Mcrcier describes the effects whicb he witnessed
in two towns wlii'li count as sacred.
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The people are fanatics rather than believere, haters of the
tlian religious'; the meniher of an order
shares tiie superstitions of the ignorant, hut is more bij^^oted
and. having: securp<l his own salvation, looks down on others
who are less fortunate.
Convinced of his inunense superiority",
he shut*) himself up in a strict formalism, scrupulon.s and
punctual obser\ ation of the rites which take up hie time and
save him the trouble of reflecting (p. 4).
'

non-Muslim rather

'

'

It is asserted that religion ocuiiiiies a much
larger share of Berber than of Aralj life, and the
names of the dynasties, Almoravids, Almohads,
hear this out. In the 16th cent, the devotees
(called murCtbit, or marabout) begin to play a
political rcile of great importance ; their zdwiyahs,
or hermitages, which at times were like towns in
magnitude, arc regularly employed as refuges ;
they themselves in times of peace (so far as there
were any) enjoyed divers privileges e.g., under
Turkish rule the marabouts of the Amokran
family in the neighbourhood of Jijeli had the right
to direct the provision of timber for shipbuilding,
and others had a share in the proceeds of the
piracy they were employed as envoys, as mediMost frequently
ators, and, at times, as regents.
The
y\e hear of them as heading insurrections.
dynasty of the Sa'dian Sharifs is said to have commenced by the inhabitants of Sus at the time of
the Portuguese settlements betaking themselves

—

;

to a marabout named Ibii Mubarak, whom they
implored to place himself at their head and march
against the Christian invaders he referred them
to the Sharif Abu Alidallah al-Qaim, then residing
at Tagmadaret, whose sons undertook the duty.
In 1612 the Sa'dian Sharif al-Ma'mun, who, in
order to regain his throne, had handed over AlAraish to the Spaniards, was assassinated by the
iiuiqaddam. (abbot) Muhammad b. Abi' 1-Lif, at the
instance, it is said, of the marabout Abu'l-Mahalli,
who belonged to the RahmanI order, and even
proclaimed himself Mahdi. This personage was
able to take Morocco, where he established himself
as sovereign until defeated by another marabout
Yahya, who espoused the cause of the Sa'dian
Zaidan, and was then, not without difficulty, persuaded to return to his monastery. In 1619 an
insurrection in the province Habt was headed by
a marabotit al-^Iasan b. Raisun, also in favour of
a Sa'dian, who undertook to restore orthodox
practice and early in the I7th cent, the marabouts
of Dela, Sale, and Sijilmasa headed political
(larties in diilererit parts of the Sa'dian empire.
In 1639 a Turkish force dispatched from Algiers
which was entrapped in the Kabiliyah was saved
by the intervention of a marabout, who obtained
reasonable terms from the natives for it. In 1641
the Algerian pasha Yusuf, starting an expedition
for the suppression of anarchy in the province
of Constantine, obtained the good offices of the
marabout Ibn Sasi of Bone. In 1664 one named
SIdi Hamud obtained a passage for the Algerian
troops marching to the relief of Jijeli, which had
been occupied by the French. In 1668 the marabouts of Dela were at war with the IJassanian
Sharif Rashid, who defeated them and stormed
their zdiriijah, which had grown into a pojiulous
and sumptuous town. His brother aud successor,
Ismail, had to face an insurrection headed by one
of the survivors from this monastery, named
Ahmad b. 'Abdallali, who was defeated in the
neighbourhood of Tedla. Their activity was no
In 1757 a maraless marked in the 18th century.
bout raised tlie standard of revolt against the
Passaniaii Sharif Midiaiiimail li. 'Abdallali in the
country of the Cliumaiali. In 1777 an insurrection
was started atTlem-en by a fanatic of the Derkawi
order, named Muhammad b. 'Ahdallah, whose
j

'

;

followers were
Salali

Bey

campaigns,

ultiiii.atply

l)OUght

oH'.

In

17S7

of Coii.laiilinc conducted a series of
not all of them successful, against the

SS3

Arabia)

(in

heads of zrlwii/aha in
another Derkawi, Ibn al

this

In

province.

180.1

A brash, said to be favoured

by the British Government, established himself
at Jijeli, and organized the natives against tl e
bey of Constantine, whom he defeated and killed
and in 18(J5 the Derkawis revolted in the proviiK e
In 1818 the
of Oran and besieged Oran itself.
marabouts of this province gave further trouble,
and many more recent instances of their activity
;

are recorded.
In general the ostensible aim of these devotees
has been to free the soil of Africa from Christiini
occupation but this has not invariably been the
case, as there are instances of the marabout* cotiiluomising with the Christians or even invoking
their assistance against rivals {Archives marocaincs,
;

ii.

46).

—

Cult of saints. Closely connected with the
is the cult of saints, which is wide-spread
The tomb of Idris, founder of the
in N. Africa.
Idrisi dynasty, is a common place of pilgrimage,
and both it and other tombs figure in the history
as places of refuge. The tomb of Ibn Mashish
(.sec above, p. 882") is visited in the month Slia'ban,
and comprehends a series of visits to those of his
ancestors and descendants (Archives marocaincs,
ii. 24).
A list of the tombs visited in the Gharb is
given in Archives marocaincs, xx. [1913] 246-278
of the saints thus venerated the most popular
3.

orders

;

'

b. Lalliisha (t A. D. 1666).

Sidi Qasim
certain is that he has
is

What

is

two sanctuaries, one on the
and one on the right bank of the Sebu (p. 261),
and that he has several festivals in the year, one of
which lasts three days. A list for the {irovince
'

left

Habt

given in Archives iimrocaines, xvii. [1911]
fiuictions corresponding
those of the patron saints of
closely with
481

tX.

is

These saints have

Christianity.
The zdwiyah .Sharqawiyah

of Bii'l- Ja'd is not only a religioua
centre, but likew ise a centre of preparation for the sacred war,
and the greater number of the horsemen and shooters of the
Gharb are placed under the patrun.ige of Sidi Bu Abid alSharqawi. In this region one frequently finds the name Bu
Abid, which is considered to be of good omen for horsemen.
Parents often give their children the name of a marabout niuier
whose patronage some military exercise is placed {ib. xx. 39).
'

'

An

account

is

given

(ib.

p.

276

of

tl'. )

various

Maraboutic tribes,' i.e. groups of villages attached
to some saintly cult, and not, like the zdwiyahs,
'

isolated villages.
Literature.— E. Mercier, Hist, de I'A/riquc septentriotiaie,
Paris, 18S8-91, based on both native and European authorities.
Much material is to be found in Revue ajrkaine, nos. 1-293
[1856-1915], M&inoireg de la society arch&>t'iiji<pN' de Constantine,
vols, i.-xlv. [1853-1912], Archives ^narucaiiies, vols, i.-xxi.
See also I. Hamet, Les Masi'Jnians /ran^ais au
[1904-13].
iioid de CA/riiitK, Paris, 1906; T. H. Weir, The Shaikhs oj
Morocco, I^ondon, 1904.
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MUHAMMADANISM (in Arabia).— Oneof the
results of the taking of Mecca by ^luhammad was
a determination on his part no longer to tolerate
paganism in Arabia, and the destruction of the
ancient cults took place throughout the peninsula
with extraordinary rapidity the ease with -which
the feti.shes were discarded by their worsbipjiers
has elicited expressions of wonder from some who
;

It is indeed suggested
unexplored regions in
Arabia whither Islam has not penetrated, but of
these rumours there a|ipears to be no confirmation.
So far as the authorities before us warrant, every
tradition of the older religions api)ears to have
perished statements about them w hich meet u.s
in Arabic literature are ordinarily fictions based
on QurTinic texts, and the so-called pre-Islamic
poetry' must, if genuine, have undergone wholeKven the re\olts in Arabia
sale expurgation.
which followed the Prophet's death do not appear
cxhiliil any recrudescence of p;iganism, but
t(j
merely a desire for liberation from some of the

have chronicled the period.
at times that there are

still

;

'
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of Islam ; and permanent
one matter (the number of daily prayers)
is said to have been obtained by one of the rebellious tribes, though the revolt was otlierwise a

more onerous exactious
relief in

failure.

It is

wortliy of notice that these rebellions

were led by prophets wlio aimed at re-enacting
Muhammad's jjart, not by priests or other representatives of the fallen idols.

The

liberation of

Arabia from paganism was speedily followed by
the penalizing therein of all non-I.slamic cults,
even the Jews and Christians, whoso rights had
been respected by the Prophet, being either banished or forcibly converted in the time of the
second Khalifah.
The murder of the third of these rulers in the
year 35 A.H. was an event of the greatest importance for both Arabia and Islam.
On the one
hand, as some of the far-sighted are said to have
urged at tlie time, it split the community into
sects
complete unity has never been restored.
On the other hand, the jiolitical centre of Isl.ani
was thereby shifted to a point outside Arabia
the Assassins came from Egypt, and the battles
for the succession were fought from Basra, Kufa,
and Damascus. These cities became the capitals
of the rival claimants, and Medina was never
restored to the position ^\hich it had once held.
Arabia has, therefore, ever since been a province,
at a distance from the seat of government
and
such principalities as have asserted their independence within the peninsula have been mediocre
both in magnitude and in importance.
Such
talent as Arabia produced has been attracted to
the political centre, whereas the persons attracted
to it from outside have been mainly devotees.
There are, however, certain ways in which the
influence of Arabia upon Islam has been constant
or permanent.
On the one hand, Mecca has
maintained its position throughout history as the
some sovereigns are
greatest Islamic sanctuary
said to have contemplated substituting either
Jerusalem or Baghdad, but to have abandoned
the idea as impracticable. This place has not only
served to perpetuate the traditions which Islam
took on from older times, but has also served as a
rallying ground for the sects and only occasionMecca is the
ally has its sanctity been violated.
place where the Islamic world as a whole can be
most easily addressed, and to tliis day revivalist
movements, which are usually reactionary, have a
tendency to materialize there.
On the other hand, Medina remained the chief
seat of Islamic learning some generations after it
had ceased to be the political capital. At this
place, the residence of the Prophet's widows,
several of whom survived him for many decades,
and tlie theatre of his most eventful years, the
i

;

;

;

;

came into existence, and this
became the most important source of law,

science of tr:iuition
sjieedily

though not

first in the list.
In the Ist cent, of
Islam Medina produced a school of jurists who,
though they left nothing in writing, by their
labours prepared the way for the codes whose
publication followed shortly after the foiindation
of Baghdad.
In the middle of the 2nd cent, it was
the home of the jurist Malik, where he received as

pupil Shali'i j Shafi'i in later life went to B.-ighdad,
wlierc alone conspicuous ability could find its reward. With the names of these personages two of
the three great Idamic codes are connected. It is,
tlierefore, Arabian (and indeed Medincse) law that
theoretically is observed throughout Islam, though
iu the more civilized Stales the civil and criminal
portions have given way to the Code Napoldon.
The development of the other IsKimic sciences
h.os little to do with Arabia, which in these matters
li.us lagged behind the other
provinces. The chief
battles of tlic sects, too, have been fought outside

(in

Arabia)

Arabia tliey could not, however, cut quite adrift
from tlic sacred territory, v here they did not, as
a rule, win many enthusiastic adherents. There
lias, however, been always a smouldering desire to
recover that hegemony which was lost after the
murder of Othmau hence there has generally
been disalicction towards the ruling power. Perhaps the most serious attempt made at recoveriuK
the lost hegemony was when in the early Abbasid
period 'Abdallah, son of Zubair, was able to maintain the two sacred cities for a time against the
Umayyad generals. His cause perislied with him
and rebellions which have since taken place in
Arabia have had for their object reco\ery of independence ^^ithin the peninsula rather than re;

;

'

;

cstablishment of the political headquarters of the
empire.

An

account of the religious condition of Arabia
4th cent, of Islam is given by the geogra))lier
Muqaddasi (ed. M. J. de tioeje, Leydon, 1S77, ]>.

in the

The

three great political sects, the Sunnis,
(called by him Shurat), were
represented in diilerent parts of the peninsula.
One sect which has since disajiiieared, the Qarmatis, was dominant in Hajr. The SiiunI schools
were not then restricted to four, and, besides the
systems of Abu ^anifah and Malik, those of
Hawiid the Zahiri, Sufyan al-Thauri, and Ibn alMundhir had adherents. The Shi'ites in parts of
the country were also distinguished as Mu'tazilites.
Of the rise of the Khariji power in Oman an
account has been given in the art. iBADls. Of a
Kharijite who maintained himself in Yemen from
538 to 569 A.H. a notice is given by Ibn Khaldun (tr.
H. C. Kay, Omarah's History of Yemen, London,
The branch of the Shi'ah which
1892, pp. 161-165).
96).

Shi'ahs,

and Kharijis

has maintained
the Zaidi {q.v.).
'All, Zaid,

permanently in S. Arabia is
It is called after a descendant of
perished in an abortive rising of

itself

who

the year 122 A.H.
For its history, references may
be given to the work of H. C.
(pp. 184-190),

Ka^

and Khazraji's History of the Basuli Dynasty of
Yaman (tr. J. W. Redhouse, London, 1907). An
account of the Qarmatis in Yemen by JanadI is
also translated in the work of Kay (pp. 190-212).
Other sects were either at one time represented in
Arabia or are still to be found there of a Shi'ite
sect called Sab'iyyah representatives are to be found
in a Yemenite community called
(Ahmad
;

Yam

Rashid, History of Yemen and Sand [Turkish],
Constantinople, 1291 A.H., ii. 87) their views appear to be similar to those of 'Azaqiri (Yaqut,
Dictionary of Learned Men, ed. D. S. Margoliouth,
;

London, 1907-13, i. 301).
Probably the most important religious movement which has taken place in Arabia since the
is that called Wahhabi {q.v.), the
origin and course of which have been described by
the English travellers W. G. Palgrave, Lady Anne
Blunt, C. M. Doughty, and the Austrian traveller
E. Nolde.
So far as the literature of these sects has hitherto

rise of IsliSm

been made accessible, it would appear that they
have had to ado)it and modify the results of the
labours carried on at the great Islamic centres,
and have themselves been incapable of producing
One of the
original works of any consequence.
few specimens as yet accessible of purely Arabian
theology, A!' Hm nl-Shrimikh, by Salih b. Mahdi
of Yemen (tll08 A.H.), in which an endeavour is
made to find a common ground for the sects by
going behind the supposed innovations of the
founders, ajqiears to rest entirely on the older
theological works, already known in Kiirope, the
authors of which were natives of extra- Arabian
We learn from this work that the
provinces.
Sufi orders

and

practices,

wliicli

originated in

llaghdad and Baijra, were in the authors time
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well represented in S. Arabia. Against these the
Wahliabi movement in the centre and north of the
jieninsula was to some extent a revolt.
From the statements of the few travellers who
have spent niiuh time in tlie peninsula and have
been able to fanuliarize themselves with its conditions, it would appear that the great bulk of the
population are, in theory at any rate, fiercely
Muliammadan, but that the observation of the
practices which the system enjoins is mucli more
regular in tlie towns than in the desert. There is,
however, considerable ditlnrence between the statements of ditl'ereut travellers, and much variety has
doubtless been occasioned
local, temporal, and
When K.byNiebuhr (in the latter
personal factors.
h.alf of the 18th cent.) visited S. Arabia, he found
that a Christian was there treated somewhat as a
Jew was treated in Europe as an inferior being, but
not necessarily to be molested. ' Perhaps t he greater
number of visitors in the 19th cent, either adopted
or simulated Islilm and this, indeed, has been a
necessity in the sacred territory, where the presence of unbelievers is not tolerated by the government. In the Wahhabi States the tendency seems
to have been in the direction of intolerance yet
on this matter almost contemporary accounts are
inconsistent, and it would appear that the demeanour of the traveller has largely determined
the conduct of his entertainers even a missionary
who went to I.Iaiel with the avowed object of
circulating the NT was only sent under escort out
of the Wahhabi territory.
The explorers of S.
Arabia appear to have undergone little molesta-

—

;

;

;

tion on religious grounds intertribal wars and international politics have interfered with them much
;

worth noticing tliat the Cairene journal
conducted ostensibly in the interest of
the Muslim chieftains of S. Araliia has for its
proprieti^r and editor a Christian with the unmistakable name'Abd al-Masih, 'Slave of Christ.'
uiore.

It is

which

is

LiTREATURK.
"tide.

— This

is

sufficiently

D.

quoted throughout the
S.
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MUHAMMADANISM

(in Central Asia).— In
sketching the peculiarities of Islam in Central Asia,
it is
necessary to begin with the impression which
the ditt'erence between the religious life in western
and middle Asi.a must make upon any one who has
occasion to study these wide-spread portions of the
Muliammadan world. From Constantinople east
a gradually increasing fanaticism and ignorance
will be observed, and the deeper the penetration
into Asia, the more outspoken and intense become
the hatred and avei'sion of the believer to the
.idherents of a foreign creed, and tlie less is it
possible to ignore the points of divergence separating men of various religions. In Turkey, where
Christians and Muslims have lived for centuries in
close proximity, a long existing and continuous
intercourse with the European world has undoubtedly smoothed away many asperities, and
has, to a certain extent, prepared for a mutual
understanding. In spite of the temporary outbreaks of enmity between Kurds and Armenians,
caused by the predatory habits of the Kurds and
not by their religion for they are very lax
Muslims the relations between Christians and
Muhamniadans are fair, and would be much better
if the misrule of the central government on the
Bosphorus and the political instigations from
without did not steadily envenom the situation.
In Persia Islam presents itself in quite a different
form.
There first appears the deep-rooted enmity
between Shi'ites and Sunnites, and the tire which
this schism kindled more than 1200 years ago is
still raging.
As for the life of the Shfite sect,
what the present writer saw and heard during his

—

—

1

Description
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in Iran gave him a very
poor o]iinion of their piety and the moral eftect of

wanderings as a dervish

their teaching,-;.
Outwunl appearance and
m:i]itics, hypocrisy and fanaticism, hatred

for-

and

im|ilacal)ility, are the main characteristics of the
national religion of Persia and, whereas in Turkey
a good deal of the hierarchical power is invested in
the hands of the Sultan, in Persia we lind the
clergy tlie supreme arbiters of the spiritual life,
unchecked by the secular government, and very
frequently its rival.
During the more than lOO
years' rule of the present Persian ilynasty the
Slialis have striven in vain to curtail the influence of the priests
the Imam Jum'a of Isfahan
and Karbala were and are their equals if not
superiors in power, and the Shah's ordinances are
nil without their consent.
If we turn now to Central Asia, the difference
will at once appear which separates Islam there
not only from Iran which is very natural but
also from the western portion of the Muliammadan
world, in spite of their common Sunnite character
and common Hanifite rite. For it is only in E.
Turkestan that adherents of the Sliafi'ite rite are to
be met with. There we find a distinctly diflerent
religious life, the manners and customs of which
do not resemble those of W. Asia. There everything bears the special stamp of extravagant
fanaticism, of an exalted conception of the value
of ritual trivialities, and of a deep hatred against
innovations.
In observing the Central Asian
Muslim in his daily life, his social intercourse,
his trade, and his attitude towards his government, one is tempted to believe oneself not in the
14th, but in the 2nd cent, of the Hijrah, and
probably even then the prescriptions of the Qur'an
and the Sunnah were hardly so rigorously ob.served
as they are to-day in Central Asia.
Nearly onethird of the day is devoted to religious practices.
Every good Muhammadan has in his room a
quadrangular depression for the ritual ablutions, a
niche in the wall in which to keep the Qur'an, and
a special place reserved for the sajjddcih, or prayer
Like most Orientals, he is careful to have
carpet.
his dress in harmony with the prescripts of his
religion, and not the slightest alteration has taken
place in the cut and shape of his inner and outer
garments. Any deviation from the old custom, be
it only in button or braid, is looked upon as an
infringement of the spirit of the law. Even the
material of his dress is under rigorous rule and, as
the use of pure silk is prohibited by orthodox
Islam, the silk stuff's manufactured in Bukhara
and Khoqand are intermixed wtli a few threads
of cotton.
The turban, also, the jithbah, or overcoat, and many other garments have undergone
no change for centuries, there being a predominant
desire to imitate and reproduce the usage of the
Muslim world of bygone ages, and particularly of
Baghdad, Damascus, and the holy cities of Arabia.
The case is similar as to the relations between
the sexes. The separation is much more strict, and
women are looked upon as mere chattels and
slaves in the hand of a tyrannical master, in spite
of the milder views of the Qur'an and its expounders. They not only cover their faces with a
thick impenetrable veil, but they are literally
shrouded in a cloak of greater length and width
than their body; and, in order not to attr.act the
covetous glance of men, young girls even have to
feign the appearance of old decrepit niatrcjus, and
very often walk leaning on a stick, a.s if bowed
down by age or infirmities. The proliibition, also,
of alcoholic drinks is
very naturally more rigorously enforced than elsewhere in Islam, although
in former times the ruling classes were noted for
indulging freely in spirits during the epoch of
the TimQrids princes are mentioned who died
;

;

—

—

;

;
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and BA))!ir ami liis followers
Ire.iiim.s
of the Mii^'hals.
transported thi"; vioe to the court
This, however, oonld not be f-aiil of the iiin-ises.
In the iire>iiit writer's time (lS6'2-64) they were
rigorously ul«teniious, and it is only simu iho
annexation by Kussia that the use of brandy and
beer has bejjuu to spread among the inhabitants
of the towns.
In the observance, then, of the niling presi'ripts
of the t^ur'an and Siinnah the Mnhamniadan in

of tkliriuin

;

Turkestan surpa.s.ses all his co-religionists elsehis creed is the moving power in his
where
by it he is guided in
spiritual and material life
all his undi'rtakings, thoughts, deeds, and wishes.
His -Muslim brother in Turkey and Persia is
satisfied when he is able to perform bis live daily
;

;

prayers, consisting of a certain number of mKahs
(bowings), and has spent three to six minutes at
miiriiqnbah (contemplation). Tlie religious man
in Central Asia must go far beyond this, for he
has to add a few niijiliih (additional) ralSahs he
remains from ten to tifteen minutes in contemplation, and, after having performed this extra prayer,
he has to read in the forenoon either the .sru-nh
Ya Sin (xxxvi. or Inna Fatahnd (xlviii.), and in
the aftern(X)n he has to recite a portion of the
Mathnam of Jalal al-Din Runii (q.v.), or to chant
;

)

a few i/ahts (hymns). Tliis form of devotion is
obligatory on everj' educated and respectable man,
whereas tlie performance of the live prayers is indispensable for everj' Muslim irrespective of sex,
and whoever neglects this dutj-,
age, or calling
or remains ignorant of the elementary teachings
of Islam, cannot escape every kind of vexation and
reprobation on the part of the authorities. For
this purpose a special functionary called m'is
(chief) is appointed, who, accompanied by one or
two servants, has to traverse the bazaars and the
public places with the dirrah, a whip made of
twisted thongs, in his hand, and, whenever he
notices anj- one who does not go to the mosque on
the first .sounds of the miCadhclhin (the jniblic crier
who assembles the people to prayer), he is entitleil
to beat the lingerer with the whip, or to put him
in prison.
The ruls plays, besides, the part of a
public examiner he stops at random any one in
the street, puts to him a question concerning the
main prescriptions of Islam, and the individual
unable to answer is sent at once to school without
consideration of age or profession. Full-grown
and even grey-bearded men are sent to school b\the reli^ous police to learn their lesson by heart
before neing allowed to go.
The ra'is, whose
office is a survival from the early Khalifate, nonexistent elsewhere in Islam, also superintends tlie
laws of public morality.
Women indecently
dre-ssed are publicly rebuked and sent home, and
even children are subjected to his control. What
he is still for Central Asia that the muhtasib (police
but
insj)ector) was for all IsLani in former times
at present, when modern European institutions are
gi'ound, the office is but a nominal one in
faining
'ersia as well as in Turkey.
Further, not only are
the prescripts of the Qur'an more
rigorously kept
they are also diflerently expounded. In Turkey,
e.g., the cutting or shaving of the lieard has been
at all times, « liereas in Central Asia it is
f»ractised
ooked upon as a deadly sin, or even as apostasy. In
Turkey, again, and everywhere in Islam, it suffices
for the Ijeliever to wash certain parts of his body
;

:

;

:

after relieving nature ; in ( 'entral .-Vsia this is
much more circum.stantial, for be must apply
ixtinjil (cleaning with a tlint or with a cloil),
istinqii (washing with water), and UtibrCi (drying).
For this purpose he conceals a few clods in the fold
of his turban.
But these and many other peculiarities of Islam
in Central Asia are of secondary importance in

(in

Central Asia)

comparison with one salient phase of the religious
life, namely, the \vidi> siircad mwX highly influential
religiou.s order.s which aoininato the sitnalion, and
have ever been the main moving power of the
During many years' intimate acspiritual life.
i|uaintance with the Muhammadans of Turkey
and Persia, the present writer never observed
such strict adherence to the rites of the dill'erent
orders and such veneration for their members,
In
generally called dervishes, as in Turkestan.
the Ottoman empire and this is pavticulai-ly the
case with the genuine Turks the Maulavi, the
Baqtashi, the Rifai, and the Qa<liri orders have
many votaries among the lower classes, and the

—

—

respective dervishes are looked upon as saints.
But the bett«r classes, i.e. the Efendis and the
higher dignitaries, very rarely manifest the same

degree of attachment. They visit the convents on
Friday afternoons, they attend the sacred ceremonies, the^' take advice sometimes on l)Oth
but they have long
Avorldly and spiritual matters
ago ceased to be weak instruments in the hand of
the Shaikhs, and particularly of the Baqtashis,
who, having acted as revohitionary factors against
the innovations in the time of Sultan Mahmud II.,
are officially interdicted and only secretly followed.
Somewhat similar is the case in I'ersia, where the
condicts between Shi ites and Sunnites engage too
much attention to leave room for the orders,
although the Shaikliis and Alt Ulahis find folThe host of
lowers among the lower classes.
derWshes to lie met with in towns and villages
are either vagabonds, living upon the credulity and
superstition of the people, or harmless idlers who
conceal their laziness umler the khirqalt (mantle)
;

of

exaltation.
religious
tlie settled parts of Central Asia,

In

among

the

nomads,

the

orders

play

,

and even
a

very

There
and a far more important part.
they have taken hold of the entire population ;
they have pushed aside the secular clergy, i.e.
the 'ulnmil, or priests educated in the )imcliasah,i,
and appointed as such by the government. These,
of course, are continually at war with the members
of the orders, among whom the Xaqshbandis,
founded by Baha al-Din, best known as the
author of the Eashahat 'ain al-hrn/dt (' Drops from
the Fountain of Life), occupy the foremost
Having associated witli the Naqslibandi
place.
dervishes during his stay in Central Asia, the
present wTiter found among them various subdivisions, the character of which is expressed
partly in outer appearance, partly in the way in
which they fulfil their obligations. Tliey begin
as viunth (disciples), and as such they must
forsake all worldly purposes and, clad in the khirqah
and ktilfih (conical hat), holding in one hand the
'nscl (start) and in the other the kashlciil (a bowl
made of a half coco-nut), have to wander about
singing hymns or taking part in the dhikr (mentioning the name of God) and /aic/ii'/ (acknowledgment of the unity of Cod). As the majority of
the dervishes are illiterate, they learn a certain
different

of hj-mns by heart and recite them in
chorus, accompanying the monotonous melody
with frantic gesticulations and wild exclamations.
Public places are usually selected for such performances, in order to attract attention and to
collect contributions ; for the dervishes, although
forbidden to accept money, often betray the
has Income
greatest greed, and their obtrusivene.ss
Once or twice the jiresent writer
proverbial.
tried to join such a howling company, but lie roidd
hardly stand the fatigue for more than ,in hour,
whereas these adepts wander al)out for days without becoming exhausted. What siru<k him most
was the endurance m.anifested during,' the tlhikrs.
and he remembers having seen one dervish crying

number
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intL-iruption the Yd Hii,
tlie right') without
exhaustion.
This, of course, refers to the lower
degree of der\islies, who very rarely attain the
rank of k/ut/lfah, a kind of graduate, entitled to
preside over a Utkydh or khdnqdh (convent), and
to lead the ritual proceedings.
The title of
khal'ifah is mostly given to learned dervishes, who

tor

two nights without

Yd Sctq^ ('He

is

the true and

afterwards are addressed as
polite expression instead of

('they,' as a

'ishCin

thou '), and have
a group of followers, \\'ho either stay
continually with tlieni or call on them once or
twice a week, 'f lie takyah or klulnqCih is really a
kind of lodging-house in which there are always
a few stationary dervishes, while the majority
of the inmates are wandering members of the respective orders, who get a temporary shelter in
an empty cell without any furniture or bedding
and no regular food, except from time to time a
pilau (rice dish), and, if deprived of all means,
a piece of bread. The guests and inmates of the
tdkyah regard it as a duty to assemble round
the chief at the time of the five daily prayers and
'

alwaj's

also at the particular exercises of the dervishes,
such as the lalqln (recitation or instruction) and
the halqah (ring).
The latter is a circle of

dervishes, presided over by the ishan, who sing
and cry so long and so vehemently that they
pass into a state of excitement and hallucination ;
their eyes turn wildly, their mouths foam, they
tremble in all their limbs, and whoever touches a
dervish in this state of ecstasy is believed to have
a shaie in his devotion, and to be cured of all kinds
of infirmities. Strange to say, the spiritual leader,
Avho presides over tiie exercise, always remains
quiet and motionless, unatl'ected by the eccentricities of his discijiles, and expressing his satisfaction

Old and young
only by a complacent nodding.
women, children, greybeards, and particularly ailing people, press around they spasmodically seize
the der%'ishes by their arms, head, or shoulders,
round their necks and embrace them,
thejr cling
and some of them actually
crying and sobbing
In
surpass the dervishes in their ecstasies.
Turkey this excitement, bordermg on madness,
is seldom or never seen, nor is there a similar
participation on the part of the public.
In this and in many other respects the Islam of
Central Asia stands alone. Everj'thing in it bears
the stamp of extravagance, unbridled passion, and
weirdness of aspect. The believer is expected to
follow blindly the tenets of the Qur'an
no discussion or exjilanation is permitted, nor any effort
;

;

;

Hence we see that, whereas in Western
Islam the adlifin (call to prayer) is given from the
top of a minaret in a sweet melodious song, the
mu'aiUidhin in Turkestan summons the faithful in
rough and half-articulated words from the Hat roof
The performance of religious duty,
of the mosque.
they say, does not require any allurement. Austerity and draconic rigour, too, prevail with regard
In
to neglect or trespass of the laws of Islam.
the present ^Titer's time a Muslim con* icted of
alcoholic
drinks
was
to
death
the use of
sentenced
by being hurled from a tower, and a woman caught
in adultery liad to undergo the penalty of rajtti
(being stoned to death). Strange to .say, the Central
Asians are themselves fully alive to the exceptional
position which they occupy in Islam they are even
proud of it, asserting that they are the most rigorous
executors of the ordinances of the Prophet, and the
only Muslims whose religious belief has not been
contaminated by foreign influence, but has remained as pirre as in the time of the Prophet,
which they call umqt-i-sddditt (the period of
happiness).
Accordingly, the spiritual leaders and
teachers in Central Asia form a distinct class, and
enjoy greater fame and reputation in Turkestan
to attract.

;

(in

Central Asia)
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and the neighbouring countries than
This refers particularly to the

in the

West.

saints (auliyd),
chiefs of orders

religious teachers (khwdjalix), and
They
{pirs), and not to the learned in general.
are pecvdiarly esteemed and venerated in Central
Asia proper, and, though not unknot n in the rest
of Islam, may bo stjded the eminently national or

Asian Muslim worthies. As such thej'
have taken hold of the religious spirit of the
people of Turkestan, Afghanistan, and India.
A few of these may be mentioned here, and, first,
Central

the previously

named Baha al-Din Naqshljandi.
ibn Muhauunad al-Kukhari,
of Sayyid Amir Kulal, lie was early

He was Jluhammad
and, as a pupil

known for his gi'eat learning and piety in Bukhara,
then the centre of Muslim letters.
There he
founded the order named after him. During his
lifetime he became the object of great veneration,
and after his deatli the Amir 'Abd al-'Aziz Khan
erected o\'er his tomb in the year 1544 the famous
mausoleum and convent near Bukhara, which has
since become the greatest place of pilgrimage in
Central Asia, and of such sanctity that three visits
to it are deemed equal to a pilgrimage to Mecca.
Next to Baha al-Din ranks Khwajah Kashani,

known

as

Makhdilm A'?am

('the greatest lord'),

born in the village of Kashan near Andijan
(Farghana), who died .\.H. 949 (A.D. 1542), and was
buried in Dehljid, a village near Samarqand. In
the early part of his life he acted as governor of
various places, but later he devoted himself exclusively to religious contemplation and theological
studies, and aroused so high a veneration that his
Of these the
children reached princely rank.
most noted was the great saint of E. Turkestan,
Khwajah Axath (his proper name was Hidayat
Allah), the founder of a ruling dynasty, members
of which still exist in Kashgar.
Freq^uently mentioned and highly venerated also is Khvyajah
'Ubaid Allah Ahrar, one of the greatest theologians of his time (t A.D. 1489 at Kumaghiran, a
village near Sam.irqand), whose grave is still a
place of pilgrimage. Similarly with the tomb at
Ghijduvan of Khwajah 'Abd al-Khaliq, a pupil
Others are
of Khwajah Kashani (+A.H. 1010).
Khwajah Abufer Parsah, a pupil of Baha al-Din
(tA.H. 845), whose grave in Balkh is a place of
particularly for

pilgrimage,

Afghans

;

Khwajah

Allah Hatifl, a famous poet and mystic, who
spent much time in India witli Babar, the founder
of the JIughal dynasty, and died there in A.H. 927
and Juibari (t A.H. 997 [A.D. 1588]),
(A.D. 1520)
whose grave is in Bukhara.
Apart from these great theological scholars,
saints, and mystics, there are a number of popular
spiritual worthies who are venerated by the lower
classes, sedentaiy and nomadic, and whose plain,
unadorned, and more intelligible works are the
favourite reading of the masses. To these belongs
KhwSjah Ahmad Yesevi, the Kirghiz patron-saint
his grave in 5adrat-iof the 12th cent. A.D.
Turkestan, surrounded by a huge dome now in
is
a
of
decay,
place
pilgrimage famous through all
His religious poems, known as
Central Asia.
Hiknmt ('Wisdom,' Philosophy '), are still much
esteemed, although their language, mixed with
Arabic and Persian expressions, is not easily
understood by the unin^tructed nomads. What
Yesevi is to the northern part of Turkestan,
Mashrab (personal name, Rahim Eaba) is for the
He was a native of Namangan
east and south.
in Khoqand, and known as a divdnah, a religious
madman. A divdnah wanders from place to place,
behaves like a man insane, but, possessed of divine
powers, works miracles, and has consequently an
extraordinary influence over the ignorant masses.
The present writer's own observation of these
divdnahs or fuqirs (poor) has led him to the con-

Abd

;

;

'

'

))

Xf

dJ^l"^-^
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vii'lion tliat most of them are cunning men with
a lust for adventure, reafiy to exploit the plain
people, and unwillini; to submit to the sonietimea
ri};orou3 monastic ropilations of the orders to
which they belong, or disliking the individuality

of their is/ian, or spirit iial diief.
It was chiefly
in the villages and in the tents of the nomads that
he met with these religious vagabonds ; there they

are highly reverenced. The mullds, on the other
hand, accuse thoni of ignorance, and of breaking
the precept of Islam La ruhbdnfi'l-hldm, There
are no monks in Islam.' The majority of them
are illiterate, but the present writer has met with
divanahs who were versed in religious lore, had
studied in niddnis.ihs, and had been moved simply
by wandering propensities to renounce the regular
and sedentary life of a priest. Among these
dervishes there is also a certain Turk-divanah,
a Turk by origin, as the name indicates (date
unknown), who is very often spoken of by
the nomads as a .saint, and who interceded with

—

Allali

for sinful

'

humanity.

mankind from
that He would when

deliver

hell, to

He asked Him to
which Allah replied

peace, justice, charity, etc.,

reigned supreme in the world. Further, among
the latter dervishes there are many of locju
celebrity, though others coming from distant
lountries have their own influence
in fact, the
farther a dervish has wandered, the greater is
deemed his supernatural power, and the stronger is
his grip on tlie masses.
The reason for this extraordinary influence of the beggar-dervishes does
not lie merely in the utter ignorance of the people,
but rather in the tyrannic rule of the governing
classes, wlio, lay and ecclesiastic, are everywhere
hated. These unofficial servants of God, then, discredited and despised by the mullils, are regarded
by the lower class as of themselves they thus
very naturally become popular favourites, and
frequently play the part of publicly avowed
protectors against oppression.
In Western Islam there is hardly a trace to be
found of these roaming saints, and those whom
the traveller accidentsSly meets in the Balkan
countries, in Asia Minor, and in Syria are mostly
foreigners, and principally ad ventm-ers from Central
Asia, India, or Persia. The Turk himself is too
lazy, too easy-tempered, and too much given to a
quiet life to find pleasure in the eccentricities of
tne wandering dervish. The Ottoin.an Turk, like
the Kurd and the Arab, clings wit h great attachment to his faith but he is very far from giving
way to the religious ecstasy and wild fanaticism
which are imputed to him by his detractors. In
this re.spect the Western Miihammadan is
many
hundred years ahead of his fellow-believer in
Central Asia; for the latter has remained absoin the position of the tirst centuries of Islam,
lutely
and, indeed, at the beginning of the past century
was even more fanatical and orthodox than in the
time of Harun al-Rashid and al-Ma'raun. Such,
however, was not always the case. As long as
the Iranian element was predominant beyond the
Oxus, worldly science found many votaries, and
during the reign of the Samanids and later Central
Asia was the birthplace of literary celebrities of
But with the increase of the
high standing.
Turkish population and under the rule of warlike
;

;

;

(iu

China)

Naturally, then, scientific inquiry having been
gradually banished, religious eccentricity has taken
its
and Central Asia has long been the seat
place,
of fanaticism.
.Tahil al-Din Kumi, the author of
the Mat/ninm, was right in saying
:

'

wilt to Bukliara ? O fool for thy pains
Thither thou goest, to be put into chains.'

Thou

I

Similar things were said to the present writer
by his learned friends in Turkey and Persia when
they heard of his intended visit to Central Asia
and when, on returning, he related to them his
;

experiences,

many

of

them disdainfully

criticized

and laughed at the overheated religious zeal of
their fellow-believers.
Another reason for this
ditl'erence is to be sought in the belt of
treat
sand
reary
steppes, infested by nomadic robbers,
which surrounds Central Asia, and has always
been a great hindrance to its communication
with the restjof the Miihammadan world, ^\'hilst
Western Islam has undergone essential changes
in the course of time, Islam in Central Asia has
remained stationary, unati'ected by the temporary
intellectual movements in the West, and checked
by the strong conservatism of a fanatical clergy
and a despotic form of government. If Shi'ite
Persia had not produced its great cleft in the
general Muslim body, extending from W. China
to the shores of the Adriatic, Islam in Central

Asia could hardly have retained its fanaticism
or degenerated into these abeiTations, often censured by pious Muslims of other countries, but
extolled by the Central Asians themselves, who
accuse their co-religionists in Turkey and Arabia of
Bukhara
levity of mind, and proclaim with pride
is the real strength of Islam and of tlie faith.'
This difierence becomes still more im])ortant when
we observe that the spirit of zealotism has extended
into N. India, and has particularly infected the
barbarous mountaineers of Afghanistan. When
we hear of a murderous attack by some Pathan or
Khaibari on an unoffending British officer, we
have always to think of one of those fanatics, who,
anxious to become a ghdzl, a warrior for the faith,
is ready to sacrifice his life for the title of martyr,
and for the prospect of a place in Paradise. The
existence of such ghazls was formerly reported
among the adherents of Shaikh Sharail in the
'

:

fierce struggle

between the Russians and Lesghians

in the N.W. Caucasus, but nowhere else in Islam.
It is, therefore, to the wild influence of the Islam
of Central Asia that their appearance in t he north
A. Vambery.
of India must be ascribed.
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— China, regarded

—

i.
HisChina).
a portion of the
Muhammadan world, may be divided into (1) China
proper (the 'Eighteen Provinces'), and (2) the ex-

torical.

(in

as

ternal provinces (Turkestan, Tibet, and Mongolia).
Of the external provinces only Turkestan need
concern us here, for the Muhammadans resident in

Tibet and Mongolia have never been more than an
According to H. d'OUone,
Revue du i}wnde musvlman } v. [1908] 94, they are
to be found all along the highway to India through
Tibet; thus, e.g., there is a mosque at Tatsienlu
for the hundred or so Muslim families living in the
vicinity, while mosques are found also in Biitang
and Lhasa, those in the latter citj- being attended,
insignificant fraction.

by Hindu iMuhammadans.

The Lamas

Turkish chieftains, mostly of nomadic origin, a

it is said,

The place of scientific
great change has set in.
culture has been taken by exclusively theological
and
studies
mystic si)eculation. There has been

no way hostile to Islam a fact
that need excite no suri)rise, since the adherents
of the two religions have a common political interest
in making all possible resistance to the domination
of China. Nevertheless, there is no prosjicct of any
considerable expansion of Isl.am in Tibet (cf.
v. 458).
Hitherto, at all events, the commercial
relations between Muhammadans and Tibetans

no want

of richly

endowed

colleges

and schools

;

but the students, flocking from all parts of Central
Asia and India, have turned their attention to
])nrely religious questions, neglecting even such
subjects as ]iliilosophy, law, and philology, which
are still cultivated in the colleges of Western Islam.

of Tibet are in

—

HMM

>

Hereafter cited as

RMM.
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have

biduj^lit aliout no conversions to Islam, though
the eonmieii iiil liand is far from being insignificant.
In jiarticnlar, the Muslims of Sungp'ant'ing in
Sze-chuan carry on witli Tibet an important traffic
in tea, but in tliis locality the d'OlIonc exiiedition
of 1907 found only a single Tibetan convert to
Islam, who, moreover, was rather lukewarm in his
adherence {EMM v. 458 f
on the other hand,
several cases of conversion to Christianity were met
with in Sung-p'an-t'ing.
Muharamadanisra was introduced into Turkestan
at the time when the powerful kingdom of the
Samanids was pressing towards the east. According to the tradition interwoven with many
legendary features wliich is given in the Tezkirct
ul-Boghra (extracts in K. B. Shaw, Sketch of the
2'urki Language, Calcutta, 1878-80), the Turki
prince Satak Boghra was converted to Islam at the
age of twelve (A.D. 966 he reigned till 1047) by a
certain Abu Nasr Saniani, who came from the
west. It is a fact of history that the descendants
of Satak Boghra, known as the Boghraids or
Ilekids, maintained their power till the year 1103,
and in 1070, during the reign of Tapghach (one of
that dynasty), Yusuf Khass Hajib finished his
great didactic ])oem Qtidatku Bilik ('Joy -giving
Science'), a work imbued with the spirit of Islam.
Prohably the ditt'usion of the Persian language and
civilization among the Turki population liad contributed to tlie spread of Islam in that region.
But, if Isliim was here the recognized religion of
the rulers, it certainly was no more than tolerated
in the adjacent Turki kingdom to the east
the
land of the Uigurs. Nor can the position of the
.

)

;

—

—

;

—

Muslims have undergone any

essential

change by
the time when the Kara-Khitai overthrew the
Ilekid kingdom, since the conquered people were
left in full exercise of their religious fieedom as
long as they paid tribute to the victors. Similar
methods were practised by the Mongol conqueror
Jenghiz Khan and his immediate successors. At
the division of his empire Turkestan fell to his
grandson, Jagatai, whose successors soon embraced
Even at a later time, however, as the
Islam.
records conclusively show, the adherence of princes
and people alike to the new faith was half-hearted,
and the ideas and usages of Laraaism (q.v.) were
quite common among the professed Muslims. The
blind superstition of tlie people facilitated the
usurping tactics of the philosophically gifted descendants of Makhdum'A?am, who at first ruled
as the spiritual advisers of tlie dispossessed house
of Jagatai, and eventually in their own name. The
dissensions that arose within the family of Makhdum, tlieir struggle with the Kalmuksof Zungaria,
and the internal wars of the Kalmuk kingdom led
(c. 1750) to the conquest of Zungaria by the Chinese,

who

shortly thereafter won Kashgaria as well, and
joined the two territories together as the New
Province' (llsin-ehian). Ever since that time the
Chinese have been the ruling power there, and
various attempts at revolt have proved abortive.
Only for a short period, from 1864 to 1877, did the
country as Altyshahr ('Six Cities'), and subsequently Yettishahr ('Seven Cities') figure as an
independent Muhammadan State under the savage
'

—

—

but politically capable Ya'qub Beg, who recognized
the suzerainty of the Sultan of Constantinople as
Klialifah e.g., the coinage was stamped with his
name. The Muhammadans of these districts are
nearly all Turki, though an insignificant number
;

are

(see below, pp. 891', 892") or Cliinese,

Dungans
and the total

population is estimated at from
1,000,000 to 1,500,000.
In China proper there existed no considerable
groups of Muhammadans before the Mongolian
period, and the reports of an earlier immigration
are altogether legendary.
Chinese tradition says

(in
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China)

that Islam found

way into the country by land
a ntaternal uncle of the Prophet,
Wi'lib Abu Kabshali, who landed at Canton in
A. I). 628 or 629, bearing presents from Muhammad
to tlie emperor of China, together with an invitation to embrace Islam, and who then proceeded to
Other reports say that the earliest
Hsi-an-fu.
message was brought by Sail Ibn Ahi Waqqas,
whose tomb may be seen in Canton. The tradition
attaches special importance to an expedition of
4000 Muslim troops which the Khalifah Mansur is
said to have sent to assist the emperor in a struggle
with rebels (A.D. 755). The emperor permitted
them to settle in the chief cities of the country ;
they took Chinese wives and became the progenitors
of the numerous and important Muslim communiand

sea.

ties in

its

It tells of

China.

These traditions find no corroboration in the
writings of Arabian historians. China and Islam,
as a matter of fact, were brought into contact with
each other as a result of the conditions prevailing
in either sphere. About 620 a new power in Nearer
Asia emerged, and another in China, each characterized by a remarkable ambition for couqtiest,
and, advancing respectively eastwards and westwards, at length came into contact. Just as Islam
[c. 720) conquered Transoxania, which it had been
attacking incessantly after the conquest of Khura.san, so T ai Tsung (627-649), the second emperor of
the T'ang dynasty, made himself master of KashOf the more general incentives to mutual
garia.
intercourse the strongest was commerce,' which
was strenuously fostered by the later emperors of
the Sui dynasty
another connecting link was
the work of Christian missionaries, of whose bold
advance into China the Nestorian stele of Hsi-an-fn
(dating from 781) aflbrds telling evidence. Against
these influences, however, must be placed the impediment to intercourse arising from the tendency
of both empires to rest content with their gains,
and so to limit their frontiers. The emperor T'ai
Tsung showed caution in rejecting the appeal of
Yazdagird III. for assistance (as may be inferred
from 'Taljari, i. 2669 f., though tlie report of the
ambassador is a fabrication
cf. i. 2876).
The
Muslims became more aggressive after their able
general Qutaiba Ibn Muslim had subjugated Farghana, but his expedition against Kashgar in 713
was unsuccessful. A comparison of the sources
CTabari, i. 1275-1279) shows that Kashgar remained
unconquered. The sending of ambassadors to the
emperor of China HsUan Tsung, 712-756), however,
is probably historical, though, as
nairated by
Tabarl (ii. 127711'.) in the traditional form, it is
with
all
the
conventional
features.'
garnished
Under the Umayyads the Muslims had, indirectly,
a good deal to io with China, since the khaqdn of
the Turki, and also the jabghu,^ were vassals of
the emperor. A time-honoured tale is that of the
scene between Naizak and the jabghn on the one
side, and the shadd (the shad of the Orchonian
records) and the sebel (probably to be identified
with the zicbel of Theophanes cf. E. Chavannes,
Documents sur les 2'ou-kiue (Turcs) orientaux,
Petrograd, 1903, p. 228) on the other, in which
the shadd makes the kow-tow before the jabglui
CTabari, ii. 1224, year 91 [ = A. D. 710]). The jabghn
;

;

(

;

1
Notwithstanding the surreptitious introduction of silkculture into the Uyzantine empire under Justinian, tile silk

merchandise of Cliitia was largely' imported into Nearer Asia.
It was conveyed on land by the ancient iter ad Seres,' or by sea
through the Persian Gulf, on the north shore of which AJ'ubuUa
(Tabari, ed. Leyden, 1879-1901, i. 23S4), and afterwards Siraf
(references in G. Le Strange, The Lands of the Eastern Caliphate, Calcutta, 1905, p. 258[.), was the port for such products.
3
Nothing is said, however, of an embassy from the Chinese
side.
At an earlier date, in the reie:n of C'hosroes AnQshirvan
there were Chinese at the Sasanian court tTabari, i. 899 cf. T.
Noldeke, Gesch. der Perser vnd Araber zur Zeit der Sasanid^n,
Leyden, 1879, p. 167).
^ In
Tabari this term is always mutilated iojighuyah.
'

;
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was sent to Uaiiijusciis. and was |iiolialily the first
Cliincse, or C'liinese Tarki. that/ the Syrians had
overseen. It may l>e re^'ardcd as certain that it

was Chinese

sinleoraft that abetted the diiposi-

tion of the Turki hhdqan and that of the sniaHer
nationalities in Transoxania dependent npon liini
or npon China itself, so that the Mnslims liad to

maintain a ceaseless striijrf;le. The Khottal, who
are probalily to be located in the Pamirs, were not
dislodged till A.D. 750 (TabarT, iii. 74), while Al'ikhrid, king of Kashsh, was slain in 751, his treasures

—

— costly

Chinese ware being conveyed
Muslim at Sainarqand (Tabari, iii. 79 f.).

Abu
When

to

with the downfall of the .Arabian empire the vigour
of Muslim expansion had somewh.it relaxed, and
the central authority was bu.sy with tlie maintenance and organization of what had been won, and
when contemporaneously the central power of

Chinaunder the Tang emperors showed symptoms
of decline, tlie interjacent territory was soon
occupied by strong liuller States^tirst of all by
the Uigurs, and then by the Ilekids (see above).
Islam was thus placed in a very unfavourable
position for making an advance into China. Weak
as were the dynasties that followed the T'ang
emperors, the people held firmly to the maxim,

'No

foreign religion in China.' Buddhism, it is
had made a successful entry in the face of
vigorous oppo.sition, but this is explained by the
trne,

Duddhism was to some e.\tent in
harmony with the cult of reason (li), which, if
hardly to bi; called a religion, was more widely
dittu.sed than any other, and ('2) it assimilated
certain elements of the national spirit and so
facts that (1)

adapted itself to the prevailing sentiment (see art.
Chin.\ [Buddhism in]). Islam, which with its rigid
doctrine of uniformity does not on principle express
itself in creeds, and tends to repel by the defiant
and arrogant tone of its adherents, and which,
above all, contrasts with Buddhism in its being

essential!}- a political religion, could not strike root
in China save under the protection of the strong

hand. The required [uotection was first provided
by the rulers of the Mongol empire founded by
Jenghiz Khan. These potentates had no religion
nothing at all events beyond the worship of their
lucky star, conjoined with the egregious ambition
to bring this star down from lieaven.
Jenghiz
Khan himself saw only the advantages of a huge
centralization of human beings, and, wherever it
suited his purposes, he intermingled detached fragments of races without regard for nationality or
As a Mongol, his leading aim was the
religion.
disintegration of the Chinese element and the
fusion of the population, so that he might have
nothing to fear from the formation of any powerful
alliance against him.
He found his auxiliaries
apart from Ins own countrymen iu the various
^^nslim tribes of the West, a race renowned for
their courage.
Among these the Turki took
precedence, alike in numbers, in importance, in
capacity for bearing arms, and iu discipline. We
shall hardly err in adding Afghan mercenaries ; for
the Afghans the Pathans of India were ahvaj's
and bands of warriors
willing to serve for pay
may also have flocked to him from the mountains
of Persia
the fastnesses of the Kurds though not
the Persians in the narrower sense, the inhabitants
of the plains, who had small reputation for bravery.
Yet we can hardly look for definite information
regarding the composition of his armies, or those
of his successors, for the great Mongol rulers were;
not the people to lend themselves to the statistician,
the ir great concern being with men, not with the
keeping of trim muster-rolls. We may venture to
assume, however, that the largest hordes of their
followers were sup|)lied by the countries lying
nearest th^ scene of their conquests, viz. besides

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

(in

China)

the land of the Turki between the Great WhII and
the mountain barrier of the Thian Shan (Chine.se
This
Turkestan), 'i'ransoxania and Khunisrui.
ex]ilains also the curious phenomenon that from
that day till the present Persian has been regarded
by the Musliiris of China as the language of polite
education, and that the vernacular Chinese written
by these Muslims is mixed with scraps of Persian.'
In elucidation of this it has been sripposed that at
some time or other Persian immigrants had settled
in the country, losing their mother tongue, but
retaining vestiges of it in these numerous fragments.
This, however, is certainly erroneous,*
for the intermixture of Persian in the Muslim
idiom of Chinese is due rather to the superstitious
regard for the Persian language entertained by the
barbarian and semi-barbarian hordes of Nearer
Asia who swarmed to the camps of the Mongolian
Khans. Moreover, as soon as Kublai Khan had
established his sway in China, he brought Persians
in gTeat nunibers to fill the offices connected with
Buth Marco Polo
the government and the court.
and the Arabian traveller Ibn Batutah supply
fiill information regarding these foreigners in the
Chinese services.^ To a great extent they would
be full-blooded Persians, and they no doubt helped
to enhance the respect accorded to their language,
and to keep it alive iu the very heart of the

country.

As to the numhers of Muslims brought into
China by the Mongol emperors, we can hardly
even hazard a conjecture, although an incident
now to hand may throw light upon such importations.
In A.D. 1226 a young Muslim warrior, a
native of Bukhara, who claimed to be a descendant
of the

—a

Prophet

disposal of Jenghiz

Sayyid— placed himself at the
Khan. The latter perceived at

once the outstanding ability of the youth, and,
attaching him to his bodyguard, .soon began to
employ him on eommi.ssions of a special kind. His
successor, Kublai Khan, entrusted this Sayyid
(who appears as Sayyid-i Ajall in the work of
Rashid-a!-Din, and as Sai-tien-ch'e in the Chinese
sources) with the task of sulijugating the province
of Yiiunan, and for six years the afiairs of that
province were administered by this talented

—
—

He

died in olfice, and his two tombs
Yiinn.an-fu, the other near Hsi-an-fu
were discovered almost simultaneously by French

Muslim.
the

first in

explorers.*

The official employment of

this

Muslim

from Bukhara, who, of cour.se, did not come singlehanded, liut was attended by a company of armed
men, is of special interest, because his soldiers were
sent on service to YUn-nan, while he himself was

We

installed as viceroy of that province.
may
accordingly infer that the influx of Islam into
that
it
for
reached
YUn-nan began at that time,
1
An excellent specimen of tliis idiom is found in the short
Chinese MS (MS Sin. HaitTnann 1 of the Koyal Library. Berhn)
ed. A. Forke, which oontiiins a Chinese text in Arab, script
From the nature of the
Crovng-pao, u. \iii. [1907] no. S).
language Forke inferred— wrongly, as the present writer thinks
the Persian orig-in of the Dungans.
2 It is no
argument against the theory, however, to say that
it would involve a wider diffusion of Shi'isni than we actually

—

introduction of Shi'iani as the national religion of
of the Shi'ite principle among the
people did not take place till a later period. There is also a
tendency to rey:ard all Pei-sian writings as of Shi'ite origin— an
utterly mistaken idea, as even the widely-read work, Mn'drij alSiU/uunmt, Life of Iho I'l-ophet,' by Mu'In al-Din al-Midkin
(t A.D. 15U1), is Sunnite in character.
3 One of these officials made himself very obnoxious— Achmath
[Ahmad] 'the Bailo," whose story is given not only in the
Chinese sources (of. J. A. M. dc .M. de .Mailla, Hist, yhifrale de
la Chine, Paris, 1777-85, ix. 412 f. Itr. of ToiujKieii-Kanq-Mmi]),
which might naturally be expected to take a prejudiced view,
but also in a straightforward account by Marco Polo (cf. H.
Vule, The Book of Ser Marco PuloK London, 1903. i. JlSff.).
Note
* For
reports of these diecoveries see P. Berthelot,
HUr de9 inscriptions arabes, pcrsaiies et chinoises du Chen-si, du
A.
Vissit-re
has
1905.
Ilo-nan, et du Chan-toung,' CAIDf., Paris,
wrousht the facts into a graphic and ingenious sketch (ft.W3/
iv. 11907] 330 ft.).
find, for the

Persia

and the dissemination

'

'
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province by sea

tliat

is

in the highest degree

unlikely.

Now, when we take into fonsideration the
number of Wuslinis in f'liina at the present day
and the isolated movement just mentioned — the
only known instance of the systematic migration
of Muslims into China, and there was certainly no
other — we are prompted to ask how the Muslim
element has attained to such vast proportions.
The total number of Muslims who settled in China
from tlie date of the earliest campaigns of .Jenyhiz

Khan

A.D.

(c.

1200) to

tlie

fall

of

the Mongol

dominion (c. A.D. 13G7) cannot certainly be reckoned
At the present day, howat more than 1,000,000.
ever, the JTuslims resident in China amount on the
lowest estimate to 4,000,000. That this va.st e.\pansion is due entirely to natural increase is inconceivable we nuist therefore look for other possible
factors.
(1) From time to time fresh companies of
Muslims came to China, as, e.g., in the retinue of
Turki princesses of Muslim faith who entered the
hariin of the Chinese emperors.' (2) Chinese-born
children were, and still are, sometimes made
Muslims. (3) When great devastations occurred
among the Chinese, the vacant places were tilled
by Muslims, as the latter, being endowed with
superior vigour, were better qualilied to grapple
with the manifold misfortunes which throughout
the centuries have fallen upon this ill-governed
It has already been noted that the
countrj'.
;

Muslims are represented as
brave.

stately, strong, and
to their

The high appreciation accorded

eminent qualities by the Chinese government is
shown by a recently-issned decree to the effect that
Muslims are to be employed in the cultivation of
sections of land adjoining the projected Ordos
Road. Against these favourable conditions, howFor one
ever, must be set certain drawbacks.
thin", the Chinese government has frequently been
stricken with fear of the Muslims, the power of
whose politico-religious organization it has good
reason to know. Then there is the antagonism
that arose between the Muslims of China and
their co-religionists in the West
and, finallj',
their internal conflicts must be taken into account
;

(see p. 894).

A

word may be added regarding the names

applied to the IVIuslims of China. It is a common
notion that they are all called Dungans, and in
point of fact the present writer has noted the use
of this designation in Kashgar and Yarkand
by
the Turki all Chinese-speaking Muslims are called
do
not
use
that
themselves
Dungan(lar).'- They
;

'

'

name, but term themselves Hui-hui or Hui-tzti,'
and this appellation is applied by the Chinese to
all Muslims, whether resident in China proper or
The Turki otl'er strong resistance
in Turkestan.
to this usage, and desire to be called Chan-tii,'
'

'

'

:

—

in the insurrections of 1863-74

and

1895,

and the Muslim residents

Tlje leading instance of this is furnished by the still existing
colony of Turkish Muslims which can be traced back to the
reception of a Turkish princess into the liarhn of the emperor
1

C

Arendt, Peking und die westlichen Berge,'
Ch'ien-Inng cf.
ilitteil. def geograph. GesellsekafI Ilamhurg, 1389-90, p. 64.
2 This term may
signify 'those who have come home," i.e.
those who have returned to the true faith, the implication being
that all human beings oome into the world as adherents of
Islam, though some are alienated from it by their parents, and
so become Jews or Christians. The word corresponds, therefore, to the Osmanic dnniiieh, the name applied to the .Tews of
Saloniki who have been converted to Islam. Tlie designation
Dungan would thus seem to imply that the majority of Cliinese
;

Kin-ki-pu was the nucleus of the sect of
religious acti\ity.i
Ma-htia-Iung (sec p. 894). Hsi-niiig-fu, not far from Kokonor,
is a place of special interest on account of its mixed population
it affords a most fertile field for the student of ethnology and
philology, since, being situated on the frontier between China
and Tibet, it gives an opportunity for observing the most
heterogeneous elements such as seldom occurs elsewhere.
With reference to the Salars, who live compactly in twelve
townships around Hsiin-hua-t'ing, see below, p. 892t». In Kan-sii
there are also Mongolian Muslims (cf. F. Grenard, 'Note sur
I'ethnographie du Kansu,' in Mission scienti_fiqne dans la Haute
Asie, Paris, 1897-98, ii. Mission l->utreuil de Rhins," p. 4.'>6).
(2) Shen-si.
According to Daliry, the Muslim population of
-Shen-si
probably largely overestimated is 6,50*1,000, i.e. 76'7
per cent. Hsi-an-fu, the capital (Playfair, p. 2020), according
to a report of the Futai (1782) to the emperor Chien-lung, then
contained SO.OtKJ Muslim families (Dabry, p. 41 f.), with 7 large
mosques. According to Gabriel Maurice (in H. Havret, La
St^le chii'tiettne de Si-Ngan-Fou, ii. [Varietes sinologiques,
Shanghai, 1892-1902, no. 12) ll.'iff.), the total population, including that of the four suburbs, is estimated by mere guesswork at some 400,000 of these one-tenth are Tatars, twotenths Muslims, and seven-tenths Chinese. According to the
tradition regarding General Kuo-tzu-i (697-7S1), who is said to
have been a Christian, the Muslims had settled on the banks of
the Yii-ho. When the groat insurrection broke out in 1863, the
Muslims of Shen-si wrought considerable damage, and, after
they were overpowered, were expelled from the province. The
people of Hsi-an-fu, the only city in which Muslims are now
found, were kei>t under too strict a watch to take any part in
the nio\ ement, and the Muslims were allowed to remain.
In this province the Muslims (including those of
(3) .Shan-si.
S. Mongolia) number, according to Dabry, 50,000, i.e. 0'41 per
cent exact data are lacking.
The available data for the Muhammadan popula(4) Chi'ii.
tion refer only to the Muslims in Peking, who are said to
number 20,000 families, say 100,000 persons, with 11 mosques.
Muslims are found in many towns on the
(5) Shan-tung.
Great Canal, one of their centres being the important commercial city of Lin-ch"mg-cho'j (Pla\ fair, p. 4276), where there
is an academy (viadiasah), in which most of the mullah of
Peking are trained. There are said to be 3'25 mosques in
;

'

Muslims have been converts.

'

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

:

—

Shan-tling.
(6) Sze-chrfan.

RUM

v. gift.,

— In

this province the Muslims, according to
70,000 families (300,000 persons),

number about

with about 400 mosques, 11 of these being in Ch'eng-tu alone
(Playfair, p. 572).
During the insurrections in Kan-su and
Yiin-nan, Sze-chuan remained passive. Visitors from Turkestan
are numerous. The town of Sung-p'an-t'ing, already mentioned,
its 10,000 inhabitants, according to R3tM \.
is in this province
4.^8, include 400O Muslims, with 3 mosques, and about 100
ahongs.
The Muslim population, according to Dabry, is
(7) Ho-nan.
;

—

•200,000.

— The

Muslims here, according to Dabry,
With reference to the history
Muslim settlement of which we can trace
from its starting-point, see above, p. SQQ^ for its more recent
histoiy we have the monograph of E. Rocher, La Province
(8)

Yiin-nan.

number from

350,000 to 400,000.

of this province, the

;

ehinoise dii Yiin-Nan, Pans, 1880
au Yunnan,' in RMil iv. 285-290.

;

cf.

also d'Ollone,

'

L'IsIam

In the remaining provinces Muslims are found in relaDabry furnishes the following figures
tively small numbers.
Uu-nan (with Hu-pei), 60,000 Kiang-hsi, 4000
Kiang-hsu
(with An-hui), 150,000 Kuang-tung, 21,0I¥J Kuang-hsi, 16,000
Kuei-cbou, 40,000
Che-kiang (with Fo-kicii), 30,000. These
immbers, however, are not reliable cf. Dabry's estimate
(40,000) with d'Ollone'8 (300,000) for the province of Szechuan.
(9)

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

2.

lit.

Kan-su. In this province the Muslims, according' to P.
Dabry (Ze Mahonu'tiaine en C/u'w et dansle Turkestan oriental,
Paris, 1878), number 8,3.')U,U00, i.e. about S.'i-e per cent. The
r.ipita], Lan-chou (G. M. H. Playfair, The Cities and Towns of
China, Hongkonij, 1879, -Shan|,'hai, 1910, p. 3992), took no part
(1)

no damage. They possess a relatively high degree of
Lan-chou, as the terminus of the great trade-route
from the West, is frequently Aisiled by Muslims from India.
Hochou and Kin-kiPersia, and both divisions of Turkestan.
pu (of which, howe\er, the Chinese name is Ning-ling-t'ing; in
Fu, Ning-hsia [Playfair, p. 5226)) are celebrated as centres of
received
ciUture.

'

head-bound.'
A few details will now be given regarding the
several provinces
'the turbaned,'

891

China)

(in

Descriptive.

— If we

maj- regard the iluslims

China as forming a single social complex, we
may indicate the main features of that complex as
of

follows.

—

^Whatever be the origin
(a) Race and lanfiunge.
of the various Muslim gioups, they must all be described at the present day as CInnese.
The extent
to which they share the distinctive qualities of the
Chinese peoples cannot be precisely determined, the
In any case
requisite data not being availalile.
they all speak the language of their adopted
country they share the variation of idiom, and
resemble the real Chinese in their ways of thinking, while in writing also they use almost excluAt the same time
sively the national language.
they are diflerentiated from the (Chinese bj' impor;

tant characteristics, and the division of the people
as a whole exclusive, however, of the Tatars

—

1

With reference to the historv

(1909J 630fr.

;

cf.

Kin-ki-pu,

ib.

of
p. 664.

Ho-cbou see

RMM

is.
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(Mongols) and the aborifjines of the south (Lotos,
Miaotzc) into Chinese an<l Muslims holds <jood
The name nunfjiiiis is ai>|ilied to a
Uirou;;hout.
large section of the ('hinese Muslims, who, however, as was said above, t«rn\ themselves simply
Hui-hui or Ilui-tztl, and reimdiate the !i|)pellatmn
Dungans l)ut they wojild never think of calling
themselves llan ('Chinese'), nor are they ever
designated so. They form, in fact, a distinct
racial aggregate, co-ordinate with the Chinese and
the Manchus. The name Dungaiis is sometimes
erroneously extended also to the Turki of Turkestan, but in reality there exists a marked contrast
between Dungans and Turki. The Dungans who
speak Turkish they are by no means few use a
and, as regards
jieculiar dialect of that language
the Chinese spoken by the Dungans, it should
further be noted that the document of Dungan
origin in the Berlin Royal Library (see above, p.
In
890'') is composed in a very corrupt Chinese.
Forke's opinion, however, its solecisms are not such
as might lie perpetrated by an uneducated Chinese,
but are in many cases not Chinese at all, suggesting thiU the Dungans are of alien origin. As a
special illustration of the intercourse between the
Chinese Muslims and tiie Turki, cf. the story of
Ilidayat-Allah (Apaq Khojam) of Kashghar, who

—

;

—

—

;

came
p.

65

to Hsi-ning-fu, in

MS

Hartmann

1

(Forke,

f.).

The

process which dominates everything found
within the Great Wall is one of adaptation to
Chinese standards, of assimilation to tlie character of the yellow race
like to call themselves.

— or

'black-heads,' as they
This process overcame the
Manchus and many other peoples who invaded the
countrj', and it was impossible that the Muslims
should altogether elude its operation. The Chinese
have a capacity for dissolving racial characterThis liolils good even of physical qualities,
istics.
for Chinese sentiment does not discountenance the
affiancing of native women with foreigners, while
-Muslim Momen cannot legally be given in marriage
to non- Muslims. The re.sultant diffusion of Chinese
blood among the Muslims is of vast importance,
and we cannot but admire the tenacity with which
the latter have kept themselves from complete
absorption by the Chinese. In spite of a considerable degree of assimilation in external matters,
the two peoples look at things from a fundamenFor the Chinese reason
tally different standpoint.
(li)

is

supreme

;

for the

Muslims tradition

is all.

the contrast in certain traits of
The Chinese is patient to a degree, and
character.
will put
up with a great deal the Dungan has an
intense self-esteem, and is a dangerous man to
offend.
The difference reveals itself also in the
outward bearing. The Chinese not seldom gives
one the impression of being a dejected and downtrodden man the Muslim cariies himself proudly,
and faces the world with a frank and open countenance.
The relative physical debility of the Chinese
may be due in part to the opium habit. Among
the Muslims this is but rarely found; tobacco
smoking is prohibited, and the drinking of wine
and other intoxicants, whicli the stringent interdict of the law does not prevent in Western Islam,
is quite
inconsiderable among the Muslims of
China. All this testifies to a very real cleavage
Ijetween the Chinese and the Muslims, and is a
constant reminder that the latter are not Han-yen,
but something else.
What, then, are the Muslims of China, ethnologically considered? To this question there is no
answer, whether or not we postulate a connexion
between the name Ilui-hui (Hui-tzfi) and the name
T'igi\r, with all its various transcriptions in the
Chinese language (Chavannes, pp. 87-94). From
the time of the earliest considerable incursions of

Notable, too,

is

;

;

(in

China)

many races has been overdevastations that it is now
impossible to speak of .any single racial type. In
addition tn this we must also take into account
the Muslim [lolicy of incoi'iporating people of
other faiths, notably purchased children (cf. the
present writer's note in his Der islamische Orient, i.
Muslims, this region of

whelmed

\\ itli

so

many

UMM

more recently d'Ollone, in
Such absorption of foreign elements must be

[Leipzig, 1905]
ix.).

;

regarded as a very important factor. In this connexion we should note the suggestive remark of
d'Ollone to the effect that the purchased Chinese
children do not exhibit a uniform Chinese type, and
that the homogeneity of the Chinese race' is simply
one of those fables coy) venues that cannot be too
vehementlj' ojiposed, since in point of fact many
who are not Muslims at all are no more Chinese
than the Muslims themselves.
distinct ethnological group is formed by the
Salars, who live in Hsiin4iua-t'ing (Playfair, p.
3110) on the ;ight bank of the Hoang-ho, and in
the surrounding villages, and who are also found on
a section of the road between Hsi-ning-fu and Hochou. They show a racial charai ter markedly
divergent from the ordinary Chinese Muslims. In
figure they are tall and spare, with nose large but
not broad, eyes black and set horizontally, cheekbones not very prominent, face longish, eyebrows
bushy, beard black and abundant, forehead receding, skull flattened behind, skin brown but not in
any sense yellow. The Salars thus bear a striking resemblance to the Turki of Chinese Turkestan.
Their cliief peculiarity is their language, which
may be described as a degenerate Turkish. Their
style of dress is Chinese, out they shave the head
completely and wear a polygonal cap(<i(6e) of white
colour.
In religion they are strict IJanitites, and
show the utmost respect to their spiritual guides
(ak/ions), many of whom speak and write the
Persian language but they are given to the use of
strong drink. Even the low er classes are acquainted
with the Arabic script. They do not burn incense in
worship, nor do they tolerate the emperor's portrait
This form of the Muslim faith is
in their mosques.
said to have emanated from a reformer named Maming-hsin (Muhammad Emin), who preached to the
Salars c. 1750, laying great stress on the practice
of praying aloud (see below, p. 894''), which led to
The Salars are daring brigserious disturbances.
ands, and fraternize with the rabble of the upper
with
whom
they also share a fierce
Hoang-ho,
hatred of the Chinese.'
The external
(h) Marriage, family, kins/ii/i.
aspects of the sexual relation among the Muslims
of China are regulated by the sharVah in the
scholastic form developed in the Hanifite scliool
which applies to all Islam, though here the separate ordinances are not very well known to the
people at large, nor, even where they are known, are
they very strictly observed. As to the degree in
which the Chinese environment has brought about
modifications in practice, we do not possess the
necessary details of Information nor would such
details yield a complete and uniform picture, since
the influence varies greatly in ditt'erent localities.'
'

A

;

—

—

—

;

0\ir .authorit.v for these p.irticiilars

is (Jrenard, Mission,
is ^Wcn by d'Ollone
Salara
are confined to twelve
ix.',fi38 tf .), who says thai the
villages in the district of Hsiin-hua-finff on the right bank of
the Hoang-ho, but that the bulk of their tralHc is with the left
bank, especially the town of Hsi-ning, in which, however, there
reside only five.Salar families ; they do not shave the head completely, hut retain the pigtail ; they wear, not the polygonal
cap, but the turban-like head-dress of the Chinese they have
taken part in various risings ; and they assert that their
1

ii.

457

f.

A

somiawhat

differetit

acnount

(RMM

;

original

home was Samarqand.

2 With reference to the well-known canon allowing the
Muslim to marry as many as four wives, and to have slaves as
In China the Muslims
concubines, DaliVy fii. 26C, n. 1) writes
are forced tosuhniitto the laws of the land regarding marriage.'
'This is undoubtedly a mistake in so far as it implies that
'

:
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The like is true

of tlieposiliou of

women

in jreneral.

According to cl'Ollone, the so-called law of veiling
is not observed by Muslim women in China, who
walk abroad without reserve (RMM ix. 540)
Grenard had indicated the fact, but noted an exception in the case of the wealthier classes.
In Hochuu, however, d'Ollone found a dilierent practice,
the women there wearing a veil of black silk below
the eyes (a custom which seems to the present
writer to he connected with the sect of Ma-hualung) further, they go on the street on horseback
;

;

instead of in carriages. As regards foot-binding,
d'Ollone notices no difi'erence between Muslim

women and

Chinese women in Kan-su especially
the practice is very common. That a Muslim
Bhould take in marriage one of alien faith is not
objected to it is rather deemed a meritorious act
thus to bring an unbeliever to the true religion.
The Muslim woman, on the other hand, must not
be given in marriage to a non-Muslim such a
union is regarded as the most heinous of sins. In
this matter, however, compromises are sometimes
made with heaven the marriage of a Turki princess with the emperor Ch'ien-lung has already been
referred to and, when the present writer passed
through Minjol (a day's journey west of Kashgar)
in 1902, a Chinese with a Turki wife (? concubine)
was presented to him. Illicit intercourse is not
punished liere, any more than in other Muslim
countries, with the strict legal penalty (forty whiplashes, or stoning), but it must not be supposed
that any unusual laxity of morals prevails, and the
unnatural vices common among the Chinese (see
an instructive chapter in J. J. Mantignon, Superstition, crime et misire en Chine*, Lyons, 1902, p.
185 ft".) are less prevalent among the Muslims. No
special attention is devoted to the education of
children (for the schools see below [d)). Two very
prominent features of family life are filial piety
and ancestor-worship. The foimer is extolled in
the narrative given in the Chinese-Arabic MS
edited by Forke the latter finds expression in the
liturgical prayers for parents and ancestors, while
use is also made of pictures of ancestors after the
Chinese manner. Social distinctions are not inevitably fixed by descent, except in the case of the
Prophet's descendants. The mischief wrought in
other Muslim countries by surrejititious enrolment
in the sacred lineage does not seem to be extensive
among the Muslims of China. Nor does the veneration of Sayyids appear to have assumed any
unusual forms on Chinese soil, apart at least from
the case of the schismatic Ma-bua-lung, who
claimed to be a Sayyid, but who failed to win
such prestige as the notorious sons and grandsons of Makhdum'A^am (see above, p. 889"). The
;

;

;

:

;

;

relative indifference to Sayyids (Sharifs) in China
is explained by the popular belief that they are
for the most part converts to Islam or the descendants of converts (Dungans).
The industries in which the
(c) Industries.

—

Chinese Muslims are engaged are

(1)

agriculture,

commerce (including handicraft and traffic in
goods), and (3) transit-trade. The Muslims do not
(2)

take naturally to agriculture, but here the environment has asserted itself, inasmuch as the
Chinese are pre-eminently an agricultural people,
and have in great measure the faculty of infecting
the alien population with their own habits. Accordingly, tlie Chinese Muslim is everywhere one
of the most industrious tillers of the soil, so that
it was recently reported that those employed in
Chinese law would intrude upon this domain of personal rights,
though it may perhaps be necessary to assert the universal
validity of the imperial ordinances. These ordinances are
lucidly set forth iu Pierre Iloan^^, Le Mariage chinois au point
de mte lenate (Var. Sinol., no. 14), Shanyhai, 1S98. The present

writer has not succeeded in discovering among them anything
that (oruially concedes an e.\ceptionaI position to the Muslims.

(in

China)

colonizing the pari of S. Mongolia which is to be
oiicned by the railway-line between Kalgan and
Kuei-hua-ch'eng are predominantly Muslims (Bull.
Com. Asic Frang., Oct. 1909, p. 456).
While
commerce as such is almost wholly in the hands
of Chinese, who combine the qualities of the
hard-working peasant with those of the astute
merchant, yet the Muslims very largely monopolize
the related branches of mercantile industry— the
conveyance of goods from place to place and the
retailing of products of their own or others' labour.
Thus the Maf us, i. c. horse-hirers and horse-dealers,
as also carriers throughout the whole of China,
are principally adherents of Islam, while certain
trades^-espeeially that of slaughtering animals
(not including the pig, of course) are largely in
the hands of Muslims. Their special preference,
however, is for official life, though in this department they are faced by a great obstacle, viz. the
number and difficulty of the examinations to be
passed by aspirants to the Chinese civil service.
The Muslims who could successfully undergo these
tests must always have been very few.
This in
itself, however, does not cany any discredit, for it
that
the
Muslims
means
have
not
the resimply
quired degree of plodding dullness for such ordeals.
On the other hand, the most capable and energetic
of them were doubtless able to fulfil the conditions
of entrance into the Chinese army, and to work
their way to the higher ranks.
From the Mongolian period onwards Muslims have often filled
the more distinguished military positions. As
recent instances of this, mention may be made of
General Tung-fu-hsiang (see below (d)), as well as
of Ma-tikai, of Yiin-nan, nephew of Ma-hua-lung,
and commander-general of the forces in Sze-chuan.
The religious attitude
(d) Cultus, education, etc.
of the Chinese Muslims is outwardly, at least
characterized by moderation. They make concessions to the ruling power, hoping thus to gain
security for person and property, and the most
capable and resolute of those who enter the government service take part in the ceremonial of the
national cult. The hatred of foreigners sometimes
shown by Muslim officers of high rank, like that
displayed by the Chinese themselves, is to be
referred, not to religious motives, but to the
exasperation provoked by the high-handed way
in which foreigners interfere with the internal
affairs of the country.
In not a few cases, indeed,
the conduct of the Muslim generals is to be traced
simply to a vulgar hankering after rank and
wealth, as has now been made clear \>y the observations of d'Ollone
vi. [1908] 7 ft'., controverting the misleading note in RM3I iv. 441 f.).
was
in
no sense a 'fanatical
Tung-fu-hsiang, e.g.,
Muslim,' but a mere adventurer, who gained a
following amid the chaos caused by the rising of
1861-74, and who, in return for the gift of a
mandarinate, made himself the tool of the viceroy,
Tso-tsung-t'ang, and of General Lu-song-shan.
He caused Ma liua-lung, the prime mover of the
revolt, and the prophet of the 'new doctrine,' who
fell into his hands in a sortie from the rebel
city of
Kin-ki-pu, to be beheaded. At that time Tung
acquired landed estates of enormous extent. It
was he also who crushed the rebellion of 1895 in
Hsi-ning-fu and Ho-chou, enriching himself, as
usual, with the spoils filched from his coHe received the title of 'generalreligionists.
issimo' (ta jue), and was in eft'ect king of the
country. When the Boxer rising broke out at
Peking in 190(JI Tung hurried thither with his
henchmen the foremost of whom was the infamous
Ma-an-liang, Tongliug of Ho-chou— and made
himself conspicuous by his violent and malicious
proceedings against the foreigners, who sa« in him
only a Muslim at the head of a horde of Muslims,

—

—
—

(RMM

—

—
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and were quite iinawiuc of

his real

relation

lo

Havinj; been osteiisil>ly iiuiiislii'd liy
to Kan su, he Hm'iI tlioro like a
banisliment
sullaii.
He helil two fortified caslles near Kinki-pu, and had a hodyguard of oW veterans— as
tenants of the surronndin;,' estates which he had
taken from Muslims. 'I'lie local councils of Kiiiki-pu and Lin-chon could not lift a fiiifier without
his approval,
.\fter his death in I'cdjruary 1008,
all his titles, of which lie had lieen deprived at the
instance of the European I'owers, were restored,
and liis remains were buried with the hifjhest
Islftm.

'

'

honour's at Kon-yuen, his birtlii)laee (AM/.)/ vi.
ft'.).
Apart from adventurers of this stamp,
whom probablj- the majority of Muslims would
regard as apostates, there is a far-reaching antagonism between the indigenous and the immigrant
The Chinese realize the danger involved
peoples.
in the Muslim aspiration of an iiii/irriinn in
imperio, while the Muslims, enjoined as they are
by the yur'an to liglil against the unbeliever, feel
the ascendancy of the latter as a heavy infliction,
and from tiiue to time the strain has found e.\pression in ojicn revolt.
The most notable and most
seriou.s of such outbreaks have been those of the
north (Kansu and Shensi) in 1861-74, and of
the south (Yiinnan) in 1856-72. It would be a
mistake, however, to attribute these ruinous insurrections to religious moti^•es alone, for racial
antagonisms and the conflicting intere.sts of different social classes were certainly no less ))otent

700

factors.

The mosques resemble pagodas, the inihrdb and
aUme proclaiming their IMuslim origin.

ininhnr

We

sometimes meet with Indo-Arabie styles, as,
the two cupolas above the porch of each of
the mosques in Sui-fu.
For occasions of prayer
the akhons (Pers. dkhtlnd, 'learned one'; in
China, raosque-niinister ') don the white tunic
the rest of the faithful wear for the time a cap
never otherwise rised, which is encircled by the
turban, and may be of various colours white,
This cap has two shapes the
blue, green, or red.
Meecan a round, low cowl, wholly covered by the
turban— not worn Tiy many; and the Bukliarian
jiolygonal, being formed of four or si.v pieces
which hangs out Irom beneath the turban. It is
identical with the tube, or tojm, worn bj' all
Muslims in Russian and Chinese Turkestan.
e.g.,

'

;

—

—

:

—

—

The disruptive tendencies so common in Isl.im
generally have made themselves felt in China.
Ma-hua-lung, who was ]iut to death during the
rebellion in Kansu, was the founder of a new
sect, and his fcdiowers in Kansu, where they are
numerous, and in Sze-chuan, where as yet they
are but few, regard him as the true .successor of
Muhammad. His descendants and diseiples claim
to pos,sess su)ierhumau ]iowers.
His teaching is

called /wm i-hiau, new doctrine,' in contradistinction Ui liw chi'Ki. 'ancient doctrine' (/i.l/.l/ v. !l,'!).
The nature of this new iloctrine is something of
a mysterj-. There is a tendency to regard it as an
endorsement to Shiisni, or perhaps an unusually
bold representation of Sufiism, but the notices of
'

{liMM ix. r>71 if.) show that in reality it
of genuinely Sunnite character, and not a degenerate variety of the mystical philoso])liy so
w idely diffused throughout Central Asia. i\Ia-hualung was undoubtedly one of that class of visionary
d'Ollone
is

impostors represented in Chinese Turkestan by the
Khodyas, i.e. the descemlantsof Makhduni' A?ani,
of whose ecelesiastico-political organization the
present writer has given a detailed account in
Kin Kirchenst.aat im l.-lani (in Dcr i.-^hmiische
'

'

195 11'.).
It rcnniius an ojien question
whether the Malidistic idea played any part in the
proiect of Ma-hua-lung; llic rejiorts' of d'(ll|i)ne
make no distinct reference to it. In .'iny case, the
Orient,

i.

(in

China)

pietender was regarded as an incarnation of the
a .ihcnrf jcn ('holy man,' juMqiliet') equal
oven higher than. Muhammad himself. It
speaks well for tlie Muslims of K'an-sn that only
he lower cla.sses were dupe<l by this charlatan, w ho,
wholly destitute of learning, ]u-esumed to know
everything, and had his answer ready for every
As the founder of a new sect, he had
question.
to enjoin certain external forms by whicli his adherents might be distinguisheil from others.
I'or
this purpose he chose the |iracticeot jir.'iyiug aloud
and of holding the hands straight ojien ami horizontal in the rjii/nni (at prayer), in contrast to the
general custom of silent jirayer with the hands
rounded and hollow. Kroni this practice of audililc
is derived the usual name of the sect, viz.
jirayer
/ahiriyah (corru|ited to Cliaiherinye), "those who
luay openly,' as conliastcd with the Khafiyah
(vernacularly Hufej'e '), those who [ira.y secretly.'
In these externals Ma-hua-lung shows a certain
afiiuity with a movement in the West which had
found its way into China at an earlier date.
-About 150 years ))reviously a reformer had ap|ieared among the Salars (see aljove, ]>. 892'') in the
Sjiirit
to, or

—

'

t

'

'

|ierson of

Muhamm,a<l Emin, known

in

China as

Ma-ming-hsin, who introduced the custom of jiraying aloud, and thereby gave occasion for serious
disturbances (Grenard, tor. cit.). Muhua-lung
did not actually forbid his followers to attend the
mosque, but he allowed jirayer to lie performed at
home in the 'common hall' without special
ceremonial garments.
Usually three or four
houses have a place of jirayer in common, i.e.
a single room set ajiart for worship, this arrangement being de.signed, it is said, to familiarize the
adherents with the practice of prayer (A'.l/.l/ ix.
In fsung-p'an-t'ing, according to liMM v.
571).
462, the followers of the new faith attend the same
mosques as those of the old, while in Shen-tn, on
the other hand, the breach is complete (RMM v.
The d't>llone expedition bad a very
462, i.x. 561).
uncivil reception in the mosque at Ch'eng-tu
the
people of the 'new doctrine' have the name of
being hostile to Europeans, while the Muslims in
general are friendly. After Ma-hua-Iung's death
in 1871, a rupture took jilace within the sect.
His
.son-in-law, Ma-ta-hsi, and his grandson, Ma-mihhsi, fought with each other for the sacred inheritance.
Ma-ta-hsi, who is now (1915) sixty-two
years old, has the advantage in numbers, and his
of residence, Cha-kou, near Ku-yuen, is an
place
imiiortant religious centre, and has a madrasah.
Ma-hua-Iung's teaching was introduced into 'Yiinnan by his younger brother (or nephew) Talasan
or Talamasan, who fell in a struggle with Ma-jnIn Yiin-nan, however, the sect has aplung.
parently a .smaller following than in Sze-chuan,
where d'Ollone met with adherents of the Hsin
chiao from the boundaries of Ylin-nan to Sung]i'an-t'ing on the bonier of Kan-su.
Alongside of the two groups of Hufe.ye and Chaiherinye are found two others, viz. Kuberinye and
Katerinye. The meaning of Kuberinye' cannot
be precisely determined the word may [lossibly
stand for Kubfiri ('great'): 'Katerinye' is undoubtedly equivalent to tjadiriyah,' .signifying the
adherents of 'Abd al-t^Ailir al-Jilani {t/.v.). It is
maintained by a certain nkhun that these four
sects are resjiectively connected with the lirst four
khfdtfrih.f, each of whom is said to have inaugurated
a particular ritual, viz. Abu liakr that of the
Hufej'e. Otlnnan that of the Chaiherinye, 'Omar
that of the Kuberinye, and '.\li that of the

—

—

;

'

—

'

Katerinye. The last-mentioned name is said lo
be a]i]ilied also to those who M'nerate graves.
In
China, a^ el^ew here iin Muslim ^nil, peculiar honour
i- iiccordi-d to the tombs iif the eniinciitly pi<Mls
thoie who have given credential-- of ^aintsllip.

—

I
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e.g., within a mile to the north of Sungp'an-t ing is to be seen the tomb of an akhun from
Bledina, who came to Sung-p'an-t'ing in 1668, lived
for a time iu Shen-si, ami by his prayers saved the

Thus,

land from a drought

in 1673.

He died

in 168U,

and

tomb is guarded by an akhon. Another tomb,
somewhat smaller, is found within the mausoleum.
The orthodox midt'ls inveigh strougly against this
UOllone flunks that tlie
practice {RMM v. 459).
his

veneration of graves is also a characteristic of
the Hsin chiao sect
ix. 533 ti'.); but this
cannot be admitted, and, indeed, it conflicts with
other statements of the same writer. As a matter
of fact, the veneration of graves is a world-wide
custom, and naturally prevails here too and that
Ho-chou, the rallying point of the new doctrine,
should also contain an unusual number of sacrosanct tombs is a mere coincidence. Moreover, with
reference to the name Kumbe chiao, which dOllone
mentions as being applied to the new doctrine,'
and upon which lie bases his conclusions (RMM ix.
633), it remains to be shown whether the term
= grave-doctrine ') is meant to indicate the dis{
As regards the
tinctive characteristic of the sect.
religious position of the ethnologically distinct
balars see above, p. 892''.
The idea of a khnltfah as a single individual
invested with authority over Islam as a whole is
unknown to the vast majority of Chinese Muslims
ix. 561 f.).
Yet the efi'orts directed from
Stamboul in the latter half of last century were
not altogether without result. Ya'qub Beg recognized 'Abd-al-'Aziz as commander of the faithful,
while Sulaimfm, the Muslim king of Yiin-nan,
appealed to him, as khallfah iu vain, it is true

(RMM

;

history teaches that political establishments based
It has certainly
upon religion are ephemeral.
been hinted that the Muslims of China mny possibly force their religion upon the rest of the
population, and thus evolve a powerful IslamoCliinese kingdom.
It is indubitalde that such an
ambition is not wanting among the Muslims, and
that it will continue to act in certain localities as a
.source of insurgent movements against the imperial
government. It is regrettable that the idea has
been exploited for the doxible jiurpose of a('qi\iring
religious influence among the Chinese Muslims and
of furthering political ends.
Considerable efforts
iu this direction v\ere made
though without the
least success
by Sultan 'Abd-al-^Iamid in the
and minor attempts at a later
latter part of 1900

{EMM

—

—

for assistance.
As the intellectual life of the Muslims bears the
closest possiljle relation to their religion, the aim
of elementary education is to inculcate the rudiments of religious doctrine, the children being

taught by readings from the Qur'iin and by short
catechisms. In these exercises two languages are
employed both the national language and that
of the Qur'an (or a mixed Perso-Arabic dialect).
There is a considerable circulation of anthologies
from the Qur'an, either with or without a Chinese

—

translation, and booklets containing the leading eleof doctrine in both languages are also found.'
The life of the Chinese Muslims has no place for
To anything in the nature of artistic activity
art.
only a single field is open the Arabic script, Avhich
is often elaborated in pedantic forms suggesti^e of

ments

—

the Chinese method of writing, angles and loops
being formed as in the native calligraphy (especially
The Muslims also erect ornately
in epitaphs).
written Arabic tablets, which, however, often
show such a divergence from the common script
that they are very difficult to read. Even the
experienced E. Blocbet mistook an r for a y

(RMM

V. 291).

relations.— In China proper the
(e) Political
Muslims have never secured an independent political existence, while in Turkestan, since its annexation (c. 1750), they succeeded in establishing only
the short-lived Muslim government of Yaqfib Beg
The object of the Muslim
(see above, p. 889°).
rising in

Kan-su and Shen-si (1863-74), which was

the contributing causes of Ya'qflb Beg's
was likewise independence but the movement proved abortive, and, in fact, no other issue
was to be expected. The necessary condition of a
permanent political organization is that it .shall
have a basis of nationality, and no such tliuig
The latter, as
exists among the Chinese Muslims.
intersper.sedamong he \\:m (Chinese), form, not a
national, hut merely a religious, .aggregate, and all

among

success,

;

I

1 The
present writer possesses a copy of sucli a liilingua]
cateclusm.

—

—

;

date proved equally fruitless, though hopes were
not abandoned even after the deposition of the
Sultan.

'

'
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M. Haktmann.

India).— I.slam was
introduced into India by the Arab invaders who
entered Sind under Muhammad ibn Qasim in
A.D. 712 and founded a Muhammadan State which
was eventually absorbed in the Mughal empire ;
l)ut this early Arab occupation was confined to
Sind, and tlie Muhammadan conquest of the rest
of India did not liegin until nearly three centuries
later, with the raids of Sabuktagin and Mahniud
of CJhazna when, however, Mahmud died in 1U30,
the province of Lahore was the only part of Indian
territory that he bequeathed to his successor. The
)iermanent extension of Muslim rule in India dates
from the latter part of the 12th cent., when the
conquests of Muhanmiad Ghori resulted in the
establishment of a Muhammadan dynasty in Dihli,
which continued to be a Muhammadan capital up
to the e"xtinction of the INIughal empire in 1S58.
The scope of this article being limited to religion
and ethics, no account of the political history
can be given, though the intimate connexion
between Islam as a religious system and the
Muhammadan governments in India makes it
(in

;

them apart. A l>rief reference
must be made, however, to the relations between
the Muslim rulers and their non-Muslim subjects.
The Muhammadan invaders at times during the

difficult to consider

early stages of the conquest exhibited a brutal
intolerance towards the Hindus who opposed their
armies, and ruthlessly m,assaered Brahmans and
razed temples to the ground; but, after the savageries
of conquest were over, a certain amount of tolera-

was allowed to their Hindu subjects. The
Arabs in Sind left the Hindus in undisturbed
exercise of their religion and in the enjoyment of
their old rights and privileges, and the later
conquerors who founded kingdoms in N. India and
[he Deccan were generally too much occupied with
tion

the military consolidation of their own power, or
felt too little interest in spiritual matters, to turn
their attention to the propagation of their own
Even under the settled rule of the Mughals,
faith.
dynastic and financial considerations dictated their
]iolicy ralher than consideration of the interests of
Islam.
Un the other hrind, the reigns of several
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luonaiclis were signalized liy outbursts of fanaticism
and the crac\ opiircssiou of unbelievers, their
licing destroyed and many of them con-

temple?
verttd by force.

In Gujarat Sultan Mahmfid
hated by tlie Hindus for the
enactments against them. In
Kashmir Sultan Sikandar (1393-1417) acquired the
designation Butshikan ('idol-smasher') by his
in. (1537-53) wa-s
stringency of his

ruthless destruction of Hindu idols and temples,
and in Bengal Jalal al-Din Muhammad Shah (MUSI) made himself notorious by his persecution of
tinbelievers.
Aurangzib"s (1659-1707) attempt to
carry out a policy of unification led to several acts
of repression, and tradition attributes to him the
destruction of temples and the forcible conversion
of Hindus in various districts throughout the whole
extent of the Mughal empire. The latest example
of such fanaticism on the part of a Muhamniadan
ruler was that of Tipu Sultan (1782-99), whose
barbarities outdid anything recorded of previous
monarchs after the first conquerors. Apart from
such outbursts of fanaticism, the rule of the
Muliaramadans has generally been charactciized
by an attitude of toleration towards their Hindu
subjects, and the adherents of the rival religions
have often been closely drawn together by a spirit
of

amity and mutual

respect.

Muhammadan dynasties in
India were almost entirely founded by foreign
invaders was of great importance in the history of
Islam they brought with them a large number of
foreign troops, and attracted to their courts milltaiy adventurers, poets, scholars, and others, who
ultimately settled in the country. The foreign
immigrants and their descendants Arabs, Persians, Turks, Mughals, and Pathans— formed an
important element in the total Muhammadan
population, and exerciseda preponderating influence
in the administration, the social organization, and
the religious life. They received grants of land
from the Muhammadan governments, or in times
of political unrest arrogated to themselves rights
of ownership, and thus formed the nucleus of an
aristocracy that looked down with contempt on the
native converts. The missionaries, to whose proselytizing efforts the conversion of whole tribes is
attributed, and the saints, whose tombs are still
venerated throughout all parts of Muslim India,
were for the most part of foreign extraction. The
shrines of these saints are still centres of religious
influence and attract thousands of pUgrims every
year ; among the most famous are those of Kliw ajali
Mu'in al-Din Chishti (t 1236) at Ajmir, Farld alThe

fact that the

;

—

Dln Shakarganj (t 1269) at Pakpattan, Ni?am alDln Awliya (t 1325) at Dihli, and Shah 'Alam
The great family of
(t 1475) near Ahmadibad.
Bukharl Sayyids, who settled in Uch in the 13th
cent., may bo taken as a typical example of the
wde-spread influence exercised by some of these
foreign immigrants. The effect of this constant
stream of foreign immigration has been to keep
India in close contact with the main currents of
theological thought and speculation in Islam, and
the religious beliefs and practices of the educated
section at least of the Muslim population, w hether
Sunni or Shi'ah, have tended to conform to those in

other parts of the Muslim world. A large part of
the religious literature has been written in Arabic,
and still more in Persian both languages foreign
to India and the study of these languages has
kept the theologians acquainted with the writings
of Muslim thinlcers outside India.
These foreign
influences have thus prevented Islam in India from
so
far at least as
taking on a provincial character,
the literate are concerned. But among the uneducated converts and the descendants of converts,
of Hindu origin, especially in the country districts
remote from the centres of Muslim culture, many

—

—

India)

(in

survivals of older cults are to be found, and there
the Muhammadan diflers little but in name from
He continues to worship
his Hindu neighbour.
the gods of his ancestors particularly the village
godlings, whose rites are associated with the
cultivation of the soil, and the deities of disease,
especially Sitala, the dreaded goddess of smallpox
and to take part in the Hindu festivals connected
with the changes of the season, such as Holi, the
festival of the spring equinox, and Da.«ahra, the
festival of the autumn equinox.
Against .such
Hindu beliefs and practices the orthodox have at
first
active
all times protested, but the
campaign
against them appears to have been started by
Shari'at
Ahmad
and
Allah, who in
Paji
Sayj'id
the second decade of the 19th cent, began to
disseminate in India the doctrines of the VVahhabi

—

—

reforming

movement.

The

writings of

a later

religious reformer, Maulavl Karamat'Ali (t 1874),
were especially influential in combating the observance of Hiiidu rites and ceremonies by Muham-

In more recent years, the greater facilicommunication between one part of the
country and another, the spread of education, and
the consequent growing influence of theological
text-books have increased the tendency towards
an orthodox uniformity, but the low level of education among the mass of the Indian Muhammadans

madans.
ties

of

keeps a large proportion of them ignorant of
the tenets of the faith which they profess.
The abiding influence of Hindu institutions on
the converts to Islam is still further shown by their
old tribal
rejection of the shnrVah in favour of their
ordinances in regard to marriage and inheritance.
As is well known, Islam is not merely a body of
religious dogma but also a system of legislation,
but the Muhammadanized Rajputs and Jats in the
Panjab and the Mappillas on the west coast of S.
India have always continued to follow the customs
of their Hindu ancestors in preference to the

still

Muslim law

of succession.
influence of Islam in India has not been
confined to the Musalmans them.selves, but may be
observed in sections of the population that stand
outside the Muslim community. There can be
little doubt that the Hindu reform movements of
the loth and 16th centuries, especially those con-

The

nected with the names of Kabir and Ivanak, owed
much to Muslim influences. Many low-caste
Hindus, especially in N. India, worshin Muhammadan saints; these saints are sometimes legendary,

Sakhi Sarwar and Shah Madar, or historical
Shams Tabriz of Multan, or
sometimes a mixture of both as in certain enumera-

like

personages such as Pir

Panch Pir ('five holy men'), who are
represented liy some thousands of Hindus to be the
An influence of
only divinities that they worship.
a ditterent character was that of the Mughal court
upon the liigher ranks of Hindu society, resulting
in the adoption of many Muhammadan habits and
observances such as are generally significant of
adherence to the faith of Islam.
As an ethical system Islam in India presents in
many ways a strong contrast to Hinduism. Both,
it is true, cherish an ascetic ideal, pursued by the
few, and Hindu and Muslim ascetics have often
found that they have much in common, and both
have often received the veneration of pious adherents of the rival creed. But the stern Puritanism of Islam has set its face rigidly aj;ainst those
characteristics of Hindu conduct which are set
forth in the Kclmaidstras and illustrated on such
Hindu temples as have escaped the iconoclastic
wrath of outraged Muslim sentiment. This auruns through the whole
sterity of Muslim morals
of their social life, and lends to tlieir outwanl
bearing an aspect of dignity and self-respect such
as springs from a constant recognition of moral
tions of the
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obligation at the same time it relegates women
to the seclusion of the zenana, depriving social
intercourse of the charm of their society, and
deprecates amusements that otlier countries find
harmless, such as dancing and card-playing. This
moral fervour is capable of producing such types
as that of the judge who cut himself off from all
human associations lest his judgment might be
influenced by consideration for a friend, the hardworked administrative officer who gave away the
M'hole of his official salary in charitj', and the
scholar who repented in bitter tears because he had
made a profit out of the sale of a work on religion.
The moral sanction is sought in religion, and moral
precepts are based on the Qur'an, the traditions,
and the works of authoritative theologians; ma.xims
of conduct are also frequently quoted from the
poets and Sufi writers. Treatises on ethics, such as
Akhldq-i-Nasiri, AkhlSq-i-Muhsinl, etc., are read
e.g., Akhlaq\>y the learned, and similar works

'Abbasid conspiracy was begun in Persia; Abu
Muslim, the chief conspirator, was a Persian and
tlie battle of the Zab, which decided the contest,
wasfought on the border of Iran. Although revolts
were common, the authority of the 'Abbasids Mas
generally recognized by the ruling dynasties in
The most dePersia, few of which were Shi'ite.
termined and powerful attempt to establish Shiite
Islam was that of the Ismailians, or Assassins

i-Jahdnglrl were compiled in India, but acquaintance with them has been too restricted for them to
have exercised much influence on the general moral
consciousness of the Indian ilusalmans. This
legal and didactic view of ethics may at times
degenerate into formalism, and a low level of moral

the religion of the realm.
The inner development of Shiite Islam has never
been adequately described. P'rom the first many
Persians refused to believe that the cycle of revelation had closed with Muhammad, and the deification of 'AJi seems to have begun even before
his death.' This mystical belief in a continuous
revelation and a divine jiresence, different in kind
from anything found in the Qur'an, developed into
the doctrine of the imdmat (cf. art. Incaen.^tion
[Muslim]). In the process of the elaboration of
this doctrine sects were formed, the most remarkable being that of the Ismailians, which, strangely,
has left scarcely a trace in modern Persia. The
cult of 'Ali,_and especially of I;Jusain in the celebration of 'Ashura (the 10th of Muharram), is still
in process of growth.
Another line of theological
development has been SQfiism, the gi'eat names in
which are Persian (though not all Shiite), and
which has greater influence to-day in Persia than
in any other land.
Important events in recent
Shi'ite Islam have been the growth of Shaikhiism,
the birth of Bahaism, and the attempt to join
AVestern constitutional government to Islam.
The influence of Persia in Islam is a larger subTraces of Zoroastrian
ject than Islam in Persia.
influence are to be found in the Qur'an, and still
more in the developed Muslim theology.

;

—

—

achievement

may

subsist side

side with fervid

by

professions of piety ; but the tendency of modern
Muslim society in India is towards a more distinctively ethical basis for conduct and less dependence
upon religious authority.
Within the narrow limits of this article it has
not been possible to do more than briefly indicate
some of the main characteristics of Islam in India.
further,

See,

MISSIONS (Muhammadan),

SECTS

(Muhammadan).

—

Literature. No comprehensive work has yet been written
The
reI)<'ion and ethics of the Indian Muhamniadans.
reader will find articles bearing on these subjects in such
periodicals as JASB (Calcutta, lS32ff.); Calcutta Jxeriew
(Calcutta, 1844 ff.); Journal of the Moslem Institute (CaAcatta.,
1905ff.); Rente du monde inusulnian (Paris, 1906ff.); EI
(Leyden, 1908 tf.). For the bibliography of historical works see
The History of India as told by its oxen Historians : The Muttammedan Period, ed. from the papers of H. M. Elliot by John
Dowson, London, 18G~-77. A vast amount of material is to be
found scattered throughout the official publications of the
Liovernment of India for bibUography see F. Campbell, IndexCatalogtic of Indian Official Puhlicatioiis in the Librari/,
British Museum, do. 1900. Among separate works may be
mentioned J. H. Garcin de Tassy, M^vwire sur les jJarticularitt^s de la religion mimilmane dans I'lnde^, Paris, 1869;
Mrs. Meer Hassan AU, Obsereations on the Mussulmauns of
India, London, 1832 W. W. Hunter, The Indian Musalmans,
do. 1871 Jaffur Shurreef, Qanoon-e-Islam, or the Customs of
the Mnssidmansof India, tr. G. A. Herklots-, Madras, 1863;
Syed Ameer AH, The .Spirit of Islam, or the Life and Teachings of Moha^nmed", London, 1896; S. Khuda Bukhsh, ii'SA'a.vs
Indian and Islamic, do. 1912. A more detailed bibliograpliy
will be found in the present writer's art. India in EI.
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Persia).

— Islam

began in Persia very early. Within a year of
Muhammad's death the Muslim armies came into
collision with the Persian power, and the conflict
lasted for thirty years, extending from the Tigris
to the Oxus. The last Zoroastrian dynasty was
overthrown in A.D. 750 in the region south of the

The conversion

to Islam was a slower
of Zoroastrianism
process,
was gradual. The intellectual life of Islam was
very soon enriched by Persian Scholars. It is significant that after the Arab conquest Nestorian
missions were successfully prosecuted among Iranians described as pagans.^ Still, Islam was identified with a foreign invasion
a fact that iuQuenced

Caspian.

and the disappearance

—

subsequent history.

The cause
the

first,

of 'Ali gained adherents in Persia from
perhaps because 5usain married a Sasan-

ian princess.
In the Umayyad period revolts were
frequent, many of them I^harijite in origin. The
1 W. A.
Shedd, Islam and Oriental Churches, Fhiiadelphia,
;L904, p. 163

f.

VOL.

VIII.

— 57

;

Persia was the greatest sufferer of all in
the ruin wrought by the heathen Mongols, and
(q.v.).

Islam seemed about to perish ; TimQr was a Sunnite Muslim, but be had mercy on none. With
the rise of Safawi kings (A.D. 1500) Shiite Islam
of the Twelve was established as the State religion
a position challenged since only by the audacious

—

(t 1747), who proposed to make Shiite Islam
fifth sect co-ordinate with the foui' recognized

Nadir
a

divisions of Sunnite Islam. The paper constitution of modern Persia recognizes Shi'ite Islam as

The victory of the Abbasids was, in a sense, a conquest of
the Arabs by the Persians
the battles of al-Qadisiya and
Nahawand were avenged Persian ideas and Pei-sian religion
began slowly to work on the faith of Muhammad.'
*

.

.

.

;

What

Islam owes to Persian Sunnites in formal
theology, as well as to the dervish orders and Suflism, may be indicated by mentioning the names of
al-Ghazall, 'Abd al-Qadir al-Jilani, and Jalal al-

Din Runii

(qq.v.).

Modern Persia

is

the resultant of the interaction

complex forces through a long period, and religiously it is far from homogeneous in character.
of

Sunnites number a million or more. The majority
of these are Kurds, some are Arabs, some Turks in
Adharbaijan, and some are Persians in the Gulf

Among them

the most numerous sect is
Shiites are believers in the Twelve
Imams. Sects that are numerous and wide-spread
enough to merit attention are the Mutashari's, the
Shaikhis, and the Zahabis. Other sects that should
be mentioned are the "Ali Illahls and the Bahais.
Sufiism, influential as it is, cannot he regarded as
a separate sect. The dervishes are an institution
that cannot be neglected (cf. art. Dekvish). The
following figures are given as an approximation
Sunnites, 1,000,000 Shiites, Persians, Lurs, etc.,
5,000,000 Tatars, 2,000,000 ; 'All Illahls, 300,000 ;
Bahais, 100,000.

region.

the Shafi

ite.

:

;

;

1

Browne, Literary History of Persia, i. 220.
D. B. Macdonald, Developmmt of Muslim Theology, Jurisprudence, and Constitutional Theory, London, 1903, p. 133.
•J
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the Sunnites (especially the Kurds)
much in the cult of the Shaikhs,
who are credited with miraculous powers. Many
of these are connected with the dervish orders,
especially the Na(^shbandis.
The great religious principle of the Shi'ites is
the veneration of the family of 'All and the doctrine
While every coniniuuity numbers
of the imdinat.
its hcijjis, the great shrine for pilgrimage of the
living and burial of the dead is Karhala, which,
moreover, is the place of religious authoiity, the
seat of the chief mvjtahids, and the centre of
and learning. In every city
theological education
there is a madrasah (colle<je), but an ambitious
student completes his trainmg at Karbala, or at
one of the neighbouring shrines that share in its
importance. The unifying power of such a centre
is very important.
The other shrine of importance
is Mashad.
For the mass of the people the great
religious observance is the commemoration of the
battle of Karbala on the 10th of Muharram and
preceding days. On the spectacular side it is the
carnival of the populace, and the timid disapproval
of the educated is unavailing to check continual
increase of the excesses of grief in cutting the head
and beating the breast. Regular passion-plays are

Even among

religion t-entres

(cf. art. Drama [Persian]).
Preaching
has an important place in the mosque life, and the
for
sermons
is
the
life
of
the
Imams,
great tojiic
(jhadir IJairam (when Muhammad is supposed to
have designated 'Ali as his successor) is at least
equal to Qurban Bairam in popular estimation.
The had'ith (tiaditions) deal with the sayings and
doings of the Imams as well as of the Prophet, the
most popular collections being those of Mulla
Baqir MajlisI of Isfahan, made three hundred
years ago. The expectation of the reappearance
of the Twelfth Imam as al-Mahdi is general.
The Sayyids rival the mullas in authority and
claim the fifth of field and herd.
So far the

uncommon

description applies to

all Shi'ite sects.

The Mutasharis, who

are by far the most
regard the mujtahids as the only
Qaim, or hidden Imam, and
only inasmuch as they interpret the shariah (canon
law).
They are conservatives and traditionalists.
The Shaikliis, Zahabis, and minor sects hold that
there is always a representative of the Imam, who
possesses in some degree his divine authority.
They ditler as to who that representative is, and in
other matters. The Shaikhis are the intellectual
mystics, interpretinf;, e.g., the nu'rq/( Muhammad's
ascent to heaven, deduced from Qur'an, xvii. 1)
in a spiritual way. Zahabis resemble the dervishes
in ascetic practices and in the use of the dhikr,
both /?»/?» and q/dbl (spoken and silent).
'All Ilialiis and Baliais, widely ditlerent in other
respects, may be cla.ssed together as being Muslim
in only a modilied sense.
The former recognize
none of the Imiims except 'All, care nothing for
the shariah, pay no attention to Ramadan or the
prayers, and have their own yearly feast, in connexion with which a common religious meal is
eaten. Among Shiites they conform more or less,
but in private they claim that they are not Shi'ite.
They believe in an incarnation, but it is not very
clear whether the connexion with 'AH is not a
blind. They call themseh-es Ahli yaqiqah(' people
of the Truth '). In practical life the reverence paid
to the Sayyids, or j>trs, is great.
Their religious
centre, where the liead of the sect lives, is near
Kirmanshah. They are numerous both north and
south, among Kurds, Turks, and Persians, and
especially in the villages and among the nomads,
and are found in smaller numbers in the cities.
"The Bahais are too well known to require description.
For them Muh.aminad and the shnriah are
superseded. They are found in the cities and

numerous

sect,

representative of the

Egypt, and Mesopotamia)

the more educated classes, less often in the
and not at all among the nomads. Thejare increasing. Though only a fraction of the less
numerous classes of society, their influence is not
The Azalis are
to be measured by their numbers.
practically extinct, and the Bahais, with insigfollow
'Abbas
Efendi.
Both
nificant exceptions,
these sects practise taqiyyah, or religious decep-

among

villages,

tion.

The

Sufis (or 'Arifs, ' yvuffriKol'] are the philoand intellectual devotees of religion, belonging, it may be, to some sect, but not often to
the Mutashari's. Among them are many dervishes.
They usually recognize some one as theii' guide
sophical'

(murshid). The most popular poets among them
are Jalal al-Din, Shams-i-Tabriz, Farid al-Din
Dervishes in Persia are loosely
'Attar, and IJafi?.
organized, and monasteries are almost unknown.
Many dervishes will claim to be khdksari ( abject,'
humble '), ethers to be followers of Shah Na'matAllah or of Safi 'Ali Shiih, a saint of recent date.
The organization of religion is democratic, and
in the last analysis it is popularity that determines
rank and authority. The government exercises
a control by granting titles and recognition, and
the mullas and mujtahids, both as autliorized expounders of the shariah and as popular leaders,
influence government.
They are from the people
and are susceptible to the influences that atfect the
Low birth is no bar to ecclesiastical adpeople.
The dervishes are to some extent
vancement.
controlled by the appointment from them of a
Curiously, he
naqib, or civU head, in each city.
'

'

has charge also of jugglers, mountebanks, snakecharmers, etc.
influence of religion in moral and social
Of course it is
is not easily estimated.
pervasive. The only education open to most of
The
the people is that in the mosque schools.

The

matters

promote intelligence and national
the other hand, the shrines are centres
of vice, the mullas are notorious for venality, the
shariah is an obstacle to progress, and religious
teaching often makes wrongdoing easy rather than
difficult.
It may be doubted whether those who
desire moral or social reform look to religion for
pilgrimages

unity.

On

The least religious classes
inspiration and aid.
are the educated and the nomads.
An influence at work that must affect the futuie
It
of Islam is the rationalization of religion.
takes the form of reducin" religion to the mininmui
of doctrine, equalizing all forms of revelation by
admitting truth in each, but granting finality to
none.

Another tendency

is

what the Persians

call

tabil ('naturalistic'), denying all revelation and
taking an agnostic position on the question of
God's existence. Another growing influence is the
renascence of Turkish literature in the Adharbaijan
The reaction due to
dialect in Tiflis and Baku.
foreign dominance is also to be reckoned with.
The influence of Western civilization is in many
ways disintegrating. The influence of Christianity

mediated by commerce, politics and literature, and
missionary eUbrt must not be forgotten. This had
its part in Babism and still more in Bahaism.
artt.
See,
further,
BAB, BabIs, ShI'ahs,
StJFlIS.V.

—

LiTERATL'RB. Besides the works cited in the article, sea
T. W. Arnold, The Preaching of Islam\ London, 191S ;
E. G. Browne. Literary Uistoryof Persia, 2 vols., do. 1902-06,
A Year among the Persians, do. 1893.
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Mesopotamia).—^. ,S'r/(M.— Syria and Palestine
for the
outlets
have always formed one of the
(in Syria,

of
superfluous population of Arabia. The invasion
the country by the Arabs in the first half of the
7th cent. A.D. was only one of a series of incursions

MUHAMMADANISM
which had been

{joing

(in Syria,

on from time immemoria!.

The

conquest, viiich took place in the Calijihate
of 'Omar, only a year or two after the ileath of
Muhammad, occupied a few years (13-15 A.H.),
and was facilitated by the fact that the people of
Syria came, to a large extent, both in origin and
in language, of Semitic stock.
The kingdom of
Ghassan, which, with that of Hlra on the other
side of the Syrian desert, formed a butler State
between the empires of Rome and Persia, was of
pure Arab blood. When, therefore, the Arabs
made their inroads into the country, they were
not invading a foreign people, but rather attacking
the governing classes only, the representatives of
the Eastern Roman empire.
Moreover, it was
only a score of years since the Persians had (vrested
the country from the Greeks and held it for ten
The Persian Wars had depleted the exyears.

chequer of Constantinople, and Heraclius had been
compelled to withdraw the wonted subsidies from
the frontier tribes a fact which made them all the
less unwilling to throw in their lot with the Arabs.

—

When, therefore,'Omar's forces entered the country,
they did not come altogether as invaders, and to
the indigenous population the issue was not submuch as a change of masters and it
was not impossible that the new masters might be
more gentle than the old.
To the Arabs the conquest of Chaldfea was
motived by the lust of plunder, the conquest of
Egj-pt was to a large extent a necessity— had it
been acquired a year or two earlier Medina would
have been saved from famine but the conquest of
Syria was largely a matter of sentiment. Within
its borders were contained nearly all the holy places
Hud and Salih had ministered to tribes
of Islam.
within the boundaries of Arabia, but nearly all
the remaining prophets Abraham, Solomon, but
above all Jesus had lived and died in Palestine.
Muhammad, too, had visited Syria, once as a
mere boy, with his uncle Abu Talib, and again as
the agent of Khadijah. Jerusalem had been the
goal of his mysterious night-journey, from which
he had ascended to the Divine Presence, and it was
from Damascus that he had turned away, saying
that one could not enter Paradise twice. The
reverence of the Arabs for Jerusalem is sho^vn bj'
the fact that it was towards it that the Muslims
turned in prayer during the first two years after
the arrival of Muhammad at Medina, and that the
capitulation of the city in 637 was accepted by the
Caliph in person. On this occasion 'Omar visited
most of the sacred places, under the guidance of
the patriarch Sophronius. He is said to have
identified the site of Solomon's temple, and he
erected a small mosque, probably of wood and clay,
Jerusalem did not
for the worship of the Muslims.
become the political capital of the province of
For that Ramleh was founded somePalestine.
what later. But the sacred character attributed
to the ancient city by the Arabs appears in the
name Bait al-Maq(\is (' holy house ') by which their
historians always call it, or in the shortened form
Al-Quds, by which it is known at the present day.
The sanctity in the eyes of the Muslims even
of Jerusalem is, however, surpassed by that of
Hebron, the home and place of burial of Abraham,
Lsaac, and Jacob, with their wives, as well as of
Joseph. Hence it used to be named Masjid Ibrahim
('Abraham's mosque'), but now it is always called
Al-Khalil ('the friend'), abbreviated from 'the
Hebron fell into the
city of the friend of God.'
hands of the Crusaders in A.D. 1099 and remained
BO until it was retaken by Saladin in 1187. The
Crusaders do not seem to have had much scruple
about entering the sepulchral chambers, but the
curiosity of the Muslim does not exceed his sense
of reverence, and one of them mentions with a

jection so

;

—

—

—
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awe that he had conversed
with one who had with his own eyes seen Abraham.
At the present day Europeans are not permitted to
enter tlie mosque (originally a Crusaders' church),
with very rare exceptions, and then only by a
feeling of the deepest

fipecisil

Jirmdtt.

Under the Umayyads(A.D. 661-750) Syria attained
to the hegemony of all the Arab States, and
Damascus became the capital of an empire stretching from India to Spain. Mu'awiya, the first of
the line, had been governor of the country under
the Caliph 'Othman it was to the Arabs of Syria
that his dynasty owed its birth and stability, and
the Caliphs of the line naturally wished to do all
in tlieir power to strengthen the position and precedency of their adopted country. Hence it was
that, after the assassination of 'Ali, Mu'awija proclaimed himself Caliph, not at Medina, which had
been the political as well as the religious capital
under the first three Caliphs, but at Jerusalem.
When, on the death of his son Yazid, tlie rest of
the Muslim world did homage to the rival Calipli
:

Ibn Zubair in Mecca, it was no doubt in some
measure owing to the possession of the sacred city
of Jerusalem and the tombs of the patriarchs at
Hebron that the Umayyads were still able to maintain their position in Syria.
rival

was engaged

And, whilst their

in rebuilding

the holy house

at Mecca, which their armies had besieged, the
Umayyad'Abd al-Malik was building the famous
Dome of the Rock upon the site of the Temple of
Solomon, as the inscription, in spite of its mutilation under the 'Abbasids, still bears witness ; and
it was only after the building was finished, and a
substitute for the Ka'bah had been provided to which
the pioiis Muslim might make his pilgrimage, that
the rival Caliph was crushed and the Muslim world
once again united under one head. Mu'awiya had
already wished to remove the pulpit of the Prophet
at Medina to his new mosque, but in deference to
the religious feelings of the people he refrained from
doing so. There is no reason to suppose that the
Umayyad Caliph acted in this matter from merely
pecuniary motives, because he wished to divert the
commerce arising out of the pilgTimage to the Hijaz
into his own coffers ; because, as soon as he was un-

disputed Caliph, it would not have mattered which
town became the object of pilgrimage (J. Wellhausen. Das arabische Reich, Berlin, 1902, p. 132 f.).
The truth is that the Umayyad Caliphs, with the
exception of the pious 'Omar II., were not Muslims
at heart.
They sprang from the old aristocracy of
Mecca, the bitterest opponents of the Prophet,
who submitted to him only at the last possible
moment.
They did not scruple to attack and
plunder the city of Medina where he had lived and
died, and even to destroy the Ka'bah itself, and
they had well-nigh exterminated the family of the
Prophet. They were a purely civil dynasty ruling
in the name of religion, and they diil not care what
means they used to attain their ends. The great
bulk of the population of Syria were Christians.
They were, many of them, well educated, and in
every way, except in fighting, more useful to the
All the
dynasty than the Arabs themselves.
clerks in the government offices were Christians,
and the State archives were written at first in
Greek. A similar state of things existed in Persia
and in Egypt. It was only under 'Abd al-Malik
that the Arabic language began to be used exclusively, and even then the clerks continued to be
non-Arabs. Some of the most influential persons
about the Caliphs were ahso Christians. John of
Damascus, as well as his father, held high office
under these Arab rulers of his native city, and the
panegyrist of the Umayyads was the Christian
Moreover, it was not that these
poet al-Akhtal.
Caliphs merely made use of their Christian subjects,
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whilst ignoring their religious creed. Questions
of theology seem to have been liisciissed by the
two iMirties in the presence of the more liberal
Caliphs ui)on equal terms. Al-Akhtal made no
attempt to conceal either his religious belief or
the external emblems of his faitli, when he stood
before Alxl al-Malik and John of Damascus wa.s
an ardent defender of the use of images in divine
worship, wherein he stood in opposition not onlj' to
the Caliph but to the Greek emperor as well.
Such a state of things could not l)ut react upon
Muhammadanism itself, and there is little doubt
of thinking which
that some of the less strict
'

;

ways

began to prevail were due to this cause. It was to
condone the delinquencies of the Umayyads that

the Murjites professed to believe that there was
no deadly sin for any one who made the profession
of Islaui, or that at any rate the sinner would not
be punished until the Day of Judgment. Belief
in divine predestination also began to be modilied
in the direction of an admission of free will.
This
tendency towards freedom of thought culminated
in theMu'l.iziiite movement under the 'Abbasids
<see Sects [Muhammadan]). Nor was it only on the
religious side that Christianity moulded Muslim life.
Hisham, one of the last and best of the Umayyad
His goverCaliphs, was a notable agriculturist.
nor over 'Iraq was Khalid al-Qasri, who was also

a farmer on a grand scale. Khalid's mother was
a Christian, and he buUt her a chapel beside
the mosqne at Kufa. He emplojed Christians and
other non-Muslim peoples in preference to Muslims,
as he no doubt found them more intelligent and
In Hisham's days the doctrine that the
capable.
Qur'an is not eternal, which became the accepted
creed for a short time under the Abbasids, began
to be professed.
The century and more during
which the Umayyads ruled the Muslim world from
Damascus was the most glorious in Arabian annals,
and it is not without significance that it was after
the last Caliph of the line had removed the capital
to his native town of ^arran that the dynasty
fell and was replaced by that of the 'Abbasids.
AVith the fall of the Umayyads the Arabs ceased
to be the ruling race and Syria became one of the
provinces of the empire, not specially distinguished
in the religious aspect from the Vest.
On the

break-up of theCalii)hate, with its resulting chaos,
Syria became, with its many holy places, the
battle-ground of Christianity and Islam. When
it was prosperous and well-governed, it was generally as a dependency of Egypt, under Fatimid,
Ayyubid, or Mamlfik rulers. For the last four
hundred years it has formed a province of Turkey.
LiTBRATDRE.

—^There are no reliable reports published officially

Much information is obtainable from
daily andf other periodicals appearinsj in Beirut, mostly edited
by Christians. See also A. I. S. de Sacy, Expos:! de la'relijion
des Dnizei, Paris, 1838 ; G. Le Strange, Palestine under the
Mosleme, London, 1890 ; G.
Chasseaud, The Druses of the
Lebantyrif do. 1855 ; C. H. ChuicbiU. Mount Lebanon, do.
by the L'overnment.

W.

Finn, Stirring Times; Records from Jerusalem Con1853;
mlar Chronicles, 185S-16, do. 1S7S J. E. Hanauer, Folklore
0} the Holy Land, do. 1910 P. G. Baldensperger, The Immovable East,' in PEFSt, 1903(p. 65 fl.)and foil, years R. A. S.
Macalister and E. W. G. Masterman, The Modern lohabiJ.
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Egypt. — Since

190-t (p.

its

150 B.) and

foil,

years.

conquest by the Arabs

about the year a.D. 640, Egypt has, owing partly
to its natural wealth and partly to its possession of the Azhar University and its frequent
sovereignty over the holy places, played a leading
part in the material and spiritual
progress of
Isliim, and especially during the last hundred
has outstripjied all other countries in the
Europeanizing of the faith. The
jieople of Egypt have always been subservient to
those of another race. At the beginning of the
7th cent, they had to endure twelve years of
Persian domination.
After the conquest was
years

it

ilirection of the
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over, however, the Persians ruled, a-s they generally did, witli moderation and tolerance, and,

when the country was recovered for the Eastern
empire by the conquests of Heraclius, the change
of masters was a change for the worse.
'The
natural craving of the Egyptian for a strong arm
on w liich to lean had shown itself in the sphere of
theology in their deification of Jesus Christ, which
was the basis of their whole-hearted attachment
to the Mono))hysite doctrine
when, therefore,
Heraclius sought, through his instrument Cyrus,
to force upon them the orthodox formula, and at
the same time to increase the revenues obtained
from the taxation of the country, the attempt
was met by the Copts with dogged resistance, culminating in the flight of their ])atriarch IJenjamin.
;

was owing to this prevailing discontent that
the conquest of the couutrj' by the Arabs was a
comi)aratively easy matter, accomplished within
It

a couple of y<>ars, and with not more than a
handful of troops. 'Amr, who had planned and
carried out the expedition, became the lirst
governor of the country. He at once granted
religious toleration to the people, whose disputes
he did not understand
he restored the Coptic
patriarch to his office and he, at any rate, did
not increase the burden of taxation. The seat of
government was removed from Alexandria to the
fortress of Babylon, close to tlie modem Cairo,
around which a town, called Fustat, soon sprang
The southern boundarj' of the province was
up.
at Philse, the limit of the Christian kingdom of
Xubia, with which the Arabs concluded a treaty.
The Copts did not at once go over to the faitli of
the conquerors. Probably they believed that the
occupation would be temporary, as that of the
Persians had been. Their only motives in becoming converts to Islam would have been those of
self-interest, for Muslims were not subject to taxation.
But it was not by any means the interest of
the Arab that the subject populations should become converts to the faith, as that would endanger
the source from which they drew their stipends, and
lead to the bankruptcy of the government. The
policy of the Arab rulers, in Egjpt as elsewhere,
was one of non-interference and continuity. The
administration of the conquered territories was
carried on, as nearly as possible, as it had been
under their previous rulers. The Arabs formed a
ruling class, corresponding as closely as may be to
the British in India. Their business was, not to
make converts to their religion, but to maintain
public order, to see that justice was executed, and
to collect the revenues.
This was pre-eminently
the case in Eg3-pt, to such an extent that the newcomers, professed unitarians as they were, to whom
images and pictures were abhorrent, did not
scruple to take over even the seals of their jiredecessors in office, on which was frequently engraved
the figure of a wolf or other animal a rather hard
nut for modem writers of Hebrew history to
crack.
The wise tolerance of the Arabs is shown
by the fact that not only were their official documents written in Greek and Coptic as well as
in Arabic, but many important positions in the
government were filled by Christian natives of the
No doubt, complaints of oi)pression were
countrj-.
not wanting, but what oppression there was seems
to have been due to the system which the Byzantines had bequeathed to the Arabs rather than to
the manner in which the system was carried out
by the latter, and sometimes the fault lay with the
native intermediary.
Once more it fell to 'Amr to become the conqueror of Egypt, this time on behalf of the
Umayyads, in whose hands it remained for nearly
a century (A.U. 658-750). The tragic fall of the
Umayyad dynasty and the massacre of their house
;

;

—
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made a deep

iiupression upon the Christian population of Egypt, and it is not without significance
that it was in Egypt that the last of the Umayj-ad
Caliphs sought shelter from liis enemies. For a
century the 'Abbasids continued to send Arab
governors to Egypt, and it was not until the year

586 that non-Arab, practically independent dynasties began to be set up in the country.
Under the two centuries of Arab sway Egypt
appears to have enjoyed a period of comparative
prosperity and good government. Tlie governors
are no doubt often abused, but generally without
Tills is especially the case with Qurrah ibn
justice.
Sliarik, who is usually described as an oppressor
and persecutor, but whom numerous papyri show
to have been a just, if strict, ruler.
Moreover,
not only was there no religious persecution of the
Christians by the Arabs, but these had rescued
the native Jacobite church from the hands of their
co-religionists, the CJreek Malkites, the free-lance
nature of the Bedawl always leading him to
support the more heretical side a course which
subserved his own interests also. The Arabs even
discriminated in the taxation in favour of the
Jacobites as against the Malkites to such an extent
that not a few of the latter went over to the native
church. The Arabs found Egj-pt in a state of
feudalism. The people were serfs attached to the
land, and many of the papyri are taken up with
the capture of some fugitive who has escaped from
his own domain.
Not the least benelit which
the Arabs conferred upon the Eg3'ptians was to
deliver them from their feudal lords, by converting
these into mere tax-gatherers for the government.
The purely Arab government under the direct
sovereignty of the Caliph was followed by a
succession of dynasties of Turkish origin, the

—

(A.D. 868-905), whose capital Qatai',
between Fustat [i.e. Latin fossatum) and modern
Cairo, was famous for its splendour, and who for a

Tiilunids

quarter of a century ruled Syria as well as Egypt
and, after a brief interval, the Ikhshldids (A.D.
935-969), who also ruled both Syria and the holy
cities of the Hijaz, Mecca and Medina.
Tlie Arabs did not leave behind them much in
the way of architecture to tell the visitor of their
occupation of the country. The so-called mosque
of 'Amr' may at least indicate the site on which
that of the first conqueror of the country was built,
but the latter was a building of very much more
modest dimensions than the present spacious place
of worship, and not a trace of it remains.' Indeed,
the ;original Arab town of Fustat, although it
;

'

maintained an independent importance for many
centuries, is now regarded as merely a part, and
not the most nourishing part, of its younger sister,
Cairo.

The dynasty
left

of Ibn Tillun, on the other hand,
of their supremacy.
The
of Ibn Tuliin, said to be an imitation of

many memorials

mosque

the Ka'bah designed by a Christian architect, but
with a dome superimposed and a minaret round
which winds an external staircase resembling that
of the Church of the Redeemer in Copenhagen, is
still one of the sights of Cairo.
Ibn Tiilun's
brilliant but unfortunate son also resembled the
late Khedive Ismail in his devotion to building
and public works.
It was, however, under the Fatimids that Egypt
rose to the height of its greatness.
Claiming
descent from Fatimah, the daughter of the Prophet,
these sectaries, as they were held to be by the
orthodox 'Abbasid Caliphs, took their origin, like
so many Other movements, both political and
religious, in N. Africa, from which they conquered Egypt (A.D. 969-1171). Muizz, the fourth
1 See E. K.
Oorbett, The Hist, ot the
xxii. [1891) T59-S(l0.
Cairo,' in
'
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of the dynasty, proclaimed himself Caliph, in
opposition to tlie 'Abbasid Caliph in Baghdad, and
founded a new city close to the old capital, which
he called Al-Qfihira (' the victorious'), the modern
Cairo. The name bears a curious resemblance in
sound to that of the ancient Egyptian town of
Khere-ohe in the same neighbourhood. Like most
heterodox peoples, the Fatimids were enlightened
In spite of famine at home and the inrulers.
roads of the Carmatians (q.v.) from Syria, they
quickly consolidated their empire over all the
countries bordering upon the shores of the Mediterranean, from Algeria to Syria, the holy cities of
Arabia also acknowledging their sway. Security
of life and property led to a great increase of
population. Commerce was flourishing, and the
trade of India, which had up till now passed
through Baghdad, began to flow into Egypt, and
from this period begins the decadence of the
'Abbasid capital and the resulting aggrandizement
of Cairo. 'Aziz, the son of Muizz, was especially

distinguished for his enlightenment and religious
tolerance.
His reign is the culminating point of
the dynasty, although it was considerably later
that the prayers were said in the name of the
Fatimid Caliphs in the 'Abbasid capital itself, but
only for one year (A.D. 1059). Under Pakim, the
son and successor of 'Aziz, the free thinking of the
Fatimid regime ran riot under the malign influence of the Persian Darazi the Caliph proclaimed himself an incarnation of 'All, and claimed
divine honours.
He disappeared, but his doctrines
were propagated in the sect of the Druses (see
Sects [Christian]).
persecution was also instituted against both Jews and Christians, in
spirit not unlike those which the early Christians
suffered for refusing to acknowledge the deification
of Domitian and other Roman emperors.
The most enduring benefit which the Fatimids
conferred upon Egypt and upon the whole Muslim
world was the founding of the Azhar College. It
was begun immediately after the conquest of the
country, and opened in the year A.D. 972. The
text of the inscription commemorating the opening
has been preserved (M. van Bei'chem, Corp. Inscr.
Arab., i. [Paris, 1904] 43, no. 20). It received its
name ('the fair') from an epithet of the alleged
ancestress of the dynasty. Originally built as a
mosque, it was transformed into a college and
hospital for the poor by 'Aziz. Under the Fatimids
the instruction imparted was naturally Sht'ite, but
of this period little is known, and by a curious
irony the college did not attain to full usefulness
until it came under the rule of Sunni, or orthodox,
masters.
The annexation of Egypt by Saladin in the year
1169 and the consequent supersession of the Fatimid by the Ayyubid dynasty, naturally led to the
immediate abolition of the Shiite faith of the
descendants of 'All and the establishment of the
orthodox SunnI profession, not only in the Azhar
College but throughout Egypt (ini-1250). This
was the more easy of accomplishment as the
Egyptian Muslims were always Sunnites at heart,
and had submitted to the faith of their Fatimid
rulers only through compulsion or for the sake of
But, if the Fatimid form of faith vanished
peace.
:

A

with their dynasty, they have

monuments which show

till

left

behind them

the present day the

greatness of their race. In addition to the Azhar
mosque, the ancient city gates which are shown to
the tourist date from the Fatimid period, as also
does the mosque of 5riklm, modelled on that of
Ibn fulun, situated between the Bab Nasr and the
Bab p'utfdi. But their best memorial is the city
of Cairo itself.
Of the four schools of doctrine which are recognized as orthodox by the Sunnite Muslims, the one
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whicli first prevailoil in Kfrypt was that of Malik
It is still the accepteil rite
ilm Anas (t A.D. 804).
iif the rest of N. Africa, but in Egypt itself it
has been replaced by that of his friend and disciple
Shfilii, who died in Fustat in the year A.D. 819,
.ind whose tomb is visited still by the pious near
With a view to
the foot of the Mokatlam Hills.
rooting out the Shi' all doctrines and plantinj; in their
stead the orthodox faith, Saladin desi)oiled the
Azhar of many of its privileges and endowments,
and founded in its place a mosque and college
round the tomb of the Imam Shali'i (A.D. 1191), at
the same time instituting mi.s.sions to the outlying
districts for the propagation of the true faith.
The Azhar, however, quickly rose again into
favour with the "reat and benevolent, and it is
from the AyyubiiT rather than from the Fatiniid
period that its career of brilliance and usefulness
takes its beginning.
With the coming of the
Mamluks(1250-1517), who succeeded the Ayyubids,
the p.inilite school (called after Abu ^Janifah, t
in Baghdad, A.D. 767) came into prominence, and
still more under the Ottoman Turks (from 1517 on).
Being the least strict of the four schools and also
the most inclined to monarchy, it was naturally
favoured by the government, whilst the Shall ite
remained the popular school. As for the ^lanbali,
the last of the four orthodox schools (founded by
the fanatical Ibn ^anbal, t 855), it has never taken
hold in Egypt, and its students in the Azhar have
never been more than a handful at the most.
Meantime the Azhar University, which may be
considered tlie intellectual barometer of Egypt,

and splendour by leaps and
In the West the conquests of the Christians ending in the expulsion of the Moors from
Spain by Ferdinand and Isabella in 1498, and the
incursions of Jenghiz Khan at the beginning of
the 13th cent, and of Timur Lenk (Tamerlane) at
the end of the 14th in the East, left Egypt untouched. Tlius, when its rivals in Cordova and in
Baghdad had been swept away, Cairo remained
the undisputed mistress of Muslim learning and
culture.
Both its professors and students were
drawn from all parts of the Muslim world, a preference even being given in some cases to those
whose homes were most remote. The Muslim man
of learning is cosmopolitan in his habits he visits
all countries where he may hojie to pick up some
crumbs of knowledge or obtain a diploma from
some world-famous doctor and the fame of the
Azhar and its instructors naturally led many of
these travelling students to settle in Cairo, and
The best
sometimes to lecture in its college.
known of these is probably the philosopherhistorian Ihn Khaldun, who was a native of Tunis
and was given posts in the government not only
of that country, but also of Fez and Granada.
He then came to Cairo, where he was given the
From there he paid
office of qadl of the Malikls.
a visit to Timur Lenk at his camp in Syiua, and
finally died in Cairo in A.D. 1406.
But, while the Azhar may be considered as holding aloft the torch of learning to the whole world,
both Muslim and Christian, up to the period of the
Renaissance in Europe, it must be confessed that
after that epoch it became a stronghold of obscurantism. This is evident from the books which
continued to be studied there. The ancient poetry,
wliich is the whole literature of pre-lslamic
Arabia, was unheard of, and even the Assemblies
of the inimitable I,larlri' were neglected.
All
study was theological (including jurisprudence) or
Even the original texts of the
grammatical.
Quran and the Traditions of Bnkhari were not
studied so much as commentaries and super-commentaries upon these.
Mathematics, natural

grew

in imi>ortance

bounds.

;

;

'

Tr. T.

Chenery and

F. Steingos^', I^ndoii, 1898.
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and geography were ignored,
'
in other words, the Azhar, like the University' ol
Fez, continued to be a mediiTval school after the
Middle Ages had passed away.
Egypt was one of the first homes of Christian

]philosophy, history,

monasticism, and this religious tendency of its
people showed itself also after they had largely
gone over to Islam. One of the earliest and most
typical mystics of Egypt is called Dliu'1-Nun (a
name of the prophet Jonah, meaning he of the
fish'), who flourished in the first half of the 9th
but perhaps the most famous is Ibn
cent. A.D.
al-Fiirid, who is considered the greatest of all the
He was Ijorn in Cairo in
poets of the mystics.
He was buried
1181, and died there in A.D. 1235.
on the Mokattam Hills near the tomb-mosque of
His principal poem, in 671 lines, has been
Shafi'i.
translated by J. von Hamnier-Purgstall (Vienna,
1854).
Already under Saladin not only cells and
monasteries, but even convents (for iii\orced wives
and other women), began to multiply rapidly.
Busiri (t A.D. 1'279), the author of the tamous Ode
of the Mantle,' which is known all over the Muhammadan world and has been often printed and
translated into many languages, was, as his name
'

;

'

implies, of

Egyptian origin.
Although Islam is theoretically a strictly monotheistic religion, there is perhaps no faith in which
the worship of saints plays a larger part. The
a native of iSIorocco who
prayer-book of Jazuli,
died in A.D. 1465, consisting of litanies in which

is a being certainly more
than human, is used wherever his followers are
The whole of
found, and not least in Egypt.
N. Africa, and indeed the Mus'.im world generor
ally, is honey-combed with secret societies
brotherhoods (ikhwan), mostly religious in character.
They form each an ecclesia in ecclesia. In
Egypt there are four such orders named after four
mystic or Sufi (see SuFliSM) saints of the highest
rank called poles' '(out h). The most famous of
these is the Shaikh' Abd al-Qadir al-Jilani (t 1165),
whose shrine is to this day a place of visitation in
Baghdad but the best known locally is Ahmad
al-Badawi, a native of Tunis of the 12th cent.,
whose tomb-mosque is at Tanta, a town of some
60,000 inhabitants, on the railway line about halfway between Alexandria and Cairo. A fair is
held there annually on his saint's-day, during
which the population swells to half a million,
drawn from all the neighbouring countries. It
resembles a fair elsewhere, shows of all kinds predominating over whatever religious motive ever
In Morocco the four recognized 'poles'
existed.
diller from those acknowledged in Egypt, and one
of them, Shadhili, a native of the country (t A.D.
1-258), is also the eponym of one of the more important brotherhoods. In these shrines the room containing the catafalque of the saint is lined with

the Arabian Prophet

'

;

banners, rosaries, ostrich eggs, and votive ollerings
Where the shrine has fallen
of every description.
into ruin and consists of four bare walls, rags and
pieces of cloth are often tied to a neighbouring

These pious emblems represent the pravers
tree.
of the faithful to the saint to intercede for them
in order to obtain some much-desired object, recovery from sickness or, often, the birth of a son.
The saints' tombs, wliich are such a marked
feature of the landscape in all Muhamniadan
countries, are the emblems of an ineradicable
cases the
superstition, and, it is said, in many
haunts of crime.
W'ith the French expedition of 1798 a new era
began in the history of Egypt, owing to the
it into a
attempts of the Khedives to transform
the youth
European State. Muhammad 'Ali sent
of the ruling classes to be educated in Paris, from
which they too often returned imbued with the
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vices rather tlian the virtues of Europe.
Ismail
laid down railway and telegraph lines all over the

Under Taufiq slavery largely disapcountry.
peared, and polygamy is fast becoming a thing of
the past. From Taufiq also dates the liberty of
the Egyptian newspaper press, a liberty which has
been mostly abused. Indeed, the number of newspapers printed in Cairo is out of all proportion to
the number of readers. They are, as might be
expected, for the most part published in the
interest of some political propaganda, nationalist
(which generally means Turkish), conservative, or
progressive. The best Christian newspapers are
edited by Syrian immigrants. There are three or
four journals published by and for women.
The progressive movement initiated by the
Khedives naturally reacted on that stronghold of
Incredible
conservatism, the Azhar University.
as it may appear, the instruction given there continued on the same lines as in the 13th century. To
meet present-day needs the Gordon College was
founded at Khartum, and also a modern university
in Cairo, but the latter has practically no students.
Meanwhile the students of the Azhar, who have
always been more or less inclined to take the law
into their own hands, in 1909 went out on strike,
with the result that some concessions were made
The last century in Egypt, howto modern ideas.
ever, can hardly be fairly considered as an example
of Muhammadan rule, as all the ideas were
European, although the instruments putting tliem
in force

were Muslim.

the whole,
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former masters, thus bi'ingiug about an inrush of
educated Syrian Christians. British writers do
not give the Copts a very high character, and much
prefer the Muhammadan in many ways but this
may be the result of ages of subordination. For
the present, it is more than doubtful whether a
Coptic government would not be more corrupt
than the Muhammadan has been. The amusements of the people consist in smoking Imshish
(Cannabis Indicn), which, being intoxicating, is
forbidden, watching public dancers, and listening
to songs and stories. All these are degrading to
both spectators and performers, and it would be
well if they could be put down by the government. The great want of Egypt, as of all Muslim
countries, is books of fiction which are at once
amusing and decent, but it would take a generation or two before a taste for such literature
could be cultivated in the mind of the youthful
Egyptian.
;

—

LiTERATlTRE. The most reliable inforraation in regard to
present-day Egypt is to he obtained from Lord Cromer's
Modem Egypt, London, 190S, and from his and his successors'
annua! Reports to the British Government (ISSSff.), as well as
those of the Education and other Departments of the Government of Egypt see also A. M. MUner, English in Egypt,
London, 1S92. Much information is also obtainable from E.
W. Lane's notes to his tr. of The Thousand and One Nights,
London, 1S39, and his Manners and Customs of the Modern
Egyptians, do. 1836 also Ibrahim Hilmi, Literature of Egypt
and the Sudan, do. 1SS6-S3 H. Jolowicz, Bibtiotheca AegypM. Beiram, Treatise on the Historii of
tiaca, Leipzig, 1858-61
;

;

;

;

Azhar,
Cairo, 1321 A.n. ; K. VoUers, in Minerva for is94
*
(under Cairo ') M. Hartmann, The Arabic Press of Egypt,
1899
Artin Pasha, L' I nsti-uction publique en Egypte^
London,
Paris, 1890; W. E. Jennings-Bramley, 'The Bedouins of the
Sinaitio Peninsula,' PEFSt, 1905 (p. 126 ff.) and foil, years;
T. W. Arnold, The Preaching of Islam", London, 1913; J.
Ohrwalder, Ten Years' Captivity in the Mahdi's Ca-mp, ed.
F. R. VVingate, do. 1892 R. C. Slatin, Fire and Sword in the
Sudan, tr. F. R. Wingate, do. 1898.
In the first quarter of the
C. Mesopotamia.
7th cent. A.D. the Persians had conquered Egypt
the

;

;

may be affirmed that Muhammadanism in Egypt has, considering the times and
country, been enlightened and a source of enlightenment. Even at the period of conquest they did
not put in force the iconoclastic theory of their
faith, and under the Mamluks, and even under the
Fatimids, stone and metal work are, as may be seen
by the specimens of the latter in the museum at
South Kensington, of a very high order. Neither
was there any scruple about making representations of living creatures.
Ibn Tulun caused two
plaster lions to be set over one of his gateways.
Saladin introduced the eagle as an ornament in
On one ewer, of the year A.D. 1232, in
design.
the British Museum there are over one hundred
animal figures. It was from the Mamluk artists
of Egypt and Syria that this art passed into
Europe. In architecture also the INIamluks excelled.
Nearly all the mosques of Cairo originated in their period, and certainly all the finest, not
the least remarkable buildings being those of one
of the last of the Mamluks, Kait Bey (146S-96);
yet it is on two of the oldest mosques, those of Ibn
Tulun and of IJakim, that are found the supposed
beginnings of Gothic architecture. With the coming of the Turks a period of decadence supervened,
which was only intensified under the Khedives.
With regard to their moral qualities it can be said
that the Muslim rulers of Egypt, with the exception of the Caliph 5aklm, were not worse than
jNIuslim rulers elsewhere
Saladin and a few other
masters of the country were admirable rulers.
The ancient monuments of Egypt still witness to
the fact that the Arab conquerors of the country
were not ruthless fanatics. The Coptic Church was
not exterminated, as Zoroastrianism practically
was in I'ersia, or Protestantism in Christian Spain.
The native churches in Cairo are more magnificent than the mosques. One can only hope that
the accounts of the persecution, especially under
5akim, have been exaggerated but, even if they
are literally true, they would not prove that the
Muslims treated Jews and Christians much worse
than they treated one another. It is certainly
remarkable and significant that, at the time of tlie
British occupation, the Copts took the side of their
On
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;

;

;
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and Syria, and the Eastern Roman empire was,
for the moment, almost limited by the walls of
Constantinople.
By a mighty effort, however,
Heraclius drove the enemy from his provinces and
the Persian empire was in its turn completely

broken. This was the opportunity of the Arabs.
Chaldfea became an easy prey, and in half a dozen
years the empire, which under one dynasty and
another had withstood the might of Greece and
Rome for a millennium, had ceased to be.
The sudden collapse of Persia is explained by
Arab writers by the decadent condition of the
country, the efleminacy of the people, the tyranny
of the great lando-svners, and the chaotic state of
the government when brought face to face with
the hardy nature and simple habits of the Arabs.
But equally important is the fact that the populaThe Lakhmid
tion of Chaldsea was itself Arab.
kings, whose capital was at Hira, near the ancient
Kufa and the present Najaf, were, like the
Ghassanids on the other side of the Syrian desert,
immigrants from Southern Arabia. Mesopotamia
itself was peopled by the tribes of Taghlib, lyad,
and, further to the west, Nimar ; and at Duma, in
the Jauf, on the route leading from Medina to the
Euphrates, was settled a branch of Kelb, the tribe
which so influenced the Umayyads in Syria. All
these tribes made a profession of Christianity but
;

how lightly their religion sat on them is clear
from the nonchalance with which the tribe of
Taghlib fell in with 'Omar's stipulation that they
should not bring up their children in the Christian

Accordingly, when the Muslims set out to
invade Mesopotamia, they met with little opposition and with some assistance from these tribes.
The ties of blood proved stronger than those of
faith.

religion.

Thus Mesopotamia quickly became a Muhammadan country, and, being peopled largely by
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of the tribe of tjnraish, it rapidly assumed a
leading place in tbc Muslim workf, and remained
for three centuiies, even when the political capital
was Damascus, the intellectnal and reli},'i()us centre
It was generally divided into two
of Islam.
southern half, its most
'Iraq, the
provinces
northerly town beinj; Takrit, and the northern
Much the more
portion, Jazira (the Peninsula).
important of the two provinces, from the point
It
of view of the history of the faith, is 'Iraq.
has always been the storm centre of S.^Y. Asia,
from whicli the majority of the great seliisms
and disruptions arose, and it remains to-day the
seat of the Slii'ah, or jiarty of 'Ali. Even in tlie
days of 'All himself it produced the Kliawarij (or
Seceders), whose main principle was to oppose the
estaljlished order of belief and of society, and
to clamour for a tlieocracy, by which they really

Arabs

—

meant anarchy and

nihilism.
Often apjiarently
exterminated, they continued to be a thorn in the
side of the recognized Caliphate for many a day.
itself was originally built and fortified
to protect the person of the Caliph against the
fanatical Rawandls, a sect of Khurasan (a.d. 762).
In the first half of the 9th cent, three of the
'Abbii.sid Caliphs threw in their lot with the
Mu'tazilali, or party of freedom of thought, and
instituted a vigorous persecution of the orthodox
believers; and in the second half of the same
century a ser\ile war broke out in the country to
the north of the Persian Gulf and continued for
Witli the 10th
fifteen years before it was quelled.
cent, the incursions of the terrible Carmatians
began, who, though originating in Bahrain, quickly

Baghdad

overspread and devastated Jlesopotamia, Syria,
and Kgypt (see Carmatian.s). Meanwhile the
Turkish slave-soldiers of the Caliphs had become
so out of hand that the court was compelled to
quit Baghdad and establish itself atSamarra, some
seventy-five miles furtlier up the Tigris, and remain
there for fiftj'-five years. By the time they returned the gloiy had departed from tlie Caliphate,
and the supreme pontitf of Islam had become a
puj)pet in the hands of the military power which
La])pened to be supreme at the moment, until the
last semblance of authority was swept away by
the Mongol invasion.
But, whilst 'Iraq was the principal seat of heresy
and sedition, it became for that very reason a
stronghold of orthodoxy and lirm government.
Its turbulent population required the best brains
and the strongest arm to keep them in check, and
their very opinionativeness led to the necessary
evolution of the particular view which e<'entually
became accepted by the civil power. Just as some
of the Caliphs liked to send their worst governors
to the holy city of Medina, so some of the best,
from the point of view of the Caliph, were sent to
'Iraq. Such governors were, under the Umayyads,
the
Ziyild, half-brother of the Califih Mu'awiya
famous, if bloodthirsty, Hajjaj ibu Yusuf, and
Klialid al-tjasri. 'Iraq, too, produced l^Iasan alBasri (t 728), a commentator on the Qur'an and
collector of traditions about Muhammad, to whom
the mystics trace their origin and Abu'l-^asan alAsh'ari, who at tlrst a Mu'tazilite, ended by
reducin" the faith to a system which was quickly
acknowledged as orthodo.x and remains so at the
;

;

present day.

The twin cities of Ba.jra and Kufa were founded
immediately after the conquest of Mesopotamia by
the Arabs (about A.D. 638). They were at lirst
cantonments for the Arab garrison stationed in the
These two cities,
territory conouered by them.
however, quiclily lost thoir military character, and
became what may be called the university towns
of Ish'im.
They have been well comjiared to Oxford
and Cambridge, not only in their mutual rivalry,

Egypt, and Mesopotamia)

but also in the wide-spread authority which attached to their dicta. Their scholars laid down
the principles of Araliic grammar, and decided, or
at least pronounced upon, the proper reading of
the text of the IJur'an, those of one city often
taking the view opposed to that advocated by the
other.
Basra especially was the home of freethinking. It was there that tlie Arab encyclo]i;edists published thoir tracts, and nowhere could
the Assemblies of 5ariri (t 1122), with their
airy use of expressions from the sacred volume,
have been so fitly written. The Zanj and the
Carmatian insurrections, which devastated 'Iraq,
brought ruin to both towns but, whilst Basra,
under the enlightened 'open door' policy of native
rulers, rose again, and is likely to continue an
important commercial city, Kufa never recovered.
One of the most curious facts in connexion with
the history of Islam in Mesopotamia is the continuance of idolatrous rites in the midst of the true Kaith
at the city of IJarran.
Originally the seat of the
worship of the moon-god, and best known from its
mention in the Biblical story of Abraham, this
city, from the time of Alexander, became a centre
;

of Greek civilization.
Long after Mesopotamia
had become a Muslim province, Babylonian magic
and Greek wisdom, Syrian paganism and Christian
rites, all combined linto one system of religion,

continued to flourish there. Muslim governors
were either kept in ignorance of these practices
or bribed to remain silent regarding them.
It
was only in the year 830 that tlie Caliph Ma'niun,
when on an expedition against the Byzantines he
passed by Harran, was struck by their strange
garb and'long hair. Then for the first time their
existence became known to the central government.
They ^^ere offered the alternatives of
Islam— one of the tolerated sects or the sword.
After some delay they declared that they were
the Christians ect of the Sabians to whom toleraNo doubt the
tion is granted in the Qur'an.
Caliph was only too glad to let them be, as they
were one of the chief means of introducing Greelc
learning into Islam. They produced many writers
and translators, of whom perhaps the best known
is Tabit ibn Qurrah (t 901).
"The'Abbasid was essentially a Persian dynasty.
The cause had its beginnings in Khurasan. One
Caliph even wislied to make the capital there.
But the claims of the West were still too great for
that, and so 'Iraq, the meeting-point of Semite

and Persian, became and remained the seat of
government. Baghdad was founded by Mansiir in
the year 762, and quickly eclipsed in grandeur
all

the other cities of the empire.

Originally built

on the west bank of the Tigris, the government
offices and residence of the Caliph were later removed to the east. The insubordination of the
Turkish guards at one time necessitated the withdrawal of the court to the small town of Samarra
There it remained for over
further up tlie river.
half a century (836-892).
During this and the
subsequent period nearly all the'Abbasid Caliphs
came to a violent end at the hands of their own
Order was somewhat restored when
pifetorians.
the temporal power of the Caliphs was taken over

by the Buwaihids (A.D. 9-J5). 'fhese prince.s were,
however, Shutes, whereas the population of
Baghdad were Sunnites. Thus religious strife was
adiled to civil, and was arrested only on the
coming of the Seljuqs (A.D. 1055). Mesopotamia
had been split up under innumerable petty chieftains, but now all Asia from Kgypt to AfghaTiistan
was under one strong ruler. The proclamation of
the Ffitimid Caliph in B.aghdad in A.l). lOJS was
merely a passing incident,' and did not stay the
march of events. The Buwaihids had already restored the old royal palace of the Khuld and
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into a hospital, and now under the
colleges sprang np in Baghdad.
Their famous ^Yazir Nizam alMulk, among his
other benefactions, founded the college named
after him the Nizamiya, which continued to be
the principal college in Baghdad, until it was
replaced by that of the second last of the Caliphs,
Mustansir {A.D. 1226-42). Jleantime the com-

turned

Seljuqs

it

many

mercial importance of Baghdad had passed away
at the same time as the temporal power of the
Caliphs, and it was not the spiritual head of Islam,
but the Seljuq Sultans, and later Saladin, that
proved the cliief obstacle to the crusader.
After the fall of Baghdad and the extinction of
the Caliphate by the Jlongols, >fesopotamia came
under the sway of Persia until these were driven
back by the Ottoman Turks, who have held it for
the last four hundred years. Thus the old rivalry
of Constantinople and Iran has been revived,
with the added bitterness of the hatred of Shi'ah
and Sunnah. To the Persian iluslim Mesopotamia
is the most sacred country upon earth, holding as
'Ali
it does the dust of 'Ali and his son ^usain.
was assassinated in Kufa in A.D. 661, but it
was not until 791 that the place of his burial
was discovered by Harun al-RashId, and even the
authority for this statement is much later. To
'All were quickly attributed superhuman qualities,
until he came not merely to be regarded as not
inferior to the Prophet himself, but even to occupy
the place of the second person in the Christian

Najaf or Mashhad 'Ali (''Ali's shrine'),
to the west of Krifa, and Karbalfi,
the scene of the battle in which ^usain and
most of his family perished in A.D. 680, some
fifteen miles to the north of Jfajaf, are held, by
Trinitj'.

some four miles

the Persian protagonists of the divine right of
Caliphs, to surpass in sacredness Medina itself,
whilst to the Turk, who now rules the land, as to
some of the 'Abbasid Caliplis, this devotion is
nothing less than idolatry.
Mesopotamia, like N. Africa, has always been
and still remains a forcing-house for religious fanIn the strife of sects this fair province,
aticism.
one of the richest in the world, has almost gone
out of cultivation. There is some prospect, however, that with the construction of the Euphrates
valley railway and the annexation of Basra, the
efl'orts to repair the system of canals, which were
recently begun, under W. Willcocks, will have the
efl'ect of restoring the country to what it was
under its Sasanid and Arabian rulers.

—
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tistics. — Statistics relating

(in

T. H. Weir.
Turkey).— i. Sta-

to Turkish conditions
have hitherto been of very limited value, and in

the circumstances of to-day it is virtually imposThe mb-st recent computasible to obtain them.
tions will be found in Die Welt des Islams, I. i.

which should be compared
L'Islam en Bulgarie et danslaRoumelieorientale,'

[Berlin, 1913] 32, with
'

in

Revue du monde musulman,^

v. [1908] 482.

It

unquestionable, however, that the decline of
Islam in the Balkan Peninsula proceeds swiftly,
and the rapidity with which the numerical decrease
of a Muslim "population may take place under
Christian rule can be estimated from the data relating to Thessaly given by Franchet d'Esp^rey

is

»

Hereafter cited as Riiil.

(in
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Turkey)

in BM^r xiii. [1911] 87; thus, while in 18S1 the
330,000 inhabitants of that district included 50,000
Muslims, in the present population of 381,000 there
are only 3000.
This shrinkage in numbers can be

traced, though not in the same degree, also in
Cyprus, Crete, Bulgaria, and Bosnia. It would
seem to be doubtful, indeed, if the number of
Muslims in the entire peninsula, even including
such as are no longer Turkish subjects, would now
amount to 3,000,000. As an oilset, it is likely
enough that there has been an increase in Anatolia.
In the Muslim population of Asia Minor those of
Turkish blood number about 11,000,000.
2. Development.
It is a manifest fact that the
Turks as a people have not played so important a
part in the formation of doctrine as in the popular
The share which they have had in the
religion.
later development of Islam cannot as yet be determined, since the necessary scientific investigations
have not so far been made. Nor has the protracted
straggle which Sunnite orthodoxy has had to wage
in Turkey with the Shiite faction and v.arious sectarian movements been as yet examined in detail.
On the other hand, the innovations introduced
during the last century as a resvdt of European influence have been in a measure exhaustively studied.
While it is true that many of the proposed improvements were but imperfectly earned out, or
were not carried out at all, they neverthele.ss form
the most significant effort made in recent times to
modernize Islam. At the outset they were ostensibly to be put in practice in the spirit of Islam,
but in many cases, as a matter of fact, they ran
counter to it. We are here concerned only with
the reforms which come into conflict with the provisions of the shariah, or Muhammadan law, and
thus bear upon Islam as a religion. Besides a
number of laws and regulations of the most diverse
types there were in particular two decrees issued
by the Sultan which, promulgated in a peculiarly
impressive form, may be regarded as the pivots of
modern Turkish life. These were respectively the
Hatt-i-sharif oi Gulhiinah, issued on 5th Nov. 1839,
a.nA\h.e Hatt-i-kmnS.yun, ISth Feb. 1856— both be-

—

longing, therefore, to the administration of 'Abd alMajid. While the former made promise, in a merely

general way, of sundry reforms which should be in
harmony with the spirit of the shariali, the latter
pledged the government to various changes in
certain ordinances laid down by that legal system.
These changes related to the legal oath and the
military service of Christians, and to the abolition
of the capital penalty for apostasy from Islam.
In connexion with these points a new penal code
was issued, and the suppression of slavery resolved
upon, in 1858.'
None of these reforms sprang from the will of
the Turkish people themselves on the coiitraiy,
they were effected at the instigation of the Euro;

pean Powers, especially of Great Britain, and were
introduced only after long temporizing on the part
of the higher governing classes in
Turkey. A\"hen
the Western Powers had succeeded in saving
Turkej' in the Crimean War, they demanded, as
an act of gratitude, the abrogation of the ordinances which could not but be humiliating to the
Christian mind. They likewise expected that the
changes would serve to intensify the nationalistic
consciousness of the non-Muhammadan elements
in Turkey, and thus prortde a barrier to the grow1

These laws were published

in

the DustUr (Constantinople,

A.n. 1289 [ = A.D. 1872], 4 vols, and a supplementar>' vol., consisting: of four books [Turkish] ; Fr. version in Aristarchi Bey,
Legislation ottomans, 7 vols., do. 1373-^). The laws passed
since 1908 have appeared in the Taqu-im-i-waqdy' ; Fr. version in
Legislation ottamani depuis le Tetablissement de la constitution,
ed. A. Biliotti and Ahmed Sedad, Paris, 1912, i. Other useful
works are : G. Young, Corps de droit ottoiruin, Oxford, 1005-06 ;
E. Engelhardt, to Tunpiie et le Tanzimat, Paris, 1882-S4 ; F.
Eichmann, Die Rfformen des osman. Retches, Berlin, 135S.
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tion was not blind to the diliioilty of the umlertaking, and to Bome extent evaded it in a very
adroit fashion.
The various points were settled as follows
In order to permit Christians to take oaths as witnesses—a
new
priiilcse denied to them by the Bhari'ah—an entirely
judicature, upon which experts had been at work for a number
In addition to the jurisdiction of
of years, was established.
the shari'ab, which thenceforward retained its competence only
int;

:

in certain cases arising: out of the personal status of Muhammadans such as, e.g.^ affairs relatini;; to marriage, alimony,

—

inheritance, etc.— the maffdkim-i-niiamhjak were
introduced, or^nized on European models. At these courts,
instead of the sworn evidence permitted by the «/ifln"a/i, documentary evidence alone was received as valid, so tliat it was
now possible for a Christian to give his testimony even against
a Muhammadan.
The abolition of capital punishment for defection from the
As every
Muslim faith was conceded in the following terms
divorce,

'

:

empire may practise its form of worship
with complete freedom, no one shall be obstructed or molested in
of
the religion to which he belongs, and
the
worshi]>
l)ractising
no one shall be compelled to change his religion or sect' (Fr.

and sect

religion

in

my

text, S 8).

—

H

it is

true that

many

of these reforms

were very imperfectly carried out, or not carried
out at all, yet their importance should not be underIn not a few cases they made a breach in
rated.
the fabric of the sharl'ah alike in theory and in

A

consistent application of the new
firactice.
aws would serve to bring Islam into line with
modem ideas ; but to what extent this may be
etl'ected without great religious wars, and how far
Muslim theology is able and willing to deal with
the fresh problems involved, the future alone can
Hitherto Muslim theology has tacitly subsiiow.
mitted to the reforms, and has not expressed itself
openly regarding them. It is only within recent
years that the aspirations of the young Turks have
won support among the theologians, but no attempt
has been made as yet to produce works of importance in the field of scientific theology. The views
of this liberal tendency— if we may so call it— in
theology find expression in the Sirat-i-Mustaqlm,
a periodical founded immediately after the Revolution, and from no. 183 (8th March 1912) continued
under the name of Sab'il al-Rashdd (cf. L. Bouvat,
XX. [1912] 282-304 ; M. Hartmann, Unin
polUische Briefe cus der Tiirkei, Leipzig, 1910,

RMM

p. 137).
3-

Turkey)

with but little change in its main features, was
founded in tlie reign of Sultan Muhammad li., the
Conqueror (1451-81) (cf. J. von Hammer-Purgstall,
Des osmanischen licirhs Stnatsvcrfassu7ig unU
Staatuverwaltunri, pt. ii., Vienna, 1815, p. 373
W. Gibb, A Hist, of Ottoman Poetry, London,
1900-09, ii. 394; C. d'Olisson, Tableau gfniral rle
At
Vcmpire othoman, iv. 2, I'aris, 1791, p. 48211".).
its head stands the Shaikh al-Islam, whose office,
as now constituted, was created for him by Sultan
Sulairaan I. the Magnificent (1520-66), though the
title had been conferred by Muhammad I., the
Conqueror, upon the mufti of Constantinople. In
consequence of the reforms, and especially the
creation of the mahakim-i-nizdmiyah (see above),
his authority has suft'ered a considerable decline ;
he now controls only the religious schools and the
The board over which he presides is
shariah.
It'.

;

called

Bdb4-mashai!j.at-i-isldmiyah, Bdb-i-faticdor, popularly, Shc-islamqapusu, and consists of the following departments

jmndhi,

:

The abolition of ^nrilj (poll-tax) and the introduction of
military service for non-Muhammadans were effected in name,
but commutation (badat-i-'a^karl) was still to be allowed (cf.
*
the present writer's art. Bedel-i-'asl<eri,' in EI). In reality,
therefore, the state of affairs remained as it was, the only
modification being that the term tfard} was replaced by the
expression badal-i-'askan. It was not till the Revolution of
190S that military service was actually imposed upon all
Turkish subjects quite independently of their religious profession a measure certainly not conducive to the national welfare.
Similarlv, the new penal code was altogether at variance with
the criminal law of the sharl'ah. It was framed by the simple
process of taking over the French code p&nal in 1S5S, althongli
as early as 1839 the ga(t-'-shar\f had promised that such a
code would be drawn up, and this had in some measure been
attempted. The new, penal law was at length modernized by
the supplementary decrees of 4th April 1911. The later code,
however, did not supersede the penal ordinances of the ancient
shari'ak ; on the contrary, the two sets of laws remain in operation side by side, and offences can be tried by either (cf. E.
Nord, Das tiirkischr Strafgesetzbuch, Berlin, 1912, and A.
administratif de I'empire ottoman^
Heidborn, Droit public
Of the other reforms, reference need
i., Vienna, 1909, p. 364).
here be made only to the enactments relating to the slave-trade.
An irade of 1st Oct. 1854 forbade the buying and selling of
Georgian slaves ; various ministerial ordinances, dating from
the years 1868, 1870, 1871, 1879, and 1889, prohibited all commerce in slaves whatsoever ; since 1892 the trade has been
regarded as smuggling. From 1890 Turkey has taken part in
the International Conferences for the suppression of the slavetrade in Africa at Brussels.

While

(in

Religious organization.

— Apart

from

the

theological group just referred to, the religious
ranks of Islam in Turkey have no liking for innovation. The name by which the entire class, as
well as the individual member of it, is known is
This
'ulamd (the plural of 'alivi, ' learned ').
long - established organization, as still existing

(a) Administrative boards : (1) Majtis.i-inlifidb-i.hukkiinm-iahnr'), the commission for the selection of spiritual judges; (2)
Majli^-i-imtihdn, commission for the entrance examination for

the maktab-i-iiiiwdb and the mudarrislik, presided over by the

dars vakUi- (3) Mcjlis-i-ma^dlih-i-tnlahah, commission for the
affairs of students ; (4) Majlis-t-mashdih, commission for the
affairs of the dervish orders; (6) MajKs-imtihnn-i-qurrn,
commission for examining madrasah students with a view
(6) Ma'murin-iexemption from military service
'tid ^andiuhl, superannuation fund for spiritual
of
the property of
administr.ation
board
for
the
(7)
wards, (b) Jxuiicial boards (1) Rumili qad} askari, the kadiasker of Eumelia; (2) AndtUli gdi}i 'askari, the kadiasker of
Anatolia (3) Isldmhulqddl 'askari, the qad'iot Con.stantinople ;

to their

;

'ilmiyah tdqa

officials

;

:

;

I'ldmdt otasi, the ottice for verdicts (5) Majlis tadqiqut
sharTah, commission for revisal of the decisions of the shariah.
of the shari'ak (cf.
(c) FaUnljdrtah, office for the legal decisions
Heidborn, i. 252 ff.).
(4)

;

of the Shaikh al-Islam, as of
the 'ulanuc generally, is now greatly inferior to
what it once was, their influence among large
masses of the people is still very considerable, and
to this day they form a power which cannot safely
be ignored by the politicians.
The dervish orders.
Perhaps an even
4.
greater influence among the people is enjoyed by
the dervish orders. From the foundation of the
Ottoman empire they have played a great r61e in
Asia Minor, as they did to some extent even
As a matter of fact, the gradual Muslimbefore.
ization of the Christian elements in Turkey has
been their work in their indili'erence towards the
existing forms of religion, views of the most
diverse character could hnd a refuge in their midst.
Their ideas have come, in course of time, to be
assimilated to those of the official and national
The order of the highest
religious organization.
repute at the present day is the Maulavi, so called
from the name of its founder, Maulana Jalal alDin Kilmi (q.v.), and kno\vn in the west as the
'dancing dervishes.' The next in general regard
are the Rufa'i— the so-called 'howling dervishes.'
Certain orders which at one time occupied a powerthe HalvatI,
ful position
e.g., the Naqshbandl,
the Qadiri, etc. have now sunk to a lower level
others, again, have been of late gradually growing in prestige e.g., the Malami (cf. Hartmann,

While the standing

—

;

—

—
—

;

Index).

The Baqtashi, an order which at one

time,

to its close connexion with the Janizaries,
held a position of special prominence, sank into
the background after the suppression of that force
by Sultan Mal.iraud in 1826, but have quite recently
begun to display a more active spirit. In Asia
Minor, and even more decidedly in Albania, this
order is constantly adding to its strength. By
reason of its heterodox views it should hardly be
at all, but it
regarded as belonging to Islam
certainly makes this claim.
It has been methodicallv dealt with in several recent works of
zur Eenntais det
reliability, such as G. Jacob, Beilrage

owing

great
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Derwischordem der BektaschiSy Berlin, 190S, and Die Bekin ihrem Verhdltnis zu verwandten Erscheinuiigen,

taitchijje

Munich, 1909; O. Huart, *Les Derviches bektachis,'
ix. [1909] 235,

Textes persans relatifs

0.

in

la sectedes Houroufis,

;

We

musulmaiHS du Hedjaz,

need not deal here with

pilgrimage to Mecca. He did not return to Spain.
of the remaining years of his life were
passed in the neighbourhood of Mecca, but he also
travelled extensively in Babylonia, Asia Minor,
and Syria, everj'where gaining disciples and
spreatling his doctrines in conversation with high
and low, while, as behoved a good Muslim in the
period of the Crusades, he called for repressive
measures against the Christian population and
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I.eyden, 1909 Ryfqy, BektdSi sirri, Constantinople, A.n. 1325.
Of literature relating to the orders there is not much of a
serviceable kind. J. P. Brown, The Dervishes^ London, 1868,
contains many valuable items of information, but must be read
with extreme caution ; and the same may be said of A. de
Chatelier, Les Con/r^ries
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Paris, 1887.

sucli sects as the

Yezidis

encouraged his fellow-Muhammadans to persevere

Bash

in their faith.

Tahtaji, the Kizil
professing certain
^Muslim doctrines, cannot now be inchided under
Islam.
In contrast to the BaqtSshi, who, as has
been said, still claim to rank as Muslims, these
As the
sects in general renounce the name.
{q.v.), the Nusairis, the
{q.v.), etc., which, though

Shi'ites proper have no real standing in Turkey,
they, too, lie outside the scope of this article.
Supersti5. Superstition anrt popular religion.

—

extremely prevalent among the masses,
and popular thought exhibits residua of the most
diverse forms of religion. We find survivals of
the ancient shamanism of the Turki peoples, as
well as of Christian and Jewish superstition. This
interesting side of Turkish Islam has not yet been
exhaustively dealt with, but there are several
compilations from which we may glean an adequate
tion

is

impression of it.
Besides a number of shorter papers, as, e.g., F. Schrader,
'Zum vorderasiatiscben Volksj,dauben,' in the Supplement to
AZ, 25th Sept. 1903, the following deser\"e special mention
:

F.

'

fileszaros,

Osmanisch tiirkischer Volksglaube,'

in

Eeleti

[1906] 48, 140; WKadiniir Gordlewski, 'Osmanskiya
skazaniya i legendy,' in Ethnvr/iaphic Heview, Moscow, 1912
(Russ., reviewed byT. Menzel in Der Islam, iv. [1913] 123, and
F. Schrader in O^inanischer Lloyd, 31 Jan. 1913).

Szemle,

vii.

There is evidence to show, moreover, that the
worship of saints (avlhjCi) and their places of
pOgrimage [ziyaratgah) has a predominant place
in Turkish popular belief.
A large nimiber of
these saints can be traced to personages held
sacred in ancient Byzantium, the names being in
some eases greatly corrupted e.g., Toglu Dede'
from St. Thekla and the places of pilgrimage are
still found on the Byzantine sites.
The religious needs of the common people, and

—

—

'

more especially of the women, are served by a
large mass of devotional literature. The principal
works of this class are among the oldest literary
monuments of the Osnianli Turks, and their idiom
is thus frequently unintelligible to the readers of
to-day a fact which, of course, in no way detracts
from their popularity. Pre-eminent among these
are the Muhammadiyah and the Ahinadhjah, as
also the History (yf Junus Imre (ci. Gibb, i. 164,
389; Hartmann, Index, s.v. 'Junus Imre'). For
the study of Turkish literai-y history these works
are all of importance, but their theological value
is of the slightest, and their contents need not
further concern us here. Similarly, the 'Ilm-i-hal
literature requires but the briefest mention ; it
consists of booklets which, like our modern catechisms, set forth the leading religious doctrines in
the form of question and answer.

—

—

There is as 3"et no systematic account of IslJim
Studiesldealing with special aspects of the subject
have been cited throughout the article in connexion with the
particular points, and the older literature will be found in them.
The numerous works designed for the general public do not fall
to be mentioned here, but we may name as the best of them
C. N. E. Eliot, Turkey in Europe, new ed., London, 1908.
LiTBRATURE.

in Turkey.

F. GlESE.

MUHYi AL-DlN IBN

AL-'ARABl.— Muhyi
Muhammadan

al-din ibn al- Arabi, the celebrated

mystic,

who

is

generally

known by

the

name

of

Ibn al-'Arabi or Ibn "Arabs, was born at Murcia
in S. Spain in A.D. 1165.
Much of his youth
was spent in Seville, where he devoted himself to
After
literary, theological, and mystical studies.
visiting Granada and other Spanish towns, as well
as Tunis, Fez, and Morocco, he set out in 1201 for
the East by way of Egypt, whence he made the

He died at Damascus in A.D. 1240.
Whether we regard the extent of his theosophi-

cal writings or their influence on the subsequent
development of Islamic mysticism, Ibn al-' Arabi

can justly claim the supreme position among Sufi
authors which posterity has accorded! to him, and
which is attested by the title, 'al-Shaikh al-Akbar,'
conferred on him by the almost unanimous voice

of those who are best qualitied to judge.
The list
of his works drawn up by himself contains 289
titles (Brockelmann, Gcsch. der arab. LitteraUir,
i. 442), and some of them are of enormous
length.

The most famous and important

is

the Futiihdt al-

ilakkiya (4 vols., Bulaq, 1876, comprising about
3S00 pages). In this, as in many of his works,
Ibn al-'Arabi professes to communicate mysteries
revealed to him in ecstatic vision by prophets,
angels, and even God Himself (a .brief resum6 of
part of the contents of the Futrthdt will be found
in H. O. Fleischer and F. Delitzsch, Catalogun
librorum tnanuscr. bibliothecm senator. Lipsiensis,
Grimma, 1838, pp. 490^95). Another book, of
smaller compass but equally celebrated, is the
Fmus al-Hikam, in which the author discourses
upon the nature and significance of the divine
revelations imparted to twenty-seven prophets,
beginning with Adam and ending with Muhammad
Besides the Futuhat and the Fusus, both of which
contain a considerable quantity of verse, his prose
writings include a mystical commentary on the
.

Quran, a collection of definitions of Sufiistic
technical terms, which has been edited by G.
Fluegel, (Leipzig, 1845), and a short treatise on
mystical psychology (Arab, text with Span. tr. by
Asin Palacios, in Actes du xiv' Congr& internal,
He also produced
des orientalistcs, iii. 151 f.).
several volumes of mystical poems, one of wliich,
the Tarjumdn al-ashwdn (ed. with Eng. tr. by
1911), has a curious
erotic style in which it is written
gave rise to scandal, and in order to refute his
accusers Ibn al-'Arabi published a second edition
accompanied by a commentary in which the
mystical sense of each verse is explained. Although
his interpretations are often far-fetched, the poems

the present writer, Loncfon,

history.

The

themselves supply evidence that there was no
for the charge brought against him, plausible as it might ajipear to the uninitiated.
Tlie
question of his orthodoxy was keenly disputed,
and, if many Muslims saw in him a dangerous
heretic, others had no doubt that he was a great
saint ; but even his admh-ers recognized that the
outward sense of his writings was frequently
ambiguous, and that the study of them should be
permitted only to mystics of ripe experience. At
to reconcile Ibn alfirst sight, it seems hard
'Arabi's extreme conservatism in the sphere of
his
law
with
remarkably bold and fanreligions

ground

tastic spectilations in the domain of tlieosophy.
He belonged to the Zahirite school, which rejects

analogy, and authority, and takes its
stand on the external (zdhir), literal meaning of
the Qur'an and the trad tions. But, while his
attitude in regard to legal and ritual practice was
that of the literalist [zdhirl], who looks only at the
outward form, in all mattei-s of doctrine and belief
he was pre-eminently the mystic (bdtini), who
fixes his gaze on the inward spirit and seeks to
opinion,
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words ami

iliscovei' tlie realitj' of «liicli tlio

letters

As I. GoUlziher has shown {Die
are a symbol.
^Ahiriten, Lei]>zig, 1884, p. 179 tf.), the two points
The Zahirite
of view are not nmtiuiUy exclusive.
practice appealed

to

many

Sufis,

who

in it

fo\iii(l

an expression of tlioir own dislike for the li.Tir.splitting pedantry of tlie rival scliools of law,
for the acceptjince of external authority as the
standard of truth, and for the method of logical
demonstration as opposed to intuitive know-

ledge.

Ibn al-'Arabi, like other Sufis before and after
him, endeavours to combine the Ash'arite theology
with philasophical ideas whicli, in his case, arc
mainl}' derived from Plotinus and tlie Neo-1'hitonic
circle.
Thus he has to deal with two different
conceptions of God: (1) the Allah of the Qur'an,
endowed with attributes that are superadded to
His essence, and (2) the One Being which is devoid
of every attribute, quality,

and

relation,

corrupt,

and

sullers

punishment

for sins

committed

in the flesh.

The system of Ibn al-'Arabi may be described as
a pantheistic monism. God and tlie world are two
correlative and comploiiientary aspects of one
Absolute Reality the world could not exist apart
from Goil, and, if the world did not exist, God
could not be manifested and known. The terms
'creator' (al-JIaqq) and 'creature' (khnlq) are
logically involved in one another as moments of the
Absolute Being, not indeed of er|ual worth since
al-ljnqq is eternal, while khaln is contingent (i.e.
eternal in the knowledge of God, and originated in
respect of its manifestation) but interchangeable
subjects of pi'edication (cf. L. Massignon, KitCih
(d-Tav:Cmn, Paris, 1012, p. ISOfi'.). Urn al-'Arabi
delights in the daring paradoxes which this line
of thought suggests to him e.g.,
:

—

—

—

'

and which

me and I praise Him,
And He worships me and I wnrship Him.
He

praises

In one stale

Him,

a'-knowled-^e
that exists,
llis God retains the attributes
But in the objects of sense deny Him.
of Allah, but these are reduced to mere relations,
He knows me and I know Him not,
And I know Him and behold Him.
having no real existence ; hence, although they
How can He he independent,
are the archetypes of the sensible world, tliey do
When I help Old aid HimV
not aftect the essential unity of God, in whom all
For that cause God hrou;;lit me into existence,
In his attempt to explain
Therefore 1 know Him and bring Hiui into existence
contraries are identified.
(Fuf uf, Cairo, 1321 A.H., ch. v. p. 78).
how plurality can proceed from the Simple One,
Ibn al-'Arabi employs the same metaphors as
Although the contrary might be inferred from
Plotinus, his favourite illustration being the some passages of his writings, he makes a distincThe intelligible world is con- tion between the divine and human natures, and
diffusion of light.
his pantheism does not lead to the doctrine of
stituted by a series of seven realities: (1) God,
incarnation (huliil) or identification (ittihdd).
the One Essence
(2) the First Intelligence or
Universal Reason, which comprises every species Man can never say with ^lallaj, I am God (Ana
of divine knowledge and, in Qur'anic language, is 'l-Hf(qq), because, owing to the constitution of his
the Pen that inscribes on the Tablet of Universal mind, he is unable to think all objects of knowSoul the divine ideas whereof created things are a ledge simultaneously, as God thinks them therethe Truth
fore he is only a truth (haqq), not
copy (3) Universal Soul (4) Universal Nature
Universal Matter
(5)
(6) TJniversal Body
(7)
(al-Haqq), who is the counterpart of the whole
Universal Figure. The entire phenomenal uni- universe of created things (cf. Massignon, p. 182 f.).
In view of the scanty attention that Il)n alverse is the manifestation of those realities, which,
before their manifestation, exist potentially or, 'Arabi has hitherto received from Euiopean
as Ibn al-'Arabi says, are non-existent in the scholars, it would be impossible to give a detailed
luminous darkness that hides eternally the essence account of his doctrines, and premature to make a
of the Godhead. Manifestation involves relativity,
more definite statement concerning the character
and the relation of the universe to God is that of his theosophy as a whole. Much of it, of course,
of the determined to the Absolute, of the shadow- belongs to the common stock of Sufiistic speculaAll existence is constituted by form tion, but there is also a great deal that appears to
to the sun.
Form answers to the be original and based upon the immense store of
(^firah) and spirit [ruh).
Aristotelian definition of matter i.e., it is essenti- his own mj'stical experiences, which he has .so
Spirit, on the other
copiously recorded and analyzed (for his theory of
ally potential and imperfect.
hand, is what Aristotle calls 'form,' the principle ecstasy and the seven degrees of passing-away
that gives reality and perfection to the forms pro- [frtnli] which he enumerates, see Asi'n Palacios,
La Psicologia segun Mohidin Abenarabi,' in Actcs
duced by Universal Nature, which take their place
(hi xiv' Congrds internat. des orientaiistes, iii.
in the order of existence according to their capacity
for receiving and manifesting the life of the Uni12511'.).
Among the twenty-four heretical docOf these trines attributed to him by Ali al-Qiiri' (Risdlah
versal Spirit that animates the whole.
forms the highest is man, who, in virtue of the fi wahdat al-vmjud, Constantinople, 1294 A.H.)
microcosmic function assigned to him by his the following are noteworthy
(n) That man stands to God in the same relation
Creator, unites and displays all the divine names
and attributes, so that he is the mirror in which as the pupil of the eye, which is the instrument of
God beholds and reveals Himself as He really is. vision, to the eye i.e., man is the means whereby
This description refers only to the supreme type of God beholds His creation and knows Himself and
humanity, 'the perfect man' (al-m.-idn al-kdmil), that we (mankind) are ourselves the attributes
whom Ibn al-'Arabi identifies with Adam as repre- with which we endow God— excepting only the
senting the class of men prophets, saints, and attriliute of necessary and essential oeing so that,
when we contemplate Him, we contemplate ourtheosopliists that possess a uniime kimwledge of
God {Fiisus al-Hikam, ch. i. cf. £/, art. 'al-Insan selves, and when He contemplates us, He contemElsewhere Ibn
al-Kaniil').
Knowledge is a process of reminis- plates Himself (Fusils, ch. i.).
are the food that sustains
cence. In proportion as each particular soul is al-'Arabi says
it receives illumination from Universal
the being of God, and He is our food'— a further
i)uritied,
{«ason by means of revelation {wahy), and from instance of the way in which he turns the principle
Universal Soul by means of inspiration (ilhani). of logical correlation to pantheistic uses.
of the things
Tiie organ of this knowledge is the reasonable soul
(6) Th,at God is the 'self ('fiin)
self
is the
(dl-nafs al-naliqah), which must be distinguished that He brought into existence, for He
from the vital or animal soul (al-riih al-hayawdnl). of things in manifestation, though Ho is not the
While the former has only an accidental connexion 'self 'of things in their essences. Therefore Ibn
with the body and is incapable of sin, the animal al-'Arabi holds that the true mystic, combining the
doctrines of lanzih and la.shbih, worships God both
soul, though not consciously evil, is naturally
is all
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;
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—

;

'
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;
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as absolutely transcendent and as externalized In
nature (Fimls, ch. iii.).
(c) That all forms of religious belief are relatively
true.
This follows from the proposition that God
is the 'self of all created things, whether they be
sensible or intelligible.
Every sectary forms some
notion of God, and in praising the god which he
has made he praises himself, whUe at the same
time he blames the gods of other sects and indi-

would be more wise and just if he
perceived God in every form and in every belief,
according to the verse (Qur'an, ii. 109), Wheresoever ye turn, there is the face, i.e. the reality, of
Allah' {Fusils, chs. x. and xxvii.; cf. Tarjuman alviduals.

It

'

ashwag, Preface, p. vi).
(f/) That, even if the infidels shall remain in hell
for ever, their torments will ultimatelj' be transmuted into such pleasure as is enjoyed by the
blessed in paradise. Abd al-Karim al-J ili develops
this theory in his Insdn al-Kamil (see the present
writer's article,
Moslem Philosophy of Religion,'
in Mus(on,Zvi ser. I. i. [I9I5] 83 tt'.).
Evidently
there is no room in Ibn al-'Arabi's system for the
Muhammadan scheme of rewards and punishments.
The fuUness of the divine wisdom as manifested in
'

'

A

creation requires that the spiritual capacities of
human souls shall be infinitely various, and salvation and perdition are the effects that correspond
with the capacitj- eternally implicit in God's knowledge of every human soul before its individualization in the material world.
Ibn al- .A_rabi proceeds
to argue that, inasmuch as knowledge is a relation
dependent on the object known, viz. the soul and
its potential capacity, each individual is responsible
for the good and evil which are produced by that
capacity (Fusfis, ch. v.) but in another passage of
the same work (ch. viii.) he declares that it is a
more profoundly mystical thought to regard the
soul as a mode of God, and its recompense as a
divine illumination (tajalli) in the form of pleasure
or pain which are felt by God Himself.
(e) That the saints are superior to the prophets.
Ibn al-'Arabi does not state t!ie doctrine in this
;

absolute way. The prophets, he says, may be
viewed in three aspects as apostles, they bring a
as prophets, they
religious code to their people
:

;

inform them about God in proportion to their own
knowledge and, as saints, they pass away in God
;

and abide

in

Him.

Saintship

is

the in%\ard, mysti-

element in prophecy. Hence the
prophet qua saint ranks above the prophet qua

cal, everlasting

religious legislator or preacher of divine truth
(Fusus, ch. xiv. ). According to 'Ali al-Qari', Ibn
al-'Arabi claimed to be the Seal of the Saints
(Khatam al-auliyd), as Muhammad is the Seal of

the Prophets.

—

LrrERATURE. The best general survey of Ibn al-'Arabi's
tbeosophy is contained in two papers by Asin Palacios— La
Psicolo^ia segun Mohidin Abenarabi,' in Actes du xiv^ Congr^s
inteniat. des orientalistes, Algiers, 1905, iii. 79-150, and
*iIohidin,' iii Somenaje d Mencndez y Pclayo, Madrid, 1S99, ii.
217-256. The latter volume (pp. 191-216) includes an essay by
Julian Ribera, 'Origenes de la filosofia de Raimundo Lulio,'
which gives much information coucemin;:: the life of Ibn al'

and the influence of his ideas upon those of Lull. See
A. von Kremer, Gisch. der furrschendtm Idcen des Islaiiis,
Leipzig, lb6S, p. 102 ff.; C. Brockelmann, Gesch. der arab.
Litteratur, Weimar, 1898-1902, i. 441 fl. ; R. A. Nicholson,
Literary History of the Arabs, London, 1007, p. 399 ff.; D. B.
Macdonald, Development of Muslim Theology, do. 1903, p. 261 £f.
'Arabi

also

Reynold A. Nicholson.

MUKTI.— See Moksa.
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'client' any one standing in an\ sort of fi.ved relationship to
another) it is used commonly among the Muhammadans of
Turkey, Persia, Russia, India, and their spiritual dependencies.
In India, however, the form maulavi or mulvi is also used in
reference to the mitllds of the lower grades, below the rank of
'dlim (plural = 'u/a?jia).
The form mevldnd ('our lord') is
applied to the most eminent 'ulamd, and also to eminent §ufi
leaders. In Turkish a distinction is further made by affixing
instead of prefixing mulld to tlie name of a judge of a higher
court. In Arabic-gpeaking countries mulld as a generic term
is not so frequently used; in the term
MuUa of Jerusalem,'
'of Cairo,' 'of Medina,' etc., the reference is to the chief
of
the
Muhammadan
court
of each city while
religious
justice
s/iaikh, a title of older usage in Muhammadanism, has persisted
in
a
to
teacher
of authority.
religious
especially
application
Tbeterm'SIad Mulla has sometimes been applied to certain
fanatical religious leaders in India and the Sudan who, having
proclaimed themselves the Mahdi (^.y.), have led revolts against
the established government.
:

;

'

;

'

The characteristics of the mullas as a class are
determined largely by the education which they
receive.
The ranks are recruited normally from
the lower, less often from the middle, classes.
Between the ages of eleven and fifteen. Laving
passed through themaktab (' elementarj' school'),
students are admitted as softas (' undergi'aduates ')
the madrasah (higher mosque school).
The
ofl'ers training mainly in dialectics,
theologj", and the canon law based on the Quran
and traditions (hadlth) it is that of a theological
seminary of the orthodox type. The Oriental languages are also taught, and in previous centuries
there were mullCis who became famous in the field
of belles-lettres
but in more recent times the
graduates have been only lawyer-theologians. The
curriculum
complete
requires at lea.st fifteen, in
practice generally eighteen, years for fulfilment
but vei'y few students succeed in completing the
course and passing the various examinations which
entitle tliem to a place in the higher ranks of the
'ulamd and to appointment to the higher judicial
and university positions.
Owing to the Oriental
veneration for scholars, as well as to certain privileges which they enjoy (such as exemption from
military service, and free, though very simple, food
and lodgings), many students enter the madrasah
who are physically unable to bear the hardships
of the student life and mentally unfitted for the
full curriculum.
Accordingly, the raajoritj' leave
the madrasah after from one to five years of study,
to

curriculum

;

;

;

during which any tendency to independent thought
and investigation has been discouraged and a blind
devotion to traditional Muhammadanism has been
made the fixed principle of life. At the end of
each year's work or tlie completion of eacli professor's course, the student receives a certificate
testifying to his fitness to hold some position

demanding that amount

of learning.
Leaving the
'madrasah, lie is now in the mulld class, and
receives the support of that class in the appointment to some minor office, generally in some village
or small town in the provinces.
He may become
an imam, leader in prayer' (though this otiice is
not reserved exclusively for the mulld class), or a
teacher in a primary school (and tlie incapacity of
such teachers in the Orient is proverbial), or a
lecturer in some small madrasah, or even a judge
of one of the minor courts.
It is the mulld as
provincial mosque preacher who is regarded as typical
of the class.
Once in office, the mulld is sure of
a position for life, though he may be transferred
from one school or mosque to another.
Without any fixed organization, the mullds
nevertheless form almost a caste
they are distinguished by the large turban and the flowing robe,
though neither is prescribed. In influence over
the masses and in devotion to formal religion, the
mulld class has often been likened to a priesthood
'

;

varied usage,
given to officials of different ranks, but invariably to men who have received some degree of
education in a madrasrih, or higher mosque school,
and hold certilicates testifying tliereto it is also
a generic term applied to such officials as a class.
title of

;

ilulld. is a proper pronunciation of the Turkish mevla, the
Arab, mauld (lit. 'lord,' 'master,' 'patron'; also 'slave,'

—a comparison which

fails in accuracy onlj- in so
far as the mulld receives no special consecration
to office, does not in any way replace the individual
in offering prayer or sacrifice, cannot grant absolu-
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tion, and perfovins no necessary i>avt in the rites
connecteil with hiith, ciiounRision, marriage, or
death. Gut, in being tlie teaclier of these ri^lits
and duties and the accei>ted adviser in (juestions
of faith as well as of daily life, the mnllCi considers
himself in a position above that of the other
Oriental clergy whose equal at least he generally
is in learning and whose superior l\e is in the persuasive powers of liis dialectics.
In theu' conservative and reactionary tendencies
the muUCis have generally gi\'en their support to
in 'lurkey
tlie absolutism of temporal authorities
especially to the Sultan as head of both the Church
and the State and they have opposed the introduction of Western culture as encouraging religious
indift'erentism and ceremonial laxity, and as subIn
stituting rationalism for their own fatalism.
Persia, liowever, where the Shi'itic form of Muhammadanism prevails, and where, consequently, the
temporal ruler is not regarded as the head of the
Church, the 7nullds often exercise their popular
against the State authority, matching the
Sower
espotism of the latter with their own extreme
fanaticism. There the house of the mulld, like
mosques and shrines in all Muhammadan lands, is
an inviolable jilace of refuge ; and Persian multds
have often been charged with harbouring outlaws,
whose services they have then used in furthering
The power of the mnllds is
their own designs.
sometimes checked to a certain extent by that of
the dervish orders, and in Turkey, India, and
Egypt by the secular courts instituted in more
recent times to administer the so-called 'wr/'C cus-

—

—

—

tomary

law').

The mnllds

in general, being sincere in their
de^'otion to their calling, are seldom guilty of infractions of the moral law ; indeed, they have
generally been held to contrast favourably with the
lower priesthood of other faiths. Moral probity is
less marked among the Persian mullds, however,
who, at heart more devoted to Persian poetry than

to Muhammadan theology, hold their own functions
In one respect, too, the mullds
in light esteem.
everywhere, especially those who fill the office of

minor jnd"e, are not abo\e reproach inasmuch as
the stipend furnished by the mosque endowments,
and ofHcial salaries in general, are very small, the
practice of usury and acceptance of bribes is frequent an abuse which early Muhammadanism
attempted to avoid by the principle that religious
teachers should always have some other means of
;

—

gaining a livelihood.
Despite the reactionary tendencies and the corruptibility generally ascribed to the mnlld, the
history of Muhammadanism contains the names

many 7millds conspicuous for nobility of character and devotion to absolute justice, who have
risked their lives to rebuke the corruption and
tyranny of rulers. Today, too, the number of
clear-headed, honest leaders among the Turkish,
of

Arabic, and Indian 'ulamd is steadily increasing
not a few softas have been sent from Turkey to
receive part of their education in Europe in India
the mrdvis have sometimes warmly advocated the
and everywhere in
innovations o: the English
the larger cities subjected to European influence
the traditional type of mulld is being combated by
advanced Muhamniadans who, even when thej' are
rationalists, at the same time deny that thej- are
guilty of any defection from the fundamental
and fatalism is
principles of Muhammadanism
often taught, practically if not logically, as a doctrine which induces fortitude in bearing the accidents and misfortunes of life, without permitting
the cessation of righteous endeavour in any cause
as long as Allah has not shown, by making its
failure a fait accompli, that His will and decree
are opposed thereto.
;

;

;

;

—

A. Vambery, Western Culture in Eastern
York, 190G W. G. Palgrave, Essaj/s on EasUm
T. P. Hughes, Xotes on iluhamQucstitjHS, London, 1872
LlTERATlTRK.

Lands,

New

;

;

medanUm'',

do. 1875-7S.
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character of each individual is carefully drawn, the leading events in their
described, and every feature and event illustrated from modern literature.
It

The
lives

'The preacher who has this volume will never lack good material for bright and helpful sermons.
gives access to a whole librar>' of the best literature dealing with these heroe.s of Hebrew history.'
Preacher's Magazine.

Full Prospectuses of both Series free on application
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